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Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following speech of
the Honorable Emilio Abello, Minister
Plentipotentiary of the Republic of the
Philippines, consul general in New York,
on the occasion of Bataan Day, Boston,
Mass., April 9, 1952:
Ten years ago today, Maj. Gen. Edward
King surrendered to the Imperial Japanese
Army the beleaguered Philippine-American
forces, which had for three long months
taken a heroic stand against them on the
peninsula of Bataan. Outnumbered, underequipped, lacking in munitions and other implements of war, harassed by disease and exhaustion, famine stricken-these gallant and
intrepid fighters held on against heavy odds,
and with valor, courage and fortitude, bitterly and bravely contested every inch of the
ground of Bataan, while the democracies were
consolidating their forces in the United
States, in Australia, and elsewhere. During
the last weeks of , the struggle, there 'Was
nothing left in them . but their unconquerable faith in the justice of the cause for
which they were fighting; and to that cause,
they gave the last full measure of their devotion, oblivious of self, undaunted, unafraid,
The miracle of the time was that they had
,withstood such great punishment for so long.
The fall of Bataan was received with shock
and grief by all Filipinos throughout the
Philippines, whether in the hills or in the
towns, in occupied territory or in the free
areas. Not that it was unexpected, because
everywhere it was well known that our forces
were fighting under handicaps the worst ever
faced by any Army anywhere and that it had
become 'impossible to defend Bataan; but because with the surrender came the painful
realization by all of us that the reinforcements which we had hoped would come from
the United States·were not to arrive anymore
and that the Philippines would be given up,
at least temporarily, to our implacable foe.
The fall of Bataan was not, however, a day
of humiliation. It was our finest hour, because it climaxed an epic struggle in which
an army, besieged on land and blockaded by
sea, surrendered only after it had borne all
that human endurance could bear and after
it had inflicted frightful casualties on the
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enemy. General MacArthur, in announcing
the surrender, said:
"The Bataan force went out as it wishedfighting to the end of its ftickering, forlorn
hope. No army has ever done so much with
so little. Nothing became it like its last hour
of trial and agony."
Neither was the fall of Bataan a day of de·
feat, because the heroes of Bataan had accomplished their mission; and to them must
go a major part of the credit for the ultimate victory in 1945. Without the sacrifices
of those officers and men it might never have
been possible to see final victory at all or to
see It so soon. The resistance in Bataan
wrecked the timetable of the · Japanese
forces. It nailed down several divisions of
those forces for more than 3 months in the
Philippines, which, but for it, would have
overrun the rest of southeast Asia and the
Pacific and immediately steamed full speed
towards Australia. They would have reached
Australia before forces could be deployed
there in its defense, and that would have disabled that continent as a base of operations
for the offensive drive and the reconquest of
all of the South and Central Pacific and the
Philippines.
President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, at the height of the Battle of
Ba taan, declared:
"The heroes of Bataan are effectively assisting by giving invaluable time, and time
1s the vital factor in reinforcing our mill·
tary strength in this ,theater of war."
In Bataan was ·shed our country's best
blood; and we Filipin:os join today's exercises
with a deep sense of consecration to the
great cause of freedom and justice for which
they fought. As we pause today to pay our
homage of affection and gratitude to the
heroes of Bataan, let us not forget that while
the Pacific war has been won, great battles
yet remain to be fought to guarantee to all
of humanity the freedom and justice for
which they staked their lives in that hallowed ground. Totalitarian forces, the same
1f not worse than those which they crushed
during the Pacific war, again threaten to
deprive us of the great gains for which they
paid so dearly; and from Bataan we must
draw one lesson, that of preparedness.
Bataan would never have been; and the
blood that was shed and the treasure that
was wasted there and in the other parts of
the Philippines, in our frantic, desperate,
futile effort to resist the Japanese aggression
would never have been shed and wasted, if
we had taken note of the signs and the portents which were all too obvious that the
Japanese would not be satisfied with Manchuria but would, following the blueprint 1n
the Tanaka Memorial, move south to the
greener pastures of southeast Asia and the
Pacific.
We of the democracies, all too often,
measure the faith and intentions of other
peoples by our own good faith and honest
intentions. We lull ourselves into a false

sense of security after we have inked an
agreement, treaty, or convention; and we do
not stop to watch whether the same good
faith, the same sincerity, and the same loyalty to the plighted word which inspired us
also inspired the other parties to that agreement, treaty, or convention. We are so engrossed in the pure enjoyment of the lib· ·
erties that ftow from our democratic way of
life that we forget that this way of life would
be ours only so long as we exercised the
greatest vigilance not only against the internal subverters, but also against those who
would, by external aggression, destroy our
liberties and force upon us their way of
life.
We saw this phenomenon during the
period between the First and the Second
World Wars. In spite of the aggression in
Europe, in spite of the Japanese saber-rattling in Manchuria and in Thailand, we
went on ·blithely in the even tenor of our
ways, and amidst party bickerings, factional
strife, and strikes, and lockouts, we proceeded to enunciate doctrines, issue mani·
festos, give warnings, and talk peace. But
peace was not · possible, because we did not
sue for it on the basis of our own strength.
It took tne tragedy at Pearl Harbor and the
bombing of Manila to awaken us from our
lethargy; and it was then too late to win
the initial victories of the war.
We saw that phenomenon again after the
Second World War. Just emerging from the
victories that were won at such great sacrifices in men and treasures, we relapsed to
our former ways; and while we were signing treaties which were intended to establish firm foundations for peace and international cooperation, and without waiting
to see whether these earnest elforts on our
part would bear the fruits which we hoped
they would, we demobilized as fast as we
could, conver't ed war indust:-ies totallv to
peacetime needs, and settled into a frame of
mind that would again need rude awaken- ·
ings to place us on our feet for war and
resistance to aggression.
We did not see, and did not care to see, that
other peoples, with ideas of government and
society so different from ours and with the
doctrine of class struggle and world revolution deeply imbedded in their ideology, were
even then maintaining their army and air
force and their industries on a war footing,
to be ready at any time to convert the world
again into an armed Armageddon on a day
in a spot absolutely of their own choosing.
And so Korea came; and in it we saw a repetition of the tragedies that overtook us
in 1941.
Let us work for peace. Only in the
climate of peace can our liberties be preserved and enjoyed in their pristine vigor.
But let us work for peace from strength and
not from weakness. · Let us bend our every
effort and our every nerve and sinew so that
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the problems which divide the world today
may be settled around the conference table.
Let the four freedoms and the principles of
the Atlantic Charter be given life and substance so that the barriers of trade may be
removed, understanding promoted, liberties
safeguarded, and the peoples ·of the world
be freed from f$8.r and from want; but while
we aro working toward these ends, let us
ever bear in mind that until such ends shall
have been achieved and while we are hoping
for the best, let us be prepared for the worst.
Only thus can peace be preserved; and if
war should come, only thus can another
Pearl Harbor and another Bataan be avoided.
If Bataan is significant because it taught
us one lesson, that of preparedness, it is
even more significant because it stands as
a symbol of Philippine-American solidarity
and. friendship. Of all the colonial peoples
in 1941, the people of the Philippines were
the most steadfast in their loyalty to the
mother country and to the democratic ideal.
.AB brothers in arms, Americans and Filipinos, in open fraternity, fought from the
same foxholes in Bataan, and suffered together the terrible rigors of that hard-fought
campaign. Again, in Corregidor, Filipinos
and Americans together manned the battlements of that stricken fortress, and fought
savagely, until it too was invested and taken.
And all the way from Australia, through the
jungles of the South and Central Pacific, to
the Philippines, and beyond, our two peoples,
bound together by the ties of a common
loyalty to freedom and to each other, fought
on the final victory.
. When it would have been easy for you
after the war, taking advantage of the devastation caused in the Philippines, to have
gone back on your promise to grant the
Philippines her independence, you were·-true
to your plighted word and recognized our
right to freedom, an act of renunciation unparalleled in world history.
Since that day, July 4, 1946, the United
States and the Philippines, mutually re_.
specting each other's sovereignty, have labored and worked together, in, the formation
and implementation of plans for peace and
the promotion of the economic well-being
of all the peoples of the world,. in the same
spirit that was shown during the days of
Bataan-with perfect understanding of each
other, in harmony, and with unselfish devotion to great ideals. The collaboration that
has existed between our two countries, one
a great power and the other a nascent and
new State, has never been on a master-slave
basis, but one founded on affection for each
other and on our conviction that the United
States is the foremost and most sincere
champion of world peace and economic wellbeing.
So our two countries were invariably on
the same side of all the important issues
which threatened to divide the United Nations in San Francisco. We were with you
when the United Nations was fighting for
its life on the questions affecting Greece and
Iran. We supported your stand on the control of atomic energy and the regulation cf
armaments. We fought with you for the
establishment of a collective-security system
for the United Nations and voted for your
plan on the unification of Germany. In spite
of our own special, national interests jeopardized in the project for peace with Japan,
we went along with you and signed the peace
treaty, with such reservations as we thought
would protect those interests, because of the
larger issue of peace and collective security
which you urged in support of the treaty.
And in the critical days of the debates in the
United Nations on Korea and the recognition
of Communist China, when the United
States looked around for friends and found
but a few, the Philippines, of all the Asian
countries, was the only one which fought
against craven appeasement and shame-

faced blackmail, and stood up to be counted
on the side of the United States.
Ten years after the fall of Bataan, the
spirit of Bataan still lives. The friendship
between our two peoples which began in the
early part o.f this century and which has
grown deeper with the years will for'ever
bind our two nations together, which neither
time nor circumstances can weaken. A:{ld
whether in peace or in war, Filipinos will, as
at Bataan, fight shoulder to shoulder with
their American brothers and allies so that
our common hope and common aspirations
for peace, freedom, and justice may be fulfilled and realized.
·

Proposed Revision of Our Immigration
Laws
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ADOLPH J. SABATH
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, April 25, 1952

Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, as one
who served for 24 years, much of that
time as a ranking member of the former
Committee on Immigration, materially
assisting in the drafting of the Immigration Act of 1918 and 1924, and believing
myself possessed of far greater knowledge of the invaluable benefits accruing
to the United States as a result of our
immigration laws, so severely but unjustifiably attacked in past years by the
professionally prejudiced restrictionists,
who, I am convinced; have had much to
do with the bill now before us, I want to
state that I believe this bill to be one of
the most unfair, discriminatory, unAmerican measures dealing with this vital subject ever to come before Congress.
It must be conceded by every fairminded man that immigration to this
country is what made this great land of
ours. In fact, the advantages and benefits attending the free flow of immigration were of tremendous importance in
the development and prosperity of
America because, in the main, only people who believed in liberty and freedom
and who possessed willingness and determination made America the greatest
and most prosperous Nation in all the
world.
In years gone by tpese professional
restrictionists continually charged that
the immigrants we admitted would endanger our free Government. I main•
tained, at all times, while advocating
fair immigration laws during my 45
years in the House, that these charges
were based on prejudice entirely and
would eventually be proven · false. My
position has been completely substantiated. The record shows, beyond any
doubt, that the immigrants who came to
our shores following World War I and
after World War II have become loyal,
patriotic, law-abiding citizens and have
contributed materially to the development and strength of our economy, The
oft-repeated charges they would lower
the standard of living of the American
wage earner were also false, because,
invariably, these immigrants-and I
speak of those coming of their own free

will seeking freedom and liberty and
opportunity-have filled a void in our
agricultural "nd industrial life and have
added immeasurably to our strength in
fortifying the free world. In fact, they
have uplifted the American wage earner
by taking on the most undesirable and
most difficult work in helping build our
railroads, our highways-in bringing
from the bowels of the earth the coal and
valuable ores that have made it possible
for the United States to become the
greatest industrial, manufacturing, and
agricultural Nation in the world.
Having lived among the so-called new
immigrants for 70 years, becoming thor.
oughly familiar with them, and having
seen our great land grow in population
from 60,000,000 to 155,000,000 in my
short span of life; having come in daily
contact with members of the various nationalistic groups such as the Poles
Czechs, Italians, Greeks, Scandinavians:
and others, I am deeply gratified that
I have never overstated the benefits that
I felt would accrue and that have come
to our country as a result of their absorption into our citizenry. I feel thoroughly justified tn restating my position
against the harsh, inhuman unfair and
unjustifiable restrictions ~ontained in
this proposal authored by these same
prejudiced professional restrictionists .
These attempts to prejudice the minds
of the American people against the immigrant are nothing new. Let me quote
from the very first report made by an
immigration commission appointed over
150 years ago, a commission that was
proposed by one of our very great Americans, Benjamin Franklin, in which report we find the following:
We view with alarm the ever-increasing
undesirable immigrants that are filling our
penal institutions and poorhouses, and overcrowding our coastal cities.
~his report was made when our population was less than 4,000,000, and when
those who were so severely criticizing
i~migration had come from Great Britam, and the great bulk of the then currez:tt. immigrants were coming from the
British Isles. I repeat, this report was
m~~e 150 years ago. Again, another
million dollars was spent by another immigration commission in 1907, and to a
large extent the same unwarranted fears
were e~pressed in ·that report, but history disproved all these contentions.
The fear of overpopulation and all the
other fears failed to materialize.
, Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I am opposed
to this bill because I feel, as I stated
above, it has apparently been conceived
and drafted by gentlemen who have
failed to remain honest with the historical development, growth, and prosperity
of our Nation to which the immigrant
in such great degree, contributed. i
concede that from time to time there
have been a few entering our gates who
transgressed, but the percentage today
is far less than that which prevailed during the early days of immigration when
the bulk of our immigrants · came from
the so-called older stock. We must all
admit that perfection in selection can
never be achieved, but our failure to
achieve this goal should not be employed .
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to drive out the last vestige of humane, are made retroactive. It also deprives
neighborly, friendly consideration for American citizens of continued citizenthose in other lands whose eyes are ship on various grounds which the
turned toward loved ones or to the bea- Supreme Court has not hitherto allowed.
con light of liberty in this land of ours,
It is loaded down with restriction after
where their skills, their determination, · restriction, tearing at the heart strings
and industry can be utilized in r~taining of separated families; it encourages reour eminent position in the world of to- . ligious and racial persecution in other
lands by denying entry to certain of these
morrow.
Personally, I never did condone, and victims; it grants further power to the
I have been persistent at- all times in Executive to set up new re~trictions, and
refusing to admit undesirables. In fact, even absolute bars, against immigration
1
some of the most restrictive provisions
embodied in the acts of 1918 and 1924,
including many of the deportation pro- vides for deportation of innocent victims
visions, were the result of my efforts of our laws, and makes all grounds of deportation retroactive to cover all immiand work.
grants who have hitherto been admitted
It was in the 1924 act that the first
provision embodying national origin was to the United States.
It is a tragic conglomeration of illinserted. It was a vicious provision for it
established, for the first time in our im- conceived, inhuman, un-American promigration laws, a deliberate, prejudicial visions in the name of revision of our
restriction on account of religious belief immigration laws. It is very clear that
and/or color. It favored Anglo-Saxons these new provisions are based on a reand a few other nationalities with in- jection of the principle stated in the
Declaration of Independence that all
creased quotas while reducing very materially those from South European and men are created equal. The proposed
legislation assumes that the only forAsiatic nations.
I recall very distinctly, Mr. Speaker, eigners who are desirable in America are
the bitter fight put on in 1912 by this Anglo-Saxon foreigners, preferably if
they arrived a hundred years or more
same coterie of restrictionists when a revision of our immigration laws was be- ago. All others, presumably, are memfore Congress. When the bill reached bers of inferior breeds, who should be
the White House, I am pleased to say kept out of the United States by any
that upon my urgent plea and sound means available, or deported, if possible,
argument, President William H. Taft once they are within our borders for the
vetoed \;he measure and his. veto was most trivial of reasons. Under this legislation, if it is enacted by Congress and
sustair..~d by the House. Again in 1915
the same forces were able to pass an- signed by the PreSident, the United
other bill which v. as exceedingly harsh States will itself become an iron-curtain
and inhuman, and again, following my country. It is directly contrary to the
plea to Presfdent Wilson, he vetoed the broad principles to which our great land
bill and his veto was sustained. I feel has dedicated its all in the global
certain our present great leader, Presi- · struggle to free the struggling peoples
dent Truman, will give this measure the now enmeshed in the giant claws of dicsame treatment if it reaches his desk, tatorial oppression. Its enactment will
and I trust this body will exercise the seriously impede our progress and our
same · good judgment exercised by its position in the world of tomorrow; it will
two predecessors mentioned above if and dangerously handicap the continued expansion of our industrial and agriculwhen the bill is returned here.
tural economy; it will cut off the valuable
Now, Mr. Speaker, just what does this replenishment
of the labor that performs
bill provide in its distorted attempt to
the arduous, menial work so vital to our
revise our immigration laws? Rather entire
economy.
than ensuring a steady fiow of acceptable
I protest, Mr. Speaker, with all the
immigrants to our shores it embodies
sincerity and force at my command the
13 new grounds for excluding future
immigrants, more than 20 new grounds enactment of such repressive, discrimfor excluding or de-porting those ad- inatory legislation as this measure emmitted in past years, and an undeter- bodies. I trust a vast majority of the
mined number of new ways of losing membership of this House will awaken
one's American citizenship. Rather than to the dangers to our future as the one
codifying our present laws it would make great liberal, democratic leader of the
more than 100 changes in Federal law free nations of the world if we enact this
governing immigration, deportation, and bHl. May the stars and stripes of our
citizenship. Only three of these changes wonderful fiag continue to beckon to the
are in the direction of liberality; Asiatics homeless, the distraught, the persecuted,
are made eligible for immigration under and the courageous seeking a new home
minimum quotas, and citizenship, sex in the land of the free, -as it has to so
discriminations are eliminated, and re- many millions during our brief history,
formed totalitarians may be admitted but whose contribution to our glory and
strength and leadership is without paralcan never become citizens.
The bill prohibits future immigration lel in world annals. I hope and trust
to the United States, except for certain this House will overwhelmingly defeat
narrowly restricted · categories, and it this measure, thus delivering a warning
provides for deportation of those dis- to the professionally prejudiced restricplaced persons and other immigrant1s ad- tionists that their iron-curtain ideas
mitted in past years who do not meet the have no place in a free and humane
very rigid standards in the bill, which America.
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Canada Isn't Bluffing on the Seaway
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN A. BLATNIK
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, April 28, 1952

- Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent, I insert in the Appendix of the RECORD an exceptionally
well-written editorial entitled "Before
It's Too Late," published in one of my
local home-town papers, ·the Free Press,
and written by the paper's able editor
and publisher, Veda Ponikvar. This editorial clearly and succinctly drives home
the message that this is the last chance
for the United States to join Canada our
:friendly neighbor to the north in d~vel
opiiig for mutual benefit of b~th coun~ries the "largest single hydro project remaining in the North American continent." That there will be a St. Lawrence
navigation and power project has already been determined-by Canada.
The only choice left for Congress to
make in its closing 2 months of this
session is whether or not the United
States shall join Canada in such construction, and thereby be able to participate in joint ownership and operation of
the project which in the end will be paid
for substantially by Americans in American dollars regardless of whether the
project is built by Canada alone-which
it will be-or whether it shall be constructed in joint partnership.
The editorial follows:
BEFORE IT Is Too LATE
"Canada isn't bluffing on the seaway, and
Atlantic shipping will dock in Duluth."
So writes Anthony J. Wright, of Canada,
who, in the April 5 edition of America the
National Catholic weekly Review, point~ out
that "heads we both win, tails, America
loses." That is perhaps the fairest summary of Canada's latest, stiffened attitude
on the long-delayec,i St. Lawrence seaway and
power project.
Either Canada and the
United States will join hands on both the
power and navigational project and share
their fruits or our sister nation will go
ahead alone, cutting her own seaway channel, but will cooperate with us on power
development.
__,ime is running short. Like the sand in
the hourglass, the moment is being reached
in our Nation's history when either we will
act to the benefit of ourselves, or spend the
rest of our days paying for the privilege of
shipping on international waters. It seems
strange that we find millions to pour down
useless drains of endeavor and think nothing
of it; but when it comes to worth-while construction, we balk and bicker like little
children.
Only about two more months remain of
this congressional session, and in that short
period of time, our Representatives and Senators are confronted with some major issues
and very important bills, perhaps the greatest of which is the seaway bill which is being
buffeted around by the selfish interests and
certain Members of Congress.
This joint project which has smoldered on
lawmakers' shelves since 1897 would complete
a 2,000-mile water lane for seagoing ships
from the rock-bound Atlantic to the heart
of America in the thriving Midwest. It
would also develop 6,200,000 horsepower of
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electrical energy for the northeastern United .
States, Ontario, and Quebec.
How could the United States lose by not
sharing the construction on this inland
waterway project? The answer was given by
Canada's Transport Minister, Lionel Chevrier.
in a recent address. Analyzing the $250,000,000 to be contributed either by Canadian
taxpayers or by private investors if Canada
proceeds al.one, Chevrier issued a dollars-anacents threat. "The facilities would not be
provided as a gift to anyone," he stated, "and
least of all to the United States. The initial
cost and the operating expenses would be
covered by tolls on shipping. In other words,
the expense would be borne by the users and
beneficiariE's of the facilities."
Canada's attitude on the seaway has become determined considerably during the
past fF>W months. She has enacted legislation providing for a St. Lawrence Seaway Authority. It is empowered to use Government
grants or to raise money by a bond issue
floated in Canada or in this country to start
the bulldozers working on the remaining obstacles to the passage of large vessels. This
new authority will either manage the Canadian share of a joint project or be responsible fer carving the all-Canadian route, if
Congress remains adamant in refusing to
satisfy the 1941 agreement by which America
would join in the enterprise.
In addition to the many great advantages
of increased hydroelectric power for both
countries and the increased shipping made
available to · oceangoing vessels from the
Atlantic straight to Duluth, there is the
mammoth Labrador iron-ore development
now under way which will make available to
America's steel _plants as much as 10,000,000
tons of high-grade ore a year. The seaway
would open a cheap water route :f'or this ore
to Ohio and Pennsylvania.
Opponents who argue that the seaway
would be an open highway target to atomic
bombing aren't thinking seriously. There
are few sections of our country that aren't
dead ringers for atomic attack. B'l,lt does
that known fact stop us from building industrial plants, curtailing navigational progress,
moth-balling sCientific research, or plowing
underground our vast wheatfields and agricultural centers? We might as well stop
living altogether.
.
Canada does not want to start this project
alone. Both countries have much to gain
by mutual cooperation, friendliness, and
realism. But the patience of our sister nation is getting strained, and Congress had
better act now, before it 1s too late.
VEDA PONIKUAR.

The Object of the Technical Cooperation Program Is To Teach People To
Help Themselves

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN PHILLIPS
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 17, 1952

Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. SPeaker, in a few
days this Congress will discuss and vote
upon a program known as the TCA program, the technical cooperation program. It is more often called the point
4 program. It is important, as we discuss this subject and decide how much
money it should have for fiscal year
1953, that we keep in mind its original
objectives.
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It was to be a simple program. The
objective was not to pour money into
other countries, but to teach people to
help themselves. No clearer statement
of the objectives, as well as the dangers
which face this program in the future;
has been made than the one which I
have asked permission to include with
these remarks. It is called a reaffirmation of views and position of the Board
with respect to TCA program and
policies, and it is a statement of the
seven members of the Board of Consultants to the Food, Agriculture, and
Resources Development Staff of the TCA.
of the Department of State.
It opposes the granting of large sums
of money, which it speaks of as temporary palliatives, tending to diminish local
interest. It quotes the late Dr. Henry
Bennett and his philosophy, to which the
members of the Board subscribe unreservedly. It conciudes that:
The soundest approach is by educating the
people so they can train their own corps
of experts and become the masters of their
own economic destinies.

It will be well, Mr. Speaker, for us to
keep this wise advice in mind, in a few
days, when we are asked to vote large
sums of money for foreign aid, including
this point 4 program, when what we
need, and what these foreign friends
need, is knowledge of production and of
marketing so that they, of their own efforts, may become self-reliant. This
is American foreign aid at its highest and
best. The entire statement follows:
FEBRUARY 28, 1952.
To: Clayton E. Whipple, Director, Food, Agriculture and Resources Development
Staff, Technical Cooperation Administration, Department of State.
From: Board of Consultants to the Food,
Agriculture, and Resources Development
Staff, Technical Cooperation Administration, Department of State.
Subject: Reaffirmation of Views and Position of Board With Respect to TCA Program and Policies.
PREAMBLE

We recognize the pressures arising from
considerations of the psychological impacts
and subsequent prestige created by the size
of appropriations for use in countries concerned. Nevertheless, we believe tha TCA
program as related to food, agriculture, and
resources development should be confined to
the originally stated objective of helping people to help themselves, rather than to be
utilized as an expedient to attain political
and / or military policy objectives.
The curr~nt wide acceptance and popularity of the technical cooperation concept has
been based on the soundness of a program to
increase food production and improve health
and living standards through the medium of
mass education and exchange of technical
know-how.
We believe that this basic principle must
be maintained if the American public 1s going to continue to support technical cooperation; that is, point 4.
As guaranties that the technical cooperation character of the program will be preserved, we recommend that the following
pr_ogram policies be continued and emphasized:
(a) Point 4 ls a program of the American
people. As such, we believe it should insure
that the resources ef the many nongovernmental organization now working in the
foreign field are utilized to the fullest extent

possible in program development and operation. We recommend that immediate
steps be taken to determine the extent of
these resources and to effect a fully coordi·
nated program.
(b) We feel that all country programs
should be on a truly collaborative basis and
that, to that end, each cooperating country
should make contribut;ions of both personnel
and funds. Tlie final objective of each TCA
program should be to develop local leadership within the country to make certain of
the continuation of the program to the desired end.
(c) Money means nothing unless we have
staffs who can spend it wisely. Therefore,
we suggest that programs be projected· and
funds appropriated only as competent and
proven personnel, both in the United States
and in the country itself, are potentially
available.
{d) We r_e commend an immediate study of
. specifications for civil-service appointments
that will insure the recruitment of the best
available men for point 4 service. This
study should include specifications for men
of junior level, both in salary and experience.
(e) We believe the above because our collective· foreign experience has shown that
pumping large sums of money or grants of
equipment into underdeveloped countries
sets up social and economic forces which will
defeat the long-range objectives of point 4.
For instance, these large sums or grants
( 1) may lead to misuse of. funds and equipment; (2) are temporary palliatives which
often diminish local initiative; (3) are usually not fully absorbed into the . local underdeveloped economies; ( 4) provide work,
equipment, or techniques which cannot or
may not be maintained or supported after
United St~tes aid is withdrawn; (5) lead to
oversized projects which are often physically, economically, or socially unsound because of lack of time and data for proper
planning.
REAFFIRMATION OF THE SUPPORT OF THE BOARD
OF CONSULTANTS OF THE VIEWS AND POSITION
OF DR. HENRY BENNETT, LATE ADMINISTRATOR
OF THE TECHNICAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRA•
TION

The late Dr. Henry Bennett believed that
aside from the "immorality of great (lavish)
gifts," the resulting inefficient operations
and the frequent strengthening of the hands
of exploiters would further intensify the very
situation which now lies at the root of the
world turmoil.
On the day before he left on his fatal trip
Dr. Bennett left the following instructions,
which embody the essence of his philosophy
and to which this Board subscribes unreservedly:
"1. I made a very strong argument before
Congress and, in my· public addresses for tho
preservation of the character and the identity of the point 4 program. I have had M~.
Webb's (Under Secretary of State) and the
President's personal support in this. Congress shaped the legislation in such a way
that it thought the character and the identity of the point 4 program had been preserved. We must not now lose it by any ·
act of our own. We must take care to Hee
that it is preserved as the program which
the President presented to the Nation and to
the world. We must see to it that it Js
preserved as the program· which all of us
together have described since the organization of TCA.
"2. The program we have described to Congress and to the public is a simple, down-toearth, self-help program designed primarily
to assist other peowes in increasing their
food production, bettering their health conditions, and improving their educational
systems. It is my view that the cost of this
program, which will be effective only if it is
pitched on a. long-term basis, should be
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,enough to finance a broad, dynami~ technical cooperation effort, but not to include
large-s.cale grants-in-aid. This has been JP.Y
consistent position and conviction and I
must be faithful to it.
.
"3. It is my desire that we press forward
as rapidly as possible with all of our program, but without spending money recklessly. It would be far better for everyone concerned if we turned back unneeded money to
the taxpayers rather than waste it on un':'
sound projects."
This Board feels, however, the TCA must
not get so absoroed in the problems of production that we neglect better preservation,
utilization, and distribution. We must also,
on request, be ready to advise the people
of the underdeveloped countries in improving their own land-tenure patterns, in developing their credit facilities and in stressing emcient marketing of their products. Dr.
Bennett thought that these things must be
created by the people themselves. He believed that the soundest approach is by educating the people so they can train their
own corps of experts and become the masters
of their own economic destinies. To all of
this we subscribe.
HAROLD B. ALLEN,
Director of Education; Near East
Foundation, New York, N. Y.

ABNER BOWEN,
Farmer and Businessmen, DelpM,
Ind.

L. G. LIGUTTI,
Executive Director, National Catholic Rural Life Conference, Des
Moines, ;rowa.

JoHN H. REISNER,
Executive Secretary, Agricultural
Missions, Inc., New York, N. Y.

J.

STtrART

RUSSELL,

Farm Editor, the Des Moines Register and Tribune, Des Moines, ·Iowa.

WILLIAM A. .SCHOENFELD,
. Dean Emeritus and Organization
Consultant, Corvallis, Oreg.

RAYMOND W. MILLER,
Consultant, Food and Agriculture
Organization, United Nations, and
Lecturer, Harvard. Graduate School
·of Business Administration.

Statement by Hon. Laurie . C. BaHie, of
Alabama, on Behalf of the A~erican
Cancer Society
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAURIE C. BATTLE
OF ALABAMA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, Apr"l 23, 1952

Mr. BATTLE. Mr. Speaker, the American Cancer Society is waging a relentless war on cancer in our country. I am
interested in the work it is doing and
ln the results it is achieving,
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
am inserting a statement recently made
by me in behalf of the program of the
American Cancer Society. The statement follows:
And now, ladies and gentlemen, there is
another very important issue before us and
lt affects every man, woman, and child in
the United States. What ca11 we do to bring
the vicious disease, cancer, uncer control?
It is a malady which 1s takin~ th_e lives of

nearly a quarter of a m1llion of our fellow
Americans annually.
Fortunately, something is being done, for
the American Cancer Society is. furnishing
the leadership and the financial help for the
world's foremost .s cientists and medical authorities to work, night and day, to find the
cause of and a cure for cancer. The
American Cancer Society is supported by
public funds. Only with the help of everyone can they carry on this most important
work. I hope, when you are given .an opportunity to contribute during the 1952 crusade,
that you will give as generously as you pos_sibly can to save the lives of your neigh~ors,
your loved ones and, perhaps, even your own.
Thank you.

Tennessee, the First Washington Territory
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES S. GOLDEN
OF KENTUCKY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, April 29, 1952

Mr. GOLDEN. Mr. Speaker, my colleague, the Honorable HOWARD H. BAKER•
delivered an able and timely address entitled "Tennessee, the First Washington
Territory," on the occasion of the
twenty-ninth annual Tennessee State
service at the Washington Memorial
Chapel, Valley Forge, Pa., April 27, 1952,
and under lea:ve granted .to extend my
remarks in the RECORD, I present this
.speech for inclusion in the RECORD:
·It is peculiarly fitting and proper that
Tennessee should come at this time and
place to pay homage to the founder of the
Republic, and I deem it a signal honor to
have been chosen by Gov. Gordon ·Browning
to bring this message of gratitude and affection.. When I use the word "gratitude,"
I refer to the debt which Tennessee owes to
George Washington. It was he who nourished the hopes of those early pioneers in
their struggles to win peace and ·statehoodpeace with the Indian savages who periodically killed their outpost settlers, and state. hood after long delay and disappointment.
When I use the word "aff~ction," I speak
with positive conviction and authority because the people of Tennessee ardently love
and cherish the memory of Washington.
It is conclusively demonstrated in the very
:ftne article written by the Honorable Eugene
E. Patton, of Knoxville, Tenn., in the February 1~52 edition of the Daughters of the
American Revolution magazine, that what
1s now the State of Tennessee was the :first
Territory named in honor of Washington.
As pointed out by Senator Patton, the petition of Watauga settlers was dated July 5,
1776. I . quote in part from the petition:
••To the Honorable the Provi ncial Council of
North Carolina:

"The humble petition of the inhabitants
of Washington District, including the River
Watauga, Nonachuckie."
The docum~nt was signed by 112 property
owners and residents of this western territory and only 2 of the property owners
were unable to sign their own names. The
petitioners asked that they be recognized as
a part of the great State of North Carolina.
under the name of "Washington District."
Five representatives of the petitioners were
elected, including John Sevier, on October 18,
1776. These five men were seated as members from Washington Distri~t.
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In November 1777 an act was passed by the
North Carolina Legislature creating WashIngton County, which embraced all of what
1s now the Stat.e of Tennessee. Thus, as
shown by Senator Patton: "The written
records show conclusively that what is now
Tennessee was the first territory in the world
natped for George Washington."
To Tennessee, along with Vermont and
Kentucky, belongs the honor of having been
· admitted to statehood while Washington was
President. His signature is attached to our
patent, dated June 1, 1796.
Long before statehood, while the wilderness now known as Tennessee was Indian
hunting ground, white frontiersmen fought
their way westward from the Province of
Nort h Carolina. They were men from the
Carolinas, Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. oome of them had lately come from
England and Scotland. So long as the colonies were under the British :flag, these
pioneers were loyal to the Crown; but they
were individualists· by their very nature, and
when the colonies revolted the pioneers , of
the backwoods became enthusiastic supporters of the Revolution.
Historians agree that there was a true
type of backwoodsmen in the ·wild regions
that became Tennessee and Kentucky. The
hunters and Indian fighters bore a general
resemblance to one another. They were
lean,. taciturn, keen-eyed, with sinewy frames
capable of wonderful endurance. Every one
was a rifleman, usually a good shot, and
trained in forest and Indian lore. Their
dangers forced them to be constantly on the
alert. They were trained to rely upon their
· own quickness and courage, while acting in
concert with trusted companions.
Kentucky was admitted to the Union 4
years to the day before Tennessee became a
State. There was ·much likeness in their
people and in their original surroundings.
Theodore Roosevelt, in hiS Winning of the
West, remarks upon this likeness:
.
"Though th~re are very marked di1ferences
between the two Commonwealths of Kentucky and Tennessee, yet they resemble one
another more closely. in blood and manners,
than either does any other American State.
• • • In their origin they were precisely
alike."
·
Daniel Boone, a Pennsylvanian by birth,
was a pioneer in Tennessee before he entered
Kentucky. "All through this region," says
Roosevelt, "they were alike; they had as little kinship with the Cavalier as with the
Quaker; the West was won by those who
have been rightly called the Roundheads of
· the South, the same men who, before any
others, declared for American independence."
Such men as these were the ones to whom
General Washington referred on that dark
night here at Valley Forge when he ·ordered,
"Place no men on guard tonight but Americans."
We all know how desperate was the conflict, and how the patriots suffered at Valley
Forge. Washington had his hands more
than full in the North, while General Gates ·
had been defeated at Camden, and CornwalUs was overrunning the South.
Only 3 days later, however, he announced
the. victory at Kings Mountain.
Kings Mountain. There on that rugged
slope, the tide of fortune turned in favor
of American independence and liberty.
Let us have the story from the Winning
of the West:
"The close of the year 1780 was, in the
Southern States, the darkest time of the
Revolutionary struggle. Cornwallis had just
destroyed the . army of Gates at Camden.
The red dragoons rode hither and thither,
and all through Georgia and South Carolina
none dared lift their heads to oppose them,
While North Carolina lay at the feet of Cornwallis, as he started through it with his armJ'
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to march into Virginia. There was no organized force against him, and the cause of the
patriots seemed hopeless. It was at this
hour that the wild backwoodsmen of the
western border gathered to strike a blow for
liberty.
"When Cornwallis invaded North Carolina
he sent Ferguson into the western part of
the State to crush out any of the patriot
forces that might still be lingering among
the foothills. Ferguson was a very gallant
and able officer. He had with him a battalion of regular troops and several other
battalions of Tory militia, in all eleven or
twelve hundred men. He pushed to the foot
of the mountain wall, till he could see in his
front the h igh ranges of the Great Smokies.
Here he learned that beyond the mouni;fl,ins
there lay a few h amlets of frontiersmen,
whose homes were on what were called the
western waters, that is, the waters which
flowed into the Mississippi. To these he
sent word that if they did not prove loyal
to the king, he would cross their mountains,
hang their leaders, and burn their villages.
"Beyond the mountains, in the valleys of
the Holston and Watauga, dwelt men who
were stout of heart and mighty in battle.
• • • Hitherto the foes against whom
they had warred had been not the British,
but the Indian allies of the !British-Creek
and Cherokees aPd Shawnee. Now that the
army of the king had come to their thresholds, they turned to meet it as fiercely as
they met his Indian allies. Among the
backwoodsmen of this region there were at
that time three men of special note: Sevier,
who afterward became Governor of Tennessee; Shelby, who afterward became Governor
of Kentucky, and Campbell, the Virginian,
who died in the Revolutionary War. • • •
The meeting place was at the Sycamore
Shoals. On the appointed day the back• woodsmen gathered 1,600 strong, each man
carrying a long rifle, and mounted on a
tough, shaggy horse. • • • Then the
army started, the backwoods colonels riding
in front.
"Two or three days later word was brought
to Ferguson that the backwater men had
come over the mountains. • • • Ferguson at once fell back, sending out messengers
for help. When he came to King's Mountain,
a wooded hog-back hill on the border between North and South Carolina, he camped
on its top, deeming that there he was safe,
for he supposed that before the backwoodsmen could come near enough to attack him
help would reach him. But the backwoods
leaders felt as keenly as he the need of haste,
and choosing out 900 picked men, the best
warriors of their force and the best mounted
and armed, they made a long forced march
to assail Ferguson before help could come to
him. • • •
"The little armies were about equal in
numbers. Ferguson's regulars were armed
with the bayonet and so were some of his
Tory militia, whereas the Americans had not
a bayonet among them, but they were
picked men, confident in their skill as rifle. men, and they were so sure of victory that
their aim was not only to defeat the British
but to capture their whole force. The backwoods colonels, counseling together as they
rode at the head of· the column, decided t:o
surround the mountain and assail it on all
sides. Accordingly the band of frontiersmen
split one from the other and soon circled
the craggy hill where Ferguson's forces were
encamped. They left their horses in the rear
and immediately began the battle, swarming
forward on foot, their commanders leading
the attack.
"The march had been so quick and the
attack so sudden that Ferguson had barely
time to marshal his men before the assault
was made. Most of his militia he scattered
around the top of the hill to fire down at the
Americans as they came up, while with his
regulars and with a few picked militia he

charged with the bayonet in person, first
down one side of the mountain and then
down the other . . Sevier, Shelby, Campbell,
and the other colonels led each his force
of riflemen straight toward the summit.
Each body in turn w.hen charged by the regulars was forced to give way, for there were
no bayonets wherewith to meet the foe; but
the backwoodsmen retreated only so long
as the charge lasted, and the minute that
it stopped they stopped too, and came back
ever closer to the ridge and ever with a
deadlier fire. Ferguson, blowing a silver
whistle as a signal to his men, led these
charges, sword in hand, on horseback. At
last, just as he was once again rallying his
men, the riflemen of Sevier and Shelby
crowned the top of the ridge. The gallant
British commander became a fair target for
the backwoodsmen, and as for the last time
he led his men against them, seven bullets
entered his body and he fell dead. With
his fall resistance ceased. The regulars and
Tories huddled together in a confused mass,
while the exultant Americans rushed forward. A flag of truce was hoisted, and all
the British who were not dead surrendered.
The victory was complete.
•
Cornwallis, when he heard of the disaster to his
trusted lieutenant, abandoned his march
northward, and retired to South Carolina.
When he again resumed the offensive, he
found his path barred by st.ubborn General
Greene and his troops of the Continental
line."
Throughout the Revolutionary War the
backwoodsmen of Tennessee were victims of
savage Indian attacks. Abundant proof is
at hand to show that British agents aroused
the Indians all along the borders. The
Creeks, Cherokees, Ghoctaws, Chickasaws,
and other nations made havoc among the
white settlers and their families. No mercy
was show~ or expected by either side. The
home States were unable to give much help
to the frontier people. Indeed, the boundary lines of the States were hardly known
along the frontier.
After the· war·, for a few years, conditions
1n the land now called Tennessee were confused and unhappy. The people felt that
they were neglected by their own government. They were making towns and even
cities, while fighting off the Indians and
clearing the forests. John Sevier took a
prominent part in organizing the State of
Frankland, later called Franklin, which demanded a place in the American Union. For
3 years the border people maintained that
State, with Sevier as its governor. Finally,
when an understanding was reached with
North Carolina, and the territory was ceded
by it to the United States, Tennessee was
admitted as a State of the Union. ·John
Sevier was its first Governor; William Blount,
who had been governor of the territory south
of the Ohio, became one of the State's first
Senators, and William Cocke was the other.
A young and aggressive lawyer named Andrew Jackson was chosen as Tennessee's first
Member of Congress.
Before coming down to later times let us
consider for a moment the remarkable career
of John Sevier, first Governor of Tennessee.
He served Washington well, in border wars
and in Revolutionary battle. He was born
in Rockingham County, Virginia, in 1745,
and with his brothers moved to Watauga
County, North Carolina, in 1773. They settled on the Holston River (now the Tennessee) and suffered from Indian depredations along with all other pioneers. John
Sevier developed notable ability as an Indian fighter. He became captain of militia
under General Washington in Lord Dunmore's war against the Indians, and served
2 years.
In all the turbulent life on the border
Sevier took a leading part. He was active
in politics as well as in war. Although the
pioneers were disappointed by the apparent

neglect of their State government in protecting them, they were intensely loyal Ameri·
cans.
Sevier is an inseparable part of the curious
history of the State of Franklin, that backwoods piece of statecraft which preceded
the creation of the State of Tennessee. He
was chosen governor of Franklin, and served
for 3' years. When the country was merged
into the District of washington as a p art
of North Carolina, John Sevier was elected
to the first Congress, and served from June
16, 1790 to March 3, 1791. Then he was appointed brigadier general of militia in the
Washington District, where he fought Indians for 5 or 6 years until the State was
admitted into the Union. He served as first
governor of Tennessee until 1801 and was
again governor from 1803 until1809. During
his early service as governor the United States
prepared for war against France, and in 1798
Sevier was appointed a birgadier general of
the provisional army which Washington was
to command.
Sevier then served in the Twelth, Thirteenth and Fourteenth Congresses, from
1811 until his death in 1815. He died near
Fort Decatur, Alabama, while acting as commissioner to determine the boundary between
Georgia and the Creek territory in Alabama.
His body lies under a monument at Knoxville.
Although George Washington and Andrew
Jackson may not have been personally acquainted, a meeting between them was possible, as Jackson served in the House during Washington's last 2 years in the White
House. On the day when Washington retired, March 4, 1797, Jackson began a term
as Senator from Tennessee.
These two men differed in many respects,
but there was also a resemblance. They were
alike in honesty, courage, loyalty, and perseverance. Andrew Jackson is entitled to
the gratitude of Americans for his utterance
of seven words: "Our Federal Union-it must
be preserved." Back of those words was a
fiery temper and an eagerness to . use force,
if necessary, to compel a State to remain
within the Union. He was a champion of
the rights of a State, and he loved his native
State, South Carolina; but he loved the
Union more. Jackson held fast the fabric
which Washington had made, and passed
it along intact for Lincoln to preserve forever. In the i:ntervening 30 years many
Americans came to understand better the
nature of our Union, so that Lincoln had
a greater majority with him than Washington had, thanks to Andrew Jackson. If Old
Hickory had been Governor of Tennessee in
1861 I doubt that the people of the State
would have voted for secession.
The second Tennessean to become President was also devoted to the memory of
Washington. James K. Polk was by birth
a North Carolinian, but was brought up in
Tennessee. His administration is famous
for having brought about the greatest expansion of American territory yet recorded;
greater even than the vast region covered by
the Louisiana Purchase. President Polk was
a jealous champion of the Monroe Doctrine.
What he had. to say in his first message to
Congress may be regarded as prophetic, in
view of the aggressive policy of the Soviet
Union. After quoting that portion of the
Monroe message declaring against overseas
attempts to colonize any part of the American continents, President Polk said:
"In the existing circumstances of the world
the present is deemed a proper occasion to
reiterate and reaffirm the principle avowed
by Mr. Monroe. • • • It should be distinctly announced to the world as our settled
policy that no future European colony or
dominion shall with our consent be planted
or established on any part of the North American Continent."
Subsequently President Polk made it clear
that the United States would prevent Euro-
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pean interference with South American Re·
publics and w,9uld not permit the transfer
of Cuba from one European power to an•
other.
In this principle, as in his settlement of
the controversy over the northwestern
boundary, President .Polk wrote that he was
following loyally the policy advocated by
Washington.
Tennessee gave to the Nation a third President in the person of Andrew Johnson. No
more stalwart defender of the Union ever
lived than this Tennessean. When his State
voted for secession Johnson refused to resign
from the Senate; but when Lincoln made
him ·military governor of the State, Johnson
promptly doffed the senatorial toga. and
served in uniform until he was nominated
for Vice President. When he became President he clung faithfully to the policy which
Lincoln had devised for the restoration of
union as conceived by Washington. Johnson was supported by a great proportion if
not by a majority of the people of Tennesseef and the memory of his heroic career
is cherished by them.
Our State, next to Virginia, was the chief
battleground of the Civil War. It was overrun by armies on both sides, and more than
400 battles and skirmishes were fought there.
It was the first of the Confederate States to
be readmitted to the Union. This was on
July 24, 1866, and President Johnson had
much to do in restoring good will between
Tennessee and its sister States.
Thus, in both bright and stormy times, the
State which Washington welcomed into the
Un ion grew and became established as one of
the pillars of the United States. It comes
today to renew its allegiance to the memory
of the founder, to rejoice that the Union is
now the hope of the world, and to pledge itself to support and defend the Constitution.
Our beloved America, today, faces an ever
greater crisis than Valley Forge or G.e ttysburg.
There are those within our midst who
would destroy us; who would change our
form of Government .and cleave to communism, socialism, or fascism.
To those who may be tempted to follow the
siren's sweet music to the precipice above the
sea, may I commend the reading and re-reading of the Twenty-fourth Chapter of Joshua,
verses 13 through 15:
·
.. 13. And I have given you a land for which
ye did not labour, and cities which ye built
not, and ye dwell in them; of the vineyards
and oliveyards which ye planted not do ye
eat.
"14. Now therefore fear the Lord, and serve
him in sincerity and in truth; and put away
the gods which your fathers !Served on the
other side of the fiood., and in Egypt; and
serve ye the Lord . .
"15. And if it seem evil unto you to serve
the Lord, choose you this day whom ye will
serve; whether the gods which your fathers
served that were on the other side of the·
fiood, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose lan d ye dwell; but as for me and my house,
we will serve the Lord."
·

Happenings in Washington,
Program No. 58
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, April 29, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in the

Appendix of the RECORD a radio address
delivered by me to the people of Pennsyi.:.
vania on April 28; 1952. The address is
entitled "Happenings in Washington,"
and is my program No. 58 on that subject. ·
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
HAPPENINGS IN WAHINGTON, PROGRAM No. 58
(Broadcast by Han. EDWARD MARTIN, Of
Pennl5ylvania)
This is ED MARTIN, speaking to you from
the Nation's Capital and bringing you another discussion of happenings in Washington.
In recent weeks the people of the United
States have been shocked by sudden decisions in matters of vital importance to the
future of our country.
First, there was the startling development
in President Truman's plan to end corruption in the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
That started out with the promise of a
thorough house cleaning. But it blew up
with a loud bang.
It ended with the dismissal of Newbold
Morris and the forced resignation of Attorney General McGrath from the·President's
Cabinet.
The country had hardly recovered from
that shock when the threat of a Nation-wide
steel strike reached a climax. Negotiations
between the steel industry and the CIO
unions collapsed. President Truman rushed
into the situation with a hurried decision to
seize the steel-producing facilities of the
Nation by Executive order.
The question of the President's authority
to take such drastic action will be the subject of discussion and litigation for a long
time to come.
Mr. Truman claimed inherent powers under the general-welfare clause of the Constitution. He also stated he was acting as Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces.
But the fact remains that he has long
s&ught statutory authority to seize and operate private industry in an emergency, but
Congress has refused to give him such broad
power.
It has been argued that .the President
might have invoked the injunction provisions of the Taft-Hartley law, as he has done
in many previous labor disputes. That
would have delayed any strike action during
an 80-day cooling-off period. But the President, in his radio broadcast, stated that the
Taft-Hartley law works too slowly to really
stop a strike.
These developments have aroused the interest of the whole country, but in the great
volume of bills that pour into Congress there
are many proposals of great importance that
fail to attract the attention of the public.
Sometimes the real importance of a bill is
concealed by language that does not indicate
its real purpose.
In sQme cases a legisla tive proposal that
appears to be simple and h armless has within it the power to make far-reaching changes
in our for m of government.
·
There have been many such bills. Each
one, t aken by itself, may seem to be no source
of danger to our country. But for the most
part, they follow a pattern which would expand and strengthen Federal authority and
would concentrate at Washington control of
functions which are now performed by State
and local government.
That is the process by which the Federal
Government has grown to such enormous
size.
It is the process by which Washington has
extended its power to control and regulate
private business and industry.
It is the process by which the number of
Federal 'employees has been increased year
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after year, swelling the Federal payroll and
strengthening the po:wer of the Federal bureaucracy.
It is the process by which Federal Government spending has reached the unbelievable
total, now proposed., of $85,000,000,000 for a
single year.
In this broadcast I want to discuss some of
the measures now before Congress which, in
my opinion, would continue the growth and
expanslon of the Federal bureaucracy and
would increase the centralization of power
and authority ·here in Washington.
You should know about these bills because
they are part of the movement for a
planned economy, directed and controlled
by an aU-powerful ceJ!tral government.
They are contrary to the American plan of
individual freedom.
You should know about these bills because, if enacted, they will increase the size,
the cost, and the power of Government. And,
you, the taxpayer, will have to pay the bill
in taxes even higher than they are today.
One of the latest of these measures has
been introduced by Senator HuMPHREY, of
Minnesota. It proposes the establishment of
a Federal Bureau of Accident Prevention.
Its purpose, as stated in the bill, is the pro- ·
motion and maintenance of safe, healthful
conditions of employment in industries affecting commerce.
That, of course, includes practically all
employment, because recent court decisions
have held that all industrial production is
part of ·commerce.
Certainly every good citizen is interested
1n the health and safety of the workers 1n
our mills and factories. Every good citizen
demands that they have complete protection against any hazardous or unhealthful
conditions.
It must be remembere-d that in Pennsylvania every legal safeguard for the protection of our workers is properly and. efficiently
administered by the State department of
labor and industry and the State department of health.
When I served as governor of Pennsylvania
I recommended, and the legislature enacted,
amendments to existing laws that strengthened State supervision over safety and
health conditions in the industries and
mines of the Commonwealth.
Now it is proposed to set· up a Federal
agency, with thousands of employees, to do
the same job that Pennsylvania is now performing to the complete satisfaction of
management and labor. If those sponsoring
the Humphrey bill have their way, you, the
taxpayer, will pay for this needless, wasteful,
and expensive duplication of effort.
The bill provides for the creation of accident-prevention boards for individual industries to consist of nine members. ' These
boards would have authority. to m ake rules
and regulations with the full force and effect of the law. The bill provides further
for mandatory compliance and fixes penalties
for violations at fines not to exceed $1 ,000
or imprisonment up to 6 months, or both.
I have received hundreds of prot ests fr om
all parts of Pennsylvania against t his p roposed legislation. It is opposed for a number of reasons:
1. It is another encroachment by Feder al
bureaucracy upon the rightful author ity of
the State.
2. It is wasteful duplication that can only
squander the t axpayer's money.
3. It is an improper delegation of au thority
to make laws.
4. It would place all industry under the
constant threat of political reprisals if its
administration fell into the hands of unscrupulous officials.
For all of these reasons, and principally
because I am opposed to expanding Federal
power by robbing the States of their functions and authority, I shall vote against the
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Humphrey bill when it comes before the
Senate.
Another bill to place industrial health and
safety under Federal control has been offered
by Senator MuRRAY, of Montana. It differs
from the Humphrey bill only in a layer of
sugar coating to make it more palatable to
the States. The effect, however, is just the
same-State a~thority is wiped out, Federal
power is strengthened.
Senator MURRAY proposes that grants of
Federal funds be made to State agencies t.o
assist in health and safety promotion. But
before any allocation of money is made, the
State must provide a plan and adopt such
methods of administration as the Secretary
of Labor decides are necessary for efficient
operation.
·
In other words no grap.t of Federal money
will be made to any State that does not conform to the wishes of Washington.
In my opinion and in the opinion of
many Pennsylvanians who have made their
views known to me, here we have a proposal
that adds nothing to industrial safety except
additional expense and the transfer of a
State function into the hands of the Washington bureaucrats.
The language of the bill seemingly continues the authority of the States but experience has shown that wherever wa~hing
ton provides the money, complete control
follows in due course. I shall vote against
this bill when it comes to the Senate floor.
Another plan to replace State regulation
with Federal control is proposed in a bill
introduced by Senator NEELY, of West Virginia. His bill would extend Federal authority over safety practices in coal mines.
It would include authority for a Federal inspector to close down a mine if it did not
comply with safety regulations prescribed by
Washington.
Here is another attempt to invest more
'power and authority in the Federal Government by usurping the authority of the States.
It means another army of Federal payrollers duplicating the work now performed
by State mine inspectors.
Pennsylvania's record for mine safety has
been outstanding for many years. That
record was established by highly trained,
competent inspectors backed by adequate
laws to enforce compliance. Why ·is it necessary for the Federal Government to interfere? There can be only one reason and that
is to fasten Federal control upon the coal
mining industry and build up another
stronghold of the powerful bureaucracy now
centered in Washington.
Let me tell you now about the MoodyDingeJ.l bill which proposes to increase State
unemployment benefits with Federal funds.
This is another move in the long campaign
to nationalize unemployment compensation
systems now administered by the States. It
1s another move for the centralization of
power at Washington through the use of
your tax money.
It is based on the theory that cut-backs in
civilian production and the lag in placing
defense contracts have created serious unemployment conditions in various sections
of the United States.
In those areas, when certified by the governor of the State and approved by the Sec·
retary of Labor, unemployment compensation would be increased by 50 percent. The
added benefits would be paid from the United
States Treasury.
You will note that the bill places final authority in the hands of the Secretary of Labor. That could be the first step toward
complete Federal control of the State compensation insurance systems.
There is no provision in the bill for raisIng the money to be distributed, but you
know the answer to that one. The long
suffering taxpayer takes it on the chin once
more.

The administration of unemployment
compensation belongs to the States, I shall
vote to keep it there.
When the tidelands-oil issue was before
the Senate, I voted to give the States, rather
than the Federal Government, ownership
and control of the oil deposits in their submerged coastal areas.
I did so because a fundamental principle
was involved. For over 100 years the States
had held unquestioned title to . the ocean
lands over which there has been so much
controversy. Every act of the Federal Government, covering many years, recognized
the States' ownership of the land and the
oil.
Then in 1947 the Supreme Court ruled
that the Federal Government had a paramount right in the submerged lands.
Let me simplify the issue. Let us assume
that for over 100 years your family owned
a farm in Pennsylvania. Let us assume further that a lease had been given permitting
someone to drill a well on the farm for the
discovery of oil or gas.
Then a State official comes along and
claims that the Commonwealth has a paramount interest in the oil or gas. After years
of litigation the State supreme court hands
down its opinion, sustaining the contention
of the Commonwealth and depriving you of
any right to the oil or gas produced on your
own farm.
Do you think such a de.c ision would be
just or fair? Do you think it would be right
for the State to deprive you of your property
without just and adequate compensation?
I know what your answer would be. It
would be the same ~s the answer made by
Congress when it upheld the rights of the
States.
The issue in the tidelands-oil controversy
is just as simple as that, even though the
administration poured out a great volume of
propaganda to distort the fundamental
principle involved.
All of the examples I have mentioned give
warning of the dangerous trend toward the
concentration of governmental authori"~y in
Washington.
That is the socialistic system, under which
the Government is the master and not the
servant of the people.
Government by Executive directive is not
representative government. It opens the
way to dictatorship.
Laws created by bureaucrat'i c authority
violate the spirit of the Constitution, which
grants all legislative powers to the Congress
of the United States.
In all my public career I have fought to
uphold the rights reserved to the States
and the people under the Constitution.
Those rights are the basis of government
by the people. They must be preserved if
American freedom is to survive.
This is ED MARTIN speaking to you from
the Nation's Capital. I will be with you
again in 2 weeks. Thank you for your attention.

Greek Independence .
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OWEN BREWSTER
OF MAINE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday. April 29, 1952

Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President, I
·ask unanimous consent that there be
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD
a portion of an address I delivered on

the one hundred and thirty-first anniversary of the independence of Greece
before the Association of Lacones, at
Pastime Hall, Biddeford, Maine, on Sunday evening, March 23, 1952.
There being no objection, the portion
of the address was ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
GREEK INDEPENDENCE
(By Hon. OWEN BREWSTER, Of Maine)
The Communist threat to Greece was re·
pulsed in no small measure through the wis· ·
dom and the courage of a Maine man as our
Minister to Greece when the decision hung
in the balance.
Karl Rankin, · of Bridgton, was sent to
Athens when the Communist forces were at
the gates of the city and disaster threatened.
The loss of Greece would have been an
almost fatal blow to our whole position in
the Mediterranean.
The Dardanelles and all they represent and
the Suez Canal would have been most effectively blocked with the Soviet submarines
operating from Greek harbors.
Dissension reigned within the Greek Gov.:
ernment and among the Allies and even
within our own mission.
In the succeeding months under Karl
Rankin harmony was restored and the whole
picture was transformed.
Rarely in diplomatic history has a greater
transformation been brought about in so
brief a time with such limited resources and
such formidable difficulties.
The later dispatch of Karl Rankin to For·
mosa where he now represents us is further
recognition of .h is genius as a trouble shooter.
Meanwhile Greek ind.e pendence survives
and constantly makes itself more secure
since the day 131 years ago when a few brave
Greeks under the leadership of Alexander
Ypsilanti rose up in arms to end the cen•
turies of foreign domination.
Ancient Greece ·g ave birth to the concepts
and principles of freedom and liberty as we
know them today.
Possessed with an individual and pioneering spirtt, these freedom-loving people have
given their blood and lives freely through
the centuries so that peoples throughout the
world could enjoy the inherent rights of man
as contained in the teachings and command·
ments of Almighty God.
The fight for independence caught fire
throughout Greece and ended successfully
with the drafting of the first constitution
in January 1822.
The restless Lord Byron, a celebrated Eng.
lish poet and fighter for freedom, was a
leader in the Greek fight for independence.
He let the world know of the valiant strug·
gle, and through his writings won the support of France and England to the Greek
cause, so that in 1829, through the Treaty
of Adrianople, Greece was finally to reestab·
lish its independence.
To Greeks all over the world, Konstantinos
Kanares, Demetries Rhalles, Count Antonius,
Alexandros Zaimes, and others are names
revered and honored as Americans honor
Washington and Lincoln. These patriots,
like our own American heroes, offered their
lives, families, and worldly possessions in
their figr.t for the preservation of freedom
and liberty in a country which gave birth to
the rights and privileges we are able to enjoy
here today.
The Western World will ever be indebted to
Greece for the contributions made to our
heritage and culture. Her art and architec·
ture, fine arts, drama, music, restless spirit,
imagination, and democratic form of government have left their impress upon free
peoples everywhere.
Liberty in the world is more secure because
of Greece and its indomitable people.
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Science, Civilization, and Journalism
Today
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY FLOOD BYRD
OF vmGINIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, April 29, 1952

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
delivered by Mr. Hartley W. Barclay on
March 17. The address is entitled
"Science, Civilization, and Journalism
Today."
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SCIENCE, CIVU.IZATION, AND JOURNALISM TODAY
(An address by H. ·w. Barclay, conference
leader, Public Information Seminar, New
York, N.Y.)
Conference members and guests, this evening we bring to a close the series of conferences in which the techniques of industrial copy research, planning, composition,
and production have been explored, in relation to the problems and projects of engineers. To provide perspective to what you
have accomplished in this series, I wish to
point out some broad trends and concepts
which are vital to the details of the tasks
which you have considered up to this time.
Historically, the function of science as a
source of human advancement, economic security and progress and social advancement
has been recognized through past ages.
Herbert Spencer pointed out that the func·tion of communications was vital to private
and public welfare. Later, Charles P. Stemmetz developed the practical integration of
an expanded concept of improving the economic benefits from science and industry
through broadened use of communications
and industrial news.
From these basic advances, and during a
period closer to current times, Alfred P.
Sloan, Jr., Harry Carroll, Henry Ewalt, apd
Paul W. Garrett, of General Motors Corp.,
broadened and clarified industrial .news and
public information procedures on an even
larger scale, with benefits widely distributed
throughout engineering, industry and science. There emerged several basic "mother
lodes" of industrial data, and several
permanently useful contributions to the literature of engineering news. For example,
trade and technical publishers contributed
by establishing news, specialized news media,
engineering societies published reports,
speeches, books and handbooks, and newspapers started using increased varieties of
industrial and engineering news subjects.
In the latter field, Edward Cressy developed
the concept of preparing the stockpile of
available past data, Frederick M. Felker and
Bernard Lester developed the multiple sub~
ject techniques of engineering-economics
subjects in industrial journalism to an advanced degree. George S. Brady developed
the specialized news know-how of industrial
en_;ineering materials, and R. T. Kent pion zered much in the field of mechanical subjects. In narrower fields, such as industrial
lighting, without the industrial journalism
of Luckiesh and Moss the applied utilization
of scientific illumination would have been
held back by public prejudices and habits.
In looking backward upon the notable contributions of these and scores of other engi. neers whose works included texts, feature articles, engineering reports, speeches, and educational course materials, itseems clear that

the sciences of journalism and engineering
are inseparably joined because of the mutuality of their services to public advancement. To cheapen or degrade this high public service by any action which would cast
discredit upon it would be a calamity. Indeed, quite in the other direction, the press
and the engineering worlds must guard most
jealously, the mutuality of interest in the
advancement of their professions.
In the improvement of relations between
en gineering and the press today, this means
. that constructive attitudes and policies must
be followed in present and future development plans. Obviously, perfection in such
a relationship does not exist now and is not
likely to exist in the foreseeable future. But
there is much that can be done to remove
policies and activities which perpetuate gross
errors. I am sure that your future actions
will expand the mutuality of public services
of both groups in the future.
The tasks of advancement are more difficult for engineers than they are for persons
engaged in less exacting fields of. endeavor.
For this reason, the functions of the statement of facts and activities must be more
precise in the development of engineering
news. This means that the duties of" such
organizations as your own, are necessarily
more complex than the duties of other organizations, in providing the press with cooperation in fieids of information production.
However, this challenge is no greater or
less than the challenge of any other important engineering task which many of you
have undertaken in your own experience.
Most of the basic laws of engineering apply
in this field, just as they apply in engineering. It will be encouraging to you in your
advancement to recall that without the successful solution of the engineering problems
of communications in the past, by such men
as we have mentioned, this country would be
no further ahead economically and industrially, perhaps, than many other countries
where techniques of science are well known,
but the appreciation and use of the products
of science has lagged far behind the Vnited
States.
Therefore the objectives of the future offer
great promise of large rewards to the country
.through your efforts in these new activities
of public information. Through this great
door of opportunity loom such goals as more
and better jobs and products for all, more
and better economic security for the Nation,
and an increased appreciation of the status
of engineering in the world at large. In
looking toward such objectives, and planning your individual contributions toward
such worthy aims, I am certain that all
branches of America's press and publishing
professions welcome your contributions
which may help· to strengthen and enhance
the world of tomorrow.
Since no one else can interpret engineering
facts of which you have the best and primary knowledge, and must therefore be the
source for authoritative disclosure, I must
emphasize that with the completion of this
seminar, the job of engineering news production in your fields is now entirely up to
you, individually and as. a group. Good luck
and bon voyage.

Lignite Coal Deposits in North Dakota
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MILTON R. YOUNG
OF NORTH DAKOTA
IN THE SENATE. OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, April 29, 1952

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. President, I ask the
unanimous consent of the Senate to have
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printed in the Appendix of the REcORD
an article appearing in the April19, 1952,
issue of Business Week, as reprinted in
the Fargo Forum of April 23.
This is an excellent article concerning
one of North Dakota's greatest assetsits 600,000,000,000 tons of lignite coal
deposits. 'Ihe article illustrates the potentialities of lignite coal in producing
cheap electrical power for the building
of future industry in the State of North
Dakota.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
BUSINESS MAGAZINE CITES POTENTIALITIES OF
NORTH DAKOTA LIGNITE-AEC PLANT SITE
STUDY FOCUSES ATTENTION ON HUGE DEPOSITS
(EDITOR's NoTE.-The efforts to get an
atomic energy plant located in North Dakota
have dev.e loped considerable interest in the
electric power potential of the State's vast
lignite deposits. The current issue of Business Week, national magazine, has summarized what is being done to attract industry ·
to this State in the following article, reprinted . by special permission of Business
Week.)
'
Wben electricity costs in the area Of 3
mills per kilowatt-hour, even the biggest industrial power users--aluminum, reduction
plants, pro.c essors, and the Atomic Energy
Commission-can generally get along. For
industries that use smaller amounts of
power, the rate is an absolute bonanza.
On that fact of life, industry-hungry
North Dakota is basing new hopes of getting itself some factories--and the payrolls
that go with them.
The State is sure that it can produce ultracheap power by using as fuel its .vast deposits of lignite-low-grade brown coal. It can
show pretty good evidence to support the
claim.
Lignite is what North Dakota has the most
of-600,000,000,000 tons of it, according to
the United States Geological Survey.
That adds up to the largest coal reserve
in any State, even after you allow for only
50 percent recovery, and for lignite's low
heat value, a mere 7,000 B. t. u. compared
with, say, 13,000 B. t. u. for bituminous.
(B. t. u. means British thermal units and
represents the amount of heat needed to raise
the temperature of 1 pound of water 1 o F.)
Roughly, North Dakota's recoverable lignite reserves are equivalent to 165,000,000,000
tons of bituminous. What's more, much of
it can be reached by surface mining.
Lignite is not an economical fuel when it
has to be shipped any distance. The low
heat value ·a nd high (37 percent on the average) moisture content mean excessive rail
costs.
But if you can burn the lignite right at
the mine, it's another story.
That's why the would-be builders of industrial North Dakota have launched a drive
to sell the idea of lignite-fired power plants.
So far, action has followed three main
lines:
The Chicago engineering firm of Vern E.
Alden Co. began studies of just what it
would cost to produce power under specified
conditions. Wrapped in if's and but's, the
Alden studies envision plants producing
power of 2.86 mills and 2.57 mills per kilowatt-hour. Men with local experience in
making power with lignite don't find the
figures too hopped up.
News that the Atomic Energy Commission
was looking for a new .p lant site spurred
North Dakota's Senator YOUNG to action.
AEC was interested and took a long look
before ruling out the State in favor of Ohio
for technical reasons. North Dakota'a back•
ers haven't given up hope, though.
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Leading businessmen in Minneapolis and
St. Paul have formed a committee to press
North Dakota's case, especially with the
AEC. The committee is well aware that
cheap power alone isn't enough to attract
industry. North Dakota is remote from
m ajor m arkets and from raw materials-in
this inst ance, notably bauxite.
Against this, the committee balances the
hope that oil discoveries in the Williston
Basin will mean a general stirring up of indust ry.
The Alden Co. prepared studies of two
power plants, an 800,000-kilowatt-hour station such as the AEC might require and a
240,000-kilowatt-hour job, adequate, say, for
an aluminum processing plant. Both sets
of estimates were based on a location next
to a lignite mine, eliminating all fuel
haulage.
For the 800,000-kilowatt-hour station,
Alden figured that a private company would
need capital of $120,000,000, most of it plant
investment.
The plant would burn about 4,920,000
tons of lignite a year, at a modest per ton
cost of $1.15.
Adding in other production costs, the drying and pulverizing of the lignite, along
with overhead and fixed charges, Alden figured that the cost of producing electricity
would be 2.86 mills per kilowatt-hour. That
works out to $23.78 per delivered kilowattyear on the basis of a 95 percent load factor.
That can be tried on for size against the
3.5 mills per kilowatt-hour-or $29.05 per
kilowatt-year at 95 percent load factor-that
will be paid by the new AEC plant being built
at Paducah, Ky.
The Alden study comes up with an alternative version of the big plant. Lignite is a
rich source of tars and light oils, suitable
for chemical processing and similar industrial uses. These tars and oil could be removed by low-temperature carbonization;
the resulting char would be fuel for the
power station.
Alden estimates an annual oil and tar production of 89,000,000 gallons, salable for at
least 5 cents per gallon.
Allowing for increased investment in the
carbonization plant and necessarily greater
consumption of lignite, Alden still figures
that the byproduct sales would bring the
over-an power costs down to 2.57 mills per
kilowatt-hour.
And every ti.me the price per gallon of the
tars and oils rose 1 penny, the delivered
power cost would be reduced by about 0.16
mills.
In figuring on the 240,000-kilowatt-hour
station, Alden used a different set of premises. Here, the study assumed that the
builder would have a Government certificate
of necessity for rapid amortization during
the first 5 years of operation.
Capital requirements were set at $48,300,000, with 80 percent of the plant cost being
amortized in 5 years.
The plant would use low-temperature carbonization of lignite. But for this plant, a
6-cent-a-gallon value was assumed for the
recovered tars and oils. Lignite costs were
put at $1.15 a ton.
On this basis, the delivered cost of power
for the first 5 years would be 5.9 mills
per kilowatt-hour. Thereafter, with fixed
charges shaved way down by the rapid amortization, the delivered costs would drop to
1.5 mills.
Men with lots of experience in using North
Dakota lignite to produce power don't regard
Alden's studies as pipe dreams.
A station with a firm load of 150,000 kilowatts should give a 3-mill rate, according
to H. C. Cummins, first vice president of
Northern States Power, which uses 350,000
tons of lignite a year in four power stations.
Cummins puts the fuel cost at about $1.40
a ton, way over Alden's $1.15.

Another yardstick is offered by MontanaDakota Utilities, a large user of lignite for
power generation. Mondak has a small
(18,000 kilowatt) station at Beulah, N. Dak.,
whose delivered cost is 5.38 mills per kilowatt-hour, not allowing for depreciation and
other costs.
Fuel costs inflate this figure for, although
the station is right at the mine, the coal has
to be brought from mi derground and most
of the equipment is relatively old.
At Voltaire, N. Dak., a 45,000-kilowatt
steam-power station is just being put into·
operation.
The $8,000,000 station was designed by
Alden Co. for Central Power & Electric Cooperative; it went on the line for 10,000
kilowatts of its load 2 weeks ago. The station buys its lignite from a mine about 8
miles away.
Even with the rail haul, the delivered cost
of the lignite is only $2.11 a ton. Over-all
power cost will run about 4.85 mills per
kilowatt-hour, the figure including interest
and amortization of a 2-percent Rural Electrification Administration loan over 35 years.
According to Alden, the power cost for a
simi~ar station built with private capital
would be 1 mill per kilowatt-hour higher.
Last summer the North Dakota Research
Foundation surveyed 20 steam powerplants,
using lignite, and then drew these conclusions.
A 250,000-kilowatt plant could be constructed at a cost of $125 per kilowatt or less.
Such a plant located at a mine and enjoying a high-load factor, can produce electric
power at a cost not to exceed 4 mills per
kilowatt-hour, all costs included.
If the most efficient existing plant (a 15,000-kw. station) were located at a site offering the most favorable lignite costs, total
power production cost would be only 3.55
mills per kilowatt-hour. This estimate does
not include interest, depreciation, or taxes.
The AEC made a careful study of the potentially cheap power in North Dakota, and
it liked much of what it saw. In the end,
the answer was "No," for reasons inherent in
the AEC itself rather than in lignite power
generation.
The AEC project would require a large
amount of interim power before a new generating plant could be completed. North
Dakota simply hasn't got such power.
AEC could not contract for the needed
power for a sufficient number of years to pay
off on a multimillion dollar installation. I!
AEC stopped taking the power, there would
be nowhere in North Dakota to dispose of
such a large volume. .
The informal committee of Twin Cities
businessmen refuses to give up hope of getting the AEC to reconsider.
The names on the group's roster lend
weight to whatever it says.
The chairman is J. Cameron Thompson,
president of Northwest Bancorporation.
Other members include: John M. Budd,
president of the Great Northern Railway; G .
A. McNamara, president of the Soo Lines;
R. S. MacFarlane, president of the Northern
Pacific; B. F. Braheny, president of the
Northern States Power Co.; F. R. Gamble,
treasurer of the Montana-Dakota Utilities
Co.; Julian B. Baird, president of the First
National Bank of St. Paul; and G0rdon H.
Murray, president of the First National Bank
of Minneapolis.
Others are Goodrich Lowry, president of
the Northwestern National Bank, Minneapolis; Henry C. Crosby, vice president of General Mills; Harold W. Sweatt, president of
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.; Gideon Seymour, executive editor of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune; Dean A. F. Spilhaus,
of the University of Minnesota Institute of
Technology; P.R. Doelz, president of Kalman
& Co.; and Fred A. Irish, chairman of the
First National Bank of Fargo, and treasurer
\ of the Greater North Dakota Association.

The committee is working hard to draw on
several other large power users known to
have been interested in the North Dakota
cost studies.
It's not simply that they want to attract
industries; they're also saddened by the
relatively slight use made of the State's enormous fuel resources.
If more users can be found, it will be no
trick to get at the thick seams of lignite,
generally lying close to the surface.
A typical deposit is covered by 30 feet of
sand and shale overburden. Then comes a
6 Y:z -foot seam of lignite, a parting of 15 feet,
and another 8-foot seam of lignite. Once
mined, it's easy to dry and pulverize, for it
does not coke.

Seizure of the Steel Plants Open to
Criticism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, April 29, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "Seizure of the Steel Plants
Open to Criticism," writted by Dr. Henry
W. Temple, for 20 years a Member of
Congress from Pennsylvania, and an
outstanding authority on international
law. This article appeared in the
United Presbyterian of April 21, 1952.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CURRENT EVENT AND COMMENT

(By Hon. Henry W. Temple, D. D., LL.D.)
SEIZURE OF THE STEEL PLANTS OPEN TO CRITICISM

Nothing has happened in recent years that
has so alarmed the people of the United
States as the action of President Truman
in ordering the Secretary of Commerce "to
take possession of all or such of the plants,
facilities, and other properties of the companies named in the list attached hereto
• • • and to operate, or to arrange for
the operation thereof, and to do all thlrl:lgs
necessary for, or incidental to, such operation."
Opposition to the President's order to seize
these steel plants was at once expressed not
only in both Houses of Congress but throughout the country, in leading newspapers many
of which had hitherto been supporters of the
President in practically all his policies.
Both Republicans and Democrats in Congress are maintaining that the President has
neither Constitutional nor statutory authority for his act. They maintain that the
President has ignored the dictates of the
Constitution as a whole and in particular the
fourteenth amendment, which provides that
no person shall be deprived of life, liberty
or property without due process of law.
Precedents reviewed

Some of those who support Mr. Truman
say that he needs no specific authority for
this act because an emergency exists. They
declare that Lincoln had no specific authority for the Emancipation Proclamation
which freed the slaves without compensating
their owners. It is also pointed out that
there ts at least one specific precedent for ·
Mr. Truman's action, namely, this: Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, on June 7, 1941, 6 months
before Pearl Harbor, issued an Executive or-
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der seizing the plant of the North American
Aviation Co. at Inglewood, Calif., where a
strike had halted the production of airplanes.
On the other hand, it is argued. that if an
unlawful act. is overlooked because an emergency like the Pearl Harbor attack came a
little later and distracted attention from the
unlawful seizure, such seizure must not
be treated as a precedent for a like act of
much greater magnitude and importance.
The seizure of one plant, though that seizure
was never tested in the courts, is hardly ·a
precedent for the seizure of all the steel mills
of the country, especially as that seizure has
an inevitable effect upon many other industries.
Order clarified

On the issuance of President Truman's
order, the Secretary of Commerce, Charles
Sawyer, at once addresl5ed a telegram to the
heads of all the steel companies calling attention to the President's order of April 8,
1952, and saying:
."I deem it necessary to take possession of
and hereby do take possession, effective 12
o'clock midnight, eastern standard time,
April 8, 1952, of all properties of your company, exclusive of railroads whose employees
are subject to the Railway Labor Act, and
any and all coal and metal mines."
Then, of course, all the provisions of ·the
President's order went into effect. The third
paragraph of that order reads as follows:
"The Secretary of Commerce shall determine
and prescribe terms and conditions of employment under which the plants, facilities,
alld other properties • • • shall be
operated."
.
That means that Secretary Sawyer has the
right to determine and prescribe wages as
well as other conditions of employment. He
has, as a-matter of fact, declared that he does
not intend at present to increase the wages
already paid, but of course it is against the
·.present wages and terms of employment that
the strike was threatened, and the leaders
of the union have already announced that
their patience may yet be exhausted. If
there should, by any possibility, be a strike
now, tt would be a strike against the Government and would bring on a situation full of
dangers that can hardly be foreseen.
Authority specified

Secretary Sawyer is, of course, operating
under section 5. of the President's order,
which provides that existing rights and obli·
gations of the steel companies "shall remain
1n full force and effect and there may be
made in due co~se payments of dividends
on stock and of principal, interest, sinking
funds and all other distributions on bonds,
debentures and other obligations," but the
same section 5 provides that all this shall be
done "except so far as the Secretary of Commerce may otherwise direct." That is. dividends on stock are to be paid unless the
Secretary of Commerce directs otherwise.
That provision, of course, alarms not only the
management, but every owner of stock in
any of the many steel companies. If wages
are to be paid as they have been and dividends and other payments are not to be
changed, we may infer that the other payments include taxes payable to the United
States Government out of profits, and if the
S 3cretary of Commerce should in the future
change his mind and give to labor the increase recommended by the Stabilization
Board, profits to the Government would not
be sutncient to pay to the Government the
taxes now required by law. Early efforts of
t h e companies to get relief in the courts
have not been successful.
General situation reviewed

An· understanding of the general situation that led to the seizure of the steel mills
requires that one go back to the beginning
of the discussions between the steel workers and the steel industry. Negotiations be-

gan Novemoer 27last year. The union asked
for wage increases but no progress was made.
Almost a month later, December 17, 1951,
Philip Murray, president of the union, .scheduled a strike for December 31, but a few
days later President Truman persuaded Mr.
Murray to postpone the strike dead line until January 3. At the same time the President referred the dispute to the Wage Stabi lization Board for recommendations which
would not be binding on either party to the
dispute. Two further postponements fixed
the dead line at March 23.
No settlement in sight

On March 20 the Wage Stabilization Board
recommended wage increases and certain
fringe benefits which were accepted by the
union, and the strike dead line was postponed to midnight of April 8. Management ·
of the industry said that the wage increases,
if adopted, would require very considerable
increases in the price per ton of steel. Negotiations continued but no agreement was
reached. The strike would have begun at
midnight on April 8, but the President's order seizing the mills halted matters at that
point, and that is where we are now. No
settlement is yet in sight and the dangers
of the situation are obvious.

The Blue Shield CalifQrnia Physiciaps'
Service
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES W. TOBEY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, April 28, 1952

Mr. TOBEY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD correspondence between myself and Dr. H. Gordon
MacLean, of San Francisco, Calif., and
an article entitled "Doctors Who Chiseled on Health Service Return Funds,"
published in the Los Angeles Daily News
of April 1, 1952. .
There being no objection, the correspondence and article were ordered to
be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,
San Francisco, April 9, 1952.

Hon. CHARLES W. TOBEY,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR TOBEY: Please permit me to
express my utter amazement at today's press
reports of your remarks yesterday relative to
recent statements about California Physicians' Service.
Granted, you were quoting from a story
published 2 weeks ago; will you likewise
grant that such story may not have been
complete and that there may have been
further developments? Will you likewise
grant that full and accurate information on
this situation was available to you, and has
been for the past 2 weeks, through reliable
sources, including the public press?
In the event the above questions offer any
problem to you, I am enclosing clippings
from California newspapers which refute
some of the statements made by you yesterday. These clippings refer, among other
things, to a lawsuit filed against a California
physician for the return of funds allegedly
irregularly secured by him from California
Physicians' Service. other suits of this character will follow wherever legal evidence justifies such action. I am sure that the many
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California newspapers which carried similar
stories and earlier developments were avail- '
able to you in the offices of your colleagues,
Senators NIXON and KNOWLAND.
May I also point out to you the following: ·
1. The irregularities on the part of a few
phy&icians in their dealings with CPS were
uncovered by an investigation undertaken
months ago by California Physicians' Service itself, with the full knowledge and consent of the California Medical Association.
2. The executive committee of the California Medical Association has instructed a
special committee of this association, which
for some months has been looking into many
phases of the operations of CPS, to pursue
with the utmost diligence the inquiry into
any false or fraudulent billings to CPS by
member physicians.
3. As mentioned above, civil prosecution
has already been started against one physi-cian and other cases will follow where legal
evidence justifies such action.
4. The facts stated in the above three paragraphs have all been made known to the
public through the press.
5. Your statement relative to physicians
robbing the sick displays an utter lack of
knowledge on your part of the structure or
operation of CPS. Under the CPS procedure,
the physicians members agree to accept
for their services to CPS members the available funds in a pooled-fund operation. If a
few physicians take more than their just
share of the available fund, the remaining
physician members receive that much less.
However, the patients still receive their serv1C3s, regardless of the amount paid to the
physicians. Robbing the sick is absolutely
impossible in CPS.
6. Officials of several county medical societies in California have given every indication of their demand for a full investigation
ot all such charges and prompt proceedings
. against erring members on grounds of unethical conduct.
I am prepared to document all of the above
statements.
At this time I have not received the letter
which, reportedly, you have addressed to me
as president of the California Medical Association. Howeve.r, in view of the statements
carried in today's press and attributed to
you, I have found it necessary to issue a
statement to the p.ress, pointing out the inaccuracies in your statements to the United,
States Senate and showi'lg that complete,
up-to-date information has been available
to you from reliable sources.
It is most unfortunate that you have not
seen fit to avail yourself of accurate information on this subject before rushing into
print, in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD and the
public press.
At the same time, from today's press reports and from the list of those to whom your
letters are reportedly being sent, does it not
become obvious that your statements about
California Physicians' Service and the California Medical Association were made for a
purpose entirely fore:.;n to the subject? It
is, indeed, unfortunate that you have .chosen
a subject on which you are so patently uninformed as a means of carrying on a personal, a different and an utterly unrelated
.controversy.
I am taking the liberty of sending copies
of this letter to Dr. John W. Cline, president of the American Medical Association;
Dr. W. Richard Ohler, president of the Massachusetts Medical Society; Han. Edmund G.
Brown, attorney general of the State of California; and Senators William F. Knowland
and Richard Nixon.
At this time I am asking that you enter
a copy Of this letter in the CONGRESSIONAL
REcoRD, to refute the numerous inaccuracies
in your address to the Senate yesterday. I
am ·also· asking Senators K NOWLAND and
NrxoN to assure that a copy of this letter is
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made a part of the record through the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
Very truly yours,
H. GoRDON MAcLEAN, M. D.,
President.
APRIL 14, 1952.

}r. GORDON MACLEAN, M. D.,

Presi dent, California Medical Association.
San F r ancisco, Calif.
DEAR DR. MACLEAN: I am in r.eceipt Of your

letter of April 9 in which you take two pages,
single space, to criticize my letter of April 8
to Dr. Daniels, secretary of the California
Medical Association, and to explain away the
very serious charges contained in the March
24 issue of Time magazine.
My letter to Dr. Daniels quoted the Time
magazine article, and consisted of four brief
and innocuous sentences, as follows :
"DEAR DR. DANIELS : Some of my colleagues
have called my attention to an article in the
March 24, 1952, issue of Time magazine under
the title 'Doctors' Chisel,' which reads as
follows :
" 'Has the matter been turned over to the
attorney general for investigation and prosecution?
·
"'I would appreciate it-if you would send
me all the details you have concerning the
entire situation. I look forward to your
reply' ."
It is apparent that you consider the above
verbiage to be offensive· to the officers of the
California Medical Association. This is fur·ther evidence of the high and mighty position
of officers of the American Medical Association and its subsidiaries. Since when has it
been inappropriate for a citizen to inquire
of an officer of a medical society requesting
facts of admitted fraud.
Time magazine reported that at least 200 .
doctors in California have defrauded the
California Physicians' Service of at least
$1,000,000 a year by putting in fake bills for
operations that were not performed, for office
calls t h at were never made, and for X-rays
and laboratory tests that were never performed . It said, "The California Physicians'
Service would prefer not to sue them, but if
it has to, it will."
Your letter admits that to date a civil
prosecution has been started against only
1 of the 200 professional men involved. You
admit that the investigation was undertaken
months ago.
The whole thing smells unto high heaven.
I wou ld like to see you, as president of the ·
Califor n ia Medical Association, come out
publicly and demand that the attorney general's office t ake prompt and appropriate
criminal action against every one of these
offenders, with no exceptions, and that your
association lose no time in expelling them
and m ak ing their names publi'c.
Tim e m agazine reports that during the
past year 850,000 California residents paid
more than $18,000,000 to the California Physicians' Service. It was this fund, paid for
by t he people, that was drained by the 200
surgeons to the tune of $1,000,000 in the past
year, to say nothing of previous years. You
cont end that this is not a case of robbing the
sick, saylng that it merely means that the
remaining member physicians received that
much less but that the patients still receive
their services.
Members of Blue Cross-Blue Shield who
have received surgery or hospitalization well
know that in nearly every case, the amount
of payment by Blue Cross or Blue Shield is far
below the total bill. The balance has to be
paid by the patient. It is plain that the
$1 ,000,000 t aken from the association by
fraud reduces by $1,000,000 the amount available for payment of the patients' hospital
and surgical bills. If your contention should
be followed to its lc;>gical conclusion then,
even though 50 percent of the funds- were
embezzled, there would be no need to raise

the rates that the patients are required to
pay to the association.
The simple and tragic fact is that the
public is the loser, just as the public is
always the loser. The public pays the bills,
as the public always has had to pay the
bills. No amount of explanation can make
this $1,000,000 steal' look as though it were
not detrimental to the people.
I would like to have you read just a few
of the many tragic letters that I receive from
cancer victims who cannot afford necessary
treatment. That $1,000,000 would go far to
bring them new ,hope. Accordingly I would
like to see you recover that $1,000,000 from
each and every one of these offenders and
require them to put up an equal amount for
the benefit of the cancer victims that I have
referred to.
When you have demanded a full investigation and prosecution by the Attorney General's office and have expelled these 200
chiselers from your association, I will be glad
to hear from you further.
Very truly yours,
CHARLES W. TOBEY,
United States Senator.

[From the Los Angeles Daily News of April
1, 1952]
DOCTORS WHO CHISELED ON HEALTH SERVICE
.
RETURN. FUNDS
Blue Shield California Physicians' Service
said, today it is . obtaining restitution of
funds from member doctors who overcharged
the organization for services, or collected
fees for services never performed at all
A CPS spokesman here told the Daily News
that the fiagrant cases of outright fraud
have been turnQii over to the organization's
legal advisers who are expected to demand
criminal prosecution by appropriate law enforcement agencies.
Investigations already are under way by
the Los Angeles County Medical Society and
the State board of medical examiners,
"We have felt that where CPS has paid
out money, the first obligation is to get restitution from the doctors involved," said the
CPS spokesman.
The chiselers are being ferreted out by a
study of case records, it was explained, and
statements from patients whose names were
used by the doctors who presented the fake
bills.
Of the organization's 10,950 member doctors, some 200 are involved in the scandal
which was brought to the attention of the
county medical society by CPS itself, the
spokesman explained.
Considerable money already has been recovered, CPS said.
Those who face certain criminal prosecution are doctors who submitted bills in the
names of patients for whom they performed
no medical service whatsoever.
Because of the rigid standard of ethics
and conduct set by the medical profession
itself, conviction of a criminal charge is
likely to result in the suspension or revocation of the guilty doctor's license to practice
in California, it was pointed out.
Doctors guilty of lesser chiseling must look
forward to an appearance before the council
of the Los Angeles Medical Society to explain
their conduct.
CPS pointed out that the chiseling of the
doctors does not deprive the patients whose
names were used of any funds or services.
So far, the spokesman said, no member
patients have withdrawn from the plan because of the scandal.
The spokesman said that CPS may drop
from its rolls as undesirable doctors those
practitioners who have chiselecl by overuse of
the service or by fraudulent representations
to collect fees.
Meanwhile, CPS said it is cooperating with
the Bureau of Internal Revenue investigation of doctors involved in the frauds.

Loyalty Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.THOMASJ.tANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, April 8, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following editorial from the Lawrence Sunday Sun, Lawrence, Mass.:
LOYALTY: ,A DEFINITION
Most people recall from the dim past of
their early scholastic education that at some
time they were required to read the constitution of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which was adopted 172 years ago. But
most of them have forgotten what they read
and give little thought to what inspiration
they might draw from it were they to review
it today.
May 1 having been designated by gubernatorial proclamation as Loyalty Day in
Massachusetts, it is interesting to point out
that, in article 18 of the Commonwealth's
constitution, there is a fine definition of
loyalty which is as fresh and applicable today as it was back in the year 1780. It reads:
"A frequent recurrence to the fundamental
principles of the constitution, and a constant adherence to those of piety, justice,
moderation, temperance, industry, and ftugality are absolutely necessary to preserve
the advantages of liberty and to maintain a
free government. The people ought, consequently, to have a particular attention to all
those principles, in the choice of their officers and representatives: and they have a
right to require of their lawgivers and magistrates an exact and constant observance of
them, in the formation and execution of the
laws necessary for the good administration
of the Commonwealth."
In this article of the constitution of the
Commonwealth, there is enumerated the
cardinal virtues of citizenship, and it is to
be obsen-ed that . given first among these is
the attribute of piety. Therefore it may be
assumed that those who framed the article
considered that the citizen who is first truly
pious would by nature possess those requirements which follow.
While perhaps there never has been th~
perfect citizen, and there never may be, it
Citn be said that the man or woman who
strives for perf ection in cit izenship is being loyal to the principles-the fundamental
principles-of his State and his country.
In proclaiming May 1 as Loyalty Day in
Massachusetts, Governor Dever used the
afore-mentioned article 18 as his theme, and
amplified upon it to d efine a loyal American
in six definitions: One who "will apply himself to the study of our form of government
to the end that he may know his rights and
responsibilities; will cultivate the virtue of
piety and will so conduct himself that
others will be inspired to emulate his good
example; will emphasize the importance of
just ice administ ered by our courts; will exercise modera tion in all matters relating to
the well-being of others; will through his
industry, become habitually diligent in his
proper employment or pursuit; will, through
his frugality, economize in the use of his resources and not squander his wealth lavishly or wastefully." In conclusion, Governor
Dever proclaims that "Loyalty is a virtue
which every American must possess if we are
to maintain our heritage of freedom."
This emphasis upon May 1 as Loyalty Day
brings to mind the philosophy of un-American "isms" that, if you repeat a lie often
enough to the people, it will be accepted by
them eventually as truth. By the same
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token, 1f you repeat a truth often enough, it
will become so deeply imbedded in their consciousness that it will become a part of
them; a motivating force, a moral blaze in
the trail.
The more one reads it, the more one thinks
about it, the more one comes to accept article
18 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts as a philosophy that goes
down to bedrock, and as a human document
with stature equal to that of the preamble
to the Constitution of the United States of
.An:!_erica, and of eminence as profound as
the address of Lincoln at. Gettysburg.
No document at hand impresses us more
deeply with .our responsibilities as citizens.
· It tells us what we should be, fundamentally,
to be good Americans, and it spells out for us
what we should require of the people who
are chosen to serve us in public office.

Investigation of Communist Activities
EXTENSION OF REMARK'S
OF

HON. FRANCIS E. WALTER
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, April 29, _1952

Mr. WALTER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following letter and
resolution:
DEPARTMENT OF MICHIGAN,
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS
OF THE UNITED STATES,
Lansing, Mich., February 24,

1952~

CHAmMAN, HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES
COMMITTEE,
Wasftington, D. C.

DEAR S~: The Department of Michigan,_
Veterans of Foreign Wars. of the United
~tates, wishes - to take this opportunity to
commend you, and your committee, for the
fine work you are doing to unmask the
Communist Party and its other tainted unAmerican groups who are trying to undermine our country.
Your recent probe into Communist activities in Detroit and Michigan was indeed
revealing and brought to o~ citizens a
keener insight into the problems we are
facing. ·
Your activities are deeply appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
ERNIE F. FRY,
Department Commander,
Department of Michigan, VFW.

CoMMENDATION OF HousE UN-AMERICAN AcTIVITIEs COMMITTEE
Whereas we agree with the report of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities
that espionage agents should not have the
protection of the laws of the country they
seek to destroy; and
Wherea.s adequate protection for this
country against espionage must be provided
if necessary through new legislation: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the National Society,
Daughters of the American Revolution, commend and support the untiring efforts of the
House Un-American Activities Committee,
whose work we have observed and approve;
and be it further
Resolved, That the National Society,
Daughters of the American Revolution urge
the House Committee on Un-American Activities to investigate, as they are authorized
to do under the rules of the House of Representatives, "the diffusion within the United
States of subversive and un-American propaganda that is instigated from • • • a

domestic origin and attacks the principle of ·
the form of government as guaranteed by
our Constitution."

Civil Defense Against Atomic Weapons
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE .
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, April 25, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
-include herewith a statement on civil defense against atomic weapons by Federal
Civil Defense Administrator Millard
Caldwell at the Atomic Energy Commission briefing for the press in Las Vegas
on April 21, 1952:
CIVIL DEFENSE AGAINST ATOMIC WEAPONS
(Statement by Federal Civil Defense Administrator Millard Caldwell) _ ·
We are here by invitation of the Atomic
Energy Commission to learn more about the
atomic bomb and its implications for our
national security. It's a special privilege we
share--that of witnessing the explosion of
an atomic bomb--special because we will live
to report what we have seen and felt. Present in all of our minds must be the fact that
on two occasions .tens of thousands of human
beings experienced atomic explosions and did
not live to report what happened.
There are two groups here. One group
consists of governors and civil. defense directors and representative mayors of Ameri·
can States, Territories, and cities. These are
the men who run civil defense, who are re·
sponsible for the mobilization and organization of our human and material resources
so that no matter what hits us America can
get up off the fioor and fight back. On the
success of their efforts m!l-Y one day depend
our survival as a nation. They have the
heaviest kind of responsibility in an extraordinarily difficult undertaking.
The other group here consists of represent·
atives of the information media of our country-the press, radio, television, motion pictures, and magazine. Without the infor·
mation media there would be no civil defense
1n the United States today, for civil defense
Is not something you and I can delegate to
somebody else. Effective civil defense consists first and foremost of each person's
knowledge of what to do and how to do it
when the chips are down. It rests on the
principle of cooperative volunteer activity on
the part of American citizens to protect our
country from Communist attack. But the
people need to be told the facts about the
threat we face. They need to learn a great
deal more than they already know about the
effects of a smi'l.5hing, all-out attack on our
home front, and they need to learn what
they can do to develop strong civil defense
that will save half the lives that might other·
wise be lost, cut down property destruction,
and maintain the fiow of production essential
to the success of our Armed Forces in the
field.
Our presence here is further illustration
of the excellent cooperation received by the
Federal Civil Defense Administration from
the Atomic Energy Commission. The Atomic
Energy Commission has been extremely helpful to us at every stage of our planning and
development. The Commission and the Los
Alamos scientific laboratories have provided
us with much information about the destructive power of atomic weapons--information absolutely essential to civil defense
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lf we are to be prepared to deal successfully ·
with · atomic disasters.
It is not AEC's fault that we do not yet
have all the information we need. We do
not know nearly enough about the precise
effect of atomic explosions on various types
of buildings. What, for example, happens to
tall structures, so characteristic of our American cities? What happens to curtain walls
and interior partitions struck by atomic
blast? What happens to the row-type house
when the walls collapse and heavy debris piles
up on the fioor? Will the fioor carry the
load or let the debris fall into the cellar
where _a family may have taken shelter?
What modifications would be needed in various types of existing structures to provide
reasonable protect~on? What would be the
most economical typ~s of ·new structures designed to serve as shelters?
Such iillormatiori. would ·be of great help
in certifying the safety for shelter purposes
of various kinds of · bulldlngs in our large
cities.
We have gone ahead on some of these
things, using the best engineering knowledge
available, because we can't afford to wait.
Tested information of this kind, and much
more will become available only when ·we
have the funds to pay for the necessary tests.
The Atomic Energy Commission has done
what it can to help us, but, obviously, funds
marked for the AEC progrmn cannot be used
for civil defense·. FCDA has done what it
can, knowing it ls only a beginning, and
hoping that we will have the information
ciur cities need before they get it from their
own ruins.
·
Basically the- problem of civil defense in
a democracy like ours is a problem of public
education. Officials in a representative government must speak the voice and execute
the will of the majority. That is as it
should be.
Whenever the people of America are
thoughtful or impulsive, steadfast or vacillating, then the ·legislatures, the State capitals, the Congress, and Washington are
thoughtful or impulsive, steadfast or vacillating.
·
But impulsiveness and vacillation in the
modern world could spell disaster for democracy. We're faced with two enemies-the
threat of communism from without, · the
threat of inaction and thoughtlessness from
within.
Communism does not vacillate. It has .
never swerved from its avowed purpose of
global domination and of wiping democracy
off the face Qf the earth.
Considerable progress has been made in
informing the American people about the
place of civil defense in our national security program. The people do not ye.t know
as much as they need to know, but progress
has been definite and the outlook is encouraging. People have learned something
about measures to be taken for protection
against atomic attack; and they recognize
the need for supporting a program of civil
defense designed to deal with attack on the
home front.
These are conclusions drawn from a continuing series of scientific surveys of public
attitudes on civil defense conducted for
FCDA in 11 of our largest metropolitan areas
by the University of Michigan.
The most recent of these surveys shows
that people believe that in an all-out war
atomic bombs will be used against Ameri·
can cities. (Defense of Our Cities, p. 7.)
They place civil defense high on a list of
community problems demanding immediate
attention. (Defense, p. 13.) Even if peace
comes in Korea, they say, we should continue with our efforts to develop a strong
civil defense. (Defense, p. 9.)
This survey shows that a sizable majority ·
of the people understand the meaning and
purpose of civil defense. (Defense, pp. 1112.)
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The survey also shows that people are by
no means individually apathetic about civil
defense, although they tend to ascribe the
slow development of civil defense in their ·
own communities to apathy or lack of in·
t erest on ' the part of others. Some of this
impression of slowness, however, may be due
to the f act revealed in the survey that over
one-third of the people do not even know
that their own cities have civil defense or·
ganizat ions. (Defense, pp. 25-26.)
Nearly three-quarters of the people .in our
big cities know a little something about the
effects of atomic weapons-an increase of
more than 20 percent in the last year. (Defense, pp. 16-17.) Nine out of ten people
know at least some simple things to do to
protect themselves in the event of atomic
attack. This knowledge alone will save many
lives even though it is insufficient. (Defense, pp. 19-20.) This is a startling increase
of 25 percent in the last year.
Almost unanimously people believe that
children should receive essential instruction in self-protection against atomic attack.
They do not believe the children will be·
frightened if the teaching is carefully done.
(Defense, pp. 14-15.)
Such progress in getting the basic facts _
about civil defense to the American people .
is encouraging; we could not have made this
much progress if civil defense had not had
the wholehearted ' cooperation of the media
many of you represent.
But the job is far from finished. That's
why we're grateful to the AEC for opening
an atomic shot to members of major infor·
mation media. As you get the story out,
keep in mind that over half the population
still has an exaggerated idea of what an
atomic bomb can do. Nineteen percent
think one bomb could kill almost everyone
from ground zero to over 5 miles away.
Some think the bomb can kill as far as 50
miles away.
Of the people who have heard about radi·
ation, .only 20 percent have an accurate idea
of how dangerous it is; 35 percent believe
radiatio·n would cause as many deaths as
blast an d fire.
I wish every· person in America could get
this briefing and see what you are here to
see·,,· But with your help they will get an
accurate idea which will aid them to put
civil defense against atomic weapons into
proper perspective.
We know from an earlier study that the
greatest mistake you . can make is to try to
frighten people into civil defense. That is
why we have been very careful to avoid either
exaggeration or playing-down in writing
about weapOns effects particularly atomic
weapons. But there are people who have
not been so conservative-and civil defense
has suffered severely as a result.
For instance, there are a few scientists who
still insist on blowing a chunk off the world
every second Tuesday.. They fail to stress
that they are talking about theory. The
qualifying statement, such as it is, get s lost-and people read about a new weapon which
can blow whole · nations into sma11 bits.
And there are always those who like to
make a good thing out of an invitation to
see an atomic burst. Every time one of these
sensationalists has a vision of the purple
gates of hell, or something of the kind, civil
defense gets se.t back by several weeks.
One interesting finding in our research
studies is that the people who believe the
worst about atomic bombs are least interested in civil defense. They've given upthey're sure nothing can be done about it.
But the person who has an accurate idea of
atomic weapon effects is the one you find
standing at your local civil defense directots
office waitin g for an assignment.
The atomic weapons are bad enough with·
01.:t making them worse. Federal civil de·
fense has followed the belief that Americans need neither a reassuring pat on the

head or repeated cries of horror. We think
Americans want the exact truth-no more,
no less. And the greatest public service in·
formation media can offer is to continue to
give people the truth with scrupulous ac•
curacy and objectivity.
All of us here in American have got to
face the harsh fact that atomic weaponswhich Russia has-in combination with in·
tecontinental bombers-which Russia also
has in quantity-can make our entire country a b attlefield. And leaders of Russian
coil).munism rate civilian unpreparedness
second only to military disarmament as a
signal for successful assault.
Our military leaders have told us over and
over again that we can be hit. General Marshall and General Bradley, the Secretary of
the Air Force, and the Secretary of Defenseall have insisted that without a strong civil
defense in readiness our country is a sitting
duck, ready and waiting for a blow that
might knock us out of a war before we
could tighten our belts.
It is ~dle to say the enemy won't attack
us on the homefront if he starts a war. As
a matter of fact, that's probably the way
the war will start-with a smashing all-out
attack on our home front.
That's the only kind .of .attack that, from
the enemy's point of view, would make sense.
T:1e power behind the punch that won two
world wars in this century came from th~
people who man the farms and factories of
America. In a new war the enemy must try
to shut off that power. To win, he mus~
cripple <?Ur production. He must destroy our
factories, disrupt our food supply, demoral·
ize us, and crush our will to win by wholesale destruction of American cities and
slaughter of American men, women, and
children. If he can't do that, he can't
win-and he knows it.
·
European countries realized this long ago
because they are closer to the enemy. Th~y
are far ahead of the United States in preparing for the kind of war the atomic bomb
and the interco~tinental bomber can bring
us.
.
Take E~glimd, for example, England's air·
raid warning system is in place and func·
tioning. The pre.sent Civil Defense Corps,
a permanent organtzation numbering 150,000 members, i.s now training 500,000 additional volunt~ers. If war breaks out they'll
be ready to organize and train another 16,000,000 and the trained civil defense people
of the last war will be in action at once.
England operates a Civil Defense Staff College
and three training schools for workers in the
technical services, such as fire fighting, rescue, engineering, health, and welfare. The
British know they can't survive a war without civil defense.
Norway is constructing tunnel-type shel. ters in every town of 10,000 population and
requires shelters in every factory employing
50 workers or more. All new construction
must have built-in shelters.
Sweden has established underground
command posts for civil defense. They are
equipped with air-conditioning, antigas
filters, auxiliary power generators, and decontamination chambers. Out of a population of 7,000,000, some 900,000 are now enrolled in civil defense--one out of every seven
citizens trained and ready.
Denmark has nearly 5,000 public shelters
built of reinforced concrete and covered with
3 feet of soil. They can withstand anything
short of a direct hit by an atomic bomb.;
Last year Denmark appropriated $20,000,000
for civil-defense shelters and organizational
equipment and will appropriate an equal
amount this year.
Norway, Sweden, and Denmark all have
statutes providing for conscription of citizens
for civil defense. Volunteer response has
been so satisfactory, however, that conscription has not been necessary.

In the meantime, what is our potential
enemy doing about civil defense?
We know that Russian civil defense is at
least 17 years old. Today there are at least
20,000,000 Russian civilians trained by demonstration and drill in essential civil-defense
functions. A few months ago it was reported
that the Soviets took steps to bring their
civil defense up to date, merging all voluntary activities under central control with a
new title of DOSAFF, meaning Voluntary
Society for the Aid of the Army, Air Force,
and Navy. In this move the Kremlin ordered what news · dispatches called an intensification of civil-defense work throughout the Soviet Union. .T he purpose was to
m ake sure that not a single city, industrial
area, village, collective farm, State farm, or
machine-tractor station would remain without a ·civil-defense group.
Further, there is indication that Russian
industry, naturally more dispersed than ours,
has increased dispersal tactics in accordance
with civil-defense planning and in cooperation with the military.
These nations-our allies and our potential enemy-have learned and are applying
the lessons of the last world war. The lesson:
whoever .loses a modern war will lose it first
and foremost ori the home front, far behind the front lines.
It's not easy for Americans to accept this
new concept of warfare. We've been safe
from attack. on our home front for a long
time, guarded by oceans on east and west and
by friendly nations to north and south. But
a calm appraisal of the facts tells us we're
no longer safe. The intercont inental bomber
puts us within reach of the enemy. And
our Air Force has told us time and again
that most enemy bombers would get through.
To. develop a strong progr:am of civil defense in the United States we must work in
four principal ways:
. _
'
First, we must continue and. intensify our
program of puolic education. Every American-man, woman, or child-must know exactly what to do if attack comes. This program alone can save countless thousands of
lives.
Second, we must continue and intensify
our recruitment of volunteers. We need
10 times as many as we now have. They
must not only be recruited; they must be
trained. The volunteer United States Civil
Defense Corps will be the front line of operating civil defense.
·
Third, we must find the funds, Federal,
State, and local, to provide stronger support
of our shelter, supply, and equipment programs. Civil defense must have the tools
to do its three-phase job of preparing for
attack, meeting attack, and recovering from
attack.
An attack on Portland, Maine, or Portland,
Oreg., is not just an attack on a; local community. It is an attack on the United
States. The Federal Government must share
with local communities the responsibility
for providing the tools for defense of the
home front. I should make it clear that
the greater part of materials and equipment
needed for civil defense already are in place
in our cities and need only to be organized.
The things we must buy are only a small
part, but an essential part of the total requirement. We're not in business to spend
money foolishly; we're in business to save
lives at the lowest possible cost.
Fourth, we must continue and intensify
our civil defense planning. The mobilization and deployment of the vast manpower
and physical resources needed to meet atack
and recover from attack wherever it may
strike cannot be improvised at the last minute. Only sound planning will enable us to
do a big job with minimum resources.
No city, no State, could deal adequately
'With an atomic disaster by itself. It would
need trained men and women and supplie&
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and equipment quite possibly from the
farthest corners of the Nation. If we were
the object of an all-out, smashing attack
that struck a dozen of our cities at once
then surely no man, woman, or child in the
entire country would remain untouched by
the consequences.
This is why we need a strong national civil
defense program-a systematic, efficient way
of dealing with attack on our home front.
A strong civll defense can save 50 percent
of the lives that might otherwise be lost. ~t
can reduce the destruction of property. It
can maintain the flow- of food and munitions
needed by our Armed Forces.
Think of what this means in terms of a
Russian atomic stockpile. Civll defense, by
saving lives and reducing damage to property can reduce the effective size of each
bomb and the total effectiveness of the
enemy's stock of bombs. That's why civll
defense is a powerful offensive weapon in our
national arsenal.

Narcotics
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETl'S

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 23, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following address I delivered at the
annual ·communion breakfast, Revere
Council No. 179, of the Knights of Columbus, Revere, Mass., on Sunday, April
.., .
27, 1952:
Wherever we turn these days, we find man.
kind, looking for security.
Through unemployment insurance, pension plans, old-age and survivors insurance,
we try to protect ourselves against the interruption or ending of income.
By way of the Marshall plan, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, the United
Nations, and other mutual aid plans, we are
trying to save ourselves from attack by an
aggressor.
Even the womenfolk have their. security
problems. They are devoting much time and
money to preserve their beauty against the
ravages of time, and the .wear and tear of
life.
In some parts of the world people are paying a fearful price for material securitybartering their souls in exchange for the
bread of slavery.
You and I are fortunate to live in a country where we can earri the necessities and
comforts for our journey on earth without
surrendering our conscience.
Through the sacraments of our church
we are being helped to live as God intended,
to make ourselves worthy for eternal happiness in the next life, which is the mily secu·
rity that man can ever know.
But, meanwhile, during our mortal life,
we have certain obligations to meet, and preeminent among these is our dtlty toward
the young-to protect them during their
formative years from the temptations that
could wreck their bodies and souls.
Most of us grew up in sheltered homes and
in simpler times.
The young people of today, however, meet
the impact of worldliness much earlier, and
sometimes they become the victims of those
who pander to a young persoh's curiosity.
One of the most vicious enemies of youth
is the dope peddler.
XCVIII-App.--164

Through the machinery of organized crime,
he and his depraved associates are trying to
enslave American youth with the drug habit.
The problem has reached such serious proportions that a committee of the United
States Senate has tried to uncover the rami·
fications of this hideous practice.
In the field of narcotics the committee's
searchlight has created an awakening to the
seriousness of this great evil. As a result, investigations have been started, court procedures have been modified, remedial laws
have been passed, educational programs have
been undertaken, and the vile drug peddler has run for cover. The President of
the United States only recently has been
prompted to call for increased penalties in
narcotic cases.
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles-no large
city has a monopoly on this vice. The same
pattern of crime conditions found in the
big cities is found on a smaller scale in all
the towns and villages of America.
:
The public should understand by this time.
that the fingers of organized crime reach
into almost every community in the United
States. It should also realize that law en·
forcement is essentially a local matter call_ing for constant vigilance at the local level
and a strengthening of public and private
morality.
People everywhere are pleading for a means
of keeping alert to crime conditions and
avoiding a return to the state of public complacency and indfference under .which gangsterism has thrived for so long.
One answer to this is a bill to establish a
Federal crime commission. This would be an
independent agency, required to report to
Congress.
It wlll take time for such a measure to get
through the legisla_tive mill.
Meanwhile it is highly desirable that some
action be taken promptly to afford local com. munities a means or. obtaining help in their
attacks upon organized crime.
The solution seems to lie partly in the
field of local, privately constituted crime
'cbmmissions. Several of these have been in
operation for a number of years and they
have shown themselves to be highly effective.
They are not investigative or policing agencies their function is to observe local crime
conditions, to cooperate with civic, educational and enforcement agencies where possible, and to report to the public any evidence
of laxity or corruption.
Experience has shown that the crime com..
mission movement cannot make progress un·
· less it has a national parent body. with sufficient prestige and funds to give it drive. It
is believed that if Congress fosters the estab·
llshment of such an organization, funds from
private foundations or generous citizens can
be obtained to give it a permanent life.
The illegal sale of narcotic drugs represents
an evil of major scope, requiring for its elimination, the combined efforts of law enforcement bodies, legislators, educators, the
churches, and parents. It should be attacked
at all levels of the Nation's social structure.
'If not successfully overcome in the near fu ..
ture, it may do lasting damage to the youth
of our country.
The organized gangster syndicates will un·
questionably turn to the sale of narcotic
drugs when they are driven out of the presently lucrative field of gambling. As they
did at the end of the prohibition era, when
bootlegging no longer afforded substantial
profits, they will turn to another form of 11·
legal activity. Under present conditions,
narcotic drugs offer them the most profitable
opening.
There has been a startling increase in the
abuse of drugs by young people, many of
whom are unaware of its frightful conse•
quences. They fail to comprehend that they
are dealing with what 1s-1n effect, a con·
_tagious disease Which brings degradation .
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~nd slow death to the victim, and tragedy
to his family and friends.
There has been a tendency to shroud the
subject of drug addition in a veil of secrecy.
The resurt is that young people learn about
drugs from bad associates or from the drug
peddlers in the back streets and alleys, rather
than from qualified sources of information.
It is for this reason that many young people
have tried drugs, innocently unaware of the
dangers they face.
Addiction is extremely difficult to cure.
It is a chronic condition with a high rate
of recurrence. If discovered in time, addiction may be prevented, but once it occurs
the victim can overcome it only through a
painful and bewildering perplexity of treatment entailing the strain of an heroic readjustment. Members of the public are not
aware of the fact that voluntarily noncriminal patients may be treated at the United
States Public Health Service hospital at Lexington, Ky., and that patients who cannot
afford to pay are' treated without charge.
The hospitals at Lexington and at Fort
Worth, Tex., do not have sufficient facilities
for caring for all of the women patients in
need of treatment. Furthermore, there is
not sufficient segregation of young patients
from older, hardened addicts. There is con.!
siderable danger that youngsters going to
these institutions for the first time are retarded in their recovery by mingling with
older addicts.
At the State level, the fac111ties for treat ..
ment appear to be wholly inadequate.
The lllegal sale of narcotic drugs pays fantastic profits to the lowest form of criminal, namely, the peddler who is willing to
wreck young lives just to satisfy his greed.
No penalty is too severe for a criminal of
such a debased character, for he sells his
victims to a living death. Until recently,
the courts have been too lenient toward narcotic violators. Short sentences do not deter
the potential peddler, and suspended sentenGes are a waste of judicial effort.
The drug representing the greatest prob-lem is heroin, the importation and possession of which are forbidden in the United
States. All of the heroin now used in this
country is smuggled in from abroad. For
the most part, by passengers and seamen carrying it off ships on their .persons. Because
of the .ease of concealment, checking its fiow
through customs search is extremely difficult.
The most effective means of combating
the narcotics problem is through effective
enforcement facilities. The Narcotics Bureau of the Treasury Department is efficient
and effective as far as it is able to go, but it
is pitifully undermanned considering the
huge task assigned to it. With S'tfficient personnel, the Narcotics Bureau could do more
than any other force toward stamping out
the. lllegal importation and sale of narcotic
drugs. Most addicts would like to see this
traffic blocked so that these enslaving drugs
will not be available to them. As long as
they can get it they cannot resist the temptation.
Within the States, the cities, and the
towns, there are no enforcement officers who
have had experience in specialized fields.
Although the Narcotics Bureau of the Treasury Department works in close cooperation
with other authorities, its staff is not big
enough to furnish training to local agents.
Other drugs-and products known as
sleeping pills-have not yet become an object of organized crime. However, in its
study of narcotics, the Senate committee
learned that their addiction properties when
used in large quantities are as severe as forbidden drugs. Their sale should be the sub·
ject of a strict regulation under both State
and Federal law.
The Commission on Narcotics of the
United Nations has. made great strides in
bringing about cooperation among the na_tions of the world regarding control of the .
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production of opium and of the manufacture of drugs derived from opium. The
countries in which the drugs are manufactured have been fairly successful in limiting
the output to the actual medical needs of
the world.
On the other hand, the countries where the
opium poppy is grown have found it to be
impossible, in spite of strenuous efforts, to
regulate the quantities planted and cultivated by the farmers. These countries grow
enough opium poppy plants to produce 40
times the amount of opium needed for legitimate medical purposes.
Except in the case of cocaine, which represents a minor problem, enough synthetic
substitutes have been developed for opiate
drugs, especially for morphine which is the
principal pain-relieving product. Although
the synthetics are easy to produce, it is believed that their manufacture could be regulated within reasonable limits. The medical
profession would not be materially handicapped if opium poppy growing were prohibited throughout the world.
Addiction resulting from an ignorant or
depraved attempt to obtain temporary pleasure is an inexcusable tragedy. Addiction occurs in a very short time, and once it starts,
there is no going back. The addict's whole
life changes from one of usefulness and normalcy to one of suffering and degradation
and, in many cases, eventualy to crime. One
of the great contributions that could be made
to the welfare of the young people of the
United States would be to bring home to
them the cold fact that narcotic drugs are to
be avoided like the plague.
At the committee hearings, physicians explained the properties of drugs. The course
of addiction, the clinical processes of its
treatment, and the mental after-effects.
Citizens of aroused communities described
alarming local situations and told of efforts
to stem the tide of narcotics abuse. Heartbroken parents told 'of the tragedies that
had . befallen their children, once they had
become drug fiends. Enforcement agents
bared the workings of the international net- _
work through which illegal drugs move, and
the fabulous a~ounts of money involved in
the traffic.
At prisons and hospitals, the committee
heard the shocking story first-han<;! from
prisoners serving time for narcotics violations and from patients under treatment for
addiction. The pro.f essional nonaddict peddlers told of giving for free .enough heroin
to get new customers "hooked"---or dependent upon drugs--and of employing addicts
as "testers" to judge the quality of the merchandise at wholesale level. Nervous teenagers, still jittery following withdrawal of
narcotics, spoke haltingly of the confusion
and the futile misery of the drug habit.
Some had suffered enough for .a dozen lives,
yet they were not old enough to vote.
The crux of the narcotics problem lies not
in the drugs themselves, but in the persons
who abuse them. Addiction involves taking drugs in excessive .quantities.
The most a victim can expect from treatment is to be taken off the drug and furnished aid to remain off it. Medicines given
during treatment do no more than relieve
the tortures of withdrawal. No one, however strong his psychological framework,
should run the risk of ruining his life and
the lives of his friends and family by using
any narcotic drug except under the &-~rictest
medical control. Prescribed in proper
amounts, narcotic drugs are important in
the practice of medicine and serve the humanitarian purpose of helping to alleviate
the pain of the suffering. They should not
be denied those who need them, merely because of their addicting qualities. Until
a nonhabit forming pain reliever is discovered, physicians must use narcotics. Those
who divert the stream of legitimate narcotics

for their own selfish gain, actually rob the
sick and the injured.
Although opium has been used for medicine for 6,000 years, addiction dates only to
the latter part of the nineteenth century,
when the "social use" of opium became
known in China and India. Many of the
cure-all patent medicines so popular in the
United States at the turn of the century
had opium ·as their principal ingredient.
These preparations were later banned from
p1,1blic sale by the Federal Narcotics Control
Legislation.
Most habitual us.ers of drugs have personality disorders of varying degrees, ranging
from those of the out-and-out criminal to
the immature thrill seeker who craves excitement. They find it hard to adapt themselves to the ordinary pressures and tensions of living. It is almost impossible for
them to enter into normal human relationships.
The average human being has normal defenses that help him to cope with life's disappointments, frustrations, and conflicts.
But the potential addict lacks this natural
ability to battle successfully against emotional problems, and the anxieties that result. If he looks to narcotics to ease his
pain, subdue his disturbance, and escape fils
problems, he may find in drugs the substitute for. his weak defenses.
The feeling that all is well gives him a
paper crutch of power and a false security.
He is then o-n his way to a heavy drug habit
that only a life of crime can support. This
is the. weak, irresponsible creature on whom
the illicit narcotic trader feeds and grows
rich.
As one 17-year-old boy described it, he
was associating with boys older than he who
were using· drugs. They urged him to try
it, telling him that he would get a kick out
of it. They assured him that he would not ·
become "hooked" if he merely "sniffed" or
"snorted" it. He tried this method and did
not like it. Then he tried it again and did
not mind it so much. Then the older boys
explained that if he "mainlined" it, the effect .would be greater with a. smaller quantity. He did this, and one morning he awoke
feeling very sick. He took a shot and felt
well again. From then on he was "hooked."
The boy had developed a physical dependency, on the drug and had to keep taking it in ever-increasing quantities to avoid
being sick. He no longer took it for pleasure.
Ht:i just had to have it. He became irregular
and inefficient 'in his job and finally had
to quit. Finding drugs became a full-time
job. For money, he borrowed, stole, and
forged Govermnen t checks. He said there
was nothing he would not have done for
drugs. He ended up in a Federal prison
where he was taken off the drug and allowed
to go through the painful suffering of withdrawal.
Th1s is not a rare case. The same story
1s told by hundreds of addicts who blame
their predicament on bad company and inadequate surroundings. Without exception,
they say that the addict's life is one of per-_
petual misery, and if they had realized in
. advance what they were headed for they
would have avoided drugs like a dangerous
disease.
The United States Public Health Service
hospital at Lexington, Ky., compared the
year 1946 when patients below the age of
21 represented 3 percent of the patients
in the hospital with the early part of 1951
when, with a higher total patient count, the
proportion Of young patients had climbed
to 18 percent. Nearly three-fourths of these
youngsters had no record of criminality or
delinquency prior to addiction.
The committee interviewed many of these
youngsters, among them a 19-year-old boy
who quit school, throwing away a full schol-

arship 1n an eastern university, because of
narcotics. To support his habit, he stole
Government checks. A midwestern college
freshman said he dropped out in the middle
of his first semester and shortly thereafter
was arrested for stealing money from the
mails, all because of dope. Another collegian revealed that he and his friends grew
a dope weed in a yard and dried it in the
oven of their apartment before rolling it into
cigarettes. Girls in their late teens with
narcotic addiction lasting several years, admitted that they had resorted to "the easiest
way" for money rather· than endure the horror of going without drugs.
Representing the care-free, thrill-seeking
youth, they told the committee that they
started on narcotics or "junk" as they sometimes call it, out of curiosity, becaul3e their
friends were doing it and because they didn't
want to be considered "square" or un~o
phisticated.
Youngsters place great value on "belonging" in their group.
So they tend to "follow the leader" who
may turn out to be a hoodl~m or emotionally
t~isted "bee-bopper" who, like the pied
piper, leads them down sensational paths
to the "point of no return."
It is difficult enough for grown-ups to
keep their balance in the topsy-turvy world
of today.
Busy with our own struggles, we fail to
understand how uncertain life must appear
to young people as they are about to enter
the turmoil we have prepared for them.
Some of them are under a neurotic strain
even before they attempt jobs, careers, marriage. Boys of draft age and the friends who
surround tpem have no clear plans for the
future. They cannot, because their lives are
engulfed in an atmosphere of crisis.
The love and affection of intelligent par~
ents who build trust and confidence in a
child so that a youngster will feel free to
confide its problems will do much to give a
child the feeling of security that will keep
him strong agail:ist temptation.
The
churches are also a great so.u rce of strength.
But where that sense of security cannot
be attained, supervision of a child's activities and immediate attention to any evidence
of drug use is imperative.
Most young people who have been exposed
to drugs are intelligent enough to fight it
off if they are helped promptly. Most addicts
confess that if they had known the horrors,
the suffering, the degradation, and the crime
that go with the drug habit-if they had
known these gruesome facts before they had
started-they never would have played with
drugs.
Sufferers should· be treated as patients, not
as criminals. Like any disease, it can be
attacked with greater vigor if brought out
in the open and discussed in a forthright
manner. If, by education, the young people
of the United States can be made aware of
the dangerous disease called drug addiction,
and of the frightful price it exacts from
young bodies, minds, and souls, they will
become strong fighters in the campaign
against this monstrous evil.
We live for our children, working hard to
buy them food, clothing, shelter, education,
recreation, and to prepare them for better
opportunities than we enjoyed.
In heav'e n's name, let us not forget their
inner needs.
Give some time and some companionship
to them so that their eager spirits will find
fulfillment in a clean and wholesome way.
If we neglect them we may lose them on
the road to ruin that tempts them with
cheap and dangerous sensations.
Remember that drug peddlers play no favorites.
•
They - could enslave your child-if you
don't watch out.
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of His Own Making

EXTENSION OF R..8MARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES B. HOEVEN
OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, Apri l 29, 1952

Mr. HOEVEN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD I include the following editorial by
Da~id Lawrence which appeared in the
Washington Evening Star of April 25,
1952:
EMERGENCY OF HIS OWN MAKING-TRUMAN'S
DEFENSE OF HIS SEIZURE OF STEEL PLANTS
s:H:ows HE Is BADLY IN NEED OF SouND AnVICE FROM FRIENDS
It's just about a mile between the White
House and Capitol Hill where Congress
meet s-and it doesn't take more than a few
minutes for the President to send a message
re·c ommending what legislation he wants.
Yet Mr. Truman says he waited 99 days
for the steelworkers' union to hold up their
strike call and hence, when they did decide
to quit work, it was too late to u~e the TaftHart ley Act, which provides ·an 80-day wait.
He declares also that there was such a big
'emergency he had to act even without a law.
. To him it was just like sending an "ultimatum" to Stalin. It was a great big emergency
and there wasn't anything else to do, he
cla ims, in order to keep steel production going.
Mr. Truman is right-there was an emergency. But it was of his own making. It
was due to his failure to apply the provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act. It is true
this law doesn't provide a solution for what
may happ en at the end of 80 days, but any
time with in that period Mr. Truman could
have traveled the mile between Capitol Hill
and t he White House or sent up a messenger with a request that Congress give him
aut hority to meet such a prospective emergency.
Mr. Truman's defense of his seizure of the
steel plants, as given to his press conference,
makes a bad situation even worse. Conceding that he had no authority under an y
law and that he was actin g under inherent
powers of the Constitution , Mr. Truman
pointed t o international emergencies an d
to situ ations in which. other Presidents like
J efferson and Tyler and Polk had acted without law to · annex the Louisiana Territory,
T exas, and California. Those were all purchases or annexations of land. There was no
seizure of the private property of any America n cit izen.
If Mr. Truman has been looking for instances in which Presidents h ave done unconstitutional acts and have gotten away
with it, there are plenty in the history books.
· Public acquiescence sometimes discourages
any challenge of a law or of an Executive act ion that is popular, but this does not me an
the acts are thereby legalized.
It is regrettable that Mr. Truman should
seek to just ify his own course by pointing to
som e unconstitutional acts of his predecessor s. For it accentuates the very issue that
h a s been raised in the past 2 weeks-that
anot her President of the United States some
day m ay seize private property without a law
and blandly announce: . "TI:uman did it-so
it's all right."
Much more candid was the observation of
G overnment attorneys in their argument bef ore J u d ge Pine the same day on the subject
of an in junction sought by the steel comp anies to restrain the Secretary of Commerce

from paying out a wage increase to which the
owners of the proper ties have not agreed.
The Government attorneys conceded that the
seizure did not have any sanction of law
and was simply an action taken in an emergency to prevent the stoppage of steel production.
Mr. Truman's contention is that he was
faced with an emergency and then acted.
Nobody would be criticizing him today if he
had acted in a suddenly developed crisis, especially if he had gone immediately thereafter to Congress to seek ratification of his
action.
But Mr. Truman never told Congress about
the steel situ9.tion till after he seized the
properties and even then he didn't ask for
a law to justify that seizure or to take care
of future seizures.
The President's action has begun to arouse
the Nation to the point where demands for
impeachment are being made in an increasing number of letters every day to Members
of the House of Representatives. Mr. Truman sought to minimize the gravity of his
comment to the American Society of Newspaper Editors last week when he answered
a question as to whether under similar circumstances he would seize the newspapers
and radio stations. Now Mr. Truman declares he never had any such idea. But
why is it that it took almost a week to get
a denial from the President as to the implications of his remarks? The answer is that
Mr. Truman now is hearing from the country
and is retracing his steps .
If Mr. Truman had really thought about
it, he might have defended his first answer
to the editors a bit by pointing out that;
if atom bombs destroyed many of our cities,
the Government wou~d undoubtedly take
over radio stations in such an emergency.
But the obvious attempt of Mr. Truman
to argue that a national emergency arose
just because he went from the frying pan
into the fire on the steel dispute means
that Mr. Truman certainly is badly in need
of sound advice from friends. They might
tell him that the best Government policy
is that which is fair to all citizens and not
just to members of the CIO.
r

A Lost Air Policy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. PERCY PRIEST
OF TENNESSEE
IN THE H8USE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, April 29, 1952

Mr. PRIEST. Mr. Speaker, under
leave granted to extend my remarks, I
desire to include an article written by
Gen. Carl A. Spaatz, United States Air
Force, retired.
Since his retirement from the Air
Force in 1948 General Spaatz has contributed a great portion of his time to
the youth of the Nation and in particular to the cadet program of the Civil Air
Patrol. This article was prompted by
an editorial written by Gill Robb Wilson
in the March issue of the · magazine
Flying. The article follows:
(By Gen. Carl A. Spaatz, United States Air
Force, retired)
I have read Gill Robb Wilson's March editorial in Flying-What Has Happened to
America's Youth ?-with much of the same
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nostalgia that the editor felt in writing it,
I'm sure. "Has American aviation lost the
American boy?" "Can air power survive
without youth?"
"In chasing the flickering light of a brave
free world, have we crowded the youngster
out of the sky?"
I have repeated Mr. Wilson for emphasis to
whatever remarl{S I might lend his editorial-perhaps the most thought-provoking
commentary on aviation that I have read in
the postwar period. I should like to point
out that the Flying editorial is, in my opinion, a professionally conservative appraisal
of an alarming situation taking place on a
national scale and not a play for effect. ·Like
the editor, I ·h ave lived an air career of approximately the same years and have observed the same trends in this Nation's 48
years of shapin?, its aviation. I share in his
concern. .
There have been times, such as in the
early 1920's and again, during the ' late thirties, when I began to despair of our air
strength and the pub.l ic's will to support air
power. But never-until 1946-47-did I become concerned about our · youth in this
air age.
This realization came to me during the
late nart of my service in the United States
Air Force, as Chief of Staff. We began to
experience difficulty in filling even small
quotas for aviation cadet classes-an unheard of condition heretofore. The air arm
had just finished a monumental task of
training almost a quarter m:lllion pilots during the period 1940 through VJ-day. All had
been eager in the best of flying cadet traditiJns.
And then we could not get applications.
What had happened? Where was the failure?
In building a global air force, thousands
of acres of air bases, 350,000 military airplanes, and a quarter million military pilots, some phases of our air strength had to
sufier. That fate fell to the youth, the boys
and girls of World War II, whose interests
in aviation went wanting for leadership and
direction. These thousands of young people
came into the postwar period with little interest in what we thought to be a new air
age.
Our total air mobilization had been too
busy winning a global war.
That situation never can be quite corrected. I would like to think that every
American boy and girl who had a spark of
airman in him has been given a chance to
realize his ambition. These young people of
World War II have now outgrown what I call
the golden age in the making of an aviatorthe 'teens.
This air Nation, if it is to remain in that
category, must never again let a generation
pass without opening its know-how to every
Amerit"an boy and girl. More important still,
our airmen must take a personal interest in
the boy who has a flair for the air.
We would have had no Lindbergh, no Earhart had not some p erhaps obscure airman
taken each of these greats under his wing
for early inspiration.
Other forces, of course, contributed to the
big slump in postwar aviation, as pointed up
so well by Mr. Wilson-a national economy
that skyrocketed and forced new thousands
from realizing an air dream.
I see a new hope for our lost air policy on
youth in a national aviation program that
happens to be quite close to my present activities. Shortly after retiring from active
Air Force service I became chairman of Civil
Air Patrol's national executive board. Although this was my first active interest in
the patrol, I had been fully aware of the organization since its inception in 1941. I recall, too, that Mr. Wilson was one of the
founders .
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Along with the capable leadership of Maj.
Gen. Lucas V. Beau, United States Air Force,
CAP national commander, the national executive board set upon the task of shaping a
grass-roots program in the patrol and for all
civil aviation in the United States, if it cared
to share in the plan.
Basic to this program was youth, a trained
body of CAP cadets to '1'each a goal of 100,000
in a long-range project: The cadets were not
new to the organization in 1948, but we determined that this area of CAP would be
stressed. In any event, the CAP cadet plan
would provide a continuing means by which
young people 15 to 18 years of age could train
in tlie basics of aviation.
We explored and opened an international
project. This gave Civil Air Patrol and its
friends abroad the annual international
cadet exchange and international drill competition.
The pree;ent strength of nearly 45,000 CAP
cadets in 1,400 flights and squadrons attests,
I believe, to the soundness of stressing the
boy and girl in Civil Air Patrol, if not in all
civil aviation. The thousands of CAP seniors-men and women alike-have given of
their time and talents selflessly during these
4 years to provide ·trained, mature leader•
ship.
Also, through the CAP seniors, the cadet
shares in a vast pool of resources, ~amely the
4,500 member-owned light planes and the
professional skill of some 12,000 memberflyers.
We have neither expected nor achieved
startling results in building a young air citizen. Pioneering seldom moves that way.
As an illustration o( CAP activity aside from
unit work on wing, group, squadron and
flight levels, we have had a CAP high school
coordinated program since 1949. · This pro. gram places the CAP Aviation Study Manual in the secondary schools as a part of the
curriculum. It is, in my opinion, the best
available general aviation education plan for
secondary school systems. Yet we have suc·
ceeded in placing the program in less than
250 high schools of the many States and
Territories.
But, we are making headway-visible progress with a program in being and not just a
paper project. Only 15 years ago it was Vii:•
tually impossible for a high school student to
acquire a thorough orientation into avia·
tion in school life.
·
The two international programs of the
Patrol are a great story in themselves. For
purposes here let it suffice to say that the
international cadet exchange and drill competition have given a representative body of
CAP cadets each .year an insight into life
and aviation abroad. While youths from
overseas are here in the United States as
guests of CAP units, our exchange • cadets
visit the many participating countries.
As one of the best results of four annual
exchange programs, we have come to learn
that America does not necessarily lead in all
things aeronautical. Switzerland, Sweden,
Brazil and Denmark, among others, have
shown us civil aviation at its best. In these
countries, in Europe generally, private flying
enthusiasm and participation have ·been
achieved on an almost up.iversal scale
through the medium of motorless flight.
Gliding and soaring come into the lives qf
these people early and remain with them
throughout the years.
·
There is an obvious conclusion to be
drawn from these findings abroad and from
Gill Robb Wilson's editorial. We have neglected the many facets of private ·flying in
our quest for United States air supremacy.
Civil Air Patrol seeks to give civil aviation .
1ts rightful role in the true air power picture
of this great Nation, with youth the central

figure. Our air heritage, enhanced by 48
years of inspired leadership, must be fostered
and passed on to new generations.

Tidelands About-Face Proves Justice Department Follows Expediency Instead
of Law-Helped Prove Santa Monica
Bay To Be a Bay in 1939; Now Trying
To Prove It Is Not
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, April 29, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, in the California case, the Justice Department has
been caught red-handed in resorting to
inexcusable legal ..expediency and hypocrisy. The Department loudly proclaims that the Federal Government is
not trying to assert title to lands under. lying inland waters such as bays, but
much of the oil it seeks to take from
California happens to be in such underlying lands. ~o what does the Justice
Department do? Lacking legal scruples,
it finds the answer simple, indeed. It
simply sets out to prove that bays along
the California coast are not really bays
at all-just curvatures of the coast. Obviously, if the .disputed lands are not
under bays or other inland waters, the
Supreme Court decision will award them
to the Federal Government.
One of the bays, the very existence of
which is being questioned, is Santa Monica Bay. It is typical of several California bays now in dispute, including oil• rich San Pedro Bay, wherein are located
Los Angeles and Long Beach harbors.
The Justice Department attorneys recently showed evident surprise and
chagrin when the special master appointed by the Supreme Court to hear
testimony in the California case called
their attention to the fact that in 1939
they intervened in a California gambling
ship case for the express purpose of supporting the State's contention that Santa.
Monica Bay is a bay and under the jurisdiction of the State of California. At
that time, the Justice Department said
that any other finding would amount _to
cession by the United States of sovereignty over valuable coastal navigable
waters and caus~ other undesirable results. Mr. Speake-r , that is exactly what
I have been saying in resisting the Federal Government's attempt to define a.
large part of our coastal protective belt
out of existence for the express purpose
of seizing lands underlying bays by use
of a legal smokescreen behind which to
contend that bays are not bays. Obviously, if Santa Monica Bay was a bay
in 1939, it-is a bay now. The bay bas not
changed, and the law has not changed,
but the Justice Department lawyers now
have a different purpose and are seeking
to subvert the law so as to make it a.
pathway to power instead of a solid
foundation upholding justice, equity, and
fair dealing.

Mr. Speaker, because of the importance
of the subject matter, I desire to insert
in our RECORD the brief filed by the Department of Justice in the California
Supreme Court in 1939. The contentions
made in the brief are the exact opposite
of those now being made by the Federal
Government before the special master in
the California case.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA

The People of the State of California, Plaintiff and Respondent v. Harold Adams, Defendant and Appellant.-Criminal No. 3161
BRIEF OF AMICUS CURIAE IN SUPPORT OF JUDGMENT OF SUPERIOR COURT FOR LOS ANGELES
COUNTY ON REHEARING AFTER JUDGMENT OF
REVERSAL BY THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL,
SECOND DISTRICT, DIVISION 1

Leave of court being first had and obtained,
Ben Harrison, United States attorney for the
southern district of California, and Irl D.
Brett, assistant United States attorney for
said district, acting by direction of the Attorney General of the United States and in
the name and in behalf of the United States
of America, respectfully file this brief as
amicus curiae in support of the judgment
of the Superior Court of the State of Californi-a, in and for Los Angeles County, which
judgment is here now under review by this
honorable court upon rehearing after a judgment of the District Court of Appeal, Second
District, division 1, dated March 20, 1939,
reversing the judgment of said lower court.
STATEME~T

OF

GROUNDS FOR APPEARANCE
AMICUS CURIAE

AS

This cause involves:
(1) The determination of whether or not
the navigable coastal waters in what is commonly known and designated as Santa Monic~ Bay, lying westward of a line 3 miles
westerly of the mean high-tide line thereof
and landwardly from a straight line drawn
between the headlands thereo.f known respectively as Point Vicente on the south and
Point Dume on the north, are within the
territorial jurisdi-Ction of the State of Cal-i·
fornia (and of the United States of America),
or are a part of the high seas Jn the Pacific
Ocean.
(2) The definition of a bay or harbor.
I

The United States of America is directly
concerned with the question of sovereignty
and jurisdiction herein involved for the following reasons:
•
(A) Its territorial jurisdiction and sovereign.
ty at the place involved. is delimited by the
territorial jurisdiction and boundary of
the State of California, which boundary
is subject to definition by such sovereign
State

This court will, of course, take judicial notice of the fact that the mainland of the
United States of America is composed solely
and exclusively of the 48 sovereign States
and that at the point adjacent to Santa
Monica .Bay the component sovereign State
is the State of California (sec. 1875, c. C. P.,
subdivisions 2 and 8).
·
"Within what are generally recognized as
the territorial limits of States by the law of
nations, a State can define its boundaries
on the sea and the boundaries of its counties; • • • (Manchester v. Massachusetts
(139

u. s.

240, 264 (1890))).

(B) An approval of the decision of tne district court of appeal would effect a judicial
abandonment and cession of sovereignty
over these valuable coastal navigable
waters

It is conceded by the majority opinion of
the district court of appeal that the gambling ship Rex herein involved was land·
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ward from a straight line drawn between
Point Dume and Point Vicente, hence we believe that the following quotation from a
case cited with approval by that court 1s
apropos:
·
"That position being landward from a
straight line drawn between Point Lasuen
and Point Firmin, it follows that the Monte
Carlo gambling ship or hulk lay in American and California waters, • • •. Any
other determination would be a judicial cession of sovereignty • • •" (United States
v. Carrillo (13 Fed. Sup. 121, 122; D. C. S.D.
Calif., e 1935)).
We believe further that the above quoted
language of said court may be paraphrased
with propriety herein as follows:
"That position being landward from a
straight line drawn between Point Dume and
Point Vicente, it follows that the Rex gambling ship or hulk lay in Americ;:tn and California waters, • • •. Any other deter•
mination would be a judicial cession of
sovereignty • • • ."
(C) Such loss of jurisdiction and sovereignty
would adversely affect and directly curtail
activities and operations of many of the
regulatory agencies and departments of the
United States in the coastal navigable waters herein involv(Jd

We shall not attempt to herein detail or
quote the many statutory provisions which
would be thus affected, believing the above
statement to be self-evident and self-de·monstrative. (Cf. title 33 .. U. S. c. A., sees.
407, 432, 433.)
(D) Such loss of jurisdiction and sovereignty
by the State of California would effect a
large immunity from punishment for acts
which ought to be punishable as criminal,
and encourage the creation and maintenance of havens an!! meeting places for
Criminals, and be.come fecund sources of
plots or preparations for high crimes and
misdemeanors against the peace and dignity of the United States of America

..The statutes of the United States define·
and punish but few offenses on the high
seas, and, unless other offenses when committed in the sea near the coast can be
punished by the States, there is a large immunity from punishment for acts which
ought to be punishable as criminal" (Manchester v. Massachusetts (139 U. S. 240, 264
( 1890) ) ) . We believe that this court may

take judicial notice of the fact that places
where uncontrolled gambling and bookmak•
ing are carried on attract and become meeting points for the criminal element and are
frequently fecund sources of plots and preparations for high crimes and misdemeanors.
II

The United States is directly concerned
with the proper definition of a bay or
harbor because the bays and harbors along
and adjacent to the coast of the State of
California are included within the jurisdiction of such State (art. XXI, sec. 1, California State Constitution); also because
many of the activities of the United States
in connection with the regulation and control of coastal navigable waters involve bays
and harbors. (Cf. title 33, U. S. C. A., sees.
154, 401, 414, 471.)
THE DECISION BY THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL

books or documents of reference, and inquire
of others or have recourse to any other
source of information which it deems authentic; (3) that the boundary of the State
of California and of the county of Los
Angeles includes all islands, harbors, and
bays along and adjacent to the coast at the
point involved; (4) that, if Santa Monica
Bay be determined to be a bay, its head•
lands are Point Vicente and Point Dume;
that the waters of such bay indent the
shore to the east from a straight line drawn
between such headlands a distance westwardly of approximately 11.8 statute miles;
and that such headlands are approximately
29.2 statute miles apart; and (5) that the
waters herein involved are landward from
a straJ.ght line drawn between said headlands.
Said court also inferentially concedes that,
1f Santa Monica Bay were a bay, the area
of the waters herein involved would be within
the sovereignty and jurisdiction of the United
States, the State of California, and the
county of Los Angeles.
The district court of appeal has concluded
that such area is not a bay and is, therefore, without the sovereignty and jurisdiction Of the United States, the State of California, and the county of Los Angeles upon
the following grounds:
That, in contemplation of the Constitution of the State of California, together with
the principles of international and other
law, the following facts must ~ppear to constitute a given area of water as a bay:
( 1) That it is a semilandlocked body of
water;
(2) That it affords shelter from prevailing adverse winds and swells, thereby providing reasonably safe anchorage for ships of
commerce;
(3) That it has an unquestioned historical
background and designation as a ~·bay"; and
(4) That there has been a legislative
declaration definitely fixing the right to assert such dominion over the area in question; and said district court of appeal has
held in its opinion that the area herein involved fails to meet such tests.
We respectfully submit that the above
specifications are incorrect and far too limiting geographically and in law. We believe
that we may state with entire propriety that
we have carefully read and . hereby adopt
herein in its entirety the excellent brief of
counsel for the people included in their
petition for rehearing, but we also believe
that, if there is any justification for this
brief as amicus curiae, it must arise out of
the production of additional material which
will be of assistance to this honorable court,
and, with such principles in mind, we proceed as follows:
I

It is not necessary to the accepted defini-

tion of a bay that it be landlocked or semilandlocked to a marked degree.
It may be noted that the first objection
stated in the majority opinion of the district
court of appeal is that the width between
the headlands of Santa Monica Bay is substantially larger than "the width between the
headlands of Monterey Bay. We submit that
such distinction is neither conclusive nor
substantially relevant in the light of numerous existing definitions of a bay.

Geographical definitions
By its majority decision the district court
"Bay: In geography, an indentation of
of appeal has expressly conceded the truth
some size into the shore of a sea or lake,
and existence of the following facts: ( 1)
generally said to be one with a comparatively
that the sole question for solution is whether
wider entrance than a gulf." (Winston's
the ship Rex was within or without the
Cumulative Looseleaf Encyclopedia ( 1923).
boundaries of the State of California; (2)
that in solving such problem the trial court · John C. Winston Co., Philadelphia, Pa., pubwas, and this court is, entitled to bring to .llshers, vel. 1, pages unnumbered.)
"Bay: A term properly applied to an inits assistance so far as it may prove helpful
dentation of the sea into the land with an
its judicial notice of the political history
opening wider than the depth." (New Inof the world as well as whatever is estabternational Encyclopedia, second edition
lished by law and may resort to appropriate

(1924), Dodd, Mead & Co., publishers, vol. 2,
p. 787.)
"Bay: 1. Geography. An inlet of the sea,

usually smaller than a gulf but of. the same
general character. The name is used often
for large tracts of water, around which the
land forms a gulf, or for any recess or inlet
between capes or headlands." (Webster's
New International Dictionary, second edition,
unabridged (1939), p. 234.)
"Bay: An inlet of the sea." (Cyclopedic
Law Dict1onary, second edition (1922), by
Shumaker & Langsdorf; Callaghan & Co.,
publishers, p. 98.)
"Bay: A recess in the shore of a sea or lake
differing from a creek, it being less long and
narrow; the expanse of waters between two
capes or headlands; an anchorage or roadstead for ships; a port or harbor." (Century
Dictionary and Cyclopedia, revised and enlarged edition (1911), val. 1, p. 482.)
"Inlet: 3. A bay or recess, as in the shore
of a sea; a waterway into a sea." (Webster's
New International Dictionary, second edition,
unabridged (1939), p. 1281.)
"Recess: 3. A space formed by an indentation, cleft, or the like, in a straight line or
1n a surface bounded by a line conceived of as
straight; as a recess in a coast line." (Webster's New International Dictionary, second
edition unabridged (1939), p. 2077.)
Legal definitions

The following cases hold that the bodies
of water are bays and that the waters inside
of a straight line drawn between their headlands are subject to the jurisdiction and
sovereignty of the adjacent mainland even
though the distance between the headlands
exceeds two marine leagues:
Ocean Industries, Inc. v. Superior Court
(200 Cal. 235; 252 Pac. 722 (Bay of Monterey,
18 miles between headlands)); Direct United
States Cable Co., Ltd. v. Anglo-American
Telegraph Co., Ltd. (decision of the English
House of Lords by Lord Blackburn, 1877) (2
L. Rep. App. Cas. 394).
NoTE.-This case defines Conception Bay
on the coast of Newfoundland as a bay and
holds the waters therein coastward from a
line drawn between the headlands to be
within· the jurisdiction of the Province of
Newfoundland, although the average width
landward from a straight line between the
headlands was 15 miles and the distance between the headlands · was more than 20
miles. This case is cited and approved and
the above facts as to the distances are affirmed in the case of Manchester v. Massachusetts (139 U.S. 240, 258 (1890)); Regina
v. Cunningham (decision of Queen's Bench,
1859) (Bell's Crown Cases, p. 86).
This case holds the broad expanse of water
known as the Bristol Channel, bordering
England and Wales, to be within the jurisdiction of the adjoining sovereignties and their
respective adjacent counties. This case is
cited and approved in Direct United States
Cable Co., Ltd. v. Anglo-American Telegrap]J,
Co., Ltd., supra, at page 417.

Furthermore, both the decision in the
House of Lords (Direct United States Cable
Co., Ltd. v. Anglo-American Telegraph Co.,
Ltd.), supra, and the decision of the United
States Supreme Court (Manchester v. Massachusetts), supra, together with the decision
of this court (Ocean Industries, Inc. v. Superior Court), supra, clearly hold that the old
rule announced in the earliest English cases
and sometimes adhered to in later decisions,
that jurisdiction and sovereignty of the
waters of a bay, gulf, or similar recess are
dependent upon the distance between the
headlands marking the outermost boundaries
thereof being narrow, is no longer tenable
under modern conditions.
Another objection stated in the majority
opinion of the district court of appeal under
this first alleged specification for a "bay" is
that if the area of the waters comports with
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the ordinary definition of a large gulf it may
not be defined as a "bay." This conclusion,
too, seems to be in error, for it is repeatedly
stated in the definitions of a bay that the
terms "bay" and "gulf" are frequently inte!'changeable, and that a bay is frequently
wider at the entrance than a gulf.
"Bay: It is generally applied to smaller
bodies of water than gulfs, of the same general geographic character, though the terms
'gulf' and 'bay• are used sometimes interchangeably and much to the confusion of
geographic science."
(The Encyclopedia
Americana (1931), vol. 3, p. 359.)
"Bay: A term properly applied to an indentation of the sea into the land with an
opening wider than the depth. A gulf is.
understood to be deeper than a bay and often
had a narrow opening. These terms are
often loosely applied." (New International
Encyclopedia, second edition (1924), Dodd,
Mead & Co., publishers, vol. 2, p. 787.)
"Bay: An indentation of some size into
the shore of a s.e a or lake, generally said to
be one with a comparatively wider entrance
than a gulf." (Winston's Cumulative Loose_.
leaf Encyclopedia (1923), John C. Winston
Co., Philadelphia, Pa., publishers, vol. 1,
pages unnumbered.)

newspapers of general circulation in Los Angeles (the photostatic advertisement being
printed in the Los Angeles Herald Express),
from which we quote the following state•
ment of such operators:
"Anchored in calm waters, 8 miles ott
Santa Monica."
Whatever may have been the motive for
the testimony of the various contesting
parties before Congress in connection with
the selection of San Pedro as Los Angeles
Harbor, as quoted in the majority opinion
of the district court of appeals, it seems clear
that such reported conditions of violent
storms and unsafe anchorage no longer exist
in Santa Monica Bay and that even if it be
held that such conditions are a necessary
element of the definition of a bay to sustain jurisdiction in the lower court, all of
such facts were clearly shown in the instant
case amply sufficient to justify a conclusion
affirming the existence of such shelter and
reasonably safe anchorage, and, of course,
under such circumstances it is the duty of
this court, if possible, to so find and conclude (In re Marincovich (48 Cal. App. 474,
479; 192 Pac. 156, 158) ) •

m

The evidence in this case discloses an
II
unquestioned historical background and
There appears to be no authority for holddesignation as a "bay."
ing that it is necessary to the definition of
In support of its contention that there
a bay for it to afford shelter from prevailing
is sufficient dispute among the authorities
adverse winds and swells or·to a:tford reasonwith respect to such historical background
ably safe anchorage for ships of commerce.
and designation as to create a doubt whether
A very exhaustive and careful research of all
such necessary element exists with reference
the definitions which we have been able to
to the definition of the Santa Monica Bay,
find and of all the cases in which bays and
the majority opinion of the district court
gulfs have been defined or discussed fails to
of appeals quotes from the Encyclopedia·
disclose any prior decision which affi.rms .the
Americana a description of the cities of
above conditions as conditions precedent to
Santa Monica and Redondo Beach as being
determining that a certain body of water. "on the Pacific Ocean"; whereas the cities
is a bay or a gulf. Nevertheless, as is so ably
of San Francisco and Oakland are chardemonstrated in the brief filed with the petiacterized as being situated "between the bay
tion for rehearing by the people, the factual
of San Francisco and the Pacific Ocean,"
situation in the instant case discloses that
and the city of San Diego is described as be·
Santa Monica Bay does afford shelter from
ing located "on San Diego Bay." As pointed
preva111ng adverse winds and swells and that
out in the people's brief the Columbia Enit has for a long period of time afforded rea..
cyclopedia describes the city of Santa Monica
sonably safe anchorage for ships of com•
as "beautifully situated on Santa Monica
merce and has during such period served as
Bay." We also direct this court's attention
a harbor. "Harbor" has been defined as
to the fact that in the very recent (1937)
follows:
Encyclopedia Britannica, fourteenth edition
•• 'Harbor• has a more extended meaning
volume 19, page 976, the city of Santa Monthan 'shore.' By the shore of a tidewater
ica is described as follows:
bay is usually meant the part between ordi"It is primarily a year-round seaside renary high- and low-water marks, alternately
sort, beautifully situated on the palisades
covered and left dry by the ordinary flux
facing broad Santa Monica Bay."
and reflux of the tides (Tyler, Law of BoundFurthermore, as pointed out in the Peo ..
aries, p. 33). A harbor is a port or haven for
pie's Brief, this body of water has been des•
ships, a sheltered recess in the coast line of
1gnated as a bay both in Spanish and in
a sea, gulf, bay, or lake, most frequently at
English for more than 400 years.
the mouth of a river (Century Dictionary
Further justifying its conclusion upon
and Cyclopedia) , in which ships can moor
this point, the majority opinion of the Disand be sheltered from the fury of the winds
trict Court of Appeals refers to the definition
and heavy seas. A finding that a harbor ex•
of the boundaries of the high seas by the
tends to a line inside of which large numUnited_ States Department of Commerce
bers of vessels may find protection from
under the provisions of title 33, section 151,
storms is correct. (Rowe v. Smith, 51 Conn.
U. S. C. A., wherein the waters of Santa
266-271, 50 Am. Rep. 16.)" (Leary v. Mayor,
Monica Bay are not designated as "inland
etc., of Jersey City (189 Fed. 419, 428
waters:" but it has been held that such
(1911)).)
definition is solely for the purpose of in· Also, as stated in the People's brief, the
forming navigators where the inland rules
conceded evidence is that the gambling ship
of navigation apply as distinguished from
Rex possessed no motive power and that it
international rules and that such departhas anchored at the point alleged in the in·
mental delimitation does not affect or
dictment for some 5 or 6 years. We believe,
change the boundaries of sovereignty or
also, that this court may take judicial no ..
Jurisdiction.
tice of the fact that there·is a decided change · "This legislation, however, was for the
in the wind and wave action along the coast
purpose of delimiting the inland waters of
channel after a ship has passed north of
the United States, in order to inform naviPoint Dume (vol. 23, Corpus Juris, sec. 1810,
gators where the inland ru1es of naviga..·
p. 9), and ut111zing the right which is claimed
tion, as distinguished from the internationby the district court of appeal in the majority
al rules, become applicable. It does not
decision "• • • (to) inquire of others or
purport to change the boundaries of any
have recourse to any ·ather source of inforFederal district, nor enlarge the jurisdicmation deemed authentic," we are attaching
tion of any particular Federal court; and it
to this brief a photostatic copy of one of a
1s obviously beyond the power of Congress
series of advertisements which the operators
directly or indirectly to enlarge or narrow
of the Rex have been running in the daily. the territorial limits ot New Jersey" Vn~tecS

States v. Newark Meadows Imp. Co., (173

Fed. 426, 428 (1909) ).
It seems beyond a reasonable doubt that
the weight of authority definitely establishes that there is an unquestioned historical
background of the designation of the waters
which are the subject of this appeal as Santa
Monica Bay.
IV

All of the activities of the State of California from the time of its admission into
the Union to date indicate a settled purpose
to assert and maintain dominion, sovereignty, and jurisdiction over the area in
question.
This particular subject 1s so well covered
in the people's brief that we would deem
it surplusage to repeat it here. Suffice it to
direct this court's attention to the provisions
of the State constitution delimiting the
boundaries of the State as "including all the
islands, harbors, and bays along and adjacent
to the coast." (Art. XXI, sec. 1.) The
numerous enactments of the legislature with
reference to regu1ations in that vicinity and
upon those waters, the continued activities
of the United States and its various departments in regulating and governing such
area as a supposed part and parcel of the
United States, all bring ·. the issue here involved squarely within the rule promulgated
by this . court in Ocean Industries, Inc. v.
Superior Court (200 Cal. 235; 252 Pac. 722,
'126) , wherein this court stated:
"• • • the whole matter (rests) in the .
undisputed assertion of jurisdiction by the
power possessing the enclosing shore line of
the bay or inlet in question."
As evidence of the fact that the Govern..
ment has reason for its apprehension that
other gambling ships will be located in such
area in the event that this court follows and
approves the decision of the district court
of appeal, there is annexed hereto a photostatic copy of an article appearing in the
Los Angeles Times of May 21, 1939.
Your petitioners respectfully submit that
lhe judgment of the lower court should be
·affi.rmed.
BEN HARRISON,

United States Attorney,
lRL D. BRETT,
Assistant. United States Attorney,
Counsel jor Amicus Curiae.

A Natural Resources Policy: High Dams,
Low Dams, Watershed Planning
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

HON. CLIFFORD R. HOPE
01' KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, ,April 29, 1952

Mr. HOPE.

Mr. Speaker, under leave

to extend my remarks, I include the fol-

lowing address which I made at the
seventeenth North American Wildlife
Conference at Miami, Fla., on March 18,

1952:

A

.

NATURAL REsOURCEs PoLICY: HIGH DAMS,
LOW DAMS, WATEl:SHED PLANNING

I am pleased to be here today and have
a part in this discussion of a natural resources policy for the Nation. I agree thoroughly with Bill Voight as to the importance
pf this subject and with his statement that
a concise comprehepsive declaration of a
natural resources policy in our law books is
long overdue.
It is true that some steps have been taken
in the direction of formulating such a policy.
We have made progress, but it · has been
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piecemeal and erratic, and in most cases
what has been done has been inspired by
some national calamity. The result, as
might be expected, is that we have advanced
on some fronts but haven't even gotten
started on others. Almost everywhere there
is much confusion and little coordination.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the
:field of soil and water conservation.
Let me illustrate what I mean. The great
Mississippi :flood came along in 1927 and
jarred us out of our complacency to the extent that we enacted the Flood Control Act
in 1928. This has been supplemented by
later flood-control legislation including the
act of 1936, the act of 1944, the 1950 act,
and others. The terribly destructive flood
on the Kansas and Missouri Rivers last year
has naturally resulted in ·a further consideration of flood-control legislation, but except for financial assistance to those who
suffered losses, no new legislation has resulted as yet. The President, however, has
appointed a Commission of nine members
known as the Missouri Basin Survey Commission to consider anew the whole problem
of soil and water conservation in the Missouri Valley.
We have had legislation on our statute
books rela.ting to reclamation ever since 1902,
but it took the drought of the 1930's to
awaken the Nation to the need for expanding
our irrigated acres on a large scale.
This drought and the dust storms which
accompanied it focused attention in a very
dramatic way upon the destruction of our
topsoil by blowing. It also brought the
realization that for every acre of farm land
we were losing through wind erosion we were
losing 100 acres from water erosion. Almost
overnight this became recognized as one of
our top national problems, and so we set up
the soil-conservation program.
The development of the water resources
of the Tennessee Valley begun as a war
measure in World War I, plus the great expansion of industry in World War II brought
increased interest in the development of
hydroelectric power.
High transportation rates stimulated increased interest in the expansion of navigation on our inland streams, although activity
on the part of the Federal Government in
the development of inland waterways goes
back more than a hundred years.
All of these matters have resulted in some
degree of action. We have had legislationmuch of it. Large sums of money-and I
mean large even in these days-have been
and ~re being spent in the name of flood
control, reclamation, soil conservation, navigatiOn, hydroelectric power, range and for•
est restoration, and the development of recreational areas, but all of these things have
been done piecemeal. As Mr. Voight well
says, it is a crazy-quilt pattern.
I do not know how many Federal agencies
tn all have dealt with these subjects-! could
name a dozen right now without half trying.
I don't know how many committees in Congress have dealt with various aspects of the
matter. Even since the reorganization of
Congress, with its consolidation of committees, there ar·e still several committees 1n
each House, including Appropriations Subcommittees, which must pass upon some
particular phase of legislation and Government activity dealing with the subject of
soil and water conservation.
Furthermore as long as we insist upon diViding Government activities relating to soil
and water resources into separate compart·
ments with such labels as soil conservation,
watershed protection, reforestation, agricul·
tural production, irrigation, drainage, navigation, flood control, Federal programs, State
programs, local programs, and so on, there
is bound to be duplication, over-lapping, and
rivalry between agencies, as well as inefficiency, waste, and an utter failure to get our
money's worth in the way of conservation.
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In fact as long as we proceed this way, the
quote, "with a view to developing comprejob simply isn't going to be done.
hensive, integrated plans of improvement for
navigation, flood control, domestic and mu·
I've already given one reason for this disnicipal water supplies, reclamation and irpersion of effort. It is due in most cases to
rigation, development and utilization of
the fact that our efforts toward conservation
hydroelectric power, conservation of soil, forin the past have generally been brought
est and fish and wildlife resources, and other
about by a rather sudden recognition that
beneficial development and utilization of
something was wrong. So we rushed in and
water resources including such consideraattempted to do something about that partion
of recreation uses, salinity and sediticular difficulty without giving much if any
ment control, and pollution abatement as
consideration as to how the situation arose
may be provided for under Federal policies
in the first place or how the proposed remand procedures, all to be coordinated with
edy fits in with the over-all problem of conthe Department of the Interior, the Departserving our land and water resources. When
ment of Agriculture, the Federal Power Comone of these specific programs is set up, it is
mission, and . other appropriate Federal
placed in the hands of some particular Govagencies
and with the States, as required by
ernment agency and that agency, as it probably should, dedicates itself to doing the job _ existing law."
that is assigned it. In doing that job, it
This survey is now in progress. The rebumps into many allied problems and if it
port is scheduled to be submitted to Congress
can get the money from Congress, it starts
by July 1, 1954. It is my understanding that
dealing with them also, even though some
every Federal agency which deals with the
other agency may have already occupied that
subject matter is participating in this survey.
field. Illustrations of this can be cited time
No one knows how it is going to work out.
and again.
The report itself will be the best proof of
This is not said so much in the way of
that, but it is encouraging to know that such
criticism of these agencies as it is of the fact
an effort is under way and that so far at least
that we have failed so far to develop a comthere is apparently a close working arrangeprehensive policy dealing with the subject.
ment between the agencies which are parIt is true, however, and I do say this critical•
ticipating. It may be that there have prely that every effort which has been made in
viously been similar surveys on small streams
and out of Congress to bring about a conand, of course, the Tennessee Valley Authorsolidation of agencies dealing with conserity has been a coordinated effort. Otherwise
vation matters has been bitterly resisted by
I do not know of any attempts at coordinapractically all of these agencies.
tion which have gone as far as this one.
When I say this I am speaking from exSpeaking specifically to the subject of
perience because I have introduced consoli·
watershed planning, it seems to me that all
dation bills, and I know just what the re•
of us must agree that the way to do that
actions are-not only among the agencies
job is to put first things first and begin
which are affected but on the part of indiwhere nature begins. That is, watershed
viduals and organizations who feel that they
planning must statt at the place where the
have some vested interest in the work which
water falls. Yet until very recently at least.
is being done by them.
we have followed just the opposite course.
Some of you are familiar with the report
We did so for one thing because we apof the Hoover Commission on the subject of
proached the subject from the standpoint of
natural resources. Whether one agrees with
flood control. The big spectacular floods
the details of that reorganization proposal or
occurred far down on the main streams. We
not--and even the Commmission divided on
decided the way to meet the problem was to
it--it was a sincere effort to effect a consolibuild huge levees on the main streams in ordation of agencies which were operating in
der to hold the water in existing channels.
competition with each other and whose work
Building levees was helpful, but it was dealthere was overlapping and duplication. It is
ing with the effect rather than the cause. So
well known, of course, that the report aroused
the next proposal was to build reservoirs on
tremendous opposition on the part of most
the main streams and the larger tributaries
of the agencies affected. I think this will be
to impound floodwater before it reached the
true as to any proposals along this line.
areas of concentrated population most subI do not say that it is absolutely necessary
ject to heavy and dramatic losses. Expethat every activity relating to soil and water
rience has been that such reservoirs are
conservation be handled by a single Governhelpful in controlling floods, but we have
ment agency. In fact such a program might
found as time goes on that neither reservoirs
not be practical at least in the beginning.
or levees or a combination of the two will
What we do need is an over-all policy which
do the entire job.
will clearly define the objectives, to be folAnd so at long last we are planning to go
lowed up by a legislative program which will
to the headwaters of the streams and beyond
outline how the job is to be done and just
that to the farm land and the range and forwho is to do it..
est areas where the water falls. It is proEven in the absence of a statement of naposed to hold as much of the water as postional policy, we are making some progress.
sible in that area. There in most cases it
It is encouraging that within the last few
will serve a useful purpose, · and every drop
years there have been instances where Fedwhich can be retained in this way means
eral agencies have gotten together in an efthat much less water to cause damage and
fort to work out natural resources programs
destruction farther downstream.
in a coordinated way. Some of these efforts
This makes sense from several standpoints.
llave worked out well.
,
In the first place if we put the land where
In a more recent instance Congress has
the rain falls to its proper use and if we
stepped in and directed that a survey be
take steps to set up good cropping practices,
made and plans submitted to Congress for
terraces and grassed spillways, small ponds,
the development of the Arkansas, White, and
gulley plugs, and minor reservoirs on the
Red River Basins. Every Government agency
smaller streams, these steps will directly
dealing with any aspect of soil and water
prevent some of the greatest flood damage
conservation and related subjects is to parnow taking place. In saying this I am reticipate in this survey. Because this marks
ferring to the damage which occurs on the
the first time to my knowledge that this apuplands and in the valleys of the smaller
proach has been taken in the case of large
streams.
river basins, I am going to read to you the
It may surprise some to know that sur·
language directing this survey, being a part
veys made by the Soil Conservation Service
of section 205 of the Flood Control Act of
show that 75 percent of our average annual
1950. The provision in question after stating
flood loss occurs above our main river 'Valthat the Secretary of the Army is authorized
leys. This, of course, is due in part to the
and directed to make preliminary examinafact that the major river tlood plains and l
tions and surv~ys goes on to say, and now I
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the r:lties along the rivers are already protect ..
ed in part at least by levees and major reser ..
voirs, but the main re~son that the greatest
damage occurs where it does is because the
greatest loss from floods is the loss of the
soil itself.
.
Last year after the record-breaking flood
on the Kansas River and other streams in
that area, the Soil Conservation Service
made a survey of the storm and flood damage
in Kansas and Nebraska during the month
of July. That survey showed that the loss of
crops on upland farms amounted to approximately $110,000,000; that the loss of
irreplaceable top soil there was estimated at
$200,000,000; and losses from flood water and
sediment in the creek bottoms and in the
small stream valleys above the points where
specific flood protection had been proposed
were estimated to be $102,000,000; or a total
of $412,000,000, all of which occurred before
we even got to the areas which were severe ..
ly flooded. Yet one who got his information
from the press and radio would have thought
that practically all the damage occurred in
Kansas City and Topeka and other cities
along the Kansas River.
The thing to remember is that each year
and every year this loss of crops and soil occurs in the upstream areas, but it is only
occasionally that important damage is done
on the main streams.
Yet another reason why flood control to be
effective must start where the water falls is
that the greatest menace to the reservoir and
levee program is siltation which can only be
prevented by treatment of the land and upstream control. Illustrations of the folly of
overlooking this can be found everywhere
that reservoirs have been constructed . •
I do not want to be misunderstood. Floodcontrol measures on the land and along the
· small streams will not of themselves afford
complete flood protection on the main
streams. There will still be a place for reservoirs and levees. And when it comes to
making beneficial use of our water resources
for hydroelectric power, navigation, irriga ..
tion, and other purposes then dams and reservoirs must come into the picture. All I
am saying is that we must start with the
land and the small streams and unless the
work is done there first, or at least concur- '
rently with the . work downstream, we will
not achieve sound, permanent fiood control
or the most economical and. beneficial use
of our water resources for other purposes.
Let me conclude these remarks by saying
that the fact that this great conference is
devoting so much time to a discussion of a
national policy for renewable natural resources is the best possible indication that
the American people are awake to the grave
dangers which confront them through the
careless way in which we have handled our
natural resources. When our forefathers
came here they found a land rich in all the
resources needed in establishing a great and
growing country. It is safe to say that no
nat ion in all history h as been blessed with
such a combination of fertile soil, healthful
and diversified climate, abu!).dant water suppiles, plentitude of wildlife, rich and varied
mineral wealth, and forest resources as existed originally in the United States. And
when we come to look for those things which
have made us the world's greatest and most
powerful Nation, we must agree that this
combination of natural resources has played
a tremendous part. And yet this very abundance con stituted a danger because for a
long time it prevented us from realizing the
extent to which we were exploiting and wast·
ing this greatest of all heritages.
But thank ·God, we are waking up. Now,
Instead of a few voices crying in the wilderness, we have millions of people who are
aware of what is going on and who are determined not only to conserve our remaining
resources but to do everything possible to

restore that which has been lost. These millions of Americans are today speaking
through the Natural Resources Council and
the 36 conservation organizations which
constitute its membership. The fact that
these organizations--some large, some small,
but all dedicated to the idea of conserving
and restoring the natural resources of this
country-have set up this counch and have
gotten together on a statement of pollcy for
renewable natural resources is perhaps the
most significant development in American
conservation efforts. It is a good statement.
It covers the field and it outlines a program
which, 1f adopted, and implemented by legislation, wm give us for the first time a goal
and an integrated program 1n the field of
conservation. This is the only way that we
can do the big job that has to be done.

ment of the effort to apply expenditure limitations on top of obligation limitations in
Senate Concurrent Resolution 6 applies with
equal force to the expe;nditure limitation in
section 638 of this bill.
As I stated in my testimony of September
26, 1951, before the Joint Committee on Re·
duction of Nonessential Federal Expenditures,
Congress of the United States, I do not wish
to discourage any examination the Congress
wishes to make with a view to determining
the necessity or the size of individual programs or segments of expenditures. Indeed,
I would welcome an orderly and objective re·
examination of existing programs. However,
as to expenditures under prior-year appropriations and authorizations, the Congress
has already exercised its control .at the time
the appropriations were made.
The General Accounting Office is fully
cognizant of the dangers in deficit spending
I
and has advocated generally the GovernSmith-Coudert Amendment to Department ment's operation on a balanced budget and
the maintenance of utmost economy and effi·of Defense Appropriation Act
ciency in the performance of governmental
functions. It is recognized that the apparent . purpose sought to be accomplished by
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
section 638-limitation of expenditures to a
OF
predetermined figure notwithstanding the
amount of appropriations previously and
presently made by the Congress authorizing
OF MISSOURI
the obligation of public funds~is a matter
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
peculiarly within the province of the Con·
gress to decide. However, I believe the di.ffi.·
Tuesday, April 29, 1952 ,
culties and pitfalls in the way of accomplishMr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker. under ing this purpose should be brought to the
leave to ·extend my remarks in the REC- attention of the committee and the Congress.
A number of questions arise as to what
ORD, I include the following letter:
amounts go to make up total aggregate net
COMPTROLLER GENERAL
expenditures.
Among these questions are
OF THE UNITED STATES,
the following:
Washington, April 29, 1952.
(1) Are advances of cash to contractors in
Hon. CLARENCE CANNON,
1952 for materials to be delivered in 1953 a.
Chairman,· committee on Appropriations,
part of the $46,000,000,000 limitation?
United States House of Representatives.
(2) Are payments made during 1953 from ·
MY DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I have your letter
lapsed appropriations and appropriations for
of April 25, 1952, requesting my .views on
judgments a part of the $46,000,000,000 limithe effect of the Smith-Coudert amendment
tation?
limiting expenditures for the Defense De(3) Are payments made during 1953, for
partment during the fiscal year 1953.
administrative expenses, from counterpart
Section 638 of H. R. 7391, the Department
funds a part of the $46,000,000,000 limitation?
of Defense Appropriation Act, 1953, as passed
(4) Who will administer the disbursement
by the House of Representatives, provides as
limitation of $46,000,000,000? I have asfollows: "1\~oney appropriated in titles II,
sumed that 1f the limitation applies only to
Ill, IV, and V of this act shall be available
the Department of Defense that it will be
for expenditure in the fiscal year ending
administered by the Secretary of Defense.
June 30, 1953, only to the extent that exIn the limited time available I cannot give
penditures thereof shall not result in total
an opinion on these questions. For the
aggregate net expenditures of all agencies
purposes of this reply, I am assuming that
provided for herein beyond the total of
the purpose of the amendment is to .limit
$46,000,000,000."
the total amount of checks to be drawn
A proposal similar to that of section 638
against the Treasurer of the United St ates,
was originally a part of Senate Concurrent
plus cash disbursements by disbursing offiResolution 6, Eightieth Congress, first sescers, to $46,000,000,000 during the fiscal year
sion, to include all general appropriation
1953 for the a,ctivities covered by the
bills in one consolidated general appropria ..
amendment.
tion bill. As originally introduced, the conIn the case of section 638, in prior years
current resolution would have required the
the Congress has made ap propriations and
consolidated appropriation bill to show for
authorized the Defense Department to enter
each item of appropriation the amount to be
into contracts fDr mat erials and services.
expended in the ensuing fiscal year from such
This was the point at which the Congress
appropriation and from all other appropriaexercised its control. According to t estitions made in prior years for the same. purmony before the Appropriations Committee,
pose, with a total limitation on the amount
a good percentage of these goods and servto be expended from the appropriations in
ices will be delivered during fiscal year 1953.
the bill and from prior-year appropriations.
Also, the appropriations provided in this bill
After hearing testimony from representatives
will be obligated for goods and services, a
of the Treasury Department, Bureau of the
portion of which will necessarily be delivered
Budget, and General Accounting Office to the
durin g t h at fiscal year. If the goods and
effect thfl.t existing Federal bookkeeping and
services are delivered and accepted by the
accounting procedures were not adaptable to
Government, there ca n be no net saving as
a dual con.trol of expenditures and obliga- · a result of this amendment. The goods and
tions on the basis of cash withdrawals from
services must be paid for either during 1953
the Treasury without considerable difficulty
or some subsequent fiscal year. I have reand sub::>tantial additional expense to the
peatedly urged on the Congress that the way
Government, the re~olution was redrafted by
to reduce expenditures, and the only way,
1ts sponsors and reported out by the Senate
ts to reduce appropriations. This amendCommittee on Rules and Administratio~
ment does not reduce expenditures; it only
Without the expenditure limitation. The
postpones the day whe.n payment must be
aame reascning which led to the abandon ..
made.
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As to the effect of the amendment on Fed·
eral accounting operations, if the intent of
the amendment is to be carried out, the
agencies affected must establish at the point
where obligations are incurred:
( 1) A control over obligations incurred
under current appropriation authority.
(2) A control over cash payments made as
a result of prior and current year obligations.
(3) A control as to the time goods or serv·
lees are to be delivered in a given fiscal year.
Institution of the two additional controls
required would at least double present ap·
propriation accounting costs.
Assuming that the purpose of the amend·
men t is as I have set out in the sixth para·
graph of this letter, I can see no ultimate
savings which would justify the increased
administrative costs if the · amendment is
adopted.
•
One other point of extreme significance
and importance should be brought to your
attention. The amendment would have the
effect of transferring to the Secretary of De·
fense, or to the President if the amendment
were applied Government-wide, authorities
which are usually exercised by the Congress.
For example, in the military, the amendment
would have the effect of granting to the Sec·
retary of Defense an appropriation of $46,000,000,000 for disbursement. The separate ap·
propriations made to the Departments of
Ariny, Navy and Air Force would become, in
effect, limitations on amounts to be obligated. The Secretary of Defense, if he so
desired, could reduce disbursements in one
department by allocating the greater portion
of the $46,000,000,000 to the other two. Under such procedure the Secretary of Defense,
or the President in. the case of a Government·
wide expenditure limitation, could carry out
a program of disbursements which would
vary substantially from the program established by the Congre8s through its appropriations.
I have not expressed an opinion as to the
effect of the changes required in Federal
budgetary procedures since I feel that the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget is bet·
ter qualified to speak on this phase of the
problem.
A copy of this letter is being sent to the
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations,
United States Senate.
Sincerely yours,
LINDSAY C. WARREN,

Comptroller General
of the United States.

THE THREAT Is CLEAR
It probably is safe to say that neither President Truman nor his· Assistant Attorney
General, Holmes Baldridge, want to see totalitarian govei,"nment come to the United
States. But there is little if any difference
between the brand of totalitarianism which
prevails in, say Argentina, and the concept
of Presidential power outlined by Ur. Baldridge yesterday.
Mr. Baldridge told Judge Pine that tha
Executive power of the President is not limited by the Constitution. That charter, he
said, limits the powers of the legislative and
judicial branches of the Government. But
the President is accountable only to the
country, and his decisions are conclusive.
Small wonder that a gasp of astonishment
rippled across the courtroom when that doctrine was enunciated. For it has within it
all of the necessary elements of tota:Iitarian
government.
Mr. Baldridge was saying that a President,
in a self-proclaimed emergency, has power to
do anything he deems necessary or desirable.
The courts, the Government lawyer contended, are without power to restrain him. He
does not believe that the President will abuse
this power. But if it .should be abused, the
only recourse is to the ballot box, or, presumably, impeachment.
These are doubtful remedies. For even if a
ruthless President, in time of self-proclaimed
emergency, would permit an election, he
would enjoy 4 years of undisturbed power.
And in the impeachment process, he would
need only to retain the support of one-third
plus one of the Senate. A President with
dictatorial ambitions would, in all probability, have that much party support.
So the threat is clear. Mr. Baldridge's concept of government is not consistent with our
traditional free society. All history, and,
indeed, our current experience, teach that
freedom cannot survive in an atmosphere
of unlimited executive power. Mr. Baldridge,
asked by Judge Pine whether he thought the
President in the name of emergency could
seize a private home and throw out the
owner, refused to answer. When we have
reached that point in this country, it is time
to stop kidding ourselves.
Those people who are indifferent to an
illegal steel seizure should look beyond the
expediencies of the moment. · For there will
come another day, and another President.
And it can be a day of bitter regrets if this
country submits now to the doctrine that the
President has unlimited powers and that the
citizen cannot turn to the Federal courts for
protection against abuse of those powers.

The Steel Seizure
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Flood Control

OF.

HON. THOR C. TOLLEFSON
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, April 22, 1952

Mr. TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker, the
President's ·seizure of the steel industry
has given rise to a storm of protest
throughout the country. That the concern of the people was not without basis
is indicated by the position taken by the
Assistant Attorney General during the
injunction proceedings now pending in
the United States district court. An
editorial appearing in the Evening Star,
of Washington, D. C., on April 26 quite
clearly points up the threat to our traditional freedoms which the steel seizure
has created:

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MYRON V. GEORGE
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, April 29, 1952

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker, for the
past 2 weeks the newspapers of my congressional district in Kansas have carried editorials repeatedly calling the public's attention to the fact that Congress
has not in years past provided enough
funds to give our people adequate protective systems. The reason we have
disastrous floods every year in the Verdigris and Neosho River Valleys, both in
my congressional district, is dtJe to the
fact that Congress has not provided
money to construct dams proposed by
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the Army engineers. The records show
that, if these dams had been constructed,
the annual loss to agriculture and industry would have been eliminated in
this section of the State of Kansas.
If the dams proposed by the Army
engineers had been constructed and in
·operation, the Missouri Valley would not
now be suffering the current flood loss.
I know that those who fight the Army
engineers' proposals for controlling
floods, cite the amount Congress has already spent, but actually their program
has not even been reasonably well im·
plemented by Congress. I am satisfied
in my own mind, after making a 2-year
study of the engineers' proposals on both
the Verdigris and Neosho River watersheds of southeast Kansas, that had
their program been completed, our disas·
trous flood losses year after year would
never recur.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
wish to insert in the RECORD an editorial
from the Coffeyville Journal of April 5,
1952. It shows that our people have a
grasp of the problem, and what it will
take to control floods. They also know
why floods continue to go up and down
our valleys year after year, and the reasons why the flood control dams have not
been provided for by Congress. It is impossible to stop a flood with plans. We
must have actual dam construction and
reservoirs to impom1d the water.
The editorial follows:
THE MISSOURI FLOOD

There are a number of lessons to be
learned from the present flood on the
main stem of the mighty Missouri River,
an overflow which has become the greatest
in the history of the big stream.
This fundamental fact is immediately
obvious. If enough water finds its way
into any stream, the entire valley eventually
becomes one huge reservoir. That is exactly what has happened along the Missouri.
The problem then becomes one of controlling this water before it gets into a
main channel. The Army engineers are
committed to a series of huge reservoirs
near the headwaters of the Missouri. The
soil conservation and agriculture people
see a solution by retaining the water on the
land.
Both programs have merit. They are
combined in the Pick-Sloan plan for the
Missouri Valley. This, by the way, is the
only basin-wide plan which has ever been
worked out. It is the brainchild of Gen.
Lewis Pick with a major assist from W. G.
Sloan, who at the time the plan was drafted
was assistant regional director of the
Bureau of · Reclamation at Billings, Mont.
Because this is the only complete plan
for the Missouri Valley, President Truman's
decision not to take the rivers away from ·
the engineers and give them to the In·
terior Department was most logical. The
engineers' work on the Missouri has been
duplicated along all of the other major
streams and their tributaries in the coun.
try. To change responsibility for control
Of the rivers at this time would most
certainly retard all of the programs and
could possibly lead to a series of valley
authorities. This latter factor may have
been in the Truman thinking when he
toyed with the idea of changing responsibility. It most surely would be another
step toward socialism in this country.
The Pick portion of the plan calls for a
series of multiple-purpose (flood control,
irrigation, navigation, and power generation)
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reservoirs above Sioux City, Iowa, to catch
the run-off of the upper portions of the Missouri River Basin; a system of main-line
levees running from Sioux City on both sides
of the river to the mouth; and a series of
tributary reservoirs in the lower basin to take
care of the surplus run-off in that area.
The present flood has again focused attention on the proposed reservoir system above·
Sioux City. This flood was induced by the
rapid melting of a huge snow cap. Part of
this snow water was retained by the Fort
Peck Dam, but the other major installations
in the region are still in the process of construction and were useless at this time.
Gen. Don G. Shingler, Missouri River division engineer, has pointed out that the Fort
Randall Dam in South Dakota and the Garrison Dam in North Dakota, now under construction, will combine with the Fort Peck
installation to retain 15,000,000 acre-feet of
water. The present flood on the Missouri
contained around 8,000,000 acre-feet.
· The major problem on the Missouri has
been one of finance. Congress has simply
never voted enough money for the engineers
to put the Pick-Sloan plan into the complete operation needed to show results over
such a broad area and against such a formidable adversary as the Missouri River.
Repeated economic losses to the people
who make a living along the Missouri and
its tributaries have dwarfed the actual construction costs · of the reservoirs, dams, and
levees required to get the whole job done.
For example, construction funds were only
recently taken out of flood-control appropriations in the House. These Mr. Truman is
now asking the Senate to restore.
The problems of the Missouri Valley are
the problems in varying degrees 6f all the
people who live in the States making up this
vast inland empire, and these people will be
following with interest the help-or lack o!
it-provided the engineers by Congress.

Amendment of Defense Production Ad
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HORACE SEELY~BROWN, JR.
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, April 29, 1952

Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Speaker,
it is my understanding that hearings on
the extension of the Defense Production
Act are presently being scheduled by the
Committee on Banking and Currency.
It is also my understal!ding tnat the bill,
H. R. 6843, as introduced by Congressman ROBERT L. RAMSAY, of West Virginia,
is going to be offered to the committee in
hope::; that it will be adopted in-committee as an amendment to the Defense Production Act.
As a Member of Congress I believe it
to be my very proper responsibility to
protect not only the lives but also the
livelihood of the people of my district.
To help provide jobs in private industry for .those who want to work is a responsibility of high priority with me. I
recognize the very critical situation presently facing many of the workers in eastern Connecticut. To them security
means job opportunity.
My support of H. R. 6843 is based upon
my desire to do everything properly possible to provide this job opportunity for
those so desperately seeking gainful employment.

Many American producers in my own own producers who are contributing the
district have seen their production cut most to national defense.
Certainly no foreign countries, even
back by materials allocations. They
have watched imports rush in to take up including those most friendly to us, could
the market. · The American worker is have any valid objection to our proporthe first to suffer when this situation tionately limiting imports to the same
extent that the American. production of
develops.
Unless the American producer is able an article is cut back by the defense reto protect himself from foreign imports quirements.
This legislation which I support protaking over his market while his own
domestic production is artificially lim- poses to limit imports of articles made of
ited, he will be unable to regain all or a allocated materials to only 50 percent of
portion of such markets when the emer- the pre-Korean base period imports
gency is over. And once again, the while most American producers of these
same nondefense articles requiring alAmerican worker continues to suffer.
The provisions of H. R. 6843 set up located materials are limited to sub'!tanmachinery whereby a domestic industry, tially less tha·n 50 percent.
Articles using steel are limited to 50
when needed, can protect and maintain
its relative competitive position with im- percent and most articles using copper
ports while the domestic production of a and aluminum are limited to 30 percent
particular article is being limited by Na- or less. Those using nickel are limited
tional Production Authority allocations to less than 20 percent or entirely prohibited. ·
of materials.
The limitation of 50 perceLt on imThere is nothing in this bill which
would restrict imports in such a way as ports gives more than an even break to
to change or improve the competitive imports. In the case of defense items,
many American producers usually get
position of domestic producers.
There is nothing in this bill which more than the above-mentioned percentwould in any way limit the imports of ages in order to encourage greater proany raw material or the imports of any duction.
Let me remind you again, in such
product or article made therefrom which
the Secretary of Defense certifies as es- cases, upon certification by the Secretary
sential to the security and defense needs of Defense, this bill H. R. 6E43 would
place no limit upon imports of any arof the United States.
There is nothing in the bill which op- ticle or product needed for the defense
·
·
erates automatically to limit imports. It effort.
Passage of this bill would help provide
provides for a limitation only when the
American production of a product is lim- better job opportunity and thereby
ited by raw materials allocations by NPA greater security for t~3 many workers in
and only when and if a substantial por- both the pin and wood-screw industry in
·
tion of the American producers of such my district.
article or product applies to the Tariff
Commission for such limitation.
Some may question how can I support Concerning Proposed Amendment Modithis measure when my support of the
fying and Extending Authority of the
reciprocal trade agreements is a matter
Postmaster General To Lease Quarters
of public record.
To them I make this reply. It is cerfor Post-Office Purposes
tainly fair and the American way to distribute the burden of national defense
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equally among all of the citizens.
OF
If our defense requirements demand a
cut-back in the production of a certain
HON. EDWARD H. REES
article because the raw materials thereOF KANSAS
for is required for defense purposes, cerIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
tainly the consumers of that product
Tuesday, April 29, 1!}52
should bear the burden of that cut-back
equitably with the producers. All AmerMr. REES of K~nsas. Mr. Speaker, ·
icans who are consumers are also pro- .yester-day ·the Committee of the Whole
ducers. No person long consumes unless approved a bill authorizing the Federal
he also produces.
Government, through the Postmaster
If our defense needs require a cut-back
General, to purchase buildings under
.in the·production of any given article or certain conditions and restrictions and
product, certainly our allies and part- to pay for such buildings on a rentalners in defense should likewise cut back purchase basis.
their own production of this nondefense
The bill provides for a lease-purchase
item.
agreement for buildings to be used solely
However, such has not always been for post-office purposes, and the lease
the case. Although they may cut back funds are to be paid, of course,· from
appropriations for leases available to the
production for domestic use, they frequently make exception for its produc- Post Office Department.
An amendment was tentatively adopttion for export to the United States in
hopes of gaining the American market. ed that would require .that each lease
Certainly we cannot force any other contract be first submitted to and approved by the Committees on Public
country to adopt similar proc:uction Works
of the House and Senate. It is
cut-backs even though they may be dras- my opinion
that if any committee should
tically needed for mutual defense. By review the lease operations of the Post
the same toKen, I believe it to be only Office D;;partment, it should be the Post
fair to provide some protection for our Offi.::e and Civil £ervice Committee. I
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say this for the reason that it is the Post
Office and Civil Service Committee that
is responsible for laws authorizing the
expenditures of the Post Office Department.
In order to illustrate the inconsistency
of the situation, I direct attention to the
fact that the House did not adopt a similar amendment to a bill that followed
this one, which covered leases for buildings under the General Services Administration for general government purposes, and whose lease funds are expended under the Public Works Administration. The Public Works Administration is an activity under the Public
Works Committee.
As heretofore sta-ted, it is my opinion
that if any committee should review
these operations of the Post-Office Department, it should be the committee
that deals with postal service.
Let it be understood I am just as much
in favor of placing restrictions on the
use of expenditures of taxpayers' funds
as anyone else, but I am inclined to believe the proposed amendment, if approved, may be detrimental rather than
helpful.
Of course, the Department presently
has authority to make leases during a
period up to 20 years. I believe the Government can save money if permitted. to
apply rental payments on the purchase
of the property while it is being used.
I do not say that my amendment will
destroy the legislation, but, as I stated
above, I think it will be more detrimental
than helpful.

Edison: Servant of Mankind
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALVIN F. WEICHEL
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 9, 1952

Mr. WEICHEL. Mr. Speaker, Thomas
Alva Edison was born in Milan, Ohio, in
my distdct. He was not only one of
Ohio's furemost citizens but made the
greatest contributions to ease the life
and work of mankind, and I want to include tr.e address by George E. Stringfellow, iong-time associate of the late
Thomas Alva Edison, before the Ob.io
Society of New York:
EDISON: SERVANT OF ·MANKIND

{Address by George E. Stringfellow, long-time
business associate of the late Thomas Alva
Edison, before the Ohio Society of New
York on February 11, 1952)
One hundred and five years ago today a boy
was born in Milan, C'hio, whose works profoundly affected the lives of peoples throughout the world. His life was tirelessly devoted to the service of his fellowman. His
n ame was Thomas Alva Edison.
Ohio can well be proud of her Edison, as
she is of her other sons-who have risen to
great heights of fame and service to mankind. I am well aware that contemporary
Ohioans are among the leaders in every walk
of life in our Republic.
· In the work of God, in the fields of education, science, and industry, Ohio has-and
is-blazing the trail for a better world. Ohio

is well represented today in both the lower
and upper Houses of the Congress of the
United States. I share with Gen. Douglas
MacArthur the hope that Ohio may provide
our country with another of its Presidents
ere long.
The brick cottage in which Thomas Alva
Edison was born still stands. Its humble
dimensions and design serve as a constant
reminder that in America a humble beginning is no deterrent to success. In fact,
most of our great men and women had their
beginnings in such surroundings.
. A man's heritage and his early environment have a bearing upon his life. Thomas
Edison's antecedents gave him many of the
dominant qualities in his character. Edison's forebears were intelligent nonconformists. When their beliefs ran counter to the
thinking of an intolerant majority, they
clung fearlessly to their beliefs. Likewise,
Thomas Edison flatly refused to accept existing theories as truth until they had been
proved.
Edison challenged status quo and, as a
result, lifted civilization to a higher level.
Disbelief in the accepted theories made
possible many of his inventions. Where
others had tried and failed, because of his
determination and desire to ferret out the
facts, Edison succeeded. When he faced
failure, Edison profited therefrom and went
ahead.
John Edison, great-grandfather of Thomas
Alva Edison, reached America as a boy of
3 in 1728. He came here from Holland
with his moth'er and a band of Dutch immigrants. They landed where Elizabethport,.
N. J ., now stands.
John Edison's marriage to Sarah Ogden,
on October 10, 1765, is revealed in the records of the Presbyterian Church at Hanover,
N.J.
· Although most of the Ogden family and
some of John's kin sided with the Colo- ·
nies during the Revolutionary War, John
remain~d loyal to the British Crown.
John, the Tory, was sentenced to death
for high tr.eason. After spending several
months in jail, the sentence was commuted.
John, accompanied by his wife and seven
children, moved to Nova Scotia with a group
of other loyalists and settled at Digby.
There, at the age of 25, Samuel Edison, eldest son of John and Sarah Edison, married Nancy
Stimson.
To Samuel and Nancy Edison were born
eight children, among' them,' Samuel, Jr.,
who entered the world on August 16, 1804,
and was to become the father of Thomas
Alva Edison, but not until he, like two gen- ·
erations of ancestors before him, had been
forced to seek new lands where he could
freely pursue his convictions.
In 1810 John , the Tory, and his family left
their Nova Scotian home behind them and
finally settled in Bayham Township in Ontario Province, where they helped to found
the village of Vienna.
Samuel, Jr., Thomas Alva Edison's father,
grew up in Vienna and in 1828 he married
Nancy Elliott, daughter of the Reverend John
Elliott, and a teacher in the village school.
This grandson of a Tory, however, was not
to find peace in Vienna. Ten years after his
marriage he was forced to flee for his life
because of his participation with the forces
of William Lyon Mackenzie in the short-lived
rebellion against Britain's rule of Canada.
Leaving his family in safe hands in Vienna,
Samuel, Jr., wandered the pioneer's trail
around the shores of Lake Erie until attracted by the hustle and bustle of the Ohio
village of Milan. Here he set up a sawmill
along the canal and sent word to Mrs. Edison
to join him. She arrived late in the spring
of 1839 with her three children. Four more
were to be born in Milan, of whom Thomas
Alva was the youngest.
Thus, as a result of one Edison's rebellion
against the rule of Britain we find the familY.
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reestablished on the soil of the United States
from which 50 years earlier it had been banished because of an earlier Edison's adherence to the British king.
This family trait of fighting for what one
believed to be the right, irrespective of cost.
was handed down to Thomas Alva Edison, in
whom we find it displayed time and time
again in his search for truth. Had Edison
been satisfied to accept prevailing scientific
theories as truth he would not have given
the world the incandescent lamp, the phonograph, the motion picture, the alkaline storage battery, or many other of his great inventions and discoveries.
It is evident that t]1e mind of the imaginative Edison did not accept the formal schooling of his day. His mother lost patience
with a teacher who called her son addled and
withdrew the boy from school.
Thougl} Edison's formal schooling was of
little value to him, the boy was subjected to
as rigorous an educational program as any
lac! of that period ever pursued, supervised
by his understanding mother, who taught
him how to study, how to develop an orderly
mind. Edison was an avid reader and a constantly questioning, inquisitive student all
his life. He never stopped learning.
.
When 13 years of age, he was earning several dollars a day, a tidy sum for a man in
that period. Edison learned telegraphy and
was employed as an operator when he was
17.
As a telegrapher, Edison traveled
throughout the Midwest, studying and experimenting to improve the crude telegraph
apparatus of the time. Turning eastward,
Edison went to Boston where he worked for
.Western Union.
From Boston, Edison came to New York,
where he landed a job with the Gold & Stock
Telegraph Co. Here he invented the universal stock printer, which netted him $40,000,
the first money he received for an invention,
and with this capital he opened a factory in
Newark, N. J :, in 1870, in which he manufactured stock tickers.
Six years later, Edison turned over the
management of his factory to trusted assistants in order to devote his fUll time to
research and invention. While at Newark.
Edison found that electric·any generated
waves could traverse an open circuit, the
principle on which wireless telegraphy and
radio was founded. The idea that electricity
would traverse free space was at that time
almost beyond belief.
In the related field of research, Edison discovered that messages could be sent through
tree space by induction, in which current
generated in one set of wires-induced a like
current to flow through another set of
wires-between which no connection existed.
As a result of this research, he received patents in 1885 covering the transmission of
signals by induction between moving trains
and stations, and between ship and shore.
It was the application of these Edison discoveries that later enabled his friend, Marconi, to become recognized as the inventor
of the wireless telegraph.
Edison moved to his Menlo Park, N. J.,
laboratory in 1876 and there conducted his
research on a new basis. Here he surrounded
himself with a group of well-trained assistants and the best available equipment. He
multiplied his work capacity by parceling
out to others sections of each research undertaking. This method of invention is now
called organized research and may be witnessed today in the great industrial research
.laboratories of the world.
It was this method of invention that pro- ,
duced the incandescent lamp.
It was this method that turned out the
prodigious number of inventions required
to produce a complete system for the generation and distribution of electrical energy.
As one studies the records and the notebooks which Mr. Edison kept throughout
this period, one cannot but feel that God _
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guided the men of Menlo Park. Only He
could h ave given the strength of purpose,
the ingenuity, and the vision Edison needed
to accomplish what he and his men did.
This year marks the seventy-fifth anniversary of the invention of the phonograph
and the carbon telephone transmitter, the
latter being the device which made the telephone commercially practical. Mr. Edison
sold the right to the telephone transmitter
to Western Union. The carbon transmitter
becanre radio's microphone.
The phonograph 75 years ago was perhaps
the most amazing invention ever conceived.
The first crude phonogra~ph did just what it
was supposed to do--record and reproduce
the sound of the human voice. It was Edison's easiest invention; his most difficult was
the alkaline storage battery.
Before embarking upon the latter undertaking he had moved his laboratory to West
Orange, N. J. Here he founded a manufacturing company to produce the phonograph
and the primary battery. Perhaps the most
important of the works that came into being
at West Orange was the invention of the
motion picture in 1889. In this the inventor
Eought to "do for the eye wha't the phonograph did for the ear." Little realized today
is that the first movies were actually
.. talkies." Edison combined the phonograph
with motion pictures from the very outset.
Earlier, in 1883, he discovered the pre~iously unknown phenomenon by which an
·independent wire or plate, placed between
the legs of the filament in an electric bulb,
·would serve as a valve to control the flow
of current. This discovery, known as the
Efdison effect, covers the fundamental principle on which rests the modern science of
electronics. Curiously interrelated are the
inventions of the phonograph, the carbon
transmitter or microphone, the motion pic-ture, and this extraordinary discovery of the
Edison etfect employed in television today.
Edison's experiments were carried out in
our free economy uncontrolled and unhampered by all-wise planners.
Edison puttered away on his own. He
often lost, but he never asked his fellow-tax·payer, through. his Government, to subsidize
his· efforts or to underwrite the cost of his
failUres.
Were it possible !or us to ask Edison toclay, "What is wrong with this war-weary
world?" I am sure his answer would be,
''Nothing that a generous application of the
principles of our way of life, hard work, and
Christianity will not right."
I like to think of Edison as exemplifying
that faithful servant in the parable of the
talents, related by the Gentle -Carpenter of
Nazareth as He and His disciples sat together
on the Mount of Olives. You have read the
story in St. Matthew's gospel, how the maste:·, before going to a. far country, called his
servants to him. To one he gave five talents,
.to another two, and to another one. You
will recall that one servant buried his talent
1n the ground, that he who had two gained
still another two, and he who had five gained
still another five. Wherefore, when their
master returned, he was pleased with the
stewardship of the two servants who had
made the most of their gifts, and because
they had been faithful over a few things.
he set them over many.
Edison was, indeed, a faithful servant.
.V ision, imagination, genius, industry, and
character were the potentialities with which
he was endowed. By the wise use of the .
talents committed to his care, the world has
been enriched a. thousandfold. May we.
whether we be given one, two, or five talents,
.use them to advance humanity as the great
genius from Ohio used his. May we, too, de,vote our gifts to the well-being of our fellow
men in the same measure as Edison dedicated
.Jlis. May we, when we render the accounting

of our stewardship, deserve to hear from our
Master, "Well done, good and faithful
servant."
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OF ALABAMA
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Friday, April 25, 1952

Mr. ELLIOTT. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include a
speech which I delivered recently at
Emory University in Atlanta, Ga.:
SoUTH
Ladies and gentlemen, I want you to know
that I feel highly complimented on being
invited to address you tonight. It is an
especial favor to have _this opportunity to
visit the Lamar School of Law and Emory
University, both of which are known
throughout the country, and particuljU"ly
here in the South, for their superior schoiarship and high ideals.
I also very much appreciate this opportunity to visit again with your outstanding
dean, Dr. William M. Hepburn, whom I have
always considered as one of the finest lawyers
ever to live in the South. I had the rare
good fortune to study under Dean Hepburn
during my law-school days at the University
of Alabama, and have always regretted that
I did not have the opportunity to have more
courses under him, and did not take more
advant~ge of those I did have.
My memory naturally slips back tonight
to my own law-school days, and the approximately 16 years that have winged themselves away since the great privll~ge came
to me in 1936 of being admitted to the
Alabama bar.
I entered upon the practice in the summer
of 1936, just at the time when Franklin D.
Roosevelt had finally convinced us that our
economic system would not collapse or completely deteriorate.
In seeking a place to practice, I traveled
over the hill country of north Alabama, and
almost, without exception, members of the
bar told me that pastures were greener else. where. Some said I should go to a small
town. Others said that I should hang my
shingle in a big town. Several suggested
the cities of the North and East. One eminent attorney told me that I should settle
in my home town, but being a country boy
and not having a home town, that suggestion
was hardly practical.
Another said that a young man should
never attempt to set himself up in the practice in his home county, the reasoning behind which advice I was never able to learn.
Finally, after many and divers locating experiences, I took the problem in my own
hands and settled where I chose to live.
This brings me to the first point of my
speech. I want to urge each of you to practice law where you think you would enjoy
living, without giving too much heed to the
advice of fellow members of our profession,
because unless the attitude of our lawyers
has changed in the last 16 years, they are
likely to shift you from town to town, searching for the pot of gold at the foot of the
rainbow.
The chances are weighted heavily on the
eide that none of you will ever become very
wealthy, as a result of your legal practice, so
the question should be where you want to
liv~ . and the type of people you want to be
associated with through the years.
THE LEGAL PROFESSION IN THE NEW

The time that has elapsed between my own
law-school days, and this 18th day of AprU
1952 is a period of time embraced by the
memory of every person present. It is the
periOd that has seen the pale rays of an
approaching day dispel the morning darkness
and herald the rise of a new southern sun.
Your own great State of Georgia is playing
a leading role in this awakening. And it was
from Georgia that a golden voiced prophet of
another generation, Henry W. Grady, summarized the effect of what is now happening
as "then shall be breaking the fullness of our
day."
Industrial development was not considered
as necessary to the well-being of the antebellum South. The systems of cotton and
slavery contained many elements of selfsufficiency. John C. Calhoun, for example,
believed that cotton mills had no place in
the economic growth of the southern region.
As late as 1845, the Southern Quarterly Review quotes a prominent citizen, who had
expressed it as his considered opinion that
manufacturing should be the last resort of
industry in every country.
In the next generation, after the war,
Henry W. Grady, in reporting a funeral he
attended in Georgia, said the deceased "was
a poor one-gallus fellow, whose breeches
·struck him under the armpits and hit him at
the other end about the knee. They buried
him in the midst of a marble quarry; and
yet the little tombstone they put above him
was from Vermont. They buried him in the
heart of a pine for~st, and yet the pine
.coffin was imported from Cincinnati. They
buried him within touch of an iron mine,
and yet the nails in his comn and the iron
in the shovel that dug his grave were imported from Pittsburgh. The South didn't
furnish a thing on earth for that funeral
but the corpse and the hole in the ground.
They put him away and the clods rattled
down on his coffin and they buried him in a
New York coat and a Boston pair of shoes,
and a pair of breeches from Chicago, and a
shirt from Cincinnati, leaving him nothing
to take into the next world with him to
remind him of the country in which he lived
and for which he fought for 4 years, but the
chill of the blood in his veins and the marrow of his bones."
·
Gradually, almost imperceptibly, ln fact,
there began in the South what many have
described as an economic revolution. It is
hard to say just when it started, and it is
harder still to objectively assess all the
forces that went into its making.
But we do know that it started since 1938,
because it was in that year that President
Roosevelt appointed a commission, composed of southerners, to study the economy
of the South. Its report commented upon
the South's rich endowment of physical resources, its diversity of climate and soil, its
world's leadership in the production of cotton, tobacco, saw-timber, naval stores, and
its great potentialities for the production of
paper. It mentioned 300 different minerals
found in our earth, and pointed out that we
have one-fifth of the Nation's soft coal, that
we were then mining a full tenth of the Nation's iron ore; that we possessed approximately 27 percent of the Nation's installed
hydroel~ctric
generating capacity, nearly
two-thiids of the Nation's crude oil and over
two-thirds of the Nation's supply of natural
gas.
The report further pointed out that we
raised many more children than any of;l:ler
section of the country, that fact making the
South the most fertile source for replenishing the population of the United States.
But the report said: "In spite of the
wealth of population and natural resources,
the South 1s poor in the machinery for converting this wealth to the uses of its people.
Its petentialities have been neglected and its
opportunities unrealized."
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U. S. News & World Report recently wrote
Upon reading this report, President Roose·
"The share cropper, once a symbol of south·
velt tagged the .South as "the Nation's No. 1
ern poverty, is fast disappearing. Fences
economic problem."
that marked off the share cropper's patches
This report focused Nation-wide attention
have been torn down to allow cattle to graze.
on our problems.
Their shacks, too, are gone, as 'the croppers'
Our people began to work harder to do
move to better paying jobs."
something about existing conditions.
The war years, and the postwar years saw
This trend is well expressed by Ralph Me·
Gill who said "The man with the mule, the
a great stimulation of our industry. Billions
plow, and the wagon is finished as an eco·
from the Treasury of the United States were
expended in the South on great public works
nomic unit."
and war industry. Other billions of private
The Southern Regional Council in Atlanta
capital were expended for new industry and
notes a decided rise in farm ownership in the
South and a precipitous drop in farm ten·
for expansion of existing industry.
The trend has continued. It continues to.
ancy, along with better pay for farm workers
night. One of your great economists, Dr.
still on the land.
Paul W. Chapman, has estimated that it will . Great as these changes are, and as great
continue throughout the decade 1950 to
as the growing improvements of our econ19eO. Drew Pearson said in 1950, "I predict
omy have been, still, in my judgment, the
most important change which has taken
the transformation of the land below the
Mason-Dixon line into a beehive of industrial
place in the South in these recent yee.rs is a
activity. Detroit will share some of its near
change in attitude and spirit of the southmonopoly of the automobile industry with
ern people.
the South. Relocation of vital war plants
The most important discovery has been
will boom the prosperity of the South. New
the discovery of the South by southerners
and not only by southerners, but by those
plants, when needed, will be built in the
from other regions of our~ country. "With
South."
Now, let's examine the evidence to see
this discovery has come a new and larger
what has actually been happening in the last
conception on the part of southerners of
their opportunities and responsibilities as
dozen years or less here in the southland:
Today there are more than 50,000 factories
citizens, and on the part of those outside
the South of the role which the South can
in the South employing more than 3,000,000
and should play in the total economy of this
workers who are paid more than $3,000,000,·
000 annually in wages.
country."
William Haines, a writer, who describes
· Along the lines of the Southern Railroad
himself
as a "Damn Yankee from Connec142 new plants and 107 plant additions· were
ticut," speaking of what I call the new
established in a recent year.
The · industries now taking root in the
southerners, said: "Their faith has been re·
affirmed; their confidence rejuvenated. To
South are more diversified than those that
a New Englander . . . the great revolution
came ln earlier years. Chemicals are con·
in the South is that southerners are looking,
spicuous; so are food processfng, pulp and
not backward, but forward."
paper manufacturing, farm machinery, fur·
So, it is that we have seen Horace Gree·
niture, building materials, hosiery, underley's admonition of the 1870's, "Go west,
wear, and other apparel.
young man, go west," translated by a na·
Side by side with synthetic fibers is the
tional investment firm, which recently ad·
growth of cotton and rayon ~ills. The
vised its investors, "Go south, young man,
South's share of such spinning and weaving
go south, and grow up with the country."
has climbed to 80 percent of the Nation's
All southern problems are not now, and
total.
'
have not in the past been economic.
Adding wages to the increased ·v alue as the
I
like to think of the days when the South
result of manufacturing, the South's fac·
was considered the mother of presidents,
tories now contribute each year more than
when its political leadership could be
$12,000~000,000 ·to the region's income. This
counted upon to be positive, when southern
explains, for example, why milk sales in the
States furnished the national leadership to
southern cities ·have increased an average of
which our people and our resources entitle us.
100 percent si~ce 1940.
For 92 years now, we have not been in the
We can grasp some idea about the impact
business
of producing Presidents.
of this new South with its new economy by
realizing that in 1950 the average American - I hope that the year 1952 will provide a
new opportunity. I would like to see
citizen had $4 to spend, invest, or save, in
Georgia's Senator RICHARD B. RUSSELL be·
addition to the cost of living, for every $1
come the next President of the United
he had for the sa:ine purposes in the year
States.
1940.
But, aside from that, I like to think of
The minimum wage law of 1949 automati·
constitutional and truly American solutions
cally raised the earning power of a million
to
our southern political problems that will
southern workers and amounted in the year
give us a bigger voice in the South in national
'1950 alone to an increase in their pay checks
affairs.
of $200,000,000. The factories of the South
. I am a ·s upporter of the principles embodied
are creating jobs for the surplus agricultural
in what is commonly known as the Lodge
population of the South, and the ·southern
amendment that would apportion the elecfarmer is supplying the southern factory
toral-college vote of all the States on the
with raw materials and the food of their
basis of the popular vote received by the
workers.
party candidates for President.
The South leads the Nation in the expanSuch a.n amendment to the Constitution
sion of rural telephone service. In 1950
of
the United States would make two-party
Southern Bell added 175,000 new tele.p hones
politics a working reality in the South.
to its rural lines. The rural telephone law
It would double the participation of th.e
of the Eighty-first Congress will further acsouthern voter in Presidential elections.
celerate the use of the telephone on the
southern farm.
It would produce electoral-college votes for
the Republican Party in a region which does
A~other straw in the wind of the South's
not now provide, or in recent years, at least,
progress is its shift to mechanization on the
has not provided any at all. Likewise, it
farm. The best figures available indicate
that in 1949 there were more than three
would produce elector~l-college votes for the
times as many tractors as in 1940.
Democratic Party in such rock-ribbed Repub·
lican States as Maine and Vermont.
Dr. Chapman says: "Looking back over the
past 10 years, the South has enjoyed the
Of even greater importance, it would en•
greatest period of progress it has ever known.
courage the 37,000,000 people living in the
Looking forward, there is no reason why the
South to exercise their proportionate infiu•
next 10 years cannot be as good or better."
ence on national affairs.
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Such an amendment would promote active
campaigning by both major political parties
in those one-party States that are custom..,
.arily regarded as safe or solid.
It would reduce existing sectional political
antagonisms because it would invite increased political participation by the whole
Nation.
It might tend to reduce conflict between
the President and Congress by keeping both
branches of Government closer to the people.
Unfortunately, I fear that a decisive segment of the leadership of the RepubUcan
Party refuses to interest itself in the southern gains which approval of the amendment
would virtually assure to it. Senator RoBERT
A. TAFT says he believes the party w'o uld lose
more electoral votes in the North than it
would plc-k up in the South. In the shortterm view, he may be right. But in the long
run not only his party but the democratic
process would gain-and certainly after 20
years the Republican Party should be willing
to take a long view.
I speak thusly of these great economic,
social, and political problems, as they pertain
to our Southland, among the communities
of which Georgia is often referred to as the
Empire State, to emphasize to you the challenge which is ours that we build together
this new South, in the building of which
our lawyers will play a most important
part.
·
Trained in law and advocacy, the lawyer's
opinions on public questions gain special
attention because of his profession. "He has
many opportunities to speak and advise.
Nearly always, he is a man of prestige in
his community, and often he holds political
office, or is active and influential in a political party. In any battle of ideas he is
more often the bes-t equipped and the most
'effective soldier in the field."
. His talents not only equip him to exercise
leadership in the building of a new Souththey fasten upon him the responsibility to
do so.
From the ranks of the legal profession will
come the South's leaders in government,
the advisers of its industry, the directors
of its commerce, the protectors of its people,
and the prophets of its destiny.
A lawyer without a sense of history and
the great social and economic tides of his
time is but a mechanic, a mere working
mason of the temple. But with these additional attributes he might be termed an
architect.
•
And though the ideal of Henry Grady's
dream may yet seem at times afar off, the
ideal is at least within view, and lawyers
of the new South can bring the day of its
attainment nearer.
"We cannot kindle when we will
The fire that in the heart resides
But tasks in hours of insight willed
Can be through hours of gloom fulfilled
With aching hands and bleeding feet
We dig and heap, lay stone on stone;
Not till the hours of light return,
All we have built do we discern."

St. Lawrence Seaway Advocates Clutch
New Straw
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES E. VANZANDT
OF

PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE. OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 30, 1952
Mr. VANZANDT. Mr. Speaker, prO•

ponents of the St. Lawrence seaway and
power project have found a new straw"
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to clutch in their efforts to involve the

United States in that unnecessary venture.
The following editorial taken from the
Houston <Tex.) Chronicle of February
27, 1952, tells the story:
SEAWAY ADVOCATES CLUTCH NEW STRAW

Proponents of participation by the United
States in tne St. Lawrence seaway have
found a new straw to clutch in their efforts
to involve this country in that unnecessary
venture.
The proposal is that the money for the
project be obtained through the sale of $485,•
000 000 in bonds to private investors. The
sec;rities would be issued by a private corporation, chartered however by the Government, with three trustees named by the
President and confirmed by the Senate.
There is about as much difference between
this piece of financial legerdemain and
a direct appropriation as there is between
tweedledum and tweedledee. The bonds
of· such a corporation, whether it was so
stated initially· or not, would be an obligation of the United States Government.
The inflationary effect of spending that
much money at a time when public works
ought to be restrained would be just as
great.
At the present time we have the usual
parade of Government witnesses before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. We
are being told that the seaway is necessary
for all sorts of reasons, none compelling.
Among the sillier arguments being made
is that it would permit an ocean transportation to the Great Lakes. It would not. The
suggested 27-foot channel would limit the
size of vessels greatly. We are told · also
that 1f the United States does not contribute,
the locks will all be in Canadian hands.
That is no danger unless it is now feared,
after more than a century, that peace will
no longer exist between the two nations.
It is well to remember that for almost a
quarter of a century it has been argued each
year that the construction of the St. Lawrence seaway was necessary to our national
economy and national safety. We have lived
through these years without the seaway.
Because this is an election year, when politicians fear to vote against any project that
has a degree of public support, there is a
greater danger that something foolish will
be done. Nothing could be more -foolish than
our participation in the St. Lawrence seaway.

The St. Lawrence Waterway in the
Limelight Again
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.EUGENEJ.KEOGH
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 9, 1952

Mr. KEOGH. Mi. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following article from
the Financial World of February 13,
"1952:
ST LAWRENCE WATERWAY IN THE LIMELIGHT
AGAIN-POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF THE SoCALLED SEA WAY HAVE BEEN VASTLY OVERSTATED; EVEN IF THEY CoULD BE ACHIEVED
THEY Do NOT JUSTIFY THE ACTUAL COSTS,
WHICH WOULD GREATLY ExCEED OFFICIAL
EsTIMATES

President Truman recently sent a special
message to Congress asking approval of the
proposed St. Lawrence seaway and its related

from Sweden are all located in South
America and Africa. From these sources,
steelma.king areas as far west as Pittsburgh
and even Youngstown can obtain ore more
cheaply bY rail s~ipment from Baltimore
than via the seaway.
Even if a tramc volume of 57,000,000 to
84,000,000 tons annually could be developed,
the seaway as now planned could not h andle
DON'T HOLD WATER
it. The Army engineers estimate the maxActually, these arguments are based so
imum capacity of the Weiland Canal at 25,largely on faulty assumptions, inadequate
000,000 tons a year. From this must be
information, half-truths, and outright missubtracted a major share of the traffic (10,representations as to justify the statement
000,000 tons in 1950, and growing) carried
that the so-called seaway as now proposed
in shallow craft able to navigate the tollts a fraud. A complete catalog and refutafree canals which now parallel the seaway
tion of these misrepresentations would fill
route in the International Rapids section,
a book; it is the purpose of this discussion
and which will remain in operation after the
merely to examine those which are among
seaway is built. Apparently it is assumed
the most important, with the emphasis on
that these craft--specially designed for the
questions bearing most directly on the adnavigation conditions which prevail in the
visability. of building the seaway.
St. Lawrence and capable of giving the freIt is alleged that the seaway and power
quent attention to small cargoes which shipproject are needed for defense purposes. As
pers in the area demand-would disappear
far as power development is concerned, the
from the scene as soon as the seaway is
only force blocking this is the Truman adfinished.
ministration itself, which has consistently
As to cost, the figure always mentioned
refused to permit the New York State Power
by seaway proponents is $818,000,000, of
Authority· to join the Province of Ontario in
which the United States would bear $567.construction of the necessary fac111ties de000,000 and Canada $251,000,000. For navispite the fact that such construction would
gation alone (excluding the power projnot hinder subsequent completion of the
ect) the total would be $433,000,000, includseaway, nor increase its cost. The admining $374,000,000 for the United States and
istration wants the Interior Department to
$59,000,000 for Canada. {This unbalanced
control the power.
division is soft-pedaled by seaway advocates.)
Another defense argument states that the
These estimates were made by the United
seaway would provide a safe route for imStates Army engineers and the Canadian Deportation of iron ore in wartime. But ore
partment of Transport. Despite their ofticial
from any source other than Labrador could
status, however, they cannot be taken at face
not reach the seaway under such conditions;
value.
the interests developing Labrador ore are
For one thing, they cover a seaway only
able and w1lling to ship it with or without a
27 feet deep. Only 8 percent of United States
seaway; and in any case the maximum anflag
seagoing ships {but 47 percent of foreign
nual production of Labrador ore planned for
fieets) could use a channel of this depth at
even the distant future is only 20,000,000
full load. Even a 30-foot channel would ad•
tons, much less than we will need when the
mit only 13 percent of our ships, but 66
Mesabi Range gives out.
percent of foreign ships could use it. And a
The seaway can make no contribution to
35-foot seaway would cost $1,800,000,00Q--for
defense for another 6 to 8 years, for it would
navigation alone, $1,400,000,000; our share of
take that long to build it. In the meantime
the latter would be $860,000,000.
its construction would constitute another
These figures do not include the cost of
·drain on our supplies of materials and manwork already done, nor does it seem logical
power. And competent miUtary and naval
to demand that they should. But they also
authorities have testified that it would be a
ignore two other items which should be inltabillty rather than an asset from a defense
cluded, though in unknown amount. One is
standpoint, because of its vulnerable geothe cost of duplicating the Weiland Canal
graphic location and the near impossib111ty
(whose replacement cost has been unofticially
of defending its scattered locks and dams
estimated at $340,000,000).
against sabotage or air attack.
Without this vital step, the seaway's caThe supposed commercial benefits of the
pacity will be too limited to make it worth
seaway are based on a superficial study made
building
at any price. The second is the
by the Commerce Department in 1947 and
incalculable cost, running far into the hun1948 showing estimated potential tramc of
dreds of m1llions, of dredging Great Lakes
57,000,000 to 84,000,000 tons annually through
harbors to 27, 30, or 35 feet so that ships using
the seaway, with resulting toll revenues of
the seaway will have some place to go. Most
$36,000,000 to $49,000,000 a year. These figof these harbors are now only 20 feet deep
ures are unrelated to discoverable facts. In
or less. Obviously, Federal funds would be
1941 the same source made an exhaustive
needed to finance most of the dredging work.
seven-volume report on the seaway in which
Finally, past experience indicates that ac1t was concluded that its maximum tramc
tual costs of a project such as this are likely
(10 or 20 years after completion) would be
to be at least double (or more likely triple)
only 16,000,000 tons annually.
the preconstruction estimates. This conPOTENTIAL TRAFFIC
clusion seems conservative as applied to the
In the 1947-48 studies it was assumed that
seaway in view of the lengthy construction
iron ore tramc would amount to 30,000,000
period involved, the nature of the undertakto 37,500,000 tons a year, producing tolls of .ing and the many qualifications expressed in
$15JOOO,OOO to $19,000,000. The tonnage figthe estimates themselves-including, for one
ures were derived from an estimate of the
part of the project, the following statement:
number of ore freighters the seaway could
"Meager hyC:.rographic data available thereaccommodate during a navigation season;
on. No soundings or borings taken. Estithis in turn was based on an estimate of
mates therefore should not be considered to
the number of lockages available at the
be accurate."
Welland Canal bottleneck minus the numQualifications of this type were made with
ber which would be required by ships carry*
respect to no less than 54 percent of the estitng other types of cargo.
mated costs for a 35-foot seaway. ConsidNo consideration was accorded to the size
ering the partly unavoidable underestimate
or location of the potential United States
of costs and the inexcusable overstatement
market for imported iron ore-which will be
of potential tramc, it is difticult to take serimainly on and near the east coast and wm
ously President Truman's statement t h at
not require seaway movement--nor ·to the
"The seaway will be self-liquidating through
potential sources of such ore, which with the
exception of Labrador and small shipments
the collection of tolls."

power project. This is one of his pet
schemes. He has urged it repeatedly, stating on one occasion that he hoped one day
to see ocean liners tied up at Chicago piers.
The arguments advanced by the plan's proponents are superficially very persuasive,
making it appear strange that Congress has
repeatedly refused to approve it.
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Edward G. Robinson, a Great Artist,
Admits His Honest Mistakes and
Affirms His Devotion to D_emocracy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL ·w. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESE. £ATIVES

Wednesday, April 9, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, the full
and frank voluntary statement maccte
under oath today by Edward G. Robinson
before the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities serves to point up
the injury and anguish suffered by many
prominent artists who unwittingly permitted themselves to be duped and used
by the comparatively small number of
energetic professional Communists who
concentrated their attention on the great
motion-picture indus try.
Mr. Robinson is a very great ·artist,
a very generous and kind-hearted man,
but one inexperienced in politics-one
almost unable to bring himself to a full
liealization of the extent to which he
was used by persons who falsely posed
friends unfairly persecuted and in
eed of help. The good-sounding ostensible purposes which led him to allow
use of his name to some groups turned
out to be only smoke screens used to
hide the nefarious, vile purposes of those
who, professing honesty, deliberately
misled him. This has happened to
others and will no doubt be repeated.
In judging those who have been slow
to comprehend the true facts about
communism, one must remember the
great degree of understanding of communism today as compared with the
thirties and early forties. I, myself,
headed the California Committee on UnAmerican Activities in 1939 and 1940.
Our charges then seemed fantastic to
many who now realize we were being
factual. We can all afford to remember
our religious duties in judging those who
sincerely desire to clear their records of
mistakes made in good faith. I hope Mr.
Robinson will find understanding on the
part of his millions of fans and his associates in the motion-picture industry.
He has repeated under oath that he
has never been a Communist or sympathetic to communism. This should end
indirect charges and innuendoes. Let
those who refuse to accept his sworn
statement come ·forward with competent
evidence or remain silent. No matter
how mistaken a man has been, he is entitled to a relief from harassment when
he admits his mistakes frankly and honestly and changes his course.
The motion-picture industry is. doing
a fine job in cleaning its own house. The
Communists in Hollywood are a small
minority and should not be used by publicity seekers to unfairly discredit a great
industry and its artists who are among
the finest and most famous of our
citizens.
For the benefit of the Members who
were not present when Mr. Robinson appeared before our Un-American Activities Committee today, I include his statement in the RECORD at this point:

STATEMENT OF EDWARJ>'U. RoBINSON BEFORE
HousE UN-AMERICAN AcTIVITIES COMMIT•
TEE, APRn. 30, 1952
Mr. Chairman, as on previous occasions, I
have asked for this opportunity to appear
before you so as to make unmis't akably clear
my feo ings about communism and Communists. 1i!o on pr13vious occasions when I have
appeared, I desire to repeat under oath a
'denial that I am or ever have been a Communist or knowingly a fellow traveler.
I have always been a liberal Democrat.
The revelation that persons who I thought
were sincere liberals were, in fact, Communists has shocked me more than I can tell
you. That they persuaded me by lies and
concealment of their real purposes to allow
them to use my name for what I believed
to be worthy causes is now obvious. I was
sincere. They were not. I bitterly resent
their false assertions of liberalism and honesty through which they imposed upon me
and exploited my sincere desire to help my
fellow men. Not one of the Communists
who sought my help or requested permission
to use my name ever told me that he or she
was a member of the Communist Party. My
suspicions, whic.h should have been aroused,
were allayed by the fact that I had been
falsely accused of Communist sympathies,
and I was, therefore, willing to believe that
other accused persons were also being
unfairly "smeared."
My conscience is clear. My loyalty to this
Nation I know to be absolute. No one has
ever beEm willing to confront me under oath,
free from immunity, and unequivocably
charge me with membership in the Communist Party or any other subversive organization. No one can honestly do so.
I now realize that some organizations
which I permitted to use my name were, in
fact, Communist fronts. But their ostensible purposes were good, and it was for such
purposes that I allowed use of my name and
even made numerous financial contributions.
The hidden purposes of the Communists in
such groups was not known to me. Had I
known the truth, I would not have associated
with such persons, although I would have
and intend to continue to help to the extent
of my ability in worth-while causes honestly
calculated to help underprivileged or oppressed people, including those oppressed by
Communist tyranny.
The committee will, I am sure, appreciate
the fact that I have been active in groups
opposed to the Communists. . For instance,
my memory was recently refreshed concerning the support I gave the William Allen
White Committee To Aid the Allies at a time
when Hitler and Stalin sympathizers were
using the slogan "The Yanks are not coming." I was at that time urging aid for Great
Britain which was fighting the CommunistNazi alliance. My stand was definitely contrary to the stand of the Communists. I
have helped other anti-Communist causes,
but this has somehow been lost sight of by
those who seem intent upon trying to make
me out a Communist in spite of my repeated
denials under oath of any Communist sympathies.
'
May I add that of the very many civic, cultural, philanthropic, and political organizations of which I have been a member and
contributor but a small percentage I later
discovered were tinged with the taint of
communism.
It is a serious matter to have one's loyalty
questioned. Life is less dear to me than my
loyalty to <.iemocracy and the United States.
I ask favors of no one. All I ask is that the
record be kept straight, and that I be permitted to live free of false charges. I readily
concede that I have been used and that I
have been mistaken regarding certain associations which I regret, but I have not been
disloyal or dishonest. I would like to find
some way to put at rest the ever-recurring
innuendoes concerning my loyalty. Surely

there must be some way for a person falsely
accused of disloyalty to clear his name, once
and for all. It is for this purpose that I come
again voluntarily before this committee to
testify under oath. What more can I do?
Anyone who understands the history of
the political activity in HOllywood will appreciate the fact that innocent, sincere persons were used by the Communists to whom
honesty and sincerity are as foreign as the
Soviet Union is to America. I was duped and
used. I was lied to. But I repeat I acted
from good motives and I have never knowingly aided Communists or any Communist
cause. I wish to thank the committee for
this opportunity te appear and clarify my
position. I have been slow to realize that
persons I thought sincere were Communists.
I am glad, for the sake of myself and the
Nation, that they have been exposed by your
committee. ·
While you have been exposing Communists, I have been fighting them and their
ideology in my own way. I have just finished appearing in close to 250 performances
of Darkness at Noon all over the country.
It is perhaps the strongest indictment ·of
communism ever presented. I am sure it
had a profound and lasting effect on all who
saw it.
Allow me to again thank you for permitting me to appear before this committee to
frankly express my views.

National Republican Club Award
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LEONARD W. HALL
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. LEONARD W. HALL. Mr. Speaker, the National Republican Club, among
other activities. has had a slogan contest, touching a variety of subject~ of
great and timely interest. Outstanding
among these is, of course, that of foreign
affairs.
.
It is particularly a pleasure to utilize
a few moments to call attention to the
fact that one of my constituents has
been awarded first prize in this contest.
As part of these remarks I should like to
include the following letter by Hon.
Charles H. Tuttle, the president of the
National Republican Club, to Mr. Maurice Tishman, of 607 Fifth Avenue, New
York City, the winner of the award:
NATIONAL REPUBLICAN CLUB,
New York, N. Y., February 14, 1952.

Mr. MAURICE TISHMAN,
New York, N. Y.

MY :C:r:AR MR. TisHMAN: At the Lincoln
Dinner on Tuesday evening, the judges announced you as the winner of the first award
under the head of Foreign Affairs in the
slogan contest.. Your slogan was read out
as follows:
"Help those who are willing to defend freedom but keep the home fires burning, lest
they be extinguished and the whole world
left in darkness."
I am sorry that you were not :i."'resent to
hear the announcement. In a few days I
will send you the award as per the terms of
the slogan contest.
· With kind regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,
CHARLES H. TuTTLE.
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Social Security Payment to South Dakota
on Indians
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.E. Y.BERRY
OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. BERRY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REC• _
olin, I include the follo~ing statement regarding my bill, H. R. 7639:
In asking the Federal Government,
which mean~:! all of. the people of th~
Unlted States, to help carry the burden
of the cost of the social work for the Indian, I am only asking that you, as a citizen of the United States, do the fair
thing, the honorable thing. I am only
asking the Federal Government to live
up to its treaty contracts.
I would ask you to go back into our
national history a short distance with
me.
Remember that I am talking about a
nation of people-the great Sioux nation
of Indian people-as proud and fearless
as any in history, as willing to fight for
their land and their territory as any nation of people in the world, as much entitled to their land as the people of Germany, or France, or Italy are entitled to
theirs.
You, as a colonial, exploring people,
drove the Sioux nation back onto the
prairies .of the Middle West. You made
a treaty with them, just as binding a
treaty as any two nations could enter
into. In that contract you agreed that
there should be set aside a piece of country about the size of the State of South
Dakota and you agreed that such land
was to be theirs and you would stay out
of it. You not only agreed to stay out of
it, but you agreed to keep your people out
of it.
You failed to keep your 'people out of it
and as they went across these areas with
wagon trains, my people ·attacked them,
as you agreed they should have done.
But that was nothing. Somehow,
someone brought back into your country
the rumor that there was gold in a
mountainous 100 square miles in the
State you have given to my nation.
Your people began to trickle into this
scenic area in search of gold-at the
same time shooting and killing my people when we molested you for breaking a
solemn treaty and contract right, and
yet you had no more right to go into
that territory without a permit or visa
than I would have to go into Mexico and
proceed to shoot anyone who attempted
to molest me.
Then your Government, acting upon
the reports of intruders, sent General
Custer into the Black Hills-and, of
course, he discovered gold. It was then
that "all hell" broke loose. You crossed
our borders at every point and because
we were forced to fight for our rights you
sent armies against us. You know what
we did to General Custer out on the edge
of the Big Horn because he was trying t o
force us- to surrender and be peaceful

while you broke "YOUr treaty and took
from us the richest and most beautiful
100 square miles in the world.
Then, because you were strong and we
were weak, you forced us to enter into
another treaty. You told us you would
buy this land and that if we would accept
this shrunken hunting ground, which
our leaders knew would not provide a
livelihood for our people, you would pro.
vide us with rations so long as we or our
children needed asistance, that you
would provide us with educational facilities so that we could adopt your form of
civilization and that you would compensate us in your form of money for our
losses ..
How have you kept that contract?
Today-75 years later, you have not
made any settlement for the Black Hills.
The case is still tied up in the courts.
You have set up a bureau that is hogtied with red tape. You have one Government employee for every 17 enrolled
Indians in the Nation-not 'those on the
reservations, but those who have their
names on Indian rolls-including, if you
please, a former Vice President of the
United States and several men who have
served in this Congress.
You have forced the State of South
Dakota, for one, to pay 50 percent of the
support and keep of anyone who reaches
the age of 65 years and 50 percent of the
support and keep of the mother and all
dependent children.
You have refused to give any aid or
assistance to any Indian you have induced to leave the reservations of my
State unless he returns to the reservation to obtain that support and aidand you are forcing the organized counties of my State to provide these rations to these needy Sioux people that
you contracted to furnish.
You have broken every contract; you
have broken every treaty. You have
spent millions and millions of dollars in
wild and foolish experiments.
And that, my colleagues, is only half
of the story. Your bureau is in here today asking for a terrifically increased appropriation to attempt another experi·
ment that is basically unsound unless it
is planned through · more carefully and
and unless it carries through further
than the present program is planned and
thought through.
I refer to the several million dollars
the department is requesting to carry out
an almost mass exodus of the Indians
from the .reservation country. This to be
accomplished through a program of vocational training with a view of ultimate
assimilation.
'
And, I submit to you that the program
is half good-but only half good.
The thing is, the program lacks an
understanding of the Indian people. It
does not take into account that the Indian people are just as human as the
white people and that you cannot expect
them, as a group, to break away from the
home ties and the doubtful security of
their homes and the reservation, to cut
off all contacts, burn all bridges, and go
out into a cold, ruthless, business world
where they wm be without friends and
where this coldhearted, treaty-breaking

Government serves advance notice that
if they should become unemployed they
will be at the mercy of the county commissioners of the county in which they
reside or the charity of the people of that
community.
Remember-you, as an American citizen, contracted with this man that you
as a stockholder in this Nation and not as
a citizen of any one county or any one
State, would provide his needs for him
until he is able to care for himself.
The Sioux Indian can, and · he will,
learn to care for himself if he is given a
fair charice, but that fair chance includes
reasonable security against hunger while
. making this transition.
If ·you' will contract with the county
commissioners of the counties to which
these people are to be removed, to compensate them for the aid that they are
required to give these people when they
are out of work, you will give the Sioux
Indian the security that he must have
if he is to be expected to make the
break, and you will only be living up to
your contractual obligation.
In addition to that, the counties, at
least in my State, would be willing to
perform this service without expense to
the Government, and could do it so much
more efficiently and so mach more cheaply than the Federal Government could.
I want to give the department credi6.
where credit is due. Steps are being
taken in the right direction in some instances. For example, the department
is beginning to contract with hospitals
for the medical treatment of some of the
needy Indians who have left the reservation, and, in many instances, with private hospitals on the reservations. Contracts are being made with the States to
help cover the cost of the education of
Indian children in existing white schools.
And, this is as it should be. This is a
step in the right direction. But, it is only
a. short step. And, when I ask that
these steps be speeded up, the department's only reply is that they have to
have more help. More help. More help.
More help. More help to become more
deeply entangled in a morass of red tape.
Now, as proof of the fact that the
present program has not been thought
through, I want to give you some specific facts.
There has been a great deal of seasonal, contractual work in the city of
:Rapid City, a thriving, fast-growing city
at the gateway of the Black Hills, and
the location of the largest B-36 bomber
air base in the United States. Some
3,000 Indians were making their home
in that city when, because of an unprecedented winter and other reasons, much
of this work was shut down this winter.
The result was that many, many of these
families have been thrown out of work
and have no income. ·Many are in desperate condition. I have made many appeals to the department for some sort of
assistance. Every suggestion that any
of us have made has been turned down
with the simple little suggestion that. no
off-reservation assistance of any kind
can be given.
The Indians are told that if they can
not possibly get by, they will have toreturn to the reservation for help.
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Now, I ask you-do you propose to ap- during slack work periods. · He told me provides a permanent employment propropriate several million dollars for a . that they had a large amount of con- gram for the individual and one which
stant, not periodic, employment lined will not leave him without a job when
program to get the Indians off the reservations and yet, the first time they find up in such places as Chicago and that his training is completed.
My bill provides for an on-the-jobthemselves in need, serve notice upon they intended to remove many of the
them to run back to the reservation so Sioux Indians to Chicago for permanent training program similar to the veterans
on-the-job training. It would be hanthey can get a few rations? What kind employment.
Chicago. Sioux Indians working in dled and supervised by presently existof logic is that?
Another instance-employment has factories in Chicago. Speaking of ghost ing facilities and would not require any
new help or overseers. The trainee
taken a large number of Indians into riders in the sky.
I do not know anything about the In- would go into a factory or business or
the city of Winner in my State. This is
another city located in and near the In- dians of Wisconsin or Illinois. Possibly professional office. He would be emdian country, in fact, in an open reser- they may be removed to Chicago and ployed in the same way as any other
. vation. An unprecedented winter, with placed in factories, but I do know the trained employee. While he is learning
79 inches of snow, the worst in history, Sioux people. I have lived with them the business or trade, the employer would
has brought great suffering and distress all of my life. I know them as I know pay part of his salary and the Governto many, many families living tempo- the white people. They will not go to ment would pay part. As he learned the
Chicago to seek employment--and why . trade; the employer's percentage would
rarily in tents and low-cost housing. I
asked the department for assistance. should they? They were born and increase and the Government's contribuThe department not only refused to lend raised, as I was born and raised, out in tion to the salary would decrease. When
any assistance, but urged them to return the ·clear, clean opeu spaces of the Da- the training period is compl(!te, the
to the Indian reservation and made this kotas. You propose to take them out trainee is located, earning the salary he
recommendation, and I quote from the of such God-given surroundings andre- has been earning throughout the 3-year
letter of the department, under date of locate them among strangers in a dirty, training period. He has learned the
February 28, 1952, over the signature of congested, smoky city. How long would trade, he has fit himself into his surthey stay there? I can tell you-just roundings and there is no problem about
Dillon S. Myer:
about as long as I would stay in Wash- his being unemployed or having to shift
It was suggested that the Indians, particuington if I were not here trying to per- to another job. This program would
larly the young men, who would Uke to obtain loans from credit funds to reestablish
form a service for my people.
take care of many young men and their
themselves on their own land, as they feel
I want to appropriate every cent that training and employment would be per ..
that the wage economy would not mean long
is necessary to do the job. I want my manent.
time security for their families, make apGovernment to live up to . its contract
The Commissioner testified before the
plication to the Farmers Home Administrato provide for the care, keep, and edu- committee and gave his approval to it.
tion to be financed under that plan.
cation of the Sioux Indians so long as But he has applied the old treatment to
Now, I ask you again-do you propose they need that assistance. But I want the biil of killing it with love and affecto appropriate several million dollars for that program of care, education, and as- tion. He says it is so good it should be
a program to get the Indians off the res- sistance to be handled. by those who un- applied to all Indians in the United
ervations and yet the first time they find
derstand the problem and understand States and not just to the Sioux people.
themselves in need, serve notice upon the Sioux Indian people and who are But he indicates it is too big a program
them to run back to the reservation so willing to face actual facts in the light to go into all at once on a Nation-wide
they can get a few rations? What kind of existing circumstances and consid- scale. So, as he embraces the .plan and
of logic is that?
ering the difficulties involved in dealing holds it close to his heart, he gives it
I said a moment ago that the program with human nature.
the kiss of death.
was only half good, and I repeat that
In summarizing this point, let me say
The program does not require departit is only half good.
that for many years the only program mental administration. While the VetThe program to get the Indians off was to school the Sioux and to teach him erans Administration in my State, where
the reservations is good but how do they agriculture and livestock raising. The the bulk of the Sioux Indians reside, is
propose to keep them off? How do they difficulty with that program was that the willing to handle the program in connecpropose to integrate them? I say again Sioux ·are just as human as the white tion with the veterans work and has inthat it has only been thought halfway planners-all Indians cannot be farm- dicated a willingness to handle these
through,
ers, any more than all white people can Indian on-the-job trainees, the CommisBear with me while I relate another be farmers. And yet this Government sioner goes to the National office and gets
experience. On March 20, 1952, Hubert spent millions of dollars trying to force them to make a report that such a proDeSersa, president of the Black Hills them to do just that.
gram on a na tiona! scale would not be
Indian Council, of Rapid City, S. Dak.,
To the credit of Commissioner Myer, feasible unless more employees and de-·
himself a self-supporting Indian who is I will say that his program of trying to partments were added to their departemployed as a mechanic in a garage in help the Sioux fit into their notch in the ment.
Rapid City, came to Washington seek- white society is a great step forward.
It is a vicious circle. It brings us right
ing some method of getting aid for his Those who are inclined to be farmers back to the place from whence we
needy people in that city. He accom- should be helped and encouraged started. It brings us back to the
panied me at noon to the Capitol restau- . through a sensible, business-like loan point that no one · in government will
rant for lunch. It was our pleasure to program. Those who are inclined to- permit anything constructive to be
be able to share a table with Representa- ward livestock should likewise be as- done . unless that program provides
tive ToBY MoRRIS, of Oklahoma, chair- sisted through similar livestock financ- for the creation of another department
man of the Indian Affairs subcommittee ing. Those who are, by nature, better and another deluge of employees to adin the House and a true friend of the suited for other vocations, including the minister it. Thus, the Indian is, and
Indians and the Indian problem, and professions, skilled and unskilled labor, probably always will, be the victim of big
John H. Provtnse, Assistant Commis- should be given assistance in channel- government and a living example of
sioner of Indian Affairs, a very learned ing them into those pursuits. But your what government planning of the lives
and high-type gentleman. He is a man contract--your treaty-says that you will of people will do to any race.
who is sincere and who may understand assist them until they are able to take
Now, let us refer back once again to
the problems so far as some Indians are care of themselves in those pursuits- the treaty of 1876, wherein your Governconcerned, but he demonstrated that not just until you have pushed them off ment, for a valuable consideration, enhe has absolutely no knowledge of the the reservations.
tered into a valid and binding contract
Sioux Indian, at least.
I have submitted to the Congress a with the Sio'ux Nation, under the terms
He made the statement that the De- program which purposes to dovetail into of which it was specifically agreed as folpartment absolutely could not give any the present program of vocational re- lows:
relief to any off-reservation Indians. I habilitation. The difference between
The United States does agree to provide all .
then asked him how he expected these my proposal and the general over-all necessary aid to assist the said Indians in t h e
Indians to remain off the reservation program of the Department is that it work of civilization; to furnish to ihem
XCVIII-App.--165
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schools and instruction in mechanical and
agriculture arts, as provided for by the treat.y
of 1868. • • • Such rations, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, shall be continued until the Indians are able to sup•
port themselves.

prohibit a licensed dealer from selling
any amount whatever of intoxicating
liquor to any Sioux Indian of any age.
You agreed with his forefathers that
for the exchange of certain lands, you
would maintain his children until they
Are you, as a government, living up to
able to maintain themselves. You
your cont:;.·act with my people to provide were
agreed to do that as a Nation, not by
for their support until they are able to half-Nation and half-State. You agreed
support themselves when you require my to educate his children until they could
State to furnish 50 percent of the aid to be integrated into the existing civilizaall of those over the ag.e of 65 years? tion. You agreed to assist in that asAre you living up to your contract to sup- similation by making him equal. Can .
port them until they are able to support he be equal so long as certain laws apply
themselves when you require my State to to him which do not apply to other citifurnish 50 percent of the support and zens of the Nation?
maintenance for all dependent children
South Dakota has borne an unjust
· and their mothers?
.
burden for the Federal Government
We hear a great deal these days about since tpe passage of the social-security
the character of a country which fails to law. In spite of a treaty contract, :the
live up to its treaties with other na- Federal Government has forced the taxtions-we, as a people, must do it with payers of the State to carry 50 percent
a red face when we consider the way we of the burden of old-age assistance and'
have lived up to our treaties with the aid to dependent children which the
Sioux Nation.
Federal Government contracted to carry.
When that statement is made, both
This is not the situation with regard
you and the Indian Bureau shrug your ' to the Navajo and Hopi Tribes, since,
shoulders and answer me by saying that under the Federal law, the Government
it is partially the obligation of the State reimburses the States of Arizona, New
of South Dakota because these people Mexico, and Neyada to the extent of 80
are citizens of that State. Legally and percent of the 50 percent these States
technically this is not true.
contrl.bute. In neither of those inTlie laws of the State of South Dakota stances did the Federal Government
are not applicable to an Indian reserva- have a treaty contract to provide support
- tion. Our law enforcement authority as they do in the case of the Sioux Inends at the reservation border. An In- dian Nation.
dian with a family of 12 children may be
Special laws, described above, and spekilled on the reservation. His assassin cial conditions, described above; with
may be the owner of a large ranch and a regard to the handling of the Sioux In ..
hundred head of cattle and yet the State dians, the mismanagement of the affairs
is without jurisdiction to prosecute him of the Indians by and through law and
criminally. The State must give aid to the Indian Bureau have occasioned the
dependent children, to the dead man's need for the bill which I have introduced
widow and 12 children, yet the assassin's which will require the Federal Governproperty, his ranch and cattle are judg- ment to give to the Indian what the
m~nt proof under the Federal law. The
Great White Father contracted to give
State courts cannot touch them.
him when he took his country from him.
. Under the infamous Wheeler-Howard
Act, promulgated by the great John
Collier, a reservation which adopted the
act established its own government, legThe One World Idea
islative, executive, and judicial. Under
this communal scheme, the tribal council
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
1s both the legislative and the executive
OF
branch of government and they, in turn,
establish their own court system. OfHON. LEO E. ALLEN
fenders against tribal law are tried in
OF ILLINOIS
courts, the judge of which is elected by
the people. He dare not be a lawyer or
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
practicing attorney at law, and any
Wednesday, April 30, 1952
lawyer, admitted to the bar in the United
Mr ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, in
States is specifically forbidden by the
these days of widespread confusion in
.act from appearing in tribal court to defend a person accused of law violation. our na tiona! thinking we find insidious
As in the communal nation after attempts to propagate the doctrine that
which this system was patterned, they in order to make America stronger we
are authorized to marry and divorce. should tie in our fortunes in a world-wide
The laws of the State of South Dakota organization even to the extent of surapplicable to marriage and divorce do rendering material elements of our nanot apply to Indians living under this tional sovereignty. It is refreshing to
jurisdiction. And yet, when ' the tribal realize that the young people of our Nacourt issues a divorce to a married tion are seriously considering the im·
couple with children, the mother then plications of such a movement and are
becomes eligible for aid to dependent becoming articulate in the expression
children and the State must foot the bill of their views in this serious matter. In
for 50 percent of the cost.
line with this, I present a letter from a
You call him a citizen of the State. young man not yet 16 years of age, writYet, under the laws of the State of South ten to his grandfather as evidence that
Dakota, any adult citizen is permitted our young people are thinking seriously
to purchase any quantity and quality of on this situation so vital to our national
intoxicating liquor he may desire. You interests.

·•

The letter follows:
JACKSONVILLE, ILL.,

April 17, 195:!.

DEAR BAMPA: For sometime now we have
been hearing a lot about the one world idea
whereby all nations give up some of their
ways of life and enter into a neutral organization of good will and everlasting peace.
This looks good at first glance and would
without doubt be a great organization of
which to be a part-with several important
reservations.
Before I go on, I would like to bring out
one point. When you read this letter you
might get the idea that I am old-fashioned
and want no changes, but before you pass
judgment let us look at this question and
then decide how old-fashioned and backward
my thinking is.
One of the main features of this proposition is the inescapable fact that all the
countries in the world would have to give up
certain of their own ideas and ways of life so
that the organization as a whole could function. There is no way to get around this,
it has to be met and dealt with.
Now to my point. I would not be willing
to give up very many of the rights and
liberties of our way of life. This may sound
old-fashioned, backward, and selfish, but let
us look at the facts.
This is without a doubt the greatest country in the world. We have our great industries, our fertile farm lands, and a great
American spirit built from our glorious past.
The opportunities in this country are the
greatest in the world. We are a country
built by in~:Uvidual initiative and private enterprise, with the will and chance to get
ahead. These have made this country great. •
We have in our short national history made
more advances in medicine, science, religious
freedom, and average family living than any
country in the world's history. In short this
is America the producer, America the farmer's paradise, America the democracy, stronghold of the world. We should be proud of
this. This is not the. country that shall
give up its rights, ideals, and way of living,
or surrender any elements of sovereignty,
for any cause. Instead, let the other countries follow us (under their own power).
This idea of laying down to other nations;
supporting one nation because we are afraid
we might lose our bases in her territory if
we don't, afraid to fight instead of waging
a false attack in which we gain nothing but
dead fathers, sons, and brothers, don't appeal
to me. Is this the American tradition? Is
this our way of doing things? No. Let us
serve notice to the world that this is America
and that if anybody follows anybody it will
be them following us.
There is, of course, lots of intricacies in
our foreigin policy, but it would be wise to
remember this, that in the past few years
we have let up on our real opportunities and
thus have been led astray.
This is America. Let us keep her strong so
that no nation may dare to tread on us.
This we can do only by safeguarding, not surrendering, the very things that have made
her great.
·
Your grandson,
DICK BUCKLEY.

For a Strong Israel
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS J. LANE
OF MASSACHUSETI'S

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
·Thursday, April 8, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wish to include herein an editorial which
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appeared in the Daily Evening Item, when patients begin to arrive at Dr. Tolman
Cotton's office.
Until noon they come
Lynn, Mass., on April 26, 195.2:
streaming in. Of Carter County•s 4,700 peoFoR A STRONG ISRAEL
ple, those who are ill and those who take
The seeds of freedom have been .planted
preventive steps to gu ard good health keep
deeply and firmly in the new State "Of .Israel
the doctor busy. He is the only medical docand freedom- loving people everywhere have
tor in the county-and he's 83 years old,
watched their blossoming with admiration.
often weary.
Israel, which neKt Wedn esday observes its
"Hi, Doc," a patient will say, "I got plowfourth anniversary has doubled its populaing to do and a hurtin' under my ribs, kinda
tion in less than 4 years by giving sanctuary
steady like, an-d I know in reason it ain't
and opportunity for normal living to more
just poke greens I need. My wife said I
than 700 ,000 homeless reiugees.
better come over and have you check up on
The United Jewish Appeal-which since • my ticker. I hate to bother you, but you
its inception more than 13 years ago has
know how women folks is."
fed and cared for more than 1,000,000 Jewish
Dr. Cotton examines an d diagnoses caremen, women, an d children, helped more
fully, ignoring his own ebbing vigor. One
than 900,000 refugees to reach Israel, the
by one other patients come in, young and
United States, and other democracies, played
old and those in between, and many .call
a decisive role in the establishment of Israelthemselves "Doc's babies." He dellvered
has launched its 1952 Nation-wide campaign.
them at birth, treated them during childThe goal this year is $151,500,000.
hood, attended their weddin gs as an honored
By far the largest portion of the sums
friend, and deli~ered their children and
required by the United Jewish Appeal this
grandchildren as time went along. Now
year will be used for construction and aid
when they come for check-ups they like to
programs in behalf of the 700,000 immigrants
tell him how things are going at home, and
who have entered Israel. In 1952, UJA funds
he likes to listen. When the last of them
musthas,.gone home, Dr. Cotton often takes a nap
Strengthen Israel'e economy and demoin his swivel chair, stethoscope still dangling
crati<: structure by helping to construct 100
new agricultural settlements and 21,000 .., at his neek.
FARM BOY1 EAGER TO LEARN
housing units • * • develop · nearly 400
established colonies
• • E'stabUsh and
It's a long time since Tolman Cotton was
enlarge 22,000 Pntiausterity farms to ina tall, raw-boned farm boy, eager to learn
crease the new nation'.s agricultural outand determined to be a doctor. Paying .f or
put • • • provide aid to 11,000 handihis education took a lot of his own hard work
capped immigrants in Israel • • • conand while he was still on the iarm he raised
tinue vital relief and medical programs fo.r
hogs and sold . them, butchered. Little by
250,000 distressed Jews in Europe and other
little h.i s savings mounted. After he had
democratic havens this year.
gone through the third arithmetic and il!th
The only country in the Middle East which
reader (equivalent to an eighth grade educacan be reasonably compared with our own
tion today) he was ready for Carleton College,
is Israel. By helping the seeds of freedom
a high school which functioned then at
in this new nation to flourish, we can assure
Farmington, Mo. His older brother helped
the .growth and development of a vibrant,
with finances, but Tolman wasn•t one to rely
strong and courageous democratic strongupon help alone, and tbe timing of school
hold.
terms presented an opportunity.
We can . give Israel the help she needs
Grade schools in the county were open only
through the United Jewish Appeal. Through
from July 4 through October. High school
this assistance, Israel can set an example
and college terms were held during the winfor all other nations in the Middle .East.
ter. Young Cotton taught each summer,
The United States Government has demstudied at Carleton College each winter, then
onstrated its abiding faith and warm inwent on to Beaumont Medical School in St.
terest in Israel by granting to that country
Louis. Summer teaching, more help from anan impressive amount of economic aid. The
other brother, and some mighty frugal living
United States and the American people wish
took him through. For several summers he
to see Israel strong and secure, carrying aloft
alternated teaching with clerking in a drugthe banner of fr~edom and progress.
store to learn more ab out drugs and chemiEveryone concerned with the distress of
cals, for doctoring meant also using the morhis fellow men, everyone who wishes to see
tar and pestle then, and drugs were confusthe horizon of democracy expanded a little
ing.
more along the front line of freedom, is
Came the day when he wore his cap and
urged to support the Nation-wide campaign
gown and proudly received his doctorate in
of the 19.52 United Jewish Appeal.
medicine. He had to choose, as young doctors have to choose today, after internship
between a rural and an urban practice, Dr.
Cotton's roots went deep in Carter County,
Dr. Tolman Cotton
and though many people couldn't pay for
medical care they needed a ph ys ician, and
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
that settled it for the lanky young doctor.
OF
Van Buren, the county seat . was the logical
place to begin practice, but he didn't know
which building he'd be able to rent. His
OF MISSOURI
working capital was running low.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
CONVERTS SALOON FOR OFFICE
Wednesday, April 30, 195.2
Across the street from the courthouse,
was a saloon in a frame building, and
Mr. CARNAHAN. :r~-rr. Speaker, under there
the owner was going out of business. It is
permission to .e xtend my remarks in the the same site Dr. Cotton's office occupies now,
RECORD, I include the following article . but the old frame building has been replaced
t aken from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch by one of brick. The doctor and his brother
tore out the bar a.n d brass rail, put medicine
under date of April 28, 1952:
bottles where whisky bottles had been, put
VAN BUREN PHYSICIAN, 83, STILL MINISTERS
up a drug sign, and hung a pharmacy license
TO ILLS OF Hn.L FoLK--O,NLY MEDICAL Docon the wall to replace a print of Custer's last
TOR IN COUNTY WORKED HIS WAY THROUGH
fight. In 1893 "Tolman Cotton, M. D." was
ScHOOL--LED CRUSADE To PREVENT DrsEASE
painted on the entrance that replaced swing(By Dorothy 0. Moore)
ing doors. Drugs and medical treattnent
weren't what they are now. Antiphlogistine,
VAN BUREN, Mo.-The early morning mist
. Is still drifting over Current River Valley
better known as Denver mud, was used for
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pneumonia. Vaccination was not compulsory, inoculation unheard of, and the lay
treatment for intestinal worms were the
weed, Jerusalem oak, in sorghum molasses,
or turpentine and castor oil.
Each summer m alaria hit the people of
Current River Valley, and the cause of th e
disease was a m yst ery even to physicians.
Smallpox, called Cuban itch in its mild form,
broke out sporadically.
Typhoid fever,
diphtheria and tetanus were uncontrolled.
After a year or so of battling all these futilely,
Dr. Cotton went to New Orleans for postgraduate study, particularly in malaria.
Each spring he packed his valise frugally
and went somewhere to study-to Philadelphia Polyclinic Institute, New York clin ics,
even to London, England, where he studied
childhood diseases. He was convinced t h at
p.reventive medicine is bett er than cure, but
it was hard to sell Carter County on the
idea. In most cases there was stubborn re- •
sistance to it.
"One day a boy came down with smallpox," recalls the doctor. "His family was a.
large one and to protect it I quarantined llim
in a vacant house where I h.a d set up a
·clean bed and provided a man who was immune to take care of him. The famtly was
indignant. The father went to stay with the
boy but refused vaccination, and took smallpox and died. The boy got well. I kept
overalls, a jacket, and gloves in my barn to
wear on contagious cases as a protection for
my wife and three children, and I had a
thorough scrubbing after each visit on contagious disease. My hours were long and
the house calls were scattered, and I J:lad to
travel by horse or buggy, but I've never
regretted being a country doctor."
SANITATION CRUSADE
In 1902 he was appointed Carter County's
health officer and began officially a crusade
for health which is still remembered almost
as a legend. · Some of the steps he touk
were considered radical then.
"There were 3.6 public schools and only
4 had privies," he says. There were 8
railroad stations where passengers had to
wait for trains, but no toilet facilities. Fecal
matter harboring typhoid and dysentery
sources and hookworm larvae lay on the
ground. Railroad loading pens for stock, located near the passenger depots, were breeding places for files. I ordered school boards
to provide private privies or close the schools,
and the privies were bull t. But the county
prosecuting attorney doubted that a powerful railroad would comply.
"I learned that the railroad superintendent
was making a trip in a private car to Grandin,
across the county, bought a ticket for the
same trip and gained access to the private
car. Along the way I pointed out the dangers
to health and put up a good sales talk for
improvement. Toilet facilities were built
promptly at passenger stations, and a deep
layer of cinders was spread in the stock
pens."
A contagious skin disease, due to lack of
hygiene, was prevalent among children in
the schools. Dr. Cotton gave talks, aimed
at the mothers, on methods of prevention
by cleanliness. The skin disease is still found
here and there but is no longer prevalent.
Confidence in the family doctor went a long
way toward family cooperation.
"Spring clean-up week," now an annual
observance in Carter County towns, began
when Dr. Cotton cracked down on unhealt hful conditions. He ordered that empty cans,
old shoes, melon rinds, and other refuse be
removed. Outdoor priv ies were inspected,
With orders that they h ave pits 5 feet deep in
fly-tight buildings; rain barrels be treated or
emptied to prevent the development of mosquitoes; hog pens kept at least 300 feet from
the nearest residence. The steps were drastic for the era, but the penalty for violation
was a cash fine up to $100 or a year in jail.
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There were court prosecutions, and health
improved.
FREE SCHOOL CLINICS

In 1941 Dr. Cotton began a program of free

school clinics and just recently completed
clinics where he gave 2,000 smallpox vaccinations and inoculations against whooping
cough, typhoid fever, tetanus, and diphtheria. The public goes along with the program, mindful that during the past 10 years
preventive medicine has proved its worth, for
incidence of the diseases has been negligible.
There is no Carter County nurse. The aged
doctor was assisted during the last clinic by a
registered nurse, sent briefly by the State
board of health, and by Dr. Frank Rucinski,
an osteopath, of Van Buren.
Medicine has made some sweeping changes
with X-ray, radium, penicillin, and the sulfas
since the old days of Beaumont College, and
.even now Dr. Cotton's days of study aren't
over. Each year brings some new discovery
and new techniques must be learned, but
Doc keeps abreast of the times. In recognition of his lone-handed crusade he has been
chosen three times as county coroner, as
president of the Missouri State Medical Association, and as a member of the State board
of health and the eleemosynary board. He
has served 50 continuous years as county
health officer and. still finds the energy after
private practice to crusade.
He points out that his practice exceeds by
far the 1,500 persons advised as a maximum
and that Carter County also needs a county
nurse. Folks who gather in his waiting room
each morning say he'll get help if it's help he
wants. He hasn't lost a battle yet.

Lawmakers Back Balanced Defense
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

RECORD- APPENDIX

can only be achieved by seating the Marine
Commandant as a member of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.''
Another opposition claim is that the Marine Corps is a component part of the Navy
and is, therefore, represented by the Chief of
Naval Operations. On this point the House
committee says:
"Actually, the United States Marine Corps
is and has always been since its inception a
separate service, distinct and apart from the
United States Army, United States Navy, and
United States Air Force.
"The Marine Corps · is not a specialized
service--unless combat duty can be considered a specialty among military men. Elements of the Marine Corps are trained ·and
equipped to fight on land, on the sea, and in
the air. This appears to the committee to be
breadth, not specialization."
These are the views of the best informed
civilians in the country on why the bill about
to be brought to the floor of the House should
be enacted into law. Incidentally, this Committee on Armed Services has 38 members,
only one of whom has ever been associated
with the Marines.
The Marine Corps now has three divisiQns
and three air wings.- Its strength during
World War II was 468,000 men as against the
300,000 floor proposed by the House.
This legislation (S. 677) is but one of
several similar bills introduced over the last
2 years. The initiative in each case has
originated in Congress-not in any military
service. The matter has been brought to a
head by the lopsidedness of the vote in the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the bungling of
incompetents in general at Washington, resulting in the most sanguinary and hum111ating military fiasco in the country's history.
The purpose of the bill is an essential step
toward augmenting national security. We
believe that S. 677, the Marine Corps bill,
should be enacted speedily in accordance
with the judgment of the House Committee
on Armed Services.

HON. LESLIE C. ARENDS
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Value of Older Workers

Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to revise and extend my remarks,
I am inserting in the RECORD a second
editorial which appeared in the Daily
Pantagraph, of Bloomington, Ill., relative to the Marine Corps bill.
As the editorial points out, this bill,
placing the Commandant of the Marine
Corps on the Joint Chiefs of Staff, is a
measure for our national defense.
The editorial is as follows:

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

LAWMAKERS BACK BALANCED DEFENSE

Opposition to the bill to strengthen the
Marine Corps and to make the Commandant
a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff comes
primarily from the Air Force with the support of the Army.
One opposition claim is that the Chief of
Naval Operations can speak for the Marines.
On this point the House Armed Services
Committee stated:
"The committee came also to the conclusion that despite the very best intentions
of the Chief of Naval Operations, the· holder
of that office is very unlikely to be fitted by
training and experience to speak adequately
for an organization which so frequently in
our history, as today, has served in nonnaval
activities and entirely apart from the forces
under the command of the Chief of Naval
Operations. The conclusions appear to be
inescapable that adequate representations of
the Marine Corps and 1~s valuable viewpoint

OF

HON. THOMAS J. LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTf:

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 8, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wish to include herein the following article entitled "Value of Older Workers,"
which appeared in the magazine Partners-the magazine of labor and management:
VALUE OF OLDER WORKERS

(By Maurice J. Tobin, U. S.
Secretary of Labor)
I would like to help change popular prejudices with respect to older persons. There
is a disposition to think people have grown
old merely because they have passed a certain birthday, without reference to their
health and vigor. There is a widespread
notion that, at a fixed time, older workers
should give up their places to younger ones,
and that without reference to productive
capacity. We need the devotion of all our
people if democracy is to win out. We must
do nothing to let any segment of our population feel rejected or unwanted. The spirit
of older workers was never so high as during
the war when employers went into old folks'

homes, recruited their residents for essential jobs, even designed jobs around them.
If we could achieve full employment in war-

time for destructive purposes, we should be
able to achieve full employment in peacetime for constructive purposes. That means
we must utilize all the skills of all our workers, old and young. Our economy should
function so that the capacity and devotion
of all our people can be put to good use.
That is full employment.

Social Security Benefits
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, it is my
privilege to inform the House of a resolution adopted by the membership of the
Progressive Miners of America on April
17, 1952, at Springfield, Ill., urging Congress to enact' legislation increasing social security benefits.
Local Union No. 75, P. M. of A., of
O'Fallon, Ill., has concurred in the resolution, and I have informed the membership of the O'Fallon local that I am
in accord with their position.
The resolution follows:
Whereas the eleventh scale convention of
the Progressive Mine Workers of America,
meeting at Springfield, Ill., on March 10,
1952, did adopt a certain -resolution urging
the United States Congress to change the
present Social Security Act, by increasing
social-security benefit payments . so as to
enable recipients of such benefits to maintain a decent standard of living during this
time when the uncontrolled cost of living
continues to increase; and
Whereas the undersigned were appointed
as a special committee by said convention
for the purpose of carrying out the intent
of said resolution in urging congressional
action in amending the Social Security Act
at the present session of Congress; and
Whereas the undersigned committee, in
line with its duties and obligations, has
made a thorough study of Senate bills 2705
and 3001, which said bills will greatly J~ene
fit the recipients of social-security benefits: Now, therefore, be it and it is hereby
Resolved by this committee, for and on
behalf of the entire membership of the Progressive Mine Workers of America, as follows:
1. That all of the members of this organization be urged to communicate with their
Congressmen, urging their support of Senate 'bills 2705 and 3001.
2. That copies of this resolution be forwarded to each Member of Congress urging
such Member to support said Senate bills.
Adopted this 17th day of April 1952.
GEORGE BAIMA,

President, Progressiv·e Mine Workers of America.
CHARLES MOON,

Social ::ecurity and Unemployment
Compensation Representative.
RALPH '".OARK,
JAMES PEPPER,
CHARLES GRACE,

Special Committee Appointed by
Eleventh Scale Convention, Progressive Mine Workers of America,
With Regard to Social Security
Legislation.
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Communism Versos the Negro
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HON.CLAUDEI.BAKEWELL
OF MISSOURI
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Mr. BAKEWELL. Mr. Speaker, many
conscientious Americans who fear the
spread of communism in America have
expressed particular concern regarding
its spread amongst the Negro population. Personally, I have always felt that
their concern was unjustified. Despite
limitation of opportunities in many fields
of endeavor and discrimination in many
sections, the Negro yields ·to none in his
devotion to the United States, the Constitution, and fr.ee government. That
those who share this sentiment with me
are accurate in their analysis of the
Negro American's loyalty is borne out,
I think, by a book recently published
under the title "Communism Versus the
Negro." The author is William A. Nolan,
a distinguished sociologist of St. Louis,
Mo. Under leave to extend my remarks,
I include herewith the last two pages
from this thought-provoking volume:
A GLANCE BACKWARD

Looking back over 32 years of Communist
propaganda among Negroes, one may -safely
conclude that it has not been very successful. Prior to Henry Wallace's Progressive
Party movement, much less than 1 percent
.of the 1:'1"egro population had given it serious
sympathy and cool?eration. We do not have
complete statistics on the Negro vote for
Wallace. As a result, nobody can say
whether he received proportionately as much
support from them as from white people.
Available statistics seem to indicate that he
did not. On the other hand, Henry Wallace
actually garnered enough votes to make his
party the most successful of all Communist
ventures among Negroes. Some observers
think that the Wallace movement reached
its peak of influence with · Negroes in late
August 1948. After that its power steadily
declined, . owing in large measure to systematic exposure of Communist underhand
tactics in the Progressive Party and to such
spectacular events as Mrs. Kasenkina:s leap
for .life from the clutches of Soviet tyranny.
In many ways, Communist leaders tried
harder in ·1949 than ever before to win sympathy from Negroes. Their ultimate aims,
-h owever, savored so much of revolutionary
distinctiveness, especially insofar as defense
of the 12 Communist leaders was concerned,
that their pretended interest in partial demands and immediate issues lost most of its
expected appeal. The harder the pax:ty leaders tried to involve Negroes in the meshes of
their own conspiracy, the more obvious became their deceits. With the downfall of
Ben Davis, Communist influence among Negroes had sunk to a very low ebb. By July
1949, an investigator for the Committee on
Un-American Activities could declare that
there were only 1,400 Negroes in the Communist Party, or less than one-tenth of 1
percent of the total Negro population. At
that time, the party was claiming 74,000
members, with non:-Communist observers
conceding as much as 60,000. In the spring
of 1950, J. Edgar Hoover gave the United
States Senate an estimate of 54,174 for the
entire party. In March 1951, his estimate
dropped to 43,217. While the chief of the

FBI . did not an ounce a separate figure for
Negro Communists in the United States,
there 1s no reason to suppose that their
number increased during the years 1949-51,
If anything, it fell off-especially after the
outbreak of hostilities in Korea.
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It is no question of the justice or injustice
of CIO demands. Those are old and limited
issues, often raised before and as often
settled.
OWnership of property, however, is in the
last analysis about all there is to freedom.
If steel mills can be seized, then anything
AND A LOOK AHEAD
can be seized. Truman him.self left unanGranted that Communist propaganda has
swered a direct question of what he regards
proved to be a miserable failure with most
as his powers to seize newspapers in the
Negroes, what about the future? Predicfashion of Peron, Argentina's dictator.
tion of human conduct is, even under the
The threat is not a new one, and the inmost favorable circumstances, a risky busidifference as to what happens to steel is
ness. On the other hand, there is one cri•
amazing. As long ago as 1946 Truman toyed
terion which justifies speculation in the matwith the idea of seizing farmers' cattle to
ter of the future success or failure of Comsolve a beef shortage, Farmers then were
munist propaganda among Negroes. This
staging something of a strike of their own
is the criterion of adaptability. If the Combecause Government price controls made it
munist Party would entirely adapt itself to
impossible to produce and sell at the price
the problems of Negro life in the United
which was fixed. That Truman stayed his
States, its propa'g anda might receive serious
hand at the last moment came not from any
attention. But that is precisely what the . scruples about seizing private property or
party cannot do. Every one of its activities
because of guaranteed rights to free ownermust be subordinated to the aggressive amship, but only because it became clear that
bition of a foreign power, whose interests frethe meat shortage could not be licked that
quently conflict with those of American
way, and farmers comprised a powerful voting
Negroes.
.
bloc.
Mrs. Edith Sampson's reply to a critic of
The threat to farmers at that time should
the U:q.ited States, "I would rather be a Negro
prove a lesson to even the most radical labor
1n America than a citizen in any other land,"
union now. Government dictatorship is a
upset the editors of the Daily Worker very
two-edged weapon. Even so, the beef issue
much. !But ther-e is nothing that they can
raised no surge of public reaction outside
do about it, or about the sentiments of the
the industry itself. Neither has the steel
overwhelming majority of Negroes in the
issue, which has been carried to a concluUnited States. So long as conditions consion.
tinue to improve in this country, albeit far
There have been scattered calls in the
too slowly, and so long as the party continues
press for impeachment, also by a few repreto put Russia first, Communist propagand;l.
sentatives of the people. It is quite apamong American Negroes will not succeed.
parent, however, that a spineless Congress
will take the issue lying down. Its task these
days is to tax and to appropriate. ·As a sideshow, we have the investigations of where
the
money has been squandered .after it ls
Wake Up-Help Keep Liberty and
too late to do anything about it. LeaderProperty
ship in defense of American principles is
sadly lacking.
There is no certain recourse in the Federal
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
courts. They have been packed for 20 years
OF
with political appointees, few of whom have
either appreciation or sympathy for the real
foundations of American liberty.
America appears to have lost the vitality
· OF WISCONSIN
which once safeguarded these freedoms with
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
almost religious fervor. The day is gone
Wednesday, April 30, 1952
when patriots fired the "shot heard round
the world" because foreign troops followed .
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin.
Mr. their protests on a penny tax on tea. Gone ·
Speaker, under leave to extend my re- are the men of the abolitionist stripe, who
marks, I am including an editorial from once ran southern slaves through this very
the Janesville <Wis.) Gazette, which ap- community on the way to Canada and freepeared on April 21. It is encouraging to dom. Gone, alsQ, is the spirit' which in 1898
note that newspapers all over this coun- swept tyranny from Cuba and the Pacific
try have expressed their sentiments as islands.
Liberty meant something in those days,
set forth in this timely editorial which whether
in confiscation through taxation,
refers to the President's unlawful seizure restrictions on individual freedom or rights
of the steel mills. My congratulations to to property.
the editor of the Janesville Gazette.
There is no discernible interest in these
things any longer. The Janesville Gazette's
The editorial follows:
Voice of the People column has had not one
WAKE . UP-HELP KEEP LmERTY AND
letter of protest in the most vital issue of
PROPERTY
this postwar era. The mail has been filled
April 1952 is a time likely to go down in
with comments about dogs digging in the
history as that in which America lost its
daisies while owners allow the very right to
liberty.
hold inviolate the soil they prize so highly
Unless an upsurge of universal protest is
to slip from their grasp. How blind can we ·
registered at once, the right to free ownerget.
ship of property is gone. Seizure by PresiMilk-toast speakers still tell their yawndential order, in complete disregard of the
ing listeners of creeping socialism and dedue-process provisions of the Constitution,
plore the fact that our liberties are endanWill win by default. Whatever we may have
gered. They have yet to catch up with the
had yesterday-cash, automobile, home, busiidea that the dangers they see ahead are alness-we still· possess today, but it may be
ready upon us, and that emergen<,Jy action is
mere possession and not ownership.
the need today.
Government can seize these properties
While we sit beside the radio to hear a
whenever the whim may ~orne. That is the
sum and substance of President Truman's . popgun thril,ler, the last acts of one of the
great dramas of the age are being spelled out.
action !n the steel dispute. Here is no issue
Federal officialdom is moving in to take over
of steel profits or ability to pay higher wages.

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
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tons of limestone applied to 1,500,000 acres
of land in Oklahoma under the PMA program.
It is also estimated by soil scientists that
on the average in the United States the
application of each ton of phosphate (20percent P 20 5 equivalent) will increase the
production of hay and pasture forage by
about 8 tons. If converted to beef, the increase due to the application of 1 ton of
phosphate equals approximately 570 pounds
The 1951 PMA Program in Oklahoma
live weight.
In 1951 in Oklahoma 56,400 tons of phosphate (20 percent P 20 5 equivalent) were
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
spread under the PMA program on phosphate
OF
deficient soils. Converted on the above
basis this means 450,000 tons more hay and
forage or 32,000,000 pounds more beef from
OF OKLAHOMA
the acreage to which phosphate was applied.
Since 1936 there have been 240,000 tons of
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVFS
phosphate applied under the PMA progr.a m.
Wednesday, April 30, 1952
This has meant an increase of about 2,000,000 tons of hay and forage. Converted to
Mr. STIGLER. Mr. Speaker, I just beef this would mean an increase of 137,000,recently received a summary of some 000 pounds live weight.
selected major soil-building practices
Since the beginning of the program, 95,performed in Oklahoma under the 1951 000 stockwater ponds have been built in
PMA program from Mr. Lyle L. Hague, Oklahoma, of which 9,150 were built in 1951.
chairman of the Oklahoma State PMA These ponds have been of inestimable value
in livestock production. Construction of
Committee, Stillwater, Okla.
these ponds has meant a better grazing
These practices together with soilsituation on 15,000,000 acres of our pasture
conservation practices are paying great and range. In addition to flood and erosion
dividends in our State. The information contr'ol benefits, these ponds have resulted
contained in tl:c summary is very in- in much better grazing distribution, much
formative and, under unanimous con- better seasonal use of pasture and range,
and a much more efficient over-all use of
sent, I include it as a.part of my remarks:
our pasture in the State with a consequent
For your information there is attached
increase in livestock production.
a summary of some selected major soilThese farm ponds built under the PMA
building practiccn performed in Oklahoma
program, are the only water-impounding
under the · 1951 PMA program. Aside from
structures being built in the United States
their value in conservation and soil-building
for which any substantial part of the conwe would like to illustrate what some of
struction cost is borne by private indithese practices are contributing to defense
viduals. Farmers pay on the average of
production and some of the benefits accruabout 50 percent of the construction cost.
ing to consumers from the application of
It is estimated that an additional 50,000 of
these practices.
these farm ponds are needed in Oklahoma.
Crop and livestock specialists estimate that
Eradication of noxious weeds and brush
one acre of improved· pasture is equal to
under the program has also contributed
two acres of unimproved pasture. Under
much to the improvement of our pasture.
the PMA program in 1951 in Oklahoma 312,To illustrate the importance of these prac·
500 acres of depleted cropland and pasture
tices, it is estimated that a 1-cent-a-pound
were seeded to adapted pasture grasses and
increase in the cost of meat, dairy, and paul·
legumes with the use of fertilizers on much
try products, resulting from a declintl in
of the acreage. This mean s that the equivaproduction because of a loss of soil fertility,
lent of 312,500 acres was added in 1951 to
would cost the consumers of this country
the carrying capacity of our pastures.
four times the cost of the ACP program.
In Oklahoma since 1936 approximately
Over 2,000,000 acres in the State have been
8,000,::100 acres of pasture have been estabprotected by terraces under the program
lished or improved by seeding or overseeding
since 1936. Over 11,000,000 acres of green
legumes and grasses under the program. In
manure and cover crops have been planted.
terms of production of livestock and liveTerraces built in Oklahoma during the past
stock products, this has the same effect as
15 years of the program would reach from
adding 3,000,000 acres to our total pasture
acreage. Experiments and farmer experience
New York City to Los Angeles 32 times, and
show that production from our pastures can · there are still some 8,000,000 or 9,000,000
be doubled or tripled by fertilization and
acres of cropland in the State which need
reseeding to adapted grasses and legumes.
terracing.
Soil scientists of the Department of AgriAll of these, plus the other soil conserving
culture and State experiment stations estiand soil building practices, have added tremate that over the area of the United States
mendously to our production capacity as well
where most limestone is used the applicaas preserved and improved a large acreage
tion of each ton of limeston e increased hay
of our farmland. With all of these accomand pasture forage by 0.83 ton. If converted
plishments, only a small part of the total
to beef, the increase equals 62 pounds live
conservation job has been done.
weight.
Three hundred thousand seven hundred
OKLAHOMA-1951 AGRICULTURAL CONSERVATION
PROGRAM, SELECTED PRACTICEs-PRELIMINARY
tons of limestone were applied on calciumREPORT
deficient soils in Oklahoma under the 1951
PMA program. Converted on the above Basis,
Terraces: 7,574 miles on 126,500 acres.
this applica tion of limestone means 250,000
Limestone: 300,700 tons on 157,900 acres.
tons more hay and pasture forage or 18,500,Phosphate (20 percent P 0 equivalent):
ooo pounds more beef from the same acre- 56,400 tons Oil: 551,000 acres.2 5
age. These figures represent the contribuGreen manure and cover crops: 989,800
tion to increased production from lime for
acres.
1 year only. Response from limestone is
Establishing and reseeding pastures: 312,practically as great in the second and third
500 acres.
years. Smce 1936 there have been 2,800,000
Livestock ponds: 9,150.

America, lock, stock, and barrel.
More
guarded acts in past years and months have
been met with indifference and no effective
protest. Most citizens have been asleep.
The game is now out in the open and
moving fast.

HON. WILLIAM G. STIGLER

Discrimination by Selective Service ·
Against Scholarships of Rotary and
Other Groups in Favor of Rhodes
Scholarships for Study Abroad
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALVIN F. WEICHEL
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. WEICHEL. Mr. Speaker, I am informed that Rotary annually awards
scholarships based on merit to American
boys for advanced study in foreign countries and that similar awards of scholarships are made by other groups of Americans for study outside of the United
States.
Such scholarships have been a stimulation and help to the education of the
youth of America and I see no reason why
selective service grants special privileges
to study abroad for those who have been
awarded the Rhodes scholarships for
study in England, while the scholarships
awarded by Rotary, similar groups, and
. American citizens, are denied the priv·
ileges extended to Rhodes scholarships
I believe that all scholarship awards for
studying abroad should be accorded the
same ·equal treatment without favor to
the Rhodes scholarships and if there is
to be special treatment accorded, it
should be in favor of scholarships
a warded by Americans.
Mr. Speaker, evidently scholarships
a warded by Rotary and other groups are
discriminated against by selective service, for I am quoting from the Rotary
Club of Sandusky, Ohio, with reference
to this discrimination, and I believe that
this condition should be investigated
with a view that American scholarships
such as Rotary and others be at least accorded the same kind of treatment as is
bestowed upon the Rhodes scholarships,
pursuant to the following which I received from the Rotary Club of Sandusky, Ohio:
An apparent discrimination, on, the part
of the Selective Service Board in Washington,
D. C., has just been called to my attention.
I understand that they have recently issued
Operational Bulletin No. 60, which rules that
local draft boards cannot defer United States
students who wish to study abroad unless
they hold either a Rhodes or Fulbright
scholarship.
You, no doubt, are ·familiar with the
Rotary Foundation fellowships, which were
established by Rotary International in 1947.
This foundation was designed as a memorial
to Paul Harris, the founder of Rotary International, and since its inception, has been
used for advance study by carefully selected,
college-graduate students from all parts of
the world, allowing each one, 1 year of advanced study in universities located in countries other than their own. This world-wide
project, now in its sixth year, has been acclaimed by Government officials, educators,
and experts in the field of international relations as a most decisive step in the achievement of world peace.
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The Rhodes scholarship concerns but one
university (Oxford) in England. The Fulbright scholarships are limited to only the 21
countries participating in the Fulbright program. Rotary Foundation scholarships have
been awarded to 394 students from 48 countries for study in 132 universities in 30 countries. This coming year, 111 scholarships,
awarded in 50 countries, will be involved in
this program.
My interest in the Selective Service Board
not including Rotary scholarships under this
operational bulletin has been alerted by the
fact that Mr. Blank, of Sandusky, Ohio, has
been awarded a Rotary scholarship for study
abroad. He was picked as the most capable
student, recommended by the 51 Rotary
Clubs, comprising the northern Ohio district.
Mr. Blank has already completed his arrangements to enter the University of Geneva,
Geneva, Switzerland, and is planning to report for his studies immediately following
his graduation at Miami University in June.
It appears to me that it would be a great
injustice on the part of our Selective Service
to deny him, as well as the other students
awarded similar Rotary scholarships, the
same privileges that are being granted on
Rhodes or Fulbright awards.
Sincerely yours,
A. J . LITTLE,
President, Sandusky Rotary Club.

Mr. Speaker·, with such special favor
given to awards of Rhodes scholarships
by Selective Service and denied to those
awarded American scholarships, I ask
that Selective Service at least accord
American scholarships the same kind of
treatment it accords the Rhodes scholarships, and that the Armed Forces Committee investigate this apparent discrimination against Americans, contained in
Selective Service Operational Bulletin
No. 60 as described in this letter.

Existence of Unemployment Compensa·
tion Threatened
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, there is
a consistent demand emanating from the
same unfriendly sources that from the
very outset opposed the establishment of
the whole social-security system, including unemployment compensation, to
attempt to undermine the workers' plan
by nibbling .at its foundations. Right
now it is intended to drain all but a
fraction of the three-tenths of 1 percent
collected for administrative purposes
and held in a fund by the Federal Government for the States. This is the sole
and only leverage which can be applied
to maintain the minimal standards
which might, if broken down, cause such
devastating competition in industry as
to bring about the ruin or the sliift of
business and manufacture to the back•
ward and less progressive States.

Labor must be ready to do combat in
this battle to protect its hard-earned
gains. I beat this attempt at the governors' conference at Chicago, and again
at Washington, D. C., and continued the
fight by correspondence at Colorado
Springs, but I cannot carry on alone and
wia the battle.
I attach herewith a statement I requested from the United States Department of Labor and a pertinent table
along with a copy of my Jetter to 10 governors in attendance at the •Colorado
Springs, Colo., conference:
COMPARISON OF FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAX
COLLECTIONS AND ExPENDITURES FOR UNEM•
PLOYMENT INSURANCE AND EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
ADMINISTRATION,
FISCAL
YEARS

1938-1951

Federal unemployment taxes, which are
generally regarded as the source of funds for
defraying the costs of administering the unemployment insurance and employment
service programs, have been consistently
higher in volume than the amounts expended for such administration. During the
period beginning July 1, 1937, and ending
June 30, 1951, collections of the 0.3 percent
Federal tax have totaled $2,257,000,000.
State administrative expenditures . for this
period aggregated about $1,484,000,000 while
the Federal costs of administration have apapproximated $87,500,000. Tax collections
therefore, have exceeded State expenditures
by some $774,000,000; the excess over the
combined State and Federal costs. of administration totals about $686,006,000.
The amount by which incoming revenue
has exceeded expenditures varied considerably from year to year. Beginning with
1938, the annual increment increased almost
continually, reaching a peak of about $78,000,000 during 1944. The excess declined
sharply during 1946, totaling but $48,000,000 as reconversion unemployment resulted
iii heavy unemployment insurance workloads. The expansion of civilian production
during the three succeeding postwar years
was accompanied by increases in the annual
excess, but the business setback of 1949-50
brought the excess down to $45,000,000 for
1950. This experience seems to indicate that,
in general, the excess rises during periods of
good business conditions and falls during
less prosperous times.
Although the United States Treasury has
collected much more in unemployment taxes
than has been expended for administration
by all States combined, there is considerable
variation in this relationship from State to
State. State expenditures were equivalent
to about 66 percent of tax collections for the
entire 14-year period. The individual State
ratios, however, range from 45.4 percent in
Illinois to 190.2 percent in North Dakota. In
addition to the latter State, 12 othersAlaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho, Mississippi,
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, South Dakota,
Utah, Vermont, and Wyoming--experienced
ratios of over 100 percent. Thus, the proceeds of the Federal tax for the period 19381951 would have been insufficient to pay the
costs of administering the employment security program for this period in about onefourth of the States. If we consider this
relationship for individual years, as many as
28 States had expenditures in excess of tax
revenue during at least one of the 13 fiscal
years 1939-1951. The States in this category
are generally the less industrialized and less
thickly populated areas of the country. In
order to provide sufficient funds for efficient
administration in each of the States, regardless of size, fiscal capacity, degree of indus-
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trialization, or density of population, the
Congress provided for the present pooling of
administrative funds in the original socialsecurity legislation.
I.-Obligations for State Employment
Service and Unemployment Insurance Administration as percent oj Federal unemployment tax collections, by State, fiscal
years 1938-51
[Amounts in thousands]

TABLE

State

Obligations
for Employ- Estimated
ment Service Federal
and Unem- unemployployment
ment tax
Insurance
collecAdministrations 2
tion 1

Obligations as
percent
of tax
collections

Total a______

$1, 48.1, 907

$2,257,454

65. 7

Alabama _-------Alaska ___ -------Arizona ____ ~----Arkansas _________
California __ -----Colorado_- - -----Connecticut ______
Delaware ______ ___
District
of Columbia_________

22,001
2, 911
8, 786
12,964
142,420
10, 457
26,212
3, 949

24,927
2,198
6,397
9, 501
177, 246
13, 142
50,123
5, 944

88. 3
132.4
137.3
136.4
80.4
79.6
52.3
66.4

11, 007
19,476
21, 812
3, 800
6, 563
81,394
34,301
14,783
12, 634
17, 381
19, 770
9,490
23, 489
63,665
76, 572 .
27,282
13, 822
30,825
6,197
8, 789
4, 247
7, 209
li9, 814
5, 506
197, 123
27,063
4, 578
73,416
16,063
19,306
123,193
13,604
14,599
4, 057
23,990
52,666
8,449
4, 925
18,946
29,157
15,587
23,782
3,864

12,944
22,616
28,403
5, 654
4, 715
179, 236
67,588
21, 844
17, 256
22,022
24,725
12, 150
36, 751
94,843
135,040
32,097
8, 873
52, 754
5, 044
10, 232
2, 508
7, 672
100,353
4,010
319, 74.0
34.120
2, 407
157,690
18.521
22, 774
205,347
16.935
15,660
2,877
29,366
72,031
7,234
4,188
30,463
37,106
28,224
51, 121

85.0
86.1
76.8
67.2
139.2
45. 4
50. 8
67.7
73. 2
78.9
80.0
78. 1
63. 9
67. 1
56. 7
85.0
155.8
58.4
122. 9
85.9
169.3
94. 0
59.6
137.3
61.7
79.3
190.2
46.6
81\.7
84.8
60.0
80.3
93;2
141.0
81.7
73.1
116.8
117.6
62.2
78.6
55.2
46.5
136.2

Florida_---------Georgia ___________
Hawaii__ _________
Idaho_ ----------illinois ____________
--------Indiana
Iowa
__ ---------Kansas
_____ ______Kentucky_------Louisiana_------Maine ____________
Maryland ________
Massachusetts ____
Michigan _________
Minnesota ________
Mississippi_ ______
Missouri_ ________
Montana _________
Nebraska _________
Nevada ___ ------New Hampshire __
N ew Jersey ___ ____
New Mexico ______
New York ____ ____
North Carolina ___
North Dakota ____
Ohio
___ ---------Oklahoma
___ _____
Oregon_---------Pennsylvania _____
Rhode I~land _____
South Carolina ___
South Dakota ____
Tennessee ________
Texas
___ --------Utah _____________
Vermont__------Virginia_--------Washington
______
West Virginia ____
Wisconsin ________
Wyoming ________

2,838

1 Excludes the cost of operating national and regional
offices of the Bureau of Employment Security, the U. S.
Employment Service, and the War Manpower Commis·
sion; administrative costs connected with the servicemen's readjustment allowance programs, both State
and National; costs related to the operation of the ational Reemployment Service; cost of operating the farm
placement program carried on by the Department of
Agriculture and State extension services during the
period 1943-47. Pen,alty mail and postage charges
prorated among States: those relating to employment
service operations for fiscal years 1945-47 are estimates.
Excludes Puerto Rico. Estimates of liquidation costs
(including terminal leave costs) involved in the return
of the employment service from Federal to State operation prorated over fiscal years 1943-47.
2 Distributed according to taxable wages in each State
covered by the Federal act for the calendar year ending
during the fiscal year. Data adjusted for wages in small
firms not covered by the act. State distribution of
collections based on States in which taxable wages earned
rather than on the internal-revenue district through
which the tax return actually filed. Total adjusted to
exclude (a) refunds to States that had not passed unemployment insurance laws in 1936, and (b) transfers to
Railroad Retirement Board.
s Figures will not necessarily add to totals because of
rounding.
·
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Division of Program Standards,
Financial and Actuarial Branch. Mar. 24, 1952.
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., June 19, 1949.

Hon. WILLIAM LEE KNous,
Gov ernor of Colotado,
Care of Governors' Conference,
Color ado Springs, Colo.

DEAR GOVERNOR KNOUS: I am vitally concerned about administrative financing proposals relating to unemployment compen. sation and the Employment Service.
The 100 percent offset is extremely dan- ·
gerous, emanates from doubtful or unfriendly sources, and as occurred once before,
should again be defeated. The same . proposals deferred at the Chicago conference,
and at my initiative disapproved . at the
Washington conference, are again being
advanced in new garb but with the same
objective to remove Federal Government
from participation in present Federal-State
cooperation. ·.Basically this involves the wiping out of the minimal standards of existing
law and jeopardizes the welfare of workers
and of industry by creating a competitive advantage in States which would then lower
benefits, impose insurmountable conditions,
and in devious other ways undermine the
present system. Stagnant pools of unemployed in backward States would tend materially to reduce the high standards in force
· in the more progressive and industrialized
States. The general tendency would be reversed from advancement to retrogression.
These proposals to disrupt essential Federal-State cooperation come at a most critical
time when rising unemployment and economic uncertainty call for the closest possible understanding and cooperation.
I regard the Lynch bill as less objectionable
than the original 100-percent tax offset, but
I am opposed to the proposition of ·distributing excess Federal collections among States
for purposes other than administrative emergency expenditures, and use of such excess
funds for reinsurance to pay benefits to workers when State funds may become insolvent.
The proponents of the idea to sabotage
u~employment in devious and appealing
ways have presented their plan to the people
not the least of which is the demand for
State control-which ignores the fatal implications that will follow to annihilate the
present system.
The proponents according to Associated
Press dispatches have already jumped the
gun and loosed their barrage upon all forms
of Federal-State cooperation with emphasis
upon the alleged gross abuse in unemployment compensation payments which of
course can be corrected by the complaining
States wherein such abuses occur without
voiding Federal-State cooperation so essential to the maintenance of the higher standards protecting workers and industry in all
States.
I trust your views coincide with mine and
that you will .a ssume a forthright position
when the matter is presented to the conference.
I subscribe myself,
Cordially and sincerely yours,
JOHN D. DINGELL.
·
(Identical letters sent to the foilowing
· Governors: Hon. Wiliam Lee Knous, Governor of Colorado; Han. Earl Warren, Governor
of California; Hon. Chester Bowles, Governor of Connecticut; Hon. Adlai E. Stevenson,
Governor of Illinois; Hon. William Preston
Lane, Governor of Maryland; Ron. Paul A.
Dever, Governor of Massachusetts; Hon. G.
Mennen Williams, Governor of Michigan;
Hon. Thomas E. Dewey, Governor of New
York; Hon. W. Kerr Scott, Governor of North
Carolina; Hon. Frank J. Lausche, Governor
of Ohio.)

The Walsh-Healey Act
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS J. LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 8, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wish to include the following statement
prepared•by the CIO Committee on Fair
Labor Standards of Washington, D. C.,
entitled ''What Is the Walsh-Healey Act
and .How Does It Work?":
WHAT Is THE WALSH-HEALEY ACT AND How
DOES IT WORK?
The Public Contracts Act was passed in
1936. It is similar in purpose to the BaconDavis Act enacted earlier, applying only to
Government construction contracts.
BACKGROUND-WHY THE ACT IS NEEDED
In the early thirties widespread indignation was aroused when it ' was found that
large purchases by the Government had been
placed with companies which paid substandard wages, where working conditions were
bad, or in some cases actually dangerous,
or worked their employees excessively long
hours. The better types of manufacturers
or suppliers who attempted to pay tolerable
wages and who treated employees at least
decently, were underbid time after time by
some of the worst sweatshops or chiselers in
their industries. The Federal Government's
system of letting contracts by competitive
bidding was in practice, giving competitive
advantages, amounting in some instances to
virtually a sure thing, to the worst sweatshop operators and even to fly-by-night concerns created just for the purpose of grabbing a fat Government contract.
The late Senator :David I. Walsh and Representative Arthur D. Healey, both ·of Massachusetts (the Congressman is now serving
on the bench) , moved to correct these conditions.
WHAT THE ACT PROVIDES
The Public Contracts Act applies to any
contract let by the United States for supplies, materials, or articles costing over
$10,000.
The act requires 'the Secretary of Labor to
determine the prevailing minimum rate in
the particular industry and then to fix that
amount as the lowest rate to be paid to labor
employed on these contracts. The Government sets the prevailing minimum on the
basis of existing rates; it does not alter the
wage level.
· The Govern~ent is also required to bar
the use of convict labor on this type of work,
Minimum standards must be set up to prevent exploitation of children employed in
these establishments.
Health and safety standards are also set
forth .
In practice . these orders are exceedingly
mild and require nothing more than any average concern customarily provides for its
workers.
All wage determinations are made only
after full public hearings at which employers are not merely invited, but actually do
offer testimony and present oral or other
arguments.
No employer .is obliged to pay the rates set
forth in these Walsh-Healey orders unless
he decides to bid on Government work.
ONLY 42 WAGE ORDERS SINCE 1936.
Forty-two industries are covered by wage
determinations made by the United States
Department of Labor since the law was
passed 1n 1936. Most of these were issued

before the war, when minimum wages in the
particular industries ranged from 40 to 50
cents. Within the past year the Secretary
of Labor has issued 12 new orders which fix
the prevailing minimum at rates from 75
·cents to $1.40 per hour.
PRESENT IMPORTANCE OF THE ACT-DVER $15,•
000,000,000 OF CONTRACTS LET IN 1951
In 1951 over $15,000,000,000 worth of
Government orders were let under the terms
of th_e Public Contracts Act. Obviously a
much greater volume of such contracts will
be let this year.
It would be a national disgrace to help resurrect a new generation of sweatshoppers
fed by Government business. Sound and
rational national economic policy requires
the lending of all possible Government aid to
enable decent employers to compete fairly
for these contracts. Costs to the Government are not increased by the requ irements
of the law. Fair employers will still compete with each other on the basis of who is
more efficient or alert in seeking awards from
Government · agencies. But their competition will be fair.
WHAT THE UNITED STATES CHAMBER OP'
COMMERCE IS AFTER
The United States Chamber of Commerce
charges that in making determinations under
the Walsh-Healey Act the Department of
Labor somehow or other .violates the Fair
Labor Standards Act. The United States
C'hamber of Commerce knows this is nonsense.
What the chamber is after is a requirement
that under Walsh-Healey no minimum rates
shall be fixed which are higher than those
in the wage-and-hour law. In short, the
United States .C hamber is seeking to pressure
the Department of Labor to distort the
meaning of the Public Contracts Act in
favor of certain very low-wage employers.
The Fair Labor Standards Act sets up a
fiat , fixed minimum; Walsh-Healey requires
that the Department discover just what the
prevailing minimum is in a certain industry
at a given time and issue an order requiring that amount to be the basic wage. Experience has shown that prevailing minimum
in certain industries is considerably higher
than the over-all minimum written into the
wage-and-hour law.
If the Government did what the United
States Chamber of Commerce wants it to do,
the low-wage, chiseling-type of employer
would have gobbled up the $15,000,000,000
business-which Uncle Sam put out to bid
last year.
We seriously question whether the bigbusiness outfits which pay most of the
freight for the chamber and the National
Association of Manufacturers have given any
real thought to the practical implications of
this drive in behalf of unfair sweatshop competition which is being carried on with their
money.
OUR RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend and urge that you give
this matter your attention and study . . It
seems to us that you must recognize the
justice and logic of our arguments and the
falsity and dangers in the propaganda
against the Walsh-Healey Act.
The Congress would by no stretch of the
imagination consider repealing a humane law
of this type which, moreover, promotes fair .
competition for all reputable employers.
The Departm.ent of Labor is entitled to
your approval and support in its efforts to
a.dminister fairly and effectively the Public
Contracts Act.
We urge you to help in heading off a propaganda drive based on misrepresentation before it gets up more momentum. More especially we wish to testify out of our practical
experience to the real value of this law and
urge the necessity for keeping Walsh-Healey
on the books, and vfgorously administered.
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Practically everyday experience proves · that
the law is essential today.
It is far too late in the day for any legislative body in the United.States to give aid
or countenance to · wage-chiseling practices
and practitioners-especially to those looking for business from the United States Government.

Appropriations for Veterans' Admin·
istration
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BEN F. JENSEN
OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave granted to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include the following
letters:
IOWA DEPARTMENT,
THE AMERICAN LEGION,

Des Moines, Iowa, April 22, 1952.

Hon. BEN F. JENSEN,
Congressman From Iowa,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN JENSEN: I WOUld like to
call to your attention the effect of H. R. 7072,
which passed the House recently and is now
pending in the Senate. It may be that the
House Appropriations Committee shoved this
bill through without a majority of the Members knowing what actually had been done to
the VA appropriation.
I cannot believe that you knew what the
bill would do and yet have allowed it to pass.
Luckily, before the passage of the bill, Representative McGRATH secured its amendment
to restore the appropriation for some of the
VA contact offices. As originally drafted, the
bill would even require the elimination of all
of these offices.
The blll contained the Veterans' Administration appropriation, and it cut $85,000,000
out of the conservative figure which was recommended by the very conservative Budget
Bureau. You can well imagine that the
Budget Bureau cut the appropriation to the
bone before it came to the House, and then
the House, under the leadership of Representative THOMAS, cut it still more. This is
the worst cut since the_Economy Act of 1933.
It will cripple every activity of the Veterans' Adminis.tration. · Among other things,
it will force the dismissal of 8,338 badly
needed employees, 6,380 in the Medical Division.
It gives no allowance for the staffing of 21
new hospitals scheduled to open in the next
year.
Thirty-five VA hospitals-1,200 to · 1,400
beds-now in operation will have to be
closed.
It provides no personnel to staff 15 new
hospitals to be completed soon.
It will necessitate the ouster of 3,365 veterans who have service-connected disab1lities
and who are now treated in non-VA hospitals
under the contract basis.
It will practically eliminate the highly
tauted medical and dental consultants staff.
Research · and teaching programs and reserve of medical supplies and medicines will
be eliminated.
It wm result in the low of 2,058 administrative employees and the cutting down on
the adjudicating staffs so that the backlog
on claims will become even worse.
It will further delay the long needed pro•
gram of modernization of buildings such as
is needed and has long been recommended
at the Veterans' Hospital in Des Moines, Iowa.
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To top everything off, the Hous-e inconneeded employees, 6,380 in the medical divisistently voted $153,000,000 for the complesion."
The total employment requested for the
tion of the 1953 hospital construction pro•
Veterans' Administration in the estimates
gram and then at the same time did away
for
1953 was 170,569 employees of which
with any funds for personnel to staff these
127,486 are charged to the medical program.
hospitals.
Of those 127,486 charged to the medical proI am writing this letter in the most cogram there are 4,293 doctors, 846 dentists,
operative spirit hoping that you will find it
and 15,420 nurses. That leaves approximatepossible to insist upon a ~horough hearing on
ly 107,000 employees for other services in
all items in the VA budget.
the medical program. These employees are
The American Legion certainly believes in
maintenance
personnel, stenographers, bookeconomy wherever it can be effected but we
keepers, custodial employees, finance percall your attention to the fact that so Jar
sonnel, warehouse employees, and every conthere has been no economy except at the
ceivable type of employee that is not strictly
expense of veterans.
medical. I am sure you will agree that comI fully believe that you as a loyal Legionmon horse sense dictates that a modest renaire when you know the facts as I have set
duction in these 107,000 employees can be
them forth, will do something about restormade without affecting the medical program.
ing this reduction in the Veterans' AdminisAnother statement should be commented
tration budget.
upon. I quote: "It gives no allowance for
A letter was recently written by General
the staffing of 21 new hospitals scheduled to
Gray, the Veterans' Administrator to the
open in the next year."
·
House Appropriation Subcommittee setting
In that regard, the Veterans' Administra~
both of these facts . which so far, they have •
tion had 122,390 employees charged to the
not seen fit to make public. The Vet's Letmedical program in the fiscal year 1952 and
ter put out by- Army Times, however, did diS·
they seek an increase of slightly more than
-close the writing of this letter.
5,000 for 1953. This additional 5,000 emIn behalf of the maimed and wounded who
ployees should certainly be ample to take
have no one to fight for them except the
care of any new beds coming into operation
veterans' organizations, I request your earin the fiscal year 1953. These can be senest attention to the matters set forth in this
cured under the appropriation granted very
letter.
easily by eliminating less important adminVery truly yours,
istrative personnel.
DUDLEY WEIBLE.
Another statement should be clarified. I
quote: "Thirty-five VA hospitals ( 1,200 to
HOUSE OF R-EPRESENTATIVES,
1,400 beds) now in operation will have to
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,
be closed."
Washington, D. C., April 29, 1952.
The medical program has in excess of 122,Hon. BEN F. JENSEN,
·
000 employees. If these employees cannot
Member of Congress,
operate all beds, then we need some new
House of Representatives,
hospital managers. Not a single needed bed
Washington, D. C.
will be closed.
DEAR COLLEAGUE: Permit me to acknowlAnother statement needs clarification. I
edge :Peceipt of your letter transmitting a.
quvte: "It will necessitate the ouster of
communication from the Honorable Dudley
3,365 veterans who have service-connected
disabilities and who are now treated in nonWeible, of Des Moines, Iowa, speaking for
VA hospitals under the contract basis."
the American Legion, Department of Iowa.
There is a total of 7,011 veterans in nonI want to commend Mr. Weible for his inveteran hospitals. Of that number 3,020
terest in our veterans as set forth in his
are service connected and 3,991 are nonletter of April 22. He, like other good leservice connected. The estimate for all
gionnaires, all American citizens, and all
costs for the care of veterans in non-VA
Members of Congress, are deeply interested
hospitals was $24,401,400. This item was
in the welfare of the veterans. I know that
not reduced. Not a single veteran will be
Mr. Weible is absolutely genuine and sincere
denied any medical care. If he is denied any
in all the statements that he makes in his
medical care it is not because of a lack of
lett~r. but, frankly, someone has given him
funds -but because of the judgment of the
a great many erroneous ideas and concluparticular
hospital manager.
sions.
Another statement deserves clarification.
I quote some of his language which is
I quote: "Research and teaching programs
erroneous: "This is the worst cut since the
and reserve of medical supplies and mediEconomy Act of 1933."
cines will be eliminated."
In connection with the foregoing, the
The committee believes in research, not
House did not cut compensation and penonly in medicine but in the whole field of
sions, which are ·big items in the nature of
research engaged in by the Federel Governbenefits for veterans. Not one penny was
ment. As a matter of ·fact, this year there
cut. When it comes to GI benefits, as far
is being spent nearly $2,000,000,000 for reas training is concerned, it is not the insearch by the Government. There is much
tention of the committee and the House to
duplication and overlapping in all fields of
cut off one single right that any veteran
medical research in the Government. The
is entitled to. We gave to the Veterans'
veterans have a large research program. The
Administration every cent their figures supAtomic Energy Commission is doing a lot
ported. If a larger number of veterans are
of
medical research and so is the Public
enrolled in schools of all types than funds
Health Service, the Army, the Navy, and the
allowed will pay for, additional appropriaAir Force-all in medicine. A reasonable cut
tions will be provided to meet such needs.
was made in the VA medical research proSince there is no reduction whatsoever in
gram. That cut certainly will not hurt the
the item for compensations and pensions
day-to-day medical service to any veterans
(which takes care of the disabled veterans
who seeks medical assistance. Medical supand their dependents) there is not the
plies and medicines on hand in the various
slightest cut in appropriations for that purveterans' hospitals and depots amount to
pose. Therefore, there is no relation to or
$37,000,000. This inventory is much greater
comparison with the Econom:t· Act of 1933,
than it should be. We have reduced funds
which was directed to reductions in comwith which to add to this presently large
pensation.
inventory. There will not be a shortage of
Another statement which needs clarifica•
medical supplies because the total needs for
tion is, I quote:
medicines in 1953 are estimated by the VA at
"It will cripple every activity of the Vetf28,000,000.
erans' Administration. Among other things,
Another statement deserves comment by
it will force the dismissal of_ 8,338 badly
the committee. I quote: "It will result in
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tho loss of 2,058 administrative employees
and the cutting down on the adjudicating
staffs so that the backlog on claims will become even worse."
It should be pointed out again that no
benefits have been taken from the veterans.
Instea d, the Congress added in the 1953
appropriation $93 ,000,000 for new benefits
authorized by the first session of the Eightysecond Congress. The veterans, along with
other taxpa:· ers of the country, . are paying
this bill. '!be total veterans' bill for 1953
will be in excess of $4,000,000,000 (without
full Korean benefits) . I am sure that Mr.
Weible will agree with the committee and
the House that no veterans' benefits should
be cut. In order to insure that no benefits
will be cut and that we do not have an
Economy Act similar to 1933, it is prudent to
reduce administrative costs. Isn't it far
better that a few jobs be eliminated rather
than one penny of benefits to the veterans
be cut off? The committee has not cut the
benefits.
I note Mr. Weible says, I quote: "The
American Legion certainly believes in economy wherever it can be effected."
The committee will not economize at the
expense of the veteran. We are merely trying to protect the benefits by cutting down
administrative expenses.
Another statement deserves some mention. I quote: "It will further delay the
long-needed program of modernization of
buildings such as is needed and has long
been recommended at the veterans' hospital
1n Des Moines, Iowa."
It is a known fact that a good many medical and surgical hospitals of the VA are having an increase in bed vacancies, some up to
20 percent; A good many newspapers have
pointed out the surplus of VA general medical hospital beds. The VA is now in process
of converting a large number of these general medical and surgical beds into specialized types of beds, such as NP and TB beds.
This program will cost a billion dollars or
more before it is finished. It is called a
modernization program. This year was the
first year this program was submitted to the
Congress. The budget. estimate was for
$15,000,000 to get the program under way
and the committee and the House gave every
cent of it. I am sure that the hospital at
Des Moines will be taken care of as it is a
part of the modernization program.
Another statement deserves some comment. I quote: "In behalf of the maimed
and wounded who have no one to fight for
them except the veterans' organizations, I
request your earnest attention to the matters set forth in this letter."
No one has a monopoly in his desire to
help the maimed and wounded and also the
other veterans who were fortunate enough
not to be maimed and wounded. I have
observed through many years in Congress
that when any veterans' benefit bill comes
· up there is not even a small handful of the
Members of the House or the Senate who
vote against these benefits. The VA records
show that about 65 percent of all VA hospital beds are occupied by non-service-connected cases. Even the non-service-connected veterans are taken care of, and certainly,
every Member of Congress will see to it that
every wounded veteran is cared for. The
Korean veterans have not been fully taken
care of but I am sure that the House will
vote as it has in the past to give these veterans the benefits that they deserve, the
additional cost of which will be tremendous.
The veterans, like other taxpayers, are
carrying the largest tax load in the history
of our country: War has caused this burden. People are weary of paying taxes.
There is a limit to what the Nation can
spend. However, under no circumstances
should benefits for wounded veterans and
their dependents, and other needy veterans,
be curtailed. It makes sense to cut out the
waste ap.d extravagance in the administra-

tive cost of the Veterans' Administration so
that benefits will not be cut.
Sincerely yours,
ALBERT. THOMAS,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Independent Offices Appropriations.

Annual Loyalty Day Observance Sponsored by Post No. 290, Veterans of
Foreign Wars of the United States, Nanticoke, Pa.
~XTENSION

OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES E. VANZANDT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 30, 1952

• Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, on
Saturday, April 26, 1952, the Veterans of
Foreign Wars of the United States observed Loyalty Day in many large communities of the Nation.
It was my privilege to take part in the
Loyalty Day observance sponsored by
Post No. 290, Veterans of Foreign Wars
of the United States, Nanticoke, Pa.,
where I delivered the following address:
Human freedom, like peace, is mankind's
most cherished goal.
That freedom is now challenged around
the earth.
Severe blows have been struck against the
freedom of mankind in the past, but never
with such intensity as at the present.
By propaganda, by promises, and by
threat~. men and women in many countries
are being persuaded or forced to shift their
lifelong ~llegiances and national loyalties
to that of an a"'".heistic ideology of a foreign
state.
As for this country, I am convinced that
after adequate defense is attained, the
strength of our loyalty to American ideals
will determine whether or not this Republic
survives.
If, as our leaders tell us, these are the most
perilous times the United States has ever
experienced in her eventful history then it
is high time that we rededicate ourselves to
Americanism in its broadest and truest
sense, for you, my fellow citizens, will agree
that more than lip service is required at this
crisis in world history if we are to emerge
victorious in a campaign which may well be
called Operation Survival.
It is, therefore, a deep source of satisfaction to those of us of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars of the United States to know that
from April 26 through May 4, Loyalty Day
demonstrations and parades have been, or
will be, held throughout the Nation.
/ We are grateful to the men, women, and
children who march and participate in these
Loyalty Day celebrations, inspired by love
of country and loyalty to the flag of the
United States.
We are proud that so many of our 10,000
posts have done something, great or small,
to sponsor and mark Loyalty Day and thereby show by deeds and action their faith in
the American system of self-government and
their devotion to the principles of the
founding fathers.
To the many other 'Organizations which
joined with us and to State and municipal
authorities, we of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars express heartfelt appreciation. Yes,
we are grateful to all because our cause is
worthy and one that will receive increasing
recognition in the years ahead.
Loyalty Day is a counterdemonstration to
the May Day program of the Communists in
eastern metropolitan cities. Those of us

belonging to the Veterans of Foreign Wars
and living in the eastern part of the United
States decided 20 years ago that there should
be an inspiring parade each year by men and
women who love their country and who
would fight to protect it.
This orderly demonstration was also
planned to warn Communists and their
sympathizers who march on May Day that
genuine Americanism is not only strong,
but challenges any attack on the American
form of government.
This praiseworthy idea gradually spread
and grew, and in 1950 Loyalty Day was sponsored for the first time on a Nation-wide
scale by the VFW.
National tecognition quickly followed, and
today Loyalty Day celebrations such as this
are community events of great importance.
Could there be a more appropriate time
for Loyalty Day observances than today,
when the Communist Party is reviving its
so-called peace offensive?
These promoters of this world-wide Kremlin-directed propaganda fully realize they
have easy access to the American public
because of one of our most precious freedoms, the freedom of speech.
They are quick to take full advantage of
1t. With · a radio for every two persons in
the United States, and 6,977 newspapers and
periodicals, there is abundant opportunity
to wage psychological warfare, designed to
benefit Russia in particular, and communism
in general.
As you well know, our country maintains
radio freedom both as to broadcasting and
to the listener's choice of program. We are
all free to read or listen to what we please.
Therefore the freedoms we enjoy- are being
used today to help Russia's plans to communize the world.
An official report of the House Committee
on Un-American Activities explains this in
part, stating:
·
"The Communists exploit our freedom with
their psychological warfare. Thf; Communist military machine has boldly seized upon
the word 'peace' in an effort to secure moral
sanction for its own aggressive designs; To
achieve this, Communists must at the same
time portray its victims and intended victims as being ruled by imperialistic warmongers and war criminals.
"It is a case of the pickpocket crying 'stop,
thief.' Communists want to sap American
morals and secure converts to treason.
Soviet strategy aims to take full advantage
of the fact that there are many well-meaning
Americans who, in their deep detestation
of war, may be misled by Communist declarations cf peace and ·f riendship.''
This official report further states that governments such as the United States are responsive to public opinion, and that Communist propaganda is also calculated to develop a feeling of false security so that the
Red military machine can strike whenever
and wherever it pleases.
It all fits into the Red superplan. Willi
Muenzenberg, former European propaganda
expert for the Communist International,
is author of a little-known German work on
the Fascist propaganda of Adolf Hitler, which
fits the technique employed by Stalin.
Muenzenberg, describing Hitler's propaganda, said:
"By lulling the enemy to sleep with pacifist
phrases, he tries to induce him to neglect his
preparations for war. This sleep-induci:flg
hocus-pocus with which he tricks his enemy
is well suited to covering up his own war
preparations."
This, the technique and aim of one of
l .. ~tler's major prewar propaganda campaigns, is identical to that waged by Stalin's
party members, stooges, and fellow travelers
here in the United States and throughout
the world.
I call your attention to these things because I am talking about Loyalty Day, loyalty
to our country and its ideals. Our slogan
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for the day this year is: Loyalty, our first
fear, suspicion; we will work inside by creatline of defense.
ing racial hatreds, religious antagonisms; we
That suggests an important question for
will pit father against son, wife against husall of us: How may my loyalty benefit our
band; we will inaugurate campaigns to hate
free society?
Jews and to hate Catholics and to hate
Or to put it another way, in view of the
Negroes; we · will inspire strikes and riots;
times: How may I better serve my country
we will plant the seeds of turmoil and we
will cover it all with an inflation which will
in a time of peril?
But first, a word about that noble wordlead to economic disaster until we have
loyalty.
14,000,000 unemployed people on the streets
Loyalty can never be legislated. It comes
of imperialistic America. We will break their
from the heart; it springs from a free will.
economy; we will send their dollar down until
Josiah Royce, . distinguished philosopher
it is not worth 10 cents. We will destroy the
and writer on loyalty, defined loyalty as ·"the
future security from life insurance, from oldthoroughgoing, the voluntary, and the pracage pensions until a life annuity that sometical devotion of a self to a cause."
one felt would be substantial for the last of
At this ti.m e we are concerned with loyalty
life will buy but a loaf of bread. We will
in its practical, patriotic application.
break their currency; . we will break their
For that reason, the basic subject of
spirit. We will frighten them; we will scare
Americanism and loyalty thereto must be· them. We will create political chicanery; we
will confuse international diplomacy; we will
considered in concrete terms.
do these things.' "
Do not, for instance, worry about the
Tb.e plans for world conquest conceived
vague and general problem of Americanism
by Marx and Lenin and now being carried
and Americanization in somebody else's
on by the Kremlin are i.n the early phases of
tov·n. Study your own community.
execution.
Are there underprivileged people and unAs Hit1er laid down his general program
assimilated immigrants in your town or
vicinity? What can be done to make them
in Mein Kampf, so has Stalin given indicahave greater appreciation of the American
tion of future policy in his 1933 edition of
Leninism.
way of life?
What is being done for the needy and the
I quote: "The victory of socialism in one
unfortunate in the way of better sl:l.elter,
country is not an end in itself; it must be
food, medical attention, and education for
looked upon as a means of hastening the
their children? What agencies are helping
people's \"ictory in every other land. For the
them? What are the civic bodies doing?
victory of the revolution in one country
The churches? Industries? Veterans' or(Russia, for example) is likewise the beginganizations?
'
ning and the continuation of world revoOn the answers, you. will have a basis of
lution."
facts for action, whether individually or colHave not the events of the last 5 years
lectively, to help your fellow-Americans befollowed closely the letter and the spirit of
come better and more loyal citizens.
Stalin's statement?
Thereby you can strike telling blows at
How can we meet this challenge? I becommunism. Your aid will cause other
lieve that in the present crisis we must be
Americans to become more loyal.
·prepared to accept considerable sacrifice in
Your loyalty to the principles of free govthe months ahead; we must give serious
ernment is largely gaged by your example
thoug~t and study to the responsibilities
and the degree to which you exercise the reand duties of being good citizens of the
sponsibility of citizenship.
.
United States and try ever to be more worthy
Organized efficient community service,
of the privilege of our citizenship. We must
such as that conducted by the ·veterans ot
be diligent in helping where and whenever
Foreign Wars, can do tremendous good. Both
possible to effect a closer spiritual and poon the local and national level, exert every
litical unity throughout this land of ours;
effort to secure honest, competent leadership. · we must be careful to vote for leaders of
Vote in every election without fail. The
vision and courage; we must be stanch supvery foundation of this great Republic rests
porters of our defense program and of the
on the free election of the representatives
Armed Forces of the United States; and, i1
of the people.
called to duty, we must give our best as did
Did you ever pause to think that every
our fathers before us.
Congress elected, every law passed, every
If these things are done with courage,
amendment to the Constitution, forges links,
intelligence, and deep conviction, the forces
either weak or strong, in our American form
of evil cannot prevail against us. What
of government.
America does now will decide my future
It has been said that "Americanism is no
and your future, the future in which we
theory or ideal, but the spirit of America
must live.
embodied in the practical working out of
My friends, as Thomas Jefferson said:
political and social institutions."
'-'How little do my countrymen know the
Communism would overt~ow those poprecious blessings they are in possession of."
litical and social institutions which have
We of the VFW believe that Loyalty Day is a
made America great. The confiict is on, the : time to take inventory and to thank divine·
gauntlet is down. If you do not believe this
providence for these blessings.
statement is true I want you to please pay .
And because America is all of us, and we
close attention to a quotation from the
are America, the preservation of everything
speech of Lenin outside of Moscow before
we hold dear, and to which we are loyal, rests
World War I.
on the answer to one question: Will you be
Dr. Preston Bradley in a statement remaster of your fate?
ferred to Lenin's speech as follows:
"Did you read the address that Lenin gave
outside the walls of the Kremlin in the city
Resolution Protesting Government Waste
of Moscow? Of course you didn't. It is in
and Extravagan~e
English, and it is published. That address
outlined the pattern, and everything that
Lenin said outside the walls of Moscow has
EXTENSION OF. REMARKS
worked out according to the pattern; and
OF
what was it? He concluded that address by
saying. 'We will win the Western World for
communism without shedding a drop of a
OF MASSACHUSETTS
single Russian soldier's bloo-d.' And he said,
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
'How?' And he went •on with his unprecedented eloquence before a quarter of a mil- .
Tuesday, April 22, 1952
lion Russians who were underpaid and were
Mr. HERTER. Mr. Speaker, a resoluhungry and were in revolt, and said, 'We will
bankrupt the Western World. We will create
tion which was recently adopted unani-

HON. CHRISTIAN A. HERTER
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mously by the West Roxbury Citizens'
Association, \Vest Roxbury~ Mass., has
been sent to me with the request that
I bring it to the attention of all Members of Congress. I do this gladly, because I feel it expresses the growing
concern not only of this particular group
in my own district but of the Nation as
a whole.
The resolution follows:
Whereas the serious inflationary practices
in the conduct of our National Government
are becoming more and more widespread as
indicated by the new balloon budget of $85,400,000,000 for the next fiscal year; and
Whereas scores of instances of Government corruption, chiseling, waste, and extravagance, coupled with official indifference and moral bankruptcy, are continually
being brottght to light, particularly in the
military; and
Whereas it is imperative that such unethical, irresponsible, and lavish expenditure of the public money be halted forthwith if we are to . preclude excessive taxation and an undermining pf our economic
stability and well-being as well as a loss of
faith and initiative among millions of loyal,
thrifty Americans: Therefore be it
Resolved, That we the members and friends
of the West Roxbury Citizens• Association,
assembled this 26th day of February 1952, do
publicly recognize the inherent dangers in .
such skyrocketing budgets, loose inflationary
practices, and Communist influences against
which we register our most vigorous protest;
and further. respectfully request that each
and every Member of Congress repudiate this
policy of waste and extravagance by a con- ·
scientious scrutinizing of every item of expense to the end that all nonessential items
be eliminated, frugality and integrity in
Government be restored, and a central purchasing agency established in the interest
of safe and sound financing, thus relieving
the public mind of much fear and anxiety.

Niagara Hydroelectric Power

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April ;30. 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr. Speak- .
er, under leave to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I would like to call to the
attention of the House of Representatives a resolution which was adopted by
the boarQ of directors of the Oneida
Chamber of Commerce, Oneida, N.Y., in
support of the Capehart-Miller bills.
which provide for the further development of hydroelectric power from the
Niagara Falls and River by private enterprise.
The resolution follows:
Whereas additional use of water from the
Niagara·River has become available for power
generation purposes; and
·
' Whereas there are now pending in the
Congress of the United States two bills designed to place the redevelopment of Niagara
power in the hands of governmental authorit.ies, and ln addition to those bills there
is the Capehart-Miller bill which seeks to
retain the redevelopment of Niagara power
in the hands of free private enterprise; and
Whereas the redevelopment of Niagara
power by private enterprise would not necessitate the appropriation of any public
funds, nor would governmental development
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yield any revenue at all for the support of
Federal, State, and local governments, but.
on the other hand, redevelopment by pri·
vate ent erprise would produce Federal, State,
and local taxes estimated at $23,000,000 annually : Now, therefore, be it
.Resolve d, That the Oneida Chamber of
Commerce go on record as endorsing the
Capehart-Miller bill which will place redevelopment of Niagara power in the hands
of private enterprise; and be it further
Resolved, That the Oneida Chamber of
Commerce go on record as being unequivocally opposed to any legislation which seeks
to place the redevelopment of Niagara power
in Government hands.
·

There would never have been any need for
Mrs. RoGERS' introduction of her bill had the
Committee on Veterans' Affairs done its job
as it should have done last spring and if the
Senate had performed its duty fully on
April 3 when it had a chance to take care of
some sad omissions in H. R. 4394 which was
enacted by the House last June 20, but the
legislators having failed miserably at both
ends of the Capitol, it was inevitable that
corrective measures must be taken. The
original failure was in the House committee
when it reported favorably a monstrous bill
that had no precedent in history.
After studying a number of proposals submitted by different Members of Congress,
each introduced for the single purpose of
making more liberal payments to all veterans and dependents on the World Wars,
compensation and pension rolls because of
The Helpless Need Help
increased costs of living, the finished product granted varying rates to different classes
ranging from 5 to 15 percent and this was
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
done despite the fact that any given commodity, be it rent, fuel, clothing, or food,
OF
must cost the same to any veteran purchaser. In discarding time-tested approaches
to
relief payments and in adopting radical
OF MASSACHUSETTS
departures from precedent, the committee
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESJ!NTATIVES
went further by affording no increases whatever to several classes of pensioners for reaWednesday, April 30, 1952
sons that have been in part explained but
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr. never justified.
Having been enacted by the House, many
Speaker, under leave to extend my rewhose Members believed that the inmarks in the RECORD, I would like to in- of
creases set forth in the bill would at least
clude an especially fine editorial from apply to all on the rolls even though the
this week's issue of the National Tribune strange differentials existed, H. R. 4394 went
entitled "The Helpless Need Help."
to the Senate Finance Committee. There,
This editorial refers to my· bill, H. R. same 8 months later, 3 days of hearings were
'7446, which I introduced in this House conducted on it and several,. other Housethe other day. The measure seeks to passed pieces of legislation. Not a single
of a veterans' organization
correct an injustice, or possibly an over- representative
was satisfied with the House bill. Spokessight, done to the most seriously disabled men there sought inclusion of older classes
veterans of all of our wars. When we of veterans and widows not even orig~nally
passed ·H. R. 4394, no increase in com- considered. They asked provision for depensation was granted to what is known pendent parents of service dead, for widows
as the statutory award cases, those vet· without children who had lost their helperans who are blinded, legless, the wheel- meets in war, for arrested tuberculars and
statutory award cases and for these
chair cases--really the disabled veterans other
gravest of all of our war injured whom Mrs.
we want to help most. · My biil would RoGERS
now champions. Not equipped to act
grant them a 15-percent increase.
as a veterans' affairs group because of its
I hope that the Committee on Vet- many additional duties, the Finance Comerans' Affairs will report this measure mittee made only minor changes in the
favorably at once. I do not see how any- bill and it was taken up in the Senate on
one could vote against it. In view of the April 3.
tremendous increase in the cost of living
After extended debate, some of it a little
an increase of 15 percent is most modest, bitter, the Finance Committee recommendaand these veterans need the additional tions were approved with one exception
only, veterans and dependents of wars prior
amount so badly.
to World War I were voted a 15 percent in·
This is the editorial:
crease because they were too old in years
THE HELPLESS NEED HELP
to supplement their pension incomes and,
Congresswoman EDITH NOURSE RoGERS, of
cannot exist on the payments now being
Massachusetts, has introduced in the House
received. During the Upper House discusof Representatives a new bill, H. R. 7446,
sion, heroic efforts were made, and they
the purpose of which is to increase compenwere backed by all organized veterans, to
sation payments to the worst disabled of
grant a similar 15 percent pension and comour wars by 15 percent in order to aid them
pensation boost for all other beneficiaries on
to meet existing high living costs. We know
the rolls, and Senator PAUL DOUGLAS, World
of no more appealing measure that could
come before the Congress, and its justifica• · War II veteran from Illinois, although he
cation should medt for it immediate apopposed the increase across the board, tried
proval by the House Committee on Veterans'
to obtain that amount for blinded veterans,
Affairs because the beneficiaries involved are
for double amputees, and for paraplegics bethe blinded, the legless, wheel-chair cases,
cause, as he said, "these are perhaps under
those who may in some degree and through a
the greatest disab111ty of all and received
sheer desire to live and to be useful citizens
no cost-of-living increase in 1949." That
overcome in part their terrible disab111ties
attempt failed also•. The House, having rebut who can never regain any semblance of
fused a straight increase for everybody, and
normalcy due to the horrible experiences
the Senate, resisting increased costs in a
they have undergone. These fine men do not
penny-wise-pound-foolish mistake, it now
look for pity, but they are certainly entitled
becomes necessary to enact new legislation.
to the justice that was denied them during
Differentials in payments, varying types of
House and Senate action on recent pensionservice, and differing conditions and rates of
increase legislation.

HON. EDITH NOURSE ROGERS

disabilities were continued when they should
have been corrected in the Senate. Now, in
conference, nobody can tell what will happen
before final action is taken, but certainly it
is to be expected that the relief voted will
be kept in the blll and, if no other means
can be found to do it, there is still time· in
this Congress to wipe out the inequities that
have not already been removed. The Rogers
bill should be passed, others left out should
be included, and dual rates of increase eliminated by bringing all beneficiaries up to
that 15-percent hike. Fairness demands
nothing ·less, and_ no good can be accomplished by treating with the problem in any
other manner.
·
Others have expressed their indignation
that during the course of Senate debate,
those who were seeking just treatment for au
veterans and their dependents were termed
"cheap heroes" looking for the votes of veterans. For the first time in our experience
those who believe in the veterans' cause
were so slandered. Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN, of Colorado, is himself a World War l
veteran and has long been interested in the
problems confronting our war veterans. The
incident is to be deplored, and we would like
to believe that MILLIKIN misspoke him.self
in indignation that colleagues on the ttoor
would differ with his committee, but it points
up a resistance to proper and time-honored
relief owed to pensioners overcome by conditions over which they have no control and
whenever money is required for such assistance·. Somehow or another, people still like
to wave the flag when the boys go off to war,
but they hate to pay the costs when the
fighting is over.
We can recall a somewhat similar incident that concerns Mrs. ROGERS. A man now
high in political life once said that she was
the greatest enemy veterans ever had, basing
his conclusions on the good lady's understanding of the problems of veterans and
their families and her generous response to
appeals for help. Her warrior husband had
a distinguished military and congressional
career. She represented three Presidents in
her contact ·with war veterans, has herself
served with distinction .In the Congress for
over a quarter of a century, has been chairman of the House Veterans' Affairs Committee, and is its ranking Republican member.
We can personally recall her devoted service as a hospital Grey Lady soon after her
return from overseas in 1918. Perhaps she
too is rated by peanut-minded politicians
to be one of those cheap heroes looking for
vote_s, but we know her as a fine lady with
a great heart whose faith in veterans is
sincere and r.eal. If ever veterans could become so organized as to be a power in politics,
we would recommend her for honorary leadership. Right now she does not believe in
defeat and she is battling for what is right
for those whom . her own committee overlooked when writing a so-called relief measure nearly a year ago.
·
What has happened with reference to
H. R. 4394 is now mostly water over the dam.
Its shortcomings are obvious, but the House
should accept the Senate changes and then
proceed with the Rogers bill and repair the
rest of the damage the Senate should have
corrected. The helpless will always need
help, and we like the things that EDITH
RoGERS represents. It is time to stop trying to save pennies through fumbling with
legislative principles which have stood the
test of time and by causing new inequalities in the process. The worst of our war
disabled have our every sympathy and we
assure them that we shall back their champion to the hilt. Failure to have won a
battle does not mean that a war has been
lost.
•
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Plebiscite for Trieste
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALBERT P. MORANO
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REI'RESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. MORANO. Mr. Speaker, under
· leave to extend my remarks I wish to insert a concurrent resolution which I introduced in the Hotise on April 25, asking that it be declared the sense of Congress that a plebiscite be held in the Free
Territory of Trieste under the supervision of the United Nations to determine
the ultimate disposition of that area in
accordance with the wishes of its population. I also wish to include a statement
which I made in conjunction with this
resolution. It is my hope that favorable
action on this resolution will be taken
by the House Foreign Affairs Committee
so that Congress may express itself on
this vital matter.
The matters referred to follow:
Resolved by the House of Representatives
(the Senate concurring), That it is the sense

treaty provisions for a free territory of
Trieste had been blocked by Soviet obstruction, recommended that the entire te.r rl•
tory be returned to Italy.
· "The State Department has cautiously
avoided the Trieste problem since that time.
not wishing to aggravate relations with Marshal Tito. Because the Yugoslavs occupy
part of the territory, and there seemed to be
no solution to dislodging them without force,
a democratic plebiscite which will afford the
people of Trieste themselves to determine the
ultimate disposition of this area, is the only
solution to an amicable and equitable set·
tlement.
"My predecessor, Representative John
Lodge, now Governor of Connecticut, de·
voted tireless efforts as a member of the
Foreign Affairs Committee toward_ effecting
a just peace treaty for Italy, and toward
bringing about the return of Trieste to Italy.
I am h appy to carry on this important work
which he so ably started."

Niagara Hydroelectric Power
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER

OF NEW YORK
of the Congress·
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
( 1) That, since the existing situation in ·
the Free Territory of Trieste creates unneces·
Wednesday, April 30, 1952
sary friction between Italy and Yugoslavia, it
Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
is highly desirable that the dispute be re.
Speaker, under leave to extend my re·
solved in an amicable fashion, on a basis of
marks in the RECORD, I would like to call
democratic principles, with the protection of
the rights and interests of all concerned, by a
to the attention of the House of Repreplebiscite within a reasonable time in the
·s entatives an editorial which appeared
Free Territory of Trieste, under proper super·
in the April edition of the New York
vision of the United Nations;
State Taxpayer, which is published in
(2) That the ultimate disposition of this
Albany, N. Y., supporting the developarea be in accordance with the wishes of its
ment of hydroelectric power from the
population as expressed through the medium
Niagara Falls and River by private enof such plebiscite;
(3) That, pending the holding of such
terprise as provided for in the Capehart.
plebiscite, in view of the present role of
Miller bills.
Yugoslavia in the administration of zone B
The editorial follows:
of the Free Territory of Trieste, Italy be given
NIAGARA POWER CONTROVERSY
a similar participating role in the adminis·
Both the State of New York and the
tration of zone A of the Free Territory of
Federal Government want to develop power
Trieste, jointly with the United States and
from the Niagara River, despite the fact that
Great Britain;
five private electric companies in New York
(4) That, in the event Yugoslavia fails to
have pooled their resources and are ready
acquiesce in the peaceful solution of the self·
and able to construct the Niagara project.
determination of the Free Territory of Tr1·
The proposals for a government-operated
este on a democratic basis, the policy of the
United States of providing assistance to
power development. completely ignore that
Yugoslavia be reexamined.
such a development would drive a wedge
into the American system of private enter·
prise. And in the controversy over whether
Representative ALBERT P. MORANO, Repubthe State of New York or the Federal Govern·
lican, of Connecticut, has proposed that
ment shall develop the project, the public
Congress recommend a settlement by plebi·
loses sight of the basic fact that the job of
scit e of the thorny qu estion of whether the
government is to govern and not to build
territory of Trieste should be returned to
power plants.
Italy.
The case for government as the developer
The suggestion was made in the House
of this power rests on the somewhat neb·
concurrent resolution introduced by the
ulous argument that the public interest
Congressman Friday.
will be protected. Government protects the
In support of his resolution MoRANO stated:
public's interest by governing, however, not
"Italy has long been suffering under the
by building power plants.
burden of an unfair and strangling peace
In a letter to . New York State Senators
treaty. Because of treaty clauses that no
and Congressmen, the Citizens Public Exlonger apply to conditions of the present, the
penditure Survey pointed out that governlifting of many restrictions has been recom.
ment does not conduct a business enterprise
mended by the powers of the free world.
as efficiently as does private business manThis will permit Italy to build its strength to
agement. Experience with government opbecome a part of the strong defense force in
eration of utilities supplies the documentaWestern Europe.
tion for this conclusion.
"In 1948, the United States, Britain, and
The interest of the public will be better
France, taking notice of the fact that the
served through more efficient private man-

agement which pays the taxes that go toward
the support of government. The government can do its part through sticking to
its job of governing.

Congress Passes a Law a Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RUSSELL V. MACK
OF WASHINGTON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. MACK of Washington.
Mr.
Speaker, in the past 163 years since the
Government or' the United States was
founded, the Congress of the United
States has passed one new law a day,
Saturdays, Sundays. and holidays included.
The total number of laws passed by
Congress in those 163 years between
March 4, 1789, and January 3, 1952, is
70,124, or an average of 430 laws a year
for that entire period.
The production of new laws affecting
all the people, however, is somewhat less
than these figures would seem to indicate, for of the laws enacted in these 163
years, 39,073 were the result of private
bills, most of which dealt with the relief
of special indiviJuals and did not apply
to the entire population.
The number of public laws enacted
since the organization of the Government is 31,052 or an average of 190 new
laws a year, about one nearly every other
day since the congressional mill began
grinding out legislation.
The figures I have cited here come
from the American law section of the
Legislative Reference Service of the Li·
brary of Congress. I asked for the figures at the request of a constituent who
is writing a book on legislative history.
COOLIDGE BIGGEST LAWGIVER

The First Congress-1789-91-in its
2 years, enacted only 94 laws; and the
Second Congress-1791-93-in its 2
years, only 64. Of the first 11 Congresses
only 1 enacted more than 100 laws in
any 2-year period.
In fact, up to the inauguration of
Abraham Lincoln, no Congress in any
2.- year period had enacted as many as
200 new public laws. With the advent
of Lincoln in the Presidency, the production of new public laws, possibly spurred
by Civil War problems, rose to 300 a .biennium or more and that level continued
in the post-Civil War Congresses.
The largest output of public laws during the 163-year history of our Nation
came during the Seventieth Congress
during the. last 2 years of the Coolidge
administration. The Seventieth Coolidge Congress enacted 1,037 public laws,
a record which has never been equaled
previously or since.
In the 8 years of the Woodrow Wilson
incumbency the Congresses turned out
1,492 new public laws; in the 8 years of
·the Coolidge administration, 3,026; in
the 4 years of President Hoover, 1,311;
and under 7 years of President Harry
Truman, 2,815.
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The number of laws, both · public
and private, enacted by the various 82
Congresses, as compiled by the Refer-

ence Service of the Library of Congresses, are shown in the accompanying
table:

Number of laws enacted by Congress since 1789

One Hundredth Anniversary of Kossuth's
Visit to the United States
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Congress

Total

Total
Acts

Total of both
public and
;private
laws

Private

Public
Resolutions

Resolutions

Acts

HON. CHARLES R. HOWELL
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1st __ _--~ __ -----------·-----2d____ --- --- - --------------3d ...• ---------------------4th _____ -------------------5th.-----------------------6th _____ __-----------------7th ___ ---------- _____ : _____ 8th __ _----------------~----9th ___ _---------------- -- --lOth ________ ---------------11th ___ --------------------12th ___ -----~--------------13th ___ --------------------14th ___ --------------------15th_-- --------------------16th_- --------------------17th ___ --------------------18th ___ --------------------19tb -----------------------20th ___ --------------------21st. __________ ------------22d ____ --------- -----------23d ___ ---------------------24th -----------------------25th ________ ---------------26th __---------------------27th ___ --------------------21lt.h ____ -- -----------------29th ______ -----------------30th ______ -----------------31st__---------------------32d ________ ----------------33<i ------------------------34th __ ---------------------35th ___ --------------------36th ___ --------------------37th ______
____ -------------------3Rth
• ____ •• __ • _••••.• _
39th _________ --------------40th ___ --------------------41st. _______ ---------------42d ______ ------------------43d ------------------------44th _____ ----------.--------45th ________ ---------------41\th ____ - ------------------47th _____ ------------------48th_----------------------49th ___ --------------------50th ________ ---------------51st_.---------------------52d ____ --------------------53d ________ _.__ -------------54th_----------------------55th ____ ------ - ------------56th ___ ---------·----------57th _________ --------------58th ___ --------------------59th ____ -------------------60th _____ ------------------61 st.---- __ ----------------62d____ --------------------63d _____ - ------------------64th ___ --------------------65th _____ ------------------66th ___ --------------------67th_----------------------68th ____ -------------------69th_----------·------------70th _______ ----------------71st. •••••• __ --------- - ----72d.-- ---------------------73d_- ----------------------74th __________ -------------75th_----------------------76th_-----------------------

78th ___ --------------------79th __ ---------------------80th-----------------------81st.. ---------------------82d, 1st sess ••• -------------

94
64
94
72
135
94
78
90
88
87
91
163
167
163
136
109
130
137
147
126
143
175
121
130
138
50
178
115
117
142
88
113
161
127
100
131
335
318
306
226
313
515
392
251
255
288
330
219
367
508
531
347
374
356
449
383
423
502
692
350
526
457
342
400
349
401
1549
632
808
1,037
869
442
486
851
788
894
850
568
a 734
905
921
255

Grand totaL ••••••••

31,052

77th~-----------------------

14
1
9
3
2
6
2
3
2
1
3
7
18
10
20
8
6
4
6
8
9
16
7
14
12
5
23

27
25
34
21
24
27
30
29
26
93
93
121
128
157
16
23
27
48

84
89
65
57
62
80
51
89
78
103
60
·57
73
83
61
69
73
75
58
56
69
105
75
71
108
140
74
53
136
131
111

-------------------------------------------------------------------

------------

-'

108
65
103
75
137
100
80
93
90
88
94
170
185
173
156
117
136
141
153
134
152
191
128
144
150
55
201
142
142
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411

746
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969
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1, 824
2, 251
722
711
948
1, 437
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4,041
7,024
646
884
716
700
684
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342
685
1, 028
1, 254
1, 640
324
248
514
885
1,499
2, 310
3,466
6,249
235
289
186
283

226
48
124
276
289
544
577
513
327
436
737
840

1 Last act numbered 550, but Public Nos. 45 and 46 included in 1 ch. (42 Stat. 147).
2 Beginning with 77th Cong. no distinction is made between acts and resolutions; all are numbered consecutively
·
a Last act numbered 733, but total includes Public Law 160A.
'Last act numbered 457, but total includes Public Law 394A.
NOTE.-The distinction between the terms public and private, as used in the Statutes at Large, is somewhat arbi·
trary. Prior to 1845 a number of laws were printed in both groups; these have been classed as Public only, in the
above table. The decide<i reduction in the number of private acts beginning with the 60th Cong.was caused.primarily
by the combining of a large number of pension bills, in a single omnibus pension bill.
a.!! "public laws."

Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. HOWELL. Mr. Speaker, under ·
leave to extend my remarks, I wish to include portions of my remarks delivered
before the Hnngarian Freedom Rally in
Trenton, N. J., on April 27, 1952. This
event commemorated the one hundredth
anniversary of the visit to the United
States of Hungary's great statesman,
Louis Kossuth.
Mr. Chain;nan and friends of the AmericanHungarian community, I am happy and
honored to have some small part in this fine
celebration of the one hundredth anniversary of the visit to the United States of Hungary's great statesman, Louis Kossuth.
T. ·is outstanding Governor of Hungary and
champion of democracy was exiled from his
native country in 1849 after the defeat of
the Hungarian Army at the hands of the
Russians and Austrians, and remained in
exile in the Balkans until he came to the
United States in December 1851. During hi~
stay of approximately 7 months in this country be travelled extensively, making 300
speeches in 62 cities in behalf of Hungarians
and other oppressed European peoples.
Kossuth's fight for independence and
human liberties won him recognition by the
Congress of the United States. He was presented to the United States Senate on January 5, 1852, and to the House of Representatives on January 7. The following April 19
he was accorded a warm welcome by our city
of Trenton, a welcome which compared favorably with the enthusiastic reception he
received from the people of New York shortly
after his arrival in the United States.
In hpnoring the century-old visit of Kossuth, I find on examination, a man who, as
far back as 1852, exhibited keen understanding of the fundamental problems existing
in the world today~as well as those existing
in his own time. Russia under the tyrannical rule of the Czar-then as now-demonstrated aggressive, expansionist, totalitarian
tendencies. This great leader perceived the
vital need for international cooperation and
stressed that national freedom is the first
requisite of peaceful world · developm'6nt.
He believed, as I do, that there is a community of fate in mankind's destiny that
calls for a brotherhood of nations to uphold·
the rights of every nation. He was convinced that independent nations should
unite for the maintenance of the laws upon
the observation of which the security of
nations rests. However, without carrying
Christian morality into public life. the future of no nation can be secure. Kossuth
was strong in his belief that Christian morality must be carried up into international
relations, and be the underlying principle
upon which world law and order is established.
In a speech in Baltimore in December 1851,
Kossuth said: "Even in private life no man
can entirely cut himself off from others.
Just so with nations, which in the larger
family of men are individual members. No
man is independent of his fellow men; no
nation, however powerful, is independent of
other nations."
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On another occasion he cautioned us: "I
pray to God that He may preserve your people from being absorbed in materialism.
Beware from measuring good and evil by the
arguments of materialists."
In considering the various incidents perpetrated recently in Hungary-the persecution of Cardinal Mindszenty, the imprisonment of the American fliers, etc.-it is extremely important that we bear in mind
that these were the acts of the present Communist-dominated government, and not of
the Hungarian people or even of Hungary the
nation. We must be very careful to make
this distinction.
There are two broad fundamental problems
we must face in the world today-problems
which Louis' Kossuth could help solve if he
were with us today:
1. It is imperative that we contain and
set back Communist expansion and aggression.
·
2. We must bring about a greater understanding and cooperation among nations toward a just and durable peace. These, I
believe, can be accomplished through
strengthening an international body-the
United Nations-and by providing the means,
other than war, of settling international
differences and preventing aggression.
I do not believe that any peace which
leaves nations like Hungary-and others
swallowed up by the Russians~and deprives
them of freedom to select their own government, to run their own affairs, would ever
be acceptable to freemen and free nations.
It is my hope--and a hope I know is echoed
by Hungarians everywhere--that another
great leader imbued with the spirit and principles of Louis Kossuth will rise to help
Hungary cast off her oppressors and help
her people regain their rightful heritage of
freedom. It is the responsibility of all of
us, both in and out .of government, to see
that this is accomplished.

Niagara Hydroe~edric Power
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr. Speak·
er, under leave to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I would like to call to the
attention of the House of Representa·
tives a resolUtion which was adopted by
the members of Brookfield Grange, No.
1235, Brookfield, N. Y., in support of the
Capehart-Miller bill, which provides for
the further development of hydroelectric
power from the Niagara Falls and River
by private enterprise.
The resolution follows:
Whereas there have been several bills proposed in Congress for Government development of the proposed increase of power from
Niagara Falls; and
Whereas Government projects usually cost
about double their previous estimates and in
this project would interfere with existing
private enterprise; and
Whereas there has been proposed a. blll
(the Capehart-Miller bill) which would permit private-enterprise development, without
placing an additional load on our already

staggering national economy, as would be the
case with the other bills: Therefore, be it
Resolved, That we, the members of the
Brookfield Grange, No. 1235, Brookfield, N.Y.,
go on record as being in favor of the Capebart-Miller bill.

Confiscation of Private Property
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I
am .including an editorial by David
Lawrence that appeared in the Washing.
ton Star on April 29:
CONFISCATION OF PRIVATE PROPERTY-CPS,
WITHOUT WARRANT OF LAW, HAs ANNOUNCED
THAT IN EFFECT IT WILL HEREAFTER REGU•
LATE TAXATION OF iNDUSTRIAL PROFITS

(By David Lawrence)
Private property in America is today in
greater danger of being confiscated by Government than at any time in the entire history of the United States. A governmental
administration has not merely seized an industry and begun to tell its management
what it shall do with its income, but the
Office of Price Stabilization, without warrant
of law, has announced that in effect it will
hereafter regulate taxation of profits. Up to
now Congress alone has fixed tax rates and
applied those rates to unlimited earnings.
The Treasury never has put a ceiling on
earnings.
Just 17 years ago this month the Supreme
Court of the United States rejected the National Industrial Recovery Act as invalid be·
.cause no "legislative standards~· had been
provided by Congress for the President to
follow in issuing his Executive orders. The
Court by a. unanimous vote of au nine Justices--liberals and conservatives-said there
had been no constitutional delegation of
power by Congress to the executive agencies.
Today many of the operations of the wage
and price stabilization agencies are plainly
unconstitutional, for private property is being confiscated every day at the caprice and
whim of. the officers appointed by the President.
·
What is worse, the Office of Price Stabilization has begun to distribute leaflets at public expense which absolutely contradict the
facts of the law and the Constitution.
Thus, statements in the latest leaflet issued by the Office of Price Stabilization
usurp the power to tax by simply asserting
the right to determine whether or not an
industry ~hould pay certain tax rates. The
OPS, moreover, claims the right to enforce
the tax laws and to keep the Treasury o:r the
United States from collecting any more taxes
than the arbitrary limit which the OPS imposes. Here is the language of the new taxwriting agency which ignores both Congress
and the Treasury:
"Congress, iri enacting tax legislation, expresses its judgment as to the manner in
which the tax burden shall be distributed.
If the contention of the steel companies were
accepted, it would mean that OPS was, in
effect, altering this congressional decision by
permitting certain industries or certain
groups to shift their just share of the _tax
burden to those who must buy from them."
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Congress made no such deCision. Congress
did not say that earnings should be restricted
beyond a certain point. Congress merely
fixed the rates that should apply as earnings
went up and up. The only purpose Congress
had in applying heavy tax rates was to siphon
off purchasing power in the case of individuals and to raise revenue by getting a larger
and larger share of the income received by
companies from the sale of products used in
the defense program.
·
The OPS theory is wholly unsupported by
any legislative standard and in some respects
is a much greater abuse of constitutional
power than the action of the President in
seizing the steel mills. If it were adopted, it
would mean that a governmental agency not
only could repress and restrict revenue Congress expected to raise, but it could regulate
profits by dipping its hand into the pocketbook of any business or industry and advising another governmental agency to pay it
out to the workers or any other group with
the maximum number of votes.
The OPS is attempting by its leaflet to
justify its attack on the steel companies by
arguing that its own "industry earnings
standard" is authorized by Congress. Nowhere in the debates or legislative history is
there the slightest foundation for the claim
made by the OPS that it can take the excess
profits tax law and, without authority of
Congress, apply it to an altogether different
objective--the paying out of private sums
from company treasuries without warrant of
law.
Every price increase that has been forbidden by the OPS in disregard of the Constl•
tution can be attacked in the courts, and
sums recovered through the United States
Court of Claims if the evidence shows that
the OPS acted without legal sanction.
Similarly, every wage increase or refusal
thereof could be equally invalid. For the
Chairman of the Wage Stabilization Board
conceded before the Senate Banking and
Currency Committee only last week that the
Board was acting "without statutory authority."
·
Here then is a wage board set up by ·Executive order without any legislative standard
prescribed by Congress and yet dictating to
an entire industry what its expenditures for
wages shall be. Indeed, the stipulation in
the law that there be a labor-management
conference to set up standards has not been
followed by the President, and it is doubtful
whether any such standards would be constitutional, since the Supreme Court in the
NRA case held invalid such a broad delegation of power to any private interests.
The Congress, of course, has the power to
regulate wages and prices by writing specific laws on these points, but no power to
do so has been delegated to the executive
agencies within the meaning of the Constitution as set forth in previous decisions of
the Supreme Court of the United States.

Revision of Laws Relating to Immigration,
Naturalization, and Nationality
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHRISTOPHER C. McGRATH
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, April 25, 1952

Mr. McGRATH. Mr. Speaker, I OP·
pose H. R. 5.678 because I think the entire legislation is poorly drawn, unwise,
and not in the best interests of America.
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McGrath. Members will find this ediI specifically tefer to the fact that in the
McCarran-Walter bill quotas are based torial extremely interesting:
upon the 1920 census. It waul~ be more
WHY McGRATH QuiT
equitable to use the data that have been
Why did J. Howard McGrath quit the Cabaccumulated as a result of the census of inet?
·
The manner of his going, it seems to us,
1950; then quotas would be based upon
leaves room for only one possible answer to
the present composition of our population, rather than upon a structure of 30 this question:
McGrath resigned because ~s a Governyears ago.
official he would have had to answer
One of the provisions discriminates ment
questions he did not care to answer.
against would-be immigrants from Ja~
In plain words, McGrath quit to cover up
maica, Trinidad, and other colonies of his tracks.
Consider the circumstances. After long
the West Indies. There is no justificadelay and much difficulty, Newbold Morris
tion for this discriminatory feature.
One of the main difficulties of this had been appointed as the Truman adminspecial investigator of corr~ption
bill is that it writes into basic legisla- istration's
in Government. The President made it
tion the most racial discriminatory im- plain
that he was pinning his-hope·s on Mormigration policy that this count~y has ris to deal with the corruption issue so deadever had. Not only does .it lay down a ly to the Democratic Party. He personally
restrictive immigration and naturaliza~ promised Morris the fullest cooperation of
.tion policy, but it also contains sections himself and the members of his government.
But last Mo:p.day, before a congressional
that are a threat to our civil liberties.
The Roosevelt and Celler bills have a committee, McGrath openly repudiated the
administration's
clean-up boss. There folvery simple and direct way of dealing .lowed two angry exchanges
Mr. Truwith unused quota numbers. It is the man and McGrath. Then,between
yesterday, Me·
method of pooling the unused quota Grath fired Morris, without even notifying
numbers which would achieve greater the President of his action.
fiexibility to meet world conditions, and,
Such brazen defiance of the Chief Execby adopting their bills, this could be ac- utive could have only one conclusion, and
McGrath
must have known it, in short, Me- ·
complished without requiring a major
overhauling of the immigration system, Grath deliberately contrived his own exit
from the Federal Government.
as outlined in the present bill.
Why?
Another objectionable feature of the
Because, as McGrath now maintains, he
McCarran-Walter bill is that it provides was fighting for the right of privacy among
for procedures which run directly con- Government employees? Nonsense. What .
trary to the basic principles of underly- principle was there here which required its
ing civil liberties and the Bill of Rights. champion to spit in the face of the Presi·
This measure removes from Congress dent of the United States?
Or was it because, as McGrath said reand the courts the power to preserve the
civil liberties of our people and places cently in a ProYidence speech, his "faith and
stake"? Of course not. That
them in the hands of an administrator race are atattempt
to drag religious issues
. without proper appeal from his decision. despicable
into the case has been repudiated indigIt places in the hands of officials the ar- nantly by Catholics, including those on the
bitrary powers to seize, bar, or deport ·congressional committee investigating Me~
aliens from this country without . the Grath and his department.
McGrath forced his own resignation for
right of appeal. Deportation can be authorized by such officials for technical one reason and one reason only~he didn't
violations of law and, in some cases, even ' want to answer Newbold Morris' questions.
What were these questions that McGrath
where no violation of law is involved. wouldn't
answer? Here, released yesterday
This establishes a dangerous precedent. for
publication, are some of the more perti·
It takes from us our rights and arbinent ones:
·
trarily places them in an administrator.
"Give the following information with reThere are many more glaring de~ . spect to the net worth of yourself and your
ficiencies contained in this bill. It is leg- ·immediate family • • *."
"Are any assets held in behalf of yourself
islation unworthy of this great House,
and I trust that we will have an immi- or any member of your immediate family {a)
gration bill that will be fair to every ·by any person, firm or corporation, or (b)
under a fictitious name, or (c) through a
race, color, and creed, so that we can let nominee,
trustee or escrow agent?"
the rest of the world know that when we
"Give the following information with respeak of democracy, we mean it.
spect to the annual income of yourself and

Why McGrath Quit
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr..Speak~
er, as part of my remarks I am includ~
ing an editorial which appeared several
weeks ago in the Providence Evening
Bulletin. · This editorial raises some in~
teresting questions concerning the for~
m.er Attorney General, Mr. J. Howard

your immediate family during the past 5
years."
"List all the bank accounts • • • of
'yourself and every member of your immediate family, and all such accounts held in
your behalf or in behalf of any member of
your immediate family, {a) by any person,
firm, or corporation, or {b) under a fictitious
name, or (c)' by_nominee, trustee, or escrow
agent • • • ."
"List all your gainful employment or busi'ness activities other than your Federal employment. • • *"
· "Have you now or at any time during the
entire period of your Federal service had
any personal, or private business relationship, other than in the course of the performance of your official duties, with any
person known to you to have been convicted
of a felony?"
· It is information like this that Mr. McGrath, because he is now no longer a Gov•

ernment official, hopes to keep hidden. · Is
he going to get away with it?
Most certainly he ought not to. Here is
a man who through most of his adult life
has been on government payrolls. Certainly
he has earned little through the practice of
law in the courts. His visible means of
support have been modest.
But Howard McGrath lives the life of the
afHuent. He owns a $75,000 home in Washington. His wealth has been publicly estimated at from around $200,000 {his own
figure) all the way up to $8,000,000. Either
as a matter of record or by common repute,
he has important interests in Rhode Island
in banking, real estate, manufacturing,
commerce, and other enterprises.
The question of how all this came about
is far more than a matter of idle gossip or
malicious curiosity. It is a question that
goes straight to the vital issue of the people's confidence in their government. When
a man spends most of his life on the public
payrolls and emerges with all the apparent
trappings of wealth, the people cannot help
wondering, unless satisfactory explanation
is made, what has been going on. And
when the people nurse suspicions of that
·kind; democracy is in danger.
.
That is why we do not think. McGrath
should get away with it. That is why ·we
think the investigation of his personal circumstances, built up while he was a public
official, must ·be carried forward, whether he
is now in the Government or out of it.
There is no good reason why this cannot
.be done. Congressional committees, inchid1ng the one set up to investigate McGrath
and the Justice Department, have not hesitated to press for information from other
Government officials who have resigned for
"poor health" .or other reasons. Is McGrath
to be forgotten simply because his own retirement was contrived by defying the President?
The Chelf committee is still very much
in business. It has its powers of subpena
and contempt, as applicable to McGrath as
to any other private citizen. The President
may, if he chooses, have delivered · to the
committee all Federal -records pertaining to
McGrath, including income-tax returns.
The necessity is plain; the machinery is
ample. Let the investigation continue. Let
Howard McGrath tell the pepple what he has
gotten out of his long term in their Government, and by what means.

Moral Principles and Foreign Policy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H; SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin.
Mr.
Speaker, I am including as part of my
remarks a timely editorial by the editor
of the Delavan Enterprise, Delavan, Wis.,
Mr. S. Robert Anderson. Mr. Anderson
clearly sets forth the tragic blunders and
disasters that have made for failure in
our foreign policy:
MORAL PRINCIPLES AND FOREIGN POLICY

Today American foreign policy is a dominant influence upon our domestic economy.
It has created a permanent emergency which
serves as an excuse for an ever-greater concentration of power in Washington . . In fact,
had we planned it that way, we could not
have devised a shrewd~r plan for gradual destruction of our liberties and transformation

)
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of our Ft>deral Republic into a totalitarian
state masquerading as a democracy.
American foreign policy since the early
1940's is a story of tragic blunders and dis·
astrous failures. There are two basic causes.
One is the pro-Communist climate of "lib·
eral" opinion in the thirties and forties. The
second cause of the failure of our foreign
policy is that it has been conducted without
regard for moral principles. The record
shows tllat those who direct our foreign
policy still favor and are privately promoting
a far - di~erent policy from that which an
aroused public opinion has compelled them
temporarily to pretend is their own.
Tehran, Yalta, Potsdam, and Cairo conferences will go down in history as bare-faced ·
treachery in which we sold millions of people
into communistic slavery.
In a democracy, foreign policy should have
the approval of the people. But such approval is a sham and a fraud unless the people are told the truth about foreign policy.
The committee on Freedom of Information
of the American Society of Newspaper Editors reports:
"When the people rule, they have a right
to know all that their Government does.
This committee finds appalling evidence that
the guiding credo in Washington is just the
opposite." The American people have been
consistently deceived about our foreign policy ever since 1940 and they are still being
deceived. They are being subjected to massive propaganda asking them to approve a
foreign policy about which most of the information given them is false. It must be
~mphasized that we are not at the moment
concerned with the merits of that policy but
rather with the undemocratic, dishonest, and
totalitarian methods by which it is carried
out . .
If American foreign policy is to be conducted on a basis of moral principles, what
are tliese principles? First, the State Dep artment should tell the truth about our
foreign policy. Second, it is a basic moral
principle that we should mind our own business and not interfere with other people's,
There are two exceptions to this rule: ( 1)
We have a moral right to interfere in the affairs of other nations when their domestic
affairs-as in the case of communism in Russia-constitute an aggressive threat to our
security. (2) We have a moral right to require that arms and economic aid providE'd
for other countries are used effectively for
the purposes intended. The third moral
principle is that of abiding by our commitments and keeping faith with our allies, and
not bertaying them as we did in the case of
Poland and China. The fourth moral principle is that our foreign relations should be
conducted with scrupulous regard for the
Constitution. This would rule out wars conducted by the Executive without a declaration of war by Congress.

Aircraft Carriers
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDITH NOURSE ROGERS
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, April 28, 1952

Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, at a time such as now when
our country is engaged in rebuilding our
national defense, I commend to everyone
the excellent addresses of the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy for Air, the Honorable John F.· Floberg, and the Chief of
Naval Operations, Admiral William M.
Fechteler. They have cogently and sucXCVIII-App.--166

cinctly stated the case for the necessity
of aircraft carriers. Respectfully and
urgently I hope every Member of the
Congress Will read and study these addresses;
ADDRESS BY THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE
NAVY FOR AIR, JOHN F. F'LOBERG, AT THE
NAVY LEAGUE LUNCHEON, SHOREHAM HOTEL,
WASHINGTON, D. C., APRIL 24, 1952
The most logical subject I could think of
to discuss today with you who are vitally
interested in your country's welfare is some
of the military capabilities and deficiencies
of your Navy's and Marine Corps' aeronaut!·
cal elements.
This subject is appropriate because this
luncheon comes at a time when world conditions are, and for some time have been,
close to critical and when the people of your
country and mine are prepared to recognize
the danger which faces them. I believe that
most of our fellow citizens are alive to the
peril of the times and want the Naval Establishment to take whatever steps are necessary to offer at least the minimum guaranty
of being able to perform its primary missions.
First of all let me assure you that your
Navy and Marine Corps are, within the lim·
its of their over-all strength and the mod·
ernity of their equipment, in a high state
of readiness. Their morale is high; their
training is good; their consciousness of purpose is complete; their missions are well
understood; and their devotion to peace is
characteristically American.
These forc1ls do, however, have their deficiencies even though those deficiencies are
remediable. I thought I would skip completely today the question of over-all
strength and focus upon one particular aspect of the modernity of the fleet's equip- ·
ment, namely, her post-World War II air·
craft-carrier situation.
In this year 1952 there seems to me to
be an overoptimistic reconciliation with
world events in the fact that the backbone
of the American Navy is the pre-World War
II designed Essex class of carriers, and it
obviously is impossible to accept that class
of ships permanently as the central structure upon which American control of the
seas must · depend. And yet, with the exception of the three Midway-class ships, designed and all but completed during World
War II, those ships are the fundamental
instruments available to the Navy to perform
its mission.
A gentleman whom I regard as one of
the most intelligent, energetic, influential,
and best informed in Washington was quoted
to me the other day-! hope incorrectlyas saying no other fleet in the world could
challenge ours for control of the seas and
that, therefore, he saw no particular prob·
lem in postponing construction of the second Forrestal-class carrier for a year. The
reason I say I hope the man was quoted
incorrectly is that any such statement indicates total lack of broad appreciation of
the Navy's primary mission and of the true
meaning of the term "control of the seas,"
and I know that if this particular gentleman does not understand that subject many
of his colleagues also do not.
This quoted statement typifies the rather
widely assumed fallacy that control of the
sea equals invincibility in fleet actions, or
stated another way, that sea power equals
sea combat and extends only to .the high·
water mark of the world's oceans. Nothing
could be further from the truth. American
sea power, in the first place, is a part of the
totality of American military ·power; it must
be adjudged in terms, not just of the number
of seagoing units of any potential enemy,
but, like our other military forces, in terms
of the totality of military power of that po·
tential enemy. The quality and quantity
of naval combat aircraft and of the ships
from which they fly cannot be simplified into
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some necessarily fixed relation to the enemy
ships and aircraft which they oppose; rather
the quality and quantity of naval combat
aircraft and aircraft carriers is a function of
the missions which the Naval Establishment
will be called upon to perform.
· Reflect for a moment on the fact that
roughly three-fourths of the earth's surface
is covered by salt water. Reflect further on
the additional fact that the commerce of the
world moves across its seas, and that our
national survival depends on the continuation, and therefore the protection, of that
commerce everywhere on those seas; partial
protection will not suffice. Reflect further
on the huge land mass which is the Soviet
Union. Because of their geographical location and given the assumption of the offensive advantage which the aggressor always
enjoys, the Soviets could put themselves in
a position to interdict shipping in the Atlantic, Mediterranean, Persian Gulf, Indian
Ocean, and the Pacific Ocean without so
much as launching a surface ship. Reliance
on a fleet of submarines and a fleet of aircraft would enable the Russians to cause
serious embarrassment to us who depend, not
just for our military capacity but for our
economic survival, on the accessibility of raw
materials over all these seas, many of these
raw materials so critical that effective interference with their supply would change our
whole way of life.
Yet there seems to be a possibility that
the Navy may be denied what I consider the
most important single tool for the accomplishment of its primary mission. As you
all know, the inclusion of funds for the
construction of a second Forrestal-class aircraft carrier in the 1953 appropriation bill
is in jeopardy. Far be it from me to question the principle of economy in government; rather I believe that the record of the
Navy since World War II conclusively demonstrates an ability to achieve military
miracles with a minimum of money. At
the same time, however, I believe that first
things come first. I fail to see how we can
logically as a nation undertake a program of
investing billions of dollars in overseas bases
and overseas-based forces and then hesitate
to invest a relatively small fraction of those
billions in the instruments most essential
to making those bases tenable and those
forces supportable. And I say "instruments"
in the plural, because I believe that the 'program of 10 Forrestal-class carriers to which
the Secretary of the Navy recently referred
has just one thing questionable about it-I
doubt that we can afford to build those ships
at as slow a rate as one a year. Certain it is
~hat the cost of all 10 of those vessels, substantial though it obviously will be, will not
amount to much compared to a complex of
land bases, and certain it also is that those
ships will never either become attached to
foreign real estate nor taken out of our control.
It must never be forgotten that not one
single foot soldier or one single land-based
aircraft can be based overseas on anything
other than a sacrificial basis unless the
Navy is in a position to guarantee the support of that man or that airplane.
This is no insignificant guaranty. Time
does not stand still in Russian technological .
progress; the growth in quality and quantity
of the Russian air and submarine threat to
our ability to keep open the sea lanes for
ourselves and deny them to others demonstrates that fact. And yet time is standing
still for us if we do not keep a steady flow
of modern equipment into the fleet.
Because military capabilities are not absolute but are relative to those o{ potential
adversaries they are never stable. Either they
are improving or they are degrading, and even
while improving absolutely they may be degrading relatively. The conversion for example, of World War II ships is a most important part of the Navy's program and
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greatly increases the capabilities of those
ships and, therefore, of the Navy. The question, however, is not as simple as whether
or not those capabilities are increasing, but
it is whether or not they are increasing cor- ·
relatively with the growing difficulty and im·
portance of performance of the Navy's mission.
Every time there is either a qualitative
or quantitative improvement in Russian submarine capabilit ies-and we all know that
they have over 300 submarines in commission
ao compared to the approximately three score
with which the Germans began World War
II-or in their aircraft-and we know they
have many thousands of high quality machines-or in any other relevant capability
of the Soviet-the intensity of the Navy's responsibility for both making sure that our
ships will continue to ply the seas and for
driving potential enemy shipping .f rom the
seas is reduced unless we either match or
surpass this increased Soviet capab111ty.
There have been some suggestions in the
press and elsewhere that the comparative
cost of a fast carrier task force with land·
based strategic bombers argues against increasing the Navy's carrier strength. The
logic and economics of every one of these
comparisons that I have seen are completely
inaccurate, but I am not even going to dwell
on that point, because I do not believe it has
anything to do with the question at hand.
The mission of the two types of forces are
almost completely mutually exclusive. The
Navy's responsibility for maintaining control
of the sea is recognized in the National Security Act of 1947 and in the subsequent
delineation of roles and missions between
the services; it focuses the Navy's primary
efforts on the conduct of prompt and sustained operations at sea, including the operation of sea-based aircraft and their land·
based air components so that general sea
supremacy can be gained and maintained and
so that local superiority, including air superiority, can be gained and ·maintained in
· any area of naval operations. The Navy·s·
mission puts actual combat forces · and the
direct support thereof, such as ships, shipyards, submarines, submarine yards, aircraft
and airfields, and so forth, in the forefront of
attention. Strategic bombardment, with
which it is sometimes confused, on the other
hand, has the mission of destroying the
enemy's war-making capacity, a term which
primarily includes such things as key manufacturing systems, raw material sources,
stockpiles, communication facilities, vital
agricultural areas, concentrations of uncommitted forces , and similar targets.
The capability of performing primary missions can, of course, give a service secondary
capabilities, limited in varying degrees by
many such variables as geography, and in
this sense each service complements the
other. The capability of cooperation on land
and sea and in the air, however, must not
be confused with duplication.
So the question is not one of choosing between carrier task forces, on the one hand,
and land based strategic bombers, on the
other; rather, the question is one of choosing
between fast carrier task forces, on the one
hand, and loss of control of the sea, on the
· other. We are at a critical point in making
the decision to resolve that dilemma, and we
all know enough about Soviet capabilities to
know that we cannot take a chance on another year of contemplative idleness in which
to hope that some supernatural change will
take place in the fundamental econom~c,
industrial, commercial, and military facts
upon which our country's preeminence depends.
What the decision must be is just as inexorable as the fact that control of the sea
has always been inseparably dependent upon
the mounting of the weapon of the day ·on a
ship. This principle has persisted through
the eras of the ramming prow, the sword,

the musket, the smooth-bore cannon, the
large-caliber naval rifle, and the propellerdriven aircraft. Now we are at the point of
not merely the jet aircraft, but. of an in·
creasingly higher-performance jet aircraft,
and the fact is absolutely certain that whoever controls the air over the sea is going to
control the sea itself.
The question is not one of a "supercarrier,"
a term which I abhor, but simply a recognition of the fact that in the second half of
the twentieth century the orderly development of our Nation's capability for defense
depends on its ability to operate the most
modern aircraft on a ship as close as is necessary to the enemy's shore line to permit the
Navy to perform its primary mission. The
Navy must be able to put into the air such
aircraft as are necessary to insure that no
enemy plane, surface ship, or submarine can
threaten to drive our shipping from the seas
and at the same time such aircraft as can,
together with other naval forces, drive enemy
shipping from the seas regardless of the
equipment which the enemy uses to defend it.
Most of you are thorqughly familiar with
the evolutions in aircraft carriers which have
been necessitated by evolutions in aircraft,
but I would like to take this opportunity to
refresh your recollections on some of those
historical developments.
You probably know that it was just a few
months more than 41 years ago that Eugene
Ely first flew off the bow of the Birmingham
and first landed on the wooden platform
built on the stern of the PennsyliJania. Most
of you also know that the Navy's first carrier
experiment was with the old collier Jupiter,
which was decked over in 1921 and rechristened the Langley in 1922.
Then, in the late 1920's we converted two
battle cruiser hulls, scheduled for scrapping
under the Washington Arms Limitation
Treaty, into the Saratoga and the Lexington
of 33,000 tons. These were our first carriers
to be equipped with hangar decks and with
complete machine shops and repair facilities. But they were still a compromise job.
During the succeeding 10 years the aircraft.
carrier became an essential feature of our
naval aviation. We began designing and
building carriers from the keel up.
The first such ship was the Ranger, commissioned in 1934 at 14,500 tons. Then we
progressed through the 20,000-ton Yorktown
and Enterprise, commissioned in 1937 and
1938, respectively, to the 14,700-ton Wasp,
built on the Ranger design, in 1940, and the
Hornet, built to Yorktown-Enterprise plans,
in 1941.
After the outbreak of World War II, we
completed the 27,000-ton Essex class, and
of course, all the light and escort carriers
which were so essential in support and antisubmarine operations, and which frequently
found themselves in the thickest ccmbat in
spite of the fact that they had, not been
planned as full combat types. The three
still bigger carriers of the Midway class went
into commission just too late to participate
in World War II.
During all these years, of course, there
were many improvements made in carrier design and construction to keep up with the
technological improvements which were being made in aircraft. Because some of the
performance features of an airplane ar~ functions of size and weight, progressively larger
and heavier aircraft had to be accommodated.
This evolution was consistent with what
was happening in the case .of land-based
planes both in civil and military aviation.
There, also, planes were getting faster and
heavier, and both commercial airports and
military :fields with 4,000- to 5,000-foot runways began to become obsolete. They could
not handle the latest, fastest, and heaviest
planes.
For instance: In 1939, there were no airports with runways over 4,500 feet long. T0-

day there are over 450 with runways of 4,5005,500, close to 200 with runways of
5,500-6,500, and over 150 with runways of
6,500-8,000 feet. And as the runways were
growing longer, they were also being
strengthened so as to take loads of 50,000
pounds per wheel.
Many of the same factors which led to the
evolution and growt h of landing fields are
directly applicable to the evolution of our
carriers. In discussing this problem, however, it is well to keep in mind that the development of carriers is not merely a question of making them larger.
Size, in and for itself, is not all-important
as the splendid war records of many of our
Independence-class carriers demonstrated,
and many of the arguments which led to the
adoption of a small size for the Ranger are
hard to refute even today. The important
thing is to build into our latest ships,
whether they are carriers, surface vessels, or
submarines, all the information and intelligence of past and future sea warfare that we
possibly can and also to incorporate therein
the best judgment on the trend in this field
in the years to come. These cons~derations
have made progressively greater space and
weight demands.
A few interesting comparisons between the
aircraft which flew on our older carriers and
the aircraft the Navy is buying today will
give some indication of the necessity for the
evolution of the carrier itself.
The old Langley, for example, · could do
useful woz:k with a flight deck about the size
of that of a World War II escort carrier, with
crude weights counterbalancing the arrester
wires and with a primitive compressed-air
catapult. But we must remember that when
Lt. Comdr. V. C. Griffin made the first takeoff from her deck in 1922 he was flying a
180-horsepower airplane which 'weighed 1,500
pounds, had a maximum speed of about 117
miles per hour and a landing speed of-about
50 miles per hour. By 1923 the captain of
the Langley said that he could handle three
planes every 7 minutes with reasonable safety; dUring World War II a plane every 20
or 30 seconds was considered a good performance, and the speed of modern planes requires our new carrier to better that
standard.
During the intervening years between the
Langley and World War II, the aircraft had
passed through the stage of adaptation of
land'- based types and through such early carrier-based designs as the F6C, the SC, the
02U, and the T2D, all of which were in the
400-to-500-horsepower class, with maximum
speeds of 120 to 150 miles an hour and landing speeds around 60 miles an hour. The
flywheel-type catapult and the early hydraulic arresting gear of the Saratoga and Lexington and their relatively light flight decks
could satisfy the demands of these planes.
When the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor
our carriers were depending upon the F4F
Wildcat as the standard .fleet fighter and
the SBD and TBD as the attack planes. By
this time weights had increased to approximately 6,000 pounds, engines to about 1,000
horsepower, maximum speeds of fighters to
close to 300 miles an hour and of the other
two to about 200 u iles per hour and landing
speeds to 70 or 75 miles per hour.
Tpen during the war we developed the
F6F Hellcat and F4U Corsair as fighters and
the SB2C Helldiver and TBF Avenger as
attack planes. The latter two weighed over
10,000 pounds, had horsepower ratings of
1,900, maxi:l;n um speeds of about 250 miles
per hour, and landing speeds of over 80 miles
per hour. The fighter weighed nearly 10,000
pounds, had approximately 2,500 horsepower, maximum speeds in the 400 miles
per hour ra;nge, and landing speeds of about
SO miles per hour.
Today we are using in the fleet such jet
fighters as the F9F Panther and F2H Banshee and such attack planes · as the AD
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Skyraider and the AJ Savage, all of which
h ave been developed since the war. The
fighters, loaded and ready for take off, weigh
12,000 to 15,000 pounds, develop three or
four times the horsepower of the best World
War II fighters, can approach the speed of
sound, and land well over 100 miles per
hour. The attack planes, because of their
large fuel capacity and great armament
loads, multiply the problems inherent in
these characteristics.
At the same time we have in the experimental or development or even production
stage bigger, faster and more powerful aircraft which will throw still greater demands
on the carriers, and the growing size, speed,
and power of these aircraft is not the product
of any one change in the Navy's mission but
rather the product of the recognition of
the fact that the enemy will be using equipment of increasingly higher performance
against them.
The degree of development of these planes
can be shown by a few other examples. It
is hard to believe, for example, as you look
at one of the modern jet fighters on the
catapult that she is loaded with from 15 to
30 barrels of fuel, depending on the nature of
her particular mission and her consequent
armament ~ and that her fuel-loaded wing tip
tanks weigh a half ton apiece. One of our
carrier-based jet fighters has more weight in
its fuel alone than the total empty weight of
the F4F with which we started the war, and
either of these fighters carries more weight
in fuel and armament alone than the empty
weight of any of the torpedo planes or dive
bombers with which we started the war.
Another pertinent illustration to show the
' development of modern aircraft can be seen
in the fact that the bomb load of the AD Skyraider, which is operating so successfully in
Korea today, exceeds the empty weight of
any of the carrier-based planes with which
we started World Wa'f II. When an AJ
Savage, our largest carrier type, stands on
deck ready for take-off, she has approximately
a ton of fuel in the tank on each wing tip;
her bomb load alone is comparable to the
empty weight of any other carrier-based
plane in history, and the same may be said
of 'her fuel load. Her landing gear alone
weighs more than the fieet fighters through
the 1930's.
This evolution of aircraft types throws
great demands on the carrier.
When a single jet fighter · burns fuel at
about half the hourly rate at which a whole
fighter squadron burned it in World War II,
there is obviously a greatly increased need
for fuel stowage and for quick refueling
equipment.
When the modern carrier-based fighter
starts on her mission with half a ton to a
ton of rockets, bombs and cannon ammuni";ion as opposed to a few hundred machine
gun cartridges, there is obviously a need for
increased magazine space in· the ship.
When an attack plane goes off the ·bow
with a bomb load which only four-engine
aircraft carried in World War II, there obviously has been a heavy demand on the ship's
ordnance facilities.
The catapult and arresting gear, not to
mention the deck itself, which could handle
10,000-pound loads at 70 knots can hardly
be expe cted freely to assume three, four, or
five times as much weight at 90 or 100 or
more knots.
,
The maintenance personnel of the days
when one mechanic could work on a whole
plane and before the word "electronics" had
been introduced to our vocabulary have
yielded to the engine specialist, the ordnance
specialist, the electronics specialist, the instrument specialist, the hydraulic specialist,
and others; demands for both berthing space
and shop space have increal ed correlatively.
Modern planes could not even fold their
wings in the hangar decks which accom•

modated the old airplanes with adequate
clearance.
To a dapt our ships to these fa cts, is only
to recogn ize that we are dealing with air·
planes of the 1950's. We would not expect.
the marines to use for close support in
Korea the same airplanes that they used for
that purpose in Haiti in 1919 or in Nicaragua
in the 1920's, and the ships and airfields
which handle the modern planes must be
just as modern as the planes themselves.
That's the story, in a few words, of the
development of new carriers. Their construction is wholly in line with other conversions and construction we h ave undert aken since the war. It is not markedly different from the steps through torpedo boat
to torpedo boat destroyer, to World War I
destroyer to modern destroyer or destroyerpicket or destroyer escort. It is not markedly
different from the growth from the crude
submarine of World War I to the fieet-type
submarine of World War II to the "guppy"
to the high speed submarine to the nuclear
powered or true submarine.
It is even somewhat analogous to the development from the planetary shift to the
gear shift in the fioor board to the gear shift
on the steering post to the automatic drive.
And so in this year 1952 your Navy and,
therefore, your country is faced with this
crucial decision. With a current authorization for approximately 10,000 operating Navy
and Marine aircraft, which figure is approximately the same as we were authorized in
fiscal year 194.9, and slightly over 90 percent
of the figure which the President's Air Policy
Commission, known also at the Finletter
Commission, recommended as a minimum
peacetime force in Dec~mber 1947, we must
face realistically th!'l international situation
of the day. With our most significant military deficiency for the next several years
being a potential lack of the most modern
carriers possible to operate the most modern
aircraft available to discharge the Navy's
perennial mission, we find even the current
step toward the remedying of that deficiency
questioned; and we find that step questioned
even though the cost of the ship in question
is a minor fraction of the cost of the overseas
bases and the overseas based forces for the
support of which it is essential, and even
though it is an insignficant fraction of the
overseas commerce which is in danger of
annihilation without it. For the sake of the
safety and security of your country and mine
the importance of the prompt implementation and completion of this program is im-.
possible to overestimate.
ADDRESS BY ADMIRAL WILLIAM M. FECHTELER,
UNITED STATES NAVY, CHIEF OF NAVAL 0P•
,.ERATIONS, BEFORE THE BOND CLUB OF NEW
YORK, AT THE BANKERS CLUB, NEW YORK,

APRIL 25, 1952
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

Mr. Lee, gentlemen, I am most grateful
for this opportunity to talk to you.
It was last October that I received your
president's kind invitation to speak here.
Since that time I have been anticipating
this event with much pleasure, and I have
also cast about considerably in my mind
for an appropriate subject upon which to
speak.
Events of the past few weeks seem to me
to indicate that I must talk to you about
naval carrier aviation.
The net result of the events to which I
refer have been simply that the House of
Representatives has passed the annual appropriation bill for the Department of Defense and has failed to include therein funds
for the construction of a modern aircraft
carrier. This carrier was included in the
Federal budget submitted to the Congress.
Appropriation of funds for the construction of thl..s carrier was approved by the
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Secretary of Defense and the President, and,
as I have said, was included in the President's budget. Construction of the ship was
approved unanimously by the Committee on
.Armed Services of the House of Representatives only 3 weeks before the appropriations
bill was passed by the House.
These events lead me to the conclusion
that the role and the importance to the
defense of this country of the attack aircraft
carrier is not generally understood. It seems
vital to me that certain misapprehensions
regarding the usefulness Of this type ·of ship
be removed.
Aircraft carriers form the core of the
Navy's offensive power. They were so used
with excellent effect in World War II.
They are highly mobile landing fields which
may move at 40 miles per hour to any part
of the 70 percent of the earth's surface that
is covered by water.
No international agreements or commitments need precede our use of carriers because they necessarily launch their attack
from the international waters of the high
seas.
·
No prearranged base on foreign soil is
required as a preface to the use of carriers.
Carrier task forces are self-sustaining and
replenish themselves at sea. During the
Okinawa campaign of World War II carrier
task forces remained continuously at sea
off Japan and Okinawa for a period of 87
days and could well have remained longer
if the campaign had been extended.
A fast carrier task force is powerful beyond what, I believe, 'the public understands.
A fast carrier task force containing four
large carriers can deliver to shore targets
in 1 month the same weight of conventional
explosives as the entire German Air Force
delivered on English cities in either of the
peak months of the blitz.
There is a popular misconception about
the carrier that is most erroneous and dangerous.
It is frequently said that the aircraft carrier is a "sitting duck," meaning that it is
particularly vulnerable to enemy attack.
That is simply not true.
·
The carrier's mobility and maneuverability
make it a poor and unprofitable target for
bombing attack, even for attack with the
atomic bomb.
Bear in mind that ·no man-of-war of any
nation has ever been sunk while under way
at sea by high-level bombing.
In World War II the Navy had a total of
110 carriers, large and small, fast, and relatively slow. They spent a combined total
of 940 months--over 78 years-in combat
areas. They operated by night and by day in
all kinds of weather. They were exposed to
all manner of attack in restricted European
waters as well as in the vast Pacific.
Of our 110 carriers, only 11 were lost, and
of the fast carriers of the Essex class not one
was ever sunk. This is an average loss of
one carrier to every 85 months of combat
operations.
In one period of 13 days off the coast of
Japan during World War II, our carriers
were attacked by 141 Kamikazes, the most
deadly of all guided missiles-guided by
human brains, eyes, and hands. All of the
attacking Kamikazes were shot down.
In those same 13 days, our carrier aircraft knocked out, on Japanese land bases,
over 2,000 enemy aircraft before they could
even get into the air.
Carrier task forces are well protected by
their umbrellas of fighters carried by the
ships themselves. In addition such task
forces are able to put up antiaircraft fire
which far surpasses in volume of hot metal
any conceivable concentration of artillery
fire ashore.
The average fast carrier task group of
World War II had a concentration of over
1,600 guns to use in its own defense. When
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translated into firepower, that means over
6,000 bullets per second or just under 200
tons of steel per minute ..
Carriers are normally accompanied by
cruisers and destroyers.
The firepower of a single destroyer is
equivalent to slightly more than a battalion
of 105 millimeter field artillery, and the fire
of a modern heavy cruiser equals the fire of
11 battalions of 155 millimeter .field artillery.
There is no weapon in prospect within the
foresee abl~ future which is going to reduce
significantly the defensibility of the carrier.
If there was such a weapon in prospect, the
vulnerability of all our instruments of war
would become correspondingly increased and
by parity of reasoning we should cease the
construction of most of our defense facilities
including all types of ships, large planes,
airfields and even the plants and facilities
for construction of all weapons here at home.
No one proposes such a defeatist attitude,
of course, nor is that attitude justified-and
it is not justified with respect to carriers
more than with respect to other weapons.
Germany in World War II was without a
naval air arm. In his farewell address, on
February 1st, 1943, Grand Admiral Raeder,
commander in chief of the German Navy,
·gives this deficiency as one of the reasons for
the failure of the German Navy to contribute its share to his country's armed
might. Admiral Raeder said:
"We lacked a naval air force. From the
beginning we had bitterly fought for one.
At first we reached a ce'l-tain degree of success in this struggle, only to have it gradually
destroyed by the influence of the commander in chief, air. In this struggle we
lost out.
"History wm decide one day the question
whether a naval air force is essential for a
navy that wishes to operate at sea."
That ends the quotation. I submit,
gentlemen, that history has decided the
question-in the affirmative. ·
It has been publicly stated that the cost
of building anc;l outfitting a -t ypical carrier
task force is in excess of $3,000,300,000.
Those figures are not quite correct. At
present prices, a carrier task group consisting
of 4 large carriers, 4 heavy cruisers, and 32
destroyers would cost $2,000,400,000 to build
and outfit. The annual operating costs for
this group would be a little less than $180,000,000.
The figures, however, whether three and
three-tenths b1llion or two and four-tenths
billion, give a false impression. These estimates presuppose that the cruisers and de. stroyers are useful only to form a part of a
carrier task group. They have numerous
other uses and are customarily employed on
many other missions. Only one of the functions of cruisers and destroyers is to support
carrier operations.
Also, I am certain of this, if we did not use
carriers as we propose to do, we would need
many more cruisers and destroyers and our
fleet costs would mount to a much larger
scale than we now anticipate.
After all the airplane only provides another
means of delivering a destructive explosive
charge upon the target. Guns do the same
thing subject to limitations of range and
weight of explosive. If we did not use aircraft for that purpose we would use guns and'
would require more of them of larger size
and consequently more and larger ships upon
which to mount the guns.
· Just another aspect of this matter of construct ion costs-we do not expect to build
new cruisers in the near future. We already
have them. Also we do not expect to build
destroyers soon in large numbers. We have
them too. Our proposed destroyer-building
program consists of small numbers. of modern
ships to keep abreast of development in that·
important type.

So much for carriers in general-their -usefulness, their power, their defensibility,
their economy.
Now to consider why this country needs to
build more carriers.
The attack carrier which played such a
large part in the winning of World War l l
was the Essex-class. We built 24 of these
ships and we still have all of them. Nine are
in the active fleet and 15 are in moth
balls. The design for these ships was completed in 1940. Since that time, the design
of aircraft has progressed well beyond the
capability of the 1940 carrier to handle satisfactorily.
We have modernized the Essex-class and
have greatly increased its effectiveness but
the time has come when we cannot change
the 1940 hull to handle the airplanes of
1953- and thereafter.
·
The Midway-class of carrier, of which there
are three, was completed after World War II
but was constructed in accordance with a
design completed in 1943.
Dimensions of available aircraft nearly
exceed the capabilities of the Midway class.
We can do something by way of modernization but we cannot put the Midways into
condition to handle the planes of a few
years hence.
Congress last year appropriated for the
first of the modern carriers. It is the ship
now in building which will be christened
ForrestaZ when it is launched. It will be a
flush-deck ship of 60,000 tons displacement.
It can handle the carrier-type planes which
will be available before the ship is completed.
Modern carrier aircraft are heavier and
larger in size than their predecessors. Being
jets they consume more fuel. Their landing
speeds are greater. The effectiveness of jet
fighters depends upon their being catapulted
rather than flown from the flight deck.
Their bomb load is greater than the older
planes. They require a bigger ship to service
and operate them.
There are seven major reasons why we
must build these large modern aircraft carriers. These reasons are briefly:
First, the increased weight of aircraft.
Second, the need for increased fuel capactty due to jet propulsion.
Third, the need for more catapults for
launching modern fighters.
Fourth, the need for more aviation ordnance space.
Fifth, the increased over-all dimensions of
modern aircraft.
Sixth, the increase in aircraft landing
speeds.
Seventh, the need for better protection
against torpedoes, bombs, and other weapons.
This modern carrier is in no sense a supercarrier. It is merely an orderly step in tl!e
natural and progressive development of
naval aviation.
To deny the Navy this type of ship is to
deny the Navy the use in a very few years
of the best plane which industry can build
for purposes of carrier attack.
It is as sensible to prohibit the lengthening of runways on shore, thereby preventing
the use of shore-based jets, as it is to deny
the Navy a carrier of dimensions sufficient to
handle the planes which are now available.
It is an unnecessary curtailment of our own
military air potential.
As I have said. the resident's defense budget submitted to the Congress this year contained funds for the construction of an aircraft carrier of 60,000 tons displacement.
This ship was to be the second of its -class,
its forerunner, which will be called the
Forrestal, having been appropriated for last
year.
The Appropriations Committee of the House eliminated this second carrier from
the budget, an effort to restore the carrier
to the bill during debate on the floor of the
House failed, and the House _passed the

defense appropriation bill without providing
funds for the carrier.
These events occurred as I have described
them in spite of the fact that the President's budget included the carrier, and in
spite of the fact that only 3 weeks before the
defense appropriation bill was voted upon
in the House, the House Armed Services
Committee had voted unanimously in favor
of the Navy's shipbuilding program which
include the carrier as the item of very first
priority.
These events occurred in spite of the fact
that the Navy offered to accept a cut equal
to .the cost of the carrier in other and smaller
ships of the building program. The Navy
made this offer because it was considered
wise to accept delay in commencing construction of ships which require less time to
build than does the carrier.
The elimination of the carrier could not,
therefore, have been based upon considerations of economy.
I was asked when I testified before a subcommittee of the House Appropriations committee to provide a list of the ships of the
building program in the order of their relative priority in order that cuts might be
taken, if such were necessary, in the items of
least importance. I placed the large carrier
at the top of the list where it certainly
belongs.
·
When the bill was reported, however, we
found, much to our surprise, that although
the last six items on my priority list bad
been eliminated by the committee, the carrier, the item of first priority over all others,
had been eliminated as well.
I am concerned at the loss of the carrier
from the recent appropriation bill-deeply
and seriously concerned.
I am concerned because I see in this loss
a repetition of a situation which bas befallen
naval strength in the past.
At the termination of World War I we had
a quantity of the old four-piper destroyers
on hand. Because of this we were not allowed to build new destroyers until a short
time before World War II. The net result
was that we almost went into World War II
with destroyers which bad only 50 caliber
machine guns for anti-aircraft defense.
I am concerned, too, because I see in this
loss what appears to be a failure to appreciate naval needs and the value of the naval
component of our over-all mil1tary air
strength.
We must maintain our supremacy at sea.
In that field we now enjoy an advantage.
We must exploit that advantage. We cannot let it lapse. We must avoid entering
such future struggle as may come without
modern carriers. Should war come it will
then be too late to commence the construction . of ships which require 4 years in
building.
·
Thank you very much for your attention
and for this opportunity to talk to you. If
I can make my position more clear by answering your questions, I shall be happy to
do so now.

Judge Pine's Decision Holding Steel Seizure by President Truman WithoutAuthority
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN E. RANKIN
OF MISSISSIPPI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednei day, April 30, 1952

Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, under
permission granted me to extend my re-
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marks in the RECORD, I am inserting the
opinion, delivered on yesterday, by
United States District Judge David A.
Pine with reference to President Truman's action in taking over the steel
industry. ·
In my opinion, Judge Pine delivered
one of the greatest opinions that has
come from any judge since the days of
Chief Justice John Marshall.
It will probably mark a turning point
in the dangerous trends which threaten
this country with disaster.
Judge Pine's opinion follows:
By Executive Order 10340, promulgated
April 8, 1952, the President of the United
States directed defendant to take possession
of such plants of companies named in a list
attached thereto as he deemed necessary in
• the interests of national defense, to operate
them or arrange for their operation, and -to
prescribe the terms and conditions of em·
ployment under which they should be operated. The plaintiffs are among those named
in the list.
In the recitals of the executive order, the
President stated that a controversy had
arisen between certain companies producing
and fabricating steel and certain of their
workers represented by the United Steel
Workers of America, CIO, regarding terms
and conditions of employment; that the controversy had not been settled through the
processes of collective bargaining or through
the efforts of the Government, and a strike
had been called for April 9, 1952; that a work
stoppage would immediately jeopardize and
imperil our national defense and the defense
of those joined with us in resisting aggres·
sion; and that in order to insure the continued availability of steel it was necessary that
the United States take possession of and
operate the plants.
By virtue of this executive order, defendant
issued his Order No. 1 bearing the same date,
stating that he deemed it necessary in the
interest of national defense that possession
be taken of the plants of the compan:ies
named in a list attached to his order, including the plants of plaintiffs, and that therefore he did take possession of the same, effective AprilS, 1952. By the sa~ order, he designated the president of each company as
operating manager for the United States
until further notice, and directed him to
operate the plants of such company, subject
to defendant's supervision. Telegraphic
notification to this effect was given to the
president of each company.
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF ASKED BY PLAINTIFFS

Plaintiffs thereupon brought these actions
praying for declaratory judgments and injunctive relief, and there are now before me
for decision motions for temporary injunctions to restrain the defendant from taking
any action under the authority of the executive order. These motions are combined for
hearing and have been fully heard. Voluminous briefs have been filed and considered.
At the hearing, plaintiff United States Steel
limited its motion to a preservation of the
status quo in respect of terms and conditions
of employment.
Plaintiffs contend that defendant's acts
under the Executive order resulting in the
seizure of their plants are without authority
' of law and constitute an illegal invasion of
their property and rights, and that they are
entitled to preliminary injunctions to restrain defendant from acting thereunder,
particularly in the light of his threat to make
changes in terms and conditions of employment. The basis of plaintiffs' contention is
that thex:e is no constitutional or statutory
right in the President to issue the Executive
order, and there being none, defendant acting thereunder is acting without legal au•

thority 'a nd his acts are illegal and contrary
to law. Plaintiff Lavina has urged an addi•
tional reason, namely, that it has been improperly included among the plants ·seized.
Defendant contends in his opposition to
the motions that the breakdown of collective
bargaining negotiations "created an imme·
diately impending national emergency be·
cause interruption of steel manufacture for
even a brief period would seriously endanger
the well-being and safety of the United
States in a critical situation"; that the President has "inherent power in such a situation to take possession of the steel companies
in the manner and to the extent which he
did by his Executive order; that the courts
are without power to negate Executive action
of the President by enjoining it; that the
courts will not interfere in advance of a full
hearing on the merits except upon a showing
that the damage to flow from a refusal of a
temporary injunction is irreparable and outweighs the harm which would result from its
issuance, and that, since the right of the
companies to recover all damages resulting
from the taking has been recognized by Su·
preme Court decisions, there is ·no showing
that the companies' legal remedy is inadequate or that their injury is irreparable.
LABOR CONTROVERSY NO':":' BEFORE THE COURT

Before proceeding to a discussion of the
points of law involved herein, it should be
said that the merits of the controversy between plaintiffs and the United Steelworkers of America, CIO, are not before the court
for adjudication. Further, it should be
noted that, although there is no law of the
case rule in interlocutory orders in this juris·
diction, these cases are in a materially different posture than they were when Judge
Holtzoff of this court r~fused a temporary
restraining order · in respect of several of
them.
The fundamental issue is whether the
seizure is or is. not authorized by law. In
my opinion, this issue should be decided first,
and that I shall now do.
There is no express grant 9f power in the
Constitution authorizing the President to
direct this seizure. There is no grant of
power from which it reasonably can be implied. There is no enactment of Congress
authorizing it.
On what, then, does defendant rely to sustain his acts? Accordinging to his brief, reiterated in oral argument, he relies upon the
President's "broad residuum of power" sometimes referred to as "inherent" power under
the Constitution, which, as I understand his
counsel, is not to be confused with implied
powers as that term is to the exercise of a.
grant~d power. 1
POWER HELD DERIVED FROM THE CONSTITUTION

This contention requires a discussion of
basic fundamental principles of constitu•
tional government, which I have always un·
derstood are immutable, absent a change in
the framework of the Constitutfon itself in
the manner provided therein. The Govern·
ment of the United States was created by the
ratification of the Constitution, It derives
its authority wholly from the powers granted
to it by the Constitution, which is the only
source of power authorizing action by any
branch of Government. It is a Government
of limited, enumerated, and delegated powers.2 The office of President of the United
States is a branch of the Government, namely, that branch where the executive power
is vested, and his powers are limited along
1McCullock v. Maryland (4 Wheat, 3~6.
4 Lawyers' Edition 579.).
2 McCullock v. Maryland, supra; Dorr v.
United States (195 U.S. 138, 140, 49 Lawyers'
Edition, 128); Graves v. New York ex reZ.
O'Keefe (306 U. S. 466, 477, 83 Lawyers' Edi·
tion, 927); Scott v. Sandford .(60 U.S. 393,11
How. 401, 15 Lawyers' Edition, 691).
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with the powers of the two other great
branches or departments of Government,
namely, the legislative and the jUdicial.8
The President therefore must derive this
broad "residuum of power" or "inher ent"
powg from the Constitution itself, more particularly article II thereof, which ·contains
the grant of executive power. That article
provides that the executive power shall be
vested in the President; that he shall swear
that he will faithfully execute the office of
President and will to the best of his ability
preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States (sec. 1); that he
shall be commander in chief of the Army and
Navy of the United States (sec. 2.); and that
he shall take care that the laws be faithfully
executed (sec. 3).
•
These are the only sections which have
any possible relevancy, and their mere enumeration shows the utter fallacy of de·
fendant's claim. Neither singly nor in the
aggregate do they grant the President, expressly or impliedly, as that term has hereinabove been defined, the "residuum of power" or "inherent" power which authorizes
him, as defendant claims, to take such action
as he may deem to be necessary, including
seizure of plaintiffs' properties, whenever in
his opinion an emergency exists requiring ·
him to do so in the public interests. 4 In·
stead, in Congress is lodged, within consti·
tutional limitations, the power "to provide
for the common defense and general wel·
fare" (art. I, sec. 8) .
TAFT TREATISE QUOTED ON EXECUTIVE POWERS

The nonexistence of this "inherent" power
tn the President has been recognized by em:.
inent writers, and I cite in this connection
the unequivocal language of the late Chief
Justice Taft in his treatise entitled "Our
Chief Magistrate and His Powers" ( 1916)
wherein he says: "The true view of the
Executive function is, as I conceive it, that
the President can exercise no power which
cannot be fairly and reasonably traced to
some specific grant of power or justly im·
plied and included within such express grant
as proper and necessary to its exercise. Such
specific grant must be either in the Federal
Constitution or in an act of Congress passed
in pursuance thereof. There is no undefined residuum of power which he can exercise because it seems to him to be in the
public interest, and there is nothing in the
Neagle case _and its definition of a law of the
United States, or in other precedents, warranting such an inference. The grants of
executive power are necessary in general
terms in order not to embarrass the Executive
within the field of action plainly marked for
him, but his jurisdiction must be justified
and vindicated by affirmative constitutional
or statutory provision, or it does not exist."
I stand on that as a correct statement of
the law. Defendant, realizing the untenable
3 Ex parte Quirin (317 U. S. 1, 25); Ex parte
Milligan (4 Wall 2, 136-137, 18 Lawyers' Edi·
tion, 281); Lichter v. United States (334 U. S.
742, 799). Amendment IX to the Constitu-

tion provides that the enumeration therein,
of certain rights, shall not be construed to
deny or disparage others retained by the /
people, and amendment X provides that the
powers not delegated to the United States by
the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.
• The suppl·e mental memorandum of defendant, receiving April 29, 1952, after argument, states that he does not go beyond
claiming "that the President possesses the
constitutional power and duty to take action
in a grave national emergency such as existed here." This statement relates his
claim to the instant case, bu~ does not
change his general basic claim as above set
forth, which he necessarily must assert to
sustain his defense herein.
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position in which that statement places him,
attempts to weaken it by referring to state·
ments made by Chief Justice Taft in Myers v.
United States (272 U. S. 52, 164 (1923)),
wherein the Court sustained the President's
authority to remove a postmaster appointed
with the advice and consent of the Senate,
but all that the Court held was that article II
granted the President "the executive power
of the Government, that is, the general ad·
ministrative control of those executing th~
laws, including the power of appointment
and removal of executive officers-a conclu·
sion confirmed by his obligation to take· care
that the laws be faithfully executed."
NOTHING INCONSISTENT WITH PREVIOUS STAND

I see in that decision nothing inconsistent
with his previous pronouncement, in that he
traces the authority to a specific power
granted to the President; but apparently
fearing that someone might read certain
obiter in the Myers case as contrary thereto,
as defendant now does, the Supreme Court,
in Humphrey's Executor v. United States
(205 U. S. 602, 626 (1935)), in a unanimous
opinion written by Mr. Justice Sutherland,
removed any doubt with respect thereto, in
the following language:
· "In the course of the opinion of the Court
(in the Myers case), expressions occur which
tend to sustain the Governments contention,
but these are beyond the point involved and,
therefore, do not come within the rule stare
decisis. Insofar as they are out of harmony
with the views here set forth, these expres·
sions are disapproved." And the view set
forth in that opinion was that the President
had no power to remove a member of the
Federal Trade Commission by re~son of the
fact that he was a member of a quasi-legis·
lative and quasi-judicial agency of Govern·
ment and not a purely executive officer as
was Myers.
This would seem to dispose of defendants
contention that the Surpeme Court differed
· from the hereinabove quoted views of Chief
Justice Taft.
But defendant goes fUrther and says there
is no lack of judicial recognition of this :flex.
ible Executive power to seize property with·
out authority of a statute, and he cites, in
support of this statement, the following
cases: Roxford Knitting Co. v. Moore &
Tierney (C. C. A. N.Y., 265 Fed. 177, 179);
but that case involved power exercised under
a war statute. Employers Group· of Motor

cated upon the existence of a state of war,
which is not claimed by defendant to exist.
He also cites In re Debs (158 U. S. 564), con·
cerning the dispatch of troops by President
Cleveland in a labor dispute, for tlle pur·
pose of enforcing the faithful execution of
the laws of the United States and the pro·
tection of its property and removing obstructions to interstate commerce and the
United States mail. There, again, the authorit y is traced to an express grant of power.
These cases there~ore do not support his contention, but refute it.
He next refers to seizures by former President s, some during war and several shortly
preceding a war, without the authority of
statute, but it is difficult to follow his argument that several prior acts apparently unauthorized by law, but never questioned Jn
the courts, by repetition clothe a later unauthorized act with the cloak of legality.
Apparently, according to his theory, several
repetitive, unchallenged, illegal acts sanctify
those committed thereafter. I disagree.
Defendant also contends that the Executive has an inherent power in the nature of
eminent domain, which justifies his action.
The power of eminent domain is a congres.
atonal power. As stated by the Supreme
Court In Hooe v. United States (218 U.S. 323,
336), "the taking of private property by an
officer of the United States for public use,
without being authorized, expressly or by
necessary implication, to do so by some act of
Congress, is not the act of the Govern~ent."
EMINENT DOMAIN POWER DENIED TO PRESIDENT

111, 143 F. 2d 145, 147, 151); but that like·
wise involved a war statute, and no rights
had been taken or threatened to be taken
which required review of the Board's order.
Alpirn et al. v. Huffman et al. (D. C. Nebr.,
49 F. supp. 337); but that likewise was under
a statute authorizing the President during
the national emergency to make requisitions.
United States v. Pewee Coal Co., Inc. (341
U. S. 114), where there was a nonstatutory
seizure during World War II, and where compensation was allowed; but be neglected to
state that the legality of the seizure was not
in issue in the case (88 F. supp. 426). These
cases are therefore not opposite.

The President therefore does not have the
power of eminent domain, and the cases defendant cites do not disclose that he has any.
'thing in the nature of such power. Instead,
they relate to the right of the Government to
take and destroy property in connection with
military operations. They set forth the
stringent requirements for the exercise of
this right and hold that in some instances,
there is an obligation "upon the general
principle of justice, to pay therefor.
United · States v. Pacific B. B. (120 U. S.
227). These cases have no application to the
issues here involved, and there is no merit
to this point.
Defendant also quotes from the auto·
biography of President Theodore Roosevelt
·at pages 388-389, wherein he states that it
was "not only his right but his .duty (as
President) to do anything that the needs
of the Nation demanded unless such action
was forbidden by the Constitution or by the
laws; and that he "acted for the public wei·
fare • • • acted for the common well·
being of all our people, whenever and in
whatever manner was necessary, unless pre·
vented by direct constitutional or legislative
prohibition." That is defendant's only support for his position and for his stewardship theory of the office of President, but
with all due deference and respt: ' t for that
great President of the United States, I am
obliged to say that his statements do not
comport with our reco~ized theory of gov·
ernment, but with a theory with which our
government of laws and not of men is con·
stantly at war.

EXPRESS POWER GRANT FOUND IN CITED CASES

ACT OF DEFENDANT LACKING IN AUTHORITY

He next cites general language from the
works of Alexander Hamilton, volume 4, page
438, but it is far from convincing when read
in context. He thereafter cites In re Neagle
(135 U. S. 1) involving a habeas corpus pro.
ceeding brought by Neagle, a United States
marshal who killed DavidS. Terry in defense
of Judge Stephen A. Field, but that case
traced the source of power in the Executive
to article n, section 3, requiring that he
shall "take care that the laws be faithfully
executed." He also cites the prize cases (2
Black 635, 17 L. ed. 459), but that simply
upheld the validity of President Lincoln's
ilhJcitltae -ur~soa,;nerrr-pom -a no. -·was preut.:

Enough has been said to show the utter
and complete lack of authoritative support
for defendant's position. That there may
be no doubt as to what It is, he states it
unequivocally when he says in his brief that
he does not perceive bow article II (of the
Constitution) can be read • • • so as
to limit the Presidential power to meet all
emergencies, and he cla.irns that the finding
of the emergency is not subject to judicial
review. To my mind this spells a form of
government alien to our constitutional Government of limited powers. I therefore find
that the acts of defendant are lllegal and
wrt'ilbu,;"'au,;ilbrrc"y-oi ·utw. - ·

Freight Carriers, Inc., et al v. National Labor
Board et al. (79 U. S. App. D. C. 105, 107,

I shall next turn to defendant's claim
that the courts are without power to negate
Executive action of the President. Defendant relies on the case of Mississippi v. Johnson ( 4 Wall. 475), where the Supreme Court
held that the judiciary would not attempt
to control the President. But in this case
the President has not been sued. Charles
Sawyer 1~ the defendant, and the Supreme
Court has held on many ·occasions that officers of the executive branch of the Govern·
ment may be enjoined when their conduct
is unauthorized by statute, exceeds the scope
of constitutional authority, or is pursuant
to unconstitutional enactment (Larson v.
Domestic and Foreign Commerce Corp. (337
U.S. 682); Land v. Dollar (330 U. s. 731);
Philadelphia Co. v. Stimson (223 U. S. 605);
Lee v. r.,·nited States (106 U.S. 196)). There is
no doubt, therefore, that the defendant . is
subject to an injunction, and the President
not only is not a party but be is not an indispemable party to this action, as held in
Williams v. Fanning (332 U.S. 490); Hynes v.
Grimes Packing Co. (337 U.S. 86). I find this
point no bar to plaintiff's claim to relief.
Taking up the next point, namely, that
the courts will not interfere in advance of
a full hearing on the merits 5 except upon
a showing that the damage to flow from a
refusal of a temporary injunction is irreparable and that such damage outweights the
harm which would result from its issuance,
I first find as a fact, on the shoWing made
and without burdening this opinion with a
recital of facts, that the damages are irreparable. As to the necessity for weighing the
respective injuries and balancing the equities, I am not sure that this conventional
requirement for the Issuance of a preliminary injunction is applicable to a case where
'the court comes to a fixed conclusion, as I
do, that defendant's acts are 1llegal. On
such premise, why. are the plaintiffs to be
deprived of their property and required t~
suffer further irreparable damage until an:swers to the complaints are filed and the
cases are at issue and are reached for bear-.
ing on the merits?
CQ.NGliESS' 1947 STATUTE -HAS NOT YET :SEEN
TRIED

Nothing that could be submitted at such
trial on the facts would alter the legal conclusion I have reached. But assuming I am
required to balance the equi'ties, what is the
situation in which I find this case? I am
told by defendant of the disastrous effects
on our defense efforts and economy if an injunction should be granted, because it would
automatically be followed by a crippling
strike; and I am asked to weigh that damage
against the incalculable and irreparable in.
juries to plaintiffs' multibillion-dollar industry, if I should refuse to issue it. Assuming the disastrous effects on the defense
effort envisioned by the defendant, that can
come about only in case of a strike, and that
presupposes that the United Steel Workers
will strike notwithstanding the damage it
will cause our defense effort, it also presupposes that the Labor-Management Relations
Act, 1947, is inadequate when it bas not yet
been tried, and is the statute provided by
Congress to meet just such an emergency.
And it further presupposes, as defendant apparently does, that, this statute being inadequate, Congress w111 fail in its duties, under the Constitution, to legislate immediately and appropriately to protect the Nation from this threatened disaster.
I am unw1111ng' to indulge in that assumption, because I believe that our procedures
under the Constitution can stand the stress
and strains of an emergency tOday as they
have in the past, and are adequate to meet
the test of emergency and crisis.
e Expedition of a hearing on the merits
nas oeen opposed oy- aerendant:
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Un der these circumstances, I am of the
opinion that, weighing the injuries and taking these last-mentioned considerations into
account, the balance is on the side of plaintiffs.
Furthermore, if I consider the public interest from another viewpoint, I believe that
the contemplated strike, if it came, with all
its awful results, would be less injurious to
the public than the injury which would fiow
from a timorous judicial recognition that
there is some basis for this claim to unlimited and unrestrained Executive power,
which would be implicit in a faiiUre to grant
the injunction. Such recognition would undermine pub.lic confidence in the very edifice of Government as it is known under the
Constitution.
DAMAGE SUIT PROPOSAL DECLARED

INADEQUATE

The remaining claim of defendant is that
plaintiffs have a plain, adequate, and complete remedy by a suit in the Court of Claims
for damages, and, therefore, equity cannot
take cognizance of the case. The records
show that monetary recovery would be inadequate; but aside from that, the seizure
being unauthorized by law, there could be
no recovery under an implied contract 6 and
there can be none under the Federal Tort
Claims Act 7 this act expressly provides that
any claim tased upon an act of an employee
of the Government in the execution of a
regulation, whether or not it be valid is excepted from its terms. 8
For the foregoing reasons I am of the
opinion that preliminary injunctions restraining defendant from acting under the
purported authority of Executive Order
10340 shoUld be issued in favor of all plaintiffs except the United States Steel Co. That
company verbally limited its motion to one
for a preliminary injunction to restrain defendant from making any changes in the
terms and conditions of employment. That
I am unwilling to issue because of its stultifying implications. I could not consistently issue such an injunction which would
contemplate a possible basis for the validity
of defendant's acts, in view of my opinion
hereinabove expressed, and moreover, a preliminary injunction should maintain the
status quo as of the date of the wrongful
acts complained of. If the United States
Steel Co. wishes to withdraw its verbal
amendment and proceed on the basis of its
original motion, leave will be granted for
that purpose, and the same injunction issued to it as to the other plaintiffs.
Counsel will submit, with all due speed,
orders in accordance herewith.
DAVID

A.

PINE,

Judge.

For 75 Years the American Indian Has
Been Getting the Point 4 Treatment
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOWARD H. BUFFETT
OF NEBRASKA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, April 7, 1952

Mr. BUFFETT. Mr. Speaker, the
hand-out program labeled "point 4" is
not a new idea. In substance, it has
e Hooe v. United States, supra; United
States v. North American Transportation &
Trading Co. (253 U. S. 330, 64 Lawyers' Edi-

tion, 935).

'28 U. S. C. A. 1346 B.
See Old King Cole v. United States (S. D.
Iowa, 88 F. Supp. 124); Jones v. United States
8

(S. D. Iowa, 89 F. Supp. 980).

been the compulsory diet of the Ameri ..
can Indian for 75 years.
Has point 4 helped the American In ..
dian?
If so, how much?
The point 4 program on the American
Indian has been a simple task, compared
to what is attempted through the global
point 4 now under way.
If point 4 has been a bust in helping
the American· Indian, is it intelligent to
think it will succeed under much more
difficult conditions?
The attached clipping of note, issued
by the Foundation for Economic Educa ..
tion, gives an enlightening slant on this
activity:
LIFE ON THE RESERVATION

The reservation Indian is becoming less
self-sufficient and more dependent upon
what he calls the great white father in
Washington. Instead of freedom, the Indian has Government-guaranteed security.
Instead of individual responsibility, he has
a Government bureau to handle his personal
affairs. There are special laws governing
his right to own land and to spend tribal
money. Under that system of bondage it
should surprise no one to find that many
thousands of Indians have remained uneducated, hungry, diseased, and mismanaged.
(From Wards of the Government.)
As a missionary to the Indians, I find your
warnings underscored by my daily experience. One of the surest consequences of a
government of welfare and security is the
rapid decline and death of responsibility and
character.
Whatever the pre-reservation Indian was,
and his faults were real, he was able to take
care of himself and had a character becoming to his culture · and religion. He was a
responsible person. Today he is far from
that. The wretched security he has had, beginning with the food and clothing dole of
early years, designed to enforce the reservation system and destroy Indian resistance,
has sapped him of character. The average
Indian knows that he can gamble and drink
away his earnings and still be sure that his
house and land will remain his own, and,
with his hunting rights, he can always eke
out some kind of existence.
Government men too often hamper and
impede the man with initiative and character. This is because their program inevitably must be formulated in terms of the
lowest common denominator, the weakest
Indian. In addition, the provisions of the
Government for the welfare and security of
the Indians remove the consequences from
their sinning and irresponsibility. The result is a license to irresponsibility, which
all the touted Government projects cannot
counteract.
And I believe the results would be no better for the best hundred or thousand persons
selected from ariy society, after a generation
or so of the same kind of welfare and security
government.
There are many men in the Indian Service
who are sincerely and earnestly trying to improve the Indians' welfare. They are, however, faced with this constant dilemma: All
their zealous and patient efforts to help the
Indian simply tend to become another crutch
that the Indian depends on. Those Indians
who have become progressive and independent apparently have done so because of personal and religious factors totally unrelated
to the Government program.
REV. R. J. RUSHDOONY,
Western Shoshone Mission, Owyhee, Nev.
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American Business and Foreign Aid
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JACOB K. JAVITS
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, April 1, 1952

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave gra11ted to extend my remarks in
the RECORD. I include the following ad ..
dress I delive..:ed at the annual conven ..
tion of the National Paper Trade Association of the United States in New York
City on March 25, 1952:
Unless American business takes up a major
part of the responsibility for economic and
technical assistance to the underdeveloped
areas, the free world may be lost by Communist subversion of our political and economic
life even as it is being effectively defended
against Communist aggression by military
preparatlon, necessary as it is. This calls
for a $10,000,000,000 5-year investment program. '!he Government is speedily relinquishing economic and technical aid in favor
of military aid under the mutual security
program with results which could be disastrous particularly in the underdeveloped
areas. Of the total request for foreign aid
by the aaministration of $7,900,000,000, only
about $650,000,000 is for economic and technical assistance to the underdeveloped areas.
In other words, we are proposing to spend in
our foreign-aid program about 92 percent on
the defensive phase of our struggle against
communism and only 8 percent on the offensive phase of this struggle. Yet it is clear
that the Communist appeal is beamed directly to the 1,075,000,000 people, well over
two-thirds of the 1,500,000,000 people in the
free world, who live on a near-starvation ·
level of under $100 of income per capita per
year in south and southeast Asia, the Middle and Near East, Africa, and Latin America.
Economic distress· is the major built-in
threat of communism in the free world.
This situation has b.een forced on the Government-it represents a radical change from
the economic assistance policy under the
Marshall plan--due to the increased exigencies of defense expenditure at home and the
reluctance or unwillingness of Congress to
back continued major foreign economic and
technical assistance.
I propose that American business take over
the major responsibility for the industrial
and agricultural phases of economic and
technical aid to the free world. I estimate
this will take 2,000,000,000 investment dollars a year for 5 years. I wish to emphasize
that by American business I mean management, labbr, investors, farmers, and consumers, and not just any one of these. The
first impetus should be given by the leading business organizations like the chamber
of commerce and the National Association of
Manufacturers, the CIO and A. F. of L., and
the American Farm Bureau Federation, Na tional Grange, and other farm organizations.
It will require mutual cooperation by business itself, a new role for the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
and cooperation by the Federal Government.
It will mean the recruitment and training of
as many as 1,000,000 young men and women
for work abroad. It will require the negotiation by our Government with other af•
fected governments of new treaties of com•
merce and trade and new compacts on taxation. I believe this new role may best be
undertaken by the organization of invest•
ment companies, either by those in specific
lines like automobiles, tires, textiles, or generally. These investment companies would
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invest in projects in the underdeveloped
areas, provide for local participation in management and ownership, and for constantly
increasing the local responsibility for the
enterprise, undertaking, and obligation to
train local people for this purpose.
The International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development should be encouraged by
us to organize as an affiliate, an International
Finance Corporation, to make loans in local
and foreign currencies without government
guarantee and to make joint equity investments in these ventures. This h as been suggested by the International Development
Advisory Board in March 1951.
Treaty protection should be negotiated by
the State Department providing equal treatment for the investments of these joint
companies, equitable labor standardG, and
making provision for conservation of the local
resources which may be involved. These
treaties should contain bilateral tax compacts aimed at eliminating discriminatory
taxes levied upon United States corporations
abroad and reciprocal exemption from income tax of income from the business establishments of their nationals located in the
territory of the other nation.
Congress should be asked to authorize the
inclusion in bilateral tax treaties of a provision that income from business establishments of one count ry located in the other
shall be subject to taxation only in the country where earned. American corporations
should give consideration to utilization of
some part of their allowable exemption of 5
percent of income for education and charitable purposes to pursuit of such purposes in
overseas areas.
The 1,000,000 young men and women,
graduates of our schools and colleges, who I
estimate to be needed to implement such a
program with ma n power, should be especially
recruited for work abroad, trained in training
schools for their jobs and in the languages
and customs of t h e countries to which they
are going. They need to be oriented to living
with and working with the local peoples concerned so they are not isolated in American
colonies. Congress should be asked to amend
our tax laws to give ·f avored' treatment to the
young people so engaged so they may amass
a competence over a period of years. Making a reasonable fortune should still be one
of American yout h 's major incentives.
Our schools and colleges and our technical
and industrial institutes should be vastly increased in size wit h the necessary aid from
private business and government. The
necessary orientation and training .facilities
on a postgraduate basis should be applied
to training the 1,000,000 young Americans to
whom I have referred and instead of 50,000
foreign students we should accommodate ·
250,000-10 percent of our college population.
Such a program would stlll leave an important area for economic and technical
assistance by the Federal Government, an
area in which it could properly fit and which
it could be adequately dealt with by appropriations in the magnitude of the 8 percent of the Mutual Security Program now
contemplated. This should include aid to
refugees, displaced persons, and others under
the necessity of migration. It should also
include cooperative activities with local governments in the fields of health, sanitation,
education, road and port development, land
conservation and pest eradication.
The emphasis in United States foreign
economic assistance must now be upon productive investment. The way in which it
can be carried on with the greatest effect
as the offensive against the challenge of
communism is through American business.
It 1B also the way in which the necessary
wealth base can be built for maintaining the
military shield against communism with
which the world is definitely faced for a
decade or two: Productive investment is a
business function. American business is

well able to discharge it. It must recognize
that it is an essential arm of the statesmanship of our people and that its own
security and prosperity in the decades ahead
require that it undertake this task for the
American people now.
The extent of the need may be gaged by
a few figures. In 1948 the British Commonwealth countries in south and southeast
Asia, principally India, Pakistan, and Ceylon
developed the Colombo plan calling for a
6-year investment program of . $5,230,000,000
in capital, of which $3,800,000,000 was to be
invested in India and $784,000,000 was to be
invested in P akistan. Of this amount,
Great Britain undertook to supply, out of
frozen sterling balances, $840,000,000, leaving
about $2,000,000,000 of capital, other than
what could be raised locally, to be raised
outside.
The maximum provided in aid of this program in this year's mutual defense assistance
program is in the area of $100,000,000. Obviously no serious effort is being made by
the United States to help with the Colombo .
plan; yet this plan 1B absolutely essential to
avoid recurring famine and to give selfsufficiency in food to India. The Colombo
plan for India will increase land under ~ul
tivation by 3.5 percent, land under irrigation
by 17 percent, and will add 6,000,000 tons of
food grains or 10 percent to the present supply, thereby enabling India to hold the line
at present living standards. India, with its
330,000,000 people, is the most important
country left to the free world in Asia. If
India goes the way of China, the free world
will not only have lost Asia but may have
lost the battle. The religion, the morals,
and the ethics of India and the fundamental
beliefs of her people are strongly antiCommunist, yet Communist agitation has a
strong appeal in a country in such danger of
famine and starvation. The recent parliamentary elections in India showed alarming
st rength in some States for the Communist
ticket.
Another example is in the vast colonial
territories of Africa. They have the capability for making the European powers
which administer these territories-Great
Britain, France, Belgium, and Portugaleconomically self-sufficient but a recent survey shows that to develop the territories in
the next 10 years $8,000,000,000 in investment is needed, while actual investment now
in prospect is approximately $1,300,000,000.
The Belgian Congo which could be one of
the richest areas in the whole world has a
10-year development plan calling for $1,300,000,000 and has just succeeded in borrowing
$70,000,000 from the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development. Just a
drop in the bucket.
American business has very important
reasons for getting into thiB field in a big
way _quite apart from the anti-Communist
struggle-aside from the substantial withdrawal from this field of the Federal Government.
•
In the first place, although we produce
over one-half of the world's industrial output we are mining only one-third of the
world's mineral output and .are much too
rapidly exhausting even these resources.
For industrial expansion the United States
is increasingly dependent upon foreign resources of iron ore and petroleum. United
States industry depends on imports for 100
percent of natural rubber; 100 percent of
chromium, tin, nickel, and manganese; 70
percent of its baUXite (for aluminum) and
30 percent of its lead, copper, and zinc.
Without these supplies American industry
as we know it would shut down; yet assurances of these supplies at prices in line with
a stable economy are not in sight, and every
businessman concerned knows it.
Second, we Americans have to look to our
export markets, a big part in the profitable
operation of American business. Our gross

nation.al output will be about $350,000,000,000 this year, and about 20 percent will probably go to defense, but this defense expenditure, so long as we don't have a war-and
no American in his right mind wants onewill level oti in a year or two and go down
to a maintenance basis of $30,000,000,000 under 10 percent of the present gross nat ional
output. Right now our expert trade is running at the high rate of $15,000,000 ,000 a
year. Imports are $11,000,000,000 a year. In
the days ahead, these have to be doubled if
our economy is to stay on an even keel. The
capability of overseas markets to take our
goods in this doubled volume and to produce for our import requirements depends
upon an enormous expansion of the wealth
base both for developed and underdeveloped
countries of the free world which can be accomplished by economic development in the
underdevelop ed countries.
A group of United Nations experts reporting at the end of 1951 said the development
of the poorer countries will be intolerably
slow unless a much larger flow of external
capital is provided than at present seems to
be in sight. It 1B too little known that even
under the Marshall plan the underdeveloped
countries, colonies, dependencies, and territories of the European recipient nations, did
not get much of the total aid of $12,427,000,000, of which just under half was spent for
raw materials (not food), machinery, and
vehicles, as only $312,400,000 went to these
colonies and dependencies.

Legal and Illegal Aspects of Yalta
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. ROONEY
OF NEW YORK

IN

~HE

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, Apn'l 30, 1952

Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Speaker, under
the permission ·heretofore granted me by
unanimous consent of the House, I include the following newspaper article by
a distinguished Brooklynite, Ignatius
Nurkiewicz, which was published in the
Polish-American Journal of Scranton,
Pa., of March 15, 1952:
IGNATIUS NURKIEWICZ SOUNDS WARNING ON
LEGAL AND ILLEGAL ASPECTS OF YALTA

In the course of heated discussi9ns relating
to the Tehran and Yalta agreements it
gradually became manifest that some of the
arguments used against those decisions were
not and could not be completely faultless.
This is specifically true in regard to an indiscriminate rejection of all stipulations of
the Yalta covenant. In fighting against
Yalta in toto, without distinction as to
whether specific decisions are affecting our
wartime enemies, or our allies, we are bound
to hurt the rights of the latter. This proved
to be true in regard to China, and became
glaringly true just now in connection with
the Polish acquisition of the East German
territories along the Oder-Neisse line.
There can be no doubt that all the Yalta
decisions directed against our wartime enemies are legal. Those decisions were based
on the then existing jus belli (law of war)
which allows imposition upon the enemy of
conditions deemed necessary or essential to
the victor. No principles of international
law, whether written or customary, may substitute the authority of a victor in his dealings with a defeated enemy. For this reason,
the Charter of the United Nations Organization forbids any intervention of this body
into the conditions created by wartime decisions as embodied in inter-ally agreements.
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Contrarywise, whatever decisions were
agreed upon at Tehran and Yalta, as far as
they are directed against the rights of our
allies or as far as they violate-in whatever
terms-the sovereignty or the territorial integrity of those allies, are obviously illegal.
The jus belli cannot be applied to allied
countries since they were not in a state of
war with the Yalta powers, and there is no
basis in law which would or could permit
some of the allies to unilaterally settle matters in the realm of sovereignty of the other
allies without their knowledge or consent.
In terms of international law, those Yalta
decisions which were directed against our
allies m:tst be condemned as being illegal
whatever reasons or excuses are introduced to
make them appear justified.
In my opinion, this differentiation between
the two groups of decisions contained in
the Yalta agreements are all-important.
It is not hindsight. It may be recalled
that I initiated the following resolution
adopted at a mass meeting of the PolishAmerican Congress in New York, April 1951:
"It is by now common knowledge that
most of the present dangers to the free world
have their origin in the so-called Yalta
agreements. These decisions were not only
a result of disregard for international law
and ethics but also the product of poor
judgment and bad political strategy. Their
combined effects proved disastrous to our
country and to all alleged victors in the
war against Hitlerism except the Soviet
Union. Specifically, the illegal partition of
Poland and well as the enforced submission
of the Pollsh people to the domination by
the Soviets will go down in history as one
of the greatest blunders ever made by the
United States and Great Britain. This can
only be compared with the sell-out of China
with the resulting effects which took place
on the Asian continent.
,
"Those parts of the Yalta decisions which
are directed against our wartime Allies must
be repudiated. We consider this repudiation as an indispensable weapon against the
Soviet threat of world domination."
It is known that the acquisition by Poland
of post-German territories are defined in
part IX and XIII of the Potsdam Declaration. Likewise, part XIII contains decisions
concerning the transfer of the Germans from
those territories in Central and 'Eastern Europe. However, the substance of these decisions was adopted much earlier, 1. e. in
December 1943 at Tehran and in February
1945 at Yalta. Part IX of the Potsdam Declaration expressly states that those territorial changes were based on agreements concluded at Yalta:
"(B) The following agreement was reached
on the western frontiers of Poland:
"In conformity with the agreement on
Poland reached at the Crimean conference"The three heads of government agree
that, pending the final determination of
Poland's western frontier, the former German territories east of a line running from
the Baltic Sea immediately west of Swinemunde and thence along the Oder River
to the confluence of the Western Neisse to
the Czechoslovak frontier, including that
portion of East Prussia not placed under the
administration of the U. S. S. R. in accordance with the understanding reached at this
conference and including the area of the
former free c~ty of Danzig, 'shall be under
the administration of the Polish state and
for such purposes should be considered as
part of the Soviet zone of occupation of
Germany."
Disregarding the reservation concerning
future ratification · of the new boundary
(such reservations are contained in 31
changes of former German frontiers with
France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Denmark), two facts are strikingly important !n
the above stipulation:
·

1. The decision relating to the cession of
German territory in favor of Poland was
based on the Yalta agreement on Germany,
and
2. The territories assigned to Poland ceased
to be a part of the ·German Reich (former
German territories). In the meaning of international law, this stipulation deprives
Germany, in all cases, of any authority as to
the future of the transferred territory at least
as long as part IX of the Potsdam Declaration stands. The final decision relating to
the future of the territory belongs exclusively to the signatories of the agreement and
does not require the consent of the 'German
state.
This is confirmed by the introductory stipulation in part III of the Declaration:
"The purpose of this agreement is to carry
out the Crimean Declaration on Germany."
Similarly, the Yalta decisions on Germany
served as the basis for the transfer of German populations as stipulated in part XIII
of the Declaration.
"The conference reached full agreement on
the removal of Germans from Poland,
Czechoslovakia and Hungary.
"The three Governments having considered
the question in all its aspects recognize that
the transfer to Germany of German populations, or elements thereof, remaining in
Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary will
have to be undertaken."
In order to enforce the transfer and resettlement of the German evacuees, the Conference created a special agency under the
name of the Control Committee on Germany
which was· authorized to resettle in Germany
6,650,000 from the countries named above.
In principle, the territorial change in favor
of Poland as well as the transfer of the German population from Poland was already decided 20 months earlier, namely, at Tehran,
December 1943. Though the exact terms of
the Tehran agreements were not made public, a confirmation of the existence of such
agreements are contained in a speech Mr.
Churchill delivered in the Commons December 15, 1944:
"The transference of several million people
to be effected from the East to the West and
North, as well as the expulsion of the Germans-because this is what is proposedthe total expulsion of the Germans from the
area to be acquired by Poland in the West
and in the North. A clear sweep will be
made. I am not alarmed by the prospect
of disentanglement of populations, nor even
by these large transferences which are more
possible in modern conditions than they
were before.
"These ideas arose at the Tehran Conference."
Both questions, the territorial and that
of the population to be evacuated came, 13
months later, to the fore during the Yalta
conference. E. R. Stettinius reports in his
book Roosevelt and the Russians (p. 211)
how Mr. Churchill presented, on· February 8,
1945, a British draft which lat.er became the
basis for the Yalta decision on those questions:
The Prime Ministers submitted a British
proposal:
"(2) Poland in the West would include
Danzig, the regions in East Prussia west and
south of Koenigsberg, the district of Opeln
in Silesia and the lands desired by Poland to
the east of the Oder. All Germans in these
regions were to be repatriated to G~r~any."
And again, on February 27, 1945, Mr.
Church1ll confirmed in the Commons that
such decisions were taken at Yalta:
"The three powers have now agreed that
Poland shall now receive substantial accession of territory both in the north and in
the west. In the north, she will certainly
receive • • • the great city of Danzig,
the greater part of East Prussia west and
south of Koenigsberg, and a long wide sea
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front on the Baltic. In the west she wm . •
receive the important industrial province of
Upper Silesia and, in addition, such other
territories to the east of the Oder as it may
be decided at the peace settlement to detach
from Germany."
The intrinsic connection of the Potsdam
Declaration and the decisions which prior to
the Berlin conference were adopted at Teheran and Yalta, are so obvious that discernment appears necessary in criticizing the
Yalta stipulations. Whenever they invade
the sovereign domain of an ally, as was the
case with Poland and China, they should be
repudiated and unconditionally rejected as
being illegal. Such is the Yalta-imposed
partition of Poland. But, whenever they
represent the culmination of the struggle
against the Hitlerian will of world domination, the decisions must stay and be respected as the basis of a democratic world
order. And this means a Germany deprived
of the power and lust for destroying her
neighbors.
As the writer of these lines understands,
the Polish point of view, reduced to the
simplest formula, is being expressed in the
absolute rejection of all decisions which
violated Poland's legal position as an ally,
Polish sovereignty, and Polish territorial integrity. Such decisions can find no basis
either in international law or in customary
principles of international intercourse. For
the same matter, the Yalta invasion into
Polish internal affairs as it happened in the
case of the Polish Government, must be regarded as an act of international lawlessness
perpetrated by the three Yalta signatories.
It took place in utter disregard of the fact
that Poland was an ally as well as a signer of
th~ Atlantic Charter. Tolerance of this lawlessness will unavoidably lead to the introduction of precedents which may allow in
the future invasion into internal domain of
every country, including the United States,
in the event of a shift in the balance of
power.
But, to reject at the same breath decisions
against the enemy would mean the willingness to pay a premium for aggression. This
certainly is not the way to pave the path for a
peaceful and democratic world.
Every
would-be aggressor could count on getting,
in time, such a premium in a world of changing and shifting power relations. This is
why it is necessary to abide by those Yalta
agreem.e nts which were meant to impose the
will of the victors upon the aggressor, as was
the case with Germany. And, for the same
reason, those decisions must be as much regarded as legal, as are illegal all agreements,
decisions, or stipulations directed against any
ally and signatory of the Atlantic Charteras was the case of Poland.

St. Lawrence Seaway
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. TOM CONNALLY
OF TEXAS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. CONNALLY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD a letter dated April 10, 1952,
addressed to me by the American Farm
Bureau Federation, on the subject of the
St. Lawrence seaway.
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On the other hand, the opponents of the
project attack the financial soundness by
saying such things as: The cost would probably prove to be much greater than the esti•
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION,
mate of $982,000,000 made by the Army engiWashington, D. C., April 10, 1952.
neers (based on 1950 conditions) for sev•
Hon. TOM CONNALLY,
eral reasons: ( 1) It does not cover a complete
Chairman, Foreign Relations Committee,
Great Lakes seaway since it does not include
United States Senate, Washington,
costs of ~mproving Great Lakes harbors to
D. C.
accommodate .oceangoing vessels. (2) Cost
DEAR SENATOR CONNALLY: A representative
of constructing public works has been subof the American Farm Bureau Federation on
stantially greater than has been indicated
February 26, 1952, presented the position of
by preliminary estimates. Examples: Weithis organization with respect to the proland Canal estimated cost $40,000,000, actual
posed St. Lawrence seaway; namely, that we
cost $120,000,000; Bonneville Dam estimated
support going ahead with the project procost $42,000,000, actual cost $80,000,000. (3)
vided it can be begun without putting any
Doubt has been indicated as to whether a
additional strain on the already overburchannel of 27-foo~ depth will be adequate-dened finances of the Federal Government.
thus greater costs than those estimated may
This letter suggests specific amendments to
be incurred if it becomes necessary to proSenate Joint Resolution 27 as well as other
vide a channel depth of 30, 32, or 35 feet.
actions necessary to put our recommendaGeneral Pick, Chief of the Army engineers,
tions into effect. As we pointed out on Febtestified in 1951 before the House Committee
ruary 26, the board of directors of the Ameron Public Works with respect to construction
ican Farm Bureau Federation recently took
as follows: "I suggest consideration of the
the following action: "That the American
advisability of authorization to provide for
Farm Bureau Federation support the St. Lawfurther increasing the project channel depth
rence project, developed on a self-liquidatfrom 27 to 30 feet." With that statement he
ing basis and to be financed by the sale of
submitted an estimated cost table which calls
revenue bonds; the building to be done on a
upon the United States to pay $270,000,000
bid basis by private industry and the distrifor connecting channels if a channel of 30·
bution through privately owned transmission
foot depth is authorized. This estimate was
lines of the energy generated through the
qualified with the following note, however:
electric power phase of the program." This
"Based upon available hydrographic data and
action taken with the understanding that
office studies. No soundings or borings
the rural electrification cooperatives would
taken. No detailed studies made regarding
have an equal opportunity to obtain power
the St. Clair River compensating works or
with preference as to the time it would be
the Detroit River lock planned for · the projavailable, although without any preference
ects of 30- and 35-foot depths. These esti·
in respect to the rates at which it could be
mates are, therefore, of a preliminary naobtained.
ture." Substantially the same reservations
We understand that revenue bonds are
were made for the Thousand Island section
quite generally considered to be bonds issued
of the St. Lawrence River.
by a governmental body in connection with
Opponents of the project point out that
the acquisition, construction, or improvethe estimates of potential- traffic are more
ment of a publicly owned project and paytheoretical than real and that th~y are not
able as to both principal and interest only
supported by a reputable engineering firm
from the revenue of the project. While
with independent status and a background
there appears to be no precedent for the
in the type of work to be undertaken.
Federal Government financing a project "only
The American Farm Bureau Federation is
from the revenue of the project," nevertheless,
unable to cut through the confiicting arguthere is ample evidence that many projects,
ments of proponents and opponents and desuch as the Pennsylvania Turnpike, New
termine of its own knowledge that the projJersey Turnpike, San Francisco Bridge, and
ect as submitted is economically feasible.
others, have been financed by private capital
However, the history of projects placed under
without any of the "faith or credit" of the
a truly revenue bond type of financing is that
States sponsoring them being in any manner
they have been successful for the reason that
involved. In fact, one of the primary purinvestors will not support them without
poses of the revenue bonds is to avoid consuch projects being on a sound business
stitutional limitations upon indebtedness
basis. The American Farm Bureau Federof a State or other governmental unit~ The
ation
wants the project to be a success. It
private investor does not have the power to
seems clear that since revenue bonds cannot
foreclose in the ordinary sense but, for pracbe sold unless the project is economically
tical purposes, must look to the revenues as
sound, the use of such bonds would be the
the only source of security for his investgreatest guaranty that the project would be
ment. Of course, as past experience shows,
successful. We do not see how the other
the investor, under such circumstances, will
proponents of the project can be for anynot support the project unless the legislathing
less.
tion, trust indenture, volume of business reThe American Farm Bureau Federation
port, and the report on construction and
suggests that Senate Joint Resolution 27 be
operating costs will withstand a searching
amended to eliminate the provisions thereof
analysis as to the soundness of the project.
which preclude presenting to investors the
Investors have also demanded that the projkind of facts they need upon which a sound
ect be so conceived .and set up as to be free
judgment can be based in advance of putting
from political misuse.
•
their money into the undertaking. Section
The facts concerning the financial sound3 (a) should be amended along the following
ness of the St. Lawrence seaway project have
lines: "Prior to construction and in order to
been the source or much disagreement bedetermine whether the project can be selftween the proponents of the project and its
liquidating so as to make the bonds salable
opponents. The Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
to private tnvestors, the President is authorAssociation, which has devoted a great deal
ized and ·directed to negotiate a fund agreeof effort to the study of this subject, says
ment with the Government of Canada, and
this: "Few major industrial investments
so forth." Section 3 (b) should be deleted.
have ever been initiated with greater assurSection 5 should be amended to read as folance of economic feasibility and financial
lows: "Prior to construction and in order to
soundness." That association also states:
determine whether power facilities will pro"It is because of this rich opportunity for
vide sufficient revenue to make the project
an economically sound project that both the
self-liquidating and the bonds salable to the
Defense Mobilization Chief, Charles Wilson,
public and in order to allocate costs between
and the president of theM. A. Hanna Co., Mr.
the power facilities and the navigation facilGeorge M. Humphrey, stated that they would
ities the President is directed to negotiate an
like an opportunity to develop the project as
a private investment."
~rrangement with the government of the

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

State of New York, etc." Section 206 (b)
providing for unconditional guaranty of both
principal and interest by the United States
should be deleted.
If the project is put on a sound revenuebond basis investors will not need the guaranty of the United States Government. If
the United States Government guarantees
the principal and interest, there is no need
for the investors to investigate its economic
feasibility. In such event the already overburdened Federal finances would be unnecessarily subjected to additional burdens of
an indefinite amount.
There may be some feeling on the part of
Congress that the prospective revenues from
the navigation facilities may not be adequate
in the years immediately following the opening of the facility. The American Farm 'Bureau Federation would be willing to support
any reasonable assumption of responsibility
by the Federal Government for a definite
percentage of the navigation revenues for a
definite period of years after completion of
the project. The details of working out the
blending of the revenue bonds with a partial
Government guarar~ty of revenues is something that can be worked out without any
large policy questions being in issue.
It is respectfully requested that the legislation be amended along the lines suggested
so that work can be begun at the earliest
possible date without cost to the Federal
Government.

Weekly News Releases
EXTENSION O:F REMARKS
OF

HON. J. HARRY McGREGOR
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent to extend my
own remarks in the Appendix of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, I include the follOW•
ing portions of weekly news releases
made by me:
CIVIL FuNCTIONS BILL
The civil functions bill, H. R. 7268, has
just been passed by the Congress. This bill
covers the money spent for the civil works
program which includes rivers and harbors
work and flood control. The President requested $692,977,800. The House did not
comply with the President's demands and
reduced the bill $200,540,900, or about 28
percent. The total amount of the bill passed
was $492,434,900.
I feel the civil works program should be .
subservient to the defense needs of the Nation and I do not believe we should begin
any projects unless they are of an emergency nature during this critical period, and
where it seems essential for tremendous expenditures to be made for the war effort.
The Corps of Engineers, handling this type
of work, has under construction 400 projects
costing $5,900,000,000. Additional projects
in excess of $8,000,000,000 have been authorized. This dentonstrates there is a vital
need for a comprehensive anci coordinated
program. I feel certain of the projects, authorized for many years, should have a careful investigation and, if possible, be deauthorized. Conditions have changed and
might prove many of the projects previously
authorized are not now necessary.

•

•

•

The Congress will soon have !or consideration the foreign-aid bill as requested by
the President ' amounting to $7,900,000,000
covering foreign-aid expenditures for the
fiscal year 1953. In my opinion this bill
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should have very careful consideration and
scrutiny and certainly it can be reduced
materially without injuring our defense
program.

•

•

•

•

The House Rules Committee cleared for
floor debate House Resolution 532 calling for
an investigation of the Wage Stabilization
Board. I firmly believe that this resolution
should be passed as the Wage Stabilization
Board has far exceeded their authority and
their unnecessary red tape has caused much
delay and inconvenience to the workers as
well as management.
SURGERY NEEDED

President Truman's budget demands are
undergoing surgery by the House of Representatives-an operation long past due.
More than 30,000 jobs and $724,000,000 in
operating funds fell under the guns of the
House of Representatives economy forces as
we administered a 20-percent cut in the
money sought by President Truman for the
independent oftices of the Government.
The monetary surgery took place when the
House passed and sent to the Senate a $6,254,215,628 appropriation bill, H. R. 7072, to
finance the more than a score of independent
agencies in the fiscal year beginning July 1.
Included in the surgery was:
1. An end to leave accumulation.
2. A requirement that agencies absorb all
costs of last Federal pay raise.
3. A one-third cut in travel funds.
4. Cut in payrolls of at least 20 percent
(number of Federal employees).
Another appropriation bill, H. R. 7151,
passed by the House provides for the Labor
Department, $210,903,593 or $17,192,561 less
than the President requested. The Federal
Security Agency appropriation is $1,559,444,261 or $181,314,000 less than the President
requested. The President's request for the
National Labor Relations Board was cut by
$1,482,332 and the appropriation passed for
this board was $8,137,668.
The House also accepted the over-all Jensen amendment which will save an additional $15,000,000 and drop 3,000 Government jobs. The amendment means the
bureaus and departments will be required to
leave vacant one out of every four of their
job turnover vacancies until they have
achieved a job reduction of 15 percent below totals recommended by the House Appropriations Committee.
I firmly believe we can cut eight or nine
billion dollars from the President's budget
request and hope Congress will continue to
operate as I am positive the patients (Departments) will be healthier than before.
The taxpayers will, I know.

One Hundredth Anniversary of
, Swampscott, Mass.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM H. BATES
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1'952

Mr. BATES of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I wish to insert in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD the following article
by Henry S. Baldwin, chairman of the
Swampscott <Mass.) Historical Book
Committee. The people of Swampscott
have planned an appropriate program to
mark the centennial of the town from
June 14 to June 21, inclusive.

SWAMPSCOTl', MASS.

Swampscott is one of the earliest place
names found in maps and colonial records
of New England. It is of native Indian
origin and is said to signify "at the rock
which divides." 'The town lies in a spot of
great natural beauty, about midway in the
grant of land made by Charles I of England in 1628 ~o six gentlemen, one of whom
was John Humphrey, the first deputy governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony.
In 1634, Governor Humphrey was given
a grant of land in Swampscott between
Black Wills Cliff and Forest River, and extending inland to a great oak, which until
recently, stood near the cemetery. Several
settlers located their homes here at an early
date, among them being John Humphrey
and Francis Ingalls, a tanner. The latter
built what wqs probably the first tannery
in this country, near the intersection of
Burrill and New Ocean Streets, where at
that time ran Humphrey brook.
In 1629 Swampscott and Nahant were
considered a part of the settlement of Saugus
on the Saugus River. This included what
is now the city of Lynn. In 1637 the name
Saugus was changed to Lynn, and Swampscott remained a part of that municipality
until 1852, when it was separated by an
act of the general court. Its present bounds
are not very different from those of the old
Humphrey grant.
.
With a shore line of 3Yz miles and well
protected beaches it has always been a favorite spot for fishermen, and the town
has been noted for this industry from the
time of the Pilgrims down to the present.
Undoubtedly, the earliest settlers of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony came to what is
now Fjsherman's Beach in their small vessels to obtain much needed supplies of food.
Reco;rds of the town show that all through
the colonial days, and even after the Revolutionary War, this was the principal fishing
port of New England. At one time there were
more than 30 schooners, locally known as
"Jiggers," hailing from Swampscott.
Residents of the town still living remember
when oxcarts were driven from all parts
of New England and even from Canada to
Swampscott, for the purpose of obtaining
supplies of fish. These carts were loaded
with geese, eggs, butter, cheese and produce
by the inland farmers, who disposed of their
articles to the fishermen when Swampscott
was reached. Here a return load of frozen
fish would be obtained.
. As the demand for fish became greater,
warranting the use of larger vessels, the
Swampscott fishing fleet gradually disappeared, and today the industry is conducted
on a smaller scale by the use of motor boats
and dories.
The Swampscott dqry is noted throughout
the world as a type of small boat which
especially meets the requirements of fishermen. It is so constructed that it is very
seaworthy and yet can be readily handled
and drawn up on the beach. On account of
its shape it can be stowed in nests on larger
vessels, and for this reason has played an
important part in ·the fishing industry of New
England. Mr. Horton, now 87 years of age,
who has fished in Massachusetts Bay since
he was 13 years of age, states that the first
dories were built by a man named Andrews.
The distinction of designing this type of craft
belongs to Mr. Theophilus W. Brackett of
this town.
Among the points of interest in the town is
the John Humphrey House, which has just
been secured by public subscription for historical purposes.
It may not be generally known that the
Beach Road, which follows King's Beach from
the Lynn line, through Humphrey Street and
Puritan Road, is the oldest highway in the
country. Existing records show it to have
been in use as early as 1628, it being legally
declared a public highway on July 5, 1659.

Most New England coast towns have their
stories of shipwrecks and tragedies of the
se~.
In January 1857, a terrible storm drove
the bark Tedesco on to the rocks near the
Ocean House. The ship was destroyed and
her entire crew of 12 men drowned, the bodies of 6 being recov!'!red and buried together
in the Swanmpscott Cemetery.
Up to the middle of the last century the
population of Swampscott was made up
largely of fishermen and farmers, but with
the advent of better means of transportation,
it gradually took on the character of a residential town and a: delightful summer resort.
One of the earliest hotels was the Ocean
House, which formerly stood on Galloupe's
Point. · This was demolished, and later the
New Ocean House, which now extends the
entire length of Whale's Beach, was erected.
This popular hotel has expanded until it is
now one of the largest hotels on the New
England coast. Hotel Preston, near the
Marblehead boundary, is also an establishment enjoying a wide reputation.
Swampscott is essentially a residential
town, there being only a few small manufacturing enterprises. There are a number of
well appointed retail shops, located for the
most part, on Humphrey Street. The population of the town in 1852 was about 1,000,
while the last census taken shows a total of
nearly 12,000.
Among the many prominent residents may
be mentioned the nllme of Prof. Elihu Thorn ..
son, a founder of the General Electric Company, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a man of world-wide
scientific .reputation. His residence, since his
decease, has been acquired by the town as an
administration building and park. Another
was Andrew W. Preston, to the time of his
death, president of the United Fruit Co.,
whose foresight brought the company to be
recognized as the greatest industrial organization in the West Indies and Central
America.
From the days of the Revolution down to
the World War, Swampscott has always furnished her full quota of soldiers and sailors.
Even though the town was small during the
period of the Civil War, Swampscott sent out
more than 200 men to preserve the Union.
In World War I, 1916-1918, 512 men and
women answered the call to the colors. In
World War II, 1941-1945, 1,370 men and
women served their country in military service. Fifty men made the supreme sacrifice.
Memorials have been erected to honor the
memory of Swampscott citizens who served
in aU wars from the Revolution through
World War II.

Checkrein on Riders
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LOUIS C. RABAUT
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. RABAUT. Mr. Speaker, numerous
times on the floor of this House, I have
raised my voice in protest against the
blunderbuss, meat-ax approach to the
problem of economy in Government that
is so often expressed in riders tacked
onto appropriation bills imposing arbitrary, mathematical formulas for the
reduction of departmental expenses.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
include an -excellent editorial comment
from the Washington Evening Star of
April 30, 1952, on the address of the
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Honorable Robert Ramspeck, our former Court of Appeal::: for the District of Co ..
colleague in this House who now presides lumbia circuit.
This court action has been all but
as chairman of the Civil Service Commission, which he delivered before the submerged in the public notice by an ..
American Society of Newspaper Editors. other historic decision rendered the
After receiving, in many cases, only same day by the Honorable David Pine,
the most superficial consideration, these judge of the United States District
riders are put forth in the "sacred" name Court declaring unconstitutional the·
of economy. Mr. Ramspeck has leveled steel-industry seizure by President
a well-deserved blast at this backdoor Truman.
It is understandable that, by virtue of
method of legislating and the Evening
Star editorial gives proper acknowledg- the emergency atmosphere generated by
seizure of the ste.el industry, Judge Pine's
ment to the merit of his arguments.
Slashing about in every possible di· decision should have greatly overshad ..
rection, the meat-ax type of economy owed the decision of the court of appeals.
Yet, it may well be ·that the one is
rider cuts indiscriminately at almost
every Government agency. As the Star no more important or significant in the
editorial points out, if the so-called· cause of constitutional government than
economizers are really sincere, it is about the other. Both court decisions were
time they faced up to their responsibili· concerned with the preservation of pre ..
·
ties and ordered the elimination of the cious human freedoms.
In the case before Judge Pine the issue
governmental functions which these
agencies have been commissioned to car .. at stake was the fundamental matter of
private property rights.
ry out, rather than continually saddling
In the case before the United States
their administrative officers with restric·
tions that make a mockery of efficient court of appeals the issue was freedom
of speech and press.
personnel policies.
It is a matter of personal gratification
The editorial follows:
to me that the decision of the Court
fJHECKREIN ON RIDERS
of Appeals vindicates a position I took
Chairman Ramspeck of the Civll Service
on the floor of the House of Representa ..
Commission has sounded a note of caution
tives in August of 1950, at the time that
against appropriation riders that deserves
body was debating a contempt citation
special attention at the Capitol. Some riders
against Edward A. Rumely, executive
have served a good purpose, from an economy
standpoint. Some have been of doubtful
secretary for the Committee for Con·
value and others have been exceedingly unstitutional Government. The · citation
wise. The point which Mr. Ramspeck sought
grew out of an investigation of Dr. Rumto make before the American Society of
ely
by the House Select Committee on
Newspaper Editors was not so much that apLobbying Activities.
propriation-bill riders are inherently bad but
On that occasion I made this point in
that so many of them "gallop off in everywhich direction." As he aptly put it one can - debate:
ride a good horse to death.
The esc chairman referred particularly to
the "10 percenters and 20 percenters" who try
to cut Government spending by "mathematical formula instead of through forthright
elimination of specific governmental functions." This sort of horizontal knifing of appropriations on the floor after they have been
trimmed by appropriations committees is always risky and can be overdone. But even
more risky are the riders which attempt to
effect le6islative reforms without adequate
consideration of the problems involved.
Riders which revise civil service policies on
leave are a typical example of the ill-advised
sort. One such, restricting accumulation of
Federal employees' leave, is pending in Congress. Another unwise rider, also pending,
would curb civll service promotions. Legislation like this has no proper place riding
into law on an appropriation bill. However
desirable such restrictions or changes might .
be, they are matters too important to departmental efficiency to be detoured around
committees created to consider just such
complicated problems. Congress ought to
put the checkrein on the whole rider system.

Freedom of the Press·
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES A. HALLECK
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr: HALLECK. Mr. Speaker, I wish
to call the attention of this- body to a
momentous court decision handed down
.APril 29, 1952, by the United States

The citation sought here has nothing to
do with the influencing of legislation in the
ordinary ways of seeing Members of Congress or communicating with them. It has
only to do with the formation of puplic
opinion among the people of this country.
I have struggled with this entire problem
and I do not believe the Congress of the
United States, under the Constitution, can
enact legislation to limit and abridge the
rights of a. citizen acting individually or
collectively with others, to speak his mind
and his opinion to his neighbor or to write .
it down in a paper or magazine or a book
and distribute it. • • •
Now, my friends, it comes down to the
first amendment to the Constitution which
guarantees the right of a free press. · That
right is inviolate. No government, no rna-·
jority can override it; that is why it was
written.

I believe it is important to place on the
record of this body the following excerpts
from the majority opinion af the Court
of Appeals as presented by Judge E. Bar ..
rett Prettyman:
We begin this consideration with basic
premises. To attempt to influence public
opinion upon national affairs by books,
pamphlets, and other writings is one of the
fundamental freedoms of speech and press.
Congress has no power to abridge those
freedoms unless urgent necessities in the
public interest require it to do so.

Further:
That Congress has no power in respect to
efforts to influence public opinion rests upon
two bases. First, Congress is a representative body". It represents the people, and its
power comes from the people. It is not .a
source or a generator of power; it is a recipient and user of power. As a representative
it has no inherent authority to interfere

with the thought or wishes of its principal,
and the people have -n ot conferred that authority upon their representative, the Con..
gress. So that, even if there · were no prohibition such as the first amendment in the
Constitution, Congress would lack authority
to abridge either public opinion m· efforts to
influence that opinion. Second, the first
amendment is a direct prohibition upon the
Congress. It reads: "Congress shall make no
law • • • abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances." The Congress cannot legislate co~
cerning "all activities intended to influence,
encourage, promote, or retard legislation," or
activities designed, in the languag.e of the
Buchanan committee, "to influence legislation indirectly by influencing public opinion." If Congress had authorized its committee to inquire generally into attempts ·to
influence public opinion upon national affairs by books, pamphlets\ and other writings,
its authorization would have been void.

At another point in my remarks on
the floor of the House I called attention
to this fact:
Testimony before the committee that the
publication disclosed that the Committee
for Constitutional Government's sale of
printed matter has already been hampered
and impeded by the action that is here being taken. Here is an organization that
admits it does certain things that come
under the Lobbying Act and so reports; but
apart from that it carries on a. publishing
business.
When this interrogation of Dr. Rumely
was first made, a publisher in a far west
State wrote me saying:
"Look.. I have published and sold whereever I could books that deal with general
problems before the country. Am I to be
called before a committee of Congress and
required to divulge who the purchasers of
my books and publications are? Why, that
holds me up to obloquy; it could restrain
my operation, abridge my right to publish
these books and to sell them."
Who can deny the effect? Who can deny
that will be the effect of requiring the
publisher to come in and disclose his personal business ·affairs? Will you say in this
legislative chamber that the publishers of
the Washington Post or the Evening Star
can be called before a committee of the Congress and be required to disclose who buys
their papers, or who buys their advertising?
Of course not. That would be a direct
abridgement of the freedom of the press
guaranteed ·by the Constitution of the
United States.

On this same point, the majority opinion by the court of appeals noted:
To publicize or to report to the Congress
the names and addresses of purchasers of
books, pamphlets, and periodicals is a realistic interference with the publication and
sale of those writings.

Elsewhere, the court opinion stated:
In support of the power of Congress it is
argued that lobbying is withi~ the regulatory power of Congress; that influence upon
public opinion is indirect lobbying, since
public opinion affects legislation; and that
therefore attempts to influence public opinion are subject to regulation by the Congress.
Lobbying, properly defined, is-subject to control by the Congress, a matter we shall discuss in a moment. But the term cannot be
expanded by mere definition so as to include
forbidden subjects. Neither semantics nor
syllogisms can break down the barrier which
protects the freedom of people to attempt to
influence other people by books and other
public writing. Such logic as the cont ention
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possesses falls before the realities of the pro•
tected freedoms.
It is said that lobbying itself is an evil and
a danger. We agree that lobbying by personal
contact may be an evil and a potential dan·
ger to the best in legislative processes. It
is said that indirect lobbying by the pres·
sure of public opinion on the Congress is an
evil and a danger. That is not an evil; it
is a good, the healthy essence of the demo·
cratic process. It is said that the financing
of extensive efforts to influence public opin·
ion is an evil and a danger. As to that, gen·
eralities are inaccurate. If influences upon
public opinion were being bought and pros·
tituted, an evil might arise. But the case
before us concerns the public distribution
of books and the formation of public opinion
through the processes of information and
persuasion. There is no evil or danger in
that process. To fail to recognize the dif·
ference between that which threatens the
national security and that which is, or may
be, merely evil is to fail to recognize realities.

He notedbecause I believe a basic constitutional
issue was involved. Backed by the trustees
and thousands of supporters of the Com•
mittee for Constitutional Government, I was
convinced that the stake was freedom of
the press, the right of the public to hear
all sides of a question presented and the
right of everyone to use the printing press
and · its products without interference by
a;ny agency of government.

United States Opens Borders to Red
Propaganda
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN P. SAYLOR
OF PENNSYLVANIA

In the 1950 debate I had pointed this
out on the floor:

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

The chairman has said there is no clear
definition of "lobbying" and there is none.
As a matter of fact, the statute is so indefi·
nite that many, many people do not know
when they are in compliance and when they
are not. They do not know when to register
and when not to register. That is why the
work of the committee has been particularly
onerous.

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, from time
to time allegations have been made that
our State Department has permitted the
Soviet Union to broadcast throughout
the length and breadth of our country
its propaganda, and have taken no steps
to prevent it.
One of the outstanding labor writers
fn America today has uncovered another
example of the State Department's failure to act, and allowing the Soviet
propaganda to be distributed far and
wide within our own country.
Every American who is interested in
actually combating Coviet propaganda
would be interested in Victor Riesel's
editorial "United States Opens Borders
to Red Propaganda":

One final quotation from the court's
opinion:
Our attention is directed in alarm to the
vast operations of Rumely's organiza:_tion.
We are referred to "indirect lobbying tech·
niques" and to modern methods of lobbying.
We are told that modern media for mass
communication have made established concepts of lobbying archaic. We are told that
there sho'.lld be a reference source where full
material concerning those who would influ·
ence public opinion could be had, and that
organized groups who attempt to influence
public opinion must be dealt with by Con·
gress. None of these flourishes withstands
scrutiny. Rumely's vast operations turn out
to be the quantities of books and pamphlets
which his organization distributes to the
public. What is called a new lobbying technique turns out to be aroused public opin·
ion. The new features are new mechanics
of commutlication and new mass interest in
the minutiae of congressional activities. But
speech and press by these new means-on
the radio, on television, and in the moviesare freedoms protected by the first amend•
ment. And the public policy which pro·
hibits any current congressional member·
ship from abridging the impact of public
opinion upon the Congress is ·as sound to·
day as it was when it was first formulated.
If it be true that those who today would
influence legislat~on turn from the button·
holes of the i.egislators to the forum of pub· ·
lie opinion for support, a great good in the
cause of representative government has been
done. The evil to be dealt with is at the
buttonhole, not in the arena of public discussion, whether that discussion be oral or
written, over the air or on printed pages.
There are basic principles of our concept
of government. If we ever agree that mod·
ern mechanical devices and modern mass
interest in public affairs have destroyed the
validity of those principles, we will have
lost parts of the foundation of the Con·
stitut ion.

As Dr. Rumely pointed out following
announcement of this decision, the vic·
tory is not primarily a personal one for
him:
I took my stand-

UNITED STATES OPENS BORDERS TO RED
PROPAGANDA

(By Victor Riesel)
Once and for all it behooves a lot of decent
folk to cease being the secret weapon of the
Soviet Union-and to st~p cavorting with the
enemy.
Here is a kind of weirdness into which
their purist civil liberties can get this Na·
tion of ours, with over 20,000 dead GI's already strewed on the Korean front:
Right this minute, in the heart of Manhattan, a Soviet film firm is distributing an
anti-United States movie produced by friends
Of the Sovietized Chinese armies, starring
North Korean Communist political leaders,
featuring the propaganda chief of the leader
of the armies which have mowed down our
young soldiers, and blasting the American
forces now defending U . . N. principles in
Korea..
Furthermore, V. J. Jerome, the cultural
chief of the American Communist Party, has
circulated orders throughout all party cells
that this film is to be shown in as many
union halls as possible as soon as possible.
The party now controls 10 major unions in
the very heart of our defense-production
seqtors.
How preposterous can we get? How can
our port authorities permit this enemy propaganda to be shipped into the United States?
How can our State Department continue
to permit the Artkino Pictures Co., at 723
Seventh Avenue, right off Times Square
(telephone number Circle 5-6570), to act as
a foreign agent for enemy propaganda, which
this 16-millimeter sound film, Peace Will
Win, most certainly is?
How can we permit this film to be rusl!ed
to unions in defense areas, when its star.
Kuo Mo-Jo, stood in the Kremlin only a fevt
days ago, on April 11, to be exact, and re•

ceived the international Stalin p~· ize for
promotion of peace among nations-which
is Soviet mumbo jumbo for anti-American
activity?
Kuo Mo-Jo, tn addition to being chairman
of the China Peace Committee (official prop·
aganda agency of Red China, specializing in
turning its Korean troops into fanatics at
the war front), is the man who whips the
Chinese war workers into faster arms pro·
duction.
That Friday afternoon tn the Kremlin,
when Stalin's personal propagandist, Dmitri
V. Skobelstein, pinned the medal on Kuo,
the Chinese looked at the glittering gadget
which had a portrait of Stalin on it and
bragged:
"This is not only a signal honor and en·
couragement to me but also to all Chinese
people. Inspired by Generalissimo Stalin
and under the leadership of Chairman Mao
Tse-tung, we Chinese have won independ·
ence, freedom and democracy. • • •
"Especially at present when American interventionists are conducting bacteriological
warfare in China and Korea, we Chinese must
strive resolutely and unite as one with peaceloving people throughout the world to check
this appalling crime so as to defend all mankind and ourselves:"
All right, that was said in the Kremlin, it
can positively be reported. But why must
it be said on screens in America? This film,
as well as scores of others, is being shown in
some of our big cities.
in addition to the Stalin
1 Furthermore,
prize winner, there are speeches by such antiAmerican propagandists and world Communist leaders as Ilya Ehrenberg, Soviet writer;
Joliot-Curie, French Communist atomic
scientist; the Dean of Canterbury and a red
lady by name of Mme. Pak Den-ai, presi·
dent of something called the League of Ko·
rean Women in North Korea, headquarters of
the enemy.
The lady in red makes a bitter and
thoroughly lying speech about our airmen
and aerial warfare.
Small wonder Comrade Jerome's directive
to his Communist cultural agents said:
"This film can be brought into thousands
of (American) communities, homes, tradeunion halls, churches, and into the consciousness of hundreds of thousands and mil·
lions of Americans. (There is) no single
more potent mass cultural instrument. • • •
"Bring it to the people."
This is permitted although the film centers
upon a Soviet meeting sponsored by organi·
zations which the United States attorney
general's office (in quieter days) labeled
"subversive."
This is condoned, as is the showing.of proChinese films, in American movie houses
such as the Stanley Theater, 586 Seventh
Avenue, in Manhattan, a theater to which
come thousands of Communists and sympathizers, with an occasional curiosity seeker
to cheer Mao Tse-tung and Josef Stalin, leaders of the armies knocking off our lads.
How can this be permitted?

Navy's Worst Disaster Since World W~r II
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS J. LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 23, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following letter that I have received
from Mr. Richmond W. Smith, 109 Common Street, Walpole, Mass., father of Lt.
D~vid

Howeth Smith, one of the many__
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reported missing of the mid-Atlantic
collision of the destroyer-minesweeper
Hobson and the aircraft carrier Wasp:
WALPOLE~

MAss., April 30,1952.

Han. THOMAS J. LANE,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. 0.

DEAR sm: Your resolution in Congress regarding the Hobson tragedy is bef ore me
as reported in the New York Times for
Wednesday, April 30. This is commendable
action, and my letter is to support you in it.
My son, Lt. David Howeth Smith, is one
of the many reported missing. Before he
left he had been in touch with us on several occasions, both by letter and phone.
From our contacts with him, it appeared
that not only was the ship requiring frequent repairs, but, more important, the personnel were not experienced for the duties
they were called on to fulfill. I quote from
his last letter written just before departure
on the ill-'fated operation: "I can't say that
I am looking forward to the extended cruise
since we are now down to rock-bottom on
experienced sailors, and most of us officers
don't know all the ropes either. I guess
we will just have to learn as we go along."
This speaks for itself.
This is not only a matter for investigation
by the Naval Court of Inquiry or by the
House Armed Services Committee. The issue
goes beyond the present affair. It is a matter of securing for the public the assura nce
that all is being done and will be done to
prevent further such tragedies. Congress
only can handle this issue to meet the present temper of the American people .
. I have enclosed a c'opy of a letter which
my older son has recently sent to Senator
LEVERETT SAL'l;'ONSTALL.
If I can be of any further assistance, do
not hesitate to write.
Sincerely yours,
RICHMOND W. SMITH,
WALPOLE, MASS., April 29, 1952,
Han. LEVERETT SALTONSTALL,
United States Senator from Massachusetts, United States Senate, Wash•
ington, D. 0.
DEAR sm: There are times 1n the lives of

aU of us when we turn, in sincere motivation, to seek the counsel and assistance of
those on whom we have placed responsibility. This is such an occasion. I am
asking your full consideration.
First, may I introduce myself as a former
medical oflicer of the United States Navy
who spent 2 years aboard a wartime tiestrayer? . You will be ·interested to know
that I am a friend of Dr. Henry Saitonstall,
of Exeter, N. H., and will be joining his
medical group in June to practice in that
community. Above and beyond these, I am
the brother of Lt. Davig Howeth Smith
WhO, With SO many, was lost aboard the
U. S. S. Hobson in the recent tragic naval
disaster in the Atlantic. My -sentiments are
but a small reflection of those in his family
and in the many families across the Nation.
There is no .bitterness-only the deepest sorrow. It is from the pains of this that t he
determination arises to see that tragedies
of this nature have no repetition, God be
with us.
No thinking American will hold long that
one person has been at fault. If subsequent
naval inquiries reveal that this or the untimely failure of ship mechanisms were to
blame, lt would be barren reason which
would lead nowhere. It is the system, beyond men and mechanics, which must hold
the answer. To this end I make my appeal
to you.
There is evidence at hand, both publicly
known and that which I have gathered from
David's letters to our parentf?, to suggest
that the U. S. S. Hobson was not qualified
to operate as escort to the fast carriers.

What, for example, are the reasons why an
inexperienced crew on a destroyer-minesweeper wa.:; given the task usually met by
modern destroyers and skillert crews? Where
was our fleet ·of modern carrier escorts?
Can this and other questions be answered
in a fashion tbat will convince the public
we have organizational competence? Hastily
prepared communications will not suffice nor
will the closed doors of a naval inquiry.
Your interest is deeply appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
RICHMOND D. SMITH, J.r ., M. D.

Overpopulation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER M. MUMMA
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. MUMMA. Mr. Speaker, within
the past several weeks the question of
foreseeable overpopulation i:!l our coun ..
try has been a frequent topic in congressional debate. I recall particularly the
very .able discussion of this probl~m by
the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. VoaYs]
when the omnibus immigration bill was
under consideration in the House, and
the remarks of the gentleman from Mis ..
sissippi [Mr. WHITTEN] and the gentle ..
man from Minnesota [Mr. ANDERSON]
early in the debate on the 1953 agriculture appropriation bill.
It is generally conceded that overpop ..
ulation is the cause of most of the unrest in the world, and is manifesting itself at present in a sometimes quiet,
sometimes warlike, struggle for existence.
The United States cannot solve this
overpopulation problem by letting down
all bars to immigration into our coun ..
try. It would be somewhat similar to
thf' results which would be obtained by
dividing up the wealth of the world in
gold-no appreciable help to anyone.
Currently, Italy is constantly mentioned as being greatly overpopulated.
I am sure we all remember that not so
many years ago Mussolini was pinning·
· medals on the proud parents who had
helped increase Italy's population according to the dictator's orders.
Surely we are not being selfish in
maintaining our immigration-quota system. In our country's pioneer days, the
need was men for the work. Now, on re ..
turn to anything like normal conditions,
the cry will be work for the men. un ..
employment is not unheard of even now
in many communities, in spite of the
present pace of our industrial production.
·
Neither are we sure indoctrination of
many of our immigrant::; in the principles
of the American way of doing things has
been a success, in view of the daily crime
statistics in the press involving those of
alien birth.
That our own governmental agencies
are recognizing this overpopulation situation is shown -very clearly in an article
in the New York Times of March 16,
1952, which I include in these remarks
under the permission granted me. The
article is as f'Ollows:

UNITED STATEs SEEKs To CURB OVERPOPULA•
TION STRAIN WITH WIDE PuBLIC WORKS
AND FARM PLANS
WASHINGTON, March 15.-The United
States for the first time in its history has
awakened to the prospect of an overpopulation problem, not unlike that which' has
troubled older countries in Europe and
Asia.
Agricultural land area can no longer be
increased at a rate proportionate to growth
in human popula tion. The latter will increase from 150,697,000 in 1950 to an estimated 190,000,000 in 1975.
The pressure of population may not cause
severe concern until the last quarter of this
century, but it already is reflected in agricultural planning, national land-management policies, and political drives for development of 10 great river basins in this
country.
Alaskan statehood was temporarily frustrated 1n Congress by a conflict of opinion
whether the National Government or future
State government should ·have control of
the vast public lands in the Territory, which
offer one of the best outlets' for future surplus population in the United States.
The large migration of surplus Puerto
Rican population to the mainland United
States-espec.ially New York-is an incidental factor 1n the awakening interest in the
fundamental problem of buman population
relative to agricultural land area. ·
For the first century of its history, the
United States had a seemingly inexhaustible
amount of land which ·could be turned from
forest and prairie to agricultural cultivation.
}.:lllions of European immigrants flowed
into this country, attracted by good land
a~ailable at cheap prices from railway land
grants or under Federal homestead laws.
After World War I, the growing. density of
population led to immigration restrictions,
the real beginning of a changed economy;
The 1950 United States census, which is
still in process of economic analysis, alerted
Governn:ent departments to the fact that
population is increasing at a rapl.d rate while
the land useful for agriculture can only be
increased through mechanization, scientific
ut.ilizat1on, and costly public-works systems.
The Bureau of the Census reported that
the population of the United States increased
19,028,086 in the last decade, · rising from
131.669,2'75 1n 1940 to 150,697,861 in 1951.
The census of agriculture revealed that
land in farms in 1950 was 1,133,418J)OO acres
compared to 1.141,615,364 in 1945 and 1,060,862,374 1n 1940.

The pressure of population against available agricultural lands 1n the last decade
did not cause much public concern because
mechanization and fertilization were increasing the unit productivity of lands presently available.

· Bibliog·raphy on World Communism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD M. NIXON
OF

C~LIFORNlA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursaay. May 1. 1952
Mr. NIXON. Mr. President, I

ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a.statement
prepared by me dealing with the launch ..
1ng by the American Legion of its na ..
tional m~mQrial book plan, together with
a bibliography on world communism prepared by the American Legion.
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There being no objection, the statement and bibliography were ordered to
be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR NIXON

During the last week in May in connection
with Memorial Day, the American Legion ·
will launch a national memorial book plan.
In briefest essence, the Legion's project is
to place in public and school libraries recommended anti-Communist books dedicated to
those Americans who have made the supreme
sacrifice fighting communism in Korea.
Each book will bear a memorial bookplate
inscribed to an individual American boy lost
in Korea from that particular community or
county.

The following books, selected and recommended by a committee of 25 experts, will
be used by the American Legion as a basic
list of authoritative and worth-while titles.
It has long been obvious to me that while all
Americans, except for a handful of quislings
and dupes, are staunchly and irrevocably
opposed to communism, most of us know lit·
tle about this most deadly menace to freedom. Hence all the resultant confusion and
controversy, to say nothing of indifference,
as to how best to meet this terrible problem.
Good, sound, factual books are obviously
the best educational weapons in this world·
wide ideological war. I am, therefore, happy
to see that the American Legion is once more
Author

Titlo

making another contribution to its splendid
33-year record of unwavering opposition to
all forms of totalitarianism and to communism in particul.a r.
Additional copies of this list can be secured
in limited quantities from the National
Americanism Commission, national headquarters, American Legion, Indianapolis,
Ind.
The following 12 titles are recommended as
basic or elementary reading for those who
know little or have read nothing about the
whole complex problem of world communism
in its many aspects and the threat it presents to America today. These books should
be in every library:
Publisher

"The Accused ___________ --------·····-··········· .•.••••••• --- Weissberg ___ • ___ _•• _••••••• ___ ..••• ____________ _ Simon & Schuster.•..••••••..•••••••..•..••••...
"Brain Washing in Red China .••.••..•.•..•.•....•••••••••••. Hunter ______ ------------------ ~ _--------------_ Vanguard--------------------------------------Morehouse-Gorham ____________________________ _
•communism and Christ. .. -----------·······················
"Eleven Years in Soviet Prison Camps ..•••...••..•••..••••••.
"The Front Is Everywhere..••••........••••••.........••••••. Colonel Kintner--------_ •. ___ ------_------------ i};.~~r~i\';~~r6k?~!lollial?ie&s~~=================
_____ _____ ______ .• ---- -- _______ ---------- Devin-Adair_----- ---- -------------------------•out of Bondage ..•.•.••••••••.••••.•••••..•••.••••••.•••••••. Bentley
Bruce Publishing Co ___ ________________________ _
•Total Empire. __ .•••••••••••.••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.. - Rev. E. A. Walsh ______________________________ _ Funk
& Wagnalls ______________________________ _
Toledano
and Lasky------·--------------------•seeds of Treason ..·································-·········•shanghai Conspiracy .•••••.••••••. · ····-·-···-·.-------······ General Willoughby---------------------------- Dutton. __ ---- --------------- --------------- ---•wi tness ___________ •••••.•.•••••••••••••.. -•••• -••••• --------- Chambers. __ ..••• .•••••......•.••....• _•..... --. Random House.-----------------"'" ·------------"While You Slept•••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••.... ----------- Flynn ____ • ___ ••••• ____ ••• _____ ••.•. _••• _.•••••:.. Devin-Adair _. ·····------ ••• -----·-··· .•••. ____ _
•1984.--------------------------------------------------------- Orwell.------------------ ----------------------- Signet. ________ ••••• _••••• _••••••••••• ____ ._ ••• __

~?;~~;~-~-~~~:::======================~=======

The following books are recommended for
those seeking more adv'lnccd or specialized
information, 1. e., Soviet forei~n policy, life

behind the iron curtain, inte ational communism, Soviet espionage, front organiza-

Price

u.oo

3.50
2.50
3.50
3. 50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3. 75

5.00

2.50
.35

tions, Communist operating methods, and
infiltration techniques, etc.:

WORLD COMMUNISM

Title

Author

Publisher

Blueprint for World Conquest •••• ·-··-·--··----······---····"The China Story ___ ----- -----------·-·-··--·-·----·--·-···-·•com In I! Defeat of Communism._ ---··---·-··-··-·-·····----*CommunIsm, Its Plans and Tactics..........................

Chamberlin .•••••••••••••••••• --------····-··--Freda Utley._--·--------------------·---------Burnham __ ------------------------·-----------U. S. Library of Congress.......................

Henry Regnery -----------··----·--------------••... do._.---------·-------------------·--------John Day_-------------·----·-------------·----Infantry JournaL------·------------------- ~- ---

$3.50
3. 50
3. 50

~c~mm~~~~t.~J!; o~ ~~U~foii_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~gk-oiri_·:=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~m-c:1~:i~s!~:_:_r~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:: ~

•Ccoounnqteuref.set. tbRyeTverurotr_••n._-_·.-.·--.---.·--·---·.-••·.-.·-·.·.·_··. ·_-_·_-_·__-_-_··.·.·__-·_·__._-_--_ Leland Stowe_ ••••• -------.--· ••••• ····--···---1
0 1 10
Sydney Lens.. ---·-·-·--·-----·-·-·-·-···-··---Czechoslovakia Betrayed_.·----------------------·-·-········ Ripka ...• ---------·-···········-·······--------*Defeat in Victory_.----·--············----------------------- CiechanowskL ..•....••••••••••••. --------------

Random House ___ ••••• ---· •• __ • ____ .--------.__
Beacon Press.••• -------------------------------MacMillan.------------------------·----------Doubleday-······---------------------------···-

3. 50
3. 50

History of Bolshevism (out of print>----·--------·····--·----*1 Saw Poland Betrayed......................................
!-l~~ i~~~-~':': -~- ~~~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
New Soviet E ropire _________ ---------------------------------Orieins of Totalitarianism.....................................

Harcourt Brace.................................

:~~ff ~~ev~~~;tp;~e::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~g!~~f~:~~-~-~~~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -Bob%~-Mer~ill~~==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2. 00

3. 50
3. 50

~: ~

Rosenberg·----------------·----------------·-·· Oxford University Press·-···--···--------···-··- --····---- -Lane ... ------·······-·········-·-·······-------- Bobbs MerrilL..................................
3. 50
Freda Utley---------- ••••••••• ___ .••••••• _••• ___ _._._do .. ____ . ____ • __ • _____ ----•• _•• _•••••• _______
3. 50

~a~Nn~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~b-ljgflerslty ·Press~::::::::::::·::::::::::::::
Hannah

Arendt.·----------------~---·-···------

~~i~~Pf~; ~<c~dm~~~T~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ ~3<ien~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~t;~:e~i~ros:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
=~~~i~: 1o~~~;1Jl~~~aer·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 8~l~~c"!Kiefier:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: r?dk~n-i~-:~s:::_:_r_e_~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Ri'*' of Russia in Asia ...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
R n••ian Enigma. ____ ._ --------------·················-------*The Russian Revolution.-----------------------------------Russo-German Alliance. ____ ------------------------·--------*Soviet Expansion and the West· --·-------------------------Soviet Russia in the Far East.-------------------------------Stalin (out of print) ____________ ------------------------------Stalin and German Communism .. --------------------------··

Price

1

~: ~~

6. 75

~: ~g

:: ~
Dallin ___ --------------------------------------- ----.do ·----------------------------------------5. 00
Clham herlin..................................... Scribners _____ .---- ___ ._------------------------- -··-··-- ___ _
Chamberlin ..••••••• : •• ·---------------------··· MacMillan (2 volumes).-----------------------HS. 00
A. Rossi._ .• ___ •• ------------------------------- Beacon Press ____ . __ ____ ----------------······-··
2. 75
Bouscaren .••••• -------------------------------- Pacific States Press----------------------------3. QO
Dallin. ___ -------------------------------------- Yale University Press ..·-----------------------5. 00
Souvarine·------------------------------------- _ Alliance .. __ ___ ___________ ----------·------------ _••••••. ___ _
Ruth Fischer·-·-------------------------------- Harvard University Press·---------------------8. 00

~~~~;;~:~~r~~c:C~r~1coillllitiDi8Di:::::::::::::::::::::::::: · ~~~!antifii:::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::: ~~~~ifJ~r;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
"Three Who Made a Revolution·----------------------------- Wolfe. ____ -------------------------------------- Dial Press_ • __ . -------- ______ ------------------Total Power ___ ------ ------------------- ---------------------- Reverend Walsh.------------------------------- Georgetown University Bookstore...............
T~hea~;tf~rY~~J?~:n~~;?~~~~-~·-~~-~:!::::~:::::::::::::: 6~~~~a~~i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: N~f~!~-~~=-----~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~: gg
5. 00
4. 00

~: gg

~~K~~:~1~'f~~?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~===~~~~~=~~~~~~~~ ;~~:~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~= ~ji~£~!~~~·:~:::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --------l:~
SOVIET ESPIONAGE, MURDERS, MASS TERROR, ETC.

Age of Terror_--------------------------·-·-·----------------ASsassins at Large ____________________ ---------······--····--·"The Atom Spies. __ --------------------- ___ -----------------_
Brotherhood of Fear_----------------------------------------*Hand book for Spies. __________________ ••. ---------------·---In Stalin's Secret Service (out of print)_ ____________________ ___
Invitation to Moscow----------------------------------·······
*I Spied for Stalin·--- -------··-------------------------------Katyn Woods Murders.--------------------------------------

Leslie PauL·-----------------------------------Dewar ___ ---------------------- •. --------------Oliver Pilat •. ---------------·-- __ --------------Ardery -----------------------------------------Foote. ________ :.__________ ___ ___ -----------______
KrivitzkY--------------------·-·······-·······-StypulkowskL__________________________________
Nora Murray-·--------------------·-----------Mackiewicz.....................................

Beacon Press. __ -----------------···-····· ··----$3. 00
_.do._.------------------------·----- __ ------___
3. 00
Putnam __________ ------------- --- -------------..
3. 50
Random House.................................
3. 00
Doubleday ___ ------·---------_----------------·3. 00
Harpers·---------------------------------------3. 00
Thams & Hudson ..••••• ·----------------------3. 00
Wilfred Funk·- ·-------------------------- -----3. 00
British Book Center, N. Y ---------------------- ------------

~::~h?r d;~:~~~~~:~~~;~~~~~~~;~i~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _;~~~;;~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ {l]!~~=~:t;~~~~~~z~~j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ========i~~

Russian Purges and Extraction of Confessions................. Beck and Godin·-····----------------------·-·· Viking Press _____________________________-:.______

3. 50

~~~e~::;~;:~~~~~i~l~~~~:~-~~~~============================ ~~~!~~~~~~-::================================== -~;~1~£:~~~~~-~~~~~~r~~i;:::::::::::::::::::::: --------~:~
• Denotes recommended for high school libraries.
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SOVIET RUSSIA, SLAVE LABOR CAMPS, ETC.

Author

Title

Publisher

Price

Assignment in Utopia (out of print)--------------------------- Lyons.·----------------·-····----------········· Bobbs MerrilL .•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -----------0

~~~Jfde ~/~:e~~~n~~~~~==~=~~====~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~~~~~-~~=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~1~~!>~-~-i~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

El Campesino-Life and Death in Soviet Russia______________
*Forced Labor in the Soviet Union·----------- ---------------The Great Retreat_ ------ ----- --------- ----------------------•r Chose Freedom-- ---------------------- ------------------·•r Chose Justice ____--------------------------------------- - --*I'll Never Go Back·-------- ---- -- -------------------------·-*The Iron Curtain ___ ____ -- ---__ ____------------------------·-

Gonzalez and Gorkin ____________________________
Dallin and NicolaevskY------------ ------------Timasheff_______________________________________
Kravchenko_____________________________________
--- -.do·-----------------------------------------Koriakov _. ------------------------------------Gouzenko.. ---------- ~--------- - ------- ---- -----

Putnam·----- ----- - ----------------------------Yale University Press·------------------------- Dutton . . ___________ ---------: ---------------___
Scribners________________________________________
- ___ _do________ -------------- __ ------------------Dutton._---------------------- ----------------_---.do ________ ----- ____ .------------.----------__

$~ ~

3. 50
3. 75
5. 00
1. 49
3. 75
3. 00
3. 75

}e~~~~:~~!fr~~~~~~f!~~t?~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~~~================================== ~;~~J~-~~:is:~~;iiis~~===================== ::::::::i~~

.!li~~i~~f~_j_=~!- ~ - =-= !~=~- =!-!l~!:!~ l!~~r_-i= :~j~l_~ j:~ =-l-j\ \l_-\ l\-l -~~;r ~l~! ~! !~ ~ ~ ~- ~-1- -~=:;

• One Who Survived.------------------------------_--------·- Barmine. ___ -------------------------------- __ . _ Putnam ______ .... ____ __________ --- --- -----------

!I
3. 75

~~~t:~~~e~~!~:~~~t~~============================::::::: ~{~~n~~~~~~~~~================================= r~~~! g!~;~;:~~~~~~=~~================= --------~~~

*Since Stalin (photo history>--------------------------------·*Slave Labor in Russia .. -------------------------------------•soviet Gold. _____ ____ --- --- ____ . : •••• __ •• _----------------·-•soviet Slave Empire. _- ---- ----- -- --- ----- -- -- -- ---- --------The Soviet Union, Backgroupd, Ideology and Reality _____ ___
Stalin's Slave Camps. ___ ---- -------- ___ ----------------------

Shub and Quint_ _______ ____ _____ __ _____________
American Federation of Labor_----------------Petrov . __________ ------------ ________ ----------Herling_----------------- ----------------------Gurian·-- --------------------------------------George Orr--------------------------- -----------

*Tell the West ________ ---------------------------------------*Under Two Dictators ________ -------------------------------• voyage No. 39 __ ----- ---- --- --------------------------------The Workers Before and After Lenin. __ --- - -----------------

Gliksman. ____ ----------------------------- ----Buber·N euman. _________ ----------------------Christensen.-- ---------------------------------Manya Gordon._--------------------------·-·--

COMMUNISM IN AMERICA, COMMUNIST PARTY FRONTS,

American Communism.-- ----------------------------·····-·•communism Versus the Negro ..• ---------------------····-- *Communist Trail in America_-- ---------------- --·--··-··-__
*The Communist Problem in America ••• ·-----------······--*The Cry Is Peace ___ -------------- ---- ----------· --·········The God That Failed.--------------------------------·······• I Believed. ___ ----------------------------------------------I Conre~s (out of pri.n t) ____ -----------------------------···---*Lost illusion ___ ______________________________________________
*Men Without Faces. _- ----------------·· -··· ----------···-··
Red Decade (out of print)------------------------------------Red Fascism. ___---------·-------·----·-····-···-------······*Red Masquerade·--- --------------·-··--·-···--·------------•This Is My Story. ------------ -----------------------·-·····Trojan Horse in America (out of print).----------------------*Whole of Their Lives. __ _----------------------------····-··-

Swen P ublishing Co., New York________________
--- -------------- ---------------------------- ----Farrar, Strauss _________ -------_-------------____
Wilfred Funk ____ ___ ------ ---- -------------·--- University of Notre Dame P ress ________________
~ea~~t1:~s~~ -------- ______ -------- ____ --------Paper_-------------------------------------Gresham ___ _--------_---- ___ ------------________
Dodd, Mead·- ----------------------------- ----Vantage P ress·---------------------- -----------Dutton.----------------------------------------

~ PERIENCES

Oneal & Werner __ ·-···-···--------------------William A. Nolan·--·········------------------Spolansky __ ----······---------------------····Palmer _____ ----------------------------·-·····Louis F. Budenz·------------------------------Koestler. Silone. et aL __ -----------------------Douglas Hyde _--------------------------------Gitlow -----------------------------------------Freda Utley __ ---· ·-··-------------------······Lon is F . Budenz·------------------------------Eugene Lyons _------------------------- -------Senator Tenney-·-·····-----------------·······Angela Calomiris. __ -------------------------- __
Louis F . Budenz .• -----····-··------------··---Martin Dies_ -----·····------------------------Gitlow -------------------------------------·-··-

3. 95
3. 00

4. 00
3. 75
3. 50

.
1 75

. 75

3. 75
4. 00
3. 00
2. 75

OF EX-COM M UNISTS

Dutton ___ ---- ---------------------------------Henry Regnery _-------------------------------MacM illan __-----------------·-··--······-----CrowelL--------------·-·····--------·········-Rcgnery _-----------------------------·--------Hart>ers_ ________________________________________
P utnams---------------------------------------Dutton ___ -------------------------------------Fireside Press- ---------------------------------Harper Bros. _--------------·····--------------Bobbs MerrilL __ ________________________________
Federal Pri.n ting Co·----···------------------·-Lippincott. __ : ---------------------------------M cGraw HilL-- ------·-·----------------------Dodd, Mead .••• ·----------------·--·-··-------Scribners. ____ ····-·-·--------------------------

$5. 00
3. 50
3. 50

2. 50
------- - ---3. 50

3. 50
--·····-- ___
3. 00
3. 00

-----------a. 75
3. 00

3. 00
---------- -3. 50

SATIRE, FICTION, AND MISCELLANEOUS

• Animal Farm (satire)_--------------------------------------Burned Bramble (novel)------ - _-- ------·--·-·---------···--·•The Case of Comrade Tulayev (novel) •••••••••••••••••••••••
The Choice. ___ ---------- ------------------------------------Darkness .at Noon (essays)-----------------------------------*God and Man at Yale-----------------·-- -------------------- The Great l dea _(novel) ---- ----------------------------------*Neither
Nor Three
*P ower inFive
the People
______(novel>-----------------------------___________ ________________________ _
Red China's Fighting Hordes.-------------------------·-··--*Red Prussian (Life of M arx) .-----------······---------···: --.
Stalin's Kampf <out of printl- - --------------------------------The Yogi and the Commissar --------------------------------•communist Zoo _____ -------- ••••• ___ ••• ___ --· -__ - ~ __ ._ ••••• __

Orwell .- ---------------------------------------Sperber---------------------------------Manes
Victor Serge
______________________ --------------Boris Shub. -------- -- --- -------------- -- ------- Koestler ______ _---- ----- -------- ------------····William F . Buckley, Jr ------------------------Henry Hazlit.L .-------------------------------Helen Macinnes.------------------------------Felix MorleY-----------------------------------Colonel Rill:!!------------------------- -------···-

Harcourt Brace._------------------------------- ------ -___ __
Doubleday
------------------------------------i\,3. 95
___
_.do ___ _______
__ _____
------------______________
3. 00
Duell, Sloan, Pearce___________________________ _
2. 75
M acmillan ___ _______ _____ -------------- ------___
2. 00
Henry Regnery _---- -- ------------- - -----------3. 50
Appleton , Century, Crofts _______________ ____ ___
3. 50
Harcourt Brace. __ ---- ------------------------ -3. 00
Van Nostrand ________ _________ ________________ __
3. 50
Military Service Publishing Co_____________ ___ _
3. 75

~~~~:~~~i~~::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·~~~~f~~oskin~~==============::::::::::::::::::

Koestler----------------------------------------- MacMillan ____ ___ -----------------------------__
Muller------------------------------------------ Swen Publications. __ ---- -- - ___ -------- __ -------

~: ~

2. 75
1. 00

PAMPHLETS, REPRINTS, AND BOOKLETS

T itle
*Brief on Communism _________ ____ _________________________ ___
• c ommunism, Where Do We Stand TodaY-------------------Communist P arty as Agent Foreign Power ___________________ _
•commun ist Trickery Exposed __ -----------------------------•Guide t o Sub versive Organ izations and Publicat iom, House
Un-American Activities Co~ m ittee.

Publisher

P rice

$0. 15
American Bar Association, Ave Maria Press, Notre Dame, Ind .---------------------------------.50
United States Chamber of Commerce, Washington, D. C.--------- -------- ----------------------. 15
Governmen
t
Printing
Office,
Washington,
D
.
C--------------------------------------------Argus Publishing Co., 55 East Washington St., Chicago, IlL ____________________________________ _
1. 00
Americanism Commission, National Headquarters, American Legion , Indianapolis, Ind.:
. 20
Single copies. __ --------------- ----------------.-------- -- .. ---- -_ --- __. ___ _-. . -- -------------.
. 15
In lots of 25 or more.-------------- ---- --- ---- --- ---------- ---------- ------------ ----- ---- - --- 1. ()()
•Meditations of Joseph Stalin ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• E mile Watson, LeVeque-Lincoln Towers, Columbus, Ohio. Write for quant ity rate~, single
copies.
1. 00
Pamphlet Series on Communism------------------------------ Catholic Information Society, 214 West 31st St., New York, N . Y. : P acket of26different booklets ..
P rogram for Community Anti-Communist- Action ____________ _ United States Chamber of Commerce, Washington, D . C. -- - -- ------ ----------- ---- -- ---------- -.50
Secrets of CP E xposed (Peters' Manual on Organization Argus Advisory Associates, P ost Office Box 174, Benjamin Franklin Station, Washington, D. C. .•
1.00
reprin ted) .
*The Shsmefu. Years (History Soviet Espionage in the United House Un·American Activities Committee, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C _____ _
.20
States).
*Slave Labor in the Soviet World •. ••••••••••:. ••••••••••••••••• A. F. L. Free Trade Union Committee, Box 65, Radio City Station, New York, N. Y -------------- -----------·
Soviet Im peralism Plunders Asia •• ----·····------------------- _____ do___ ______------- ----- __________ ____ _--- -- ----- ---- _____ ---- --- __________ ___ -- ---------------_ ---·-·-··--Soviet Russia and the Jews·---------·-··········----~-------·- American-Jewish League Against Communism, 220 West 42d St. , New York, N. y_ _______________
. 50
*Stalin's Slave Camps ____ ·-----------------------------····-·· International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, 20 West 40th St., New York, N . y_____________
. 75
*The Tenney Committee·-----------·············---·-········ Senator Jack Tenney, Standard Publications, Tujunga, CaliL-- --- -- --- - -~ ---- - --------- --------1.00
United Electrical and Radio Workers.••••••••••••••••••••••••• Keep America Free Council, Post Office Box 281, Canton, Ohio. 75 cents each, 50 cents each in - - - - quantities.

•Denotes recommended for high school libraries.
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Per year

~~!to~Y~~~l~b~We~~u;~t~! 0l~~~~ti~ of~~~~er1.a~liiicafi>risoneis-or-so~iii-sfaviiTa"bor-cain"Psfiioo~-7;373-west-62<fst~.-New-Y.orir,-N~:Y~:::::::::::::::::::: $~:gg
5

Congressional Record, Superintendent of DocumeD;ts, Gov;ernment Printing Office, Washington 25, D. 0---------------------------------------------------------------

18. oo

Firing Line, Americanism Division, the American Legion, national headquarters, Indianapolis, Ind (biweekly subscription limited to Legionnaires and law-enforcement
officers) ___ --------------------------------------------"--------------------------------------------------------------------------_____________________________________
For God and Freedom, the Christianform, 1740 K St. NW., Washington, D. 0-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Free

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~~:::~~~~ ~~:~~if) 5JW~? ~~ ~~xJ~; ~:~W.~~ -~~:::
2~:8. oo
gg
E'\St Europe and Soviet Russia (weekly), International Research and Information Service, Box 990, General Post Office, New York 1, N. y____________________________
s. 00

~~~fi~¥j~~~~~;~~t!~~~~~~~~~~~~\\~~~~~~~~~~\~~~~~~~~\\~\\~~~~lllll~ll~\\\\\ll~lll~~~~~~~~l\~\~\~l~~~~~~~~~~~~j~~ :f.~
Newsletter From Behind the Iron Curtain (weekly), Lithuanian Information Service, 233 Broadway, New York, N. Y------------------------------------------------U . S. New~ and World Report (weekly), 435 Parker Avenue, Dayton 1, Ohio------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
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Omnibus Immigration Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. F. D. ROOSEVELT, JR.
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, April 25, 1952

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Speaker, I oppose passage of the Walter omnibus imIiJ.igration bill, H. R. 5678, in its present
form and am e1Iering several amendments to correct what I sincerely feel
are some of its most serious weaknesses.
I am supporting amendments o1Iered by
other Members of the House to correct
other faults in the bill. If it cannot be
substantially amended, I shall vote
against the bill. Because of the objections I have to the Walter bill, and because I feel that a di1Ierent approach
should be made to the matter of overhauling our immigration and naturalization laws, I have introduced a bill, H. R.
7032, for this purpose.
However, before proceeding further to
a discussion of the many objections to
H. R. 5678, I invite reflection on the role
immigration has played in the history of
the United States. Reconsideration of
that role seems particularly important
at this time because of the fear or downright hatred of the stranger that is being expressed now by some. Such xenophobia ignores the strengthening e1Iect
the flow of immigrants has had on our
national life since our colonial days.
In reflecting on the role of immigration to the United States, it might be
well to recall who some of the immigrants were and what their contributions
have been to American economic development. Here are the names of a few
immigrants who have been outstanding
leaders in the development of special industries: Giuseppe Tagliabue, Italian,
thermometers; Charles L. Fleischman,
Hungarian Jew, yeast; David Sarno1I,
Russian, radio; William S. Knudsen,
Danish, automobile; Leo Baekeland, Belgian, bakelite; Joseph Bulova, Czech,
watch; John J. Bausch, Henry Lomb, and
Charles Lembke, all German, optical;
and Andrew Carnegie, Scotch, steel.
The scientific knowledge and inventive genius of many of the immigrants
have been just as important in the industrial development of our Nation and
the increase in its productivity as the
development of the special industries
cited above. Basic discoveries in the
field of pure science made by immigrants
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have widened the scope of our knowledge and have led to applications of that
knowledge upon which advances in our
economic and industrial life have depended. Charles . Steinmetz, German,
and Michael Pupin, Serbian, made important discoveries about the nature of
electricity and industrial progress was
profoundly a1Iected. John Ericsson,
Swedish, invented the ironclad ship and
the screw propeller.
The list of names, of course, is a very
long one. These are but a few. The
subtle point, though, is that all of these
men came to the United States as ordinary immigrants; we gained from their
scientific and inventive talents even
though they were not carefully selected
on such basis.
A recent edition of American Men of
Science lists over 200 refugees from the
Nazis in Europe who have :fled to the
United States since 1933.
It is quite fitting that we should
recognize these immigrants who have
contributed so much to our national
wealth and whose names we know. We
must also recognize the contributions
made by the thousands whose names we
do not know-those who built the railroads, and have worked in the textile
mills, the mines, the steel mills, and
other production plants. The plain
fact is that America has grown great
and strong through the freshening
stream of immigration for more than
300 years. And there-· is a corollary
object lesson: certain countries which
have early in their history erected high
immigration barriers have not advanced
in development nearly as rapidly as we
have.
There is another very important point
to be made before discussing provisions
of the bills. It is this: At the present
time the United States is engaged in a
tough fight to preser~e our freedom, our
democracy·, our institutions, and our
very security; in all honesty, we need
friends abroad; we cannot go it alone
and we are judged to a significant degree abroad by our immigration policy.
If our immigration policy is one of great
restriction, more grounds for exclusion,
highly selective, more grounds for deportation and denaturalization-it runs
head-on into the keystone of our foreign policy-friendship for the countries
outside the iron curtain. I submit that
we must not build an iron curtain of our
own or we will be headed for real trouble
in our international relationships.
I contend that the Walter bill, H. R.
5678, by and large, is restrictive imnli-
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gration legislation. I have taken a different approach in my bill, H. R. 7032,
and sought to ease the harsh provisions
of present law and avoid enacting the
new harsh practices proposed in the
Walter bill.
The Walter bill bristles with provisions which would violate basic principles of our democratic system, which
would weaken the position of the United
States in world a1Iairs, and which would
subject citizens as well as aliens to unreasonable restrictions. Several religious groups, many nonsectarian organizations, the American Bar Association,
veterans' associations, and others have
voiced their objections to regressive
changes in our immigration and nationality laws which would be brought
about by enactment of the Walter bill.
I should like to discuss several of these
objections.
The Walter bill continues the national
origins and quota approach of present
law based on the Immigration Act of
1924, as amended. Under this law, enacted in the days of xenophobia and isolationism following Warld War I, it was
felt that the United States could safely
absorb about 154,000 quota immigrants
annually. However, no provision was
made for the recapture of quota numbers which had not been used in any
month or in any year. Statistics show
us that since the enactment of this law,
less than 40 percent of the quota numbers have been used. Therefore, although we have been ready to take 154,000 quota immigrants every year, we
have taken considerably less than that.
If only a portion of the unused quotas
of past y~ars could be recaptured, they
could be utilized by refugees from totalitarianism and by immigrants from countries which are dangerously overpopulated. But if the Congress does not feel
:inclined to recapture unused quota numbers of the past, it should at the very
least adopt an amendment to the Walter
bill providing for the pooling of unused
quotas for the present and future. I
have made such a provision in my bill;
I am suggesting that the unused quota
from any nation-such as the British
quota with 65,700 available numbers,
less than half of which are used-shall
be placed in a general pool to be allocated to applicants whose national
quotas are oversubscribed.
The Walter bill continues the 1920 census as the basis for computing the fractional representation of foreign nationalities in the American population. I
think the 1950 census should be used, as
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soon as the figures are available, and until then, the 1940 census. This change
would adjust the quotas of many nationality groups, particularly those from
eastern and southern Europe, whose proportional contributions to the United
States population have increased during
the last 30 years. Using the data of the
latest available census would more equitably reflect the make-up of oldr population. As a detail, it should be noted,
that more scientific methods of obtaining data were used in the 1940 and 1950
census in comparison to the somewhat
slipshod method used in 1920. Believe
it or not, an eastern European who had
anglicized his name would probably have
been attributed to the British quota.
I would strike out the entire portion of
the Walter bill establishing an Asia-Pacific triangle. The section establishing
the Asia-Pacific triangle, assigns it an
annual quota of 100, in addition to separate quotas for independent countries,
self-governing dominions, and territories
under United Nations trusteeship situated within the triangle. While this section takes a forward step by making all
peoples, regardless of race, eligible for
immigration, 7t takes a backward step by
tying a very strong string to the improvement. This string provides that an
alien born outside of the triangle but attributable by as much as one-half of his
ancestry to a people or peoples indigenous to the triangle, is chargeable not to
the quota of the country of his birth, but
to the quota of the country of his ancestry or to the Asia-Pacific triangle quota
of 100. This ancestry test is frighteningly reminiscent of the infamous Nuremberg laws of Nazi Germany under
Hitler. Thus, while we might gain some
friends among the Asians by granting
them the opportunity to become immigrants to the United States, at the same
time, we would be continuing a policy
which rates them as second-class human
beings.
Another quota provision of the Walter
bill seems designed to exclude Negroes
of Jamaica and many other islands . of
the West Indies. This section provides
-that immigrants born in a colony or
other dependent area for which no separate quota has been established shall be
chargeable to the quota of the governing country only to the limit of 100 per
year. I do not intend to engage in
semantic hair-splitting by quibbling
whether it is the design or merely the
effect of this section to discriminate
against Negroes of the West Indies; it is
enough that this is the predictable result. This section should be eliminated
from the Walter bill.
Another section of the Walter bill allocates 100 percent of the total annual
quotas to certain preferred classes, thus
barring needed "new seed" immigration
unless the preferences are not utilized.
To make provision for "new seed" immigration, I propose in my bill that the
50-percent preference in the Walter bill
be reduced to 30 percent for immigrants
of high education, technical training,
specialized experience, or exceptional
abilities.
. There is no provision in the Walter
bill for the establishment of a Visa Review Board. To secure uniformity in

consular decisions and to establish pro- through the years in the perfection of
cedures whereby American citizens may its unemployment-compensation system.
obtain review of exclusionary decisions,
Like other States, therefore, we have
I have provided for the e::::tablishment been continuously vigilant against those
of a Visa Review Board in my bill, to re- in Washington, D. C., who want to
view the case of any alien who has been tamper with the State systems, to feddenied an immigration visa by any con- eralize them on one pretext or another.
sular officer.
A similar trend is often to be· noted
Equally as important, I feel that the in the efforts of certain Federal officials
Board of Immigration Appeals should be to federalize the workmen's compensaestablished by law and I have so pro- tion laws, to duplicate, for example,
vided in my bill; it is not provided for work being done by State industrial comin the Walter bill. The Board should be missions in the field of accident prevenan independent, semijudicial body so tion.
that administrative decisions can receive
I send to the desk a very interesting
the proper kind of judicial review.
presentation delivered before the conAnother section of the Walter bill gressional dinner of the Wisconsin State
abolishes the present 5-year statute of Chamber, of Wisconsin, at the Shorelimitations upon institution of deporta- ham Hotel here in Washington on Tuestion proceedings against a person who day night, April 29.
entered the United States in technical
This statement, by William E. Brown,
violation of the law and renders such of the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
aliens forever deportable. I would re- Co., one of the great industrial constore t~e present 5-year statute of limi- cerns of .mY State, will, I believe, be of
deep interest to my colleagues. I ask
tations.
There are many instances in the Wal- unanimous consent, therefore, that it be
ter bill where the power of the Attorney printed in the Appendix of the CoNGRESGeneral and consular and immigration SIONAL RECORD.
I trust that its message will be duly
officials is increased to deport and exelude aliens; where the Attorney Gen- heeded by those who assume that Uncle
eral previously has had. discretionary au- Sam can do everything . better than the
thority to aid aliens in hardship cases, respective States or that it should do
this authority has been seriously circum- everything that is not now being done
scribed. The serious nature of this in- or that is now being done.
There being no objection, the statecrease of arbitrary power in the administrative officers is that an unhealthy ment was ordered to be printed in the
pattern is established. Many of the pro- RECORD, as follows:
visions seem innocent enough in them- UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION: AN ILLUSTRATION OF CONTENDING PHILOSOPHIES OF
selves but when read in connection with
GOVERNMENT
each other, and the interplay is noted,
Few thinking people these days would diswe can see that an evil design is formed.
The limitations on court review are very agree that this country's No. 1 domestic
problem is to solve the question of the proper
serious.
of government, especially the Federal
To summarize my objections to the role
Government, in the attainment of our social
Walter bill, H. R. 5678, I will say that I
and economic needs.
object to the 20 new grounds for deportWe see and hear this problem debated
ing displaced persons and other immi- in heated terms around such phrases as the
grants admitted in past years, the 13 new welfare state, socialism (creeping or othergrounds for excluding future immi- wise), statism, rugged individualism, capigrants, and the undetermined number of talism, even communism.
In the early stages of this debate more
new ways of losing one's United States
than light was generated. But within
citizenship. I seriously think some of heat
last year or so I begin to perceive in
the provisions of the Walter bill may the
the utterances of many public men the
prove to be unconstitutional, but, at the ' emergence of a simple principle.
very least, the Walter bill is restrictive
All of us· have heard or used the caustic
_ legislation and may sow the seeds of advice: "Don't send a boy to do a man's
division at home and hostility abroad. job." Well, the principle which I see being
I have attempted in my bill, H. R. given more and more recognition is the same
as the one about not sending a boy to do
7032, to be true to our heritage of libjob. Only in this case it is stated
erty. The accession of freedom-loving ain man's
reverse, with just as much truth and compeoples is one of the soundest sources of mon sense behind it: "Don't send a man to
our national strength. Our Nation, built do a boy's job."
over the years by men and women of
This homely advice has been dressed up
many races and creeds, cannot afford to by the sociologists into a principle they call
discriminate against any of those races the "principle of subsidiary function." By
it they mean that jobs that can be done
or creeds.
Unemployment Compensation Laws

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALEXANDER WILEY
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED S'-rATES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. WU.EY. Mr. President, the State
of Wisconsin has pioneered down

by individuals or groups of individuals
shouldn't be delegated to large, complex organizations. Social needs that can be provided for by private organizations shouldn't
be delegated to or usurped by Government
agencies. And, finally, those which can be
handled by local or State government
agencies shouldn't be turned over to or
grabbed by the Federal Government.
We do have great social needs in our wonderful and wonderfully complicated economy. We call our efforts to meet these needs
social welfare.
In analyzing any problem of social welfare, the first step is to determine the existence and extent of an alleged social need;
the second step is to weigh the benefits to
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At the community level, charitable organbe derived from a proposal to fill the social
izations exist the Nation over, to provide
need against any resulting social and economic detriments to any other group or to
emergency support for many unfortunates.
society as a whole; and the third step is to
But effective assistance for recurring seadecide what agencies-public or privatesonal, technological, or cyclical unemployshould have the responsibility for filling the
ment is not to be found here.
social need, thus determined and defined.
At the Government level, one method is
to provide direct relief on the basis of need.
Specifically, therefore, the crux of the
As a matter of fact, the latter device was
greatest domestic problem that con~ronts the
the one chiefly ·relied upon, to weather the
American people today,' with respect to the
great social needs of the times-provision
depths of the 1929 depression.
for the aged, the unemployed, the in~ured
~ut this country has pretty well comworker, the sick, the orphaned, the destitute,
mitted itself since then to the idea that if
the ill-housed-the crux of the problem is
the support of great numbers of people must
what role should the Government--the Fedbe provided for by society, when, due to no
eral Government--play in providing these
fault of their own, business temporarily falls
off, or consumer demand shifts, or the econeeds.
.
nomic system breaks down anq jobs are unI submit that the proper answer is that
available and income ceases, it is more in
the Government should do only those things
keeping with their human dignity to pay
which cannot be done effectively by the peothem an amount which they may in a sense
ple, either as individuals, or as or_g?-nized
private groups, or in local commumt1es, or
be considered to ha•Je earned than to dole
out relief to them.
through their State governments.
At any rate, there we were, in the late
Furthermore, just because today a partic1930's, with an unemployment compensation
ular social need is not being met by activities
system which, in the words of the Advisory
at these lower levels, this is no excuse for the
Council to President Roosevelt's Committee
Federal Government to jump in and set up
on Economic Security, was based on two
an elaborate bureaucracy to handle the need.
principal objectives, namely, "(1) the plan
Federal legislators should first deter~ine
whether the need could be met by orgamzashould promote security by providing com•
pensation for workers who are laid off, (2)
tional or governmental activity at the lower
level, and confine its action at most to legisthe plan should serve as an incentive to emlation which would induce and assist these
ployers to provide steady work and to prevent
lesser groups to do the job themselves.
unemployment."
If the Federal Government does not proYet what has been happening ever since
ceed in this manner-if it too readily asthat time?
sumes to itself the whole job of meeting
The Federal bureau in charge of the Fedsocial needs as they appear-if it pursues
eral Government's part in this system has
its present tendency to absorb and destroy
left no stone unturned to convert the origeven those activities of States and cominal federated system into a single Federal
munities which are presently affording servsystem.
ices in these areas-then we will eventually
They criticize the lack- of uniformity among
reach a point in the history of this country . the State plans. They insist that most, if
when Big Government will be running everynot all, of the State plans are inadequate to
thing, and we the people will be completely
the need in that benefits are too low or ot
taken over, a situation hardly distinguishtoo short duration or subject to too many
able from a socialistic dictatorship. .
disqualifications. They purport to mistrust
The never-ending contest between the opthe solvency of the State funds. They. are
posing philosophies of government just decompletely unfriendly to me:fit rating or indi•
scribed can be well illustrated by the origin
vidual employer reserve accounts.
and subsequent development of unemployOn the last point, their philosophy is obviment compensation.
ously the reverse of one of the basic prinUnemployment compensation is a plan
ciples of the system just quoted from the
devised to meet one of our great social needs.
report of the President's committee, which
The plan went into effect after the depresis to provide effe~tive induc~ment to emsion of 1929 had demonstrated that millions
ployers to do something to reduce unemployof workers, normally employed and s~lf-supment.
, porting, had neglected or had been unable
Well, now, I don't say I mistrust the moto provide themselves with adequate savtives of these people. I know, in fact, that
ings to withstand more than a few weeks of
many of them are sincere in their contenunemployment.
tion tha.t the State plans are inadequate now
The first major attempt to meet this need
and always will be. But I do say that they
'Was Wisconsin's Unemployment Compensaare wrong in their basic thinking about this
tion Act, 1932. Other States adopted simi·
problem. For in 15 years this country,
lar acts, and finally the Federal Government
through the State legislatures, has gone a
entered the picture by adopting a law which
long way toward providing for this great
had the effect of inducing all of the other
social nec.d. Fifteen years is not too long a
States to pass unemployment compensation
time to take to get the bugs out of such a
laws. Let us pa,ss the question whether this
complicated system. Surely we can trust the
Federal action was really necessary to get
States to continue to make sound progress
the field covered. The action was taken, and
toward the perfection and stability of their
we probably can't turn the clock back. The
plans. Furthermore, it seems better to rely
fact is, we now have a combination Federal·
on 48 Rauschenbushes to develop sound, proState system of unemployment compensa•
gressive ideas in this field than one Altmeyer.
tion.
Unfortunately, it is useless to expect that
This great social need was met at the out- ·the Federalists will relent in their campaign
set, you see, by means which were essentially
to take over the system. They have taken
in line with the principles I have just enuna page out of the Communists' book in their
ciated.
method of achieving their purpose. Their
Thus, at the level of the individual, it is
method is not direct; it is devious. They
highly unrealistic to assume that the mass
seize on alleged weaknesses of some State
of individual workers will set aside sufficient
plans as a reason for condemning the whole
savings out of their current income to
system. They refuse to admit that any,
weather prolonged unemployment. Yet they
actual weaknesses could readily be remedied
and their families must be fed, clothed, and
by the States themselves, especially if given
housed at all times.
assistance and cooperation by the Federal
At the industry level, guaranteed annual
Government instead of money wrenches and
wage plans have been tried by a handful of
road blocks.
companies, . .but have never been deemed feaJust look at the record of their strategy.
si.ble by either industry or labor as providing
As early as 1939 they tried to eliminate
from the Federal law the recognition of the
a real cushion for unemployment,
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experience-rating principle followed by most
of the States.
All through the 1940's they attempted and
for a time succeeded in taking over the
State employment services, for the purpose
of hamstringing the effective administration of the State's laws.
Also all through the 1940's and continuing
today, they tried to tighten Federal control
of the standards for State plans, the conditions upon which the tax credit would be
granted. These provisions went to the adequacy and duration of benefits, the disqualifications for benefits, and the methods of
administration. Some of these efforts were
direct, like the Forand bills. Ot hers were
indirect, like the Kilgore bills in 1944 and
19 ~ 5 and the present Moody-Dingell bills,
which would achieve the desired degree of
Federal control in the long run through the
tempting device of providing Federal grants
to supplement present State benefits as to
amount and duration.
It is my understanding that the present
battle in this never-ending campaign of the
federalizers is being fought over the issue
of outright grants to States versus repayable loans to States. The State administrators are nearly unanimous in tlieir support
of the repayable loan proposal, embodied
in the Mills bill, very similar to the nowexpired George loan fund.
It appears . that the two or three State
administrators whQ are soft toward the grant
idea are from States which have not exceeded the 2.7-percent tax. In Wisconsin,
as you know, employers have been paying up
to 4-percent tax. It is significant and refreshing to note that employers from at
least one of the States whose administrators
seem to favor the Federal-grant idea have
testified in hearings on the bills that they
would rather pay increased contributions to
their State fund than to have their State accept Federal grants . . It seems to me that
that kind of testimony, which is obviously
inspired by a shrewd look into the future
rather than by immediate selfish interest,
ought to end the argument.
Up to the present time, Congress has been
persuaded that there are no deficiencies or
weaknesses in the State plans that cannot
be and are not being remedied by the States
themselves. It is vitally important that
Congress retain the conviction that such
matters should be left to the States as a
matter of principle, regardless of how backward or lagging some States may seem to
be from time to time by comparison with
the more advanced States.
So far as you Senators and Representatives
from Wisconsin are concerned, firm adherence to this principle will be easy because
you will not be burdened with any necessity
to apologize for Wisconsin's plan in any
respect. It is a deliberate understatement
on my part to say that the Wisconsin unemployment compensation plan is among
the most liberal, the most soundly financed,
and the most efficiently administered plan
in the country. Any time you believe it is
slipping, don't be tempted to pass a _Federal
law-see Paul Raushenbush and the members of the Industrial Commission's Advisory Committee on Unemployment Compens'ation. This committee, as you know, consists of representatives of labor as well as
industry. All of these men are just as much
interested in keeping the Wisconsin system
abreast of the times as any group of citizens
in the city of Washington-and, I might,
add, far more competent in devising proper
methods of doing so.
That concludes my remarks on unemployment compensation. I want to make just
one more point, briefiy. The grass-Ioots approach to the solution of grass-roots problems applies equally to the recent rash of
proposals to federalize our industrial safety
programs. If the Congress wants to provide
Federal experts to research safety problems
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"'(f) balanced statements of (1) the contions in Congress is to help bring about
dition of the Treasury at the end of the last . the wise appropriation and economic
completed fiscal year, (2) the estimated conspending of public money.
dition of the Treasury at the end of the
Having serv.ed in the Oklahoma State
fiscal year in progress, and (3) the estimated
Senate and as President p.ro tempore of
condition of the Treasury at the end of each
that body, I was not entirely unfamiliar
of the ensuing two fiscal years if the financial proposals contalhed in the budget are
with appropriations measures when I
adopted;
came to Washington as a Member of
" (g) all essential facts regarding the
Congress.' However, I must frankly adbonded and other indebtedness of the Govmit
that I was totally unprepared for the
ernment; and
magnitude
and volume of appropriations
.. (h) such other financial statements and
I was called upon to consider during my
data as in his opinion are necessary or defirst years in Congress. The war, of
sirable in order to make known in all praccourse, accounted for a large measure of
ticable detail the financial condition of the
Government.
this volume-but I have never overcome
"SEc. 202. (a) If the estimated receipts for
my awe at billion-dollar appropriations
the ensuing two fiscal years contained in
measures.
the budget, on the basis of laws existing at
As I said, the bill I offer is relatively
the time the budget is transmitted, plus the
simple. It proposes that budgets and
estimated amounts in the Treasury at the
appropriations shall cover a 2-year
close of the fiscal year in progress, available
period rather than the present system of
for expenditure in the ensuing two fiscal
making annual appropriations. The
years, are less than the estimated expenditures for the ensuing two fiscal years conbenefits should be multiple and farTwo-Year Appropriations
tained in the budget, the President in the
reaching.
budget shall make recommendations to ConLet us look for a moment at some of
gress for new taxes, loans, or other approEXTENSION OF REMARKS
the vexatious problems confronting us
priate
action
to
meet
the
estimated
deficiOF
in connection with our financial affairs.
ency.
The Federal Government keeps its books
"(b) If the aggregate of such estimated
and plans its finances on a fiscal-year
receipts and such estimated amounts in the
OF OKLAHOMA
Treasury is greater than such estimated exbasis. In other words, the books are
' IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
penditures ' for the ensuing two fiscal years,
closed on June 30 of each year, and the
he shall make such recommendations as in
new money comes into use the next dayThursday, May 1, 1952
his opinion the public interests require."
July 1. Under the provisio'ns of most
Mr. STIGLER. Mr. Speaker, I am not
SEc. 3. (a) Section 214 (a) of the Budget
there can be no comingling of
a fiscal expert, but I have .introduced the and Accounting Act, 1921, is amended to laws,
money from one fiscal year to the next,
read as follows:
following bill known as H. R. 7655:
and if the money is not available on July
"SEc. 214. (a) The head of each department
H. R. 7655
1, the agency or department is in a quanand establishment shall designate an official
A bill to require that general appropriation
dary. The appropriations log jam in this
thereof as budget officer therefor, who, unacts provide funds for a period of two fisder his direction and on or before a date
session is all too familiar to us and to the
cal years, and for other purposes
fixed by him, shall prepare the departmental
American people. The plain truth is
estimates."
Be it enacted, etc., That, beginning with
that sometimes the squabbles which dethe Eighty-third Congress, general appro(b) The first sentence of section 215 of
velop over appropriations have doomed
priation acts (except supplemental and desuch act is amended to read as follows:
other very desirable legislation of a subficiency appropriations acts or appropriation
"Tbe head of each department and estabstantive nature. Impasse developing in
acts of an emergency nature) providing
lishment shall revise the departmental esticonnection with money bills never confunds for the operation of all branches of
mates and submit them to the Bureau on or
the Government and of the municipal govtributes to good relationships between
before September 15 of each even-numbered
ernment of the District of Columbia, shall
year."
our two legislative bodies.
be enacted only during the first regular ses- ·
SEC. 4 . .Whenever reference is made in any
It is apparent, Mr. Speaker, that the
sian of a Congress and ' shall appropriate
other law to a period comprising one fiscal
multi-billion-dollar
budget is here to
funds for the ensuing two fiscal years.
year, such reference shall be held and constay.
It,
therefore,
becomes
increasingSEc. 2. Sections 201 and 202 of the Budget
sidered to mean a period comprising two
ly necessary that we bring up to date our
and Accounting Act, 1921, are amended to
consecutive fiscal years for which appropriamethods of handling such appropriaread as follows:
tions have been or will be made during the
"SEC. 201. The President shall transmit to
tions.
first regular session of a Congress pursuant
Congress on the first day of the first regular
to the first section of this act, if such.meanHow many times in the past have we
session of each Congress, the budget, which
1ng is necessary in order to make such referseen governmental agencies · operating
shall set forth in summary and in detailence conform to the requirement of such
under temporary authorities granted by ·
"(a) estimates of the expenditures and apsection that general appropriation acts projoint resolution of the two branches of
propriations necessary in his judgment for
vide funds for a period of two fiscal years.
Congress, and at the same time they
the support of the Government for the enThis proposes a major change in our were working with the Bureau of the
suing two fiscal years; except that the estimates for such years for the legislative
approach to and the handling of appro- Budget on the estimates of needs for the
branch of the Government and the Supreme
priations of money for the operations fiscal year beginning the following July
Court of the United States shall be transand activities of the Federal Govern- 1, and which by law must be handed to
mitted to the President on or before the 15th
ment. Although this bill is relatively the Congress at the opening of the sesday of October preceding the transmission
simple, its enactment would materially sion next January. Think, if you will,
of the budget to Congress, and shall be inaffect the financial affairs of our Govern- of what those charged with the admincluded by him in the budget without reviment and would, in my opinion, prove istration of our governmental laws and
sion;
"(b) his estimates of the receipts of the,
most beneficial to the executive branch, programs are up against.
Government during the ensuing two fiscal
the Congress, and the people themselves.
I dare say that not even the corner
years, under (1) laws existing at the time
I urge every Member of Congress to ,give grocery store in your neighborhood could
the budget is transmitted and also (2) under
this proposal careful consideration be- successfully operate under such condithe revenue proposals, if any, contained in
cause it may offer a way out of what tions. Most certainly no corporate or
the budget;
sometimes amounts to a most difficult other big-business interest would at" (c) the expenditures and receipts of the
situation in connection with appropria- tempt such a thing. And yet we see the
Government during the last completed fiscal
year;
tions.
American Government. the biggest fi"(d) estimates of the expenditures andreThe American dollar is one of the most nancial operation in the world-yes; in
ceipts of the Government during the fiscal
sought after commodities in the world the history of the world-trying to funcyear in progress;
today. It is a simple economic fact that tion under such handicaps.
"(e) the amount of annual, permanent, or
our only source of dollars is the pockets
At times tl:J.e Government employee is
other appropriations, including balances of
of the American people. I have a deep most maligned and abused. But look at
appropriations for prior fiscal years, availand abiding respect for our people, and his side of it. At the beginning of each
able for expenditure during the fiscal year
in progress, as of November 1 of such year;
I believe that one of our greatest obliga-.; fiscal year in July, if he has been able

and assist State agencies with technical advice, that's one thing. But we trust it will
do nothing tending to absorb or destroy our
present fine and adequate State safety
programs.
Industrial safety cannot be achieved by a
push-button campaign from Washington.
For an example of the sensible, effective way
to tackle this grass-roots problem, I again
refer to our own State, where Voyta Wrabetz
over the last 20 years has sparkplugged a
model program of cooperation between the
industrial commission and industry, implemented chiefly through private voluntary organizations like the Wisconsin Council on
Safety and the Milwaukee Association of
Commerce Foreman's Safety School. That's
the kind of program that works in the safety
field because it educates and inspires men,
from the top executives to the men on the
machines, to help themselves instead of
relying, resentfully at that, on some fellow
wearing a Government badge.

HON. WILLIAM G. STIGLER
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to weather the budget difficulties, he
sets about developing the following
year's budget. We know that the budget
for his agency is never approved by the
Congress in anything like the form in
which it is submitted, so for the rest of
the fiscal year he wonders if he will
have. a job after June 30. If the House
or the Senate or both cut the budget
materially, staffs must be reduced to
come within the limitation. This often
means lay-offs as early as April and
May because of the annual-leave accumulation of many, so the average Gov ..
ernment employee has very few productive-, worry-free months in which to
work each fiscal year.
Needless to say, neither labor nor
management would tolerate such a condition in private industry. From a
moral and production standpoint alone
it is highly desirable that we lengthen
the scope of our economic planning.
Think, for a moment, if you will, of
the administrators in Government.
They go through the same economic
gymnastics throughout the year and
they are never certain for more than a
few months at a time just how much
money they will have and what programs
they will be able to -carry out. I know as
a matter of fact that in many instances
there is little accomplished in July and
even August as agencies readjust themselves to new budgets. Is there either
sense or economy in such chaos? I say
no, and I say that it is our responsibility
to do something about it. If my bill
offers ·not the solution the majority of
Congress desires, then let us set about
devising a method and a system that
will meet the need. At least I offer a
beginning to a solution to this problem.
I have discussed this proposal from
the standpoint of the Government employee, the agency heads, and the Con ..
gress itself. Now let us give our attention for a brief moment to the most· impotrant and the most vitally concerned
group in the whole picture-the American people. They are the ones who foot
the bills; they are the ones for whom
the Government functions are intended;
and they are the ones to whom we look
for our employment and our guidance.
There is absolutely no justification for
the wasteful and extravagant system
now in operation. There is neither
rhyme nor reason in a financial process
that by its own defects costs the American people untold millions in direct loss
and even more millions in indirect losses
resulting from uncertainty, low morale,
and economic chaos. Nor can we with
conscience hold out to our P.eople any
promise of continuing programs of service and assistance if we allow a condition to exist under which there is no certainty of year-to-year programing.
How long do you think a county commissioner could stay in office if the
. county programs were cloaked in uncertainty and confusion for several months
out of each year? And jUst how long do
you think a people would tolerate a State
government in which similar conditions
were permitted to exist on any broad
scale?
In further justification of the proposal
I now make, I cite the following record

of the various states
nial appropriations:

in making bienAnnual

State

Bien·
nial

Alabama·----------------------------- -------Arizona _______________________________ -------Arkansas·----------------------------- --------

X
X
X

Connecticut ___________________________ -------Delaware.---------------------------- -------Florida·-------------------------------------Georgia·------------------------------ ----·--Idaho·---------------------------·----- -------Illinois·
-----------------~------------- -------------Indiana _______________________________
Iowa __________________________________ ---·---Kansas·------------------------------- --------

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

.Maine ____ ________________ _____ _______ -------Maryland·---------------------------- X 2
Massachusetts________________________
X
Michigan._--------------------------- --------

---X---

Montana·-----------------------------------Nebraska _____________________________ -------Nevada
.. -----------------------------------New Hampshire
_________ __ ___________ --------

X
X
X
X

g~~~~~~============================= --~-~-- --·x:···
X

f~~i~~~i~============================ ======== iX

~lE;~i~-~========================== ======== ~

~=: ~~~~0========================== ---~--- ---x:---~~~:c~~olilla.-~=====================
North
Dakota _________________________ ---~---------- ---x:--·
X
Ohio ....,.. -----------------------------------Oklahoma
_____________________________ -------Oregon _______ ______________________ _-__ -------Pennsylvania _________________________ ------ -Rhode Island__________________________
X

X
X
X
X

~~~~~ ~!ko~:~~~=·=:::::::::::::::::::: ---~--- ---x:--·
X

Tennessee _____________________________ -------Texas .. ------------------------------- --------

Utah.--------------------------------- --------

Vermont.----------------------------- --- -- --------- - -------Virginia .... ------------------Washington
___________________________
-~------

X

X

X
X
X

~r::o~~~~-======================== ======== IX

Wyoming _____________________________ --------

1 The sessions in even-numbered years are limited to
budget sessions and other specific subjects.
2 Beginning in 1949 the Maryland Legislature shall
meet annually (Constitutional Amendment Laws 1947,
ch. 497. Ratified at general election, Nov. 2, 1948).

A collateral but nevertheless definite
benefit to be derived from this procedure
would be the careful consideration of
appropriations measures at the opening
session of each Congress, and an unencumbered deliberation of other legislation at ,t he second session.
In keeping with our mutual sense of
responsibility as stewards of the people's
welfare, and in the furtherance of the
economic interests of those who bear the
burden of the costs of Government, we
can do no less than make an earnest
attempt to bring about a more intelligent
and economical handling of the people's.
money.

Seizure of the Steel Plants
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN MARSHALL BUTLER
OF MARYLAND·
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. BUTLER of Maryland. Mr. Presi ..
dent, I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD
an editorial entitled "What He Sought,
What He Accomplished,, published in
the Baltimore Sun of May 1, 1952, dealing with the President's handling of the
steel dispute.
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There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WHAT HE SOUGHT, WHAT HE ACCOMPLISHED

Let us see what President Truman sought
to accomplish by his handling of the steel
dispute.
1. He sought to avoid an emergency.
2. He sought to prevent the damage to the
Nation~s defense effort that would be caused
by a halt in steel production.
3. He sought to prevent the loss to steelworkers and communities dependent on
them which would be caused by a strike.
4. He sought to obtain for the steelworkers'
union the wage increase and the union-shop
status which the WSB had recommended,
and to do so without any increase in the
price of steel.
5. He sought to avoid the use of the TaftHartley Act.
6. He sought to do all this by making a
claim to "unlimited and unrestrained executive power."
Now let us see what the President has actually accomplished, so far, in his handling
of the steel dispute.
1. He brought on an emergency· indeed
the basis of his legal case for the seizure wa~
"emergency."
2. He failed to prevent the damage to the
Nation's defense effdrt that is bound up in
a halt of steel production.
3. He failed to prevent the losses to steelworkers and their communities which are
occasioned by a strike.
4. He has failed so far to obtain for the
steelworkers' union the benefits recommended by the WSB.
5. The only weapon .which is currently at
his disposal as a means of restoring steel
production is the Taft-Hartley Act.
6. A Federal judge has denied "this claim
to unlimited and unrestrained executive
power" and has ruled that his.seizure was an
1llegal act.
7. He has precipitated a constitutional issue in which the Supreme Qourt will be asked
-to define more precisely just what the powers of the President are under the Constitution.
Quite a record.

President Truman's Implied Power To
Seize the Press
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF -

HON. HOMER FERGUSON
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have inserted in
the Appendix of the RECORD a resolution
whicti was aqopted by the American
Newspaper Publishers Association at the
sixty-sixth annual convention of that
association, held at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York City, on April 22 to 24,
1952.
It is important as a means of indicating the feelings of thjs important segment of the Nation's population on the
vital question of the power to seize any
given industry.
The resolution was introduced by Gen.
Julius Ochs Adler, one of the publishers
of the New York Times, and adopted with
:only four dissenting votes.
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There being no objection, the resolu.tion was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
RESOLUTION OPPOSING IMPLIED POWER
PRESIDENT To SEIZE THE PRESS

OF

Whereas the people of the United States
have witnessed in recent years the deprivation by dictators of the liberties of many
peoples, including the right of those people
to write, speak and publish their. views freely,
their right to the security of their own property, and their right to have a press free from
Government control; and
Whereas our forefathers sought in our Federal Constitution to secure for tl).e American
people then and for all time their right to
own private property, and to have a free
press; and
Whereas within the last few days, we have
seen citizens of this country deprived of
thelr private property by the Presldent of
the United States, in violation of the Constitutional provisions prohibiting such a
seizure in the absence of due process of law
and just compensation; and
Whereas subsequently we have learned of
a statement by the President himself implying that he has power to seize the press, if
in his own judgment he believes this is
for the best interests of the country: Now,
therefore be it
Resolved by the Ame1'ican Newspaper Publishers Association in annual meeting assembled, That this association deplores and

condemns this recent action and assertion
by the President of the United States under
the guise of the inherent power of the
office; and be it further
Resolved, That this association now goes
on record as expressing its solemn and considered belief that no such inherent power
exists and as declaring its determination to
resist and defeat any attempted seizure by
any President. of the United States of th~
press or any member of the press, in order
to preserve the cherished right of the people
of this Nation to have a press free from the
control of Government in the performance of
its vital function of gathering and disseminating information, as guaranteed by the
Constitution.

The Steel Seizure Issue
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

I

HON. HENRY C. DWORSHAK
OF IDAHO

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial. entitled "The Constitution Lives,"
published in today's Washington TimesHerald.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE CONSTITUTION LIVES

In reading Judge Pine's historic rebuke
to Presidential usurpation, it is useful to
keep before our eyes the words of the Constitution establishing and limiting the
powers of the President. These words are
round in the second article of the Constitution and those which apply to the seizure of
the steel mills are as follows:
"The executive power shall be vested in a
President of the United States of America.
"Before he enter upon the execution-of his
office he shall take the following oath or

affirmation: 'I do· solemnly swear {or affirm)
that I will faithfully execute the office of
President of the United States, and will,
to the best of my ability, preserve, protect,
and defend the Constitution of the United
States.'
"The President shall be Commander in
Chief of the Army and Navy of the United
States, and of the militia of the several
States when called into the actual service
of the United States; he may require the
opinion, in writing, of the principal officer
in each of the executive departments upon
any subject relating to the duties of their
respective offices.- • • •
- "He shall take care- that the laws be
faithfully _executed. • • *"
There is also the tenth amendment, in
the Bill of Rights, which says: "The powers
not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
States, are reserved to the States respectively,
or to ~he people."
And there is the fifth amendment, which
says no person shall be deprived "of property without due process of law; nor shall
private property be taken for public use without due compensation."
.
. Upon this proof that we have, as Judge
Pine said, "a Government of limited, enumerated, and delegated powers," he proceeded patiently to demolish the GovernmenJi
lawyers' claims of a broad residuum of power,
of "inherent power under the Constitution,"
of so-called emergency powers of divine right
or whatever other phrase could be offered to
justify Mr. Truman's seizure of the steel mills
in the absence of constitutional or statutory
authority.
In this discussion, Judge Pine avoided every
temptation to fine-spun theory. He was
plain, clear, and even elementary. Rather
than those of a judge expounding the law
to experienced advocates, his words resembled
at times those of a professor leading a group
of college students into the fundamentals of
constitutional law.
If this approach may be deemed a rebuke
to Government counsel as a group of presumptuous ignoramuses, it was well deserved. Here were men calling themselves
lawyers who had first sought to destroy the
Constitution by executive usurpation and
who then urged the court to throw a mantle
of legality over this lawlessness.
To the contention that the Constitution
gives the President the power to meet any
emergency, and that his finding that an
emergency exists is not subject to judicial
review, Judge Pine tartly replied: "To my
mind this spells a form of government alien
to our constitutional government of limited
powers."
And of Mr. Truman's claimed emergency in
the steel case, he concluded:
"Assuming the disastrous effects of the de. fense effort envisioned by the defendant
(the Government), that can only come about
in case of a strike, and that presupposes that
the United Steelworkers will strike notwithstanding the damage it does to our defense
effort. It also presupposes that the Labor
Management Relations Act, 1947, is inadequate when it has not yet been tried, and is
the statute provided by Congress to meet
just such an emergency. And it further presupposes, as defendant apparently does, that
this statute being inadequate, Congress will
fail in its duties, under the Constitution, to
legislate immediately and appropriately to
protect the Nation from this threatened
disaster.
"I am unwilling to indulge in that assumption, because I believe that OUI' procedures
under the Constitution can stand the stress
and strains of an emergency today as they
have in the past, and are adequate to m:eet
the test of emergency and crisis."
There is a parallel here, unconscious perhaps to the stirring conclusion of another
great opinion, that 1n ex parte Milligan.

The Nation can be happy at Judge Pine's
reassurance that in 1952 as much as 1n 1868
when Judge David Davis first said it:
"The Constitution of the United States
is a law for rulers and people, equally in war
and in peace, and covers with the shield of
its protection all classes of men, at all times,
and under all circumstances."
Mr. Truman's effort to destroy the Constitution has been stopped. He again has a
steel strike on his hands.
And this time he must meet the problem
by the means lawfully available to him . .

The American Forum of the Air
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWIN C. JOHNSON
OF COLORADO

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Mr.
President,
last
Sunday
Theodore
Granik's American Forum of the Air
began its twenty-fifth year of public
service programing to the people of
America. Tributes to Mr. Granik and
his discussion program poured in from
radio and television critics, listeners,
and viewers and public officials thr;:;
out our land. And also included was a
pat on the back from the White Housea.personal commendation from President
Truman.
There is nothing complex about this
forum presented on the NBC radio and
television networks. There is no elaborate scenery. There are no brilliant
musical scores. And usually the cast is
limited to a maximum of four persons.
No, Mr. President, the American Forum
of the Air is not a complex program.
Rather, it is simple in the finest sense
of the word-simple in structure, but
great in significance to our democratic
way of life.
Each week it .takes an important and
timely issue to the American people.
And the main element which Mr. Granik
has devoted his entire life to, is a firm
assurance that the vast radio and television audience receive both sides of
every vital topic which is presented.
For 24 years, the American Forum of
the Aj.r has been, and continues to be, a
voice of democracy-a strong, clear,
unbiased voice with the sole objective
of guaranteeing our citizens a full look
at all issues.
Not content with this contribution to
a stronger America, Theodore Granik is
gaining new laurels for freedom with
his Youth Wants to Know NBC television program which is produced in
cooperation with the American Legion.
Here the youth of our country weekly
question in a completely extemporaneous
fashion a leading figure of our times on
the problems facing the United States.
Ben Gross, of the New York Daily
News, who is kpown as the dean of radio and television critics, aptly christened Theodore Granik dean of the
forums.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Appendix of
the RECORD an excellent article dealing
with this subject, entitled "Televiewing
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and Listening In," written by Ben Gross
and published in the New York Daily
News.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
TELEVIEWING AND LISTENING IN

(By Ben Gross)
Dean of the Forums: This seems to be
the season for deans of various kinds.
First, we had jubilations for H. V. Kaltenborn, the dean of · commentators. Then
for Lee De Forest, the dean of radio inventors. And now coming up on the . calendar
is Sunday, April 27, when Theodore Granik,
the dean of radio and ·television forums,
will be celebrating his twenty-fourth year
tn broadcasting.
Ted Granik, a successful Washington, D.
c., lawyer, had been on the air that long as
creator, owner, and moderator of the American Forum of the Air (NBC-radio and TV,
Sundays, 2:30p.m.). Also, he is the founder
of its teen-age counterpart, Youth Wants To
Know, heard and seen on NBC-TV, Satur•
days at 5 p. m.
He's known: You can say that about Ted
Granik. Although he holds no public office
at this time, he maintains close contacts
with practically every Member of the House
and the Senate, the Cabinet, and other high
officials of Washington. At least 90 percent
of the congressional delegation have appeared at one time or another on his shows.
As much as Ted is interested in the Forum,
he is devoting considerable attention these
days to his youth program.
A 100-percent optimist: "I have been
. watching closely the youngsters who appear
on Youth Wants To Know," he tells me,
"and from what I have seen, I am a 100percent optimist regarding the future of our
country. These young people show them·
selves to be intelligent and fully alert to the
big problems of the day. The questions they
ask our political guests are adult-minded,
clear-cut, and thoughtful. Often they show
more understanding of current problems
than their .supposedly wiser elders.
"Some pessimists may tell you that our
teen-agers are going to the dogs; they are
wrong. The United States is sound as long
as it can produce boys and girls who show
the understanding these young people do."
Pioneer: Twenty-four years is a long. time
for anyone to be on the air. When Granik
came to the microphone more than two
decades ago the forum type of program was
practically unknown. Today there are scores
of imitators throughout the country on both
radio and TV, bringing enlightenment on
public issues to millions of Americans. And
foremost among those deserving credit for
this is the dean-Teddy Granik, the Wash·
lngton lawyer.

Missouri Valley Flood Control
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH BUTLER
OF NEBRASKA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. BUTLER of Nebraska. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD
the lead editorial in the issue of the
Omaha Morning World-Herald of April
28, 1952, covering a situation which is
vital to the people of America, namely,
the flood conditions in the Missouri Valley.

There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
DEMAGOGY FROM THE LEFl'

Last week CIO national headquarters in
Washington called on its members and coun·
cils, the Nation around, to rally to the support of the Missouri Valley Authority plan.
The reason?
The Pick-Sloan plan (says the CIO) has
failed to stop the floods. As . a matter . of
fact (still the CIO speaking) it has led to
a "constant and steady increase in the flood
crests on the Missouri." Therefore, the problem should be taken away from the Army
engineers and turned over to the socialistic
planners Of the CIO and its political affiliate,
Americans for Democratic Action.
The spectacle of the Messrs Murray, Reu ..
ther, et al., setting themselv,.es up as ex·
perts in the problems· of the farm country,
as the peers of Lewis A. Pick and the Corps
of Engineers in matters of flood control,
would be comical 1f it were not just a little
bit ominous.
The danger lies in the fact that, while these
people may not rank with the great engineers
of history, they are giants in politics. Their
influence at the White House, which is tremendous today, may be even greater tomor·
row if they succeed in their plan to take
over the Democratic Party totally.
It is obvious that these CIO-ADA political
operatives have no background in the floodcontrol problem which the people of the Missouri Valley have been living. with and sweating over these many years.
It is equally obvious that they have little
real interest in it, for their membership is
concentrated in the industrial East rather
than the aghcultural West.
Why then are they fooling around with
this ·issue?
What's in it for them?
The answer, we think, can be given in one
word-power.
The radical-Socialist-CIO-ADA cabal has
dreams of developing a huge, Nation-wide
electrical 'p ower monopoly, subsidized by the
public purse, to sell energy at less than cost
to ever¥ farm and village in the land. Such
a monstrous cartel naturally would deliver
huge political and economic power to the
hands of those who operate it. Thus hydro·
power, long glorified by the snake-oil peddlers of the political left, would be used as
a means for betraying this Republic to socialism.
As the first step in carrying out this plan,
the CIO-ADA operatives are advocating crea·
tion of a Nation-wide grid of river authori·
ties, similar to the TVA. These would be
beyond the control of local people. The·
men in charge would be gauleiters of the
Federal Government, sent out to rule the
provinces.
The next step would be to unite the au•
thorities, under a super-dooper national authority, which would run the whole, huge
business out of Washington.
A preliminary move in that direction was
attempted last week, but it fell fiat. The
left-wing crowd tried to get President Truman to take all flood-control work away
from the Corps of Engineers and turn it over
to a new agency. This woulcl have created
the skeleton of a national authority-a skeleton which could have been given muscle
and sinew 'in years to come. However, for
reasons unknown, the President rejected the
scheme. The left-wingers suffered defeat,
but it goes without saying they will try
again. They always do.
The people of the Missouri Valley, and
most other American river valleys, are inter·
ested ,in flood control above all.
They can generate their own electricity in
steam plants. And-hydro propaganda to
the contrary notwithstanding-they can
genet:ally do it cheaper ('by honest book•
)teeping standards) than 1t can b.e .done a:tl
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the Government's grandiose projects. But
the local communities can't hold back floodwaters. That must be done in accordance
with some sort of basin-wide plan.
The truth is, of course, that the Pick-Sloan
plan-which the radicals now are denouncing as a failure-has not been completed.
Not one of the main-stem dams below Fort
Peck, Mont., has been closed. Theryfore it
could not possibly have retarded the Dakotaborn flood of 1952.
If the Pick-Sloan plan is pushed to com:.
pletion, and operated as now contemplated,
it will stop almost any conceivable Missouri
:flood by 1954.
If on the other hand the CIO-ADA crowd
should manage to kidnap the Pick-Sloan
plan, and convert it to the uses of their
huge socialistic power program, effective
:flood control might be delayed for another
generation or longer.
The moral for Congress, we think, is obvious. It should ignore the demagogy from
the left, and press for prompt completion
of the essential flood-control features of the
Pick-Sloan plan.

Nomination of Dr. Peter Murray To Be
Vice President of New York County
Medical Society
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, a few
days ago another great blow was struck
in New York against racial discrimination by the nomination of Dr. Peter M.
Murray, a leading Negro physician, as
vice president of the Medical Society of
the County of New York. Dr. MtJrray,
who has made ·an outstanding record in
the field of obstetrics and gynecology
will next year undoubtedly succeed to
the presidency of the Medical Society of
the County of New York, which is the
largest unit of the American Medical
Association. The breaking down of
racial barriers by the New York County
Medical Society must be a source of
great encouragement to all those who
abhor discrimination of any kind.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD
an article which appeared in the New
York Times on April 29, and I draw particular attention to the statement of the
president of the New York County Medical Society, Dr. Arthur M. Master, who
has long been a leader in the fight
against discrimination.
I also ask unanimous consent to have
printed an editorial which appeared on
Wednesday, April 30, in the New York
World-Telegram and ·Sun on the subject of Dr. Murray's nomination.
There being no objection, the article
and editorial were ordered to be printed
in the REcoRD, as follows:
[From the New York Times of April 29, 1952]
NEGRO DOCTOR WINS HIGH MEDICAL POST-DR.
PETER MURRAY NOMINATED AS VICE PRESI•
DENT OF NEW YORK COUNTY MEDICAL SoCIETY; FIRST OF RACE SO NAMEI>-HE IS
EXPECTED TO HEAD GROUP IN 1954-DR..,
GARLOCK PUT UP FOR PRINCIPAL OFFrCE

. Dr. Peter M. Murray, noted Negro phy...
sician, wa.s nominated for vice president. of
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the Medical Society of the County of New
York, largest component unit of the American Medical Association, at a meeting of the
society last night at the New York Academy
of Medicine.
Dr. Murray, director of obstetrics and gynecology at Sydenham Hospital, is the first
Negro physician ever to be nominated to the
second .highest office in this or any other
county unit of the American Medical Association. His nomination is tantamount to
election and is expected to lead to his nomination next year to the office of presidentelect, which would mean that he would automatically become president in May 1954.
Dr. Murray has already been honored by
the Medical Society of the State of New York
with election to the house of delegates of
the American Medical Association, policymaking body for organized medicine in the
United States. Dr. Murray is the first and
only Negro member of that body.

him and his race. It tops the one that came
to him when the State medical society made
him its representative in the house of dele•
gates of the American Medical Association,
the first Negro in that body,
Dr. Arthur M. Master president of the
county group, announcing the nomination
said, "We picked him not because he is a
Negro .physician but rather because he is an
outstanding physician and leader in the
circles of organized medicine."
That is as it should be.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWIN C. JOHNSON
OF C,OLORADO

Dr. John H. Garlock, surgeon of Mount
Sinai :(lospital, was nominated for the office
of president-elect. He is now in Israel as
medical consultant to the Government of
that country.
Elections will be held next month at the
annual meeting of the society on May 26.
At that meeting, Dr. Gervais W. McAuliffe,
president-elect, will automatically succeed
Dr. Arthur M. Master as president.
The society also adopted a resolution urging the AMAto have all medical societies ·in'
the Nation admit doctors to membership .
without discrimination as to race, creed, or
color. At present Negro physicians in most
Southern States are not eligible for membership in their county medical societies.
This bars them automatically from membership in their respective State societies
and in the American Medical Association.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

DR. MASTER ISSUES STATEMENT

(From the New York World-Telegram and
Sun of April 30, 1952]
DR. MURRAY'S NOMINATION

In nominating Dr. Peter M. Murray, out.
standing Negro physician, to the vice presidency of the Medical Society of the County
of New York, that organization honored bOth
itself and its city. Here, it said by its
action, ability, and leadership, weigh more
than race or creed.
Nomination is tantamount to election in
the county medical society. This means
that next year Dr. Murray should become
president-elect and succeed to the presidency in 1954. It will be another first for-

The Philadelphia Broad Street Station
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

World Conditions

GARLOCK TO BE PRESIDENT

In a statement la&~ night, Dr. Master said
he was "most happy that our society has
continued to be in the forefront of action to
end discrimination in all phases of the practice of medicine."
The· society, he said, "has investigated
thoroughly anc' passed a suitable resolution
in the case (of the employment) of the
former German physician, Dr. Walter P.
Schreiber, by the United States Army Air
Force; though on no Nazi Party list or warcrimes list, Schreiber was closely associated
with some of the most despicable medical
characters of the Na~i Party during World
War II."
Dr. Master also called attention to the
fact that. the society has passed "a strong
resolution placing us on record as condemning any discrimination in the matter of
hospital appointments for physicians on the
grounds of race, creed, or color."
Referring to the nominat:on of Dr. Murray, Dr. Master said that "we have picked
him, not because he is a Negro physician,
but rather because he is an outstanding
physician and a leader in the circles of
organized medicine."
Dr. Samuel B. Burk, vice president of the
society, was nominated from the floor for
president-elect.

and military leaders agree could result in
destroying civilization if not humanity.
Modern war, carefully, realistically, and
foresightedly analyzed, just doesn't make
sense. It cannot attain its purported aims;
it can only leave survivors in chains. Benjamin Franklin wisely concluded: "There
never was a good war nor a bad' peace."

Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD an
editorial written by Fred Burdick and
published in the Capitol Gist. There is
considerable food for thought in the editorial.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Geoffrey Crowther, editor of the London
Economist, during his recent visit to America,
declared: "What has upset us (British economy) is rearmament--your rearmament."
And his emphasis upon "your rearmament"
is well justified as ultimately it is the American taxpayers who are forced to shoulder
most of the burden of maintaining an armament race.
Congressmen recently back from studying
conditions in Europe appear to agree that
England is the only country we could depend
upon if there is not enough foresighted
statesmanship in the world to prevent the
catastrophe of a new world war.
And there is plenty of historical precedence
for concluding that there can be little assurance that lethal weapons being "high-pressured" upon some nations may not be used
against us. Allies change sides.
Still another fundamental factor relating
to an armament race that appears to have
been overlooked by those who believe tha·t
the only way out of present world problems
is a mad race to build costly weapons and
more or less force them upon reluctant nations, is that a free economy is seriously
handicapped at the start, during and at the
finish of an armament race for the simple
fact that in totalitarian States there can be
no strikes or war profits.
The almost trebled cost of United States
armaments over the price tags on planes,
tanks, and so forth, of World War II, although attributed chiefly to inflation resulting from preparations for war and unprecedented war profits after taxes, do not
indicate much willingness on the part of
American firms to sacrifice war profits with
the same abandon expected of boys ih sacrificing their lives.
In fact, there are Congressmen who contend that if war profits actually were taken
out of war the program for a continuing and
expanding armament race would collapse of
its own weight and statesmen would have
to find ways other than war to resolve world
differences. If we have to become a totalitarian state, dictatorship and all, to prepare effectively for another war "to save
democracy," we actually will have lost democracy and the struggle against totalitarianism
1n the very preparation for such a catastrophic world confiict which top scientists

OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unartimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "So 'Twas Auld Lang Syne After
71 Eventful Years," written by John M.
Cummings and published in the Philadelphia Inquirer of April 29, 1952. It is
an excellent description of the passing
of Philadelphia's Broad Street Station.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
So 'TWAS AULD LANG SYNE AFTER
YEARS

71

EVENTFUL

(By John M. Cummings)
James A. Garfield, one of our martyred
Presidents, was shot on July 2, 1881. He
died September 19 of the same year, to be
succeeded by Vice President Chester A. Arthur, who took the oath of office in New
York on September 20. A second oath was
administered in Washington 2 days later.
Chester A. Arthur was President of the
Republic when the Broad Street Station of
the Pennsylvania Railroad was opened December 5, 1881.
From the time of Arthur and the opening
of what was then the finest depot in the
world, to the time of President Harry S.
Truman and the station's closing, 11 individua,ls have occupied the' White House.
Their tenure ranged from the 2 years 4
mor_ths and 29 days of Warren G. Harding
to the 12 years 2 months and 23 days of
Franklin D. Roosevelt. .
Since all of these Presidents, at one time
or another, visited Philadelphia, it must be
assumed all had some familiarity with the
Broad Street Station. Millions of others
used the historic station, happy honeymooners, sorrowful mourners, the contented and
the carefree, businessmen and bankers, actors and musicians-all sorts of people.
George G. Roberts was president of the
railroad when the first "all aboard" cry was
sounded at Broad Street. He succeeded Col.
Thomas A. Scott, who, as Assistant Secretary
of War, stood by the side of Lincoln in the
desperate days after the Battle of Bull Run,
when Washington itself was under serious
threat of occupation by Confederate forces.
Scott was elected president of the road
on June 3, 1874, following the death of J.
Edgar Thompson. These two, Thompson as
president and Scott as his close associate,
formed a team which worked hard and long
to develop the great enterprise. They were
planners and executives of large vision and
hard-driving power. They must have had
something to do with the plan that brought
the Broad Street Station to fruition. Scott
resigned on June 1, 1880, because of illness,
only a year and a half before the opening of
the station. He died in May 1881.
Roberts, the new president, who took command on June 1, 1880, was a dour-looking
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man. He had jug-handle ears, high cheekbones, deep-set eyes, and a luxuriant, drooping mustache. Conservative by nature, he
took over at a time when a change of pace
was needed from the expansion directed by
the Thompson-Scott leadership.
While Roberts was disposed to -sit on the
lid, he was capable of reaching out and lugging something home when the opportunity
presented itself. A case in point was his acquisition of the Philadelphia, Wilmington &
Baltimore Railroad at a time when the
B. & 0. was set to gobble the system.
This, then, was the man who headed the
Pennsylvania when Broad Street Station
opened for business nearly 71 years ago.
This bit of history was related to us by
.our Uncle Dominick as we stood in the station Sunday rught blubbering and trying to
sfng Auld Lang Syne as the last train pulled
out. On our own part we recalled that June
night in 1923 when fire wrecked the trainshed and threatened the station. Prohibi·
tion was heavy on the land, and we had
been visiting a sick friend in the center of
the city. Walking up Fifteenth Street that
night, we suddenly heard the clang and clatter of the fire engines. And at Market Street,
we saw the flames leap skyward from the
trainshed.
·
Now we were watching the final act and
were singing the song the Elks sing at 11
p. m. Sic transit gloria mundi.

The St. Lawrence Seaway
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALEXANDER WILEY
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, on Monday I reported from the Foreign Relations Committee Senate Joint Resolution
27, to complete the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence seaway.
It is my earnest hope that the Senate
]\'Iajority Policy Committee will promptly
~chedule action on this long-delayed
ISSUe.
At this time I send to the desk certain
material which I believe will help to
further clarify this important subject:
(a) An important editorial from the
Milwaukee Journal of April 23.
(b) A fine article from the April 28
1952! issue of the Midland Cooperator:
published by the Midland Cooperative
Wholesale, in Minn€apolis.
(c) The text of a letter to the editor
of the Christian Science Monitor from
Dr. N. R. Danielian, vice president of the
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Association.
The letter by Dr. Danielian refutes certain points made in a previous Monitor
editorial. I invariably find Monitor editorials co~structive and stimulating; but
I emphatically endorse Dr. Danielian's
comments in this particular letter.
(d) A resolution adopted by the city
of Glendale, Wis.
(€) Various letters dealing with this
_subject.
I ask unanimous consent that these
items be printed in the Appendix of the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

[From the Milwaukee Journal of April 23,
1952]
SEAWAY MOVES AHEAD AGAIN WITH OR WITH•
OUT UNITED STATES

Canada continues to show her determination to get started on the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence seaway and power project--alone
if the United States continues to stall on
sharing in the project.
Latest Canadian move to force action came
last week when Foreign Minister Lester B.
Pearson, of Canada, and President Truman
reached an agreement on the first step to
clear the way for Canada to "go it alone." It
showed the President's determination to get
the seaway started one way or another, and
to put more pressure on Congress to authorize United States p~ticipation in it.
The White House agreement entailed nothing more than a decision to ask the In ternational Joint Commission for permission to
change the level of the St. Lawrence River.
Such permission .is necessary to allow construction of dams necessary to hydroelectric
develo~ment.
If permission is granted, the
way will be open for negotiating the power
development 'itself.
The way will also be open for New York
State to apply to the Federal Power Commiss~on_ for permission to construct power faCilities on the American side of the riverand to complete agreements with Ontario for
Joint power development.
The President, in agreeing to begin action on power development, has apparently
retreated from his previous stand which fa;.
vored Federal rather than State power projects . . He has given at least token recognition
to Gov. Thomas Dewey's demand that New
York be allowed to undertake the power
phase of the program even if the seaway" is
not built.
Most likely the President, in opening the
way for alternate means of developing the
St. Lawrence, considers this a handy way to
increase pressure on Congress. This is borne
out by the fact that Mr. Truman followed the
move with letters to the Senate · and the
House urging that the seaway project be put
to a vote and approved. The Senate Foreign
Relations Committee has cleared the way for
a Senate test by sending the seaway b111 to
the floor without recommendation. It will
at las~ get a fighting chance there.
The increasing indications that Canada
will go it alone have won many converts
to the _seaway in the last several months.
The assiStance the President is giving to enable Canada to go it alone if Congress rejects
the seaway increases Canada's ability to
tackle the job.
We hope that Congress takes the hint and
realizes that Canada does mean business.
The seaway, one way or another, is going to
be built. The only question that remains is
whether we are to share in it or are to pay
tolls to Canada down through the years for
use of a seaway built on Canadian soil.
[From the Midland Cooperator of April 28,
1952]
ST. LAWRENCE WILL CHANGE TRAFFIC

The St. Lawrence River i~ the greatest undeveloped resource in North America in terms
of water power.
The long struggle to use the river apparently is about to be resolved-with the canadian Government's decision to harness
this river and develop it.
We agreed with Canada in 1941 to do the
job jointly. We have not honored the agreement, because. our Congress has not acted
on it.
I don't have to tell you why there must
be a St. Lawrence · development, because
there is about to be a St. Lawrence development.
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The issue is: Should we let a friendly, but
foreign power develop this great resource
which is jointly ours with Canada; or shall
we turn our back on it and suffer the national .
humiliation and the unfortunate effects that
will extend around the world if we fail to
Join Canada.
·
. If Congress buries it again, the informatiOn we have is that in June the Canadians
will actively go to work to carry out the
project. The implications of that on this
area are rather serious. Tremendous loss of
national prestige will take place when we are
trying to export American democracy all over
the world. Secondly, the Canadians will design t_he works; they will set the level of tolls.
Amencan shipping will pay for it through
tolls inevitably. Thirdly, the Canadian
project will extend only to Lake Erie. They
already have built the Weiland Canal with
27-foot channels, and they have no intention of doing any work beyond the western
end of the .Weiland Canal. Upstream from
Detroit, coming into Lake Michigan, Lake
Huron, Lake Superior, and most of the lakes
we are interested in, we will have only the
21-foot channel. Even with a Canadian
waterway, you can see the threat of economic dislocation to Wisconsin Minnesota
Illinois, and Iowa, and the St~tes west of
the Great Lakes.
Lake waters seek sea level at the Atlantic
through the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Between
Lake Superior and Huron are the falls of the
St. Marys River, about 30 feet. The waters
d~op again slightly through the Detroit
R1ve_r. They drop more than 160 feet falling over Niagara Falls, between Lake Erie
and Ontario. From Ogdensburg, N. Y., 114
miles down to Montreal there's another drop
of about 325 feet.
That drop of 325 feet represents this great
power resource which we are not using and
have not used the past three centuries of
North American development.
The St. Lawrence project engineering
works are very simple. They contemplate bypassing the various rapids. Niagara Falls has
been bypassed by the Weiland Canal, built by
Canada. The falls of the St. Mary's River
have been overcome by the Soo Locks the
greatest and busiest ship canal in the ~orld.
The ' same type of work must be done in
the 114 miles between Ogdensburg and Montreal, principally in the 50-mile stretch just
east of Ogdensburg in the international
rapids.
You have heard of four hundred to five
hundred thousand millions of kilowatt-hours
a year to come out of the Missouri basin.
The International Rapids of the St. Lawrence develop 13,000,000,000 kilowatt-hours
a year. Along with the construction of power
dams, would come the construction of locks
and dams. There would be seven large locks
between Montreal and Ogdensburg to bring
deep-draft ships, using 27-foot drafts, into
the Great Lakes. They already have 30 feet
of draft in :the Weiland Canal and in the Soo
locks. The first item of business is to clean
out this 114 miles of rough water between
Ogdensburg and Montreal, to permit large
ships to come in from the Atlantic and to
pass out from the Great Lakes into the
Atlantic.
The engineering works, while they are
large, could be done in about four years.
There's going to be a St. Lawrence seaway. It will have an economic effect upon
the Great Lakes just as dramatic and vital as
the Panama Canal upon the west coast. It
will have an effect upon population, upon
the cost of doing business, in 15 to 25 years
after deep-draft ships come into the Great
Lakes.
Ope;ning the St. Lawrence-bringing salt
water to the Great Lakes-will bring a new
lease on life, new business and agricultural
advantages to the Midland region and military security which you are going to need
very badly in the critical generation ahead.
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(From the Christian Science Monitor of
April 2D, 1952]
THE READER WRITES-8T. LAWRENCE SEA WAY
To the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR:
A few points set forth in your editorial of
January . 31 on the St. Lawrence seaway
requ ire correction.
.
While agreeing that the development of
the St. Lawrence seaway and power project
is atune with the growth of the country,
you editorial contended that the present
urgency for the project is not such as would
warrant its construction during this peak
period of defense mobilizat ion. You then
stated that, even though the high-grade
iron ore deposits of the famed Mesabi Range
are rapidly nearing exhaustion, the seaway,
and the Labrador iron ore it will handle,
are not urgently required because Mesabi's
"vast_reserves of low-grade taconite can be
processed about as cheaply as ore brought
from Labrador."
This is decidely not the case. Taconite
is an extremely hard rock bearing 20 to 27
percent iron recoverable by concentration.
The concentration of this iron into a material suitable for the Nation's blast furnaces
requires a complicated 12-stage production
process ~n plants which involve a very costly
initial investment. An example of this high
capital outlay is the taconite concentrating
plant planned for Beaver Bay, Minn., which
will cost $70,000,000 for an annual production capacity of only two and a half million
tons-in other words, an inithil investment
of $28 per ton of annual capacity.
Moreover, Mr. Norman W. Fo~, general
sales manager of the Republic Steel Corp.,
has testified to the effect that taconite concentration requires approximately eight
times as many man-hours of labor as the
production of open-pit ore.
The 400,000,000 tons of exceptionally rich
iron ore already proven in Labrador is of
- the open-pit, direct-shipping variety. This
ore, which lies close to the surface of the
ground, can be scooped up by power shovels
and loaded directly onto conveyances that
will transport it to the waiting furnaces.
Thus, Labrador iron ore can be mined by
the most inexpensive method known, while
taconites can be developed only by the most
time-consuming and costly process in the
ore mining industry. Moreover, Labrador
ore lends itself to easy expansibility within
a short time. Officials of both the Govern.;
ment and the steel industry h ave stated
that its production could easily be stepped
up to 30,000,000 tons per year with the addition of more power shovels and rolling stock
for the ore r ailroad now under construction.
Your editorial also refers with a note of
optimism to the Steep Rock ore ·deposits recently found in Canada near Lake Superior.
But, Dr. James Boyd, former Director of
United States Bureau of Mines, has stated
that Steep Rock ore is largely underground
to great depths (as much as 5,000 feet
down) and must be mined by underground
shaft operations. He noted, furthermore,
that the iron formation is "fractured" and
the underground water problem is not
known, so that the cost of mining has not
yet been demonstrated. A fair indication of
Steep Rock's potentialities is indicated by
reports of the company officials which reveal that planned annual production rate
for the period 1960 to 1965 is only 5,000,000
tons.
As a :final criticism, your editorial implied
that development of the St. Lawrence project at this time would require too great a
drain on manpower, materials, and money.
This opinion is not shared by Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson, who informed the
Congress that none of the materials requirements of the project constituted as much as
one-half of 1 percent of our annual supply.
He noted further that the 7,000 American
workers required on the site was about one-

hundredth of 1 percent of the civilian labor
force and then remarked:
"It is with these insignificant fractions of
our available supply of materials and manpower that we can purchase, if we act wisely
and promptly, the vital and strategic advantages that construction of the St. Lawrence seaway and power project can confer."
It is erroneous to think of the St. Lawrence project as a make-work proposition
suitable for a period of economic slack. On
the contrary, it should be undertaken now
just like any other defense plant, one which
provides, in power- and transportation, the
cheapest alternative in cost of money and
manpower. If we do not build this, the
country will have to build power and rail
facilities much more expensive.
It is significant that the principal opponents of the project are the eastern railroads, the New York power companies, and
coal producers, all of tnem having a vested
interest in more expensive sources of power
and transportation.
·
Finally, your "ditorial misses the principal issue at present. The seaway will be
ouilt-by Canada if we do not participate.
The impact on the economies of both countries will be practically the same no matter
who builds it. The issue before us is:
Should the United States participate to secure our own strategic and economic
interests?
The Monitor's distinguished editorial
opinion could profitably ponder on this
point.
N. R. DANIELIAN.
Washington.
(EDITOR's NoTE.-We shall have to leave to
the experts the argument as to the cost of
processing taconite. The Minnesota Iron
Range Commission was quoted in April
1950, as saying that iron can be produced
from Mesabi taconite at a cost that could
compete with foreie-" high-grade ore owing
to the latter's transportation costs.)
RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE CITY OF
GLENDALE, WIS.
"Whereas in the furtherance of commercial, industrial, and financial relations of
the Milwau}tee metropolitan community, it
is considered to be necessary and desirable
that the Milwaukee harbor develop properly
and that shipping to and from the Milwaukee harbor be made most available; and
"Whereas it appears that the development
of the St. Lawrence seaway and power project is desired in the furtherance of the best
interest of this metropolitan community
and in the furtherance of the best interests
of the American people; and
"W!1ereas Canada has taken the necessary
steps to further the said project from its
standpoint and the Congress of the United
States has before it the necessary legislation affecting the interests of the United
States of America in that regard; and
"Whereas it is necessary and desirable
· that every effort be made to encourage the
passage of such legislation by the Congress
of the United States: Now, therefore, be it
"Resolved by the Common Council oj the
City of Glendale, That the completion of the

St. Lawrence seaway and power project is of
importance and interest to the said city and
the Milwaukee metropolitan area; be it further
"Resolved, That it is desirable that the
Member of Congress of the Fifth Congressional District wherein the city of Glendale
is located and the United States Senators
from the State of Wisconsin, be urged to
vote in favor of the said project; be it further
"Resolved, That the city clerk be and he is
hereby authorized and directed to forward a
certified copy of this resolution to the Honorable CHARLES J. KERSTEN, Member of the
F.ifth Congressional District, State of Wis•

consin, and to the .Honorable ALEXANDER
WILEY and the Honorable JosEPH R. McCARTHY, United States Senators, State of
Wisconsin, for the purpose of bringing to
their attention ~he wishes of the Common
Council of the City of Glendale and the
interests of the Milwaukee metropolitan
area in this oonnection."
Passed and adopted by the Common Council of the City of Glendale, this 22d day of
April.
G. J. KEHEHAN,
May_or.

Countersigned:
EDWARD A. PRAHLOW,
City Clerk.

Certificate: I, Edward A. Prahlow, being
the duly elected, qualified and acting city
clerk of the city of Glendale, Milwauke~
County, Wis., do hereby certify that the
above and foregoing is a true and correct
copy of the resolution urging the completion
of the St. Lawrence seaway and power project, as passed and adopted by the common
council of said city on the 22d day of April
1952.
Dated this 22d day of April 1952.
EDWARD A. PRAHLOW,
City Clerk.

CARPENTERS' LOCAL. UNION, No. 1741,
UNITED BROTHERHOOD OF CARPENTERS
AND JOINERS OF AMERICA,
Milwaukee, Wis., March 14, 1952.

DEAR SIR: I am writing you in regard to
the St. Lawrence waterway project.
It is the wish of the 1,150 members of local
No. 1741 that I request your wholehearted
support of this project.
We realize that you understand this project
thoroughly. It is of great importance to the
United States and the industrial growth of
the city of Milwaukee.
Hoping that this project will be approved
in the near future,
I remain,
Sincerely yours,
ALLAN SMITH,
Recording Secretary.

PURE MILK ASSOCIATION,
Chicago, Ill., April 29, 1952.

Han. ALEXANDER WILEY,
Senate Office Bui lding,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR WILEY: In behalf of the
14,000 dairy farmer members of Pure Milk
Association in the Chicago area, I am writing
to ask that you vote in favor of the St.
Lawrence seaway.
we believe the construction of this canal
will be not only of great value to midwestern agriculture and industry but vital to our
national defense.
Your support of this project will be greatly
appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
W.E. WINN,
President, Pure Milk Ass0ciation.

SMITH STEEL WORKERS,
FEDERAL LABOR UNION, LOCAL 19806, AFL,
Milwaukee, Wis., April 25, 1952.

Senator ALEXANDER WILEY,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR WILEY: We understand the
St. Lawrence waterway project is now in the
hands of a committee for consideration.
.
The Smith Steel Workers Union, Local
19806, with a membership ol over 6,500, went
on record in favor of this project, and we
would appreciate anything you cou~d do · to
make this project a reality.
Sincerely yours,
SMITH STEEL WORKERS UNION,
LOCAL 19806,
WILBUR LECLAIR,
Secretary-Treasurer.
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Voting Rights for Members of the Armed
Forces
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK
OF MASSACHUSETI'S
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent to extend my remarks, I include a joint statement made
by Senator THEODORE FRANCIS GREEN, Of
Rhode Island, concerning H. R. 7571,
a bill to permit and assist Federal personnel, including members of the Armed
Forces and their families, to exercise
their voting franchise:
SERVICEMEN'S VOTING ACT OF 1952: A BILL To
PROTECT THE VOTING RIGHTS OF THOSE.WHO
ARE FIGHTING To PRESERVE OUR COUNTRY
FROM THE HORRORS OF A THmn WORLD WAR
In the Senate the bill is being sponsored by
Senator THEODORE FRANCIS GREEN, Democrat,
of Rhode Island; Senator HUBERT HUMPHREY,
Democrat, of Minnesota; Senator HERBERT
LEHMAN, Democrat, of New York; and Senator BLAIR MoODY, Democrat, of Michigan.
A similar measure is being introduced by
JoHN W. McCoRMACK, Democrat, of Massa•
chusetts, in the House of Representatives.
We are proud to associate ourselves with a.
measure so vital to the strengthening and
preservation of American democracy. We believe that this is one of the most vital measures presented to the Eighty-second Congress.
·
It is vital because under present legislation--state and Federal-hundreds of thousands of our soldiers, sailors, and airmen will
be unable to vote in the 1952 election. It 1a
a shameful and shocking fact that at least
one-half of the States in the Union have
failed to enact adequate servicemen's voting
laws.
The most critical problem under State
laws for servicemen's ·voting is the time
interval between the day on which a State
ballot can be mailed to a serviceman and
the final date on which it must be returned in order to be counted. The Department of Defense estimates that a 45-day
interval is essential if the ballots are to
catch up with the servicemen and are to
be returned in time. It was a 45-day interval which was recommended to the States
by the Congress in 1944 and again in 1946.
A 45-day interval is even more imperative
today than it was in 1944. "The amount
of available air-transport service for ballot
mail is less than in 1944. The mail cannot
always be moved when received and, on
the average, is requiring more time in transit than it did during World War ll. Mail
does not move rapidly between an air terminal and an addressee, particularly if he
is on active duty with a combat unit or
at sea." (Voting in the Armed Forces, report of the Special Committee of Political
Scientists, House Doc. No. 407, 82d Cong.,
2d sess., pp. 39-40.)
.
Yet 20 States do not allow adequate time
for servicemen to get their ballots in on
time to be counted. In 11 States, only 30
days are provided. In 8 States, even less
than 30 days are provided.
Let us look at some other defects: Seven
States do not allow servicemen to register
by mail; five States do not accept servicemen's post-card applications for ballots;
th'l'ee States do not allow absentee voting by
all -eervicemen; in nine States, the voting
laws are subject to two or more of the above
deficiencies.

In all, 25 States have major defects tn
their laws on soldier voting. This record
1s spelled out in detall in the accompanying
table.
Every patriotic American should be shocked
by these .facts.
It is the duty of Congress to recognize that
soldiers, too, have rights.
In simple justice, we should all pledge
ourselves to support the GI bill of voting
rights which was prepared by a special committee of political scientists and which the
President transmitted to Congress in his
message of March 28:
"We believe that all servicemen of voting
age, whether in the United States or overseas,
should have the right-.
"1. To vote without registering in person.
"2. To vote without paying a poll tax.
"3. To vote without meeting unreasonable
residence requirements.
"4. To vote without meeting unreasonable
literacy and educational requirements.
"5. To use the Federal post-card application for a ballot.
"6. To receive ballots for primary and general elections in time to vote.
"7. To be protected in the free exercise of
their voting 'rights. ·
"8. To receive essential information concerning candidates and issues.
"9. To receive essential information concerning the methods by which the right to
vote may be exercised.
"10. To receive essential information on
the duty of 'citizens in uniform' to defend
our democratic institutions by using, rather
than ignoring, their voting rights.''
The bill we are introducing would translate
these ideals into reality-and do so in time
for our servicemen to vote in the coming
November election.
The essence of the bill is a series of specific
congressional recommendations for action by
the States. (See title II.) This follows the
pattern of the wartime Soldiers' Voting Act
under which Congress then enacted a detailed
list of recommendations for action by the
several States.
Some States with defective legislation will
not be able to take additional legislative action this year. In other cases where the desire and interest to act is unquestioned, it
may be simply impractical .or inexpedient to
act in time. In one or two cases it might
even be possible-tho~gh we hate to admit
it-that there .tnay be a lack of sufficient interest in the subject.
This bill therefore provides for a temporar-y:
Federal ballot, effective only in 1952. In the
case of any State which does not live up to
the barest minimum of decent standards in
the handling of this crucial problem, a Federal ballot is provided. This Federal ballot
will be administered by the Secretary of Defense-except for people in the Coast Guard
whose Federal ballots would be handled. by
the Secretary of the Treasury.
As President Truman stated in his March
28 message: "The Congress should not
shrink from accepting its responsibility and
exercising its constitutional powers to give
soldiers the right to vote where the States
fail to do so."
The Federal ballot provisions in this bill
are not the same as those in the World War
II legislation. The 1944 Federal ballot was
legislatively complex and administratively
unworkable. We do not propose to revive
it. The provisions in this bill are simple,
easy to understand, and easy to administer.
We agree with the President, however,
that "if prompt action is taken by the States,
as it should be, it may be possible to avoid
the use of a Federal ballot altogether." It
is much better for matters of this type to be
handled by the States. We hope that the
introduction of this legislation will remind
the officials of our State governments of their
great responsibilities to protect the constitutional rights of our fighting men and women.

This proposed legislation deals with a truly
nonpartisan issue. It should be of primary concern to all of us, whether Democrats or Republicans, to see to it that the
2,500,000 men and women of voting age
in the Armed Forces are given a fair and
equitable chance to vote in the 1952 elections. We earnestly hope that this bill will
be speedily enacted into law.
We know there will be some who will say,
"What is the hurry? Why not let the States
handle this matter in their own ways and in
their own good time?"
When the Communist aggressors struck in
Korea, our fighting men did not respond at
leisure and in their own good time. They
were rushed into the fray because we were
faced with an emergency and speed was essential.
We owe it to these men to act with the
same sense of urgency in giving them the
basic right they are fighting for-the right
to participate in the Government they are
defending at great sacrifice and at a cost of
suffering and bloodshed beyond measure.
25 States with inadequate laws on soldier
voting

States

Does
No
DOt
No
regis- accept Inadequate
absen- tration posttime for
by
tee
card
service mail
voting mail
applications
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)-

Alabama ______ -------X
-------- X (21 days)
Arizona ________ -------- -------- -------- X (30 days)
X (15 and
Arkansas '----- -------- -------X
20days)
Colorado ______ -------- -------- -------- X (30 days)
Delaware ______ -------X
Florida ________ -------- s X
X
Idaho ________________ ;_ -------- -------Do.
Indiana ________ -------- -------X
Do.
Kansas ________ -------- -------- -------- X (26 days)
Louisiana ______ -------X
-------- X BOdays)
o.
Maine _________ -------- -------- -------Massachusetts. -------- a X
-------Michigan ______ -------- -------- -------- X (25 days~
Minnesota _____ -------- -------- -------- X (12 days
X (30 days)
Montana .• ~--- -------- -------X
New Hamp- -------- -------- -------- X (20 days)
shire.
New Je~·sey ---- -------- -------- -------- X (30 days)
New Mexico...
X
-------- -------Do.
Oklahoma __ ___ -------- -------- -------South Carolina
X
X
-------Tennessee _____ -------- -------- -------- X (no set
time)
Texas__________ ' X
-------- -------- X (20days)
Utah __________ -------X
X
X j50days)
o.
X (21 days)

~~~~tn-::::: :::::::: :::::::: ===~====
1--------1----Total States.
3
7
6 20 States

1 Can designate choice for or against any candidate by
letter, acknowledged before a commissioned officer,
mailed to county clerk within 60 days prior to election.
Letter bas effect of an absentee ballot.
2 Members of Armed Forces can re-register by mail.
s Member of serviceman's family can register in his
behalf.
• No absentee voting for members of Regular Establishment. Others are allowed absentee voting.
NoTE.-In view of the difficulties iDvolved in obtain·
fng up-to-date information on recent State laws and authoritative interpretations of ambiguous provisions of
law, this tabulation is subject to revision.
Sources: American Political Science Association Report (H. Doc. No. 407), DemocratiqNational Committee
Absentee Votets Bureau, :Pepartment of Defense.

SECTION-BY-SECTION SU:MMARY Oi' SERVICE•
MEN'S VOTING ACT OF 1952
TITLE I. THE RIGHT TO VOTE
Section 101 provides that members of .the
Armed Forces who are eligible to register and
qualified to vote shall be entitled to vote in
Federal elections when absent from home,
notwithstanding any State laws relating to
registration.
Section 102 provides that members of the
Armed Forces be not required to pay a poll
tax as a condition of voting 1n Federal elec- ~
tions.
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Section 103 states that nothing in the act
shall be deemed to restrict the right of any
person t o vote in accordance with the law
of the State of his residence.

new Congress, the Federal officials involved
shall submit to Congress complete reports
covering their responsibilities under the act.

TITLE II. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CONGRESS
TO SEVERAL STATES

Section 401 authorizes use of Federal ballot
by members of Armed Forces who are residents of those States whose election laws
do not meet criteria established in sec. 402.
Section 402: Secretary of Defense shall have
published in Federal Register not later than
July 15, 1952, list of those States whose election laws meet, as a minimum, these criteria
for members of Armed Forces: ( 1) allow absentee voting; (2) do not require personal
registration; (3) accept the Federal post card
as a v·alid application for absentee ballot:
(4) allow 45 days between mailing and counting of absentee ballots.
Section 403 : The Secretary of the Treasury
for the Coast Guard and the Secretary of
Defense .for other branches of the Armed
Forces shall print and distribute Federal
ballots according to a prescribed form. Commanding officers shall post lists of candidates,
furnish units members with instructions for
voting procedure, and facilitate return of
marked ballots.
Section 404: Upon receiving a marked Federal ballot, the State secretary of State shall
transmit it to the appropriate local officials,
where it shall be counted in the same manner
as other ballots.
Section 405: .No Federal ballot shall be
valid if the voter has also voted in person
or by absentee State ballot; if the oath is
later than the date of the election; or if the
ballot is received later than the closing of the
polls.
Section 406: Ballots received by the secretary of State too late for counting shall be
retained until the time has expired for contesting the election, and then destroyed.
Section 407: State secretaries of State shall
furnish to the Secretaries of Defense and
Treasury information necessary to compile
lists of candidates in Federal elections.
Section 408: Federal ballots, instructions,
and enyelopes shall be suitable for air mailing.
Section 409 : Instructions for marking
ballot and executing oath.
Section 410: Provisions of this title shall
expire December 31, 1952.
Section 411 : Secretaries of Defense and
Treasury shall coordinate their effor~s in
c~rrying out this title.

Section 201: Congress recommends that
States t ake legislative or administrative action to allow members serving with the
Armed Forces, and associated civilian personnel, to vote by absentee ballot in primary,
general or special elections.
Section 202: Congress makes these recommendat ions to the States, regarding members
serving with the Armed Forces, and ·associated civilian personnel:
(a) That the States accept the standard
Federal post card application for registration,
absentee ballots, and to supply the necessary
information required to carry out the State
absentee balloting laws.
(b) That personal registration be waived.
(c) That registration be waived for those
honorably discharged too late to register.
(d) That State secretaries of state forward
postcard applications promptly to the appropriate local official.
(e) Cooperate with local officials to see
that absentee ballots and instructions be
supplied promptly to voters sending postcard applications.
(f) That envelopes enclosing absentee ballots be plainly marked in red, and sent by
air mail, post-free.
(g-1) Provisions designed to hasten the
orderly transmittal and marking of absentee
ballots, including forms of oath to establish
legal right to vote.
(m) That absentee ballots will b~ available
for mailing not later than 45 days before the
last date on which such ballots will be
counted.
·
(n) That Secretary of State of the United
States be furnished at least 90 days in advance, with information on primary, special,
and general elections, for distribution among
the interested agencies of the Government.
(o) That where a special application is
required for registration by mail, States pro:.
vide that the necessary forms be sent with
the State ballot and returned with it.
TITLE III. FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Section 301: The Attorney General shall
continue to cooperate with the Council of
State Governments in assisting with drafts of
State legislation designed to carry out the
recommendations for State action. The Secretary of Commerce shall, from time to time,
publish reports on number of absentee ballot
applications received in each State, number
of executed ballots received in each State,
and number of persons of voting age from
each State in the Armed Forces.
Section 302: An information and education
program on voting rights and information for servicemen shall be conducted by the
Secretary of Defense and, for the Coast
Guard, by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Section 303 (a): The General Services Administration shall print and distribute postcard applications for ballots to be distributed
to executive agencies. These post cards shall
be delivered by hand to those persons whose
Federal or military service is primar ily related to the activities of the agency concerned. They shall be made available outside the United States not later than August
15 ~rior to the election, and within the
United States not later than September 15
prior to the election.
(b) Stipulates information to be printed
on the post card.
Section 304 prescribes that all Federal
officials cooperate in fac111tating the transmission of post cards and ballots.
Section 305 provides that within 1 month
of the convening of t~e first session of each

Homosexual International
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

TITLE IV. THE FEDERAL BALLOT FOR 1952

TITLE V. MISC,ELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Section 501: Definitions of terms used in
the act. "Persons serving in or with Federal
or military service of the United States" includes members of uniformed services, civilian employees of the United States whether
or not subject to civil service, members of the
merchant marine, and spouses and dependents of members of uniformed services and
civilla~ employees.
Section 502 prohibits public-opinion polling of members of Armed Forces.
Section 503 provides that post cards, ballots, and voting instructions shall be transmitted air mail, postage free.
Section 504 empowers commissioned officers and noncommissioned officers above the
rank of sergeant to administer oaths.
Sections 505-509 : Provisions necessary to
prevent fraud, undue influence on voters in
Armed Forces, and penalties.
Section 510: Separability clause. If any
portion of the act be declared invalid, the
remainder of the act shall not be affected
thereby.
Section 511: Repeal of voting statutes o!
1944, 1946, and 1950, pertinent provisions of
Which are incorporated in this act.
Section 512: Authorizing appropriations to
carry out the purposes of the act.

OF

HON. KATHARINE ST. GEORGE
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks in the Appendi:< of the
RECORD, I include an article by the
Countes::; Waldeck entitled "Homosexual
International.''
The Countess Waldeck knows the
background in Germany of this kind of
vice in government. Many people believe that the infamous Eulenburg scandal dealt a death blow to the empire of
the Hohenzollerns.
Be that as it.may, the dangers to our
own country and our whole political
structure from this kind of an international ring is dangerous in the extreme
and not to be dismissed lightly,
The present article appeared in the
Washington news letter, Human Events,
and it deserves attention and study from
all those who are interested in the health
and welfare of the United States of
America.
HOMOSEXUAL INTERNATIONAL

(By R. G. Waldeck)
On March 25, 1952, Mr. Carlisle H. Humelsine, Deputy Under Secretary of State, told 1
the House Appropriations Committee that
the State Department had ousted 119 homosexuals during last year.2
Thus, almost casually, there was brought
to public attention a most important and
dangerous state of affairs, namely, the invasion of American political life by "the men
Of Sod om" (Genesis 13 : 13) •
Popular reaction to this sensational piece
of news ranged all the way from righteous
indignation on religious grounds to a pseudoliberal attitude of tolerance. However, few
people bothered to inquire deeply into the
facts of the matter. Even those who cautioned against homosexuals on the ground
that they represented a bad security risk,
did so mainly because their social vulnerability exposed them to all sorts of blackmail.
· Valid as this aspect of the problem is, tt
is a comparatively minor one. In reality the
main reason why, at this juncture of history,
the elimination ·of the homosexuals from
all Government agencies and especially from
the State Department is of vital utgency is
that by the very nature of their vice they
belong to a sinister, mysterious, and efficient
international.
Welded together by the identity of their
forbidden desires, of their strange, sad needs,
habits, dangers, not to mention their outrageously fatuous vocabulary, members of
this international constitute a world-wide
conspiracy against society. This conspiracy
has spread all over the globe; has penetrated
Washington Evening Star, March 25, 1952.
On February 26, 1951, Mr. Humelsine told
the House committee that the State Department had purged itself of 54 homosexuals in
the preceding 12 months; and a year previous, the State Department told a Senate
Committee that between 1947 and 1950, the
Department had got rid of 91 homosexuals.
See hearings before Senate Subcommittee for
Appropriations (8lst Cong. 2d sess., pt. I,
pp. 602-603) . Hearings before the Subcommittee for Appropriations, House of Representatives (82d Cong. 1st sess. pp. 390-391).
1
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all classes; operat es in armies and in prisons;
h as infiltrated into the press, the movies,
an d the cabinets; and it all but dominates
the arts, literature, theater, music, and TV.
And here is why homosexual oftlcials are
a peril to us in the present struggle between
West and East: members of one conspiracy
are prone to join another conspiracy. This
is one reason why so many homosexuals
from being enemies of society in general,
become enemies of capitalism in particular.
Without being necessarily Marxist they serve
the ends of the Communist International
in the name of their rebellion against the
prejudices, standards, ideals of the bourgeois
world. Another reason for the homosexualCommunist alliance is the instability and
passion for intrigue for intrigue's sake, which
is inherent in the homosexual personality.
A third reason is the social promiscuity within the homosexual minority and the fusion
it effects between upper class anll proletarian
corruption.
POLITICAL CORROSION

Sodom has always been in politics. Long
before there was a homosexual international homosexual intrigue--sometimes on
an international scale--enlivened the political and diplomatic annals. I mention only
Julius Caesar's affair with King Nicodmedes
of Bithynia which excited his contemporaries
much more than the one with Cleopatra.
To paraphrase a remark of Marcel Proustlove of men led Caesar unto virility and
virility unto glory, as it did some other
extraordinary personalities, such as Richard
Coeur de Lion and Frederick the Great of
Prussia. There was the reign of the mignons which became the undoing of Henri
III, last of the Valois Kings, and the homosexual camarilla around Monsieur, Louis
XIV's brother, which occasionally said it with
murder. There was also that diplomatic
agent Louis XV, the ambiguous Chevalier
d'Eon who, turning up alternately in men's
and women's clothes, fUnctioned for a while
in St. Petersburg as a female reader of Elizabeth of Russia only to present himself later
as an adoring ephebe of Frederick the Great
in Potsdam.
But it was the great homosexual scandal of
the early twentieth century-the Eulenburg
case--which awakened public opinion to the
menace of homosexuality in politics. This
famous Gerrmm case was first exposed in
1906 in a series of startling articles by Maximilian Harden in Die ZukUnft. These articles charged that Prince Phili Eulenburg,
the Kaiser's favorite, and his clique of homosexual friends, formed a "state within the
state, a government against the government"
on the very steps of the throne. "There exists," Harden claimed, "two policies, the omcial policy and the secret policy of Eulenburg." The latter's policy was inspired, he
insisted, by the homosexual French charge
d'affaires in Berlin and was designed to
weaken the German position.
Harden could write like an avenging angel when he was angry, and he was very
angry. An admirer of the last Prince Bismarck, he was horrified by the rapid deterioration of the powerful Reich forged by the
Iron Chancellor, and believed he . found
the key to this deterioration: German public life was riddled with homosexuality. In
fact, the Eulenburg scandal was preceded
and paralleled by other homosexual scandals
featuring high aristocrats, generals, industrialists, many of whom belonged to the Kaiser 's intimate circle. Hence: Sodom delenda
est. The homosexuals had to be eliminated
fr om influential positions. No state, Harden
was convinced, was strong enough to withstand their corroding influence.
I was a young child in Germany when,
af ter months of such attacks, Prince Eulenburg found himself finally compelled to sue
Harden for libel. I can still remember the
shock it was to public opinion when Harden
won. The verdict came after a long-drawnout litigation, and right up to the end the

German bourgeoisie was convinced that
Harden was a liar. They could not believe
that the scabrous stories he told about the
mighty were true. Harden's final triumph
spelled not only Eulenburg's but also the
Kaiser's guilt. Not that Wilhelm was ever
suspected of belonging to Sodom himself.
However, he had shown a deplorable aftlnity
for homosexuals, and this was enough to
make of the Eulenburg case the necklace
affair of the German · Empire-a morbid
manifestation of a state of general depravity
that later erupted into the tragedy ·of World
War I.
THE TIE THAT BINDS

There are various theories concerning the
origin of homosexuality. Some attribute it
to a glandular predisposition, others to a
hereditary one. According to modern psychology . the homosexual is a victim of arrested emotional development which makes
it impossible for him to sublimate a childhood experience of identification with and
jealousy of the mother. All agree that,. as
the fexninine element marks, more or less
subtly, his gestures, his contours, his voice,
a complicated mass of obscure hates, frustrations, inferiority feelings, and guilt feelings mark his humiliated soul.
In other words, the homosexual would be
an unhappy and unstable human bein~,
even if he were not forced to "live in falsehood and perjury" (Marcel Proust). Still,
the opprobrium and the dangers weighing on
him add greatly to his instability. More or
less consciously he hates a society which
makes him feel different and which, judg. ing his deepest desires as shameful and punishable, forces him to conceal, deny, camouflage them.
This many grounded vulnerability in itself,
Harden understood, made the homosexual a
bad security -risk. And he also understood
this aggravating factor-namely that the
mysterious laws which rule this condemned
portion of humanity are more binding on its
members than any national, spiritual, social
loyalties. With downright McCarthyish
pertinacity, Harden insisted that there was
such a thing as an international homosexual
conspiracy gnawing away at the very sinews
of the state. At the time of his writing,
this was an exaggeration, but somehow the
future dwelt in him and his exaggeration
previewed a not-too-distant reality.
Actually, the homosexual international
began to gnaw at the sinews of the state in
the 1930's. Until then it just nibbled. I
have before me notes I took over 25 years
ago about that nibbling stage. Still very
new to politics, I was amazed to discover that
the "Cherchez l'homme" pointed to a much
more powerful factor in international affairs than the "Cherchez la femme."
With fascination I watched the little sodams functioning within embassies and foreign oftlces. Somehow homosexuals always
seemed to come by the dozen, not because
they were cheaper that way but rather because a homosexual Ambassador or charge
d'affaires or Under Secretary of State liked
to staff his "team" with his own people. Another reason was that the homosexuals really
do look after their own. "Damn it, in order
to make a career one should have been abnormal." That's how Baron Holstein, Gray
Eminence of the Wilhelmstrasse-, commented
on Harden's disclosures of this fine-meshed
network of direct and indirect influences
with the help of which the homosexual
cliques pushed their members into important positions.
The scope of this article does not permit
naming names and places. This is regrettable on historical grounds. For, the "Cherchez l'homme" is the key to many happenings in international politics which the
newspapers don't explain.
Why had a certain capitalist country such
an amazing infiuence on the politics of a
certain revolutionary country? Because the

aristocratic ambassador of the capitalist
country was a homosexual and so was the
foreign minister of the revolutionary country, and the perfect understanding between
them cut across ideologies. Why did a certain bilateral trade conference, which seemed
hopelessly bogged down, suddenly come to
life again? Because the homosexual head
of one Inission, in order to please a homosexual aide of the other mission, decided to
sacrifice some vested interests at home for
the sake of better understanding abroad.
There were many more instances of this kind;
they didn't then add up to a menace. But
in politics it is always smart to fear a power
not because it is dangerous but because it
could become dangerous.
That the homosexual international could
become dangerous should have been evident
to anyone who had an opportunity to observe
the mysterious manner in which homosexuals recognize each other-by a glance,
a gesture, an indefinable pitch. of voiceand the astonishing understanding which
this recognition creates between men who
seem to be socially or politically at opposite
poles. True, other internationals are better
organized and more articulate. But what
is the unifying force of race, of faith, of
ideology as compared to the unifying force
of a vice which intimately links the press
tycoon to the beggar, the jailbird to the Ambassador, the General to the Pullman porter?
HOMOSEXUALITY

AND COMMUNISM

The alliance between the homosexual international and the Communist International started at the dawn of the Pink Decade.
It was then that the homosexual aristocracy-v:riters, poets, painters, and such-discovered Marxism. Why did this blea:k doctrine charm people who up to now had posed
as decadent esthetes. No doubt, the same
sentiments which motivated the Communist
conversion of intellectuals in general-such
as opposition to nazism ·and fascism, visions
of the end of capitalism and the need of
a faith-played a part in the Communist
conversion of homosexual intellectuals. But
particular emotions gave it an additional
fervor.
·
.
First of all, a sense of guilt concerning
their forbidden desires and the hope to purge
thexnselves of it by cooperating with the
workers movement loomed large. Then, too,
the Communist assumption that the workers
represented the future gave a respectable
facade to that social promiscuity which is
the secret element of their vice. As some
women take up bridge or golf or current af-fairs because it gives them a common interest
with the men they love, the upperclass homosexuals took up Marxism because they felt
this brought ~hem closer to their proletarian
ephebes.
Furthermore, the promlse of a classless
society where everyone would be free appealed to theii own need of freedom from
"bourgeois" constraint. For, weren't they
too an oppressed class? Weren't they too
threatened in their conditions of existenceCommunist manifesto? Th~ way they figured it, the Communists in fighting capitalism were revenging them for the ostracism
which capitalist society held forever dangling
over their heads.
True, quite a fe.w homosexual intellectuals
soon found that Marxism wasn't all it was
cracked up to be. Thus the great French
writer Andre Gide--whom the European
homosexuals call "our Goethe"-solemnly
repudiated the god that failed. Others followed his example, especially when they discovered that Russia was by no means the
. homosexual paradise they had imagined.
Such notable defections notwithstanding,
Marxism did not lose its lure for sodom.
On the contrary. As things developed the
the homosexual international has become
a sort of auxiliary of the Communist International. This is the more alarming since
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Traitors? On June 11, 1951, we find
the homosexuals are multiplying as the sand
Member of Parliament George Wigg, in the
upon the seashore.
British House of Commons debate of that
BOON TO THE COMINTERN
day, referring to press reports of "widespread
Is there such a thing as a homosexual 5sexual perversion in the Foreign Office." This
year plan? I heard this question frequently
came at the time when Parliament was
discussed during my recent travels in Euaroused over the mysterious affair of the two
rope-and by no means in jest. Some astute
missing British diplomats, who-according
observers insisted that the disturbing into some reports--disappeared behind the
crease in homosexuality, not to speak of its
iron curtain.
Marxist accentuation, is the result of aMosAs a matter of fact, there has been in the
cow-directed propaganda expressly designed
British foreign service a long tradition of
to corrode t h e tissues of capitalist society.
unconventional diplomats, quite a few of
I believe that they overstate their case.
whom were homosexuals. In normal times
A man doesn't become a homosexual by
this did not matte:r. much; a homosexual dippropaganda just as he doesn't become clublomat would do as well by his country as
footed by propaganda. But it goes without
a normal one, and sometimes better. But
saying that Moscow has long recognized the
here is the point: Ours are not normal times
potentialities of the homosexual internaand the homosexual personality is too untional.
stable to withstand the pressures and conThere . are two factors which make the
filets inherent in the struggle between East
homosexual international a boon to the
and West.
Comintern-one is that it puts at her disA POLITICAL PROBLEM FOR PSYCHOLOGISTS
posal a net work which, superior t.o her own
in scope and flexibility, is almost impeneIt is one thing to demand the elimination
trably obscure. And the other is that this
of the homosexuals from Government agennetwork moves in natural harmony with
cies and another thing to really eliminate
Communist aims.
them. Unless the screening is done by careIf the homosexuals did nothing but diffuse
ful and experienced psychologists, it will
their particular brand of moral and physical
result in ludicrous errors such as homosexual
corrupticm through the media of entertainfamily fathers getting away with it while
ment, they would merit well by Stalin. A
l?-onest-to-God bachelors come under suscase in point is their infiltration of TV,
picion.
which Robert C. Ruark castigated so wittily
There is another reason why careful exin his column In Lieu of Humor (New York
perienced psychologists are of the essence.
Wor\d Telegram of February 15, 1952).
It is that homosexuality has many gradaProbably no Communist propaganda is intions, and that the security risks they repretended by these comedians who, giggling and
sent vary. It would be unfair to throw them
swishing and addressing each other by girls'
all into the same pot, but it needs an ex-·
names, invade the American home via the
pert to tell the harmless from the dangerous
screen. But one can't help wondering what
ones.
will become of a society whose children and
At best the elimination of homosexuals
youngsters are constantly exposed to the
from Government agencies is only one phase
nauseating ambiguousness of their mannerof combating the homosexual invasion of
isms, their poses, their jokes. The moral
American public life. Another phase, more
advantages for the Communist cause of getimportant in the long run, is the matter of
ting the American home folks to absorb and
public education. This should be clear to
applaud these indecent dance acts cannot be
anyone who views with dismay the forbearoverrated.
ance bordering on tenderness with which
In the political field, too, the homosexual
American society not only tolerates the ininternational works into the hands of the
filtration of homosexuals everywhere but
Comintern without any special organizing
even allows them to display their perversion
effort. This does not mean that every homoin public.
sexual diplomat or official is a Communist or
Thus it happened in the year of grace 1952
even a fellow traveler. Still, this dangerous
that a writer dared to present a beautiful
mixture of antisocial hostility and social
young man as "my bride" to a couple of
promiscuity inherent in the vice inclines
respectable dowagers without anything unthem toward Communist causes. That's
toward arising. The silly old girls gushed
why agencies in which homosexuals are nuover "my bride" as if she were Princess
merous excel in the sort of intrigue and
Margaret Rose.
double-talk which, apparently objective,
Is this, one wonders, the insane imprusomehow always coincides with the party
dence of a civilization which no longer deline. One could probably trace some of our
fends its principles? It would seem rather
more preposterous foreign-policy decisions
a deplorable ignorance concerning the facts
during the last 15 years to the little Sodom
of the matter. That's where education could
inside the State Department. Then, too, a
do a great deal. Then too parents and
study of the OWl-veritable home from home
teachers should be enlightened about the
for the homosexual international during the
psychological, emotional, physiological sympwar-would yield a few fascinating clues.
toms of homosexuality. This is important
NATURAL SECRET AGENTS
ln view of the fact that many cases of homosexu~lity can be cured when treated by a
There is another even more sinister aspect
skilled psychologist at an early stage.
of homosexuality in high places. It is that
However, the chief educational task would
homosexuals make natural secret agents and
be to combat the "love-and-let-love" line
natural traitors. This conclusion is to be
which,
peddled by the pseudo-liberal fringe,
drawn from a theory developed by Prof.
claims ·that sexual perversion does not preTheodor Reik in his Psychology of Sex Relavent a man from functioning normally in all
tions. Briefiy, this theory is that the fanother contexts and that it's just like Senator
tasy of sex metainorphositl operating in most
McCARTHY to persecute the poor dears in
homosexual affairs which causes him to .play
the State Department. This line is fatal in
the role of the other sex causes him also to
that it lulls society. into a false sense of
enjoy any job which gives him the chance
security. It fools homosexuals themselves.
of playing a double role.
It fools them by instilling in them the
The classical example is the famous esnotion that there is nothing wrong with
pionage case of the homosexual Colonel Althe satisfaction of their abnormal desires and
fred Redl of the Austro-Hungarian Military
that it is, indeed, the solution of the homoIntelligence who, during the decade precedsexual problem. That this is by no means
ing World War I, delivered Austrian military
the case ls demonstrated by the unhappisecrets to the Russians and denounced his
ness under which most homosexuals (even
own agents to them. He got an immense
kick out of playing the role of both the
the most successful among them) labor. In
traitor and of the one whose life work it is
fact, if proof w.ere needed of the high price
to apprehend . and punish traitors.'
paid by those who violate the divine laws,

that dark melancholy unhappiness which is
so characteristic of the homosexuals would
be it. Actually, license acerbates the homosexual problem both for society and for the
individual. Its ·solution lies just in the opposite direction-namely, in the practice of
the admirable art of self-control and
resignation.

Probe of Hatemongers Sought by
Congressmen in Washington
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, our fight
against evil dispensers of hate must be
pressed against all o~ them: Communists, anti-Semitics, Ku Kluxers, or
whatever else they are called. Their vile
purposes must be exposed, and the source
of their funds published for all to see.
Democracy in the United States must
not be weakened by the fostering of ignorant hatred which can result from
un-American, undemocratic, and godless propaganda calculated to divide
Americans into opposing camps based
upon race, creed, vr color.
I hope this Congress will soon move
vigorously to expose and curb all hatemongers. The American Hebrew, the
oldest national Jewish publication in the
English language in this country, recently commented on this subject, and
I should like to include the article in
our RECORD for the benefit of Members
who may not have seen it. I apologize
to my colleagues for directing attention
to an article which quotes some of my
statements with approval, but I am sure
all will understand that it is the support the article gives to an effort I believe worth while that prompts me to
do so.
The article follows:
PROBE OF HATEMONGERS SOUGHT BY CONGRESSMEN IN WASHINGTON-YORTY, KLEIN, AND
GILLETTE CALL FOR INVESTIGATIONS OF RACIST
SUBVERSIVES-CALIFORNIA AGITATOR Is FIRST
TARGET
(By Prof. James H. Sheldon)
An intensive congressional probe of hatemongers who disfigure the American scene
has been called for by Congressman SAMUEL
W. YoRTY, Democrat, of Los Angeles, Calif.
Congressman YORTY has sought such a
probe for the past 9 months, but a few days
ago he made his demand official, following
the dissemination of great quantities of antiSemitic propaganda designed to weaken General Eisenhower in the New Hampshire Republican primaries. The Congressman, who
is a Democrat, stressed that his interest is
nonpartisan.
First target of YoRTY's attack was exMaj. Robert H. WilUams, whose Intelligence Digest has already been discussed on
this page.
"It is time we took notice of the activities
of depraved persons who use a faked antiCommunist screen to hide subversive activities of great benefit to the enemies of this
Nation," the Congressman declared in
launching his crusade.
YORTY-a man of fighting Irish-Dutch an•
cestry, who him!)elf once headed an investl·
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g&tion of subversive elements in · California-has impressive support behind him ..
The American Legion has already listed
Williams as "a dispenser of vitriolic anti·
Semitic hate literature."
After Williams had stained his Army Re•
serve rank of major by a long series of propaganda tirades, his Reserve commission was
discontinued "in the best interests of the
service."
Senator GUY M. GILLETTE, Democrat, of
Iowa, as chairman of the Senate Subcommittee Investigating Election Matters, has
n(. r announced that his agency will act on
the Williams case. ·
Williams fancies himself as an intelligence expert digging up information which
often becomes the basis for propaganda issued by a whole string of subversive agitators, including Gerald L. K. Smith, pub·
lisher of the Cross and the Flag (St. Louis,
Mo.) ; Conde _ McGinley~ publisher of Common Sense (Union, N.J.); C. Leon de Aryan,
publisher of the Broom (San Diego, Calif.);
and a mul"itude of like-minded agitators.
The objects of Williams' hate come from
widely varied fields, but are almost always
· Jewish. He has viciously attacked the internationally respected General Mark Clark,
charging that Clark's mother was Jewish.
(Williams even disparaged the use of a sixpointed star as the emblem of the Sixth
Army, alleging that it was a sign of "Jewish
influence.") He has tried to smear the venerable Senator HERBERT H. LEHMAN, Democrat, of New York, as an "international
banker" and "associate of Reds." (The illogical juxtaposition of international bankers
and Communists is a popular one with
Williams.)
To Williams, Communists and Zionists are
apparently identical, and he wants them all
deported, "together with their principal
proselytes."
In . New Hampshire, Williams' contention
that Eisenhower would be a pawn in the
hands of Jewish Zionists was widely spread
about-and proved to be the immediate
cause of the impending investigation.
In tackling this case, Congressman YoRTY
and Senator GILLETTE are certain to perform
·an important public service, by uncovering
the tactics of a dangerous group of hatemongers who generally masquerade as antiCommunists, and in the process actually
supply communism with one of its most
potent prepaganda tools. Indeed, this result is so obvious that ·one must wonder
whether it is not in some instances the real
purpose behind certain types of hate propaganda. Congressman YORTY put the same
thought 1n these words:
"In prewar Europe communism provided
the springboards for the Nazi and Fascist
dictators. They turned the threat of communism to their own advantage and destroy~d freedom.
We want none of dictatorship whether it be of the right or the
left. They are twin evils each fostering the
other. Those who believe in democracy
must fight both.';
The widely respected Los Angeles Mirror
editorially commended the proposed investigation, with the following ~emarks:
"The rabid propagandists who seek to
promote disunity and racial divisions in the
United States are actually doing double work
for Stalin.
"First, their loathsome, scurrilous material
furnishes ammunition to the Red propaganda machine. The Communists have on~y
to photostat the fetid junk that Williams
peddles to do great damage to .the United
States abroad and alienate peoples who
· might be our allies against communism.
"Second, in direct ratio to the success or·
these 'hate merchants,' the United States is
weakened at home. However many of our
bigots they convert to race hatreds, the
United States is'weakened by just that much,
They increase the danger of incidents like
·t he recent bombing of Negro homes, which

cause community tensions and slow our defense production."
It is to be hoped' that Members of Congress,
and the Attorney General as well, will take
action also on a complaint against another
group of these un-American troublemakers,
made by the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League,
which charged "the existence of a dangerous
conspiracy to undermine morale and discourage enlistments in connection with the
Korean war."
In addition to recommending a congressional investigation, the league-with the
vigorous backing of Congressman ARTHUR G.
KLEIN (Democrat, New York)-also urged the
Attorney General to move for an indictment
under Federal Selective Service Act provisions which set up penalties for "conspiracy
to discourage enlistments." (The same
statute was invoked against the Nazi Bund
during World War II.)
A number of publications, and propagandists of both the right and the left wing,
would appear to have been guilty of such
action. The league specifically mentioned
the Broom (California), Common Sense
(New Jersey), Women's Voice (Chicago), the
Daily Worker (New York Communist Daily),
and a German language newspaper in Chi·
cago.
Typical of this kind of agitation was a
full-page headline in the Broom, reading,
"Prospective draftee confused on Jew problem-asks for advice." The ensuing article,
purporting to answer an inquiry from a prospective draftee identified only as "Frank,"
discounted the futility of fighting, and put
the entire blame for the Korean war on the
Jews, quoting at length from the protocols
of the Elders of Zion (a notorious antiSemitic forgery popularized by the Nazis).
The obvious and direct result of such
propaganda could only be to discourage enlistments for the Korean service.
Efforts to unmask these propagandists are
always to be commended, for they serve to
underline once more the basic identity of
all forms of totalitarianism-a lesson which
should have been clear years ago, even to the
slow-minded, when the Hitler-Stalin pact
was announced.
American democracy cannot afford to
make bargains with its enemies, whether
they be enemies abroad, or enemies at home.
Every time we decide that a domestic terroristic organization like the Ku Klux Klan
is merely a manifestation of local exuberance, we are not only defiling the principles
of the Declaration of Independence and the
American Constitution, but we are at the
same time giving aid and comfort to the
enemies of democracy everywhere in the
world, no matter what dark banner they may
carry.

Tax Settlement Board Is Backed by the
American Institute of Accountants
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES W. TRIMBLE
OF ARKANSAS
IN THE 'HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. TRIMBLE. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REC·
ORD, I include the following article from
the Wall Street Journal of April 30,
1952:

resolution calling for the creation of independent, informal machinery for settling
taxpayers' differences with the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The council endorsed a measure introduced in the House by Representative MILLS,
Democrat, of Arkansas, influential member
of the Ways and Means committee. The
Mills bill would set up an impartial settlement board entirely independent of the
Treasury Department. The proposed board
would handle cases without legal formalities, eliminating for taxpayers the expense
of preparing briefs and other papers.
Representative MILLS says establishment
of a settlement board "would help immeasurably to convince taxpayers that their
Government will give them honest and impartial treatment."
Current reorganization of the Revenue Bu.:.
reau alters the method for settling Bureautaxpayer squabbles.
Under the old system, a taxpayer first
could discuss a. disputed returr. with a local
revenue agent. If they were unable to agree,
the taxpayer could take his case to the conference staff 1n the agent's office. If this
didn't settle the matter, the taxpayer could
appeal to the appellate staff, which was responsible only to Washington. If that failed,
the only recourse was the courts.
Under the new system, the taxpayer who
disagrees with a revenue agent may talk
over the matter with a group chief in charge
of about 20 revenue agents. If the taxpayer
and the group chief can't agree, the taxpayer may e,ppeal to the- appellate division.
From there, the taxpayer would still go ·to
the courts.
The ~ouncil of the Institute of Accountants feels this new plan reduces the independence of the app~als procedure, since
the new appellate division is responsible to
district commissioners, while the appellate
staff was resporu;;ible only to Washingtqn.
Under the Mills bill, taxpayers could take
cases to the Tax Settlement Board if they
failed to reach agreement with the appellate
division. Findings of the Board would not
be final. Either the taxpayer or the Revenue
Bureau still could appeal to the courts. But
accountants believe that in many ca;;es the
decisions of the Board would be accepted,
thus eliminating the need for costly litiga·
tion.
The Bureau is considering a step to 1m·
prove the new appeals procedure.
Officials say the number of group chiefs
probably will be more than. doubled, thus expediting conferences with taxpayers at that
level. Accountants like this idea, but believe it doesn't go far enough. They think
the Tax Settlement Board would do more
to restore taxpayer confidence which has
been shaken by the continuing Revenue Bureau scandals.

History Df Merit System Development
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. TOM MURRAY
OF TENNESSEE
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. Speaker, Mr.
James R. Watson, executive secretary of
the National Civil Service League, has
written a very interesting and timely
article relating to the history, progress,
TAX SETTLEMENT· BO.utD Is BACKED BY THB
and advancement of the civil-service or
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
. merit system in the Federal Government.
Meeting at White Sulphur Springs, W. Va .•
This article appeared in the Washington,
t the council of the- AlA yesterday adopted a
D. C., Times-Herald on Wednesday, April
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23, 1952, in the column "U. S. and Us" of
the distinguished columnist, Howard
Lewis.
I commend to the Members the reading
of this fine article by Mr. James R. Watson, as I am sure that every Member of
Congress is intensely interested in the
strengthening and improvement of the
merit system for our Federal employees
in order that we may have more efficient
and economical operations of every
agency of our Government.
The article reads as follows:
HISTORY

OF MERIT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
TRACED BY LEAGUE DIRECTOR

(By James R. Watson)
When President Truman addresses the
seventieth annual dinner of the National
Civil Service League being held jointly with
the Societ y for Personnel Administration on
May 2 he will tie pointing up the close cooperation that has existed between the Chief
Executive's office and the league since 1881.
The nonpartisan, nonprofit league has
worked closely with the civil-service programs of every President since James A.
Garfield and President Garfield, himself, was
one of the prime reasons for the league's
birth. For, as he lay dying from a disappointed office-seeker's bullet, representatives
of 13 Eastern States' civil-service reform
groups met in Newport, R. I., to form the
league and work for the adoption of civil
service at the various levels of government
and the career concept in all public service.
That their efforts have been successful
ts seen in the tre.mendous growth. of the
merit system in the local, State, and Federal
Governments. From time to time the
league, then called tne National Civil Service Reform League, first drafted the major
provisions of the Pendletop. Act (first Federal civil-service law) until today, it has
been the one citizens' group to which Government officials turn for assistance on merit
system problems.
It has also served as a clearing house for
most citizens' groups, such as League of
Women Voters, employee groups, the Citizens
Committee for the Hoover Report, ,taxpayers'
groups and others.
Whim President Truman speaks at the
Jeague's annual dinner, in the audience will
be hundreds of Government people with
whom the league is working on the multiple
problems of civil-service administration,
manpower, recruiting, examining, promoting,
administering. But the PresJdent's appearance, in addition to spotlighting the importance of the career civil service in the over-all
picture of Government, is also indicativ~ of
the whole relationship between the league
and the executive branch of the Government: The growth of the league and of the
country's merit system can well be traced
by highlighting the many instances of this
cooperation.
While the recent reorganization of the Bureau of Internal Revenue is perhaps one of
" the more dramatic civil-service developments
in recent years, it is one of the many evidences of merit-system growth that the
·league has been connected with in its 70year history.
Some of the most important birthdays in
the life of the merit system in this country
are:
1. The adoption of the Pendleton Act: Although this was passed in 1883, in President
Chester Arthur's administration, the ground
work was begun in the time of President
Hayes. This has been true of most of the
important civil-service steps; years of intensive work preceding any major change.
2. Civil service extended in the Theodore
Roosevelt administration: President Roosevelt, one of the early members of the league,
named two civil-service reformers to impor-

tant Federal posts. Charles J. Bonaparte
was named secretary of the Navy and Attorney General, and William Dudley Foulke was
appointed to the Civil Service Commission.
The hero of San Juan Hill came into office
with 46 percent of the Federal employees
under the merit system and left with 66
percent covered. These extensions includeq.
deputy collectors of internal revenue and
fourth-class postmasters in 14 States, but
the t ax collectors were removed by Congress
1n 1913.
·a. President Wilson and Presidential postmasterships: In 1917, Woodrow Wilson issued
an Executive order which required Presidential postmasters to take examinations. Political control through Senate confirmation
was retained.
This a.c tion came as a result of public
appeal expressed largely through the league.
While the action was applauded at the time
as a step forward, we wonder today if the
reverse may not be true. Patronage control
has continued to permeate the Post Office
Department and the hybrid form of civil
service had helped cause public confusion
and distrust. When a citizen looks at the
Post Office he says "What kind of civil service
1s this?"
The league also proposed consistently that
collectors of customs and internal revenue
and United States marshals be placed under
the regular career merit system. These proposals figured prominently in the civil-service
programs of Warren Harding, Calvin Coolidge,
and Franklin D. Roosevelt, but it wasn't
until this year, 1952, that any of them have
been put into effect.
4. F . D. R. brought 100,000 additional positions under civil service in 1938: Samuel H.
Ordway, a member of the . league's council,
helped prepare the Executive order, which
was hailed then as the greatest advance of
the merit system since the Pendleton Act.
Throughout President Roosevelt's administration, important strides were made in the
over-all field of civil service. The league
worked closely with these developments.
5. Passage of the Rams peck Act in 1940:
This measure, drawn up by then Representative Robert Ramspeck, present Chairman of
the Civil Service Commission, had been urged
for many years by the league. It extended
civil-service provisions to more than 182,000
Federal employees, representing the greatest
expansion in the history of the merit system.
6. President
Truman's
reorganization
plans for the Civil Service Commission and
collectors of internal revenue, collectors of
.c ustoms, postmasters, and United States
marshals: The league had constantly called
these jobs the major remaining areas of
patronage in the Federal Government, and
has emphasized how the present system destroys any possibility for an efficient, business-like career system in these agencies.
Should the Congress approve the plans for
customs, postal department, and the marshals, 1952 may well represent the year of
the greatest advance in civil service in this
century.
The various Presidents who have held office since the inception of civil service in this
country have looked to the league continually for assistance in ·t he development of
their merit system programs. In return the
league has recommended to the Chief Executive's Office numerous programs to improve
the management of Government personnel.
Today the league is concerned, along with
Government and industry executives, with
the problems of staffing key jobs, overcoming
m a npower shortages, and bringing efficient
economical administration to the 2,500,000
Federal employees. Programs to solve these
pressing problems are being worked out now
and the long history of civil service and
of the league indicates that they will play
an important role in the development of a
career system for Federal employees.

The four most pre~sing programs with
which Government personnel administrators,
businessmen, and civic groups are concerned
with now are:
1. Development of a career system together with establishing incentive for young
Government employees.
2. Reestablishing the prestige of the Government employee, which has been badly
hurt by the indiscriminate smearing of Government employees as a class. As esc Chairman Rarnspeck says, "Let's watch our aim."
3. Developing and using · proper personnel
tools, better supervision, and an understanding of relation of personnel operations to cost
of Government.
4. Making personnel management in Government a positive top management level
activity, rather than a negative restrictive
policing operation.

Crime and "Religion
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LOUIS C. RABAUT
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. RABAUT. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I insert in
the RECORD, with a great deal of pleasure,
an article by the Reverend John E.
Coogan, S. J ., director of the department
of sociology of the University of Detroit,
entitled "The Myth Mind in an Engineer's World,'' which · appeared in the
March 1952 issue of the publication
Federal Probation.
This article is not a sermon. Rather,
it is the considered opinion of an eminent sociologist, a man who teaches the
principles of his profession and who
knows the tools of his trade. He has,
I think, pointed to a serious weakness
in the force of our offensive against
crime, and in doing so he has reiterated
some timeless principles that are of first
importance in our dealings with other
acute social problems, principles that
occupy a prominent place in the foundation stones of our political institutions.
I commend this article to the close
attention of my colleagues in this House,
and I extend my congratulations to
Father Coogan on this excellent presentation.
The article follows:
THE MYTH MIND IN AN ENGINEER' s WORLD

(By the Reverend John Edward Coogan, S. J.,
director, department of sociology, University of Detroit)
It is, of course, a truism that crime and
delinquency statistics are rather more suggestive of the ebb and flow of legally forbidden conduct than its accurate measure. In
whole categories of crimes the likelihood of
their becoming of record is little more than
chance. An increase in totals may mean an
1Jlcreased vigilance or a change of enforcement procedure rather than a deterioration
in law Observance. Yet, making full allowance for all such elements of uncertainty,
one need not be pessimistic to conclude that ·
the amount of crime and delinquency among
us is enormous. As informed an authority as
Lowell Juilliard Carr states it as a fact that:
"The nation that leads the world in the
production of furnaces, r adios, automobilesthe nation that has come nearest to solving
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religion. The following citations are a fair
habitual hostility to religion; the following
sample of his manner:
is an example: "It is obvious that a majority
"There is no chance to use the scientific
of our criminals-certainly our convicts-are
technology, even when a problem situation is
brought up in orthodox religious surroundrecognized, so long as the life philosophies.
ings." e Just what is the meaning of that
religions, or what-have-you of those affected
expression? Is it obvious that the mass of
lead them to feel that the solution must be
convicts have been brought up in surroundleft to chance, to 'preestablished harmony,'
ings where orthodox religion had a fair
8
or to God.
chance to prove its powers? A survey of the
WHO ARE COMPETENT TO LEAD THE OFFENSIVJ:
largest American prison, that of southern
"The bald fact is that for the solution of
AGAINST CRIME?
Michigan, reveals that its average prisoner
most social problems we have not yet wllled
It is then not to be wondered at that Dr.
has had "no connection with the church for
to use the tools that we have. The reasons
Carr has raised his voice in protest at our
the past 20 years. He seldom knows the
range all the way from supernaturalism to
national failure to organize an all-out offenname of a clergyman, and church members
economic determinism, all the way from pre$ive against the antisocial element; an offen- . conceptions about 'God's will' to lack of con1n good standing at time of admission are
sive planned and led by the scientifically
as scarce as }:.roverbial hen's teeth." 1o Everyfidence in the administration at Washington.'
competent. He cannot be too emphatic in
where through the country we hear the s~tme
"Solving more and more of his practical
his castigation of our amateurish efforts:
story. The Catholic chaplains of the prison
problems by scientific cause-and-effect meth·
"The real putty-leg under modern social
of northern Illlnois report as their expeods, the average man can retain a living incontrol is simply and solely the utter feeble·
terest Ml. supernaturalism only by making a · rience of many years that "Less than 4 perness of its attempts to introduce the scientifcent of the Catholic registrants had come up
definite cleavage between knowledge and
ic technology. The advantages of a certain
to the average Catholic practice of -receiving
faith." 5
brand of soap, it seems, are worth millions
the sacraments several times a year." u Of
Carr's treatment of the 'will," too, sugof dollars of radio time and advertising space.
the 1,160 so-called Catholic inmates of the
gests determinism:
The advantages of a scientific attack on crime
Clinton State Prison at the end of the 1944
"Ever since the coming of the machine
fiscal year, "only 59 had ever attended paro-,
and delinquency, an attack that may ultimore and more men more and more of the
chial schools." 12
mately save the community millions in taxes
time have had to acquire causal clarity in
and burglary insurance rates, those advanThe Crime Problem, . by Walter C. Recktheir dealings with material things. Not
tages are not worth even a spot announceJess,13 treats religion as too unimportant
only have they had to give up thinking in
ment after midnight or a stickful of type on
even to be indexed; the only religious referterms of 'spirits' and 'wlll' in their dealings
page 16." a
ences that come to mind after a careful
with binders and punch presses and railroad
Dr. Carr concedes that there may be 40,000
reading
are items in his case histories.
engines and motor cars and radio sets, but
among us competent to lead-"trained psyDonald Taft 14 gives considerable attention
they have had to learn to seek actual spe·
chiatrists, sociologists, social workers, and
to religion--on the whole unfriendly. Of
cific causes for actual specific events." 8
social-minded judges, law-enforcement om.
the more recent texts his revision, with reIS RELIGION OF DECREASING IMPORTANCE IN
clals, and prison wardens in the United
spect to its treatment of religion, is the
CORRECTIONAL WORK?
States." But the rest of us fail to rally
most noteworthy and hence deserves more
Whatever Dr. Carr's personal estimate of detailed treatment here. Dr. Taft would
around these; we are "myth-minded in an
the objective truth of religion is, very many
engineer's world."
give the impression of fairness to religion
of the "experts," about whom he complains
· The consequences of our relatively feeble
by his balancing treatment: First, there are
and amateurish efforts against crime and de- · that the masses fail to rally, are clearly hostwo rather distinct types of religion. The
tile. This, of course, is their personal privi·
linquency are so great for both the individ·
first type is that of the fundamentalist
lege, but let them not wonder if they lack
ual and society that any contribution to the
whose concept of God is manlike, with a
mass appeal.
problem, any addition to these efforts, or any
long beard. The opposite type of religion is
Ruth
Shonle
Cavan
in
her
text
of
678
pages
removal of impediment to their effectiveness
that which consists of a vague sense of awe
polishes off religion in 2 pages. On the
seems altogether worth while. Such auat the unknown. Treating of these two
whole she pictures it as of decreasing imthorities as Dr. Carr are so much in earnest
types, Dr. Taft disposes of religion. Is that
portance in prison work:
and so spendthrift of their own efforts that
a fair simplification of what religion means
"Early chaplains • • • played an im•
any aid they can be given is strictly their
to. mass America? Is either of those two
portant part in prisons. • • • With the
due. It is in that spirit that these remarks
types of belief notably representative of the
passage of time, the concept of the basis of
are made., Perhaps a sociologist with a back·
faith
of our churches? Is not the "bearded
conduct changed. Conduct _is now considground quite other than Dr. Carr's can point
old
Hebrew gentleman" concept of God too
ered
the
result
of
the
component
forces
of
out key obstacles to the all-out mass cooplargely confined to "Green Pastures" to be
innate drives and social pressures. Other
eration with the experts which he so earn•
fairly named as one of the two representaspecialists have come to the fore as the chief
estly implores.
tive religious types? And of the second
technicians of good conduct." 1
t. One chief cause of mass failure to coopertype-that equating religion with "a vague
The late Edwin H. Sutherland gives less
ate with the experts would seem to be the
sense of awe and wonder" at the vast unthan 1 of the 600 pages of his Principles
latter's quite commonly indicated disregard
known-how large a part of religious Amerof Criminology 8 to the relation of religion
· ~for even contempt for religion. Our counica
would consider that "vague sense" relito the crime problem. In that scant space,
try is being secularized, perhaps, but it still
gion at all? Religious America has always
however,
he
finds
room
to
remark
that
"There
has a long way to go. Half our people may
looked upon itself as a body of worshipers
is no specific evidence of the effect of religion
l-emain unchurched, but they are far from
of a Supernatural Being; religion has not
as such on crime." Human motivation being
antireligious. The would-be leader who is
been-and is not-" a visceral reaction."
so complex, what "specific evidence" is posclearly antireligious will "walk alone into the
Dr. Taft's practice of emphasizing ex·
sible to show the influence of anything on
night." If he be merely Euspected of concrime? Dr. Sutherland goes on to say that
tremes, using them as typical and canceling
tempt for the religion of the masses, his
"Compulsory church attendance • • •
out by balancing opinions, could be used
-group appeal is already greatly weakened.
has produced negativistic reactions as a rule,
with any of our social institutions and with
Such contempt for religion will be surmised
so that it is presum.ably not the church at•
religion as well. Marriage, for example, can
:from a slurring of religion itself or a contendance as such • • • which is influ•
do much for the individual and society; but
tlemnation of morality that is not relativistic.
entia!." Why should it be thought necescustom made. It will be surmised, too, from
see how nfany lives it has marred. Courts
sary
to
remark
that
a
lock-step,
Oregon-boot
/ a deterministic explanation of all human
of justice are an integral part of organized
religion under the scrutiny of ever suspicious
conduct; the "there is not an iota of choice
society; but how much harm has come from
guards
"has
produced
negativistic
reactions"?
.
allowed to any individual from. birth to the
corrupt and arbitrary judges. A free press
And who has ever supposed that "church
grave" sort of thing.
1s an essential of liberty, but who can esti·
attendance as such" is reformative? Who
· Dr. Carr's own experience of a lack of mass
mate the evils a "kept" press has caused?_
contends that church attendance is some
cooperation in his delinquency prevention
sort of magic that revolutionizes in spite of
work
may
have
been
because
of
none
of
these
o Barnes and Teeters, New Horizons tn
1
inner opposition?
, elements. But his manner of expression sugCriminology. New York: Prentice-Hall, 1943.
Harry Elmer Barnes in his much publicized
gests the contrary. While he evinces a willp. 223.
New Horizons in Criminology expresses his
ingn ess to accept the aid of church groups
1o Treatment of the Criminal.
Lansing:
and confesses there is much they can do, he
a Ibid., 'p. 31.
Michigan State Departm t of Corrections,
misses the opportunity to win wholehearted
'Ibid., p. 32.
p. 52.
11 Leo Kalmer, Crime and Religion.
B Ibid., p. 505.
Fran•
support through a clear statement of per• Ibid., p. 11.
ciscan Herald Press, 1936, p. 60.
sonal esteem for what the masses know as
'Ruth Shonle Cavan, Criminology. New
12 America, December 23, 1944, p. 239.
1 Lowell Juilliard Carr, Delinquer cy Con•
York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1950, p. 586.
13 New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts.
8 Edwin H. Sutherland, Principles of CrimInc.,
1950. ·
trol (rev. ed.). New York: Harper & Bros .•
14 Donald
Inology (rev. ed.). Philadelphia: J. B. Lip·
Taft, Criminology (rev, ed.) •.
1950, p. 3.
pincott Co .• 1947, p. 193 f.
New York: Macmillan Co., 1950.
a Ibid., p. 26 f.
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the age-old problem of production-stands
lowest among civilized peoples in respect for
law and order."1
J. Edgar Hoover for years has estimated the
criminal army among us at least 5,000,000.
This is truly a formidable domestic foe for a
country that is ' faced with the peril of ages
across the seas.
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Or, as the fellow travelers have it, Russian
communism has its faults, but what about
American racial wrongs? Surely such a juxtaposing of demerits without l'egard to their
relative gravity, in the manner of religion
or any other institution, leaves something
to be desired.
It is true that no preclSe measurement can
be made of the influence of religion on conduct, but as much can be said, for example,
of mother love. Scientific judgments can
be made only of things that can be approximately weighed and measured. Most of the
things most cherished in American life such
as freedom, justice, and honor cannot be so
measured. Even the maxim "Honesty is
the best policy" is, so far as science is concerned, only an opinion; many can say much
on the other side, as Dr. Taft does of religion.
Dr. Taft thinks it well to limit the credit
due religion for much of church-taught
morality. What example have we of the
morality of a completely secularized society?
What remained of the traditional code in
Nazi-dominated Germany or in the Russian
life arising out of communism? The moral
"principles of the then fellow-traveler Eugene Lyons show th~ truly Russian product:
"I was ready to liquidate classes, purge millions, sacrifice freedoms and elementary decencies, .arm self-appointed dictators with a
flaming sword-all for the cause." 15 Such is
your secularized product. On the other
hand, what part of · our American code can
be shown to have arisen with no dependence
upon religion? How wrong was Walter Lippmann when he reminded us that"The liberties we talk about defending today were established by men who took their
conception of man from the great central
religious tradition of Western civilization,
and the liberties we inherit can almost certainly not survive the abandonment of that
tradition." 16
What fight have we to expect any con•
siderable part of our code to long remain
after we have allowed minimizers and patranizers to cut its religious root? Is it not
much more than poetry to contend that
"The morality code that remains after the
religion that produced it is rejected is like
the perfume that lingers in an empty bottle"?
ARE ALL MORALS RELATIVE

Dr. Taft gives us already some dim preview
of what American sex morality would be in
an age of complete secularism. He is not
positively recommending a code so reminiscent of the "whirlwind of the unchained
libido that roared through the ancient Rome
of the Ceasars," but he suggests the follow- .
ing as current collegiate good form:
·
1. Though necking is permissible and even
advocated, it should stop short of actual
intercourse.
2. Heavy necking should be confined to a
couple who are going steady. Though generally excluding intercourse this implies:
3. A sort of temporary monogamy.
4. Married couples should ideally be true
to each other .H
An America that expected no more of its
young than that of this college code would
deserve the contempt that she would most
promptly receive from any people that envisaged its womankind as something more
than amateur streetwalkers.
Dr. Taft's treatment of the Kinsey Report 1'
gives aid and comfort to the quite unproved
conclusion that all our morals are custommade, and that nothing is morally right or
wrong in itself. Of course such a dictum is
not even good
ericanism. If, as the
founding fathers proclaimed, all men are
"endowed by their Creator with certain
Eugene Lyons, An Assignment in Utopia.
New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1937, p. 647.
1a New York Herald Tribune, December 17,
1938, quoted in Thought, 1939, p. 11 ff.
1 7 Op. cit., p. 280.
1s Ibid., p. 279.
15

unalienable rights," then the violation of
those rights is always and everywhere a
moral wrong. Of course there has been
abundant contention in learned circles that
what the founding fathers declared "selfevident" was "maize, finely ground." Thus
such sociologists as George Lundberg can
say that "The only rights we know about
are those which a community from time to
time chooses to grant and respect." 19 But
the heartland of mass America takes its
stand with the founding fathers, and the
would-be leader for delinquency prevention
who scoffs at natural law morality can indeed walk alone into the night.
The mass of America will hold with such
singed secularists as Freda Utley, after her
tragic stay in Russia: "Life in the U. S ..S. R.
also made one realize that some absolute
standards of behavior are essential ;to mankind if we are not to return to the life of
the brute." 20 The concept of relative morality whether of the mores kind or of the
Communist is for the American masses an
obvious corruption. Both relativist systems suppose that the power of the human
mind to attain to suprasensible truth is an
illusion. This is not the place to argue with
that assumption; the plain fact is that the
solid heart of America will have none of it.
FREE WILL VERSUS DETERMINISM

Dr. Taft ·has much else that tends to
alienate religiou.s America from his appeal
for a scientific attitude toward our crime
problem. To cite only one: the contention
that in some important and basic way the
religious stand for free will and human responsibility makes the church a factor in the
causation of crime.21 We pass over the point
lightly here, havi~ g treated it at length several times before. 22 Suffice it to say that de·
terminism is pure materialistic dogmatism,
with no scientific proof even attempted. As
Dr. Macintosh, of Yale, has said:
"Complete predetermination cannot be
C:emonstrated inductively,, nor can it be
proved deductively. The attempt to deduce
it involves either a begging of the question
in the beginning on a non sequitur in the
end. Psychologically considered, it is a ra·
tionalization of jealousy for the scientific
method." 23
•
Free will is brushed aside too commonly
as if it were a primitive delusion, despite the
fact that it is a universal conviction of direct
consciousness, held even by determinists in
the instance of action. As the rsychologist,
Max Wertheimer, confesses: "Fortunately,
men believe in their will, and even if they
are philosophically convinced of determinism, they will not make use of it in actual
situations." 24 Dr. Taft is puzzled that J. Ed~
gar Hoover, uespite his eminence as a criminologist, should hold to free will and em•
phasizoe the importance of the church teaching of personal responsibility. 25 Hoover, of
course, is a part of the solid heart of An+erica and speaks it language, shares its convictions, quite unmoved by the secularist, de•
terministic notions of the academician.
WHAT HAS PSYCHIATRY TO OFFER?

A further cause of ..,lienation of mass sympathy from the experts in crime and delinquency control is suspicion of the leadership of too many psychiatrists, whom Dr•
Carr puts at the head of his 40,000 experts.
19 American Sociological Review, February
1944, p. a.
2° Freda Utley, The Dream We Lost.
New
York: John Day Co., 1940, p. 88.
21 Op. cit., p. 224.
22 Federal Probation, December 1943, pp.
12-15; December 1944, pp. 40-42; also see
Probation, xxm, pp. 22 ff.
23 Journal of Philosophy, January 18, 1940,·
p. 50.
24 "A Story of Three Days," Freedom Its
Meaning, edited by Ruth Anshen, p. 562.
~·. Op. cit., p. 365.

The typical American attitude toward the
philosophic presuppositions of the average
psychiatrist is likely to be one of suspicion
or worse. Perhaps this suspicion is notably
unfounded, but unless and until it is removed little popular support will be given
a. delinquency-prevention •program featuring psychiatric leadership. I cite just one
phase of what is distrusted in psychiatry.
Lillian Blumberg in her well-documented
and moderate examination of the present
state of psychoanalysis indicates that"There was nothing upon which they
agreed, not in the type of case best suited for
analysis, nor the method of termination, nor
results, nor how many patients were helped
through analysis to avoid serious mental illness. This • • • added to the already
great confusion concerning technique and
type of case to which psychoanalysis should
be applied." 26
As to the matter of possible cure through
psychoanalysis, she tells us the term ·is not
used by analysts among themselves. At most
only an improvement is hoped for, and
"some analysts may consider that they have
achieved clinical success if a homosexual
patient becomes adjusted to the fact of his
homosexuality and accepts it, while other
analysts may believe that cure is not
achieved until homosexual patients become
heterosexual (unfortunately, this is rarely
accomplished) ." 21
The common attitude of psychiatrists that
traditional moral ideas are little better than
moronic leaves massed America cold to the
appeal for cooperation of psychiatrist-led
correctional science. The psychiatrist may
think himself quite emancipated when, to
cite a recent instance, he has advised a youth
found guilty of window peeping to "go get
yourself a prostitute"; but massed America
smells something rotten and spurns such
leadership. Such advocates of a morals
shock treatment also can walk alone into the
night.
CAN WE TEACH MORALS WITHOUT RELIGION?

The gulf between the masses and the most
intensely trained leadership in delinquency
prevention is especially lamentable because
so unnecessary. If the specialists confined
themselves in their leadership to methods,
the field of their specialty, and left ends to
democratic majority determination, the
problem of divided counsel would be well on
its way to a cure. Specialist knowledge in
. the field of social science is so notoriously
limited that a modicum of professional humility 'should come unasked. As Read Bain
has said:
"Over 20 years ago (Albion) Small tried to
state the agreements then existing among
sociologists. There was considerable disagreement at the time. Today I should not
agree with more than 4 or 5 of his 20 points.
I have little faith that even a majority of. ·
sociologists will agree with my propositions.
The amount of agreement with them in 20
years may well be less than my present agreement ·with Small." 2s
How fairly, then, does Dr. Carr demand of
massed America, as interested as he is in
delinquency prevention: "Have you followed
the experts' advice whether you liked it or
not • * *? If you haven't, what right
have you to any opinion, anyway?" 29 It is
imperativP. that those interested in a lawabiding America remember those often
heard but ' too seldom heeded words of
George Washington in his Farewell Address:
"* • • reason and experience both forbid
us to expect that national morality can prevail in exclusion of religious principles."
26 "The Study of Man-Does Psychoanalysis
Cure? " Commentary, November 1950, p. 487.
27 Ibid., p. 488.
as George Lundberg (editor), Trends fn
American Sociology. New York: John Day
& Co., 1940, p . .88.
211 Op. cit., p. 18.
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How, thim, can we teach delinquency prevention unless we teach morals? And how
can we teach morals without religion? As
Ross L. Finney, of the University of Minnesota, asks:
"How can we teach morals to our young
people when the community is full of persons, in apparently good social acceptance,
who are ready to tell them, by innuendo and
example, that our instructions ~re t~~o mere
fulminations of blind conservatives?
Dr. Carr pleads again and agai~ wit!; ~on
cooperating "myth-minded millwns, m a
Cromwellian phrase: "By the bowels of
Christ, gentlemen, bethink ye that ye may
be wrong." Is it beyond the bounds of probability that the massed millions, ~overs of
religion and the traditioz:al morality, convinced believers in free will and human responsibility, may have something. after all?
May the experts in the field of a so~Ial science
be themselves quite myth-minded m the field
of morals and religion? "By the bowels of
Christ, gentlemen, bethink ye that ye may
be wrong."

Powers of the President
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DWIGHT L. ROGERS
OF FLORIDA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Speaker, I am today introducing a joint resolution proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States relating to the powers of the President.
The amendment proposed is as follows:
SECTION 1. The President shall not have
power to seize or order the seizure of private
property unless such action has been previously authorized or consented to by the
Congress by statute or by concurrent
resolution.

I am convinced, after careful consideration and after discussing this proposed amendment with a number of the
Members of Congress and in view of the
unsettled and uncertain condition that
this Nation finds .itself today, that such
a clarifying amendment will be in the
interest of the public welfare and of
national security and safety.
If the founding fathers could have
conceived that our Government would
approach the condition in which we find
ourselves today, I am sure that such an
amendment would have been spelled out
when the Bill of Rights was proposed
and adopted as a part of our Constitution.
If this amendment were part and parcel of our Constitution today we would
not be confronted with the doctrine of
"inherent power under the Constitution" and of so-called ''emergency power" under which private property has
been seized by the President of t~e
United states. Since our Government Is
a constitutional government of limited
powers and does not give the Pre~ident
the right to determine and proclaim ~n
emergency that would warrant the seizure of private property, then it becomes
the duty of the Congress of the United
so Ross L. Finney, A Sociological Philosophy
of Education. New York: The ·Macmillan
Co., 1929, p. 296.
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been unnecessary, and such a departure
states by appropriate legislation to declare an emergency and authorize the from our constitutional guaranty and
President in such instances to seize or rights would have never taken place.
or order the seizure of private property.
The text of · the joint resolution folWithout such appropriate legislation lows:
coming from the Congress, the President Joint resolution proposing an amendment to
should not have, and in my opinion d~es
the Constitution relating to the powers of
not now have, the power and authonty
the President
to seize private property under the broad
Resolved by· the Senate and House of Reclaim of residuum power, or inherent presentatives of the United States of Amerpower under the general welfare clause ica in Congress assembled (two-thirds of
each House concurring therein), That the
of the Constitution.
There is retained to the States all following article is proposed as an amendment
to the Constitution of the United
powers under the Constitution which
which shall be valid to all intents
were not specifically granted to the Fed- States,
and purposes as part of the Constitution
eral Government and this proposed when ratified by the legislatures of the sevamendment would provide an opportueral States as provided in the Constitution:
nity to the States under pr~sent ec~
"ARTICLE nomic, political, and industnal _condi"SECTION 1. The President shall not have
tions to determine what powers should power to seize or order the seizure of private
be granted to a President, whomever he
property unless such action has been premay be, to seize or order the seiz~r~ of
viously authorized or consented to by the
private property under such ~ond1t10ns Congress by statute or concurrent resoluas the President may determme is an tion.
"SEc. 2. This article shall be inoperative
emergency.
unless it shall have been ratified as an
If we are to continue a government of
amendment to the Constitution by the legisthe people, by the people, and for ~he
of three-fourths of the several States
people, and enjoy the freedoms and llb- latures
within 7 years from the date of its suberties of a democracy and a popular mission."
Government, then the Congress of ~he
United States, which is a representative
body of the people, should determine by
appropriate legislation when an emerImprovement of Panama Canal
gency is so Eerious as that the seizure of
private property is necessary and deEXTENSION OF REMARKS
manded as being in the interest of the
OF
general welfare of the people. If we are
to continue as a Government of laws and
HON. ROY 0. WOODRUFF
not of men, the Congress of the United
OF MICHIGAN
states must so determine. If we are to
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
preserve the principles, the philosophy,
Thursday, May 1, 1952
and ideology contained in the fifth
amendment which provides that no perMr. WOODRUFF. Mr. Speaker, unson shall be deprived of property withder leave accorded, I am very glad to
out due process of law, nor shall private
extend in the RECORD a most interesting
property be taken for public use without
and informative article touching the
due process, then this proposed amendquestion of increased facilities of the
ment should be submitted to the several Panama Canal. It was written by Capt.
States which would prohiibt the seizure Frederick L. Oliver, United States Navy,
or order to seize of private property by retired and appeared in .the Christian
the President unless the direct repreScienc~ Monitor, Atlan~ic edition, on
sentative of the people, the Congress, April
15, 1952.
has authorized or consented to such
Captain
Oliver, an Annapolis gradseizure by statute or concurrent resoluuate and active in our Navy for many
tion. The taking of property is foryear~. is highly regarded .in Ar.my and
bidden in the fifth amendment except by Navy
circles, and since h1s retlremen.t,
the process of law.
·
some years ago, has written many artiThe President has no inherent seizure cles on naval subjects which have appowers and no legislative powers to susin the Monitor and other publipend the fifth amendment; but, as a peared
cations of the country, and have always
matter of fact, the President has issued commanded popular attention and rean order of seizure under the doctrine of gard As an experienced navigator of
"inherent powers." This amendment all the waters of the g:obe, in the service
would abolish such doctrine since the of his ·country, in dealing with any subPresident could take no action or issue ject of navigation he is well qualified to
no seizure order without first having the speak, and his views are given as the
consent of Congress expressed by statute result of his experience and mature
or a concurrent reso~ution.
study; and the indicated article, which
While this constitutional amendment now follows, bears the like impress:
· would not be useful or effective in the
UNITED STATES BUILT DITCH Is FOUND
present seizure case, it certainly would
INADEQUATE
preclude any future President from tak(By capt. Frederick L. Oliver)
ing similar action without the consent of
The Panama Canal, one of the most stuCongress.
pendous engineering projects the world has
Should we have had this amendment known, was planned to serve the needs of
prior to the seizure order which has been shipping for all time.
But the progress of ship design and opera·
considered by the district court of the . tion
has been so rapid that within the span
United States and will soon be consid· of less than half a century the canal no
ered by the Supreme Court of the Unit- longer is adequate to fulfill its designed
ed states, such proceedings would have :function.
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Three pairs of locks at each end of the
canal limit the size of vessels which can pass
through the waterway. These locks, which
lift vessels some 85 feet from sea level to
la::e level, are each 1,000 feet along and 110
feet wide. When these dimensions were determined about 50 years ago, it was thought
no ship exceeding these limits would ever
be constructed.
At the Atlantic end the three· sets of locks
are in series, each set opening directly into
the next. Then comes Gatun Lake, a 163square-mile area of impounded water with
its normal surface some 85 feet above sea
level.
At the Pacific end the sets of locks are in
two sections which are separated by a small
intermediate lake known as Mirafiores.
From one end of this lake, which is at an
elevation of 54 feet, two sets of locks in
series descend to sea level. At the other
end one set of locks ascends to the 85-foot
level. Connecting these locks and Gatun
Lake is Gaillard Cut, a winding 300-footwide channel some 8 miles long that was
slashed through the 600-foot-high Continental Divide.
BIG WAVE SET UP

It now is realized that separation of the
locks at the Pacific end by a shallow milelong interm,ediate lake, and locating t-he
upper locks directly across the end of Gaillard Cut was a mistake. Every time one of
these locks is operated, it draws nearly 4,000,000 cubic feet of water from the cut and
creates a tidelike wave which surges and
resurges through the cut.
These surges
make ship handling difficult in the narrow
waters of the cut, and have been responsible
for many accidents to shipping.
It is not generally known that dense fogs
are prevalent at night in Gaillard Cut during
the rainy season. When they occur, traffic
through the 'canal comes to a halt.
At such times both ends of the canal are
free of fog and the locks can be operated.
At the Atlantic end ships can be passed
through 24 hours a day because there is
ample anchorage space available in Gatun
Lake where shipping can await passage
through the cut. The reverse holds for the
Pacific end, as there is no anchorage for ships
above the locks, and there is berthing space
alongside the quay walls for only a few vessels. During the rainy season this bottleneck reduces the canal's rated capacity of
27 ships a day to the limited number .which
can be handled by the upper Pacific locks
during the hours when Gaillard Cut can be
transited.
·
By 1940 it was realized that larger locks
already were necessary. Merchant ships were
in existence which were too large to use the
canal, and United States battleships and
carriers were under construction with beams
restricted to 108 feet 2 inches, when their
proper design called for much greater width.
THREE PLANS PROPOSED

Three general plans proposed for improving conditions at the Panama Canal are
known as the third locks project, conversion
to sea level, and the Terminal Lake plim. In
addition there is renewed effort in certain
quarters to reviving the idea of constructing
a canal across Nicaragua.
In 1939 when the storm clouds of another
war hovered over a startled world, the Third
Locks project was undertaken as an emergency measure to increase the capacity of
the canal and permit the passage of larger
ships.
As the name implies, additional and larger
sets of locks located at a distance from the
existing locks were to be built. They were
to be 1,200 feet long and 140 feet wide. The
estimated cost was $277,000,000, but only
$75,000,000 had been expended for excavations when war emergencies forced suspension of the work in 1942.

It now is realized that the plan was a mistake. Additional navigational hazards for
large ships were introduced by several sharp
turns in the new channel. An additional
and larger lock directly connected with
Gaillard Cut would have intensified the difficulties arising from surges in the cut and
make accidents more numerous. Since the
termination of hostilities, little interest has
been shown in resuming the work.
SURVEYED BY GEOLOGISTS

Were it merely a matter of excavation, the
sea-level plan would offer a possible but not
easy solution. Excavation for the present
canal amounted to 267,000,000 cubic yards.
The estimated additional excavation to convert to a sea-level canal is 1,069,000,000 cubic
yards. Digging out this amount of material,
much of it sofid rock, to a depth of over 135
feet below the present water level, would be
a tremendous undertaking.
Geologists who have made detailed examinations of geophysical conditions along the
path of the canal agree almost unanimously
that any large-scale stratigraphic disturbance may result in slides or bottom bulges
in the cut which will have unpredictable results on the completion of· the work and its
cost.
Uncertainty about the geological formations which would be encountered during
conversion to sea-level-type canal make it
impossible to state definitely that the present canal will not have to be closed to traffic
for indeterminate periods of time while the
work is in progress. Any interruption of
this nature will be fraught with unpredictable economic, political, and strategic consequences.
Many other difficulties also would have to
be overcome. It could not be a canal without locks, as th'ere is a maximum difference
of about 20 feet between the Atlantic and
Pacific tidal ranges, making a set of tidal
locks necessary.
Navigational difll.culties due to fog and
narrowness of channel encountered in tl;l.e
present 8-mile-long Gaillard Cut will be all
the greater in the proposed cut of approximately 31 miles with its many more curves.
For example, some 30 miles of extensive earth
dams will have to be built in and through
soft-mud swamps to provide storage reservoirs to intercept fioodwaters from the
Chagres and many smaller streams which
become raging torrents during the rainy season. These fioods now are absorbed by
Gatun Lake.
The length of time necessary for conver•
sian to a sea-level canal is variously estimated to be from 5 to 10 years. One authority says 20 years. Estimated costs of the
conversion are equally diverse and run from
$2,500,000,000 to $10,000,000,000.

now exists. It wm also put an end to the
surges which now menace shipping in the
cut.
At the Atlantic end a set of three large
locks in series will be built where excavation was practically completed under the
1939 third locks project. The present set of
locks will be retained for handling all except
very large ships.
.
Estimates of the length of time for the conversion run from 5 to 10 years depending on
the urgency involved. It is anticipated that
While the work is in progress there will be
little or no interference with normal operation of the present canal. Cost of the
conversion will probably be less than a billion dollars.

The Smorgasbord
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY M. JACKSON
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. JACKSON of Washington. Mr.
Speaker, on Friday evening, April 25,
one of my favorite radio commentators,
Mr. Eric Sevareid of CBS, made a strong
plea for the retention of the smorgas ..
bord. On May 17, Norway will celebrate
its annual independence day. I think
it is most appropriate that one of the
freedoms closest to the heart of every
Norwegian, namely, the freedom to eat
good food, not be taken away from those
of us of Norwegian descent. I do not
think they will get very far in Minneapolis, and I am sure the smorgasbord
will be with us always in the State of
Washington. His commentary is as fol ..
lows:

The news from the north is dire and dark. ·
Authorities in Minneapolis, the very heart
of transplanted Scandinavia, are trying to
abolish the smorgasbord; claim it's unhealthful to leave food sitting out exposed;
what madness. This is no letter-to-yourCongressman affair; there are times when
men must fight, and we expect the next wind
from the north will bring to our ears that
awesome cry from the city streets: Smorgasbord lovers of America, arise; you have nothing to lose but your appetities.
Who be these authorities of blind and arrogant power? How comes it that they have
NEW LOCKS SUGGESTED
crept into the seats of oftlce while honest
Execution of this plan will require the use
speke polse eaters were sleeping in their
of some territory outside the present Canal
beds, trusting life, comfortable in conscience
Zone and will involve negotiation of a new
and digestion? Thus is honesty betrayed
treaty with the Republic of Panama, a none
and meekness scorned. In goOd faith, we of
too attractive prospect in view of past poNorwegian, Swedish, Danish descent aclitical differences with that country. Any
cepted the promise of America; we are all
new concession undoubtedly will entail payAmericans now, our fathers said; and they
ment of an indemnity and a heavy increase
did not combine by race, as did the Italians
in the present annual payment to Panama of
and Jews in their great cities, to seek the
nearly a half million dollars.
places of power. They did not, on St. Olaf's
Day, jam the streets, stop the tra:ffic, and
The terminal lake · plan requires replace·
demand
that all wear .a bit of color as do
ment of the present divided set of three locks ·
the Irish on St. Patrick's day. They did not
at the Pacific end with a set of three large
throw their weight around at all; they asked
locks in series with the three smaller locks
but one thing to keep-their smorgasbord.
alongside. The existing locks will be disBut we are men of reason, we Norsks and
carded.
Svenskas; let us make one last appeal to
Dams and spillways will be constructed to
sweet reason's ear. A menace to health, the
raise the present small 54-foot-level Mira·
fragrant and lavish smorgasbord? The facts
flares Lake to the 85-foot level of Gatun
speak otherwise. What is the life expectancy
Lake. This change wm provide a navigable
of a child born to the eaters of bean and cod
area of more than a square mile and afford
in Massachusetts? About 64 years. One
berthing space for some 40 ships adjacent to
born mid the corn pone and fritters of Misthe· Pacific end of Gaillard Cut, where none
sissippi? About 63 years. One born amid
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Forty mlllion bottles ·and nipples, with 8,000,000 bottle replacements monthly. Four
million bassinets or cribs, and several hundred thousand carriages.
"
At least 10,000,000 cigars handed out by
proud fathers, mostly for first babies. The
same number of floral offerings, and maybe
20,000,000 announcement cards, again mostly
for the first ones.
About 10,000,000 dozen safety pins, including the one that's always missing when you
need it worst. Twenty-five million blankets
and as many sheets.
Several hundred thousand baby scales,
8,000,000 bars of soap, 4,000,000 cans of baby
powder, and 4,000,000 bottles of baby oil.
Four million oranges or other fruits daily,
to make fruit juice. About the same number of bottles of vitamin mixes, food supplements, etc. ·
And perhaps a total of $200,000,000 for the
services of doctors, nurses, hospitals, baby
sitters.
Of course, this is just the start. The continuing demand for some items will lessen,
for others it wm grow, but our 4,000,000
vigorous young citizens will, as a group, continue to consume more and more of the
goods and services of civilization as they
grow older.
Another inconspicuous little item the other
day reported a total United States population of 155,997,000 last February 1. As you
read this, it is probably well over 156,500,000,
since our continuing gain seems to be at the
rate of about 2,500,000 a year.
This means that we add a new mouth to
be fed and body to be clad each 12 seconds,
or 5 a minute, or 7,000 a day.
Our population is already above the point
where orthodox population experts of a
decade ago predicted it would stop and start
to decline. Instead, we are witnessing one of the great
breeding storms of all history. By 1960 we
shall have 175,000,000 people, by 1970,
United States Baby Crop Booms
200,000,000.
Economically, politically, and psychologically, this is the significant fact underlying
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
everything
else that happens to us, or that
OF
we cause to happen. Let's sum it up in two
short phrases: "Stalin, look out," and "Don't
sell America short."
OF COLORADO
•
It will bring new problems. Here's a
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
glimpse of the other sid~. from a recent
report
the House Agricultural Committee
Thursday, May 1, 1952
made with the 1953 appropriation bill:
· "Based on our present standard of living,
Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I should it is estimated the additional population in
like to include ·and call attention to a re- 1975 will require the output from 115,000,000
more acres of land than is now available.
cent article by Roscoe Fleming, which Testimony
indicates that not over 45,appeared in the Denver Post, of Denver, 000,000 acresalso
of additional land can be made
Colo. Mr. Fleming's penetrating com- available for production by 1975, and that
ment on the impact in the future of to- the country will be faced with a serious
day's baby boom is both interesting and problem in 1975 over producing food to susimportant, and its reading should be tain its population."
How long before flogging and wasting land,
profitable on either score:
and faUing to follow the very best conservaBY 1975 WE'LL NEED MORE LAND-UNITED
tion practices, will be considered a crime?
STATES BABY CROP BOOMS
And what will the false prophets who are
(By Roscoe Fleming)
slowing down western reclamation and irrigation have to say for themselves in 1975?
Had you noticed that almost 4,000,000 babies were born in 1951 in the United States,
its biggest baby crop of all time?
Ignoring such intangibles as the glazed and
doting look these newcomers bring to the
Who Opposes Hells Canyon 1
eyes of many millions of parents and grandparents and assorted relatives, let's consider
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
only the economic angle:
.
They mean a market for 200,000,000 diapers,
OF
and the lady who advises me on such matters
says that's hardly enough except to start;
20,000,000 shirties at least, plus 40,000,000
OF WASHINGTON
other tiny garments, such as sweaters, bootIN
THE
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
ies and socks, pink or blue, usually the wrong
Thursday, May 1, 1952
color.
At least 40,000,000 toys from doting relaMr. JACKSON of Washington. Mr.
tives, 4,000,000 books on infant care 2,000,•
Speaker, under unanimous consent, I
000 gallons of milk a day, plus a million
inserted in the Appendix of the RECORD
pounds of other foods.

the raw-meat eaters of Texas, where men allegedly are men? About 62. And in Minnesota, Iowa, the Dakotas, where the smorgasbord counters feed and bless all who are able
to walk? About 67.
And why this happy state of collective
health? Because the smorgasbord lies open,
unashamed, in all its natural colors and
odors; thus human juices are caused to
flow in keen anticipation, and digestion is
thereby properly accomplished. And thenthe exercise-the seven or eight walks between the courses. Primitive man hunted,
dug, pulled and sniffed before he ate, and
as science knows, the farther from our natural habits we regress, the sooner we decay.
If logic fails, then consider the crime portended here against form and beauty. Who
would encase in pallid glass the bristling
sardine, still irridescent from the sea? Who
would wrap in frivolous cellophane the solid
and faithful forms of sweitzer ost? Do
they propose the pilsener be served in
wretched cans and taste of tin? The acquavit drip lifeless from some plastic faucet?
And, oh, crime of crimes, do they intend to
cover and hide the roke laks, the cool and
glowing salmon, the very ambrosia of the
finny depths, its pink and shimmering gold,
the fleshly embodiment of the borealis, this
supremest gift to man, direct from the land
of Tor and the Hall of the Kings?
.
It cannot be. So ·far, we say, and no farther. We threaten not, we of the rocks and
northern seas, but we would remind ye from
Ireland and England that once, as Vikings,
we commanded your grassy soil; ye of sunny
Italy and sandy Israel that once we took
your women and your soggy foods and there
was lamentation in your house.
Tempt not history to repe~t its bloody self.
This is Eric Sevareid in Washington.

HON. WAYNE N. ASPINALL

HON . .HENRY M. JACKSON
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an article by Mr. Gus Norwood, the executive secretary of the Northwest Public Power Association. The article appeared in the Pacific Northwest Public
Power :;Julletin, March 26, 1952:
WHO Is OPPOSED TO HELLS CANYON DAM?
Since 1947 the Idaho Power Co. has waged
unrelenting propaganda warfare against the
Hells Canyon Dam. This campaign has been
paid for by the company's electric customers and by the United States Government.
However, neither the customers nor the Federal Government have had any choice in
the matter. ,The company charges its lobbying and propaganda costs to normal operating expenses which are paid from electric revenues. Since the expenses are deducted before Federal income taxes, Uncle
Sam unwittingly helps finance this campaign of lies.
Why is the Idaho Power Co. opposed to
Hells Canyon?
In the first place it wants to build a small
dam instead at the Oxbow site and at some
future date might want to build four other
small dams all in the Hells Canyon Reservoir. Their maximum possible output would
total a mere 530,000 kilowatts and there
would be no flood-control storage whatsoever.
Secondly, the company is bitterly opposed
to the Federal power program. This opposition is in line with its policy of ri.ot tolerating any competition or any competitive conditions which might disturb its present ironclad monopoly.
HANDS NOT CLEAN
However, the Idaho Power Co. does not
come into court with clean hands.
Firstly, there is the little matter of the wlllful and ruthless destruction of three rural
electric cooperatives by the Idaho Power Co.
and an attempt to destroy a fourth cooperative. • Secondly, there is the record of exhorbitant electric rates in an area of remarkably low generation costs. These high rates
indicate a financial policy of profit maximization regardless of the bad effect upon
the economy of Idaho. Thirdly, there is a
reasonable presumption that the company
has exercised a restraining influence on the
development of phosphate fert111zer manufacture in the State. Fourthly, the company
has not been particulary nice in the matter
of water rights. In a State where water
rights are often more important than land
ownership, the company has not hesitated
to enforce its rights to use water for power
generation even if the effect was to limit
irrigation. The company has filed on most of
the water power sites in the State and the
heart of the present · controversy is whether
the company shall be permitted to take over
the tremendous power resources of Central
Idaho or whether these shall be reserved to
the people.
DEATH TO COOPERATIVES
The relationships of the Idaho Power Co.
and rural electric cooperatives cannot be
described as friendly. The company serves a
compact valley of intensively irrigated farms.
The 95,270 residential consumers were served
as of the end of 1950.from 9,855 miles of distribution line, which is an average of 10 customers per mile of line as against 1 to 2
customers per mile for rural electric systems.
The company has had an easy and profitable
job of serving farms and was able to reach
over 90 percent of the farms in its area. The
remainder of the people were out of luck.
These people after many years of pleading
finally jumped at the chance to form rural
electric cooperatives. But as soon as they
obtained an REA loan or began to stake a
line, the Idaho Power Co. sen..t in a crew to
build a spite line to pick up the cream of
the area. Nevertheless the cooperatives con-
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tlnued with their objectives of serving all
under an area coverage policy.
The unfortunate cooperatives were: Long
Valley Electric Cooperative, Donnelly, Idaho;
Jordan Valley Electric Cooperative, Jordan
Valley, Oreg.; and Malheur Cooperative Electric Association, Vale, Oreg. The wiping out
of each of these cooperatives is a heartbreaking story of a small group of people being
bludgeoned into submission by a powerful
and ruthless corporation.
The pattern as described by one writer in
the Pacific Northwest Cooperator issue of
June 1949 is one of a "military-type pincers
or financial nut-cracker applied by Idaho
Power precision, speed, and force, to struggling Malheur. Isolated from low-cost Bonneville 3 Y:z mills wholesale power, it was
forced to buy from IPC at 10 to . 11 mills.
Through its competing lines, Idaho Power,
drawing energy largely from Bureau of Reclamation dams, then undercut the co-op rates.
The inevitable happened. • • •"
However, on the attempt to kill a fourth
cooperative the Idaho Power Co. failed. The
little Prairie Power Electric Cooperative at
Fairfield, Idaho, underwent the usual pressure. But with the completion of the Anderson Ranch dam by the Bureau of Reclamation the cooperative was able to hook on
and become free of the company. They now
know and cherish the meaning Of freedom.
The irony of the first three situations was
the fact that the cooperatives, as preference
customers, were unable to obtain power from
the many power plants of the Bureau of Reclamation. The Idaho Power Co. obtained all
the power and turned around and resold this
2- and 2Y:z-mill power at 10 and 11 mills to
the cooperatives. This practice bas gone on
in contravention of the power policy (\f the
Congress of the United States.
MONOPOLISTIC

PRACTICES

Although the Idaho Power Co. enjoys a remarkably low hydro generation cost of only
3.16 mills per kilowatt-hour, it has one of the
highest electric rates in the region. Where
Tacoma sells 250 kilowatt-hours a month for
$3.20, the Idaho Power Co. demands $6.
Or viewed in another way, for $6 the customer can buy 250 kilowatt-hours in Boise
but in Tacoma he will receive 640 kilowatthours or more than two and a half times as
much electricity for his money.
Idaho Power Co. rates are higher than the
rates of all major private ut111t1es in the Pacific Northwest, and of course they are considerably higher than the rate of the larger
public power systems. In order to save the
time of your committee the association offers to prove that Idaho Power Co. rates are
unreasonably high.
These rates are possible because Of the
monopoly position of the company and tb&
ab111ty of the company to maintain "a satisfactory political climate at the State capi·
tol in Boise."
For these various reasons we do not think
the Idaho Power Co. can qualify to play the
part of protector of the public interest.

not only a day of great importance to
people of Polish descent in America but
to all freedom-loving peoples through ..
out the world.
We have seen here in the United
States the great contribution citizens of
Polish descent have made to the American . Republic. The Polish-Americans
have good reason to be proud of this
contribution and I join with them in
celebrating this historic day.

Mr. Whitten Joins Up
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WAYNE N. ASPINALL
OF COLORADO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Speaker, all too
often the reward for conscientious serv ..
ice, performed by our nationallawmak;.
ers, is unjustifiable criticism for decisions which, by and large, are made by
the legislators from testimony and evidence at hand. I think that it is well
for us to let each other know when expressions of thankfulness and confidence
are placed in the Members of this honorable body.
In the Colorado press there have recently appeared two editorials which pay
tribute to the services of one of our hardworking colleagues, the Honorable JAJUE
WmTTEN, of Mississippi, chairman of the
Agriculture Appropriations Subcommittee. I take pleasure in placing these editorials in the RECORD, as a tribute from
my State to one of my colleagues:

(From the Denver (Colo.) Post of March 81,
1952)
MR. WHITTEN JOINS UP
Congressman JAMIE L. WHITTEN ls from
Mississippi, not Missouri, but he insists on
being shown. Because of the important position he holds as chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Agriculture Appropriations
it probably is just as well that he has a good
Wide streak of skepticism.
For the last couple of years, the Forest
Service and western Congressmen have had
a hard time convincing Mr. WHITTEN that
spruce beetles were a real menace to Colorado forests, Colorado watersheds, and the
recreational resources of the Rocky Mountains.
The funds that have been obtained in the
past to fight the beetle scourge have had
to be won over Mr. WHITTEN's objections.
Now, as a result of the accumulation of data
by Mr. WHrrrEN's committee, some of which
was gathered by subcommittee members on
forest inspection trips, he has been convinced.
·
1791 Polish Constitution
It is much to his credit, we believe, t4at
he is now willing to support the ·idea that
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
· the beetle war must be continued until t;he
destruction has been stopped. He has demOi'
onstrated that his opposition in the past has
been due to his desire for economy rather
than stubbornness.
OP NEW YORK
Mr. WHITTEN has been one Of the most
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Eealous guardians of the Public Treasury
1n the House of Representatives. He bas
Thursday, May 1. 1952
trimmed millions of 'dollars from appropriaMr. COLE of New York. Mr. Speaker, tions. Although we have had our arguments
the 1791 Polish Constitution was one of with him, we recognize that men of his kind,
the outstanding milestones in the evolu... who are bard to convince, are badly needed
tion of democracy in Europe. May 3 is 1n Washlnston.

HON. W. STERUNG COLE

Since Mr. WHITTEN bas finally come to believe that western forests are in danger, there
is reason to hope that the beetle campaign
can now be pushed to a speedy and successful conclusion.
(From the Grand Junction (Colo.) Dally
Sentinel of April 7, 1952}
THANKS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN LEGISLATORS
The fight against spruce beetles in western Colorado forests will continue this summer largely because of the quiet, persistent
efforts of Representatives and Senators of
the Rocky Mountain area. Congressmen
WAYNE N. AsPINALL and WILLIAM HILL, of
Colorado, were in the vanguard of the legislative battle both last year and this year.
Western Colorado also owes a vote of
thanks to Congressman WHITTEN, who opposed the measure for a time last year but
who was willing to send a committee to Colorado to check first hand the situation and
who was willlng to change his mind when
the committee advised further appropriations.

The Seizure of the Steel Mills
:EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 9, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, it is unfortunate that the management of the
steel industry has seen fit to misstate
the facts involved in the controversy
with the steel workers.
The following statement, based on the
testimony of Gov. Ellis Arnall, should be ·
read by everyone desiring to learn the
truth:
OPS REPORT TO THE PEOPLE ON THE STEELWAGE-PRICE CoNTROVERSY 1
SUMMARY OF OPS CONCLUSIONS
A price increase such as the one demanded
by the steel 1lldustry to offset the wage increase recommended by the Wage Stabilization Board cannot be justified--either on
the basis of public policy or S<?Und facts and
figures.
As required by law and ordinary justice,
OPS operates under definite standards. These
are applied evenhandedly. No industry can
be favored over another.
The steel industry says it needs a price increase of $12 a ton to offset the wage increase.
Under the most Uberal estimates, the cost
to the steel industry of the proposed wage
increases would be somewhat less than $6
a ton.
The steel industry is already entitled by
law to a price increase averaging about $3
per ton, whenever the companies see fit to
apply und.e r the so-called Capehart amendment to the Defense Production Act.
It should be noted that this amendment
became law long before the present dispute arose, and any price adjustments due
under it are entirely apart from the present
controversy.
Thus, if the permissible price increase of
$3 a ton is subtracted from the $6 a ton cost
of the proposed wage increase, the industry
will only be required to absorb an addi-

•

1 Based on Testimony by Ellis Arnall, 1)1,.
rector of Price Stabilization, before the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
AprU 16, 1952.
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Thus, broadly speaking, the Industry Earntiona! cost of less than $3 a ton out of curings Standard says that ceiling prices will be
rent earnings.
raised when an industry's earnings fall below
Industries requesting the right to higher
the excess-profits-tax bracket.
price ceilings for their products apply under
Since its profits are so high, the steel inthe Industry Earnings Standard drawn up
dustry cannot qualify for a price increase
by the Economic Stabilization Agency.
under the Industry Earnings Standard.
These standards are created to -insure that
permissible prices for an industry's producBase period highly profitable for steel
tion are high enough to be "fair and
The period from 19"1:7 through 1949 was the
equitable," a requirement of the Defe~se
most profitable 3 years the steel industry
Productoin Act. But because of very high
had experienced since World War I. During
post-Korean earnings, the steel industry
this period the industry averaged almost 19
would not need any ceiling increase in order
cents profit before taxes on every dollar of
to retain fair and equitable prices, even if· stockholders' investment, or net worth. The
the full amount of this wage raise recomsecond best 3-year period since 1919 was the
mended by the Wage Stabilization Board
period 1941-43, when earnings averaged
were granted.
about 1712 cents per dollar of stockholders'
Present steel earnings, compared to preinvestment. During only two other years. Korean earnings, are much higher, relatively,
1929 and 1944-d.id earnings exceed 11 cents.
than for manufacturing generally. In fact,
The average of the 1920's was 8.5 cents. The
steel profits are so high that the industry
average for the thirties was 2 cents. The
could absorb more than twice the cost of
average for the forties was 15 cents. Obvithe proposed wage increase without reducously, the base period 1947 through 1949 uning earnings low enough to take them out of
der the industry earnings standard is an exthe excess-profits-tax bracket.
tremely favorable one for the. steel industry.
Thus there can be no legal or conscionable
The cost of the wage re_commendations
excuse for permitting the passing on of such
Industry experts say that it takes 17 mancosts to the public.
hours to produce the average ton of finished
Giving in to steel with an arbitrary price
steel. This includes the time spent in operaincrease could throw our economy into a
tion of coke ovens, blast furnaces, steel-makdizzy spiral of ever higher prices, wages, and
ing furnaces, ttnd rolling mills, as well as the
costs. The damage to the stabilization
time of clerical, administrative, and sales
program would be irreparable. The cost to
forces. There is also agreement that three
the public would be inexcusable.
more man-hours are needed to produce the
OPS Director Ellis Arnall has estimated · . iron ore, coal, and limestone required to
that a steel-price increase-such as the steel
make a ton of finished steel.
companies have asked-would drive the cost
Applying the man-hours to the cost in-.
of living up at least 5 percent. As the
crease that would arise if the proposed wage
effects of such an increase spread through
increase and fringe benefits were put into
the economy, it would add a minimum of
effect in the steel mills only, the companies
$300 to year to the expenses of the average
would have to pay these new costs: $2.96 per
American family, he said.
ton for the first half of 1952; $3.89 for the
There are 550,0QO workers in the steel
second half of 1952; $5.05 for the first half
mills. Their interests are ably represented
of 1953. The average cost for the whole year
by their union. There are 675,000 stock1952 would be $3.43. The average cost for
holders in the steel industry. The efficient
the entire proposed contract of 18 months
management of these companies looks after
would be $3.97.
the interests of the stockholders. But there
In the case of a fully integrated operation,
are 154,000,000 people in this country who
the cost increase would work out as follows:
are neither steelworkers nor stockholders.
$3.49 for the first half of 1952; $4.58 for the
Somebody must protect the interests of
second half of 1952; $5.94 for the first half
these 154,000,000 people against becoming
of 1953. The average cost for the whole year
the victims of this unfortunate steel con1952 would be $4.03. The average for the 18
troversy. This is the kind of job for which
months would be $4.67.
Congress created OPS.
The higher figures assume that wage increases
in coal and ore mines and in limeStandards for approving price increases
stone quarries would be equal to those in
Two basic standards established under the
the steel mills as to both terms ~nd effective
Defense Production Act for judging the need
dates. Therefore, the higher figures are
for price increases are relevant to the present
somewhat exaggerated because the coal mincase.
ers have .not yet asked for a wage increase,
The first is specific. It is section 402 (d)
and whenever they receive one and what(4)-the so-called Capehart amendmenteve; it may be, it will not be retroactive to
under which OPS must permit a company to
January 1, 1952, as in the case of steel mills.
raise price ceilings so that they equal preBut even in the face of these figures, the
Korean selling prices plus all increases or
steel industry has insisted it
require ·a
decreases in cost up to July 26, 1951. The
$12 per ton ceiling price increase.
law requires that these requests be granted.
Labor productivity rising
The steel industry is entitled to a _price inThe above figures do not take into account
crease of about $3 a ton under the Capehart
the increase in productivity which is likely
provisions, if the industry requests it. This
to occur during the 18 months of the proincrease has nothing at all to do with any
posed contract. In the past, the industry's
rises in wages or other costs that take place
wage ~ncreases have been partly offset by
after July 26, 1951.
gains in productivity. While the industry
The second basic standard is the requirepays more for each hour of labor, it needs
ment of the act that all price ceilings be
fewer hours to produce a ton of steel. This
"generally fair and equitable." The OPS
is clearly illustrated by postwar experience.
Industry Earnings Standard is established to
The steel industry's employment costs per
carry out this requirement. It is applicable
hour rose 37.6 percent from 1946 to 1950, but
to steel as well as all other industries wantthe number of man-hours needed to proing general price increases. ·
duce a ton of fi11ished steel decline~ 17.2
Briefly stated, this standard· requires OPS
percent. The result was that the industry's
labor cost per ton rose only 13.8 percent--a
to raise prices for an industry if and when
little more than one-third as much as its
its return on the owners' investment, before
labor cost per hour, which is the subject of
taxes, falls below 85 percent of the level enany
wage settlement.
·
joyed in the best three of the four prosperous
years 1946 through 1949. • This is like the
The industry's claim to $12 per ton
standard Congress used in the excess-profitsIndustry representative::; claim that the
tax law.
increase in total production costs will be not

will

$4.67 but $12 per ton. They say that $6 (the
approximate cost increase after next January 1) represents a fair measure of the
increase in employment costs, but that whenever labor cost rises by a dollar they must
pay another dollar for increased costs of the
products and services they buy. This as•
sumption is wholly without reasonable basis.
It would be necessary for the average cost
per ton of materials and services purchased
by the steel industry to rise by a total of
$12 between now and June 1953 to achieve
an average cost increase of $6 over that
period. Since the total present' cost of materials and services per ton is about $50, this
would imply a materials cost increase of almost 25 percent over the next 14 or 15
months. Even the wildest alarmists foresee
no such catastrophe .
In the middle of 1948, a substantial wage
increase raised employment costs per ton between $3 and $4. Materials costs per ton,
however, remained steady tliroughout the
entire period from the beginning of 1948
until the Korean outbreak.
A general increase in steel wages in December 1950 raised employment costs per ton
by about $3.80 on the average. At the same
time, steel prices were raised in excess of
$8 per ton. Yet, OPS figures indicate that
since December 1950, there has been virtually
no net change in the cost of purchased services and materials for the steel industry.
Actually, the cost of the most important
single item-steel scrap-was reduced as a
result of action taken by OPS and is now
lower than it was in December 1950.
It is true that in the past the steel industry has often followed the practice, when
granting wage increases, of raising its prices
by a substantially greater amount than the
increase in labor costs. The effects of this
policy have been to steadily increase its
profits per ton from a level of $9 in 1947 to
an average of more than $20 in 1951.
Profits per ton of steel

During the 3 years 1947-49, steel industrY
earnings average slightly more than $11 per
ton, compared to the $20 earned last year.
Even if we used the outside figure of $5
per ton as the cost of the wage increase
throughout the entire 18-month period, and
assume other conditions unchanged, the
average profit per ton for the 18 months
(January 1952-June 1953) would fall to
al out $14. But under the Capehart amendment, the steel industry could receive a price
increase averaging almost $3 pe:r;: ton. Thus,
after wage increase and Capehart priCe increase, profit per ton for all these 18 months
would b~ about $17. For 1952 the profits per
tm~ would not be less than $18. These compare favorably with the average profit of $11
per ton during the prosperous pre-Korean
base period.
Steel and the earnings standard

The above profit figures indicate clearly
that the steel industry could not qualify for
price increases under the industry-earnings
standard.
·
Official Government estimates of earnings
for the entire primary iron and steel industry show earnings, before taxes, rose from
$1,070,000,000 in 1947 to $2,500,000,000 in
1951. The average for the base period 194749 was $1,200,000,000. Because the industry, since then, increased its net worth, the
earnings required by the earnings standard
in 1951 are higher-$1,312,000,000. Thus, the
industry could absorb cost increases of almost $1,200,000,000 before it could qualify
for a price increase.
Other earnings data available are those applying to the membership of the American
Iron and Steel Institute, which covers most
of the steel industry more narrowly defined-that is, producers of ingots and the
standard finished and semifinished rolling
mill products. These figures are based upon
the earnings statements of the companies
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themselves and include provision not only
for emergency amortization on the basis of
tax certificates, but also for accelerated depreciation which is not deductible under the
tax laws. If normal depreciation methods
were used throughout, the 1951 comparison
would probably be substantially more favorable.
These companies produced about 75,000,000 tons of finished ste~l in 1951. Dividing
the amount which this segment of the industry could absorb ($982,000,000) by 75
000,000 tons, shows that, without falling below the excess-profits-tax bracket, they
could absorb a cost increase of over $13 per
ton, more than twice the amount of the
proposed wage cost increase for the 18 months
of the contract.
Subtracting the earnings reduction of
$225,000,000 which represents the expected
maximum wage cost increase (after applying Capehart Pt;ice adjustment of about $3
a ton) from the actual 1951 earnings woUld
still leave $1,693,000,000. This represents a
return of more than 28 percent on stockholders' investment. This is far higher than the
1947-49 return for these companies of 18 Y:z
percent, which was itself higher than any
the industry had enjoyed since 1918.
Earnings after taxes

The industry has objected that the Industry Earnings Standard is based on profits
before, rather than after, income and excessprofits taxes. However, profits after taxes
cannot be used as a basis for price-control
policy.
G'Ongress, in enacting tax legislation, expresses its judgment as to the manner in
which the tax burden shoUld be distributed.
If the contention of the steel companies
were accepted, it would mean that OPS was,
in eifect, altering this congressional decision
by permitting certain industries or certain
groups to shift their just share of the tax
burden to those who must buy from them.
If this were to be allowed, simple justice
would require that personal taxes be included in measuring changes in living costs
and that workers would therefore be entitled
to correspondingly larger cost-of-living adjustments in their pay. Likewise, taxes
would have to be included as an element in
farmers' costs and parity levels would have
to be raised.
If each group in the economy should thus
attempt to avoid its share of the burden
of mobilization, by shifting that burden to
someone elSe, we woUld wind up with no
price stability, and all plans of Congress for
the equitable distribution of the tax burden
would be circumvented.
,
But even if OPS were to apply the earnings :standard to profits after taxes, it would
not change the resUlts as far as the steel
industry is concerned. The increase in steel
profits has been so large that even profits
after taxes now exceed the pre-Korean profits
after taxes-and exceed them by so much
that the steel industry woUld not be eligible
for price increases, .at least during the balance of 1952, under that fair and equitable
standard.
What an unwarranted steel price increase
would cost
An increase of $12 a ton woUld immedi-

ately add a billion dollars a year to the cost
base of our economy. That's just simple
arithmetic-multiplying $12 by the 85,000,000 tons of finished steel to be turned out
this year.
The Ultimate cost, however, woUld be many
times greater because such an increase
would be pyramided in the course of final
production and distribution of steel products. Any increase in manufacturers' prices
for such products as automobiles, refrigerators, farm equipment, or industrial supplies
woUld be subject to the distributors' normal
P"rcentage mark-ups at both wholesale and
retail levels.

Moreover, the impact would not stop there.
Increased costs of utility construction or of
railroad equipment woUld increase the rate
base of utilities and railroads and lay the
ground work for rate increases. Increases
in the costs of construction, machinery, and
equipment woUld substantially raise future
capital charges for a wide range of industries. Increased costs of direct Government
purchases woUld increase the Federal deficit
and swell inflationary pressure.
OPS success in holding the price line during the past 12 months has reflected in large
part a change iii psychology among consumers and business alike. The importance
of this factor is clearly reflected in the sharp
increase in savings of the past year. Any
reversal of business or consumer psychology
woUld almost surely lead to a reduction in
the rate of savings and the renewal of broad
buying pressures. While the extent of this
change is unpredictable, there is little doubt
that it woUld be serious and it might be
catastrophic.
·
Steel profits in 1951 exceeded the base-period rate by more than 80 percent. For
manufacturing generally, however, the comparison is far less favorable. Latest data
indicate that manufacturers' earnings on
the average exceeded the base rate by only
about 18 percent. If steel is required to
absorb nothing, steel users cannot fairly be
required to absorb higher steel prices.
If OPS were to break its price-control
standards for steel, how could it hold them
elsewhere? If OPS gave in to an industry
which brings on a strike-and Government
seizure of its plants-because it insists on a
price increase as a prerequisite of granting
a wage increase, OPs' would be in no position to stand up against another industry
which refuses to ship essential products until it receives- a price increase not permitted
by OPS standards.
If price-control policies were to come to
this, we would then have an inflationary
machine, operating under Government auspices, which was geared to spin our economy into a dizzy spiral of ever higher prices,
wages, and costs.

The Chicago Commission on Human
Relations
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SIDNEY R. YATES
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. YATES. Mr. Speaker, under the
able leadership of Tom Wright, its hardworking, hard-hitting director, the Chicago Commission on Human Relations
has made steady progress in interracial,
interfaith, and intercultural relations.
Despite a temporary set-back in Cicero,
the commission's work has been extremely valuable. It has been in the
vanguard of establishing better understanding between peoples of different
races and religions, living in a highly
congested community.
The Christian Science Monitor has an
outstanding reputation for objective, accurate reporting. In an article appearing April 25, 1952, it shows some of the
significant contributions the commission
, has made. The article, which is entitled
"Chicago's Nonbias Efforts Buoy Racial
Minorities," is as follows:

CHICAGO'S

NoNBIAS

EFFORTS BUOY RACIAL

MINORITIES

(By Max K. Gilstrap)
CHICAGO.-The door swung open-a Jew, a
Negro, a Japanese-American greeted us on
our way to the omce of Thomas H. Wright,
executive director of the Chicago Commission on Human Relations.
Big, genial~ self-effacing Mr. Wright was
not convinced that he was deserying enough
to be included in this series. Yet he acknowledged that the story of Chicago's forward strides in human relations would carry
bright hope for people yearning to know how
to build a better world. And he was the
logical one to relate. it.
Mr. Wright and his commission, with
sleeves rolled up, have discovered a rich resource grappling and sweating with the problems of a polyglot people in a metropolis that
roars with steel making, meat packing,
freight handling, and machine building for
the Nation. They have found a people of
great heart, from every race and nationality,
skilled in hand and mind. As they have
come to know and appreciate these people,
their own lives have taken on a glow from
the rich experience.
NOTABLE GAINS CITED

"A racial clash at nearby Cicero cannot
becloud the manifest gains Chicago has
made in its intergroup, interfaith, and intercultural relations," said Mr. Wright.
"Cicero was only a signpost indicating work
· to be done. Differences which are not allowed to hreak into open violence are the
matrix out of which democracy is molded
and built.
"But here is Chicago's big story," he said,
spreading out a sheaf of papers recording
advances in intergroup relations made in
1951. · A hurried scanning disclosed:
"Negro woman student from Chicago
ele.cted homecoming queen at University of
Illinois. • • • More retail stores hired
people from minority groups. • • •
Chicago White Sox baseball team played
Cuban-Negro Minnie Minoso regularly. • • •
State-wide educational program initiated for
voluntary fair employment practices among
industrial and commercial establishments by
the Illinois Chamber of Commerce. • • •
Press objectively reported court decisions involving
intergroup
relations.
• •
Eighteen Negroes now hold positions on staffs
of four medical colleges. • • •
"Resolution supporting nondiscrimination
overwhelmingly adopted by Chicago area's
36 commercial and business schools. • • •
Increased use by minority groups of public
parks and beaches. • • • Hiring of
workers from minority groups in nontraditional jobs increased. • • • Integration
of races in summer camping was the rule not
the exception. • • •"
MINORITIES RELOCATED

"Members of minority groups, particularly Negroes, moved to homes outside established Negro 'ghetto' with minor vandalism.
• • • Police officers began taking human
relations courses at junior colleges. • • •
Whereas in 1950 there were 10 occasions of
crowds gathering to demonstrate hostility
against members of other racial groups, in
1951 there was only one."
Listening to Mr. Wright tell how these'
achievements were attained was to recognize
that democracy is a process--it comes out in
living, it grows, loses ground, bounds back,
is tested, retested, won, lost, and rewon.
"Our success in extending true democracy,"
said Mr. Wright, "is the measure of our
freedom and maturity.
"We have made but a good beginning, but
<>ur advances are particularly encouraging
when one considers these facts which many
people do not know: Since 1940, the number
o! Chicago's Japanese-American population
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has grown from 400 to 20,000; MexicanAmericans have increased from 15,000 to 30,·
000; and Negroes from 278,000 to 415,000."

he naturally seeks the other freedoms he
enjoys under our form of Government.

DEMOCRATIC APPROACH

"Our religious faith," he said, "furnishes
an undergirding for the whole idea of democratic equality manifested in broGherhood,
based on the recognition of the fatherhood
of God. It reveals to us' that man as a son
of God lives as a free being in association
with other sons in a world that is fundamentally good.
"The concept of man's spiritual freedom,
early expressed in America's religious town
meetings, was basic to the formation of our
democracy. It is paramount for democracy's
continuance and victory over communism,
which cannot permit such freedom and
exist.
"We in Chicago recognize that we live in
a glass house," he said. "The way we handle our human relations here in the heart
of the United States is of interest to the
whole world. Clashes here receive frontpage headlines in New Delhi or Buenos Aires,
Rio de Janeiro or Milan, Moscow or Shanghai. Friction here is seized upon by the
Communist press to prove that the United
States is not democratic to the two-thirds
of the world's people who are nonwhite.

"What, basically," we asked, "is your approach-your mot~vation? What are the
wellsprin gs of your strength, your drive?"
Mr. Wright was silent for a moment, then
began slowly: "We have a sincerely democratic approach, supplemented by a practical
know-how to get the job done. In our work,
performed many times under tension through
days and nights wit{lout rest or sleep, we
must h ave spiritual faith to sustain us.
"Our objective must be beyond pay check,
status, or prestige to altruistic service for
humanity. We claim credit not for ourselves but for all of the people of good will
who have participated, working together.
"Our motivation springs out of a deep
spiritual base, and this is reflected in our
concept of the dignity of man as an individual. Despite the material picture before
u s, we try not to lose mental sight of the
'beloved city' of the Scriptures.
"In t imes of stress I hold to the Biblical
quotation, 'What doth the Lord require of
thee but to love mercy, do justice, and walk
humbly before thy God.' I pray before going
to sleep at night that we have left nothing
undone to further our ideals."
COMMUNITY SUPPORT

To rally community support for its endeavors, Mr. Wright said, the commission
present~ each year, through Mayor Martin
H. Kennelly, a series of awards for outstanding work in human relations.
Some of the 1951 awards went to Dr. Herold
C. Hunt, general superintendent of the Chicago schools, for redistricting elementary
school districts free from racial, religious, or
ethnic discrimination. To Wieboldts Stores,
Inc., for a policy of merit hiring which opened
employment opportunities in nontraditional
jobs to minority groups. To the Young
Men's Jewish College, which directed its
affiliate, the American Boy's Commonwealth,
to accept for membership boys of all races
and creeds. To George Williams College,
whose policy of admission is completely nondiscriminatory.
Mr. Wright believes that every Negro who
achieves a larger degree of equality has added
to man's freedom. Every Japanese who finds
a place to belong, rear and develop himself
and family, is an expansion of man's security.
"All people," he said, "need to better themselves, and to help them is to improve our
own opportunities to enjoy justice and fair
play based in the fundamental precept that
all men are created equal.''
WELL QUALIFIED

Growing up in Missouri, Mr. Wright as a
young man engaged in varied religious . work
across the Nation, from acting as pastor at a
little church in Santa Maria, on the west
coast, to directing a choir in the Old Church
of the Sea and Land near the Bowery district below Chinatown in New York. He derived additional religious philosophy working
as a graduate student in philosophy of religion at Union Theological Seminary in New
York and while completing a master's degree
in education at Columbia University.
His philosophy matured while attending
the London School of Economics and while
acting as professor of philosophy and ethics
at Occidental College in Los Angeles. Most
recent steps were his administrative work
with theJ Government during World War II,
and his present tasks with the Commission on Human Relations where he has
learned of the indispensable part citizens
play in any effective public service.
From a religious standpoint, Mr. Wright
learned that philosophy, human rights, and
democracy are rooted in man's bearing in his
heart an aspiration to govern himself in
accord with God's law. From this desire

UNDERSCORES EQUALITY

JUDGED BY ACTIONS

"The times are upon us when we must
practice to the fullest what we preach about
democratic equality of all men, and their
rights as citizens to participate in all the
privileges and responsibilities of our common
life with assurance of their security and dignity as men.
"High stakes are these precious democratic ideals. People everywhere will believe or
disbelieve our philosophy, not according to
what we say about it but accora1ng to how
much we practice it. In meeting this challenge, Chicago and America will find perhaps their best means of helping to build a
better world.''

A Three Hundred and Ninetieth American
Birthday of American Traditions
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESE.BENNETT
OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. BENNETT of Florida. Mr. Speaker, today is an important day in America,n ;history. It is the three hundred
and ninetieth birthday of the American
tradition of religious freedom. Moreover, it is the three hundred and ninetieth birthday of the initial step in the
permanent settlement of our land.
On May 1, 1562, the first group seeking such freedom first set foot in what
is· now the United States. Their initial
deed was appropriately to offer a prayer
for divine guidance.
~ This momentous event had its roots in
two great historical occurrences at the
~urn of the fifteenth century. One was
the Reformation, giving birth to the
various Protestant churches; together
with the counter-reformation of catholicism, giving rise to reforms within the
Catholic Church. This predominantly
religious occurrence among Protestants
and Catholics gave great impetus not
only to man's successful quest for
individual freedom but also to the consequent emphasis upon individual re-

sponsibilities. The other important
historical occurrence of that time was the
discovery of America. The contemporaneousness of these occurrences had
much to do with substance of American
traditions.
The Reformation led to religious, political, and armed strife in Europe. Cer.
tain Europeans, predominantly French
and Protestant, conceived of settling in
America where freedom could be secured and life could be lived free from
the tensions, oppressions, and strifes in
Europe. The settlement they established
was called Fort Caroline and it stood
on the lower slopes of what is now called
St. Johns Bluff in Duval County, Fla.
When it was settled in 1564 there were
no other white settlements in what is
now the United States. And since then
there have never failed to be such settlements. The preliminary exploratory
expedition of 1562 served to select the
site for the 1564 permanent settlement.
Admittedly there were also other ambitions in the hearts and minds of some
of these men and women in addition to
the quest or' freedom-probably the quest
of adventure and of gold played a part.
Authorities in France probably also had
in mind territorial expansion. But this
was in common with all later settlements for religious freedom; ' and Fort
Caroline led the way in that it was the
first settlement of men and women to
come to what is now the United States
in quest of freedom. Moreover, it was
the first settlement here that practiced
freedom of worship.
This settlement helped to inspire the
much later English settlements in America and made it absolutely necessary for
the Spanish to settle St. Augustine in
order to protect Spanish territorial
claims. Fort Caroline was therefore not
only the cradle of freedom in what is
now the United States but it was also
the cradle of permanent settlement here.
Mr. Speaker, I feel that this three
hundred and ninetieth American birthday is one which should cause us to rededicate ourselves to the spiritual foundations of our country. In these troubled
years of the twentieth century, nothing we can do is more important to our
country and to ourselves than reaffirmation and support of the American traditions of freedom. Our tradition of
religious freedom is not one of freedom
from religion but is rather one of freedom of religion. Its essential nature
is freedom under God's discipline. This
is the essence of our history, the key
to our future.

Floods by Design
EXTENSJON OF REMARKS
OF

HON;HAROLD C. OSTERTAG
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. OSTERTAG. Mr. Speaker, for
the better part of a year now, I have been
pleading with the proper bodies of this
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House and with the proper official agencies to recognize and take steps to alleviate the critical damage which is being
done to property throughout the Great
Lakes Basin as a result of the ruinously
high waters.
Those waters are only in part the result
of natural runoff and accretions in the
Great Lakes. They are demonstrably
due also to certain authorized diversions
and man-made obstructions, and the
devastating damage which they are causing could be alleviated by certain definite
steps, immediately obvious and available, except for the massive and thus far
successful indifference of official agencies
whose aid must be invoked.
One of the reasons why all of the Great
Lakes, but particularly Lakes Ontario
and Michigan, are today at heights seldom if ever before recorded is because
two Canadian rivers were diverted into
Lake superior a decade and more ago,
and are adding an intolerable burden of
water to the already record levels.
As a result, in part, of this accretion, .
the International Lake Superior Board
of Control, as its records clearly show,
has been obliged to authorize an outflow
from Superior, which, over the past 3
years, has shown a 40-percent increase.
In a high cycle of rainfall, this tremendous increase in outflow necessitated
in part by the diversion of the Canadian
rivers, is wreaking havoc in all of the
lower lakes, with property damage unofficially estimated at a billion dollars.
Today I am advised that Canada now
plans further diversions into the Great
Lakes Basin, which will inevitably add
further devastation to the inundated municipalities and residents of the basin.
I am further advised, in letters from
Norman Atterby, president of the Lake
Ontario Land Development and Beach
Protection Association, that in 1 week in
April alone, the amount of water plunging over Niagara Falls to :fiow into Lake
Ontario, the last and ::mallest of the
Great Lakes, increased by more than
5,000 cubic feet per second. Mr. Speaker, to the residents of the Lake Ontario
· shore, who are daily seeing their homes,
their churches, their highways, their
utilities, engulfed and destroyed by the
rising waters, this is catastrophic news.
When will our official agencies act?
Mr. Speaker, I wish to include in the
REcORD the letter to me from Nor man
Atterby concerning this calamitous situation, and also a copy of a letter from
Mr. Atterby to Frank Pace, Jr., Secretary
·of war, who is clothed with authority to
alleviate this situation in part, as far as
the residents of Lake Ontario are concerned, but who steadfastly refuses to
exercise that authority. The letters follow:
LAKE ONTARIO LAND OwNERS
AND BEACH PROTECTION ASSOCIATION,
Rochester, N.Y .;" April 29, 1952.

The Honorable HAROLD C. OSTERTAG,
Member of Congress,
House Office Bui lding,
Washington, D. C.
MY DEAR HAROLD: It is extremely discour-

aging to note the way in which the Canadian
Government is deliberately delaying action
with regard to relief for the property owners
around Lake Ontario. It is true that this
situat ion exists all along -the Great Lakes
but it must be remembered that Lake Ontario is the only body of water in the Great

Lakes chain which can be afforded relief
without delay.
The writer spent last Wednesday and
Thursday in Toronto discussing this matter
with the mayor of that city and also with
Mr. H. F. Crown, chairman of a new commission set up by the Premier of Canada to
investigate this entire situation. Needless
to say, Toronto Island is completely under
water affecting 5,000 homes, churches, and
schools and the city of Toronto has suddenly
becom.e very active in supporting us in our
plea for relief as they now find that the
Toronto harbor itself is unprotected, with
the island, which was a natural bulwark,
out of commission. The situation is tragic
in Toronto as thousands of people are extremely discouraged and upset.
We are about to secure factual evidence
from Canada itself which indicates that the
Canadian Government in this Ogoki/Long
Lac project has deliberat ely engaged upon a
program which w~ll wreck the Great Lakes
when t he plans of the Hydro Commission in
Canada are finally completed. It appears
that the present diversion is simply the start
of a program of the Canadian Government
to release still more water into the upper
Lakes.
With very best regards and hoping that you
will continue to give us all possible aid inour efforts to obtain relief, I remain
Sincerely,
NORMAN ATTERBY.
APRIL

29, 1952.

The Honorable FRANK C. PACE, Jr.,
Secretary of the Army,
D epartment of the Arm y,
Washin gton, D. C.

DEAR MR. PAGE: The level of Lake Ontario
in Rochester today is 249.09 feet above sea
tevel. The Corps of United States Army
Engineers informs us that increases must
be expected for at least eight more weeks.
We are being driven out of our homes, one
by one, through inundation of land. The
people in Toronto on the shores of Lake
Ontario are discouraged over the inaction
of their own Government in their efforts to
secure relief that can be easily had from
either the Canadian or United States povernment.
Mr. Pace, it is difficult to believe that a
democratic nation would permit the destruction of the properties of its citizens without at least making some effort in their
behalf.
We again ask that as a humanitarian
gesture both the United States and Canadian Governments cease from further delay
in the matter of the high water of Lake
On t ario and realize that the damage caused
by inaction is so great as to warrant immediate attention by those in authority. I
might add that the flow of water over Niagara Falls for . the period April 4 to 13
amounted to 241,836 cubic feet per second.
From April 14 to 23 this increased to 247,204
cubic feet per second. It should be obvious
to all what these weekly increases mean to
the future of such cities as Toronto and
Rochest er and all citizens along the lake.
Very truly yours,
NoRMAN ATTERBY.

Copper and Jobs
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES T. PATTERSON
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES .

· Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. PATTERSON. M:;.·. Speaker, the
members of the congressional delegation

from Connecticut are properly concerned
with the specter of partial employment
and unemployment in the brass industries of Connecticut.
A meeting with a delegation from Connecticut last Friday high-lighted the
problem of job security in connection
with the copper shortage. I shall not
violate the rules of the House by impugning ulterior motives to a Member of t._"l").e
other body of Congress who deliberately
confused the issue ot jobs, by the insertion of remarks casting doubt upon the
integrity of the delegation, led by the
heads of four local communities affected.
Since that time, 155 persons have become temporarily unemployed. Thousands more fear a reduction of their
hours of employment. The problem is
not confined to the area represented
last week, nor to the membership of
one union.
The copper shortage immediately affec ts the livelihood of workers in the
copper and brass plants in Ansonia, Waterbury, Thomaston, Torrington, Bridgeport, New Haven, Hartford and many
ot her communities. The secondary effect is felt shortly afterward in industries dependent upon prime suppliers for
their parts · and fabricated materials.
The impact of copper and brass upon
the economy of Connecticut cannot be
overestimated. When pay envelopes are
short, all business in the community suffers.
I have appealed to the Munitions
Board for the temporary release of
10,000 ~ons of copper per month from
the national stockpile. This, while little in proportion to the need, would offset the reductions in employment now
contemplated.
It is to the national interest for each
Member of Congress to soberly consider
the needs of the Connecticut brass and
copper workers. These industrious Connecticut Yankees want a full week's work
at a fair wage. Their interest lies in
obtaining security for their families, not
in unemployment benefits.
I trust that this suggestion of an increased copper allocation will meet with
unanimous favor.

The 'Rocky Mountain Beet Growers Marketing Association, Their Contracts, and
Their Relations With the Processors
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM S. HILL
OF COLORADO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. HILL. Mr. Speaker. yesterday
when I discussed in general terms some
of our agricultu:·al problems, I intended
to include in my address the remarks
made by the executive secretary of the
::Y.Iountain States Beet Growers Market·:lg Association, Ricl1.ard W. Blake, whose
.1eadquarters are at Greeley, Colo. The
address of rA:r ..Blake at the annual meeting of the association is interesting, and
he discusses iD considerable detail the
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beet contracts, how they operate, and
the processers' relation to the beet contracts, how they operate, and the processors' relation to the growers. I wish to
include this address as part of my remarks:
Your chairman t ..;day discussed the problems t h at growers have on the local level and
has asked me to discuss the beet program
on the basis of the State and National levels.
I am certain that the majority of the
growers, because of the. many problems arising on the farm in their production of not
only beets but other crops, do not have the
time nor the inclination to study the beet
program in its entirety, and, of course, that
is what the association is primarily set up
to do. The individual farmer docs not want
to be bothered with a great many of the
details that are so necessary in setting up
a program as far as contract negotiattons,
presentation of labor testimony, legislation,
etc. That is the job for your association.
If the association does not accomplish these
things to the benefit of the farmer, the right
of the organization to represent the grower
can be questioned.
This association is set up strictly on the
- Jines of a democratic organization. Each
factory distrct elects its own representative
to the State board, who in turn receive their
policies from their growers in each district.
So if actions taken by the State association
is not in agreement with the ideas of growers
in certain districts then it is because the
directors h ave not been informed. One of
the great problems that the association directors are concerned with is the lack of
interest on the part of individual growers
regarding the actions of the associations on
behalf of those growers. We, who are working and representing growers, not only in
Colorado, but in other beet growing States
of the West are hopeful that this situation
will change and that the individual farmers
will support the association, not only financially but in taking an active interest and
participate more in the activities of the various local associations.
I have been instructed by the committee
planning this meeting that I was to only
speak for 15 minutes. It is difficult in that
short time to give you a very detailed analysis of the activities and program of the
association, however I will attempt briefly
to give you some of the highlights.
Probably the most important activity durIng the year is the contract negotiations with
the Great Western Sugar Co. These negotiations are generally carried on by a contract committee from the State association
and the president of the Great Western
Sugar Co. I can assure you that these
negotiations are not "love feasts." The
growers who handle the associations• proposals have spent many hours in research,
discussions and planning, previous to the
formal meetings with the company. Because
your committees are well _grounded in the
details of the contract, their proposals to
the company, in the past few years have
been based on facts and figures that are not
questioned, we-the growers in the Great
Wester:--. Sugar Co. territory-at present sugar
price levels, have the best contract that the
grower has ever signed. Even so I can
assure you that the association wilt"not cease
fn their efforts to improve the contract whenever necessary and to the best interests of
the grower.
A great deal of the work of the association
!s carried on outside the State. As is true In
other commodity groups, we have realized
the necessity of cooperation with other
groups on a national basis. This is especially
true when it comes to dealing with various
Government officials.
Back in the early thirties the first national
association of beet growers was formed. This
association was the leader in forming the na- tional group, and it was during this ,time

that the first sugar legislation in the form of
a Sugar Act was formulated. In 1941 the
Mountain States Association withdrew from
the National Beet Growers Association, and
it wasn't until 1945 that they again affiliated
with a national group. The National Beet
Growers Federation encompasses all the beetgrowing States in the West, with the exception of California, and since its inception in
1945 has become spokesman for the beet
growers in the West.
In addition to the federation, our association is affiliated with the American Beet
Sugar Policy Committee. This group is composed of all the beet growers' associations in
the United States, along with all the sugar
companies of the country. Mr. Harry Clark,
a director of this association, heads that
group as chairman. The policy committee is
primarily set up to act on legislative matters.
This will give you a general idea of the
affiliations that your association have found
to be necessary to adequately represent you
in all factors which influence the sugar-beet
industry.
Now as to some of the problems that we are
faced with today.
This year we have succeeded in extending
the Sugar Act of 1948 for a period of 4 years,
or until December 31, 1956. While the present act did not expire until December, 1952,
we decided that it would be best to try and
extend the act this year so as not to get involved in a legislative battle in an election
year, especially when you realize that the
sugar industry of the United States, as far as
votes are concerned, is but a small percentage of the total electorate. The last figures
that I saw as to numbers of beet growers in
the United States was 55,000, or approximately that number. You may be interested
to know that this group of farmers produce
approximately 23 percent of the total amount
of sugar consumed in the United States.
The Sugar Act is unique in agriculture
legislation. Many of the ideas and sections
of this act came from men in this room
who are still directors of the association and
others who are past directors. This association has been in every sugar battle that
has come since 1924. It has seen the passing of the tariff philosophy to the present
day legislation.
I would like to touch on one point here
that I know many of you have heard or read
about-that of the sugar-beet industry being
a subsidized industry because of the payments you receive for complying with the
provisions of the Sugar Act, namely, agreeing not to use child labor and pay minimum
wages to labor. If you or the critics of the
sugar program will take the time to look up
the facts on the sugar payment program you
will find that the United States Government
makes a net profit, averagedly per year, of
between ten and · fifteen million dollarsthis is after payments of 80 cents per 100
pounds of sugar have been made to sugar
growers in the beet area, Louisiana, Florida,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
The money to make these payments come
from a tax of 53 Y2 cents per 100 pounds of
refined sugar. You may ask if that would
not raise the price of sugar to the consumer.
Actually it did not, as the tariff was reduced
by the amount of the tax and to date the
tariff has been decreased approximately $1.50
as compared to the tax.
· While we consider the Sugar Act the best
piece of agriculture legislation that has been
written, it does have the disadvantage in
that we are subject to · a number of judgment decisions on the part of the administrators. This is especially true with regards
to price. As you know, the payment you receive for sugar beets is based on the price
of sugar and because of that the price per
ton of beets fluctuates with the price of
sugar. The act states that the Secretary of
Agriculture shall provide the consumers of
sugar, through quotas, with an adequate
supply of sugar at prices which will main·
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tain the domestic sugar inctustry. Each year·
the Secretary of Agriculture announces an estimate of sugar requirements that will accomplish those purposes and it is from this
announced estimate that we receive what
price-supporting features we have in the
act. If the Secretary overestimates the
amount of sugar required in the United
Stat~s. it of course has a depressing effect
on the market. It then becomes necessary
for us to make the strongest representation
possible to the Secretary to ask for adjustment in the amount of sugar that will be
marketed in -the United States. We have
never been concerned that the Secretary will
set a figure that will result in very high
prices.
This year we have been especially concerned with the administration of the act.
The price that we have had for sugar this
year will not maintain ~he beet-sugar industry as required by law. The act states that
the beet industry should market 1,800,000
tons of sugar each year. If our industry is
going to produce that much sugar the Department of Agriculture must indicate to
the growers that sugar beets will receive a
price for their product that will enable them
to plant the acreage of beets necessary to
produce 1,800,000 tons of sugar. We expect,
this year, to produce between 1,500,000 and
1,600,000 tons of sugar. We in the association, and growers in other areas of the West,
have taken the position this past year that
price policies of the Department of Agriculture has not contributed to the maintenance of the industry. I would like to point
out that the Depart,m ent of Agriculture, on
its own volition, in 1946 guaranteed the
sugar-beet growers for the 1947 crop $14.50
per ton on .beets testing 16Y2 percent sugar.
Payment for an average ton of beets-the
1950 crop which you just recently receivedaverage $14.61 for a little over 17 percent
beet. Actually growers received slightly less
for the 1950 crop sugar beets than they received in 1947. This, in the face of increased
costs to the grower in production of the crop ·
of at least 20 percent.
Present price policies of the Department of
Agriculture regarding sugar must be changed.
The DepaTtment of Agriculture has pointed
with pride at · the relative stability of sugar
prices during and since the war as compared
to other prices. It makes good reading for
the consuming public, but pretty disheartening to the beet-sugar and cane-sugar pro•
ducers. I can assure you that the association will not cease in their efforts to bring
about fair and reasonable prices for your
sugar beets in order to make them as profit·
able as competing crops.
There is one other thing that I would like
to touch on briefly which I feel is of great
importance to every beet grower in this area;
and it has to do with the marketing of sugar.
Many of you know the prejudice many peo·
ple have toward beet sugar. They are of
the opinion that it is of inferior quality,
definitely less sweeter, anQ. in the long run
more expensive than cane sugar. These
theories or ideas or whatever they are, have
no basis whatsoever. At the present time
sugar refined by Great Western Sugar Co.
and other beet sugar companies of the West
is on a par with cane sugar and superior
to some cane sugars being marketed 'to
easterners. We will agree that the first beet
sugar refined in the United States was not
up to standards as compared to present-day
beet sugars. However, our refining processes
have come a long way and have improved
to a point where our sugar will compete in
quality with any refined sugar in this country.
If you will go down to any of your grocery
stores today you will find that nearly all of
them carry cane sugar. If you will ask why
they carry cane sugar, the grocers will prob·
ably say that it is preferred by the customers.
Why is it preferred? The answer probably
wm be that cane sugar is sweeter and makes

•
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better candy and jellies. I can unequivocally
say that this is 100 percent incorrect. However, habits and customs are very powerful
influences . on life. They are not easily
changed. Every bag of cane sugar that is
sold here 1n Fort Morgan or elsewhere in
Colorado displaces a bag of beet sugar. In
tact the total distribution of sugar in Colorado--the last figures I have seen-cane
suga-r marketed amounted to over 11 percent
of -the sugar distributed in Colorado. Because of this a like amount of beet sugar
h ad to be marketed outside the State and
when we go out of the State with that sugar,
it means t hat we have to go into the Mississippi River marketing area.
The contracts between you and the Great
Western Sugar Co. with regard to the price
you -receive for your product is based on the
nets received by the sugar company for the
sale of the sugar. Naturally if we have to
sell sugar in Chicago and the Mississippi
Valley area our nets are reduced, primarily
due to freight rates and some storage
expenses.
If we are going to receive more money
for our beets, one of the ways that it can
be accomplished is the higher distribution
of beet sugar as close to home as possible.
There is no reason for the people of the
St ate of Colorado to buy cane sugar when
the beet-sugar industry is of such import to
the economy of the State. Each one of you
can do a great deal in improving the distribution of beet sugar in your home localities.
Your neighbors and friends , if they buy beet
sugar, will not only be buying a quality
product but will be supporting a home
industry.
There is one other subject that I would
like to discuss with you briefly before closing
and that has to do with beet sugar selling
at a discount under cane sugar. From the
very beginning beet sugar was sold at a
discount under cane. After all, cane sugar
refiners in those days had the business.
They had the customers. The beet industry
were newcomers and had to sell at a discount
to get started. However, we have arrived
at the point where, as I said before, our
beet sugar in quality, is on a par with cane
sugar and I personally feel that the present
20-cent discount is more of a liability than
anything, even from a psychological standpoint, if nothing else. As far as we can
determine, the present discount of 20 cents
is just being given away and benefits no one.
In fact it just adds fuel to prejudices
against beet sugar. Now is the time for the
beet industry to take the position that our
product being produced for consumption is
equal to our competitors and we shall expect
the same amount of money for our beet
sugar that is now being paid for cane sugar
in the market.
This 20-cent differential means about 40
cents a ton of which the growers would receivetl a Iit.tle over 20 cents under the present
contract with the company. The Great
Western Sugar co. is a recognized leader of
the sugar beet companies and we urge that
they very carefully consider t]::\e possibility
of doing away with the present 20-cent .
differential between cane and beet sugar.
_ rilstorically, as far as pricing practices is
concerned, the beet industry have been followers. The elimination of the present discoun-t differential between beet and cane
will be a step forward for our industry and
Will mean additional income to the grower
and to the company. I hope that in these
few minutes I have been able to give you a
general picture, and I know that it is very
general, of the activities of the association.
During the greater part of the year the
beet grower has little time to devote to
anything but the production Of his crop. He
has but few odd moments to consider what
the crop will brlng in .the way of ultimate
returns and still less occasion to devote himself to any activity that will enhance the
_value of his .c ommodity .

•

But, 1n season and out of season, hls association is continually at the job of watching his interests. The organization is constantly doing for him those things that he
has neither the time nor the individual resources to do for himself.

Federal Workers Do a Big Job in San
Francisco Bay Area
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF .

HON. GEORGE P. MILLER
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, April 28, 1952

Mr. MILLER of California. Mr.
Speaker, one of the popular pastimes
seems to be casting aspersions upon
Federal workers, holding them up to
contumely.
It is refreshing to find a well-qualified,
trained observer who sees them in their
true light, and I am happy to make part
of the permission to extend my remarks
in the RECORD an article appearing under
"The Federal Spotlight" in the Washington Star of April 27, 1952, written by
Joseph Young. Mr. Young recently returned from a trip to the west coast,
where he had the opportunity of observing for himself the great job which is
being done by Federal workers in the San
Francisco Bay area.
The employees of the Government in
this area are building ships, repairing
and rehabilitating airplanes, caring for
logistic needs of the armed forces in
the area, and doing other high priority
jobs in the defense e:tfort.
They are as wholesome, sincere, and
hard-working men and women as will be'
found any place in the Nation.
Please read what Joe Young has to say
about them:
THE FEDERAL SPOTLIGHT-FEDERAL WoRKERS
Do A BIG JoB IN SAN FRANciSco BAY AREA

·
(By Joseph Young)
The Government's many employees on the
west coast are doing an excellent and important job in carrying forward the Nation's
defense program.
This writer has just returned from a 6-da.y
trip to the west coast under the auspices of
the Office of the Secretary. of Defense.
During our 6-day stay in the · San . Francisco Bay area, we visited five or six of the
largest military installations on the west
coast. We were permitted free reign in touring the installations and viewing any operation we wished, without the employees in the
various shops and offices having advance notice of our arrival. Also, we interviewed a.
number of the workers and supervisors whom
we selected at random.
The writer also had lengthy conferences
with the generals and admirals commanding
the installations, as well as the civilian personnel officials in the plants. Leaders in
private industrial plants were also consulted
as to their reaction to the Government's defense set-up and the part played by civilian
employees.
The conclusion of our visit is that Federal
workers in general are doing a fine job,
There are 260,000 Federal employee&. in Cali•
tornia, which is more than the number in
the DiStrict of Columbia.. About 105,000 of
them are in the San Francisco-Oakland Bay
area. Of the 105,000, about 75,000 are in
tt:e mi~itary agencies.

Mn.ITARY PRAISE CIVn.IANS

The m111tary is enthusiastic about the performance of civilian workers. An admiral
commanding one of the largest installations
had this to say:
"I wish Members of Congress, particularly
those on the appropriations committees,
could make the same kind of a tour that you
did. .If they did, they would find that our
civilian employees are doing an excellent and
loyal job on behalf of their country."
The admiral added that if Congress knew
the real story, there ·would be less legislation by riders, such as leave cuts and leave
accumulation bans, and restrictions on promotions.
The admiral's sentiments were shared by
others admirals and generals in the various
other installations we visited.
One general declared that the leave and
promotion riders were playing havoc in his
establishment. He pointed out that the
west coast is a high-salary area, with many
private industries there. Consequently, the
competition between industry and Government for employees-particularly for skilled
and semiskilled workers-is terrific.
SOME PERSONNEL LOST

A number of key personnel already have
been lost because of leave cuts and promotion
restrictions, the general said. The House's
action this year in restricting further leave
accumulation has caused employees to
threaten to quit if it becomes law.
Fortunately, however, the majority · of
workers have remained on the job, the general
said. But he pointed out that they can be
pushed too far and that Congress should real- ·
ize that fact.
When industry keeps offering them added
advantages and the Government at the same
time takes thin9s away, it hurts morale and
causes essential employees to quit, he pointed
out.
Military officers do not disparage the necessary administrative job done by employees
in Washington, but they point out that Federal workers ou~side of Washington have
different problems and responsibilities.
The main difference is that the majority
of them are blue-collar workers. They
work with their hands at a variety of skills.
Every skilled and semiskilled trade in industry is represented in the Government.
And about 25 percent of them are women.
ARE HIGHLY ORGANIZED

As industrial employees, they are · highly

organized. Most of them belong to Federal
worker unions or to international trade
unions. Therefore, they are more militant
than the average employee in Washington
and are quicker to show resentment when
working benefits are curtailed.
Despite the hacking away of benefits, most
employees have remained on the job and
probably will. There are many second and
third generation employees working in the
shipyards and arsenals. Their grandfathers
and fathers worked there and now they're
also working in the same plant. There are
many 30- and 40-year employees.
The workers appear to take a strong pride
1n their work and military officials contend
their production output is high and compares favorably with private industrial
plants.
Among the establishments this reporter
visited were Mare Island, Benicia Arsenal,
Alameda Naval Air Base, the San Francisco
Port of Embarkation, and the Sixth Army
Headquarters at the Presidio of San Francisco.
Mare Island, 40 miles northeast of San
Francisco, is a typical example of the work
civilian employees are doing. The ships and
submarines are built, repaired, and overhauled. It is one of the largest Navy ship- .
yards.
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CIVILIANS DO THE WORK

Although the military is in command, the
work is done by civilians. There are about
15,000 civilian workers there and about 120
Navy officers.
Rear Adm. Bernard E. Manseau, commandant at Mare Island, is high in his praise
of the civilian workers there.
"They're doing a terrific job," he said.
"It 's really their shipyard."
Admittedly, there are some drifters
among the workers.
These employees
wander from job to job and don't contribute
much to the work output. But they are
strictly the exception, rather than the rule.
One important thing to be remembered is
that the effectiveness of our military effort
depends to a great extent on civilian workers.
That this job has been done effectively by
the civilian workers was attested to by every
· military officer we talked to.
PRODUCTION IMMENSE

The extent of the Government's production activities is immense.
The relationship between the military and
civilian also appears to be generally good.
Some employees have complaints, but the
military-civilian relationship appears to be
better than in Washington where all too
often the military and civilians are doing
identical jobs. In the field, this is not
the case, thereby eliminating petty jealousies
and other frictions.
The cooperation between mllltary and
civilian personnel officials is also very good.
They appear to work as equals and as members of one team. There is little friction between them.
Incidentally, Federal personnel officials in
Washington could well follow the example of
their colleagues on the West .Coast. The
Californians use less "gobbledygook" in their
conversation and seem to be more practical
in their approach to problems. They apparently seem to feel that five-syllable WQrds are
not a prerequisite for a successful personnel
official.
CALmER APPEARS HIGH

The caliber of military and civilian officers
assigned to civilian employee matters appears high. Their cooperation with this re•
porter fn compiling this material was of the
highest. Lt. Col. Milton B. Herr of the
Presidio was especially helpful in arranging the whole itinerary during our stay in
California. Also very helpful were Maj. Rip
Walker of the Presidio, Rear Admiral Manseau, and the Mare Island administrative
officer, Ernie Wickles; Clifford Miller, civilian
personnel director of the Sixth Army; Albert
Bergesen. the Navy's civlllan personnel director for the twelfth region; Robert R. Murley,
field representative of the Office of the Secretary of the Army; Maj. Gen. James A. Lester,
commanding general of the San Francisco
Port of Embarkation; and Commander c. A.
Karaberis, executive officer at the Alameda
Naval Air Base.

VFW Presents Views on One-World
Government
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN T. WOOD
OF IDAHO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Speaker,
,il'arely have I seen a more logical pres•
'entation of ideas than the attached clipping from the Boise Idaho Daily Statesman, on any subject. Rear Admiral
Cope, of the VFW, certainly points out

facts in his statement, which should convince any clear thinker of the complete.
treasonable fallacy underlying the oneworld philosophy.
It is my earnest hope that all who
have dallied with this philosophical
poison may study this article closely before they drink too deeply of the waters
of Lethe:
THE

VFW

POSITION

I read the statement by Idaho's United
World Federalists in the editorial section of
the Idaho Sunday Statesman with much interest. It took them over a column to state
what was even in their house concurrent
• resolution 64. It is · regrettable that there
are people in this country who have lost their
faith in our country to such an extent that
they would barter away our blessings and
privileges with the erroneous argument that
it would bring us peace. There is not one
particle of logic in this contention. Every
lesson in history, past and present, proves
them wrong. But, say those people, this is
a new age and time for new methods to be
applied. That is true. But every age has
been a new age when it started. The diffi·
culty has always been that they have always
been handicapped by having the same type
of human beings-all beset with the same
weaknesses and vanities, loyalties, and animosities throughout every age. If people
were perfect enough to make a world government really successful there would be no
need for it because there would be peace
everywhere. No, our difficulty is that we
are too busy trying to cure all of the world's
troubles before we have completely :set our
own house in order. That is why we must
protect and preserve our Constitution and
keep our country free from foreign inter•
terence·.
How can subjecting ourselves to the dictates of a world congress help us when we.
have the highest standard of living and more
freedom and privileges than other countries
now? Reducing our standard for ourselves
will certainly not raise others to even our
present standards. When you mix black and
white you get gray-not black or white. So
when you mix all of these countries of different st.a ndards and beliefs, you will lower tha
high standards of the minority until they
meet the lower standards of the majority.
This means that world government is not
just an extension of our present government
to a lot of other countries that will soon learn
to live as we do but that world government
would mean a great deal of personal unhappiness and sacrifice for every nian, woman, and child in the United States.
Our main bone of contention with world
government organizations is the question of
sovereignty. Recently a world government
writer, John Hersey, in criticizing an article
of mine in which I exposed the fallacies of
world government, said: "The second line
that opponents of world government take is
to raise and distort the issue of sovereignty.
In the atmosphere of hysteria in which we
live, sovereignty, like peace, has become a
catchword whose real meaning is lost in the
excitement." But is it? Those of us who
followed the Japanese peace treaty conference at San Francisco will recall that the
main purpose of the peace treaty was to restore the sovereignty of Japan, restore her
to a position of dignity among other nations,
where once again her people could exercise
their right of enjoying their chosen way of
life, make their own laws, select their own
officials, have their own armed forces, establish their own trade relations. In other
words regain the dignity of ·a free nation.
That, in essence, is sovereignty-termed a
catchword by the world federalist, John
Hersey. The newspapers detailed the ad·
vantages that would be returned to Japan
now that she had regained her sovereignty
and the whole world hailed her return to the
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status of a sovereign nation as a great step
toward peace. That is a contemporary and
timely example of how much sovereignty
means to a nation.
- Now to examine the united world federalist contention that: "All we want to do is
strengthen the United Nations so that it will
have the power to prevent war. That's all.
We don't advocate sacrificing our rights as a
:free nation."
I will show that their statement cannot
bear examination and that it wouid be just
as dangerous to our country as their original
beliefs and purposes.
What is the only power thA-t can be given
the United Nations to enable· it to enforce
,peace-only an armed force. Whom do they
advocate should raise this arfned force-the
U.N. Where will they get the money to support such an armed force-by taxation according to the ability to pay. I might then
ask, who except the United States is solvent
and who pays the largest share of the U. N..
bill now? Then let us ask who will decide
the constitutionality of the strengthened
U.N. laws? Their supreme court which, ac•
cording to our Constitution (art. VI),
would be superior" to all other courts in the
United States. With what power could the
U.N. do all of this? With a congress in which
we would not only have a very small representation but very little influence. When
anyone mentions a world congress we
promptly visualize a congress like ours, consisting of two or more political parties whose
members not only represent the whole country but their constituents in particular,
which is one facet of the famous checks and
balances provided our Government by our
:far-sighted founders. But in a world congress there would be no parties. Our representatives and a small handful of other members would be the only group to represent
the few countries that have the same conception of individual liberties that we have.
Even among the so-called democracies these
are very few indeed. Add to this fact that
the majority would also represent nations
that lack and need our resources and wealth,
and I won't noed to draw a diagram to show
you where we could end up. Then we Americans would want to know what limitations
of power could be devised that could stop
the world congress from voting any measure that would give them all they · want
from us. With the combined armed forces
at their beck and call that answer is short
and simple-none. How could anyone possibly devise a system to limit the power of
any group with the only armed :force at its
beck and call. Now also suppose this congress decided that in order to promote unity
and peace, all immigration and - tariff barriers must be removed, what could we do to
prevent the action which would sound the
death knell of our economy and our high
standard of living? Again, the answer is
easy-nothing. Law and force would be on
their side.
When will the world be ready for world
government? Actually, we are centuries away
from the day when the world will be ready
for a single world government of voluntary
type and democratic form because that day
will not dawn until the races, peoples, and
cultures have found a common denominator
in their concepts of life, of individual rights,
of morals, and of behavior. Yet thousands
of supposedly sane Americaps are persuaded
• that now is the time that by surrendering
our national sovereignty and thus losing our
rights, liberties, and advantages we can
change all the world overnight and achieve
utopia. What humanity needs, and especially right here in the United States, is
not world government but sanity. Any international organization which is worth the
paper it is written on must be based on
retaining the sovereignty of all states. Peace
must be sought, not by destroying and consolidating nations, but by developing a rule
of law in the relations between nations.
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I hope that it is clear to everyone that
the Veterans of Foreign Wars are the stanchest advocates of peace in the world. However, it is quite patent to us, after a thorough examination, that the plan advocated'
by the United World Federalists not only
would not bring us peace but that it would
destroy our country at the same time.
May I congratulate you on the open mind
you have shown in the matter of world government. Inasmuch as I am speaking for
our national organization of over 1,000,000
overseas veterans and as the director, American soyereignty campaign against world government, I trust you will extend to us the
courtesy of publishing this letter. I can
assure you that we will be very grateful.
•
HARLEY COPE,
Rear Admiral, United States Navy,
Retired.

The Immigration Bill
EXTENSION OF RtEMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. MULTE!'!.. Mr. Speaker, I am delighted to place in the RECORD the following letter which I received the other
day:
MOUNT HOREB METHODIST CHURCH,
Martinsville, N. J.

The Honorable Representative MuLTER,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. MULTER: I note in the CONGRES•
SION AL RECORD your speech on the McCarran
and Walter bill in the House on April 25.
I have read with interest the advertisement
that appeared in the. New 'York Times for
the 24th and your remarks about it and
those who were responsible for it. This is
to thank you · for the stand you take in
defense. of a group of people who have
been the objects of irresponsible attacks and
who in fact are among the best citizens and
are and always have been supporters of our
America·n traditions. ·
Most sincerely yours,
C. S. GILLESPIE,
Pastor.

The Strongest Defense for the Least
Money
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY J. LATHAM
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my· remarks, I wish to
include a very timely and pertinent article by Davis Merwin, combat correspond~nt in Korea, who flew with the historic
assault landings at Inchon and in 11
combat sorties from aircraft carriers.
He was with the Marines in the capture
of Seoul, the Army and Air Force at
Kimpo Airfield, and landed ahead of the
Marines on the northeast coast of Won-

san, from whence they moved into the
now famous Chosin Reservoir action.
The article follows:
CAN THE "LuKEWARM" WAR BANKRUPT Us?FmsT OF A Two-PART ARTICLE SHOWING THE
DESPERATE NEED FOR ECONOMY-NAVAL AND
MARINE AVIATION
(Pt. 1)
If we are to survive, we must lead from
strength and courage. World conquest is
the Kremlin objective, with no strings attached. Strength alone will prevail; yet ever
since World War II we have talked loud and
carried a small stick. We need determination, as well as physical implements, techniques, dollars, and prod~ction capacity. We
need to acc,ept the leadership that has been
thrust upon us beyond just putting out dollars, and in so doing be prepared to act with
or without ames or fear of the Kremlin.
The Soviets have already demonstrated they
are not ready. Our potential allies and the
United Nations as a whole will fall in behind
a leader with guts-no other kind.
Our strength wm depend primarily on
solvency-our ability to weather the years
ahead. The enemy hopes, above all, to see us
go broke, and its wish will be granted if we
undertake many more annual budgets of the
proposed $85,000,000,000. Consider the fact
that over three-fourths of that sum covers
the cost of past and present military affairs.
Blllions of it will be devoted to repairing
humans and things that we have needlessly
shattered. Sixty percent, or an astronomical
$51,000,000,000, is for fiscal 1953 outlay for
the armed services.
This latter sum, literally beyond the comprehension of common mortals, should be
cut materially. One obvious way is to look
squarely at the nature of our military taskat the type of preparedness that will ·most
deter or defeat the enemy with some promise
of peace and invest our waning funds where
they will produce most for least.
That we are not doing. Rather we have
bought the pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow-independent
airpower,
United
States Air Force empire building and the
principle of mass destruction. We need an
air force and army, but in order to use either
except as a home guard, in order to take the
scene of action from our own front doorsteps and also gain the extra impact of
short-range assault, we must first have the
most modern possible carrier-spearheaded
sea-air naval force that can bring in raw
materials and transport and support our
other armed services.
Let's examine some plain facts before going further into this vital subject of improved national security.
Economy is 'the basis tlf our ability to survive, yet-Unification was the paradox of making
four armed service departments out of two;
to the old War and Navy Departments were
added the Departments of Defense ana of
the Air Force. This was apparently decentralization, but actually just ·the contrary.
Along with added costs, we created the new
dictatorship, the Defense Department; news
suppression and nonexistent superweapons
have lulled the people.
Senator RALPH E. FLANDERS, of Vermont,
speaks gospel when he says: "For the first
time in history, our Government and our
•people are afraid of a foreign foe • • •
in part this fear is felt and spread by our
_ National Defense Department at the Pentagon. • • • The reorganization plan has
not worked out too well. Our Defense Department is still to a disturbing degree disorganized. • • -· • Our diplomacy has gone
on the defensive."
Saber rattling about such things as the
famous 70 targets in Russia, and constant
reference to intercontinental air delivery of
the atom bomb have fed the enemy's propa-

ganda machine. As one result, we have not
only impaired our chances of enlisting the
sympathy and aid of his nationals but also
implanted justifiable dread in the minds of
our all1es that their women and children may
be blasted off the face of the earth by the
kind of area bombing of civil1ans of which
we were futilely guilty in World War II. We
need soft speech and a big stick.
Interservice bickering: The Army General
Staff brought here from Germany in 1903 is
patterned after the German over-all general
staff and not only has sought repeatedly to
destroy the Marine Corps but lias made legislative advance toward complete military
control in times of crisis. We may not know
it, but already we have the equivalent of a
• single chief of staff and are largely controlled
by the military.
The Air Force has for years sought to gain
control of Naval and Marine aviation-an
objective that has proved disastrous in Italy,
Germany, and Japan, and very nearly in
Britain. Altogether, it might save American
dollars and lives if Army and Air Force confined themselves to helping prepare to deal
with the enemy abroad.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff consist of three
"'voting" members and one Chairman. All
except one are West Point graduates. Thus
if the vote isn't two to one against the naval
service, the interpretation carried up the
chain .of command by the Chairman is certain to give the decision a land-locked tinge
regardless. Yet we are a maritime Nation.
The Kremlin Communists have plenty of
time. They are not going to seize by forceable means what they can take over without
expense of men and materials. They would
rather wait. Time is on their side; so is the
initiative.
Courage and forthright action accompanied by willingness to "go it alone" if necessary-rather than constant appeasementwill save us by gaining allies and by letting
the enemy know we mean business. That
implacable enemy is neither to be scared by
false strength nor persuaded by negotiations. The sooner we cease worrying about
Russian intervention, the cheaper and more
effective will be the gains of the free nations.
Air power is a complex of naval and
marine aviation, the Air Force, Army and
civilian air and all the techniques, arts,
crafts, and facmties that lie behir:d them.
Generally speaking, military aviation constitutes air power when integrated into an
over-all scheme of operation including surface elements. Air Force "interdiction" is
not stopping the fiow of enemy. men, equipment and supplies.
Air combat sorties in Korea during 1951
were fiown 40 to 50 percent by Navy
and Marine planes--a fact that is generally
unknown to the American public. Under
both tactical and publicity control of the
Fifth Air Force, naval and Marine Air have
gained slight mention.
The gigantic budget: Our newly independent Air Force has duped a gullible public. It has cornered an ever-increasing portion of the "defense" budget. For fiscal
1953 it asked for $28,000,000,000, was allotted
$18,000,000,000 and finally got Presidential
approval of $21,000,000,000, as against $14,000,000,000 for the Army and $13,000,000,000
for the Navy (including Navy and Marine
aviation).
Astronomical demands have
been Air Force routine. When these are
necessarily cut, the "wide blue yonder"
hierarchy can loudly proclaim a new alibi.
Twenty-one billion dollars isn't much under
the total national debt after World War I.
"Control of the seas" has been taken for
granted for generations. But times have
changed. Without its own built-in air, including carriers, the naval service cannot do
the job required as the indispensable means
of bringing our other Armed Forces to bear.
These requirements have not- been met. A
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Our yo-qng men are indeed being fed into
few enemy submarines would have cut off
the meatgrinder, waging a thankless struggle
supplies of U. N. troops and left them
because
of "having one hand tied behind
stranded.
Thus, the Nation needs more and better•
them."
rounded sea-power experience on the Joint
JCS doings: I hold no particular brief for
Chiefs of Staff and National Security Coun·
General MacArthur, though it cannot be
cil. The Armed Services Committee of the
gainsaid that he wanted to fight this war in
House of Representatives of Congress-the
a manner to give our young men a chance,
group that spends the defense money-has
that he was outstanding in his dealings with
twice lately gone strongly on record in favor
the Japanese, that he towered above other
of this vlew. But it cannot act without the
United States representatives in putting the
support of the people. . It and they are seek·
Russians in their place and finally, that he
ing the most economical way to do the job
had the courage to speak out, regardless of
of first preventing and then winning a war,
petty .regulations, in a time of gravest crisis.
1f necessary.
By sorry contrast, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
And let us not forget that our Navy and
first displayed a combination of absymal
marines have traditionally been dispatched
ignorance and jealousy in the defense hearto foreign lands without creating the inter·
ings of 1949, and subsequently perjured
:national incidents that result from the use
themselves last June before the Joint Foreign
CJf other forces.
Affairs-Armed Services Committee of the
Moreover, the Army and Air Force will be
Senate when they denied that they, along
largely impotent without the primary back·
with virtually every other military officer
1ng of naval-service sea-air power. Yet we
acquainted with the situation, had agreed
have only commenced the 4-year grind of
with the principle of waging war as war is
building the heart of the fleet, the first air·
fought-until the heat was turned on by
craft carrier designed since World War II,
the White House. Yet their sworn duty was
e.nd thus capitalizing on recent combat exto uphold the Constitution-not the Com}:>erience.
Why?
Jealousy and personal
mander in Chief or Defense or State Depart·
ments-and to advise the Congress with hon·
•mbition.
est conviction.
Why? What are the reasons for this sor·
\'owful state of affairs? For one thing,
If, shortly after the outset, we had invoked
· Americans are surfeited with the "good
both economic and naval blockades of Red
things" of life. We own more and more
China, permitted our combat pilots to en·
labor-saving devices and enjoy more leisure.
gage in "hot pursuit" over the Manchurian
After twa decades of Federal paternalism,
border of enemy planes that attacked us and,
and finally inflation, we possess lots of money
above all, had energetically supported the
and lots of rights and all manner of secu·
Nationalists and other anti-Red elements in
rity. Probably the majority of us think
China, we might well have stood at the Yalu
we've been getting something for nothing.
with the enemy on the defensive and the
We have-but it's been loss of self-reliance,
U. N. in a position to talk cease fire and
self-respect, willingness to face facts and to
armistice terms with condescension instead
of pleading.
deal forthrightly and courageously with an
arrogant enemy. The r~sult: That enemy
Let me quote from my open letter to the
has taken over at least a third of the world's
House Armed Services Committee written
population and resources under our very
August 2, 1950: "This Kor~an fiasco is unnoses.
doubtedly one of the worst blood-letting
Kremlin communism will continue this
crimes in history, due partly to the limited,
neat set of tricks, performed without cost
one-sihed education of those controlling the
to the Soviet, just so long as we quake and
Defense Establishment, and otherwise to
announce that we are quaking over the fear
their personal ambition.
•
[They)
of Russian intervention. Witness the sorry
have literally cut the guts out of sea
spectacle of the cease-fire negotiations. Repower. • • • If Joe Stalin should at some
gardless of presidential invasion of congres·
moment choose to turn loose his submarines
sional re ~;ponsibility for committing troops
and tactical air, our Pacific life line would be
abroad, the fact is we have been and are in
broken without ceremony and our entire
Korea to the tune of hundreds of thousands.
forces of the Far East left stranded.
We are still acting under the United Nations
"Despite the unmistakable score, what do
mandate to unite and stabilize Korea from
w~ do?
We talk about atom bombing a lot
the Yalu River to the tip of the peninsulaof swamps and mountains. We run more and
not just that portion below the th.i rty-eighth
more B-36's • • • through multimillionparallel of which ranking leaders in our Govdollar modifications to try to give them speed
ernment screamed for consideration until the
inherently prevented by antiquated de·
Soviet Russian, Jacob Malik, seized the opsign. * * • We appropriate huge sums for
portunity for another propaganda coup and
the purposes of an airlift which may be able
"suggested" peace talks, for which we had
to transport a division at inordinate expense,
already been pleading.
but will leave it to rot while it's awaiting
Thus, we went into the cease fire dealings
weapons, material, supplies, ammunition,
and all the heavy stuff that simply can't be
on our hands and knees-in the eyes of the
air ferried long distances in quantity in the
rest of the world, and we have been cravenly
present state of the art of aeronautical
conceding this or that ever since. It is a
engineering.
pitiful sight: the United States of America
suing for peace for the first time in its his"We finally get around to ordering the tac·
tory that it has not clearly dictated the
tical aircraft that were sidetracked in favor
of superbombers. This same United States
terms.
Air Force was at the outbreak of the Korean
Meanwhile we would shudder if we dropped
hostilities actually breaking up P-51's-junkour business and pleasure as usual long
ing them. Now what are they doing? They
enough to contemplate the plight of those
are stealing what are left from the National
thousands of guiltless American youths committed to the most stupidly conceived and ..Guard because they are the only planes that
will give them enough range to fly effectively
operated campaign in our annals-treated
from Japanese bases. They have succumbed
as mercenaries, members of some foreign
to the inevitable in failing to have or to hold
legion instead of the flower of this Nation.
bases close in where they need them. • • •
They've been slaughtered and maimed to a
Whom do they call on for help? None other
total well over 100,000, not to mention extra
than the carriers of the United States
thousands crippled by noncombat causes.
Navy. • • • Where • • • is this inter·
There has never been and isn't yet a gov.
continental air warfare? And where is it
ernmental plan for ending this war which
going to be for a 1ong time to come?
has already become a longer war than World
"Let me emphasize that because of the
War I and cost us more casualties than all
others combined except the two world wars • handicap of distant bases plus the utter lack

.
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of training in ~lose air support, the Air Force
has • • • done an almost wholly ineffec.
tual job of stopping the North Koreans.
Let's ignore the fact that they've used superbombers and huge bombs at fantastic expense to do tactical jobs of breaking communication lines. * * • But we can't ignore
the bitter picture of enemy troops and tanks
and supplies continuing to flow south."
The above was written a year and a half
ago-shortly after the start of the police
action. With a word or two changed, it is
just as true today.
Facts : The purpose of this column is not
to make odious comparisons between the
armed services. But we need to get at the
facts, and one of them is that a large section of the American public has taken the
something-for-nothing bait, hook, line; and
sinker-A bombs, intercontinental bombers,
and other superweapons-so much so that
very few Members of Congress have the courage . to vote for cutting defense funds, least
of all those affecting the proponents of mass
destruction, the big bomber addicts. Yet we
taxpayers are rapidly go.i ng broke rebuilding
what they tore down with little or no mili·
tary effect in Wqrld War II.
And we shall be stuck with the same for
Korea. The man-made works of that un.
happy country have already been virtually
destroyed but we have added now what Har·
old Stuart, president of the Air Force Association, terms the "new tactical concept" of
warfare to apply the finishing touches.
There is nothing new about it except a
cover-up for failure of Air Force planning,
procurement, and training. It consists of
interdiction-and strikes at enemy communication and supply lines and advancing
troop reinforcements-while our ,Army divisions and marines hold a static line and continue the toll of casualties . . We are just sitting there losing our young men while the
enemy, who hasn't heard about the new concept, is bringing up additional forces, preparing to make it really hot for us unless
we capitulate or accept cease-fire terms that
should be the shame of every American
citizen.
Mr. Stuart bitterly denounces the Marine
commander for having requested 40 supporting sorties. Those ·would require just 10
aircraft--a negligible fraction of the lone
Marine Air Wing.
Oddly enough, Marine air to support the
Marine division was demanded in Korea by
the Supreme Army Commander against the
resistance of Air Force member of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg. But
that was when the U. N. forces were very
much over a barrel on the Pusan perimeter.
The significant reason for this predicament
was that through the domiJ1ating vote on
the Joint Chiefs of those who have sought
for years to destroy the corps, it had not only
been cut to the cone but for the first time
in generations withdrawn from Asia.
In an almost inconceivably short time, a
Marine regimental combat team (erroneously
called a brigade) was thrown together and
put into action. Shortly over a month later
23,000 marines, scraped from the bottom of
the barrel, made the Inchon landings and
turned the tide of Korean battle. They did
this with their own air support,_just as they
di~ when subsequently they cut to pieces six
Chinese Communist divisions, plus parts of
four more. That was in the Chosin Reservoir region in the northeast, in the bitter
cold of winter. Those marines were advanc;ing after the Eighth Army was in rout.
They suffered around 4,000 casualties but
lost only a few score as missing in action, and
marched out in orderly units bringing more
than 90 percent of their equipment, despite
instructions from the Army corps commander, to escape as best they could. As their
commanding general put it: "They came
down the mountains, bearded, foots_ore, and
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physically exhausted but their- spirits were
high. They were still a :fighting division."
"&prit": These facts once again make it
clear that there is no substitute for tradi·
tion. Those who speak so emphatically of
this country's inability to support two mill•
tary organizations with duplicate functions
bad better pay heed. But above all, the
American people may well re:fiect on the vir•
tue of saving their skins.
Such morale accounts for the amazing
fact that the MDines have at this writing
only 250 missing in action for the entire
war. Yet, they have constituted generally
one-fifth or one-siXth of the American troops
committed in Korea. The remainder have.
by contrast, some 11,000 missing. The an·
swer is that those marines remain on the
field of battle, come hell or high water, untU
they have removed to burial or hospitaliza·
- tion their dead and wounded. This spirit
is not something to be lightly destroyed in
the interests of cheap politics.

Key to Defense: Sea Pow~r Know-How
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY J. LATHAMOJ' NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
an article by Davis Merwin, combat cor·
respondent in Korea:
KEY TO DEFENSE: SEA POWER KNow-HoW

(Ft. II)
Last fortnight we suggested premises,
noted plain facts too often ignored, listed
the more grievous errors of United States
military and foreign policy and asked a
handful of questions. The keynote was Korea, a one-handed yet bloody war that shows
little promise of termination-unless we go
to bat, duck out, or stultify ourselves by
contriving a truce based on appeasement
and humillation. Our task of uniting and
protecting that hapless shambles, Korea,
remains a dismal failure. Moreover, we shall
have nothing but mounting casualties, now
110,000, and loss of face to show for our efforts--e:xcept the question: "'Where's the
next hot spot?"
This writer proposed reexamination of our
military strategy. It will consume over
three-fourths of the back-breaking $85,000,•
000,000 Presidential budget. So we wondered about military economy and asked
why Congress has become concerned about
the lack of sea-power representation on the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. The latter's deliberations, through tricks of fate and connivance,
are dominated by landlocked thinking.
Yet they are charged with resolving favorably the life-and-death struggle of a great
maritime Nation, the United States o!
America.
.
In the congressional hearings of the fall of
1949, Gen. Omar Bradley, the Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said, "However, by
appraising the power of the atomic bomb', I
am wondering whether we shall ever have
another large-scale amphibious operation.
Frankly, the atomic bomb, properly delivered,
almost precludes such a possibility." The
late sainted Bllly Mitchell wrote in 1928, "U
1s practical to do away entirely • • •
with the aircraft carrier," and "Japanese submarines and aircraft would sink the United
State fleet long before it came anywhere near
this coast." This view, 1n efiect, has been

• • • The committee believes, as it did
repeated by at least one member of the Joint
in early 1950, that this can .best be accom•
Chiefs of staff, Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg of the
pUshed by seating the Commandant of the
Air Force, who probably has had more to do
Marine Corps as a member of the Joint
than any other witl;llimiting the use of our
Chiefs of Staff (which] will have the wholly
aircraft carriers on hand and the develop·
salutary efiect of enhancing, broadening, and
ment of new designs. Construction of the
balancing the deliberations of that body."
flush-deck · supercarrier, the first to in·
Fourth. Having augmented the thinking
corporate the lessons of World War n, was
of our "military experts" in the maritime
belatedly recommenced after Congress took
field with which we are vitally concerned,
the matter into its own hands.
we shall be better prepared to plan and spend
The record of carrier-based a.lrcraft
toward real defense at least cost. Currently
throughout World War II showed 18 Japan613e
we are devoting billions to air bases overplanes shot down for each American plane
seas--bases that can, as they already have in
lost. This was in comparison with 5 to 1 for
England and threaten to be in North Africa,
the Air Force--a performance 3 ~ times as
be largely disqualified or even inactivated at
effective for closer-to-the-target, high-per•
the political whim of an ally. Also, they are
formance carrier aircraft.
clearly in one identifiable spot and within
"What if": There is little doubt that with·
easy striking distance of the enemy who can
out the combination of amphibious operamake things tough, to say the least, if not
tions and aircraft carriers, U.N. forces would
impossible. Besiqes, these bases not only
have been backed into the sea. In any case,
have to be defended but, much more importliterally hundreds of thousands of lives.
ant, they must be supplied, and the naval
chiefly American, would have . been lost at
service will be the only means by which.
Inchon and Hungnam, not to mention ports
There is a rank misconception that with
of lesser debarkation and withdrawal. At
Britain's help, we can now lick anything
Inchon, close to 100,000 troops were landed
afloat and that mere numbers of ships and
and at Hungnam, as is well known, some
tonnage capacity will do our job of bringing
200,000 mortals were evacuated by the same
in raw materials and transmitting equip·
discredited amphibious means, under the
ment, supplies, material and even manpower.
protection of carrier-based Navy and maThis is furthest from the truth.
rine aircraft.
Here are at least four essentials:
All of us grant that we must control the
First. Clean house: Toss out the political
sea lanes. The question is how. We had best
administration and so-called military exnote that we must conjure with the destrucperts who have so miserably bungled the lifetive power of enemy submarines many times
and-death problems attaching to the gravest
greater than that of the German Fleet which
crisis in United States history.
all but defeated us, of powerful enemy tactiSecond. Stay solvent and therefore able to
cal air, and of a number of other elements.
survive, by investing primarily in research
We are too prone to scorn the lessons of the
and development. Plan for production capast, especially when the blessings of the
pacity. Cut the budget. Stop being deluded
future are mostly on paper-such as these
by the sophistry of strength from billions o!
muc~-publicized secret weapons. No substidollars spent on tons and numbers of impletute has been yet found for the fast carrier
ments and weapons, including aircraft, that
task force with its high degree of mobility,
will clog our· warehouses and perhaps be
flexibility, concentration of force, its precis._
obsolete when needed most. Remain flexible
ion and its capacity for surprise. It may
in our ability to meet contingencies.
move up to 700 miles a day. As a weaving,
Third. We are a tiny island occupying 2
evasive, altogether fleeting target, it can
percent of the globe. Our interests, civil
strike with its aircraft around the enemy
and military, are maritime. Yet we have at
periphery and inland, with little or no warnleast a 4- or 5-to-1 domination of
ing-which means a tremendous gain in forcing enemy dispersion of defenses. It can
the top planning councils by so-called experts unfamiliar with the ways of the sea. -launch planes capable of almost any performance and bomb load, infinitely superior to
Three of them are the Army and Air Force
those which must fly longer distances.
members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff who
have consistently voted down aircraft car•
The investment in this task force is, first
riers, naval and marine groups and squadin ships that may be used in a variety of /
rons. Their land-locked experience, along
other operations and, second, in a complex
with that of most other top members of the
that, unlike the fixed land base, can be emDefense Department, not to mention the
ployed as n~eded at any number of points
Commander in Chief, 1S balanced by 11- single
over virtually the entire globe.
sea-power voice.
Remember? What are the facts in terms
As a gesture toward correcting this imof our planning and construction? First let
balance, Members of both Houses of Conus emphasize that carrier-borne aircraft in
gress have repeatedly introduced legislation
World War II turned in a shoot-down record
designed primarily to add as a full-fledged
slightly over three times better than that of
member to the Joint Chiefs of Staff the
land-based aviation. Then note the comCommandant of the Marine Corps. Currentparison in carrier numbers resulting from the
ly pending in the House is Senate bill S. 677
shortsightedness of our advisers. In the last
as amended by the House Armed Services
war we operated over 100 carriers. Today
Committee. This deserves the studious con70 of these are relatively useless because of
sideration of every thoughtful American.
a combination of increased submarine speed
The initiative in this proposal has come
and limitations connected with launching
strictly from Members of Congress. It is
aircraft of postwar design.
generally unknown that the Commandant's
Of the remaining 28 carriers, we have but
qualifications are unique in that he is the
12 in commission and 2 in reserve. That
only officer concerned who has served years
leaves the other 14 still in mothballs. It
with both Navy and Army, as well as other
ignores economy and the necessity of moddepartments, and in amphibious and com- .. ernization to partially meet new requirebined arms operations. To use the words
ments. Since Korea, some 400 naval craft,
of the House Armed Services Committee:
including three battleships have been de"The United States M~rine Corps is and has
mothballed. Yet we have not a single addi·
always been since its inception a separate
tion
to those 12 aircraft carriers. Why? Be·
service, distinct and apart from the United
cause the Joint Chiefs of Staff won't permit
States Army, United States Navy and United
naval and marine aviation to "compete" with
States Air Force." And "It was the committhe Air Force--which is another way of saytee's unanimous view tn March 1950 that
ing that Air Force General Vandenberg calls
the interests of national security demand
the tune and his Army fraternity brothers,
that the deliberations of the Joint Chiefs o!
Generals Collins and Bradley, sing "amen,''
Staff be :rounded upon a broader base.
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while the sole naval service member, Admiral
Fechteler, being out-voted, "practices uni:tl~
cation."
We have 14 air groups of naval aviators and
planes to man the 12 active carriers--a number wholly inadequate to meet the demands
of fa tigue and attrition. There should be
roughly twice the number.
In the 1953 budget proposal, air groups are
to be increased by a mere two, and carriers in
commission are to remain static. NavyMarine pilots require 18 months to train,
and carriers up to 6 months to get out of
mothballs, let alone some 2 years to put
through modernization. Here, while we propose spending billions for new equipment at
inflated prices, we permit to rot an investment of hundreds of millions in critical materials which could be put in running order
for cut prices and, represents the element
of our defense, without which no other can
effectively move to meet the enemy beyond
our shores. To the thinking American, this
situation is suicidal.
There are many points that should be covered: Characteristics of the enemy, crying
needs in terms of information and aid to
those behind the iron curtain, the tremenddous importance to us of the much-neglected
Orient, the fallacy of total war and destruction, the sour fruits of one-man secret international settlements, our feeling that we are
assuming world leadership by merely dispensing dollars, and the measures that should
be taken when the peace negotiations fail,
as they are bound to, either obviously or
subtly.
We cannot, under the burden of our present debt, afford senseless luxuries. It may
be sooner than we think that we shall be
working for the Kremlin if the people of this
country don't wake up and take an active
part in urging economy, in that almost inconceivable budget devoted to things military. We must start now finding out how
to get the most for our money. The enemy
is not deterred by braggadocio. He is smart.
Before we proceed beyond the 95 groups authorized for the United States Air Force, we
had better build first the sea-air units, without which the Air Force will never contribute
its bit to air power. Aircraft independent of
surface forces, has convinced painstaking
observers of absolutely nothing.
Our basic air power is furnished by Navy
and Marines whose aviation is built-indesigned and trained for the purpose and
commanded by ofilcers with combined air and
surface combat experience. It takes its bases
with it. It operates close to the target and
thus excels in speed, maneuverability, and
impact. Besides, it costs less. When better
overseas bases are built they will be aircraft
carriers-if the American public snaps out
of it and takes the play away from the
landlocked strategic planners.

Indians of California
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. USHER L. BURDICK
OF NORTH DAKOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. BURDICK. Mr. Speaker, Purl
Willis, representing some of the Mission
Indians of California, filed a statement
with the Judiciary Committee consider..
ing H. R. 6035 -on April 5, 1952, which is
a very important document relating to
the Indians of California. The docu ..
ment follows:
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WASIDNGTON, April 5, 1952.
Han. JosEPH R. BRYSON,
Chairman, House Committee on the Jud i ciary (Special Subcommittee No. 2).
washington, D. ·c.

DEAR Sm: The undersigned Purl Willis, is
duly delegated by some 40 bands or "identifiable" groups of Mission Indians of southern Calif.o rnia to represent and speak for
them, in matters coming before your honorable committee affecting their rights.
These Indian citizens are unanimous in their
opposition to the bill now before you, H. R.
6035.
These varous groups of Mission Indians of
California represent the great majority of
all of the Mission Indians. Copies of this
proposed bill, sponsored by the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, were received by hese Indians about January 25, last, and its provisions and objectives have been discussed in
numerous meetings since the above date.
Not one Indian man or woman has spoken
in faver of the proposed measure. Some
400 Mission Indians have signed petitions
urging that this Bureau demand be not approved by Congress. I shall leave with you
one of those petitions.
California Indians have sound reasons for
opposing H. R. 6035:
1. The Mission Indian groups, and in fact
all California Indians, are fully capable of
assuming all of the responsibilities of American citizenship, and are so considered by
their neighbors. They are voters and taxpayers, supporting the local and State and
Federal Governments the same as any other
citizen, excepting the fact that their reservation lands do not pay a direct tax.
2. There are approximately 20,000 native
enrolled California Indians. Of this number, more than 15,000 do not now nor have
they ever resided on restricted Indian lands
or reservations, but these Indians live among
the general population throughout the State.
many of thetn in various businesses, owning their own homes and long ago having
been assimilated into the general citizenship
of the State. Actually less than 5,000 of the
enrolled California Indians reside on or occupy their reservation lands, and most of
these are compelled to go off their reservations in seeking work.
3. The California State Legislature in May
1951, unanimously approved a joint Resolution 29, memorializing Congress to lift all
forms O'f restrictions, regardless of their
nature, from Indians, and to extend them
full citizenship responsibility along with the
blessings of equality under law. I wish to
submit for the record copy of that resolu•
tion, which was carried in the CONGRES•
SIONAL RECORD Of May 28, 1951, as follOWS;
"Senate 'Joint ·Resolution 29
"Joint resolution relative to the American
Indian .
"Whereas the American Indian has, on numerious occasions, demonstrated his worth
and value as an American citizen; and
"Whereas he has participated in the wars
in which his country has engaged, and has
served her ably and with distinction, receiving many citations for valor and battle•
field courage; and
"Whereas he has grown in political and
civic stature and understanding so as to
demonstrate by his conduct, both in war and
in peace, that he is deserving of United
States citizenship without any diminution.
restriction, or exception whatsoever; Now,
therefore, be it
·

"Resolved by the Senate and Assembly of
the Stq,te of California (jointly), That the

Legislature of the State of California respectfully memorializes the President and the
.Congress of the United States to dispense
With any and all restrictions, whatever their
nature, whereby the freedom of the American Indian is curtailed in any respect,
whether as to governmental benefits, civil
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rights, or personal conduct; and be it further
"Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate be hereby directed to transmit copies of
this resolution to the President and Vice
President of the United States, to the Speaker
of the House of Representatives, and to
each Senator and Representative from California in the Congress of the United States."
4. No California Indians approved the
Wheeler-Howard Act; neither do they live
tribal lives--they do not attempt to m ake
their own laws or set up tribal courts. California Indians gladly submit to t h e State
laws and meet all of their obligations in all
respects Just like any other loyal American.
They have long since realized that their future welfare and destiny is to come under the
same laws and conditions applying to their
neighbors. They ask no special favors.
5. Law enforcement in C~ornia among
the Indian population is not a serious problem, except as the Indian Bureau rule has
made it so. This assertion is a positive fact.
and the record across the years fully justifies the charge. The undersigned h as been
intimately acquainted with the lives and
problems of the Mission Indians, and generally of other Indian groups within the
State, and to a great extent with the problems of many Indians throughout t he Nation over the last 20 years. I have been
the adviser and counselor to the Mission Indian Federation during this long period. I
am not an attorney, neither do I h ave any
contract, directly or otherwise, wit h any
group of Indians or other person-my services to these people have always been gratuitous. My feeling is very definite r egarding
the fundamental problems of our Indians.
I consider that there is a solution to the
problems engulfing both the Indians and
the Congress.
6. The nightmare of Indian Bureau laws,
regulations, rules, and special restrictions
over the lives and property of Indians generally, and in California especially, are confusing even to the Indian Commissioner and
his own legal staff, as has been demonstrated
before this honorable committee within the
last few days. But few attorneys on the outside are conversant with Indian law. Therefore, it is evident that an Indian has very
small chance of reasonable defense in the
courts when facing his accusers, if they are
from the Bureau. What is needed today
among Indians, as such, is not more and
more drastic laws, but less and more simple
laws--laws which apply to all citizens alike.
Mr. Chairman, this H. R. 6035, is going in
the wrong direction. It was born behind the
iron curtain. Indians have no voice in
the making of the very laws under which the
Indian Bureau rules them. They have absolutely no voice in the selection of their
superintendent or any of the employees
placed in arbitary control over their lives
and property. These facts are fundamental
to the issues involved in this proposed
measure.
7. Indian Commissioner Myer, demands
more power, not less-double talk. We all
must and do have due respect for persons
appointed to positions of authority and responsibility to administer the laws and policies of Congress. Few men have the inherent qualifications and fitness demanded
Of a Commissioner of Indian Affairs, as the
record has shown across the years. It is now.
admitted that it was the original intention
to make the Indian Bureau, a temporary service or rehabilitation responsibility to In·
dians, and not an administrative or executive department over Indian lives and property. Mr. Chairman, we have heard Com•
missioner Myer in his appearance be'fore
committees of Congress within the last few
weeks, in the role of a witness trying in vain
to justfy his appeal for more and more power so that he can "rehabilitate and qualifYj
the Indians for their duties as America n
citizens." In our opinion, he has not made
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a good witness for his cause in most of the
other hearings, but in this one, the com~
missioner appears more confused and less· cer~
t ain just where he is going. Definitely it is
the Indian commissioner who is on trialhe is on the defensive in sponsoring H. R.
6035. We are not questioning the personal
char acter of Commissioner Myer-we are
only concerned with his official acts as they
a ffect In dians.
8. Commissioner Myer in trying to justify
enactment of H. R. 6035, states that (1)
"The _primary purpose of the bill is to pro~ .
vide these officers with the types of power
held by policemen in an ordinary American
community"; (2) "Law enforcement officers
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs • • •
now lack
·•
powers which they need
for self-protection."
Our answer to these statements is, we do
not know of any American community in the
United States where a policeman has a
right to arrest without a warrant anybody
who violates an administrative regulation,
promulgated by an official in Washington.
Every Indian knows that an Indian Bureau law enforcement officer, all of them,
and many other Bureau employees carry
guns now-without waiting for Congress to
enact such a law as H. R. 6035-and these
Bureau officers make arrests and searches
just as county and State police officers do.
If they are acting legally in doing these
things, why do they need a new law? If they
are acting illegally now, is there any reason
to expect that they will be restrained by
the cloudy limitations which the Commis~
sioner finds in his new bill H. R. 6035?
Then Commissioner Myer further de~
clares:
(3) "This is just what the bill would do.
Under its provisions the powers conferred
upon the Bureau's law-enforcement officers
are virtually identical with those now held
by United States marshals. The principal
difference is that the powers of the. Bureau's
law-enforcement officers would be limited to
offenses committed under Federal laws and
regulations applying specifically to Indians."
Our reply to this claim is: There is no
civilian Federal agency today that has
powers as broad or far-reaching as those
which H. R. 6035 would confer upon the
Indian Bureau. United States marshals,
under section 8053 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure may make arrests without warrant only for felonies-not for misdemeanors-and certainly not for mere violations of
executive regulations. The Federal Bureau
of Investigation, the United States Secret
Service, and even Federal prison wardens are
likewise limited in making of arrests without warrants to the most serious Federal
crimes. Yet, under the proposed bill arrests without warrant could be made by any
deputized employee of the Indian Bureau not
only for felonies, but also for misdemeanors
and even for violation of Bureau regulations.
The same is true regarding searches and seizures. (Memo: The statements in this paragraph were made in a statement filed with
the committee on April 2, 1952, by Oliver
La Farge, president of the Association on
American Indian Affairs, Inc., of New York.)
4. Commissioner Myer in his testimony the
other day said: "No policeman has the authority to shoot a citizen or any other person
. merely because that person is charged with
violating the law. Under our American system of government or justice no person
charged with committing a crime can be
punished without first being properly arrested, arraigned, and given a fair and 1m~
partial trial before a court of law."
The above are the words of Commissioner
Myei', and we have a comment to make and
actual instances happening very recently revealing his well-sounding words of justice do
not square with the record.

"A bullet shot without legal authority is
just as da;.naging as one fired with author~
ity." The Indian Bureau police officer (he
is sometimes designated as liquor-enforcement officer and sometimes as enforcement
officer) makes arrests on or off Indian reservations among the Mission Indians of
southern California without warrant and has
been following this practice for many years.
On numerous occasions within the last year
or so, since Mr. Myer has been the Indian
Commissioner, his Indian Bureau police officer has arbitrarily arrested Indian men and
women without warrant, and without any
apparent intention of pressing the charge in
the courts-just on minor charges, apparently to intimidate and scare such Indians.
One of these cases was on the Rincon Indian reservations, about 1 year ago. An Indian mother by the name of Mrs. Agatha
Calec was arrested by the white officer of
the Bureau, violently mishandled and then
taken to San Diego and placed in jail. She
charges that no warrant was served an her.
She was able to get bail and was released,
but no charge was pressed aga!nst her. The
case was not brought to trial. She states
she is planning to bring a charge of false
arrest.
Prominent members of the San Diego
Women's Club have reported on two or three
other similar instances of arrests without
warrant, even in arresting another Indian
mother while she was visiting in an Indian
home in the city of San Diego, whose husband was in the Navy. This last instance
has been investigated by responsible members of a ·women's club (a Miss Winona.
Adams, of National City) and she states that
Bureau Officer Clark came to the home of
an Indian woman where Mrs. Josephine
Cuero, ef the Campo Indian Village, was
visiting and without any warning forced his
way into the home and arrested Mrs. Cuero
and took her to the county jail. Later she
was also released. Mrs. Cuero states no
warrant was shown by officer Clark. There
are numerous other instances similar to
these, showing that the Indian Bureau are
today practicing the very powers they are
asking to be made legal under H. R. 6035.
5. Commissioner Myer made the following
statement the other day in his futile effort
to meet the wide criticism of his proposed
bill H. R. 6035:
"The bill does not authorize the imprisonment of anyone for any reason."
·
Our comment: The Commissioner is aware
that the bill does not use the word "imprisonment"; it does, however, authorize Bureau employees to make arrests. When an
Indian is under arrest he is a prisoner,
whether he is in jail or a corral or handcuffed
to a nearby tree. T,h~s is nothing less than
double talk by the Commissioner.
6. One defense of the Indian Commissioner
for his iron-rule demands for search and
seizure and arrest without warrant authority
is in his own words given to the Judiciary
Committee a few days ago, as follows:
"This bill was originally written by the
Bureau's special officer in charge of lawenforcement activities, who is himself a
Cherokee Indian."
And our reply to this weak defense of the
proposed bill is: The Commissioner is trying
to dodge the issue. The Cherokee Indian
who drafted this bill was not working for
the Cherokee tribe of Indians; but he was
working for Commissioner Dillon S. Myer.
What does the Bill of Rights mean to an
Indian? The American Bill of Rights-the
first 10 amendments to the Constitutionmeans more to the Indian race, or should,
than it does to another people.
· We sincerely believe this statement to be
true, literally true. Its clear-cut, forceful
protective measures seem to have been inspired to preserve and recapture the inherent, constitutional rights of Indians. Will
Indians bravely and intelligently meet their

greatest challenge now before them? Every
Indian man and woman and the Indian children yet to reach manhood should study the
American Bill of Rights and the Constitution and become familiar with their protec- ·
tive provisions. We believe that it is well
and appropriate to set out here amendments
4, 5, and 6.
Amendments Nos. 4, 5, and 6, of the American Constitution from the American Bill of
Rights:
Amendment No. 4 (regulation of search
and seizure) :
"4. The right of the people to be secure in
their persons, houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated, and no warrant shall
issue but upon probable cause, supported by
oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the
persons or things to be seized."
Amendment No. 5 (protection of person
and property):
"5. No person shall be held to answer for a
capital or other infamous crime unless on
a presentment or indictment of a grand jury,
except in cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the militia, when 'in actual service, in time of war or public d:1nger; nor shall
any person be subject for the same offense
to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb;
nor shall be compelled in any criminal case
to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use without just
compensation."
·
Amendment No. 6 (the rights of persons
accused of crime) :
"6. In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and
public trial, by an impartial jury of the
State and district wherein the crime shall
have been committed, which districts shall
have been previously ascertained by law, and
to be informed of the nature and cause of
the accusation; to be confronted with the
witnesses against him; to have compulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his favor,
and to have the assistance of counsel for his
defense."
Mr. Chairman, we honestly feel that powers demanded by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs in this proposed bill H. R. 6035, are in
direct violation with the intent of the Bill
of Rights as noted above. An irreparable
injury to the rights of Indians will accrue
if it is enacted.
And finally, Mr. Chairman, we submit that
we can find absolutely no justification for
the extreme measures the Commissioner o1
Indian Affairs is requesting in his latest law
enforcement program. The hearings on
this proposed bill have, however, accomplished one good result: Your honorable committee, is now faced with a great challenge.
Do you not see that this great Nation really
owes a great debt to the fast-dwindling Indian race-our real first Americans? That
debt, in our humble opinion, can well be
summed up in these two ·statements or suggestions:
The Indian race has sustained two great
losses at the hands of the predominating
white race who have overrun his ancestral
lands:
1. We have taken his lands and all the
rights that went with them.
2. We have arbitrarily made him a wardand branded him an incompetent person
solely because he is of the Indian race-we
have thereby robbed him of his freedom-the
freedom that was his when we landed on
these shores.
Let it be said in fairness, that in a measure, Congress has enacted legislation from
time to time, allowing Indian tribes the right
to go into the courts, with their own attorneys, and there under law, demand compensation for the losses of their land rights.

CONGR~SSIONAL
But what about their most valuable right
which we have taken :rrom the American Indian-their freedom-tHe right to live among
their white neighbors with equal opportunity to live and become a real part of America? We need the Indian to help preserve
the Nation; right now he asks us to return to
him his most priceless heritage: Equality
under law.
Truly, we believe that justice is the guard·
ian of freedom.
I sincerely appreciate the kindness and
courtesies extended to me, and through me,
to the Mission Indians whom I am honored
to represent.
Respectfully,
PURL WILLIS,

Counselor, Mission Indian Federation.
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Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
granted to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following article
from the Washington Daily News of April
29, 1952:
CHINESE REFUGEES NEED HELP

The fund-raising dinner held in New York
last night (Monday) by Aid Refugee Chinese
Intellectuals, Inc., was long overdue.
Chinese intellectuals-tleeing Communist
terror in their homeland-have been too
long neglected by the free world. For 3
years, China has writhea in Communist
chains. During those years we have exerted
ourselves to help European refugees. But
until the formation of ARCI, refugee orientals were ignored.
Millions of Chinese fled their homes rather
than accept" communism. Hong Kong-a .
colony of 600,000-alone has grown to 2,500,000. Included are well over 10,000 intellec- .
tuals. They are the leaders of China. ·
These men and women-scholars, educators, diplomats, scientists, technicians-gave
up their homes because they knew no man
of integrity could work in the China of today. They looked to the West for freedom.
We cannot be proud of the way we received
them. The majority are destitute. They escaped from tyranny into hunger. They voluntarily exiled themselves into a strange
land where they are ignored by the very
people who ·once pleaded for their loyalty
and friendship.
This sense of rejection makes this pool of
intellectuals ripe for Red propaganda. Indeed, some· appear to be reconsidering the
wisdom of their "escape to freedom."
The survival of the free world depends
in large measure on our convincing people
enslaved by communism that we do not oppose them but their evil n:asters. We must
show them that, if they have the courage
to resist or escape, we will help them.
If we can help to turn their idleness and
despair into purposeful activity, they will
become the hope of their enslaved countrymen.
It will not be easy. The Communists in
China will do everythint;- :bY threat, intimidation, and even murder-to prevent it.
But it must be done.
The all-inclusive character of ARCI recommends it to Americans. In extending
such help, we reafilrm the ties which bind
men of whatever race, creed, or color who are
prepared to suffer in the defense of freedom.
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· one of the first pioneers of 'freedom and
liberty. The light coming from that
little country was a threat to tyranny
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
and absolutism in Communist Russia
OF
and Prussia, and her neighbors were
successful in bringing her ·people to
HON. HENRY J. LATHAM
misery and degradation. The real PoOF NEW YORK
land lies.helpless today as a result of the
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faithlessness of those who should have
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been her protectors.
Those of us who have protested time
Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I wish to set and time again the shameful sell-out of
forth the timely editorial which appeared our loyal little ally will continue to raise
in the New York World-Telegram on our voices against the secret commitments at Tehran, Yalta, and Potsdam.
Sunday, April 27, 1952:
The American people were no part of
THE BIG CARRIER
that political conspiracy inasmuch as
The debate over the strategic necessity of
the betrayal of Poland by President
60,000-ton aircraft carriers in the Navy, which
Roosevelt was not known until after his
seemed settled when construction of the Fordeath and the contents of the secret
restal began, has revived in a most unfortunate manner. The Navy saw a need for
commitments divulged. The House subanother of these big ships; the President,
committee investigatinb the Katyn
the Secretary of Defense, and the House
Forest massacre has already brought to
Committee on Armed Services approved.
light many facts that tend to prove that
The requirement was urgent enough, in the
the Democratic administration in charge
Navy's view, to justify cutting other items in
of our Government knew during the
its budget, if necessary, in order to provide
Nuremberg trials that the Russians had
a sister for the Forrestal. Nevertheless,
Congress eliminated the new carrier from the
committed this mass murder, but withappropriations bill.
held the information in order that the
Admiral Fechteler, Chief of Naval Operapeople would believe it was the Germans
tions, is deeply concerned over the loss of
who committed the crime and not the
the big carrier. New planes need longer
Communists. Little by little, as the truth
flight decks, larger storage space for fuel,
is recorded in history, the people of Pomore complicated apparatus for handling at
land, as well as those in America of
sea. Carriers . themselves should have proPolish extraction, will begin to realize
tection commensurate with the development
that the leaders of the Democratic Party
of new weapons. All of these considerations
argue for larger vessels, especially constructin the United States .o f America were
ed to meet the conditions of today, rather
anything but friends of Poland.
than those of 10 years ago. They certainly
We were told that th.e Atlantic Charter
make it imperative that the Navy's request
would protect the small nations from the
for another large carrier-which ~auld not
aggressor, from slavery, and the people
necessarily add to the total defense expendiwould be permitted to live under a govtures-should receive more serious consideraernment of their own choosing. Let me
tion than was accorded by Congress. When
Congress makes what is in essence a strategic
read the third objective of the Atlantic
decision, contravening the considered judgCharter:

The Big Carrier

ment of the service concerned, it owes that
service and the country an explanation.

Poland's National Holiday
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Mr. BUSBEY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks I pay tribute
to the gallant little nation of Poland.
On Saturday the Polish people throughout the Nation will commemorate the
adoption of the Polish constitution on
May 3, 1791. We have had occasion the
last few weeks to realize the importance
of our own Constitution and the protection it affords the American people. We
know that we have a government of
law-not of men-that we have individual rights under our Constitution which
cannot be taken from us without due
process of law.
Poland adopted a constitution in 1791,
161 years ago, one of the outstanding
milestones in the evolution of freedom In
Europe. In dedicating Poland's national
holiday we are reminded that she was

They respect the right of all peoples to
choose the form of government under which
they will live; and they wish to see sovereign
rights and self-government restored to those
who have been forcibly deprived of them.

Mr. Speaker, the Atlantic Charter was
intended to take effect as of the date of
its execution. It is my understanding
the Atlantic Charter was to lay down the
rules to be followed during the progress
of war so that its aims would be carried
out without difficulty at the close of hostilities. What a farce it has turned out
to be. Under it we promised Poland she
would not be a victim of mistreatment,
interterritorially or otherwise, from her
neighbors after the war. We assured her
that she alone would decide what kind of
government she wanted to live under.
Instead, Poland was robbed of almost
half of her territory, and we cannot possibly escape some of the responsibility
for the enslavement of her people under
the domination of Communist Russia.
Poland has struggled for · centuries
against the heaviest of odds and condi·
tions for state independence. She will
continue to struggle for the sovereignty
of her people. Constitution Day will
perhaps be unnoticed in Poland on Saturday, but the stout hearts of the Polish
people, whose liberty has been trampled
under foot by ruthless tyranny, will continue to fight underground for freedom. .
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Poland will stand as a symbol of faith,
perseverance, and justice when released
from the shackles which bind her.
I salute the people of Polish extraction in my. own district and throughout
the United States. They are ha~d-work
ing, loyal citizens who have brought
their deep-rooted traditions and culture
to contribute to our own civilization. We
join them in observance of the Polish
national holiday and the motivating
force that gave birth to the constitution
on May 3, 1791. May the spirit of the
people of Poland sustain and e.n courage
them to live on in the hope that her
great injustice will be rectified.

Senator Harold T. Johnson Heads Adult
Education Study in California
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLAIR ENGLE
OF CALIFORNIA
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Mr. ENGLE. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to include for the RECORD excerpts from an editorial which appeared
in the April 22 issue of the Chico (Calif.>
Enterprise-Record. The editorial concerns the appointment of State Senator Harold T. Johnson, of Roseville,
Calif., as the chairman of a special committee to investigate California's adult
education program, and it is evidence of
the State-wide recognition of his ability.
As the editorial appropriately states,
"Their selection of the former Roseville
Mayor, who is completin5 his first term
in the Senate, was a real tribute to him."
The knotty problem which has been
given to Senator Johnson for solution
can best be understood by considering
that the State's adult education program, which will exceed $9,000,000 this
year, is double the 1947 costs and several
times the prewar costs. There are many
who feel that this program might, unless done carefully, be expanded at the
expense of the school children in elementary and secondary grades.
I was pleased to learn of the selection
of State Senator Harold T. Johnson because he has had a long and distinguished career of service to his community and to the State of California. He
was a progressive leader on the Roseville
City Council, he served as mayor, he
served on the school board,· he has been
leader in the development of water and
power projects, and he has identified
himself in California politics as an able
and distinguished leader in the State
senate.
·
It is a pleasure, therefore, for me to
call the appointment of State Senator
Johnson on this special legislative committee to the attention of my colleagues.
The editorial in part is as follows:
The study, admittedly a tough assignment
because of resistance by educators to legislative interference in school programs was

handed to Senator Harold T. Johnson, of
Roseville, by the Senate Rules Committee.
The Senate certainly did not do Johnson
a great big favor in placing him in a position
where he is liable to be the target for all
kinds of political brickbats thrown by the
well-organized teachers engaged in adult
education.
But their selection of the former Roseville
mayor, who is completing his first term in
the Senate, was a real tribute to him. For
the appointing powers of the Senate recognized that the man who undertook any reform in adult education would have to
possess tremendous ability and good judgment, be both fair and at the same time,
tough, and above all have plenty of good
old int estinal fortitude. He would have to
possess also a good understanding of the
operations of schools and school financing
and not have been labeled as an anti-public
edu cation man.
On top of the compliment paid to Senator
Johnson by the knowledge that he possessed
all of the qualifications desired, there was
the further compliment that he was selected
over and above several members who were
desirous of heading up the committee and
who had a better claim to the job by reason
of seniority.
What is not generally known is the greatest tribute to the Senator of all. For JoHN•
soN did not seek the job and bucked like a
Missouri mule when the post was first suggested to him. But when it was pointed
out that there was a real need for the study,
he demonstrated the greatness so rare in
elected officials, of accepting the responsibillty for a job which he recognized would
result in unfair criticism of him.
That this unfortunately is true has already been demonstrated. Despite the fact
that Senator JoHNSON has made no public
statements concerning conclusions or recommendations as to the course of adult education should follow in the future, he has
already been accused of an attempt to abolish night schools, other vicious rumors have
been spread to the effect that Senator JoHN•
SON is representing organized taxpayer groups
out to destroy public education.
The unfairness of the attacks can readily
be seen when it is known that the Senator
served several terms as a member of the
board of school trustees in his home town.
Further, that he agreed to undertake the
Senate adult ed\}cation study only after it
was pointed out that if the State adult education program was not placed on a sound
basis, there was a very real danger that it
eventually would collapse by its own sheer
weight.
It was in the hope of strengthening the
program that he accepted the job.

April 2 entitled ''State Report Shows
Power Reserves Will Be Short."
The editorial, based on a report by the
State engineer of California, A. D. Edmonston, also supports the contention
that the Trinity River project should be
constructed as soon as possible. The
editorial points out:
The prospects are that even under normal
conditions California's power reserves will be
too short for comfort and, in the event of a
stepped-up military program the situation
could be precarious.

According to the State engineer's estimate, the power reserves will be short
even in 1955, according to present schedules unless we take steps to remedy the
situation. The editorial follows:

STATE REPORT SHOWS POWER WILL BE SHORT
To those who recently have claimed that
predictions of a California power reserve
shortage are just so much baloney, an effective answer is provided in a summary released last month by A. D. Edmonston, State
engineer and executive officer of the State
water project authority.
Figures on the power outlook are contained in the report compiled by the State
engineering office for the legislature on the
feasibility of State acquisition of the Cen•
tral Valley project.
The prospects are that even under nor ..
mal conditions California's power reserves
will be too short for comfort and, in the
event of a stepped up military program the
situation could be precarious.
Edmonston's report states that in an area
with an interconnecting power system, such
as northern California, a generating reserve
of 10 to 15 percent is considered adequate
in normal times.
But the report adds:
"In the present unstable situation, it
would be advisable to plan for a 15-percent
reserve in order to guard against the possibility of. an accelerated military program for
which the load estimates woUld be tota'Ily
inadequate.
"Moreover, it is highly improb11ble that the
present extraordinary generating plant construction schedules can be met in the face
of shortages which are anticipated in the
defense program."
What is the situation?
In 1951 the generating reserve in the
area was 20 percent.
In 1952, still under wet winter conditions,
the reserve will drop to 13 percent--provided
the Moss Landing Unit No. 4 of the Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. is completed, which the
State engineer regards as doubtful. Otherwise .the reserve margin will fall to 10 percent.
·
Edmonston estimates the reserve will drop
to 4.3 percent in 1953, will rebound to 14
percent in 1954 with the completion of
Trinity Project Needed To Increase
scheduled construction and then fall to 13
percent in 1955.
California Power Reserves
That is as far as construction schedules
extend but an estimated 1,341,000 kilowatts
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
· of additional capacity-almost 50 percent
of the total 1951 capacity-will be needed by
OF
1960 to give the State a safe reserve.
The conclusion reached by the State engineer as the result of this study is that there
OF CALIFORNIA
will be a market for Central Valley's project
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
power.
That is a distinct understatement.
Wednesday, April 23, 1952
It is quite evident that not only will there
Mr. ENGLE. Mr. Speaker, on AprU be room for CVP power but also additional
plants
will have to be constructed by the
8 I brought to the attention of the Congress the fact that the poposed Trinity Government to meet even the normal inin demands.
River project is an indispensable unit of crease
Any emergency would strain the State's
the Central Valley project in California. power resources to the point where conservaI am also including for the REC.ORD an tion measures no doubt would have to be
editorial from the Sacramento Bee of put in force .

HON. CLAIR ENGLE
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POW's Must Be Protected
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Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
granted to extend my remarks in the
REcoRD, I include the following letter to
the editor, published in the Washington
Post of April 21, 1952:
POW's MUST BE PROTECTED

A267'l

refuse to guarantee the prisoners against
inent non-Communists being Included as
later forced return, and if they do not promcover for the operation.
ise them a chance to make a start in South
Couriers stressed the need for paying speKorea, or in Formosa in the case of the Chi·
cial attention to Negro church leaders.
nese, then naturally the prisoners, in desperThe groups are to be organized now, before
ation, may take a chance and accept the new
the ministers to be approached make prior
summer plans.
Communist promises. If so, it would be voluntary repatriation in name only.
Each mission is to number between six
and eight churchmen.
This is not a groundless fear, for with the
The progroup ministers were told that
natural desire of our military commanders to
the proper indoctrination of a number of
end the Korean stalemate, in which they are
ministers in Moscow this summer will supn~ither free to wage war nor to make peace,
ply added spokesmen for the party's subthere is every possibility that pressure may
versive peace offensive.
be brought to bear on prisoners of war to
Red couriers told the churchmen that the
agree to return to their former homelands
party was highly gratified over the success
in order to facilitate a cease-fire. It is omi·
of their subtle campaigns from the pulpit.
nous tha~ Admiral Libby has already tried to
"Americans are most vulnerable in church,"
reassure the Communists by predicting that
the couriers added.
only a handful of the prisoners wm refuse to
The underground minsiters were ordered
return.
to use the following line in approaching
The prisoners are largely isolated from
other
churchmen: "The Korean truce talks
newsmen and from representatives of the
could break down. A complete break in
Korean and Chinese Nationalist Govern·
these negotiations and the start of a third
ments. If, after the dramatic struggle for
world war would be a catastrophe.
the minds of these men, the vast majority did
"Obviously it is important to bring the
choose to return to the Communist areas it
East and West together to prevent war. A
woUld be presented as a tremendous Commu·
fuller
understanding of Russia's problems
nist victory.
and objectives is needed in this country if
It would also be a grave setback if we
we are to preserve peace.
yielded on principle by agreeing to forced re"You can't believe what you read In the
patriation, while evading it in practice
newspapers and magazines; 95 percent of
by some device. This is the compromise
the news coming into our homes is false.
most often predicted,_but although it would
It reflects the fear of peace that exists in
be less despicable than the others, this too
this country. Big business cannot afford a
would represent moral and diplomatic defeat.
peacetime economy, nor would there be as
Therefore, the U. N. command should, in
many Government jobs once the threat of
order to keep faith, publicly state (a) that
war has been removed.
there will be no compromise on this issue,
"If you want to know the truth, you must
(b) that there will be no back-door presget it first hand. This may be your only
sure applied to the prisoners, (c) that in orchance to see the other side; to learn the
der to guarantee real freedom of choice,
Korean and Chinese Nationalist representa· · truth you are so carefully screened against.
Keep
an open, Christian-b-:-otherhood mtnd.
tives will be permitted free access to prison
Don't be biased.
camps, and (d) that there will be no more
"The most important single Christian duty
secret negotiations on this basic issue.
today is the maintenance of peace. So it is
American individuals and groups should de·
your Christian obligation, to your church
mand these assurances before it is too late.
and your congregation, to base your moral
William Buckley, Jr.; Paul H. Douglas;
judgment--not on the war propaganda of
Christopher Emmet; George A. Fitch;
American
periodicals and press, but on what
Daniel James; Walter H. Judd; David
you see yourself."
Martin; Harold L. Oram; Norman
The Communist Party, as part of this cam·
Thomas.
paign, is currently scheduling over a hundred
"peace meetings" across the country to which
religious leaders and laymen will be invited.

There have been numerous radio and press
reports that a compromise on the prisoner·
of-war issue is now expected at Panmunjom.
The basis of the alleged compromise was attributed to the promise announced over the
Peiping radio that prisoners who have renounced communism while in our prison
camps would not be punished. Some of the
reportfi implied that an understanding on
this issue had already been reached.
No honorable compromise on this issue is
possible. These prisoners surrendered to us
because we promised them welcome and pro·
tection. By surrendering they saved the
lives of American boys. The compromise
suggested above would mean that the United
States and the United Nations are willing
to stake the lives of our prisoners who want
to become our allies, on our faith in a Com·
munist promise.
It would mean that we have broken our
own solemn promise that each individual
prisoner be allowed freely to decide for him·
self, on the excuse that we believe in a Com·
munist promise. It would amount to saying, "You cannot believe us, but you must
believe them." However, no anti-Com·
munist in Europe or Asia will believe them.
If we pretend to do so, they will interpret
the whole thing as a cynical face-saving de·
·vice to cover our abject surrender.
The consequences of such a step would
be morally and politically disastrous, and
even the reports which have been circulating for months that we might eventually
agree to do so have been highly damaging.
The Red Underground
The issue of the prisoners of war may de·
cide the fate of . America and the world.
Our ·victory in the cold war depends upon
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
our continuing to convince the peoples .of
OF
the Communist world that we are not opposing them but only the evil system which
controls them; and if they have the courage
OF MINNESOTA
to resist or to escape, we will welcome and
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
protect them. If we allow ourselves to yield
any of the prisoners who came over to us
Thursday, May 1, 1952
voluntarily in answer to our appeals, some
of whom tattooed their hatred of comMr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
munism on their own arms, or wrote it in
granted to extend my remarks in the
their own blood, then no American promise
REcORD, I include the following article
ever again could be believed.
from the New York Herald Tribune of
The mere talk of such a settlement, the
April 17, 1952:
mere fact that the United States ·and the
THE RED UNDERGROUND--SECRET COMMUNISTS
United Nations delegation has engaged in
PROMOTING MINISTERS' MISSIONS TO MOS•
long-secret negotiations on this moral issue
cow
is simply shaking the faith of the people of
(By Ogden R. Reid)
Asia and Europe.
One of the most terrible and gruesome ·
Progroup Communists throughout the
tragedies of World War II was tb.e suicide in
United States were ordered by courier last
the Tyrol of nearly a thousand Russians
week to organize peace missions to Moscow.
because they were being forcibly returned
These secret _Communists, some of whom
by us behind the iron curtain under the
are Episcopalian, Baptist, Methodist, UniYalta agreement. The facts of this horrible
tarian and Quaker ministers of the gospel,
episode, co.ncealed for years from the Amerwere directed to secure the official sponsorican
people, spread through Eastern
ship of their denominations for the peace
Europe.
missions.
We must also remember that even if the
The comrades were told to pattern the
reports of the proposed compromise are exagmissions after the British Quakers' mission
gerated, there is more than one way of presto ~oscow of last July.
suring the prisoners of war to return against
The missions are to be organized along
·s trict denominational lines with some promt heir will. If the Un ited St ates aut h orities

HON. WALTER H. JUDD

RED TROUBLES

Communists in charge of the National
Student Conference for Academic Freedom,
Equality and Peace, scheduled to be held in
Madison, Wis., this week end, had their
troubles last week. · After the University of
Wisconsin ruled that the conference could
not be held on its campus, the comrades
tried in vain to arrange for the meeting at
the Methodist-Weslyan Church in Madison
and subsequently at the University of Chi·
cago. Finally, the A. F. of L. Labor Temple
in Madison agreed tentatively to let the
conference use its building. Dr. W. E. B.
DuBois has accepted an invitation to be the
main speaker at the student meeting.
DR, DRYDEN L, PHELPS

The subversive "Methodist Federation for
Social Action," an organization operating
without official sanction of the Methodist
Church, held a 3-day "Inter-racial Broth-erhood and Peace" conference at Mill Valley,
Calif., April 20-22.
ThE: speaker given top courage by the west
coast edition of the Daily Worker, the Daily
people's World, was Dr. Dryden L. Phelps,
who recently resigned from the American
Baptist Foreign Mission Society (following
his recall by the society) after 30 years as a
missionary in west China. The United
States State Department revoked Mr. Phelps'
passport on November 22, 1951.
Methodist Bishop Ralph Ward was
shouted down at the conference wl'len he
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mentioned "atheistic, materialist, totalitarian communism." Mr. Phelps, on the other
hand had an appreciative audience when he
described "New China"-according to the
Daily People's World-as "an lj.Valanche of
more than 400,000,000 people dedicated to
building a new way of life in which there
will be no more exploitation b'y any individuals or groups. The common people were
with the Communist armies. • • • What
is happening cannot be stopped.
•
The entire country is organized into learning-practice groups" (cells) "of 18 to 20 persons the purpose of which is to apply ideas
to practice."
FEAR OF PEACE

The Committee for a Democratic Far
Eastern Policy, cited as Communist by the
Attorney General, made a plea l ast week for
contributions to pay for the wide dissemination of the January 1952, edition of Far East
Spotlight. This issue of the magazine, which
is the official publication of the committee, is
entitled "A Documented Record-Who
Started the Korean War?"
In the conclusion of the pamphlet, the
committee states: "American policy in the
Far East has as its objective to destroy or to
delay the Asian peoples' movement for
liberation from feudalism and colonialism. • • • In Korea is revealed in all its
cruelty, savagery, waste, and ineffectiveness
the nature, aims, and acts of our Government's foreign policy. But the application
of this policy is not confined to Korea. The
more than a billion-dollars-a-week military
appropriations in Congress, the world-wide
string of American bases and military missions, the officially reiterated fear of peaceare all indications that more Koreas are implicit, if our Government's policy is not
halted and changed."

May 9-11, in Chicago beginning this Friday;
orders were issued directing Communist
State councils to send delegates. A delegation composed of members of Freedom As. sociates, the Naitonal Negro Labor Council,
and the Progressive Party of Pennsylvania
are laying plans for Paul Robeson to visit
Philadelphia on June 7; the group expects to
raise $750 for expenses through Pennsylvania Communist Party sources. Lloyd L.
Brown, author of Iron City, will speak
today at a rally in Baltimore sponsored by
the Baltimore Forum; all Communist Party
members have been urged to be present.
The Philadelphia chapter of the Civil
Rights Congress is looking for new quarters
with good security; their old building recently caught fire. The Chicago Council of
- Greek-Americans will hold a memorial rally
today at 522 South Halstead Street to protest
the "cruel treatment given Greek resistance
and peace fighters." (The Greek Government in February brought to trial 27 underground Communists who radioed espionage material to the Cominform, 4 of the
spies were executed; 8 were sentenced to
life imprisonment, 10 received lesser prison
terms and 7 were acquitted.) Cpmmunists
in several districts were agitating last week
for a State Department white paper on the
Korean truce talks. Communists are making
a city-wide canvass in Baltimore to secure
their quota of peace signatures on petitions
by May 1.

I. F. STONE'S "HISTORY"

I. F. Stone distributed last week a number of complimentary copies of his new book,
The Hidden History of the Korean War,
which is dedicated to Leo Huberman and ·
Paul Sweezy. The Daily Compass mailed a
notice to book editors. stating:
''I wonder if you could carry this announce among your other book notes.
"I. F. Stone's Hidden History of the Korean · War will be published here on May 5
.by Monthly Review Press and in England
early in June by the Turnstile Press, publishing affiliate of the London New Statesman and Nation."
In the final paragraph of his book, which
was "distributed to the book trade by the
Citadel Press," Stone writes: "While the
arms race and the attendant inflation were
ruining America's allies, American leadership
was still gripped by dread of the consequences of peace upon the economy. This
dread was dictating the actions of the politicians and business leaders. An economy
accustomed to ever larger injections of inflationary narcotic trembled at the thought
that its deadly stimulant might be shut off.
The road to war was more than ever t}le ~ath
of least resistance in 1952. If peace came in
Korea, there might be new Koreas in the
making in Indochina and Burma. If not
there, then with American troops in Korea
some new 'incident' might start up the war
ag~in. The dominant trend in American
political, economic, and military thinking
was fear of peace."

.Twenty Years of Progress-Detractors
Ignore Constructive Accomplishments

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. YORTY. ·Mr. Speaker, during this
period of intensified political strife, those
·who seek to gain power are emphasizing
every failure, large or small, and ignoring the major constructive accomplishments of the last 20 yearJ. Criticism of
the leadership of the Democratic Party
has become so harsh, irresponsible, and
intense that it amounts to an attack on
the past political judgment of the majority of our voters, and it therefore involves what appears to be an insinuation
that we have proved incapable of democratic self-government.
Our Presidents. during these 20 years,
have been elected fairly by the people,
sometimes overwhelmingly. The opposition is, therefore still stubbornly trying
to prove that they were right, and the
majority of the people wrong in every
election since 1928. This is hardly the
way to demonstrate capacity justifying
asking to be entrusted with the difficult
task of conducting our Government during this very critical period in history.
ON THE PARTY LINE
Why have the people voted as they
The Hollywood Council of the Arts, Sciha-ve for 20 years? It is because, in spite
-ences and Professions will hold a $25-a-plate
of some mistakes, which are bound to
dinner-at which the National Lawyers
be made by active leaders, the last 20
Guild will give a reception-on May 4 at
years have been packed with solid conthe Hollywood Athletic Club; Prof. Fowler
structive accomplishments-accomplishV. Harper, of the Yale Law School, will be
ments which have greatly improved the
the principal speaker. Adrian Scott and
lot of the average American. This has
Gale Sondergaard are scheduled to attend.
been done despite world upheaval and
The Labor Youth League will hold its n a tional convention, originally scheduled for . the most devastating war in history.

CONDITIONS 20 YEARS AGO

Many of the younger generation may
not realize what condition this Nation
was in back in 1932, but those of us who
reached adulthood at that time can
never forget the unemployment, bread
lines, suffering, hunger, and despair
that existed then in the very midst of
potential plenty. How can people be
expected to ever forget the failing banks,
home and farm foreclosures, bonus
marches, evictions, and the sullen ominous frustration that came in the wake
of 12 years of stagnant, unenlightened
government by those who now find so
much to criticize and so little to praise.
No matter what the detractors say, most
of us will never forget the rekindled
feeling of hope and inspiration that
surged through us when we heard the
strong, clear voice of a new leader confidently proclaim, "We have nothing to
fear but fear itself." This marked a
turning point in the modern history of
this Nation.
"
EARLY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Just for the record, let us examine but
a few of the accomplishments of the
past 20 years:
The Banking Act of 1933 brought insured bank deposits and restored confidence in a badly shaken banking system. In that same year, the Securities
Act placed the stock market under regulation and paved the way for restoration
of confidence in publicly offered security investments vital to our economic
system. · At the same time, a huge program of public works was undertaken
.to provide useful employment and
strengthen the economy of the Nation.
The great Central Valley project, which
. means so much to California, was placed
under construction by a Federal relief
grant. The huge Tennessee Valley electrification and conservation program is
another one of the many great, perma_nent public improvements which were
commenced during this period.
In 1934 the National Housing . Act
opened credit channels for construction
and started the revival of the dormant
construction industry. Tariffs were adjusted to stimulate world trade pursuant
to the Trade Agreements Act.
PROGRESS CONTINUES

There was no resting on the oars. In
1935 came the National Labor Relations
Act to raise wages through collective bargaining. and improve the position of wage
earners. The same year saw the enactment of the Social Security Act, which
we are still working to expand, improve,
and perfect.
Mr. Speaker, time does not permit a
review of the record in detail. There
followed soil conservation, rural electrification, slum clearance, fair labor
standards, protection for independent
business, regulation to prevent sale of
harmful food, and prevention of false
advertising.
By 1940 the lengthening shadow of war
necessarily focused attention on the need
for strengthening ourselves militarily
and assisting other peoples already valiantly fighting for freedom. Selective
service was instituted. The Lend-Lease
Act was passed.
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THE WAR YEARS
the a·verage American and strengthened
There followed the trying, terrifying the Nation's economy.
MUST PUNISH WRONGDOERS
years of conflict when our spirit and
determination were challenged in the
Certainly we are ashamed of those
awesome crucible of all-out war. Only officeholders who have been guilty of
an America with high morale, far wrongdoing. Their actions must not be
stronger than in the dark days of 1932, condoned, and it is committees with
could have pushed on to victory in that Democratic majorities which are fear ..
most devastating of all wars. The re- lessly ferreting out the guilty parties.
newed vigor we had gained through posi- These are a small minority. On the
tive leadership prepared us for the task whole, considering the expanded govwhich we nobly accomplished. The sac- ernmental activity of the past 20 years,
rifices were great. Only those whose faithfulness to trust has been high. We
dear ones paid the price know how great. want it to be higher; perfect, if poss.ible.
Mr. Speaker, I experience a deep feel .. The opposition which insists on magni ..
ing of reverence that almost chokes off fying the situation to an extent not justi ..
words when I think of those days I fied by the facts should remember that
experienced in New Guinea when we during its last regime there occurred the
silently, prayerfully counted our return- worst internal revenue bureau scandal
ing planes. We owe a debt to those boys in our entire history. It was exposed by
who did not return greater than we can an insurgent Republican Senator, James
ever pay. Remembering their great Couzens of . Michigan, and two Demosacrifices, I sometimes find it hard to cratic Senators. Two Republicans on
understand the meanness and selfish- . the investigating committee tried to
ness evident in some of the current eco .. whitewash the scandalous episode. That
nomic, social, and political activity. happened in 1925 and 1926. Of course,
Surely we can differ as loyal Americans this is in · addition to the fact that two
while maintaining an attitude of mutual Republican Cabinet members were con..
respect, dignity, maturity, and responsi- victed of fraud - the Teapot Dome
bility. This we owe to those whose sac- scandal.
I mention this, Mr. Speaker, only be ..
rifices have made it possible for democcause the opposition is getting overly
racy to live.
pious sounding in making sweeping
THE POSTWAR YEARS
charges against others. No party has a
The postwar years have been fraught monopoly on honesty. In the interest of
with problems intensified by the war .. democracy, both must strive for the
weakened condition of our friends and highest attainable degree of integrity.
the challenge of resurgent communism.
PROGRAM NOT COMPLETE
Harried by short-sighted obstructionists
The
great
task of completing our pro ..
we have nevertheless forged ahead proof social and economic improveviding leadership to the free world and gram
ment commenced in 1933 still lies ahead.
uniting it in an alliance of growing Much
remains to be done. Unfortustrength, determined to resist aggres- nately the staggering cost of defense is
sion, and to prevent another world con- consuming dollars .that could mean treflict. We have successfully reintegrated mendous progress toward greater abunour returning service men and women dance and security. But the choice of
into an expanding economy without suf .. war or peace is not ours. The powerfering depression although the oppo- hungry imperialists in the Kremlin hide,
sition prophets of doom loudly pro- drunk with power, behind their iron curclaimed that this could not be done.
.tain, threatening to unleash an ava ..
lanche of destruction against the free
WORLD LEADERSHIP
Our allies still need our help and we world. Theii- puppets have already
their hand in Korea. This is cerneed theirs. No nation has the resources shown
tainly no time for complacency. Neither
in men or materials sufficient to enable it is it a time when·we can afford an irreto stand alone during these days heavy sponsible type of opposition that miswith destiny. Surely no person truly takes obstruction and reckless complaininspired by the teachings of any of our ing for the kind of constructive criticism
great religions would want us to even which could be helpful.
try to turn our backs on friends who
MUST GO FORWARD
deserve our help. The great point 4
Mr.
Speaker,
the answer to present
program of technical assistance to backis not a turning back of the
ward countries is thrilling in its possibil- problems
clock or a constant rehash of past mis ..
ities for sound progress. The Marshall takes, real or imagined. We need dy ..
plan, the mutual-security system, the namic forward motion, positive action.
European defense community, all of By positive leadership during the last
these are enlightened attempts to meet 20 years, the Democratic Party has acthe requirements of world leadershiP- complished much. Our people will want
leadership which has come with a man .. to know what constructive alternatives
date of historical force to this compara- justify the opposition in asking to be re ..
tively young nation which only two dec- turned to power. · Carping criticism is
ades ago was still trying to enjoy the not a panacea or solution for anything.
tranquil hibernation of fancied isolation. So far that is all that the opposition has
Yes, Mr. Speaker, we have come a long offered. In failing to be constructive, it
way during the last 20 years. No blind has failed the Nation.
partisan belittling can destroy the real
The Democratic Party is far from per..
record or obscure the fact that the Dem- feet, but it has a 20-year record of which
ocratic Party has :Improved the lot of every American has a right to be proud.

Too Many Stars
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER NORBLAD
OF OREGON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. NORBLAD. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
herewith the following editorial by Malcolm Bauer in the Portland Oregonian:
Too MANY STARS
In many circles· it is heresay to suggest that
economies can be effected in the Nation's
military budget. Yet merely a reference to
personnel figures of the services reveals
clearly the existence of extravagances.
Just one example, which we ran across in
a recent CONGRESSIONAL RECORD: There were
at most recent count the following numbers
of general and tlag officers on active duty in
the Armed Forces--Army, 496; Air Force,
311; Marines, 53; Navy, 287. That is a total
of 1,147 generals and admirals to direct a
total armed force of approximately 3,500,000,
about 1 for each 3,000 men.
Reference to the Army Almanac discloses
that the total number of men under arms
at the peak strength in World War II was
more than 12,000,000; top strength in generals and admirals was 1,938; one for each
six-thousand-odd men.
The concentration of top brass now thus
seems to be just about twice what was apparently necessary to win the war; an indication that there must certainly be some
surplus gold braid in the Pentagon and elsewhere. Each surplus general receives $10,000 plus in pay and allowances not to mention the pay and allowances of his personal
staff, the cost of the car that carries his star
plate and the cost of countless other perquisites as essential to his dignity as a properly buttoned blouse. General MacArthur,
it will be remembered, has been in the habit
of utilizing major generals as amanuenses,
thereby compounding the prodigality of
brass.
We think reductions can be made in the
military budget, and that such reductions,
far from hindering the defense effort, may
actually help it. A start can be made by
weeding out a few of the chiefs so that the
braves can get the work done.

The Case of Syngman Rhee
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

. HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
granted to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following editorial
from the New York Herald Tribune of
April 27, 1952:
THE CASE OF SYNGMAN RHEE
President Syngman Rhee has long been
the whipping boy for leftist attacks upon
the government of South Korea. "Syngman
Rheeites" was a favorite, if clumsy, term used
by the Communist press to describe the victims of North Korean aggression, and many
who opposed communism would shake their
heads over the fact that in Korea the United
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States was supporting an unpopular regime against a popular uprising, spearheaded
in this case by North Korean conscripts.
There was, indeed, some rather convin~ing
evidence in May 1950, that President Rhee
was personally unpopular. His supporters
won less than one-fifth of the seats in the
National Assembly at that time and it can
be assumed that under normal circumstances he would have been replaced at the end
of his 4-year term. But the Communist invasion seems, ironically enough, to have
changed all that. The Assembly, wbich
chooses the President, is still hostile to Dr.
_ Rhee, but it cannot find a substitute for
him, while reports from Korea state emphatically that he would be the overwhelming
choice of the people if the decision rested
on a popular vote.
'
What has happened is that, in condemning
Syngman Rhee as the symbol of resistance
to Communism, the Reds have succeeded in
making him a popular hero. Whatever
faults he may have had as the head of the
South Korean state (and the extreme difficulty of his position even before the invasion should not be forgotten) are being overlooked by his people, including the thousands who fied North Korea when opportunity and the U. N. armies allowed.
The United States need make no apoligies
for aiding the government of Syngman Rhee.
In the first place, it was not 'the man or his
party which America was helping but the
Republic of Korea, which had elected Dr.
Rhee and perhaps would have voted him
out of power if the Communist tanks had
not rumbled over the border with a full
cargo of streamlined tyranny, Soviet model.
In the second place, the Koreans have taken
him to their hearts as a wartime leader.
That th~y have done so, considering their
sufferings in the war the Reds forced upon
them, is no mean tribute to Syngman Rheeand to the Korean people.

The National Agricultural Limestone Institute Answers the Farm Bureau
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLARE MAGEE
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Speaker, the Amer ..
lean Farm Bureau officers have lately
deluged Members of Congress with let- ·
ters and telegrams demanding a drastic
reduction in the amount recommended
by the Appropriations Committee for the
agricultural conservation program. The
question has arisen as to whether these
officials actually represent the thinking
of the rank-and-file members. The
National Agricultural Limestone Institute has made a study of this matter
which is both revealing and timely,
Under leave to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include the following statement of the survey as contained in a
letter to ¥embers of Congress:
APRIL

30, 1952.

To Members of Congress:

In view of the April 28 letter which Roger
Fleming, secretary-treasurer of the American
Farm Bureau Federation, sent you, I would
like to make a few comments to keep the
record straight.
He seeks to discredit the four State surveys which this organization made of farmer
opinion. The results of these surveys were
left with you recently and if you -would like

additional copies just call my office-STerling
9135. Mr. Fleming says I presume to speak
for farmers. I submit I have only given a
large number of farmers a medium to register their opinions with Congress. I am perfectly willing to let the thousands of cards
which I have shown to both the House and
Senate Appropriations Subcommittees on
Agriculture speak for themselves.
It is certainly true, and I make no apologies for thE! fact, that I represent the agricultural limestone producers of this comitry
who are naturally interested in the sale of
agricultural limestone. At all of our appearances before congressional committees and
individual Congressmen when we hl:l.ve been
supporting appropriations for the agricultural conservation program, I have stressed
the fact that we are supporting this appropriation not only because it is good business
for the agricultural limestone industry, but
because it is good business for each and
every consumer in the United States to have
an adequate conservation program carried
out on the 6,000,000 farms of our Nation.
Mr. Fleming indicates that we are only
interested in selling limestone to farmers
"whether they need it or not." This is just
an 1llustration of the distortion throughout
his letter. I challenge Mr. Fleming to find
10 cases in the entire United States where
the agricultural conservation program has
assisted farmers in purchasing agricultural
limestone where the agronomists of the
· State agricultural colleges will certify that
the limestone was not needed.
When the American Farm Bureau Federation started its attempt to ruin the agricult,lral-conservation program under the
false guise of economy, the only tactics I
could think of to combat this effort was to
go to the farmers themselves for their views.
We have consistently done this now for 2
years and we have selected as an arbitrary
figure 10,000 farmers to be surveyed in each
State. When I appeared before congressional committees and, in fact, when talking
to many Congressmen, I have offered to let
anyone select 10,000 names from any list
whatsoever to check the accuracy of the surveys which we have now made in Iowa, Illinois, New York, and Virginia. When appearing before congressional committees.
I carried the thousands of post cards, which
had been personally signed, with me as an
exhibit. I would gladly make these cards
available to anyone who would like to review them. Mr. Fleming seeks to ridicule the
results of this survey; first, because it was
made by the National Agricultural Limestone Institute; second, because the malling
lists were "rigged"; third, because the surveys were not made in sufficient volume, and
. fourth, because of a relatively small reply.
· As I have said before and as I now repeat,
I would be glad to have our lists checked at
any time and, if there is any question whatsoever tha~ they are not a good cross section
of farmers, I would be glad to have an impartial group select another 10,000 farmers
to check our results. Furthermore, if Mr.
Fleming wishes to discount all of our surveys with the exception of the onL which we
made among the Iowa Farm Bureau township directors, I am perfectly willing to let
this one survey stand as an indication of
how farmers throughout the country feel on
the agricultural conservation program. I
wonder how Mr. Fleming can explain away
the fact that 85.5 percent of the farm
bureau township directors in Iowa voting
in this survey want the agricultural conservation program continued with no reduction and that 58.1 percent actually voted
to have the appropriation increased. Certainly he cannot object to this ma111ng list,
and certainly he cannot say that they were
coerced to vote this way .when a mail ballot
was used. Don't forget each ballot is signed
not only with the man's name but also his
address.
· ·

He further ridicules the surveys on the
grounds of such a relatively small return.
According to authorities whose business it is
to conduct post-card surveys, anything over
a 10-percent return is excellent and in the
Iowa surveys we had a 60-percent return.
He further questions my soliciting names
from county PMA committees. Mr. Fleming does not tell you of all the mailing lists
I received from State and county farm
bureaus who do not agree with the position
taken by Allan Kline, president of the
American Farm Bureau Federation, on the
ACP. Furthermore, I have received hundreds of requests from farm bureau <;ounty
officials for copies of the results of the surveys similar to the one I left for you to
review. My letter, which he quotes, soliciting
names was sent after three of the State surveys were made and my principal purpose
for soliciting names throughout the country was to send them the result of the polls.
Mr. Fleming knows full well that if I had
as much difficulty obtaining names from
others as I had from him I would have
practically no names. I had to make several
different attempts to obtai:l the Farm
Bureau board's names and addresses in
order to send them a copy because Mr.
Fleming's office at first informed me that
these names and· addresses were confidential.
Imagine the Farm Bureau board members'
names and addresses being confidential: In
fairness to Mr. Fleming, I should aad that
he finally made them available to me. I am
still having difficulty obtaining the names
and addresses of farm bureau county presidents to whom I would like to send the
results of these polls. I am sure you know
the many State farm bureaus and numerous county farm bureaus support the agricultural conservation program 100 percent.
In fact, a number of them feel $300,000,000
is the absolute minimum for this program.
Mr. Fleming makes quite a point of selfserving statements. As I stated in the beginning of this letter, I freely admitted that
the agricultural limestone industry benefits
materially from the agricultural conservation program. I wonder if it would not be
well to examine the real reason why the
president of the American Farm Bureau Federation and his staff seek to drastically curtail the ACP--one of our greatest farm programs. Agricultural leaders throughout the
country agree that this is one of the most
important agricultural programs ever enacted by the Congress. Could it be possible
that the American Farm Bureau is out to
wreck this program because through its democratically elected farmer committeemen it
enables the ascertaining of farmers' opinions without their first being screened
through the Farm Bureau's Washington
office?
Mr. Fleming claims the Iowa Farm Bureau delegates stated "We favor a reduction
or discontinuance of the ACP appropriation,"
and yet when the Farm Bureau township
directors in Iowa had a chance to vote with
a postcard ballot, 85 percent voting in the
survey went on record as opposed to any
reduction. I can't help wondering how the
Iowa Farm Bureau delegates were selected.
The New York State Farm Bureau Board
voted unanimously for the reduction in the
ACP and yet 78.6 percent of the Farm Bureau members voting in the survey were
opposed to any reduction. To further support the accuracy of our polls, I should like
to quote from a release under a December
date line from Ithaca, N. Y., that Cornell
University put out. It states, "New York
dairymen have finally had a chance to say
what they think about GoverJ:lment farm
programs, as a result of the only scientific
public opinion poll · made in the United
States to learn what they thought. Farmers were asked if they thought the USDA
should make partial payments to those who
employ soil-building practices such as the
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use of lime, and soil-conserving tech;nlques
like contour plowing. The majority said
'yes,' with 72 percent of the dairy people
favoring the scheme." In other words, Cornell found in what they claim "is the only
scientific poll" that 72 percent of the farmers favored the agricultural conservation
program. The poll which we conducted
among farmers showed 85.5 percent favored
the program. I should like to point out that
the only difference between these two polls is
that the Cornell pollsters had a category
for those with no opinion and that when
these are taken from the totals, those with
an opinion in both the Cornell poll and the
poll conducted by the National Agricultural
Limestone Institute are not far apart.
To claim that the only way in which the
solvency of this country can be saved is to
have the agricultural conservation program
reduced from $250,000,000 to $100,000,000 is,
of course, utterly ridiculous on the face of
it. If other Federal appropriations had been
reduced by the same proportion as the ACP
(it has already been cut from $300,000,000 to
$250,000,000 in the name of economy) we
would not have a budget deficit today.
I can only leave this question with you.
Do you really believe the American Farm
Bureau Federation is interested in ruining
the agricultural conservation program just
because they are interested in economy? As
American businessmen, we are just as much
interested in economy as the American Farm
Bureau Federation, but we submit to Members of Congress that the drastic cut pro-.
posed by the American Farm Bureau is the
worst kind of false economy and, if it is
made, future generations will have to spend
many times what is saved now in building
up our soil-our Nation's greatest natural
resource.
Respectfully yours,
ROBERT M. KOCH,
Executive Secretary, l'{ationaZ
Agricultural Limestone Institute, Inc.

P. S.-Attached are two pages of quotes
from the ballots farmers sent in. These were
all written in longhand and signed by the
farmers with both their names and addresses. These and the thousands of other
postcard ballots-all signed with names and
addresses-are available in my office for inspection by anyone.
WHAT SOME .1'1ARMERS THINK OF THE AMERICAN
FARM BUREAU STAND ON THE AGRlCULTURAL
CoNSERVATION PROGRAM
FROM NEW YORK
I have never heard the above cut discussed
ln our Franklin County Farm Bureau. Have
only missed two meetings in 3 years.
Full payment should be restored if this
Nation is to be fed.
No cut unless other Federal expenses are
cut and cut hard.
I believe the directors acted without any
expression of farmers on ACP.
The Farm Bureau never asks the opinion
of its members on any matters, but they
speak in their name. I, together with other
farmers, am disgusted with the Farm Bureau.
I wish there was more room to tell how
much we really need the program.
The Farm Bureau should work for the
farmers instead. of against them.
I am very glad to be able to answer your
inquiry with regards to ACP. So far I have
not found any of the 88,000 farmers that
voted to stop it. • • • There are a lot of
expenses that should be cut, and one of the
first should be the State and local appropriation for the Farm Bureaus.
In reply to your letter of March 12, I am
sorry to say that the New York State farm
bureau is not speaking for the real farmers
of New York State. • • · • Most of the
farmers are not in favor of farm-bureau policies at all. The policies are all decided at the
higher levels, and the first the farmer knows
about them is when he reads about them ln

the press releases in the newspaper. They
are not published in the Farm Bureau News,
which farmer members receive unless they
(policies) are sure to be popular. The agricultural-conservation program has been
more effective in the few years to has been
in operation than any other program ever
devised.
FROM IOWA
I am not a member of the Farm Bureau,
because ·I do not believe the leaders carry
out the wishes of the farmers.
Increase if possible. It is the salvation of
farm land and pasture.
I think it is next to impossible to spend
too much on soil conservation.
I was a member of the Farm Bureau---,am
not any more because of their attitude toward our farm program.
FROM VIRGINIA
Farmers are deserting the Farm Bureau as
a result of the activities of Kline and Blalock in connection with the agricultural
conservation program.
The farmers in our country are in favor
of the farm program 90 percent or more.
Norfolk County farm bureau voted 100
percent for no cut.
VPI tells the facts; there would be nothing
done without it.
FROM ILLINOIS
As the owner of four farms I am in favor
of continuing and expanding the ACP. I
think Senators DOUGLAS and DIRKSEN made
a serious mistake in voting against this
program.
I do not believe the statements made by
Allan Kline and Charles Shuman are true
reflections of the small- and middle-sized
farmer. Public opinion has been skillfully
misguided by these so-called farm presidents.
Senators DouGLAS and DmKSEN are very
much misguided by Allan Kline and Charles
Shuman and others who claim to speak for
the farmers as a whole.
I am not a member· of the IAA (Ill1nois
Farm Bureau). They do not work for the
average farmer so my membership was canceled.
I am a member of IAA, but I'll quit them
if they don't change their tune.
I am a member of IAA for more than
30 years. I differ with A. B. Kline and
Charles B. Shuman.
The IAA does not speak the wishes of
10 percent of their members.
I am a member of IAA but do not believe
hi what they are doing.
I am a member of IAA until January 1,
. 1952. Year ends membership.
Charles B. Shuman's statements are not
true reflections of the average farmer.

Congressman Edwin Arthur Hall Attacked
on House Floor While He Was Absent
and Unable To Defend Himself
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL. Mr.
Speaker, upon my arrival in Washing ..
ton late today, I learned that·r had been
submitted to one of the most cowardly
attacks on the House :floor in history.
I have been a Member of Congress for
13 years, and in all that time have never
known of a similar mass attack upon a.
Member who was not present to defend
himself.
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This attack was inspired and stirred
up by. my opponent, Mr. CoLE, and a few
of his cronies to embarrass and humiliate
me with the people of my district and to
damage my standing with them.
It was brought up in order to put the .
whole House on record in the Republican primary now raging in the southern
tier.
Without a single thought for accu ..
racy or truth, my reputation was pum ..
melled and blasted by several Members
who have hated me for many years.
They accuse me of attacking the Committee on Atomic Energy and that I
stated its members were drunk at the
recent Nevada A-bomb tests. They also
accused me of saying that Congressmen
were drunkards and that what I said re ..
:fleeted on the entire House of Repre·
sentatives.
I emphatically deny that I ever said ·
anything of the kind. I further state ·
that I never made any personal refer·
ences to any House Member, that he was
a drunkard or that he was tipsy at the
Nevada meeting or any other meeting.
But I hereby accuse those who stirred
up this vicious incident of deliberately ·
putting me in this position at a time I
was not present to defend myself. The
action was cowardly and unfair.
I had been back home campaigning,
which is my privilege, and I have talked
directly with more than 1'5,000 people
since Jlinuary.
Many of the home folks I talked with
have protested to me against the loose
and unbridled spirit in Washington.
They have complained that some leaders
are guilty of negligence, of corruption,
and of irresponsibility. They have read
the stories told by Drew Pearson and
books relating to cocktail parties here in
Washington.
The home folks I talked with are up ..
set about these things because they are
genuinely interested in our country's
future.
They know we cannot survive unless a
sober and determined approach is made
to the problems that face us.
One of the most serious of all the
charges made by the people of my district is that there are too many cocktail
.
parties in Washington.
Because I questicned their charges in
a couple of campaign speeches I was crucified on the House :floor and pilloried as
few Congressmen have ever been in
history.
I have been attacked by my colleagues
but I feel they were largely misled and
misinformed by mischief makers and
stirred to a pitch of resentment against
an absent colleague who could not defend
himself.
Perhaps the questions I raised hit some
guilty consciences and they yelled to high
heaven. I repeat, I never knew of a
Member to be attacked while he was not
on the House :floor to defend himself.
It is a paradoxical thing for Members
to single out two Congressmen running
against each other and take sides in the
contest between them, as was done on
the House :floor today.
I am not afraid of their attacks. I
have survived many such during my long
public career. They have not halted my
determination to fight for the right in
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our .muddled times, and I will do so as
long as I can.
Am I to be consumed by the fury of
those who resent such an outlook? I
have the right to my opinions and will
hold .to them regardless of consequences.
I am not interested in vieing in a popularity contest with Mr. CoLE here in the
House. This is not the issue with the
folks back home, in spite of the nightly
reminders of the Binghamton Press. To
me it looks as though Mr. CoLE has appealed to House Members to help him
in his fight against me.
Other Congressmen have no business
messing into this fight in the new Thirtyseventh Congressional District. Never
in the annals of our history has such a
ravenous, hungry attempt been made to
try to defeat a -colleague. For the past
several months insinuations by certain
Members have been printed in the Binghamton Press, carrying the fight against
me into my district.
These attacks on me today show a lack
of respect of those making them for the
judgment of the people of my district.
Frankly, I do not care whether they like
me or not. ·But I resent· their continually slapping the people I represent
in the face because I refuse to cow to
the bosses.
Further, I resent their coming into
the southern tier and trying to win the
minds of people against me.
I resent their interference in an election, which the people and the people
only have the right to decide. Their
mass interference is the first of its kind
in the Nation's history.
Washington seems to be as determined
to defeat me as the Binghamton Press.
Frankly, I have never seen such zeal and
determination to crush a man as there
seems to be right here in Congress.
But I will not take this lying down. I
warn my colleagues that I will fight their
continued attempts to invade my home
section, even by long-distance attacks
upon me.
To most of the 15,000 people I have
interviewed, I have driven home the
point that outside powerful forces are
bringing pressure to bear in this campaign. To a man, they agree with my
contention that the people in my district
should do the electing.
The people should be permitted to
exercise their constitutional privilege of
choosing the Congressman in our district
they want to choose. This privilege must
be granted them without any more interferepce or attacks from those in high
places, including other Members of Congress.

The President's $85,000,000,000 Budget
Must Be Cut
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RUSSELL V. MACK _
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. MACK of Washington. Mr.
Speaker, recently, I made a radio talk on

the subject of Government spending and
taxes. My radio talk on Government
spending follows:
GOVERNMENT SPENDING MUST BE REDUCED

Today. I shall talk to you ..about a subject
close to your pocketbook-Government
spending-how it increases your taxes and
results in higher prices on everything your
family buys, from bread to automobiles.
It is an axiom old as government itself
that the more a ruler spends the more he
must tax the people to pay for his spending.
What are taxes? Taxes are that part of your
~ncome that the politician takes away from
you to spend as he wishes. The more he, the
politician, takes away from you to spend as
he wishes the less you have to spend as you
wish on your own needs and the needs of
your own family.
No reasonable person objects to taxeseven to high taxes-if the money so raised is
wisely and effectively spent for the public
good. But the citizen does object, and
rightly so, if his hard-earned tax money is
squandered and wasted or if it is employed to
keep unnecessary ·people on the public payroll just to provide a multitude of workers
for the political machine of the party in
power.
When President Truman, last January,
sent his annual budget message to Congress,
he requested $85,400,000,000 to finance his
administration's spending program during
the coming year. No ruler, of any nation,
in all the history of the world, had ever submitted to any legislative body such a colossal
peacetime budget. President Truman•"s requested budget for the coming year is almost
as large as the greatest amount ever requested by President Roosevelt during the
height of World War II when our Nation had
more than 12,000,000 men under arms and
was engaged in a war on two oceans.
The $85,000,000,000 President Truman demands for the coming year is truly a colossal, stupendous, and gigantic sum of money.
It is too big a sum for any man's mind to
comprehend or understand. To provide our
Federal Treasury with the $85,000,000,000 the
President now seeks would require a contribution this year of $510 by every man,
woman, and child in the Nation. To raise
this $85,000,000,000 would require taxes of
more than $150 a month, or $2,000 a year,
from each of the Nation's 40,000,000 families.
Is it any wonder, when one considers the
magnitude and enormity of the President's
request for money that Congressmen like
myself, who belong to what is called the
economy bloc, should say, "We had better .
stop, look, and reason if our country would
escape ultimate national bankruptcy."
It is important to you, the small taxpayer,
that wasteful and extravagant spending be
eliminated and that the President's requested $85,000,000,000 budget be drastically reduced.
The anticipated national-tax income is
now estimated at about $71,000,000,000 for
this year. If the President spends $85,000,000,000, there will be a deficit of $14,000,000,000, which eventually must be made up
by the imposition of new and higher taxes.
If more taxes are imposed, these will fall,
unfortunately, most heavily on the low-income groups who are least able to bear them.
Here is why this is so.
The joint committee of Congress on taxation recently made a study as to where new
taxes might be obtained. This committee
found that if all individual taxable incomes
above $10,000 a year were confiscated by
taxation, that the total revenue from this
source would be only $3,100,000,000 a · year.
If $14,000,000,000 are needed to balance the
tax income with the President's spending,
only $3,000,000,000 can be obtained from
those whose incomes exceed $10,000 a year,
leaving $11,000,000,000 to be paid by those
individuals :whose incomes are less than

$10,000 a year and who even now are too

heavily taxed.
President Truman admits that his spending program means more taxes for he, already, this year, has asked Congress to make
another $4,000,000,00:> tax increase. I shall
vote against this proposed tax increase. I
voted against last yea1 's tax increase· bill
because, as I ;aid then, and as I say now,
we should cut the waste and extravagance
from Government rather than raise taxes.
One myth widely circulated to support
the present extravagant spending program
is that nearly all of the increased spending
is the result of the undeclared Korean war
and the defense effort. ~is is not true.
For example, the Commerce Department,
which has nothing to do with the war effort,
operated on a budget of less than $37,000,000 in 1940. Last year, this same peacetime,
civilian department spent $806,000,000 or
almost 21 times as much as it spent in 1940.
The Labor Department spent $29,000,000
in 1940, and last year, $231,000,000 or almost
seven times as much as in 1940.
'
The State Department, which spent $24,000,000 in 1940, last year spent $305,000,000,
or 12 times the amount it required in 1940.
The number of employees orr the civilian
payrolls of the Executive Departments of the
Federal Government 20 years ago totalled
570,000. Today, these same departments
have, according to the latest available
figures 2,518,000 employees or almost five
employees for every on~ on their payrolls
20 years ago.
These figure3 do not include anyone in
the Armed Forces.
That such an enormous increase in the
number of Federal employees whom taxpayers must support has occurred is very
good evidence that the public payrolls have
been padded with politicians who will work
to keep in power the political machine that
now controls the Government.
Another myth about the Truman Federal
budget is the oft repeated story that military
expenditures cannot _be cut by 1 cent without imperiling the safety of the Nation.
The facts are that the military, as well as
other departments, under present-day loose
and careless fiscal and management policies,
has been neither frugal nor careful with taxpayers' money. In short, there is waste in
the military a~ elsewhere, and waste, wherever fauna, should be eliminated.
Take the recruiting service as an example.
The Congress has authorized the unification
of the armed services. Yet, despite this supposed unification, four recruiting services
still are operated by the Armed Forces.
The Army has a recruiting service. The
Navy i:1as a recruiting service. The Air Force
has a recruiting service. Selective Service
recruits draftees.
In many cities four different recruiting
offices &reoperated at one and the same time
by four different branches of the service.
Each of the four services has expensive downtown offices under lease, at taxpayers' expense, and each of the four offices is manned
by a staff of recruiting personnel. One recruiting office instead of four, with one staff
of personnel instead of four, could and
should do the. job in mos.t cities.
During debate of the Armed Forces appropriation bill, one Congressman charged that
57,000 military officers and men-the equivalent of two divisions-were engaged in obtaining recruits. This is a waste of both
manpower and money, and such waste ought
to be stopped.
The Army, the Navy, the Air Force, the
~edical Corps, the Army engineers, and 10
other defense agencies today each have different and separate purchasing agencies to
do their buying. These 15 different rival
Armed Forces buying agencies now compete
with one another in the purchase of supplies.
Congressional investigations have revealed
that in the purchase of as simple an item
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as a 50-watt lamp bulb some Armed Forces
a gencies bought these bulbs for as little as
10 cent s each while other Armed Forces
agencies paid as high as 37 cents for the
same bulb. Instead of 15 catalogs from
which Armed Forces purchases are made and
15 purchasin g agen cies to do the Armed
Forces buying, there should be only 1.
One newspaper editorial which I read recently predicted that $5,000,000,000 a year
could be saved taxpayers by a u n ified pur•
chasing system for the buying of supplies.
Yet, under our present slipshod and incom·
petent management, nothing .i s done to cor·
rect this obviously costly and wasteful meth•
od of buying.
One of the most confusing and costly
things about our present Federal establish·
ment is its multitude of overlapping agencies. Twenty years ago, according to the
Hoover Report, we had 300 boards, bureaus,
and commissions in our Federal Govern·
ment. Today, according to the Hoover Re·
port, we have 1,818. Many of these boards,
commissions, and bureaus do the same work
that already is being carried on by other
agencies.
For example, the General Accounting Office recently reported that the Federal Gov•
ernment has 14 agencies handling its Fed·
eral forests, 28 agencies engaged in welfare
matters, 29 agencies in lending Federal
funds, 34 agencies employed in acquiring
land, and 65 agencies in the gathering of
statistics.
With fewer agencies, boards, and commis·
sions, Government would be far less con·
fusing and much less costly.
.
Since the end of World War II, in·7 years,
our Government has given away to foreign
nations a total of $48,282,000,000. Even now,
with an unexpended balance of $3,000,000,•
000 on hand in the foreign-aid fund, the
President is asking an additional $8,000,000,·
000 for additional foreign-aid give-away
programs to foreign nations-some of which
are in a far better financial position than
is our own country.
Many of the appropriation bills for the
coming year already have been passed by the
House of Representatives. In these bills,
cuts of more than $6,000,000,000 from the
amount requested by the President have
been made.
I predict that by the time all of these
appropriation bills have passed the House
of Representatives eight to ten billion dollars will have been cut from the President's
budget. The President said it couldn't be
done, but it has been done.
A doliar saved now is a dollar less in taxes
for the people to pay later on. It is important to every citizen that all waste and extravagance be eliminated from Government.
By eliminating waste and extravagance from
Government spending we can pave the way
for lowering taxes and we can avoid the
dangers of inflation and national bankruptcy.
Canada has balanced her budget. Canada
is year after year decreasing, not increasing,
as we are, her national debt. Inflation in
Canada is less than in this cop.ntry. We
should emulate the example the Canadians
are setting for us.

More of the Truth About the Steel
Controversy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 9, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, those
who would like to learn the true facts

underlying the controversy between
management and labor in the steel dispute should read the following statement.
Incidenta1ly, Gov. Ellis Arnall's statement has stood up under days of withering cross-examination by Members of
both Houses of Congress.
THE OPS POSITION ON STEEL PRICES
(Based on facts and figures presented by
Ellis Arnall, Director of Price Stabilization,
in appearances before congressional committees)
The Office of Price Stabilization, under au ..
thority of Congress, has the duty of protecting the country against unreasonable price
riffes.
OPS doesn't try to decide by guesswork
whether a price rise would be unreasonable.
It has general rules, or standards, for deciding those questions.
Without such standards, price control
could not operate.
ON STEEL PRICES THE ISSUE IS CLEAR
OPS said the steel industry must be judged
under the same standards as other industries.
The steel companies wanted a price in•
crease greater than could be justified under
those standards.
This amounted to a request for special
privilege. It would bring higher prices not
only for steel products but also for food and
many other necessities. All this would be
unfair to the public and other businessmen,
and entirely unnecessary. So, of course,
OPS said no.
OPS HAS ALREADY GRANTED $3 A TON
One standard that has a bearing on steel
prices is the Capehart amendment to the Defense Production Act. Under it, OPS must
permit higher price ceilings if they are needed to compensate for cost increases that oc·
curred before July 26, 1951. Companies in
many industries have applied for and re·
ceived Capehart increases.
The steel companies have long been en·
titled to Capehart increases. They have been
in no hurry to apply. OPS announced on
Apri125, 1952, that the companies could apply
for and get a Capehart increase of 2.6 per·
cent. This averages about $3 a ton.
BUT NO FURTHER INCREASE COULD BE .JUSTIFIED
The steel industry, facing the prospect of
paying higher wages, wanted a price increase
greater than $3. It wanted assurance of this
before it would agree to raise wages.
But a study of the figures showed that the
industry would not be entitled under OPS
standards to anything except the Capehart
increase. And this would be true even if
wages were raised to the full extent of the
recommendations made by the Wage Stabili·
zation Board on March 20, 1952.
LET'S SEE HOW MUCH THESE RAISES WOULD COST
OPS and the industry's own experts have
agreed that the whole package of proposals
made by the Wage Stabilization Board would
increase the industry's labor costs by $3.49 a
ton in the first half of this year, by $4.58 a
ton in the second half, and by $5.94 a ton in
the first half of 1953.
These figures are based on the assumption
that the proposed increases would also be
given to the industry's white-collar workers
and to the coal, iron ore, and limestone work·
ers employed by the steel companies.
Moreover the figures are probably high be·
cause they do not take into account the increase in productivity (or production per
man-hour) that is likely to occur during the
18 months of the proposed contract.
So ·r.1e very maximum increase in labor
costs that would result from adopting the
Wage Board's recommendations would be less ,
than $6 a ton. The increase during the rest
of 1952 would be far below $6.
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THERE IS NO BASIS FOR A $12 ESTIMATE
The figures on labor costs are consistent
with the steel companies' own estimates. Yet
industry leaders claim that the rise in total
production costs would be not $6 but $12 a
ton. They say that the increase in labor
costs would be matched by ~.n equ al increase
in t he cost of purchased goods and ser vices.
There are no reasons, hist orical or otherwise,. to believe that any such thing will h appen. Aside from that, price stabilization
would be worse than fut ile if OPS were to
take into account an industry's guesses,
whether or not well founded, on what might
happen to its costs in the future. So the
$12 estimate was never a good argument for
a price increase.
THE INDUSTRY CAN ABSORB SOME INCREASE IN
COSTS
Since $6 a ton is the maximum estimate of
the cost of the wage proposals, and since the
industry has already been given a Capehart
increase of $3 a ton, there remains a net cost
increase of roughly $3 a ton. In order to determine whether this justifies a further price
rise, OPS applied its Industry Earnings
Standard.
This standard is used in determining
whether price ceilings for any industry are
fair and equitable as required by the· Defense
Production Act. It provides a method of
finding out how far an industry can go in
absorbing cost increases. Some cost absorption is essential to any price-control program. If all cost increases were automat ically passed on in the form of higher ceilings,
the spiral of higher wages, higher prices,
higher parity, higher cost of living, higher
wages, higher prices, and so on, would proceed unchecked.
Under the Industry Earnings Standard,
OPS must raise prices for an industry if and
when its return on the owners~ investment,
before taxes, falls below 85 percent of the
level enjoyed in the best 3 out of the 4
years 1946 through 1949.
This formula is the one used by Congress
in 1950 when it defined excess profits for the
purpose of the excess-profits tax. The use of
that formula by OPS, therefore, simply means
that an industry is not entitled to higher
price ceilings so long as the increase would
only raise its excess profits.
For the steel industry, the best 3 years
were 1947, 1948, and 1949. They were the
most profitable years the industry had experienced since World War I.
In those 3 years, the steel companies affiliated with the American Iron and Steel Institute earned an average of $84.3,000,000 a year,
before taxes. This was a return of 18 Y2 percent on the owners' investment.
In 1951, the latest year for which figures
are available, the same companies earned
$1,918,000,000 before taxes. This was a return of about 32 percent on the owners'
investment.
The net cost increase of $3 a ton that
would result from the $6 cost of the Wage
Board's proposals less the $3 Capehart price
increase would mean a $225,000,000 cut in
earnings based on 1951 production rates.
Subtracting this from the 1951 earnings of .
$1,918,000,000 still leaves $1,693,000,000, and
that would be a return of more than 28
percent on the owners' investment.
If you prefer to use the somewhat larger
earnings figures of the entire steel industry
instead of only the members of the American Iron and Steel Institute, the pattern is
about the same.
In other words, even if the industry earnings standard provided for a minimum of
150 percent of the level of the base period
(instead of 85 percent), the industry still
would not be entitled to higher prices.
EARNINGS AFTER TAXES WOULD MAKE NO
DIFFERENCE
Steel companies, of course, are paying
blgher taxes now than they did in the base
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period, along with everyone else. Because
of this some steel executives have objected
to the industry earnings standard on the
ground that it deals with .earnings before
taxes and not after taxes.
Profits after taxes cannot be used as a
basis for price-control policy. Congress, !n
enacting tax laws, expresses its judgment as
to the manner in which the tax burden
should be distributed. If the argument of
the steel companies were accepted, OPS
would in effect be changing the congressional
decision by permitting certain industries and
groups to shift their just share of the burden
to those less able to support it. Simple justice would then require that personal taxes
be included in measuring changes in living
costs, a nd workers would be entitled to larger
cost-of-living adjustments in their pay.
Likewise, taxes would have to be included
as an element in farmers' costs. If each
group should thus avoid its share, the net
result would be to shift the burden of the
defense program onto those individuals and
industries that were unable to "pass the
buck" further along the line.
But even if the industry-earnings standard were applied to profits after taxes, the
result would be no different for the steel
industry, at least in 1952. Steel profits have
advanced more rapidly than taxes, and therefore present profits after taxes are greater
than pre-Korean profits after taxes.
AN UNWARRANTED INCREASE WOULD HURT THE
COUNTRY

There are those who understand and accept
the fact that no OPS standard-except the
Capehart amendment-entitles the steel industry to a price rise, but who still feel
that in the interest of peace and harmony
it would be advisable to yield in this one
case.
They ask: What harm could it do?
The answer is that it would cause irreparable damage to the stabilization program.
An unwarranted and unnecessary price :rise
would have to be pyramided all through the
production and distribution of steel products.
Under existing law it would inevitably grow
larger by the time it reached the retail level
because distributors' normal percentage
mark-ups would have to be maintained.
The impact would not stop there. Great~r
costs of Government purchases would in·
crease the Federal deficit and swell infia·
tionary pressures. Rail and utility rates
would rise. Higher prices for farm machin·
ery, fence wire, and other things bought by
farmers would raise the parity index and thus
lift the minimum level of price ceilings on
farm products. A higher cost of living would
bring further cost-of-living increases in wage
rates. Public confidence in the stability of
the dollar would suffer, affecting the saving
and spending habits of consumers.
Many industries have been forced to absorb
cost increases under OPS standards. If the
standards were broken for steel, how could
OPS expect to hold them / elsewhere?

from the Minneapolis Star dated April
26, 1952:
Too MANY FARM BOYS BEING DEFERRED?
A letter asks about draft deferments for
farm youth. The correspondent cites the
situation in an Iowa community. He might
be surprised to know that Minnesota h as
a larger ratio of farm deferments than any
other State. About 10,000 farm boys have
been deferred, compared to 500 in industry.
Before anyone gets excited about those
figures, however, all facts in the situation
should be considered. State headquarters of
selective service says 3,168 young men were
drafted from Minnesota farms up to the
beginning of 1952. They number 23.28 percent of the State's draftees. Population on
farms is about 25 percent of Minnesota.,s
.total population. On that basis farm boys
are hardly slackers.
Many farmers think they have good reasons for even more deferments of their sons.
The Government is asking for a 7-percent
increase in food production this year. Farmers point to the dwindling supply of agricul·
tural labor and wonder how they can meet
the new quotas.
Yesterday the State employ·m ent and security division published its first r.eport on
a 1952 farm-labor survey. Farmers were
asked to list the workers they would need
to hire this season or the surplus workers
on their farms who would be available for
other farms. Only 46 surplus hired hands
were listed. The same batch of returns
showed 891 workers needed immediately, 497
more in May, 503 more in June, 515 in July,
and 622 on top of all those for harvest.
These returns represent only a small part
of the farm-labor shortage in Minnesota, perhaps a more acute situation than farmers
have known since the war.
How will the deficit be made up? State
employment oftlces the other day listed only
31 individual farm hands and nine couples
ready to work on farms. Mexicans will be
brought in. Cities will supply some. But
farmers say their best hands are their sons.
They cite hardship cases without end to
the draft boards, to county agents, to their
legislators, to the Governor, to the Presi·
dent. There is the old man barely able to
work himself and with only one boy left
on the farm. There's the dairy operator
with 30 cows who will have to sell some of
his cattle if his boy goes into military service. In almost every case the farmer pleads
that his boy is an expert mechanic needed
to run ·and repair the machines on the farm.
To defer or not to defer farm boys is a
tough question for draft boards. It has been
the plan to put a farmer on each board.
But farmers have been reluctant to servethe "heat" sometimes is terrific.
In general the farm organizations have
asked only that each case be considered on
its individual merits. That--despite an occasional abuse of the deferment powerapparently has been the rule.
ARE
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Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following ·editorial

Mr. GRANAHAN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REc ..
ORD, I am inserting the address of Hon.

Augustine B. Kelley, delivered at the annual congressional dinner of the Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce in
Washington, D. C., on April 29, 1952.' as
follows:
Today the subject of labor-management
relations is much in the headlines. It is the
topic of conversation. Why? Because there
are disagreements, disputes. These are always news. But where there is one disagreement, there are hundreds of agreementsagreements worked out through collective
bargaining, where collective bargaining is
entered into freely, unrestricted, and devoid
of external influences. An agreement by this
method is not news; hence, few people realize that thousands of contracts are negotiated annually without a dispute.
Through the years we have accomplished
much in management-labor relations. It is
a concomitance of our free enterprise, capitalistic order. Continued improvement of
labor-management relations rests firmly
upon the continued success of the free
enterprise, capitalistic order. Conversely, it
may be said that the latter rests upon the
former. Success in the relationship gives
economic and social benefits both to employer and employee. It is our own singular
accomplishment. Other nations, other peoples, are unfamiliar with it. They have
much to learn from us, and they and we
would be benefited. The system of labormanagement relations, as we practice it,
would improve their living standards and
enrich their people. It would aid immensely in curtailing an influx of goods to
our shores which are produced by exploited
labor. It would reduce child employment
and provide protection for women in ind;ustry.
We have a vehicle through which we can
influence other nations in these directions.
It is the International Labor Organization,
founded in 1919 and now encompassing 65
nations, excluding the Soviet Union. The
constitution was prepared at the Paris Peace
Conference. The International Labor Organization became part of the Treaty of Versailles. It has survived through the years
and is now the only remaining part of the
League of Nations incorporated into the
United Nations.
As it has been my privilege to be a Government delegate to the International Labor
Conference on four different occasions, I
have been surprised and pleased at the· interest and sympathy shown by other national
groups toward our free-enterprise . order,
with our advanced labor-management rela·
tions. I was impressed at other national
delegates participating in the discussions
with alacrity and knowledge. I was encouraged by their progress and with their
eagerness for information. It was apparent
that our country wielded great influence, and
our delegates were given close attention both
in the general conference and in the committee assemblies. I am convinced that
we have accomplished a great deal through
this organi~tion and that we can accomplish more. And we have learned much
through it of the problems of other nations,
of their backwardness, their extreme nationalism, their unbelievable impoverishment affecting hundreds of millions of people.
The International Labor Organization is
tripartite in character. It consists of representatives of government, management
and labor. I should like to point out that
it is the only international organization at
the governmental level in which the employers not only of this country but of other
countries have a voice. They not only can
speak at length and make themselves heard,
but they can also vote and influence the
decisions of the Organization. These two
privileges are not to be lightly dismissed.
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~e annual conferences of the ILO, which
one of the few ways we have at the present
are usually held in Geneva, Switzerland,
time of trying to infiuence these countries
constitute an imme,nsely important world
and get them to mend their ways. It is dif·
forum. There is no other organization or
ficult to hide shameful things when one is
m echanism through which the American
covered by a br1lliant spotlight and investiemployer can make his views known not
gated pier-cingly for judgment by the world's
only to the employers of some 65 countries
conscience.
but also to the workers of these countries
Aid in lifting the standard of living of
and to the representatives of the governother peoples is not pure altruism. It is
ments of these countries. And the United
sound investment in new markets. It is
States employer has a great deal that needs
good American enterprise. ·
to be said or that should be said to these
groups in other countries. I believe it is
somewhat of an understatement to say that
the American employer is misunderstood in
m any countries throughout the world. For
The Canadian Worker Gets a Break; Why
various reasons and not only because of some
Cannot Americans?
of the vicious propaganda being circulated
from iron-curtain country sources, the practices as well as the aims and purposes of
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
American employers can be and have been
OF
readily distorted.
Those of you who have visited in Europe
are intimately acquainted with its deeply
OF WASHINGTON
imbedded beliefs in cartels and monopolies.
Those of you who have talked with European
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
employers know how difficult it is to conThursdgy, May 1, 1952
vince them of the efficacies of a broad free
market without tariffs, without exchange
Mr. MACK of Washington. Mr.
restrictions, without differences in labor
Speaker, while the Truman administrastandards and marketing conditions. As
Warren H. Phillips has pointed out in the
tion is demanding new and higher taxes
Wall Street Journal, the term "capitalism''
of the · American people, Canada is rehas quite a different connotation in Europe,
where it is generally associated with the idea -ducing the taxes imposed on her citizens.
of impoverished American workmen living
and working in .a society where only the
Recently, the Canadian Premier anwealthy few have television sets and autonounced a 4- to 7-percent reduction in
mobiles and own homes. Capitalism in
income-tax levy on personal incomes.
Europe means cartels and monopolies and
Also, Canada cut her cigarette tax by 3
restrictions which keep prices up and procents -a pack and reducei her excise tax
duction down.
_
I mention all this because I think it is
on new cars by $100 to $400 a car and
only now that the American employers are
wiped out the 15-percent excise tax she
beginning to grasp the great usefulness that
has been charging on stoves, washing
ILO conferences and committee meetings
machines, and refrigerators.
can be to them, froll) the -viewpoint of trying
to make the peoples of other countries underCanada has balanced her budget. The
stand what kind of an economic system we
United States has not. Canada is living
have in this country and what is responsible
within her national tax income, whereas
for its success.
•
in the United States Truman is asking an
Not the least among.' the great opportuni$85,400,000,000 national budget on an
ties which the ILO offers to United States
employers, I would mention that through
expected national tax income of $71,its efforts to improve the working conditions
000,000,000 which, if the Truman budget
of workers throughout the world, through
is granted, will leave this Nation with
its encouragement and support of free tradea $14,000,000,000 deficit during the comunionism, the ILO is helping to build a buling year.
wark against the inroads of communism.
Under Canadian policies of economy
After all, at what point is much of the
m ajor effort of the iron-curtain countries
and thrift the purchasing power of the
being concentrated? At the workers, of
Canadian dollar is going up, not down.
course. And who can blame the poorly paid,
Eighteen months ago the Canadian dolill-fed, poorly clothed, and badly housed
lar was worth 10 cents less than the
worker who falls for some of the glittering
American dollar, which means that at
Communist promises? It is therefore at the
that time a Canadian dollar would buy
trade-union level that some of the most efonly 90 cents in American goods. Tofective fighting against communism must be
'd.ay, the Canadian dollar goes for $1.02
waged and is being waged, and the American
employers would be wise to encourage and
in the United States. Instead of buysupport these efforts through every possible
ing only 90 cents in American goods as it
means, which includes playing a positive,
did 18 months ago, the Canadian dollar
active, and constructive role in the ILO.
now buys $1.02 of American goods.
Just as long as free labor and free tradeThe Canadian citizen, in less than 2
unionism exist in most of the other counyears, has had his taxes cut, which leaves
tries throughout the world, our American
him more of his own money to spend on
way of life rests on a firm foundation stone.
himself, and his money also buys more.
But dictatorships of various kinds have enslaved workingmen by actually putting them
In the United States the taxpayer pays
in forced-labor camps and have effectively
more taxes, has less left to spend on his
·tied the hands of the rest of the working
own needs, and also his . dollar buys· less
'population by abolishing such fundamental
and less.
rights as that of freedom of association.
The American worker and farmer, with
These are some of the first steps taken by
the right kind of government in Wash•
those who fear the extraordi:p.ary power o!
ington, would get a better break for him·.
freemen. It is important to turn the spotlight on those countries where these funda- · self and his family.
If Canada cari do it, why cannot we?
mental rights have been violated. This ill
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Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, on Apri119
it was my privilege to deliver an address
before the American Society of Newspaper Editors. That address has aroused
a good deal of discussion which has been
most welcome, as we have reviewed the
basis of United States foreign policy.
Because this subject is so significant
there has inevitably been both pro and
con opinion on it.
·
Reference has already been made by
other Senators-to some of the newspaper
criticism which has been voiced against
that address. But I am glad' to say that
from the American people themselves
and from many responsible newspapers
has come a gratifying outpouring of endorsement.
I have in my hand several such editorials. They range from newspapers of
small towns to those of much larger
towns. These editorials prafse the address. I do not submit them to the Senate at this time because I am especially
interested in the fact that they have personally praised the senior Senator from
Wisconsin.
Like any other human being, I am
grateful for kind words of endorsement,
but this is not a personal issue. Whether
the editorials praise the senior Senator
from Wisconsin or whether they do not
makes no difference whatsoever. I am
interested basically in that they praised
the ideas which the senior Senator from
Wisconsin expressed.
As I stated in my address that day,
what should be debated is not men but
principles, not personalities but ideas.
The world has been contracted. We
are living on a pretty small stage. We
want to be sure that that part of it that
we call America is retained. Foreign
policy involves a clash of ideas. I want
the Senate and the Nation to know that
the idea of the bipartisan foreign policy,
the idea of unity at the water's edge definitely meets with the continued approval
of the- majority of the American people,
·
election year or not.
I send to the desk the various editorials and ask that they be printed in the
Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
I ask that they be followed by the prepared text of an earlier foreign policy
address which I had delivered before the
Engineers' Club of Lehigh Valley on
Wednesday, April 16, 3 days prior to my
·American Society of Newspaper Editors'
talk.
There being no objection, the editorials and address were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
[From the Birmingham News]
BEYOND PARTISANSHIP

Many extreme exchanges have been . recorded in recent months between Democrats
and Republicans-and particularly with respect to foreign policy. Some readers m ay
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have the Impression that the division between party leaders in this respect has be·
come very wide, if not almost irreconcilable,
since the death of Senator Vandenberg, who
did so much to bring ab..out cooperation be' tween the two parties in this field. There
are important differences between leaders of
the two parties in this connection. There
has been no little bitterness in the expression of these differences. But it would be
wrong to assume that cooperation on foreign
policy between opposing party leaders has
altogether vanished, that a spirit of discord
and mutual distrust has altogether taken
over.
An extraordinary testimonial to the prevalence of a very different spirit on the part
of two national leaders of opposing parties
impressed members of the American Society
of Newspaper Editors at their recent convention in Washington. Secretary of State
Acheson and Senator ALEXANDER WILEY, of
Wisconsin, ranking Republican on the Foreign Relations Committee, were the chief
speakers at one of the sessions of the editors.
Senator WILEY spoke first, making a moving plea for a broad cooperative spirit between the parties in the conduct of the Nation's foreign affairs. In contrast to the
attitude of some Republicans, he generously
declared that there is "a good deal of which
every American can be proud" in "oU:r international relations."
He said he would "oppose, as a matter of
principle, not personality, the efforts of anyone within my own party, or in any other
party, who has the mistaken idea that simply because the other fellow recommended
a policy, it is necessarily wrong. We are
first and last," he continued, "of that breed
called Americans."
"I will oppose the effort of anyone in
either party to assume that it is good poli·
· tics or good sense to criticize others unjustifiably."
The Senator went on to list "constructive
achievements of which we must be proud."
He mentioned increasing teamwork between
legislative and executive branches of the
Government; nonparti!'an cooperation, particularly on European policy; mutual aid for
defense, which he ' said must be continued;
the Marshall plan, which he said had "g~n
uinely brought about economic miracles in
Europe"; encouraging military progress in
Western Europe; what he called partial success in Korea.
After WILEY, had spoken, Secretary Acheson opened his address with a tribute to the
Wisconsin Senator, saluting him with affection and esteem.
Of course, the Secretary and the Senator
are not in agreement on all things. Indeed,
complete accord is not to be expected between any individual on many-sided, complex matters of policy. But they gave · a.
demonstration of mutual respect which was
heartening to their hearers. Such an atti·
tude not only makes for constructive compromise and cooperation, it also, we believe,
can bring wide popular and political response.
[From the Chippewa Falls (Wis.) HeraldTelegram]
SENATOK WILEY, STATESMAN
When Wisconsin's senior Senator, ALEXAN·
DER WILEY, spoke recently ·to the American
Society of Newspaper Editors, his remarks
brought him national attention and the
accolade of citizens the country over.
His refusal to change his views on American foreign policy, even in this year when
political tempers will likely rise, has raised
his stature above that of others in the Re·
publican Party who did not dare express
themselves as he had. Senator WILEY disdained political advantage, referring instead
to present a united ft:ont to the world.
Only Friday there were Republican Senators who said their colleague had been mis-

understood-that his remarks did not wipe
out the criticism voiced in previous speeches.
Last week the Badger solon told the editors
that the Republican role in foreign affairs
must be constructive, that "our big job now
is not to dwell on the mistakes of the past."
His statement furnished a voice of reason
on Capitol Hill where too frequently all is
confusion. ·His words of statesmanship were
to the effect that, despite mistakes in our
international relations, "there is a goocl deal
of' which every American can be proud." He
also spoke of "increasing teamwork between
the legislative and executive branches" on
foreign policy and of achievements in
strengthening Western Europe.
Senator WILEY is the ranking member of
his party on the Foreign Relations Committee. He would step into the chairmanship should the next Senate be controlled
by the Republicans. There is no doubt that
our own Chippewa Falls Senator representing our State in Washington will be fully
qualified to take over the post held by the
late Senator Vandenberg, of Michigan. His
statesmanship and regard for the public
interest prove that.
[From the Vernon County (Wis.) Censor]
Senator WILEY told a meeting of daily
newspaper editors and publishers that he
would not go along with the thesis that just
because the foreign policy of our country
was made by the other party that it is necessarily wrong.
The Senator is right. Our foreign policy,
though possibly lacking in detail or in local
administration, has broad significance which
will be recognized by history. It is the expression of a free people who are standing
up courageously against the world menace
of communism.
Senator WILEY has wisely pointed out that
our foreign · policy is a policy for all Americans and declared himself for it. We don't
think that his statement is "me toism." We
think, rather, that it is sensible recognition
that in an election year it is dangerous to
our future to try to undermine some of the
fundamental building blocks of our Nation
Just to create oratory for political purposes • .
[From the Grant County (Wis.) Inde·
pendent)
Wisconsin's United States Senator ALEx•
ANDER WILEY covered himself with distinction last Saturday ln an address before the
American Society of Newspaper Editors
meeting in Washington.
It was a speech that made headlines from
coast to coast, for then and there he publicly broke with the carping criticism and
narrow partisanship that has been calling
the tune on Republican policy to date.
"I for one," the Senator said, "have always held the belief that the Republican
Party should be as willing and eager to praise
constructive achievements as it should be to
point out shortcomings.
"And I say that in our international relations there is a good deal of which every
American can be proud. Make no mistake,
I have drawn attention in the past, and will
in the future draw attention to situations
which I feel merit criticism, either in do·
mestic or foreign relations.
"But I will oppose, as a matter of principle, not personality, the efforts of anyone
within my own party, or in any other party,
who has the mistaken idea that simply because the other fellow recommended a policy, it is necessarily wrong. We are first and
last of that breed called Americans," Senator WILEY declared.
The Senator pointed out the tremendous
come-back Europe has made with the help of ·
the Marshall plan in stemming the tide of ·
Communist expansion. Although he referred
to the "great many mistakes" that preceded

the invasion of Korea, "there is," he saici,
"constructive news even in Asia.'"

•

•

•

•

•

Alexander Jones, president of the American Society of Newspaper Editors, remarked
after Senator WlLEY had concluded, that his
address was reminiscent of the late Senator
Arthur Vandenberg.
"I can think of no higher praise," he said.
Nor can we.
[From the Eau Claire (Wis.) Daily Telegram]
All in all, it is pleasant to realize that we
have in the Senate a representative who is
able and willing to stand up and fight for
what he believes right regardless of what
the political winds may be.
ADDRESS BY HON. ALEXANDER WILEY, OF WIS•
CONSIN, BEFORE ENGINEERS CLUB OF LEHIGH
VALLEY, APRIL 16, 1952
THE DIRECTION IN WHICH WE ARE HEADING
I should like to discuss with you the
direction in which we are heading in our
American foreign policy today.
But to get an understanding of that direction which we are taking today, perhaps it
might b~ well to take a look backward and
get a wider view of this Nation's foreign
policy since it was founded.
Three

perio :~ s

in foreign policy

Our diplomatic history may be divided
into three periods. The first was from 1776
to 1826, when we were basically building the
state.
The next period was from 1826 to 1898,
which might be called the continental expansion period.
And the third, from 1898 to the present,
known as the period of world power and
world wars.
During the first period, the rights of man
were written into the constitutions of the
Western World. There was our own revolution, the French revolution and the Latin
American revolutions. Now as we look back,
we realize to a large extent how our own
battle was successful largely because of the
fortunate intervention of absolutist France.
Then we see how, because of critical economic and political conditions in France
herself, the French Revolution broke out and
nationalism became dominant in Europe.
During this age of emancipation, our foreign policy could briefly and simply be stated
as freedom of the seas, of international
straits and rivers and abstention from Eu·
ropean politics and wars.
During the first period we developed what
1s known as the nontransfer principle, which
meant opposition to transfer of European
colonial dominions in the New World from
one European sovereign to another.
Then follows the Monroe Doctrine, which
told EUropean countries, "hands off the New
World." There was also the beginning of
the good neighbor policy. And implicit in
all these was the spirit of anti-imperialism.
America expanded across continent

During this age of emancipation, we acquired the Louisiana Territory in 1803. Four
decades later, there followed the incorporation of Texas into the Union and shortly
thereafter the Civil War. But even then, as
· America pushed westward in continental expansion. there was no permanent change in
our foreign policy. And for a generation or
more afterward, while Europe remained
evenly balanced in power, while the British
Navy dominated the seas, our policy continued substantially the same, following the
word and the spirit of Washington's fare:wen address.
America as a world power

But at the opening of the twentieth cen.tury, there appeared on the horizon three
new world powers-Germany, the United
States and J apan. Historians gen~rally say
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that we emerged as a world power after the
Spanish-American war by ,which we had become sovereign of Puerto . Rico, protector of
CUba, in possession of the Ph111ppines and
mistress of the CQ.tibbean.
We had already acquired in· 1850, the Holland, Baker, and Jarvis Guano Islands. And
in 1898, of course, we annexed the Hawaiian
Islands and took Guam from Spain. We
had annexed Midway in 1867 and Wake
Island in 1899. These' islands, of course,
we said we acquired as defensive outposts,
but there was in it all the budding expansionist movement which some called budding imperialism, but which had previously
been foreign to our American concepts.
Thus, we became involved in the whirlpool
of tensions and pressures arising not only
from our own continent but from the globe
and resulting in a veritable revolution in the
foreign policy of .the United States.
Open-door policy in the East

Our policy in the East developed into
what is known as the open-door policy. It
was our aim to use peaceful ·means to preserve the integrity of China, Japan, and
Korea. All that we wanted was an equality
of trading opportunity. This was contrary to
the position taken by the European powers
which sought territorial expansion.
We have briefly traced these steps in order,
for example, that we might see how we
intially got into the Far East where we are
now fighting a major war.
The. experiment of the League

On the advent of the First World · War in
1914, America took the general position that
it was not "our war." But in 1917 we got
into it, and with a victory in November 1918
we took a major step in our foreign policy
switch.
President Woodrow Wilson helped launch
the League of Na:tions. He and his supporters had a dream of a world at peace.
But the world was not ready for unified
action.
Nationalism became rampant again. The
Treaty of Versailles was built upon concepts
of fear and retribution. Our allies had suffered tremendously ir. the loss of manpower,
in the dissipation of their economic wealth.
And yet there were present the same old
hates, fears, and a lack of that needed
cement for unity.
The result was, as we all know, that the
world drifted along from crisis to crisis. We
witnessed the rise of dictators like Hitler,
Mussolini, and Stalin. In the East, the mil·
itarist clique of Japan started an expan·
sionist movement. In the meanwhile we
had refrained from joining the League of
Nations.
The mid-thirties saw the crumbling of the
international fabric. Germany and Italy on
the one hand and Russia on the other hand
made the civil war in Spain a testing ground
for World War II. In 1936 came Mussolini's
land-grabbing tactics in Ethiopia. In 1937
Japan attacked China. Sh'1 already had possession of Korea which was virtually given
to her after the Russo-Japanese Treaty which
President Theodore Roosevelt had brought
about.
In September 1939, Poland was invaded
and World War II b~an. Fifteen months
later, America was once more sucked into
the whirlpool of battle. In ~ugust 1945 came
peace. But war had left many ugly scars
on many nations of the earth. America pro•
ceeded to give of her substance to help re·
generate the war-torn lands.
Russia's global ambitions

From 1941 to 1945, America had given generously to her war-torn allies, including
Soviet Russia. But with the coming of peace
came the realization that the men in the
Kremlin were out for world domination and
that their ideology was in direct conflict with
America's political, economic, and religious

concepts. What is more, America found that
the philosophy of the men in the Kremlin
was in direct conflict with our United States
foreign policy. The result has been a broad
change in America's international relations.
We have been precipitated to leadership
among the nations of earth. We have helped
launch the United Nations, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the World Bank,
Pan-American Treaties, and the mutual-aid
program.
We have contributed abundantly to our
allies so as to help maintain their shaky
economies.
Foreign policy n'Ot static

Is our foreign policy then static? No; it
has never been static since our war with
Spain. It cannot be static. Why? Because
foreign policy simply means applying to the
changing world facts the rule of doing that
which is thought necessary to preserve the
Republic. The law of self-preservation applies to nations as to individuals.
America's forgiveness of enemies

But I do want to point out something that
is very new in our foreign relations-something the world has never witnessed before.
Heretofore the rule of "to the victor belong
the spoils" has been applied. But that concept is not present in our foreign policy. We
have applied the rule laid down by great
philosophers and spiritual thinkers, the rule
of forgiveness, the rule of "doing unto others
as we would be done by." As a consequence
we have since the war sought to aid our
former enemies to rebuild their factories and
homes and bring hope and courage to the
ravaged souls of men. Billions have gone to
that end.
What will be our foreign policy tomorrow
in a given case? That will depend upon
the facts and application of the rules. However, in at least one sense our foreign policy will be stable. We have no selfish desire for territorial expansion, nor have we
any plans for aggression against any state.
We believe that through trial and error,
the U. N. organization may find the way
to peace for the nations of the earth, and we
intend to support its efforts. We recognize
the- large responsibility that is America's .
now. We see that through no desire of her
own, but through the march of events, she
is looked to by the free nations of earth
for military, political, yes, spiritual direction. That responsibility implies a lead·
ership that will truly lead, that will be genuinely adequate, that will serve others in
the highest sense of the meaning of those
words.
Thus, we have reviewed a bit of the past
and something of the present. Now, let us
further analyze facts on the direction in
which we are heading.
The global chess game

1. I should .like to emphasize that we are
dealing on a global chess board with in·
dividuals who are masters at chess playing.
We must never forget that these days
chess players are not simply moving one
pawn here, one king there. Often, they
take action at one point on the board merely
to divert us from far more important action
elsewhere.
As we look at the world scene therefore
we must ever bear in mind that intrarelated
global picture. We must not become so preoccupied with the situation on the Korean
peninsula that we forget, for example, any
of these problems:
(a) The Near East with is crisis in Iran.
(b) North Africa, where the Arab ferment
against colonialism is reaching fever pitch.
(c) Asia where the French situation in
Indochina ls desperate and where, if Indochina falls, Burma, Thailand and Malaya
will be exceedingly hard to hold.
(d) Eastern Germany where the Soviet
Union 1s busily at work building up im-
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mense armies and constantly engaged in
espionage and infiltration in the western
zones.
OUr security depends on Europe's security

2. A third basic fact in this world situation is that America's whole future defense
depends upon maintaining strong allies in
the Western World. Thus, we are a leader
not only because we alone have the principal
resources to stop world communism, but because we ourselves cannot assure the security of our own North American Continent
itself, unless we help assure the security of
other areas of the world.
There are some who say that America
should recklessly retreat .to the Western
Hemisphere and there take our stand. The
answer to that argument is clear. If we
were to retreat that far, we would be throwing into the laps of Russian communism
such a tremendous amount of (a) manpower,
(b) factories, (c) raw materials, (d) such a
vast psychological victory as to virtually assure America's being in a weak, !~periled
garrison state for decades to come. We don't
want to have all the world against us. we
want to maintain our allies.
United States relies on foreign critical
materials

Some folks do not realize the tremendous
extent to which the whole American military
economy is dependent upon our western
allies. Some folks seem to think tlrat we
could go on constructing tanks, airplanes,
ships, guns, etc., even if Western Europe or
Africa or Asia were to fall completely into
the Communist hands.
I think you of the great i:t?-dustrial Lehigh
Valley know better.
Let me take one simple instance, the M-47
Patton tank, which is familiar, of course, to
this great city. Let me point out that we
could not build a single Patton tank in its
present form if we did not have foreign imported raw materials.
A Patton tank requires over 1,900 pounds
of chromium, but we ourselves do not produce as much as 1 pound. We import 100
percent of our chromium supply.
It requires 500 pounds of nickel of which
99 percent is imported; 100 pounds of tin
of which 100 percent is imported; over 900
pounds of manganese of which over 90 percent is imported. And so the story goes.
The same thing is true of civilian supplies
such as automobiles. If American raw materials sources abroad were cut off, we could
not produce automobiles on a mass-production basis in our country.
America alone was untouched by World
·
war II

3. A third basic fact is that we alone of
the great Allied Powers emerged unscathed
from World War II. I ask you, my friends,
to contemplate what the situation would be
in Bethlehem today if the entire center of
the city had been blasted to rubble by enemy
bombs; if most of the houses had been destroyed by attack; if the blast furnaces had
been shut down by intermittent assault. Do
you think that within 7 years, Bethlehem
would be 100 percent back on its feet.
I ask you to recall, therefore, that France,
Italy, and Great Britain suffered tremendous
damage during World war II and that it has
not been easy for them, particularly in the
face of the current troubled world situation,
to recover completely.
Europe's great recovery-Marshall plan a
success

4. A fourth basic fact is that the Marshall
plan aid which we have given has by and
· large been considerably successful.
I have visited Europe on several occasions
during the past several years, and I can testify that contrary to the impressions which
some folks have, the Marshall plan has
helped bring about economic miracles on
that continent to a tremendous extent.
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-There ·has been a restoration of economic
health. Pre-war production figures have
been surpassed. Unemployment has been
very appreciably reduced. There is a new
spirit on that continent.
Europe's recovery has been, however, considerably set back by the enormous expenditures which have been necessary for purposes
of rearmament. But for those rearmament
expenditures, America's aid abroad would
now be on a relatively negligible basis.
Need for economi c defen se support

have a very disastrous repercussion on our
domestic economy, but it can have disastrous
repercussions throughout the free world.
Why? Because American aid wlll be depreciated by just that much. That is why -we
must be so careful in our domestic as well
as foreign policy.
Need for ideological lighthouse

9. I have stressed thus far the importance
of armaments and of material supplies, but
I ,do want to make another point and it is
this: Armaments of themselves will not account for the ultimate factor in the victory
of the free world against the slave world of
communism.
·
Rather we must depend upon the fundamental justice of our case, upon the rightness of our ideas. In this ideological struggle we are struggling for the minds and
hearts of men. The mere accumulation of
guns and tanks and dollars will not win the
hearts of men throughout the world. On the
contrary, America must continue to be a
lighthouse for the great values -which we
have come to symbolize. Those values are, as
I see them, three: (a) The Judaic.-Christian
basis of our civilization, (b) the political
idea of a constitution republic based on a
system of checks and balances, (c) the econ.o mic idea of a system of private initiative
and private enterprise.
It is up to us to see to it that our Voice of
America program h~lps convey these ideas to
the world so that there will be true unders~anding of the American way.

6. Some may ask, Is it necessary to continue economic aid of any type at the present
time? Should the money requested for socalled defense support be granted? Should
not everything but outright military "hardware" be eliminated from foreign aid? My
answer is that we must continue to give some
economic aid. Why?
(a) First of all is the reason that . our
highest military and diplomatic officials have
testified to the vital need for this defense
support. This includes Generals Eisenhower,
Qruenther; Mr. Harriman, Administrator of
tJ;le M-utual Security Administration; United
States Ambassadors, and other leaders.
(b) Second, because of the rearmament
plan, much of the production of goods for
export and for civilian needs has been directed to war with resulting unbalance to the
western economies and budgets. Our European allies therefore need raw materials for
their industry; they need machine tools to
increase their industrial productivity.
(c) A third reason is that a United States
Conclusion
dollar spent in the making of war materials
These then, as I ·see them, are the basic
in F'rance or England, for example, can buy
realities of the international and domestic
two or three times the amount of goods
picture today. We have reviewed some of
which could be bought in the United States.
our past history, have considered factors of
(d) Communism, we know, thrives onecothe
present and the future.
nomic chaos. The economic aid which we
May it ever be said of us that we were adeare giving therefore helps create jobs and
quate to the great challenge which is ours
prevents communism getting a further foot, today. That challenge is basically to prevent
hold.
a third world war.
Schuman plan and Benelux-steps forward
I believe it can be prevented. I am not a
pessimist. I do not believe in so-called in(e) Much of Europe's finest progress has
evitability of conflict. I do believe in vigibeen made in the !'!Conomic field. I refer, for
lance in realism. With such qualities the
example, to the Schuman plan for the integration of Europe's heavy industry; to the
great mills of Bethlehem may yet be devoted
principally to goods for the peaceful way
Benelux plan for the eradication of customs
of life.
barriers.
Reduction in spending necessary

Now, my friends, it is a fact that there
must and will be a reduction in over-all
Fascism No ReHer Than Kremlin Brew
United States spending abroad.
· Foreign spending must be approached with
that same spirit of willingness to sacrifice
EXTENSION OF REMARKS .
which the American people will have to adopt
OF
here at home. We must and w~ll accept reduced domestic spending, even for certain
relatively important civilian functions.
OF CALIFORNIA
I have publicly stated, in my judgment
that there might well be approximately a
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
10-percent cut in the $7,900,000,000 mutual
Wednesday, April 9, .1952
aid bill for the next fiscal year. This would
involve a saving of around $800,000,000. I
Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, I should
believe that there should be left to the dislike to call attention of the House to an
cretion of the appropriate authorities a deterexcellent editorial by Mr. Virgil Pinkley,
mination as regards e]$:actly where that $800,•
the distinguished publisher of the Lo,s
000,000 should be saved-in which areas, in
Angeles Mirror:
which types of aid.
I have not been one of those who feels
FASCISM No BETTER THAN KREMLIN BREW
that Congress should arbitrarily decide that
Communism isn't the only menace to
every single item should be cut by a given
world peace and decency.
uniform percentage. Rather great care must·
The fascism we fought when Hitler was
be taken in the economy effort. In some inthe high priest of the cult shows signs of
stances, in our $85,400,000,000 budget, par- · reviving, and it is potentially just as much
ticular funds might be cut more than by
of a threat to liberty and human dignity as
a particular percentage figure; in other in1t was in 1941.
stances, by less than that figure.
South Africa is the latest state to come
Foreign, domestic affairs interrelated
under the horrible shadow of the racial
8. Another basic point is this: At no time · bigotry and thought-police that distinguish
fascism.
·
1n America's history has there been a closer
interrelationship between foreign and doSouth Africa's Premier Malan, outraged
mestic problems.
when the supreme court ruled that his viTake the grave dispute in the steel incious racial discrimination laws against the
dustry, for example. If the price of steel
Negro and Indian citizens were illegal, is
skyrockets, not only will that, as you know,
now having his puppet gauleiters in the Par•
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li-ament set up a special and separate
supreme court to approve his hate statutes.
Malan and his ·uk, including the neoFascists in our own United States, are among
the best agents Stalin has. Hatemongers
who preach racial discrimination are doing
communism's work as w~ll as any paid agents
trained in· Moscow. They are alienating the
hundreds of millions of people in the world's
colored races with their doctrine of secondclass citizenship and denial of civil rights
for huge population groups.
The hatemongers make it far easier for
Kremlin propaganda to take hold and win
converts among the Asiatic and African peoples. If ever those nations· go the way of
China into the Red camp, and the Communist tide engulfs a still larger portion of the
world ~ the Malans of every nation will have
helped bring about the triumph of communism.
Our greatest weapons in the fight against
communism are decency and justice and fair
dealing. These will win us friends and allies
over ·the world. If there are those in our
own camp who make a mockery of decency
and justice and fair d~aling, we are surrendering our greatest strength before the battle
is fairly started.

Hungarian Freedom Day Celebration
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. H. ALEXANDER SMITH
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. President, on· Sunday,_April 27, 1952, a mass
meeting., known as the Hungarian Freedom :bay Celebration, was held in the
War Memorial Auditorium in Trenton,
N.J., to commemorate the one hundredth
anniversary of the visit to Trenton of
Louis Kossuth, the great Hungarian
patriot. This program, sponsored by
Hungarian-American churches and societies of the Trenton area, is one of a
4-month national series initiated by the
American Hungarian Federation.
I had the hanor to be the g•1est speaker on this occasion, and was introduced
to the audience and over the Voice of
America radio by Mr. Stephen E. Balogh, executive secretary of the American Hungarian Federation.
I ask unanimous consent to publish
in the Appendix of the RECORD the introduction by Mr. Balogh and my address
as carried on the Voice of America.
There being no objection, the introduction and address were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
INTRODUCTION OF UNITED STATES SENATOR · H.
ALEXANDER SMITH, of> NEW JERSEY, BY MR.
STEPHEN E. BALOGH, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
OF THE AMERIPAN-HUNGARIAN FEDERATION,
AT TRENTON, N. J., WAR MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM, ON APRIL 27, 1952
Mr. Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen, for
the benefit of the vast audience to
whom the waves of the "Voice of America"
and the "Radio 'Free Europe" will broadcast
the mess_a ge of our distinguished speaker
I will introduce him in Hungarian.
The Honorable -H. ALEXANDER SMITH, Re•
publican. United St ates Senator of your fine
State of New Jersey, is the keynote speaker o!
this centenary.
·
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About 19 years later in 1947 we again
Most of you present are well acquainted
visited Hungary and were . profoundly
with his outstanding personality, excellent
shocked
at the destruction tqat had been
legislative records, and are proud and happy
wrought by the war and the atmosphere of
to greet him at this festive gathering. The
sadness and depression due to what was viroppressed people of Communist-dominated
tually the occupation by the representatives
Hungary, whose unseen thousands of prisof the Kremlin. Many of your beautiful
oners are eagerly listening to the message
buildings had been destroyed and what was
of this gr~at American through the sound
once the center of a great civilization and
waves of our American broadcasts should be
culture had become the victim of a cruel
told and wish to know more about the
war. Your people were behind the iron curmain spea ker of this historical Kossuth
tain and I talked with many who indicated
centennial:
their yearning for freedom. · Of course, it
They ought to know that Senator SMITH
was not possible for them to say what they
is the second ranking Republican member
really felt because of the danger of the spyof the Foreign Relations Committee of the
ing
ears of those in control.
Senate of our great Unit~d States.
From Hungary we visited other countries
They wish to be acquainted with one of
behind the iron curtain in that year with the
the most honored and revered members of
congressional committee appointed to study
our fine legislators of today, who is also
the Voice of America program. I became
the ranking Republican member of the Far
deeply interested in the plight of people who
Eastern Subcommittee of the Senate's Fordesired to get away from the slavery that
eign Relations Committee.
was engulfing them. In Germany on that
They rejoice to know that our speaker
trip I visited the displaced persons camps,
visited countries of Europe and the Far
which
were set up to take care of those who
East personally and has first-hand acquainthad courageously fi.e d from the new regimes
ance with the complexities of their grave
that tQey could not tolerate because of their
problems.
belief in freedom. It was on this trip that I
Since 1918 Senator SMITH is one of the
had the deep conviction that America's every
most honored leading political figures of
our American internal and external politi- . effort should be aimed in helping people who
were in the toils of this slave grip that was
cal life.
descendii,!g on Europe.
As one of the responsible officials of the
After my return I was one of those in the
United States relief and food organizations
United States Senate who participated in
headed by former President Hoover, after
introducing and supporting the DP legthe First World War and . as the member
islation, which finally passed the Congress
of the Republican National Committee's
and which has enabled us to bring approxPostwar Advisory Council following World
imately 400,000 of th~se courageous freedomWar II, he became one of the foremost livloving people to the United States and to
ing American experts dealing with human
other parts of the world where they can be
problems of deprived and suffering nations
reestabl.i shed and live anew. Today in the
who are the innocent victims of totalitarian
Congress there is legislation pending to open
pr imperialistic governments abroad.
further the doors. of our country and other
Senator SMITH has been in the United
countries, to people who still strive to be free
States Senate ever since · the most critical
and emancipated from these areas controlled
years of our present generation, since 1944.
The faithful voters of this great State of New. by international gangsters. I am deeply
Jersey have proved again in 1952, at the polls . interested in the success of this legislation.
This same trip in 1947 gave our committee
of the recent primaries, when they gave the
a vision of the possibilities of the Voice of
largest number of votes to this great · man,
that they want -to return him again to our · America and the intellectual exchanges between countries. In collaboration with SenSenate, because he is their friend and the
ator MUNDT, who was then a Congressman,
spokesman of freedom, liberty and human
we Jntroduced the Smith-Mundt bill, which
happiness here at home and throughout the
is the legislative authority for the Voice of
·world~
America. Because of that legislation it is
Because of his keen knowledge, rich expossible
for us today to send directly to your
perience and large perspective on the field of
people in Hungary and people in other iron
foreign political affairs, we know his message
curtain countries the record of this great
this afternoon will give us courage, faith and
event when you are celebrating the one hunstrength, and the hope of liberation and
dredth anniversary of the visit to Trenton of
freedom to the victims of communism abroad.
Louis Kossuth.
Ladies and gentlemen, we are happy and
When I was asked to speak to you it was
proud to present to you now our illustrious
suggested that I speak on the subject of
speaker, Senator H. ALEXANDER SMITH.
Louis Kossuth. It is a great honor for me
to present to you my interpretation of his
ADDRESS BY HON. H. ALEXANDER SMITH, OF
philosophy and the relation of that philosoNEW JERSEY
phy to present-day conditions, and especially to an American foreign policy that
Commissioner Andrew J . Duch, Reverend
must be founded on our insistence on freeKish, Dean Beky, Monseigneur Varga, Mr.
dom and · independence for the oppressed
Balough, members of the Hungarian Freepeople of the earth.
dom Day celebration, and distinguished
It is a privilege for me therefore to present
guests : I desire to express my deep appreciato you my study of this important subject
tion of the honor conferred upon me in your
of
the immortal Hungarian patriot, Louis
invit ation to be the guest speaker on this
Kossuth, and his philosophy.
memorable occasion.
In the winter of 1928-29 Mrs. Smith and I
LOUIS KOSSUTH AND HIS PHILOSOPHY
had the privilege of being in Europe and
There are times when a speaker has the
that was the occasion of my first visit to your
opportunity to express himself with deep
beautiful capital, Budapest, in Hungary. We
conviction. I can say to you this afternoon
were profoundly impressed with the beauty
that my topic Louis Kossuth and his philosof its location in the great bend of the Danophy, is one which I can approach with real
ube River and fianking both sides of that
enthusiasm. This is because I believe that
Louis Kossuth, with the cause and ideals
river with its fine buildings and monuments
which he represented, must be closely identiand the historic charm of the city's great hisfied with such great Americans as Washingtory. I recall particularly meeting many
leaders in the Hungarian Government, and as
_ton, Jefferson, and Lincoln in symbolizing the
we happened to be in Budapest on' Easter
principles of freedom and independence
which were earlier set forth in our own ConSunday, we had the privilege of attending the
outdoor resurrection service attended by
stitution. The parallel between the historia great throng of earnest people.
.cal roles played_ by George Washington in
XCVIII-App.--170
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this country and Louis Kossuth in Hungary
is striking. Each man possessed those
uriique qualities of greatness which enabled
him to combine both the skills required for
military leadership and the more intellectual
attributes of statesmanship.
What makes a man great? Men may dispute the definition of greatness but there
are certain evidences of true greatness upon
which we can generally agree. First and
foremost, a great man makes an evident impact upon the course of history. Secondly, a
great man is in tune with the feelings and
aspirations of his people. Thirdly, a great
man's acts and sayings stand the test .of
time. Lastly, a great man is able to see beyond the narrow confines of his own environment. In short, he must have a keen perspective and be able to judge the events of
his own period against the larger background
of history:
Louis Kossuth is one of those rare figures
in history who are able to qualify -u nder
these diffic111t tests of greatness. Not only
was he an outstanding military figure; he
also possessed those personal qualities of
vision and statesmanship which have made
him live in the hearts of his countrymen up
to this very day. He epitomized and personified all of the best qualities of the Magyar peoples. But Louis Kossuth endeared
himself to the hearts of far more people
than those of his own race. For he represented the finest aspirations of all who
sought, and are still seeking, freedom and
independence through constitutional government. It is this great insight and understanding of the natural yearnings of all
men for freedom, and his great ability to
speak for these peoples, that makes Louis
Kossuth one of the outstanding actors on
the stage of history.
Louis Kossuth saw better than any man
of his generation the true forces which
were at work in his century, forces which
were to determine the course of history in
the years which were to follow. When we
read his words today we are reading the
words of a prophet gifted with an understanding far beyond that of ordinary men.
In a speech delivered at Southampton.
England, on October 27, 1851, he observed:
"The principle of evil on the continent is
the despotic and encroaching ·spirit of the
Russian power. There is the pillar which
supports every one who wishes to establish
his ambitious sway on the sufferings of nations, raising himself on the ruins of · their
liberty. Russia is the rock which breaks
every sigh for freedom. • • • The encroaching spirit of Russia is that, which
every man in Europe relies on, who wishes
to do wrong."
Speaking at Salem, Mass., on May 6, 1852,
he analyzed the confiict created by Russia's
expansionist tendencies as follows:
"Russian absolutism and Anglo-Saxon
constitutionalism are not rival, but antagonistic powers. They cannot long continue
to sub-:ist together. Antagonists cannot
hold equal positions. Every additional
strength of the one is a comparative . weakening of the other. One or the other must
yield. One or the other must perish, or become dependent on the other's will."
His unremitting logic forced him to this
conclusion:
"Russian (iiplomacy could never boast of
a greater or more fatal victory, than it had
the right to boast, should it succeed to persuade the United States not to care about
her-Russia, accomplishing her aim to become the ruling power in Europe, the ruling
power in Asia, the ruling power of the Mediterranean Sea."
He served this warning:
"They (the Russian despots) will, they
must do everything to check your glorious
progress. Be sure, as soon as they command
the forces of the continent, the-y will mar-.
shal them against you."
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Once more, 1n an address presented on
May 27, 1852, 1n Buffalo, N.Y., he advanced
this warning.
"Once more I repeat, a timely pronouncement of the United States would avert and
prevent a second interference of Russia.
She must sharpen the fangs of her bear, and
get a host of other beasts into her menagerie.
before she will provoke the eagle of America.
But beware, beware of your loneliness. I:f
your protest be delayed long, you will have to
fight alone against the world; while now you
have only to watch, and others will fight."
Kossuth was speaking of the Czarist Russia
of his day and he was foreseeing the persistent tradition of Russian leadership
whether Czarist or Soviet, to overcome, domi·
nate and control. I never have believed that
the real Russian people, any more than the
real freedom-loving Hungarians of today believed in or supported totalitarianism suppression of individual :freedom. The Russian peasant with the Hungarian, Czech,
Slovak, Polish, Rumanians, Bulgarian, and
Ukrainian and, yes, the Chinese--all behind
the terrorist iron curtain, will, I believe be
ready to answer the call of a new Kossuth,
when such a call comes in the name of freedom and independence.
Kossuth foresaw with uncanny clearness
that the real conflict before the world was to
be a struggle between tyranny and freedom.
He saw also that if the Western World was
to win this contest there must be a close
uniting of the democratic nations. It was
here that Kossuth displayed his ability to
look beyond national boundaries and issue
a call for union between an those who know
and understand the meaning of freedom and
democracy. It is my own feeling that Kossuth was looking toward the day when a firm
union of democratic peoples might develop
int'o a real and effective United Nations.
I can think of no man in history who so
perfectly combined fine national loyalties ·
and ambitions with a vision and striving for
ultimate world unity. Tt i.:; just such a combination and balance which the world most
needs today.
,
We see around us the many nations of
Eastet·n Europe and Asia which are rightly
striving for self-determination and full independence. This craving for freedom, independence and self-determination is the
beacon of hope for the future. It is a wonderful thing to know that the people of
Hungary are 'thiS moment doing all in their
power to steel themselves against the tyranny of the Communist state, and that
they will never forget, or allow their children to forget, the meaning of freedom and
democracy. But mere nationalism unfettered and undirected is not the solution to
the world's ills. This Louis Kossuth well
knew. That is why he called for a close
union of democratic and freedom-loving
peoples. He knew that only by the closest
cooperation could the free world withstand
the onslaught of Russian despotism and imperialism.
We are now in a period of history which
demands that the free world draw fully upon
the moral and spiritual resources of its heritage. In celebrating the centennial commemorating Louis Kossuth's Visit to America, we are afforded the opportunity of .
giving new consideration to the ideals and
principles which he represented. It is my
belief that Kossuth's ideals and principles
have for us today special significance and
meaning in the contemporary scene. It 1s
therefore possible that people like yourselves of Hungarian origin who are gaining
strength and wisdom from this centennial
and from your rededication to the principles espoused by this great figure, could
favorably influence the course of history
through your own efforts. For it is groups
like yourselves which in a democracy like
our United States must constitute the
strength r..nd support for our foreign policy.

You and others, who 1n the tradition of men
like Kossuth, see the necessity for vigoro\18
American leapership in paving the way for
the self-determination and independence. of
freedom-loving peoples, are in a position to
demand from our Government a policy designed to achieve this purpose.
You can also, with an understanding of
Kossuth's vision, help us to see to it that our
Government places as much emphasis upon
developing internatio;nal organization and
achieving an effective United Nations as it
places upon a mere negative policy of containment.
I wish once again to express my deepest
gratification for this opportunity which you
have given me to dwell upon the life and
thoughts of Lows Kossuth, for it is seldom
that the world brings forth an individual
possessing the vision of this great man. After rereading his life and reflecting on his
words, I feel better prepared to face the decisions which all of us must face in the
months and years ahead. It is my hope that
all of us will keep before us constantly the
thoughts and ideals of ~ouis Kossuth; not
just during this centennial, but always.
And let me close with these words of his
which we should particularly remember:
"Without liberty there can exist no lasting
social order, so indispensable that everybOdy
may enjoy in full security the fruits of his
labor. Without liberty there is no field for
productive labor, such as benefits those who
work. Without liberty there is no personal
security, and no security for property. And
if it is not the aim of society to open a field
for productive labor, to grant security to person and property, and by this to develop
man's mind, and to ennoble man's heart
•
• 1f this be not the aim of. human
society, then I do not know what aim it can
have."
And let me aC:d this final thought. It
was the ques~ for liberty under the guidance
Qf Almighty GOd that brought our forefathers to this country. It was the recognition of this great truth that enabled Kossuth to find here an environment of inspiration and peace. Kossuth was able to express
the soul of America. America will not fail
the people he loved.

Address by Hon. Theodore Francis
Green, of Rhode Island, on Acceptance of Bust of John Paul Jones
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Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, on
April 30 there was presented to the
Congress of the United States a bronze
bus.t of John Paul Jones, the great naval
hero and patriot. In my capacity as
chairman of the Joint Committee on the
Library, it was my duty to accept it on
behalf of the Congress. At that time I
made certain remarks which I ask unanimous ·consent to have printed in the
Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
It is a distinct and special honor for me, as
chairman o! the Joint Committee on the Li·
brary, to accept, on behalf of Congress, this
bronze bust of John Paul Jones. His inestimable contributions to the Continental Navy

and ~o the Colonies in the crucial days of the
Revolutionary War are indelibly engraved in
the annals of this Nation.
This bronze bust was made from the original plaster executed from life by the celebrated and renowned F::encb sculptor, Antione Houdon. It will serve, therefore, not
only as a manifest commemoration of a great
naval hero and patriot, but will also be a valuable addition to Congress' fine collection of
works of art. It is fortunate for us, indeed,
that two such famous men are linked in this
single sculpture--one augmenting the Capitol's assemblage of portraits of illustrious
forebears, and the other enhancing the list
of famous artists whose works are displayed
in these historic halls.
. It is also most fitting that this bust should
be located here among the collection of men
of international fame and fortune. John
Paul Jones is oftentimes referred to by historians as a "citizen of the world"-who drew
his sword only "from principles of philanthropy" and in support of "the dignity of human nature" and who served the cause of
liberty for all men.
But though his principles knew no national boundaries and tnough he enjoyed international eminence, he was truly an American. While considering the offer of the Empress Catherine to enter the Russian navya real temptation for such an ambitious man
to further spread his fame-he wrote to
Thomas Jefferson that he could "never renounce the glorious title of a citizen of the
United States."
The Navy is proud of John Paul Jones.
The people of this Nation are proud of both
of them. The personal daring of Jonec was
so profoundly inculcated in the Continental
Navy that it has endured for more than 175
years, through several wars and many dark·
days of adversity. It has been a dominant
factor in the attainment of the long list of
victories compiled by our naval forces. It
.has been bequeathed to the officers and men
of successive generations who have never
failed to display it--in moments of adversity as well as in moments of success--on
· all waters and in many lands.
Since Rhode Island played such a foremost
part in the formative days of our Navy, it
may be permissible for me, at this point, to
interject references to several other famous
heroes who were sons of my State and who,
with Jones, set the high standards which
have made our Navy the greatest in the world
today.
To mention just a few: Stephen Hopkins, a
delegate from the Colony of Rhode Island
and Providence Plantations to the Second
Continental Congress, who was a. member of
a committee charged with submitting a plan
for furnishing the colonies with a navy.
Beek Hopkins, who was the first commander in chief of the Continental Navy.
John Hopkins, who took part in the burning of the British ·armed revenue schooner
Gaspee in the Providence River and in shedding the first bloOd of the Revolutionary
War.
Oliver Hazard Perry, who defeated the
British fleet in the Battle of Lake Erie.
Matthew Perry, who played the most
prominent role in the opening of the Empire
of Japan to international commerce.
It might also be of some interest on this
occasion to note that it was as captain of
the sloop of war Providence that John Paul
Jones gained considerable fame as a dauntless naval warrior early in the Revolutionary
War.
There were, of course, many other prominent and famous American naval heroes--in
our fight for independence and in the· wars
that :followed-but none could claim, and to
none can be attributed, more valor, wisdom,
resourcefulness and professional skill than
that possesssed by Jones. His courage-as
exemplified by his bold statement, "I have
not yet begun to fight" uttered under the
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most adverse circumstances, should be a
challenging reminder to all of us that success Is intolerant of despair.
I wish to extend to the Department of the
Navy the sincere thanks and profound appreciation of the Congress for this valuable
gift. It will enhance the Capitol as a national ·Shrine.

mllitary training bill and legislation to extend GI bill privileges to veterans of Korea
acti.:>n. On March 2, 1951, he urged Congress
to approve the drafting of 18-year-olds.
BACKED MAC ARTHUR STRATEGY
When recall of Gen. Douglas MacArthur
from his Far East commands led to a Senate
hearing ln. mid-1951, CAIN backed the General's strategy in Korea and was sharply
critical of his recall. Offering alternative
courses, CAIN on April 17, 1951, introduced
Sketch of Hon. Harry Cain, of Washington one resolution calling for withdrawal of
United Stater. Armed Forces from Korea and
another for a declaration of war on North
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Korea and Communist China ..
OF
Later he submitted resolutions for disapproval of any cessation of the Korean fighting that did not provide for complete inOF WASHINGTON
formation on Americans missing or held
prisoner, or that was conditioned upon a
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
cha'lge of status for Formosa or upon negoMonday, May 5, 1952
tiations over admission of Communist China
the United Nations.
Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, the Con- to Washington's
junior Senator has said that
gressional Quarterly News Features, Japan
should be reconstituted as a nation
which many Members of the Congress and should have the right to rearm. In Seprespect and consider to be invaluable as tember 1950 he urged that Greece and Tura source of accurate reference to con- key be given significant roles in western segressional activities, is at present doing curity and said ·~hat Spain should become
a series of sketches of those Members of a full member of the Western Europe de·
the Senate whose terms expire on Jan- fense pact.
CAIN has opposed the administration's
uary 3, 1953. A sketch of the junior Sen- housing
programs and extension of rent conator from Washington appeared in the trols. June
9, 1950, he talked for 12 hours
weekly report of March 7, 1952. This and 8 minutes against extending rent
appraisal was written by staff members controls.
whom I do not know. While I might have
He has been one of the principal foes of
emphasized portions of my Senate record some public housing proposals. In 1948 he
attempted
unsuccessfully to eliminate a lownot mentioned or referred to in the
sketch, I believe th~t the appraisal is rent housing section from a housing biil,
that the subject of low-rent housattempted objectively and constructively. declaring
was actually a social welfare rather than
My intention is to offer the appraisal to ainghousing
problem.
as many citizens in Washington State as
While Congress was considering an extenmay care to consider it. For this reason, - sion postwar housing and slum-clearance
I ask unanimous consent that the Con- program in 1949, CAIN joined with JOHN w.
gressional Quarterly sketch be printed in BRICKER, Republican, of Ohio, in proposing
an antidiscrimination amendment which its
the Appendix to the RECORD.
said would have killed the bill.
There being no objection, the sketch opponents
CAIN and BRICKER had sponso.r ed a bill for
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, limited
Federal participation in a housing
as follows:
program.
HON. HARRY P. CAIN, OF WASHINGTON
CAIN offered several other amendments and
argued that the construction program would
(This is the sixth of a series of CQ sketches
not insure slum clearance. He was unsuc•
on United States Senators whose terms excessful in an attempt to write in a requirepire January 3, 1953.)
ment for demolition of one slum unit for
Senator HARRY P. CAIN, Republican of
every new unit built under the act. In 1950,
Washington, frequent. critic of administrawhen the Senate again was considering houstion public housing programs and its foreign
ing
legislation, CAIN proposed limiting
policy, holds one of the 34 seats in the upper
amendments, including one to eliminate an
Chamber which will be contested in 1952.
authorization for direct Federal loans to vetBorn in Nashville, Tenn., January 10, 1906,
erans unable to obtain private I.oans.
CAIN moved with his parents to Tacoma,
CRITICIZED SECURITY PROGRAM
Wash., at the age of 5. He attended public
schools, Hill Military Academy in Portland
The Washington Senator h-s crossed
and was graduated from University of the
words with the administration on other
matters.
South, Sewanee, Tenn. He worked with the
old Portland Telegram for a year, then was
He declared on the Senate floor July 18,
employed by the Bank of California in
1951, that the social-security program was
Tacoma: Wash.
",expanding at a crazy rate just as cancer
cells do and will eventually
•
•
•
CAIN was elected mayor of Tacoma in 1~40
for a 2-year term and reelected for a 4-year
wreck our economy unless a halt is made."
term. He became afilliated with several
Though he said he recognized the need for
veterans' organizations. In 1943 he took
such a program, he asserted that he wanted
leave of absence from the mayor's office to · it operated on a pay-as-you-go, year-by-year
enter ·the Army and saw service in Africa,
basis. About Government spending, CAIN
Europe, and England. He was promoted on
said, "While the administration is preachthe battlefield to the rank of colonel,
ing austerity, it is practicing luxury for
awarded the bronze star with two clusters,
Government.' '
thJ Legion of Merit and the Croix de Guerra
In 1949, CAIN played a major role in the
with palm.
successful attempt to block the appointment
On November 5, 1946, he won election to
of Mon c. Wallgren, former Governor of
the United States Senate. Meanwhile, he
CAIN's home State and former Senator, as
was appointed to the Senate December 26,
Chairman of the National Security Re1946, to fill a vacancy before he took office
sources Board. CAIN accused Wallgren of
for his full term, January 3, 1947.
having aided in what CAIN called the conversion of the Democratic Party into a leftA member of the Armed Services Commitwing machine and said Wallgren's defeat in
tee, CAIN frequently has sponsore~ military
the 1948 race for Governor showed he was
and veterans legislation, including universal

HON. HARRY P. CAIN
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unfit for the important NSRB job. A Senate
committee tabled the nomination and Wallgren eventually was confirmed as a member
of the Federal Power Commission.
ON PUBLIC WORKS
Besides hls Armed Services Committee assignment CAIN is the ranking Republican on
the senate Public Works Committee.
Here is Congressional Quarterly's exclusive
scoreboard Showing, in percentages, how
often he voted with the majority of the Re·
publicans (party unity), how often he balloted with the GOP majority when it voted
the same way as the majority of the Democrats (bipartisan support) and his frequency
in making known his stand on roll-call votes
(on the record) :

80th Cong.: 1947-48_____
81st Con~.:
1949---------------1950.- -------------82d Con!!.: 1951. ________

Bipar~

Party
unity

support

On the
record

Percent

Percent

Percent

94

88

91

93
87
78

61
62
77

97 .
80
81

tisan

The Eisenhower Family
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HO~.

FRANK CARLSON

OF KANSAS
IN THE SENATE OF Tl{E UNITED STATES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a statement
prepared by myself, including an excerpt
from a recent book review by John Higgins Williams, published in the Richmond Times-Dispatch of Sunday, March
9, on John Gunther's book Eisenhower,
the Man and the Symbol.
There being no objection, the statement and excerpt were ordered to be
printed in the REcORD, as follows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR CARLSON
I wish to commend to the attention of the
membership of this body a recent bookreview by John Higgins Williams as it appeared in the Sunday, March 9, .issue of the
Richmond Times-Dispatch. The review is
of John Gunther's book Eisenhower, the
Man and the Symbol. The review states in
part as follows:
"In this book, General Eisenhower, who is
unquestionably one of the great figures of
our time, ~s revealed as a great man and at
the same time a very human person. There
are several things in the story which strike
one very forcibly. Not only the general, but
all his brothers, became successful, although
coming from a very humble environment.
The mother of the Eisenhower boys must
have been a truly remarkable person. Gunther retells the often-told story of how,
when, after the war, General Eisenhower was
en route home to Abilene, a well-meaning
neighbor said to her: 'You must be very
proud of your son, Mrs. Eisenhower.' The old
lady replied, unperturbedly, 'Which one?'"
Ida Elizabeth Stover Eisenhower lived, in
full possession of her health and faculties,
long enough to see Dwight David become
one of the two or three most important a"nd
popular men in the world, and still as unspoiled and modest as he had been as a child
50 years before. She died on September 11,
1946, aged 84.
·
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Another thing which strikes the reader is
the extraordinarily rapid rise of the general.
It is hard to believe that, in March 1941,
Eisenhower was only a lieutenant colonel.
Less than 2 years later, he was a four-star
general commanding the largest invasion
force ever assembled.
One of the essential master points about
Eisenhower which Gunther does emphasize
is that he "is so civil-minded." In fact, says
Gunther, "though he has spent his whole life
as a soldier, he actually seems to be a civilian."
Gunther, in his book, states that Dwight
Eisenhower was well adjusted as a child, and
still is. He had to sell vegetables raised on
the family farm to the rich families in Abilene; for a period he even had to wear a. pair
of his mother's old, button-top shoes to
school (as did one of his younger brothers
subsequently) because there were not enough
shoes to go around. When he was Chief of
Staff in Washington, some 40 years later, a
delegation of businessmen asked Eisenhower
if he were really "a conservative." Answer:
"Any of you fellows. ever grow up working
on a farm?"
I wish to here state that it is my personal
belief that the high principles of character
exemplified in the life of their Kansas pioneer mother have been the paramount reason
for the success of the Eisenhower boys. This
teaching was shown in General Eisenhower's
recent statement: "Security cannot be measured by the size of the munitions' stockpiles or the number of men under arms or
the monopoly of an invincible weapon. That
was the German and Japanese idea of power,
which, in the test. of war, was proved
false. • • • But adequate spiritual reserves,
coupled with understanding of each day's
requirements, will meet every issue of our
time."

Catholic Mother of the Year
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT R. O'CONOR
OF MARYLAND

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. O'CONOR. Mr. President, it is
always a source of satisfaction when an
outstanding award is made, without reference to race, creed, or color, but based
upon the merits of the recipient.
Such an event has just occurred in
the designation of Mrs. Maceo A.
Thomas, Negro mother of nine children,
who has just been singled out as the
Catholic Mother of the Year.
Naturally our people of Maryland are
more than ordinarily interested because
of the fact that Mrs. Thomas was born
in our State. Her course of life has been
exemplary, and there will be general
agreement with the selection made by
the family welfare bureau of the National Catholic Welfare Conference.
I ask unanimous consent that the
story of this award as published in the
Baltimore Sun of Monday, May 5, 1952.
be printed in the Appendix of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD.
There being · no objection, the article
was orderad to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

CHURCH HONORS NEGRO MOTHER-STATE-BoRN
MRS. THOMAS Is CATHOLIC MOTHER OF THE

YEAR
NEw YoRK, May 4.-A Maryland-born
woman who has just been proclaimed the
Catholic mother of the year today was still
a little breathless over an honor she called
overwhelming and. totally unexpected.
Mrs. Maceo A. Thomas, Negro mother of
nine children, protested, "I have spent most
of my time taking. care of my children," but,
upon urging, she could list a number of
church and civic activities which had a bearing upon the award.
GREW UP ON FARM

Born 48 years ago near Phoenix, Md., Mrs.
Thomas herself was the youngest of the 10
children of the late Greval and Annie Grayson Hall and a member of a family which
had been Catholics for generations.
Young Ruth Hall, now Mrs. Thomas, grew
up on the 165-acre farm owned by her
parents and received her early schooling in
Phoenix elementary schools.
She loved horses, and as she grew older
won a number of prizes in community horse
shows near her Baltimore county home.
From the Phoenix grade schools the girl
went to the former Morgan Academy in Baltimore, and in 1924 was graduated from Morgan Junior College, a part of Morgan State
College.
During her college years she played as a
member of the basketball team, took part in
school dramatics, and was a soloist in the
glee club.
The year after her graduation Ruth Hall
became Mrs. Maceo A. Thomas in ceremonies
at Texas, Md. Mr. Thomas, now head of the
sales department of Dobbins-Trinity, Inc .•
coal distributors, was a Baltimorean.
The couple moved at once to the Bronx,
where they have lived during the last 27
years, taking over the whole of a two-family
~ouse as their family grew.
ALSO A GRANDMOTHER

The oldest of their five daughters, now 26
years old, is the wife of Dr. J. G. Tarleton,
Jr., chairman of the radiology department
of Meharry Medical College, Nashville, Tenn.
The Tarletons have one child, so that the
IJ?.Other of the year is also a grandmother.
· The second daughter, Miss Muriel Thomas,
25, works with the New York City Welfare
Department.
Maceo A. Thomas, Jr., 24, is with the
United States Army in Germany; and.
Roderick Thomas, 22, is with the Army in
Pennsylvania.
Miss Ruth Thomas, 18, is a freshman in
Hunter College, and Miss Elena Thomas, 17,
is a senior at Evander Childs High School.
The other children are Basil, 14; Paul, 12;
and Betty, 6. The family lives at 3579 Fish
Avenue, the Bronx.
Mrs. Thomas is the only Negro woman
selected as the Catholic Woman of the Year
·since the annual award was instituted 10
years ago. The honor is bestowed by the
Family Life Bureau of the National Catholic
Welfare Conference.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

In announcing her selection, judges said

that her career had not been glamorous or
spectacular, but described her as the "quiet
dynamo" inspiring family, church and community life.
She ts a, member of the Altar Society of
S. S. Ph111p and James' Church, a former
president of St. Madeline Sophie Retreat,
and a leader for many years in ParentTeacher Association activities.
Formal presentation of the award will be
made by Cardinal Spellman at St. Patrick's Cathedral next Sunday, Mother's Day.

Why We Are Doing So Badly in the
Ideological War
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM BENTON
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to insert in the Appendix of the RECORD the text of a speech
given earlier this month at Georgetown
University by Dr. George Gallup, director
of the American Institute of Public
Opinion, under the title "Why We Are
Doing So Badly in the Ideological War."
For 7 years now I have been hammering
the same basic theme that Dr. Gallup
propounds in this speech. I agree with
him that in order to waken the American
people and the Congress fully to the
. danger of underrating the ideological
war that is going on throughout the
world, we need not one, but half a dozen
Billy Mitchells. It is my hope that the
sense of urgency which Dr. Gallup conveys will be imparted to the Senate. I
remind the Senate once more of the resolution which the Senator from Wisconsin
[Mr. WILEY] and I have introduced, calling for a Senate investigation into this
whole area of our international policy.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WHY WE

ARE

DOING SO BADLY IN THE
IDEOLOGICAL VVAR

(By George Gallup)
If the great gains made by Russia since the

end of World War II had been made by conventional methods of warfare, we shoUld
all be shivering in our boots today.
But Russia's conquest in Asia, her growing strength in the Middle East, and her
strong minority position in other parts of the
world h·ave come about not by force of
arms, but by force of propaganda.
This is a type of warfare that our civil and
military leaders obviously know little about.
Our ignorance in this all-important field is
staggering.
A Billy Mitchell, yes, a half dozen Billy
Mitchells, are needed to warn the country of
the dangers which will befall us if we continue to disregard this type of warfare. But,
I, for one, am fully prepared to drop dead
when the first admiral or general appears before Congress and suggests that we take some
of the money set aside for battleships or new
army divisions and spend it where it is most
needed today-in the battle for the minds of
men.
The atom bomb has fascinated us. Historians of the future, I am certain, will say
that we have placed too much reliance upon
it. The world, outside America, may be lost
without our having a chance to make use of
this awesome weapon.
The atom bomb can destroy cities and the
lives of millions of people but it can't change
the thinking of mankind.
On the other hand, ideological warfare can
confuse and divide people, destroy their will
to resist, and change even defeat on the battlefield into ultimate victory.
· Up to this point I have been speaking as
1f we had no program for selling the world
our ideas and our ideals. The truth 1s we
are making an effort in this direction, but
it is so feeble as to constitute little more than
a gesture.
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In saying this I do not mean to belittle
the many able persons in the State Department who are concerned with the Voice of
America, nor do I wish to question or impede
their present effort to get more money from
Congress to carry on the war of ideas against
communism.
"'
What I am trying to say is that we haven't
yet begun to appreciate the strength of the
forces we are fighting or to map out a campaign of the dimensions necessary to bring
success to our side.
Suppose ttlat we had an army made up of
a couple of ihundred men equipped with
squirrel rifles. Would you. describe this as
an army? If we had a half dozen Piper
Cubs fitted out with shot guns would we
have an air force?
The danger is that people of this country,
and particularly Members of Congress, will
delude themselves into believing that we are
actually undertaking all-out ideological warfare.
·
For some strange reason it seems to be
., particularly difficult for military and civil
leaders to adjust their thinking to new ways
of fighting a war. As late as the middle
thirties our military high command thought
that airplanes would be of minor importance
in the next war. Sure, we needed a few
planes. But not many. The methods and
weapons which won the First World War
would certainly win the next one, if it came.
In March 1940-6 months after war had
broken out in Europe-the Army asked Congress for money to build 1,200 military airplanes. And Congress-in the same spirit
which prevails today in respect to ideological
warfare-appropriated enough money to
build exactly 59.
At Wake Island, when the attack by the
Japanese came in December 1941, our marines had a pitiful force of six aircraft for
defense.
Yet the American people in polls taken
years before had voted by the overwhelming
margin of 9 to 1 in favor of more airpower,
and had registered their willingness to pay
higher taxes to foot the bill.
Today we see a repetition of this same
situation. The public, years ahead of Congress again, has shown its desire in our surveys to go all-out to sell our point of view
to the world, and has given its approval
to the expenditure of a billion dollars and
more to do the job.
I can now hear Members of Congress saying: "Yes; we realize that the Russians are
outdoing us. But what evidence is there
that we are getting anywhere with the money
which we have appropriated . in recent years
to meet their efforts? Why should Congress
vote more money when there is so little
evidence that any good has come from what
we have already spent?"
These are pertinent questions, and they
must be answered honestly. The truth is
that we have put a spindly 2-year-old child
into the ring with the world's champion.
He hasn't done too well. But the answer
is not the one proposed by the State Department and the friends of the Voice of
America. What they want to do, in my
opinion, is to put a 3-year-old child in the
ring. If we do we shall continue to take a
terrific beating.
Certainly one of the most basic principles
of ideological warfare is self-evident. To
do a successful job, it is essential to reach
more people, more often, and more effectively
than the enemy.
And that, I need hardly add, is a colossal
task when one looks realistically at the job
which Russia is doing today.
In western Europe, some 100 Communist
newspapers with a total circulation running
into the millions, are published daily. In
other words, millions of persons are reached
with a massive dose of propaganda every
day straight from the Kremlin. Add to this

the missionary work being done by some
five or six million card-carrying Communists
and you should be able to see the size of the
problem we face.
Let me remind you that I am now speaking
only of Western Europe-the part of the
world which is still largely on our side.
Think of the millions of agents and converts
to communism in other areas doing the bidding of the Politburo. Think of the publicity -contrived by expert Communist propagandists and carried in the non-Communist
newspapers and over the radio stations of
the world.
If we were living in a day of miracles-a
day when a rowboat could fight a battleship on equal terms, a day when a firecracker could create the havoc of an atom
bomb-if \ve were living in such a day then
we might hope that our shortwave broadcasts could counter the efforts to the Communists. But that day hasn't arrived and
it is not likely to.
In an article which I wrote for the Reader's
Digest about a year ago I said that we should
spend about $5,000,000,000 a year if we want
to make headway in this battle for the minds
of men. Today I am inclined to regard this
amount as a minimum expenditure.
Five billion dollars is about 30 times as
much as the State Department is seeking
today from Congress; and this is only the
asking price. When Congress gets through,
the amount may be whittled to a much
smaller sum. (It already has.)
You may ask, and if you don't others will:
"Where is this money coming from?" My
answer is that this $5,000,000,000 should come
from the present sizable appropriations for
the armed services. And the reason is this:
I believe that $5,000,000,000 less spent on
today's tanks, guns, and battleships will make
far less difference. in achieving ultimate victory over communism than $5,000,000,000 appropriated for ideological warfare.
In fact, I would go so far as to say · that
every dollar spent in. winning the war of
ideas will accomplish as much as $10 spent
for the conventional weapons of war.
The Department of Ideological Warfare
should be a separate and independent department of Government. There are no
more reasons for having this branch of warfare under the State Department than to
have the Navy or the Labor Department
under the jurisdiction of the State Department.
A separate and independent Department
of Ideological Warfare would require spe·cially trained personnel. Many different tal-·
ents are called for. Certainly a great opportunity lies ahead for any young man who
wants. to make a professional career· in this
new field.
What is needed most is a modern Clausewitz who will set out the principles and
philosophy of this new kind of warfare with
the skill which this German general did in
the · case of conventional warfare.
Strategy must be based upon a keen understanding of people and of human behavior. Were there an outstanding authority today in this field of psychological warfare I . am certain that he would recognize
these seven basic facts.
The first fact is that since the dawn of
history, man has sought a better way of life.
Everywhere, man has the strong urge to better his economic lot. The Communists have
recognized this and the mere promise of a
better life through communism has brought
millions into their fold.
Russia has assiduously cultivated the idea
that the Communists are the friend and the
defender of the poor, the hope of the down ..
trodden. Have we, or has any other nation,
shown more than a passing interest in these
same people?
It is all-important to point out that the
promises may be entirely false and insincere.
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Still, people are not inclined to question too
closely the morals of those who sympathize
with them. People who are leading a miser..
able existence are ready to follow anyone who
holds out the slightest hope for a better life.
And with all of the progress of mankind, the
question most often asked by the people who
inhabit this earth is the very simple one:
When do we eat?
The second fact is that unconsciously we
all have the habit of peopling the world with
persons like ourselves. That is why Americans always have an extra hurdle in the
propaganda race.
If you are a college graduate and most of
your friends are college graduates, you tend
to fill the world with college graduates. You
want to talk with all the inhabitants of the
globe in the same manner that you com ..
municate with your friends.
It takes special effort to imagine any large
group of people who never get enough food
to satisfy their hunger; it is almost impossi ..
ble to believe that large segments of the
world· are illiterate. The impulse of doctors
of philosophy is to broadcast mess_ages that
only doctors of philosophy can understand.
And if we didn't consciously check ourselves
we would be sending out Department of
Agriculture pamphlets to India's millions on
how to make ice-box cookies.
The third fact is equally difficult to bear in
mind. If you would sell ideas, concentrate
on selling them one at a time.
If I were asked to. cite my chief criticism
of our propaganda efforts of the last 10 years,
it would be that we have never followed this
simple rule. We say one thing today, another tomorrow.
The result is that we sell nothing. We
leave only a blur in the minds of our auditors.
In every field that I know about-and cer ..
tainly in advertising-the advertiser who
tries to get over one major sales point about
his product, at a time, does far better than
the advertiser who brings up 10· reasons for
buying his product.
Goebbels and the Communist propagandists have never made this mistake of scat ..
tering their fire. Their whole strategy has
been aimed at doing a rifie, and not a shot ..
gun job. Their success testifies to the im·
portance of this principle of ideological war.
The people of one nation differ from those
of another nation usually in many respects.
These differences must be recognized; but
the danger is not that· too little attention
will be given national peculiarities, but that
entirely too much emphasis will be placed
upon them. There are certain goals to which
the people of all nations aspire. It is im·
portant that .we associate ourselves with
these goals and the effort to reach them.
This is my fourth basic fact.
One goal that appeals universally, is the
desire for peace. Another is nationalism,
the right to run one's own country without
interference from other nations. That is
why the attack on imperialism is so effective
and has been used with such success-oddly
enough by the Russians who have less respect for self-determination of peoples tJ:ian
any nation in history.
Other uni versa! goals could be listedgoals which transcend national boundaries.
Propaganda, from the long-time point of
view, can dwell upon these. Propaganda,
with short-term objectives, can concern it·
self with the interests and problems of individual nations. The Russians carry on
this two-pronged type of propaganda.
While keeping up a world-wide campaign to
sell the idea that Russia wants peace, that
we are imperialistic whereas Russia sympathizes with those who would throw off the
yoke of colonialism, Russia still concocts a
special brand of propaganda for each nation.
My fifth major point is that an idea will
register on the minds of the millions and be
accepted by them only if it is repeated ad
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nauseum. Repetition is at the very heart
of the problem of selling ideas--or for that
matter, products. Even a lie, as Goebbels
proved, tends to be accepted if it is repeated
often enough.
Scores of vehicles must be found to carry
the idea. Speakers must harp upon it. It
must be dramatized by international conferences, painted on the walls of f actories,
plastered on sidewalks and billboards, carried on the front pages of newspapers,
screamed over .the radio, made the subject
of international petitions. There must be
no escape from it.
This is the way the Russians have sold the
idea that Communists are for peace, we are
warmongers. The Stockholm peace petition was but a clever propaganda device.
The many conferences on peace are part of
the same program. If you were to travel in
Europe you would find the word "peace"
scrawled upon walls everywhere.
You may think that only the gullible
could be fopled by such tactics. But d?n't
deceive yourself on this point. One of the
most effective campaign arguments used in
the election in England last fall by the
Labor Party was an echo of this same propaganda. The Laborites came Within an inch
of winning the election and one of the chief
reasons was that many persons had become
convinced that America was war crazy and
m ight lead; England into a new world. war.
If people living in a country that has a
strong and friendly bond with us, a country
with a high level Of education, accept this
Russian propaganda, how much more effective it must be in other parts of the world
where these conditions do not obtain.
My sixth major fact is all important.
Propaganda, contrary to the view of many,
can and should be based upon the truth. A
lie, it is true, can be sold by endless repetition; but what has escaped many in the
propaganda field is that truth can be sold
more easily than lies. However, it must be
repeated just as endlessly.
The word "propaganda" acquired a bad
odor during the First World War. Herr Goebbels didn't help its scent. Many shy away
from the word because it has become so
closely associated with falsehood. and trickery. Yet, it should be pointed out that
Christ and his disciples were among the best
propagandists of the world, and the only reason that some 600,000,000 persons in the
world accept Christiabity today is through
the very effective propaganda efforts of the
church.
In fact, if we in this country did no
more than study and follow the met hods
which have proved most effective _in selling
Christianity, our knowledge and our practices would almost certainly improve. We
should be much more likely to question
the value of short-wave broadcasts to other
nations about llfe in America, or the number of converts we might expect by setting
adrift balloons hearing our message in
pamphlet form. If the job of winning the ·
minds of men were that easy, then our hardworking missionaries have wasted most of
their time.
My seventh major point follows naturally
from this. In dealing with illiterate people
the word-of-mouth approach must obviously
be the chief way of selling people. This
means agents, advocates, friends native to
the country and working for our cause 1n
every land where we hope and where we need
to sell our 1dea.s.
This simple and basic fact was discovered
not in recent years by the Russians; it was
discovered by the church about 2,000 years
ago.
The Russians have a great advantage over
us in respect to recruiting agents. They
can promise them power and a high place
in the Communist hierarchy where the Com-

munist revolution turns out the present
deeds of the United States. For example, in
ruling class. If the Communists are already
surveys which our organization made in Euin power, then their job can be made derope a few years ago, we found many people
pendent upon the amount of propagandizing
holding the view that the Marshall plan
they do.
was merely a slick plot to enable us to monopolize world trade--just what the Russian
We can recruit followers among those who
propagandists were trying to get them to
believe ir. our cause. But we might as well
think. Today many persons throughout the
face the fact that we cannot keep them
without some kind of pay or reward. But
world believe that we are in Korea to estabthat should not constitute too heavy a hurlish a beachhead there from which to launch
den and it must be looked upon as part of
an attack on China. We want another world
the job of selling our point of view in those
war because that is the way to keep up full
areas of the world where our ideas and ideals
employment and guarantee fat profit s for
have been grossly distorted by the Commumunitions makers. So goes the Communist
propaganda line. _
nists.
And now at this point I think I should
No; in this imperfect world in which we
attempt to answer two arguments which are
live, it takes not only good deeds, but a lot
often brought up in Congress and in the
of propaganda to get the people of the world
press.
to recognize these deeds as good deeds.
The first is that propaganda is needless,
And now, may I say a few words about the
that it is just a waste of money. The reaway to establish .an effective program of
soning behind this viewpoint is that the
ideological warfare.
whole world knows that our motives are
We, in America, tend to be so machineright, that our form of government is perminded that any development outside what
feet or nearly so, and our standard of livi~
is described as the hardware field, is likely
the highest in history. Since most of the
to be almost completely overlooked or disworld recognizes these facts, why pay money
regarded.
to tell them.
In many ways the progress that has been
Even the simplest kind of study in any
made in the field of analyzing and predicting
foreign country will reveal great areas of
human behavior rivals some of the most
ignorance about the United States. Moreexciting work that has been done in the
over, human beings have a tremendous calaborato:ties of the Nation.
pacity for being unimpressed by the success
Through the development of new research
of others.
·
techniques It is possible to supplant much
one of the most pitiful sights in America
of the guesswork about the way propaganda
today is the businessman who, having strugworks with definitive knowledge. Specificalgled upward to great financial success, is
ly It 1s possible today to find out just what
bewildered by his employees who don't want
propaganda. ideas of the enemy are being
to work as hard as he did or for as little,
accepted in any country. Likewise it is posand refuse to accept his political and eco-..
sible to find out which of our ideas have
nomic views.
made an impact on the minds of people in
The good fortune of this country and of
those nations where it is possible to have
its people probably inspires more hatred than
access to the public, and, to a certain extent,
good will on the part of those who Uve in
even in those nations where such access is
poverty-stricken lands. To remind these
not possible.
people of our wealth only serves to make
We can learn with a high degree of acthe contrast between our way of life and
curacy just what the people of any country
theirs the sharper . .
think of us, and what they think of the
Yet we have been guilty for many years
Communists, what arguments carry weight
of telling people of the world how wonderful
with these people, which they reject. In
we are without realizing how few friends this
short, it is possible to discover just who is
type of boasting brings us. Certainly Dale
Winning the propaganda battle, and why.
Carnegie wouldn't recommend this as a way
Next, it is possible through research techto win friends and in:fluence people. The
niques which have been developed in recent
second argument is somewhat akin to this.
times, to find out the best way of answering
It is advanced often by thoughtful .persons.
or nullifying the enemies' propaganda, and,
Essentially it holds that action speaks louder
at the same time. the best ways of reinformthan words, that deeds, not words, are th6
ing our own.
best form of propaganda.
·
Through research it is possible to find
There is a measure of truth In this. But
out which of many basic ideas should be
the trouble is, the argument goes only half
incorporated into a propaganda program,
way.
.
and to measure the effect of these ideas in
If we lived in a perfect world-a world
winning converts after they have been made
in which every person had a college educaa part of an action program.
tion, every event was reported fully and acA conservative guess is that. Russia is 15
curately by press and radio, and every man
to 20 years ahead of us in knowledge of
a seeker after truth, then good deeds alone
propaganda and in skill in using it. On the
might sumce.
other hand, I believe, that in the developBut I need not remind you that this is
not yet the case.
ment of research techniques which I have
And as proof that this good-deed-in-adescribed, we are 10 to 20 years ahead of
naughty-world theory does not work, let me
the Russians. In short, we have tOday the
cite the present world situation today. I
methods or tools reaqy to bufid a program
doubt if one could find in all history a nation
of ideological warfare which can equal, or
whose deeds are so contrary to her words as
excel, in effectiveness that of Russia.
in the case of Russia. She says she stands
Still, the great unanswered question 1s
for peace, but actually she has been the
whether this country recognizes the need
only great nation to kindle new wars since
to stop Russia's impressive conquests in this
World War ll. She proclaims to the world
war of. ideas. Every day she adds new victhat she is a democracy, but in reality she is
tories in the battle to win the minds of the
ruled by a small clique who use the most · people of the world while our plans continue
autocratic methods. She inveighs agaJ.ru;t
to be almost exclusively tied to tanks and
imperialism, but practices the most vicious
planes and bombs.
type of imperialism. Yet, through clever
I believe that it is of frightening urgency
propaganda, RU881a. has convinced mllliona
that the people of the United States face of people that her worda are a true mirrGI'
up to the importance of ideological warof her deeds.
fare, and that Members of Congress have
By the same nefarious methods, Russia
the foresight and the courage to clo aomehas distorted completely the motives and
thimr about it.:
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Proposed Federal Bureau of Accident
Prevention
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT R. O'CONOR
OF MARYLAND
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 5, 1.952

Mr. O'CONOR. Mr. President, one of
Maryland's leading organizations, the
Baltimore Association of Commerce, has
recently communicated with me expressing its views concerning important proposals now pending before the Senate.
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD the letter which I have
received from the association.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
BALTIMORE AssociATION OF CoMMERCE,
Baltimore, Md., April 22, 1952.

Han. HERBERT R. O'CoNoR,
United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR O'CoNoR: By recent action,
the board of directors of the Baltimore Association of Commerce voted unanimously to
oppose Senate bill No. 2325 and Senate bill
No. 2714 which would create, within the
Department of Labor, a Bureau of Accident
Prevention and authorize Federal grants to
States for the promotion of industrial safety.
We believe that State labor departments
would lose major powers under the proposed
transfer of their industrial safety functions
to a Federal bureau. In our opinion, effective industrial safety programs now being
operated through the coopera.tion of employers, employees, insurance companies, and
supervisory agencies of the several States
would be greatly impaired.
We would appreciate your favorable consideration of our views on this proposed legislation, and we hope you will do everything
possible to bring about the defeat of these
bills.
Very truly yours,
JOSEPH W. CLAUTICE,
Secretary.

Address of the President of the United
States Before the National Civil Service
League, Washington, D. C., Friday, May
2, 1952
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE P. MILLER
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

M.onday, May 5, 1952

Mr. MILLER of California. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include the following address of the President of the
United States at the seventieth anniversary meeting of the National Civil Service League, which was held at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C., on Friday, May 2, 1952:
It gives me great pleasure to be here with
you this evening. I have a deep appreciation and admiration for the loyal, hard-

working, and able men and women who
make up our _civil service. I have . worked
in all kinds of government-county, State,
and Federal, legislative and executive-but
I have never known a better group of people
than the civil-service employees of the Federal Government.
I have been interested in the public service for over 30 years-ever since I was first
elected judge of the county court for Jackson County, Mo.
Let me tell you something I have learned
in my 30 years of public office: Good government is good politics; and the best politics is what is best for the people.
Of course, there are very import ant differences between being an elective official
and serving in the civil service. Our elective officials are politically responsible; they
must answer to the people. And they must
make the major policy decisions. The role
of the civil servant is to carry out these policy decisions. But there is the great bond of
public service, holding both groups t ogether.
Both are working together for the good of
all the people.
The people are entitled to the most efficient public service we can devise. The way
to provide such service is to ·make sure that
all Government employees, except those in
top policy jobs, are under the merit system.
It has consistently been my goal to bring
this about. I am happy to report that the
goal is now in sight.
We have made great progress since 1881,
when the National Civil Service League was
organized. Then there was virtually no civil
service. By the turn of the century 50 percent of Federal employees were under civil
service.
And now over 93 percent of all Federal
employees in the United States are under
the competitive civil service. This is the
highest percentage in the history of our
Government. That is a remarkable achievement, but it is by no means the whole story.
In addition to the regular civil service, special
merit systems have been set up for various
agencies, such as the Atomic Energy Commission, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and
the Federal Bureau of In~estigation. When
these are taken into account, the number of
employees covered by the merit system comes
to 99 percent of the total.
I am proud that during my term of office
we have extended the merit system to cover
virtually all Federal positions.
Our career civil service is still a long way
from perfect; but it is in better shape than
it has ever been before. We are going forward with our plans to eliminate the last
remnants of the patronage system. But
these efforts meet with the same kind of resistance, the same kind of hypocritical opposition, that has greeted every effort to
make the Federal service better. The patronage seekers are still on the prowl.
Just a few weeks ago, for example, I sent
to Congress my plan to reorganize the Bureau of Internal Revenue. The purpose of
this plan is to place under the civil service
all the positions in the Bureau, with the
sole exception of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. In short, this plan takes
all our tax collectors out of politics. Of
course, it also takes that much patronage
away from the Members of the Senate.
And what a howl of anguish went up from
the patronage boys. Just as you might expect, those who cried the loudest were the
very ones who had been making the most
noise about the misdeeds of political appointees. If you want to know who these
gentlemen are, just get the CoNGRESSIONAL
RECORD and read the list of those who v0ted
against the plan. Well, we fought them,
and we beat them, and we won a major victory for the merit system.
On April 10 I sent three more reorganization _plans to the Congress. Reorganization
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Plan No. 2 would take postmasters out of
politics by abolishing the requirement that
they be 1,1-ppointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. Under Reorganization Plan No. 3, all political offices in the
Bureau of Customs would be eliminated and
the work would be carried on by qualified
Civil Service appointees. Reorganization
Plan No. 4 would place the positions of
United States marshals under the civil service.
When these three reorganization plans
are approved, only a handful of positions
will remain outside the merit system. But
that doesn't mean the job of the National
Civil Service League is finished-far from
it. We have created a career public service
throughout the Federal Government--now
we must fight to protect it. There is a new
attack on the civil service-an attack which
holds more dangers than the spoilsman. This
new attack is an, attempt to gain political
ends by the shameful method of defaming
and degrading the people who work for the
Government.
·
To understand what we are up against
calls for another lesson in politics.
In the normal operat ion of our democratic system, every administration is held to
account every 4 years for its policies, its
programs and its conduct of the Government. That is as it should be. In recent
years, the programs and policies of the administration in office have been upheld, time
after time, by the popular verdict. Today,
the time for another accounting is approaching, and 'the opposition is becoming frantic.
They know that they cannot persuade the
people to give up the gains of the last 20
years. But they think they can undermine
those gains by attacking the men and women
who have t~e job of carrying out the programs of the Government. And so they
have launched a campaign to make people
think that the Government service as a
whole is lazy, inefficient, corrupt, and even
disloyal.
Now, these confusers do not for a moment
believe their own charges. The Government
servant is not the real target of their attack.
They are engaged in a ruthless, cynical attempt to put over a gigantic hoax and fraud
.upon the American people. They say, "Let's
make the public think that the Government service is full of crooks and thieves.
Let's create the impression that all public
servants are bad. Let's tell the people that
the Government servants are Reds. Let's
confuse innuendo with fact, rumor with evidence, charge with guilt. If the people get
mad enough and confused enough, we won't
have to take a position on the great public
policy issues; we can sneak into office by
the back door."
There is only one effective way to deal
with this attack and that is to wage a campaign of truth. Chairman Ramspeck has
courageously started such a campaign, but
he needs the help of all of us. It is time to
blast the rumors, the false inferences and
innuendoes, and the downright lies about
the public service.
Take the charge that most Federal employees are unnecessary. This is completely
untrue.
·
Fifty percent of our civilian employees are
in the Defense Department--engaged directly
in military activities of the Army, Navy, and
Air Force. They man our arsenals, shipyards, supply depots, and weapons laboratories. Most of them are mechanics, steelworkers, riveters, electricians, and other artisans.
In addition, another 28 percent of the
total are in the Post Office Department and
the Veterans' Administration.
That adds up to 78 percent in just those
three agencies.
The remaining 22 percent perform all the
other functions of the Government---6taffing
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such vital agencies as the FBI and the
Atomic Energy Commission, the Soil Conservation Service and Reclamation, the Employment Service, and Public Health. This
22 percent covers a great many peacetime
activities of the Government, as well as
all the national security activities outside
the Department of Defense. Except for
these national security activities, employment in the normal peacetime operations of
the Government has been cut back since
Korea.
The people who carry on these operations
are not useless bureaucrats. They are performing necessary services for the good of
the American people-for their protection
and welfare. They are performing services
which the American people have demanded
and the Congress has authorized by law,
and they are performing them well and
efficiently.
·
But the detractors are not satisfied with
attacking the Federal service as a whole.
They have launched a personal campaign
against the Government worker himself. He
is pictured as mediocre, shiftless, lazy, and
nonproductive, a feeder at the public trough
who couldn't get a job anywhere else. At
one moment he is berated as a low-salaried
nonentity with no standing in his field and
in the next breath he is called a high-salaried
drain on the public purse.
What are the facts? Government workers
are like any other American citizens throughout the country. Only 10 percent are em·ployed in Washington, D. C.; the remainder
are in every State of the Union. California
has more Federal employees than the Nation's Capital.
More than 850,000 of all Federal employees,
one-third of the total, are artisans and
skilled craftsmen.' The others include scientists, doctors, nurses-people in alihost every
trade and profession.
Are these people mediocre, shiftless, lazy,
nonproductive?
Not at all. Government workers come out
at the top in nearly every contest for efficiency and ingenuity. In 1950 a business
efficiency organization sponsored a contest
for the best productive ideas. Government
employees took the top honors. Their proven
ingenuity and initiative had saved the taxpayers $22,000,000 in 1 year alone.
There are hundreds of examples of outstanding public service in the records of our
Federal employees.
Last year, for example, Dr. Thomas L. McMeekin, a chemist in the Agriculture Department, won top honors from the American
Chemical Society for his outstanding work on
the chemistry of milk proteins.
An employee of the Maritime Administration, Clarence Mercer, has invented a waterblast method of removing scale from ships
which will save the Government $1,000,000.
An employee of the Air Force, Irving Gordy,
has carried on research in the electronics
field that makes it possible to use a simple
mechanism costing $30 in place of a machine
costing $6,000.
In engineering, in medicine, in the field of
ordnance, the scientific and technical advances made by Federal employees are saving the Government millions of dollars. Literally thousands of Government employees
have achieved high recognition in their
special fields, and are using their skills and
abllities for the goOd of all of us.
The demagogs say that Government employees are responsible for high taxes. The
fact is that only 13 percent of our budget is
for wages and salaries. Our budget is big
and our taxes are high because of the threat
of Soviet imperialism. We have to -build
strong defenses. This is an expensive busineEs, and lots of people grumble about it.
But it is a costly and destructive luxury
to take our feelings out on our public
servants. Berating our public servants does

to safeguard the rights of the reputations
not help our defense, it weakens us. In this
of those who were innocent. But I have
time of crisis, we should try to improve our
become increasingly concerned in recent
public service-not tear it down.
months by attempts to use the loyalty proNow let me take up one other kind of
gram as a club with which to beat Governcharge against our public servants-and this
is the most vicious and insidious of all. I . ment employees over the head. Political
gangsters
are attempting to pervert the prowant to say, with all the emphasis at my
gram into an instrument of intimidation and
command, that there is no more cancerous,
blackmail, to coerce or destroy any who dare
no more corrosive, no more subversive atoppose them. These men and those who
tack upon the great task of our Government
abet them have besmirched the reputations
today, than that which seeks to undermine
of decent, loyal public servants. They have
confidence in Government by irresponsible
not hesitated to lie, under cover of congrescharges against the loyalty and integrity of
sional
immunity, of course, and to repeat the
Government employees.
lies again and again.
There is no room in the Government servThis is a matter for great concern. These
ice for anyone who is not true to his public
tactics contain the seeds of tyranny. Can we
trust. We have had some bad people turn
be sure that people who employ such tactics
up in Government, just as they do in busiare really loyal to our form of government,
ness and industry. They are not in the Govwith its Bill of Rights and its tradition of
ernment now, and we are prosecuting all
individual liberty? The fact is that they are
those who have violated criminal statutes.
breaking these things down. They are unIf we turn up any more, they can expect the
dermining the foundation stones of our Consame treatment--and if there are any, we will
stitution. I believe such men betray our
turn them up.
country and all it stands for. I believe they
But I will not tolerate the smearing and
are as grave a menace as the Communists.
slandering of Government employees as a
It is not your job to take sides in partisan
group. We have every right to protest
political controversy. But it is your duty
against the deliberate creation, for political
and the duty of all citizens to demand the
purposes, of an atmosphere of suspicion and
truth about the Government service and to
distrust. We have a rigllt to protest against
reject the smear campaign as the base, imthe creation of an atmosphere in which any
moral evil that it is.
charge is a conviction in the public mind,
In particular, it is your job to fight the
despite the lack of evidence. We are not deattempt to reduce the civil servant to the
fending the evildoers when we demand that
status of a second-class citizen. This can
the whole truth be stated-that the other
be done, without taking sides in politics, by
side of the ledger be examined.
placing the facts about the civil service beThe truth is that the Government service,
fore the people. It can be done, without
in the light of its tremendous size and scope,
partisanship, in the name of ordinary dehas a remarkable record of honesty and incency and fair play.
tegrity. I firmly believe that its ethical
The history, of the National Civil Service
standards are as · high as those of any govLeague ·shows that it is well equipped to deal
ernment in the world. I firmly believe that
with the problem before us.
its ethical standards are higher than those
You can count on me, in office or out, to
prevailing in the American business comkeep on fighting to uphold our Government
munity, and the Senate's own Committee on
service.
I am confident that I can count on
Ethics in Government agrees with me.
you as well.
It is a curious fact that those in the
business world who shout the loudest about
corruption in Government are those who
most often approach the Government with
Stand-Pat Congress-What Are Our Boys
·their hands out. It is a tragic fact, that
those in the political world who shout the
Fighting For-Investigations Are Needloudest about corruption in Government are
ed-(Excerpts From Weekly News Remotivated by such a lust for power that they
are willing to wreck the lives and careers of
leases)
innocent public servants.
Of course, the worst kind of attack upon
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Government employees has been the attack
on their loyalty. Here, the technique of the
OF
attackers is the same; innuendo and smear
and just plain lies. And the motivation ia
the same; to get votes.
OF OHIO
The truth is that we can be more confiIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
dent of the unswerving loyalty of employees
in the executive branch of our Government
Monday, May 5, 1952
than any other ..,roup of people in the NaMr.
McGREGOR.
Mr. Speaker, under
tion. They are the only large group of employees in the Nation, public or privat~ subleave to extend my own remarks in the
jected to such systematic and thoroughAppendix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
going investigation. And the record is one
I include portions of weekly news reof which they can well be proud. Every
leases made by me:
·
employee of the executive branch is checked
STAND-PAT CONGRF.SS
by the FBI. Only 384 employees, or nine
one-thousands of 1 percent of all those
The President's demand that Congress rechecked, had to be discharged on loyalty
instate the $6,000,000,000 deducted from
grounds.
various appropriation bills passed by the
This is the real picture, based on hard
House, and the seizure of the steel mills have
fact. It is a shameful and degrading thing
been given primary consideration in the Conto try to mislead the American people into
gress this week. President Truman is irked
thinking it is otherwise.
because the House of Representatives sliced
We · must always be vigilant in guarding
nearly $6,000,000,000 from his budget and
the public service against the infiltration of
put a $46,000,000,000 ceiling on his expenditures in these departments. Congress should
disloyal elements.
stand by its guns even in the · face of the
But we must be just as vigilant in prothreat of the President "that he will keep
tecting employees against unjust accusathe Congress in continuous session until
tions.
January if we do not appropriate the money
The loyalty program was designed to prohe wants."
tect innocent employees as well as the Government. When I set it up, I intended it
I would like to return home so I could
discuss the governmental problems with the
to expose the guilty and at the same t~me
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people of the Seventeenth District, but if it
is necessary for Congress to keep a checkrein on the spending of this administration,
I certainly will remain here. Any order of
the President for Congress to remah:t' in ses!3ion until January will not alter my position
on voting to cut, when necessary, his budget
requests.
WHAT ARE OUR BOYS FIGHTING FOR?
We wonder what our boys in Korea are
fighting for if the President has authority
(without due process of law) to seize the
steel mills, the railroads as he has done, and
the newspapers and radio stations as he has
threatened to do. If he has this authority,
he would · then have authority to seize your
farm, home, business, the schools, and
churches in which you worship. The President tells us the seizure of steel mills is
based upon the decision of the Wage Stabilization Board.
The House passed the Allen resolution,
255 yeas and 88 nays, to investigate the Wage
Stabilization Board and determine if its ruling was fair to all parties concerned. During
the debate on this legislation it was charged
the steel seizure was a tyrannical and illegal
action. It was contended when Congress
passed the Defense Production Act last summer that the wage stabilization problems
should be kept separate from the wage disputes. The administration. leaders contend
that the President is justified and Mr. McCoRMACK, his floor leader, stated "the President has inherent rights to seize property in
the interest of the country." U the "inherent powers" of the President are to take priority over the explicit words of the Constitution, we thereby sanction dictatorship.
Again, I repeat, What are our boys fighting
for?
INVESTIGATIONS ARE NEEDED
It seems regrettable that it is necessary for
Congress to investigate the administration
of laws and appropriations. Congress is really
the legislative branch of the Government
and it is unfortunate that additional duties
have to be placed on our already heavy schedule. However, the vast expenditures and corruption that have been going on have made
it necessary to see that graft, corruption and
unnecessary expenditures are stopped. In
time of war, especially, it has been customary
for Congress to provide the full amount of
funds sought by the military with few questions asked. But the Korean war has proved
an exception. There are three principal reasons for this:
1. Taxes have reached the point where it
Is economically dangerous to increase them
further, which m_a kes it necessary to subject
all Federal spending to careful and critical
review.
2. Military 'spending at present levels raises
a serious inflationary threat unless it can
be controlled.
3. Disclosures of fantastic military bungling and waste are being brought to the
attention of the American people.
An idea of the overhead c-ost in military
procurement can be gained from the fact
that at one Army field installation the execution of 10,000 contracts required 37,000,000
pieces of paper-an average of 3,700 pieces of
paper for each contract.
If an effective program of cross-servicing
were set up, examples such as the following
could not happen: The Army was purchasing 4,770,000 pounds of dried eggs at an
average price of $1.30 per pound. At the
same time the Commodity Credit Corporation had in stock 50,000,000 pounds of dried
eggs for sale at $1.04 per pound. The Navy
has assigned 1,108 different listings and
numbers to a single item--cotter pins.
I am heartiiy in favor of "watch dog"
committees set up by the Congress so that
a check can be had on the · huge expendi-
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tures now being made. The partial report
Justice Ervin spoke out firmly against at·
of one of these committees defi:-;.itely shows
tempted seizure by the Salisbury Housing
that there are interservice rivalries which
Authority of a part of Livingstone College
result in needless duplication and wasteful
campus as the site for a low-cost housing
supply practices. These conditions prevent , development. He wrote:
unity of effort and efficiency which are so
"If I had my way, I would • • •
bady needed to stop unnecessary expendi[strike] down as unconstitutional the stattures and higher and higher taxes.
ute giving housing authorities the power of
No wonder taxes are high; it is time to
eminent domain.
stop.
"Under the statute, a housing authority
condemns the property of one person to proVide dwelllngs for others. No amount of
plain sophistry can erase the plain fact that
The Oil Strike
this is taking the private property of one
person without his consent and devoting it
to the private uses of others."
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Justice Ervin, it .should be noted, has no
OF
quarrel with the basic philosophy of eminent domain. In time of emergency the
Government should exercise its power for
OF MISSOURI
the public welfare but always, as President
Truman forgot, through legally authorized
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
channels. In times of peace the GovernMonday, May 5, 1952
ment--and that includes State governments
as
well-must exercise such power in conMr. MAGEE. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend by remarks in the REc- struction of highways, dock facilities, and
other projects beneficial to the public welORD, I herewith include a telegram which fare.
was called in to the Defense Petroleum
But it may be, as · Justice Ervin apparAdministration officials this morning. ently believes, that the eminent domain
The message is as follows:
power is being granted for too many questionable purposes and used too freely. In
Mr. BRUCE K. BRowN,
this connection he declares: "Courts should
Deputy Petroleum Administrator.
not sustain legislative acts which sacrifice
Department of the Interior,
the constitutional rights of the individual
Washington, D. C.:
to what is called social progress."
Was advised by long-distaJ;lce call from
In this field, as in others, the Nation needs
Missouri last night that many gasoline stato think more about the United States Contions had closed. Farmers are in midst of
stitution
and remember the limitations it
preparing ground for spring plantings. This
puts on Government power. In public houswork is being held up for lack of tractor fuel,
ing as in steel seizures the courts fortunately
and farmers are greatly concerned. Last
are reminding us of it.
week a Government estimate said the reserve
supply was sufficient for 45 days at normal
· consumption. I suggest that Petroleum Administration for Defense immediately investigate and determine whether oil companies
Harry's Whitewash
are deliberately withholding deliveries of
gasoline to distributors in order to create
sentiment against the striking oil workers.
. EXTENSION OF REMARKS
If there has so unexpectedly and quickly deOF
veloped a gasoline shortage, then I respectfully request that proper steps be taken to
cut sales of gasoline to -ordinary automobile
OF ILLINOIS
users and an order made giving priority in
sales to farmers for use in farm operations.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Otherwise farmers face disaster and the deMonday, May 5, 1952
tense effort will suffer irreparable injury.
CLARE MAGEE,
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Speaker, under

HON. CLARE MAGEE

HON. LESLIE C. ARENDS

Member of Congress.

Constitutional Reminder
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CARL T. DURHAM
OF NORTH CAROLINA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday. May 5. 1952

Mr. DURHAM. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include an editorial from the
Greensboro <N. C.) Daily News of Saturday, May 3, 1952:
CONSTITUTIONAL REMINDER
In an opinion handed down this week Justice Sam J. Ervin, of the State supreme court,
brings the business of seizure of private
property-a matter much in the news these
days-right down to the North Carolina level.
In this case the seizure had to do with the
power of eminent domain-that power much
used by government to take over privata
property for public use.

leave to revise and extend my remarks,
I am inserting in the RECORD an editorial whic~1 appeared in the Kankakee
(Ill.) Daily Journal of April 29.
The editorial reviews the record of the
Truman administration and points up
the issues before the people in the coming election. As the editorial so well explains, the decision to be made at the
polls this fall is essentially a choice between salvation and disaster: morally,
economically, and politically as a free
people. For these last several years our
country has been on the road to ruin.
The editorial follows:
HARRY'S WHITEWASH
At a recent Jackson Day dinner, President
Harry Truman talked at great length about
the wonderful things he claimed his administration had accomplished for the American
people. To millions of Americans who know
that the United States has never in its his·
tory been in a more dangerous position than
now his attempts to thus avert blame for
the horrible mess his administration has created fell on deaf ears. They recognized his
egotistical remarks as more of the same exaggerations of the truth which have been
coming out of Washington for many years.
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Let's take a real look at the position of
the United States in the world today after '7
yea rs of Harry Truman.
Militarily: Involved in another bloody war
because of stupid reversals of policy in the
St at e Department. Gloomy . prospects of
more conflicts to come for which we are not
prepared.
Financially: Teetering like a drunken
sailor. Government can't make up its mind
from day to day whether we should worry
about inflation or deflation. In the meantime, the President asks for more and higher ·
taxes from a people already staggering under
the tax load. Loans to individuals by banks
and small-loan companies are at record
highs. People are finding it more and more
necessary to borrow for the necessities of
life while Government spending runs wild.
Honesty in Government: Today's big joke.
Everyone seems to know more about the tremendous amount of corruption in Government than Harry Truman. When he does
find out he frequently refuses to do anyt hing
about it until forced into an investigation
by public opinion. And then he appoint s
investigators he knows are afraid to do much
because their backgrounds are so shaky.
Freedom of the people: People regulated
more and more by Government rules and
measures. Government control seeking to
regulate even petty personal aspects of every- ·
day life.
Respect and friendship of other nations:
American visitors abroad are constantly appalled by the hate of Europeans and Asiatics
for us. United States is obviously on good
terms with many nations only because we
are giving them the shirts off our backs.
Prospects for the future of our children:
Truman wants universal military training, _
claims it is necessary. It is generally agreed
that today's children and those yet unborn
will never have the opportunities or anything like them which their parents and
grandparents enjoyed. Most logical prediction for our children is war and taxes.
Morals: Hitting a new low. Dope addiction, drinking, crime, and sex orgies among
young people getting so prevalent that -parents are desperate.
Security: The most commonly advanced
reason for the breaking down of the morals
among youth today is that our young people,
as wen as parents, lack security.
Just what good then has come out of the
Truman administration? About the most
truthful thing which can be said of it is
that we are not all dead-yet.
Never in the history of this country has
there been so much need for putting into
practice the principles which made this
country No.1 among nations-honesty, good
judgment, acknowledgment of what is right
and wrong, religion, and just plain decency.
We need to flush down the sewer the 5
percenters, the mink-coaters, the dope peddlers, the horsemeat dealers, the influence
peddlers, the Internal Revenue Department,
and Government grafters. the Missouri
cronies, and the New Deal gangsters.
We need to go back to the family circle,
to honor in government to wholesome living
and respect of our neighbors, and to God.
Since Mr. Truman's wise reluctance to risk
his political fortune the 5-percenters, the
mink-coaters, the New Deal Missouri cronies,
etc., have been busy trying to find a new
candidate-another face to hide behind.
And once they have found this candidate
they will try hard to convince the American
people that their new candidate will get rid
of everything that is rotten in the Truman
administration.
But how will this hopeful individual become the candidate of the Democratic Party?
How will he get the support of the grafters
and infiuence peddlers and all the rest of
the questionable individuals who make up
such an important element of the present
administration? Obviously in order to obtain their support and win the nomination,

he will find it necessary to make promises
that if he is elected he will not disturb their
own money-making corrupt·projects.
·. The election next fall will not be a contest
between the Republicans and Democrats.
The Democratic Party was stolen long ago
by the New Deal hoodlums. Instead, it will
be a contest between decency and indecency,
between honesty and corruption, between
freedom and slavery, and between salvation
and disaster.
You, the voters, will decide the contest.
If you do not yet know the difference between the principles of the contestants, then
may God have mercy on your soul.

Idaho Mine.s Are Key to World Peace and
Stability
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN T. WOOD
OF IDAHO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, April 28, 1952

Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Speaker,
Idaho continues to lead, by a large margin, in the production of silver in the
United States. Of the 1951 total United
States production of 39,463,661 ounces
of silver, Idaho produced 14,642,231
ounces, or approximately 37 percent.
Measured in tons, that is a relatively
small amount of metal compared with
the production of such strategic metals
as lead, copper, and zinc; and outside of
mining circles, silver is not even consid-ered a factor in the defense effort.
SILVER, THE MAGIC METAL

But because of Idaho's silver production-and only because of that silver production-Idaho was able to produce
79,800 tons of zinc and 79,783 tons of
lead in 1951-the second largest production of lead and zinc in the Nation; for
it is the silver content in the lead and
zinc ores of the Coeur d'Alene mining
district of Idaho that makes possible the
profitable operation of the great mines
of that area.
Following Idaho in the production of
silver are Utah with 7,365,000 ounces;
Montana with 6,054,653 ounces; Arizona
with 5,165,000 ounces; and Colorado with
2,808,000 ounces; a total for the five
States of 36,034,884 ounces, or approximately 90 percent of the Nation's silver
production.
It is no mere coincidence that these
five silver-producing States produce approximately 90 percent of the copper and
50 percent of the lead and zinc within
the continental United States. For while
silver is only a byproduct in the lead. ·
copper, and zinc mines of these States,
the silver content of their ores and the
price of silver are always important factor-often the controlling factor-in
the profitable operation of their mines.
THE WAY TO NATIONAL

BAN~UPTCY

It is ironical that with 70 percent of
our metal mines closed bee :tuse of unsound, unrealistic legislation, we an im_.
porting huge quantities of lead. copper,
and zinc at prices above those which
domestic mines are permitted to charge.
Imports of lead :;tlone in 1950 and 1951

amounted to 825,000 tons, exceeding our
domestic production for the same 2-year
period. Not only are we paying above
the domestic price for these imported
metals, but we are, in effect, subsidizing
them 60 percent by paying for them in ·
gold at $35 per ounce when, based on
the present value of the dollar, goU is
worth not less than $56 per ounce.
That is the way to national bankruptcy; and the situation is the more
tragic because it could be so readily corrected. Our idle mines could be put into
profitable operation employing thousands of men at good wages without subsidies or cost to the American taxpayers.
Our recoverable mineral res·ources could
be doubled without further depletion of
mines; and we could ushe:;.· in an era of
the greatest prosperity, peace, n.nd economic stability America has ever known
by putting into operation legislation that
has been on our statute books for more
than 50 years. . Silver is the magic metal
that can make all this possible.
MONEY IS MEASURE OF VALUE

It becomes .increasingly evident that
there can never be peace nor economic
security here or-elsewhere unti: we adopt
a sound monetary system which will
maintain and protect the solvency and
integrity of the people's money. The
rea.son should be apparent to everyone.
For money is the measure of the value
of all goods and services-the measure
of the-value of the wages paid the workman for his labor, and the measure of
the value of the products of farm, mine,
and factory. Unless that measure is
honest, constant, and invariable, millions of people will be cheated in the sale
of their goods and services while others
will profit unjustly. Of such injustices
are wars and depressions made.
WHAT IS SOUND MONEY?

Money is sound, honest, and dependable only when backed by and redeem- _
able in something of a universally recognized and accepted value; and since the
dawn of civilization, the only material
things that have ever been universally
recognized and accepted in exchange for
goods and services are gold and/ or silver or currencies redeemable in gold
and/or silver.
The panics and depressions of 1873.
1893, 1907, 1920, and 1929, and the
abandonment of the redeemability of
currency in 1934 prove conclusively that
there is not enough gold in the entire
world to adequately back currencies in
circulation and insure their redemption
at face value, on demand. · ,
The best evidence that a return to the
single gold standard does not offer a solution to our problems lies iri the fact
that we were on the single gold standard
until 1934 and it neither prevented the
1929 depression nor provided a remedy.
BLOODIEST CENTURY IN msTORY

It was war, and war only, that brought

about full production and full employment and wars and rumors of wars are
keeping our economy going now. Unless we are prepared to continue the ungodly, murderous policy of sending our
sons to fight and die in foreign wars to
keep our economy -going, we must stabilize our economy and the economy of
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the world by the establishment of a sound
monetary system.
It is quite generally recognized that
we are living in the bloodiest century of
all history. Since the demonetization of
silver in 1873, the world has been afflicted with more major depressions and
major wars than ever before known.
The causes should be apparent to everyone.
THE CAUSE AND THE REMEDY

For every war is, in essence, an economic war and the underlying causes of
wars and depressions, booms and busts,
inflation and deflation, are unsound
monetary and fiscal policies of governments.
These causes can be eliminated in 90
days without cost to the American taxpayers, without economic disturbances
of any kind, and without sacrificing the
lives of our sons in foreign wars, merely
by carrying out the legislative directive
in section · 311, United States Code annotated (ch. 8, 28 Stat. 4) .
This legislation provides for the joining of silver with gold, at fixed and
proper ratio, in a return to bimetallismthe most perfect monetary system the
world has ever known.
It was with this kind of money that
our Republic operated the first 80 years
of our national existence, expanding
from 13 small colonies along the Atlantic seaboard to a mighty nation extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
from the Great Lakes to the Gulf, acquiring the Louisiana Purchase, Texas,
California, the Oregon Territory. and
Alaska; built most of our railroads, settled the great West, and started the industrial development that has made us
the envy of the entire world. Yes, we did
pretty well with that kind of money.
CRIME OF 1873

protected our home market with a tariff
and followed the advice of George Washington to stay out of foreign entanglements, the internationalist conspirators
were unable to hurt us.
As long as our manufacturers had a
good home market, they were not interested in foreign trade. They favored a
protective tariff. They had a direct incentive to pay the highest possible wages
and the highest possible prices for raw
ma~erials because the farmer, the miner,
and the factory worker were their best
customers. As a consequence, the people
of the United States enjoyed the highest
standard of living in the world.
But the conspirators knew that if they
could dra~n a way enough of our wealth
so that we could no longer consume the
major portion of our own production,
our manufacturers would have to seek
foreign markets; wages and the price of
raw materials would then become mere
items of cost to be kept as low as possible; and they would no longer be interested in a protective tariff. Foreign
goods from slave-labor countries would
flow into free-trade America to pay interest on foreign bonds.
RESULT; UNEMPLOYMENT AND DEPRESSION

This would cause widespread unemployment in the United States; and
force down the wages of American workmen. Then American industry could be
picked up at a fraction of its real value
and become a profitable investment for
the international bankers.
Every device, including the phony war
scare, the huge defense program, and
the gifts of billions and billions of dollars to foreign countries, is part and
parcel of the conspiracy to drain a way
our wealth, gain control of our industry
and commerce, and replace our system
of free enterprise with a regimented,
totalitarian state.

But we were going ahead too fast to
suit the absolutists of Europe. Our system of government-freedom for the individual and free enterprise-was a
threat to all forms of absolutism. We
must be destroyed or controlled. So in
1873 the European monarchies of England, Germany, and Holland, in collusion with the international bankers,
brought about the demonetization of
silver.
Their objeqtive, of course, was to exploit and pillage the silver-money countries of the Orient and Middle East, and
the silver-producing countries of North
and South America which produce 75
percent of the world's silver, but only
30 percent of the world's gold.
By manipulating the price of silver,
they could control the economy of all
these countries. The conspiracy was
successful everywhere but in the United
States. We were able to protect ourselves by producing 97 percent of our
raw materials, consuming the major
portion of our own production, and by
protecting American producers with a
tariff.

How hypocritical to give billions of
dollars to so-called backward nations in
the shape of charity while we acquiesce
in a monetary system that keeps millions
of them in perpetual poverty. Give the
peoples of the world a sound monetary
system and they will develop sound
economies of their own and require no
further help from us.
Lest we in our ego be tempted to think
of the people of the Orient and Middle
East as being only stupid and backward,
it is well to recall that they were leaders
in architecture, astronomy, geography,
mathematics, medicine, poetry, and
many other branches of the arts and
sciences, as well as the inventors of
. printing and gunpowder, when most of
our European ancestors were still barbarians and living in mud hovels.
They were brought to their present
sad estate by the tricky manipulations of
their money-by exactly the same methods nows being employed to pillage us
and force us into an economic collapse
from which we may never recover.

PLOTTING TO PILLAGE AMERICA

DEBASING OUR CURRENCY

FOLLY OF POINT; 4 PROGRAM

You will recall that the first act of the
Having pillaged the rest of the world,
the absolutists have turned their efforts Marxists, who were surreptitiously into pillaging America, and have made an filtrated into key positions in our govunholy alliance with the Communists ernment in 1933, was to depreciate the
and one-world internationalists to dollar and deny to the American people
achieve their objectives. So long as we . the right of redemption because these

conspirators had learned from Kar·l
Marx that the surest way to overturn the
social order was to debauch the currency.
To accomplish this they installed the
Laski-Keynes-Marxist monetary system
of a so-called managed currency.
The fiber, character, and stability of
a people's government reposes in the
great, thrifty, industrious, patriotic middle class. They were the backbone of
this Republic; and would have to be destroyed or reduced to impotency if the
conspirators against our freedom were to
succeed. What better way to accomplish this than to depreciate the currency and burden them with backbreaking taxes. So faithfully have the
conspirators carried out the teachings
of their patron saint, Karl Marx, that
the dollar and all fixed-dollar-value securities, including savings, pensions, and
life insurance have. lost 63 percent of
their value since 1933; and we are burdened with the greatest national debt in
all world history.
Prices, taxes, and living costs are high
because dollars are cheap. This already
has brought financial ruin to many of
our most responsible and patriotic middle-class citizens, particularly those who
had reached the age of retirement and
had their life savings invested in fixeddollar-value securities; but none can
escape the debacle that is coming unless positive, intelligent action is taken
in this year 1952.

-

APPEALS TO PREJUDICE AND CLASS LARCENY

The American people were sucked
into these international conspiratorial
schemes, including the United Nations
and the Bretton Woods Monetary Agreements, by the lying propaganda that they
would keep us out of war. They know
better now; but this knowledge will avail
them little if they fail to take positive
action now.
Then there were other groups who
were won over to support this international conspiracy which masquerades
under the name of New Deal and Fair
Deal, by appeals to their larceny. Labor
was bribed by higher wages; the farmer
by higher prices; and industry by higher
profits; all of them temporary, for the
conspirators merely robbed one group to
pay the other: No new wealth was
created; and now these groups that
were temporarily benefited find that
greater earnings put them in higher income brackets while the dollars they received depreciate faster than their incomes increase.
Is it not about time for the American
people to realize that the United States
Government can give nothing to them
or foreign nations that it does not first
take away from the American people?
LABOR WILL SUFFER MOST

And when the real "squeeze" comes labor will suffer most of all. They will find
that they are now in much the same spot
as a condemned criminal at Sing Sing,
who, just before he walks the last mile,
is showered with T-bone steaks and
strawberries with cream because they
know he has not long to enjoy them.
Of all the devices to rob the laboring
man there is none so destructive as irredeemable paper currency. Labor may
wake up too late to discover that their

•
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leaders have been selling them down the
river by supporting those who are forg"'\
ing labor's economic chains.
PRICES OF GOLD AND SILVER

In the reestablishment of a soup.d
monetary system, the price of gold
should be fixed where it accurately and
realistically reflects the present depreciated value of the dollar. This could
not be less than $56 per ounce; and once
established, the price should be pegged
for a period. of not less than 10 years;
and changed after that only if justified
in full and open hearings before appropriate committees of the Congress. The
price of silver should be fixed to reflect
the relative world production of these ·
two precious metals which is at a ratio
of approximately 15 to 1; and once fixed,
should be pegged along with gold. This
wolild make gold and silver interchange ..
able at fixed and proper ratio; and elimi":""
nate any possibility of the operation of
the so-called Gresham law.
These increases-adjustments-in the
price of gold and silver .would cost us
nothing, since gold and silver coins would
go into circulation as money, and would
be universally recognized and accepted
at face value.
MULTIFOLD BENEFITS OF HONEST MONEY

The stimulating effect on mining
would be instantly apparent. This would
be the greatest conservation measure
ever enacted, for it would make possible
the profitable minlng of much marginal
ore now being abandoned in the mines
or left on the dumps. It would also
bring about the profitable operation of
most of the. 70 percent of our mines that
are idle now. Naturally it would also increase the wealth and purchasing power
of our silver-producing neighbors in
Canada, Mexico, and Central and South
America; but just what is wrong with
that? It would also bring out of hiding
the billions of dollars in gold and silver
hoarded throughout the world and stabilize the economy of nations where only
chaos and confusion now reign.
WOULD CHECKMATE SUBVERSIVES

•

It would also strip the subversives of

the tools with which they work; and stop
the pillaging of the people by the international racketeers who can perform
only in an economy where they can manipulate up and down the measure of
the value of all goods and services.
An unsound monetary system, such as
is now current throughout the world, is
more dang.erous and deadly than the
atom bomb; more fruitful of human misery than war, pestilence, and famine;
and has brought more injustice than all
the bad laws ever enacted.
.SOUND MONEY IS ONLY SOLUTION

A sound, honest, dependable monetary
system will do more to prevent war,
establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, and promote peace and harmony among nations than all the United
Nations, Atlantic Pacts, Marshall plans,
or point 4 programs, ever devised.
But remember this: Until we adopt a
sound monetary system, all the present
frenzied efforts to achieve peace and security are just so much sound and fury
signifying nothing; for unless money is
sound, nothing is sound.

In view of the vital part silver can play
in the rehabilitation of the world if we
but have the sense to use it for the purpose intended by a divine providence, I
am sure you will agree with me that
silver is the magic metal.

Anniversary of Polish ConstitutionSpeech of Hon. Clement Zablocki, of
Wisconsin
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY P. O'NEILL
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
the speech of the gentleman from Wisconsin, Hon. CLEMENT ZABLOCKI, delivered
before the Friends of Poland of Lackawanna County, Scranton, Pa., May 4,
1952. In so doing I respectfully join
my Polish friends in the Tenth Pennsylvania District in celebrating the anniversary of the Polish Constitution of
1791. We know that General Kosciusko
fought with the American troops of Gen.
George Washington, and that his military record in this country is firmly_ and
honorably established..
We can assume that his stay in this
country in some measure led to his activity upon his return to Poland, in behalf of the new Constitution of Poland.
The Polish document was a bonafide
democratic action, and among its great
provisions were one we cherish here;
freedom of religion and franchise.
That Russia invaded Poland shortly
thereafter we know, and sadly enough
the life under the constitution was too
short, and so that symbol of national
independence and internal democracy
faded away.
President Woodrow Wilson 130 years
later made as one of his famous 14 points
the establishment of a new and democratic Poland a condition of the treaty
. of World War I. Then again another
democratic constitution was effective as
of March 17, 1921. This again was too
short lived and the Nazi and Communist
hordes caused it to be ineffective.
The speech is as follows:
Mr. Chairman, YCmr Excellency, distinguished guests, friends of Poland, it is a
great pleasure to be with you today here
in the heart of the anthracite (black golq)
region. I have been very much ~pressed
by the efforts which your society exerts in
cultivating and fostering closer ties and better understanding between Americans of
Polish descent, and the Americans of different national origins. We try to do the same
thing in our city of Milwaukee, so I feel
very much at home in your group.
I am certain that your organization played
a considerable part in assuring the interest
your · representatives in Congress have had
in affairs pertaining to Poland.
From your part of Pennsylvania you have
two Members of Congress who have been
very active, among other matters, in the
investigation of the murder of some 15,000
Polish officers; Congressman FLOOD of WilkesBarre and your own Congressman HARRY:

O'NEILL. Tomorrow, I understand, Con·
gressman FLooD is returning from the hearings and investigations held in Europe to
further establish the guilt of the perpe•
trators of the Katyn massacre.
The testimony in Congress thus far indicates quite clearly that the guilt belongs
to the Communists, although they at one
time blamed the Germans for this atrocity.
Since the mass murder was such an important matter to have accurately investigated, the Congress finally agreed to extend
funds to have its committee go to Europe
and make certain where the guilt must lie.
As to this point your own Congressman
O'NEILL was very active in working to provide the means to get this committee to
Europe. He is a member of the House Administration Committee and in that committee hearings were held to enable that
group to make appropriate recommendations
to the entire Congress as to this expensive
move.
The committee established that it would
cost approximately $65,000 and some members were opposed to such an expenditure.
Not Mr. O'NEILL, as he has too many Polish
friends and acquaintances in this community
to leave a thing of such importance half
proved.
He made a motion to award the money, and
a.rgued that the committee should report out
a fund in the needed amount. The motion
carried and the matter was reported favorably to the House, where, after debate and
objection by those who could not see this
matter as important, the House finally passed
the resolution.
This work enabled the committee to go to
Europe, and the results of that trip will be
printed in every newspaper and magazine in
this country. I am certain that the PolishAmerican Journal will report the findings of
the Katyn Forest massacre investigation
completely and most adequately.
The work which the Friends of Poland of
Lackawanna County, and similar organizations throughout the country, are doing,
should be highly commended. You are trying
to foster the appreciation of other people's
cultures, and to promote understanding and
tolerance among people of· varied backgrounds. Such efforts tend to broaden our .
concepts, and to stimulate harmony within
the framework of cultural and territorial diversity. They bring the people of farm areas,
towns, and cities together, and help to
strengthen and better our society, and our
entire Nation.
In a similar manner, but on a global scale,
the Government of our country is doing the
same thing. Especially since the last war, we
have pioneered in promoting international
understanding and good will by assisting our
neighbors materially, by helping them to understand us and our way of life, and by showing respect for their own institutions, customs, and beliefs.
The goal of your efforts as members and
friends of the Friends of Poland Society is a
better America-the goal of our Nation's foreign policy is a better world.
I would like to speak to you about this
better world which our groups, in their own
way, and our Government, in a similar way,
are trying to create. And I would like to
call to your mind the particular contributions which Poland has already made-and
can in the future make-to the attainment
of this goal, a better world. Since this year
we commemorate the one hundred and sixtyfirst anniversary of the Polish Constitution
of May 3, I want to mention that, too, and
share with you some of my observations and
hopes about the future fate of Poland.
History shows us that some of the greatest
achievements of humanity have been produced in times of cdsis and stress. When
challenged by fate, time and time again mankind had awakened from its slumber, stood
up, and answered · the challenge. At times
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these actions did not repel the impending
wave of tragedy. At all times, however, they
remained in the minds of men, and on the
pages of history, much longer than any temporary misfortune. Their presence enriched
our heritage, and their remembrance offered
succeeding generations an inspiring example
to follow through years to come.
We are presently living in an age of crisisundoubtedly the most severe crisis which has
ever faced humanity. The development of
the atomic bomb has created a condition
under which warfare between any two great
powers will extend throughout the globe, and
bring untold suffering to the greater part of
the human race. At the same time, the rise
of communism as a world power has created
the condition that can easily lead to such a
global conflict.
·
The way in which we will deal with the
present crisis, and the success of our efforts
to avert another war, will determine the
fate of the globe for years-perhaps centuries-to come. So in pursuing our way
today, we should give heed to historic examples, and see how other nations and other
pe·o ples have acted when they were faced
with circumstances approaching ours in
similarity.
The example of Poland at the close of the
.eighteenth century is one which should
command our attention. Not only those of
us who are of Polish ancestry and take just
pride in the achievements of our forefathers
but all of those who love liberty, equality,
and democracy for which our Nation stands
should heed this example.
It was during time of stress, when the
Kingdom of Poland was plagued by internal
disunity, and beset by greedy neighbors who
only awaited the right opportunity to parti·tion its territory. that the citizens of Poland
produced one of the most remarkable documents of our civilization-the constitution
of May 3, 1791-the first written democratic
constitution in Europe.
There are two things especially outstanding about this constitution: One, its contents; secondly, the manner in which it was
adopted.
·
In its contents the copstitution was based
on the principle that all power in civil
society is derived from the will of the people. It assured the Polish nation a dualchamber parliament, with the real and final
power resting in the lower chamber; it
initiated social reforms; equalized to a great
extent the privileges of the burghers and
the nobility; gave peasants equality under
the law; .and reaffirmed religious toleration,
which was a fundamental element in Polish
history.
This constitution laid down the essential
directives for the nation to follow. The
succeeding generations followed them not
by way of social revolution but by evolutionary reforms. As a result, when the new
Polish state was restored to independent
status in 1918, the nation at once took the
line of parliamentary government in its
broadest sense.
The second notable fact about the Polish
constitution. was the way in which it was
adopted. While in France the similar objectives were achieved by a bloody revolution,
and while most of the continental Europe
still adhered to the obsolete ideas and institutions of medieval ages, the Polish people
adopted their new constitution joyfully and
peacefully, and by unanimous consent.
Now this democratic constitution and
heritage of Poland play an important part
in toda y's world.
We all realize, I am certain, that the world
today is split into two opposite camps, advocating entirely different ways of life. On
one hand, there is the Communist system,
which today dominates almost one-third of
the human race, and stands for a totalitarian
rule and the enslavement of peoples. This
system refuses to acknowledge the existence
of inherent human dignity, of civil rights,

of individual liberty, of the freedom of worship and of thought.
On the other hand we have the free nations of the world standing together, trying
to preserve the heritage of western civilization, with the freedoms and liberties under
which we have been born, and under which
we want to die. We want to preserve these
things for ourselves and for our children.
But we go step further: we also want those
peoples who are presently living under less
advanced systems, and those who have been
forced to live under the Communist yoke,
to be able to enjoy freedom of choice in the
selection of their political governments, and
in the choice of their way of ilfe.
As I mentioned earlier, the Communists
today dominate nearly one-third of the human r ace. They do not want to stop there.
They intend to master the rest of the world.
Whether we like it or not, there is no sense
in trying to deceive ourselves about Communist aims. They have been repeatedly
announced by Communist leaders, Trotsky,
Lenin, Stalin, and are self-evident from
Communist actions. Unless we stop them,
they are going to destroy our institutions
and rule the world.
It has l}een our Nation's policy to try to
stop the advance of communism. Because,
of necessity, our Nation has become the
leader Of the free world, this has been our
primary job. We have been trying to achieve
it in two ways. First of all, knowing that
force is the only thing which the Communists respect, we have made every effort to
strengthen the free nations, so that they
could stand at par with the military might
of the Cominform. By matching strength
with strength, we stopped the Communist
advance in Greece, in Turkey, in Iran, and
we are stopping it today in Korea.
Secondly, we have tried to eliminate bad
social conditions which give rise to communism. Hungry and discontented people will
follow the leaders who promise them bread.
They are in no mood to argue about political
democracy, or the high ideals of freedom,
liberty and equality. If the Communists
came to them and promise them bread,
some of these hungry people will follow
them.
In this field, we have , tried to help the
free nations in improving their economic
conditions through the Marshall plan and
the Economic Cooperation program. In addition, we have extended our assistance to
b".ckward areas, by showing those people
how they can produce more bread, better
utilize their resources, and improve their
standard of living. This is the point 4
program.
Our efforts constituted an experiment unparalleled in history. There has never been
a time when one nation would go out of
its way, and through self-sacrifice and selfdenial, extend as much help to others as
we have done during the past 7 years. Ours
has been the greatest humanitarian effort
made by any nation in tl\e history of man.
At the same time, it is good business, 1!
we look at it objectively. The idea that
our Nation can exist in isolation, forgetting
about the rest of the world, does not hold
much weight today. Under our modern
conditions, what happens in China or Tibet,
in Egypt or in Paris, will have an effect on
our own well-being. By helping others, we
have also worked to assure ourselves peace
and prosperity.
All good and well, one might say. We· are
helping the free nations, and we are aiding .the underdeveloped areas. But what of
those countries which are today enslaved
by communism?
What about Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and the other · nations behind the iron curtain? What can
we offer them?
Unfortunately, there is not very much we
can do for them in the immediate future.
Through mistakes oonuriitted at the end of
World War II, and lack QC foresight, Com..

a
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munist domination has been t:j:tended over
those countries. For these mistakes and the
lack of foresight, the people who allowed
them to happen in 1945 and 1946 are partially
to blame.
Much has been said one way or another
about the so-called sell-out of the countries
which are today behind the iron curtain.
In the heat of the controversy, a~ objective approach to this question was not easy,
and many pertinent facts were purposely ignored, or twisted.
The fact which is seldom mentioned in
connection with this subject is that, at the
end of World War II, those territories were
under the domination of Russian armies. To
get those armies out of there, we probably
would ha:ve had to resort to force , starting
a new war. In 1945, there were very few people, both in America and in Europe, who
wanted to continue fighting.
It is easy to speculate today, but there are
grounds which would lead one to believe
that many difficulties which we have encountered with the Russians in Europe after
World War II could have been avoided had
the allied military leaders been more farsighted in their planning during that war.
For instance, the merits of the allied campaign in the Mediterranean may be open to
question. These campaigns delayed the invasion of Europe by 1 year-a year which
could have changed the map of the world.
Had we used that year to march through
Europe from the French shores, it is probable that our armies could have reached the
Vistula, or even the Polish-Russian border.
In that manner, the Russian armies would
have never occupied Germany, Austria, Poland, and most of the iron-curtain countries.
Another item which is frequently slighted
Is that agreements were made with Russia in
1945, providing for the removal of Russian
occupation forces from Poland and neighboring nations, and for the holding of free,
supervised elections in those countries.
These agreements were not lived up to by
the Soviet Union, despite strenuous protests
by bur Government. To force Russia to abide
by the free elections agreement would have
necessitated war. We were rapidly demobilizing at that time, and public opinion, if
you recall, was hardly in favor of a new war.
As a result of this combination of factors,
Poland and the other countries behind the
iron curtain have been enslaved for the past
7 years. Repeatedly, they have looked up to
us for help and liberation. We have been
unable to aid them effectively, short of starting another world war. Such a war would
have brought ruin and destruction upon
countless millions of peoples.
People repeatedly ask me: "What is in store
now for those nations? Are they ever goingto be free?" An immediate solution of these
problems is not easy.
During my years in Congress, and in the
course of my committee _assignments to
Europe, I have come in contact with t t e
Polish, Czech, Hungarian, and other leaders
of iron-curtain countries in exile. These
persons have been keeping in constant contact with the underground movements in
their respective homelands. They tell us that
dissension has been brewing there. The
people of the Soviet-dominated areas are increasingly expressing their unrest and opposition to the Communist yoke.
We knew that this would happen. We
knew that no amount of coercion, suppression, or punishment can stop any people,
raised in the heritage of freedom, from rebelling against enslavement. The growing
magnitude of this movement, aided by news
and encouragement from the free world, is
what is significant.
This movement, and these signs, are a good
omen for us, and for all the free people all
over the globe. First of all, because they
show that the Communists are losing in
their struggle to master the minds of men,
and change them to Communist thinking.
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They are a good omen, secondly, because they
show that the internal organization of the
Soviet Union is being shaken from withina state of affairs which cannot last long with·
out serious cons~quence.
The people of Poland and of the other
iron curtain countries are keeping their hopes
alive, and longing for the day when they will
be able to r~ume their rightful place within
the family of free nations.
I Will they have to wait long? I do not think
so. One cannot measure, however, the suf.
fering of mankind in days, months, or years.
It must be measured in terms of the goal for
which we are striving. If a free world-a
world in which all nations shall determine
their destiny in accordance with the just
desires of their people; in which freedom of
worship, freedom of opinion, and freedom
from oppression shall reign; in which peace
and liberty-not enslavement-shall ruleif such a world is worth waiting for, then
the suffering and sacrifices which we must
undergo today become endurable.
The free nations of the world are deter·
mined to achieve that goal. To achieve it,
they shall need the help of the people of
Poland, and the people of other nations
which want to be free. The people of Poland
Will give us that help. They know what suffering is; they know what enslavement is;
but they also know how to survive, and, above
all, they shall remain true to their heritage,
I am certain that I need not go back in
history to show that the indomitable spirit
of the Polish people will not be killed by
their Communist oppressors. The world
knows how strong that spirit is. The world
remembers how Poland was resurrected after
a century and a half of enslavement. The
world remembers how bravely the Poles
fought during the last war, not only on
their home soil, but in France, England, and
in other areas where democracy fought totalitarian powers on the field of battle. The
Polish names on the graves on Monte Cassino, on the beaches of Normandy, and
wherever free men fought, tell the full story.
It would be tragic indeed if the free
peoples of the world would not exert every
effort to help Poland and the other iron
curtain nations to regain their freedom. It
is for us especially-the people of Americato rededicate ourselves today to the task of
aiding the people of those nations in the
dark hour of their need. We must rectify
the error committed in placing faith in the
power which later violated our trust and
proved to be an international thief. The
negotiations which we undertook with the
Soviets during and immediately after World
War II have never attained the status of
treaties. They were never ratified, and were
repeatedly violated by Soviet Russia. We
should not give them any further recog·
nition.
Friends, in the remembrance of the Polish
Constitution of May 3, and in the examples
of the invincible .c ourage and will of the
Polish people, we should draw inspiration
today-just as the people of Poland draw
inspiration and courage from them. And
we should let the world know our conviction-the conviction that, with God's help,
Poland and the rest of the world shall be
free.

Our Uncontrolled Public Debt
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 8, 1952

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
leave to extend, I am iAserting

un~er

some pertinent observations by Harry S.
Barger with reference to the Treasury
Department pledging the credit of the
United States without legal authority.
This is another step in government by
men instead of by law. More money in
circulation now means more inflation of
prices.
·
The statement of Harry S. Barger follows:
OUR UNCONTROL:r,.ED PUBLIC DEBT

The Evening Star of May 1, 1952, quoted
the Secretary of the Treasury as announcing
a program "to raise almost $10,000,000,000
in deficit financing to pay for the defense
build-up this year"; and that "the new offering will include new money-increases in the
public debt, rather than the exchanges of one
security for another."
That is a clear case of the Treasury Department pledging the credit of the United
States without authority.
Under the Constitution, Congress alone
may pledge the credit of the United States;
and that power has not been, and cannot be,
delegated to the Secretary of the Treasury
or any one else.
Repeated efforts to bring these evils home
to Members of Congress have been unavailing.
Some years ago, a ranking official of the
Treasury Department wrote, in effect, that
prior to World War I, when Congress wanted
to pledge the credit of the United States
through issuance and sale of Government
securities, it invariably enacted specific legislation spelling out the amount of securities
to be issued, their kind, the maturity, rate of
interest, and the like; but that, after World
War I, Congress authorized the Secretary of
the Treasury to issue securities primarily for
the · purpose of redeeming and refinancing
prior issues. Inquiry of the Treasury Department will doubtless bring a reiteration of
that statement-it was made by Under Secretary Wiggins during his incumbency.
Mr. Wiggins further said on the occasion
mentioned that, in passing such retirement
and refinancing legislation, Congress provided that, if the issues authorized produced
more money than was required for refinancing and retirement of existing securities, the
excess might be used for general expenses of
government authorized by Congress. It is
that clause on which the Treasury bangs its
hat for authority to issue all manner and
kinds of securities, including present-day
deficit financing.
The legislation enacted during and after
World War I very clearly was meant, de·
signed, and intended primarily, if not exclu·
sively; to facilitate the retirement and re·
financing of then- and prior-existing GO'{•
ernment securities. It is found in title 31,
sections 731-772, United States Code, 1940
edition, under the heading "Public debt."
Particular attention is invited to <>action 753
containing the dubious and brief clause Gn
which the Treasury relies for its claimed
uncontrolled authority to issue and :>ell securities at will, and to fix all the terms and
conditions thereof-for deficit financing.
The writer respectfully subm1ts that Con·
gress has not made any such blanket delegation of its power to pledge the credit of
the United States, and could not do so if
it tried.
As of June 30, 1951, the combined public
debt and contingent liabilities totaled more
than $504,000,000,000. The public debt was
then but slightly less than the limit set by
Congress. The last official estimate of the
national wealth was stated as being just
above $371,000,000,000. And both the· debt
and contingent liabilities continue to rise.
Should not something be done to restore
to Congress its constitptional control over
tlle public debt and the Natlona' purse
strings?
.
Manifestly, if Congress had to vote onstand up and be counted-the issuance ot

Government securities, fewer such issu!'.s
would be sold, and there would be much
less deficit :financing.

To Which Constitution Have You
Compared It, Mr. President?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN T. WOOD
OF IDAHO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

. Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Speaker,
the President of the United States recently submitted a copy of the new constitution for Puerto Rico to the appropriate committee of Congress. That
committee reported favorably thereon
and recommended that Congress should
approve the adoption of the new constitution.
·
The act of 1950, passed by the Congress, permitted the people of Puerto
Rico, to enact such a proposed constitution, under the following terms:
First. The constitution must guarantee a republican form of government to
its citizens.
Second. It must conform to our own
Constitution and to those of the several
States.
Third. The President of the United
States must certify to Congress that the
new constitution does conform to the act
of July 3, 1950, and to our own Consti·
tution.
The President duly submitted it to
Congress the latter part of April 1952,
with the following certification:
I do find that and declare that the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico conforms with the applicable provisions
of the act of July 3, 1950, and of our own
Constitution.

At the time of submission he called for
speedy enactment by Congress.
However, a comparison ·between our
Constitution and that proposed for the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico seems to
point up their di1ference rather than
their similarity, and it is this fact which
prompts me to ask the following question: "To which constitution have you
compared it, Mr. President?"
Nowhere· in the new constitution does
it proclaim the setting up of a Republic.
Instead, it proclaims the setting up of
the United Nations' notion of a· democracy. In two places it states that the
Democracy shall have a Republican form.
We were created a republic by the
Constitution of the United States, and
have been proud of that status for 153
years. No one other than the United
Nations has ever questioned, or sought
to change it. But listen to some United
Nation's talk in the preamble to the new
constitution:
We, the people o! Puertp Rico, in order
to organize ourselves politically on a fully
democratic basis, etc.
We understand that the democratic system of government is one in which the will
of the people is the source of public power,
the political order is subordinate to the
rights of m~, and the free participation
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the citizen in collective decisions is
assured.
of

In examining the last statement as to
the derivation of public power, most
likely no thoughtful American would
agree that the will of an unorgfi.nized
number of people has any constructive
public power. The source of our public
power is attained through our firm union
under constitutional guaranties. Consequently, the will of the people does
not necessarily generate wise governmental powers unless that will has first
been. exercised in the formation of a firm
and just union of free and responsible
citizens under the guaranties of constitutional authority.
Certainly our Government is not a democracy. It is a Republic. I have
searched through all history for a single
example of democracy, but outside of
mob law, which is perfect democracy in
action, none has ever existed. Several
have been attempted, but all have
quickly degenerated into totalitarian
states. The thunder of Napoleon's
cannon in the 8treets of Paris mercifully
put an end to the intolerable tyranny of
the last one.
The most marked difference between
the proposed constitution and our own
is the bold substitution of the Declaration of Human Rights of the United
Nations for our Bill of Rights. The
bill of rights ·of the constitution of
Puerto Rico contains substantially all of
those demanded in the former document, such as the right to receive free
elementary and secondary education;
the right of every person to obtain work;
the right of every person to a standard
of living adequate for the health and
well-being of himself and family, and
especially to food, clothing, housing
medical care, and necessary social services-whatever that means; the right
of every person to social protection in
the event of unemployment, sickness,
old age or disability; and the right of
every accused to be admitted for bail;
the death penalty shall not exist; government seizure of printing presses or
any kind of materials devoted to publications of any kind forbidden-even if
engaged in printing obscene material, O:t!
that dangerous to government itself.
Our Constitution was formed by a
group of highly intelligent citizens, students of history, and very recent victims
of governmental tyranny they had migrated here to escape. They chose to secure themselves from the possibility of
future tyranny by setting up a contract
between themselves, as free citizens of
the new Republic, and the Government.
To attain this end, they retained all their
inalienable rights not specifically granted
to the Government. They were impelled
and guided by the thoug!1t, "That government is best which governs least."
They neither asked, nor gave to the Government any power to grant economic
gratuities, wisely recognizing each citizen
could and should create these for himself, if worthy to live within the Republic
they were creating.
Government is not endowed, under our
Constitution, with the power to take the
fruits of his labor from one citizen, and
di~pense it as a dole to any other citizen

under any circumstances whatever. For
our Constitution is solidly built upon the
sacred and inviolable right of every person to remain secure in the enjoyment
of the fruits of his labor. Any encroachment upon this right is unconstitutional
tyranny, whether giveR the force of law
or not. Our Constitution recognized the
governmental appropriation of private
property for certain definite communal
advantages, but such were spelled out
in the clearest possible detail. All other
dispensations of private property werE!
wisely left to private charity.
Most certainly our Constitution does
not guarantee to its citizens any right to
obtain work, for such a guaranteed right
immediately presupposes that person's
right to receive some form of dole if he
~annot avail himself of that right. Certainly our Constitution does not guarantee the right of every person to a
standard of living adequate fqr the
health and well-being of himself and
family. Who is to prescribe such standards, and who is to certify that such families will abide by the standards chosen
for them? Most important of all, who is
to pay the bill?
Certainly our Constitution does not
guarantee social protection in the event
of sickness; not even your own. For each
and every such encroachment upon your
inalienable right to enjoy, undisturbed,
the fruits of your own labor, carried to
its ultimate conclusion, gives the predatory government seizing such private
property, the right to seize all of it.
The fact that such laws have been passed,
and that our Government is seeking to
pass others similar, merely points out
the fact that such laws are basically unconstitutional and exhibitions of governmental tyranny.
Certainly our Constitution leaves the
matter of bail up to the discretion of the
courts. Only by doing so may society
be protected against dangerous criminals, homicidal maniacs, and traitors
seeking to wreck the very foundations of
government. Do you question the wisdom of such discretionary powers by the
courts? The new Constitution of Puerto
Rico does. Indeed the very demand for
such gratuities from their government .
demonstrates the fact that the people
who wish them are not- yet capable of
self-government, and this fact also applies to our own citizens.
Let us study the conditions in Puerto
Rico for a few moments. The average
assessed property valuation is $197. Per
capita income reached its highest level in
1942-$184 per person. The density of
population is one of the highest in the
world-645 per square mile, 15 times as
great as .in the United States.
Fifty percent of the population receive no money income. Women bear
an average of six children. One-fifth of
the women bear 10 or more children.
The average income over 14 years of age,
in 1949, was $378 per year; 60 percent
receive less than $500.
The forests which once covered the
island have almost disappeared. There
is no coal. Industry is partly dependent ·
upon benefit payments by the United
States. Owing to the difficulty of supporting themselves in Puerto Rico, a
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large number of its citizens are -moving
to the United States.
The sugar, rum, and molasses indus-tries, and several others which provide
the islanders with work, have to receive
subsidies from this Government.
And yet the President says "this is the
showcase of America." It is expected
under the brave new Socialist constitution, that in some mysterious manner
the new government shall be able to
guarantee to its citizens the gratuities
expressed in their Marxian bill of rights,
apparently dictated for them by the
United Nations. It blithely anticipates
that you can get blood out of a turnip,
and that something can come out of
nothing.
The President states gleefully in his
message to Congress regarding the new
constitution for Puerto Rico: "Puerto
Rico has become the showcase of the
Americas." Perhaps he should have used
the word "coffin."
For this is the first time the United
Nations has been given the unlimited
opportunity to work its deadly will upon
a country in the process of forming their
own government. Poor people of Puerto
Rico. What a melancholy fate is yours
should Congress give this atrocity its
blessing. When inevitable disillusionment catches up with you, with its· certain disaster, shall you turn to the United
Natipns for relief? And shall it be forthcoming if you do? Or shall you turn to
your misguided godfather-if they pass
this legislation-the United States.
They have already given you an earnest
of their good will since they accepted
your guardianship. But I solemnly counsel you not to put your trust in this
United Nations chimerical absurdity.
Now for one good thing at least about
the proposed constitution. It completely
denies the authority of government to
seize private property without due compensation. I wonder if the President
happened to notice that in his examination of the draft?
If the United Nations can make out
any case for this constitution they have
ordained for Puerto Rico, without appalling subsidies by this Government, my
hat is off to them. Even as fortunate
as we are in our wealth of natural .resources, and the income building proclivities of our citizenship, our ability to
finance such governmental encroachments as we have already legalized unconstitutionally, are knocking our economy into a cocked hat. And while the
communistic United Nations yearns to
give such comparable tyrannies treaty
rights in the United States Senate, that
body has wisely contented itself with
counting the costs rather than being in
any haste to grant them such rights.
It may be possible to finance such a
bill of rights in Russia. Neither you nor
I are given any opportunity to know
whether it is or not. But rights of private property do not exist in Russia.
The revolution of October 1917 ended
them. Moreover, slave labor exists in
Russia. We would not tolerate it.
If this report is factual, and I have
honestly tried to keep it so, can you agree
with the President that the proposed
constitution for Puerto Rico should be
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adopted by the Congress· of the United
States? Should we do so, are we not
merely pandering to the Communist
United Nations rather than providing a
republican yardstick for the inchoate
Government of Puerto Rico? The peo·
ple of Puerto Rico have been our wards.
Are we acting as true guardians of their
future welfare if we foist upon them
this unworkable mess of junk, even if,
under the specious promptings of the
United Nations, they do not know any
better than to ask it of us? Does Con·
gress possess the discernment to make a
more realistic comparison with our own
Constitution than the President has
seemingly exhibited? Upon your answer
depends the future welfare of Puerto
Rico.
.
Not only so, but upon your answer
depends the future welfare of the already
heavily burdened taxpayers of America.
For this present administration has subsidized the economy of Puerto Rico very
extensively ever since we accepted its
guardianship. Under the new constitutional guaranties of the Human Rights
Convention of the United Nations em·
bodied in the proposed· constitution, such
subsidies will be increased a hundred·
fold. The choice is up to Congress.
Shall you permit this disservice, not only
to Puerto Rico but also to our own tax·
payers?

Address by Vice Adm .. E. L. Cochrane,
Chairman, Federal Maritime Board, Before Baltimore Association of Com·
merce
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT R. O'CONOR
OF MARYLAND

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. O'CONOR. Mr. President, recently
Vice Adm. E. L. Cochrane, Chairman of
the Federal Maritime Board and Maritime Administrator, delivered a very in·
teresting address to the Baltimore Asso·
ciation of Commerce. The statements of
Admiral Cochrane, recognized as a foremost authority on this subject matter,
offer a constructive approach to the im·
portant problems affecting our country's
maritime activities. I ask unanimous
consent that they appear in the CONGRES·
SIONAL RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD~
as follows:
Baltimore ls only 40 miles from Washing•
ton, but in many respects these two cities
seem a world apart. We of the Federal Maritime Board and the Maritime Administration
may think, and act, in terms of hundreds of
ships, wrestle with problems (and there are
many) of la.w anc administration; but it is
here, in a great and busy port, where the
ships are built, berthed, discharged, repaired,
and loaded again. Here there is the full
reality of a great and busy port.
But the Federal Maritime Board has a
great advantage. We have in a single man
a representative of both camps. · He is our
busiest commuter. I speak, of course, of our
own Mr. Robert W. Will1ams, who is contrib-

uting, like the port of Baltimore, the knowhow, the drive, and the practical realism
that mean so much in the effective administration of the maritime laws of this country.
While I am in a measure poaching in his
territory-! am deeply honored to have been
asked to speak to you here today, and to have
had the invitation transmitted through Bob
Williams himself.
It is the age-old prerogative of speakers
the world over to point with pride and to
view with alarm. I shall not deviate from
that time-honored custom.
Certainly it is with pride that I recognize
the great contribution to our national maritime strength made in Baltimore again during the past year and a half during which
we all have been engaged in meeting the
most far-reaching, most insidious threat
upon our way of life that has yet faced this
great Nation. The history of the Port of
Baltimore is full of stirring examples of its
part in the defense of this country-from •
colonial days through World War TI and in
these postwar years the shipbuilders, the
merchan~s. and the seamen of Baltimore
have worked and fought against the enemies
of the Nation, and have done so most effectively.
You have also fashioned an efficient dual
gateway for the vast area west of the Chesapeake to export and import the commercial
cargoes that keep the Nation's production
wheels spinning. In this modern age, when
the economic and industrial strength of a
nation is hardly distinguishable from its
military strength, this is no mean contribution to the over-all abi11ty of the United
States to fulfill the duties of its leadership in
a confused and harassed world.
You w111 notice I have stressed the phrase
"maritime strength." Regardless of the
great strides toward mastery of the air, or
in techniques of power that have tapped the
basic energy of the universe, we are still
dependent for our safety upon our ability
to keep and to use the seas.
At no time in recent history has that
ability seeined to me more pertinent to our
international relationships than in the period which began when the Chinese Reds
poured down from Manchuria into the unhappy Korean peninsula in late November
of 1950.
The plain fact of the matter is this: transportation-and in particular ocean transportation-has been the means by which we
are containing the enemy in the great world
struggle now taking place. Without the
ability to get cargoes to shipside, and without ships to carry those cargoes to their destinations overseas, our remonstrance to the
encroachments of Communist aggression
and threats of aggression in every continent would have been but empty words and
our resistance a mere gesture.
Our maritime readiness in 1951 proved to
be a somewhat different, and welcome,
change. Not often i'n the past have we been
able to tap sufficient maritime power at the
very moment that it was needed. At other
critical times we have had to suffer heavy
initial losses with -clenched fists and grimly
set jaws and frantically to set about, in a
hard race against time, to build sufficient
seapower to carry out punches overseas. I'n
the past 18 months Y!e have been able to put
on the seas the greatest merchant marine
under the American :flag during an alleged
peacetime period.
One month ago there
were more than 2,000 American ships engaged in the complex task of maintaining
democracy's strength here and abroad by
means of the export of commodities and
weapons, and by the import of cargoes essential to the industrial productive effort here
at home. These ships have worked in close
company with the Navy in maintaining the
United Nations army in Korea; they have
made substantial our intentions to support
military commitments in Europe and have

provided the means of delivering economlo
aid under the mutual-security program.
But the act of patting oneself on the back
1s fraught with the danger of dislocating a
shoulder. There ar~and there have been
since the Korean campaign began-grave
weaknesses in our maritime situation which
is apparent to all who take time to examine
them.
From the very moment we began to withdraw vessels from the moth-balled reserve
fleet to augment the privately operated ships
in the transport of military supplies, the
danger signals were flying. We very quickly
pulled out of lay up for active duty all of the
faster types of cargo ships available, leaving
only the slow Libertys, some overage vessels,
and a miscellaneous group of naval auxiliaries which, though useful indeed, in their
naval roles are no longer suitable for handling general cargo.
Very early in the Korea hostilities, it became crystal clear that there was urgent
need for large, efficient and speedy dry-cargo
ships of an. entirely new design. We needed
ships which embodied the developments
clearly required to keep pace with the demands of modern naval warfare. This led
to the development of the Mariner class, five
of which now are under construction at the
Sparrows .Point yard of the Bethlehem Steel
Co. Six other yards along all our coasts
are constructing 30 other Mariners.
But along with the obvious necessity of
additional high-speed tonnage, it was immediately apparent that we had to reestab·
lish administrative machinery to handle our
end of cargo-shipping demands should the
Korea affair explode into a global war of unprecedented scope. This was the genesis of
the National Shipping Authority and while
NSA's activities, until now, have been more
in the field of foreign aid than of military
logistics, we have developed a living and
breathing organization-in close cooperation
with private industry-with the background
and know-how which can and will if need
be acquit itself well under conditions of
full mobilization.
In the little more than a year since NSA
first was launched, the agency supervised
the break-out, rehabilitation and the placing in operation of over 500 Liberty ships
taken out of the National Defense Reserve
Fleets. Without fear of contradiction-or
without reflecting on the accomplishments
of other industries-! hold that record to be
one of the outstanding mobilization achievements in the Nation's efforts to stem the
advance of Communist aggression. It was
an accomplishment which could not have
even been imagined-much less brought to
pass-without the close cooperation and understanding-not to mention the technological skill---of all segments of labor and
management engaged in this gigantic defense effort. All the NSA ships, as you know,
were placed in the hands of private companies which operated them for the Govern·
ment's account under General Agency Agreements. The mountains of cargoes lifted to
every corner of the earth are further proof
of the close unity of purpose that exists
between the Government and the shipping
industry when the chips are down and
results count.
At the peak of the NSA operation, we had
more than 550 ships carrying out-bound cargoes of industrial and farm products--but
mostly coal-to 011r friends overseas. In
recent weeks, however, sharp cut-backs in
foreign aid exports have made it apparent
that there is no immediate need for such
a large number of NSA vessels. In fact, it
is estimated now that, by the end of June,
NSA ships will not be required to lift foreign aid commodities at least during the
summer months and that sufficient privately owned tonnage will be available. But
some 250 NSA vessels, according to the best
available estimates, will continue to be
needed by the Military Sea Transportation
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Service to meet requirements for m~itary
cantile fleet. That is not the case. We hope
cargoes which must be shipped abroad.
they will become the backbone of a large segIf you are familiar with the shipping picment of the merchant marine as its existing
ture and NSA you will recall that, when the
vessels become obsolete-and we must reagency was born, we laid down a hard and
member that these are now middle-aged.
fast declaration of policy: that NSA vessels
But there are large gaps in our fleet, which
would be used only when and if privately
should be filled not only from a defense viewowned tonnage was not available under reapoint but for the future economic well-being
sonable terms and condition to lift the
of our Nation in competition with other
cargoes. The cut-~ack in foreign aid ac- ·maritime countries of the world.
tivity has again put the privately owned
We have an urgent and continuing need
American flag fleets in position to handle
for tankers to carry the petroleum needed
our 50 percent share of the tonnage. Thus
to fuel and oil the industrial machine of
the cut-back in the use of the Governmentour own United States and of our customers
owned fleet.
abroad. Private enterprise is making reMost of the ships being taken out of servmarkable progress toward supplying this
ice will be returned to the reserve fleet
need. Here again Baltimore is contributing
anchorages of the Maritime Administration.
heavily in this effort. Fifty-three big new
tankers are now on order or under constr ucA small pool of "ready" ships will be maintion, 19 of which will be launched by shiptained, however, to be available, at almost
yards in this area.
.
a moment's notice, for immediate service
should defense and security needs demand.
And there is ahead a looming greater need
for oceangoing ore carriers. You in BaltiLike all of you, I fervently hope that it will
more are well aware of this facet of shipping
not be necessary for us to send these "ready"
ships, and their sister vessels, back to sea, . through your ore-unloading facilities and
through the recent addition to the ore-carfor that is evidence of growing international
rier fleet on the· Great Lakes through constorms. But above all, we must not be lulled
version of ocean cargo ships h ere in Baltiinto a feeling, by the present state of events,
more. We need more vessels of this general
that there is smooth sailing ahead.. We
type to import from overseas the strategic
must · not forget that, until the threat of
raw
materials so vital to our commerce and
Communist aggression has entirely disapsecurity.
peared, the severest storm of all may lie
Then there is the pressing question: Wha t
ahead. The Maritime industry has again,
about passenger ships? The blunt fact is
twice within a decade, shown its ability
t hat passenger-ship operation under the
quickly to assume the heavy burden of emerAmerican flag is decreasing. We do not have
gency shipping in cooperation with the Govsufficient passenger tonnage to meet the posernment. It will stand ready to do so again,
sible needs of the United States for quickly
if it is given its share of support.
converted troop carriers. But in the strictly
But at this point, I wish to impress upon
commercial sense, too, the shortcoming ceryou that, so far as ships are concerned,
tainly is felt. It stands to reason that our
numbers alone are not enough. In any new
passenger carrying ships-which after all are
war, as the Korean hostilities already have
salesmen, or saleswomen if you like, for the
proved, our sea-lift capacity will be strained
American
way of life in every foreign portalmost to the limit immediately and all the
should
be on a par with those of any other
available vessels, including those in the recountry.
serve fleets, will not be enough. That is one
Soon after the end of the war, great efreason why we have embarked on the Marifort was made to encourage the constricner shipbuilding program. The second reation of new passenger ships under existing
son, and one as important as the first, is to
laws which permit the Government to comadd more capable, modern ships to the fleet
pensate for the lower building costs in forto escape the danger of block obsolescence of
eign yards. This effort resulted, however, in
the present fleet, almost all of which was
contracts
for building only six large pasbuilt during World War· IT.
~:;enger vessels.
Three are being completed,
We have now launched two of the Mariner
not as passenger ships, but as troop carclass ships, and the first one to slide down
riers for the milit ary. Two others are now
the ways at Sparrows Point will soon join
in ser vice and the third-the steamship
the others now afloat.
United States, t h e largest passenger vessel
A few words about the Mariners and their
ever built in this country-will be comimportance to the big p icture so far as
missioned
in late June.
mobilization and the American merchant
But these three ships hav~ been storm
. marine are concerned:
centers of cont roversy in Congress. Briefly,
The Mariners are not just new freighters.
th13 result s from differences of opinion about
They were designed, as I have said, to m eet
just how the law should be interpreted and
the requirements of this age of specialized
how much subsidy the Government should
needs safely and efficiently to fulfill the logispay-and how the amount should be caltic demands of modern warfare. Being bigculated. Because of the complexity of the
ger and faster than any other class of cargo
problem and because private companies are
vessels now afloat under any flag, they ca n
naturally reluctant to launch new shipbuildcarry the men and materials that spell t h e
ing programs until the l~gal picture is claridi1Ierence between victory and defeat in a
fied, it is going to be difficult to remedy our
military operation.
serious shortcomings in this direction. It is
But the Mariners also have another fara matter of national importance which must
reaching role in t h e scheme of things in t h e
be resolved.
future of the American merchant marine.
I well realize that maritime matters are
Beyon d question, they will have a substanbut one phase of the complex economy of
t ial impact upon the maritime industry when
this Nation; it is not to be expected that all
the first of them enters commercial service.
.Americans, and particularly those who earn
It is our h ope to place as rapidly as possible
their livelihood in the inland _states far resome of these great new ships in private
moved from the scen e of ships and shipping
hands. Present plans are to use some of the
should share our daily concern over the fufirst of them also in the NSA fleet beginning
ture of the merchant marine. This puts an
this summer in the carriage of military caradded burden on those of us who are awar e
goes, under the operation of experienced
that a merchant fleet is essential to national
shipping companies acting as our gener al
success. That is why those of us in the Naagents. I am certain that the Mariners will
tion's Capital who administer the m aritime
wr ite a new chapter of efficiency of operation
laws appreciate deeply the understanding
on the world's merchant sea lanes.
and cooperation of you in the busy port
Perhaps I have led you to believe that the
cities, you who create the realities of ocean
M:=triner class is the answer to all the shipshipping aided or restrained as the case may
replacement problems of the American mer•
be by laws and policies from Washington.
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We need a broadening base of understanding and knowledge if we are to have a merchant marine adequate to shoulder its responsibilities for trade and defense in these
dangerous days.

Seizure of the Steel Plants
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER F. GEORGE
OF GEORGIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 5, 1952
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "Rule by Law at Stake," !JUblished in the New York Times of May 5,
1952. This f3ditorial is a very moderate
an d well cons.i.dered statement.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
RULE BY LAW AT STAKE

Thc.re can be no dispute over the importan'C e of keeping steel production at top
levels. There can be no disagreement over
the desirability of industrial peace. There
can be no quarrel with the suggestion that
steel workers should get a fair wage and
there should be no quarrel "'7i~L the suggestion that steel investors should get a fair
profit.
The President of the United States cannot help but be fully aw1.re of these obvious
factors in the steel controversy. :1ore than
that, he is acutely sensitive to the damage
that any interruption of steel production can
cause. This second awareness, we feel sure,
has misled the President into a course of action and a · series of statements that, in
their essence, seek to bypass the more fundamental issue. What is a~ stake, at this time,
is not merely wages for steel workers nor
dividends for steel shareholders. What is
at stake is the principle of rule by law in
these United States.
The President's seizure of the steel industry has bEen challenged on constitutional
grounds. The challenge invokes an examination of the powers of the Presidency. This
examination should bring forth a judicial
finding of the utmost gravity. Any attempt
to bypass such a finding is a denigration of
the judicial process. In his haste to find a
solution that would keep steel mills operating, the President has allowed himself to be
guilty of such a denigration._
When the President informed the representatives of the steel companies and the
steel u ni on that he was ready to initiate
wage and working condition changes as of
this morning, he did more than t h row the
weight of the executive branch of this Government against the steel companies. He
loaded any subsequent bargaining, it is
true, but he did much more than that. He
said, in effect, that while the lega lit y of the
powers that he exercised was still subject
to the highest judicial review he proposed
to exercise them as he saw fit.
This was manifestly an att empt to coerce
a settlem ent. Unfortunately, it can be int erpret ed as an attempt to coerce the Const it ution of the United States and the body
tha t gives it living reality, the Supreme
Court. If the President's seizure were to be
found illegal, he was ready to compound
the illegality before the Court had ruled.
More than that, he was clearly determined
to force a settlement that would make t::e
question moot and thus avoid the eventual
Court hearing of the case.
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We do not for one moment concur in the
shill cries that Mr. Truman is trying to make
himself another Hitler or Mussolini. We be~
lieve that the idea of dictatorship is just as
abhorrent to him as it is to every other
patriotic American. We think, however, that
he has been badly advised in this instance.
We rejoice that the firm and unanimous
action of the Supreme Court in arresting his
threatened use of his already profoundly
challenged powers has saved· him from fur~
ther calamity.

Polish Constitution Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOSEPH W. MARTIN, JR.
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 5,

1~52

Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, "All power in civil society
should be derived from the will of the
people, its end and object being the pres~
ervation and integrity of the state, the
civil liberty, and the good order of society, on an equal scale, and on a last~ng
foundation."
This splendid principle was the basis
of the Constitution of Poland, adopted
in 1791, 161 years ago May 3. It is a
principle deeply engrained in the hearts
of the people of Poland and their descendants, wherever they have migrated.
The people of Poland are once again
a captive people. This is not a new
tragedy for the Polish people, who have
suffered the oppression of larger powers
on other occasions during their eventful
history. I say that the people of Poland
are a captive people in the sense that
their liberties have been wrested from
them. But this does not mean that their
hearts and their souls have been captured. Like other nations which have
fallen victim to their Soviet rulers, they
have satellite governments, but the fact
that the Communists have been unable to
convert their victims into satellite peoples is perhaps the greatest weakness in
the Politburo's scheme of world conquest.
The flame of liberty which was fanned
by the adoption of the Polish Constitution in 1791 still burns brightly and vigorously. All the tyranny and ruthlessness of the Soviet oppression has been
unable to extinguish it. The Communists have been powerless to put out the
fires of freedom which burn in the hearts
of men who love it.
A nation which has produced such men
as Pulaski, Sobieski, and Kosciusko is a
nation with the courage and the will to
carry the torch of liberty to the end of
time. It will never permanently submit
to the lash of oppression in any form,
whether it be communism or some other
type of tyranny. .
As it has in the past, Poland will rise
again.
I believ.e I express the sentiments of
all Americans on this day when we commemorate the adoption of Poland's charter of liberty that the day of deliverance
for these orave people will be hastened.
With God's help, Poland will be free
again.

Senator Carlson Proposes $5,000,000,000
Cut In Military Expenditures For 1953
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FREDERIC R. COUDERT, JR.
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. COUDERT. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include the
following article which appeared in the
New York Herald Tribune last Friday,
May 2, referring to a speech in the Senate
on May 1 by the Senator from Kansas,
the Honorable FRANK CARLSON:
CARLSON WoULD CUT BUDGET TwELVE BILLIONs-EISENHOWER LEADER CALLS FOR BAL•
ANCE IN 1953
WASHINGTON, May 1.-Senator FRANK CARL•
soN, Republican of Kansas, proposed today
that Congress try to balance the Federal
budget for next year by cutting more than
$12,000,000,000 from President Truman's
spending estimates.
The Senator said the United States has
reached the point where "the irresistible
force, Government spending, has met the immovable body, the practical ceiling on tax
revenues." He said Congress should aim for
a tax reduction in fiscal 1954.
His economy program was considered
significant because Senator CARLSON is direc~
tor of the national campaign headquarters
for General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower. He told a reporter he was speaking
only fo:r: himself but it was learned from another source that he had sent a copy of his
Senate speech to General Eisenhower.
Senator CARLSON said the Federal Government should aim for a $60,000,000,000 budget
and a 10 percent tax reduction in fiscal 1954,
which will be the first monetary year of the
new administration in January.
Mr. Truman's budget for fiscal 1953, which
begins July 1, calls for $85,000,000,000 spending. At current tax levels, this would mean
an estimated $14,000,000,000 deficit.
Senator CARLSON proposed "substantial savings, possibly totaling $1,500,000,000 in foreign aid" and a reduction of "at least 10 percent or $5,000,000,000" in the defense budget.
At least another $2,000,000,000 could be saved,
he said, by eliminating Government "waste
and extravagance.'' He said "domestic aid
and special services programs" should be reduced by $3,000,000,000 because a good part
of them are "out of place in a defense
economy."

Veterans Are Assisted by a Grateful
Nation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHET HOLIFIELD
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. HOLIFIELD. Mr. Speaker, the
House will soon be called on to consider a
new GI bill of rights for those men and
women who have served in our Armed
Forces since outbreak of the confiict in
Korea.

This, then, is an appropriate mom "\nt
to reflect on the progress we have mLJe,
under Democratic leadership, in recognizing the country's special debt to our
19,000,000 now-living veterans.
Under leave to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I should therefore like to insert a short statement showing how
America's veterans have been assisted by
a grateful Nation.
The statement follows:
VETERANS ARE ASSISTED BY A GRATEFUL NATION
When a serviceman comes home he may
carry no wound scars-but he still has sacrificed a lot. He has sacrificed, for his country's need, a part of his life. The country
owes him all the aid it can afford toward
making up for those years, toward helping
him catch up on the progress he otherwise
would have achieved.
This modern approach to veterans' needs
was first sponsored by Franklin D. Roosevelt
and was enacted into law by a Democratic
Congress, in the GI bill of rights of 1944.
In addition, our Nation from the first has
given special assistance to disabled veterans
and has provided all war veterans with small
pensions and some medical care. Democratic
government over the past 20 years has greatly
increased and modernized these ways of recognizing the country's special debt to its
19,000,000 now-living ex-service men and
women.
This contrasts considerably with the Re~
publican record, when they were last in
power:
(1) Under Harding, grafting in hospital
building and other Veterans' Bureau activi~
ties cost the taxpayer $200,000,0CO and cost
the head of the Bureau a year and 9 months
in prison.
(2) Hoover, with gunfire and tear gas, dispersed 20,000 veterans who came to Washington in 1932 to petition their Government.
Let them continue to sell their apples on
the Nation's street corners.
THE GI BILL OF RIGHTS~ATCHING UP ON OUR
LIVES
The GI bill of rights, signed 16 days after
the invasion of Normandy, represents the
most extensive and forward-looking veterans'
legislation in our history. President Roosevelt developed and urged the concepts in this
law, and a Democratic Congress enacted it in
good time to meet the need.
Now, similarly, President Truman in his
1952 state of the Union message has urged
Congress to "start a sensible program of readjustment benefits for our veterans who
have seen service since the fighting broke out
in Korea." A Democratic Congress will
quickly follow through on this recommendation.
The GI bill of rights (Servicemen's Readjustment Act) provided for:
1. Catching up on schooling and training:
Nearly 8,000,000 veterans--over half the 15,~
000,000 World War II veterans-have taken
advantage of the GI bill's provisions for
tuition and other expenses to continue education or training.
This program has cost the Government over
$13,000,000,000, but it has (a) more than
restored the educational deficit created by
the war; (b) helped these ex-servicemen re~
adjust their lives; (c) produced, to the great
benefit of our present defense effort, 500,000
engineers, 250,000 teachers, 200,000 men
with medical training, 117,000 metalworkers,
as well as many other specialists; and (d)
helped modernize the Nation's farming
methods, through on-the-farm training of
680,000 veterans.
2. Buying that new home: By March 1,
1952, 2,700,000 veterans had joined the ranks
of home owners through taking advantage
of the small down payments and 4-percent
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interest rate provided by the Veterans• Ad·
ministration guaranty program under the
GI bill. Losses to the Government on these
guaranties have been less than $25,000,000,
though the guaranties total $9,000,000,000.
3. Starting out on one's own: The Democratic Party has always sought to encourage
small independent business and operatorowned farms. Under the Democratic-sponsored GI bill, 180,000 veterans have opened
their own businesses with VA-guaranteed
loans, and 63,000 have been helped to buy
their own farms.
4. A grubstake while looking for work:
For the first time in history, veterans of
World War II have been able to count not
only on their discharge pay until they get
work, but also on Government payments of
$20 a week, for a year if necessary.
Under this continuing program almost
9,000,000 unemployment claims and over 700,- 000 self-employment claims have been filed
to date; and payments have totalled $3,·

ice-connected cases are slightly lower. For
peacetime cases the rates are 20 percent
lower.
In 1951, following President Truman's recommendations, the Democratic Congress extended these benefits also to families of veterans who have served since our intervention in Korea.
The Veterans' Administration, moreover,
gives really personalized attention to vet·
erans' insurance and pension problems.
The •past 20 years of Democratic leadership
have seen enactment also of many other
benefits for veterans in need of them. But
for most veterans the greatest advantage of
Democratic government has lain in the pros·
perity and progress which Democratic pol·
icies have brought-and will continue to
bring-to the country as a whole.

The National Debt

800,000,000.

DISABLED AND ILL VETERANS GET A BREAK
Medical care for disabled veterans and for
all other veterans who need it has been greatly improved since 1946, when a Democratic
Congress raised salaries for VA medical and
professional staffs and otherwise enabled the
best standards to be developed.
The same law provided for arrangements
that allow veterans to get free treatment in
m any cases from their own home-town doc·
tors and dentists.
In 1951, following President Truman's
recommendations, the Democratic Congress
ext ended full hospital and medical benefits to
veterans who have served since our interven·
tion in Korea.
Since 1945, thanks to Democratic leadership, the VA has built 38 modern new hos·
pitals and now has 28 more under construction. On March 1, 1952, 107,000 veterans
were being hospitalized by the VA in its 154
hospitals.
Rehabilitation today includes not only
miracles of surgery and ever-improving
prosthetic appliances, but also vocational rehabilitation. This aid in helping disabled
World War II veterans get back to normal
work and living dates from a 1943 law spo~
sored by Preskient Roosevelt. Nearly 300,000
have completed the training afforded by this
law.
In 1950, following President Truman's recommendations, the Democratic Congress extended full vocational rehabilitation benefits
to veterans serving since our intervention in
Korea.
·
By April 1952, nearly 2,300 seriously dis•
abled veterans, including those of the Korean confl.ict, had received Federal grants
averaging $9,000 apiece for "wheel-chair"
homes.
Compensation for wartime disabilities now
ranges generally from $15 to $150 a month,
rising to $360 a month in special cases.
Peacetime cases get 80 percent of these rates.
In 1951, following President Truman's recommendations, the Democratic Congress ex• tended these full benefits to veterans who
have served since our intervention in Korea.
INSURANCE AND PENSIONS ON AN ADEQUATE BASIS
Since enactment of the low-cost national
service life insurance program sponsored by
President Roosevelt in 1940, over 22,000,000
policies have been issued to servicemen. Of
this total, over 7,000,000 policies covering
$49,000,000,000 of insurance were in effect on
March 1, 1952.
Since April 25, 1951, thanks to congres ..
sional action on President Truman's recommendation, every serviceman g~ts a free $10,•
000 life insurance policy.
Wartime death compensation now gives
the serviceman's widow $75 a month plus
$30 a month for the first child and $25 for
each additional child. Rates for non-serv·

Which, Taft or Eisenhower?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. NOAH M. MASON
OF ILJ::INOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. MASON. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include a letter dated April 21,
1952, received from Mr. George C.
Blohm, of Wilmette, Ill. Mr. Blohm is a
stanch American and a close friend of
mine. His concern over the trend to·
ward communism should be shared by
every true American, and his remarks
are well worth the serious consideration
of this body. The letter follows:
The Honorable NoAH M. MAsoN,

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES W. TOBEY
NEW HAMPSHIRE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
OF

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. TOBEY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a statement
regarding our national debt, prepared by
Mr. Chandler Hovey, a banker, in which
he brings out the facts with respect to
the national debt under the present fiscal policy of the Nation. Mr. Hovey is a
keen student of Government finances, an
outstanding authority on finance and
fiscal matters, and in the statement he
sounds a timely warning to the American people.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
In 1916 our national debt was $1,200,000,•
After World War I, our national debt
was $26,000,000,000. Under Republican ad•
ministration, it was reduced to $17,000,000,•
000 by 1931. Under Mr. Roosevelt's admin·
ttration, it built up to $47,000,000,000
by 1939. People were beginning to get a
little annoyed at this, but then along came
World War II, so Roosevelt started on an·
other spending spree which was right up his
alley and in line with the policy of the Demo·
cratic Party.
We now have a debt of $260,000,000,000, or
about $1,700 for every man, woman and child
in the country, against around $130 in 1930.
There have been around 60,000,000,000 seconds since Christ was born. our debt is
over four times this astronomical figure.
If a man had had a billion dollars when
Christ was born, _a nd threw away a thousand dollars a day, his money would last
until 2735 A. D., assuming he could live
that long. Also, assuming he received no
interest on the money.
Suppose a man without money, but with
a credit at the bank of a million dollars,
spends money freely, entertaining lavishly,
and making himself very popular, until he
uses up his credit and owes the bank a million dollars. Then he dies and leaves his
children, grandchildren, and great-grand·
children saddled with a debt which they can•
not possibly pay off, especially as interest is
piling up on it all the time. This is ex·
actly what the Demo~ts have done to thil
c:ountr¥ during the last 20 years.
000.

House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR NOAH: I am very greatly disturbed
by the crisis in history we are facing and I

am convinced that our way of life will be
lost unless we do something very soon to
stop the trend toward communism. ·The
type of President we elect this year, I believe, will cast the die. Picking a President •
today is not just a matter of choosing someone to honor because he is physically attractive or even glamorous, or because he
wears a uniform, or because the mystery of
the unkown gives him emotional appeal, or
because he is a good showman. It is a sad
commentary that after 20 years of showmanship there still are people who are more
concerned with this quality in a presidential
candidate than they are with the welfare
of our country. Picking a President today
1s a serious thing-very serious. We are
electing a man to lead us so we will continue
our way of life under a government of laws
and not a government of men and so we
will get away from the socialism we are
entering and which is heading us toward
communism-its inevitable end. We have
already gone a long way in that directionmuch too far. We are so superficial and we
are so concerned with our immediate profit
rather than with the preservation of our way
of life that many thinking people believe it
1s too late and nothing can save us. • • •
The President's primary constitutional
duty is to enforce laws. His primary political duty is the leadership of his party in the
formation of legislation.
Where does Eisenhower stand as a lawyer?
His whole life has been devoted to the Army.
TAFT, on the other hand, has one of the most
enlightened legal minds in the country, and
that is a statement of fact. He is, without
question, a better lawyer than any m an now
on the Supreme Court. Legislation he has
written has stood up in the courts and in
action, and he favors no one group, but is
interested in justice under law for all,_ be
they managers or laborers, white or black.
TAFT is a great constitutional lawyer. Nobody can say what Eisenhower knows about
law or the Constitution.
The President must know something about
party politics. The more he knows the more
efficient he is. TAFT has had a great deal
of experience along that line and has done
a magnificent job. What experience has
Eisenhower had in party politics to enable
him to avoid pitfalls?
TAFT has stated his position repeatedly on
the following, but what is Eisenhower's stand
on the Brannan plan, China, Formosa, Japan,
m111tary waste, Taft-Hartley law, farm su~
sidles, stalemate in Korea, socialized medi"'
c:ine, FEPC?
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TAFr is an expert on the following, but
as careless in choosing his Cabinet and adwhat does Eisenhower know about public
visers if elected?
finance, economics, principles of money and
This is the man the power behind th~ Sobanking, business cycle, Federal Reserve Syscialist revolution is trying to force upon us.
tem, Interstate Commerce Commission, antiAs John Hamilton said in a recent statement
trust laws, Securities and Exchange Commisregarding the Presidential candidates:
sion, causes and prevention of inflation?
"Taft alone has the broad experience and
Has Eisenhower ever · read a tax bill or a
the high ability to command the respect of
book or even a serious article on the subject
the Congress; which is so essential today.
of taxation? Mrs. Eisenhower says his faHe alone has the calm, legal mind and imvorite reading is cowboy stories.
partial judgment necessary to guide the NaTAFT is not only well informed on all these
tion in these troubled times.
but is an expert on most of them. TAFT's
"He has opposed with all his strength the
intellect and training and experience qualify
New Dealers: and Fair Dealers' persistent efhim for the presidency. TAFT so far overforts to undermine the Constitution and
shadows Eisenhower that the comparison bedirect the Nation down the path that leads
comes ridiculous unless it is military glamor
to socialism. He has never flinched in his
that we need to get us out of the internaopposition to 1llegal attempts to usurp powtional and national messes we are in.
er. He has always stood courageously .for
We not only do not know Eisenhower's
justice under law. He has supported always
stand on any of these important subjects,
a government ·of laws as opposed to a governbut he says no questions. His managers say
ment of men."
he should not be expected to campaign and
Taft ·must be nominated and elected.
thereby be required to drop down to the levWhat can a simple citizen like me do to help
el of an ordinary politician-! suppose polibring this about and, more importantly,
ticians like our 32 former Presidents, includwhat can be done to stop the positive moveing Adams, Jefferson, Monroe, Jackson, Linment toward communism?
coln, Cleveland, Theodore Roosevelt, Wilson,
GEORGE C. BLOHM,
Hoover. Just what are they trying to make
him appear as? A god? I'm sure reasonable .
people agree that there is no man whose
position is so exalted that he should be givSpirit of Poland
en the highest honor on earth with the des'tiny of over a billion people in his power
without requiring him to commit himself on
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
a single one of the many crises facing the
OF
world.
How can there be a campaign without a
platform, and how can there be a platform
OF NEW YORK
if the candidate does not commit himself?
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
It is incredible that a man can seek a Presidential nomination without telling the peoMonday, May 5, 1952
ple what he means to do with it if he gets it.
Mr. OSTERTAG. Mr. Speaker, last
Eisenhower must have agreed with Roosevelt and Truman or he never would have
Saturday people of Polish descent celebeen promoted by Roosevelt as he was from
brated their great national holiday,
lieutenant colonel to general in a few
commemorating the time, in 1791, when
months after apparently making no real
the Polish constitution was adopted.
progress for 27 years in service. Had he not
As in the case of so many other peoples
agreed to everything at Tehran, and Yalta,
of Europe and Asia, now enshrouded by
and Potsdam he would have been fired as
the black night of communism, the :fiamsummarily as was General MacArthur. Probably because of his promo~ions-certainly
ing spirit of the Poles and their devotion
as a result of his cooperation with the adto liberty, burns unquenched and unministration, Eisenhower has been a part of
quenchable in Polish hearts wherever
the power of the great Socialist revolution
they beat.
mentioned above.
The courage and defiance that these
How good 1s Eisenhower's judgment in in ..
people exhibit in the face of an iron
ternational affairs? We know what a diptyranny is sometimes exemplified in surlomat and administrator MacArthur was in
Japan, and we have profited as a result.
prising ways. Perhaps it has seldom been
How much of a diplomat was Eisenhower in
better exemplified than in a recent news
Germany after the war? The New York Post
a.rticle emanating from Washington and
of November 24, 1947, wrote that Henry Mor ..
appearing in the Rochester Democrat
genthau reported with unrestrained satisfa·c ..
and Chronicle which I include in the
tion how he presented Eisenhower's verbal
RECORD herewith:
reaction as follows:
"General Eisenhower gave me a prompt
LITTLE OLD LADY HELPS UNITED STATES CAUSE
and clear answer: ~I tell you quite openly
IN POLAND
that I am not in the least intereste<1 in the
' WASHINGTON.-A little old lady behind the
German economy,' he said to me. How good
iron curtain is fighting for America in the
has Eisenhower's judgment been in internacold war with Russia.
tional affairs. One hundred percent wrong
She knows she is risking her life in defying
in the case of Russia versus Germany.
the Communists who rule her native Poland.
Quo.ting Morgenthau again: 'The demands
But she doesn't seem to care.
for a mild peace for Germany,' Eisenhower
She has tipped off American officials on new
continued, 'spring from people who wish to
Russian military bases. And · she has volmake Germany a bulwark against Russia.
unteered to distribute Voice of America
It is true that the strength of Russia today
propaganda.
is fantastic, but Russia today has everything
It probably would be signing her death
it wants and everything it can digest, and
warrant to reveal her name. But it is safe
will be busy with it long after our deaths.' "
to say she lives in a small town near Gdynia.
According to John Gunther, Eisenhower
Officials first learned of her private war
was helped on his book, Crusade in Europe,
against the Reds when a letter she wrote to
by Ken McCormick who, according to New
the
Voice of America was smuggled out of
York Daily Compass, speaks to CommunistPoland recently.
front organizations, and Jo~eph F. Barnes,
REQUEST FOR SCRIPTS
who was identified as a Communist in sworn
testimony before the House Un-American
She asked for Voice-scripts on the Katyn
Activities Committee. Did Eisenhower know
massacre because some of the broadcasts had
of .these leanings of these men? Will he be. been garbled by Russian jamming. The· Voice

HON. HAROLD C. OSTERTAG

had been broadcasting congressional testimony that Russia and not Germany ordered
the wartime slaughter of 10,000 Polish officers.
~
"I have a typewriter and can distribute
copies of the script to those friends of mine
who cannot listen to your progra m ," she
wrote. "Moreover, copies of the scripts may
convince the editors of Przekroj and other
newspapers once again that your broadcasts
are not transmitted just into the air."
She also complained that the Voice had not
been· answering Soviet attacks on American
air-base construction in Europe.
TELLS OF SOVIET BASES
''Why don't you mention the Soviet bases
here," she said. "For instance at the islands
of Welin, near Swinoujscie, near Starograd,
and in the vicinity of Gdynia.
"I mention only these because friends of
mine have been to work there. I am sure
there are many more. I saw •
one
base where planes carrying Russians wearing
Polish uniforms landed."
She said the Communists announced the
area had been "closed for the public because
of 've.~;y important archaeological work.' "
"I wish you lots of luck and happiness," she
concluded.
The Voice said it wouldn't be able to send
the scripts the woman wants. They would
only give her away to the Communists.

United States Defense Is Costly Business
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 2, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, the following editorial is an example of constructive and informative writing, the
kind badly needed during these days
when people are apt to be confused by
conflicting political claims. The publisher of the Los Angeles Mirror, Mr. Virgil Pinkley, has performed a real service by so ably summarizing the important facts about the increased cost of
defense.
·
The article follows:
UNITED STATES DEFENSE IS COSTLY BUSINESS
WASHINGTON.-Five of every eight of your
tax dollars spent by the Federal Government go to finance our military effort.
Some of the following information will
help answer such questions as (a) How much
money is going to the military? (b) How
strong are we? (c) What requires such vast
expenditures? (d) What is our general defense outlook?
Currently we are spending $3,800,000,000
monthly. The tab will very shortly be '
$4,000,000,000 a month, or about four times
what we spend yearly to operate all branches
of the California State government.
During the past 18 months we have increased our Army from 1,500,000 to 3,500,000
men. The Marines have been upped from
70,000 to 230,000 men. The Army has doubled to 20 divisions and increased its regimental combat teams from 9 to 18.
The Navy in 18 months has doubled, from
200 to 400 combat vessels, and has 14 aircraft carriers in service, against 7. Our Air
Force is being expanded from 90 to 143
wings.
Since the Korean war began we have sent
out and brought back 362,000 men in that
theater with full replacements provided.
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The Korean action has greatly exceeded any.
thing that might be properly termed a po·
lice action.
We have concentrated lately on improved
tanks and antitank weapons, new uses of
artillery and rockets, and better employ·
ment of airborne troops. Major emphasis
in the air has been the switch-not yet com·
plete-from piston engines to jet power.
The Navy is now concerne9 primarily with
aircraft carrier operations and antisubma·
rine research. The latter emphasis is due to
the vast underwater fleet that Russia has
built up. It is a good guess that big battleships are largely things of the past. There
will definitely be new, mammoth carriers.
Our new admirals are air-minded.
In this age of miraculous change, radar is
substituting for vision and rocket projectiles
for conventional artillery; as witness the new
atom-firing cannon. These advances cost
huge sums of money. Trying to compare
today's new weapons even with those of
World War II is comparing a 195-horsepower
car with a horse and buggy.
For example, our jet planes close with
Russian MIG's at a combined speed of over
1,200 miles per hour. They are 20 miles
apart within 60 seconds after making a pass.
Mere humans cannot calculate, aim, and
fire at such speeds. It is done mechanically
in one one-hundredth of a second.
During World War II the average war plane
had 515 wiring conduits. Today there are
over 5,500. Last war's plane required
41,880 engineer-hours, but today's needs
1,131,992.
.
The famous B-17 cost $450,000 and weighed
52,780 pounds at take-off. Today's B-47
costs $3,476,000 but it develops three times
the horsepower, flies 2 Y2 times higher and
faster, delivers a much larger bomb load,
and uses only half as many crew tnembers.
Labor costs of a 1940-45 fighter plane averaged $6,410 as against $40,883 for curr.ent
jet models.
As we continue to enlarge our military
forces there will be a turn-over exceeding
1,000,000 in our military personnel during
the next year.
Yes, defense is a big, comp'licated and
costly undertaking.

Poland's National Holiday
SPEECH
OF

HON. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, on
the 3d of May 1791 the Polish constitu- ·
tion was adopted. It is and should be
recognized as one of the outstanding
achievements in the advancement of de·
mocracy in Europe. It is most appropriate that this great event should be
commemorated on May 3 of each year.
I regret that the United States House of
Representatives was not in session on
Saturday, May 3, as I would have liked
to make these remarks before the House
on that day. , However, they are equally
appropriate today as an expression of my
appreciation of the fine patriotic spirit
that has characterized the Polish people
through centuries of time. I am certain
that my thoughts in this matter are
shared by all Americans who are con..
scious of the great contribution that has
b,e en made by the Polish people in the

cause of democracy. It is, indeed, un.
fortunate that the people in Poland will
not be permitted to express themselves
in this year 1952 as they would like. The
Soviet influence that now controls their
country would not permlt it.
The Polish American Congress has
rendered a fine service in bringing to the
attention of their fellow Americans that
Poland was one of the first pioneers of
liberty and freedom in Europe, and the
great significance the adoption of the
Polish constitution on the 3d of May 1791
has had in the advancement of democracy, not only in Poland but in other
countries of Europe as well.
Meditation on the anniversary of May
3 should deepen the faith and heighten
the courage of every Pole, of every American of Polish origin, and of every American, regardless of ancestral background.
The historic past of Polish participation
in the cause of freedom is a constant reminder of the devotion and courage of
its people in this noble cause.
The full force of Poland's zeal for the
sovereignty of tB.e people is apparent in
the words of their constitution of 1791
that formulated this principle in the
following ~ords:
All power in civil society should be derived
from the will of the people, its end and object being the preservation and integrity of
the state, the civil liberty, and the good
order of society, on an equal scale, and on a
lasting foundation. Three distinct powers
shall compose the Government of the Polish
nation, according to the present constitu·
tion; viz:
1. Legislative power in the states assem·
bled.
2. Executive power in the King and coun·
cil of inspection.
3. Judicial power in jurisdiction existing,
or to be established.

The philosophy of government discernible throughout this Polish Constitution would lead one to believe that the
American people has each drawn inspiration for their respective constitutions
from the same source. We find under
article VIII relative to executive power
these provisions:
The most perfect government cannot exist
or last without an effectual executive power.
The happiness of the nation depends on just
laws, but the good effects of laws flow only
from their execution. Experience has taught
us that the neglecting of this essential part
of government has overwhelmed Poland with
disasters.

Under the same heading the constitution provides :
This executive power cannot assume the
right of making laws, or of their interpretation. It is expressly forbidden to contract
public debts; to alter the repartition of the
national income, as fixed by the diet; to de·
clare war; to conclude definitely any treaty,
or any diplomatic act; it is only allowed to
carry on ·negotiations with foreign courts,
and facilitate temporary occurrences, always with reference to the diet.

Furthermore, throughout the May 3
constitution runs a philosophy of toler ...
ance and free enterprise, such as:
We publish and proclaim a perfect and
entire liberty to all people, either who may be
newly coming to settle, or those who, having
emigrated, would return to their native
country; and we declare most solemnly, that
any person coming into ~oland, from what-

ever part of the world or returning from
abroad, as soon as he sets hls foot on the
territory of the Republic, becomes free and
at liberty to exercise his industry, wherever
and in whatever manner he pleases, to settle either in towns or villages, to farm, to
rent lands and houses, on tenures and contracts, for as long a term as may be agreed
on; with liberty to remain, or to remove, after
having fulfilled the obligations he may have
voluntarily entered into.

It is also pleasing to find in this Polish
Constitution, adopted almost contemporaneously with our own Federal Cor.stitution, rule by majority, secret ballot at
public elections, and the language relating to religious freedom, as follows:
The same holy religion commands us to
love our neighbors, we therefore owe to all
people of whatever persuasion, peace in mat·
ters of faith, and the protection of Government; consequently we assure, to all persua-.
sions l'tnd religions, freedom and liberty, according to the laws of the country, and in all
dominions of the Republic.

Thus is was on May 3 in 1791, barely
2 years after the adoption of its Constitution by the United States in 1789, that
Poland expressed its ideal of a government of the people, by the people, and
for the people in much the same manner
as finds expression in our own Constitution adopted 2 years earlier.
It is with a realization of the common
desire of the Polish people and our own
people for liberty, freedom, and equal
justice for all that I look forward to the
day when Poland will again enjoy freedom, and to the accomplishment of
which I am anxious and willing to do all
that is within. my power.

Edward G. Robinson-Baltimore Sun
Says He Showed Courage
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April .2, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, Mr. Edward G. Robinson, the great American
star of stage and screen, voluntarily appeared recently before our Committee
on Un-American Activities. At the conclusion of his statement he was complimented by the members for his frank
and forthright admission of honest
errors which had caused him very great
concern and resulted in considerable
misunderstanding. A fine newspaper,
the Baltimore Sun, made the following
interesting editorial comment:
IT TAKES COURAGE To ADMIT BEING A SUCKER

Mr. Edward G. Robinson, the actor, sought
and obtained . a hearing . before a congressional committee for the purpose of squelching rumors that he is or has been a Com·
munist sympathizer. He identified himself
as a "liberal Democrat," and testified that
on numerous occasions in the past he had
been misled by Communists posing as liberals, but that he himself was and always
has been an ·opponent of communism.
The congressional committee agreed with
his statement of the facts, and one of the
Congressmen added that he had not been
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a Communist sympathizer: He had been a
"sucker."
Mr. Robinson concurred in this one-word
summary.
An actor, depending as he does on personal popularity, is under a powerful compulsion to straighten out his personal record. Nevertheless, it takes a special kind
of courage, which everybody does not have,
to stat e publicly that one has erred and that
one has been a sucker.
But the very fact that this kind of courage
is not common should put people on their
guard against passing too-swift judgments
a gainst people about whom rumors of Communist sympathy have been raised or who
have found themselves entangled with activities which Communists sought to use for
their own purposes. Like Mr. Robinson,
they may have been sucker s; unlike Mr.
Robinson, they may lack the courage to
say so. Before making too-swift judgments
on such matters, people will do well to search
their own souls. They m ay never have been
suckers in this particular way, but very few
of us are 100-percent suckerproof and none
of us like to admit it.

is

The committee
sending delegations to
Washington and inspiring phone and wire
barrages on the White House and Congress.
And, naturally, raising defense funds.
Claiming to speak for thousands of Americans, the committee flashes a sponsors list
weighted with Communists and fellowtravelers. One of these is Morris U. Schappes,
the City College Communist.
One release announced triumphantly that
an amicus brief in support of the Rosenbergs
had been signed by Dorothy Day, editor of
the Catholic Worker.
"Like others, we spoke for the liberty of
our fellows citizens" according to a message from the Rosenbergs in Sing Sing which
was read at one of its rallies. "That is
why we are in the death house!
"But it isn't," the ADL bulletin replies.
"The Rosenbergs were tried and convicted
as spies, not as spokesmen for peace and
liberty."

I make a part of the record the press
release issued by the Independent Air
Freight Lines on the filing of their
application:
INDEPENDENT AIR FREIGHT LINES SEEK RIGHT
To CARRY AIR MAIL, EXPRESS, PARCEL POST

Slick Airways, the Flying Tiger Line, and
United States Airlines, the Nation's three
independent scheduled air freight carriers,
today applied to the Civil Aeronautics Board
for permission to carry air mail, air parcel
post, and air express without subsidy and
at rates based on the actual cost of rendering the service. Announcement of this action was made in a joint statement issued by
the three freight airlines.
In filing individual petitions for amendments to their certificates which would permit handling of mail, express, and parcel
post, the carriers emphasized that 1f their
request is granted, a substantial amount of
CAREFUL TI~ING
additional capacity will be available to the
Significantly, the ADL points out, the
Post Office and ·the Railway Express Agency.
They stressed f.urther that a service rate
Commies waited until almost a year after
for mail carried in freight aircraft could
the trial started before exploiting the fake
issue of anti-Semitism in an organized way.
bring about savings of millions of dollars
Indeed,· during the trial itself, the Commuto the Post Office and the public.
nist press maintained a complete black-out
Commercial shippers and Government
of news. Only on March ,PO, 1951, the day
agencies are using these Nation-wide, reguthe guilty verdict, did the Dally Worker
larly scheduled freight services on an everB'nai B'rith Accuses United States Reds after
take note of the dramatic trial-in a threeincreasing scale. Last year the three certifisentence story.
cated freight carriers, Slick Airways, the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Actually, there's "not a single shred of
Flying Tiger Line, and United States Airlines,
evidence of anti-Semitism in the case," says
carried more than a hundred million tonOF
the ADL. The judge, prosecutor, and chief
miles of air freight-approximately 50 perprosecution witnesses were all Jewish. So
cent of the total amount carried domestically
was Judge Jerome Frank, who wrote the
by all airlines. Slick showed a 44.8-percent
OF NEW YORK
circuit court of appeals opinion which
increase over 1950, Flying Tiger a 35.6-perIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
unanimously upheld the conviction.
cent increase, and United States Airlines
approximately 40-percent increase, whereas
Wednesday, April 23, 1952
the 16 passenger airlines showed an over-all
Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I am
12-percent decrease in freight carried.
pleased to direct the attention of my col- .
In filing their petitions, the three indeThe
Flying
Tigers
Will
Carry
Air
Mail
leagues to the following article from the
pendent carriers said they were asking the
Without a Subsidy
Washington Daily News of May 1, 1952:
Civil Aeronautics Board to make this same
service available to the Post Office Depart''CREATING
ANTI-SEMITISM"-B' NAI
B ' RITH
ment and to the Railway Express Agency.
ACCUSES UNITED STATES REDS
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
In 1951, the Post Office shipped 63,000,000
(By Frederick Woltman)
OF
ton-miles of air mail and parcel post and the
NEW YoRK, May 1.-The Communist Party,
Railway Express Agency shipped 40,000,000
self-proclaimed champion of minorities, is
ton-miles of air express.
OF CALIFORNIA
accused by one of the Nation's leading Jewish
Originally, the statement declared, the inorganizations of creating anti-Semitism.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
dependent air-freight carriers made no reThe accusation stemmed from the party's
quests for air mail because all air-mail pay
Thursday, May 1, 1952
campaign to win sympathy for Ethel and
included Government subsidy and they were
Julius Rosenberg, the convicted atom spies
Mr. ENGLE. Mr. Speaker, the time not seeking subsidy. Requests were made
sentenced to death for espionage in behalf Of
has come for the major airlines to get for air express, but the Board decided to reRussia.
out of the public trough. The Congress strict carriage of air express to the passenger
For propaganda purposes, the party's
will be interested in following the appli- airlines on the ground that the latter needed
manufacturing false evidence that the Rosencation of the Flying Tiger Airline, now all the revenue which express could generate.
bergs are victims of a frame-up against Jews,
Today the transcontinental passenger
pending before the Civil Aeronautics airlines
according to the Anti-Defamation League Of
carry air mail at a rate of 45 cents
for
the
job
of
carrying
air
mail
Board,
B'nai B'rith. ADL president, State Supreme
a ton-mile. This is held to be a service rate
Court Justtce Meier Steinbrink, warned
and air parcel post at rates based on which does not include subsidy. It is, howwell-meaning citizens not to fall for this
actual cost and without a subsidy.
ever, almost three times the going rate for
Communist Party tactic.
We all know that the Post Otnce De· air ·freight, and the three independent carBLACKMAIL .
partment has been operating at a deficit. riers maintain that if air-mail costs were
"'What this really amounts to," says the
One reason is the fat subsidies now being computed on the basis of carriage in allplanes, the current rate could be virleague's curre'n t bulletin, "is a kind of blackpaid to the major airlines. The Flying cargo
tually cut in half. Executives of the three ·
mall imposed by the Communists on the
Tiger Line, which has struggled along in carriers
said they were convinced that mail
Jewish community ...
the freight business without any sub· 1a cheaper to handle than ordinary air freight
The front behind which the party operates,
sidies
from
the
American
taxpayers,
has
beca'U.Se there are virtually no . billing, han- ·
the bulletin went on, is a national comgotten strong enough now to step up and · dling, collection, and claim costs for mail.
mittee to secure justice for the Rosenbergs,
· The air-freight carriers stated in this conask for some of the air-mail business
which set up shop here last January._ .nection that if .granted permission to carry
The committee's pitch is geared to :fan- · at half of the present cost to the Federal
the
mail, they would urge the Civil Aerotastic charges that the Rosenbergs are vicGovernment, thereby not only saving - nautics
Board to determine a new service
tims of a pogromlike trial, of a vicious antimillions of dollars for the taxpayers, but · rate to apply
to mail transported in cargo
Semitic legal lynching and of the threatening
saving millions of dollars for the air planes. Such a rate would · tp.en apply to
atomic war and the Fascist and anti-Semitic
shippers
in
reduced
rates.
m.a.il carried by the independents and by the
dangers that are an integral part of this
This will undoubtedly cause conster- passenger airlines on their all-cargo flights.
threatening war.
A reduction in rates for parcel post and
nation
among
the
major
airlines
who
THE GIMMICKS
not only want their subsidies, but want air express to a level approximating airOne of the committee's gimmicks, warned
them hidden so the taxpayers do not freight rates would enable the post omce
the league, is to promote public rallies in
and ·the Railway Express Agency to reduce
know what they are. The Flying Tigers s'Clbstantially
Jewish communal buildings. One rally,
the rates the public now pays
schedu-led in a Chicago temple, was called · say they can carry the s.ir mail without
for those · services. Such reductions in' turn
a . subsidy and do all right. We all hope . would inspire a great increase in the volume
off at the last moment after the ADL tipped
off the congrega-tion.
~hey are given a chance to prove it.
of small-package tramc moving ·by air.
·
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Slick Airways, the Flying Tiger Line, and
United States Airlines, in requesting the
Civil Aeronautics Board to amend their certificates, pointed out that their three route
systems provide transcontinental service
from the eastern seaboard to the entire
Pacific coast, and north-south service between Florida and New York and Chicago,
and between the Middle West and Texas.
These carriers are convinced that the Post
Office Department and the Railway Express
Agency would make extensive use of these
services if they are made available to them.

My Country: My Heritage
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. R. WALTER RIEHLMAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. RIEHLMAN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following article
on constitutional government written by
Miss Dorothy E. Swales, of North Syracuse, N. Y. I had the honor and pleasure of awarding Miss Swales first prize
for her fine essay. The contest was sponsored by the North Shore Republican
Club at Cicero, N.Y., and a number of
students presented their ideas on this
important question.
MY COUNTRY: MY HERITAGE

"My country, 'tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty,
Of thee I sing.
Land where my fathers died,
Land of the pilgrims' pride,
From every mountainside
Let freedom ring!"
To better understand my country under
the Constitution I have chosen to use the
phrases of our great American national
hymn, written by Samuel Francis Smith, to
1llustrate American heritage in its greatest
conc~pt.

MY COUNTRY

What a privilege it is to be -able to call the
United States of America my country. This
privilege under the Bill of Rights .has been
given, not only to those who were born here,
but also to the millions of various races and
creeds that have come to our shores. No
country has more to offer its people than
ours. From its beginnings it has been a
haven of refuge for oppressed people. The
continuing existence of this democracy is a
living example that many people with diverse cultures and racial strains can live
together in harmony. Our entire pattern
of life is built upon faith in the possibilities of human personality. This expresses
the idea that if men and women are given
the chance, they have the ability to take
charge of their own lives. Faith in man is
found in the world's first code of freedomthe- Ten Commandments. Many attempts
have been made to form these laws into a
code of democratic freedom. In Athens the
citizens acted directly, not through representati\'es, so tney had, what was called a
direct democracy. In Rome a republic was
formed which was in reality a democracy because all the citizens voted in the assemblies which made the laws. The Magna
Carta was an attempt made in England · toward democracy. These attempts have led
up to our Constitution and Bill of Rights,
which are by far the greatest Of all democratic documents.
·

SWEET LAND OF LIBERTY

The search for freedom has always l;leen
the human quest. In search of this freedom
our forefathers came to this country. Having discovered it for themselves and desiring to preserve it for all future generations,
they included the provisions of these freedoms in our Constitution and Bill of Rights.
In our Bill of Rights we are guaranteed
various freedoms. In America we are given
the right to say or print what we think unless it is subversive to our Government. In
few other lands are men given this liberty
of discussion. The existence of the free
practice of so many religions and our denial
of recognition to any one religion as official
is an evidence of democracy in our religious
life. In our .constitutional democracy the
rights of the individual are respected. Every
person has the freedom from unreasonable
search or seizure of his home, himself, or his
property. He has the right of compensation
for his private property when it is taken for
public use. He has the right of a fair trial.
Thus in our democracy there is justice for
the common man. The right to assemble
and to petition to keep our rights is very
essential in our lives. I have the right to
decide how I shall make a living and what
I S'hall do with my money. Our American
way of life is a free way where one may live
according to his own conscience. It is a
peaceful way in which our differences are
settled by democratic procedures. Our way
of life is a friendly and cooperative venture.
National success is judged by happiness and
growth. Here everyone works for the common good, not for himself alone. It is a
democratic way, based on faith in the great
possibilities of human personality.
The American ideal is equality of opportunity for all. America is a land where
people work diligently for the better things
of life. No higher authority tells us what
the better things are; that must be determined by the exchange of opinions. We have
1n America a greater measure of freedom and
opportunity than do the people of any other
country. Our demGcratic principles· show
the way for the future.
LAND WHERE MY FATHERS DIED

These constitutional freedoms which we
enjoy were not a gift of the gods but they
have come to us after a long and hard struggle. These struggles took place in war and
in peace. These freedoms have been fought
for in the political and industrial arenas as
well as on the battlefields.
So truly when we sing "Land where my
fathers died", we are assured that our predecessors have been willing to live or to die
that these constitutional freedoms might be
maintained.
LAND OF THE PILGRIMS' PRIDE

Our Pilgrim Fathers had a right to be
proud of the civilization that they carved out
of the wilderness. Upon that foundation
each succeeding generation has built· its own
contribution. No nation has ever made such
great progress in as short a period of time
as we have. This was made possible only
through the provisions of our Constitution.
We are sure that our land, at least in most
ways, still merits the Pilgrims' pride, a pride
in work well done.
FROM EVERY MOUNTAINSIDE, LET FREEDOM RING

This then is the challenge to us to extend
to future generations the rights and priv1leges of our Constitution.
To me, our American heritage has many
meanings. Our democracy . is our way of
thinking and living. It influences our feelings and behavior toward our fellow men.
It develops tolerance to all races, colors, and
creeds. Love and selflessness are most important if our constitutional democracy is
to survive.
Young Americans of today must somehow
be inspired to continue the fight for the fulfillment_of the. dream .expressed .in our Con-
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stitution, of justice and opportunity for all.
They must be inspired to be a part of that
American struggle for better things. We all
must do our part to bring about a successful Government. You cannot get something
for nothing.
If we wish to safeguard the democratic
principles found in the Constitution we must
be loyal to them. By keeping informed on
the issues of the day we can do much to preserve our heritage. We should take seriously the responsibility of registering and voting. Freedoms won by one generation can
easily be lost by the next if each generation
does not do its part in preserving these freedoms, thoughtfully and to the best of its
ability.
Nor can we take our freedoms and the
freedoms of others for granted but we must
continue the endless struggle for liberty
under law. It can disappear quickly through
greed, prejudice, or laziness. We shall have
to show our faith in the Government by everything we think, say, and do.
We must learn to be thrifty and independent and insist that the Government
stop all unnecessary expenditures. Personal selfishness must also be eliminated
for this selfishness could be an important
cause of the downfall of our constitutional
Government. Each one of us must live up
to his democratic ideals.
In conclusion, as ours is a government
"of the people, by the people, and for the
people," we must maintain personal moral
integrity as well as support American institutions and traditions ever vital to the democratic way of life. Above all; we must, at
any cost, uphold the Constitution of the
United States. That means you, and you,
and you.

Polish Constitution Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN C. KLUCZYNSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. KLUCZYNSKI. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following address
by the Honorable ALBEN W. BARKLEY before the Polish National Alliance, Humboldt Park, Chicago, Ill., Sunday, May 4,
1952:
It is a pleasure to be here today in the
great metropolis of Chicago, in the second
largest Polish city of the world. I am especially happy on this occasion to be with you
members of the Polish National Alliance and
your friends-you, who through the years
have performed so many outstanding services for Poland and the United States. I
have in mind, when I say this, on the one
hand, your constant efforts to remind the
world of the injustices which the Polish
people have suffered, and, on the other, the
work which the Alliance has done in keeping alive this country's rich Polish heritage.
That heritage has long been a vital part of
the mainstream of American life and you
have contributed a great qeal to make the
Nation aware of it.
The occasion that brings us together today is the anniversary of the Polish Constitution of 1791. It is an occasion that has
a profound significance for Polish people
wherever they may be, and also for the people of the United States and for the nations
that make up the W~stern World. .
For the people of Poland, the significance
of the constitution of 1791 lies 1n the fact
that it was an end and a beginning in the
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historic progresb of their country. It was an
end in the sense that it expressed the deter·
mination of the Polish people to rid their
country of foreign intriguers and native
profiteers on human misery. It was a be·
ginning in the sense that it set the course
of Polish development · for a century and a
half toward an ultimate goal •of full national
independence and democracy.
In the years that have elapsed since this
constitution appeared it has remained a liv·
ing force in Polish life, withstanding all the
efforts of the oppressors to uproot it. It has
sustained the hopes of Polish patriots in
their darkest hours and, many times, it has
struck terror in the hearts of tyrants.
I think that the Polish constitution is
remembered and revered today because it is
more than a mere collection of carefully
chosen words, nobly stated. I think that it
has survived and grown in influence with
the passing of time because it is both a true
expression of the character of the Polish
nation and a reaffirmation of that fundamental ·f aith in the individual human being
which is shared by freemen everywhere.
For the people of Poland today, the significance of May third is a significance of
the spirit. On this day they draw renewed
inspiration from the promise of freedom and
justice which was inscribed in the constitU·
tion more than 160 years ago. It is fortunate that they have had this spiritual /3US•
tenance through the years and especially in
recent times. No one in this country knows
better than you people here today what terrible trials they have faced in the past and
are even now undergoing.
Most Americans have been deeply dis·
tur bed by what has taken place in Poland
since the war. We in this country had
hoped that out of the smoldering ruins
of the conflict, a new Poland would arisestrong, prosperous and independent. In·
stead we have seen an unscrupulous Soviet
imperialism make a mockery of this hope,
We have seen solemn international agree·
ments treated as scraps of paper. We have
seen the rights of human beings trampled
upon with utter cynicism.
The Communists have cut off the Polish
nation · from its legitimate and traditional
ties with the West. They have sought to
undermine the work of the church which
has long fought for. the rights of the people.
They have bent and distorted the machinery
of democracy in order to obtain absolute unbridled power. They have held up to scorn
and ridicule patriots who were fighting the
Nazi invaders while Hitler and Stalin were
considering a new partition of Poland; and
in many instances they have gone so far as
to deprive these patriots of their liberty and
even their lives.
This tragedy on a national scale in Poland
has been enacted before the eyes of the entire world. Americans have followed it in
their newspapers and on the radio with a
sense of frustration and also with growing
indignation at the cynical crimes of Soviet
imperialism.
But there is one aspect of this tragedy
that I should like to mention which rarely
appears in the press. Few people in this
country, therefore, are close to it or are
directly aware of it. Some of you who have
recently come from Poland or who have
friends or relatives there know about it.
I speak of the personal losses, the- private
catastrophes that have befallen thousands
of individual Poles-separated families, per·
sons deprived of their livelihood by govern·
ment edict, persons who have fled their
native land because they were no longer abl~
to bear the heavy hand of totalitarianism.
Your Government has tried to do some•
thing about the plight of these persons
through the Displaced Persons Act. Some
of you may be familiar with this law which
has permitted a number of Polish refugees

to get away from the oppression now rampan.t in so much of Europe. Since 1947
about 150,000 Poles, five times more than
would have come in under normal quota,
have been able to enter the United States
largely because of this law.
What we have done in Government, however, is a small thing compared with the
great need. At best, immigration can only
scratch the surface of the problem. The
suffering of the Polish people is not likely
to decline in any significant degree until
the totalitarian tyranny that now presses
down on the country has lifted.
No one can be sure when this will happen.
There is, however, the certainty that it will
one day come about. The Polish people will
not submit forever to the yoke of alien con·
trol. Their belief in the principles of na·
tiona! independence and human liberty is
too deep, the vision of the constitution of
1791 too strong, for them to accept the pres·
ent situation as permanent. They may ac·
quiesce for the time being but they will not
submit.
This is not the first time that a tide of
brutal foreign power ,has covered the land.
Poland has survived oppressions in the past
of a degree of severity that has rarely been
equaled in the experience of other peopies.
Poland has never yielded her soul.
I need not recount the details of those
oppressions. You know them only too well.
You know of the invasions, the partitions,
and the military struggles of other nations
on Polish soil. Some of you, I am sure, have
seen your homes or those of your friends and
relatives put to the torch. You have seen
the blackened and gutted farms, the desolate lands, the empty, silent factories. You
know what it means when famine, epidemic,
and mass murder stalk the earth.
And all of you, I think, are familiar with
the repeated frustration of the Polish yearning for national iJ;ldependence and freedom
during the nineteenth century. Time and
again the people rose against the bated
overlords, only to be beaten down. They laid
down their lives by the 'hundreds and thou·
sands for liberty. They went in mass to
America, to France, to the ends of the earth,
to escape the terrible masters who had been
forced upon them. And some stayed behind
to fight from the underground. In recent
times we have seen how determined, how
single-minded, can be the Polish pursuit of
national freedom. No quisling appeared in
Warsaw; no army ever fought a more desperate struggle against such fantastic odds
than General Bar's sacrificed legions in the
capital.
These are the deeds of a nation that will
not quit, that will not break, no matter how
sever e the burden of oppression may be.
The Polish people had a taste of real na·
tiona! liberty after World War I and they will
demand it again. Some of you who are
older will remember those stirring days of
1914-18. You will remember Paderewski fn
this country and his great work for Poland.
And you will remember the thirteenth of
Wilson's 14 points-the demand for an independent Poland with an outlet to the sea
and an international guaranty of its inde·
pendence and integrity.
The Poland that President Wilson foresaw
did come into being after World War I. Of
course it was not a perfect state. What state
ever is. The Poland that existed between
the wars, however, represented a major step
in the fulfillment of the promise of the con·
stitution of 1791.
All of us know only too well what happened
to that state when it became enmeshed in
the converging imperialisms of German
nazism and Soviet communism.
The terrible set-back which Poland re·
ceived as a result of world war II has caused
much doubt and despondency over her fu-

ture. I do not share in these feelings be·
cause here in America, I have seen the kind
of sons and daughters that Poland is capable
of producing.
They have come to this country from earliest times singly, in pairs, in small groups,
and in great numbers. Today, they total
some 4,000,000 and if we trace back the
strain of Poland far enough the number is
10,000,000. Men and women from Poland
and their children and their children's children have played a major role in the history
of this Nation from its very beginning. They
have helped to explore and to settle America,
to develop her resources and to defend her
against her enemies.
There were Poles among the earliest settlers of Virginia and other seaboard States.
In my own State of Kentucky, we had the
Sandusky brothers, companions of Daniel
Boone in the exploration of what was then
the frontier of America. One of our largest
counties in KentlJ,cky is named for Gen.
Casimir Pulaski. At a later time Poles
were with the trail blazers in the opening
of the West and many of them made the
long trek to the gold fields of California.
These early Polish adventurers in America
were followed by others who took up more
regular pursuits. Colonies of Poles have
settled on the soil in Texas, Michigan, Missouri, and the Dakotas.
Millions of Americans of Polish background have put their strength, skills, and
intelligence into the coal fields, into the steel
mills, into the industries of a dozen cities.
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee,
Pittsburgh-wherever men have gathered together in great numbers to do the work of
the Nation, there you will find the PolishAmericans. They have played a leading part
in the saga of American industrial expansion. They have shared in the back-breaking work of industry and in the brain work.
That we, as a Nation, have reached such
great heights of material power is due in no
small measure to their unstinting efforts.
In the arts, sciences, and professions, too,
Americans of Polish background have made
contributions that have enriched our culture
for the benefit of a.ll our citizens.
In t.he same manner that they helped to
explore, to settle, and to build the Nation,
Americans of Polish backgro'Und have also·
helped to defend it. Kosciusko and Pulaski
established a Polish tradition of bravery and
willing service in the Armed Forces of the
American Revolution that later generations
have upheld. · During the War Between the
States, several thousand Poles participated.
In the First World War, tens of thousands
of Americans of Polish background served
with our Armed Forces. The number went
to the hundreds of thousands in the Second
World War. Today in Korea, other thousands are writing still another page in an
unbroken record of devoted service in the
defense of the Nation.
I cannot believe that Poland, whose descendents in this country have so vividly
demonstrated the vitality of Polish culture,
is now doomed to extinction. I cannot believe that Poland, who shares the religious,
social, and political heritage of the WestPoland, who, in John Sobieski, produced one
of the truly indispensable defenders of the
West, is now forever lost to the West.
If May 3 means anything at all, it means
that in God's good time Poland shall surely
emerge from the shadows of totalitarian
tyranny and resume her rightful place
among the leading states of the Western
World. It means that she shall again pick
up the com·se from which she was deflected
by World War II and move forward with
us and other peaceful nations toward common goals of national independence, international security and continuing human
progress.

CONGRESSIONAL -RECORD- APPENDIX ·
The New Immigration Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 23, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr.' Speaker, I am
pleased to direct the attention of my
colleagues to the following editorial
which appeared in the New York Times
of May 1, 1952:

J

THE NEW IMMIGRATION BILL
The Walter bill revising and codifying our
immigration and naturalization laws . has
been approved by the House of Representatives by a 3-to-1 vote, to the consternation
of many Americans who are convinced that
both this measure and its companion p iece
in the Senate, the McCarran bill, represent
an illiberal and harmful approach·to a most
important subject.
It would be erroneous to say that the bill
as now written does no good at all. It does
have some meritorious features, notably the
removal of the automatic bar to immigra·
tion and naturalization of various Asiatics
on racial grounds alone. But what it gives
with one hand it tends to take away with
the other. Place of birth is the usual criterion for determining the .n ationality quota
under which a prospectivn immigrant will
·be counted. But orientals and half-orien•
tals do not come 1mder this rule. No matter
in what country-in Europe or South America for instance-they are actually born they
ar~ chargeable to the extremely limited
quotas of their ancestral lands in the socalled Asia-Pacific triangl,e. If this is not
a racist concept of immigration we should
like to know what is.
An entirely new provision limiting colonial
quotas is clearly aimed at the drastic cut in
immigration from the Dutch West Indiesnotably Jamaica-and if the intention is not
to exclude Negroes from the Caribbean
islands that is unmistakably the effect. It is
all the more startling when we consider that
there are no quota limitations at all for the
independent countries of the Western Hemisphere.
The McCarran and Walter bills enlarge and
extend the grounds for exclusion and deportation. They contain provisions distinguishing between naturalized aliens and
native-born in such a way as almost to create a special kind of second-class citizenship. They have aroused grave fears that the
powers of administrative officials-alreadY
great under present law-will be even more
widely extended. The whole spirit of this
legislation is restrictive and exclusionist.
The hodgepodge of American immigration
and nationality laws badly needs straightening ou t. To some extent the pending bill
does this-in fact, it would be difficult for
a measure of this size not to contain some
good features. But the disappointing thing
about the Walter bill, which the House so
blithely approved, and about the McCarran
bill, which has already been reported out of
commit t ee in the Senate, is that they reject
a once-in-a-generat ion opportunity to establish a really modern and democratic body
of law. The inadequate and anachronistic
quota system is reta ined as the basis of the
n ew codification; and with that as a beginning nearly everything else follows along in
a n arrow-minded, antialien, fear-ridden, almost xenophobic manner.
There is an alternative. Senator LEHMAN
and nearly a dozen other Senators have· introdu ced a bill which, while providing all
the necessary safeguards, is a humane and
liber al immigration measure. It deserves the
serious consideration of Congress, and should
not be shunted aside . .
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acute the current shortages of trained perEducation for Korean Veterans
sonnel in these highly essential fields.
Even should a veteran choose to attend a
private college or university, problems will
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
be created for the institution by virtue of
OF
the fact that the veteran would probably
need to obtain loans or make other arrangements
for the payment of his tuition on an
OF COLORADO
installment basis. This will create for · such
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
institutions complicated problems of record
keeping and accounting. As you undoubtMonday, May 5, 1952
edly know, many private institutions are
Mr. ROGERS of Colorado. Mr. Speak- constantly in the position of having to borer, under unanimous consent, I am in- row money from local banks In order to
serting in the Appendix of the RECORD a finance their current operations, inasmuch
letter that I have received from Mr. as they do not have financial reserves or
Daniel D. Feder, dean of the academic margins of profit which enable them to operon anything but a day to day basis. In
administration of the University of Den- ate
effect, this is as it should be for a strictly
ver, Colo., together with a committee nonprofit institution. Under the existing
analysis at the University of Denver that GI bill, where the Government guarantees
has studied H. R. 5038, H. R. 5049, H. R. the payment of the veterans' tuition, the
6025, H. R. 6425, and S. 1"940, relating to college or university may use its statement
of veterans' accounts as, in effect, security.
Korean veterans' educational benefits.
its loans. However, I would guess that
Heretofore I . have requested Dean for'
would be quite doubtful whether banks
Feder and his associates to make an it
would be equally willing to accept as colanalysis of these bills, with the hope that lateral a statement of outstanding student
they may set forth the problems that accounts, secured only by the signature of
will confront private institutions of the student. It is easy to foresee that this
might become so serious in the
higher learning that are engaged in the circumstance
eyes of the private institution as to cause
education of the youth of our Nation.
many of them to even refuse to accept vetThe letter and analysis are as follows:
er·an enrollments rather than to have to set
up
all of the special machinery which would
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER,
be
involved in handling them.
Denver, Colo., April 24, 1952.
In terms of the impact on the proprietary
Hon. BYRON G. RoGERS,
schools, it is conceivable that such schools
House of Representatives,
will be placed in a position of financial comWashington, ·D. C.
petition with each other to the extent that
MY DEAR MR. RoGERs: ·we have appreciated
they might cut the prices of their programs
greatly your kindness In forwarding the . and might do so often without regard to the
qualitative aspects of the training they are
copie~ of the bills related to veterans' edu·
supposed to provide.
cational benefits. We have given these bills
Specifically commenting on the provisions
careful study, and In accordance with your
of the Teague bill may I point out the limisuggestion I am submitting herewith com·
tation to 36 months of training in lines 20
ments of our staff committee who have been
and 21 on page 5. We question this limitaclosely associated with problems of vettion inasmuch as it seems to be a .discrimerans' education.
ination against the Korean veteran who has
I know that Congressman TEAGUE · has
cer'tainly been exposed to the same hazards
and has suffered the same degree of interbeen one of the most thorough students of
ruption of his life as have veterans in
the entire matter of veterans' education and
previous situations.
that he has, therefore, attempted in his bill
Section 302 on page 7, lin1~s 6 to 23, in(H. R. 6425) to set up safeguards which
clusive, could result in very difficult and
would prevent some of the abuses which occumbersome administration of the veterans'
curred under the old so-called GI bill of
training program. Lines 17 to 23 are obviousrights. By way of general comment, It
ly ·designed to prevent one of the types of
seems to us that the most drastic danger
abuses which Congressman TEAGUE discovof the Teague bill in its present form has
ered in his analysis of. veterans' training. As
two aspects. The first is that it will unsuch this is a sensible provision. However.
the previous sentences in this section have
questionably encourage veterans to seek
the effect of setting up a most complicated
their education at institutions which will
type of coordination between both the Vetmake the lowest possible charges for tuierans' Administration and the State depar ttion. At the college and university level,
ments of education.
this will almost inevitalilly mean that vetWe have attempted to calculate the t otal
erans will seek out the State or municipal
benefits which are implied on page 13 (secinstitution as against the private school
tion 402) and it seems to us that the vetwith its higher tuition. The second aspect
eran under this provision would receive beis that it may be expected that veterans
tween $200 and $300 less per year than h e
will choose lowest-cost courses of instrucgets in total at ·the present time. It seems t o
us that this may a gain represent an unfair
tion, even when attending tax-supported indiscrimination against the Korean veter an
stitutions. Both of these dangers inhere
and more particularly so in the last year or :::o
from the fact that the veteran will be rewh en prices of all commodities includ· n g
quired to pay all of his tuition, books, supedu cation have been going upward.
plies, and other expenses incidental to his
Line 24 on page 14 through line 5 on page
education from the basic monthly allotment
15 would, if literally interpreted, work a
which he would be granted under this bill.
distinct hardship on the veteran who seeks
Therefore it seems only natural to expect
his education on a p art-time basis while
that ·he will seek out the cheapest course
holding a job in order that he may support
of education at the cheapest institution.
himself and his family. Under the existing
This would enable him to retain the greatlegislation, there are undoubtedly thousan ds
est possible amount for his personal living
of such veterans who h ave received or are in
expenses. Thus, by its very nature, this bill
the process of receiving their education in
will cause veterans to steer away from the
this fashion. They hold full-time jobs dur..
higher-cost technical programs in the
ing the day, and carry on as much academic
sciences and engineering and the long-range
work as they feel they possibly can in eve•
effect of this bill may be to make even more
ning classes. By so doing, they do, of course.

HON. BYRON G. ROGERS
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deny themselves certain of the subsistence
allowances, but they more than overcome
this by their earnings in creative labor. It
seems that this provision in the Teague bill
would eliminate completely this possibility
for large numbers of veterans to complete
their education and could have a boomerang
effect in costing the Government more money
than would actually be the case if there were
a continuation of the educational benefits,
with reduced or eliminated subsistence.
Lines 21 and 22 on page 17 spell out an
interpretation of normal load in a full-time
course as being 15 semester hours or its
equivalent in quarter hours. It should
be pointed out that this is in excess of
courrent requirements, and is in excess of
minimum normal load as defined by most
institutions of higher education, which
have generally defined the 12 quarter hour
minimum as a full load. Furthermore, many
special types of programs . may have actual
well established differentials as to what constitutes a full load and this provision wo~ld
not take account of such circumstances. We
find no further specific items to comment u p on in H. R. 6425. In general, the remaining
provisions seem to be of a sort which will
do a great deal to eliminate past abuses.
Inasmuch as H. R. 5038 and S. 1940 are
apparently identical, these comments may
be presumed to apply to both of the bills.
Our one general reaction is that both these
bills are rather wide open and may result
in some of the same problems and abuses
that we are currently experiencing.
The provision on page 2, lines 16 and 17
of S. 1940 limiting the course of education or training to a period not in excess of
12 months seems unduly short. As such it
seems to discriminate rather severely against
the Korean veteran.
.
Lines 1 to 10 on page 8 seem to be a
worthy effort to get at the operations of the
"private for profit" schools and may affect
many of them. This statement, however,
seems to be unduly restrictive and may even
affect some colleges.
The provisions of section 5-A beginning
on line 23 of page 8 and going through line
6 on page 9 certainly have some value in giving the veteran himself a stake in securing
his education, but again have the effect of
forcing him into the lower cost schools and
lower cost programs, regardless of his preparation and his possible desires to seek
more technical education.
We foresee that lines 20 to 24 on page 9
would crP-ate a policy so vague as to lead
to many problems and also to create so many
variations as to make administration of the
bill extremely difficult. We have no further
specific comments on S. 1940 and H. R. 5038,
inasmuch as the remaining sections of t h e
bills seem concerned primarily with the
technical controls.
Inasmuch as we find H. R . 5040 to be in
essential agreement with H. R. 5038, except
for title, I shall not burden you with further
comments on it.
I am taking the liberty of enclosing an
additional statement which was prepared by
a special committee of our staff which has
given study to this entire matter. I do so
because of their very real concern with the
entire veterans' educational program and
because thP.se men have been in a position
to observe some of the abuses which have
existed in the past and have been keenly desirous of seeing appropriate controls estab·
lished which would prevent their recurrence
in the ft:ture. We are indeed grateful for
your kindness in inviting these comments,
and hope most sincerely that they will be
of some usefulness to you. I wish to stress
again that, as citizens and taxpayers, we
share with you and Congressman TEAGUE and
other Members of the Congress a sincere
desire to eliminate the abuses of the past.
However, it would be most unfortunate indeed if the provisions of a new law were

such as to force· veterans into highly re·
stricted educational patterns which would
be so completely inconsistent with our total
American philosophy.
With all good wishes to you, I remain,
Very sincerely yours,
DANIEL D. FEDER,
Dean of Academic Administration.

The committee studied the proposed legislation presented in House bills 5049 and 6025
and Senate bill 1940 and its companion bill,
H. R. 5038. Analysis of these bills shows
certain weaknesses which should be corrected as a result of experience with Public
Law 346.
An appropriate bill should embody the following principles, based upon (1) the intent
of this kind of legislation; (2) the elimination of inequities among individuals, and the
educational or training institutions; and (3)
correction of what we believe were weaknesses in the adl!linistration of Public Law
346.
1. Educational or training benefits to be
restricted to the furtherance of a veteran's
education in approved educational or training institutions, or approved on-the-job
training programs.
2. Unrestricted choice by the veteran of
any approved institution which he is eligible
to attend.
3. All institutional-instruction costs to be
paid for subjects or courses counted toward
graduation or completion of the curriculum,
these to be separate from subsistence benefits. Instructional costs, not books (usually)
shall be paid directly to the institution.
4. Other costs to the veteran for furtherance of his education .or training, shall be
paid directly to the veteran.
5. Acceptance of the institution's statement of what constitutes a full-time or a
part-time program, as based upon estab,ished
educational practice.
6. Payment for instructional costs shall be
prorated for more or less than a normal
full-time program. A full-time program is
defined as the quotient of the total hours or
equivalent units required for graduation or
completion of the curriculum divided by the
number of quarters, semesters, or sessions
regularly established by the institutions for
completion of tpelr respective cur:·icula.
7. Entitlement should be in equal ratio to
the number of months of service in the
Armed Forces from the date of enlistment,
induction, or recall, beginning June 27, 1950,
and ending on such date as shall be determined by Presidential proclamation or
concurrent resolution of the Congress, irrespective of the age of the veteran at the
time of induction or enlistment.
The total entitlement should not exceed
the number of months of active service in
World wa~ II and/ or the Korean conflict,
less that proportion of be~efits previously
secured under Public Law 346.
8. Acceptance of the institution's policies
established for the continuance of registration of any stud~nt as satisfying normal
progress toward completion of the curriculum.
9. Similar acceptance of the institutional
policies respecting absences.

Committee for Economic Development
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM BENTON
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to insert in the Ap-

pendix of the RECORD a letter from Mr.
Marion B. Folsom, chairman, board of
trustees, Committee for Economic Development. I have a special interest in
CED because I was its first vice chairman. I worked closely during the war
on its reports. I personally served on
its committee preparing its studies on
taxes.
·
I know th&-t the distinguished Senator
who occupies the chair [Mr. GEORGE]
joins with me in commending the Committee for Economic Development for its
efforts in many of its tax stt~dies over
a long number of years.
The Committee for Economic Development's first studies are thoughtful ·and
responsible. They warrant the careful
consideration of the Congress. This letter from Mr. Folsom is a quick summary of its most recent study. I insert
it in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD without
necessary agreement on my part with
all its points or details. Those who have
worked on taxes know how complicated
the questions are, how guarded a man
must be before he commits himself t:nreservedly to any program. Whether
"with vigorous efforts a saving of
around $4,000,000,000 can be achieved in
fiscal 1953 military expenditures-including military aid-without affecting
the real content of the security program''-whether this is a true statement
I am not now prepared to say. I was
g:rea tly impressed with Secretary Lovett's urgent warning of last week and
here the subject is manifestly most complex, warranting detailed study rather
than the casual judgment induced by
even such a thoughtful letter as this of
Mr. Folsom's.
There being no objection, the report
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
COMMITTEE FOR EcoNOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
New York , N. Y., April 22, 1952.

Hon. WILLIAM BENTON,
United States Sena.te,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR BILL: The President's budget message of last January forecast a cash deficit
of $10,400,000,000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1952, at present tax rates. It
proposed that the Federal Government
should spend $87,200,000,000 in the next fiscal year, the highest rate of spending in our
peacetime history. It estimated the revenue from existing taxes at $76,800,000,000 for
next year and proposed that taxes be increased further to yield an additional
$5,000,000,000.
In the opinion of the research and policy
cominittee of CED, further tax increases,
especially on corporate or individual incomes, would involve a grave threat to our
economy. On the other hand we believe that
a deficit of the size forecast would bring
serious danger of further inflation.
In view of the gravity of the issues raised,
I am writing to give yot: the high lights of
recommendations by the committee for
meeting this problem. These recommenda- t1!
tions are presented in full in a policy statement just issued by CED, Tax and Expenditure Policy for 1952.
('>.s CED points out, the consequences of renewed inflation at this time would be exceedingly serious. We have now had more
than 10 years of inflation. The idea that we
are 11ving in an age of inflation is gaining
acceptance. This is a dangerous idea,· for
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it undermines the basis on which saving, investing, wage setting, and other essential economic processes are conducted. It is important that we dispel this idea by showing
that general price stability can be achieved
and maintained without permanent price
controls. Balancing the budget is an important step toward this end.
The President has proposed that the deficit
be met in part by increased taxes. CED believes that further tax increases at this time,
particularly in corporate or personal income
taxes, would threaten the efficiency and
growth of the economy. Corporate taxes
have already been increased three times since
mid-1950, and the standard rate of corporate
tax is now 52 percent of net income. In addition, an excess-profits tax of 30 percent is
payable on income in excess of 85 percent
of the average base-period income. Corporate taxes have already passed the point
where they seriously impede the efforts of
business management to promote efficiency
and reduce waste.
The situation is similar with respect to the
individual income tax, especially in the
upper brackets. The upper-bracket rates
are already so high that significant additional amounts of revenue can be obtained
only by nearly complete elimination of income incentive to work and to invest. Even
in the lower brackets further increases may
seriously affect incentives to work.
CED believes that governmental expendi·
tures can and should be held down to the
amount obtained from present taxes.
CED's statement is devoted largely to showing specifically how expenditures can be
cut sufficiently to balance the cash budget
with present tax revenues.
The committee first takes a realistic look
at the expenditure plans. The fiscal 1953
estimates involve an increase of about $17,
000,000,000 in military expenditures over
1952. In view of the rate at which the mili·
tary program has been increasing thus tar,
it is quite unlikely that this rate of increase will be achieved next year. We estimate that military expenditures will fall
about $3,500,000,000 below the budget estimate. The actual cash deficit, in the absence of economies or tax increases, is thus
likely to be about $7,000,000,000 rather than
the $10,400,000,000 forecast.
How can this $7,000,000,000 be saved?
Since proposed expenditures of the Defense
Department and foreign aid involve more
two-thirds of the budget total, t]:lis is obviously the first place to look. The committee
does not have the information necessary for
a responsible judgment on whether the proposed mil1tary program is too large or too
small. But it is clear that large opportunities for saving exist in the mil1tary budget,
without reducing the size of the program or
delaying its progress. These savings can be
achieved by reducing waste and increasing
the efficienpy of mil1tary expenditures. The
committee believes that with vigorous efforts
a saving of around $4,000,000,000 can be
achieved in fiscal 1953 military expenditures
(including military aid) without affecting.
the real content of the security program.
CED's statement analyzes at some length
the ways in which military expenditures
can be held down. Summarizing, the major
steps needed are:
1. More rigorous screening of procurement
requirements.
2. Reduction of inventory requirements
through standardization of equipment and
procedures.
3. More unified procurement.
4. Design of equipment to permit the most
economical production methods.
5. Design of equipment to eliminate non•
essential gadgets and trimmings.

6. Elimination of specifications that unnecessarily limit supply sources.
7. Use of foreign sources of supply when
these are cheaper.
8. Economy in construction.
The committee urges that vigorous and
discriminating effort be made by both the
Congress and the administration to achieve
maximum efficiency in military expenditure
as quickly as possible. To stimulate action
it recommends that a civilian commission,
reporting to the Secretary of Defense, be appointed to make a thorough study of ways
to achieve economy and tJat the ~retary
be required to report to Congress in December 1952 on the pr cgress in realizing
economies.
The committee estimates that a total of
about $450,000,000 can be saved from the
expenditures proposed for other security
programs, such as atomic energy, stockpiling,
civil defense, etc.
A cut of $2,400,000,000 is proposed in nonsecurity expenditures. Public works should
be cut substantially; reductions should be
made also in mor.tgage-purchase operations,
aids to agriculture, and other specified expenditure programs. We urge that practically all new expenditure programs be eliminated, feeling that this is no time to be
undertaking such programs.
The committee's recommendations, if followed, would balance the budget without a
tax increase. The recent actions of the House
of Representatives in cutting the budget are
most encouraging. If, however, the Congress
· and. the Executive do not reduce expenditures sufficiently to balance the budget, we
believe that the budget still should be balanced. If a further tax increase becomes
necessary, the committee recommends that
it take the form of a temporary retail sales
tax, excluding sales of food, housing, and
items already subject to Federal excises.
The Nation's tax and expenditure problems
will not be solved by balancing the budget
for fiscal 1953, important as this action is.
We must also start work on a program of
· basic tax reform. Since 1944 the committee has repeatedly emphasized the need for
reforms to make our tax system more equitable and less repressive of productive efficiency and economic growth. The need today
is even more urgent than it seemed in 1944.
While probably little can be done this
year to achieve basic tax reforms we can
start now to lay the groundwork for such
reforms. The postwar experience showed us
that even when the opportunity for tax reform came it was not taken because no proper
foundation of study and understanding had
been laid.
It is time tQ begin a national reconsid·
eration of the principles of taxation. How
can taxation of corporation profits and individual income be related so as to avoid
discrimination in favor of or against profits
as a source of income? ' What is the function of excise ·taxation in the Federal revenue system, and what are the relative ad·
vantages of general and particular excises?
What limits upon the progressiveness of the
rate structure are set by considerations of
economic efficiency and growth? Study of
these and similar questions would, in our
opinion, be one of the most valuable contributions that any group could make to the
health of our economy. CEDis planning to
devote much of its attention to this subject.
I have tried to give you some of the high
lights of CED's report. You will soon re.
ceive a copy of the full statement. The subJect is so important that we are making an
extensive distribution of the report with the
hope that it will be widely read and discussed.
Sincerely,
MARION B. FOLSOM,
Chairman.. Board ot Xrustees.

Proposed Immigration Legislation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE f?ENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, the
Washington Post of April30 and the New
York Times of May 1 published excellent
and penetrating editorials on the subject
·of immigration legislation now pending
before the Congress. I ask unanimous
consent that these editorials be printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorials were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
[From the Washington l-ost of April 30, 1952}
IMMIGRATION OMNIBUS
It is unlikely that mere than a handful of
Congressmen, outside Representative FRAN•
cis WALTER's Immigration Subcommittee,
read the extremely lengthy, enormously complicated revision and codification of the
country's immigration and naturalization
laws which Mr. WALTER piloted to passage
in the House last week. Changes in these
laws are very much needed. But it is unwise, we think, to make the changes in the
omnibus form of the Walter bill. Its complexity forced House Members to place undue reliance on the committee's recommendations. And it led many of them, for
diverse special reasons, to embrace dangerous
and discriminatory provisions of a particular
character for the sake of certain indubitably
desirable reforms.
The most troublesome aspects of the Walter bUl, are its provisions for harsh and summary treatment of aliens...:....and even of naturalized citizens-suspected of undesirable
political opinions. It would permit. deportation of aliens, often arbitrarily and capri·
ciously without judicial review and in some
cases without so much as an administrative
hearing. There is neither sense nor security
in this disregard of all our traditions of fair
play and due process.
Perhaps the worst feature of the Walter
bill is its provision that membership in, or
mere affiliation with, any Communist organization, or even any Communist front, within
5 years after naturalization shall constitute
prima facie evidence that the naturalized
citizen was not genuinely attached to the
principles of the Constitution at the time he
secured his citizenship. The effect of this is
to make the grant of citizenship conditional-to make the naturalized alien a second-class citizen, liable to lose his citizenship on account of a lawful act for which no
native-born citizen could be punished.
Senator LEHMAN has introduced in the
Senate a bill which eliminates such ugly and
needless provisions of the Walter bill. We
hope that the Senate will turn to it in preference to a measure marred by symptoms of
sheer panic.
[From the New York Times of May 1, 1952)
THE NEW IMMIGRATION BILL
The Walter bill revising and codifying our
immigration and naturalization laws has
been approved by the House of Representatives by a 3-to-1 vote, to the consternation
of many Americans who are convinced that
both this measure a):ld its companion piece
in the Senate, the McCarran bill, represent
an illiberal and harmful approach to a most
important subject.
It would be erroneous to say that the bill
as now written does no good at all. lt <loea
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have some meritorious features, notably the
assist the French in their defense, I ask
removal of the automatic bar to immigration
unanimous consent that the article be
and nat uralization of various Asiatics on
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD,
racial grounds alone. But what it gives
because I am sure that the information
with one hand, it tep.ds to take away with
contained therein will come as a surprise
the other. Place of birth is the usual crito many American citizens.
terion for determining the nationality quota
under which a prospective immigrant will
There being no objection, the article
be counted. But orientals and half-orienwas ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
tals do not come under thils rule. No matter
as follows~
in what country-in Europe or South AmeriFEES AT FRENCH PORTS COST UNITED STATES
ca, for instance-they are actually born, they
$2 TO $6 TO LAND EACH SOLDIER
are chargeable to the extremely limited quoPARIS, May 3.-French port fees are costing
tas of their ancestral lands in the so-called
the United States $6 for every American ofAsia-Pacific triangle. If this is not a racist
concept of immigration, we should like to . ficer and more than $2 for every enlisted man
landed
in France, its partner in western
know what is.
defense.
An entirely new provision limiting coloThe United States has opened negotiations
nial quotas is clearly aimed at a drastic cut
with France, it was learned today, in an effort
in immigration from the British West Into cut these and other port levies ~hat somedies-notably Jamaica-and if the intention
times run as high as $5,000 per ship unloadts not to exclude Negroes from the Caribbean
ing soldiers and arms.
islands, that is unmistakably the effect. It
The discussions supplement talks initiated
is all the more startling when we consider
by Americans in an effort to prevent a systhat there are no quota limitations at all for
tem of French indirect taxes from taking
the independent countries of the Western
$1 from every $5 that the American taxHemisphere.
payer shells out for military construction
The McCarran and Walter bills enlarge
work in France.
and extend the grounds for exclusion and
The port fees include pilot charges,
deportation. They contain provisions diswhether or not a pilot is used, tug charges,
tinguishing between naturalized aliens and
wharf
rental, and a port-maintenance tollnative-born in such a way as almost to create
which the French call peage--on persons
a special kind of second-class citizenship.
and cargoes.
They have aroused grave fears that the
powers of administrative officials-already
REGARDED AS FEES FOR SERVICES
great under present law-will be even more
The French Government regards all these
widely extended. The whole spirit of this
charges as fees for services rendered. The
legislation is restrictive and exclusionist.
United
States
Government
maintains
The hodgepodge of American immigration
freighters carrying military cargoes and used
by the United States Military Sea Transporand nationality laws badly needs straightentation Service should be considered part of
1.ng out. To some extent the pending bill
the United States Navy and exempted from
does this-in fact, it would be difficult for
at least the peage fee.
a measure of this size not to contain some
It is the peage charge which obliges the
good features. But the disappointing thing
United States to pay France $6 a head for
about the Walter bill, which the House so
officers
and more than $2 for GI's entering
blithely approved, and about the McCarran
France.
bill, which has already been reported out
The charge is also levied on every ship's
of committee in the Senate, is that they
cargo-whether the cargo is 155-millimeter
reject once-in-a-generation opportunity to
guns or whisky.
establish a really modern and democratic
The French say it is not a customs duty.
body of law. The inadequate and anachHowever, it works much the same. A tank is
ronistic quota system is retained as the basis
assessed for a higher fee than the same
of the new codification; and with that as
weight in coal because it is a finished manua beginning nearly everything else follows
factured product.
along in a narrow-minded, antialien, fearBecause of military secrecy on troop numridden, almost xenophobic manner.
bers and ship movements, no estimate was
available of how much the peage charge so
There is an alternative. Senator LEHMAN
far has cost the United States. But about
and nearly a dozen other Senators have in20,000 United States troops are based in
troduced a bill which, while providing all
France. Others pass through as transients.
the necessary safeguards, is a humane and
liberal immigration measure. It deserves
GOES FOR HARBOR FACILITIES
the serious consideration of Congress, and
The peage fee is collected by the French
ehould not be shunted aside.
customs service which acts as a cashier. The
money goes to the port's Chamber of Commerce, which acts as a banker for member
companies operating the port.
· Armed Se-:vices Port Fees
. The money is used to pay off loans contracted jointly by member companies for
such things as buying cranes, building wareEXTENSION OF REMARKS
houses, constructing harbor moles and
OF
dredging.
Since the chamber's only revenue is the
peage fees, the French say that if certain
OF KANSAS
ships and cargoes were suddenly exempted
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
the chamber's finances would go to pieces
and so would the ports.
Monday, May 5, 1952
In theory the fee is chargeable to all ships,
military and commercial. However, it is a
Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, under date of May 4 there appeared in the courtesy practice by France and other na,Washington Evening Star an Associated tions to exempt ships of another nation's
Press article entitled "Fees at French navy.
The United States wants this exemption
Ports Cost United States $2 to $6 To Land
applied to regular commercial shipping line
Each Soldier." Since the article deals freighters carrying military cargoes. The
with American soldiers and American French say these ships are not on the United
material being delivered to France to States Navy list and should not be exempted.
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Seizure of the Steel Plants
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN MARSHALL BUTLER
OF MARYLAND
IN THE SENATE OF. THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 5, 1952
Mr. BUTLER of Maryland. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD
two very timely and learned editorials
published in the Baltimore Sun. Both
were written by Mr. C. P. Ives. The first
one is entitled "Facts, Not Words on the
Steel Seizure," and was published in the
Baltimore Sun of April 28, 1952. The
second, entitled "The Steel Case in the
Supreme Court," was published in the
Baltimore Sun of May 5, 1952.
There being no objection the editorials
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
(From the Baltimore Sun of April 28, 1952}
FACTS, NOT WORDS ON THE STEEL SEIZURE
(By C. P. Ives)
Mr. Justice Holmes used to advise the
young men to think facts, not words. Let's
think facts about the President's seizure of ·
steel.
There came into power in 1933 a group of
men who made a mental reservation when
they took their oaths of office. Under this
mental reservation, these men erased from
the constitution the word property in the
flfth amendment line that says "No person
shall be • • • deprived of life, liberty,
or · property without due process of
law. • • •."
The reasons the 1933 men expunged the
word property from that phrase were twofold. They blamed property interests for the.
great depression.
The 1933 men didn't really understand
what property is. They thought of it as a
privlleg~and privilege too often abused.
In big business they thought of it almost as
unearned privilege.
The thing the 1933 men overlooked 1s
that property besides being privilege-and
it is that and it is sometimes abused-is
authority. It is the authority to command
materials and to discipline men in the exertion of human energy on those materials
:for the production of the things by which
the community lives. The 1933 men never
really understood that this production takes
discipline.
In the back of the minds of the 1933 .menand I am not calling the Communists-was
Lenin's idea (Lenin's original idea-before
he had seized factories to operate himself)
and modern industry was so highly developed
that it really didn't need much management. Any literate file clerk, Lenin thought
(originally) could manage modern .industry.
Out of a failure to understand, then, ( 1)
:f;hat property is discipline, and (2), that
discipline, management, 1s necessary in industry, the 1933 men mapped their policies.
Those policies centered on expanding tradeunion power at the expense of property
rights.
At first the 1933 men wanted to give the
workingmen merely equal power with management. This meant that deadlocks would
again and again result. Deadlocks mean
strikes. When the strikes happened in basic
industries, the Government men had to intervene.
But the 1933 men were not content. They
went on to give the union people not just
equal but vastly greater power than had
ever been exerted by private managements.
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The 1933 men gave to half a dozen union
leaders the power to take every basic industry in the country out of operation at will.
Having given these powers to the union.
people, however, the 1933 men next discovered that they had overlooked two things:
(1) A country cannot live, much less defend itself, with its basic industries paralyzed; (2) ipdustries do, after all, require
management. Firm management.
The 1933 men had gone too far by the
time they made these discoveries, however,
to turn back. For their even deadlier errors in foreign policy had now helped bring
into question the very survival of our country in war.
There was, thus, no time to temporize.
Having destroyed the older industrial discipline, the executive found it necessary to
impose discipline himself..
But even with the property protections
expunged from the Constitution, other limitations on the executive remained. Yet all
managers chafe at limitation.
Big managers chafe at big limitations and
managers carrying total responsibility for
the survival of the country will want total
release from limitation. That is what the
President's man was demanding in Judge
Pine's court last week.
But there was one funny thing about it.
The private-management men whose property rights the 1933 men had erased from the
Constitution were still in there managing
the seized industries. The only difference
was, they managed for the account of the
Executive now, not for the dispossessed private owners.
It was likely, indeed, that the private managers would ·go on managing. Few, if any,
would be shot, as had been Lenin's zealous
practice. Most of them would live as comfortably as ever. More comfortably, as a
matter of fact, because their labor troubles
would be over. Strikes were now forbidden.
For the really pitiable thing about · the
course down which the 1933 men have taken
us is its terminus for the labor people in
whose name the 1933 men have acted.
Somewhere down the dark road we travel
there is action by Federal troops against
skirmishing picket lines of despairing but
illegal strikers in front of Government factories. Let us devoutly hope it can be deferred as long as possible and that detours
may be available.
But don't let's fall into the fatuous optimism of · supposing the detours will be easy
to find or easy to follow. Don't let's suppose that the fabric of constitutionalism,
once shattered, is easily repaired.
Speaking (in a different connection) of
the constitutional law of the older American
Republic, Edward S. Corwin said in
1945: " • • • Today this remarkable
product of American political genius appears • • • to be in process of dissolution.
•
In Thomas Wolfe's poignant
words, 'We can't go home again'-if, indeed,
we should wish to. • • •"
If, ind·eed, we should wish to.
[From the Baltimore Sun of May 5, 1952)
THE STEEL CASE IN THE SUPREME CoURT

(By C. P. Ives)
Keep in mind what is being decided in the
steel case. Keep in mind who and what the
parties are. Keep in mind that the settlement of the steel case may determine labor's
place in the community for the duration of a.
crisis that could last the rest of our lives.
Remember that in the just-terminated
steel strike two main strands of original 1933
policy came at last together. Those strands
were a foreign policy that favored Russia and
a domestic policy that favored the unions.
The nexus between the two was a common
distaste among the 1933 men for the private
ownership of large industrial property and
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the private discipline of large industrial prothat bequest .when military men are likely
duction.
·
to take over high office in the Republic.
As it turned out, however, the two main
These men will view the problems of na1933 policies raised the question of the Retional survival as their military training inpublic's ability to survive. The pro-Russian . dicates.
foreign policy has been a big factor in the
If Mr. Truman leaves to these military men
emergence of the deadliest antagonist our
plenary power to take over industry at will,
country has ever faced.
to impose wage and working conditions in
The prounion domestic policy has armed
those industries, and to outlaw strikes in
half a dozen men with the power, at will, to
those industries, the power will be used.
paralyze basic industries in times of ultimate
In 20 years the 1933 men will have demilitary crisis. That power has just been exstroyed a private-industry discipline which
ercised in the steel industry. It will be exwas resilient, sometimes abusive, but subject
ercised wherever it exists as long as it exists.
to Government policing. For it the 1933 men
The pro-Russian foreign policy was altered
will have substituted the iron discipline of
as soon as its catastrophic results were triple
an emergency-ridden sovereign beyond any
clear in actual events-though not a minute
policing in the long crisis to which the 1933
sooner. (Foresight is not among the strong
foreign policies have contributed so heavily.
points of the rule-of-thumb method the
And there is no guaranty that the new
1933 men chose to follow.) The prounion
sovereign will be prolabor.
domestic policy will be altered as soon as its
catastrophic results are triple clear in actual events-though not a minute sooner.
There are two ways--only two ways-in
The Steel Strike
which the unions can be rewoven into accountab111ty for and subordination to the
national welfare. One way was suggested by
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Mr. Truman in the 1946 railway strike and
OF
now again in the steel strike. That way is
Executive action-either to draft striking
workers for forced labor or to seize plants and
OF NEW YORK
impose wage schedules and a ban on the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
right to strike.
If the Supreme Court decides the pending
Monday, May 5, 1952
steel case Mr. Truman's way, then our problem is solved. Seizure of plants on a general
Mr. GWINN. Mr. Speaker, today we
scale would then be possible as a strikeare suffering from an industry-wide
breaking weapon.
strike in one of our most basi~ industries,
Whether the new powers created by the
steel. This strike threatens not merely
Executive and a majority on the Supreme
the welfare of the hundreds of thousands
Court would authorize him by fiat to draft
of people who work in the steel mills and .
strikers and direct them to forced work
the other hundreds of thousands who
might still be in question.
own the mills; it threatens, also, the welBut the draft-strikers power might not, in
fare of every citizen of our country and
fact, prove necessary. For once the President has power to seize plants at will, then
the very defense of our country;
the doctrine of the Supreme Court case of
Another strike, virtually industryUnited States against United Mine Workers
wide, in oil and gas, still further threatwould take hold. That doctrine says that
ens our national welfare and the defense
Government seizure makes the sovereign
(the Government) the employer and arms · of our country.
Industry-wide strikes in coal, iron-ore
him with injunction powers against balky
labor unions.
producing, and aluminum are on the
It was under this power that Mr. John L.
horizon.
Lewis was fined $10,000 personally and his
Why do we suffer these recurrent Naunion was fined $700,000 in the spring of
tion-wide strikes in essential industries?
1947. Their offense was flouting an antiWhy do we try one expedient after the
strike order of a court at a time when the
other, each smacking of fascism and diccoal mines were under Government seizure.
tatorship, none going to the root of our
The other way the unions might be
trouble? And the root of our trouble is
brought back to accountability for and subordination to the national welfare was inthe monopolistic concentration of bartimated rather than stated in Judge Pine's
gaining power in gigantic labor organidecision outlawing the steel seizure in the
zations that, by controlling the bargaindistrict court. All Judge Pine did was recite
ing throughout most of our· important
some of the well-worn commonplaces o! our
industries, repeatedly have brought us
older constitutional law.
to the brink of national disaster, repeatOne of those commonplaces was that no
edly have brought the Government itself
group in the community should be allowed
to its knees, and today is jeopardizing
to wield monopoly power. The antitrust
the very existence of our country.
laws incorporate this ancient and simple
doctrine and it is applied with vehemenceThese ever-recurring Nation-wide
and rightly applied-to business monopolies
~trikes are not the only evil of industrypossessing not a hundredth of the power of
wide bargaining. They threaten the exMr. Murray's labor monopol:T,
·
istence of collective bargaining in any
We might as well make up our minds,
real sense, and they threaten our system
though, that this antimonopoly solution of
of free competitive enterprise.
the union-monopoly problem is not the likeWhen a powerful labor monopoly conliest one. The likeliest solution is some
variation of Mr. Truman's idea either by
trols the bargaining, one of two things
Supreme Court action or by act of Congress.
happens: First, it imposes its will on each
In any case, there is a lofty kind of irony,
individual employer, no one of which is,
a kind of high Greek tragedy in t~e spectacle.
individually, as strong as a combination
The establishment of the sovereign's authorof all his and his competitors' emity to break total strikes in seized industries
ployees; and it thus imposes its will remay be the final bequest of the 1933 men to
gardless of the circumstances· of the partheir labor friends.
ticular employer, and regardless of the·
They will be making that bequest at a
time when mllitary ne~essity will more and
wishes and drcumstances of his emmore govern policy. They will be making
ployees; or, second, the labor monopoly,

HON. RALPH W. GWINN
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by striking all employers at once over
the same demands, forces the Government to intervene, and substitute its
processes and expedients for the processes of collective bargaining.
Now let us look at the other side of
the coin. When employers deal with a
great labor monopoly or with local
unions that the monopoly controls, each
employer knows that the monopoly will
-impose upon his competitors wage rates,
limitations on output, and other disadvantages relatively equal to those it imposes on him. This knowledge weakens
each employer's resistance to unjustified,
· uneconomic demands of the union.
When employers combine together to
bargain with the labor monopoly as a
group, each may be more certain still
that his competitors will suffer the same
disadvantages as he suffers. And resistance to unsound demands is weaker still.
This is bad for the public. The public
must depend upon employers to keep
wages within fair and reasonable limits,
to keep output high, and to develop new
methods and processes. Anything that
weakens the employers' incentive to perform this function, J.S dealing with a
labor monopoly either singly or together
does, tends to increase costs and prices,
to lessen output, and to rest.r ict the number of people who can enjoy the product
of the induStry.
We should, except within narrow,
well-defined limits, abolish industry. wide bargaining, or any other form of
bargaining that can lead to so-called
emergency strikes, or that tempts unions
and employers to agree to exorbitant
terms, passing the cost on to the public,
and letting the rest of us go hang. That
is what this House did in 1947, in passing
the Hartley bill by an overwhelming majority. That bill outlawed industry-wide
and multiple employer bargaining, and
in much the same terms we find in this
bill. Like restrictions failed of passage
in the Senate by only a single vote. Had
our bill become law, we would not be suffering now the disaster that is upon us.
We would not be awaiting those that
confront us. Vve should abolish the kind ·
of bargaining that leads to these evils.
That is what this bill would do. It
would bring both labor unions and employers that subject their bargaining to
common control under the provisions of
the antitrust laws.
Here is ·what the bill would not do:
It would not require employees, individually, to bargain with their employers. It would not require .unions to bargain with large employers on a plant-byplant basis. It would not break up the
great international unions, such as the
United Steelworkers, nor the great federations of unions, such as the A. F. of L.
and the CIO.
I~ would permit one ·departm.e nt or
other constituent unit of the,UAW-CIO,
for example, to represent all the employees of General Motors Corp., another
such department or unit to represent all
of Chrysler's employees, and a third to
represent ·all of Ford'' s employees. But
·these units would have to bargain independently of each other, as also· would
General Motors; Chcysler, and Ford; and
the UAW -CIO would be forbidden to dictate on what terms each unit would set._

tle its disputes. The UAW-CIO could
furnish statistical and other information, assistance, and advice to each unit,
but it could not control the bargaining.
To meet such situations as we find in
certain industries, such as printing, the
building trades, longshoring and trucking, the bill would allow industry-wide .
bargaining within metropolitan· areas if
the employees involved did not number
more than 500.
· Besides limiting industry-wide bargaining, this bill attacks other restraints
of trade, some of which we dealt with
somewhat ineffectually in the Taft-Hartley Act, and others of which we in this
House have approved in other bills.
Section 2 of the bill amends section 1
of the Sherman Act to forbid these specific evils:
Clause (1) forbids slow-downs, sitdowns, and John L. Lewis' 3-day-a-week
kind of strike. It provides, in effect, that
when employees strike, they shall leave
the plant and stay out until the strike
is settled.
Clause (2) forbids unions to limit the
number of people who may work at a
trade or calling.
Clause (3) forbids unions to strike in
order to fix prices as they sometimes do,
requiring the struck employer to raise
his prices. Clause <3) also forbids
strikes to force an employer to reduce his
output, or to restrict his sales to a certain area or to certain persons, or to
force him to buy only from certain
sources, or to limit the number of people who may engage in a particular business or for whom employees will work.
These are restraints of trade that the
Antitrust Division of the Department
of Justice·, under Mr. Thurman Arnold,
frequently attacked, and did so successfully until the Supreme Court clothed
unions with almost complete immunity
in the Carpenters case. We ought to
take away this immunity, which Congress never granted.
Clauf:e (4) forbids feather bedding in
industry generally, in much the same
W:;tY as we have forbidden it in the Lea
Act.
Section 3 amends the Sherman Act to
forbid employees of different employers,
on the one hand, and the employers
themselves, on the other hand, from
combining or conspiring together in their
collective-bargaining activities. It likewise forbids an employer to conspire with
a labor organization to fix another employer's terms of employment or to control the terms on which the other employer's employees will settle.
Section 3 (c) exempts from the terms
of the prohibition employee groups and
employer groups if the · employees work
in a single metropolitan district and do
not number more than 500. It also exempts affiliated companies and the em·ployees of such companies if the companies may act in concert without violat·
ing other provisions of the antitrust laws.
Thus, presumably, noncompeting companies of the Bell Telephone System and
their employees could lawfully bargain
together.
Section 3 (d) makes it clear that labor
federations and international unions
may continue to ·perform their usual
functions, such as organizing employees,

chartering local unions, furnishing information and advice as long as they do
not control the bargaining of constituent
units that are the representatives of employees. Similarly, employer associations may perform their usual functions,
but may not control their member's bargaining.
.
Section 3 (e) provides the same punishment, a fine of not more than $5,000,
or imprisonment for not more than a
year, that the Sherman Act provides for
violation of other provisions of the act.
Section 3 (f) defines certain terms in
the act.
Sections 4, 5, and 6 amend section 4
of the Sherman Act, sections 6 and 20
of the Clayton Act and add a new section 16 to the Norris-LaGuardia Act to
conspiracies and restraints of trade that
the new act outlaws, the immunities
that the Supreme Court, without authority from Congress, conferred upon
them.
Section 7 amends the National Labor
Relations Act, as amended, to forbid the
National Labor Relations Board to certify a single representative for the employees of two or more employers unless the employees work in the same
metropolitan district and number 500 or
less, or unless the employees' employers
are affiliated companies that can act in
concert without violating other provisions of the antitrust laws.. Section 7
also allows unions 6 months in which to
accommodate their bargaining arrangements to the new law, and provides a
summary method by which they may do
so.
Section 8 provides that the new section 2 (b) (3) of the Sherman Act, forbidding multiple-employer bargaining,
shall not be effective until said 6-months
period has expired.
Section 9, taken from the Taft-Hartley Act, forbids requiring any individual
to render service against his will, and
makes the act wholly inapplicable to
employees who quit their work because
of abnormally dangerous working conditions.
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· Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, Gen. Douglas MacArthur, soldier-statesman, one of America's greatest voices, has written a prayer for the
periodical, The Young Soldier. The
prayer was considered sufficiently im:.
· pressive to be reported in the Reader's
Digest. I herewith include . it in the
RECORD: ·
A FATHER'S PRAYER

(By Gen. Douglas MacArthur)
Build me a son, 0 Lord, who will be strong
enough to know when he is weak, and brave
enough to face himself when he is afraid;
one who will be proud and unbending .in
·honest de! eat, and humble and gentle in
victory.
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Build me a son whose wishbone will not
be where his backbone should be; a son who
will know Thee-and that to know himself
is the foundation stone of knowledge.
Lead him, I pray, not in the path of ease
and comfort, but under the stress and spur
of difficulties and challenge. Here let him
learn to stand up in the storm; here let him
learn compassion for those who fail.
Build me a son whose heart will be clear,
whose goal will be high; a son who will master himself before he seeks to master other
men; one who will learn to laugh, yet never
forget how to weep; ·one who will reach into
the future, yet never forget the past.
And after all these things are his, add, I
pray, enough of a sense of humor, so t?at
he may always be serious, yet never tak~ himself too serioudy. Give him humillty, so
that he may always remember the simplicity
of true greatness, the open mind of true wisdom, the meekness of true strength.
Then, I, his fathe~. will dare to whisper,
"I have not lived in vain."
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Mr. MUNDT. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD, a very in. teresting article entitled "The Next 6
Months Will Decide," published in the
Christopher News Notes for May 1952.
The subtitle is "The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is that good
men do nothing," which is a famous quotation from Edmund Burke.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE NEXT 6 MoNTHs WILL DECIDE
"The only thing necessary for the triumph
of evil is that good men do nothing."-Edmund Burke.
·
The next 6 months before election day may
be the most important months of your and
your children's lives-maybe even of the
history of the Nation. It is a crucial period
when you should vividly and actively remember that "government is your business."
Yes; your business. Good government
starts with you-the citizen. You have an
obligation before God and country to fulfill
your responsibility as a voteT. That means
you have it in your power to make or break
your country.
Don't underestimate the good that you can
do. Your country needs your support right
now, more than ever before. But you, personally and individually, must decide for
yourself what you will do to strengthen
America.
·
·
YOU'RE ON YOU.R OWN

It's entirely up to you: (a) To vote as you
choose; (b') to better your own o:r any political party you like; (c) to work as an in·
dependent voter if you so prefer; (d) to act
as a committee of one-in stirring up the tens
of millions who neglect to go to the polls (it
is important that each be left perfectly free
to decide for himself how tQ vote).
Thinking people are generally aware of the
pr~sent vital need for positive, individual
participation -in public affairs. But most
persons seldom. do more than complain. .In

fact, -with ~ach succeeding election year,
fewer even vote. .
·
The big hope lies with the awakening and
reawakening of millions who will use their
time, energy, and resources in a constructive
effort to save the future of the Nation.
LIGHT A CANDLE

Handicapped Children
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FOSTER FURCOLO

OF MASSACHUSETTS
''It is better to light one candle than to
IN THE HOUSEr OF REPRESENTATIVES
curse the darkness" is emphasized over and
over again by the Christophers. Because of
Monday, April 28, 1952
this positive, hopeful approach, close to 700,Mr. FURCOLO. Mr. Speaker, I had
000 persons are now lighting candles in fields
where, with God's help, they can do much
intended to speak on the subject of
.t o protect the best interests of all. We hope
handicapped children. However, I beto increase this numqer to 1,000,000 in the
lieve the following statement by Dr.
near future. We feel sure that this million
Martha Eliot, Chief of the Children's
can spark an average of nfne others each- .
Bureau, tells the story of handicapped
10 million in all.
children much better than anything I
Every move we have made for the past 7
might say. I am accordingly quoting
years has proven the almost unbelievable
power for· active good in the rank and file of
from her remarks:
the American people. If 10,000,000 AmeriLET'S MAKE THE HANDICAPPED CHILD ONE
cans at the grass roots can be stirred up in
OF Us
the next 6 months to the point where each
(By Dr. Martha M. Eliot)
• feels a personal responsibility toward his
Child Health Day on May 1 gives us a
country, they may well bring peace to our
chance to see how we can make every day
Nation-and the world.
of the year friendship day for handicapped
TWELVE STEPS TO BETTER GOVERNMENT
children.
Here are 12 steps, proposed by the ChristoEver since 1928, when both Houses of Conphers, that you may find practical in helping
gress, by joint resolution, authorized and reto restore the personal participation on the
quested the President to designate May 1
part of each citizen that is essential for the
as Child Health Day, citizens with the guidproper functioning of American Government:
ance and help of State health department
1. Inquire about the management of puband State crippled children's agencies have
lic affairs from authoritative sources. Keep
used this day as the starting line for action
informed by reading newspapers, magazines,
to build better health for one group of
etc. Listen to speeches, discussions, and dechildren or another.
bates and then form your own opinion about
One year, Child Health Day was the start
candidates and issues.
of a drive to make sure children were immunized against certain contagious diseases.
2. Pray for those in public office that they
In another year, citizens worked to prevent
may render conscientious service worthy of
accidents, which kill more children than
the responsibility entrusted to them by the
any single disease.
people.
This year, the Children's Bureau has pro8. Encourage those with character and
posed that Child Health Day be the day on
competence to dedicate themselves to careers
which
we focus our attention on the many
in public service. Government can never be
thousands of children in our country who
any better than the people in it. Acknowlhave handicapped conditions.
edge those in Government who are 'doing a
Too much of the time, we treat handi·
gooc honest job. Branding all Government
capped children like third-class citizens, un- .
employees as "no good" often results in drivable to take part in our community life.
ing good workers out.
We forget that they have the same _feelings,
4. Study the candidates. Look up their
hopes,
and dreams that other children do.
past records, what they stand for, whether
No one has an accurate count of the total
they have a reputation for living up to their
number of such children. But there is probpromises.
ably no adult who does not know of some
5. Attend precinct conventions. Since the
child struggling with a physical, emotional
precinct conventions elect delegates to the
or mental disability, who could be helped to
county conventions, and they in turn elect
live a more satisfying and self-sustaining
them to the State conventions, your activity
life.
to get best results should begin in the smallThrough our great . variety of voluntary orest political division and extend to the top.
ganizations, and our small but soundly built
Participate in political meetings. Make .public health services, we already are transyour voice heard in the selection of candi·
forming the lives of hundreds of thousands
dates and workers as well as in the formaof youngsters who have some kind of physical
tion of policy.
or mental strike against them. If you would
7. Check on the voting record of your
like to know what is being done in your own
present representatives.
Ask your locid
State for handicapped children, ask your
newspapers to print their record.
State crippled children's agency.
8. Stimulate others to vote (within the
But no one can claim, as a Nation, we
limits prescribed by your State laws). Ex·
are doing all that can be done for handi·
plain where and when to register and vote.
capped children.
9. Offer your services for essential chores
Few of us have enough professional skill as
and "leg work" in some preelection job of
doctors, nurses, psychologists, teachers, and
your own choosing. Help to arrange for
the scores of other professions that work with
transportation and baby sitters for those
children to give them technical help.
who might not otherwise be able to exercise
But certainly we all have one skill we
their privilege of voting.
.
could and should be putting to use for them:
10. Consider legitimate political activity
The skill of making friends.
as a moral obligation to God and country.
For handicapped children want to belong
(Failure to fulfill this responsibility may be
as much as other children do. They want
a serious sin · of omission.)
.
the chance to develop their own initiative,
11. ~press your preference under any
their own friendships and loyalties, their
circumstances. If your choice is limited ~o
own integrity.
candidates who are.not ideal, remember that
The degree to which any handicapped child
a vote for the best available may be better
can make pr~ress naturally depends on the
than no vote at all.
·
disability he has; some crippled children ob•
12. Vote for· those, regardless of party, who
viously can achieve less than others.
stand for the preservation of our divine
But many more handicapped children
heritage of free ·-constitutional Government.
could be helped to a happier and more use~

6:
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ful life if more of us included more of them
in our work and play and in our normal
community life.

Mr. Speaker and Members of the Congress, I certainly hope that all of us will
carefully read, consider, and follow the
thoughts expressed in Dr. Eliot's statement.

DAV Services
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Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
REcORD, I include the following editorial
from the Boston Herald of April 1, 1952:
CUT WHERE IT HURTS

The House Appropriations Committee in
Washington has struck an unintended blow
at education in this State by cutting from
the Federal funds to be allotted for State
, reimbursement the whole amount designed
for vocational distributive education.
Economy is a fine thing, but this is selective economy, which is purely arbitrary in
its target choice. Vocational distributive
education is training for retailing, wholesaling, and other distributive services. And
the demand for such training is unusually
high here. It is estimated that 20 percent
of all Massachusetts high school graduates
enter distributive occupations.
Those who find employment in large
wholesale and retail establishments may get
their principal training on the job. But
many others are entirely dependent on the
vocational training provided in the schools.
The training program is vital to the area's
many small distributive businesses, which
would not get expert help without it.'
Training programs using Federal matching
funds have been set up in no less than 33
Bay State communities, and Boston alone
has six such programs.
It would be false economy to drop vocational distributive training in Massachusetts schools. And if Federal financing is
denied, the money must be sought from
some other source. In the long run it might
prove advantageous to Massachusetts to have
· the program reconstituted on a purely State
and local basis. There is · little doubt that
we pay more out for the national program
than we get back.
. But the program was originated 15 years
ago under Federal auspices and is now budgeted in the expectation of Federal aid. The
casual and unannounced dropping of the
program by House action would cause unnecessary dislocation of established local
·plans and would in fact be a breach of fait h
with communities.
If the program is to be turned over to the
States it should be with ample advance notice and with some preliminary tapering off
of Federal support. The $1,794,000, which
has been the usual annual outlay for the
whole country, will not break the National
Treasury for another year or two while billions are being poured out for foreign aid,
defense, and domestic boondoggling.
The question here is not of economy, but
or shifting a useful expenditures from one
group of taxpayers to anot1ler. We don't
have to rush that kind of bookkeeping reform. The education cut should be restored. ·
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vate association was prepared effectively
to help these disabled war heroes with
their perplexing problems. This sad
situation resulted in the formation in
1920 of the Disabled American Veterans
. dedicated to the program of helping dis.:
abled veterans to help themselves.
The DAV is a nonpartisan, nonprofit
organization, composed exclusively of
those American citizens, of every- race,
color, and creed, who have been
. wounded, gassed, injured, or -disabled by
reason of active service in the Armed
Forces of the United States, or of some
country allied with it, during time of
war.
Chartered by special act of Congress,
the DAV has pursued the on~-purpose
program of extending expert, personalized services to, for, and by .America's
disabled defenders.

Mr. POTTER. Mr. Speaker, looking
through the columns of the April 8, 1952,
issue of the Disabled American Veterans
semimonthly-the official publication of
the 32-year old congressionally chartered Disabled American Veterans, commonly referred to as the DAV, of which
I am a life member-! was impressed
by the contents of the front-page editorial, expressing the distress of the
PRIMARY PURPOSE OF DAV
. DAV over the failure of Congress to in- ·
Officially recognized in several Federal
crease all disability compensation payments to war-handicapped veterans pro- laws as a spokesman for America's disportionately to the increase in the cost abled veterans, the DAV specializes in
skilled services to handicapped ex-servof living.
I heartily subscribe to the viewpoint icemen and their dependents. Its exemphasized by the DAV that all monthly perts frequently propose corrections
compensation payments to America's modifications, and changes in the poli~
disabled war veterans and to the widows cies and procedures affecting .America's
and orphans of those who have paid the disabled defenders and their dependents.
The DAV's personalized helping-hand
supreme sacrifice should be increased
services, coordinated at the National,
proportionately with increases in the
cost of living. Otherwise, their stand- State, and local levels, facilitate the difards of living must necessarily be pro- ficult transition of individual war disabled veterans from physical incapacity
portionately lowered.
· toward physical and occupational· rehaOUR COUNTRY'S WELFARE IS LINKED WITH THEIRS
It helps them to become adIt is ironic that many of those who bilitation.
justed
as
self
-sustaining civilians.
have sacrificed a part of their bodies or
national DAV service ofExperienced
of their health, in fighting for America's
freedom, should thereby also have sacri- ficers act without fee, as attorneys-inficed the American way of liv~ng. Have fact for disabled veterans, in the proper
we so soon forgotten their sacrifices? preparation, presentation, and prosecuAre we content to permit America's dis- tion of their just claims for various types
abled war veterans to be relegated to of governmental benefits to which they
our economic scrap pile, to become mere may be lawfully and equitably entitledforgotten heroes? What must be there- hospitalization, medical treatment comaction of those young men of our Na- pensation, vocational training,' and
tion who observe what happens to the placement into suitable jobs.
Employment officers in DAV State delives of many of those Americans who
have paid the price of patriotism, by giv- partments and local chapters throughout
ing up their youth, and their physical the country carry o~t the organization's
objective of finding the job to fit the
and economic well-being?
The future welfare of our country is man or the man to fit the job. DAV eminevitably linked with the welfare of its ployment officers work closely with all
disabled defenders. Americans who public and private agencies-National,
help to extend security for America's State, and local-toward utilization, in
useful self-sustaining jobs, of the redisabled defenders thereby help to fortify
America's security.
maining abilities of America's warWhile America was engaged in war, handicapped veterans.
millions of its citizens insisted that those GOVERNMENTAL BEN:EFITS ARE NOT AUTOMATIC
who returned with service-incurred disOur Government does not automatiabilities must be adequately provided for cally award benefits to war disabled vetby a g:mteful Nation. It is evident, now,
that most Americans blandly assume erans. Each one must first til~ his claim,
that America's disabled veterans are Emd entitlement must be positively
proven, under one or more of the some
automatically provided for.
1,000 pertinent laws, admin1stered priWHY A DAV?
marily by the United States Veterans'
Sho-r tly after the termination of world Administration.
War I, increasing scores of thousands of
distressed, disillusioned, disabled war . - Acting as the defendant, the judge,
veterans found themselves baffled in their and the jury for all veterans' claims, •
the Government cannot also effectively
efforts to procure needed assistance from
one or more of the five Federal agencies, act as attorney-in-fact for a claimant,
nor can it properly prosecute claims
which then had jurisdiction over various
against itself. The burden of positively
phases of governmental benefits for disproving entitlement rests with the claimabled veterans. Assuming that th3 Government was providing for them, no pri- - ant.
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In 1945, the DAV initiated the program
of training selected World War II handicapped veterans toward the objective of
becoming full time national service officers, under the provisions of Public Law
No. 16 with the cooperation of the Veterans' Administration. After two 13week semesters of instruction in academic courses, at the American University in Washington, D. C., as planned
by DAV experts, they then received 18
months of on-the-job placement train.i ng in three different locations, under
old-time experienced national service
officers.
Inasmuch as all DAV service officers
are themselves war disabled they can
more understandably help other handicapped war veterans to surmount their
complicated technical problems and
physical handicaps.
An important service is to assist deserving veterans in establishing proof of
war-service connections for disabilities
that develop to a handicapping degree
only in later years. · Although procurement of pertinent fact-finding evidence,
under such circumstances, is very difficult, persistent DAV service officers are
frequently successful in helping disheartened disabled veterans to prove
service connections of their service-incurred handicaps.
Long ago, the DAV achieved the enviable reputation of maintaining the
largest staff, among the veterans' organizations, of full-time National service
officers, all expertly trained and eminently qualified. Their full-time activities are supplemented by the volunteer
and part-time service officers of some
2,000 DAV chapters in this country
and in several of its territories and possessions.
DAV'S NATION-WIDE SET-UP OF SERVICE OFFICERS

DAV national service officers are located in all of the 68 regional, 5 district
and the central offices of the Veterans'
A ministration, which furnishes office
facilities for them. As accredited representatives, they are permitted to examine the otherwise confidential claim
records of individuals whose powers-ofattorney they hold. They also extend
personalized services to veteran patients
in the VA, Army, Navy, and contract
hospitals throughout the country.
ANNUAL REPORTS TO UNITED STATES CONGRESS

· The service activities of its staff of
more than 200 full-time national service
officers are coordinated through its national director of claims, Mr. Cicero F.
Hogan.
The DAV's national service headquarters is maintained at 1701 Eighteenth
Street NW., Washington 9, D. C.
A complete account of all such activi ..
ties, including a detailed audited statement of receipts and disbursements of
the DAV, appears in the DAV's annual
year-end report to Congress, which is
printed as a separate House document
by the United States Government Printing Office.
Each such report includes the proceed ..
ings of the preceding national convention, including the resolutions adopted
as to tl:e many unsolved problems per~
XCVIII-App.--172

taining to disabled war veterans and
their dependents. Also included is the
annual report of the DAV's incorporated
trustee, the Disabled American Veterans
Service Foundation.
All of the activities of the DAV are
coordinated under its national commander, who this year is Ewing W. Mays,
of Hot Springs, Ark., a fellow double
amputee. Its national legislative director is Mr. Francis M. Sullivan, with Mr.
Charles E. Foster as his assistant. Its ·
national director of employment is Kenneth C. Bradley, under whom Mr. John
W. Burris serves as national civil service
officer.
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able if mailed so as to be J?Ostmarked
before 7 p, m., May 31, 1952, together
with entry fee contributions, to enable
the contestant to compete in additional
prize groups.
By making payment of an entry fee
contribution of $3, $6 ahd/ or $9, each
contestant makes himself eligible to
compete for one of the 150 cash prizes
in each of the three prize groups provided as to each such three entry fee
classifications. The top cash prize in
each of the three prize groups is 1,000
times the amount of the entry fee paid
by the contestant. Thus the contestant
can make himself eligible to compete for
the top prize in each of the three prize
ITS FUND-RAISING METHODS
The principal source of income for the groups, totaling $18,000, by contributing
DAV-outside of its $1 national per cap- the required entry fees of $3, $6, and/or
ita tax and its $9 national service fee, $9, totaling $18.
Because of the urgency of the financial
imposed on each member-has been
from its Idento tag project, operated at needs of the Disabled American Veterits national headquarters, 1423 East Mc- ans, as well as because of the higher
Millan Street, Cincinnati 6, Ohio, by a prizes thereby competed for, it is hoped
staff of several hundred disabled veter- that most of the Shadowgram contestans, their wives and widows, under the ants will have become $18 contributors
·
DAV national adjutant, Mr. Vivian D. by the end of May.
My long personal acquaintanceship
Corbly,
with the foundation's executive secreIf every American, who each year receives a miniature of his own automo- tary, Millard W. Rice-formerly a nabile license plate from the DAV, were to tional commander and na tiona! service
return a $1 donation, then the DAV director of the DAV, as well as na tiona!
would be able to maintain such an ade- legislative director of the VFW-I feel
quate service staff in all of the hospitals certain that its puzzle contests have
and regional offices of the Veterans' Ad- · been honestly conducted, with all deciministration as to make it feasible to sions made objectively and impartially,
extend the helping ·hand of service to without any consideration whatsoever as
every disabled veteran in need of counsel to the location, race, creed, color, or
economic or educational status of the
and assistance.
Unfortunately, too many recipients of respective contestants, but only on the
the Idento tags fail to respond at all, basis of their relative skills, in conformalthough the DAV each month returns ance with the instructions, rules, and
about 5,000 sets of keys to their owners conditions of each contest.
WHY A DAV SjERVICE FOUNDATION?
by reason of this Nation-wide key insurance project.
Back in 1931, the DAV decided th~t
the potential donors who support its
SERVICE FOUNDATIQN ALLOCATIONS TO DAV
Ev:ery American ought to feel an obli- service program should have the assurgation to respond to the solicitations for ance of a continuity of policy as to the
funds on the part of the DAV, or of its expenditure, by the DAV, of all funds
Therefore, the DAV
trustee, the DAV Service Foundation, . contributed.
which, during the last 4 years, has allo- formed a trusteeship, under the laws of
cated out of its trust funds the aggre- the State of Ohio, known as the Disabled
gate sum of $1,740,000 to supplement American Veterans Service Foundation.
The primary purpose of the DAV Servthe net income of the DAV to help it in
the maintenance of its invaluable Na- ice Foundation is to receive donations
from social-minded Americans, and then
tion-wide service set-up.
The DAV Service Foundation has beeri periodically to make allocations, from its
enabled to allocate such substantial accumulated trust funds, to the national
amounts only because of the response of headquarters of the DAV to enable it to
the general public, during the last 4 continue to maintain and further exyears, in its Nation-wide words-values nand its Nation-wide set-up of full-time,
puzzle contests, during the course of expert national service officers, nationwhich $391,927.35 has been paid out in al civil-service officers, and national emprizes to the several hundreds of prize ployment officers.
In order to be enabled to carry on its
winners.
Because of the fact that several other service activities adequately for the reorganizations imitated this DAV Service sponsibilities assumed, the DAV, it has
Foundation formula for raising funds, .been estimated, should be enabled to exthe number of contributing competitors pand its service budget up to at least
in its contests has decreased quite dras- $3,000,000 per year.
The DAV Service Foundation could
tically during the last 2 years, according
to information received from my long- give assurance to the DAV to so expand
time good friend, Mr. Millard W. Rice, its personalized service activities, which
executive director. He also told me that each year directly benefits scores of
the time provided for original entries thousands of discouraged disabled veterin its Fifth Annual Puzzle Contest-its ans, only by building up its trust funds to
so-called Shadowgram Puzzle Contest- a total of at least $50,000,000.
Under the terms of a trust agreement
expired on April 15, 1952, but added that
official substitute solutions are receiv .. with the DAV, all foundation funds are
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placed into-separate State trust-fund accounts, according to the States of origin
of the funds raised.
TRUSTEES OF SERVICE FOUNDATION

American Veterans and of the DAV Service Foundation I quote a few:
Gen. Carl R. Gray, Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs:

behalf of those who have given m ore to their
country than can ever be fully repaid. Labor's heart goes out to the disabled veterans,
many of whom come from its own ranks, and
we are eager to do everything we can to help
those handicapped veterans and their dependents to secure the fair and generous
treatment to which they are entitled.

The Veterans' Administration is receiving
The activities of the foundation are
valued cooperation from veterans' organizaunder the supervision of 13 trustees, 10 . tions,
employers, and public and private
of whom each serve for 5-year periods, agencies.
• • • The help afforded by the
2 expiring each year, with the other 3
Disabled American Veterans is an essential
Editorial, the New York Times:
consisting of the incumbent national p art.
The Nation's first obligation surely is to
I know what the cooperation of the Dis·
commander and the chairman of the nastand by its fighting men disabled 1n the
tional finance committee of the· DAV. ·abled American Veterans has meant to the line of duty. The · DAV's success in this
Veterans'
Administration
in
fulfilling
its
and one other.
dr ive should be desired by all citizens, for
m ission. I am sure that the help that tne
an adequate DAV staff will mean that those
The president of the foundation is Disabled
American Veterans Service FoundaMiles H. Draper, a prominent attorney tion gives to our disabled veterans is an im- who have bravely fought and bled for us
and friend of mine, of Tampa, Fla. Maj. portant service ·.to the cause of veterans' . an will not be disinherited and forgot ten.
Gen. Irving J. Phillipson, of New York affairs.
The late President Franklin D. RooseCity, director of industrial relations of
Gen. Omar N. Bradley, former Admin- velt:
Botany Mills, is chairman of the foundaThe purpose of your Nation-wide rehabilition's finance and budget committee, istrator of Veterans' Affairs:
tation program • • • to extend need ed
The
Disabled
American
Veterans
represents
with Lewis L. Clarke, former president
assistance to members of our Armed Forces
its name, in its purpose, and its accomof the American Exchange National 1n
who became disabled, as well as· to disabled
plishments those veterans who have been disBank of New York City and trustee of abled in the service of their country. They- veterans of the World War and their dethe Bowery Savings Bank, and Arthur more than any others-deserve first call on p endents, is, indeed, a worthy one and merits
the full support of our citizens.
W. Procter, New York attorney, as fel- all we can do.
The DAV has been a great help to us in
low members.
President Harry Truman:
this important work. We welcomed this
·Daniel W. Bell, president of the AmerThe Disabled American Veterans are perhelp in the past. We count confidently on
ican Security & Trust Co., of Washingforming a most useful function in helping
it for the future.
ton, D. C., is the chairman of the foundisabled comrades to help themselves.
dation's trust fund investment com0. W. Clark, Deputy Administrator,
mittee.
Surely, in this postwar reconversion peVeterans' Administration:
riod there is no more important and timely
The other trustees are Gen. Frank T.
The job of providing physical and occuwork
to be done than that of assisting disHines, former Administrator of Vetpational rehabilitation for America's warabled veterans. All Americans should coerans' Afiairs, Washington, ·D. C.; Robwounded and disabled veterans can be acin the great task of helping these
ert K. Christenberry, boxing commis- complished only with the effective cooper- operate
to make as complete a transition
sioner for the State of New York and ation of many other public and private agen- veterans
as possible to productive civilian life.
manager of the Astor Hotel in New York cies, citizens, and employers. Among the
associations, the Disabled AmerGen. J. M. Wainwright, past national
City; John L. Golob, DAV past national cooperating
ican Veterans has been outstanding.
commander, DAV:
commander and an insurance broker
The DAV helps the Veterans' Adminis•
in Hibbing, Minn.; Boniface R. Maile, tration to help America's war-disabled vetThe DAV maintains a Nation-wide staff of
trained service officers. These men, disDAV past national commander and a
erans. Its incorporated trustee, the Disabled
veterans themselves, are on constant
abled American Veterans Service Foundaprominent lawyer in I;>etroit, Mich.;
Laurence Curtis, former State treasurer tion, in turn helps the DAV to maintain its duty in all Veterans' Administration offices • • • to help their disabled bud·
and a prominent lawyer in Boston, Nation-wide set-up of nearly 300 full-time
dies with all their problems • • •
emnational service officer~. Their techMass.; James L. Monnaham, DAV past trained
ployment, compensation, insurance, h as.:.
information, advice, and assistance to
national commander and presently the nical
pitalization, and social. They have rendered
individual disabled veterans, and their pracnational service officer and department tical liaison with governmental agencies and effective, material assistance to more than a
adjutant at Fort Snelling, Minn.; plus prospective employers, has been of such great million disabled veterans in their fight torevalue as to have justified the Veterans' Adthe national commander, Ewing W.
gain independence, security, and happiness,
Mays, and the chairman of the DAV na- ministration in furnishing office facilities to again lead normal, wholesome, productive
for
them,
in
all
of
its
regional,
district,
and
lives.
·
tional finance committee, Mr. Frank
offices.
Sekins, during their incumbency in such central
So, as a good American, .will you cooperate
Generous public support of the DAV
by helping us to continue this vital, huoffices.
Service Foundation will assure continuance
manitarian work for the boys who fought
The DAV Service Foundation main- of the DAV's valuable service activities for
tains offices at 808 Seventeenth Street the benefit of America's war-wounded and :tor you?
NW., Washington 6, D. C., .and also at
disabled veterans and their dependents.
·
Mr. Speaker, citizens who are grateful
11 West Forty-second Street, New York
for the sacrifices of America's disabled
Gen.
Dwight
D.
Eisenhower:
36, N.Y.
veterans will generously support the viI am delighted to hear that you are taking
FOUNDATION NEEDS PUBLIC SUPPORT
tally important .service program sponeffective steps to raise substantial sums for
Every social-minded individual and this purpose. Your efforts will be ~ully re- sored by the Disabled American Vetercorporation has the opportunity to sup- warded in the lasting appreciation of veter- ans Servic~ Foundation.
port the important work of the DhV ans who will have ·sacrificed so much · for
Service Foundation through generous the cause f~r which we are fighting.
donations of money, real or personal
Gen. Douglas A. MacArthur:
_property, shares of corporation common
I accept life membership in the Disabled
Seizure of the Steel Industry
.stock, preferred stock, bonds, and deben- American Veterans with a sense of distinctures, assignment of Government bonds, tion. Membership in no group in the world
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
designation in insurance policies and carries greater honor than does membership
OF
wills, by purchase of its permanent per- in the Disabled ·.American Veterans.
sonalized service plaques, by becoming a
William Green, president, American
HON. CHARLES W. VURSELL
contributing competitor in its annual Federation of Labor:
OF ILLINOIS
puzzle contests, and by other methods.
Be assured that we of the American FedOther constructive plans for raising era~ion of Labor who have long relied upon
~N THE nO USE OF REPRESENTATIVES
funds are now being considered by the the ·principle that . unity develops strength
Tuesday, April 8, 1952
DAV Service Foundation. If the public iook with favor upon the valuable serviceis fully informed of the purpose for giving. activities. of the Disabled American
Mr. VURSELL. Mr. Speaker, under
which such funds are needed, a generous _veterans organization.
leave to e'x tend my remarks, I am inresponse should·follow.
· ·
· ~hilip Murray, president,_Congress of cluding a very ably written editorial by
ENDORSEMENTS
E. M. Jones, publisher of the Salem ReIndustrial Org8tnizatioris:
·
publican, Salem, Ill., on April 29. He
Among the many endorsements of the
This is to express my appreciation· for the
programs and purposes of the Disabled important work undertaken by the DAV, on comments on .the President's seizure of
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sibility that they will be rewarded with plush
jobs, but will dedicate themselves to a crusade to return the American Government
to the American people and to the traditional government by law, and thus secure
for our future generations the liberties we
have enjoyed in our brief lifetime.
We earnestly beseech God's help for
success.

Even though the amendments in 1950 to
the Social Security Act increased the benefits paid, also increased the coverage, it is a
long ways from being adequate, noble as its
aims may have been. At present the monthly average is about $45. In ma:qy instances
that amount would hardly pay the rent for
The verdict that United Stat s Judge David
A. Pine rendered Tuesday afternoon will
one who can no longer work, and what about
the food and clothing? Besides paying
bec9me an epic in our history. Judge Pine
higher pensions, under the Townsena bill
clearly ruled that the President of the United
age 60 instead of 65 is when you would start
States does not possess inherent powers
getting your monthly check.
claimed for him l'>y the present administraThe Townsend Plan
~~
.
The Townsend plan advocates equal pen·sions to all, where social security excludes
Judge Pine ruled that the powers of the
millions
who must rely upon charity if they
President are limited and prescribed by the
EXTEJ.~SION OF REMARKS
have no savings or other resources. More
Constitution of the United States, as are the
OF
than 3,000,000 Americans are now on old-age
powers of the legislature and the powers of
assistance. Under our plan these 3,000,000
the judiciary. Judge Pine noted that in the
would '"eceive their pensions as a matter of
dispute between the steel corporations and
OF IOWA
right--no pauper's oath, no alien law as is
the steel workers President Truman did not
practiced
under the old-age assistance diexercise the procedures of the Taft-Hartley
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
vision .of the Social Security Act. Next, what
Act in an effort to bring about a decision.
Monday, May 5, 1952
about private insurance? Well .plenty of
Judge Pine ruled the seizure of the steel
people bought $100 a month annuities back
mills by the President was unconstitutional
Mr.
GROSS.
Mr.
Speaker,
under
in 1932. Today, 20 years later they are coland ordered their . return to the steel
leave to extend my remarks in the REclElcting their $100 only to find that it is worth
companies.
ORD,
I
call
attention
to
a
radio
speech
deonly
$40 or $50 in terms of the purchasing
The steel crisis was a culmination of a
livered recently by a constituent, Eva power their money had 20 years ago when
series of bureaucratic acts. One bureau (or
they took out th~ir insurance.
Cornwell, of Mason City, Iowa, who has
commission) said the workers were entitled
Someone asks, "Where does the taxpayer
to certain increases in pay, and the union
given yeoman service to the cause of the
shop. Another said the steel industry
Townsend plan in Iowa and the Midwest. come in?" The taxpayer surely would stand
to benefit, since industry and agriculture
should grant all of this without an increase
The speech follows:
would be provided with a permanent market
in the selling price of steel. This later de·
To
the
listeners
of
the
radio
audience,
tofor
the things that industry and agriculture
cision was modified to allow up to $3 per ton
night
we
shall
have
another
talk
on
the
produce.
Also the taxpayer needs to be reincrease but spokesman for the industry calTownsend plan. The Townsend plan, as you
minded that an adequate pension program
culated increases up to $12 per ton were
know, is a proposed Federal law calling for . is a must. One reason a larger percentage
necessary to offset the increase in wages
a program of mutual insurance to be oper·
of our population is in the upper age brackproposed.
ated
by the Federal Government.
ets. In 1850 1 in 38 Americans was past 65The operators of the steel mills apparently
In
two
ways
every
citizen
would
particitoday 1 in 13.
agreed that the workers were entitled to inpate in this program. During his producHow do you intend to maintain a strong
creases in pay but insisted they must raise
tive
years
he
would
pay
a
small
tax
on
his
national economy when a growing number
the price of steel to offset the increased costs
earnings.
When
no
longer
able
to
work,
he
of
people are without the purchasing power
of production.
would receive a pension.
to buy the things that industry and agriThe union-shop clause became an issue
Three
classes
of
people
would
get
these
culture produce?
when it was included in a bureaucratic recpensions: ( 1) All persons 60 years of age and
We hear a lot about production; why not
ommendation. This move was made in spite
older provided they have retired; (2) the
hear more about consumption that matches
of the fact that the Taft-Hartley Act propermanently and totally disabled regardless
production? We certainly don't have that
vides that the question of a · union shop
of age; (3) widows with dependent chiltoday. The enforced spending clause in our
be decided by the workers at an open election
dren 18 years of ag,e or younger. This is not
bill is designed to encourage the constant
conducted by specialized Government ema borrow-and-spend idea. It would be operturnover of money. When people hoard
ployees.
·
·
ated on a pay-as-you-go basis. Nothing in
money business suffers. When people spend
The entire series of events in the steel
the plan would authorize the use of borthe merchants prosper and workers are kept
argu.ment is just another · of the many exrowed money. The Townsend leaders probusy replenishing the . needs of the retailers.
amples of the New-Deal Fair-Deal adminis·
pose that all business and· industry be taxed
The Wall Street Journal recently warned
trations of the past generation .to force gov·
3 percent of its monthly gross income. Indiits business and industrial readers that with
ernment by men in office in place of governvidual income would be taxed 3 percent, too,
the aging of -the· population America's spendment .by law. Our daily living is subjected
but in~:Uviduals would be exempt from taxing habits are changing. It stated that alert
now to bureaucratic rules and decisions that
ation on the first $250 they earned each
businessmen will find a vast new market in
were considered impossible before the admonth ($3,000 a year). The 3 percent thus
the spending by the aged especially as pen·
vent of the ultragovernment of th~ past 20
collected from business and individuals
sions grow bigger. Notice that wording "as
years.
would be placed in a Federal insurance fund
pensions grow bigger," for it is only then
The decision of Judge Pine should be the
to be used for nothing else but the payment
that the vast new market profitable to busi·
starting point for the Republicans to stage
of pensions.
ness
will come into being. There may be a
a real crusade this year rather than a camYou ask "How much they will be"? The
golden chance to cash in on this popuiation ·
paign. The Republicans should openly fight
leaders of the movement do not want pen·
trend provided businesses slant their· wares
to restore operations of our Government to
sions to be static.
to meet the desires of a . maturing people.
a government by law, to a government that
When times ~re good and prices are high,
If the population increases as Government
is responsible to the people, to a governthis gross income tax will realize a very large
experts predict, in 1980 one out of every
ment that will protect the freedoms of our
sum, and of course, pensions will be high.
seven persons will be 65 or older. Today
people and respect the property rights of
On the other hand, if business is slack and
the people, to a government that will not
some . 12,000,000 Americans or 1 out of every
prices low, the gross income tax· will bring in
tolerate the Coplons, Hisse~• and their crowd,
13 are 65 or over. The twin Townsend bills,
less and pensions will be les·s, so no figure of
to a government that respects and protects . the exact amount can be given because the
H. R. 2678 and 2679, are now resting· in the
a free press and believes in publication of
House Ways and Means Committee. · If the
Government has never given precise statis·
all the facts surround~ng government. _
tics on gross annual income, the basis upon
committee refuses to release the bill the only
It is the judgment of many people that
which the gross income tax would be levied.
alternatives · the sponsors of· the · bill have
should -the Republicans fail to elect a PresiThe best estimates show that in the year
is to initiate a discharge petition to force
1951
pensions
would
have
ranged
between
dent this year, then our.traditional American
the committee to release the bill.
$175 and $200 a month. We are told that
freedoms will be irreparably curtailed _ and
The disc:qarge petition' must be signed by
these
estimates
.were
based
upon
volume
of
we will rapidly become a · socialistic state
a majority of the Members of the House,
business
done,
level
of
prices,
turnover
of
ruled by bureaucratic edicts rather than by
that is 218 Members in the House of Rep·
money and so on. The gross income tax pro.
law.
resentatives.
posed
in
this
plan,
instead
of
being
a
burden
We are certain that even organized labor
Latest reports, the Townsend discharge
on business, would be a· boon because the
does not want this. They know that Gov- · mo~ey
petition 4 now has 173 signers, lacking 45 of
would immediately go back into the
ernment bureaucrats can curtail their acthe required number.
·
channels of trade thus increasing the vol. tivities as well as the actions of mill owners. . ume of business, so why wouldn't an army
At this point it needs to be explain~d that
Unions can be seized just the same as induswhen a Congressman signs a discharge peti·
of cash buyers be a tremendous boost to busl·
tries, if our Constitution. is not upheld.
tlon it in no way indicates his stand on the
ness? · Well, some one says: "As long as we
We hope that the people Q.ir<>r..-~ing .t he . have social -security why do we need the
bill or how he· will vote for it, 1! and when it.
Republican campaign will forget any , posTownsend plan"?
comes up. for a vote. It .simply means that

the steel industry and the decision of
Judge David A. Pine.
"I am sure the Members of the House
find it worthy of their thought and
study:
·

will

HON. H. R. GROSS

•
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he believes the bill in question should be
presented to the House for discussion and a
fair vote. So it is only fair play for any Con~
gressman to sign a discharge petition, even
though he may be much opposed to the bill
concerned. .
'
Congressman H. R. GRoss, of this district,
signed the petition long ago.
In the Eighty-first Congress the Senate
Finance Committee was ordered by a vote of
80 to 0 to make a full and complete study of
social security and of the Townsend plan.
Twenty-five thousand dollars was appropriated to the committee for that purpose. This
committee was composed of 13 United States
Senators, Senator GEORGE and Senator MIL•
LIKIN being the key men.
Last October the Jenner amendment rode
in on the tax bill and became law. This law
permits the State legislatures to make a public record the names of welfare recipients.
Needless to say, the Townsend organization
bitterly opposes this amendment, as the Bill
of Rights gives everyone a right to personal
privacy, and public display of welfare information is an intrusion upon that right; a~o.
President Truman was outspoken in his opposition to the practice.
. This story comes from Ypsilanti, Mich., o!
a man 72 years old who found that the $70
a month old-age insurance that he received
was not sufficient for him and his wife to, live
on, so he took part-time work with a lumber
company and earned $50.63 1 month-63
cents more than allowed under the Social
Security Act. Later on he found other parttime work and was given sandwiches for
lunch, The social-security bosses figured in
the value of the sandwiches and found that
the man once again had gone over the $50
mark, so because of the 63 cents 1 month and
the sandwiches given him a later month, the·
social-security bosses cut his $70 a month
pension for 3 months, which cost the old
man a total of $210. This could not happen
under the Townsend plan.
Another sad story by Dick Reilly, of the
Schenectady Union Star, tells of a William
Beyer, old, blind, and now dead. He had lost
his health and existed in a small, poorly
lighted, ill-kept room. The worst blow fell
when the old man went blind, but he had
one thing left-his pride--and because of
that he could not bear the thought of a pauper's burial, so he began to skimp on the qole
he received from the welfare department.
No one ever knew how long ·that went on,
how long he skimped or went without food to
eke out enough for a decent burial. And
finally he had enough. One day a handy man
found his body in a hotel room. He had
been there alone and dead at least 2 days.
The police found his money-$546.51 wrapped
tightly in old cigaret packages, but even in
death, William Beyer met defeat. The funeral for which he had saved so long and
painfully was not to be. Since the welfare department had been supporting him, it automatically will lay claim to the money. This
is the regular pz:ocedure in such cases. Instead of his private funeral paid for by himself-he received a standard, county-paid
funeral. This is not the Townsend way.
This is election year. It is best not to get a
bit excited over the presidential candidates
who issue pious statements and shed crocodile tears because worthy treatment has not
been accorded the senior citizens. I have
never read Eisenhower's views on social security. You got a glimpse of Senator TAFT's
views in that letter that some of you read
about 1 week ago in the Globe Gazette. He
apparently leans toward a pay-as-you-go system and favors a much more universal system than the present, but it is a safe bet
that a· patchwork job of the present Social
Security Act is about as far as most of these
m en would go.

Work of the Teague Committee
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BURR P. HARRISON.
OF VIRGINIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. HARRISON of Virginia. · Mr.
Speaker, most of us have not had the
privilege of serving with our Texas colleague, the Honorable OLIN E. TEAGUE,
on the Select Committee To Conduct a
Study and Investigation of the Education, Training, and Loan Guaranty
Programs of World War II Veterans.
We have watched with admiration, however, the painstaking and fair-minded
work of this group, which logically has
come to be known as the Teague committee.
Mr. TEAGUE and his colleagues on the
committee bave performed a notable
service to the Nation and, particularly,
to the veterans. Keeping in mind at
all times the Nation's obvious obligation
to those who have served it loyally in
time of war, the committee has striven
zealously to develop all facts bearing on
the efforts of some unscrupulous, heartless persons who would defraud the Government and deprive the veteran of the
full measure of benefits which a grateful
people sought to provide.
On April 26, it was my privilege to
accompany Mr. TEAGUE to a meeting of
the Virginia Council of Administration
of the Veter~ns of Foreign Wars, held
in Staunton, Va. His review of the work
of the committee, given on that occasion, prompted much favorable comment among the members of the VFW
present, and led to _publication in the
Evening Leader, a daily newspaper published in Staunton, of the following wellmerited editorial:
HIGHBROW CHEATING
"A majority of the veterans participating
have benefited from the educational program; however, the minority who lacked sincerity or who acted in bad faith, together
with certain unscrupulous school operators
and Government officials, have caused a
needless waste of public funds."
"Needless waste" is putting it mildly if
one takes the time to dig into the report of
hearings conducted by the House Select
Committee To Investigate Educational,
Training, and Loan Guaranty Programs under the various laws enacted by Congress
to provide veterans with educational
opportunities.
Speaking here Saturday evening at a Veterans of Foreign Wars Virginia Council of
Administration dinner, Representative OLIN
E. TEAGUE, of Texas, chairman of this select
committee, used the committee findings as
the basis of his address. His report Ls one
which should cause everybody who in any
manner .connived to cheat the Government .
to hang his or her head in abject shame.
"Exploitation by private schools has been
widespread," said Representative TEAGUE,
"by resort to the following practices: Falsification of cost data, falsification of attendance records; overcharge for supplies, books,
and tools; billing for students not enrolled,
and unethical influence of Veterans' Administration and State officials." Loose
practices in crediting veterans with class at..

tendance when actually they were absent
cost the Government approximately $100,000,000; and this was only one item.
"There is little question that the veterans' educational program has been a great
benefit to literally millions of veterans, yet
there is no doubt that hundreds of m1llions
of dollars have been frittered away on
worthless training"; and in amplification of
this assertion Representative TEAGUE told
his Staunton audience about some gross examples of cheating:
· How the operator of one school purchased
pamphlets from the Government at 10 cents
a copy, sold them to veteran students for
$1, and charged the Government $1; how
"pawnshop row" bloomed in various cities,
such places of business "filled with veterans'
tools"; the Government buying the tools
originally, students or school officials pawning them, and then somebody else would buy
them and sell them back to the Government; how quarters of meat, used in meatcutting schools, would be refrozen and sent
from school to school (as many as three
times in some instances), the Government
paying for the meat each time. Fina1ly the
meat was sold for private consumption by
the school last using it.
Then there was the case of three university professors who, with a trade-school
operator and a promoter, invested $4,000 in
a school for veterans in an adjacent State
and, after 4 years, had paid its five stockholders $136,871 in salaries, dividends, and
expenses.
In one group of 415 trade schools such
unethical practices as these were found to
exist: No attendance records to support .
charges for instruction; attendance records
altered; signatures of veterans se<mred on
blank reentrance forms with no evidence to
show that students had reentered training;
veterans enrolled twice for identical subjects
under different course titles; failure to interrupt students for nonattendance; erro·
neous dates of interruption reported to VA;
absences in excess of maximum allowed by
contracts; charges made for periods in excess
of actual hours in attendance.
Representative TEAGUE'S . committee was
created August ·28, 1950, pursuant to House
Resolution 474, Eighty-first Congress, ~nd
continued by the Eighty-second Congress
under authority of a resolution approved
February 2, 1951. It completed its work
and submitted a voluminous report the past
February 11. After its study and hearings,
documented on thousands and thousands of
pages of printed material, the committee came to the conclusion that a new act, rather
than an amendment to existing law, -is desirable, and written especially to extend educational benefits to veterans who serve during the Korean con:t;lict. Under this bill
allowance for tuition, books, and supplies
sufficient to maintain the veteran in train- .
ing under average and reasonable conditions
would be paid directly to the veteran, rather
than to the school.
As the Teague report points out, the obligation of our Governmen~ to the veteran is
clear·. They deserve the best medical care
available and are entitled to adequate aid in
rehabilitation to a useful occupation; en- .
titled to a pension commensurate with the
degree of disability, and there also is an obligation to make restitution to the men and
women whose education in normal years is
interrupted by military service.
These things ar.e granted, but, thanks to
the Teague committee, Congress ought to go
along with it in exacting a new training and
loan-guaranty pPogram under which it will
be impossible to stick the 'Governmentmeaning the taxpayLrs, including veteransfor untold millions of dollars by plain stealing, cheating, and other forms of falsification.
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That a minority of veterans and schools
should have been parties to scandalous
revelations unearthed by the committee's
investigators is a serious reflection on everybody concerned.

The Soil by Which We Live
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BURR P. HARRISON
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. HARRISON of Virginia. Mr.
S:Jeaker, the value of sound soil-conservation practices is brought forcefully
to our attention in times of disastrous
floods. Where soil-saving methods have
been in use over a period of years, the
ravages of floods usually have been held
down-lives, livestock, and crops have
been saved, and thousands of acres of
land have been retained in productive
use.
It is gratifying to know that the local
soil-conservation districts have been cooperating with the schools in explaining
and emphasizing principles of soil conservation among our young people in
rural areas. One of the most successful of such programs has been that carried out by the Lord Fairfax soilconservation district, comprising the
counties of Frederick, Clarke, Warren,
and Shenandoah in Virginia.
As an example of the work being done,
I include this year's prize-winning essay
of Lord Fairfax district, written by Miss
Arbutus Funkhouser, a student at Edinburg High School:
SOIL CONSERVATION: To USE THE LAND AND
SAVE THE SoiL

soa conservation is the proper use and
care of the land. It means using the land
to produce the greatest amounts of things
most needed, and at the same time protect·
1ng it so it will not lose its productiveness
through the years. The conservation meas·
ures used are being constantly improved by
careful research at soil conservation experiment stations and in soU-conservation dis·
tricts thoughout the country-24 soil-con·
servation districts in Virginia and 2,400 in
the Nation-to meet different soil and production problems. All land is not alike.
Each field or acre must be used for things it
is best suited for, and treated according to its
needs for protection and production of both
present and future.
OUR INDISPENSABLE RESOURCE

The soil from which all of us, city and
country people alike, live is our Nation's most
important resource. Industry and labor,
and professional people, as well as farmers,
have a vital stake in our country's land.
Today they are all rightly concerned about
America's productive soil and water resources
which are linked directly to our daily· living.
These same resources also have a real bear·
1ng on the future of civilization. Food which
comes from the soil was an important weapon
in winning the war and in maintaining
peace--day by day. Past civilizations seem
not to have learned this lesson. Many ancient cities lie buried beneath drifting sands.
· Today most people agree that conservation
of soil and water is essential to all mankind:
many more are needed who will help to do
something about it. Soil conservation offers

the only practical means of keeping our land
productive and assuring a good standard of
living for our increasing population. Our
population is increasing while the amount of
good land and natural resources decreases.
Without an adequate conservation program,
we may soon find that we do not have enough
land to support us even at our present standard of living. We have left only 460,000,000
acres of cropland and h ave over 154,000,000
people, with millions in other parts of the
world requesting food, clothing, shelter, all
products of the soil. Our population in·
creases about 2,000,000 per year. Soil conservation has been a job too big for all past
civilizations. We cannot let it be too big for
us. Actually the peace of t he world rests on
productive soil.
Water and wind erosion have so ruined
50,000,000 acres of our best cropland that
is no good for farming. They have severely damaged 100,000,000 more, and the
downward trend continues. About 6,000,000
farmers own and operate the Nation's farms.
It is important that they understand and
practice the art and science of farming the
conservation way for continued protection
and production.
Certainly soil conservation is everybody's
job. And it is important that the friends
and business associates of the 6,000,000 farmers and ranchers have positive attitudes and
habits of conservation of soil and our natural resources. The job has always been too
big for just a few.
Soil and water conservation practices produces more at less cost in less time and
makes for better fishing, hunting, and recreation. Also, it keeps sediment out of our
streams and reservoirs and harbors and reduces 'fiood hazards. We are told that flood
hazards are this year the greatest in our
history.
Soil and water conservation is proper use
and care of land and water. It means that
a farmer uses each piece of land for the
things it is best suited to produce over the
years. At the same time he follows practices which will protect the land from damage and makes the best use of water. Certainly we cannot afford to lose more productive soil.
PARTNERS WITH NATURE

The more nearly you use the soil as nature intended, the more easily you can keep
the valuable topsoil and rainfall at home.
Acres that are badly eroded or are on steep
slopes and hillsides must be managed carefully . They may produce hay, pasture, tim·
ber, and wildlife habitats but they cannot
be expected to produce row crops.
IN OUR SOIL-CONSERVATION DISTRICT

100 acres; crop rotations in alternate contour strips, 11,337 acres; contour tillage
19,860 acres; correct use of lime and fertilizer, 108,200 acres; cover crops, 11,400
acres; grassed waterways, 910 acres: farm
ponds, 480; drainage, 710 acres; woodland
protection and management for sustained
yields, 31,200 acres; reforestation, 1,280;
wildlife habitats, 910 acres.
"Over 200 1 upils had a part in planting
50,000 seedling trees, 100,000 Bicolor plants
and seeding 1,000 pounds sericea and Quail
mix. Plans are underway for greatly in·
creased participation during 1953.''
.
A thing is ri~ht only when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of
the community, and the community includes
the soil, waters, fauna, and flora, as well as
people-partners with nature.

Privileges and Responsibilities of the
Individual Under the Constitution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL H. DOUGLAS
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD the winning
oration in the American Legion, Department of Illinois, oratorical contest delivered by Gerald Goldman, 7748 South
Phillips Avenue, Chicago, on the subject,
The Privileges and Responsibilities of the
Individual Under the Constitution.
I congratulate Mr. Goldman on this
fine recognition and hope he will have a
rewarding experience in the university
as he receives the scholarship which is
his prize. In forwarding this address to
me I know that Mr. Elliodor M. Libonati,
chairman of the Americanism Commission of the Illinois Department, hoped
that others would find inspiration in this
young man's tribute to our freedoms and
in his plea that we all take more seriously
our responsibilities .as citizens to build a
true brotherhood.
There being no objection, the winning
oration was ordered to be printed in the
REcoRD, as follows:

Proper use of the land, rotations suited
to the cropland, and soil improvement are
THE PRIVILEGES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
essential parts of any conservation farm plan.
INDIVIDUAL UNDER THE CONSTITUTION
You may need limestone and fertilizer to
help establish good plant cover. They also
The Constitution of these United States is
help to put the soil in condition to withone of the most inspirational and human
stand erosion and to produce higher crop
do_cuments to come from the pen of man. It
yields. Lime and commercial fertilizer must . is the source from which our strength as a
be applied to much of the land before legNation springs. It is a code of human deumes can be grown and good rotations estab·
cency which binds us together into one great
lished around good sods of grasses and legAmerican family, not through force, but by
umes. The more the soil has been abused
showing us the way to the good life. It is as
the greater the cost.
simple as that.
And now I quote from the present annual
The preamble to our Constitution is a verbal
report of our Lord Fairfax Soil Conservation
expression of our oneness, the oneness of
District of the counties of Clarke, Frederick,
our great American family, rugged, and
Warren, and Shenandoah where a good bereaching for ideals. I especially like the first
ginning has been made to use the land and
three words, "We, the people." By using the
save the soil by which we live; slowing the
personal pronoun, "we," the authors emjourney of the raindrop to the sea:
braced each of us and made us feel that we
"Over 10,000 boys and 'girls in our school
belong. The sense of belonging is imporrally to the theme: Youth Molds Its Future
tant in any family, and our national family
as It Saves the Soil. Over 900 of the 4,500
is no exception.
farmers are developing carefully prepared
I have always thrilled to the fact that I
conservation farm plans. The following are
am an American. ! ·have always been deeply
conscious that for every privilege w~ enjoy
some of the planned conservation practices
as citizens of this, the best of nations, we
on these 900 farms: Good crop rotations, 30, ..
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owe a corresponding obligation to our country. I know that every red-blooded American feels the same way. We know that in
order to get, we must give.
Our Constitution is elastic. Changes may
be made to correspond with future needs. It
is interesting to note, however, that since our
Constitution was formed, only twenty-two
amendments have been added.
I think that we may say that the Constitution is our road map. It tells us which
roads we may travel safely, and points out
possible detours. As a frame of Government,
it has stood the test of time. It is based on
truth and, like truth, laughs at the assaults
of time.
Suppose we pause for a moment, friends,
and count our blessings. It is well to take
inventory now and then to decide that which
we have, and that which is yet to be desired.
We find first, that we are in the proud position of a country to which the entire world
looks for guidance. Our Constitution has
become a world bible of effective living.
We are increasingly grateful that· we have
a Government which is conducted with the
consent of the governed. It is a great privilege to have a voice in choosing those who
will have a hand in forming the laws of the
land. Yet, there are those among us who
look upon their civic duty on election qay
with annoyance. It is to these we say.
"Count your blessing, for they are many."
We look next to the many freedoms which
are ours because we were fortunate enough
to have been born Americans. The first of
these, freedom of speech, is one that we
dearly bought, and must, therefore, be deeply
cherished. The right of an American citizen
to speak his mind freely without fear of
reprisal, is a ·privilege which people in some
countries would not. even understand.
As we proceed with our inventory, we make
note to the next great privilege which is
guaranteed by the Constitution, freedom of
religion. I wonder how many of us are
really thankful for the privilege of worshiping God as we choose. I wonder how many
of us pause now and then to give thanks for
this great freedom. I know you will agree
that spiritual life is basic to good citizenship.
Our Constitution affords us the right to assemble peaceably, to gather with other people a:nd discuss any subject we desire, including needed changes in the Government.
It is well•to have free thought, for the fresh
air of opinion prevents decay that might
weaken the framework of our house of freedom.
We lucky Americans have the right to petition the Government for redress of grievances. If one feels that he has been done
an injustice, he may go to the Government
and ask that the abuse be corrected.
Recently, a new freedom became part of
the American way of life, freedom from fear.
The late Franklin Delano Roosevelt said, "We
have nothing to fear, but fear itself." There
is a world of psychology in that remark because we know that fear is based on insecurity. Since we as a nation are rugged and
strong in the ideals laid down by the Constitution, there is no room for fear in the
national scene. We are strong and unafraid
because we know that we are headed in the
right direction.
This great document provides for the
sanctity of the home, making it unlawful for
anyone to enter unless he has a warrant.
Man's home in America is truly his castle,
where he may pursue happiness in the American way.
This masterpiece provides that if a man is
accused of a crime, he has the privilege of
being tried by a jury of his peers or equals.
We believe in the democratic way of life:
therefore, a man is innocent until proved
otherwise. We believe, too, that it is unAmerican to bear false witness against our

neighbor and deny him the right to a trial
proposed expansion of the United States
in open court.
Marine Corps.
To be sure, the inventory of our privileges
To assist Members of the House in unin this great land of ours is incomplete, but
derstanding the purpose of the United
we must move on. We have counted our
States Marine Corps and tbe necessity
blessings. Now we must count the cost. As
for its expansion, attention is called to
real America:o.s we decide immediately that
no cost is too high for freedom, even if it
the following article written by Lt. Gen.
means the supreme sacrifice. It is a priviL. C. Shepherd, Jr., Commandant, United
lege to fight for one's ideals. It is also a
States N.:arine Corps:
way of saying "thanks," and a way of paying
. As THE PRESIDENT MAY DIRECT
for the privilege of being a citizen of the
(By Lt. Gen. Lemuel C. Shepherd, Jr., U. S.
greatest land on earth. Nothing worth
Marine Corps)
while .comes cheap. Those o::: us who take
our citizenship seriously know that. We
In the eyes of the people of the United
are not shopping around for any bargains.
States, the United States Marines have come
We want to pay foi: services received. "But
to be viewed as the fountainhead of knowlhow,'' you ask, and my answer is, "In many
edge, resource, and experience in matters
ways, qhief among which is respect for the
relating· to landing operations. The World
Government which has extended the priviWar II victories at Guadalcanal, Tarawa, Iwo
lege of being an American to you." This imJima, Okinawa, and elsewhere, along with the
plies obedience to the laws of the land, and · successful use of the marines' doctrines and
democratic participation in the duties of
techniques by other ·s ervices and other nacitizenship. In return for respect for your
tions bulk large in forming the basis for this
Government and obedience to its laws, you
popular conviction that the amphibious art
will have become a part of the Government
is largely the marines' art and that their
and a worthy member of our great national
competence in this specialty is an accurate
family. In addition, you will receive promeasure of their ucefulness to the country.
tection (from your Government) whic!l will
That their contribution toward the deinsure you the inalienable rights of an
velopment of amphibious operations has
American: life, liberty, and the pursuit of
been a significant one is open to little doubt.
happiness.
However, ·there is another aspect to the posThe Constitution is our house of freedom.
ture of the Marine Corps in the military
We are its inhabitants; we must learn to live
structure of the United States which, though
with one another. Tolerance is one of the
less publicized, may have been of even
ideals upon which our Constitution was
greater importance in the past than its amplanned. We have become the great melting
phibious accomplishments and, in light of
pot for all races and creeds. We have becurrent world developments, will certainly
come great because each race has contribhold a cardinal position in the determination
uted its strengths to the American picture. · of future Marine Corps employment.
Nationalities of all kinds have fought toIn 1798, when describing the original funcgether in order that they might live totions of the Marines, the United States Congether.
gress provided that the corps should serve
Too many of 'us practice brotherhood only
not only in the ships, garrisons, and forts of
in times of disaster or calamity, but in order
the United States but; in addition, should
for brotherhood to be · effective, it must be
be prepared "for any other duty on shore ,
practiced 24 hours a day. We feel that our
that the President may direct."
Constitution has lived because it is based on
Later, in 1836, a law was enacted giving
the precepts of brotherhood and the good
further force and emphasis to this .s pecific
life.
authority of the President by empowering
Edwin Markham, the great poet, expresses
him to order marines to duty with the Army.
it much better than I when he says:
Still later, in 1861, when the Marine Corps
of the Confederacy was established, the Con"'The crest and crowning of all good,
federate States Congress defined the funcLife's final star is brotherhood;
tion of the marines as extending beyond duty
For it will bring again to earth
in ships of the Navy to duties "on shore as
Her long lost poesy and mirth.
may be required by the President."
Will spread new light on every face,
Finally in 1947 the drafters of the current
A kingly power upon the race.
National
Security Act decreed once more that
Come, clear the way, then, clear the way;
the
United States Marine Corps should be
Blind kings and creeds have had their day.
prepared "for service with the fleet in the
Break the dead branches from the path;
seizure and defense of advanced naval
Our hope is in the aftermath;
bases
service on armed vessels of
Our hope is in heroic men
the United States Navy
·
protecStar-led to build the world again.
tion of naval property at naval stations or
To this event the ages ran;
bases
*
•
•
and
such
other
duties
as
Make way for brotherhood,
the President may direct •
*" employMake way for man."
ing. the same· words that are found in the
first assignment of Marine Corps functions
by the Congress a century and a half before.
A study of the subsequent employment of
Since 1798 the United States Marine marines lends credence to the conclusion
that
interesting phraseology came into
Corps Has Been Established as the Na- beingthis
by design rather than through chance,
tion's Basic. Ready-to-Act Military Or- and that the early architects of our military
structure recognized the need for a small
ganization
military force-in-being responsive directly
to Presidential authority. Certainly by its
action Congress set the marines squarely
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
apart from the other services by endowing
OF
the President with a measure of direct authority in employment of the corps which
he did not, and still does not, legally exerOF PENNSYLVANIA
cise over the Army or N.wy, and now the Air
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Force as well. Historically the commitment
of United States forces to battle has been a
Wednesday, April 23, 1952
decision reserved for the Congress, and with
Mr. VANZANDT. Mr. Speaker, in the few exceptions (Korea is one) this principle
near future the House of Representa- has been respected. In contrast, however,
tives will consider a. bill concerning the . the Presidential authority relative to rna-
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rines, has served repeatedly as a most useful
basis for rapid commitment of Federal forces
in emergencies of widely varying character,
when the procurement of congressional sanction for employment of other troops might
consume an excess of valuable time.
·
The effect· on the Marines of this brief,
though durable, statement of congressional
intent has been to require, over the years,
that the corps be prepared at any time for
any form. of expeditionary employment in
order to meet a short-notice Presidential call.
These calls have occurred with a regularity
that stands as mute testimony to the practical requirement for such an arrangement.
'Ihe significant historical implication which
has developed from all this is not so much
in the variety of combat missions to which
the Marines have been committed as in the
compelling necessity that they be continually ready for any form of action, specifically because of their special responsibility to
the President.
This extraordinary relationship has resulted in a continuing procession of military
events which have woven themselves into the
fabric of United States history and are culminated for the moment, so far as the Marines are concerned, in the operations takIng place on the Korean Peninsula. These
events emphasize the wisdom of those who
were determined that the United States
should possess a strong and balanced force
in readiness. Moreover, they attest to the
vision and perspective of those who felt that
the Marine Corps should be not only the
major source of doctrine and resource in
amphibious matters, but in addition, should
be prepared on the shortest notice for extraordinary employment in whatever aspect
the President might direct.
Thus it is that the ability of the Marine
Corps to respond to a fire-brigade call in
Korea in 1950 is not without prior precedent.
The Marines have had forces in ·the field
during 50 of . the past 53 years, and their
troops have actually participated in combat
during 28 of those years. The nature of
their employment, moreover-the type of
combat they were called on to performfollowed no set pattern but responded only
to the single principle "readiness to move
and readiness to act" in accordance with the
President's instructions. The scope of the
various forms of employment directed by
Presidents through the years embraces a
surprising number and variety of activities,
and a brief recital of a few will demonstrate
the extent and effect to which this Presidential authorit~ has been used.
Shortly after their original activation, the
President had Marines busy maintaining
guard over prisoners taken during the war
with France. Later in the Indian war, in
consequence of the lr.w of 1836, the President (Andrew Jacksor) directed that Marines
participate with the Army in operations
against the Seminoles and Creeks ·in Florida
with the result that Col. Archibald Henderson, the then Commandant of the Corps,
promptly denuded his posts and stations of
all possible combat-qualified Marines and
himself took command of the provisional
regiment, leading it in the field.
A few years later, incident to inability on
the part of Panama to maintain order, and
following the destruction of ·the city of Colon
by insurgents, the President directed the
immediate departure of a Marine expeditionary force to thct area. Two battalions
were hastily assembled by the same process
as employed by Colonel Henderson in the
days of the Indian war and dispatched to
Panama.
In contrast to the nature of these overseas expeditions, the Marines were called
upon by the Chief Executive to provide F.zderal aid to local authorities on a procession
of occasions. Among the examples of this
forin of action, we find Marine~ in New York

in 1869 helping to control draft rioters. Later
in Portland, Maine and in Boston, Marines
provided protection for public and private
property incident to a major conflagration.
Still later Marines were called out to assist in
the enforcement of revenue laws in the city
of Ne;w York. Again in 1890 the President
found it convenient to call out the Marines
to represent Federal authority in a series of
railroad strikes and labor riots. And, in an
entirely different vein Marines were, as a
result of Presidential directive, ordered,
aboard a chartered steamer, · to the Bering
Sea in 1891 for the purpose of conducting
operations against seal poachers.
In preparation for the war with Spain, the
Marines were directed to assemble a brigade
on the east coast for subseqeunt transfer to
Cuba. A similar occasion of Presidential action occurred in 1903 when he directed assembly and dispatch of a battalion of
Marines to the Caribbean against the possibility of unrest in Panama. A subsequent
outbreak of trouu~e in that republic required
commitment of the Marine unit, as well as
the movement of an additional battalion
to the Caribbean during the same year.
Later, in the Mexican War and incident to
the stated desire of President Wilson, the
Marine Corps prepared an expeditionary
brigade which subsequently participated in
the operation at Vera Cruz.
In the first decade of the twentieth century, the wide variety of duties assigned
Marines had so impressed the President
(Theodore Roosevelt) that he exercised his
legal authority to direct the removal of
Marines from the complement of men of war
and their assembly as expeditionary units
prepared for any form of emergency duty
which might be required. He realized that
in the past the Marines assigned to the
various ships of a fleet or squadron had been
generally adequate to extend the will of the
fleet commander ashore, but that as time
went on, the scope and seriousness of world
troubles had increased to the point when
ships' detachments were no longer always
adequate in themselves for the task. It was
Roosevelt's view-and that of certain of his
far-sighted naval advisers-that, for expedi·
tionary purposes the ships' guards should be
replaced by a balanced fighting force which
would be quite as integral to the fleet itself
as were the detachments previously integral
to the various individual ships. This scheme
of moving the Marines ashore was unfortunately seized upon by enemies of the Corps
as a means of stifling and circumscribing
its functions and for this reason was soon
discarded. Nevertheless, President Roosevelt must be looked upon as a visionary in
this respect; for while the Marines were
ultimately returned to their conventional
ship's detachment duties, his concept of an
expeditionary force that accompanied and
served as a part of the fleet actually took
form a few years later with the Advance
Base Force and finally reached full realization when the Fleet Marines Force came into
being in the year 1933, over a quarter of a
century later.
Discussion of the nature and · breadth of
the earlier Marine duties in extension of the
Federal power in accordance with Presidential directive could be continued at length.
However, it is considered sufficient to point
out here that in the first century of its existence the Marine Corps came to be recognized
as -a Presidential fire brigade, prepared for
operational employment with either of the
other services in time of war and as a weapon
of diplomatic persuasion in time of peace.
Employment of Marines in Haiti by Presidential order, later in Santo Domingo and Nicaragua by the same means, reflect further the
steady relationship of the· Marines to the
Executive wlll during this period.
Later in the twentieth century, upon the
outbreak of World War I, strong opposition
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existed to the exe.rcise by the President of his
legal power to order Marines to duty with the
Army in conformity with the provisions of
the law of 1836, there being a conviction in
some quarters that Marines should not be
employed in ground combat duties of the
nature demanded on the western front.
President Wilson, however, overrode these
objections and once again the Marines moved
into action, this time for their largest wartime contribution to date-and once again
as the result of a Presidential directive.
After the war, and in contrast to the combat function performed in France, the
Marines became deeply involved in a domestic matter incident to the urgent demand in
1921 for Federal protection of the United
States mails. Without attempting to assess
the reasons underlying their selection for the
. duty, it is nevertheless true that the Marine
Corps was specifically directed by President
Harding to undertake the mail guard task-a
duty which subsequently assumed great
scope and importance.
Following their employment in protection
of the mails the pattern of direct Presidential action regarding their employment was
extended further in the dispatch of marines
to China in 1927, 1932, and 1937 for protection of United States interests. Finally, in
1941, as a preliminary to United States participation in the Second World War there
arose a demand for short-notice occupation
of Iceland to secure it against possible German air or seaborne incursion. The need
was viewed as real and immediate and the
action by the President was in keeping with
past precedent. He ordered the dispatch of
the First Marine Brigade from the west coast
of the United States to the far-northern
outpost.
And as a fitting climax to a century and
a half of readiness to act, the corps, little
more than a year later, was able to strike
the first ~ounteroffensive ground blow of
World War II in the now historic landing at
Guadalcanal. By its noteworthy success in
this hazardous enterprise the Marine Corps
demonstrated that, in addition tb its continuous expeditionary employment, it had
pursued the study of the amphibious problem
which it had recognized as its own peculiar
sphere long before the Congress formalized
its functions so cleru-ly in the National Security Act of 1947.
In the quasi-peacetime years following enactment of that far-reaching law the Corps
gave increased consideration to its responsibility for short-notice readiness to carry out
a Presidential directive. Intensive effort was
made to pr~pare the Marine expeditionary
elements for all forms of operational employment, with the amphibious specialty always
in the forefront but not occupying the whole
of the stage. Fleet Marine Force ground
units actually embarked in ships, enplaned in
transport aircraft, moved, trained, and
maneuvered with a maximum of realism in
practical rehearsal for the possible fire-call
demand for their services. The practical efforts of Marine ground forces were accompanied closely and continually by the Marine
air arm which has recognized throughout its
existence that it must prepare above all else
to support the marine on the ground.
This philosophy of air-ground readiness
had an opportunity to show its usefulness
in the action on the part of the marines in
response to the Korean crisis. At the onset
of that affair, the Marine Corps had a Fleet
Marine Force of about 25,000 men distributed approximately 11,000 in the Pacific and
14,000 in the Atlantic. By virtue of its flexible form of organization, the vitality of its
Reserve component and through its realistic
attack of training and readiness problems
during the period following World War IJ:,
the Corps was, in 1950, able to accomplish.
the following things: '
1. Commence the movement of an expeditionary air-ground brigade to the embarl~-
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ation points within 24 hours of receipt of
orders to move. This brigade, moreover, was
a highly skilled unit-a task force of aviation and ground arms which had been
trained not only in latest amphibious techniques, but in the intricacies of other forms
of warfare as well, in anticipation of Presidential call. The wisdom of this broad
training was subsequently to be emphasized
time and again.
2. Expand its modest 25,000-man Fleet Marine Force in the space of only 2 months
to a competent 50,000-ma:ri force of ground
and air elements. During this time the Pacific component, already engaged in combat
with the enemy, expanded from 11,000 to
30,000.
3. Embark and move a complete war
strength Marine Division and a Marine Aircraft Wing, 5,000 miles across the Pacific
Ocean, and plan and launch the Inchon attack-viewed by many as the most complex
of its sort ever undertaken-all in the space
of 32 days.
4. And in addition, in response to the
mandate that they must be ready for "such
other duties" as might be required, the mar ines subsequently fought shoulder to shoulder with Army and Air Force units in and
over the Pusan perimeter, and the mountains
and snow of North Korea. They participated
with skill in combat of forms no wise related
to their recognized specialty of amphibious
operations, taking part in the conduct of
au extensive land campaign on a tactical
basis comparable to that of units of the Army.
All of the foregoing recital bespeaks a
measure of balance and flexibility which are
clearly responsive to the realities of t _h e
United States world position today, wherein
our major global interests may be subject to
enemy incursion or compromise at any time.
There is, moreover, a growing evidence that
the t\vilight zone that exists between measures short of war and unlimited warfare continues to grow c:!aily, not only in breadth but
in importance. It is within this vital military area between complete war and complete peace · that the United States Marine
Corps will probably find many of its problems in the foreseeable future in implementing the basic instructions of Congress. Just
as Korea burst into flame with little warning, so may it be expected that similar fires
can occur elsewhere in the world-and with
no more notice. To this end it is significant
to note that the Fleet Marine Force has a
balanced air-ground contingent embarked
in the Mediterranean at this time, prepared
not alone to conduct an amphibious assault,
but in addition to move ashore on the brief.;
est notice and to conduct any form of operations, be it mountain, desert, arctic, or
Jungle that the President may direct.
A logical extension of this readiness to act
concept might possibly find Marines similarly embarked or stationed ashore in other
areas of the Atlantic or in the Pacific, prepared, by on-the-spot action to extend the
Nation's will and protect the Nation's interests. By such action it will be ·possible, on
the not_ice of hours, to exert a positive preventive and restraining influence on the development of enemy activity in any one of
the many troubled spots in the world. The
recurrence of necessity for a wholly ready
force in a preventive action such as in Iceland in 1941, or in a major overseas offensive
effort such as reinforcement as in Korea in
1950 can be expected to arise again-and on
short notice. Such crises will demand a corresponding short notice response on our
part-a response in the traditional Marine
Corps fashion.
A requirement for prompt action in accordance with the briefly expressed wish of
the Executive can be anticipated in many
other forms differing widely from the above
examples. Just as marilies have guarded the
mails, suppressed riots, and maintained order in strikes on frequent occasions in. the
p ast, they may be called on to do the same

in the future; first because of their readiness to perform such duties, and second because of the peculiar historical qualification
of the President so to direct them.
In a different and more modern vein, it is
well to observe that the breadth of experience and preparedness of marines has recently been exploited in connection with the
United States commitment to the United
Nations regarding the establishment and
maintenance of peace between the Arab
nations and Israel. Implementation of the
objectives of the United Nations may be expected to demand frequent repetition of
such efforts with a corresponding increase
in the requirement for professional military
personnel to discharge our Nation's responsibilities.
In this same diplomatic and international sphere it is interesting to note that the
marine commitment in the protection of
State Department agencies throughout the
world has grown, along with the increase in
tensionS around the globe. In the spring
of this year, the marines were maintaining
66 separate embassy and legation guards
(including Moscow and Warsaw) numberipg
some 600 officers and men. The security
problem for these diplomatic outposts is a
serious one and can be expected to grow so
long as the present world situation obtains.
Furthermore the past history of marines
serving as a direct implement of State Department policy cannot be overlooked in assaying their probable employment in the future. In this connection it is significant to
note that marines have conducted exactly
50 operations, since their formation, at the
€Xpress instance of the State Department
for the protection of American rights overseas.
The organization and training of military
forces for small anti-Communist nations
may demand the commitment of Marines
once again in a manner siJnilar to that which
induced the President to call upon the Marine Corps in the organization and training
of the Guardia Nacional in Nicaragua or the
Gendarmerie of Haiti, with only the variation that the objective of the native forces
in such cases today will probably be preparation for defense against Communist aggression.
A study of the foregoing procession of tasks
which can-and in all probability will-confront the Marine Corps in the future must
leave the reader with the feeling that the
Marines nave a prodigious job in store. Such
a conclusion is certainly justified. Furthermore it would not be inappropriate to conclude that the many duties envisioned represent a full time task for a vigorous and resourceful Marine Corps. Still it will be apparent, on a moment's reflection, that these
reponsibilities, however important pressing,
cannot themselves be accepted as the whole
or even the primary task of the Marines. It
remains for them to continue, in accordance
with their current lega l mandate, the complex tasks of nourishing and developing all
of the landing-force aspects of the amphibious art. 'l'uis is indeed their primary
job and one which they cannot slight in any
respect. Thus it could well be contended
that the Marines cannot be expected to attack effectively and to do justice certainly
to all of these complex problems. But such
a conclusion is not sound, for these same
problems have been met and have been ·
solved with singular success for a century
and thiee-quarters, and in that fact we may
find much of the substance which has motivated the Marine Corps and made it
strong, durable, and dependable.
There is a challenge implicit in this multitude of responsibilities-a challenge which
has, probably more than any other single in·
fiuence, inspired the Marines to apply the
old maxim "Bite off more than you can
chew-then chew it; promise more than you
can do-then do it." It is this challenge and

the Marines' ability to meet it thd lends
strong substance to the growing urg&ncy for
the encouragement and development of that
force which, since 1789, has been established
as the Nat!on's basic ready-to-act military
organization, responsive specifically and directly to the President's call to meet the
crises which occur in both peace and war.

To Stop Wasting Our Ex-Presidents
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HO . HUBERT H. HU PHREY
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. HUMPHR.EY. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "To Stop Wasting Our Ex-Presidents," which appeared in the New York
Times magazine section on April 27, 1952.
This is one of a series of three editorials
or articles on this subject which I have
before me. They relate to a proposal to
permit ex-Presidents of the United
States to have the privileges of the floor
of the Senate, exclusive of-in other
words, not including-the right to vote
in the Senate. This proposal, which has
been advanced by others, has received
considerable comment.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
To SToP WASTING OuR Ex-PRESIDENTS
(By Robert Bendiner)
When President Truman walks out of the
White House next January, Herbert Hoover
will have to share the status and honors,
such as they are, that he has enjoyed exclusively for the past 19 years as our
only living ex-President. For the first time
since the early days of the Coolidge administration-when William Howard Taft and
Woodrow Wilson jointly held title-the country will have both a Democrat and a Republican in this restricted society. With
partisan advantage thus canceled out, the
moment will be strategic for repairing at last
a weakness unforeseen by the founding fathers-the brusque discarding, once his official days are ·aver, of the unique knowledge
and experience amassed in office by the Nation's Chief Executive.
Good, bad, or mediocre, a President of the
United States acquires, at the very least, a.
mountain of information and, at best, a wisdom and insight which might logically be
treated as a national asset. But prodigal,
as always, with our natural resources, we
have done rather shabbily by our ex-Presidents. And we have not made it easy for
them to do well by the country.
Some have been reduced to painfully
straitened circumstances; many have been
left to fade into obscurity or waste themselves in bitter frustration; nearly all have
been eliminated from the political arena in
which they had developed their chief competence. However much they have looked
forward to release from the cares of office, all
must have suffered from the shock of passing, within 24 hours, from the heady spotlight of world power to the dim status of a
museum piece.
Minnesota's Democratic Senato~ HUBERT H.
HuMPHREY may be indulging in the hyperbole of Capitol Hill when he talks of this.
wasted stockpile of genius, but so far no
one has disputed his contention that botll
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the Nation and our ex-Presidents would have
riod as professor of law at Yale University,
been better served had Congress long ago enhe served on a board for arbitrating labor disacted the bill he is now pressing in the Senputes in World War I and from 1921 to his
ate.
death in 1930 he was Chief Justice of the
The Humphrey measure, virtually identical
United States, a post he regarded as the real
with one offered by Republican Senator
climax of his career, rather than the PresiOWEN BREWSTER, of Maine, WOUld give exdency.
Presidents the lifetime status of Senators
As for the others, the story is largely one
at Large-with salary, allowances, commitof public neglect and wasted talent, at least
tee assignments, and the debating privileges
in the realm of public affairs. The early
of the floor. Since they would not be elected
Virginians, men of extensive property, spent.
representatives, however, they would not
their declining years for the most part in
have the right to vote. President Truman,
looking after their estates. Jefferson manwho often speaks wistfully of his days in
aged to busy himself fruitfully for more
the Senate, is strongly in favor of these
than 17 years with writing, architecture, and
bills, which would make him a Senator ex
the founding of the University of Virginia.
officio.
John Adams, who lived 25 years after his
A provision of this sort, imposing no heavy
term 'of office, a record for the group, rarely
burden on the incumbent-attendance preleft his home, occupying himself with writsumably would be at the former President's
ing and following the political career of his
convenience-and yet providing a national
son. Jackson confined himself to farmingforum and a field of activity for these elder
being poorer than when he had taken the
statesmen would have made a material difinaugural oath. Wilson, a bitter and physiference to many a retired Chief Executive
cally broken man, spent the 3 years that foland quite possibly to the country.
lowed his Presidency in an invalid's secluIdeally, Congress is the natural sphere for
sion, relieved only by the generosity of
an ex-President, just as Parliament has been
friends who presented him with the paid-up
for former Prime Ministers of England. It
mortgage on his house in Washington.
is in the National Legislature that policies
A few ex-Presidents managed to do well in
are explored, debated, modified, and to some
private business or in their professions.
extent created. In this process the experiCoolidge worked quietly on his autobiograence of an ex-President can be extremely valphy while enjoying a healthy income from a
uable. Having dealt with the executive probsyndicated column and light service as memlems of government, he may the more easily
ber of an insurance company's board of direcdetect flaws in a bill that would make it
tors. And Hoover, a man of considerable
difficult to - administer and loopholes that
means, · has put in 19 active years in busiwould enable the executive branch to evade
ness and in writing his autobiography, with
its intent. He can divulge to his colleagues
time out for occasional contributions to the
pertinent and highly specific information
public service. He has headed several postthat might otherwise await the publication
war food missions and the Commissipn o~
of his memoirs a decade or more later.
Organization of the Executive Branch of the
If the ex-President is a supporter of the
Government, besides finding time for occa.administration in power, he can plead the
sional political onslaughts on his Democratic
case for a continuity of the policies promoted
successors.
when he himself was in office. If he is on the
Only four ex-Presidents, not counting
other side, he can serve as honorary leader
Cleveland between terms, attempted to enof the opposition, borrowing a leaf from the
gage in Presidential politics, and none enparliamentary system of other countries.
hanced his prestige in . the process. Van
Theoretically, of course, there is no reaBuren and Fillmore, after trying unsuccessson why an ex-President can't run for a seat
fully to win renominatiOJl, attached themin the Senate, as many thought Mr. Truman
selves to new and short-lived parties and, on
might do, or even for the House. But only
meeting their expected defeats, retreated inthree of our former Pr~sidents have felt into the shadows.
clined to return to the ardors of electioneerTheodore Roosevelt perhaps offers the pering.
fect object lesson in what has been wrong
John Quincy Adams was so highly thought
with our treatment of retired Chief Execuof by the voters of the Plymouth District
of Massachusetts that when they asked him . tives. Only 50 years old and churning with
energy,
Roosevelt found himself, on March
to run for Congress the year after his de4, 1909, a has-been in American political life.
parture from the White House, he was able
After a year of hunting wild game in
to impose terms: That he would never be
Africa and trailing through Europe in a blaze
expected to ask for their votes and that,
of glory, Roosevelt returned to United States.
once elected, he would be under no obligaWithin a matter of months he was upbraidtion to follow the dictates of those who had
ing Taft, the man he had installed as his
put him into office. On this free-and-easy
successor. When this effort succeeded in
basis, hardly to be expected as a general
eliminating Taft, but not in electing Rooserule, he was sent to the House of Reprevelt, the disappointed Bull Moose turned
sentatives nine successive times. And, dishis restless spirit against Wilson. The exdaining partisanship, he was listened to in
uberance of the youthful T. R. had by now
that chamber with deep respect.
turned into a negative querulousness, fed
In 1875 Andrew Johnson, eager for vindiby frustration. Wilson's refusal to give him
cation, won election to the Senate, which
command of a division in France was the
he had last visited on the occasion of his
ultimate
blow. There simply was not
impeachment trial. But a stroke carried
enough
for this man of enormous drive and
him off before his legislative carreer was a
personality to do, constructively, within the
year old. John Tyler came out of a 17-year
normal scheme of American politics. In the
retirement to win a seat in the Confederate
10 years that followed his tenure in the
Congress, but died before it was convened.
White House he burned himself out, to no
In spite of the enormous strain of the
coherent purpose, and died an embittered
Presidency, our Chief Executives have by and
man.
large been a long-lived group. Fourteen of
If Roosevelt needed new worlds ·~o conquer,
them-including Hoover, who is now 78poor Ulysses S. Grant needed only a dignified
managed to exceed the Biblical three score
job and a modest income to keep him out of
and ten. Aside from the seven who died in
the dreadful mischief that blackened his
office (W. H. Harrison, Taylor, Lincoln, Garlast years. After coming close to a third
field , McKinley, Harding, and F. D. RooseRepublican nomination in 1880, the exvelt) only five survived their terms of office
President of the United States was driven to
by less than 5 years, seven by a span of
pledge his swords and souvenirs for a loan
5 to 10 years, and 12 by more than a decade.
to meet even his current living expenses.
Only William Howard Taft matched the
In
time Congress revived his rank of general,
earlier record of John Quincy Adams for
with pay, but, dying of a throat cancer, he
sustained public service. After a short pe-
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spent his last months writing his memoirs
in order to provide for his family.
No doubt a pension for ex-Presidents would
have made it possible for a Grant to live out
his days in simple dignity. But it would
not have touched the larger problem of fitting our retired Presidents into the political
system.
An ex officio seat in the Senate, while
incidentally providing a decent income,
would have offered a national forum for a
Jefferson or a Jackson; an opportunity fer
a Hoover or a Wilson, had he been well
enough, to make a fair defense of a discredited policy; a channel for the boundless
energy of a Theodore Roosevelt which would
surely have prolonged his usefulness to the
Nation and spared him a decade of galling
frustration.
What other possibilities are there for an
ex-President that are reasonably within the
gift of the Nation?
A successor might invite him into his
Cabinet, but it is hard to imagine a retiring
President willing to take on administrative
chores with much of the burden and none
of the glory of his former office. The appointment, rr.oreover, would have to be a
wholly voluntary act, and there is no record
of such an invitation ever having been tendered and accepted.
Former Presidents have, of course, been
called on from time to time for special
short-term services, such as the Hoover missions already mentioned. But occasions for
such appointments rarely arise. Arthur
Krock reported recently that at one time
John Nance Garner toyed with the thought
that the House of Representatives might
make an ex-President its Speaker, to serve
only as a procedural arbiter. The idea died
aborning.
·
Returning to the proposal by Mr. Humphrey, it may ;Je argued that an ex-President,
in a sense a captive of his own record, would,
out of sheer self-defense, add more heat than
light tq senatorial debate. No doubt this
would sometimes occur.
Automatically granted that complete freedom from popular pressures that John
Quincy Adams exacted from his constituents,
these Senators ex officio might-as Adams did
and as Supreme Court justices have been
known to do-more likely ·rise above the
battle and above their own past records.
With only the power of persuasion at their
command and no private political worries,
they would be free to function on the highest plane.
President Truman is too much the student of history to be unaware of the problems that have beset his predecessors in
their days of retirement. 1 At 67, he is 7 years
beyond the average age at which former
Presidents have stepped out of office, but he
is in excellent health and full of plans.
Mr. Truman told a recent press conference that he thought there were a lot of
people who would like to put a rock aroun..i
ex-Presidents and put them in the Potomac
River. Then, seriously, he said he thought
all former Chief Executives could make a
contribution to the welfare of the country.
Herbert Hoover had done a wonderful job for
him, the President said. He was holding
himself available, Mr. Truman made it clear,
for whatever might be asked of him when he
left the White House.
The President's intention to write and lecture upon his retirement has already been
disclosed to reporters At the same time, the
President's well-known desire to assure a
respected niche for his administration in the
Nation's history makes doubly appealing the
possibility of a permanent seat in the Senate. He would enjoy not only the nostalgic
pleasure of returning to the Chamber Where
he spent some of his happiest years, but the
opportunity of defending his policies in the
country's most strategic forum.
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The fate of such measures as the
Humphrey and Brewster bills in the past has
been quiet burial rather than open debate
and rejection. No one seems to oppose the
idea in principle. Indeed, it is one of the few
subjects on which Senator RoBERT A. TAFT
and Harry S. Truman see eye to eye; on
which identical measures canoe drawn up by
such political · opposites
as Senators
HUMPHREY and BREWSTER. But SUCh measures have to be vigorously promoted to get
past the barrier of indifference, and timing is
all important. With Truman and Hoover
to balance each other politically,-the timing,
as Senator HUMPHREY has said, "is now perfect." If the issue could be forced to a vote,
the chances are good that we would henceforth treat our ex..:Presidents a little better
than cast-offs.

the White House an invalid, and Warren G.
Harding and Franklin D. Roosevelt died in
office. The only one besides Mr. Hoover who
left the office in good health was Calvin
Coolidge. Mr. Coolidge became a syndicated
newspaper columnist, whose daily remarks
were noted more for their brevity than for
any light they cast on national and international problems.
Mr. Truman has not indicated his plans,
but it would be difficult to believe he has any
idea of spending his remaining years in a
rocker on the front porch of his home at
Independence, Mo.

Ex-Presidents in the Senate
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Office for Former Presidents
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. Presi1ent, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled "Office for Former Presidents," which was published in the
Houston Chronicle of April 6, 1952.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
OFFICE FOR FORMER PRESIDENTS
The impending departure of Harry S.
Truman from the White House brings up
once more the question of a suitable activity
for Presidents after they leave office.
Senator HUBERT HuMPHREY, of Minnesota,
h·a s put into concrete form a suggestion
made frequently in the past. He introduced
a bill to make former Presidents senatorsat-large. · They would have the same salary
as other Senators and would be permitted
to take part in Senate debate, but would not
vote.
The idea behind the Humphrey proposal
is twofold; first, to prevent the possibility
of a former President being forced to engage in an occupation which might tarnish
the dignity of the position he has held, and
secondly, to make use of the experience he
gained while President.
At present the only living former President is Herbert Hoover. Mr. Truman will
become one next January 20.
Most persons will ac-ree that the dignity
of the Nation demands that former Presidents be free of economic distress. The
picture of Grant, dying of cancer, working
feverishly to complete his memoirs to get
money for his family is not a pleasant one
to recall ..
In recent years the question has been
academic, Mr. Hoover having been independently wealthy when he became President. Mr. Truman, who had difficulty making ends meet while he was a Senator, now is
reported to have saved from his salary to the
extent of being "well-fixed," but obviously he
is not wealthy. As a Senator at large, if
Congress passes the Humphrey bill, Mr. Truman would be in a congenial · atmosphere
where his experience would not be lost to
the country The Humphrey bill would apply
also to Mr. Hoover.
•
. Of other rece·n t Presidents, William Howard Taft won distinction as Chief J:ustice of
the Supreme Court, Woodrow Wilson left
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serving simply as a nonvoting Member of
the Senate.
The provision that an ex-President serving
without election in the Senate should have
no vote strikes us as important. He should
act as an elder statesman, not as a political
figure. If he has no vote, he will be little
troubled· with demands for patronage, a,nd
he can represent the country as a whole
rather than his home State.
This issue should not be judged in terms
of current personalities It'is a worth-while
experiment for the long future of our country. This may be a fortunate time for getting the system into practice, however, for
beginning with next January we will have a
living ex-President representing each of the
major parties. Harry S. Truman and Herbert
Hoover should have something substantial to
contribute as Senators-at-large. Beyond
them, there will be other men whose experience in the world's highest office should
not be lost when they leave the White House.

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled "Our Former Presidents
Should Not Become Ghosts." The editorial was published in the April 2, 1952,
issue of the Louisville Courier-Journal.
It is my -hope that the Senate Committee
on the Judiciary will soon act on my bill,
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There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
OUR FORMER PRESIDENTS SHOULD NOT BECOME
GHOSTS
What should be the role of an ex-President
of the United States? We have allowed the
job to become such a man-killer that few
Presidents live long after leaving the White
House. For years there has been talk of
bringing those ·few who survive the ordeal
into the Senate for a life term. Three bills
to that effect are now pending, the most
recent one just introduced by Senator
HUMPHREY and Congressman CELLER.
We Americans have a tendency to use up
our public officials and then cast them aside,
like old orange peels when the juice has been
squeezed out. Yet any man who has been
President of this country has had incomparable experience. He has dealt with all
the leading figures in his own and foreign
countries. He has learned the innermost
secrets of our national defense.
He has
spoken for the strongest Nation in the world,
yet the day he steps out of office he· becomes
just another citizen.
Some ex-Presidents have wandered around
in that strange limbo like lost spirits. Calvin Coolidge undertook a newspaper column,
for which he had little aptitude. Further
back in our history, John Quincy Adams ran
for the House and served for 17 useful years
after completing a Presidential term. Andrew Johnson was elected to the Senate from
Tennessee, in 1876, a remarkable vindication
for a man who had undergone impeachment
proceedings when he was President. Other
ex-Presidents, however, have obviously hesitated to risk defeat and ln:tmiUation by running again for a lesser office.
The Andrew Johnson record seems to point
a moral. Every man who sits in the White
House builds up many antagonisms around ·
himself, especially if he has wielded power
with a strong hand·. We believe, however,
that such resentments are directed mainly
against the man in supreme power, and that
they would die down if the same man were

Our Water Rights Are Vital
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 9, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, it is difficult, I know, for residents of areas with
a plenitude of water to realize how
precious and vital this resource can be
in a region such as southern California.
The early pioneers of southern California clearly .foresaw that growth and stability were dependent, primarily, on a
reliable water supply. Their genius and
ingenuity in seeking for water is a story
of real American inspiration. Upward
of 5,000,000 people now live and work in
an area that once was comparatively
barren and dry. Fifty years ago, few
would have believed this possible.
THE COLORADO RIVER

Water for future growth must come,
in the foreseeable future, from the Colorado River. Southern Californians have
financed and built the huge dams and
aqueducts required to bring this water to
. their teeming industries and vast farm
lands. Contracts for the water have been
made with the Federal Government. It
is these contracts which are threatened
by Arizona's attempt to get Congress to
authorize construction of the fantastically. costly central Arizona project, which
has twice been approved by the Senate,
but blocked in our Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs, of which I have the
honor .to be a member. Our committee
is standing guard over ·the vital water
rights of Southern California.
Mr. Raymond Matthew, chief engineer, Colorado River Board of California,
recently stated California's case before a
group in Arizona. His address was of
such excellence that I should like to include excerpts from it in our REcORD:
CALIFORNIA'S CASE FOR COLORADO RIVER WATER
(By Raymond Matthew, chief engineer,
Colorado River Board of California)
California's case for water from the Colorado River began historically in 1849103 . y.ears ago-and 63 years before Arizona·
became a State.
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It was in these days of the gold rush that
the early pioneers came into the region of
the Lower Colorado River and started the
settlements and developments that have
gradually materialized since.
' CALIFORNIA IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENTS

The question naturally arises: "Why wasn't
water diverted from the main Colorado
River in early days for irrigation of lands
in Arizona, as was done in California?" The
simple answer is that it was done to the fullest extent practicable.
Mention had already been made of the
Yuma Federal reclamation project serving
50,000 acres in Arizona. In addition, irrigation was early started on the Parker Indian Reservation in Arizona, embracing
about 100,000 acres immediately upstream
from the Palo Verde Valley.
No other project to utilize main-stream
water was undertaken in Arizona, until after
the Boulder Canyon project was built, for
the obvious reason that none were found
practicable. There were early proposals to
divert mai'n-stream water into central Arizona. All of these were found to be far too
costly and impracticable, due to adverse
physiographical factors.
It should be observed that diversion of
main stream Colorado River water into central Arizona is just as impracticable and
prohibitive in cost today as it was found
to be 30 or more years ago when it was
originally proposed.

One of the early pioneers was Dr. Oliver
M. Wozencraft, who was stationed at Fort
Yuma in 1849. It was he who, at that early
time, first envisaged a plan to divert Colorado River water into the Imperial Valley for
lrrigation.
Another early pioneer was Thomas Blythe,
who, in 1877, acquired swamp and overflow
lands in the Palo Verde Valley. He made
a filing that year to divert water from the
river for irrigation, which is the first of
record on the lower Colorado.
Although there were many physical diffi.culties and hardships that had to be overcome, the land was developed to irrigation.
Of most importance, a water right was established by prior appropriation-"the first
in time is the first in right"-which was at
that time and still is recognized in the Western States as the fundamental basis of a
right to the use of surface water fi,owing
in rivers and streams. The development,
METROPOLITAN AREAS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
started in 1877, is now the Palo Verde irrigation district, embracing about 100,000 acres.
While these developments were proceedThe next earliest California development
ing in the desert region, the city of Los Anon the lower Colorado was the irrigation of
geles and other cities and urban areas along
the Imperial Valley. Dr. Wozencraft's origthe coastal plain of southern California were
inal vision was not forgotten. Others folexpanding in population and indu.s try. The
lowed to give further study and investigarather limited local water supplies had been
tion to the proposal. In the early nineties
fully developed and utilized. In 1913 Los
a company was formed to undertake the
Angeles had completed an aqueduct from
project. In 1895 the first water filing t _o apOwens River to obtain an additional water
propriate 10,000 second-feet was made, folsupply to meet its expanding needs.
lowed by several others, thus establishing
By the early twenties, the city of Los Anone of the earliest rights on the river. In
geles and other cities in southern California,
1900 construction was started and in the
came to the realization that a large addisummer of 1901 water was flowing into the
tional water supply would have to be obImperial Valley .and irrigation started.
tained in order to provide for the anticipated
Here was another project which was built
increase in population and industry. Folbecause of favorable water and soil, good
lowing exhaustive engineering-investigations,
farming · prospects, and practicability of . it was concluded that the Colorado River ofconstruction, operation, and financing.
fered the only adequate and feasible source
Because of the terrain the canal, although
for the additional water supply needed. Acdiverting in the United States, had to be
cordingly, in 1924, the city of Los Angeles
built through Mexican territory before
filed an application to appropriate 1,500 secreaching the lands in the Imperial Valley.
ond-feet from the Colorado River. This was
A canal entirely in the United States was
followed in 1926 by an application of the city
then and always has been recognized as
of San Diego to appropriate 155 second•
preferable for many reasons-but the Allfeet.
American Canal now serving the valley was
Subsequently, the Metropolitan Water Disto take another 30 years before it became
trict of southern California was organized,
possible, after the passage of the Boulder
originally embracing 11 cities (now 47 cities
Canyon Project Act in 1928.
and a number of unincorporated areas in
The Imperial Valley development is now
public districts), and took over the job of
the largest single operating irrigation projbringing in Colorado River water.
ect in the United States. It embraces over
BOULDER CANYON PROJECT AND RELATED
900,000 acres gross, of which about 500,000
DEVELOPMENTS
acres are now irrigated and producing crops.
By ·the twenties, the entire low-water
About 250,000 acres remain to be put under
flow of the lower Colorado River was in use ·
irrigation.
under perfected vested rights and water
The · Coachella Valley County water disshortages had occurred in dry years. Howtrict, with about 135,000 acres of irrigable
ever, there were substantial quantities of
lands in the northern end of the Imperial
unappropriated water in yearly floods, which
Valley, is also now served by the All-Amerif conserved and regulated would provide
ican Canal, and shares in the ·rights to Colample
water for the metropolitan areas of
orado River water originally established in
southern California, in addition to other purthe nineties.
Another early project was the Yuma Fed- ' poses. At the same time, it was most desir·
able that floods be controlled to prevent fureral reclamation project authorized in 1904
and completed in 1912. It serves about 25,- · ther costly damages to lands and developments in the Yuma and Imperial Valleys.
000 acres in Califorhia, including Yuma InTo meet these combined needs, the Bouldian Reservation lands, but the major area ·
der Canyon project was conc::eived, and was
irrigated is in the Yuma Valley in Arizona,
approved as a Federal undertaking in Deembracing about 50,000 acres.
cember 1928. It authorized the building of
ARIZONA IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENTS
Hoover Dam and power plant and the All·
The early irrigation developments in Cali·
American Canal. Hoover Dam was com·
fornia were paralleled by similar developpleted and the power plant placed in initial
ments in Arizona. However, the bulk of
operation in 1936. The All-American Canal
these occurred on the tributary streams, es·
was completed and placed in operation for
pecially in the Gila and Salt River valleys,
delivery of water to Imperial Irrigation Dis- .
where it is reported that about 750,000 acres
trict in 1942; and the branch to the Coaare now irrigated.
. chella Valley in 1949.
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In addition to these works built by the
Federal Government, the Colorado River
aqueduct was constructed and financed independently by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. It was completed and started operation in 1941. A
branch to San Diego began operation in 1947.
The Gila reclamation project In Arizona,
now nearing completion, was also made possible by the Boulder Canyon project. As
finally authorize.d in 1947, it contemplates a
consumptive use of 600,000 acre-feet annually from the main Colorado River.
COLORADO

RIVER

COMPACT

A necessary forerunner to the Boulder
Canyon project was an agreement among the
seven States of the Colorado River Basin as
to the division of the water of the Colorado
River and its tributaries. Such agreement
was reached in the Colorado River compact,
signed by representatives of each State, at
Santa Fe, N. Mex., in November 1922.
The compact apportions in perpetuity for
beneficial consumptive use the waters of
the Colorado River system (defined as main
stream and all tributaries in United States),
7,500,000 acre-feet annually each to the
upper basin and the lower basin, divided . by
a line through Lee Ferry on the Colorado
River in northern Arizona. In addition, the
lower basin is given the right to increase its
beneficial consumptive use by 1,000,000 acrefeet per annum. ·
CALIFORNIA LIMITATION ACT AND
WATER CONTRACTS

It was Arizona's refusal to ratify the compact that led to the California Limitation
Act. The Boulder Canyon Project Act provided that the act should not become effective, unless and until all seven States ratified
the compact; or, failing, that, until six States
including California ratified and, in addition, California agreed to limit its consumptive use to 4,400,000 acre-feet of the 7,500,000 acre-feet annually apportioned to the
lower basin, plus one-half of any excess or
surplus water unapportioned by the compact.
As a consequence of Arizona's refusal to
ratify the compact, California was required
and the legislature in 1929 did adopt that
limitation, in order to put the Boulder Canyon Project Act into effect and have the
works built.
Subsequently, from 1930 to 1934, the Secretary of the Interior in conformity with the
act, entered into water contracts with the
several California agencies, for storage and
delivery of water from Hoover Dam Reservoir, in an amount aggregating 5,362,000
acre-feet annually. It should be emphasized that the aggregate amount of water .
covered by the California -water contracts
under the Boulder Canyon Project Act, was
considered to be well within the California
Limitation Act and is still so considered.
Arizona now alleges that California is exceeding the limitation act. No responsible
individual or agency in California has ever
taken any action toward or had any thought
or .intent1on of ·taking or using any Colorado River water to which Arizona or any
other State is justly or legally entitled. It ·
is firmly believed that the rights of California agencies to 5,362,000 acre-feet annually ·of Colorado River water, have been
firmly established by prior appropriations
and contracts under the proj~ct act. In reliance thereon California agencies have
made investments and commitments aggregating already about $550,000,000 for works
and facilities which have been built and
'placed in operation to use the entire_amount
of those rights.
LOWER BASIN WATER SUPPLY AND REQUIREMENTS

The foregoing br·ief background history of
in ~he lower basin is intended
to demonstrate the facts in regard to basic ·
rights which have been established to the '

d~velopments
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·use of Colorado River system waters in Cali•
fornia and Arizona and the projects and de•
velopments related thereto.
Studies of water supply and requirements
show that the long-time average water sup·
ply of the Colorado River system that will be
available under the compact to the lower
basin, after meeting the water delivery to
Mexico as required by the Mexican Water
Treaty ratified in 1945, is somewhat less than
the consumptive use requirements of already
existing (operating) and authorized proj·
ects; and that if these requirements are satisfied no water will be available for any new
project in the lower basin, such as the proposed central Arizona project. Water ~ould
be made available for such new project only
by taking it away from an existing or au·
thorized project for which rights have a1- ·
ready been established.
PROPOSED CENTRAL ARIZONA PROJECT

California has opposed, and will continue
to oppose, the authorization of the proposed
central Arizona project, because of its firm
belief that it threatens to invade California's
just and legal rights to Colorado River water,
established by prior appropriations and by
contracts under the Boulder Canyon _Project
Act.
However, the central Arizona project should
not be authorized and built, even if Arizona
had a right to the water sought for the project (a supposition that California does not
subscribe to). It is of questionable feasibility, prohibitive in cost, financially unsound, and is lacking in any reasonable justification as a Federal reclamation under•
taking.

_The Role of Sea Power in Modern War
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LYNDON B. JOHNSON
OF TEXAS

IN THE .SENATE OF 'THE UNITED STATES
Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi·
dent, since the end of World War II,
there has been considerable confusion
over the role of sea power in modern war.
This question was recently tackled by
Secretary of the Navy Dan A. Kimball,
in a speech at Detroit, Mich.
Since this is a matter of vital interest
to those who must deal with the complex problems of defense, I ask unanimous consent that Mr. Kimball's statement be printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
ADDRESS BY SECRETARY OF THE NAVY DAN A.
KIMBALL BEFORE A LUNCHEON MEETING OF
THE AERO CLUB, DETROIT, MICH., APRIL 25,

1952

It is a pleasure to be with you and have
an opportunity to talk frankly with individuals who are on speaking terms with
aviation.
All of you being experts of one degree or
another, I can dispense with the elementaries
and get down to business.
This Nation today faces a grave threat.
This threat to our freedom and future is
the threat of aggression which is Inspired
and guided by the individuals who dominate the Communist imperialism which seek
to enslave the world.
To meet this threat, the free nations have
organized to stand off, and if need be, de•
feat Communist aggression.

In the east Atlantic and Mediterranean
areas, the Sixth United States Fleet is trying
to keep a war from breaking out. I have
been there and have seen what this fleet is
doing.
The Sixth Fleet Is a strong arm of the
NATO forces on the land and in the air. In
addition, our :fleet is a rallying point for the
navies of other nations which are allied
with us.
In the western Pacific, a war has already
broken out. The mission of the Navy there
is two- or three-fold.
It is first to maintain control of the
seas and assure that troops and supplies in
the numbers and quantities needed are
available when they are needed.
Let me cite for you some figures which
point up our supply problem in the western
Pacific.
·
Since June 1950, the Military Sea Transportation Service carried about 20,000,000
measurement tons of cargo to Korea. In
addition, MSTS carried 1,700,000 military
passengers and more than 8,000,000 long tons
of petroleum products to Japan and Korea
during the same period.
It is estimated that it requires 64 pounds
of supplies per day to sustain a fighting
man overseas.
This 64 pounds of supplies is by no means
confined to beans, bullets, and clothing. It
includes medical supplies, spare parts for
equipment, ammunition, and all of the other
things which go to make up the 370,000 general stores items which we catalog.
It is the Navy's job to see this material is
delivered. It cannot be delivered if we do
not have control of the seas.
Ammunition expended by naval ships and
aircraft in support of Korean ground operations now totals more than 150,000 tons
of which 100,000 tons were expended by
the Air, Navy, and Marine Corps. This total
for naval aviation is only 20,000 tons less
than the amount of aircraft ammunition
expended in the whole of World War II.
While we continue to search for peace
with honor, we must prepare for the worst.
Strong naval forces are indispensable.
Strengthened forces in the air and on land
are also needed.
I recently visited the Far East and was
greatly impressed with what I saw. The
Filipinos, the free Chinese, and the Japanese are as willing to fight for their freedom
as the Koreans have proven themselves to be.
In the Philippines, a good, small army has
been built up to the limits of the country's
ability to support one. The Filipinos are our
firm friends and welcome our help and our
assistance in training additional forces.
The free Chinese have about 500,000 in
their combined forces on Formosa. We are
assisting them to improve this force with
equipment and training personnel. Personally, I would like to see us give them
more help. They need ammunition, arms,
and additional help in training their troops
and navy. With our help they can, through
their own efforts and ability, help themselves.
The quality of the free Chinese soldier is
good. His average age is about 24. Based
on my personal observations, it is my opinion
they are willing to fight. It is not for me to
say where or when they should fight. I only
report to you that they are willing and I
think we should make them more able.
The Chinese fought the Japanese invader
for years before we got into war with Japan.
They did it with very little, but they fought
bravely and well.
The Chinese continued their fight against
the Japanese despite the fact they were cut
off from seaports and therefore cut off from
adequate supplies. You are all aware, I am
sure, of the inadequacy of land transport
in that vast country. Our efforts to break
the blockade and fly in supplies never produced enough to allow the Chinese to launch

a counter offensive. Even with the Burma
Road an..d the Lido Road, their resistance
against the Japanese was seldom much more
than at subsistence level.
To me, the lesson is quite clear.
Whoever controls the seas in the Pacific
is going to be able to control the land masses
in the final analysis.
My observations in Japan led me to the
conclusion that the Japanese have learned
a great lesson alfd will not again permit
their Government to be controlled by a military clique who might again plunge them
into a war against the will of the majority
of the people.
The Japanese want to arm themselves in
order that they can defend themselves against
any aggressor. They know that if they do
not have adequate defense forces they are
in danger of being overrun. They have the
capacity to defend themselves and I believe they have the will to fight for their
own country and people. Their constitution
today prohibits them from having satisfac:.
tory armed forces, but in the months and
years to come I believe that they will modify
this to the extent that they will be permitted·
an adequate defense force under strict civilian control.
We have proven in Korea once again that
the Asiatic soldier, properly trained and
properly armed, is a good fighting man.
I believe we must vigorously and rapidly
help all of the free peoples of Asia -to prepare
themselves for their own defense . . By creating such areas of strength, I think we can
restrain the spread . of communism in the
Far East.
Few people in this country probably realize
that on the mainland of China, in Manchuria, and in Siberia there are approxi- ·
mately 3,500,000 men under arms. Their
masters have spread the poison of communism throughout the Far East, and in my
opinion, might have taken· over a major porti9n of east and southeast Asia had the
United NationG not gone to the def~nse of
the Republic of Korea.
So we are learning lessons all over again.
I hope we remember them this time.
During the early phase of the Second
World War strong naval forces might have .
saved the Philippines from invasion. With- .
out a strong Navy, there was nothing to stop
Japanese expansion. It was not until we had
built up our Navy that we were able to check
the Japanese advance.
Then, with our submarines progressively
destroying the Japanese supply line, we were
also to spearhead the reconquest of the
Pacific with our vast carrier task forces.
Ground troops followed them up to take
and hold the land masses.
From December 1941 until July 1942, we
never had more than five carriers in the
Pacific. These carriers steamed the total of
180,000 miles delaying, and on occasions defeating, the Japanese advance until additional carriers could be brought ln.
During the entire second war, we operated
110 carriers of all types. We lost only 11 of
them, during a cumulative total of 78 years
spent at sea. Our losses, therefore, were
the equivalent of one carrier for every 85
months of operation.
None of the 11 carriers we lost were of
the Essex class. We have developed a new
and better class since theh and built threethe Midway, the Cc-ral Sea, the Franklin D.
Roosevelt. These last three named vessels
did not see war service and it was the Essex
class which bore the brunt of fighting in
the later stages in the second war.
Essex carriers, with smaller supporting elements, successfully maintaiiYd air superiority at Okinawa for 87 daya, while landbased air power was made capable of operation through the construction of air fields.
During these 87 days of sustained operations in Okinawan waters, carrier air power
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destroyed 2,498 Japanese aircraft, including
It seems to be popular in some circles to
criticize and attack the officials who run
860 which were on the ground. This, of
your Government. If there are inefficient
course, is only a part of the carrier record
or unethical officers in the Government, I
in this operation, because the basic mission
think
they ought to be thrown out.
of the carrier aircraft was ground support
But I think one of the greatest injuries
and interdiction of enemy forces in the
which the American people have done to
island itself.
their Government in recent months has been
These forces were under concerted attack
to attack, without cause, public officials and
by Japanese suicide planes. Not one Essex
public employees who are trying to do an
carrier, or any other major ship, was sunk
honest job.
by air attaclc.
A vast percentage of them are working
We learned a great lesson there and so
tirelessly, efficiently, and performing well for
did the Japanese. We learned that carrier
very little compensation.
aviation could do as well, or better, than
It is my conviction that nowhere in busiwe predicted it would. Our carriers could
ness is there a more loyal or a more dedihave stayed there longer if the Okinawa camcated group than we have in the ranks of our
paign had been exter.ded.
.
civil-service workers.
But, once again when the Korean war
They deserve a break; they deserve your
broke out, the United States had woefully
thanks; and they deserve the appreciation of
inadequate forces in the western Pacific.
the American people for the job that they
However, even with the limited forces which
have done, and are doing.
were present, we were able with the prompt
Unprincipled attacks on Government offiassistance of the British Far East Fleet to
cials inevitably lead to a reluctance on the
bring to bear appreciable sea power. This
part of our best people to serve the Governstrength has since grown in major proporment. This is most unfortunate because in
tions.
this hour of great national p_e ril we need the
During the critical months of the Korean
very best brains-the very best hands-to do
war, more than 50 percent of all of the close
successfully the job which lies before us.
air-support missions flown were prqvided by
This is an election year. It is that 1 year
Navy Task Force 77 and by the Marine Corps
in 4 during which we indulge ourselves in
Aviation Units.
the luxury of the· presidential election.
We have advanced the carrie:.- technique
I hope that in the heat of political battle
today so that a task force consisting of four
you
wm not lose sight of the things which
carriers and its air group artd equipment can
we need to preserve, regardless of whether
deliver in· I month the sum tonnage of bombs
it is an election year or an off year.
that the entire German air force dropped
on Great Britain during World War II. This
Millions of people all over the world would
carried force can defend itself. It can throw
give to the last drop of their blood for the
privilege of choosing freely the men and
up a volume of antiaircraft fire heavier than
women who run their government. We have
the combined AA encountered anywhere in
· the privilege and we should not abuse it.
Europe during the Second War.
In saying this, I do not mean to minimize
To abuse this privilege by creating disIn any way the responsibilities of our sister
unity; to open polticlal wounds which canservices. But, if we are to keep war from
not be healed; to divide dangerously class
our shores, we will have to transport and
against class, gr-oup against group, could well
supply overseas the land and air forces which
prove fatal to our democracy.
.would be required for victory.
It is therefore the duty of every citizen to
During the last war, we built the greatest
keep uppermost in mind the preservation of
the Nation itself as a world force for free•
Navy the world has ever seen. Today we are
rebuilding that fleet in the modern propordom and against tyranny.
tions demanded by new weapons, new airThe United States today stands as the last
craft, and other scientific developments
great hope for peace on earth and the ulti·
.which have come since that war ended.
mate freedom and security of people every·
To keep this fleet modern-to keep it
where. Let us not destroy that hope.
equipped with modern planes and weaponsrequires money.
Since the Korean war, we have asked for
and received for national defense the lion's
Primer on Communism
share of the total money appropriated to run
the Government, which represents a major
percentage of yours and my tax money.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
One cannot be for strong national defense,
OF
on the one hand, and, with the other hand,
cut into the muscle of appropriations.
The plain hard fact of the matter is we
OF LOUISIANA
cannot have the hardware if we do not have
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE£)
the money to buy it with.
Our defense budget was arrived at the hard
Monday, May 5, 1952
.way. We tried and tried and then tried
Mr. BOGGS of Louisiana. Mr.
again to arrive at a figure which in good
Speaker, under leave to extend my re ..
conscience we could say was the minimum
requirement for national security. Arbitrarmarks in the RECORD, I include the fol ..
ily to slash into this budget in the spirit
lowing editorial and series of articles
of economy for economy's sake is to gamble
from the New Orleans States:
.with the security of this Nation and our allies
PRIMER ON COMMUNISM
of the free world.
Excerpts from the primer on communism,
I was a businessman long before I became
written by officials of the Antidefamation
an official of your Government. I used to
League of B'nai B'rith, have been running
preach economy and efficiency when I was in
in the States for better part of 3 weeks now.
business. I have preached economy and
There are still some chapters of the series to
efficiency ever since I joined the Governbe printed. 'foday's is No. 16.
ment-more than 3 years ago.
This newspaper has presented this series
I have never ceased to look for ways and
as a public service. It is short, concise, ac·
means of promoting efficiency and saving the
curate,
effective. Brant Coopersmith, local
public money, and as long as I am in the
official of the Antidefamation League,. and
Government I w111 continue this search.
Russ Kintzley, States editorial writer, col·
I will say that your Navy today is being
laborated on the series.
run as efficiently, if not more efficiently, than
Take, as an example, No. 17, presented
any of the corporations with which you
Saturday. It told how the Red empire is
gentlemen are familiar.

HON. HALE BOGGS
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ruled from Moscow. Five principal instru.'
ments are factors in the Communist rule of
satellite countries.
These are the Red
army; satellite ° Communist parties; the
Cominform,
international
propaganda
agency; the Russian diplomatic corps; and
the Russian secret police which are more
powerful than the local gendarmerie.
B'nai B'rith performed a great service in
the fight against communism in its primer
on communism. There are none so dull as
not to understand the dangers of communism and the end plan of the international
conspiracy after reading this little booklet.
In using the material it included and pre·
senting it in a form more adaptable to news·
papers, the States hopes it has helped Mr.
Coopersmith and the Antidefamation League
in its worth-while project of making known
the dangers and the falseness of communism.
0

PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No. 1-WHAT ARE
THE COMMUNISTS?
All are members of Communist parties
modeled on the Soviet Communist Party.
And it says it is the true party of the working class. All other parties, it declares, are
enemies of the working class.
Communist parties around the world have
no independence but are directed and con·
trolled by the Cominform, a Moscow-based
international organization. Additionally, a
member of Russian secret police is a secret
member of the central committee of every
Communist Party. Hence all Communist
parties everywhere are agencies of the Russian Government.
PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No. 2-WHO ARE
THE COMMUNISTS?
At first Russia's Communists were the
workers, the people who won the civil war
and endured the hardships of industrializa·
tion. Now they are a distinct minority in
the Russian Communist Party, elbowed out
by a social -group represented by plant and
farm managers, government and party func·
tionaries, military officers and technicians.
Yet many recruits to the Communist Party
outside Russian borders join in the belief
that the party is of, by, and for the worker •
A few intellectuals are deceived into joining
by the party's oidealistic camouflage. But in
Russia's satellite states, most who join are
prompted by fear or quest for special favors.
PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No. 3-DOES SIZE
OF A COMMUNIST PARTY INDICATE lTS
DANGER?
Not necessarily. A Communist Party of
any size is dangerous, although a large
Communist Party is more dangerous than a
small one. Communists are an organized,
disciplined force with a definite world goal;
they are deterlllined, shrewd, and coura·
geous. And they can draw on a vast international army.
At t~e time of the Spanish civil war the
Spanish Communist Party was a minor force
of about 50,000 members. Yet, through
Russian pressure, it overnight became
Spain's dominant political force. This
pressure was a main reason why the ·republican state was defeated, a victim of
fascism.
PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No. 4--How Do
. COMMUNISTS TRY To DESTROY DEMOC•
RACIES?
Since their main objectives are destruction of law and representative government,
they have a variety of methods. Included
are creation of political and racial troubles,
manipulation of trade-unions and other
mass organizations, formation of front or·
ganizations, undermining existing institu-
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tions, espionage, and finally use of armed
force.
Communists are pledged to have no confidence in bourgeois laws. That means laws
of democratic government such as the
United States knows it. When law bans
Communist activity, Communists are required to function illegally. This is set
forth in black and white in the statutes of
admission to international communism.
PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No. 5-How ABOUT
REDS AS SOLONS?

Elected representatives, including Commun ists, in every country generally must swear
under oath to uphold that country's laws
and ·government. But Communists know,
as they swear falsely, they are bound as international communism has decreed in the
Communist Party and Parliamentarian.
Each Communist representative must remember that he is not a legislator who is
bound to seek agreements with other legislators, but an agitator of the party, detailed
into the enemy's camp in order to carry out
the orders of the party there. The Communist member is answerable not to the wide
mass of his constituents but to his own
Communist Party, whether legal or illegal.
CoMMUNISM: No. ~How
REDS TAKE CHINA?

of maritime, longshore, electrical, mine,
transport, fur, warehouse, retail, omce, and
other workers. Control was used to further
the party line but by the late 1940's the CIO
expelled infested unions.
PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No 9.-ARE THERE
LABOR UNIONS IN THE RUSSIAN EMPmE?

Yes. In name and structure the Soviet
world has labor unions with an estimated
membership of more than 50,000,000-a joinor-else proposition. These Red unions are
not dedicated to betterment of workers. Instead, they are run by the Communist Party
to insure labor discipline and to increase
labor's output. Communists hold leadership and the unions are instruments of the
state for -control of workers. Secret police
see to it there are no strikes.
The number of slave laborers in Russia has
been estimated as high as 20,000,000-all
under direction of secret police, making
them the world's largest single employer.
Such laborers are unpaid, kept behind
barbed-wire barricades, fed erratically,
clothed in rags and frequently worked to
death-literally. ' For, after all, the Soviet
Government owns human beings the same as
it owns all real estate and other property.

Dm

PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No. 10-HOW AR:S:
PAY SCALES SET IN THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE?

Poverty-stricken peasants' hunger for land
gave Communists a foot in China's door.
They fostered civil war between peasant and
landowner. At the outset they fought as
guerrillas to wreck the economy, burning
towns, blasting industries, and wrecking
communications. As they gained strength
they put mass armies into the field, fought
sustained campaigns with Russian backing,
and conquered the republic.
.
Then they turned their thoughts beyond
their borders. Their intervention saved
North Koreans from defeat; their support
of Indochinese Communist guerrillas has
bled French strength there and at home.
China is also the springboard for other action
in Asia and is regarded as the model of Com:rp.unist strategy for colonial and semicolonial
countries.

By the state. Labor is paid by the piece
rate. Wages are determined by how much
money the government allots for each industry under the 5-year plan.
·
Piece rates, against which labor in the free
world has long struggled as unjust, enable
the Soviet empire to speed up production
continually. As workers turn out more
work, piece rates are lowered. "The reduction of pay rates," said the central committee
of the Soviet Community Party in 1947, "is
an indispensable condition for the reduction
of production costs."

·PRIMER oN

PRIMER oN CoMMUNISM: No. 7-WHAT ABoUT
COMMUNISTS AND AMERICAN NEGROES?

The Communist Party in the United States
poses as the militant champion of Negroes
but most Negroes have shunned it. A prime
aim of Communists has been to build up
racial grievances into violence. Their first
strategy was to turn Negro against Negro-factory workers against the middle class and
the handful of capitalists. This ignored the
fact that the bulk of the Negro population
is on farms.
Next, Russia decreed that Communists
should weld all Negroes into -a bloc. Since
then the tune has changed several times,
approximateJ..y following the regular party
line. At present Communists thump the tub
for Negroes to stop Wall Street imperialism,
meaning let Russia pursue its conquests
without opposition.
PRIMER oN COMMUNISM: No. 8-WHAT Is THE
COMMUNIST VIEW ON LABOR UNIONS?

Unions, if Red dominated, can be powerful
Instruments of Russia. By international directive, therefore, Communists must try to
worm their way into union .c ontrol. Lenin
wrote that they, if need be, must resort to
all sorts of devices, maneuvers, and illegal
methods, to evasion and subterfuge in order
to penetrate into the trade-unions.
Communists not only set up the World
Federation of Trade-Unions, but they campaigned in American trade-unions. Failure
of their 1929 policy to split unions of the
AF-L turned them to the CIO, where they
seized control of or heavily infiltrated unions

PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No. 11-WHAT ARE
FELLOW
TRAVELERS
AND
COMMUNISTIC
FRONTS?

A fellow traveler is a person who knowingly
supports Communist policy and collaborates
with Communists without actually being a
member of a Communist Party. He is useful
in reaching and infiuencing people who
would find it abhorrent to deal directly with
Communists. Organizations as well as people can be fellow travelers.
Communist fronts are organizations which
generally fall int_o two groups; both pose as
non-Communist and .serve progressive
causes. One type is founded for that purpose and controlled by Communists. The
other is an organization which may have
originally been non-Communist but which
has peen captured by Communists. In
either case the fronts play upon the credibility of many people who would not join
hands openly with Communists.
PRIMER oN CoMMUNisM: No. 12-How Do
REDS SET UP THEIR INTERNATIONAL SPY
RINGS?

Communist parties are main recruiters of
secret agents who are under direction of
Soviet military intelligence and the MVD
(Soviet secret police). These agents work
hand in hand with the Soviet diplomatic
corps, as revealed in the cases of A-bomb
espionage in the United States and Canada.
Communist parties also serve by penetrating government services and winning members !or the party in important industries
and among research scientists they acquire a
vast amount of important information and
establish opportunities for the operations of
spies. Enormously successful, Communist
spies have stolen data ranging from H-bomb
and A-bomb secrets to the Justice Depart•
ment's esoionaiZe files.

PRIMER ON CoMMUNisM: No. 13-Do CoMMU•
NISTS RESORT MUCH TO ARMED FORCE?

From the very start they have used armed
force. They took over Russia by armed revolt and developed a number of tactics based
on armed force. These include sporadic uprisings and sustained insurrections by guerrilla forces. Recent examples are many:
Korea, Greece, French Indochina, Malaya,
China, and the Philippines-to list a few.
Russia has variously supplied revolutionists
with money, arms, advice, and, in some instances, personnel.
The example of the United States is diametrically opposite. Here the world's highest living standards have been attained along
with social advances within the constitutional framework of democracy.
PRIMER

ON

COMMUNISM: No. 14--Is
STRATEGY FLEXIBLE?

RED

Yes; Communist strategy zigzags dizzily.
. From 1935 to 1939, Communists feared that
Germany would unite nations against the
Soviets and accordingly tried to stir up dif·
ferences between European powers. After
Germany went to war with France and England, Russia supplied material to Hitler and
said France and England were to blame for
the war. At the same time, Communists
campaigned to keep the United States out of
the war. But from this zig, the strategy
zagged when Hitlet: marched on Rl,:;sia.
From 1941 to 1945 the war becamd the
"great patriotic war."
Communists did
everything within their power to increase
the degree of American participation and
cried loudly for the second front. After the
war, Communist strategy was switched again
to weaken wartime Allies. Meanwhile the
Soviets consolidated their occupied countries
into little Russias. Their strategy now
preaches peace and disarmament again to
cover up mounting Soviet war preparations.
PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No. 15--How
WORLD SET UP?

Is

RED

The Soviet world is in greater part an empire ruled by the Soviet Union. Russia is the
geographic, economic, political, and military
heartland of this Soviet world. Russia regards itself as the only Socialist state. Poland, Hungary, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, and
the rest of the satellites are "people's democracies."
Force and trickery were basic to the formation of the Soviet empire. After the last war
coalition governments were set up in the
satellite nations, Communists, although a
minority, weaseled into government posts.
controlling police, armed forces, and propaganda. Then they penetrated rival parties,
ousted legitimate leaders an!i took over. At
that point all parties which had not been
dissolved were merged with the Communist
Party. Thus the fake "people's democracies"
were born.
PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: NO. 1&--How 1I s RED
EMPIRE RULED?

Russia uses five principal instruments ,to
rule its satellites: (1) the Russian Army;
(2) satellite Communist Parties; (3) the
Cominform, international tool of the Kremlin; (4) the Russian diplomatic corps, and
(5) Russian secret police which are at work
far beyond Russia's borders.
A sixth method is the assignment of Soviet
Russian personnel to serve in the governments of the satellite states. It is also possible for a satellite to request and be granted
admission as a Russian state-a member of
the Union of Socialist Soviet Republica
(U.S.S.R.)
PRIMER oN CoMMUNisM: No. 17-WHAT
TITOISM?

Is

Basically, Titoism, a form of communism,
1s a protest by a small, economically under•
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developed country against economic and po·
litical oppression by Russia. It holds to the
belief that communism should ·remain with·
in the framework of the nation instead of
under the international thumb of the Rus·
sian empire.
Tito successfully opposed Stalin's attempt
to dictate Yugoslav policy, including Yugoslavian industrialization and collectivization.
Tito's success largely hinged on strength
derived from American and British aid and
absence of Russian armed forces from Yugo.
slavia. Less fortunate were Tito-like Com·
munist leaders in Bulgaria and Hungary.
They were executed.
PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No. 18-WHO RUNS
SOVIET EMPIRE?
The Communist Party runs the govern·
ment; all candidates in so-called elections
are put up by Communists or their affil·
iated organizations. Elections are therefore
stacked, representing only the Communist
view.
_
All important government posts are held
by Communists and the top positions go to
members of the Politburo, a superorganiza.
tion of which Stalin is leader. Stalin, there·
fore, rules the Soviet empire.
PRIMER ON COMMUNisM: No. 19-HAS RED
'
EMPIRE FREEDOM?
No, for all practical purposes. There is
no freedom of speech, press or assembly.
Secret police see to it that there is no right
of habeas corpus and no protection against
search and seizure. Communists view both
art and science as class weapons, hence writ·
ers, artists and scientists have no freedom
of expression. There is no academic freedom and textbooks are falsified to suit Com·
munists' purposes.
Nor is there freedom of travel between
Russia and its satellites. Worse, Russians
must have passports to travel within bound·
aries of their own country.
·
PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No. 20-Is FREEDOM
OF WORSHIP ALLOWED IN RED EMPIRE?
No. All faiths have suffered ruthless per·
secution at Communist hands. Religious
schools, societies, and parishes are forbidden
in Russia. Every church building must dis·
play a Red flag and a picture or icon of
Stalin; every religious service must include
prayers for him.
The Orthodox Church of Russia was given
supremacy over orthodox churches in satel·
lite countries to permit tighter control by
Russia. Communism in theory and practice
is atheistic and therefore is irreconcilable to
religion. This does not prevent Communists,
however, from posing as pious church members when it suits their purpose. In 1946 they
briefly and unsuccessfully tried to infiltrate
the Roman Catholic Church in this pose.
PRIMER ON COMMUNISM: No. 21-WHAT GROUP
Is THE MVD?
The MVD is the dread secret police of Rus·
sia and successor to the NKVD OGPU, GPU,
and Cheka. Stalin, to whom the MVD is
responsible, described it as "the unsheathed
sword of the revolution." It has vast powers
and its chief function is to insure blind obe·
dience through terrorism.
It has its own armed forces, including air,
tank, and infantry divisions, guards Russia's
borders, spies on a)l Russians, rounds up the
"politically unreliable," for deportation to
Siberia, and runs slave-labor camps. Beyond
Russian borders it handles assassinations of
dangerous Russian opponents. Its powers
include summary arrest, indefinite detention,
sentencing without trial, secret execution,
and torture to extract "confessions."

Broome Citizens Express Resentment
Against the Binghamton Press
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Corin Owens, Blanche Hertzog, Mrs.
A. Koyounjian, Laura Barter, Carrie
Barriger, Lula Belle Payne, Hattie
Gray, Robert Martin, Jane Kelly, Mrs.
Ben Laycock, Mr. and Mrs. A. Sey.
mour, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Isham.

OF

HON. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

POW's Must Be Protected

Friday, March 28, 1952

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL. Mr.
Speaker, I illclude the following letter,
copy of which I received today. Of
course, I am grateful to these citizens
for expressing resentment against a
propaganda sheet, not a newspaper.
This organ becomes more determined
and more savage in its desire to disparage and belittle an American Congressman.
The editor is even withholding the
names of my attackers, who would oth·
erwise refuse to tell his reporters what
he likes to hear. This is Hitlerism in
its most violent phase.
It is my understanding that mass pe ..
titions against such Nazi policy will soon
be circulated throughout the Triple
Cities.
The letter follows:
BINGHAMTON, N. Y., April 28, 1952.
Mr; FRED STEIN,
Editor, the Binghamton Press,
Binghamton, N. Y.

DEAR Sm: Many people here in Broome
County cannot understand the position the
Binghamton Press has taken in the present
primary fight between Congressmen HALLCOLE.
They expected that you would be fa to
Congressman HALL, the Broome County man,
but find out that you are definitely building
up the Steuben County candidate, Congress·
man CoLE.
At this time when freedom of the press is
being questioned by some of our leaders,
your policy of unfairness in this congres~
sional fight helps to tear down the confi·
dence of the people in the press.
Congressman HALL has carried Broome
County in all of his contests for the Con.
gress, so why not support a man with whom
the people served by your paper are satisfied.
An editorial you wrote in building up
Congressman CoL"E in his fight to put over
UMT a few weeks ago in Congress, which was
entitled "Congressman COLE a Courageous
Congressman," is now being used by Con.
gressman LEROY JOHNSON, of California, who
is presently flooding this area with his frank
mail in an effort t) defeat Congressman
HALL. So we have the Binghamton Press, the
political machines, the bosses, and Members df the Congress fighting the Broome
County man.
Let's break away from your present po~icy
and come out for a clean, fair, and honest
presentation of the campaign to the Press
readers. At least, give the local man a fair
break.
Sincerely yours,
George Warren, Michael Courtris, LU·
cille A. Stutzman, Francis E. Cash·
man, Charles R. Cohen, Abraham T,
Stutzman, Edward F. Humiston, Earl
Gualaulla, George W. Anderson, Mrs.
Nellie Greene, Mrs. Bessie E. Baxter,
Mr. Allen Griggs, Mrs. Anna Sharpe,
Mrs. Minnie Wormuth, Mr. A. F. Wa•
koma, Mr. Ernest Titis, A. Y. Maler,

OF

HON. PAUL H. DOUGLAS
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL REC•
oRD a letter to the editor of the Washing.
ton Post, printed in that newspaper on
April 21, 1952, signed by nine citizens
including Representative JUDD, of Minnesota, and myself. The letter sets forth
briefly the impelling reason.> vhy we
believe the United Nations negotiators
must not yield to the Communist demands that all prisoners of war in South
Korea, including even those who have
renounced communism, must be returned to North Korea. I believe many
Members of Congress will be interested
in this appeal and will agree that our
negotiators must not permit a forced
repatriation that would constitute a betrayal of our promises to many. of these
prisoners and a moral and diploma tic
defeat of the worst sort.
There· being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
POW's MUST BE PROTECTED
There have been numerous radio and press
reports that a compromise on the prisonerof-war issue is now expected at Panmunjom.
The basis of the alleged compromise was attributed to the promise announced over the
Peiping radio that prisoners who have re·
nounced communism while in our prison
camps would not be punished. Some of the
reports implied that an understanding on
this issue had already been reached.
No honorable compromise on this issue is
possible. These prisoners surrendered to us
because we promised them welcome and protection.
By surrendering they saved the
lives of American boys. The compromise
suggested above would mean that the United
States and the United Nations are willing
to stake the lives of our prisoners, who want
to become our allies, on our faith in a Com·
munist promise.
It would mean that we have broken our
own solemn promise that each individual
prisoner be allowed freely to decide for himself, on the excuse that we believe in a Com·
munist promise. It would amount to saying,
"You cannot believe us, but you must believe them." However, no anti-Communist
in Europe or Asia will believe them. If we
pretend to do so they will interpret the whole
thing as a cynical face-saving device to cover
our abject surrender.
The consequences of such a step would be
morally and politically ·disastrous and even
the reports which have been circulating for
months that we might eventually agree to
do so have been highly damaging.
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The issue of the prisoners of war may decide the fate of America and the world. Our
victory in the cold w~r depends upon our
continuing to convince the peoples of the
•Communist world that we are not opposing
them, but only the evil system which controls them; and if they have the courage to
resist or to escape, we will welcome and
protect them. If we allow ourselves to yield
any of the prisoners who came over to us
voluntarily in answer to our appeals, some of
whom tattooed their hatred of communism
on their own arms, or wrote it in their own
blood, then no Ameriean promise ever again
could be believed.
The mere talk of such a settlement, the
mere fact that the United States and the
United Nations delegation has engaged in
long-secret negotiations on this moral issue
is simply shaking the faith of the people of
Asia and Europe.
One of the most terrible and gruesome
tragedies of World War II was the suicide in
the Tyrol of nearly a thousand Russians because they were being forcibly returned by
us behind the iron curtain under the Yalta
agreement. The facts of this horrible episode, concealed for years from the American
people, spread through eastern Europe.
We must also remember that even if the
reports of the proposed compromise are exaggerated, there is more than one way of pressuring the prisoners of war to return against
their will. If the United States authorities
refuse to guarantee the prisoners against
later forced return, and if they do not promise them a chance to make a start in South
Korea, or in Formosa in the case of the
Chinese, then naturally the prisoners, in
desperation, may take a chance and accept
the new Communist promises. If so, it would
be voluntary repatriation in name only.
This is not a groundless fear, for with the
natural desire of our military commanders
to end the Korean stalemate, in which they
are neither free to wage war nor to make
peace, there is every possibility that pressure
may be brought to bear on prisoner.s of war
to agree to return to their former homelands
in order to facilitate a cease-fire. It is ominous that Admiral Libby has already tried
to reassure the Communists by predicting
that only a handful of the prisoners will
refuse to return.
The prisoners are largely isolated from
newsmen and from representatives of the
Korean and Chinese Nationalist Governments. If, after the dramatic struggle for
the minds of these men, the vast majority
did choose to return to the Communist areas
it would be presented as a tremendous Communist victory.
It would also be a grave set-back if we
yielded on principle by agreeing to forced
repatriation, while evading it in practice by
some device. This is the compromise most
often predicted, but although it would be
less despicable than the others, this too
would represent moral and diplomatic defeat.
Therefore, the U. N. command should, in
order to keep faith, publicly state (a) that
there will be no compromise on this issue
(b) that there will be no back-door pressur~
applied to the prisoners, (c) that in order to
guarantee real freedom of choice, Korean and
Chinese Nationalist representatives will be
permitted free access to prison camps, and
(d) that there will be no more secret negotia~lOns on this basic issue. American indiVIduals and groups should demand these
assurances before it is too late.
William Buckley, Jr., Paul H. ·Dougias
Christopher Emmet, George A. Fitch:
l.Ja.niel James, Walter H. Judd, David
Martin, Harold L. Oram, Norman
Thomas.
NEW YORK.

Keep the Poiso~ Off the Pen
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. TOM MURRAY
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr: MURRAY. Mr. Speaker, under
consent, I include in the Appendix of the RECORD an address entitled
"Keep the Poison Off the Pen " which
was .delivered by Hon. Robert R~mspeck,
Charrman of the United States Civil
Service Commission, before the American Society of Newspaper Editors at the
Statler Hotel in Washington, D. c., on
Aprill7, 1952:
unan~mous

KEEP THE POISON OFF THE PEN

When I spoke to your reporters 3 weeks
ago at a National Press Club luncheon, I was
talking to the working press. But I've got
work for your part of the press, too-the
important management and opinion-molding
part.
Coming down in a crowded eleva tor after
that Press Club luncheon, an acquaintance
of mine overheard this conversation.
The first man, wlio had not attended the
luncheon, asked: "What did Ramspeck say?"
The second man replied: "He said: 'Don't
mow down the whole army when you're trying to shoot a traitor'."
Now, that statement-to borrow a phrase
you editors sometimes use in talking to an
irate subscriber-was "substantially correct"
although I didn't mention the army, nor dld
I talk about traitors.
'
·
I did say that the current tendency to
speak slurringly of all Government activities
an~ to .ch.aracterize all Government workers:
ind1scnm1nately, as "bureaucrats" "tax eaters," "feeders at the public tr~ugh," and
worse, is a threat to our form of government
and a luxury that carries a staggering price
tag. I tried to dispel with facts some of the
many myths and misconceptions about government that are accepted as implicit truths
by thousands of well-meaning people.
. That man in the elevator cast my thought
1~ his own metaphor, and I hope you editors
Wlll do the same thing, because this "one~an campaign" of mine-as the New York
Times editorially called it-needs the most
· persuasive words and the most concrete figures of speech that you practitioners of the
pen can draw out of the bag.
Some of you already have put your editorial talent to work on this p.ioblem, and some
of you have paid me the high compliment of
giving my own words a place alongside yours
beneath the editorial masthead. "Let's hang
a medal as quickly as we'd hang a culprit "
quoted the Christian Science Monitor ediu;rially lighting up "a real challenge 'to the
press and to political figures to put the news
1n its proper perspective," so thht the public
"~ill not indict the many because of the
mlSdeeds of the few."
That is the challenge which I am putting
before you. You can do it, even in the heat
of an election year. My 16 years in Congress
taught.me that there's no tougher fight than
a political fight. You've got to come out of
your corner with teeth bared and you've got
to hit your opponent where it hurts. But
you don't have to kill the referee. And you
don't have to shout "Fire" and cause a panic
among the spectators.
Pope Pius recently warned a group of
American newspaper and radio executives of
the danger of distortion or suppression of
truth in a land where public opinion is powerful. "Public opinion fed on error and cal-
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can only poison the body politic," Pope
Pms declared.
As molders ·of this Nation's public att itudes, you don't want that brand of poison
on your pen or on your conscience. Government in a democracy functions by consent of
the governed. If public confidence is destroyed, consent will be withdrawn and our
form of government will fail. In today's
global circumstances that would mean the
end of democracy in the world.
This campaign of mine has had some edi·
torial support, and it needs much more. But
inspiring an editorial, or writing one, is not
the end and answer to everything, as you
men know better than I do. As thought
leaders in your communities you can do
more. And the program I'm handing you
doesn't stop with the end mark on a piece
of copy or with "putting the last edition to
bed" on any given day.
Here are three things I believe the Ameri·
can press must do to help give us the kind of
efficient, responsive government that is vital
to the conduct of our own affair£ and the
maintenance of our place in the world.
You must help instill in the American people a positive pride in public service-a pride
that will shine from the eyes of talented
and aspiring people who will come to us,
eager to compete for careers in the service
of their Government.
You must find ways to let the public know
just what services their Government agencies are performing so that the people,
through their representatives in Congress,
can decide intelligently where they want
their tax dollars to be spent and where they
want money to be saved.
And you must convey to your readers the
fact that Government is not only their partner but their neighbor; that a whopping 90
percent of Federal Government is not in
Washington but right out in their own
home towns where they can look it over
from their doorsteps.
The Atlanta Journal editorially set forth
its formula for raising the prestige of public
service as follows: "The way to attract and
hold honest men in Government service is
to salute their honesty. The way to turn
them back or drive them out is to smear
their characters with blanket accusations,
blanket jokes and wisecracks, carelessly and
cruelly including them with the comparatively few thieves who managed to slip into
Government service."
As head of the personnel arm of your Federal Government, I get a closer look than
most people at the fantastic, self-destructive
damage that is done by generalized smear
attacks on Government workers.
Thousands of capable and conscientious
people do leave the Government each year
because their neighbors thoughtlessly parrot
those disparaging generalizations-those
cartoon-type characterizations--which have
their origin in partisan politics or downright maliciousness. The Daily Times
Herald of Dallas, Tex., has branded as "subversive elements" those who "would have
young Americans believe that the whole
system is rott en and should be scrapped."
I believe, with that paper, that it is "a
dangerous time for reckless criticism."
I have spoken about people being driven
out of. Government with full knowledge that
there 1s a myth which runs as follows: Nobody ever quits a Government job. But
the fact is that 400,492 Federal workers did
voluntarily quit their jobs during the last
calendar year. And make no mistake about
it, these Feder al employees are workers.
The mental stereotype of lazy Government employees has no more validity than
such other stereotypes as crooked politicians,
shyster lawyers, bloated capitalists, or, if you
please, the kept press. All of these are caricatures, the result of unthinking or malicious generalization.
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You are all close enough to the business
offices of your papers to know what a · costly
proposition it is to replace experienced peo·
ple constantly with new employees who must
be given at least a minimum of training be· fore they can do a full job. Add to this the
fact that irresponsible, thoughtless attacks
on Government deter thousands of talented
people, whom the Government needs, from
even considering Government as a career.
Then you have some idea of the millions
of taxpayers' dollars that are squandered
through this reckless pastime of booing and
throwing pop bottles at what, after all, is
not an opponent or a rival, but t~e home
team.
I am also mindful that many of you have
found it in the line of your editorial duty
to state as a self-evident truth that there
are too many Government employees. One
editor paraphrased an old saw and asserted:
"God must love Federal employees, because
he made so many of them."
Well, how many is too ·many? I say if
there are too many Government employees
it's because we have given the Government
too much to do. Sometimes we hear a reckless assertion which runs like this: "I could
fire every third Government employee and
get a better job done." If you had to cut
expenses in your own business, is that the
· way you would go about it? Would you keep
a cub whose capabilities extended only to
writing the simplest kind of obituaries and
lodge-meeting notices and discharge your
city-hall reporter just because that was the
luck of the draw? Or would you decide
which of your services would have to be cur·
tailed?
Suppose we went ahead and fired all the
Government employees. Out of our current
Federal budget of $70,000,000,000, that would
save 13 percent, or $9,000,000,000. Then the
Government would stop functioning altogether and we could save 'the whole seventy
billion. It would be just like balancing the
family budget by having everybody stop
eating.
How then can we save some money in this
huge Government household? Why, the
same way that you or I would do it in our
own business or in our own household. By
deciding which are the Government services that must be maintained and which
are the services that can be eliminated in
the interests of economy.
Wouldn't that be better than the blind
stabs we are now seeing in the name of
economy? To you editors, with yolll' traditional fondness for capsule descriptions, I
want to point out that, bad as were the
"five-percenters" you featured in your news
not t'oo long ago, the 10 percenters and the
20 percenters now trying to cut Government
spending by mathematical formula instead
of through forthright elimination of specific governmental functions are infinitely
worse. Riders to appropriations and other
b1lls that gallop off in every-which direction
are an idolatry of economy that is a dangerous practice and one which wm run a
good horse to death.
True, it takes an informed public to enforce its will intelligently in the matter of .
public spending. Hut we have the most
elaborate system of communications ever
available to any electorate. So why .can't
we have an informed public?
Just for example on this money proposition: I believe, as I am sure most of you do,
that the preservation of an effective merit
system of employment in our Federal Government is of the first order of importance
to every citizen. Your belief was indicated
by your widespread support of the plan for
putting collectors of internal revenue under
civil service. This was evidence of the very
real moral value which you and our citizens
generally place upon the merit system in
Federal employment. I trust the proposal to
XCVIII-App,--173

take politics out of appointments made to
postmaster, customs collector, and United
States marshal positions also will have your
support.
However, both I and my two colleagues on
the Civil Service Commission believe it will
be impossible for us to control Federal hiring
effectively on merit-system principles unless
the United States Senate restores the funds
cut from our 1953 budget request by the
House of Representatives. We believe tha t
the cut of $3,333,000 made by the House will
open the door to political patronage and to
personal patronage, and we don't think that's
economy.· We are ringing the fire bill as
loudly as we can because we feel that it is
our duty to do so and that an informed public will reject this slash-particularly in view
of the importance reliance which we as a
people obviously place upon civil service as
a factor in keeping corruption out of the
Government.
Lest you jump to the conclusion that I
am a spender, let me add that I have been
called heartless and hard as nails for my
opposition to Senate bill 995, which would
increase annuities to retired Federal employees, and the paradox of it is that these
epithets have been published in some of the
very newspapers which will most heartily
deplore what they may call, perhaps, a growing trend toward socialism or give-away government or the tendency to look to· government for a living.
I have taken my stand on that issue because I believe the Federal retirement system
must be kept on a sound, fully funded basis,
or its benefits may be lost to Federal employees. But I cannot omit citing to you one
published statement which was made by the
representative of a Federal employee organization arguing for increasing annuities. If
true, it should surely provide a shocking and
sensational piece of news.
At! published in one of the Washington
daily newspapers, the statement read: "The
deficits of all Government retirement systems
total between $250,000,000,000 and $300,000,000,000." Just picture what that means. At
some future time the taxpayers of the United
States are liable to pay a debt which exceeds
the public debt itself. Frankly, I think your
newspapers are passing up a story of tremendous significance if you don't find out
whether there actually is such a crushing,
hidden obligation poised over the heads of
the American taxpayers.
I said a few moments ago that govern·
ment is not only your partner but YO¥-f
neighbor. When I say it is important that
this fact be fully realized by the American
people I am thinking primarily of the public
interest. And in your business, of course,
that is expressed also in terms of reader
interest.
Let me 111ustrate with a few examples· se·
Iected at random. In the San Francisco•
Oakland area there are 102,550 Federal workers. Would you say that the doings of an
activity that size are news in that community? In Fargo, N. •Dak., 1,156 people are
working for the Federal Government. Can
any newspaper lightly dismiss the reading
interests of a group which is such a substantial proportion of its readership? There are
14,492 Federal workers in the Twin Cities of
Minneapolis and St. Paul; 46,763 in Boston;
28,211 in Baltimore; 146,615 in the New York
City area; 4,808in the Little Rock, Ark., area;
14,835 in Louisville, Ky.; 22,928 in Sacramento, Calif.; 10,972 in Springfield-Holyoke,
Mass.; 740 in Reno, Nev.; 1,480 in Boise,
Idaho.
Yes; those are the actual figures I am giv·
1ng you current as of January 1 of this year.
As you might say in some of your promotion
copy, we have experienced a great popular
demand for statistics on Federal employment
in the various local communi~ies, and we
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now have figures available for 122 communities, the first we have compiled on this basis
for several years.
Figures for entire States-and I have in
mind that many of your newspapers circulate far beyond the borders of your own
cities-are, of course, much larger because
many Federal establishments by their nature, are better located in less congested
communities. The State of California has
more Federal workers than Washington, D. c.,
itself. When there are in the neighborhood of a quarter of a million Federal employees in one State out on the west coast, isn't it high time that we stop thinking that
our Federal Government is located here in
Washington, of little community concern to
us and to our readers?
I think there is a really big, untapped
story in the growth of Federal Government
right in your own home town. I think matters that affect the conditions under which
those employees work are news in your papers, the same as news about the other major employers in your area. I believe if you
really lifted the spread and looked under the
bed, you might find that the Federal Government is the biggest single employer in your
community. It would be interesting to find
out.
You have an easy means of access to more
facts about government from the Federal
agencies represented in your community,
and, in the principal centers, from Feder~tl
personnel councils and the Federal business
associations that are functioning. I wonder how many of you are acquainted even
with the names and purposes of these Federal organizations. They have undertaken
quite a program to bring government's story
to the communities they serve. But in view
of the reader interest I have indicated to
you; I don't think the Federal people should
have to make all the overtures.
Perhaps I can lay a little ground work
for your coverage of this story. Since Korea, the number of people on the Federal
payroll has increased tremendously. In print
as well as by word of mouth, the addition
of these workers has been characterized as a
"growing horde of bureaucrats,'' with implications that the present administration is
stockp1ling votes for the next election.
Here is what actually has happened in the
first 18 months since Korea, from July 1,
1950, to December 31, 1951: In the direct mil·
itary endeavors of the Army, Navy, and Air
Force, 525,000 civilian employees have been
added. Other defense and control activities-selective service, National Production
Authority, OtHce of Price Stabilization, etc.have absorbed 28,000 employees. There has
been an increase of ·n,ooo workers in the
Post Otftce Department.
In all other agencies-and it should be
borne in mind that a defense program imposes important emergency duties upon just
about all Government establishments-there
has been a decrease of 12,000 employees. And
as for the administration relying on employees for political support, let's look at the
1948 presidential election results· in Arlington County, Va., and Montgomery and Prince
Georges County, Md. All three of these coun.
ties, contiguous to the District of Columbia,
wherein reside a greater proportion of Federal workers than in any three counties in
the country, were carried by Mr. Dewey.
Now I don't want to keep you much longer.
But I would be violating my own precepts
if I failed to hang a medal where it's due.
The press of America has done a magnificent
job in keeping the public 'informed about
civil-service examinations and' personnel
needs. The press has done this job for us
in peace and in war-neither asking nor re·
ceiving anything for it except the gratifica- .
tion of doing a public service and of keeping its· readers informed. There has been
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no demand for any Government subsidy to
be doled out as payment for advertising
these notices of civil-service examinations.
Personally I believe that those few persons
inside or outside of Government who think
the Civil· Service Commission should have
an advertising budget are woefully and insultingly underestimating the desire for public service which animates the vast numbers
of American newspapers. The Civil Service
Commission, as long as I am connected with
it, wm do its utmost to continue this same
fine relationship which has served the purposes so well since the very beginning of the
Commission as the personnel arm of Government.
Let me conclude in the words of a colleague
of yours who is well-known to you. Ralph
McGill wrote as follows in the March 20 issue
of the Atlanta Constitution: "Americans
have traditionally cussed their Government
and in their heart of hearts believed it
crooked. But on the whole, save for the
spectacular exceptions, the American Federal
Government is remarkably free from corruption. • • • It does not pay well. It rewards the public servant • • • who
may run afoul of public opinion, with abuse
and vilification of a frightening and evil
nature. It does literally nothing to attract
able men, either with pay or honor, yet the
public most heartily damns Washington for
lacking in efficiency and public morality. • • • No government can save us
from anxiety, trouble •and fear. It can only
try."
To which I would only add: We are trying. You must try also to inject pride and
not poison into the public service; to let the
public know what they're buying with their
tax dollars; to help them discover that government is their neighbor.
As editors, you're in a position to help
make :(air and proper ground rules for the
all-important task on which all Americans
are embarked in our quest for world peace
and security. We're all on the same team.
Let's play ball.

[From the Oakland (Calif.) Trlbune of
March 30, 1952]
EIGHT'Y MILLION DOLLARS PROFIT-TAXPAYERS
REAP BIG GAINS FROM CATCH-ALL AGENCY

1

Eighty Million Dollars Profit
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

.HON. GEORGE P. MILLER
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. MilLER of California. Mr.
Speaker, it is a rare thing for a California metropolitan daily newspaper to run
a series of articles applauding a Government agency, particularly a new
Government agency.
I am including in my remarks four articles that appeared in the Oakland
(Calif.) Tribune commencing on March ·
30, 1952, and published on next succeeding dates.
Bill Stokes, a special writer for the
Tribune, is the author of the series. He
has done an .excellent job.
It would be well for all of us to read
these articles and see the work we have
wrought. We can be proud of it.
The General Services Administration
is doing the job we expected of it. It is
a model housekeeper. Read what Bill
Stokes wr'ote :

(By Bill Stokes)
American taxpayers are going to be saved
an estimated $80,000,000 this year by a Federal agency whose name 9 out of 10 of them
don't · even know.
This lack of knowledge stems from the
fact that the General Services Administration-pet brainchild of former President
Herbert Hoover's Commission on governmental reorganization-has operated since
its creation in 1949 with a notable lack of
fanfare.
This anonymity extends even to .the bay
area, despite th.e fact that headquarters of
the GSA's second largest and one of its
most important regions is located in San
Francisco.
The GSA simply came into being, garnered
the title· of the Government's housekeeper,
and then was promptly forgotten as it got
down to its assigned job of bringing economy and efficiency to Uncle Sam's vast operations.
Exactly what is GSA?
It is hard to answer the question concisely, so vast and· varied are its operations.
But, broken down to every-day terms, it is
a combination of the best features of a mailorder general store, a second-hand shop, a
real estate and rental agency, a construction firm, a janitorial service, an information bureau and a staff of efficiency experts.
As a mail-order house, the GSA has
taken over the purchasing of some $325,000,000 worth of annual buying previously done
by other agencies. Eventually it probably
will do all, or nearly all, of the purchasing
of everything but strictly military supplies,
thus gaining the advantages of mass buying
and eliminating duplication and competition
among agencies.
COORDINATED PROGRAM

As a second-hand shop, it took over the
functions of the old War Assets Administration and created a coordinated program
which a~· sures taxpayers the fullest use of
the materials and property they have paid
for.
Recently, for instance, the Navy declared
as surplus 20,000 miles of insulated electrical
cable worth about $3,000,000. In pre-GSA
days the cable probably would have been
sold piecemeal in short order to civilian
buyers at a fraction of ·its cost.
Instead, it was turned over to the GSA,
which canvassed the needs of other Federal
agencies. Every foot of the cable was reissued to other organizations, thus saving a
tremendous expenditure for new cable.
!>-s a real-estate and rental agency, the
GSA is "landlord" of more than 126,000,000
square feet of floor space either owned or
leased by Uncle Sam throughout the country.
JANITORIAL SERVICE

In addition, it is responsible as a janitorial
service for their upkeep and their operation
in such departments as cleaning, operation
of telephone switchboards and elevators, and
guarding. A large share of the some 26,000
GSA employees throughout the country fall .
under these categories.
What's more, if a new building is to be
built, the GSA is responsible for finding and
acquiring the land, planning and designing
the building, and seeing that it is constructed properly.
Right now, for example, the GSA is wondering what to do with the Taft-Pennoyer
and the Jurgens-Corder Buildings on Clay
Street in Dakland. Both were left vacant
when the Veterans' Administration moved
its regional office to Denver.
MAY SURRENDER LEASE

Indications are that the GSA will give up
the Government lease on the 96,000 square

feet of :tl.oor space in the Taft-Pennoyer
Building, but that other Government agencies will be moved into Jurgens-Corder at
1505 Clay.
·
As another of its duties, the GSA made all
the arrangements when the VA shifted its
offices from Oakland to Denver.
The GSA, in what is probably one of its
most important functions, serves as an information bureau through its Business Service Centers for people who want to do business with the Government.
Time was, and not too long ago, when it
was a heart- and back-breaking task for a
small'-b'!lsiness man to even locate the proper
person to see. Now, through Business Service
Centers throughout the country, he can get
all the answers-and usually file a bid on
supply matters anywhere in the country.
QUICK CHECK

For instance, an Oakland manufacturer
can walk into the Business Service Center
at 555 Battery Street in San Francisco and,
within 10 minutes, find out what is being
purchased in his particular line in Boston,
Dallas, New York, Washington, or anywhere
else in the country.
Bids to be opened and prospective bids
are posted daily in the center on continuous
files. Also posted are the Government specifications for each item.
If the purchases are to be made by a military agency, Frank Chambers, of Alameda,
director of the Business Service Center, or
one of his staff, can tell the businessman
exa<:tly where he must go to get further
information.
In addition to all of these duties, the GSA
, has ,a staff C:>f efficiency-experts looking toward
the future and attempting to foresee problems so that they can be met on a plartned,
economical basis.
AIR

~RCE

SUPPLIES

On June 1, the GSA will take over the

supplying of most common use items for
the Sixth Army and Fourth Air Force, but
not on a haphazard, day-to-day basis. Six
months ago, when the matter first was discussed, GSA officials told the two military
agencies to spend 6 months in surveying
their needs and then submit their estimated
requirements for a full year. in advance.
When GSA takes over, it will already have
purchased or made arrangements to purchase most of the items the Army and Air
Force will nee~ until sometime next year.
While all these functions seem like a
pronounced move for centralization, the GSA
actually is the most decentralized agency
in the Government today-and this probably is the main factor in its success.
TEN REGIONS SET UP

Under National Administrator Jesse Larson, 10 GSA regions have been set up
throughout the country which are virtually
autonomous in their operations.
·Yet, they are coordinated under an overall 'program--sans complicated red tapefrom Washington, D. C.
.
The ninth region, GSA, with headquarters at 630 Sansome Street in San Francisco,
covers California, Nevada, Arizona, Hawaii,
Guam, and the Pacific trust territories.
Headed by, Administrator Robert B. Bradfor~. energetic young veteran of 17 years in
the Government, the ninth region is one
of the most important since California has
more Federal employees than even Washington, D. C.
FULL AUTHORITY

Bradford operates under general policies
set up by Larson, yet has full authority to
handle any matters which concern only his
area.
For instance, when the GSA served as the
sole rubber purchasing agent in the United
States for 11 months, most of the work was
carried -out through Br_a dford.
Yet, when a Nevada mine operator wanted
to sell $385,000 worth :of tungsten concen-
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tent and properties of paints and other
liquids, and other factors.
The comparatively small warehouse staff,
in addition. includes two men who do nQthing but determine the most economical
means of shipping supplies to various points.
[From the Oakland (Calif.) 'ftlbune of
This traffic staff has been set up only reMarch 31, 1952)
cently, but to Regional Administrator Robert
PENNY PINCHING P.AYS OFF FOR FEDERAL B'tJY•
B. Bra dford, it is one of the most important
ING AGENCY-GSA' s SERVICE CENTERS Am
steps the GSA has taken in its efforts to
EAST BAY BusiNESSMEN IN BIDDING FOR
redu ce Government expenditures and to
UNITED STATES J OBS
bring efficiency and co-ordination to its op(By Bill Stokes)
erations.
The San Francisco regional office of the
SAVINGS POSSIBLE
General Servlces Administration spent more
"This is a tremendous field of ~possible savthan $1,500,000 on supplies during the past
ings, and only the surface has been
month. Yet, it tried to watch its pennies
scratched," Bradford explained enthusiastias closely as a housewife at the neighborhood
cally. "During the 1930,s the Government
grocery store.
paid out about $1,000,000,000 annually just to
Such scrupulous attention to. thrift enrailroads for freight and passenger charges.
abJect the GSA, on a national basis, to save
"Eventually, we want to get the entire
something like $45,000 on toilet soap alone
transportation problem-rail, truck, ship,
last year.
and air-broken down so it is governed by a
Simllar .economies were made possible by
co-ordinated plan. When that time comes,
the centralized, planned buying by one . we will be able to save millions simply by
agency of some 60,000 separate items previutilizing the cheapest means, consolidating
ously bought in relatively small quantities
shipments, and being able to tell other agenby many separate agencies. often on a comcies how to handle their transportation
petitive basis and with much duplication of
problems."
effort.
Any agency throughout the Ninth Region
The ninth region GSA, with headquarters
may order from the warehouse simply by
at 630 Sa'hsome Street in San Francisco, purselecting the items desired from a mail order
chases most of the common-use supplies
catalog prepared by the GSA and standard
needed by nearly every Federal agenct, exthroughout the Federal Government. Everycept military, in California, Nevada, Arizona,
one :receives the same attention, whether
Hawaii, Guam, and the Pacific trust terri- . the order ts for a dozen pencils from a lone
tories.
U.gbtbouse attendant or a request for 3,000
garbage cans from the Air Foree.
SIXTEEN-MILLION -DOLLAR BUSINESS
Buyers receive a bill at the end of the
Business this year Will total about $16,000,month, ttemtztng their purchases. They
000, according to Harlan Maa.Ske, deputy remake payment direct!:· to San Francisco,
gional director for the GSA',s Federal Supply
thus eliminating the time and money-wastService.
ing red tape under the old system where
One of the largest warehouses in the
supply matters were centered in Washingworld-a great wood-and-concrete structure
ton, D.C.
sprawling over 12 acres in South San_ FranLOW-BID BASIS
cisco-stocks some 10,000 of these items,
worth $4,000,000 and guarantees delivery on
Items not carried in stock at the wareany order in the three Western States within
house are purchased by the GSA direct from
manufacturers and wholesalers, always on a
a week.
low-bid basis if the order is for more than
Among the items stored there are ail the
.100.
forest fire fighting supplies and equipment
for the entire United States, since the ninth
Bids on the purchases are accepted at the
region, located at the center of a large porGSA's Business Service Center. at 555 Battery
tion of all United states forest land, makes
street in San Francisco, thus making it easy
all purchases of such equipment.
for the small local businessman of Oakland.
Emeryvme, or San Francisco to deal with the
During the critical fire season, the wareGovernment . . Through this center he may
house is manned on a 2.4-hour-day, 7-daynot only learn what is being pur<:hased in
week basis in order to dispatch zu~.eded equipSan Francisco but also prospective purchases
ment anywhere in the United States.
by the Government anywhere in the United
CABLE CAR SYSTEM
States.
A unique feature of the vast warehouse
SERVICE CENTERS
is a 1% -mile eable ear syst em traversing its
In the ninth region, business service cen600,000 square feet of floor space. As orders
a-re filled in the far reaches of the warehouse, · ters have been set up in San -Francisco and
Los Angeles, both under the direction of
they are placed on the four-wheel carts
Fran:~ Chambers, of 2943 Southwood Drive,
which run on the cable syswm.
Alameda.
The carts then are towed to a central packThey have worked so well in making lt
ing area where they are detached from the
easy for small businesses to get in the act
cable and pushed up to checking counters in
that a congressio"lal committee on small
much the same manner that a housewife
businesses heard only one complaint in 5
pushes her market basket to a grocery store
days of hearings throughout the Western
checking stand. Here, the orders are checked.
Staocs
recently. The one complainant, a Los
either wrapped or packed, and then sent out.
Angeles furniture manufacturer, later adEfficiency measures such as the cable sysm itted he was in error when GSA officials
tem have reduced t h e personnel force necesshowed him their records.
sary to operate the huge estab1ishment to an
Chambers likes to relate the following inamazing total of only 50, and that includes
cident to indicate the effect the business
the boss, J. R. Merry, of San Francisco; hls
service centers have had on local business
assistant, Frank Wright , of 2366 Ninety-ni nth
participation in Government buying.
Avenue, Oakland, their office workers and
NO REPLIES
warehouse laborers.
It also includes an inspection staff, headed
When the GSA issued its first invitations
by Wallace Ng, which checks, analyzes, or
to bid on a large quantity o:.:- office furniture
tests every ship ment of supplies received at
in Los Angeles, _
n ot a single reply eame back.
the warehouse to see that they meet the
"We went to the manufacturers to find out
standard specifications set up by the Govwhat was the Inatter," Chambers said, "and
ernment.
founc: they had thrown the invita•ions in
A complete, modern laboratory provides
their waste baskets. Why? Well, they
facilities right at the receiving dock for testthought that purchasing stlll was being done
ing the hardness of metals, the chemical con1n :Wasllington ancl they simply didn't thi~
trate recently, the deal was completed in a
long-distance telep hone call to Bradford,
who did not have to ask Washington for
permission to buy.

it was worth the trouble and effort to . get
involved because of au the red tape all of
them had been tangled in before.
· "They changed their minds fast when we
explained that everyone, no matter where
he was located, had an equal chance under
the GSA system. ~e·ve had no trouble in
getting bids on office furniture--or any other
type of purchase-since that word got
around."
IFrom the Oakland (Calif.) · Tribune of April
1, 1952)
NEW GOVERNMENT AGENCY TO SAVE $19,000,000
oN PAPER WoRK
(By Bill Stokes)
Ask any veteran who went through the
"original-and-seven-copies" routine of World
War II and you'll -get a minute idea of the
money the United States Government wastes
every year on needless paper work.
The amount runs into the millions, the
Hoover Commission was horrified to learn
when it began its herculean job on governmental organization a few years back.
That's why the Records Management Service is one of the most important functions
of the General Services Administration. It
is now embarked on a 10-year program which
it hopes will be saving taxpayers an estimated·$19,000,000 a year on paper work alone
by 1960.
SIMPLE APPROACH
WhHe the whole concept is radically new,
the Record Service's approach to the problem is simple:
1. Don't create the "paper" unless .1t is
absolutely necessary.
2. Don't save the "paper" that is created
unless it is needed as a matter of record or
for some other purpose, and then only for
the time prescribed by law.
·
3. Don't keep the "paper" that has to be
saved in expensive file cabinets. Use the
cheapest meanS of storage available.
The third poirit will serve as a good illustration of the enormity of the problem.
At the moment, the Federal Government
has some 23,000,000 cubic feet of records
stored in an estimated 3,750,000 four-drawer
metal filing cabinets. The amount of money
and valuable office space wasted in the storage of these cabinets is compounded fantastically by taking into consideration the
number of personnel necessary to attend
the cabinets.
FEW PERMANENT
Only about 5 percent of these records are
classified as permanent, and they eventually
will find their way to -the National Archives.
All the rest are money, time, and space
wasters.
To solve the problem, the GSA has set up
record <;enters in each of its 10 regions
throughout the country in which it will
store inactive records of various Federal agencies ~ inexpensive cardboard boxes.
The GSA estimates lt can save $27 a year
on every tile cabinet emptied into a record
center.
The Ninth Region GS:A,s record cent er is ·
located in an old World War U industry building in south San Francisco. The building
will hold 150,000 cubic feet of records--each
of the cardboard boxes has a capacity of one
cubic foot-and now is about one-third full.
GSA officials figure they already have saved
about 55,000 square feet of floor space in the
ninth region, an area roughly equivalent to
the building at 124 Grand Avenue which recently was turned over to the Army Quartermaster Procurement Agency.
TRANSFER PLANNED

The stacks of records at the Sout h San
Francisco center will be augmented considerably June 1 when all of the records concerning west coast shipbuilding during World
War U-about 100,000 cubic feet-are transf~rred thel'le from the old Richmond Shipyard No.3.
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The move will free a total of 5,000 metal
four-drawer file cabinets, most of which are
in good condition, for · use by other Federal
agencies. It would cost in the neighborhood of $250,000 to purchase that number
of new file cabinets.
At the record center, the records are transferred to the cardboard boxes according to
the individual agency's own filing system.
Each box is marked and then stacked 10 high
on inexpensive wooden frames.
The contents of each box are carefully
noted, first , for reference purposes, and, second, so that they can be destroyed once the
legal limit of time has passed.
In charge of the ninth region's records
management service is John D. Bayless, who
formerly headed the Navy's records program
for the West Coast and Pacific Ocean areas.
He is alternate national archivist and would
assume direction of- the National Archives
in the event an act of war or some major
disaster wipe out the Nation's Capital.
ONLY FINAL PHASE
"Our records center operation is only the
final phase of our program," Bayless explained. "We want to emphasize the first
phase--birth control. For if the paper isn't
created in the first place, the other phases of
the program aren't even needed.
"The Government's trouble with - paper
began with the invention of the typewriter
and duplicating· machine," he continued.
"Someone has calculated that it costs 20
cents for each copy every time a piece of
paper is created, in labor and actual costs
for dictation, writing, duplicating, filing, and
so forth. Multiply that by the amount of
paper created every day i_n Government offices and you begin. to get an idea why thisis such a tremendous new field of savings."
COPIED BY INDUSTRY
Bayless has a total staff of 14. That figure
includes his systems experts who survey the
various agencies' procedures and tell them
how they can cut down their paper work
as well as the clerks who work at the records
center.
· The GSA's records management program
has proved so effective that many State governments and large industries have set up, or
are planning, similar programs with the help
of GSA experts.
The city of San Francisco either has spent
or appropriated a total of $40,000 for a records program survey. Initial phases o!' the
survey have turned up means of saving an
estimated $197,000 yearly, according to Bayless.
[From the Oakland (Calif.) Tribune of
April 2, 1952]
LITTLE HOOVER REPORT--80LON PLANS BILL To
CREATE STATE HOUSEKEEPING DEPARTMENT
(By Bill Stokes)
Uncle Sam's General Services Administration is working so well that California may
have a similar organization of its own by
about this time next year.
At least that is tlie hope of Assemblyman
James W. Silliman, of Salinas, who has headed the Little Hoover Committee since it was
authorized by the legislature in 1949 to study
governmental reorganization.
"By the time the next general session of
the legislature convenes in 1953, we will have
ready a bill recommending the establishment
of a department of general services, which
will be comparable in scope to the Federal
Government's GSA," Silliman said.
"Judging from the reception our work has
received thus far from State omcials, members of the legislature, and from private individuals, we have little doubt that the bill
will pass.
"Through our proposals, we hope to be able
to save millions of dollars yearly for Cali·
fornia taxpayers simply by fulfilling the f.ol•
lowing tlJiee objectives;

Sacramento spent about $197,458 for filing
"1. Consolidate under single leadership
basic functions common to all departments
equipment from 1949 to 1951.
and agencies.
"In the committee's opinion," its report
"~. Improve current management practices
declared, "if all inactive or otherwise disin State government by prescribing uniform
posable records were removed from metal
policies and procedures.
filing cabinets now on hand in State agencies,
" 3. Attain more effective coordination of
the number of cabinets made available for re:
the field services of all departments and
use would take care of tJ:le State's requireagencies throughout the State.
ments for at least 3 years."
"Functions which will be included in the
The committee proposed in its bill that a
bill are such 'housekeeping' services as purState records management service be set _up
chasing, printing, information services,
as a control group over "paper work," and
records management, buildings and grounds,
that records centers be established to provide
and tramc management."
for inexpensive storage of inactive records.
Silliman said a subcommittee, headed by
These centers would be along the lines of
Assemblyman Glenard P. Lipscomb, of Los
the Federal GSA's record center in South San
Angeles, has been named to survey the entire
Francisco where inactive records of various
field of general services.
Federal agencies are stored in inexpensive
As in all the committee's investigations, an
cardboard boxes, thus freeing metal filing
advisory group of Federal GSA omcials and
cabinets and omce space for other use.
leaders in industry and government has been
Silliman noted that the assembly budget
appointed to work with the subcommittee
committee paid his group "the extremely fa"in order to bring the best minds to bear
vorable compliment of awaiting the report on
on the subject."
records management before approving reThe advisory group to the Lipscomb sub- . quests for filing cabinets in the budget now
committee includes Robert B. Bradford,
under consideration."
ninth regional administrator for the Federal
After receiving the report Silliman said, the
GSA, and top executives' of such firms as the
budget com~ittee made each proposed purPacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., Lockheed
chase of filing equipment subject to the apAircraft Corp., the Columbia Steel Corp., and
proval of the director of finance and the legWestern Air Lines.
islative auditor.
Members of the advisory group, in turn,
will appoint experts from their staffs to make
exhaustive investigations of phases of the
problems with which they are most familiar.
Domestic Wool Industry
While the over-all general services bill is
yet to be prepared, Silliman's committee alEXTENSION OF REMARKS
ready has come up with two concrete results-a uniform State payroll system, which
OF
was accepted by the 1951 legislature, and a
proposed California records act, which will be
presented in 1953.
OF MONTANA
The expert advisory group to the payroll
~N :rHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
subcommittee found that California's system
of decentralized payment of State emMonday, May 5, 1952
ployees-almost every agency was issuing
checks to its own employees-was costing
Mr. D'EWART. Mr. Speaker, under
$1.57 for each check issued. What's more,
leave to extend my remarks in the
the system was inemcient and employees in
RECORD, I include an address by Mr. W. H.
many cases were not _getting paid on time.
SteiwerJ president of the National Wool
The answer the committee devised, and
Growers Association, at a recent dinner
which the legislature approved, was a central
sponsored by that organization here in
payroll agency under the State controller.
Washington.
Mr. Steiwer's remarks
Under this system, the controller issues
present an excellent picture of the imchecks for all State employees, except those
employed by the University of California and
portant domestic wool industry.
the department of public works.
The address follows:
"In the year this system has been in operaSenator .O'MAHONEY, Senator CORDON,
tion, the cost of issufng each check has been
Congressman 0. C. FISHER, Congressman
cut from $1.57 to $1.03," Silliman said.
WESLEY D'EwART, and distinguished guests,
"During the coming fiscal year, we hope to
if it has seemed to you that we are somewhat
cut that cost down to 50 cents a check. Evenunnecessarily gpotlighting ourselves, please
tually, we hope to cut the cost per check to
don't think that we are being carried away
15 cents, which is about the going rate in
-by a sense of our own importance. We are
major industries.
really just a bunch of sheepherders who are
"The savings to taxpayers in this field alone
trying to emphasize to you our unity of
are tremendous when you consider the numthinking of how we may best help our Naber of checks issued to State employees each
tion and ourselves by the increased producmonth."
tion of our products-meat and wool.
Silliman's committee hopes to effect even
In doing this we are going to try to be as
greater savings under its proposed records
brief as possible. You will shortly receive a
management programs. Again, industry exbooklet prepared by the National Wool
perts were used to lay the ground work for
Growers Association which is the result of
the proposed bill, and the chairman of the
many months of hard work of a committee of
advisory group was John D. Bayless, director
sheep raisers. It is our purpose now to
of the records management service for the
touch briefiy on the high lights of this broninth regional GSA.
chure. We hope that each of you will later
According to Bayless, the advisory group
go over this booklet carefully.
found that at present some 500,000 square
Although there has been an increase in
feet of State omce space is occupied by inacsheep numbers in the past 2 years, there are
tive records at a cost of $2 a square foot a
in the United States today 44 percent fewer
year.
stock sheep on our farms and ranches than
Further waste was indicated by the fact
there were 10 years ago.
that most of these records are stored in exSheep are a valuable part of our economy
pensive metal filing cabinets.
because, first of all, they provide us with two
The advisory group found that · a total of
basic necessities of life, food in the form of
about $287,000 was-spent by 20 State agencies
meat and clothing in the form of wool. -In
for filing equipment during the fiscal year
addition, sheep provide us with valuable byending in 1950, and approximately $269,000
products, such as leather, sheepskins, and
during the fiscal year ending in 1951. In
many extracts which are all important to
addition, the Central Record Depository at
modern medicine.

HON. WESLEY A. D'EWART
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Due to the fact that the varied feed re-.
quirements of sheep cause them to eat forage
which would be unattractive to other animals, they bring about a more complete use
of our ranges and pastures, especially when
grazed with other livestock. This is important to our econom:y. We are told that
97 percent of the food consumed by sheep
is pasture and forage crops and only 3 percent is concentrated feeds. The sheep is the
only domestic animal capable of producing
a prime product from forage. This is important b~cause sheep are capable of converting submarginal land into income-producing land. This results in increased benefits to local, State, and National economies.
The labor and investment income from sheep
production produces revenues for schools,
roads, and other local improvements.
Sheep can be well utilized in the eastern
and midwestern farm States because they
feed on waste gleanings from stubble and
stocks of rye and wheat crops, as well as
weeds and natural grasses. At the same
time, they are enriching the land with soilbuilding fertilizer.
It is interesting to note that sheep are
an important part of livestock production
in all countries of the world that have grassland agriculture. Sheep populations in all
continents of the world are greater in relation to total livestock population than in the
United S1.ates. And since grass and forage
crops constitute practically all of a sheep's
food requirements, an increase in our sheep
production would mean that more of our
land would be used for grass crops, which
are essential to insure the control of erosion,
floods, and soil depletion.
Some of you may be astonished to learn
that 67.5. percent of the Nation's land area
is usable only for grazing livestock and producing feed and forage. Furthermore, only
6 percent ·is crop land used ·for production of
human food. Less than 4 percent is in
cities, parks, roads, and railroads.
All of these factors emphasize the need of
sheep production in using otherwise wasted
natural resources.
We have in the United States at the present time approximately 28,000,000 stock
sheep.' The producing segment. of the sheep
industry is now setting a goal of 50,000,000
stock sheep by 1960. At this time the five
vice presidents of the National Wool Growers Association are going to present to you
briefly some of the important reasons for the
necessity and the advantages of increased
sheep production outside of those I have
mentioned. Also they will tell you how we
producers feel that our domestic supply of
lamb and wool can be increased and the
· factors which enter that production program.
· In summarizing the remarks which you
gentlemen have heard here this evening, we
producers feel that a positive, long-range
program for increasing sheep numbers and
thereby increasing lamb and wool production will require action in six important
ways: ( 1) through the assurance of an adequate supply of competent sheep labor; (2)
through a uniform code of Federal land use;
(3) through effective means of improving
the health and physical welfare of sheep;
(4) through more cooperation of all segments of the wool and meat producing industry and thtJ Government in research and
education work and dissemination of findings; ( 5) through the participation of sheep
producers in meeting and counselling with
Government agencies on programs which
affec... the sheep industry; and (6) lastly,
through import duties adequate to protect
the domestic grower, the laborer, and the
taxpayer.
As we have pointed out to you, the sheep
industry is now setting as its goal 50,000,000
stock sheep by 1960. It is of great import ance that the Department of Agriculture
set a similar goal. It is equally important

that all Federal departments connected with
the sheep industry in the United States give
their fullest continued support toward
reaching ,this goal.

Mining Council Opposes Trinity River
Diversion
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUBERT B. SCUDDER
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 5, 1952
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I herewith attach a copy of an article
appearing in the April 6, 1952, edition of
the Humboldt Times:
WESTERN MINING COUNCIL OPPOSES TRINITY
DIVERSION-UNANIMOUS MOTION ADOPTED BY
MINERS FROM EIGHT COUNTIES
The northwestern regional conference of
the Western Mining Council went on record
yesterday as opposing the Trinity diversion
plans.
The measure was unanimously adopted by
the 140 delegates attending from the 8
northern California counties at the afternoon session in the junior high school.
It was the first major resolution passed
by the miners. The council has a membership of 12,000 and chapters in several States.
The .miners also voted to push an investigation of the United States Treasury Department. The Department, the conference
charged, was "buying foreign gold at $77
an ounce while paying domestic producers

Mr. SCUDDER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the Appendix .of the RECORD, I desire to include $35."
D. Scoville, Eureka, president of
an article from the April 6, 1952, issue of theOgden
Humboldt chapter, stated .that Conthe Humboldt Times, published at Eu- gressman
HUBERT B. SCUDDER, Sebastapol, and
reka, Calif.
Senator Wn.LIAM F. KNOWLAND, Oakland,
The Western Mining Council, at a have been asked to lead the investigation.
northwestern regional conference last But he added that the council has not as
month, went on record as opposing the yet had a reply from either lawmaker.
Assemblyman Frank R. Belotti, Eureka,
Trinity River project. Eight northern
who spoke at the evening session held in the
California counties were represented at Vance
Hotel, offered his support to the
the conference. The opposition to di- council. The conference further requested
verting Trinity River water, as outlined that the Government establish a stockpile
in the mining council resolution, is also at Eureka for manganese, chromite, and
held by lumbering people and a majority copper, strategic minerals, and asked that
of -residents of the north coastal section the stockpile capacity at Grant's Pass, Oreg.,
for chrome be lifted and made unlimited.
of California.
P. Hall, president, Santa Cruz, delivered
For several years the Bureau of Recla- theJ. principal
address, and denouncement of
mation has had their eyes on the Trinity the Government's national mining policies.
River diversion. This is a very controThe council agreed to have a survey made
versial matter, as it will draw the water of the mineral resources of the northwestern
out of one watershed and release it into region. The project, however, will be dethe Central Valley of California. Under layed until sufficient funds are available,
the guise of war emergency, they are en- Scoville said.
Delegates attended from Humboldt, Del
deavoring to foist this project onto the Norte,
Trinity, Shasta, Siskiyou, Mendocino,
people of California.
Lake, Sonoma, Yuba, and Plumas Counties.
This project is primarily a power project and has no flood-control features in
it. It would release some foreign water
into the Central Valley area. However, What's What Among the Internationalist·
there is a multiple-purpose project on
the Feather River. I introduced legislaEXTENSION OF REMARKS
tion in 1950 for this project. It would
OF
impound about six times as much water
as the entire Trinity River project would
HON.
DANIEL
A. REED
impound. It would generate a much
OF
NEW
YORK
greater amount of power than is contemplated by the Trinity project; and, furIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
thermore, it would harness the last of
Tuesday, April 8, 1952
the flood-creating rivers in the State of
Mr. REED of New york. Mr. SpeakCalifornia. It would provide water for a
great portion of the eastern side of er, I am inserting in the RECORD, under
Sacramento Valley and would release leave to extend, heretofore granted, a
water that could be exported into south- record of the activities of the internaern California and make available the tionalists and the devastation they have
waters of Shasta bam for the opera- wrought to what was once our Nation.
tion of irrigational projects in the Sacra- If the internationalists succeed in carrying on their activities in the future we
mento Valley.
will all be hog-tied by these international
It is my firm belief that there is no Lilliputians.
This article appeared in
occasion for diverting water from one the Washington Times-Herald of May 6,
watershed into another until all the re- 1952:
sources in the watershed to be benefited WHAT'S WHAT AMONG THE INTERNATIONALISTS
are developed, and that the Congress
Governor Stevenson, of illinois, in a politishould be very careful in such diversions cal appearance in Oregon, used the usual
because the areas of water origin should New Deal cliche that the United States has .
have the first claim on all such resources. a "role of world leadership." What he means
I am unalterably opposed to the di- is that the New Dealers and the Truman
version of the Trinity River and support Republicans have the New Deal foreign policy. They invariably measure it in terms of
the Western Mining Council and the citi- the
!tmount of spurious idealism they are
zens of the Pacific slope in their oppo- able to pump into it, and never in terms of
sition to the same.
its success, its cost, or its attainability.
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This is the policy that gave us Pearl Harbor and a world war; that gave us Tehran,
Yalta, Potsdam, and the Morgenthau plan for
dealing with helpless people; the policy that
raised Russia from a nation of 180,000,000
people to an intercontinental Communist
empire of 850,000,000 slaves; which lost China
for our cause, produced a Presidential war
in Korea, fastened a debt of $260,000,000,000
upon us, gave us budgets of $85,000,000,000
and the prospect of ever-increasing debt,
taxes us out of our shoes, conscripts our sons,
regiments and controls the national economy
and our private existence, keeps Acheson in
the State Department and Soviet agents in
their bureaucratic roosts, and leads to endless executive usurpations. It mortgages our
entire future.
This is the policy for which General. E'isenhower acts as agent in Europe and for which
the Republican New Dealers-the Deweys, the
Duffs, the Morses, Lodges, Saltonstalls, and
Wileys-have sold out their party and the
people.
What are the cornerstones of this policy?
First, the United Nations, that strangely disunited mixture of Communist countries, imperialist countries, dictatorships, monarchies, backward and semicolonial countries, "democratic" anarchies, and so on, in
the variety and profusion of 60 different national entities, with a confused Uncle Sam
wandering about among them with a wallet
in one hand and a tract in the other.
Red Russia is a member, and Stalin was
able to prevail upon the always sympathetic
Roosevelt to give him two additional votes
under the fiction that two of the Soviet
"republics," Byelo or White Russia and the
Ukraine, were autonomous states. In league
with these are the Soviet puppet creationsPoland and Czechoslovakia. Red China
knocks at the door, but so far the Chinese
veto vote on the United Nations Security
Council is still exercised by the remnant
Government of Nationalist China, now without even a toehold on the Chinese mainland.
Lined up in opposition is the misnamed
''free world," the British and French Empires, with the United States grubstaking
them. With this group, in general, run the
British dominions, the Greeks, the Turks (a
genuinely welcome auxiliary to the cause of
Christendom), the Dutch, and a few others,
tugging at Uncle's arm for financial support
and cautioning him the while not to get
reckless a.nd pique Stalin. The remainder of
of United Nations consists of frightened, intimidated, or indifferent nations whose
response is, "A plague on both your houses."
Because United Nations was such a demonstrable futility, it was thought necessary
to erect additional watchtowers, of which
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization is
representative-a crenelated balcony on the
original gingerbread structure. Its members
are Britain, France, Belgium, Holland, Luxemburg, Norway, Det).mark, Iceland, Greece,
Turkey, Canada, Portugal, the United States,
and Italy, which as a defeated nation in
World War II is not privileged to be a member of the United Nations.
Secretary Acheson introduced this congeries as an "Atlantic community," united
by political tradition· and outlook for 300
years. The community was not evident
when Belgium split away from Holland, when
Norway split off from Sweden, when Iceland
declared itself a republic free of Danish
dominion, when Portugal and Spain insisted
on retaining separate identities despite geographic proximity and the advantages of
cohesion, and when the American Colonies
.fought the War of Independence to liberate
themselves from Britain.
But even this superstructure is not enough,
so that still another has been added in the
form of the Consultative Assembly of the
Council of Europe, organized May 5, 1949. Its

present members are Belgium, Denmark,
France, Italy, Luxemburg, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Britain, Turkey, Greece, Iceland, the
Saar, and West German Federal Republic as
associate members, and, improbably, the Irish
Republic as a full member. This organization' is supposed to explore possibilities of
cooperation and closer unity, but its decisions are not binding unless members subscribe to them.
Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy, Luxemburg, and Holland have created a separate
European army, though pledged to military
action through the Atlantic Pact, and are
haggling on terms of West German entry.
Britain stands aloof from the common army
but has entered a treaty to fight with the
member armies in defense of any member
nation attac::ed.
These several organizations have encouraged illusions among some infatuated Americans that world or regional supergovernment
is just around the corner, the proof of future
unity apparen-tly being· found in present diversity. The Atlantic Unionists, of whom
Senator KEFAUVER and former Justice Owen
J. Roberts of the Supreme Court are characteristic, look forward to junking the Republic by entering a political, economic, and
military union with the other members of
the Atlantic Pact.
The United World Federalists go a step
further and envision a one-world government
in which the Communist wolf would lie down
with the non-Communist lamb in federated
happiness. Under either scheme the United
States would lose its independence, would
be outvoted, and would be elected to pay the
bill for Uttiversal happiness.
Such hallucinations ignore the absence of
common ground between the United States,
with its written Constitution, its Bill of
Rights, and its separation of church and
state, and an aggregation of nations possessed
of different ideas and principles. Some recognize the J utheran as the state church, and
some the Catholic. Some have religious
parties, and a socialism incompatible with
the American system is the basic tenet of
leading parties. These parties of class and
religion, wholly alien to American conceptions, would reduce the United States to a
·battleground if some supranational sovereignty were to be given the chance of establishing them here.
It is easy to talk abou~ world leadership,
but the realities bear no correspondence to
the chatter. The role which the internationalists assign America would first bleed
and bankrupt America, then destroy her by
stripping her of her independence and national identity and imprisoning her behind
the barred windows of a modern Tower of
Babel.

Comparative Study of Pending Legislation
Relating to Resale Price Maintenance
Contracts and Less Leader Sales Under
State Fair Trade L.aws as They Affect
Nonsigners and the Sale of Goods in
Other States
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, a
very careful and worth-while study has
been prepared by American Enterprise

.Association, Washington, D. C., in the
form of a comparative analysis of H. R.
5767, introduced by Representative McGUIRE, of Connecticut, and reported favorably by the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce; H. R.
6925, introduced by Representative
KEOGH, of New York, and reported favorably by the House Committee on the
Judiciary; and H. R. 6986, introduced
by Representative GELLER, of New York.
The comparative analysis to which reference is made is as follows:
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Fair trade laws have been enacted in all
the States except Missouri, Texas, Vermont,
and the District of Columbia. The major
objective of such laws is to prevent price
cutting below a minimum which may be pr~
scribed in a contract between a manufacturer or wholesaler and a retailer. Under
the provisions of the State laws, if such a
contract is entered into between any manufacturer or wholesaler and retailer, such contract is binding upon all other retailers who
have notice of the agreement irrespective of
whether they have entered into a contract.
Before the passage in 1937 of the MillerTydings amendment to section 1 of the
Sherman Antitrust Act, the lawS' and contracts thereunder applied only to intrastate
transactions. The purpose of this amendment was to remove from the application of
the antitrust laws those interstate transactions affected by the State fair trade laws.
The amendment provided, in effect, that
agreements prescribing minimum prices for
commodities when lawful within a State
would also be legal as to commodities shipped
in interstate commerce for resale within a
fair trade State.
The protection afforded to the maintenance of minimum resale prices in interstate transactions was limited in 1951 by
the Supreme Court decision in Schwegmann
Bros. v. Calvert Distillers Corp. (341 U. S.
384 (1951) ) to situations where a contract
had been entered into between a manufacturer and a retailer. The case held that
the Miller-Tydings amendment did not
cover State ·fair-trade ·laws when applied
to nonsigners, .and that enforcement would
place an undue burden on interstate commerce.
As a result of this decision several bills
have been introduced in the Eighty-second
Congress.
H. R. 5767, introduced October 17, 1951, by
Representative McGuiRE, would amend the
Federal Trade Commission Act by using the
language of the Miller-Tydings amendment
and extending it to apply to nonsigners as
well as signers under resale price maintenance contracts. Also it would extend the
provisions in reference to minimum prices to
include contracts for "stipulated" prices, and
contracts requiring vendors to enter into
another contract. In addition, it would
clarify the present law as modified by Sunbeam Corporation v. Wentling (185 F. 2d 903
(1950)) to permit a broader interpretation of
State fair-trade laws in connection with retail sales across State lines.
H. R. 69.25, introduced March 6, 1952, by
.Representative KEOGH, would amend the
Sherman Antitrust Act, as amended. It too
would abrogate the effect of the decision in
the Schwegmann case by validating enforcement of State fair-trade laws applicable to
nonsigners, but would limit its application
to contracts for minimum resale price maintenance. It would clarify the decision in the
Wentling case, but would not validate transactions originating within or consummated
in non-fai:t:-trade States. Also it would provide as a complete defense to an action a
showing that the party prescribing mini-
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mum prices had failed to make reasonable
efforts to insure compliance by others in
competition with defendant.
H. R. 6986, introduced March 11, 1952, by
Representative . CELLER, . would amend the
Clayton Act and the Sherman Antitrust
Act, as amended, and would make the provisions of the Miller-Tydings amendment
applicable to nonsigners. However, it would

make the law applicable only to loss leader
sales and provides a number of exceptions
to meet certain business requirements.
Another bill, H. R. 4365, introduced by
Representative CuRTIS, would repeal the
Miller-Tydings amendment.
H. R. 5767 was reported with amendments
by the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce on February 27, 1952.
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H. R. 6925 was reported with amendments
by the House Committee on the Judiciary
on March 13, 1952. H. R. 6986 has not yet
been reported by the House Committee on
the Judiciary.
The House Rules Committee cleared H. R.
5767 for :fioor debate and voted a special rule
permitting H. R. 6925 to be offered as a substitute.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
H. R. 5767

H. R. 6925

H. B. 6986

Acts amended by the proposed legislation

Would amend section 5 (a) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act with respect to certain contracts and agreements which establish minimum or stipulated resale prices and
which are extended by State law to persons
who are not parties to such contracts and
agreements.
The bill would make the pro\tisions of· the
Miller-Tydings amendment apply to nonsigners in fair trade law States and to sales
by a retailer in one State to buyers in another. In effect it would provide that with
regard to interstate transactions, State price
maintenance laws shall not constitute a
violation of the Federal Trade Commission
Act or the Sherman Antitrust Act.
1. Unfair methods of competition are pro-

hibited by reenacting existing law contained
in first sentence of section 5 (a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
2. The language of the Miller-Tydings
amendment to the Sherman Antitrust Act is
included in this bill and extends the provisions to cover "stipulated" prices, which
also appears in some State statutes. The bill
would also extend to cover contracts requiring a vendee to enter into a contract prescribing minimum or stipulated prices for
resale of a commodity bearing the trademark, brand or name of a manufacturer or
distributor.

3. The effects of the Schwegmann decision are invalidated by providing that nonsigners may be bound by contracts to which
they are not parties when so provided by
State law.
4. Obstacles suggested by the Wentling decision are removed by providing that the
making of contracts or the enforcement of
rights under the proposed legislation would
not constitute an unlawful burden or restraint upon or an interference with interstate commerce.
5. The so-called horizontal agreements between manufacturers or between producers
or between wholesalers or between brokers,
or between factors, retailers, firms, or corporations in competition with each other
remain outlawed under this proposed legislation.

Would amend the Sherman Antitrust Act
by reenacting and extending the provisions
of the Mlller-Tydings amendment, but would
limit application to minimum prices and
would extend act to nonsigners.
General objectives of the proposed legislation
Same as H. R. 5767.

Specific provisions
1. Existing law which prohibits unfair

methods of competition under section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act is incorporated by reference in subparagraph (e)
of section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act as
it would be amended by this legislation.
2. The Miller-Tydings amendment is reenacted to cover contracts and agreements prescribing minimum prices, but does not cover
"stipulated" prices nor does it apply to contracts by a distributor.

8. Same as H. R. 5767.

4. The Federal cause of action created by
this bill would not apply to transactions
originating from, directed to, or completed
Within any non-fair-trade State. (Subparagraph (d) of sec. 1 of the Sherman Antitrust
· Act as it would be amended by this legislation.)
5. Same as H. R. 5767.

Would ~mend the Clayton Act and the
Sherman Antitrust Act for the purpose of
prohibiting loss-leader sales.

The bill would prohibit loss-leader sale&,
'but would not restore State resale price
maintenance.

1. While no reference is made in this bill
to section 5 (a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, that act would remain unchanged by this legislation.

2. The language of the Miller-Tydings
amendment is reenacted with the following
substantial changes: (a) nonsigners would
be bound, (b) contract must not prescribe
minimum prices higher than "delivered cost"
to the seller, however, sales would be permitted at lower than "delivered cost," when,
in good faith, the items are discontinued;
damaged; sold by order of the court; sold to
certain charitable institutions; are perishable; sold in inventory liquidation to avoid
bankruptcy; or are sold in seasonal clearance
sales.
3. Same as H. R. 5767, but specifically renders unenforceable those rights under ·contracts which prescribe a price higher than
delivered cost.
4. The application of the Miller-Tydings
amendment to loss leader sales, as provided
for in this bill, would cover goods transported, Euld, or resold to vendees in a fairtrade State.

5. Reenacts section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act outlawing agreements in restraint
of trade, but omits that part of the language
of the M1ller-Tydings amendment which
refers specifically to agreements between
manufacturers or between producers, etc.,
who are competitors. (The . original provisions of the Sherman Antitrust Act and sec.
5 (a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act
which have been held to outlaw horizontal
price agreements remain unchanged by this
b1ll.)

Enforcement of the proposed legislation

Damage suits are authorized in the State
courts by any person damaged by price cutting.
(The provision for criminal penalties as
contained in the original b111 was dropped
by committee action.)

Section 7 of the Sherman Antitrust Act, as
amended, which provides for threefold damages would not be applicable. However,
where a person or corporation has been damaged, suit in damages or injunctive relief is
authorized.
A price-cutting retailer would be afforded
a complete defense to an action where he
could show that the party prescribing minimum prices has failed to make reasonable
efforts to insure compliance by defendant••
competitors.

The bill would permit persons damaged by
loss-leader selling to file suit for treble damages or to seek injunctive relief. It specifically provides that section 15 of the Clayton Act (providing for suits by United States
district attorneys to restrain violations under
the act) shall not apply to loss-leader practice.
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One-Hoss Shay Was Space Rocket Com·
pared With Mail Service in Washington,

D. C.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. H. R. GROSS
OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, on April
21, 1952, the Washington Evening Star
began publishing a series of articles,
written by James G. Deane, revealing
wretched mail service in the Nation's
Capital.
·
Under leave to extend my ·remarks, I
am inserting in today's RECORD the first
articles in the series, and hope to insert
the remainder of the articles subsequently in order to provide Members of Congress, citizens of the District of Columbia, and American citizens everywhere
with permanent and official access to
this information.
Mr. Deane has employed the best traditions of reporting by documenting the
series with specific names and examples.
And, Mr. Speaker, I feel certain the
Members will agree that Mr. Deane's
examples of mail handling in Washington, D. C., are all too typical of mail
service elsewhere in the Nation. This
includes the Third Iowa District, which
I represent, and where, in some instances,
it takes several days to deliver mail between towns only a few miles apart. ·
As a private citizen, and as a member
of the House Post Office and Civil Service
Committee devoting much study to the
mails, I have long been convinced that
there will never be real economy, efficiency, and high morale in the postal
service until it is reorganized to take it
as far out of politics as possible, making
its operation and employees, especially
those in the upper echelons, responsible
to Congress, the elected representatives
of the people, instead of to the President.
The postal service must be removed from
the corrosive effects of partisan politics
to enable loyal rank and file postal workers to do the efficient kind of a job they
are capable of doing and want to do.
This is the purpose of a reorganization
bill, H. R. 4741, which I introduced July
10, 1951, but which the committee has
failed to report to the House.
The Washington Star series follows, in
part, with subsequent articles to be inserted later:
LETI'ER MAILED IN CHEVY CHASE TAKES
36 HoURs To Go 6 MILEs--DISTRICT PosTMASTER CALLS LONG DELAY IN POSTING SERV•
ICE HERE IMPOSSmLE
(By James G. Deane)
Washington Postmaster Roy M. North
called it impossible.
One evening 2 weeks ago a letter was
dropped in a mailbox at Wisconsin Avenue
and Langdrum Lane in Chevy Chase, Md.
The address was the Star. The time was
8:15 p. m.
The last scheduled collection was already
past-5 :30p.m. The next was scheduled at
9:15 'the following morning.
At 9 o'clock the second night the letter
\'las postmarked at the Washington city post
>ffice. ' It was delivered the next morning

at 8. The distance traveled, 6 miles. The
time, more than 36 hours.
IMPOSSIBLE, BUT TRUE
It was the 24-hour delay in the postmarking that Postmaster North called impossible.
It couldn't, he declared, have taken that long.
It did. And not only that, but the same
thing happened to another letter mailed the
same evening in nearby Brookmont, Md., also
in Montgomery County, but also, like Chevy
Chase, Washington post-office territory.
It happened, also, to a letter mailed at
midmorning in a centrally located Alexandria, Va., letter box the day following.
And a letter mailed at 6:10 p. m. last
Monday in a Rockville, Md., box, took until
Tuesday noon to acquire its cancellation,
also a seemingly odd lapse of hours. It took
another day to be delivered. (Rockville and
Alexandria are independent jurisdictions.)
To be sure, eight other letters posted at
various times within Washington and in
Hyattsville, Silver Spring, Fairfax, and
Arlington moved with dispatch-as much, at
least, as present postal restrictions permit.
And one dropped at 8 a.m. down the Star's
own letter chute reappeared, with an 11:30
a.m. postmark, at 5 that afternoon-a testimonial to the considerate treatment given
newspapers.
But the fact remains that a third of the
letters were postmarked-and delivered late.
FREQuENT COMPLAINTS
The Star mailed the test letters because
of frequent complaints that mail service
isn't what it ought to be.
In the Washington and Alexandria cases
authorities investigated but found no explanation.
·
In Rockville the letter missed the last collection about 6. And the next was made by
a letter carrier on his morning deliveries.
He didn't get back to the post office until
nearly noon. He never does. Postmaster
N. E. Ward said the collection should be
earlier.
Assistant Washington Postmaster Gordon
Bell later sent his own test letters through
the Chevy Chase and Brookmont boxes. He ,
said there was no undue delay. Brookmont,
however, has no collection before noon.
Complaints like this are infrequent, Mr.
Bell said. He estimated the post office receives them about twice a month.
SMALL PART OF PICTURE
But this is just a small part of the current
postal picture. That picture involves an
undercurrent of public dissatisfaction which
has existed-if with little outward evidencefor the last 2 years.
Postmaster General Jesse M. Donaldson
himself took the unwilling step which initiated the complaints. Instructed by Congress to economize, he ordered service cutbacks. That was 2 years ago.
Ended were late evening collections, afternoon residential deliveries, post-office directory ser;vice, and most night-window service. Postal traditions were shattered. The
public is still reacting.
Washington's post office used to provide
this kind of service:
Most boxes were collected first around
7:30 a.m. and last about 10:15 p.m. Carriers delivered twice daily everywhere in the
city, and three times in the downtown business district, except week ends. Eighteen
clerks worked on redirecting misaddressed
mail. The main post office and Benjamin
Franklin Station operated all-night window
service for stamp sale and parcel post.
HOW SERVICE WAS CUT
On April 18, 1950, these cuts were ordered:
The first collection was moved forward to
8:30 a. m.; the last was cut back to about
7:30 p. m. Two collections were eliminated
1n the business district, one everywhere else.
Business deliveries remained the sa.me in
Washington, but the second residential de-

livery stopped. The second business delivery
in the suburbs also stopped. The carrier
force was slaShed one-sixth. Directory personnel were slashed to three and service restricted drastically. Most badly addressed
letters were ordered sent back to senders or
to the dead letter office.
And the city-wide post office closil!g time
was cut back a half hour to 5:30p.m. (from
1 p.m. to noon Saturday).
Only boxholders at the main office and
Benjamin Franklin still could· get customary
all-night service. The attendant was restricted otherwise to make change for automatic mailing machines and stamp dispensers and accepting special delivery mail
and emergency parcels, such as medicine.
Mr. Donaldson says he didn't want the
curtailments but his hand was forced. The
public, no doubt, didn't want them either,
he admits, but it has been swallowing them
all over the country.
COMMON mRITATIONS
Here are some of the common irritations:
A man forgets there's no late collection.
His letter lies in the box overnight. If it's
addressed to a local resident or suburban
firm, it's collected too late for next-day
delivery and also lies around the next night.
Out-of-town mail starts out later, arrives
later.
A man-or working woman-can't get
home in time to get a letter in the box for
collection.
Carriers' routes are longer, so many deliveries are -later. Housewives get impatient.
A misaddressed letter from California goes
back to California to get corrected.· Directory checkers used to try to correct it here
first.
A mailomat or stamp dispenser sometimes
gets out of order at night. Stamp windows
are closed. An unstamped letter won't get
far.
Atter 5:30 p. m. an ordinary parcel cannot
be mailed.
It's the lack of late collections that has
brought most complaints. Letters on the
subject still come in regularly to the city post
office. Many protests also were made on the
slashed home delivery at first, but those have
dwindled, officials say.
Some of these things are out of the hands
of Postmaster North. Others-such as delayed postmarks-are not.
TEN MEN REQUmED IN DELIVERING YoUR
LETI'ER TO LOCAL ADDRESS-VOLUME Is GREAT
AND EFFICIENCY RECORD Is GOOD, DISTRICT
POSTMASTER SAYS
.
(By James 6. Deane)
It takes 10 men to deliver a letter within
Washington. One to New York takes 18.
These are minimums. Washington letters
delivered through a branch, instead of the
main post office, take 14.
Here's how it works:
The collector picks up the letter at a mail
box. He puts it in a sack.
All sacks go to the main post office. Each
is emptied by a mail handler.
A clerk faces the letter for canceling. Another puts it through the canceling machine.
A mail handler takes it with others to a
distributing case. A clerk sorts it-separating Washington mail from that going out
of town. There are 33 out-of-town cubbyholes. There are two for the Districtzoned and unzoned. This letter is zoned
Washington 1-downtown.
A handler picks it up and t akes it to the
incoming division. A clerk sorts it againinto one of 35 more cubbyholes. The 35
divide the Washington post office area.
Another clerk takes the letter and puts it
in a carrier's box. The carrier sorts it for
his route-and delivers it.
It would take four more handlers to transport it to Chevy Chase.
And an error can occur anywhere.
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Five million pieces of mail, in and out, go
through the sorting process during the Washington pos-t office's average day. Almost
5,000 employees, in 71 different offices, have
roles to play. Some 370 vehicles travel some
11,000 miles. Some 1,175 carriers trudge uncounted miles more. (One hundred and
forty miles in nearby Maryland still are
Rural Free Delivery.)
There are 1,850 collection points-chutes
and boxes. There are four to. nine daily
collections-the four in residential areas, the
nine for downtown business. And there
are one to three weekday deliveries-one for
residences, t wo for outlying business areas,
three to business downtown. Hotels and
newspapers get four.

empty sacks in a day. Some get missorted1t's inevitable. And carriers sometimes misdeliver, or fail to forward correctly.
Rasmus Hansen, veteran assistant mail
superintendent, tells one tale of error. An
air-mail letter, still uncanceled, was found
1n a mail bag just back from the repair
shop. The letter was stitched in where a
hole had been mended.
But the Post Office isn't always to blame.
More than 3,000 letters daily have to be set
aside and sorted through because they
haven't been properly addressed. Seven men
spend their time trying to correct them. If
they fail, they send them back again. They
don't correct many.

GOOD SERVICE, NORTH SAYS

This reporter saw a bundle of 50 letters
collected over an hour and a half-all without stamps. Another had a Canadian 2center and United States 1-center. It was
delivered with an additional sticker-2 cents
postage due.
The Post Office calls misdirected mystery
items "nixies" (origin and exact meaning
unknown). They range from post cards with
no city listed to boxes of lost baby chicks.
Undisposed-of chicks are sold, in accordance
with regulations. Next stop, except for
chicks: Dead letter office.
True, the Post Office used to give directory
service on much ill-addressed mail, and tbis
served a useful purpose. It isn't done now.
But Postmaster North says he's only heard
one complaint about the abandonment in S
years as postmaster.
After all, in most sucl:i cases the senders
really have only themselves to blame.
Sometimes, by contrast, the Post Office will
go far out of its way to help. If asked politely, it will help stop a letter when the
sender so wishes-provided the citizen pays
the cost of a telegram. The rule is that the
sender controls his missive until actual delivery.

Is the service good?
Washington Postmaster Roy M. North says
it is. His office, he says, gets only three or
four complaints a day.
A year•s· complaint records fill one fillng
drawer. Here are samples:
A Washington man addressed an airmail
letter to Saudi Arabia. It went to Burlington, Vt., from there to Fall River, Mass., from
there to Salem, N.J., where it was found in
a supposedly empty mail s-ack. The Salem
postmaster returned it to the sender-46
days after it was mailed.
The citizen remailed it-accepting a.n
apology.
An air-mail letter from England was delivered to the 1700 block of S Street. The
occupant, not being the addressee, marked
the envelope "not at" . and dropped it in
a mail box. It was erroneously given back
to the same carrier, who remarked it ..not
at" and sent to the inquiry section. After
30 days it was returned to the sender.
To the outraged addressee, who accused
the post omce of cumulative bad eyesight,
Postmaster North explained that the caoier
had been cautioned to pay mo:re attention
to the formation of the English figure 9
so as not to confuse it with our 7.
MOST COMPLAINTS UNFOUNDED

Ninety-five percent of the complaints actually are nothing like this, according to
Assistant Postmaster Gordon Bell. Most, he
says, are actually unfounded.
Three men keep busy in the office's inquiry section rooking into complaints and
queries.. But often the sender himself proves
at fault.
Sometimes the letter wasn't
mailed.
"I think we're doing a better distribution
job than ever before," said Mr. Bell.
Postmaster General Donaldson, too, says
the District pos:t- oflice has good standing.
But there are problems.
The main post omce is crowded. Its marble lobbY looks palatial. But hl back, said
the Postmaster, it's bursting its seams.
There is a personnel problem.
Sorters, say the oldttmers, used to average 40 letters per minute. Now it's down
to 23.
Many workers are part time. All new ones
hired are t .e mporary-no new permanent appointments currently are permitted by Congress. This cuts incentive.
And the post office's peak hours are at
night. Hard hours and modest pay give
postal jobs a competitive draw-back ..
'l'WENTY-BIX-PERCENT TURN -OVER

The :result is high turn-over. For the last
2 years, it has been 2.6 percent. This is
serious, because it takes a year and a half
for a clerk to become efHcieirt.
Clerks must pass examinations. And they
are reexamined annually and more often
when they make many errors. Many, officially, is extremely few. Only 2.5 percent
will be tolerated on tests and less in actual
operation. And the actual errors, compared
with mail volume, are very few, officials say.
But nobody pretends they don't occur.. A
dozen letters may get lost in supposedly

LETTERS UNSTAl\IIPED

SAVED EMBARRASSl\IIEN'l'

Many have been saved embarrassment that
way.
And the postmaster 1s always glad to cooperate in domestic emergencies, as the case
last weel: when a little girl dropped some
family fund~ into a mail box. · A messenger
had them out within half an hour and safely
back in parental hands.
Washington's Post Office handles a tremendous amount of mail-including that of
two special VIP customers-the man at
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue and Congress.
Most gets through, says the postmaster.
In the midst of all this, has the saving
from 1950 service cuts really been worth
while? Despite the fact that the Washington oftlce is profit making ( 1951 expenses:
$17,700,000; receipts, $22,000,000), Spc!lk.esmen
say yes. Mr. North's guess is in the neighborhood of $500,000 a year.
NIGHT COLLECTIONS To BJ:. REsTOaJlD II"
CONGRESS FOREGOES SLASHES

(By James G. Deane)
The ending of night man collections hasn't
paid off. The Post Office now is ready to
restore them.
Restoration plans, says Postmaster General Donaldson, are ready. The service will
be resumed this summer, he says, if Congress
appropriates enough money.
Late collections were only one casualty of
the postal curtailment order of 2 years ago.
But public indignation, postal men say, has
centered on them.
People also have complained about slashed
deliveries, window hours and directory service. But they have complained longest and
loudest about the collection cut-back, according to the officials. .
Mr. Donaldson insists it isn't complaints
that caused his decision.
"I didn't want to stop the collections in
the first place," he told the Star. "I want to
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restore them, first, to give people an oppor ..
tunity to mail later, and second, to keep the
mail :flowing in evenly in the post office."
RESUMED IN NEW YORK

The fact remains, however, that all the
cut-backs have been _ highly controversial.
The controversy undoubtedly had a part in
the new move.
Washington will have high priority if
restoration comes.
Late collections have just been resumed in
New York City. Plans are to restore them
gradually in most of the 300 biggest cities,
Mr. Donaldson revealed. Washington is at
the top of the list.
Curtailment cut the last District collection
to around 7:30 p. m. Restoration would
mean a pickup at 9:30 to 10:30, in addition.
The New York service is similar. There an
earlier collection will be eliminated, however. (New York has more collections than
Washington.)
No special money wm be needed, according
to Mr. Donaldson. The move can be made if
the Senate does not slash any further next
year's postal budget as already passed by the
House, he said. That amounts to about $2,800,000,000.
The Postmaster General said he thinks the
prospects are good.
THREATENS OTHER CUTS

If, however, a further slash should be

made, another cut in postal service might be
required, Mr. Donaldson added. He wouldn't
state the restoration cost.
·
A lot of people won't be satisfied with just
the night collection. The National Association of Letter Carriers, for instance, wants
full restoration of an curtailed services,
especially deliveries.
Mr. Donaldson accuses the association of
campaigning to stir up public criticism of
his policies. William C. Doherty, association
president, admits this.
·
Mr. Doherty, .a one-time carrier, told the
St,a r in his view pres-ent postal service is
"chaotic." He charged that the curtailment
has snarled post office operations and forced
unfair work loads on the 103,000 mailmen he
heads.
The association's campaign has assumed a.
personal character, Mr. DQherty stated frankly:
"We won't be satisfied until we have a
1
Postmaster General."

new

SAYS SERVICE UP TO CONGRESS

Mr. Donaldson, however, staunchly de-

fends his policies. He says Congress demanded economy, and he had to achieve it.
And it's up to Congress to permit better
service, he adds. He emphasized:
"You can o?Iy give the people what the
people want to pay for."
A survey of the 30 major post offices already has been made in connection with the
new plan, he disclosed. Later collections, he
said, can commence within a week or 10 days
after the appropriation is enacted.
In an election year, the move is good political strategy. lt will have to weather election-year congressional economy, however.
Washington's mall soon may be speeded in
another way. The eity post office fs doing
some modernizing.
Most spectacular project is a $150,000 sorting machine, now being installed.
There also are new, experimental motor
vehicles, new dollies for hauling hand trucks
around the post office, a planned curbside
"courtesy" mailbox for motorists so they
need not leave their cars and for mail distributors, several types of sponge-rubber pads
for the "rest bars" which help them stand
long hours a~ sorting cases.
SORTERS CAN SIT DOWN

The
allows
down.
of the

sorting machine is revolutionary. It
the long-standing mail sorters to sit
They've never done it in the history
Washington post office,
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·weeks back, answered those who ask, "Why
It is aliout 90 feet long and elevated on a
The Chinese Reds have spent the last year
are we in Korea?" He made a good case
steel-beamed deck above the .main post office
building up their forces and crushing them
which we summarfze in the interest of better
will not now be as simple as it may have
floor. It consists of two rows of streamunderstanding of the situation.
lined cases, 50 in all, each with 36 slots. The
been last J ..me.
slots feed down chutes to a conveyor belt.
Mr. McCoRMACK declared that there were
The belt leads to an automatic stacking
also faint hearts who asked similar questions
machine.
at Valley Forge, and today, as then, they are
Letters slotted according to their proper
a small majority, the great bulk of the NaHow Our Tax Dollars Are Wasted
destination fall down a chute, move along
tion agreeing with General Ridgway who
·the belt and end up in a stack ready to be
said of our resistance in Korea, "to have done
tied and dropped in a bag.
otherwise would have b.een a repudiation of
EXTENSION vF REMARKS
Over each case is a built-in fluorescent
every principle we had previously professed."
OF
light. And in front is the big morale factorThe Nation, he said, knows that the Koa foam-rubber swivel chair.
rean effort is an indispensable part of our
BOGG~
Mail clerks have worked for years at
world-wide struggle against communism deshoulder-height wooden cases, so large that
OF DELAWARE
signed to preserve both the freedom and
they have had to stand in order to reach all
general peace, and knows that the sacrifices
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the cubbyholes. Mail piles up in the comof the bitter cost have not been in vain.
partments, then must be pulled out by
Tuesday, May 6, 1952
He quoted General MacArthur on Presihand-meaning extra manpower.
dent Truman's decision, June 27, 1950, to
Mr.
BOGGS
of Delaware. Mr. Speakhalt communism in Korea: "The decision
LESS MOTION NEEDED
er, under leave to extend my remarks, I
of
President
Truman
lighted
into
flame
a
The new cases are more compact, because
include an article from the , Saturday
lamp of hope throughout Asia that was burnthe letters don't accumulate. And for a fullEvening Post, May 3, 1952, issue.
ing dimly toward extinction. • • • It
length arm motion they substitute. wrist
swept aside in one great monumental stroke ·
This article not only points up how
motion. In addition, there will no longer
all
of
the
hypocrisy
and
the
sophistry
which
be any Interruption from the man emptying
our tax dollars are wasted but is further
has
confused
and
deluded
so
many
people
each cubbyhole, or any danger of leaving a
evidence of the great public service bedistinct from the actual scene."
letter lying in one accidentally. The coning rendered to the citizens of our Nation
Starting from scratch and under great
veyor belt attends to that.
by the courageous, careful, and persisthandicaps, he declared, the United Nations
The overhead deck also removes the sorters
ent efforts of the distinguished, able, an.d
first completely destroyed the North Kofrom noise and confusion and leaves scarce
hard-working United States Senator
rean army in 3 months, then recovered
space below available for other use.
from the first surprise (sic) offensive of the
JoHN J. ·WILLIAMS, of Delaware.
A veteran postal employee, John Sestak,
Chinese Communists with masses of mari- ·
The article is as follows:
of Chicago, developed the machine. His
power
poured
against
them
and
finally
·pilot model was built partly out of metal
How OuR TAx DoLLARs ARE WASTED
cbewed
to
bits
the
new
Communist
armies
from tin cans. Three similar machines now
(No. 1 of a series)
thrown against them one after another.
are in use in Chicago, where Mr. Sestak is
By last spring, he said; the ,enemy's cas(By Sidney Shalett)
·assistant mail superintendent. And recentualties had passed the million mark and all
ly he was awarded $1,000 by Postmaster GenWaste in Government can be more than
of South Korea had been retaken and libereral Donaldson for the invention. It is the
waste of the taxpayers' dollars. Extravaated. For the first time since World war
first real improvement in mail sorting in
gance and mismanagement edge into fraud
II the United States had a real battle-tested
many years.
and corruption, and, finally, the moral bankArmy,
Navy,
and
Air
Force
whose
record
Only a part of Washington's letter mail
ruptcy of faithless public officials infects
should inspire every American. And also
will be sorted on the new machine. Money
the public itself.
for the first time, Chinese , Communist
isn't available for a complete conversion and
The Commodity Credit Corporation is a
armies tasted serious defeat and the prespostal officials doubt that would be worth
self-contained case study of how waste in
tige of the Communist regime in China was
while anyway, because only at peak hours
Government extends its contaminating inseriously impaired.,
.
1s there enough mail to keep machines busy.
fluence. Created by Presidential order in
The Russell committee brought out from
October 1933, CCC's original function was to
OPEN VEHICLES TESTED
General Marshall and others last spring that
aid depression_.hit farmers through priceBut a worthwhile manpower saving is exthe enemy could not indefinitely afford such
support loans. Today, a tool of the Departpected. And-the mail also will move faster.
destruction of their armies. "They were
ment of Agriculture, the CCC not only bolMore machines may be added later.
right. In June 1951, just a year after the
sters the administration's agricultural policy
About 20 kinds of new three-wheel deoutbreak of war they did propose an armiswith commodity loans but buys and stores
livery vehicles are being tested by city mall
tice. The final terms of this armistice have
billions of dollars worth of commodities.
carriers. Some are completely open-airnot yet been agteed upon, but a virtual ceaseIn its handling of more than $14,250,000,which mailmen don't like-but several have
fire condition has been achieved; no further
000 of public funds, CCC's operating loss, by
convertible tops.
offensives have been launched by the Comits own figures, has exceeded $1,000,000,000.
They are being tried out on suburban car.munists and U. N. cas'u alties are now at a
Despite this loss-and a record of bungling
rier routes where houses are far enough apart
minimum."
which s0me critics consider remarkable even
to make .foot delivery tiresomer. Deliveries .
Mr. McCoRMACK further pointed out that . for Washington-Congress in June 1950 inare speeded. .
'
our Km:ean action averted disaster for if the
creased CCC's borrowing authority by a cool
Reds nad not .been checked in Korea they
$2,000,000,000 to a total of $6,750,000,000.
• probably would have swept over Indochina
The fi1st public inkling of CCC's postwar
and Malaya, which are just 1as important to .irregularities was touched off by Senator
the United Nations as Korea, threatened ForKorea
JOHN J. WILLIAMS, Republican, Of Delaware,
mosa and even Japan. Had we abandoned
the. Senate's one-man investigating bureau.
Korea, as some suggested, the disaster would
WILLIAMS caught on to the fact that CCC
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
have been incalculable.
was nearly 4 years deliJ:?.quent in furnishing
OF
Action in Korea brought time in the Far
the General Accounting Office information on
East to fashion a new chain of defense sewhich to submit t~ Congress an audit recuring the Pacific. Our Seventh Fleet proquired by law. In March 1949 he charged
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
tected Formosa from invasion. Korea gave
that if stich an audit were made $350,000,000
time in Europe and we changed NATO from
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
would be unaccounted for on CCC's books.
a paper outfit into a real fighting alliance
Immediately Secretary of Agriculture Charles
Tuesday, May 6, 1952
which promises to hold Europe from aggresBrannan
and other administration stalwarts
Mr. RILEY. Mr. Speaker, under leave sion. Korea is a part of the world-wide began denouncing WILLIAMS as if he were the
struggle.
Americans
might
well
cross
their
to extend my remarks, I include an fingers that not only the right decision was village simpleton. It wasn't so, they ineditorial which appeared in the Colum- made but that it was made in time as the sisted. The day after Brannan's hot denial,
bia State, the leading daily newspaper result not of snap judgment but consistent Comptroller General Lindsay C. Warren submitted en audit to Congress, attesting that
in South Carolina, regarding the speech with a long-standing foreign policy.
there was, in fact, $366,643,129 on CCC's books
made recently on the Korean situation
Hindsight is better than foresight, and we
which could not be supported nor verified.
by the very able and distinguished ma- admit that any reasonable chance of bring- Furthermore,
the Comptroller General said
jority floor leader, the gentleman from ing an end to conflict should be taken, but that accounting deficiencies encountered
subsequent
developments
raise
the
question
Massachusetts [Mr. McCoRMACK]:
were so substantial he couldn't tell whether
of whether we should have responded to the
SUMMARY ON KOREA
CCC's figu~· es were true or false.
Russian suggestion of peace talks by stating,
The argument rocked along for a year.
Representative JOHN W. McCoRMACK of
"We'll talk peace when the Chinese Reds in
Massachusetts, speaking in the House a few
Korea surrender unconditionally."
Finally CCC's books were brought in bal-

HON. J. CALEB

HON. JOHN J. RILEY
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ance by an ingenious bit of bookkeeping
that would intrigue private businessmen.
After adjustments and collections had been
made, there still was $96,440,497 that couldn't
be accounted for. So that amount was
simply deducted to bring the b,ooks in
balance. Today the protesting Senator WILLIAMS notes that approximately $8J.,000,000 of
the $96,440,497 still is lost.
More recently, Senator WILLIAMS, GAO, and
two congressional committees have been
checking CCC's handling of grain storage.
Here the waste definitely edges into corruption, though Secretary Brannan insists that
the crooks are on the outside and his people,
at least most of them, are innocent, despite
evidence of gifts ranging from Bibles and
shrimp to cash bribes in one instance. The
sordid story has been well publicized: Warehousemen, to whom CCC has been paying
fancy prices to store Government grain, have
been selling the grain, hoping, by speculating on the commodity market, to profit and
cover up.
Secretary Brannan struck out in all directions when this ·one broke. Among other
things, he ·said "the actual excuse for circulating" news about the grain thefts was
that "the political season has induced my
opponents to launch an all-out attack on the
grain-storage program." He hinted darkly
that it was all a plot against the American
farmer.
The public still does not know how high
the grain shortages will run. Brannan once
estimated $5,000,000 to $7,000,000; Senator
WILLIAMS thinks $10,000,000 will be nearer
the target. Brannan says we probably won't
actually lose more than $1,000,000 through
the thefts and implies that a mere million
is a pittance compared with the magnitude ·
of the multi-billion-dollar storage program.
WILLIAMs retorts that a million dollar£ of the
taxpayers' money looks pretty big to him, and
he's skeptical about that estimate anyway.

Establishment of Supreme- .Allied
Commander, Atlantic
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PORTER HARDY, JR.
OF VIRGINIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. HARDY. Mr. Speaker, on April
10 I had the privilege of witnessing a
most impressive ceremony at Norfolk,
Va. I believe that the establishment of
the Allied Atlantic Command will be recorded as a significant historical event.
Our own able Admiral Lynde D. McCormick became supreme commander in
the Atlantic Ocean area of forces assigned to his command by 14 free nations, members of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization.
For the information of the. Members,
I am inserting the remarks which Admiral McCormick made at this historic
ceremony:
ESTABLISHMENT OF SUPREME ALLIED COM•
MANDER, ATLANTIC
May'I say first how happy and how honored
we are to have you all here to help us establish the Allied Atlantic Command with fitting ceremony.
Just a little over 3 years ago, 12 truly peaceloving nations took the first step to combine
against aggression. They pledged that an
attack against one would be met as an attack

against all. Recently, Greece and Turkey
have joined this resolute group.
In developing the plans and the means for
defense, this North Atlantic Treaty Organization decided that there should be an allied
command in Europe under a supreme commander, and an allied command in the Atlantic Ocean area, also under a supreme
commander. The status of the European
command under General Eisenhower is well
known to all. On April 2, he made his first
annual report. It is heartening to read in,
and between, the lines of this outstanding
document what a great advance General
Eisenhower and his headquarters have made
in the past year.
Today we come to the establishment of the
other major allied command which will cover
the vast area of the Atlantic Ocean. It is my
proud duty as the designated supreme allied
commander, Atlantic to proceed with the
ceremony by which it will be established.
First, in alphabetical order, we will raise
the flags of the NATO nations. Please join
with me in rendering an appropriate salute
to each one.
' The North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
symbolized J:!Y this inspiring semicircle of
flags, requested the President of the United
States to nominate an officer to serve as
supreme allied commander, Atlantic. Upon
approval by NATO of his selection, the Pre~i
dent addressed the following letter to me:
THE WHITE HousE,
Washington, January 29, 1952.

MY DEAR ADMIRAL McCoRMICK: The North
Atlantic Treaty Nations have agreed that a
supreme allied commander, Atlantic, should
now be appointed and have requested that I
designate a United States officer. I have
designated you for this new international
command which embraces a large area under
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
I am informed that the standing group
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
will issue a directive to you concerning your
responsibilities and authority as the supreme
allied commander, Atlantic.
You are hereby assigned . operational command of the United States Armed Forces
assigned to the United States Atlantic Command, to the extent necessary for the accomplishment of your mission.
You are hereby authorized to use officers
and enlisted personnel of the United States
Armed forces and civilian employees of the
Untted States Government on your sta1f as
you consider appropriate in numbers and
grades as necessary.
I am sending copies of this letter to the
Secretary of State and to the Secretary of
Defense for their guidance.
Sincerely yours,
HARRY TRUMAN.
In accordance with the authority vested in
me by the 14 member nations of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, I declare that
as of this moment the Allied Atlantic Command is formally established, and I hereby
assume the duties and responsibilities of the
supreme allied commander, Atlantic. Admiral Glover, please break the flag of the
Allied Atlantic Command.
I would now like to introduce my deputy,
Vice Adm. Sir William Andrewes, K. B. E.,
C. B., D. S. o.; Royal Navy. My chief of
staff, Rear Adm. Cato D. Glover, United
States Navy, has already spoken to you.
My first official act as supreme commander
is to designate the principal subordinate
commanders, who are as follows:
Commander in chief, eastern Atlantic
area: Admiral Sir George Creasy, K. C. B.,
C. B. E., D. S. 0., M. V. 0., Royal Navy, present
air commander in chief, eastern Atlantic
area.
•
Air Marshal Sir Alick Stevens, K. B. E.,
C. B., Royal Air Force, present commander
northeast Atlantic subarea.
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Vice Adm. Sir Maurice J. Mansergh, K. C.
B., C. B. E., Royal Navy, air commander,
northeast Atlantic subarea.
Air Vice Marshal T. C. Traill, C. B., 0. B.
E., D. F. C., Royal Air Force commander
northern European subarea.
Rear Adm. J. H. F. Crombie, C. B., D. S. 0.,
Royal Navy Air commander North Sea.
Air Vice Marshal H. T. Lydford, C. B., C.
B. E., Royal Air Force commander Bay of
Biscay subarea.
Vice Adm. A. Robert, French Navy commander Maritime Forces Morocco.
Vice Adm. A. Sol, French Navy, commander
Canadian Atlantic subarea.
Rear Adm. R. E. S. Bidwell, C. B. E., C. D.,
Royal Canadian Navy, present air commander Canadian Atlantic subarea.
Air Commodore A. D. Ross, G. C., C. B. E.,
C. D., Royal Canadian Air Force, present
commander United States Atlantic subarea.
Vice Adm. Oscar C. Badger, United States
Navy, present.
In my capacity as CINCLANT/CINCLANTFLT, I will serve additionally as commander
in chief, western Atlantic area.
In assuming my position as a Supreme Allied Commander, I am deeply conscious of
the confidence which is being placed in me
by the entire free world. As you know, I
recently visited the 10 NATO nations which
are involved in the Atlantic command. On
every hand I found a wholehearted desire
to support the command in the difficult tasks
ahead. Most of the nations are furnishing
officers for my SACLANT staff, and all have
designated liaison officers to facilitate our
dealing with their Governments. I welcome
most heartily those officers who have already
reported for these duties.
Also, I would like to tell my CINCLANT I
CINCLANTFLT staff that I am glad still to
be working with them. They, too, are joining the NATO organization in assuming additional duty as the staff of the Commander
in Chief, western Atlantic area.
We all must do our part in the future
months and years to show the world that the
establishment of this unified, international
command is indeed a great step forward in
the preservation of world peace.
We are .determined to do our full part in
organizing this command effectively and in
increasing the efficiency of the units which
many of the member nations are earmarking to serve under me· as SACLANT should a
day of hostilities come. These forces, though
mostly naval, are from all three servicesnavy, army, and air force. It is our duty
to see that we have a team Which will carry
out our primary tasks ·of defending our territory, controlling the ocean, and lending direct support to the Allied European Command.
Here I must introduce a sobering thought.
It is quite clear to me already that much
greater effort by all the nations associated
with the Allied Atlantic Command must be
applied to build up the forces which are required to maintain control of tne high seas
and the coastal waters which coitcern us.
Our present level of forces introduces risks
which are unacceptable. Even the increased
maritime forces which have appeared in
NATO planning will fall short of those necessary to give Europe and the Allied Supreme
Command the direct and indirect support
which we envisage they will require from us.
Remember that the taslis of this command
are by no means directly proportional to the
size of the navies of potential enemies.
But no tinge of defeatism is with us here
today. The very fact that so many nations
have taken the concerted action which led
to this ceremony gives one a feeling of buoyancy. Let us consider this command as a
ship that we are now launching. I know
I am speaking for my NATO Atlantic Command comrades when I pledge that we will
keep this ship on course and in position. And
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if forces of aggression ever threaten overtly

the security of our association of peace-preserving nations, we intend to have our ship
ready to fight.

Congress Itself Learns Lesson
.EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. KATHARINE ST. GEORGE
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent, I include an
article by David Lawrence on Judge
Pine's recent decision in the steel case.
This article appeared in the Washington Star of May 1, 1952.
Mr. Lawrence brings out in a masterly
fashion the grave danger of financial
collapse that threatened our country for
a ·orief time. Judge Pine, by his clear
interpretation of the law under.the Constitution, has set this matter straight
ar...d has taught many of us in and out
of Congress a much-needed lesson.
The article follows:
CONGRESS
ITSELF
LEARNS
LESSON-JUDGE
PINE'S RULING HAS A VE~TED A SERIOUS DEPRESSION IF NOT A MONETARY CATASTROPHE
IN INDUSTRIAL WORLD

(By David Lawrence)
The long'-range economic effects of Judge
Pine's historic ruling are of 'such transcendent importance that it may readily be S!l-id
that his action has really averted for the
United States a serious depression, 1f not a
monetary catastrophe.
For what this Federa.l judge-now known
nationally but knowp. __always in Washington
as a man' of }?.igh character and ability-has
decided ~s that private property in Anierica
is safe against confiscation. The great industrial power of the Nation is not to be
weakened any longer by sword of Damocles
hanging over its head.
The last few weeks have been critical to
America. Business and industrial leaders
have looked askance at the sudden seizurewithout warrant· of law---of the properties of
the steel companies. They have wondered
if they could continue with expansion plans.
Indeed, one company in the steel business
canceled about $45,ooo;ooo of construction
for expanded plant because of the uncertainty surrounding governmental power to
confiscate at will. In other industries grave
apprehension and discouragement were pronryunced.
'
The American economic system has been
under attack by so-called liberals ever since
the NeVI Deal and Fair Peal spokesmen, inside and outside of Government, spread the
doctrine that under the guise of the general
welfare or under the claim of emerg.e ncy
powers almost anything could be done by
the President Qf the United States through
issuance of an Executive order, or by the
Congress in passi:g.g a law taking away the
rights of the people.
Gradually there has been an encroachment, first by the Democratic majority in
Congress and then by President Franklin
Roosevelt and President Truman. When
Congress exceeded its powers and delegated
to the National Recovery Administration the
authority to set up codes of fair competition, the country did not seem inclined to
question the law, but the Supreme Court of
the United States, on May 27, 1935, by a.
unanimous opinion declared that statute to
be unconstitutional. Indeed, on the same
day, the Supreme Court said-also unani-

a

mously-that the power of a President to
remove a member of the Federal Trade Commission, a quasi-judicial body, was not unlimited and that Congress by law could
specify the limitations, and that they mu&t
be respected. About the only reason Mr.
Roosevelt had given for removing a Commissioner was that the mind of Mr. Humphrey
did not go along with that of the President.
The significant nature of the opinion of the
Supreme Court in rebuking FDR for his
usurpation of power was not widely publicized at the time because the NRA decision
overshadowed it.
Yet these basic constitutional decisions
have much to do with whether American
business moves ahead in our times. With
socialism being introduced in many countries today, and the power of the state over
the citizen increasing, the owners of property and the managers of businesses have become apprehensive.
What Judge Pine wrote will be studied by
many lawyers, because it defines constitutional law on points that have never been the
subject of a. judicial challenge before. But
the laymen, persons in all walks of life,
are equally affected. An economic depression
was in the otling as a consequence of Mr.
Truman's arbitrary seizure of the steel plants.
As confidence in private property was weakened, so also would confidence in the dollar
have been diminished. Despite the uncertainties in other countries, there would have
been a gra!;iual fi.ight from the dollar, a tendency to put capital funds in other coun~ tries.
There always is such a danger anyway when a governmental budget is unbalanced, but what made it worse last month
was that one agency of the Government was
endeaypring to prevent another agency of
the Government from collecting more and
more from the revenues that were being
earned by the steel companies. This was due
to an effort to place a .ceiling on earnings
without authority from Congress.
America can look forward now to a period
of industrial growth and expansion as a consequence of the explicit and implicit assurances given in. Judge Pine's decision. For,
whether the case ever gets up to the su.Preme Court of the U'nited States for review, 'which may not happen if the steel
controversy is solved by the two sides
through collective bargaining, a lesson in
constitutional law has been taught that will
enable American ·business to feel secure
·against the arbitrary action of Government.
It's a lesson that Congress itself has learned,
and therefore it may be said that the climate
in which production, plann,i ng, and financing of growing enterprises can be undertaken
hereafter will be far better than it has been
in 20 years.

Steel Jam Stirs 1789 Debate on
President's Power
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALBERT THOMAS
OF TEXAS .

IN TliE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. THOMAS. Mr. Speaker under
unanimous consent, I include in the Ap. pendix of the RECORD an article appearinb" in last Sunday's edition of the Washington Post on the President's power in
connection with the steel strike:
STEEL JAM STIRS

1789

DEBATE ON PRESIDENT'S
POWER

(By Irving Brant)
Questions that come up suddenly and
dramatically always seem new. So lt ls with

the inherent powers of the President. The
phrase comes freshly before the public but
the issue is as old as the Constitution.
The Supreme Court can decide whether
the President has power to seize the steel industry. , It cannot cure, and can only slightly curb or alter, the inherent conflict between
President and Congress over the powers of
government.
Again and again, from 1789 down to the
present year, American Presidents have undertaken to act independently of Congress,
in matters which the latter claimed to be
within its sphere. Again and again Congress has undertaken to impose its will on
the Executive, in matters which the President has regarded as in his special province.
The situation is partly accidental, stemming
from inability to read the future, but it is
an accident which is the offshoot of design.
President, Congress and the courts, under
our Constitution, are distinct branches of
government. Basically independent, they are
woven together to check each other, not to
create a government which functions as a
unit. Whether this system is good or bad, it
produces two inescapable results-conflicts
between the branches and a reduced power
of action by the Government as a whole.
LEGISLATIVE DESPOTS

The framers of the Constitution were trying to guard against tyranny-both the tyranny they had experienced and that which
they had read about in books. In their ·own
experience many of them knew two ·kindsthe tyranny of the unchecked monarch ruling
by royal prerogative, and that of the unchecked legislative assembly.
What they saw in Europe and felt under
George III warned them against the unchecked executive. Many lived' in '·American
States whose governors were creatures of
legislatures swayed by reckless majorities.
They had read of ancient tyrannical republics, with all power concentrated in the legislative branch, and were more afraid of that
than of an uncrowned monarch. Jefferson,
though he did not help draw up the Constitution, wrote in the spirit of its framers· when
he protested against the rule of "173 despots"
in the Virginia legislature .
· Said he in his Notes on Virginia, published
1n 1785:

· "All the powers of government, legislative,
executive and judiciary, result to the legislative body. • • • [This] is precisely the
definition of despotic government. • • •
An elective despotism was not the government we fought for."
Madison, the most influential man iiJ the
convention of 1787, felt the same concern,
but believed that both of these aspiring
branches were adequately checked in the
new Constitution. In a government wherein
a hereditary monarch held extensive prerogatives, he wrote in The Federalist, "the executive department is very justly regarded as the
source of danger. • • • But in a representative republic where the executive magistracy is careful limited both in the extent
and duration of its power
it is
against the enterprising ambition of [the
legislative] department that the people ought
to indulge all their jealousy and exhaust all
their precautions."
He gave his reasons for fear of the legislative branch rather than the exec'. .tive branch.
Its supposed influence over the .~eople would
~ive it "an intrepid confider 3 in its own
strength." Its cons.t itutiona: Jowers "being
at once more extensive and 1ss susceptible
of precise limits," it coui;_ mask ·its encroachments "under comp!· ated and indirect measures."
RELENTLESS ENCRC . :::HMENT

Applying this to later American history, it
is clear that Madison was basically right.
He was wrong in expecting Congress to have
more influence over the people. He was
wrong in thinking that the executive power
had more precise limits. But it has been
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proved over and over again that, excei?t for
the safeguards set up in the Constitution,
the executive power would be reduced to
nothing under the relentless pressure of leg·
islative encroacllment.
Madison referred to the Executive as "care·
fully limited both in the extent and duration
of its power." That, of course, is enough to
prove the intention of limiting it. Among
the limitations expressed in the Constitu·
tion are:
1. The fixing of the President's term at 4
years, making him dependent on the people
after a short interval.
2. The sharing of the appoilltive power
with the Senate.
3. The sharing of the treaty power with
the Senate.
.
4. The placing of the power to declare war
in Congress.
5. The power of Congress to override a veto
by a two-thirds vote.
6. The power of Congress to remove the
President by impeachment for high crimes
and misdemeanors.
That leaves some important questions un·
answered. The Constitution says: "The executive ·power shall be vested in a President
of the United States of America." What is
the executive power?
1. Does it cover everything historically as·
sociated with the executive power of govern·
ments in general, minus the exceptions set
forth in the Constitution?
2. Going to the other extreme, does the
entire executive power consist of the specific powers conferred on the President in
the same article? It is said there that he
shall be commander in chief of the military
forces, he shall take care that the laws be
faithfully executed, and shall have power·under certain limitations-to make treaties,
grant pardons, appoint officers, send a;nd .
receive ambassadors, convene Congress, g1ve
advice on legislation and require written
opinions from the heads of departments.
Does he have theee powers only? Or3. As a final alternative, has the Executive
these express powers plus others implied in
them?
T. R. WENT FURTHEST

In practice, all Presidents have gone beyond their expressly stated powers, but there
have been sharp divisions as to how far
beyond them they could go. One group,
typified by President Taft, believed that it
was necessary to ground all executive action either in the powers and duties actually
specified in the Constitution, or in implications of power drawn from them.
Theodore Roosevelt went furthest in challenging this view. When the doing of a
thing is imperative, he wrote in his autobiography, the Executive has no need to
find some specific authorization to do it.
He regarded the President "as subject only
to the people, and, under the Constitution,
bound to serve the people affirmatively in
cases where the Constitution does not explicitly forbid him to render the service."
Lincoln, without going that far in general, went further in particular. He believed that, faced with a grave enough emergency, the President had both the power
and duty to act contrary to the letter of the
constitution in order to fulfill its fundamental purpose of holding the Nation to·
gether.
All Presidents have acted along one of
these three lines, or somewhere between
them, but the conflict between the two great
, branches of Government has been more ex·
tensive. Nearly always it has been en·
t an gled with the constitutional power and
duty of the President to propose legislation.
Strong Presidents, believing themselves
"stewards of the people," present and push
strong legislative programs. Congress either
cooperates or resists-usually doing the one
thing first and then the other-and the
President, when frustrated, turns to his own
executive powers.

THE STRONG AND THE WEAK

Taking a look at the line of Presidents
before Truman, we find some of them falling
into groups like these:
. 1. Those who exerted power strongly and
successfully-Washington, Jefferson, Jack·
son, Lincoln, Wilson, the two Roosevelts.
2. Those who tried strongly to exert power
but were frustrated-John Quincy Adams,
Tyler, Johnson, Hayes.
3. Those who made no effort--Buchanan,
Grant, Harding, Coolidge.
· I have not classified Madison because too
much documentation would be required to
correct the erroneous verdicts upon his work
as President. But combining his own executive actions with those which he sponsored
for President Washington, he went further
than any other man of his day in laying
the ground work for the expansion of executive power by Lincoln, Wilson, and the Roose·
velts.
Among the Presidents in the first category,
Theodore Roosevelt was notable as one who
proved totally unable to put a legislative program through Congress but went further
than any other in the peacetime use of executive power alone. Of the four Presidents
who were conspicuous for their affirmative
influence over legislation-Jefferson, Jack·
son, Wilson, and Franklin Roosevelt--all
had been reduced to impotence in that field
before they ended their various periods of
service. Only in the purely executive field
did they retain their strength.
All tbrough our history strong Presidents
have expanded the executive power. Weak
or unassertive Presidents have let Congress
dominate them. Congresses ineffective in
legislation have created a vacuum into which
new executive power has flowed. At the beginning of each new cycle executive power
starts at a higher level, while Congress shows
less capacity for performing its own duties
and a greater determination to restrain the
other branch.
THE POWER OF REMOVAL

The Government set up by the Constitution was only 6 weeks old, in 1789, when it
came smack up against a question that is
still debated in some details. Who has the
removal power? Madison asked and answered the question in Congress before there
were any officers to remove. Writing a bill
to create the Department of State, he so
worded it as to imply that the President
alone had the power to remove men from
office. Instantly there was a protest. The
Senate bad a share in appointing officers;
therefore, arguing by analogy, it must have
a share in removing them.
Madison's answer set the stage for most
of the later growt h of the executive power.
He read the words of the Constitution: "The
executive power shall be vested in a President of the United States of America." Appointment and removal, he said, were both
part of the executive power. Senate confirmation of appointees was an exception
from the general grant of this power. Aside
from that, the executive power remained
complete and included the power of removal.
The House voted 2 to 1 with Madison.
The Senate agreed. This was the most farreaching decision ever made on the executive power. First, it established the Presi·
dent's power of removal-something the Sen·
ate never would have agreed to had the issue
been postponed till a later period. Beyond
that, it established the principle that the
executive power is not confined to the powers
and duties of the President which are spe·
cifically set forth in the Constitution. Nothing is said in it about removals from office.
The President has the power of removal because it is part of "the executive power••
which is vested in him. It follows, under
Madison's doctrine, that anything which is in
the executive power, as that is known historically, can be done by the President unless

the Constitution prevents it by some specific
limitation.
A WASHINGTON PRECEDENT

When President Wilson made Colonel
House his personal emissary in Europe, and
F. D. R. sent Harry Hopkins on more formal
missions without the sanction of Congress,
they were resorting to a new method of get·
ting around the Senate. George Washington
started this when he sent David Humphreys
across the Atlantic in 1790, at public expense,
on a mission known only to Jefferson, Hamilton, Madison, and Congressman Brown, of
Kentucky.
On the expectation of war between England
and Spain over the Nootka incident, Humphrey's job was to induce Spain to open the
Mississippi to American navigation by
threatening an alliance with England, and
to keep Britain out of Florida by threatening
. an alliance with Spain. There was no war,
so the mission failed, but two precedents
were set: The President could send diplomats abroad without consulting the Senate,
paying them out of his contingent fund.
He could put secret pressure on foreign governments by threatening military action
which only Congress could make effectual.
A more complicated step of that sort was
t aken by President John Adams. During
the quasi war with France, he appointed and
the Senate confirmed Dr. Edward Stevens
as United States consul to San Domingo,
where Toussaint L'Ouverture was in rebellion
against the FTench Government. In a secret
oral contract, Adams gave Stevens additional
nonconsular duties (virtually as a minister
to Toussaint) and agreed to pay additional
expenses caused by these duties. Stevens,
acting as Toussaint's adviser, helped to draft
a secret treaty (informal but binding) between him and Britain, and committed hi~
own Government to respect it. He came
back to the United States after Jefferson
became President and ·. presented his accounts.
Secretary of the Treasury Gallatin saw no
power to pay him for nonconsular work. The
diplomatic fund, he pointed out, was appropriated to persons "commissioned by the
President." That meant persons confirmed
by the Senate. Stevens should ask Congress
for relief.
Secretary of State Madison replied that
the word "commissioned" covered any per·
son authorized by the President to serve in
foreign parts. A stricter ruling "would narrow the authority of the Executive more than
would consist with the public interest, with
the probable intention of the legislature, or
with the uniform course of practice."
Jefferson accepted Madison's view. Thus
it was confirmed not only that personal
ambassadors could be sent abroad by the
President, . but that they could be paid
from the Public Treasury on the evidence of
an unwritten agreement with a President no
longer in office.
A RECURRING SITUATION

The most dramatic assertion of executive
power by President Washington ca~e in his
neutrality proclamation of 1795, wh1ch both
Madison and Jefferson regarded as unconsti·
tutional. Hamilton took a contrary view,
and applied the exact argument Madison had
used in 1790. The President, he said, had this
power because "the executive power" was
vested in him and this was part of it.
Madison did not deviate from his former
position, but contended that the proclama·
tion violated a specific provision of the Con·
stitution-that which gave Congress the
power to declare war. The issue was not
whether Washington had the power to .pr oclaim that the country was neutral in a European war, but whether he could prejudge a
decision by Congress on the requirements of
the 1778 treaty of alliance between the
United States and France. Madison argued
that the power to declare war included the
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power to decide whether war ought to be
declared. The proclamation, he thought, infringed this power.
Whether that was true or not, the incident highlighted a fact of recurring significance. The proclamation was issued, and
that was that. Congress could overrule it
by declaring war, which it had no intention
of doing. Apart from that, the proclamation
would continue to stand as the official policy
of the country, regardless of its constitutionality.
Jefferson's purchase of Louisiana in 1803
has often been cited either as an action taken
under inherent Executive power or as a ·fait
accompli presented to Congress for acceptance without prior consultation with the legislative branch. It was neither of these.
Congress not only made a cash-in-advanc'e
apppropriation to aid the negotiation but
completed it by legislation and treaty ratification . Not only that, the lawmakers offered the President what he did not want80,000 troops and discretionary authority to
seize the country by military force._
MILITARY INITIATIVE

Jefferson lost his power over Congress and
Madison inherited a party majority shot
through with faction. Executive power, however, continued to rise through the Presidencies of both men. To cope with attacks
on American ships during the Napoleonic
wars, Congress gave President Madison discretionary power to suspend a nonintercourse
law. He drew cries of protest from Federalists by holding that this implied the power to
restore the law after he had suspended it.
President Adams produced a quasi war
with France by using American warships to
protect merchant vessels.
President Jefferson sent American frigates
to the Mediterranean, to guard American
shipping from the Barbary pirate nations,
not knowing that Tripoli had declared war
on the United States.
Ma.d.~son,
before he became President,
placed a narrow interpretation on the military powers of the Executive. Congress, he
remarked in 1803, could not delegate its
power to declare war; it could not give the
President discretionary power to march an
army into New Orleans, held by Spain. But
1n 1810 Madison marched an army from New
Orleans into West Florida, held by Spain,
without any act of Congress at all. He described it as a police action, to maintain
order, but the purpose was annexation, and
only the prostration of Spain beneath the
armies of Napoleon and Wellington prevented armed resistance. Madison's action furnished a precedent for President Wilson's
m111tary incursions into Mexico, which in
turn gave a sanction to President Truman's
intervention in Korea.
The Monroe Doctrine was an expression of
Presidential leadership rather than executive power. It was indeed the work of four
Presidents-one in office, two retired and one
•yet to be-for Monroe acted on the advice
of Jefferson, Madison, and John Quincy
Adams. But the mere promulgation of the
doctrine led to innumerable exertions of executive authority-by Cleveland in keeping
Britain out of Venezuela, by Theodore Roosevelt in forestalling European intervention in
Santo Domingo, by Wilson in the occupation of Haiti.
In raising and paying troops and in suspending the right. of habeas corpus, Lincoln
violated the Constitution. In issuing his
Emancipation Proclamation, he expanded
his powers as Commander in Chief beyond
the military field, but struck a terriffic blow
at the military power of the enemy. Extreme as it was, this was a well-warranted
constitutional action. Had he gone further
and abolished slavery in States that did not .
secede, it would have been an indefensible
usurpation of power.
Just before and after the Civil War, Executive power was almost nonexistent, but

for totally different reasons. In the 1850's,
American history demonstrates, beyond
weak Presidents and a divided majority pardispute, that under the leadership of strong
ty reduced the general strength of GovernPresident& and the pressure of events, the
ment to a suicidal low. After the Civil War,
executive power will be exerted to its full
a Congress driven by sectional fanatics-the
extent. But nobody has yet said what is and
Northern radicals-overwhelmed the Execuwhat is not executive power.
tive with a fury which Lincoln himself
might not have been able to resist, had the
assassin's bullet spared him.
We often talk in America about dictatorBritain and Europe
ships, thinking of the danger that some
strong President will seize absolute control.
Few people realize that we had a virtual dicEXTENSION OF REMARKS
tatorship by Congress during Reconstruction •
OF
Days, with lasting and appalling damage inflicted upon the Nation.
It was not until Theodore Roosevelt enOF NEW YORK
tered the White House that the executive
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
branch regained what it lost after Lincoln.
His personality made the change. Unable
Tuesday, May 6, 1952
to influence a Congress controlled by conMrs.
ST.
GEORGE. Mr. Speaker, unservative business interests, he not only reder unanimous consent to revise and
sorted to his own executive power but tried
to define it as a system. He called himself
extend my ,remarks in the Appendix of
the steward of the people. He claimed that
the RECORD, I include an article by Mr.
he could do anything for the public welfare
Maurice Schumann which appeared in
which the Constitution did not forbid.
the European Review of April.
T. R. "took Panama" by fomenting a revoThis article by the author of the fa:
lution in Colombia, thus making it possible
mous Schumann plan shows that he
to build the Panama Canal. He coerced the
views with alarm the position that Britcoal barons into settling a strike by threatain is taking in once more isolating herening to send troops in to the coal fieldsthough . what they would have done there
self from the European Continent, and
was left a little vague. When the Senate
its affairs.
rejected his treaty placing American customs
Our thinking on this whole subject is
houses in Santo Domingo, he set them up by
British controlled and it is well for us
Executive agreement with that country and
now and then to listen to the great men
kept them there until the Senate ratified the
on the continent and to understand that
agreement.

HON. KATHARINE ST. GEORGE

IMPACT OF CHANGE

Executive expansion under Wilson and
Franklin Roosevelt followed a different pattern. The United States was projected into
world affairs during two world wars during
their Presidencies. At the same time the
national economy grew so complicated that
vast new responsibilities were thrust upon
the Federal Government. Faced with situations too complex for fixed legal patterns,
Congress was compelled to make huge delegations of power.
The power given to Wilson over industrial
production, the powers given to Franklin
Roosevelt in the hundred days of 1933-these
represented the impact of a changing world
more than they did the strength of the men,
strong though they were, who took the lead
in bringing this about. The-Supreme Court's
resistance to the NRA and the AAA, to the
Guffey Coal Act, etc., was not at bottom a
protest either against the powers of Congress or the President. It was a last-ditch
struggle against economic and social change.
The failure of it let governmental powers
sweep onward in both fields.
We are now at a point in which the United
States is more involved in world affairs than'
ever before, and the national economy is
more closely tied to the Federal Government .
This produces a greater need for legislative
responsibility in Congress, and, at the same
time, compels a wider' use of executive power.
Against this are set up two frustrations:
Congress is unwilling to meet its legislative responsibilities. '!'his throws an undue
burden onto the Executive under circumstances in which action is difficult. President Truman put the United States into war
in Korea, but called it a police action. He
cannot base his Executive actions on the
war power without changing the label, and
cannot change the label without stamping his
prior action as unconstitutional. So, when
faced with the need for action which might
be defended as within his war powers, he
acts, but uses the language of Andrew Jackson and Theodore Roosevelt to justify his
action. That leaves the crucial question still
undecided-whether the action to which it
is applied is executive or legislative in nature.

all is not peace and harmony as between
the~ and Britain, and that her present
attitude causes them grave concern ana
may well endanger . the success of the
Atlantic Pact.
The article follows:
BRITAIN AND EUROPE

(By Maurice Schumann)
France, which has suffered as much as
any nation from the conflicts of the present
century, has been in the forefront of the
movement for European unification, on
terms which will permit a democratic Germany to play its role in an integrated Europe, for in this way alone can the threat of
revived German militarism be averted.
The major idea which the Schuman plan
introduced is that the countries of Western
Europe should take a step toward federation, no longer by painfully slow progress in
all directions at once, but rather, in the
words of M. Robert Schuman, by broad progress on a limited but decisive front. The
object in thus limiting the field of progress
was simple: the French Government, aware
that Great Britain could not participate at
the present time in a European federation,
preferred to take such steps forward as
would not preclude Britain's adhesion at a
later date, rather than form a continental
federation in which it would be difficult to
assign Britain a satisfactory position.
The French nations are horrified at the
thought that Britain might never take part
in Europe, and would rather abandon the
whole idea of federation than press forward
with it without Britain's participation.
They know that the survival of democratic
Europe is primarily due to the Battle of
Britain, and remember the time when the
Gestapo divided their nation into two sections; the pro-British section, who repeated,
"May the British win," and the anti-British
section who repeated, "May those bloody
British win." They have heard the argument, so often used, that Britain is unable
to participate in Europe because .of her widespread interests overseas, but are not completely convinced by it, knowing that Germany and Italy alone among the major European nations have no colonial empire. Al-
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though, too, lt may be argued that Britain's
position as a friendly onlooker of a continental federation, cooperating with, but not
participating in, the union, would be as effective, or almost as effective, as if she were
a full member, this is not borne out by the
facts. An outsider cannot solve a crisis by
sudden intervention at the last moment; it
is by constant action, exercised from within,
that problems can be dealt with in such a
way that the crisis does not a.rise.
Britain's refusal to take part in the European army, too, has come as a great shock to
Frenchmen, for a number of reasons. First,
there is the disappointment of seeing the
ally of two great wars now appear to hold
back-though of course they know that, if
sudden danger should arise, Britain would
once more be at their side; then there is the
fear that, without the counterweight of
Britain within the European army, the
strength · of a revived Germany will become,
as time goes on, altogether disproportionate;
finally, they feel that a great act of solidarity
between Britain and France at this moment
would have an invaluable effect on American public opinion, which, even now, tends
to regard the difficulties of France in Indochina, and of Britain in Malaya, as purely
domestic disturbances, directed against the
representatives of outworn nineteenth-century colonialism.
Were our countries, however, to make common cause of their troubles, it could not
fail to be recognized that these are merely
other, less open, manifestations of the Communist drive to control Asia. From the
point of view of mere self-interest, France
might well retire from Indochina tomorrow;
but she knows that the victory of Ho ChiMinh would be a terrible blow to the prestige of democracy, and that, if Indochina
were to fall, Siam and Burma, too, would be
easy victims. In such a case, the position
of Malaya, with its vital raw materials, ·w ould
become even more difficult than now, and
might well prove untenable. It must be understood once and for all ll.nd everywhere
that Britain and France, which have bestowed on their former possessions the most
liberal constitutions possible, intend to see
to it that the millions of human beings who
have put their faith in them do not fall
victims to such a bargain. Their countries,
as well as Europe and America, must be kept
safe for democracy. Any weakening of the
position in the countries along the southern
shores of the Mediterranean would also seriously threaten the solidity of Europe, hence
of the whole Atlantic Alliance, including the
United States.
These are but a few of the many and urgent reasons why it is essential that Britain
should not content herself with the role of
friendly outsider toward Europe, but should
fulfill her appointed destiny as leader
among the free nations of the old world.
The time has come when a great gesture
on her part is essential: failure to make it
will be a betrayal of herself and all her
allies.

Journey Into Chaos
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, April 8, 1952

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend heretofore
granted, I am inserting in the RECO.RD
an article by Grace L. H. Brosseau, past
president general of the Daughters of

the American Revolution, entitled "Journey Into Chaos." This is an excellent
presentation of one of the most serious
problems confronting the Nation. We
are gradually being taken over by this
international organization known as
UNESCO to put our minds in chains:
Someone once said, "The world is too
much with us," and retention of the memory of the long ago is that the weary man
who uttered those words betook himself to
the woods, built a house and lived alone
with nature, perhaps to the end of his days.
At that remote time such. a theory was
incomprehensible to youth for the world
was a joyous place in which to live. Each
morning's awakening brought happy expectancies and the chances were 10 to 1 that
by nightfall some, at least, were on their
way to realization. Yes, it was wonderful
to be alive, to take the tools within reach
and to build for the future that lay ahead
with unlimited possibilities.
Today it is not a question of the world
being too much with us. It is right on top
of us, riding our sagging shoulders, crushing initiative, confusing our thinking, robbing our pockets and shackling the feet of
progress. And how did this come about?
The answer may be found in the slow but
sure encroachments upon our liberties--the
"inevitability of gradualness," as a wise
Frenchman once phrased it.
We Americans do not like to dwell upon
unpleasant subjects; we do not like to hear
too much of the truth, nor are we willing
to believe half of what we hear, even if we
take the trouble to listen, which we don't
do too readily; and we accept packaged
thinking rather than delve into facts on our
own time.
That is not altogether our fault. OUr
ways of gracious living and our freedom from
restraints have given us a certain amount
of security that has made us oblivious to the
termites who have worked unceasingly at the
foundation of our supposedly indestructible
structure.
And so under the waving banner of peace
lorevermore, organizations sprang into being
and a large segment of our people fell unwittingly into the web of internationalism
which had so craftily and cleverly been
woven about our lives. Powers, not granted
by the mandate of the people, but assumed
by leaders, have led us into devious paths
and willy-nilly we have had to goose-step.
A quip has recently been going the rounds
of the metropolitan newspapers-the authorship uncredited and often disputed, but
which may well find a place in our reasoning-"Here but for the grace of God, comes·
God." Perhaps the wag who wrote it
thought he was being funny. Many, no
doubt, regard it as irreverent, but neverthe-·
less therein lies a nubbin of truth which
defines some of the evils of our times.
The assumption of responsibility has
grown to mean control. The wise and farvisioned patriots who wrote the Constitution
of the United States foresaw that very possibility and raised barriers which they believed would definitely safeguard the liberties and the functions of the American
people.
Living as they did within the limited area
of their operations, what they could not visualize was the tremendous growth of the
United States in less than 200 years. Nor
did they anticipate the great influx of foreign
peoples who would bring to these shores
alien ideologies which would weaken the
foundations of constitutional government.
They did not dream that the strong admonition against forming entangling alliances
would in time be so completely forgotten.
Great indignation was expressed when
Vishinsky remarked in Paris not long ago
that he laughed all night over some of the
procedures 1n the · Se~urity ColJ.ncil. No
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wonder he laughed, for we have given him
and his countrymen plenty of reasons for
mirth-reasons that are all too obvious.
When the United Nations came into being,
hope for the attainment of world peace spi.raled to great heights for we were sick and
tired of war and resentful of the cruel sacrifices of human life. The present conflict
had not then been foisted upon us and we
had yet to suffer the humiliation of having
our American boys fighting in Korea (and for
what?) under the banner of the United
Nations.
Now we are finding within the framework
of that body a network of what the parent
organization blithely terms "specialized
agencies," which are attempting to chart
rigid patterns for our lives.
Pause for a moment and take a brief glance
at the Genocide Treaty which is now before
the United States Senate for consideration.
Heaven help us if it is ratified, for it contains
many frightful implications. For instance,
any man or woman, who now walks in freedom under the protection of the American
flag could be haled before any foreign court,
tried and sentenced for some alleged misdemeanor, and our Government could do
nothing about it.
The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, which has been accepted by the
United Nations, has not one but many jokers
in the pack. One analyst has dubbed it an
~'international
FEPC." One excerpt here
quoted is intriguing:
"Everyone, as a member of society, has
the right to social security and is entitled
to realization, through national effort and
international cooperation and within the
resources of each state, of the economic,
social, and cultural rights indispensable for
his dignity a.nd the free development of his
personal! ty."
It would seem reasonable that dignity and
the development of personality might well
be left to the individual, for, after all, we
do like to choose our own line of behavior,
be it good or bad. And if some people prefer
to read exciting mystery stories and ~he
comics instead of highly intellectual tomes,
that is their ·business. But if through national and international cooperation (note
those two last words) , some are going to be
:x:elieved of the necessity of earning a living,
who is going to pick up the tab? A certain
level would have to be established for all
and sundry; hence, the natural query is,
Would the improvident be pulled up to that
line of demarcation or would the provident
be dragged down to meet it? That may
sound complicated but it contains food for
serious thought and more, incidentally, than
the authors of that altruistic pronouncement
ever gave it.
Not the least of these specialized agencies
is UNESCO (United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization) which,
judging by its exhaustive publications, has
apparently taken over complete control of
the universe.
What greatly affects the United States are
the elaborate plans for supervising the education of our children. That right has always belonged to the parents but apparently
they are judged as incompetent and, if it is
discovered that the home training has resulted in loyalty to and love .for this country,
then according to the bleeding hearts in
UNESCO, that sophistry must be countered
by the teachers who will be thoroughly indoctrinated and whose tasks have already
been outlined.
The instructions are specific. Here is one
of the many redolent phrases: "Training
must begin in kindergarten or infant schools
and thus develop on through the processes
of learning world understanding." Naturally
the ultimate goal is world government.
The poor little babies would be deprived·
of learning, as did their elders, of the founding of this country, the establishment of the
best government on earth and the precious
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freedoms attached thereto. Never must they
be allowed to revel in the fascinating love
story of Priscilla and John Alden. That
would be too un-cultural and stupid; nationalistic parents must be prevented from
encouraging the reading of such trash, for
one of the brilliant purposes is to "combat
family attitudes that favor jingoism."
One of the first things the founding
fathers did was to establish schools and colleges, for they were determined that their
children should be well educated and
equipped to assume the tasks of government
when necessary. It was rugged going for
that was during the colonial era and the
Revolution and other difficulties stymied the
efforts, but they persisted and some of our
finest institutions of learning still stand and
serve as monuments to those stanch
patriots.
That being the case, should we not feel
justified in believing that our educational
system is quite adequate and that we do not
need the sort of help that UNESCO offers?
Some of us are old-fashioned enough to feel
that we want our children to be good American citizens first. Later if they want to go
off on a tangent and try to save the world,
that is their misfortune, but the chances
are that they will prefer to stay right here
and take advantage of the opportunities this
country has to offer.
We Americans, who have reached the top
of the hill and know that somewhere. along
the downward path we shall meet our .sunset,
must face this chaotic world with some degree of equanimity for ourselves, but if from
the crest we can look backward upon those
who are following in our footsteps and be
assured that they are as jQyous, free, and unfettered as we once were, we shall thenand then only-feel that we have not lived
in vain.

Legal Problems Involved With Respect to
McGuire Fair-Trade Bill, H. R. 5767,
and Keogh Bill, H. R. 6925
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 6, 1952
Mr. WOLVERTON.
Mr. Speaker,
some doubt or confusion has been expressed with reference to the purpose
and effect of the McGuire fair-trade bill,
H. R. 5767, reported favorably by the
House Co~nmittee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, and the Keogh bill,
H. R. 6925, relating to the .same subject.
In an effort to bring some clarity to the
subject, I herewith submit the following subject matter in question-andanswer form:
Question 1. What is the purpose of the
McGuire bill?
Answer. The purpose of the McGuire bill is
to permit the application and enforcement
of State fair-trade laws in their entirety
with respect to interstate transactions. In
so doing, the bill seeks to remove several
actual and potential obstacles to such complete application and enforcement:
I. With respect to the nonsigner claus·es
of the State fair-trade laws, the McGuire
bill seeks to remove the obstacle raised by
. the Supreme Court in the Schwegmann case
to the effect that enforcement of State fairtrade laws in interstate commerce with· respect to nonsigners constitutes a violation
of the Federal antitrust laws.

II. With respect to retail transactions
which cross State lines, the McGuire bill
seeks to remove the obstacle raised by a
court of appeals in the Wentling case
through its holding that the Pennsylvania
State Fair Trade Act should be construed
narrowly so that it will not apply to retail
transactions by a nonsigner which cross
Pennsylvania borders (the court's reasoning
seems to apply equally to fair-trade laws of
other States) .
III. With respect to "stipulated" prices (as
distinct from "minimum" prices), the McGuire bill seeks to remove a possible obstacle
(which has not ~s yet been raised by any
C-~rt) that tlie Miller-Tydings Act might
not exempt contracts prescribing "stipulated" prices.
IV. With respect to agreements requiring
a vendee to enter into resale price maintenance contracts, the McGuire bill seeks to
remove the possible obstacle (not as yet
raised by any Federal court) that the MillerTydings Act does not exempt such agreements.
Question 2. How do the State fair-trade
laws affect nonsigners?
Answer. They provide that willfully and
knowingly advertising, offering for sale, or
selling any fair-trade commodity at less than
the price prescribed in a fair-trade contract
is unfair competition, and subjects the advertiser, offerer, or seller (even t;hough he is
not a party to the fair-trade contract) to
suit by any person damaged by the adver. tisement, offer, or sale. This means a manufacturer who has signed a fair-trade contract with one retailer can, by giving other
retailers notice of the contract, prevent them
from selling below the fair-trade price.
Question 3. What is the Miller-Tydings
Act?
Answer. The Miller-Tydings Act is an
amendment to section 1 of the Sherman
Antitrust law. The amendment exempts in~erstate vertical price maintenance agreements from the Sherman Antitrust Act and
the Federal Trade Commission Act in those
States which have enacted Fair Trade laws.
The Miller-Tydings Act was enacted on
August 17, 1937. Congress passed the Mil!erTydings Act as an amendment to a District
of Columbia Appropriation bill. Bills containing substantially the same provisions,
however, had previously been reported favorably by the Judiciary Committee of both the
Senate and the House.
4. The Schwegmann case (Schwegmann
Bros. v. Calvert Corp. (341 U. S. 384, May 21,
1951)).
Question 4 (a) . What is the problem raised
by the Schwegmann case?
Answer. In the Schwegmann case, Cal. vert, having entered into resale price maintenance contracts with a number of Louisiana retailers, sued to enjoin Schwegmann,
who had not signed such a contract, from
selling Calvert products at retail in Louisiana at less than the price stipulated in the
contracts. The Court (3 justices dissenting)
found that this was an interstate price-fixing scheme which violated the Sherman Act.
Although resale price maintenance contracts are lawful in Louisiana and although
the Louisiana Fair Trade law has a nonsigner clause, the Court held that the MillerTydings Act applied only with respect to
contracts authorized by State law, and did
not permit the nonsigner clause of the State
law to apply in this situation.
Question 4 (b) . What does the McGuire
bill do about this problem?
Answer. The bill provides that nothing in
any of the Federal antitrust acts shall prevent the exercise or enforcement of any right
or right of action created by the nonsigner
provision of any State law.
Question 4 (c) . Can this be done under
the Constitution?
Answer. Yes. The Supreme Court in an
earlier case (Old Dearborn Co. v. Seagram
-~orp., 299 ¥.· S. 183) held that the nonsigner

provisions contained in fair-trade statutes
are constitutional. Furthermore, the Court
in the Schwegmann case did not say that
Congress could not permit the nonsigner provisions of State fair-trade laws to apply to
interstate transactions; it merely said that
Congress did not intend to do so in passing
the Miller-Tydings Act. The majority opinion apparently assumes Congress has power
to accomplish this result if it wishes to do so.
5. The Wentling case (Sunbeam Corp. v.
Wentling (185 F. (2d) 903, Dec. 8, 1950)).
Question 5 (a). What is the problem raised
by the Wentling case?
Answer. In the Wentling . case the Court
held that the Pennsylvania State Fair Trade
Act should not be construed to apply to sales
by a Pennsylvania retailer (who was a nonsigner) to consumers in other States or to
advertisements in publications published in
other States, because, so construed, the Pennsylvania statute might be considered a burden upon interstate commerce and might,
therefore, have to be declared unconstitutional.
Question 5 (b). What does the McGuire
bill do about this problem?
Answer. The McGuire bill provides that the
application of State fair-trade laws shall not
constitute a burden upon interstate commerce.
Question 5 (c) . Does this provision in the
McGuire bill assure that · State fair-trade
laws will apply to all interstate retail transactions?
Answer. No; it does not. Congress cannot amend State laws. However, in the
light of the congressional declaration contained in the McGuire bill, the courts r:1ay
be willing to give a broader interpretation
.t o State fair-trade laws. In the Wentling
case, only fear of burdening interstate commerce appears to have kept that court from
making the Pennsylvania law applicable to
retail transactions which cross the Pennsylvania State lines. Congress could enact a
.F ederal fair-trade act but for reasons set
forth below under question 6, the McGuire
bill purposely refrains from so doing.
6. Enactment of Federal policy (as opposed to enabling legislation).
Question 6 (a) . Does the McGuire bill
contain a Federal prohibition against selling
below fair-trade prices?
·
Answer. No; it does not. It merely permits the States (and 45 States have fairtrade acts) to apply and enforce their fairtrade laws. Many', if not most, retail transactions are intrastate transaGtions, and the
States should be permitted if they so desire,
to apply their fair-trade policy to such transactions.
Question 6 (b) . Could Congress enact a
Federal fair-trade act to prohibit sales
·below fair-trade prices in interstate commerce?
Answer. Yes; Congress could do so. As a
matter of fact, such legislation was introduced and considered during the Sixtyninth Congress. The Keogh bill, while still
permitting application and enforcement of
State fair-trade laws, would create Federal
causes of action and defenses in case of
sales below fair-trade prices in interstate
commerce. (For details, see below, the comparison between the Keogh and McGuire
bills.)
Question 6 (c). Are there Federal laws
which are directed toward loss-leader selling
and other methods of predatory price cutting?
Answer. Yes; the Fed-eral antitrust laws
make predatory price cutting illegal in interstate commerce where such price cutting is
engaged in for the purpose of eliminating
competition or establishing a monopoly. If
no such purpose can be shown, or if it is done
in intrastate commerce, predatory price cutting is not lllegal as a matter of Federal law.
However, H. R. 6986 (Mr. CELLER) would pro_hibit loss-leader selling per se in interstate
·commerce.
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Question 7. What are the· principal differences between the McGuire bill and the
Keogh bill?
Answer. (1) The Keogh bill creates a Federal cause of action against retailers (regardless of whether they are signers or nonsigners) who sell below fair-trade prices
across State lines from a State which has a
f air-trade law to a State which likewise has
a fa ir-trade law. No cause of action would
exist in cases wher.e the sale originates from
a State which does not have a fair-trade law
or is d irected to or completed in such a
Sta te. The McGuire bill does not create a
Federal cause of action but merely states
that the application of State fair-trade acts
to retail transactions which cross State lines
shall not constitute a burden on interstate
commerce.
(2) The Keogh bill also creates a Federal
defense in actions to maintain fair-trade
prices. It would be a complete defense in
any such action (under a State fair-trade
law or in any action aimed at prosecuting
the new cause of action created by the Keogh
bill) to show that the owner of the trade
mark, brand, or name failed to make reasonable efforts to insure compliance by those
in competition with the defendant in such
action.
(3) The McGuire bill, like the MillarTydings Act and most State fair-trade laws,
permits resale price maintenance for commodities bearing the trademark, brand, or
name of the producer or distributor. The
Keogh bill permits resale price maintenance
only for commodities bearing the trademark, brand, or name of the producer.
(4) Most State fair-trade laws authorize
agreements which require the buyer to enter
into resale price maintenance contracts with
persons to whom he resells. The MillarTydings Act does not specifically exempt such
agreements from the Federal antitrust laws,
although it may do so by implication. The
McGuire bill removes any doubt on this
question by specifically exempting such
agreements from the antitrust laws. The
Keogh bill apparently reaches the opposite
result: It seems to exempt from the antitrust laws only contracts to which the
owner of the trademark, brand, or name is a
party. This provision, combined with the
provision referred to in paragraph (3), apparently means that only contracts to which
the producer is a party are exempt.
(5) The McGuire bill specifically permits
application of State fair-trade acts which
authorize contracts prescribing stipulated
prices. (Several State fair-trade acts use
the term &tipulated price.) The Keogh bill
does not exempt contracts prescribing stipulated prices from the Federal antitrust laws.

Monetary Reform or Revolution?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN T. WOOD
OF IDAHO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Speaker,
there can be neither peace nor economic
stability, here or elsewhere, until we
a dopt a sound monetary system which
will maintain and protect the solvency
and integrity of the peoples' money, and
cua:r:antee the redeemability of paper
currency at face value, on demand. For
unless money is sound, honest, and· dependable, nothing can be sound, honest,
or dependable.
Because we have ignored these simple
economic truths, we have permitted a
XCVIII-App.-174
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gang of international racketeers to foist the public tamely submit." In a time when
on us the ruinous Laski-Keynes-Marxist men knew what it was to be free, King
formula of a so-called managed cur- Charles' head fell for less.
It is enlightening to trace the process by
rency which is draining away our wealth, which
nations came to accept tamely the
destroying our domestic economy, and · most
colossal fraud of all time.
rushing us at breakneck speed into a sitIt was not entirely through ignoranceuation worse than war-total economic one of the most potent causes of enslave·
collapse.
ment-that mankind deteriorated to this
position. Nor is it due to local causes. The
An economic collapse now would be 10
times as disastrous as that of 1929 be- phenomenon is of world-wide occurrence.
Our
fathers experienced the benefits of honcause we have 10 times as far to fall.
est money and insisted on having it. The
It would mean unbridled anarchy
generation have hardly known honthroughout the world, the breakdown of present
est money. In their case, ignorance is some
civilization, and a throwback to the dark excuse.
ages.
But what happened to the intervening
I want to call to the attention of my generation-the generation which comcolleagues a most thought provoking ar- menced to take notice of public affairs when
ticle on this subject by one of the world's the First World War broke out, and gradgreat monetary authorities, J. E. Hollo- ually receded into the background when the
way, ·of South Africa, who was a codele- Second World War ended?
INCONVERTIBLE PAPER MONEY DISHONEST
gate to the International Monetary and
Financial Conference at Bretton Woods
That generation had grown up under a
in 1944; Alternate Governor of the In:. regime of honest money. They knew that
ternational Bank in 1948; and is now an it simplified and fructified all wealth-producprocesses, that it made mank.ind better
alternate governor of the International ing
off because it made man's activities more
Monetary Fund. The article which fol- economical-gave
him more of goods and
lows appeared in Optima, a quarterly services and enjoyments
and leisure-for the
review published by Anglo American expenditure of a given quantity of physical
Corp. of South Africa:
and nervous energy. That generation had
MONETARY REFORM

OR REVOLUTION?

(By J. E . .Holloway, D. Sc., Alternate Governor of the International Monetary Fund)
The theory of real or honest money is exceedingly simple. It postulates simply that
the value of the material of which a given
unit of money (say £1 or $1) is made must
be exactly equal to the nominal value of
that unit. Therefore £1 must contain exactly
£1 worth of monetary material.
It follows from this definition that gold
is not the only material of which honest
money can be made. For centuries this role
was played by silver. As, however, the material of which money is made is itself subject to changes in value, and gold-provided
it is allowed to influence the_prices of commodities, an essential qualification-is more
stable in value over both short and long
periods than anything else known, gold is
far and away the best material for honest
money.
It also follows that paper possesses hardly any of the qualities necessary for honest
money. I am not here referring to paper as
representative money or money of accoun.t of that more later. Paper money by itself,
possessing value simply by Government
ukase, gives the public, who have to store
their savings in it, no protection whatever.
There is hardly a case on record 'where paper
money, other than representative paper
money, has not depreciated in course of time.
In other words, inconvertible paper money
is the worst and most dishonest money.
MONEY OF NO ACCOUNT

If paper is used as representative moneythat is, as representing real or honest
money-it should be interchangeable at the
will of its holder into real money. If this
condition is present, paper money can serve
very well as money of account. It has
certain definite advantages, provided this
safeguard is present. Once this safeguard is
removed and the money of account usurps
the role of real money, it quickly becomes
money of less and less account, until it
finally becomes money of no account.
This process is taking place before our
eyes today. The public call it a rise in the
cost of living. The public can see from week
to week the process of money of account be·
coming money of less account. Yet it does
nothing about it. All over the world goods
and services are being taken away from their
subjects by governments 1n return for such
_u nhonored promises :tp pay-~OU:'s-and.

known that dishonesty spread out over a
wide field is an antieconomic force. They
had even brought up on the a-moral maxim:
"Honesty is the best policy." They knew that
inconvertible paper money was dishonest:
that it dulled the edge of husbandry; that it
always depreciated; that it had always been
th~ source of social upheaval. They saw in
a short period the once proud German mark
disappear into thin air; the franc, the lira,
and many others depreciate to a shadow o!
their former selves. And yet it was this generation which took refuge in universal inconvertibility.
The explanation of this paradox lies in the
changes in the method of waging war.
The wars, even the great wars, of past ages
were fought with armies of "champions.'•
The bulk of the population stayed at home.
"Business as usual" was not only the motto:
it was the fact. A small army of "champions" was sent out to fight the cause of the
nation when it became involved in a war.
Armies of volunteers, · supplemented from
time to time by mercenaries and by press·
gang methods, supplied all "'the manpower
that was needed. The productive activities
went on with little disturbance, except in
the actual and usually limited area of active
operations. Generally speaking, a country
at war c·ould largely provide the sinews of
war by the continued operation of its normal
productive activities. This position contin·
ued up to the end of the Crimean War.
MONETARY MECHANISM CHANGED BY MODERN
WARS

The War Between the States in North
America was the beginning of modern war.
war between citizen armies, war on a scale
that could no longer be carried on without
introducing violent changes into the productive activities of the belligerents. The
famous order given by General Sherman that
his army should "forage liberally on the
country" presaged a vast new development.
It is true that Sherman used this order about
the country of his enemies. Modern armies.
however, "forage liberally," and have no option but to forage liberally on the productive
activities of their own countries. The vast
increase in destructiveness of modern weap·
ons of war and the vast cost of producing
them have changed the entire economic
structure of the world. An attempt will be
made in later paragraphs to show the effect
of this on the very efiicient and finely developed monetary mechanism fashioned by
our fathers and destroyed by us.
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When the First World War broke out,
Britain, unlike continental belligerents, was
still obsessed by the idea that the war could
be fought with an army of champions.
"Business as usual" was the motto. "We
shall get enough volunteers to man the fighting forces" was the popular belief and slogan
of the politicians.
By 1916 it was clear that neither the motto
nor the slogan fitted the facts. Conscription was introduced even in the country that
had, up to then, t_a ken keen pride in being
the land of the free.
Inexorable necessity had created a situation that every Briton 2 years earlier would
have regarded as impossible. What neither
governments nor the public-whether in
Britain or on the Continent--nor even the
vast majority of thinkers had yet seen, was
that the new conditions h ad shattered not
only the right of the citizens to decide
whether or not he would volunteer to fight,
but also the relationships of citizens with
each other in regard to personal property.
It seems curious today that the idea· ever
took foot that it was proper to conscript a
man's person, his very life, for the defense of
the state, but that it was improper to conscript the material means with which he
defended the state.
The conscript soldier of the First World
War therefore gave his personal services in
defense of his country, frequently passing
through hell in doing so, and in millions of
cases, paying the supreme penalty. And
mostly he did this for less pay than he would
have received if he had not been conscripted.
To supply the weapons, the material means
with which he defended the country, he had
to pay a levy on his meager earnings to those
who remained in civilian employment.
Those things had, insofar as taxation could
not supply the means of payment, to be
borrowed from the latter, and interest had
to be paid on war loans. These loans were, it
is true, a burden on the whole community.
Those who did not fight had also to contribute. But while the majority of the civilians
were in a position to invest in war loansin fact, their earning power was increased
because of the absence from civilian employment of the conscripts-the soldiers were, as
a rule, not in this position.
When the war ended, therefore, the soldiers, on balance, myed the civilians money
for the weapons with which they had defended the civilians.·
This is how the theory of conscripting
armies and borrowing for their weapons
would have worked out. But, in fact, it did
not do so completely. A new factor intervened. For this the destruction of the monetary mechanism was responsible. In effect,
governments, quietly and without inaking a
fuss about the matter, introduced a method
of conscripting wealth. They did not call
it that. To have done so would have caused
a furore. All they did was to deprive the
citizen of the right to receive final payment-payment in honest money-for the goods and
services they took from him. They forced
the citizen to take "promises to pay," but
they absolved themselves from the obligation of paying on demand. They could
always take more and more goods for more
and more promises, and so ad infinitum.
The generation that grew up in the era
of honest money did not, however, forget all.
When tile war was over they set about the
task of reconstructing the system that had
served them and their ancestors so well.
WEALTH CONSCRIPTED BY DEPRECIATION

In reconstructing the system they made·
one cardinal mistake. It is easy to be wise
after the event. Very few thinkers on the
subject, however, were wise enough to see
the far-reaching, structural change that had
been int:roduced into economic relationships
between different classes of citizens by the
actual conscription of wealth, which depreciation had brought about. Those who did

see it did not see it clearly enough, or failed
to explain the change convincingly enough
to influence governmental opinion.
The reason for this is that people were still
arguing on the assumption that governments
had "bcrrowed" the money and would, in
time, repay it, or continue to pay interest on
it. In fact, most governments, except those
whose paper currencies had been wiped out
completely, were continuing to "pay interest
on the national debt." This further helped
to obscure the real position that, just as the
conscripts who had fallen were no more, the
material wealth destroyed or consumed by
the process of military operations was gone
forever. If the persons who had "lent" this
nonexistent wealth . to the Government demanded repayment, and that at a price in
real money which existed in a previous era,
they were, in fact, laying an impossible mortgage on all other classes, and not least on
the men who had borne the heat and burden
of the war.
The cardinal question to be decided after
a war is how much the astronomical promises to pay are worth in terms of real or
honest money. The longer this question is
deferred the longer the citizen is deprived of
the right to receive final payment, the longer
does the conscription of wealth continue,
and the.longer will prices continue to rise.
VALUE

OF PROMISES TO PAY IN REAL MONEY
MUST BE DETERMINED

Now, in considering this cardinal question, attention must be given to the relationship between the volume of the money
of account (or promises to pay) and the
volume of means of final payment, i.e. gold.
During a war, the promises to pay fall
thick as autumn leaves. During a war, the
production of gold is generally reduced, because productive resources are, wherever
possible, switched over to the production of
the r~quirements of war.
It would, therefore, seem clear to the
meanest intelligence that the value of gold
m ust rise in terms of paper money.
But let us look at. the reverse side of the
picture. If, in fact, as Britain and South
Africa and other countries decided in 1925,
the relationship between the two must remain the same as it was in 1914, certain
startling consequences follow.
The first is that the actual conscription of
wealth, by which governments mat ched the
conscription of men, must be put into reverse. The persons who lent money to
the Government (in many cases money derived from wartime profiteering) must be
repaid at full value to the last pound of
fiesh. Where must this flesh come from?
ALL MUST PAY

The lenders are also taxpayers. But the
lenders are not the only taxpayers. The
soldiers who survived the war, the civilian
workers who never earned enough to leave a
surplus to invest in war loans, the young
men and women who were in their cradle
when the war was being fought, all have to
contribute to the service of the national
debt as well as to the other services of the
Government.
If, then, the wartime conscription o!
wealth has to be put into reverse, if money
is to be sacred when human life is not, there
1s clearly a transfer of funds to the holders
of wealth from those who have still to earn
it. If, therefore, the final payment-payment in real or honest money-has to be
made in terms of the relationship that existed between real money and money of account before a great war destroyed a vast
am'Ount of wealth, and before money of account was increased to astronomical proportions, the earners will be permanently
enslaved to the holders.
BURDEN TOO GREAT

It is obvious that no human community
will bear such a Qurden. To escape from 1t,
the. community 1s, therefore.. faced by a

choice between two alternatives. The first
alternative is that of never resorting to final
payment. The second -alternative is that,
before it has recourse to final payment, it
goes through the preliminary business precaution of settling the size of the bill. tt
then wipes out the bankruptcy caused by
war, and starts producing again, without
the weight of a millstone around its neck.
Each of these alternatives has far-reaching
social and economic imp~ications and co;nsequences.
If the former is chosen, the inevitable continuing depreciation of money must be accepted. The pound, the dollar, the franc, the
lira, the peso, the gulden, and what will you,
will depreciate till none is left. Now and
again a savage depression will halt the process. Now and again a government will be
both wise enough and strong enough to put
on the brakes; but not for long. The cost
of living will go on increasing; labor disturbances will be the order of the day; these
will be more frequent, more prolonged, more
savage, and more destructive of the productive resources of the community than ever
before. The process of wiping out the provident classes of the community will grow
apace. There will be no room for private
saving. Communism is the inevitable end
of this march.
Lenin is reported to have said: "If you
want to wipe out capitalism, debauch the curr ency." He was right. But his dictum
goes much further. "If you want to wipe out
individual liberty, debauch the currency.''That is the inevitable end Of the first alternative.
The second alternative is the only one
that offers any hope for a free society to
survive. The mere determination of the size
of the bill is but a preliminary. It has to
be followed by monetary reconstruction on a
sound basis, to enable the community to
devote its energies to production, instead of
dissipating them in endless quairels about
the way in which the rising cost of living
has to be met. We can reform our monetary
system and place it, and with it our pro..:
ductive system, on a sound basis. Our fathers knew how to do it. Can the present
generation build on their foundations?
GOLD BEST MONETARY

MEAS~EMENT

The first problem of monetary reform is to
find out what our money of account is
worth. That can only be determined in terms
of real value. The best real value that mankind has evolved, as a monetary measurement, is the measure of gold.
What are the paper promises-to-pay, which
the citizens hold, worth in terms of gold?
Nobody knows. Limited free markets, harried by governmental restrictions and isolated from each other by barriers and prohibitions, all give different results from each
other at one time, and different results inside the same market at different times. The
only way of finding the answer to this allimportant question for monetary reform is
to wipe out the barriers between them. The
only way is to have a real free market for
gold in the principal trading countries of
the world-freedom for the citizen to buy,
sell, import, export or hold gold as he sees
fit.
This is only a first step. It will determine the size of national debts in real terms.
It will determine what currencies are worth
in terms of each other, and replace the present absurd system by which their value is
pegged according to the notions of a limited
number of authoritarian bureaucrats and
maintained (more or less inefficiently) by
a vast army of officials, supported at the
cost of the workers of the world.
It is not sufficient that this right of the
citizen to demand final payment, at whatever figure his claims are now worth, should
be reestablished. It should thereafter be
maintained.
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What are the forces that come into action
when the citizen has the right to demand
final payment?
GOLD A BALANCE WHEEL

It is only the right of issuing paper money
without any obligation of rep ayment that ·
causes it to be overissued. As soon as the
citizen can freely exercise the right of dem anding final, or real, payment f~r his
goods and services, governments Will be
careful not to issue more than they can
redeem on demand. If, alternatively, they
overissue, the citizens can force them back
inside the limits of safety quite easily by
demanding p ayment in gold. The securing
of the right tQ demand gold is, therefore,
a potent weapon against inflation and
against a rise in the cost of living caused
by monetary manipulation.
This is, in fact, the only weapon now available to mankind sufficiently powerful to put
an end to the present inflation and to prevent the devastating collapse tQ which it is
leading the world. It is often said that a
rise in the price of gold will cause more inflation. It is important to analyze this
statement critically.
INFLATION ONLY IF GOVERNMENT RETAINS RIGHT
TO DO SO

I will at once admit that 1! the price of
gold is increased, and governments retain
the right to inflate the currency, the statement is true. But the qualification is essential.
It is, indeed, very significant that this
objection to the increase in the price of gold
comes mostly from monetary authoritarians.
A few others sometimes fall into the trap of
using the same argument because they do
not appreciate the importance of the qualification.
The monetary authoritarians
should be the last to advance this as an
argument against increasing the price of
gold. For is it not a cardinal tenet of their
faith that they can manage money?
It is, of course, quite clear from the present
universal inflation that they have failed to
manage money in such a way as to keep even
a modest control over prices. If now they
argue that a higher price for gold will cause
more inflation it is tantamount to a confession that they will use the broader gold base
for the creation of even more inflation.
WILL OF THE CITIZEN

It is, however, an essential condition of
sound monetary reform that governments
should be deprived of the right to inflate the
currency. This can be done in two stages,
viz:
1. The restoration of the right of the citizen to buy, sell, import, export, or hold gold
without let or · hindrance from the Government.
2. The restoration, once the true value · of
gold in terms of paper money has been estab.:.
llshed, of convertibility of paper money into
gold again at the will of the citizen and not
of the Government.
Let us suppose, hoV{ever, that the authoritarian bureaucrats have their way and spend
the extra money that they get by a revaluation of the gold stock (if any) held in the
National Treasury. This will certainly cause
further incipient inflation. But if, as any
sound monetary reform must postulate, the
citizen regains the right to dema nd gold,
such action by the monetary authorities will
immediately cause a drain of gold away from
the National Treasury. The monetary au• thoritarians will, therefore, be brought to
heel very quickly.
But failing such action, the revaluing of
gold, coupled with the right to convert promises to pay into gold, will once and for all
close up the major source of inflationnamely; the right of governments to take
goods and services from · their citizens in
return for promises to pay that continue to
be, if not dishonored, at leasj; unhonored.

FREE MARKET FOR GOLD

It is perfectly true that, until the price

of gold in a free market becomes reasonably
stable, a government cann,ot restore convertibility. Convertibility assumes a definite figure at which the unit of m~:mey of
account can be converted into gold. That
figure cannot be fixed until the price of gold
has been determined by the arbitrament of a
free m arket, the only agency that can now
determine it. There would, therefore, be an
interval during which dealings in gold would
be free but the right of the citizen to demand
gold for paper could not yet be exercised.
But no government, intent on monetary
reform, would render itself more vulnerable
to a demand for gold at such time as the
right to demand it is restored, by inflating
its currency during this interval.
Once the change-over to convertibility has
be'e n achieved, a powerful safeguard for the
maintenance of a stable monetary system
will enter into force. If, in such circumstances, a government does tend to live beyond its means, pressure will immediately
be exerted on it, by an efflux of gold, to
return to safer limits. Pressure, so exerted,
will be of a mildly deflationary nature. Just
as a gyroscopic compass corrects a vessel's
deviation from its course as soon as this
deviation becomes significant, just so will a
m'Ovement of gold, either abroad or into private hoards, correct deviations from sound
monetary policy.
One of the great evils of inconvertible currency is that such dangerous deviations can
go unchecked for a long time without either
corrective forces being set up, or the community even being aware that it is drifting
into danger. This, then, gives rise in time
to capital flight, and when the disease has
advanced far enough to demand governmental interference, recourse must be had to
such drastic remedies as import and exchange controls, rationing, price fixation,
and self-defeating cost-of-living allowances.
These !nherent evils of inconvertible money
will always be with us until the citizen's
right to final payment on demand is restored.
One of the great evils that followed from
the attempt in the twenties to reverse the
wartime conscription of capital, and to force
prices down to the pre-1914 value of gold,
was the great depression .. The attempt was
made to do too much by deflation. It failed.
GOLD PRICE MUST RISE OR ELSE

Just as in 1925-32, gold at its present
official price cannot maintain the price level
which has been built up by a great war and
the succeeding inflation. As soon, therefore, as the maintenance and boosting of
this price level by means of expenditure for
rearmament and stockpiling comes to an
end, one of two things must happen: either
the price of gold must rise (and rise more
steeply than most people can now imagine)
or the price level must come down to what
it was when gold was effectively worth $35
an ounce. The size of the depression that
the latter alternative will bring in its, wake
is too vast to be imagined. The·great danger of the world today is that the former
measure will be delayed until ,after the col~apse has come, as it was in the t?irties.
A measure which, taken in good t1me, is
strong enough to prevent a collapse, is yet
not strong enough to restore the structure
once it has collapsed, as F. D. Roosevelt
found out to our cost in 1933.
A GREAT REVOLUTION

The world has made up its mind that it
will not have a great depression again. But
if the present inflation goes on unchecked,
it will not have a great depression: it will
have a great revolution.
· 'I'he present highly fictitious prosperity is
being kept up by wars and rumors of wars,
by rearmament and stockpiling. These latter again are kept going by the process of

pumping ever more and more promises-topay into circulation. What will happen
when this process can no longer be continued? Clearly, only war or a depression
of a magnitude that will create a disruptive
revolution.
WRI';rE-UP OF DEPRECIATED MONEY DISRUPTS

Two great wars have ta\}ght us that if the
relationship between real money and money
of account h as been disrupted by the abolition of the safeguards for honest money there
is only one way out-to write down depreciated money. to its correct value in terms
of real money. To·attempt, as we have done
before, to write up depreciated money to the
value of real money is to disrupt the whole
community.
.
Once this adjustment has been completed,
there is no reason why real money should
not exercise the salutary influence that it
has exercised during the periods of great
progress and prosperity in the world's history.
INCORRECT PRICE FOR GOLD WORKS HAVOC

I have said elsewhere that "if gold is not
correctly priced it will in time work havoc
with any monetary mechanism, whether this
mechanism be the gold standfl,rd or a managed currency."
I believed in 1932 that gold was correctly
priced and tha~ devaluation would be a dishonest act-a repudiation of debts. I wall
wrong. I know now that the state did not
owe its wartime debts on the basis of the
value of real money as it existed before the
great in:dation caused by the First World
war: that to write up the debts to that level
would have created an intolerable burden on
the public. We have had a second warcreated in1lation, one of much greater magnitude. If we try to write up the value of
the debts created by the Second World War
to the value of real money as it existed before the war, we would be making the same
mistake, only on a much vaster scale.
CONTROL OF GOLD FAILS

The theory of the monetary authoritarians
is that they can control gold. They have
tried. They have been armed with the great
'powers of control that governments hold
over the gold in their treasuries and central
banks. They have given an interpretation
to the articles of agreement of the International Monetary Fund that would, if it had
been advanced at Bretton Woods, have prevented the fund from ever being born. They
have had the benevolent support of the
greatest gold producers, South Africa and
Canada, which have refrained from using the
powers specially reserved to gold producers
under articles 4 and 5 of the fund agreement.
And yet the monetary authoritarians have
failed to keep incarcerated even the gold
that was held by treasuries and central banks
before the fund's gold policy of 1947 was
formulated. The fund is now struggling
with the problem of the losing fight that
official hoarders are waging against private
hoarders.
They are trying, in truly authoritarian
fashion to introduce ever more prohibitions
and restrictions in order to turn the odds in
their favor-this from an organization created to eliminate foreign exchange restrictions, which hamper the growth of world
trade. They are trying to introduce measures which are directly in conflict with the
articles of agreement in order to gain control
of the world's gold.
GOLD AND HUMAN LIBERTY

Against .t hem are fighting millions of humble individuals, who care nothing for their
theories, but who realize vividly that th.e
possession of gold is a safeguard of human
liberty. Can the monetary system of the
authoritarians survive a challenge based on
this ground? And if it can, is it a victory
for mankind-or for authoritarianism and
ultimately communism?
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A Guide to Intelligent Citizenship in 195Z
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JACOB K. JAVITS
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Speaker, the board
of directors of Freedom House have
made public under the title "A Guide To
Intelligent Citizenship in 1952" 14
ground rules for democratic behavior,
designed to help the voter objectively
evaluate candidates and issues in the
forthcoming campaigns. In this presidential year the voter's task will require
not only a demonstration of patriotism
but also keen perception and wide judgment. The appended guide is a good
primer for political thinking by the voting public:
A GUIDE To INTELLIGENT CITIZENSHIP
Freedom House is apprehensive about the
passions which will be aroused in the national presidential campaign from now until
after the election in November. Partisan
and factional warfare may injure our capacity to take intelligent action and undermine our infiuence in a world that watches
us with acute concern.
We believe there are certain ground rules
for democratic behavior that must be observed if the election is to strengthen our
democracy.
A campaign provides the opportunity for
the wholesome expression of criticisms and
disappointments, and the release of frustrations and uncertainties. Out disagreements
are useful. They can serve the basic purpose of clarifying and determining policy.
Our · political criticism when harnessed to
the search for the course we must pursue,
is an indispensable aspect of democratic life.
But we must guard against impairing our ·
strength and infiuence tomorrow by a total
preoccupation with yesterday. As Winston
Churchill warned his countrymen, "If we
spend the present quarreling about the past,
we might well lose the future."
In the hope that it may be of help to
those who seek to make their political choices
responsibly, Freedom House has prepared
this guide to the intelligent voter.
Certain sentiments are basic:
Nation is more important than party.
Attacks on the motives of fellow citizens
are subject to standards of truthfulness.
A party's platform cannot be more important than the candidate's intention to carry
it out.
The most accurate analysis of yesterday's
error is no substitute for a constructive program for the future.
The Union will survive its campaign
agonies.
We of Freedom House commend these suggestions to your attention:
1. BEWARE THE SUSPENSION OF NATIONAL
DECISION IN THE NEXT FEW MONTHS

The need for action will not disappear during the campaign. The pressures of the
world in which we live, the outcome and
direction of the war in Korea, the continuing
menace of Soviet aggression, the problems
of a Europe seeking unity and security, will
not wait as we debate our future course.
While we are preoccupied these next few
months with selecting the captain of our
ship of state, the ship must not be forced
to drift rudderless in this dangerous interval
if we are to avoid the rocks of disaster. Responsible government cannot take time off.

The successes of nazism and communism
have been most marked in periods when
democratic countries fioundered and governmental authority was suspended. Both political parties have an obligation to the Nation to. meet the need for continuing national decision while debating tomorrow's
course. How the candidates meet this obli·
gation is a basic test of their sense of responsibility to the Nation.
2. BEWARE THE EXCESSIVE SIMPLIFICATION o-r
THE PROBLEMS BEFORE US

This is perhaps the most devastating consequence of campaign debate and a major
test of a candidate's judgment and sense of
responsibility. Oversimplification distorts
the problem itself and prevents any understanding of its true dimensions. The increasing complexity of our present difficulties, both national and international, has
strengthened the tendency to predigest and
compress imposing issues into oversimplified
solutions.
There is no simple answer to the incorporation of Western Germany into a European
defense fabric. There are no simple answers to the questions of appropriate attitudes toward Yugoslavia, Spain, Argentina,
or Formosa in our common struggle with the
Soviet Union. There is no simple formula
for the maintenance of econoni.ic stability at
home. There is no easy method for producing a United States of Europe or for transforming the United Nations into an organization with greater strength and capacity.
In recent months the simplest answers
have been either misleading and dangerous
or but partial answers to difficulties that do
not yield readily to our desires. Until we
have learned that grave and complex problems cannot be solved in an afternoon and
put behind us, either by a magic formula or
by dropping the bomb, irresponsible politicians will be· tempted to this nonsense in an
election year.
8. BEWARE THE ARTIFICIAL DIFFERENCES, EXAMINE
AND UNDERSTAND THE REAL DIFFERENCES
BETWEEl'i THE CANDIDATES

An election campaign magnifies all differences. It emphasizes the political advantage
to be gained by the sharpest and most' extravagant language. Where the actual difference is least significant, the verbal difference
is often greatest. On the campaign platform
even partial agreement is considered anathema by the vote seeker. The voter himself has a duty to cut his way through the
verbiage to the genuine differences and issues.
•• BEWARE THE TENDENCY TO SEE ONLY THE
CANDIDATE AND IGNORE THE MEN AND FORCES
BEHIND HIM

Whatever the virtues of the particular candidate, he will carry others with him into
positions of power. Our Federal Government
is vast and complicated. Political victory
gives power not only to the standard bearer
but to the cohorts who have helped him
achieve the victory.
ti.

BEWARE THE IMPRESSION THAT A SINGLE
SPOKESMA"N REPRESENTS AN ENTIRE POLITICAL
PARTY

There has been a tendency to identify
choices in terms of Mr. Democrat or Mr.
Republican. The campaign itself ' is likely
to exaggerate this tendency. The truth is
that there are separate views and sharply
diifering philosophies within each political
party, and there are several prominent candidates, each capable of assuming leadership
o~ the groups that espouse the differing
programs.
6.

BEWARE THE ASSUMPTION THAT PUBLIC
CLAMOR IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR POLITICAL OR•
GANIZATION

The Nation suffers seriously from a lack
of attention to politics in the political off
years. The citizen can almost never rely

upon th"' spontaneous voice of the people
to make itself heard in convention hall.
Many assume that the Willkie nomination in
1940 was the product of well-timed demonstrations in the convention galleries. Actu. all~ , the Willkie victory was the product of
careful planning and the expenditure of time
and money. An aroused citizenry must express its convictions through plodding political organization to be effective.
There are many who have lost interest in
politics because of tenth-rate and self-seeking politicians. If a skilled demagog
comes to power, we may look back wistfully ·
upon tenth-rate politicians. Instead of indulging in disdain or complacency it is the
citizen's responsib1lity to participate within
his capacity at every level of political organization.
7. BEWARE THE SECTIONAL APPEAL

No one geographic region of the country
is immune to it, though some respond with
more vigor than others. National welfare
is whole and indivisible. The candidate who
explolts local and sectarian interests perpetuates division and injures the Nation as
a whole.
8. BEWARE THE SINGLE ISSUE

It ts inevitable that each political party
should single out a particular issue on which
it believes the opposition is most vulnerable.
Certain issues operate with greater advantage to one or the other of the political parties, such as corruption, isolationism, economy, high taxation, communism in government and social legislation. To some of
these the voter responds more sensitively
than to others. It is the responsibility of the
intelligent citizen to keep the whole picture
in mind. He must demand concrete, affirmative, and forward-moving policies on all
issues.
9. BEWARE THE APPEAL TO PREJUDICE

A host of words can bedevil the voter. The
most evil word of our time is "Communist."
It has a legitimate meaning. It can be
used honestly to identify a vicious, international, political, and military conspiracy and
those who support its objectives. Or it can
be used as a smear word to obscure genuine
identification and injure those in no way
allied with the evil reality.
On the other side of the same coin ts the
evil term, red-baiter. It has been used to
paralyze criticism of the genuine Communist and the Soviet Union.
Such prejudice-creating . epithets fiy thick
and fast in election campaigns. Communism is equated with socialism. Socialism
with new dealism. It is urged that they are
the same or similar, or that one leads to the
other, that their objectives . are identical,
their methods comparable, their meanings
indistinguishable.
There is the similar device of equating
isolationism with fascism and anti-Semitism. There are Fascists in American life
who are not isolationists. There are antiSemites who are not Fascists. There are
isolationists on the current political scene
who are not anti-Semitic. Each is sufficiently dangerous to deserve direct and accurate attack. If scientists had followed the
procedure of the office-hungry politicians
and used language to obscure distinctions
and blur differences, disease would long
since have undermined the human race.
10. BEWARE INADEQUATE LEADERSHIP

Policies and men cannot be divorced. The
intelligent voter carries the responsibility for
identifying the principles and policies symbolized by a personality. Similarly, the voter
must remember that the policy, no matter
how correct, may not survive the inadequate
personality.
Even a democrl').tic society needs leadership. It looks for the combination of a
sound policy with a personality capable of
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providing direction, securing public support,
and rallying the people to achieve their full
national potential. Leadership is a combination of wisdom, a sense of history, an understanding of the problems before us, a demonstrated capacity to chart the correct direction and the personal ability to pursue it.
Every candidate must be measured against
these qualifications.
11. BEWARE THE SEPARATION OF POWER AND
PURPOSE
Americans are inclined to regard power as
distinct from the purpos~ for which it is applied. Victory in Korea is viewed by many as
quite separate from the purposes for which
it is sought. Military victory should be a
means of achieving our political purposes.
In the same sense, political power and purpose cannot be separated.
It is also assumed that we must choose
between force and diplomacy. Whether applied to international conduct or at home,
the responsibility of the age in which we live
demands the application of power, combined
with diplomacy, for the achievement of our
purpose.
Lastly, there is the legitimate concern
about the separation of military and political power in American life. Here again we
may be g,uilty of o~ersimplification. Neither
the uniform nor its absence is of ·paramount
importance. What counts is the viewpo1nt
and orientation, the background and aspiration, the program and direction.
12. BEWARE THE SINGLE PANACEA
The campaign atmosphere will be filled
with prescriptions for victory against the Soviet Union. To some the right amount of
. military force in the right place is all that's
needed. To others solely the eradication of
economic and social evils will achieve the desired milhinium. To still others discussion
around the green diplomatic table, if sufficiently protracted, will cut the Gordian knot.
Each candidate must be viewed in the light
of his capacity to integrate the separate and .
indispensable means of accomplishing the
objective. Party platfo:r;ms and pronouncemerits must be scrutinized in terms of ~ll the
objectives and instruments of the national
policy.
13. BEWARE ATTACKS ON OUR ALLIES
The need for common ground with our
allies in the struggle against Soviet aggression remains undiminished . .For psychological reasons, for economic as well as military
reasons, our fight against Comp1unist imperialism and our struggle to enlarge freedom
must be waged in company with others who
seek the same objectives. We may be
tempted to believe that we can win this fight
alone. Yielding to this attitude betrays a
failure to understand the nature of the fight
we are in. To "win it alone" we must automatically lose _our friends either to the enemy
or to a pernicious neutrality.
:J.-1 . BEWARE THE SOLE EMPHASIS ON MATERIAL
VALUES
America is the richest nation on the face
of the globe. It abounds in the physical
comforts of life-beyond the dreams of even
the most prosperous peoples elsewhere. We
have reason to be proud of our achievements.
We have even greater reason to seek to enlarge them. But the President we choose
must evidence his capacity to un.derstand
that the worth of free American life is not
confined to material things.
Our morality, our spiritual strength, our
intellectual integrity and vigor, our art and
culture, our free heritage and aspiration, our
humanity and charity-the~e attributes are
our national assets. They are more fundamental to the dignity of American life than
our material abundance. The President of
the United States is both the symbol and
the leader in the crystallization of these
values. He must satisfy the intelligent voter
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that he has an understanding of their meaning and that he will preserve them under all
circumstances and at whatever cost.
· By an intelligent use of these criteria, your
choice in the election of 1952 will help
secureA stable American economy.
Unimpaired American liberties.
Strong allies abroad.
A wider area of freedom.
Peace.

Committee Explanation of Flood-Control
Cuts Challenged

Startling Public Housing Figures

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, what
crimes we are committing in the name of
economy. How can we call it economy
to cut needed :flood-control appropriations, leaving exposed vital defense areas
in the face of indications of the possible
onset of a wet era? What do we gain by
risking huge losses in. lives and property
to save a far lesser sum that could insure
us against such losses? Economy, like
everything else in life, can be carried to
extremes and thereby become false. The
cuts in the :flood-control projects for Los
Angeles County constitute false economy,
anq .the reductions should be . restored
before the appropriation bill is finally
acted upon. I do not wish to be unduly
critical of our committee, which evidently acted due . to . misunderstanding
and under the heavy pressure to make
cuts, good or bad, which has been engendered by the current calamity howlers and prohpets of doom-the same people who preach that this great Nation
cannot even afford to defend itself in
the face of an ominous threat to our
liberty which has, heretofore, been considered priceless.
Mr. H. E. Hedger, chief engineer of the
Los Angeles County Flood Control Dis-.
trict, has written the following letter replyip_g to _q ne from our _c ommitte explain.;.
ing the basis of the cuts it made in the
proposed appropriation for :flood control
in Los Angeles County. To make the letter more understandable, I am also including a telegram from the Board of
Supervisors of Los Angeles County and
the letter from the committee.
The matters follow:

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF.CALIFORNIA
IN THE FOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 6, 1952

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. NORRIS POULSON
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 24, 1952

Mr. POULSdN. Mr. Speaker, in the
city of Los Angeles we have a fine example of how the Public Housing Authorityis trying to cram down the throats of the
taxpayers of Los Angeles an ill-advised
and extravagant public housing program. While in their ·propaganda they
speak a great deal about slum clearance,
nevertheless, as is shown in this statement by Mr. Byron Jones, that is a job
which must be done by the city of Los
Angeles and not by the Housing Authority. This statement is not only illuminating but it presents a good reason why
our public qebt keeps risi~g.

STARTLING PUBLIC .HOUSING FIGURES
(By Byron Jones, vice president, Montecito
Hills Improvement Association, Los Angeles, Calif.)
They want $110,000,000 for .land and construction.
They want $53,968,000 for interest to bondholders.. They want $124,320,000 for the 40-year expense of their bureau.
They want $67,274,000 subsidy from Los
Angeles (net tax exemption). _
Then they want $137,856,000 Federal subsidy to cover losses in operation.
(All figures are those of the Housing Authority published. August 15, 1951.)
They falsely claim to clear the slums but
will not do so, for under section 5 of the
LOS ANGELES COUNTY
cooperation agreement the city alone is reFLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT,
sponsible both financially and otherwise for
Los Angeles, Calif., April 30, 1952.
clearing the slums. In a letter to CouncilHon. SAMUEL W. YORTY,
man Timberlake dated November 13, 1951,
Congressman,
Fourteenth
District.
the CHA advised that "in 1950 alone, 1,632
California, New House Office Buildmajor repairs to substandard dwelling units
ing, Washington, D. C.
were ordered by the city health department."
DEAR SIR: Supervisor Roger W. Jessup has
(This would amount to 8,160 units in the 5
forwarded to me a copy of the Honorable
years allowed by the agreement.) They also
John S. Kerr's answer to your inquiry on
point-out that the normal expenditures for
the cut in appropriations for Los Angeles
law enforcement will enable the city to meet
County, Whittier Narrows, and San Antonio
this obligation without the . expenditure of
fiscal year 1953 flood-control projects, and
any substantial amount of money.
we are very appreciative of your obtaining
While they failed to point it out, we can
and furnishing us with this information.
see from the foregoing that the city has
Mr. Kerr has set forth the criteria used by
been clearing the slums, that they are clearhis subcommittee in recommending cuts in
ing the slums, and that they will continue
appropriations for certain projects in Los
to clear them in exactly the same manner
Angeles County. However, analysis of the
without public housing as with it.
projects in terms of this criteria indicates
It is now well known that the taxpayer
that the status of the flood-control projects
could actually buifd the 10,000 homes, give - in Los Angeles County was not completely
them away free, and save $122,260,000 over
understood by the subcommittee, and we feel
the Socialist plan. Obviously, the basic pur'!;hat the following statements need further
pose behind the scheme is not charity. The
clarification:
expenditure of these vast sums makes no
(a) "The plans for the drainage project in
sense except as a means to buy votes and
Los Angeles County have not been completed
purchase political power for the establishand the subcommittee did not allow an y
ment of a National Socialist political mafunds for projects when the plans have not
chine; Your freedom and money are at
been ·completed."
stake. Vote "no" on proposition B June 3.
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construction of the Whittier Narrows projPlease note that the subcommittee did
ect must also be delayed, and this wlll defer
allow the sum of $2,898,000 for the Los Angeles county drainage area project, Califorthe completion of the entire project.
nia (excluding Whittier Narrows Reservoir),
This analysis of Mr. Kerr's letter indicates
that the reductions made in appropriations
so this statement appears to apply to only
for the Los Angeles County drainage area
certain units of the project. This raises the
and San Antonio projects by the House of
question of what was meant by "projects
Representatives -were based upon a .. miswhere plans were not completed." The genunderstanding of the status of, and effect
eral plan for the project was first approved
upon, these projects. If these appropriaby the Omnibus FlOOd Control Act of 1936,
and the project has been under construction
tions are reinstated by the Senate, it is hoped
for 16 years. This plan, as subsequently • that Mr. Kerr and the subcommittee will
expanded by congress in 1941 and 1944, proconcur in such action.
vides for an integrated program of construcYour continued support of our efforts to
tion in which each of the various units, with
obtain the restoration of the items cut from
few exceptions, depend on the functioning
the recommendations of the Bureau of the
of the other units.
Budget will be of great value.
· Your very truly,
Definite project plans have been completed
H. E. HEDGER, Chief Engineer.
on all units for which funds were requested
in 1953, with the one exception of th.e section o'f the lower Los Angeles River for which
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STA'IES,
the plans were 9{1 percent complete at the
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
time the committee's report was prepared.
Washington, D. C., April 4, 1952.
The final contract plans for the units in
Han. SAM YoaTY,
the project are not complete, of course, as
Member of CongTess,
these plans are never completed until apHouse of Representatives,
propriations are made for construction. LoWashington, D. C.
cal conditions in this area change so fast
MY DEAR CoLLEAGUE: I am in receipt of
that it is impractical to complete the final
your note of the second with the enclosed
contract plans in anticipation of appropriatelegram in which you request information
tions, since a delay of a year or so could
as to why my subcommittee cut the funds
mean a complete redesign, with accompanyfor certain projects ln Los Angeles County.
ing waste of time and money.
The plans for the drainage project ln
(b) "The appropriation for the Whittier
Los Angeles County have not been comNarrows project was cut because the completed c.nd the subcommittee did not allow
mittee did not allow funds to start new
any funds for projects when the plans have
projects within a project in the fiscal year
not been completed. The appropriation for
1953."
the Whittier Narrows project was cut beThis statement is difficult to understand,
cause the committee did not allow funds to
for the Whittier Narrows project cannot
start new projects within a project in the
properly be broken down into new projects,
fiscal year 1953. Now for the complete elimEince it consists of a single dam and necesination of funds for the San Antonio projEa.:'Y appurtenances, and the project will not
ect. These funds were cut out because 23
function as planned until each of the compercent of the funds needed for construcponents are completed. If project within a.
tion of this project have already been approproject refers to the approach and floodpriated and to date no construction work
flow channels, the material from these chanhas been done. The funds allowed for these
nels will be used to construct the dam, and
various projects will allow orderly work and
thus seJ;"ve a two-fold purpose.
therefore wlll not interfere with the con(c) "Now for the complete elimination
struction schedule. I hope the above inof funds for the San Antonio project. These
formation is sufficient. However, if you feel
funds were cut out because 23 percent of
that you need more information, I would
the funds needed for construction of this
suggest that you contact the clerk to my
project have already been appropriated and
subcommittee.
to date no construction work has started."
With best wishes, I am,
This statement is correct but needs ampliSincerely yours,
fication.
JOHN H. KERR,
A construction contract has been awarded
Member of Congress.
to start construction of the dam outlet
works, and the $1,800,000 already appropriLos ANGELES, CALIF,.
ated will be expended or entirely obligated
March 28, 1952.
by June 30, 1952. Acquisition of lands,
Han. SAMUEL WILLIAM YORTY1
easements, and rights-of-way necessary to
House
Office
Building,
start actual construction of San Antonio
Washington, D. C.:
Dam was preceded by preliminary negotiaWord received here that H. R. 7268 protions with local interests and therefore could
poses cut in flood-control appropriations for
not be started until late in the fiscal year
Los Angeles Co<inty drainage area project
1952. Elimination of fiscal ·year 1953 funds
from budget item of $7,000,000 to $2,898,000;
for this project will delay the completion
Whittier Narrows project from ~7,000,000 to
of the project a year since there will be no
$5,500,000, and complete elimination of $3,funds for continuing construction in that
000,000 budget item for San Antonio proJ·
fiscal year.
ect. The board of supervisors requests that
(d) "The funds allowed for these various
each Congressman from Los Angeles County
projects will not interfere with the conmake every possible effort to obtain restorastruction schedule."
tion of these cuts during consideration of
This statement is incorrect, for the conthis bill by the ;House of Representatives.
struction schedule was based on the allocaProposed
cuts would prevent construction
tion of funds approved by the Bureau of the
of the Pacoima Wash diversion channel (a
Budget, and reduction in such funds means
continuation of the upper Los Angeles River
a corresponding delay in construction. The
cut of $4,105,000 from the Los Angeles Coun- - system) that recent floods have proven vital
to protection of Van Nuys; improvement of
ty Drainage Area (excluding Whittier Narthe lower Los Angeles River which jeoprows) will cause construction of the followardizes
Long Beach harbor and adjacent
ing units to be delayed until appropriations
Navy
and other defense facilities, and conare granted: Pacoima Wash Channel; Los
tinued construction of the San Antonio
Angeles River, station 570 to station 560; and
project, which has been certified by the
Los Angeles River, Ocean to Seventh Street.
President as necessary to the national deSan Antonio Dam progress will be hal ted
fense, and 1s also essential to 'Protection of
upon the completion of contracts und~r way
as of June 30, 1952. One or more items of
Claremont, Pomona and several cities ln

San Bernardino County. Three moderate
floods experienced this spring have caused
much damage and expased these areas to
grave hazard until protective measures are
completed. Local residents are depending
on appropriation of these budget items.
The county flood control district has budgeted funds for its share of these projects,
totaling over $4,500,000. The seriousness of
the proposed pudget cuts ls so great to Los
Angeles County as to require the personal
attention of each Congressman.
ROGER W. JESSUP,
Chairman, Board of Supervisors, Los
Angeles County and Los Angele$
County Flood Control District.

Text of Script, Television Pr-esentation,
The Case for a Republican Congress
EXTENSION O}f REMARKS
OF

HON. EDITH NOURSE ROGE S
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE .OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 6, 1952 ,

Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my re-·
marks, I include the text of a television
presentation entitled "The Case for a
Republican Congress":
The Republican congressional committee,
in cooperation with the Republican national
and senatorial committees, presents the case
for a Republican Congress, with the Republican leaders of the House and Senate,
Representative JosEPH W. MARTIN, JR., and
Senator STYLES B!UDGES.
In our supporting cast are Senator KARL E.
MUNDT, of South Dakota; Representative
· CHARLES A. HALLECK, of Indiana; Representative CLARENCE J. BRoWN, of Ohio; Represenative DANIEL A. REED, of New York; .and
Representative WALTER H. JUDD, of Minnesota.
JUDGE. The people's counsel will outline his
case for a Republican Congress. Let him address the jury.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Ladies and gentlemen
of America, members of the greatest jury
on earth, I wish to speak to you today of
your welfare, your safety, your security, your
own future: All of these will be involved
when you choose your next Congress.
Only four short years ago the Republicans
controlled the Congr.e ss-the Eightieth Congress--the only Republican Congress in the
last 20 years. In the 4 years that have
elapsed, the policies and acts of that Congress have stood the test of time. Let us
examine them now, today, as- signposts for
the future.
· DEFENSE COUNSEL. Policies and acts,
ho, ho.
PEoPLE's COUNSEL. Mr. Defense Counsel, I
shall call as witnesses Republican leaders
'\'/ho took part in the Eightieth Congress and
who are in the Congress today, and I shall
prove to you by their testimony that, had the
legislative acts of the Republican Eightieth
Congress been carried out in good faith by
the Trur.nan administration, we today would
( 1) not have a Communist-controlled China;
(2) our boys would not be fighting in Korea;
(3) we would not be engaged in a mad race
to produce guns and bombs; (4) we would
not be su1fering from inflation; and (5) we
would not be paying the highest taxes in the
history of America.
And finally, I intend to show you that a
Republican Congress, and only a. Republican
Congress, can get us out of the mess we are
now in.
Your honor, I summon my first witness.
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JUDGE. The people's counsel will call his
wit nesses.
.
PEoPLE's CouNsEL. Mr. MARTIN, will you
please give your full name to the jury.
Mr. MARTIN. I am JOSEPH W. MARTIN, JR.,
a Member of Congress from Massachusetts.
PEOPLE's CouNsEL. You are the Republican
leader of the House?
Mr. MARTIN. That is correct.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. During the Eightieth
C<mgress, you were the Speaker of the House?
Mr. MARTIN. That is correct.
PEOPLE's CoUNSEL. Members of the jury, I
would point out t o you that here we have
the highest qualified witness. Mr. MARTIN,
1n your own words, will you briefly outline
the problems which faced the Eightieth Congress, and what you did to solve them?
Mr. MARTIN. In 1947, the iron curtain was
'falling on nation after nation in Europe.
The Communists were inflaming China into a
civil war. Here at home in America, we were
plagued by shortages of goods and food, by
the threat of inflation, and by high taxes.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. How did the Eightieth
Congress tackle those problems?
Mr. MARTIN. The Republican Eightieth
Congress produced the most progressive, constructive program that this country has had
in more than a generation.
DEFENSE COUNSEL. Prove it.
JuDGE. The defense counsel will please control himself.
Mr. MARTIN. The Eightieth Congress passed
·every single piece of legislation necessary
for the containment of communism in Europe. The Eightieth Congress tried desperately to apply the con'liainment policy to
Asia, but in that effort we had the opposition of the White House. The Truman administration's position on Asia was a tragic
blunder for which we are now paying in
both dollars and lives.
The · Eightieth Congress enacted a defense
program that could have kept us out of all
these troubles had it been carried out by the
executive branch.
The Eightieth Congress lowered taxes. It
balanced the budget.
It wrote an excellent labor act.
It passed the first permanent price-support law for agriculture.
It set up a comprehensive program for the
veterans.
It established the Hoover Commission in
an effort to get some efficiency in government.
DEFENSE CoUNSEL. Object, your honor, I
object.
JuDGE. Ori what grounds?
.
DEFENSE COUNSEL. On the grounds that the
Eightieth Congress was called the "terrible
do-nothing Congress" by the most competent authority-President Truman himself.
JuDGE. What a Congress is called and what
it actually does may be two very different
things. Objection overruled.
Mr. MARTIN. I am proud to have been
Speaker of that Congress. We had a program, and we carried it out. God knows,
America could use another program like it
today.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Thank you, Mr. MARTIN.
You may step down. Your honor, I shall
now call my next witness. Your name,
please?
Senator MUNDT, KARL MUNDT, a member of
the United States Senate, from South Dakota,
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. You Served in the
Eightieth Congress?
Senator MuNDT. I ·did-as a Membe~ of the
House.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. You were a member Of
the House Foreign Affairs Comxnlttee?
Senator MuNDT. I was.
PEOPLE's CouNSEL. It has been stated by
the previous witness, Speaker MARTIN, that
the Eightieth Congress did everything possible to carry out the containment-of-communism policy as it applied to Europe.
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Would you please tell the jury what was
for China had already been lost. The addone?
ministration practiced a deliberate slowSenator MuNDT. The Eightieth Congress
down to this program of aid to China.
passed the Greek-Turkish aid program, the
DEFENSE COUNSEL. Object, I object. The
foreign-aid program, and the Marshall plan.
witness is only giving hearsay evidence.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. That later became
JUDGE. The witness is a qualified expert·.
known as the ECA?
Objection overruled.
Senator MuNDT. Correct. The Eightieth
Dr. JuDD. President Truman did not even
Congress passed the so-called Vandenberg
issue the· necessary Executive orders to put
resolution providing for American particithis program into action until 4 months
pation in the · North Atlantic P act and for
after the Eightieth Congress had voted the
military aid to the members of that pact.
money to stop the Chinese Reds. And it
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. The TrUman administook 5 months more before the red tape in
tration was in agreement wit)l all this legisWashington could be unraveled su that the
lation?
program could actually get into operation.
Senator MuNDT. It was. , That was during
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. That is a total of 9
the period of the so-called bipartisan foreign
months?
policy with regard to Europe. As a matter
Dr. JUDD. That is correct. A deliberate 9of fact, the very moment the Greek-Turkish
month slowdown. Had the same effort and
· program became law the administration flew
speed been applied to the China program
aid from our carriers in the Mediterranean
that were applied to the program to aid
to the people of Greece and Turkey.
Greece and Turkey, or had General WedeJUDGE. One moment, Senator. I see one of
meyer been permitted by our Government
the jury has a question.
to carry out his recommendations, I believe,
VoiCE. Yes; Senator, do you think all these
and so do most of our own military men,
billions given to Europe have really helped? · that China today would be as free of ComSenator MuNDT. In the beginning they did.
munist control as are Greece and Turkey.
But the administration of the foreign-aid
JUDGE. Just a minute, Doctor. A juror has
program has been increasingly wasteful, and
a question.
as a consequence the whole program has now
VoiCE. ,C ongressman, does that mean there
been placed in jeopardy.
wouldn't have been a war with Korea?
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Thank you,_ Senator
Dr. JUDD. Certainly, because without ComMuNDT. Your honor, I will now call my next
munists in Manchuria and China, there
witness. Your name, sir?
could not have been an attack upon Korea.
Dr. JUDD. WALTER H. JUDD, a Member of
East Asia is like a giant hand and the palm
Congress from Minnesota.
or the body of the hand is China. And Korea
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. You served in the
1s this peninsula that looks like a thumb.
Eightieth Congress and you were a member
Now, when the Truman administration
of the House Foreign Affairs Committee?
turned the hand over to the Communists,
Dr. JUDD. That is correct.
it made conquest of the thumb inevitable.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Prior to ·your service in
If the Truman administration had helped
Congress you were a medical missionary in
the Eightieth Congress in its efforts to save
China?
China instead of sabotaging those efforts,
Dr. JUDD. That is correct. I worked there
there would not have been a war in Korea
for 10 years in that capacity.
today, and the Chinese Reds would not be
PEOPLE's CouNsEL. Your honor, I would
killing American boys.
like to qualify this witness as a leading exDEFENSE COUNSEL. I object. Your honor,
pert on far-eastern policy, and so recognized
I object. The witness is stating an opinion
by· authorities everywhere.
Which is irrelevant and immaterial.
JUDGE. Granted.
JUDGE. Mr. Defense Counsel, more than
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Dr. JUDD, tell US What
100,000 casualties in Korea are not irrelevant
the Eightieth Congress did with respect to
and immaterial. Objection overruled. Orthe Far East.
der. Our guests here will please b~ orderly.
Dr. JUDD. Well, I am sorry to say that the
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Thank you, Dr. JUDD.
bipartisan foreign policy followed in Europe
Thank you. Your honor, I will now call my
did not extend to Asia, nor did the containnext witness. Your name, please?
ment policy. In fact, President Truman
Senator BRIDGES. STYLES BRIDGES, a Mempublicly announced that the United States
ber of the United States Senate.
favored the admission of the Chinese ComPEOPLE'S COUNSEL. You are the Republi•
munists to a coalition government in China.
can Leader of the Senate?
The administration actually cut off all aid
Senator BRIDGEs. I am.
to the Chinese Government unless it would
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. During the Republican
accept Communists in a coalition governEightieth Congress, you were a member of
ment. This was of course the exact opposite
the Senate Armed Services Committee?
of its own policy in Europe. It just did not
Senator BRIDGES. I was.
make sense.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Well, Senator BRIDGES,
DEFENSE CouNSEL. Object, I object. That
Will you please outline briefly for the jury
statement is a deliberate red herring.
the policy of the Republican Eightieth ConDr. JUDD. The truth is that your red hergress on national defense?
ring became a whale and swallowed up all
Senator BRIDGES. We were keenly aware
of China.
that it was necessary to build up our defense
DEFENSE COUNSEL. Your honor, your
if we were to stop Soviet aggression short of
honor, I demand the witness be held in conwar. We decided that America needed more
tempt for speaking over my objection.
air power. So we passed and authorized a
70-group Air Force.
JunGE. Overruled. Witness may continue.
Dr. JuDD. As the Chinese Reds, backed by
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. It is a known fact that
the Soviet Union and encouraged by the apwe did not have a 70-group Air Force when
peasement of the Truman administration,
President Truman took us into the Korean
continued to build up their strength while
war. Why was that, Senator?
the Chinese Government was weakened by
Senator BRIDGES. On June 25, 1948, the
our withdrawal and withholding of support,
President announced that despite the action
the Eightieth Congress went into action.
of the Eightieth Congress, a month earlier,
Over the opposition of the White House, we
that he would hold the Air Force to a 48appropriated $125,000,000 in military aid for
group Air Force. And that was the situation
the anti-Communist forces in China.
when Korea came.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Well, Congressman,
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Who do you think was
why didn't that aid help to defeat the Comthe wiser, the Republican Eightieth Congress
munist armies?
or President Truman?
Dr. JUDD. Because that aid did not get
Senator BRIDGEs. Events have proven bethere until. too late, after the decisive battles . yond a question that the Eightieth Congress
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was right, and today President Truman is
· frantically trying to remedy his tragic blunder by building an 89-group Air Force.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. NOW, What was the program for the Navy?
Senator BRIDGES. wen, tt called for an expanded naval air arm and the construction
of a super airplane carrier to be called the

DEFENSE CouNSEL. I object, your honor.
I have it on the highest authority in the

land that only the rich pay taxes. The
Witness' statement is irrelevant and immaterial.
JUDGE. My dear Counselor, taxes are never
irrelevant and certainly not immaterial.
Witness may proceed.
Mr. REED. I'll say to the defense counsel
United States.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Well, we did not have
that 81 percent of our taxes are people maka super aircraft carrier when we entel!'ed the
ing $5,000 a year or less, and they pay almost
Korean war. In fact, we don't have one to40 percent of all income taxes collected.
day.
Perhaps the defense counsel considers little
Senator BRIDGES. That's right. Once. more
people making three or four thousand dollars
President Truman refused to carry out the
a year as rich people-! don't.
mandate of the Eightieth Congress, and on
PEOPLE's CouNsEL. Thank you, Mr. REED.
April 23, 1949, after the keel had been laid,
Your Honor, I would like to call my next
President Truman ord&red the scrapping of
witness. Your name, please?
the carrier at a loss of over $20,000,000.
Mr. HALLECK. CHARLES A. HALLECK, Of ln•
PEoPLE'S CoUNsEL. Who do you think was
diana, a Representative in Congress.
wiser, the Republican Eighti.e th Congress or
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. You were the Republi•
President Truman?
can floor leader in the Eightieth Congress?
Senator BRIDGES. Well, I think events speak
Mr. HALLECK. I was.
for themselves, for President Truman is now
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. And in that role Of leadtrying to build three super airplane carriers
ership, it was your job to guide the Republiin a frantic attempt to rectify his tragic can program through the House, including
blunder.
such laws as the Labor-Management RelaDEFENSE COUNSEL. I object; 1 obJect.
tions Act?
JUDGE. On what grounds?
Mr. HALLECK. It was.
DEFENSE CouNsEL. I object to the word
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Will you please tell U.S
••tragic." Counselor is trying to 'c olor the
your objective in enacting the Labor-Manfacts.
agement Relations Act, better known as the
JunGE. Strike out the word "tragic," but
Taft-Hartley law?
leave in the word "blunder."
Mr. HALLEcK. Our purpose was to guaranPEoPLE's CoUNsEL. Thank you, Senator
tee and assure to management and man
BlUDGES. Your honor, I will now call my next
labor's right to organize and bargain collecwitness. Your name, sir?
tively through representatives of their own
Mr REED. DANIEL A. REED, of New York, a
choosing. We wanted to protect the rank
Member of Congress.
and file of labor from the abuses of misPEoPLE's CoUNSEL. You are the ranking
guided people on the side of management or
Republican member of the House Ways and
misguided
labor leaders. And then we
Means Committee, which, under the Constiwanted
to afford organized labor an opportution, must initiate an tax bills?
tunity to drive out of control certain comMr. REED. Correct.
munistic leaders who had infiltrated a dozen
PEoPLE's CouNsEL. As a member of tbat
or so unions. So we drafted the legislation
tax-writing committee in the Eighti.e th Conand brought it to enactment finally over a
gress, will you please tell us briefly what that
Presidential veto.
Congress did?
DEFENSE CouNSEL. Your Honor, I object to
Mr. REED. We thought taxes were too high;
this witness referring to this law either as
that too many little people were paying highthe Labor-Management Relations Act or the
er taxes than they could afford.
Taft-Hartley law. It is, in fact, a slaveTake a man with a wife and two children,
labor law.
with a .total income of about $68 a week.
JUDGm. The constant repetition of political
In 1933, that family paid a Federal income
catchwords does not necessarily prOduce a
tax of $8. By 1946, that family's taxes had
fact.
Objection overruled. Witness will probeen boosted to $285 a year-or 35 times as
ceed.
.
·
much.
Mr. HM.ucK. May I say, sir, that in the
PEOPLE's CouNsEL. What did the Eightieth
.4 years this law has been in effect, union
Congress do about that?
membership has increased from 15,000,000 to
Mr. REED. We gave the American people
16,000,000, wages have been constantly inthe first tax reduction they had had. in a
creased, and unions have obtained scores and
generation. We relieved 7,000,000 people in
scores
of pension plans. And, at the same
the lowes.t-ineome buckets--l! repeat, 7,000,time, the loss of man-hours or wages by work
000 little people---from paying any Federal
stoppages have been constantly decreased.
income taxes at all. Altogether, taxes -were
Now, if you want to tallt about a slavereduced by about $5,000,000,000, with threelabor act, let me refer you to the proposal
quarters of the reduction benefiting people
of President Truman to the Congress in 1946
with incomes of less than $5,,000 a year. ·
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. What happened to this when he asked us to draft the railroad workers
and
make them work at the point of a bayofamily that was making $6S a week and paynet, and it might interest you to know that
ing $285 a year in Federal income taxes?
the proposal was stopped in the Senate by a
Mr. REED. They got a reduction of $102
Republican, Senator ROBERT A. TAFT, of Ohio.
a year.
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Returning to the TaftPEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Did this tax reduction
Hartley law, is there still talk about repealbill have the support of the Truman admining it?
istration?
Mr. · HALLECK. Well, sir, there was talk
Mr. REED. It did not; We had to pass it
about repealing the Bill of Rights of the
over President Truman's veto.
Constitution
for quite a while, but it is still
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Are the 7,000,000 little
in the Constitution. And I think the same
people still relieved of paying income taxes?
of the Taft-Hartley Act because the laborMr. REED. They are not. As soon as Presiing men, the rank and file, are now realizing
dent Truman got a Fair Deal Congress in
that the Taft-Hartley Act is really labor's
1949, taxes started upward again. Th:'ee tax
bill of rights.
increase bills ha'7e been whipped through
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Thank you, Congressin the last 4 years. Every one of these 7,000.,man HALLECK. Your honor, I will now call
000 little people is now paying taxes again.
my last witness. Your name, please?
The reductions voted by the Eightieth ConMr. BROWN. CLARENCE J. BROWN, of Ohio, a
gress have been completely wiped out, taxes
Member of Congress.
have been increased from the smallest to
the largest taxpayers, and the Nation today
PEOPLE's CoUNsEL. You were the originator
is paying the greatest tax bill in its historyof the legislation to create the Hoover Comnearly one-third of every cent earned.
mission?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir. I wrote the bill and
introduced it in January of 1947 after consultation and approval by the Republican
leaders of Congress, and just a little later
Senator CABOT LoDGE, of Massachusetts, introduced a companion bill in the Senate.
PEoPLE's CouNsEL. Will you please tell the
jury your objectives?
Mr. BRowN. We had three objectives when
we introduced that legislation. No. 1 was
to do .something to correct the bureaucratic
mess which we found in Washington. No.2
was to cut the cost of Government as best
we could by eliminating duplication and
overlapping activities. And, of course, No. 3
was to eliminate waste and extravagance and
corruption by getting rid of the loose procedures, the unbelievably careless bookkeeping
and accounting that existed in Government,
and by setting up higher standards of Government service.
PEOPLE's CouNSEL. Your Honor, I now offer
in evidence the 33 volumes of the report of
the Hoover Commission. It is to be noted
from this exhibit that the Commission was
composed of six Democrats and six Republicans, and that it was bipartisan. It was
headed by former President Hoover, who had
been appointed by Speaker MABTIN. Congressman BROWN, what was the recommendation of this Commission?
Mr. BaowN. Well, after 2 years of very hard
work, the Commission made some 300 recommendations and fl.nding,s for the complete
reorganization of the executive branch of the
Government. It was quite a colossal lob, I
nrtght add. I am sorry to say that up to date,
only about 50 percent of the Commission's
recommendations have been made effective,
but even that 50 percent has resulted in savings of about $2,000,000,000 a year. If we had
the cooperation of the administration, which
we had hoped for, we could have made the
other recommendations effective and even
saved about $3,000,000,000 more.
JUDGE. A juror has. a question.
VOicE. When are we going to get some of
that economy?
Mr. BROWN. May I say to the gentleman
until this Government is reorganized--in
other words, until we get a Republican President and a Republican Congress-we are
never going to get this mess in Washington
completely straightened out, or th~ economy
and the effiCiency in the conduct of public
business that we need, or the kind of government that the people of the United States
can afford .
PEOPLE'S COUNSEL. Thank you, Congre58man BRowN. You may step down. Your
Honor, this completes the people's case for a
Republican Congress.
DEFENSE COUNSEL. Your Honor, I petition
the court to disregard the testimony received
here today. It is as asinine as the report on
corruption tn the RFC; it ts as fun of eyewash as that famous New Hampshire primary. It is contemptuous, incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial, and I move that it all
be stricken from the record.
JUDGE. May I sugget to the defense counsel that in this world today, wracked as it is
by po!ice states, iron curtains, and suppression of truth, you would do well to withdraw
your motion and let the American people
judge this time for theinselves what is true
and what is false. Do I hear your request to
withdraw your motion?
DEFENSE CouNsEL. I do not withdraw it;
I dell}-and that you rule on my motion.
JUDGE. Then, Mr. Defense Counsel, I must
say to you th-a t in the interests of preserving the greatest political system on earth,
your motion is denied.
Members of the jury, I instruct you as follows:
The people's case for a Republican Congress rests on the premise that only four
short years ago the Republican Co-ngress was
in control and that it attempted certain acts,
consummated them, and delivered them
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into the care of an administration controlled
by the opposite political party.
If you can search the evidence and your
souls and discover the truth is that this
Nation is less troubled and less burdened
than it was four short years ago, then you
must find against the people's case for aRepublican Congress.
If, on the other hand, you search the evidence and your souls and you come to the
conclusion that no nation can long survive
when its instrument of government has become incapable of wise policies, sound judgment, and prudent decisions; when it has
been corrupted by its own overweaning appetite for power; and when it, by its own
acts-done or left undone-imperils the
safety of our country, then I say to you, you
must find in favor of the people's case for
a Republican Congress.
This jury should remember well that our
Government was builded to serve the people, not to be their master. Americans are
citizens, not subjects; freemen, not chattels.
Those who claim power above the law and
above our Constitution serve their own ends,
not those of our country.
Those who would corrupt the people and
their principles serve not America, but the
forces of its destruction.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I charge
you to search well the evidence, and your
souls. For on your decision in November
rests the future of America.
(The players: The judg~, Maurice Franklin; people's counsel, Wilfred Lytell; defense counsel, Henry Hamilton.)

Powers of President Get a Final Review
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, on April
28, 1952, I called attention of the House
to an excellent article by the distinguishP.d writer, Mr. Arthur Krock. The
following is another by Mr. Krock dealing with the same subject matter. This
article, like tha other one, merits careful
reading.
The article follows:
POWERS OF PRESIDENT GET A FINAL REVIEWSUPREME COURT MAY SETTLE MATTERS LONG
IN DI&PUTE, BUT NEVER CLEARLY DEFINED
. .IN THJ-1 AMERICAN SYSTEM--SIDE ISSUES ALSO
IMPORTANT
(By Arthur Krock)
WASHINGTON, May 3.-Lawyers and legislators in particular, and doubtless many other
citizens, welcomed the agreement of the supreme Court to review the legal issues · arising from the President's seizure of the steel
plants and meanwhile to maintain the ·status
quo of wages until it disposes of the case.
This affords an opportunity to get an ultimate judicial ruling on whether the scope of
Presidential power is, by constitutional 1mplication, increased by ( 1) an emergency
proclamation and. (2) a finding by the Chief
Executive that some event has endangered
national security. That would be the first
definite clarification of an issue as old as
the Republic.
The Supreme Court, following long-standing practice, might have delayed an announcement whether or not it would review
the decision of Judge David A. Pine, which
was that the President was without power
to seize the plants because he invoked no
specific statute, and, furthermore, that he

must be equipped with such a statute before
he can abrogate any of the constitutional
guaranties of private rights. It could have
withheld action for the reason that the White
House conference today looked to a settlement, in which event the case would become
"moot"-that is, shorn of any live issue.
Or the highest Court could have said nothing and given no reason at all.
GREAT ISSUE RAISED
The silence 'of the court, or its refusal to
hear arguments on the Pine decision would,
however, have left hanging in the air the
great constitutional issue that was raised by
the steel companies in the lower court. The
record would only have shown that the lower
court had imposed the most sweeping limitation of Presidential power under the Constitution that has ever been stated by a
judge claiming such jurisdiction, and that a
majority of the circuit court of appeals-a
superior tribunal-had explained its grant
of a stay of Judge Pine's injunction against
the seizure by saying there was a serious
question of the correctness of a decision that
mapped narrower limits to Executive emergency power than ever has been drawn on
legal foolscap.
Realization of this moved the President to
instruct the Acting Attorney General, Philip
B. Perlman, to carry the issue to the highest
Court. He sincerely fears that if Judge
Pine's decision is allowed to stand in full
force for any reason-including developments that will make the legal issue moothis successors may be prevented from taking
emergency actions on which the fate of the
Nation will depend. If the Supreme Court
essentially supports Judge Pine's ruling that,
regardless of how grave a President with his
special knowledge may deem an emergency
to be, he cannot in peacetime abrogate any
of the constitutional guaranties of private
rights without the specific authority of a
congressional statute, Mr. Truman will not
challenge it. But he believes this invokes a
prospect so perilous that duty and necessity
require the Supreme Court to aftirm this
limitation.
TRUMAN LOOKS TO FUTURE
The President can conceive of a future
situation in which the political feud between
Congress and the Executive is so bitter that
Congress will deny to the President a statute
that, on the responsibility of his oath, he
seeks to preserve national security. He can
conceive of a future situation in which a
hostile Congress would debate such a Presidential request beyond the point of peril, or
a Congress that would be indifferent to it
because the President was going out of office.
Perhaps he can also envisage enemy infiltration in a Congress that would produce either
of these results. Hence, Mr. Truman is
deeply worried over the effect of Judge Pine's
decision on the future as well as on the
present.
Mr. Perlman, in asking the Supreme -Court
to review and reverse this decision, argued
that retroactively it invalidated the Louisiana Purchase and the Emancipation Proclamation. This is rhetoric because Congress
gave a post-dated approval to Jefferson's
great bargain in land; and, though Lincoln's
state paper abrogated the guaranty of just
compensation in the fifth amendment, the
formal abrogation was confined to the States
at war with the rest of the Union.
As it turned out, all the private property
represented by Negro slaves was abolished by
the Government without just compensation. But Lincoln confiscated as private
property only the slaves in areas held by the
Confederate military and urged the just
compensation that Congress and the States
never granted.
However, a number of other Presidential
acts, if they had been challenged before
Judge Pine, would have fallen under the ban
Qf his decision. Three or four were taken
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by Franklin D. Roosevelt under an emergency declaration but prior to actual war.
As many or more were taken by Lincol.n
before the firing on Fort Sumter. Jackson
contributed to this teco;rd, and other Presidents have at least leaned across Judge Pine's
borderline.
POWER IN RESIDUUM
In Mr. Truman's opinion, all these operations, in the residuum of Presidential power
that he believes exists beyond that enumerated in the Constitution, helped to pre~erve
the Republic and accelerate its growth.
One prophecy as to the future of the case
may be ventured. If the Supreme Court
remands the issue to the Court of Appeals
it will not be unanimous; and if it makes
an ultimate finding it will not be unanimous. Lawyers foresee unanimity only if the
central issue becomes moot by the time the
Supreme Court is ready to write opinions.
But now that there is to be a hearing or
the great issue in the highest court, the justices will at least have an opportunity to express themselves, not only on this, but on
two other very interesting and unresolved
Executive practices. One is the right of the
President to delegate his asserted· authority
to a subordinate. The other is the extent
to which the details of an Executive order
are restricted by the Constitution.
President Truman, when he decided to
seize the steel mills, ordered the Secretary of
Commerce to take them over. And in Executive Order No. 10300 he defined Secretary
Sawyer's authority over the industry to include changes in its economy, not only wages
but working conditions.
The steel companies then asked Judge ·P ine to enjoin the
Secretary from carrying out the President's
instructions and to invalidate. the Executive
order-both on constitutional grounds.
DELEGATION OF POWER
The judge did both, holding that in so
doing he was not enjoining the Presidentsomething that has never been sustained by
law. But the President was the source of the
instructions to the Secretary and the source
of the order on which Mr. Sawyer acted. So
what Judge Pine did in effect was to enjoin
Mr. Truman.
Supreme Court opinions on the legal fiction that the judge did not in fact enjoin
the President would be both historic and
useful.

Presentation of Flag to Cub Scout Pack 57
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMIE L. WHITTEN
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. WHITTEN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my-remarks in the REcORD, I include the following remarks of
Eli Baer, cubmaster of Cub Scout Pack
57, in accepting a new flag presented to
the Cub Scouts by the Keystone Chapter,
Daughters of the American Revolution,
on April 25, 1952, in the auditorium of
the Chevy Chase Presbyterian Church,
Washington, D. C., the sponsoring institution:
Miss Harris and Mrs. Bishop, of the DAR,
honored guests, Cub Scouts of Pack 57, ladies
and gentlemen, with pride in my heart and
deeply appreciative of the honor afforded me,
I accept this flag as cubmaster of Pack 57,
Boy Scouts of America.
Love of God, love of country, love of home,
and a deep reverence for our fia2: all go hand
1n hand.
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Regardless of wealth or position, we are
nothing without such love and devotion.
The time to learn of these virtues is 1n
our youth and the place wherein these virtues incubate is in the home. Therein lies
the value and strength of the Scout movement in America; and the privilege offered
the boys of America to become Scouts in
this great organization is something boys in
Hitler's Germany, Stalin's Russia, and in the
countries behind the iron curtain will not
be privileged to enjoy until democracy under
God becomes their way of life.
There was a reason the sons of Congressmen were chosen to bring the flag forward
to this rostrum. It was intended to symbolize that this is a nation of laws and not of
men. Therefore, who could better symbolize
this great principle than the sons of Congressmen charged with the sworn duty of
making laws in the democratic way of life?
Cub Scouts, being an American is a great
and honorable heritage. Love and defend it
with all your heart, with all your soul, and
with all your mind. Remember that Washington suffered for it at Valley Forge; that
Abraham Lincoln paused in his devotion to it
at Gettysburg; that our boys have died because of their love for it on many fields of
battle; and that millions have migrated to
this country in their hope for its blessings.
Being your Cub master for this past year
has recalled many events, experiences, and
trials of my own boyhood. In great measure
I have relived some of my youth. I shall
never forget my fourth-grade teacher who
had us learn this poem by Henry H. Bennett:
"Hats off!
Along the street there comes
A blare of bugles, a rutile of drums,
A flash of color beneath the sky:
Hats off!
The flag is passing by."
And, although many years have passed, to
this day I automatically repeat that injunction as the flag approaches: "Hats off! The
flag is passing by."
If 1 have inspired you to appreciate the
God-given privilege of living in America, if
I have inspired you to stand proud as you
say "I am an American," I will have been
fully repaid for my efforts in planning your
activities during this past Scout year.
Cub Scouts, let what is said and done here
become a part of your life and let no one
erase it from your memory. Don't ever fall
for the phony isms of communism and fascism, which rob you of your rights as free
men. Support only one kind of ism-Americanism. Go forward in the faith of our
fathers. Go forward on liberty's team.
Thank God for America, thank God for
your parents and your home, and thank God
tor the privilege of loving Old . Glory.
Cub Scouts, you are the men of the future.
Upon your shoulders will fall the responsibilities of tomorrow. Be honest. Be brave.
Be loyal.
On that basis, I accept this flag on behalf
of Cub Pack 57.
God bless you all.

Anniversary of Magellan's Voyage to the
Philippines
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6~ 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to include in our RECORD the following article by Maximiano Marmito Vil•
lareal. which appeared recently in the

Philippine Star Press in Los Angeles,
Calif. I am sure the article will be of
interest to all the Members of Congress:
ANNIVERSARY

MAGELLAN'S VOYAGE TO THB
PHILIPPINES
(By Maximiano Marmito Villareal)
(Mr. Maximiano Marmito Villareal, of the
Philippines, pay:s tribute to the greatest explorer and navigator in his time, Ferdinand
Magellan, his brave men, . and his sponsor,
the greatest humanitarian and democratic
policy ·making in her time-Queen Isabella,
the Catholic. Mr. Villareal is a former director of publicity of the Esperanto Association of North America and the U:tliversal Esperanto Asso.ciation of the World with beadquarters in Geneva, Switzerland.)
March 16, 1952, was the four hundred and
thirty-first anniversary of Ferdinand Magellan's epic voyage that brought him and his
brave men to the Philippine soil in 1521.
A Portuguese by birth, Magellan served as
chief commander of the exploratory voyage
under sponsorship of the great Queen Isabella, the Catholic of the glorious old Spain.
Like Christopher Columbus, the great navigator, Magellan had to take and carry out
orders and apply the humanitarian policies
of the great Queen Isabella to the inhabitants
of the newly acquired lands abroad. The
genuinely democratic policies of Queen Isabella are immortalized by chroniclers in the
annals of history.
The greatest and lasting contribution to
the world of Magellan's voyage to the Philippines is the introduction of Christianity and
the opening of that part of the world to
western man. It had also brought the confirmation o( the theory that the world is
round.
.
It was unfortunate that the greatest explorer and navigator of all time was not able
to return with his fleet to his homeport in
Seville, Spain, because he was killed during
an encounter against the defending natives
of Mactan, Cebu, where a monument stands
today in his memory. The bravery of the
defending natives led by Chief Lapulapu
marks the Philippine heroism which became
a legend and tradition that inspired tlle generations.
It is fitting that on this four hundred
and thirty-first anniversary of the historic
voyage all unbiased thinking people everywhere should, for a moment, pay tribute to
the most courageous navigator and explorer,
Ferdinand Magellan, his brave men, and his
sponsor, the greatest humanitarian in her
time-Queen Isabella, the Catholic.
OF

Truman Must Have Lost Copy of
Constitution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD H. JENISON
OF U.LINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. JENISON. Mr. Speaker, few actions have so aroused. the American
people as President Truman's arbitrary
attempt to seize the Nation's steel industry in tl}e conflict between management
and labor concerning wages and other
rna tters. A refreshingly clear analysis
of the situation in which the country
finds itself comes from Frank Kuest, of
the Washington bureau of the Copley
newspapers. Because it sheds substantial light on the problem destined to remain controversial for some time to
come, I am including it in the CoNGRES~

siONAL ~ECORD under permission granted
to me by the House. The article follows:
SAYS TRUMAN MUST HAVE LoST COPY OF
CONSTI:l'UTION
(By Frank Kuest)
WASHINGTON, May 4.-Just about now
would be an awfully nice time for some kind
soul to send President Truman a copy of the
Constitution of the United States.
Obviously, he has lost his.
Recent actions by Mr. Truman make it
rather apparent that he is in need of a refresher course in the fundamental concepts
of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,
as enunciated in the document on which our
founding fathers based this Republic.
The implications of the President's seizure
of the steel industry on the theory of inherent power go much deeper than the issue
of a pay increase for the steel workers.
The implications are that we now have
government by fiat and not by law; that man
instead of law prevails in this country.
If the President is interested in a refresher
course on the Constitution it might be suggested that be undertake the study in concert
with his attorneys in the Justice Department.
One of the Department's assistant attorneys general made the terrifying statement
in Federal court here that the Constitution
governs the judicial and legislative branches
of the Federal Government but does not govern the executive branch.
If that is the Justice Department's contention, and it must be so because it was so
stated in court, then the President is supreme and cannot be challenged by either
the judiciary or the national legislature.
The Constitution actually provides for a
system of government of three coequal
branches-the Presidency, Congress, and the
courts.
Holmes Baldridge, the assistant Attorney
General who advanced the terrifying theory
that the President is not limited in his actions by the Constitution (a theory he later
corrected), would then destroy this philosophy of American Government, in his arguments in Federal court against th;e steel industry's plea fm; an injunction to nullify the
seizure of the mills.
The court, however, ruled that the President did not have the authority he claimed,
to seize the steel industry. But there stnr
is a legal battle ahead to determine whether
government by decree instead of law shall
prevail.
Neither the President nor the Justice Department bad cited any legal authority for
the steel seizure beyond reference to the Constitution and the laws of the country as a
whole.
The Constitution does not give the President any law-making powers; so therefore he
is using government by decree to govern.
The President had ample opportunity to
stay within the law in his steel action by invoking the processes of the Taft-Hartley Act.
Under the Taft-Hartley Act, President Truman had the duty as well as the power to
appoint a board of inquiry to report upon
the facts of the steel dispute, without making any recommendations.
Thereafter he had the power to stop a
strike of steel workers for at least 80 days,
during which Federal mediators could have
tried for a settlement, and the employees
would have the opportunity to vote by secret
ballot to accept or reject the final offer made
by their employers.
But the President refused to stay within
his statutory powers to try for a settlement
of the steel dispute.
A natural question that arises from thia
action is, if the President can seize the railroads why can't he seize the steel mills?
The simple answer is that the President
had legal authority under the Railway Act of
1916 to seize the railroads. But under this
procedure he cannot arbitrarily fix wage
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rates or working conditions as long as the
Government operates the railroads.
Just a little more than 85 years ago the
Supreme Court rebuked President Abraham
Lincoln because, under the terrible strains of
a civil war, he had assumed to exercise a
power which had never been granted to him.
The Court then said that the President "is
controlled by law, and has his appropriate
sphere of duty, whic:n is to execute, not to
make the laws."
It was entirely possible for President Truman to have used approaches to the steel
problem besides the Taft-Hartley Act. He
could have asked Congress to enact a law to
prevent a disastrous steel strike or he could
have asked Congress to authorize a temporary Government operation with adequate
legal protection for the rights and interests
of the workers, the owners, and the public.
The justifiable outcry resulting from the
President's high-handed action seems to indicate that the American people are convinced that the totalitarian or one-man rule
in the United States is too high a price to pay
for steel.
If the precedent of property seizure without due process of law is established, what
is to prevent the power of seizure to be expanded to include the individual?

The Late Mr. Justice Harry E. Lewis
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I am delighted to call to my colleagues'· attention the following editorial which appeared in the Brooklyn Eagle of April
24, 1952:
,..
FINE MEMORIAL TO AN ABLE JUDGE
The Jewish Hospital of Brooklyn has just
dedicated a new · radiology laboratory
equipped with all of the most modern equipment. Its importance in the .w ork of the
institution cannot be overestimated. It
seems highly appropriate, therefore, that it
should be in memory of the late Harry E.
Lewis-former trustee of the hospital and
distinguished presiding justice of the appellate division, second department, and prior
to that supreme court justice, county judge,
and vigorous district attorney.
The modernization of the laboratory cost
$50,000, contributed by the Federation of
Jewish Philanthropies and by the friends Of
the late justice. Members of his family and
intimate associates were present at the ceremonies, which . marked the unveiling of a
bronze plaque identifying it as the Harry E.
Lewis Memorial Laboratory of Radiology.

Judge Lewis was indeed one of Brooklyn's great citizens. All who ~new him
benefited from the contact.

Policies and Administration of the
Government
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALLACE F. BENNETT
OF UTAH
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, on
Saturday, April 26, 1952, my colleague,

the senior Senator from Utah [Mr. WATvery vividly and accurately re-·
viewed recent events involving the policies and administration of our Government. Not only did he point up the
significant issues of communism, corruption, war by Executive order, and
other grave issues facing us at the present time, but he put his finger on the
pulse of the fundamental issue of our
day when he reviewed and stressed the
importance of the unrelenting fight being waged by many for the retention of
our God-given constitutional Government.
Mr. President, I request unanimous
consent to have printed in the Appendix
of the RECORD the keynote address which
the senior Senator from Utah delivered
at the Republican State convention in
Salt Lake City.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
KINS],

OUR FIGHT FOR CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT
(Speech by Hon. ARTHUR V. WATKINS,
of Utah)
Fellow Americans, we are gathered here
today to join in a call for action to save
America.
We are here today to join in a crusade to
restore again the government of the people, by the people, and fOr the people. It
has also been identified as a fight for constitutional government.
And to that let me add we are here to
join in an aroused America's fight against
communism, corruption, and war.
It is hardly necessary to remind you that
the opposition is detern .ined and resourceful. It is well organized and deeply entrenched. But more than that-the opposition is in complete command of the vast machinery of the Federal Government. It has
command of a whole army of non-civilservice payro.l lers, many of whom can be
truthfully described as excess political baggage taken on for the battle of 1952. It
has billions of dollars' worth of unobligated
funds and contract authorizations which
can be ladled out here and there as the political situation requires. It has control of
the check-writing machines in the Federal
Treasury. This combination has won many
political battles in the past.
Even with all that against us there is a
good prospect for a genuine people's victory
this year.
All loyal patriotic Americans have a job
to do this year. It is a job which has needed
doing for a long time.
But it is a job which must be done in a
spirit of patriotism, not in a spirit of extreme partisa~ship.
Under our two-party system Of government that fight, to be effectiv.e, must be led
by the Republican Party. There is no other
organization to carry out that vital contest.
And for that reason we must avoid narrow partisanship in our campaign. We must
be Americans before we are partisans. But
that does not mean that we are going to pull
our punches and campaign with cream puffs.
We are going to wade in and fight with the
facts. To fight for truth and honesty is not
narrow partisanship. We have indeed a
heavy responsibility in the coming contest.
There is encouragement for us in the fact
that our opponents are on the defensive
everywhere. They are caught with a very
sad, a very shoddy record of their own making which they can neither avoid nor deny.
Democrat candidates will be compelled to
defend the unconstitutional war in Korea.
It is the Truman Democrats who have put
our economy into a strait-jacket of Democratic rules and regulations. They have
commandeered the Nation's railroads and
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have seized the steel industry. And it is
Democrat Truman who is now trying to coerce Congress to do his bidding in voting
funds which shall be satisfactory to him.
It is they, the Truman Democrats, who have
ignored the Constitution and the laws of the
land. It is they who have bypassed the safeguards the Constitution provided to protect
the rights of au Americans.
Not only in this year's election but for
years to come, Democrat candidates will have
to try to explain away the awful evidences of.
subversion and communism in government.
Democrat candidates, not Republicans.
must try to excuse the immorality, the crime,
and the corruption which is rocking the
National Capital and the Nation.
It is Democrat candidates, not Republicans, who must support a 20-year record of
big spending and ever-rising taxes, big budg- ,
· ets and big deficits, big national debt-high
prices and zooming inflation.
Republican candidates need not be on the
defensive. They won't liave to waste their
time and their energy trying to excuse and
explain away an indefensible record of wa$te
and extravagance, crime and corrupj;ion,
communism and war ..
COMMUNISM
The evil philosophy of godlessness which
stalks the world today has its home in the
Kremlin in Moscow. Its military threat to
the free world lies in the combined armed
strength of Soviet Russia and her satellites.
Its political threat flows from its .host of
friends and dupes within the free nations.
The record of the Republican Party. in re·
gard to Russia and communism is clear.
The Republican Party never advocated the
recognition of Soviet Russia. We had no
part in bringing her into the family of respectable nations. Three successive Republican administrations refused to recognize
Bolshevik Russia. Recognition was granted
under the leadership of a ·Democrat administration.
The American President who spoke of Dictator Joe Stalin as a prisoner of the Politburo and who said, "I like old Joe: he is a
good fellow," is a Democrat. That President
has no use for Republicans, and no Republican need apologize for his remarks.
The President who regarded Communist
Russia as a peace-loving democracy was a
Democrat, not a Republican.
The Secretary of State who said, "I will
not turn my back on Alger Hiss," is a Democrat, not a Republican.
The President who vetoed the Communist
control bill is a Democrat, not a: Republican.
Let the Democrats explain· that action.
True Americans believe that Jesus Christ.
not Karl Marx, is the way and the light. Our
concept of truth and right is derived from
Christianity, not from communism.
True Americans regard the Constitution,
the Declaration of Independence, and the
Gettysburg Address as the blueprint of our
liberties. To true Americans the Communist
manifesto is a thing of evil inspiration moving in a spirit of treason.
True Americans of all ages and all stations
in life get their patriotic inspiration from the
examples of Washington and Lincoln-not
from Lenin and Stalin.
Away back in March 1947, J. Edgar Hoover
told of the nature and the extent of the
Communist conspiracy in the United States.
He told the House Un-American Activities
Committee that the best way to fight subversion is through "public exposure." One of
the proudest aspects of my service in Washington has been my duty with the Senate
Internal Security Committee. It is in that
committee that we have been doing just
what J. Edgar Hopver recommended-we are
exposing subversives and subversive activities. That h as earned me a barrage of smear
and vilification of which I am proud-not
afraid.
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This country has been stirred to its depths
Truman approved the action taken at Teh·
ran and Yalta. These were to all intents and
over the disclosures that Communist spies,
purposes treaties which should have been
most of them Americans, have stolen our
submitted to the United States Senate for
atomic bomb secrets. But what is not so well
ratification but were not.
known is the fact that the United States was
A Senate debate on these agreements
sold the Communist China and far eastern
would have revealed the sell-out to the Comforeign policy. Incredible as that may ap•
munists and their defeat, as treaties, would
pear, nevertheless it is a fact.
have been certain.
In this connection this co:tnmittee elicited
from Owen Lattimore the fact that he had
This violation of the Constitution was not
delivered to President Truman, memoranda
an academic matter. It has had far-reachoutlining a program for China and the Far
ing effects in shaJ?ing postwar world history.
East which resulted in the discharge of Un·
Had the Constitution been followed we
der Secretary of State Grew, former Ambas·
might well have avoided the loss of Eastern
sador to Japan, Far Eastern Experts Dooman
Europe, part of Germany, Czechoslovakia,
and Valentine, all of whom were bitterly opHungary, Rumania, Albania, Poland, and
posed to communism. In their places were
China. With China a free nation there would
appointed John Carter Vincent and others
have been no cause for a Korean war.
who were eager to adopt the Lattimore recomOur founding fathers, acting under divine
mendations. These men were the close assoinspiration, builded better than they realized
, elates of Lattimore and had been identified · when they said treaties should be ratified by
by witnesses as pro-Communist.
the Senate.
Out of this came the ill-fated Marshall
I need not tell you that although we won
mission to China. The Communists took full
the war we have lost the peace. It is hardly
advantage of our failure to support the Nanecessary for me to add that that result has
tionalists and our efforts to form a coalition
been brought about largely by a series of
government and the truces which were imcolossal blunders without parallel in all hisposed on the Nationalists to help bring that
tory.
about. As a result, our -one remaining chance
The grim, brutal fact is that at this very
to keep China among the free nations ended
moment we are engaged in a bloody and
in tragic failure. Could any other result have
terrible war. Yet there has been no declarabeen expected when we were deliberately
tion of war by the Congress as required by
following the Communists own policy for
the Constitution.
China .and the Far East?
The inescapable fact is we were taken into
that war by the personal order of the PresiWAR
dent
in outright vi<llation of the ConstituThe worst calamities which have befallen
tion of the United States, the United Nations
mankind throughout the whole of recorded
Charter, and our own laws implementing our
history have been man-made. At the head
membership in the United Nations.
of those events stands war.
I challenge anyone to successfully dispute
Less than 7 years ago you and I were celethat statement.
brating the end of the biggest blood-bath
Here again the wisdom of the men who
the world has ever seen-World War II.
drafted our Constitution is evident. Had
That was a happy day and there was much
the
President gone to the Congress at the
talk of permanent world peace. Japan had
outbreak of the war between North and
been defeated. Hitler and Mussolini were
South Korea for authority to act, there
dead and buried. And Russia had become
would have been beyond doubt enough ques•
a peace-loving democracy.
.
tions asked to reveal that we were not pre·
Now we would have peace, permanent
pared to fight at that time and place. We
peace.
would have learned that our action, if
Before the war ended we and our allies
carried on to victory, would probably bring
had organized the United Nations. It would
China and Russia into the fighting and
preserve the peace because all the great powthereby bring on world war III. And our
ers, including Russia, had joined. Our ene•
military would have told us, as they already
mies didn't matter-we had crushed them to
had done, that the narrow Korean peninsula
the earth. And we said we would occupy
them for 50 years and destroy every vestige
was no place to win an all-out fight against
Russia and communism.
of militarism.
Our American leaders, fed by war-inspired
Congress might have declared war, but
hatreds, had but one aim-to destroy Gerthere is a strong possibility it might not
many and Japan beyond all hope of recovery
have done so.
as military and economic powers. Beyond
In the event Congress had declared war
that they didn't look.
we. would have much more unity than exists
And why should they? Hadn't we ortoday.
ganized the U. N. with a great flourish and
This war-and war it is-is not only un·
high ideals? It, somehow, would tak.e care
popular in this country but among the pea•
of the future. We were intoxicated with our
ples of our allies-probably the most unpop·
success. We blundered into the fateful unular war in history.
conditional surrender demand.
RECLAMATION
But the people of this country were not
Throughout our history Americans have
told the truth. They were not told that our
denied themselves and made sacrifices for
peace-loving ally, Russia, had in fact been
the common good. And it cannot be said
an ally of Germany until two of the world's
that Utah and the people of the mountain
worst villains, Hitler and Stalin, scenting
West have not done their part-and mora
victory, had fallen out over a division of the
than their part.
spoils.
For too many years reclamation was sub·
The capture of the German foreign office
ordinated to the need for winning the war.
files on April 1, 1945, by Patton gave our of·
The people of the West bided their time in
ficials the truth about Russia?
the thought that reclamation was merely
Yet the American people were not told
being postponed until the end of the war.
that Russia constituted a real threat to
With the end of the war we began to dust
world peace; that she would attempt to fill
off our plans. The future for reclamation
the power vacuum created by the defeat o!
seemed assured.
Germany and Japan.
We were mistaken, however. We had unSo the clamor mounted, to bring our forces
derestimated the Truman administration's
home. We demobilized our strength and
propensity for international blundering and
from that moment on we were unable to get
fumbling. All of a sudden we woke up to
Russia to agree to any peace terms in keep•
find the United States in another first-class
1ng with the principles of the Atlantic Char•
emergency in which reclamation may well be
ter.
the goat.
And we were yet to learn of the terms of
the infamous Tehran and Yalta agreements
At the beginning we were told that the
and also the Potsdam agreement in which
latest world crisis could be overcome through

a vast economic assistance program-the
Marshall plan.
The American people bought that and the
Congress gave its approval to the so-called
Marshall plan. It was said to be a shortterm program which would put Europe on
its feet and then come to an end.
The Marshall plan soon gave way to the
economic cooperation program-ECA.
Then came the final step, the mutual
security program. This program calls for
both economic and military assistance running into billions on a continuing basis. Under that program the United States is financing the biggest share of a world economic recovery program and a world rearmament program, both at the same time.
. It is becoming clearer by the day that reclamation is well on its way to being a casualty of the Truman administration's foreign aid
program. The United States cannot bear the
burden of a vast international recovery program plus a vast international rearmament
program plus a multi-billion-dollar reclamation program for the 17 reclamation States.
In any event, that is saiO. to be the reasou
why the President of the United States has
directed that there be no new reclamation
starts.
There are many in the west who are willing
to accept this Presidential ban on new starts
p:ovided he does not discriminate as between
river systems, granting some their projects
and rlenying others, and further provided it is
not also construed as a ban on planning and
preparation for new starts in the future.
Indications are, however, that the President's ban on new starts is being construed
as a ban on advance planning and preparation.
Recent activities of the Secretary of the
Interior and the Department of the Army
and Department of Agriculture indicate
rather clearly that the Truman administration is deliberately blocking action on most
authorizing legislation for Utah and upper
Colorado States projects:
In complete contradiction is the Truman
administration's advocacy of the Hell's Canyon project in Idaho where the Governor,
Representatives, and Senators from the
State, and the majority of the people, seem
to be in opposition to the project.
We of th~ West have been patient. We
have been cooperative, but there comes a
time when patience runs out and forbearance can take no more. We of this generation want to get started at least on the prelimi:J.ary work on the upper Colorado River
project, central Utah, and the Dixie projects.
We want the authorizing legislation put
on the books now. We are willing to wait
our turn for construction, but we insist that
the advance planning and the organization
work be done ~ow so that when the time
comes we can go full speed ahead with the
construction of these projects which have
been delayed so long and which are so vital
to our well-being and prosperity.
From recent activities or lack of activities
of the administration, I am convinced that
we cannot make progress with our reclamation projects in this State until we have a
change of administration.
Our real hope for development in this field
lies in the election of a Republican President
and a Republican Congress in 1952.
CORRUPTION

The curse of our time is the eclipse of
morality which seems to have come upon
America. The ethical and moral values of
old have been forsaken. Evil times have befallen us. Cleverness and shady dealing
have replaced old-fashioned honesty as the
standard of conduct for public officials.
There was a time in America when public
office was considered a public trust; when
public officials were. the servants and agents
of the people, · There was a time in our his·
tory when election or appointment to public
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office was a call to public service, not an
invitation to steal.
The scandals w!rich are rocking the National Capital are a disgrace to America.
They are destroying the people's faith and
confidence in government. They threaten
to wreck the very structure of government
itself.
Today's situation demands immediate and
vigorous action by the people themselves.
The American people must take broom in
h and and sweep the whole rotten mess into
the gutt er where it belongs.
But the job is greater than that. We must
have something more than a house cleaning
in government. We must do more than
. drive weak and unscrupulous public officials
out of office.
Much of the evil in Government today is
beyond the reach of the law. It can be
reached only by a return to the basic principles of morality and ethics.
Much t hat is wrong in America today
would exist no more if we restored the Bible
to its old-time place in our private and
public lives. Revival of respect for t h e Ten
Commandments and the Ser-mon on t h e
Mount will do more· for America than a
thousand investigations and a rash of
indictments.
America needs a spiritUf!.l revival.
There is a t iredness and an inexcvsable
weakness at the top in Washington. A political party too long in power has lost its
vigor and can no longer render effective
service and leadership. Its every action _is
marked by confusion and bewilderment. It
has dabbled in socialism and flirted with
communism. It is worm-eaten with corruption. Its leaders are everywhere on the
defensive.
On the other hand, the Republican Party
is fresh and vigorous. It has a clean record-a good 'program.
SUGGESTED REPUBLICAN PROGRAM

I

'

At this point, let me suggest some general principles for a program:
1. Our aim should be to bring peace to
all mankind. Every constructive effort
should be made to accomplish that purpose
through all existing agencies, including the
United Nations. Peace is the supreme need
of the world at this critical time in its
history, but it must be a peace with honor
and a peace which protects the lives and
the liberties of the people of this country.
We should aid all other nations to the ext ent of our ability to help them to likewise
realize .that kind of peace.
2. Cleaning our National Government of
corruption and con;upt officials certainly
should be part of a constructive program.
3. Replacing these officials with able, efficient, honest men of integrity and loyalty.
4. We shall restore constitutional government to the standing that it had in the early
days of this Republic. We should pledge
our candidates to faithfully obey the Constitution and the laws of the land in the making of war and the sending of our Armed
Forces abroad to garrison foreign nations
prior to aggression. We should restore to
the people the rights to determine matters
of war and peace through their duly elected
representf:\.,t ives in the Congress.
5. The United States should adopt a realistic foreign policy. It should survey immediately all its foreign commitments.
They should be catalogE:d and appraised as
to their cost to this country. Our ability
to perform should also be surveyed and in
the future no commitments should be made
in any foreign-aid program beyond our abil·
ity to perform, no matter how desirable that
program may be.
6. We should sincerely and in good faith
keep all our commitments to foreign nations,
provided these same nations keep their agreements with us. In the light of strang evi·
dence tnat many of our European allies are

dragging their feet and seem to be unwilling
to do the necessary things to further the
defense programs adopted for the common
good, we should require these nations to
keep their word or refuse them further help.
7. Qur policy in the Far. East should be
to liquidate the Korean war as rapidly as
possible. We should either win this war or
secure a satisfactory truce or get out of
Korea.
8. We should help arm and train all Asiat~cs who are opposed to communism, and
specifically the 600,000 Nationalists now in
Formosa. They should be permitted to fight
in Korea or wherever the fighting is taking
place. In this connection, we should also
permit the Chinese Nationalists' naval forces
located in Formosa to stop the shipping of
supplies which are being sent to the Chinese
and-the North Koreans by Russian satellites
and other nations now doing business with
the Communists in China and Korea.
9. The F~deral Government should only do
those necessary things for the people which
the people can't do for themselves through
their own enterprise and through their own
State and local governments. The great social advances which our system has produced
must be maintained and advanced to -keep
pace with our progress. in other fields. We
must not turn the clock back. We should
speed it np and keep it going. The practice
of dipping into social-security funds for
money with which to finance Government
spending programs must be stopped and the
solvency of the soc~al-security fund must be
restored and . maintained.
10. The Nation should live within its in•
come, cut nonessential expenditures to the ·
bone, balance the budget, and reduce taxes
as soon as possible. In this connection, we
should cut out the waste and fat in t he defense programs and insist upon rigid economy in all departments consistent with our
defense needs. ·
POLICIES NOT SELF-EXECUTING

Policies ~;tnd programs are. not self-executing. Men, . honest, able, and efficient men,
are required to make these programs effecti've. · The struggle .for the top place on the
Republican ticket· is a most gratifying sign
of gooi hearth. The Republican Presidential nomination is not lying about waiting
for someone to pick it up. It is the subject
of a spirited contest within the party.
We are justified in our pride that the party
has so many able men to offer the country
as leaders in this hour of its peril. The people of the United states will rightly demand
of us a vigorous all-out fight to preserve this
. country and its. liberties and defeat all our
foes, both foreign and domestic. They will
expect of us that we name candidates of
ability and integrity with the spiritual qualities and the will and the know-how to carry
the contest to a successful and glorious conclusion.
.
In this struggle to preserve our Nation and
its God-given liberties, we shall not fight
alone. There are millions of Americans of
all parties who will follow our leadership
if we prove worthy leaders. It is our heavy
responsibility to furnish such leadership and
to so conduct ourselves that not only our
fellow Americans may join us but that our
course shall be entitled to the blessings of a
divine providence.
In a material way we are one of the strongest nations known to history. Recent events,
shocking as they are, should jar us into a.
realization that we have failed and are continuing to fail in the realm of morals .and
the spirit.
We should realize that we are living In
tragic and anxious days, when the whole
world is at unrest-days when selfishness and
greed seem to be the activating forces that
are taking us headlong to destruction.
Whether we can stay these forces and bring
order out of chaos and st111 prese!-'ve the

precious liberties which divine providence
has given us is one of the grave questions of
the hour.
"
We are beset with almost insurmountable
difficulties both at home and abroad. Tlle
war clouds have not dispersed and at hom6
we are confused, bewildered, and frustrated.
Shortly before his death, Woodrow Wilson,
a great Democrat, of the old school, in the
"Road Away From Revolution," pointed out
the great dangers facing the n ations of
the world and made a fervent plea that the
spirit of Christ be made the basis for our
conduct.
Said President Wilson: "TJ;le sum of the
whole matter is this-that our civilization
cannot survive materially unless it be .redeemed spiritually. It can be saved only
by becoming permeated with the spirit of
Christ and being made free and happy by the
practices which spring out. of that spirit.
Only thus can discontent be driven out and
all the shadows lifted from the road ahead.
"Here is the final challenge to our churches,
to our political organizations, and to our
capitalists-to everyone who fears God or
loves his country. Shall we not all earnestly
cooperate t o bring in the new day?"
In this critical hour when we are at war
and the fear of an all-out third world war
is gripping the nations; when we are at each
other's throats in our own land, even now
it is not too late to adopt the advice of the
late President. It is not only not too late,
but it is imperative that we act upon it im- .
mediately.
May God grant _that we shall do this.

General Ei.selfhower' s Qualifications

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

·HON. FRANK- CARLSON--

,

·.,......

OF KANSAS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, an
unusual factual analysis of certain
qualifications of Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower for the Presidency of the United
States is contained in the May 6 Foreign
Letter of the long-established and conservative Whaley.:.Eaton service, the
originator of the news letter informatibn
media in Washington.
The fact that this organization is recognized throughout the world as the
"standard Washington authority" adds
emphasis to the comment it makes on
the knowledge and philosophy General
Eisenhower possesses on both . foreign
and domestic problems.
. In its usual concise and restrained
manner, the news letter lays . on the
table the beliefs of General Eisenhower
on important questions of a financial,
economic, military, and related nature.
Any doubts which any person may hold
about General Eisenhower certainly
should be allayed by the sta4;ements contained in this news letter. Personally.
I am deeply impressed because I know
that the Whaley-Eaton service is nonpartisan, that it deals only in established
facts, and that its purpose in strictly
analytical.
So, Mr. President, I ask unanimous
consent to insert into the RECORD those
portions of the May 6 Foreign Letter
which deal with General Eisenhower.
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There being no objection, the exoei-pts
from the news letter were ordered to
he printed in the RECORD, as follows:
GENERAL EISENHOWER ANALYZED

Everywhere in top circles abroad talk is
of what Eisenhower would do if President.
No living American is better acquainted than
the Supreme Commander with the politics
of defense in Europe. As integrator of the
defense potential he has been involved in
economics as much as rearmament. They
dovetailed into each other. The General is
also fully aware of the strength of Bevanism,
which takes the form of neutralism on the
Continent. He need yield to nobody as a
real champion of sound civilian economies
in each of the associated countries. He does
not believe in milking any one of them dry
to provi.rle military goods. He is not for
guns instE-ad of butter, but for such a balancing of the whole program as to assure, 1f
possible, a sufficiency of both.
Europe expects that Eisenhower, if President, would revise the basic defense program at home and abroad. His drive would
be more goods for less money. Realization of this objective would itself tend to
stabilize conditions. It would have a profound effect on prices, since it would minimize extravagant spending that promotes
in.flation.
The Lisbon conference, probably anticipating Eisenhower's return to the United States,
divided NATO into a. purely milltary command and a civilian command. It provided
for a secretary-general to handle the latter.
After Franks, the British Ambassador in
Washington, declined the post,. it was accepted by Lord Ismay. Doubtless there will
have to be continuing conferences between
r · igway, the new Supreme Commander, and
Lord Ismay. But once major policy decisions have been reached, as to the division
of funds and bur:den, the implementation
of the civilian program will be in the secretary-general's hands.
!n -utew of the very hea'Vy Am.erican contributions, final decisions will have to be approved by the President. Eisenhower, if in
the White House, would be thoroughly conversant with · the problems involved and
should be able to make decisions that would
command confidence.
Eisenhower could not avoid having an
intimate knowledge of British politics. He
knows precisely what the Churchill government is trying to do. He must be taking
note of the very great difficulty of ·reven;ing Socialist programs already in effect. For
instance, former owners are reluctant to
recover possession of their steel properties.
They fear that a subs~uent Socialist government would nationalize the industry
right back again.
An implication is that Eisenhower, 1f
President, would not try to turn the clock
back in the United States, or wholly abandon
many socialist projects already in operation.
He wo-!ld not, for example, abolish social security or rural electrification, or utilization
of water power, etc. He more probably
would attempt to define the area in which
the power of the Federal Government could
properly be ·exercised. This would amount
to a limitation as to further socialization.
It would involve laying down a precise rule
as to those powers of the States and industry
that should not be invaded.
Eisenhower, if President, might also be
expected to move far in the direction of
stabilization of currencies. With all the
money that the United States has allocated
abroad, the pound is still nonconvertible
and trade in the huge sterling area remains handicapped thereby. If the vast
projected industrial production of the
United States is to find markets, it must
have access to the 600,000,000 people one way
or another in the sterling area. Point 4
would not be enough.

It would not require a great number of
dollars., loaned or otherwise made available
for the support of sterling, to permit convertibility of the pound on current account.
Less than $2,000,000,000 would be sufficient,
assuming tlie trade advantages to follow
convertibility.
"'
Serious consideration 1s being given in
London to convertibility on current account, as pointed out in this letter of April
22. Chancelor Butler fully intends to give
the pound some measure of freedom at the
earliest possible moment. A careful asseSsment of the technical factors indicates, however, that this is not immediately practicable. Gold and dollar reserves must first
be increased to, say, $3,500,000,000, or twice
what they now are. If and when it is established that the needed level of exports
can be maintained, conditions would be
ripe for trying convertibility.
Oscar Hobson (News Chronicle) says: "I
agree that convertibility within tbe next 12
months should be our watchword, but I
think we must choose a definite parity and
stick to it. The world would .not tNI8t us
with a tlexible rate. If we try it, we must
expose ourselves to a new 'bear' campaJgn
against sterling."
Eisenhower himself ougb. t to be something of an expert 1n international finance.
He has been in contact with the ·world's
foremost financiers. Assuming that the
contractual agreement with Germany is ratified, together with the Schuman plan, he
might well, as President, be able to devise a
plan for the United StateS to underwrite currency stabilization in the free world. This
would also involve, of course, stabilization
of the dollar.

Strenrtheaia« Demouacy in the Free
World
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN ·
OF NEW YORK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

·Mr. LEHMAN.

Mr. President, last

Saturday the Honorable W. Averell
Harriman, Mutual Security Administrator, a great ·American, who is a candidate for the Democ'r atic· nomination as
President of the United states, made a
powerful and compelling sileech before
the American Jewish Welfare Board
meeting in Detroit. This speech should
be read by every citizen in the land. I
ask unanimous consent that it be·printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
STRENGTHENING DEMOCRACY IN THE FREE
WORLD

(Address by W. Averell Harriman) '
The subject of your discussion has been
Strengthening American Democracy. You
have asked me to speak on the subject
Strengthening Democracy in the Free World.
The two are inseparable.
There was a time when we used to think
that fore.ign policy and domestic policy were
separate and distinct. Today we know that
our life is intimately and at times violently
affected by our relations with the rest pf
the world. It is Just as clear that what we
are and what we do here at home determine
the strength and effectiveness of our foreign
policy.
·

We have today a progressive and affirmative foreign policy. We cannot sustain it
unless we sustain progressive and affirmative
domestic policies.
·
We cannot safeguard democracy ln the
United Stares without strengthening it in
the world. We cannot strengthen democracy
in the world without strengthening it here
in the United States.
This is not a dilemma. It is an opportunity. An opportunity such as no people
in history has ever had. An opportunity
to lead mankind away from fear, hatred,
and war toward a future of peace, abundance,
.a nd good will.
Sixteen yea;rs ago, Franklin D. Roosevelt
said, "This generation of Americans has a .
rendezvous with destiny." When these
words were spoken some thought of that
rendezvous as the struggle of our own democracy to overcome poverty, hunger, and
economic collapse. Yet, as Roosevelt knew
at the time, and as most of us have come
to know in t~ years since, our 4estiny cannot be spelled out in terms of our own Nation
alone.
·
We na-ve tak-en ~P the r-efll>OllS1b111ties of
worl~ leade.I:Snip with ~11 tQe courag~. 'the
resourcefulness, and the eneqy of th-e .A1nerican traditio-n.
-·
But there a:re those who slU.t~ ftom these
responsiblliti~s. who .,.,o-uld "have us draw
back and concentrate on wha,t they say are
our own affairs.
They have little confidence in what the
American people can do.
These m~m think in terms of a "Little
Am.erica" .at home, and a ''L1.ttle America"
in the world.
You and I think of America in bolder
terms. We believe in a big America-big in vision,
big in heart, big in accompllshment.
We can meet our problems here at home
and create a freer, more abundant society
than we have ever known.
We can fulfill our role of world leadership.
The true strength of our }tiatlon is tbe
ootal of a number of separate strengths: its
military strength. economic st.rength, and the
strength of its moral purpose.
American leadership in these recent years
bas stemmed from the fact that our growIng military power bas been backed by a vigorous and groWing economy, and by a people
whose fal th in their oourse has been strengthened by an ever-increasing stake ln their
eountry•s progress.
We have nearly doubled our national output since before the war.
At the same time, we have achieved a more
equitable <listribution·.or our income.
The average ~mertean · can buy 40 percent
more today than he could in 1939, and this
is after taxes and allowing for increased
prices.
Furthermore, since the mid-thirties, the
lower four-fifths of our peop~ have increased
their incomes more than twice as rapidly as
the upper fifth. The greatest increase went
to those who were least well off.
That's eeonomie progress.
Wbat•s more, it's economic democracy.
This didn't just happen. We made it
happen. And I am proud of my participation in that program. I know that 1f we
stick at it, we can do even better in the
y-ears to come.
This progr-ess has made us strong at home.
But it has done even mo:r:e. It has given
a solid 'base for . our efforts to "make the
world safe for democracy."
We now recognize the profound wisdom of
that phrase of Woodrow Wilson. A world
safe for democracy must be a -world of peace.
A generation of bitter experience has taught
us that it must also be a world of opportunity-that our democracy cannot thrive in
a. world beset by fear and want.
We bave learned the hard way that, rich
and· powerful as we are, we cannot go it
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alone. Aggression anywhere in the worlq,
no matter how remote, threatens our own
safety.
Strong as we are, we cannot protect the
world ourselves. We shoUld not try. We
need well-equipped ames, willing and able
to stand guard with us.
That is what we are getting through the
contributions we have been making to the
strength of the free world.
And the Kremlin does not like it. I think
I know the Soviet leaders. I have seen and
studied them at first-hand over many years.
What they have always wanted and worked
for-what they expected to bring aboutwas a divided world of disunited nations,
feeble and afraid.
.
What they see now is a structure of col·
lective security which is rapidly growing so
strong that, when it is complete, an aggres·
sor will not dare defy it. But that struc·
ture is not yet finished. Until it is, the fu·
ture of the world hangs in the balance. Our
future hangs in the balance.
At this very moment when we are so close
to our goal, we hear voices urging that we
draw back from the work we have begun.
The task is beyond our strength, they say.
We cannot afford it.
·
This is another version of the same old
timorous counsel we have heard throughout
our history. Some people have said. that
about every worth-while thing we needed to
do. I say that with our constantly rising
national income this Nation can afford it.
I say that this Natiori can afford to do any·
thing it determines it has to do for national
survival.
Of course that means taxes-high taxes.
"Taxes are the price we pay for civiliza•
tion." Taxes are also our investment in the
future. They are high; but the dividends
they can earn are priceless: Peace, safety,
freedom, prosperity. And when the free
world is strong enough we can safely bring
our taxes down. Let us hasten that day by
being bold and realistic now. And do not
forget this: If we desert our ames and try
to go 1t alone, the tax burden will be twice
as great.
What is the job we have to do?
First, we must look to our military de·
tenses. But that is only part of the job.
The threat is more than military. Our pro·
gram must be more than military. That
is why we strive to help build up the (;)CO·
nomic and social structure of our friends.
That is why we had the Marshall plan.
That is why we have· the point 4 program
· now.
Communism does not always conquer by
the sword. It often appears as the cham·
pion qf the poor and oppressed, promising
an end to misery and exploitation. We cannot fight communism by giving hungry men
guns and telling them, "Here, go shoot that
fellow who promises to feed you." We've got
to show them their ·problems can be solvedour way; the way of freedom.
The objective of the point 4 program is
to help these people free themselves from the
slavery of hunger, illiteracy, and disease.
That is why the shirt-sleeved diplomats of
point 4 are bringing to the people of 40 coun·
tries the benefits of our knowledge and tech·
nical skills. They are showing them how to
stamp out diseases which have plagued them
for centuries, showing theni how to double
their food production.
But the point 4 program is more than a
device to keep people from turning to com·
munism. It is enlightened self-interest. The
future welfare of this country directly de·
pends on what happens in the underdevel·
oped areas of the world. We have to have
raw materials from these areas to keep our
economy going.
As our industrial production expands we
will need more and more of these raw mate·
rials. To have an expanding economy at
home there must be an expanding economy
in the free world.

I can foresee the time when an expanding
world economy stimulated by American ini·
tiative, capital, and skills will mean rising
living standards all over the free world.
';I'hink of the opportunities this. means for
American business, American labor, and
American farmers.
Our ·own expanding economy is the despair
of the Kremlin. They figured on just the
opposite. All the while I was in Moscow the
rulers of the Kremlin did not conceal from
me their conviction that the United States
would go into a postwar economic collapse.
They have been antieipating this. ever
since, They have counted on it to sap our
vigor and to destroy our ability to strengthen
democracy in the free world. Our ability to
keep our economy expanding instead of
shrinking has defied their analysis and frus·
trated their predictions. It has. dimmed
their prospects for world domination.
This expansion of our economy is bringing
our gross national product to about $345,000,·
000,000 this year; that's 25 percent greater in
real terms than 6 years ago.
We do not propose to stand on this record.
We have a dynamic productive system.
If we continue with the policies that have
brought us such success thus far, I am con·
vinced that we can keep this momentum go.
ing. This w1ll mean that we can carry out
fully our own program of na tiona! defense,
help strengthen our friends and ames, and
still keep on raising our own standards of
living. It is '.vithin our capabilities to at.
tain a gross national product of $1:25,000,000,·
000 by 1960, with a 30-percent increase in
average personal income in real terms. If
we set our sights to this goal, I am confident
we can reach it.
This growth in our economy depends on
many factors. It depends on the wise con·
servation and development of our natural
resources, more power, and an assured supply
of necessary raw materials for an expanded
industry.
We must strengthen all our programs for
increased agricultural production and stable
and increasing farm income.
We must enact a new labor-relations law,
a law which is equitable and not one-sided,
and which protects the legitimate interests
of labor as well as management, a law which
creates a better atmosphere for successful
collective bargaining.
For our economy is, above all, an economy
of men. We must safeguard our human re·
sources carefully. This means improved
medical care for all o! our :people. This
means the lt:ind of education that will send
our children into the world equipped for the
responsibilities of citizenship. This means
better homes. It means security against the
economic hazards of life.
But economic strength is only a part of the
total strength of a n 'a tion. No less important is its moral strength. We must hold
fast to the principles of justice: toler.ance,
and freedom on which our greatness as a
nation has been based.
Engraved in our Constitution is the ideal
that this )and of ours is one which provides
genuine equality of opportunity and citi·
zenship. Our practices have fallen far be·
low that ideal.
We must make sure that all our citizensregardless of race, color, creed, or national
origin-have an opportunity to participate
fully in the life and work of our Nation and
to share the benefits as well as the responsi· .
bilities and burdens of full citizens o!' the
United States. We will not convince the
world that we fully believe in democracy
until we fully practice it.
There is another right, deeply imbedded
1n our Constitution and our way of life which
we must fight to protect against those who
would deny it. That is the right to think
and speak as we like. President Truman
could not have put it better when he said:
"When even one American-who has done
. nothing wrong..:,_is forced by fear to shut his

mind and close his mouth, then all Ameri·
cans are in peril." We have always believed
in the free competition of ideas provided
only they are not disloyal to the United
States. There is a difference between dis·
loyalty and the expression of unpopular
ideas. Our democracy can be destroyed if
we come to think they are the same.
We must keep our democracy strong in
all these ways if we are to continue to build
strength at home and strength in the free
world.
We have it in our power so to conduct our.
selves that history will know this century as
the time when the world learned to live in
peace and enjoy the abundant life which
it is in the power of man to create.
I like to think of the American Revolu·
tion as a continuing process that began in
1775 and is still going on in 1952. The Amer·
lean Revolution has never stopped. .It goes
on every day, overthrowing the old evils of
inequality, injustice, and intolerance.
This is no rear-guard action we are fight·
ing in defense of the status quo. The es·
sence of democracy is change. It is a dy·
namic system, meeting every new challenge,
forever adapting itself to new conditions.
We must bring this aspect of democracy
to free men everywhere. If we do, we can
release the · great potentialities of the free
world. Together we can combat the forces
of evil. We can move forward toward the
goal of peace and toward an ever-increasing
fullness of life.
This generation of Americans has grave
responsibilities, and yet our heritage gives us
the capacity to fulfill them. Thus we have
an opportunity-a glorious opportunity-an
opportunity such as no people in history has
ever had.

·Advisory Parliament for North Atlantic
Treaty Organization
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GUY M. GILLETTE
OF IOWA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. GILLETTE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed ·in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "An Advisory Parliament for
NATO," published in the Des Moines
Sunday Register of May 4, 1952.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
AN ADVISORY PARLIAMENT FOR NATO
"Civilian societies like ours cannot place
exclusive emphasis on arms and armament,
year after year, ad infinitum," said Iowa's
Senator GuY GILLETTE in a sp_eech before a
Canadian-sponsored conference on Atlantic
uni"ty at Ottawa.
Long-range military security against the·
threat of Communist imperialism will not be
possible, he said, until the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization is undergirded by new
political and economic institutions, in which
the member nations pool their sovereignties
and eliminate nationalistic barriers.
An Atlantic federation cannot be achieved
••at a single bound, like a runner clearing a
hurdle." Senato:· GILLETTE recognizes that
the redefinition .of r~lationships among the
NATO countries must be "carefully explored
and patiently negotiated." But the time to
begin such international discussions is now.
He therefore proposes the immediate estab·
llshment of an "interparllamentary consul·
tative body, composed of delegates from the
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various parliaments and from our Congress,
representative of the principal democratic
political parties and endowed with strictly
limited powers of discussion, study, and
recommendation."
Such an assembly of the Atlantic nations
could be of far-reaching influence. It would,
as the Senator says, "promote thinking in
terms of the Atlantic community as a whole."
Its debates would create new opportunities.
for closer cooperation between Europe, Britain, Canada, and the United States. It would
afford the peoples of the Atlantic alliance a
channel for direct communication, comparable to the highly constructive discussions
which have sparked the European Consultative Assembly.
"We must henceforth be architects at the
drawing board of a new kind of international
policy," said the Senator. "We must be
master craftsmen, building • • • a Pax Atlantica that will pioneer the peace of the
world."
NATO is an important · first step, but we
agree with Senator GILLETI'E that it does not
go far enough to build long-lasting security.
An "advisory parliament" of NATO countries
could help develop Atlantic cooperation in
economic and political affairs. It could help
smooth out the differences which arise dally
over our joint military project.
We hope the idea does not die in Ottawa.

Fir"ngs Alone Won't End Corruption
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. WILLIAMS
OF DELAWARE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday,. May 7, 1952

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "Firings Alone Won't End Corruption," appearing today in the Philadelphia Inquirer.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Fnu:NGS ALoNE WoN'T END CoRRUPTION
Judge James P. McGranery's pledge to fire
any incompetent, disloyal, or dishonest employees if he is confirmed as Attorney General will strike many Americans as covering
a part-but ony a part-of the action urgently needed to clean up corruption in
Washington.
Firing officials • who betray their public
trust to make a few fast dollars obviously
is the least that is called for. One reason
why Americans have been so disturbed about
the mess in Washington is that even now.
after dozens of shocking disclosures, there
are officials who have played fast and loose
with their Government positions-and still
haven't been fired.
But developments in the scandals investigations, including a few this week, indicate
beyond question that firing of incompt>tents
or grafters after their incompetence or grafting has been demonstrated is not enough.
The big answer to corruption tn Government
lies deeper.
Judge McGranery's pledge to get rid of
the crooks and grafters and to clean up the
Justice Department may be taken at face
value. That is what we expect of any Attorney General.
There is doubt, however •. that this approach would stop corruption at its source.
There is doubt that it would prevent the
kind of actions being exposed, even while
McGranery was testifying before a Senate
committee, in other hearings.

Tl:ie Senate Agriculture Committee, for instance, was hearing more about the notorious
Egyptian cotton deal, in which the Government lost about $7,500,000 by the simple trick
of buying cotton when prices were high from
an Egyptian cotton broker. There were
stories that the broker was enabled to make
his haul because of a "leak" about the Government's intentions to buy.
Now the Agriculture Department official
accused of the leak, one Clovis Walker, has
resigned. He denies wrongdoing, but concedes he might have been guilty of "indiscretio.n s." But getting rid of Clovis Walker
now doesn't bring.... back the Govern~ent's
money or undo this curious deal.
While McGranery was testifying a House
subcommittee was getting-or trying to
get-another strange story. Former Internal Revenue Commissioner Joseph D. Nunan,
Jr., refused to tell about an alleged failure to
report $176,000 in income on grounds that
his answers might tend to incriminate him.
Some of that income, according to investigators, appeared while Nunan was a tax
oiDcial. Now, facing a Federal grand jury,
the facts are beginning to emerge. But waiting for facts to emerge does not prevent unethical conduct in high office at the time it
is going on.
Another House ~ubcommittee was listening to more revealing testimony while
McGranery was before the Senators. Seven
officials testified that former Attorney General Howard McGrath knew that Newbold
Morris, whom he appointed as corruption
hunter, was under investigation for his part
in the China tanker deal-and knew it before Morris was named to stamp out corruption.
This throws a new and embarrassing light
on the Truman administration's ridiculous
plan to stage a one-man corruption hunt.
For whether or not Morris did anything
wrong in the tanker deal, the fact that he
was under investigation was bound to hamper--'in fact, completely block-his search
for corruption. How would firing those
clearly guilty of dishonesty stop this sort of
hoax on the public?
If McGranery is confirmed, we hope that
there will be firings of those who have proved
themselves unfaithful to their trust and are
still on the payroll.
But fighting corruption isn't simply a
matter of firing people after they have been
exposed as guilty of corruption. It calls for
a Government which will take a firm stand
from top to bottom against all unethical
conduct ,s o that corruption, instead of bringing belated punishment after it has been
revealed, won't have a chance to begin.

Farm Boy, Modern Style
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK CARLSON
OF KANSAS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, one of
the outstanding youth programs and
movements in the United States is the
Future Farmers of America.
The movement -started in 1928 when
State leaders of organizations of vocational agriculture students met in Kansas City. Since that time the annual
conventions have been held in Kansas
City, and that meeting gives that city
recognition as the national capital for
the Future Farmers of America.
Thousands of outstanding youth
gather at the convention, at which time

the outstanding future farm lea:ders of
the Nation are selected and given awards.
The boys who are members of this organization become not only farm experts; but also become leaders in their
communities and learn how to assume
civic responsibilities, which are so important for the future welfare of our
Nation.
Presently there are more than 340,000
members in the United States, Hawaii,
and Puerto Rico.
Under the able direction of qualified
and sincere leaders in the vocational educational field, this movement is expanding rapidly.
· The Federal Government, in cooperation with the States, votes funds for this
program, and I for one feel that any
investment we make in this type of activity is money well invested for the future of our Nation.
The May issue of the Reader's Digest
contains an article entitled "Farm Boy,
Modern Style," which was condensed
from the Minneapolis Sunday Tribune,
and I ask unanimous consent that it be
printed in the RECORD as a part of these
remarks.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be prir)ted in the RECORD,
as follows:
FARM BoY, MoDERN STYLE
At 21, DeWayne Hodgson, of Oklahoma, is
worth $30,000, all of which he earned. Last
fall he won the title of Star Farmer of America and the $1,000 prize that goes with it in
the annual Nation-wide contest sponsored by
the Future Farmers of America.
When DeWayne was 5 years old his grandfather gave him a heifer calf. Nine years
later, when he entered high school, the boy
owned a herd of nine cows. His vocational
agriculture teacher was the local Future
Farmers adviser; DeWayne joined the group.
The ambitious youngster put into practice
what he learned about balanced rations, better feed crops and breeding, and under his
teacher's guidance steadily climbed the Future Farmers of America ladder from green
hand to chapter farmer to State farmer and
American farmer. In 1947-a year before he
graduated from high school-he rented 320
acres from his grandfather, paying one-third .
of the crops plus $50 fo~ the pasture.
Two years later, he and. his high-school
sweetheart, auburn-haired Lillian Seivert~
decided he was doing so well that they could
get married. DeWayne borrowed $8,500 on a
personal note, bought the 320 acres from his
grandfather, and the young couple set up
housekeeping.
The farm is 18 miles from the nearest
village-Freedom, in northwest Oklahoma-and 6 miles from the closest telephone. The
Hodgsons do all the work on their 32{)-acre
farm and 255 acres of rented land besides.
Lillian drives the tractor, helps her husband
harvest wheat and stack grain sorghum.
The Future Farmers of America, which
played such a prominent part in DeWayne
Hodgson's success, has helped hundreds of
thousands of boys to become successful farmers, cattlemen, dairymen, poultrymen, fruit
growers. Membership is restricted to boys
studying vocational agriculture in our public
high schools; they may remain members for
3 years after graduation or until they are 21.
About 95 percent of those eligible for FFA
belong; there are 340,000 members in the
48 States, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.
The boys learn not only to farm expertly
but also to become leaders in their communities. In regular meetings held after school
hours they learrr how to speak in public and
to assume civic responsibility. They initiate
and direct all their own activities. Dime-a-
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year national dues from all members provide funds for annual conventions, national
officers' travel, and other expenses.
The movement started in 1928, when State
leaders of organizations of vocational agriculture students met in Kansas City. They
modeled the national FFA on the already existing Future Farmers of Virginia.
The FFA is not to be confused with the
4-H Clubs, whose fine work is differently
conducted. In the 4-H, volunteer local leaders meet with boys and girls every week or
two and help them with farm and home
projects. Every FFA adviser, on the other
hand, is an agricultural teacher who works
with the boys every day at school and supervises their farming operations at home.
Future Farmers ingeniously build the resources of their local chapters by livestock
chains. The group acquires a purebred gilt,
for example, and has it bred; one boy takes
care of it until it farrows. He keeps all the
pigs in the litter except two gilts, which he
returns to the chapter to go to two other
members. Eventually more pigs return than
there are boys to receive them. Thus every
youth gets a start toward a herd of purebred livestock and the local chapter also
owns some fine animals.
Half the FFA chapters in the 11 Pacific
States and Hawaii operate their own school
farms or own heavy farming equipment; a
number of chapters have started business
enterprises, such as producing seeds for sale.
In Moroni, Utah, the FFA raises turkeys, a
project which has become the town's major
money-making enterprise.
· Future Farmers in 38 States devote 1 to 3
hours a week to making rural life safer. A
special hazard in the Middle West, for example, is the mechanical corn picker. Carelessly handled, it can tear off a man's arm.
In 1..949, ·7,000 Ohio Future Farmers trained
in safety methods inspected 6,900 corn pickers, talked with their operators, and reduced
the number of accidents by 56 percent.
Every FFA member works to conserve natural resources. In Ohio alone, in 1 year,
Future Farmers planted 107,732 trees for reforestation, and 845 members worked on
individual soil-conservation projects. In
South Carolina 188 chapters participated in
a State reforestation project in which 4,750,000 pine seedlings were planted. Georgia's
Future Farmers concentrate on home improvement: some 2,000 boys each _year sod
· lawns, build porches, paint and screen homes,
face-lifting scores of towns.
Future Farmers compete to become American Farmers, an honor reserved for one in a
thousand. In 1951, 299 won the title. Each
member keeps a record of his farming operations, and State leaders forward the best
to the national office in Washington, D. C.
There a boy from each of the four regions of
the Nation is chosen as a Star Farmer.
From these four is selected the Star Farmer
of America.
Each October 7,000 to 8,000 sun-tanned
youngsters pour into Kansas City to hear the
judges announce the top and regional winners, and to pick up money prizes won in
contests for soil and water management,
dairying, farm mechanics, and other projects.
These awards come from the Future Farmers
of America Foundation, supported financially
by some 120 farsighted business firms, organizations, and individuals.
George Williams, 1951's 20-year old Star
Farmer from the central region, is the son
of a Kentucky tenant farmer. George was
16 when his father died, leaving him to
provide for himself and his mother. Now
he manages and shares the profits of 175
acres of fine bluegrass land. He and his
tenant take care of 10 acres of corn, 15
of tobacco, 45 of hay, and 50 of small grain,
in addition to 30 beef catt le, 46 hogs, and
60 sheep. His net worth is $10,657.
Future Farmers are the most prosperous
youngsters in the United States. The majority earn more than $2,000 from farming
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or the President of the United States. H~
before they are old enough to vote. Twentyhas shored up the crumbling foundations of
year-old Joe Harris, American farmer of the
the Republic.
Pacific region, is manager and one-third
To be sure the Government will appeal
owner of a 3,800-acre ranch, with 700 head
Judge Pine's decision. What the higher
of beef cattle. He could get $60,000 for
courts will do remains to be seen. Meanhis interest but he says, "I like this life.
I'm not selling."
. while, steel workers are going on strike.
· Forrest Davis, of Quincy, Fla., produced
When the union bosses close down the steel
shade-grown tobacco and earned $45,000 bemills the country will suffer the consefore he was 21. John Reynolds, 20, of Goodquences, whatever they may be. The nalettsville, Tenn., has an investmf'nt of more
tional defense will be impaired, the enemy
than $15,000 in dairy farming. Bill and
will be encouraged to breathe hotter down
Hugh Poage, 21 and 18, respectively, took over
our necks, the civilian economy may be
a run-down 70-acre Virginia farm in 1942
wrecked. All these trials and more may
and built up a thriving dairy business that
have to be endured.
delivered 163,000 pounds of grade A milk to
Yet the American people will feel a surging
the Roanoke market last year.
pride in a court that will not t ake dictaThese young FFA's show surprising mental
tion from anyone, including the President.
maturity. Businessmen who have visited
It has been said that America cannot be
FFA meetings are amazed at their ability
conquered except from within. The show~
to express their thougl1ts on such subjects
down is nearing. Judge Pine has taken his
as farm-price supports, balanced farming
stand on the side of the Republic. For him
and marketing.
the oath of office to defend the Constitution
The Future Farmers of America has proved
has true meaning.
so successful that the idea is spreading.
The New Farmers of America, a Negro or(From the Charleston (S. C.) News and
ganization formed in 1935, now has 34,228
Courier of May 2, 1952]
active members. Canada, Colombia, Greece,
STEEL VERSUS PRESIDENT
and the Philippines have adopted the plan.
The great constitutional question shaping
The Future Farmers of Japan has 150,000
around the seizure of the steel mills far overmembers. Agriculture .teachers from nine
shadows the problem of the moment, imLatin-American countries are now in school
portant
as that is. For not even the ships
in Patzcuaro, Mexico, learning to adapt
and guns and tanks that are awaiting steel
FFA's practical methods to the needs of
from the mills are as vital to the freedom and
their lands.
security of America as the settlement .of basic
Dr. Ray Miller, consultant to the United
matters of right and justice.
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization,
who has probably visited more young people
Of these matters two are predominant.
in rural areas abroad than any other AmerOne of them is the right to own property and
ican, says, "Basicall~. boys are alike all over
the power of government to confiscate it.
the world. Details will differ in each counThe steel mills belong to the shareholders.
try, but FFA techniques that work with
These include thousands of indivi-duals,
boys here will work with them anywhere.
many of them widows and orphans as well as
The FFA movement abroad heartens those
men of wealth and influence. By taking the
who believe that progress in underdeveloped
part of the labor unions, the President of
areas must start from the ground up."
the United States has placed the rights of
employees-wage earners-above the rights
of shareholders-property owners. This is
a new and radical concept of property rights
The Steel Seizure
and must be settled one way or the other.
The other matter, related to it, is the constitutional power of the President to act inEXTENSION OF REMARKS
dependently of the legislative and judicial
OF
branches of Government. This matter delves
deep into the Constitution itself.
The decision of Judge David A. Pine, holdOF SOUTH CAROLINA
ing that the President did not have the
power to seize the steel roms, touched both
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
these matters. Judge Pine upheld the right
Wednesday, May 7, 1952
to own pJ;operty and denied the power of the
Mr. DORN. Mr. Speaker, the Charles- President to act without authority of statuton <S. C.) News and Courier has long tory law. The decision may become a part
a constitutional struggle in the class with
been ahead of the times in pointing of
John Marshall's decisions establishing the
out dangers to the American way of power
of the Supreme Court.
life. The News and Courier for genera ..
In the early days of the Republic the sutions fought encroachments on the Con. preme Court was regarded merely as a destitution and the rights of the sovereign partment of Government. As Chief Justice,
States. Many are now waking up to Marshall established the Court's authority on
the dangers pointed out long ago by this a par with the President as the Executive
Congress as the lawmaker.
great publication. The following edi- and
President Truman now has set himself
torials ably point out the courage of above
the power of Congress and courts by
Judge Pine and the danger to America reliance on the implied powers he says are
of President Trum.an's unwarranted, given him by the Constitution. Judge Pine
unconstitutional, un-American step has ruled that unless powers are sp ecified
the President does not have them. The cirtoward total dicta tor ship :
cuit court of appeals has stayed Judge Pine's
[From the Charleston (S. C.) News and
order. Though the full implications of this
Courier of April 30, 1952]
development are not entirely clear, the News
RESTORING THE CONSTITUTION
and Courier interprets the ruling as a legal
In declaring the steel seizure illegal, Judge
means of speeding a final decision in the
David A. Pine has restored hope of constituSu preme Court.
tional government in the United States of
There is . no John Marshall today 1n the
America.
Supreme Court of the United States, but
Not only has he made a strong and courathat body does have the benefit of a body
geous decision. In ringing words he has put
of law created by Chief Justice Marshall and
principle above expediency. He has flatly
some of his illustrious successors. From the
contradicted Harry S. Truman's estimate of
suit of the steel companies against Mr. Sawthe emergency posed by a threatened steel
yer, the President's agent in holding the
strik~. He has put government by law ahead
steel mills, m ay come constitutional prinof government by men, be they union bosses
ciples as important as Marbury v. Madison.

HON. W. J. BRYAN DORN
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That was the case which established the
power of the Supreme Court to throw out
laws passed by Congress if the Court thought
they were unconstitutional.
This time not only the powers of Court,
President, and Congress are at stake, but the
·basic right of .a man to own and defend his
property. .

1952 Political Calendar
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED L. CRAWFORD
OF MICHIGAN

. IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 9, 1952

Mr. CRAWFORD.
Mr. Speaker,
throughout the country there is mounting interest iri events leading up to the
national election to be held next No-vember.
Citizens of the Eighth District of
Michigan have always maintained a keen
interest in· these national elections and
the issues involved. For that reason I
have endeavored, with the facilities at
my command, to keep my constituents
well posted on the activities of Congress
and developments in the Federal Government with respect to our national
economy, our international relations, and
so forth. I believe the people of the
Eighth Congressional District are as
well-informed with respect to the current national issues as any group of people under the American flag.
I have repeatedly encouraged my constituents to write me their views on legislation, questions under debate with respect to the Federal Government, or on
personal matters having to do with their
relations with the departments of the
Federal Government.
Their ready response to great issues of
the day, as reflected in their letters to
me, indicates their awareness of the existing problems. People of my district
are watching the political sce~e with.
great interest.
For several years it has been my practice to prepare for their reference and
use a national political calendar.
The following tabulation will be useful for reference purposes during the
coming months. It includes a list of
dates of party conventions and primaries
and preferential primaries. Some of
these dates have passed, but the full
schedule is included to present a complete picture.
In addition there is included the list
of votes by States at the national conventions of the two major parties.
The information follows:
DATES FOR REGULAR PRIMARY ELECTIONS

Alabama, May 6; Arizona, September 9;
Arkansas, July 29.
California, June 3; Colorado, September 9;
Connecticut, no primary.
Delaware, no primary.
Florida, May 6.
Georgia, May 14.
Idaho, August 12; Illinois, April 8; Indiana,
May 6; Iowa, June 2.

Kansas, August 5; Kentucky, August 2.
Louisiana, July 29.
Maine, June 16;' Maryland, May 5; Massachusetts, September 16; Michigan, August 5;
Minnesota, September 9; Mississippi, September 9; Missouri, August 5; Montana, July
15.
Nebraska, April 1; Nevada, September 2;
New Hampshire, September 9; New Jersey,
April 15; New Mexico, May 6; New York,
August 19; North Carolina, May 31; North
Dakota, June 24.
Ohio, May 6; Oklahoma, July 1; Oregon,
May 16.
Pennsylvania, April 22.
Rhode Island (tentative), Republican,
September 15; Democratic, September 24.
South Carolina, July 8; South Dakota,
June 3.
Tennessee, August 'Z; Texas, July 26 .
Utah, September 9.
Vermont, September 9; Virginia, July 15.
Washington, September 9; West Virginia,
May 13; Wisconsin, September 9; Wyoming,
August 19.
Dates, election of delegates
Date

State

Feb. 11
Feb. 25
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
M ay
M ay
May
May
M ay
M ay
M ay
May
May
M ay
May
May
May
M ay
May
M ay
M ay
June
June
June
July

Method of
election

11
18
18
27
1
1
2
4
5
5
8
10
12

15

16

22
22
23

26
26
26
26
29

30
30
6
10
12
12
13
16
16
18
20
24
24
26
27
29
31
31
31

2
3
3
3

0 k lahoma .••••••.•••••.•••••• Convention.
Florida .•••• _••••• ------.-----. State commit·
tee.
New Hampshire.··---------- Primary.
Do.
Minnesota.-----------------North Carolina .• "·---------- Convention.
Do.
Maine. _. -------------------Primary.
Do.
Tennessee..• __ •••• __._. ______ _ Convention,
Do.
Iowa ____ -------- __ ----------_
Idaho. _______ .----------. ___ •
Do.
Michigan •••• ______ •••.••• __ _
Do.
Ulinois. ___ ------ ____________ _ Primary.
Kansas. __________ ------ _____ _ Convention.
Kentucky- ----- ____ ---- __ ---Do.
Primary.
N
ew Jersey
__ ---------------South
Carolina
______________ _ Convention.
New York ___ ---------------- Primary.
Pennsylvania. _____ •• _______ _
Do.
Louisiana.---- ____ ------ ____ _ Convention.
Arizona . ____________________ _
Do.
Arkansas.• --. _______________ _
Do.
Colorado ______ • ____________ ._
Do.
Utah. _________________
__
Do.
Massachusetts. __ ------ _____ _ Primary.
Delaware. __ ----------------_ Convention,
Mississippi__ ________________ _
Do.
Ohio. _____________ ----.------ Primary.
Nevada. ____ -------------- __ _ Convention.
Rhode Island _______________ _
Do.
Wyoming ___________________ _
Do.
West Virginia _______________ _ Primary.
North Dakota _______________ _ Convention.
Primary.
Montana __ __________________ _ Convention.
Do.
_____ -------------_
W a~hington
Do.
Mary.and
___________________
Do.
Do.
Connecticut. ..• -------------Do.
T
exas ___ -.------------------Alabama
____________________ _
Do.
Do.
Georgia._-------------------New Mexico ________________ _
Do.
Do.
Do.
California. ___ ----- •• ___ ••••• _ Prim ary.
South Dakota _______________ _
Do.
Indiana. ______ --------------- Convention.

~~~~:~~-:::::::::::::::::::

Total State votes in Republican . and
Democratic national conventions
Repub·
Jican
Alabama ______________ • ______ ----Arizona . -------------------------Arkansas ...•.. __ -----------------California ____ ----------_-------___
Colorado . . -----------------------Connecticut _____________ ---------_
Delaware.-----------------------Florida ______ .--------------------Georgia_-------------------------Idaho.
---------------------lllinois.-----____________________
----- __
Indiana. __________________________
Iowa___ ___________________________
Kansas _________ ------ ____ -----____

~~~fs~~!i:~=====::::::::::: :::=:::

Maine ___ ---------------- - -------Maryland __ _______________________
Massachusetts.------------------Michigan._----------------------Minnesota .-------------------____

~i~~~~f~i:::=====================

Montana__________________________
N ebraska. -----------------------Nevada.------------"-------------New Hampshire ••• _._____________
New Jersey_---------------------New Mexico._____________________
New York________________________
North Carolina___________________
North Dakota____________________
Ohio.----------------------------~

Oklahoma. __ --------------------Oregon _________ ---- ______ ----_____
Pennsylvania.-------------------Rhode Island_____________________
South Carolina____________________
South Dakota_____________________
Tennessee ______ ------------------Texas_--------------_----------___
Utah ________ -------- _______ -------

~r:~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Washington _______________________

~r:~o~~f~~~~~=======:::=::::::::::

Democrat

14
14

22
12
22

18
22
12
18
17
14
60
32
26
22

16
16
6

11
70

68

24
28
12
60

26
24
16
26
20
10
18

i~

16
24
38

36

46

40
26
18

28

2~8

34

12
12
10

18
12
14
38
14

8
32
12

96

94
32
8
M
24
12
70
12
In
8
28 "

26
14

56
16
18

70
8
fi

14

20
38
14

52
12

~~

6
28 .
22

24

~g

Wyoming.--------------------- ~ --

12

TotaL •• --------------------

1, 206

20
28
10
6
6
6
6
2
2

Alaska _________ - -----------------3
District of Columbia______________
6
Hawaii._ __________________________
8
Puerto Rico ____ ___________________
3
Virgin Islands_____________________
1
Canal Zone ••••• ----------------- - ----------

1, 230

--- ~ -

~~;~~= === :::::: == == :::::::::

rir;;~~~i~= =
::::::: ==:: =======

NOTE.-The State conventions arc those shown on the
foregoing list. 'l'hey are usually the last to be held, d istrict conventions if not held on the same d<ty are bold
earlier. No information h as been received from the
following: Vermont, Alaska, District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands.
PREFERENTIAL PRIMARIES BY DATES

March 11, New Hampshire; March 18, Minnesota.
April 1, Wisconsin; April1, Nebraska; April
8, Illinois; April 15, New Jersey; April 22,
New York; April 22, Pennsylvania_; April 29,
Massachusetts.
May 5, Maryland; May 6, Alabama (Democrats); May 6, Ohio; May 13, West Virginia;
May 16, Oregon; May 27, Florida.
June 3, California; June 3, South Dakota.

When Candidates Were Asked To Stand
Up and Be Counted for the Constitution of the United States, Only Taft
-Stood Up
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN T. \1/00D
OF IDAHO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Speaker,
it is popular in some circles today to be
a half-breed American. That must explain why various candidates dodge a
question that measures their loyalty to
America.
The Omaha World-Herald carried an
enlightening editorial on this amazing
situation May 2, 1952. It follows:
NULLIFICATION BY TREATY

Everybody's doing it-asking questions of
the candidates for the Presidency. Most aspirants respond promptly, courteously, and
frankly, as they should.
In a recent questionnaire, however, but
one candidate of seven gave an unequivocal
reply to a question that deserves better treatment: "Should the United States Constitu"

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- APPENDIX
tion be amended to insure that no United
Nations treaties ever could supersede the
Constitution?"
Senator TAFT said "Yes."
You may ask: Why should anyone ambitious to become President shrink from answering that question?
And how could he answer it except with an
unqualified "yes"?
You might be surprised.
For an important group, headed by former
Justice Owen J. Roberts, of the Supreme
Court, support the Atlantic Union plan for
world peace. They would promote peace by
federating the United States with the socalled western democracies. They would
pool sovereignty. And in this pool the
Constitution of the United States might be
superseded by treaty. Any of its provisions
could be changed by negotiations and agreements in which the United States would be
represented by agents not chosen by the
people and of whom perhaps a large majority of the people had no knowledge. ·
This is a tremendously important plan.
Its implications are staggering.
That ls why 56 Members of the United
States Senate, including Democrats and Republicans alike, have joined to father a resolution to prevent acceptance of any treaty
that would take precedence as law over the
Constitution itself.
If any aspirant to the Presidency looks
favorably on any plan for subordinating the
United States to a .superior authority it would
be nice for him to speak out. But none does.
Fortqnately, though, there is Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt, who entertains irrevocable and
charmingly ladylike opinions on practically
everything. And so, where candidates fear
to tread, she rushes trippingly forward to
break a lance with BoB TAFT and the entire
56 Senators.
It is folly, Mrs. Roosevelt decides, to fear
treaties taking precedence over the Constitution. Because, don't you see, they have to
be ratified by the Senate. Is anyone, including the Senate itself, "willing to say that
the Senate has become incompetent"?
So there you have it. No group of foreign
countries and domestic politicians could
change or amend our Constitution, make
laws affecting our lives, property, liberty, and
rights, if the Senate objected.
That's plenty enough protection for our
fundamental charter, Mrs. Roosevelt is sure.
Quite a group of Americans seem to agree
with her. The question, however, might well
be a topic for frank discussion.
We know what Mrs. Roosevelt believes.
We know where Senator TAFT stands.
The questionnaire is still open.
Are there any other candidates willing to
be heard?
Considering the cuffing around our longrevered Constitution has been taking in recent years, it would be heartening to behold
a lot of candidates and a whole lot of people
rallying to uphold and protect it, against all
enemies, foreign and domestic.

They Vote "Yes" for Fair Trade
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON
OF NEW .JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, I
herewith include as part of my remarks
a statement of the Bureau of Education
on Fair Trade which was given considerable publicity throughout the Nation:

THEY VOTE "YES" FOR FAm TRADE
For 20 years, the fair-trade laws have pro- ·
tected the American people against pricejuggling deceptions by which a handful of
customers get "bait-bargains" at the expense
of everybody else. For 20 years, the fairtrade laws have helped to insure competitive
decency in the market place. For 20 years.
they have helped Americans not blessed with
millions of dollars, ~o start and to operate
their own businesses-and to succeed, on the
basis of efficiency, service, and store skills.
In 1951, fair trade was weakened by a
Supreme Court decision which held the Federal fair-trade law-the Miller-Tydings Actdid not mean what, for 20 years, almost
everybody thought it meant. Now, pending
before Congress, is the McGuire bill, H. R.
5767, which would write into the Federal
law exactly what Congress has meant, all
along.
Here are public servants, past and present,
as well as committees of Congress, who have
endorsed the principles of fair trade:
Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer
(February 27, 1952): "There is reason to believe that the case against fair trade is more
theoretical than real; that fair trade is
beneficial to small business, and that fairtrade laws have a stabilizing influence on
the economy."
House Select Committee on Small Business
(special report on fair trade, February 4,
1952): "Deceitful and misleading price-cutting is not in the public interest. The
States should retain jurisdiction over retail
trade practices, and Congress should make
it possible to enforce fair-trade contracts in
interstate commerce."
Senate Select Committee on Small Business (1951 annual report): "It was estimated
that 20,000 of the approximately 105,000
small retailers in the New York area would
have been forced into bankruptcy 1f the
price war had continued for 6 months. The
advantages of fair trade are evident. The
Nation's economic well-being depends to a
large extent on the vitality of America's small
business. Threats of price wars must be
· eliminated if that vitality is to endure."
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce (in committee report recommending enactment of H. R. 5767, February
26, 1952): "The maintenance of a strong,
healthy small-busineES community is the best ·
. bulwark that we have against the growth of
collectivism, either in the form of fascism or
communism.
Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes: "I cannot believe that, in the long
run, the public will profit by this Court permitting knaves to cut reasonable prices for
some ulterior purpose of their own, and thus,
to impair,. if not destroy, the production and
sale of articles which the public should be
able to get."
·
Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis:
"The competition attained by prohibiting
the producer of a trade-marked article from
maintaining his establ.ished price is sporadic,
temporary, delusive~ Shall ·we, under the
guise of protecting competition, further foster monopoly by creating immunity for the
price cutters?"
Supreme Court Justice George Sutherland
(in unanimous Supreme Court decision upholding the constitutionality of State fairtrade laws, December 7, 1936): "There is a
great body of fact and opinion tending to
show that price cutting by retail dealers is .
not only injurious to the good will and business of the producer and distributor of identified goods, but injurious to the general public as well."
Former United States Senator Arthur
Capper: "Predatory price cutting ts even
worse than the racketeering which collects
a percentage from the merchant under threat
of violence. For the racketeers must leave

.·

their victims enough -profit to 'keep them in
business.
The · predatory price cutter.
through cutthroat competition, aims to kill
competition entirely. Then. the consumer
will be at his mercy.''
·
Former United States Senator Millard E.
Tydings: "I am convinced that there is ·a n
urgent need for the National Fair Trade
Enabling Act. We are faced with a question
fundamental to our national philosophy. Is
the country better off with a relatively large
number of independent retailers, or shall we
concentrate distribution in the hands of a
few?"
United States Senator HUBERT H. HuMPHREY: "Fair trade has proved itself one of
the keystones of our antimonopoly structures; for it has stimulated competition
while, at the same time, setting down just
rules of competition which eliminated the
vicious practices of those who want only
free-for-all enterprise and whose textbook
is jungle economics.'' ·
Former Chairman, Federal Trade Commis.:.
sian, Col. Charles H. March: "These fairtrade acts are deliberately designed to keep
competition in American business. If the
people of the United States do not want to
put all the production and distribution of
the necessities of life into one or a few hands,
then the competition of the· small-business
man must be present."
Former Chairman, Federal Trade Commission, Joseph E. Davies: "The practice of some
dealers who use such (trade-marked) goods
as sensational cut-price bait for the sale of
anonymous goo.ds is not the competition
which it should t~ the policy of the law to.
encourage, but is, in fact, an indefensible
misuse· of the reputation of another.''
United States Representative WRIGHT
PATMAN: "I wholeheartedly concur in the
principles and objectives of the State Fair
Trade Acts and am ·certain that they will
prove very beneficial in maintaining a decent
place for the small-business man in our economic scheme. To me, the man engaged in
the operation of his own independent business must be looked to to maintain and
sustain the basic conceptions upon which
America is built ...
Bring back fair trade; support the McGuire bill (H. R: 5767, now awaiti:r:g action).
BUREAU OF EDUCATION ON FAIR TRADE.
These national associations have joined
with us in signing this advertisement:
American Booxsellers Assoc!ation; American
National Retail Jewelers Association; Conference of American Small Business Organizations; Master Photo Dealers & Finishers
Association; Motor & Equipment Wholesalers
Association; National Appliance & Radio .
Dea-lers Association; National Association of
Horological Schools; National Association of
Metal Finishers; National Association of Retail Clothiers and Furnishers; National Association of Retail Druggists; National Asso.
elation of Tobacco Distributors; National
Association of Wholesalers; National AudioVisual Association; National Cong-ress of Petroleum Retailers; National Electronic Distributors Associat;on; National Fe~eration of
Independent Business; National Retail Grocers Secretaries Association; National Retail
Hard.\vare Association; National Sporting
Goods Association; National Wholesale
Druggists Association; Retail Tobacco Dealers of America, Inc.; United Horological Association of A. .nerica; United States Wholesale Grocers' Association; Wallpaper Whole·
salers Association.
Behind these national groups are more
than 1,000 State and local retail and wholesale trade assoclations ' and behind them, i:l.
the grass roots of America, are 1,500,000 retailers and many thousands of wholesalers,
1n addition to thousands of individual manufacturers who fair-trade the national brand
products that all these people depend upon
for their livelihood.
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Four Great Lacks in M~ntal Health
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

-

HON.JAMESE.MURRAY
OF MONTANA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, recently the Senate voted what I believe
was an altogether inadequate appropriation for the work of our National Institutes of Health. Included in the Institutes are those devoted to finding the
causes of and cures for mental and neurological diseases. _
Last Sunday the New York Times
magazine section carried an eye-opening
article detailing our Four Great Lacks
in Mental Health. It is well wr.i tten; it
is persuasive; it proves conclusively that
when we refuse to appropriate sumcient
funds for research, we are wasting money
and not economizing. I wish this article
could have been read by everyone in the
Senate before we voted on our Public
Health Service appropriations. But, Mr.
President, that subject will come before
us again and again. Therefore, I ask
unanimous consent that ·this excellent·
article by Oren Root be set forth in the
Appendix of the RECORD ~o that . it will
be available to all the Congress when we
next turn our attention to the war
against illness.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

share of the 50,000 persons who are addicted
·. to narcotics, and of the 275,000 children under 17 who are brought into juvenile courts
each year. It includes the 17,000 Americans
·.who, in an average year, commit suicide.
And finally it accounts for a substantial
part of the divorces-1 for every 4 marriages--of absenteeism and accident proneness in industry, and of crime.
Plainly, this is a problem of fearful dimensions. To the question of what is being
done about it, the answer must be: Muchbut not anywhere near enough. The job of
doing something effective is plagued by four
great lacks: lack of adequate facilities; lack
of trained personnel; lack of fundamental
scientific knowledge, and lack of public
understanding. Let us consider each of them
in turn, then the measures necessary to
remedy them.

FOUR GREAT · LACKS IN MENTAL HEALTH

(By Oren Root)
Nearly half a century has passed since
Clifford Beers wrote A Mind That Found Itself, his autobiographical ac9ount of conditions in the mental hospitals of his day. In
the years since then much has been done to
improve the state of affairs about which
Beers wrote. Yet, for all the very real progress, the problem of mental illness remains
one of the outstanding problems of our age.
This is so whether one regards it from the
standpoint of the suffering of the individuals concerned, of the effect of mental
Illness upon our whole society, or of."the
dollar cost of caring for the institutionalized
znentally ill.
The facts are appalling. Unless something
!s done to prevent it, 1 out of every 12 children born in the United States this year
will at some time in the course of life suffer
a severe mental illness-an illness severe
enough to justify hospitalization. . Nearly
half of the persons in -hospitals in the United .
States today are mental .patients. Even
among those in hospitals who are not desIgnated as mental patients there is a startlingly high percentage-the estimates range
from 25 to 50 percent--whole illnesses have
Important psychiatric complications. DurIng World War n more than a million registrants were rejected by Selective Service
because of mental and emotional disorders.
and nearly half a million more were dis- charged for the same reasons after having
,
been accepted.
' But the institutionalized mentally ill and
those who were rejected by Selective Service
are only a fraction of those with some sort
of mental or emotional disturbance. Reasonable estimates of the total run as high
as 9,000,000. This number includes the
problem drinkers, of whom there are estimated to be nearly 4,000,000, 750,000 of these
.being chronic alcoholics. It includes a good ,

THE LACKS

1. Lack of adequate facilities: Eighty-two
percent of all mental hospital beds in the
United States are in institutions operated by
State ·governments. Although there are
some notable exceptions, by and large they
are overcrowded, understaffed, financially
starved, and phy$ically obsolete. Treatment-as opposed to mere custody-is available only in limited degree, and to many
patients not at all. The average sum available to maintain a patient in State mental
hospitals is $2.04 a day, compared to $10 in
private psychiatric hospitals and $7 to $10
in' general hospitals. The American Psychiatric Association's minimum standard, now
outdated by inflation, is $5 a day.
An inevitable consequence of all this is
that only in a small percentage of cases is
any real effort made to bring about recovery.
The others-the senile, the chronic patients-are often housed ' in some remote and
dilapidated structure where they are fortunate to see a doctor occasionally passing
through the corridors. The final consequence is that the average person entering
a State mental hospital today has only a 40percent chance of recovery or significant improvement.
The lack of adequate facilities for psychl·
atric treatment includes also: it should be
said, a comparable shortage of clinics; of
psychiatric services in general hospitals; and
of various forms of psychiatric aid in schools,
·in connection with courts (especially juvenile and domestic relations courts) and elsewhere. All these services are necessary to the
all-important task of insuring people against
having to go ·to· mental hosiptals in the first
place. Clearly, large as it is, the more than
$600,000,000 a year spent in support .of public mental health facilities in the United
States is not enough.
2. Lack of trained personnel: Mop.ey alone
!s never sufficient to cope with problems
which ·are as large and complex as that of
mental health. Even if funds were forth·
coming to ·build • all needed facilities, personnel to man them still. would not be available. There &re about 6,000 psychiatrists in ·
the United States today; ·to meet the minimum staffing requirements of present psychiatric facilities would require 14,000, and
if psychiatric services were extended to meet
the real needs of the people, the number of
personnel required would be far greaterrequirh:ig a tremendous expansion in present-day opportunities for training them.
This problem-which applies not only to
•psychiatrists but to psychologists, psychiatric social workers, psychiatric nurses and
ward attendants as well-is closely entwined
with that of the first: lack of adequate facilities. For the hospitals themselves should
be among the most important training centers. And, as we have seen, one reason that
they are not is that most mental hospitals
are so isolated, unprogressive, and poorly financed that they cannot attract and hold
personnel required either to train or be
trained.

3. Lack of fundamental scientific knowledge: This great ·lack points up a crucial but
little-recognized fact. It is true that even
the knowledge presently available, if effectively put to work, would greatly improve
the situation. But it is equally true that
existing knowledge is too small by comparison with the magnitude of the problem.
Schizophrenia and the psychoses of old
age, for example, between them constitute
half of all new cases of mental illness requiring hospitalization each year, yet far
too little is known about the causes of
these diseases, and even where treatment is
successful there is inadequate understanding as to why this is so. The country which
spends more than $600 millions per year in
tax money alone to provide custody and care
for the mentally m ·spends only $5 millions
per year in aggregate public and private
funds on research to discover how to prevent
and cure mental diseases.
If the same amount of research money
were to be spent per patient under treatment for mental ilfness as is spent per
patient under treatment for polio, cancer,
or heart disease, the sum would be $30,000,000 per year. Even this sum would not
be large by .comparison to the $1,000,000,000
spent annually on all schmtifi:c research.
4. Lack of public understanding: This,
the last, Is the most serious of all our deficiencies in the treatment of mental illness.
For while much progress has been made in
educating the American people to the nature and scope of the mental disease problem, by and large we still tend to regard
psychiatric illnesses as something to be
ashamed of; and largely because of this
fact most of us still have no inkling of how
grave the menace is.
The problem ·here, clearly, Is to bring
the whole subject out from the cobwebs
and from under the beds where it has reposed for so many centuries . into the light
of day where it can be looked at and discussed openly and fearlessly. This is precisely what has been done with respect to
tuberculosis and cancer. That these diseases can now be freely discussed, without
any of the foolish feeling of shame or dishonor Which formerly were associated with
them, is due in very large part to the campaigns which have been conducted by informed and aroused individuals over the
last 50 years; · while the advances made in
controlling these diseases are in turn due,
in very large part, to this achievement in
puqlic. education. Until _the same can .be
achieved in the mental health field, no significant progress will be made.
THE REMEDY

All the deficiencies described above st~m
:from, and in turn act upon, one another;
and for this reason we must recognize that
very little progress can be made in terms
of any particular facet of the problem except as it is made" in terms of all the others.
Fcir example; any effort to improve treatment ·fa.cilities in mental ·hospitals runs
at once into the lack : o~ properly trained
personnel to staff the hospitals. Such specialists, as we have seen, are not availablefor one reason-because the hospitals are
111 equipped to serve as training centers;
and this condition is the result in large
part of bad governmental administration
and inadequate legislative appropriations,
which in their turn arise out of the apathy
and ignorance of the electorate .
It is the same with the all-important
question of psychiatric research. Research
requires physical facilities; it requires
trained personnel; it requires financing.
Yet the existence of a good research program is one of the factors which attract
the personnel and justify the physical fa. ..
cilities. And facilities, personnel, and fi•
nancing are all dependent in the last analysis on the values put upon them by the
public and the leaders of public opinio~.
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Thus we see that though the specific
How Tyranny Is Born
remedies are: (1) More money; (2) a
broader and more effect ive program for training psychiatric specialists; and (3), greater
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
emphasis on studying the causes and cure
OF
of mental disease, underlying them all is the
n eed for arousing public determination to
take action toward these ends.
OF SOUTH DAKOTA
It is this task to which increasing numIN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
bers of individuals and organizations concerned with promoting the mental health of
Wednesday, May 7, 1952
the Nation must dedicate themselves. Their
job-and the job of as many American citiMr. MUNDT. Mr. President, I ask
zens as can be e,nlisted-must be to enunanimous consent' to have printed in
courage appropriate officials and agencies in
the Appendix of the RECORD a great adthe kind of action which will overcome the
dress entitled "How Tyranny Is Born,"
deficiencies in facilities, personnel and redelivered by George E. Stringfellow, vice
search work described above.
president of the Edison Industries, presiSince so large a part of all mental health
dent of the New Jersey Taxpayers' Assofacilities are Government-controlled, a considerable measure of the work must take the
ciation, and Kiwanis International repform of addressing the attention of Governpresentative to the United Nations bement officials, both executive and legisla- 'fore the seventy-eighth annual dinner of
tive, to the need for action. But Government
the Young Men's Christian Association,
officials are not by any means the only obin Camden, N.J., April24, 1952.
jects of their encouragement. A large part
There being no objection, the address
of their activities must be directed at urging
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
newspapers, magazines, and broadcasting
companies to engage in more and better eduas follows:
cational projects in the mental health field.
How TYRANNY Is BORN
Campaigns must, as in the pa&t, be focused
I am delighted to speak to such a fine
on parent-teacher associations, on l:hurch
group of civic-minded citizens as comprises
and other groups, through whom the printhe YMCA and its supporters, for the YMCA
ciples of mental health can be introduced
is a great character-building organization,
into the training of teachers, clergymen, and
an organization which serves a vital need in
other professionals whose duties bring them
our daily lives. There are more than 1,400
into contact with large numbers of people.
YMCA branches in the United States employAnd finally-and most important-these
ing more than 5,000 highly trained profescitizens' activities must be aimed at the citisional workers. There are more than 550
zens themselves. Various governmental and
camps
Which are attended annually by more
private bodies can appropriate funds to prothan 200,000 persons. The YMCA is makvide ·for better facilities, devoted scientists
ing a great contribution in lifting the moral
can develop improved methods of care and
and ethical standards of our people. The
treatment, but only the people can change
YMCA therefore is helping to preserve our
the fundamental personal and community
American way of life. The greatest deficit in
attitudes which surround the subject of
the world today is not money or materials,
mental illness. In free and democratic soit is intellectual integrity and it is my concieties, where the people are the sovet·eign
sidered belief that the YMCA is doing much
power, they must also acknowledge ultimate
to liquidate that deficit. "If I had wished
responsibility-and so it is here.
to
raise up a race of statesmen higher than
It should be pointed out that the picture is
politicians, animated not by greed or selfishfar from entirely black. For all the treness, by policy or party, I would familiarize
mendous problems which remain, the comthe boys of the land with the characters of
bined efforts of the Government, the psychiatric associations and aroused citizens - the Bible" said John Paul. That is what the
YMCA is doing.
have brought about very real progress,
In this troubled world we can derive satisWhich can by no means be overlooked.
faction from the thought that church memIn the years since Clifford Beers wrote, we
bership
is increasing, church attendance is
have seen the development of electric shock
increasing, and the enrollment of the Boy
and insulin shock, of psychoanalysis and of
Scouts is increasing, and the YMCA member•
group therapy. We have witnessed an enship is increasing.
tirely new accent on the theory of "prevenOilr way of life will, in my opinion, be
tive" mental health, with special regard to
preserved by the influence of the church and
the needs of children and the functions of
of the home. There is a movement in the
parents. While the conditions in mental
world which is spreading like a prairie fire.
hospitals are in some cases still scandalous,
This movement would destroy both church
in other cases records have been made which
and home. Tpe leaders of this communisinspire hope and encouragement for the
tic ideology proclaim that communism and
_ future. And, most significant -of all, public,
the church cannot exist in the same world.
awareness of the _problem and of its imporThat I think is an indictment of that atheistance is growing all the time.
tic movement. Tonight I want to speak to
All in all the mental health picture in the
you for a few moments about "How tyranny
United States can be a cause for optimism
1s born."
or despair, depending in large part upon the
Following the signing of the Constitution
attitude of the person considering it. If one
of the United States, an ·elderly lady asked
looks just at the statistics, at the number
Benjamin Frankin, as he was leaving Con.of mental patients and the paucity of facilivention Hall, "Mr. Franklin, what have you
ties and personnel, one can indeed fear for
given us?" The wise old man responded,
the future of the country, if not of the hu"We have given you a republic," then hesiman race itself.
tating for a moment, he concluded, "If you
If, on the other hand, one looks at the
can keep it."
enormous and increasing efforts which are
being exerted to combat the· problem, if one
Franklin knew that one of the saddest
looks at the record of progress in the last
facts of history is that republics vanish frehalf century, and, above all, if one believes
quently without the knowledge of the people.
in man's capacity to solve his problems when
The Roman Republic became the Roman
Empire
under Augustus Caesar. The peohe confronts them squarely, then there is
ple lost their republic before they realized it.
certainly room for hope and perhaps even for
a calculated judgment that this problem will
In more recent history, the German Re•
be solved as others equally difficult have
public was replaced With a dictator befor•
the people realized what had happened.
been solved in the past.

HON. KARL E. MUNDT
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In his essay on politics, Aristotle unqoubtedly had this in mind when he said that "By
small degrees one thing takes the place of
another so that ancient laws remain while
the power gravitates to the hands of those
who have brought about a revolution in the
state."
There is no comfort in history for those
who put their faith in forms instead of substance. There are those who profess to think
that their liberties are safeguarded by words
inscribed on parchment, preserved in a glass
case, produced in facsimile and hauled about
the country on a Freedom Train.
·
How much does the younger half of this
generation refiect upon the fact that in its
own time a revolution has taken place in
our country.
The first article of our inherited tradition,
implicit in American philosopl:ly from the
beginning until a few years ago, was that
government is the responsibility of a selfgoverning people.
That ph1106ophy has been swept away. It
is now an accepted political fact that the
people are the responsibility of government.
The forms of republican gov~rnment survive, but the character of the state has
changed. Formerly the people supported
government and set limits on its powers and
minded their own business. Now they pay
for unlimited government, whether they
want it or not, and the government minds
the people's business and looks after their
lives. The Government determines how we
are fed, clothed, and housed; the Government provides for our old age; it determines
h'ow the national income, which is the product of the people's labor, shall be divided
among us; how we shall sell and buy; how
long and how hard and under what conditions we shall work, and how the equity shall
be maintained between the buyers and the
sellers. It has set up a system of subsidies,
penalties, and the compulsions for the farmer
and assumes with medieval wisdom to fix just
prices. The Wagner Labor Relations Act denied a large segment of the citizens the
right of free speech guaranteed under the
Constitution, which was subsequently restored by the Taft-Hartley Act. .
To a large extent, we today, have a welfare
state in a Republic. The form of the Republic remains, but its spirit is ill. The Supreme
Court said that a welfare state in our Republic was illegal. Subsequently, a President, who was the architect of our present
welfare state, appointed to the Supreme
Court bench men who believed in the welfare state. The founders who wrote the Constitution, which gave birth to and guaranteed
our liberty, could no more have imagined a
welfare state rising ir. our Republic by sanction of its words than they could have
imagined a monarchy.
"We are under a Constitution," said Chief
Justice Hughes, "but the Constitution is
what the judges say it is."
The President names members of the
Supreme Court with the advice and consent
of the Senate. It follows that if a President
and a majority of the Senate want a welfare
state, or any other innovation, and if, haopily for their design, death and old age
create vacancies on the bench, so that they
may pack the Court with li:J.te-minded men,
the Co!lstitution can become an instrument
for the promotion of a welfare state instead
of an instrument for the preservation of the
Republic.
The Constitution is being flouted by Executive will, with impunity. Some instances
may not be crucial at first and, therefore,
are all the more dangerous for that reason.
As one is condoned, another follows and the
exceptions become the order of the day and
the force and effect of the Constitution are
neutralized. The Executive then justifies
each succeeding violation of the Constitu...
tion by pointing to previous · precedents.
To outsmart the Constitution and to cir.,
cumvent its restraints became a popular
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exercise of the art of government in the
Roosevelt regime. In defense of his attempt
to pack the Supreme Court with socialminded judges after several of his New Deal
laws h ad been declared unconstitutional.
President Roosevelt wrote: "The reactionary
members of the Court had apparently determined to remain on the bench for as long
as life continued-for the sole purpose of
blocking any program of reform."
Among the millions who at the time applauded the President's contempt of the
court and the Constitution, there were very
few, if any, who would not have been
frightened by the revelation of the logical
sequel. They believed that no President
would ever presume to declare war as long
~s our Republic lived.
The Constitution
t;ays, "Congress shall have the power to declare war" and since the President is sworn
to support and defend the Constitution, no
one could conceive of a person elected to
that high office violating his oath.
Following the attack on Pearl Harbor.
Presiden t Roosevelt asked for a declaration
of war and received it from Congress in a
few hours.
Nine years later, a much weaker President
declared war on the Korean aggressor without consulting Congress and Congress condoned his usurpation of its exclusive constitutional power. The President's supporters
1n Congress argued that in this modern age.
the exclusive right, as provided by the Constitution, for Congress to declare war was
obsolete.
The Constitution was not changed. However, the President and his associates tell
us that the restraints imposed on the President are now obsolete. They tell us the
President doesn't want to wait for Congress
to declare war.
Let us now review briefly the Korean situation.
First, the Korean war did not begin by
the dropping of bombs on American possessions, as did World War II.
Second, Congress was in session at the
time the Korean aggressors invaded South
Korea, as it was when the Japs attacked
Pearl Harbor. If there was justification for
our entering the Korean war, 7,000 miles
away, Congress could have declared war in
a few hours, as it did when the Japs attacked
Pearl Harbor.
. Third, the President, as Commander in
Chief of the Armed Forces of the Republic,
may in a legal manner, according to the
Constitut ion, act defensively before a declaration of war has been made.
Mr. Tru m an's supporters argued that in
the Korean instance, his act was defensive.
and t herefore within the powers of the
Commander in Chief. If that be the case,
he could have made his act constitutional
by asking Congress for a declaration of war.
This he never did.
Almost 2 years have elapsed since Mr.
Truman declared war in Korea anq Congress
is st ill debating whether or not our country
is at war in a legal and constitutional sense.
President Truman still contends that the
war in Korea is police action. There we
have suffered more than 108,000 casualties
and spent more than $30,000,000,000 of the
taxpayers' money, and the end is not yet in
sight.
A few months following the Korean incident, President Truman sent American.troops
to Europe to join an international army. He
did this without consulting Congress and
then challenged the power of Congress to
stop h im. Congress made sounds of anger
and passed a resolution saying that the
President's action was all right since it had
been taken, but, hereafter, Congress would
expect to be consulted. Here is another
precedent to which the present and future
Presidents may point as justification for fur•
ther usurpation of powers and responsibili•
ties of the legislative department of govern•
ment.

The Foreign Relations Committee of the
Senate asked the State Department to set
forth the position of the executive department on the matter of sending troops to foreign countries without the authority of Congress. The State Department responded as
follows:
"A discussion of the powers of the President and of Congress makes it clear that the
constitutional doctrine has been largely
molded by practical necessities. Use of the
congressional power to declare war, for example has fallen into abeyance because wars
are no longer declared in advance."
Caesar might have said this to the Roman
Senate. Hitler might have said this to the
Reichstag. Mussolini might have said this
to his Fascist state, and Stalin might have
said this to the Kremlin.
But, who in America would expect the
State Department to tell the Congress of the
United States that its authority and responsibility under the Constitution to declare war ·
is outmoded, has fallen into abeyance and
that the President--not Congress-as provided by the Constitution-will henceforth
determine when this country may enter war.
For a century and a half our country has
fought to be a country governed by law. Its
founders fought a bloody war to make it so.
Since then, millions from the Old World have
fled to our shores in the belief that our country is a government of law and not a government of men.
The other day the President of the United
States again acted without law and, in the
opinion of many of our citizens, in violation
of the Constitution. He acted, he says, in
what he believed to be the best interests of
the country. He took the plants that make
steel away from the citizens to whom they
belong because he felt, he said, the threatened strike would be bad for the country.
He is now preparing to take away from the
people who own these plants some of the
money they receive for selling the steel and
give it ;;o the people who work in the plants.
He is telling the people who work in these
plants that they cannot quit work in an
effort to obtain more money for their labor
since they are now working for the Government. Anyhow, he has assured them that
if the owners of the business do not give
their employees more money, the President,
acting in behalf of all the people, will take
the business away from the owners and give
the people who work in the plants what he.
the President of the United States, thinks
they are entitled to.
Both the men whose savings financed the
plants and the men whose labor runs the
plants are being deprived by the order of the
President of some of their possessions. Each
is to have what the President decrees-no
more-and all the States' powers of coercion
are to be used to see that the order is carried
out. The President proposes to do this with- ·
out law. Indeed, he asked Congress for such
a law and it was denied him.
Having no law, the President rests his au"
thority upon what he says is the inherent
power of his office to do whatever he thinks
is necessary for the welfare of the country.
Having no law, he relies upon precedent
to support his claims of unlimited inherent
power. He reminds us that other Presidents
have assumed power they did not have and
the precedents are supposed to sanction his
further usurpation of power.
The reply to this is that a precedent of an
1llegal action does not make law or justify
other illegal actions which violate the letter
and spirit of the Constitution.
The act of seizure is not going to completely wreck the steel industry. But if this
doctrine which the President asserts and
gives substance to by his deed-this doctrine
that the powers of the presidency are limited
only by what he holds or thinks to be to the
best interests of the country-is right, then
:we will not long have even a symbol of gov•

ernment by law. We will have a government
of men and a government of men is tyranny.
What, you may well ask, can an individual
citizen do to prevent the further defiance of
the law and the Constitution and the resultant drift to government of men instead
of government of law. There is only one
thing which we can do and that is to insist
that our representatives in Congress support
the resolution introduced by Congressman
RoBERT HALE, of Maine, to have the Judiciary
Committee hold a hearing to determine if
there is enough evidence to indict President
Truman for declaring war -in Korea and taking over the steel industry, without law, in
what appears to be a violation of the
Constitution.
If they find sufficient grounds for indictment, the Senate of the United States should
then try the President, and if _found guilty
he should be removed from office, which
would have a salutary effect on those public
servants whose greed for gold and lust for
power are usurping the responsibility of the
Congress, and rapidly making us their subjects instead of being our servants.
Today we are on the "Roman Road'' to
ruin. We see evidence of it JI-ll around us.
We see extravagance, we see moral decay, we
see defiance of law, we see usurpation of
power, and finally we see the undermining of
our Constitution, that passport to our
freedom.
Further down the Roman Road to ruin is
a sign "No U Turn." Let's make the "U"
turn before it is too late.
One hundred and seventy-five years ago,
Patrick Henry, a great American patriot
standing before his neighbors in a small
country church in Virginia, challenged the
tyranny of government--the tyranny of his
own Government. If we are worthy of our
heritage, we will follow his example.

Defense Cataloging and Standardization
Agency
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. F. EDWARD HEBERT
OF LOUISIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I desire to
call the attention of the House to the
communication which I have today addressed to each member.
The communication speaks for itself
and clarifies a great many details of the
proposed catalog bill which is designed
to save the taxpayers billions of dollars.
It would well be worthwhile for each
Member to read the contents of this
communication most carefully:
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROCUREMENT,
Washington, D. C., May 7, 1952.

DEAR CoLLEAGUEs: On Monday, May 5, 1952,
H. R. 7405, a bill to establish a Defense Cataloging and Standardization Agency in the
Department of Defense, came up for consideration under suspension of the rules.
This bill was written after nearly 5 months'
investigation by this subcommittee; and it
carries the unanimous endorsement of the
Armed Services Committee, by whom it was
drawn as a substitute for H. R. 1033.
On May 5, 1952, Congressman CHET
HoLIFIELD circulated the membership with a.
series of 10 objections to the bill.
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The subcommittee has considered these
objections, and for the assistance of the
membership there follows the subcommittee's answers to each objection. First, there
is a statement of the objection and next there
follows the subcommittee's answer.
Every witness admits that this bill will
save billions of dollars in the military establishment. It is must legislation. A catalog
must be perfected; standardization must be
initiated; money must be saved!
Your vote for this bill will do just that;
on Thursday, May 8, 1952, a vote will be
taken.
Your vote ·"Aye" will be a vote for blllions
of dollars in savings.
Sincerely,
F. EDWARD HEBERT,
Special Subcommittee on Procurement,
Armed Services Commi ttee.

Objection 1: Legislation authorizing the
establishment and xnaintenance of a uniform
Federal catalog system already has been
enacted in section 206(a) and (b) of Public
Law 152, 81st Cong. This law provides for
joint civilian and military participation in
the Federal Catalog program under authority
granted to the Administrator of General
Services.
Answer: There is no reason for opposing
H. R. 7405 because of Public Law 152, Eightyfirst Congress. This law merely sets up procedure for achieving a Federal catalog program, to be accomplished jointly by the Military Establishment and GSA. H. R. 7405
affects only the Military Establishment and
assures that that department will have a
statutory organization which will produce a
single supply catalog, which can be integrated
with a similar catalog, of GSA, if GSA gets
around to producing one. Actually GSA has
been denied all funds by the Appropriations
Committee and by the House in the Independent omces appropriations bill for 1953
just passed by the House. Since July
19, 1950, GSA has delegated its portion
of the joint effort to the Defense Department. Authority to do so is found in
Public Law 152/81st. Authority to continue
to do so is found in section 11 of H. R. 7405
which permits and invites the continued participation of the General Service Administrator. What is really being talked about is a
claimed 500,000 items used by the General
Services Administration which it is alleged
are used solely by the civil agencies. The
volume of items in the Military Establishment, however, is over 4,000,000. Notwith·
standing the obviously disproportionate interest in the joint effort, it may still be carried on under H. R. 7405, section 11. And 1!
the GSA portion is to be carried on at all, in
view of the lack of funds, it will have to be
carried on by the Military Establishment.
There is nothing which prevents the development of a joint program simply because the
largest single participant is given the necessary statutory authority to do its portion of
the job.
How can a joint effort be "cut ln two" by
making the largest partner a statutory
agency with full statutory powers? Nearly
90 percent of the job is military. H. R. 7405
relates only to the military. It permits the
other 10 percent of the job to be done by the
civil agencies. It does not require it to be so
done, unless the GSA desires that it be so
done. What, but benefit, can come to a joint
effort if the 90 percent partner has the statutory authority and direction to complete its
share of the program. The criticism confuses the means with the end. H. R. 7405
strengthens the joint program in direct proportion. It assures the achievement of the
objective of a single supply catalog by the
Militar y Establishment. That is, 90 percent
is assured, by reason of a statutory direction.
The Armed Services Committee does not attempt to legislate for GSA.
Objection 2: The Congress has rea1Hrmed
and amplified the basic catalog legislation
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of the work under a delegation of authority
by a declaration of policy in House Concurrent Resolution 97, Eighty-first Congress.
from the Administrator of General Services
This declaration of policy, made in accord
to the Secretary of Defense and in turn to
with a recommendation of the Hoover Comthe Chairman of the Munitions Board. The
whole Federal cataloging program is being
mission, sets forth guiding principles for the
directed by the Munitions Board Cataloging
conduct of the Federal catalog program and
Agency.
endorses a joint civilian and m1litary effort
Answer: In 1953 no 'progress will be made
under civ111an control.
by GSA because it is without funds. It was
Answer: The foregoing statement does not
denied funds by the Appropriations Comconstitute an objection to H. R. 7405 as it
mittee and by the House in the Independent
was apparently intended to do. House ConOffices Appropriations Bill of 1953. Its procurrent Resolution 97 originated in the
gram was said to be unrealistic and impracArmed Services Committee. It was first
tical and could not be completed until 1962.
limited to the M111tary Establishment and
That certainly does not indicate an enwas later amended to include the civil agencouraging result under Public Law 152, Slst
cies. It is a declaration of policy in favor ()f
Congress.
a joint program. But H. R. 7405 doesn't
prevent a joint program. It just makes the
An estimated 1,500,000 numbers have been
assigned, however, in the Military EstablishMilitary Establishment a positive participant,
ment out of a potential4,000,000. But of the
by giving it the statutory authority, direction
1,500,000 only a little over 970,000 nave acand a mandate· to complete a single supply
tually been researched and applied to actual
catalog along lines defined in the bill, which
articles. The rest are "Non-significant numthe Armed Services Committee sincerely bebers." Which means that you could not find
lieves after full and open bearings is the
anything in a bin in a warehouse if you bad
minimum requirement for efficiency and
one of them. The research is still to be
economy.
done.
What the critics of H. R. 7405 fail to menThe committee believes that more speed
tion is that there are 19 exceptions in the and greater progress and more coordination
Government to the Federal Property and
of effort in the Military Establishment is
Administrattve Services Act of 1949, section
vital; and the committee believes that the
502 (d), notably among them the Post Office
work
will be better and more surely accomDepartment, the Atomic Energy Commission,
plished by giving· the work the stability and
and the Maritime Administration.
continuity which comes from being a statuThere is no reason, considering the history agency having stated powers and the
tory of the GSA operation, the findings of
duty ot reporting progress to Congress.
the Appropriations Committee and the needs
Objection 5: H. R. 7405 would cut this
of the Military Establishment with a budget
joint catalog effort in two by freezing miliof $52,000,000,000 of waiting for Utopia. The
tary
cataloging operations into a separate
need is too great.
statutory agency. This division of effort
The Post Office Department, the Atomio
files in the face of established law and conEnergy Commission, and the Maritime Adgr~ssional policy as well as the accepted
ministration with 16 others aren't ruled by
prmciple of a uniform Federal catalog for
a dead hand.
all agencies. The Department of Defense
Objection 3: Considerable progress already
the Munitions Board, the Bureau of th~
has been made in the Federal catalog proBudget, the General Accounting Office, and
gram. A substantial amount of time, money
the General Service Administration are op-·
and effort has been invested in planning the
posed to splitting off military cataloging acFederal catalog program and operations are
tivities in a separate statutory agency.
now well under way. An estimated 2¥2 milAnswer: Better said the statement should
lion items will be identified by July 1, 1952,
read: The civilian control isn't doing anyleaving 1,500,000 yet to be identified.
thing about the cataloging of the military
Answer: Attention is invited to Report No.
agencies, nor for that matter, for themselves.
1517, dated March 14, 1952, Eighty-second
To begin with what work has been done so
Congress, second session, on the independent
tar
has been done by the military under a
offices and appropriation bill, 1953, accomdelegation of power dated July 19, 1950. The
panying H. R. 7072.
Munitions Board now does the work. The
On page 10 in considering the Federal SupArmed Services Committee believe and have
ply Service under General Services Adminproved to its own satisfaction that it can be
istration requests the Appropriations Combetter assured of accomplishments if the
mittee made this finding:
":ork
is done under a statute than under a
"The committee has eliminated the redirective.
quest for $994,000 for work in connection
Of the 500,000 items alleged to be used
with the preparation of a commodity catalog.
solely by civilian agencies, only 35,000 have
Testimony given to the committee was to the
been identified.
effect that this catalog would not .b e comObjection 6: The bill proposes to establish
pleted until 1962. The committee regards
a Defense Supply Management Agency withthis program as impractical and that it
in the Munitions Board, but confers upon its
should be abandoned unless a more realistic
proposed Director statutory authority and
program can be devised which will provide
duties
which, in some respects, are broader
for the completion of this work within a
than those already authorized for the Chairreasonable period."
man of the MJinitions Board and which will
Since the Congress has not had a report
necessarily overlap or duplicate supply m a nfrom the Subcommittee on Executive and
agement functions already being performed
Legislative Reorganization of the Committee
by the Board. This vesting of broad authoron Expenditures the story on the GSA can
ity by statute in a subordinate agency or
be found on pages 1487 through 1493 of the
activity
violates principles of good m anagehearings of the Subcommittee on Appropriament endorsed by the Hoover Commission
tions, Independent Offices, 1953, part 3.
and only adds confusion to existing lines of
Why must the Military Establishment be
authority and responsibility.
saddled with that kind of a joint undertaking
Answer: H. R. 7405 was drawn after full
under Public 152? Our critics on H. R. 7405
hearings by the Armed Services Special Prohave not presented this information to the
curement Subcommittee. It gives to t h e
House either in a report of their own, nor
by reference to this recent (March 14) report •. Director those powers which it is admitted
were the minimum powers required to proThere is too much at stake in the Military
duce the desired result; whether those powers
Establishment to have that establishment
ruled by a dead hand.
were included in a statute or included 1n a
Objection 4: Civillan control over the Fed~
directive issued February 11, 1952.
eral catalog program is not hampering the
The Armed Services Committee believes
cataloging work of the mllitary agencies
that it is sound legislation and sound policy
alnce they are already doing the largest share
to give authority and place responsibility
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where it is found to be needed. The evidence was abundant that it was needed in
this instance.
Objection 7: The report accompanying
H. R. 7405 makes no direct mention of the
fact that catalog legislation already exists
in Public Law 152, Eighty-first Congress, and
fails to include the catalog section of that
law, section 206 (a) and (b), in the comparatiYe print of proposed new legislation and
existing legislation proposed to be repealed
or amended, as required by clause 2 (a), rule
XIII, of the House of Representatives, the
so-called Ramseyer rule.
Answer: Rule XIII, 2 (a) of the House
(Ramseyer rule) is not applicable under suspension of the rules.
But, if it were, it would not have been
necessary (or even desirable) to include ref.;
erences and quote section 206 (a) or (lJ) or
Public Law 152, Eighty-first Congress, ror
the reason that neither is amended nor repealed. All pertinent references were included on pages 16 et. seq., of the report of
the committee.
H. R. 7405 does not repeal or amend the
sections above referred to. They refer to a
joint program such as commented on under
( 1) above. And in any event H. R. 7405 relates only to the Military Establishment.
It neither repeals nor amends other laws,
much less the sections cited. It is new law.
It is additional law relating only to the
Military Establishment.
Objection 8: Huge additional costs would
result from the enactment of this bill despite t!le statement in the accompanying
report that only the salaries of a proposed
director and deputy director would be directly chargeable to this legislation. The
requirement in the bill that catalogs include various additional descriptive and performance data, such as size, weight, cubage,
packaging, and so forth, would mean that
several million items already cataloged would
have to be reexamined and revised. In my
opinion, aside from the huge costs, the catalog program would be set back a full year.
Answer: The critics of H. R. 7405 will have
to make up their minds which story is correct on Public Law 152, Eighty-first Congress. In one breath we are assured that
the program is going well; that it is accomplishing the desired results; and at the
speed required. If the critics believe that,
then all required and necessary costs are
being expended now. H. R. 7405 doesn't
call for any more than those results.
If those objectives are not being achieved,
then it is high time that the necessary costs
were incurred, in order that something like
an estimated $4,000,000,000 can be saved. Any
reasonable percentage of that target would
certainly justify a reasonable expense.
The second portion of the supposed criticism is that the bill, H. R. 7405, requires certain specific data to be included in the single
supply catalog. That data is the minimum
used in commercial practice and it is the
minimum required to give full usefulness to
a single catalog. It is ridiculous to suggest
that anything less than the descriptive data.
in the bill be included in catalogs. What
can soldiers, sailors, and airmen do with just
numbers, which the present catalog program
is now producing.
Objection 9: The requirement in the bill
that the proposed Director of the new agency
be compensated at the rate of $14,000 a year
would force the dismissal of the present Director of the cataloging project in the Munitions Board, Rear Adm. Joseph W. Fowler,
who has been recalled from inactive duty and
1s doing an excellent job.
Answer: The committee is insistent that
this be a civilian job; and the control be civman. That seems to be what the crit ics of
H. R. 7405 want too, although this criticism
is a little out of character with such a position. However, the critics are not hampered by consistency. If Admiral Fowler
can or will take the present job created un•

der H. R. 7405 he can and will be recom·
mended for relief from the dual compensation limitations in existing law.
If he
doesn't, then the Director will be chosen
from civiUan life.
Objection 10: Enactment of H. R. 7405
would constitute a definite step further away
from civ111an control of the Military Establishment. Legislation of this character,
which vitally affects one of the most important programs ever undertaken by the Federal Government for greater efficiency and
economy in the spending of many billions
of dollars, should not be enacted without full
debate on the merits or without a complete
and accurate presentation of the facts.
Answer: This bill assures civilian control.
The legislation was fully considered by both
subcommittee and full committee. It was
drafted line for line by the subcommittee,
with all members present and participating.
It is the considered judgment of the expe:denced members of the Armed Services
Committee, after a full hearing, that it is
necessary for the Military Establishment.
The members do not have the benefit of
any report from the gentleman from California [Mr. HoLIFIELD], whose criticism is
answered for the benefit of the members.
His subcommittee has issued no report,
either in 1951 or 1952. His subcommittee
met 4 days in 1951 and 1 day in 1952 (although he refers to a number of executive
hearings) , but there is no report of their
findings, which we are now told are so
encouraging.
Silence is an eloquent witness. Contrasted with that is an investigation by the
sponsors of this legislation, commencing in
September 1951, and continuing with open
hearings for over 15 days, followed by executive sessions which resulted in the drafting of this bill. It represents adequete
study, exper~ence, and good judgment.
Even the Defense Department could not find
that it would interefere with its military
mission, and asked that a proposed savings
clause be withdrawn. This is a good bill.

Major Election-Year Issues

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

. HON. HARRY P. CAIN
OF WASHINGTON
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 71 1952

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, on Sunday,
May 4, 1952, the junior Senator from
Michigan [Mr. MooDY] and I discussed
some of the issues of the 1952 election
campaigns. We were at that time the
guests of Mr. Theodore Granik, and appeared on the American Forum of the
Air. I am advised that the program of
last Sunday marked the beginning of the
twenty-fifth year of continuous operation of that program, and I express my
admiration for the public service which
Mr. Granik has so faithfully rendered
during an extended period of unusual
history and time. Last Sunday's program aroused some considerable interest
among a good many persons, and I ask
unanimous consent that the program
script be printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the program
script was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
AMERICAN FoRUM OF THE AIR
ANNOUNCER. Today the American Forum of
the Air presents a. discussion of the ques..

tion, What are the major election year
issues?
Here with us to discuss this topic are Senator BLAIR MooDY, Democrat, of Michigan,
and Senator HARRY CAIN, Republican, of
Washington.
·
And now, here is the founder and moderator of the American Forum of the Air,
Theodore Granik.
Mr. GRANIK. The great issues o': war and
peace predominate the national interest in
this critical year of world history. · How will
these issues affect the 1952 election? What
other issues will play an important role in
the coming campaign? What developments-or lack of developments-will guide
the voter's hand as he steps to the polls
in November?
To begin, Senator MooDY, what do you
think are the major issues?
Senator MOODY. Of course, Mr. Granik,
there are many issues involved, and I am
sure you would agree which party has
fought to stave off inflation and will continue to do so, which party has been competent to have intelligent government. I
think we ought to discuss integrity in government and integrity in politics, but I think
the main issue is quite clear, as you stated
in your opening statement. Are we as
Americans going to have the lea.dership
which can keep our country out of an atomic
war? There has been a. great confluence of
things, we have had a Red revolution, we
have had advancement in science, and we
have an enemy which is capable of atomic
attack.
I am afraid, and I am not speaking about
all Republicans now, but I am afraid that
the record of the Republican Party indicates
that it is not competent to do this job, and
I think the American people cannot take a
chance on the Republican Party.
Mr. GRANIK. Let us hear from Senator
CAIN.
Senator CAIN. Mr. Granik, I read with interest this morning in the press that Walter
Winchell, a rather noted person, characterized your program as being entertaining,
enlightening, and darned good. I hope it
will be those things tonight. I am satisfied it will be darned hot, because I can
think of few people with whom I disagree
more fully than with my friend, the junior
Senator from Michigan.
I believe our country has two great needs
1n front of_ it and then some important
issues. The first need is for the election in
November of a President who will understand the Constitution and appreciate, as
the present President does not, that the
United States has lived because it is and
has been a government of law, not of men,
and secondly, sir, I think the greatest need
1s for the Nation to elect a Congress that
will so understand the Constitution and
understand that we are a government of law
rather than of men, that in the future the
Congress will impeach any Chief Executive,
be he Democrat or Republican, who assumes
the arrogance to determine what he and he
alone, without reference to the Bill of Rights,
thinks is best for this Nation.
Mr. GRANIK. Both you gentlemen are candidates for election; go ahead, Senator
MooDY.
Senator CAIN. Yes; we are.
Senator MooDY. We are, indeed, and I am
glad to hear Senator CAIN say we have two
needs. I am glad you said what you did
about the Constitution. I would like to ask
him whether he does not feel that the atomic
war issue is the main thing?
Senator CAIN. My goodness, no. The big..
gest need at the moment is to determine who
is running thls country, for if we do not
settle that fundamental question in noun·
mistaken fashion per se the recent steel
seizure by the President of the United States,
there will be nothing fundamentally left to
destroy in the event of an atomic
to
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which you make reference obviously for the
tuture.
Do you not find it interesting, Senator
MooDY, that the present President of the
United States, who happens to be a Democrat, which is not to say. that his successor,
be he Democrat or Republican, will pursue
his policies, has decided that it was proper
for the President of the United States in the
absence of due process of law or just compensation, to seize private property or the
st eel mills of this country which belong to
our citizens, and that as of yesterdaywhen was it, last Tuesday?-a district court
said the President could not be more wrong,
which was a blow for preserving liberty, the
best instance of that kind for a long while.
The President must have assumed that
those whom he appointed were but his
stooges. What a surprise he must have had
when nine members of the Supreme Court of
the United St ates said unanimously that
the President, until the issue of constitutionality was decided, could not assume to
himself the arrogance to determine condi·
t ions of work and rates of pay in the steel·
industry segment of our competitive enterprise system.
Senator MooDY. Senator CAIN, I think you
h ave answered your own question. You have
been talking about arrogance and seizing
and so forth, but when the court made the
decision the other day the President abided
by the decision. He will abide by the decisii:m of the Supreme Court, whatever it may
be. I think we ought to talk about the
issues of. the campaign. This was an indi·vidual economic issue where he felt he ought
to do this thing, and it is a fundamental
issue. It is to be settled in the courts, and
as it should be. By the time we come to the
elections I think we are going to be interested in a number of things. I think we
will be interested in the general record of the
Democratic Party.
·
I assume that the record of the Democratic
Party-while mistakes have been made, obviously any administration makes mistakes.
In other words, when you take the mistakes
that the Democratic Government has made
and the mistakes that the Democratic Congress has made, ·the American people, as
usual, once every 4 years will find they have
only one choice, and they will elect a Demo·
cratic President.
Senator CAIN. Are you making reference
to the Democratic Party prior to 1932? I!
you are, I ask that we restrain our natural
inclination to look into the past and get into
the respective merits of the two parties
today.
Senator MooDY. That is what I would like •
to do.
Senator CAIN. Permit me, please. It is im·
portant to talk about the steel seizure case
because it is important, awkward and em•.
barrassing.
Senator MooDY. What is awkward about it?
Senator CAIN. You were about to suggest
and this is what you said, that the President
has no intention at the present time of try.
1ng to upset a Supreme Court decision.
· Senator MooDY. Of course not, I didn't say
that. I don't see why you should accuse
this President or any President of doing
that. How can you do that?
Senator CAIN. The record does so. The
President was represented in the District
Court a few days ago by a spokesman of
his who said that the Constitution of the
. United St ates shall be a restriction upon the ·
Con gress but not on the office of the Chief
Executive. Why, in fact, it was to his utter
amazement that the Court said: Mr. President, let's settle down and have you recognize the limitations inherent in any individual human being. You have not previously recognized that any exist.
Mr. GRANIK. Do you want to answer that,
Senator MOODY?
Senator MooDY. Certainly I would, because
I am afraid I feel that that is the sort of
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thing that we have from your side of the
smearing· the Republicans, I personally
aisle all the time in the Senate. You know
would appreciate it, but I am not very much
very well, Senator CAIN, that within a few
concerned with it. If you seek combat in the
hours from the time that decision was made,
gutter, I will accommodate your wish.
the President himself said that of course
Mr. GRANIK. Let us · take No. 1. Do you
he ·was subject to the Constitution, and no
want to comment?
one in the White House would ·ever deny it.
Senator MooDY. Certainly. I think th~
I would like to point out to you that
American foreign policy has been perhaps
we have here in :America-! would like to
the most effective means of cutting off what
talk to you about this because some of the
would have been a take-over of the world
Members on your side of the aisle have been
country by country had it been allowed to
talking about it-an issue of ethics in Govcontinue. The Red revolution started out
ernment and in politics.
Hitler-like and continued for some time unSenator CAIN. Please:
til the Democratic administrat ion with
some patriotic and able help from members
S(;Jllator MooDY. Just the other day a geno~ the Republican Party, but chiefly Demotleman sitting in the minority leader's seat
cratic-help from men like Senators Lodge
when the Senate was considering whether or
and Vandenberg and some others-have disnot it should sustain one of its great comagreed repeatedly with the dominant posimittees in Congress, wh.ether or not a friend
of yours on the other side of the aisle should . tion in the Republican Party, which is what
I am talking about. This policy of stepping
be expelled for falsification of facts or alleged
into Greece and Turkey, by stepping into
falsificat ion of facts, and this. Senator sitting
Europe with the Marshall plan, by stepping
in the minority leader's seat-not, by the
into
Korea, which was a sad thing, but it
way, Senator BRIDGEs-said, and Senator
had to be done, and it was not known at the
MoNRONEY was talking, and he said that he
time it was done who came out and caused
thought it was a very justified thing for the
it, because it was obviously the thing to do.
committee to bring this thing before the
Mr. GRANIK. Do you want to let Sen·a tor
Senate because literally the Senate commit·
CAIN comment?
tee had been called thieves and pickpockets,
Senator MoODY. I will be glad to yield.
and the other Senator had said that well,
Senator CAIN. Go ahead. You must want
the committee was getting a little thinto say more.
skinned.
Senator MooDY. I feel that the foreign
The answer that came from the Repub·
policy of this country, which has been delican side of the aisle: Well, we all know
nounced from time to time as a give-away
what the atmosphere of American politics
program, as a vague thing that we should
is, the atmosphere of falsification. I do n9t
stop,
it is perfectly clear that if that foreign
think so, Senator CAIN.
policy is not carried forward, and if we should
Senator CAIN. I find it difficult to follow
allow the Reds to chop off Europe one by one,
who was talking about whom.
which would mean :Asia, of course, then you
Senator MooDY. Were you not there?
would be in a position where our own
Senator CAIN. Not on the occasion to
strength would be undermined. We would
which you make reference. I suppose in the
not have the cobalt, and columbium, to make
first instance you are talking about Senator
jet engines, and we would not have the manJosEPH McCARTHY, of Wisconsi:Q., a friend of
ganese to make steel.
mine. In the second instance, :r: would not
The question here is whether or not the
have the slightest idea which Senator. said
impulses, instincts, ana the record of the
what as a result of what Senator
Republican Party, the dominant men of the
MoNRONEY-Republican Party, are competent, whether
Senator MooDY. It was Senator DmKsEN,
they understand this situation so they would
of Illinois, who was sitting in the minority
if they are in charge of our Government inileader's seat.
tiate and carry out a policy which could stop
Senator CAIN. From now on, please, you
the Reds. Frankly, I doubt it, although I
will save the time of everybody by identifyhasten to say that there are a number of
ing anyone ·on either side of the aisle to
patriotic and intelligent :S.epublicans who
whom you make reference. Coyness, on this
have cooperated with the Democrats up to
program, is confusing.
the hilt.
May I point out what I think are six major
Mr. GRAKIK. Senator CAIN?
issues in this campaign. Then, Mr. MooDY
and I can perhaps enjoy ourselves to the en·
Senator CAIN. Senator MooDY is extremely
lightenment of those who are here tonight.
charitable to give credit to selected patriotic
We ought to spend some time on the issue
Republicans. I was interested in his recitadeath deserves a reason, and then broaden
tion of history which merely indicates that
our discussions by talking about our Na·
Mr. MooDY has not been in the Senate very
tion's foreign policy of containment, which
long. He was not there during the Eightieth
has successfully lost 100,000,000 human beCongress, which established-and he will find
ings to the iron curtain in each of the last 6
this provocative, I think-the Greek-Turkish
or 7 years. If we pursue this policy of conassistance program. It launched the Eurotainment much longer, there obviously will
pean . recovery prograi:Q.. The Republican
be no free persons left to contain CommuParty has assisted those portions of our
nist hordes. I would devote more time toNation's foreign policy which we thought
night to corruption, to communism, and to
made sense and denied exceedingly those pordisloyalty in government. I was struck, I
tions which we thought did not make sense,
think as recently as August of last year, by a
and which in fact are insane.
statement by the Vice President that someIn one single word, Senator MooDY, we
where between 2,500 and 3,500 Americans had
want a future administration and Congress,
been discharged because of inquiries conbe it Democrat or Republican, which will
cerning loyalty in the executive branch of
encourage and insist upon having a foreign
the Government.
policy, as far as this country is concerned,
No. 5, the unsound fiscal policy of the pre•
to apply with equal force and vigor to Europe
vailing administration.
on the one hand, or the West, and to China
Sixth, the restoration of constitutional
and Korea and the rest of the Far East on the
other hand, because as we have endeavored
government and the competitive enterprise
to stave off a war which has not been launcl'.system.
ed against us in ·Europe, we have dismally
Seventh, the slandering and smearing, if
failed to win the war in which we are enwe get to it, although it is not really very
gaged, and which was launched upon us in
important, of the Republican Party.
the Far East. An extension of this policy will
Senator MooDY. I realize, of course, that
some day destroy our Nation and wipe freeyou boys do not think slandering and smeardom
from the earth.
Ing is important, but I happen to think it is
Mr. GRANIK. Senator CAIN, what effect
important and I think we ought to cut it out.
would a cease-fire in Korea or the lack of
. Senator CAIN. That is what I suggested,
one have upon the November elect1ons1.
that 1f you would . cut out slandering and
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Senator CAIN. You have asked two entirely
different questions. My concern is with
what happens after we get a cease-fire. What
the effect of either a cease-fire or the lack
of one will be on the 'elections in November,
Mr. Granik, I am not qualified to say. My
own best feeling is that we have already
denied our intention of many months ago
to endeavor to win what we undertook, and
I know Americans must be sad and thoughtful at the same time to recognize that when,
1f we do agree to an a;rmistice anywhere
short of the unification and independence
of Korea, we shall only have left for future
generations to accomplish what we so gallantly, if carelessly, undertook advisedly in
June of 19 ~ 0.
Mr. GRANIK. Senator MOODY, do you want
to comment before we take questions from
the audience?
Senator MoODY. I think the Korean situation was something we had to undertake
'without any question because if we had not
undertaken it the Reds would have struck
down Korea. I am a little at a loss to un. derstand Senator CAIN'S position because at
one time he said he did not want this Nation to go into a large war, and at an-other
time he said we should hit them with everything we have. I thought that was a rather
confusing position.
Senator CAIN. Let us, before any questions,
not leave any uncertainty about that. What
the Senator from Washington said, and the
American people wish, is that one course or
the other had been adopted. If we are engaged in a war, let us win it. If we think
Korea is something short of a war, it does not
justify killing American.s, and we ought to
get our troops out of Korea.
Senator MooDY. Of course, win it.
Senator CAIN. And we have done neither
one nor the other, and Mr. MooDY knows
that.
Senator MooDY. Harry, of course, knows we
are trying to win the war.
Senator CAIN. By· what means? We have
been negotiating since last June. What effort has there been in those negotiations to
carry out the mission to restore independence in Korea?
· Senator MooDY. What effort has been
made? Why, we are trying to win the war.
Senator CAIN. Tell us how.
Senator MooDY. I might point out that he
wanted all-out war on China.
Senator CAIN. Tell us how we are trying
to win in Korea.
Senator MooDY. Yes; you did.
Senator CAIN. Complete war on the enemies wbo are confronting us in Korea is
one course of positive action I have urged.
Senator MooDY. Or withdrawal. Withdrawal or else attack China with the atomic
bomb.
Senator CAIN. Oh, no. That would not be
required. No one has yet advocated using
the atomic bomb on China.
Senator McODY. Everybody in the press
g2.llery heard you.
Senator CAIN. I am talking to you as a
M:ember of the United States Senate, not as
an exmember of the press.
Mr. GRANIK. Gentleman, please.
Senator CAIN. That is entirely different.
Senator MooDY. Not so different.

•

Mr. GRANIK. Now let's see what questions
our audience has about today's topic. May
we have the first question, please? Go
ahead, sir.
Mr. CRAWFORD. My name is Lee Crawford;
I am a banker from San Francisco, Calif.;
and my question is addressed to Senator
MooDY. Will President Truman's refusal to
seek renomination render it more difficult for
the Democrats to select a candidate suitable
to all elements of the party?
Senator MooDY. Well, sir, I believe that the
Democratic Party will have considerable differences over who their candidate should be,

but I think that a good nominee is certainly
Senator MooDY. Well, I think, of course,
going to be selected, and, I think, without
sound currency is a vital and fundamental
too much difficulty. There are a nu.mber of
thing in our economy, and I think we have
very fine men now in the race, and there are
it. I do want to point out that while inflaa number of others who have indicated a
tion has been allowed to go too far, it has
reluctance to accept who may well accept
been stabilized fairly well. I want to point
before this is over. I think I can assure the
out that· in this general economic period
questioneJ.I that the Democratic Party will
the country has gone forward very rapidly.
put forth a man in whom the country can . I should like to read a very brief comment
have full confidence.
from the March 5, 1952, New York Times
Mr. GnANIK. Who do you think will be the
editorial. It says this: "The American
most difficult candidate of the Republican
dream of rising in the income pyramid"Party for the Democrats to defeat?
we hear a lot of talk about socialism-"to
Senator MooDY. In the presence of my
comfortable levels of living has been realfriend, Senator CAIN, I think you ought to
ized by millions of families."
ask him who he is for.
I might interpolate, under the Democratic
Mr. GRANIK. Do you want to answer that?
administration. This is the New York
Senator CAIN. You have asked him a quesTimes, which is far from being socialistic.
tion; get an answer . .
"As a result of little-appreciated changes
Senator MooDY. Who would be the most
in the distribution of a rapidly growing nadifficult for the Democrats to defeat?
tional income, the United States. has gone
Mr. GRANIK. And who he is; yes, sir.
about halfway toward eliminating inequiSenator MooDY. I think Gov. Earl Warren,
ties in incomes. But it has done this not
of California, might be the most difficult for
by leveling down but by leveling up."
the Democrats to defeat.
Mr. GRANIK. Senat . Ca;n?
Senator CAIN. An interesting observation .
Senator CAIN. Only this. The Senator
I am not here to argue politics in these very
from Michigan has just said we have perprecious 30 minutes. I am tickled by my
mitted inflation to go too high, but that we
friend's comment.
have a sound currency. If that isn't a conSenator MooDY. I will be g.l ad to tell you
tradiction, I know not what it is. You had
why.
better remember that the Senator from
Mr. GRANIK. Go ahead if you want to.
Michigan, nice person: that he is, is going to
Senator MOODY. I think Governor Warren
try
to sell t:-:-c American people that double
by his statement not long ago where he recogtalk contradiction, but I do not think they
nized that social progress is not socialism inwill buy it.
dicated that he understands a little more
Senator MooDY. I want to coml;llent on
than most of the people in his party do about
that.
the temper of the American people. I canMr. GRANiK. We have Jl:st time for sumnot mal~e a speech here for the Governor, of
maries. Senator CAIN?
·
course; I have no intention of doing so, but
I think he also is an internationalist, and
Senator CAIN. The Senator from Michigan
therefore it might be more difficult for the
has talked about the high ·excellence and
Democrats to defeat him than some of the
level of America's prosperity. Now, I beother Republicans, even the one Senator CAIN
lieve my gn~at country to be in quite a seriis for, although he does not want to tell us.
ous fix and deeply troubled. I am for those
.Mr. GRANIK. Senator CAIN, who is the
Democrats or those Republicans who will
strongest candidate or who would be, do you
get us out of our trouble, but I personally
care to comment?
want no more prosperity of the kind we
Senator CAIN. No. First, I ought to say
have today, which is based on and built out
that the Governor of California will be inof what? Out of war, out of blood, out of
terested in knowing of the support that he
deficits, out of the stimulated inflation to
has gotten from the junior Senator from
which the Senator from Michigan made refMichigan. Politics makes strange bedfelerence, out of taxes, and out of debt. I
lows, and I had better let the· question go
want not that kind of prosperity, and we
at that.
want an administration, Democrat or ReSenator MooDY. Mr. Granik asked a quespublican, to throw it out the window fortion, and I answered it. You did not anever. Pull the rug out from under Korea
swer who you were for.
and NATO today and our fictitious prosS:mator CAIN. I have no intention of doing
perity would crumble and engulf 2 millions
s~. I am for the Republican Party and will,
of the innocent in misery.
With every ounce of what strength and limSecondly, I do believe that we have a
ited capacity I have, support whoever the
'Government of law, :c.ot of men; we are for
Republicans nominate at Chicago, because
that.
We need an administration which
of those who aspire to the Presidency I know
will obey laws coming from the CongrLss.
of not a single one, including the Governor
Thirdly, when we send young Americans
of California, Mr. Warren, for whom I .do not
-in the future off to die, let us give to them
have a full measure of confidence and rewhat they · do not have today, a reason for
spect.
death.
Mr. GRANIK. Another question, please?
Mr. GRANIK. Thank you, Senator CAIN,
Mr. RoGERs. My name is Ansel T. Rogers,
Senator MooDY?
West Orange, N. J. My question is directed
Senato:r:: MooDY. I would like to say that
to Senator CAIN.
the reason we have as much inflation as we
Mr. GRANIK. State your question; we have
have
is because some of the boys on your
just a few moments.
side of the aisle and in the committee really
Mr. RoGERS. Are domestic affairs not imdid torpedo that law to some extent, but we
portant any more, and what about the drop
got one that was a little better than none
in the purchasing value of the dollar?
at all .
Senator CAIN. That, sir, is the most imSenator CAIN. What law?
portant economic question present today on
Senator MooDY. Anti-inflation law.
the face of the earth. Unless free people
Secondly, th"l Senator says he does not
everywhere can find a way in which to peg
want the kind of prosperity we have today.
the value of whatever their currency may be
I
think
if you will glance at corporate profits
and provide within it a full measure of
or farm income or anything, you will find
purchasing power, the whole free world is
that even after allowing for depreciation of
headed toward. tyranny. Before we get
the dollar, even after adjusting, you will find
through all free men, women, and children
ther:'. far above not only the dismal levels
will be working for some form of collectiof 1932 when the Republican administration
vistic government unless integrity and regot through with us but higher in terms of
liability is restored to currencies.
dollars at that time, sir, than we had at the
Mr. GRANIK. Let us hear from Senator
MooDY on that, a member of the Banking
peak of the so-called Republican prosperity
and Currency Committee of the Senate.
in 1929.
'
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ahoy." Again the young people cried out,
those in the present administration and
There S;re many ways that that can be
"What is 1t?" The same warning came back
outside of it who seek to make the public
documented. Corporate profits in 1929 were
to them, "The rapids are below." These
believe that the constant rise in prices in
$8,400,000,000 and 1n 1951 they are $18,warnings went unheeded. Soon they saw
this country is caused not by our present irooo,ooo,ooo.
1n the distance the wolflike rapids. They
redeemable currency but by war and other
In 1932 they were minus $3,400,000,000.
were passing the shore at a terrific rate of
causes. The lessons of history are ignored
Farm income sl).ows $746 average per farm in
speed.
· They grabbed the oars and pulled
1932 and $1,651 per farm in 19_29 and now, • and price controls are imposed, not~ith
desperately for the shore but it was too late.
standing the fact that price controls have
$3 ,081.
failed to prevent inflation whenever tried
They were swept over the rapids and were
Weekly earnings, adjusted for the dollar,
during the last 5,000 years.
lost. Lost because they refused to listen to
$37.80 in 1929 and $32.40 in 1932 and are now
In France in 1790 and subsequent to that
the repeated warnings of those who knew the
$64.93.
•
date the government tried to impose . pendanger of the swift current of the rapids
I am certainly glad you brc:mght up pros•
alties to prevent the people from hoarding
below.
perity in the last minute.
their metallic currency and to force the peoThe people of this country who have laMr. GRANIK. I am terribly sorry but we
ple
to
accept
the
paper
money
at
par.
These
bored and sought security in all the ways
cannot · go on. Our guests have been Senapenalties
ranged
all
the
way
from
imprisonthat
I have outlined have been drifting along
tor HARRY CAIN, Republican of Washington,
pleasantly on the spending program enand Senator BLAIR MooDY, Democrat of ·ment in irons for 20 years to death by the
guillotine; the guillotine was moved from
couraged by an u:g_sound currency, oblivious
Michigan.
town to town and thousands of people from
to the fact that they are approaching the
all walks of life had their heads clipped off
rapids of destruction under an irredeemby the blade of the guillotine, but the deable currency.
terioration of the currency continued.
The Gold Standard
I want you people to know that the bill
Now just what is happening in this counH. R. 6470, which I introduced on February
try?
6,
1952, was simply a copy of the bill introEXTENSION OF REMARKS
Let us take a look at a few figures.
duced in the Eightieth Cqngress by Hon.
OJ'
It is interesting to note that about 80,HowARD H. BUFFETT, of Nebraska. When he
000,000 Americans own life-insurance policies.
was defeated for reelection to the Eighty-first
Inflation has already reduced the purchasing · Congress I knew that the torch ought to be
OF NEBRASKA
power of their insurance by $30,000,000,000.
carried by someone to keep this issue before
Millions of elderly people in our country
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the people of the United States.
are living on pensions and annuities in the
There is no hope of success of getting this
Wednesday, May 7. 1952
sun::et of life. The purchasing power of
bill out of committee and adopted by the
Mr. BUFFET!'. Mr. Speaker, under these pensions and annuities has already Congress until sufficient sentiment has been
been reduced 50 percent as a result of inaroused on the part of the public to see the
leave to extend my remarks, I am pleased flation.
absolute ~ecessity of the enactment of this
to include a speech by the esteemed genThere are 62,000,000 people on the social·
tleman from New York, Mr. DANIEL REED. security rolls and whatever they may expect• legislation to insure and preserve their
This E;peech was delivered before the to get as beneficiaries under old-age and security.
The Gold Standard League is doing a fine
delegates t-o the gold standard conven- survivors insurance will be cut by far more work.
I pelieve it is arousing strong sentition held in Washington on the 5th and than 50 percent if our present c11rrency sys- ment 1n favor of the bill, H. R. 6470.
tem continues. It will not support them in
6th of ·May 1952.
You
advocates of a sound currency no
I commend it to my colleagues as a their old age.
doubt realize that you face the same spurious
The income from coll~ge endowments has
contribution to their· understanding of been cut in half, and, furthermme, the arguments that were hurled against those
who sought to-save France in 1789 and 1790
intlation and related problems.
source of endowments is drying up .under
from a paper-money debauch.
Mr. Chairman and those here present who
inflation.
Marlbeau, idol of his countrymen and one
believe in a sound currency system for the
Churches' income and contributions to
of the ablest statesmen of that period of
United States, it is a great pleasure and a
charities are drying up under inflation.
hlstory,- launched a devastating lndictmem;
great honor to appear before this body of
Veterans' pensions Etre reduced by half as
against irredeemable currency, such as "a
patriotic Americans who believe in the
a re~lt of infta tion.
nursery
of tyranny, corruption; a veritable
The Red Cross has come to Congress and
gold standard.
debauch in dellrlum."
asked fQr legislation to enable it to have the
The little that I know about the gold
He had called the proposed issue of asbenefit of ·the income from 1 da] of basestandard was learned while I was a student
signats backed by the confiscated church
ball and other major sports.
at Cornell University. Dr. Andrew Dickson
property of all France as "a loan to an
White lectured frequently at Cornell UniThus we see inflation sapping the purarmed robber,'' and further said of it: "Those
versity and it was my· privilege and honor
chasing power of the benefactions received
infamous words, 'paper money,' ought to be
not only to know Dr. Andrew Dickson White
by this great humanitarian organization of
banished from our language."
mercy.
b"Jlt to enjoy the inspiration of his lectures,
Maribeau, however, finally yielded to the
particularly on the subject of fiat money
An . irredeemable currency system is as
cry of the spendthrifts, the cornlpted offiand its effects on the French Government
ruthless in its devastating effects as the incials,
ana the gamblers for the issue of more
in 1790 and later. It is needless to say that
vasion of an army. Such a currency evenand more irredeemable paper money. The
Dr. White's lectures fascinated me and
tually undermines and often destroys the
people took up the cry for more issues of
gave me implicit faith in the type of reinstitutions built up by civilization.
it, believing that it would prove a panacea
deemable currency which he advocated.
We know, too, that those who hold $136,•
for their distress.
Moreover, the lectures created in me a fear
000,000,000 in United States Government
I believe that our quick recovery after
of fiat money. The experience of Germany,
bonds have already seen the purchasing
World War I was greatly aided by the fact
Austria, and France after World War I furpower of these bonds reduced by $68,000,that we had a gold standard currency. There
nished most convincing evidence of the
000,000.
was at that time an attempt to issue paper
devastating effect of the flight from gold to
Moreover, history shows that it affects "the
money;
irredeemable money, to pay the solthe printing press. I believe that few men
morals and leads to the pauperization of the
diers' bonus, but this proposed fraud against
have had a more profound influence on the
thrifty people as well as to corruption of
the veterans did not prevail. Later they recurrency question in this country than did
officials in Government. This inflation goceived their money in a sound currency.
Dr. White, not only through the period of
ing on under our present currency system
It was under a sound currency, following
his life but throughout th~ years following
is insidious. History should warn the preshis death.
World War I, that taxes w~re reduced four
ent generation of the baneful effects of an
tim~s
in 10 years, the budget balanced, and
I am sure that his book Fiat Money Inunsound currency.
$1,000,000,000 paid on the national debt each
flation in France has done much to deIt reminds me of the rowboat full of young
year for 10 y·e ars.
velop, preserve, and protect our redeemable
people unfamiliar with the Niagara River
currency system up to the time when an
I doubt if any informed person will deny
who decided it would be pleasant to ride
administration of our affairs fell from grace
that during the century 1830 to 1930 the
with the current without any exertion on
in 1933, a move which has created a great
National Government of the United States
their part 1n propelling the boat. Everynumber of serious problems for our people.
establishen and maintained the most sound
thing seemed calm and delightful. They
I was recently in France and while riding
and effective monetary currency and fiscal
had been singing and drinking and having a
down one of the avenues I saw in the winpolicies found at any time in the history of
wonderfui time oblivious to the fact that
dows of m a ny of the stores signs reading
our Nation or any other nation.
they were drifting farther all the time. A
Defend the franc. At the present time
shout from the shore, "Ship ahoy," caused
It was during this pertod the gold stand•
the franc has an exchange value of about 340
them to cry out "What is it?" And the
ard was developed and substantially perfrancs to the dollar. These signs brought
person on the shore familiar with the current
fected and would and should have prevailed
back vivid recollections of the picture of
and the river and its dangers shouted back
over w:Qat was done in 1933-34. I am coninfiation in France and the devastating ef•
"The rapids are below." Farther down the
vinced that one of the first steps which
fect of it during the period from 1790 on•
river a second warning came from a person
should be taken in order to restore domestio
ward even to the present time. There are
on the shore who called out to them, "Ship
tranquillity, sound prosperity, and security
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will be accomplished only by the reestablish·
ment of a monetary and currency system
based u pon long-established monetary bases.
_ 1 believe also that if the .United States were
. to take this step all the major nations of
the world would soon follow this precedent.
Until the major nations of the world have
such a precedent to follow, they will not re·
store sound economic policies in the realm
of m oney, currency, banking, and related
institutions.
International exchanges could then pro ..
ceed on a sound basis without the setting
up of a world parliament, as the soft-money
advocates suggest, to achieve the same end.

center in order to provide opportunities and
are the rule rat her than the exception. We
have been told repeatedly it is · advisable for
stimulate motivation for maximal rehabil1·
tation.
the paraplegias to keep as active in physical
medicine as possible. The domiciliaries.
"While it may be that an undetermined
nothing but old or destitute soldiers' homes,
number of those paraplegics who are now or
are positively and definitely not equipped
who may become eligible for domiciliary care
nor staffed to give what amounts to the nee·
will . choose to accept discharge to their
homes rather than transfer to a domiciliary • essary preventative medicine that must be
administered to keep the so-called well
center, we must be prepared to effect dis·
paraplegics well. Is the VA really serious
position promptly following indication by
when it' is attempting to force paraplegics
the patient of his preference. This is most
into domiciliaries ( 1) which are Located in
important if we are not to fail in our pur·
hilly
terrain, making wheelchair living al ..
pose to make urgently needed hospital beds
most impossible (2) where the buildings are
in this category available as rapidly as pas·
not connected, and it is necessary to go out ..
sible.
side in any kind of bad weather to get to
"It is therefore requested that upon re·
ceipt of an application from one of the above· · another building (3) where an outside job
is against regulations (and thus a death
mentioned centers for the transfer of a
blow to rehabilitation) (4) where G. U.
paraplegic veteran for domiciliary care, ex·
Domiciliary Care for Paraplegics
rounds
by the doctor are twice a week, or
pedit ious action be taken by your station to
else he can go to the hospital annex ( objec•
accept this veteran, and, if feasible, to com·
tion 2 above) (5) where there are no bars
plete arrangements for such transfer within
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
in the bath room, over stools, tubs, or beds
30 days.
OF
(6) where linen is changed once a week (7)
"It is our desire to implement this policy
where entrance into most buildings is denied
at the earliest possible date and your full
because of lack of ramps (8) where sick call
cooperation in successfully accomplishing
OF MASSACHUSETTS
and medications are in the morning only
our purpose will be greatly appreciated."
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
and (9) finally, but most important, where
K. A. CARROLL, M.D., attendants
are members of the home who
Manager.
Wednesday, May 7, 1952
live there, and are paid fifty-five dollars
Mrs·. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr.
($55.00) a month for working.
PARALYZED VETERANS
Speaker, under leave to extend my reWe feel, General, that you are in complete
ASSOCIATION OF VIRGINIA,
agreement with us in this problem when you
marks in the RECORD, I include the folRichmqnd, Va., May 6, 1952.
said in a letter to Bern'ard. Shufelt, Executive
lowing memorandum and letter:
Gen. CARL R. GRAY,
_
Director, National Paraplegia Foundation,
Administrator, Veterans' Administration,
OFFICE MEMORANDUM, VETERANS' .ADMINISTRA•
dated March 7; 1951, that "The suggestion
Washington, D. C.
TION HOSPITAL, HINES, ILL.
with respect to the establishment of domicil·
DEAR
GENERAL
GRAY:
The
board
of
direcDOMICILIARY CARE FOR PARAPLEGICS
tors, Virginia Chapter, Paralyzed Veterans 1aries for paraplegic patients apart from paraCentral office letter dated April 8, 1952,
plegia centers presents serious problems as
of America, has been instructed by unani·
from Chief Medical Director to managers, VA. mous vote of its members at a special meet·
to medical care. It is the considered opinion
centers with domiciliary and hospital activ·
of our Department of Medicine and Surgery,
ing called on April 28, 1952, to make the
itles, is quoted below for your information,
with. which I fully concur, that the par·
chapter's views completely known on the
guidance, and compliance:
aplegic patient deserves the best of hospital
problem of domicilary care for paraplegias.
"It has come to my attention that there
care until he is sufficiently rehabiUtated to
The whole problem has arisen anew 1n view
are about 150 paraplegics who are continu ..
live · outside an institutional environment.
of
a
letter
·
dated
April
8,
1952,
issued
from
ing to occupy beds on the services of the
Since the Veterans' Administration will not
the office of the Chief Medical Director of
presently established paraplegia centers, de•
consent to anything less than the best care
the
Veterans'
Administration
to
all
hospital
spite the fact that these patients have at·
for these veteran patients, it is felt that
managers
instructing
tthem
that
"maximum
tained the maximal degree of benefit from
domicilary membership would not assure
hospital benefit" paraplegic patienta must be
their hospitalization. As you know, these
them the type of care their condition war~ischarged to existing domiciliaries ''in view
centers which are located at the VA hospitals
ra,nts an.d which the people of this country
of the extremely urgent bed requirements
in Framingham, Mass.; Richmond, Va.:
want them to have."
engendered by the Korean action ·in parBronx, N. Y.; Memphis (Kennedy), Tenn.;
However, even assuming a paraplegic can
ticular." •
Hines, Ill.; and Long Beach, Calif., were orig..physically reach maximum hospitalization,
.
The
board
feels
that
insofar
as
this
alleged
inally established because of the recognized
the Board feels that a factor in determining
bed shortage concerns McGuire Veterans
need for certain specialized facilities in or·
M. H. B. must of ·necessity include the
~ospital, the apparent shortage is mander to provide adequate treatment !or the
means to earn a livelihood. The Board feels
made. ·For at present, as the hospital manseverely disabled individuals.
that from a rehabilitation standpoint (at
ager of McGuire did back in 1947, t~ Ad•
"In view of the extremely urgent bed reMcGuire), the VA has failed miserably in
:ministration has allotted a mere 17,; beds
quirement'S, engendered by the Korean ac-·
meeting this ever-present problem. We firm ..
for
the
paraplegic
section.
This,
in
the
face
tion in particular, it appears that a critical
ly . believe that the V. R. and E. section
of
the
marked
increase
in
the
veteran
para·
review of the situation ·is · immediately indi·
doesn't have the power it should have to_
cated if we are to meet our responsibility to · plegic census over the last 5 years. This
cope with this problem. Furthermore, the
small figure is in direct contrast to the 264
those more acute paraplegics who are in
Board is not at all too sure that the leader·
beds allowed to medicine, and the 268 beds
desperate need of the specific therapeutic
ship has the interest it should have. An atgiven to the surgical service. At the time
procedures now available solely at the above•
titude, that seems to exist at McGuire, that
this letter is written it is very significant
mentioned centers.
the patten~ must seek out the employer in
that
over
100
vacant
beds
exist
in
the
two
"At a recent conference held in central of·
order to receive aid in getting a job, seems
sections mentioned above. And yet, the
flee with the chiefs -of paraplegia services
absurd and . ridiculous. Our contention is
paraplegic
section
has
a
waiting
list.
In
the
from the centers, it was the consensus of the
that the leaders in V. R .. and E. must ear·
hospital as a whole, as of April 30, 1952, 122
group that many of the paraplegics who no
nestly and energetically seek out the patients
vacant beds are found at McGuire. Thus our
longer require hospital treatment could well
and attempt to stimulate interest in seeking
be handled with little difficulty at existing' contention-that the bed shortage at McGuire
employment ~ (We want ·to make it clear that
is man-made, is self-evident in the face of
domiciliary centers which are associated
this ·refers in no way on the persons in V. R.
the
actual
facts.
with hospital facilities. As a matter of fact,
and E. who carry out purely ministerial du·
· In addition, the chapter feels that the term
we are informed that a number of paraplegics
ties, but on the actual planners and guiding
"ma:&imum
hospital
benefit"
can't
truly
be
have already been admitted to certain of our
forces.) Furthermore, the V. R. and E. offi ..
applied
to
paraplegic
patients.
At
most,
the
domiciliary centers, proving the feasibility '
cers must be given the right to contact pros·
term, when applied to paraplegias, can be
of this concept.
pective employers and rehabilitate society (so
~sed o~y in a relative sense.
Under what
"Recognizing that p'a raplegics are ' essento speak) toward accepting paraplegics who,
conceivable
conditions
can
a
man
who
has
tially wheel-chair cases, the only other re·
with their physical complications and limita ..
lost
the
use
of
bladder.
bowels,
and
legs
be
quirements would be the availability of lim·
tions can never expect to work a consistent
well enough for compulsory discharge except
ited attendant assistance for their toilet and
full-time job. The problem here is to con·
under
the
most
ideal
of
conditions
at
home?
other daily needs and planned observation to
vince employers that it can be profitable to
For even one who is "well" still has bladder
guard against the occurrence of decubiti or
hire them on a part-time basis. For example,
and bowel difficulties that are actually a.
other complications peculiar to these disabil·
with the proper leg work on the part of an
major
everyday
problem.
The
nature
of
the
1ties. Such observations could readily be de·
interested official, we feel he might arrange a
injury is such that requires almost 24 hours
veloped by your medical staff with the coop·
situation where two paraplegics would hold
a
day
vigilance
and
care.
For
example,
the
eration of attendants and other personnel.
down one job (each working part time).
pressure sore that today is barely skin deep
Physical medicine and other rehabilitative
Needless to say, the facilities to institute
rnP-asures could be made available from exist·
~an within a few days become a problem of
such a .program won't be found in domicil1·
ing hospital facilities within the domiciliary
major proportions. Periodic G. U. "fiareups"
aries inhabited in the main by old soldiers.
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Thus, discharge of so-called M. H. B.'s without having had the benefit of a bread-and-·
butter program would be an admission it has
failed in its rehabilitation efforts.
For the present, the Board feels that the
proper solution to the problem confronting
the VA should call for an immediate increase in the number of beds allotted paraplegic sections, plus the institution of a
practical rehabilitation program. The Board
feels if it did the above two things, the
present problem wotild vanish in thin air.
In the future, this chapter is, and has
been, on record for the construction of domiciliary wings within the confines of the present centers where· proper preventative care
would not be a matter of conjecture but a
certainty.
I would also like the opportunity to see
you in person at your earliest convenience
to answer any questions that might occur
to you after reading this letter.
Sincerely,
EDWIN KIRCHER,
For Board, P. V. A., Virginia Chapter.

No Plowing, No Hoeing
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK E. SMITH
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE HOUSE OF J;tE!PRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi.
Mr.
. Speaker, under unanimous consent, I include two articles from the May issue of
the Progressive Farmer describing the
splendid work being done at the Delta
Branch Experiment Station, Stoneville,
Miss.:

No PLOWING, No HoEING
(By W. C. Lassetter)
The battle with the grasses goes determinedly on. Last season most of the fighting
was done with power-drawn cultivators and
hand-drawn hoes. It was a costly jo}?.
But even last year there were farmers who
sought to find if they could stack their hoes
in the shed and get control of grass and
weeds with more easily applied chemicals,
300 acres here, 250 there, small patches here
and there.
But research has been leading the way.
And now 2 years in a row research workers
at the Mississippi Experiment Station
(USDA cooperating) have come up with some
startling results. In 1950 they tried one-half
· acre of cotton without . plow or hoe after
cotton was planted. They controlled grass
and weeds with $19.45 worth of chemicals
per acre. Yield was 3,750 pounds seed cotton
per acre.
With tongue in cheek, the research men
kept quiet. Research men are always reluctant to do much talking about results based
on one season's work. They waited to try
again in 1951. Now they are talking, For
1951, with its bad season, brought just as
startling results as did 1950.
This time they tried it on 1 acre. The soil
was a sandy loam on the station farm at
State College. Fertilizer was applied at the
rate of 800 pounds &--10-5 and 100 pounds
ammonium nitrate. Land was then disked
to a depth of 6 or 8 inches and dragged fiat
and smooth. Coker 100 Wilt cotton was
hill-dropped, four to . six seeds in hills 10
inches apart and in 26-inch rows. Twelve
pounds dinitro preemergence chemical was
sprayed broadcast.
On June 11 and again on June 26 this cotton was spot oiled with a special herbicidal
oil. For this, hand equipment was used.
This could have been omitted, say the research men, because almost no weeds hac;l

shown up. Insecticides for controlling the
boll weevil and other cotton insects were
applied six times.
Hand-picked on October 1, the plot made
at the rate of 2,792 pounds of seed cotton
per acre. In our language, that was two
bales to the acre without a hoe, and without
sticking a plow in the ground after cotton
was planted.
Another patch, four-tenths acre, planted on
May 27, was given the same treatment except
for a different variety. Here again, with no
plowing and no hoeing, yield was at the rate
of 2,476 pounds seed cotton per acre. Cost
of chemicals in both of these 1951 tests was
$23.50 per acre.
Now don't go hog wild on this thing.
These tests are most encouraging, but they
must be given a thorough trial on other soil
types. "We are not ready to recommend
this procedure yet," says V. C. Harris, who
conducted the work. In our opinion, though,
results are conclusive enough to justify trial
on small areas by growers who are interested.
For detailed instructions on how to use
chemicals in control of weeds and grass in
cotton, write to Mississippi Experiment Station at State College or at Stoneville.
BEACON LIGHT IN THE MISSISSIPPI DELTA
(By Fred J. Hurst)
The Mississippi Delta has seen major farm
population, farm organization, operation,
and management changes in recent years.
Farm population has declined drastically.
There has been a veritable migration of Negro
tenant families to northern industrial cities.
The long rows of Negro cabins, once characteristic of delta plantations, are almost
gone.
Huge mule and hay barns have been
largely replaced by modern machine sheds
and filling stations. Fleets of tractors, with
their varied complements of machines from
planters and cultivators to grain combines
and mechanical cotton pickers are earmarks
of the new agriculture. Green pastures
flourish and fine cattle graze where cotton
once grew.
The shift from simple cotton farming, with
hand and mule operations,. to vastly more
complex systems of scientific land use,
mechanization, flame cultivation, chemical
weed control, pasture building, and livestock
production, calls for greater technical knowhow, more management, and greater mechanical skills.
Providing the technical know-how in this
new agriculture is the Delta Branch Experiment Station, which for many years has
been the guiding star of Delta planters.
This station has helped to determine the
best cotton varieties, pointed the way to
more profitable- use of fertilizers, blazed theway in mechanization and flame cultivation,
and pioneered in cotton-insect control.
. The Delta used to grow more than 100
different va~:-ieties of cotton. Last year more
than 95 percent of Delta cotton acreage was
planted to less than 10 varieties. Four have
been developed by nearby Delta cotton
breeders.
J. B. Dick, in charge of variety work, says
the station has tested hundreds of varieties
and strains to find those best adapted to
Delta conditions and which give highest
yields and largest money returns per acre.
He reports· that in 1951 most of the Delta
acreage was planted to the following varieties and strains: Bobshaw, Coker 100 strains,
Deltapine 15, DPL Fox, Delfos strains, Stoneville 2B~ and Empire.
Best planting date ranges from April 10
in the south Delta to May 1 in the extreme
northern section, provided soil is warm and
in good condition. Many planters have
found it profitable to plant earlier than
these dates during favorable years. Where
planting is delayed beyond these dates, yields
are reduced by 150 to 200· pounds per acre.
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The Delta station, in cooperation with
United States Department of Agl·iculture,
has made amazing advances in controlling
cotton insects. When the station started
this work in 1934, calcium arsenate was the
only material available for control of boll
weevils. Nicotine sulphate was the only
remedy for control of plant lice. The new
organic insecticides, developed during the
past few years, have many advantages over
the old poisons. They can be used in either
liquid or dust form. Much smaller quantities are required. Cost of early applications for control of thrips has been reduced
to as little · as 30 cents an acre. This is
where the insecticide is used as a. spray and
applied at the same time cotton is cultivated.
Dr. E. W. Dunnam, entomologist, explains
that all organic insecticides used for boll
weevil control are compatible and can be
mixed, if necessary, to control plant lice,
bollworms, and other insects. All organic insecticides effective against boll weevil are
highly effective -against sucking insects such
as the rapid plant bugs, cotton fieahopper,
·and lygus bugs.
Such organic insecticides as aldrin, dieldrin, gamma BHC, and heptachlor are all
very effective, says Dr. Dunnam, in destroying
weevil grubs in squares on the ground. The
adult weevil is paralyzed as it emerges from
the old square, he explains. It cannot walk
and therefore cannot infest the cotton.
There is no significant difference in these
poisone for weevil control if used as recommended.
Station tests show the value of poisoning
cotton early and on a community-wide basis.
When poisons were applied early, boll
weevils were less difficult to control, less insecticide was required, and cost of application was lowered ..
The larger the acreage treated and the
smaller the percentage of total area left untreated in the community, the more effective
was control.
The station reports that in fields where
control measures were begun early, an average of two applications was made against
thrips, four against emerging boll weevils,
and 4.6 against late-developing or migratory
weevils at an average cost of $11.04 per acre.
Average yield of lint cotton was 513 pounds
per acre.
Fields not treated early required lllate applications, average yield was 445 pounds per
acre, and average cost was $19.80 per acre.
Dieldrin, toxaphene, aldrin, DDT, and gamma benzene hexachloride gave excellent co,ntrol of thrips when applied as soon as first
two leaves of cotton were formed.
·
Cotton aphids did not develop in damaging
numbers after use of any of the organic dusts
or sprays recommended for control of boll
weevil.
A large number of organic insecticides gave
practically the same degree of boll weevil
control, either as dusts or sprays, when equal
amounts of toxicants were applied per acre.
Sprays, however, were applied throughout the
day, whereas dusts were applied only under
very favorable conditions.
•
Sprays applied by airplane at the rate of
1- gallon per acre gave good control of cotton
insects throughout the season.
Two to four applicatitons of toxaphene
emulsion, applied with cultivator-mounted
spray equipment to cotton before it began
fruiting, increased yield of seed cotton by
140 pounds per acre over yield of untreated
cotton when late-season control measures
were used in all fields.
In fertilizing cotton, the station recommends 60 to 75 pounds nitrogen per acre
on sandy soils and 90 to 100 pounds nitrogen on clay soils. All of the nitrogen should
be applied beiore planting except on extremely sandy soil.
The station warns farmers who may make
heavy applications Qf nitrogen that they
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must consider other important production
factors, such as control of insects, proper
cultivation, etc.
The Delta station has pioneered in developing more efficient machinery used in cotton production. Station engineers and entomologists developed a combination dustersprayer capable of applying either dusts or
low rates of liquids in effective insect control. Insecticides were applied with it at
rates as low as seven-tenths gallon per acre,
with good results. Adjustments were made
so machine could be used to . dust or spray
large cotton without damage. Engineers
have developed dusting equipment that is
simple to operate, lasts longer, and does
a better job.
W. E. Meeks, engineer, says that probably
the most valuable contribution to insecticide applicat ion was development of a cultivator spray rig that enables the operator
to apply liquid insecticides and cultivate
cotton at the same time. This machine uses
one, two , or three nozzles per row, depending on size of cotton.
Meeks reports that many farmers are purchasing or building this rig for use tn con•
trol of early pests, such as --:utworms and
thrips, as well as for early- and mid-season
boll-weevil control.
These improvements have reduced cost o!
spray equipment and cost of application
and at the same time increasing coverage.
Other contributions to needed cotton
equipment include development of a fiattype burner that uses a regular spray nozzle
and which produces _a short, broad :flame that
tends to :flow rather than bounce when
striking the ground, greatly increasing effectiveness of :flame cultivP.tion while reducing d anger of damage to growing cotton
pants. This equipment requires little attention in the field after setting and can
be operat ed at higher speed.
Power-driven stalk cutters have been improved in cooperation with manufacturers
to give better trash distribution, greater durability, and machine efficiency.
Studies made by the station of comparative costs of work stock and tractors show
that on farms of 30 acres and :'llore, tractors
are cheaper than mules.
A medium tractor can replace about 6
mules, and a large tractor can replace at
least 10 mules. Cost of operating a medium
tractor amounted to $6.87, and a large tractor, $7.04 per 10-hour d ay. Mule cost
amounted to $1.82 per 10-hour d ay.
The stat ion reports that on farms having
30 acres of cropland, two mules are cheaper
than a medium tractor, provided labor is
not charged as a cost of production. If
labor is charged, the tractor becomes a
cheaper source of power. On farms having
60 acres of cropland, tractors are cheaper
than mules, regardless of how labor is handled; and the large tractor is cheaper than
the medium tractor.
The station warns, however, that these
findings do not mean that unqualified recommendations can be made that tractors replace mules on '.;hese units, because this
stu<1,y examined the· situation solely from a
cost standpoint.
Soybean production is expanding rapidly
on the Delta. This crop does extremely well
on heavy clay soils. Ordinarily no fertilizer
is required. Soybeans can be largely mechanized and a large acreage handled with a
minimum of labor. Biggest problem in
achieving the potentialities of soybean proc'uction is the tendency of planters to neglect cultivation of soybeans when they compete with cotton.
Soybeans need plenty of moisture during
the critical fruiting period. The station's
plant breeders are working on development
of an earlier-maturing variety to supplement present medium- and late-maturing
varieties, lengthen fruiting period, and lessen
danger of crop failure .

E. E. Hartwig, station agronomist, says
th::lre are definite advantages in delaying
planting until May. He recommends planting soybeans after cotton is planted. Best
r£Sults have been obtained from plantings
made between April 25 and May 25.
All varieties of soybeans planted in May,
when soil is warm, have grown off more rapidly, matured nearly as early, and given
higher seed yields with higher oil content.
Rapid early growth aids in weed control.
Delaying planting of Ogden from April 10 to
May 10 resulted in only 4 days• delay in
maturity.
Ogden has proved the best-adapted variety at the Delta station. It produces high
seed yields and its heavy foliage helps in
the control of weeds.
Dortchsoy 2 and Hale Ogden 2 are similar
to Ogden in performance. All hold their
seed satisfactorily for 2 weeks after reaching
combine maturity.
Roanoke, which matures about October 25,
gives good yields of high quality seed and is
recommended for planting part of the soybean acreage, especially in the southern twothirds of the Delta.
Best of the varieties earlier than Ogden is
S-100. Wabash, which matures in early September, is suggested for part of the acreage
in northern Delta counties.
Peter Hogg, assistant superintendent o!
the station, believes that the shifting of large
areas of land from row crops to pasture and
livestock production is the most important
development taking place in agriculture in
the Mississippi Delta.
Most of the land being shifted !rom crops
is heavy clay, ill-suited for row-crop production, difficult to handle, and rather expensive
to cultivate. These lands have already
proved especially adapted to pastures because of their high mineral content.
The most popular pasture combination is
fescue grass and Ladino clover. The clover
adds nitrogen needed by fescue and p_rovides
protein needed by livestock. Fescue reduces
danger of bloat. When sod is well established, the pasture may be grazed during wet
periods in winter, with little bogging of livestock.
Dallis grass and lespedeza, Bermuda grass,
and white clover make good sum,m er pastures.
Production of plenty of hay, silage, and
grain for winter feeding is regarded as important in a sound and profitable livestock
production program.
Farming adjustments being made in the
Delta call for far more capital than the old
farming systems. And financing problems
are becoming increasingly important. The
Delta station, now under supervision of Dr.
Bill Giles, can be of tremendous value to
farmers in providing them with information on organization, management, and general operation.

A Priest Defends Civil Rights
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHET HOLIFIELD
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. HOLIFIELD. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent, I include in the Appendix a sermon by an outstanding Catholic priest. Rev. John McCullen, of St.
Ann's Roman Catholic Church, Fremont,
Ohio.
Defense of civil rights is a principle
universal in its appeal and merits the
support of all men, regardless of race or
. religion:

A

PRIEST DEFENDS CIVIL RIGHTS

(By John J. McCullen)
(The following sermon was delivered on
March 30 by the Reverend John McCullen,
of St. Ann's Roman Catholic Church, Fremont, Ohio. A graduate of the University
of Notre Dame, Father Mc<?ullen has been
curate at St. Ann's for the last 5 years. The
sermon was apparently inspired by an attack
on Justice William 0. Douglas which appeared in a Catholic publication. The Nation has rarely published sermons, but we
publish this one with genuine pleasure and
also as a public service. It is an excellent
and timely statement on an issue of great
importance. But there is special significance
in its insistence on the proposition that
Catholics should be foremost among all
groups in the United States in supporting
civil rights for all. Father McCullen's is
doubtless a minority point of view among
American Catholics, but it is in line with
the tradition that includes such memorable
statements as the address given in 1947 by
Cardinal Stritch at the Chicago dinner in
observance of the o"ne hundredth annhrersary
of the birth of John Peter Altgeld-an occasion on which Cardinal Stritch shared the
program with Justice Douglas.)
.The people of the United States have at
last become alarmed about the menace of
Communist infiltration within our borders.
This awareness, which is a very good thing
in itself, creates another danger. There is
a real danger today that in our zeal to ferret
out and expose the hidden Communist agent
and spy we will adopt methods of our opponents and seem to act on the false principles of the Communists themselves. We
may destroy the liberty we cherish if we try.
to defend it in the wrong way. We must
uphold our traditional American civil rights
which are the legal foundations of our liberty. We must maintain the right of all
citizens to be free from unfounded and
libelous attack, even those citizens with
whom we disagree or whom we may suspect.
We C&tholics should be foremost among
all groups in the United States in supporting
civil rights for all. Unfortunately, many
Catholic voices have been silent in that
cause. Our religious belief obligates us to
advocate social justice for all, and civil
rights-the right s of all to a fair trial and
to enjoy the freedoms guaranteed by our
Constitution-are a fundamental part of
social j u stice. Beyond this general reason
there is the practical consideration that we
p.re a minority group-in some parts of the
United States a very small minority. As a
minority we have a personal st~ke in America
r emaining the land of the free; if the libert ies of any group are to be curtailed, we may _
be next on the list.
These re:fiections are caused by articles in
Catholic newspapers and magazines and by
talks given in various Catholic-sponsored
forums. The tendency of these articles and
lectures is to brand anyone who disagrees
with the majority opinion as a Communist,
or at least a communistic sympathizer.
Many of these talks and articles come directly or indirectly from ex-Communists.
This is a source which should be regarded
with considerable reserve. No one should
be convicted of Communist sympathies on
the word of a former Communist unless
proof is available to substantiate the charge.
An example of unsupported charges of a serious nature were the articles in many Catholic newspapers suggesting that Supreme
Court Justice William 0. Douglas sympathizes with communism because he has
several times ruled in Court in favor of Com·munlsts or alleged Communists. A more
charitable explanation of the Justice's action
would be that he believed everyone should
have a right to a fair trial, and the right to
hold the belief that is his, even if that
person be suspected of commuvism. All of
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the cases in which the Justice ruled in favor
of radicals were civil-rights cases--that is,
these cases concerned. the right of the accused to have a fair trial or to exercise some
other civil right.
American history provides an interesting
parallel to the action of Justice Douglas.
John Altgeld, who was Governor of Illinois
around the turn of the century, released
several anarchists from prison because they
had not had a fair trial. For this action the
Governor was driven from public life. Today we realize that he was right, that he was
a martyr to the principle that even the most
unpopular individual is deserving of all the
rights of a citizen.
In many civil-rights cases which came up
before his death, Justice Frank Murphy, the
last Catholic to sit on the Supreme Bench,
sided with the view of Justice Douglas; both
men have been outstanding advocates of civil
liberty. That is not to say that these men
were always right in their opinions-that is
why we have nine judges on the Supreme
Court rather than one. But we should not
accuse these high officials of evil when there
is a more just and oore logical explanation
for their decisions. We certainly need men
with a passion for the liberties and freedom
of the individual in a world where big business, big labor, and big government all tend
to deprive men of their rights.
The Eighth Commandment-Thou shalt
not lie--forbids us to make statements
damaging to the reputation of others unless
we can prove these statements. No Senator,
no lecturer, nor writer ' is exempted from that
commandment. It is a cowardly and shameful thing to smear any man-and especially
any public official-with charges which are
unproved and unprovable. If the policy of
an official has been a mistake, it should be
changed; but that does not give us the right
to say that the official was dishonest or
disloyal. If a man in public life has been
praised by the Communists--as Justice
Douglas has occasionally been-we should
check to see how often these same Communists have bitterly criticized him before we
conclude that he is the friend of our enemies.
Every Catholic--especially the Catholic
writer-should be distinguished by a love
of justice and freedom and by a spirit of
charity in his writings. Only in this way
can we give testimony to the great truth
which is ours to give to the world.

Mobilizing Electric Farming
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LISTER HILL
OF ALABAMA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. HILL. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
Appendix of the RECORD a very timely
and able address delivered by the Secretary of Agriculture, Hon. Charles F.
Brannan, delivered at the annual convention of the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association, at C.hicago, Ill .•
on March ll, 1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD1
as follows:
A year has passed since I had the pleasure
of talking with you leaders in the rural-electrification movement at your annual meeting in Cleveland. Let me assure you that I
appreciate having been invited again to attend this important meeting.
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duction to supply with good diets the more
President Truman asked me to give you his
than 150,000,000 persons ·who make up our
warmest personal greetings and to express
civilian population-plus enough additional
his hope that you will have the most successful meeting in your history ..
production to enable us to carry a safe
margin of strategic reserves.
He wanted very much to join you here in
On top of all this, we must also provide for
person, as he has always joined in your forthe growth in our population. The populaward-looking objectives.
tion of the United States in the past few
The President is a great believer in partvy
years has increased at a rate of over 7,000
of living for rural people and in the distribuper day, or around 2,500,000 a year. It is
tion of electricity to farms and farm homes.
conservatively estimated that by 1975 our
I know from experience in many good fights
population may be around 190,000,00o-or
on 'behalf of your program that you can alabout
one-fourth larger than it was in 1950.
ways count on the President to be on your
Any way you look at it, we have a large
side when you have a job to do in the face of
food-production job on our hands--not only
strong opposition. His interest applies not
this year, but in the future as well.
only to general principles but to such activiThe record for last year is a good example
ties as making the first phone call in the new
of how farmers are getting behind the drive
rural-telephone program. He thoroughly enfor increased production.
joyed that experience.
The goals that were presented to farmers
The point is that the President is perearly in 1951 called for the biggest producsonally aware of the vital importance of the
tion in our history. We needed more cotjob you are doing in the mobilization of our
ton. The goal was 16,000,000 bales on about
Natton's strength.
28,000,000 acres. We needed more feed grains,
He regards the development and transmisand so goals were set up for corn, sorghums,
sion of power as a vital part of mobilization.
oats, and barley accordingly.
The fact that two members of the PresiFarmers responded by planting one of the
dent's Cabinet are joining you in this meetlargest acreages in recent years.
ing is further evidence of the attention that
But you know what happened last year.
the administration is devoting to rural elecYou know the kind of weather farmers entrification in these critical times. We not
countered in various parts of the country.
only need to make full use of ele,c tricity in
It was so dry in the Pacific Northwest that
expanding farm production but we also need
the big a1uminum plants were about to shut
an expanding supply of electricity, more
down. But just before the situation grew
widely distributed.
that bad, rains came.
There are many reasons in addition to the
It was dry also in much of the South and
agricultural reasons for expanding the supSoutheast. But in the Kansas-Missouri area
ply and availability of power. But the agri· there was a mammoth flood. Crops growing
cultural reasons alone would be sufficient.
on 5,000,000 acres were damaged or ruined.
It is good that you have chosen as a keyAll told, last year more than 26,000,000
note for this meeting the topic: Mobilizing
planted acres were lost, or abandoned. They
electric farming. Whether ~e like it or
were
never harvested. It was the biggest
not, we are deep in a national emergency
acreage loss since the drought of 1936.
which calls for a defense mobilization econAlthough farmers last year planted one of
omy. And it is imperative that we recognize
the biggest acreages in recent years, they
the fact and plan accordingly.
harvested the smallest acreage in the past
Whether our Nation can succeed in its
10 years.
grand startegy for peace and freedom in the
Yet when the totals were in at the year's
world will depend more than anything else
end, we found that over-all output was very
on · the will and determination of our people
close to the all-time record high.
to support the measures needed to accomThat was a remarkable thing. There was
plish our objectives. It will depend on agri~
as much reason to be proud of what farmers
culture just as much as on industry.
did last year in coming close to the all-time
And whether agriculture can make its full
high for farm output as there was in 1948,
contribution will be determined by the use
when they hit the all-time high. However,
farm people make of the resources available
we must have even greater efficiency to meet
to them.
the goals that have been set up for 1952. ·
Outstanding among these resources are the
We need to step up total farm output
two with which this group is especially con6 percent above last year, and nearly a half
cerned-rural electrification and the cooperabove the 193fr-.39 average.
ative form of enterprise. Therefore, it is no
I believe that if farmers have enough proexaggeration when I say that the success of
duction materials and facilities plus adeour national effort will depend in no small
quate agricultural programs and a fair break
measure on the rural leadership assembled
in the weather, they will get the job done.
here today.
If the last year's effort is an indication,
The importance of cooperatives to our
they will produce the 16,000,000 bales of cotfamily farm type of agriculture has long
ton we're asking for. They'll grow 115
been recognized by all informed persons genbushels of corn for every 100 they grew last
uinely interested in the farmer's welfare.
year. They'll produce the 29 percent more
That is why the efforts of the enemies of
grain sorghums we need, and 14 percent more
cooperatives to tax cooperatives out of exbarley, 18 percent more wheat, and 12 peristence have consistently met with failure.
cent more flaxseed.
And that is why the President, in his recent
' But it is up to us to help them get the
report to the Congress, recommended legislanecessary aides to production. It is a retion to make clear the Government's policy
sponsibility of the Nation as a whole to see
of enocuraging the organization and sound
that they get the necessary large amounts
growth of cooperatives. In his message, he
of machinery, fertilizer, pesticides, and elecpointed out the special importance of en- , tric power.
couraging this form of self-help at a time
The same techniques that have enabled
when farmers are being asked to do a record
farmers during the past 10 years to boost
job of production.
acreage yields and productivity per manFood is tremendously important to the
hour so spectacularly can be counted on for
defense effort. In a military sense, the food
further increases in the production this year.
supplies of the United States and the free
Better farming methods, further use of imnations offset to a considerable extent the
proved seeds, the extension of the use of
manpower resources of the Communist counfertilizers and of pesticides, still more farm
tries. As an instrument of foreign policy,
mechanization-all of these are factors of
food will be a powerful factor in shaping
importance in the future as they have been
the real peace that must eventually come to
in the past.
the world.
But of all the resources for a further rapid
In addition to the growing requirements of
increase in farm production, electric farmour defense effort, we need enough farm proing 1s one of the most promising. This is
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because its vast potential is as yet largely
to be developed. Relatively few farmers
have explored and put to work the full range
of electric power uses on the farm.
Obviously, many of you REA co-op leaders
have been thinking along these same lines.
That is indicated by the excellent participa·
tion and support you gave to the power use
conference held recently in St. Louis under
the joint sponsorship of REA and NRECA.
So I want to take this opportunity to say
that the electric farming campaign that
was launched at that time is in my opinion
an essential service to the Nation.
Our lack of skilled farm manpower and
our urgent need of greater and greater farm
production make it imperative that you,
through your electric cooperatives, help your
farm consumers make better use of the
"wired hand."
It is not enough to tell a farmer that the
"wired hand" will work for him cheaper,
faster, and more tirelessly than a hired hand.
Or that it can do many chores better than
most hired hands.
If we want to speed up the process of gearing farm operations to electric power, we
must go to a corresponding!¥ greater effort
of education-by word picture and demonstration. And we must make sure that correct and full information reaches every
farmer in the at'ea-not just 1 in 10 or 20.
Obviously, putting electricity to work with
full effectiveness will require more than education. It will take power, dependability of
electric service and electrical farming equip·
ment.
In a time like the present, when the de·
mand for basic materials far surpasses the
available supply, the procurement of the
supplies necessary for your program is not
easy. It requires much greater vigilance
and effort than in normal times.
The real test is what use is made of the
material and how much it contributes to
the Nation's essential production.
If farmers can show that they are making
good productive use of electrical equipment,
it just stands to reason that future alloca·
tions of critical materiais for farm electric
equipment in heavy demand will be larger
than they otherwise would be.
This puts a big responsibility upon you
lf you are to give good service to your mem·
bers. Your electric farming campaign
shows you are intent on meeting that
responsibility.
It puts a responsibility upon us in the Department of Agriculture as your representa·
tives in connection with the defense prob·
lems. I am grateful that we have been able
to be of some assistance to you in getting
the construction materials you have needed
to perform your service to farm people. I
want to assure you that we are going to continue to do all we can to help you and your
farm consumers i:tt the great farm production
Job that lies ahead.
All of us who have contributed to agricultural progress and productivity have a right
to be proud of the fact that the vigor of
American agriculture is now proving a grea~
source of strength to the Nation.
We need all the vigor that is in agriculture, and in farm organizations and coopers·
tives, to sustain the Nation in its grand
strategy for peace and freedom.
Certainly we need efficiency in food and
fiber production to sustain our civilian economy at a high level-and to provide for our
Armed Forces and for our wise policy of safe
reserves. But food is now more than ever
a great power for peace aud security. It is
being u sed by the free people of the earth for
that purpose with increasing wisdom.
Let's look at this a little more closely.
There have always been threats against
peace and security in the world, but never
have the dangers been more obvious than
they are today. No one here needs to be reminded of the ever-present threat of further

military aggression and subversion on the
part of the Soviet Union and its satellites.
These forces are out to dominate the world,
and they are held in check only by the knowledge that the free nations of the world will
not tamely submit to further aggression.
An integral part of the danger to world
peace and security is the basic condition
that produces unrest among hundreds of
millions of people throughout many parts of
the earth-a basic condition of hunger, poverty, disease, and illiteracy.
It is such a condition as this that provides
the breeding ground for the growth of ag·
gressive communism. And it is such a con·
dition as this that can best be erased by
increased food supplies and larger agricul·
tural production.
Two approaches, therefore, are necessary
for peace; one is military, the other is eco·
nomic. We must have adequate military
defenses. But we also need measures which
will help the free peoples of the earth drain
the economic swamps in which communism
breeds.
One without the other is not enough. Recent history proves that inadequate defenses
invite aggression. But history also proves
that failure to drain the economic swamps
means the constant threat of upheaval and
the steady growth of Kremlin influence in
the impoverished areas of the world.
Therefore, we have employed a two-fold
strategy, and it is proving successful.
We desire to live at peace with all men
and we have proved it in action. But the
men in the Kremlin had other designs.
That's why in the spring of 1947, the
President announced the Truman doctrine,
the doctrine that this Nation must support
free peoples resisting attempted subjugation
by armed minorities or by outside Communist pressures. In accordance with the TrU·
man doctrine we sent aid to Greece and
Turkey, and those countries today remain
free of Russian domination.
That same year the Rio pact was formed,
for the joint defense of this hemisphere.
In the spring of 1948 the Russians tried
to starve and freeze the occupation forces
~ut of Berlin.
Our answer was the Berlin
airlift, and we are still in Berlin stronger
than ever.
In 1949 the Atlantic Pact was ratified by
the Senate, and we joined . the nations of
Western Europe in serving notice that an
aggressive attack on one nation would be
met by the unified force of all treaty nations. That pact drew a line that communism would not be allowed to cross.
In June 1950, the big test came. The
Communist aggressC'rs invaded South Korea. In cooperation with other countries in
the United Nations we met force with force.
The U. N. armies threw back the Commu·
nist invaders and upset the timetable for
the attempted conquest of Asia.
· Today the nations of the free world are
doing their utmost to prevent the outbreak
of an all-consuming holocaust out of which
no people could emerge a real victor. The
Indo-Chinese Q.nd the French are fighting a
gallant battle in Indochina. The nations of
Western Europe are luilding their defenses
and improving their economic strength at
the same time.
We have thus far averted total war, and our
hope of continuing to do so seems better now
than it was a year ago.
But the world cannot go on indefinitely
divided into two armed camps. Peace must
be built upon a more solid foundation than
that. So, while we buil<.l defenses to deter
aggressors from starting all-out war, we are
striving also to help the free world wipe out
the <;Onditions that create aggressive unrest.
When World War II ended, much of the
world .was hungry, and the threat of Communist domination was grave. There is a
direct relationship between hunger and
communism.

Therefore, our Nation took it upon itself
to feed the hungry and in many other ways
help the peoples in devastated areas back to
their feet.
We sent food abroad with a generosity
no nation ever before displayed. Frcm June
1945 to June 1946, we exported more than
17,000,000 tons of food. The following year
we exported more than 19,000,000 tons. In
the fiscal year that ended last June, we
exported about 20,000,000 tons.
That was a clear-cut, definite, and workable policy for world peace.
We have consistently pursued that policy.
We have cooperated fully in the new inter·
national organizations: The United Nations,
the Food and Agriculture Organization, the
World Bank, and others.
In 1947, Secretary of State Marshall pro·
posed a program of economic aid to the nations of Western Europe. Italy, e15pecially,
was ripe for communism at that time. Her
people were submerged in economic hopeless·
ness. There are many reasons why Italy is
not within the Communist orbit today; but
one of the most important reasons is the
hope and courage that was given to the
Italian people by Marshall plan aid.
In Italy, in France, in many other countries of Western Europe, Marshall plan aid
made it possible for the people to beat communism where it counts most-in the voting booth.
Throughout nearly all of Western Europe
today product-ion and employment have
bounded above prewar levels and every day
the Communist threat within those coun·
tries is more successfully checked.
In January 1949, President Truman pro·
posed the point 4 program-a program spe·
cifically aimed at helping the people of un·
derdeveloped areas improve their agriculture
and industry. There are now more than 500
highly trained and competent Americans
serving in foreign countries in programs specifically aimed at helping those countries improve their agricultural situation. Already
there bas been some real progress in various
countries in helping the people make better
use of their own resources to increase their
food supply and other essentials of a better
life.
In 1949 the International Wheat Agreement began operation. Our country has
played a leading role from the beginning in
the negotiation and operation of this agree·
ment.
Last year we provided grain to relieve a
food emergency resulting from flood and
drought in India. We sent food to Yugo·
slavia also-more than half a million tonsand it helped avert famine in that country,
and improved our relations with the only
Communist country hostile to Moscow.
The food we sent to India and Yugoslavia
did far more for world peace in the· long
run than an equal amount spent on arms
could ever have done.
And only about 6 months ago, in San
Francisco, the United States in conjunction
with many other free nations of the world,
signed a peace treaty with Japan. It is a
treaty that stands unique in history. It
is not a docume.n t of reprisal, but a treaty
that will help a defeated people regain self·
respect and stature in the family of nations.
This is how we are building for lasting
peace.
We are willing to spend billions on de·
fense-because we clearly must. But some
people ask, can we afford the cost-so much
smaller than that of arms-of point 4, and
similar international aid programs?
The answer is very simple. We cannot
afford to allow a billion people in under·
developed areas to fall under the domination
of the Kremlin if international aid from us
will prevent it.
Let us help the people o! underdeveloped
areas wipe out the economic swamps or
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land are totaled up, there comes a time for
should play in college life. The necessity o!
poverty and disease in which unrest finds
having a good team to assure big revenue to
sober questioning among the adults.
its best breeding ground.
build
a
bigger
stadium
to
make
more
money,
Where does the fault lie? In the home?
Here is our best hope for world peace, sehas
led
many
of
our
colleges
into
the
evil
Perhaps.
In the schools? In part. In the
curity, and freedom.
devices of buying players, of competing in
churches? In part. But in the main the
Meanwhile, let us produce for strengthfault lies in that nebulous · field of public
a strong economy and str ong military de- . the open market for a star halfback. Some
colleges have recognized the error and have
morals and spirituality which was so highly
fense.
deemphasized sports, as should be done.
cultivated by the founding fathers and which
These are the two parts of our Nation's
At West Point the incentive was a bit dif·
of late has been so scantily tilled. Among
grand strategy for peace and freedom.
ferent
because
Uncle
Sam
foots
the
bills
too many of us the accepted premise is that
In the fulfillment of these aims I know
there,
but
there
was
the
incentive
for
the
anything
is fair unless we are caught; that
we can expect the full contribution of all
individual to make a team that waft tops or
each of us is entitled to something for nothAmerican agriculture, including the rural
near it in the Nation. So, if practice on the
ing; that the world owes us a living; that
electric cooperatives.
field interfered, cheat a little and make the
an honest day's work for an h·onest day's pay
necessary grades.
is almost unethical; that gypping the other
But fundamentally what happened at
fellow before he gyps you is the only policy
West Point reflects a present distorted attithat pays off.
Award of Pulitzer Prize to Louis
tude toward 'old-fashioned honesty and inThe level of public morals is low. Unfortegrity that pertains not only in our schools
tunately, the good example is not set in
LaCoss
but in America's social and political life.
Washington. The President is victimized by
It is seen in the high places in governhis friends, but a false sense of loyalty prement, which after World War II practiced
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
vents him from moving forthright against
plain
deception
on
the
people.
We
were
told
OF
them. His reluctance condones wrongdoing.
no secret agreements had been made with
Leadership in both parties is weak, because it
anybody. Later, we discovered pacts were
is consistently attuned to the next election,
signed at Tehran, Yalta, and Potsdam that
OF :MISSOURI
not to what is best ·for t~e public welfare. In
made the Korean war inevitable.
fact,
public morals are low because politics
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
In the New ·neal era was born the idea
at all levels is played at a historic low.
that
an
administration
can
perpetuate
itself
Wednesday, May 7, 1952
The one is the coadjutor of the other.
in power by buying the voters with handYet we strut the earth telling everybody
Mr. BAKEWELL. Mr. Speaker, on out money. Remember how Harry Hopkins
August 6, 1951, there appeared an edi- tapped the WPA till to win an election in else to look at us and see democracy in fairest flower-and please copy; we'll foot the
torial in the St. Louis Globe-Democrat Kentucky? During that era was born the bill.
We wonder, for instance, what Pravda
entitled "Low Estate of Public Morals." fiction that cities and States as well as in- wm have to say about the 90 West Point
This editorial was written by Louis La- dividuals need not look to their own re- cadets.
Coss, editor of the editorial page of the sources or ingenuity to survive-let WashThe time is here for moral regeneration.
ington do it. Out of the mating of depresSt. Louis Globe-Democrat. He has been sion
West Point is just one item in the sad
and political trickery, came the insid·
with the Globe-Democrat since 1924.- ious thinking by millions of Americans that chronology. The Roman Empire fell, not
Mr. LaCoss' editorial received immediate hard work is positively silly; that if one does because it was overwhelmed from without
and widespread attention. More than work, do the least possible, draw the biggest but because it decayed from within, If this
is an appeal for a return to the day-by-day
47,000 copies of reprints of this editorial pay possible-and strike for more.
practice of old-time religion, and respect for
The youths, such as the West Pointers,
have been requested from the GlobeGod's moral law, so be it. When the moral
Democrat. .The editorial provoked such with whom we are concerned today, were fabric of a nation begins to unravel it is
a response and so many suggestions that babies then. They have grown into man- time to do some patching before the enin an environment of take-it-where-Isubsequently the Globe-Democrat ran a hood
tire garment is gone. The cause and effect
ftnd-it entirely alien to the American tradiof this deterioration nationally will be isseries of articles by distinguished Amer- tion. They are the unpretty fruit of the
sues in the next year's presidential camicans as to what could be done about the mistakes of the past two decades.
paign.
low estate of public morals. It was my
What do we see in Washington today?
privilege to insert this series in the Ap- Corruption and scandals. The close link between the underworld and politics was rependix of the RECORD.
The awarding of the Pulitzer Prize to vealed by the Kefauver committee. The Ful- From Philadelphia to Washington, D. C.,
bright committee turned the spotlight on
Mr. LaCoss comes as a just recognition the
RFC and the influence peddlers, some
8 Days by Mail
of a long and distinguished newspaper within
the shadow of the White House, who
career on one of the Nation's outstand- sold their contacts for a price.
ing newspapers. It is the final recogniWe hear of doubtful goings on in the GovEXTENSION OF REMARKS
tion of the excellent editorial which Mr. ernment department that collects our inOF
LaCoss wrote. It adds to the'widespread come taxes.
We hear of patronage bought and sold like
public acclaim. It is the final imprimamuch goods over the counter.
tur of Mr. LaCoss' brethren of the press. so An
OF IOWA
Army general sees no wrong in acceptMr. LaCoss is a graduate of the Uni- ing gifts
from those -with whom he does
IN
THE
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES
versity of Kansas and has in the past Government business, nor in diverting GovWednesday, May 7, 1952
worked on the San Diego Sun, the Kan- ernment materials to private use.
sas City Star, and with the Associated
The chairman of the Democratic National
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, under leave
Committee yells smear when it is discovered
Press.
to extend my remarks in the RECORD,
that he is on the payroll of a St. Louis comUnder leave to extend my remarks, I
I am inserting additional articles in the
ostensible reason that he has
insert herewith a copy of the Pulitzer pany for the
Washington Star's series on mail servon RFC loans.
Prize-winning editorial, Low Estate of influence
ice-or lack of service-in the Nation's
The close personal friend of the PresiPublic Morals:
dent, a major general, has a desk in the
Capital. I inserted the first of this series
LOW ESTATE OF PUBLIC MORALS
White House. where he conveniently hands
in yesterday's RECORD.
out receipts for deep freezers presented him
The discharge of 90 West Point cadets for
The articles follow:
gratis and which he distributes where they
cheating at examinations, is only one facet
SOME CITIZENS DoN'T AGREE DISTRICT MAIL
will do good politically.
of the many-sided problem of moral disinSERVICE Is "EXCELLENT"
Campaigns for the Senate in Ohio and
te·g ration nationally that is causing many
(By James G. Deane)
Maryland last year were conducted along
persons to wonder whether America is going
lines that set a new political low.
down the path of decay that caused the
Postmaster Roy M. North yesterday reSo, when 90 West Point cadets stray from
Roman Empire to fall. It is a sobering
affirmed his opinion of Washington mail
paths of honesty, when nauseous revelations
thought. But the facts must be faced.
service.
are made of the bribing of college basketball
The West Pointers were dishonest. They
"Excellent," he said.
teams, when youths charged with robbery
cheated. Some did so because they couldn't
Some citizens apparently don't agree.
stand up in court, as they did in New York,
play football and keep up with their studies.
Last Monday the Star reported on some
and brazenly admit their guilt, but excuse it
Others who were not athletes cheated betest letters. It took over 24 hours, one
cause that was the easy way to make passing
by saying that "everybody's doing it," when
test showed, to get a Chevy Chase letter
. teen-agers become delinquent via the narcotgrades.
postmarked, and another 12 to get it deThe excuse of the athletes accents the ab- .ics road, when too many youths of both sexes
livered. The same thing h appened elsenormality of thinking in many institutions
flout the laws of chastity and decencyof higher education as to the part sports
where.
when these derelictions of the youths of our
XCVIII-App.--176
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Mr. North ran his own tests, and found
everything hunky-dory. But readers reacted
quickly.
One told of a letter delayed 2 weeks from
Philadelphia. Another cited an Alexandria to
Washington special delivery-it took 2 days.
A third entered the bid for top honors--a
week and 1 day for 3 blocks on downtown
K Street.
A man in Silver Spring reported amiably
that he got a special delivery from the District in 2%, hours. He was a minute minority. If most other citizens liked the
fiervice, they didn't say so.
Yesterday Mr. North was shown a compila~
tion of the week's most specific complaints.
Some of these are printed today. The accompanying comments are from Mr. North,
Assistant Postmaster Gordon Bell, and, where
appropriate, from postmasters in independ~
ent suburban offices.
Mr. North, incidentally, pointed out that
he could give a conclusive opinion in some
cases only after his own investigation. He
has investigated none of these listed.
The complaints and comments follow:
Complaint: Mrs. Souren Hanessian, 4100
Military Road NW., on Tuesday, April 22,
received a letter postmarked in .Philadelphia
April 8 and in Washington, on the back,
April 21. The letter notified her of the birth
of her sister's baby. During the 2 weeks between the time it was mailed and delivered,
~he went to Philadelphia, saw the baby, and
returned.
"I'd like to ask the Post Office how this
could happen," she said. "I think it's awful."
Answer: The letter probably was missent
to the wrong Washington address, kept by
the recipient for a time, and then remailed
in a letter box. Such letters, when received
at the post office, are recanceled on the back.
Or the letter may have been mishandled in
transit-either here or in Philadelphia.
Complaint: Lt. Col. J. W. S. of the Pentagon received his monthly Army pay check
for $515 on March 31. He put it in an envelope addressed to the nearby Clarendon Trust
Co. and handed it to his "Secretary, who mailed
it at noon in a post office mailomat machine
on the Pentagon concourse. On April 5-5
dayt later-the check was rece~ved at the
bank. Meanwhile, three of Colonel S.'s personal checks bounced. When Colonel s.
complained to the Washington post office
about his bouncing checks, he was told nothing could be done for 10 days.
"They should have done something then,"
the colonel said.
Answer: There is no rule requiring a 10-day
wait before seeking to trace mall. But it
would have been useless to try. Ordinary
mail is very difficult to trace-this could have
been 1 of 500,000 pieces being handled in
the city post office almost simultaneously. It
might have been missent in Arlington.
There is no evidence because the envelope
was destroyed.
Complaint: On April 14, Dr. J. N., whose
office is in the 1900 block of K Street NW .,
addressed a business letter to the - - - real
estate firm three blocks down K street. His
secretary ran it through a postage meter
and dropped it in a letter box on the corner
of Nineteenth and K. The time was between
5: 30 and 6: 30 p. m. On April 22-8 days
later-the letter was received by the addressee in the morning mail. Both origin
and destination are in zone 6, which has
three business deliveries daily.
"The doctor was calling us all week to
know why he wasn't hearing from us," said
the real-estate man.
Answer: No explanation.
Complaint: W. A. J., who works at the
Agriculture Department, mails monthly
premiums to an insurance company in the
Tower Building, 1401 K Street NW. He bas
been doing so for a year and a half. He uses
a return envelope in which the company's
.l.ddress shows through a window. His re-

14. It was deliverep the afternoon of AJJril
turn address is in the upper left-hand
corner.
16. Mr. O.'s daughter's home is about four
blocks from the post office. When he asked
On Sunday, April13, between 6 and 7 p.m.,
an
explanation, he was told:
he dropped his April payment in a letter
"Well, we need ancther clerk.''
box at Chevy Chase Circle. At about 10
Answer: All mail collected in Bethesda is
a. m. Tuesday the letter carrier rang the bell
taken to the Washington post office to be
at his home and handed him the same encanceled and dispatched. This letter was
velope. Asked why, the carrier pointed to
returned to the Bethesda station and de~
the address in the · corner. Mr. J. pointed
livered from there. It should have been deto the address in the window and asked the
livered the next day.
carrier to reman his letter.
Complaint: An important letter to Mrs.
On Wednesday the letter came back again.
W. C. of Parkfairfax, Alexandria, was mailed
Exasperated, Mr. J. typed a note in red and
April 15 at the Bond Building, Fourteenth
pasted it over his return address. The note
Street and New York Avenue NW. It was
read:
postmarked at 6:30 p. m. TheW. C.'s, who
"Postmaster: This has been returned to
rent a branch post office box, looked for it
me twice. I have now covered up the re~
every day. They received it at 4 p. m. April
turn address. Will you please deliver?"
18.
For good measure be added the word "ad"We changed to a post office box when they
dress" in the lower left corner · and drew an
cut out the second delivery 2 years ago,"
arrow to the window. Thursday be mailed
Mrs. C. explained, adding, "We've been hav~
it again. Friday the insurance company reing awful service. We always allow 48 hours
ceived the payment-5 days after it first
for anything from Washington."
was mailed.
Answer: The letter should have been deAnswer: Possibly the insurance comlivered to the Parkfairfax station the next
pany's address was not clearly visible.
morning.
If it didn't arrive then, there are
Complaint: W. S. B., of Arlington, mailed
two more. deliveries daily to that station.
a birthday card to his granddau5hter at 9
Box patrons receive mail three times daily.
p. m. April 14. He mailed it at the North
Alexandria Postmaster Elmore Mudd has
Arlington branch post office. The little
had complaints about slow service from
girl's house on North Burlington Street is
Washington. But it should not take 48
just a few blocks from Mr. B.'s, which is on
hours, he emphasized. Most mail, he was
North Buchanan. The card was delivered
sure, doesn't.
about 2:30 p. m. 2 days later-a day late
Complaint: Mrs. I. L., c! West Leland Street,
for the celebration.
Chevy Chase, Md., was expecting a special
Answer: The card should have been dedelivery letter mailed at Virginia Beach,
livered the next day. There is no way to tell
.va., April 17. When it didn't arrive, she
what happened.
telephoned the sender and a duplicate was
Complaint: On April 15 a special delivery
mailed. The duplicate arrived in the Wash~
c. o. d. insured package was mailed at the
ington post office in 14 hours. But when
Connecticut Avenue station, addressed to
the postman brought it to Mrs. L.'s house he
Mrs. Horace E. Troth, 4109 E'verett Street,
left it in the mailbox outside. Mrs. L. found
Kensington, Md. The Troth address is off
1t accidentally at 9 a. m.
Connecticut Avenue extended. At 4 a. m.
"The doorbell didn't ring," Mrs. L. said. "I
on April 17 the package was postmarked
thought they were supposed to deliver it in
"Received" at Kansas City, Mo., and sent
person."
·
back again. On April 21 a postman took it
The first letter, she added, still hasn't
to the Troth home, but Mrs. Troth was in
arrived.
the basement and didn't hear his ring. He
Mr. L. also had bad luck with a package
left a notice. Mrs. Troth's husband called
last Christmas. Mailed at Beach City, Ohio,
for the package the next day at the postoffice.
on December 20, it was handed to her at the
"The Kensington post office," Mrs. Troth
post office January 20. It was Swiss cheese,
said, "wasn't anxious to give me a tracershe said, and no longer edible.
they wanted to wait and see if it came."
Answer: A special delivery messenger no
Answer: A clerk in the Washington post
longer is required to deliver letters in per~
office misread "Kensington, Md.," as "Kansas
son.
This practice was discontinued some
City, Mo." At a quick glance this was easy,
years ago. But he should have rung the
because the "Md." on the package looked
doorbell and knocked on the door. He also
like "Mo." The writer should have been
should have left a notice under the door in~
more careful-but so should the clerk.
forming Mrs. L. that the letter was in her
A Kensingten post office clerk accepted a
mailbox.
·
claim slip on the package but did not send
The postmaster says parcel post deliveries
an inquiry to washington that day because
were
good
last
Christmas.
of a "misunderstanding," according to the
Complaint: The Security Mutual Life Inpostmaster, Mrs. Margaret· B. Tierney. The
surance Co. on April 8 sent first-class advernext day the package arrived. After the
tising letters to two Silver Spring addressesfailure to deliver, a messenger would have
10416 Hebard Street-and 10414 Ewell Avenue.
been sent back if Mrs. Troth had so reBoth were returned marked "No such street,
quested.
return to writer for better address.'' On
Complaint: H. F. of Alexandria mailed an
a recheck, it was found the address should
oversize special delivery letter at the Alexanhave been Kensington, Md. After a 2dria post office at 5 a.m. April 7. He paid 38
week lapse, the letters were remailed. Salescents postage. The envelope was postmarked
man Harry Niedermayer said:
&"'; 8 p. m. ~t was postmarked "received" in
"Silver Spring and Kensington adjoin
Washington at 1 a. m.-5 hours later. But
each other. It was just a matter of a few
the Capitol City Engraving Co., 1215 H Street
blocks. It's rather aggravating no attempt
NW., didn't receive it untll the morning of
was made to find out whether there's such
Aprll 9. It came in the regular mail.
an existing street."
Answer: It should have been delivered
Answ~r: The post office will verify mailing
April 8 by a special-delivery messenger on
lists for a fee of 1 cent per address for 25
his regular 7 a. m. run. If too large to go
addresses and over. Many firms use this
through the mail slot, and the firm was not
service regularly, and it could have been done
open, it might have been returned to the
in this case. Formerly, an attempt would
post office and a notice left to call for it.
have been to correct these letters. But di(But no notice was left, according to the
rectory service on most mall was discon~
firm.)
·
tinued 2 years ago. These streets are some
Complaint: C. 0. of Bethesda mailed a
distance from Silver Spring, and Silver
letter to his daughter from the Bethesda
Spring carriers can't be expected to know
branch post office on the morning of April -them.
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Complaint: On Good Friday, en route out
of town for Easter week end, Mrs. G. M., of
Chevy Chase, Md., mailed an Easter card in a
box at 4801 Connecticut Avenue NW. It was
addressed to her husband at their home.
The time was about 11:30 a. m. The card
was mailed first class. Returning Monday,
she asked Mr. M. how he liked the card. He
hadn't received it. She herself received it
when t h e carrier arrived just before noon
Tuesday.
Answer: The card should have been deliv·
ered the next day. But the Easter season
is the year's second heaviest mailing period.
It probably got delayed in the rush.
These are samples of complaints received
·by the Star last week. More will be printed
later.
POSTMASTER PREFERS COMPLAINTS ON SERVICE
DmECTED TO HIM
(By James G. Deane)
Postmaster Roy M. North prefers to have
citizens complain about mail service to
him- not to newspapers.
"If they'll make their complaints to me,
we'll be glad to investigate," he said.
But a number of citizens in the last few
days have complained to the Star.
Some of these complaints were printed
yesterday. Today the Star publishes some
more. All came in unsolicited, by telephone
and mail. They were then reported to Mr.
North, Assistant Postmaster Gordon Bell, or
suburban postmasters.
Their answers accompany the complaints.
EdwarQ. L. Blincoe, 2121 H Street NW., has
had more than his share of bad luck.
Complaint: Last September 28 at National
Airport Mr. Blincoe mailed some urgent
papers to New York City. The letter went
airmail special delivery and was postmarked
2 p. m. The New York General Post Office
received it at 7:30. A substation postmarked
it at midnight. In the morning a postman
tried to deliver it, but the addressee had
started back to Washington. The letter
eventually followed him back.
Answer: New York should have received
the letter sooner, and it should have b een
delivered that evening. Bu t the last special delivery trip in most cities is around
10 p . m. Under the circumstances, the letter
couldn't be sent out until morning.
Complaint: Not long afterward Mr. Blincoe
mailed some maps first class-s:gecial delivery
to Wilmington, Del. They were mailed at
the West End Station Monday afternoon.
They were received Friday afternoon-when
they were no longer any use.
Answer: There is no explanation. Th e
delay probably wasn't in Washington.
Complai nt: A bundle of maps was sent to
Mr. Blincoe by the Army Map Service first
class on a Thursday. On the next Tuesday,
the maps still being undelivered, Mr. Blincoe
asked for a tracer. On Thursday, he asked
for a duplicate set. The latter arrived the
next day. The first set showed up a week
later in a branch postal station. A carrier
had put it aside, he was told, because he
thought it was too heavy to carry. Everybody forgot it.
Answer: Carriers deliver only very small
packages such as neckties and handkerchiefs.
All the rest are handled by parcel-post trucks,
regardless of weight. The parcel shouldn't
have been forgotten.
Complaint: Last June 29 Mr. Blincoe's sec•
retary air mailed two letters to Sacramento,
Calif. One was an application to the real·
estate commission, the other an application
to the contractor's license board. A money
order was enclosed with each.
The real-estate commission received its
letter the next day. The one to the license
board arrived several days later, postmarked
not w ashington but Arlington, Va., and not
June 29 but July 1. The postmark. dead line

for Mr. Blincoe's application was June 30.
He almost was denied a license renewal as
a result.
Mr. Blincoe complained to the Post Office
Department that a postal inspector told
license authorities he probably failed to mail
the letter promptly and was endeavoring to
put something over. Postal officials denied
this.
Arlington Postmaster C. F. Simpson in a
letter to Mr. Blincoe stated:
"Frequently, uncanceled letters from other
post offices arrive at this office, although intended for delivery in another city. This
usually is caused by letters being stuck to. gether and it is reasonable to believe that it
happened in this case."
Washington Postmaster Roy M. North concurred.
Answer: There is no positive explanation.
Complaint: A. Edward Hardman, 1210
North Stuart St reet, Arlington, said this is
evidence of what he termed "our small mail
service":
"There is a mail plane leaving London, Ontario, Canada, about 9:30 a. m. It arrives
at Toronto and leaves there at 10:20 a. m.,
making connections at Buffalo, N.Y., with a
plane leaving at 11 :30 a. m., arriving at
Washington Airport at 2:30 p. m., all the
same day-5 hours. On April 3 an airmail
letter was sent to me postmarked London,
Canada, 8 a. m. I received it tm the Monday
delivery, April 7, at noon. • • • Page
- our old pony express."
Answer: The letter wouldn't necessarily
have come as Mr. Hardman routes it. But
it should have arrived that afternoon and
been delivered the next morning.
Complaint: Mrs. C. H ., of Twentieth Road,
Arlingt on, last December 19 mailed a $19.94
order to S. Kann Sons Co., Washington. On
January 3 she complained to the department store that she had received not even
an acknowledgment. On January 10 Kann's
wrote Mrs. H . her order had not been received. On January 15 the mail-order department telephoned that the order had just
arrived. Mrs. H. canceled it.
Answer: Inexperienced temporary clerks
might have mishandled the letter in the
Christmas rush.
Complaint: Mrs. J. B., of Thirteenth Place
NE., on April 18 received a letter mailed in
northwest Washington about midday April 8.
"This is only one of many incidents within
the past 2 years," she wrote. "Our mail isn't
delivered until around noon and has come
as late as 4 p. m."
Answer: Postmaster North would like to
see the envelope.
Some days the carrier's mail load is bigger,
therefor e t akes longer. R outes were lengthened with ~he end of the second delivery 2
years ago.
Complaint: Mrs. G. W., of South F airfax
Street, Alexandria, on a recent Monday
mailed a book at the Alexandria post office
addressed to Brentano's F St reet store in
Washington. It }Vas delivered 10 days later.
Mrs. W. declared:
"I make allowances for delay on account
of collections, but this book I put in the post
office myself at noon on that Monday." ·
Answer: Books, like first-class mail, should
be delivered the next day, ordinarily. They
should take no more than 2 days. All outgoing mail leaves Alexandria promptly, according to Postmaster Mudd.
Complaint: Ernest R. Gerner, 7607 Eastern
Avenue, Takoma Park, Md., on the afternoon
of April 10 mailed an Easter card to West
Haven, Conn., in a box outside Union Station. Then he and his wife boarded a train
to the same destination. They arrived 6
hours later, but the first-class greeting card
did not arrive until April 14.
Mr. Gerner brought the envelope home
planning to show it to postal officials. But
he changed his mind. He explained:
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"What's the use, I won't get any satisfaction."
Answer: The Washington post office was
current on its Easter mail, according to the
postmaster. Mr. North also said: "We try
to give every complaint a thorough examination."
Complaint: Frank Poch, hardware merchant of 4515 Wisconsin Avenue NW, wrote
to Baltimore for a shipment of seed. He
related:
"After waiting a week, thinking I had possibly forgot t en to order same, I called them
by long distance, this call costing me 40
cents. I was informed they had just received my order that morning."
Answer: The delay may have occurred in
Baltimore.
Complaint: It took a first-class letter 6
days to travel from Schenectady, N. Y., according to C. H. H., of Takoma Park, Md.
The letter was mailed April 15 and delivered
April 21. At about 390 miles in 168 hours
that amounted to an hourly rate of 2% miles,
Mr. H. calculated, adding: "What would the
stagecoach days have thought of this speed?"
Answer: The letter, transmitted through
Washington, should have taken 2 days at
most.

Is Canada Bluffing When It Is Credited
With Being Ready To Build the St. Lawrence Seaway Without the Aid of the
United States?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES E. VANZANDT
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. VAN ZANDT .. Mr. Speaker, recently Canadian Transport Minister Lionel Chevrier addressed the members of
the Economic Club of Detroit, Mich.,
and assailed what he termed "powerful
minority groups" in the United States
which he said have blocked joint United
States-Canadian development of the St.
Lawrence seaway and power project.
The following article from the March
25, 1952, edition of the New York Times
reveais that associates of Mr. Chevrier
asserted that his Detroit speech was
probably the most outspoken of any he
has yet given in Canada's campaign to
make the development a joint affair:
BIG SAVING iN STEEL Is SEEN IN SEAWAYCANADIAN TRANSPORT MINISTER PUTS BILL
FOR ORE SHIPMENT AT $200,000,000 A YEAR
DETROIT, March 24.-Transport Minister
Lionel Chevrier said today North America's
steel bill alone will soar $200,000,000 a year
if the St. Lawrence Seaway is not built.
In an attack against the powerful minority
groups in the United States which he said
have blocked joint United States-Canadian
development of the seaway and power project, Mr. Chevrier said the increase in steel
costs alone would, in a few years, outweigh
the whole cost of the project.
The seaway would eliminate the impending
prospect of a $200,000,000-a-year increase in
the cost of raw material for steel mills and
an even greater increase in the price of final
steel products. It would make available
Labrador iron ore in volume to all Great
Lakes districts without such an increase tu
cost, he said.
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MOST OUTSPOKEN SPEECH
Mr. Chevrier's associates said the speech at
Detr oit's Economic Club was probably the
most outspoken of any he has yet given in
Canada's campaign to make the development
a joint affair.
Mr. Chevrier listed as a second seaway
saving the $30,000,000 a year which would
not have to be spent in transshipment of
grain and other commodities because large
ships would be able to penetrate the Great
Lakes, which they cannot do now.
He struck hard at those who call a bluff
Canada's announced plan to build the ·seaway alone if necessary.
In terms of physical work on things which
are an integral part of the seaway, Canada
has already invested more than $430,000,000
over the years and has done more work
already than that which lies ahead to complete the job, he said.
Referring to development of power and
navigation on the Rhine and Rhone Rivers
in Western Europe by Marshall-plan dollars,
which he said would cost far more than the
seaway, Mr. Chevrier asked:
"Where are these same qualities when it
comes to a project that concerns yo'J,u own
economy and Canada's, your own defense
and ours?:'
He estimated that tolls su1ftcient to cover
operation, maintenance, interest, and amortization costs would impose only a comparatively light burden on the traffic foreseen
for the seaway, which he thought would
outrank either the Panama or Suez Canals.

Mr. Speaker, in commenting on the
Detroit speech of Canadian Transport
Minister Lionel Chevrier, officials of the
National St. Lawrence Project Conference, opposed to the construction of the
proposed international ditch, asked the
following $64 question on March 28, 1952:
"Is Canada Bluffing After All?"
The commentary follows:
Is CANADA BLUFFING AFTER ALL?
We may have had some mental reservations as to the problems facing . Canada in
its building of the St. Lawrence waterway
alone but our expressed attitude, frequently
publicized, has been that this was Canada's
bu~iness and that if it wanted to build the
project alone, that seemed to offer a happy
solution to the controversy in this country.
But we are now frankly confused over an
1nfiammatory speech by the Canadian Transport Minister, Lionel Chevrier, before the
Economic Club of Detroit, March 24, as reported by the Canadian press in the New
York Times, March 25, an account of. which
1s enclosed. Mr. Chevrier's associates are
represented as having said the speech "was
probably the most outspoken of any he has
given in Canada's campaign to make the
development a joint affair."
Well, sir, you could have knocked us down
with a feather. We were not aware of Canada's conducting a campaign to make us join
1n the undertaking; rather, we had been
assured by such proponents as General Pick
Army Chief of Engineers, that Canada didn't
particularly care what we did and that, indeed, we had to act mighty quickly to even
get in on the deal.
We won't go into the propriety of the
minister of a foreign government making a
speech on our soil accusing our legislative
branch of being under the domination of
powerful minority groups. The fact is that
geographically about 80 percent of the area of
this country is opposed to this -project. The
proponents, seeking to take something from
other sections of the country to their own
sectional advantage, represent the decided
minority.
However, we might make the observation
that the demagogues come just as big in
Canada as they do in this country. Note Mr.
Chevrier's statement that 1f the St. Lawrence
isn't built thi.M country's steel bill will in-

crease $200,000,000 a year. Why is this in
of Condemnation" appeared in the Daily
point? Only a little way down ·in his speech
he assures one and all that it's going tp be
Review, of Hayward, Calif., on April 25
built as he breathes fire and brimstone at
that I urge you to .read.
any suggestion Canada is bluffing.
The publisher of the Daily Review is
It would be interesting to know how he
Floyd Sparks, and its editor George
arrives at his $200,000,000 figure. The proL
moters of the Labrador ore plan only to proower. Both are newspaper men in the
duce 10,000,000 tons of ore annually beginbest tradition of that profession.
ning in 1956 or 1957, and they hope in 20
Mr. Sparks is independent in his thinkyears to get this annual production up to
ing. He wears no tag, which makes this
20,000,000 tons. This would compare with
d't · 1 11
the some 137,000,000 tons we are expected to
e 1 oria a the more forceful:
be USing by then. Only five Of this COUntry's
HYSTERIA OF CONDEMNATION
smaller steel companies are interested in this
President Truman is in an uncomfortable
ore. We are quite sure that Mr. Chevrier's
·
statement would prove exciting to Mr. Benposition. And it is not entirely his own
jamin F. Fairless, president of United States
fault. More than half of the fingers pointSteel, or Mr. Eugene Grace, chairman of Beth•
ing .at him, and the voices shouting at him,
lehem's board, or to the Inland Steel officials,
know no other way to point or to shout than
or those of Jones & Laughlin, Crucible, Pittsin a partisan direction.
burgh Steel, Allegheny Ludlum, and a host
That is an unfortunate -and an unfair cirof other steel operators who are not in on the
cumstance. It is an indignity both to the
Labrador deal.
President and to the American system o:t:
Another statement of Mr. Chevrier's strikes
government.
us: That one about the waterway effecting
Peculiarly, this mass hysteria of condema saving of $30,000,000 on grain and other
nation is directed at one who will not be
commodities that would be moved in oceangoing vessels right on out to sea without hava candidate for political office. To that deing to be transshipped. on December 4, 1951,
gree it refiects an American impatience with
he told the Canadian House of commons
a man who chanced to head our Government
that he anticipated no important movement
during a time of national uncertainty.
of oceangoing. vessels over the waterway.
Somewhere within the bitter debate his de"Ocean cargoes would be transshipped at
tractors have lost sight of the fact that the
Montreal,'' he said.
_ major part of the uncertainty stemmed from
The Minister even picks up a story the
a world-wide tension. and insecurity.
waterway proponents in this country have
In heaping vilification on Truman for
been circulating to the effect that our Marsmall faults as well as large ones, they may
shall-plan dollars are building a $600,000,000
be welding a strong base for another Demowaterway-hydroelectric project to connect
Switzerland with the Mediterranean Sea;
cratic administration to stand on, campaign
therefore, we should buy the st. Lawrence
on, and possibly be elected on. People do
waterway.
_
not like to be pushed around and they do
For the life of us, we've been unable to
not like to see someone they admire pushed
understand why a boondoggle in Europe jusaround. Millions of people admire President
tifies another one here. But now, the MuTruman. He has many admirable qualities,
tual Security Agency has denied the story.
and he is being pushed around-by wire
It says the French are building this project
services, columnists, radio commentators,
with their own money. If the MSA isn't telland curbstone partisans.
ing the truth, there should be an investigaSome of the President's mistakes, unfortution of boondoggling in Europe, not more
nately, have been on the gargantuan side,
boondoggling over here.
On the question of selfish interests, we
but so have some of his accomplishments.
would like to quote for Mr. Chevrier's inAgainst the corruption among his appointees
formation, from an article in the saturday
and the blunder of his seizure of the steel
Evening Post of March 22 by Leslie Roberts,
mills many impressive credits can be ranked.
one of Canada's outstanding publicists:
His demonstrated patience for winning the
"Conversely, Toronto can be very angry
war in Korea is among them. A lesser man
and frustrated when denied the privilege of
could give way to the inclination to take
expending its vigor. Of late, a great clamor
chances on an all-out war. The point 4 prohas echoed through the town and suburbs
gram, military aid to Greece, European reabout getting the St. Lawrence seaway dug . covery plan, Atlantic Pact-these and others
and its hydroelectric power developed. It
pale the importance of a General vaughn, of
has been a strongly personal-interest clamor,
injudicious letter writing, of off-the-cuff
as all such 'hassles' are hereabouts. The
comments that must be "clarified" with retheme is that a good town is being held back
t
by slowpokes, and woe betide any visiting
raction or modification the following day.
fireman who might say that the big ditch
They also indicate that the President
isn't needed or that it would be well to wait
despite accusations to the contrary and h~
and see how world affairs shape up. Given
unwise charges of "red herring," has done
the waterway, every Torontonian is cona large job in fighting communism without
vinced that his city would quickly whisk past
expending American sons. There is much in
Montreal and several United States cities and
his record to be proud of, as there is much
mov~ up right next to Chicago in populain it to be sorry for.
tion. He wants it to happen in his own time,
One of .the principal faults of Harry Trunot his grandchildren's."
man may not be a fault of his at all. A large
number of Americans are intent on finding
an issue and a victim. That is less the fault
of Harry Truman than of those who magnify
Hysteria of Condemnation
his imperfections.
Recognition of that fact, of course, does
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
not eclipse the right to criticize when misOF
takes are made. But in conduct, as in law,
there is a .difference between misdemeanors
MILLE~
and felonies. Editorially the Daily Review
OF CALIFORNIA
reserves the right to try to distinguish between the two. We may often fail, but 1t is
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
hoped our criticisms do not degenerate to the
Monday, April 28, 1952
plane of verbal lynching, without responsiMr. MILLER of California. Mr. bility or reason; With only a wordy rope and
·Speaker, an editorial entitled "Hysteria. the opportunity to use it,

HON. GEORGE P.
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Mr. LANE. Mr, Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following address I delivered at the
dedication of the large American :flag
which :flew over the Capitol in Washington, D. C., last December 26, when the
Sacred Heart School for Boys in Shawsheen Village observed the sixth anniversary of its founding. The :flag is now
unfurled from a 65-foot :flagpole on the
school campus.
The address follows:

The mutual understanding upon which
trust and cooperation are built.
The wide-awake citizensJ;lip that wm 1m·
prove Government at every level.
The wisdom to build character as well as
machines.
Last Thursday, many of our cities held
Loyalty Day parades.
The air was clear a~d the sun was kind.
And there were color guard's leading every
unit. The Stars and Stripes matched the
attractive spring clothes of the people, and
the flowers that are blooming again in Nature's annual rebirth.
Up to 3 years ago, we did not bother to
observe Loyalty Day.
We took it for granted.
But now we know better.
There is abroad in the world, a movement
that is both antigod and antifreedom. The
United States and our allies stand between
it and its goal of world conquest. Preaching
the hateful gospel of force, fear, and despair,
it could overwhelm us if we become careless
or indifferent.
That is why this ceremony becomes significant in many ways.
Loyalty Day has been extended to include
this Sunday so that we may serve notice on
communism that ours is "One Nation Indivisible." We are strengthening our unity by
dedicating ourselves to make democracy live
in every conscious hour of our lives and · in
everything that we do.
Communists sv,:ear allegiance to the state
which is an image of clay.
We, on the other hand, belong to a society
of free men and women whose motto is "In
God, we trust."
The Government, which is in our keeping,
must protect those human rights which we
derive from the author of all creation.
We combine this Loyalty Day with Sunday
because we know that the city of man is lost
if it forgets the city of God.
'
We raise this flag with hope and joy.
, Our spiritual leaders ' bless this gallant
banner.
In so doing, we Americans pledge ourselves
to live with courage, with intelligence, and
with honor· for . ·the one way of life that
opens up the 'greatett ~ossibilities for
mankind.

erans' Administration. The order of preference in making homestead entries among
such disabled veterans shall be determined
in relation to their percentage of disability,
commencing with those veterans who have
the highest percentage of disability."

The fairness of the proposal will. I feel
certain, be obvious to everyone, and I
intend to ask the chairman of our Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs to
schedule it for hearing as soon as possible.

Just Another Line of Type, But An Jm;
portant Milepost With a Meaning
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETl'S
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A few weeks ago, this American flag was
the most important banner in the entire
Wednesday, May 7, 1952
United States. ·
Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, ·u nder leave
It waved above the entrance to the whiteto extend my remarks. I wish to include
d<;>med building that is .. the Capitol of our
the following article from the Lynn
country.
It was brought here from Washington to
Telegram...:News, Sunday, May 4, 1952 ob•
fly proudly over your school and to remind
serving the historic date of May 5 i952
all of us that we are a united people, enthe one hundredth anniversary ~f th~
joying freedom under God.
International Typographical Union:
This is a beautiful flag to look at with
A REMARKABLE RECORD OF CONSISTENT SERVICE
its colorful combination of red, white, and
To EVERY PERSON IN THIS COMMUNITY
. blue. Its bright stars represent the 48 States,
1B50: A convention of journeyman printers
but more than that they remind us of heaven
from Typographical Societies in six States
above, and of a higher duty.
met in New York to consider forming a naOur Nation has prospered because we try
tional union.
to live our lives as the divine Creator of all
1851: Delegates met in Baltimore, set up a
things intended, filling our days on earth
committee to draft a constitution and bywith good and useful actions and treating
laws for the proposed national printers'
those we meet as equal to ourselves.
union "for the relief and benefit of the craft."
This flag is new, and cheerful, and clean.
1852: On May 5, the ITU was born at Cin·It stands for a young Nation.
cinnati, Ohio, by _adoptio~ of this resolution:
A Nation that is on its way to a .greater
"The stipulations of the late national confuture in the service of hmpan betngs envention having been _complied with, the Nacouraging you and me to develop the best
tional
Typographical Union is hereby dethat is in us.
clared organized."
A strong Nation because we respect our1853 :, Full financial reports of receipts and
selves and each other trying to be worthy
.exp.e nditures beg~n. continued without inin the sight of 'God.
·
.
Disabled Veterans Deserve Preference
terruption since. Convention adopted barAny person who cheats, or lies, or betrays
gaining policy: "The National Union regards
another puts a stain upon this flag. In the
as injudicious a frequent resort to strikes,
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
world of today, it is the guardian of civic and
believing that in most cases differences can
religious rights. Any act of ours, therefore,
OF
be settled by more amicable means."
·. . which is against the teachings of our church
1857: New Orleans convention considered
dishonors the flag under which we have
a proposal for "establishment of a union
found such friendship and freedom. In no
OF CALIFORNIA
printers' home for those members who have
other place on earth could we worship as we
grown old in the art."
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
please without any fear of our fellow-citi1858: Opened membership to receive printzens or fear ·of neighboring countries' as we
Tuesday, May 6, 1952
ing pressmen after many such craftsmen exdo in this land whose flag is the symbol of
.Pressed
a desire for organization as part of
Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, J .have tofair play and no favorites. ·
Many brave men and women have offered
day introduced H ..R. 7757. a bill .to give the printing industry.
Convention gave favorable support
· up their lives so that this hopeful ·standdisabled veterans of .World War II a .to 1859:
the policy of con tracts with employers
ard and all that it means could be ours to . preferen'ce in making homestead entry
."after first having invited a conference with
enjoy this day.
'
on public-lands. The bill adds a new sub-· employers." Union pioneered in giving conFrom Betsy Ross to Heartbreak Hill in
section
to
the
act
establishing
veterans
sideration to fight against tuberculosis and ·
Korea is a long way in a short period of hispreference, which subsection provides- "the exposure of its members to diseases of
tory. In time of danger, when all seemed
tlie
respiratory organs."
..That section 4 of the act entitled "An act
lost, this symbol has pulled us together, and
1860: Accepted membership of all employhas . inspired us to give that extra effort · to allow credit in connection with certain
ers who were practical printers, qualified as
homestead entries for military or naval servwhich is always tp.e deciding factor that
journeymen, and who wanted to join with
changes defeat to victory.
. ice rendered during World War II," approved
their employees in the union .
We reverence the memory of those who. . September 27, 1944, as amended (43 U.S. c .•
1862: Convention criticized the secretary- '
sec. 282) , is amended by inserting " (a) "
had such complete faith in the new wa1
treasurer for calling off the convention sched·
after "Sec. ·4." and by adding at the end
of life tha.t was created on this continent
uled in 1861, for such a minor reason as a
that they were willing to die so that it
thereof the following:
War Between the States; instructed the presmight be saved for its greater destiny.
"(b) Priority in making homestead enident
to send a letter to all southern unions
tries in the case of persons granted a preWe hope that the day will come when men
"assuring them of our continued good will
ferred right of application under subsection
will be animated by that same faith to live
and fellowship."
(a) of this section shall be given to veterans
up to the great opportunities that freedom
1863: Criticized the Paper Trus* for 1D•
(otherwise qualified to make entry) who
offers.
creasing paper prices, and petitioned Conhave a disability rating determined in acThe chance for each human being to degress ' to remove from paper the "duty novr
cordance with the standard schedule of ·rat•
velop more fully the talent that is within
charged and regulated by laws."
him,
1ng disabilities in current use by the Vet•

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
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1906: Members in commercial printing
charter fro'm the American Federation of
1864: Resolved that "monopoly of the teleshops struck for an 8-hour day, and carried
Labor or any other organization. ITU issued
graph dispatches" by the Associated Press
it to successful conclusion against employers'
charters to bookbinder members who wanted
"is hurtful to the craft and a direct infringeppen-shop movement.
ment of the Uberty of the press." Accepted · to form separate local unions.
1907: Adopted a voluntary plan of ITU
membership of, and bargained for wages for,
1889: Required all amendments to concourse
of instruction in printing, offered by
stitution and all proposals to increase dues
proofreaders and stereotypers working in
the
Inland Printer Technical School of Chior
assessments
to
be
submitted
to
referenunion shops.
cago.
dum of local union members. Publication
1865: First proposed an 8-hour day, al1908: Established a pension fund by spe:.
of the Typographica~ Journal started.
though most craftsmen were working 10, 11,
cial assessment based upon a percentage of
1890: Union Printers Home at Colorado
and 12 hours and many members were paid
earnings, the model for the social-security
Springs authorized and board of trustees
on piece-work basis.
plan and for most industrial pension plans.
1866: Began 43-year struggle to secure
chosen to arrange for erection of main
1909: Manufacturing clause in United
copyright law which would protect American
building. Introduction of Linotype machine
States copyright law adopted after 43-year
craftsmen from competition with cheaper
brought resolution: "The principal factor
in the economic operation of typesetting
agitation by t)le International Typographical
European labor.
1869: Opened membership to women, remachinery is the employment of highly
Union to protect American labor from subquired equal pay for equal work and barred
skilled and intelligent labor."
standard foreign competition on matter pro· discrimination
against
them. Resolved
1891: International Typographical Union
tected by our copyright law.
that printers should be hired "solely on acadopted plan for burial fund, now known
1910: Referendum of membership adopted
count of competency, and not for religious
as the mortuary fund, beginning a new epoch
policy of discouraging and opposing pieceor political views they may entertain."
in fraternal benefits for members. First
work, bonus for extra production, and sweatName changed to International Typographiauthorized strike for 9-hour day in Pittsshop conditions.
cal Union after affiliation of Canadian unions.
burgh by commercial printers and pressmen;
1911: Joined with other crafts in forming
paving the way for real friendship between
ITU members vote voluntary assessment to
International Allied Printing Trades AssoCanada and the United States.
assist Pittsburgh members. Employers orciation, assigned title of Allied Label to joint
1870: Miss Augusta Lewis, of New York.
ganized association to oppose union, secured
ownership of affiliated crafts, provided volunelected corresponding secretary, the first
first injunction to prohibit picketing or
tary cooperative action.
woman to be chosen as an officer of a nationspeaking to strikebreakers; organized labor
1912: The ITU took over the Inland Printer
al or international union.
staged huge parade in protest against use
Technical School course of lessons in print1872: Launched long campaign for repeal
of new strikebreaking weapon, the injuncing as a continuation of its apprentice trainof the conspiracy laws of the various States,
tion, by Government agency.
ing policy.
under which labor organizations were sub1892: Union Printers Home formally open1914: Authorized sending delegates . to
jected to persecution. Began chartering
ed for reception of residents, and for 60
Trades and Labor Congress of Canada, after
separate unions of printing pressmen in cit.years the ITU has provided this home and
it separated from .the American Federation
ies where such members desired separate
hospital for afflicted, aged, and infirm prtntof Labor by agreement. Represented at
charters.
·
ers.
Two thousand pressmen members
every session since that time.
1873: Birth of principles of Fair Practices
seceded and formed their own international
1916: Made 10-year arbitration agreement
Act; union insisted each publisher have
union. ITU authorized membership for
with commercial printing employers, but
newspaper set or reproduced in type by his
mailers and news writers.
neither employers nor printers ever used arown employees; men were furnished fbr a
1893: Convention provided for initiation of
bitration during the life of the agreement.
varying volume of work at no loss of time
new laws by petitions from local unions as a
1917: International Typographical Union
nor extra expense to publishers; fair pracfurther step in guaranteeing democratic rule
guaranteed protection of jobs and priority
tice principles still in effect, fully justified
of the union. By referendum of members
for its 7,343 members who entered m111tary
by 80-year experience.
of both organizations, the German-American
service of Canada and the United States.
1876: Convention took first action to abolTypographia united with the International
1919: Negotiated international agreement.
ish sub lists, and opened the way for a -plan
Typographical Union.
with commercial printing employers for a
of priority now accepted and used through1894: By resolution adopted in referendum,
44-hour week, which employers repudiated
out most industries.
members asked Congress for the "abolition of
on the day it was to become effective.
1877: Local unions provided relief funds,
monopoly privilege of issuing money by in1921: Commercial printers struck to enshared work, when great depression forced
dividuals and corporations, and substituting
force the 44-hour agreement made with emnewspaper suspensions, business bankrUpttherefor a system of direct issuance to and
ployers in 1919; weekly half-holiday won,
cies, wage reductions, widespread unemployby the people."
·
pattern for all crafts.
ment, and unregulated apprenticeship prob1896: Bookbinder members, by agreement
1922: Began free collective bargaining
lems.
.
·
•
and with the assistance of the International
without previous arbitration commitment by
1879: International Typographical Union
Typographical Union, formally established
either party, since record of 21-year experistarted action to organize the American Fedtheir own international union. Convention
ence proved complete freedom necessary to
eration of Labor, instructing secretary to
adopted provision for electing all ITU officers
successful negotiation . .
contact other national and international
by popular vote of the membership.
1930: Union· survived greatest economic
unions; also instructed local unions to co1898: Conv~tion adopted law to discourdepression in history by sound principles
operate with other trade unions at the local
age and prevent outlaw strikes, by withholdand
practical approach to problems, shared
level for unified action.
ing benefits unless strike or lock-out is auwork and created unemployment funds, set
1881: Federation of Trades and Labor
thorized by the executive council.
a pattern for others.
Unions formed at convention called by Typo1899: Established 9-hour day, 6-day week
1933: Began a 5-day week at expense of
graphical Union delegates; announced pla1>by contract with commercial printing emmembers only; later Federal law helped other
form demands for compulsory education of
ployers after many months of collective barworkers get the 5-day week; reduced earnings
children, opposing employment of children
gaining. Organized all linotype machinists
were offset by sound bargaining and counder the age of 14, favoring an 8-hour day,
and machine tenders · working in composing
operative
practices.
opposing competition of prison and foreign
rooms; required such employment to be
1935: Wagner Act seldom used by union
labor, and requiring wages to be paid in
given to competent members of the union.
printers. ITU gave aid to newly organized
lawful currency.
1900: Instructed the ·president to notify
locals. Urged American Federation of Labor
1885: Stereot:9per and electrotyper memthe American Federation of Labor that the
to organize millions of workers in mass probers given local union charters in cities
"is not in position to arbitrate its own
duction industries.
where such meinbers desired separate loca1 · ITU
laws"
as
to
jurisdiction
over
composing
room
1937: International Typographical Union
unions. Monotype process patented, prowork claimed by other crafts.
refused to be assessed by the A. F. of L. to
ducing type from perforated paper punched
1901:
First
of
a
series
of
international
.
a
rfight
industrial organizations, holding fast to
from keyboard; journeyman printers learned
bitration agreements with newspaper pubthe policy adopted in 1882 and reiterated in
and have operated such machines, without
lishers adopted by referendum; system con1887 and 1900, asserting its autonomy.
any question of jurisdiction~ for more than
tinued 21 years, then replaced by voluntary
1939: Tolerated suspension from American
60 years.
arbitration.
Federation of Labor for nonpayment of the
1886: International Typographical Union
1902: Golden anniversary showed a total · unauthorized assessment to create a fund
adopted a union label so that the product
membership of 38,364, with 559 local unions.
for war against industrial unions.
of union labor may be readily known by
Women's
International Auxiliary organized.
1944: Accepted reaffiliation on same basiJ
purchasers, and the demand for publications
1903:
By
agreement
with
the
International
as in 1881, after A. F. of L. adopted a policy:
friendly to the cause of organized workingTypographical
Union,
stereotyper
and
elec"International
unions have complete authormen may be encouraged.
ity to regulate the conduct of their officers
trotyper members established their own in1887: Maintained autonomy of internaand members, and to control the use of their
ternational union.
tional unions, announcing the International
funds and properties."
1904: International Typographical Union
Typographical Union would not acknowledge
1947: International Typographical Union
locals of photoengraver members were assistallegian~ to nor recognize the supremacy
refused to accept any of the alleged benefits
ed in forming the International Photo-En•
of any other organization, would affiliate
of
the Taft-Hartley Act, holding fast to timegravers
Union.
with but would not apply for nor aceept a
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tested, sound principles of free collective
bargaining, unhampered by governmental
.bureaucracy or other outside interference.
1952: Its 89,659 members still hold to the
100-year-old principles and practices which.
have made the International Typographical
Union a great social force for progress and
betterment, as well as the oldest and most
democratic trade union in the world.
INTERNATIONAL TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION,

will probably cover the use of fertilizers.
Another to follow will be one on insecti..
cides, pesticides, and rodenticides. Another report will be on chemicals in
foods. It is interesting to note that more
than 700 chemicals are k_nocking at the
door of the food industry for recognition.
It seems only right and proper that we
should know what effects these chemicals might have on the health of individuals before they are poured into the
Fluorides i.,_ Water
food stream of the Nation. The last
report will probably cover cosmetics, and
fluorides in water. Your committee has
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
been diligent in trying to cover these
OF
subjects in an objective way. I am sure
HON. A. L. MILLER
these reports will be of interest to the
OF NEBRASKA
Congress and the country generally.
The current question of fluorides in
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
water has created more interest than any
Wednesday, May 7, 1952
other of the four subjects. I am conMr. MILLER of Nebraska.
Mr. vinced that we should know the effects
Speaker, on March 4, 1952, I said, in of fluorides on the abnormal child and
part:
on the adult who may have a chronic
A check of the vital statistics of Grand
illness before we recommend universal
Rapids, Mich., which is the only city of any
medication of the water to prevent
size that has had artificial fluoridation for
dental caries in children.
more than 4 years, shows that the death
The experts who are for fluorides in
rate from heart disease· in the year 1944
numbered 585. Four years later, aft,er fiuo-· water admit that no experiments have
been completed on the question of the
ridation had started, there were 1,059 deaths.
effect of fluorides on the ill child or the
This figure of 1,059 deaths should be adult with a chronic illness. These exfor Kent County, and not just Grand periments are now in progress. It
Rapids. ·
·
would seem the par.t .of wisdom and in
I am not saying that fluoridation was the
the public interest for communities t;hat
cause.
wish to use fluorides in the water supThere seems to have been a consider- plies to know that the results of experiably larger increase in deaths over the ments now being ma,de have not been
increase in population in Kent County completed or published.
I want to sound a note of caution and
during the 1944-49 period. I received
this week the report of the vital statistics suggest that communities wait until we
for the .year 1949 in Grand Rapids and know the results of experiments now in
Kent County. The Bureau of Vital Sta- progress. It is interesting to note that
tistics tells me there has been some re- the Food and Drug Administration will
vision of the classification in recording not permit the bottled-water industry to
deaths in 1949. The report shO"?/S a put fluorides in the bottled water. The
total of 1,031 deaths from all types of Food and Drug Administration brought
heart disease in Grand Rapids, Mich., in suit against a brewery in Massachusetts
1949 as compared to 585 deaths in 1944. ·and won a $5,000 verdict because the
The' deaths in Kent County, Mich., in brewery used a small portion of fluorides
in the water used for making beer.
1949 from all types of heart disease were
I would again point out that this is
1 435 as compared to 884 in 1944.
'Gr~nd Rapids, Mich., is the one city not an urgent matter, and the go-slow
in the United States that has ·been using sign should be sent to all communities
fluorides in the water since 1949. I am before a mass medication is recommendnot now saying that the increase in ed. I would point out that those in the
deaths is due to putting flUorides in PubliC"' Health Service who have beEln
water; in fact, I would doubt this very strongly advocating the use of fluorides
much. I' do feel additional studies in water to prevent dental caries said a
should be made in other cities to see if number of times, as late as 1950, in part:
evaluation of the effects of fluorine
there is an unusual increase in deaths tn The
water has not been established and must
from cardio-vascular disease, which wait
until the experiments now in progress
would include nephritis. The population are completed.
of Grand Rapids has increased about 8
These experiments will be completed
percent. The deaths from heart di~ease
under the new classification for Grand in 1956.
Dr. David Ast, who is in charge of the
Rapids show an increase from 585 deaths
in 1944 to 1,031 in 1949. The popula- laboratory at Newburgh, N. Y., and is
conducting some very important experition did not increase as rapidly.
There is a great interest in the country ments, said in an article published in
on the question of putting fluorides in the January issue of the Journal of Pubthe water to reduce dental caries in chil- lic Health, and appears in his testimony
dren. I am convinced that it does re- as follows:
Final conclusions regarding the possible
duce dental caries in children by persystemic effects of fluoride in the dosage
haps 50 percent. This is true up to the employed
should not be drawn before terage of 9 or 10 years.
mination of the 10-year study. • • •
The special Committee on Chemicals The possibility of demonstrated accumula:ill Foods will soon be making reports oil . tive effects of the fluorides in the final yeats
the several phases they have been in·· of the 1'0-year study cannot be eliminated
vestigating since June 1950. '!he first at this time.
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Remember, this article was published

in January this year. They are carrying
on some important exp~riments to determine the effects of fluorides on the abnormal child and the adult who might
have a chronic illness. Until these experiments are completed, it would seem
the part of wisdom to wait for the answers to a number of questions before
recommending universal medication of
water for all people. If an error is made,
it ought to l::le made on the side of caution.
·
Twenty-five years ago the Public
Health Service was recommending universal use of iodine in water. They sooq
gave up the idea because of the bad effects . iodine had upon certain pzople.
You now buy iodized salt if you need it.
It is also possible to buy fluorides to be
added to water or milk for those who
may need them.
Mr. Speaker, I am convinced that the
proper use of fluorides with normal
children does reduce dental caries about
50 percent. · It may prove to be an attractive metLod of controlling dental
caries and certainly warrants additional
study. The use of fluorides in preventing dental caries may prove to be a major discovery. that will be all to the good
in the field of· dentistry. I am urging
that the research continue. I am cer- .
tain- caution should be the watchword
until all the work on experiments now
in progress has been finished and the
results are made kno·:vn.

Hall Demands ·Commie Tactics Be
Abandoned by Local Smear Page
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL
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Mr. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL. J.\1r.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include the following letter:
EDITOR, THE BINGHAMTON SUN,
Binghamton, N. Y.

DEAR SIR: It is my request that references
to me in your propaganda column, Quote
and Unquote, be left out in the future.
The lead questions asked by the little Red
"'zealots" who call people on the phone are
always loaded or timed so that they conveniently bring me into the act in a yicious sort
of way.
This is just another method the Sun has
contrived to be rotten and to heap more
Commie propaganda upon an · American
Represen ta ti ve.
I also request a cessation of poison pen
letters directing cowardly attacks upon me
and written by stooges.
These smear columns never direct their
hate against anyone except 'me. What is the
reason for such intolerance and hatred?
Give the people's representative the decent
treatment he deserves. Keep Red hate out
of a newspaper that is supposed to be
American.
Very truly yours,
EDWIN ARTHUR liALL,
Member of Congress.
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Wartime and Peacetime Powers of the
Federal Government in Industrial Rei a·
tions
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OF ILLINOIS
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Wednesday, May 7,' 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include herewith an editorial written by
the Honorable James Monroe, editor of
the Collinsville <Ill.) Herald, and which
appeared in the Herald on May 2,. 1952:
WARTIME AND PEACETIME POWERS OF THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN INDUSTRIAL RELA•
TIONS

I find no fault with the decision of Federal Judge David A. Pine in the steel mill
seizure case as it was presented to him,
though I do not think it was well presented.
T'ne lawyers have two sayings which well
apply to the situation. One of them is that
"out of the facts the law arises," and the
other is that "bad lawsuits make bad law."
My judgment is that in some measure
President Truman paved the way for the
judicial upset of his seizure action by failing
to put it on more speci.fic· grounds of his
authority, and that the Government attorneys who defended it in court overreached in
their argument.
While the President prefaced his announcement of the seizure with some emphasis on the national military emergency,
he did not specifically predicate it on his
powers as Commander in Chief of the Armed
Forces. The Government attorneys did not
even emphasize the military aspect of the
situation, but launched into the thesis that
the President had inherent powers to seize
the property of the steel companies, presumably at any time.
The inher.e nt-powers argument advanced
by a Government attorney named Baldridge,
is fatuous, as Judge Pine declared it to ·oe.
No powers inhere in any Government officials
whatever, and they possess ~mly the powers
authorized by the Constitution. Even the
Congress could not vest ill tlie Executive, nor
in .anyone else, nor assert for itself any powers which the Constitution does not establish. The Constitution provides that the
powers not expressly granted to the Federal
Government or expressly forbidden to the
States are reserved to the States or to the
people. Neither the Executive, the courts,
nor the Congress can go beyond the powers
granted.
But the Constitution makes the President
the Commander in Chief of the military
forces, and this is a broad grant of power in
time of war.
And I thbught, and still think, and I said
to some of my friends, that it was my :view
that if the President had proclaimed that
he was taking over the steel mills in his capacity as Commander in Chief of the Armed
Forces as a mllitary necessity in t ime of war,
he would have been on sure ground. If there
had been time and I had had the opportunity
to present a brief to the court in this case I
would have submitted one to this effect. Or
I would at least have submitted my views t o
the Government attorneys for whatever use
they might have made of them.
Of course, the Congress has not formally
declared war in connection with the present
military conflict in Korea. But it has sanctioned all the military acts which could have
been carried out by virtue of a war declara-

tion; and we are in a war de facto in every
of the mills by the ·Government. Personally
sense that we could engage in one de jure.
I could not see where they were damaged
one whit, nor that they could have been
And the salient fact is that we are in it by
sanction of the Congress as well as the Ex- . harmed unless and until the Gover-nment
undertook to change the operating condiecutive. The action in Korea was initiated
tions for the benefit of the employees and
by the United Nations, of which we are a
to the detriment of the owners.
member by full author.ization of the· ConAnd, for the life of me, I cannot see any
gress; and the Congress has made the approdistinction between compelling the mill
priations necessal'y to arm the men and equip
owners to submit their plants to Government
them for the action they are carrying out.
operation and the compelling of mill hands
Perhaps zp.ore to the point, the Congress
to submit to a court injunction under the
bas authorized the appropriations for the
Taft-Hartley law requiring them to work
money to pay for the munitions which were
for.
less than they had demanded from their
to be made from the steel produced in the
employers as a bargaining right. To me,
steel plants which the Government seized.
congressional action which leads to Executive
The making of this steel becomes perforce as
and judicial encroachment on individual
much a military necessity as the fabrication
rights is fully as unlawful and fully as hateof it into guns and bombs and planes, its
ful as Executive action alone, no matter
shipment to Korea or its use by the soldiers
whether it affects the employers or the
there after they should receive these muniemployees alone, or both. If the grace of
tions. And so, it seeiOS to me to follow that
God
resides solely and inherently in the
the President had the same power. to comCongress, then I have misread the Constimand the making of the steel that he has to
~ti~.
.
direct the use of the implements of war
To the steel-mill owners and their political
which would be made from 1t. I think this
supporters it seems to be a matter of who
same reasoning applies to the furnishing uf
wears the shoe.
supplies to NATO in Europe-the Congress
After this was written Wednesday, the
has authorized their use and has provided
Federal Court of Appeals in Washington
the money to pay for them~ the President has
issued
a stay of Judge Pine's order to return
the authority as Commander in Chief. to see
the steel mills to their owners, so that the
that all instrumentalities ·of our economy
Government could appeal to the Supreme
are employed in furnishing them. ·
Friday. What will happen then and
Much has been made by objectors to the ·Court
thereafter I do not speculate on.
President's action of the point that it inOn Wednesday also CongTessman SMITH of
volved discretion on his part. To me this
Virginia who is the House counterpart of
is no objection at all, because his holding
Representative
Hartley since that gentleman
of any authority carries with it the discreleft the Congress, introduced a bill in the
tion to exercise that authority, the necessity
House which, recognizing that the Taftof determining when and under what cirHartley law has failed as a strike-stopper,
cumstances it should be exercised. Disproposes to make it broader if not stronger.
cretion is an essential of Executive authority.
It would extend the length of the cooling
Exercise of discretion is necessary, whether · off injunctJ.on periods indefinitely and
any action grows out of either delegated conwould give the Congress power to interject
stitutional authority, such as that which the
its discretion whenever the President
President holds as the military head of the
doesn't see fit to exercise his discretion to
Government, or whether it arises out of condeclare an emergency warranting an injuncgressional authorization.
tion . . The first news reports didn't say
Being more specific and getting closer to
whether it was to operate for the duration
the strike problem, discretion is vested in
or whether it was aimed as a continuing
the President by the Congress in the Taftpeacetime measure. But it was offered as an
Hartley law. That statute does not provide
amendment to the Selective Service Act,
that the President shall go into court and
which suggests that it may be leading to a
get injunctions to stop any and all strikes
move to draft industrial employees into a
which may be initiated by workers, either
civilian army. The reports didn't say, efther,
unionized or not. It gives the President the
whether corporation heads were to be put
authority, the discretion, to determine acin the same straight-jacket as the lowlier
cording to his own view whether or not the
employees. Likely the draft, if there is one,
impending strike imperils the national welwould cover only those carrying union cards.
fare, after which he may act as he thinks
And they might be made to wear striped
necessary. This discretion is fully equal to
uniforms, if the northern Republicans and
that which he may exercise in any circumthe southern Democrats could have their way.
stance as Commander in Chief.
While nobody can say what will take place
The difference is as to something else entoday or t9morrow or the succeeding days,
tirely-that under the Taft-Hartley law it
at the moment the steelworkers are on st;-ike
is proposed that the Executive should exerand an agreement between the workers and
cise his discretion and apply for the injuncthe employers is as far away as it was the
tion remedy in peacetime, while the disday the President intervened.
·
cretion vested in the Executive · as ComAnd so, while the lawyers argue and the
mander in Chief is available only in warCongressmen plot new strictures to be imtime as a military necessity-a time like the
posed on workers, it behooves the two
present.
p arties to the wage dispute to try again
I would be the last to assert that tl).e
to get together. The prospect of an early
President has any power as Commander in
settlement have not been improved by the
Chief to interfere in a strike in peacetime.
court action, and may not be improved by
Moreover,· I do not agree that he has any
its final determination by the Supreme
power in peacetime to interfere in any strike
Court. Court action is negative; it is not,
by authorization of Congress, as under the
and should not be, coercive. Necessarily it
Taft-Hartley law, for the reason that I do not
functions within the law, and there is no
think that Congress has any power to make · law except nature's grim law that men must
a law to compel men to work in peacetime
eat to live, to compel men to work against
either through Presidential discretion or
their own wills. As new negotiations are
otherwise. And it must be kept in mind
approached, all the parties concerned should
that the constitutionality of the no-strike
keep in mind the fact that industrial prog.;.
provisions of the Taft-Hartley law has never
ress and the national welfare are both
been affirmed by the Supreme Court.
furthered not by lawsuits but by conciliaThe steel-mill owners of course, and their
tion and understanding. Neither side will
supporters in their legal contentions, made
gain and the Nation will lose by a stubborn
a horrible case of encroachment .on indiassertion of extreme demands. The times
call for give and take.
vidual rights out of the temporary operation
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Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, I
herewith include, as part of my remarks,
a statement of the Bureau of Education
on Fair Trade which was given considerable publicity throughout the Nation:
FAIR TRADE Is GOOD FOR AMERICA BECAUSE FAIR
TRADE GUARDS FREEDOM OF OPPORTUNITY

An America where most of the people
worked for a handful of big bosses-where
no one had a chance to start his own business-would not be the America we cherish.
It would not be democracy. It would be monopoly-the control of the many by the few.
For 20 years, the fair-trade laws have been
an effective bulwark against monopoly. By
helping small business to compete with big
business, on the basis of efficiency and service, fair trade has strengthened our precious
democratic right to be our own boss. It has
helped to keep open the doors of opportunity
for the little fellow. Fair trade has accomplished this while keeping prices down for
the consumer and resisting inflation.
But the fair-trade laws have been weakened by a Supreme Court decision which held
that the Miller-Tydings Act did not mean
what Congress thought and intended it to
mean. Now, Congress is being asked to pass
the McGuire bill, H. R. 5767, so that fair
trade can be effective in the 45 States that
want it and that have passed fair-trade laws.
Because the preservation of fair trade vitally affects freedom of -individual opportunity and the fate of small business, it is
urgent for every voter and every Member
of Congress to know the facts about this
public issue and act on them.
FAIR TRADE IS IN THE PATTERN OF THE ANTITRUST
LAWS

The public has never hesitated to curb
competition which it regards as unfair and
monopolistic. The antitrust laws, the Securities and Exchange Act, the RobinsonPatman Act, and many other measures curb
unfair competition in order to promote fair
competition.
So do the fair-trade laws. They curb ruthless, commercial behavior which destroys
competition by using superior dollar power
alone to eliminate small competitors. The
fair-trade laws restrain the unfair competition of retailers who use price tricks and
price juggling to bewitch the consumer without benefit to her pocketbook.
Such retailers don't want to be fenced in.
Like the many 'who bitterly opposed the antitrust laws and similar measures, they want
to do as they please, even when what they
please to do harms society.
SMALL BUSINESS NEEDS FAIR TRADE TO SURJ/IVJ:

The vast majority of this country's 1,770,000 retailers plus many thousands of wholesalers are the backbone of small business
in America. They and their families know
from bitter experience that the pressure of
superior dollar power, applied through such
methods of unfair competition as "deliberate
operations in the red" will permit retail
monopolies to destroy them.
The Senate Select Committee on Small
Business says: "The memory of the early
1930's and the great numbers of small, independent concerns that were then lost to the
economy directly as a result of • • •
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price wars is st111 fresh." The Senate Select
trol or Government anything else. No
Committee on Small Business endorsed fair
Oovernment bureau enforces fair trade. It
trade. In addition, these committees of the
is a code of competitive decency for private
House of Representatives have, this year,
enterprise. For 20 years, this code has effecalso endorsed the principle of fair trade:
tively checked the unfair competition of
The Select Committee on Small Business,
trick pricing.
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign ,
FAIR TRADE'S PERFORMANCE IN THE PUBLIC
Commerce, and the Committee on the JuINTEREST
diciary.
Over the 20 years of fair trade, the conSince the weakening of fair trade, price
sumer has bought fair-traded goods in inwars like those cited by the Senate Select
creasing volume and in the face of wide comCommittee on Small Business, have been revived-in the open and undercover. Such . petition-an obvious proof that she regards
fair-trade prices as fair. Extensive research
price wars annihilate small business' chance
shows that fair-trade prices have resisted
to compete fairly-and to compete fairly is
inflation better than any other prices in our
all small business asks.
economy,
SMALL. BUSINESS IS VITAL TO MASS PRODUCTION
In the two decades of fair trade, efficient
AND LOW PRICES
big, medium, and small retailers, independMass production is the big factor in lowents and chains, in villages and cities, have
ering prices to the consumer and in making
fiourished side by side. Our national econour standard of living the highest in the
omy has reached undreamed-of peaks in
world. But mass production can only opproduction. and high annual income.
erate through mass distribution which makes
In this framework of growth, fair trade has
goods available to consumers across the
helped to protect that precious right to work
country, in little towns as well as big cities.
for one's self which is basic to our free-enterThis is the No. 1 job of all retailing, includprise democracy. That right cannot long ening small business.
dure if unfair competition is permitted to
Most popular national brands depend
destroy small business in America.
heavily on the smaller stores for their mass
The Congress and the public must decide
distribution. Yet, it is these smaller stores
whether the disappearance of the right to
which are knocked out in price wars. When
dream and plan and build your own business
small business declines, manufacturers' sales
is not too high a price to pay for a few phony
go down, production is cut, and people are
bargains.
laid off. Operating costs go up and so do
Bring back fair trade. Support the Mcprices to the consumer. Everybody loses.
Guire bill (H. R. 5767, now awaiting action).
That's why a heal thy small business is esBUREAU OF EDUCATION ON FAIR TRADE.
sential for all of us.
(These national associations have Joined
FAIR TRADE'S PRINCIPLE IS~ NICKEL FOR A NICKEL
with us in signing this advertisement:
NEWSPAPER
American Booksellers Association; American
National Retail Jewelers Association; ConThe principle of a standard price for a
ference of American Small Business Organistandard value is widely used in our mass
zations; Master Photo Dealers and Finishers
production economy in a number of different
Association; Motor and Equipment Wholeways. This principle is called resale price
salers
Association; National Appliance and
maintenance. Fair trade is one-and only
Radio Dealers Association; National Associaone-legal framework for resale price maintion of Horological Schools; National Associatenance.
tion of Metal Finshers; National Association
About $30,000,000,000 worth of goods are
of Retail Clothiers and Furnishers; National
sold every year in this country, without reAssociation of Retail Druggists; National Ascourse to fair trade, through methods of dissociation
of Tobacco Distributors; National
tribution under which manufacturers are
Association of Wholesalers; National Audiolegally permitted to establish the retail prices
Visual Association; National Congress of Pefor their trade-marked products. So whether
troleum Retailers; National Electronic Disor not the fair-trade laws are restored to
tributors Association; National Federation of
their former effectiveness, there w111 be plenIndependent Business; National Retail Groty of legally accepted resale price maintecers
Secretaries Association; National Renance in this country.
tail Hardware Association; National Sporting
The newspaper publisher wm stm be able
Goods Association; National Wholesale Drugto require all newsdealers to sell his nickel
gists Association; Retail Tobacco Dealers of
newspaper for 5 cents. The automobile manAmerica, Inc.; United Horological Association
ufacturer will st111 be able to suggest to his
of America; United States Wholesale Grocers'
dealers the resale price of his new car-and
Association; Wallpaper Wholesalers Associathat suggestion will be accepted.
tion.
Behind these national groups are more
Many other industries wm continue to disthan 1,000 State and local retail and Wholetribute their products on the basis of one or
sale trade associations and behind them, in
another type of resale price maintenance,
the grass roots of America, are 1,500,000 rewhether effective fair trade exists or not.
tailers and many thousands of Wholesalers,
The purpose of using any form of resale
in addition to thousands of individual manprice maintenance is to guard a trade-mark
ufacturers who fair-trade the national brand
from damage at the hands of price jugglers
products that all these people depend upon
and to protect a manufacturer's channels for
for their livelihood.)
mass distribution-all the dealers who handle his products-from the havoc and destruction of competitive indecency. Fair
trade has the same purpose and operates in
Anniversary of Polish Constitution Day
the same way. It is needed by many manufacturers who sell through wholesalers and
thousands of independent dealers, and who
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
therefore cannot use the other legally acOF
cepted forms of resale price maintenance.
Fairness and consistency require that the
use of effective resale price maintenance be
OF NEW YORK
made available to all who need it-rather
than granting it to some and denying it to
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
many others. The restoration of effective
Wednesday, May 7, 1952
fair trade will remedy this present unfair
and inconsistent situation.
Mr. ANFUSO. Mr. Speaker, under

HON. VICTOR L. ANFUSO

FAIR TRADE IS NOT GOVERNMENT IN BUSINESS

Fair t:rade does not cost the taxpayer a
penny. It 1s not Government price con-

leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following address delivered by me to solemnize the anniver-
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!ary of Poland's Constitution Day at the
St. Stanislaus Kostka Church, 607 Humboldt Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., May 4,
1952, Rev. J. Studzinski, pastor of the
church, presiding:
Ladies and gentlemen, I am very gratef~l
to Father Studzinski for this opportunity to
speak to you on the anniversary of Poland's
Constitution Day.
Poland's constitution in the past to the
Western Christian civilization is a matter
of history which can never be forgotten.
To understand the Polish people's present
tragic plight under the Soviet yoke, it is
necessary that we review the history of
communism and how it has enslaved a noble
people against its will.
EARLY THEORETICAL PHASE

Communism, considered in its broad
sense as a political, economic, and social
doctr ine, is as old as civilization itself. The
idea itself is quite ancient. Originally in its
simple theoretical form it meant, or implied,
the social control of community life in all
its phases, especially the communal ownership of property. In this latter connotation,
it later became a purely economic doctrine
with revolutionary political and social implications. For ages, a communal society
was the dream of a number of philosophers,
and exponents of the theory are often referred to as the Utopians ..
NINETEENTH CENTURY INTERNATIONA·
COMMUNISM

In mid-nineteenth century the modern
type of communism, namely, revolutionary
communism, became an article of faith
among small groups in various countries.
This brand of communism, formulatd by
Karl Marx more than a century ago and
elaborated by Frederich Engels is actually a
materialistic philosophy, or to put it in technical terms, "dialectical materialism." This
type of communism advocates the overthrow
of the modern capitalistic system by means
of revolution, and the establishment of a
so-called new order, the "dictatorship of the
proletariat." In this scheme of things all
means of production and consumption are
owned by the state. The state is expected
to vanish gradually and to be succeeded by
the ideal Communist society wherein everyone contributes to the common pool according to his ability and everyone is rewarded
according to his needs. Incidentally, this
latter part of the scheme-from each according to his ability, to each according to his
needs-is, in appearance, at least, the best
of all "grand ideas," but actually its realization has been impossible, and the efforts to
accomplish it has caused a great deal of
human misery.
Revolutionary communism calls for the
overthrow of western political, economic,
social, and religious institutions. The creation of bitter class struggle is deemed by the
Communists as the best means by which to
accomplish this end. This simple plan of
dividing the complex of western society into
two sharply separated classes, capitalists and
workers, exploiters and the proletariat, has
been the most pervading idea of the revolutionary Communists. In the propagation
of this lopsi~ed . and incorrect doctrine they
have, unfortunately, been eminently successful in some countries. Particularly successful seem to be the mid-twentieth century
Communist propagandists in the Kremlin,
who originally seized power only 35 years ago.
THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION AND COMMUNISM

The biggest and bloodiest revolution of the
twentieth century-the Russian Bolshevik
revolution of 1917-was carried through by
forces of bitter class struggle. This revolution owed its success to the carefully and
systematically planned propaganda in the
cause of the class struggle. The core of th1a
most effective propaganda was: "Workers

ners in arms transformed into an aggressive
and unscrupulous foe. Since the end of the
war the overriding thought in the minds of
western leaders has been to halt the spread
of the ideological disease emanating from
Moscow. There is no room in the world for
both western democracy and Soviet communism.
It is most unfortunate that the democratic governments were able to take a definite and decisive stand only after ~; oviet
communism had absorbed most of Eastern
Europe and had sealed ~.-ff n:ore than 100,000,000 freedom loving Europeans behind the
iron curtain. This is one of the sad results
of World War ll.
Poland, that unfortunate land which has
suffered so many partitions and dismemberments, and which is the native home of
our heroic revolutionary generals Pulaski and
Kosciuszko, is the largest country trapped
behind the iron curtain. Through the operations of Soviet diplomacy and Soviet secret
police even before the end of the war the
tightly organized Communist Party, led by
unscrupulous leaders, was establishing itself in so-called liberated Poland. These
leaders trained and educated in Moscow,
borrowed all of the Soviet Government's
tyrannical trappings, above all the dreaded
secret police system.
The Communist government, once established in Poland with Moscow's backing was
able to eliminate and choke off all opposition elements. The small Communist Party
SOVIET COMMUNISM
to this day keeps the entire Polish nation
under its iron heel by means of wholesale
In the development of communism in
arrests, mass deportations, and terrors of all
the Soviet Union the Russian Communist
sorts. In this land of traditional freedom
leaders were ruthleSs realists. They probthe liberty loving Poles are tortured in mind
ably were aware that the creation of a Comand manhandled in body by their totalimunist society would entail the use of force
tarian masters. Devout Christians are not
rather than persuasion, and they were prepermitted to worship in freedom: They are
pared to use force and compulsion to the
compelled instead to pay homage of an allimit. The type of government they instimost religious nature to the leaders and
tuted placed sufficient force at their disposal
symbols of the "people's democratic state."
to guarantee their ascendancy. Their sole
Their spiritual enslavement must weigh most
concern was then, and remains to this day,
heavily upon the consciences of men and ·
to maintain their grip by systematic and
women who are known for t::teir devotion to
ruthless destruction of all actual and sus·
the
faith of their fathers.
pected opposition.
Today the casualty lists from Korea are
Being stark realists they prized power above
full of Polish names of our brave soldiers
everything else. Once placed in power, they
of Polish descent whose magnificent recnever intended to be dislodged. The secret
ord of patriotism and sacrifice does honor
system of spying upon all and trusting no
to our country, as well as to the memory of
one seems to be an essential element of a
their gallant ancestors, like Pulaski, KosciCommunist state. In the Soviet Union from
uszk:o, Karge, Krzyanowski and others who
the very beginning an elaborate secret esfought and died for ·AmGrica's noble ideals.
pionage system was organized, and today
Many thousands of my constituents are of
that system is the most dreaded, the most
Polish descent. I have known and admired
·hated organized secret police force in the
them for many years. I have shared their
world. It is so dangerous and so fear insorrow when Poland was partitioned by Hitspiring because its tactics are not above
ler and Stalin, and I sympathize with them
board for all to see. Operating by means
with
all my heart. knowing how their famiof underhanded, underground, subrosa taclies and friends no·. · suffer under tlle Red
tics, it is truly a hydraheaded monster. showyoke.
ing itself everywhere under the most fearTo the Poles in Poland and all over the
some circumstances and prying successfully
world I say: "Have Lope you who now suffer
into the best-guarded secrets. In the Soviet
and fight. Have hope that Poland will be
Union people are bribed to spy upon their
freed to be a chi-istian, free, independent and
neighbors. Wives are 1 ribed to spy upon
happy
land in a new peaceful world. If there
their husbands, and children are taught to
is no hope for you, then there is no hope
spy upon their parents. These are the sort
for the world."
of tactics employed by the masters of the
Kremlin to trap and crush all suspected foes
and would-be opponents.
This type of communism, brutal and ruthThe Truth About Fair-Trade Prices
less, after it was firmly established in the
Soviet Union, eventually became an export
commodity.
The recent global confiict
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
opened up for it a world-wide market by
OF
providing opportunities for expansion for
which preparation had already been made
long before the outbreak of the war by seOF NEW JERSEY
cret Communist organizations at work in
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
every part of the world. During World War
II democratic governments temporarily alWednesday, May 7, 1952
lied themselves with the Soviet Union in
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, I
order to prosecute the war against the Axis.
herewith include, as part of my remarks,
At the end of the war the democracies of th~
West were rudely shocked to flnd their parta statement of the Bureau of Education

and toilers, unite. Cast oti the oppressive
yoke of the czarist regime, for thereby you
will lose n thing but your chains; in return you will receive all that now belongs
to the predatory capitalists and exploiters of
workers." This untrue and deceptive gospel
spread like wildfire among the Russian
masses. In the midst of a seemingly endless war, it was used to overthrow the czarist
regime. That revolution paved the way for
the establishment of Soviet communism in
Russia 35 years ago.
To the leaders of the Russian revolution,
communism came to mean a highly socialized
collectivity, not yet achieved, but to be realized under the leadership of Communist
organizations tQ.roughout the world. To
carry out this singularly ambitious task in
a given country the organized Communist
Party was to be strengthened at the expense
of all other groups and parties. The latter
were to be not only subordinate to the
Communist Party, but eventually were to be
eliminated, by force if necessary. Communist leaders were to be vested with extraordinary powers: they were to wield the "big
stick" with an "iron hand" over the rank
and file as well as over the entire populace
of the country. In this exceptional role
neither the party nor its chosen leaders could
tolerate any opposition. In their view this
scheme seemed to assure the establishment
of the dictatorship of the proletariat and
the perpetuation of the Communist- ascendancy.

HON. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON
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on fair trade which w'a s given considerable publicity throughout the Nation:
THE TRUTH ABOUT FAIR-TRADE PRICES

For 20 years American consumers have
vot ed that fair trade prices on national
brands are fair because they give the customer her money's worth. Consumers have
actually cast billions of votes over the counter for fair trade prices-buying more ,and
more fair-traded products every year, when
they were free to choose other i terns not sold
on fair trade.
Up to date scientific research proves that
American consumers knew what they were
doing when they voted for fair trade prices.
Actual figures on what consumers have paid
for many products, over the country and
over the years, show that prices are ·lower
under fair trade.
The fair trade laws are now on trial before
Congress. The issue is whether these laws
in 45 States will be permitted to work, in the
future , as they have in the past, to benefit
the consumer and to help small business stay
in business. It is vital for the Congress and
the public to know the truth about fair
trade prices.
Here is what Nation-wide
market research shows:
CONSUMERS PAY LESS UNDER FAIR TRADE

In Missouri, Texas, Vermont, and the District of Columbia there are no fair-trade
laws. Retailers are free to sell popular national brands at bankruptcy prices, if they
chose to do so. But do the consumers in
these non-fair-trade areas pay . ·~ss, over-all,
even for these products? Here is what a .Nation-wide survey by the independent market
research agency. A. C. Nielsen Co., shows:
From March to .\ugust 1951, the average
consumer paid 1.4 cents less, per product, on
the average, under fair trade than she paid
without fair trade on 24 national brands of
tooth pastes and powders, headache remedies, laxatives, shampoos, and shaving
creams.'
·
FAIR-TRADE PRICES RESIST INFLATION

The Supreme Court decision on May 21,
1951, weakened fair trade and brought on
price wars, in the open and undercover.
Has this checked inflation? Here is what
thP. Bureau of La:; or Statistics shows: Consumers' ·Price Index, May 15, 1951, 185.4;
Consumers' Price Index, February 15, 1952,
188.3.

Weakening fair trade has not brought the
cost of living <.iown because fair-trade prices
have not contributed to inflation. F!lJ.r-trade
prices have actually resisted inflation.
Here's what research shows: _Fair-trade prices
on drug-store products have risen only 16.4
percent since 1939. The consumers' price index has risen 88.3 percent since 1939.
Spot checks in other fields in which fair
trade is widely used, indicate that fair-trade
prices in those fields have also operated in
the public interest in resisting inflation.
ONE PERCENT BELOW DEPRESSION PRICES

The remarkable record of fair-trade prices
can't be explained away by the claim that
they were too high from the outset. Prof.
H. J. Ostlund, of the University of Minnesota's School of Business Administration,
compared the prices of 50 leading drugstore products before fair trade (during the
depression) and under fair trade in 1939.
He ·and his associates did the job, State by
State. They found consumers paid 1 percent less for these products under fair trade,
on the average, than they paid in the prefair-trade depression days.
FAIR-TRADE PRICES FACE PLENTY OF COMPETITION

Fair-trade prices have to bid for the customer's favor. They must compete with the
wide array of other products of the same type
on any retailer's shelves. If consumers keep
coming back for more fair-trade productsas they do-it can only mean •that they like
fair-trade prices and products better than

competing prices and products. For the consumer has final say on prices, because she is
free to choose among competing items. She
alone decides what price is right by what she
buys and what she doesn't buy.
Here's a sma ll sample of the competition
under fair trade:
Product
F ace powders .•... .
Fountain pens . ... .
Electric toasters ..•.
F ace creams ___ __ ___
Floor waxes __ _____ _
Electric mixers ____ _

Number of
brands
56
16
21

81
56
15

Price range

9 cents to $1.20 an ounce.
69 cen t~ to $12.50.
$1.98 to $24.50.
4 to 75 cents an ounce.
8 to 35 cents an ounce.
$18.75 to $76.41.

But make the experiment for yourself in
any store to find out how much competition
there is under fair trade.
THE BUYER NEEDS A HUNDRED EYES WITHOUT
FAIR TRADE

The value of any popular brand· is as well
known as a tried-and-true friend. That's
why featuring such brands at bankruptcy
prices is sure-fire bait for merchants who
want to create the misimpression that
everything they sell is just as good a bargain.
It's a neat trick of price juggling. The loss
'they take on the popular brand bait they
make up on other unfamiliar goods-which
are definitely not bargains. But customers
have no way of knowing this when the trap
is set with bargains as bait.
Fair trade prevents such price juggling
which tricks consumers and damages the
reputation of smaller merchants by making
them appear high priced. In short, fair trade
is fair play over the coi.tnter.
DO WE WANT A PUSHCART ECO:t(OMY?

Efficiency is a magic . word. It has been
claimed that giant stores are more efficient
than smaller stores and that therefore, they
can charge much less for popular brands
without resorting to the trick of price juggling. But if you measure efficiency in
terms of how much it costs to run a business, then the pushcart peddler is the most
efficient retailer of all. He has no overhead.
The question is: Do we want a pushcart
economy?
No one will deny that department stores
are efficient. Yet, it costs the department
store more to run its business than it costs
the drug st ore. The cost of running a retail
store affects what the consumer pays. For
every storekeeper, large or small, must make
enough money to pay his employees and his
bills, if he's going to stay in business. That's
why price wars hurt small business. That's
why price jugglers' claims to super efficiency
don't stand up in the light of facts.

BUREAU OF EDUCATION ON FAIR TRADE.

(These national associations have joine~
with us in signing this advertisement:
American Booksellers Association; American
National Retail Jewelers Association; Conference of American Small Business Organizations; Master Photo Dealers and Finishers
Association; Motor and Equipment Wholesalers Association; National Appliance & Radio Dealers Association; National Association of Horological Schools; National Assosiation of Metal Finishers; National Association of Retail Clothiers and Furnishers;
National Association of the Retail Druggists;
National Association of Tobacco Distributors; National Association of Wholesalers;
National Audio-Visual Association; ·National
Congress of Petroleum Retailers; National
Electronic Distributors Association; National
Federation of Independent Business; National Retail Grocers Secretaries Association;
NatiODJ!-1 Retail Hardware Association; National Sporting Goods Association; National
Wholesale Druggists Association; Retail Tobacco Dealers of America, Inc.; United Horological Association of America; United States
Wholesale Grocers' Association; Wallpaper
Wholesalers Association. Behind these national groups are more than 1,000 State and
local retail and wholesale trade associations and behind them, in the · grass roots
of America, are · 1,500,000 retailers and many
thousands of wholesalers, in addition to
thousands of individual manufacturers who
fair-trade the national brand products that
all these people depend upon for their livelihood.)
·

This Nation Under God
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.O.K.ARMSTRONG

HERE ARE THE LATEST FACTS

OF MISSOURI

It cost the average United States depart-

ment store 32 cents out of every dollar of
sales to run its business in 1950.
It cost the average drug store 27 cents out
of every dollar to run its business in 1950.
It cost the average drug store in the 45
fair-trade States 26 cents out of every dollar
to run its business in 1949.
It cost the average drug store i~ the nonfair-trade areas 27Yz cents out of every dollar to run its business in ' 1949.
Fair trade does not prevent the efficient
store from serving the consumer. It does
help the little fellow to survive-if he's
efficient. Even if he is efficient, he cannot
survive against the massed dolllar power of
those who seek to destroy competition and
demonstrate a false efficiency through price
Juggling.
NOT 1 DAY, NOT 1 WEEK, BUT 20 YEARS

Fair trade stands on a record of 20 years
of operating in the public interest. Opponents who want to operate as they please,
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regardless of how many others they may injure, have attacked fair-trade prices with
surveys which consist of shopping around
for price-juggled bargains in certain stores,
in certain cities-surveys representing prices
-at certain hours, days, or weeks. The same
surveyors would have come up with exactly
the opposite results by shopping in the same
stores at the same times for items with
hidden rrices.
Such surveys do not stand up scientifically
beside the extensive, Nation-wide research
gathered over a period of 12 years from the
whole cour..try.
This research shows that fair trade has
benefited the consumer and small business
for two decades.
Bring back fair trade. Support the McGuire bill, H. R. 5767, now awaiting action.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952
Mr. ARMSTRONG. · Mr Speaker, on
last Friday, Saturday, and Sunday there
was held in the city of Washington the
annual Washington Pilgrimage of American Churchmen, a meeting of religious
leaders of many faiths who come to our
Capital City in order to visit the noted
shrines, and to worship together in
spiritual fellowship. The pilgrimage was
held in recognition of the basic sources
-of our Nation's religious heritage. Led
by Mr. David C. Cook III, president of
the David C. Cook Publishing Co.
of Elgin, Ill., president of the Pilgrimage, and Mr. Harold M. Dudley of
Washington, vice president, the men
and women of the pilgrimage, all outstanding leaders in their churches and

/
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their denominational work, inspected . protects the rights of the individual and that
many of the basic religious documents ascribes to the individual a dignity accruing
to him because of his creation in the image
in our Library of Congress and the Folger Shakespeare Library, visited many of a Supreme Being.
of the historic monuments and shrines, STATEMENT BY Gov. ADLAI E. STEVENSON, OF
held several services in Washington
ILLINOIS
churches, and assembled on the steps of
The foundations of our Nation were laid
the National Capitol on Saturday afterby men and women who believed in God; in
noon to hear several members of this His influence in human affairs. The leaders
House speak to them on the importance
who brought our country through its time
of spiritual guidance for officials and
of gravest danger were men of faith. From
citizens of this Nation. Theme of the
the earliest days, religious influences and
pilgrimage was "This Nation. Under spiritual aspirations have been a vital force
God."

One of the most important meetings of
the Washington pilgrimage was held in
the National City Christian Church, addressed by two distinguished members
of the United · States Senate, the Honorable MiKE MONRONEY, of Oklahoma,
and the · Honorable FRANCIS - CASE, of
South Dakota. In addition, messages
wer.e read from nine outstanding citizens of thi~ country who have offered
themselves or are being prominently
mentioned as candidates for President
of the United States. The messages were
presented by Dr. Frederick E. Reissig,
executive secretary of the Washington
Federation of Churches.
These statements of men who have attained such eminence as to be considered
by their .fellow Americans as worthy to
. occupy the highest office in the land,
each indicating belief in and support of
moral and spiritual principles, are in&Piring in thought and content At a
time of strain and crisis, they stand as
testimonies to religious faith and purpose on the part of so many of our
leaders. I urge that these words of the
candidates · for President be read and
pondered by my colleagues in this House,
and by citizens of all faiths everywhere:
STATEMENT. OF DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER, GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES ARMIES, PRESI•
DENT OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY (EDITED AND
PRESENTED BY UNITED STATES SENATOR FRANK
CARLSON OF KANSAS)
It is with real ·p leasure that I accept
an invitation to contribute a brief message
to the Second Annual Washington Pilgrimage of American Churchmen.
Man's spiritual side is still the dominant
one. No human, whatever his position in the
social heirarchy or his job in the working
economy, merits more respect than any animals of the woods or fields unless we accept
without reservation the brotherhood of man
under the fatherhood of God. If men are
not creatures of soul, as well as of body, they
are not better than the field mule, harnessed to the plow, whipped and goaded to
work, car-ed for in the measure of his cost
and value.
But too often today, we incline to describe
the ultimate in human welfare as a mule's
sort of heaven-a tight roof overhead, plenty
of food, a minimum of work, and no worries or responsibilities. So far have we
strayed in our sense of values.
Religion has always been the most effective
process of developing human character
strong enough to forget the motivation of
selfishness and to act on the larger concept
of duty to God, to humanity, and to country. The continued and efficient action of religion in the interest of more excellent character will be a realistic and dynamic contribution toward the solution of urgent world
problems now demanding our attention.
Religion nurtures men of faith, men of hope,
men of love; such men are needed in the
building of a new world reflecting the glory;
of God.
I believe fanatically in the American form
of democracy-a system that recoe;nizes and

in American life.
That force manifested itself in the struggle for national independence; it found expression in the moral uprising that overthrew slavery; it lives and works today for
national righteousness. Our history is filled
with dramatic episodes illustrating this basic
fact. The first act of the Pilgrims after their
ship gained the shelter of the harbor at Cape
Cod, in the autumn of 1621, was to thank
God for having led th€m safely overseas.
One day venerable Benjamin Franklin
wanted to know why it was the sessions of
the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia were not being opened with prayer for
divine guidance. He reminded them that in
that very room, when the Declaration of Independence was being drawn, there had been
daily prayer.
He went on: "We have been assured, sir,
in the sacred writings, that 'exce_pt the Lord
build the house, they labor in vain that build
it.'"
In these times comparisons are continually
being made between America and Russia.
There are many points of contrast between
them. There are differences in manufacturing capacity, in industrial potential, in
standards of living, in literature and art, in
military resources.
·
But I would say that the one supreme
difference, dwarfing all others, is this: America and its leaders believe in God; the rulers
of Russia have turned their backs upon God
and deny His very existence.
We should not speak of our religious traditions and our spiritl;lal heritage in a spirit
of self-righteousness. We have abundant
reason for humility. For we know that we
are falling far short of exemplifying the
highest ethical and spiritual precepts of true
religion.
Yet, in spite of shortcomings, we have our
faith. We have not given up our ideals. We
still cherish noble traditions. Let us, then,
continue to seek God's help and His guidance; let us implore His favor, both for our
individual lives and for our Nation.
STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROBERT A. TAFT, OF
OHIO
Abraham Lincoln said that this Government was conceived ·in liberty and dedicated
to the proposition that all men are created
equal. For the first time in history a Nation
was founded based on the dignity and sovereignty which was the very essence of the
teachings of Christ. For 175 years that
liberty has continued although not without
great struggle.
The church layman can make a real con.:
tribution to the Nation by helping to spread
understanding of the principles on which
our Republic was founded.
Many Americans today pay lip service to
the term "liberty,'' but do not have any deep
appreciation of what is required to maintain
it. When our founding fathers established
this Nation the idea of liberty inspired all
Americans and they boasted of it until it
became tiresome to every visiting foreigner,
The examples of America and of France
spread the idea throughout the world, and
the philosophy of free government was accepted in nearly all sections of the globe,
even where the thing itself did not really
exist. But today great masses of people
throughout the world have forgotten what

lt means. The limitations of liberty have
gruwn until in many tot alitarian states the
substance of liberty has completely disappeared.
The totalitarian theory that government
must plan and direct and control the destinies of individual citi~ns dominates much
of the thought in the world today and has
made a great headway here in the UJ;tited
States without a realization of the fact that
it means the end of individual liberty.
The moral vacuum in government has extended to the leaders in many private fields.
We have developed a system of pressure
groups, men in various fields who have
banded themselves together to protect the
interests of their group. The net effect of
pressure-group ac-'. ivity, although much of
it is· beneficial, is to reduce political principle as a force in the determination of Government policy. Among thousands of business, labor,· farm, racial, and special organizations, there seem to be so few concerned
primarily with the public interest.
Certainly the time has come for a moral
revival which will restore to our people a
confidence in the integrity of government
and in the principles of their leaders.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR ESTES KEFAUVER, OF
TENNESSEE
This Nation, under God, has had a glorious
history, and I believe with all my heart and
soul that its greatest glory is yet to be.
The prophets of doom are always with us,
howling that the world is going to the dogs.
Notwithstanding the shrill cries of these
harbingers of disaster, in spite of all those
who .are forever crying havoc, I know that
we shall go on climbing higher and higher
until our national life, our community life,
and our lives as individuals more fully reflect the eternal principles laid down in the
Sermon on the Mount and other divinely
inspired messages.
But let us not deceive ourselves. We are
far from perfect. We sLall do · ourselves and
the world an ill service if we join the Philistines and the Pharisees. There is no
weaker armor than smug complacency.
The test of the religious man-and I am
here speaking of all believers, both laymen
and clergy-the test of the religious man, I
say, like -tbe test of the political man or any
other, is not just what he professes _to believe. Rather, be should, and inevitably will,
be judged by this-namely, does he put his
beliefs into practice, and how?
If we are to have "peace on earth, good will
toward men,'' V{e must go on working slowly
but surely to make a reality of the brotherhood of man, a truly universal brotherhood
of Jews and Christians, Moslems, and Buddhists, ~nd men of every faith all around
the globe.
To you distinguished American church~
men of all denominations gathered here today, I extend my warmest greetings and all
best wishes. The Nation is grateful to yo~
for the vigor and inspiration of the moral
and spiritual leadership you are proViding
in your communities throughout the land.
"In the beginning was the Word," and in carrying it into American homes everywhere, on
both sides of the track, you are immeasurably increasing national strength and unity
as we march steadily fcrward to better
things.
Our cause is good, and we shall prevail
if we muster and make wise use of the resources with which God has blessed us; not
our material resources only, but our spiritual and intellectual as well. We must not
lose the fight for the hearts and minds of
men, and if we are true to the spirit, thereligious spirit, the democratic spirit, that has
always fired us, we shall not fail.
STATEMENT OF SENATOR RICHARD B. RUSSELL,
OF _GEORGIA
Welcome is word that we joyfully use in
America, and it is a pleasure to extend a

a
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Reformation and were put into application
cordial welcome to the Washington· pilgrimIn America, the principle of tolerance beage. Those who come with faith in God
caine firmly rooted in practical experience.
follow in a worthy tradition and share a noThus we have found that however much
ble responsibility.
French Huguenots, 'Dutch and German CalIn a sense the United States of America
vinists, German and Swedish Lutherans,
represents a pilgrimage of the human spirit
to find, under God, that maximum· freedom
German and Swiss Baptists, Catholics, Jews,
and highest destiny which man can enjoy.
Quakers, Anglicans differed from each other,
No one knows the boundaries of thi:s freeall adhered to a core of common beliefs
·dom, nor the culmination of this destiny,
and were tolerant of each other.
but within the sturdy framework and the orDoes not the American experience indi- .
derly and lawful democratic processes, which
cate that our religious heritage contains
were established by the foundir. - fathers,
certain universal principles found in all of
this Republic is still the trail blazer among
the great moral systems of the world which
the nations of the earth on the path of hucan serve as the only secure basis for world
man freedom and achievement.
peace? Over and above the great and beneA living faith in a living God has charac- . ficial variety of divergent backgrounds and
terized the spiritual lift' of America. It is
nationalities there is a common unity of
true that "man shall not live by bread alone."
moral principle. It is my conviction that
and it is possible that the very bread of mawithout a mutual recognition and accepterial prosperity which we enjoy depends
tance of this fact there can be no real world
more upon our appetite for and diet from the
peace.
other rich blessings of God, than it does
upon any other consideration. This is an
STATEMENT BY SENATOR ROBERT S. KERR, OF
added reason to welcome you who come with
OKLAHOMA
the faith of pilgrims.
I know the people have a burning desire
This faith has manifested itself with a
to prevent recurring wars. If that is to be
wide variety of religious e_xpressions. We
done, it would seem that we must explore
all rejoice in tpe freedom which allows a man
the possibility of becoming the arsenal of
to worship God according to the dictates of
something stronger than material or physhis own conscience without fear of intolical or industrial production, and I have the
erant acts from anyone. While there have
conviction that such a power is availbeen disagreements we rejoice that Ameriable to us.
cans have learned much about how to ·dis· ~ think it is a .spiritual power; and I beagree without being disagreeable. The tollieve that if America would so determine,
erance and brotherly consideration which is
she might become the arsenal of spiritual
found in our land doer. not lessen conviction,
power in this new world ..
but it does strengthen faith in God and
Through the development of the spiritual
plants it in the most fertile soil of human
resources of our country we must build
relations.
something within the hearts of men around
The fruits of faith are all about us. The
the world that will cause them to seek peace.
hope of faith is a light for the path into the
If we do this, they will respond. in the only
tomorrows and the assurance of .faith is the
way that, in my judgment, can eliminate
dynamic of the soul for the tasks of today.
from the hearts of wicked men the passion
As we are the beneficiaries of the attainand hatred which impels them to make war.
ments of the faithful labor and sacrifice of
If we are to succeed in this it must be bethose who have gone before, we are also the
cause
we have it in our own hearts to do
recipients of their faith, and we must be,
so: There is no way we can be the witness
for the welfare of those who follow after,
for a great program unless we are a part of
the f~ithful trustees of their .resolute purthe program and it is l!t part of us.
pose and the custodians. of the· freedom,
Therefore, whether we are Catholic, IJotwhich by the grace of God, we have for every ·
estant, or Jew, we must permit in our lives
citizen of the United Stat~s America.
the birth of the spirit of our own God which .
Will fire US With a passion for tolerance and .
STATEMENT BY HAROLD E. STASSEN, FORMER
peace.
·
GOVERNOR OF MINNESOTA, PRESIDENT OF
Faith in God and hope for a better life
THE UNIVERSITY OF .PENNSYLVANIA
build power greater than steel and more enI send my sincere gre~tings to the Washduring than granite. We can be no stronger
ington Pilgrimage Meeting and wish to conthan our faith, but thank God we can be
vey to it the earnest hope that it have every
as strong.
success in moving toward the accomplish. We have in this Nation a vast reservoir of
ment for its program and .t he attainment
that faith. It is the most valuable asset we
of its ideals.
possess. Experience has taught us this
The world is so much with us these days
amazing fact; if we try to hoard this faith
that too often we are prone to forget and
we not only diminish it, we face the danger
lose sight of the religious heritage that has
of losing•it. It is only as we use it and share
been a creative force behind the great Amerit that we find· -it growing and increasing.
ican achievement and the unfolding of the
The more of it we give to others, the more
American dream. It is my firm conviction · we have for ourselves.. It is the most dy'that the ~ appiication of the principles on a
namic power that God has given to man.
world-wide scale derived from this religious
Mobilizing it and sharing it is the one sure
heritage holds out the only prospect for enway to inspire hope in the hearts of the
during world peace. It has been these prinpeople of the world for a better day. Thus,
ciples of freedom, tolerance, equality under
they not only could carry the burdens they
God, and the law which form the core of a
now have, they would be able to put their
common morality without which there can
shoulders under the common burden, and
be no lasting peace between the Soviet
help in winning the peace.
Union on the one hand and the Atlantic
In mobilizing our spiritual forces to share
community on the other.
them with, and lead others, we constantly
Our Pilgrim Fathers, who came to this
renew our own. If we would be fortified in
country in 1620 in search of religious freeour hope, we must be reinspired in our
dom from a state church and the right to
faith.
worship God in their own way, brought with
them a legacy of ideas which had evolved in
STATEMENT BY AVERELL HARRIMAN, DIRECTOR
the Reformation from a static feudal order.
OF THE MUTUAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
It was this revolutionary philosophy of indi·
Deep and enduring religious principles
vidual rights that purposed to free the indihelped to found this great Nation and to
vidual from a corporate church and state
guide it in its infancy. The religious spirit
that could work its way untrammeled and
has led our people onward and upward
unbound in a new world.
throughout our history. At tim~s. we may
Because of the hundreds of different
faiths that sprang up from the seeds of the
seem to walk through the valleys and the

shadows, but God :ls always with us; His rod
and His staff have sustained us.
Our religious principles teach us the dignity and worth of the human individual.
This faith has dominated '!;he development
of our country. We believe in freedom of
maG, and have faith that freedom will continue to burn more brightly every passing
year.
In some foreign lands, the people cry out
for the freedom and religion which their
rulers detest and fear. I have seen at first
hand the tyranny which results when a
nation's rulers oppose religion. As this country's Ambassador to the Soviet Union, I saw
how the people yearned for the religious
spirit which their leaders unsuccessfully .
tried to stamp out.
The peoples of the world want peace. I
believe we can achieve peace if we continue
our efforts to establish a moral and spiritual
foundation for peace. Abiding peace .can
only come when there is a mobilizati®n of
the deeper moral and spiritual forces
throughout the world.
STATEMENT BY GOV. EARL WARREN, OF
CALIFORNIA

There is fierce competition for world leadership-competition that may shake the
structure of our civilization before it is determined: competition that may determine
for centuries whether the long struggle to.
establish the dignity and freedom of man
under God shall continue or be submerged
in the godless state that makes the individual the pawn of a materialistic society and
a beast of burden for tyrants. It is the competition between totalitarianism and free
government. At the moment this is competition between atheistic communism and
God-recognized democracy.
The two strongest exponents of these conflicting ideologies are Russia and America.
The fate of the world is in the balance until
the decision is made.
Communism is a fierce ideology. Its adherents are possessed of · fanatical zeal.
Democracy is a benign philosophy. Its adherents are peaceful.
. The question is, can the people of the free
world through faith in God and belief in the
dignity of the human being, match with
fervor the fanaticism of communism.
Much depends upon us-each individual
American . .
The strength of our Nation flows from the·
strength of its citizens. If that strength is
to be ·sufficient for tlie ·task, our people must
strengthen themselves through faith in our
institutions, faith in themselves as instrumentalities of God's will . .
Our Government is a government "under
God." Our basic documents proclaim it.
Our founding fathers made it reality. Successive generations of Americans have tried
to live a life under God. Are we succeeding
now?
.
.. ~
· Your· pilgrimage to ·our governmental
shrines, your prayers for the well-being of
our Nation,· your devotion to God, ~ve assurance that we are progressing. I send you
the greetings of my State. While I cannot be
with you I shall pray with you for a free
America in a free world.

Mail Service Cut a False Economy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. ROONEY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks.in the REc ....
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I include the following article by
John Cramer from today's Washington
Daily News:
ORD,

!4AIL SERVICE CU'T A FALSE ECONOMY

(By John Cramer)
The A. F. of L. National Association pf
Letter Carriers has come up with a striking
new argument in its fight against Postmaster
Jesse Donaldson's April 17, 1950, order curtailing mail service.
It has produced official figures showing
that the disability rate among postal ememployes has increased sharply since the
order.
These .figures, which I have verified come
from the Employees Compensation Appeals
Board, which is the final court of appeal for
Federal employees seeking disability "pay.
The NALC claims the higher disability rate
can have only one cause-the fact that· the
order. curtailing mail service, and particularly
the part of i~t which cut residential deliveries
to one a day, has meant increased work, and
'heavier work, for most postal employees.
According to the Appeals Board:
THE FIGURES

The disability rate for all postal employees
was 9.1 for 1947; 9.7 for 1948; 10.2 for 1949;
12.1 for 1950, the first year of the curtailment
order; and 11.6 for 1951.
The disability rate for mail carriers, collectors, and special-deliwry messengers, on
whom falls most of the increased workload
resulting from the curtailment order, was
16.3 in 1947; 18.1 in 1948; 17.9 in 1949; and
22.0 in 1950, the first year of the curtailment
order.
Calendar 1951 figures for this group are not
yet available.
By "disability rate," the Appeals Board
says it means "the frequency of disabling
injuries per 1,000,000 man-hours of work."
It defines disability injury as any which
causes an employee to lose as much as 8 hours
of duty time-or any which results in a permanent disability. Example: Loss of part
of a little finger would be considered as producing a permanent disability, but conceivably might cause the loss of less than 8 hours
duty time.
Figures are not available on how the curtailm~nt order has affected sick leave, disabillty retirements, and deaths on duty.
However, William C. (Bill) Doherty, NALC
president, said:
SICK LEAVE INCREASED

"'If the Department were to make the fig-

ures available, I'm certain they would show
that sick leave has increased. And I'm convinced we would find that disability retirements ana death~ on duty not only have
increased-but actually have trebled.''
He also said:
"The curtailment order puts a cruel and
inhuman burden on the postal employee, and
these figures prove it.
"Enlightened private indu.s try does everything possible to decrease disability rates.
Our short-sighted Postmaster General, acting in the name of phony economy, actually
has increased it-and done so deliberately.
"I question whether he has any slightest
concern for the heartaches brought upon his
employees and their families by unnecessary
injuries, and by premature deaths and retirements.
"In his alleged zeal for economy, however,
he might at- least consider that he produces
no economy, but actually a burden on the
taxpayers, when he makes himself responsible for broken bodie.s and bereaved postal
employee· homes."
Mr. Doherty said he would ask the Senate
Post Office and Civil Service Committee to
obtain a complete report on postal· employee
sick leave and disabllity retirements.
ADMIRABLY ENTANGLED

a recent statement prepared for the
National CivJl Service League, the Senate
In

Subcommittee on Federal Manpower Poll•
cies (Melvin Purvis, staff director) said:
"Over a period of 150 years, the Government has succeeded admirably in entangling
itself in a maze of useless complexities.
There are no less than 1,000 laws affecting
manpower practices. Rather than the Civil
Service Commission functioning as the sole
personnel and manpower agency, there are
at least 10 different systems of handling civilian personnel and manpower management.
Each system has its own legal background,
and its own complex system of administrative regulations.
"In one department alone (Agriculture)
there is a published pamphlet listing 199
laws pertaining to the management of personnel. In addition, there are laws, rules,
and regulations which in some measure
are in conflict.
"There are 3,680 separate paragraphs of
(Civil Service Commission) regulations
which in themselves comprise two volumes.
There is a 5-foot shelf comprising 20 volumes of 'Standards' which govern the job
evaluation plan used as a basis for determining the compensation of Federal classified employees.
·
"Each major agency, whether within or
without the civil service system, has its own
administrative instructions for implementing manpower and personnel policies in its
own offices • • •.
"The very bulk of regulation has assisted
ln defeating·· the cause of effective utiliza..
tion of personnel."

History of a Revolution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLARE E. HOFFMAN
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. Mr.
from the Capitol Digest, published at East Lansing, Mich., comes a
History of a Revolution:
Spe~ker,

HISTORY OF A REVOLUTION! BLUEPRINT FOR
CONQUEST-BATISTA, CUBA'S "MAN OF DES•
TINY," CALLED ON FOR SECOND TIME IN His
LIFE TO RESCUE THE ISLAND FROM CHAOTIC
DISORDER AND INTERNAL BLOODSHED

(By Ed A. Nowack)
HABANA, CUBA, Aprll 5, 1952.-It took Fulgencio Batista y Zaldivar exactly 136 min·
utes and 15 men to seize an island of 6,000,000 people and topple a crooked government
which had permitted more than 600 unpunished political murders in the last 7 years
and scores of fatal bombings, bank robberies,
and a complete breakdown of law and order.
An unholy alliance ex.i sted between the underworld and high palace officials. As deposed President Prio's government fell the
treasury revealed but $9,000,000 remaining
of Prio's last huge budget of $400,000,000.
This was found in the National Development
Commission coffers.
.
The reason for the March 10 revolution
generally ascribed in the foreign press is that
Batista, CUb.a's President from 1940 to 1944,
wished only a return to power. This, the
facts show, is not the case. Here is the summary of the reasons why the country gladly
saw Prio kicked out of office, with Batista
taking over, in a practically bloodless coup
d'etat.
THE REASONS

Batista's last national budget ln 1944 was
.48,000,000.
Prio's last budget was at $400,000,000.
In the 7 years since Batista left office over
eoo unsolved political murders were recorded
1n Habana,

During the last 90 days of Prio's term
there were 64 political murders 1n downtown Habana.
Prio's government had supported, through
patronage posts in various ministries, Cuba's
pair of infamous assassins-Policarpo Soler
and Orlando Leon Lemus, known as "El Colorado" (the red-haired one). This pair drew
more than $1,000 weekly in government
funds. They operated under protection.
Several of Prio's ministers subsidized gimgsters as bodyguards.
FBI agents from the States had traced
four stolen Cadillacs from New York to mistresses of the three Prio brothers.
Batista's occupancy of the Palace on March
10 revealed 40 jars of cocaine, heroin, and
morphine in the presidential suite, seemingly supporting rumors the Cuban illicit
drug traffic, reportedly controlled by Prio's
brother, Senator Francisco Prio, was rooted
in the National Palace where the senator
also lived.
Army and police officers, after 9 months'
effort, finally convinced Batista 3 weeks prior
to the March 10 coup d'etat, that he must
lead the uprising, not only to rescue Cuba
from gang control and killings, but also to
forestall a projected revolution planned by
highest army brass, with Prio's consent, to
halt the June 1 elections-which they feared
Batista would win-and thus install a man
of their own selection to perpetuate the old
order.
PREPARE, THEN ACT

Batista's fanta'Stic feat in extirpating the
Prio regime is a tribute to the brilliant strategy of Cuba's man of destiny, often referred
to as Cuba's strong man. Whether one
agrees or not, there is no denying the March
10 coup d'etat will go down in military history as such perfect strategy it can be compared only with the brilliance of another
famous general-Napoleon Bonaparte.
So easily accomplished was the revolution
the startled populace could deduce only one
thing-that such a revolution could mean
only a deal between the government of deposed Carlos Prio Socarras and General
Batista.
This was not the case. How then,' did
Batista devise such a brilliant maneuver and
. execute it so well? How long did he plan
the coup that after 7% years returned him
to power?
o 'nly 3 weeks of intensive preparation and
secret planning preceded the coup d'etat-.
21 days in which many' meetings were held
with other men; men who were heartbroken
that criminality had triumphed over law and
order in the land they loved, and who now
recognized a revolution as the only way to
recapture peace ·and ~ decency.
The idea of a military coup d'etat was not
born with Batista. In 1940 this Cuban "Man
of Destiny," who had .resigned as chief of the
army to run for president-and to win-had·
fought, also, for the adoption of a new constitution, and had pledged himself to carry
out the orderly democratic processes of good
government.
.&
·
CHANGE WAS NECESSARY

He did just that for 4 years-from October
10, 1940 to October 10, 1944-and when his
term was up he voluntarily left Cuba, first
to tour a dozen Central and South American
republics as the invited guest of those countries-a splendid tribute to his 4 years of
constr1,1ctive and orderly administration as
Cuba's president-and then to settle in
Daytona Beach, Fla. His intention was to
disassociate himself with Cuban politics, so
his successors could not charge him with
political interference, which they could have
done had he remained in Cuba.
The idea of the, revolution, to end the
••ubertinlsm and dissoluteness that was rampant"-the condition existing in Cuba. as
stated to me by Jose I. Rivero, editor of the
120-year-old Diario de la Marina-was bred.
deep within the ranks of Cuba's armed forces.
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From officers to privates in the army, and
from top chieftans to patrolmen in the
police, the men cried out for a return to
decency and a halt to mounting killings and
increasing crime. Their hands were tied by
orders from the palace. They were no more
safe than plain citizens.
Businessmen
everywhere were as deeply concerned. The
feeling a change was necessary prevailed in
all walks of life.
·
BATISTA PLUCKS THE FRUIT

Fulgencio Batista plucked the fruit of the
revolution, but the seed was sown by the lawlessness in Habana, and permitted by the
Prio administration. It had been Batista's
intention to continue his campaign for the
presidency, and the fact that he probably
would have won increased the tempo of lawlessness and forced Batista, the "Man of
Destiny," to don his old army jacket and
bring order out of chaos.
Concern in the armed ranks over the possibility of the Autentico administration being carried on after election June 1, or, even
worse from a military viewpoint, of an Ortodoxo triumph at the polls crystallized the
demand for Prio's overthrow. The result
was inevitable.
As long as 9 months ago Batista was
secretly approached by the junior officers
of the army and sounded out as to his willingness to lead a military coup d'etat.
BATISTA REFUSED AT FIRST

The general's answer then was a fiat "No.'•
Constitutional government had been born
during his 1940-44 term as President, he
pointed out, and he would have no part in
destroying it.
He continued hoping a
change for the better in Cuba's administr;:~.
tion would take place. ThoUgh his eyes were
misty over the earnest pleadings of the junior
officers urging him to save Cuba from ruin
by leading a revolution, he was forced to tell
them he would not even discuss the matter
with them.
This refusal by Cuba's "man of destiny"
took much of the vigor out of the revolutionary movement. Another thing that served
to temper the restlessness of the younger ·
officers was the removal by Prio of Gen.
Genevevo Perez Damera as chief of the Cuban
Army. There was fear that an ambitious
Perez Damera might be receptive to an offer
of the senior officers to take over the job as
chief of state. Apparently Prio thought as
much
PICTURE BROUGHT DISMISSAL

Prio seized upon a ·minor matter as
grounds for dismissing Perez Damera. The
former President and the one-time army
chief had spent a week end at the chief's
farm, and while the former President slept
in the patio the army chief, in playful mood,
snapped an extremely impolite picture uf
Prio in a revelatory and intimate posture.
Perez Damera sent this snapshot to the pal·
ace. Prio exploded.
Paying no heed to palace demands that he
present himself forthwith, Perez Damera
skipped to Camaguey, gathering his family
and emplaning for Miami, Fla., and Montreal, Canada. At Miami the ex-army chief
was held by customs who wanted to know
IYl.ore about the $3,000,000 in currency they
found in Damera's luggage. A day later he
was allowed to proceed.
CONDITIONS BECAME WORSE

Matters in Cuba continued as before.
Crime increased. Confidence in public officials and respect for palace authority faded.
The breaking point by the populace and the
armed forces was reached 3 weeks before the
March 10 coup d'etat.
Batista was approached again by a group
of six captains and lieutenants . . At this
secret meeting in an isolated section of the
country club they confided to Cuba's "Man
of Destiuy" that the senior army officers were
planning a coup d'etat for April, and that

Gen. Ruperta Cabrera, the man who had
succeeded Perez Damera as chief of the army,
was the man favored to take over the government. The only hitch was that Cabrera
was refusing to lead the movement, they
said, and a younger general was under con·
sideration by the senior officers.
The half-dozen junior officers at this secret
meeting with Batista were a representative
cross section of the armed forces. One was
an agent of the bureau of investigation; another was an aide-de-camp to a top ·general; still a third was the police lieutenant
of a prowl car; another was in the motorized
section at police headquarters; still another
was a young army captain attached to the
general staff. These were the handful of
merr who conceived the revolutionary movement, later to be executed so brilliantly by
Batista.
"LEAD US," THEY CRIED

What these men did, as a matter of fact,
was to deliver an• ultimatum to Batista.
"Lead us," they cried, "or we will revolt,
anyway, without the strong leadership we
need."
Throughout the meeting Batista's dark, expressive eyes looked tortured with indeci·
sion, but his strong face was impassive. It
is true this was the first time the general
seriously considered overthrowing the constitutional government which he had· given
the people years before. When the meeting
broke up, he promised he would soon 'give
an answer.
"STRONG MAN" IS HUMBLE

That night, at his country home, Kuquine,
he visited the little chapel near the residence
and asked divine guidance. Then he went
to his library, with its statues of Lincoln and
Washington, his two great heroes outside of
Cuba; of Marti and de Cespedes; and of Jose
Antonio Saco and the revered Padre Varelagreat Cubans of the past century who had
devoted their lives to study of Cuba's needs
and efforts to remedy them.
S~ill pondering the grave question, decision was forced upon him within the next
48 hours. During that period Batista .was
approached by two more different groups of
men from the armed -forces, each completely
unaware of the other~s existence, who came
to him with stories simlJar to the one told
him by the first group with which he had
met. These two groups also pleaded with
him to act.
What had started with a handful of discontented junior officers was snow-balling
into ·a major revolt. Batista realized immediate action was imperative.
ENTER 15 EARNEST MEN

The three groups that met with General
Batista totaled but 15 men. On one point
they were all agreed-that the senior officers'
planned coup d'etat would have the acquiescence of the Prio regime. They urged
Cuba's "man of destiny" to lead a revolt of
the junior officers to halt the corruptness
and lawlessness of the Autentico government.
Actually, they did not need Batista to help
them effect the coup d'etat, they said, be·
cause they believed they had great enough
support among the armed ranks to effect
that successfully. What they desired was
the leadership of a man of proven political
and administrative experience. Their appeal
to the general was couched in the highest
terms of respect and veneration for the
country in whose armed forces they served.
(It is doubtful, however, that without Ba·
tista's military leadership, the coup would
have been successful.)
BATISTA MAKES DECISION

General Batista made his decision. Then
he met with each group separately-each
still unaware of the other's existence-to
argue out the fine points and evolve a master
plan for dissolution of the Prio regime. An
·old campaigner and astute politician, Batista.
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knew how to keep the revolutionary group
welded · into a ·cohesive whole. He met
almost daily with one or the other of the
groups, and during the long nights, in his
library, with the statues of Lincoln, the . ...._
Great Emancipator, and of Washington,
the Father of his Country, silently on
guard, this later "man of destiny" drew up
the master outline for the coup d'etat that
was to free Cuba of intolerable and bloody
conditions for the second time in Batista's
short life, with Batista as the leader.
In his plan he set duties for each of the
men associated with him (one of them actually an aide to a senior gener'a l); he care.
fully erected the stage for the military uprising; then _fixed its date.
BLOW MUST BE TELLING

Batista's biggest job was to assure that the
uprising would be a bloodless one. The blow
he planned to free Cuba from the yoke of
dishonesty and criminal domination, had to
be swift and final. The keymen in the Military Establishment, who condoned the vicious order of things, though. they might
merit dissolvement, had to be seized and
silenced, but not injured, Batista decreed.
It was evident to Batista that to prevent
confusion and possible disorders, stemming
from Prio subsidized radio anno1,mcers, radio
stations must be silenced. The great bulk
of Habana's newspapers do not publish on
Monday, therefore it was obvious the coup
d'etat be fcheduled for a week end. To
these factors Batista added the necessity for
a blow in the late hours of the night, or the
early morning, at a time when the "Otncer
of the Day," at Camp Columbia. Military City,
was one in sympathy with the junior offi·
cers and also with the man of whom leader·
ship had been demanded.
Batista personally constructed the mass of
intricate detail surrounding the plan to
boot out the criminal dishonesty sapping
the life of the Republic.
Because Camp Cqlumbia and the other
Habana military posts comprise nearly twothirds of the nation's armed strength, the
general spent little time worrying about
provincial or state commands. As Habana
went, he knew, so would go the rest of the
nation's military commands.
MEETING PLACE ARRANGED

Batista arranged for the day of the big
meeting to be held in an obscure country
club park residence and here it was that the
men first became known to each other in
this undertaking. This was on Saturday
night, March 8.
The 15 men meeting with Batista were
lieutenants or captains in the army, navy
and police forces. Only one of them, Lt.
Julian Negrete of the N!:ttional Police, was to
lose his life. (One of Batista's first acts after
taking over was to promote Negrete, posthumously, to captain.)
The meeting lasted most of the night. No
one who had entered the house was permitted
to leave. Some minor changes in Batista's
major plan were made. It was a major trib·
ute to Batista's thoroughness in preparing
the plans that not a single important ad·
dition or change was made.
SEIZE TOP BRASS

The master plan in its basic fundamentals
was a simple one. It provided for the seizure-in their homes-of each of the army,
navy, and police force top officials. It called
for armed occupation of the offices of the
Cuban Telephone Co. to supervise all calls.
It stipulated simultaneous occupation of all
broadcasting stations. No newspaper would
be allowed to publish if resistance was encountered.
Only two minor unforeseen contingencies,
it developed later, marred the technical perfection of the blueprint for the coup d'etat.
One was the lack of knowledge that occupation of the CMQ radio network did not mean
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the automatic closure of Radio Reloj-and
the other was failure to consider that the
families of the top brass arrested m ight
sound an early alarm. These were minor
matters, and in no way greatly affected the
eventual outcome which went according to
plan.
BATISTA MAKES DEATH COMPACT

The one real big hitch that could have
upset the entire plan was if the secret had
leaked out; but Batista had planned for this,
too. Before leaving the country-club house
in which they met, the 15 men and Batista
made a death compact. It stipulated that
any leakage of the plans by one or more of
them meant instant execution at the hands
of the others. There resulted from this death
compact what has now come to be known as
the "best kept secret in Cuban history"-the
March 10 coup d'etat.
The participants next were'Warned by Batista to keep up all their average daily activities. Batista himself, as a prime example, ·
left on Sunday, the day scheduled for the
coup, for a previously planned election tour
of Matanzas Province, to the eas•. He raced
back to Habana very late Sunday night.
ACTION STARTS AT MIDNIGHT

It was not until midnight that the first

signs of activity became apparent. Three
cars left Batista's country home, Kuquine,
at different intervals, one of them bearing
Batista. and the man who was to become his
chief of staff, Gen, Francisco Tabernille, a
loyal friend of many years.
Elsewhere in Habana activities of another
kind were transpiring. Antonio Prio, the
President's brother, was dancing at Sans
Souci, a night spot near Habana, the name
meaning "without care." Segundi Curti and
Orlando Puente, ministers of the Prio regime,
were enjoying themselves at the Rio Mar
restaurant at the edge of Habana. With
them were several other cabinet members
who were to lose their jobs a few hours later.
A police prowl car, radio equipped, circulated about the Presidential Palace. In it
was one of the revolutionaries, Lieutenant
Negrete. His job was to keep an alert eye
for any signs of unusual activity about the
palace.
In still another car an officer of the bureau
of investigation paved the way for the troops
who subsequently were to take over the radio
stations.
THREE-CAR CARAVAN

The three-car caravan of Batista rendevoused and exchanged last-minute instructions and messages of stout heart, and then
headed for Camp Columbia.
Inside Camp Columbia the handful of
young officers moved rapidly and efficiently.
Seized quietly and without physical resistance were the nation's top generals, including Chief of Staff Ruperta Cabrera, Brig. Gen.
Otalio Soca Yallnes, second in command, and
Gen. Quirino Uria, and others. Cabrera was
used as a "hostage" by the Batista party to
force the surrender of Col. Juan Consuegra,
police chief.
What the Batista party did not know, however, or what they overlooked, was that a
member of the Cabrera family was capable of
spreading an early alarm.
General Callrera's wife was uneasy at her
husband's early morning departure. She
communicated her misgivings to her daughter, who tn turn telephoned her fiance in
Habana-and the first word of the coup d'etat
was out.
IT BEGAN AT 2:44 A. M.

It was 2:44a.m: in Camp Columbia. By
5 a. m., it was all over-136 minutes.
In Habana the news raced like wild fire
through government circles. Miss Cabrera's
fiance had telephoned the palace. Word of
the "blow" was rushed to Prio at his country
estate, La Chata.
High government men, including Diego
Vicente Tejera, Sergio Mejias, and others
rusheO. ~o La Chata to confer with Prio.

Seizing a leather jacket and slipping into an
old pair of slacks, ,t he President proceeded to
the palace in Habana.
There the Government wrangled and argued for hours about what they should do.
Tejera wanted the President to flee to nearby
Matanzas to rally regiment No. 4, garrisoned
there. Rene Fiallo, another adviser, coun·s eled against such precipitate action. He
warned the President would be killed before
he reached the Matanzas provincial border.
SURPRISE WAS COMPLETE

Antonio Prio, one of the President's brothers, joined the palace group. Such pandemonium reigned that Prio angrily called for
silence so he might think-.
.
At Camp Columbia, me~:tnwhile, Batista
awaited the President's next move. From his
men at the telephone building he knew every
move Prio was contemplating. Provincial
commanders in Matanzas and Las Villas,
farther east, had told Prio-their forces were
still loyal to the Government. At this juncture came the only bloodshed of the
revolution.
In the midst of the frantic discussions at
the palace as to the Government's next move
came a report of the palace guard that "reinforcements" had arrived to strengthen the
Presidential force. They had not been ordered by the palace. Prio, suspecting the
truth-that Batista had sent the "reinforcements" to infiltrate--ordered them disarmed.
BATISTA MAN HIT FIRST

What Prio did not know, however, was that
in a police prowl car around the corner from
the palace was Lieutenant Negrete, waiting
to see if the reinforcements ruse would
succeed.
When Negrete saw the rule fail he decided
on a single bold stroke. His driver raced the
· prowl car around the corner to the Avenida
de los Misiones side of . the edifice and he
leaped out of the car, submachine gun in
hand, and called upon the guard to surrender.
His shouts were heard inside the palace
and from a third-floor window one of Prlo's
aides fired the 45-caliber shot that was to
touch off the revolution's only bloodshed.
A quarter hour of intensive gunfire followed
and Negrete became the first victim of the
military uprising. · However, he died bravely
and well, for he and the three other men tn
his prowl car took with them an equal number of Government-side casualties.
GENERAL SENDS TANKS

At Camp Columbia Batista heard the news
of the firing with mtxed emotions. He interpreted it to mean that Prio was determined to hold on to the palace and make a
last-ditch resistance there.
The general picked up a military phone.
"Send me four tanks," he ordered. It was
approximately 7:30 a.m. To the tank commander, a young lieutenant, Batista gave
orders the palace was not to be attacked;
merely to be contained. The tanks were to
· cut off all escape avenues and to make sure
no one left the palace. Batista emphasized,
time and again, useless bloodshed was to be
averted. He warned the lieutenant that he
would personally be held responsible for any
physical harm to Prio or to any member of
the pres1dentia1: family.
PRIO GUESSED WRONG

However, Batista could not fathom · the
desperate ex-President's next move. When
a friendly source telephoned Prio at the palace that tanks were rumbling out of Columbia, down Twenty-third Street toward
Habana, Prio assumed the palace was to be
stormed. He ordered his men not to resist
and abandoned everything. He left the palace at 8:30 a.m. with a handful of trusted
friends and Cabinet ministers. Using a
private car he left for Matanzas, 65 miles
distant. He failed to rally troops there.
In Habana police silenced Radio Reloj and
interrupted the train of bulletins which that

all-night station had been broadcasting. It
had not been foreseen this station would be
on the air in view of the occupation of the
key station, CMQ.
SHEETS ANNOUNCE SURRENDER

As Batista's tanks rumbled to the palace

in perfect military formation, to take positions at each of the four corners, white sheets
started fluttering from windows and the roof.
The revolut ion was over. Prio took refuge
in the Mexican Embassy. He was disheveled,
unshaven, poorly clad. The Mexican Ambassador permitted photographs to be ta~en
of Prio in such a · state. This was contrary
to all diplomatic protocol. It notified Prio
he was an unwelcome visitor. When Prio
fi~ally reached Mexico, 2 days later, he
entered that asylum state as just another
visitor. Police became inquisitive. Wit hin
a few days Prio left and he is now in Miami
Beach.
General public order blossomed at once.
Bat ista called respected, responsible men to
public office. They responded. Gangsters
began drifting into police stations to surrender. The father of Orlando Leon Lemus,
known as "El Colorado" (The Red Haired
One) sought Batista to make a deal for the
son who has reputedly figured in 60 murders.
Batista refused. He said the killer would
have to come in as others came or be brought
in on a slab.
NEW SECRET POLICE CHIEF

Enrique Fernandez Parajon was called from
retirement to assume control of the secret
police. In a short time he had ferreted out
the Communist printing presses in old Habana, confiscating huge quantities of Red
literature, wrec~ing the plant, and arresting
a score of Commies. · This jolt to the Reds,
following closely the banishment of two
others seeking entry from Mexico, angered
Russia. Stalin personally ordered severance
of diplomatic relations with Cuba, violently
attacking Batista. The Russian Embassy
was surrounded by police to prevent certain
strictures which might follow.
Andrea Domingo y Morales del Castillo was
invited to the portfolio of Presidential Secretary. He accepted. Of unblemished character, noted for his integrity and high honesty, his appointment was widely acclaitned.
FINEST MEN TAKE OFFICE

M. Perez Benitoa, financial adviser to
Batista and owner of Cuba's largest hat business, accepted the post of subsecretary of
the treasury.
.
In 20 days after he took office Cuba's fi·
nancial receipts increased 40 percent. The
name of Benitoa, in all the years it has been
identified with Cuba's business, has never
been besmirched. ·An outstanding gentleman of great substance, charm, and character, his appointment made businessmen
throughout Cuba salute the wisdom of
Batista.
The most persistent critic of Batista
through the years' Habana's 120-year-old
great newspaper "Diario de la Marina," approved Batista's selection of these three men,
and its editor, dynamic Jose I. Rivero, in an
interview with the Digest, said: "Selection
of those men you mention is a splendid move
on Batista's part. They are known for their
honesty and integrity, and in them the people have faith."
Other men Batista has induced to accept
provisional posts in the new regime are of
equal high standing. Spot checks of business and financial circles by the Associated
Press throughout Cuba pictured the relief
of the people and the belief they have that in
Batista, and the men he has called into public service, Cuba will enjoy an admirable ad·
ministration and prosperity.
BATISTA RULE RECOGNIZED

Batista at once recognized all important
national obligations. Foreign business interests applauded. The United States and
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nearly all other countries affected have recognized the new government.
Batista has restored peace and order and
confidence in government. . It is certain he
will bring complete order out of chaos. He
and the outstanding men he has called to
work with him are drawing up a new constitution. There wlll be a general election
November 15, 1953.
Batista has come a long way since he first
knocked at the gates of Habana at the age
of 16, a poor boy with hope and determination in his heart. April 14, 1921, he joined
the army. And now, at 51, he has twice responded to rescue the people of Cuba from
tyranny-and worse.
BATISTA-A WORLD FIGURE

Fulgencio Batista has hundreds of friends
in the United States. He has spoken to
scores of clubs and gathering.s in the years
he lived in this country. He is a man to be
respected, and like all great and humble
men, he values friendships. The Digest predicts that during his term as head of Cuba's
government, our neighbor to the south will
have unprecedented prosperity.
Destiny has made CUba's great and fearless
leader, President Batista, a modern world
figure. The Digest predicted that on December 20, 1950. Time and events have proven
us correct.

Two Hundredth Anniversary of Danvers,
Mass.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM H. BATES
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. BATES of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I am happy to call Nation-wide
attention to the fact that the town of
Danvers, Mass., will carry on a 4-day celebration, commemorating the two hundredth anniversary of its incorporation
as a town, from July 3 to July 6.
Now a thriving community of 15,000.
Danvers has had a long and full history
.since its original settlement as Salem
Village in 1626. I wish to insert in the
REcoRD the following article prepared by
Mr. Charles Tapley, historian:
Danvers, Mass., for the first 100 years of
its existence the part of Salem known as
Salem Village and the scene of the witchcraft delusion, wm celebrate its two hundredth anniversary as a separate town in
the summer of 1952. The town seal is interesting, for inscribed on its border are the
words "The King unwilling." King George
wishing no more towns formed which would
have representation in the government of
the colony.
This richly J;listoric locale has many houses
stlll in existence pertaining to colonial and
Revolutionary times. The charm of these
houses is the charm of colonial architecture
in general domesticity. The Samuel Holten
House, now owned and restored by the
Daughters of the American Revolution, was
the home of a man unmatched in the history
of the town for civic distinction. A man
of true perception as to matters of patriotio
import, an instigator of patriotic life, an
advisor of heads of the State, a member and
President pro tempore of the Continental
Congress, a Representative in the Federal
Congress, a. member of the Massachusetts
XCVIII-App.--177

Senate and of the Governor's council, and
a distinguished judge, even this list of
worthy characteristics and honorable otnces
scarcely serves to tell the reverence with
which his memory is cherished. He had a
part in framing the Articles of Conferedation
at the Yorktown Convention, once braved the
pointed bayonets of. mutinous troops when
their pay was long overdue and saved the
country by the new emission paper currency.
Gen. Israel Putnam, a colorful figure in the
French and Indian wars, who commanded
the American forces at the Battle of Bunker
Hlll, was born in Danvers in a house still
in extstence and still owned by the tenth
generation in descent.
Col. Israel Hutchinson, one of the heroes
of Danvers history, won distinction in the
colonial wars and saved Washington in the
Long Island retreat. Another native son,
Gen. Moses Porter, fought under General
Putnam at Bunker Hlll. Maj. Gen. Grenville M. Dodge, the builder of the Union Pacific Railroad, was born in Danvers.
Danvers was the site of the first shoe shop
in America.
Visitors wlll find much of historic interes~..--the Endicott Pear Tree, planted by Governor Endicott at Orchard Farm in the late
1600's and stlll bearing fruit; the Page House,
now owned by the Danvers Historical Society, upon the roof of which a tea party
was held by the wife of Col. Jeremiah Page
after he had forbidden her to serve tea
"beneath his roof"; Oak Knoll where John
Greenleaf Whittier lived for 16 years; and
the Rebecca Nourse House where Rebecca
lived and from which she was taken to be
tried and finally hanged as a witch.
The first meeting house in Salem Vlllage
sheltered the first religious gatherings, but
a more somber interest attaches to it, for
it was the scene of the preliminary trials
!or witchcraft. This delusion was most regrettable, but the fact that common sense
prevailed and that witchcraft was so quickly
stl:fied in this community in a century when
1t was · common all over the world-thousands being put to death in England, Germany and France-should be emphasized.
The men of Salem Vlllage-now Danvers-have been noted for their sturdy independ·
ence of thought and action. Events of grave
importance which have left their impress
upon the country's future have had their in·ception or scene of action here. Danvers
1s preeminently a historic town and has
been honored by many famous men who
have claimed it as their birthplace.
Danvers is today a town of 15,000 inhabitants, growing rapidly with diversl:fied in·d ustry, most important of which are makers
.of leather, electronic equipment, baby shoes,
boxes, crayons, and electrical appllances.

UMT Legislation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES W. VURSELL
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Alonday, Alay. 5, 1952

Mr. VURSELL. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I would like
to give the position the veterans ·of
the House took in voting for or against
the universal military training bill.
The CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of March
4, 1952, discloses that 130 veterans voted
to recommit the bill, and 92 voted

against recommital, with 18 veterans not
voting.

Truman Wage-Price Policy Is Political
Expediency
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. R. WALTER RIEHLMAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. RIEHLMAN. Mr. Speaker, the
following editorial written by the distinguished executive editor of the Syracuse Herald-Journal in my district clearly setS forth the issues in the wage and
price problem in the steel case and as
it may affect other industries in our
Nation:
TRUMAN WAGE-PRICE POLICY
ExPEDIENCY

Is

POLITICAL

(By Alexander F. Jones)
When the beat subsides and a calm appraisal of the events leading up to and following the Presidential steel-industry seizure
can be made, there wlll be precious little
that Harry S. Truman will want to put in
his memoirs on the record to date.
Giving Mr. Truman credit for wanting to
avoid a steel strike at all costs, and granting
that the chiefs of the steel industry are far
from lily-white in their price and wage poll..
cles, the record plainly reveals that the President deliberately double-crossed Charles
E. Wilson, then Director of Mobilization, de·
cllned to discuss the steel situation with h18
Cabinet 2 days before the strike, then went
on the air and distorted the facts about steel
profits, and wound up by seizing the industry.
Mr. Truman notified industry that if a
settlement were not effected by today, he
WQUld put the Wage stabllization Board recommendation of 26 cents increa.se into effect. But the Supreme Court blocked him.
Now the wage negotiations between the
employers and the workers have collapsed
and the proceedings appear to be stalled
until further court action.
The sympathy of the public in any wage
and working conditions controversy is usually on the side of the worker. Everyone wants
justice for the man who faces white hot blast
furnaces, who goes down in the earth to dig
coal, and who .keeps the wheels of industry
. turning .
At the same time the public is equally
conscious that labor organizations are a twoway street-wage increases followed by price
increases buys no more pork chops. The
white-collar worker is the fellow in the mid·
dle and his wife buys fewer and !ewer groceries for inore and more mane' because of
the inflation spiral.
One need not be an economist to know
that. Just put a market basket on your arm
and make your own investigation.
In the steel negotiation, a determined effort was made by Mr. Wilson to hold the
line-no price increase beyond the Capehart
allowance, minimum wage increases. When
the Stab111zation Board made its 26-cent
package increase allowance, Mr. Wilson hurried to Key West and got the President to
agree to allow him to attempt to compromise
the matter, with the assistance of the Price
and Wage Administrators.
When he hurried back to Washington he
found out the deal had already been made.
Mr. Truman returned to Washington and
Mr. Wllson went to the White House and
asked if he had given him the authority to
attempt to compromise the steel controversy.
:Mr. WilsO:r;l says the President refmed to an•
swer his request for a "yes" or "no" reply.
Mr. Wilson returned to his omce and resigned.
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Then Mr. Truman went on the air and
lean casualti~s alone could be expected
stated steel manufacturers were making
in the final invasion. The first suc$18.50 per ton profit. He knew this was a
cessful test explosion of the atomic
distorted statement and that taxes of apbomb did not take place until July 5,
proximately $10 .per ton came off of that.
months after Yalta.
The reason the steel industry has looked
Before Yalta there was little question
good in this controversy is that it has stuck
about Russia's intention of coming into
to facts and has taken its case into the courts
for legal decisions. It is so obvious that Mr.
the war in the Pacific. But there was
Truman made a deal with Philip Murray,
a grave doubt as to whether the Sopresident of the steelworkers, that public
viets . would come in soon enoughopinion, for the first time in a long time,
whether they would take the pressure
favors industry on the basis of fairness.
off our own forces preparing to invade
Perhaps this is as good a time as any, no
Japan, by pinning down the Kwantung
matter how costly, to have a showdown.
Army in Manchuria. The Russian arThe petroleum industry is on strike and
mies were just across the border from
the Nation and the armed services are threatened with disastrous shortages. If this-strike
substantial Japanese forces there, and
spreads to California, aviation gasoline for
Russian air fields were within easy
Korea will be' cut off.
bombing range of the heart of Japan.
Perhaps this would be all right, too, AmeriJOINT CHIEFS CALLED RUSSIA'S QUICK ENTRANCE
can planes on the ground would dramatize
NECESSARY
the growing helplessness of the American
public.
Against this background the Joint
If Phil Murray gets his 26 cents, John L.
Chiefs of Staff in a memorandum to
Lewis will chime in to get as much, then
President Roosevelt on January 22,
every other union will adopt the same pat1945-a few days before the Yalta meettern.
ing-wrote:
If this insane merry-go-round meant anyRussia's entry at as early a date as posthing in the way of food, clothing, educasible consistent with her abllity to engage
tion for children, it would be different. I
in offensive operations is necessary to prowould be cheering. It means nothing but
vide the maximum assistance to our Pacific
cheaper dollars.
When the final score Is totted up for the · operations.
Truman administration, the blackest page on
President Roosevelt at Yalta was
the record-which includes some very bright
guided by the opinion of these top miliones-will be the complete failure of the
tary advisors.
price and wage policy through which every
economic fact produced by two World Wars
He got Stalin to promise to fight Japan
was dealt with in the weakest manner on the
in 2 or 3 months after Germany had
basis of political expediency.
surrendered. And that is what the So-

The Yalta Myth and China
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHET HOLIFIELD
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. HOLIFIELD. Mr. Speaker, a few
Republican politicians have been making a hobby of referring to certain
agreem~nts made by the late President
Roosevelt at Yalta in February 1945 as
''the sell-ou.t at Yalta.''
These Republicans are also trying to
convince the American people tha.t the
collapse of the Chiang Kai-shek government on the mainland of China was the
result of this so-called sell-out.
These charges are a myth pure and
simple, without the slightest foundation
in truth.
They are an effort to smear the memory of President Roosevelt.
The truth is that the Yalta agreement was an act of real statesmanship.
Its first purpose was to save American
lives and insure a quick end to the war
against Japan.
Yalta's second purpose was to help
Chiang's chances of overcoming the Chinese Communists.
I. YALTA WAS DESIGNED TO SAVE AMERICAN LIVES

At the time of the Yalta Conference in
February, 1945, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
estimated the conquest of Japan would
require 18 months of bitter fighting after
the surrender of Germany. Secretary
~f War Stimson in his book, On Active
Service, recounted that a million Amer-

viets did.
It is true, as things turned out, that
the Soviet declaration of war against
Japan came 2 days after the first
A-bomb exploded over Hiroshima-but
it also came 6 days before the Japanese
accepted our surrender term~. It drove
the last nail into the Japanese war lords'
coffin.
II. THE YALTA AGREEMENT HELPED CHIANG
KAI-SHEK

Yalta's second aim was to help Chiang
Kai-shek fill the postwar vacuum of
power that would arise in China. And
that is exactly what it did. Yalta gave
Chiang his chance to get real control
over all of China. It gave him the key
to north China and Manchuria-which
he then threw a way.
The Yalta agreement made certain the
U.S.S.R. would "conclude with the National Government of China a pact of
friendship and alliance," rather than
recognizing the Chinese Communists. It
made certain the Soviets would recognize that China shall retain full sovereignty in Manchuria-something the
Russians had never done before.
In return, the U. S. S. R. asked for and
got certain interests in the railroads of
Manchuria and the port cities of Dairen
and Port Arthur. Russia had had similar rights up to ·1904, and the Japanese
had similar rights after that time.
These rights had never p:. Jed the way for
Russia or Japan to take ov3r China, or
for the collapse of its government. In
fact they represented less than Stalin's
troops could have taken anyway.
CHINESE WERE PLEASED BY SOVIET TREATY

On August 14, 1945, China and Russia
signed their treaty of friendship and alliance. This made binding the · provisions of the Yalta agreement. In fact,

this treaty that the Chinese signed voluntarily was more favorable to the Russians than the Yalta agreement was.
The Chinese were pleased with the
treay. Ambassador Soong, who negotiated it, told W. Averell Harriman he
was gratified. Chiang Kai-shek was
satisfied, according to Ambassador Hurley. And Americans hoping for stability
and an end to strife in the Far East were
jubilant.
Life magazine said, in its issue of September 10, 1945:
Twelve days after Japan gave up there was
announced in Moscow and Chungking an
agreement which was as great a victory for
common sense as the defeat of Japan was for
armed might. The Soong-Stalin treaties
contain less ammunition for pessimists than
any diplomatic event of the last 20 years.
The signatures of two men have done as
much to assure peace as all our flying fortresses. • • • Certainly Americans have
cause to call China's future bright. For the
present prospects of China are a vindication
of American policy in China for almost 50
years. • • • Peace, lively but genuine
peace, is therefore the outlook.

The editorial also described the treaty
as "pulling the rug from under the Chinese Communists."
THE FACTS ABOUT CHIANG'S COLLAPSE

The Chinese Nationalists lost China in
spite of Yalta.
First. They lost China because their
corruption and inefficiency had sickened
the Chinese people.
Second. When the Chinese people
withdrew their support, no amount of
American aid-not even the $2,000,000,000 worth that was poured in-could
save Chiang.
Third. Part of the blame for Chiang's
failure must rest on his supporters in
America-the supporters who told him
reforms were not necessary, that he
could get American aid whether he
cleaned up his government or not.
Among these supporters are the very
same Republican friends of the China
lobby who now rant most violently
against Yalta. These men would do better to reflect on their own responsibility,
their own wrong advice to Chiang, rather
than denouncing a 1945 agreement that
was a· sound and statesmanlike negotiation.
QUESTIONS FOR YALTA MYTH-MAKERS

First. If Yalta was . a sell-out to the
Soviets, then why has the U. S. S. R. persistently violated its provisions? ·
Second. If Roosevelt should not have
followed · the advice of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff and made an agreement to get
Russia quickly into the war against
Japan, then what basis should he have
used for determining war strategy-his
own intuition, like Hitler?
Third. If Yalta was a betrayal of the
Chinese Nationalists, then why did T.V.
Soong voluntarily make the August 1945
Chinese-Russian treaty more favorable
to the Russians than the Yalta agreement was? For example, the ChineseRussian treaty recognized Soviet control
of Outer Mongolia and gave the Russians
more territory for their naval base at
Port Arthur.
Fourth. Have you read the text of the
Far East agreementat Yalta?
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One of the best ways to handle the
ranters about Yalta is to ask them if
they have read the agreement itself.
The section dealing with the Far East is
only one page long. It follows:
AGREEMENT REGARDING JAPAN, FEBRUARY 11,
1945

The leaders of the three great powers-the
Soviet Union, the United States of America:,
and Great Britain-have agreed that in 2 or
3 months after Germany has surrendered
and the war in Europe has terminated the
Soviet Union shall enter into the war against
Japan on the side of the allies on condition that1. The status quo in Outer Mongolia (the
Mongolian People's Republic) shall be preserved. •
2. The former rights of Russia violated by
the treacherous attack of Japan in 1904 shall
be restored, viz:
(a) The southern part of Sakhali:Q. as well
as all the islands adiacent to it shall be returned to the Soviet Union.
(b) The commercial port of Dairen shall
be internationalized, the preeminent interests of the Soviet Union in this port being
safeguarded and the lease of Port Arthur as
a naval base of the U.S.S.R. restored.
(c) The Chinese-Eastern Railroad and the
South-Manchuria:n Railroad ~hich provides
an outlet to Dairen shan be jointly ~perated
by the establishment of a joint Soviet-Chinese company it being understood that the
preeminent interests Of the Soviet Union
shall be safeguarded and that China 3hall
retain full sovereignty in Manchuria. ·
3. The Kurile Isiands shall be handed over
to the Soviet Union.
rt is understood· that the agreement concerning Outer Mongoiia and the ports and
railroads referred to above will require concurrence of Generrelissimo Chiang Kai-shek.
The President will take measures in order to
obtain this concurrence on advice from Marshal Stalin.
The heads of the three great powers have
agreed that these claims .of the soviet Union
shall be unqlllestionably fUlfilled after Japan
has been defeated.
For its pal't the S0viet Union expresses its
readiness to conclude with the National G0Vernme:nt of Clllina a pact o:l! friendship and
alliance between the U. s ·. S. R. and China
in order to render assistamce to China with
its armed fm;ces for the purpose of libel!ating
China fl?com the Japanese yoi.te.
JOSEPH V. STALIN.
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
WmsTON S. CHURCHILL.

The full text of this agreement was released in February 19'46. It had been
kept secret during the war in order to
hide from the Japanese the date when
the U. S. S. R. would declare war on
them.

How To Elect a Republican President
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLIFFORD R. HOPE
OF KANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, the Christ ian Science Monitor for Thursday, December 6, contains an excellent article
by Roscoe Drummond, chief of its Washington news bureau, entitled, "Should
Republicans Seek Democratic Votes?"
Because this article contains much good
horse sense and sound political arith-

metic, I am inserting it in the RECORD
herewith, under leave to extend my remarks:
WASHINGTON-If a Republican President is
to be elected in 1952 there are Republican
leaders who will have to give up the n'otion
that somehow it is not quite nice-it is not
quite cricket-for one of their candidates for
the nomination to show that a lot of Democratic voters would like to help him get
elected.
Why should any Republican candidate or
any Republican leader nail a sign over his
campaign headquarters which warns: "Democratic voters, stay away from my door?"
That's no way to make friends. That's no
way to get elected. That's no way to build
up the Republican Party. That's no way to
win a sufficient base of voter support to be
able to carry out Republican principles and
Republican policies.
One of the most powerful and persuasive
of the Republican arguments is that the
voters of the United States have retained one
administration and one party in office for too
many years, and that this long, one-party
tenure is not good for democracy and does
not make for good government.
Well, how is the Republican Party going
to win if it does not persuade a substantial
number of these voters who, for 20 years,
have kept the Democratic Party in office except by persuading them to join and by
positively welcoming them on the Republi·
can side?
But, no foolin', there are actually some
Republican leaders who seem to be horrified
at the evidence that Democratic voters, under some circumstances, want to do just
that; that these Democratic · voters want a
change of administration and w«>uld support a Republican candidate-whom many
Republicans want-for the Presidency.
In California, for example, where the
registration is decisively Dem0cratic, Gov.
Earl Warren has won several hundreds of
thousands of Democratic votes in the nominating primaries. In 1946 he won the Democratic as well as the RepublieaQ. gubernatorial nominations because so many Democrats wanted to see him reelected Governor.
That did not make Mr. Warren any ress a.
·nepubUcan.
Now, in most of the Presidential primaries
in which General Eisenhower has been entered he has received many Democratic
votes. But there are some Republican leaders who want to turn this fact against himinstead of for him.
'
In the Massachusetts primary last week
General Eisenhower polled more than half
as many write-in votes for the Democratic
nomination as went to the Democratic Party's
leading candidate, SenatCDr ESTES KEFAUVER,
And a considerable' number of former Democratic voters switched their party allegiance
and voted for General Eisenhower for the
Republican nomination. Whereupon one
prominent Repl!lbliean charged that this
movement of Democratic voters to the Republican side "threatens the complete destruction of the two-party system in the
United States." Actually, Senator TAFT ran
fourth in the Democratic primary in Massachusetts-only a little behind President
Truman-while General Eisenhower ran
· second.
Democratic support for General Eisenhower or for Senator TAFT does not threaten
the two-party ·s ystem.
General Eisenhower ha:s not made any
concessions to win Democratic . support. He
has made it clear that he would not accept
a Democratic Presidential nomination. He
has made it clear that he is a Republican by
conviction and by his voting in the only
presidential election in which he has been
able to vote.
What really threatens the two-party system is the long, uninterrupted tenure and
ascendancy of one party~ One way to end
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that tenure is for the Republican candidate
to convert and hold former Democratic
voters.
· The Republican Party is not going to be
in any easy, sure-thing positi~n when it
comes to the balloting this fall. Those Republican leaders who think they don't need
'f ormer Democratic voters or who, wanting
them, think they can get them by branding
such support as "threatening the complete
de~truction of the two-party system" are doing the Republican Party a gr~ve disservice.
These facts should not be overlooked :
More voters continue to record themselves
as supporting the Democratic Party than
the Republican Party-this despite evidence
of the President's decline in popularity.
Today the Republicans are dominant in
only 18 States comprising 179 electoral votes,
while in 1948 they were dominant in 25
States comprising 365 electoral votes, besides controlling both Houses of Congress.
You know what happened in 1948.
Despite the marked increase in population,
the Republican Party's national voting
strength has not varied 1 percent · in the
presidential elections since 1940. Wendell
Willkie polled more votes 12 years ago than
Governor Dewey did in 1944 or 1948.
The solid Democratic South looks more
solid than ever. The Democratic nominee
will begin the campaign with 154 electoral
votes from the 14 southern • and border
States-almost for sure. The Republicans
will have to win 266 out of 377 electoral votes
in 34 States; the Democrats will only need
112' from these Northern, Midwestern, and
Western States, in many of which they are
in a favorable position.

Panama Canal Memorialization
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. TOM B. FUGATE
OF VmGINIA .
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7,. 1952

Mr. FUGATE. Mr. Speake:r, for many
years the question of a broad and adequate memorialization of those who contributed to the construction of the Panama Canal has periodically been before
the Congress. As yet, however, nothing
has been done toward this end other
than the authorization of a sirigle memorial for the last Chief Engineer and
Chairman of the Isthmian Canal Commission, the later Maj. Gen. George W.
Goethals, who supervised construction
work from 1907 to 1914 and became the
first Governor of the Panama Canal under the permanent-operating organization.
As many historians have pointed out,
the building of the Panama Canal was
not the work of any one person or professional body. Instead, it was the contribution of many, not only of large
numbers of Americans, but also other
persons and groups from many. nations.
The historical task of fitting recognition
due all these is the responsibility of the·
Congress, and still remains to be done.
The following letter of Mr. C. L.
Chapin, of Falls Church, Va., who served
in the Canal Zone from 1905 to 1907;
published in the Washington Post of
April 22, 1952, is most timely and is
commended for consideration of those
interested in this question:.
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PANAMA CANAL PIONEERS
A small item in the Washington Post of
April 18 reports that the President has approved the design for a monument to be
erected at Cristobal, Canal Zone, as a memorial to Maj. Gen. George Washington
Goethals. The news item identifies the subject of the memorial as the man "who ·
pioneered the construction and operation of
the Panama Canal."
I would not take one whit from the credit
due to GeP-eral Goethals for his part in brin~
ing into being the Panama Canal. But he
did not ''pioneer" that engineering undertaking. When he took over the duties in
connection with the canal work, to which
he was appointed by President Theodore
Roosev~lt in 1907, the pioneering had been
done.
The first real pioneer was John F. Wallace,
the chief engineer who began the work in
1904. When he took charge of the junglecovered remains of the work which had been
begun by the French companies years.before,
there was no livable habitation except at the
two ends of the Canal line.
We who went there shortly after he took
charge, to assist in opening up the work
along the line between the terminals, lived
in decayed and collapsing remnants of houses
which were left by the French. There were
no doors or windows to close the openings,
no water supply, no sanitation, and no food
except the wild fruits and vegetables brought
~n by the natives from the jungles.
Yellow fever and malaria were rampant.
Whether it was true or not, I do not know,
but it was currently remarked among us that
when Mr. Wallace came to the Isthmus he
brought with him a lead-lined coffin.
John F. Stevens was the second real pioneer
constructor of the Canal. He took charge,
following the resignation of Mr. Wallace, on
July 1, 1905. When he resigned in March
1907, t he work was going ahead at a · rapid
rate.
Upon Stevens' resignation, the work was
placed UP-der the supervision of the War Department, and the then Colonel Goethals was
charged with the responsibility for completing the work, which he did in a splendid
manner, as he was not subjected to the petty
annoyances and interferences which his
predecessors had suffered from.
It is right and proper to build a memorial
to Goeth als. And probably it is inevitable
that those who prepared the way for his
success should be forgotten. But we "old
timers" who saw the Isthmus "in the raw"
as it was during the first 2 or 3 years of the
work k n ow full well who were the real
pioneers ?f that job.
c. L. CHA·PIN.
FALLS CHURCH, VA.

Some Real Economy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK E. SMITH
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi.
Mr.
Speal{er, ·under unanimous consent, I
include an article by Mr. Peter Edson
which appeared in the Washington Daily
News:

SOME REAL ECONOMY
(By Peter Edson)
At long last, your slow-moving, cumbersome Federal Government is getting around
to raising the rates on some of the fancy
services it has been giving away free or selling for less than cost.

This project has been kicking around for
2 years. Bureau of the Budget sent out a
questionnaire and the answers showed that
39 Government agencies were furnishing
1,772 special services.
The law specified that some should be
free. · In other cases only nominal charges
were made. Even so, the Government will
collect about $300,000,000 for such services
this year.
By upping the rates, however, Budget Director Frederick J. Lawton estimates that
another $30,000,000 can be collected. And by
passing new laws, .the charges might be further raised to collect $100,000,000 more next
year.
The nature of these services is varied.
Most are of benefit' to special groups. That's
the reason for congressional interest.
Among 39 increases being put into effect 1s
the interest rate on Farmers Home Administration rates to fur farmers. It is to be
raised from 3 to 5 percent and will save
$8 ,000 a year .
Department of Agriculture· charges for inspecting meats, fresh fruits, and vegetables
are to be raised from $3 to $3 .60 an hour.
Forest Service will raise the grazing charges
from 42 cents to 56 cents a cow-month. A
cow-month is the charge made for grazing
one critter for 1 month on public lands./
Similarly, sheep-month charges are to be
raised from 10% cents to 13Y2 cents. This
will save $970 ,000 a year.
One of the biggest items will be a raise in
the rent of 11 cents a day for some 200,000
families living in Government-owned defense housing properties. Present rates are
$32 .11 a month.
More will be charged for Government publications, like the Federal Power Commission's Statistics of Natural Gas, and for photost at copies of documents and reports.
Most of the raises look like penny-pinching, but some items would bring millions.
Post Office Department, for instance, needs
$500,000,000 to break even.
Raising the
rental on post-office boxes would bring in
$5,000,000.

. The problem of charging airlines and operators of ptivate aircraft for the use of Government-provided airway facilities has been
batted around for some' time. This has been
largely free . But a program of charges for
a now fully grown industry will be handed
to Congress soon.

·A Permanent Clean-Up
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

on the dollar and the Internal Revenue Bureau decided that lenders could use the unpaid portion as a deduction in computing ~
their income tax.
The effect of this was the same as though
the three lenders had been exempted from
taxes on their political contributions, although the law is clear on the point that
such contributions are not exempt as are
charitable contributions.
. The revelations concerning corrupt tax
gatherers who misused their position for
their own personal gain are disheartening
enough. But this lat est finding of Senator
WILLIAMS gives a glimpse of something far
more sinister; the deliberate use of the tax
laws for party political purposes.
There are more than a few citizens who
have been struck by the fact that t!leir expression of political views contrary to the
views of those in power has been followed
by a visit of the t ax investigator. The late
Wendell Willkie found that curiosity about
his and his company's taxes coincided with
his battle with TVA. Also there h ave been
revelations that those who were friendly
could expect lenient treatment.
If the tax system with its power to emb~rrass and destroy on the one hand and its
power to reward on the other becomes the
arm of a political machine, personal cor-·
ruption will be, comparatively a drop in the
bucket. A few dishonest individuals are a
small matter compared to a system which
is itself rotten and dishonest.
Nor will it do to believe that the temptation to misuse the tax authority assails only
Democrats . As long as the opportunity exists, the temptation will exist. The remedy
is to remove the opportunity by taking the
V{hole Internal Revenue Bureau out of the
control of politically appointed officials as .
completely as possible.
It wlll not be enough for the next Republican candidate for President to denounce
the tax corruption that has existed in the
present administration. There must be some
proposal designed to make corruption difficult .
We suggest ·that-tlie Republican candida-te
might do well to promise to call in this same
Senator WrLLIAl!. ; and give him the facilities
he needs to clean up the Bureau and to do
those things that will promise to keep it
clean.
In light of the remarkable single-handed
job that Senator WILLIAMS has done in exposing the corruption, we can think of no
one better qualified.

OF

Fiddling While the Midcontinent Drowns

HON. J. CALEB BOGGS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

OF DELAWARE
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. BOGGS of Delaware. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I
include an editorial from the Wall Street
Journal, Monday, May 5, 1952, issue.
"A permanent clean-up" is e.xactly
what the American people want. The
remarkable record toward this objective
made by United States Senator JOHN J.
WILLIAMS, of Delaware, is one of the outstanding public services of this decade
made in behalf of the citizens of our
Nation.
The editorial is as follows:
A PERMANENT CLEAN-UP
The other day Senator WILLIAMS, of Delaware, told the Senate that three individuals
had loaned large sums of money to the Democratic organization in New York State.
Later these loans ~ere repaid at 10 cents

OF

HON. HAROLD C. OSTERTAG
OF NE\f YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. OSTERTAG. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
in the REcoRD, herewith a letter from
Norman Atterby, president of the Lake
Ontario Land Owners and Beach Protection Association, which sums up the
massive and incomprehensible indifference of Federal agencies with respect to
the catastrophic damage caused by the
rising waters of the Great Lakes.
Here we are confronted with a creeping disaster which has beeri freely predicted and widely foreseen. It is destroying·. the property and f-ortunes of
thousands upon thousands <'f cltizens of
the United States and Canat.:.1. Yet our
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Government has taken the purblind position that it can do nothing unless Canada acts, and the Government of Canada
has rejected all pleas·for action, whether
directed to it by citizens of this country
or Canadians.
The history of this disaster is a long
and unbroken record of immense concessions by this country to Canada, in
the use of the international waters of the
Great Lakes, with no quid pro quo requested from Canada except the normal
courtesy and consideration which we
had a right to expect from a friendly
neighbor.
Our magnanimity is being repaid by
Canada, however, with the most cynical
indifference to the destruction which
our concessions are now causing, to the
property and fortunes of our citizens who
live on the Great Lakes shore, while the
attitude of our own Government, in taking the stand that it can do nothing unless Canada acts, places it in the position of an accessory to this attitude.
That the citizens of Canada are as incensed about this situation as our own
citizens is evident in the remarks which
I include in the REcoRD herewith by
G. W. Murphy, Member of Parliament
for the Lamberton District, in the House
of Commons at Ottawa on April29, 1952.
The letter from Norman Atterby and
the remarks of the Honorable G. W.
Murphy, as transmitted to me by Mr.
Atterby, follow:
LAKE ONTARIO LAND OWNERS AND .
BEACH PROTECTION AsSOCIATION,
Rochester, N. Y., May 5, 1952.

Hon. KENNETH B.
C.

KEATING

and Bon. HARoLD

OsTERTAG,

Members oj Congress, House Office Build·
ing, Washington, D. C:

MY DEAR FRIENDS: A personal inspection
of tl:ie lake-shore property west of Rochester
'last Saturday afternoon leaves me with a
sickening impression that no action will be
taken by those officials responsible for the
present high level of . the Great Lakes until
it is too late. The situation through Hilton
and Wautoma Beaches is indescribable.
With this in mind, we feel that the entire
matter concerning the level of the Great
Lakes should be the subject of a very thorough inquiry and investigation by a congressional body. We feel that the question
of responsibility for damage has gone beyond the stage of errors in judgment on the
part of responsible officials in Ottawa and
Washington in that these officials have been
warned repeatedly for the last 9 months of
what is now t;aking place. We feel that the
following facts should be brought to the attention of Congress and the people of the
United States immediately:
1. What is covered by the exchange of
notes• between Canadian Government officials and our State Department. which apparently permits the Candian Government
to divert unlimited amounts of water into
the Great Lakes without apparent protection to the needs of property owners. We
believe that this exchange of notes and
agreements should be made pu. lie immediately in the interest of stopping the diversion of additional amounts of water into the
Gr; at Lakes over and above the diversions
we are now suffering from.
2. What is the reason for conflicting statements from practically every agency in the
United States and Canadian Governments
responsible for the welfare of those citizens
residing along the shores of these lakes? I
refer to misleading statements about the
return of the Ogoki Long Lac diversions to
the Hudson Bay in May 1950 which diversion
was never actually accomplished.

to

3. Reference 1s ·also made
the recent
decisions permitting the :flow of ~ditional
amounts of water from Lake Superior into
the lower Lakes at a time when these agencies are explaining to the public at large
that nothing can be done to relieve the situation.
4. Reference is also made to numerous
statements on the part of the Canadian and
United States Governments that the St.
Lawrence seaway will help solve the highwater situation in Lake Ontario when on
March 13, 1952, the Director of Transport in
Ottawa definitely stated that "the plans tor
the seaway call for removal of only a few
inches from the natural height of the level
of the lake." Mr. Lindsay goes on to state
"this information may be a disappointment
to many who have thought that the variation from maximum levels could be cut down
under artificial control." This is exactly
contrary to the extremely ,misleading information given out by both the Canadian and
United States Governments.
5. Reference i!3 also made to the refusal of
the various departments in Washington to
consider the use of the Chicago Drainage
Canal to relieve the water levels in the Great
Lakes.
6. Reference Is made to the fact that the
International Joint Commission still has
received no referral of this entire matter for
the proper investigation and recommendations; this after 9 months of continuous ef·
fort on the part of our organization.
This matter is the subject of constant
attention at the moment in the House of
Commons in Ottawa, and I would like to
refer in the attached statement to remarks
made by Mr. G. W. Murphy before that body
on April 29, 1952. You will note from these
remarks that even the Canadian people are
becoming aware of the strange attitude
taken by both Governments with regard to
investigating and securing the proper facts
covering the manipulation of the entire
Great Lakes watershed. With the amount
of damage involved in the Great Lakes basin since 1943, the directors of this organl·
zation feel that an immediate inquiry by
Congress should be made.
In closing I quote part of a statement attributed to Canaqa's Minister of Transport,
Lionel Chevrier, on April 24, 1952, this statement receiving considerable newspaper publtcity:
"It's stylish at the moment, but pointless
and even ridiculous, to talk in terxns of relieving high-water conditions in the lake by
breaching the Gut Dam in the St. Lawrence
River, the Can!ldian Cabinet Minister told
a representative of the Times.
"It doesn't make sense, as the Minister
sees it, to rob Peter to pay Paul or to inundate Montreal to help Toronto."
You will note from Mr. Chevrier's remarks
that he appears determined to protect the
interests of those citizens in the Quebec-St.
Lawrence vicinity rather than assist Canadian citizens in the Ontario Province. You
will also note that Mr. Chevrier does not even
mention the problems being experienced by
United States citizens, who, after all, reside
along waters considered international.
With very best regards, I remain,
Sincerely yours,
NORMAN ATTERBY,
President.

REMARKs oF HoN. G. W. MURPHY, MEMBER
FOR LAMBERTON, IN THE HOUSE OF ' COM•
MONS, OTTAWA, CANADA, APRil. 29, 1952
I want to discuss another matter, Mr.
Speaker, the gravity of which is increasing
year by year, and which constitutes a problem which I think warrants top-level consideration by the Federal Governments of
this country and the United States. I refer
specifically to the increasing damage as a result of high water levels in the Great Lakes
system, and the inadequate action taken by
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responsible Governments to meet this situation. Personally I am in favor of · the
St. Lawrence waterway development, but I
am not carried away with the idea that
this wm be accomplished at an early date,
or even undertaken within the next year or
so. In the meantime, and as part of any
St. Lawrence waterway development consideration must be given to the disastrous
effect of rising water levels in the Great
Lakes system.
I do not intend on this occasion to reiterate the extensive damage that already has
been caused, other than to point out that
in my own constituency valuable lake-shore
property has been damaged severely and it
has been necessary to move and rebuild a
lake-shore road on three different occasions
within the last twenty-odd years, always in
the expectation that this action would be
adequate, only to find that the problem was
becoming worse. Press reports would indicate damage in the m1llions in various other
parts of the Province of Ontario, and I think
this. Government is well aware of the serious
damage already done.
The suggestions I propose to make to this
House today have been considered in line
with the possibility of the eventual st. Lawrence waterway developmei;~.t and would, in
my opinion, fit into such a scheme.
The Great Lakes, having a surface area of
over 95,000 square miles and a drainage basin
of approximately 298,000 square miles, are
the headwaters of the St. Lawrence River system. In comparison with other large river
systems, the vast storage capacity of these
Lakes cause an unusual stability in the system, reducing :fluctuations in level and eliminating :floods in the main river, and makes
possible some sound measure of control over
Lake levels. But I agree that any plan to
accomplish this purpose must be long-range,
and any over-all plan would require some
years to ·be fully effective.
An examination of the United States Lake
survey record of monthly mean stages of the
Great Lakes, which extends back over a· continuous period of 91 years, reveals that the
extreme range in stage experienced by any of
the Lakes during this period is 6.33 feet, and
that occurred in Lakes Michigan and Huron.
The range experienced by the other Lakes
during the same period is 4.07 feet in Lake
Superior, 5.08 feet in Lake Erie, and 6.29 feet
in Lake Ontario.
With the permission of the House, Mr.
Speaker, I would like to place on record a
graph of water levels on the Great Lakes, pre. pared by the Corps of United States Army
Engineers, and recording the :fluctuations in
water levels over a period of 91 years, up to
and including 1951. I believe this graph material would be of immeasurable value to
members of this House of Commons who, like
myself, are concerned with this problem.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER. Has the honorable
member leave to have this graph appear in
Hansard?
SOME HONORABLE MEMBERS. Agreed.
Mr. MuRPHY. There are a number of factors, both natural and man-made, that cause
the levels of these Lakes to :fluctuate, and I
propose to deal with some measures which I
am reliably informed would be very effective
in reducing Lake levels and controlling Lake
levels. A little later I intend to deal with-1. The water coming into Lake Superior.
2. Control of Lake Superior water coming
into the lower lakes.
3. The Chicago diversion.
4. The Weiland Canal.
5. The Trent Canal.
6. The deepening of the Weiland Canal,
U feasible, or an additional bypass.
7. Blasting of the rocks at Galops (Galoo),
with a control system at Iroquois.
If the supply to the system and all the
factors which affect it were uniform and
forever <::onstant, the }ake levels would not
change. However, this ideal condition is not
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the case. The weather, which produces the
supply, is very changeable. Precipitation
irregularities in the various lake basins are
the primary cause of the variations in the
lake levels, and- I realize that the relation
between precipitation and lake levels is a
complex one which has not been fully determined. The Lakes reach minimum stages
in the winter. During the spring, when the
precipitation which has been accumulated
on land areas during the winter is released,
the levels rise and reach maximum stages,
usually in the summer. This spring we have
unusually high water, and I understand that
Lake Huron will be approximately a foot
higher by July.
The record shows that these levels fluctuate from year to year, as is apparent from
this 91-year graph. These fluctuations are
due to periodic changes in the precipitation
quantity and distribution, but. the relationship is not a direct one but is modified by
several factors. Precipitation during the
summer has but little effect upon lake stages,
a large percentage being lost by transpiration from growing vegetation, and I must
say here that in conjunction with any proposed plan, reforestation should be a major
project. It would not only help in conserving moisture. but on its own, would be·
come a valuable asset to the country. The
spring and fall rains have the greatest effect
upon the levels, and I am informed a succession of years of excess precipitation is
necessary to cause high lake levels, and for
that reason, engineering projects to lower
lake levels are sound. I agree that it is impossible to predict lake levels more than 1
month in advance.
There are several factors which attect the
levels of the Great Lakes. I mentioned
changes that could be due to the projects
of man, such as diversions of water into and
from the Great Lakes Basin, and changes in
the outflow, which could be obtained by
navigation-channel improvements. I have
in mind the blasting of a channel at Galops,
with a control system at Iroquois, and I am
told that the level of Lake Ontario could
be lowered some 3 or 4 feet and maintained
at or near that level.
We in Ontario are also concerned about the
levels in Lakes Huron, St. Clair, and Erie, and
we appreciate that much of this water must
come into Lake Ontario, but as I said a moment ago, the level of Lake Ontario could
be lowered as part and parcel of the St.
Lawrence seaway scheme.
'
In Canada there are two separate diversions of water into Lake Superior from the
Hudson Bay drainage basin. We have the
Long Lac project, which began in 1937. In
1941, the development of power began in this
project, and according to the records,
through 1950, the average diversion was approximately 1,400 cubic feet per second. The
other diversion is the Ogoki project, Which
began in 1943, and the record for 1950 indicates an average of 3,600 cubic feet per
second.
These two diversions add 5,000 cubic feet
per second to the supply of Lake Superior.
I now submit that the locks from Lake Superior could be used to control the flow into
Lake Huron, permitting increased flow at
periods of low-water level.
The effect of these two diversions has been
to increase the stages of Lake Erie and Lake
Ontario by about 3 inches, and the stages
of Lakes Michigan and Huron by about 4¥2
inches. I now go to the Chicago drainage
scheme. At Chicago water is diverted from
Lake Michigan into the Illinois watershed,
which is part of the Mississippi River drainage basin. In 1900, the sanitary district or
Chicago started diverting water from Lake
Michigan at the rate of 3,000 cubic feet per
second and increased it to a little less than
9,000 cubic feet per second, and when this
maximum increase was used, the Supreme

Court of the United States; on April 21, 1930,
ordered that the diversion be reduced to
3,100 cub.i c feet per second.
It would appear from this data that if the
Chicago scheme would take a full 9,000 cubic
feet per second, it would mean a lowering of
Lake Huron-Michigan level by 12 inches or
more.
Since 1829, Canadians have diverted water
from Lake Erie through the Welland Canal
into Lake Ontario for navigation and power
purposes. Since 1939 this diversion is at
the rate of approximately 5,900 cubic feet per
second. It seems to me that this canal
should remain open during the winter season, and if this is not sufficient diversion
I am suggesting that ~he Welland Canal be
deepened to increase the diversion, or in its
alternative, another canal with locks be constructed to take off this surplus water, and
at the same time provide hydropower.
I noticed the other day a speech made by
one of the greatest authorities in Canada, Mr.
Grant Lindsay, which indicated consideration was being given to the deepening of
the Weiland Canal.
Although I am one who is of the firm belief that it is only a matter of a few years
before we have hydro developed by atomic
power, I am informed that we ·should have
another 6,000 cubic feet per second -going
over or around Niagara, and thus control and
maintain a lower level than we now experience in Lake Huron, Lake Erie, and Lake
St. Clair. I do not know the amount of
water going from the Lake Huron Basin
through the Trent Canal into Lake Ontario. It would be necessary to know this
to assess the over-all picture, but I am wondering if, in the study of these problems by
those capable of doing so, the Trent Canal
could not be made a greater factor than it
is today to divert water from Lake Huron into
Lake Ontario.
I understand that the fact of diversion of
5,900 cubic feet per second from Lake Erie
through the Welland Canal decreases the
stages of Lake Erie by about 3¥2 inches, and
this in itself is no small consideration.
Many people affected by the high levels of
Lake Ontario might be concerned about the
additional water coming into Lake Ontario,
but I think that a blasting of a channel
through the rapids, as I indicated before,
with a control system at Iroquois, could
lower the level of Lake Ontario to any desired
level.
I think it is generally recognized now
that the damage is so great, and likely to
be still greater, that governments on the
highest level must recognize their responsibility. I am sure that our friends to the
south must also realize the seriousness of
the situation, and I think the lowering of
lake levels and international waters is a
matter of prime importance to the Governments and the peoples of both countries.
I emphasize again that much of this work
could be undertaken as part and parcel of
the St. Lawrence waterway scheme, and thus
not be a duplication of expense.
I understand that an international control board has recommended that the quantity of water allowed to flow from Lake
Superior into the lower lakes shall be reduced by 7,000 cubic feet of water per second, and that this recommendation will be
sent to the joint international board for final
adoption.
I think, in reviewing the whole aspect of
this. serious situation, each idea must be
examined, if implemented, in order to ascertain how much it will reduce lake levels and
how long it would take for such reductions.
This would then permit all those concerned
with lake levels to govern themselves accordingly.
It seems to me that we must realize that
the works of man have aggravated the present situation, ancl that it 1a the power o!

man, through the higher levels of government, to do something constructive now.
I think it is most important that the Canadian and American authorities exercise their
intelligence and resources to lessen the flood
danger.
Mr. Speaker, I would suggest in conclusion that · it is entirely possible by undertaking most of the projects I have outlined
that the level of Lake Ontario could be kept
at or near 245 feet above mean tide at New
York, and that the level of Lake Huron
could be held at or near 579 feet above mean
tide at New York. This would be several
feet lower than the present high level, and
still be not as low as the graph shows the
levels to have been in some years. I think
it is agreed that we cannot take any action
that is going to lower lake levels lower than
they have been according to this graph. In
the main, action that must be taken must
be with the idea of maintaining as nearly
as possible a constant level. By doing this
we would no longer face the terrific losses
we now experience or the danger of even
greater losses in the future.

Church of Christ on Participation in
Carnal Warfare
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

·uoN. CHET HOLIFIELD
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. HOLIFIELD. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent, I include a statement prepared by the Churches of Christ
which I am placing in the RECORD at the
request of Rev. C. Nelson Nichols, of Hollywood, CaUL, one of the ministers sign.
ing the statement.
This statement sets forth the principles subscribed to by members of the
Churches of Christ in regard to participation in carnal warfare.
CHURCH OF CHRIST ON PARTICIPATION IN
CARNAL WARFARE

1. The following is the substance of an
open letter subscribed to by these Churches
of Christ-recognized by the FBI as the
"peace" Church of Christ:
''To whom it may concern:

"This is to certify that we Churches of
Christ are conscientiously opposed to participation in war in any form. Our belief
in the Supreme Being involves duties superior to those arising from any human relation. The basis of this faith is found in a
multitude of Holy Scriptures, some of which
follow: Matthew 26: 48-52; Acts 5: 29; Romans 12: 19- 21; Second Corinthians 10: 3-5;
Ephesians 6: 10-17; E'xodus 20: 13; Matthew
5: 21; Romans 13: 9.
Our position on this vital subject has been
set forth many times in this country by our
ministers across the Nation.
Alexander
Campbell set forth these principles in his
Address on War, in 1848, at Wheeling, W.Va.,
and it was published again in 1866 in Popular Lectures and Addresses of Alexander
Campbell. On file in Washington, D. c ..
under file No. A. G. 000.31, are letters signed
by many of our brethren stating our position on this subject. The book, Old Paths
Pulpit, published by Homer L. King, Route
2, Lebanon, Mo., contained a recent work on
this subject. The Old Paths Pulpit is a
book of 33 Wl'itten sermons by as many
preachers and evangelists, and one, The
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Christian and Carnal Warfare, written by
Paul 0. Nichols, 849 Wilcox Avenue, Hollywood, Calif., sets forth our position in more
recent times. This sermon represents a recent pronouncement, publicly made, of our.
religious position with regard to participation in carnal warfare.
"We do not know of an active minister in
these Churches of Christ who does not oppose Christians participating in carnal warfare. These Churches of Christ are not to
be confused with many which wear the same
name; we constitute a distinct fellowship.
"We submit this that all may know our
position relative to our opposing participation in carnal warfare, and that we might
be recognized as a distinct group or fellowship which now is and in the past has been,
"a peace church," to use modern terminology."
·
2. Excerpt from A. Campbell's Address on
War in 1848 (p. 10):
"We should inspire a pacific spirit, and
urge on all proper occasions the chief objections to war. We must create a public
opinion on this subject. • • • War
creates and perpetuates national jealousy,
fear, hatred, and envy. It arrogates to itself the prerogative of the Creator alone, to
involve the innocent mUltitude in the punishment of the guilty _few. It corrupts the
moral taste and hardens the heart; cherishes
and strengthens the base and violent passions; destroys the distinguishing features
of Christian charity-its universality and its
love of enemies; turns into mockery and contempt the. best virtue of Christians-humility; weakens the sense of moral obligations;
banishes the spirit of improvement, usefulness, and benevolence; and inculcates the
horrible maxim that murder and robbery are
matters of state exl:iediency."
3. Excerpt from Paul 0. Nichols' Christian
and Carnal Warfare, published in 1945:·
"We, as Christians, are ·as out of place
engaging in a carnal · conflict, as the world
would be trying to fight the spiritual -war·
fare. The world cannot fight the spiritual
fight, without first becoming spiritual; no
more can a Christian fight a carnal conflict
without first becoming carnal."
4. In regard to selective-service regis·
trants:
"This body or fellowship has and is gain·
ing recognition as to its unity regarding non.
participation in carnal warfare. Each young
man studies for himself the various aspects
of the question, forms his own belief, and
takes his own stand on his convictions. The
t:hurch influences his position only in teaching and offering scriptural references for
his personal study and then stands behind
him wholeheartedly in encouragement and
moral support"-C. Nelson Nichols.
·
Reference may be made to or information
obtained from the following men who are
closely associated with the work of these
Churches of Christ: Homer L. King, route 2,
Lebanon, Mo.; Homer A. Gay, Lebanon, Mo.;
D. B. McCord, Glendora, Calif.; J. Ervin
Waters, Lawrenceburg, Tenn.; C. Nelson
Nichols, 849 Wilcox Avenue, Hollywood,
Calif.

Rice Is the Key
EXTENSION OF REMA.RKS
OF

HON. FRANK E. SMITH
OF :MISSISSIPPI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include· the fol-.

lowing article by Phil Newsom, United
Press foreign news editor:
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the Appendix of the RECORD, I am pleased
to include therein an address made by
Mr. E. D. Anthony, Sr., a pioneer resident and merchant of West Palm Beach,
Fla., before the Kiwanis Club in the Hotel
George Washington.
This is a most excellent address calling
for the rededication to the ideals of our
founding fathers and I commend the
reading or this address by all patriotic
Americans:

RICE Is THE KEY
(By Phil Newsom)
Rice is the key to the success or failure of
the war against communism in Indonesia.
As in India and Iran, other great prizes in
the world struggle between the ·democracies
and communism, Communist successes there
are bred on hunger. In Indonesia, as in
other nations of the Orient, the be-ail of
existence is rice.
The Dead Rule and the Living Obey was
For the westerner, whose chief knowledge
the startling text for a great sermon at the
of the East Indies comes from pictures of
Collegiate Congregational Church on Fifth
Balinese beauties surrounded by tropic
Avenue, New York, some time ago. The minsplendor, it is difficult to think of the fabuister defied the audience to . prove he was
lous Indies in terms of poverty.
wrong. I wonder if you have ever stopped to
Particularly so since Indonesia is one of
think of the governing power of the Amerithe world's richest countries in natural
can traditions on those of us who live today,
resources, including vast supplies of tin, oil,
The American Constitution and the accomand coal, along with copper, gold, and silver.
panying Bill of Rights is America's first perBut in the family of nations Indonesia ls
manent contribution to the world's civilizanew, having gained independence from the
tion.
Netherlands only in 1949. Prior to that time
there had been years of chaotic wartime ocThere are many stepping stones of our
cupation under the Japanese.
tradition which have kept the Nation in
So an inexperienced government has
check and made our Constitution a living
had to wrestle with the administration of a
reality.
nation comprising more than 3,000 islands
1. That great legal mind, Chief Justice
spread over some 735,000 square miles and
Marshall whose interpretation of the Coninhabited by people speaking 17 languages
stitution put force into the Constitution
and nearly 200 dial~cts.
and established the functions of the Supreme
Internal communications are sketchy and
Court as the highest authority in the land.
the Indonesians realize they must improve
The Supreme Court has been held in almost
security conditions before they can hope to
sacred esteem· ever since. ·
attract foreign capital to help develop their
2. Washington's Farewell Address when he
natural resources.
refused a third term and established that naThe Government of Indonesia, under Prestional tradition. Within the last few weeks
ident Dr. Ahmed Sukarno, has followed a.
we have added a new constitutional amend·
policy often puzzling to the West.
ment which will .preserve Washington's twoIn world affairs, Indonesia has attempted
term tradition for all time to come after Truto follow a middle-of-the-road course beman.
tween Communist nations and the democ3. President Thomas Jefferson paid Naporacies. Internally, the Government has been
leon $15,000,000 for the Louisiana Purchase
vigorously anti-Communist.
embracing Louisiana, and the States east of
For example, since last August, some 1,200
Texas. He thereby established the tradi·
Communists or fellow travelers have been artion that America would pay for her expanrested and abqut 200 still are being held.
sions and not take them by conquest.
The dragnet missed a man named Alimin,
4. We paid Russia $7,200,000 for Alaska,
an opium addict trained by Moscow and
carrying out the Jefi'erson tradition.
Peiping in Communist ideologies and con5. We paid Spain five million. for Florida.
sidered the most influential of the Indo·
(It is passing strange that Palm Beach
nesian Communist leaders.
County's
tax roll is $5,000,000 per annum.)
At the moment, Communist or left-wing
6. We paid eighteen million for Texas after
supporters hold about 30 seats in the Indo·
we licked Mexico. Still extending the Jeffernesia Parliament and are not considered a
son tradition.
real threat except for their obstructionist
7. Lincoln's immortal Gettysburg speech
policies.
served notice on the world that America
They have their greatest influence in the
would be a reunited people and that every
trade-unions where it is estimated they can
past tradition was in full force and effect.
control an estimated 2,000,000 to 3,000,000
8. Lincoln's unrecorded great order I
persons. They pose as ardent nationalists,
learned from my mother's lips and not from
but their relation to Moscow is well known.
Government leaders believe the Reds have · the history books. His order was, "There
shall be no violation of the southern womenno chance of breaking down the philosophy
hood's honor by the victorious northern
of "adat" which holds to tradition or custom.
army." My mother fled from Atlanta before
Government officials take the sensible view
Sherman's army entered the city. She
they can lick communism by eliminating its
taught
her sons that great order by President
"reason for being"-that is, by improving
Lincoln did something to America. It was
the social and economic structure, which in
the first of its kind in the history of the
turn means the position of rice, its price and
world. He spoke of "binding the wounds of
availability to the people.
the Republic." General Grant followed in
his footsteps by refusing Lee's sword at Appomattox, He told the Confederate soldiers
"to keep their horses and mules for spring
Rededication to Ideals of Founding
plowing." He allowed the officers to keep
Fathers
their sidearms, because they were Americans.
9. President McKinley was a very good
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
patriotic American. He electrified the world
OF
when he announced that America was fight·
ing for the freedom of Cuba and the Philippines, and that in due course they would be
OF FLORIDA
:free nations.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
10. When President Teddy Roosevelt was
President in his own right by election, he agiWednesday, May 71 1952
tated the Panama revolt--went in and built
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Speak· the Panama Canal. He had violated one of
er, under leave to extend my remarks in our sacred national traditions.

HON. DWIGHT L. ROGERS
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11. President Woodrow Wilson, the historian, almost immediately reopened the
Panama question and paid the Government
of Panama twenty-five million for the land
used for the Canal. This was to keep faith
with Jefferson's tradition.
12. Mr. Wilson, one of the clearest thinkers
ever to occupy the Presidency, took exception
to the 5-year propaganda program the Hearst
papers had run on the idea of annexation of
Mexico as the result of the great oil controversy. In a single great speech before the
Southern Commercial Congress at Mobile,
Ala., he completely lifted America to a
new high understanding, by announcing to
the world that the United States was from
this day forward the "Big Brother" to the
Republic of .Mexico and the Republics of
South America.
13. President Wilson at the Paris Peace
Conference again gave the world a new American concept of justice when he announced
the four immortal words, "No Reparations
for America." American ideals if you please.
He stunned the war thinking nations of
Europe with the force of his arguments. He
was there pleading for the rights of mankind
everywhere.
14. President-elect Hoover visited South
America to further strengthen the good will
and brotherhood begun years earlier by President Wilson.
·
15. President Franklin Roosevelt created
the good neighbor policy 1nto a definite
program.
16. Lend-lease by President Roosevelt was
the natural result of these traditions step by
step in traditional history.
17. The Marshall plan under President
Truman gave the world the first picture
in the history of man where the victor fed
the vanquished. It is a new chapter in
man's endeavor. His point 4 program is
cheaper than war and will defeat Russia in
the cold war.
A. Grover Cleveland was the only Democratic interlude from Mr. Lincoln to Woodrow
Wilson. The financial interests had become
strongly entrenched. Cleveland's second
term followed a Republican 4.;year term,
sandwiched in between Cleveland's two
terms.
B. The financial interests of Wall Street did
everything in their power to wreck his second
term. They just about did it. The panic
of 1893-96 was when we had 3 cent cotton
and 5 cents per dozen eggs. I remember
those days vividly.
C. PresiC:ent Cleveland did not have the
money to meet the Federal payrolls. He
went in person to New York and negotiated
a Government loan with J.P. Morgan. The
Democrats charged he had sold out to Wall
Street. His reply was epic, "I faced a condition that had to be met, and not a theory."
This was the period in our national life
when the big corporations were running the
country. "Frenzied finance" and government by boss politicians was the order of
the day.
D. This was the Wall Street financiers big
moment. William J. Bryan and his theory
of 16 to 1 flourished as the savior of the downtrodden average man. Time marched on.
The Spanish-American War and spending
changed conditions.
E. Woodrow Wilson became President in
1912. Both Houses of Congress solidly behind him.
F. Almost overnight he passed the Federal
Reserve Act which technically transferred the
financial center from Wall Street to Washington.
G. He followed England's example and
passed the income-tax law so he would never
be caught as Mr. Cleveland was with no
money to meet Government payrolls.
18. World War I and big spending changed
the whole complexion of our economic life.
19. The great deflation in 1932 which
elected Franklin D. Roosevelt with all the national bank failures, on his inaugural day

called forth his great speech of "Nothing to
day's hand method would cost $50,000. By
fear, but fear itself"; his bank reopening
our machine method, the cost is cut to 5
program with Government supervision and
percent or $2,500.
bank-deposit guarantee law changed the
Today, $6,500 in capital is required for
financial picture for generations to come.
machine investment for every worker.
20. An educated public opinion has anThis is where the capit alist comes in.
chored these traditions into what we now
Who is he? The answer is you and me.
know as the American way of life.
Whoever and wherever you are u n der our
American free economy. The true capitalists
Now abm:tt our industrial development.
are the Americans who have life-insurance
In 150 years America has made more inpolicies, saving accounts, a few bonds or
dustrial progress than all the other nations
shares of stock. In America, a capitalist is
have made in 6,000 years. Some others are
the average prudent and thrifty individual
more richly endowed with natural resources,
who saves part of his income daily.
some have more land and more people. We
The Government records show that 90
have only 6 percent of the world's area. Once
when Bismarck visited the United States and · percent earn $5,000 or less. And yet, more
saw the Mississippi Valley, he said, "Whoever
than one-half of all corporate dividends go to
this 90 percent. Fifty million people in
controls the Mississippi Valley will rule the
America h ave saving accounts. Their savworld." What a job we are doing with our
ing, plus their lif·e -insurance policies, total
small area. It is our free enterprise which
$135,000,000,000. The checking accounts of
gives us the edge on the rest of the world.
corporations and individuals- total $65,000,Here is an especially startling fact . Our
000,000. Grand total $200,000,000,000. Only
system is the most progressive and demo2,250,000 earn $5,000 annually; 138,000 earn
cratic form of capitalism ever devised. It
$25,000 and upward; 80 people earn $1,000,is the only system which provides all three
000 or more. It is easy to see our capital
of its c0mponent parts, the investor, the
investments in the big companies like Westproducer, and the consumer, with equal freeern Union come from our average Americans.
dom of choice and opportunity. It is a 3-in-1
system.
These figures checked with Department of
Commerce in 1949.
There are 9,000,000 free enterprises in
Fair wage for capital.
America today. Each and every one lives and
. These people of modest income, through
has its being according to the buying whim
frugal living, have made our system possio~ the customers who support them.
Here
is a new idea.
ble to a large extent. They have a just claim
for return on use of their capital as labor
Every time you spend a dollar, you cast
has for his wage. What is the true story?
that purchase vote for the future of that
The stockholder's wage comes out of the
business. That purchase helps determine
profits of industry. This is a much misunwhich business shall be large or small. The
derstood situation.
survival of every 1Jusiness depends upon winI have recited these traditions of our poning the free purccasing vote of the free
litical history and followed them with the
American citizens.
story of our economic achievements because
There are 57,000,000 workers who work at
the two are interwoven.
th~ pleasure of these customers.
Note how
The ~ives of our patriotic great is our most
our 3-in-1 system works. As workers, they
priceless possession. They did not live in
insist on high wages. As customers, they
vain. The lives of men like Robert Morris,
demand low prices. As capitalists, they demand a return on their money. The Ameri-· Ben Franklin, Thomas A. Edison, and Henry
Ford, John B. Stetson, John D. Rockefeller,
· can business is forced to operate with greater
Henry Flagler, Walter Chrysler, and countless
efficiency so we can produce better goods at
others contributed to the achievements of
lower cost.
our economic superiority. Again I say, their
.\ quick look at the fundamental differlives too are interwoven into the very bed
ences between our system and communism.
rock
of our civilization.
· America was founded on faith and the right
I am an incurable optimist on the future
to worship God according to the dictates
of America. I have a feeling that God found
of conscience. Faith in God. Faith in our
a new way to express himself in a national
fellow Americans. We believe that every man
life. We in our day are charged with the
should have the right to extend his ability
responsibility to preserve this founding.
and enjoy the emoluments of his labor.
Notwithstanding the exposures by the
Communism was born in want, reared in
crime investigating committee, the racke~
poverty, is without faith in God or man.
eers, Murder Inc., the twenty billion alleged
Their philosophy is that there is not enough
take by the gamblers, I say God rules, and
of the good things of life and that every man
his purposes live.
should have too little. Our system produces
six times as many goods as the average workI · am reminded that during the late part
ers abroad, because of our machine superiof last century, the soulless corporations
ority. The record has never been equaled in
were actually committing murder to stifle
the history of the world.
competition. The great railroads were saying, "to hell with the public."
We produced 45 percent of the world's
goods before World War II. Today, 50 perThe greatest power in our Republiccent. This makes greater buying power.
aroused public opinion-swung into action;
The dignity of the individual is the great
we passed antitrust laws, income-tax laws,
m ainspring which makes oour free enterchild labor laws, workmen's compensation
prise work. Our machines take the burden
laws, and many others to protect the rights
off labor to an extent unknown anywhere
of the individual. Public opinion today is
else in the world. One hundred years ago,
getting indignant with extravagance in Govthe workman averaged 70 hours per week and >·· ernment, lawlessness, and racketeers. Tradiearned a bare existence; did most of the
tions make me believe it will not be long
before these condit ions will be met With
work with his hands. Five hundred dollars
firmness-with laws to deport the racketeers.
of invested capital averaged the capital to
Mr. Hoover and the FBI will bring the inprovide facilities of production he used.
come-tax dodgers to justice. Time for honToday, twelve and one-half times as much
est men to assume their responsibilities in
capital is needed for machines. He works
public affairs.
40 hours per week and earns 16 times as
much in wages. His purchasing power has
I would not be true to myself if I did not
increased in ratio to capital investment inexpress three grave concerns I see on the
na tiona! horizon.
crease. His muscular strength is no longer
the standard of his production.
1. Mr. Wilson put his benedictions on the
In 1908, the automobile industry was
cooperative system in 1916, which today is
young. It took one man 8 hours to shape
growing into a national tax-dodging sys;em,
the top half of a gas tank. Today one man.
which needs the spotlight of public opinion
plus machines, can do the same job in 1
turned on it to make them pay their just
minute. Today our autos produced by that
proportion of our tax load. They can borrow
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our tax money at 2Y2 percent, and pay practically no income taxes. They are today' doing 15 percent of the Nation's business ~n
open competition with honest business taxed
in the top brackets.
2. The second great evil which needs the
spotlight is the unemployment _insurance.
Born with the finest purpose, it has grown by
unrestricted use into a chiselers bonanza.
Let me quote one smart student: "The men
who originated unemployment insurance
never thought that chiselers and crooks
would loot the funds which belong to honest
workers and get away with it." I wish I had
more time to elaborate.
3. We have 35,000,000 people in this country who do not understand our economic
system. In most instances, they are actually
ignorant of the profit system. They are
pleading for a change-they know not what.
There are actually 75,000 Communists in
America. We could pass a law and deport
them. That is only a drop in the bucket to
one-fourth of our entire population who
need education as to the true relations to the
profit dollar and how it works. That making
an honest profit is not a sin.
One of our national crying needs is for our
colleges and high schools to awake to the
need of teaching our American history both
political and economical. If our Nation
has the finger of God rest~ng gently on its
shoulder, we have no alternative but for the
colleges to rise to the occasion and teach our
young Americans of our tradition and profit
system.
In the Reader's Digest of December 1950,
there is a great article on what's been happening soutb. of the border. This tells very
graphically what our good-neighbor policy
has done for us. See December 1951, Rotarian. Real Progress.
·
In April Digest 1951, page 50, Carlos P.
Romero, under the caption Two Asiatics
Look at the Record in Asia, tells a story that
should be known by every American. In the
same issue, page llO, "Japan discovers modern medicine." · This is a marvelous story
of what our Army Medical Division, under
Gen. CraWford Sams, has done for Japan in 5
years. More than would be usually expected
in .50 years.
The new peace treaty the Honorable John
Foster Dulles prepared for Japan is another
step up to greatness for America. Mr. Wilson's No Reparations for America blossomed
into full flower. Mr. Dulles claimed Japan's
economy could not pay reparations and definitely the United States was not going to pay
them for Japan.
The whole world is in bad shape. The
world is looking to the United States for
leadership and support.
· ·
I am speaking in conclusion not as a political but as a patriotic American._
I claim the individual Rotarians and Kiwanians through united effort with our Congressmen and Senators can help create a
healthier public opinion for the demand o!
cutting Government waste.
There is an article in March Reader's Digest about what a single school teacher did
for the children of Los Angeles.
It's a
dramatic story of what one person can do in
a big city.
Billy Graham, the present-day evangelist,
spoke over radio a few weeks ago describing
what John Wesley did for England. Wesley
started out to reform the English Church.
He founded Methodism instead. He singlehanded saved England from the revolution
which overturned France. He, William Penn,
and the Puritans laid the foundation for our
Constitution.
My appeal is to you, the average businessman and patriotic American, to salute the
fiag. .Join hands with other God-fearing
men and let's all march forward. Stop the
graft, punish the t~ dodgers, and help educate our children and grandchildren to live
as well as die for America.

Here is a practical 1llustration o! what I
am trying· to say. There are 90 people on
Anthony's payroll. One of my sons prepared a statement for the entire force to
sign indicating whether they were registered
or not. It came back to me. I personally
contacted each one who was eligible but not
registered.
We plan to have our entire
organization a patriotic organization so far
as going to the polls to vote as their conscience dictates.
Your fine club is one of the most outstanding clubs in International Kiwanis.
How fitting it would be for your club to go
on record supporting the House Appropriation Committee cutting $707,000,000 off the
administration request for almost $7,000,000,000 for some two dozen Federal agencies.
Senator BYRD's budget program as outlined
in Time magazine, March 3, page 18, shows
the detail.
This is not politics, this is patriotism. Our
great Nation cannot tax nor spend itself
into prosperity.
We need continued production.
_We need economy.
We need Americans all over the United
States to rise up like Wesley of old and
demand from our Congressmen and Senators
that they be men worthy of the traditions
of our founding fathers.

Golden Jubilee Year of the Columbia
Basin Reclamation Project
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY M. JACKSON
OF WASHINGTON

IN mE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. JACKSON of Washington. Mr.
Speaker, several days ago the newspapers and radio carried accounts of a
heretofore unfortunate young man who
is to be given a $50,000 irrigated farm on
the Columbia Basin reclamation project
in my home State of Washington next
month.
He is Mr. Donald D. Dunn, whose
farm, and home, and livelihood were
washed away by last year's devastating
Kansas River flood.
·
This year, he was chosen the most
worthy war veteran who could be found,
in a nation-wide search by the Veterans
of Foreign Wars, to receive this farm as a
gift from the people and business enterprises of the Pacific Northwest.
The award of this gift will be the high
point of the Columbia Basin water fes ..
tival to be held May 22 to June 1 in
celebration of the official start of irrigation with water conserved by Grand
Coulee Dam.
Now Mr. Dunn is one of the tens of
thousands of war veterans who seek to
establish themselves on family farms in
this count-ry, and particularly on irrigated farms in the West.
When washed out by the Kansas flood,
he sold off his remaining goods to pay
his debts, borrowed money to buy a
truck, and emigrated to Yakima, Wash.,
seeking to start anew in true American
pioneer style.
He had resigned himself to toil and
wait and save, for at least 5 years, before
he could finance another opportunity in
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farming and many more years before he
could call a farm his own.
Then fortune favored Mr. Dunn. He .
was chosen, from among the State winners from all over the country, to re·
ceive the gift of this farm from the peo ..
pie of the Pacific Northwest. The land
was provided by the Northern Pacific
Railroad, and the house, farm buildings,
and machinery by cooperating business
concerns. Hundreds of men and women
will donate their services, to build this
farm, in a single day's time, 3 miles from
Moses Lake, Wash., on Thursday, May 29.
Now, fortune again is about to smile
upon Mr. and Mrs. Dunn. They have
two daughters, aged 9 and 5. And about
the time they move into their new farm
home, there will be a new member of the
family, one of the 10,647 new young
Americans who show up for breakfast
throughout the land each morning.
Young Mr. Dunn-or young Miss
Dunn-will be quite an important infant. Nineteen or twenty years hencethe time it has taken to construct the
Columbia Basin project-he or she, and
a whole new generation of Americans,
will be taking their places in our free,
productive society.
With the help of the Reclamation pro ..
gram, we can be sure that there will be
places for them, with bountiful production of new wealth from our irrigated
farms and industries they support for
us all to share in the meantime.
These two events, in Mr. Dunn's life
are quite worthy of congressional atten~
tion, for they symbolize events in our
national life. · They point squarely and
emphatically to one of our major national problems: Our need to expand
agricultural and industrial production
to keep pace with our rapidly growing
population, and the need to expand opportunities for youpg men and women to
establish themselves as free Americans '
in their own homes, on their own lands'
and in their own business enterprises. '
The Columbia Basiri reclamation proj ..
ect, on which Mr. Dunn's new farm is
located, will add 1,000,000 acres of rich
irrigated lands, or some 13,000 new fam~
ily farms, to our agricultural resources
This will be the equivalent of acquiring
a whole new State, in wealth producing
new agricultural output, and industriai
processing, now being carved out of the
sagebrush desert with irrigation water
and hydroelectric power made available
from the Columbia Basin reclamation
project.
The first 920 of these family farms
embracing some 66,000 acres, are to b~
developed this year . . And additional
blocks of land will become available each
year thereafter, until the 1,000,000 acres
are occupied.
This is a most appropriate way to
mark this golden-jubilee year of our rec ..
lamation program, which has helped, in
great part, to people the West and to
provide the present measure of security
and prosperity we· enjoy. Through further developments possible under this
program, we can enable the West to
achieve twice its present growth, offer
twice the present number of economic
opportunities, and produce twice the
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ments had accorded freedom to the individual citizens and local self-gove·r nment to the
people only when forced to do so or if the
sovereign for the time being felt so inclined.
The previous concept of the scope and power
of a national government was that it had
inherent powers of its own and might grant
or withhold rights to the individual citizen
as it saw fit. But by our Constitution and
by our Bill of Rights only certain specific
and limited functions were conferred upon
the officials of our National Government. It
was to be a Government of ·delegated powers only and the people by the Constitution
and Bill of Rights forbade and intended to
forbid the Federal Government doing anything not authorized by the Constitution
and not permitted under the prohibitions of
the Bill of Rights. Although Gladstone said
"it (the Constitution) was the greatest inf$trument struck off by the mind of man at
one time" and Lord Bryce, probably the
greatest student of government of his gen.
eration, declared the American Constitutional Convention was the greatest body of men
that ever sat in a single chamber," the Constitution was not in all respects a perfect
instrument. Provision was made for its
Necessity of a Constitutional Amendment amendment
from time to time as the counTo Protect American Rights and the try's needs and new conditions might require. As of now, 21 amendments have been
American Form of Government Against added to the Constitution.
We know that even the . framers of the
the Dangers of Treaty Law
Constitution were in disagreement on certain
points both of substance and of language and
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
that compromise was resorted to in order to
OF
get an instrument of government completed
and adopted. This was particularly true in
connection with the provisions regarding
treaty making. It was recognized that the
OF IDAHO
supremacy
doctrine of article VI might reIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
quire amendment (American Bar Association
Wednesday, May 7~ 1952
Journal, . September 1951). Article VI, as
know, contains the broad provision that
Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Speaker, you
"all treaties made, or which shall be made,
under leave to extend my remarks in the under
the authority of the United States,
RECORD, I include the following state- shall be the supreme law of the land; and
ment by Frank E. Holman at a meeting the judges in every State shall be bound
of the special committee of the Chamber thereby, anything in the Constitution or
of Commerce of the United States to laws of any State to the contrary notwithstudy the effects of the treaty process standing."
In the early years of the Republic and
on domestic laws, Washington, D. C.,
practically until the organization of the
April 26, 1952:
United Nations, this treaty supremacy docSTATEMENT OF VIEWS REGARDING THE NECES•
trine posed no great threat to American
SITY OF A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT TO
rights and the American form of governPROTECT AMERICAN. RIGHTS AND THE AMERIment because treaties were confined to their
CAN FORM OF GOVERNMENT AGAINST THE
traditional purposes and were used for such
DANGERS OF TREATY LAW
matters as the settlement of some specific
(By Frank E. Holman)
dispute between nations or to make alliances
or to deal with commercial and trade relaIn preparing this statement of views I
tions. Furthermore, they were negotiated
have somewhat rephrased the subjoot of
and also drafted by experts who understood
study as assigned to our committee. For
convenience a copy of the statement has · the law and language of treaty making and
who
were appointed for the negotiation of a
been handed to each of you so that as I
particular treaty between nations; actually
proceed any member of the committee who
involved-in some particular dispute or in a
so desires may ask questions and I, in turn,
particular matter or matters under settlemay interpolate additional observations.
ment. Now under the broad grant of power
In order to understand the dangers of
to the Economic and Social Council under
treaty law in the United States and its threat
the Charter of the United Nations, the Ecoto American rights and to the American
nomic and Social Council, whose memform of government and to appreciate the
bers have highly diverse concepts of law
necessity of a constitutional amendment, it
and government, as well as of economics, can
is appropriate to review briefly the nature
propose practically any kind of a treatyof the American form of government as a
world-wide as to scope and as to parties and
constitutional Republic and as a Governall-comprehensive as to subject matters. The
ment of delegated powers only.
Council or its commissions may.. sit continuUntil the adoption of the United States
ously and think up new proposals in the
Constitution, never before in the course of
form of declarations, treaties, and pacts as to
history had any government been organized
anything in the world and as to all nations
on the principle that the people as individeverywhere touching the internal affairs of
uals are endowed by their Creator with cerall nations as to any economic, social, hutain inalienable rights as to life, liberty, and
manitarian, educational, cultural, or health
property, including the ,right to local self•
matter. The power of the Economic and Sogovernment, and on the principle that these
cial
Council rests on the grandiose theory
rights are inherent in the individual citizen
that world peace may be achieved if someand are not a grant from government.
how economic, social, humanitarian, educaTheretofore in history we had frequently
heard of the divine right of kings, but never
tional, cultural, and health conditions are
of the divine rights of the people. Governby· treatie~ put on an expressed equality

food and fiber now being added to our
Jiational prosperity.
And, I might point out, that our war
veterans such as this young man, are
given first priority in the settlement of
new Government-owned project lands
under the reclamation program.
Just as our fathers had faith in us
and handed to us the tools with which
we are keeping America strong, prosperous, growing, and free, we, too .. ~a;ve
faith in our children, and responsibility
for passing on to them, strengthened and
enlarged, the heritage we enjoyed.
To that end I have introduced a resolution in the House, which Senator WARREN G. MAGNUSON, the senior Senator
from my State, is introducing concurrently in the Senate, congratulating ~r.
Dunn and his family for their herOism
and fortitude in the face of misfortune.

HON. JOHN T. WOOD

throughout the world, even though to do so
may bring the more advanced nations down
to the level of the backward nations, in
rights, in legal concepts, and in form of
government as well as in economics and in
other internal affairs. Under this grandiose
grant of power to this particular agency of
the Unit,ed Nations, Mrs. Roosevelt and her
fellow humanitarians in the Economic and
Social Council immediately went to work to
reform and to remake the world by trying to
tell each and every nation how to conduct its
internal affairs.
One of the first documents produced under
this program of world-wide reform was the
so-called Declaration of Human Rights, approved by the United Nations Assembly in
Paris in December 1948. This declaration,
among other things, is a complete blueprint
for socializing the world, including the United States. Article 22 provides that everyone
has the right to social security; article 23that everyone has the right to just and
favorable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment and that everyone has the right to just and favorable remuneration. Article 24 provides that everyone has the right to rest and leisure and
periodic holidays with pay. Article 25 provides that everyone has the right to food,
clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services and the right to security
in the event of unemployment; J)ickness, disability, widowhood, old age without any provisions that he shall work for it or help establish a fund to pay for it. Put these, or
similar pronouncements in treaty form, ratified only by the Senate, and you have by a
few pages of treaty language transformed the
Government of the United States from a.
Republic into a completely socialistic state.
The Declaration contains a goodly number of other provisions adversely affecting
our system and concept of a constitutional
Government and also our own internal affairs. For example, our Federal Constitution provides that nobody shall be elected to
the office of President or· Vice President except a. "natural-born" citizen of the United
States. The Declaration on Human Rights
(art. 21, sec. 2) provides, "Everyone has the
right to equal access to public service in ·his
country." This would make Harry Bridges
or any other naturalized citizen eligible to
the office of President or Vice President.
Again, our Constitution vests full power
in Congress to control immigration, but by
article 14, section 1, of the Declaration of
Human Rights, "Everyone has the right to
seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum
from persecution." With this incorporated
in a treaty the right to asylum would be
to all nationals of all nations of the world,
and what right then would a mere Congress
have, l1y immigration laws or otherwise, to
prevent such persons from entering the United States? This could mean that in times
of revolution in Cuba or Mexico or India ._.:
elsewhere thousands_ of aliens might legally
claim a right of asylum here.
Now I understand full well that the Declaration is advertised as being only a declaration of aspirations and not a legal document. But there is a growing school of
thought in the United Nations that the Declaration is an authoritative interpretation
of the economic and social provisions of the
Charter which itself has been ratified as a
treaty and in this respect the Declaration
and the Charter have already had a considerable effect on judicial thinking in court decisions (Fujii v. State (217 Pac. (2d) 481),
(opinion of Supreme Court of California
filed Apr1117, 1952)· and Perez v. Lippold (198
Pac. (2d) 17) ).
It is true that the Supreme Court of Callfornia . in its decision of April 17, 1952, in
the Fujii case (unlike the decision in the
District Court of Appeal~ does not give the
:United Nations cp.arter controlling legal ef-
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teet, although, on further review, this question is still open before the Supreme Court
of the United States. However, it is quite
obvious that, as in the Lippold case (decided
by the same court several years ago) , the
majority opinion in the Fujii case is largely
influenced by what the court calls the "moral
commitment" of the Charter. Thus, though
in a technical legal sense the California
Supreme Court holds the Charter is not a
self-executing treaty, the Charter is allowed
to produce the same effect by projecting itself into the thinking of the court in a new
construction of the equal protection clause
of the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United States to the extent
that earlier statutes and decisions upon the
identical issue that have stood the test of
time and experience are swept aside. The
same judicial technique operated in the
m ixed marriage case (Perez v. Lippold), where
Judge Carter (also a member of the ptesent
court), after citing the general language of
the Declaration of Independence and the
fifth and fourteenth amendments to the
Constitution of the United States, then devoted, a paragraph to the Charter of the
United Nations and concluded: "In the face
of these authoritive (meaning authoritative) pronouncements the matter of racial
equality should be a settled issue."
Now the same California Supreme Court
dealing with the .C alifornia alien land law,
where the law has been settled for years upon
the basis of both State and United States
Supreme Court decisions, "sees a new light"
and with no other new beacon 1n the firmament to guide it to changing the settled law
of many yeaTs except- the United Nations
Charter, the court after discussing the Charter concludes with the following observation:
"The humane and enlightened objectives
of the United Nations Charter are, of course,
entitled to respectful consideration by the
courts and legislatures of every member nation, since that document expresses the universal desire of thinking men for peace and
tor equality of rights and opportunities. The
Charter represents a moral commitment of
foremost importance and we must not permit
the spirit of our pledge to be compromised
or disparaged in either our domestic or foreign affairs."
Who is the . "we"? Obviously the · court,
whose new interpretation of the equal protection clause is directly influenced by the
moral pledge in the United Nations Charter,
How is the pledge to operate? It is to operate in our domestic as well as in our foreign
affairs and the courts are to be so guided in
their consideration of ·the law as to see to it
that the pledge is executed. What more
could be necessary for all practical purposes
to make the Charter a self-executing
instrument?
The judicial legerdemain ·in the Fujll case
makes it clearer than ever that the only way
to protect the rights of the American people
in their domestic affairs is to adopt a constitutional amendment which will prevent any
treaty from being given any judicial considerat ion or effect unless it has been imple•
mented by act of Congress which in turn is
enacted within the delega ted powers of the
Congress.
It is interesting to note that Judge Carter,
con curring in the Fujii case, after vehemently denying the charge of Judge i1chauer
made in his dissenting opinion, that the majority decision is based upon the strong social views of the judges instead of the law,
then proceeds to prove the charge by resting
his judicial. conclusion upon citations from
tLe miscellaneous literature of modern social-minded writers who are of the opinion
that the Japanese race is composed (since
Pearl Harbor) of an honorable, hard-working,
and persevering people. This, of course, has
noth ing to do with the question whether an
allen (Japanese or otherwise) sh~mld own

land if the sovereign people of the State of
California, wishing to control their own internal affairs through their represen-t:; atives
1n the legislature, choose to decide otherwise.
When the latest Fujii decision is reviewed
!rom every angle and the 60 pages of the majority opinions read and reread, one cannot
escape the conclusion that United Nations
concepts and the concepts of social writers
belonging to the new school of internationalists effected the overthrow of the established law of a great State as the people
of that State had determined it for themselves. No wonder Judge Scha:1er said:
"This case 1s remarkable and regrettable
fn judicial annals for this reason: A majority of the justices of this court join in an
opinion which recognizes the law as it is but
refuses to follow it. There is no question
as to what the law is. It was enacted in the
year 1920 by the people of California through
the initiative (Deering's General Laws, Act
261) ; it is based, as to the classification established, on an act of the Congress of the
United States; for the past 32 years this law,
as will appear more fully in the cases hereinafter cited and discussed, has been consi:;tently upheld by this court and by the
Supreme Court of the United States as
against the precise attack now made on it."
Suffice it to say that under our form of
government it is not the function of the
courts to change the law because of socalled new social concepts advocated by miscellaneous writers. · Let these writers direct
their arguments to the people and the legislature. It is the function of the legislative
branch of the Government and it alone to
change the statutory law of a State 1f and
when convinced that new social concepts
justify the change. Under the decided cases,
both State and Federal, not only the precise
point but the precise statute as Judge
Schauer states was settled law. The majority
opinion is clearly based on the mere conjecture influenced by the United Nations
and miscellaneous social writers that the
Supreme Court of the United States looking
at the so-called new social concepts will also
reverse its previous decision upholding the
constitutionality of the very same alienland statute.
If tb.e so-called moral commitment and/or
pledge in a charter which is claimed to be
non-self-executing can work this change in
the established law-what about the socialistic 1f not communistic moral commitment
and pledge in Mrs. Roosevelt's Declaration on
Human Rights? What about the so-called
moral commitments and pledges in the present Covenant on Human Rights abridging
our American concept of freedom of speech
and of press and of religion, and e'(Ten of due
process, including our right to trial by jury?
The majority decision in the Fujii case has
opened up a Pandora's box of so-called social
commitments and international pledges. No
wonder Judge Schauer said: "This case is
remarkable and regrettable in judicial annals."
In 1948, when the declaration was passed,
we were not only assured that it was to be
a declaration of aspirations only, but we
were also given to understand that the forthcoming Covenant on Human Rights would
not attempt to cover so-called social and
economic rights.
· On November 12, 1948, General Marshall
as Secretary of State wrote me as President
of the American Bar Association assuring
the American Bar Association that the
declaration was only to be a declaration of
principles and of moral force only. Now we
discover that the sponsors of the declaration are proposing that it should be imple·
mented as a part of the Covenant on Human Rights (see United Nations Bulletin,
March 1, 1952, pp. 24o-242) and is to be
ratified as a treaty and enforced through the
organization of international courts. Thus,
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the internationalists and the State Department move step by step-first aspirations,
then ratification of these aspirations in
treaty form, then international courts to
enforce the aspirations. Thus our internal
rights under our own Constitution and
Bill of Rights are being undermined step
by step and will continue to be undermined
unless the American people shut off this insidious process by an appropriate constitut ional amendment.•
Meanwhile we have been offered the Genocide Convention, which, if ratified, would,
among ot her things, commit us to the principle of the trial of American citizens in foreign courts. The Genocide Convention carr ies a provision for the extradition of American citizens for trial outside the United
States where our constitutional trial procedures and Bill of Rights would not operat e.
In passing it should be observed that the
Genocide Convention is a trick document in
that it does not outlaw the kind of genocide
that occurred in Hitler's Germany and is
now occurring in Russia and ·in Russian
satellite countries. (See testimony of American Bar Association witnesses before the
Subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, January 1950.)
Now, as already pointed out, under the
American theory of Government our basic
individual rights belong to the American
people. They are retained by the people
even as against the Government itself and
ought not to be subject to definition or modification through the use of the treaty-making process. Even if all these international
documents were as to language and substance in exact accord with our own Bill of
Rights and the Constitution, nevertheless to
acquiesce in the theory that the United Nations Assembly through treaties ratified by
our Senate can fix a>:ld define our basic individual rights is in effect to agree that this
same authority which we thus allow to confer these rights may later withdraw them
or limit them or condition them in such
manner as a majority of the representatives
of the other nations of the world may from
time to time deem appropriate provided that
our Senate in the interest of World Peace or
otherwise chooses to ratify a treaty to that
effect. Any such acquiescence by us con·
stitutes a complete reversal of the American concept of basic rights and of government. Our own Bill of Rights forbids the
Congress to change our basic rights but as
the Constitution now stands it does not prevent our basiC' rights from being changed by
a treaty made by the treaty-making agency
which consists ·merely of the President and
two-thirds of the Senators present and voting. This is the loop-hole in the Constitution that we now face and through which
the 111ternationalists propose to move and by
treaty law change and level out our American rights (both state and individual) and
thereby change our form of government.
The internationalists say a treaty can be
made on any matter which international
opinion deems to be of international concern and that human rights are of international concern. Which loose and general
thinking has led our State Department to officially say that "there is no longer any real
difference between domestic and foreign affairs." (State Department P\lblication 3972,
Foreign Affairs Policy Series 26, released September 1950; foreword by President Truman.)
With this broad picture of what is going
on in the international field, let us ask ourselves certain specific questions.
1. How far can a treaty affect or nullify the
provisions of a State constitution? A treaty
m ay completely nullify a provision in a State
constitution and without the people of a
State having any voice in the matter directly
or through their State leg ~slature, because
under article VI of the United States Constitution a treaty is the "supreme law of the
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land
• • anything in the constitution or laws of any State to the contrary not•
withstanding." No informed lawyer will dis·
pute this point. (Santovincenzo v. Egan
(284 U. S. 30); Valentine v. U. S. (299

u. s. 5).)

2. How far can a treaty affect or nullify a
State stat ute? The answer is the same. It
may, and for the same reason. No informed
lawyer will differ on this point because it is
specifically covered by artiple VI.
3. How far can a treaty affect or nullify
the decision of a State supreme court? The
answer is the same. A treaty may nullify a
State supreme court decision. No informed
lawyer will disagree on this because it also
1s specifically covered by article VI.
4. How far can a treaty affect or nullify.
existing Federal legislation on the same sub·
· ject? The answer is the same. See U. S. v.
Reid ((C. A.9) 73F. (2d) 153,155),where
the Court said: "It is doubtful if the courts
have power to declare the plain terms of a
treaty void and unenforceable.. " See also
U. s. v. Thorttpson (258 Fed. 257, 260), where
the Court said: "The power to make treaties
has been frequently before the Supreme
Court, and there is not a single instance in
which a treaty has been declared unconstitu·
tional."
5. Can a treaty affect or amend the United
States Constitution and Bill of Rights, and,
1f so, to what extent? Under the logical
application of Missouri v. Holland (252 U. S.
41()), it can. This will be discussed later,
because upon this point there is disagree·
ment among lawyers. But · it should be
pointed out in passing that if a treaty can
change . or amend the Constitution of the
United States, then a treaty can:
(a) Change our form of ·government from .
a republic to a socialistic and completely
centralized state.
(b) It can put us into a World Government without the people either directly or
through the Congress passing on the ques•
tion.
(c) It can increase the powers of the Fed·
eral Government at the expense of the
States. For example, in the so-called field
of civil rights, a treaty can do what the Congress has therefore refused to do. The
Congress has to date refused to enact the
President's Civil Rights program. To get
'around this, in spite · of Congress, the President's Committee on Civil Rights now propos~s that the Human Rights Commission
of the United Nations incorporate the Presi·
dent's program in treaty form and thus circumvent the Congress (Civil Rights Committee Report, paragraph 10).
(d) A treaty can seriously affect our basic
individual rights as, for example, the right
of a citizen to be tried in American courts
and under the protection of "due process ...
This was openly asserted in the report of
the section of International Comparative
Law to the House of Delegates of the ABA
in February 1952, where it was stated: "So
far as the requirement of indictment by
grand jury and trial by jury are concerned,
these apply only to trials ln the Federal
courts, and can have no application to an
international court set up by a group of nations in the exercise of their treaty-making
power • • • there is no reason why such
courts may not be created in the exercise of
the treaty-making power."
In other words, it is claimed that the·
United States Government can provide under
the treaty-making power for the trial of
American citizens abroad, for offenses committed here, by methods and in places (see
sixth amendment) which the Constitution
forbids.
A further attack on basic individual
rights through the treaty-making process
is proposed in article 2 and paragraph 3 of
article 14 of the Draft Covenant on Human
Rights wherein our right to freedom of
speech and press would be subject to grave
limitations and even suspension.

Under our American concept of freedom
of speech and of press the only basic restric·
tion that the law imposes is where particular court believes that in a specific case
there has been a flagrant abuse of one of
these freedoms. As Justice Holmes ·once
said, "free speech would not protect a man
falsely shouting fire in a theater where
there was no fire and causing a panic. The
question in each case is whether the words
are used in such circumstances and are of
such a nature as to create a clear and pres·
ent danger." In other words, except for certain common law limitations such as slan·
der and libel and such additional limitations as Holmes suggested in the cry of fire
case, our forefathers recognized that freedom of speech and press were so precious
and so neccessary to the continuation of
our other freedoms under a free government
that they specifically provided in the very
first provision of the Bill of Rights that
Congress shall pass no law abridging free.
dom of speech or of press. Thi~ basic con•
cept has now been repudiated by the present provisions of the proposed International
Covenant on Human Rights. Paragraph 3,
article 14 of the Covenant provides that free·
dom of speech and of press is subject to such
.. penalties, liab111ties and restrictions" as are
.. provided by law and are necessary for the
protection of national security, public order,
safety, health or morals," etc. National se·
curity, public order, safety, health and
morals constitute the whole gamut of human activities and human relations; so that
under such language any administration in
power could provide by law (contrary to the
first provision of the Bill of Rights) such
restriction or abridgment of freedom of
speech or of p;ress as it asserted necessary.
But this is not all. Under article 2 of the
Covenant it is provided that "in the case of
a state of emergency officially proclaimed by
the authorities a State may · take measures
derogating from its obllgations" among other
things to preserve freedom of speech and of
press. In other words, the whole right to
freedom of speech and of press may be suspended whenever a state of emergency is
proclaimed by the authorities in power-a
dangerously easy way to destroy our individ·
ual freedoms. This proviso in article 2 rati·
fles and approves the practice which has been
followed in dictatorships from earliest times
of suppressing by executive decree. the freedoms which in our country, under our own
Bill of Rights, are not subject to suppression.
In this connection it is significant to note
~hat President Truman having already seized
the steel mills (without legal authority) in·
dicated in his press conference of April 17.
1952, that he would have the power in a
national emergency to seize the newspapers
and the radio stations. This discloses how
far the President's mind has embraced the
concepts of dictatorship spelled out in the
draft Covenant on Human ·Rights. If this
international Bills of · Rights is approved by
us is this limitation on freedom of speech
and of press also to become a moral com·
mitment or pledge in the minds of the judges
in California and perhaps in other States?
Certainly if there is no Constitutional
Amendment to protect American rights and
the Covenant in its present form is ratified
as a treaty, then under article 2 of the Covenant the President would have the undoubt·
ed legal right to seize all or such newspapers
and radio stations as he desired and the
courts will have to .sustain him in such
seizure.
I will now discuss the question heretofore
raised (about which there may be some dis·
agreement among lawyers) as to whether,
under the · Holmes doctrine in Missouri v.
Holland (252 U. S. 416-1920) a treaty can
enlarge or amend the United States Consti•
tution and bypass the Bill of Rights.
In earlier United States Supreme Court
cases it was indicated that a treaty may not

a

enlarge or amend the Constitution of the
United States.
In New Orleans v. U. S. (10 Pet. 662-1836)
1t was held obiter that "Congress cannot by
legislation, enlarge the Federal jurisdiction
nor can it be enlarged under the treaty-making power." This case is sometimes referred
to as having invalidated a treaty on the foregoing ground but the decision is explainable
on other grounds and its reasoning on the
treaty-making power is in any event in conflict with M i ssouri v. Holland as will later appear.
In Doe v. Braden (16 How. 635, U. ~· 1853),
the court indicated that the Constitution
was superior to a treaty: "The treaty is
therefore a law ·made by the proper authority, and the courts of justice have no right
to annul or disregard any of its provisions,
unless they violate the Constitution of the
United States."
In Hauenstein v. Lynham (10 Otto 483
(U. S. 1880)), although the Court held a
Virginia statute regarding escheat of allen
property had been nullified by an AmericanSwiss treaty, it suggested that there were
_ limitations upon the treaty-making power
by saying that "There are doubtless limita·
tions of this power as there are of all others
arising under such instruments; but this is
not the proper occasion to consider the subject."
Following the Hauenstein case and in support of a doctrine of limitations came DeGeojroy v. Riggs (133 U. S. 258 (1890)). In
this case the Court clearly indicated that the
treaty-making power was not ·to be treated
as unlimited.
.
In two earlier cases, Whitney .v. Robertson
(124 U.S. 190 (1888)) and Botiller v. Domin·
guez (130 U. S. 238 (1889)), an important
limitation was indicated, to wit: that a
treaty may be abrogated by the enactment
of a subsequent Federal statute clearly inconsistent therewith. Such a limitation
would, of course, have the salutary effect· of
preserving in the people, through their
elected representatives in Congress, the ulti·
mate power of preventing the President,
with the _consent of the Senate, from making
~omestic law on a p~ticular subject, or supplementing or amending the Constitution of
the United States without the consent of the
people.
But the sanity and safety of the developing judicial doctrine of the earlier decisions
regarding proper limitations upon"the treaty·
making power was more or less swept away
by the broad language of Mr. Justice Holmes
in Missouri v. Holland (252 U.S. 416 (1920)).
In this case Mr. Justice Holmes held that
whereas congressional enactments to be the
supreme law of the land must be made in
pursuance of the Constitution, a treaty is the
supreme law of the land if made only under
the authority of the United States, which
merely means the President and two-thirds
of the Senate present and voting. Under the
Holmes concept a treaty, unlike a Federal
statute, -will be valid and be the supreme
law of the land even though not. made in
pursuance of the Constitution.
The language of article VI requ:ring a.
treaty merely to be made under the authority
of the United States, rather than in pursuance of the Constitution, thus resulted in
the Supreme Court holding thai under a.
treaty Congress may exercise legislative
powers which it would not have under the
Constitution in the absence of the treaty
and that Congress may pass any legislation
under a treaty that it deems necessary and
proper (Constitution, art. I, sec. 8) regardless of what may be the constitutional
limitations on the Congress apart from the
treaty. Therefore, the logical result of
Missouri v. Holland is that a treaty may
both enlarge and change the Constitution
itself and sweep away State constitutions
and State laws in the process.
Chief Justice Charles E. Hughes almost
prophetically recognized the constitutional
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predicament the people of America now face
when on April 26, 1929, speaking before the
American Society of International Law he
said:
"If we t ake the Constitution to mean
what it says, it gives in terms to the United
States the power to make treaties, it is a
power that has no explicit limitation attached to it. and so far there has been no
disposition to find in an ything relating to
the external concerns of the Nation a limit ation to be implied.
"Now there is, however, a new line of activity which has not been very noticeable
in this country, but which may be in the
future, and this may give rise to new questions as to the extent of the treaty-making
power. I have been careful in what I have
said to refer to the external concerns of the
Nation. I should not care to voice any opinion as to an implied limitation on the treatymaking pow'e r. · The Supreme Court has expressed a doubt whether there could be any
such. That is, the doubt has been expressed
in one of its opinions. (Meaning, Missouri
v. Holland.) But if there is a limitat.i on to
be implied, I should say it might be found in
the nature of the treaty-making power.
"What is the power to make a treaty?
What is the object of the power? The normal scope of the power can be found in the
appropriate object of the power. The power
is to deal with foreign nations with regard
to matters of international concern. It is
not a power intended to be exercised, it may
be assumed, with respect to matters that
have no relation to international concerns.
"•
But if we attempted to use the
treaty-making power to deal with matters
which did not pertain to our external relations but to control matters which normally
and appropriately were within the local jurisdictions of the States, then I again say
there might be ground for implying a limitation upon the treaty-making power that it is
intended for the purpose of having treaties
made relating to foreign affairs and not to
make laws for the people of the United States
in their internal concerns through the exercise of the asserted treaty-making power."
But this is exactly what is now being attempted by the internationalists in the
United Nations--to use treaties to make domestic law-and they propose through the
doctrine of Missouri v. Holland to make laws
for the people of the United States in their
internal concerns, for as the Staw Department has officially said: "There is no longer
any real difference between ''!omestic' and
'foreign' affairs." (State Department publication 3972, Foreign Affairs Policy Series 26,
released September 1950. Foreword by President Truman.)
Because of this grave threat to constitutional government in this country and in
order to set at rest this matter of risking
what the Supreme Court may do under the
Holmes concept in the future, the American Bar Association, after several years of
consideration and after full debate in its
house of delegates, has concluded that a
constitutional amendment is necessary to
preserve American rights and the American
form of government against the dangers of
treaty law. The form of amendment which
the American Bar Association proposes is as
follows:
"A provision of a treaty which conflicts
with any provision of this Constitution shall
not be of any force or effect. A treaty shall
b~come effective as internal law in the
United States only through legislation by
Congress which it could enact under· its
delegated powers in the absence of such
treatv."
The purpose and effect of this proposed
constitutional amendment is summarized
as follows in the official report of the American Bar Association's committee on peace
and law (February 1, 1952), and I can do
no better than to quote it here:

1. "It is intended (by the amendment) to
remove any ·possible doubt that a treaty
must be consistent with the Constitution
and not in conflict with it. It is intended
to give unequivocal constitutional effect to
judicial dicta not yet incorporated in binding decisions, to the effect that 'Congress
cannot, by legislation, ·enlarge the Federal
jurisdiction, nor can it be enlarged under the
treaty-making power,' and that no provision
of a treaty which violates the Constitution
or which is inconsistent wit h the nature of
the Government of the United States or of
the relation between the States and the
United States, shall be valid (New Orleans
v. United States (10 Pet. 662, 736); The
Cherokee Tobacco (11 Wall. 616, 620-1);
Holden v. Joy ( 17 Wall. 211, 243); Geojroy v.
Riggs ( 133 U. S. 248, 267); and see Asakura
v. Seattle (265 U. S. 332, 341)). And inferences drawn by some persons from Missouri v. Holland (252 U. S. 416) and U. S. v.
Curtiss-:Wright Corp. (299 U. S. 304, 316319), that the treaty power is unlimited in

an y field of international concern, regardless of the Constitution, must in such an
amendment be unqualifiedly negatived and
any doubt on this score be forever set at
rest. (See also United States v. Pink (315

u. s.

203, 233- 4) .) ..

2. "The proposed amendment will preven~ a treaty from becoming internal lawin the United States by force of its selfexecuting terms. It will make all treaties
non-self-executing so far as domestic law
is concerned until Congress acts. It removes the question of whether a treaty is
self-executing or non-self-executing from
the rea!m of judicial speculation and makes
the internal effectiveness of the treaty
within the United States depend exclusively
on statute pass~d by both Houses of
Congress."
It should be pointed out in this connection that in almost every important country
of the world except the United States, each
country is free to deciqe when and to what
extent it wishes to implement a treaty by the
passage of legislation even though such signatory state has agreed generally to enact
such legis1ation. (Report Peace and Law
Committee, September 1950, pp. 9 to 12.)
As stated in Canadian Bar Review, November 1951, page 969: "It is a well-established
rule of Anglo-Canadian law that the provisions of a treaty, though binding upon the
state under international law, do not become part of the law of the land unless they
are implemented by legislation. A treaty
that has not been implemented by legislation cannot be a source of legal obligations
affecting private rights.".
The United States is the only important
country that faces the peculiar legal situation-except possibly France and M ~ xico-
which on examination are not true exceptions-that when a treaty is ratified by our
constitutional process, to wit, by the President with the consent of the Senate, its
provisions automatically become a part of
the supreme law of the land. Hence, in the
United States, when an international agreement like the United Nations Charter, or the
Genocide Convention, or the Covenant on ·
Human Rights, is ratified· as a treaty, it may
supersede every city ordinance, every county
ordinance, every State law, every State constitution, and every Federal statute on the
same subject and under the logical result
of the Holmes doctrine in Missouri v. Holland, it may enlarge and amend the Constitution of the United States.
3. The proposed text of the amendment
limits the language of the decision of Missouri v. Holland, supra, by making it clear
that in legislating in respect of treaties, Congress shall have no power which it does not
already have under the Constitution, apart
from its power to carry treaties into effect
under the "necessary and proper clause" of
the Constitution (art. I, sec. 8). The proposed amendment is believed to take care of
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the broad language in U.S. v. Curtiss-Wright
Corporation, supra (299 U.S. 304), where the
language of the Court espouses the theory
of inherent Federal power in the field of
international relations. It is thought that
the word "delegated" in the proposed text
negatives any inherent-power theory in the
Federal Government in the field of international relations. Under the proposed
amendment, the treaty-making power m ay
not be utilized to create legislative power
not otherwise existing in Congress to enact
internal law binding on the several States
which would have the effect of abridging the
reserved rights and powers of the States, imposing criminal and civil liabilities on citizens of the United States, or effecting rights
or imposing duties on citizens of the United
States.
4. The proposal will make it inescapably
clear that the limitations on Congress in the
first amendment that Congress shan make
no law cannot be escaped by use of the
treaty-making power under the claim that
the President and Senate are a separate
agency fm' treaty making and are not subject to constitutional limitations on Congress. (See report of Committee on Peace
and Law, September 1, 1950, pp. 40-41.)
Any draft of an amendment to the Constitution to protect us against the dangers
of treaty law is naturally a mere recommendation to the Congress for consideration.
In addition to the amendment proposed
by the American Bar Association, several
other drafts of amendments have been submitted to the Congress, one by joint resolution of the State Legislature of California,
one by joint resolution of the State o!' Wyoming and another by joint resolution of
the State of Colorado. Other State legislatures are considering drafts. Recently Senator BRICKER, with the eo-sponsorship of 56
Senators (now increased to 60), introduced
in the United States Senate as Senate Joint
Resolution 130 a proposed amendment, a
copy of which can easily be secured by
writing to any Member of the Senate or
House for the identical amendment was
introduced in the House of Remesentatives
by Congr essman SMITH of Wisconsin as House
Joint Resolution 376. An increasing number of lay organizations have approved the
idea of a constitutional amendment. These
now include .the American Legion, the Veterans of Foreign Wars, the Marine Corps League
of America, several service clubs and many
other organizations. I am advised that
Senator McCARRAN, chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, has appointed a subcommittee to hold early hearings for the
purpose of finally determining upon an appropriate text of an amendment to recommend to the Congress and to be submitted
for ratification to the States.
It is no mere rhetorical statement to say
that America faces a great constitutional
crisis--one that threatens the very foundations of the Republic. Lawyers and laymen
and the press are gradually rallying in support of a constitutional amendment. The
effect of trying to incorporate in an international document the rights and freedoms
which American citizens enjoy, whether
under State or national constitutions, and
to make them intern?.tional rights and matters of international interpretation, and to
give foreign governments as well as individuals and pressure groups in foreign countries the right and opportunity to challenge
our own interpretation of our own rights
and even to challenge our right to the protection of our own courts, constitutes, in
my opinion, not only a grave threat to
American rights but an actual and present
threat to the independence of the United
States. The internationalists and humanitarians . have certainly discovered a loophole in our Constitution. As Henry St.
George Tucker, a former president of the
American Bar Association, has well stated,
the present treaty clause is a Trojan horse
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which is about to unload its hidden sbl·
diery in our midst. As a peace and law
committee of the American Bar Association
puts it, we need a constitutional amendment that will "drive the beast outside the
walls without more damage done, and with
its remaining armored soldiery securely
locked' within."
As a final word I would like to say that
I do not believe it advisable for a group
like our committee to attempt to 'draft the
text of an amendment. I think our recommendation to the policy committee of the
chamber of commerce should be merely that
we favor a constitutional amendment which
will protect American rights and the American form of Government against the dangers of treaty law, or to use the title phrase
given to our committee, that we favor a
constitutional amendment which wlll prevent the treaty process from adversely affecting domestic law.

Hold Your Nose
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. CALEB BOGGS
OF DELAWARE
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7. 1952

Mr. BOGGS of Delaware. Mr. Speak.
er under leave to extend my remarks,
I include an editorial which appeared in
the Washington News, Wednesday,
April 30, 1952, issue.
This editorial reflects the general public opinion supporting United States
senator JoHN J. WILLIAMS, of Delaware,
in his courageous effort to effect a cleanup in the administration of our Federal
Government.
The editorial is <:~.S follows:
HOLD YoUR NOSE
Taxpayers suffer new pain as they read of
Senator JoHN J. WILLIAMs' latest disclosure
of slick doings in the Internal Revenue Bureau.
And no wonder.
·F or Senator WILLIAMS has revealed a novel
and weird way of helping to finance the
Democratic Party out of the Federal Treasuriiere's how the Senator said it was
worked:
In 1948, three wealthy men, including a
former treasurer of the Democratic National
Committee, advanced more than $400,000 to
the New York Democratic State Committee.
After the November election, they asked for
their money back. Naturally, the party kitty
was depleted and could return only 10 cents
on the dollar.
so the favored three got rulings from the
tax bureau permitting them to deduct the
balance of the loans from their taxable income as a loss incurred on nonbusiness
debts.
Senator WILLIAMS also cited evidence
showing that a couple of Democratic organizations were granted similarly beneficial
rulings, while a Republican Party organization was turned down.
As Senator WILLIAMS pointed out, if Democrats are permitted to get away with this
new brand of monkeyshines, then Republicans should have the same privilege. And
1f big contributors are so favored, then the
small contributor 1s entitled to equal consideration.
Internal Revenue Commissioner John B.
Dunlap wasn't running the tax bureau
when the rulings were made. But he 1s the

head man now, and he ought to reverse
them and prevent more such outrageous
raids on the National Treasury.

A Very Good Question
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDGAR A. JONAS
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. JONAS. Mr. Speaker, 1 believe
that the comments noted in an editorial
published in one of the leading newspapers of the Nation deserves more than
passive attention. Mr. John S. Knight,
editor and publisher of the Chicago
Daily News, did an excellent job in giving the public the benefit of his contact
and experience with President Truman
since meeting him in April 1946.
The impressions and reactions Mr.
Knight obtained are set forth in an editorial which appeared in the Chicago
Daily News under date of Saturday, May
3, 1952.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to extend by own remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD and include therein
this editorial entitled "From Humility
to Arrogance-What Happened to Truman?" which follows:
FROM HUMILITY TO ARROGANCE-WHAT
HAPPENED TO TRUMAN?
I first met Harry Truman in April of 1946
when it was my assignment as president of
the American Society of Newspaper Editors
to arrange a White House press conference
for several hundred of the Nation's leading
journalists.
The President received us in the East
Room. He was extremely cordial, and, unlike Franklin Rooseve~t who enjoyed delivering a half-hour lecture to visiting editors on
the sins of the press, almost immediately
asked for questions.
As it turncl out, Truman's first meeting
with the ASNE was on the dull side. He had
been President for only a short time, the
honeymoon was on, and no pointed, caustic
questions were in order.
Truman was friendly, humble, and deeply
concerned with his new responsibility. One
of his secretaries asked me to remain after
the others had left and I talked with the
President for another 15 minutes.
I left the White House with the impression that while I had not been in the presence of a great man, Harry Truman would
sincerely do his level best to live up to the
high traditions of his office.
My feeling was shared by virtually all of
the editors who attended the conference.
POWER AND FLATTERY OVERINFLATE THE EGO
All this is the prelude to asking: "What
happened to Harry?"
How could a man, who upon assuming the
presidency sought divine guidance and "all
the help I can get," be transformed over a
period of years into a testy, opinionated, and
often reckless Chief Executive?
My colleague, Malcolm Bingay of the Detroit Free Press, says "Truman has a swelled
head • • • his ego has expanded consistently ever since 1948. From the meek
little man who first took office asking for
the Nation's prayers, he developed a cocki·
ness which has grown until he has become
like the parson 1n Goldsmith's Deserted Vll·
lag e."

"And stlll they gaz'd and still the ~onder
grew,
That one small head could carry all he
knew."
"Bing" is probably right. Few men of
Truman's caliber could withstand the constant flattery of the palace guard or remain
unintoxicated by the heady wine of presi- '
dential power.
·
The tragedy is that the citizens of this
country must pay the price for the President's follies.
Apologists for the Truman administration
say that history will justify the President's
foreign policy; that the Truman doctrine in
Greece and Turkey, the Marshall plan, and
our entry into the Korean war will in the
future stand out as brilliant and courageous
accomplishments.
Many of us do not happen to share this
belief, but the final verdict rests with time.
FORFEITS CONFIDENCE BY RECKLESS ACTIONS
But how can a case be made for the Truman who, by a series of rash, thoughtless,
off-the-cuff decisions, has played havoc with
national unity?.
What can be said for the Truman who
blithely ignores the Constitutivn, talks about
issuing ultimatums to Russia without know. ing the meaning of the word, and provokes
industrial strife by failing to use labormanagement legislation which is the adopted
law of the land?
How can we as a people hold a President
in esteem who practices "government by
crony" and boasts in the new book, Mr. President, that he would rather have it said about
him that he "stood by a man to the last
drop of mercy" than "to be a great man"?
What can we think of an administration
whose Assistant Attorney General told Federal Judge David A. Pine, in the hearings on
the steel seizure, that the Government's
position was based upon "expediency backed
by power"?
Is it any wonder that the compounded
scandals of the Truman administration, with
all of the sordid tax fixes, special favors,
gifts of mink coats and deep freezers, have
brought us to the lowest state of public
morals within the memory o! any living
man?
Can it be denied that President Truman
has, consciously or otherwise, advanced the
trend toward socialism and harkened to its
apostles?
Cou:d it be truly said that we have, under
Truman, a government of all the people with
special prl.vileges for none, or must it be
conceded that the Phil Murrays and the
John L. Lewises have the power and influence
to shape our economic destiny?
Is it possible to have any confidence in a
President who talks about fighting inflation
but stacks the Wage Stabilization Board
with pro-labor "public" members who voted
for a higher award to the steelworkers than
Phil Murray had ever hoped to get through
collective bargaining?
Can you trust a man who first gave his
Director of Defense Mobilization, Charles E.
Wilson, adequate powers to get the job done
and then, as Wilson put it, "crossed me up
nine ways from Sunday"?
Here's an example, taken from United
States News and World Report's interview '
with Wilson:
Wilson: "I asked the President a direct
question--demanding a 'yes' or 'no' answerwhether or not he had instructed me to settle
this, the steel dispute, even if I had to
compromise with the union and the steelmakers, and even 1f it became necessary to
give a price beyond Capehart in order to
prevent a strike, which he had said was unthinkable. I asked him to confirm the fact
that he had so instructed me. His answer io
that case was: 'Well, I don't want them to
walk all over me.'"
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Wilson: "I said: 'That is not the question.
The question is: Did you or did you not so
instruct me?'
"And the President still refused to make
a 'yes' or 'no' answer. Whereupon I went
back to my office and resigned. That is the
whole story behind the real reason."
NATIONAL PROBLEMS CRY FOR NEW LEADER
With the exception of the Truman clique
and a few vengeful Republicans w~o wanted
Hari:y to taste defeat, the country sighed
with relief when the President decided not
to be a candidate for reelection.
We have had nearly 20 years of Democratic
rule. During this era, we have seen both
notable achievement and tragic error.
Roosevelt came into power when the people were crying for leadership. This he
provided, although people are still arguing
as to whether it was good or bad.
When Roosevelt died, Trumlj.n inherited a
terrifying responsibility. He began humbly,
and had the grace to defer to men with
greater knowledge of a given situation than
he himself possessed.
·
However, following the election of 1948,
when Truman was elected in his own right,
his humility turned to arrogance, his caution to a sense of infallibility.
The sickening stench that now. hovers over
Washington is the inevitable byproduct of a
party too long in power; a party corroded
by graft; a party without ideals; a party
guided by men too tired and too cynical to
meet the challenge of the times; a party that
has succumbed to the philosophy of despotic
Government.There are many excellent public servants
in the Democratic Party, some of them now
campaigning vigorously for the preside~tial
nomination.
But none ·of them, as we see it, could reverse the trend toward national socialism,
repudiate· Truman's ~eadership, or kick the
rascals out.
·
The Democratic nominee, whoever he may
be, cannot disassociate himself from the ·internal decay and moral decline of the party
he represents, nor from the brazen callousness of its present leader.
·
What we need so badly in this country is
new and inspired leadership and a fresh
approach to our domestic and foreign prob•
lems.
The Republicans meeting in Chicago on
July 7 have the opportunity to provide it.
This is· their last chance.
JOHNS. KNIGHT.

Extension of Defense Production Act .
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HORACE 'SEELY-BROWN, JR.
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks, I take
this opportunity of including in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a statement made
by Mr. Raymond Boulais, president of
local union No. 947 in the plant of William Prym, Inc., CIO Textile Workers
Union of America.
Mr. Boulais is a respected citizen in
my community; His interest in H. R.
6843 and his support of this bill are in
keeping with my own desire to help protect the jobs of the workers of my district.

I commend his statement to the
earnest consideration of the membership
of this House:
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Raymond Boulais. I am
here to speak on behalf of all the workers of
my local union No. 947, of which I am president, and which is a local of the CIO Textile Workers Union of America. The workers
of my local are employed by W1111am Prym,
Inc., of Dayv1lle, Conn., which company 1s
engaged primarily in the manufacture of
pins (safety pins and ordinary straight pins).
I am here to urge the inclusion of the
Ramsay bill (H. R . 6843) as an amendment
to H. R. 6546, a bill to extend the Defense
Production Act of 1950. I am not qualified
to discuss the technical provisions of this
proposed amendment but, very simply, I
understand it provides for a limitation on
imports comparable to the cut-back in our
own production imposed on us by NPA and
its restrictions on the use of metals. It
would preserve our pre-Korean competitive
relationship with imports. I am qualified to
tell you what the combination of curtailed
production in our plant together with unlimited imports is doing to our employment.
Employment in our manufacturing '}llant
has been very severely curtailed by the restrictions imposed upon the company by
NPA cutbacks in our use of metals such as
steel, brass, and nickel for plating. These
cutbacks in metals use have severely affected employment in the plant but we are
even more seriously affected by ever-increasing imports of foreign pins which are now
rushing. in to take over that part of the
American market which the NPA cut-backs
make it impossible for us to supply. Unless
a parallel limit is put on imports similar to
the limit on our American production, a
substantial portion of our normal market
in the United States, if not all of it, will be
irretrievably lost · to the cheap foreign imports. .
·
In addition to being cut back in the number of pins we can produce, the quality of our
product has been reduced substantially by
the fact that NPA restrictions on the use of
nickel have forced us to turn to the very
unsatisfactory substitute of plating . the~
with zinc. While this is true of our American production, foreign producers in England, Germany, and CZechoslovakia seem to
have an unlimited supply of nickel for plating pins and the imports are consequently
of substantially better quality than those
now being produced in Amerlca with zinc
plating.
Our plant and other American plants just
cannot compete with these unfair advantages of the foreign producers and we think
that it is only fair that if the defense effort
requires a cut-back in our own production
and employment it should require a parallel
cut-back in imports in order to retain our
relative competitive position with imports
and foreign employment during this emergency period.
Eighteen months ago our plant employed
approximately 72 employees on the production of pins, but because of NPA cut-backs
and unfair foreign competition the number of employees has been reduced to 37,
almost a 50 percent reduction. The present
number of employees constitutes merely a
skeleton force in our pin production operation and even so it is becoming necessary
to reduce the number of hours employed by
these few people. For example, our plating
department which normally worked on a 9·
hour day now works only 8 hours per day
and our shipping department which normally worked 5 days a week now works only
4: days a week. Unless some relief is forthcoming it is apparent that the working
hours of these remaining employees will
have to be further reduced if not eliminated.

The Dayville area has a substantial surplus of labor and has been declared a:n area
of labor surplus defense manpower Order No.
4. Unemployment is already high. If we
lose our jobs in pin production, we have no
place else to go and no prospect for reemployment. This is especially true of unskilled labor, which constitutes 75 percent
of our force. ·
The situation in my union is drastic as
it is in many other local unions in Connecticut. We sincerely hope that this committee will give us some relief in the form
suggested by Congressman RAMSAY in h is bill
H. R. 6843. This bill would only enable
our employees and other employees on s imilar products in Connecticut to maint ain
their pre-Korea relative competitive position
and that seems to us only fair. Certain ly
we are contributing our share of the defense
effort in many ways. Otherwise, when the
emergency is over and when the need for
full employment will be the greatest, American producers of pins and other metal products, cut back during the emergency, will
not be able to regain their fair share or
their pre-Korea share of the American market. They will be unable to employ the
people who will be laid off by defense plants
at that time.
.
We hope the committee will adopt this
Ramsay amendment and help preserve our
Jobs for the long-run pull.
We want to thank the committee very
much for this opportunity to express our
views.

Cancer's Crucial Year
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN E. FOGARTY
OF RHODE ISLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
W~dnesday.

May 7, 1952

Mr. FOGARTY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I am including an editorial from
the Providence Journal of Wednesday,
April 9, 1952, in behalf of the American
cancer drive. I am also including the
following breakdown of expenditures for
1953 for the Cancer Institute as passed
by the Senate within the last few days:
USPHS proposed expenditure of increased
appropriation

Research grants ________________ $4, 100, 000
Research fellowships____________
500, 000
Teaching grants ________________ 2,225,000
Training stipends______________
425, 000
Grants to States_______________ 3, 500, 000
Grants for special control proj1,100, 000
ects ------------------------Direct
research ________________ _
5,150, 000
Technical assistance to States __
446, 000
Review and approval of grants __
87,000
Administration _________________ _
354,000
Total-------------------- 17,887, 000
[From the Pre vidence Journal ' of April 9,
1952}
CANCER'S CRUCIAL -YEAR
One out of every five persons reading these
words will develop cancer.
That statistical_:prediction is not intended
to be merely frig· tening. Rather, it should
be considered challenging-challenging to
the people of this State to oversubscribe
the $86,000 quota set by the Rhode Island
Cancer Society for its 1952 campaign, which
continues through this month.
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The challenge is threefold. First the very
fact that cancer is so widespread makes it
not only a particularly cruel disease but a
genuine community problem. More than
700,000 people in the United States are now
under treatment. The American Cancer So·
ciety estimates that $341,712,000 was lost in
productivity in 1950 because of cancer.
Moreover, it is an expensive disease in the
sense that complex facilities are necessary
for treatment. Because it can so easily exhaust family resources and because it so
often takes a wage earner-cancer causes one
out of every seven deaths-it imposes a di·
rect expense on the community.
Secondly, the cancer crusade deserves public support because it can accomplish so
much by means of education. Prompt and
effective treatment as a result of increased
knowledge has had a favorable effect on
death rates. More than 70,000 persons were
cured last year.
Finally, research in the fight against cancer is now at a crucial stage. Hopeful signs
are beginning to appear. The use of radioactive materials; the development of compounds which affect cancer tissue; more extensive use of hormones, including ACTH and
cortisone in leukemia; use of viruses in
fighting cancer-all these possibilities are
under intensive scientific investigation.
These activities of the American Cancer
Society and its Rhode Island affiliate-service to cancer victims, education to g..tard
the public, and research into the causes of
this insidious disease-all cost money. All
of us should contribute generously to the
work, for we all benefit from it. Now, more
than ever, cancer is everybody's problem.

Appeals Court Memorandum on Judge
Pine's Decision
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERMAN P. EBERHARTER
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. EBERHARTER. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following article
from the New York Times, Saturday,
May 3, 1952, entitled "Text of Appeals
Court Memorandum":
TEXT OF APPEALS COURT MEMORANDUM
(WASHINGTON, May 2.-The text of a memorandum issued today in which five judges
of the United States Court of Appeals explained why they stayed the effectiveness of
United States District Judge David A. Pine's
decision holding illegal the seizure of the
steel mills follows:)
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT, Nos. 1140413-CHARLES SAWYER, APPELLANT V. UNITED
STATES STEEL COMPANY ET AL., APPELLEES
MEMORANDUM
(May 2, 1952)
Before Stephens, Chief Judge, ·and Edgerton, Clark, Wilbur K. Miller, Prettyman,
Proctor, Bazelon, Fahy, and Washington, circuit judges.
Edgerton, Prettyman, Bazelon, Fahy, and
Washington, circuit judges: The order entered by this court on April 30, 1952, was designed, as it recited, to preserve the jurisdiction of the United States eupreme Court and
of this court over the controversies here
presented pending appeal.
The district court thought that there was
"utter , and complete lack of authoritative
support" for :the Government's position, and
that the steel comoanies would suffer irrep•

arable injury by any continuance of G.overnment possession of the mills.
The Supreme Court said as long ago as
1871 "• • • extraordinary and unforeseim occasions arise, however, beyond all
doubt, in cases of extreme necessity in time
of war or of immediate and impending public danger, in which private property may
be impressed into the public service, or may
be seized and appropriated to the public
use, or even may be destroyed without the
consent of the owner. • • *"
Emergency given right

"Exigencies of the kind do arise in time of
war or impending public danger, but it is the
emergency, as was said by a great magistrate,
that gives the right, and it is clear that the
emergency must be shown to exist before the
taking can be 'justified. Such a justification
may be shown, and when shown the rule is
well settled that the officer taking private
property for such a purpose, if the emergency
is fully proved, is not a trespasser, and that
the Government is bound to make full compensations to the owner." (United States v.
Russell (13 Wall. 627-8 (U.S. 1871)) .)
Only last year the Supreme Court held
that "the United States became liable under
the Constitution to pay just compensation"
for a taking under circumstances closely
parallel to those of the present case. (United
States v. Pee Wee Coal Co. (341 U. S. 114,
117).)
In the case before us the Chief Executive
took possession of the steel plants as President and as Commander in Chief. When
that action was challenged, his delegated representative-the Secretary of Commercesubmitted to the court, in the form of affidavits of the secretary of Defense and other
officials primarily responsible for the national
security, the evidence which they said "fully
proved" the emergency.
Court's view questioned

Under these circumstances, the cases we
have cited,-and many others, indicate there is
at least a serious question as to the correctness of the view of the district court to
which we have referred.
The Supreme Court has said "an appelate
court is empowered to prevent irreparable
injury to the parties or to the public re:..
suiting from the premature enforcement of
a determination which may later be found to
have been wrong." (Scripps-Howard Radio v.
Commonwealth (316 U. S." 4 at 9). See
also Virginia R. Co. v. Federation (300 U. 8.
652).)
(In the above paragraph, the words "or the
public" were underscored, with a notation,
"emphasis added.")
This case was before the district court
upon a motion for a preliminary injunction.
Upon such a motion, the Supreme Court has
ruled:
"Even in suits in which only private interests are involved the award is a matter of
sound judicial discretion, in the exercise of
which the court balances the conveniences of
the parties and possible injuries to them according as they may be effected by the
granting or withholding of the injunction. * • •
"But where an injunction is asked which
will adversely affect a public interest for
whose impairment, even temporarily, an injunction bond cannot compensate, the court
may in the public interest withhold relief
until a final determination of the rights of
the parties, though the postponement may be
burdensome to the · plaintiff." ( Yakus v.
United States (321 U.S. 414, 440) .)
Injunction order issued

In the affidavits in this record, defense officials are emphatic that continued production of steel is of vital importance to the
national security, and submit data in support of that view. On the other hand, the
companies may suffer monetary loss. But
as to this the Government concedes that any

such loss will be compensa_b le unde.r the Constitution, and the Supreme Court cases above
cited support that view. Upon these considerations, we think that the preliminary injunction issued by the district court may be
stayed as we have ordered. The pertinent
part of our order of April 30, 1952, is:
"Ordered by the court that the orders of
the district court granting the preliminary
injunctions in these cases be, and they are
hereby, stayed until 4:30 o'clock p.m., daylight saving time, on Friday, May 2, 1952,
and, if petitions for writs of certiorari in
these cases have then been filed in the Supreme Court, then until the Supreme Court
acts upon the petitions for writs of certiorari; and, if .the petitions for writs for certior.ari be denied, then until the further order
of this court."
Chief Judge Stephens and Circuit Judges
Clar, Wilbur K. Miller, and Proctor dissent
from the foregoing opinion.

Statement of William Green
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in tlie RECORD, I
include the following statement of William Green, president of the American
Federation of Labor, before· the House
Committee on Armed Services on the
Smith bill, H. R. 7647, on May 7, 1952,
and also an analysis~of the bill:
· ·
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM GREEN
In all my years of service as president of
the American Federation of Labor I have
seldom seen a more shocking proposal than
that contained in the Smith bill. As a
means of settling any industrial dispute
which -may in any way imperil the national
defense, and as a means of insuring continuous production, the Representative from Virginia seriously suggests the following two
steps:
First, indiscriminate use of the injunctive
process against the labor organization involved in any industrial dispute affecting the
defense effort. The injunction is to be issued
regardless of the righteousness of the union's
position or the cause or motivation for the
s·t rike, the only standard being that national
defense may be imperiled. On many previous occasions I have told the various committees of Congress the reasons why organized labor so deeply abhors the use of the
injunction in labor disputes and has steadfastly fought and will continue to fight that
outrageous device.
I won't take the time of this committee
to again set forth those reasons other than to
say that an injunction settles nothing, it
produces no materials, it interferes with the
orderly anctwonstructive process of collective
bargaining by infuriating the labor organization involved as a red flag infuriates a bull,
it prejudices the controversy in favor of the
employer regardless of the real or ultimate
merits which cannot possibly be determined
by any court of law hearing the tentative
arguments and unsubstantiated facts which
attend any preliminary hearing, and finally
it withdraws from organized labor the one
economic weapon upon which its whole existence depends and requires its union members, against their will and in contravention
of the spirit if not the letter of the thirteenth
amendment, to continue to work for an employer against whom they might have a most
justifiable grievance.
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The second step Is this: Eighty days following the use of the injunction weapon; the
Government seizes both the plant of tV,e employer and the property of the union, and
this without any regard· whatsoever to the
merits of the dispute or the respective faults
or culpabilities of the parties. I do not know
just how the properties of workingmen'S associations can be seized, because these properties may well comprise the property of
each of the individual members. However,
regardless of this problem, which .is a serious
one, I think it safe to say that totalitarianism
at its worst could do no more to usurp individual rights, both · civil and property, than
does this proposal issued presumably as a
means of preserving democracy and constitutional liberties'. If, in the name of defense, the very situation which I thought we
were defending against is permitted, indeed
prescribed, what, may I ask, is the sense in
continuing to expend vast sums and great
energies for defense against an outward foe
when the inward foe has already accomplished all that we had hoped to guard
against?
Even in seizure the bill assures that the
employer will be hurt as little as . possible
and the union as much as possible. In
respect to the employer, the seizure of his
property is completely nominal, and this no
matter how great his fault or how unjust
or law defying may be his position. Under
the receivership he is assured of business
and profits as usual, with the officers and
stockholders to continue to enjoy the full
financial benefits of their ownership. The
bill is very careful to state that the receiver
of the property of the employer shall function only in order to prevent the employer
from engaging in a lock-out or other interruption to production, so that as long as
the employer, his officers, and his supervisory force arrive at work each morning
and do not attempt to shut the plant down
they will suffer no interference from the
receiver. Further, the bill makes no provision for disposition of earnings during the
period of receivership, which means that
under the ordinary law of · receivership all
profits accrue to the owners as usual, the
receiver simply holding their earnings in
trust until the receivership terminates or
permission . is obtained from the court to
distribute them.
As a crowning blow to the cause of labor
the bill provides that the status quo under
the receivership shall continue indefinitely
which, in practical terms, means ·until agreement is reached on the employer's terms.
The receiver is forbidden to make any change
In wages and conditions of employment and,
as we have seen, merely sits as a policeman
to see that the employer does not attempt a
lock-out the while business and profits continue as usual. Obviously, with the union
not only enjoined from striking but any
interference with the receivership made a
crime, the employer would not think of instituting a lock-out and would be perfectly
content to let matters go along with the full
force of the Federal Government insuring an
indefinite ·continuance of the status quo as
it existed prior to the strike threat. Since
business and profits continue as usual, there
would be absolutely no motive for the employer to attempt a bona fide settlement of
the differences between the parties or even
to atone for any injustice which may have
caused a strike, so that in the end the union
could have no alternative but to come crawling on its knees for whatever crumbs the
employer might wish to throw. If this is
justice and if this is democracy, then what
is it that we are striving so hard to defend
against?
The entire proposal assumes, contrary to
all the evidence, that the American workingman is so lacking in patriptism and is so
little aware of the infamy of the foe we face
that he would permit a situation to come
about which would bring that foe to our

doorstep. · The bill further assumes that it
requires courts of law, threatened contempt
proceedings, criminal sanctions, and seizure
of his property to insure that patriotism.
American labor has perhaps more to lose by
victory of any form of totalitarianism than
any other segment of our society; it is well
aware of wha t happened to the trade-union
movement in Hitler Germany and Stalin
Russia. It never has and it never will utilize
whatever economic power it might possess
to weaken or imperil the democracy and the
institutions which have given it the greatest
liberties and the highest living standard of
any worker on the face of the earth. Its
record of production preceding ·and during
the last great war is ample evidence of this,
and its record of combating the Communist
menace from within speaks for itself. Proposals such as Representative SMITH's constitute a gratuitous insult to the workers of
this country which you may be assured they
bitterly resent. If the bill were actually
passed, its consequences in terms of employee morale would be catastrophic;

__ ..,

ANALYSIS OF H. R. 7647
The Smith bill, introduced by Representative SMI'i'H of Virginia, would amend the
Universal Military Training and Service Act
by adding four new sections (sees. 18 · (A),
(B), (C), and (D)) following · the present
section 18. Present section 18 authorizes
the President to requisition any plant or
facility when necessary to insure fulfillment
of an order placed by a governmental procurement agency for a material or product
essential to the national defense.
Under section 18 (A) of the bill, whenever
the President or Congress, by concurrent resolution, shall declare that a period of national emergency exists, and shall further
find that a threatened strike or lock-out in
any plant, mine, or facility will imperil the
national defense, the Attorney Generalis directed to apply to a Federal district court
for an injunction against such strike or
lock-out. If the court finds that the threatened strike or lock-out will imperil the defense effort, the court is directed to issue the
injunction. The Norris-LaGuardia Act is
suspended in respect to this injunction
procedure.
Under section 18 (B), the parties to the
dispute are required to make every effort
to reach a settlement by continued negotiations, and the President ' is directed to appoint a board of inquiry which, after investigating the dispute, reports simply the
facts of the dispute and the position of the
parties. The board makes no recommendations and no findings as to which party is
at fault. No time limits are prescribed for
filing such report.
Sect_ion 18 (C) provides that, if the parties have not resolved their dispute within
80 days after the issuance of the injunction,
the Attorney General shall apply to the
district court for the appointment of two
receivers, one over the property Of the employer and one over the property of.the labor
organization. Apparently, the injunction
would also continue during the period of
the receivership. The employer receiver is
appointed "in order to prevent such employer from engaging in any lockout or other
interruption of production by reason of such
dispute," and the receiver for the union
property is appointed "in order to prevent
such property from being used in aid of any
concerted interference with the continued
operation" of the employer property in question. The court is required to appoint the
receivers if it finds that an interruption of
operations is threatened by "any strike, lockout, or other labor disturbance." Although,
presumably, . both receivers are to be appointed in the event of any labor disturbance,
the section is so worded that it is possible
that the receiver of the employer's propertY,
will be appointed only if the employer him•

self threatens to engage in a lockout or other
interruption of production.
The employer receiver is directed to operate the business of the employer but only
to the extent n~cessary to prevent interruption to production by reason of the labor
dispute and is expressly forbidden to make
any change in the terms or conditions of
employment. The receiver of the union
property has full power to manage and operate such property "to the extent necessary
to prevent such property from being used
in aid of any concerted interference." ·
It is to be noted, first, that the employer
receiver is narrowly limited in · his right to
operate the employer's business, namely, only
to prevent the employer from engaging in a
lock-out, and, second, that under ordinary
principles of the law of receiverships he
would act as trustee on behalf of the owners,
namely, the officers and stockholders, with
all profits to be accounted for and turned
over to them after the receivership is termi•
nated.
During the period of receivership it is
made unlawful to coerce, induce, or encourage any person to interfere with the operation of the property and to aid in any inter•
ruption, either by giving direction and
guidance or by providing funds or strike
benefits. In addition, the court is given
authority to make such broad orders as it
deems necessary to prevent violations. Violations of these orders are punishable by
contempt proceedings, and the Norris-La•
Guardia Act is made inapplicable.
The receiverships are to continue for an
indefinite period and are terminated only
when the parties have adjusted their dispute or when the national emergency shall
have ceased. Who determines or how it is
determined that the emergency has ceased
is not specified. Thereupon, the employer
and the union are obliged to divide the costs
of the receiverships, and one-half to be paid
by each.
Section 18 (D) prohibits any United
States official or agency other than the Conciliation Service from making any recommendations for the settlement of any dispute which may affect the national defense.

Facts ReDistilled Spirits' Age and
Consumption
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERMAN P. EBERHARTER
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. EBERHARTER. Mr. Speaker, ·
uncter unanimous consent, I include in
the Appendix of the RECORD the following statement given to me by a representative of some distilleries detailing
some of the reasons why H. R. 7651
should be enacted into law:
FACTS REDISTILLED SPIRITS' AGE .nro
CONSUMPTION
The distilling industry began the fiscal
year 1952 wHh 155,600,000 gallons, 4 years or
older. Some were 8 years of age and h ad
already been forced out of bond. During the
fiscal yE_!ar 1952, 124,21)0,000 gallons arrived
at age 4, making total available, in the :fiscal
year 1952, 279,800,000 gallons against which
consumption demand withdrew only 80,000,ooo. Hence, the fiscal year 1953, beginning
July 1, starts with 199,800,000 gallons and
during the fiscal year 1953 another 147,700,•
000 will become 4 years old, making 348,500,•
000 available, of which again only 80,000,000
will be withdrawn. Beginning in October o! .

,;
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this year considerable amounts of eights will
be forced out. Similarly, other eights will be
forced out during the fiscal year 1953 next
spring. From then on the situation is like a.
anowball rolling down a h111.
l It is estimated that a full 2 years' prevalent American consumption of 80,000,000
gallons per year, or a total of 160,000,000 gallons in 8-year whiskys alone will be forced
out during the period fiscal year 1952 to fiscal
year 1960. American consumption of 80,000,000 gallons per year 4 years and older includes all ages.
1 With all loss allowances taken into conBideration, therefore, it is obvious that forceouts will cost distillers an additional ~1.ooo·,
'ooo,ooo in Federal tax prepayments. This is
.in addition to the ordinary $300,000,000 to
$550,000,000 which the industry prepays for
the Government year in and year out on
whiskies of various ages and distilled spirits
wUhdrawn for sale.
Even assuming that the in dustry could
borrow $1 ,000,000,000 extra capital to finance
the required Federal taxes under the present
8-year bonded period, this amount of taxes
could never be recouped for reason that additional evaporation and leakage, which
would not be credited by the Government,
would result in a loss of approximately 5
percent or $50,000,000 by the time a market
could be found for the goods. The industry
1s faced with many other losses besides, due
to increased costs of longer storage, ~ur
ance, etc.
This heavy burden will not be borne by
the entire industry at one time. The burden
will be spread among distillers at varying
rates and at different periods. Some are
bearing the burden now, others will bear
the burden beginning in October. Still
others will feel the effects in spring of fiscal
1953. Hence, the emergent need for the
adoption of H. R. 7651 before the adjournment of this session. ·
THE EFFECT OF THE LAST FEDERAL TAX INCREASE
' '1'0 $10.50 PER GALLON ON DOMESTIC WHISKIES
j Since November 1, 1951, when the Federal
excise tax on distilled spirits was increased
from $9 to $10.50 a gallon American con'Bumption of domestic whisky alone has de·1 creased 29,000,000 gallons, or 35.4 percent as
contrasted to the similar 5 months of the
!previous fiscal year. At the same time, despite the increased tax, Federal tax receipts
Jat the new rate have declined $183,000,000 on
,domestic whisky alone, or 24.6 percent be;low the amount collected by the Government
·1n the same 5-month period of the previous
' fiscal year at the lower rate of $9 a gallon. ·
Gallonage Federal tax
receipts

Month

Percent

I

BEAMER'S OATIS RESOLUTION

Poll Shows Support for Demouatic
·Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

It has been 1 year since William N. Oatis,

the Asseciated Press correspondent from
Marion, Ind., was arrested in Czechoslovakia,
and no one in the United States Government
has ever made it very clear as to whether
much is being done to gain his release.
Consequently, the resolution introduced
Wednesday by Congressman JoHN BEAMER,
of Indiana, to appoint a House committee
for an investigation of what the Government
has, or has not, done in the Oatis case 1s
timely.
The resolution would authorize Speaker
SAM RAYBURN to name a committee to conduct the investigation. The move deserves
the prompt and unanimous support of the
Members of Congress.
Secretary of State Acheson and President
Truman have said from time to time that
they have been doing everything possible to
effect Oatis' release. Nothing, however,
s~ms to have come of any of their efforts,
and the case _periodically lapses into
darkness.
Representative BEAMER is determined, however, not to let Oatis become a forgotten man.
He believes that tbe United States, the most
powerful country in the world, is being humiliated by a band of Communist dictators
in control of the relatively small nation of
Czechoslovakia. BEAMER says he never has
been able to get much of an explanation out
of the State Department as to what it ~s
doing in -behalf of Oatis.
Some economic sanctions have been imposed against the Czechs, _ bht apparently
they have been too little. A congressional
investigation should be able to show whether
inadequate steps have been taken and
whether sterner action would produce results.
Noting that Congress is making many investigations, BEAMER said he believes t~e
information he wants disclosed through the
proposed legislation can be obtained with
little, or no, additional legislative expense.
The State Department's et!orts to force
Oatis' freedom has been inconclusive so long
that about the only way the people will know
what is being done, and why, is for a probe
as sought in ~e Beamer resolution.
Opinion poll

ot

HON. HUGH B. MITCHELL
OF WASHINGTON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Speaker, the
Bremerton Sun, an outstanding nonpartisan newspaper in my district, recently
published the results of a newspaper poll
it took on several important legislative
issues. The results point up the grassroots support for the major goals of the
Democratic Party program.
It is interesting, also, to note that more
than 50 percent of the 1,547 people replying to the questionnaire classed themselves as independent voters.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
include the following letter from the editor of the Bremerton Sun and tabulation of poll which was published in this
newspaper:
THE BREMERTON SUN,
Bremerton, Wash ., May 2, 1952.

Hon. HUGH B. MITCHELL,
House of Representatives,
House Office Bui lding,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. MITCHELL; Opinions of readers of
the Bremerton Sun, as expressed in a published questionnaire, will be of interest to
you.
The questionnaire was published in two
consecutive editions of the Sun; more than
1,500 responded. This represents approximately 7~ percent of this newspaper's daily ·
circulation and, 1n our opinion, fairly reflects.
the thinking of the Kitsap County, Wash.,
population.
The tabulated returns are given on the attached sheet. Readers who participated in
the poll were advised that the tabulation
would be sent to the President and to all
Members of Congress from Washington State.
I hope that you will find it eniightening and
worth while.
·
Yours respectfully,
JuLIUs Gros,

t Loss for 5 months 29 million gaUons of domestic
whiskies.
2 Loss for 5 months $183 million tax dollars on domestic
whiskies alone.

,
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Beamer's Oatis Resolution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN V. BEAMER
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1953

Mr. BEAMER. Mr. Speaker, under
.unanimous consent to extend my re-.

Editor.

Bremerton (Wash.) Sun readers, April 1952

Percent

-6.9
+8. ~
-29. 7
-18.0
-61.6
-55.2
-46.3
-37.3
-2. 0
-16.0
1--1-1-24.6
2-35.4

November 1951.--------------December 195L--------------lTanuary 1952- ----------------F ebruary 1952----------------March 1952--------------------

marks in the Appendix of the RECORD, I
submit an . editorial from the Kokomo
<Ind.) l'ribune under date of April 24,
1952:

Yes
Legislation-Do you favorUniversal militarycontrols
training'
Price-wage-credit
as__a ._-----------------------------------------------meam of checking inflation? ____________________ _
Federal aid to education?--------------------- ---------------------------------Extension of the social-security program to members of the Armed Forces,
farm owners, farm workers, and others as proposed by Senator MAGNUSON
and Representatives JACKSON and MITCHELL?-------------------------------Public housing in defense areas? __ --------------------------------------------The Federal socialized medicine plan?-----------------------------------------.Alaskan statehood?_-----------------------------------------------------------Hawaiian statehood? -----------------------------------------------------------Foreign policy-Do you favor~
Military assistance to Western European nations under the North Atlantic
Treaty, as well as to Middle East and Asiatic countries? ____________________ _
Economic assistance? _______ -----------------_---------~-------- __ ---------·----The point 4 program, to spread American know-how in backward countries to
·teach these people to be more self-sufficient and less susceptible to Communist
false promises?----------------- _______ ---------------------------------------An immediate truce in Korea if attainable?_-----------------------------------Extension of the war to China?_-----------------------------------------------Pull -out of Korea altogether?_-------------------------------------------------Politics:
Should the Republican party join hands with Southern Democrats, forming a
new party? __ ----------------------------------------------------_--------~--Would you favor a national presidential primary rather than national convention
form of nomination? ___________________ -------------- __ --------------- __ ------

D~e~:~~=~~!f~~~~~~:~~!-~~~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~-~~!~~-t~-~~~-~~:.A.re you a-Republican-r 391. Democrat? 370, Independent? 786•

No

No
opinion

- - - --931

568
387
450

48
106
85

1,090
417
1, 261
1, 233

406
369
1,042
204
232

177
88
88
82
93

739
786

636
1192

172
169

1,222
36!)

261
222
924
885

216
301

433

1, 054
1,012
964

1,110
322

64
294

297

817

1, 317

1116

75

1, 003

370

lOll
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:Veteran Libertarian and Publisher, J. H.
Gipson, of Caldwell, Idaho, Speaks to
Women 'of Spokane, Wash.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN T. WOOD
OF m .\HO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks, I in·
elude the following address of J. H. Gipson, of Caldwell, before the Republican
women of Spokane, April 9, 1952:
The privilege of addressing such a group
should be and is highly prized. Women
voters now outnumber the men in this country, and the weaker sex, being more temperate and careful, is longer lived. Statisticians
compute that almost 70 percent of the national wealth eventually passes through your
hands, and you have therefore the greatest
stake in good government, and let us understand the.t a good American Government is
one that is always peaceful, always honest,
and always frugal.
This talk really comes frop1 the heart and
ts directed particularly to the younger citi•
zens among you-to those soon to take over
the direction of the ship of state, now floundering in the shoals, clare, very close to the
shores of disaster, seemingly without guid·
ance or firm direction on any desirable
course.
If asked to say what the Republican Party
Is, and what it stands for, one might say that
it is the party of the uncommon man-the
party of .the producers, the party o:( the
creators, the party of liberty, the party of
Justice, and the party of peace •.

The Fair Deal group at present controlling
our Government is a byproduct of the Americans for Democratic Action, the American
counterpart of the Fabian Socialists in England, and this clique has made the ruling
party the party of war and tyranny, of inter•
national bankers and Wall Street f:l.nanciers,
of the cartelists and business and labor monopolists.
It is this group whose horrible mismanagement of our foreign affairs, thrqugh the
clever interposition of dark traitors in high
places, has encouraged the march of Russian
communism from the banks of the Rhine in
Europe over the Eurasian land mass to the
very shores of Alaska:
The Republican Party holds dollar-a-plate
cafeteria-style dinners, on which 20-percent
income tax is paid; the Fair Dealers, $100·
a-plate tax-exempt banquets attended by
thousands, for as Spengler points out, international finance soon takes over any socialistic movement.
We Republicans favor the welfare state.
We want everything done for the underdog,
and the little fellow, that the state-organized government-can honestly and justly do; in other words, we demand a program
that will make avallable in America the
maximum of goods and services; a program
that will respect the sanctity of the pay
check and leave with the worker and the producer what he rightfully earns instead of
taking out from 20 to 90 percent; a program
that will pay wages in honest dollars that will
have some decent purchasing power; a program that will reward producers adequately
so that through their own savings and investments they can look after their own welfare.
Security among free people has been, is
now, and always will be the responsibility of
the individual: No governmental agency has,
can, or ever will be able to provide security
to free men and women; security provided
by the 's tate is the kind you get in your
State penitentiary.

REPUBLICAN PARTY, THE PARTY OF PEACE

REPUBLICAN WELFARE PROGRAM

Please remember that we have had eight
administrations during the twentieth century; five Republican and three Democratic.
During the five Republican administrations
we had no wars; during the three Democratic administrations: we had three wars-all horrible, bloody, senseless, and stupid
conflicts; terrible because they were fratricidal-the west destroying the west, when
we needed to conserve our joint- powers for
the decisive struggle with the east.
Also we might call the Republican Party
the party of the taxpayers; past history tells
us that it has handled the taxpayers' dollar
with at least some semblance of honesty and
care.
"Paul Peters • • • points out that since
Benjamin Harrison's inauguration the Nation has had 31 years each of Republican
and Demoaratic administration. Republican
administration gave us 11 years of deficit
budgets but a net surplus of more than
t1,000,000,000. Democratic administration
gave us 25 years of deficit budgets with
$261,737,000,000 of net deficits which accounts
for most of our present national debt."

Our welfare-state program demands that
every person be free from Government compulsion in all economic matters and free from
Government taxation beyond the requirements of national defense and the administration of justice.
We want houses and · jobs-good jobs for.
the young people just starting their careers
as workers and producers-and we'll get
houses and jobs in plenty if the cold hand
of bureaucracy and the death grip of the
tax gatherE"r is relaxed from the throat of
free enterprise in America. We want abundance for all who are willing to work, and
we'll get that abundance as we free ourselves
from the pressures and exaction_s of the state.
What we must all understand is that shortages in housing, in good jobs, in opportuni•
ties for the young man or ·woman to start a
business with reasonable prospects of success are in America due entirely to the evil
effects of the intervention of the state in
economic affairs.
Housing has been restricted by rent control. France has had rent control for 30
years, and as a result the number of housing
units erected by private capital has been
pitifully small, and public housing is wholly
inadequate. The rental units available have
deteriorated to the point that many are
hardly habitable. Housing will inevitably
be an increasingly serious problem in every
country which has or favors any form of
legislation interfering with economic law.

DEFINITION OF REPUBLICAN

A Republican is one who believes in a con-stitutional form of government of strictly
limited powers-powers conferred by the free
will of the citizens, with full protection for
the rights of minorities, be they rich or poor,
powerful or feeble. A government of free
men and women.
A republic is not a democracy. In a pure
democracy the will of the people and of their
lawmakers and executives is under no restraint. If 50.1 percent of the voters decide
to carry out any program of spoliation, confiscation, or enslavement, that may legally
be done. Might makes right in a. pure democracy.

EVILS OF SOCIALISTIC STATE

Many more job openings would be found
had not the Washington bureaucrats si•
phoned off the earnings of creative business•
men in taxes.
Federal taxes prevent the new business•
man from plowing back his earnings. When

the tax collector takes his bite, not even the
core is left.
· What these New Dealers and Fair Dealersthese Socialists who call themselves planners-have done to our country is enough
to make any patriot weep; they have created a Federal debt so vast that no human
intellect can comprehend its extent and the
terrible burdens it will lay upon this and
other following generations-a debt of more
than $1,700 for every living American-of
more than $860 for every acre of land on
which a crop was harvested in 1951; they
are spending at the rate of $2,500 a second
and have imposed such a monstrous tax burden that every producer and worker puts in
at least 2 days of every week to pay the tax
imposts, direct and indirect; they have sad·dled our country with a vast bureaucracy of
more than two and one-half million; and, •
not content with this, these Fair Dealers
demand more powers, more bureaucrats, more
spending, and more taxes.
As the size of Government has grown and
grown, and as the expense of Government
has increased and increased, its efficiency
has declined and declined and civic morality has declined with it. The top personnel of whole departments is shown to be
venal and corrupt, and those well informed
on conditions in our National Capital feel
that the sickening revelations already made
have only scratched the surface. Big Government is always and inevitably dishonest,
arbitrary, and unfair.
CONTROLS SPELL WASTE

In addition, the body of so-called adminIstrative law-pr~sidential orders and directives, and orders and directives of bureaus
and boards and commissions, like the OP A,
appointed by Executive power-is so vast
that no one in this audience could read and
understand those already issued if his life
span were extended 100 years and he did
nothing else.
ADMINISTRATIVE

LAW MEANS
JUDICiARY

CORRUPTION

OF

"Administrative law," says Edmonds, "'is
unknown to Anglo-American conceptions of
law; in Europe it is the special law of officialdom, placing the official above the ordi·
nary subject. It is characterized by Lord
Hewett, Lord Chief Justice of England as
administrative lawlessness."
The independence of one branch of our
Federal Government-the judiciary-has al·
ready been destroyed by the appointment of
'12 percent of the judges in all of our Federal
courts, the appointment in most cases of
bitterly partisan men who were not selected
because of their knowledge of the law, their
judicial temperaments, their reverence for
and knowledge of the Constitution, and their
fitness for the awful responsibilities, but
because the Presidents who appointed them
felt that they could be depended upon to
carry out, in their decisions, the New Deal
party. line, even if in so doing they had to
destroy the Constitution and tear up the
precedents established by 100 years of
opinions by the honest and able judges who
preceded them.
Our courts are full, Donald Richberg says,
of "justices of such marvelously well-balanced minds that they could reason rightly
and decide leftly."
KOREAN POLICE ACTION A HORROR

And finally we come to this war in Korea....,....the most terrible tragedy of America's
175 years of national life-a war that we
don't dare to win and don't dare to losethe personal war of the present President,
entered into in violation of the Constitution
and waged with a stupidity unparalleled in
the entire history of mankind.
The limitations imposed by the Chief Executive-a man of apparently boundless am.,.
bition and of obviously limited capacityupon that great warrior, Douglas MacArthur, were such that even he would have
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found difficulty 1n bringing this war to a
successful and speedy end; and the protests
of this noble soldier against these restrictions which were resulting in the senseless
slaughter of the flower of our youth were
answered by his summary removal, an action
which might be compared to that of the
manager of the New York Yankees benching Babe Ruth at the height of his prowess
when the score was tied and the Babe was
coming to bat.
.
Korea has drunk the blood of a hundred
thousand American boys and has cost us
billions of treasure; the country has been
ravaged as no country has ever been; and
the unoffending people of that unhappy
land have suffered as no people have ever
suffered, and we are now negotiating for
a truce that will settle no question. What
is this 'administration we now have in Washington? What is it trying to do?
STATELY TEMPLE OF AMERICA FOULED

Summing up the American situation, without bitterness and without exaggeration, it
seems to me that all of this simply means
that the stately temple, dedicated to freedom and justice, erected by the blood, sweat,
and tears of the .conscript fathers, has been
fouled by the most incredible brood ever
imagined in a witch's dream. Our shrines
have been defaced and our holy places desecrated, all under the specious plea of humanitarianism, of justice for the underdog, of
concern for the unfortunate. The very
foundations of the structure have been undermined by an incredibly profiigate waste
of public funds and gross incompetence in
the conduct of foreign and . domestic affairs.
The part of each of us in clearing and restoring this noble edifice is a labor which
may seem greater than any assigned to Hercules, but that is our task, and do it we
must and will.
· THE ROAD BACK

How, then, do we return to liberty, justice,
law, and constitutional government?
There is one road. It isn't a difficult path
to find, but it is going to be a hard one to
travel. And yet it is the only road that we
can follow unless we wish to go marching,
step by step, on the road to serfdom which
culminates in omnipotent government.
Our great job, of course, is to convince
the people of America that they are infinitely better off with free institutions under
the worst of conditions-and very hard
times are inevitably coming-than they
would be under any form of dictatorship, no
matter what promises the demagogues may
make.
We must then elect to the Presidency and
to the Congress of the United States men
who fear and distrust big government, and
who will dedicate themselves with courage
and unselfishness to the task of restoring
and extending the constitutional government
which we once enjoyed.
We have gone a long distance on the. road
toward totalitarianism, but I think we can
turn back. It all depends upon the men
and women like those of us who are gathered here today.
mEAL STATE A CONSTRUCTIVE STATE

The ideal state is built much as the coral
reef. Billions and b1llions of individuals
during millions and millions of generations
each contribute their mite to the reef which
finally, through action o-: purely natural
causes, emerges above the waters, and . the
winds and the waves play on it and it eventually becomes the beautiful, habitable and
inhabited coral island.
In other words, the building of the ideal
commonwealth is something that comes
from beneath and is not handed down from
above, for while all of progress in the arts
and in the sciences and agriculture, invention and in the rationalization ot business is
due to the exceptional individua~. the one

1n a mUllan, the men of towering genius,
good government-free government-has
never been handed down from above and
has never been maintained by the efforts of
leaders.
Good government among free men comes
from all of the people, and can only be maintained by all of the people-by their continuous daily efforts.
WHAT IS THE mEAL COMMONWEALTH?

Now, the question is What is the ideal
commonwealth-what should our form of
government be in this infinitely complex
civilization?
Thomas Jefferson puts it this way:
"A wise and frugal government, which
shall restrain men from injuring one another, which shall leave them otherwise free
to regulate their own pursuits of industry
and improvement, and shall not take from
the mouth of labor the bread it has earnedthis is the sum of good government."
In the days of his early youth a near relative took your speaker on a hunting trip
into the Steens Mountain of southwestern
Oregon. Approaching from the south, we
were able to drive our buckboard and team
to the selected camping place by a beautiful little lake; the ascent had been gradual,
and the drive an agreeable one although the
last few hours had been through fog which
had grown denser as the plodding horses
carried us higher; we were after mountain
sheep, which traditionally inhabit the wildest and most rugged mountain crags, and
as we were making camp I commented upon
the fact that this didn't look like sheep
country to me. My companion suggested
that a walk of a short 50 yards woUld change
my mind; during the last few feet of this
walk from camp a breeze sprang up and the
fog and mist was swept away and there we
were at the very head of the mighty Kiger
Gorge, 7,000 feet above the floor of the narrow verdant valley almost at our feet--more
than a mile of rocky precipices and vertical
grassy hillsides-a stupendous gash in the
earth which made one giddy to gaze into.
SPmiTUAL REAWAKENING NEEDE:l

We Americans of today are much 1n the
same position of the young hunter of a
half century ago. OUr progress toward the
abyse of socialism and national bankruptcy
has been so gradual and easy, and the last
miles have been so· obscured by the fogs
of war and infiation that the prospect which
now unfolds at our very feet is terrifying;
we must find something to steady us and
with which we can hold fast; some great
moral revival is needed-a rebirth of faith
1n divine providence and in ourselves-a
spiritual reawakening which will dispel this
stinking statist smoke, enable us to look
into the futl!re clear eyed and with confi.
dence and to walk erect as freemen should.
FOREIGN

PO~ICY

FOUND WANTING

What we must make the people understand 1s that this Republic has been brought
to the verge of destruction by New Dealers
and Fair Dealers.
In foreign affairs the New Deal and the
Fair Deal have been weighed in the balance and found wanting, terribly wanting.
The so-called peace which was made was
no peace at all. The peace was a series o!
personal arrangements between Presidents
Truman and Roosevelt, and Stalin. They
failed entirely to understand the nature of
the Kremlin crowd. They failed to recognize Russia for what lt is: A primitive, ut·
terly barbarous, ruthless Asiatic despotismthe most cruel and absolute that the world
has ever known.
The New Deal and Fair .Deal foreign policy has favored the expansion of godless
Soviet Russia until at the present time it
controls to all intents and purposes the
destinies of more than 1,000,000,000 human
beings.

As Isaac Don Levine said in his terrible
editorial in Plain Talk for January of 1948,
this so-called secret peace • • • cannot
be matched in the long list of Carthaginian
peace settlements in the history of man.
Since the days or- tribal chieftains, Parthian despots, Mongol invaders and conquering Caesars,_ there has never been a peace
as dishonorable, as treacherous, as irresponsible, as inhuman, and as shortsighted.
PEACE: COMPLETE SELL-OUT OF AMERICA

The items in the indictment are many:
We sold sovereign and intrepid Yugoslavia
into bondage. We agreed to the dismemberment of Poland. We betrayed the legitimate Polish Government. We surrendered
Bulgaria to Stalin's executioners, and, similarly, we let down the Uberty-seeking forces
1n Rumania and Hungary. We turned over
to the mercies of the Politburo the three
Baltic nations, Estonia, Latvia and Lith•
uania. We gave Russia the city of Konigsberg in Prussia. We allowed the Red
Army to occupy Prague, and take over
Czechoslovakia. We nodded approval when
the Kremlin d~membered and shackled Finland. We forced back to face Communist
firing squads hundreds of thousands of Ub~rty-seeking Russians and other people who
had fled to our zone of Germany, hoping
to find sanctuary.
· We betrayed the trust of the long-enslaved
people of Korea, and we gave to the SoViet
exclusive possession of Eastern Germany.
The New Deal and Fair Deal record of appeasement cuh:ninated in the betraya~ of the
Chinese people, and the repudiation of our
solemn obligations to Chiang Kai-shek.
MORE "SECRET" AGREEMENTS

In none of these arrangements were the
American people consulted, and the Congress of the United States, which is the
treaty-making power, has never ratified
them.
The horrible responsibiUty for the· catastrophic condition which confronts the
United States today is solely that of the
fools, the madmen, and the traitors placed
and continued in positions of great responsib111ty by the New Deal and by the .Fair
Deal.
One point should be emphasized in speaking of our so-called foreign policy, a point of
the most direct concern to every American
young or old, and something that the international do-gooders are very careful to
avoid.
PRODIGAL GOVERNMENT MEANS DESTITUTB
CITIZENRY

A prodigal government always means a
poverty-stricken citizenry; the vast expenditures we have already made, and the incredl·
ble world-wide commitments to which we are
pledged, portend not only the end of the
American Republic, the rise of empire, but
an inevitable lowering· of the scale of living
for all Americans not in the top le.vels of the
political and m111tary bureaucracies.
The poorer citizens w111 suffer the most,
of course; but the greatest reduction in living standards Will take place among the
group whose annual incomes range from five
to fifteen thousand dollars. Instead of a
couple of expensive motorcars traded in
every year they wlll have to get along with
a jitney used for 5 years; there will be no ·
funds for expensive schooling or costly vacations or entertainment; instead of meat
three times daily it will be a prized dish
once a week or for the daily dinner; our marvelous diet will shift to fish and cereals and
vegetables, as our unparalleled taxes steadily
increase and as inflation surely reduces the
purchasing power of the dollar.
WHOLE WORLD UNDER NEW DEAL

The domestic New Deal has now been extended to cover the entire world, as Demaree
Bess poit;tti$ out .in a :z:.ecent magazine article,
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and no group, no matter how politically
in business and in labor, and, for the protection of the Federal courts, providing a. maxpowerful, can hold any long-range position
imum percentage of judges to be appointed
that will exempt its members from the pri ..
by any one president.
vations and hardships which v:ill come to our
country as a direct result of our share-the ..
Bad public offi.cials are elected by otherwealth program.
wise good citizens who neglected to cast balLet us understand what we face and make
lots intelligently. Either you run your gova decision based upon that understanding.
ernment or your government runs you.
It is to be feared that not even the past
Plato said: "The penalty that people pay for
production of America is equal to the task
not being interested in politics is to be
of adequately feeding, clothing, housing, ed ..
governed by people worse than themselves.''
ucating, medicating, and protecting the non..
FREEDOM EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
Soviet world, and that our effort to do this
Now, let's look at the record. The first
will not raise other peoples to our standards
but reduce us to theirs, and we are not go .. . campaign in which your speaker took an interest was the 1896 race between McKinley
ing to like the reduction.
and Bryan. In that election 85 percent of the
NOT QUACKERY, BUT REPUBLICANISM NEEDED
potential voters cast their ballots; in the last
presidential balloting only 51.6 percent of
Now, what can and must be done about
those qualified to vote went to the polls. I!
this incredible mass?
freedom is everybody's business, there is
The first thing is to nominate Repubu ..
much
neglect of business today.
carts-and I "mean republican Republicanslike your fine Senator CAIN and elect a suffiThe confusion and corruption, the waste
cient majority to the Congress of the United
and extravagance, the incompetence and
States to check the worst excesses of the
treachery of recent administrations may be
present administration.
directly chargeable to the indifference of the
qualified electors who in increasing numbers
In 1952 comes the supreme test of this
have ignored that sacred right and manifest
wonderful experiment in free government
among men; Americans must be put on ·duty of choosing their rulers. Yes, rulers is
the word, and not public servants, because
guard, · and only Americans, from the Presithe ruling pollticiarts are always as arbitrary
dent down through the Congress;· if we do
as public indifference permits.
this, we will see what our Presidential candidate promised in 1948--the most complete
REPUBLICAN WOMEN, HELP SAVE AMERICA
house-cleaning ever given a government
You Republican women are interested, of
structure, and the ejection from service of
course, in knowing what you can do for your
the whole horde of Alger Hisses and Owen
country in this epic battle of 1952. Offer
Lattimores, of all the Communists, fellow
your services .to your women's organizations,
travelers, hot-eyed radicals, starry-eyed ideal ..
and to the precinct committeeman and to
lsts, Fair Dealers, New Dealers and perverts,
your
district and county leaders. Help them
tens of thousands of them on the Federal
distribute literature, raise .funds, assist with
ci-vilian payrolls of the executi;ve department
public meetings, poll precincts and get your
now infesting the American tree of life like
friends and neighbors who are Constitution,t he termites and borers which they are.
alists registered and out to the polls on elecGOAL HIGHER THAN OPPONENT'S
tion day.
·
To win this great war against the advocates
Particular attention should be paid to ab·
of statism we must have a goal for which we
sentee ballots in those States which make
battle with even greater earnestness than our
provision for absentee voting; the election
opponents. We cannot win merely by deresults ! n one Idaho county for years past
fending the grou,nct gained and standing on
ha~e bee~ largely decided by the hundreds
the defensive. The revolution which began
of absentee ballots turned in by the local
ln 1776 must be continued to the ultimate
New Deal boss, and that's a game that two
aim of giving men-all men-more liberty,
-can play at, for one Canyon County woman
more dignity, more freedom, more opportuworker turned in 1 year 72 ballots, all of
nity, more responsibility, than has been the
which were cast for the Republicans of her
case in any civilized society.
choice.
Let us strive then to extend the ConstituA splendid field for women is the forming
tion and the Bill of Rights by additions which
of brigades of telephone maids, each of
will further curb the power of the State and
whom will call a certain number of homes to
restore the authority of the several States
bring attention to forthcoming radio broad·
which form this federation of ours and give
casts and public meetings; the listening au ..
greater stature to every citizen.
dience could be doubled and trebled if people
could only be told before great statesmen
ALL-POWERFUL STATE OUR ENEMY
like Herbert Hoover and Douglas MacArthur
Let us remember always and forever that
are to be on the air, and your public meet ..
when we give government--the state-power
lngs will all be overflow meetings if this teleto do things for us, we likewise grant it power
phoning is done efficiently.
to do things to us; the seemingly altruistic
Most voters are influenced by personal conlegislation for instance, which establishes a.
"tacts, and in this line of work women who
minimum wage of 75 cents a.n hour and a.
are
informed, earnest and · tactful can do
maximum workweek of 40 hours provides the
vitally important work among those who
legal means by which some Marxist dictator
know and respect and admire them. Never,
of the future can_set maximum wages at the
never, argue with a prospective convert, and
hourly figure of 15 cents, and the minimum
select your prospects carefully; there's absowork week at 60 hours-just about the condi ..
lutely no use in squandering your time and
tiqn of the average worker in Soviet Russia.
strength with congenital New Dealers and
today.
Fair Dealers, Communists or Socialists.
Our experience since the turn of the cen ..
Search out and find the careless and apathettury demonstrates that we need a number of
ic-the nonvoters-you will find here 1n
amendments to our Federal charter of lib·
this enlightened State that at least one-third
erty; we see clearly that we cannot trust to
of the qualified electorates fail to go to the
the wisdom and benevolence of those en..
polls in almost every election. If each Re•
trusted with high offi.ce, but as Jefferson rec..
publican woman worker "will get a:t least one
ommended, we must bind them down with
who didn't vote last election to vote for us
the chains of the Constitution; for your conthis time the Republican presidential nomisideration therefore, should be offered resonee can start ln at once picking his Cabinet!
lutions limiting the Federal taxing and bor ..
and planning his mes~age . to the Eightyrowing powers, preventing the freezing of
third Congress.
gold, preventing double taxation, preventing
.How about a slogan for 1952-everyone get
the establishment of governmental corporaone?
tions and authorities, prohibiting monopolies

PATRIOT, SOLDIER, STATESMAN: MAC ARTHUR

Speaking of cabinets, there ls one American whose outstanding talents, integrity,
wisdom, and patriotism have made his name
dear to thoughtful patriots, many, many of
whom desire to see his great ab111ties utilized
to the utmost during the next administration-America's soldier-statesman, our greatest captain and finest administrator, a man
whom we love for th& enemies he has madeone who stands out among the Russia firstera, political generals, party hacks, personal
cronies, infiuence peddlers, and corrupt and
avaricious hangers-on who dominate the
present administration, like a majestic Cali·
fornia redwood in a ticket of thorn berriesGeneral of the Army Douglas MacArthur.
It does not seem possible to make a better
closing for this talk today than to read a
couple of quotations from Ortega 'y Gasset,
defining the truly elite:
"The sele·c t man is the man -who demands
more of himself than the rest. The most
radical division· that it is possible to ma._ke
of humanity is that which splits it into two
classes of creatures: Those who make great
demands on themselves, piling up difficulties
and duties; and those who demand nothing
special of themselves, but for whom to live
is to be every moment what they already
are without imposing on themselves any
effort toward perfection; mere buoys that;
fioat on the waves.
"Nob111ty is synonymous with a life of
effort, ever set on excelling oneself, in passing beyond what one is to what one. sets
up as a duty and an obligation."
WOMEN MAY BECOME SAVIORS

Upon your fair shoulders, wqmen -of Washington, rest greater burdens than have been
imposed upon any generation since man
came to America; burdens that can only be
borne, and problems that can only be solved,
by the truly elite; if you correctly understand the forces arrayed against you, this
truly is a venture in which the cowards will
never engage and through which the weak
will not win through.
May the blessing of divine providence be
with you in your party work and throughout
your lives to the end that you do win through
and bequeath to your children's children the
Republic, restored and strengthened.
This is it, my countrywomen. Either this
year we select an administration that will
lead us out of the morass of statism and
get our feet back on the trail blazed for
us by the founding fathers, or we move
steadily and inexorably down the "p ath of
war, crime, and corruption to the downfall of
the American Republic and the destruction
of western civ111zation.
Truly, those "'ho fight the good fight in
1952 will stand at Armageddon and will
battle for the Lord.

The Missouri Flood Fight
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK E. SMITH
OF MISSISSIPPI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. Mr. Speak.
er, at the height of the recent flood on
the Missouri River, the Commercial Ap·
peal, the great regional newspaper of the
Midsouth, sent one of its outstanding
.correspondents to cover the dramatic
fight to save the lives and property of
thousands of citizens in the Omaha area.
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Mr. Jack Carley is o:1e of the Nation's
outstanding experts on flood control.
His comprehensive review of the Missouri flood :fight is worthy of the atten·
tion of all Members of Congress.
Mr. Carley's article follows:
The historic and disastroUs Missouri River
:flood, still slugging its way to a junction with
the Mississipp~ has proved, above au other
things, the urgency of . completing the PickSloan comprehensive project for the Mis.•
sourt Basin's protection.
Before this :flood has spent itself and has
been absorbed in stride by the lower Mississippi it will probably do damage far in
excess of $300,000,000.
It will have inundated millions of acres of
rich Missouri Valley farmlands. It will have
displaced more than 100,000 persons. Its
crippling eflect on the national economy will
never be estimated accurately.
It could have been prevented. Its recurrence will be impossible once the six mamstem dams and reservoirs on the M1ssour1
have been completed and are in operation.
Tbe speed oi their completion depends entirely on the foresight of Congress in making
construction funds .available and on legislative recognition that no ft~ fight is ever
really won because the economic cost of
making the fight is too great.
The one bright spot .tn this whole :flood
picture was the manner 1n which great sections of Omaha and its neighbor serosa the
wide Missouri were sa.ved irom inundation.
That was triumph through a great resurgence of the elemental American spirit. of inspiring neighborliness and self-sacrifice and
of teamwork against a common enemy-a
river in -:flood.
FO&T PECK: DAM HELPS

Just as the :flood itself proved the need
of the dams and the reservoirs so did the
teamwork prove that the AIDerican mold
1s unbroken and that the American people
can and will achieve. given know-how lead·
ership. They got that from General Pick
and his Corps of Engineers in both Us mlli·
tary and civilian components. It was a combination which bad to and did beat the
river in the Om.f'..ba~Council Blufls sector.
Had the year been 1954 with Garrison and
Fort Randall Dams and reservoirs operating,
the :fight in that sector would not have been
necessary. And as it was. the operation. of
giant Fort Peck Dam and reservoir, first of
the Pick-Sloan units. completed, knocked
from 1 to 2 feet oft the record crest at Omaha and that diflerential was a separating
factor between safety and disaster.
This is a snow melt :flood from the plains
States. The snow melt from the mountains
probably won't reach the Missouri before
next month. It was swift and destructive
runoff that no form of soil conservation or
water control methods other than dams
could have prevented. And it was forecast
with complete accuracy by Army engineers.
On March 27, Brig. Gen. Don Shingler,
Missouri division engineer, issued a press
release from his Omaha headquarters warning that spring floodS' on upper Missouri
.Basin tributaries and on the main stem of
the Missouri River as far sou.th as Kansas
City, are indicated from analysis just completed of a new snow depth survey by the
Corps of Engineers in the upper plains area.
SNOW DEPTHS STUDIED

It was the second such survey this spring
and General Shingler's warning set out:
"Survey cxews of the Omaha.. Garrison, and
Fort Peck district offices of the Corps of
Engineers found snow depths up to 13
inches in northeast Montana, and ranging up
to 15 and 20 inches over extensive areas of
the Dakotas. Exceptionally high water content Is eVident throughout tbe survey area,

with amounts ranging from 4 to 6 inches
over the- Little Missouri Basin in Montana
and North Dakota; Lower Heart and Lower
Cannonball Basins in North Dakota; Grand,
Moreau, White, Middle James and Big Sioux
Riv.er Basins in South Dakota.
"Adding to the :flood possibllitles is the existence of an extensive lee layer beneath the
snow. This lee layer is generally characterized as being the hard, clear variety which
Ia conducive to high rates of runoff when
the snow melts.
"The present snow and ice accumulation
over the plains area of the upper Missouri
Basin is the heaviest in 3 years. and is particularly significant because of the lateness
of the season and the increased danger of
qUick thawing."

TlJJlEB HONDRED EXPERTS CALLED

pipeline companies. and engineer water detachments. All were self-contained unit~r.
CiVilian defense authorities were given the
job of evacuating three-fourths of CouncU
Bluffs. They did it fn a manner which will
be to their everlasting credit, and never
have we been so sold as now on the need
of civiUan defense auxiliary police. The
Omaha-Council Bluffs fight could not have
been waged successfully without them.
Neighborliness? When it appeared that
the flood might knock out tQe Council Bluffs
gas and water supply system, an 8-inch gas
and a 12-inch water line were laid across the
Douglas Street bridge from Omaha to Council Bluffs. Had need arisen, Omaha would
have e.upplied its neighbors.
Civilian volunteers responded by thousands to calls for help on the levees. They
represented. -a cross section of tbe manhood.
o:f the Mea. They worked at their own johs
in daytime and put in hours on the levees
at night or they quit their otl:ier jobs tern•
porarlly and pitchf'd in on the big task.
It. was one of the finest demonstrations of
old-fashioned Americanism
e've witnessed-this pitching in for the common ·
good and the beautUul part o1 it was the
way enginee:r troops worked under ve-teJ'an
civilian leadership given by the Mississippi
River's experienced fiood nghters. Here was
proved the value of the Al'my engineer -t))e.
ory of maintaining permanent :flood-iighting
forces.
.
Whether levee or Red Cross worker, eivll·
ian defense poUceman o:r "ham" radio operator--every one of the thousands engaged
on the :fight seemed to be doing his or her
Job. They did that job and in the doing gave
the lie to those who cry tbat America haa
"gone- soit."
By Tuesday. April 15. the work ·of constructing flasbbdards on top o.t the flood
walls had been completed and by 6 that
same day the job of raising the levees from
2 to 7 feet, depending on the area, was 90
percent finished. Long before the crest arrived on April 18 all the work had been done
and only maintenance and patromng wa.S
required._
The flood peak was taken through the
construction without overtopping or without breaks. The only wate1: damage done
was when the river backed up an Omaha
sewer Une and caused a "blow out" into the
street. The flow was shut oii by plugging
the sewer's discharge outlet into the rinr.
By the- middle of this week Council Blul!'s
evacuateO citizens were back 1n their homes
and the :flood bad become something toremember and talk about.

Plood stage (bankfu1} at Omaha is 19 feet.
The previous record flood was 1n 1881. when a
stage of 24.5 feet was reached. The present
:ffoocf walls and levees at Omaha and Council Bluffs are normally overtopped at a river
stage of 31.6 feet. The Weather :Bureau forecast a stage of 31.5.
The total length of the Omaha-Council
Blufis protective system,. designed as a unit
of the Pick-Sloan project and not to operate
as a separate entity, is 23 miles. The decision to raise the height of :flood walls and
levees was made April 11 and the work
started that day. It entailed the greatest
flood-fighting project of record. General
Pick ordered more than 300 experts from
civllian flood-fighting personnel in the Lower
Mississippi Valley rushed to Omaha. Memphis sent 102, Vicksburg 122', and New Orleans 52 From Camp McCoy, Wis., and Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo., he ordered the swi!t
movement of engineer troopa. These included such uni~ as construction battalions,
fire-fighting platoons, welding detachments,
engineer aviation battalions, engineer combat battalions, truck dompanies. engineer

The Pick-Sloan project will pr0'9ide, wben
completed. storage of 110,000,000 acre-feet
ot water in more than 100 rese-rvoirs on the
Missouri River and tributaries for multip1epurpose use. One acre-foot of water fs
equivalent to 326,000 gallons.
.
lt wm provide irrigation for 5,000,000 acres
of new lands and supplemental water for
additional acreage.
It will assure flood protection on the Missouri's main stem and at other flood-damaged centers throughout the basin. It
provide stabilization and improvement for
navigation on the lower Missouri. It Will
produce hydroelectric power at a rate of
13,000.000,000 kilowatt-hours of electric energy annually.
The estimated cost 1s $5,2.00,000,000 and
the project is now 45 percent completed or
in process of construction.
The six main reservoirs on the main stem
will provide storage for 15,00C>,OOO acre-ieet
of water. The volume of water contained
at the crest stage of the flood at Omaha was
8,000,000 acre-feet.

EIGHTY-THREE HIGHWAYS FLOODED

Most persons who received that mimeographed warning tossed 1t into the waste
baskets. Some basin newspapers gave it
brief mention in mconspie11ous news positions.
The ice was 2 inches tbfck. Tbe snow was
heavy. Came the warm Cfijnook wind and
tbe melting. The water, unable to get Into
tbe ground because of the Ice, ran into the
creeks and tributaries and thence into the
Missouri. The 1l0od was on In the "rollin'
river.'• 'I1Jis is what It had done up to April
19, the day following arrival of the crest at
Omaha.~

Railroads made inoperative, 27; highways
:flooded, 83; persons displace~ S7,000; cities
and towns flooded, 50; acres fuloded. 2,200.000; private levees breached, 153; Federal
levees overtopped. 3; total estii:nated {tentative}. i3CO,OOO,OOO; persons engaged in :flood
fighting, 30,000; Federal troops engagecl m
flood fighting, 7,500; estimated damage prevented. $165,000.000.
Down the valley toward Omaha roared the
unshackled flood, putting South Sioux City
and other communities under water. The
outlook !or two.-thirds of Council Blutrs
and all of East Omaha. (industrial) was discouraging . .
The nearer the ftood got to the t.win-cltle8
area, the more it spread-in scme- places )5
miles. wide. Directly above Omaha and
Councn Bluifs the ftood was 8 miles wide.
The job of tbe Army engineers. was to carry
it safely tbrougb. a. "gut" only 1,.200 ieet
wide--the spread between Omaha and Council Blufls. I! the reader will mentally picture an hourglass. with the two cit.ie& situated across trom each other at t.be constricted waist, an idea. oi the &itua.tion :ls
obtained.

TOO LIT.l'LE, TOO LATE

will
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The completed reservoirs could control a
flood twice as great. So the soundness of
the Pick-Sloan project is proved. It was
authorized by Congress in 1944 but appropriations have been too little, too late. This .
week Congress appropriated $25,000,000 for
emergency relief in the Missouri Basin.

Air Mat~riel Command Cuts Procurement
Red Tape
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL F. SCHENCK
Mother's Day

OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

EXTENSION OF -REMARKS
OF

HON.CLAUDEI.BAKEWELL
OF MISSOURI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. BAKEWELL. Mr. Speaker, the
Nation will honor mothers everywhere
on next Sunday, which is Mother's Day.
It is especially fitting in these days of
shocking corruption in high places that
we should pause to pay tribute to moth ..
erhood. If we are to regain our na ..
tiona! conscience, if we hope to return
to the basic virtues, then we must com..
mence in the home. The mother is the
keystone of the home, in which is reflected her virtues, her love, her loyalty,
and selflessness.
From the first mother, Eve, down
through the centuries the strong love
of mothers has guided the destinies of
men and of nations. The fierce love
of a mother is equally strong in women
of all races, of all creeds. It is not the
exclusive possession of any .one. race or
nationality. . It is something which is
universal. It is mankind's proudest
boast and finest :flower.
Christ, during His life on earth, espe.cially dignified motherhood and recognized in a special way the nobility of a.
mother's love.
On next Sunday in St. Patrick's cathedral in New York, Cardinal Francis
Spellman will present the award of Catholic mother of the year in behalf of the
family life bureau of the National
catholic Welfare Conference. The recipient will be Mrs. Maceo A. Thomas, a
Negro, who is the mother of 9 children.
The American Mother of 19f)2 is Mrs. Toy
Len Goon, of Portland, Maine, Who was
born in Canton, Ohio, a mother of 8 chil ..
dren. It seems especially befitting that
Mrs. Thomas and Mrs. Goon should receive these awards. It is a tribute to
them and to the millions of other American mothers who have reared large
families amidst the tribulations and
temptations of modern civilization. It
also serves to remind us that where a
mother's love is concerned, the pigmentation of her child's skin is a matter of
no importance. Just as Christ loved
all men and all peoples without regard
to their race or color, so a mother's .love
knows no artificial boundaries of color
or race.
Mr. Speaker, . it is most appropriate
that we honor mothers everywhere today.
I should like to pay special tribute to
Mrs. Maceo A. Thomas, Catholic mother of the year, and to Mrs. Toy Len
· Goon, American Mother of 1952.

Mr. SCHENCK. Mr. Speaker, the Air
Materiel Command is located at WrightPatterson Air Force Base, very near to
my home city of Dayton, Ohio. I follow
its activities very closely and was pleased
to read a recent article by Jack Vincent,
reporter for the Dayton Journal Herald,
which indicates an improvement by AMC
in procurement procedures.
The Air Force has been subjected to
much criticism. I think it only fair that
we call attention to this commendable
instance of improved management.
AMC WORKING ON IMPROVED BUYING SETUP-SENATE GROUP HEARS OF EFFORTS To SLASH
PROCUREMENT TIME
(By Jack Vincent)
WAsHINGTON, May 6.-The Air Materiel
Command (AMC) at Dayton, Ohio, is working out a streamlined buying system to cut
red tape and reduce normal procurement
time from 120 to 60 or 80 days, a Senate
Small Business Committee was told t9day.
Max Golden, an Air Force attorney and
deputy for procurement in the office of the
Under Secretary of the Air Force, R. L. Gilpatrick, said "Wright Field (Wright-Patterson Air Force Base) has done a grand job in
cutting down procurement time."
Senator BLAm MoODY, Democrat of Michigan, committee chairman, added his praise,
remarking:
"I am very gla<i to hear that. The most
frequent criticism I hear about the military
is the long time it takes to screen contracts,
particularly to small business." ·
VISITED FIELD
Golden disclosed he and Gilpatrick were
at the field 2 weeks ago to help work out the
streamlined buying system.
Golden and other AF officials told of efforts
being made at ·wp AFB to funnel as many
contracts as possible to small business.
Also testifying were William H. Hine, chief
of the small-business office at AMC, and
Charles E. Cole, .regional small-busip.ess specialist in the UB building at Dayton.
MooDY asked to what extent activities of
his committee had given impetus to the drive
to give contracts to small business. Hine replied the Air Force had started even before a
Munitions Board directive.
"We didn't need a kick in the rear. It was
already underway," said Hine.
SEVEN OF TEN TO SMALL BUSINESS
Hine disclosed that the first team of the
Small Defense Plants Administration would
visit Wright Field Monday to see if the drive
to help small business can be implemented.
Hine explained the greatest field for small
business was in subcontracting work. However, he reported that of 2,747 prime contracts written this fiscal year, 7 of every 10
were given to small business. However, the
big-business firms received the bulk of the
dollar volume.
The AMC at Dayton, it was reported, wrote
$5,186,000,000 in contracts the first 6 months
of the current fiscal year. Small business
received $138,003;000 in direct prime con•
tracts and another $515,328,000 in subcon•
tracts.

IMPRESSIVE RECORD
As the Dayton witness told of the AF's
efforts to help small business, Senator MoODY
declared:
"It is an impressive record. It could be a
good thing if a great many people could sit
in on this hearing and hear you gentlemen
this morning."
Hine agreed, saying, "We're not getting
credit for what we're doing."
MooDY said that might be true because so
;many people were using strike and smear
tactics to make headlines. Hine said he
realized his story has no particular news
value.
· Senator MooDY said he was glad to see the
Dayton Journal Herald was present to cover
the hearing. MooDY is a former newsman.

We Hold These Truths
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. HARRY McGREGOR
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Speaker, during the Freedom Fair celebration in
Mansfield, Ohio, it was my privilege and
pleasure to listen to an address by the
Rev. Edward D. Gates, minister of the
First Presbyterian Church of Peoria, Ill.
This was one of the outstanding ad ..
dresses, and one in my opinioD: that
should be read and carefully studied by
all. I consider it an honor to incor..
porate it in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS
I want you to know how deeply I appreciate the honor of being invited here today
to take part in this great Freedom Fair. To
me the greatest issue in the world today is
the preservation of American freedom. That
is the issue which supersedes all other issues
in our personal, public, church, our business
and political life. For once American freedom is weakened or gone, then, indeed, wlll
the lamps of hope go out the world around.
In promoting this fair I believe you are con. structively dealing with that issue.
I appreciate being here. And yet I wonder
1f instead of myself some brave soul who has
recently escaped from behind the iron curtain should not be speaking in my stead.
For to me the greatest blessing that is ours
today is that we live in the United States of
America. An American citizen might be expected to say this. But one who has not
always known the blessings of America,
could, no doubt, express more adequately a
sense of thankfulness for this our lancl,
and describe more dramatically precisely
what it means to live here.
And yet I think it is most appropriate that
you have invited a clergyman to take part in
the Freedom Fair program. · And I say that
not in a personal sense, but, in the sense that
in your commendable efforts here to promote
the ideals of American freedom you have
given a major emphasis to the importance of
religion. Let me tell you what I mean:
If we were to interview at random anumber of men and women who are here today
and ask them this simple but provocative
question: "What do you consider the source
of this freedom about which we are hearing
and seeing so much today?" How do you
suppose most persons would answer that
question? The other nigh~ over the radio
I heard an announcer come in between programs-for a station break, as radio par.l ance
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has it-and say: "Americans, protect your
Constitution, for the Constitution is the
source of your freedom." Well, now, however
sincere his intentions, that announcer was
quite wrong.
For it is not from the Constitution, you
see; not from the Congress, as some might
say; or from the President; or even by will
of the people that we are granted our rights.
Rather they come from God. By our Creator
are we so endowed. God is the source of
our liberty and rights as freemen. And the
sole and primary purpose of government,
~ according to American doctrine, is simply to
protect those rights.
After I spoke of this at a meeting not
- long ago, a man who identified himself as
a history teacher in one of our public schools,
came up to me and said: "Where did you
get that idea? Is that original _with you,
or did you borrow it from somebody?" I had
to admit, of course, that I did borrow the
idea, and that I borrowed it from the Declaration of Independence, that document
which sets forth the principles upon which
this Nation was founded. For as the Declaration of Independence so clearly states:
"We hold these truths to be self-evident:
That all men are created equal; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights: And that among these
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness • • • and that to secure these
rights gov~rnments are instituted among
men." Now this does not mean that all
men are born With the same mental and
physical attributes, but •that before the moral
law all men are equal; that they are equally
endowed With the rights to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness.
M'y dear friends, how many of us realize
that the United States of America is the first
nation in the history of all mankind-! want
to repeat that-America is the first nation
in the history of all mankind that was
founded on the premise that men are endowed by God with the rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness and
that the function of Government is to be
limited to the protection of those rights;
and that America remains today, with perhaps one or two very debatable exceptions,
the only country in the world which operates
on this principle of strictly limited government. England might be an exception, but
as the Attorney General of Great Britain
recently declared: "In England Parliament
is sovereign; it may make any laws. It could
ordain that au blue-eyed babies be destroyed
at birth." No American could every say
that of the Congress so long as we have
our system of checks and balances. Fat the
very genius of our Nation is this principle of
strictly limited government, the primary
function of which is to secure the God-given
rights of its citizens-and those of you who
have served in the Navy know well the
meaning· of that word "secure." It means
literally to make safe.
·
Such a Nation as ours is unique in the entire history of the world, and stands unique
among the famlly of nations today. The
traditional European or oriental idea of government is that the state, the king, or the
Will of the people grant men their rights.
But not so here.
Nowhere in the Constitution will you find
1t stated that the Constitution grants you
the rights to free speech, free press, freedom
of religion. Our Bill of Rights is, correctly
speaking, a misnomer. The first 10 amendments to our Constitution should rightly
be called a Bill of Prohibitions. For what
these 10 amendments really state is what
the Government cannot do. They plainly
say that the Government is prohibited from
interfering with your God-given rights to
freedom of speech, press, worship, the right
to private property, and so forth.
Our forefathers, you see, knew well what
all history makes clear:. That when protec-

tion is not the purpose of government, then
government misuses its power, and takes
away man's freedom. The founders of this
Nation realized, as Woodrow Wilson himself
has stated, that "The history of Uberty is
the history of the limita,tion of governmental
power, not the increas~ of it. When we resist therefore, the concentration of power we
are resisting the processes of death, because
a concentration of power is what precedes
the destruction of human Uberties."
As Americans, as men, our freedom is
of God. In the very words of our national
anthem: "Our Father's God, to Thee, Author
of liberty, to Thee we sing • • • Great
God, our King."
My fellow Americans, I think it 1s tremendously important that we recognize this
as the basic principle on which this Nation
was founded. I think it is tremendously
important for us to realize that operating
on this principle-on the belief that Government is instituted · solely to secure the
God-given rights to men-we, the citizens
of this American Republic, have benefited
more economically, and materially, and I
daresay spiritually, than any otller people
at any time ' n history, including our own
day. This ideal of personal liberty which
has found its best expression in the American system of free private enterprise has
brought to us here the greatest measure o!
that which men have always dreamed of as
the abundant life.
Listen: the United States of America covers but 7 percent of the earth's surface.
Within the confines of the 48 States of the
United States of America there resides only
6 percent of the population of the world.
Yet there is here 85 percent of all the automobiles in the world, 54 percent of all the
telephones, 50 percent of the WOfld's radios,
60 percent of the world's steel-producing
capacity, and 46 percent of all the electric
power genera ted.
Indeed, one-third of the world's income
is here in the United States of America.
Here the American worker works less time
for more pay yet produces far more than
any other worker in any other country in
the world I He may own his own home, an
automobile, a refrigerator, an insurance policy, a bank account-an impossible dream
to most of the other people in the world
living under some other system of government. We even have 90 percent of the bathtubs here. And though we often hear people ridicule that statement, it symbolizes
the fact that we Americans enjoy a standard
of health and sanitation and medical care
that is beyond the imagination of most of
the other people in the world I In a word,
the standard of llving which you and I
enjoy here in America is roughly 6¥2 times
higher than the world's average.
And should you object to putting this on
too materialistic a basis, let me remind you
that here in the United States of America
more young people go to high school and
college than all the rest of the young people
in th'1 world combined; that there are here,
in America, more schools, more libraries,
more hospitals, more churches than there
are in all the other nations pf the world put
together.
I want to say now with all the sincerity,
earnestness, anc;l reverence at my command-·
and I do not hesitate to say this as an ordaine~ minister of the Gospel: Let us do
nothing which would weaken or endanger
this American system of free private, yes,
capitallstic, enterprise which has made this
Nation great and strong, the hope and envy
of the world.
But sometimes you hear it said that this
abundant life which we in America enjoy
1s simply because our country has been
blessed with more natural squrces than any
other region. But that is not so. Measured
1n terms of natural resources other nations
are as rich as ours, even richer, including

Russia, China, India, great parts of Africa,
and South America. And there you have it,
yo;u see: If unlimited government, 1f the
ideal that the State and not man is supreme,
1f some other doctrine than this JudeaChristian concept of man as a free being endowed . by God with life and liberty and the
right to pursue happiness, if some other
doctrine than this American ideal is right
and true, then other peoples, not Americans,
should be enjoying the blessings that are
America.
But, of course, it was not that they might
have more of the Il1aterial goods of this world
. that our forefathers risked their lives, their
fortunes, and their sacred honor. But it was
for the principle that men "of right ought
to be" free and regarded as equal before the
moral law. This is essentially a religious
principle. This American creed is a moral
one, based squarely on the Ten Commandments and the teaching of Jesus. That we
do have more material wealth in the United
States than in any other nation in the world
is simply the consequence of this ideal. And
it is this ideal, not simply the benefits that
we derive from it, that is the genius of
America.
If we do not recognize this American ideal
as a religious concept, you may be sure our
adversaries do. For listen to the words of
Karl Marx: "This de:mocratic concept of man
is false because it is Christian. The democratic concept holds that each man is a
sovereign being. This is the 111usion, dream,
and postulate of Christianity."
My dear friends and fellow Americans, if
I have any message for you today it is this:
Let us understand anew that it is we, Americans, who are the great revolutionaries of
history. As Erwin Canham so eloquently
and truly says:
"We of the Western World, but particularly
we in the United States of America, are the
great revolutionaries in world history, and
our revolution ls basically a spiritual one,
one which we have already proved in action.
We stand in human history as the greatest
revolutionaries of ·an time. We are the
guardians of a sacred and a dynamic heritage."
Think of it, in the entire history of the
world, up until the year 1776, when this Nation was founded, most men everywhere
spent most of their time getting enough food
to keep themselves alive, keeping a roof over
their heads, and defending themselves. But
with the birth of the American Republic
and up to this year 1952-in just these 176
years-we Americans.. by shaking off the
chains of tyranny and setting the spirit free,
have realized the greatest measure of that
which men have always dreamed of as the
abundant life. -We have many faults, to be
sure, but we can correct those faults as free
Jnen, and only so long as we are true to those
ideals which have made and which shall keep
.us free.
Do you realize- that of all the men and
women who have ever trod over God's green
earth-think now of all the souls who have
ever lived and walked on this planet-do
you know how many have been free? I mean
free in the sense that you and I are free here
1n Mansfield, U. S. A.? Three percent-and
the greater portion of that 3 percent have
been those who have had the privilege of living in this, our land.
And we have been free, and will remain
free only so long as we obey the principle
on which this Nation was founded-this
principle which defines government not as
the agency which gives and takes away men's
rights, but protects the divine rights of every
man.
Mr. Chairman, I deeply appreciate being
here, not only personally, but because in inviting a clergyman to participate 1n this
great Freedom Fair you have thereupon recognized the part that religion has played not
only in bringing us our freedom but the im-
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portance of religion in maintaining our freedom. If you have ever talked with a Communist you will find that he is motivated by a
zeal which we Christians might well envy.
For it has been said that communism is indeed a religion. Does it not see~, therefore,
of the utmost urgency that we reaffirm and
hold steadfast not only to our faith in the
American ideal of freedom-which is a religion, but more than that a Christian idea;
and further that we keep faith in ourselves
to measure up to our calling as Americans.
The other day I had lunch with three
prominent men of Peoria. We were discussing current affairs and the deplorable state
of the world when one of them turned to me
and said: "Ed, the hope of this country and
the world rests with you ministers." I told
him he need not flatter me simply because I
was paying for the lunch. But quite seriously, the other two at the table heartily agreed
with what he said. This same sentiment was
expressed at a meeting I attended not long
ago. A group of clergymen of all denominations were gathered together from all parts of
the United States. One after another laymen of high position in the affairs of this
country would stand up to say to us: "It is
with you, the moral leaders of the Nation,
that our hope for a better future must rest."
Now, much as I am impressed by the importance these men attach to my position as
a clergyman, I very much object to this sort
of thinking. For according to Christian doctrine every one of us, not only the man in the
pulpit, is a minister of God. It is not only
the preachers who are preachers. Each person, when he declares him or herself a follower of Jesus or a believer in the Ten Commandments is a moral leader in this com·
munity; each one of us, layman or clergyman, is a teacher by example and precept. If
it is true that the hope of this country and
of the world rests with ministers, then in the
deepest and fullest sense it rests with all of
us. You, as a businessman, are a moral leader of this community for good or for bad, depending on how you conduct your business.
You, as worker, are a moral leader, for good
or for evil, depending on how well and how
faithfully you do your work. And you,
housewife, teacher, student, farmer, are moral leaders, depending on how honest, how
sincere, how trustworthy, how dependable
you are. The future of this country rests
with every one of us who is entitled to have
an opinion, to read, to write, to think, to
pray, and to vote.
When we go to church we are exercising
only a part of our religious life. I want to
repeat that: When we go to church, we are
exercising only a part of our religious life.
Sound Christian doctrine asserts that our
religious and moral responsibilities do not
begin and end at church, but belong with
our every waking hour. It is not only the
minister who is called to his task. Each of
us has been set aside to do our part in
building a better America, and adding to
the realization of the kingdom of God on
earth. Let us not lose faith in ourselves to
measure up to our high calling as moral
leaders.
In closing I want to read to you a paragraph from a newsletter by one of our Nation's most respected economists and financial advisers. After reviewing the current
situation in Korea and discussing the possibilities of a third world war, this is what
he says:
"A time of terrific world turmoil Js ahead,
and perhaps not very far ahead. The United
States and all free peoples everywhere should
now be girding at top speed, in defense of
the one great principle that is at stake,
individual freedom throughout the world.
The time is short, and getting shorter day
by day. But good has always triumphed in
this world, despite age-long set-backs. His•
tory so attests. So let us put on the whole

armor of God, material and spiritual. Then,
dare we doubt the outcome?"
Mr. Chairman and my fellow Americans:
Let us not be ashamed of the things that
have made us great. Let us cease apologizing for our American way of doing business,
of running our schools, of providing the
finest medical care anywhere in the world.
We are the great revolutionaries of history.
And our revolution is a spiritual one, one
which has already been proved in action.
Let us not fall into the trap of believing
those who through some other system only
promise what the American ideal has already
delivered. Let us reaffirm and hold steadfast to our American ideal, and our ability,
with God's help, to measure up to our high
calllng as Americans.
For in the words of Abraham Lincoln,
perhaps truer now than when first they were
uttered: "Let us have the faith that right
makes might and in that faith let us dare
to do our duty." For "we can meanly lose,
or nobly save, this last, best hope on earth."

A LeHer From Your Congressman
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM J. GREEN, JR.
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. GREEN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following letter
from the Mayfair Times, of March
24, 1952:
A LETTER FROM YoUR CONGRESSMAN, WILLIAM

J. GREEN, JR.
It is just unthinkable that with our boys
fighting in Korea, the steel business would
be allowed to play prima donna. Too many
of the roots of this basic industry lie in the
past century. The ghost of Andrew Carnegie and the Homestead massacre still hover
over wage controversy. In the so-called Gay
Nineties the Steel Tru~t. through Repub·
lican-sponsored and nurtured protective tar ..
iffs, sold its product at a lower price in
Europe than it charged in Pennsylvania,
Labor was relatively no problem at all. The
legislature was so friendly that passage of
the "right" measures was assured. The National Guard could always be called out by
the Governor 'When strikes got too bother·
some. So that steel spokesman on TV must
have had some of his industry's past in mind
when he alleged that CIO had a deal with
the President. There were so many underthe-table agreements in the early history of
the steel industry, but the man who worked
at the blast furnace was never one of the
parties. Steel could always batter down
wages by openly recruiting labor in the central countries in Europe. Ironically these
immigrants came to America for economic
freedom and the fulfillment , of the promises
of our Declaration of Independence. Ofttimes they were the unwitting instruments
in batting down the American wage scale.
In the meantime immigration has been
greatly restricted.
American industry was on its way at the
turn of the century and like many robust
children it acted a bit on the ruthless side.
It maintained company towns, company
stores, and company police, even company
clergymen and school teachers in some instances. It is not easy for a person or an
industry to do a quick about face. Something of our past is apt to cling to us all,
Collective bargaining is a product of modern•

day America. Steel has been living far too
much in the nineteenth century where its
labor relations are concerned. In the recent negotiations, companies offered 9 cents,
later 12¥2 cents per hour. Had there been
an escalator clause in the wage contract, as
with General Motors, the rise would automatically have been 16 cents. In other
words, steel wages have not kept pace with
either living costs or the increases granted
by other industri~s. Government agencies
have found that steel companies had earnings that could easily absorb the wage increases without price advances. Mr. Wilson's
own company, General Electric, gave higher
proportionate wage boosts without adding
one c~nt to prices.
My notion is that he wanted to ease out
of an uncomfortable spot and so followed
the MacArthur pattern to sign off. As Senator LYNDON JOHNSON put it, "Mr. Wilson
had expecations but no schedules." Defense
production has lagged. It would be unfair
to blame this all on Mr. Wilson. In his brief
cabinet tenure, Secretary of Defense Louis
Johnson laid the groundwork for slow production. He was busily occupied playing
Little Caesar with defense outlays so that
he could be hailed as God's gift to the taxpayer. Meantime I think it is abundantly
clear that just nobody in this country wants
nationalization of steel or any other industry. Most of the -factors which brought
about that action in Britain are not present
here. One element, however, parallels that
of Britain's steel industry, a reactionary attitude in labor relations. Sometimes we get
an arrogance that takes us back to the days
of the company towns with their company
stores and their company police. But history
has refused to stay in that spot.
Cordially your Congressman,
WILLIAM J. GREEN, Jr,

Offshore Oil Vote Approved
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANCIS E. WALTER
IN THE

OF PENNSYLVANIA
OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952
~OUSE

Mr. WALTER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following letter
which appeared in the New York Times
of Wednesday, May 7, 1952:
OFFSHORE OIL VOTE APPROVED-NEED STRESSED
FOR STATE OWNERSHIP To PERMIT WATER•
FRONT IMPROVEMENTS
To 'the EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK TIMES:
We read your "veto" editorial of Aprll
25 with some surprise. No public issue of our
time has received less intelligent attention
from the press than the tidelands controversy. The Federal oil bonanza created by
the Supreme Court at the expense of the traditional rights of California, Louisiana, and
Texas seems to have completely seduced
popular opinion and the press too, for the
time being.
Like Russian peasants celebrating a nationalization decree, they keep chanting that
this treasure trove belongs to all of us and
that it would be a crime against the people
to turn it back to the States and other predatory interests.
Congress has done the wise e.nd courageous
thing in voting to correct the dangerous situation these extraordinary oil-inspired decisions have created. They threaten not only
all State ownership beyond low-water marks
in all the coastal States but also State ownership of .the land underlying all bays and
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harbors, all navigable rivers and lakes. As
the law now stands, we are on the legal road
to Federal ownership in the Hudson and Mississippi, in Lake Michigan, Lake George, and
Lake Tahoe, in New York Harbor, and San
Francisco Bay.
CHANGE OF OPINION

I don't believe for a moment that Justice
Black and his concurring colleagues in 1947
knew more about the law and the facts of
the colonial and transitional periods up to
1789 than all their predecessors who wrote on
this subject. It was newly discovered oil, not
newly discovered knowledge of the pre-1780
situation, that accounts for this change of
opinion as to the title of the States to the
submerged lands along their shores.
The rule that State territory ends at lowwater mark will block any Stat e waterfront
development that goes beyond that line. Let
the Federal Government do it. The marl·
time belt belongs to it. That will be the
natural reaction.
Why should local authorities embroil
themselves in legal conflicts? Shores are
constantly changing. What date shall be
used to fix the location of the low-water
mark? What is a bay? At what precise
point does it become part of the open sea?
Are uplands formed by nature of fill subject
to the paramount power of the Federal Gov-·
ernment as defined in the opinion in the
California case? These are only a few of the
problems which ·wm confront local officials
and keep this controversy boiling in the
courts for years to come under the supreme
Court's ruling:
Here in New York that ruling may cloud
the city's title to the submerged lands on
which its piers and other waterfront improvements stand. Hundreds of acres of new
park lands have been made available by
pushing out bulkhead lines along the shore
front and by filling in lands which lay below the low-water mark. Large sections of
the Shore Parkway in Brooklyn were built on
filled-in land, and Orchard Beach and Ferry
Point Park are situated on lands reclaimed
from Long Island Sound. At Coney Island
and at Staten Island's Great KHls Park extensive park and recreational areas have been
created and developed by filling in lands
which not long ago were ocean bottom below
the low-water mark.
CERTAINTY AS TO OWNERSHIP

This city and other ocean-front municipalities cannot be expected to continue their
filling and reclamation operations, their
projects to arrest beach erosion or their rec..
reational and other shore-front develop ..
ments in lands as to which ownership and
control are thrown into doubt by the court's
ruling in the CaJifornia case.
For these reasons and because I know the
good use that New York and other Atlantic
States and cities are making of their submerged land beyond low-water· mark, I think
this ruling should be corrected by congressional action without delay. The President
should be urged to approve, not to veto,
Senator HoLLAND's bill, which merely reaffirms the law as it existed up to 1947 and
recognizes the historical fact of State own·
ership, and if he vetoes the bill the veto
should be overridden.
The Federal Government ought to be able
to handle its problems of oil conservation
under its war and commerce powers without
taking title to New York's submerged coastal
lands, from low-water mark out. This blunderbuss method of handing oil problems
ought to be checked before it goes any fUr·
ther.
RoBERT MosES,
City Construction Coordinator.

NEW YoRK, May 5, 1952.

May 3 a Famous Anniversary in Polish
History

the true sons and daughters of Poland,
the free world will continue to remember
May 3 a.s Poland Constitution Day.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LOUIS C. RABAUT
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. RABAUT. Mr. Speaker, on May
3, Polish-Americans across the length
and breadth of this Nation and, indeed.
all people who cherish the heritage of
liberty which we seek to share with all
the peoples of the world, paused to commemorate the adoption, in 1791, of the
Constitution of Poland. Overshadowing
their celebration was the awareness that
the people of Poland no longer breathe
the air of freedom, that the nation to
which they are bound by the fond ties of
memory cringes beneath the whip ·of
Soviet despotism.
Especially ironic on Constitution Day
is the realization that at this very moment, there is abroad in Poland the draft
of a new constitution-a document that
in its origin and implementation is a
travesty on the name of constitutional
liberty. A debate is scheduled to be
held on proposed amendments to this
draft, and thereafter the Polish people
will put through the motions of approving the revised document in a Sovietstyle popular referendum. This must be
and it is bitter brew in the mouths ot
Polish patriots who commemorate May
3, 1791. :
.
A New York Times editorial of February 26, 1952, however, points to one comforting thought to be gained from our
reflections on the meaning of this day.
"Democracy must still be a strong force
in the world if the Kremlin and -its minions find it so necessary to· ape democratic forms despite their dislike for the
countries in which democracy really
exists and thrives," says the Times.
Indeed, the Kremlin must ape the
forms of democracy because it realizes
that only by applying this sugar coating,
can it force down the throats of the millions it holds in bondage the poisonous
pill of totalitarianism. Realizing this,
I find especially appropriate the suggestion of the Polish-American Congress,
that this May 3 see the beginning of a
drive to erase from our political vocabularies the phrase "satellite nations," and
to call these nations ''captive." The
real satellites in the iron-curtain countries are the puppet omcials who revolve
around the parent planet in the Kremlin and who, in the name of democracy,
carry on their untiring crusade against
liberty. As the Polish-American Congress points out, this phraseology will be
in keeping with the true state of affairs
and will help the enslaved nations of
the world to realize that the United
States is fully aware of their present
status of enforced serfdom.
When and if the new Polish Constitution is approved, there will no doubt
be a new date marked out on the Soviet calendar of anniversaries. But with

Amendment of Immigration and
Naturalization Laws
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANCIS E. WALTER
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. ·wALTER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following announcement of the National catholic
Welfare Council:
WASWNGTON, April 26.-House passage of
a bill wiping out all racial barriers to the
admission of immigrants and to their attaining citiZenship through naturalization was
called a milestone in A:q1erican history by
Bruce Mohler, director of the immigration
department, National Catholic Welfare Conference, here.
The National Cathol~c Welfare Conference
has supported both the House bill and the
companion McCarran measure in the Senate,
while at the same time working for certain
amendments.
.Anlong effects of the House bill are:
1. Sex discrimination in vario-us immlgra•
tion procedures are abolished.
2. The field for uniting and keeping fam·
lly unlts intact is broadened.
3. A general overhaul is given to immigration laws.

. John McShain
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LOUIS C. RABAUT
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. RABAUT. Mr. Speaker, as a
member of the Commission on Renovation of the Executive Mansion, I have
had occ.tsion, during the course of the
construction which is now nearing completion, to become acquainted with a
man whose devotion to this country and
whose outstanding personal character
should be brought pointedly to the attention of the Members of this House.
It has :rrobably been the familiar experience of a number of Members, as it
has been mine, to note, in recent years,
a number of great construction projects
throughout the Washington area marked
by a dignified sign bearing the legend
''John McShain, Builder." The sign has
appeared at the Pentagon Building, the
Jefferson Memorial, the National Institutes of Health at Bethesda as \lell as
the Naval Hospital there, the Washington National Airport, the State Department Building, the Annex of the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing, the Mellon
Memorial, and numerous other buildings
throughout Washington and the East.
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Mr. McShain built the library at Hyde
Park for President Roosevelt, and our
Commission selected him as the general
contractor for the reconstruction of the
White House.
· Mr. McShain has branched out into
this general . type of construction work
since he entered his father's business
after his father's death in 1919. Prior
to that time the McShain Co.'s efforts
were devoted entirely to the building of
Catholic churches, schools, and rec·
tories.
These monumental structures speak
eloquently of Mr. McShain's record of
achievement, but their granite and lime·
stone facades reveal little of the man
whose genius mobilized the men, rna·
chinery, and financial resources that
went into their construction.
Through our association during our
work on the Whit3 House, I came to
know .and appreciate the person of John
McShain, the man, as well as that of
John McShain, the builder. I realized
that, while rightfully proud of the -accomplishments of his corporation, the
deep humility which pervades his char·
acter also cloaks a measure of integrity,
sincerity, generosity, and deep spirituality that is matched by.few men I have
met in my own years of public life.
McShain is an Amliated Christian
Brother, a member of the boards of directors of a number of Catholic colleges,
and the recipient of two Papal honors.
l'he titles of these honors are Knight
Commander of the Order of St. Gregory
the Great and Papal Chamberlain of the
Cape and Sword.
These honors are a recognition of a
wholehearted dedication to spiritual and
moral values.
As man measures the years with the
slipping_ sands of time, the mammoth
structures of stone and steel that have
been the work of his hand will long en·
dure as a memorial to the accomplishments of John McShain, the builder.
But-the-life he has lived, the good work
he has done, the example of his character, which shines like a beacon before
men-these are the monuments to John
McShain, the man, and long after the
works of human strength and genius
have crumbled, they will endure.

Learning To Live Together
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLYDE DOYLE
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Speaket, I appreci ..
ate having been given unanimous con..
sent to insert a very splendid writing entitled "Learning To Live Together" in
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. It was Written by Miss Elizabeth Ellis, who is a
tenth-grade student at Lynwood High
School in Los Angeles County, Calif.

This high school is located in the city of
Lynwood, which is one of the several very
important and prosperous communities
of the great Twenty-third Congressional
District. I am sure that its original
thinking and timely message and interpretation will be appreciated and will
stand considerable thinking and self ..
analysis by all who read it.
I consider it a great privilege to present this article through the courtesy
of the author and through the courtesy
of Mr. Donald D. Reber, principal of
Lynwood High School, who is one of the
outstanding gentlemen in education in
my native State of California.
The article follows:
LEARNING To LIVE TOGETHER

(By Elizabeth Ellis, grade 10, Lynwood High
School, Lynwood, Calif.)
Have you ever walked through a forest?
It might be at · dawn or even at sunset, but
have you ever noticed the trees themselves?
Right in front of you might be a huge giant
of a tree towering above all the rest, while
right next to it could be a small pine just
waking up to the world. But behind it
might be one you could almost consider perfect, in fact you can almost visualize it in
your own living room on Christmas morning-stately in size, and poised perfectly.
All through this forest are trees with the
same and varied shapes, sizes, and structures.
Yet just like a small community, they are
all content to be what they are, and to grow
up with each· other. For they know that
when the heavens open up, they Will all re- .
ceive water-water to grow green leaves. Oh
yes, Mr. Sycamore might have bigger leaves
than Mr. Jarcaranda, but who cares? When
autumn comes they're all gone again. It's
just a. continual circle-a. continual circle
unaware of the strifes of humanity.
outside this forest are people, people who
haven't yet learned how to live together. For
out of the 365 days of their year, they set
aside 7, and name it Brotherhood Week.
Now in case you don't know what Brotherhood Week is, I shall tell you, During
Brotherhood Week you make it a special
effort to speak to that man down on the
corner who you glared at every other day
before. When the postman doesn't bring
you the mail that you especially wanted,
instead of giving him that bewildered look,
you're supposed to smile and say thanks.
But after these 7 days, don't worry about being nice to people, for Brotherhood Week is
gone for another year. No; if we were to
apply Brotherhood Week to our lives every
day out of the year then we would have a
much better chance of ridding our country of
those terrible evils: race prejudice, jealousy,
greed, and eventually war.
Learning to live together is a lesson that
must be taught, and I know of no better
place to begin than in the home. If it were
taught in the home, a child in grammar
school with some physical handicap would
not feel uncomfortable in the presence of
his small friends. If it were taught in the
home, a student in high school who doesn't
wear the latest style in clothing would not
have any reason to feel left out. If it were
taught in the home, the adults would not
shrink at the thought of speaking to someone
of a different color. But the way it is inclined to go is that the child in grammar
school who has some physical defect is so
mentally trampled that the child either has
to have a private tutor or go to some private
institution of learning. The student in high
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school who doesn't wear the latest style in
clothing, or have one of the "nicer" personalities, is quickly disregarded in the majority
of cases. For some adults to go out on the
highway to buy their fruits and vegetables .
where the Japanese, just as they, work for a
living, why the idea is absurd. No-first we
must rip out these ~titched-in prejudices
which to many of us is going to seem very
difficult.
In last month's paper I read an article
which made me wonder about America's
democracy. It had to do with a 42-year-old
Negro war veteran, whose name was Wilbur
Gary. Mr. Gary along with his wife and
family had moved into a tract district in San
Pablo, Calif. Almost at once he had 150
people gathered outside his .home. Only 50
of these people were friendly to Mr. Gary.
These 50 people were led by a Rev. Fred H.
Busher, pastor of a Methodist Church. Reverend Busher planted a flag outside of Gary's
home and began to recite the Declaration of
Independence. He was at once interrupted
by jeers, cat calls, and boos. "What are you
sticking up for the black man for?" one man
shouted. Then the sheriff of the community
came and told both crowds to disband for it
was unlawfully assembled. Tuesday night
hoodlums threw a brick through Gary's front
window. One attorney said to Atty. Gen.
Edmond G. Brown, "Please protect Wilbur
Gary, his family, and property."
Is this America, America land of oppor ..
tunity? Have we learned to live together?
Just because his face was black. Oh yes,
he had served in a United States Army just
like my father and your son, but this was
different. Oh yes, be had bought his own
home with his well-earned money just like
many of us have done, but just because his
face was black. Whether Mr. Gary was right
in moving into a district such as he did is
not the question which prevails 1n my mind.
Instead it's the attitude which so-called
American citizens use in solving their problems. If we choose hate, malice, and jealousy, we will only reap the same results. It's
just like fighting fire with fire.
What if those trees in ·the forest were to
take an attitude of opposition toward each
other. If Mr. Redwood were to say, "Pine,
I'm leader around this forest now, so since
you have comparatively small roots, you
keep_ that small strip of land over there,
and I am going to keep this acre for myself."
This isn't strange or impossible because it
has happened right here in America. No,
not in Washington, not in our governmental '
affairs, but in the so-called peaceful sections of our country, in the communities.
One neighbor has treated another neighbor
just like dust under his feet.
We were put here much in the same way
as the trees in the forest. We have to learn
to live with our neighbor whether his name
is Jones, Steinberg, or Garcia. Yet what is
sometimes much harder, they, have to
learn to live with us.
In days before mine they tell me people
were a little more friendly toward each
other. They said that when Mrs. Jones
wanted to borrow a cup of flour she didn't
hesitate to do so. When Mr. Jones wanted
to borrow his neighbor's plow, "Help yourself," was the returning remark. But today the majority of American citizens don't
even know who their next door neighbors are. The feeling of sharing is one we
cannot live without. In a home, a school,
a business and a nation, the feeling should
be we and not I.
I walked through a forest. This time in
early morning. As the sun was - seeping
through the leaves of those trees. I could almost wish that they were American citizens.
No, not strange at all. For there was Mr.
Oak with his blond face, and next to him
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was Mr. Redwood with his red face, and under him still small and scrawny was pine..
But there they stood, an lifting their boughs
toward their creator, the one who made
them and who taught them how to live together.

Poland's Constitution Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

HON. ALVIN F. WEICHEL
OF OHIO

Constitution for Puerto Rico

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. WEICHEL. Mr. Speaker, _people
of Polish ancestry throughout the world
on May 3 of each year commemorate the
anniversary of the adoption of the Polish
Constitution of May 3, 1791.
It is the one hundred and sixty-first
anniversary of that significant event, and
celebrations are held throughout the
free world. However, the celebration
this year is not as joyful as it might be,
for these freedom-loving people are presently under a yoke of alien· despotism.
Being a trusting and peaceful Christian nation without natural protective
boundaries, Poland has been stabbed and
wounded on numerous occasions by opportunist nations, unfriendly 'to her, and
o"Dce again her people have that undying
faith in that they shall one day throw
off this painful yoke, just as it has been
done before after a period of 127 years.
For in the year 1918, the freedom of the
Polish people was restored and Poland,
as a republic, took her rightful place
among the free nations of the world.
· The Polish Constitution which fs the
occasion of such celebrations throughout the world by the sons and ·friends
of Poland is a striking parallel to our
Constitution, in addition to the fact that
it came into being about the same time.
And it is to the Polish people their charter of liberty such as we are guaranteed
by our Constitution.
America is ever grateful and shall not
forget men like the Gen. Casimir Pulaski, the father of American cavalry,
and Gen. Thaddeus Kosciusko, and many
others.
This Christian nation, as destiny so
leads it to be, can never swallow the
oppression, or the atheism of the Communists; and as ever, her patr-iots will
continues to fight unceasingly, the
tyrannical oppressions of whatever isms
might encroach upon her.
Mr. Speaker, may God speed her delivery from the oppressions of alien
heels so that Poland might stand again
and be counted among the free nations
of the world.

Tuesday, May 6, 1952
OF

HON. W. J. BRYAN DORN
OF SO'UTB CABOLINA

' IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

(. Mr. DORN. Mr. Speaker, the question of the kind of co~itution to be
granted the people of Puerto Rico will
soon come before this Congress. We
have on one hand the statement of the
President of the United states that the
proposed constitution for Puerto Rico
is similar to our own United States Constitution. On the other hand, we have
well-qualified' men on constitutional
matters who disagree and charge that
the proposed constitution for PuerW
Rico can lead to a dictatorship in that.
.T erritory. I point out to the House that
the proposed constitution for Puerto
Rico does not have a limit on the term of
its chief executive; whereas, our American Constitution has already adopted an
amendment limiting the tenure of omce
of our President to two terms. I do hope
· every Member of this House will carefully
study this Puerto Rico Constitution before voting on it.
1 The constitution question comes before the Congress at a time when there
has been numerous charges of a dictatorship in Puerto Rico at the present time.
Mr. Speaker, I have never been to
Puerto Rico and, therefore, I am not as
qualified to speak on this subject as !pany
others. However, it would appea't" to me
that the fair thing to do would be for
the proper committee of the other body
to thoroughly investigate the present
state of aft'airs in Puerto Rico. Through
an on-the-spot investigation, this com:mittee representing the people of -the
:United States could recommend to this
.Congress the proper steps to take.
j According to the newspapers, there is
·a controversy raging between Mr. L. D.
!Long of Charleston, S.C., and the present
Governor of Puerto Rico. This controversy can well aft'ect this Nation's relationships with Puerto Rico and our other
possessions. I do hope the other body of
Congress will see fit to investigate this
matter and its possible repercussions on
our relationships with all of our posseslsions and Territories. I do not know personally the present Governor of Puerto
·Rico. I do know that the people of South
'c arolina have a high regard f.o r L. D.
Long and the Honorable J. C. Long of
Charleston. I believe this whole matter
can be settled in the best interest of all
parties concerned by an investigation
~nd let the chips fall where they may.
1

Filth in Oar Food

book magazine, and I earnestly hope
that the article will be read by millions
of our people. The author, Howard
Whitman, tells a sad and sorry story
which should attract Nation-wide attention. We must :find an effective remedy for the deplorable conditions which
still prevail in our terminal markets.
The problem presented is impressed with
a national interest, and it must be approached at the national level. Too long
have we tolerated this menace to the
health and welfare of our people. I commend Howard Whitman upon his splendid article and especially upon the fine
fashion in which he has presented it.
For the past 7 years I have been intensely interested in improved marketing facilities, and on more tban one occasion I have participated in the preparation of legislation. which has been
presented to the Congress. Back in 1945
I was appointed chairman of a special
subcommittee, and I personally conducted investigations in many of our important cities and made on-the-spot observations of all of the horrible sights
referred to in Mr. Whitman's article.
On one occasion a bill reported by our
Committee on Agriculture passed the
House with slight, if any, opposition, but,.
unfortunately, the bill was never considered in the Senate. At the last session of
Congress we presented a bill which we believed would result in the elimination of
the ·antiquated, dilapidated, unsanitary,
and unfit market places and facilities,
but you will recall the bill was recommitted to- the· Committee on Agriculture,
merely because a majority of the Members of the· House felt that the time· was
inappropriate in view of the scarcity of
materials which were deemed essential
to the national defense program. I indulge the hope that we may at the next
session of Congress enact the bill to
which I have referred, to the end that
we might attack this problem on a Nation-wide basis.
Our medieval market places still do
business in unspeakable squalor. Here
is the appalling story of why there is
filth in our food.
FILTH IN OUR FooD--AN ExPOSE OF THE APPALLING CONDITIONS "IN MANY OF AMERICA's

WHOLESALE FRUIT. AND VEGETABLE MARKETS

(By Howard Whitman)
(This is the first of three articles by Howard Whitman which will appear in the May,
June, and July issues of Redbook magazine.
They are based on a year's research of foodmarket conditions. The second and third
articles-in the series will show how primitive
antiquated markets cause consumers to pay
needlessly high prices, how up-to-date wholesale markets handle highly perishable products, and, what an aroused local citizenry can
do to get a modern, sanitary market in their
town-Tm: EDITOas.)

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD D. COOLEY
or

NORTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Speaker, I am submitting for the RECORD an article which
appeared in the May 1952 issue of Red·

The largest wholesale food markets of
America-particularly in the teeining East-are a. disgrace to the Nation, a health perU,
a. nauseating throwback to the days when
sanitation was unknown. No vigorous
young American hom.e builder •. hu.sband. or
Wi!e, would tolerate the filthy gamut m.ucb
of the Nation's fruit and vegetable produce
passes through-it he or she knew the facts.
If your child came running home with
some. food he'd picked out o1 the gutter,
you'd shout "Junior, throw that away. Don't
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you dare eat that." But the fact is, Juniorand you, too-are probably eating consider•
able food which passes through gutter con·
ditions before it reaches your table.
Produce markets operate at night. They
are shrouded by the darkness and the early
dawn. They are sequestered in the oldest,
least accessible parts of town. They are
hidden like dirt beneath a city's carpet.
Old-timers may remember the ramshackle
market places, but most of America's young
adults live in fringe residential sections and
suburbs. They haven't seen the decrepit
old markets-at least haven't seen them in
action-although they are the same food
slums the old-timers knew; just more decrepit, more filthy.
The ancient markets of New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore, and many other
cities have been allowed to persist, unchanged and uncleaned, partly for the very
reason that y~:mng America never has really
seen them. A new generation, working hard
to keep healthful homes, immaculate
kitchens, wholesome tables, would not abide
these food slums. Once seen, they would
have to be changed.
Let's see them now.
Dawn was just lighting its candles over
the produce center known as "Market Place"
in Baltimore when Federal Food and Drug
Inspector John Guill and I started out.
Trucks were muscling their way in and out
of the area-big trucks bringing loads . of
cabbage, squash, and other vegetables from
the farms, little trucks carting it away to the
grocery stores. A few "Arabs" (fruit and
vegetable hucksters) were weaving in and
out with their horses and wagons.
I noticed the spittle-pocked sidewalks.
They were piled high with baskets of food,
some stacked upside down so that leafy ends
of lettuce swabbed the sidewalk.
All along the crowded rows of wholesale
houses, baskets of food-carrots, broccoli,
spinach, peppers, turnips were stacked on
the sidewalk and in the street, their latticed
bottoms soaking up the foul waters of the
gutters. Inspector Guill pointed out tiny,
fibrous fragments -in the tivulets of filth
which swabbed these open baskets. ·"Horse
dung," he said.
And when it rains, everything gets p. bath
in the gutter. A heavy downpour sends
water lapping 'Over the sidewalks, swelling
and coursing al'ong the curbs, so that the
open-bottomed baskets of the food we. eat are
subjected to a virtual street-cleaning shampoo.
The street and sidewalks are the icebox
of the old-fashioned market. I asked one
wholesaler how long he'd . hold food that
didn't sell right away. "Till it goes bad," he
said, adding, "I'll sell it even if it is bad.
I got to get some price ·for it."
Anoth er merchant, pointing to his rows
of produce covering the sidewalk and
stretching 12 feet into the street, said, "This
is my show window. I couldn't do a thing
without the sidewalk." This man had, in
t:act, rented an extra store front just to get
the sidewalk rights and the more important
street rights which went with it. He told
how he and others pay the city of Baltimore
an annual franchise fee for use of the
sidewalk.
The sidewalk. During the very moments I
spoke with him, one of his porters carried a
basltet of turnip tops from the street and
plopped it on the sidewalk with gutter water
still dripping from it; and the porter himself expectorated a stream of tobacco juice
which stained a lettuce crate, and a dog
filthied the sidewalk, and a moment later a
basket of spinach was set down on the spot,
and porters and merchants hurried back and
forth carrying on their shoes animal wastes
from the pet shop next door, tracking it
u pon the sidewalk-the icebox and show
window of this food mart.

Inspector Guill and I moved on with the
hours of the morning to the Camden Street
Market, Baltimore's other big food center.
The thing I shal~ always remember about this
market place is the picture of the postman
coming by on West Camden Street fanning
his way with a handful of letters. He did it
to keep the abominable stench out of his
nose. I wasn't in Camden Street very long
before I was using my own reporter's notebook for the same purpose.
In one of the poultry houses Guill and I
saw dead· chickens in crates with live ones
pec;king on them. When Guill showed his
badge, the poultry dealer quickly called a
porter to "clean up this mess" and gave him
a mock bawling out for not doing it before.
Guill was unimpressed by the performance.
He knew Camden Street.·
Around the corner, a fruit wholesaler complained of the stench of the chicken houses
with their primitive methods of scalding and
plucking. One hot day the stench was so
bad that he was actively sick three times and
his bookkeeper threatened to quit, the fruit
man said. worse-at least for the customers-were the poultry dung and other wastes
which came flooding down the adjacent alley
to bathe fruit in its open crates.
Before leaving Camden Street, Guill and
I picked up two honeydew melons to take
back to the Federal Food and Drug Laboratory. One melon bore the unmistakable signs
of rat gnawing; the other looked perfectly
good to the eye, but had been in a crate just
below the gnawed melon. We wanted to see
just what each sample would show under the
microscope.
Chief Chemist Edward Hoshall took bothmelons into a darkroom and examined
them under filtered ultraviolet light. He
found rat footprints on the good melon,
rat urine on the g.u.awed one.
He then turned the samples over to analyst
Shirley Walden. She first washed the melons
in alcohol, filtered out the residue, and examined it under the microscope. . Only soot .
was found on the good melon. On the
gnawed melon: two mites, one dead fruit
fly, 33 maggots, one rodent hair.
Next, Analyst Walden made cuttings from
both melons. She boiled them in diluted
alcohol, then put the broth in a Wildman
trap flask and isolated whatever foreign
matter the cuttings might contain. This
went into petri dishes, and again under
the microscope. The good melon showed
nothing. Th~ gnawed melon showed, first,
a rat hair-.and then Miss Walden hesitated
as she started to write the next entry on
the test record.
"This I don't quite understand," she said
as she took her eyes from the microscope.
"But I'll liave to put it down anyway."
She wrote: "Two feather fragments."
Gulli and I understood all right. Remember those chicken houses and the filthy
alley? Brother rat had been around.
As long as market places remain slums,
laboratories like this one in Baltimore will
have plenty of business. I riffled through
some of the test records:
Rodent hairs and insect filth on pickles.
Bug larvae in spices.
Horse excreta in cheeses.
Human urine on coffee beans.
Rat urine and excreta in salt.
But Baltimore is just a minor league in
the scandal of our markets. If you want to
·visit the big league you must come to New
York.
Here in this glittering metropolis is a
stinking, murky strip 10 blocks long from
Barclay Street to Beach Street, two blocks
wide from West Street to Greenwich Street,
·s pined down the middle by Was~ington
Street. This is the Washington Market.
Produce from 40 States moves through it.
Two hundred thousand freight carloads of
fresh fruits and vegetables run its gauntlet
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each year. Washington Market feeds onetenth of America.
"America's kitchen" this teeming half mile
sometimes is called. But the name once applied to another section of New York farther
north-"Hell's Kitchen"-would be more
apropos.
As I started into this jungle at midnight
with Federal Food and Drug Inspector John
Zaic, he warned me, "There are more rats
here per square foot than there are people.
Watch out you don't get a leg bitten off." I
laughed at his exaggeration until, within 5
minutes, a river rat leaped up in front of me
as I peered down the steps of a musty banana
basement.
We stopped at the wholesale house of
Alfonso Landi. Landi keeps a clean shop on
the inside. He rails at the filth of the market on the outside. Each midnight, when
he opens for business, he sends Henry
Caputo, his hired man, to clean off the doorstep, a job requiring strong disinfectant, for
like as not the doorstep is befouled with the
worst kind of human "\trastes.
"This place is a skid row," Landi remarked.
He meant that human derelicts from the
Bowery and off the Jersey ferryboats congregate to drink "sneaky Pete" and pass out in
the doorways of "America's kitchen" before
the market opens. They virtually have to be
swept away, leaving bottles in paper bags,
spew and body wastes behind them.
We saw their trade-marks as we walked.
We saw a few stragglers stretched in rigor,
but not quite mortis, on the long, cold slabs
of stone that front the ancient and moldering buildings of the area. In some fingers
empty bottles of Bowery "smoke" still were
clenched. Toward 2 in the morning, when
the market was starting to hum, survivors
of the earlier debauch gathered with truckers and porters around a garbage-can fire at
Reade and Greenwich Streets.
Most of the buildings in the market are as
beaten up and broken down as the human
wrecks we saw. They are rotted, boardpatched, dirt-encrusted slums full of cracked
and dropping plaster, rusty pipes and scaly
walls, described in a word by the United
States House of Representatives Committee
on Agriculture: rat holes. Nearly all are unused above the ground floor. Their upper
floors are dark cavities, some rotted out,
some condemned.
"Why do they have to have a market in
the lousiest part of town?" Zaic expostulated
as we peered up at broken, boarded-over
windows.
The market was in full stride now, at 4
o'clock in the morning. The narrow streets
were a snarl of trucks, · bumper to bumper,
some crowded in at odd angles, some wedged
to a halt in the middle of intersections. The
sidewalks were walls of food-continuous
ramparts of baskets and boxes, unloaded
from producers' trucks in the earlier hours,
now being hectically reloaded into trucks
for the consumers. Outside their stores,
wholesalers, jobbers, and commission men
busily wrote out their order tickets, while,
1n the narrow lane which was left of the
sidewalk, the porters' hand trucks, fitted with
outriggers to hold additional crates and
baskets, clunked by incessantly.
Just in front of us a porter dropped a crate
of spinach as he jockeyed a handtruck up a
curb, over one of the makeshift metal
ramps. The spinach fell in the muck of the
gutter, and another hand truck passed over
it. But the porter dutifully picked up every
leaf and put it back in the crate-destined
for somebody's table.
We saw repeated instances of repacking
food that had dropped in the street or spilled
out of · baskets onto the grime of the sidewalk. When I spoke to a commission man
about it, he replied succinctly, "That's common practice. It goes on every day-all over
the market."
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Though all kinds of truckers come into the
area and often wait 4 and 5 hours in the
snarls of traffic, there isn't a decent public
latrine to be found. The street is the
latrine. One is revolted at what he cannot
help seeing. Here is food-piled up all
around, in lattice-bottomed baskets, not
even sitting on skids, some of it upside down
on the sidewalk-and the street is the l'atrine.
"I can hardly believe it," I said to Zatc.
"'Everywhere in the city we're careful about
restrooms. Our parks-we wouldn't think
of having parks without clean accommodations. We even want the best of facilities in
our gas stations. But here-this seems to
be the one and only place in the city where
the street is the latrine. And this our food
pantry."
.
"That's Washington Market," said Zaic
with a shrug.
.
We went down a dirty stairway to a
banana basement-a wholesale house where
bananas as received . green from the fruit
boats ana hung up to ripen before they are
sold. The first thing we saw was a drunken
porter doubled up between baskets of bananas with his head hanging in the shredded
paper in which the fruit is packed. It took
a severe shaking to bring him out of a
stupor, and when he came to he blubbered,
"I'll go quietly,'' thinking he was arrested.
We made our way into the ripening room
1n a farthest recess of the soggy basement.
There bunches of bananas were hanging by
ropes, ripening for your fruit bowl. I looked
at the floor and almost retched. Heads and
entrails of chickens were strewn about in a
putrescent mess. Among the bananas a
paper bag of chicken heads, red, soggy, and
matted with feathers, was hanging ..
"What's this for?" I asked.
"To keep out the rats," the banana merchant answered.
"To keep out rats?" I repeated.
"Sure. The chicken heads are for the
cats. And the cats keep out the rats."
I asked him if he didn't think the cure
was worse than the disease. He said, "You've
got to do something,'' pointing to the wet
walls and rotting timbers, the crumbling
mortar, the filth, and little pools of stagnant
water on the floors.
"I pay $100 a month for this lousy basement,'' the banana man bitterly complained.
I asked him what he thought ought to be
done to remedy conditions.
"Remedy?" he snapped. "I'll tell you the
remedy. Tear down the whole market. Tear
it to the ground. Then start from scratch
and build a new market. Most of the buildings should be condemned, anyway."
Through the hours ·of morning I heard this
prescription, in one form or another, from
dozens of merchants. Some said with flushed
faces, "Burn it down. That's the only way
to get rid of it-burn it down." Many of
the merchants were as revolted as I by the
foulness, filth, and decrepitude in which they
must make their livelihood.
By 10 a. m. the market was simmering
down. Its sidewalk piles had dwindled, and
red-eyed commission men were getting ready
to call it a night. Only the small buyers
and hucksters were still mulling over the
lettuce crates and onion bags. Porters were
beginning to cart unsold goods back into the
stores and basements.
One wholesaler, gathering up some kale
which he'd have to put on sale again tomorrow, said to me, "We gotta sell everything.
Everything's got a price. It gets a little rotten-we put it in the bottom of the basket.
It gets a little brown-we sell it a quarter
cheaper."
After the small buyers and hucksters came
the last echelon: the scavengers. They came
with bags and handcarts to poke through
the littered streets, rake the garbage piles,
comb the sidewalks for heads of lettuce, odd
carrots and onions, loose celery, potatoes,
apples, nuts, string beans-anything that
was left.
-

obsen-ed, they were powerless to do anything
I went up to one bewhiskered fellow, toothabout. But when State lines are crossed,
less, bent over a stick, a bag on his shoUlder.
Food and Drug men can, and do,. move in fast.
"What are you going to do with that stuff
Allan Rayfield, Crawford's Chief of Field
you're collecting?" I asked. .
Operations, has intercepted on their way to
"Sell it on Hester Street," he said.
your larder and mine such items as popThe motto of the market: Everything Gets
corn and peanuts in which mice have nested,
Sold.
crates of dried fish over which filthy-habited
There is a little restaurant near New York's
handlers have urinated, blueberries infested
courthouse center, Foley Square, which used
with maggots, moldy raisins which had been
to be an FBI favorite. It used to be, that is,
until the G-roen learned that their boniface
put through a brushing machine and rehad been summoned for buying vegetables
packed, sea foods contaminated with fecal
from a Washington market scavenger.
material by unclean handlers.
In the filth of our medieval wholesale prodZaic and I, as we made our rounds, carried
with us standard sterile flasks to collect samuce markets with their mucid cellars and
ples for testing. Here is what we brought
feculent streets, much of this contamination
back to the Food and Drug Administration
is all too obvious. But a good deal of it is
laboratory on Varick Street:
hidden, too. You don't find it until it's too
In the heart of the market, at Washington
late-almost too late, as in the Bluefield,
and Reade Streets, we saw a porter repackW. va., "cobbler case."
A group of Crawford's inspectors were in
ing a crate of carrots which had been on
display, setting bunches of them in the
a lunchroom in Bluefield, eating with a local
watery refuse on the sidewalk as he worked.
deputy marshal. The marshal ordered an
Into flask 1 we scooped a sample of the
apple cobbler for dessert. Suddenly an inrefuse water. Into· flask 2 went cuttings of
spector scooped part of the cobbler into a
sterile flask-and the marshal's meal was
the carrots.
over. Back at the laboratory, the sample
At Jay and West Streets we saw a porter
loading green peppers into a truck. One
was tested and found to contain-as the inbasket spilled over the cobblesto:qe street,
spector had suspected-mouse pellets.
and the peppers rolled through rivulets of
A Food and Drug Administration trailer
gutter water near the curb. Nothing
lab was sent out on the job. The flour from
daunteq, the porter was gathering them up
which the cobbler had been made was traced
and putting them back in the basket when
first to the bakery, then to the wholesaler,
we came along. We took a sample of the
the~ to a storage warehouse. Tests revealed
gutter water for flask 3 and put cuttings of
infestation by rats, mice, and insects.
the peppers in flask 4.
.
"There was poetic justice to it," an inAt Reade and West Streets we saw a horsespector recounted. "We got the same deputy
and-wagon peddler loading up for the day's
marshal who ordered the cobbler for dessert
to make the seizure himself."
neighborhood sales. I stood by and watched
him pile his oranges in a pyramid upon the
In the environs of filthy market places
wagon~ Several oranges dropped ·off the pile
one can expect to· find filthy warehouses.
and fell into gutter slop at the curb. The
In Baltimore, Food and Drug Inspector Harry
peddler simply picked them up and pressed
Fradin took me on a warehouse survey to see
them back in place on the neat-piled pyra"the kind of thing we run into every day."
mid. From what we had seen in this street
We entered a somber-looking warehouse and
during the night, Zaic and I could imagine
made our way from floor to floor, looking over
what these oranges had been bathed in. But
piles of bagged and packaged food.
we didn't ·want to rely on guesswork. A
"Everything looks all right, doesn't it?"
sample of the gutter contents went ·into
Inspector Fradin asked.
·
flask 5.
"More or less," I replied.
Back at the Federal Food and Drug labora"Well, come closer," said Fradin, climbing
tory our samples were tested. Here are the
onto a pile of 100-pound bags of sugar.
results:
I cli~bed up. Fradin pointed out bags
Flask 1 (refuse water from the sidewalk
which had been gnawed open, with little
where the carrots had been set) was found to
drifts of sugar streaming from them. "See
contain: two insect fragments, one weevil
those little markings?" he said, playing a
leg.
light back and forth on the sugar. . "Rat
Flask 2 (cuttings of the carrots) was found
tracks." He unlimbered his portable ultrato contain: one insect fragment; three rodent
violet lamp and shone it on the sugar bags
hairs, two sheep hairs, one human hair.
and on the spilled sugar itself. A tell t-ale
Flask 3 (gutter water into which the green
fluorescence-the indication of rodent
peppers had spilled) was found to contain:
urine-showed up on both. Fradin took
one insect fragment.
samples for the laboratory, and we left the
Flask 4 (cuttings of the peppers) was foun,1
warehouse. "Routine,'' he said.
to contain: one sheep hair, one cat hair.
Indeed, filth in some of the biggest food. Flask 5 (gutter fluid in which the pedsupply centers of America has become roudler's oranges had fallen) was found to contine. The House of Representatives has been
tain: one aphid. It was also, to our disgust
concerned about it since a delegation of its
if not surprise, found positive for urea, indiown Members went out to investigate the
cating the presence of urine.
markets in 1945. More delegations have gone
· The United States Food and Drug Adminout since. Representative HARoLD D. CooLEY,
istration, headed by Commissioner Charles
of North Carolina, Chairman of the House
W. Crawford, does not stand idly by in the
Committee on Agriculture, recently said:
·race of contamination of the Nation's food
"The antiquated, dilapidated, inefficient consupply. Far from it. Crawford's inspectors - dition of the wholesale market facilities
daily are seizing tons of food which are unfit
is clearly apparent to anyone who will take
for human consumption. During a recent
the trouble to visit the wholesale market
year, their seizures averaged 12Y2 tons for
district in· any typical American city."
every weekday of the year. A high was
On the floor of the House last September,
reached last September, when the daily seiz- . Representative M. G. BURNSIDE, of West Virures went up to 26 tons.
ginia, told his fellow Congressmen, who
"But the amount we seize isn't all of it
might not have arisen early enough in the
by far," the Commissioner told me. "We
morning to see for themselves, of "fruits
just get the most :flagrant cases. But if we
and vegetables [which] have to stay out in
didn't inspect-well. any amount of filth
the open air where they may be infected by
and contamination might get by."
flies and vermin," anQ. of "farm produce such
I chose to make several of my market inas fresh lettuce, watercress, broccoli, or cabspections with Federal Food and Drug men
bage, or any of those different leafy products
J:>ecause they aren't restrained by local poli[which], if kept out on the road a long time
t.ics and local business situations. But their
or kept in a congested market with :flies
jurisdiction is, of . course, limited to interswarming on them, will certainly lose their
state commerce. Thus, much of the filth we
food value."
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He pointedly added, "Not only wlll they
lose their food value, but they will have dust
and disease germs on them which we do
not want to have on our food."
In the United States Department of Agriculture, William C. Crow, head of the Marketing Facilities Branch, showed me mountains of surveys he and his experts have
made. "The primitive, unsanitary condi·
tions," he said. "You'd think we were living
in the Dark Ages."
But I didn't have to take Craw's word for
it. Indelibly photographed on my mind were
the sights of Washington Market in New
York, Market Place and Camden Street
in Baltimore. And the vegetables I saw
soaking up sidewalk slop in Philadelphia's
Dock Street Market. And the piles of
food on the filth-strewn streets of Faneuil
Hall Market in Boston. And the slatternly
market of Pittsburgh, where a Penn Avenue
wholesaler said to me, "Good thing the people
who buy this food don't see where it comes
from."
I often thought, as I saw all this, of the
new kitchen my wife and I are planning for
our home. All young people raising fam111es
want clean, immaculate kitchens.
Why, then, should the kitchens of our
cities be broken down and filth ridden?

What's a Truman Dollar?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
it is well that the holders of life-insurance policies, those living on annuities
and pensions, and the 64,000,000 people
covered by social security take notice of
the Truman 50-cent dollar. Inflation
is eating up the security of the people
of this Nation, and unless they bestir
themselves to defend and protect this security they will see the Truman 50-cent
dollar become a 25-cent dollar, and possibly a 10-cent dollar.
History shows that inflation can turn
currency into ashes and leave a whole
nation practically pauperized and corrupted.
Under leave to extend, I am including
an excellent article by B. C. Forbes, editor and publisher of Forbes Business and
Finance, which appears ·in the May 1,
1952, issu~ of that magazine:
WHAT'S A TRUMAN DOLLAR?

(By B. C. Forbes)
Said, bitterly, a business friend: "Here's
a Truman dollar." He showed me a 50-cent
piece. On reflection and investigation o!
statistics, I discovered how much truth there
was in his acid remarks. The once proud, inviolate American dollar is today, in sad
truth, worth little more than 50 cents.
Whereas we used to be allowed to take
home most of our earnings, today it is tragically different . . How hath the mighty payenvelope-dollar shriveled, shrunk. America's
No. 1 Wall Street brokerage firm, Merrill
J..ynch, Pierce, Fenner & Beane, which has
succeeded, as no other New York Stock Exchange firm ever succeeded, in getting close
to the people, has compiled easily understood
but amazing figures disclosing how higherbracket incomes have shrunk sensationally
after tax deductions and depreciation of the
dollar. Ponder these figures:

PersonaZ Income to maintain purchastng
power, married couple, 2 children
1940

1951

Net
Net
Loss
income
Net
income
Net
from
(income income (income income depreafter
after
after
after ciation
deducdeducof
tax
tax
tions)
tions)
dollar

Net
income
after
taxes
and
· depreciation
of dollar

--- --- --- --------$3,000
5,000
6, 000
8,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
50,000
75,000

$3,000
4, 925
5,886
7, 754
9,560
13,882
17,857
21,429
36,529
47,707

$6,072
10,542
12, 912
17, 759
22,850
37,931
57,057
76,322
222, 704
435,088

$5,256
8,629
10,312
13, 585
16,749
24,321
31,285
37,544
66, 999
83,583

$2,256
3, 704
4,426
5, 831
7,189
10,439
13,428
16, 115
27,470
35,876

$3,000
4,925
5,886
7, 754
9,560
13,882
17, 857
21,429
36,529
47,707

Note that in 1940 a $25,000 net income
yielded exactly the same amount of takehome pay as $76,322 income yielded (net)
last year, that a person had to reap the
fabulous income of $435,088 last ye.ar to retain exactly as much as, no more than, he
was allowed to keep from $75,000 net income
in 1940.
The New Deal has given all of us thrifty
folks a much more emphatic new deal than
Fair Deal.
So, when President Truman boasts bla·
tantly of how abundantly we an have prospered under his Presidential predecessor and
himself, I cannot become intoxicatedly exuberant. I cannot blind myself to the awful
fact that when the New Deal took over in
Washington our Federal debt was less than
$20,000,000,000, that it is now in excess of
$257,000,000,000.
That is equivalent to about $6,425 for each
and every American family.
No other government anywhere at any
time in history has spent money on such 1\
colossal, staggering scale. No government
anywhere at any time in history has so
shockingly saddled its coming generations
. with astronomical financial obligations.
How long can, how long could, Americans
subject themselves to such unparalleled
p111ng up of debt without culminating in
bankruptcy?
As one deeply interested in our national
future, as one more or less versed in financial matters, I squirm to contemplate the
possib111ty of perpetuation of such ruinous
governmental administration next November.
GIVE STOCKHOLDERS MORE FACTS

A reader and friend soundly steeped in the
ways of finance, in financial matters, who
lives and moves and has his being in the
investment world and among investors, has
written this publication a communication
warranting very serious thought.
"1. Many of the big corporations, GM,
Socony, etc., have pension funds for officers
and employees. In recent years these funds
have been important buyers of stocks. For
instance, I understand a sizable amount of
GM stock is purchased regularly for the GM
pension fund; that Socony-Vacuum does
likewise, etc. Some time ago, I wrote to GM
suggesting that the annual report to stockholders include a report on the pension fund.
stating just what the assets were. (Certainly, the stockholders have a right to know this
information; it should not be available exclusively to officers and directors.)
"2. In their balance sheets, many corporations report their holdings of Government
securities or other securities in lump sums.
'Seems to me that these companies should
disclo~e an itemized list of their holdings of
securities, other than Government bonds.
For instance, I understand that some large
on companies bought a lot of Northern Pacific stock, but I have not yet seen a report ot
this in the annual reports. Only recently,
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it was disclosed that Ohio Match (an unlisted stock) had a large amount of Northern
Pacific stock, bought at low prices. Weren't
the stockholders entitled to know about that
long ago?"
Don't his ideas strike you as reasonable?
What harm could public disclosure of such
information cause?
I have never felt that insiders should enjoy exceptional opportunities for enriching
themselves through keeping inside information a secret, information placing them at
an unfair advantage in dealing with the rest
of us investors.
At the moment, I am neither outrightly
bullish nor outrightly bearish on stocks.
For the nonce, I am inclined just to wait
and see.

Recrimination and Tears : Fair Deal
Flying Apart
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOMER D. ANGELL
OF OREGON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. ANGELL. Mr. Speaker, pursuant to permission granted, I am including as part of these remarks an editorial which appeared in the April 5,
1952, issue of the Oregonian published
in Portland, Oreg., in my congressional
district. The editorial follows:
RECRIMINATION AND TEARS: FAIR DEAL FLYING
APART

The spectacle of the Truman administration breaking up in recrimination and tears
is hum1liating to the American people. The
death throes of the Fair Deal arouse little
sympathy for there is a shameless lack of
dignity and courage among some of the principals. It is not surprising to find underlings snarling at their superiors and clawing for advantage. The policy of government by cronyism which was an encouragement to corruption, could not survive the
decision of the Chief Executive to step out in
January. President Truman waited far too
long to wield the ax.
The angry, gesticulating argument between
President . Truman and Attorney General
Howard McGrath at National Airport, before
a large crowd awaiting the arrival of Queen ,
Juliana, was disgraceful. It foreshadowed
the discharge of McGrath. Our guess is that
McGrath knew he was to be fired when he
curtly dismissed Newbold Morris, the corruption investigator who had the backing of the
President, but who made the unpardonable
error of making McGrath No. 1 on his list to
investigate. Neither Morris nor the President knew McGrath was firing Morris as a
special assistant until the news was flashed
on press wires. McGrath's angry action was
an unprecedented defiance of Presidential
policy, and merited his dismissal whether or
not Mr. Truman had already decided to fire
him-as he should have done months ago,
when the Justice Department was linked to
tax scandals.
·
There was, however, no justification for the
retention of Morris, who was temperamentally unsuited for the job of investigating the
executive branch, and whose connections with
surplus ship and oil-to-Red China deals
cav.sed loss of confidence in his boasted integrity. It was the manner of his and McGrath's departures which revealed the chaotic condition of the administration.
. Public confidence in the ability of the exec...
utlve branch to deal with the grave national
and international problems arising in the
balance of the year already had been shaken
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by the angry resignation of Charles E. Wilson
as defense mobilizer and the administration's
inconsistency in handling· the threat of a
steel strike. The departure of McGrath and
Morris is not in itself important, but as a
symptom of the disintegration of the Truman administration it is disturbing. The decline of Presidential influence on Congress
will be hastened.
It is evidence of ad.m1nistrative weakness
that in his 7 years as President, Mr. Truman
· has had more Cabinet officers than. any other
President. Six of the 29 Cabinet members
{not counting earli«:r Secretaries of War and
Navy, wiped out by unification in the Department of Defense) either quit or were fired
because of disagreements with the President.
McGrath had some justification for advising the new Attorney General, Federal Judge
James P. McGranery, to bring a pair of asbestos trousers with him. The temperature will
rise considerably higher in Washington before
President Truman's term ends. The public
may ·only hope that some shreds of dignity
and Executive ability will cling together until
a new administration may be sworn in.

ucts he sells you, or would you rather have
the manufacturers of your favorite trademarked prOducts set and lawfully enforce the
prices of those products? Storekeeper, 2,199;
percent, 21.4. Manufacturer, 8,080; percent,
78.6.

Question No. 6: Are you or any member
of your family employed by, or financially interested in, any retail store? Yes, 157; percent, 1.5. No, 10,620; percent, 98.5.
In our opinion, the foregoing tabulation
fairly summarizes the responses reported di·
rectly to us by the pollsters.
Very truly yours,
ERNST & ERNsT,
Certified. Publ-ic Accountants.

Address of Mayor ·John B. Hynes, of
Boiton
EXTENSION OF. REMARKS
01'

HON. PHIUP J. PHILBIN
OF liiASSACHtJ'SETTS

Housewiv.es' Questionnaire
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EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BYRON G. ROGERS
OF COLORADO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. . ROGERS of Colorado. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include the following letter:
CHICAGO, March
.AMERICAN FAm TRADE CoUNCIL,

26, 1952.

Gary, Ind.

GENTLEMEN: As requested, we have tabulated. the answers received by pollsters in
response to certain questions submitted by
telephone to housewives residing in selected
trading areas. The answers tabulated were
reported directly to us by the pollsters, and
include responses from each of the 48 States
1n the Nation. A tabulation of responses
received by us through March 24,. 1952, in
answer to the questions. set forth below
foUows:
Question No. 1: · Are you the one in your
home who buys most. of the hoUl!lehold appliances, foods, and supplies? Yes, 10,480;
percent,, 98.7. - No, 142; percent, 1.3.
Question No. 2: W.hen you go shopping, do
you buy mostly those brands o! products
easiest. for you to see and reach, or do you
look for certain well-known brands you may
have tried and like? Easiest to see and
reach, 1,044; percent, 9.7. Well-known,
9,750; percent, 90.3.
Question No. 3: Do you buy mostly the
lowest-priced products or do you. consider
both quality and price in deciding upon the
value of a product to you? Lowest -price,
1,150; percent, 10.6. Quality and price.
9,692; percent, 89.4.
Questj,on No. 4: When a product 1s priced
too high for its quality and does not sell
very well •. who do you think is hurt most-the storekeepers who are free to sell out their
stock of that product and stop buying it and
keep on selling other competing brands, or is
it the manufacturer and his workers who
may depend upon sales of that one product
to keep going? Storekeeper 2,373; percent,
22.5. Manufacturer, 8,176; percent, 77.5.
Question No.5: Would you rather have the
etorekeeper fix, at any time· to suit h~
sell'. all the prices you pay for all the prod·

Mr. PHILBIN.

Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I desire 'to have included the text of
a recent speech made by Mayor John B.
Hynes, of Boston. at a mt Jti!:g of the
St. John's Men's Club in Watertown,
Mass.
¥ayor Hynes' speech follows:
The founders of our Nation warned us, aa
they passed along the mantle of responsibility a century and three-quarters ago, that
the price of liberty, and: all that liberty implies, 1s eternal vigilance. They were telling
us that the brightest flre will smoulder and
die unless it is. refueled. They were telling
us that the fairest rosebush will wither and
die unless cared for. They were tell1ng us
that a democratic form of government, in
which the people are the supreme arbiters,
wm go the way of other civilizations of the
past-unless we, the people, are willing to
pay the price to safeguard it.
.And what 1s the price we must pay to keep
alive democratic institutioru;-,to preserve
and perpetuate the principles upon which
are based our freedoms, our liberties, and ou:r
opportunities? Tbe payment we must make
is not an intolerable one. Each of us in his
own way can meet it Without undue strain.
It is only when we are so immersed in selfieh
preoccupation, it 1s only When we are so
blinded by the other fellow's faults-be they
real or imaginary-that we cannot see the
mote in our own eye. It is then when we
cease to be true vigilantes of the American
system. It is then when we cease to make
the payment which is due !rom us If Amer_.
1ca is to be spared the fate of ancient-and
not .so ancient-civilizations of the past.
,ON CARPING CRITICS

Tbday America is overrun with carping
critics. And this 1s especially true of those
shallow, partisan. biased, intolerant, and
even stupid, unintelligent criticisms leveled
at Government o11letals in every layer . of
Government. I am the last to say that Government is perfect. It never has been. It
never will be. I am the last who wm stand
.and defend the evildoer who uses his position in Government as a springboard into the
lush waters of afiluence.
I am the last to uphold Government when
it trades with an unprincipled enemy for
temporary Political expediency. But, in the
aame vein, I want to be among the last to

belittle, to excoriate, and to damn men tn
public life merely because ·t hose men have
chosen public service as an avocation or
career.
I think one of the major errors we are
prone to slip into is the supposition that
men 'n important places in public service
are endowed wlth supernatural qualities,
with a sixth sense, with an ability . far
transcending that of the average mortal,
with 11n uncanny faculty of discerning the
right moment to do the right thing. Because, and perhaps unconsciously, we do expect our public servants to be supermen,
and free o:f the ordinary limitations of the
ordinary man, we sometimes-and too frequently, it seems to me-jump to conclusions
on a false , a hasty, or unwarranted estimation 0f a public official. This is not meant
to be an apologia for any man now in office,
National, State, or city.. It is. however,
meant to be a warning that unless we desist
from the growing tendency of lumping all
public officials into the same questionable
category, unless we begin to recognize the
wheat from the chaff, and get rid of the
chaif in the usual and accepted American
way, tt won't be too long before good men
aspiring for public office will be as rare as
the sound of church bells in the Soviet
Republic.
We should not condone the misdeeds of
any man holding an office of· public trust,
but neither should we criticize merely for
the sake of criticizing. Often we are too .
prone to elevate a man to a high position
and then attempt to cut him down as soon
as we have - elevated him. That is not a
healthy trait, for it only injures our own
form of se!f-govemment.
PUBLIC SERVICE NOBLE CALLING

Public service in Important posts can be
a noble caning, and. the history of our Nation and our community abounds with the
names of men who made it a noble calling,
men who sacriticed and scrimped and struggled while lesser men made fortunes that
grew and multiplied because of sound
and progressive g.o vernmental planning and
operations.
I have not always been in the public employ, although for the past 31 years I have
been an employee and official of the city of
Boston. My experiences in life, my observations, and my knowledge have brought me
to this conclusion: By and large, the standards o:f personal integrity, of abiUty, of capacity, run pretty much the same in bustness, in industry, in politics, or in the professions. We are going to need in America
1n the· years of tbe foreseeable future good.
men, able men, GOd-fearing men, men of
noble and lofty motives, to be our publia
representatives.
Let us beware that we do not form a bigoted opinion o! an men in public li!e, because here and there an official succumbs to
temptation, or here and there venality and!
· corruption seem to rule the· tlay.
America 1s a strong country, stronger perhaps than any Nation since the dawn of
recorded history. Yet we are not so strong
that we can tempt an evil fate beyond endurance. The years ahead are going to be
trying ones--they may be the very years
which will decide whether our Nation will
continue to grow and prosper or fade into
the Limbo of old, great, and now forgotten
civilizations. Let us then encourage good
men to enter and to serve in public life. We
are going to need them In the future even
more than we need them now. Let us strike
down the power-crazed ofilcials who seek to
perpetuate themselves or followers in omce
.by pandering to human weaknesses. Let us
steer clear of the warped thinking which
evaluates a public official on the basis of his
race, his religion, or even his party atnllatJ:ons. Let us be moderate in ow· judgmen-t
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of public officials, realizing that all too often
the demands on their physical and mental
equipment are impossible to meet. Let us
foster a true spirit of Americanism, tearing
away if we must from cherished traditions,
in order that we may entice or at least encourage good men to enter the public service
and reward able and conscientious men with
greater honors.
.
No country can be great for very long 11
its central government or the state, city,
or town governments are .guided by individuals whose conceptions of public duty,
responsibility, and trust have been bred
and nurtured ·in an atmosphere of undeviating loyalty to any movement, any
minority block, any doctrine or philosophy
which weakens the fabric of our national
unity.
AWFUL CONFLICT IMPENDS

A great struggle is now going on in the
world, a struggle between the anti-Gods
and the followers of the Creator of the
Universe. That struggle, now in a state of
suspended animation, as it were, may burst
out any day into the worst, the mightiest,
and the most awful conflict the world has
ever witnessed.
The Almighty God has smiled upon our
Nation. He has a right to expect that our
Nation in return stand firmly on His side
in this hour of great uncertainty, and He
has a right to expect that when and if the
great struggle is joined, we will use the
resources He has given to us · so bountifully
to preserve the world from pagan darkness
and despair.
To be prepared for that great. struggle,
should it come, to keep America strong, to
preserve our heritages, to have confidence
in whatever the future may bring, it is your
duty and mine to be vigilant in our choice
of public officials; to understand and bear
with them In their difficult tasks; to weed
out the bad and encourage the good; to remember that public indifference breeds poor
public service.
Your government is you. I will be as
good or bad as you want It-as you make
it. It will be good if the men you choose
for public office, or keep in public office,
are men who have a sublime, unselfish love
and devotion to America and who have an
unshatterable faith in the wisdom, the justice, and the omnipotence of the eternal
God.

Resolutions of Clan-na-Gael

of New York
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OF MASSACHUSETTS

m THE HOUSE

OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr~ PHILBIN.
Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent to revise and extend
my remarks in the REcORD, I include
resolutions adopted Easter Sunday, April
13, 1952, at the annual celebration of the
Clan-na-Gael of New York assembled at
the Hotel Astor.
It will be noted from these resolutions
that the above organization continues
most vigorously to protest the indefensible anci unconscionable separation of
Ireland and urges the territorial and political unification of that nation in accordance with traditional American
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principles of self-determination and
freedom.
The resolutions are exceptionally well
drawn, and I hope that they will be widely read by the Members of the House and
elsewhere in order that the American
people may have a better understanding
of the facts that underlie the present situation in Ireland which will continue to
produce repercussions throughout the
free world until it is corrected in accordance with the principles of equity and
justice.
The resolutions follow:
Resolved, That we, members and friends
of the Clan-na-Gael of New York, assembled
in the Hotel Astor .on Easter Sunday night,
April 13, 1952, for the observance of the
thirty-sixth anniversary of Ireland's historic
Easter Week, assert, as those who fought
and died for Irish freedom: in .1916 asserted
in their proclamation, "the right of the people of Ireland to the ownership of Ireland
and to the unfettered control of Irish destinies to be sovereign and indefeasible," and
that we declare, basing our declaration on
old American and sound democratic principles, that this right includes title to every
foot of Irish territory around which the
Creator of the Universe set unmistakable
boundaries, which have been recognized as
such from time immemorial; and be it
Resolved, That, as the Imperial Parllament of England unjustly and maliciously
divided Ireland in 1920 by separating from
the rest of the island 6 counties of Northeast Ulster, against the wishes of an overwhelming majority of the Irish people, and
set up, in .that area, a puppet government
dedicated to bigotry, hatred, discrimination
and intolerance, we denounce the dismemberment of Ireland as an act motivated by
hatred of the Irish people, which was not
only flagrantly unjust to them but was an
affront to men and women of . Irish blood
everywhere, and we demand that the English
Government abollsh the unnatural boundary
which it established in the northeast corner of Ireland and wipe out of existence also
the thing miscalled a government which it
instituted in Belfast after the ancient Irish
Nation was mallciously mutilated for the
deliberate purpose of preventing people of
different rellgious bellefs in those 6 Irish
counties from uniting among themselves
1n Christian amity and with the people of
the rest of Ireland for their mutual advantage and for their country's best interests;
and be it
ResolVed, That we direct the attention of
. the Members of both Houses of Congress and
the liiJerty-loving people of the United States
to the fact that officials of our Government
cannot escape responsibility for keeping the
people of Ireland divided and part of their
country unfree, because those officials have
poured billions of dollars of the American
taxpayers' money into the Engllsh Imperial
Treasury, supposedly for economic rehabllltation and for defense against communism,
without making a specific prohibition against
the use of any of the money for the suppression of human freedom or for any other purpose which would violate declared American
principles; and we charge that part of those
billions of dollars, given in gifts and loans
to the Government of the United Kingdom,
has been made available to subsidize and
maintain the puppet government in Belfast,
· which has functioned since 'its inception as
a bigoted despotism in violation of public
law and of those democratic principles to
which even the English Government gives
lip service when it serves its purpose to do
so; and be it
Resolved, That, believing the American
people do not want to be implicated 1n Eng-

land's imperialistic designs and schemes, we
protest against the imposition of an extra
burden of taxation on the -taxpayers of the
United States, including citizens of Irish
blood, to maintain and aid English imperialism .in Ireland, or imperialism anywhere else
1n the world; and be it also
Resolved, That we again pledge ourselves,
in cooperation with all the other American
Irish organizations, to support the people of
Ireland in .their just demand for the abolition of the spite fence, miscalled a boundary,
which the English Parliament set up in
Northeast Ulster, and for the complete political and territorial unity and freedom of Ireland, and we promise that this support will
continue until· the right of the Irish people
to the ownership and control of an undivided Irish nation will be established and
recognized.

Harry and ,the Press
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER NORBLAD
OF OREGON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. NORBLAD. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
herewith an editorial by Mr. Robert Ingalls in the Corvallis Gazette-Times of
April 23, 1952:
HARRY AND THE PRESS

The undying hatred Harry Truman feels
for the press of America came oui into the
open again when he told the American Society of Newspaper Editors that the press
and radio are not safe from Presidential
seizure in an emergency threatening the national defense.
In view of the President's opinion that
he could take over the steel mills under his
constitutional powers, the editors asked
whether, for example, he could seize the
country's newspapers and radio stations.
The reply was that under similar circumstances, the President has to act for whatever is best for the country.
Harry's reply blandly ignored the oath he
has taken to uphold the Constitution and
anyone's kid sister could tell you that freedom of the press is one of the corner stones
in the Constitution's Bill of Rights.
Probably most thinking folks will not be
surprised at Harry's announcement. In a
world in which the due processes of democracy puts the free nations at a disadvantage
witQ. totalitarian concepts of the supremacy
of the state as practiced by communism and
fascism, Harry must look with envy on the
dictators who can grab at will whatever in
their sole opinion stands between them and
achievement of the goal. From envy it is
only a step to action.
The office of President of the United States
has been called the most powerful in the
world. However broad are the President's
powers--and they seem to get broader aU
the time-they are not yet so all-encompassing that they allow him to suspend constitutional guaranties when circumst ances appear to him to warrant such action. If they
are, then we are fighting a ridiculous war
with totalitarianism. We might just as well
embrace It frankly and openly.
We are quite sure the Congress and the
Supreme Court will not take such a view of
the grandiose powers of Harry S. Truman.
If given enough time, Harry would eventually make Peron of Argentina look like a
bush leaguer.
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home at night with only the shattered pieces
of your hopes and dreams, he can mend
them like new with two. magic words-"Hi,
Dad."

OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA

What If MacArthur Had Stayed On 1

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952
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Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, the following description was sent to me by a
friend who clipped it out of the Washington Star. I wish I knew who wrote
it, so I could acknowledge our indebtedness for what comes like a breath of fresh
air through the atmosphere of this
Chamber, heavy as it is with clashing
ambitions, sharp differences of opinion,
and political rivalry. We can all gain
by pausing for a moment's reflection on
the bright side of life, on home, family,
children, and springtime. Every father
and mother of a typical boy will see him
in some part of this unusually fascinating description. The writer certainly
must have seen my son, Bill, in action.
WHAT Is A BOY
Between the innocence of babyhood and
the dignity of manhood we find a delightful
creature called a boy. Boys come in assorted sizes, weights, and colors but all have
the same creed: To enjoy every second of
every minute of every hour of every day,
and to protest with noise (their only weapon)
when their last minute is finished and the
adult males pack them off to bed at night.
Boys are found everywhere-on top of, underneath, inside of, climbing on, swinging
from, running around, or jumping to. Mothers love them, little girls hate them, older
sisters and brothers tolerate them, adults
ignore them and heaven protects them. A
boy is truth with dirt on its face, beauty with
a cut on its finger, wisdom with bubble gum
in its hair and the hope of the future with
a frog in its pocket.
When you are busy a boy is an inconsiderate, bothersome intruding jangle of noise.
When you want him to make a good impression his brain turns to jelly or else he
becomes a savage, sadistic jungle creature
bent on destroying the world and himself
with it.
A boy is a composite-he has the appetite
of a horse, the digestion of a sword-swallower,
the energy of a pocket-atom bomb, the curiosity of a cat, the lungs of a dictator, the
imagination of a Paul Bunyan, the shyness
of a violet, the audacity of a steel trap, the
enthusiasm of a firecracker, and when he
makes something he has five thumbs on each
hand
.
He likes ice cream, saws, Christmas, comic
books, the boy across the street, woods, water
(in its natural habitat), large animals, Dad's
train, Saturday morning, and fire engines.
He is not much for Sunday school, company,
schools, books without pictures, music lessons, ne·c kties, barbers, girls, overcoats,
adults, or bedtime.
Nobody else is so early to rise or so late
to supper. Nobody else gets so much fun
out of trees, dogs, and breezes. Nobody else
can cram into one pocket a rusty knife, a
half-eaten pie, 3 feet of string, an empty
Bull Durham sack, two gumdrops, 6 cents, a
slingshot, a chunk of unknown substance
and a genuine supersonic code ring with a
secret compartment.
A boy is a magical creature, you can lock
him out of your workshop, but you can't lock
him out of your heart. You can get him out
of your study, but you can't get him out
of your mind. Might as well give up-he
is your captor, your jailer, your boss, and
your master-a freckle-face, pint-size, catchasing bundle of noise. But when you come
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Mr. POULSON. Mr. Speaker, under
permission granted, I insert this editorial taken from the Los Angeles Times
of May 4, 1952. It substantiates what
many of us have been thinking for some
time; namely, that MacArthur was right
and that the Pentagon crowd and the
State Department and the President
made another boner. Each day we
read in the papers that we are giving
more concessions to the Russians. Little
did I ever think that I would live to
see the day when the heads of our Government would make such concessions
merely for the purpose of helping them
in the forthcoming election. The people
cannot be fooled. They know that we
are selling principle down the river and
that in the long run Russia will take advantage of every concession we are making today. This editorial speaks for
itself:
WHAT IF MACARTHUR HAD STAYED ON?

There has been no recent Gallup poll for
our guidance, but we suspect that there are
a great many people who have changed their
minds about General MacArthur's proposals
for winning the war in Korea. A year ago
they were doubtful; MacArthur's plausible
enemies were saying that his plan for victory
would bring the Russians down upon us and
warm world war III up into a frightful, all- ·
out affair.
EVERY WEEK 60 DIE

But now it looks as if MacArthur was right.
The Pentagon crowd and the State Department, which contrived MacArthur's recall,
can point to nothing but the hope of a truce
without victory, a fighting force dispirited
by a policy which allows some of them to
be killed but refuses them the moral satisfaction of dying for a cause, and an Asia
which holds us in the contempt it reserves
for the weak and ineffectual.
They are killing 60 Americans a week and
wounding 140 in order to confer with the
Reds at Panmunjom.
Everybody knows by this time (that is,
everybody outside of our Government) that
the Reds understand only force. (Even Secretary Acheson seemed to understand that a
couple of years ago when he spoke at San
Francisco, but he forgot it.)
NOBODY GOT THE POINT

This fact is plain in 'the events since MacArthur's recall. MacArthur's successor, General Ridgway, was at first permitted to fight
on the rround, although he was f9rbidden
to extend air warfare. He hurt the Reds
badly in Operation Killer, and they were
glad to talk about a truce. But when the
truce talks started the U. N. military pressure abated, and the Reds stalled. Presently they broke the talks off altogether.
Then Ridgway's army fell upon them again,
and the Reds came back to talk. They even
made a concession; they no longer insisted
that the truce line follow the indefensible
thirty-eighth parallel.

But the TT. N. pressure was not renewednobody in Washington got the point, even
after two demonstrations-and the truce negotiations have stalled along to this day,
fed by 60 American lives a week. And all
through' the truce negotiations the. Reds
have been building up their supply dumps;
the war materials which wP-re coming painfully from Manchuria while the pressure was
on are now conveniently at hand. The Reds
have created a sort of Maginot line, 30 miles
deep and extending all the way across the
Korean Pe_linsula. It is not far north of
the line at which the opposing forces have
been skirmishing while the Panmunjom talks
went on. It is said to be excellently
equipped, with everything from radar to
snug dugouts. 'The equipment, of course,
is R~ssian.
In short, the U. N. forces, which had the
advantage when MacArthur was recalled and
in the beginning of Ridgway's command,
have let that advantage go to the Reds by
default.
TIME IS THEIR ALLY

What if MacArthur's plan had been followed? Lt. Gen. George E. Stratemeyer, who
was air commander in Korea until a heart
attack disabled him, said 2 months ago that
the Reds would be defeated if MacArthur's
advice had been taken. "I had the planes.
We were prepared to pulverize the Communist airdromes, supply lines, and depots so
completely that they never could have
moved any large number of troops or equipment southward. MacArthur had a complete
victory within his grasp."
When ·Maj. Gen. Frank Lowe, President
Truman's personal investigator, returned
from Korea late last year, he said: "MacArthur could have de!'ltroyed the Communist
armies in K,orea. Instead we have given
them 7 months (that was in November) in
which to build up their strength."
Time is on the Reds' side now, and all
we do is give them more time. ' Time may
give them all eastern Asia up to the Pacific
shore. And then, ironically, our policy of
building Europe at the expense of Asia will
be ready for -the payoff. For the Reds, once
we have piddled away the cause of Korea,
witl have a safe Pacific flank. They will be
able to exert far more pressure in the Atlantic direction. If they do, the giveaway
program probably won't save Western Europe.
Someday, perhaps, the historians will put
their finger on the incident of MacArthur's
recall and say that here was the beginning
of the march to calamity. The peace without victory in Korea, to which Washington
seems willing to sacrifice national honor and
international responsibility, may be bracketed with the Anglo-French submission to
Hitler in the partition of Czechoslovakia.
The parallel will not be perfect, of course,
for at Munich the French and British did
not follow up' their submission by offering
Hitler a point 4 program. Neither did they
dally with the idea of handing over some
refugees for his gas chambers.

What's Right With the World
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. L. GARY CLEMENTE
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. CLEMENTE. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include in
the RECORD an article entitled "What's
Right With the World" by Rev. James M.
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can actually renounce that which the world
looked. We must continue zealousiy to
considers to be the only criterion of the
investigate all corners of this highly
quality of his politics: its success. I! neversensitive
agency. We must continue to
WHAT'S RIGHT WITH THE WoRLD
theless this is bestowed! upon him, he . will
gratefully remain conscious that success was· remove the few bad apples :from the
(By Rev. James M. Gillls, CSP)
barrel wherever we find them. And we
added unto him, because he did not seek it.
POLtT!ClANS MUST Blr S&mlrS
should continue to prosecute wrongdoers
Some ask in astonishment and perhaps even
Jim Farleyr who goes: about the country
to the full extent of the law. But we
with irony, Is the Christian politician then
speaking on mattezs t b at pertain t o national
to be a: saint? Exactly.
must keep the picture in perspective. I,
a nd international welfare, is espedally fond
That's pretty high doctrine. But we could
therefore, under unanimous consent, in-·
of addressing audiences of you ng men on the.
go h igher still and say that a politician
sert in the Appendix of the RECORD, a
'tluty of getting int o poU.t ics. The 8\li'gument
should be not only something of a saint but,
he presents is unanswerable: if good menfew selciom-mentioned facts:
in
will
if
not
in
fact,
a.
martyr.
In
the
end,
and let us add; good women-wer e to act
SOME FACTS ON THE BUREAU OF' INTERNAL
for all his pains, he may meet with inJustice,
upon the Sllpposition that politics is a dirty
REVENUE STORY
ingratitude, and rejection . . If so, he must
business and that no decent person would
take even that as expected, perhaps ineviIn considering the Bureau of Internal
deliberately go into it, the Republic would
table, and he must not comprain.
: Revenue scandals, two important facts must
perish. But if h igh-minded and nobleSantayana, Schoeningh, and Mr. Farley
be kept in mind:
hearted young people can be persuaded to
speak of politicians in a Christfan (at least • First, despite Republican attempts to
take up politics as a vocation we can save
ostensibly
Christian)
society.
But
as
we
exaggerate, the scandals in the Bureau of
the Republic, and hence perhaps the world.
read in Plutarch, high-minded and self-sacInternal Revenue have involved a very small
I seem to remember, t h ough I have not
rificing
men
were
by
no
means
unheard
of
number of people; to be exact, one:-sixth of
.time now to go bun ting for it, that there was
in pagan Rome. When that type of politi1 percent of Bureau employees.
an old book that presented Fal'ley's theme
cian became scarce. calamity commenced to
away back in the nineties-a novel entitled
From the beginning of 1951 tp the present,
move fn on the Republic. When the species
"The Honorable Peter Steli'ling." Cynics wiU
90 employees have been dismissed from the
of noble-spirited public servants was extinct,
say that we were unsoph ist -icated rn those
Bureau of Internal Revenue for irregularithe Repu blic came to an end. May our own
far-off days and that, in view of what seems
ties involving improper dealings with tax.
Republic
escape
tba.
t
fate.
to be the aU-pervadin g po1itical cwrruption
payers and embezzlement. The Bureau has
of the last few decades, anyon e who hopes to
approximately 58,000 employees. One-sixth
clean up the political mess in Washingtonof 1 percent o! the employees of the Bureau
and in half a. dozen other American cities-have thus been found to merit dismissal
by recruiting an army of moral heroes to
during
the current scandals.
I Met New England When Betsy Cried
crowd the grafters out, rs not only an idealist
Gompare this with the scandals of the
but something of a simpleton.
1920's.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
But in fact there is. no other way. There
In March 1924. the Commissioner of Inare those who suggest .new ethical codes
OF
ternal Revenue told a Senate committee that
for public servants., as Senator BENTON has
·786 agents had been dismissed for g~aft in
done; or who, lfke Secretary of the Army
income-tax frauds, following a 3-year scanFrank Pace, advocate a watchdog organizaOF MASSACHUSETTS
dal. At that time there were 1.5,884 emtion of outstanding citizens on the highest
ployees.
In other words, 5 percent of the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
level. But we shall never reform the crooks
· employees were dismissed for graft. Comin political life by rules and regulations.
Thursday, May 1, 1952.
pare this with one-sixth of 1 percent in the
"There ought to be a law" is a silly stateMr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave current period.
ment. We llave too many laws now. I! I
St atistically · speaking, dishonesty was 30
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
may take a little liberty with the familiar
more prevalent in the Bureau during
the following item from the current issue times
line of Oliver Goldsmith, we may say, "Ill
the Coolidge administration.
fares the land, to h astening ills a prey, when
of Newsweek inserted by the New Eng ..
Second, it is clear that individuals, not polaws accumulate and men d.e cay." In fact,
land Electric System pointing out the litical parties, are guilty. As one prominent
it is a thinkable proposition that the multifact that New England has two. advan- Republi.can Member of Congress said in a
plication of la:ws is an evidence of corruption.
tages not usually found in other sections recent speech before the American Society of
Jim Farley's idea that the way to correct
of this country-good living conditions Newspaper Editors on April 18, 1952, "Neither
the evil of villains in politics is to substiparty has had a monopoly on virtue when it
and good working conditions:
tute good men was said, in effec·t , some years
cotnes to corruption." Corruption has been
ago by--of an men-the phflosopher SanI MET NEW ENGLAND' WHEN BETSY CRIED
an individual matter. No responsible critic
tayana. I find a quotation from him in RayBetsy st111 whimpered in her sleep. But
of the Bureau has ever shown any organized
mond Morley's· excenen~ new book, How To
Doc Brown said, "She's going to be all right.
conspiracy. The review and check-up maKeep Our Liberty ~Knopf, New York, $4).
Yes; it is serious, so we'll just whisk her up
chinery has worked. Crimes were detected
Mr. Mo:rley, after expJaining that "Santo New England for a spell. The specialists
somewhere along the line within the Bureau.
tayana's spiritual' and intellectual roots are
there know this thing inside out-handle
and the exposures and punishments of
in his Spanish ancestry and the aristocratic
similar cases every day. Medical brains, rewrongdoers have, in many cases, been set
atmospher e of New England. society," quoteS'
search, modern hospitars~Uke everything
in motion by the Bureau itself. None of the
him (p. 284) : "If a noble and civilized deelse, New Engla:nd's sure got 'em."
culprits have been able to arrange a tix
mocracy is to subsist. the. common citizen
Meet New England if you're looking for
that stayed fixed without detection.
_m ust be something of a saint and!. something
the best labor record in the Nation; a ready
There is no excuse for these wrongdoers.
of a hero. We see, therefore, bow justly
pool .of highly skilled labor; the research
We should. insist that the wrongdoers be
flattering and profound, and at the same
center of the wo:rld; ample electric power;
prosecuted to the full extent of the law. We
time how ominous, was Montesquie.u's saying
the most stable regional economy; the most
should also insist that investigations conthat the prin~iple of democracy is virtue."
complete transportati.o n facilities of any area
tinue until every guilty employee is exposed.
Oddly enough, just before reading that
in the world; plenty of naturally soft water
But we should be careful not to condemn
passage I had found something very much
for processing; unequaled cultural, educathe innocent, or to make unwarranted acculike it in a source remote from America and
tional, and recreational opportunities.
sations
against the civil service as a whole.
democracy, Franz Josef Schoeningh in the
New England rs the place to live and work.
The average Federal employee is bard-workfall 19'50 number of Cross Currents. His
ing, hone.s t, and intelligent. He is also usuwords, reprinted from· Hochland for April
ally underpaid. To slur an.d denigrate all
1949, are:
Federal workers is to engage in the most
"The Christian politician must never be· a
kind of politics. Tbe Governdemagog, not even in this age of the masses
Some Fads on the Bureau of Internal irresponsible
ment of the United St ates is statied by earnthat leads continuously to demagogs; he
est men and women of high caliber. These
Revenue
Story
who, if he is really a politician, knows just .
nren and women deserve the confidence and
how often the wisdom of the serpent tends to
gratitude of the American people. Indeed,
m ake one forget the guileless dove; he whom
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
' our Government cannot function without
the Prince of this world daily tempts anew;
OF
such confidence and respect. As Civil Servhe ~. y never love power for its own sake,
ice C'o mmission Chairman Ramspeck has
but he may b ave it only as if he had it not.
said, "It is our duty to inject pride, not
He must be :ready to endure the hate and
OF PENNSYLVANIA
poison.••
calumnies of his oppcnents without wanting
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
During the last year, every B~reau of Into pay them back with the same cofn. E'ven
ternal Revenue employee has filed with his
more, he must bear the suspicion of so ..
Thursday, May 8, 1.952
agency a complete statement of his personal
called friends that he is no Ch:rlstian. But
Mr. EBERHARTER. Mr. Speaker, finances for the year-he has listed every
all these things will urge him on to fulfill
some important facts about the Bureau item of income and outgo. These records
his duty if his conscience calls him. For he
knows .his paradoxical situation, tba:t he
of Internal Revenue story are often over- are subject to carefur checking and review.

Gillis, which appeared in the April 19'
issue of the Catholic News:

HON. THOMASJ.LANE

HON. HERMAN!P. EBERHARTER
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Every precaution has been taken to make
certain that those who remain in the Bureau
conform to the highest standards Of integrity
and personal conduct.
The average Bureau employee is not onlY
honest; he is also efficient. The cost of collecting the tax dollar has been steadily reduced during 20 years of Democratic administration. It has now reached a low of
$0.0049. It cost four times as much$0.0217-in Hoover's last year. As a matter
of fact, it has always gone up under Repuplicans-and down under Democrats. It was
down to $0.0033 in Wilson's administration
but quadrupled under Coolidge--to $0.0144.

able except the Committee on Ways and
Means.
The committees that are not listed reported that they had not televised or broadcast their hearings but that the use oi these
media had not been restricted.
Sincerely yours,
W. C. GILBERT,
Acting Director.

REFERENCES TO CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE
HEARINGS TELEVISED OR PHOTOGRAPHED BY
NEWSREEL CAMERAS AND COMMITTEES THAT
HAVE RESTRICTED THE USE OF THESE MEDIA
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES
It has been the general policy of the committee not to permit television and newsreel
cameras to function during the hearings.
Televising Committee Hearings
• There have been a few exceptions such as
the hearings on the investigation of the B-36
bomber program, pursuant to House ResoluEXTENSION OF REMARKS
tion 234, Eighty-first Congress, when the use
OF
of television and newsreels was permitted on
August 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24,
25, and. October 5, 1949.
OF MICHIGAN
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The use of television and newsreels has
Thursday, May 8, 1952
been restricted.
Mr. MEADER. Mr. Speaker, .on FebHOUSE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS
ruary 27, 1952, on the floor of the House
It has been the policy Q! the committee
of Representatives, I discussed a reso- in recent years not to permit the use of
lution-House Resolution 540-I intro- radio, newsreel, or television cameras during
duced on that day to amend the rules of hearings. There may have been a few exthe House so as to authorize committees ceptions to this rule.
in their discretion to permit broadcast- HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN
COMMERCE
ing and ·telecasting of their hearings.
The hearings held by the committee inThis discussion appears on pages 15671571 of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of vestigating the air crashes at Newark Airport
during February 1952, were televised from
that day.
I referred to the long-standing prac- Elizabeth, N. J.
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
tice of congressional committees to perThe use of television has been restricted.
mit radio, news reel, and television reporting of their public hearings. I then HOUSE COMMITTEE ON UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES
advised the House that I was causing to
The hearings regarding Communist espibe prepared a comprehensive list of onage in the United States Government
(popularly known as the Hiss-Chambers
hearings of committees. and the particular media of communication permitted hearings) were televised on July 31; August 3,
4,
5, 7, 9,.10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 20,_24, 25,
to report such hearings. I announced
27, 30; September 8 and 9, 1948.
it was my intention to insert that list in 26,T~e
hearings concerning Communist infil~
the REcoRD as soon as it was compiled.
tration in the motion-picture industry were
1 I have now received from the Legislatelevised in Los Angeles, Calif., on Septemtive Reference Service of the Library of ber 19, 20, 21, 24, and 25, 1951.
'Restrictions have been placed on the use
Congress a report on its inquiry conducted pursuant to my request. Under of television and news-reel cameras. The
leave to extend my remarks, I include in present policy is that television and news-reel
are restricted during committee
the RECORD the letter of Mr. W. C. Gil- cameras
hearings. This decision was made in order
bert, Acting Director of the Legislative to
insure proper decorum.
Reference Service, dated April 25, 1952,
SELECT COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT A STUDY
and the report prepared by his office on HOUSE
AND INVESTIGATION OF THE EDUCATION, TRAIN•
the reporting of congressional commitING, AND LOAN-GUARANTY PROGRAMS OF WORLD
tee hearings :
WAR n VETERANS
THE LmRARY OF CONGRESS,
-T he rules of the committee, adopted JanLEGISLATIVE REFERENCE SERVICE, ·
uary 23, 1952, require the consent of the
.
Washington, D. C., April 25, 1952.
chairman,. all members of the committee, and
Hon. GEoRGE MEADER,
the Speaker of the House before hearings can
·
House oj Representatives,
be. broadcast. This has been construed to
Washington, D. C.
apply to television and news-reels.
DEAR MR. MEADER: In response to your reThe committee's hearings held in Dallas,
quest for references to congressional com- · Tex., December 14 and 15, 1950; Harrisburg,
mittee hearings that have been broadcast,
Pa., June 4, 5, and 6, 1951; Philadelphia, Pa.,
televised, or photographed by newsreel camJune 18 and 19, 1951; Memphis, Tenn., Aueras, we are enclosing a compilation of this
gust 20, 1951; and Nashville, ' Tenn., August
information submitted to us by the various
21, 1951, were covered by news-reel cameras.
committees of Congress.
, Hearings at Murfreesboro, Tenn., on AuThis information was obtained by contactgust 22, 1951, we~e broadcast over the radio.
Ing the clerk or counsel of the respective
Hearings held December 4 and 5, 1951,
committees. Practically all of the commitwere covered by news reels and a complete
tees reported that no records had been kept
wire recording by a local TV station; some
of the occasions when the hearings had been
were shown over television.
televised or covered by newsreel cameras and
HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT AN
the information furnished was from memINVESTIGATION AND STUDY OF THE KATYN
ory. Therefore, there is a possibility that
FOREST MASSACRE
some hearings covered by these media are
Plans to televise the committee's hearings
not noted. All of the committees cooperated
1n furnishing what information was avail•
ln Chicag.o on · March 13 and 14, 1952, were

HON. GEORGE MEADER

rescinded after the pronouncement by the
Speaker of the House.
The hearings held on February 4, 5, 6, and
7, 1952, in Washington, D. C., were covered
by news-reel cameras.
SENATE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
The hearings of February 4 and 5, 1952, on
the armed services appropriation bill, a joint
meeting with the Economic Committee, to
~ar Secretary of Defense Lovett and the
Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force •
were covered by news-reel cameras.
The use of television and news-reel cameras
is left to the discretion of the respective
subcommittees.
SENATE COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES
The hearings on universal military training on March 30 and April 2, 1948, were televised.
Some of the hearings on the assignment of
ground forces of the United States to duty
in the European area held on February 1,
15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 28,
1951, were televised.
Many of the hearings upon newsworthy
occasions were covered by news-reel cameras.
No general rule applies to the use of news
reels vr television, but upon committee vote
the use has been restricted.
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY
The hearings on S. 3936, Eighty·- first Congress, Defense Production Act of 1950, held
on July 24, 25, and 26, 1950, were televised.
The hearings on S. 2594 and S. 2645, Eightysecond Congress, Defense Producti9n Act
Amendments of 1952, were televised on March
4 and 6, 1952.
·
·
There have been many other occasions
where television was used and many hearings have been covered by news-reel cameras,
but no record was kept in either case.
SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
The hearings before the subcommittee investigating crime in the District of Columbia
were televised on January 15, 16, 17, 18, 21,
22, March 17, 18, 19, 20, and 25, 1952.
The use of television is restricted upon the
request of the witness.
SENATE COMMITTEE ON EXPENDITURES IN THE
.EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS-SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INVESTIGATIONS
The investigation on the loyalty program
in Government was 'covered by news-reel
cameras on July 30, 31, August 2, ~. 4, 5, and
6, 1948.
Rule 8 of the Rules of the Senate, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, states
that"No motion pictures, television, or radio
broadcasts of the proceedings shall be permitted while the witness is testifying unless
authorized by the subcommittee."
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS
The hearings pursuant to Senate Resolution 231, Eighty-first Congress, State Department employee loyalty investigation,
were televised and covered by news-reel cameras on March ·a, 9, 13, 14, 20, 21, 27, 28,
April 5, 6, 20, 25, 27, 28, May 1, 2, 3, 4, 26,
31, June 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 21, 22, 23, 26, and
28, 1950.
The hearings pursuant to Senate Resolution 8, Eighty-second Congress, relative to
the assignment of ground forces of the
United States to duty in the European area,
held on February 1, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 26, 27, and 28, 1951, were televised
and covered by news-reel cameras.
The hearings on S. 1762, Eighty-second
Congress, Mutual Security Act of 1951, held
on July 26, 27, 30, 31, August 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8,
and 9, 1951, were televised and covered by
news-reel cameras.
The hearings on the St. Lawrence seaway
project, held on February 25, 26, and 27,
1952, were televised and covered by newsreel cameras.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- -APPENDIX
No restrictions have been made on the
use of television. On one occasion the use
of news-reel cameras was restricted due to
the commotion that was created, but news
reels were used the next day and thereafter. SENATE COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND
' FOREIGN COMMERCE

Portions of the hearings on S. 3358,
Eighty-first Congress, transmission of gambling information, held on April 17 _through
May 4, 1950, were covered by news-reel
cameras.
SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

The hearings on H. R. 5852, Eightieth Congress, control of subversive activities, held
on May 27, 28, 29, and 31, 1948, were covered
by news-reel cameras.
Restrictions were placed on the use of
television and news-reel cameras for the recent hearings on the Institute of ·Pacific
Relations because the subcommittee's pri·
mary interest was to make a factual record.
SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC
WELFARE

Although no hearings were covered by television, the following hearings were covered
by news-reel cameras (the exact days covered
are not known, although newsreel cameras
were present at some time during the course
of all) :
Labor relation program, on S. 55 and Senate Joint Resolution 22, Eightieth Congress,
held January 23, 28, 29, 30, 31; February 4,
5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25, 26,
27, 28; and March 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 1947. .
. National health program, on S. 1106, 1456,
1581, .and 1679, Eighty-first Congress, held
May 23, 24, 25, 31; June 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 20, 21,
22, 27, 28, and 29, 1949.

Federal assistance for construction of public schools, on S. 137, 287, 1670, and 1699,
Elghty-first Congress, held June 2, 6, 7, 8, 9,
13, 14, and 15, 1949.
Labor-management relations in the Ben·
Telephone System, held August 10, 11, 12,
14, 15, 16, 28, 29, 30; September 11, 12, 1950.
Labor-management relations in the east
coast oil tanker industry, on Senate Resolution 140, Eighty-first Congress, held September 25 and 26, 1950.
Pending coal-strike hearings, held January
18 and 25, 1950.
To legalize maritime hiring halls, pursuant to Senate Resolution 71, Eighty-second
Congress, held June 15, 1951.
Reed & Prince Manufacturing Co. labor
dispute, held July 31 and August 1, 1951.
Mine-safety hearings, held January 24, 28,
29, and 30, 1952.
Migratory-labor hearings, held February &,
6, 7, 11, 14, 15, 27, 28, 29, 1952.
SENATE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND
ADMINISTRATION

The hearings of July 20, 1949, on Senate
Concurrent Resolution 2, relative to reform
in procedure before congressional committees, were covered by newsreel cameras.
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS

Radio and television transcriptions were
made for brief rebroadcasting on evening
news programs of the hearings on January
18, 1£51, when Hon. Charles E. Wilson and
Hon. William Harrison testified on material
shortages.
Radio and television transcriptions were
made for brief rebroadcasting on evening
news programs of the hearings on March 6,
1951, ·Nhen Maj. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey testified on manpower problems.
Excerpts of the hearings before the Subcommittee on Mobilization and Procurement
on the steel gray market were rebroadcast
on October 25, 1951, from Pittsburgh, Pa.
The hearings before the Subcommittee on
Mobilization and Procurement on the steel
gray market on November 29, 1951, were televised from Detroit, Mich. Ninety minutes

of tape recording were broadcast from radlo
station WJBK in Detroit, Mich.
SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ·TO INVESTIGATB
ORGANIZED CRIME IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE

The following hearings before the Special
Committee To Investigate Organized Crime
in Interstate Commerce were televised:
·
Missouri, February 23 and 24, 1951.
New York and New Jersey, March 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 1951.
Louisiana, January 25 and 26, 1951.
Michigan, February 8, 9, and 19, 1951.
Nevada-California, February 27, 28; March
2 and 3, 1951.
Washington, D. C., March 22, 24, 26, 27,
and 29, 1951.

Washington, D. C., narcotics, 2 days in
June 1951.
Flol'ida, June 21 and 22, 1951.
The use of television and newsreel. cameras was restricted by the committee. The
policy adopted generally by the committee
throughout was to attempt to recognize the
public's right of access to the hearings, to
avoid unfair discrimination between the
various news media and at the same time to
avoid subjecting the witness to an ordeal
that would unduly interfere with the giving
of his -testimony. The committee exercised
its judgment according to the individual
circumstances of each case.
JOINT COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY

Television and newsreel cameras were permitted during the investigation into the
United States atomic energy project. These
hearings were held from May 26 through July
11, 1949. Some of these hearings were not
televised and the exact dates of meetings
televised are not kno)Vn.
JOINT COMMITTEE ON DEFENSE PRODUCT

The hearings of March 2, 1951, to hear
Michael V. DiSalle, Director~ Office of Price
Stabilization, and the hearings of June 13
and 15, 1951, relative to the meat production
and supply situation, were televised.
News-reel cameras have been used at practically all of the open hearings of the committee.
JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT

.IJ'here has been no "live" television of the
hearings before this committee. However,
portions of the hearings held on January 25,
26 and 28, 1952, on the 1952 economic report of the President were photographed
and televised later.
News-reel cameras were used for portions
of the following hearings before the committee: January 1949, economic report of the
President, February 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16,
17 and 18, 1949; January 1950, economic
report of the President, January 17, 18, 19
and 20, 1950; and the January 1951, economic
report of the President, January 22, 24, 25, 26,
29, 31 and February 2, 1951.
.
The use of news-reel cameras is restricted
upon request of the witness.

Why Does Europe Protest Our Tariff?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HORACE SEELY-BROWN, JR.
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Speaker,
under unanimous consent to extend my
own remarks in the RECORD, I include the
radio address delivered on Sunday, April
27, over Station WOL by Mr. 0. R.
Strackbein, chairman, the National
Labor-Management Council on Foreign
Trade Policy.
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In view of the extreme importance of
the subject matter presented in Mr.
Strackbein's address, I feel it most important that all of the Members of the
House be given an opportunity of studying the pros and cons of our present
foreign trade policy.
The address follows:
Within recent months two important European trading nations have sent protests
to the State Department against our trade
barriers. Italy and Great Britain have expressed concern, if not alarm, over what they
regard as a tendency in this country to place
restrictions on imports if foreign goods
threaten our domestic producers with serious
Injury.
Italy has taken exception to certain restrictions placed on imports of cheese, women's fur felt hats, and almonds. She has
expressed dismay over the possible extension
of such restrictions to olive oil, wines, garlic,
motorcycles, bicycles, smoking pipes, and
leather goods.
The Italian protest was dated January 15,
1952.

More recently, a somewhat similar protest was made by Great Britain. A press dispatch from Washington reported on April 18
that Britain had added her voice to complaints from Europe that United States tariff
restrictions might weaken the defense of the
West. The note made mention specifically
of motorcycles, bicycles, chinaware, smoking
pipes, and wood screws, all of which are under study by our Tariff Commission under
complaints lodged by American producers,
under the Escape Clause of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951.
British producers, said the memorandum,
"are perturbed hy the mounting evidence
that any marked success in selling their
goods in the United States will be countered by applications from United States industry for further protection and the fear
that some at least of these applications may
b::: granted."
The note observed that it was clear that
the "power of the United Kingdom to. be an
effective ally • • • was threatened by
the difficulty in balancing its external, and
particularly Its dollar, account."
The Italian memorandum observed that "it
was the declared purpose of the ECA program to help reduce the unbalance in the
world trade due to the 'dollar shortage' stemming in turn from the chronic excess of
United States exports over imports."
"The ECA countries were assisted and encouraged," the note continued, "in the organization of 'dollar export drives.' Steps
were taken to stimulate an increasing acceptance of European imports in the United
States."
The essence of both the Italian and British
complaints is that after helping European
countri"es to regain their feet economically,
and after undertaking to help them close or
greatly narrow the dollar gap, we succumb
too readily to the complaints of our producers against increasing imports and are
too free in setting up trade restrictions. In
other words, they accuse us of inconsistency
between our professed foreign policy and our
actual practices in the treatment of imports.
Frankly, considering the unrestrained professions of some of our representatives to
other countries or of those who undertake
to frame our trade policies, it comes as no
surprise that other countries should detect
evidence of inconsistency between our profession and our practice.
The difficulty is not far to find. Our foreign representatives have failed to observe
the distinction between foreign policy and
foreign trade policy. To be sure, the two are
Icosely intertwined. However, foreign trade
is, by constitutional mandate, under th~
control of Congress; and to take the cue of

•
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{)Ur foreign trade policy from any other source
other than Congress may be highly deceptive.
Our State Department has been particularly guilty of promoting trade policies that
have been modified or even reversed by Congress. Other agencies, as well as the State
Department, have made public pronounce•
ments, freely disseminated to other coun·
tries, aga inst existing statutes, with impli·
cations that such statutes should be modified or repealed. One of these is the "Buy
American" Act of 1933; another, the AntiDumping Act of 1921.
Such pronouncements may easily mislead
()th er countries into believing that the Congress will forthwith or soon carry such modifications or repealers into effect. The fact
is that such statements are pernicious; they
are evidently designed to creat e pressure on
Congress and are out of order in any proper
conduct of our foreign relations. They represent a clear case of representatives of the
executive branch of our Government stepping out of bounds.
There need be little surprise, as already
said, when other countries later hit us over
the head with the irresponsible statements
that have been so carelessly and profusely
uttered here and abroad.
The disservice thus rendered to our for•
eign relations, which is now coming to light,
lies · at the feet of these spokesmen. The
inconsistency with which this country is now
belabored is of their doing. They were
beedless of numerous warnings.
The Italian note, complaining against our
••Buy American" Act, observes:
"In line with this principle, an Executive
order (No. 10210) was issued by the Presi·
dent of the United States in February 1951,
authorizing all military and civilian procurement agencies of the United States Government to make defense contracts 'without
regard to the provisions of the law' concerning the making of such contracts ."
Whose work was this? The ECA and the
State Department have repeatedly denounced
the "Buy American" Act.
Did they then seek its repeal by the legislative branch of the Government? Did they
prepare a bill to this effect? Or did they
seek circumvention of the law by an Executive order? Read the Italian note.
Can there be any wonder at the confusion
of foreign countries about our fo~ign trade
policy?
.
In the meantime, American producers are
apparently to be the orphans of the storm.
Of what significance are these producers in
any event? Are they not merely selfish interests, as they are so freely labelled by those
who would be delighted to ignore them?
What business is it of American producers, both labor and management, 1. e., those
who produce our food, those who plant and
barvest our crops, those who extract our
minerals, those who fabricate our raw materials into the clothing that we wear, those
who build the houses that we live in, those
who make the tools and implements, the vehicles and conveyances that we use-what
business is it of the millions of people who
work in our factories or in our agricultural
or lumbering or fishing pursuits what sort of
foreign trade policy our country pursues?
Yes, what business have these· mere pro•
ducers, these selfish interests, in expressing
themselves on our Nation's foreign-trade
policy? Our foreign relations could be conducted so much more smoothly could these
producers simply be ignored.
Now, what has been the crime of Congress
tn seeking to safeguard American producers?
What is it that has given rise to the recent
international apprehensions and protests?
In 1951 Congress wrote an escape clause
tnto the Trade Agreements Extension Act.
That clause provides a remedy, either in the
torm of restoration of a duty that had been
cut under a trade agreement, or imposition
of an import q uct a . or both. Thus, if a duty
had been reduced fr om 40 percent to 20 per·

•

cent, it could be restored to the original 40
percent under this clause. This remedy, however, becomes available only if the domestic
industry can satisfy the Tariff Commission
in a public hearing, buttressed by an independent commission investigation, that
the complaining industry has been injured
seriously or is ·threatened with such injury
by increasing imports. To date only two
cases out of some 20, or not over 10 percent of
the applications d isposed of by the Commission have been acted upon favorably to the
applicants. Some 15 cases are still before
the Commission.
Certainly much less than one-tenth of 1
percent of our total imports has been af ..
fected by the restored duties.
Let us glance at the record of our imports
from Italy and the United Kingdom since
1947, the year before Marshall plan aid went
into effect.
In 1947 our imports from Italy came to
$43,000,000. This was more than doubled in
1948 when imports rose to $94,000,000. In
1951 they went still higher to $140,000 ,000.
This tripled the 1947 volume. Average yearly
imports 1936-40 from Italy were $38,000,000.
Great Britain sent us imports in 1947
amounting to $204,0000,000. This went to
$289,\JOO,OOO in 1948. In 1951, the volume rose
to $465,000,000 or over double that of 1947.
Average 1936-40 imports were $165,000,000
per year, or $300,000,000 less than in 1951.
In view of this record, I ask once more,
What is our crime? Is it the recent congressional insistence on exercising its constitutional mandate to regulate our foreign trade?
Is it the sober concern that Congress has
shown for our industry in those instances
where foreign competition actually undermines them?
·
If so, we ask just what Italy and Britain
expect of us. Not only are we to help their
industry at our expense, as we have done
quite willingly, we are then to expose our
market without defense to a shattering competition based on lower wage levels.
We challenge both countries. to deny that
they do less for their producers than Congress has done for our own. We may concede the reciprocal value of our foreign-aid
program without submitting to econo~ic
mutilation as an extra dividend.

M/Sgt. Daniel E. Harrison works at Andrews Air Force Base. With part of his Air
Force pay, he is buying a set of Encyclopedia Britannica for his 9-year-old daughter
Bonnie Jean. He's doing it on the installment plan.
Thursday afternoon, in the letter box near
the Harrisons' apartment builtling, Bonnie
Jean mailed the monthly encyclopedia payment. It was in an envelope with the address printed in red-927 Fifteenth Street
NW., Washington 5. Mrs. Harrison wrote
the return address on the back.
The envelope was postmarked at th~ city
post office at 8:30p.m.
BACK TO APARTMENT

Yesterday n9on, Bonnie Jean's mother
found the envelope back in their apartment
mail box.
"Our regular mailman wasn't on this
morning," Mrs. Harrison told the Star. "I
didn't see the substitute man."
Sergeant Harrison pointed out that his wife
wrote their return address rather low on ·
the back flap of the envelope.
"I told her she should put it higher," he
said.
·
But neither he nor his wife could understand why the letter came back.
This isn't the first postal mystery 1n the
Harrison household.
"Last October 24, I mailed a birthday card
to Bonnie Jean. That was in the same mail
box," said Mrs. Harrison. "Her birthday was
the next day. The card came 2 or 3 days afterward."
TROUBLE WITH MAGAZINE

They also have had trouble with magazine
deliveries last fall, after a religious magazine
had come weekly for 9 months, deliveries suddenly stopped. After inquiries, the publisher forwarded a card sent by the post office
stating there was no such address.
"We wrote and said there is; we're living
here," said Mrs. Harrison, the indignation
still in her voice.
Deliveries w&re resumed.
Sergeant Harrision said he once sent a
letter to a friend in Lexington Park, Md.,
near Patuxent.
"It was sent back, marked 'no such post
office,' " he said. "I addressed it there over
again, and it got there all right."
DISLIKES ONE DELIVERY

Letters Boomerang in Washington, D. C.,
Mail Burlesque
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. H. R. GROSS
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I am inserting in
the RECORD more articles in the Wash·
ington Star's series on mail service in
:Washington, D. C. I inserted the previ..
ous articles of this series in the RECORDS
of May 6 and 7.
Please notice, in one of these articles,
how top brass in the washington post
office, squirming under much-deserved
criticism, attempted to heap the blame
on the carriers.
The articles follow:
PAYMENT IN ENVELOPE PRINTED IN RED
BOUNCES BACK To SENDEB

(By James G. Deane)
Has your mail ever boomeranged?
The Harrisons, of 113 Galveston Street SW.,
did yesterday.

The Harrisons quite often get mail intended for the next street, which happens
to be Galveston Place instead of Galveston
Street. They don't think that's too swprising.
But Mrs. Harrison still isn't used ~ one
delivery a day.
''If you don't get a bill till 1 :30 it's too late
to go to the bank," she pointed out.
And she can't get over yesterday's boomerang.
"It seems funny," she said. "You'd think
they'd pay a little more notice to things."
POSTAL OFFICIALS WARN CARRIERS AGAINST
LAXITY-DISCIPLINARY ACTION THREATENED
IN WAKE OF MANY COMPLAINTS

(By James G. Deane)
The District post office has cracked down
on its letter carriers in an effort to halt increasing complaints of mail mishandling, it
was learned today.
Carriers have been warned of disciplinary
action in cases of negligence.
The warning was distributed personally to
all 1,348 employees of the carrier division
yesterday. It cited "a great increase" in complaints, and added:
"Without exception, these irregularities
are caused by carelessness on the part of carriers in the performance of their duties.
• • • Continuation of the complaints
being r.eceived canno.t be condoned."

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- APPENDIX
The order told supervisors to take disciplinary action. This can range from a reprimand to dismissal.
In addition to issui~g the order, G. W. Harrison, superintendent of carriers, said today
he and his chief assistants plan personal inspections of carrier operations throughout
the city.
No specific order has been issued to other
postal employees, according to Frank Sommerkamp, superintendent of malls. Supervisors maintain a continuing check, however,
he said.
•
The carrier order comes amid rising public
protest over mail service. Many Washington-area citizens have sent complaints of
irregularities to the Star since the start of a
series of articles on the post office last week.
The carrier warning cited seven irregularities which it said caused almost all complaints. They were: Misdelivery, misboxing,
erroneous endorsement, failure to comply
with change of address, mail left unprotected, failure to leave notices, and failure to attempt personal delivery.
.
The notice instructed carriers to review
mail at the point of delivery to make certain
it is delivered as addressed, and to make certain their endorsements on undelivered mail
are correct.
It also instructed them to deliver personally mail too large to be placed in mail boxes
and of obvious value. .
"It now becomes ne.c essary," the warning
stated, "to take severe disciplinary actioJ?. in
those cases where complaints are the result
of negligence on the part of carriers."
A similar order was issued about a year
ago, Mr. Harrison said. Such warnings are
necessary periodically, he added, party because of heavy employee turn-over.
MRS. HARDEN CITES Two INSTANCES To SHOW
DELAYS HIT CONGRESS
(By James G. Deane)
Don't think it's just ordinary citizens who
have trouble with their mail.
Congress does, too.
Representative CECIL M. HARDEN, Republican, of Indiana, reported two incidents to
the Star yesterday. Mrs. HARDEN is one of
the 11 women Members of Congress, and,
oddly enough, her husband used to be a
postmaster.
The first incident occurred in February,
when Mrs. HARDEN planned to drive home for
a Lincoln Day dinner.
"I sent an airmail special delivery," she
related, "to my son, Dr. Murray Harden, at
LaFayette, Ind. That's the home of Purdue
University. The letter told when we were
leaving Washington and when we would be
there.
ARRIVED TUESDAY
"It was mailed a couple of days before
we left Washington, on a Thursday. We left
Saturday.
"Sunday we called from Richmond, Ind.,
saying we'd arrive at midnight. They didn't
have the letter.
"We had been there and gone before it
arrived-on Tuesday."
The second letter was bound the other
way-from a constituent in Lebanon, Ind.,
to the Representative's office here in Washington.
It was an important letter, Mrs. HARDEN
said. It was postmarked April 19 and delivered April 3D-last Wednesday.
Mrs. HARDEN said she's sure the House post
office wasn't responsible. And she added
emphatically that she felt the Lebanon post
office couldn't be to blame, either, since the
letter was postmarked promptly.
"It was probably down there," she said,
pointing in the direction of the Washington
post office.
·
Mrs. HARDEN's husband, Frost R. Harden,
was postmaster in her home town of Covington, Ind., during the Hoover administration.

The Indiana Representative said she
thinks curtailed postal services should be
restored. It could be done . with a saving,
instead of a bigger appropriation, she predicted, if the Post Office Department were
reorganized along the lines proposed by the
Hoover Commission.
"I'd like to know where that letter was
for 11 days," she said.
NORWAY GETs AIR-MAIL . LETTERS TO DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA QUICKER THAN NEW YORK
(By James G. Deane)
An air-mail stamp isn't giving some postal
users their money's worth.
On Friday the Star received two air-mail
letters. They were postmarked the sameTuesday.
One was from Oslo, Norway. The other
was from New York City. The Oslo letter
arrived first .
Flying time from New York is 1 hour.
This letter took 3 days.
From New York to Washington 63 air-mail
flights speed daily. This letter apparently
missed all of them-some twice.
A New York business firm paid 6 cents for
this service. Half that might have delivered
the letter by train overnight.
This case is extreme, but it does not shock
the post office. With postal men Washington-New York air-mail service is notorious.
The public knows it, too. Complaints are
commonplace. But they have not, apparently, accomplished much.
BOTH ARE BOTTLENECKS
New York City is the country's secondbusiest air-mail center. (Chicago is first.)
Washington ranks fifth. Both are bottlenecks.
The fault, according to the men who
handle it, isn't in the transit--for whicli
Uncle Sam pays out millions annually in
subsidies. The Postal Transportation Service
moves up to~ million pounds of air mail in
and out of National Airport monthly, and up
to twice th,at in New York. And it moves, say
the transport men, promptly.
The dilly-dallying, the transportation men
contend, is at each end. Outgoing mail
doesn't get to the airport fast enough. Incoming mail sits in the city post office before
delivery.
National Airport frequently gets New York ·
letters postmarked 7 a. m. at 9 p.m. Often
it gets Washington outbound letters 5 hours
after they are postmarked. And this does
not account for additional possible delay in
pickup and delivery.
The Washington post office denies any
such delays. It tells the transportation men
it gets the mail out promptly. The airport
men dispute it.
In such instances, not only mail to New
York is affected, but outgoing Washington
mail to all other points as well. Air 'mail
from the west coast consistently arrives here
quicker than the reverse in terms of postmarks, according to the transportation men.
SERVICE OFTEN LATE
Air-mail special deliveries mailed here In
the early afternoon should be delivered in
New York the same day. Often they aren't.
The reverse is also true.
There's no question that much air-mail
Mrvice is excellent. This is especially true
of that to the West. But that can'-t be said
of·New York to Washington. In terxns of deliveries, Los Angeles is often closer.
The air-mail men think incompetent help
1s one big trouble in the city post offices.
Washington has been showing local signs
of inefficiency recently. Complaints published in the Star are evidence for this.
Last week carriers were threatened with disciplinary action for irregularities.
In New York 100 postal inspectors now are
conducting an extraordinary investigation of
mail service. Some changes already have
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been made and some employees have been
disciplined !or not conscientiously performing their duties. The check-up started 5
months ago and is expected to continue another 3.
[From Washington Star of May 4, 1952]
DISTRICT IS NoT ALONE IN ITS COMPLAINTS
What is mail service like in pther cities?
Here is what some newspapers have been reporting:
New York World Telegram and Sun-Tests
showed deliveries in New · York take an average of 29.6 hours. In London they take
six. Service was labeled "hick." Pony express was faster.
Louisv1lle Times-Mail by stagecoach .took
8 hours to Frankford, Ky., in 1830; now it
takes 24.
Lynchburg (Va.) Daily Advance-Why does
a letter from Lynchburg to Richmond take
as long as one from London?
Cleveland Plain Dealer--Conditions are
"intolerable." No Clevelander has escaped
delay.
Denver Post--Federal grand jury branded
mail handling "improvised and antiquated."
No . private industry so operated could
survive.
Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch-"Scandal is
the right word • • • once it was the
fastest and most efficient (postal service) in
the world. Now it is among the slowest and
least efficient."
Phoenix (Ariz.) Gazette-Post Office Department is "a model of inefficiency."
Pittsburgh Post Gazette-"Perhaps the situation reflects in part an attempt to force
larger congressional appropriations. Or perhaps it is aimed in part at inducing customers who can no longer rely on early
delivery of a 3-cent letter to spend the 21
cents necessary to send a message airmail
special delivery." Post Office should be reorganized on lines of Hoover Commission
recommendations.

The President's Action in Seizing the Steel
Industry
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES C. AUCHINCLOSS
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8.. 1952

Mr. AUCHINCLOSS. Mr. Speaker
under the privilege extended . to me by
the House, I am glad to bring to the attention of my colleagues a letter of a
distinguished steelman setting forth the
facts, as he sees them, concerning the
President's action in seizing the steel
industry.
Mr. Ernest T. Wier, chairman of the
board of the National Steel Corp., in a
letter addressed to Mr. Raoul E. Desvernine, recites in historical sequence the
events leading up to the President's
action together with various observations concerning the serious implications
involved. It is becoming increasingly
evident that if the President's seizure is
in accordance with the provisions of the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, collective bargaining between representatives of management and labor in the
set tlement of their disputes is a thing of
the past, and one of the great fundamental principles of our free enterprise
system is thrown into . the discard.
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Labor and management must be free
from government domination if our
Nation's industrial dominance in the
world is to continue.
The Congress must be on the alert;
and, should these industrial freedoms be
abridged, immediate legislation should
be enacted for the protection of individual enterprise and the rights of the
individual citizen, whether be be a
member of the labor or the industrial
group. The political leaders of our
Nation should show temperate impartiality in dealing with the destiny of our
citizens; intemperate and hasty action,
which might benefit one segment of our
economy over another, is intolerable and
will lead to the final destruction of our
great country.
Mr. Wier's letter follows:
NATIONAL STEEL CORP.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 28, 1952.

Mr. RAOUL E.

DESVERN~NE,

Washington, D. C.

DEAR GENE: I have read carefully the letter of President Truman to Vice President
BARKLEY, which BARKLEY presented to the
Senate. It so misrepresents the facts, is so
misleading, and is such a clever attempt to
shift his responsibility for continuation of
the steel seizure upon Congress that it calls
for a correction by a concise statement of the
true facts. Further, it should be made clear
and precise what the President has actually
done from the beginning of the wage discussion up to the present time so that responsibility for the present unprecedented situation will reside where it belongs.
There is no question (as later events indicate) but that Truman in the early phase of
the controversy made a deal with Murray,
of the CIO, which assured complete Presidential support for the CIO demands, and that
consequently all action taken by administration agencies were designed to put these
demands into effect. The CIO, in its convention, set up a list of 22 demands covering
basic wage changes and so-called fringe b~ne
tl.ts which, if granted, would have requrred
an increase wage payment equivalent to
about 50 cents per hour, an advance of 25
percent over the existing rates. Also included was a demand for a complete union
shop. Never in the whole history of the
steel industry had wage demands of this size
and the other requirements been made at
one time. In fact, this probably would apply
to any of the other standard industries. The
very size of these demands, I think, confirms
the charge that the CIO had a deal with. Mr.
Truman and his assurance of support, as
otherwise the CIO would never have been so
bold as to assert such extravagant demands.
The CIO's refusal throughout the negotiations to negotiate on any of the demands
shows their confident reliance on ~he President's assurance, a fact of which they have
publicly boasted.
When these demands were made on the
, steel industry, they were refused because
the industry's consistent position had been
that lt was much better for our economy
to have no increase in wages and no increase
1n prices. In fact, this was the basis of the
stablllzatlon plan the Government h_ad previously put into effect.
It is an established fact that steel workers
are now among the highest paid in the country. The demands of the union (50 cents
per hour) would ultimately cost the steel
industry $20 per ton of steel production.
Steel prices were frozen by Government
order so that there was no possibility of the
steel industry having the money with which
to pay any such increase 1n cost. Consequently, the wage demands had to be refused and the CIO set a strike date.
Following this, the President referred the
issue of these demands ~o the Wage Stabll1•

zation Board consisting of representatives of
labor, public and industry. To begin with,
an examination of the personnel of this
Board shows that it was completely handpicked and would support to a very large
extent the labor demands. The latter is
evident from the manner of its appointment
and its awards in many cases. The Board,
since constituted, has shown no disposition
to hold-the-line on wages. Also, in my
opinion, there is no question but that the socalled public members as well as the labor
members knew what was expected of them
by Truman.
•
Hearings were held by this Board and, notwithstanding the facts presented by the steel
industry, final recommendations were made
which met the demands of the CIO to a point
that would approximate an increase of 30
cents per hour. In addition, the Board recommended installation of the union shop.
(An unprecedented thing in itself, since a
wage Board properly should have nothing to
do with the matter of a union shop in an
industry.) However, this was the Board's
recommendation and certainly from the
point of view of the President and Mr. Murray, and the Board had "made good."
Meetings were then arranged between representatives of various steel companies and
union representatives but from the very beginning there was no collective bargaining or,
in fact, anything approaching an open negotiation looking to a mutually satisfactory
solution. As soon as a meeting opened, the
union representatives deip-anded of the industry representatives, "Are you willing to
agree to the Government's order as evidenced
by the Wage Stabilization Board recommendations?"
Naturally, the steel companies' spokesmen
made an effort to discuss the various items
to compose differences, if reasonable. This
was never allowed by the union representatives. From the first, the recommendation
of the Board was presented as a Government
order which the industry mu~t accept-or
face a strike.
The total cost to the industry, to grant
the equivalent of 30 cents per hour, would
have been approximately $12 per ton and this
the industry could not cover because its
prices were frozen and the positio~ of the
Price Stabilization authorities was "no increase in the selling price of steel."
All the action of the Government from
the beginning completely eliminated collective bargaining, Government was the sole
power that would decide the issues, and I
might say that Government conducted itself as the arbitrary and final power. This
elimination of the principle of collective bargaining between the employer and the employee on the matter of wages and working
conditions is a complete reversal of established practice and will have very far-reaching effects. Employers and employees are
constantly in close communication and reallsticall r familiar with the basic facts .of
their mutual and reciprocal interests; and
with sound and practical settlements based
on the facts. When Government steps in,
as it has in this case, anc,i one side knows
that it has its powerful support for its demands, collective bargaining no longer exists or can exist. Therefore, determinations
are not based on economic realities but solely
on governmental power and political expediencies. Industry cannot prosper (indeed
it cannot survive) in this country under
these conditions. When Government determines the celllng price above which products cannot be sold, there is no longer the
free competitive market which has been the
very foundation of our great- industrial development. And when Government dictates
costs, it controls the life of industry.
Although the Wage Board was expressly
limited by Congress to the making of recommendations that are nonbinding on either
party, the President immediately imple•
mented these nonbinding reco~endations,

giving them the character of a mandatory
order which he has attempted to force on
the industry even to the extent of seizure
of its properties.
The President resorted to seizure despite
the existence of the Taft-Hartley law which
was enacted by Congress specifically to meet
the very situation presented by the steel
case. His reasons for ignoring the law are
so obviously without merit that, in my opinion, it is final proof of his determination
from the start, regardless of the economic
facts and the duties of his office, to impose
the union demands by fair means or foul.
The President, in his public statement at
the time of the seizure, willfully and knowingly misrepresented the actual facts to the
public. He stated that the steel industry
had been making huge and unjustified
profits; that in 1951 the earnings of the steel
industry on each ton of steel were $19 per
ton. He did · not mention that this was
before taxes. Actually, and this is public
information, the net earnings after taxes of
the steel industry for that year were approximately $6 per ton. That was all that
was left after the payment of all bills, wages,
taxes, and out-of-pocket costs. To picture
profits as profits before taxes is just as deceptive as to spea.k of profits before wages
and other direct costs. The employer as
well as the employee lives on "take-home
pay," and "take-hom!'} pay" is after taxes are
paid. Also, a return must be paid on the invest!men~ of stockholders and money must be
provided for the emergency expansion demanded of the companies by the Government for national defense and for the normal
development of the industry in an expanding
economy. Development must be financed
out of net earnings, after taxes, as presently
allowable depreciation is even inadequate to
pay for replacements.
The steel industry is one that requires
enormous sums each year for development,
and for the maintaining of huge raw material reserves. This item alone is very basic
and important to the future of our country
because without ore and coal there can be
no steel production. As is well known now
the steel industry is forced to risk large
capital investment outside the United States
of America for future supplies ' of this raw
material.
To carry this obligation to supply the
country with ever-increasing steel requirements and especially the present emergency
demands, all companies must raise money
through loans or pUblic financing and this
they cannot do unless their financial integrity and credit is sustained by the assurance that they can make an adequate return
on investment. But all of the money necessary. cannot be borrowed and a large portion
of it must come from earnings. The action
of the Government in this case makes the
future development of the steel industry impossible. Does the President's action at this
time mean that he wants Government to nationalize the steel industry and thereby
eliminate private enterprise?
Another indication of willful misrepresentation on the part of Government was made
by Mr. Arnall a few days ago. He said that
the steel industry was demanding a price
increase of $12 per ton to reimburse itself
for the costs of the WSB's wage recommendations. That is an untrue statement. The
industry has stated that the increased labor
costs recommended by the Board and now
demanded by the CIO would amount to $12
per ton. At no time did the industry ask
for this increase. However, taking this
basis-that is, the $12 per ton which he
used-the industry this year, operating at
full capacity, might produce and ship 75,000,000 tons of finished steel. This, at $12
per ton, would equal $900,000,000, which
would amount to less than $6 per person In
the country, or $24 per family. These are ·
the actual facts and the difference between
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$24 and the $300 rise in costs per family, as
stated by Mr. Arnall, points up the degree
of willful misrepresentation coming from the
Government.
On the other hand, the industry has proposed 12Y:! cents base rate wage increase and
5 cents for fringe benefits, or a total of 17%
cents ·over existing rat.es. The industry has
pointed out that this would increase its
direct labor c.ost about $5.50 to $6 per ton.
Furthermore, the administration repeatedly gives the false public impression that it is
prepared to a).low the steel industry a price
increase of about $3 per ton to absorb the
WSB's recommendations. The fact is that
this has nothing to do with the present wage
controversy. The industry is entitled by
congressional mandate under the Capehart
amendment to an increase in price for increased (losts from the Korean war to July
26, 1951, irrespective of WSB's recommendations, and the present WSB recommendations
cannot be compensated under the Capehart
amendment as they would be effective after
July 26, 1951. Although costs rose substantially during that period, the industry has
not asked for or received any price . increase.
It absorbed all cost increases to .hold the line
against inflation.
In addition to the above-recited misrepresentations, there has been a flood of the same
type of misleading statements pouring from
Government circles to the public-for instance, as to the financial position of the
industry-and all the facts and figures have
been published and are public property. As
compared with ather kinds of industry, steel
stands very low in the list in its earnings,
both on investment and sales-thirty-fourth
in investment and about twenty-fifth in
sales.
The standing of steel securities with the
buying public is not good, as is evidenced by
the fact that not a single steel stock is selling at· anything near its book value. After
all, the earning power of an industry is reflected by the price of their securities on the
market as determined by the investing public. Are there any Indications here that
steel earnings are even fair or comparable
with other industries? Don't the publicly
known facts prove the complete misrepresentation of Mr. Truman and his followers?
Much emphasis has been publicly given to
the fact that the steel industry is ineligible
to a price increase because under the policycriterion set up by the Economic Stabilizer
any company which is a member of an industry which had profits above 85 percent of
the. stipulated base period was not entitled
to and could not apply for a price increase.
This is claimed to be applicable to the steel
industry. Two pertinent observations must
be made on this subject. First: this policy
criterion only purported to be a guiding
principle for the price agencies. It could be
no more as there is no foundation for any
such limitation or standal'd in the Defense
Production Act. Consequently, it can only
be the arbitrary standard set up by a purely
administrative agency. And secondly: I am
informed by the formulator of this criterion
that it presupposed and was predicated upon
holding the wage level. No such wage increases as presently proposed were then contemplated and the policy criterion was not
intended to govern under any such circumstances.
Let us also be alerted to the fact that these
exorbitant wage demands are p1ade at a
time when demands for steel are shrinking;
shortages are disappearing; production has
been expanded to a new high level; taxes and
material costs are advancing; and profits decreasing. The first-quarter reports of all
steel companies show substantially lower
earnings than for 1951.
Mr. Truman seized the property of nearly
1,000,000 owners, in order, he claims, to prevent a strike. Does this now give him the
right to put into effect a huge increase in
wages, while refusing to .grant any compen-

satory increase in prices? Can this be sound
and possible from an economic point of view?
Furthermore, where does he derive any such
power? And if he has this power, where do
the people of this country stand in their ownership of property and homes? Is the President hereafter to have unlimited power over
our entire economic life and individual liberties? Since when, under our Constitution,
do emergencies create power instead of being
only the occasion for the exercise of power?
The threat is ~ow also made that not only
the physical property will be controlled by
the Government but that the Government
will also take over and disburse the cash
assets of steel companies in order to pay the
additional labor costs which it has arbitrarily
imposed. If this is not confiscation of pri- ·
vate property by Government, then I would
like to have somebody explain to me just
what it is.
All of the administration's arbitrary action
1s predicated on tbe claim of a steel shortage to meet defense demands. The fact is
that defense has thus far only taken a .very
small percentage of total production and the
Government thus far has had all its· requirements timely supplied. In fact, steel
supply has run ahead of defense needs and
consumption. Government. agencies have
even released steel reserved by them for defense production because the Government's
reservations of its estimated requirements
have run behind the Government's actual
defense consumption.
In closing, let me say that it was the expressed intent of Congress in enacting the
Defense Production Act to preserve a fair
and equitable relationship between the stabilization of wages and prices but thus far
the administration of that act has resulted
ln the freezing of prices but the consistent
approval of wage increases, thus producing
a greater imbalance and instability in our
economy. The present proposed extravagant increases in steel wages with no -increase in steel price to absorb same is a
destruction of the whole fight against inflation, creating an unnecessary economic imbalance which can only have most harmful
effects upon our domestic economy arid defense efforts.
There are many othsr facts in connection
with this situation that I could cite but I
think these correct the major misleading
statements put out by the Government.
Sincerely,
ERNEST T. WEIR.

best method for dealing with foreign thugs
who kidnap American citizens, but they are
not being followed today.
In 1904 an American merchant named
Perdicaris was kidnaped and held for ransom by a Moroccan bandit called Raisuli.
President Theodore Roosevelt, who had a
knack for making the importance of the
United States known abroad, did not wait to
act. He told his Secretary of State John Hay
to cable the United States consul this blunt
statement: "Perdicaris alive or Raisuli dead."
His verbal arrow hit the target. Perdicaris
was released unharmed, and the incident was
over.
Times have certainly changed since tile
days of Teddy Roosevelt. When an American businessman, Robert Vogeler, was imprisoned in Hungary on trumped-up charges,
the President took no action.
Vogeler
wasted away in jail for 17 months while the
State Department "made a deal" for his -release. We had to bargain with hoodlums.
Now the State Department policy of "wait
until the dust settles" is being applied to
the imprisonment of a Hoosier newspaperman.
William Oatis, an Associated Press correspondent from Marion, Ind., has been sent ·
to jail by the Communist Government of
Czechoslovakia. He is charged with being a
United States spy; but his only "crime" was
his attempt to report fairly and honestly the
news from behind the iron curtain.
Representative JoHN V. BEAMER, Republican, of Indiana, has introduced a resolution
calling for a halt to all trade with Czechoslovakia. Beamer also favors a complete break
in diplomatic relations, if the Czechs do not
free Oatis.
I support his resolution 100 percent.
Other Congressmen have suggested that we
deport all Czech reporters now in this country. It was also recommended that if the
State Department cannot guarantee the
safety of our citizens in countries behind the
iron curtain, they should all be brought
home. We should not have to bargain with
hooligans.
Certainly some drastic action is necessary
to stop this shameful treatment of our countrymen. When foreign governments perpetrate such outrages on our citizens it is evidence of the failure of our State Department
to ·maintain the prestige abroad which the
United States had enjoyed since the War of
1812.

Arnall Prevents Steel Price Rise
The Oatis Case

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MORGAN M. MOULDER

HON. JOHN V. BEAMER

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OF

OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. BEAMER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD, I include the news
report No. 18 of Representative WILLIAM
G. BRAY, of Indiana:
A CONGRESSMAN REPORTS-NO. 18
(NoTE.-As of April 23 Bill Oatis had been
in prison for 1 year. Last year I wrote the
following column. Since that time the ·
Beamer resolution was passed, but we still
trade and have diplomatic relations with
Communist Czechoslovakia. I think this
column bears repeating, inasmuch as Bill
Oatis is still in prison, the State Department
is still waiting, and the situation has not
changed.)
International kidnaping is nothing new.
Precedents have been established as to the

OF MISSOURI

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. MOULDER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
the following article from the Washington CD. C.) Post, Wednesday, May 7,
1952, entitled ''Arnall Prevents Steel
Price Rise'':
ARNALL PREVENTS STEEL PRICE RISE
(By Drew Pearson)
Now that the steel mills are running again,
some admin\stration leaders are canvassing
means of winding up the entire mess by giving the steel industry a moderate price increase In order to take care · of a wage increase.
Several Cabinet members privately have
long favored such a plan, especially Secretary
of Defense Lovett. John Steelman, the ActIng Defense Mobilizer, once also definitely
favored a $5-a-ton price increase for steel, as
did Charles E. Wilson.
·
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However, each move in this direction has
run up against the quiet adamant opposition of a former governor from Georgia,
Price Administrator Ellis Arnall.
And Arnall fiat~y refuses to budge.
At one White House meeting held just
before the President seized the steel industry, various Cabinet members were urging
a moderate price increase in steel prices
as a sop to the industry.
"You can increase 'em all right," drawled
Arnall good-naturedly. "You can increase
'em if you want tu wreck the country."
Arnall wasn't mad a bit. He even sounded
as if he was half kidding. But those who
know him realized that he was deadly serious, especially when he added:
"You can increase 'em all right. But you'll
have to get yourselves a new Price Administrator."
The quiet threat of Arnall's resignation
was enough to stop further discussion. Furthermore, he was backed up by his immediate superior, Roger Putnam, a manufacturer from Springfield, Mass., who knows
what it's Eke to make a profit and meet a
payroll.
Arnall also produced figures showing that
the steel industry could pay the package
wage increase recommended by the Wage
Stabilization Board and yet reduce its profit
only 12 cents a ton under the high profit
base from 1946 to 1949-after taxes. Arnall
likewise showed that the steel industry,
after paying the wage increase, and after
paying taxes, would have a profit of only
60 cents a ton less than its record-breaking
profits during the year 1951 when steel dividends soared to an all-time high as a result
of the Korean war.
He argued that the steel industry should
not make money at the expense of the Korean war. He also pointed out that these
profits were · after taxes.
The steel industry has not challenged
Arnall's figures.

The People Are Concerned
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD H. JENISON
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. JENISON. Mr. Speaker, many
American citizens with an
equity in our social security laws are now
justifiably concerned about the limitations on earnings placed on them when
they attain the age at which they should
become beneficiaries of the program to
which they have made their contributions over the years.
This situatiQn has been called to my
attention by many who are distressed at
the obvious conflict with our national interest which should encourage rather
than discourage those who could and
would continue to contribute to our labor
force so essential if we are to win the
battle of production that is a vital element in our battle for survival, both economic and military.
Mr. EarlL. Allison, editor of the Daily
Republican-Register, at Mount Carmel,
Ill., has suggested that all Members of
Congress should be interested in the view
expressed by a recent editorial in the
Saturday Evening Post.
co~cientious

The Post has stated acts about this problem in a better way than I could hope to
d.o-

Editor Allison wrjtesand I do think it is correct down to the last
detail. I believe all limits on earnings of retired persons should be removed by congressional act.

Mr. Speaker, under permission granted
me by the House, I include in the RECORD
the editorial from the Saturday Evening
Post to which Mr. Allison refers. It follows:
WHY PUT

LIMIT ON EARNINGS OF RETIRED
PEOPLE?
Under the unique theory embodied in the
social-security law, a single man or widower
who has retired and is receiving a maximum
of $80 per month may not earn more than
an additional $50 per month. If he is paid
more than that, he forfeits his $80 stipend.
In fact, it is only slightly more than a year
ago that Congress amended the law to permit beneficiaries to augment their socialsecurity income to ·the extent of $50. Before January 1, 1951, the limit was $15 a
month.
Just how elderly people on small annuities
are supposed to pay their bills in these inflationary times, the Social Security Act
does not state. Neither does it explain the
justice of restricting the am<;mnt which a
retired man may earn by his own labor when
no restriction is placed on what a more fortunate oldster may receive from investments,
private pensions, and annuities, or rich and
grateful relatives. Another mystery is the
provision in the law by which beneficiaries
of social security who reach the age of 75
are permitted to earn as much as they like.
However, until he is too old to tear into
an 8-hour day like a gamecock, the retired
man does well to play it safe. If he decides
that it is ridiculous to try to live on $130
a month-his $80 social-security stipend plus
the $50 he is permitted to earn-and goes
out and gets a job, the first $100 a month
he earns, less income tax, makes it a standoff between working and sitting quietly on
the porch. The $80 social-security check
which he forfeited was tax-free, but the $100
or more which he earns is taxable at the new
high rates. Any normal annuitant would
ask himself, "Why work for the price of
loafing?"
On page 18 of the 1951 booklet, Your New
Social Security, is found a heading: "Who
pays for it?" The answer: "Federal old-age
and survivors insurance is paid for by a
contribution (or tax) on the employee's
wage and the self-employed person's earnings from his trade or business." Well, if
the retired worker has paid for his benefit,
along with an equal contribution by his
employer, what business is it of the Government what other income he has or how he
earns it? A man on a private retirement
plan gets his pension without any strings
attached as to the amount he may earn.
The same is true of annuities from insurance companies. Social security is described by the Federal wind machines as
insurance for which the worker has paid
with his own money along with a contribution by the boss. But if the worker at
age 65 has bought no more than an obligation not to add to his small allowance by
taking a job on the side, he has a right to
ask, "Is this insurance or a dole?"
This restriction on the earnings of social-security benefiCiaries was tacked onto
the law in 1934 because it was considered
a good idea to discourage elderly people from
entering the labor market. Unemployment
was high when the law was passed. But,
aside from economic hardships, the restriction discourages able and active men from
utilizing their abilities at a time of life when
they need all the help they can get. Retirement is tough going for most healthy
men, and to force idleness on them is a
cruel injustice. Social workers and business
A

leaders who expected retirement plans to
solve the problem, now hold conferences on
how to reconcile people to retirement.
There is also the national angle. If the
Nation's defense industries demand more
and more men, it is obvious that the abilities and skills of thousands of men who
have reached their sixty-fifth birthdays can
be used. It is a strange policy .indeed which
would suppress this available labor supply
by bribing men not to take jobs that pay
them more than $12 a week, When this
antisocial practice is carried on in the name
of social insurance, to which all employed
· people are compelled to contribute out of
their earnings, insult is added to injury.
Representative W. STERLING COLE, Of New
York, has proposed an amendment to the
Social Security Act, permitting people over
65 to earn $100 a month without losing their
annuities. But why should there be any
limit at all?

Dr. Wetherell's Appointment
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. R. ·wALTER RIEHLI't1AN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. RIEHLMAN. Mr. Speaker, it has
come' to my attention that one ::>f my distinguished constitutents and an outstanding surgeon has been singularly
honored by being appointed Chief Medical Officer of the Veterans' Administration regionat office in Syracuse, N. Y.
The attached editorial briefly describes
his qualifications and the outstanding ·
distinction he will bring to that office:
DR. WETHERELL'S APPOINTMENT
In selecting Dr. Frederick S. Wetherell, of
Syracuse, to be chief medical officer of the
Veterans' Administration regional office in
Syracuse with supervision over 18 Central
New York counties, the Veterans' Administration obviously has made a wise move.
For Dr. Wetherell is one of the outstanding
surgeons in this part of the country. He
has been active in national, State, county,
and city medical and surgical organizatimis.
He has been connected with numerous hospitals, including St. Joseph's, Memorial, and
University in Syracuse, and has been a
thoughtful exponent of improved hospital
methods.
It would be possible to use a full column
of type detailing the distinguished honors
that have come to "Dr. Wetherell as a result
of his professional achievements. But the
gist of it would be that here is a surgeon
and physician preeminently qualified for the
important position to which he has now been
called by the Veterans' Administration.
The veterans are fortunate· to obtain the
.services of so competent a man.

• Vital Petition
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to call the ·a ttention of my col-
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leagues to the following editorial, which
appeared in the .washington Post of
Sunday, April 27, 1952:
VITAL PETITION
lt is now obvious beyond all doubt that
the District home-rule bill will have to be
dislodged· from the House District Committee by petition if it is 1/o become law at
this session of Congress. For a time the
subcommittee in charge of the bill made
some pretense of considering it, but its
decision appears to have been quiet burial.
The effect is to focus all the attention that
the home-rule movement can muster on the
discharge petition (No. 11) filed by Congressman GRANGER, Democrat, with Republican
Congressman SITTLER as cosponsor.
In one respect it is a favorable time to
press for action. ~ome weeks ago the bill
passed the Senate with strong bipartisan
support. Two years ago a similar bill passed
the Senate and came within a narrow margin of winnin.g the .218 signatures needed
to force a vote in the House. There are many
reasons to believe that it would be approved
by a substantial majority if it could once
be rescued from the strangling fingers of
the southerners in control of the House District Committee. All that is needed is to
induce 218 Congressmen who ran on the
home-rule plank in either the Democratic
or the Republican platform 4 years ago to
honor their pledge to this voteless community. With new platforms about to be
written and with most Congressmen in a
vote-seeking mood, it is certainly a good time
. to raise the issue.
We have no doubt that a large majority
of Washingtonians want home rule. Every
t'ime they have had the opportunity, they
have voted for it. If their goal is to be
achieved, however, they w:m have to make
their wishes known on Capitol Hill in a
very emphatic manner. Local residents who
have voting rights in a State can be especially
effective in laying the problem before their
Congressman. Voteless residents may .have
infiuential friends who can induce busy legislators to sign the petition. The number
of names on this petition will determine
whether the District is to remain in the
shadow of imposed bureaucracy or emerge
into the sunlight of local self-rule.

quires, as its sole condition for membership, that the member write a letter to
any official of our Federal Government,
President, Senator, Congressman, or department head, protesting the continuance of such waste.
Membership is increased by a sort of
''grass roots" campaign. By quiet but
earnest door-to-door canvassing, by
talking to shopmen during lunch hours,
and in other similar ways, new names
are brought into the "Tea Party." Both
the sincerity of the idea and the wide
agreement with its spirit are evidenced
by the fact that within the few short
weeks since its inception, the "Middletown Tea Party" has grown from a small
neighborhood group into a membership
not only numbered in thousands, but
spread throughout no less than 15 States.
It continue.s to grow at an increasing
pace.
Though I am only one to whom they
write, I have received a great volume of
letters from the "Tea Party." Some of
the letters are only a sentence, some are
very long, but all are courteous and honest. Like the movement itself, they are
completely non-partisan.
Frankly, I find it a privilege to express my admiration for the idea of the
"Middletown Tea Party" and my sincere
hopes for the lasting good and proper
results it will achieve. Spontaneously,
without connection or affiliation with
any organization, the neighbors of Mid ..
dletown. Ohio, have joined together, and
are now joining together with the neighbors of many other American communities. In common voice, they urge one
thing, that we stop waste. Gentlemen,
we must take heed.

Grass-Roots Citizen Speaks His Mind
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

The Middletown Tea Party
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL F. SCHENCK
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. SCHENCK. Mr. Speaker, Middletown, Ohio, is an industrial city of
almost 35,000 population, located in
southwestern Ohio. I am proud to have
it in my district, because it has long been
known as a community of progress and
of great civic spirit. Repeatedly in the
past, where other communities have
talked, Middletown has acted. Once
again this is the case, and an idea has
been born, a civic movement started,
which may very well have national significance.
There is widespread resentment and
alarm, throughout our Nation, over the
many instances of ftagrant waste of public moneys. Determined to act against
. this waste, a group of young men conceived and initiated the "Middletown
Tea Party:• This is a movement, rapidly developing into a cru.sade, which re-

HON. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL. Mr. .
Speaker, llere is an excellent letter from
a discerning friend of mine back home
in Broome County, .speaking out his convictions in no uncertain terms.
I am proud to place such .a message in
the RECORD at this time.
You will note Mr. Goodrich proposes
a time limit on electioneering for office,
perhaps 60 days.
I think this is a fine idea. If our local
smear sheets would comply, the whole
southern tier would be a lot better off.
They should cease their hate campaign
against an American Congressman and
try to help build up for national defense. ·
The letter follows:
JoHNSON CITY, April 9, 1952.
MY DEAR MR. HALL: You have asked for
grass-roots views, and I am glad to list a few
of mine:
1. Stop deficit spending at once.
2. Rent control causes housing shortage
and should be abolished by setting a definite
time limit.
3. Labor disputes should be adjusted by an
impartial board and be compulsory,

4. All price regulation of all farm or agricultural products should be stopped.
5. Federal income taxes should be simplified so each one could make out his own
and pay at any post omce and the postmaster
forward it to Internal Revenue Office in
Washington.
6. Congress' franking privilege should be
abolished and postal department would be
on a paying basis. Now it is used for propaganda mostly.
7. A time limit should be on electioneering
for omce (perhaps 60 days) to stop waste of
time and money.
I hope you read this into CONGRESSIONAL
REcORD.

Best wishes,
EUGENE B. GOODRICH.
(I am 79 years old. )

Progress in the South
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN D. JOHNSTON
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 9, 1952

Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina. ·
Mr. President, on the evening of Tuesday,
May 6, 1952, at the Cosmos Club, Washington, D. C., I had the honor of addressing the members of the Palaver Club of
this city. The topic of my speech was
Progress in the South. We in the South
are especially proud of the great strides
in industry and agriculture which hL.ve
been made in the Southern States since
the Civil War, and in my address ! _endeavored to point out some of our accomplishments during the past 87 years.
I desire to make our record known to
all of my colleagues in the Senate; therefore, I ask unanimous consent that my
address be printed in the Appendix of
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
PROGRESS IN THE SoUTH
Only a few of the loftiest pe'ks in the
mountain ranges of the South's amazing
progress can be landscaped in the short period allotted to me. Just a pinnacle, here
and there, may be etched.
Several organizations were called upon to
furnish me with small concentrates of specific information on the South's progress,
and believe you me, I don't know how the
word got around, but my office has been
fiooded with books, pamphlets, charts, and
statistical data of every description and in
the most detailed form. Much too much
tor one man to digest. From this experience, however, I have learned two things:
One, the South has excellent public relations officials, press agents, and efficient executives who sell their gOOd wares in generous carload lots rather than in concentrated form; and, two, if I am ever called upon
to speak in the Senate for 30 days--of course
on a topic germaine to the issue--my source
material is at hand.
But let us now proceed with a discussion
of the progress of the South.
On Palm Sunday four score and seven
years ago the South lay prostrate, bleeding
of sheer exhaustion. Pestilence, poverty,
!amine, destitution, distress, desolation, yea
even death itself followed in the wake of
Sherman's
60-mile-wide,
300-mile-long
march of destruction. Be gave to mankind
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history's most apt description of warton; industry and agriculture are greatly diversified. Educational facilities have been
"hell." Lesser known is his still more
enlarged and are becoming more specialized.
truthful remark that "A crow flying over
Social and cultural advances are progres!>ively
the South must carry with him his own raexpanding.
tions."
our currency was valueless. Our econBearing in mind that the land in the South
omy was wrecked. Our towns and cities
was devastated as a result of the War Bewere burned and laid waste. Our industries
tween the States, and that there had to be
were dest royed. Our farm houses were dea complete recovery of the land itself as well
pleted. Our warehouses, factories, and mills
as the procurement of farm equipment, supplies, horses, and cattle, we find that the
were denuded.
Withal, the Gethsemane of the South had
South has made amazing strides. Figures
only commenced. For 12 long years after
are distasteful but only by a recitation of a
few of them can there be pictured briefly
1865 the South suffered the unspeakable
the extent of the progress to which I am so
horrors of total political and economic domhappy to make reference.
ination. A calculated, studied, and premeditated design for a deliberate and sysCotton was the principal and staple agritematic course of oppression was formulated
cultural product of the South for many
for a once proud but then helpless segment
years. In 1900 there were 25,000,000 acres
of our American people. Heartless revenge,
under cultivation which produced 10,000,000
unmatched avarice, and the beastly greed of
bales. Compare that with the production in
carpetbagging were augmented by the
1950 when we find that there were only
17,000,000 acres tilled, yet that _17,000,000
treacheries of the local scalawags.
acres produced 9,000,000 bales. ·This shows
There was then inaugurated and practiced
improved farming methods and procedures.
a system of political subjugation which conFormerly the South was required to ship its
stitutes some of the darkest and most inraw cotton and cloth to the North for fabri·
famous pages in our American history.
cation. This was chiefly due to the iniquiBrother of the North turned upon brother
tous freight rate differentials. These opof the South in a savage defilement hitherto
pressive measures have to a large degree been
unknown amon?: a people of a common herlifted and no longer can the industrialists
itage.
of the North boast of the slogan "buy cheap
Why should one recall the stench of such
and sell dear." These rates affected not cotfoul conduct that so long and yet so shortton alone but in varying degrees all of the
ly has flowed m•er our history's dam? Many
South's raw ·materials. We have had to pay
of our people are either ignorant of or blind
dearly
for this relief by tax-free methods
to these undeniable facts. Many like us of
and the employment of other material inthe South desire to forget and wish always
ducements.
to forgive. Now and then its ugly odor reCommercial truck crops in the South have
turns: for exa:nple, we hear it said unjustly
today that a man from the South may not · b.een principal products of our farms. In
1900 there were a half-million acres under
be elected to the presidency. Let us pray
cultivation and in 1950, a million and a
that we may soon be liberated from this
quarter acres. Much of the truck crop propenalty. There are still some who cultivate
duction is sent to world markets for redisa passion for discord and wish to force a
tribution, yet much is sold in local areas
compulsory employment system upon us.
by trucks and from house to house.
Parenthetically, let me say here, the South
A large agricultural product of the South
will work out satisfactorily to all of her
which has shown an amazing growth with
residents her social, economic, cultural, and
racial problems, if she is not retarded by
all of its varied byproducts is peanuts. In
the professional agitators and a few other
1900 there were only 300,000 potmds of peawell-meaning social reformers who have only
nuts grown in the South. In 1950 we had
an overnight knowledg~ of her problems
the startling total of 1,750,000,000 pounds.
gained from a window of a moving train or
Such a remarkable advance in growth of this
as a temporary bird of passage.
single agricultural product staggers the
Following the Civil War, the South was
imagination. ·
the beneficiary of a few philanthropies in
Cottonseed, which is used for feed purposes
the North, though a good deal less than a
as well as in the production of oleomargarine,
total of a million dollars was raised for her
grew from 24,000,000 pounds in 1925 to 400,•
relief. The Congress· refused to pass a bill
000,000 pounds in 1950. In this product
and appropriate a million dollars for us.
alone you see there has been over 1500 perThere was then no lend-lease; there was no
cent increase.
War Damage Commission; there was no War
Tobacco has always played a leading part
Claims Commission; there was no Marshall
as an item in the farm industry of the South.
plan; there was no point 4 program; there
In 1900 there were 800,000 acres under culwas no mutual assistance program. Yea,
tivation producing 700,000,000 pounds. In
there was nothing but the heavy hand of a
1950 there were 1,500,000 acres that procruel, retarding force implemented by fear,
duced nearly 2,000,000,000 pounds of marhatred, and op.pression compounded, one
ketable tobacco. Most of this item from
upon another.
our farms is now manufactured into finished
Contrast these sordid pages of so brief a
products in the South. Picture the increase
span in our history to our present-day genin plants, equipment, and manpower neceserosity-or ignorance. Compare this need
sary to place this raw product into marketand condition in America then with the bilable and salable items.
lions upon billions of dollars we have poured
Cattle, calves, and hogs m!tke an interestout and are still pouring out all over the
ing study as a part of agriculture, for it is
world for the relief of friend and foe alike.
little remembered that the first cattle that
Last Sunday a distinguished minister in his
were brought to this country from Europe
sermon over the radio said in substance:
came to Virginia in 1608. The settlers in
"When we speak of astronomical figures
the famine of that time ate those cattle, and
nowadays, we do not look to the Milky
the next large shipment came in 1611. These
Way, we look to Washington."
cattle and hogs migrated toward the South.
The South had remaining after the Civil
The meat industry in the United States had
War precious little of material value. With
its origin in the South, parts of which beGod's help, she had preserved the great incame known as the "cow country." The
tangibles. She had spirit, will, character,
catt!e were raised-in the South and because of
and an unconquerable determination. She
climatic conditions were driven north for
bad faith in God.
What a soul has been glorified in her ·slaughter. With the introduction, however,
of artificial refrigeration, a southem discovp 'h ysical and material recovery I
ery, the South is regaining its previous high
In less than three generations the South
position as a leadini producer of cattle.
has broken the shackling chains of king cot-

Packing houses are springing up now all over
the Southland.
.
During the invasion of the South by northern armies, most of the meat animals were
appropriated, without compensation, to feed ·
the invaders, and virtually all others were
killed or tossed aside. In 1932 Dr. Bahnsen
of Georgia computed the toll taken by northern producers and packers from citizens of
the Southland. It ran into a figure of billions of dollars. In other words the .conquerors collected no reparations, but they
levied what was tantamount to a confiscation of the commodity responsible for 55
percent of all agricultural income under normal economic conditions. The trend toward
equalization of freight rates, together with
the all-year-around pasturage, and artificial
refrigeration have produced the phenomenal
result that today the value of cattle raised
in Georgia and Alabama is almost equal to
the value of cotton grown in those States.
The sharpest single growth has been in
Florida where one group alone has a grazing
pasture of 600,000 acres.
Wider distribution and technological improvements in machinery are reflected in the
fact that in 1929 the value of farm machinery
was $421,000,000. In 1950 the value had increased to $1,500,000,000. This has accounted
for a decrease in the farm population, for I
am advised that there has been· a decrease
of 9,000,000 farm hands from 1910 to 1951.
The peach industry has grown by leaps and
bounds in the South during the past 25 years.
Peache~ are shipped all over the United
States, not on:y in crates but in refrigerated
carload lots for home consumption as well ·
as for preserving. The yield to the South
from the peach industry has caused the wide,
spread development of this agricultural product increasing the net returns by hundreds
of millions of dollars.
Since the white man first settled in the
South, the forests have played a major role
in the · region's economic life. They provided the settlers with shelter, fuel, and forest crops for the market. The present forests in the South are largely a regrowth and
constitute one of its largest and most productive industries. Included among products of the forest are pulp, paper, furniture,
plywood, and cooperage. Comparative figures showing the distribution of forest lands
in the 12 southern States as compared to the
total for the United States furnishes interesting information. There is an estimated
total of forest land in the South of 514,099
acres in land area. The total for the entire
United States was 1;905,362 acres.
Southern lumber production has grown so
rapidly that the actual statistics are surprising. From 1869 to 1947, a period o{ 79
years, the total lumber produced in the
entire United States, was well over 2,000,000,000,000 board feet. Of the more than
2,000,000,000,000 feet of national lumber production, the South produced the remarkable sum of 819,000,000,000 board feet.
To illustrate -the progress made in education throughout the 12 southern States, let
me burden you with a typical example from
my own State of South Carolina. There are
in South Carolina 523,457 white persons 25
years of age or older. Of this half-million
white population 36,395 have completed four
or more years of college work, giving the
State a percentage ratio of 7 percent. Comparing this number and percentage with
the entire population in the United States
of 67,999,523 persons of the same age, we
find that only 3,319,785 have completed a
4-year college course, giving the Nation as
a whole a percentage ratio of 4.9 percent.
In other words, as compared to the entire
United States the percentage of college men
in South Carolina and in the South generally is almost 3 percent higher than for
the country at large. Originally in the
South our colleges were principally spon-
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sored by religious groups. In later years
We glory 1n these fields of progress.
the States have established colleges and
Naturally, we are happy when we reflect upon
universities to work alongside those orthem. We commend them to the Nation at
ganized by the · religious groups. This di·
large as examples of what a people can do
versification and extension of educational
who have the will, the mind, the perseverance,
opportunities in all fields of higher learning ·and the heart to help themselves-even
against many man-made odds. We are nonein the college groups accounts for the ratio
theless mindful of the gracious benediction
referred to.
of a bountiful Lord who has looked with
Typical of the varied manufacturing infavor upon His children of the South and
dustries in -the South is the cotton mill. In
with a full measure of kindness and tender
South Carolina alone there are 299 cotton
care. His tender mercies have excelled our
mills having in them 5,920,077 spindles. In
fondest expectations; they allay our fears
1951 there were 2,246,508 bales of cotton
and inspire us with hope and ambition.
fabricated in these 299 roms. I do not wish
Eagerly and willingly, we acknowledge our
to be accused of being partial when I refer
grateful thanks to the Supreme Architect of
to my own. county. I am more familiar with
the Universe who presides with equal comit. ~t is in many respects similar to that
passion and affection over all mankind alike.
in the South in general. With pride I make
We will continue to bow humbly in His
reference to the fact that no other county
presence for to Him belong the power and
in the United States can match its 955,136
glory, now and forever more.
spindles or its 23,753 looms. These facts
give Spartanburg County a preeminent position among the great textile industries of
the South. No longer are we required to
ship our cotton, cloth, yarn, and thread
National Maritime Day, May 22
elsewhere. Our neighbor next door fabricates these. One could go on and on for
days and discuss the old and new-power
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
plants, turpentine, rosin, newsprint, research
OF
and engineering plants, oil plants, fiber,
woolen, rayon, aluminum, phosphate-they
are only a few. Be assured today I am not
OF GEORGIA'
filibustering.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
I remarked a few moments ago that figures were in. a measure boring. The simFriday, May 9, 1952
plest way, however, that one may depict
Mr.
GEORGE.
Mr. President, I ask
the advances in agriculture: education, and
unanimous consent to have printed in
industry is to give relative and comparative
the Appendix of the RECORD a le'tter adfigures.
Little wonder that we of the South are
dressed to me by Mr. A. E. MacKinnon,
proud of our tremendous progress in agriof New York, with reference to a jbint
culture, education, and industry. The acresolution which I introduced, naming
complishments I have mentioned are only
May 22 as National Maritime Day.
a few among the many hundred different
There being no objection, the letter
ones which we have made.
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
With no assistance from our conquerors,
as follows:
with no assistance from abroad, with all our
material resources destroyed, the South had
NEW YORK, N. Y., May 3, 1952.
to c()mmence anew in 1865.
Hon. WALTER F. GEoRGE,
Senate
Office
Building,
In the tragedy and strife that befell us, the
Washington, D. C.
South was sustained by an abiding faith so
well expressed at a later date in the lines
MY DEAR SENATOR: Another year has rolled
found on the body of an unknown Canadian
around and this week the Chief Executive
soldier on Flanders Field, when he said:
has issued the twentieth annual statement
proclaiming May 22 National Maritime Day.
(Ye that have faith .to look with fearless
As is customary chambers of commerce in
·
. eyes·
more than 2,500 cities, as well as civic and
Beyond the tragedy of a world at strife,
service organizations at home and abroad,
And trust that out of night and death shall
will commemorate the event and join in the
come
joint observance of Maritime Day and ForThe dawn of ampler life;
eign Trade Week.
Rejoice, whatever anguish rend your heart,
At this time I think it well to pause and
That God has given you the priceless
1
render credit to you, for you tn the Senate,
1
dower,
later ably supported by the late Schuyler otis
To 11ve in these great times and have your
Bland tn the House, were the driving forces
part
that introduced and secured the passage of
In freedom's crowning hour;
the Senate and House bill naming May 22
That you may tell your sons who see the
as the day set aside for all time on which the
llght
Nation
could pause and pay tribute to tts
High in the heavens-their heritage to
maritime interests, the Navy's second line of
takedefense and carriers of our valued foreign
'I saw the powers of darkness put to flight,
trade.
I saw the morning break.' ,.
The writer recalls an early morning visit to
So in the war-torn South, we were rich in
your office and finding you busily engaged
the intangible virtues-faith, courage, deter1n work but when the proposed measure
mination, and ingenuity. We were blessed
was submitted to you, all work was put aside.
with an everlasting faith in a just and omYou left for the White House with a copy
nipotent God. With His protecting grace,
of the proposed bill and in less than an
aided by our intangibles, our ·progress has
hour had returned with the President's apbeen incomparable. Nowhere in the pages
proval. The introduction followed and in
of history can another people point so justiwhat may be regarded as record time, the bill
fiably to an equal progress in so short a
had been accorded the hearty approval ot
period.
both the Senate and House.
Time forbids a full exploration of the
This was unquestionably due to the invariety and magnitude of our progress in the
terest you personally took in the bill and
many fields of agriculture, in all phases of · in-the manner in which you presented it to
industry, and in all branches of education.
your colleagues. It served to pay a long
Suffice· it to say that Horace Greeley would
overdue tribute to the S. s. Savannah
no doubt now say, "Go south, young·. man,
that sa1led from the port of that name,
go south."
.. establishing the record for the first trans-

HON. WALTER F. GEORGE

I

Atlantlo crossing by a steamship and provided a definite time upon which our maritime and foreign trade interests could gather
and chart their courses for another year's
activities. The credit for this is due to you
more than to any other living man and having been privileged in playing a small part
at the launching of the program, I am taking this occasion, after two decades in which
the importance of the day has been constantly growing, to add my well done to your record of accomplishment.
Sincerely,
A. E. MACKINNON.

Importance of the. Benton Amendment to
the Mutual Security Act
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 9, 1952

HUMPHREY. Mr. President,
within the past year all of us, I am sure,
have come to appreciate the importance
of the amendment proposed and fostered
by the Senator from Connecticut [Mr.
BENTON] to the Mutual Security Act.
This amendment has served as an effective arm of democracy in Europe.
During my visit to Europe last fall, I
had the personal experience of speaking
with many of the European leaders and
many of our Government officials there.
The testimonials that came to me in
behalf of the amendment submitted by
the Senator from Copnecticut were most
significant.
In rec.e nt days, one of our Government
o:fftcials, Mr. Robert Oliver, has given
added testimony to the importance of the
Benton amendment, and has characterized the Senator from Connecticut as
the No. 1 enemy of the Communist
Party in Europe.
I ask unanimous consent to have a
copy of Mr. Oliver's speech, which was
delivered to the International Institute
of Bridgeport, Inc., on April 29, 1952,
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
Mr. Oliver is the labor adviser to the
Mutual Security Agency.
Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, I am
most grateful to the Senator from Minnesota for .his kind tribute.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Minnesota?
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
·
Mr.

DEFENSE SUPPORT: THE CRITICAL MARGIN FOR
THE FREE WORLD
(Address delivered by Mr. Robert Oliver at
International Institute of Bridgeport, Inc.,
on April 29, 1952)
The concept of defense support is a recognition of the dangers inherent in imposing
a substantial rearmament effort on European economies already strained and weakened by the ravages of the last World War,
and operating in some countries in such an
outmoded and feudalistic fashion that they
are utterly incapable of sustaining either an
adequate defense effort or an acceptable
standard of living. It can be expected that
the economic dislocations of a rearmament
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Meanwhile, the Pacific Maritime Associa~unist agitation because it stifles progress
effort--material shortages, diversion of retion and its members have and are making
sources to armaments production, and the
and stands between the people .and the opa joke of a Government bureau which was
ever-present specter of inflation-will worsen
portunity to achieve a decent standard of
conditions unless positive steps are taken to
living.
'
established by law. As a matter of fact,
bolster these tottering economies.
they are continuing every day to use the
I claim that a measure of the rightness of
Through this concept, America can help
National Union of Marine Cooks and Stewthis approach lies in the reactions of the
her allies in the free world create conditions
ards' hiring hall to ship their men; they are
Communists themselves. Announcement of
that will ease such dislocations and lead to
disc::riminating against the A. F. of L. men
our production assistance program was
political and economic stabillty and a will to
(qualified seamen) who want to go to sea
greeted by a seldom-equalled torrent of viresist Communist aggression from within.
tuperation and howls of anguish from Comon those ships.
The Moscow plotters cannot be stopped by
munist speakers and the party press. The
We therefore officially request you, the
guns, tanks, and planes alone. They are
Communist could well tag Senator BENTON
National Labor Relations Board, to enforce
gambling that the eighteenth century ecoas their No.1 enemy because his amendment
your decision of March 12 by taking the
nomic practices wlll be continued, that capwas a mandate to the American Government
Pacific Maritime Association into court and
italistic doctrines which Ignore both modern
to accomplish the ends I have outlined
making them comply; likewise, the National
indu~trial practices and the legitimate grievabove.
Union of Marine Cooks and Stewards.
ances and aspirations of working people will,
One of the most important things .about
We feel you should do this not only for
under the pressures of rearmament and its
Senator BENToN's amendment is that it
fair play and justice for everybody in a case
corollary inflationary trends, collapse of their
recognizes clearly something that too many
like this but to uphold the dignity of the
own inadequacies and open the way for Compeople overlook, and that is, to be successNational Labor Relations Board which was
munist victory without a single act of open
ful, America's foreign policy must identify
established by Congress for one specific puraggression.
itself with the welfare of the people in the
,pose which is well defined in the act itself.
We have an obligation to help our. allies
various countries following our leadership.
If you have no way of enforcing your deciresist that kind of unarmed, internal aggresIn this instance, for once the Communists
sion, you might as well close shop because
sion. But to my mind we have an even
are right about something. Senator BENnobody pays any attention to you. At least
greater obligation. We must not be content
TON's approach to the central problem of our
we believe in complying with the law in the
merely- to provide the means to stop the
times and his understanding of the global
American Federation of Labor.
Soviet encroachments. We must demonfacts of life stamp him rightly as a threat to
The shipowners (Pacific Maritime Associastrate to the peoples of Western Europe that
Communist aspirations.
·
tion) Wednesday, April 30, 1952, released a
democracy can provide the visible opportustatement in San Francisco that they were
nity for economic and social progress. Only
ready to comply with the .order issued by th~
In that way can we win the wholehearted
Board, but we know and feel that this is
loyalties of the people to our way of life
just hot air because if they desire to comply
Letter From Harry Lundeberg to the with
and expose the lies of the Communist propayour order they could have done so a
gandists.
National Labor Relations Board in Re- long time ago. Their excuse now is they
The road to this objective has been clearly
haven't found the proper methods and means
charted by your ~ own BILL BENTON in the
gard to the Rotan Case
Q.f establishing a hiring hall. They say they
amendment to the mutual-security legislahaven't as yet figured a nondiscriminatory
tion which bears his name. The Benton
way of hiring.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
amendment strikes directly at the core of the
We want to point out to the Board that
OF
problem-the restrictive trade practices
this
is another excuse to delay compliance.
which hobble the economies of certain EuroThe
shipowners have been doing nothing
pean countries and the necessity for developbut stall for the past 2 months and this is
OF CALIFORNIA
ing and strengthening democratic trade
merely another attempt to delay-they have
unions in those countries.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
no intention of complying with the law. If
There is a right way and a wrong way to
· they desire to find a nondiscriminatory way
Friday, May 9, 1952
combat internal Communist aggression. One
of hiring the men it is the easiest thing in
way-and I believe it is the wrong way-is
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I
the world to find. You have the United
by repression of discontent by legislative and
ask
unanimous
consent
to
have
printed
States
Employment Service with offices in
police action, and destruction of the legitiin the Appendi~ of the RECORD a letter every port on the Pacific coast and elsemate avenues of expression of that disconaddressed to Mr. Paul M. Herzog, Chair.: where. They are set up to handle hiring
tent.
man, and the other members of the Na- and, as a matter of fact, for the past 2 years
The other way-the democratic way, in my
opinion-is to see to it that all democratic
tional Labor Relations Board, by Mr. they have done a major share of the hiring
the .seamen that sail on Military Sea
forces and institutions are encouraged and
Harry Lundeberg, secretary-treasurer of for
Transportation Service vessels and there are
given free play within the society; to help
the f;ailors' Union of the Pacific.
hundreds
of those ships. In our opinion
develop democratic trade unions both as an
There being no objection, the letter that is the only way you could hire men
avenue of expression of the workers' disconwas ordered to be printed in the RECORD, without discrimination.
tent and as an indispensable force in an
as follows:
What the shipowners are playing around
expanding economy. That is the kind of
with is the idea of setting up their own
approach that the Communists hate and fear
SAILORS' UNION OF THE PACIFIC,
registration outfit and naturally under a
most. They know it attacks the problems of
San Francisco, Calif., May 2, 1952.
set-up like that they could engage in all kinds
the people on a practical, realistic basis that
PAUL M. HERZOG, CHAmMAN; GEORGE J. BoTT,
of
skulduggery, and, going by past records,
is designed to remove the causes of unrest
GENERAL CoUNSEL; JOHN M. HOUSTON,
we certainly don't expect the shipowners to
upon which their movement feeds. That is
MEMBER; ABE MURDOCK, MEMBER; PAUL
be fair in this deal. All they have done up
the kind of approach that Senator BENTON
L. STYLES, MEMBER; IVAR PETERSON, MEM•
makes in his amendment.
BER, NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD, ·to this time, in spite of all their tallc, is to
work against the A. F . of L. in favor of the
The Mutual Security Agency has taken
WASHINGTON, D. C.
National Marine Cooks and Stewards Union,
steps to implement Senator BENTON's amendDEAR SIRS: On March 12, 1952, your Board
which is a Communist-dominated organment with a program that is designed to free
made a decision in the so-called Rotan case
ization. We know the reason why they
the economies of the critical countries In
in which you ordered "the Pacific American
favor
this Commie outfit. It is because it is
Europe from the shackles of feudalistic conShipowners Association and the Pacific Maricheaper for them to deal with these types of
cepts and points the way to a better way of
time Association, their officers (and) agents
people than with bona fide A. F. of L. seamen.
life for all the people. We call it the Produc• • • to cease and desist from • • •
Therefore we request that you immediately
tion Assistance program. Under it we prorecognizing National Union of Marine Cooks
notify the shipowners to cease discriminatpose an all-out effort. to increase the total
and Stewards, or any successor thereto, as
ing against the American Federation of Labor
production in these countries through adopthe representative of any employees covered
seamen; to cease dealing with the National
tion of modern productivity techniques, inby the December 2, 1948, contract, and any
Union
of Marine Cooks and Stewards (indecluding acceptable labor-management prosupplements or amendments thereof, for the
pendent); to cease hiring men from the
cedures. We propose to share out the benepurposes of dealing with them concerning
National Union of Marine Cooks and Stewfits of increased productivity among all the
grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates of
ards; and to cease allowing officials of the
people-the owners, the consumers and the
pay, hours of employment, or other condiNational Union of Marine Cooks and Stewworkers-and we propose that free trade
tions of employment, unless and until said
ards to go aboard ships and settle disputes
unions be encouraged and strengthened as a
organization shall have been certified by the
and agitate the men aboard these ships.
dynamic force in an expanding economy.
Board."
We further recommend that you notify the
Our program is based upon the conviction
It is now close to 2 months since the Nashipowners that in the future they get
that the whole cartelized restrictive economy
tional Labor Relations Board handed down
their men from the United States Employthat has grown so deep-rooted in Europe
this order to the Pacific Maritime Associament Service in every port on the. Pacific
must be uprooted and thrown out. It must
tion and to the National Union of Marine
coast; and, furtherm.ore, that any man who
be replaced by a vigorous, expanding
Cooks and Stewards (independent), and up
economy that will not, day in and day out, _ to this date no attempts whatso,ever have
registers for a job in a United States emyear in and yzar out , be vulnerable to Combeen made to comply with your order.
ployment office be shipped according to his
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States, are forbidden to abridge the righta
registration, provided he 1s qualified and
of propehcy, the coming of the Lord. It
of citizens to vote on account of race, color,
competent, as per the United States Coast
was everything miraculous and good and
or previous condition of servitude. Radical
Guard qualification test. (Every seaman
perfect. For the first time in their troubled
reconstruction was being forced onwardwho goes to sea must qualify before the
lives they could travel, could see the world.
toward a bitter end.
United States Coast Guard.)
They could talk to friends and sit at sunWe further suggest that any man who is
down, singing and listening to fairy tales.
To the ruling freedmen this was a novel
qualified be allowed to ship-never mind any · They could hunt, could fish in the streams.
experience. They were like kindergarten
preference which the shipowners now are
They could stand up and assert themselves.
students suddenly faced with the task of
playing around with and giving to the
They need no longer shrink at the sight of
teaching the fifth grade. They had never
members of the National Union of Marine
a white face or have fear of the patrol. The
seen a schoolroom and couldn't read or write,
Cooks and Stewards. As we interpret the
days of endless toil in the cotton fields-of
but they were free. They were the masters
Taft-Hartley Act, there is no provision giving
slave and of master had ended now. They
now-and they had friends.
them preference or setting up machinery
were a past civilization-gone with the wind.
It soon became apparent, even to their
which would give them preference, unless
This felicity was short-lived. Their war
friends, that radical reconstruction h ad been
the shipowners owe a debt to the Communist
was not yet over. The outcome of the Civil
based too little upon the hard facts of poParty, or unless they have committed themWar had placed responsibilities upon the
litical and social conditions in the South,
selves to the Communist Party on the Pacific
freed men which they could not, considering
and too much upon benevolent but mistaken
coast to go along in such a manner that they
their previous condition, be expected to
theories and upon hatred for the South's
(the Communist Party) eventually will be
carry. They had been t aken from their redefiance of the Union. It was inevitable
able to recontrol the men who sail in the
mote ancestral homes in C:arkest Africa to
that there should be an aftermath. The
stewards department.
plantations of the south. They had been
effects of that aftermath are still being felt.
Whether the National Labor Relations
governed by the slave law, and it was the
When the reconstruction came to an end
Board is aware of it or not, nevertheless we
only one they knew. Now · they were free,
1n 1877, when radical rule in the South had
are enclosing the latest issue of a paper isbut without position in society, without
collapsed and native white supremacy · had
sued by the National Union of Marine Cooks
property, education,.without leaders. Booker
been restored, the Negro was supposedly a
and Stewards where the plan is put in pz:int
T. Washington once said, "The freed man
citizen of civil and political importance. As
how they expect to comply with the order.
a voter, he was on an equality with the
was left in a bad condition. He was free
In other words, this deal is so rotten it
from the individual master, but the slave of
whites. His political security was guaranstinks. It has been concocted between the
teed by the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fif ..
society. He was free from the old ·plantaCommies and the shipowners. If the Nateenth amendments. Legally and constition, but he had nothing but the dusty road
tional Labor Relations Board thinks for a
under his feet. He was free from the old
tutionally, his position appeared to be imminute that the American Federation of
pregnable.
quarters that once gave him shelter, but a
Labor is going to stand idly by and allow
slave to the rains of summer and the frosts
In the minds of the southerners, howsuch a thing to take place in this day and
of winter. He was turned loose, naked,
ever, tbese amendments vied with military
age when our country is in the middle of a
hungry, and destitute, to the open skies."
reconstruction in their injustice. Methfight with the Communists all over the world
The South was fully aware of the dangers
ods for overcoming the political power of the
and allow your Board, together with the ship1uvolved in granting unrestricted freedom to
:freedmen were invented. Congress itself ·
owners, to give aid and comfort to these
so large a body of ignorant Negroes. Black
aided in this process by passing the AmnesCommies-well, you have another think
codes were passed which placed limitations
ty Acts. But by their terms clause III of
coming because we are going to use an the
on their civil liberties. In some cases they
the
fourteenth amendment was countermachinery and we also intend putting this
were forbidden to serve on juries or in the
acted, and leaders who had taken part in
before the Senate and Congress to expose
militia, to carry arms, or to act as witnesses
the Confederacy were now made eligible for
this move.
1n court, except in cases involving their own
holding public office. In taking such a step,
We expect to get an immediate and prompt
race. Vagrancy laws enabled the magistrates
Congress had not intended for the Negro's
answer on this request, and we particularly
to set them to work under a system which
legal and constitutional rights to be harmed,
are interested in whether the National Labor
amounted almost to slavery. As we look
and therefore passed the enforcement laws.
Relations Board intends to enforce their own
upon this period of our history we see that
They placed heavy penalties upon indiviruling or whether they intend to put out
the South was motivated by what it consid·
duals
who should prevent citizens from exrulings just for the fun of it.
ered necessity. To the North in 1865, howercising their constitutional privileges, priVery truly yours,
ever, the black codes were merely an atmarily the right to vote. There were few
HARRY LUNDEBEJtG,
tempt by the South to evade the results of
convictions under these laws, and the enSecretary-Treasurer, Sailors Union
the Civil War. The radicals in Congress felt
forcement acts were gradually weakened. In
oj the Pacific.
that they had saved the Union; therefore
several cases involving them, the Supreme
(Copies to Dr. John R. Steelman; Matthew
they should rule it.
Court found portions of the acts in conDushane, SUP-SIU legislative representative:
With the radicals overwhelmingly victoflict with the Constitution, and their deciSenator William F. Knowland; Senator Richrious in the election of 1866, the South ension in the United States ~· Harris completed
ard M. Nixon; Congressman John F. Sheltered the most miserable period in its histheir destruction. Not long afterward, the
ley, Senator Warren G. Magnuson; Senator
tory. Lawlessness and disorder prevailed
Court declared unconstitutional the Civil
Harry P. Cain; William Green, President,
everywhere. The illiterate 'freed men, now
Rights Acts of 1875, which had been designed
American Federation of Labor; William c.
State senators and representatives, spent
to insure equal rights to Neg~oes in hotels,
Hushing, American Federation of Labor.)
money lavishly on fancy desks, plush chairs,
theatres, and conveyances. Here again, the
and horse races. It was this unscrupulous
Court stated that the Fourteenth Amendgoverning that instilled anti-Negro sentiment granted no power to the United States,
ment in the South. Yet the southerners
but forbade certain activities by the indiwere powerless to stop sU:ch corruption,
Progress of the American Negro
vidual States. It did declare that constituTo the thirteenth amendment, which set
tional privileges are not interfered with if
the ·slaves free, Congress . in 1865 added the
separate but equal accommOdations are proEXTENSION OF REMARKS
fourteenth. It contained four sections. It
vided for the two races.
OF
made citizens of all persons born or natural- •
In the three-quarters of a century which
1zed in the United States and forbade States
have elapsed since the Civil War, the Amerito abridge their rights. It provided for a
can Negro, and America, have realized one
OF ILLINOIS
reduction of representation in Congress to
important fact. Freedom, equality, and
any State that denied the right to vote to
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
brotherhood cannot be legislated. Rather,
any male citizen of voting age. It prohibthe Negro must win the respect and apFriday, May 9, 1952
ited Confederate leaders from holding publio
proval of his fellow men, for democracy is
Mr. DffiKSEN. Mr. President, I ask office and it prohibited the payment of Con- based upon respect of the individual. We
debts. As we can easily see, the
unanimous consent to have printed in federate
have made unprecedented strides toward
section of this amendment was designed
that end. The names of such famous Amerithe Appendix of the RECORD an oration first
to get the civil rights of the Negro into the
by James C'::-awford, a senior at Harris- Constitution where they would be safe from cans as Frederick Douglass, Booker T. Wash·
burg Township High School, Harrisburg, hostile legislation. The second clause sought ington, George Washington Carver, and
Ralph Bunche will live forever in the anIll. The oration won second place in to get Negro suffrage into the South indi- nals
of this great Nation. From the death
the fifteenth annual Illinois American rectly at a time when a direct suffrage of Crispus Attucks in the A~erican Revoluamendment would most certainly have
Legion oratorical contest.
tion, the Negro has been a stanch defender
There being no objection, the oration failed.
of his country. The battlefields of Korea
To secure the effectiveness of this amend·
have now proved to us that segregation in
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, ment,
Congress, in 1869, referred the fifteenth
our Armed Forces is no longer necessary.
as follows:
amendment to the various States for rati ..
It is true that we are not free in the fullest
The war was over. The final curtain hact
flcatlon. The following year it became a
sense of the term. Slowly, yet certainly,
rung down on America's tragedy. To the
part of the basic law of our land. _ By its
however, we are becoming free. Instead of
mass of the slaves, this was the 'fulfillment
terms, the United States, and the several
giving up the long struggle for ~reedom and
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decency, we had better encourage ourselves
with the progress tht.t has already been
made, and on that experience base our hopes
for making further gains in our own lifetimes.
Our journey up from slavery has been a
long one. The brotherhood of man is a
goal toward which we arc advancing by slow
and painful steps. The inhumanities at·
tending the process have at times been deplorable. For a time it seemed that such
tactics as the Ku Klux Klan, Jim Crow laws,
and other violations of the Federal Consti·
tution would continue as the barrier between us and the rights of citizenship.
Gradually, however, we have come to the
conclusion that the key to our problem is
to. be found in cooperation. We are learn·
ing to work together, with the help of our
fellow Americans, toward common objectives.
We are learning that there is no race or
creed or culture that has a monopoly . on
Americanism, except the human race, the
culture of free speech and free opportunity.
That is what the Negro in America wants
today. Not so much social equality as economic and political opportunity. Booker T.
Washington once said, "In all things that are
purely social, we may be as separate as the
fingers; yet we must b~ one as the hand in
all things essential to mutual progress." If
our country is to be united and strong,
every one of us, no matter what his color
or creed, has his own job to do in cementing
all the races which go to make up America
into a solid nation.
The task which the American Negro faces
today has no end. But it is not hopeless on
that account. There is plenty of room for
hope-though not for hope of a perfect world,
or even of a perfect democracy. But can't
you see that there is room for a gradual healing of hate and prejudice and the gradual
building, by sacrifice and hard work, of a
nation in which equality is the keystone. In
the words of Abraham Lincoln, long known
but too often unheeded, "With malice toward
none; with charity for all; with firmness in
the right as God gives us to see the right,
let us strive on to finish the work we are in;
to bind up the nation's wounds; to do all
which may achieve a just and lasting peace
among ourselves, and with all nations."
With the unconquerable spirit of the found·
1ng fathers of our Constitution, may we face
the future as the~ did, confident, God-fear·
1ng and unafraid. To their wisdom, thrift
and labor, we owe the countless privileges
which we enjoy today. May we continue to
enjoy them tomorrow. With high resolve
and determination, may we leave a world
free from hate, prejudice, and strife to those
:v;ho follow.

United States Role in the United Nations
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. SPARKMAN
OF ALABAMA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 9, 1952

M:r. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD a letter on
the subject of the United States role in
the United Nations, written by Mrs. H.
Pantaleoni, and published in the New
:York Times, February 2, 1952.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

UNITED STATES ROLE IN u. N.-PROPOSAL
To WITHDRAW FROM WORLD ORGANIZATION
CHALLENGED
To the EDIToR oF THE NEw YoaK TIMEs:
There appeared in a recent issue of the
Times a news item headed "United Nations
Assailed" which dealt with the country-wide
committee that would have the United States
withdraw from the United Nations. As a
citizen interested both in peace and in the
prestige of our country I read the article
with considerable alarm. It is unthinkable
that this movement should gain popular
momentum. If it did it would assuredly
spell the demise of the world organization.
Although the reasons of the honorary president of this committee-Representative
JoHN T. WooD, of Idaho--for withdrawal are
not recorded it is safe to infer that he, like
most of the isolationists, base their mistrust
of the United Nations on three main premises: The accusation that the United States
was dragged into the Korean mess and is car·
rying the· whole load there; the charge that
the financial burden of the U.N. falls on the
United States taxpayer, and that the United
Nations is nothing more th~n a debating
society.
There are a number of questions your read•
ers would like answered. On the first issue it
is evident that both in manpower and mate·
riel the United States is contributing by far
the greatest share to the Korean war.
COMMAND OF RESOURCES
' Could Congressman.WooD point out which
other countries have sufficient resources to
meet their own obligations and at the same
time bring substantial help to Korea? Would
he have the British pull out of Malaya? The
French from Indochina? Would he have
the · Yugoslavs leave exposed their eastern
frontiers? Are there many other countries
which possess strong armies or dollars?
Would he have us go it alone, rather than receive the moral backing of 51 countries
and active support from several? Or would
he simply prefer to have us abandon Korea
and the vulnerable stepping stones across
the Pacific: Japan, Formosa, the Philippines?
On the second issue, that of finances, the
United States assessment is 36.90 percent or
around $16,000,000. This brings the per
capita contribution to approximately 10
cents. When Mr. Wood reviews the political
achievements of the U.N., the crises that have
been averted through its good offices in the
Balkans, Palestine, Kashmir, Indonesia, does
he feel the aver~ge citizen will begrudge his
dime?
On the social and economic fronts wars are
being waged against disease, poverty, ignorance. In our effort to stabilize the world
and raise living standards in underdeveloped
countries we tax ourselves a few more cents
per head as our share of the specialized agencies-the World Health Organization, the
Food and Agriculture Organization, and so
on. · A considerable proportion of the dollars
contributed to the various U. N. organs are
being spent within our own borders.
Of the funds invested in the United Nations Children's Fund, for instance, $63,000,·
000 has been spent right here in the United
States.
VOTING RECORD
On the third issue, does Mr. Wooo overlook
the importance of a platform from which
we may present the United States point of
view? If he is afraid that the debating so·
ciety provides propaganda opportunities to a
power host1le to the United States he has
only to examine the voting record over the
past few years.
It is with us, not with the U. S. S. R., that
51 countries have been casting their votes on
important issues. Is 10 cents per head an
exorbitant price to pay for the good will we
are building through the United Nations?
It is not only Mr. Vishinsky's laughter that

rings around the world. Our words of encouragement to the peoples of the other nations travel over the same United Nations
channels as do the actions that follow our
promises.
If in view of the record Representative
WooD and others of his persuasion continue
to shake public confidence in the United
Nations . they will have to face the conse·
quences of their actions. The result can be
nothing less grave than the destruction of
the only existing medium for collective effort.
I have sufficient faith in the good sense
of my fellow citizens to believe that they
realize that our only hope of peaceful survival is through collective effort. While we
should not relax our exertions to correct its
deficiencies, I believe self-interest alone
makes it imperative to strengthen the United
Nations to the utmost of our ability.
·
H. PANTALEONI.
· NEW YORK, January 29, 1952.

No Great Flood in Tennessee Valley
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, May 9, 1952

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
which appeared in the Pope County
Tribune of Glenwood, Minn., in the issue
published during the week of April 29,
1952. This editorial originally appeared
in the Christian Century. The editor of
the Pope County Tribune, Mr. Edward E.
Barsness, has offered a challenge to the
Congress.· I feel this editorial is worthy
of the •study of every Member of the
Congress.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the Appendix of the RECORD, a:s fo~lows:
No GREAT FLOOD IN TENNESSEE VALLEY
The big news is that no great flood has
devastated the Tennessee Valley, although
the Missouri Valley is · devastated. It was
big news last spring, when Kansas City was
wrecked. The Tennessee Valley enjoys this
freedom from ruin because the Tennessee
Valley Authority has made such catastrophes
impossible. Of course, it is a social error
even to mention this "socialistic" enterprise
in polite society, as we shall be told in no
uncertain terms. But a fact is a fact, and
it is a fact that the Tennessee Valley is free
from great floods. It is a fact that the TV A
has created an enormous source of cheap
power, has · conserved the soil and the forests and other natural resources, and has
fostered navigation. Because of its help,
the people of this river system are growing
in prosperity, since they no longer have to
pay an annual toll to water-borne disaster.
Right now they must have a special reason
for thankfulness as they see what is happen-.
ing in nine · States of the Missouri Valley ..
There poverty and ruin are rolling southward on waters which are thick with topsoil
washed from hundreds of thousands of
farms. The same thing happens over a·nd
over. Of course, everybody knows what
happens when people then raise their voices
asking why a Missouri Valley Authority
might not be created to halt such needless
destruction. They are denounced as crackpots, Fair Dealers, Socialists, professional
meddlers and editorial busybodies. But

CONGRESSIONAL · RECORD- APPENDIX
name calling does not impress the Big
Muddy. It just keeps rolling along. This
time the greatest disaster in a half century
will cost the people enough to build an
MVA in one sweep. In spite of hundreds of
millions of dollars that have been spent on
the river in uncoordinated efforts at control,
it is still untamed, still a channel of destruction, instead of . being, like the Tennessee
River, a source of life and welfare. It will
continue to sweep a path of ruin through a
sixth of our continental land until control
measures are coordinated. When they are
coordinated, we will have another TVA.
(The C'hristian Century.)

Address by Hon. Hugh Gordon Miller at
Last Reunion of Confederate Veterans
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY FLOOD BYRD
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, May 9, 1952

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD excerpts of a speech by the Honorable Hugh
Gordon Miller, lawyer, author, historian,
and delegate of the New York Combined
Confederate Camps and New York
Southern Society, delivered at the last
reunion of Confederate Veterans at Norfolk, Va.; on May 30, 1951.
There being no objection, the excerpts
from the speech were ordered to· be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
ADDRESS OF HUGH GORDON MILLER, LAWYER,
AUTHOR, HISTORIAN, DELEGATE OF NEW YORK
COMBINED CONFEDERATE CAMPS AND NEW
YORK SOUTHERN SOCIETY, MAKING RESPONSE
FOR SONS OF CONFEDERATE VETERANS DELE•
GATES AND THE UNITED DAUGHTERS OF THE
CONFEDERACY

As I stand here in the living presence of
you who represent the traditions of the past
and the hopes of the future of this great
Commonwealth and . the South in general,
honoring together the memory of those who
in the Southern cause were our great heroes
of that past, I feel 'the mystical presence of
those great men and women whose memories
we •are honoring today. All discordant
memories of professional battles or political
controversies of that long ago, and even of
Reconstruction days, fade and fall away from
our consciousness, and like all others all over
the country who are remembering .t his day,
as well as those gathered here as our guests,
we ask only to be permitted to kneel, as it
were, at the sacred shrine of old Virginia, the
greatest of those battlegrounds, and which,
as you know, was the last State to withdraw
from the Union, and which did so regretfully
and reluctantly, declaring that it was only
because she could not bring herself by force
to coerce her neighboring Southern States,
as we pay our last and la_s ting honor to those
Southern heroes.
We are here today primarily to see that
history is kept straight, and that our fathers
are not branded as rebels or traitors, and not
to fight over again, in any sense of the word,
the War Between the States. That issue was
submitted to the arbitrament of war, and
was decided against the South, and we are
now actually, though we were not before
that, in the language of Daniel Webster, "an
indissoluble union of indestructible states."
It has been truly said that history, after
all, is the story of man's search for God.
XCVIIl-App.--180

The lesson of history, whether made on a
winning or a losing battlefield, if made honestly, is in truth a part of the great story of
the long, slow progress of mankind in its
struggle upward and onward, aiming always,
among people of good will, for higher and
better things. How slow and how hard that
struggle is we are seeing again today illustrated in the struggle of civ111zation to maintain itself against tyranny and ill will
throughout the world. It is, in other words,
the principles, the real purposes for which
our men and our country are convinced they
are fighting with clear conscience, with malice toward none, and a noble purpose, in
Korea, that are in the long run vital and important to history and to humanity.
History, therefore, will always be fascinating and inspiring to the student who seeks
the truth, whether that truth be found, as
I said, in peace or in war. Our southern
heroes whom we honor so significantly today,
in fact all American heroes, northern or
southern, past or present, from Bunker Hill
to Appomattox, and from Chateau Thierry to
Okinawa, have always been heroes of that
kind.
We are happy, therefore, to join with you
today in launching in . this historic environment what is to the South at least, the most
"important memorial celebration since the
great Jamestown Sesquicentennial Exposition of 1907.
So the representatives from the great city
of New York and from other sections of socalled Yankee land, which incidentally has
been so good to many of us, and which has
always received us so kindly, are proud to be
here and to be permitted to join with you to
celebrate the last reunion of the heroes of
the great Confederate Army. We are proud
to help place on the books and in the hearts
of the American people by way, for instance,
of a special United States Government stamp,
this last monument, as it were, on this point
of history, and to drape on that monument,
or stamp upon it, more accurately, the last
epitaph of truth justifying the good faith
and the high purpose of those heroes and the
so-called lost cause for which they fought.
We are proud, indeed, at this moment
when those who speak for the United States
Government and our great country now and
long since fully reunited, by striking that
special stamp, the sale of which you have
launched today, acknowledges finally, by implication at least, the constitutional justification for the southern position in that
great conflict between the States, thus testifying that it is playing no favorites in regard
to these last reunions. We acknowledge our
gratitude and appreciation that our Government sends its official representatives to join
in this reunion and launch the sale of this
special stamp; just as our Government in
the same manner honored the heroic veterans of the Grand Army of the Republic at
their last reunion at Indianapolis, 3 years
ago.
,
Some years ago I was a guest of the city
of Gettysburg, Pa., at a public meeting there,
in its city hall. In addressing there that
audience of northerners, I incidentally remarked that perhaps the only time any member of my family ever visited Gettysburg
before was when my father was there, following Robert E. Lee, in his campaign through
Pennsylvania.
After that meeting a number of prominent
citizeas of Gettysburg seemed to take genuine pleasure in reminding me, to the everlasting glory of General Lee and our fathers,
of the South, that even in the fury and turmoil and the excitement of the second day of
one of the world's greatest and most decisive
battles, as that then mighty southern army
swept through the town of Gettysburg 1n
July 1863, not a man, woman, or child among
the city's noncombatants, was ever molested
or disturbed.
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· I was thus reminded, as I stood then in
Old Gettysburg, that when General Lee, the
living symbol of our southern legions and
their cause, began his historic march into
enemy territory, he issued an order, the
broadest, if not the first written order of
its kind in military history-an order which
has become the foundation, or at least the
only written foundation there is, of the
rules of warfare which are supposed to be
followed by civilized people everywhere.
That order was, in effect, that no noncombatants were to be molested, and that any
property impressed for the military purposes of his army, must be accounted for to
the owners thereof. He threw guards about
the homes of the timid. My authority for
this statement as to the adoption of Lee's
general order is taken from the only work
on the laws of war.
·
That order, ladies and gentlemen, was
obeyed, not merely because it was given to
his loyal army by General Lee, but because
it had been given to an army on the whole
of sou~hern gentlemen, living up as far as
humanly possible, and often under the most
trying conditions, to great traditions-to the
great traditions, if you please, of the American cavalcade.
As I stood that day in Old Gettysburg and
remembered that part of our southern history and tradition, and heard the tributes
of those citizens from the descendants of
northern soldiers, to the gallant conduct of
General Lee and his followers on that occasion, no knight of ancient chivalry, under
lifted lance and in shining armor, ever appeared to my imagination . more noble or
more true to the spirit of that great Ameri. can cavalcade of heroes of the past, and I
was prouder than ever of my father and his
gallant comrades of the Confederate cause,
as led by that same Robert E. Lee.
Though war at best is truly hell, surely the
men and the women of our southland can be
pardoned for doing this honor today to those
heroes and for keeping alive on such occa·sions, as our southern women especially have
·done, the glorious tradition of such valor
and chivalry, and for determining here and
now that as far as possible-, such a glorious
record and such a splendid heritage shall
never die, be forgotten, or be misrepresented
with our approval.
As southerners, we are here to proclaim
not only that we have no apologies to make
for the part of our fathers in the War Between the States, but we are and always will
be proud of their valor and their loyalty to
what they deemed to be right. General Lee
a number Of times wrote and said that duty
was the sublimest word of the language. He
not only said and wrote it, but like his followers, he lived up to that principle.
This afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, as
I gaze with these last r·e maining veterans,
into that past which they represent, I have
a vision. That vision is of Gen. Robert E.
Lee. I see him first as a soldier in that
campaign with General Scott of Vera Cruzto the capitol of Mexico; to the halls of the
Montezumas. I see him falling wounded in
that struggle upon the wild heights of Chapultepec, where his courage and endurance
elicited the thanks of his commanding chief,
and a third brevet of honor. That commander in chief was later to offer him the
leadership of the Armies of the Union, which
he had to decline.
I see Robert E. Lee as he hears the call of
this, his native State, and draws his sword
to defend her. I see him in that agonizing
last interview with his chief, General Scott,
when he reluctantly resigns the commission
handed him at West Point; when he declines
to lead the armies of the north in attack
upon his native State, but where power and
glory and every chance of victory await his
word; and when at last that stainless sword
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leaps again from its scabbard, I see him leading our fathers to battle, in what was to be
called the great lost cause. But which we
see today, after all these years, was not entirely lost, because the eternal r ight of the
States under the Constitution has not been
lost. That fight is still on, in a pivotal way,
but with hope of success at last if the country is to survive. But it will be decided this
time by the ballot instead of the bullet.
I see him at last, when it is too late to ever
succeed, as commander in chief of the army
of northern Virginia, opposing and defeating army after army, all superior to his in
numbers, in arms, in artillery and equipment, and in every other complement of war
except manhood and indomitable heroism,
and facing a succession of distinguished
northern generals. I see him at Harrison's
Landing, forcing McClellan, with his great
army of the Potomac, back upon the protection of his gunboats. I see him hurling the
great army of Pope, defeated and panicstricken, back upon the forts of the Union
capitol. I see him at Fredericksburg.• where
those mighty hosts under Burnside are shattered and hurled back, amid demoralization
and disaster. I see the great army of "Fighting Joe" Hooker crushed and driven back in
defeat across the protecting waters of the
Rappahannock.
I see him at last upon those fateful fields
at Gettysburg, where the stars of the American Union began to rise triumphant again
and float, let us hope and believe, as Americans all, forever hereafter, over this reunited country. I see him in that last great
struggle with Grant, magnanimous northern
general, with all his fresh troops and equipment, in check upon those bloody battlefields at· Cold Harbor. I see him at last with
those half: starved and ragged soldiers, outnumbered fOUl' to one, wrestling with the
overwhelming columns of the Grand Army
of the Republic, on its march to Richmond.
I see him finally surrounded and overwhelmed at Appomattox where, as Henry
Grady once said, "On every ragged gray cap
the Lord God Almighty placed the seal of
his imperishable knighthood." I see him
again in that last great and final scene of
his life and the field of peace and reconstruction, as he presided over Washington
and Lee University, in a sad and desolated
State, in reconstruction days, -teaching the
youth of our Southland these lessons of good
citizenship, fortitude, and determination
which have brought them so far and so magnificiently along the road of success and rehabilitation, despite those horrors of reconstruction, and without any aid from any
government.
No wonder Lord Wolsley, the leading British soldier of that era, and a contemporary
of that day, when asked to name the five
greatest generals of the English-speaking
world, named Marlboro, Washington, Wellington, Robert E. Lee, and Stonewall Jackson; or that the London Standard, . on the
passing of General Lee, declared editorially
that "A country which has given birth to
men like him, and those who followed him,
may look the chivalry of Europe in the face
without shame; for the fatherlands of Sidney and Bayard never produced a nobler soldier, gentleman and Christian than Gen.
Robert E. Lee." That was the true verdict
of history.
Now, in closing, I have only time to make
two points clear, but those two points are
vital and elementary to this subject. First,
the War Between the States was not fought
primarily over slavery. Even Gen. Ulysses S.
Grant, during the war, is recorded as having
said, "If I thought that I was fighting to free
the slaves, I would sheathe my sword and go
home." . Abraham Lincoln, before the war
began, in his speech at Peoria, Ill., and be·
fore he became involved in the expediencies
incident to his campaign for President, de·
clared, "If I were a southerner, I would do
just what they are doing," referring to· the

slavery issue. Actually, there were 315,000
Negro slave owners fighting in the northern
Army, compared· to only 200,000 in the Con·
federate Army.
The Proclamation of Emancipation was a
war measure penned in the midst of the war,
and aimed not at the whole country equally,
but at the seceding States. It was not even
aimed at the District of Columbia in which
the Capitol of the Union was situated. ::>uch
a proclamation could have been put in force
in the District of Columbia without difficulty,
from the very beginning of the conflict, but
no effort was made to do that. On the contrary, President Lincoln refused to make
such a move, and to a gathering of 10,000
people in the front of the Capitol of Washington, 18 months before the Proclamation
Of Emancipation, President Lincoln declared:
"I have no pnrpose, directly or indirectly, to
interfere with the institution of slavery in
the States where it exists. I believe I have
no right to do so; and I have no inclination
to do so." Slavery became the primary issue,
1f at all, as a military necessity during the
conflict. Lincoln is honored today in the
South because he would not abridge the Constitution except as a last necessity of warjust as Grant has always been honored for
his magnanimity and courtesy in victory
when the war was over.
As a matter of fact, most of the leaders of
the South, from the days of Washington to
the days of Lee and Jackson, had been freeing their slaves as fast as they could reasonably do so, in justice. to the slaves themselves. General Lee owned no slaves. My
father and his brothers, who were Confederate soldiers, and their ancestors, on religious grounds, and most of your fathers
and uncles, had no slaves.
In 1862 General Lee paused in the midst
of one of the greatest battles of the war to
liberate the many slaves of his father-in-law,
Mr. Custis, who died in 1857, making Lee his
executor. His will provided for the liberation of his slaves 5 years after his death.
General Lee did not wait a minute for anything, in liberating those slaves. Stonewall
Jackson established a Sunday school for Negroes at Lexington, and taught there; and
on the night following the stress of the great
victorious battle of Manassas he paused to
write a letter to his pastor and enclosed a
check to support that Negro Sunday school.
The North was talking a great deal about the
Negro problem, but they were not doing
much to help the problem.
~econd, tlie Confederate States had the
constitutional right to secede from the
Union. Gen. Robert E. Lee and his followers
had been taught the historic fact that any
State had the legal right under the Constitution to secede from the Union. This vital
principle had been acknowledged by all constitutional authorities, and was set forth in
the textbooks provided for Lee and his classmates at the United States Military Academy
at \Yest Point, including Rawl's Work on the
Constitution. Raw! was the great Philadelphia lawyer, one of the greatest lawyers on
the Constitution America has produced,
and his work on the Constitution was the
standard work. It was the leading authority
used by the United States Military Academy,
where the leaders on both sides received their
military education. The argument in support of States' rights, which many thought
was settled at Appomattox, is still raging in
Congress and the Supreme Court of the
United States. For many years we have
heard more of th.e States' rights argument
from New England and the North and West
than we have heard from the South. Actually, the right of any State to secede from
the Union was never questioned until after
Fort Sumter fell.
William Howard Russel, correspondent of
the London Times, was sent to the United
States early in 1861, to get the facts andreport. He went to Boston, to New York, to
Philadelphia, Baltimore. and Washington,

and elsewhere in the North. He talked with
the leading nien of the North and New England, and was surprised to find that no one
threatened four separate times to secede.
Not even the members of President Lincoln's Cabinet denied that right. They
questioned the wisdom of the step, but did
not deny the right.
·
As a matter of fact, the whole of New England once-at the Hartford . conventionthreatened to secede, and Massachusetts
threatened four separate times to secede.
Nevertheless, while reviewing these facts
of history, some of which seem to have been
forgotten, we take this significant occasion
to reaffirm that neither Massachusetts nor
any southern State, not even Texas, will ever
secede, or threaten to secede, again; for we
are all equally proud of and devoted now to
the United States of America, and in three
foreign wars have shown that we will defend
it to the death.
·
Time will permit me to quote from but one
witness on this subject, and that one is
President John Quincy Adams, of Massachusetts. Surely he had no bias in favor of the
South, and surely it must be conceded that
he was honest, able, and independent. Surely
Adams had a right to speak the verdict of the
North on the constitutional right of such a
matter. Adams is recorded to have said
"Whenever the time comes for seceding, it
were better for the people of these dis-United
States to part in friendship from each other
than to be held together by restraint."
Now may I be permitted, in closing, torefer again to the stamp. The Government of
the United States, as I have said, struck a
commemorative postage stamp in · honor of
our Confederate heroes. It is a stamp exactly
in the form and character as the com•
memorative stamp authorized, printed, and
distributed by the Government on the occasion of the last reunion of the gallant veterans of the Union Army, and they were gallant foes during that war; and their sons have
been gallant comrades through the SpanishAmerican War, and the two World Wars,
when tht:l sons of those who wore the blue
and of those who wore the gray, fought side
by side for great ideals, and for a great and
glorious and completely reunited country.
That stamp is the capstone of our complete
reunion. Those stamps proclaim to the
world that this country, led by the sons and
followers of Grant and Lee, is indeed reunited forever, and none of us would have
it otherwise. Thus and at this place history
will record America's fipal verdict on both
sides, of the War Between the States.
And, my friends and fellow America~. let
me here predict that the time will come, and
it cannot be many months away, when the
last veteran of the War Between the States
will be borne away to his grave with the
highest honor this Nation can give its
heroes; and it will not matter whether that
last veteran shall have been a Confederate
or a Union veteran; whether he wore. the
blue or the gray; whether he followed Grant
or followed Lee. We wm reverently then
and with uncovered heads stand that day
soon, and thus testify to the national verdict,
the verdict of history, that on both sides of
that great conflict, our ancestors fought honorably and for what they believed to be right.
That last survivor, whether he wore the blue
or the gray, though .he be a Confederate veteran, might well be buried with full military
honors in the National Cemetery at Arlington, the old home of Robert E. Lee, as a
final and fraternal tribute of national goodWill.

And so on this last Confederate reunion
we renew our thanks to almighty God that
we are all Americans, swearing allegiance
as the Sons and Daughters do on every occasion to one fiag, the Stars and Stripes, and
Americans who one and all can join in thua
honoring the memories of such great Americans as Jackson and Lee without, in any
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way, dimming the luster of the names and
great achievements of Abraham Lincoln or
Ulysses S. Grant in defending that Union
of sovereign States which has come to be
the citadel of freedom and the hope of the
world. We only urge that history shall be
fair to our fathers in accordance with the
facts as they presented themselves at the
time.

International Children's Emergency Fund
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALEXANDER WILEY
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE SENATE OF TilE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 9, 1952

Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, on several occasions I have commented on the
Senate fl.oor on the importance of having America contribute her due share to
the vital work of the United Nations
International Children's Emergency
Fund.
In my judgment, this is perhaps the
most important single humanitarian and
constructive work of our entire international program. That is so because this
program deals with those who are most
innocent, those who, in many instances,
have suffered the most and will the longest carry with them the scars of war
and the postwar era. It deals with thm:e
with whom we c:tn accomplish more
good with comparatively less money
than with any other group.
As explained on page 58 of Senate Re. port No. 1490, we of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee have urged that
there be appropriated $20,962,000 to
UNICEF. I include with my remarks
the two paragraphs of our report which
describe this action, and add a fine editorial, carried ~n the Saturday, May 3,
Milwaukee Journal, reemphasizing the
.importance of this noble organization.
I ask unanimous consent that both thesa
items may be printed in the Appendix of
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the excerpt
from the report and the editorial were
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
[From S. Rept. No. 1400]
MUTUAL SECURITY ACT OF 1952
27. INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S EMER'GENCY
FUND
Last October the Senate passed S. 2079,
authorizing the appropriation of $12,000,000
for contributions to the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1952.
No action on this bill was taken in the
House. The last appropriation for this purpose was the $5,750,000 in the Third Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1951. All of
that sum was required t 'o match contributions from other governments made prior
to June 30, 1951, and was paid in full before
the end of 1951.
The amount of $20,962,000 authorized in
S. 3086 is required to enable the United
States to contribute a fair proportion of the
UNICEF program requirements for the period
provided in Resolution 417 of the fifth session of the United Nations General Assembly.
In S. 2079 the Senate approved $12,000,000
for the p:·esent fiscal year. The authorization in S. 3086 provides the same amount

for each of the two fiscal years 1952 and
1953, subject to the same percentage reduction applied to the entire bill.
{From the .Milwaukee Journal of May a.
1952]
UNICEF: A Goon CAUSE
The Senate FOreign Relations . Committee
1s recommending that $24,000,000 be made
available as the United States contribution
to the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) for this
year and next.
Americans who know the outstanding work
of this organization will hope that Congress
wm accept the committee's recommendation. There are few places wher-e this
amount of money will do as much good.
UNICEF was established in 1947. In the
agency's first 3 years the United States contribl,lted $75,000,000 toward its support. Last
year's appropriation was, however, cut to
$5,750,000. The Senate committee's recommendation would bring the American con·tribution back to $1,000,000 a month, which
is surely not too much.
Since its inception, UNICEF has reached at
least 42,000,000 children and nursing mothers in 66 countries and territories. It has
supplied food, · clothing, and medicine to
youngsters who might have died without the
aid. In 1952 the program calls for helping
5,000,000 mothers and children with malaria,
·26,000,000 tuberculosis suspects, and 6,400,000 afflicted with yaws. Whether goals will
be reached depends in no small measure on a
continuation and boosting of the American
contribution.
UNICEF has furnished aid only in countries which asked for it and which were willing to provide half the funds. Much of its
work has been in demonstrating what can be
done, with the idea that the countries themselves will carry on with the programs after
December 31, 1953, when the U. N. proposes
to discontinue its help. The present appropriations are, therefore, presumably the last
that will have to be made.
The work that UNICEF has done in behalf
of the nearly naked, hungry, and physically
weakened children of the postwar world long
ago captured the imagination of the world's
humanitarians. It would be a pity to let
· its program languish in its last few months
through failure of the United States to do
its share in providing money.

To Aid Children
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port of the First International Conference
for the Defense of Children. The final resolution adopted by this Communist-dominated body .contains much high-sounding
language about children in distress, hungry
children, child victims of "bacteriological
warfare in Korea." Your readers are no
doubt too well informed to be deceived by
this phraseology. Inherent in this whole
situation, however, there is . an element of
danger which we cannot afford to overlook.
The child in need possesses great emotional appeal. People all over the world will
gravitate toward any effort which implies
relief for him. Unless an existing agency
sincerely concerned with the welfare of
children obtains sutficient support to function effectively it is inevitable th~t any ruthless and cynical group will exploit children's
needs for its own political ends.
The agency which during its 5-fear existence has been bringing help to over 40,000,000
children all over the world is UNICEF (the
United Nations Children's Emergency Fund).
In cooperation with the U.N. Department of
Social Affairs, and with its specialized agencies, notably the World Health Organization,
it r"'s been developing health and nutrition
pr
ams of lasting value in over 60 countries. High priorities are at present being
accorded governments requesting such projects for the underdeveloped areas of Asia,
Latin America, and the Middle East. Everywhere self-help is stressed. No country is
eligible for assistance unless it matches 100
percent, the aid it receives from UNICEF.
Many countries have matched such aid several times over.
If the Children's Fund is to continue its
uniquely successful operations the world's
governments and peoples must continue to
support it. Thirty-five governments have
made contributions during the past year.
Several nations are ahead of the United
States on a per capita basis. We are sixth
· on the list.
President Truman has transmitted to the
Senate and to the House a strongly worded
message urging an authorization of $12,000,000 to UNICEF for 1951-52 and the same
amount for 1952-53. Failure to act in this
instance may have disastrous consequences.
For the sake of the children, for the honor
of our country, I believe that it is essential
to continue our support of UNICEF, whose
creation was originally made possible by the
generosity of the United States contribution.
I appeal to my fellow citizens to urge their
representatives in Congress to pass immediately the legislation which will assure the
continuance of this great humanitarian
effort.
H. PANTALEONI.
NEW YORK, April 24, 1952.

OF

HON. JOHN J. SPARKMAN
OF ALABAMA
IN TilE SENATE OF TilE UNITED STATES

Seizure ·of the Steel Plants

Friday, May 9, 1952
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Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD a letter on
the subject of aid to children, written
by Mrs. H. Pantaleoni, and published in
the New York Times on April 27, 1952.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
To Am CHILDREN-8UPPORT ASKED FOR LEGIS•
LATION TO CONTINUE WORK
(The writer of the following letter is treas•
urer of the Citizens Committee for the United
Nations International Children's Emergency
Fund.)
TO the EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK TIMES:
There has appeared in the New York Times,
under a Vienna dateline. a summarized re-

OF

HON.ANDREW F.SCHOEPPEL
OF KANSAS
IN TilE SENATE OF TilE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 9, 1952

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President,
throughout the country there have been
expressions of alarm and apprehension,
editorially and otherwise, concerning the
seizure of the steel plants by the Presi·
dent of the United States.
Many of us feel it was a reckless as·
sumption of power and authority on
the part of the President.
An interesting viewpoint was recently
expressed by Editor Jay B. Baugh, of the
Johnson Pioneer, Johnson, Kans., en-
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dimensions. Now, instead of repairin g f)ur
subcommittee's action in proposing ~L reducsorry errors, we put the finger on a negligible
tion in excess of $4,000,000,000 in the Presidential budget for fiscal 1953. We think the fraction of an u tterly incomprehen sible budget for the deletion of the one in strumen t
cut could and should have been two or
needed most: another aircraft carrier.
three times as much-sufficient to balance
the budget without tax increase.
The job of defending this country is conBu t we hold to the deep conviction that
stitutionally that of the Congress. Based on
if your recommendation for striking the secits technical study and its findings anent the
ond flush deck naval aircraft carrier is folwhole subject of national defense, the House
lowed by the Congress as a whole, your subCommittee on Armed Services might well be
consulted by all of us. Apparently it has
committee will have done more to place this
THEY'VE BEEN VOTING FOR THE STEEL STEAL
Nation's security in jeopardy than by almost
not been in this case. And what is more t o
FOR 20 YEARS
an y means you could have chosen. We are
the point, it's a strange coincidence that your
Citizens, Congressmen, and newspapers are
not aware of how you, personally, voted on
subcommitt ee should follow the obstruct ionindignant over the seizure of United St ates
the question, but it is cryst al clear that
ist tactics of the United States Air Force
Steel by the President and his statement
your committee played directly into the
representat ive on the JCS under circumthat under similar circumstances he would
hands of the Executive and Defense Departstances in which it is reported that the Deas ruthless],y grab the papers and the radio,
ment elements that have bungled. our m ilipartment of the Navy has expressed willingas well.
t ary affairs to such a sanguinary and otherness to make almost any other saving of an
We can 't see anything unusual about it,
wise costly degree--specifically those who
equal amount in order to avoid an interrupexcept th~t at last people are indignant over
have over at least a decade sought concerttion of this all too belated and inadequate
our galloping socialism. But where have
edly to destroy naval and marine aviation.
program of carrier construction.
they been during these 20 years since we
This is no guess: it is a matter of public
Borrowing a sentence from your statement:
abandoned constitutional government?
record.
"It is an admission that [at least part of]
Are they indignant now because they are
It is our belief that history will eventually
Congress does not understand the military
not collecting any sort of benefits by · steel
record it as an abiding disgrace to the United
program and does not know enough about
seizure?
States Government that it permitted ignothe subject to pin-point the places where reWhere was their indignation when the
rance, petty jealousies, and qqest for selfduction should be made."
NRA was formed, or the wage-hour law, or
aggrandizement to allow two military deSincerely yours,
the court packing stunt, or the price fixing
partments to outvote, let alone discredit and
DAVIS MERWIN.
or any of the rest of the gradual encroachmuzzle, a third, at the expense of thousands
ments of big government upon private affairs
of American lives and billions of dollars that
·through the efforts of 20 years of governthreaten this country's solvency.
ment by pinko fellow travelers?
The fact stands that the fast carrier task
The Tunisian Problem
A majority of the people have been willing
force and amphibious techniques and equipto sell their liberties for so-called security,
ment developed by the United States far
and for relief and for being relieved ' of their
excel those of all other nations. No sul;)stiEXTENSION OF REMARKS
responsibilities as citizens for 20 years while
tute has been proved. Yet we have available
OF
the colossus of socialism built and built to
only about one-quarter of the aircraft cardominate every aspect of our American life.
riers used in World War II, and only half of
They have voted for this very thing in electhose are in commission and modernized or
OF NEW YORK
tion after election and they have collected
on the way to such secondary adaptation to
in "security,'' in relief, crop benefits, unIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the employment of new aircraft as can be
employment relief, wage-hour laws, REA, and
accomplished under the handicap of their
Wednesday, April 30, '1952
all the other aspects of socialism for which
outmoded design. And, finally, in the last
they were willing to barter their heritage of. decade we have laid the keel of exactly one
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Speaker, the abliberty bought with blood of their founding
stention by the United States on the vote
new carrier-one single unit designed to capfathers. What the hell are they sore about
italize on the experience of World War II
of the Security Council regarding connow?
and Korea. And your committee has left in
sideration of the Tunisian problem has
prospect a single addition to this sadly bebeen a matter of deep interest and some
lated start at overcoming the resistance of
concern to many Americans. There is
those in power who have traded some miliImportance ·of Naval Power in National tary defense for an injunction against com- appended hereto an editorial from the
New York Times on this subject ~swell
petition with the United States Air Force,
Defense
as my exchange of correspondence with
which can provide only a portfon of the air
power upon which we depend, and then only
the Secretary of State:
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
if it is adequately supported by the best imTHE TUNISIAN PROBLEM
OF
plemented sea-air naval service.
The latest moves of France in Tunisia in-.
You are quoted as saying "No naval fleet
dicate that far from proving more conciliain the world challenges our own." ·Nothing
tory and generous, the French are clamping
OF ILLINOIS
could be further from the truth. Germany
the lid down still harder on the Tunisian
came dangerously close to cutting our life
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
nationalists. Yesterday's news of the reline with a minor fraction of the submarines
lease
of former Premier Chenik and three
Thursday, May 8, 1952
known to be possessed by the Soviets. Moreother
Cabinet Ministers is now followed by
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Speaker, under over, Wf!' are prone to ignore the constantly word that they must refrain from political
growing
strength
of
the
Russian
fleet
otherleave to revise and extend my remarks,
activity and stay away from Tunif! and
wise. This newspaper believes it is the weight
I am inserting in the REcoRD a letter of
Carthage.
informed military opinion that should
To make matters worse, it is also anaddressed to my friend and colleague the Kremlin find this the time to strike, the
the gentleman from Texas [Mr. MAHoN] United States would have the greatest diffi- nounced that Habib Bourguiba, the nationalist
leader of the Neo-Destour movement,
by one of my distinguished constituents, culty in maintaining its supply routes to
who was arrested in January, is being moved
U. N. forces in Korea, let alone elsewhere.
Mr. Davis Merwin.
to the island of Galite, off the northern coast
We have exactly 13 carriers in commission
The letter speaks for itself. It points
of Tunisia. Three other nationalist prisonout the importance of naval power and of the types usable under existing circum- ers are being sent to another island. If the
the need for emphasis on it in estab- stances. These are only partly modernized;
nationalists now point out that Mussolini
yet even if our modification program were
once used the island of Lipari for his polishing the proper kind of national de- completed,
they would be unable to launch
fense in the light of the existing inter- and recover the new naval combat aircraft litical prisoners, the French will have only
national situation. I hope every Mem- types. We have in reserve and mothballs themselves to blame.
The authorities are undoubtedly trying to
ber will read this letter. All of us are 15 more of these carriers. This means a
"cash in" on the revelation last month that
interested in having the best defense tot al of 28, compared to 110 available during Bourguiba
deliberately planned to stir up
World War II. We shall have not a single carobtainable from the available funds.
"serious disorders" in order to get the United
rier able to handle the new aircraft designs
THE DAILY PANTAGRAPH,
Nations
to
take up the Tunisian problem.
until some 3 years hence.
Bloomington, Ill ., April 10, 1952.
This is a revolutionary technique which is
We
should
have
commenced
at
least
7
years
Hon. GEORGE H. MAHON,
reprehensible and which has harmed Bourago a program of construction of a number
Chairman, House Appropriations Subgulba personally_, as well as his cause.
of
carriers
of
large
and
small
sizes
and
varycommi ttee, House Office Buildir.J.
However, it is still true that if France
ing prototype design. Instead, we have laid
Washington, D. C .
falls to offer Tunisia generous terms which
DEAR MR. MAHON: No newspaper or in•
the keel of exactly one new type unit of
will be a fair basis for a settlement of nadividu al could be more in accord with your
large size, and authorized one of smaller
tionalist aspirations. world opinion ia going

titled "They've Been Voting for the
Steel Steal for 20 Years."
This editor has something here .. and
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
that this editorial be printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

HON. JACOB K. JAVITS

HON. LESLIE C. ARENDS
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to blame her. Our reason for keeping the
Tunisian complaint out of the Security
Council, as Secret ary Acheson indicated on
April 16, was based on our faith in the good
intentions of France and on the belief that
problems of this nature ought to be settled
directly 'b etween the parties tq the dispute,
if that is at all possible. France on her part
has often conceded that Tunisian aspirations for greater autonomy are, in principle,
legitimate. The conflict has occurred over
the extent, the pace, ap,d ·the timing of the
steps toward autonomy.
The United St ates is not interfering. The
report from Tunis that Assistant Secretary of
State Byroade had something to do with the
release of ex-Premier Chenik is surely false.
However, the United States is inevitably concerned, since Tunisia is a crucial point in the
defense of the Mediterranean and of Africa.

The text of Secretary of State Acheson's letter is as follows:
Thank . you for your letter of April 18,
1952, expressing your concern over the action of the United States .in abstaining from
voting on the Tunisian issue in the Security
Council. You request an explanation of the
reasons which prompted this decision.
The difficult decision to abstain on the
vote to include the Tunisian item on the Security Council agenda was made only after·
the most painstaking assessment of all factors involved.
It was our view that the French were not
opposed to the discussion of a reform program leading to the goal of autonomy, which
is what the Tunisians desire. On the contrary, the French have said .that they were_
prepared to negotiate such a program and,
in fact, have recently proposed a program of
reforms for Tunisia 'as a basis for negotiations. The Department of State believed
that in putting forward such a program, the '
French recognized the validity of Tunisia's
demands for home rule. We sincerely hope
negotiations will commence in the very near
future.
It has always been the position of the
United States that the various United Nations organs should be available to examine
problems disturbing international relations
but that the parties first of all should try
to reach a ~olution through direct negotiation in accordance with the well-established
principle of the United Nations Charter. We
did not intend our statement in the Securlty Council or our abstention to be a permanent barrier to a hearing of the Tunisian
case. All that we were seeking to do was to
encourage direct negotiations between the
parties. In our best judgment, action by the
Security Council at the time the matter was
raised would not have assisted the parties
in getting together to negotiate.
Naturally, if our hopes concerning the
prospects for the resumption of negotiations prove illusory, any United Nations
member is free to bring up the · case again.
Under these circumstances, the United
States would reexamine its position in the
light of the situation then existing.

The text of my inquiry to ·Secretary
of State Acheson is as follows:
In common with many other Americans I
have been deeply' troubled by the action of
the United States in abstaining from voting
on the Tunisian issue in the Secur\ty Council
of the United Nations. I can understand, of
course, the issues of policy which we had
to b alance as between self-government for a
territory of one of our firmest allies and the
various problems with which that ally itself
has to deal of such great importance for us.
At the same time abstention is certainly not
in the character of the United States-nor is
the shutting off of discussion about so critical a matter in terms of our own history and
tradition regarding self-government.

There is a larger issue involved here, too,
as I believe that the action of our Government in this case is related to one of the
most fundamental questions affecting our
own policy in the anti-Communist struggle
in the world; that is, what should be our attitude regarding peoples seeking nationhood
or self-government who have heretofore had
territorial or colonial status while at the
same time we had reason to be concerned
abo'u t their capability for defending against
Communist subversion from within or Communist aggression from without. Certainly
in these cases we should be normally on the
side of full and free discussion, far preferring
this tq revolutionary action, and our allies
should certainly be persuaded on this point.
In total it seems to me that the very least
which the State Department owes the American people is a rational and complete explanation of the abstention in the Tunisian
case. This needs to be made-and promptly.
I would certainly appreciate it if you could
reply to this letter in that way.

How Long Will Flood Waste Be
Tolerated? .
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF .

HON. JOHN J. SPARKMAN
OF ALABAMA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 9, 1952

Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "How Long Will Flood Waste
Be Tolerated?'' written by Lane Kirkland, and published in the A. F. of L.
News-Reporter, April 30, 1952.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
How LoNG WILL FLooD WASTE BE ToLERATED?
(By Lane Kirkland)
Another -spring, another Missouri flood.
Another vast store of the Nation's wealth
has gone down the river for good.
The old pattern repeats itself. The headlines shout and the public is stirred, for
a time. General Pick heads for the levees.
The mayors call upon the Governors, and the
Governors call upon Washington for relief.
Congress responds with another .s peech
in opposition •to floods-and those who yesterday blocked the timely ounce of prevention, in the name of "economy," now vote
to appropriate the annual pound of cure.
But nothing can cure the valley's dead
and dispossessed. Nothing can bring backthe lost acres of grain, the eroded tons of
fertile soil, or the wasted energy, manpower,
and resources.
Taxes, relief contributions, and higher
food prices occasioned by these ·heavy losses
in the agricultural heartland of America
will bring the Missouri flood to the door of
every family.
Yet, after a while, the river will subside,
the tumult will die, and the pressure will
ease. The press will turn to more current
catastrophes. The general will depart from
the levee and return to the lobby, to ask
Jfor another dam here, another reservoir
there. The mayors and the Governors will
resume their pious declamations against
Federal interference in State and local affairs.
PICKING UP THE PIECES
The people of the \'alley will pick up the
pieces, dig out their homes, restore their

farms, and continue to work and live on the
edge of disaster-so that America m ay have
its daily bread. And the Missouri Ba~in
problem will remain, unsolved.
Periodic floods and the ruination of croplands are but the more drama tic pa1:ts of
that continuing year-round problem. Flood
control, land protection, and reclamation are
but fragmentary parts of the tot al solution.
The people of ,the Missouri Valley live at
the seat of one of the greatest potential
sources of hydroelectric power in this country. Yet they suffer from a chronic lack of
. adequate, low-cost power.
The full solution of the Missouri problem
will require more than the mere containment '
of the river's power to destroy: It will require the transformation of that power into
a useful and constructive force-making
available an ample s1,1pply of electricity, at
reasonable cost, to the homes, farms, and industries of this vital area.
TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE
How long will the people of the Missouri
Basin continue to undergo the familiar pattern of sudden disaster, followed by brief and
frenzied action, too little and too late; the
old routine of short-term relief, followed by
long-term neglect? How long will this waste
continue?
· It will continue so long as the sandbag
school of water-resource control remains in
charge of the river. It will continue so long
as a hodgepodge of projects is substituted for
a system of rational, integrated regional
planning and development. It will continue
so long as Missouri Valley appropriations remain a juicy bone of contention for Army,
Agriculture, and Interior.
It will go on as long as the state of mind
of Congress moves in a narrow rut between
the pork barrel and the meat ax of false
economy. It will recur so long as any program which seeks to fill the needs of the
many beyond the scope .of what private enterprise can ever accomplish unaided can be
labeled and shunted aside as socialistic.
It will not end so long as legislation for
the establishment of a Missouri Valley Authority continues to gather dust in a Senate
(,)Ommittee pigeonhole.
And there that legislation will remain so
long as the conscience of the public can be
aroused only_ for a time, each year, when
another spring brings another disaster to
the valley of the Missouri.

Know Your America Week: Buffalo
Observance
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. KARL E. MUNDT
OF SOUTH DAKOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 9, 1952

Mr. MUNDT. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printe~ in
the ·Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "Know Your America Week:
Buffalo Observance." It is a report on
the Buffalo observance of Know Your
America Week, promoted in the city of
Buffalo by a number of patriotic organizations. This reprint is made possible
by the three mutual savings banks in the
city of Buffalo. , This observance is sponsored by a number of fraternal and civic
organizations, · including
Freedom's
Foundation, the American Legion in
Buffalo, the Elks Lodge, and the teachers
of Buffalo.
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a well-attended civic luncheon in the Hotel
war service. To stress the responsibility of
Statler. Kenneth Wells that evening apcare of our disabled, two programs were arpeared on the University of Buffalo Roundranged. For those who are hospitalized an
table, telecast and broadcast, on the sub•
excellent hospitality evening was promoted
KNOW YOUR AMERICA WEEK: BUFFALO
Ject What Is Freedom?
at the veterans' hospi't!al and at the Statler
OBSERVANCE
Sunday, October 28, which coincidentally
Hotel, National Commander "Don" Wilson of
marked the sixty-fifth anniversary of the
(October 26-November 1, 1951, Paul Wamsley,
the Apl.erican: Legion made his first ofilcial
dedication of the Statue of Liberty, on which
chairman)
appearance in the Nation by presenting "to
occasion President Grover Cleveland, a forthe Bell Aircraft Co. a meritorious citation
The Buffalo observance of Know Your
mer mayor of Buffalo, represented the United . for its record in employing disabled veterans.
America Week from its deEli.catory program
States, was rightly termed "The Faiths ·By
In paying tribute to the many units that
in the Buffalo Memorial Auditorium on FriWhich
We Worship." Special church servhelped in the promotion of Know Your
day, October 26, 1951, when Dr. Daniel A.
ices,
radio
and
video
broadcasts,
and
pilgrimAmerica, grateful acknowledgment must be
Poling, AAC chairman, addressed some 9,000
ages to historical shrines in and near Buffalo
made to the press, the radio, and the teleteachers from western New York until the
were
stressed.
A
national
AAU
sports
cavalvision stations for their gracious contribu, co-ncluding event on Thursday, November 1,
cade was also held in the afternoon.
tion of times and services, to the motionwhen Donald Wilson, national commander of
Monday, October 29, known as the Schools
picture theaters which carried special trailthe American Legion, presented a citation
Our Children Attend, was one of the outers and ran special patriotic features durto the Bell Aircraft Co. for its extensive emstanding events of the week, and from the
ing the week, to the downtown and comployment of disabled veterans, was truly one
point
of
numbers
by
far
the
largest,
as
some
munity stores for their special display exgreat inspiring success. In the parlance of
120,000
students
of
the
Buffalo
schools
honhibits, and in particular to those agencies
many, it was "terrific."
ored
our
Nation
with
special
appropriate
that made possible the distribution of patriIt · was a real story of Ame:r;icana that
programs. Materials of special patriotic sigotic literature including motion pictures,
shows just how effectively a unified hardnificances, reading matter, and audiovisual
among which were the National American
working committee can operate in the proaids were used throughout the week to deLegion (Indianapolis), Freedom Foundation,
moting of a rekindling of those American
velop the theme. The boxcar and locomo- . Inc. (Valley Forge), Senator KARL E. MUNDT,
attributes that have made the greatness of
tive of the 40 and 8 transported to some 12
and the three savings banks of Buffalo. The
our Nation possible. It was cooperation of
schools
a school cadet corps which gave an
latter organizations distributed some 50,000
the finest which found some 51 local units
out-of-door demonstration of the Romance
patriotic posters entitled "The Romance of
of national conference affiliates united in
of Old Glory. Bob Smith, of Howdy Doody
Old Glory." All luncheon, fraternal, and
one bond in the vigorous and continuous
fame, a product of the Buffalo public schools,
veterans groups had special patriotic meetpromotion of this most worthwhile of napresented a special Nation-wide telecast
ings during the week.
tional ·s ecurity projects. Closely allied to
from New York City in which he honored
this Buffalo unity of organizations were the
Taken all in all, we in Buffalo-who staged
the school children of his native city. In
civic units of the city itself, the mayor, the
and promoted the observance feel deeply
the
evening
the
finals
of
the
Junior
Chamcommon council, the courts, the Buffalo
proud in having been asked by the executive
ber of Commerce's Voice of Democracy orapublic library system, the Museum of Scicouncil of the AAC to serve as a pilot city
torical contest was held and 22 schools comence, the International Institute, the Buffor the United States. We have learned three
peted. The winner, who later won the nafalo parks department, the art gallery, the
lessons from the promotion which can be
tional championship, broadcast his talk the
Council of Social Agencies, the Community
well interpreted in any community in the
next day. A mammoth Girl Scout rally was
Nation:
Relations Bureau, the Ofilce of Civil Defense,
held
at
Kleinhans
Music
Hall.
the three savings banks, and others. The
1. It is possible for some 51 units to work
Tuesday, October 30, entitled "The Laws
local chamber of commerce, labor as repretogether in complete understanding and with
Under Which We Live," found school excursented by the AFL, the schools-public,
much enthusiasm.
sions to the board of supervisors, the city
parochial and private-the veteran, fraternal,
· 2. The citizenry, itself, longs for a desire .
council meeting, and the city courts. At
service, religious, women's, and civic groups
to be rededicated and needs only the spark
noon a well-attended luncheon in the Hotel
were all in the vanguard in the development
to carry through to a happy and inspiring
Statler was held by the Erie County Bar Asof Buffalo's tribute to our Nation's greatness.
conclusion a zeal for American democracy.
Four preliminary well-attended planning
sociation, and some 1,500 lawyers from the
3. The Buffalo observance co~ld very well
Buffalo area were present to hear the Hon.
meetings were held, and many excellent ideas
serve as a national pattern that could form
Irving Saypol, of New York City, distinwere developed and translated into immedia blueprint for action in every community in
guished jurist with much experience proseate action.
this great Nation.
cuting Communists. The Council of PatriThe opening program of dedication on FriRespectfully submitted,
day, October 26, The Nation We Honor
otic Societies staged a beautiful pageant
PAUL WA~SLEY,
that evening stressing devotion to the Confound AAC Chairman Poling's talk before
Chairman.
stitution and Congressman WILLIAM C.
the teachers telecast over WBEN -TV with an
MILLER spoke on that occasion.
estimated audience of several hundred thouA 'I'RmUTE TO BUFFALO
sands. Fifteen minutes of his talk were reThe Communities in Which We Live was
On February 22, 1952, Freedom's Founda. corded on tape and broadcast over the entire
rather appropriate for the observance on
tion, Inc., Valley Forge, Pa., awarded the BufNBC network on its public affairs NationWednesday, October 31, and 20 community
falo KYO project a second-place national
wide broadcast on Saturday, October 27.
Halloween parades and programs were feaaward.
Dr. Poling also addressed some 400 school
tured. Of special significance was the stressexecutives that noon at a luncheon in the
ing of patriotic Halloween costumes, floats,
Hotel ~tatler. At 3 p. m. that afternoon
marching musical units, etc. Some commuin the council chamber in Buffalo's
nities awarded prizes for patriotic "soap winbeautiful city hall, th~ leader of the All
dows." The International Institute gave an
Progress of Kashmir Demilitarization :
American Conference followed up the reading
international tea in the afternoon, which
Dr. Graham Reports Improved Situaof the mayor's proclamation ~ith a masterly
was well attended by some 40 national
plea for unity. Mrs. Daniel Poling was
·groups Much literature stressing brothertion
honored by the presence of a large group of
hood was distributed throughout the city
Gold Star Mothers.
and special programs on that theme were
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Saturday, October 27, Theodore Roosebroadcast and telecast from local radio and
velt's birthday, was highlighted by visits to
the TV station.
OF
two shrines in Buffalo which commemorate
In fitting conclusion after a 6-day observthe scene of his inauguration as President of
ance, stressing rights, the seventh and final
the United States in Buffalo 50 years .ago,
day, November 1, 1951, was devoted to the
OF ALABAMA
following the death from an assassin's bullet · theme Our Responsibilities and Duties.
IN THE SENATE OF THE .UNITED STATES
of President William McKinley. The latter
With election day nearby, special know
was attending the Pan American Exposition
your candidate programs were held, booths
Friday, May 9, 1952
held in Buffalo when that unfortunate inciwere established in the downtown stores
dent occurred in 1901. Tribute was also paid
and theaters in which appeals were made
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I
to labor and management in keeping with
for blood donors and recruits for civil
ask unanimous consent to have printed
the theme of the day, The Jobs at Which
defense. The Armed Forces conducted spein the Appendix of the RECORD an article
We Work. Speaking for labor was Frank
cial appeals Jor enlistments and the banks
entitled "Progress of Kashmir DemiliEdwards, noted national news commentator
stressed the sales of defense bonds. Mrs.
tarization: Dr. Graham Reports Imof the AFL, who broadcast Nation-wide over
Suzanne Stevenson, president of the Minute
Mutual network from Buffalo the previous
proved Situation," being a condensation
Women of America, addressed a large audi·
evening, and honoring management was
ence on ·Responsibilities. The Red cross
or summarization of the report made by
Kenneth Wells, president of Freedom's
flew in blood donations by helicopter, and a
Dr. Frank P. Graham, United Nations
Foundation, Inc., of Valley Forge, Pa. This
special contingent of servicemen of foreign
representative for India and Pakistan,
joint gathering of labor, management, and
nations from the Korean theater who were in
published in the United Nations Bullethe civic organizations that make up a cos·B uffalo were honored. In addition, special
·
mopolitan city as Buffalo was in the form o!
medal awards were made for distinguished . tin, May 1. 1952.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

HON. JOHN J. SPARKMAN
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There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

REMAINING DIFFICULTIES

With such substantial progress on dem111·
tarization, what are the difficulties still in
the way of a settlement? "The chief rePROGRESS OF KASHMIR DEMILITARIZATION: DR.
maining obstacle," Dr. Graham says, "is the
GRAHAM REPORTS IMPROVED SITUATION
difference over the number and character of
Substantial progress notwithstanding still
forces to be left on each side of the cease-fire
unresolved problems is reported by Dr. Frank
line at the end of the period of demilitariza·
P. Graham, United Nations Representative
tion."
for India and Pakistan. -T he report to the
On this issue it might be recalled that the
Security Council, published on April 25, sets
Commission had envisaged a synchronized,
the advance so far against the background
step-by-step dem111tarizatiori. In order to
of over 3 years, and outlines new methods - sidestep the difficulties of the process, Dr.
to continue mediation.
Graham had, in his first report to the SecuDr. Graham's instructions were to effect
rity Council on October 15, 1951, outlined a
demilitarization of the state of Jammu and
12-point scheme for the demilitarization in
Kashmir on the basis of two resolutions of
one continuous process. Of these 12 points,
the former United Nations Commission for
he was able to report then that 4--reaffirma·
India and Pakistan. Dating back to August
tion by the parties not to use force, to dis13, 1948, and January 5, 1949, these resolucourage warlike statements, to observe the
cease-fire, and to accept the principle of a
tions covered: First, cessation of hostilities
free and impartial plebiscite under United
and preservation of peace and, second, the
Nations auspices-had been accepted by both
plebiscite under United Nations supervision
India and Pakistan.
Demilitarization and the working out of a
truce was the intermediary stage.
When Dr. Graham reported again on De·
The cease-fire was achieved, the two parcember 19, 1951, he was able to record agreement
on four other points: in effect, that
ties issuing orders to suspend hostilities on
demilitarization should not .jeopardize the
January 1, 1949. Later, the two governcease-fire; that India and Pakistan reprements agreed at Karachi on July 27, 1949, on
sentatives should meet to draw up a demili·
a cease-fire line which was subsequently detarization program; that demilitarization
marcated on the ground. The first part of
should not prejudice the functions and re•
the August 13 resolution, says Dr. Graham,
sponsibilities
of the United Nations Repremay therefore J:>e considered implemented.
sentative and the plebiscite administrator
WITHDRAWALS OF FORCES
with regard to the final disposal of forces;
The second part of the resolution outlined
and that differences on the implementation
the way in which the dem111tarization should
of the program should be decided finally by
be carried out. It set down certain princithe United Nations Representative.
ples, the first of which was that Pakistan
Thus only 4 of the 12 points remained to
should withdraw its troops from the state.
be negotiated, but these were the crucial
At the end of March 1952, Dr. Graham reones, paragraphs 5, 6, 7, an~ 10, which de•
ports, "tl:ie number of armed forces on the
fined the plan and scope of the dem111tariPakistan side of the cease-fire line is estization. Three of these clauses were less
mated to be less than 50 percent of armed
important-one set July 15, 1952, as the
forces existing on January 1, 1949."
date for completion of demilitarization, unSecond, the UNCIP resolution laid down
less the parties agreed on another date;
that Pakistan should use its best endeavors
another, that the demilitarization should be
to secure the withdrawal of tribesmen and
effected in a single continuous process; and
Pakistani nationals not normally resident
a third, that the plebiscite administrator
there who had entered the state for the purshould have been appointed no later than
pose of fighting. On. this point, Dr. Graham
July 15.
says that the Government of Pakistan reMAIN POINT OF CONTENTION
ports that these tribesmen and Pakistani na•
But paragraph 7, still the main point of ·
tionals had withdrawn from the state.
contention, described the scope of demiliThese steps taken, India, according to the
tarization. When demilitarization ls comresolution, was to begin withdrawing the
pleted, it said, the position should be: on
bulk of its forces in agreed stages and, pendthe Pakistan side, tribesmen and Pakistan
ing final settlement, to maintain an agreed
nationals, as well as Pakistan 1 troops, shall
minimum strength. On this point Dr.
have been withdrawn and large-scale disGraham reports that substantial withdrawbandment and disarmament of Azad Kashals have been made from time to time by
mir forces shall hav.e taken place; on the
India as well as Pakistan. Then follows the
Indian side, the bulk of Indian forces shall
disclosure that, in response to discussions
have been withdrawn, and further withabout further withdrawals, India has "dedrawals or reductions of Indian and State
cided to withdraw unconditionally one diviarmed forces shall have been carried out.
In sum, as Dr. Graham puts it, there will
sion with supporting armor" estimated to
remain on either side "the lowest possible
total 18,000 men.
number of armed forces based in proportion
With this withdrawal, now in process of
on the number of armed forces existing on
execution, it appears, Dr. Graham concludes,
each side of the cease-fire line on January
"that the Governments of India and Pak·
1, 1949."
!stan will have both withdrawn over 50 per·
Dr. Graham now reports that ,Pakistan
cent of their forces from the state."
accepts these four proposals with certain
FRONTIER MOVEMENTS
qualifications regarding the character of the
Related to withdrawal of forces from the
forces to be demilitarized. India does not
state of Jammu and Kashmir is a matter
see any difficulty on the date or the indue·
which last summer caused widespread contion of the plebiscite administrator, procern. On June 30, 1951, India had charged
vided agreement is reac,hed on the number
and character of forces to be left on each
Pakistan with a series of violations of ceaseside of the cease-fire line.
fire. On July 15, Pakistan reported heavy
On this, India maintained, Dr. Graham reconcentrations of Indian forces on the fran·
ports, that she must retain 21,000 regular
tier of India and Pakistan. On this issue,
Indian Army forces plus 6,000 state militia.
too, Dr. Graham has good news. India, he
On the Pakistan side, according to the Inreports, has decided to withdraw the forces
dian view, there should be a force of 4,000
which it had moved up last summer to dis·
men normally resident in Azad Kashmir tertances varying from 70 to 450 miles from the
ritory-half of these to be followers of Azad
Indo-Pakistan frontier. Likewise, Pakistan
Kashmir and the other half not followers of
has indicated that most of the forces she
Azad Kashmir. If the situation were favor.
had moved to the border have b~en with·
abae, India added, it would consult the .
drawn to their peacetime stations.

plebiscite administrator and the United Nations representative to consider further re·
ductions.
NEW APPROACH

1

I

Faced with this situation, Dr. Graham pre.
sents a new line of approach. "Throughout,"
he says, "it was evident that many questions
relating to dem111tarization were closely con.
nected with the preparations for a plebiscite
and the responsibilities of the plebiscite ad·
ministra tor."
"In short," the report states, "the demili·
tarization of the state of Jammu and Kashmir has now reached a stage in which fur.
ther considerations will affect the pre·
requisites for a plebiscite and, therefore, are
interrelated with the responsib111ties which
the plebiscite administrator will one day be
called upon to exercise."
"It is the firm conviction of the United
Nations representative," he continues, "that
besides the question of the final quantum of
forces, there are other factors which have a
bearing on demilitarization, which need now
to be taken into consideration. The United
Nations representative is not at the present
time in a position to give a considered state.
menton all these factors. He feels, however,
that with further explqrations into the rela.
tionships between the last stage of demili•
tarization and the first stage of preparation
for the plebiscite he would perhaps be able to
place the question of demilitarization in a
perspective which would favor its solution."
On these grounds, Dr. Graham reached
the conclusion that, in future, "the United
Nations representative, in addition to the
assistance to be provided by his civilian and
military advisers, has the purpose to have
the views of the plebiscite administrator·
designate on those problems which have a
bearing on their common responsibilities.
This consultation should be without preju·
dice to the question of the formal induction
into office of the plebiscite administrator·
designate, which should be a result of the
further negotiations."
PROPOSALS

Having Eet out these conclusions, Dr.
Graham emphasizes the urgency of settling
this dispute of over 4 years and the vital
importance of a solution to the 4.00,000,00()
people of the subcontinent and to the peaceful progress of the peoples of the world. He
then submits his proposals in the following
terms:
"Accordingly, the United Nations repre•
sentative recommends:
"1. That, taking notice of the progress
made in the demilitarization of the state of
Jammu . and Kashmir through withdrawals
of forces from both sides of the cease-fire
line, the Governments of India and ·pakistan
refrain from taking any action which would
augment the present military potential of
the forces in the State.
i
"2. That the Governments of India and
Pakistan, taking into account their agreements under the UNCIP resolutions and their
acceptance under the 12 proposals, should1"(a) Continue their determination not to
resort to force and to adhere to peaceful
procedures; and to follow faithfully their
agreement to instruct their official spokes·
men and to urge all their citizens not to
make statements calculated to incite the
people of either nation to make war against
the other with regard to the question of
Jammu and Kashmir ( 12 proposals, pars. 1
and 2).
I
"(b) Observe the cease-fire effective from
January 1, 1949, and the Karachi agreement
of July 27, 1949 (12 proposals, par. 3).
I
"3. That the Governments of India and
Pakistan, as a means of further implement·
1ng the resolutions of August 13, 1948, and
January 5, 1949, should undertake by July
15, 1952, further to reduce the forces under
their control in the state of Jammu and
Kashmir,
'
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"4. That the United Nations represimtative's negotiations with the Governments
of India and Pakistan be continued with a.
view to-.. (a) Resolving the remaining differences
on the 12 proposals, with special reference
to the quantum of forces to be left on each
side .of the cease-fire line at the end of the
period of demilitarization, and
"(b) The general implementation of the
resolutions of the UNCIP of August 13, 1948,
and January 5, 1949."

Effective Fair-Trade Legislation : The

McGuire Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

ON. R. WALTER RIEHLMAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. RIEHLMAN . . Mr. Speaker, H. R.
5767, the McGuire bill, had my whole-

hearted support both because it is intrinsically meritorious and because it
recognizes that the will of the people, as
expressed by their State legislatures, deserves support by their Federal Government.
Since 1931, 45 out of the 4·8 States have
enacted fair-trade laws. New York
adopted its fair-trade law, the FeldCrawford Act, on May 17, 1935. All
State fair-trade laws, including New
York's, contain substantially the same
provisions.
Under these laws, so long as certain
conditions preserving free competition
are met and sustained, manufacturers or
distributors of products identified by
their brand name or trade-mark areallowed to enter into contracts with retailers handling these products establishing minimum resale prices which retailers are obligated ·t o observe. In addition, such manufacturers or distributors
may establish these prices by notification
and announcement. If such a manufacturer or distributor negotiates a contract
with one retailer in the State and announces the terms of this contract in·
cluding his minimum prices to other retailers, he may enforce these prices on
other retailers even though they have
not signed such a contract, so long as
they sell his products to the public. This
is the so-called nonsigner provision of all
State fair-trade laws.
The purpose of these State fair-trade
laws is to allow manufacturers and retailers to protect themselves and the
public from the unfair and deceptive cutthroat competition brought on by the
ruinous price-cutting and price-juggling
practices of the few retailers who are
willing to take temporary losses on the
sale of a certain few nationally advertised brands and trade-marked products
in order to attract customers away from
the large majority of ethical retailers
who refuse to engage in these deceptive
practices. The simple facts of econom1c
life, amply corroborated by testimony
during bearings on the McGuire bill and
by testimony before the various State
legislatur~..; prior to pas!:age of the State
fair-tracie laws, are that in almost all

cases any temporary losses suffered by
the retailer as the result of temporary
price cutting or price juggling on certain
selected well-known products--commonly termed "loss leaders"-are more than
adequately compensated for by much less
sensational increases in prices on the
great number of less well-known products sold by the same retailers. The
purpose of loss. . leadering, of course, is to
attract customers away from ethical retailers and to sell these customers less
well-known products which are handled
by ethical retailers at comparable or
lower ·prices. No retailer could survive
selling only loss-leaders. And the simple
economic fact, which such unethical retailers would hide from the purchasing
public, is that no retailer does. The only
result of such unfair and deceptive cutthroat competition is to decrease · genuinely free and wholesome competition
by forcing the large majority of ethical
retailers out of the market eventually.
Under all of the State fair-trade laws,
retail price maintenance contTacts between manufacturers, distributors, and
retailers are invalid and unenforceable
unless it can be established that the
products subjected to price maintenance
are in free and open competition with
other products of the same general class.
Thus, such products must compete at retail levels not only with other simila:t: or
identical products subject to fair-trade
laws but also with similar or identical
products not branded or trade-marked
to which the fair-trade laws are not applicable. Any manufacturer or distributor who views the State fair-trade laws
as a license to fix prices at any level he
might choose would soon be disillusioned
of that fantasy by the competition of
manufacturers or distributors of similar
or identical products whether or not
such products were branded or trademarked.
Under all of the State fair-trade laws,
there are prohibitions against horizontal
price agreements between manufacturers, or between wholesalers or distributors, or between retailers, so that these
collusive contracts are rightly distinguished from the vertical price maintenance contracts allowed by these same
State laws. Vertical price agreements
preserve competition among commodities
of the same general class and are unenforceable in the absence of such competition, as has been pointed out. Horizontal price agreements, on the other
hand, if allowed, could and would in
some instances lead to collusion between
manufacturers, or between wholesalers
or distributors, or between retailers of
similar products for which substitutes
are not readily available, and could
therefore create true price fixing. This
danger is clearly recognized both by the
State fair-trade laws and the ·Federal
antitrust laws, and as a result, such horizontal agreements are not only not encouraged, but are definitely prohibited.
Thus, the States, by their fair-trade laws,
have wisely distinguished between vertical price maintenance contracts which
protect and sustain genuine free competition and horizontal pric.e agreements
which would throttle and eventually kill
free competition.

Under none of the State fair-trade
laws is any manufacturer or distributor
or retailer compelled to enter into a vertical price agreement. The laws merely
provide that if a manufacturer of a
branded or trade-marked product so desires, he may enter into a contract with
a retailer establishing minimum r.e tail
prices for his products. The State laws
are merely permissive, not mandatory.
-If a manufacturer does enter into such a
contract with a retailer, all other retailers in the State are bound by the nonsigner provisions of the State laws to
observe the minimum price set in the
contract, but they are not compelled to
handle such a manufacturer's product
if the established ·price is regarded as unfavorable.
Thus, competition from products not
branded or trade-marked, competition
from other products for which resale
price maintenance contracts are in effect, the reluctance of retailers to handle
products for which an unfavorable retail price might be established by contract. the illegality and prohibition of
horizontal price agreements, the express
statutory requirements tR.at products
subject to price maintenance be in free
and open competition with each other,
and the mere permissive nature of the
State fair-trade laws, are all factors
under the State fair-trade laws purposely designed to create and maintain
genuine free competition.
In 1936 the United States Supreme
Court, in an unanimous decision, upheld
the constitutionality of these fair-trade
laws enacted by an overwhelming majority of the States.
However, State fair-trade laws a:rplied
directly only to intrastate trade. This
greatly limited their effectiveness because of the large amount of interstate
trade which could not be subjected to
the State fair-trade laws. Recognizing
the frustration of the States in attempting to deal with this problem, Congress
in 1937 passed' the Miller-Tydings Act.
This act was nothing more than an enabling act which extended the State
laws to cover interstate sales taking
place within States which cave fairtrade laws. It did not affect the three
States-Texas, Vermont, and Missouriand the District of Columbia which have
no fair-trade laws. Thus, although aiding the fair-trade States in the effective
enforcement of their laws, the MillerTydings Act clearly respected and gave
no interference to the sovereign power
of the few States which did not choose
to enact fair-trade laws.
On May 21, 1951, the United States
Supreme Court ruled that the extension
of State fair-trade laws to cover interstate transactions within such States, as
provided for in the Miller-Tydings Act,
did not include the nonsigner provisions of the state law. This decision
thus rendered the nonsigner provision of State laws null and void as applied to interstate commerce within such
States, and for all practical purposes
rendered these State laws ineffective to
cope with the problem for which they
had been enacted by the State legislatures.
The pripiary purpose of H. R. 5767, the
McGuire bjll, is merely to reaffirm the
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very same proposition which Congress
intended to enact into law when it passed
the Miller-Tydings Act. It restores to
their intended effectiveness the nonsigner provisions of the State fair-trade
laws. It respects and implements the
sovereignty.and desires of an overwhelming majority of the States without affecting the few States which do not choose
to have fair-trade laws. It is a measure to help restore and sustain genuinely free, workable, honest competition which must always be reflected in
greater economic efficiency and lower
over-all expense to the consumer.

Honesty in Government
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN TJtE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I desire to include the text of an
address given by my good friend, Solomon Rosenbaum, at a recent meeting
of the credit unions of northern Worcester County at Fitchburg, Mass.
His remarks on honesty in government
follow:
HONESTY IN GOVERNMENT

Mr. Chairman, my friends, ladies and
gentlemen, I deem it an honor and a privilege to have been invited to speak before this
group of representatives of the credit unions
of northern Worcester County, particularly
because this splendid activity in which you
are engaged commendably exemplifies the
traditional American spirit of mutual cooperation, whereby men and women, relying
upo'l their own initiative and abilities, pool
their individual resources and talents in a
common effort to promote their own welfare.
As provided in chapter 171 of the general
laws of our Commonwealth, you have associated yourselves for the purpose of accumulating and investing the savings of your
members and of making loans to them for
provident purposes. As a result, not only do
you encourage thrift and provide a means for
the secure investment of your hard-earned
savings, but you also make available to your
membership the use of additional capital on
a decent and legitimate basis, which protects them against the predatory clutches of
professional loan sharks and usurers.
For the past year, the top news in the
press, on the radio, in magazine articles, and
on the television screen, has dealt with serious and acrimonious charges of corruption
in Government. It has been frequently
alleged, and occasionally established, that
public officials have been accepting bribes;
that organized crime has penetrated municipal government; that gratuities have been
accepted for government contracts; and that
surplus materials have been disposed of improperly. Recently, and perhaps most serious of all, the Department of Justtce and
Bureau of Internal Revenue have become the
particular targets of these imputations of
public scandal.
In view of these suspicions, which have
been generated to the boiling point and kept
at white heat by the incessant stimulation of
columnists, commentators, psychopathic
publicity seekers, and overly ambitious candidates, whose sole motivating objectives
seems to be a presidential election now only a
few months away, it is altogether fitting and
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proper that we, a representative group of
tages of one kind and another, I never saw .
plain, ordinary, American citizens, genubefore, and pray God, I may never be witness
to again. I tremble at the prospect. Such a
inely interested in the welfare of our country, should tonight dispassionately discuss
dirty, mercenary spirit pervades the whole,
that I should not be at all surprised at any
the subject of honesty in Government in
disaster that may happen."
the cold light of fact and impartiality.
I hardly believe that there will be any
And disaster almost did happen. At Valley
Forge, the troops froze and starved because
argument with my thesis that honesty in
the food and clothing intended for them had
Government is a most desirable condition;
been diverted into civilian channels or sold
that we are all most heartily in favor of it;
to the enemy. Robert Morris, financier of
and that we should be willing to do everythe Revolution, did not flinch at selling flour
thing possible to insure it.
at a mere 50-percent profit, and he feathered
However, in order to advance beyond the
his own nest very comfortably by a skillful
realm of wishful thinking and to truly unmanipulation of the Nation's funds with his
derstand what is requ~red to attain this
own. Our first Secretary of the Treasury,
worthy goal, it is necessary to closely examine
Alexander Hamilton, made sure to notify his
all the facets and ramifications of its direct
friends in advance of hts plans to redeem at
opposite-by which I more specifically mean
par the then worthless Continental bonds,
that it is necessary to place dishonesty in
as a result of which they were able to buy
Government upon the operating table and to
up these outstanding securities for a mere
carefully dissect its component parts in order
pittance and then reap a very handsome
to fully determine its anatomy.
profit on the basis of this prior inside inforWhen we shall have completed that aumation.
topsy and shall have fully exposed the symp.
And so it has continued in every administoms of the disease of corruption, we shall
tration and in every generation since.
then first be in a competent position to preI have not cited these historical precedents
scribe an effective cure for the malady and
1n a cynical attempt to prove that graft is
to offer realistic means to promote the pracso ingrained in our past that we cannot hope
tice of honesty in government.
to eradicate it. On the contrary, my purA careful study of the subject indicates
pose is to demonstrate that if the current"
that public corruption has certain fundasituation is as serious as it has been demental traits and features that inev~tably
scribed, it is no new or strange phenomenon
manifest themselves, no matter what the
that has been suddenly sired by the present
particular time in history or place in geogadministration, but that it is simply an outraphy. These basic characteristics are as ingrowth and a continuance of an already esvariably true of corruption as are any of
tablished pattern in our national life that
the rules of science in the world of naturehas very ancient roots.
they will immediately spring into action
My second observation is that dishonesty
whenever the opportunity for corruption is
in government is bipartisan in nature. By
ripe just as surely as a falling apple will obey
this I mean that a census of the political
Newton's law of gravity or a pail of water
complexion of the corruptionists confirms
freeze at 32°, ,
that they are as often found in the one maI offer you my analysis of these constant
jor party as in the other.
and unchanging attributes of corruption,
For example, if the Democratic adminisas I have found them, in the confidence that
tration of Andrew Jackson proclaimed and
you will join with me in accepting them as
acted upon the principle that "To the victor
self-evident truths from which we may chart
belongs the spoils" it was more than outour course in devising adequate measures
matched by the rampant dishonesty that
tending to encourage honesty in government.
disgraced the Republican administration of
My first observation is that dishonesty in
mysses S. Grant, when under a general in the
government is a matter of ancient vintage.
To the historian, there is nothing new or
White House, the stab111ty of our country
startling about public corruption. It was
was literally rocked by a series of scandals,
present in biblical times. It thrived in ansuch as the wholesale bribery of Congress by
cient Greece and in imperial Rome. It has
the railroad interests, the whisky-ring tax
reared its ugly head in every age and clime.
frauds, the impeachment of the Secret!j.ry of
That is why that great sage, Benjamin FrankWar, and an endless procession of resignalin, once observed:
tions by Cabinet officers who dared not face
"There is no kind of dishonesty into which
investigation of their activities.
otherwise good people more frequently fall
Similarly, if some are prone to think of
than that of defrauding the government."
the present Democratic administration as beAccordingly, it comes as no surprise to
ing ...menable to censure because of certain
learn that when our ancestors first settled
mink coats, home freezers, and free Florida
in America, among the inst!tutions which
vacations, of somewhat doubtful propriety,
they brought with them from the Old World
there are others who can never forget the
was that of corruption.
shocking dishonesty that flourished during
Many of the early colonial governors were
the Republican administration of Warren G.
as efficient and as grasping as any modern
Harding, when the Teapot Dome scandal
city boss, extracting extralegal tolls from
jeopardized our national safety through a
various enterprises, profiting from the mo- · brazen sell-out of our naval oil reserves in
nopoly of sources of supply, and accepting ·return for an out-and-out bribe, and which
gratuities from those who sought their royal
resulted in the resignation of the Secretary
favor.
of the Navy, and the indictment, conviction,
Right here in Massachusetts, John Adams
and jailing of the Secretary of the Interior,
described the traft)c· in public offices in the
while the Department of Justice itself was
following words:
under the shadow of an Attorney General
of questionable integrity and dubious asso"This day I learned that the Caucus .Jlub
meets at certain times in the garret of Tom
ciates.
Dawes. There they smoke tobacco till you
Likewise, if in the current tax investigacannot see from one end of the garret to
tions, the finger of suspicion first pointed
the other. Selectmen, assessors, collectors,
to some Democratic officeholders, it is
wardens, and representatives are regularly
worthy of note that, before it had completed
chosen before they are chosen by the townsits course, it came to rest on two Republican
people."
Senators who, for all their pious pretenDuring the very midst of our struggle for
tious, were discovered to be engaged in the
national independence, George Washington
very same practices which they had, until
was impelled to protest the actions of those
then, found so reprehensible in their Demowho were waxing rich at the expense of those
cratic counterparts.
fighting the actual battle.
I call these instances to your attention, not
"Such a dearth of public spirit and want
for the purpose of trying to prove that two
of virtue," he said on one occasion, "and such
wrongs make a right, but rather to demonstrate that neither major political party has
fertility in all the low arts to obtain advan-
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·a monopoly of all the virtues or all the vices,
and that public corruption has, from time
to time, found a happy home with each of
them.
My third observation is that allegations of
dishonesty in Government are primarily
m.ade, not out' of any truly outraged sense
of civic virtue or with any sincere purpose
of effecting a cure of the condition, but are
usually initiated, instigated, and capitalized
upon by candidates for public office who,
with obvious relish and delight, actually
pounce upon any such charges as a powerful
lever by which to muster the enthusiasm
and popular support required to oust the
incumbents.
"Turn out the rascals" is the m'Ost effective
of campaign cries. The usual pattern of attack is for the opposition to conduct a fish~
ing expedition on the theory and in the hope
that, if the batter is churned long enough,
some noxious substance will eventually rise
to the surface-a practice which evoked the
caustic comment by President Wilson that
the Congress does not deal with the administration except to disgrace it.
Although campaigns have been waged and
won on the issue of corruption, the general
situation is rarely changed. Each party may
. be vigilant in picking out flaws in · its opponents, but it overlooks the blemishes in its
own ranks; and, the rascals having been
turned out, are succeeded by a crop of new
rascals, wearing different party labels, but of
the same identical breed.
In substance and effect, charges of corruption are r• t·el:-' offered in good faith but
are simply used to supply the sound effects
for the political version of the old parlor
game of musical chairs.
My fourth observation, despite all the
time I have already devoted to dishonesty
in Government, is that it . is not as widespread as is generally assumed nor as prevalent as the scandal mongers would have us
believe. Unfortunately, exact factual material is not available on this score, for, while
statistics are kept on crime, they are not
kept on innocence, and likewise, while exaggerated, emphasis is placed upon public
dishonesty when it is suspected, no tally
is kept of all those in public service who
perform their duties in strict pursuance of
both the laws and ethics.
However, from even a mere cursory reading of the newspapers, we do know that,
among the 2,000,000 persons employed by
the Federal Government and the many millions more by the States and their local subdivisions, instances of ·criminality and dishonesty are comparatively rare.
As an example in point, I refer to ~ ·a.e
Bureau of Internal Revenue, which has been
under especially severe attack. Of its 57,000
employees, not even one-tenth of 1 percent
has been involved in corruption.
Perhaps, the most decisive evidence on
this phase of our discussion would be for
each one of us to reflect for a moment on
the conduct of those of our friends and
acquaintances who are public employees,
and I dare say that our almost unanimous
conclusion would be that we know them
to be men and women of honor, honesty
and probity, who discharge their duties
without fear or favor, and who certainly
are not reveling in any orgy of afiluence
:flowing from any ill-gotten gains.
My fifth observation is that dishonesty
in Government is frequently bilateral in
form. By this I mean that, in many cases,
not only is a public employee or office holder
involved, but joining in the conspiracy with
him, there is usually one or more private
citizens. As a matter of fact, in many instances, the plan to defraud the Government is first hatched in the mind of some
private individual, who stands to gain much
more by the illegal transaction than the
public official whom he tempts and convinces by the bait of a luscious Ulicit fruit.
I offer this observation, not to excuse the
public employee for hi~ breach of trust--

there can be no possible justification for any
such misconduct-but simply so that we,
as neutral observers, may bear in mind that
dishonesty in Government is at least as
much the product of private greed as the
consequence of public corruption.
My sixth and final observation is that dishonesty in government cannot and will not
be overcome by present methods. Our law
books ·are chuck full of statutes condemning corrupt practices and bribery. These
criminal laws have been in force for decades; yet, they achieve nothing for they are
predicated upon the false premise that, if
you lock a man up and throw away the key,
you have solved a problem, when, in fact, you
haYe accomplished as much as an ostrich
who buries his head in the sand. These laws
fail in their purpose because they fail to take
into account the realities of the situation.
These, my friends, are in essence the six
basic keystones in the structure of public
dishoneEty. Recognizing them as such, we
find ourselves faced with the question of
what action to take.
I am not going to pretend that I have some
magic formula which will make public corruption suddenly disappear in a cloud of
smoke. I have no secret potion which will
make all men ilonest. I am not even going
to be so rash as to say that if we take certain specific, enumerated, detailed steps,
morality in government wm be automatically
guaranteed. As a matter of fact, it is just
such headlong haste in prescribing specific
remedies before conducting an extensive pro~rram of nonpartisan, nonpolitical, independent research into all phases of a given problem that condemns so many well-meaning
efforts to dismal failure.
However, I can and will offer you my impressions of the type of approach that should
be adopted if we are to achieve any solution
at all. This much is clear:
There are no cheap patent medicines or
quick cure-ails in the field of political science. If the issue of corruption is to be
dealt with in a practical way, and not. merely
raved about or used as a political football,
much sound, hard thinking will be required.
If we are to get anywhere in our quest for
honesty in government, we must begin with
ourselves. It is the old case, as St. Luke put
it, of "Physician, heal thyself."
We must forget our illusions and face
reality; we must drop the mask of hypocrisy
and face the truth; we must discard outmoded and discredited patterns of thought
and face the facts.
Understanding will have to take the place
of emotionalism. Impartial analysis will
have to take the place of irrational outbursts
of partisan criticism. Careful scientific study
will have to take the place of campaign
propaganda.
The problem must be taken out of the
political arena and brought into the social
science laboratory. It must be viewed with
our vision focused upon a desire to effect a
genuine solution rather than upon political
consequences. Our techniques must be
guided by considerations of good citizenship
rather than by election results. Our inspiring motive must be civic rectitude rather
than political vengeance.
It is only an inquiry conducted under such
impartial and impersonal conditions that
has any promise at all of successfully coping
with the perplexity we seek to unravel.
Of course, I make no claims that the conclusions which such a study would produce
would constitute a panacea for all our ills,
for I am not so naive as not to realize that,
no matter what antidotes are administered,
corruption will neither immediately nor
completely vanish from the scene.
There is an old adage that there is no lock
strong enough to exclude every thief. The
same is true of remedies proposed to prevent
illegal conduct. However, just as a lock can
be installed that will discourage most thieves
and make it extremely difficult and incon-

venient for the rest, so, too, I sincerely believe that the methods I have suggested do
indicate the proper direction in which we
should guide our thinking and that they do
describe the only true circumstances under
which appropriate ways and means can be
developed for confining corruption within
the narrowest orbit possible in the light of
the frailties inherent in human nature.
Of course, we must not be so smug in our
self-righteousness as to lose sight of the fact
that a great deal of the responsibility for
public corruption and inefficiency rests right
at the door of every one of us, because, except for occasional exhibitions of temporary
concern, most of us are generally quite apathetic about the choice of cur public officials.
Need I say more than call attention to the
fact that in a Presidential election, less
than one-half of the eligible voters take the
time or interest to cast a ballot; while in
State, municipal, and primary elections, the
proportion of disinterest is evel! greater.
When we, the public, refuse to exercise
our privilege of choosing our public servants,
then, since nature abhors a vacuum, political
opportunists move in, and decide who shall
get what by secret deals and shady bargains.
It therefore behooves us, before, casting
the first stone of criticism at those in public
office or employment, to first examine our
own consciences and confess that a basic
remedy for a good share of all public dereliction would be universal participation by
every quaUfled voter in all primary and
general elections.
Let me also express one note of caution:
It is most important, as efforts are made to
investigate charges and prosecute the guilty,
that all the millions of public employees
throughout the Nation be not tarred with the
brush of suspicion or smeared with the taint
of guilt by association.
The overwhelming preponderant number
of such employees are honest--as witness the
faithful employees of our postal system, our
conscientious and industrious teachers and
librat:ians, our brave firemen and courageous
police officers, and all the many otner members of our civil government, who, year in
and year out, perform their jobs with constant devotion to duty and who resent even
more than the public does the shortcomings
of their few fellow employees who have been
guilty of wrongdoing.
The pay for the most part is poor, and
promotions are slow. There are no years of
big profits, nor any chance to succeed to the
ownership of the business. Much of the
reward of public employees is in their own
self-respect and in the respect of their fellow
citizens for their work of public service.
As we strive for greater perfection and
greater protection against corruption, let us
keep the problem in proper perspective; let
us not permit it to degenerate into a sactistic
witch-hunt; let us not brand the scarlet
letter upon the brows of all for the sins of
a few.
That is a basic requirement of the kind
of equitable justice we hold sacred under
democracy, and anything less would be
treason to the high ideals we profess to
cherish.

Hon. Reid F. Murray
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. REED of New 1;ork. Mr. Speaker,
there recently passed from our midst a
colleae:ue whose character. abilities and
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services won our profound respect. I refer to Hon. Reid F. Murray, of Wisconsin,
a remarkable legislator, especially in the
field of agriculture, a powerful debater,
a man of deep convictions ~nd above aU
he was a stalwart statesman and a true
American.
I deplore the passing of my friend and
colleague, for whom I have a deep affection.
There is one solace that comes to all
of us in the dark hours of grief and that
is that God knows best.
I extend to Mrs. Murray and each
member of the family my deep sympathy
in this time of great bereavement.

United States Should Insist Upon a
Unified Germany
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON ..LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, it is very important that the United
States should. take the lead to assure
all the German people that we will insist
upon a unified Germany. This is a necessity. Under leave to extend my remarks, I am including an article by William Henry Chamberlin that appears in
the current issue of Human Events:
THE STAKES OF GERMANY

(By Willian: Henry Chamberlin)
Germany is the largest single stak~ of the
cold war. Despite defeat in the war, vast
bombing destruction, partition, and occupa'tion, this country of almost 70,000,000, with
its industry, technical skill, and military
potential, could tip the scales of the trembling European ballmce of power one way
or the other.
This is why the struggle with Germany
has long given way to a struggle for Germany. ·This is why the recent Soviet moves,
looking to the creation of a neutralized
unified Germany; with its own armed forces,
are of first importance on the chessboard
of international politics.
Neither side has waged the struggle to
win Germany as an ally wholeheartedly and
consistently. For, both in the Soviet and
in the wester:tl camp, recognition of Germany's value is offset by fear and suspicion
of what a resurgent Germany might become.
Both sides are handicapped by steps which
were taken during the war and in the first
phase of the occupation. In mass raping,
murdering, looting, and general destruction the Russians, in the first months of
their conquest of East Germany, behaved
with a barbarism unmatched in the annals
of European warfare.
More lasting in their effects than these
excesses wue other features of Soviet poll tical and economic policy. It was Stalin
who insisted on amputating from Germany
historic eastern provinces, inhabited by a
solidly German population of some 9,000,000
people, east of the line formed by the River
Oder and Western Neisse. Most of this territory was assigned to Poland; the Russians
annexed the old German city of Koenigsberg, home of the philosopher Kant, and
changed its name to Kaliningrad.
Moreover, the Soviet authorities exploited
East Germany with ruthless intensity and
in various ways. Large Russian occupation

forces lived off the country; many billions
of dollars were extracted in reparations by
carting off everything imaginable, from whole
factories to bathtubs and featherbeds; and
a considerable part of East German industry was assigned to Soviet ownership and
works for Soviet profit.
·
The Western Powers alta rolled up liabilities, although less formidable ones, in the
present competition for German friendship.
They looted German foreign assets and patents, lived in luxurious free quarters at German expense, carried out a capricious and
vindictive denazification policy and dismantled a number of German factories, although
not on a scale comparable with what happened in East Germany. The small but rich
Saar area was detached from German administration and economically linked with
France. On the other hand, the United
States put several billicn dollars into Germany through Army and ECA appropriations-a circumstance which has no par·allel on the other side of the iron curtain.
March 10, 1952, may be remembered as
the day when position warfare gave way
to war of movement in the diplomatic struggle for Germany. Up to that time the division of Germany, while officially deplored,
was becoming more and more an accomplished fact. A Soviet puppet regime, self. christened Democratic Republic of Germany,
has been set up in the Soviet zone, marked
by subservience to Moscow, political totalitarianism, and ever-expanding economic collectivism.
Meanwhile the western part of Germany,
which is under American, British, and French
occupation, has been developing along the
lines of free parliamentary institutions and
respect for private property. Although there
is no historical, political, or ethnic justification for the line of demarcation which
bisects Germany, the two sections of the
country tend to grow farther away iii their
institutions and their psychology every year.
The Soviet note of March 10 was a much
more serious approach to the problem of
unity than any earlier communication from
Moscow on this subject. Addressed to the
three Western Powers, it proposed a peace
settlement with Germany, an all-German
government, acceptance of the mutilated
eastern frontier, and early withdrawal of all
occupation forces. The Soviet note also
suggested, for the first time, that Germany
should be allowed to maintain its own armed
forces, that there should be no discrimination against ex-Nazis, apart from convicted
war criminals, and that Germany, with full
freedom to develop its peacetime economy,
should be bound to enter into no alliance
directed against any of its former enemies.
This note w~s dearly designed to conjure
up an alluring picture for many Germans
who are not Communists. This is a Germany not tied to the chariot wheels either
of the United States or of the Soviet Union,
free to trade with the East as with the West,
in possession of its own independent armed
forces.
That this Soviet move was designed to
disrupt the policy of integrating Germany
with the West by such devices as the Schuman plan and the European army is obvious.
What is not so clear is whether Moscow's
offer is a bluff or a gamble.
Acid test of Soviet intentions would be
willingness to permit genuinely free voting
in East Germany. Prerequisites for such
voting would be the release of all political
prisoners, establishment of habeas corpus,
and freedom of speech and press and political association. In short, before any free
election co'..lld be held in the Soviet zone,
the whole police-state regime which has
been built up there would have to be demolished.
There is reason for skepticism as to whether the Kremlin intends to let slip its grip on
almost 20,000,000 Germans. It is almost cer ..
tain that remembrance of Russian atrocities,
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hatred of Soviet exactions, resentment
against the bleak and bare living conditions
which have prevailed, would insure an overwhelming anti-Communist majority in East
Germany, if totalitarian controls were
abandoned.
So it is quite probable that when and if
negotiations for German unification have
advanced to the point where election conditions would be discussed it will be clear that
what the Kremlin has in mind is a standard
totalitarian, 99 percent Ja voting formula
for East Germany. This would certainly not
commend itself to majority opinion in West
Germany.
'Both the Christian Democrats· of Chancalor Konrad Adenauer and the Social Democrats largest opposition party, under the
leadership of embittered, crippled, passionate
Kurt Schumacher, however much they may
disagree on other issues, would reject a Trojan Horse scheme patented to repeat the
pattern of Czechoslovakia in Germany.
There is, however, an alternative interpretation of the Soviet design. It could be that
the Soviet Government is willing to take a
big gamble and write off a satellite regime in
East Gernrany for the prospect of an allGerman government which would be non ..
Communist, even anti-Communist in internal policy, but free from binding military and
economic commitments to the West. If this
is the case, mere negatives will hardly serve
the best interests of the United States and
its West European allies. It would be disastrous to be maneuvered into the position
of seeming to oppose German unity and
wishing to perpetuate the division of the.
country.
Konrad Adenauer, a Catholic and a Rhinelander, is, in all probability, the most western-minded political leader conceivable in
postwar Germany. But it would not be
good judgment for Washington, Paris, and
London to push Adenauer too far, to place
him, in the eyes of his countrymen, in the
position of a puppet of the allies.
Adenauer has a difficult internal situation
with which to deal. West Germany, unlike
East Germany, is not a totalitarian state.
There is freedom of voting and there are
several political parties of divergent views.
Adenauer heads a moderate conservative
coalition with a very small majority. The
new election which is to be held next year
could unseat him. The pressure of feeling
for unity, even in the ranks of his coalition
supporters, is reflected in his radio speech
late in April, in which he declared that he
would rather see Germany united under the
Social Democrats than a Germany divided,
and added: "I would be a bad Christian if
I would prefer to leave the Germans in the
Soviet Zone to slavery because 'the majority
are Protestants." This was an attempt to
dispel the suspicion that Adenauer is not
dissatisfied with the present partition because an all-German election would strengthen the Social Democratic and Protestant vote.
The main end, the assurance, so far as
possible, of Western Europe against Soviet
attack, should be more important to western
statesmen than any specific means, such as
the proposed European Army. (Incidentally.
the practical difficulties in the way of forming such an army are very great and preparations have advanced at a snail's pace.)
A united Germany, with a government
organized on a basis of free voting, nonCommunist and thereby almost certainly
anti-Communist, might be more useful for
Europe's defense than a sullen and restive
West Germany, with a strong popular feeling
that unity had been blocked by foreign
powers.
The first point . to clear up is whether the
Soviet offer is a bluff or a gamble. If it is a
bluff, it can easily be exposed. All that would
be necessary is for the Western Powers, in
agreement with the Bonn Government, to
draw up a charter of political and civil liber· .
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ties, to put into effect immediately in East
Germany and to function for s.ome time before any election is held. .
Rejection of such a proposal should convince Adenauer's principal political opponents, the Social Democrats, that Moscow
is not interested in a free Germany. However wrongheaded they may be in their economic .,iews, German Social Democrats are
not fellow travelers. They know they would
be marked for swift liquidation if communism should ever take over.
If unity proves impossible because of
Soviet refusal to permit genuinely free voting
in East Germany there are several steps the
Western Powers should take to make "integration" more palatable to the West Germans. They should declare the Yalta and
Potsdam decisions null and void. Both were
intrinsically immoral; and both have been
violated over and over again by the Soviet
Union. They should declare that Germany
is entitled, in the East, to its 1937 frontier,
thereby taking the .wind out 0f the sails of a
.possible Soviet concession on this point.
They should cease collecting occupation costs,
making the whole annual German "defense
contribution" of about 2.5 billion dollars
available for building up a German army.
They should make a clean sweep of discriminatory "occupation" regulations and psychology, including the unfortunate tendency
of some American otHcials, like Mr. Benjamin
Buttenwieser, to preach unappreciated sermons on democracy.
Germany can be very useful, probably indispensable, as an equal ally. It is worse
than useless as an unwilling satellite. If
the United States cannot win British and
French acceptance of this elementary truth,
the whole question of American participation
in the ground defense of Europe, scarcely
possible without German participation,
should be thoroughly reexamined.

Congress to do everything in their power to
defend the right of REA-financed cooperatives to construct and operate generating
plants and transmission lines to serve themselves; and be it further
Resolved, That Congress appropriate adequate funds to enable the proper Federal
agencies to build transmission lines when
necessary to implement the established public power policy of the Nation.

Foreign Policy Operating in a Vacuum
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE IIOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I am including an article by Mr.
Marquis Childs which appeared
today's Washington Post. Mr. Childs
points out the lack of foreign policy in
the Far East. This is a problem that
confronts the Congress as it again considers the foreign spending program. I
·include the article in question at this
point:

m

VACUUM-WHAT To Do IN KO}!EA
(By Marquis Childs)
The blank spaces in America's m.i lltarydiplomatic policy were never more apparent
than in the off-the-record interrogation the
other day of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. These
men, charged with carrying out policy as formulated at the top civilian level, could not
supply what is apparently nonexistent.
Rural Electrification
They had gone up to Capitol Hill to point
out the extreme seriousness of the cuts made
by
the House in the defense budget and,
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
above all, the peril of the $46,000,000,000
OF
spending ceiling. What Gen. Omar N . .Bradley, chairman of the JCS, tried to do on the
record was to make it clear that Congress
OF ILLINOIS
would have to accept full responsibility for
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
any further reductions. He used the phrase
"militarily
disastrous" to describe the effect
Wednesday, May 7, 1952
of what the House has already done.
Then came the questions pressing hard at
Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I what happens "if, as, and when.". The Joint
include herewith a resolution adopted Chiefs had explained, off the record, the
breakdown of the armistiCe negotiations in
by the board of directors of the Asso- Korea
on the prisoner-of-war issue.
ciation of Tilinois Electric Cooperatives
The Sena tors wanted to know where we go
at a ·meeting held on April 17, 1952, and from that point. If the milltary commandforwarded to me by Mr. A. E. Becker, ers knew the answer, they were keeping it
manager of the Association of Tilinois secret even in this closed session of the comElectric Cooperatives and coordinator of mittee that exercises such power over de·
the nlinois Statewide Power Coopera- fense appropriations.
The discussion developed that the Navy
tive:
has sutHcient strength in Asian waters to
n_ESOLUTION ADOPTED BY BOARD OF DmECTORS,
blockade the Chinese mainland. The day beASSOCIATION OF ILLINOIS ELECTRIC COOPERA•
fore the testimony, Admiral Arthur w. RadTIVES, APRIL 17, 1952
ford, Commander in Chief of the United
Whereas the future of the rural-electrificaStates Pacific Fleet, interviewed in Hong
tion program in Illinois and throughout the
Kong, hinted · that a blockade of the coast
Nation is being seriously threatened by in"might be a way to stabilize things out
sidious propaganda and well-financed lobbyhere."
ing efforts aimed at destroying the right of
But such a blockade, Bradley stressed berural electric cooperatives to generate and
fore the committee, would not shut up Rustransmit their own electricity when such· is
sia's Asiatic ports, including Dairen and Port
necessary; and
Arthur. The latter are strategically placed
Whereas there is ever-increasing pressure
adjacent to the Korean peninsula. It is beon the part of selfish interests to destroy the
lieved that the Communist armies could still
existing public power policy of the United
be supplied in large measure through these
States: Now, therefore, be it
ports. Any attempt to blockade the Russian
Resolved, That the Illinois Statewide
ports could be taken as an act of war against
Power Cooperative board of directors reaffirm
the Soviet Union.
its position 1n opposition to these attempts
From Korea. the discussion turned to a
on the part of the enemies of rural electric . question mark looming on the more distant
cooperatives, and that we urge Members of
horizon. It was put in this way by Senator
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POLICY IN

A

LEVERETT SALTONSTALL (Republican, Massachusetts):
"General Bradley, suppose that we give you
$60,000,000,000 for fiscal 1953, and then $60,000,000,000 for fiscal 1954, and, let's assume,
$60,000,000,odo for 1955. Where do we come
out? What I am asking, and I mean it in the
most friendly way, is where we stand at that·
point with respect to our foreign policy?"
The Joint Chiefs had no firm or definitive
answer for that one. They talked, as they
had previously, about the successful strengthening of the "posture of defense." When this
has been achieved, the Communists will not
attack, because they know that retaliation
will mean their own destruction.
This is the oft-repeated answer. To the
Senators seated around the committee table
and charged with the responsibility for approving these vast sums, it seemed less than
satisfactory. Here was a big empty space in
future planning, or so it appeared to some
listeners.
The agency charged with directing the future course of American policy is the National Security Council, which is made up
of top officials of the Government. Perhaps
the Council should try to fill in this gap.
· It might be possible to make clear in more
or less specific terms that there is a hope
of light at the end of the tunnel.
To this suggestion others made a frank
reply in the negative. In the kind of world
in which we are living no firm blueprint can
be achieved even for the coming months, to
say nothing of the next 2 or 3 years. Policy
must consist of having the capability, the
readiness, the resolution to meet events as
they arise. Wi ~h the continuing and unrelenting pressure of communism there is no
other choice.
As to Korea, now that hope has been all
but abandoned for an armistice, the event
that many foresee in coming weeks is a fullscale Communist attack. Confidence is high
that this attack can be repelled with a
minimum of loss by the United Nations Command. The U.N. defensive position is considered extremely advantageous.
Such an attack is bound, however, to have
repercussions on policy. That would be true
at any time. In the year of a critical election it is doubly true. If the attack were
to come in July when the two parties are
holding their national conventions, loud
echoes of the fighting would certainly be
heard in political oratory. The fearful issue
of what to do about the persistent drain of
a war moving into its third year might well
become paramount.

Statem-ent and Analysis of H. R. 7647 by
Joseph Curran, Vice President of CIO
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
granted to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following statement of Joseph Curran on behalf of the
Congress of Industrial Organizations before the Committee on Armed Services of
the House of Representatives on House
bill 7647, May 9, 1952:
My name is Joseph Curran. I am president of the National Maritime Union of
America, CIO, and I am a vice president of
the Congress of Industrial Organizations. I
appear here today to preEent the views of
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the Congress of Industrial Organizations
with regard to the bill under consideration
by this committee, H. R. 7647.
My statement is organized as follows: First
a general analysis of the bill ; next a ge.neral
statement of the position we take with regard to it, together with a summary of our
reasons for taking that position; and, finally,
a detailed analysis and discussion of the bill,
section by section.
GENERAL ANALYSIS

H. R. 7647 is a proposed amendment to the
Universal Military Training and Service Act.
Basically, it requires the Attorney General
to obtain an injunction against any strike
or lockout which imperils the national defense, either at the direction of the President
or of the Congress. The injunction is wit hout limit as to time. If the labor dispute
has not been settled within 80 days after the
injunction is issued, the Attorney General is
required, in addition, to petition the court
for the appointment of receivers of the property of both the employer and the labor organization. The receiver of the company's
property is specifically forbidden to make
any change in the terms and conditions of
employment.
While the receivers are in
possession, it is unlawful for anyone to instigate a strike, give direction or guidance to
any interruption of work, or provide funas
for the payment of strike, unemployment, or
other benefits to strikers. The receiverships
are to continue until the parties to the labor
dispute have reached a settlement or until
the emergency ends. One-half of the costs
of the receiverships are to be assessed to
each party. The bill, finally, contains a provision flatly prohibiting any officer or agency
of the United States from making, directly or
indirectly, any recommendations to settle
any dispute affecting the national defense.
OUR GENERAL POSITION WITH REGARD TO THE
BILL

The Congress of Industrial Organizations
is completely opposed to each and every provision of this bill. It is, in our opinion, as
viciously antilabor a bill as has ever been
introduced in Congress.
This bill is designed, first, to break strikes,
and, second, to break unions-by ruining
them financially and by turning them over
to the direction and control of Government
administrators. It is not designed to promote industrial peace or to secure maximum
production. It makes no contribution toward solving the difficult problem of labor
disputes during a time of national emergency.
No per.son who favors the continued existence in this country of a free trade-union
movement can possibly support this bill. By
a free trade-union movement I mean a labor
movement "Which is run by the workers, as
distinguished from one which is run by the
Government, such as Hitler and Stalin set
up. I put it further to you gentlemen that
a free trade-union movement is essential to
the existence of a democratic government in
an industrial country, such as the United
States has become. It is only through
unions which they control that workers can
participate in negotiating their wages and
other conditions of employment. Without
the industrial democracy which unions make
possible it is difficult, if not impossible, to
visualize the continued existence of political
democracy in an industrial state.
Experience abroad bears this out. Among
the first steps taken by Communist Russia,
Fascist Italy, and Nazi Germany in their establishment of totalitarian dictatorships was
the subjugation of the free trade-union
movements of those countries to _administration by the state. The Fascist dictatorships in Spain, Argentina, and Venezuela like·
wise have all provided for state administration of the labor unions. In no industrial
country anywhere around the globe is politi•
cal democracy to be found without the ac•

companlment of a free trade-union movement. Nowhere that a free trade-union
movement exists is dictatorship found. I believe that this is more than coincidence. I
believe that it is cause and effect. And so I
think that there is even more at stake here
than the continued existence of free tradeunions in America; I think this bill threatens
the existence of our American democratic
system.
I shall not analyze the details of this bill.
I believe that this analysis will make it plain
that I do not go too far when I say that this
is a bill to destroy the trade-union movement.
DETAILED ANALYSIS ·oF THE BILL
The bill is a proposed amendment of and
addition to the Universal Military Training
and Service Act. Although it covers much
of the same ground as the so-called "national emergency provisions" of the TaftHartley Act (i. e. sections 206-210, inclusive
of that act), it does not amend or repeal the
Taft-Hartley provisions. Instead this bill
would create a new procedure to exist side
by side with Taft-Hartley procedure.
The addition of these new provisions to the
Taft-Hartley provisions would create chaos.
For example, we might have a congressionaldirected injunction, to . be followed by receivership, issued in one court under H. R.
7647 at the same time that a Taft-Hartley injunction was being sought at the direction
of the President in another court. We might
have two emergency boards looking into the
dispute at the same time, one under this
bill and one under Taft-Hartley. Perhaps
that would not matter, however, since these
boards serve no purpose, either under this
bill or under Taft-Hartley.
In the following detailed analysis, however,
I shall assume that H. R. 7647 is meant to
replace the national emergency provisions
of Taft-Hartley. To figure out how its provisions would work upon the assumption
they would co-exist with those of Taft-Hartley would, I expect, take several lawyers and
several days. I did not have the time or
the lawyers.
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by our Constitution. I am advised that it
probably conflicts specifically with section 1
of article II, vesting the executive power in
the President and with section 3 of article II
which provides that the President "shali
take care that the laws be faithfully executed."
However that may be, such a provision
would certainly place the Attorney General
in an intolerable predicament. If an Attorney General should, at the direction of
Congress but against the will of the President, seek an · injunction Ul_lder 18-A, the
President might fire him. On the other
hand, if the Attorney General declined to
comply with the resolution of Congress, it
might conceivably impeach him. This provision, apart from its doubtful constitutionality, seems to be designed to test the truth
of the old adage that no man can serve two
masters.
SECTION 18-B. BOARD OF. INQUIRY

This section provides that after the injunction provided for in section 18-A is issued, it shall be the duty of the parties to
the labor dispute to make every effort to
adjust their differences.
Since the employer will at that point be
under no compulsion to settle, I do not ·suppose that this pious hope will be fulfilled.
The Taft-Hartley Act contains a similar provision which has been honored largely in
the breech.
Section 18-B then goes on to provide that
the President shall appoint a board of inquiry, which shall make a written report
to him which shall consist only of a statement of the facts with respect to the dispute
and each party's own statement of its posi- ·
tion, and shall not contain any recommendations whatever. This provision is the same
as that in the Taft-Hartley Act.
This retep.tion of the Taft-Hartley provision that an emergency board shall not make
any recommendations is rather curious, since
one point on which all labor-relations experts have seemed to be in agreement is that
such boards must have the power to make
recommends. tions, if they are to serve their
supposed purpose of bringing the weight of
SECTION 18-A. INJUNCTION
public opinion to bear to promote an equitaThis section provides that during any peble settlement of disputes. Senator TAFT
riod ·of national emergency, if the President
himself long since recognized that this parfinds that a threatened strike or lockout will
ticular provision of Taft Hartley is defecimperil the national defense or if Congress
tive in this respE'!Ct. Thus the bill which
shall so declare, the Attorney General is repassed the Senate in 1949, known as the Taft
quired to file a petition for an injunction
blll, provided in section 302A that the reagainst the strike. If the court finds that
ports to be made by the emergency boards
the dispute will imperil the national defense,
to be appointed by the President "shall init is required to issue the injunction. The
clude the findings and recommendations of
injunction has no time limit and would prethe board and shall be transmitted to the
sumably continue indefinitely.
parties and be made public.'' The emergency
boards appointed to handle disputes between
This provision would provide a perpetual
the railroad unions and the carriers are now
injunction against any strike found to "imrequired
by law to make recommendations
peril the national defense." Under these
for settlement, and I am advised that many
provisions, employers would have little inof the railroad lines-not the unions-have
centive to agree to proposals of their workers, since the workers would be forbidden · urged that the law should be. amended to
make these recommendations binding on all
ever to strike. This provision.for an injuncconcerned.
tion of indefinite duration is thus the equivThis proviso against recommendations by
alent of abolishing collective bargaining.
emergency boards demonstrates, as do the
The 80-day injunction provision of q>aft·
other
provisions of this bill, a comple;;e inHartley has been criticized on the grounds,
difference with regard to the merits or
amortg others, (1) that it decides the issues
equities of any particular labor dispute. It
in dispute in favor of the employer for 80
is no part of the scheme of this bill to take
days, and (2) that it therefore gives the
account of where equities may lie, whether
employer no incentive for a settlement durwith
the employer or with the union. For
ing that 80-day period. H. R. 7647 would
this bill simply resolves all of the issues in
decide the issues in dispute in favor of the
favor of the employer and against the union.
employer forever, and would therefore give
That is why it forbids emergency bom:ds
the employer no incentive to settle the disfrom expressing any opinion as to the mt>rits
pute, ever.
of a dispute or as to what might be f air terms
The provision that Congress may, by conof settlement.
current resolution, require the Attorney GenSECTION 18-c. RECEIVERSHIP
eral to seek an injunction is, as far as I am
aware, a novel one. I am advised by counsel
The injunction provided for in section
that this provision is probably unconstitu18-A has apparently no time limit. Section
tional as a violation of the general tripartite
18-C, however, provides for additional action
division of powers between the legislative,
at the expiration of 80 days. These provi•
executive, and Judicial branches established
sions of section 18-C are also made applica-...
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ble 80 days after an injunction is issued under the Taft-Hartley Act.
Eighty days after an injunction is issued
under this bill or under the Taft-Hartley
Act, the Attorney General is required to petition the court which issued the injul'lcticn.
for the appointment of receivers of the propert y both of the employer and of the J.abor
or ganization involved in the dispute. The
receiver of the company's property is given
power to manage the company's property to
the extent necessary to prevent any interruption of work. The receiver of the union's
property is to manage that property so as to
prevent it from being used in aid of any interference with operations. The court is required to appoint the receivers tf tt finds
that production is threatened by any strike,
lockout, or other labor disturbance. (It is
hard to see how the court could make such
a finding if the injunction provided for under
section 18-A was still in effect.}
It is specifically provided that the receiver
of the company's property shall have no power to make any changes in the terms and
conditions of employment.
During the period in which the property
of the employer is in the possession of a receiver; it is made unlawful, apparently for
anyone, ( 1} to instigate, encourage, etc., any
interfet'ence with the operation of the property, or (2) to aid any strike, or concerted
absence from work, etc., by giving direction
or guidance to such interruption or by providing funds for the payment of strike, unemployment, or other benefits to those participating in an interruption of work. This
second provision would seem to make it unlawful for a state to continue to pay unemployment benefits during a strike, as some
States do, as well as to make unlawful any
charitable contributions to strikers, or newspaper support of a strike.
The receiverships are to rema~ in effect
until the parties have settled their dispute
or until the national emergency ends. At
such time, one-half of th~ costs of the receiverships shall be charged. to each party.
Presumably, one-half the cost of operating
the steel industry would be, for example,
charged to the Steelworkers Union if this act
were in operation during the present dispute.
The provisions-of 18-A and B for perpetual
injunctions, with an impotent board of inquiry, ought to be sufficiently repressive to
satisfy even the most antilabor. The provisions for receivership are even worse. Under receiverships, the companies would retain all of their profits. The only thing
they wculd lose is the burden of paying for
the cost of managing the business. This
cost would be divided with the union. The
provision for receivership of the union's
property would, on the other hand, destroy
the union.
The final touch is provided for in the provision making it unlawful for any person to
support a strike or to encourage one. Presumably any newspaper which supported
strikers would be in violation of this section.
Certainly any charity that provided benefits
to strikers as well as States providing unemployment-compensation benefits would be
in violation of this section.
GENERAL COMMENTS

The conclusion to which I am inevitably
driven with respect to this bill is that which
I stated at the outset: That this bill does not
represent a genuine attempt to find a solution for the difficult problem of handling labor disputes during a period of national
emergency, but is rather a scheme-a nefarious scheme-to use that problem as a
pretext for destroying labor unions.
I respectfully but strongly urge you gentlemen not to countenance this scheme. The
enactment of this bill, or its passage by the
House of Representatives, would give deep
offense to the workers of this Nation. They
could only regard this bill as an assault upon

them and an attempt to destroy' their
UniOill?.

I am unable to see how anyone could
think that such an assault upon the workers
of the country would promote national
unity. I am unable to see how anyone can
question our vital need for national unity at
this time when our country is threatened by
the menace of Communist aggression.
I am unable to see how anyone can believe
this bill would promote industrial peace or
would stimulate industrial production. On
the contrary it will, I assure you, if passed,
be productive of worsened worker morale,
increased disputes, and less production. The
day that sees this bill passed will be a great
day for the Kremlin. It will be a sad day
not only for the American worker but for
the American Nation.
INJUNCTIONS AND RECEIVERSHIPS

I do not want to close without saying a
word about the particular devices which this
bill would use to destroy unions--labor injunctions and judicial receiverships.
We in the labor movement have had long
experience with the use of injunctions to
break strikes and to break unions. Beginning with the Debs case in 1894, and up to
the passage of the Norris-LaGuardia Act in
1932, injunctions were issued in hundreds
of labor-dispute cases ln the Federal courts,
and in every case against the unions and
against the workers. Their use was regarded
by the workers as grossly unfair, since from
their very nature injunctions operate only to
preserve the status quo and in favor of the
employer, never of the union. It did not
escape the notice of the workers, either, that
the judges were drawn largely from the ranks
of the financially successful lawyers; that is,
in industrial communities, the lawyers who
represented corporate and business interests.
Inevitably they felt that these men were
hostile to the aspirations of labor, were biased
agai~t them, and were using their positions
to favor the interests they had formerly represented. In short, the use of the labor injunction developed a bitter hostility toward
the courts among the workers of the Nation.
You do not need to take my word for this
bit of history. Here is what George Wharton
Pepper said in 1924 in an article in the American Bar Association:
"Naturally enough, during the past few
decades, there have been bitter protests from
the ranks of labor. To the striker it seeins
like tyranny to find such vast power exercised-not by a Jury of one's neighbors--but
by a single official who is not elected but appointed, and that for life, and whose commission comes from a distant and little
understood source."
Mr. Pepper, as · many of you gentlemen
probably know, is an eminent corporation
lawyer, and a former Senator. He went on
in this article to urge that the courts be
taken out of the arena of labor disputes, not
'only out of justice to the workers but to
avoid. undermining popular respect for the
courts. The courts should not, he declared,
be asked to take up the shock of our industrial warfare.
These views gradually prevailed. In 1930
Justice Frankfurter, then a professor at the
Harvard Law School, published an entire
book on the subject called The Labor Injunction, which had a very wide effect
in rallying public opinion against the labor
injunction. The Norris-LaGuardia Act, abolishing the use of labor injunctions in the
Federal court, was signed, as you will recall,
by a Republican President, Herbert Hoover.
The use of labor injunctions was restored
to a considerable degree by the Taft-Hartley
Act, and I believe that there is no part of
that act which is more resented by the workers than its provisions for the use of injunctions.
This bill, however, would go much fl,U'ther
even than Taft-Hartley in providing for the

use of injunctions against unions. It would,
for the first time in history, provide for a
Government-secured perpetual injunction
to compel workers to continue to work forever under frozen wages and working conditions.
I urge this committee, both in justice to
the worker and out of concern for the repute
of the judiciary, not to restore the Government by injunction which was ab,olished
20 years ago.
The other legal device this bill would
employ is judicial receiverships. Now I
am not as familiar with receiverships as I
am with injunctions, but I do know that
there has been considerable criticism of the
operations of receiverships in the Federal
courts. It is my impression that receivership has proven a most unsatisfactory and
inefficient method of operating a business or
anything else. It is my further impression
that the judicial patronage which receiverships create has at times been a source of
temptation. I recall that Judge Manton in
New York, who was later sent to jail for
taking bribes, first came into unfavorable
public notice when he sought to secure for
himself the judicial patronage involved in
the subway receivership, and was rebuffed
by the Supreme Court. The receivership
patronage of the past would, however, be
dwarfed by that which would be created by
this bill.
I would not have thought, at any rate, that
the receivership operations. of the Federal
courts have been so successful that that
device should be imported into other fields
to which it is not naturally adapted.
DISPUTES JURISDICTION

There remains one provision of the bill to
which I have not referred-section 18-Dthe prohibition against dispute recommendations.
This. subsection provides that no omcar or
agency of the United States shall make any
recommendations for the settlement of labor
disputes affecting the national defense, except as provided in section 203 of the TaftHartley Act.
The purpose of this provision appears to be
to strip the Wage Stabilization Board of its
present jurisdiction over labor disputes.
I have, however, been slow to conclude that
that is the real purpose of this provision.
No such purpose has, as far as I know, so
far been publicized. As far as I am aware
the committee has not requested testimony
from the Wage Stabilization Board or from
any of the defense mobilization officials concerned.
Also, the specific question of
whether the disputes jurisdiction or. the
Wage Stabilization Board should be taken
from it is now being considered by the House ·
Committee on Education and Labpr, which
"has received testimony from Mr. Charles
Wilson and from the Chairman of the Wage
Stabilization Board, and which is scheduled
to hear other Government officials concerned
witb the subject. I believe that the subject
has also been touched on at the present session· of· Congress in hearings before various
other committees, such as the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare and the
Senate Committee on B·a nking and currency.
For these reasons I have been of the opinion that this committee did not really mean
to get into this question of the· disputes
jurisdiction of the Wage Stabilization Board.
However, this same question was before the
Congress at the last session when the Lucas
bill was defeated in the House of Representatives. At that time extensive hearings
on the question were held before the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare and
before the House Committee on Education
and Labor. I have here copies of the statement which was made at that time on behalf
of the CIO by its general counsel, Mr. Arthur
J. Goldberg. This statement goes into the
issue of the disputes jurisdiction 1n great
detail.
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I request that this statement be accepted
by this committee as the CIO statement with
regard to this proposal, if this committee considers that these hearings do encompass that
issue.

Direct and hidden taxes on typical everyday items add up like this: Bread, value 9
cents, taxes 5 cents, total 14 cents; milk,
value 14 cents, tax 9 cents, total 23 cents;
gasoline, value 13 cents, taxes 14 cents, total
27 cents; telephone service $6.60, taxes $2.95,
total $9.55. On a $3,500 income· an American
family pays out $798 in hidden taxes alone,
1952 National Tax Freedom Holiday
while Federal income taxes amount to
around $300.
The Federal Government today has
ExTENSION OF REMARKS
2,400,000 civilians on its payroll and is add·
OF
ing an average of 1,500 new employees every
day. Federal bureaucracy has grown seven
times faster than the Nation's population in
OF NEW YORK
the last 34 years. In July 1917 civilian employees in Government numbered 552,862.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The Federal civilian payroll today represents
Wednesday, May 7, 1952
a 436 percent increase over the 1917 figure.
Originator of the Tax Freedom Holiday obMr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
servance is Dallas L. Hostetler, executive di·
this release of the Florida State Retail- rector
the Florida State Retailers Associaers Association is most interesting, inas- tion. of
His organization is waging a grassmuch as it comes from the deep South. roots campaign for better government at less
This crushing tax burden is the result cost and an end to waste, extravagance, and
of the spending spree of the New Deal. corruption in governmental affairs. HostetThis administration is following the ler's home and headquarters are in Orlando.
same course which, as this article points Data and figures presented in this article
out, Mussolini, Hitler, and Stalin trav- were developed through a project of continuing research in which •the Orlando execu·
eled, each placing an ever-increasing tax tive
is engaged.
load on the shoulders of their respective
"Dollars to doughnuts soon will be an
tax slaves.
even bet," the tax liberation holiday advoI will say that, in addition to this, the cate declares. Quoting from vast stores of
people are being taxed by inflation, and data he has accumulated in his research,
this is a gross income tax, without ex- Hostetler points out that there . are today,
189 taxes on a suit of clothes, 154 taxes on
emptions.
bar of soap, 201 taxes on a gallon of gasoUnder leave to extend, I am inserting aline,
and 53 taxes on a loaf of bread.
in the RECORD the article to which I have
On top of all the taxes currently being
referred:
paid, today's Federal debt is a mortgage of
Nineteen hundred and fifty-two national , $1,733 on the shoulders of every man, woman,
and child in the United States. For a fam-tax freedom holiday-the first day this year
ily of four, it becomes a crushing tax debt
• on which a man can call a dollar his ownof $6,932. The per capita debt has increased
falls on May 19. All the average American
eightfold since 1934. It has more than
has earned from January 1 to May 19 he
tripled in the past 10 years.
must pay out in taxes: local, State, and FedIt takes the Federal Government exactly
eral.
1 second to spend all the Federal taxes paid
This is merely another way of saying that
by a man, with a wife and two children,
our over-all tax load has increased to the
earning $12,000 a year. Federal taxes averpoint where it now takes 38 cents out of every
aged $3.88 per person in 1900. They were up
dollar we earn. Out of each hour we work,
to $50 by World War I and hit $313 in World
the pay for 23 minutes is taken by governWar
II. Now they average $472 a year per
ment, in direct and hidden imposts. The
person-120 times the figure for 1900.
situation calls to mind the concession to
Hostetler's required reading includes the
freedom granted Prussian serfs centuries
CONGRESSIO:'TAL RECORD. From i~ he has
ago. Their masters allowed them to work
taken the following paragraphs: .
for themselves 2 days out of each week.
"The surest way to national death is to
Never before have Americans had to work
deprive
men of their purpose for working.
for more than 4% months to pay their taxes.
Oppressive taxation is achieving that odious
In 1920 they began working for themselves
goal." on February 26. By 1940 the date had ad"Sickening to the · patriot's heart is the
vanced to March 27. In 1951 Nationai Tax
orgy of waste, extravagance and plain bad
Freedom Holiday was observed on April 28,
management encountered on every hand in
with formal recognition by Congress, in a
Washington today-shocking waste-sinful
concurrent resolution of Senate and House.
waste-demoralizing
waste of the people's
In 1951, when local, State, and Federal
substance. Let us dare to· hold high the
taxes were taking 32 cents out of each dollar
sacred torch of freedom, lest the darkness
the average American earned, the concurrent
of tyranny fall again upon all mankind."
resolution of the Congress provided that Tax
To provide ammunition for local action
Freedom Holiday be symbolized as a day of
committees of his association in more than
relief throughout the land with such dem·
120 cities, towns, and villages throughout
onstrations as may seem appropriate, inthe State, Hostetler includes the following
cluding a prayer for deliverance. This year
timely and pertinent quotations: ·
more effective and vigorous congressional
In his Essay on Representative Governaction is anticipated.
·
ment, John Stuart Mill had this to say:
Citizens of the United States no'w pay more
money for taxes than for all the food they
"A people may prefer a free government,
eat. Mussolini took 40 percent of his peobut if, from indolence or carelessness, or
ple's income. Hitler took 50 percent. Stalin
cowardice, or want of public spirit, they are
is taking 70 percent. All of the income of
unequal to the exertions necessary for preall of the people in all States west of the
serving it; if they will not fight for it when
Mississippi River will not be enough to pay
it is directly attacked; if they can be de·
the bills of the Federal Government alone as
luded by the artifices used to cheat them out
of it; if by momentary discouragement, or
budgeted for the year ahead.
Direct and hidden taxes on a 1952 autotemporary panic, or a fit of enthusiasm for
mobile make up nearly one-third of its puran individual, they can b" induced to lay
their liberties at the feet of a great man, or
chase price. The breakdown on a $2,000 car
is: Manufacturers' taxes, $155; suppliers'
trust him with powers which enable him to
subvert their institutions; in all these cases
taxes, $154; dealers' taxes, $102; sales . tax
they are more or less unfit for liberty; and
(average), $57; Federal excise tax, $146.
though it may be for their good to have
Total taxes, $614.
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had it even for a short time, they are · unlikely long to enjoy it."
On the subject of debt, Thomas Jefferson
said:
"I place economy among the first and
most important virtues, and public debt as
the greatest of dangers. To preserve our
independence, we must not let our rulers
load us with perpetual debt. We must make
our choice between economy and liberty, or
profusion and servitude. If we can prevent
the Government from wasting the labors of
the people under the pretense of caring for
them, they will be happy."
By way of keeping his association's grass
roots action committees of local merchants
alert and aggressive, Hostetler warns:
"If businessmen don't get more and more
into politics, the politicians will get more
and more into their business. It is time to
vigorously demand good government at less
cost-an end to waste and extravagance and
constantly increasing tax burdens."

Unsolved Labor Disputes at Lockland
Plant of General Electric Co., Near Cin·
cinnati
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.ANDREW F.SCHOEPPEL
OF KANSAS
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 9. 1952

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, the
senior Senator from Kansas is in receipt
of a copy of a telegram addressed by
M:t. L. R. Boulware, of the General Elec ..
tric Co., to Cyrus Ching, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, Washington, D. C., relative to certain unsolved
labor disputes at the Lockland plant of
the General Electric Co., near Cincinnati, Ohio. I ask unanimous consent
that the telegram be printed in the Appendix of the RECORD, because it refers
to some very important matters which
should be brought to the attention of
the entire country.
There being no objection, the telegram
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
·
MAY 7, 1952.
To CYRUS CHING, FEDERAL MEDIATION AND
CONCILIATION
SERVICE,
WASHINGTON,
D. C.:

We have your wired request for Washington mediation of unresolved disputes with
!AM (AFL) all'd UAW (CIO) at our Lock·
land plant near Cincinnati, where we make
only military jet engines for the United
States Government.
We will, as heretofore, be willing to meet
with you, although we understand fully that
the current substitute for collective bargaining is to have a final perfunctory mediation meeting in Washington before the union
has its case certified to the Wage Stabilization Board, where it knows it can secure
approval for the union shop and unwarranted wage-scale recommendations, all of
which has come to make any normal and
genuine collective bargaining hardly to obe
expected of any union.
From the outset we want the record to be
clear and therefore call your attention to
the following facts:
Your mediators have met frequently with
company and union representatives at Cincinnati during the p::tst 8 weeks. We know
of no reason for transferring the mediation
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cinity. It would also do violence to the
meetings from Cincinnati to Washington exbasic principles of the Wage Stabilization
cept that the unions appear to believe that
Board
that wages are to be determined in
in Washington they can and will get the now
the light of area patterns and skills involved.
customary political support for their unionYour suggested date of May 12 conflicts
shop demand as well as support for a special
with prior arrangements but we could be
Government aircraft wage scale inexcusably
there on Thursday or Friday of next week.
higher than wage scales for similar work on
Meanwhile, we have made the foregoing
nonaircraft products. ·
statement in order that neither you nor
Your Cincinnati mediation representatives
others interested will entertain any false
must have advised you that these two are the
hopes or expectations as to the possibility
only major issues involved. On all other
that such mediation meetings would be
issues, we have offered what appear to be
profitable inf?ofar as they relate to the union
all proper and feasible compromises and we
believe that, with these two issues aside, an
shop issue an.d any special Government airearly agreement could be reached. We have
craft wage scale. These are no more than
no expectation that further mediation in
:the views which we have already communiWashington on the issues of the union shop
cated to mediation representatives in Cinand the Government aircraft wage scale will
cinnati and we would intend to adhere to
them in any meetings in Washington.
prove of value.
on the union-shop issue at Lockland .we
L. R. BOULWARE,
General Electric Co.
feel that you have disqualified yourself and
your associates in a way that makes it Impossible for you to function as a true and
impartial mediation agency_. When you
spoke on this subject some time back to a
Healer's Role in World Rift
high official of our company, you indicated
you had already prejudged and predeterEXTENSION OF REMARKS
mined this issue through stating that you
OF
personally felt GE's publicly expressed policy
of opposition to compulsory union memberHON. JOHN J. SPARKMAN
ship was childish. You urged that we give
in to the union on the union-shop issue at
OF ALABI.MA
Lockland to avoid a strike. You appeared
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
to feel that it was perfectly all right for
Friday, May 9, 1952
the unions to call a strike but absolutely
all wrong for us to be permitted to resist it
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I
even in the public interest. You will recall
as~c unanimous consent to have printed
your saying we would be opened up. In the
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article
light of current events your statement could
entitled ''Healer's Role in World Rift,"
have no other meaning than a threat of
Government seizure communicated to us by
written by Malvina Lindsay, and puba supposedly impartial Government agency
lished in the Washington Post, April 16,
which now proposes to mediate the very
1952.
'
issue on which it had expressed so biased a
Th.e re being no objection, the article
stand. In these circumstances, and so long
was ordered to be printed in the R~oRn,
as Government continues its one-way-street
as follows:
practice of backing unwarran;ted strike
threats by taking over management, mediaHEALER'S ROLE IN WORLD RIFT
tion as well as collective bargaining must
(By Malvina Lindsay)
continue a rather futile process.
NO ISOLATIONIST GERMS
On the issue of a specially high GovernIt is currently realistic to insist· that only
ment aircraft wage scale we feel that no
an invading enemy in space ships could ever
amount of mediation should or could induce
induce nations of this planet to cooperate.
us to agree to pay wages which are in excess
But the present serious epidemic of disease
of the traditional and established commu1n
China suggests that a common enemy
nity pattern in Cincinnati. Even though
could happen here. Germs respect neither
the cost of the higher rates, with possible
national borders, atom "Qombs, nor iron curminor exceptions, would be paid for by ~the
tains.
Government and not by GE, we feel we have
Asia has long had its plagues and famines.
a moral obligation to the Government and
Who does not remember the collections
to the Nation's taxpayers to •maintain this
taken for Chinese victims? But none thfs
position. We see no ethical or moral reatime.
·
sons which justify_ a difference in pay beCommunist China h::J,s shut out foreign
tween men with the same skill doing the
agencies of assistance-doctors, nurses,
same work merely because one is being paid
health specialists. It has refused help from
by our Government in a period of distress
the World Health Organization and the Inwhile the other is being paid by private
ternational Red Cross. Most of its medical
parties. The very assertion of this claim
Jnissionaries have gone home.
can be nothing other than . an attempt to
The United Nations command in Korea
capitalize and trade upon our country's
estimates that one-tenth of the area of all
danger.
The high Government aircraft
China was ravaged by disease during the
wages originated during the critical manwinter months. Epidemics have also swept
power shortage of the last World War when
there was an urgent need to attract workers
through North Korea. Hence the Communist
charge of "germ warfare."
into the aircraft industry. That situation
Meantime, elsewhere, healers of all kinds-does not exist today at Lockland.
of the body, the mind, the soul, and espeExperience shows, moreover, that rates in
cially
healers of children, are quietly doing a
a defense plant will inevitably spread to
long-range advance job for world unity.
other nondefense businesses both large and
small. Wages alone in our Lockland plant
A young man working in this country's
have ·already gone up an average of 34 cents
technical assistance program in southeast
Asia was surprised to find natives flocking
an hour since the January 1950 WSB base
d~te and we are currently offering an addito him for relief in sickness. "Out here,"
tional wage increase offsetting the rise in the
he wrote back, "every Westerner is expectcost of living for the last 6 months. We do
ed to know how to heal."
not want to be a party to any GovernmentThat may be because healing was long the
union program which uses defense work as a
entering wedge ~of confidence for missionmeans of artificially inflating the wage · pataries sent to primitive areas. It may be also
tern in a given area. An inexcusably high
because of the tales of western wonder drugs,
Government aircraft wage scale would result
and of western efficiency.
in higher costs of groceries and most other
Helping sick, suffering, or undernourished
cost-of-livin~ items in the Cincinnati vichildren 1s one of the surest roads to the

regard and trust of those in remote or backward regions. In many of these places the
United Nations has come to be identified
with a concern for children as a result of
the feeding and the healing carried on by its
International Children's Emergency Fund.
This, like the World Health Organization
and other United Nations agencies, has been
shut out of most of the Communist world.
But it helps children and mothers in 60
countries and territories, some in critical
areas where the choice may be made some
day between working with the U. N. or obstructing it.
Lack of proper food has been one of the
causes of the spread of the epidemics in
China. One reason that the feared epidemics did not develop in Europe . after the last
war was that the Children's Emergency
Fu:rld moved in with food, clQthing, medical
programs for the children of that ravaged
area.
·
Now the fund has largely shifted its activities from Europe to Asia, the Middle East,
Latin America and Africa. It is quickly on
the job to hold epidemics at bay by building resistance of those affected by droughts,
floods, and earthquakes, and by war's dislocations, as for example, Palestine refugees
and Korean children.
I~1 Asia it is campaigning especially against
malaria, tuberculosis, and yaws (a painful
ulcerating skin disease)·, also building maternal and child ·health. At present in
drought-stricken northeast Brazil between
150,000 and 200,000 children are receiving
milk.
Who can tell what epidemics this nourishment may head off? And in today's world a
sick child in Brazil, Burma, anywhere else,
may be a threat to the health and safety of
children everywhere.
"To believe that the United Nations cares
about children-what could strengthen it
more," exclaimed an observer returned from
a backward region.
All of the healing programs abroad in
which the United Nations, and this Nation
as well, are engaged have the personal element to ·give them warmth and vitality-an
element that the vast programs of m111tary
and economic aid lack. They are free of the
sterility of the hand-out, the gift "without
the giver."
Moreover, heaUng or nutritional succor
will go on and on after the temporary dispensers have left. For the approach, a:;; in
technical assistance, is to train native specialists to use their materials at hand, including their own food supplies, and to become themselves the healers of tomorrow.
This means ever-spreading realization in
a now divided world that all areas of the
world are interdependent for health, and for
defense against the common enemy disease. ·
Perhaps not for nothing does the word "heal"
mean, among other things, "to make whole."

Voice of the Airline "Consumers"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. SPARKMAN
OF ALABAMA

IN THE

SENA~

OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 9, 1952
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, Col.
Joseph P. Adams of the Civil Aeronautics
Board has been waging a magnificent
fight over the past year to bring the
cost of air transportation within reach
of the average person. His opihions in
CAB decisions reflect his keen interest in
protecting the traveling public. His objective of develooing a strong airline in~
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dustry through healthy competition is
one that all of us in Congress should
laud. An article in the New York Post
last Saturday, May 3, describes Colonel
Adams' work. I ask unanimous consent
to have this article entitled "Voice of the
Airline 'Consumers' " printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
VOICE. OF THE AIRLINE "CONSUMERS"
(By William V. Shannon)
WASHINGTON, May 3.-Tough, bouncy,
hard-hitting Joe Adams, the chronic dissenter of the Civil Aeronautics Board, is carrying on the fight for the consumer in one
of the loneliest and least-publicized corners
·of the Washington scene.
It is not customary to think of airline passengers as consumers, but that is the way
Adams views his job.
"I am here trying to protect the interests
of the ordinary person who wants to fly and
will fly if the price is cheap enough and conditions are safe. This seems unusual to some
people only because for 14 years we have been
thinking about how to doctor the sick airlines instead of serving the customer."
Adams' dream is of the day when the
average New Yorker can :fly to Miami for a
2-week vacation or go to visit his mother-inlaw (if he has to) in Chicago as conveniently
and not much more expensively than he now
takes the bus to Passaic.
He is a fighting prophet of the · air age
for the ordinary man. He thinks it is sure
to co:me-if Government does not stand in
the way.
.
The chief targets of his criticism are the
16 major airlines. These are the so-called
certified lines w:ty.ch have specific routes
assigned them by the Civil Aeronautics Board
and which share in the air-mail subsidy.
Adams champions the noncertified airlines
·which are operating with the temporary permission of the CAB, but have not been
granted permanent certificates of operation.
These nonscheduled airlines-popularly
the nonskeds--are sometimes also called
the coach lines, because they pioneered in
cheap coach service in contrast to the deluxe luxury provided by planes of the regular companies. A few of the certified lines
had previously offered special, low-cost coach
trips. Now that the nonskeds have proved
· that coach service attracts masses of new
cutomers and is highly profitable, almost all
the established firms have opened or expanded coach accommodations.
Most of the nonskeds sprang up after the
war. Flying war surplus planes which they
had bought cheap, the new airlines :flew people at low rates, provided service at almost
any time and to almost any place. These
companies made the discovery that there
were hundreds of thousands of people who
had never flown, not because they were
afraid, but simply because the price was too
high. When trips from New York to Miami
were cut to $35 and cross-country trips to
less than $100, the customers swarmed in.
Some nonskeds merged or went bankrupt but
scores of them survived and prospered. Many
of them make dozens of :flights daily and
have replaced their war surplus planes with
larger, safer craft.
All this went on in a kind of legal vacuum.
The CAB did not grant the new "bargain airlines" certificates, but neither did they forbid them to operate. James M. Landis, the
New Dealer who served as CAB chairman
after the war, pursued a wait-and-see policy
on the assumption that if the neu firms
proved themselves in practice they could be
granted permanent legal certification later
on. His successors followed this rule.
The present majority of the five-man
board, however, last summer voted to freeze
XCVIII-App.--181

out the ·new lines as soon as possible. At
the present time, a fierce struggle is being
waged in Washington to reverse or amend
this decision.
In the vortex of these pressures stands Joe
Adams, an amiable, de'Qonair figure in a gray
homburg, with an ever-present cigar tilted
at a rakish angle. For Adams, a 44-year-old
lawyer from Seattle, this is the first big
Federal job. He is enjoying the thrill and
the challenge of his assignment even though
he occasionally wishes he could be on the
winning side in one of these interminable
battles. So far, he has been able to stick to
his principles and keep his sense of humor,

too.
The battle now raging had its real origin
1n 1938.
That was the year that the ubiquitous
Senator McCARRAN piloted through Congress
the original CAB law. This is the only regulatory act ever passed which was framed by
the interests who were to be regulated and
adopted with their full blessings.
-Aviation in the 1930's was not a paying
proposition. The big danger, as it seemed
to the best minds in both Government and
the industry, was that by fierce competition the airlines would go into bankruptcy,
fighting for too small a pie. Service to the
public might deteriorate or even be interrupted. The solution, embodied in the 1938
McCarran Act was to set up a Government
board with the power to allot regular routes
to each line. The Government also pays the
lines "mail pay." This is nominally a fee
for carrying air. mail and it is charged to the
Post Office Department, helping to swell its
large deficit. Concealed in the mail pay,
however, is a direct subsidy.
Efforts have been made in Congress to
amend the law so that what is subsidy and
what is actual payment for services rendered
can be distinguished, but so far this reform
has not been adopted.
If an airline loses money, it applies to the
CAB for an increase in its mail pay. The
increase is usually granted, and often retroactively to take care of past deficits. Mail
. payments have risen from $25,000,000 in 1946
to $125,000,000 in 1951.
There are some critics of this subsidy system in the aviation industry. For example,
Col. Eddie Rickenbacker, the president of
Eastern Air Lines, commented once that the
CAB seemed to assume that the aviation
lines should be immune to the grim neces-sities of sound busine.ss practice.
The CAB, in practice, has gone on the twin
assumptions that all 16 lines in operation in
1938 must be kept going, no matter how inefficient or uneconomical, and that no new
lines be admitted to the business on a permanent basis.
Adams wars against both assumptions. He
has fought unsuccessfully. to have actual
mail pay divided from subsidy · payments.
He is fighting now to have the board certify
many of the nonsked lines.
Adams' strongest support cames from Capitol Hill where Senator SPARKMAN, chairman
of the Senate Sinall BuSines$ Committee, is
a vigilant champion of more competition and
cheaper rates· in the airline industry.
Adams' strongest opposition comes from
the other members of his own board. A solid
3-man majority headed by Chairman Donald Nyrop votes consistently against the nonskeds. Nyrop was formerly general counsel
of the Air Transport Associates, the trade
association of the subsidized lines.
Adams is the only licensed pilot ever to
serve on the Civil Aeronautics Board. He
learned to •:fly when he joined the Marine
Corps in 1929. He had graduated from the
University of Washington the year before and
decided that the only way to gratify his
long-standing ambition to :fly was to join the
armed services. During his undergraduate
days he had shipped all ov'e~ the world as a.
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member of the "black gang" in the boiler
rooms of various freighters.
He left the Marines in 1931, entered the
University of Washington Law School, and
passed the bar.
His first case came when he was assigned
by the court as one of the defense counsel
for the kidnapers in the Weyerhauser case.
He lost the case, of course, and his client
'received · a long prison term.
·
"The trouble was,'' he says ruefully, "t)le
jury seemed to have a prejudice against kidnaping as an occupation." ·
He engaged in a widely assorted general
practice during the 1930's. In December
1940, a year before Pearl Harbor, he was
recalled to active duty with the Marines.
He served 5¥2 years and left the corps with
the rank of colonel. He participated in the
Okinawa invasion and served as commandant
of captured Japanese air bases in the Ryukus.
A few months after leaving service in 1946
he decided to do something about the shape
of things in the postwar world by running
for public office. He · filed for · mayor of
Seattle but was defeated.
In the course of the campaign, he was not
endorsed by an allegedly nonpartisan organization which rarely backed Democrats. The
group issued an . annual pamphlet making
capsule summaries of each candidate's career
and qualifications.
One of Adams' more enthusiastic but less
brainy supporters called him excitedly when
the pamphlet came out and said: "Joe,
they've said some wonderful things .about
you that they've never said about any Democrat before."
"Read it to me," Adams replied.
His friend (reading): "Adams, war veteran, experienced lawyer, possesses superficial
knowledge of civic affairs. Get that 'superficial,' they're really for you."
"Oh, I can see that," Adams replied sadly.
President Truman appointed him to the
CAB in ·1951.
Adams recalls that shortly after he took
office he read a newspaper story about Fed-eral Power Commissioner Buchanan who is
in constant controversy because of his
sp_irited defense of the consumer interest
against the assaults of the private power and
natural-gas interests.
"I called in my assistant," Adams says,
"and told him that if we were going to make
enemies· and get into hot water, then I
wanted to do it the way Buchanan was--by
fighting for the public interest."
So far Adams seems to b.e living up to that
ideal.

General Eisenhower Bids for Political and
·Financial Support of Oil Millionaires
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS
OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

IN THE

HOU~E

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include herewith an article which appeared in the Washington <D. C.) Post.
The article by Drew Pearson follows: .
THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND
(By Drew Pearson)
IKE NOT MAKING WILLKIE'S ERROR
General Eisenhower . has decided not to
follow the precedent of Wendell Willkie toward the oil barons of Texas, including fab ..
Ulously ·wealthy Roy Cullen.
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When Willkie toured Texas during his 1940
presidential campaign, he was warned in advance to be especially nice to Cullen. The
'big oilman, Willkie was advised, was good for
heavy campaign contributions.
However, Willkie, either forgetting or ignoring this advice, shook hands with Cullen
rather casually when he got to Dallas, did
not single him out for special attention ..
Later, when told that he had slighted the big
oilman, Willkie observed:
"You know, the good Lord put all this oil
in the ground, then someone comes along
who hasn't been a success at doing anything
else, and takes it out of the ground.
"The minute he does that," observed Willkie, "he considers himself an expert on every .. ·
thing frotn politics to petticoats."
Ike reverses Willkie
Friends of politically green Ike Eisenhower
are seeing to it that he doesn't make the
same faux pas. That's why the hands of
Texas oilmen Roy Cullen and Sid Richardson are seen in the ' letter Ike has written
to Jack Porter, of Houston, putting himself
on record in favor of the oilmen in regard
to tidelands oil.
The fact that Eisenhower, after refusing
to take a position on any other domestic
question, and after letting it be known he
would make almost no speeches before the
Chicago convention in July, finally takes a
position on tidelands oil, is no accident.
It was arranged first by Sid Richardson,
who took a special trip to Paris for the purpose. Second, it was calculated to win the
support of Roy Cullen. For Jack Porter,
to whom Ike wrote the letter, long has been
Cullen's henchman and political messenger.
Cullen has sent Porter to Washington from
time to time to .keep an eye on the 271j2 percent oil-depletion tax allowance which
sets oilmen apart from others so favorably
when it comes to figuring out their income
taxes.
Porter also dumped $5,000 into the Joe
McCarthy campaign to defeat Senator Tydings (Democrat, Maryland), who was a
strong supporter of Ike's policies, while ¥cCARTHY has been a bitter opponent of Ike's.
Five thousand dollars is a lot of money for
a Texan to send all the way to Maryland,
and a lot of .people are wondering why; and
whether some of it might have come from
Cullen.
These are some of the things that Eisenhower undoubtedly didn't know when he
wrote the tidelands. "Dear Jack" letter to Jack
Porter.
"A little knowledge"
Eisenhower did know, however, something
about the battle between two Texas politicians-Porter and Henry Zweifel-to become
Republican national committeemen. For, in
the fall of 1950, he remarked to GOP friends
that if Porter were made GOP National Com•
mitteeman from Texas, he, Ike, would get
the Texas delegation in 1952. Ike even said
that he was going to talk to Helen Reid,
publisher of the New York Herald Tribune
and a potent force in GOP politics, about
speaking to Guy Gabrielson in order to help
get Porter the job.
In the end, Porter was defeated. Zweifel
got the committee post.
Undoubtedly it was to strengthen Porter's
hand in Texas that the "Dear Jack" letter,
taking a position on tidelands oil, was sent
~im.
However, that letter is being scrutinized by politicians from coast to coast, as
an indication of how the general will handle
local leaders if and when he finally takes off
the uniform;
Judging from the "Dear Jack" letter, their
conclusion is that a little politicall,tnowledge
is a dangerous thing.
·
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Any student enrolled in any public
high school or parochial high school,
carrying a full subscribed course, is eligible to compete and the essay must not
be more than 1,000 words.
During these 6 years I have been in
this great legislative body, I have come
to increasingly feel, Mr. Speaker, that
we Members of Congress must in every
reasonable manner encourage the young
people of our beloved Nation during their
high-school days to be vigilant and vig ...
orous in ascertaining and accomplishing
for themselves the patriotic basis of participation in clear thinking and dedication· to the highest principles of American life. It is upon this premise that
I deem it a privilege and honor to present this essay for your attention and I
hope it will be widely read and its real
import and message comprehended:

Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Speaker, by reason
of the unanimous consent granted me
so to do by Members of this great legislative body, I am- honored to present to
the attention of all the Members of this
Eighty-second Congress an original essay entitled "America Is Everybody's
Business." This splendid essay was written by Miss Barbara Roney, age 17 years,
of 6941 Cedar Street, Huntington Park,
Los Angeles County, Calif., who is a stuAMERICA Is EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
dent at Huntington Park High School.
Hers was the winning essay of that dis(By Barbara Roney, Huntington Park, Gallf.,
High School)
trict in the seventeenth annual national
essay contest for high-school students
. Many decades ago a group of prominent
"sponsored by the ladies auxiliary to and respected men set out to establish a
the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the business. Although they had different ideas
United States in cooperation with the as to how it was to function, they possessed a
common principles and ideals. Aleducators and free press of America." set of having
the site of this business, their
It was the ladies auxiliary o:i the very ready
first job was to decide the type of organizasplendid Veterans of Foreign Wars Post tion they desired, the ·service it would render
in the city of Huntington Park which to society, and how it would affect coming
sponsored Miss Barbara Roney as a par- generations. Thousands of individuals
were made stockholders and the dividends
ticipant in the Nation-wide contest. '
I had the pleasure of being personally were immeasurable. It has proven to be one
present when the winner read "America of the most beneficial institutions in the
of mankind. This business, in
Is Everybody's Business" to a very large- history
about 150,000,000 of us have an interly attended joint meeting of the Hunt- which
est today, is called the United States of
ington Park Veterans of Foreign Wars America.
Post and the ladies auxiliary of that
The ideals and beliefs of the founders of
Post. The competing essays were also our country were summed up in such docusignificant and outstanding. Leaders in ments as the Mayflower Compact, the Declaeducation, patriotic activities and civic ration of Independence, and our Constituwork were members of the judging com- tion. The Bill of Rights, standing for the
that the individual is important,
mittee, consisting of five persons. The conception
has guaranteed us economic as well as politessays were judged on the following ical freedom. This in turn has encouraged
basis, to wit: Literary construction, in- the principle of free enterprise which is reterpretative views and patriotic inspira- sponsible for the development of our natural
resources, scientific advancements, and our
tion.
While the contest winner of essay con- high standard of living. Other ideals enutests receives an award from the local merated 1n the Bill of Rights have encouraged our wonderful system of public educaauxiliary, it is stressed to the attention tion
and many other institutions working for
of the participant that the real award the betterment
of the citizens.
is the privilege to enter the State conWhen we think of citizenship and our dutest. The State winners receive an ties as such, voting, serving on juries, acting
award from the State VFW Auxiliary as public officers, and paying taxes usually
and the national winner receives $1,000 come to mind first. These specific tasks of
cash and a gold medal for first prize; the citizen are of the utmost importance, but
the second prize winner receives $500 behind them stands life itself. This is the
art of living a good and clean life, worthy of
cash and a gold medal; the third prize the
human race. If the ideals, morals, and
winner receives $250 cash and a gold character
of a people are not above reproach,
medal; the fourth prize winner receives neither will be the policies of the Govern$100 cash and a gold medal; and there ment or country.
are 10 prizes of $10 each and 10 prizes
Too many Americans may be found going
of $5 each for the honorary mention . about their daily activities week after week
with little or no thought nor care as to the
award.
These essay contests enjoy participa- issues of government and politics and to
affairs. Such a person casually comtion by high-sch:ool students of the world
ments to an equally disinterested friend on
United States, Alaska, and Hawaii. The some
social problem or a · scandal among
participants are invited to enter the con- government officials; but if asked what he
test on the ground that their treatment intends doing about it, he would answer
of the subject matter is strictly their own with the familiar curt reply: "What could I
thinking "except where quoted material do? I am only one person, and besides, I
is identified." The parenUl or guard- know nothing about such matters." such
attitudes are most dangerous to a society
ians of the participants approve such such
as ours. Remembering that America.
participation and certify that to the best was founded
upon the · principle that society
of their knowledge and belief all the is made up of individuals, each American
announced rules and regulations govern- should make it his responsibility to know as
ing the essay contest have been con- much as possible about his government and
assume the duties and responsibilities that
. formed with. ·
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duty, the business of every American to
his citizenship entails. He muat be an active
appreciate, protect, and enrich the heritage
citizen, interesting himself in local, State,
and national government, voting wisely,
that is ours.
thinking, speaking, and acting to preserve
and strengthen freedom, equality, and oppor- ·
tunity for each individual. Freedom for
individuals carries with it an equal responsiTitle to Tidelands
b1lity to use that freedom wisely. Therefore, if we wish to remain free, we must
faithfully fulfill our responsib111ties as free
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
men. The average citizen cannot be exOF
pected to solve all the problems of the intricate art of government, but he should study
and determine the general principles of govOF TEXAS
ernment. The right to vote is the indiIN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
vidual's most potent weapon in the protection of his rights and freedoms. To be effecMonday, May 12, 1952
tive such a weapon must be constantly and
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presiwisely used with · party affiliations disregarded in some instances. The United
dent, I ask unanimous consent to have
States must consist of an alert, active, and
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD
in~111gent mass of citizens.
a letter regarding the title to tidelands,
The American public, always quick to critiwritten by Mr. Amon G. Carter, pubcize its political leaders, often pictures polilisher of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram,
ticians as either entirely good or bad. The
and published in the New York Times on
shifty and weak will often receive praise
M'ay 4, 1952.
simply because of their conforming to the
whims of the people, while the one heroicalThere being no objection, the letter
ly trying for the right will receive only abuse.
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
While criticism is important, it is one of the
as follows:
first duties of the citizen to be just to the
TITLE TO TIDELANDS-RIGHT OF STATES TO
officers of his Government. The good opinion
OFFSHORE OIL DEPOSITS Is SUPPORTED
of citizens is one of the highest prizes for
To the EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK TIMES:
which a public officer may hope. The citiFor the competence and thoroughness of
zen should be discriminate in bestowing
its news coverage and for the usual soundpraise or censure, not only because it is
ness of its editorial opinions I hold the New
his duty to judge all men fairly, but beYork Times in high respect. I am sure, howcause it will be an incentive toward right
ever, that the Times would be the last to
conduct and good government. Also he must
claim that its judgment is infallible, and in
learn to weigh facts and use his judgment as
the light of its recent editorial calling for
to what is right.
Presidential veto of the so-called tidelands
Most of us have confidence in ·ourselves
legislation I believe any such claim would
and our country. We do not chum perfecbe difficult to sustain.
tion, but we have faith in our ability to
As a Texan who, like most Texans, has a
move forward, to improve, and to grow. Howdeep interest and feeling in the matter
ever, self-satisfaction can do much to endanger a democracy as proven by the fall . I am distressed at the editorial writer's apparent unfamiliarity with some of the basic
of Athens and others of the great civilizafacts in the case and his evident failure to
tions that existed years ago. A certain feelrecognize the significant implications of it.
ing of optimism or faith as to the condiThere is also a slight feeling of resentment
tion of the country must be maintained, but
at the suggestion that Congress, in passing
not without facing reality. When a people
legislation
to confirm the title of the States
reach this state they are unwilling to acto the offshore lands, is attempting to hand
cept changes and their culture is apt to beover ·or give away to the States a valuable
come stagnant or even decay. We must see
national asset. Valuable these submerged
that nothing obstructs the_progress of the
lands unqestionably are, although insofar as
American ideals.
oil production is concerned the value up to
If we understand and guide our lives by
now has been more potential than actual.
the principles upon which America was
But the oil deposits they contain would be
founded, we will be helping to make not only
nonetheless
a valuable national asset in
our country, but the world as well a better
the hands of the States which were their
place in which to live. Because man's horiundisputed owners for more than a hundred
zons have expanded, what happens in the
years.
world affects him, and his actions affect the
DECISIONS ON OWNERSHIP
world. Each man has a responsibility to act,
and to encourage his country to act, so that
This ownership was recognized by all
branches of the Government, and in an unfreedom and cooperation will be encouraged
broken series of United States Supreme Court
among the people and nations of the world.
decisions from 1842 to 1947, as being unThe following excerpt from a poem by
qualified. Even the Supreme Court deciMargaret Fromme well illustrates the goal
sions in the California case in 1947 and the
which should be in the heart of every AmeriTexas
and Louisiana cases in 1950 did not
can:
settle the title question with finality, though
"Our task is not to build the highest build- · enunciating a new doctrine . of paramount
rights which the Court said entitled the
ing;
Federal Government to possession and use of
The longest bridge; the finest road;
the lands involved. In the California case
The most modern house; but to build a
the court acknowledged the right of Conworld
gress to dispose of the title question by legWhere everyone has the highest ideals,
islation. _
The fullest life, the education to fit them
for the best way of living;
Both Houses have passed legislation afAnd where every house is a home.''
firming State ownership of these· properties,
thus acting in a field of public policy where
Our standard of living and the ideals upon
Congress has a clear right to act. In this
which our form of government is based are
there is no element of give-away. It is not
similar to those for which the peoples of the
a handing over of anything which the Govworld have strived since the beginning of
ernment ever has owned, or of which it even
history. The American people possess the
has enjoyed possession and use. It is no
material and cultural advantages men have
donation to the States, but only a recogdreamed of for thousands of years. It is our
nition of the ownership that concededly was
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theirs until the submerged lands litigation
was instituted.
With special force does this apply in the
case of Texas. The Supreme Court, in its
1950 decision, acknowledged that Texas
owned its offshore lands outright when it
was an independent republic. It acknowledged that the United States solemnly agreed
that Texas, in voluntarily becoming a part
of the Union, should retain ownership of all
its pubUc domain-and also its public debt,
which the United States otherwise would
have had to assume. Yet the court's decision had the effect of saying that the contract thus entered into in good faith ·was
not binding upon the United States.
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT

Although your editorial writer shows no
awareness of it, the fact that this good-faith
agreement was summarily brushed aside by
the Supreme Court was not lost upon your
distinguished Washington correspondent,
Arthur Krock. Soon after the decision in
the Texas case Mr. Krock wrote from Washington (June 8) that the Supreme Court
majority had repealed those terms of the
1845 annexation agreement between two sovereigns-the United States and Texas. The
four justices who constituted the majority
participating in the case disposed of the
agreement, Mr. Krock continued, merely by
saying that the fact of annexation obliterated it.
Mr. Krock seemed to have a far clearer
conception of some of the other far-reaching
implications of the tidelands decisions than
is revealed in your most recent editorial on
the subject--implications which present a
danger to State and private ownership of
property in the United States. "If these
national needs (of defense and foreign affairs)," he wrote, "should one day be urged
as the reason why Minnesota, for example,
has illegally exercised ownership of the iron
ranges around Lake Superior, the tidelands
decisions leave open the way to a finding
in that direction."
And further: "If the 'paramount' rights of
the Federal Government over the tidelands
are in part established by the necessity that
these are required 'in the interest • • •
of the security of its people from wars waged
on or too near its coasts,' then they are established for the same reason anywhere in
any State an attack can be delivered by air.
And that means almost everywhere."
RESUMPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

The central issue, as you correctly state,
is whether the Federal Government or the
States will control the private exploitation
of one of the Nation's most important (or at
least potentially most important) strategic
and economic resources. And the issue
urgently needs to be settled. The orderly
development of offshore oil production needs
to be resumed. The development which proceeded for years under State ownership has
been brought to a standstill by the cloud of
uncertainty now hanging over the tidelands.
The existing stalemate is due to two
things: Impairment of the States' title to
the submerged lands by the litigation
brought by the Federal Government, and the
fact that the Federal Government must have
permissive legislation from Congress before
it can take over and ·administer the offshore
areas. Such permission Congress, by twice
passing legislation in favor of the States,
has shown itself unwilling to give.
The tidelands are one of the principal potential sources of _that oil. They can be
made an actual source, a real asset to national security, only by extensive, time-consuming exploration and development in
advance of any emergency.
The States have the machinery for that
development, set up and operating. They
have experience in administering such development. And oil discovered and produced
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under State control would be no less avatl•
able to the Nation in time of emergency than
are all other resources of material and pro•
duction within its borders.
Thus there is imperative necessity for ending the deadlock and making it possible for
orderly development of the oil potentialities
of the tidelands to proceed. My own interest
in this matter is only that of a Texan and an
American, and between the two interests I
can see no conflict.
AMON G. CARTER,
FoRT WoRTH, TEx., April 29, 1952.

Happenings in Washington
EXTENSION OF. REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF

PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a radio address to the people of Pennsylvania
which I delivered last Saturday evening,
and which is program No. 59 in
the series entitled "Happenings in Washington.''
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to·be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
HAPPENINGS IN WASHINGTON-PROGRAM
No. 59
This is En MARTIN, speaking to you from
the Nation's Capital, and bringing you another discussion of happenings in Washington.
In beginning this broadcast I want to recall an incident in American history which
has a direct bearing on recent developments
in our Government.
It occurred in our own city of Philadelphia in September 1787. The Constitutional Convention had finished its long and
difficult labors after 4 months of debate and
discussion.
It is related that when Benjamin Franklin stepped out into State House Square,
he was approached by a woman, who asked:
"What kind of government have you
given us?"
,
Dr. Franklin, the wisest and greatest of
all Pennsylvania statesmen, replied:
"A republic, if you can keep it."
Since that day there have been many
times of grave crisis in the life of our
Republic.
There have been times when the American people have been called upon to pay a
great price in blood and treasure to keep
their Republic.
In our own time we have fought two
world wars in defense of the sacred freedoms
that are the foundation of our greatness as
a Nation.
We have been through times of financial
·depression. We
have
battled
against
drought and floods.
We have resisted the rising tide of communism in many parts of the world.
We are building our defensive strength to
meet the danger of further Communist
aggression.
But, my fellow Pennsylvanians, none of
these threats to the future of the American
Republic has been more grave or more ominous than the basic issue growing out of the
recent seizure of the Nation's steel industry
by the President.
Upon the outcome of that issue depends
the kind of government we are to have in
the years ahead.

We have reached a cross-road in our history. Now, ·more than ever before, we can
recognize Benjamin Franklin's reply as the
voice of prophecy.
We, in these United States, will have a
republic only so long as we can keep it.
Our plan of government will survive only so
long as we are faithful to the ideals of those
who established it.
It is not my purpose in this talk to discuss the controversy in the steel industry in
terms of wages, prices; or profits.
The leaders of the steel workers' organization and the heads of industry have each
presented their side of the ~ispute to the
public through the press and the radio.
No one should question the right of labor
to bargain collectively or to strike for a
higher wage scale and other favorable conditions of employment.
. No ' one should question the right of the
steel stockholders to a fair return on their
investment.
But we do have every right .to question any
attempt by the President, or anyone else, to
impose upon this Nation a government tl;lat
does not derive its powers from the Constitution or from laws enacted by Congress.
We have every right to question any attempt to obstruct or deny the authority of
our courts to protect the people against injustice, whether by the President or anyone else.
I want to confine this talk to the fundamental issue involved in the President's order. And that is whether or not we are to
continue under the form of government contemplated by the founders of our Republic
when they framed the Constitution of the
United States.
In other words, whether or not we are to
preserve and safeguard the system which
has protected the freedom of the individual
and has given us the greatest material, cultural, and spiritual . achievement the world
has ever known.
The great question before us today iswhether the three branches of our Government, legislative, executive, and judicial,
shall each operate within the broad, clearly
defined channels of authority set forth in
the Constitution, or whether the executive
branch of our Government may break loose
with the violence of a Mississippi or a Missouri River on a rampage, flooding away the
right's of the other two, the rights of the
sovereign States and the rights of all our
people, just as these rampaging rivers have
_swept destructively over farm and city in
recent weeks.
My fellow Pennsylvanians, I hope you will
listen to this and listen most carefully. It
affects every man, woman, and child in the
United States.
·
What I am saying affects your personal
freedom, your right to own property, your
freedom of speech and worship, your right to
W<?rk at the job of your choice, your right
to join a labor union, and all other rights
guaranteed to you under our Constitution
and the laws of our land.
The United States will never face a more
vital issue, short of invasion by a foreign
power.
What has happened does not frighten our
citizens as would the dropping of enemy
bombs. Yet the damage to freedom of the ·
individual can be much more de,v astating.
Unfortunately we have been conditioned
to the invasion of our rights by 20 years of
expanding and concentrating power in the
executive branch of the Federal Government.
For 20 years we have lived in an atmosphere of creeping socialism. Now we have
taken a great, bounding leap toward all-out
dictatorship.
When President Truman seized the steel
mills under what he called "the power vested
in me by the Constitution" the owners of
the various business• involved took the
Governme~t into court in Washington.

They challen~d the President's authority to
take possession of private property without
due process of law.
Mr. Holmes Baldridge, Assistant Attorney
General of the United States, went before
Federal Judge David A. Pine to argue the
administration's case.
Now, I urge that you listen most carefully to some of the things Mr. Baldridge
told the court. Such statements ,had never
been made before in an American court.
The Assistant Attorney General of the
United States said:
"It is our position that the President is
accountable only to the country and that
the decisions of the President are conclusive.
"We say that it is prohibited for the courts
to encroach upon the Executive authority in
a situation such as we have here."
That is the end of the quotation. Think
it over.
The President, by Executive directive, l}ad
seized certain properties owned by thousands
and thousands of stockholders, large and
small, without the approval of Congress and
without authority under any law.
The administration insisted it was done
under inherent powers of the Executive. It
was argued that the owners of the property
are powerless to go into court and seek an
injunction to get their property back.
Now let me read to you again from the
argument in court.
Mr. Baldridge stated that the Constitution
vested all executive power in the President
and added:
"Insofar as legislative powers are concerned, the Congress has only those powers
that are specifically delegated to it."
Judge Pine aslced and again I quote: "So
when the sovereign people gave the powers
enumerated in the Constitution, it limited
Congress, it limited the judiciary, but it did
not limit the Executive?"
To this, Mr. Baldridge replied: "That is
the way we read article II of the Constitu- ·
tion."
My fellow Pennsylvanians, for what I be. lleve to be the first time in the history of
the United States, the Department of Justice, on behalf of the administration, declared bluntly that there is no limit on the
powers of the President.
Do you believe that? Do you believe such
a thing is good for our country? Do you
believe it is American?
The only countries in which there is no
limit upon the powers of the Executive are
dictatorships. There was no limit on the
power of Hitler in Germany. There is no
limit today upon the power of Stalin.
Is the United States heading in the same
direction?
Are we being pushed into the dictatorship
of a President whose power to act is unlimited?
Do you remember how Stalin once sneered:
"How many divisions does the Pope have?"
Do you want an all-powerful dictator in
this c·ountry who can sneer, "How many divisions does the Supreme Court have?"
This is a new and terribly dangerous departure in our Government. It is an extension of the power which the executive
branch has been taking from the States and
the people· for 20 years.
As recently as the spring of 1950, the President and his Administration didn't dare to
claim such broad inherent powers.
At that time a coal strike was threatened
and the President appeared before Congress
asking for specific authority to seize the Nation's coal mines.
Now, the President's action in seizing the
steel plants, if permitted to stand, would
put. him above the law. He takes the position that he can seize the steel mills, the coal
mines, or anything else without any grant
of authority from the representatives of the
people, the Congress of the United S tates, 1f
he, alone; decides it is in the public· interest.
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Let me remind you of sop1ething that hap•
pened in 1946. There was a railroad strike.
The President asked the men to go back to
work but they refused to do so. He went to
Congress and asked for a law to draft the
strikers into the Army so that he could force
them to operate the railroads.
He didn't claim then that he had inherent
power to seize the railroads. He asked for a
law.
You will remember that Congress refused
to give him the power to draft strikers. Congress kept its head, even though the President had lost his.
Now he has gone beyond this. He says
that he has the right to step in and do as he
pleases, ignoring Congress and the courts,
and ignoring the Taft-Hartley law which provides orderly and · legal procedure for handling strikes that threaten the national welfare.
The President's assumption of power to
seize private property is not surprising in
view of his proposal to draft railroad strikers
into the Army.
If he had been given that power by Congress in 1946 he could have crushed the railroad brotherhoods. He could have robbed
the workers of all their legal rights. He
could have forced them to work as conscripted labor under military rule and discipline.
Thank God we have not reached that
point in the United States. We pray that we
never shall; but we must remember that if
the President's right to seize the steel mills
should be sustained, another President, at
some future time, might decide to seize the
unions, take possession of their funds and
put Federal officials in charge.
What would that mean?
Simply this-the Government would then
direct men when and where they shall work
and how much they shall be paid. All the
gains made by labor in years of struggle
would be wiped out.
One of the greatest labor leaders who ever
lived, Samuel Gompers, recognized the danger to the labor cause in favors granted by
government.
In his autobiography, Seventy Years of
Life and Labor, there appears this significant
statement:
"Once you get the Government to do things
with men, you never know what the end is
going to be."
The words are not those of Gompers. He
was quoting a Pennsylvania political leader
and statesman with whom he was conferring
on proposed labor legislation. In relating
the incident Gompers states:
"That was in exact coincidence with my
own point of view."
Gompers saw the danger of government
regulation and restriction.
His broad
vision and clear foresight warned that onesided laws do not always give the advantage
they seem to confer.
He knew that compulsion by law or by
executive directive, could lead to trouble,
whether applied to labor or to industry.
"All I ask" he says in his autobiography,
"is to give us the freedom we want to work
out our own salvation and to give industry
the same opportunity."
·
Another statement from the pen of Sam
Gompers strikes me as worthy of serious
consideration today.
''Foremost in my mind is to tell the politicians to keep their hands off and thus to
preserve voluntary institutions and opportunity for individual and group initiative
and leave the way open to deal with problems as the experience and facts of industry
shall indicate."
I commend the words of Sam Gompers to
the leaders of the steel workers and to the
representatives of the industry.
Industri~l peace cannpt be established on
force or compulsion. It must be based on
true collective bargaining without pressur.~

on either side from the heavy hand of Gov•
ernment or the influence of politics.
If we have Government control of indus·
try, Government control of labor must necessarily follow.
Both are contrary to the principles of
Americanism-and any violation of those
principles undermines the foundations of
American freedom.
This is ED MARTIN, speaking to you from
the Nation's Capital. I will be with you
again in 2 weeks. Thank you for your attention.

Roanoke Rapids Dam, N. C.
E~NSION
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HON. CLYDE R. HOEY
OF NORTH CAROLINA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. HOEY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have inserted in
the Appendix of the RECORD two editorials, one from the Greensboro Daily
News, entitled "Get on With the Job,''
and another from the Charlotte Ob·server, entitled "Success at Roanoke
Rapids Would Let Chapman's Camel
Into the Tent." Both of these editorials
deal with the action of the Secretary of
the Interior in delaying construction of
a dam at Roanoke Rapids, N. C., which
has been held up now for practically
3 years, notwithstanding the fact that
the Federal Power Commission has
granted authority to the Virginia Electric & Power Co. to build this dam,
which would be constructed at a cost of
approximately $28,000,000.
The Interior Department has been
claiming that we need more power, especially, in the eastern portion of North
Carolina. Here is an. opportunity to get
the power; but because the dam would
be constructed by a private company in..:
stead of the Government, Secretary
Chapman has vigorously opposed it and
has succeeded in holding it up all this
time. His latest move has been to ap ..
peal to the United States Supreme Court
to hear this case after the United States
Circuit Court for the Fourth District had
decided adversely to him. This means
that a determination of this matter has
now been postponed until October or
November. But for the interference of
Secretary Chapman, this dam could have
been constructed and people could be
getting power by this time. These editorials set forth the facts in regard to
this whole matter, which indicates that
the Interior Department is more interested in the Government building dams
than it is in the people getting electric
power.
There being no objection, the editorials were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
[From the Greensboro Daily News of May
9, 1952]
GET ON WITH THE JOB

The United States Supreme Court will de·
cide whether private industry or Government should build the hydroelectric plant
at Roanoke Rapids.
This means actual construction of the
dam will again be delayed at least until a
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Court decision comes down 1n the fall.
Already, as the Daily News has noted, construction has been delayed beyond all reason.
It would appear, on the basis of Secretary
Chapman's appeal plea, that he has far more
interest in using the Roanoke River controversy as a test case than in early building
of the Roanoke plant. The public power
versus private power battle, one of long
standing and growing intensity, has been
etched in the public consciousness again by
floods on the Missouri and the Mississippi.
River basin development there seems urgently necessary-without further bickering and
dispute.
Obviously private power can't begin to
tackle a problem of that size, and where it
can't, the Goyernment rightly steps in to
protect the public from tragic loss and disaster. That is necessary.
But it becomes another question-with
possibly a different answer-when Secretary
Chapman starts using Roanoke as a pawn in
a game with larger stakes and forgets the
necessity for getting on with the job down .
that way. The current struggle is only another round in the old battle between private
and public power, and so far the people of
the Roanoke region seem to be the loser.
From the beginning this newspaper has
been interested in seeing the Roanoke Dam
built, not in tying it up in endless litigation.
Secretary Chapman offers no assurance that
the dam will be built even if the Government
should win its case. In fact, with Congress
seeking election year economy in all Government operations, it appears the Roanoke
won't get the funds it needs under Government sponsorship ·any time soon.
On the other hand, VEPCO says it would
start construction immediately. The Vir·
ginia utility admittedly was uninterested in
the power project until the Government
stepped in. But regardless of its interest
then or now, the overwhelming need is still
to get the plant built.
The Supreme Court decision will be the
final court ruling needed. Let it be handed
down as quickly as possible, and let the side
which wins get on with the job-now.
[From the · Charlotte Observer o{ May 9,
1952]
SUCCESS AT ROANOKE RAPIDS WOULD LET
CHAPMAN's CAMEL INTO THE TENT

The Virginia Electric & Power Co. has won
another round in its long fight with the Department of the Interior for the right to
build a $27,000,000 dam and power plant
at Roanoke Rapids.
The Supreme Court of the United States
has agree.d to rule on whether the decision of
the Federal Power Commission in favor of
VEPCO is to be upheld or is to be overthrown
by the Department of the Interior.
That, we believe, is the prime issue in this
case: Does the Federal Power Commission
any longer have the independence that Congress intended it to have, or will it be
brought under the control of Oscar Chapman's department and made an instrument
for public power?
Chapman's scheme in delaying this project
for 3 Yz years by interposing every obstacle
that slick lawyers could think up has been
to overthrow the Federal Power Commission,
which has stood in his way as he tried to
impose public power on the Southeast.
So far he has not won a single court decision, but he has kept the engineers at
Roanoke Rapids practically idle since the
VEPCO application was approved October 8,
1948. By interposing every possible legal
trick, he has delayed work on the dam and
denied people along the Roanoke River of
power that could have been going over the
lines in thousands of kilowatts by this time.
Now that the Supreme Court has decided
. to review the action of the Federal Power
Commission, the case is in its last stage, but
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even so it will be next November before the
ruling can be handed down. So Chapman
will have prevented a private power development for 4 years, and all during that time he
was yammering that the private companies
were not building .plants fast enough.
He or one of his subordinates-we forget
which for the moment--was quoted at one
time as saying that he would rather see the
water of the Roanoke River wasted than
to allow it to be developed by private enterprise. His whole purpose is to force public
power on the Southeast, which is one region
in the country that has never shown any
great enthusiasm for it.
This scheme is not just another valley authority. It is not confined to any one river
valley. It is a design to put all power in
the Southeast under control of a far more
sinister organization than TVA or CV A or any
other valley authority.
.
This organization is the Southeastern
Power Administration, which in many cases
does not even pretend to be concerned with
navigation, flood control, or any kind of
reclamation of conservation. The only constitutional authority the Government has
for generating or selling power is as a sideline to one of those legitimate functions.
At Roanoke Rapids, for example, there is
no navigation, no plan for flood control, no
recla:mation. It is purely and simply a power
project, and Chapman can have no other
purpose in trying to grab it than to put the
Government in the power business. It is
not power that he wants. If that were his
object, the power could have been going
over the lines by this time if he had let
VEPCO alone. He wants the Government to
have it.
The Southeastern Power Administration
is trying its best to crowd the private companies out of the transmission business at
Clarks Hill and Buggs Island. If it should
get everything Chapman wants it to have,
it would have authority that would nu111fy
State laws on land tenure and disposition of
their natural resources. It would, in fact, be
a sort of super-Government that would reduce the States to mere administrative divisions of the Federal Government.
That is Oscar Chapman's device. SEPA
already has its foot in the door of State sovereignty. Sources at Roanoke Rapids would
burst the door wide open and take us another
long step toward state socialism. ·

Tribute to Hon. George Mahon, of Texas
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, April 7, 1952

Mr. TEAGUE. Mr. Speaker, the newspapers of this c·o untry are cast in a most
important role, that of bringing to the
public eye the functions of our Government and the tremendous and controversial problems facing our lawmakers.
Mr. Philip L. Graham, president and
publisher of the Washington Post, carries out his part through the medium of
his paper in a most exemplary manner
by featuring such articles as the following story written by Mr. John G. Norris,
Post reporter. This story deals with one
of the Members of this body, the Honorable GEORGE MAHON, of Texas, WhO is
chairman of the House Appropriations
Committee's Military Appropriations

Subcommittee. Little known to the 9-verage person, Mr. MAHON's committee
appropriates approximately two-thirds
of the Federal budget. Mr. Norris ably
sets forth the tremendous responsibilities of this position in his article Guardian of Defense Spending Is Surgeon, Not
Butcher which follows:
GUARDIAN OF DEFENSE SPENDING Is SURGEON,
NOT BUTCHER
(By John G. Norris)
Former Vice President and Speaker of the
House John Nance Garner sent some words
of advice up from his Texas ranch several
years ago.
"Put GEORGE MAHON on the Ways and
Means Committee," he urged. "He's the best
man we've elected in Texas in the past 25
years."
Normally, counsel from the dean emeritus
of the Texas delegation is apt to be followed
by his former congressional colleagues. But,
reports veteran Washington Correspondent
Bascom N. Timmons, Representative GEORGE
H. MAHON of the Nineteenth Texas District
d{!murred.
The tall, lanky Congressman from west
Texas was honored by Garner's interest and
well aware of the power going with House
Ways and Means membership. That group
not only handles tax legislation but also
selects members for places on other House
committees.
MAHON, however, liked the job he had. And
it can be said without fear of contradiction
that his decision has proved to be very much
in the best interests of the Nation.
Today, with two..,thirds of the Federal
budget being spent for national defense,
MAHON's post as chairman of the House Military Appropriations Subcommittee is one of
the most important on Capitol Hill. As chief
guardian of the defense purse-strings, he is
very much on the spot these days. Yet the
_q uiet boyish-looking, 51-year-old Texan has
won the respect of all for his fairness, hard
work, balance, and thorough knowledge of
military matters.
That goes not only for Congress, but also
the Pentagon md those severest of, critics,
the members of :the congressional press
galleries.
It is fortunate that a man of MAHON's
stripe is found in such a key place in the
present emergency. For the chief military
problem before Congress today-perhaps the
major dilemma of the Nation-is how to
achieve a balance in defense spending that
. will give us reasonable security without
eventually defeating ourselves through bankruptcy. A large part of the responsibility
. in this field falls upon GEORGE MAHON and
his committee.
As the Texans see their job, they must go
over Pentagon spending proposals with great
prudence, trimming away fat yet avoiding
the meat-ax !J.pproach favored by the vocal
and powerful economy-at-any-price bloc.
In the course of its work, the military
spending subcommittee investigates the
many charges of waste in the Armed Forces.
When MAHON finds that the reports are inaccurate--as in many instances-he'll often
take the House fl.oor to refute them.
There was the published report that the
Army had bought 68,000,000 can openers, a
seemingly unnecessary expense. The Congressman found that they went with cans
of combat rations issued to troops in Korea,
and were much cheaper than nonexpendable
can openers. He passed out some of the
thumbnail openers-<:osting a penny and a
half-to bring home the point.
MAHON also exploded the stories about the
Navy buying 11,000,000 dozen silver oyster
forks and 1,300,000 dresses for 10,000 Waves.
The Navy did have 11,000 dozen forksbought in 1944 for 18 cents each-and had

ordered 1 percent of the number of dresses
reported, he stated.
But MAHON doesn't hesitate to go after
the military when it's wrong.
"While I am willing to defend the Pentagon when the Pentagon is right," he told
the House, "I would not for one moment be
willing to assume the role of yes-man for
anybody."
"We have a responsibility here to perform, and we give credit where credit is
due; we condemn where condemation is due."
When an Army Assistant Secretary had a
special suite of offices prepared for him,
replete with bath and dressing room, MAHON
gave Pentagon chiefs hell.
"How can you sell your essential milit!UY
spending when you have de luxe 'blue room'
suites?" he asked them. "Why can't he put
his pants on and take a bath at home?"
This waste particularly enraged MAHON,
as he uses a tiny, windowless, former storeroom as an office in his own modest suite at
the Capitol.
The above dressing-down was given in private--as it was highly embarrassing to the
individual concerned-but the Congressman
doesn't hesitate to take defense chiefs to
task more publicly on the broad issues of
waste and mismanagement.
In the 1951 hearings, MAHON told defense
officials that he was "fed up" with their
failure to "make a more strenuous effort
to do a good job" and annoyed that they
sometimes ignored charges of waste. Often they just "shrug off criticism," he said.
He told Army Secretary Frank Pace that
his campaign to instill cost consciousness
in the troops was fine, but that the need
for it "exists on a much higher level. '•
"You would hate for your grandchildren,
Mr. Secretary," MAHON added, "to read the
history of this period and say, 'Yes, my
grandfather was the Secretary of the Army
in perhaps the greatest period of waste in
our history.' "
Navy and Air Force officials came in for
similar treatment.
MAHON knew then-as Pentagon chiefs
seemed unaware-that Congress had become
convinced that wasteful practiqes prevailed
in the Armed Forces and that defense appropriations could be cut hfilavily without
really hurting defense. The Texan also
knew that meat-ax slashing would cripple
preparedness and that the only safe and
efficient way to curtail expenditures was by
careful, selective trimming away of fatwhich the Pentagon can do much better
than anyone else.
Last fall when Congress adjourned,
MAHON wrote every Member of the House,
asking them to visit military installations
in their districts and see whether they were
operating efficiently and economically. He
requested that they submit reports on their
findings so the committee could investigate
an(! trim where necessary, rather than wait
until the 1953 defense appropriations bill
reach the House fl.oor and then urge blanket
cuts.
Few of the Congressmen followed his suggestion-and a big majority voted for the
heavy, across-the-board reductions which
Pentagon chiefs now are protesting. The
1953 defense appropriations, however, still
are pending on Capitol Hill, and there are
signs that ( 1) at least part of the cuts will
be restored, and (2) that MAHON's preachlugs are having some real effect at the Pentagon.
What sort of man is this influential but
almost unknown man from Texas?
GEORGE HERMAN MAHON was born in Louisiana, but moved to west Texas as a boy.
He was reared on a cotton farm, was graduated from Simmons University and the
University of Texas and became county attorney of Mitchell County, Tex., when he
was 26.
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Today one of the most well-informed men
on military matters in the United States,
MAHON never wore a uniform. He was too
young for World War I and too old for World

warn.

After 7 years as district attorney in his
home district-he lives at Colorado City near
Lubbock, Tex.-MAHON was first elected to
Congress in 1934. He's been reelected ever
since-usually with little or no opposition.
For some years here, · MAHON taught a
men's Sunday school class at the Mount Ver·
non Place Methodist Church. Now he at·
tends the Metropolitan Memorial Methodist
Church. Something of an authority on the
Bible, he likes to sing hymns and is reputed
to know the words of every one in the book.
MAHON neither smokes "nor drinks, and does
not serve liquor when friends-mostly
Texans-come in for bridge at the MAHON's
apartment here. HERMAN-as the Congressman is known to his family-married his
college sweetheart in 1923. They have one
daughter and a grandson.
MAHON works hard. In order to handle
his mail, he often gets up at 4:30 a. m. and
dictates for a couple of hours into a micro·
phone at home. He and Mrs. Mahon have
never "gone Washington," as they say in
Texas, and when they go out it usually is to
a Texas State Society party or to a friend's
. home. There MAHON is usually found
around the hors d'oeuvre table rather than
the bar. He's inordinately fond of such
tidbits.
If all this gives any impression of a dour
bluenose, it couldn't be more wrong. Liz
Carpenter and others of the feminine con·
tingent of the Washington correspondents
corps rate MAHON as tops both in charm and
ability. He has a quick, almost bashful,
smile and a ready sense of humor. His lit-·
erate, infrequent speeches are painstakingly
written out in longhand, and worked over
and over for perfection. Few know it, but
the tall, lean, former farm boy also writes
poetry.
•
A strong believer in adequate national
defense, MAHON has equally :fl.rm feelings on
the need for maintaining a strong economy,
He has been a leader in the :fl.ght for a more
powerful American Air Force. On domestic
issues, he generally re:fl.ects the Texas atti·
tude, but is a bit more liberal than his
district.
Internationalist-minded,
MAHON
has
backe~ the foreign-aid programs and point
4, and he supporte.d the administration 1n
the MacArthur dismissal :fl.ght.
The west Texas Congressman is noted for
his caution, and sometimes gets teased about
it. When the Texas Legislature passed a
resolution calling for the ouster of a United
States Supreme Court justice for an opinion
opposing State control of tidelands on.
MAHON, almost alone among the Texas dele·
gation, refused comment. He told reporters
he wanted to walt and see the text of the
legislature's resolution. It is recorded that
he smiled when he said this.
Another fault is an unwillingness to dele·
gate any of his work. He opposes any sizable
increase in the sta1f of the Appropriations
Committee to help cope with the greatly
expanded military budget.
But the hard-working Texan is a perfect
example of a man "at peace with himself."
He loves his job and says he has no ambitions. To run for the Senate or Governor
would "take two or three hundred thousand
dollars," he says. MAHON adds that he hasn't
the money and doesn't want to "make the
commitments that raising it would require."
Being a Congressman has only one drawback, he says: "Neither I nor anyone else
here has enough time to sit down and think."

McCarran CommiHee Procedure Approved
by American Bar Association
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin.

Mr.
Speaker, I have attended some of the
sessions of the McCarran committeeofficially known as the Subcommittee To
Investigate the Administration of the
Internal Security Act and other Internal
Security laws of the Committee on the
Judiciary of the United States Senate.
At these sessions which I have attended I have been impressed by the judicial manner in which this committee
has conducted its hearings.
The chairman·of this committee, Senator PAT McCARRAN of Nevada has done
an able job, and the impartial and fair
manner in which he has permitted every
witness to testify is in striking contrast
to the manner in which hearings on the
same subject were conducted in the
Eighty-first Congress by former Senator
Millard Tydings.
The American Bar Association has
recognized the able manner in which
these hearings have been conducted and
at the last meeting of the house of delegates of the American Bar Association
a resolution was adopted approving both
the manner in which the hearings were
conducted and also the matter into which
the committe was inquiring.
I include herewith two resolutions
adopted by the house of delegates of the
American Bar Association in February
1952. The first resolution commends
the West Publishing Co., of St. Paul,
Minn., on printing at its own expense
the bar association's brief on communism. The second resolution commends
the activities and procedures of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities and the McCarran subcommittee
of the Senate Judiciary Committee. It
also lends its moral support to any person who renounces communism and aids
in exposing its conspiratorial aims.
The resolutions follow:
REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITrEE To STUDT
CoMMUNIST TACTics, STRATEGY, AND OB.TEC•
TIVES

RECOMMENDATIONS
The committee recommends the adoption
of the following resolutions:

"Resolution I
"Resolved, That the American Bar Association publicly acknowledges, with deep
appreciation, the action of the West Pub·
lishing Co. of St. Paul, Minn., in printing
at its own expense the association's Brief
on Communism: Marxism-Leninism, Its
Aims, Purposes, Objectives and Practices
together with the committee's reports
thereon, which are now being distributed
to the membership and to the general public. We record tnis as a public service in
the :fl.ght against communism."
"Resolution II
"Whereas the Special Committee To Study
Communist Tactics, Strategy and Objectives
has, since its appointment, observed and
studied the work of the Committee on On-

American Activities, House of Representa•
tives of the Congress of the United States,
as evidenced by the official transcripts of
testimony adduced at public hearings, based
upon which it is our view that the constitutional rights of witnesses have been
protected by that committee; and,
"Whereas this association's committee believes that it is in the interest of the peo.
ple of the United States that any person
heretofore a member of the Communist
Party, who has withdrawn therefrom and
completely renounced the principles of Marx·
ism-Leninism, to come forward and testify
before any accredited governmental agency
as to the facts within his knowledge and ·
experience of the activities of the Co:o::lmu·
nist Party, its members and followers: Be
it
"Resolved, That the American Bar Association express its approval of the manner
in which the invf'stigation and hearings by
the present Committee on On-American Activities and the Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee on the Internal
Security Act are now being conducted and
we commend said committees for their continuing inquiry into the activities of t he
Comlllunist Party, its members and followers, in order to establish a basis for 'appropriate legislation; and be it further
·
"Resolved, That the American Bar Associa·
tion lend its moral support and encouragement to any person now or heretofore a
member of the Communist Party, or who in
anywise embraced the doctrines of MarxismLeninism, and who is now desirous of coming forth and testifying under oath in order
to expose its conspiratorial aims and pur-·
poses."
REPORT

Resolution I
At the meeting of the house of delegates
held in February 1951, your committee was
instructed to prepare a manual in accordance
with resolu~ion IV adopted by the house at
that time. The committee, after much discussion and research, concluded that the
word "manual" was a misnomer and that to
carry out the resolution effectively, it would
write and prepare a Brief on Communism.
The brief was prepared, approved by the
board of governors and adopted by the house
of delegates and the assembly at the annual
meeting in New York in September 1951, at
Which time 5,000 copies were printed and
distributed.
Your committee feels that the association
should, at this time, record its gratitude to
~he West Publishing Co., of St. Paul, Minn.,
which, at its own expense and as a public
service, printed sufficient copies of the committee reports and its Brief on Communism
1n a booklet for distribution to the entire
membership of this association. By now it
1s assumed that each member has received
his copy.
The reaction not only of the bar, but of
the general public, to the brief is excellent
and most encouraging to the committee. We
are now met with demand-s for extra copies
of the booklet running from 1 to 2,500.
These requests for copies have come from
individuals, patriotic, civic, and educational
groups. Leading business groups have approached the committee for permission to
reprint and distribute the brief at their own
expense. One of the great labor unions of
this country has made inquiry as to the cost
of printing 1,000,000 copies. Over 300 letters
have been received from Members of Congress, governors of the various States, State
legislators, governmental departments and
agencies and two foreign embassies. Your
committee believes that the distribution of
this booklet is an important source of en·
lightenment to the public on the subject of
communism-its aims, tactics, and objectives. Almost all of the letters suggest that
the association provide sufficient copies for
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distribution among the schools and colleges,
be undertaken and the responsibility asthe veterans' organizations, labor unions,
sumed at the local level.
and other American institutions. ConsidTherefore, your committee submits and
eration is being given by your committee to
recommends that, as testimony is publicly
the finding of ways and means of supplying
adduced indicating Communist activities by
a copy to every American home. The idea.
an attorney, his resident State or local bar
of printing the brief in Spanish for distriassociation, proceed to investigate that atbution among the Latin-American countries
torney so that he may be cleared of any
has been suggested to the chairman. The
suspicion or, if guilty, be· removed from
possibility of doing this is now being more
the roster of its bar.
fully explored by the committee.
The congressional committees investigatOf course, it is obvious that these reing communism, and in particular the
quests cannot be fulfilled within the finanHouse Un-American Activities Committee,
cial resources of the association. Your
have been attacked on the ground that they
committee is working to the end that some
have engaged in "smear" campaigns and
plan may be formulated and accepted by
have invaded the constitutional rights of
those interested whereby mass republicapersons investigated. Your committee is imtion and distribution can be had and the
pressed with the fairness with which hearexpenses shared by those wUiing to parings before that committee have been conticipate in the movement. We shall report
ducted during the period of time indicated
to the house of delegates at the annual
by our study of the published testimony. We
meeting in September on the progress of
are satisfied that the witnesses called to
the committee's efforts.
testify before the committee are being
Resolution II
treated fairly and properly in all respects,
and we also feel satisfied that each witness
After the adoption of resolution III in
is accorded full protection so far as his
February 1951, your committee wrote to
constitutional or other legal rights are inState and local bar associations throughout
volved; moreover, the confidential commuthe country, and affiliated groups having
nications between attorneys and clients have
representation in the house of delegates,
been fully respected.
with a covering letter from President Cody
It is the view of your committee that curFowler. It suggested that all associations at
rent attacks on the House Un-American
the local level implement our associat i~ 1's
Activities
Committee ' are
unjustified.
program on this problem. Many of - ~le
Whether deliberate or misguided, such unState bar associations-and in particular
warranted attacks result in reducing the
Michigan, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsyleffectiveness of that committee's great servvania, and the District of Columbia-have
ice to the American people.
adopted strong resolutions much in line with
The most vital and revealing portions of
our own. Several State bar associations
the testimony presented before these comhave requested appropriate legislation of
mittees have been given, not by the longtheir own State legislatures.
time foes of communism, but rather by perWithin the past month your committee
sons
who for years had been sincere and dehas inquired of bar associations as to the
vout believers of communism and faithful
progress made in furthering the program.
and obedient servants of the Communist
Replies have been received from 27 State bar
masters When, in maturity, awakened by
associations. Most of them indicate the
their sad, painful, and revolting experience,
intention to expel a membe.r whenever it
they realized that communism was not an
can be determined upon competent proof
ideology or an idealistic philosophy but a
that he is a Communist. A number of the
conspiratorial movement to enslave manState bar associations indicated that no ackind, these persons have repented and sought
tion had been taken or was contemplated
to make amends to their country and to
because no attorney-Communist was known
mankind by revealing their activities and
to be a member of their associations or practheir knowledge. They then were met with
ticing before the bar of their State. The
a routine and established Communist taccommittee also received approximately 250
tic. They have been smeared as "stooges,''
letters from various city or county bar as..
stool pigeons," and "rats." They have been
sociations to the same effect. In the main
derided as informers and fascists. Their
all of the letters showed a willingness to
homes and their means of livelihood have
cooperate with this committee and it seems
been threatened.
certain that action will be taken at the local
The problem of protecting these witnesses
level whenever the occasion arises or seems
in their efforts to perform a belated duty of
justified.
citizenship places grave responsibility upon
The committee has endeavored to familiarize itself with investigations and hear- · the American people and your committee
\lrges that this association impress upon the
ings :1eld before congressional and State inbar its duty of leadership in affording that
vestigating committees, loyalty boards, and
protection.
other groups since 1949 to date. The· House
Un-American Activities Committee in reFor these reasons we believe that resolucent weeks has unearthed sufficient evidence
tion II should be adopted by the House of
Delegates.
against some few attorneys, which evidence,
in the opinion of your committee, would
CONTEMPTS
justify consideration and action by the grievThere remains before your committee as
ance committee of a State or local associaunfinished business, the matter of contion. From time to time, as these hearings
tempts. After the Second Circuit Court of
continue, your committee believes that more
Appeals sustained the conviction for conattorneys will be exposed as members of
tempt on the part of counsel involved in
the Communist Party or as advocates of
the Dennis case and the Supreme Court of
Marxism-Leninism.
the United States had refused certiorari,
Your committee is willing and anxious to
your committee · felt prepared to report on
render such cooperation and assistance to
this phase of tht( Communist problem.
any State or local bar association whenever
However, the Supreme Court then reversed
it is called upon to do so, provided that
itself and granted a limited review. The
our activities in that respect are consistent
appeal was argued before the Supreme Court
with the power and authority given to the
in January. Your committee has postponed
committee by the terms of the resolution
further consideration of this matter until
creating it. It is obvious that this commit·
the Supreme Court has determined that
tee cannot become a local investigating or
appeal.
grievance committee. If disciplinary action
IMMUNITY STATUTE
1s warranted . in a particular jurisdiction,
During the hearings, the congressional
either within the local association or in a.
court of competent Jurisdiction, that must
committees have been met with refusals bJ

witnesses to testify on the ground of selfincrimination. Bills have been introduced
in Congress to grant immunity in ord.e r that
testimony of such witnesses become available. These bills are wider in scope than
the problem delegated to your committee.
It is our suggestion that these bills be carefully studied by the appropriate committee
of the association.
CONCLUSION

Your committee believes that our association in its efforts to expose communism is
contributing, with others, to the defense of
our country. The bar, by reason of its training and experience, has the responsib111ty to
~ead in tlle fight to overcome the Communist
threat to the American people.
Respectfully submitted.
Committee to Study Communist Tactics,
Strategy and Objectives: Austin F.
Canfield, Chairman, Jas. Madison
Blackwell, Tracy E. Griffin, Egbert L.
Haywood, Clarence Manion; Associate
and Advisory Committee: Julius Applebaum, Oscar W. Baker, Sr., Galloway Calhoun, R. S. Hemingway, Ray
Murphy.
FEBRUARY 1952.

Inaction in Tunisia Impeaches Good Faith
of United States
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I am ,including the following article pointing out the loss of face by the
United States in its action supporting
the French against Tunisia:
On April 14, the U. N. Security Council
refused to place the Tunis question on its
agenda, even on the understanding that the
Council would not discuss it unless there
were developments of a grave character in
the French Protectorate. Soviet Russia,
anti-Communist Nationalist China vfted together, along with Braz~l. Chile, and Pakistan in favor of putting Tunis on the agenda.
Imperialist Britain and France voted
against. The United States and its satellites, Greece, Turkey, and Holland . abstained.
What is U. N. for if not to attempt peaceful settlement of international disputes?
This action impeaches the good faith of
American internationalism and use of: U. N.
now just as an instrument of war against
the U. S. S. R. and fol' defending the imperialist status quo of our satellites against
challenge.
The hypocrisy of American internationalism now stands nak~d before history. What
is worse, perhaps, is that the impracticality
and eventual doom of our undertaking are
equally indicated. America is bucking the
rising tide of Asian and African native nationalisms and is backing the doomed imperialisms Of France and Britain. America
is backing losers and bucking winners.
Stalin is not so dumb.
Why does America do it? The answer is
that America is out to buy military allies for
1ts coming world war III with Russia. It 1s
prepared to pay the price of Tito's communism, Franco's fascism, Britain's and France's
imperialisms and colonialisms, and of Germany's nationalistic expansionism and 1rre...
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the American people and Government have
no moral scruples about trying to buy war
allies at any price, the deals we are trying to
close 1n waging the cold war and the global
arms race are deals which are mutually irreconcilable. They are impractical. The allies
America is trying to .l>uy for war won't deliver or fight when the time comes. The
colored nationalisms in revolt against European imperialfsms are bound to go on fighting until, eventually, they win out against
our satellites.
When America climbed on the Communist band wagon against Hitler America was
joining a winner. Now America, in backing
NATO and European imperialisms in Asia.
and Africa, is betting on losers. A hundred
French divisions melted before Hitler, and
the British ran out at Dunkerque, under
Hitler's indulgence. But Americans think 50
divisions on our payroll can stop or deter
Russia. What nonsense.
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Mr. DOYLE. -Mr. Speaker, by unani ..
mous consent heretofore granted me, I
herewith have pleasure in presenting to
your attention an address given by Mr.
Dore Schary, 10202 West Washington Boulevard, Culver City, Calif., to the
Greater Los Angeles CIO Council at its
conference at the Presbyterian Confer-.
ence Grounds, Pacific Palisades, Los
· Angeles County, Calif., on April 27, 1952.
·r am sure that Mr. Schary's remarks
will be informative and of interest to all.
It follows:
LIBERALISM IN 1952
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, this
invitation to speak was issued to me with
the reque!>t that I speak on the subject, Liberalism in 1952. I was told that this was a
subject broad enough to allow you to talk
about. anything you please. These were
prophetic words, because, in assembling my
thoughts in connection with this opportunity
to talk to you, I thought of many, many
things. I reviewed in my mind what I know
or feel about liberalism and I read many of
the contemporary items that have been writ·
ten about liberalism.
If I had believed most of what I read, I
would have begged off the assignment, because, according to many observers, the word
"liberalism" should be pigeonholed and forgotten until the storm quiets down.
I suppose it is true that there has been,
ln some measure, a successful attempt to
·panic or bedevil the liberal. There is no
doubt that the liberal, in many instances,
has been exploited by the Communist, intimidated by the Fascist, confused by his
colleagues, and puzzled by current events.
All these circumstances have tended to
make some liberals believe that the term
"liberal" has become irrevocably inter ..
changeable with fellow traveler, parlor
pink, Red, and the rest of the stinkbomb
definitions. There has been a great scurrying toward the woods and we hear comforting advice, such ns "bend with the wind,'"
"times change," "take it easy for a while,''
"ride with it,'' "go with the tide," etc.

All this to me is nonsense. I do not believe in the hobgoblins· and the bogeymen
that appear to be heckling the force of liberalism. I think that liberalism in 1952 is
a vibrant,_ healthy, powerful, and dominant
force in American politics and in the American way of life. I feel that I stand with the
big majority of American citizenry when I
say, "I am a liberal."
It seems to me strange that anyone should
think that liberalism is failing. I grant it
is under attack, but certainly it is not failing. In both major political parties, the
force of liberalism will likely be the dominant force in the coming campaigns after
the conventions. That is a statement that
will likely be challenged and, therefore, it
is well that I take some time to give you my
definition of liberalism, and I use a standard dictionary definition: "Liberalism is
that political force that tends to the direction of democracy." Underline that well"tends to the direction of democracy."
No totalitarian government, whether it is
communistic, fascistic, or nazistic tends to
the direction of democracy. Therefore, a
true liberai can never be attracted by or
interested in or confused by the thought behind. totalitarian government. Totalitarianism does not tend to the direction of
democracy.
The history of America is a full and com•
plete demonstration of liberalism in action.
The Original Thirteen Colonies that rebelled
against tyranny of an English king, tended
to the direction of democracy. The Constitution and all its subsequent amendments
tended to the direction of democracy. The
tragic and yet cleansing War Between the
States tended to the direction of democracy. The expansion of big business in the
years following the Civil War tended to the
direction of democracy. The growth of the
labor movement in the late 1800's, and early
1900's tended to the direction of democracy.
The abolition of the isolationist concept of
the United . States during the 1940's, under
the bipartisan leade.rship of American states·
men, tended to the direction of democracy.
And whlle it is inevitable that there will be
some reaction and retrogression, I believe
wholeheartedly that the majority of American people stand !or the advancements made
by Government, big business, labor, and
statesmanship, and consequently represent
a liberal form of government.
It would be foolhardy for any of us to
look at this picture through rose-colored
glasses and assume that liberalism is a static
quality. If liberalism ever reaches a state
of status quo, it will, of course, cease to be
liberalism, and its opponents will :flourish.
Liberalism, I assure you; is not a "some-time
thing." It must be nourished and fed and
must be !ought for and accounted for. It
must stand up to its opposition and constantly define itself. It must be kept alive
and strong in the souls and in the hearts of
those who believe in it. It must husband its
strength and not abuse it, lest it become
weak and ineffective. It must never take
itself for granted, because if it does it will
cease to exist. It must be alive to dangers
around it, but not be frightened or intimidated by those dangers.
I suppose, too, that it must keep its sense
of humor, because over a period of time those
people who believe in liberalism have been
called peculiar and odd names. Disrael1
once implied that liberalism· was a tendency
to use the cloak of reform in order to attack
institutions-implying, of course, that all
reform was bad and corrupt. Carter Glass
said "a liberal is a man who is ready to
spend scmeone else's money." An unidentified man, sounding much like Mencken, said
that "a liberal is a Christian Scientist with
a boil"; and in recent years we have heard
that a liberal 1s someone with both feet

planted firmly in the clouds. A current ·deft ..
nition of a liberal is that he represents the
man who will be stood up against a cellophane wall and shot at from both sides.
These are all very amusing definitions, and
with them has grown the concept, in some
circles, of the liberal as a rather seedy indi·
vidual with just enough book learnin' to
make him a fool and a tool for others who
exploit the liberal's good intentions for their
own bad ends. It is assumed too often that
the liberal is muddle-headed rather than
clear-minded, and in recent years, of course,
this point of view. has been extended into
the current charge that the liberal is an
ally of the Communist. On this point I
should like to spend a little time on examining the record. .
Let's first look at the Communist Party
line, examining it perhaps from the middle
thirties. There was first the "Hate America''
routine. Down with the bosses. The depression was murder. The Soviet provided
the only clarion call to freedom and Nazism
was the only world menace.
Then shortly came the "Love America"
motif. Stand together against the enemy.
We can live together. Thanks for the engineers and. the supplies sent in to help indus•
trialize Russia.
This quickly changed back to the "Hate
America" routine. Hitler was not such a
menace. There was no need for the anti•
Nazi league. The pact mea:qt a new world
peace. The war was a phony. We were
pulling England's chestnuts out of the fire
and England had to be destroyed. And the
Yanks were not coming.
After June 1941 the orchestra reprised
the "Love America" theme. It was, by gosh,
a people's war and the Yanks were coming
after all, and the real enemy was the Axis,
and Russia had been betrayed, and the band
played on, until "Peace, brother."
And then back to "Hate America" and
"Russia won the war." America was in the
hands of the greedy capitalists and there
was no possible coexistence with Russia.--and again-and even yet--the band plays on,1
with a variety of false notes and a symphon~
of international discords.
.
Now let us examine the liberal line
throughout this period. The liberal re• '

~:;~=~dc~~~:~~~~%u~~!. pe~=t~~!%1 ~~~= ~

ported the preparedness program and de.\
fended it against the false charges leveled
at it by the Communist Party. He opposed
the American Peace Mobilization and but ..
tressed the aid to the Allies. On every front,
in every way, the liberal supported the active
fight against the Axis. The liberal viewed ;.
the pact between Russia and Germany as an
outrage, :p.ot as a necessity. The liberal sup .. l
ported the Berlin Airlift, the Truman plan, 1
the Marshall plan, the ECA, and the United 1
Nations.
.1
The liberal was disgusted by the Browder
confession and the Duclos letters and the 1
global doubletalk. The liberal recognized ·
that aggression in Korea was no different
from aggression- in Ethiopia or in Poland, 1·
or in Manchuria.
There was a time, as history points out,
when it was the Communist who was follow• .
ing the liberal line during the period from '
1941 to 1945. Certainly the liberal did not
reject Communist support, any more than ,
the Allies in the field rejected the support
of the Russian forces who were helping to
defeat the common enemy.
But, following the war years, the American
liberal saw again that the Communist Party,
had resumed its political hedge hopping. In
labor unions and political organizations .the
challenges were met and in most cases the
battles were won. In many such bodies,
organized during the war on a common
front basis, the liberal lost battles and moved
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out for the fulfillment of the phrase "the
out, leaving the remains in the hands of the
brotherhood of man."
Communists. But without liberal .support of
money and ideas, these groups withered and
We ;neet here this afternoon a relatively
died. The majority of organizations justismall group, some hundreds of men and
fiably identified as Communist fronts in 1946
women, in a world of two and a half billion
did not assume this character until that
souls. We are a mere drop in the pool of
time. Some liberals did hang on, hoping
human beings that inhabit the world. We
against hope that the American Communist
exist by our hopes and our dreams and
would give up some of his devotion and pasour aspirations, and, finally, by our work.
sion to the false cause. Again, in most inWe do not need the benzedrine of false
stances, the liberal lost those struggles.
Utopias. We need not believe that. we face
The aftermath of these battles has given
nothing but a sudden quick finish in a
false credence to many who now choose to
blinding burst of a cosmic ray bomb. I beattack the liberals. In• recent years there
lieve it true that hope does spring eternal
has been a rebirth of the guilt by associain the human breast, but it would not be
tion tactics, and a resurgence of the slandertrue unless there was reason for that hope
ers. The gossip-mongers have found new . to be born anew, and it 1s born an'ew by
faith in the future, by facing with courage
voice in the angry storm of anti-Communthe problems that beset us-by living our
ism that swept America. There came some
1:ves with courage and int~grity-by knowold and familiar cries. Since it was now
in:; what we believe in and by our willingpopular to be an anti-Communist there was
ness to stand up for those things we believe
nothing much wrong in calling anybody a
i!'. There is plenty of room for difference
Red, in order to discredit him. The techof opinion in the good cause of liberalism,
nique of slander was an old one. The Reds
but what we are all aiming for is a world that
has used it successfully years before by
will eventually live and grow in peace.
branding anyone who opposed them a fascist.
It is estimated that the world population
This brought new confusion and added to
the excitement. Men like Gerald L. K. Smith
may in some 50 years achieve the figure of
mounted respectable platforms .and added
3,500,000,000. What kind of people there are
their rowdy voices to the dignified stand
50 years :&rom now depends on those of us
against communism. Wrapping themselves
alive today. We must, by our actions, set
in the red, white and blue, they proclaimed
a pattern and it must be a decent pattern.
their 100 percent Americanism by identifyThere is being written by a special group
ing themselves as 100 percent anti-Com•
of United Nations historians, a history of
munist. Societies of bigots allying themthe world. It is the most comprehensive
selves to decent and responsible bodies
record of the world that man's mind has
joined in wholesale and buckshot attack.
ever attempted. It will recount the faith
But there is no room for these men or these
and ambitions of the untold b1llions that
bigots in the world-wide stand against comhave lived before us and its main point and
munism any more than there was room for
summation points up the truth of the force
Hitler in the fight against communism. Hitof liberalism. This massive history will reler's anti-Communism, which was a sturdy
count that the Chinese have always looked
one, did not make him a respectable fighter
forward to the ultimate Ta-Tung, the great
for democracy, and we cannot these days
unity of mankind; that the Hindus mainjudge a man's Americanism by the volume
tained the concept that all living things are
of his cries against communism. It is not
bearers of spiritual r~ality which will one day
enough for those of us opposed to communcome finally to rest in universal reality; that
ism to know what a man is against. We must
the Persians conceived that their civilizawant to know what the man is for, and what
tion would finally extend to all mankind who
he is for must be those things I mentioned
would be united against evil; that the Greeks
before--those basic and bright and bountiful
with their concepts of concord arrived at a
things that tend to the direction of demovision of mankind living in universal harcracy.
mony; that the Hebrews recognized their God
as the Father who loves all men; that the
It is interesting to view that liberalism,
Christians declare the brotherhood of man
which has maintained a steady growth, conand make charity the means of making this
tinues to be, in some circles, unpopular.
relationship
endure; that the Moslems believe
But it is the groups which attack liberal·
in a brotherhood of faith which will one day
ism that finally crumble and vanish. The
· struggle is an unending one. - Wars are
bring all men to equality before Allah.
fought and men die, but the forces that tend
So, when this history of the world is comto democracy keep growing stronger and face
pleted by the United Nations, embracing all
each new enemy with greater strength and
these words of universality and goodness and
greater unity.
concord and charity and fatherhood of God
and brotherhood of man, perhaps we will see
Oft times liberals make mistakes-guess
that indeed these words are no expression
wrong on issues-become frightened by de·
of wishful thinking, no looking through the
feat--but we must remember that we never
world with rose-colored glasses-no empty
know a fighter is great until he's been
thoughts of a "do-gooder" or a "bleeding
knocked down, and having been knocked
heart"-no "impractical" dream of a liberal
down, gets up. again to keep on fightingbut rather the haunting, positive demand on
and to win.
the
part of the world community for liberal ..
So, today, I stand here, not unhappily, but
ism which truly and eternally will tend to
proudly, as a liberal, knowing that those I
the direction of democracy.
stand with are for what is best and strongIt is given to us, the living, to hand to
est in the American political scene. Knowour children and our neighbors' children
ing that the force of liberalism has lived
the glowing heritage of democracy. God has
through all the years of American history
given man this world and blessed him with
and will always live in the voices of Patrick
reason. It is up to man to keep that world
Henry, Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jef·
secure and to strengthen his reason.
ferson, urging and daring men to live in
This has been the responsibility of liberal·
freedom-in the voice of Lincoln defining
ism in the past and remains the obligation
the words "union"-in Wilson pleading for
of liberalism in 1952.
a bright dream for mankind-in the achieveLet us together pledge to keep that obliments of Franklin D. Roosevelt and in the
gation.
·
accomplishments of Samuel Gompers-in
Thank you very much for letting me come
the records of the Vandenbergs and Willkies
here today to speak to you.
and !ekes-in all of these men who called
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Mr . . BROOKS. Mr. Speaker, illustrating how our people feel in reference
to the artificial and synthetic time which
we are using in the Nation's Capital, I
present to you the editorial entitled
"Daylight Time Confusion of Clocks" in
the May 2 issue of the Minden Press.
While certain local segments of the
country may be pleased with this transgression of the laws of nature, the country as a whole. is not happy over this
situation. The confusion, as indicated
by the editorial, more than offsets the
meager savings from additional use of
daylight during this period of time. I
commend the wise editor for a well written editorial. It follows:
DAYLIGHT TIME CONFUSION OF CLOCKS

Confusion of clocks for various · parts of
this country started last Sunday. In various parts of the country, daylight-saving
time confounded the roosters and brought
sun hurrying over the eastern 11ills. Louisiana wm sleep late as usual, living by the
old time and refusing to alter its morning
habits.
•
Nobody knows exactly how much of the
United States will rise on DST and live by
it until the end of September. Probably
one-third of the country will observe it if
not already on th·e schedule.
Railroads head into the biggest jumble.
They are trying to get out of the muddle by
running commuters' trains on DST and all
through trains on standard schedules.
This shifting of time began in World War
I. People wanted to save coal; so they used
daylight to lessen consumption of coal required to produce electricity. Now there is
considerable coal, but the habit has its grip
on the parts of the country and some States
continue it.
It may be a good plan but, as for us, we'll
let the early birds have their worm. The
sun must rise without our help. We have
a soft lingering appointment with the pillow.

Republican Congressmen Demand Expose
of Soviet Genocide
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
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Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, on January 11, 1952, more
than 100 Republican Congressmen
wrote Secretary of State Dean G. Acheson urging him to seek to arrange for an
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immediate investigation ·of Soviet genocide by the United Nations Assembly.
Ever since the Bolsheviks came into
power in 1917 they have been engaged in
genocidal acts against their subjugated
peoples. The Soviets have followed a
systematic plan of annihilation of the
peoples they fear so greatly. The
sla·u ghter of the Polish Army officers at
Katyn; of thousands of Ukranians at
Vinnitsia; the present mass deportation
of Hungarians; and the forced replacement of Latvian, Lithuanian, and Estonian husbands and fathers with men
who have been imported from behind
the Urals are only some of the examples
of Soviet genocide.
We have been altogether too timid in
our ·actions in the United Nations. We
are continually apologizing and defending ourselves against false charges, but
make no effort to proffer any charges
ourselves. To date, the record of the
United Nations shows a . multitude of
the false charges made by the Soviet
Union against the United States, but
virtually none of the true charges which
'the United States could levy against
the Soviet Union. If an archeologist;
10,000 years hence, digs through the
United Nations ruins and succeeds in
translating the hieroglyphics, he would
reasonably but erroneously conclude
that in the twentieth century the United
States was a most reprehensible Nation
and the Soviet Union a most exemplary one.
I include herewith the correspondence
with the State Department relating to
Soviet Genocide:
JANUARY 11, 1952.
The Honorable DEAN G. ACHESON,
Secretary of State,
United States Department of State,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: On November 24,
1951, representatives of some 12,000,000
American citizens of Polish, Ukrainian,
Greek, Hungarian, Czech, Slovak, Lithuanian,
Latvian, and Estonian descent urged you to
seek to place in the agenda of the United
Nations Assembly an investigation of Soviet
genocide perpetrated on their friends and
kin by the Communist rulers. To our knowledge they have received no response to their
appeal. .
.
We fully share the anxiety of our fellow
citizens when their brethren are being massacred by the thousands and when millions
of them are being thrown into slow death
forced labor camps.
The silence of death and agony has descended upon the many captive peoples; 1. e.,
Poles, Hungarians, Lithuanians, Latvians,
Estpnians, Ukrainians, Czechs, Bulgarians,
Ruthenians, Slovaks, Jews, Rumanians, Armenians, Byelorussians, East and Volga Germans, Crimean Tartars, peoples of the Caucasus, Chinese and Koreans, and ·the Greek
children ·abducted by the Communists.
We are horrified by the Communists' con- ·
tinuous destruction of Protestant, Catholic,
Jewish, and other religious groups.
The silence of the United Nations and of
United States State Department indicates an
appalling indifference toward an international crime which has been formally condemned in the Genocide Convention of the
United Nations on January 12; 1951.

We, the representatives of the American
people, _however, refuse to be silent parties to
this international crime.
To give voice to the plight of these victims
of genocide is to give hope to those suppressed peoples and to give power to their
resistance. Keeping these peoples alive is
the best guaranty of peace, because the
Soviet tyrants will be afraid to start a war
while so many non-Russian peoples remain
alive under their subjugation, and continue
to be a potential threat ' to their rule.
The first anniversary of the Genocide Con·vention of the United Nations, January 12,
1952, is a fitting time to begin a campaign
to expose Soviet genocide. We hope and pray
that the conscience of the American people
and of the free world may rise in protest
against those who have transformed a great
part of the world into a cemetery of nations.
We urge you in conformity with basic law
and morality, our fundamental American
traditions, and in the best interests of mankind, to seek to arrange for an immediate investigation of Soviet genocide by the United
Nations Assembly.
Sincerely yours,
CHARLES J. KERSTEN, Member Of Congress (Wisconsin); RoBERT W. KEAN,
Member of Congress (New Jersey);
WILLIAM R. WILLIAMS, Member of Congress (New York); GEORGE H. BENDER,
Member of Congress (Ohio); ALLAN 0.
~UNTER, Member of Congress (California); B. W. KEARNEY, Member of
Congress (New York); EDMUND P.
RADWAN, Member of Congress (New
York); WILLIAM B. WIDNALL, Member
of Congress (New Jersey); JOHN TABER,
Member of Congress (New York); WILLIAM · E. HEss, Member of Congress
(Ohio) ; ALVIN F. WEICHEL, Member of
Congress (Ohio) ; KARL · M. LECOMPTE,
Member of Congress (Iowa); FRED E.
BusBEY, Member of Congress (Ill1nois) ; HOMER D. ANGELL, Member of
Congress (Oregon) ; WILLIAM H. HARRISON, Member of Congress (Wyoming); JoHN W. BYRNEs, Member of
Congress (Wisconsin); & J. CRUMPACKER, JR., :"ie:nbc of Congress (Indiana); WILLIAM E. McVEY, Member of
Congress (Illinois); JAMES I. DOLLIVER,
Member of Congress (Iowa); THOMAS
B. CURTIS, Member of Congress (Missouri)"; ALBERT P. MORANO, Member of
Congress (Connecticut); LAWRENCE H.
SMITH, Member of Congress (Wisconsin); CLIFFORD R. HoPE, Member of
Congress (Kansas); HENRY J. LATHAM,
Member of Congress (New York);
RICHARD M. SIMPSON, Member of Congress (Pennsylvania); JAMES P. S.
DEVEREUX, Member of Congress (Maryland); DEAN P. TAYLOR. Member of
Congress (New York); LEsLIE C.
ARENDS, Member of Congress (illinois) ; HAROLD C. OSTERTAG, Member of
Congress (New York); BENJAMIN F.
JAMEs, Member of Congress (Pennsylvania); JACOB K. JAVITs, Member of
Congress (New York); T. MILLET HAND,
Member Of Congress (New Jersey);
CARL HINSHAW, Member Of Congress
(California); CHESTER E. MERROW,
M~mber of · Congress
(New Hampshire); CHARLES P. NELSON, Member Of
Congress (Maine); THOMAS A. JENKINS, Member of Congress (Ohio) ;
SAMUEL K. McCoNNELL, Member of
Congress
(Pennsylvania);
NoRRIS
PouLsoN, Member of Congress (California); JOHN PHILLIPS, Member of
Congress (California): JosEPH P.
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O'HARA, Member of Congress (Minnesota) ; CHARLES H. ELSTON, ~ember of
Congress (Ohio); HAROLD C. HAGEN 0
Member of Congress (Minnesota);
JAMES G. FuLToN, Member of Congress
(Pennsylvania); GERALD R. FORD, JR.,
Member of Congress (Michigan); GLEN
R. DAVIS, Member of Congress (Wis- .
consin); RALPH W. GWINN, Member
of Congress (New York); CHRISTIAN A.
HERTER, Member of Congress (Massachusetts); DoNALD L. JAcKsON, Member of Congress (California); BEN F.
JENSEN, Member of Congress (Iowa);
CLARENCE J. BROWN, Member of Congress (Ohio); H. CARL ANDERSEN,
Member of Congress (Minnesota);
ERNEST K. BRAMBLETT, Member of Congress (California); JAMES C. AUCHIN•
CLOSS, Member of Congress (New Jersey); CHAUNCEY W. REED, Member of
Congress (Illinois) ; WILLIAM G. BRAy,
Member of Congress (Indiana) ; HARDIE
ScOTT, Member of Congress (Pennsylvania); WALT HoRAN, Member of Congress
(Washington);
GARDNER R.
WITHROW, Meq1ber of Congress (Wisconsin); WESLEY A. D'EWART, Member
of Congress (Montana); W. STERLING
CoLE, Member of Congress (New
York); J. GLENN BEALL, Member of
Congress (Maryland); KENNETH B.
KEATING, Member of Congress (New
York); HAROLD H. VELDE, Member of
Congress (illinois); 0. K. ARMSTRONG,
Member of Congress
(Missouri) ;
HuGH D. ScOTT, Member of Congress
(Pennsylvania); HARRY J. McGREGOR,
Member of Congress (Ohio) ; WILLIAM
H. AYRES, Member of Congress (Ohio) ;
Loms E. GRAHAM, Member of Congress
(Pennsylvania); THOMAS E. MARTIN,
Member of Congress (Iowa) ; RoBERT
HALE, Member of Congress (Maine);
LEONARD W. HALL, Member of Congress
(New York); WALTER E. BREHM, Member of Congress (Ohio); MYRON V.
GEORGE, Member of Congress (Kansas);
CLIFFORD G. MCINTIRE, Member of Congress (Maine); HARMAR D. DENNY, JR.,
Member of Congress (Pennsylvania.);
J. EDGAR CHENOWETH, Member of Con•
. gress (Colorado) ; WILLIAM M. MCCUL•
LOCH, Member of Congress (Ohio) ;
JAMES S. GOLDEN, Member of Congress
(Kentucky); DEWEY SHORT, Member
Of Congress (Missouri); HAL HOLMES,
Member of Congress (Washington);
Mrs. CECIL HARDEN, Member of Congress (Indiana); PAUL W. SHAFER,
Member of Congress (Michigan) ;
EDWIN A. HALL, Member of Congress
(New York); THOMAS H. WERDEL, Member of Congress (California); CARL T.
CURTis, Member of Congress (Nebraska); ROBERT J. CORBETT, Member
Of Congress (Pennsylvania); JoHN P.
SAYLOR, Member of Congress (Pennsylvania); DONALD W. NICHOLSON,
Member of Congress (Massachusetts);
KATHERINE ST. GEORGE, Member of
Congress (New York); WALTER NoaBLAD, Member of Congress (Oregon):
WILLIAM L. SPRINGER, Member of Congress (Illim>is); DANIEL A. REED, Member of Congress (New York); R. WAL•
TER RIEHLMAN, Member of Congress
(New York); HENRY 0. TALLE, Member of Congress (Iowa); . THOR C. ToL_LEFSON, Member of Congress (Washington); E~WARD L. SITTLER, JR., Member of Congress (Pennsylvania); JEssE
P. WoLCOTr, Member of Congress
(Michigan); RICHARD B. VAIL, Memb er of Con gress (Illinois); WILLIAM K.
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VAN PELT, Member of Congress (Wis·
consin); CHARLES W. VURSELL, Mem•
ber of Congress (Illinois); KARL C.
KING, Member of Congress (Pennsyl·
vania); ALBERT M. CoLE, Member of
Congress (Kansas); JACKSON E. BETTS,
Member of Congress (Ohio); E. Y.
BERRY, Member of Congress (South
Dakota); JoHN W. HESELTON, Member
of Congress (Massachusetts); CLAR•
ENCE E. KILBURN, Member of Congress
(New York); FRANK C. OsMERs, Mem·
ber of Congress (New Jersey); J. ER·
NEST WHARTON, Member Of Congress
(New York); EDITH N. ROGERS, Mem•
ber of Congress (Massachusetts):
ANGIER L. GOODWIN, Member Of Con•
gress (Massachusetts); .Sm SIMPSON,
Member of Congress (J:llinois); RUTH
THOMPSON, Member of Congress
(Michigan); HUBERT B. SCUDDER, Mem•
ber of Congress (California); FRED G.
AANDAHL, Member of Congress (North
Dakota); JosEPH W. MARTIN, JR., Mem·
ber of Congress (Massachusetts).
.DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, February 19, 1952.

The Hon.o rable CHARLES J. KERSTEN,
House of Representatives.

MY DEAR MR. KERSTEN; In accordance with
the Department's letter of January 16, ac·
knowledging your letter of January 11, I am
writing to give you further information with
respect to our position on the question of
pressing charges of genocide against the
u. s. s. R. in the General Assembly of the
United Nations. Your letter refers to a re·
quest of November 24, 1951, to the Secretary
from some 12,000,000 American citizens of
. Polish, Ukrani~n, Greek, Hungarian, Czech,
Slovak, Lithuanian, Latvian, and Esthonian
descent urging that the United States seek
to place on the agenda of the General As·
sembly an investigation of Soviet genocide
perpetrated against various eastern European
peoples. In endorsing this request, you sug·
gest that the first anniversary of the effective
date of the Genocide Convention would be a
fitting occasion upon which to arrange for an
immediate investigation of Soviet genocide
by the General Assembly.
The request of November 24, to which you
refer, was a cablegram to the Secretary of
state, addressed to him in Paris, as head of
the United States delegation to the General
Assembly. That cable was answered, on De·
cember 5, 1951, by Mrs. Franklin D. Roose•
velt as acting chairman of the delegation.
A copy of her reply is attached for your in•
formation. The ~partment of State has
also received a number of communications
from various organizations speaking for refu·
gees· from behind the iron curtain and for
Americans of eastern European descent urg•
tng that the United States raise in the United
Nations various Soviet violations of human
rights, including mass deportations and
genocide. As a result we shall continue to
give serious consideration to the question
whether we shoUld formally bring this sub•
ject to the attention of the United Nations.
One of the major difllculties tnvolved in
the problem is the fact that the United
States is not a party to the Genocide Convention. Article VIII of the convention pro•
vides: "Any contracting party may call upon
the competent organs of the United Nations
to take such action under the Charter of the
United Nations as they consider appropriate
for the prevention· and suppression of ~til
of genocide or any of the other acts enumer•

ated in article m." In your letter you men·
tion that the Genocide Convention has come
into force; however, the fact that the United
States is not yet a party precludes the United
States under the terms of the convention
from invoking the convention in the United
Nations.
. The Genocide Convention was submitted
to the Senate in June 1949 with a favorable
recommendation from the President and the
Acting Secretary bf State. In his letter of
transmittal, President Truman urged the
Senate to give its advice and consent to rati·
flcation, and called attention to the leading
part the United States had taken in the
United Nations "in producing an effective in·
ternational legal instrument outlawing the
world-shocking crime of genocide • • • ."
In the hearings held on the Genocide Con·
vention · by a subcommittee of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee in January
1950, the Deputy Under Secretary of State,
Mr. Dean Rusk, presented the Department's
views favoring ratification of the convention. At that time, Mr. Rusk stated that it
was "an inescapable fact that other nations
of the world expect the United States to as·
sert moral leadership in international af·
fairs," and noted various instances of the
record of humanitarian diplomacy of the
United States, including various diplomatic
interventions on behalf of persecuted Chris·
tians and Jews in other countries. Mr. Rusk
continued by observing: "And, prevailing in·
ternational conditions make it imperative
that the United States continue to play this
role. We all know too well that millions of
human beings are still subjected to the domi·
nation of ruthless totalitarian regimes, and
that the specter of genocide still haunts
mankind. It should be made clear to such
governments that the United States and
other civilized countries do not condone
such conduct now any more than in· the
past."
The Department Of State has always maintained a strong position in favor of ratifl·
cation of the Genocide Convention. The
principal opposition to the convention has
been baseci upon legal grounds. It has been
contended that there are constitutional ob·
jections to the convention, particularly in
that it would transfer to the Federal Gov·
ernment criminal jurisdiction which the
Constitution has vested in the several States.
The Solicitor General of the United States
and the legal adviser of this Department
have testified several times in the Senate
hearings to the effect that the Genocide Con·
vention is clearly within the treaty power
of the United States as it defines an international crime over which the Federal Government does have jurisdiction under Article I,
Section 8, clause 10 of the United States Constitution. l'he late Judge Robert Patterson,
who was one of the numerous distinguished
private citizens appearing in support of the
convention, also testified to this effect.
I welcome your interest in the Genocide
convention at this time. Our failure to
ratify the convention keeps this Government
from exerting its full moral influence to d~ter
and prevent this deplorable crime. As the
situation now stands, we cannot very well
insist that other nations abide by principles
to which we have not given our own endorse·
ment as a government.
Apart from the obstacle created by our
failure to ratify the Genocide Convention,
1;here -are certain other factors which were
taken into account in reaching a decision as
to whether a formal agenda item on genocide or other Soviet violations of human
rights, looking toward. adoption of a con•

demnatory resoiution, should be submitted
for the Assembly's agenda.
One important factor relates to the ques·
tion of proof. There is always reluctance to
have the General Assembly adopt a condemnatory resolution without overwhelmingly
convincing evidence of the allegations. We
have a considerable body of material at hand .
Unfortunately, however, some of it deals with
events which took place long ago, and much
of it cannot be convincingly verified because of restraints within the iron curtain.
We are gathering aflldavits and other evi·
dence of Soviet violations of human rights
as rapidly as we can to build up a strong
case which would provide beyond peradventure of a doubt that the charges are true
and that we are not engaging merely in a
propaganda attack upon the U. S. S. R.
Your letter refers to Soviet forced labor
practices. Under the leadership of the United
States the Economic and Social Council in
the spring of 1951 set up an ad hoc _Com•
mittee on Forced Labor which is currently
carrying · on an investigation of such practices. The United States is cooperating fully
in its work, and we are hopeful that its report will expose conclusively the abomin·
able practice of the Soviet Union tn this re·
gar d.
In the current Assembly session repre·
sentatives of this Government have com·
mented repeatedly and critically on Soviet
violations of hUJilan rights. In his opening
speech in the General Assembly on November
8, the Secretary of State discussed the recent
mass deportations in Eastern Europe and
other Soviet attempts to crush human free·
dam, pointing out that "these calculated denials of basic human rights are a matter of
concern to the world community." Mrs .
Roosevelt, our representative in the As·
sembly's Social Committee, has frequently
attacked t_h e flagrant Soviet suppression of
human rights behind the iron curtain.
Representative MANSFIELD, referring to the
tragic new wave of refugees in connection
with his exposition of the purposes of the
Mutual Security Act, graphically described
conditions in Eastern Europe in terms "of
mass arrests, brutal liquidation of independent political parties, of forced labor
without trial for political dissidence, of the
denial of all civil rights, uprooting of thousands of families from their homes by forced
deportations," and noted also the complete
disappearance of several so-called autonomous republics within the Soviet Union.
Mr. John Sherman Cooper, speaking on the
subject of Yugolsavia's charges of hostile activities against it by the U. S. S. R. and its
satellites, charged the Soviet Union with
mass deportations, subversion of free institutions and the ruthless suppression of human rights in Eastern Europe.
The United States will continue to avail itself of every appropriate opportunity, within
the United Nations and elsewhere, to indicate its anger and disgust over the systematic
violations of human rights and the barbarous practices of mass extermination and
deportation in Eastern Europe. We have
sought . to do everything which, on balance, can be considered useful and constructive, both in terms of assistance to
· those now suffering from Soviet tyranny
and in making absolutely clear our unequivocal opposition to these abominable
practices of the Soviet Union. The Department of State is following this subject closely, and, whenever the occasion offers, will
take such positive action in the United Nations and elsewhere as will best serve our objectives of seeking to force the Soviet Union
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to desist from gross violations of human
rights in areas under its control.
Sincerely yours,
JACK K. MCFALL,

introduced by Yugoslavia serves as an 1llus•
tratlon.
Very sincerely yours,
(Mrs.) F'RANltLIN D. ROOSEVELT,

Assistant Secretary

(For the Acting Secretary of State.)
UNITED STATES DELEGATION TO THE
SIXTH REGULAR SESSION OF THE
UNrrED NATIONS GENERAL AssEMBLY,
Paris, France, December 5, 1951.

Mr. ANDREW VALUCHECK,
Czechoslovak National Council of
America, ·
New York, N. Y.

GENTLEMEN: As the Acting Chairman of
the American Delegation at the Sixth General Assembly of the U. N., I wish to reply
to your joint cable of November 24, addressed
to the Secretary of State suggesting that the
United States delegation present a new item
on the Assembly Agenda regarding deportations, persecutions, and other violations of
human rights in the countries behind the
iron curtain.
First let me assure you -that the United
States delegation is maintaining an active
interest in the violations of human rights
by the Soviet Union and its puppet governments. At the same time, our delegation
is taking the leadership in the positive work
of setting standards for the safeguarding
of human rights through the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the drafting
of a Covenant on Human Rights.
We are exposing the assaults of police
states against fundamental freedoms and
human rights in consideration of such questions as the refugee problem, the mo, the
violation of treaty agreements in Hungary,
Rumania, and Bulgaria, slave labor camps,
and treatment of prisoners of war.
May I also draw your attention to the
following statement from the address of the
Secretary of State to the General Assembly
on November 8:
"Millions of persons now work as slaves in
forced labor camps, and tens of thousands
of persons are being compelled to leave their
homes by mass deportations. • • • The
hopes of the civilized world that the mass
persecutions of the Hitler regime would never
be repeated have proved to be in vain. • • •
Culture and religion have been made the
special victixns of this tyranny-scientists
and scholars, artists and churchmen-all are
forced to conform to the single dogma of
the all-powerful state. • • • These calculated denials of basic human rights are a
matter of concern to the world community."
A copy of the full text of that speech is
enclosed.
Thank you for your suggestion concerning
additional measures which might be proposed. These views will be brought to the
attention of officers of the delegation. However, our delegation is instructed by the
Department of State on policy matters.
I should like to point out, in conclusion,
that it is virtually impossible for our delegation to place a. charge of genocide on the
agenda or even to press it hard in debate,
in view of the fact that the United States
is not .a party to the Genocide Convention.
As soon as the Senate consents to the ratification of that Convention, our delegations
in the United Nations' bodies ·will be in a
much better position to take action as ap..:.
propriate on the subject.
Although it is not our present intention
under instructions from the Department of
State to introduce a new item on the agenda
on this subject, we a.re taking advantage of
appropriate opportunities to speak about it.
The enclosed text of our speech on the itexn

APRIL 11, 1952.

Hon. DEAN G. AcHESoN,
Secretary of State,
United States Department of State,
Washington, D. c.
MY DEAR MR. SECRETARY: In a letter to yoU
of January 11, 1952, I and a number of other

Congressmen urged you to seek to arrange for
an immediate investigation of Soviet genocide by the United Nations Assembly. The
reply of Mr. Jack K. McFall, Assistant Secretary of State, dated February 19, 1952, raises
a few more points.
Mr. McFall suggests that the failure of the'
United States to ratify the Genocide Convention created an obstacle to our urging of
such an investigation. From Mr. McFall's
statements . I conclude that there is some
confusion of thought within the State Department on the nature of genocide. Genocide is and always has been a serious crime
endangering international peace and security. It was such a crime before the
adoption of the Genocide Convention and
before the existence of the United Nations
itself.
Moreover the mass phenomenon of genocide which can and is being perpetrated
thTough the media of select liquidations and
extensive deportations to slow-death labor
camps, is, especially where it involves the
insidious destruction of nations, both logically and actually distinguishable from the
normal issue of individual human rights, and
therefore should not be confused with the
latter.
Independent of the Genocide Convention,
the United Nations Charter provides various
procedures which can be used to investigate
and expose this heinous crime which so violently rends the already torn fabric of world
peace.
Mr. McFall in his letter has already suggested one course of action by referring to
the fact that under the leadership of the
United States, the United Nations Economic
and Security Council set up an ad hoc Committee on Forced Labor. Could not a similar committee be set up to investigate geno•
cide, which as a separate general circumstance is effected through the practice of
forced labor?
Article 11, section 2, of the United Nations
Charter provides that the General Assembly
may discuss questions relating to the maintenance of international peace and security,
This section further provides that such
questions can be brought before it not only
by any member of the United Nations, but
by any State, whether a memter · of the
United Nations or not. Could not then the
United States bring up the question of
genocide under the provisions of this section?
Again section 3 of article 11 provides "The
General Assembly may call the attention of
the Security Council to situations which are
likely to endanger international peace and
security." Here too is a provision under
which the U.N. General Assembly could act.
Furthermore, article 13, section 1 provides
"the General Assembly shall initiate studies
and make recommendations for the purpose
of: • • • assisting in the realization of
human rights and fundamental freedoxns for
all without distinction as to race, sex, lan·
guage, o:· religion." Note the language here
is mandatory not merely permissive. Thus.
under this section the U.N. General Assembly is derelict in lts specific duties if it falla

to initiate a study of genocide, which in the
Soviet case strikes at the very base of national existence itself.
And finally article 10 of the United Nations
Charter provides "The General Assembly may
discuss any questions or any matters within
the scope of the present charter" and article
14 provides that the General Assembly may
recommend measures "for the peaceful adjustment of any situation, regardless of
origin, which it deems likely to impair the
general welfare or friendly relations among
nations, including situations resulting from
a violation of the provisions of the present
charter setting forth the purposes and principles of the United Nations."
The above cited sections of the United Nations Charter provide more than sufficient
machinery to investigate and ex:>ose SOviet
genocide.
Mr. McFall raises the question of proof of
Soviet acts of genocide. The purpose of having an investibation by the United Nations
of Soviet genocide is to develop still more
proof of the crimes. We did not suggest in
our letter to you that the General Assembly
adopt a condemnatory resolution before it
had "overyvhelmingly convincing evidence
of the allegations." I am sure that with the
thousands of refugees who have escaped Soviet terrorism and are now in the free world,
that there would be superabundance of testimony available for any investigatory body
Which the United Nations might create.
Mr. McFall also states that the State Department has a considerable body of evidence
of Soviet genocide but "unfortunately" some
of it deals with events which took place long
ago. This is not unfortunate. The fact
that some of these acts took place long ago
actually strengthens the case against Soviet
genocide in showi.ng .it to be a permanent
Soviet policy and not a casual, passing occurrence.
If, however, our Government is reluctant
to request the creation of such an investigatory body in the United Nations before it
can "prove beyond peradventure of a doubt
that the charges are true" then perhaps it
would be advisable to create a congressional
committee to investigate Soviet genocide. I
would be glad to urge the creation of such
a committee.
Sincerely yours,
CHARLES J. KERSTEN,
Member of

Congres~.

Worship in Capitol
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OVERTON BROOKS
OF LOUISIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr . .BROOKS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to revise and extend my remarks, I
would like to have included in the CON•
GRESSIONAL RECORD the following editorial entitled "Worship in Capitol,"
taken from the Shreveport Journal of
April 24, 1952:
WOasHIP IN CAPITOL
In a newsletter to newspapers o! his district Representative OvERTON· BROOKS gave
this very impressive notice of more attention
being sought for the cause of religion at
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private industry. At my request early 1n
Washington, which, as published reports and
1949 the Director of the Bureau of the
broadcasts indicate, is a scene of many evil
Budget supplied tabular comparisons of
happenings, including those connected with
existing and then-proposed military and
governmental affairs:
civilian employee compensation. Those
"Congressman BROOKS HAYS, of Little Rock,
comparisons were presented to the Senate
Ark., believes there is not enough religion
and appeared in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
in the Nation's Capitol and I agree with him
volume 95, part 5, pages 6110-6119. I feel
fully. He has introduced a resolution asking
that this clear-cut presentation contributed
Congress to set aside a small room in the
materially to the understanding and coordi·
Capitol where Members and employees can
nation of the pay-increase measures then
repair, removed from the cares and turmoil
enacted for these two major groups of Fedof active work, to quietly devote themselves
eral employees.
to prayer worship. It is an excellent idea
and I am supporting it. The place should
4. In order to provide perspective in our
be entirely nonsectarian, equally available to
present consideration of military pay increases,
I have requested similar tabular
all creeds, Protestants, Catholics, Jews."
The place for worship in the Nation's Capcomparisons of existing military and classiitol is something which every Member of
fied employees pay scales. Also included in
Congress should support. We commend , these comparisons are the proposed military
pay rates provided by H. R. 5715, as it passed
Congressman OvERTON BROOKS for his expresthe House of Representatives. I believe
sion in its favor.
that this information and analysis is highly
Had there been more religious interest
manifested many evils from which the public
important to enable us to make fair and
1s suffering would have been prevented.
reasonable adjustments in the military pay
structure. At the same time we should
avoid creating unwarranted distortions between the military and the civilian compensation scales.
Comparability of Military Pay With
5. The tabular comparisons indicate several points which we should consider in
Civilian Pay
connection with revision of military pay, for
example:
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
A. Tax-free allowances to military personOF
nel have become of increasing importance
as tax rates have risen. Differences in tax
status alter the real effect of pay proposals
OF VERMONT
which on their face might seem to provide
equal treatment for military and civilian
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
personnel. To illustrate, assume military
Monday, May 12, 1952
and civilian employees with surtax net inMr. FLANDERS. Mr. President, while come of $4,000 to $6,000. An increase in the
pay will be subject to a marginal
the military pay bill, H. R. 5715, was civilian
tax rate, under present law, of 29 percent.
under discussion, the Bureau of the For
every dollar of increased pay his dis. Budget, at my request, provided certain posable income after taxes is increased by
figures showing comparability of mili- 71 cents, whereas increases in tax-free allowtary pay with civilian pay among Gov- ances of military personnel increase disposaernment employees. Feeling that that is ble income by 100 cents on the dollar.
basic information, which will be useful Clearly, a 10-percent increase in pay and
allowances for both types of personnel rein any later consideration of questions sults
actually in unequal treatment.
pertaining to military pay and civilian
B. When the value of retirement benefits
pay, I ask unanimous consent to have each year are adde~ to the active service pay
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD a. we find that military pay at each lev~l is
statement prepared by me and tabula- now substantially more than pay for the cortion furnished by the Bureau of the responding level for classified civilian employees. The proposed rates under H. R.
Budget.
would have increased this disparity
There being no objection, the state- 5715
ment .and tables were ordered to be unreasonably.
The Budget Bureau tables (notably table
printed in the RECORD as follows:
2) indicate the estimated annual value of
STATEMENT BY SENATOR FLANDERS
retirement and other deferred benefits to
civilian and military employees. These ben1. The concepts under which the military
efits add a sizable proportion-roughly onepay structure have been developed and the
sixth pf the total pay and allowances in most
Government is obligated to feed, clothe, and
cases-to other compensation of military
house military personnel have been long
employees since the Government pays the
established. I am in accord with the view
entire cost of military retirement benefits.
that military men should have pay adequate
But
civil-service employees contribute 6 perfor, and suited to, their special circent of their total pay and the Government
cumstances.
contributes another 6 percent on the average.
2. However, the Congress has allowed a
Thus civilian employees generally receive rehighly complex military pay s-tructure to be
tirement benefits of only about one-half or
created. In addition to base pay, consideraone-third the amount enjoyed by military
tion must be given to longevity pay, taxpersonnel.
free allowances for quarters and subsistence,
C. The military retirement system is far
pay in kind, and a variety of special types
more liberal than the system used for the
of pay. This situation makes it difficult to
civil-service employees. The costly features
discern the total annual pay for respective
of the m111tary retirement system can be
levels of military rank and it makes a simple
spotted from table 1b:
comparison of military and civilian pay
(a) Every insurance man knows that life
structures virtually impossible.
annuities at an early age are extremely
3. I have long been concerned with the
costly. Present laws still permit military
maintenance of a reasonable balance in pay
retirement after 20 or 25 years of service, or
structures as among the military, the Federal classified employees, and employees of
at 40 or 45 years of age !or enlisted men,

HON. RALPH E. FLANDERS

although retirement of officers is temporarily limited to those having 30 years of service. These provisions are generally more
liberal than retirement provisions under
civil service.
(b) Disability retirement for military personnel is still quite generous, and is costly
to the Government, even though it was
somewhat restricted in 1949.
(c) Computation of military retirement
pay is on the basis of the highest grade held
for 6 months. Under civil service the highest average salary for 5 years is the basis.
(d) All military personnel also have valuable benefits under laws administered by the
Veterans' Administration. They have rights
to disability compensation benefits and to
substantial survivors' benefit rights. The
VA death compensation and $10,000 indemnity benefits provide a very considerable
amount of free life insurance protection to
the families of every enlisted man and officer.
(See table 1 (b), sec. IX E.)
·(e) Most important of all, military personnel do not contribute toward their retirement.
5. To simplify the over-all comparison o!
existing pay structures of military and civilian personnel I have indicated in table 3 the
differences in pay at respective levels. The
differences are shown both for active-duty
compensation only and also for total compensation, including the Government's contributions for deferred benefits.
A. Active-duty compensation.
On the basis of active-duty compensation
only, th~ present pay scales in the officer
ranks of the military conform fairly closely
to comparable civilian ranks. In most instances this comparison favors the military,
but the differences are small. In the lower
levels, 1. e., those for enlisted men and civilian employees GB-1 to 7, the active-duty
compensation for military personnel now
substantially exceeds civilian pay, being
from 8 to 2"3 percent higher.
If consideration is given to disposable income or take-home pay, the comparison is,
of course, more favorable to the military. Six
percent of civilian employees' pay is withheld as contribution to retirement funds,
while no such deduction is made for the
military. In addition, portions of military
compensation are not subject to Federal income taxes. Hence, if comparison is made
in terms of take-home pay, the military pay
scales under present law is ahead of Federal
civilian pay scales at all levels.
B. Total compensation.
When we take total compensation into account, including the present annual value
of deferred benefits, the military pay scales
now leave the civilian employees far behind
in all cases. This is true under present law
and before the pay increase now under consideration for the milita!Y· In the upper
ranks the extent to which total military
compensation exceeds civilian ranges from
7 to 20 percent. In the enlisted grades the
excess of military pay over comparable civilservice grades now ranges from 12 to 34
percent.
6. I would like to illustrate the need for
careful consideration in pay adjustments in
order to mantain reasonable balance. Under
existing law, when all retirement benefits,
allowances, and tax advantages are considered, the Chief of Staff receives $22,511,
while the total compensation of the Secretary of Defense is $23,850. Under the 10percent increase proposed in H. R. 5715 as
passed by the House, . the compensation of
the Chief of Staff would· be $24,342 a year,
or $492 more than his superior, the civilian
Secretary of Defense.
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COMPAJUSON OF MILITARY AND FEDERAL CLASSD'IED CiviLIAN COMPENSATION-PREsENT SYSTEKS AND PROPOSED REvisiONS
TABLE 1 (a) .-Comparison

Components of compensation.

oj major elements of present and proposed military pay with civil-service pay
Military

Civilian

Military compensations is composed of base pay, longevity pay, allowances for quarters
and subsistence (tax-free cash or furnished "in kind"), and under certain circumstances,
a series of special pays. Under H. R. 5715 the basic structure remains the same. Military pay attaches to the serviceman regardless of the job to which he is assigned.
. 1. Base pay: An aunual amount rl!Dging from $2,565 for second lieutenants to $11,115
for major generals. For enlisted personnel the range is from $900 to $2,381 per
year. H. R. 5715 would increase these amounts by 10 percent. Tax exemptions
are provided for service in combat zones until Jan. 1, 1954.
2. Longevity pay: The basic pay schedule includes increases in pay for each grade at
2- and 4-year intervals, generally according to career expectancy, based on cumulative years of service. Increases apply to all officer grades and to all enlisted
•
fr
.
.
ffi
.
.
grades.
3. Quarters allowance: A. tax- ee allowance lSDOW provided o cers m varymg amounts
depending upon grade and dependency status when occupying other than Government quarters; The allowance ranges from $720 a year for second lieutenants
without dependents to $1,800 a year for general officers with dependents. Cash
quarters allowances to en1isted personnel are generally restricted to married personnel of the top 3 grades, and to personnel of the fourth grade after 7 years' service,
who are authorized to quarter separately. Under the Dependents Assistance Act
of 1950 the allowances for enlisted personnel in the 4 top grades were set at $900 a
year for those with not over 2 dependents, and $1,020 for those with over 2 dependents. Allowances from $540 to $1,020 a year were also authorized for enlisted personnel in the 3 lower grades with dependents. Under H. R. 5715 tbe rates of
quarters allowances payable to officers and to enlisted personnel would be increased by 10 percent. When public quarters are occupied, the allowances are not
paid.
4. Subsistence allowance: At present, officers of all grades receive a tax-free subsistence
allowance of $504 per year regardless of dependency status. Cash subsistence
allowances for enlisted personnel are now generally provided only to married personnel of the top 3 grades, and to personnel of the fourth grade after 7 years' service,
who are authorized to mess separately, and amount to $438 a year. Under H. R.
5715 they would also be at the rate of $438 a year. Officers would receive $554 a

Civilian rates of pay provided under the Classification Act
for graded employees are established by Congress in the
form of a gross aunual salary, all of which is subject to income tax liability. Civil service pay attaches to the civilservice employee while performing duties classified at this
.grade.
1. Compensation: Personnel subject to the Classification
Act enter each grade to which allocated at a stated
entry rate for that grade, regardless of years of Federal service in lower grades, and receive within-grade
promotions based upon time and performance of
satisfactory service in grade. Annual pay rates
range from $2,500 a year for the GS-1 grade to $14,800
a year for the GS-18 grade.
Ungraded employees are paid on an hourly or
daily basis at rates of pay provided for by wage
boards established by departmental action;
these rates are based on average pay in the private economy in the locality for the type of work
performed.
2. Overtime: In general, overtime for work authorized
in excess of 40 hours per week is compensated at time
and half rates for employees with basic compensation
of under $2,980 per aunum and at lesser amounts for
employees in higher grades.
S. Night differential: In general, additional pay of 10 percent of basic compensation is authorized for employees whose normal work period is other than
during daytime.

p[~in kind":

Under the existing pay system enlisted personnel receive only a part
of their total compensation in cash1 while the balance is made up by subsistence,
clothing, shelter, etc., furnished 'in kind" and nontaxable. For example, the
base pay of a private is $900 a year while the subsistence, clothing, and shelter provided in addition is valued at $1,426 per year. Officers also receive perquisites "in
kind" such as medical care.
6. Special pay: In addition to the above basic compensations and allowances, various
special pays are provided. For the performance of certain types of hazardous
duty (aerial flight, submarine duty, glider flight, parachute jumping, diving,
demolition) a standard scale of extra pay is provided ranging from $360 to $900 a
year for the various enlisted grades and from $1,200 to $2,520 a year for the officer
ranks.
Enlisted personnel on sea or foreign duty are presently entitled to extra pay
ranging from $96 to $270 a year for the various grades. Enlisted personnel who
reenlist receive bonuses rangin~ up to $360. At present doctors and dentists
receive an additional $1,200 durmg each year of voluntary service if they enter
military service prior to Sept. 1, 1952. The rates of~pecial pays would not be
changed by H. R. 5715.
Hours of work.------ Military personnel are on call at all hours of the day, 7 days a week. Work :performed at
headquarters and field installations and wherever else possible is accomplished within
an administrative workweek of about 40 hours.
15.

TABLE 1 (b) .-Comparison

The statutory workweek for both graded and ungraded employees has been established at 40 hours, and work performed in excess of that is authorized to be compensated by
payment of overtime or granting of compensatory time off.

of present rettrement and survivor benefits jor uniformed forces with benefits jor civil-service employees
Existing benefits for uniformed forces (based on Army-Air Force system)
Existing benefits for civil-service employees

Provision
Officers

..

I. Contribution by employee•••••••••••• No provision.
II. Benefit formula:
A. Retirement aunulty (com- 2~2 percent of basic pay of highest rank held
satisfactorily 6 months during World War IT,
mencing at retirement exor during 1947-57 tbe highest temporary grade
cept as modified by subsein which serving at retirement (at rate memquent provisions, and payber would be entitled to receive at retirement
able for life unless otherwise
if serving in such rank) multiplied by years
noted).
of service.•
Maximum: 75 percent of basic pay used in computation.
B. Severance pay (lump sum) •••• (1) Less than 3 years on active list, unless disabled: no benefits.
(2) After 3 years on active list: 2 months' basic
pay for each year of service not to exceed
total of 2 years' E::Y (applies only if individual not eligib e for service or disability
retirement).
ill. Compulsory retirement for age:
(1) Mandatory retirement at age 64.
A. Eligibility conditions.
!

Enlisted
No provision.

6 percent of pay.

S_!lme as officers.

1~2

No ~rovlsion, except If disabed.

No provision.

percent of average pay during any 5 consecutive years, multiplied by years of service: or (U
average pay is less than $5,000), the sum of $25
and 1 percent of such average, multiplied by
years of service.

Maximum: 80 percent of such average salary.

•

Age 70 with 15 years' service. Subje<'t to exempNo provision.
tion by President.
(2) Mandatory retirement for all in grade of
major general at age 62.
(3) Mandatory retirement for all in permanent
grade of brigadier general or below at age
60.
IT-A.
Do.
Retirement pay for the above equal to 2~ per:B. Amount of benefit.
cent of monthly base and longevity pay for
each year of active duty t-no more than 7/S
percent or less than 50 percent.
1 These phrases, "years of service" and !'each year of active duty," refer to each year of service now creditable In the oomputation of basic pay-Includes Inactive service fn
Reserve components and National Guard,
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Existing benefits for uniformed forces (based on Army-Air Force system)
Provision

Existing benefits for civil-service employees
Officers

IV. Optional retirement:
A. Eligibility conditions.

(1) Retirement upon application after 40 years
ofservice-75 percent of base pay.

(2) Retirement upon application after 30 years
of service-75 percent of base pay (retirement discretionary with the President).

B. Amount of benefit.

.

(3) Retirement between 20 and 30 years' service
at discretion of head of department (at
least 10 years of which must be active
Federal commissioned service). The Department of Defense Appropriation Act,
1952, restricts retirement during fiscal year
1952 to cases where mandatory age is
reached, disability, or where necessary: in
best interest of the service or to avoid
individual hardship.
See I-A for standard formula.

Enlisted

(1) Age 62 with 15 years' service.

Retirement after 30
years service with 75
percent of base pay for
rank held on retirement.
(2) Retirement after 20
years' service with 2;~
percent of base pay for
rank at time of application, for each
year of active Federaf
service not to exceed
30 years (retired pay
may be increased by
10 percent for extraordinary heroism in
line of duty).

(1)

(2) Age 60 with 30 years service.

(3) Age 55 with 30 years' serv "'"·
(4) Age 50 with 20 years' service in the investlga.
tion, apprehension, or detention of persons
suspected or convicted of offenses against
United States criminallaws-recommenda
tion of department head and approval o
Civil Service Commission.

(1) II-A.
(2) II-A .
(3) II-A reduced by ~i percent for each month
under age 60.
.(4) 2 percent of average pay during last 5 years
. multiplied by years of service not exceed
ing 30.

See IV-A.

V. Involuntary separation:

A. Eligibility conditio08,

(1) Less than 3 years active list: no benefits.

No provision.

(2) Over 3 years on active list and:
(a) Failure for selection for promotion
and less than 20 to 30 years' service
depending on grade-severance
pay. (See II-B.) ·
(b) Failure for selection for promotion
and 20 to-30 years' service, depending on grade: Retired in grade wth
retirement pay if eligible for voluntary retirement; not eligible for
voluntary retirement, severance
pay as above.
(c) Inefficient, morally unfit, or misconduct.
B. Amount of benefit.

VI. Voluntary separation.

VII. Disability retirement:

A. Eligibility condition.

:B. Amount of benefit.

Separated for reasons other than cause on
charges of misconduct or delinquency after
25 years' service-no age restriction.
(2) At least 5 but less than 20 years of civilian
service-no restriction on age or reasons for
separation.

(1)

.
(3) A't least 20 years of civilian service-no restriction on age or reason for separation.
(4) Less than 5 years of civilian service.
(1) II-A reduced by }4 percent for each month
under age 60.
(2) Choice of (a) II-A, but commencing no
earlier than age 62; or (b) return of contributions with interest.
(3) Il-A, but commencing not earlier than age 62.
(4) Return of contributions with interest.

(1) Less than 3 years on active list: no benefits.

No provision.

(2) After 3 years on active list:
(a) Severance pay as in II-B.
(b) Retirement benefit as in II-A.
(c) 1 month's base and longevity pay
for each year of active Federal commissioned S!'rvice, not to exceed 1
year's pay (applies only if individual not eligible for service or
disahility retirement).
See IV.

See IV.

Same as V-(2), (3), and '(4};·

Same as for officert.

(1) Injury while in performance of duty.

(1) Disability the "proximate-result of performance of duty":
(a) Rated 30 percent or more disabled
by current Veterans' Administration schedule;
(b) Rated less than 30 percent disabled
by current Veterans' Administration schedule but 20 years' or more
active service;
(c) Rated less than 30 percent disabled
by current Veterans' Administration schedule but less than 20
years' active service.
(2) Disability incurred whilP entitled to receive
basic pay but not the "proximate result"
of performance of duty: Same categories
as index (1) above.

(1) (a) Option of retirement on basis of formula
in II-A or monthly annuity equal to
monthly basic pay rate multiplied by
percentage of disability, with 75 percent maximum, or Veterans' Administration disability t'ompensation benefits.
(b) Same as (a) above.
(c) Severance benefits as In II-B; also Veterans' Administration disability compensation benefits, from which amount
any severance payment is deducted.
(2) Same benefits as for categories under (1)
above, except that minimum of 8 years'
active service Is required to qualify for an·
nuit:v under category (1) (a),

Do.

Do.
,

Do.

(2) After 5 years of civilian service. Totally disabled for useful and efficient service in grade
or class of position occupied, by reason of
disease or injury not due to vicious habits,
intemperance, or willful misconduct (with·
in 5 years prior to becoming disabled).
No distinction between disability in line of
duty, and not in line of duty.
(1) If eligible for compensation under Employees
Compensation Act of Sept. 7, 1916, may
elect either the Employees Compensation
or the Civil Service Retirement benefit but
may not receive both covering the same
period of time.

_(2) Benefits under Civil Service Retirement Act
on basis of standard formula. (See II-A.)
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bene~ts

jor civil-service employees-Con.

Existing benefits for uniformed forces (based on Army-Air Force system)
Provision

E.xisting benefits for civil-service employees
Officers

VII. Disability retirement-Continued
C. Benefits under veterans' laws.

(1) Under veterans' laws disability compensation is available for injury or disease incurred or aggravated in s~rvice; regardless

Enlisted

Same as for officers.

~~~~~;h~;;e~r;: 3i~~~i~~;~e~~~~~~~W.ii

D. Physical ~xaminatlon.
E. Recovery from disability.

VIII. Benefits in case of death after retirement:
A. "Eligibility condition.

B. Amount of benefit.

misconduct; ratings based on impairment
for ci vii occupation. Peacetime rates are
80 percent of wartime rates which are:
(a) Partial disability, from $15 to $135
per month.
(b) Total disability, $150 per month.
(c) Various additional payments also
authorized, but tota i pension may
not exceed $360 per month (max
imum total peacetim~ rate: $288
per month) plus any amounts for
dependents
(d) Individual with 50 percent disability
and over eligible for payments for
dependents; peacetime payments
are 80 percent of wartime rates.
(2) Under laws covering specific wartime serv·
ice (including service after June 27, 1950)
veterans having 90 days of service who
have permanent total disability from nonservice-connected causes are eligible for
pensions of $60 a month increasing to $72 a
month after 10 years or after age 65; subject
to income limitation of $1,000 if single, or
$2,500 if with dependents.
Examination every 18 months if disability is
"temporary." U disability is rated "per·
manent," benefit is for life and without physi·
cal reexamination.
No provision.

No provision.

If an annuitant recovers before age 60 and is re-

No provision (except under veterans' laws; see
IX-E).

No provision (except under
veterans' laws; see IX-E).

(1) Married employee retired under provision
III, IV, V-A-(1), or VII above, who
elected a reduced annuity (90 to 75 percent
depending on age of spouse).
(2) Unmarried employee in good health retired
under provision III, IV, or V-A-(1) above,
who elected a reduced annuity (90 to 60
percent depending on difference In ages of
employee and beneficiary).
(3) Married male employee retired under provision III, IV, V-A-(1), or VII above, who
is survived by widow and child or children
under 18 years of age.
(4) Employee retired under provision III, IV,
V-A-(1), or VII above, who is survived by
child or children but not by widow or
widower. •
(5) Any death after retirement not included in
1 to 4 above.
(1) 50 percent of employee's annuity prior to
reduction.
·
(2) 50 percent of employee's reduced annuity.
(3) (a) Widow, 50 percent of employee's annuity
prior to any reduction under A-(1) or

No provision.

Do.

No provision.

Annual examination required until age 60 unless
disability is permanent.

stored to an earning capacity which would
permit him to be appointed to some appro·
priate position fairly comparable in compensation to position occupied at retirement, annuity
is contmued temporarily after recovery, not
exceeding 1 year, to afford opportunity to see.k
such available position.
If recovered annuitant fails to obtain reemployment under Civil Service Retirement Act. he
is entitled to deferred annuity at age 62, as in V.

(2);

Child, ~i of widow's annuity, but not
to exceed $900 divided by number of
children or $360 per child, whichever is
lesser. · Upon death of widow, annuity
of children recompiled as in (4) below.
Same as l3) (a); but in (3) (b) not to exceed
·$1,200 divided by number of children or
$480 per child, whichever is lesser.
Excess, if any, of contributions with intE-rest
to retirement over total annuities received
is rerunded; similar refunds are also made
on termination of all survivor annuities
under (1) to (4).
Widow-must be at least age 50 before annuity commences.
Any person with insurable interest.
W~1s~~l:.der age 50; children under age 18 or
Children under 18 or disabled.
Any designated beneficiary; or if no designation, to estate.
Death or remarriage.
Death.
(a) Widow-death, remarriage, or attainment
of age 50.
(b) Child-death, marriage, attainment of
age 18 or recovery from disability if
over 18. When annuity of child is
terminated, annuities of other children
are recomputed as though such child
had not survived employee.
Same as (3) (a).
Lump-sum payment.
(b)

(4)
(5)

C. Eligible beneficiaries.

Do.

Do.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

D. Termination of eligibility.

Do.

Do.

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

{5)
XCVIll-App.--182
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1 (b) .-Comparison of prese11:t retirement and survivor. benefits for uniformed forces with l:Jeneflts tor civil-service employees-Con.
Existing benefits for uniformed forces (based on .Army-.Air Force system)
Existing benefits for civil-service employees

Provision
Enlisted

Officers
IX. Benefits in case of death before retire·
ment:
A. Eligibility condition.

B. Amount of benefit.

Death while on active duty due to wounds or
disease, not result of own misconduct.

A total of 6 months' basic pay, at rate received at
time of death. Lump sum.

C. Eligible beneficiaries.

(1)

D. Termination of eligibility.

(2) Children.
(3) Designated dependent relative (previously
designated by the individual and having
an insurable interest in him.) Payments
made in above order of performance.
No provision.

Same as for officers.

Do.

Widow.

No provision.

(1) Death compensation for death incident to Same as for officers . .
service (incrirred in service) payable to
children under 18 (up to 21 if undergoing
schooling); unremarried widows regardless of age and dependent parents; peace·
time rates are 80 percent of wartime
monthly rates which are: Widow, 'no
children, $75; widow, 1 child, $100; each
additional child, $15; 1 child only, $58;
2 children only, $82; 3 children only, $106;
1
each additional chlld, $20; dependent
father and mother, $60; dependent parent
(1), $35.
(2) Under the Servicemen's Indemnity Act of
1951 (Public Law 23, 82d Cong.) the family
of each serviceman deceased during active
duty, or within 120 days after rplease,.
receives an indemnity of $10,000, payable
over 10 years at the rate of $92.90 per
month, without regard to the number of
dependents or their need.
(3) Under veterans' laws widows and children
of veterans of World War I or II and after
June 27, 1950 (but not of peacetime service),
deceased from non-service-connected
causes are eligible for monthly pensions,
subject to income limitations of $1,000 a
ye.ar for a single pPr~on and $2,50U for 2
or more persons, as follows: Widow only,
$42; widow, 1 child, $54; each additional
child, $6; 1 child only, $21.60; 2 children
only, $.'32.40; 3 children only, $43.20; each
additional child, $4.8U. In the case of
World War II and subsequent sgrvice, the
dependents are only eligible for a pension
if the veteran had a service-connected
disability at time of death.
F. Benefits under Social Security Under the 1950 Social Security Act amendments
(Public Law 734, 81st Cong.) OASI credit
Act.
for World War II service was provided, and
pursuant to the "new start" provisions of the
amendments such credit was carried over to
Jan. 1, 1951. As a result, military personnel
with 18 months or more of World War II
service, or of private employment covered by
OASI, have OASI protection after Jan. 1, 1951,
for twice the duration of such service or cov·
ered employment. Upon death of such insured personnel, their unremarried widows
(with minor children or over 65) and minor
children, or dependent parents are entitled to
survivors' benefits under the standard OASI
formulas even though they receive veterans'
benefits.
X. Benefits to members already retired. Rates of retirement pay for military personnel
Do• .
are generally based on the current rates of basic
pay for active-duty service. Thus any increases in current pay rates are reflected automatically in rates for those on retired rolls.
H. R. 5715 would increase retirement benefits
to those on the retirement rolls by 10 percent.
E .' Benefits under veterans' laws.

Married male employee with 5 years' civilian
service:
(a) Survived by widow.
(b) Survived by widow and minor child
or children.
(2) Any employee with 5 years' civilian service,
survived by minor child or children but
not by widow or widower.
(3) Any deceased employee not included in (1)
or (2).
.
{1) (a) 50 percent of amount as computed in II-A.
(b) {i) Widow-same as (1) (a).
(ii) Child-~2 of widow's annuity but not
to exceed $900 divided by number
of children or $360 for each child,
whichever is lesser. Upon death of
widow, annuity of :::hildren recom·
puted as in (2) below.
(2) Same as (1) (a) but not to exceed $1,200 divided by number of children or $480 per child,
whichever is lesser.
(3) Contributions with interest.
(1) (a) Same as VIII-C{1).
(b) Same as VIII-C(3) .
(2) Same as VIII-C(4).
(3) S~me as VIII-C(5).

(1)

{1) {a) Same a.; VIIl-D (1).
(b) Same as VIII-I? {3).

(2) Same as VIII-D {4).
(3) Same as VIIl-D (5).

Regular civil-service Federal workers are not
covered by 0 ASI; temporary employees during
the present emergency are covered by OASI
but not by the civil-service retirement and
disability system.

Rates of benefits to annuitants are based on their
own 5-year average earnings, and any changes
must be made by retirement legislation sperifically affecting those on retired rolls. For examplr, the act of Feb. 28, 1948, granted to members retired prior to Apr. t, 1948, the choice of(1) An increase of 25 percent, not to exceed
$300; or(2) Retention of present annuity and provision of survivo.r annuity to wife or husband equal to 50 percent of present annuity not to exceed $600.

Pr~f~~~m~mt~n;~tfr~~v~:~ ~~~s ri~o~go~~;~~~

with amended formulas, with proviso that no
annuity should thereby be reduced.

. NOTE.- Retirement and veterans' laws are very complex. This table represents an effort to identify and compare the main features of the existing military and civil-service
benefit systems in relatively simple form. In the process of summarization some details have been dropped, so for exact interpretations n:iore precise references sliould be used.
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2.-Comparison of military and Federal classified civilian compensation, present schedules, and proposed schedules
[Entrance rates, annual rates in dollars]
Grade or rank

Active-duty compensation

Military

Present schedules

Expected entry year 1

Classified
civilian
(General
Schedule) s

Rank

Officers:
30+·---- ----------------------------30+ ---------------------------------30+-- ·------------------------------30 ____ -------------------------------30____________________________________

Chief of Staff ______________________________
0-8 GeneraL ______ ·--------------------0-8 Liet;~tenant generaL----------------0-8 Ma]or generaL---------------------.
0-7 Brigadier generaL.-----------------

Military 3

Classified
civilian 14

(1)

(2)

4

(4)

8, 360 ------9,-568- ------i;5i87, 040
8, 013
1, 231
5, 940
6, 606
985
5, 500 ------------ -----------5, 060
5, 451
759
4, 620 ------------ -----------4, 205
4, 676
616

0-------------------------------------

4, 205
3, 795
3, 410
3,175
2, 950
2, 750
2, 500

37------------------------------------.------------------------------------

TABLE

(3)

Military

Proposed
, rates

Classified
civilian 2 6

Military
(H. R.
5715) ~

(5)

(6)

-~:~~~~====== ~~~~~~~·~~~~~ -----~~:-:- -----ii,"iii3- ------1,"847- --------~~- -------2,"ii32

1-------------------------------------

'l'hese are entry years under norma: conditions as estimated by Advisory Commission on Service .Pay.
2 This table covers only the classified service, with puy rates A.s established by Pubilc
Law 201, 82d Cong. Under Public Law 359, 81st Cong., which fixes tbP pay of top
Federal executives, the beads of executive departments receive $22,500 a year, under
secretaries $17 .500 a year, and other officials rates as specified for them. The pay of
top executives i'l Rlso subject to a 6 percent deduction for retirement, and the Government likewise contributes a part of the retirement costs.
a Figures cover base and longevity pay, quarters, subsistence, and dependents'
allowances (including subsistence. shelter, clothing, etc., "in kind" to enlisted) and
value of military tax exemptions. Other special pay ls in addition. 1 dependent is
assumed. For details refer to tables 2A and 2B.
4 These pay rates are subject to 6 percent deduction for retirement which therefore
reduces current take-home pay by that percentage below the figures shown here.
See table 2C.
·
6 These estimates cover the cost to the Government of disability, retirement, severance, and death benefits provided to military personnel on a noncontributory basts,

Military
(H. R.
5715) 3

Present schedules

-------------$19,761 -----------$21, 317
$2,750 -----------$3,025
-------------17,261 -----------18,867
2, 750 -----------3, 02.5
-------------15,081 -----------16,587
2, 750 -----------3, 025
GS-18_______
14, 431
$14, 800
15, 917
2, 750
$888
3, 025
GS-17. ______ -------- ---13,000 ------------ -----------780 -----------GS-16_______
12,872
.12, 000
14, 174
2, 380
720
2, 618

25------------------------------------ 0-6 ColoneL---------------------------19_ .. __________________________________ 0-5 Lieutenant colonel.................................... GS-13..............
8, 701
13------------------------------------ 0-4 Major------------------------------- GS-12_______
7, 244
0-3 Captain.---------------------------- GS-11_______
6, 008
GS-10------~ ------ -----3------------------------------------- 0-2 First lieutenant_____________________ GS-9________
4, 958
GS-8 ________ -----------0-1 Second lieutenant. •• ---------------- GS-7________
4, 249
Enlisted:
GS-7 ________
5,184
15.--- -------------------------------- E-7 Master sergeant__------------------- GS-6 ________
sergeant. __ --------------- GS-5.. ______
4,654
1L.•• _--- •• -.---. ---------------.---- E-6 Technical
Staff
sergeant
________________
-------E-5
4,
213
GS-L
______
E-4 Sergeant ____________________ --_-----3, 895
Corporal ____ ----------------- _______ GS 3________
3,183
!_ ___ ------------ ------ --------------- E-3 Private
GS-2..
______
first-class ____________________
2, 996
~2-- --------- ------------------------- E-2
o____ --------------- ~----------------- E-1 Private •••• ----_--------------------- GS-L ______
• 2, 886
1

Proposed
rates

Estimated present annual value of
deferred benefits

5, 564
4, 982
4, 496
4,144
3, 381
3, 179
3, 050

786
643

524
405
310
267
243

~~ -------1,. 670 ·

422
356
330
304
277
252

1, 354
1, 083
835

---------677

252

865
707
576
445
340

228

205
190
177
150
165

294

267

as based on data assembl{'d by the Ad vlsory Commission on Service Pay. The figures
represent the cost to the Government for each employee for encb year Of active service,
assuming 2~2 percent interest per annum from date of accrual for retirement and other
benefits to be ultimately paid to the employees who qualify for such benefits.
6
Estimates cover Government's share of cost of retirement and survivors' benefits
prgvlded under civil service retirement and disability system. The Government
pa<yment to the retirement fund (assuming 2~2 percent interest per annum) would
approximately match the employees' contribution of 6 percent.
NOTE.-The comparisons here presented have been made on the assumptions that
at the upper levels the grade of major general is equivalent to the present GS-18 grade,
since both unrlor existin~ or proposed statutes are of bureau chief level; at tbe lower
Pnd of the officer scale the second lieutenant grade ha~ been related to the present GS-7
grade since both are l!;enerally filled by prolessionally tr!lined persons without job
experience.

2A.-Present military compensation rates

(Entrance rates for person with 1 dependent-annual rates in dollars]
Military grade or rank

Active-duty compensation 1

Base pay

Longevity

Subtotal,
basic pay

(1)

(2)

(3)

Expected entry
years

Rank

Officers:
30+-------------30+-------------30+-------------30---------------25 ________________
30
-·--------------

Chief of Staff ______________
0-8 GeneraL_----------0-8 l-ieutenant general ••
O-R Major generaL -----0-7 Bril!;adier generaL •••
0-6 Colnnel _____ --------0-5 Lieutenant coloneL.
0-4 Major--------------0-3 Captain------------0-2 First lieutenant_ ____
0-1 Second lieutenant. ••

$11,115
11,115
11,115
11,115
9, 234

$342
342
342
342

6,840

855
855
513
342
171

Master sergeant_ ____
Technical sergeant._
Staff sergeant. _______
Sergeant_ ____________
CorporaL __ --------Private first class ____
Private ______________

2, 381
2,029
1, 676
1, 411
1,147
990
900

19 ·-·------------13 ---------------7----------------o3----------------_________________
Enlisted.
15.-------------1L--------------7----------------3----------------!_ ________________

E-7
E-6
E-5
E-4
E-3
o~2_________________
---------------- E-2
E-1

5, 472
4, 617
3, 762
2. 993
2, 565

684

-----------530
352
264
88

-----------------------

------------

$11, 457
11, 457
11. 457
11. 457
9, 918
7. 695
6, 327
5, 130
4, 104
3.164
2, 565
2, 911
2,381
1, 940
1, 499
1,147
990
900

In addition hazard pay, sea and foreign duty pay, and other special pays on the
over-all average about n percent of the total basic pay and basic cash allowances to all
personnel. Some of these s{)Ocial pays (e. g,, sea and foreign-duty pay) are relatively
widely distributed; others (e. g,, Hight pay) go at relatively bigb rates to rel!ltively
small groups. Pay of enlisted personnel and, up to $200 monthly, of officers serving
or injured in combat zones June 24, 1950, to Jan. 1, 1954, is tax-exempt.
2 These are entry years under normal conditions as estimated by Adviso~ y (Hook)
Commi s~ i on on Service Pay.
s Includes allowances to enlisted personnel under Dependents Assistance Act of 1950;
4
Based on Hook. Commission estimates o. December 1948. increased 10 percent for
subsequent price increases.
6 '!'he ta x ad vantage on tax-free pay "in kind" which Is not counted here amounts
to $15n for grades 5-7, and to $180 for gradeJ 1-4.
'• While most officers and top-grade enlisted men have dependents, only a small
proportion of the enlisted men in the lower grades have dependents. For single enlisted men the total "active duty compensation" (column (9)) would be as follows:
E -7, $4,337; E-6, $3,307; E-5, $3,366; E-4, $2,925; E-3, $2,573; E-2, $2,416; E-1, $2,326.
' These estimates cover the cost to the Government of disability, retirement, severance, and death benefits provided to military personnel on a noncontributory basis
1

auarters Subsistence
a owances allowances
(tax-free) a (tax free)
(4)

~

(5)

$1.800
1, 800
1. 800
1, goo
1, 800
1, 440
1. 440
1, 260
1, 080
990
900

8$4. 504
82,704
1, 004

810
810
81'1
810
540
. 540
540

438
438
438

504

504
504
504
504
504
504
504

---------------------------------------------

Food,
clothing,
Tax
Total
Subtotal,
shelter,
active-duty
active-duty advantage
etc., to "gross
on cash
compensa·
pay"
allowances6
tion 6
enlisted
"in kind" 4
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

-----------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------775
775
775
1, 426
1, 426
1, 426
1, 421\

$17, 761
15,961
14, 261
13, 761
12,222
9, 639
8, 271
6,894
5, GS8
4. 658
3. 969
4, 934
4, 404
3, 963
3, 735
3, 113
2, 956
2, 866

$2,000
1,300
820
670
650
430
430
350"
320
300
280
250
250
250

160
70
40
20

Present
annual
value of
deferred
benefits 1
(10)

$19, 761
17, 261
15,081
14, 431
12.872
10, 069
8, 701
7, 244
6, 008
4, 958
4, 249

p, 750

5,184
4, 654
4, 213
3, 895
3, 183
2, 996
2, 886

786
643
524
405
31:J
267
243

2.750
2. 750
2. 750
2. 380
1, 847
1, 518
1, 231
9R5
759
616

under military laws. Based on the actuarial estimates of the Advlsory Commission
on Service Pay (averaging its high and low assumptions, and assuming 2~!!. percent
interest per annum) the "present annual value" or discounted annual cost of these
deferred benefits for regular Army nonfiying officers is about 24 percent of basic pay,
For enlisted personnel the cost to the Government is ahout 27 percent of basic pay.
(If not discounted for Interest the cost is much higher.) The figures shown in column
(10) represent the amounts the Government would have to lay asic1e for eacll employee
for eacfi year of active service~ assuming 2~2 percent interest per annum would be earned
by the retirement fund, to uttimately pay the retirement and other benefits to be provided to the employees who quallfy for benefits. Viewed from another standpoint,
· these are the extra amounts the Government would have to pay its military employees
if they all took out private insurance policies (at cost, without loading, and assuming
2~!! percent interest) to give them the same protection now provided by the Govern·
ment. These figures do not include the value of the survivors' and disability compensation or the $10,000 servicemen's indemnlty~ henefits under veterans laws covering
military personnel in peacetime as well as wRrtime.service.
s Figures include personal money allowances.
NOTE.-The "present annual value of deferred benefits" for single men would be
unchanged from the figures shown in column (10).
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2B.-MiZitary compensation rates as proposed in H. R. 5715

GEntrance rates for person with 1 dependent, annual rates in dollars]
Active duty compensation 1

Military grade or rank

Expected entry
year 2

Officers:
30+-------------30+-------------30+-------------30 ________________
30
----------25 _____
________________
19..••. ------ -·---13 _____ -- --------7------------------~--- ------o3____
_________________

Rank

Chief of Statf ______________
0-8 GeneraL-----------0-8 Lieutenant generaL.
0-8 Major generaL ______
0-7 Brigadier general ..••
0~ ColoneL ____________
0-5 Lieutenant colonel..
0-4 Major ___ •• _. __ ••••..
0-3 Captain. ___ --------0-2 First lieutenant _____
0-1 Second lieutenant ___

Enlisted:
15_______________
11. _______________ E-7
E~
7----------------- E-5
3----------------- E-4
1----------------- E-3
~---------------- E-2
0----------------- E-1

Master sergeant.• --Technical sergeant.••
Staff sergeant________
Sergeant _____________
CorporaL.---------Private ______________
first class ••••
Private

Food,
Subtotal:
clothing, Active duty Tax adTotal ac~uarters Subsistence
shelter, "gross Eay" vantage on tlve duty
a owances allowances
(inclu
ing
etc.,
to
cash
alcompensa(tax-free) a (tax-free)
tion 7
enlisted
lowances 6
~ay "in
ind")6
"in kind"'

Base pay

Longevity

Subtotal
basic pay

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4}

$12,603
12,603
12,603
12,603
10,910
8,465

$1,980
1,980
1, 980
1,980
1,980
1, 584
1, 584
1,386
1,188
1, 087
990

$12,227
12,227
12,227
12,227
10,157
7, 524
6,019
5,079
4,138
3,292
2,822

$376
376
376
376
753
941
941

6,960

5,643
4,514
3,480
2,822

564

376
188

-----------582
388
291
'97

2,620
2, 232
1,843
1, 552
1, 261
1,089
990

3,202
2,620
2, 134
1, 649
1, 261
1,089
990

------------

-----------------------

1 In addition, hazard pay, sea and foreign-duty pay, and other spec!ial pays would
average about 9 percent of the proposed basic pay and basic allowances on the over-all.
Some of these special pays (e. g. sea and foreign-duty pay to enlisted personnel) would
be relatively widely distributed; others (e. g., tlight pay) would go at relatively high
rates to relatively small groups. All pay of enlisted personnel and, up to $200 monthly,
or officers serving or injured in combat zones June24,1950, to Jan.1.1954, is tax-exempt.
2 These are entry years under normal conditions as estimated by
Advisory
\
Commission on Service Pay.
a Based on estimates of December 1948, by the Advisory Commission on Service Pay,
Increased to 10 percent for subsequent price increases.
• Tax advantage on tax-free pay "in kind" to enlisted personnel which i • not counted
here amounts to additional $150 for grades E-5 to E-7, and to $28'1 for grades E-1 to E-4.
a Includes allowances to enlisted personnel under the Dependents Assistance Act
of 1950.
6 Figures include personal money allowances.
1 While most officers and . top-grade enlisted men have dependents, only a small
proportion of the enlisted men in the lower grades have dependents. For single enlisted
men the total "active duty compensation" (column (9)) would be as follows: E-7,
$4,628; E-6, $4,046; E-5, $3,560; E-4, $3,075; E-3, $2,687; E-2, $2,515; E-1, $2,416.
8 These estimates cover the cost to the Government of disability, retirement, severance, and death benefits provided to military personnel on a noncontributory basis

TABLE

(6)

(5)

889
889
889
889
594

594
594

8

$4, 554
e 2, 754
6_1,054
554
554
554
554
554
554

554
554

438
438
438

---------------------------------------------

-----------------------

---------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------$775
775
775
1,426
1,426
1,426
1.426

Present
annual
value of
deferred
benefits 8

(8}

(9)

$19,137
17,337
15,637
15,137
13,444
10,603
9,098
7, 583
6,256
5,121
4, 366

$2,180
1, 530
950
780
730
500
470
430
350
330
310

$21,317
18,867
16,587
15,917
14,174
11,103
9, 568
8,013
6,606
5, 451
4,676

$3,025
3,025
3,025
3,025
2, 618
2,032
1,670
1,354
1,083
835
677

5,304
4, 722
4, 236
3. 964
3, 281
3,109
3, 010

260
260
260
180
100
70
40

5, 564
4, 982
4,496
4,144
3,381
3,179
3,050

865
707
576
445
340
294
267

(7)

(10)

under military laws. The "present annual value" or discounted cost of these deferred
benefits for regular nonflying Army officers would average about 24 percent of basic pay.
For enlisted personnel the cost to the Government would average about 27 percent of
basic pay. (If not discounted for interest, the cost would be much higher.) The figures
shown in column 10 are based on actuarial data presented in the report of the Advisory
Commission on Service Pay and represent the amounts the Government would have
to lay aside for each employee for each year of active service, assuming ~i percent interest per annum would be earned by the retirement fund, to ultimately pay the retirement and other benefits to be provided to those employees who serve long enough and
qualify for benefits. Viewed from another standpoint, these are the extra annual
rates the Government would have to pay its militafr employees 1f they all took out
private insurance policies (at cost, without "loading,' and assuming 2~ percent inter·
est) to give tbem -the same protection now provided by the Government. The figures
reflect only current normal premiums and do not am~rtize the liability for prior service
which would result from the provisions of H. R. 57Hi increasing retirement benefits
for past as well as future service. These figures also do not include the value of the
survivors' and disability compensation or the $10,000 servicemen's indemnity benefits
under veterans laws covering military personnel in peacetime as well as in wartime
service.
NOTE.-Tlle "present annual value of deferred benefits" for single men would be
unchanged from the figures shown in column (10).

20.-Present FederaZ classified civilian pay rates 1
(Entrance rates, annual rates in dollars]

Pay schedules

Classified civilian grade

General service schedule

0 S-18 .•• ----------------------------~----·-----
GS-17 ------------------------------------------GS-16 .•• --------·- ----------- •••••• -----·------GS-15 ••• ------------------------- -------------·GS-14. -----------------------------------------GS-12
0 S-13-__________________________________________
------------------------------------------_

GS-11. _----------------------------------------GS-10·-----------------·-·----------------------

Classi.fled civilian grade

Active service
salary rates z

Present annual
value of deferred
benefits paid by
Government a

(1)

(2)

$14,800
13,000
12,000
10,800
9,600

8,360
7,040
5, 940
5,500

$888
780
720
648
576
502
422

356
330

1 This table covers only the classified service, with pay rates as established by Public
Law 201, 82d Cong., approved Oct. 24, 1951. Under Public Law 359, 81st Cong., which
fixes the pay of top Federal executives, the heads of executive departments receive
$22,500 per year, under secretaries of executive departments $17,500 a year, and other
official rates as specified for them. The pay of top executives is also subject to a 6percent deduction for retirement, and the Government likewise contributes the remain·
der of the retirement costs.
The figures in this table illustrate. the pay and benefits received by employees with
civil service status who are covered by the Civil Service Retirement Act. Under
Executive Order 10180, Nov. 13, 1950, temporary Federal workers employed during the
present emergency are not covered by the Civil Service Retirement Act (unless covered
previously), but are given coverage under the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insuranoo
system. The pay of such employees is subject to the present 1~ {l&'ceilt tax under the
Federal Insurance Contributions Act and the Government likeWlS8 makes a contribu·
tion to the OASI fund of H2 percent of their pay. Although the current take-home

•)

General service schedule

GS-9. ·--·----·-------------·---------·-··--···-·

8~=~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: /
GS-6 •• -----·-·---------······--------------- ---G S -li •• ------------------··-· ___ -- _---·-----.-- __
GS-4 •• -- -----·-------·--····-------------------·
GS-a.--------------·-·--··-·-----------·---·---GS- 2•• ---·-------- -------··----·-------- -------GS-1 •• -·-··------------·---.-------·---------·•·-

Pay schedules

Active service
salary rates 2

Present annual
value of deferred
benefits paid by
Government 3

(1)

(2)

$.'i,OOO
.. 620
.. 205
795

$304
277
252
228

3,175
2, 950
2, 750
2,500

177
165
150

a.

3,410

205

190

pay of these workers is greater than that of employees covered under the Civil Service
Retirement Act. the present value of deferred benefits which they have Is considerably
smaller. Hence their total compensation is smaller than that shown in this table for
regular Federal employees.
2 For workers under the Oivil Service Retirement Act these pay rates are subject to a
deduction of 6 percent for retirement which therefore reduces current take-home
pay by that percentage. This "deferred pay'' is returned to the employee or to his
estate upon separation from the service or upon retirement or death.
a It is estimated that the 6-percent contribution for retirement by the employee
covered by the Civil Service Retirement Act is approximately matched by the Federal
oontrlbution to the Civil Service Retirement fund (assuming 2~ percent interest per
annum). The "present annual value" of these additional deferred benefits paid for by
the Government has been taken, therefore, to be 6 percent of the active service salary
rates.
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3.-Military and classified civilian compensation schedules under present law
[Prepared from data furnished by the Bureau of the Budget]

Grade or rank 1

Military rank

Chief of Staff ________________________________
0-8 General. __________! _____________________
O-S Lieutenant genera--------------------0-8 Major general..........................
0-7 Brigadier genera .••••••• ----------------

0-6 ColoneL_---------·--·----------------0-5 Lieutenant coloneL....................
0-4 Major----------------··---------------0-3 Captain ••. -----------·····------------0-2 First lieutenant·----------------------0-1
E-7
E-Q
E-5
E-4
E-3
E-2
E-1

Second
Masterlieutenant
sergeant_ .•••••••••••••••••••••
_____________________ _
Technical sergeant ••••• ~-------------
Staff sergeant·------------------------Sergeant_ ____ -------------------------CorporaL----------------------------Private
first class _____________________ _
Private ___________ ---------------------

Active duty compensation only (entrance rates)

Classified
civilian
(general
schedule)
---------------------------

--------------

Excess of military over
classified civilian

Classified
civilian 2

Military

Amount

Total compensation (active duty pill! value of deferred
benefits earned)

Classified
civilian

Military

Percen ~

Excess of military over
classified civilian.
Amount

Percent

$19, 761 -------------- -------------- -------------$22, 511
1175,082611 -------------- -------------- -------------~H
•
------$i4;soo· -----··::$369- --------::2~517, 181 ------$~5;;:,ss· ·----+$i;4ii3" ---------+9~5
13, 000 -------------- -----·-------- ------------ - 1:l, 7RO ---------- - --- --------- --- - 12, 872
12, 000
+872
+7. 3
15, 252
12, 720
+2, 532
+ 19. 9
······-------10,800 ------·------- -------------- -·-----------11,448 -------------- -------------10, 069 •••••••• ------131
-1.3
11, 916 -------------+ 1, 740
+ 16.1

iJ,·

g~=it::::: -------~~~~~~-

GS-16.......
GS-15 ..•••••
GS-15 and
14.3
GS-14 ..••••• -··-·--------GS-13.......
8, 701
GS-12.•. __ ••
7, 244
GS-lL......
6, 008
GS-10 •.•.•.. -------------GS-9________
4, 958
GS-8 ..•••••• ------------- GS-L......
4, 249
GS-7 -------5, 184
GS-Q........
4, 654
GS-5........
4, 213
GS-L......
3, 895
GS-3........
3, 183
GS-2.•• ,.....
2, 996
GS-L.......
2, 886

9, 600
8,360
7,040
5, 940
5, 500
5, 060
4, 620
4, 205
4, 205
3, 795
3, 410
3, 175
2, 950
2, 750
2, 500

--------+34i- --------+G- -·---·-io;2i9+204
+68

+2. 9
• +I. 1

-------~-+45" --------+i~i-

+979
+859
+803
+720
+233
+246
+386

+23. 3
+22. 9
+23. 5
+22. 7
+7. 9
+8. 9
+ 15. 4

8, 475
6, 993

--------4;865"
5, 970
5, 297
4, 737
4, 300
3, 493
3, 263
3, 129

10,176
8,862
7,462
6, 296
5,830
5, 364
4,897
4,457
4,457
4,023
3, 615
3,365
3,127
2, 915
2,650

------+i;357" --------+15~3
+1,013
+697

--------+353"

+13.6
+II.l
---------+6~6

--------+408" ---------+9."2
+ 1, 513
+1,274
+I, 122
+935
+366
+348
+479

+ 33. 9
+31. 7
+31.0
+27.8
+II. 7
+11. 9
+18.1

normal years in service.
.
.
hi h
t
. bl t
· ·ta
1
Take-home pay is actually 6 percent lower for classified civilian employees because of retirement deductums w c are no app1wa e o m111 ry personne .
a Average.

1 Assumes
1

We Make Progress Toward Decency
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, permit me
to call attention to an excellent editorial
by Mr. Virgil Pinkley, publisher of the
Los Angeles Mirror. Mr. Pinkley's editorials reflect his great talent and
thoughtfulness. They are among the
best currently appearing in the American
press.
The editorial follows:
WE MAKE PROGRESS TOWARD DECENCY

Recent news developments in such widely
separated points as Malaya and Washington,
D. c., give new hope to decent men and
women everywhere.
The Supreme Court ruled that States have
the right, by proper exercise of police powers,
to outlaw the printing and distribution of
inflammatory falsehoods advocating race
hatred.
This is a wise decision, fully justified by
the facts, and in no way abridges the constitutional right of free speech. The right
to free speech is also accompanied by responsibilities. It was the late Justice Holmes
who pointed out that the right to free speech
does not include the right to holler "Fire!"
in a crowded theater.
That is a good case to use as an example.
The psychopaths and bigots who preach
racial hatreds are quite as dangerous and
irresponsible as the maniac who shouts
"Fire~ ' in a public place. We live in the
midst of a world crisis. Tempers have been
inflamed and judgments dulled by continued
tensions. The hatemongers--many of them
motivated by profit--are trying to exploit
these tensions to create disunity and civil
turmoil at a time when we need unity and
singleness of purpose.

The second news item, from faraway Malaya, reports that Methodist missionaries
there have petitioned the church's governing group to abolish racial segregation within the church.
Dr. Hobart B. Amstutz, president of Trinity
College in Singapore, said that the church's
work was slowed by segregating methodism
into five geographical districts and a sixth
jurisdiction for colored Methodists.
Dr. Amstutz said that Asiatic peoples logically can't understand why Christian missionaries come to Asia when there are such
evidences of discrimination still unremedied
in the United States.
"Why don't you clean up the mess in your
own country?" they ask Dr. Amstutz. "Why
come out to Asia to preach what you don't
practice?"
·
Dr. Amstutz also stressed the fact that
Communist propagandists exploit every evidence of racial discrimination in the United
States--a fact that the Mirror has often
pointed out. Here again is proof that the
United States is being weakened every day by
bigotry and racial intolerance. Russia is winning allies in Asia by simply pointing to
instances of racial intolerance in the United
States, which is proof positive that our advocates of race hatred are-consciously or unconsciously-giving help to Russia.

Mr. Acheson's Wild Pitch
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. 0. C. FISHER
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include a radio address made
by a constituent, Mr. 0. R. Strackbein.
The address follows:

MR. ACHESON'S WILD PITCH

A few weeks ago Great Britain sent a note
to the United States Government complaining against "a most disturbing increase" in
the number of applications filed by United
States producers with the Tariff Commission
seeking greater protection against import
competition. Italy had previously protested
in a like vein. Belgium more recently joined
the ranks of the protestants.
Last week Mr. Dean Acheson, Secretary of
State, in replying to questions at a news
conference, was reported to agree with that
part of the British note which said: "Clearly
the application of loose standards in this
field (that is, of tariff restoration) would
undo much of .what has been accomplished
under the trade-agreements program."
The news report added that Mr. Acheson
made it plain that the State Department also
is concerned at the growing number of
Amertcan industries that are seeking higher
import duties under the escape clause contained in United States trade agreements.
Here we have a view of the State Department's foreign-trade policy that is both
revealing and astounding.
In order to understand the full significance
of Mr. Acheson's present stand, it is necessary to review both the background of the
trade-agreements program and some aspects
of its history.
The program of tariff reduction usually
referred to as the reciprocal trade-agreements
program came into being in 1934 when the
first Trade Agreements Act was passed by
Congress. This act provided simply that
the President might change existing rates of
duty. as much as 50 percent, up or down.
It represented a delegation to the President,
under definite limitations, of a power held
by Congress under the Constitution.
Under this act a number of trade agreements were made in which our duties were
lowered in wholesale fashion on thousands
of items. It was humanly impossible, in
view of the large number of items involved
and the limited amount of time allowed for
the necessary studies, to detarmine to what
level duty rates should be redc:ced or whether they should be reduced at all in given
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instances. The law, of course, provided for
increases in duty as well as reductions, but
only reductions were made.
Altogether our tariff has been reduced
some 50 percent since 1934 in a series of
agreements and conferences. In defense of
the wholesale, meat-ax approach that was
adopted, the Department of State has repeatedly replied to complainants that the Department laid no claim to infallibility; that
some errors might be committed. As a remedy for any resulting injury, the Department time after time pointed to the escape
clause as a safety valve. This clause was first
inserted in a trade agreement at the beginning of 1943. Thereafter it was inserted
into all trade agreements.
What could be more reasonable than this?
If Lhe surgeon's hand slipped arid he cut
too deeply, the patient could always have
a remedy; or if the surgeon worked in the
dark and cut where the sharp blade should
not have touched a vital tissue, the patient,
again, had a remedy.
The remedy, in the form of the escape
clause, however, was rather obscurely worded
and was issued in the form of an Executive
order. Strictly construed, the benefits of the
clause could be denied to almost any applicant by the Tariff Commission, which was
designated the administering agency.
.
From 1934 to mid-1951, or over a penod
of 17 years, only some 20 applications were
made to the Commission by domestic producers. Of this number, only two, or 10
percent of the total, succeeded in squeezing through the needle's eye.
In June 1951 a modified escape · clause
was written into the law by Congress. In
less than a year 15 applications have been
made, to the Tariff Commission for relief
from serious injury caused or threatened by
import competition. The escape clause provides for such relief, either in the form of
restoration of duty rates to the level from
which they had been slashed, or by the establishment of import quotas; or both.
Now, what has been the reaction in the
State Department and among European
countries, recently joined by Canada?
Mr. Acheson is concerned over the grow1ng number of American industries that are·
seeking relief under the escape clause. So
is Britain, so is Italy, and so ,is Belgium. Mr.
Acheson echoes their concern. He speaks
their sentiments. He does nothing to correct their misunderstanding. He turns no
hand, makes no utterance that would put
this country in the proper light before Europe and the world.
Mr. Acheson's trouble is that in the field
of tariffs and trade, the State Department
has run so far afield without legislative authority that recent congressional action has
greatly embarrassed it. Rather than show
up the State Department's usurpation of
legislative powers, Mr. Acheson prefers to
see the United States ·condemned before the
world as a violator of its trade agreements,
as a repudiator of its pledged word and as
an irresponsible actor in the field of international commerce.
Specifically, the State Department in recent years took the bit into its teeth and
made agreements that should first have been
ratified by Congress but were not eveJ?. submitted for ratification. Under the Constitution, Congress regulates our foreign commerce. The State Department has no suc;h
power but has acted as if it did. They have
placed provisions in trade agreements that
go far beyond any power delegated by Congress. For these provisions, they have retrospectively, when challenged, claimed power
directly from the Executive, abstracted from
his authority to conduct foreign relations.
When in 1951 Congress modified the escape
clause in the interest of clarity and good
· sense, it legislated clearly within its fie.ld.
However, in doing so it did not follow State

Department advice. That Department had
acted abroad as 1f it, rather than Congress,
controlled our foreign trade. Other countries were justified in believing that the
voice of the State Department was the volce
of the United States even if it was not.
The recent congressional trend toward reassertion of its authority over foreign trade
has caught Mr. Acheson and his Department
in a dilemma; but the dilemma is of their
own making. Until recently they were deaf
wh~!l they were spoken to.
Their arrogance
in the use of their usurped powers was
singular and unwise. Department spokesmen were devious, indirect, and yet inflexible in pursuit of their objective of tying this
country's hands in foreign trade policy by
vesting it in an international body. Now
they are gathering the harvest which they
themselves so carefully sowed and so painstakingly and laboriously cultivated.
Until recent~y State Department spokesmen stated repeatedly that the small number of cases brought before the Tariff Commission by industry was clear evidence that
few producers had been injured. Now that
more and more applications are made to the
Commission, far from accepting this as an
indication of more widespread injury, we are
told by. Mr. Acheson that it represents an
unfortunate, trend, because of its effect on
our relations with Europe. The Department
of State speaks with two tongues.
,
We may also contrast the Department's
previous readiness to point to the escape
clause as evidence of its willingness to rectify any errors, with its present attitude.
Now that the clause is coming into use for
the purpose for which it was designed, the
Department appears to regard recourse to it
by American producers as something dangerous and even sinister.
Finally, we can discern clearly the double
standard that has been developed toward our
producers, on the one hand, and foreign
countries, on the other. In order to achieve
restoration of a reduced duty by resort to
the Tariff Commission under the escape
· clause, applications must be made one by
one. No longer are thousands of items
herded together as in the tariff-cutting
spree. Not at all. Detailed investigations
are made, one item at a time, by the Commission an4 public hearings are held, sometimes lasting a week on a single application.
'!'he Commission then checks the data so
received by field studies of its own and has a
year in which to make its report to the
President.
Compare this with the tariff-cutting procedure. Thousands of items have been cut
in a single international conference lasting
about 6 months. Mr. Acheson agreed with
the British about the danger of "loose
standards" in this field. If the Tariff Commission standards as just described are
"loose," how could we characterize the
standards used by ()ur tariff-cutting teams?
The fact is that while the back of the
American people was turned, while we were
engaged in war or in preparation for war,
and during a per-iod when import competition was relatively unimportant, the Department of State, in pursuit of grand visions of
controlling and planning world trade and
the economic. factors that determine trade,
made hay too hastily. Now some of that
hay is spoiling in the bale.
Mr. Acheson should face the facts. He
should not save the face of the State Department at the expense of our international
integrity.
If the escape clause was introduced into
trade agreements for the purpose repeatedly
avowed by the State Department, the Secretary of State should not deplore its use by
American producers. No apology is called for.
If infrequent recourse to the clause before
1951 was an indication that no widespread
injury had resulted from broad scale duty

reductions, Mr. Acheson should concede
that a rapid increase in such cases indicates
that injury is spreading rapidly as rising
foreign competition for the first time provides a true test of the State Department's
handiwork.
We repeat: A straightforward exposition of
our foreign trade policy as developed by
Congress leaves nothing for the United States
to apologize for.

Do Not Yield to Pressure on St. Lawrence
Seaway Bill; Defeat It
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES E. VANZANDT
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May ·12, 1952

Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, the
following news article released by the
United Press appeared in the Philadelphia Inquirer on Aprill6. It reveals the
approval on April 15 of a $298,070,000
project for making iron and steel from
taconite, a new method.
The United Press article follows:
Two HUNDRED AND NINETY-EIGHT MILLION AND
SEVENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS 0. K.'D FOR
IRON PROJECT
WASHINGTON, April 15.-The Government
announced today approval of a $298,070,000
project for making iron and steel from taconite, a new method.
That is the cost of new facillties to be
built at Aurora, Minn., by the Erie Mining
Co. The Defense Production Administration said the firm had received tax benefits
on the project.
The plant will be for mining and processing taconite, a rocky deposit containing iron
ore and silica. An economical way of separating one from the other has been developed
after 10 years of research, and processors
hope to produce 15,000,000 tons of iron ore
out of taconite by 1956.

Mr. Speaker, in the same issue of the
, Philadelphia Inquirer that carried the
above news story, there appeared the
following editorial that appeals to Congress to resist the pressure being exerted
in behalf of the St. Lawrence seaway
and furthermore to defeat it.
The editorial follows:
DON'T YIELD TO PRESSURE ON SEAWAY BILL;
DEFEAT IT

With significant staging and timing, President Truman has met with Lester B. Pearson, Canada's Secretary of External · Aftairs,
and other statesmen of the Dominion, and
announced an "informal agreement". under
which Canada would take the first step toward sole construction of the St. Lawrence
seaway.
It might be assumed, in consequence, that
United States participation in this costly and
highly controversial project, so long fought
in Congress, is now out the window. The
assumption is not a safe one. Inherent in
the present move is a strong intimation of
putting the heat on Congress.
The possibility of American action at this
session to join in the seaway venture is not
disposed of. Next week the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee is expected to vote on
a pending bill to authorize full United States
participation in the seaway. Since 1895, on
many occasions, St. Lawrence waterway
measures have been consistently defeated.
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This one should be beaten now, regardless o!
what Canada plans to do.
The best that can be said of the Canadian
plan is that it does not require huge outlays
of American funds. The water highway
would be ice locked 5 months a year and extremely vulnerable in war. One bomb de•
stroying one lock would be enough to shut
the seaway down indefinitely and imperil
continental defense.
The step outlined at Washington brings to
the fore a possib111ty that New York State,
but not the United States, may act jointly
with Canada to develop electric power in
connection with the seaway project.
At least such aspects of the Canadian proposals would relieve American taxpayers of
the burden of shelling out billions for a.
waterway of limited national value which,
however financed and constructed, would
produce profound future effects on the port
of Phlladelphia, on other great Atlantic ports,
and on American railroads.
For these cons,iderations Congress must
make certain that the impending bill for
American participation in the seaway is
defeated.

The Ohio Flag
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK T. BOW
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952
Mr. BOW. Mr. Speaker, on May 9 my
own great State of Ohio observed the
fiftieth anniversary of the adoption of
its official flag.
It was on May 9, 1902, that the General Assembly of Ohio chose the beautiful banner with its three red and two
white horizontal stripes and a blue triangular field with 17 white stars,
grouped around a red disk superimposed
upon a white "0."
Each of these colors, each of these figures, is replete with meaning. Together
they tell much of the story of our great
Buckeye State.
The flag was designed by John Eisemann. The triangles formed by the main
lines of the flag represent hills and valleys, which are depicted also on the
State seal. Ohio's many miles of roads
and waterways are symbolized by the
stripes in flag.
Thirteen stars, indicating the original
States in the Union, are grouped about
the circle which represents the Northwest Territory. Four more stars, placed
in 2 corners of the blue triangular field,
bring the total to 17 stars, thereby signifying that Ohio was the seventeenth
State admitted to the Union.
The white circle with its red center not
only represents the initial letter of
"Ohio," but is suggestive of Ohio's nickname, "The Buckeye State."
This emblem is the second oldest of
Ohio's four State symbols. The great
seal of Ohio was confirmed in 1866; the
scarlet carnation was adopted in 1904
as the State flower; and the cardinal
was chosen as the State bird in 1933.
Recognition of the birth of our Ohio
flag is merely a prelude to the extensive
celebrations our great State is pln.nning
for next year's sesquicentennial, when

Ohio will observe the one hundred and
fiftieth anniversary of its admission to
the Union.

Hazards of Low-Flying Planes
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT T. ROSS
OF" NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952
Mr. ROSS. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include the following resolution of the
No:rth Queens Home Owners Civic
Association:
Whereas the Civil Aeronautics Administration and the Civil Aeronautics Board are
the public agencies with the duty and the
responsibility of regulating air traffic; and
Whereas such agencies by their action and
inaction have failed to adjust the requirements of the air transportation industry to
the rights of individuals who are grievously
adversely affected by the low flight of air·
craft; and
Whereas such public agencies have not
given due recognition to the rights of certain citizens of the United States in the
following respects:
1. Such agencies have failed and refused
to regulate air traffic in the light of the
decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States in the case of United States v. Causby
(328 U. S. 256), where the Court held that
the low flight of aircraft constitutes trespass. There, the Court said:
"The landowner owns at least as much of
the space above the ground as he can occupy
or use in connection with the land. • • •
'I'he fact that he does not occupy it in a
physical sense-by the erection of buildings
and the like-is riot material. As we have
said, the flight of airplanes, which skim the
surface but do not touch it, is as much an
appropriation of the use of the land as a
more conventional entry upon it."
2. Such agencies have failed and refused to
regulate air traffic in the light of judicial
decisions holding that the noise from lowflying aircraft constitutes nuisance. As, for
example, in the case of Swetland v. Curtiss
Airports Corp. ((CCA Ohio) 55 Fed. 2d 201),
where the court said:
"The defendants have the right to establish airports, but they cannot lawfully establish one at a place where its normal operation
will deprive the plaintiffs of the use and
enjoyment of their property."
3. Such agencies for many years have
received the complaints of citizens adversely
affected by the continued low flight of aircraft, and in response, such agencies have
done nothing more than to promise future
relief; and they have failed to determinE!. the
extent, nature, and character of the noise
of low-flying aircraft; they have failed to determinate the extent, nature, and character
of the physical and psychological effect of
such noise on those members of our national
community who reside near airports and who
are thus adversely affected by large numbers
of low-flying aircraft.
4. Such agencies have failed to consider
the physical and the psychological effects o!
the fear of low-flying aircraft.
5. Such agencies well know that as many
as 20,000 aircraft per month are engaged
in the dangerous business of landing and
taking off over the heavily populated areas
of Queens County, N. Y., and other communities; that as many as 250 aircraft per
day use, for example, runway 4-22. at La

Guardia Field, flying at a height as low as
100 feet above the ground, and making a
noise that can scarcely be described, and
which will be believed only when experienced, and they have done nothing to alleviate the distress caused by such low-flying
aircraft.
6. The CAB, by regulation has fixed the
minimum safe altitude of flight and the
lower limits of the navigable air space at
1,000 feet above congested areas, but has
excepted therefrom the most dangerous pa,rt
of flight, namely, landing and taking off,
with the result that over large areas of the
heavily populated areas of Queens County.
there is no effective minimum safe altitude
of flight, and no lower limit of the navigable
airspace.
7. Hundreds of aircraft, day and night, fly
at heights of less than 500 feet above large
portions of Queens County, and at 100 feet
and lower, creating a noise that approaches
the threshold of pain, which seriously and
dangerously interfers with the peaceful and
useful enjoyment of the residences below.
all of which effectively constitutes a taking
of private property without just compensation, contrary to the fifth amendment to the
Constitution of the United States.
8. The CAA has influenced local legislation attempting to regulate and control the
noise and the hazards implicit in the low
flying of great numbers of aircraft over
Queens County.
9. The CAA and the CAB are the governmental agencies clothed with the power and
the authority to regulate air traffic, yet they
have so conducted themselves as to aid in
the creation of airports adjacent to residential areas to the great danger and the
great damage of many citizens, and they
have wholly failed to give effective consideration to individual property rights of this segment of the national population.
Resolved, That the North Queens Home
Owners Civic Association go on record as
.favoring H. R. 601 introduced by Congressman ROBERT TRIPP Ross, to the end that
the callous and inept conduct of s1,1ch agencies, in creating and aiding in the creation
of a situation where large numbers of the
people of Queens County, N. Y., are denied
such elemental rights as the right to sleep
in. peace, the right to cpnverse, and the right
to the peaceful use and occuption of their
homes. may be fully investigated.
'

Maj. Gen. James E. Powell
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN BELL WILLIAMS
OF MISSISSIPPI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952
Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Mr.l
Speaker. under leave to extend my remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD, I
include the following editorial from the
Gulf Coast Times, of Ocean Springs. '
Miss.. which appeared under date of
April 24, 1952.
1
I have the highest regard for Maj.
G.en. James E. Powell, the subject of this
editorial. His record as an officer in the
United States Air Force is, indeed, one
of which he may well be proud. It is unfortunate that he should be made an in- 1
nocent victim of circumstances which he
could not change. It is with this in
mind that I submit the following edi-j
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torial in defense of a great soldier and
airman:
WHY POINT THE FINGER AT GENERAL POWELL?
The report submitted by the Senate subcommit tee which held hearings in Biloxi last
Sept ember to determine the extent to which
gambling was influencing the morale of the
airmen at Keesler AFB is, to put it mildly,
slightly disappointing.
We refer principally to the amount of space
accorded in the report to the action, or lack
of action, on the part of Gen. James E.
Powell at the air base to protect his airmen.
Analysis of the committee's report brings
us to the conclusion that somewhere along
the line the racketeers were slightly dusted
oft and then placed back on the shelf of indifference from which they were rudely
shaken by the committee's presence here.
Then General Powell was erected as a straw
man whom the committee proceeded to take
apart without much basis in logic.
Publication of the report gave the "me
too" boys a chance to climb all over some
big brass, and they proceeded to do so, apparently taking the . ridiculous position that
General Powell was in some way responsible
for the conditions existing on the coast because he failed to place the entire city of
Biloxi oft limits to his soldiers.
Here we have the picture of a senatorial
committee, with all the power and prestige
of the United ·States Government behind it,
coming to a little city of some 30,000. souls,
subpenaing various persons to be heard, accumulating evidence of violations of State
laws, yet without the power to do anything
about it.
With all their power and prestige, the committee could not elicit a definite answer from
the State, county, and city officials that
gambling would cease.
It is true that the slots were pulled, and
fast, when the committee arrived here.
They were back in again within 30 days,
and were only removed completely when
Gov. Hugh White sent the attorney general
of the State into Jackson, a neighboring
county, and cleaned out a gambling resort
there.
In the interim, General Powell ordered
place after place oft limits and forbade his
entire personnel to frequent places where
gambling was permi'tjted. ·
Now let's examine the facts.
A year ago there were hundreds of slot
machines and wide-open gaL'lbllng on the
coast. The residents of the .coast did not
object so much to the gambling, per se, as
they did to the few dives that were allowed
to flourish where youngsters in uniform were
openly robbed.
- Months of h ard hitting editorial campaign on the part of the Gulf Coast Times,
plus appeals from the parents of boys who
were stationed at Keesler and activity by
some civic committees, brought the Senate
inquiry here.
During all of that time General Powell
made his position clear. He reiterated often
that he did not intend to meddle with the
civil authorities, leaving to them the task of
controlling the gambling. In doing so he
was following the traditional policy of the
military in keeping the milltary and the civil
activities strictly apart.
He maintained this position steadfastly
in the face of growing demand for drastic
action. He restricted his soldiers at the time
of a strike against one of the contractors
on the field, and gave the city of Biloxi a
taste of what could happen in case the
Keesler payroll was withdrawn from circulation.
We have always believed that this action
was taken with tongue in cheek, as a hint to
the civil authorities to clean house.
Throughout the course of the antigambling campaign the position of General
Powell was unassailable. When the committee came here to investigate, it was with

the announced · intention of determining
about twic!'l the average lint cotton producwhether or not the morale of the airmen was
tion for the entire Nation. It's the highest
affected by the gambling conditions. Nothyield of any State where cotton is grown
ing else.
on a very large scale without irrigat ion.
General Powell, testifying before this comIf weather and other conditions continue
mittee, deplored the gambling, but in truth · as favorable as they have started out this
could not say that the morale of his boys had
year, Louisiana cotton growers may do just
been much affected.
as well in 1952, or maybe even a little better.
What was he to do? Depart from the facts
We are glad to be able to take this opportuand the truth?
nity to congratulate them on their achieveBecause he pointed out that there had
ment in 1951 and extend them best wishes
been increased efforts to create recreational
for 1952. That's the kind of farming that
activities at the field; because he refused to
wm help keep Louisiana agriculture sound
punish a large segment o'J the population of
and keep King Cotton from dying on his feet.
Biloxi because of the sins of the few, because
he held strictly to the line, separating the
military from the civil, a traditional military
policy; he is crucified in the Senate report.
Textile Workers Denounce Efforts To Lure
No; we cannot accept this as a true exposition of the material and evidence gathered.
United States Industry to Puerto Rico
We believe that the city, State, and county
officials permitted the laws to be violate.d .
With Low Wage Appeal
We believed then and believe now there is
public sentiment to back up any action that
EXTENSION OF· REMARKS
could be taken to punish those who broke
OF
the laws. We do not see that the matter has
been cleared up by making a two-star general, with a splendid military record, the
scapegoat in this matter.
OF MASSACHUSETrS
General Powell did not foster the gamIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
bling racket.
He did not condone it.
Monday, May 12, 1952
He tried to circumvent public and official
·Mrs.
ROGERS
of Massachusetts. Mr.
indifference in every way he could within
Speaker, under leave to extend my rehis discretion as a military man.
Surely, being on the ground; being actively
marks in the RECORD, I include the folcognizant of the entire situation, his judglowing article from the Trades Unionist
ment is more to be trusted than the snap
<A. F. of L.) , Washington, D. c., of May
judgment of a one-man committee from the
3, 1952:
Nation's Capital.
TEXTILE WORKERS DENOUNCE EFFORTS TO
We appreciate what the committee did.
LURE UNITED STATES INDUSTRY TO PUERTO
It stopped the greater part of the gambling
Rico WITH Low WAGE APPEAL
activities.
We also appreciate the fact that General
MIAMI, F'LA.-With a grand slam at the
Powell, in a difficult and unenviable posiPuerto Rican low-wage lure to mainland in:.
tion, did not upset the economy of the endustries and the reelection of President Antire coast with precipitate action, hurting
thony Valenti and Secretary-Treasurer Lloyd
the stable and decent businessmen, to reach
Klenert, the United Textile Workers of
a few gangsters.
America concluded here this week their most
The salient fact that confronts us in this
successful convention.
matter is that the millions of dollars slThe convention reached its high point
. phoned off the Keesler payroll into the pockwith the appearance of Senator Estes Keets of the gamblers has been allowed to stick
fauver, whbse candidacy for the pre,sidential
there without further investigation and innomination the convention endorsed unaniquiry from other Government agencies.
mously.
General Powell's record at Keesler is one
One of the principal objectives of the conof distinction. His long record of achievevention was protection against rising unemment should not be marred at this late date
ployment in the textile industry. While the
by hasty and, we believe, inconclusive eviunion has made a phenomenal advance in
dence that in a situation of difficult solution
hourly wage rates in the last 10 years, it has
he failed to act as perhaps the Senate comnot been able to protect the membership
mittee wanted him to act.
entirely against unemployment arising out
Whatever the Washington brass or the
of causes not rooted within the industry.
trade-union goons think of the general, he's
It seeks now · to aim at a shortened worka right one in our book.
week, and it proclaimed that removal of
factories to low-wage areas is not a cure
for anything.
NEW DANGER FACES INDUSTRY
Congratulations, CoHon Growers
Because of the enormous Puerto Rican
propaganda to entice industries to the island
as a land of sensible wage rates, it was
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
singled out for denunciation in a special
OF
resolution adopted by unanimous vote.
"Low wages do not of · themselves make for
profitable operation," the resolution said,
OF LOUISIANA
by way of warning employers against flight
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
from established community sources of
skllled workers. It pointed out, also, that
Monday, May 12, 1952
''dictator government" in Puerto Rico "can
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker, under take away whatever it can grant" arid with
leave to revise and extend my remarks, equal ease.
"Whereas the legitimate object of indusI include in the REcoRD the following
editorial entitled "Congratulations, Cot- try, including our own," said the resolution,
"should be the production of commodities
ton Growers":
on a basis that affords a fair profit to manCONGRATULATIONS, CO'l"I'ON GROWERS
agement and fair wages to workers, with good
working conditions; and
.
Louisiana cotton growers did a good job
1n 1951-a better job than a lot of us realized.
"Whereas our union has long been forced
They grew an average of 400 pounds of lint
to contend with wages and conditions of
cottou. to the acre. That's either a record
work that have required constant struggle
or very nearly a record tor Louisiana. lt'a
for betterment; and

HON. EDITH NOURSE ROGERS .

HON. OVERTON BROOKS
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"Whereas in portions of our industry there
now is unemployment, due to no fault of
the workers; and
"Whereas we now are faced not only with
the old-time problem of plant removal
within continental United States caused by
a management search for low wages, but
must meet a new problem in the effort by
the island of Puert"l Rico to lure mainland
industries to that insular Territory through
promises . of low wages and other forms of
bonuses; and
·
"Whereas it is well established that low
wages do not of themselves make for profit. able operation: Be it
"Resolved, That we warn our industry
against the false appeal of low wages among
an island population that not only does not
understand our methods of production but
thl\t is controlled by a dictator government
that can take away whatever it can grant,
and with equal ease, making for insecurity
and constant risk, and be it further
"Resolved, That we deplore the appeal of
low wages anywhere, under any circumstances, as a lure to our industry, and especially at a time when our mainland factories are struggling for markets for their
output; and finally be it
"Resolved, That we reassert the principle
that there is no substitute for the skill which
our organized workers of the mainland have
developed and that any flight to a promised
land of low wages must· prove a delusion and
a revelation once more of the truth of our
position, which is the outgrowth of freedom and democratic practice under the
American flag."

How Is China To Be Returned to the
Free World if It Allows Her Refugee
Scholars, Scientists, and Professional
Men to Perish, Even Though They Are
Anti-Communist and Western-Oriented 1
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include the following article from the
New York Times of April 29, 1952:
GROUP SEEKS TO AID CHINESE SCHOLARs-MARSHALL AND TAFT ARE AMONG BACKERS OF
PLAN To ASSIST REFUGEES FROM RED AREA
A major new effort to aid 10,000 Chinese
refugee intellectuals now mostly in Hong
Kong,· both for their own sakes and as leaders of a future free China, opened a public
drive last night with an initial appeal for
$1,000,000.
Backing the campaign were leaders of such
diverse past far eastern views as former
Secretary of State George C. Marshall and
two aspirants for the Republican presidential nomination-Senator Robert A. Taft,
of Ohio, and Harold E. Stassen, president of
the University of Pennsylvania.
Representative WALTER H. JUDD, H.epubli. can . of Minnesota, is chairman of the new
organization, the Aid Refugee Chinese Intellectuals, Inc., of 537 Fifth Avenue. It completed a survey mission in Hong Kong in
February and March. ·
Data were made available for the opening
campaign dinner attended by 500 persons
at the Plaza Hotel last night. The reports
sai..l some 200 refugees from Communist
China still seeped into Hong Kong each week

but added that the majority of 8,000 refugee
scholars, scientists, and professionals who
had answered questionnaires were either
totally unemployed or existing on substandard salaries and conditions. Some exiles
· already have turned back to the Communistheld mainland.
BRITISH PROBL'EM
The problem of aid was underlined by the
warning that "in view of the great difficulty
of defending Hong Kong, the British must
avoid any action which might provoke or
seeq]. to justify a Communist aggression."
The aid of the new venture is to resettle
as many refugees as possible outside of Hong
Kong, giving any relief there through existing agencies as much as possible. Projects
under study include creation and enlargement of educational and medical facilities
there and elsewhere, and jobs in connection with American programs such as
point 4, and with United Nations technical
assistance.
Initial expenses have been underwritten
by contributions from the Kresge Foundation of Detroit, the Lilly Endowment of Indianapolis, and the Rockefeller Brothers
Fund of New York, reportedly totaling
$75,000.
Liaison is being set up with the China.
Institute in America for possible employment opportunities ·in this country; the
American Bureau for Medical Aid to China;
the United Board of Christian Colleges; the
Young Men's Christian Association; Catholic
and Protestant mission groups, and other
religious and relief agencies with an interest
in China.
At the dinner Dean Rusk, president of
the Rockefeller Foundation· and until recently Assistant Secretary of State for the
far eastern affairs, said that "There are
many of us who are not convinced that
dictatorship has come to China to stay."
He contended that the Chinese people would
not endure Communist violence to their
traditions.
·PRESERVATION OF GROUP
"It becomes important," · Mr. Rusk said,
"that there be preserved a large body of
trained and competent Chinese in communities outside the borders of China who
could be available to the Chinese people
when freedom returns to "that unhappy
land."
Nationalist China, other governments, private agencies, and international agencies
may be of some help, Mr. Rusk declared, but
added that it would take a clearly demonstrated interest on the part of a large number of private citizens in accomplishing a
result.
Dr. Hu Shih, former Chinese Ambassador
to the United States, said that there never
had been a period in Ch~na's history in which
intellectuals had been subjected to so great
moral and spiritual torture as they are today
in Communist China. In addition, he asserted, a current campaign against employers already has caused 1,000,000 arrests and
forced thousands of suicides.
Other speakers included Representative
Judd, W. Randolph Burgess, treasurer of the
new organization and chairman of the executive committee of the National City Bank,
and the Reverend Frederick A. McGuire, di·
rector of foreign missions for the National
Catholic Conference. He made the Hong
Kong survey with James Ivy, associate director of the Committee for a Free Asia.
MEMBERSHIP LIST
The 7 officers and 7£? members of the new
organization include Claire L. Chennault,
William L. Clayton, Karl T. Compton, William J. Donovan, Paul H. Douglas, James H.
Duff, Charles Edison, William Green, Joseph
C. Grew, Stanley K. Hornbeck, Nelson T.
Johnson, Arthur Bliss Lane, Henry R. Luce,
Paul V. McNutt, Newbold. Morris, Chester w.

Nimitz, Owen D. Roberts, H. Alexander
Smith, Lewis L. Strauss, J. Leighton Stuart,
A. C. Wedemeyer, Sumner Welles, and H. E.
Yarnell.
An educators' advisory board of 27 members and a 10-member Hong Kong advisory
board also have been set up.
The organization made public a message
from 96 American and foreign intellectuals
on the Chinese situation.
"Every intellectual leader worthy of the
name," it said, "must exert his utmost influence to halt the forces of tyranny in his
own land. When he fails he should escape,
if he can, to carry on the struggle. It is the
sacred duty of his more fortunate comrades
abroad who live in freedom to help him in
his hour of despair."
·

Big-Dam Foolishness
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD C. HAGEN
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, March 28, 1952

Mr. HAGEN. Mr. Speaker when a
city like pmaha is menaced 'by flood.waters it becomes a dramatic story and
people everywhere realize how destruc. tive floods can be. But year after year,
hundreds of millions of dollars of valuable farmland is washed away by floods
and too little concern is felt by the rest
of the country. I have proposed a resolution, House Joint Resolution 438 to
.set up a joint committee to study a c~m
prehensive flood-control program utilizing eyery ~ind of project to ste~ wildly
runrung nvers and to save valuable
farmlands, crops, and cities.
I direct your attention to an editorial
from the Bemidji <Minn.) Pioneer of
April 24, which points out there are more
ways to control floods than by putting
all our money into the building of big
dams to the exclusion of all other methods of flood control:
BIG-DAM FooLISHNEss
An article in the current issue of Country
Gentleman points out that while damage to
cities is more highly dramatized in floods,
by far the greater damage is done to rural
lands where not only are buildings damaged
but hundreds and thousands of tons of valuable topsoil are washed down into the sea.
The installation of tremendous dams located a long way down the stream of rivers
is designed to prevent damage to industrial
areas, but the magazine feels that such dams
do not aid, but instead flood out, vast areas
of agricultural land.
"Where," the magazine asks, "would such
big cities as Om~ha and Kansas City be if it
wasn't for the prosperous farm areas from
whence come the cattle, hogs, and grain
that give those cities their reason for being?"
The magazine advocates as a far sounder
program one that halts or slows down excessive precipitation where it falls and before
the little waters unite to form big floods.
This, it maintains, can be accomplished by
little dams in the upstream watershed, plus
modern soil conservation practices.
The article concludes: "The Nation's flood
problem cannot be solved, as some would
have us believe, simply by building big
dams that drive people and their productive
efforts from vast tracts of our best soils. A
sound program must take into account that
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trequent and large floods damage agriculture in upstream areas, which big dams do
nothing about. It must give ·a far more
important place to flood control that makes
productive use of the soil, pays its wayand in actual cases beats the big dams at
their own game of downstream protection by
storage."

Letter Carriers Expose Curtailment Order
as Inhuman Fraud
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. H. R. GROSS
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, from the
outset, the Postmaster General's autocratic curtailment order as an alleged
economy measure has been reprehensible enough. But now, in addition, it
stands exposed as a crippler of letter
carriers, an almost unbelievable example
of inhumanity in what is supposed to be
this enlightened twentieth century.
The following article from .the Washington Daily News, "Written by John
Cramer, justifies a demand that the Post
Office Department, without further procrastination, furnish the public with upto-date disability and death figures.
To its everlasting credit~ the House of
Representatives long ago passed legislation to rescind· the curtailment order but
the Senate let it die on the vine. Mr.
Cramer's article follows:
MAIL

SERVICE

CUT

A FALSE ECONOMY

(By John Cramer)
The AFL National Association of Letter
Carriers has come up with a striking new
argument in its fight against Postmaster
General Donaldson's April 17, 1950, order
curtailing mail service.
It has produced official figures showing
that the disability rate among postal employees has increastld sharply since the ordeJ.".
These figures which I have verified, come
from the Employees Compensation Appeals
Board, which is the final court of appeal for
Federal employees seeking disab111ty pay.
The NALC claims the higher disability rate
can have only one cause-the fact that ~he
order curta111ng mail service, and particularly the part of it which cut residential deliveries to one a day, has meant increased work,
and heavier work, for most postal employees.
According to the Appeals Board, the figures
for the disab111ty rate for all postal employees
was 9.1 for 1947; 9.7 for 1948; 10.2 for
1949; 12.1 for 1950, the first year of the curtailment order; and 11.6 for 1951.
The disabil1ty rate for mail carriers, collectors, and special-delivery messengers, on
whom falls most of the increased workload
resulting from the curtailment order, was
16.3 in 1947; 18.1 in 1948; 17.9 in 1949; and
22 in 1950, the first year of the curtailment
order.
Calendar 1951 figures for this group are
not yet available.
·
By "disability rate," the Appeals Board
says, it means "the frequency of disabling
injuries per 1,000,000 man-hours of work."
It defines disabling injury as any which
causes an employee to lose as much as 8
hours of duty time-or any which results in a
permanent disability. Example: Loss of
part of a little finger would be considered
as producing a permanent disability, but

conceivably might cause the loss of less than
8 hours' duty time.
Figures are not avallable on how the curtailment order has affected sick leave, disab111ty retirements, and deaths on duty.
However, William c. (B111) Doherty, NALO
president, said:
"If the Department were to make the figures available, I':91 certain they would show
that sick leave has increased. And I'm convinced we would find t:hat disability retirements and deaths on duty not only have increased-but actually have trebled. The
curtailment order puts a cruel and inhllhlan
burdP.n on the postal employee, and these
figures prove it.
"Enlightened private industry does everything possible to decrease disability rates.
Our short-sighted Postmaster General, acting
1n the name of phony economy, actually
has increased it-and done so deliberately.
"I question whether he has any slightest
concern for the heartaches brought upon
his employees and their families by unnecessary injuries, and by premature deaths and
retirements.
"In his alleged zeal for economy, however,
he might at least consider that he prod,uces
no economy, but actually a burden on the
taxpayers, when he makes himself responsible for broken bodies and bereaved postalemployee homes."
Mr. Doherty said he would ask the Senate
Post Office and Civil Service Committee to
obtain a complete report on postal employee
sick leave and disabillty retirements.

Mother's Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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the safety of their loved ones in Korea ancl
tor world peace.
OUR OWN MOTHER

When speaking of motherhood, we naturally think of our own mother. We called
her mamma. Mamma was always there
when we needed her-for help and encouragement; advice, if we asked it; discipline,
1f we needed it; and always with love.
We often wonder why mothers are asso·
elated with lavender and old lace; frail
white hands and gentle smile. We would
never connect mamma with lavender and
old lace; and her hands were not frail and
white. They were strong hands, capable ·
hands, and always busy-they had to be to
take care of her large brood. Yes, her smile
was gentle-and also she knew how to be
stern when it was necessary.
As we grow older we marvel at her philosophy concerning her children. She seemed
to realize that her children were completely
her own only at the moment of birth. After
that she began to release us for life, and
the more silent the release, the better it was
for her children.
I realize that some of the philosophy inbred in us (by our papa and mamma) was,
"No bird soars too high if it soars on its
own wings" and anyone is sk1lled who "digs
a ditch with pick and shovel, or builds a
tower unafraid." He or she wm be a success.
We believe that motherhood 18 the most
magnificent garment worn by human
beings-and it is the most vital, the most
essential, and the most powerful job ever
created. Motherhood is a full-time 24-hourday job. It demands the patience of Jobwisdom born of the ages-love so strong and
enduring and so tender it reflects the divine.
The foundation of a home must be built on
flrm rock of discipline, wise judgment, tolerance, and love.

HON. WINT SMITH
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. SMITH of Kansas. Mr. Speaker,
yesterday the newspapers all over the
country carried editorials commemorating Mother's Day. Their many comments were displayed under banner
headlines and artistic covers.
I present herewith a tribute to mothers
written by one of Kansas' outstanding
mothers, Mrs. Frank W. Boyd, Sr., of
Mankato, Kans. She is a noted newspaperwoman of Kansas. This tribute to
mother carries in it the feeling of rural
America. I submit it is as fine and meritorious as any written and published under banner headlines of the metropolitan
press:
Sunday, May 11, will be Mother's Day.
Thoughts of Mother's Day bring such ·a flood
of memories. The greatest defense of Amer·
1ca today is motherhood. Mother and home
are synonymous, and home is the foundation of democracy.
Home should be a refuge in time of trouble.
But home is more than a fllling !)tation by
day and a parking place at night. It is the
recharging station, a dynamo, where restless children and tired husbands flnd rest
and relaxation.
Mothers' hearts, all over the world, beat
prayerfUlly these days. Mothers in Korea
hold only misery in their soft eyes; mothers
1n India look bewildered as they scrape together food for their too large fammes:
mothers In Austria and czechoslovakia are
praying for peace; mothers in Germany are
trying to gather the threads of their broken
homes; mothers 1n America are praying tor

Needed: A Public Approach to LaborManagement Disputes
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO
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Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, as of this
moment, no lock-out by management and
no strike by labor has ever gone unsettled. Sometimes, the labor-management issues are discussed long ahead of
the expiration of an existing agreement,
by both sides across the bargaining table.
New conditions are explored, new solutions are considered, and a contract is
written. On too many occasions, however, in recent years, this process is ineffective and the Nation endures the emotional and economic tensions of a bitter
strike which invariably ends in some
compromise formula.
When the smoke clears, most of the
issues about which the battle raged
most violently seem in retrospect to be
unworthy of the bitterness which they
had engendered. By this time, it would
appear to most Americans that there
must be methods and techniques which
could be evolved to meet these problems
without rancor and friction.
If every controversy is ultimately to
be solved by recourse to a bargaining
agency, why should there not be such &.ll

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- APPENDIX
agency established with authority to
render service binding upon the parties
before the fur :flies?

American People May Again Be Denied
Facts on Most Important Issue That
Confronts Nation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

with that policy that he could hardly attack
it. Senator TAFT, on the other h a nd, has
the support of both MacArthur and Wedemeyer in his views. Wedemeyer, in fact,
feels so strongly on the subject that he has
formed a Citizens for Taft movement.
Terrible blunders have unquestionably
been made in American foreign policy in
the past 7 years. Many citizens would like
to have an open discussion of the record and
a chance to vote for opposing candidates who
represent different points of view. But that
will occur only if Senator TAFT becomes the
GOP candidate.

OF

HON. H. R. GROSS
OF IOWA
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Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, the following editorial from the Waterloo
(Iowa> Daily Courier points up a question that is most critical in the minds
of thousands of our citizens-are we to
go through another Presidential campaign without full-dress debate on
American foreign policy, if there is such
a thing?
I would amend the closing sentence of
the editorial to say that a discussion of
this issue would also ensue should either
General MacArthur or Senator DIRKSEN
emerge as the candidate.
The editorial follows:

OF

FOREIGN POLICY AS CAMPAIGN ISSUE?

Throughout the difficult war and post•
war years the United States did not have a
Presidential campaign in which foreign
policy was a major issue.
In 1940 Wendell W11lkie vigorously supported the foreign policy of the late Presi·
dent Roosevelt. Both in 1944 and 1948 Gov•
ernor Dewey, while he may have objected to
certain details, never broadly challenged the
administration's theories on the best way to
win the peace an~ protect American security.
There was, no doubt, a large degree of pub·
lie agreement on the issues involved, although the lack of discussion during Presidential campaigns itself tended to sustain
this lack of- argument.
With the fall of China to the Communists, the outbreak of the Korean war and
the dissipation of enormous sums for economic and military aid to Europe, however,
the public began seriously to question the
wisdom of the administration's foreign pol·
icy. The intense public interest in the de·
bate which followed the dismissal of General
MacArthur lllustrated the fact that the pub·
lic was no longer willing to take adminis·
tration policy on faith alone.
The public usually does not consider itself
able to decide grave decisions on national
defense and foreign policy, believing that
this is a matter for experts. It is significant,
howeve~. that many broad assumptions of
current American policy are questioned by
two of the outstanding milltary minds of
America.
The views of General MacArthur are well
known. Just as significant, however, are
the views of Lt. Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer,
former head of the war plans division of the
Army and the man who helped formulate
much of the strategy which resulted in victory in World War II. Wedemeyer, whose
recommendations for saving China and
avoiding what eventually transpired in Korea
were ignored by the administration, finally
resigned from the Army in 1951 because of
disagreement with policies being followed.
It is obvious, however, that once again
there will be no major discussion of foreign
policy during the 1952 campaign if General
Eisenhower becomes the Republican candidate. He has been so intimately connected

HON. FRED E. BUSBEY
OF ILLINOIS
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Mr. BUSBEY. Mr. Speaker, under
date of February 28, 1952, I inserted in
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD excerpts of a,
radio broadcast by the eminent and popular commentator, Mr. Paul Harvey, of
Chicago. Letters from all over the
country have poured into my office commending Mr. Harvey's timely and constructive analysis of how our history
books have been changed and subverted.
His broadcasts are evidence of his
thoughtful and painstaking research on
the subject.
On Sunday, May 4, 1952, at 10 p. m .•
eastern daylight-saving time, over the
American Broadcasting Co. ·network, Mr.
Harvey's presentation included additional comment on the textbooks in the
schools throughout the United States.
Under leave to extend my remarks I insert the text of his second broadcast on
Bent Tools:
BENT TooLs-!!
V. I. Lenin, the founder of Soviet com•
munism, said it: "Give us a child for 8 years
and (he) wlll be a Bolshevik forever." On
last February 3, during this visit; I listed
specific subversive authors, textbooks, and
teachers' aids. I -did not then, nor do I now,
intend to make any sweeping statements
charging communism in our schools. I am
alarmed that we intend them to teach the
truth with twisted tools. And before I get
through you will be alarmed, too. In no case
wm I take time to discuss a volume unless it
is in general circulation in the schools of
the United States right now.
I have the evidence. You'll have to take it
from here and help check the classrooms
and libraries of our 201,100 schools and locate
such books as: Boys and Girls of the Orient,
by Mrs. Marguerite Ann Stewart. Mrs. Stewart was a teacher in the Moscow Institute.
So was her husband. Both were trained in
Communist Party schools there, according to
the joint fact-finding committee of the
fifty-seventh California Legislature.
Ac•
cording to the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities, both Stewarts have had
long affiliation with several Commmunist
fronts. I have a copy of the list. It's a
corker. And that book was advertised in a
recent issue of the official journal of the
National Education Association.
Stewart and his wife together wrote a pam•
phlet for the notorious Institute of Pacific
Relations. Mrs. Stewart was secretary to
that outfit after Frederick Vanderbilt Field
gave up. the job. ~e pamphlet is called
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Land of the Soviets. They managed to get it
distributed by the United St ates Army for
indoctrinating soldiers, until the Army
caught on. :aut that use dignified the publicatjon, to where one California high school
gave students extra credits for reading it.
I'll read you a concluding paragraph: "Soviet
Russia has never let differences of social or
political viewpoints stand in the way of international cooperation for peace."
Another: American Democracy Today and
Tomorrow, Harcourt Brace & Co. Standard
text in many high schools. The book teaches
that free enterprise is dead. Specifically it
says, quote, "The chances are that the days
of completely free enterprise can never be recovered. • • • The Government might
extend its activities as employer, as investor,
even as owner, and thus become a necessary
balance wheel." Not ne<:essarily communism, you say. No. Hitler, in Mein Kampf,
said, "A dictator always takes what he wants
by degrees."
Listen: "Why worry about public debt?
The Government has power to print money
whenever it runs short." A silly statement
you might excuse in a very small child. That
statement is from a volume called Samuelson's Economics, in use tonight in more than
100 colleges and universities. "Why worry
about public debt? The Government has
power to print money whenever it runs
short." Pause here. I have before me a
letter-not a copy-a letter to somebody
signed by Earl J. McGrath. United States
Commissloner of Education. The last paragraph of that letter reads, quote, "I know o!
no textbooks used in the American public
school system written by persons connected
with the Communis<; Party." Well I do, Mr.
Commissioner: The Building America series
for children. The writers listed in the
bibliography of the Building America series
have-and I have personally counted them,
Mr. Commissioner-a combined total of 235
front affiliations in which they were associated with the top echelon Communists in
the United States.
Do you deny Mary E1 ting's connections
with the Communist Party? While we're
naming names there is one Langston Hughes
ca111ng himself a poet, being entertained in
intellectual circles and invited to speak
in school auditoriums on which you pay the
rent. He has a record of more than 70 front
connections, has been identified as a cardcarrying Communist by the House Commit:.
tee on Un-American Activities, and has written such a blatantly blasphemous piece of
trash called Good-by Christ that, the foulest
mouthed hoodlum would choke on it. This
is not new to the well-informed, but too few
are.
Educators, watch for Columbia University's
citizenship-education project. Its reference
list was recently bludgeoned into 'modification. But it still is out of balance to the
left of extreme left by a ratio of 10 to 1.
It's making the rounds. Teaching teachers.
In the publication Progressive Education a
series of articles by Dr. Norman Woelfel.
professor of education at Ohio State University, it is stated that: "It may be necessary paradoxically enough, to control our
press as the Russian press is controlled and
as the Nazi press was controlled." The
Bill of Rights takes an awful beating from
these busy little hands. That same publication for teachers last February carried
an article by A. Max Carmichael, professor
of education at .Ball State Teachers College
in Muncie, Ind. He recommends outright
deceit. That teachers who fear getting fired
plant their ideas secretly. The Progressive
Education Association, since 1944, has called
itself the American Education Fellowship.
Eight thousand teachers. In 1947 that outfit adopted a resolution, and I quote: "To
channel the energies of education-that's
what Hitler did-to channel the energies ·
of education toward the reconstruction o!.
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pedla of the Social Sciences is the "bible''
the (American) economic system-(to crespecial, as perpetrated in many metroate) a system in which national and inter- on that subject in virtually every college
politan centers, including Washington,
and university and many high schools. An
national planning of production and disD.C.
.
article therein on Laissez Faire (Free Econtribution replaces the chaotic planlessness
Every year, since becoming a Member
omy) was written by a violent British
of traditional free enterprises." They want
of Congress, I hav-e voted against this
teachers to work to replace free enterprise. Sociallst (C. D. H. Cole, Oxford}. An article
asinine scheme.
on communism is written by Max Beer, a
And part 2 of that same plank-still effecThe Chronicle's editorial follows:
tive, not retracted as of this moment tonoted devoted ap.o stle of Karl Marx. The
night--says these teachers intend to work
article on socialism is written by ( OFcar
Some of the Eastern States have again
for an order in which "international ecoJaszi} a Hungarian Socialist. Now, wait a
adopted that daylight savings fraud. The
nomic planning of trade, resources, labor
minute, the article on "Liberty" is written
idea is always promoted by the larger cities
distribution, and standards is practiced."
by Harold Laski, late chairman of the British
of the East. • . • •
. A month ago Michigan's Congressman
Socialist Party. And the article on "CapiWhy not begin work at 7 o'clock in the
PAUL SHAFER (Is There a Subversive Movetalism" is written by Werner Sombart, a
morning, instead of turning the clocks
ment in the Publlc Schools?) documented
former Marxist who became a Nazi. And
back? The results would be the same, and
the case against Dr. Theodore Brameld, proMr. Commissioner of Education, you didn't
it would not disrupt' the time, and the confessor of education at New York University.
know of any book in the public schools writvenience of the rest of the country.
Dr. Brameld recommends that teachers study
ten by anyone with any connection with
We farmers and businessmen of the CenMarx. Especially Marx's belief "that the
communism. You do now. Another: The
tral States have long decided that 12 noon
profit system is the root of our social
Public Affairs Pamphlets put out by the
is just what it says, and Roosevelt could not
,troubles." Now you know where your AmerPublic Affairs Committee, one of the most
change it, and .neither can Truman. They
!1can youngster has been getting those weird widely used reference materials in the high
may be able to steal the steel mills, but they
ideas.
schools of 48 States, is edited by Maxwell
change the time that summer morn! Frank Hughes, in his splendid book, Stewart, former associate editor of the Mos- cannot
ing dew ends.
Prejudice and the Press, traces much of this
cow Daily News in Moscow, Russia.
,perversion of education back to Columbia
It's time to get mad, Americans. Abraham
, University, to John Dewey and the so-~alled
Lincoln said it: "To sin by silence, when they
:brilliant educators he spawned. Dr. Fredshould protest, makes cowards of men," A
Are We Building a Dress Parade Army?
erick ~owler, of Pittsburgh, president of the . capab~e. loyal school administrator will wel1
Nattonal Association of Evangellcals, thinks
come your investigation, and the job can be
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
·these educators who first questioned and
done. The MacGruder book shamelessly disIthen denied the very existence of God sowed torted the truth. In 1949 Houston banned it;
OF
ltn the public schools the seed that grew the in 1950 the State of Georgia; in 195l Peoria,
i harvest of rottenness we're reaping in pubIll., and Lafayette, Ind.; and in 1952 the
fllc life today. We taught the Alger Hisses to
Indiana State superintendent of public inOF NORTH CAROLINA
[think that way. We let Elizabeth Bentley
struction, Wilbur Young, backed by the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
.graduate from a fashionable school without
American Legion and the press and the peoever trying to teach her anything about
Monday, May 12, 1952
ple, broke the final resistance; and the MaclAmerican history and American economic Gruder book was revised--somewhat. At
Mr.
BONNER.
Mr. Speaker, the views
principles. No wonder she was a push-over
lea-st, they've painted over the leopard's spots,
expressed in the Daily Reflector are very
for theil' propaganda. We left her intellecthough they still show through. The fight
timely. They pose many of the thoughts
t tually defenseless.
isn't over; it never will be. But Young set
1
It was George Counts, Columbia Univerwhich are in the minds of the American
up a commission to read and approve all
stty professor and prolific textbook author,
textbooks in Indiana. It wasn't easy. One
people. The concern voiced in this art who wrote, among other things, Date the
Robert Wyatt, of the State Teacher's Associticle has underscored much of the conSchools Build a New Social Order. Accurately
ation in Indiana, opposed him vigorously.
gressional inquiry into the adequacy of
!summed up by the late Harold Laski as "an
You'll get it, too. The few who wm bleat
American defenses. While the article
educational program for a Socialist Ameriabout the first amendment. But these are
ca." He says he has reformed. With 19
your schools. It's your money that hires the · refers to the activities of the Department
of the Army, I am sure that the editor
citations for Communist leanings against
teachers . and buys the books, and the first
'I him, Counts in recent public declarations
had reference to the military programs
amendment does not require you to subsidize
has said "yes," he was once pro-Russian,
somebOdy who's trying to cut your throat.
of the Departments of Navy and Air
;.once advocated revolution, but he has now
They will say academic freedom requires that
Force as well as the Department of De1changed his mind.
I'm glad to hear that.
all sides of the story be taught to all stu- . fense itself.
1 like a man who wlll admit he's wrong. I
dents.
1might even learn to trust his conversion, but
ARE WE BUILDING A DRESS PARADE ARMY?
Let's face it: People who demand freedom
I-l will never trust his judgment again.
With proposed Armed Forces expenditures
to teach communism are demanding the
I William Z. Foster, head man of the Com- right to teach violent revolution. Superin- making up the major portion of the na' munist Party in the United States, has said
tional budget, there is a great deal of con- ·
tendent William Burkhard, of Sacramento,
and I quot-e, "Our teachers must write new
sideration being given to the slashing of
Calif., said it: "There is only one fool bigger
school textbooks and rewrite history from
these expenditures by both professional men
than an American educator who advocates
the Marxian viewpoint." UNESCO, a diviin Government and laymen back home.
communism, and that is the individual in
sion of the United Nations, has publicly
When most · of the proponents talk of
authority who has the power to fire him and
announced its intention to do so-to "corcutting the Armed Forces expenditures, they
does not do sq." If our college and univerrect" United States public schools textbooks.
are
not proposing a cut in the shooting
sity students want to read Marx and Lenin,
So Prof. A. B. Hart, among many others,
power of the United States. They (and the
let them know what they are reading. But
revised what he had himself written. The
Reflector is included in this group) are prowe have no more right to place mislabeled
. new edition of his School History of the
posing a cut in the nonessential ammunipoison on the schoolroom bookshelf than we
United States says about the Revolutionary
tion used by the vast desk force of the
have to leave poison on the medicine shelf
military.
War era, "The colonists were not desperately
within the reach of a child.
·oppressed. In no other country in the
In spite of all the arguments to the conworld were the people so well housed, well
trary, the United States does not need an
1
ted, comfortable." That's not the way Ben
army of big buildings, lavish office space, and
Franklin said it. Indeed, the colonists
restful office furniture. We do not need an
Iowa
Newspaper
Denounces
Daylight
'ttemized their oppressions in the Declaration
Army on dress parade, as the nonessential
expenditures would indicate. We need an
;of Independence. So UNESCO apparently .
Savings Racket
Army that can deliver the blows when the
intends to rewrite that, too.
·
chips are down and the fighting comes.
There are many bare-faced Communist
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
books. But the explosive is most dangerous .
No American begrudges a GI having an
: with the red "danger" sign wiped off. SenOF
extra case of ammunition for his rifie or an
ator MCCARRAN's Judiciary Committee has
extra tank to protect his life. But the
tound tremendous quantities of unlabeled
American people do object to a general having three secretaries when he could get by
1 Communist propaganda material being sent
OF IOWA
,Into the United States by unregistered forwith
two. They do object to padded exIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
;eign agents. From March through August
penditures for entertainment of visiting offiMonday, May 12, 1952
. of last year through just one port of entry
cials, architectural showplaces, and ware~ the Reds shipped into the United States
houses of duplicated articles which go unMr.
GROSS.
Mr.
Speaker,
under
, '15,000 different publications. Why, man, we
used, and in many cases unaccounted for.
1
leave
to
extend
my
remarks,
I
am
insert.
quarantine typhoid. Our Government will
The American people object to new miUtary
1ng in the RECORD an editorial from the spending being made according to domestia
not allow infected cattle to cross our borders,
Hampton <Iowa)' Chronicle denouncing political expediency rather than according
but hypos of poison for the minds of our
, children are freely admitted. The Encyclo ..
the daylight savings racket, the golfer&' to the defense needs of the Nation.

HON. HERBERT C. BONNER

I

I

I

HON. H. R. GROSS
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We want to see the military of the Nation
live well and operate efficiently, but we do
not want to see a continuation of the waste
and unnecessary spending of millions upon
mlllions of dollars of taxpayers' mon~y as
the past has shown us.
Yes, the Reflector favors the expenditure
of billions for guns, planes, tanks, and ships;
but we object to the military spending 2
cents unnecessarily for paper clips or desks,
We still maintain our· position that millions can be cut from the Nation's military
budget without affecting the operating efficiency of the military machine of the United
States. The cuts are needed · in the nonessential categories, and therein is plenty of
room for saving the American people millions of dollars a year.
The fighting man in the field gets along
all right in fatigues rather than a dress uniform. There is no reason the Army at home
could not do likewise.

The Peaceful Atom
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY M. JACKSON
OF

WASH~NGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. JACKSON of Washington. Mr.
Speaker, $6,'000,000,000 has been invested
to date in our atomic-energy program.
It is the best buy in history.
Born of war, atomic energy today is
harnessed not only for war but also for
peace.
It is still harnessed for war because
Communist aggression and enslavement
threaten the free world, and because Soviet Russia refuses to agree to an effective system of international controls.
This combination leaves the Government of the United States no alternative.
Its Atomic Energy Commission must de. velop and produce atomic and hydrogen
weapons with vigor and urgency. This
it is doing-to· prevent war, if possible;
to win it, if necessary.
·
So today we find the bulk of our great
stockpile of fissionable material-~he
stuff from which atomic energy comesstored in the form of weapons, the harness of war.
But atomic weapons are not only explosives. Primarily, they constitute energy-energy many times more concentrated than any now controlled by man,
but energy nevertheless. The same material you use to explode an atom bomb
can be used to generate electricity, to
power ships of commerce, to run airplanes and trains and the multitude of
those things that require energy here on
earth.
Today our great Hanford atomic-energy works is turning out plutonium,
which represents modern swords in our
arsenal of defense. To borrow a Biblical
phrase, if we can bring peace to the world
we will be able, literally, to beat these
swords into plowshares.
Even though it is stored in the form of
weapons, our supply of atomic energy
will neither deteriorate nor diminish. It
can last for hundreds of years. It will
not become obsolete.
If, please God, it is never utilized for
battle, it can be put to work advancing

human welfare as, indeed, a good portion
of our stockpile already is being used.
OUR ATOMIC GOLD MINE

Thus, lest anyone think our. $6,000,000,000 expenditure in the field of atomic
energy is money down the drain, spent
for badly needed defense but nonetheless spent and forever ~one, let me join
with Chairman Gordon Dean, of the
Atomic Energy Commission, who said:
I don't think it would be an exaggeration
to call it [our atomic stockpile] the greatest
accumulation of wealth in the world.

I would like to add to Mr. Dean's remarks this conservative estimate: In
time of real peace the stuff in our atomic stockpile will be more valuable than
all the gold stored in Fort Knox.
For, just imagin~. the energy stored
in 1 pound of uranium is equivalent to
the energy in 2,000,000 pou..~.1ds . of coal.
Energy, fuel, heat-there is no limit
to man's needs for these commodities.
They are vital in war; they are equally
vital in peace.
So, aside from the truly tremendous
achievements of thus far deterring world
war III and of multiplying our defense
potential should that war ever strike, let
me tell you about some of our present
and potential at~mic-energy assets.
LIGHTING UP THE WORLD

Scientists lighted an electric bulb at
Arco, Idaho, last December-'-a bulb that
may foretell the lighting up of the dark
areas of the world.
Using 100 kilowatts of power generated
in the exp~rimental breeder reactor at
Arco, scientists not only lighted bulbs;
they ·also ran a small machinJ-tool shop.
This meant electric power from atomic
energy was possible.
Soon an electric generator will be operating continuously at .Arco, drawing its
power from the same pile.
This does not mean the end to conventional sources of power.
The practical usil of atomic reactorsof furnaces-for the generation of electr~.city is some years in the future.
Atomic energy at first will be at high
cost as compared with conventional
electrical energy. Therefore, . this new
source is not expected to replace any of
the Nortl- west's low-cost power stations
or end the need for present sources of
.power anc, their continued development;
rather, it will supplement existing systems where fuel costs are high and where
there is no abundant conventional source
of power.
How many atomic kilowatts will be
added to our power potential a quarter of
a century hence, no one knows. But the
possibilities challenge the imagination.
Atomic power, together with power from
coal, oil, gas, and falling water-in the
world of tomorrow--should provide humanity with energy to meet its needs
and raise standards of living everywhere.
ATOMIC SUBS, SHIPS, AND PLANES

The first portable atomic reactor will
move about in a submarine, generating
the atomic power that propels its host.
The submarine program is ahead of
others because the need is greater-and
consequently the price we are willing to

pay is higher. Nuclear propulsion for
aircraft and surface ships· will follow.
Reactors will run a long time with no
need for refueling. They operate without oxygen. That is why a reactor for
submarines is first on our list.
Two submarine reactors are now in development. Many problems remain to be
solved, but we shall have atomic-driven
subs in the near future.
If we can produce a reactor to drive
a submarine through the water, we can
build one to propel a vessel on top of the
water. The advantages are obviousno fuel storage space; long range without refueling.
Developing an aircraft reactor is a
tougher job. Shielding weight must
be lighter and space for the reactor is
smaller. Materials hitherto unknown
must be developed-materials capable of
resisting extremely high temperatures
and high nuclear radiation densities.
Work is in progress on such materials.
Research goes forward on an aircraft
reactor. The timetable is more extended
but the work must and will proceed.
NEW HORIZONS OF HEALTH

When the .smoke from the first atomic
bomb cleared, there became visible new
horizons in the field of health.
Atomic energy has been put to work
in the interests of longer life and better
health, of increased and improved food
supplies, as well as for new types of industrial and scientific progress.
In the peaceful development of atomic
energy, the word "isotope" has ·become
a byword.
The Atomic Energy Commission,
which has dispatched almost 25,000 shipments of radioactive isotopes to more
than 700 users in 46 States and 33 foreign
countries, gives a layman's definition of
an isotope. It is one of two or more
closely allied elements having identical
chemical properties, but differing slightly
in atomic weights.
The Commission goes on to explain
that when an element is placed in an
atomic reactor, it becomes radioactive.
A complete list of present uses of isotopes, which are sent at cost or below to
scientific, medical, and industrial users,
would fill any day's edition of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD. Here are some of
the more common in medicine, industry, agriculture, and scientific research:
TRACING AND TREATING DISEASE

In hospitals and universities today.
physiGians are using radioisot opes to diagnose circulatory disorders, to locate
malignant tumors, to measure functioning of sick thyroid glands, to test the
amount of iron the red blood cells of
anemic patients can absorb, to diagnose
internal bodily changes, and a multitude
of other uses.
At our own University of Washington,
for example, iodine 131 is being used in
the treatment of hyperthyroidism, a disease in which the thyroid gland is overactive. The university is using the same
substance in the treatment of thyroid
cancer, and to relieve pain and distress
in angina pectoris, a type of heart disease. The university is using another
isotope known as P-32 to treat leukemia, a disease in which the white blood
cells are overproduced.
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Using radiosodium, the University of
California Medical School diagnosed
hundreds of cases of circulatory disorders in hands and feet. These diag ..
noses have been so accurate, doctors can
determine whether to amputate and the
place to do it.
The Cook County Hospital and the
University of California Medical School
put radiophosphorous to work to locate
cancer in the breast. The radiations enable doctors to distinguish between benign and malignant growth. The latter
take up phosphorus at a slightly greater
rate.
A radioiodine compound is used by
the Minnesota Medical School to determine the location of brain tumors as a
preparation for operation. Other institutions are using this compound to diag ..
nose thyroid cancer and to locate metastases-the deposits of thyroid cancer
tissue in other parts of the body, sometimes far removed from the parent
growth.
Treatment of malignant brain tumors
is one of .the most delicate and batHing
problems confronting medical men.
Here's a technique developed by Harvard,
MIT .and AEC specialists. Borax is administered to the patient. The patient
is then placed near an atomic pile. The
borax concentrates in the fast-growing
brain tumor. It captures slow neutrons
emitted by the pile and the tiny explosions in the brain destroy the boronbearing cells.
These are but a few examples of the
peaceful atom at work-on the ailments
of mankind.
ATOMS AND HORSELESS CARRIAGES

Industry is using atomic energy to
study friction wear-to measure more
accurately.
Radioisotopes can be detected in even
submicroscopic quantities by the radiations they emit. They can be introduced
into piston rings, bearings and automobile tires. Thus it is possible to make
test measurements revealing how these
materials will stand up in normal use.
From such studies, better tires, improved
lubricants, stronger engine parts have
come and will continue to be developed.
For example; the Ford Motor Co. is
using radioisotopes to discover hidden
flaws in metal castings and to control
thickness in metal rolling. The Goodyear and Armstrong Rubber Cos.
use radioactive carbon in gauges to insure
uniform thickness of pliofilm sheets, saving up to 50 percent of the raw material •.
Radioisotopes are doing another im ..
portant job closer to home. A marker
technique is now in routine use in a pipe ..
line running from Salt Lake City to
Boise, Idaho. When completed to Pasco,
Wash., this line will cover a distance of
more than 500 miles. The flow of liquid
through this pipe can be studied because
of the ease in detecting presence of
radioactivity in the fluid-even though
no radiation hazard is present.
To date, 1,121 isotope shipments have
been made to 326 industrial users. The
''useful atom" is working for American
industry to bring better products, to more
people, at lower cost.

THE GOOD EARTH

The atom works for the farmer too,
primarily in research where radioactive
isotopes are used as tracers. "Tagged
elements" afford an effective means of
studying the properties of soils, plants,
and
insecticides. Forty
fertilizers
studies are under way to learn how plants
use minerals and organic compounds
they draw from the soil.
More than a dozen current projects
are aimed at a better understanding of
plant diseases and pests-how they develop-how th~y attack crops and live ..
stock-and consequently. how they can
best be defeated. A veterinarian of the
Bureau of Animal Industry hopes to
eliminate screw worm flies which play
such havoc with beef cattle in the West.
He will use radioactive cobalt from the
Oak Ridge atomic pile in his experiments.
Some of these experiments are long
range-but the farmers of America will
reap full benefit in years to come.
AND HOW THINGS GROW

More than half of the 2,000,000,000
people in today's world are undernourished. Population is growing at the rate
of about 20,000,000 a year-faster than
food production. Greater output of
farm products is a prime need. To meet
the need, man's oldest industry, agriculture, will be assisted by his newest,
atomic energy.
Photosynthesis is that process in green
plants, which utilizes the energy from
sunlight to build carbohydrate material
from carbon dioxide and water. By this
mysterious process plants change air and
sunlight into food. If man could reproduce the process outside the ·living
plant cell, we would have an independent
source of food supply.
In photosynthesis, as in studies of
other life processes, the special value of
isotopes is that by following their radioactivity, scientists can trace the things
that happen in normally functioning organisms. Because of isotopes, one of the
most important phenomena of nature
may become an open book to the human
mind.
If man can learn to accelerate photosynthesi~, to guide it or duplicate it, the
world's food supply can be expanded and
improved.
THE Bl!.Tl'ER LIFB

The time will come when all weapons
of mass destruction are under effective
international control. We are manufacturing atomic weapons only beca'-lse
we are forced to do so. We stand willing
to put our atomic armaments and all
other weapons under effective international control whenever Stalin agrees to
a plari that will do the job.
Some day we will win through to real
peace. When that day comes, there will
be no war-surplus sales of atomic energy. The money we have spent on our
atomic defenses will not have been
wasted. The materials which keep us
ahead in the atomic-armaments race
will immeasurably enrich our lives in
peace. Every last ounce of our atomic
wealth is as valuable in peace as it is in
war.
Today, the atom, 1n the form of weapons, is the shield of our liberties and the

bulkwark of our freedoms. Tomorrow,
in the form of peacetime power, the
atom can remake this world of ours
closer to the heart's desire.
Indeed, how could we make a better
investment?

Agriculture and the American Diet
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Speak·
er, under leave to extend my remarks,
I am including pa1"t of an address by
Dr. Herrell DeGraff, School of Nutrition,
Cornell University, presented at the National Food Forum at Purdue University on April 21, 1952:
The remarkable accomp.Ushments of our
agriculture and food industries in the past-accomplishments which now permit us to
feed the Nation with less than one-third of
our productive effort--have been achieved
within the framework of a highly competi·
tive, remarkably fiexible society. To be sure
a competitive, free-rp.arket society is not
always easy to -live with, but 'it does foster
progress and efficiency.
As mentioned previously we now have an
agriculture subject to a degree of price-cost
risk and vulnerability never before experi·
enced. The problems of maintaining an eco•
nomic balance in this system of farming are
fully as complex as the problems of the biological balance. The burdens have become
difficult for people who really do not like to
face up to the harsh realities of competi·
tion-and who choose, if they can, to shift
some of the load to others through the device of economic intervention by government. Farmers are by no means alone tarred
with this brush. It has become a national
disease, particularly in these years during
which it has been fostered by a government
that wants to take over. A large proportion
of our people, including both farmers and
others, are giving lip service to a free, com•
petitive society and the opportunities· it
offers, while at the same time they are try·
ing to vote for themselves or pressure for
themselves the security of a marketless econ·
omy. This is the modern version of utopiaand like other utopias, it is an illusion.
Only a demagog or fool would promise
to maintain uniform prices and incomes, full
markets, no need to work, no need to compete, no recessions or depressions, and no
economic problems in a highly developed
commercial economy. And only a fool would
believe anyone who did promise these.
Promises of this sort can be made only in
terms of political expediency or economic
ignorance. They could not be carried out
and at the same time maintain for the Nation a fiexible, dynamic society of the kind
which has made us remarkably productive
and strong.
My time is short and my views on this
subject are too well known for me to need
to develop this point a.t length. If what
agriculture wants from Government as an
offset to its economic vulnerability is merely
depression insurance, this it can have with
low-level, fiexible price supports-low-level
to the point where they do not bring with
them any necessity for production and marketing controls. The alternative of high, infiexible price supports is certain to bring also
the authoritarian dictates of Government
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over acreage, production, and marketing.
And because Government powers are arbitrary and responsiye to pressure, they are
likely to be dictated far more by political
considerations than by statesmanlike regard
for minority interests.
Moreover, authoritarian powers lead to
economic rigidities, to frozen patterns of the
existing relationship at the time the powers
are assumed. And this would be nothing
short of calamity to our animal agriculture.
There are many other problems involved
in the m a intenance and improvement of the
quality of the American diet. Other persons dealing with this topic very likely would
have selected other problems for discussionand under different circumstances and at a
different time I might have selected others.
Yet it is my conviction that if the ones to
which I have referred could be met successfully, the Nation would continue to be well
fed in the future, even better than in the
past-and the future of our animal agriculture would be adequately assured.

Only Contagious Faith in Truth Can Overcome Fanatical Communist Faith in
Falsehood
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1592

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker; under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include the following article from Economic Trend Line Studies, April14, 1952:
A DIFFERENT LOOK AT COMMUNISM

(By Arnold C. Schumacher)
The outstanding tragedy of our ·times ts
that what we know as western civilization
has thus far failed to meet the challenge of
an expanding Communist society. The nations of the West live in varying degrees of
fear that their basic institutions may be destroyed by · communism, but they have developed no effective· formula to combat the
menace. Unfortunately, vast sums of
money and the time and energy . of millions
of people have been channeled into a strictly milftary form of defense. Communism
has been treated, almost exclusively, as a
military threat. But is this the major area
of danger? Communism, in the final analysis, is an extremely powerful-politico-religious system of thought which rests upon a
structure of faith. Planes, tanks, and guns
will not provide defense against a faith. The
attack must be made at an intellectual level.
Mr. Czeslaw Milosz is a prominent Polish
writer who served under the · Communist
regime in Poland from 1945 ·until 1951 when
he fled to the west. In the January 22, 1952,
issue of the Reporter he comments on some
of the fundamental elements in Communist
philosophy. First of all, he points out t~at
virtually every phase of life from the cradle
to the grave is built around a rigid dogma
of the Communist faith. People are told
over and over again in mass meetings, in
pamphlets, by radio, and in newspapers, that
communism will eventually permeate the
whole world. The expansion in Eastern
Europe and Asia is offered as proof of the
rise of the new era. Whole populations are
given the feeling that they are riding the
crest of a great historic wave and that their
lives are being devoted to a powerful crusade.
This one point in the creed provides a deep
objective and security in life which always
comes from thorough regimentation.

Mr. Milosz states further: "The new faith
has brought education within the reach of
everyone, and the results it has achieved are
tremendous. Most important, it gives the
intellectual the certitude of being reinte.grated into society. Never since the Middle
Ages has the intellectual felt himself more
necessary or more recognized. Dialectical
materialism unites all men, just as the Christian religion united all men in the fourteenth century. The intellectual and the
worker have at last a common language and
the same ideas. Naturally, there is a difference of levels, just as there was in the
Middle Ages between a doctor of theology
and a blacksmith. Even if the intellectual
of the People's democracies can travel abroad,
he does not take advantage of his opportunities to escape. Everything the West offers
him inspires him with panicky fear. He
does not want to be alone and he does not
want to be a pariah. He is deeply attached
to the social usefulness assured him by his
beehive existence."
The anti-Christ complexion of communism, which has struck at the roots of Christian religion, is based on a belief that the
individual must relegate his private life to
the background and live in a thoroughly
collective society. There is no salvation for
the individual soul, but there is a realizable
salvation for the human race that can come
only through collective living. Thus, the
ardent believer knows that thousands or
perhaps millions are in forced labor camps,
but he sees no reason to pity them. They
are dangerous enemies wh'o place their own
selfish individualism above the collective
welfare. Compare this philosophy with the
Christian Inquisition which condemned
thousands of innocent people to death from
the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries because of their alleged heresies.
Milosz goes on to make several other observations-how every act and deed in daily
living must be , conditioned to fit into the
new faith, how even married people in their
most intimate conversations will use · stock
phrases of public meetings, and how all art
and literature must be presented with a purpose of furthering the Communist belief.
He finally reached a point where he could
no longer work under the regime. As he
puts it: "I did it (escaped) because I see
clearly the organic link ·between the condition of the peasant or worker and that of
the artist; they are unhappy for the same
reasons, but under a different aspect. I
consider man. an unexplored being, a being
of immense potential resources, a being of
mystery. A writer who renounces ·exploring
that being betrays his vocation."
THE REAL PROBLEM
The basic problem faced by the West is
to somehow develop a meaningful faith in
the dignity of the individual in terms which
can be understood behind the iron curtain.
We must realize that our talk of freedom,
opportunity, and high standards of living have little effect on the ardent Communist. He does not understand freedom
because he cannot comprehend it. Freedom
in the western sense to him does not mean
opportunity or dignity; it means insecurity
and a panic frustration. As Milosz says,
"Man can triumph over the superhuman
force of evil. But not before the West has
given man· a social system that assures him
his daily bread and the inspiration of collective effort without the lies that the new
faith carries with it."
Armament preparation is not the answer
to a spreading and virile communism. The
Communists have developed a very deceptive but highly appealing formula which
satisfies a basic need for human security in
the modern world. It is the same formula
used by all dictatorships, but its development has been carried to more logical extremes than most others. Its believers are

prepared to undergo great hardships to make
1t a reality. They are confident of victory ·
and will attack anything which stands in
their way. They will accept no language except the language of their own creed.
How can our society deal with this new
religion? What can we say that may have
an impact on the fanatically faithful? First
of all, it is i:t;nportant that every individual
interested in the problem put in some hard
study and determine what communism really
is like. Authoritative Communist books
should be read and leaders in all walks of
life should acquaint themselves with the
creed. It should be studied as medicine or
chemistry is studied. Not 1 person in 50
knows what the term "bourgeois" means in
the Communist lexicon, yet it has a very
specific meani:qg. We are too disposed to
shrug off communism as a mere tyrannical
dictatorship. It is just that. But it is
founded on a diabolically clever creed which
has power to make converts.
The main arguments against communism
should be presented within the framework
of the Communists' own pattern of thought,
if they are expected to attract any attention
on the part of followers of the faith. It can
be shown that the great ideal of the collective
life can never provide security or happiness.
This resides within the individual and can
only come through recognition of individual
effort. The great sacrifices being made by
the Russian and satellite peoples are not
made in a great crusade for a noble cause.
They are rather unnecessary sacrifices which
worship an illusion. Lenin or Stalin do not
make things true or false, merely by their
utterances. Reality is not a product manufactured in the brain of any man or group
of men. It exists apart from personal judgment. Our arguments to the Communist
must run in this vein.
The Western World must deal with communism at its intellectual core, if it expects
to protect its own sacred standards of value.
In order to do this, every citizen should enlighten himself with regard to what the
Communist creed and language really means.
Military might cannot kill or stamp out a
philosophy, regardless of how perverted the
philosophy may be. But an effort to open
up the minds of men can change the course
of history.

A Free Poland
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN .W. McCORMACK
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. McCORMACK.
Mr. Speaker,
under permission to extend my remarks, I include an editorial appearing
in the May 6, 1952, issue of the Boston
Post entitled "A Free Poland," comment·
ing favorably on a splendid speech recently made by my distinguished col·
league from Massachusetts [Mr. KEN·
NEDY] on brave Poland, its future, and
the wonderful spirit of the people of
Poland.
The editorial follows:
A FREE PoLAND
The prediction made by Congressman JOHN
F. KENNEDY that Poland will again .become a
free country some day in the future is one
that will stir hope in the hearts of all Polish
people and of all who love liberty. The
present plight of Poland is indeed a tragio
one. When one considers that Poland was
the first Nation to stand up against Hitler
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in the face of odds that were recognizably
overwhelming, then the enslavement in
which that brave nation is held today becomes even more deplorable. But the spirit
that made the Poles sacrifice everything t _o
oppose Hitler has not been destroyed. It
lives in the hearts of the Poles who are
temporarily prisoners of the Communist Czar
and, as Congressman KENNEDY so eloquently
indicated in his recent address, that spirit
will assert itself again some day to restore
that nation to the position of honor and
freedom to which its heroic sacrifices entitle
it.

A Case Study in Pro-Communist ActivityInfluence Among Albanian Americans
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, tucked away in the corner of
American life are the Albanian-American people. Americans know too little
about their Albanian-American neighbors and although there are not many
of them in the United States, nevertheless the Communists in their methodical
effort to dominate the world have not
overlooked this segment of American life.
·The efforts of the Communists and
pro-Communists to penetrate, influence,
and dominate the Albanian-American
community presents an excellent study
of one aspect of Communist activity.
The following evaluation of a political
segment of the Albanian-American community is a part of a report written by
Glenn A. McLain, of Quincy, Mass. This
report was written for the Department of
State, and has been cleared by that Department for publication. It is a documented case study of a foreign-language
newspaper entitled "Dielli," that has followed the Communist lirie from 1945 to
1951.
I include herewith the first part of this
study showing the activities of Dielli up
to 1948. On a later date I will include
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the last
half of this study dealing with activities of Dielli after 1948.
THE ALBANIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL
COMMUNITY
Intense political activity has been an important characteristic of most minority communities in America. The countries of
southeastern Europe have been particularly
noted for the variety of political organizations within their own social group. Since
190Q the political groups have filled a great
social need within their respective communities. The Albanian minority community
has followed the same type of development
in- respect to the development of political
parties, and the newspaper or magazine organs of those parties. Nationalistic aspirations, irredentism, religious expression all
have been important issues for the nascent
political communities. Minority leaders have
risen to power and prominence within the
minority community on the strength of the
particular issues that were given prominence
in the J:.>Olitical organs. These organs have
been born, in many cases, just to express
~ome particular partisan point of view and

have then lapsed into obscurity or death
when the issue was no longer of importance.
· In the Albanian community the development of such organizations has noticeably
declined since their peak period following
World War I. In the last 2 years this decline
in political activity within the AlbanianAmerican community has been arrested by
the developments arising from the sovietization of Albania.
Schismatic splits within the Albanian community have been a social characteristic of
the individualistic temperament of the Albanian people. In the past these breaks 'in
the political continuity of the minority community have been mostly of a matter of
various leaders struggling for personal power
- and prestige.
Such reasons are still responsible for much
of the normal political upset that is prevalent within the community. The nature of
the cold war struggle between Russia and the
West has placed an important emphasis on
the normal political instability of organizations within the community. The stresses
and strains arising from such issues as the
guaranty of Albania's frontiers of 1939.
Grecian and Yugoslavian irredentism, and
the Russianization of the Catholic and Orthodox Churches have torn aside the superficial covering of patriotic unity that would
be noticed by a cursory reading of the Albanian foreign-language press.
In recent months these developments have
received increasing attention by the United
States Government. The Albanian groups
that have been favorable to the policies of
the West have been used as. participants in
such programs as the Voice of America and
the Crusade for Freedom. An underground
struggle for leadership of the minority community has been developing in tempo until
two of the oldest and most influential political groups within the group have seemingly split themselv~s permanently from any
future political cooperation with those in
favor of American foreign policy toward Al·
bania. A new religious leader has appeared
on the political scene to further widen the
gap between opposing factions. Zog, the exKing of Albania, has established permanent
residence in America, to further complicate
the already cloudy political picture. Factions within factions have arisen because of
these developments, and the Albanians have,
so far, looked in vain for some outstanding
leader to bring order out of disunity. Various agencies and the Congress have been
carefully watching these developments in a
community that is hardly known by the
average American citizen.
The State Department, the Defense Department, and Central Intelligence are interested from the point of view of the future
orientation of American foreign policy in
the Balkans. Albanian leadership and
unity within this country will be needed
when the time comes to establish a new
government in Albania. Congress is interested from the point of
view of possible legislative and investigative
action. An important section of the Al·
banian foreign-language press has consistently supported the Communist home government in Albania. There · are potential
or actual subversive possib111ties in such
points of view according to the McCarran
committee. Steps that may be .taken in this
and the case of other foreign-language
groups are the c:mcellation •Of certain mailing privileges, or perhaps the invoking of
the Smith Act.
All of these plans and ideas concerning
the Albanian community are important for
all Americans to consider. Only through an
analysis of the political groups within the
Albanian community can we gain a true understanding of these problems.
VATRA AND ITS ORGAN; DIELLI
The Albanian minority community tn
America followed the same pattern of devel-

bpment that had characterized other such
groups. After the initial large-scale emigrations were over, political and literary societies sprang up in the new homeland. "Between 1906 and 1918, 14 newspapers were
published in America." 1 Some were in English and Albanian, while others were in the
homeland tongue.
Dielll was established as a newspaper in
1909 by a great Albanian patriot and intellectual, Faik Konitza. 2 Dielli has played an
important role in the Albanian community
during the 43 years of its publication. Despite political upheavals in the minority
community, rivalries and jealousies among
its leaders, it has continued to live up to its
name 3 in the power that it has exercised
over the years.
The leaders of Dielli were always political
minded, and it was through their efforts that
the- first attempt was made in 1912 to unite
all the Albanian political groups into one
organization. This pan-Albanian federation was called Vatra, or the hearth.4
This organization has continued to be one
of the most important centers of the nationalist movement. It is because of this
fact that the editors of Dielli owe a solemn
duty to report objectively to the Albanian
community. This duty has not been ful ..
filled by Editor Panarity or Honorary Presi·
dent Fan S. Noli. The ideas and opinions
of these two men are the ideas and opinions
of Dielli. From 1945 to the present day,
Dielli has constantly followed the Communist Party line. When the Communist
line has shifted, Dielli has shifted 1ts edi torials. This may be seen in the year by year
analysis of Dielli's editorials that follows.•
DIELLI IN 1945
After the liberation of Albania from the
Fascist forces on November 17, 1944, Diell1
immediately championed the new regime.
This was not strange at the time, because
American policy had not crystallized in regard to the true aims of the Hoxa regime.
The. almost complete lack of knowledge of
the purpose of this liberation front was
shown in the· Die111 editorial of January
20, 1945. In commenting on an article
written by a nationally known writer, the
editor of DielU said:
"We feel duty bound to correct Mr. Mowrer's remarks that Enver Hoxa is aiding
the EAM movement in Greece. • • •" 6
Later, investigation . by unbiased informants proved this contention wrong. 7 Dielli's
editor further believed that "this Government is doctrinaire democratic to an amazing degree." 8 Hoxa's program for Albania
was swallowed whole by Diell1 9 as the editor
of Dielli justly claimed it was a liberal program.10 After several months of procrastination by Hoxa, Diem finally admitted on April
7, 1945, that the Albanian Government was
to blame for the crisis in relations between
it and the West.u
1 Marcellus D. A. R. Von Redlich, The Unconquered Alp ani a ( Ciacinnati: International Courier !lublishing Co., 1935), p. 67.
2 The Albanian Struggle in the Old World
and the New (Boston: The Writer, Inc.,
Publishers, 1939), p. 47.
8 Dielli translated means "the sun."
'Op. cit., p. 49.
8 The term "editors," for the purpose of
this analysis, means either the writing of
Bishop Fan S. Noli or Panarity, except when
the article specifically mentioned is cited
as the work of one or the other.
6 Dielll, vol. 38, No. 5654, 191!5.
7 Report of the United Nations Spechl
Committee on the Balkans, supp. 8 (A/ 935)
(New York: Lake Success, 1949), pp. 9-11.
sOp. cit., No. 56':4, 1-945.
D Ibid., 38, No. 5654, 1945.
10 Ibid.
11
Ibid., 38, No. 5665, 1945. No de facto
recognition was the cause of this trouble.
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Dielli accused the United States of using
food as a political weapon 12 and significantly
mentioned that Abis Kupi, the leader of
Bali Kombetar, "was a resistance group
leader who did not cooperate wi th the Government because it was too leftist." 13
Ma ny telegrams were sent by Bishop Fan
s. Noli, the honorary president of Dielli
during the first few mont hs of 1945, as the
Alba nian organs in this country protested
against the nonrecognition of Hoxa by the
western powers.14 All was well in Albania,
according to Dielli as Hoxa was said "to
enjoy the confidence of his people." lG
The western powers did not share Editor
Panarity's confidence in the :fledgling Red
regime.
.
Gradually an open pro-Russian attitude
began to take shape in the editorials of
Diellf.lo For the first time, open accusations
directed toward the Fascist Eplrots. These
bold-faced lies nave since been refuted by
more responsible nistorians and journalists.11
Ironically enough, Dielli's plea to..Molotoff, 18
to recognize Albania was the only one of
a long series sent by various members of
Vatra that resulted in favorable action.
Russia not only took action to recognize
Albania, she took the country over through
her stooge, Hoxa.19
Hoxa continued his truculence 20 despite
the UNRRA program which started on April
11, 1945, and concluded on June 30, 1945.
During that period, 9,500 tons of supplies
were shipped into Albania. In August, an
accelerated program began to provide 10,000
tons a month (mostly :flour and grain) for
Albania's hungry people. 21 Despite the constant terror and political intimidation that
were becoming commonplace in Albania at
this timP., neither Hoxa or his apologists in
America thought that Albania was not being
treated 1'airly. Apparently the editors of
Dielli had forgotten their own experiences
in democratic America when they reported
favorably that:
"The leaders of the new Albania are young
men filled with Marxian ideals. Most of
them are members of the Communist Party.
They seem to believe sincerely that their
revolution will result in democracy despite
the methods of propaganda and coercion
which their Government is using." 12
Late in November of 1945, as the Albanian
people prepared for their first free elections
under the Communists, DielU summed up
Its position as follows:
"Let us not quibble about democracy.
Free press and free elections. Albania has
never had freer elections than she is having
on December 2, ( 1945) ." a
Ibid.
Ibid. This statement Is especially important because Dielli has -recently (vol. 42,
No. 42, 1951) accused the leaders of Ball
Kombetar of being "collaborationists, degenerate politicians, and erstwhile brigands."
Apparently Dielli has reversed its editorial
position as the Communist line has changed.
1• Cf., Diell1, M, Nos. 5658, 1945, and 5662,
1945, for the telegrams.
lG I bid., 38, No. 5662, 1945.
1o I bid., 38, No. 5676, 1945.
17 Cf. Julian Emery's Sons of the Eagle
(London: 1946) and Hugh Seton Watson,
East European Revolution (New Yor'k, 1'952)
for the on-the-scene accounts of the partisan movements in Albania by unbiased
authorities.
•
1H Dtelli, 3.8, No. 5678, 1.945~
10 B. Raditza, How the Communists Took
Over Albania, Reader's Digest, October 1947,
pp. 103-107.
20 Truculence,
Time, Nov. 25, 1946, pp.
32- 33.
21 Dtelli, 38, No. 5689, 1945.
22 Ibid., 38, No. 5693, 1'945.
2 3 Ibid. 38, No. 5698, 1945.
T.here was some
just i fication to this comment as Zog's regime
was n ot particularly noted for its "freedom
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History has proven D1ell1 wrong 1n Its
election predictions.
DIELLI IN 1946 AND 1947
The major. issues of importance for the
Albanian-Amer ican people during 1946-4?, as
reported by Dielli, were the proposed admi ssion of Albania to the United Nations, the
Epirus question, the Corfu incident, and the
Truman doctrine to contain communism.24
During this period, the editors of Dielli were
consistent in their approach to these problems. Whatever the policy of t h e United
States was, DieHl took an opposite stand.
Early in 1946 Secretary of State Stettlnius refused to consider the admission of
Albania to the United Nations. Albania was
asked again to honor her prewar treaties with
the United States. Dielli quoted Abraham
Lincoln concerning this issue as follows:
"Lincoln would have received Albania because he hated weasel words and doubletalk." 2G
Mr. Panarity claimed that the real reason
for the American refusal to admit Albania to
the United Nations was tha t Albania had
dealt heavy blows to fascism. 26 Using that
line of reasoning, the State Department was
pro-Fascist, Abraham Lincoln would have
been a Fascist if he had been living in 1946,
.and Russian policy was the only democratic
policy. Such .reasoning became more increasingly indicative of Dielli's ideological
position. The constant use of communistic
terminology had either become habitual by
the editors of Dielli, or they were following
the Communist line by direction.
While the State Department clearly stated
Its position concerning Albania's admission
to the United Nations, 27 Dielli continued its
steady policy of answering one question by
askin_g another. Raising a sm.Gke screen to
further confuse the Albanian-American people it reported that the State Department
was playing politics with human misery. 28
The Senator Pepper resolution concerning
Epirus provi<t_ed much editorial ammunition
for the guns of Dielli during 1946 and 1947.
In this case the editors of Dielli were reporting truthfully about the abortive attempt
to award part of southern Albania to
Greece. 2~ Although the outstanding leaders
of the Society of the American Friends of
Albania fought valiantly for Albania's territorial integrity in this dispute, 30 they significantly refused to commit themselves in
favor of Hoxa's communistic reglme. These
anomalous facts had obviously escaped the
attention of the editors of Dielli.
On October 22, 1946, two British destroyers were damaged by Albanian mines w.hich
they encountered near the shore line of Albania. This unfriendly act toward Albania 81

12
13

of expressi-on." However, the differences between Zog's monarchy, and H-oxa's totalitarianism were to prove anathema to Albanian liberty. For an a~count of Zog, see.
Joseph S. R-oueck, The· Politics of the Balkans (New York, McGraw Hill Co., 1936),
p. 93.
.
2f The years 1946 and 1947 are considered
together in this instance becaUse of the
overlapping of events tha-t took place in
1946, but which were not debated in Dielll
until 1947.
2s Dlelli. 39, No. 5710, 1946.
~ 6 Ibid.
27 Ibid, 39, No. 5722, 1946.
2s Ibid., 39, No. 5724, 1946.
29 For an account of the position of the
Society of the American Friends of Albania
in regard to this issue cf. Dielli, 39, Nos.
5713-.5720, 1946, and Edith Stickney, Southern Albania or Northern Epirus in European
International Affairs--1912-23. (California:
The Stanford University Press, 1926) for the
accepted historical evaluation of the situation.
3° Washington Duel, Newsweek, October 25.
1943. P. 22.
s1 Dielll, 40, No. 5758, 1947.
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was .reviewed to the Albanian-American pe~
ple as another example of western treachery
and power politics.
The dependence of Dielll upon the Communist line was very plainly shown in its ·
subsequent editorials on that issue.
DielU stated the British position as follows:
1. The two British ships were on regular
maneuvers and were only near the Albanian
shore for the purpose of better navigation.
2. The ships were fired upon by Albanian
shore batteries and then the two ships were
rent by mines which resulted in casualties of
44 killed, and 42 wounded.
3. British mine sweepers then swept the
channel. This right exiEted under the provisions of international law.
4. The mines swept were found to have
been laid recently (not old mines, as the
Albanians had claimed) and this action by
Albania was a violation of the Hague Convention.:~:

A typical communistic answer was given
to these charges. The Albanian delegate
who appeared before the Security Council
hearing reported that1. The use of the channel by tbe British
was "provocative."
2. The British were Fascist supporters,
and the warships were sent to violate Albanian integrity.33
These fantastic countercharges by Albania
were dutifully considered by Dielli to be
entirely justified, and that the incident took
place because of ..the legitimate . de:fense of
Albania." u Apparently two British destroy- ·
ers were on a mission to invade Albania, according to the Communists.
American foreign policy toward Russia
was in the process of being reoriented during
1946. Dielli remained intransigent in her
evaluation of this -policy. As a prelude to
the congressional debates on the GreekTurkish aid bil1,35 Dielii report.ed on April 17,
19-16, that:
"Our foreign policy must not be predicated
on getting tough with Russia, but on cooperating with Russia." se
This attitude of the editors of Diell1 was
.apparently another ex~ple of Mr. Panarity's
"liberalism." Communistic reactions to the
Greek-Turkish aid program were considered
to be "retaliations" by the editors of Dielll
who forecast the failure of the program to
send "Greasy Greek packages and Turkish
gravy." a7 Dielli complimented Gromyko's
stand against the program in glowing terms. 38
Later, .intensified communistic intervention
tn Greece, the Communist coup in Hungary,
and the formation of the Cominform 39 escaped the attention. of Dielli. Fully supporting Hoxa's statement that "Albania was
a nation without problems,40 ;pielli believed
that this idyllic condition existed everywhere
tn the Communist world. If Hoxa or Stalin
had written the editorials of Dielli, no firmer
communistic line could have been followed.
During the wh-ole of the period, 1946-47,
Diell1 was openly pro-Russian. The editors
were confident that Russia was fightin g for
the self-determination of all peoples.u They
Ibid., 40, No. '5763, 1947.
lbid.
Ibid., 40, No. -57-58, 1947. On April 9, 1949,
the Hague Court upheld the British cl aims.
Dielli commented on this decision as follows:
"We depreciate the fact that the highest judicial body 1n the world should become the
tool of one power-Great Britain." 44. No.
5873, 1949.
86 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, VOlUme .93, part 4,
pp. 5319-5320.
aa Dielli, 39, No. 5719, 1946.
87 Ibid., 40, No. 5782, 1947.
38 Ibid., 40, No. 5786, 1947.
39 Richacd
Stebbins (Ed.), The United
States in World Affairs, 1949. (New Yor:lt:
Harper & Bros., 1950). P. 8.
fo Dielli, 39, No. 5727, . 1946.
41 Ibid .. 39, No. 5742, 1946.
a2
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believed that a Moscow writer was correct
in his opinion concerning Hoxa, when he
said, "Free trade-unions and a democratic
army has united the people." 42 Echoing
Russian arguments, Dielli said, "Communism
in Greece is eyewash." 43 In a series of
falacious "historical" evaluations, Hoxa was
compared with George Was~ington, who also
''purged loyalists who had collaborated with
the enemy." 44 Hoxa was furth';'! r compared
with "other great Albanian heroes," Skenderben and Ismail Qemal Viora. 45
Editor Panarity's opinion of Hoxa's party
purges which firmly cemented his hold upon
the Albanian people was "If these measures
be communistic, make the most of them." 46
No change in his opinions was evident in
1947 as he devoted much space to sugarcoated biographies of Hoxa "the teacher." •1
Never doubting Russia's good inten t ions in
world affairs during 1946 and 1947, Dielli
gave a great deal of attention to Russian
policy, and little or no attention to any favorable aspect of the policy of the United
States. Certainly the Albanian-American
people who read Dielli were being given a
slanted, distorted point of view during that
period.

The Steel Issue
EzyENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WINT SMITH
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12. 1952

Mr. SMITH of Kansas. Mr. Speaker,
recently Dr. Willford L. King issued a
statement in regard to the steel issue.
Certainly Dr. King, a foremost economist and outstanding American does
not need much of an introduction to
·his statements. I submit herewith an
art!cle by Dr. King:
HAVE UNITED STATES STEEL EXECUTIVES BEEN
ROBBING THEIR WAGE WORKERS?

(By Willford I. King)
The reported 1951 remuneration of Benjamin F. Fairless, president of the United
States Steel Corp., was $261,000. In the same
year the listed pay of the average wage
earner employed by the same corporation
was only $4,040. Do these figures prove that
Mr. Fairless drew as much pay as 65 average
steel workers, and that, therefore, he is
ruthlessly exploiting his employees?
Before jumping to such conclusions, the
thoughtful and fair-minded critic will per:force take into consideration the effect of
income taxes upon the earnings of the two
parties compared. When he does this, he
will discover that, after Mr. Fairless paid his
Federal and State income taxes, he h~d available for spending only $72,054, while the average wage worker, if he had a wife and 1
child, and lived in Pennsylvania (as most
United States Steel Corp. employees do) had
remaining, after paying his income tax,
$3,668. But even so, the net pay of Mr. Fairless almost equaled the net pay of 20 average wage workers in the industry. Is it not
still obvious that he is an exploiter? Would
Ibid., 40, No. 5729, 1946.
Ibid., 39, No. 5772, 1947.
«Ibid., 40, No. 5739, 1947.
~ Cf. the Albanian independence issues of
November 27, 1946, No. 5750, and November
27, 19-17, No. 5801. Both issues are virtually
the same.
46 Dielli, 39, No. 5739, 1947.
41 Ibid., 40, No. 5802, 1947.
42
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1t not be to the advantage of the employees
nomic equality more alluring than is the
to have his net pay cut to perhaps one-tenth
existence of opportunity?
of the existing amount?
As everyone knows, the steelworkers have
Before answering this question, it is desir'been demanding a wage increase of at least 11
able to take into account certain other pertipercent, and the steel companies have been
nent figures. Obviously, in 1951, all pay reopposing any such wage advance. How, in
ceived by employees of the United States
the face of the fact that, on December 1, 1950,
Steel Corp. had to come out of the $1,558,the salary of Mr. Fairless was shoved up 25
percent, while both Mr. Voorhees and Mr.
800,000 differential between the $3,524,100,000
Olds got raises of 33Y:J percent, can these
worth of products sold by the company and
men have the effrontery to oppose a mere
the $1,965,300,000 of costs applying to things
10 percent boost in the pay of their wage
other than the pay of employees. As a matworkers?
ter of fact, wages, salaries; pensions, socialIn answering this question, two important
security taxes, insurance, and other employee
facts need to be considered. They are:
benefits absorbed $1,374,500,000, or 88 per1. Income-tax rates have risen, with the
cent of the company's $1,558,800,000 distribresult that in 1951, the after-tax incomes of
utable income. But the gross pay (before
the three just-mentioned gentlemen were
taxes) of the three top executives, president
lower than in 1950 by the following amounts:
Fairless, Irving S. Olds, chairman of the
board, and Enders M. Voorhees, chairman of
Fairless --------------------------- $8, 927
the finance committee--the men primarily
Olds ------------------------------ 3,429
responsible for the management of the corVoorhees-------------------------- 3,480
poration-amounted to les~ than a twenty2. Since 1940, although the price level has
third part of 1 percent of this differentialmore than doubled, the combined after-tax
in other words, it absorbed but $1 out of every
money pay of these three top executives has
$2,300 of distributable income--and their
increased by only 10 percent (the after-tax
combined net pay took but $1 out of every
pay of Mr. Fairless has actually shrunk about
$7,700 of that same excess of sales over ex4 percent), while the after-tax annual pay of
penses.
the average wage worker employed by the
Remember that these three men had to
United States Steel Corp. has risen 123 pertake prime responsibility for the company's . cent. In brief, since 1940, the real spending
manufacturing, hiring, supervising, buying,
power available to Mr. Fairless has been reand selling . . The total value involved in
duced by more than one-half, while the averthese operations was more than $6,000,000,age steel worker, after paying his income
000. A less efficient management might have
tax, can still buy materially more goods than
lost a considerable fraction of this total. A
he could in 1940.
loss of only .5 percent would have cost the
The question which we started out to ancompany some $300,000,000, and, since the
swer was whether or not Mr. Fairless is now
employees' share in the distributable income
ruthlessly exploiting the steel wage workers.
of the company was 88 percent, any such inIn view of the facts as they exist, might it
efficiency would probably have cut · the
not be more logical to inquire whether the
$1,217,611,480 wage and salary bill very
reverse is not nearer the truth? Of this the
sharply.
reader must be the judge.
But, someone will say that any such loss
would not fall on the wage workers-it would
all come out of the stockholders. However,
in 1951, the company's profits totaled only
Set-back for Slums
$184,359,787 and, out of this aggregate, dividends to stockholders amounted to only
$103,548,945, so any loss in excess of 3 perEXTENSION OF REMARKS
cent on gross transactions would necessarily
OF
come out of the pay of the employees.
In view of these facts, it is clear that it is
extremely important to the employees that
OF NEW JERSEY
the management of a great concern like the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
United States Steel Corp. be highly efficient.
And experience shows that top-notch execuMonday, May 12, 1952
tives, having the ability to run such a huge
enterprise successfully, are rare and hard to
Mr. HOWELL. Mr. Speaker, the
find. Moreover, at any time, many large corLegislature of the State of New Jersey
porations are on the lookout for just such
recently voted down a proposal which
men, and are willing to pay handsomely to
would have placed serious obstacles in
get their services.
the way of further slum clearance and
Suppose that the United States Steel Corp.
low-cost public housing projects in New
were turned over to the unions. Would it
Jersey. The following editorial from the
not be to their interest to secure the most
competent executives available? Could they
Trenton Times of Thursday, April 10,
hope to hire three such men for a total gross
1952 comments most favorably upon the
compensation amounting to less than a ninefarsightedness of the legislature is not
tieth of 1 percent of the aggregate value of
blocking further public· housing in New
transactions? This would be a commission
Jersey, where mor~ such projects are
of only $1 on $9,000 of sales or purchases.
urgently needed.
Could they afford to take on second-rate exThe housing authority of the city of
ecutives in the hope of cutting this commission rate? Would they dare to close their Trenton, working in close cooperation
eyes to the fact that men of the caliber of with housing officials of the State and
• Fairless, Olds, and Voorhees could command
Federal Government, has· been able to
very high salaries elsewhere?
furnish living space of an excellent
In 1951 President Benjamin F. Fairless, quality and of reasonable. price for mariy
after paying all income taxes, had remaining
of our citizens who otherwise would have
$72,054 in pay, a sum nearly equaling the
been forced to live in substandard dwellafter-tax pay of a score of the rank and file of
ings. The action of the legislature in
his wage workers. Would his up-and-coming ambitious young employees really like
rejecting the Hillery bill is a well merited
to see his salary lowered? Would they presalute to the fine work now being perfer to live in a country in which there was
formed by those in charge of public
no high economic ladder giving to those havhousing in New Jersey.
ing brains, diligence, initiative, and persistSET-BACK FOR SLUMS
ence a chance to climb to income levels far
above those occupied by the lll.zy and the
The alternative to low-cost public housing
mediocre? In brief, is the prospect of ec9is slums. And slums are a blight on a com-
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munity, the breeding places ~f delinquency
and crime, the causes of ill health and the
centers of human misery. Public housing
programs during recent years have been the
products of enlightened Government and
have been carried through over the lastditch opposition of interests with Neanderthal concepts of social progress .
Opposition to all such programs has been
sparked by the National Association of Real
Estate Boards, whose executive vice president, Herbert U. Nelson, once gained a dubious distinction by proclaiming his disbelief
in democracy, which, he believes, "stinks."
The New Jersey Association of Real Estate
Boards may not share this attitude toward
the democratic ideal; but it has carried the
torch in the continuing struggle to obstruct
the movement for low-cost housing in New
Jersey.
The disct·editable Hlllery bill, providing for
referendv ::.s on public housing questions,
was designed to defeat or at least make
difficult the advancement of these projects.
Slums, which often return a high profit on
a meager investment, are worth while for the
private owners. Selfish interests are accordingly eager that slums shall be preserved.
The Hillery bill would have aided in this
purpose.
·
The 1952 session of the legislature has
many legitimate claims upon creditable performance, not the least of which is its decisive rejection of the Hillery bill, supported
so vigorously by the friends of the slums.

City Parking Problems
EXTENSION OF.. REMARKS
OF

HON. TIMOTHY P. SHEEHAN
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. SHEEHAN. Mr. Speaker, Mr. Leo
Lerner and his string of north side community newspapers in Chicago had
helped to originate and to spread Nation-wide the share-your-car plan during World War II.
With the great increase in the use of
automobiles since World War II the
parking problem has assumed major proportions in all of our metropolitan cities.
This problem of parking is further complicated because some of the cities like
Chicago, are passing ordinan~es to' curtail all-night parking on many of the
thoroughfares.
.
A Chicago group, the Citizens Committee for Free Parking Plan, has given
this problem consideration. Some of the
ideas and conclusions reached by this
group to alleviate the parking problem
in cities are enumerated in the following
article from the Sunday· Booster of April
20, 1952:
A snowballing movement that originated
in indignation over the recently passed allnight ban on parking, found crysta111zation
in this area Tuesday during a meeting of
the Lincoln-Belmont-Ashland Business Association.
The assemblage enthusiastically approved
a nine-point program evolved by the Citizens ·
Committee for Free Parking Plan, newly
created north side group whose secretary is
Miss Ruth Bishop, Lin-Bel executive secretary.
Introduced by Eric Salm, chairman of the
Lin-Bel parking committee, the plan not
only would counteract the city ordinance
which prohibits parking on so-called main

streets from 4 to 7 a. m., but would give the
city motorist a bonanza in parking fac111ties
and conveniences.
In connection with point 6 of the plan,
which calls for the entire cost of the program
to be financed by existing "motor vehicle
fund wit" no tax on real property, no increase on gas tax, state registrant fees, or
city wheel taxes," it was pointed out that,
in January, revenue from fuel taxes came
to almost $7,000,000, instead of the estimated
$4,000,000, and that the excess, multiplied by
the 12 months of the year, easily could pay
for the contemplated program.
Other arguments put forward In behalf of
:free off-street parking included the fact that
"it was the people who helped pay for building and maintenance of streets, but the new
ordinance has no provision for those who
have cars and who must find new places to
park."
The whole plan is considered as a street
extension plan to atone for the use to which
fuel tax funds are increasingly put, that is,
to maintain arterial highways between cities
rather than within cities.
It was suggested that the plan would have
the twofold function of providing parking
and still keeping public transportation
streets free for essential traffic.
By vote of the association, Salm was elected
permanent delegate to the citizens committee, charged with attending all sessions of
the new organization.
In addition to point 6, the free-parking
plan includes:
1. Free off-the-street parking in residential
districts.
2. No ban against on-the-street all-night
parking until enough offstreet parking
places are provided.
3. Lots of lots and parking spots provided
at convenient and safe locations throughout
entire residential area where needed.
4. Parking facilities provided as extensions
of street system; paved, improved, lighted,
and maintained by the street department
with no charge for parking.
5. Creation of a public parking authority
with the duty and power to acquire parking
space by lease, purchase, or construction
with power to condemn property where nee~
essary, and pay fair price fixed by court · of
condemnation.
7. State legislation to allocate to• all Tilinois cities and towns for an initial 3-year
period 10 percent of all motor-vehicle revenues to cover cost of acqutsition and· establishment of parking facilities. After initial
period, facilities to be operated and maintained as a part of street system without
special appropriations.
8. Federal aid for parking facilities on
same formula under which aid is now furnished for State roads and farm-to-market
roads.
9. Parking fac11ities money allocated to all
Illinois cities to be divided among them on
basis of relative popUlation; for large citiesexpenditure restricted to residential districts; for .s maller ctt.tes---money to be placed
in street fund with use for parking according to local option.

Questions of the Week
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, what is
going on in Korea?
What is going on in the White House?
What is going on in SHAPE?.
·

Liberation, Not Containment, the Only
Successful Foreign Policy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Liberation and self-determination, these are
the two keys to a successful United
States foreign policy. The principle of
liberation will inspire hope behind the
iron curtain, will make allies of the people pppressed by communism, and will
express the abiding determination of
the United States to rid the world of
the scourge of communism.
The principle of self-determination
will give encouragement to lost nations
and peoples, will maintain the friendship of diverse peoples by keeping us out
o~ their legitimate internal affairs, and
Will reaffirm our belief in the principles
and mechanics of self-government.
Last year I introduced a series of eight
resolutions for consideration by the
House of Representatives. Each of these
resolutions pertained to the peoples now
enslaved by communism: The Russian
people, the non-Russian peoples of the
Soviet Union, the Poles, the Czechs, and
Slovaks, the Hungarians, the Bulgarians
the Rumanians, the Albanians, and th~
Chinese. Each of these resolutions expressed the historic friendship of the
American people with these peoples.
The resolutions further expressed the
firm conviction of the American people
that these suppressed peopla have the
right of self-determination; that they
have the right to their basic rights and
freedoms such as those expressed in our
own Bill of Rights; that the American
people hoped for the early liberation of
these peoples from their Communist enslavement. The resolutions call upon
the President of the United States to
formulate a new and stronger foreign
policy which would exclude all further
agreements, commitments, and recognition of the Communist regimes, and explore methods whereby the American
people privately and through their Government may aid and support the suppressed people who are now struggling
for liberation.
The American people are increasingly
coming .to realize that we must formulate such a new and courageous foreign
policy if we are ever to achieve peace
justice, and security.
·
'
I include herewith an editorial which
appeared in the March 24; 1952 issue of
Life, expressing such a fo:a:eign policy
of liberation and self-determination:
COEXISTENCE WITH RUSSIA--OUR TERMS ARE
MODERATE, BUT NOT TOWARD THE KREMLIN
GANG

Russia had an important anniversary last
week, which it largely ignored. On March
12, 1917, the Russian democratic revolution
installed free government and civil liberties
for a few bright months between the fall
of the Czar and the triumph of the Bolsheviks. To remind Russians of the occasion,
the Voice of America carried a message of
congratulations on that "common achievement of all classes of the Russian peoples."
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This message was signed by 72 eminent
Americans of all stripes of non-Communist
opinion. Like the McMahon resolution qf
friendship which Truman. sent to Russia last
year, it is evidence that Americans by and
large retain very friendly feelings for the
Russian people and nation. We regard most
Russians as victims and slaves of a conspiracy that threatens the whole world, and
as our potential allies in overthrowing it.
All this is right and good. But our message last week should also serve to remind
our own policymakers of its implications.
If the Russians are enslaved (which they
are) , they and we must both retain the vision
of their liberation, of a world without the
Politburo. If the cold war is a real war
(which it is), it must end either in victory
or in an accommodation. What would we
mean by victory, and on what terms could
we be accommodating? After Stalin, what?
This is a real question to which Americans
should have an answer.
One answer was given last year by a highly
qualified American-George Kennan, our new
Ambassador to Moscow, in an article in
Foreign Affairs (it also appears in his book,
American Diplomacy). The Russia that
Kennan could coexist with would free all its
satellites, including the Baltic States; would
renounce "the ancient game of imperialist
expansion; and would replace the iron curtain by "tolerant, communicative and fo;thright • • • relations with other states
and peoples... Beyond that, he warns us
against trying to remake Russia in our own
image, and predicts that in any case, come
war or peace, the United States can have but
a marginal effect on how Russia 1s organized
and governed.
Kennan's policy is a moderate one and
moderation also serves a practical purpose
of our political warfare right now. It is the
only way to compose the quarrels among the
many different groups of Soviet exiles now
politicking like mad both in Euprope and
the United States. These exile groups range
from monarchists to I.Iensheviks, and also
include separatist movements for the independence of Georgia, Ukraine, Armenia, etc.
The American Committee for the Liberation
of the Peoples of Russia, newly headed by
ex-Ambassador Kirk, is trying to merge them
into a single political weapon against Stalin.
This can only be done by suspending their
mutual polemics until after Russia is liber- ·
a ted; at which time the forms and boundaries
of government in Russia should be decided
not by exiles alone but by popular vote, on
the democratic principle of self-determination.
Self-determination is the best available
United States policy toward the internal
affairs of post-Stalin Russia. Our knowledge
is too limited. We know from refugees how
fiercely millions of Soviet citizens hate their
regime. Yet · a generation of communism
has taught them not only to fear and obey,
but also to build bridges, fill teeth, play the
violin and mass-produce the tools of peace
and war. The industrial system of modern
Russia is a going concern in which the Russian people, who bled so profusely to build it,
take legitimate pride. Theirs is the right
to dispose of it.
How much 'free enterprise would be good
for Russia, how much collective farming,
how much religious freedom, how much
great Russian domination of the 179 other
Soviet nationalities-these are important
questions, but they are for Soviet citizens
to answer, not us.
Our terms for coexistence are simpler, but
very fiat . The Communist imperialism and
totalitarianism of the Stalin regime are intolerable. They must be replaced and their
sign and seal, the iron curta~n. removed.
When that is done, the west should gladly
take its chances on the Russian people.
Given mutual access to each other, we can
hope to help them rediscover their own lost

tradition of libertarian thought, the tradition that once made Russia a fountain of
art and truth.
Thus a policy of moderation holds much
hope. But it also hides the deepest trap in
the path of western diplomacy.
Kennan half expects that the pendulum
of history will automatically bring Russia
back into the family of nations. He speaks
of an erosion of despotism, and hopes to
convince the · masters of the Kremlin that
their grand design is a futile and unachievable one. Here are remnants of the obsolete
containment policy of 1946-50. Because
Stalin is mortal and everything fiows, we are
asked to hold tight, like Sindbad to the old
man of the sea, until communism itself
loosens its grip, changes its spots, withers
away. The argument still appeals to a kind
of sophisticated, armchair moderation that
relies on history to do America's work for it.
It is wrong.
That kind of moderation is a betrayal,
first, of the principle that freedom under law
is everybody's right and America's mission.
It is a betrayal, second, of those 500,000 exiles from the Soviet Union whose hatred of
Stalin reflects the suffering of the Russian
people. If we try to wait out communism,
their hope of freedom will wither. And with
it our strength and self-respect wlll wither,
too.
The United States has minimum requirements of Russia, but they are irreducible
and mandatory: liberation. Our problem is
to achieve this with the least risk of hot war.
The political war is unlimited and for keeps.
It will call for many plans and campaigns;
but the very first plan can't be drawn until
we have a clear objective, are determined to
win it, and know our enemy's name. The
name isn't Russia; it's the Kremlin gang.
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Mr.- BOGGS of Delaware. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I
want to call attention to the very splendid address given by our distinguished
and able colleague, the Honorable JoHN
PHILLIPS, of the Twenty-second District
of California, delivered at the fortieth
ai:mual meeting of the United States
Chamber of Commerce, held in Washington, Apri1 •29, 1952. This address is
not only thought provoking but certainly most timely.
The address is as follows:
Mr. Chairman, members, and guests of the
United States Chamber of Commerce, it is
an honor to be invited to address this meeting of the section on Government economy
at the annual meeting of the United States
chamber.
Your chairman has assigned me, as a subject, New Brakes for the Spending Machine.
In characteristic Washington fashion, I
shall now proceed to interpret this subject to
suit myself. Under the Constitution, the
legislative arm of the Government was supposed to make the laws; the executive arm
was supposed to carry them out, and the
judicial arm was supposed to interpret them.
Life in Washington is nothing, if not interesting. In the last few days, we have advanced still another step. We have now had
a new interpretation of the Constitution it-

self. The distinguished and far-sighted men,
who wrote into our Constitution what they
thought were perpetual safeguards against
the acquisition of unbalanced authority on
the part of any one of the three branches of
the Government, have not only turned over
in their graves in the past few days, but
that slight tremor which has made itself apparent on the eastern seaboaru is undoubtedly the result of the founding fathers
shuddering in their graves.
So I interpret the subject which you have
given me to indicate that I may not only
talk about certain of these new brakes which
can be applied to the spending machine, but
that I may also suggest to you gentlemen, in
this section, with very great frankness, what
I think you can do about it.
The businessmen of America are divided,
generally speaking, into two schools of
thought: The attitude of the first school is
that they are not interested in the budgetary
problems of the Government. "That" they
will say, "that is politics. I'm not interested.
I don't understand figures anyway, or at
least, I don't understand billions."
This, as Dr. F. A. Harper said in a recent
issue of Human Events, "is like the disinterest of a captive squirrel, maintaining from
the confines of the squirrel cage, that it
doesn't like these contraptions, so it will
have nothing to do with them."
It would be just the same thing if the people of Omaha and Council Bluffs, seeing the
mighty Missouri sweep toward them with a
fiood tide approaching 31 feet, the greatest
in history, had said, "I am not interested.
That has something to do with flood control. The Government takes care of that.
Besides, I never did understand why the river
rose so much this time of year."
The people of ~maha and Council Bluffs
displayed an Americanism which is sorely
lacking in businessmen tOday, who should be
approaching the rising tide of expenditures
in the same spirit as that of the citizens of
the flood area who were fighting on the ramparts, with sandbags and every available
weapon.
The second school of thought, still dealing
in generalities, among businessmen, is that
by a short period of emotional penitence,
they can be absolved of all further effort and
worry. This is the same theory by which
we do as we please for 325 days of the year,
and then, by a devout expression of penitence during the 40 days of Lent, absolve
ourselves of all the sins and excesses of the
rest of the year. We can hardly wait until
Easter arrives in order to get back to our
usual habits, and make up for the 40 days
of abstinence. .
I observe that members of an organization
like yours feel that by paying a negligible
amount of interest to the subject of Government finances, for 51 weeks in the year,
you can then come . to a meeting of the
United States Chamber of Commerce, or
some other tax-conscious organization to
which you belong, and by listening to a panel
of speakers talk about the crisis in Govern. ment which we now face, and about the extravagances and wastes and duplications of
Government, you can suffer, figuratively on
your knees for a few days, and thus be absolved of individual responsibility of doing
something about it in your businesses.
When I attended meetings of the National
Taxpayers Association as a member of the
· California delegation it was said that no
nation could tax its citizens for more than
25 percent of its national productive income and survive. Certainly it could not
survive without material changes in its
economy. Today we are taking 33 percent
of the national income, and under a deficitspending program we face a choice between
inflation or continuing deficits until something happens which we do not want to think
about, or a choice of additional and heavier
taxes.
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The present administration leans to the
tdea of heavier taxes; Mr. Leon Keyserling,
Chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisers, appearing on a TV program on January 13, said that the three
tax increases in the past 2 years, totaling
a $15,000,000,000 additional tax take, were
"wonderful."
If the patriots at Lexington thought taxation without representation was bad, they
should come back in 1952 and see what it
is with representation.
We know from our own experiences, in
the family, that no group, whether it be the
family group or a nation, can continue year
after year to spend more than its income.
Yet in the past 20 years we have had only
2 years in which the expenditures of the
United States were less than the income of
the United States.
We know that historically the . whitecollar class, the great middle class-the
small-business man, the professional manhave been the strong backbone of every
successful nation. We know that inflation,
permitted or encouraged, wipes out this
middle class and thus destroys the strength
of the nation in which it is permitted to
develop. Yet we sit apathetically and watch
an inflationary trend drop our dollar from
its full value as of 1939 to a 50-cent dollar
today. We are threatened with a still .further drop, and still further inflation.
As a trick to cut a dollar in half, without
damaging the paper, inflation may be interesting; it has no other values except deWe accept, with little protest as busistructive values.
nessmen, a foreign policy apparently based
on a. theory that we can support some
58 other nations. We believe, and we prac;; .· tice in our own lives the strictly AIDerican
•. theory that we will help those who. help
themselves.
This was the basis of the
Marshall plan in its otiginal · form.
Yet
this principle represents only a small fraction of the present foreign policy of the
United States, as indicated in the current
request for funds, and I may add, it represents the most successful faction of it.
It has been interesting to me, in considering the attitude of businessmen toward foreign affairs, and toward the future of other
nations, to read and to listen to the statements of representatives of these nations.
All of us in this rocim recognize the serious
financial situation in which the United
States presently finds herself. In the seven
post-war years, from July 1, 1945, ·to June
30, 1952, Congress provided for these foreign
nations a total of $48,283,000,000, which when
added to the $40,969,000,000, we spent on
those countries in exactly 5 years, makes a
grand total, out of the American taxpayers'
pocketbooks, of $89,252,000,000.
I might stop to ask you if you think you
have received your money's worth, in support and in friendship, and particularly in ·
the rehabilitation of the countries to whom
this aid has been so generously given?
I quote to you today the statement of
President Auriol, of France, when he spoke
to the Congress of the United States on Monday, April 2, 1951. The President of France
said, speaking of his own nation:
"Her contribution to the defense of freedom and of peace is first of all her own recovery."
We know that no nation can continue to
support itself successfully on a war economy,
yet we are trying to do that today. There is
blood on the United States dollars you have
ih your pockets.
One hundred and fifty years ago, Benjamin
Franklin wrote this:
"No revenue is sufficient without economy."
You and your associates in the other industries and businesses and professions of
America, pride yourselves on your industrial
and business abilities, on your know-how, on
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your ingenuity. Yet by your own choice, apstood. Instead of talking about $120,000,parently, you have chosen to do notlling to
000, we talked about a typewriter for every
meet the most serious competition, and to
employee of the SRA, including truck drivers
protect your own businesses, as your own
and others who had no relation to clerical
liberties.
work. We talked about eight blankets per
You set up competent accounting and staman in a summer work camp in southern ·
tistcal sections, to analyze your costs and to
California (which of cou~se aroused inanalyze your sales territories. You figure the
stantly the southern California chambers of
costs of the items you sell to four decimal
commerce). We tal)ted about $2,200 worth
points. You send salesmen into every area
of currant jam, bought at a time when the
of this ·country, or abroad, · wherever you
administration had cut the relief checks to
think you see a gleam in the eyes of a· prosthe aged recipients of aid. For some ·r eason,
pective buyer, or you send out advertising
this aroused all the w.omen of California
men or sales promotion men to stimulate a
and I gather that currant jam is the most
gleam.
·
expensive kind to put up. We talked aboutThe United States is a corporation with a
pencil sharpeners. You may say that these
productive capacity of about $300,000,000,000,
were petty items. Yes, they were, but they
and with a debt of approximately $258,000,were items the people understood and the
000,000. This debt has been as high as $260,•
net result was that 5 months later, when the
000,000,000.
budget was voted on in the California LegisThe United States has a prospective inlature, not 1 cent, I repeat, not 1 cent was
come for fiscal year 1953, of approximately
appropriated for the State relief administra$71,000,000,000, .but proposes to continue a
tion.
deficit sales plan which would, if approved
Today, in the Federal Government, we have
by the directors, add about $14,000,000,000
615,567 more typewriters than we have peoto that debt. Our sales force will spend
ple who use typewriters.
much of its time trying to sell its own sales
The Army has ordered 829,000 tropical uniprogram to its own stockholders.
forms, at a cost of $125 each. This is more
Tliis corporation will elect 471 directors
tropical uniforms than we have soldiers in
this year. There may be some changes
the entire Army. We must expect the Rusamong its officers.
sian Army to use the Equator as a plane uses
Let me ask each of you individually if you
a radar beam.
would, in your business, give 1 hour to
On a recent survey, 50 percent of the outthe consideration of the expenditure of
going calls from the Pentagon were personal
$1,000,000.
calls.
I doubt if you would begrudge that much
If you order ping pong balls, in your ·own
time. Then suppose the committee on Apbusiness, you probably say to your secre. propriations, on which I serve, were to give
tary,
"Tell Joe, the office boy, to stop on his
one hour for each million dollars, in the
way back from lunch, and buy a box of ping
present budget request of approximately
pong balls; tell him to get the money from
$85,000,000,000. Suppose we were to work
the cashier."
·
10 hours a day, for 6 days a week, and
When bureaucracy buys ping pong balls, it
for 50 weeks · a year, doing nothing else but
requires 5¥z pages of typewritten specificadevoting this time' to the earnest considerations in order to describe the object we want
tion of the budget, at the rate of $1.,000,000
to
buy. per hour. We would still be considering the
You think that is funny? During the
present budget in 1981. Actually, gentleEightieth Congress, ALBERT ENGEL, the
men, we give about 10 weeks to the job.
chairman of the Appropriations SubcomBusinessmen have supported practically
mittee for the Army, discovered that an
all of the easy-money policies of the United
order was being placed for 161,172 chairs
StatesJ for the past 20 years; first, because
for officers' clubs. The order required four
they thought they might not be considtypewritten pages of specifications, legal
ered progressive (whatever that means) if
length. Bids ranged from $20 to $33 per
they admitted that they didn't understand
chair. The average was $26 per · chair.
the proposals being made to. them, and secChairman ENGEL apparently could see nothond, let us admit frankly, in order to get
ing unusual about the shape of an Army
Government orders.
officer, particularly that part of an Army
Businessmen have contributed advertising
officer adjacent to the chair, so he suggested
space to promote the policies of a Governthat a chair be purchased from manufac. ment which is destroying venture capital,
turers'
stocks. The cost of this chair was
destroying initiative, adding controls and
$12.75. The only important difference belimitation upon free business enterprise,
tween the chair purchased, and the chair
which historically has been the streng-th of
the Army was about to purchase, was that
the United States.
the ready-made chair was bolted, while the
Businessmen are sending their children to
specially manufa-ctured chair was to be
schools, without asking what the schools
welded. Either chair would probably have
are teaching, and then are wondering why
held an elephant, without breaking down.
these -children graduate, thoroughly conI ask you again, do you consider this a
vinced that the future of America lies in
petty item? The saving to the United States
centralized planning, and in socialization.
taxpayers was $2,567,000.
I will now suggest a few things you can
do: First of all, you can help us break
The Armed Services Committee of the
House says, in presenting its uniform purdown the details of Government. and of
Government spending into understandable
chase bill to the Congress, that a central
terms.
catalog system could save up to $4,000,000,000 per year to the taxpayers. I remind
I will give you a simple example, out of
my own State. Between 1939, and the early
you, in passing, that the total amount of
money we expected to raise if from the taxpart of 1940, an attempt was made by the
then administration in California to build
increase bill of 1951, was only $5,600,000,000.
In voting against that bill, I said to my
a duplicating and expensive relief agency,
for political purposes, known as the State
own constituents, that it would be very
much
easier to cut $10,000,000,000 off the
relief administration. Protests, speeches.
appropriations, than it would be to increase
and radio talks, calling attention to figures
the tax burden upon the people of the
from $75,000,000 to $120,000,000 of money
United States by $5,600,000,000.
unnecessarily spent aroused . no interest
among the voters of California. A committee
Do not be misled by that threadbare slogan, "This is for defense." When you ·buy
was appointed, on which Congressman NoRgaskets for the front-axle housing of your
RIS PouLSoN and· I both served. We went out
of circulation for approximately 6 months, · dellvery trucks, do you buy enough to last
building a voluminous mass of material,
you for 104 years? We do here in Washingbroken down into details the people underton.
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I have been saying, in talks like this in
Would you make a contract for 25-watt
San Francisco, 'and Washington and Chicago,
light bulbs, which you could buy in any
and Los Angeles, that people do not grasp a
local store in Chicago or Washington or
billion dollars. I have found it much easier
New York or Los Angeles, for not over 10
to attract attention to $10. My computacents; that is, do you contract to buy them
tion is very simple. If we divide the popufor 37 cents each? Do you think it neclation into $1,000,000,000, that gives UJ apessary or desirable to pay $4.35 for a carproximately $7. That includes men, women
penter's square, which you could get from
and children; it includes the nontaxpaying
a Chicago mail-order house for $1.97?
recipients of aid; it includes all citizens both
Do you think it was necessary to waste
voting and nonvoting. In view of that, in a
$50,000,000 building the air fields in North
group like this one, you will have to assume
Africa, on plans demanded by the Air Force,
$10 each to make up for the taxpayers and
and against the advice of the Army en~i
the nontaxpayers, below the mean average ..
neers?
So when Congress appropriates $1,000,000,The number of Federal employees in De000, this means approximately $10 to each
cember 1932 was 563,805. The number of
one of you. It means $35 or more to every
Federal employees in January 1952 was 2,family, probably $40. If Congress passes a
533,727. That latter figure is an increase
!lefense appropriation bill, as we did a few
of 291,566 for the calendar year 1951. Are
days ago, for approximately $46,000,000,000,
you convinced that this increase is necesthat means $460 for each one of you individsary, or that all of these employees are as
ually, or about $1,600 to the average fami.l y.
gainfully employed as they would be in priThe
interest on the national debt, for next
vate industry? In one office, a girl on the
year, will be approximately $6,200,000,000, or
payroll at $4,300 per year, spends 4 hours
about $200 per family. It is interesting to
per day serving coffee. In your business,
observe that the entire budget of the United
you would put in an automatic dispenser.
States, as recently as 1934, was only $6,700,You would also check the time spent in this
000,000. In 1935, it was only $6,500,000,000,
relaxing and work-evading occupation.
and in 1933, it was only $4,600,000,000. You have in your businesses expert statisMy contention is that you should be
ticians and analysts. How many of them
proud, as American businessmen, that you
ever looked into a Federal budget, let alone
are so resourceful, and so generous, and so
tried to understand one? If they do not
well-to-do, that in the last few days of the
want to work on the President's big budget,
first session of the Eighty-second Congress,
which is about as big as the Washington telelast October, you could give $2,000 from each
phone book, and · in as small type, why not
family, to the military; another $350 to supbuy your statisticians and your analysts
port the Korean war, which was a separate
copies of this small analysis of the budget,
appropr-iation; that you could give the Presput out by the Bureau of the Budget? You
ident approximately $250 per family to spend
can get it for 20 cents per copy.
on aid to foreign nations, and that you could
If you and your associates in business
give $50 per family to Mike DiSalle, Eric
spend 2 days out of every 6 working for the
Johnston, and Charlie Wilson, all of whom,
Federal Government, by which I mean you
by
the way, have departed to greener pasgive approximately that much time or more
tures since October.
to earn the Federal tax, why should not your
This.• did not include the debt service of
statistical departments give a third of their
$200 per family, nor the regular and liberal
time to the Federal budget? I h ave a little
operating costs of the greatest Government
note here, which came across my desk a few
in the world, which ran about $1,000 a·
days ago, from the Rototiller corporation. It
family.
Thus, we, as average American
shows that, for the year 1951, the total tax
families, are putting about $3,750 in the curof this company to the Government was
rent
appropriation
bills, without a war going
$260,328.83, while the next profit to the comon, and I presume that we should take pride
pany was $96,330.06, and the stockholders rein our ability to stand punishment, for we
ceived in dividends, $15,432.01. I would like
have elected and reelected the spenders, of
to ask the president of Rototiller, Inc., of
both p ...rties, as compared to the savers.
Troy, N. Y., exactly how much time his
When you go home tonight and tell your
statisticians and his accountants spend on
wives about this talk, if they are not able to
the Federal budget, for which he unquestionu~derstand this as you understand it, not
ably is working at least one-third or' his time,
bemg the financial geniuses you men ate,
and the time of his company.
and if they should say something to you like
Businessmen have some of the best and
t his, "But, dear, how are we going to send
highest paid advertising men in the world.
$3,750 to Washington this year, in addition
If you spend a third of your time working for
to State taxes and county taxes and library
the Federal Government, why don't you put
taxes and city taxes and school-district taxes
these high-powered publicity men on the ·job
and water assessments and mosquito-abateof making the situation known to the other
ment district taxes and all other taxes, and
sto::kholders?
after we have taken out food and rent and
Your salesmen call on people in every
clothing and insurance and our regular livcommunity, big customers and little cusing expenses and new shoes for the chiltomers, on every highway and byway of the
dren," then I can only suggest to you that
Natian . Do they ever talk to the people
your reply must necessarily be, proudly, "We
about the finances and the management of
will just have to owe it to ourselves."
this one-third of your business? I do not
That is why I have ,suggested that $10 will
mean talk politics; I mean talk business-be easier to understand than $257,307,620,the one-third of your business that is so im570.96.
port ant to your future earnings and to their
I have another notation on my desk, here
liberties.
in Washington. It is from the national afHow much actual cash money are you
fairs committee of the Burlington (N. C.)
spending to keep this commodity called
Chamoer of Commerce, and it calls attention
liberty from being taken from you by a comto the fact that figures, ,PUblished recently,
p~titor? If you had a competitor in ·the busishow that a quart of milk at the selling price
neEs you do understand, who was threatening
has an actual value of 14 cents, to which 9
to t ake your sales away from you, you would
cents, on the average, in taxes, have been
-probably make a special appropriation to
added. Bread, with a value of 9 cents; carmeet the competition. You would tell your
ries 5 cents in taxes, to sell for 14 cents.
stockholders they might as well spend the
Beef, with a value of 58 cents a pound, carmoney, even if it meant smaller dividends, to
ries 32 cents in taxes, to sell for 90 cents.
save the business and to assure continued
These are what are calle"d hidden taxes;
dividends. You had better put some money . meaning taxes that ought by now to be
into this current problem; you can't take the
ashamed to come out in the open.
m oney with you, a nd a s t hings are now in
I have never been in Helena, Mont. I have
Wasll.ington, you can't even keep it, here.
in my file ah advertisement showing that the

OPS office there has 48 employees and an annual payroll of $246,780. Would you consider
that adequate, if you were opening a branch
office in Helena, Mont.?
A few years ago we adopted one of these
reorganization bills which are supposed to
promote efficiency and economy. At that
time we had several housing agencies, notably the FHA, the PHA, the HOLC, the HLBB,
each of which had its separate statutory authorization and responsibility. In the process of combining them into one group, and
with the intention of giving them some sort
of supervisory administration, we created
the Office of the Administrator. For the first
year of its existence it had 143 employees.
It came before my subcommittee a few weeks
ago and requested, for next year, 5 or 6 years
after its creation, a total of 1,472 employees,
and while some additional duties have been
added to the Office of the Administrator, over
the few intervening years, I can assure you
they do not represent 10 times the duties
which this Office was intended to have.
· Now perhaps I should come back to my
subject for a few moments before I stop
talking: What are these new brakes that we
can apply to the spending machine?
I hope by now that you realize I think
the greatest brake that can be applied to the
spending machine, is the bi:ake of public
unqerstanding. No gadget, no patent machine, no easy way out, no action by Congress, and no rel)olutions passed by a chamber of commerce, will equal the power and
the strength and the success of an aroused
and understanding public opinion. This is
our first and our most important job as
members of a section committed to Government economy. Having aroused this
public opin,ion, there are then things we
can do. We can demand economy of the
Congress. We can follow care{ully the votes
of the men and women we elect to State
legislatures, and to the Congress. I know
you will never be misled into placing any
confidence in the so-called voting records.
It is my opinion that these mushrooming
voting records are the greatest threat to
representative government that we face today. Under the Republic, you are supposed
to send men and women to your State legislatures and to your Congress who have the
courage and the ability to face the issues
on the floors of their .respective legislative
bodies, and to vote on the appropriation, or
on the legislative enactment, as it appears
on the floor at the time of the vote.
A Congress, for example, votes a thousand
times. A voting list takes out of the air
some dozen, more or less, votes and upon
these asks you to judge your representatives.
A distinguished member of my own delegation voted against every reduction in the
budget, on a bill last year, on the important
votes, which are the teller votes, and on
which we win or lose our fight f6r economy,
sometimes by as much as two or three votes.
When it came to the recorded vote, he shifted over to a firm vote for economy. On the
lists, he will appear as an economy-minded
Member of the Congress. In fact, his vote
was one, of those which prevented economy.
I know you will never be led. astray by
apy of the gadgets suggested for budget
making. There is no such thing as a package budget, and there never can be a paclmge
budget on the Federal level. We have package budgets, if you car:- to call them that,
on the State level. I will not bore you with
the details of this discussion; suffice to say
that I wrote an article on t-his subject for
the September 1951 issue of the National Tax
Journal, which explains in some detail the
fall acy of this idea. There are however.
specific things which the Congress can do,
somewhat along the same lines, to encourage
economy. One of these is represented tpday
in the proposal of Senator McCLELLAN. in S.
913, to create a joint committee on the
budget. This committee is to be made up
of members of the Appropriations Commit-
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tee of the Senate, and of the Appropriations
Committee of the House, and also members
of the Committees on Expenditures in the
Executive Departments of both Senate and
House. It is to work throughout the year,
and to keep current records and analyses of
the budget situation, just as you would require of the ·statistical section in your own
industry.
You can support the idea of a limitation
upon taxation, but the complications of this
issue, and the difficulties, are such that you
need not hope for early success. I feel the
same way about the so-called CoUDERT resolution to limit the expenditure budget to the
actual income of the Government. I am
stron gly in favor of this, but m y observation
and my experience indicates to me that it
is not easily understood by the average citizen, nor, in fact, by some tax experts.
I suggest to you that the much simpler
proposal of lowering the debt limit of the
United States to $265,000,000,000 is much
more easily understood, and in my opinion,
could be more effective. I say this with some
embarrassment, as the bills, proposing this
limit, were introduced by Mt:. HARVEY, of Indiana, and :r:.1yself. I have no personal pride
of authorship. I introduced the bill at the
suggestion o~ many people who felt, as I do,
that this was simple, easily understood, 1:!-nd
that therefore it had a greater chance of
passage than the less easily understood proposals. Personally, I am w1lling to support
any and all of them, which are directed toward economy and more efficient budget procedures.
· I have more than exhausted my time. I am
suggesting some of these ~hings in the hope
that I may stimulate a few of you to a fighting mood. I think the crisis in the history
of the United States, as a representative
government, is here. I think the time has
come to fight. Who wm fight for you, if you
Will not fight for yourselves? It will be a
bloody fight. It will cost you time and
money and effort. · If we win, we will have
saved the Republic. We will have saved liberty for our children, and for our children's
children.
I could offer you, in conclusion, the quotation from the philosopher Huxley, when he
said, "The great end of life is not knowledge,
but action."
I prefer the much simpler quotation from
Artemus Ward. "It is our job to see that
the corpse is ready on the day appointed for
the funeral."
The corpse is the centralization of government power, which builds on waste and
duplication and extravagance, and which
precedes dictatorship. The appointed date
of the funeral, I understand, is January 20,
1953. In saying that, I am not concerned at
the moment with candidates nor with parties. I am concerned with the theory of constitutional limitations of power as opposed to
a somewhat new theory of inherent rights.
I am more concerned with the preservation of
the financial integrity of the United States.
I want you to support the savers and not
the spenders.

A Question of Constitutional Government
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HON. FRED G. AANDAHL
OF NORTH DAKOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. AANDAHL. Mr. Speaker, the
seizure of the steel industry by the
President constitutes a critical challenge
to constitutional and statutory · government. The press,' the radio, and the

people in common, everyday conversation have questioned the President's authority and judgment. Judge Pine, in a.
court decision, has held against the
President.
Our Constitution is the people's protection against autocracy. It sets up a.
Government with authority divided
among a judicial, legislative, and executive branch. Each tends to limit the
prerogatives of the other, both by having its own function to perform, and by
insisting that the others act within the
limitations of the Constitution. In this
instance the Supreme Court will determine whether or not the President has
acted within his legal authority. Congress also can act either by legislation
or impeachment to prevent the President's assumed authority.
Either the President or Congress
could become autocratic. In fact, the
regimentation of people ·a nd business
now in effect is the result of the activities of both the executive and legislative
branches of our Government. A substantial element of the protection of the
people's rights against the trend to autocracy by these two branches is the
Constitution itself, and the court's interpretation of the limitations that it
places on their prerogatives. Another
protection is the recurring privilege of
each citizen to vote for both a President
and Members of Congress who will give
expression to their wishes and best
interests.
At the national level, the assumed
P·Jwers of officials has certainly been too
great in recent years and has reached
beyond the needs of what has been incorrectly stipulated as emergencies.
Seizure of the steer industry and operation of OPS during the past year are
examples. We need· greater respect for
constitutional law and less experimentation with socialistic functions of government.
The seizure of the steel industry came
as a result of a problem for which neither
the American people nor their Government have found a satisfactory answer.
The problem is how to settle differences
between labor and management in basic
industries that are Nation-wide in their
scope and the shut-down of which disrupts the very core of our economic life.
We want to preserve free enterprise.
We want to continue collective bargaining between labor and management and
their right to work out a contractual
relationship that is to their mutual advantage. Compulsory arbitration is unsatisfactory, and would place both labor
and management under a sizable element
of Government dictatorship.
It may be that an arrangement should
be found that would eliminate, by rigid
statute, the possibility of a Nation-wide
shut-down of any basic industry or utility service. ·I recognize, however, the
difficulty of doing that and yet maintaining fairness to all concerned. The formula is hard to write. The public needs
to be protected. Permissible shutdown areas could be measured in terms
of total single ownerships and in terms
of a percentage of the total Nation-wide
industry. This, in reality, is an antimonopoly suggestion, and should be tied
in with other existing laws.

Such an arrangement would make impossible the crippling effect of a Nationwide shut-down of the production or distribution of any basic commodity or
service, and yet it would give to · both
labor and management the full prerogatives of free and open and unhampered
collective bargaining within any single
total ownership.
This is only a preliminary thought, but
it indicates the type of thing that apparently needs to be done. The big task is
to permit free enterprise to retain its
initiative and its responsibility and yet
not subject either the people or the
Nation to the penalty of complete Nation-wide discontinuance of production.
distribution, or utility service.
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Mr. MURRAY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcoRD, I include the following address entitled "Who Wants to Work for the Government?" delivered by Chairman Robert Ramspeck, of the United States Civil
Service ·commission, before the National
Press Club, Washington, D. C., Thursday,
March 27, 1952:
While I am one of the many individuals
who, possibly with more truth than most.
can use that old wheeze: "I was a newspaperman once myself," I am not going to count
on that year I spent on a Georgia weekly as
qualification to talk to you on a onenewspaperman-to-another basis. And despite my 16· years in Congress and the fact
that for the past year I have been head of the
personnel arm of the Federal Government,
I do not feel that my appearance here today
is in the role of a public official.
Rather, I am here as a businessman to discuss the biggest business in the world-the
business of operating the United States Government in a time when decisions are being
made that will determine whether this business, and all business as we know it in this
country, shall be permitted to continue to
exist. This portrayal of myself as a businessman is by no means hypothetical. I ·am
currently on leave of absence from the position I have held for 6 years as executive
vice president of the Air Transport Association, the trade association of the country's
scheduled airlines. I am in the enviable independent position of having a better job
waiting for me than the one I occupy. So
I feel completely free to discuss the ci vii
service and the press in an election year
frankly and forthrightly with you as fellow
adherents of the private enterprise syst em
we are currently fighting to preserve.
Throughout my public service, my contacts with the press have been numerous.
All have been extremely interesting. Most
have been pleasant and beneficial. Many
have provided me with a great deal of experience in being told how to run my business.
However, you need have no fea.i'; I do not .
intend to use the National Press Club's generous invitation to speak to you here today
as an opportunity to get even.
What I want to do is ·discuss with you
the relationship between the press and the
degree of understanding the public has of
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gov~rnment are being undermined.
When
Just what the Government's role is in our
indictment by implication and conviction by
current struggle for survival. This, it seems
accusation-methods we're fighting against
to me, is a subject that has not received at·
on a global scale-become as widespread as
tention commensurate with its importance.
they are in our country today, we are in
If, in .the discussion, some toes are stepped
dire danger of losing for all time the fairon, I hope you will accept my comments in
play principles on which our Nation was
the spirit in which they are made. I assure
founded. These are, of course, the right of
you that spirit is a friendly one, and that
every citizen to stand on his own merits and
my objectives are constructive.
the corollary right to specific, rather than
Frankly, I am mystified by many things
generalized, charges any time he is accused.
Which I observe every day in that part of
Now I am not talking about the abuses and
my work which is devoted to marking the
misuses of public office with which the press
degree of the public's understanding of how
has
been so eff~ctively .occupied of late.
our Government functions. It is my hope
With. you, I believe every wrongdoer, in or
that the press, with its traditional fondness
out of public office, should be punished. I
for mysteries, will tackle some of those puzconsider it a high compliment to our civil
zling me and Jllany other Americans, and
service that violation of the public trust
do the thorol.A.gh job I know it is capable
generates such a hullabaloo-that defalcaof doing in clearing them up-not only for
tion in public office is more repugnant to
me, but for the public it serves.
.
American citizens than similar shortcomThe otherwise much-quoted farewell ad·
ings outside Government, more numerous
dress of George Washington in 1796 contains
though the latter are. This rightful exthe following little-noted sentence: "In propectation of a higher degree of morality in
portion as the structure of the Government
Government than outside Government
gives force to public opinion, it is essential
makes it clear that we have come a long,
that public opinion shall be enlightened."
long way from the spoils-system days. Then
To the press, I am sure these words are not
shenanigans in public office were so much the
only self-explanatory, but highly significant.
rule that they evoked no such outcry as the
To me, they are a capsule eritomization of
one which led·to the recent inclusion of the
what makes our country tick. Without
offices of collectors of internal revenue in our
widespread understanding of our Governcivil-service system.
ment by the people, a continuation of our
For its part in pointing up the scandalous
form of government is utterly impossible.
conditions
among some holders of patronage
It is my observation that despite the treoffices, the press merits the thanks of all
mendous number of ·words going out over
those sincerely seeking good government.
the tickers daily, and through the press,
The important point in the internal-revenue
radio, and television media, enlightenment
clean-up is that the charges were specific.
of our people with respect to what the GovI had the pleasure and opportunity of makernment is, how it operates, and what tasks
ing my position on this matter clear}y known
are being done by the men and women conon a recent television program on which I
ducting the country's largest and most imappeared with Senator WILLIAMS of Delaware.
portant business, has not even come close
I took that occasion to commend the Senator
to keeping pace with the enormously expublicly for being specific in his charges
panded functions we are calling on our Govresulting from his investigations of the
ernment to perform.
When I assumed the chairmanship of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue.
United States Civil Service Commission a
These specific instances of bad governyear ago, I spotlighted this belief by sayi~g:
ment and bad people in government are one
''It is my purpose to undertake a campa~gn
thing. The alarming spread of the notion
to bring about better public understandmg
that just about all government and all the
of Government employees and what they do.
people in government are bad, is quite
The public is essentially fair when they
another. It is this latter problem with which
have the facts, and I expect to make every
I am deeply concerned, and which I believe
effort to acquaint them fully with those
should be of grave concern to the press. It
is
my firm conviction that the self-destructacts."
• That was 18 months or more prior to the . tive practice of indiscriminate smearing is
date which gives 1952 its distinction as an
not attributable to basic unfairness on the
election year-a circumstance which, of
part of the American people, but to lack of
course, serves to accentuate the disparageinformation and misinformation. For the
ment of Government, the belittlement of its
misinformation, overzealous office seekers
:functions and the derision of its workers
undoubtedly are largely responsible. For the
which prompted me to undertake such a
lack of information, the press must shoulder
campaigp. My premise was, and is, that
its share of responsibility.
since the ultimate test of our form of govI have made many astonishing discoveries
ernment is · :mbllc appro~· al, disapproval
as to how little information the public remeans an end to our form of government.
ceives or retains since I undertook what the
In ·today•s global circumstances, this would
New York Times has edi~orially 'c alled a
mean an end to democracy. What Ameri"legitimate one-man campaign ' to bring
cans think of our form of government today
about a better understanding of the status,
takes on a significance that ranges far be·
role, and achievements of Government
yond our own shores and directly affects the
workers designed to offset the unjust anci
steadfastness we may expect from muchmeat-ax criticism of the Federal employee."
needed allies.
I am amazed, and audiences I have ad·
It is elementary, of course, that before it
dressed in the course of this fact campaign
can approve or disapprove intelligently, the
have been amazed, at the utter baselessness
public must be informed; it must have all
of innumerable tales swallowed whole by
the facts, not merely those provided it for
vast numbers of well-meaning, good-inten-..
political reasons or other self-serving purtioned citizens who repeat as solemn fact
poses which conflict with the public interest.
countless wild stories running down their
Government and their public.servants. Thus
My principal concern is not that politically.
they served to compound and magnify the
inspired individuals are doing violence to our
myriad of myths and misconceptions about
form of government. In politics, smearing
our
Government which have sprung up and
is understandable, if not condonable. That's
which have persisted over the years. ·
one of the calculated risks of democratic
My objective is to dispel these myths with
government. But in millions of good, partifacts. I am confident that facts about Gov• otic citizens the heedless parroting of the
ernment, without exaggerations, without disgeneralized mouthings of politicians 'betortions or embellishments, can be presented
comes at once a dangerous and entirely un·
in a manner that will capture the attention
called-for violation of traditional American
principles of fair .play ~nd a warning signal
and fire the imagination of the public so
vitally affected by these facts. At the same
that basic foundation stones of our form of

time, I hope also to dispel the concept that
public reporting and Government presentations must remain the drab, colorless, statis·
tical documents they too frequently have
been. The story can be made as worthy of
attention and interest as the lurid halftruths and untruths that enjoy such wide
circulation. To the press, I need not dwell
on the technique involved in setting down,
side by side, these myths and the corresponding fact in each case. But I do think
that a few examples will serve to point up
both the flimsiness of the myths and the
woeful gap in getting factual information
across to the public which exists today despite all the yast improvements and advances
that have occurred in the field of communication.
For instance, how is it possible for thousands upon thousands of ordinary citizenspeople with no political ax to grind-to believe with a firm conviction that Government
work is so utopian that once an employee
gets on the Federal payroll, he never leaves
it, when the fact of the matter is that during
the · last calendar year, 400,492 voluntarily
quit their jobs? Let me make it perfectly
clear that I am talking about resignations,
not retirements, or transfers, or anything
other than people who decided they had had
enough of working for the United States
Government.
Here are one or two other such misconceptions which I have been holding up for
public view:
First, there is that particularly hardy
myth: "Nobody ever is fired from a Government job." I am sure we have all heard that
one at rne time or another. Yet the fact is
that last year 23,978 were fired. Then there is
the one about how Government management
officials never, never lay anyone off. The
irrefutable fact lined up against this myth
is that last year 25,303 were removed from
the Federal payroll by reduction in force.
Additionally, 88,975 were separated from positions which we knew were to be shortterm in character, and to which appointments were temporary.
Next we come to a phase of this problem
which can best be demonstrated by presenting the fact first. Since Korea, the number
of people on the Federal payroll has increased tremendously. That's a fact. Yet,
the way in which this fact has been presented altogether too frequently, has served
virtually to obliterate the vital reason for the
employment of thousands of badly needed
skilled workers to man the Nation's defense
posts. In print, as well as by word of mouth,
the addition of these workers has been characterized with unbelievable frequency as "a
growing horde of bureaucrats," with appropriate implications that the present administration is stockpiling votes for the next
election and ominous overtones hinting
darkly that all this activity is a waste of
human resources in time of acute manpower
shortage.
Here is what actually has happened in the
first 18 months since Korea-from July 1,
1950, to December 31, 1951. In the direct
military endeavors of the Army, Navy, and
Air Force, 525,000 civilian employees have
been added. Other defense and control activities: Selective Service, National Production Authority, Office of Pripe Stabilization,
and so forth, have absorbed 28,000 employees.
There has been an increase of 11,000 workers in the Post Office Department.
In all other agencies, and it should be
borne in mind that ·a defense · program imposes important emergency duties upon just
about all Government ·establishments, there
has been a decrease of 12,000 employees. And
as for the administration relying on employees for political support, let's look at the
1948 presidential election results in Arlington County, Va., and Montgomery and Prince
Georges Counties, Md. All three of these
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counties, wherein reside a greater proportion
of Federal workers than in any three counties in the country, were carried by Mr.
Dewey.
Now I am fully aware that the free press of
a free nation best serves a free people by
maintaining a critical point of view in its
position as reporter of Government· affairs. I
wouldn't want it any other way. For I believe firmly that it is from the very democratic processes which permit free and open
discussion that the public-directed decisions
flow which m a ke our form Of government
the best that man has yet been able to devise.
But how far the press leans toward criticism, how much space is devoted to what's
wrong with Government, and how little space
is devoted to telling the public about the
good, if less sensational, aspects of our form
of government, are bound to have a direct
and serious bearing on the faith of the public in our form of government. Our press
is one of the most effective weapons by which
Americans exercise what I hold "to be not
only t heir right, but their duty-the right
and the duty to criticize. But the very
source of those rights-the liberty and the
freedom we all cherish so highly-also, imposes t h e restriction that criticism shall be
specific, not general; constructive, not destructive; on an individual basis, not of
Government employees as a class 'or by associat ion; that the sins of the spectacularly
guilty few shall not be visited upon the many
who are innocent.
Fr om the press, on which they rely so
much for information, the American people
also expect and deserve objectivity. In connection with most news, they get it. When
it comes to Government coverage, however,
I am afraid the press has not done all it could
to help the public distinguish between partisan politics and our form of government.
It is in this area that there is so much confusion in the public mind.
My experience with the press has made
me familiar with the rather skeptical attitude many newsmen have toward suggestions that part of their job, at least, is to
educate the public. Those of you who read
the text of this talk I am making wlll find
those words, "educate the public," in quotes.
This is because I know that that's the way
many of you regard them.
Nevertheless, I feel so strongly that the
plus factors covering our form of government
are being so far overshadowed by the accentuation of the minus factors--those
which stem from and are a part of partisan
politics--that I simply cannot refrain from
pointing out to you that your privilege of
covering the Nation's Capital carries with it
a corollary responsibility to report the good
with the bad. I know that news space is at
a premium. Also, I know enough about the
press to realize that it is the unusual that
makes news. But that shouldn't result in
Government stories dealing solely with
wrongdoers. As a matter of fact, without
too much digging for them, there are to be
had stories about "right-doers" that would
not only make mighty . interesting reading,
but would serve to give newspaper readers
an insight into the many contributions the
Government makes to their well-being.
These contributions, I am sure I need not
remind you, are services ordered by the
people through their Representatives in Congress. If readers are constantly bombarded
with items and articles giving the impression that everything about their Government is bad, their confidence in our form of
government is bound to be weakened. In
a democracy, where consent of the governed
is the fundamental principle on which the
entire form of government rests, consent
cou!!l be withdrawn and our form of government could fail.
What I am suggesting is that instead of
continuing the already long series of dogbites-man stories, articles running down

the Government, some of the other kindthe man-bites-dog type-be disseminated.
They are avai~able. Let me give you an example of what I mean:
Every once in a while a feature story
makes the papers the country over, ridiculing some phase or another of Government
work. You know the kind of thing-poking
fun at some pamphlet some Government
scientist has written on a subject, which at
first blush, lends itself . especially to humorous treatment. So out comes this story, emphasizing that somebody in the United
States Government employ has nothing more
to do th;:m prepare a pamphlet on oh, let us
say, The Love Life of a Frog.
In preparing this talk for this app-e arance
here today, I did a little checking on my
own. I scanned a list E>f titles of positions
in Federal professional occupations. There
are more than 160,000 professional people on
Uncle Sam's payroll, by the way. What I
was looking for was a job title that likely
would tickle the fancy of a newspa perman
and prompt him to write on e of those funny
pieces to which I have referred. I found
one I thought might fit the bill. It was
a nematologist.
I had to look in the dictionary to learn
what a nematologist is. He's a scientist who
studies nematodes, microscopic worms which
live at the rate of from 2 to 20,000,000 per
square yard of agricultural soil the world
over.
Here, I knew, was just the thing that would
give rise to the hilarious type of article I
have mentioned, a feature asking, in effect:
"Why should American taxpayers be soaked
so that scientists can grope around for invisible worms in the soil?" As an example
of what kind of news is to be had in lieu of
such a superficial approach to a story, I dug
up the following f_acts:
While the nematologist does study the
love life of these wiggly creatures, he does so
because it is highly essential to know their
life cycle in order to control them. Nematologists see to it that natural enemies are
developed among the constantly warring
nematodes and develop insecticides for
scientific control. This study, for which the
Government engages 17 specialists, was far
from funny a few years ago when the beetsugar industry in the West was facing extinction because of the failure of its crop. A
nematologist worked out a control for a certain type of nematode that had infested the
sugar beet soil, and saved the industry millions of dollars and you and me from paying
twice as much for sugar as we had been paying. Similar occurrences are recorded in
the celery industry in Florida, and in the
peanut industry in Georgia. In the potato
fields on Long Island, the soil has become so
infested with nematodes that it will be some
years before potatoes can be raised there
again. Had there been a nematologist called
in in the beginning, this condition might
have been arrested and millions of dollars
saved.
The top nematologist in Uncle Sam's employ draws $9,600 per year. Only a few are
in the higher grades approaching that salary.
Most start in at $3,400 to $4,200 a year. They
are college men who want to specialize in
this definite line of work.
Here, . I say, are the makings of but one of
many good, interesting stories. I cite this
one not to justify employment of nematologists by the Government. Neither they nor
the thousands of other scientific and professional personnel need defense or justification to anyone acquainted with the contri•
butions they make to their 150,000,000 taxpaying employers--especially when these
contributions are examined in relation to
the taxpayers' outlay for these services.
Under self-government, there can be no
divorce between the two parts of that term
without a complete collapse of the entire
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structure of our Government. The shunning
and boycotting of Government by citizens
who choose to remain on the sidelines is an
unbusinesslike luxury. Every year it costs
unt old millions to refer to those who work
for the Government as bureaucrats, taxeaters, feeders-at-the-public-trough, and
worse. Recruiting costs are skyrocketed and
thousands of competent, conscientious,
hard-working, loyal men and women are
diverted from entering public service. Many
ot hers leave Government employ, necessitating their replacement with people not always
as capable as those drummed out of camp
by thoughtless generalized crit icism.
The press has a major responsibilit y in the
vital problem of helping the public distinguish between our form of government and
p artisan politics. In the press lies the power.
· to ditect public thinking toward the proper
perspective and objectivity which our times
dema nd in connection with the difficult
chore ahead of us in fac~ng up to wor ld. responsibilities. In noting the unusual, on
which we always place our heaviest emphasis, we must not lose sight of the usual. In
exposing a corrupt spot, we must not destroy the faith of our people in our form of
government. For the sake of the wisecrack
and the glibness with which cert ain phrases
roll off the tongue or out of the typewriter,
we must not shirk a duty to tell both sides
of the story.
My campaign to supplant myt hs with
facts, I am happy to report, is m oving out of
the one-man stage. It is picking u p momentum and the weight of numbers it needs
to be effective in helping the public distinguish between our form of government
and partisan politics. Fair-minded men in
both our major political parties are taking
up the cudgels in behalf of fair play.
Through the Federal Personnel Council,
Government workers throughout the country are beginning to tell their neighbors and
fellow citizens about the contributions the
Government makes to life in these United
States. Civic and luncheon clubs, parentteacher units and other groups are being
asked to schetlule speakers from among Federal workers. These speakers will not be
politicians, and they will not talk politics.
They will be career civil servants, and they
will simply tell their neighbors what . their
jobs are and abOut the work in which they
are engaged. They will make facts-versusmyths presentations like those I have made
here today.
It is gratifying to report also that the
Civil Service Assembly of the United States
and Canada, whose members are public servants of Federal, State, county and local governments, is undertaking a similar job.
That there is mounting civic interest in t he
need for calling a halt to generalized disparagement of public servants and initiating
a program to build up their status by investing confidence and pride in them, is attested
by the fact that the Civil Service Assembly
has obtained a grant from · one of our :pational foundations for just that purpose.
True, it is a small grant, but it is a beginning. While I am not at liberty to divulge
here details of that grant, nor even to disclose the foundation making it, I can tell
you the purposes for which the mon ey is to
be used. Here are the specific objectives of
this project:
1. To help civil service agencies identify
and remedy the major "sore spots" in their
relations with the various publics they serve.
2. To stimulate a positive approach to
public and community relations that will
give the average citizen a better understanding of the contributions being m ade to his
daily well-being by competent public
servants.
3. To dispel some of the deep-rooted popular misconceptions about the public service
and about the functioning of civil service.
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more knowledge of his Government, and he
4. To assist Government agencies, through
needs it most when he's going to exercise
public relations training of their employees,
his right to vote. If generalized criticism
in motivating those employees toward a.
of Government is a threat, then it's never
higher level of service, instilling in them a.
more of a threat than when it's most rampride of accomplishment, and injecting in
pant.
them a higher spirit of morale.
Now I recognize that you men in the main
What this amounts to is that spokesmen
are doing a job of reporting. Others in the
from among the 2,500,000 Federal workers,
political gathering places will create the
and some more on behalf of the 3,500,000
election issues and material which will fill
public servants in other subdivisions of Govyour columns. But' there is . still with us
ernment, are trying to do a job of establishing
the power of the press.
mutual confidence between them and their
You have the power of selection of facts
employers. Six million people are a consequential and news-worthy proportion of our
and statements from both political camps.
total population. They mean to impress on
Yours is the power and the duty to focus a
those not similarly engaged that they, too,
spotlight on the real campaign issues and
are taxpayers; they, too, are interested in good
to keep it there. You have the power to
government; that they are not content to be
emphasize, among . other issues, the specific
· rated as second-class citizens by those they
criticisms of Government and Government'
serve. l .am confident that, with the l;lelp of
workers. But you also have the power and
the press, among other media, they will make
the duty, by accurately identifying generalthemselves heard and that we will begin a
ized slurs and myths, and branding them as
return to the concept that made America
what they are, to bring us through this pogreat-the philosophy of building up and not
litical year without shaking our basic belief
of tearing down.
in the soundness of our governmental instiLet's face facts. Better government is to
tutions and the career civil servants who
be had only through better management. To
man them.
get better management we must attract to
I call upon you, therefore, to help make
and r~tain in responsible Government posithis election a manifestation to the whole
tions the high-caliber men and women
world of the health and soundness of our
needed to insure the efficient and economi- . democratic form of government, rather than
cal operation we all want. Can we reasonan open season for battering and weakenably ex_I:ect to find and keep such pering our institutions.
sonnel-people of the required competence
While we're picking off the wrongdoer, let's
and who possess the higher degree of moralhave a care for the shotgun blast that will
ity we rightfully expect from our public
bring down the right-doer too. Let's watch
servants-so long as we make a thick skin a
our aim. And let's hang a medal as quickly
prerequisite to public service?
!ls we'd hang a culprit. There's room for
both-even in an election year.
The Federal Government, as the Nation's
largest employer, utilizing the services of
as many people as work for the 50 largest
corporations in the country; must compete
with all employers for personnel. Not all
Labor-Agriculture
Government workers are pencil pushers or
paper sl-.uffiers. Some 850,000 of them are
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
blue-collar workers, people in overalls, or
who work with their hands, at least. Half
OF
of the 2,500,000 Governmept employees
work directly in military establishments, for
· the Army, Navy, and Air Force. Another 21
OF ILLINOIS
percent are in the Post Office Department.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Seven percent are in the Veterans' Administration. That leaves 22 of every 100 Federal
Monday, May 12, 1952 .
workers to do all the other important tasks
Mr.
SHEEHAN.
Mr. Speaker, 2 weeks
which the people have delegated to the
ago, Mr. Robert P. Vanderpoel, the wellGovernment.
known financial editor of the Chicago
In the face of the indiscriminate name
calling encountered on all sides by ' GovernSun-Times, spent a week in Washington,
ment workers, and in the light of today's
and in his daily column of May 4, 1952,
tight labor market, is it any wonder so many
he covered his thoughts gleaned from
people so badly needed for important Govlistening to the debate on the Agriculernment posts are inclined to shrug off their
ture Department appropriation bill, as
patent responsibility by asking: "Who wants
well as his thoughts on labor's action in
to work for the Government?"
the present steel crisis.
There is no doubt that management-level
Government employees can draw higher salMr .. Vanderpoel has a large fc!lowing
ariE;Js for work of similar responsibility outin . Chicago, because he writes a very
side Government. It is to the eternal credit
down- to-earth column which is readily
of thousands of them that they do have a
understandable to the average citizen.
devotion to public service which transcends
His ccimmen-:;s on the Agriculture Dea desire for higher earnings. But our manpartment appropriation bill and labor, as
agement positions in Government need
they appeared in the Chfcago Sunstrengthening. The better we can make
Government management, the more efficient
Times, follow:
our operation will become. The quality of
LABOR MUST LEARN THAT PUBLIC INTEREST
the supervisory level of any operation has a
COMES FIRST
direct bearing on the number of people re(By Robert P. Vanderpoel)
quired to do a given job.
·wAsHINGTON.-Out of labor's disregard of
That this is an eleption year and there's
the public interest after the close of the
going to be plenty said, written, and done
war came the Republican victories of Noabout it is no myth. That's a fact. The
vember 1946, and the Taft-Hartley Act.
wrongdoer in Government is going to be shot
Today it looks very much as though hisat from every political stump in the land.
tory may be repeated.
And the arrows are going to be tipped with
deadly political venom.
Labor, in its efforts to win a better life for
I certainly didn't time this campaign of
the workers, has always had and can count
mine to coincide with a political year. But
on continuing to have public sympathy. But
I am more convinced than ever that this is
when labor leaders become arrogant and
not the time to forsake the field. If the
adopt an attitude of "the public be damned"
morale of the career Government worker
1t is inevitable that the public and its repreneeds a boost, the need is greater now when
sentatives call a halt. This is the situation
the air is full of darts. The citizen needs
today.

HON. TIMOTHY P. SHEEHAN

Phil Murray thought the national situation sufficiently serious to justify the precedent-shattering seizure of the steel mills by
tt.e President. But Phil Murray did not regard the situation as sufficiently serious to
warrant continuing production of steel.while
the matter was being adjudicated.
This callous disregard of the public interest insured not only loss of public favor, but,
if I judge the temper of Congress correctly,
the strong likelihood of new legislation of a
restrictive nature.
Labor cannot put its interests above those
of the national welfare. If the steel corporations had refused to produce steel simply beca-qse they believed the President had
no moral or constitutional authority for
seizing the mills, public resentment would
have been prompt and vigorous.
Instead, the steel companies, contrary to
the advice of some of the hotheads, acted
like good soldiers and applied for relief
through judicial process.
Leaders of the steel union, on the other
hand, at their first reverse, showed a willingness to sacrifice their country, the public in general, and many millions of innocent
bystanders in order to get their way by force.
There can be only one answer. The public interest must come first.
Business
learned that lesson the hard way. It is unfortunate that labor seems determined to
make the same mistakes.
NO CUTS IN AGRICULTURAL APPROPRIATIONS
This last week the Agripulture Department appropriations bill was before the
House sitting as a committee of the whole.
Congress had been doing a pretty fair job
of slashing appropriations up to this point.
As a matter of fact, everywhere I went in
Washington tears were flowing freely over
what was happening to departments and bureaus and agencies by a House gone mad
with the economy bug.
When it came to the agricultural bill,
however, it was an entirely different story.
The most economy-minded Representatives
forgot all about the great promises and
speeches which they had made. Party lines
w~re cast aside.
A few brave souls from the big city districts tried to remind their colleagues on
both sides of the House of their pledges to
hold down. They were swept aside like
chaff. Here there was not a dollar that could
be saved, not a penny that could be put.
The Secretary of Agriculture was asked
why he wasn't in there supporting the prices
of certain farm products which had declined to levels which for a change were giving the consumer a break. He said the Department didn't know what to do because
these were perishable commodities (eggs and
pork) and he reminded the Congressmen of
the terrible mess the Department had found
itself in as a result of its previous pgg-support program.
"We still have dried eggs in our hair and
running out of our ears," he saa.
"Which side are you on?" he was asked.
Did he answer: "I am on the side of the
people, the people who elected my Chief, the
Pr~sident, and you, the Congress"?
He did
not. He answered: "I am on the side of the
farmer."
"THAT is WHAT I WAS HOPING"
Whereupon the Congressman retorted:
"That is what I was hoping you would say.
But why don't you act as though you were
on the side of the farmer?"
The Secretary did not say, as he could
have, that the consumer has been paying
above parity and above parity plus for his
farm products for a long time. And that if
he is now getting a break on a few items
though still paying through the nose for
others, it is neither becoming for the farmer
to complain nor in the national interest to
start another whirl of the inflation cycle by
the Government, forcing up the cost of living. He did not say that the President hau
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given the people of the United States a promterfere with the politicians' practice, especially prevalent in election years, . of saying
ise to fight inflation and that he would be
violating that promise if he spent the taxwhat they think the voters want to hear
instead of acknowledging and explaining
payers' money to bid prices up and up.
There would have been an uproar in Con-· hard realities.
It is, however, a situation which · seems
gress if the Secretary of Agriculture would
have spoken like that because it is all right
likely to claim at least so~e publlc attention in the next few weeks, not only because
to attack business and on occasion it may
be permissij)le t'o attack labor, but there
of its intrinsic importance but because few,
must be no word, not even a whisper against 1! any, Presidential candidates i~ either
party will be able to evade it. It will requJre
the farmer.
And so the appropriations bill for the De-· action in the Senate and therefore probably
definite stands by TAFT, KEFAUVER, RUSSELL,
partment of Agriculture was steam-rollered
KERR, McMAHON, HuMPHREY, and others.
through almost intact. The .farm bloc,
General Eisenhower probably cannot sidewhich cuts through party and section, still
step, even in the unlikely event he should
rules supreme.
prefer to do so. It lies in an area in which
he is a recognized authority and which bears
on the enterprise in which he has been engaged for the last year and a half.
The Issue of Military Cuts
The situation is the conflict between economy and the national security. The issue
has been drawn sharply by the cuts imposed
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
on the defense program by the House of
. OF
Representatives. It is taking form in the
struggle over mutual security appropriations.
The House: (1) Cut $4,000,000,000 from
OF MASSACHUSETI'S .
the new defense funds asked for the coming
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
year; (2) in effect cut actual defense expenditures for the coming year by $6,000,Monday, May 12, 1952
000,000; and (3) struck out, for somewhat
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker. I mysterious reasons, the item which had the
include in my extension of remarks an highest priority on the Navy's building proanalytical and penetrating article, The gram: a new aircraft carrier.
A cut of 14,000,000,000 from $52,000,000,Issue of Military CUts, written by Ernest K. Lindley, appearing in the News- '000 in new funds may not seem large. Its
detailed
consequences cannot be set forth
week issue of May 17, 1952, which should
brief space. But, in the sober judgment
in particular command the attention and 1n
of qualified and responsible persons, they
consideration of every Member of Con- would be serious. This is the third cut
gress.
below what the Chiefs of Staff thought necIn my opinion, it would be a . great essary. The first, to $55,000,000,000, was
made
by the civilian-defense heads, under
mistake against the national interest of
our country for the Congress to defer pressure from the White House. The sec$52,000,000,000, was made by the
until mid 1957, instead of either 1953 or ond, toHouse
itself and involved a decision
1954, the building of our Air Force to White
to slow down the defense program projected
143 air groups, and to a slowing down last year.
of the defense program projected last
The cut of $6,000,000,000 in actual exyear.
penditures, from $52,000,000,000 likewise may
not
seem huge. But its effects would be
The advocacy of Secretary of Air Finletter for necessary funds to increase decidedly disruptive. This $52,000,000,000
our Air Force to 143 air groups by 1'9 53, is not the same as that in the preceding
It is mostly money provided in
but in any event not later than 1954, paragraph.
past years for hardware, just as most of the
should be followed by the Congress. .$52,000,000,000 in new money asked is for
Secretary Finletter is consequently giv- weapons to be delivered in later years.
ing to our country leadership in this
If taken out of hardware, practically none
field that should be supported by the or this $6,000,000,000 could be saved in the
people and by our legislators in the Con- first half of the coming year. There would
gress. Reducing RP{lropriations at this be no economy in canceling contracts for
weapons nearing completion. The saving,
time in the world's history at the ex- 1f
it can be called that, would have to be
pense of our national defense and· our made
in the last half of the year, most of
national interest is not economy.
· it in the last 3 months. It would require
I find difficulty in finding the adequate a drastic cut-back in defense production, inword to describe what it is but, express- volving probably the closing of many plants.
ing myself mildly, it is "dangerous" to If taken out of personnel, the reduction
would likewise require a radical adjustment.
take such a risk.
Only a few months ago there was a hue
1 commend Secretary Finletter for his
and cry over delays in defense production.
leadership and the brave fight he is mak- Various
defects in planning and adminising for the rapid building up of our na- tration were exposed. The delays comtional defense.
plain3d of then were of small import in
What I have said about Secretary Fin- comparison with the consequences of the
letter applies also to General Bradley. House action if it is allowed to stand.
General Collins, General Vandenburg, It would delay the completion of the Air
until 1957. In net effect, it would be
anq all others who recognize the impera- Force
to throw overboard the defense program
tive necessity for the rapid building up previously
projected and authorized.
of our strength.
A decision so grave should be taken openly
The article follows:
and only after full consideration of its possible risks and consequences. It should not
THE ISSUE OF MILITARY CUTS
be taken under the pretense that it is noth(By Ernest K. Lindley)
ing but economy. Most Congressmen who
More spectacular news, including the prevoted for these slashes would prefer to have
convention Presidential campaigns and the
the public believe that they were only forcing
steel dispute, has obscured a situation of
the elimination of waste. Some Members
great moment. It is a situation which most
:may have believed it themselves. But the
run-of-the-mine politicians probably would
prefer to have remain obscure. If thor- . evidence to the contrary is· weighty and the
-: oughly exposed and understood, it would ill-:issue posed iS vital.

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK

Deaths in Coal Mines
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. AUGUSTINE B. KELLEY
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday~ May 12, 1952

Mr. KELLEY of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, with permission to extend my
remarks, I am including a statement by
Mr. Ferguson, who is the acting safety
director of the United Mine Workers
of America.
The reason I have asked permission to
include this is to point out the mortality
rat'J of coal mines in various countries
and to make aware to the Nation the
· terrible casualties of coal mines in the
United States as compared to other
countries. Three and eleven one-hundredths out of every one thousand mine
workers die each year L"l accidents.
This is the average rate from 1937 to
1950. This compares to 1.05 for .Great
Britain; 1.07 for France; and the lowest,
1. 76, being the Netherlands.
We are trying to do something about
this by proposing legislation such as the
McConnell bill which was recently voted
out by the subcommittee of the Education and Labor Committee of the House.
The statement follows:
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 2, 1952.-More
American coal miners are killed per manyears worked than in any other country in
the world, the United Mine Workers of America disclosed today on the basis of official
statistics supplied by the International Labor
Office.
"Although the United States has the greatest productive capacity of any coal-producing
country, it pays for this efficiency with the
crushed, blasted, and burned bodies of its
mine workers," Charles Ferguson, acting
safety director of the ' UMWA, stated.
"It is interesting to note," Ferguson said,
"that ·in each of the other countries studied
there is a national mlne safety law protecting all of the coal miners of that country. The United States is the only country,
of the nine surveyed, which does not have
a Federal law to safeguard the lives of the
workers in its most basic industry."
Ferguson noted that the only statistically
accurate method to compare mine fatalities
among the various coal-p~oducing countries
is on the basis of the actual time the mine
workers are exposed to accident hazards, and
not on the basis ol the amount of coal produced. This is because American coal miners
are several times more productive than any
other coal miners in the world. The bituminous-mine worker in the United States,
for example, averages production of more
than 7 tons of coal a day as compared with
his nearest competitor in Great Britain who
digs out approximately 1 ton a day.
Figures supplied by the International Labor
Office, a tripartite agency representing governments, management, and labor organizations in the countries of the free world,
show that the fatal-accident rate in America
is 3.11 for every 1,000 man-years of exposure.
In other words, 3.11 out of every 1,000 mine
workers die in accidents each working year.
This is the average rate for the years from
1937 through 1950.
Statistically projected on the basis of
500,000 American coal miners this means that
an average of 1,555 mine workers died each
year for the period from 1937 through 1950;\
Great Bri~ai~, the next greatest coal-pro- .
, ducing country among the nine studi.ed, has
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a fatal accident rate of only 1.05, second best
1n the world, on the basis of 1,000 manyears exposure. The country with the lowest rate is the Netherlands, with a fatal
accident r ate of .76 per 1,000 man-years exposure. France is third on the list with a
rate of 1.07.
Following France are India, with a rate of
1.11; Australia, with a rate of 1.13; Belgium,
with a rate of 1.32; the Union of South Africa,
with a rate of 2.25, and Canada, with a rate
of 2.73.
Ferguson said the statistics supplied by the
International Labor Office have been given
to the Senate and House subcommittees now
studying Federal mine-safety legislation.
The UMWA favors a Federal inspection system which will give equal protection to all
American mine workers in the 28 coal-producin g States of the Nation. At present,
Federal coal mine inspectors may only recommend safety measures and have no author! ty to order the closing of hazardous
mines.
Pointing up the need for a Federal mine
safety law with teeth in it, Ferguson noted
that for the first 3 months of 1952 there
were 26,696 violations of the Federal mine
safety codp discovered by the Federal inspectors. Of these violations 15,385 were repeat
violations; that is, that number of violations
of the code had been previously called to
the attention of the mine owners and nothing was done to correct them. This means
·that well over half of the total number of
violations of the code discovered in the first
3 months had been reported previously. The
figures are based on reports of the Federal
Bureau of Mines.
. A total of 139 American coal miners lost
their lives in mining accidents in the first 3
months of 1952 because of these violations of
the safety code, which the Federal inspectors
have no power to enforce.

Title V of 1952 Appropriations Act Does
Not Authorize Securities and Exchange
Commission T~ Charge Fees f~r ?olicing or Regulatory Work
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED E. BUSBEY
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. BUSBEY. Mr. Speaker, on April
30, 1952, I preEented a statement to the
Securities and Exchange Commission
Subcommittee of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the
. House of Representatives. The -,tatement is as follows:
The bill which I introduced on February
28, 1952, H. R. 6846, is intended to amend
Title V of the Independent Offices Appropriation Act of 1952 to make certain that that
statute is not read to authorize the Securities and Exchange Commission to impose
certain fees and charges for regulatory and
policing activities.
I want to make clear to the committee the
reasoning behind the bill. In the first place,
I do not oppose the charging of fees for
special services to special beneficiaries. As
I understand Title V of the Independent
Offices Appropriation Act of 1952, it is intended that reasonable fees may be charged
for special services which are of value to
particular persons or firms. The report of
the Senate committee entitled "Fees for
Special Services" ( S. Rept. No. 2120, 81st
Cong., 2d sess:) makes it very plain that the

entire study of the problem of fees has been
undertaken with the idea that "those who
receive the benefit of services rendered by
the Government especially for them should
pay the cost thereof." The House Committee on Appropriations expressed the same
idea when it said:
"The commit tee is concerned that the
Government is not receiving full return from
many of the services which it renders to special beneficiaries" (H. Rept. No. 384, 82d
Co ng., 1st sess., 1951, p . 2).
The President's 1948 budget message follows the same · idea:
"While it is not sound public poli'cy to
charge for all services of the Federal Government on a full-cost basis, and many services should be provided free, the Government
should recehe adequate compensation for
certain services . primarily of direct benefit
. to limited groups". (Bureau of the Budget
progress report on the review of charges for
services and products, January 28, 1952, p. 2).
What Title V does not cover and was not
intended to cover is a fee charged for general
regulation or policing which is not a special
service and is of no particular value to those
who are regula ted. A special service like
furnishing photostatic copies of documents
or copies of reports to persons requesting
them is one thing. But to regulate and inspect and police as the OPS does, for example,
when it checks prices, is entirely different.
When the OPS goes into a grocer's store to
check prices, it is not doing any service for
the grocer. When the Wage·s and Hours
Division investigates an employer's wages,
it performs no service for the employer.
Title V clearly does not authorize charging
· a fee for that kind of regulation. I am certain of that from the committee reports and
from the remark3 made on the floor of the
House and from my conversations with members of the Committee on Appropriations.
In the light of this background, the fees
and charges proposed by the Securities and
Exchange Commission for registration of
brokers and dealers are wholly unauthorized.
I call the attention of the committee partie. ularly to statements of Chairman McDo1;1ald
of the S3j::Urities and Ell:change Commission
in response to questions from Representative THOMAS at the hearings of the Appro. priations Subcommittee. Chairman McDonald said that he did not think it was
feasible to charge a fee for inspecting brokers and dealers (hearings before the subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, 82d Cong.,
1st sess., pt. 1, p. 730). Congressman THOMAS
agreed, and said himself on the floor of the
House, that it is not reasonable to request a
man to pay a fee for being investigated
(CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, March 21, 1952, p.
2663).
The Commission takes no position either
in support of or in opposition to the bill.
The Chairman of the Commission rightly
. says that he regards it as the Commission's
duty to administer the acts of Congress faithfully as the Commission understands them.
The proposed fees are stated to be in accordance with the Commission's understanding
of its authority under Title V. But apparently the only support which the Commission can find in Title V for its proposed fees
is the unanswered question of Congressman
YATES at the hearings of . the House Committee on Appropriations. The question was
directed to Chairman McDonald and it was:
"Isn't this a service which is necessary from
the public viewpoint and which is really
beneficial as well to the broker-dealers in
that it provides a means of policing those
who are not living up to certain standards?"
I do not , see how the asking of that one
question supports the Commission in the assumption that Title V was intended to authorize fees for regulations.
I want to emphasize several points with
respect to Title V as it applies to the registration of brokers and dealers.

First, the Commissior. does not issue anything to brokers and dealers. The registration is automatic unless the applicant has
been guilty of certain violations of law set
out in the basic statute. There never has
been any doubt that registration is automatic in the ordinary case.
Second, registration of brokers ·and dealers is not a special service at aJl but rather
a jurisdictional device to subject the brokerdealer to Securities and Exchange Commission regulation. It certainly is not of any
value to the broker or dealer who is
registered.
Third, the Commission leaves no doubt
that it has failed to take into account the
standards set out in Title V. The first thing
an agency is supposed to consider under Title
V is direct and indirect cost to the Government. That means cost of the special service involved and not cost of regulation. The
Commission apparently thinks that cost to
the Government means the cost of running
the agency and that as long as the proceeds
from the fees do not cover all the costs of
running the agency then the Commission has
adequately taken cost into account. The
Commission admits tliat it has not broken
down the cor L of filing registrations from the
cost of examining ·or inspecting or otherwise
regulating brokers and dealers. (Even if the
cost of inspecting broker-dealers were re. coverable, there are many broker-dealers who
are never inspected by the Commission.)
Without such a breakdown, it is il}lpossible
to determine whether the proposed fee has
any reasonable relation to the cost of the
function for which the fee is to be charged.
Title V also requires that the public policy
or interest to be served be taken into account
by the agency. I mention in passing a fact
which has been fully developed by representatives of the industry, that under the
Maloney Act brokers and dealers partly regulate themselves through their own association. The proposed fees will create a great
many problems for those men who are devoting so much of their time anc" energy to the
self-regulation of the industry .
I call the committee's attention to two
final points: First, the penalty for. failing to
pay the proposed registration fee by the due
. date would be to put the broker or dealer
out of business. No agency should be permitted to do that without specific authority
. from Congress. Second, the registration of
most brokers and dealers has been in force
since the middle 1930's. If Title V is used
to req~ire a new annual registration for
these brokers and dealers, it would amount
to revoking the regjstrations which are al. ready in force. An agency should not be
permitted to do that without specific authority from Congress.
These considerations all lead to the conclusion-which is supported by the various
studies of the fee problems which are now
1n progress-that provisions for fees, if any,
should be incorporated in the basic statutes
of each agency after a thorough study and
consideration by the Congress. The Bureau
of the Budget has been considering this mat-ter with great care for some time. Its progress report of Januarry 28, 1952, indicates that
further study is to be made and that specific
recommendations for changes in the basic
statutes for each agency should be recommended. I think it is important to notE!_ that
Title V was an appropriation bill which could
not and did not receive the kind of consideration in committee or discussion on the
fioor which changes of this importance
should receive. Therefore, I urge the subcommittee to recommend that the Commission and the industry consult together and
study the fee problem with a view to making
recommendations to the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee ·of this House for
specific amendments to the basic statutes.
As it now stands, H. R. 6816 clarifies Title
V only with respect to brokers and dealers.
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My remarks apply equally to investment
companies, public utility holding companies,
and other classes of business subject to the
jurisdiction of the Securities and Exchange
Commission. Provisions for the charging of
fees should appear in the basic statutes.
I would endorse a broadening of the bill
whic\1. I have introduced to make it clear
that the Securities and Exchange Commission may not impose fees for regulation
upon any of the classes of business which
it regulates, unless authorized to do so by
the basic statutes.
.
I wish to emphasize again that Title V does
not and was not intended to authorize fees
for the regulatory or policing activities of
Federal agencies but only for special services
of value to particular beneficiaries.
I hope in the wisdom of the members of
this committee they wm look favorably upon
the suggestions contained herein and take
favorable action on my bill, H. R. 6846.

after consultation with many Members
of Congress, including some members of
the Subcommittee on Independent
Offices Appropriations, . I sincerely and
honestly f~el that there is no justification and certainly no authorization for
the Securities and Exchange Commission
to impose any such fees, and that Congress never intended Title V of Public
Law 137, approved August 31, 1951, to
apply to an agency performing a regulatory service in the interest of the general public.

Mr. Speaker, since appearing before
the Securities and Exchange Commission Subcommittee t have concluded
from reading certain statements in the
annual report of the Securities and Exchange Commission for the year ending
June 30, 1951, that the SEC does provide
services for a special benefit to particular,
beneficiaries for which no charge is made
and none contemplated under the Commission's proposed rules and schedule of
fees.
To illustrate, where fees for special
services to particular beneficiaries might
be charged I have noted in the Commission's annual report for the year ending June 30, 1951, situations that evidently were nQt taken into consideration
in its survey of proposed fees.
For example, the staff of the Securities
and Exchange Commission process for
corporations and others, annual reports,
proxy solicitations, and so forth, which
in many instances would fall within a
category of special service of value to
readily identifiable persons-see Seventeenth annual report of the Securities
and Exchange Commission, pages 30, 44,
49.
During the same fiscal year ending
June 30, 1951, the Commission participated in reorganization proceedings under chapter 10 of the National Bankruptcy Act and section 77B. Such participations were in the interest of securities holders of the companies involved in
the proceedings. The total number of
these proceedings in that fiscal year was
87-see table 20, pages 258 and 259 of the
Seventeenth annual report of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Since the Securities and Exchange
Commission first took over this activity
under the statutes, it has participated
in a total of 318 proceedings involving
391 companies, of which 73 were subsidi·
aries. The total assets of such companies total $3,250,000,000 with over
$2,000,000,000 of aggregate indebtedness. ·
The participation of the Commission is,
in effect, as an adviser to the court. This
is a definable service of value not only to
investors but also to the companies involved. It should be noted that no
charge is made or contemplated for such
service or work.
Mr. Speaker, after long and extended
study of the proposal of the Securities
and Exchange Commission to charge investment dealers and brokers fees, and

HON. JOHN A. BLATNIK

Last Chance on Seaway
EXTENSION OF

RE~ARKS .

OF
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD, I include the article entitled "United States Being Given
Last Chance To Join in Seaway Canal,"
by William Kreger, which appeared in
the May 1 edition of the St. Paul Dispatch:
UNITED STATES BEING GIVEN LAST CHANCE
To JOIN IN ST. LAWRENCE CANAL
(First of two articles)
(By William Kreger)
ALBANY, N. Y.-The President Of the
United States, the State of New York, and
the Canadian Government are giving Congress a final chance at approving the St. Lawrence seaway. Canada is reported to have
allowed Congress only until June to join
the proposed partnership.
The Canadians say that they want the
United States in, but can't wait much longer
for their share of the water power, or for
lower-cost water transportation for grain
and iron ore.
If Congress &tans off the seaway again, the
President and New York State are ready to
go ahead. Sources of unquestioned authority say that this is the plan:
1. Canada would build on its side of the
St. Lawrence-the 115. miles of the locks and
channels that would open the bottleneck in
the 2,437-mile route to the head of the
Lakes.
2. Mr. Truman would help Canada get a .
chance to buy the steel and cement needed
for the job. He would back a joint request
to change the navigation levels on the river,
which are governed by · a United StatesCanadian Commission set up by treaty in
1909. The United States also would be asked
to dredge to 27 feet the river channels above
and below Detroit and the Sault Ste. Marie
locks. The present depths are 25 feet in the
down-bound lanes and 21 feet up-bound.
3. New York State again would ask the
Federal Power Commission for a license to
build, with Canada's neighboring Ontario
Province, a . dam to harness the waters of
the rapids near Messena, N. Y. This would
make available an estimated 12,600,000,000
kilowatts a year from what the United States
Corps of Engineers has called the greatest
single undeveloped source of hydroelectric
power in North America.
·
Observers figure that the project isn't practical without the expected profits from the
- power dam. Even if New York gets an FPC
license, and the International Joint Conrmission approves the dam, the opposition is ex-

pected to go to court with a claim that the
compact is illegal.
Canadian officHtls have said that the seaway will be built, with or without the United
States Government as a partner, but the
joint commission includes three Americans
and three Canadians. The three United
States representatives are expected to follow
Mr. Truman's advice.
Estimates are that the seaway and power
plant would take 15,000 men 5 to 8 years to
build, and use up 178,000 tons of steel, 4,400
tons of copper, 7,630,000 barrels of cement,
and 118,700,000 feet of board lumber.
Canada expects an $800,000,000 to $1,000,000,000 surplus by the end of this year, and
says the bill for the seaway and power dam
can be paid. Estimates of the cost run from
Canada's $750,000,000 through the United
States Engineer's $818,000,000,000 to the opponent's $2,000,000,000 to $5,000,000,000.
If Canada builds the seaway, the feeling
is that the FPC would look more kindly on
New York's case.
Sectional interests in the United States,
not party loyalties, have stalled off Congressional action before: In 1934, when a
Canadian-American seaway treaty failed to
get the needed two-thirds approval of the
Senate, and since 1941, when President
Franklin D. Roosevelt negotiated this same
joint "agreement" that would need approval
by only majority vote in both Houses of
Congress.
Mr. Truman and Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
of New York have called the seaway a vita1
defense project that would provide a shipping lane, safe from submarines, for that
iron ore in eastern Canada. Opponents retort tl:at a well-placed bomb would wreck
the route.
That brings replies that so could a bomb
in the Sault Ste. Marie locks, and tha-~ nobody blew up the Panama Canal in World
Warn.
The Canadian position is:
.
We don't want to build a seaway; we just
want to complete it. We would like the
United States as a partner. But we can't
wait much longer. We need the power and
we need. the shipping route.
The Canadians intend to get it.

Unification of Ireland .
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, under the leave to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include the following radio
address:
UNIFICATION OF IRELAND
(Radio speech made by Congressman JoHN
W. McCoRMACK, majority leader of the
House of Representatives, on April 15, 1952,
over Station WVOM, Brookline, Mass., un•
der the auspi.ces of the Massachusetts
branch of the American League for an
Undivided Ireland)
Ladies and gentlemen of the radio audi·
ence, I am glad of this opportunity to speak
and discuss with you the important question
of the unification of Ireland.
All of us know the essence of democracy
lies in the right of a people freely to deter•
mine how they shall be governed.
We as citizens of the United States realize
all too well that the accepted unit for this
self-determination by which policies are
decided and a government elected, is the
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nation. If areas within the nation were pern1itted to disown national J>Olicy and to set
up sovereign governments, chaos wo ld obviously follow.
Great internal wars have been fought to
establish this principle.
Our own great country engaged in conflict
from 1861 to 1865 to ensure that self determination belonged only to the whole people of a nation.
The resistant minority was compelled by
the majority to accept the national will.
Abraham Lincoln, speaking at Indianapolis on February 18, 1861, said:
"On what rightful principle may a State,
being not more than one-fiftieth part of the
nation in soil and population, break up the
nation and then coerce a proportionally
larger subdivision of itself in the most arbitrary way."
We here in the United States of America
have no doubt that Ireland is a nation and
this fact has been recognized from time 1mmemorable by Europe and later by the new
world.
We realize Ireland is a geographic unit, the
people have a national language, a separate
culture and code of laws, a homogeneous
people, and a distinctive national tradition.
We know, too, that all churches and religious bodies, Catholic, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist, the Jewish congregations, and other denominations, are
now, as in the past, organized on a national
all Ireland basis. The people in all parts of
the country are, and speak of themselves as
Irish.
The fact that Ireland was a national unit
was never questioned until a British Government for its own purposes decided to cut the
country into two parts, five sixths and one
sixth.
It was 36 years ago on Easter Monday of
1916 that a small body of brave men asserted
once more in arm:. in Dublin, the right of
Ireland to be free, sovereign and independent. However, this group was defeated.
Their leaders were executed with one exception-Eamon de Valera-who like the
Phoenix rising from the ashes, rose to new
greatness as the leader of a vigorous independence movement which declared that
Ireland had a right to its independence and
to choose its own form of government. That
leader, Eamon de Valera, is in power today
in Ireland, 36 years afterwards. He has lived
to see many of Ireland's aspirations realized,
but he h as also lived to see one of Ireland's
aspirations frustrated and thwarted. Six
counties of Ireland's territory are still sundered by an unnatural frontier. One and
a quarter million of Ireland's people are still
under British rule, despite the oft expressed
desire of the majority of Ireland's people,
expressed through democratic process, for
the reunification of the national territory
and the national population.
All over the world we have seen peoples
express vigorously their desire for freedom
and '.ve have seen the rise of national spirit.
Our own government of ·the people of the
Un ited States has interested itself in such
propositions as freedom for the people of
I srael, freedom for the people of India, freedom of the people of Burma, and elsewhere.
B y the Monroe Doctrine we will protect, if
necessary, the independence of the nations
of Central and South America.
In 1919 the House of Representatives,
Sixty-fifth Congress, by House Joint Resolution 357 duly passed a resolution declaring
t hat the people of Ireland should h ave the
right to determine the "f orm of government
u nder which they desired to live.
In the last Congress and in this Congress
m y valued friend and colleague, Congressm an JoHN E. FoGARTY, of Rhode Island, introduced a resolution "that it is the sense
of the House of Representatives that the
Republic of Ireland shall embrace the entire
t erritory of Ireland unless the clear majority

of all the people of Ireland, in a free plebi·
scite, determine and declare contrary."
Everyone knows that an overwhelming majority of the people of Ireland resent parti·
tion and favor unification.
We were able to have the Fogarty resolution reported favorably out of committee,
but unfortunately when it came up in the
House of Representatives, it was defeated
and failed to pass. Congressman FoGARTY
and I, and other Members of the House,
spoke in favor of the resolution.
We shall continue our fight.
Some Republican Members of Congress
from Massachusetts voted against this meritorious resolution.
They should be contacted and shown the justice of this resolution. The same should be followed with
Members from other parts of the country,
Republicans and Democrats alike, who voted
against the Fogarty resolution.
In any event, the fight must go on for
unification .of Ireland until it is successful.
Ireland, historically and geographically,
is one country and one people.
The people of all of Ireland should have
the right and the opportunity through a
referendum or a plebiscite to pass upon the
question of the unification of all of Ireland.
Partition in tlie Emerald Isle should be
abolished forthwith so that the Republic of
a United Ireland may be voluntarily forged
as a link of steel in the sturdy chain of free
and independent Atlantic nations.
.
I look forward to the day and I pray God
that day is not far off when we shall see the
reunification of Ireland and thus bring Ireland and the western democratic free nations into closer harmony and cooperation.

Keeping Pace in Science
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN A. BLATNIK
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD, I include the article entitled "Keeping Pace in Science,"
by Jules Billard, which appeared in the
May 7 issue of the Pathfinder news
magazine:
KEEPING PACE IN SCIENCE-ARE WE LOSIN(J
THE RACE FOR BASIC RESEARCH WHICH
SUPPORTS INDUSTRY AND DEFENSE?
(By Jules Billard)
Take a look around you.
You won't need more than a glance at
nylon or television or toothpaste to realize
that science is at the bottom of the wonders
of modern living.
·
Tak~ a look at the headlines.
An atom bomb blast in Nevada, hints of
fantastic secret waapons, technical talk
about a space ship bo:tnbing platform which
would circle moonwise a thousand miles
above the earth-all are constant reminders
that science, too, is the key in modern war.
How good, then, is our science? And how
good is Russia's? Are our laboratories producing facts on which tomorrow's discoveries for a fuller life will be based? Are
they creating knowledge that will be the
edge for our outnumbered manpower
should war come?
UNITED STATES ANSWER
Those were the kinds of questions asked
last week as a Senate subcommittee studied
the $15,000,000 budget request of· the National Science Foundation.

The foundation is a novel Government
agency-and a baby one. It is the first to
be given the task of setting a national
science policy, of encouraging bright youngsters with a knack for science to go into
research, and of supporting the kind of
digging that turns up scientific knowledge
just for knowledge's sake. Scientists Gall lt
basic research. They contrast it with applied research, whose aim is to put scientific
facts to practical use.
. Actually it's hard to draw the line between
the two. A lot of basic data has come from
trying to make a product better. And a
lot of practical results have come from just
curious exploring of an area of scientific ignorance. But generally speaking, explains.
Dr. Alan T. Waterman, director of the National Science Foundation, basic research is
the framework on which applied science
grows.
Television, for example, grew out of the
discovery 50 years ago that electromagnetic
waves could make electrons flow in a glass
tube emptied of air. In medicine, advances
against goiter, diabetes, arthritis and other
1lls got their start from the 1901 discovery
that ductless glands produce substances that
today we call hormones. Tomorrow, other
killers may be conquered by some elusive
fact now being chased down in a laboratory.
When ours was a young Nation pushing
frontiers west, we didn't have time to putter
in labora-tories for basic knowledge. Even
up through World War II we were leaning
heavily on the heritage of science discoveries
of the rest of the world. Only one in every
four Nobel Prizes awarded in the past half
century for work in basic research has been
won by an American.
When the war ended, there were those who
warned tha:t we were using up our supply of
basic knowledge and that the wrecking of
European laboratories had now thrust us on
our own. "In reality," Dr. Waterman points
out, "you don't destroy fundamental facts
by using them. What is important is that
the more we depend on applied science, the
more basic knowledge we need. And there's
an awful lot we don't know."
Progress in rocket travel and weather reporting, for example, needs more fundamental facts about the upper air. How plant
cells use sunlight to make food and how
animal cells make living tissue are challenges
whose solutions may give us things like
energy from the sun and the conquest of
cancer. And there are whole reams of blank
pages in man's knowledge of nuclear forces
and the solid state of matter.
PRACTICALITIES
Industry can hardly supporUasic resear ch
except in fields where it can hope for a payoff someday-a rubber company would soon
lose out to competitors if it spent all its
research dollars on studying the temperature
of the sun, for example. Universities have
only meager funds to spend on such projects.
And the 22 Government agencies which have
research programs are guided, like industry,
by their special interests-whether it be
weapons or agriculture.
What was needed, a committee of scientists
reported in 1945, was a National Science
Foundation. It would encourage basic research where the nat ional interest demanded
it. And, more important, it would develop
a national science policy under which research can fiourish. But it took 5 years
of legislative battling before the Foundation
was established:
And in the year just
ended since it got into operation with the
appointment of Dr. \Vaterman as Director,
it has h ad tough sledding.
White-haired, firm-jawed, and professorial, Waterman was an able administrator
and scientist--but a babe in the woods politically. During the war he was with the
Office of Scientific Research and Development and then became De.~uty and Chief
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Scientist of the Office of Naval Research.
There he had a reputation for squeezing the
fat out of budgets and for getting results.
HOW MUCH .MONEY? .

Almost immediately after becoming Director of the National Science Foundation,
he had to face an economy-minded House
on a $14,000,000 budget recommended by the
President. Waterman hadn't time to plan to
the penny how it would be spent--nor did
he know what results would come out of it.
It's always hard to tell what you'll get out of
basic research-or if you'll get anything
at all.
As a result, the House chopped the appropriation to $300,00o-and the Foundation
was almost scuttled before it .got started.
But Senate-restored cuts were worked out
with the House and Waterman wound up
with $3,500,000. He's parceled out $1,000,000
of it on 69 grants for basic research and
$1,300,000 on 624 fellowships for graduate
research.
Those awards were winnowed from 3,000
fellowship applications and 430 requests for
research grants. They went to graduating
youngsters ·with ideas, to recognized scientists in big-name institutions, and to obscure
workers in little-known colleges. The average fellowship winner gets a year's graduate study; the average grant provides $12,000
to cover nearly 2 years' research. Projects
selected ranged from radio-wave study of the
upper atmosphere to bewildering topics like
stereochemistry and hyperconjugation of
three-ring carbonyl compounds.
As more students and researchers applyand anyone can-Foundation funds may
have to be spread thinner. This year the
House has cut a budget request of $15,000,000
down to $3,500,000. A friendly Senate subcommittee held hearings on the bill last fortnight and congressional observers guess the
Foundation may wind up with $7,000,000 to
spend on basic science next year. But friends
of the NSF call that a piddling sum. The
· oil industry alone spends $100,000,000 on research. And the Defense Department's budget for new weapons development is $1,500,000,000.
FALSE ECONOMY

As Cli1ford Grobstein explained in the
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists: "The job
of NSF is nothing other than to insure the
health and productive strength of the goose
which today and tomorrow • • • Congress will go on expecting to lay golden eggs.
It is very poor economy-and poor statesmanship-to be stingy on the diet for this particular goose."
In Russia, friends of the National Science
Foundation are quick to point out, science
has become a crusade. State support of
projects is lavish and important scientists
get party bigwig privileges.
, Observers rate Russia's top men as capable
as any in the world. It has an estimated
100,000 scientists compared with our 150,000.
And its latest 5-year program aims at turning out 150,000 engineers and 350,000 technical graduates. Our engineering graduates
this year will be fewer than last and far short
of supplying demand. One United States
company which needs 700 engineers from the
spring graduate crop so far has been able to
sign up only 72. A school that expects to
turn out 116 scientists already has had visits
from representatives of 220 firms.
Students of Russian science say Americans
underrate it. In some fields-like genetics-mixing the party line with science has
set back progress. But in such fields as
mathematics, physics, and aeronautics-its
scientists have done outstanding work.

States Atomic Energy Commission member,
Russia "got the works" about our atomic
progress up to that time. Technical journals of the United States and other nations
are carefully translated and thoroughly
read. Science in the U.S. S. R. is highly organized to push Russia's practical needs.
If 50 engineers are wanted for a job 5,000
miles away, within hours they are moving.
Those who don't cooperate-and those who
refuse to work on assigned research-don't
eat. Belief that this kind of bureaucracy
makes for poorer science is wishful thinking,
observers here say.
A British biologist - who spent a year in
Russia rates United States science as the
world's best, Britain's next, and the Soviet
Union third. But there's no room for complacency. In 1940 Nazi Germany cut off all
funds for basic research to concentrate on
production. When it realized the mistake
2 years later. it was too late to catch up.
The difficulty, Dr. Waterman explains, is
that the importance of basic science is hard
to sell. A scientist doing basic research ls
exploring the unknown-and the ·unknown
always seems a vague thing to pour dollars
into. "But," he adds, "it's the unknown
where promise lies."

mander Gen. Carl A. Spaatz has vigorously
protested. He declared in measured words,
that the "administration has taken an inexcusable risk and is gambling ·with our security." He stated that "the longer that
this country delays in matching Soviet air
strength, the longer Russia can create
Korean-type incidents at will."
Under such circumstances, the Kremlin
obviously cannot be in a hurry to reach a '
settlement in Korea, still less to make those
concessions to the West, would be the minimum base of successful East-West negotiations.
If this fact were realized by the American
people, I feel sure that they would demand
an end to stalling and the rapid creation of
that preponderant power which alone can
let us live safely on the same planet with
the fanatics of the U. S. s. R.
Instead, as General Spaatz added, "another
very serious feature of the stretch-out program" (in the air) "is that it lets down the
American people by giving them the false
impression that there is no urgency about
building up our air power to the point where
it at least equals that of Russia."·
That is indeed the present unhappy impression.
MEASURE BY RED REARMAMENT

East-West Negotiations Will Never Be
.Successful
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 6, 1952
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include the following article by Edgar
Ansel Mowrer:
EAST-WEST NEGOTIATIONS WILL NEVER
SUCCESSFUL

BE

(By Edgard Ansel Mowrer)
"If it is useless to negotiate now (as it may

ONE-WAY STREET

well be), when will East-West negotiations
ever be worth the bother?"
This is the question which two talented
colleagues gloomingly are asking-without
attempting to give any answer.
Yet surely, the reply is clear enough-as
things are going now, never.
In my judgment, each passing day is lessening the possibility of any sort of successful negotiations with the Soviet Communists. The reason is dreadfully simple.
With each passing day the free nations are
falling' farther behind in the armament race.
Now the Kremlin, as Secretary of State
Acheson never tires of repeating, respects
nothing but physical strength. Its disrespect for spiritual values was well expressed
in Stalin's sneering question to President
Roosevelt: ''How many divisions has the
Pope?"
By disarming in 1945, remaining partially
disarmed until 1950, and since then only
rearming to a painless extent, the American administration allowed the U. S. S. R.
with its satellites, to obtain a preponderance
in the air and on the ground. Yet a few
weeks ago, the President and his military
advisers actually decided to slow down our
present inadequate production of aircraft,
though our program when completed, may
still leave the Kremlin boss of the skies.

The Soviet Union ruthlessly milks the
science of other nations and intensively
drives its own. Through men like Bruno
Pontecorvo and Klaus Fuchs, says the United

Against this stretch out, for which the
only excuse is a desire not to supset normal
living in an election year, former Air Com•

SPAATZ PROTESTS

The military needs of the free world can
be measured only by the extent of Communist rearmament--which has to be surpassed. The dangers of lower living standards, of industrial disruption, even of some
joblessness, though real must, if necessary,
be run. They are small compared with the
overpowering need for preventing the
U.s. s. R. from seizing any further portions
of the earth. However unwelcome to American ears, this is, I am sure, the truth.
To escape catastrophe, the non-Communist world must increase its armed forces to
include:
Enough basic power both to defend itself
against attack by the U. S. S. R.-and win;
An army in West Europe capable of defending that territory;
Near eastern forces (a "command"} capable of slowing down any advance of Communist forces toward the vital oil · fields or
the Suez Canal;
An army in Southeast Asia consisting of
free Asians equipped and backed by the
West, able to end Communist insurrection
in Indochina, Burma, or Malaya and to strike
hard anywhere else in the area;
Finally, a powerful mobile allied striking
force, presumably built around United
States carrier-borne aviation, capable of going anywhere on earth and stamping out
Joe Stalin's little fires.
A big order? The biggest ever. But the
U. S. s. R. is playing for keeps and the
stakes are the earth. The ultimate alternatives to the kind and amount of forces
I have described are clear and simple-submission, or world war three.
Which do we prefer?

A Proph~t With Honor
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952
Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include herewith an editorial which appeared in the Belleville <Ill.> News-
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dinary jurisdiction." Randolph of Roa- . ' That is presidency as Soqth American dicnoke: "If the Constitution did not contemtators practice it. . It has never yet been
plate a distinction, whence this cumbrous
the North American way.-REGINALD WRI_GHT
A PROPHET WITH HONOR
process?" Justice Story: ··The offenses to
KAUFFMAN.
One of the very great men of American
which impeachment is ordinarily applied do
agriculture got his start in a simple way. • not properly belong to the ordinary adminisMore than 50 years ago a boy named Hugh
tration of justice."
H. Bennett was growing up on his father's
American Mother of the Year
At the other extreme, defenders object
farm beside the Peedee River in North Caro- . that, though Mr. Truman erred in judglina. After heavy rains water of the Peedee
ment, he committed no "high" crimes or
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
was colored chocolate brown by topsoil
misdemeanors. But Blackstone is clear:
washed off the fatms of the Piedmont region.
OF
"Public crimes and misdemeanors are a
Young Bennett didn't like that. To him it
breach and violation of the public right."
seemed a horrible waste.
Buchanan is even clearer: "A gross abuse
The other day, at 71, Dr. Bennett retired
of granted power and an usurpation of power
OF MAINE
as head of the Soil Conservation Service of
not granted are equally worthy of and liable
the United States Department of Agriculture.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
to impeachment."
His life has been devoted to an ideal-the
Tuesday, May 13, 1952
preservation• of the soil and water upon . Both groups of defenders were answered
during those happy days when young Mr.
which the people of the Nation depend for
Mrs. SMITH of Maine. Mr. President,
Truman
lived
and
moved
and
had
his
being
sustenance.
Maine is .Proud of having the American
among the bucolic vistas of Jackson CounYears ago Dr. Bennett estimated that imty, Mo., and · Dean Kirch way explained the
Mother of the Year, Mrs. Toy Len Goon,
proper use of the soil was resulting in the
conception: "Impeachment was intended to
of Porthmd, Maine. I am particularly
loss of 500,000 acres of cropland annually.
be applicable to every sort of misdemeanor
proud of this honor that-has so rightGreat acreages still are being lost. But the
subversive to any fundamental or essential
pendulum has swung.
fully been given to Mrs. Goon.
principle
of
government."
Many State and Federal agencies-and a
An editorial in the Portland (Maine)
Therefore, a so_und argument for Reprefew nongovernmental ones-have had a part
Press-Herald of May 10, 1952, and an
sentative HALE and his ,colleagues might run
in the great rescue effort now paying off in
editorial in the Christian Science Monlike this:
better farm production and better care of
itor of May 6, 1952, very well express the
Perjury is the breaking of an oath. An
the Nation's waterways. Fewer prophets of
indictable offense in the common courts, it
justification for this pride.
doom now predict that the soil will some
becomes a high offense when a Federal offiI invite the attention of the Members
day give out and the country with it.
cial breaks his oath of office to the detriment
Dr. Hugh Bennett was discouraged often,
of the Senate to these editorials and
of any public rights guaranteed by the
· but he never gave up. Millions of American
Constitution. Mr. Truman twice took the . ask -unanimous consent that they be
acres now are under good soil management
inserted in the RECORD.
Presidential
oath: "I do solemnly swear that
largely because he has lived and worked.
There being no objection, the editoI will faithfully execute the office of Presirials were ordered to be printed in the
dent • • • and preserve the Constitution." Yet he has violated that ConstituREcOR!l, as follows: ·
tion-in spirit when, in the Dollar Line dis[From the Portland (Maine) Press-Herald of
So "The Ki~g Can -Do No Wrong"7
pute, he ordered his Secretary of Commerce
May 10, 1952]
to defy the ruling of a district court; by
WE'RE PROUD o:F .OuR MOTHER
technical
evasion
when
he
launched
the
EXTENSION• OF REMARKS
Tomorrow will be the best Mother's Day
KGrean contest without congressional conOF
Maine ever had.
.
sent; in both letter and spirit when he seized
the steel industry.
Its significance has been enhanced by Mrs.
Toy Len Goon, Portland mother who became
The fourth amendment: "The right of the
OF MAINE
Maine's Mother of the Year, and was crowned
people to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers,
and
effects,
against
unreasonaAmerican Mother of 1952 by the Golden Rule
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Foundation.
· ·
ble •
• seizures, shall not be violated."
Monday, May 12, 1952
Truman defenders liken that Truman seizWe're proud of our Maine mother, proud
ure to Lincoln's emancipation of the slaves.
of the many quali~cations wh~ch won for her
Mr. HALE. Mr. Speaker, under leave But Lincoln acted against a hostile area in the national award and the series of cele· to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wartime, whereas Truman acted in an area
brations being held for her honor in New
include the following editorial from the not under arms and in time of peace-for York and Washington.
.
Mr.
Truman
himself
insists
that
our
coun. Mrs. Goon is ·old-fashioned, thank God,
Bangor Daily News of Monday, May 5,
try
is
not
at
war
anywhere.
old-fashioned
enough
to
believe
in
a large
1952:
family, old-fashioned enough to believe her
He says he felt he was correct and perSo "THE KING CAN Do No WRONG"? '
forming to the best of his ab:ility in the
majpr duty to her children is to teach them
This country's theory of Federal impeachto know - right from wrong, to follow the
steel seizure? Ignorance of the law is no
. ment follows that of Britain; but the British
excuse, especially on the part of a Chief
Golden Rule, to place spiritual values above
entails various punishments, while in ours
material values.
Magistrate; and, as Stevens declares, "No
the person impeached may suffer only loss
corrupt or wicked motive need instigate the
For 39 years now we've been celebrating
of office and the possibility of further Fed- · acts for which impeachment is brought."
Mother's Day somewhere in the . United
eral honors. Unless, however, we can perStates. · It's been 39 years of great change,
Mr. Truman claims justification by Presisuade him to resign, presidential impeachfor mothers as well as everyone else.
dential powers inherent (not mentioned) in
ment remains our sole means for legally reIdeas about bringing up children, trainthe Constitution? Eighty-odd years ago,
moving a Chief Executive during a term
ing them religiously, ideas about hard work
Logan maintained: "The President possesses
to which he has been legally elected.
and personal sacrifice have changed treno inherent powers, no reserved authority,
Here is preeminently a process of the
mendously, and not entirely for the best.
no implied prerogatives." And Logan simpeople. Their Representatives are the acMrs.
Goon, who carne from China to make
ply echoed our great Chancellor Kent: "It is
cusers, their Senate is the court, assent of
her way in the famous land of opportunity
not
for
the
Executive
to
decide
upon
the
two-- thirds of which is necessary to convicand free enterprise, has not abandoned her
expediency of the law."
tion.
Our Constitution provides: "The
old ideas for the sake of being modern. We
That
is
the
question
the
Supreme
Court
President shall be remoJVed on impeachment
honor her because she embodies that fundamust
face.
"Government
by
checks
and
mental character, that combination of
for and conviction of • • • high crimes
balances?" The legislative power checks
energy and humility and wholesomeness,
and misdemeanors."
the
judicial,
the
judicial
checks
the
legislawhich helped to transform this land from
At one extreme, it is objected by some
tive-but, according to Mr. Truman, neither
barren fields and forests to bustling comTruman defenders that even such an extraormunities.
of these may check the Executive. He asdinary tribunal has no power to try the
Motherhood, in Maine and in America, is
serts that he can extend seizure to newsPresident for offenses of which the ordinary
symbolized today by this Portland woman
law takes no cognizance, that "only such
papers and radio stations. Then, if not he,
misconduct as renders the wrongdoer liable
who came without fortune and friends to
some successor can extend it to your busito indictment" in the common courts "could
a strange land, raised eight above-average
ness, trades union, home. The President
properly here be charged." Authority bears
children, comforted, counseled, and educated
can suspend the entire Constitution in a
heavily to the contrary.
them for years after their father died, and
crisis; the President alone .can declare a
believed in hard work and high moral conLord Brougham: "Impeachment [is] a
crisis; and the President can declare that a
duct as a part of good citizenship.
remedy for cases not cognizable by the o.r·
crisis exists whenever he pleases.

Democrat on May 9, 1952, entitled "A
Prophet With Honor":

HON. MARGARET CHASE SMITH

HON. ROBERT HALE

/
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Miss Clara Soule, the retired school teacher
who recommended Mrs. Goon for the moth•
erhood award, says:
"It never could happen in China."
• It never could happen in America, either,
without people like Mrs. Goon.
(From the Christian Science Monitor of May
6, 1952]
AMERICAN MOTHER

There is a special interest in this year's
choice for American mother of the year.
The widow in Portland, Maine, who has won
the honor is the mother of eight children,
including a teacher, a doctor, a television
store owner, a son in college, and a dau_ghter
in high school (with a straight-A record).
They have names like Carroll, Richard, and
Josephine. She herself is in business-the
business of running a hand laundry. And
her name is Mrs. Toy Len Goon.
Here is a reminder that America is an
idea, not a blood inheritance. Mrs. Goon,
who came to the United States from China
with her husband 30 years ago, has had no
formal education, but she has been a good
citizen of her adopted land as well as a
good mother. Working hard at her laundry,
she has not only educated her -children but
earned the description of being a woman
who lives by the Golden Rule and has taught
her children to do so.
Today the idea of America is still a revolutionary one-the idea that it is not race
and national background but understanding
and practice of democracy which make a
good American. We salute as mother of
the year a hesitant-voiced, stout-hearted
little woman for whom the Mayflower sailed
from Can ton only 30 years ago.

Proposal To Provide Tax Equality for
. Flood Evacuees
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOWARD H. BUFFETT
OF NEBRASKA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. BUFFETT. Mr. Speaker, during
April1952 the Missouri River above Kansas City carried the largest volume of
floodwater in its history. The ftood
fight of the river communi-ties, from the
Dakotas down to Kansas City, was the
· most strenuous and valiant battle ever
waged in that basin.
Especially was this true at the twin
cities of Council Bluffs and Omaha,
where the ftoodwaters had to squeeze
through a dike-lined channel only 1,200
feet wide at the narrowest point, in
sharp contrast to the 2- to 10-mile ftood
width of the river at many points.
For the protection of life and to expedite the battle to preserve the dikes at
Omaha and Council Bluffs, the responsible public authorities ordered the evacuation of all property over extended
areas.
Families were moved out, ·utilities
were disconnected, and their belongings
largely transported to higher ground.
Large home and industrial areas in and
around both cities became ghost ·towns.
xcvnr-App.--184

Approximately 30,000 residents of Council Bluffs were evacuated from their
homes; in Omaha the number was esti·
mated at 8,000.
The dikes, strengthened and height·
ened as the ftood rolled toward Omaha,
were hit by a ftood crest several feet
higher than what they were designed for.
Then, by the stalwart and ceaseless efforts of citizens of the two cities plus
t:Qe Army·engineers and volunteers from
outside communities, the flooding of the
evacuated areas was prevented.
The victory of the people over the
river was complete, but at a very substantial cost to tl)ousands of evacuees.
They moved out and moved back. In
some cases they were helped by volunteer services, but many of them had substantial moving costs, storage costs, plus
damage to their home furnishings incident to the transport of their property
back and forth.
Under present tax law regulations
these individual citizens are not allowed
to deduct these expenses from their tax
returns. Yet, every business concern in · ·
the ftood area similarly affected can
deduct from their gross income the costs
they incurred as a result of the ftood
fight.
In my judgment, Mr. Speaker, this is
a clearly unfair a.nd unjust situation,
which should be remedied by this Congress.
If the property of these citizens had
been actually ftooded, they, too, would
have been able to deduct these ftood costs
· as ftood losses; yet, because they won
the battle-after carrying out official directives to evacuate-they are denied the
tax deductions of actual costs suffered
by reason of the Missouri flood.
I have introduced a bill that would
permit these citizens to obtain tax relief similar to that available to business
concerns under these conditions. Undoubtedly the bill will need technical
perfection so that, while it will do the
job, it will create no tax loopholes.
But it is an appropriate move of simple justice to these ftood-victorious citizens, and I urge its prompt consideration and passage.
The provisions of this proposal are as
follows:
·

SEc. ·2. The amendment made by this act
shall be effective with respect to taxable
years ending after December 3!, 1951.

The Steel Seizure
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOMER E. CAPEHART
OF INDIANA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, I ask ·
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "Amicus Curiae" -which appeared in the May 12, 1952, edition of the
Washington News, Washington, D. C.
There being no objection, the editorial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
AMICUS CURIAE

To the honorable the Justices of the Un_ited
States Supreme Court:

Comes now your petitioner, as a citizen
of the United States, asking leave to intervene as amicus curiae in the case of The
Steel Industry

v. The Government.

If the court please, your petitioner, although claiming a substantial interest in
this proceeding, has no desire to plead the
great constitutional issues on which this
court · is being asked to rule, preferring to
leave those pleadings to learned counsel for
appellant and respondent.
Your petitioner addresses his averments,
through your honorable court, to the highest court in the land, the Court of Public
Opinion.
Your petitioner's purpose is to show that
the case of The Steel Industry v. The Government need never have reached this court if
the respondent Government had not, through
neglect and indecision, failed to fulfill its responsibilities to stabilize the economy when
the danger of inflation first became apparent.
In support of this assertion, your petitioner points outThat while the President of the United
States frequently proclaimed the danger of
inflation as a result of the buying rush and
heavy Government spending following the
outbreak of · the war in Korea, no real stabilizing action was attempted until 7 months
later.
That the Truman administration, while
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code
invoking an alleged emergency in seizing
to allow deduction of certain expenses inthe steel industry, consistently has referred
volved in moving pe:rsonal property for
to the Korean war as a mere "police action"
the purpose of a voiding flood damage
and has stretched out defense production
Be it _enacted, etc., That section 23 of the · goals rather than interfere with the pro·
Internal Revenue Code is amended by addduction of civilian luxuries.
ing at the erd thereof the following new
That the Truman administration, by recsubsection:
ord spending and adamant reluctance to
"(gg) Expenses of moving personal propimpose over-all restrictions on inflationary
erty to avoid flood damage: In any case
pressures, did cause prices to rise.
where duly authorized public offi.cials have
And ·that the aforementioned rising prices,
order~d evacuation of an area because of
added to unprecedented taxation, have led
threat of flood, expenses paid or incurred
to a drastic depreciation in the purchasing
(and not compensated for by insurance or
value of the dollar for steelworkers and other
otherwise, for moving personal property from
citizens, causing them to seek ever higher
and higher wages for their labors.
the area in order to avoid actual or threat·
ened flood damage thereto, including storYour petitioner, therefore, avers that the
age expenses while the property is away
case now before your hono:cable court, aside
from its constitutional implications, is the
from the area, expenses of moving the propdirect result of the Truman administration's
·erty back to the area, and losses due to damage to or destruction of the property in con- ·failure to assume its responsibilities at criti·
cal times.
·
nection with such moving or storage."
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YO\lr Republic or the Marxist United
Nations
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN T. WOOD
OF IDAHO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, April 28, 1952

Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Speaker, the
United States Government was founded
by bold and adventurous souls, selfreliant, usually God-fearing, frequently
highly educated and mentally disciplined
folk, who migrated here, either to escape
religious persecution or governmental
tyranny, or to satisfy an urge toward new
experiences, under new conditions.
So far as the early colonies were con·
cerned, their· founders possessed an an.
cestry, jealous of its rights and cultural
attainments, who were intensely nation·
alistic. These progenitors had successfully resisted numerous invasions, in
their mother countries, of other racial .
gJ;oups, less developed than themselves
in the art of self-government.
They were more or less united in their
hatred of governmental tyranny, and
thus, though of mixed nationalities, they
laid the foundations, not only of a
uniquely new government, but also of a
new race-Americans.
Undaunted by the perils of early navigation, and their conflict with savage
tribes, they successfully, and sometimes
unjustly, displaced the native population
to create a milieu under which they could
realize more perfect self-expression.
Impatient of the restraints and tyran·
ny of the mother country, they fought
a. successful war of independence, and
set up a new state. This government
was the outward and visible manifesta.
tion of their inheritance of ancestral
freedoms, conditioned by their recent
conflict, which had brought into bold relief the concept of their inherent per·
sonal liberties, under God, as over and
against the denial of those rights by a
would-be all-powerful state.

effectual checks against the development
of governmental tyranny, so long as we
continue to operate under its aegis.
Sixth.· It was to be a government OP•
erating through, and under, law.
Seventh. All powers not delegated to
the government were retained by the
sovereign people.
FOREIGN POLICY OF NEW GOVERNMENT

The foreign policy of the new govern·
ment was early determined by the founding fathers to be one of friendly cooperation with all other nations, but the
avoidance of .entangling alliances with
any. It was felt that under such unions,
a republic such as ours would be placed
at.a peculiar disadvantage in their deal·
ings with other states, whose powers resided in the head of the state rather
than in the people themselves.
The above constitutes an essential
blueprint of your Government. · It can
never become a dictatorship so long as
we continue to operate a constitutional
Government. Nor is it a democracy. It
is a republic.
STATUS UNDER UNITED NATIONS

Now let us briefly consider our present
· status under the United Nations:
First. The Charter of the United Nations culminated the results of 3 years
of absolutely secret meetings between
the representatives of the Btg Three, as
they were called: The United States,
Britain, and Soviet Russia. Many of the
important decisions affecting the Charter
were made at Yalta and Tehran.
Second. It was written by Alger Hiss.
Collaborating were Harry Dexter White,
Leo Pasvolsky, and Molotov. It could
not have been effective unless there had
been set up an international WPA which
was accomplished through the Bretton
Woods monetary agreement.
Third. A tremendously propagandized
superstructure was erected upon the fal·
lacy: "The United Nations is the last
hope of the world for peace." Actually
this was the last of 150 attempts to attain
peace through some form of international agreement. All had failed. The
common cause of failure was the fact
that the terms of the agreement were
always dictated by the victor nations,
FOUNDED ON PRINCIPLES
who sought to secure the retention of
This unique government was founded the hard terms imposed upon the vanupon the following principles:
quished or minority nations through the
First. The people themselves are the application of military force against
repository of inherent freedoms.
such minorities . . This creates a smolSecond. The sovereign people may dering resentment in the vanquished or
delegate a moiety of those freedoms to · minority nations which sooner or later
their government, but only to the end bursts all bounds into explosive war.
that the government should provide One only needs to consider the same facgreater security for those rights against tors operating today in Egypt, Iran,
foreign aggression or domestic frictions. Indochina, or Algeria to guess the conThird. The government should have sequences of the same old hoary wrongs
the form of a constitutional, representa· operating at full blast within the United
tive republic.
Nations. Sir Anthony Eden, British
Fourth. The inherent rights of its cit- Foreign Secretary, said upon his first
izens should be guaranteed to them for- reading of the Charter: "I do not see how
ever under a written contract between this can possibly operate successfully,
them and their government, which be- because should one member nation ever
came known as the Constitution of the refuse to abide by the terms of the pact,
United States.
the destruction of the whole organiza·
Fifth. The purpose of the Constitu- tion is inevitable." We know how many
tion was to define clearly the special times the member nations have walked
powers gra11ted to the government. It out on the terms of the agreement, and
and the appended Bill of Rights provide how constantly the members are jockey-

ing to get out of troublesome situations
for their country. The average length
of time such previous leagues have continued has been 10 months. All have
ended in more bitter wars. An examination of the Charter of the United Nations will disclose the fact that almost
one-third of the body of the Charter is
taken up with discussion of the methods
of the application of military or other
force against recalcitrant minorities daring to dissent from th u!r"..se of the
power nations.
A DOUBLE-TALKING INSTRUMENT

Fourth. In any study of the United
Nations, we must not only evaluate the
initial terms of the Charter, but also its
general policy. On casual reading it
seems to be a very innocuous, and even
benevolent, document. Upon careless
examination it seems to forbid interference in domestic affairs.
Actually
UNESCO is given abundant authority
to interfere in domestic affairs. See articles 82-83 and 102 of the Charter,
under which member states unwittingly
pledged themselves, upon signing the
Charter, to cooperate fully in bringing
their cwn economies under the Marxian
Human Rights Convention of the United
Nations. Actually it would be absolutely
impossible for any member nation to put
that convention into effect, unless it
immediately gave up the capitalist system and became a Marxian Socialist
state, or more likely a Communist world
state. What few personal liberties
might be left would be largely sacrificed,
if and when we adopted the Genocide
Convention. The United Nations is fully
. geared to put both into operation in our
Government, if the golden opportunity
may ever be seized. We put the Japa·
nese Government under the United Na·
tions, and very probably also under the
Human Rights Convention, as one of
the terms of peace. The United Nations
has put the same Marxian human rights
into the new constitution of Puerto Rico,
recently submitted to Congress for its
ratification. Hardly a month passes that
some snide attack upon our economy
and sovereignty is not planned by this
organization.
114ARXIST SOCIALISM, OR WORSE

From the outset the United Nations ·
has developed along the lines of Marxist
socialism, or worse. Very many of its
officials are followers of that philosophy.
Many of them are either out-and-out
Communists, or fellow-travelers. All
are of course internationalists, and the
followers of the one-world government
idea are infiltrating it more heavily
every day, if such be necessary. And, for
that matter, each member-government
pledged itself, when signing the Charter,
articles 55 and 56, to take joint and separate action for the achievement of
these aims.
Fifth. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization-NATO-and the Atlantic
Community, now in process of formation, both of which are enthusiastically
sponsored by the U. N., contemplate our
inclusion into a world government,
within whose ravenous maw we are to
sink our constitutional republic.
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NATO has already taken over our Atlantic and Mediterranean fleets, and the
command of our Armed Forces in Europe, in spite of the fact that its treaty
stated our soldiers could not be sent
abroad without a declaration of war by
our Congress. It has already captured
and appropriated our United States Navy
Yard~ at No~folk, Va.
VOTERS NEVER CONSULTED

Sixth . Nowhere in all of this United
Nations' skulduggery has the American
voter been consulted, though we are still
a representative republic, at least in
form, though I am afraid we have lost
the soul of the America that was. To
the extent that United Nations prospers.
the sun of America sets lower in the
west . Neither the voters of the United
States, nor even thei~ elected representatives have any voice in choosing our
repre;entatives to the United Nations.
They are hired men, appointed by the
Chief Executive, and yet the fate of our
count ry is in their hands. Delegates,
whom the voters never elected, signed
away your governmental rights, and
your Republic, when they signed the·
Charter at San Francisco. An exceedingly weak and complaisant Senate ratified it upon the recommendation of an
equally weak President. And a large
number of heavily propagandized followers of the new slogan, "The United
Nations is the last hope of the world .for
peace," loudly acclaimed the high treason to America and our constitutional
republican system. Some of them still
do.
FUTURE OF COUNTRY IN YOUR HANDS

Seventh. The future . of 'our beloved·
country is in your hands this year. Four
of the Presidential candidates favor fur ther and more extensive cooperation
with these agencies actively at work in
the a ttempted destruction of our Government. Shall you be true to the America of the founding fathers, the Constit ut ion of the United States, to our glorious Star-Spangled Banner, to the future home of your children and grandchildren in your voting? Or shall you
deliberately choose to be a _party to t h e
complete collapse of the glory-encircled
America you have loved, and will to become a mongrelized victim of an alien
and anachronistic form of government
from which we were supposed to h ave
graduated ages ago? Only the very
best deserve this America . The ignor ant, careless, unthinking citizen shall
probably do as well under a Communist
world state as he would anywhere. But
I do appeal to the patriots of America.
Read, think; pray, and then vot e intelligently fo r your own best interests. It
may be th e last such vote you shall ever
h ave the opportunit y to cast.
UNITED STATES HOPE OF WORLD

I do wish to recast the old fallacious
slogan for you in closing. Shall we give
it a slightly new wording? "The United
States is the last hope of the world for
· peace." And in addition one more
thought. And this also in the form of a
slogan: "Can an organization attain .
pzu.ce which denies the Prince of Peace?"

Mr. Kennan in Moscow
EXTENSION OF 'REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM BENTON
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

·Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
from the New York Times of May 9. 1952.
headed "Mr. Kennan in Moscow.'•
I well remember the fall of 1945 when.
as Assistant Secretary of State, I found
myself reading extraordinarily pene- .
trating cables from Moscow. When I
asked who had drafted these cables, I
was told "George Kennan."
Ambassador Kennan is on 'his fourth
assignment in Moscow, I believe. He
had the vision in the twenties to realize
that Russia could be of major importance in the world of the future. He
embarked on a study of Russia, including studies ..at the University of Berlin.
He has told me something of these .
studies. He learned the Russian language. He studied Russian literature.
the cnltural background of the Russian
people, their history and traditions.
He was on detail from the Foreig'n
Service, making these studies, and I may
add that this was an instance of the farsightedness of the Foreign Service as
well as of Mr. Kennan. Ambassador
Kennan has been trained in the best traditions of the Foreign Service. When I
was serving in the State Department, I
sought to bring him over into my area of
the Department so that he might give
me the guidance which the Department
needed on our propaganda and information and cultural policy.
His appointment to Moscow, in my
opinion, is a brilliant appointment. I
congratulate him not only on the appointment. but I congratulate the State
Department and the President on their
selection of him, and their ability .to
persuade him to accept this key role at
this critical time-a role that could prove
determinant in our efforts toward achieving a peaceful world as we look ahead.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MR. KENNAN IN MOSCOW
George F. Kennan h as br ou ght to h is new
post in Moscow as United States Ambassad or
to the Soviet Union one of t he finest mind s
in our d iplom atic service, a wealth of exp erience and knowledge in Soviet affairs, and
a sincere determinat ion to work for the ca u se
of peace. Having served in our Moscow
Embassy for several extended p eriods sin ce
1933 , he k n ows t h e tech nical problems h e
will f ace a s Ambassad or. Having ser ved in
the p ostwar years as on e of the top policy
m akers in ou r State Department in Washington, he k nows the goals of our policy and
t he ways in which our Ambassador t o t he
Soviet Unibn can help fu r ther those goals.
Ambassador Kennan arrived in Moscow a t
a crucial time in Soviet-American relations.
The Soviet "Hate America" campaign is at
a new all-time peak with the charges of
United States bacteriological warfar e and
the stupidities of General Grow's diary being
exploited to the utmost. At the same time
Moscow is engaged in its m ost m assive offen-.
s ive to split the free world and to disrupt
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efforts for western European defense against
aggression. More clearly than ever before,
this country is the chief antagonist against
which all Soviet and Communist forces the
world over are mobilized.
Under these circumstances no man, no
matter how great his diplomatic skill and his
knowledge, can be expected to roll back the
tide by himself. But in Ambassador Kennan we do have a most perceptive and understanding representative who will be on the
lookout for means to better relationships
and who will seize such opportunities as
may arise for this end. He has the good
wishes of his fellow-Americans and of all in
the free world who value both liberty and
peace.

Red China Tortures Protestant and
Catholic Missionaries
EXTENSION UF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
SI!eaker, the horrible age of unenlightenment in which we live is no better
demonstrated than in the gruesome and
terrifying reports coming out of Red
China. The depravity of human beings
who have fallen under the influence of
the Communists is most depressing.
One of the frightening examples of
the demoniacal power of the Communists
is in the corruption of the children.
Under this satanic influence these children accuse their own parents of disloyalty, knowing that their parents will
be subjected to cruel torture and _death
as a result.
I include the excellent article by Francis · Cardinal Spellman which appeared
in the May 10, 1952, issue of Collier's:
How RED CHINA ToRTUREs PROTESTANT AND
CATHOLIC MISSIONARIES
(By Fra ncis Cardinal Spellman)
A blood-red flag flying atop a pole on the
far side of a small muddied stream is the
dividing line between Communist-controlled
China and free Hong Kong territory, barely
30 yards away. News reports stated that I
was at t h is border line just as nine Maryknoll missionaries walked over the bridge,
through the barbed-wire fence , and stepped
on ce a gain into freedom. Their gaunt, ashgray f aces a n d sunken eyes r eflected the
mental and physical persecutions they had
suffered in R ed China. Yet I seemed to sen se
that their joy at being free a gairi, and the
love they car ried deep within their hearts
for the Chinese people, overshadowed memories of m iseries endured at the h ands of
their Com munist ca ptors.
Readin g repor t s o:l' this meetin g, hundred s
of person s h ave asked me, "What happened
to the missionaries behind t h e bamboo curt ain? I s it true t hat they were b eaten , tort ured, h anged , a nd shot in m ass murders
d ur'ing religious p urges ?"
Her e I r ecord n ot on ly the experien ces of
t hese Mar ykrtollers but the stark t r uth as I
myself saw it, and as it was e ntrusted t o m e
b y others, Protestant and Catholic missionaries, American, French, and Dutch, I talian,
German, Canadian, and English, as well as
China's own. They are the sad, sordid
stories t hat hordes of savage men and
women out of the Red East have been writing
as they trace the tragic history of our times
in blood and torture and death-stories that
sound like carbon copies of one script, so
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much does each one match, word for word,
the other. But actually they are the experi•
ences of hundreds out of thousands of heroic
men and women who, devoted to the service
of God and man, remained at their posts in
every corner of China as the Red fiood surged
southward.
.
These stories speak, too, for silent hosts of
murdered missionaries and other bravespirited, humble-hearted hundreds who are
still enduring living death somewhere behind the bamboo curtain, condemned to
hard labor or solitary confinement in dungeons, after torturous grillings and mock
trials by those very peoples whom they had
dedicated their lives to save.

FOREIGN MISSIONARIES BANISHED

The terrible truth of this is perhaps best
understood by the tragic figures of 28,000 ·
against 1,800--for, in 1948, just before the
final domination of China by the Reds, there
were functioning in that country nearly
28,000 religious, including foreign and Chi·
nese Catholic and Protestant missionaries;
while at this writing there are only about
1,800 religious left in that vast, unhappy
land.
Later from Stalin's puppets came new
orders: stop killing foreign missioners; imprison, torture, exile them; condemn them
to solitary confinement or hard labor, but
discontinue public and mass executions.
Why? Somehow, somewhere their poisonALL FAITHS ARE PERSECUTED
ous propaganda has gone awry. Mass murTwo hundred, five hundred, a thousand
ders were glorifying instead of vilifying
miles from the sea, through the infinite comto the outside world, and peoplex hills and valleys of China, marched the . missionaries
ples began slowly to waken from out their
Red army. And the principal objectives of
lethargy as they read, pondered, and finally
these hating men were the Protestant and
began to believe the reports of heinous
Catholic missions where ministers or priests
Communist. crimes perpetrated upon the
would be found at their daily tasks, and
innocents in the Far East.
where, in their convents, foreign and Chinese
And so, while the Red regime continued
Sisters were conducting schools and orphanto put to death in wholesale lots their own
ages, performing their multiple works of
Chinese clergy, they spared from outright
mercy.
murder foreign missioners, subjecting them
In the dead of night they came-10, 20, 30,
instead to every torturous agony conceived
soldiers armed with guns with fixed bayonets,
by the ugly, crazed minds of godless men.
banging on the. doors of convents or mission
Anything short of murder was ·the standing
compounds, shouting and demanding enorder of the day--every day.
trance, while across the hills as far as q,n.e
As the Communists moved into the southcould see, the earth seemed to be afire as the
ern provinces their invariable program was
death shrieks of the bayoneted, burning victo
charge the missionaries with one or more
tims mingled with the eerie, wild cries of
crimes: possession of an invalid passport
the Communist soldiers-"Sa-aatl Sa-aatl"
or an American fiag; secreting bullets and
("Kill-I-ll Kill-1-11")
opium planted by the Reds themselves; givCHILDREN INCITED TO HATE
ing medicine or money to bandits; spying
for the United States; preaching sermons
What happened then? The same as in
about God or the atom bomb; murdering
every other country of the world where Comorphans and killing babies; possessing unmunists are enthroned in power and free men
registered American money or radios.
are enslaved. Churches and rectories were
at the mercy of soldiers who daily invaded
PRISONERS TORTURED IN CHURCH SANCTUARIES
them, desecrating, plllaglng, and destroying.
Then came periods of house arrest which
Properties were confiscated and dispensaries
ended only at the whim of tJ;leir captors,
closed. Religious were forbidden to teach
when nuns, ministers, and priests were taken
and Communist substitutes incited the chilto regular prisons, usually led by ropes
dren to attack and revile the missionaries.
wound around their necks, with elbows pin"Down with the priests, down with the
ioned behind their backs. Churches and
church, down with all missionaries, down
convents were confiscated and became
with their God!" parrotlike they screamed
neighborhood trial courts. · The accusers
as they threw garbage at the nuns, spat upon
stood on the altars while Communist solthem, cursed them and called them vile
diers beat the prisoners in the sanctuaries.
names, ripping their habits and tearing the
Battered, broken, and bleeding, many were
veils and bonnets from their heads.
dragged by ropes up and down the church
"'HOUSE ARREST" MEANS TOTAL IMPRISONMENT
aisles before they were taken out and shot
or clubbed to death. Thus did China's
· After tb.ese revilings and ravagings, the
churches under Red tyranny become bloodied
personnel of the missions were either jailed
scenes of true martyrdom.
under false charges or kept under house
Often after their trials missionaries were
arrest which, mild though it may sound, is
brought back to their own churches and
an ugly ordeal. Prisoners in their own mis•
subjected
to the cruel humiliation of imsions, religious dare not leave the room exprisonment in the very places where they had
cept twice daily, under guard, for threeconducted their ministry. Crucifixes and
minute periods. They are denied the priviother &ymbols of faith were torn down be·
lege of shaving or bathing, and limited to
fore their eyes and chopped into firewood,
one cup of water for drinking and one for
sometimes to cook the guards' meals. Sisters
washing as their daily allotment. Rosaries
were forced to witness humillations and
and breviaries are taken from them and they
cruelties at the public trials of their pastors,
are forbidden even to pray.
while the>y themselves were the victims of
One soldier noticing a nun's lips moving
indignities that only barbaric madmen could
and suspecting that she was praying, warned
invent.
that she would be hanged by the thumbs
A typical routine of the Communists was
1f she continued. Thereafter, while praying,
to confine the nuns to one room, while sol ..
the Sisters held in their hands the Commudiers used the rest of the building for them ..
nist literature which they had been comselves, placing under government seal all the
manded to read, so that· their guards would
property and possessions of the convent
think they were studying. Instead, they
Even the well was sealed, under the suppo·
were praying to God for the freedom of China
sition that the captors might one day find
and the conversion of their captors.
themselves poisoned by their captives. Food
When the Reds first dominated China, all
supplies were kept behind locked doors, while
missioners, men and women, were treated,
the money ·permitted the Sisters from out
or I should say, mistreated alike. Followtheir own mission funds to supply themselves
ing their perfidious pagan pattern, the Comwith food and necessities was exactly 8 cents
munists looted and burned hundreds of
1n American currency per day: From these
China's churches, mission schools, convents
few pennies the official delegate usually "borand monasteries, and violently murdered,
rowed" one-half.
hanged, shot, or fiendishly tortured to death
not only missioners but also Christian men,
When the well of one mission orphanage
women, and even children.
:went dry, 1t was necessary !or someone. to

go to the river for water. The oldest of the
orphans volunteered, and each morning five
of them together would go down with their
buckets to fetch water. Mere children, the
nuns felt that the orphans would be safe
from the Communists. They were-for 4
days. On the fifth morning four of the
orphans raced back to the mission crying
that one of their companions had been shot.
Two Sisters rushed to the river with a board
stretcher and found the boy sprawled ragdoll-like at the river's edge-one bullet
wound in his head and three in the child's
chest. That afternoon the Sisters and priest,
the only "mother and father" he had ever
known, laid him gently to rest on the compound grounds, the only home he ever had.
A favorite routine Red ritual was to organize huge mass meetings and order a local
priest or minister publicly to renounce his
faith, denounce his church, reject God. Refusing, he at once offered his life in sacrifice,
the most precious gift that man can make
in proof of loyalty and love of God-for he
was either shot, hanged, or clubbed to death.
HATE INCARNATE AT FALSE TRIAL8

As the square for public trials is frequently

outside the mission compound, the Sisters
share the agony of the victims.. The beating
of drums and cymbals breaks the silence of
early dawn. Prisoners, their wrists bound
together behind them, are marched out under
armed guard, pushed to the usual raised platform, and forced to kneel, hour after hour,
on uneven boards, while their accusers mount
the platform and, well rehearsed, scream out
their false accusations, wildly beating the
helpless, manacled victims. With bony,
gnarled fingers, old men and women witnesses
claw at the half-dead prisoners, often puncturing their eyes, which look like black holes
in their corpselike faces.
When the victims finally fall prostrate,
guards, sometimes women, yank them to
their feet so that they can be cruelly clubbed
and abused again. Like football players
punting in mid-air, violent young men take
running leaps and viciously kick -the prisoners in their stomachs until they are convulsed in agony. And, all through these terrible, appalling, unbelievable animalistfc exhibitions, cheer leaders rouse the crowds of
thousands in fiendish applause, and at intervals and given signals cry out: "Kill
them." "Shoot them." "Wipe out the running dogs of the American imperialists."
And any witness who dares to express
emotions of sympathy 1s himself made a
prisoner of the Communists and a victim
of similar bestialities.
HUNG BY THUMBS UNTIL DEAD

While these trials draw out hour after
agonizing hour, Sisters, prodded by guards,
are forced to watch these violences and
atrocities.
Missionaries, both men and
women, have told me that the tortures of
their own trials were easier to bear than the
torment of . listening to and watching the
persecution of others. One said, "Two men
were hung up by their thumbs in a cell near
D. and me. The torture was excruciating as
their bones were slowly pulled from their
sockets. It was almost as hard on us for
we suffered unspeakably with them, hour
after hour, until they were released in merciful death."
·
Three Sisters were forced to watch similar
savageries inflicted upon a Protestant missioner for 13 hours. Armed guards were
stationed in the room to see that the Sisters did not cover or close their eyes, and,
when one of them could no longer stand
the sight of his anguish, she was threatened
with similar treatment if she made but one
sound or movement to help. In the end,
through his broken, bleeding mouth the
minister was still whispering "No" to his
torturers who were trying to force him puba
licly to renounce his God. One man said to
me: "Inwardly we cheered, praying to our-
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selves that if we be called upon to endure
such torments, we could display such fortitude as did Dr. -."
If victims be not missioners, but only
Christian dogs, they are kicked back to the
dungeons, their tortured bodies bathed in
sweat and blood, while often friends and
family jeer and taunt them to prove their
own loyalty to the party, thus trying to save
t h emselves from becoming victims of this
same fiendishness. For Chinese are forced
not only to testify against missionaries who
for years have labored to help and save them
f rom hunger, disease, and death, but sons
and d au ghters are forced to testify against
their- own parents.
CHILDREN CONDEMN THEIR PARENTS TO TORTURE
AND DEATH

In Canton three daughters told before the
court that their father was a member of the
Nationalists underground and was responsible for the death of a number of Communist troops. They confessed that they
were ashamed of their father and demanded
that a just punishment be accorded him.
He was tortured and hanged.
But, too, there are examples of high loyalty
and great devotion in this macabre setting
of Communist China. Two Jesuit highschool boys, ordered by the leader of the
Communist Youth Organization to make
accusations against the priests, refused although they knew that the consequences
for this disobediance would be clubbings
and death. When the mother of one of these
boys tucked her son's sweater under his
arm on his way to school that fateful morning she had said to him: "I don't want to
see you back here again if you say one word
against those Fathers."
· When the police came to her door the
following dawn, she knew that her boy would
never return.
CHINESE SEMINARIANS DISPERSED

Missionaries have fought valiantly to save
their seminaries. Red authorities drive
faculty and . students from their buildings
and tu.t:n the seminaries into jails. Teachers
aJ;ld students move from one town to another, taking over s:rpall houses, making
desks of rough boards. There are no beds,
so· teachers and students sleep on the floor.
"The seminarianr. study furiously," a
missioner explained to me, "for they know
they are working on borrowed time. Visits
by soldiers and propaganda units are frequent, and foreign missionaries teaching in
the classrooms, boys at prayer, crucifixes on
the walls all bring vile taunts of derision
that, soon, are followed by eviction.
SCHOOLS AND ORPHAN AGES CLOSED

"The Government decided that in accordance with the three principles of 'self-rule,
self-support, and self-propagation' foreigners could no longer teach in, or supply
· money to, such institutions. So, Chinese
priests take over and work diUgently, faithfully and heroically. When a call came from
the Communists for the report on one seminary, the Chinese priest in charge painted
a glowing picture of progress. When he
finished, the Government representative
smiled, as only a Communist can, and replied, 'That's fine. Now close it up and send
the boys home.' "
Thus fell the heartbreaking blow. "I have
been told," he continued, "that the Chin~se
r.Jways hide their emotion and I think that
in the majority of cases it is true. But the
morning when those boys left their seminary,
not one went out the gate with dry eyes.
Each asked for a blessing and knelt in the
dirt as we begged God's grace and mercy for
him. Their thin shoulders shook with sobs
as some hid their faces in their handkerchiefs, while still others proudly let us see
their sorrow."
Heart-rending, sordid scenes far outnumber those that lift one's heart with hope,
·for the Satan-bred Stalinites are trained ·to
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prevent their captives even the solace of help1ng 15,000 waifs, were operating throughout
ing one another in their mutual grief and
.China. Then came the Reds, and the treatpain and torment. When Father X, imment meted out to these Sisters followed the
prisoned in a room of his rectory, tried to
party pattern. Police officials would come
jump fror1 the window into a crowd of
with an order for the arrest of the nuns,
Communist murderers to stop them ·from
who would be forced to leave the orphanage
stra ngling and beating an old couple of
without any personal belongings. Soldiers
ei~ty , he was himself tied and given the
pressing guns against their backs would
"water cure" a,s an example, the guards said,
drive them through the streets until they
to others "who might wish to try to be brave."
reached the police station where they would
be questioned.
This water cure, often mixed with gasoline, is given even to little children to force
Their "crimes" were always the same: exthem to testify against their own mothers
cessive mortality among the orphans due to
or fathers. Red terrorists forced the son of
cruelty of the Sisters; being spies and raising the orphans to be spief!. Then, thrown
one reputedly rich man to give his own
into prison cells with 50 m 60 other prisonfat her this water cure to try to make him
tell them where he had hidden his money.
ers, they would be left for a week, a month,
He did not tell; perhaps he had none. Never- , even a year awaiting "trial."
theless, the father was executed and the boy
Their "privileges" were the same as those
became insane.
permitted to other prisoners-rice gruel twice
a day, one cup of water for drinking, one for
E :: ECUTIONS A BLOODY FESTIVAL OF HATE
bathing, and permission to leave the cell for
Preexecution parades are nearly as cruel
3 minutes twice daily. If they were short
and barbaric as the executions. The bugle
enough, they slept stretched out on the bare
sounds its weird cry warning hundreds, dryfloor;
otherwise they tried to sleep sitting
rotting in the prisons, that some among them
propped against one another or against the
have slept their last sleep. Bearing placards
walls. In the middle of the n ~ght they
on their chests, those chosen for the day's
would be taken out for questioning for 3 or
allotment are brought out, their faces and
4
hours at a time.
bodies disfigured from beatings, their wrists
Torture instruments were always left
and ankles chained, and around their necks
a rope, the noose drawn just tight enough . around the room, implying that this would
be the next step of their punishment. Every
partfy to choke them. This keeps the bolder
word of the Sister's responses to the quesspirits from manifesting any sort of bravery
tionings was written down. Subjects were
or even resignation, ·as suffocating, blinded
changed constal!tly, and, in order to try to
with sweat and blood, they are dragged out
entrap
her, the guards would tell her what
through the city gate and up the hill to the
she had said at a previous session, not the
graveyard. Prisoners are forced to kneel
way she had said it, but their own interprefacing away from the firing squad as bullets
tation of it. Finally the nuns were sent back
burrow into their backs ..
to their cells, overcome not only from the
One old man, over 80, .had lost the use of
terrors they had experienced, but also from
his legs. He could neither walk nor kneel,
so the soldiers carried him up the hill in · physical and nervous exhaustion induced by
the drugs which were at times used in the
a rice basket and hanged him. Another old
questioning rooms.
man, 84, too weak to stand, was permitted
NUNS OPERATING ORPHANAGES ACCUSED OF
to sit while he was shot. The executioners
KILLING BABIES
then paid a visit · to the old gentleman's
granddaughter, who was imprisoned in a cell
Eighty thousand people in Hankow, Hanwith three missioners. Laughingly, the solyang and Wuchang were gathered together
diers told the child about the execution.
to witness one "mock trial.'' Two American
When she began to cry the soldiers threatSisters were accused of killing babies. As
ened to put her in chains, for crying, like
usual, an exhibit was organized as a side
praying, is a crime punishable by the water
show for the huge crowds. Little boxes filled
treatment or chains. The nuns comforted
with skeletons and bones of infants were
the child as best they could, silently asking
put on display as evidence of the "murders"
for her God's mercy.
committed by the missioners. Although
one can walk along many streets of cities
NUNS CROWNED WITH THORNS
1n
China, as I myself have done, and see
Other treatments that the guards and solgrotesquely bloated bodies of babies and little
diers also enjoyed giving to the missioners
children lying · in roadside gutters-dead
are tying wasps in the sleeves and bonnets
from starvation-the baby skeletons "plantof the Sisters; putting thorns on their arms
ed" by Communists were the evidence on
and necks and crushing them into the skin
which both Sisters were condemned.
with bricks on top of them; burning toes,
One of the most brutal, heartbreaking tales
fingers, and eyelids with cigarettes, and setfrom behind the bamboo curtain is the story
·ting fire to just enough of their habits to
of
Father X and his brave, deathless love
make them fear they are to be burned alive.
of God. After 9 months of imprisonment,
Suicides are daily occurrences. When one
he, too, was ready for "trial." Skeleton-thin,
prisoner began to crack mentally under the
clothed only in a pair of flannel pajamas and
terrible strain of solitary confinement, moanan old fedora hat, ropes tied around his neck,
ing, crying, screaming, praying out loud,
arms, and body, he was led out amid blasting
guards cursed and punished him with a long
of drums and shouting crowds. At the
pole thrust through the bars. Daily they
church two American and two Chinese Sisters
threw corpses' clothing into his cell until
were
ordered to file out and fall in line bethese reminders of their lifeless owners took
hind him. The procession was on its way.
up mor~ space in his tomb-sized cell than
They walked together praying the rosary,
. the prisoner himself. This is one of the
while the mob along the road yelled and
favorite pastimes of Red guards, soldiers, and
cursed, shouting vile names and hurling dirt
executioners.
and stones at them.
When Sister R. asked permission to talk
to the man, the guards at first refused; at
MOBS RELISH BESTIAL TORTURE TRIALS
last they agreed. She found him on the
At a given signal someone yelled, "Tear off
floor, huddled in a corner. In a highly agitheir veils." Women yanked at the Sisters'
tated mental state, he told Sister that he
veils, tearing them from their heads.
knew if he was not released from the prison
Quickly the nuns picked them up from the
he would lose his mind. Two days later the
dlrt and carried them over their arms. In
water boy found his body, warm but lifeless;
a raised section of the ball field which was
hanging from the bars of his cell. The pristo be the courtroom, they were ordered to
oner's prophecy had come true-torture and
sit on low wooden horses where they were
solitary confinement had driven him insane.
easy prey for the angry mob which pressed
NUNS FALSELY TRIED
in upon them. Even the children seemed
to enjoy the morbid spectacle, and, shouting
Before the Communist regime several hundred orphanages run by Sisters, and shelterand pushing, they reached out trying to
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molest the prisoners; while young mothers
in their teens, some with babies in their
arms, also watched and participated in these
tragic, bestial, pagan exhibitions.
The first accusation against Father x · was
that he had spoken against the agTarian
movement. He denied this; so two young
men swore they heard him, and it was an
accepted fact.
He had -extorted money from the poor because he had a basket for Tice donations
at the church door.
His dog had bitten a woman, years ago.
And on and on for 6 hours of similar false
charges. Asked
to
acknowledge
each
"crime," Father did not even attempt to an·swer the barrage of .accusations.
What were the Catholics doing during this
tragic ordeal? When it began one woman
had stood up and in father's defense said
that he never extorted money from the people. She uttered only the fiTst sentence
when the judge silenced her, shouting, "You
are a wealthy landowner and have no right
to speak." She replied, "I am not but-"
Angrily the judge interrupted: "There are
landowners in your v.illage; so that takes
away your right." "Guards grabbed her,
roped her arms behind her and shoved her
off to the local prison. 'Then _guards began
circulating among "the ;people llstening for
a word, watching for a facial expression, any
indication tha1; might siEUify sympathy for
Father. Within 15 minutes 19 more women
and one crippled young man had been beaten
and jailed.
While the missionary was not given 1 minute of respite, the judges, who ln turn had
taken several recesses~ became weary, and
decided to end the prosecution and persecution. One judge stood up, repeated the
charges, declarlng that oth&S could be enumerated without end. After each accusation the will of the people was asked. A
group of youngsters, previously coached,
yelled, "Death or life imprisonment." Father
was then returned to ja11 t<D aw.ait the verdict.
THOUSANDS WITNESS EXECUTION

It came 2 days later. .He was condemned
to death. Soldiers too.k him from his cell
and, pulling, pushing, pr,odding him with
bayonets, took him to the graveyard. There,
before the eyes of th0liSands ;who dar.ed not
shed a tear or display .any emotion, the
guards began to club him. Bystander.s .also
beat him about the face .and head. Father
bent to try to remove his sneakers. A guard
yelled, "Stand up straight. · That,s not necessary." "Yes, it is," he ..an£wered steadily,
"I want to die just as Christ did."
"Quickly, my Lovd, quickly," were the missionary's last words. ,Sol<lier.s pierced him
with bayonets; then decapitated him. It
was finished.
In the evening when the crowd had gone,
his mission boy, frightened ·b ut faithful,
claimed "his father's" body. The boy and .a
friend reverently wrapped his broken and
bloodied body in a blanket and buried him
in the dead of night, on the land to which
he bad given the greatest part of his lifetime.
Surely that night the angels must have sung
exultantly about that Shansi village despite
its blood-red flag flying aloft, the flag that
symbolized <Slavery for all who lived beneath
it, except for those who died for Almighty
God. To them, Our Lord ;promised ha-ppiness and peace in life eternal.
PRAY FOR FRIEND AND FOE

As I listened to the harrowing, sorrowing
experiences of the simple, humble soldiers of
God, I thought of th-ose other .soul-stirring
sce~es to which I bad been witness .only .a
few days before when I ha d vis1ted with another great group of soldier.s, America's soldiers of the flag. I recalled Chrlstmas in
Korea, where, with our soldier-s on Heartbreak Ridge, I prayed tor our country and
for .world peace. And now with our missionaries as with America's soldier sons that
day at dawn, again:

I saw Christ standing before me on a little
bill
'Beheld Him there all wounded and forlorn
And this was Christmas and the place, Korea,
And mine the privilege to offer Sacrifice
Amid the strange chairing of batteries at
work
And stuttering machine guns amid the q~iet
ranks
Of men whose business was to play with
Death,
To gamble Life-men who know the stakes,
But still must wondering ask
What many back at home are asking now
These long drear months-"What is the
purpose
Of this holocaust?" Must we the greatest
of
The freeborn world appease with our son's
blood
·
This borde already .crimsoned with a nation's
rape?
I turned from silent faces to the shaken
ridge
And there saw Christ, the sorrowful, who
wept
Outside the city that would not receive
Its Saviour and His face was drawn
With all the agonizing pain of those
Who crawled atop that granite altar
Men now called Heartbreak Ridge.
I held Him in my bands and prayed
His mercy on the living and the dead.
For friend and foe I prayed, for well I know
The guilty are not dying at the front.
The noble die, like Christ upon the hill.
The noblest here pay Freedom's fullest price
They die-that we may live.

Our Foreign Policy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF .

HON. HOMER E. CAPEHART
OF INDIANA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 13,- 1952
Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, I
a.sk unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "Dulles Urges United States To
End Policy Supported by Spasms of
Fright," published in the New York
Herald Tribune of May 13, 1952; and an
article entitled "Dulles Sees Def-ense and
Aid Failure," published in the Washington Post of May 13, 1952.
There being no objection, the articles
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
(From the New York Herald Tribune of
May 13, 1952]
DULLEs URGES UNITED STATEs To _END PoLICY
SUPPORTED BY SPASMS OF FRIGHT-CALLS FOR
SUSTAINED .FOBEIGN AND ARMS PROGRAM NOT
.BASED ON .FEAR; GETs INTER-FAITH AwARD

John Foster Dulles, former Ambassador at
Large, said last night that the Federal Government must cease supporting foreign policy by "spasms of fright" and instead support a policy, as well as a strong miUtary
establishment, on a "ste.ady and sustained
basis."
Mr. Dulles made his recommendations before the annual awards dinner of the Nat ional Conference of Christians and Jews
at the Waldorf-Astoria. His speech was carried nationally by the National Broadcasting
Co. at 10 p. m. but was not heard locally.
Both Mr. Dulles and Samuel D. Leidesdorf,
president of Samuel D. Leidesdorf Co., publ1c
accountants, received national gold awards,
the gold plaques bestowed by the conference each year on those who promote amity
among Protestants, patholics, and Jews.

Foreign policy implementation by crisis
was the theme of Mr. Dulles' speech. He
contended that Federal authorities act on
the assumption that fear is the underlying
force that makes Americans act. He also
insisted the Nation must be told that foreign
aid programs have to be supported steadily,
consistent with natural resources and wit hout inflationary measures and confiscatory
taxes.
While conceding the intrinsic worth of
various mutual defense agreements, such as
the Rio pact, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and those with Aust ralia, New
Z-ealand, the Philippines, and Japan, Mr.
Dulles said the American people were ·oversold on them and feel disillusioned and unhappy because danger from Soviet aggression
persists.
"The regional pacts we have made ar.e
piecemeal efforts which are useful but which,
standing alone, are totally inadequate," be
said. "Nothing which we have done tackles
the No. 1 problem, which is that of checking further Soviet aggression everywhere
without such vast unproductive military expenditures as would destroy the very values
we are trying to protect."
If the NATO forces are fully assembled,
he said, they would defend a 500-mile line
although the free world has a 20,000-mile
front to protect, extending from the North
Cape in Europe to' Alaska.
Atomic warfare is also a concern of America's allies and nations that might be
friendly, he said. However, he added that
there was a feeling in non-Communist countries that the United States is "trigger
happy" about atomic bombing and might
"rashly precipitate atomic warfare."
Since, Mr. Dulles argued, NATO cannot
defend in dept a 20,000-mile frontier, it
should have "organization of striking power
"to hit any aggressor where it hurts if be
should commit himself to open armed aggression anywhere." Organized openly, be ·said, this would reassure the free world.
Mr. Dulles said that in 1948 be was told on
"'high authority" that 1950 was to be the
"'critical year." While he was in the Sena.oo
1n 1949, he continued, 1952 was portrayed as
the critical year. Now, he said, 1954 is called
the critical year. The fact, be said, is that
Russia has been working for 35 yean; and
no one knows when the Soviets might move.
As a result, he said, America must gird itself for a long, hard pull without endangering the national economy.
Mr. Leidesdorf told how racial and religious tensions were eased and practically
erased at Fort Monmouth, N. J., in World
War II when he arranged with Dr. Everett
R. Clinchy, conference president, for a series
of speeches by Protestant, Catholic and Jewish clergymen from a common platform.
The policy spread to other installations with
success, he said.
The presentation to Mr. Dulles was made .
by Roger W. ::;;traus, board chairman of American Smelting & Refining and a national
vice chairman of the conference. Mr.
Leidesdorf, active for 40 years in the brotherhood movement, received his plaque from
Henry Townley Heald, chancelor of New York
University. The Reverend Dr. James H.
Robinson, pastor of the Presbyterian Church
of the Master, 360 West One Hundred and
Twenty-second Street, also spoke. Whitelaw
Beid, editor of the New York Herald Tribune,
was dinner chairman.
Miss Jane Flioman sang, and the comedy
team of Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy
performed.
·
The invocation was given by the Reverend
Dr. Millard G. Robert, a minister of Brick
Presbyterian Church, Park Avenue and
N inety-fixst Street; the blessing by Lt. Col.
Maurice Powers, a Roman Catholic attached
to the Chaplain's School at Fort Slocum,
N.Y.; and the benediction by the Reverend
Dr. Julius Marks, a Tabbi .of T.emple EmanuEl, Fifth Avenue and Sixty-fifth Street.
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[From the Washington Post of May 13, 1952}
DULLES SEES DEFENSE AND AID 'FAILURE
NEw YORK, May 12.-John Foster Dulles
said tonight the Nation's defense and foreign-aid programs are a failure and that
continuing present 111ethods of defense would
drive the free world bankrupt.
The former Republican State Department
adviser said the only defense at bearable
cost would be the organization of striking
power to hit any aggressor where it hurts
if he should commit himself to open armed
aggression anywhere.
Dulles also charged the administration
with trying to frighten Americans with what
are represented to be a series of crises and
called for a year-in-and-year-out defense effort with a balanced budget and lower taxes.
He spoke at a dinner of the National Conference of Christians and _Jews at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, where he received the
group's national gold award.
Dulles noted that the defense program
calls for spending $60,000,000,000 this year,
and added:
"We have given away, in one way or another, about $40,000,000,000 since 1945. If
money could buy security and happiness, we
should have them. Yet we have them not.
Today we are insecure, we have less good
will than ever before in our history."
The peril, he said, persists unabated.
He praised Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower for
his work in North Atlantic defense and Gen.
Douglas MacArthur's occupation policies in
Japan, saying they alone made it possible
to start a Pacific security system, but he
warned:
"The regional pacts we have made are
piecemeal efforts which are useful, but
which, standing alone, are totally inadequate."

Address. of Edward J. Meeman, Editor of
the Memphis Pr~ss-Scimitar, at Little
Ro~k, Ark., April 27, 1952
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BROOKS HAYS
OF ARKANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. Mr. Speaker,
the Sunday-school class for men in the
Second Baptist Church, of Little Rock,
with which I was identified for many
years as teacher, conducts an annual reunion meeting, and this year it was our
great privilege to have as principal
speaker Edward J. Meeman, editor of tHe
Memphis Press-Scimitar and one of the
leaders in the Laymen's Movement for a
Christian World~ Under leave to extend
my remarks, I include the inspiring address of Mr. Meeman, who used as his
subject, "Our Task: To Establish The
Reign Of God In Human Affairs." The
address follows:

I prize the opportunity that comes to me
this morning to address a group of men who
gather each Sunday to study the laws of
God, a class bearing the name of Brooks
Hays, a man who stands for effective Christian citizenship not only to his fellow citizens of Little Rock, not only to his associates in Congress, but wherever men concern themselves with the application of
Christian principles to the problems of our
time. This is a happy occasion when with
your wives as guests you look back on the
accomplishments of the past year, and forward to the work you will do in the coming year.

I shall talk to you about the things nearest
and dearest to you: Your family, your home,
your bus.i ness, your life. All these are in
peril. I shall point out the threatening
danger, and why it has come to exist. But
I shall not dwell long on the evil situation.
In the words of a song which was deservedly
popular a few years ago, I shall accentuate
the positive, eliminate the negative. I shall
point out the road to security, for there is
such a road-security for those things so
dear to · you-your family, your home, your
business, your life. It lies in a complete
religion, completely applied to every department of living-home, business, recreation,
community, and the politics of the city,
county, State, Nation, and the world. We
shall talk about this religion on Sunday, but
it will not be idle talk; we shall plan this
morning how in the words of Wallace Speers,
chairman of the Layman's Movement for a
Christian World, we can "go to work with
God on Monday."
·
The world situation is indeed serious. In
the last 2 weeks, your publishers, Mr. Heiskell
and Mr. Engel, and your editor, Mr. Ashmore,
and I heard Gen. Al Gruenther, who is General Eisenhower's rigltt-hand man, speak
frankly at meetings in Washington and New
York. General Gruenther told us what he
had told Congress.
General Gruenther frankly admitted that
we could not prevent the Soviets from invading Western Europe if they should decide
to move.
We are able to strike back only with the
atom bomb and other means which would
greatly damage Russia. It is that power
which we hope will deter the Soviets· from
starting the war which we could win only
after years of vast expenditure of lives and
resources and the mutual devastation of East
and West.
Looking to the Far East, we see that in
Korea we are ready to agree to terms which
virtually spell defeat. We are prepared to
accept the continuance of the division of
Korea into halves, one-half remaining under the tyranny of the Communist invaders.
On October 1, 1950, the Political Committee
of the United Nations issued a declaration
in favor of a "free, independent, and united
Korea." We have abandoned that bright
go'al, not because we do not think it is the
right one, but because we are not strong
enough to achieve it.
Why is the enemy strong? Why are we
weak? Let us not go into all the military
and diplomatic and political decisions which
have given ground to the enemy. It would
take hours and it would not be appropriate
to a Sunday morning discussion. Let us
look rather at the enemy's philosophy and
methods and see why they have led to
strength and why ours have led to weakness.
Why is the enemy strong, and why are we
weak?
The enemy is strong because they have a
faith to which they are united in adhering,
and a program which they are united in accomplishing. We are weak because we do
not have a faith and a program in which we
are united.
,
This is the enemy's faith : that capitalism
is an unjust system in which the workers
do not own their tools, the means of ·production, and are robbed of the product of
their toil by those who do own them. That
capitalism is a decaying system. That the
future belongs to communism, under which
all things will be owned in common, and
earth will be a worker's paradise. That capitalism is so bad, and communism is so
good, that any means-lies, terror, torture,
murder--should be used to end the one and
bring in the other. The doctrine, of course,
is false. Communism, instead of abolishing
classes, has brought the sharpest class division the world has ever seen--on the one
hand a handful of men who run the government and thus own everything, all means
of production, all property, even the lives
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and bodies of the workers, and on the other
hand millions of slaves without property or
rights. But the faith is nevertheless fanatically held. The active few who lead impose their faith on vast masses by withholding the truth from them and imposing
lies through propaganda. The few who see
through the fraud and dissent are either
forced into silence or, if they dare to speak,
are quickly purged. It is an evil faith. It
is an evil program. Nevertheless the enemy
does have a positive faith and a positive
program by which they have become so
strong that they at this moment threaten to
destroy our free world.
The free world is weakened by doubt and
torn apart by disunity. Freedom breeds the
inquiring mind, which brings a destructive
skepticism. Certainly we should .inquire.
We- should inquire boldly. But our inquiry
should be aimed to establish our faith by
seeing how we can do mighty works which
prove the power of God.
Let us inquire how man can become
united at all times and in all things with
his maker, so that man can exercise dominion over the world.
We have seen civilizations rise and fall
through the deadly cycle which has been so
aptly expressed by the words: Faith, freedom,
folly, fetters. Civilization starts with a plain
living, agricultural people who have religious
faith. This faith leads to ·freedom and democracy. This vital democratic society
builds the city, with great engineering and
architectural works. In freedom rises an
intellectualism which becomes divorced from
the mind of God. This intellectualism turns
on faith and destroys it. Without faith the
urban civilization turns to the follies of materialism and luxury. In the ensuing demoralization the dictator takes hold, and slavery
returns. In the dark night of slavery, the
slaves turn to the light of faith, and the
cycle begins again: Faith, freedom, folly,
fetters. We can break this cycle of doom.
Our civilization is now in the folly stage.
We have listened to the intellectu~:~-ls who
have told us our faith is vain. They lie.
Our faith is founded on truth and facts. It
comes to us in the revelations of great teachers who have in prayer gone to the heart
of the universe and found union with God
Himself, and seen with the eyes of their own
souls, the reality of the world of spirit.
Have these revelations been disproved by the
discoveries of modern science? On the contrary they have been corroborated. The airplane, the radio, television, the splitting of
the atom-these discoveries enlarge the dominion of man over the earth which was
declared by the inspired writer of Genesis.
We need only to turn wholly to God, and
become Godlike men, truly reflecting His
love and power, so that we will be worthy to
exercise the dominion He ha& so generously
given us. The dis·c overies of modern psychology have been falsely interpreted. Psychology shows the emotions and errors of
the human mind, but we should not conclude that man i:nust be pushed about by
these emotions and errors. On the contrary,
knowledge of them ·enables the divinity
which is in every man to reign in order,
harmony, and beauty over the inner world
of his own being.
The free world is torn by class divisionsowners and managers on the one hand and ·
workers on the other. There is conflict between them as to how they shall share the
products of the machines. The workers
think the owners don't give them enough and
they turn to giant labor unions and to Government to get a larger share. We have just
seen where this will lead. The CIO steel
workers were ready to paralyze the Nation's
basic industry and Government seized the
industry-the first step toward dictatorship.
Our freedom will not be secure until that
basic conflict is resolved. It can be re- 1
solved by making the interests of manage- 1
ment and worker identical.
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The free world must have a faith and a
We should !ell 15tdcks to workingmen on
program. It must be a faith deeper than
an even bigger scale than we sold them sav·
that of the enemy to which we wm adhere
ings bonds during the war. Thus workers
with a more complete devotion. It must be
wm become property owners.
a program so complete and practical that
It will be a long process, however, to get
we shall carry it out with boundless en·
widespread ownership of corporation stocks
thusiasm and energy. Let me state such a
by individual workers. There is an imme·
faith and program.
diate method by which the workers can be
The faith: That God is wholly good and
given a stake in the capitalist system. That
has provided an infinite universe which con·
is by profit sharing. That is a method by
tains all things necessary for the fullment,
which a share of the profits is distributed to
activity, and enjoyment of man. Man is not
workers over and above their regular wages.
a beggar or pensioner at the court of heaven.
Nearly 300 American corporations are now
He is the son and heir, reigning over the
doing this. They find that it gives workers a
world with the Father, who shares all things
feeling of partnership in the business, 1m·
with the son, even his very dominion. He is
proves . employer-employee relations, and.
the expression of God's being. Man is as
brings increased production.
necessary to God as God is to man; without
Christianity, which stands for justice and
man God would not be completely expressed.
love, calls for profit sharing. Justice, be·
Therefore, man has a sure place in the uni·
cause profits flow from enterprise, and in.
verse, and, of course, is immortal. Not even
business, the enterprise is not only that of.
God could rob man of his place in the uni·
the owner and the manager, but of the work·
verse.
ers. Love, because profit sharing removes the
He does not want to, for he would be
conflict of interest between owners on the
diminishing himself. There is no real conone hand and workers on the other. If both
filet between any parts of the universe, all
share 1n the profits they have a mutual in·
of which exist harmoniously. There is no
terest which makes for brotherhood.
conflict between man and man, no real di·
If we are to have a continuance of the
vergence cf interests. What is good for one
profit system, the ~ast majority of people
man is good for all. If anything is not good
must be partakers of profits. If we are to
for all men, it is not good for any man. There
have a property system, the vast majority of
is seeming conftict, but it is only in the
people must become property owners.
human mind and human emotions, which
Christianity stands for human dignity,
are erroneous, because they are not of God.
and human dignity is best secured when the
The problem of human life, the problem of
individual has responsibility for owning
every human being, is to give up his human
property and enjoys the freedom that comes
or what Paul calls the carnal mind, that
from the ownership of property. When a
mind of which the psychologists have given
man owns private property, he can obtain
such an unflattering picture. As Paul says:
his educatiqn where he pleases, work where
"Let this mind be in you, which was also in
he pleases, or quit a job, move about as he
Christ Jesus." That mind is the mind of
pleases. He is not dependent on the re·
God. Our task is to let the unerring mind,
sources and will of others.
that perfect intelligence, become our mind.
Let us then choose as the goal of Christian
When we do this we give up nothing good,
liberalism to make everybody a property
not even the joys of human bodily life. All
owner. There is nothing wrong with the
we give up is the limitations, sufferings, and
property system except that some acquire
tortures which t.t.e human mind imagines
property unjustly and too few own property.
and imposes on itself. We give up that which
The children of God should not have to
separates us from our fellow man and from
live in crowded cities, separated from nature.
God. 'we take to ourselves all the rich gifts
Let us build garden towns and suburbs and
of that generous giver, whose pleasure it is
subdivisions, according to the Radburn plan,
to give each of us a kingdom.
where houses are turned away from the
Out of such a faith a program naturally
street, and face an inner park of grass and
emerges. It is a program of plenty for all.
trees and playgrounds. It is possible to have
If we are to frame a workable program for
communities where children can play safe
this age, we m··st face the problem of the
from the danger of automobiles and by the
machine. The machine is diabolical if man
use of underpasses and overpasses, go to
does not control it. It is diabolical if it
school without crossing motor traffic at any
overworks and enslaves man; if it produces
point. You people in Arkans~ have an exmore goods than man can use and makes him
ceptional opportunity. Your cities have not
poor in the midst of plenty. It is diabolical
yet grown to mammoth size. You can plan
if speed obsesses man and he kills his fellow
them now so they will be fit to live in.
man or himself. It is diabolical if airplanes
Every Christian should be in politics.
crash or rain death from the skies. The maPolitics comes from the Greek word, "pochine is heavenly if it is operated by man
lites," which means citizen. Politics then
expressing his divine nature, which is intelli·
is the business of the citizen. 1 It · is espe·
gence and love. Then the machine blesses
cially the business of the Christian citizen.
mankind. It then becomes a miracle for
If politics is sometimes dirty, it is because
which we should praise God who has given
enough Christians are not active in politics,
such power unto men. We should stand in
and those who are active are not good
awe of its complicated performance which
enough Christians. Every citizen should be
leads to the sure and simple accomplishment
a member of a nonpolitical citizens' organi·
of a particular service to man, whether it be
zation to take care of the basic functioning
to whisk him from place to place or to turn
out :nagically all manner of products for
of democracy. If a community does not
man's glory and enJoyment. Modern man
have such an organization, one should be
should stand before the machine and pray
formed. Such an organization is needed to
to the source of all good: Make me worthy
see that the election laws are fair and funcof the marvelous works of my hands.
tion fairly and effectively. It will look after
The Communists looked at the machine
registration and see that everyone is .regisand said: "They are too big for one man or
tered. It wm see that we have the right
a few men to own; let the government take
kind of polling places. It should encourage
them over." · It was the wrong answer. We
citizens to serve as election officials as a civic
have seen that under this program instead
duty as they work for their church or their·
of the machines being owned by the many
they came· to be owned by one man, the die·
community fund. It should study public
tator who is the head of the Communist
problems and make reports on them which
government.
are made public, if adopted by a majority
There is ·a right answer to the problem.
of the membership; it would make pu"Qlic
The worker should }}ave a direct stake in the
the minority report, too, if any; let the peaproductivity of the machine. It should be
ple know all sides.
our program to sell corporation stocks to
But nonpartisan activity is not enough,
workingmen-stocks of the corporation for
though it is basic. Nearly every citizen
which they work and in other corporations. should also become a member of one of the

political parties. He should vote in all its
conventions and primaries, including those
. for the choosing of pr.ecinct committeemannot, of course, to get a job or a favor out
of it, but to put something into it-his uri. selfish Christian service through a political
pat;ty to make this a Christian world. He
should support and work for the candidate
of his choice, whom he has chosen not for
selfish reasons, but because he thinks the
man will do the most good. When we have
a good man in office, let's work and fight
to keep him there. It is easier to keep a
good man in than it is to get a bad man out.
I think the American people sometimes fail
to see that it is more important to be for
someone or something than it is to be
against so~eone or something.
As free citizens should join together for
good within the Nation, so the free nations
should join together. We can work with
all nations in the United Nations. But we
can allow ourselves to be governed only by
nations which are self-governed and respect the dignity of man by guaranteeing
human freedom. Let us form a Union of
the Free, composed of the self-governing de.;.
mocracies of· the North Atlantic.
I have sketched part of a program of
Christian action. Many other lines qf activity will occur to you and I hope you will
offer them in the discussion period. I want
to close by presenting the most important
part: How do we get the power to m ake the
program a success? How do we get to God
and work with Him?
Throughout the ·ages the Christian has
been troubled with this dilemma. He cannot think of God as less than omnipotent.
If God is omnipotent and a loving Father,
why does he allow evil to exist? Here is
a solution which I have found acceptable
to the mind and practical in operation.
Do you remember how your history books
would tell how the rightful ruler was in
exile, . a pretender occupied the throne,
and the people were in misery under his
evil and cruel rule? How finally the good
barons called the rightful king home, how
they rallied joyfully and determinedly to his
standard as he landed on the beloved shores
of his kingdom, and how the pretender,
after a losing battle and . the desertion of
his retainers, fled before the army of the
rightful king and killed himself. Thus is
the world. Evil reigns in many places, but
it has no right to reign. It is a pretender,
a usurper. It needs only to be bravely challenged and it will be dethroned and destroyed.
God is the rightful ruler of the world, of
every part of it. But God cannot reign and
enforce His just and good laws unles we put
Him ·on the throne. We do not have to accept the rule of the. evil pretender, the pretender Evil. The rule of evil is not legiti·
mate. It is not satl.ctioned by the constitution or the laws of the universe.
Let us rebel against the false claims of
evil. Let us join hands with other good men
to overthrow this pretender. Let us put
our God, the rightful Sovereign, on the
throne. Let us enthrone Him in our hearts,
in our minds, in our homes, in our business, in our communities, in our industry,
in our politics, in our State, our Nation, our
world, our universe. Let us recognize no
power but God in thought, word, and deed.
Let us not forget the power of thought. It
was once believed that thinking was important only in that it determined what we
said and what we did. But now we know
that thought has direct power. Your prayerful thought acting on any situation can
change it for the better. The Christian
Scientists have proved this. But they have
no monopoly on the discovery. Anyone can
find the laws of effective prayer in the Bible,
where the Christian Scientists find them,
and he can apply them to all his affairs, and
the affairs of the world, with assurance of
dir~ct results. "Seek and ye shall find;
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knock and it shall be opened to you; ask and
ye shall receive."
"What man is there of you, 1f his son asks
for bread, will give him a stone? ,Or if he
asks a fish, will he give him a serpent? If
ye, then, being evil, know how to give good
gifts unto your children, how much more
will your Father which is in Heaven give
good gifts to them that ask Him?
"Be ye therefore perfect, even as your
Father which is in Heaven is perfect."
There was a modernist movement, and it
was a necessary one, to show that all parts
of the Bible were not of equal value, that
some parts of it were crude, and that other
parts· were not to be taken literally. But
there are many things in the Bible which
are literally true, · and we should take them
and practice them with absolute literalness.
Some of the sayings of Jesus doubtless are
tlgures of speech and hence exaggerations.
But there are others, which I believe we are
to take literally. He knew what He wanted
to say, He knew what He was saying, and He
meant what He said.
Such were the words I have quoted above.
I think He also meant what He said when He
said: "With God all things are possible.
"The works that I do shall ye do also, and
greater works than these shall ye do."
Let us accept His promises, and claim
them. Let us now do the works of God.
Let us establish the reign of God in our
thought. Let us not for a moment recognize that there is any power apart from God,
or put any limits on His power. Let us establish Him by our words and our deeds, in
every department of our lives and of human
affairs. Then we shall know that "the Lord
God Omnipotent reigneth, and He shall reign
forever and ever."

In fact, here is how world strength would
divide if our allies and neutrals fell prey to
the Reds: · ·
·

Factual Evidence of the Standing of Allies
of the United. States in Connection With
Achieving Permanent Peace

People.----·---------------------_
Armies _____ ----- _____ ---------- __ _
Steel output __________ ____________ _
Aluminum output._-------------Motor-vehicle output_ ___________ _
Oil
Coaloutput.----------------------output _____ ______________ ___ _
Electric power output_ ___________ _
Copper
output._-------------Tin ore ore
output_
__________________ _
Rubber output _______ __ __________ _
Bread grain and rice output_ _____ _
Merchant fleets.------------------

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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[Percentage of world total: 1951 figures]
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The eagle mer and
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Aluminum output __ -------------Motor-vehicle output_ ___________ _
Oil
Coaloutput.----------------------output _____________ _________ _
Electric power output ____________ _
Copper
ore output
•• --------------_
Tin
ore output
___________________
Rubber output ___________________ _
Bread grain and rice output_ _____ _
Merchant fleets-------------------
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94

21
46
43
75
53
28
43
34
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79
54
57
25
47
72
57
66
100
72
92

34

66

0
28

Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD factual and
convincing evidence of how our allies tip
the balance in our favor in any over-all
consideration of where we stand in a
crisis-ridden world.
These facts and figures deserve wide
circulation and merit the thoughtful
study of all persons who are interested
in achieving permanent. peace in the
world.
There being no objection, the matter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
OUR ALLIES

TIP

THE BALANCE

Our country's foreign policy since the end
of World War II has had one overriding
aim: to help bring peace with justice to a
world in ferment.
Toward this aim we persuaded most of the
free world to follow our lead. We agreed
with them that to achieve real peace we
must muster our combined strength against
aggression and subversion.
But what if we had tried to go it alone?
What if we had let the Reds continue gobbling up one country after another?
We alone have only 6 percent of the world's
population, only 21 percent of the world's
armies, only 46 percent of the world's steel
output. ,

l!reakdown of world strength
[1951 figures]
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ONLY WITH FRIENDS CAN AMERICA BE SAFE

Thanks to our positive cooperative policies,
the free world today is far stronger than we
alone could ever be. Our allies and the
neutrals tip the balance in our favor, like the
third man on a seesaw.
Instead of 6 percent of the world's people,
the free world has 68 percent.
Instead of 21 percent of the world's armies,
the free world has 45 percent.
Instead of 46 percent of the world's steel
output, the free world has 81 percent.
Here is the line-up of world strength
today:
[Percentages of world total: 1951 figures]
The free
world

The hammer and
sickle
bloc

68
45
81
87
95
91
69
85

00
92
93
60
98

32
55
19
13

5
9

31
15
10

8
7
40
2
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ened ourselves militarily and have greatly
helped the other free nations to build their
strength.
Point 4. We have b~gun showing the economically lagging peoples of the world how,
with our technical assistance, they can lift
themselves above the peasant's age-old lot.
Here in this cooperative battle against poverty, disease, hunger, and illiteracy, we hope
to develop not only the seeds of peace but
also a moral equivalent of war.
Only by this four-point policy can America
be truly safe. Only by this policy can Americans respond to the spark of human brotherhood within them. Only by this policy can
we hope for lasting peace.

A GOOD CHANCE FOR PEACE--THROUGH
CO:>PERATION

The last table shows how, by cooperating
with other nations of the free world, we
have insured our military security-insured
that if war does come we shall not be overwhelmed.
More important by far, the table also shows
the strength we can use-and are using-to
prevent a third world war, and bring lasting
peace.
We and our allies are using this strength
to prove to the Communist rulers that aggression does not pay. In recent years we- ·
with our friends-have halted aggression or
potential aggression in Iran, Greece, Turkey,
Trieste, Berlin, Indochina, and Korea.
We have thus been teaching the men in
the Kremlin that to live and let live is in
fact to their interest as much as it is to
ours. In this divided world, that is the
soundest way to peace.
A FOUR-LANE HIGHWAY TO REAL PEACE

The four keystones of our policy of peace
through cooperative strength were summarized by President Truman in his inaugural address, January 20, 19~9:
Point 1. We have in every way supported
the United Nations and have sought disarmament through the United Nations.
Point 2. We have greatly contributed to
world economic recovery, through UNRRA,
the Marshall plan, the mutual-security pro~
gram, and other measures.
Point 3. Faced with the rising threat ot
Communist aggression, we have strength•

a;

~
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Percentage ___ --------Armies (millions) __ ------Percentage ____________
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23
4.0
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Steel output (millions of
metric tons) _____________
95
69
Percentage __ __________
46
33
Aluminum output (thousands of metric tons) ____ 759 714
Percentage ___ --- -----43
41
Motor-vehicle output
(thousands) ___ __ -------- 8,000 2,100
Percentage ____________
75
20
Oil output (millions of
metric tons) _____________ 306 211
Percentage ____ -------53
36
Coal output (millions of
522 688
metric
tons)~----------Percentage ____________
28
38
Electric power output
(billions
of
kilowatthours) ____ ___ __ • _________ 432 371
Percentage ____ ______ __
43
37
Copper ore output (thousands of metric tons). ___ 875 1, 416
Percentage ___________ _ 34
54
Tin ore output (thousands
of long tons metal content) _________ ----------122
Percentage __ ____ __ ____
0
74
Rubber output (thou·
sands 'of long tons) 2_ _ ___ 845 1,110
Percentage ____ -------28
38
Bread grain and rice output (billions of pounds)_
64 275
Percentage ___ --------8
35
Merchant fleets (millions
of dead-weight tons) a___ 37.2 63.6
Percentage ____________
34
59

-----

=

::lo

-----

5
2

775 2, 430
32
100
9.0 16.5
55
100
39
19

208
100

61
3

220 1, 754
13
100

22

550 10,672
100
5

11
2

li2
9

580
100

53
3

572 1,835
31
100

55
5

156 1, 014
100
15

52
2

262 2, 605
10
100

30
18

14
8

166
100

816
27

218 2, 989
100
7

138
17

322
40

5. 7

2.3 108.8
2
100

5

799
100

Lignite included on ton-for-ton basis.
2 Natural and synthetic.
a All seagoing dry cargo vessels (including combination
passenger and cargo vessels) of 1,000 gross tons and over;
and all tankers.
I

Sources: People, United Nations Demographic Year·
book; Armies, Department of Defense (some estimates
are for early 1952); Steel Output, Organization for European Economic Cooperation, United Nations, American
Iron and Steel Institute, Department of Commerce;
Aluminum Output, U. S. Bureau of Mines, United
Nations, Mutual Security Agency, Consular Reports,
United Kingdom Central Statistical Agency; Motor
Vehicle Output, Automobile Manufacturers' Associa·
tion, U.S. Bureau of Public Roads; Oil Output, Oil and
Gas Journal; Coal Output, U.N. Economic Commission
for Europe, Organization for European Economic
Cooperation, U. S. Bureau of Mines; Electric Power
Output, U. S. Federal Power Commission, United
Nations; Copper Ore Output, U. S. Bureau of Mines,
United Nations, American Bureau of Metal Statistics,
Canadian Statistical Review; Tin Ore Output, Inter·
national Tin Study Group; Rubber Output, Inter·
national Rubber Study Group; Bread Grain and Rice
Output, U.S. Department of Agriculture, U, N. Food
and Agricultural Organization; Merchant Fleets, U. S.
Maritime Administration.
KEEPING OUR HEADS IN A CRISIS WORLD

· But many Republican spokesmen have refused to accept the need for such a sane and
agreed-on bipartisan foreign policy.
Some, such as ex-President Hoover and
·Senators Butler, Dirksen, Schoeppel and, at
times, Taft, advocate withdrawal to this
hemisphere. This abandonment of our
friends would give the Reds free run of most
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of the rest of the world. It would threaten
us in the end with war on our own shores.
It would strip us of our strength-change
the strong picture shown in the table World
Str~ngth Today toward the disastrous weakness represented by the eagle alone.
Other Republican neoisolationists operate
with one blind eye: blind as to Europe--a
source of strength as great as our own--or
blind as to Asia-an area whose aspirations
are as important as its resources.
Under continued Democratic government
we shall blunder into none of these dangerous isolationist traps. Neither shall we
blunder into wild military crusades. We
shall continue to keep our heads.
Our present four-point foreign policy, our
policy of building collective strength, is· the
only possible basis for achieving decent peace
in a world where people act and believe as
they so dangerously do.

dependently o-..-ned companies. First, there
is the broad aJ>proach. By this I mean simply that we mus·· do everything within our
power to maintain an economic cllmate
which is favorable to small business and free
enterprise. We must strive to foster that
wholesome combination of economic circumstances which will make it possible· for the
great majority of sm.all- and medium-sized
concerns to A.Chleve more than a hand-tomouth existence. They must be allowed to
grow and expand. For it is a certainty that
if we as a nation ever countenance conditions which place unnatural restrictions on
the birth rate of new enterprises and limit
their growth, we shall find that we have unwittingly exchanged our traditional system
of dynamic capitalism for something akin to
the static economies which even today are
holding back the recovery of map.y European countries.
In the economic atmosphere I have in
mind, there should be a minimum of un.o
necessary regulations and red tape to conand harass small-business men. Our
Address by Hon. Andrew F. Schoeppel, fuse
committee has received innumerable comof Kansas, . Before the National Tool plaints from businessmen who say that the
burden of costly and time-consuming Govand Die Manufacturers Association
ernment regulations is one of their chief
problems. Many also fear that through
simple oversight they may be in violation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
of some obscure rule or other and subject
OF
to heavy penalty. The burden of these multitudinous controls on small establishments
may easily be imagined when it is realized
OF NEW JERSEY
that some large department stores have
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
found it necessary to spend literally hundreds of thousands of dollars in extra cleriTuesday, May 13, 1952
cal costs alone just to conform with present
Mr. HENDRICKSON. Mr. President, pricing controls.
last Thursday evening my good friend
It is, moreover, a truism to say that the
and colleague on the Senate Small Busi- load of high tax rates falls more heavily on
small-busines:
men than on large corporaness Committee, the Senator from KanAdmittedly the costs of World War II
sas [Mr. ScHOEPPEL], delivered a most tions.
the state of emergency in which we have
perceptive address on the grave prob- and
been living since Korea have made it diffilems facing the small-business com- cult for the Federal Government to live
munity of the United States. At the within its means. I am convinced, however,
annual dinner meeting of the National that economies can be made, that many nonTool and Die Manufacturers Association, essential expendi'~ures can be curtailed, and
he called for a completely nonpartisan that our national budget can be brought into
approximate balance if the effort to do so is
approach by everyone concerned to the sincerely
made.
.
solution of those problems.
In this regard, you may be interested in
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- knowing that the Senate has passed and the
sent to have the full text of the remarks House has under consideration a bill which
of the senior Senator from Kansas would create a joint budget committee with
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD. an adequate staff to analyze and advise ConThere being no objection, the address gress on each annual budget submitted by
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, the President.
In recent years there have been many inas follows:
dications of the loss of congressional control
Mr. Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen, I
of the purse strings. With the passage of
have looked forward with pleasure to this
this legislation, Congress will be equipped for
opportunity to talk with you briefly about
the first time with a budget staff that can
some of the problems of small-business men.
help it to hold its own with the army of
One reason why I welcomed your kind inexperts which help our Presidents first to
vitation is because I am never able to discuss
prepare and then to defend their annual
small business without feeling that it is . requests for money to run the executive
America itself wh.i ch is actually the subject
agencies. I have mentioned this because, as
of the conversation. This is understan dable
you are well aware, no one stands to gain
when you stop to consider that almost
more through reduced taxes resulting from
4,000,000, or more than 90 percent, of all our
Government economy than the small-busiindustrial and commercial enterprises are
ness man.
small by definition. It is no exaggeration to
The second way of helping o'ur small-busisay that, forming as they do the broad founness community is by direct attacks on the
dation upon which our entire economy rests,
specific problems which stem from the imsmall independent enterprises hold the key
pact of our defense mobilization program
to our economic well-being and to our future
upon the normal civilian economy. Foreas a Nation.
most among these must be listed material
You members of the National Tool and Die
shortages, an inadequate share of defense
Association are representative of small busicontracts, difficulties in obtaining needed
ness. The average tool and die shop payrolls
credit, and a .whole host of predatory comcover about 30 employees. A company in
petitive practices which always seem to beyour field with 200 workers would be a giant.
come accentuated in times of national emerTypically also, you recognize the strength
gency.
of unity and have an aggressive association
I believe it may be said that the approach
to advance your interests.
of our Senate Small Business Committee to
There are, as I see it from my vantage
these specific problem areas has been direct
point on the Senate Small Business Commitand, I hope, constructive. For instance, we
tee, two major approaches to the Vitally
have a Subcommittee on Taxes which is in
important objective of preserving small inthe process of holding p~bllc bearings in

HON. ROBERT C. HENDRICKSON.

various cities throughout the country and
taking testimony from scores of small-business men themselves in an effort to gain
first-hand information about the effect of
our current tax structure on small companies.
We are not unmindful that many industries, such as tool and die makers which
fluctuate widely on a feast-or-famine basis,
and whose chief source of capita~ for expan..,
sian is from earnings during good years, are .
especially hard hit by present tax rates. But,
as Richard Moore, one of your own members from Bridgeport, Conn., testified before
our Tax Subcommittee, "The feasts have been
removed by high taxes and renegotiatiens."
Moreover, the day is past when depreciation reserves can be counted on as a kitty
for the replacement Of eqUipment. It has
been said, and rightly so it seems to me, that
the Internal Revenue Bureau's policy of allowing inadequate depreciation on toolroom
equipment is stifling modernization and encouraging obsolescence to the direct detriment of our industrial effectiveness.
Nowhere more than in the field of taxation does the Senate Small Business Committee desire to be of help to the owners
of small companies. I feel sure that as a
result of the factual. data gained from these
tax hearings, our committee shortly will be
able to recommend to the Senate Finance
Committee, which has jurisdiction over tax
levies, definite proposals for easing the tax
burdens of small-business men.
We have also made constant efforts to
help small firms obtain a fair share of military contracts. Even so, I am afraid the
record in this sphere to date has not been
conspicuously successful. In the 22 months
since Korea, only about 20 percent of the
dollar value of prime contracts have been
awarded to small plants. However, months
of working closely with the Department of
Defense on this problem may soon bear
fruit. It is certain that some improvement
must take place if small producers are to
equal their mark of 1945 when 'more than
.30 percent of the dollar value of prime contracts went to companies with fewer than
500 employees.
On this important question of defense
orders, the Small Business Committee
through its Subcommittee 01,1 Mobilization
and Procurement has actively investigated
many aspects of the military · purchasing
program which seemed to discriminate
against small producers in their efforts to
participate in our rearmament program.
From time to time we have uncovered some
abuses and the Department of Defense has
taken remedial action. When it comes to
supplying our fighting men with weapons
and equipment, we do not intend to tolerate
any favoritism toward large companies at
the expense of small producers.
·
On one other important small-busines's
front. a recently appointed Subcommittee on
Monopoly has started public hearings which
will probably continue for several months.
By these we hope to determine the degree to
which unfair and so-called "strong arm"
competitive practices are harming s_m all enterprises. The tendency of business to fall
into larger groups, to become more concentrated, is speeded up during any mobilization period with its inevitable hardships for
the smaller segments of industry. We want
to see natural resources and raw materials
as well as semifinished products accessible
to all regardless of size. And above all, we
intend to do our part toward the elimination
of any coercive and predatory devices which
tend to lessen that freely functioning competition which is the very heart beat of our
private enterprise system.
No one questions that the cardinal virtue
of the competitive organization of economic
life is that it permits private property and
individual freedom to be used as instrua
.ments of progress. It protects consumers.
It stimulates the introduction of ~proved
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methods of production. It keeps markets
free and expansive, rather than controlled
and inflexible as they are in some countries
whose business life is rigidly regimented.
Our committee has also been constantly
concerned with the entire process by which
the basic materials of production have been
allocated. Shortly after Korea it becatlle all
too apparent that our larger concerns had
the inside track in the race for a diminishing supply of a dozen critical metals, chiefly
steel, copper, nickel, and aluminum. The
resultant shortages in thousands of cases
worked an extreme hardship upon small
plants. Wherever possible we redressed these
wrongs of materials distribution, urging upon
the agencies responsible for allocation a
keener awareness of the disadvantages which
smallness carries when pitted against giant
corporations in any scramble for scarce materials.
We have also conducted a continuous investigation of the gray market in scarce
metals. One byproduct of this study was
the recovery by our Government of $227,563.
as the result of illegal shipments of ECAfinanced nickel to a foreign country. This
sum, I cannot help take pleasure in noting,
is considerably more than the entire cost of
operating the Small Business Committee
since its creation in February of 1950.
As I look back upon the relatively short
period during which this Senate committee
has sought to balance the scales between the
smaller and the larger units of industry, it
seems to me that near the top of the list of
our accomplishments must be placed the
establishment of the Small Defense Plants
Administration. This independent agency of
Government, whose sole function is to safeguard and to promote the welfare of smallbusiness men is the concrete expression of
the intent of Congress not to permit small
business to become the stepchild of our mobilization program.
- I do not want to conclude these brief remarks without conveying to you members of
the National Tool and Die Manufacturers

Association my understanding and appreciation of your industry's contribution to
our industrial mobilization program. That
production upon which our national safety
depends cannot even start until you have
done your work. Together with the machinetool industry you stand in the forefront of
America's mighty effort to preserve that
peace which is the heart's desire of freemen
everywhere.

Cancer and Heart Research
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ple, where, for the year ·1944, it is reported
in .the first column of the American Cancer
Society as follows: "Tot. $832,860 (National
Off. $212,500) ," does that mean that the
total funds received in that year were $832,862 or $832,862 plus $212,500?
Also, using the American Cancer Society
statistics for the purpose· of this question,
does the item of total funds given each year
represent the funds that have been raised
that year, or does it mean the total of all
carry-over funds?
Very truly yours,
CHARLES W. TOBEY,
United States Senator.

EXTENSION OF REMARKe
OF

NEW YORK, N.Y., April 3, 1952.
Han. CHARLEs W. ToBEY,

HON. CHARLES W. TOBEY
. OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. TOBEY. Mr. President, the public-is very much interested in the various
drives being made for funds in conne'ction with cancer and heart research.
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD correspondence between interested parties in
these drives and myself . .
There l;>eing no objection, the correspondence was ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
CoNcORD, N. H., March 31, 1952.
Mrs. ALBERT D. LASKER,
The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation,
New York, N. Y.
'

DEAR MRS. LASKER: I very much appreciate
your kindness in sending me your latest
voluntary health agencies chart and would
be grateful to you if you would send me approximately a dozen more.
I am not entirely clear as to the interpretation of the figures presented. For exam-

United States Senator,
·
Concord, N.H .

DEAR SENATOR TOBEY: Mrs. Lasker has
asked me to interpret the figures on our voluntary health agencies chart about which
you inquired in your letter of March 31.
In the columns where a total figure is
given with a national office in parentheses
below it, it means that the national office
retained only t~at much of the total figure
and apportioned the remainder out amongst
its field offices, or designated part of the remainder to research. · For instance, in 1944
the American Cancer Society raised a total
of $832,862, of which its national office kept
$212,500, leaving $620,362 .for its field offices.
The items listed under "Total funds" for
each year represent the amounts raised by
each agency in that particular year and the
funds are not accumulative from one year
to the next. Each set of figures applies only
to the year designated. This is also true of
the figures listed under "Research funds."
I hope this adequately answers your questions. Should you find anything else on
this chart which is not entirely clear, please
feel free to contact me at any time.
Sincerely,
ELEANOR V. MORGAN.

General funds and research funds raised by voluntary health agencies interested in specific diseases
1944
Total
funds

1945

Research
funds

Total
funds

1946

Research
funds

Total
funds

1947

Research
funds

Total
funds

1943

Research
funds

Total
funds

Research
funds

}$2, 052, 847 {$12,182,470 }$3, 159, 198 {$13,221,069 } $3, 300,000
A~~~~~~ .c~~-~~-~~-c!~~:~-~:-~~~~-e_r__~~·~-~~~- { 1$gi~; ~g5
None
~~; f~~ $960, 000 {$10,150,000
14, 060, 000
14, 857, 246
15, 294, 496
American Foundation for the Blind, 15 West 16th
3 42,000
2 558,000
2 464,000
3 34,651
3$49,996
2 306,000
3 17,000
2 575,000
3 48,000
St., New York, N . Y ------------------ - -------2 412, 769
National Council to Combat Blindness, 1186
19,880
8,394
Broadway, N ew York, N. Y ------------- ------ ----------- - - ---------- - ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ -----------National Society for the Prevention of Blindness,
1790Broadway,NewYork,N. y_______________
185,919
None
211,885
Nohe
224,641
None
239,032
14,000
228,326
33,251
American Diabetes Association, 11 West 42d St.,
91• 366
300
A~::Tca~orifte;;ini ·society~-!!i"i-i4t!l_s_C'NW.~- ------------ ------------ ------------ - ----------- ----------- - ------------ ------------ -- ---------Washington, D. C-----------------------------36,341
None
30, 151
None
58,784
None
68,675
None
71,355
None
1 250,000
A~:;!.c~or~e~~ty~~~~~~~~~~~ - !??~--~-~~~~~~:'~41,101
None
39,052
None
85,142
1 12,220
133,699
40,267 { 1 ~· ~i:s~~
American Social Hygiene Association, 1790 Broadway, New York, N. Y. (National) ____ ___ ______ _
371,051
345, 522
None
None
299,316
None
380, 101
341,608
None
None
Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation, 23 West
(7)
222,606
45th St., New York, N. Y.6___ __________ ________ --------·--- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ -----------Muscular Dystrophy Associations of America,s
21 East 40th St., New York City _______________ -·········-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------N ational Association for Mental Health 9 (exNational Committee for Mental Hygiene), 1790
Broadway, New York, N . Y. (national) _______ _
212, 554
39, 719
149, 712
48,901
203,088
49,535
202, 170
51, 134
217,624
45,237
National Epilepsy League (ex-National Associa.
tion to Control Epilepsy), 130 North Wells,
Chicago, IlL _____________ ______ ____ ___ __________ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ --·--------33,373
8, 482
N ational Foundation for Infantile Paralysis }10 713 131 }
{
}
{15 982 1Sl }
. {17 987 801 }
{18 669 299 }10
1 238 254 16 589 875
406 427
1 858 827
~~;~~~~ ~~-~--~~~~~~~·--~~~--~~~~~~-~:~-::~~- 15; 452:594
~8: 377:013
•
1s: 120:565
• •
.19; 748:752
1, 779, 577 19; 784:864
2, 479, 617
• •
National Multiple Sclerosis Society, 270 P ark
30,983
None
108,090
Ave., New York, N. y _________________________ ------------ ------------ ------------ - ----------12, 628
147,967
62,363
1, 681, 993 }
None { 2, 718, 879 }
None { 3, 467,074 }
National Society for Crippled Children and
None { 4, 431,009
None { 5, 410, 324 }
None
1 367, 775
Adults, 11 South LaSalle St., Chicago_--------1 139, 605
1 225, 667
1 287, 767
1 451, 952
075, 60S
National Tuberculosis Association (National and 14, 966, 224 }
500,000 }
250,000 }
207, 220 {18, 665, 524 }
(11)
64' 692 {15,1 775,
68• 000 {16,1 812,
90• 000 {17,1 853,
Sta tes), 1790 Broadway, New York, N. Y __ ____
748, 211
000
500
780
1 933, 276
Planned Parenthood Fl'deration or America (na12 176, 343
12 165,056
tional city county areas in metropolitan New
12 170, 697
None
None
698, 738
20,000
None { 733, 271
54, 111
York),l\01 Madison Ave., New York , N. y ___ _
1 13 18, 500
1 209,665
1182, 780
135,926
United Cerebral Palsy 14 (ex-Cerebral Palsy So-

}.

{n;

1

/

~~~\~kNV_~-~~~-~~::::~-~~:::_5!~-b-~-t~:::~~~- ------------ ------------ ------------ ____ _._______ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ { 14~i ~n ------T~~
TotaL.------------------------------------ 29, 536, 271

1, 401,843

40, 606, 282

1, 508, 797

47, 222, 235

4, 080, 429

54, 116, 926

5, 326,024

61, 158, 750

6, 299,010
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General funds and research funds raised by voluntary health agencies interested in specific diseases-Continued

Total
funds

.American Cancer Society, 47 Beaver St.,
New York, N". Y.
American Foundation for the Blind, 15
West 16th St., New York, N.Y.
National Council to Combat Blindness,
1186 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
National Society for the Prevention of
Blindness, 1790 Broadway, New York,
N.Y.
American Diabetes Association, 11 West
42d St., New York, N.Y.
American Hea.ring Society, 817 14th St.
NW., Washington, D. C.
.American Heart Association, 1775
Broadway, New York, N.Y.
.American Social Hygiene Association,
1700 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
(National).
.Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation,
23 West 45th St., New York, N. Y,G
Muscular Dystrophy Associations of
America,8 21 East 40th St., New York
I
City.
I National Association fot Mental Health 9
(ex-National Committee for Mental
: Hygiene), 1790 Broadway, New York,
N.Y. (national).
National Epilepsy League (ex-National
Association to Control Epilepsy), 130
North Wells, Chicago, Dl.
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis (national and States), 120
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
National Multiple Sclerosis Society, 270
Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
National Society for Crippled Children
and Adults, 11 South LaSalle St.,
Chicago.
National Tuberculosis Association (national and States), 1700 Broadway,
New York, N.Y.
Planned Parenthood Federation of
America (national, city, county areas
inmetropolitanNewYork),.~501 Madison Ave., New York, N. x.
United Cerebral Palsy 14 (ex-Cerebral
Palsy Society of New York City), 50
West 57th St., New York, N. Y,

1~50

1950

1919

Research
funds

Total
funds

}$31 399 165 $13 933 638 16 $3,842,982
{$13,596,661
I 5, 443, 310
'
'
'
a 18 558, 000
a 13::!, 541
445, 802
a 30, 766

Cancer and other tumors......

, 11,344

42,036

27,278

214,941

77,204

None

42, 249

1, 953

Diabetes •• -------------------.

74,575

None

84, 575

None

Deafness •• -------------------- ------------

2,650,000

22 700, 000
1 22 405, 636

None

4, 10-1, 485
1 1, C46, 0-40

769,705

'

56,656

Organization not
functioning

685,933

None {Syphilis ..• -------------------Gonorrhea, 1948.--------------

19 260,000

1~; &i~

20 1, 000, 000

.08

21 1, 797,000

720, 499

17 22

9, 590, 000

8, 581
at 71

23 26

3, 000, 000 }
21 363,014

1. 25
None

.005

28

8, 500, 000

18, 163

None

Epilepsy---------------------- ------------

2
'

1, 500, 000 ------------

1 3~

116, 693

20, 960, 000
11,257,600

"37, 761

691,797

1, 022,000

1

76,254, 514

2, 720 -------------10 200,000

Multiple sclerosis._--·--·----- ------------

115,475

Cripples._._-------------·---- ------------

209,600

Tuberculosis ______ -----·-----_

39,100

12,388

Deaths associated with childbirth:
MaternaL. ____ __________ _
Reported fetal deaths .• __ _
Neonatal (under 28 days) __

3, 216
81,489
76,326

1 40,475

80,000

Cerebral palsy ___ : ____________ ------------

7, 900,974 --------------------------------

1 National office.
1 Including gifts to endowment.
a Research for special appliances.
' · PMt of this from a fund for research in rheumatic fever.
6 Approximately $1,500,000 received from Truth and Consequences program-and
by the national office.
& December 31, 1948, figures, first campaign started in November 1948.
T No allocation to Dec. 31 1948.
8 0Iganized April195Q. Figures for April through Dec. 31, 1950,
s Organizations merged, figures only for Jan. 1-Sept. 13, 1950.
10 Dec. 31, 1948 figures.
11 Research figures not available.
u National office and New York City.
1a Includes $8,000 gift transmitted directly to National Research Council
u Founded in late 1948.
1s Figures from National Office of Vital Statistics.
16 $3,483,410 allocated to research by national headquarters (25 percent of gross
contributions). $93,750 additional amount allocated from general fund to research.
$265,822 budgeted for research by divisions.
11 National Health Survey Bulletin No.6, U.S. Public Health Service, 1938, adjusted
to 1950 population.
1a Approximate.
.
10 Letter May 23, 1951, from Franklin M. Foote, M. D., executive director, National
Society for Prevention of Blindness.
20 "Age and Sex Variations in Prevalence and Onset of Diabetes Mellitus"by Mortimer
Spiegelman and Herbert H. Marks.

None
.03
.19

Mental disorders u ____________ - -----------

1 584, 062

.09

7, 500,000
17 100,000

42,426

Infantile paralysis ____________ _

.002
None

'194, 369

6, 855,487

$3.49

.29

}Arthritis and rheumatism 2a ___ -----------Muscular dystrophy---------- ------------

100,000
40,000

6, 554,735

$18. G3

19,000

170,009
52,150

--------·1--------1--------1

Total. __ -----------------.-------. 68, 328,566

1, 100,000

2G

1

Initial national campaign not sufficiently
concluded to provide
figures.
90,0651
19,700

25,089

900, 000 }Di~eases of heart and circula- }
1 416,386
tiOn.
·

22, 630, 977 } 1 734 065 {26.( 995, 572 } 2 300 658
}111,241,415
'
'
11i!,427,327
'
,
$187, 451
$118, 871
$181, 908
$76, 272

5, 781,000
{ 1479,823
20,226,794
11,011,340

17

26,074

361, 2fJO

661 { 1, 054, 082

Estimated
disabilities

17, 750 } Blindn":"' ••••••••••••••••••• •.• ••••••• -••••

26,616

276,278

}

206, 325

215,072

r12~ ::::~:

l

·Annual
deaths
1949 u

Disability

Research
funds

Estimated
Estimated research
research funds spent
per
funds spent
per death estimated
by the
disability
listed
by the
voluntary
listed
health
voluntary
organizahealth
tions
organizations

845.83 -----------$0.38

11 2, 600, 000
A

500,000

None

.044
6.36

.42

• 08 ------------

u 546, ooo

,15

1--------1·---------r--------11-------1, 163, 416

38, 556,014

21 Karpinos, Bernard D., "The Physically Handicapped," Public Health Reports
Oct. 22, 1943.
22 As fiscal year was changed in 1949 to end June 30 rather than Dec. 30 as in past
years, these figures are for first 6 months only.
23 In some degree.
2t Letter June 6, 1951, from Mary E. Theobald, assistant director, American Social
Hygiene Association (quoting National Office of Vital Statistics).
26 VD Fact Sheet No. 6, Venereal .D isease Division, U. S. Public Health Service,
Dec. 1949.
20 Telephone conversation, July 11, 1951, with Paula Fradkin, Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation.
·
21 Per Michael E. Freelund, executive director, the Muscular Dystrophy Associations
of America, Inc. No figures for number of deaths as deaths of muscular dystrophy
patients are caused largely by respiratory ailments such as pneumonia.
.
Revised November 1951.
28 Group for the Advancement of Psychiatryj Report No.7, March 1949.
20 Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases, an. 1946, p. 21.
ao Estimate of Dr. Cornelius H. Tmeger, Medical Director, National Multiple
Sclerosis Society.
a1 U.s. Public Health.. Report, 1935.
32 Amount spent by State and local associations not yet available.
33 Letter, May 15, 1951, Mae Brautigam, statistical assistant, National Tuberculosis
.Association.
3' Letter, May 15, 1951, Karl X. Van Meter, executive director. United Cerebml
l'alsy. ·
·
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Citations Awarded Samuel D. Leidesdorf
and John Foster Dulles by National
Conference of Christians and Jews
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. IRVING M. IVES
OF NEW YORK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Appendix of the l:tECORD the text of an editorial from the New York HeraldTribune of May 13 discussing the citations given to Samuel D. Leidesdorf and
John Foster Dulles by the National Conference of Christians and Jews.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:
TWO OUTSTANDING CITIZENS

At the dinner of· the National Conference
of Christians and jews last evening citations
were given to two men, both of whom have
worked to bring human beings into closer
relationship and understanding with one
another. Samuel D. Leidesdorf has made the
life of this city more humane and civilized
through his leadership in charitable works
and community enterprises. John Foster
Dulles has imparted to action on the international scene something of the same qualities. A student and expert, he has never forgotten that without a moral foundation the
best plans can come to naught. The recipients were discerningly chosen, and the
speeches reflected the ideals which the National Conference has effectively promoted.
Mr. Dulles' address on this occasion was
one of the series which he has been delivering
since he broke ties with the administration.
Evidently he has been thinking through the
whole problem of our foreign policy, and last
night, as was appropriate in such a gathering, he touched upon the fundamentals. He
spoke with entire detachment, supporting
what had been done where it seemed to him
well done, and offering his own suggestions
for the future. Mr. Dulles stressed the creative element that has been present in
American policy at its best, r~minding us
that where this is lacking dollars are spent
in vain and armed forces built up to no purpose. He warned against a foreign policy
carried through without a spirit of sacrifice,
as against one unlit by the qualities of
genuine sympathy and understanding.
These observations were substantiated by
references to current problems. Mr. Dulles
acts as a statesman while he thinks as a
philosopher; and his speech was one more
reminder that he stands among the handful
of wise men whose counsels are of immeasurable worth. We need sound communities; we need an ordered, decent world.
Last evening, through the National Council
of Christians and Jews, it was made clear that
we have in our midst men who can show us
the way toward the two great goals.

What Has Happened to America's Youth?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY CABOT LODGE, JR.·
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. LODGE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in the

Appendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled "What Has Happened to America's
Youth," published in-the March issue of
Flying.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows: .
WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO AMERICA'S YOUTH?

Has American aviation lost the American
boy?
Five years ago the Civil ;Aeronautics Administration issued 193,000 student pilot permits. Last year the number had dwindled
to 48,000.
In 1947 more than 120,000 private pilot
licenses were issued to budding aviators. In
1951 the number was down to 23,800.
Can American airpower survive without
youth? Are the foundations of American air
supremacy crumbling?
In 1946 the aircraft industry produced 34,•
563 personal aircraf'.:. Last year the number
of such planes produced was shrunk to 2,250
· and only 600 of these were one- and twoplace light planes.
Almost every community of any size in
the country has an airport or a flight strip.
Airways and aids to cross-country flying were
never so numerous as now. Weather information is reaching continuously new high
standards of accuracy and dependability.
Regulations are not a barrier and safety devices have been stressed.
Yet in spite of these facts the number of
certified flying schools has dwindled in 5
years from 3,078 to 1,054. As late as last
c- ~tober, 76 community flight training schools
closed their doors.
Reasons for these conditions are well
known. The limited finances of youth can
purchase less and less flight training due to
high costs of planes, fuel, hangarage, and
instruction. The reservoir of youth which
would seek training is absorbed in the program of universal military service.
Yet knowledge of the causes which undermine American air power at its sourceAmerican youth-is not a remedy for the
condition.
It is well and good to note that personal
aircraft are finding an increasing market in
agriculture and in corporation activities.
This is a major contribution to the total of
national air power.
But it is not the answer to the dwindling
volume of youth flowing into American aviation.
Simplification and economy of the helicopter will in time make it a vehicle of private
transportation.
But again this is not the answer to the
scarcity of the American boy and girl on
thousands of community airports and flight
strips.
Public education is increasingly stressing
the importance of aviation in its efforts to
adjust youth to the problems of the modern
world. But once more this does not provide
the answer to the depopulation of community airports and the increase of hot rods
on the highways.
The writer lays censure at the door of none
but poses the question: "Have we taken our
eye off the boy?" In our search for air power
to keep us secure, to raise our standard of
life, and to chase the flickering light of a
brave free world, have we crowded the youngster out of the sky?
At this question the leadership of the
United States must take a long hard look.
Our community airports are sterile of youth.
Is this healthy? Is it wise? Is it safe?
GILL ROBB WILSON,

Editor and Publisher of Flying.

,

Use of Government Vehicles
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHET HOLIFIELD
OF CALIFORNI A

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. HOLIFIELD. Mr. Speaker, on
Monday, May 5, 1952, the House passed
a very important bill, H. R. 4924, ·to
achieve greater economy and efficiency
in the use of Government motor vehicles
and furniture. Hearings on this bill were
held by my subcommittee and the bill
was reported unanimously by the Committee on Expenditures in the Executive
Departments. I trust that the Senate
will act expeditiously on this legislation.
The most important provision of H. R.
4924 would authorize the Administrator
of General Services to operate motorvehicle pools or systems in order to reduce the number of vehicles necessary
for the conduct of Government business
and to obtain fuller use from each vehicle. For the information of the Members, I have prepared a statement on
motor pools and systems in connection
with H. R. 4924.
,,
MOTOR POOLS AND SYSTEMS

Industry: America and the American businessman has long recognized the value of
pooling resources, material, personnel, motor vehicles, and other capital equipment.
'Ihe interchange of rolling stock by the
American railroads is an outstanding example
of this pooling of equipment. The civil
agenci6s of the Federal Government operate,
in the United States, the largest fleet of motor vehicles in the world excepting only the
m111tary-owned vehicles. This fleet includes
approximately 90,000 automobiles and trucks.
With respect to motor vehicles, industry
has accepted the fact that the economies and
increased .efficiencies obtainable through consolidation and the pooling of motor vehicles
far outweigh any disadvantages.
Within the Gover~ment many of the larger
departments and agencies have found it
sound management practice, particularly in
the areas of greater vehicle density, to remove the vehil::les from personal or job assignment and make them available agencywide or job-wide through pooling and, at
the same time, improve and expand the
service. In the civil agencies who have been
steadily improving their management, we
find many intra-agency motor pools. Such
departments as Agriculture, Interior, Atomic
Energy, _G eneral Services, and many others
have, witl).in their own agencies, taken advantage of these economies and established
numerous local agency or project pools.
It is not the intent of H. R. 4924 to authorize the pooling of vehicles assigned to
law-enforcement activities such as the FBI,
Secret Service, Central Intelligence Agency,
or others where the nature of the work for
which the vehicles are acquired is such that
any pooling arrangement could seriously
hinder or interfere with proper performance
of the assignment; nor is it intended that
the pools would interfere with vehicles which
are presently in full-time assignment to
certain job or project assignments, particularly in sparsely settled or remotely located
areas.
The purpose of H. R. 4924 is to provide, in
certain areas, a means of consolidating into
one centrally operated motor pool all of the
motor vehicles owned and operated by the
various agencies in that area. Such consolidated pools would be activated only
after a study of the problems and the needs .
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of the Federal agencies in that area and
after consultation with the agencies involved. These consolidated motor pools
would provide a means of assuring the availability of motor vehicles for the necessary
needs and common use of all agencies. This
policy would eliminate the present ownership
by each agency of motor vehicles used for
similar and oftentimes identical operations.
Such individual ownership and operation
often produces a very low mileage and consequently develops a poor utilizatH>n. A recent invE>stigation in Washington, D. C.,
showed many Government-owned automobiles with a very low mileage for the past
several months, indicating personal or restricted use or insufficient need. These are
some of the vehicles that can and would be
eliminated or reduced by such pooling
activities.
Examples of Government pools: The records of Government motor pools presently
operated on an intra-agency basis have already demonstrated economies and efficiencies which, beyond question, justify an expansion of motor pools e.nd systems to an
interagency basis.
San Francisco, United States Navy motor
pool: For example, approximately 2 years ago
in San Francisco, the Navy consolidated the
bulk of its passenger-carrying equipment in
that area into one motor pool operated from
Treasure Island. The operating was modernized by installing radio-control equipment, similar to the modern taxicab dis·
patch system found ·i n many cities, and other
up-to-date management procedures wherever
practicable. As a result, and in spite of a
continuously increasing workload, including the absorption of certain transportation
responsibilities from other agencies, the
number of vehicles has been reduced from
approximately 100 vehicles to less than 30.
Typical month operation: A review of the
operation statistics of this pool for the
. month of July 1951 1llustrates the excellent
utilization now being accomplished and the
following statistics reveal the important
facts behind the reduction in vehicles and
point to other definite economies in the
operation:
Number of vehicles operated________
23
Number trips completed____________ 5, 000
Passengers carried----------------- 10, 050
~iles traveled---------------------- 96, 195
Average
passengers per day per
vehicle __________________________
_
17.5
Average miles per day per vehicle __ _
160
The national average for miles per day per
vehicle is less than 50 miles as against the
160 miles per day per vehicle attained in
this operation.
State Department pool, Washington, D. C.:
A second example of what can be accomplished through the operating of Government equipment pools and the application
of modern techniques is found in the operation of a radio-controlled motor pool by
the State Department. This operation consists of the pooling of a number of the State
Department vehicles and operating them
With radio-control equipment and under a
modern dispatch system. A result and economy of this 'operation has been to increase
the average number of passe-ngers hauled,
per vehicle per day, from 19.24 during Novem~r 1949 to 28.33 during November 1951.
GSA operations in Washington, D. C.: The
General Services Administration has consolidated its vehicles--trucks and passenger
cars-in the Washington area into a motor
pool under one central control. . The two
major workloads for GSA are the delivery of
warehouse material and supplies to Government offices and the delivery of all fuels to
Government buildings and installations in
this area. The volume of warehouse supplies
delivered increased from 8,331 tons for the
period July 1, 1950, to December 81, 1950, to
!1.4,781 tons for the same period ending December 31, 1951, an increase of approximately,

80 percent. There were comparable increases
in the other GSA pool activities, nevertheless,
as a. result of this consolidation. GSA has
reduced the number of vehicles on hand and
in use from 312 as of July 1, 1951, to 284 as
of December 31, 1951. Further, the consolidation of the vehicles under one control now
permits development of a firm, well-planned
replacement program designed on sound
management basis rather than a haphazard
· program based solely on project requirements. The 28 vehicles disposed of, for example, were all of ancient vintage, uneconomical of repair, and well beyond any economical life expectancy. As time allows for
additional modernization and the implementing of a firm,. well-:-planned replacement
program, further reductions will be made in
the number of vehicles required to handle
this workload.
Transportation in Washington, D. C.: The
bulk of the Federal agencies in Washington
are located within an area of approximately
SO square miles, encircling the Capitol, White
House, and the Pentagon. Most of the remaining Government activities are located at
distances of 1 to 20 miles from the center of
this area. In the execution of necessary
everyday official activities in the Washington
area, the interoffice travel of Government
personnel, measured in terms of a oommercial operation, is estimated at approximately
20,000 fares per day.
Government agencies and departments-are
now operating more than 30 transportation
systems and shuttle runs in metropolitan
Washington for the transportation of Government employees. At least six of these
agencies .have regularly scheduled operations
of several vehicles, with the major system
utilizing approximately 26 vehicles. This
transportation of Government personnel involves the daily use of · approximately 120
vehicles ranging in size from station w:;.gons
to busses capable of carrying 47 passengers.
Some of these vehicles are now being operated for a major or minor portion of a trip
on routes parallel or adjacent to routes being
used by other agenc:ies.
In addition, the Government is currently
oper~ting in Washington, D. C., approximately 1,380 passenger-carrying vehicles divided as follows:
Civil agencies----------------------640
~ilitary agencies-------------------740
From these facts it is evident that a need
exists in Washington for studying the existing Government personnel transportation
system. Whether the answer is radio-controlled motor pool or pools, a combination
of motor pool and bus operation or a combination of Governme.nt and public transportation systems is a question that should
be answered by experts after necessary
study and investigation.
Certainly the proper solution will elim·
tnate the need for the low-mileage vehicle
and for many automobiles reserved for personal needs of a Government official, and
will allow expansion of existing truck pools,
thereby automatically releasing many trucks
presently retained by agencies for limited
and intermittent use.
Also, a centrally directed system will eliminate many existing duplicating services.
Conclusion: H. R. 4924 would allow the
Government, through the General Services
Administration, to make such necessary studies as I indicated the need for and to develop and operate consolidated motor pools
or systems including truck pools which, in
· addition to the advantages previously detailed, will eliminate many of the present
abuses and misuses of Government automobiles. This pooling of equipment will
also encourage the adoption of motor vehicle fleet management practices which experience has demonstrated will produce definite economies by reducing the number of
Government-owned automobiles and the
personnel needed to care :for a.nd operate

the vehicles and at the same time give more
efficient service. This would be one of the
first big steps needed to put the operating
and management of Government-owned
motor vehicles on a practical basis and
would provide a means of controlling the
use and abuse of Government-owned automobiles.

· Contrasting Views Concerning Investigation of the. Wage Stabilization Board
by the · Committee on Education and
Labor
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD B. VAIL
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. VAIL. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks .in the RECORD, I
include an exchange· of correspondence
illustrative of contrasting views concerning the current investigation of the Wage
Stabilization Board by the Committee on
Education and Labor pursuant to the
Allen resolution:
UNITED STEELWORKERS
OF AMERICA, CIO,
Chicago, Ill., May 6, 1952.

HoN. CONGRESSMAN VAIL: At a regular
meeting of Local · Union 1008, USA-CIO,
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co., it was regularly moved, seconded, and conceded I write
you and express the feelings of the boys employed here on your resolution, pertaining
to House Resolution 532, which purports to
an investigation of the Wage Stabilization
Board. We are vigorously opposed to any
investigation of any Government agency
especially when it appliel!l to the steelworker
or anyone who has to work for a living.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., May 10, 1952.

Mr. HENRY J. MATUSHEK,
President, Subdistrict 3, Local Union
No. 1008, United Steelworkers of
America, CIO, Chicago, Ill.

DEAR MR. MATUSHEK: This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of May 6.
I fully understand and appreciate the interest of your organization in the decisions
of the Wage Stabilization Board. However,
it is as much to your interest as to the interest of the public and of industry that
an investigation b.e conducted by the Congress, which authorized the Board, if circumstances warrant. While the decision of the
Board may favor labor today, what is to prevent an adverse decision tomorrow? Would
you then be opposed to congressional investigation?
Your Congress is vitally interested in the
manner of functioning of a Board that Congress has authorized. The Allen resolution
to investigate the WSB passed the House
by a vote of 255 to 88. The committee on
which I serve, the Committee on Education
and Labor, was assigned to the investigation.
I produced records from the files of the
Committee on Un-American Activities indicating that four of the labor representatives
of the Board have or have had Communistfront connections. Three public members
had similar records. How do the boys in
your organization feel about that? I am
certain beyond question that it is your de-.
sire to be represented by clean Americans,
of unimpeachable loyalty to your country
and mine, and I further believe that it is.

.
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your desire that fair, considerate treatment
be accorded by such a Board to all issues and
all p arties at interest.
It is our duty to proceed, without fear
and without favor, to carry out our assignment. We would do exac~ly the same thing
if the shoe were on the other foot. Make
no m istake about that.
Sincerely yours,
RICHARD B. VAIL,
Member of Congress.

Reclamation
Commissioner
Straus
Charged With Distorting History
and Hoodwinking Nation's Taxpayers
EXTENSION_OF REMARKS
OF

HON. NORRIS POULSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 5, 1952

Mr . .POULSON. Mr. Speaker, Reclamation Commissioner Michael W. Straus
delivered a speech on April 30, 1952, at
Hoover Dam which misstated facts and
distorted the true history of reclamation and power development in the
southwestern United States by seeming
to credit Arizona with helping to build
the great Hoover Dam project.
:t is extremely serious business when
a high Government official makes a
propaganda speech which appears designed to hoodwink the taxpayers of the
Nation.
The occasion for Mr. Straus' talk was
the dedication of a· new generator at
Hoover Dam which will produce power
for Arizona. Mr. Straus paid tribute to
the pioneering spirit of Arizona, which
he intimated made possible the building
of Hoover Dam.
The State of Arizona for years fought
the building of Hoover Dam in Congress
and in the courts, and succeeded in
· blocking the project bill in several sessions of Congress.
ARIZONA USES STATE MILITIA

Likewise, the State of Arizona strenuously fought the building of other major
projects on the Colorado River, and even
sent State militia, armed with machine
guns, to stop the construction of Parker
Dam.
. Speaking in praise of Arizonans at
Hoover Dam on April 30, this year,
Straus was quoted by newspapers as saying :
If it wasn't for that pioneer spirit, you
wouldn't be here today. This was the dam
that couldn't be built, wouldn't be built,
must not be built.
The Government has jnvested one-hundred-and-sixty-odd-million dollars in this
dam and in installing these generators, and
it is all being paid back 100 percent. It will
all be paid for by 1987, then the Colorado
River will become an important addition to
the United States mint after that.
I want to congratulate the people of Artzona for their pioneering spirit as I listen
here to that golden voice of the Colorado
River.

The truth is that the cost of Hoover
Dam will all be paid back, but not by
Arizona. It will be, and is being, paid
for by the power consumers of southern
California and Nevada.

AN INTERESTING CONTRAST

In comparison with the soundness of
the Hoover Dam project, for which the
power consumers of sou.t hern California
contracted to repay 90 percent, the proposed multi-billion-dollar central Ari ..
zona project stands as a wholly unjusti ..
fied and infeasible project.
Although private landowners of Ari ..
zona would get the whole benefit of the
central Arizona project, they would not
repay even 1 percent of its cost. This
project would cost the Nation's taxpay ..
ers more than $2,000,000,000 .for .lost in ..
terest alone, according to Interior Secretary Chapman. And once more the
power consumers of southern California
would pay the bill, while Arizona would
pay practically nothing,
ARIZONA'S RECORD ON THE RIVER

In 1921, delegates from the seven
States of the Colorado River basin gathered to write a program which would
· halt the · disastrous floods of the basin
and would permit development of the
river on a sound basis. After many
months of conferring, they signed the
noted Colorado River Compact on No ..
vember 22, 1922, and submitted it to
their respective State legislatures.
In 1923, all States of the basin, except Arizona, approved the compact. By
this unreasonable action Arizona blocked
peace and development on the Colorado
River, just as these long-sought goals
were in sight. But the six States which
had signed were not to be thwarted by
the dog-in-the-manfler a ·~ itude of one
State. They set in motion machinery
to have the compact given life as a six ..
State document. It took 6 years to accomplish this, with Arizona fighting her
sister States every step of the way,
At last Congress, in 1928, after Ari ..
zona fiT1'lusters led by Senators AsHURST
and HAYDEN had blocked action in four
sessions, passed the Boulder Canyon
Project Act, which authorized construction of Ho·over Dam, provided that six
States ratified the compact and California enacted a limitation act. This
was quickly done by Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, Nevada, New Mexico, and
California. In · June 1929 President
Hoover proclaimed the act effective, and
the compact also became operative.
But Arizona did not give up the fight.
ARIZONA SUES TO STOP HOOVER DAM

The Secretary of the Interior at that
time, Ray Lyman Wilbur, w~s faced
with the problem of allocating the electric power to be produczd by Bouldernow Hoover-Dam. Contracts for the
power had to be secured from users, and
under the law these contracts, guaranteeing full repayment to the Government of the cost of the project, had to
be signed before Congress appropriated
the first money to build Hoover Dam.
The Secretary called hearings. All
major parties interested in Hoover Dam
power were present, except Arizona.
Arizona remained adamant, ignoring
all pleas of the Secretary and the other
basin States. Arizona maintained its
hostile attitude despite the fact that 18
percent of Hoover Dam power was reserved for Arizona's use at any time
within 50 years.

.
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At last the Secretary proceeded to
sign the power contracts with the communities and companies that would use
.
.
it.
The way now was cleared for Congress
to make the first appropriation for building Hoover Dam. This amounted to
$10,660,000.

Again Arizona rushed out to do battle
opposing the appropriation. Arizon~
fought in Congress and filed its objections with United States Comptroller
General. But progress was not to be
halted. The appropriation was passed
by Congress.
Still determined to prevent the build·ing of the dam, which was so vital to
the growth of the lower basin, Arizona
now turned to the courts.
On October 13, 1930, Arizona filed suit
in the United States Supreme Court
against the Secretary of the Interior and
the six States of the Colorado River
Basin to stop construction of · Hoover
Dam. Arizona also asked the Court to
declare the Colorado River Compact and
the Boulder Canyon Project Act unconstitutional.
What did the Supreme Court tell
Arizona? The Court said this :
(a) Authority to construct Hoover ·
Dam was a valid exercise of congressional power.
(b) The Boulder Canyon Project Act
did not abridge the water rights of
Arizona.
.
(c) There was no threat to Arizona by
Secretary Wilbur or the six basin States
The Arizona suit was dismissed.
Twice more did Arizona appeal to the
highest tribunal of justice on other
phases of the controversy, and twice
more Arizona's suits were, denied.
ARIZONA SENDS . MILITIA

Stin determined to stop progress on the
Colorado River, Arizona adopted desperate means. Arizona threatened the use
of military force.
At this time (1934-35) Parker Dam
was being built, 155 miles downstream
from Boulder Dam. Parker Dam creates the reservoir-Lake Havasu-from
which water begins its long transdesert
journey through the great Colorado
River aqueduct to Los Angeles and 39
other cities some 400 miles away on the
coastal plain of southern California.
This dam was built with money contributed to the United States by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern .
California, a publicly owned enterprise.
Arizona did not want these thirsty
cities to have this river water, and so
Arizona physically prevented continuance of Parker Dam construction. She
sent her militia, with machine guns, to
stop construction, and they did so.
Work ground to a stop.
In January 1935 the United States
Government brought action in the Supreme Court to halt Arizona in these acts
of violence, asking an injunction.
The Court did not grant the injunction because the complaint of the Government failed to show that construction of Parker Dam was author~zed by
statute. However, Congress subsequently reauthorized the construction of the
dam, work was resumed, and the dam
was completed.
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STRAUS DISTOlt'NONS

r

The power which StrBius dedicated to
Arizona .at Hoover Dam last month has
been a vaihible to Arizona since the dam
was built. Arizona was awarded 18 percent of Hoover Dam despite the fact
that Am·o na fought the building of the
dam for years and would not sign a
power contract.
How is it possible, therefore, for Straus
to pr.a.ise the pi-oneering spirit of Arizonians in connection with Hoover Dam?
Out of her vicious fight against Hoover
Dam, Arizona .emerged not only with 18
percent of the power, but a cash pay-off
of $300,000 a year for 50 years, which is
being paid for by the power consumers
of California.
ARIZONA FOUGHT OTHER PROJECTS

Out of the All-American Canal project in California, Arizona got a new
canal free fnr the Yuma project. California is paying for it. Arizona is paying nothing.
out of the Parker Dam project, Arizona got the right. to use the dam to divert water to Arizona and· half the power
produced by the dam. California paid
the entire ·cost of the "dam. Arizona paid
nothing.
These are two more examples of the
Arizona pioneering spirit which 'Straus
so highly praised.
TRUTH ABOUT HOOVER DAM

For the benefit of the Nation's taxpayers, here is the truth about who is
paying for Hoover Dam:
Legislation for the dam provided that
before it could ·b e built the Secretary of
Interior must obtain contracts for its
power su1licient to ,repay construction
costs, plus ..3-percent interest, within 50
years. These contracts were signed by
the Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power, the Metropolitan Water District of Soutbem California, tlile cities of
Glendale, "Burbank, .and Pasadena, the
Southern California Edison Co., anc:::l the
Central Electric Power Corp.
This 3-percent interest is put into the
United States Treasury. Theile is no diversion of it, as would Jbe the case in the
proposed .central Arizona project.
The California power consumers
1tgreed to pay for the ~!)ewer whether they
used it or not. They have constructed
hundreds of miles of transmi-ssion lines
at a cost of more than $60,000,000 to
bring this power to southern California
users.
The southern California .consumers
are away ahead of schedule in paying.
Los Angeles, for example, has paid more
than $6,000,000 on account in advance
of "due dates. The metropolitan water
district paid $2,80U,OOO to the Trea'Sury
for Hoover Dam power contracts for but
not needed or usable d1:1ring the con-struction period of the Cc>'lora:do RiiVer
- aqueduct, an incident probably unique
in the history of Federal financing.
And incidentally, the great Colorado
River aqueduct, which carries Colorado
River water to cities, farms. and industries, as well as the mammoth military
and defense installations in southern
California, was paid for by the people of
California, not by .Federal financing.

SERIOUS BUSINESS

It is extremely serious business when a
high Government official makes a propaganda speech which can easily deceive
the people and hoodwink the taxpayers
of the Nation.
That was the purpose behind Straus'
speech. He wB~nts to see Congress approve the central Arizona project, which
would cost the taxpayers billions of dollars, without the authority to do so of his
boss, Secretary Chapman, who does not
recommend the central Arizona project.
This money belonging to the people
would never be returned to the Federal
Treasury. It would be spent to benefit
a few private landowners in Arizona at
no cost to them. And it would keep
Mike Straus and company in business,
with an enormous payroll, building fantastic projects.
Straus' speech at Hoover Dam misstated facts and distorted the true history of reclamation and power development in the southwestern United States.
The speech was apparently designed
for the purpose of making the taxpayers
of the Nation believe that such unjustified, costly, and unsound projects as the
central Arizona development are good
investments. The truth is that · such
projects would merely serve to ruin reclamation and aid in bankTupting the
Nation.

News From Communist Countries
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRIESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 13, 1952
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
.Speaker, the Christian DemocrB~tic Union
of Central Europe, 339 East Fifty-second
Street, New York, publishes a semimonthly news service with information
about events occurring in Communistdominated countries. These reports excellently show how the Communist regimes gradually snuff out the freedom
of the people.
I include herewith some excerpts from
recent issues of the Christian Democratic
News Service:
POLISH BORDER FORTIFIED BY COMMUNISTS

It is reported from Germany that the
Polish Communist regime has started the
installation of mine fields, as well as tbe construction of antitank obstacles and barbed:.
wire barr-iers,. along a 2-mlle strip of land
following the Od.er-Nisa line dividing Poland
from GeTmany.
The Polish-German frontier is now under
the r.:ontrol of the Red Army . . On the German side the guards received orders to fire
at every person trying to cross the frontier.
Guard 'towers were erected at 500-yard intervals end the_y are armed with machine
guns. On the Polish side new heavy bunkers
overlo.ok the fortified boundary strip.
DEATH OF PRESS Boss OF POLAND

Jerzy BorejSza, the former Communist dictator of the pr£ss and cultural activities 1n
Poland, died, after a prolonged .illness, on

January 19. He co~trolled for several years
all the publications in Poland through tbe
Government publishing house, Czytelnik.
He was also known internationally as the
organizer of the .f irst congress of intellectuals
at Wroclaw.
Borejsza, whose ' real name was Nuchim
Goldberg, was born in 1906. He had been
a member of the Communist Party since 1929.
In 1948 be was branded by Bierut, the Communist "_president," as a politically unreliable
deviationist and was relieved of all his official
duties.
NEW DEPORTATIONS IN LITHUANIA AND THE
BALTIC COUNTRIES

· A new wave of deportations has started in
Lithuania and in the other Baltic countries.
Trainloads of deportees are brought first to
the Vologda camp and then on to the Kenosa camp, both located in Russia. During
the 3-month period from November 1951
to January 1952 about 10,000 deportees, most
of them from Lithu~nia, passed through
these camps.
They are scattered throughout the wide
Archangelsk area in groups of 1- to 500 families, mostly near the Pinega and Mozen
Rivers. They are compelled to work at tree
cutting in the Siberian forest. Their living
quarters are huts, the food is bad, the work
hard, and the mortality rate high.
At about the s.ame time, 15,000 persons
were deported to the Komi Republic, near
the Ural Mountains. They came from
western White Ruthenia and the Baltic
countries. They are being settled along the
Kotras-Vm:kuta railroad and on the banks
of the Pechora River in the Uchta region.
These deportees were forced to sign a statement reading as follows: "I, the undersigned,
desire to become a woodcutter and to be
transferred from the Lithuani-an S. S. R. to
the Komi Autonomous Republic." Naturally
no one would have applied voluntarily for
hard work under conditions of.extreme hardship, for miserable pay.
LABOR CAMPS FOR LITHUANIANS IN KAzAKSTAN

In our bulletin January 15, we mentioned
the existence of labor camps in Kazakstan, to
w.hich Lithuanians are deported by the
Soviet. An Italian prisoner of war, writing
to the Lithuaniam. representative at the Vatican, amplifies this information. He refers
to the following labor camps in Kazakstan:
at Diegegan, 800 kilometers from Karaganda,
Lithuanians work .in coal min~s. In Mizinofko, they work at road construction and
in factories; in Gastali, in lumber camps; and
in Karaganda, in coal mines. According to
i;he same Italian sources, there are also Lithuanian prisoners working in the Vladimir
camp, near Moscow, where they are employed
in the nearby tractor factory.
CzEcH CoMMUNISTS INSTILL DISTRUST
"BETWEEN PARENTS AND CHILDREN

Many reports from Czechoslovakia indicate that school children have been forced
to inform the teachers about their parents'
reactions to Communist teaching. Parents
opposed to communism dare not say anything, watching anxiously the fatal influence
·of the Communist school on their children.
iln some cases, when children quite innocently mentioned in schools that their parents did not agree with what they were
taught, the parents wer-e arrested and the
children separated from them and placed
1.l an institution.
The Communists at first denied the use o!
such methods, but eventually .admitted it.
Zdenek Nejedly, Minister of Education, declared on March 27, 1952, in the Czechoslovak National Assembly: "Teachers often
contend with difficulties arising from the
background of the children's family. Yet
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today, it is not only the parents who educate
their children, but we find that the children
are also educating their parents."
Speaking about families supposed to be
unreliable, Nejedly announced the strongest
measures: "The struggle is conducted for the
sake of the children, because they are a
national treasure and we will not surrender
this treasure easily to anybody. We are alleged to be taking the children away from
their parents. We do not take them from
their parents, but from the enemy. If parents want to educate their children to become enemies of the Republic and of socialism, we cannot remain inactive. We admit,
that we educate the children of such families
in the way we regard as necessary."
This is a terrible testimony about what is
going on behind the iron curtain. Nejedly
is right when he says that this is an ideological struggle and that, given sufficient time,
the Communists would train the young generation in such a manner that no one would
even think of changing the situation and
seeking liberty.
REGISTRATION OJ' HUNGARIAN SEMINARISTS

The Communist State Office for Religious
Affairs has ordered the registration of every
seminarist in Hungary. The Communist
regime had not hitherto interfered directly
in the spiritual direction and curricula of
Catholic seminaries. Recent reports, however, indieate that the education of a new
generation of young priests will not be free
from Communist influence.
This new trend commenced when the spiritual directors of the largest seminaries in
Hungary, Esztergom and Eger, were dismissed. The seminary of Hejce has been
closed and .merged with that of Eger. The
curricula wm be completely changed.
Courses in Marxism-Leninism will be introduced. Similar dispositions were taken
about 2 years ago in the seminaries of Czechoslovakia and R,umania.
.Although priests face a life of poverty and
persecution, there are today more candidates
for priesthood than ever before, as persecution has always stimulated spiritual fervor.
The seminaries cannot admit all the young
men applying for traini.n g. Kereszt; the bimonthly magazine of the Communist-spon•
sored movement of Catholic priests, complains in every issue that the seminarists are
hostile to the movement and to the present
regime. The rectors and spiritual directors
of the seminaries are blamed for this atti·
tude.
The State Office for Religious Affairs intends to replace the dismissed priests with
others who adhere to the Communist-spon·
sored movement of the clergy. So far a certain number of seminarists were imprisoned
or drafted into the army. As these measures
falled to achieve their objective, th·e Com·
munist Government decided to transform
completely the seminaries.

tivities of that organization which included
the care of the sick, or orphans, etc., have
been stopped~ The National Missionary
Community, which replaced, after 1945, the
YMCA and the Society Soli Deo Gloria in
their respective spheres of work, has also
been liquidated.
COMPULSORY

CONCENTRATION OJ'
CZECHOSI;OVAKIA

NUNS

IN

When, in the fall of 1950, the Czechoslovak
Communists occupied most of the monasteries in the country, they transported the
nuns into specially selected monasteries
into which they were crowded. The nuns
were concentrated in Albrechtice and Vidnava in Moravia-Silesia and in Broumov in
North Bohemia. The Veritas news service,
published in Rome by the Czechoslo.v ak
Christian Academy, reported on March 15
on the conditions prevailing in these concentration monasteries. The working conditions of the nuns, including those employed in hospitals as nurses are described
in detail. The Communist order against
nuns in Czechoslovakia affected about 15,000
nuns, novices, and postulants.
MOBILIZATION OJ' MANPOWER IN HUNGARY

On March 15 a full mobilization of manpower was started in Hungary. In accord-·
ance with a confldentialinstruction from the
Government, the local authorities now have
the right to dispose of every citizen and
transfer him or her to any place and to any
kind of labor they wish. One of the objects
of this move is the transfer of 100,000 agricultural workers into inrl.ustry. One of the
more interesting provisions of the new decree concerns the "utilization of youth."
Young persons between the ages of 6 and 18
can be used in the interest of socialism, regardless of whether they are school pupils
or not. Youth between 16 and 18 may be
obliged to perform whatever agricultural
work requested of them.
In some cases, adds the decree, the work
performed by juveniles may be reduced on
account of physical weakness to 8 hours per
day. · In order to utllize the full potential
of every family, the authorities have the
right to separate members of a family and
put the women to work. The decree aims
at the disruption of the last center of resistance to the regime, the family.
The Communists resorted ·to full mobilization of manpower after the failure of
their attempt to recruit voluntary labor for
industry and mining. The decree follows
closely the Soviet pattern. Its execution waa
entrusted to Piotr Samugin, Russian adviser
to the Hungarian Ministry of Interior. The
secret police have been charged with enforcing the provisions of the decree.
COMMUNISTS TRY To PREVENT ESCAPE FROM
HuNGARY BY AIR

The political control of the personnel of
the Hungarian Air Force has been entrusted
to a special department at the air :force headThe Hungarian Communist regime is en·
quarters. This department maintains a net·
deavoring to reduce the influence of the
work of spies, who listen to the conversaProtestant churches. It has managed to entions of the men and generally keep a close
list the help of Albert Bereczky, bishop of
watch on them, mainly with a view to preBudapest, who pensioned off at the end of
venting escapes. Further precautions in1951 a number of anti-Communist Calvinist
clude the stationing of units as :far away
pastors, although their age did not justify
from the West as possible. Pilots get only
· such a measure. Bereczky is a collaborator
enough fuel for short flights, to make sure
with the Communists and supports the
they do not fly to the West. In Transdanubie
movement of the "peace priests" sponsored
(the part of Hungary between the Danube
by the Communist Government.
and the Austrian frontier) and along the
Younger Protestant children, up to the · southern frontier strip, antiaircraft guns
age of 14, still receive religious instruction.
are set up at every corner of the airfields
In the high schools, the percentage is much
ready to fire on any planes which transgress
lower, as pressure is put on parents and
the strict fiight regulations.
teachers to discourage any kind of religious
Similar precautions have been applied to
teaching.
civil aviation. In the frontier zone the airThe headquarters of the Diaconlssas 1n
liners of the Hungarian-Russia Airlines
Budapest was closed. The philanthropic ae(Maszoujet) are piloted by ·trusted Russians.
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HON. MICHAEL A. FEIGHAN
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. · FEIGHAN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following address
delivered by me at Public Music Hall,
Cleveland, on Sunday, April 20, 1952:
Now Is THE TIME FOR ACTION
It is with great pride and considerable
pleasure that I have accepted the invitation
to address you today. Meetings like this are
proof that the leader of your movement, Dr.
Francis E. Townsend, is one prophet who is
honored in his home country. Certainly,
no one has contributed more to focus public
attention on what has now generally been
conceded to be the No. ! · domestic problem
of the country-the insurance of a proper
and adequate level of security for a decent
livelihood of the senior citizens of this great
Nation.
Despite this belated recognition, Dr. Edwin E. Witte, who was executive director
of the President's Committee on Economic
Security in 1934, recently observed: "Increased attention must be given to social
security and to the economic aspects of the
aging population. The prevailing ignorance
on these aspects is astounding, in view of
the immense amount of discussion. This
may be one consequence of the gerontological movement." That is why I have
chosen for my text today, "Now Is the Time
for Action." We have had so much talk
about the elder citizens of the country, that
we have established a whole new field- of
study called geriatrics, and yet we are doing
essentially nothing about the problem, and
even the foremost expert of the day back in
1935 now admits that the prevailing ignorance is astounding.
And do you know where he made this
statement? It was at the Second International Gerontological Congress. (I suppose
by now everybody knows that "geriatrics"
and "gerontological" are fancy terms for
growing old.) Yes, while the senior citizens
of the country continue to slowly starve,
they have the satisfaction of knowing that
they have become the subject of a Roman
holiday for the professional social worker
and contributors to the social service journals.
Let's take a recent edition of the Annals
of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science for January 1952. It is entitled "Social Contribution by the Aged."
Here are some of the articles published in
this magazine:
Listen now, A Philosophy of Aging. Yes,
an, older person must have a philosophy,
whether he has anything to eat or not.
The next, The Social and Psychological
Needs of the Aged. This is followed by an
article on the social participation of the aged
in different cultures. Now, how many different cultures would you be interested in
participating in?
These illuminating treatises are followed
by sections on the contributions which aging
people can make to the productive economy
and to the cultural life of the community.
They discuss the creative activities of older
people, creative activity through handcrafts,
and sharing community responsibility. Far
toward the end of the publi~ation is a 10page article, entitled "Income Maintenance
For the Aged." Yes, I said 10 pages, only
10 pages out of 180 pages on the problems ot
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elder cit izens, are devoted to the problem of
keeping the wolf from the door, a1;1d the
other 170 pages tell you how to enjoy it while
the wolf snarls outside.
I agree with Dr. Witte that ihe preva111ng
ignorance about the economic aspects of the
aging .population is astounding, but if he and
the head of the Social Security Administration in Washington, and the members of
the key congressional committees would
concentrate on the basic problem instead of
circumventing it or applying make-shift
measures in a half-hearted manner, there
might be greater understanding. Then, certainly there would be less suffering among
the elder citizens of the country.
At the same Second International Gerontological Congress, this same Dr. Edwin E.
Witte told his audience, "increased attention to noneconomic problems which the
gerontological movement has produced may
minimize the importance of economic issues.
Although this recent interest is to the good,
it may obscure the important truths, that
many older people lack economic means for
decent existence." Now I quote Dr. Witte's
remarks because he was on the ground floor
in 1934, when there was a chance to do
something basic in Washington. But in
1934, after recommending essentially the
present system of old-age insurance and public assistance, based upon proof of need, the
Committee on Economic_Security, of which
Dr. Witte was executive director, acknowledged that "no even reasonably complete
data is available regarding the means of support of aged persons."
Now, 17 years later, Dr. Witte has passed
from the Washington scene, but he acknowledges that, and again I quote from his
speech to the Second International -Gerontological Congress, "we know very little about
how older people actually get their livelihood." And then he observes very wisely
and profoundly, "It is clear that many older
people have to live very skimpily. We must
fltid out why some older people are in need
while others are getting along very well
economically."
Now I take issue with Dr. Witte, despite
his learning and experience in social security.
I think it is. not nearly so important to find
out why some older people are in need while
others are getting along very well, as it is
to take the necessary legislative action to
insure that many older people do not have
to live very skimpily, or indeed to slowly
starve. I believe that we ought to try to
use what facts we have at our disposal and
then we should conclude debate toward legislative action on the basis of the facts as we
know them. For example, it is no secret
that the Social Security Administration and
the Bureau of Labor Statistics have worked
out budget estimates showing what it costs
an elderly couple to maintain a modest but
adequate level of living in a city. These
estimates, as of- October 1950, ranged from
$1,620 in Mobiie, Ala., to $1,908 in Milwaukee.
And, of course, I don't need to tell you people that the index of consumers' prices has
gone up 12 points since then.
Now, let us see what sources of income
are available to provide this modest but
adequate level of living for older persons.
According to no less an authority than the
assistant to the Commissioner for Social Security, by December of this year, there will
be 13,000,000 Americans 65 years of age and
over. Out of these 13,000,000 senior citizens,
3,000,000 will be employed and 1,000,000 are
wives of persons gainfully employed. Between four or five million older persons will
be receiving some form of social-insurance
benefit from such programs as old-age and
survivors insurance, civil-service retirement,
or railroad retirement programs. Of the re•
maining four to five million elderly persons,
it is estimated that 2,600,000 will be drawing
old-age assistance. Of course, we know that

even with the increase in the old-age and
job." According to Mr. Clark Tibbets,
survivors insurance benefits, under the SoChairman of the Committee on Aging and
cial SecuritY Act amendments of 1950, about
Geriatrics of the Federal Security Agency,
a recent study in one large city, covering
8 percent of aged persons drawing old-age
insurance benefits are receiving public asmore than 200 establishments, employing
sistance in addition.
140,000 workers, showed that a 'majority
rarely depart from the policy of not employAccording to an earlier article in the social Security Bulletin, of · October 1949,
ing men of 45 years of age.
"earlier studies of the resources of insurance
This is the appall1ng picture of what peabeneficiaries have shown, moreover, that . pie actually get when the old'-age-assistance
some beneficiaries refrain from asking for
case worker decides that they are entitled
help altogether, and others for as long as
to it. Almost as shocking and certainly as
they can, often existing at extremely low
disheartening to the older persons concerned
levels of living as an alternative." Yes, how
are the many restrictions and limitations
well we know. Even today under this proupon eligib111ty for their public-assistance
gram, which was hailed in 1935 as the bulpittance. First, they must prove residence
wark in old age against destitution and deand citizenship and in some cases even their
pendency, the average monthly benefit is
loyalty is put in issue.
only $42.14 for the insured worker himself,
Then their own property must be listed
and, if he has a wife, he gets a bonus of 50
and valued and in many cases their relapercent for her. I have never quite undertives have to be polled in an effort to exact
stood the theory behind this 50 percent extra
sacrifices from children and grandchildren
for the wife. I don't know whether a wife is
which may alter the course of their lives.
supposed to eat only half as much as her
More recently, since the enactment of the
husband. I can testify, however, from my
infamous, so-called Jenner amendment, the
own experience that the clothing budget for
old-age assistance , applicant knows that
a wife cannot be financed for half of what
there is no longer any prot ection from the
a man pays for his wardrobe. These then
Federal Government against publication in
are the facts about income UJlder the Social
the newspapers of the misfortune that has
Security Act for persons eligiqle for old-age
befallen them. Here in Ohio ·we know how
and survivors insur~nce.
the publication of the names of the publicNow, let's take a look at those who are
assistance recipients can be taken advantage
receiving old-age assistance. These 2,700,of by persons running for public office and
000 senior citizens are now drawing on the
by business concerns with questionable
average the magnificent sum of $44.51 a
practices. In fact, it was because of abuses
month. One out of every five persons over
occurring in the State of Ohio that the law
age 65 is now receiving public assistance.
was amended in 1939 to prohibit such pubThe individual old-age assistance payments
lication. I was minority leader in the State
vary among the States from about $19 to $71 a
legislature when this amendment was adoptmonth. More than 400,000 recipients of olded. The Jenner amendment could not
age assistance in eight States now receive on
stand
on its own feet and had to be added
the average of less than $1 per day. Here in
as a rider to the 1951 tax bill. I can asthe State of Ohio, we do a little ·better than
sure you that I voted against this proposal
that. The average monthly old-age pension
by voting to recommit the bill to conference,
in Ohio last December was $49.09, but do
for as I view it, you can't shame poverty out
not allow any public official in the State of
of existence. Nevertheless, the former ReOhio to tell you that our great State has been
publican leader of the House urged that the
living up to her role as the headquarters of
Jenner amendment would "restore to the
Dr. Townsend. A study made by the Federal
States a measure of their rights and responSecurity Agency, and published in November
sibilities in respect to the handling of
of last year, shows that Ohio ranked eleventh
wealth" and this view ultimately prevailed.
among the States in average old-age assistThis . then is the inventory of our situaance payments per recipient in 1940. By
tion today. Average benefits for older citi1950, Ohio had dropped from eleventh to
zens under both the old-age and survivors
twenty-second among the States of the
insurance and the old-age assistance proUnion although she ranks thirteenth in per
grams are between $42 and $45 per month.
capita income. Moreover, while other States
Nearly
half of the 13,000,000 persons over 65
were increasing their low average payments
cannot work by reason of physical incapacper recipient of old-age assistance, Ohio was
ity. Yet the average life expectancy for
lagging far behind.
men at 65 is over 13 years and for women
On the basis of a comparison of the per1t is 16 years. While Dr. Witte and other
centage change in average payment per reauthorities admit their ignorance of ecocipient from December of 1940 to June of
nomic aspects of the aging population, the
1950, a period of sharply rising prices, Ohio
facts still are, according to the commisranks forty-second among all the States of
sioner of welfare in New York City, Mr.
the Union. Of course, we can point with
Henry ·L. McCarthy, that, "at best there are
pride that the senior citizens of Ohio live
20 percent of those 65 years of age or over
handsomely in comparison with those in Virwho have sufficient income and health and
ginia, who, after they demonstrate their need,
are otherwise situated so that they have no
receive only $22.60 per month. Would you
need for welfare agencies." · In the words
believe it? The citizens of Virginia are now
of Shakespeare, "My way of life is fall'n into
expending per capita approximately the same
the sere, the yellow leaf; and that which
amount for relief as in the days of George
should accompany old age, as honor, love,
Washington. Yes; Ohio has made some progobedience, troops of friends, I must not look
ress beyond the standards prevailing in
to have."
George Washington's day, but the prevailing
As I have said, my text today is that now
view in Ohio and in Washington still has
is the time for us to do something about
not progressed very far beyond the public
1t. Now is the time for action. I believe
conscience of William McKinley's time.
that if we can take care of the economic seHow long must we tolerate this great incurity of th~ senior citizens, then their housequality in old-age-assistance payments
ing, their education, their recreation, and
among the States? How long must we subtheir contributions to the cultural life of
ject older persons to the humiliation of provthe community will take care of themselves.
ing their pauperism in public? · It is no seAt least, let's place first things first and take
cret why economic assistance in old age is
c ~re of food and clothing and shelter sufneeded. The Social Security Administration
ficient for the modest but adequate living
has again given us a careful study and has
that the economists talk about. Now, how
concluded: "The major factor affecting the
can we proceed with an intelligent and
economic situations of persons and families
practical plan of action?
accepted for assistance waa the loss of a
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First, this is election year and for those
Members 1n Congress • • • especially
members of key committees • • • who
have not as yet seen fit to schedule any legislation whatever on social security • • •
these Members should be reminded that
their inactivity is being noticed.
Second, Members of Congress, who have
thus far refused to permit the House of
Representatives even to take up for debate
the comprehensive program for economic
security for which Dr. Townsend has fought
so long, should now be impelled to sign
the discharge petition to bring this matter
up for debate. I do not hold out any real
hope of early action on any such far-reaching program and I would not mislead you
for a moment. But if we can once get the
bills scheduled for debate, we shall then
· • be in a position to roint out the defects in
the existing social-security program and to
interest Congress and all the people in · the
proposals for sound and sensible solution
to the economic problems oi' older people.
Third, pending fulfillment of the dream
which we have dared to dream-and some
of us for a long time-we can, I believe,
for the benefit of those who are now suffering under the present system, touch it up
in certain respect without jeopardizing the
"Ultimate success of a comprehensive program. We can get behind the repeal of ' the
Jenner amendment which subjects senior
citizens to public humiliation and embarrassment. We can support a provision for
gradual reduction of the amount of assistance if a person takes a job temporarily;
and we can make the tests of need more
realistic. The mental anxiety involved in
proving . eligibility for public assistance initially and then in getting back on the rolls
if one accepts a job for a time and then
loses it, are hazards to which persons who
have devoted the best years of their lives
to constructive community service should
not be subjected. Residence requirements
should be abandoned, and laws placing fl.nan. cial responsibility upon relatives for the
support of elder people should be prohibited
by the Congress.
This is my program for action, but it needs
your continued interest and· support. If we
do not all join together for progress, we shall
continue to have many more conferences on
aging, many articles on geriatrics, and .Dr.
Witte will, before we know it, be making a
speech at the Thirteenth Annu.al International Gerontological Congress and he will
again confess that, despite all the talk, "We
know very little about how older people
actually get their livelihood."
I say it is time to quit talking and to
start doing something. Now is the time for
action.

monies honoring the county's great traditions and its bright future.
For many months a dedicated group
of citizens, banded together in the Genesee County Sesquicentennial, Inc., under
the inspiring leadership of Charles A.
Sohns, have worked with imagination
and devotion to make this celebration
worthy of the great traditions of the
Genesee County-the traditions of the
red men and the white men who settled
there and made it worthy of its nameGe-nish-a-au, "the clear and shining
place:"
In conjunction with this sesquicentennial celebration, a historical book of
Genesee County has been printed, a copy
of which I expect to present to the
Library of Congress.
It is an absorbing and inspiring story
of the people of the Genesee country, of
their steadfast courage, and of their
unwavering faith in God and their own
great purpose. It is a fitting record of
these brave men and women, who yesterday, today, and tomorrow keep the
western door.
Mr. Speaker, under leave, I insert in
the RECORD the prologue and epilogue to
the sesquicentennial history of Genesee
County:
WE KEEP THE WESTERN DOOR
PROLOGUE

This is the story of men and women who
would not give up nor turn back. Of people
willing to work and suffer for a dreamed-of
future. Of people's faith in God, · themselves, and the land beneath their feet.
This is the story of Genesee pioneers.
In the years following the founding of
this county in 1802, the pioneers hewed a
way of life from wilderness. This was to
become our way, the American way, the way
of Ge-nish-a-au which is Genesee.
Its attainment became a story of hardship, of self-denial, of poverty, illness, and
loneliness unbearable. It is a story, also,
of cheerful optimism. In those early years,
the sounds of laughter beside the ringing
ax were more persuasive than the cry of
grief beside the new-made grave.
As always where people are concemea, it
is a mixed story-of courage and cowardice,
justice and injustice, Puritan stoicism and
flagrant intemperance. But--winnowed by
the winds of a century and a half-the grain
of this story is good grain. Man's littleness
is dwarfed beside his bigness. The white
man's greatest injustice-that to the red
man---:-yet may be ameliorated.
Man is more than his own small unit in
time and space. He is, also, the past from
The Clear and Shining Place
whence he came, the future which his steps
shall tred. The early settler, pushing westward over the Genesee, was more than the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
total of his crude oxcart, his meager possesOF
sions, and his strong right arm. The Genesee settler was caught in the current of
many forces which determined what he was,
what be would become, and what, also, we
OF NEW YORK
are today.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Among these were three major influences
which,
fortunately for this lovely land, had
Tuesday, May 13, 1952
had much in common. They were the PuriMr. OSTERTAG. Mr. Speaker, Gene- tan tradition, the Indian heritage, and the
see County, N. Y., which is one of the influence of the Dutch landowners of westcounties I have the honor to represent ern New York. At their confluence stoodstill stands-the settler of Genesee.
in this House, will observe its one hun- and
Several races and many nationalties came
dred and fiftieth anniversary next week. · here;
simple men and men of means; a few
A fitting celebration has been planned of aristocratic blood. Land barons were
for the occasion, beginning next Sun- scarce, however, where the Dutch held sway.
day with religious observances and con- It is significant that among the· earliest settinuing through the week with cere- tlers was a Negro family on the Genesee, an-
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otber at Buffalo Creek. Slave holders were
unpopular here, and the underground up
Lake Road in LeRoy was heavy trafficked.
The bond between the early settlers, as
with the Iroquois before them, was sharedbeliefs far more than shared"'blood. In this
county, principles were more important than
pedigrees. Here developed a classless society
in which a man's mark was his own worth.
It commanded respect, regardless of a man's
station.
The Puritan tradition was in part responsible. Those fearless forefathers were driven
by the desire to be themselves and to express themselves as they believed fit. Faith
in themselves, their God, and their future
drove them westward in small boats.
On this . continent, at the same time, the
heritage of Hiawatha was reaching toward
fulfillment. Here, again, the worth of the
individual was uppermost. The Iroquois
Confederacy became a marvelously simple and efficient system for the protection and
expression of human dignity. The influence
of this democratic government upon our
founding fathers was historically great.
According to tradition, Hiawatha came
from Onondaga to preach peaceful union to
the nations. Accompanied by Dekanawida,
an older prophet, and Jikonsaseh, the
"Mother of Nations, .. he went :from tribe to
tribe, teaching and pleading.
His pleas bore fruit. Around a symbolic
tree of peace assembled the Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas and the two divisions of the Senecas. The Confederacy was
born. Its "Long House'' stretched from the
mouth of the Schoharie on the Mohawk,
through the Finger Lakes to the Genesee, the
eastern boundary of the Kah-Kwah, or Neuter Nation. The mighty Mohawks became
Keepers of the Eastern Door; the Onondagas,
Keepers of the Council Fire; the warlike
Senecas, Keepers of the Western Door.
The structure of the Confederacy was based
on ideals. The greatest of these were democracy and peace. Here lay the moral
strength of the Iroquois. Although obedience to law was a sacred obligation, there
was a minimum of restraints in the law itself. Public opinion was the great arbiter.
Social pressures, through ostracism or persecution, enforced the edicts. There were
no castes or social exclusiveness. Chiefs were
elected and, 1! they did not lead ·Wisely, they
were deposed.
Among the nations, all acts were ratified
by unanimous consent. The Confederacy
was governed by an elected council of 50
wise men, with a nonruling moderator for
each session. The common good was their
motivating power.
Our early settlers were fired with these
same democratic principles for which they
so recently had fought, and which, so recently had been incorporated in their own
constitutional form. The early Geneseeans
also settled among the remnants of the
once-powerful Confederacy.
Here they found, also, the influence of
the Dutch landowners. It was dispensed
through the majestic figure of Joseph Ellicott. The hardy Hollanders who purchased
this land had picked their agent well. Ellicott, though not Dutch, was the personification of Dutch character. He, in turn, encouraged settlement by men and women
with the same. qualities. Among ·these were
thrift, frugality, willingness to work, and
love of soil. Ellicott saw . this land, not as
it was, but as it would become. He and his
settlers had boundless faith in the dreamedof future. It is that future which has become, for us, the present.
To this county, therefore, came men and
women dedicated to toil, to freedom, and to
the dignity of human worth. Government,
they believed, should be based upon positive ideals far more than upon coercive lawa.
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Freedom was not license, they believed, but
rather a God-given responsibility. To in·
sure it demanded education and the acceptance of civic duty. With quiet dignity.
they met the challenge.
These were the early settlers of Genesee.
This is their story. It is the story of men
and women who lived in harmony, through
the years, with the last of the Iroquois whose
home is among us. Because of them, Seneca
and early settlers-their wisdom, their work,
their worth-we keep _the western door.
EPILOGUE
The bark-cabincd hamlets, the occasional
plots of Indian corn, beans, and squashdiohe'ko-are long gone. Their heritage remains. It is found in vast patterns of golden
grain lands, g;reening pastures, parallel plantings of truck crops, the dark dots of woodlots. Here and there on the waterways,
spread white-spired villages, and, at De-oon'-go-wa, the great meeting place, is Batavia-the city. Ge-nish-a-au-Genesee.
At the end of a century and a half, this
is, still, a county of small farms, small industries, and small communities. There is,
still, about us room for a man to be himself.
There is space to be, physically and spiritually, three dimensional. Man is not compressed here by the crush of too-crowded
cities.
The Genesee Countian has maintained,
through the years, not only his sense of
individuality, but also his cooperative spirit.
There is little conflict, here, between social
strata, or between urban and rural populations. The farmer is interested in industry,
the businessman in agriculture. All join
. hands in civic projects. From out of the
wilderness has come a way of life, our way.
the American way.
·
Of the ancient wilderness, only the farfamed Bergen Swamp remains. In this secluded bog of marl, untouched by civilization, nestles the delicate ladyslipper, the
once-abundant cranberry, exotic orchids.
Here are myriad plants which once felt the
moccasined tread of the mighty Seneca,
the heavy boot of the pioneer. Here are,
even, Arctic plants, descended from seeds
rolled down by the ancient glacier. From
the dark depths issue songs of strange birds,
the mating cry of the panther. Here the
prairie rattler, constant menace of the
pioneer, slithers unmolested.
This small cup of wilderness holds unchanged the hope and heartbreak, the ache
and aspiration, of two great races-the red
man and the white. Its constancy in the
midst of change reminds us that the greatest
values are enduring. It reminds us, also,
that we are not of ourselves alone, but also
of the past from whence we came.
Out of the past came, from afar, the Puritan and Dutch influences to mold our character. Out of the past, from this spot to
which we came, sprang the Indian heritage.
Its hallmark, also, is upon us. Its union in
democracy, its life-sustaining products, its
techniques for battling the wilderness, its
log_ houses, its musical place names-all these
became part of that heritage.
Surpassing even these is the soil itself.
The soil, still, is the root force of our prosperity. This fair and fruitful land was the
Seneca's homeland. It was, also, the western door of the Iroquois. Keeping that door
was the sacred trust of the Seneca. In taking Ge-nish-a-au, the "clear and shining
place,'' the white man accepted also, that
trust. History has yet to tell us how well
we have fulfilled it.
The western door was not one of physical
space alone, but one also of positive ideals.
The Iroquois Confederacy was an organization of grouped principles far more than
one of blood-related tribesmen. The great·
est of these ideals was democracy and uni·

versa! peace. The first of these, at least.
reached a high degree of attainment.
Since 1802, we have become guardians of
Ge-nish-a-au, the land, and its twin ideals.
peace and democracy. In this sense, we keep
the western door.

Shafer's Views on Big Government Draw
Praise in Deep South
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. L. MENDEL RIVERS
OF SOUTH CAROLIN A
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, the following editorial from the April 12, 1952,
editions of the Mobile <Ala.) Register is
evidence of the esteem in which the conservative citizens of the South hold my
good friend and colleague, Hon. PAUL W.
SHAFER, of Michigan, and his views as
expressed in Congress. Under permission to extend my remarks, I include the
editorial:
WHEN THE PAUL SHAFERS CRACK DoWN
IN CONGRESS ·
Since the present session of Congress convened, United States Representative PAUL
W. SHAFER, of Michigan, has presented a series
of discussions on big government.
It is a mild way of expressing it to say that
he threw hot and heavy verbal shells at overgrown · government.
·
"It ought to be understood by Americans,"
he said at one point, "that the threat of big
government cannot be measured alone in
terms of dollars or billions of dollars.
"It does not tell the real story merely to
say that big government today is confiscating
one-third of the national income. What big
government actually is confiscating is more
and more of your toil, of your workweek, of
your security, of your very life."
That is firing A-way at overgrown Government without pulling punches.
But these particular blasts were by no
means all that Congressman SHAFER said on
the· subje<'t.
He went on to remind of the continued
deficit spending which confronts the Nation
with an "ever-swelling" Federal debt.
"Consider what it is we are buying with
these billions of dollars of deficit spending,"
he commented. "We are buying more big
Government, more bureaus, agencies, and instrumentalities of Government contr.ol over
our Jives. We are buying more restrictions
and restraints by big Government upon our
own free<iom.
"Americans pay a double price and a double
penalty when they buy more big Government.
"They give of their wealth, their substance,
their toil, their security, and their very livesand tJVen. mortgage the future-to buy the
chains with which they are then shackled by
big Government."
We have conducted no poll among the
wasters in Washington responsible for overgrown Government, chronic deficit spending,
and mounting Federal debt.
But we are confident that if a poll had
been t:onducted and the wasters had given
honest answers they would have declared
themselves thoroughly delighted to see Congressman SHAFER take a leave of absence from
Washington long enough this week to visit
Mobile or any other place.
Because when the PAUL W. SHAFERS crack
down in Congress with both barrels, an unhappy, uneasy moment is created for the
Washington spendthrift crowd.

Hopalong Lattimore
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRES~NTATIVES

Tuesday, May 13,. 1952

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, since the appearance of Owen
Lattimore before the Internal Security
Committee it would appear that the
English language is in need of a new
word to describe activities such as his.
Perhaps it could be defined as follows:
Lattimore, noun: evasive lingual tactics
designed to obfuscate and confuse; an alternately sharp and forgetful memory.
Lattimorate, verb: to speak on endlessly
and obscurely in order to confuse and bewilder; to use only the secondary and tertiary
meanings of words, never their primary
meaning; to select words which connote a
different meaning in the mind of the hearer
than the speaker; to construe the speech and
action of others in their unusual meaning
rather than their usual; to prefer the obscure
to the obvious.
Lattimoral, adjective: a method of speaking to confuse, obscure or dissemble, accomplished by using words in their unusual,
obscure, or tertiary meaning.

I include herewith an article which
appeared in the New Leader for March
24, 1952:
THE POLITICAL VIEWS OF HOPALONG LATTIMORE
(By Argus)
For the benefit of those who were unable
to penetrate the semantic haze spread by
Prof. Owen Lattimore in his testimony before the McCarran committee, I have made
the following concise summary.
Professor Lattimore denies he is a Communist, or a Communist sympathizer, or a
fellow traveler. Just call him Hopalong
Lattimore.
Anyone who accuses Professor Lattimore
of being a pro-Communist and an apologist
of the Soviet regime is either a vicious liar,
or has reaq. the professor's books and articles.
Accusations against him, Professor Lattimore insists, should not be taken as the
equivalent of guilt. However, the professor's denials of the accusations should be
taken as the equivalent of innocence.
Professor Lattimore did not know a single
Russian Communist in this country. He did
have meetings with Soviet Ambassador Konstantin Oumansky, but Oumansky was not
a single Russian Communist-he was a married man.
Professor Lattimore did not support the
Stalin-Hitler pact in its entirety. He only
supported the Stalin part of the pact. Inas·much as Hitler broke his part of the pact,
the professor feels vindicated in having supported only the Stalin part.
Professor Lattimore was against. Soviet
Russia's- attack on Finland; on the other
hand, he would have been against Finland's
attack on Soviet Russia, and inasmuch as it
was important for Russia to prevent such an
attack, the most logical thing for her to do
was to attack Finland. Besides, the general
moral atmosphere of Europe was such that
Soviet Russia had to fight to a Finnish.
Not until 1941 did Professor Lattimore
begin to suspect Frederick Vanderbilt Field
of being a fellow traveler. Until 1941, Professor Lattimore considered Mr. Field a conservative Republican.
Professor Lattimore never had a desk in
the State Department. Anyone who says he
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had a desk there is an unmitigated liar and
a vicious slanderer. Professor Lattimore only
had a table there, but not a desk. The desk
he used occasionally was Mr. Lauchlin Cur·
rie's, and he used it only when Mr. Currie
himself was away on business. The rest of
the time he used the table.
He did not know that some · of the con•
tributors to the magazine Pacific Affairs.
of which he was editor, were Communists.
or that their articles were CQmmunist•
slanted or Communist-inspired. As the edi·
tor of a political magazine, Professor Latti·
more never inquired into the political views
of his authors, or into the contents of their
articles. These were all private affairs that
had absolutely no connection with Profes·
sor Lattimore's Pacific affairs.
Professor Lattimore did solicit the col·
laboration of Soviet far eastern experts, but
only because he wanted an unbiased Soviet
view of the far-eastern situation, and no
one could offer such a view as unbiasedly as
a Soviet official.
Professor Lattimore admits that the lead·
ers of the Institute of Pacific Relations at
one time leaned over backward to secure
the collaboration of the Soviet Union. Only
a nasty man like Louis Budenz could main·
tain that they were also leaning over left·
ward.
Professor Lattimore declares that he never
tried to influence the American Govern·
ment's policy toward China. He submitted
his memoranda about China to the State
Department and to the Wl,lite House in the
ardent hope that his proposals would . be
rejected. He was terribly upset when they
were accepted.
It is not true that he had changed his at·
titude toward Chiang Kai-shek at the same
time Moscow did. Professor Lattimore
changed his attitude 2 weeks later.
It is true that the Kremlin Commissar
Motllev, at a ·co"nference in Moscow in April
1939, suggested that Pacific Affairs publish
an article by a certain "Asiaticus." It is
also true that the article by "Asiaticus" was
printed. Professor Lattimore was surprised
to discover that "Asiaticus" was really a Com·
munist, Hans Mueller; he still cannot believe
it; it is incredible that Moscow should suggest to him the publication of an article by
a Communist.
The whole drive against him, Professor
Lattimore thinks, is being conducted by all
the shady and unscrupulous people who re·
fused to accept the Chinese Communists as
simple agrarian reformers. If not for the.se
people, the Chinese Communists would still
be agrarian reformers, and Professor Latti·
more would not be such a tired, tired man.

Imported Food Products Should Be Subjed to Same Type of Inspection Imposed Upon Domestic Foods

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. Mr.
Speaker, I have introduced H. R. 7793,
which requires the establishment of
standards by the Secretary of Agricul·
ture governing the importation of agricultural food products. There is great
need for this legislation, due to the large
amount of imported foods that are now

coming into this country from all parts
of the world. These imports do not al·
ways meet the sanitary standards which
American producers are required to observe under strict inspection by the Food
and Drug Administration.
I attempted to secure the passage of a
bill similar to H. R. 7793 in the Eightieth
Congress. Dean Acheson, the Secretary
of State, objected to the bill on the
grounds that this type of legislation
would interfere with the administration's foreign- trade policy. Since this
legislation was threatened with a Presidential veto, it was not brought up for
consideration in the House of Representatives. However, it has been my intention that foreign imports of food
should be required to comply with the
same sanitary require·m ents as are now
imposed upon all types of food produced
in the United States, and I intend to
press H. R. 7793 for favorable action.
At a later date I will discuss in detail
the need for this legislation to protect
the health and welfare of the American
people.
I have exchanged correspondence with
Mr. C. W. ·c rawford, Commissioner of
Food and Drugs of the Federal Security
Agency, which demonstrates the need
for additional legislation to protect the
health of consumers in this country. I
am showing herewith a copy of H. R.
7793, and my letter to Mr. Crawford, and
his reply:
H. R. 7793

A b111 to provide for standards to be prescribed by the Secret!'try of Agriculture
governing imported agricultural food
products
Be it enacted, etc., That· whenever appll·
cable laws of the United states or duly authorized regulations thereunder prescribe
standards or requirements for the labeling,
packaging, quality, sanitation, or standards
of identity, in respect to the production,
manufacture, processing, packaging, distri·
bution, or handling of any product of plant
or animal life used or intended to be used
as food for human or animal consumption
in the United States, the Secretary of Agriculture shil.ll prescribe like standards and
requirements for similar products imported
into the United States from foreign coun·
tries.
. SEc. 2. The Secretary of Agriculture sha~l
prescribe standards and requirements as provided for in section 1 hereof upon his own
motion or upon application of any domestic
producer, processor, manufacturer, or han·
dler, or any organization whose membership
includes such persons, upon a showing of the
standards applicable to domestic products.
SEc. 3. No imported product of the char·
acter herein described shall be entered into
the United States for consumption unless
upon a showing that such product in its
content and composition and in its produc·
tion, processing, manufacture, distribution,
and handling, has complied with the standards, quality, and requirements specified in
section 1, which compliance shall be evi·
denced by a certificate to be issued by the
Secretary of Agriculture pursuant to regu·
lations established by him.
.
SEc. 4. Nothing in this act is intended or
shall be construed to affect the powers of
any State, or any political subdivision thereof, to regulate the shipment of any food
product into, or the handling, sale, or other
disposition of such product in, such State
or political subdivision after such product
shall have .been laWfUllJ imported into the
United States.
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SEc. 5. Nothing in this act is intended or
shall be construed to modify, supersede, or
repeal any of the provisions of the Milk Import Act of 1927, as amended ( 44 Stat. 1101:
21 U. s. c., sees. 141-149).
SEc. 6. There is hereby authorized to be
appropriated, out of any moneys in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such
sum as may be necessary to administer and
enforce the provisions of t,his act.
SEc. 7. This act shall become effective 90
days after enactment.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. c;~ May 6, 1952.

Commissioner CHARLES W. CRAWFORD,
Food and Drug Administration, Federal
Security Agency,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. CRAWFORD: Recent outbreaks of
hoof-and-mouth and other animal diseases
in· foreign countries have led to restrictions
on the importation of fresh and frozen
meats. This situation prompts me to raise
a question both as to the standards and inspection procedures used by Food and Drug
to prevent the spread of disease through imported dairy products. Therefore, I would
appreeia te your outlining ( 1) standards employed for butter and cheese, both · of domestic and foreign origin, which are cal·
culated to prevent the spread of human or
animal communicable diseases and (2) the
procedure which the Food and Drug Administration follows in making inspections to
insure that both domestic and imported
dairy products comply with established
standards.
Specifically, I would appreciate your point·
ing out what procedures are employed to
prevent the transmittal of hoof-and-mouth
disease through dairy products from Canada,
South America, Europe, or other places from
which we 1:nport dairy products and which
have current or recurrent outbreaks of this
disease. Similarly, I would appreciate your
giving the same type of information with respect to anthrax, brucellosis, and tuberculosis.
As a specific example, I would appreciate
knowing how many separate lots of cheese
have been imported from Italy during the
past 12 months, how many of these have
been inspected, what tests have been made
to guard against the transmittal of communicable diseases such as those mentioned
above, and what were the findings on these
tests.
Does the degree of incidence of a particular
disease as tuberculosis in milk animals in
the country of origin influence the time or
frequency of inspections? Also, if the · in·
spection of cheese imports from a given
country shows a considerable amount of
adulteration, how does this affect inspection procedure on future imports from thi8
particular source?
Your reply by Friday, May 9, would be
greatly appreciated.
With kindest personal regards, I remain,
Sincerely yours,
AUGUST H. ANDRESEN,
Member of Congress.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D. C., May 9, 1952.

Hon. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. ANDRESEN: This replies to your

letter of May 6 in which you request in·
formation as to the standards and inspection
procedures employed by the Food and Drug
Adlninistration to insure against the spread
of certain infectious diseases through imported dairy products. We will first answer
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in general terms the questions asked in the
numbered paragraphs on page 1 of your
letter.
(1 The ·Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act, which is the principal statute enforced
by this Administration, requires butter and
cheese and other manufactured dairy products moving in interstate commerce to be
prepared from clean and wholesome materials under sanitary conditions which protect them from contamination with filth,
and to be free from any substances which
would render them injurious to health. In
addition, definitions, and standards of identity for cheese and cheese food products promulgated under the act require either the
pasteurization of the milk used in their manufacture, or the aging of the cheese for a
sufficient time to insure with reasonable certainty the disappearance of pathogenic organisms before shipment in interstate commerce. The factual basis for this requirement will be discussed in detail below. Th~se
requirements are applicable to imports as
well as to products. of domestic origin. Further, fluid milk and cream imported into this
country are subject to the requirements of
the Federal Import Milk Act which is also
enforced by this Administration. Under
that act milk and cream may be imported
only from shippers which have been granted
permits by the Federal Security Administrator. Permits for. such importation may
be issued only upon satisfactory evidence
that animals in the herds producing such .
milk or cream have been tuberculin-tested
and are otherwise in healthy condition, and
that the dairy farms and plants handling
the milk or cream are in acc · ptable sanitary condition. At the present time the only
effective permit is held by a Canadian shipper. The act does not apply to other dairy
products.
(2) Our program on manufactured dairy
products of domestic origin is based primarily on the fa.c tory inspection. Each factory
inspection includes examination of incoming milk and cream for evidence of filth and
decomposition, attention to the adequacy of
the pasteurization process, and, in the case
of cheese products required to be aged in
lieu of pasteurization, attention to the procedures employed to insure that the requirements are met. If the factory inspection
evidence indicates a violation of these standards, samples are examined from the interstate output of the firm.
The program on imported dairy products
differs from that on products of domestic
origin in that we do not have opportunity
for factory inspection of the foreign producers, since we have no inspectors stationed
in foreign countries. We do, however, examine samples from lots offered for imports.
The extent of sampling is based upon previous experience on the likelihood of violation in specific products, as related to manufacturers and country of origin. Samples
are examined for filth and for compliance
with the fat and moisture requirements of
any applicable standard of identity and for
pasteurization where pasteurization is specifically required. If aging is permitted in
lieu of pasteurization, at the present time
we have no entirely adequate procedure for
determining compliance since we are unable
to obtain records and other information on
the aging of cheese of foreign origin. However, most of the types of cheese commonly
imported, particularly from Italy, must necessarily be aged sufficiently to meet these requirements in order to develop the quality
characteristics of these types of cheeses. .
You have asked for specific information
on the number of separate lots of cheese
imported from Italy during the past 12
months, on the number of these lots inspected, and the results of the examinations
made. We regret that we do not have complete statistics of this kind immediately

available. However, you may obtain an idea
of the volume of importations and type of
coverage given frotn the ·following: According to the Bureau of the Census approximately 15,000,000 pounds of Italian cheese
were imported during the calendar year 1951.
We estimate that at least 1,600 different
entries were involved. Each entry probably
represents a composite of cheeses from a
number of producers. During this period,
the three offices which deal with the bulk of
Italian
cheese
importations
examined
samples from 77 lots. Of the lots examined
12 were denied entry because of filth and .1
because of failure to conform with the requirements as to fat and/ or moisture.
These lots were not examined for evidence
of pasteurization because they were of a
type for which aging may be substituted for
pasteurization, and possessed the characteristics of such aging.
The second paragraph of your letter asks
specifically what procedures are employed to
prevent the transmittal of hoof-and-mouth
disease, anthrax, brucellosis, and tuberculosis
through dairy products from Canada, South
America, Europe or other places from which
we import dairy products and which have
current or recurrent outbreaks of these diseases. It is pertinent to discuss each of these
diseases and the possible role of dairy products in their transmission. As you know,
hoof-and-mouth disease has been eradicated
in this country and such restrictions as
have been placed upon the importation of
meat and meat products and animal byproducts by the Department of Agriculture
have been successful in preventing the reintroduction of the disease into the United
States. Although dairy products have been
imported from several foreign sources over
a period of years, there is no evidence that
they have been responsible for entry of
the virus of hoof-and-mouth disease into this
country. It is known, of course, that the
virus may be present in the. milk of animals
affected by this disease but the milk flow in
the infected animals is markedly decreased
and becomes abnormal in character so that
there is comparatively little chance that
milk from infected animals will be used in
the manufacture of dairy products.
It is also known. that anthrax bacilli may
appear in the milk of infected cows shortly
before death. Here again the milk flow is
markedly reduced and the milk is highly
abnormal in character. There is no evidence
of the transmission of human anthrax
through milk from infected animals. Anthrax in humans in the United States is
comparatively rare and is largely confined
to certain industries where workers handle
infected wo"ol, hair, hides and similar materials. These industrial cases constitute
the great proportion of human anthrax, the
remaining cases occurring largely in farm
workers who are in direct contact with infected animals.
Both brucellosis and tuberculosis represent significant hazards to human populations where the disease exists in dairy cattle or other dairy animals. Outbreaks of
both diseases have been shown to have resulted from consumption of raw milk and
cream from infected animals. One of the
organisms responsible for human brucellosis,
Brucella abortus, is also the cause of contagious abortion in cattle.
Contagious
abortion of cattle is relatively common in
the United States and the possible existence
of viable Brucella in dairy products was a
matter of real concern to this Administration. In preparation for hearings to develop
standards of identity and quality for cheeses
under the authority of the Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act, a study was made of the incidence of Brucella organisms in commercial
cheese. This study .indicated that about 10
percent of the domestic cheeses sampled in
our survey had contained living Brucella
organisms. This fact among others led to

the requirements in the standards for cheese
that such products be prepared from pasteurized milk or that they be cured or held
for a minimum of 60 days before being marketed for human consumption.
While no organized survey was made of
th ~ incidence of Brucella in imported cheese
products, we have from time to time examined samples of goat cheese from Mexico, where brucellosis in goats is known to
exist, without in any case finding Brucella
organisms present. These studies also indicated that in the majority of cases, infected cheeses held for a period of 60 days
no longer contained living Brucella, although occasionally the organism survived
for longer periods. A careful search of the
literature and field investigations conducted
to develop evidence of the transmission of
brucellosis by cured-cheese products failed
to reveal infections from this source.
With reference to tuberculosis, we have
also conducted studies to determine the
hazard from imported dairy products. Our
concern was occasioned by the knowledge
that while the tuberculosis-eradication prograD" in the United States had largely eliminated infected animals from dairy herds
such progress had not been attained in many
foreign areas. Therefore we initiated a program in 1938 to test imported dairy products from various foreign sources for tubercle bacilli. Samples of butter and cheese
from several foreign countries were examined by animal-inoculation techniques and
in no sample could the organism be found.
The negative results on imported butter are
not surprisihg in view of the fact that cream
for butter making is necessarily pasteurized,
to destroy spoilage organisms which otherwise would sharply limit the market or distribution life of the product, and since this
pasteurization also destroys the pathogenic
organisms. While raw milk for cheese manufacture may harbor tubercle bacilli, the
long-curing process for most cheeses imported in the United States and the unfavorable environment for survival of tubercle bacilli makes the isolation of this
organism unlikely.
There is no evidence that routine examination of dairy products for the virus of hoofand-mouth disease or anthrax organisms
would be a significant safeguard to public
.health since the possibility of finding the
organisms in such products is extremely remote. The only effective procedure for the
detection of the organisms of brucellosis and
tuberculosis in dairy products is animal
inoculation tests which, in the case of both
diseases, requires a period of 6 weeks to 8
weeks before results are available. The application of such test procedures to all imports of dairy products is therefore practically impossible as a routine procedure. In
our opinion, the absence of proven or suspected cases of human brucellosis or tuberculosis from domestic or imported dairy
products such as cheese and butter indicates
that routine tests for the organisms of these
diseases would not be a significant contribution to public health.
Summarizing the situation, there does not
appear, under ordinary conditions of import
traffic in dairy products, any material danger
of these infections from this source. It
should of course be borne in mind that the
sanctions employed under. the Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act are not designed as general
quarantine or embargo measures to exclude
products contaminated with disease-producing organisms. Enforcement procedures employed under the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act provide for the examination of
samples from specific importations or interstate shipments. It is our understanding
that the Department of Agriculture and the
Public Health Service are empowered to set
up quarantines for the specific purpose of
excluding disease-producing organisms. We
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are suggesting that you might wish to con·
suit the Department of Agriculture and the
Public Health Service on this subject.
Sincerely yours,
c. w. CMWFORD,
Commissioner of Food and Drugs.

LeHer From Tech. Sgt. Eugene J. Thorn
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOMER THORNBERRY
OF TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. THORNBERRY. Mr. Speaker, a
short time ago I had the honor of presenting a Texas :flag to Tech. Sgt. Eugene
J. Thorn, Three Hundred and Twentythird Marine Fighter Squadron, Twelfth
Marine Air Group, First Marine Air
Wing, now operating somewhere in
Korea. Sergeant Thorn is from Bastrop
County, of the Tenth Congressional District of Texas, and is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert Thorn, route No. 1, Smithville, Tex. ·
I have just received a letter from this
splendid young Texan, which I think the
Members of Congress will appreciate
reading, just as I have. The letter is as
follows:
Hon. HOMER THORNBERRY,
United States House of Representatives, House Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR Sm: Yesterday I received the Texas
flag which you sent me, and I want you to
know that I deeply appreciate it. There are
many sons of the Lone Star State out here,
and I can truthfully say that we are all proud
of our native State. I can assure you that
the flag you sent will go with me every bit of
the way over here and then home when I re·
turn on rotation. I have been in the Marine
Corps since May 1946 and I plan to make a
career of it. I have no idea where I will be
stationed upon returning to the States, but
have high hopes of coming to Quantico, Va.
The squadron I am now serving in is
known as the death rattlers, and as soon ns
I get a chance I will send you one of our
squadron insignias. Our spirit is high and
we plan to keep on with our efforts to make
this squadron the best squadron in the Ma·
rine Corps or any other service.
Thanking you in behalf of all Texas Ma·
rines in Korea, I wish to . say that our
thoughts are with those of you at home
every minute.
Very truly yours,
.
EUGENE J. THORN.

American Bar Association Brief on Com·
munism: Marxism-Leninism, Its Aims,
Purposes, Objectives, and Practices
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLYDE DOYLE
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Speaker, by unanimous consent heretofore granted, I am
privileged to present the following
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text taken by me from the American tlon, and (iii) all other questions in relation
Bar Association brief on communism: thereto that would aid Congress in any
remedial legislation.
Marxism-Leninism, its aims, purposes, necessary
The Committee on Un-American Activities
objectives, and · practices, with reports shall
report to the House (or to the Clerk
and recommendations of the special of the House if the House is not in session)
committee on Communist tactics, strat- the results of any such investigation, toegy, and objectives published -recently. gether with such recommendations as it
The limitations of this column do not deems advisable.
For the purpose of any such investigation,
permit me to use the total text of that
very important brief and report but, in the Committee on Un-American Activities
any subcommittee thereof, is authorized
private life being an active practitioner · or
sit and act at such times and places within
at the judicial bar myself, I believe the to
the United States, whether or not the House
text is of paramount value to all my Is sitting, has recessed, or has adjourned, to
colleagues in this great legislative body hold such hearings, to require the attendance
and to all others who read the same.
of such witnesses and the production of such ·
Being a member of the House Un- books, papers, and documents, and to take
American Activities Committee, as well such testimony, as it deems necessary. Subpenas may be issued under the signature of
as a member of the bar and entitled to the
chairman of the committee or any subpractice before the Supreme Court of committee,
or by any member designated by
the United States of America, I desire to any such chairman, and may be served by
compliment the American Bar Associa- any person designated by any such chairman
tion and the committees thereof which or member.
made the total study as set forth in this
You will see, therefore Mr. Speaker,
brief.
Mr. Speaker, certainly no group of that there are. three specific assigncitizens in our great Nation is in a posi- ments and responsibilities delegated by
tion to more consciously and fairly study the United States Congress which govern
and make appraisement of these three the jurisdiction of and the functioning
subjects contained in the brief than the of this very important committee.
Since it is well delineated and deAmerican Bar Association by reason of
long training and practice in making fined that it is part of the Communist
sound, fair analysis of facts and situa- plan in America for those who have been
tions and thoroughgoing training in and still want to continue to be members of that party to practice such negathering facts.
It is apparent some citizens still believe .farious foreign-born policies and intenthat the House Un-American Activities tions to destroy by force or violence it
Committee follows the practice in not clearly imposes upon any member of the
allowing a witness to always have his bar in the United States a particular
private counsel present in the hearing responsibility, when that lawyer appears
room and at the witness table right by before the Un-American Activities Comhis side for private legal advice, I wish mittee and his client pleads in protection
to state to the Members of this House of the first and fifth amendments to the
that this present House Un-Anlerican Constitution of the United States.
Knowing that members of the bar of
Activities Committee by policy and actual practice, always makes it clear to the United States pledge to uphold the
every witness appearing before it that Constitution of the United States; and,
said witness has the right of private knowing that the rEcord proved that
counsel right by 'his side and immedi- members of the Communist Party of the
ately available for private consultation United States take direct orders from
and advice as is his constitutional right Moscow to overthrow the constitutional
and privilege before the committee. form of government of the United States
I just wish to make observation that it
Mr. Speaker, this is as it should be.
cannot but place a highly ethical memIn fact, Mr. Speaker, if this were not
the established procedure and practice ber of the American bar in a most diffiof this committee and if it were not cult personal and professional position
actually at all times vigorously ob- and relationship. The committee alserved, I would feel that I could no longer ways welcomes the presence of members
serve as a member thereof, for to me o! the bar to give advice and counsel
it is imperative that American citizens to witnesses before it. I make this frank
have confidence in the kliowledge that statement of my position because I beat all times, their constitutional rights lieve that many members of the bar of
and privileges are being considered and the United States who have not had the
benefit of the experience I have had
respected.
May I further remind you that under these 6 years in Congress would welcome
Public Law 601 of the Seventy-ninth my own personal premises and conCongress, the text of the assignment to clusions; especially in view of the fact
I am presenting this brief by the
the members of the Un-American Activi- that
American Bar Association to my colties Committee is as follows:
leagues in this Congress and to all others
COMMI'l"I'EE ON UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES
who may read it:
(A} Un-American activities.
(2) The Committee on Un-American Ac·
tivities, as a whole or by subcommittee, is
authorized to make from time -to time investigations of (1) the extent, character, and
objects of un-American propaganda activi·
ties in the United States, (ii) the diffusion
within the United States of subversive and
un-American propaganda that is instigated
from foreign countries or of a domestic origin
and attacks the principle of the form of
government as guaranteed by our Constitu.

AMERICAN BAR AsSOCIATION BRIEF ON COMMU•
NISM: MARXISM-LENINISM-ITS AIMS, PUB•
POSES, OBJECTIVES, AND PRACTICES
FOREWORD
The American Bar Association is of the
opinion that communism and its basic doctrine, Marxism-Leninism, are not under·
stood and the dangers fully appreciated by
the American people.
This brief has been prepared l;y the S}n·cial Committee on Communist Tact ics,
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Strategy, and Objectives for distribution to
the public for its study and use.
CODY FOWLER,

President.

SEPTEMBER 17, 1951.
This brief is produced to explain why the
American Bar Association has resolved to
expel and recommend the disbarment of all
lawyers who are members of the Communist
Party of the United States or who advocate
:Marxism -Leninism.t
Implicit in this action by the association
is the conviction that Communists and comJllUnism constitute a menace to the integrity
of the American constitutional system which
the association through its membership is
sworn to uphold and defend.
In the debate on the resolution it became
evident that there is widespread ignorance
and confusion throughout the United States
concerning the nature of communism and
concerning the objects and purposes of those
people in this country and elsewhere who
embrace and follow Communist teachings.
In lar ~e par,t the confusion is deliberately
created by the Communists themselves. The
advancement of the Communist movement
in America depends for success upon a general misunderstanding of communism and
of Communist aims on the part of those outside the fold.
If the real purposes, aims, tactics, and
practices of communism were as clear to all
Americans as they undoubtedly are to the
Communists themselves, the popular revulsion of patriotic Americans against all who
follow the conspiratorial cult and the Communist "line" would stop this subversive
movement in its tracks.
Hence, the purpose of this brief is to acquaint the American people with what communism really is-not by way of objective
interpretation but essentially by . letting
1 RESOLUTION I

Whereas the Communist Party and Marxism-Leninism call for the establishment in
the United States of a · dictatorship untrammeled by law; and
Whereas the American constitutional system and the American principle of individual rights and duties would be violated
by such a system; and
Whereas such concept is incompatible with
the obligations of a lawyer as an officer of
the courts of the United States and the
several States: Be it now therefore
Resolved, That the American Bar Association proceeding only in the manner provided in its constitution and bylaws expel
from its membership any and every indiVidual who is a member of the CQmmunist
Party of the United States, or who advocates Marxism-Leninism; and be it further
Resolved, That this resolution be referred
immediately by the president of the association to an appropriate committee of the
association for prompt action.
RESOLUTION II

Be it resolved, That resolution I be re-

ferred to all State and local bar associations with the recommendation that they
expel from their membership any and every
individual who is a member of the Communist Party of the United States or who
advocates Marxism-Leninism; be it further
Resolved, That a copy of this report be
sent to all State and local bar associations
in the United States for the information of
the members thereof.
RESOLUTION III

Be it resolved, That the American Bar

Association recommend that all State and
local bar associations or appropriate authorities immediately commence disciplinary actions of disbarment of all lawyers who
are members of the Communist Party of
the United States or who advocate Marxism-Leninism (adopted by House of Delegates, ABA, February 1951).
'

communism speak for itself through 1ts official spokesmen in their authoritative texts:
The Communist Manifesto (C. M.), Marx
and Engels.
•
State and Revolution (S. R.), Lenin.
"Left Wing" Commun!sm: An Infantile
Disorder (L. W.), Lenin.
Foundations of Leninism (F. L.}, Stalin.
Problems of Leninism (P. L.), Stalin.
History of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union (S. H.) (Bolsheviks), authorized by the central committee of the
CP3U (B), edited by a commission of the
central committee of the CPSU (B), and
published by International Publishers Co.,
Inc. (copyright 1939; published 1938).
The Communist Manffesto (36 pages, price
10 cents) was published in 1848-but it fiecame and is the old testament of and for all
Communists. It states the basic theory of
communism.
Lenin implemented the theory of Marx
into actual revolution and (1917) his two
books became the new testament of and for
all Communists. (For extended reading see
Lenin's Collected Works, some 60 volumes.)
Stalin in his two basic volumes has extended the theory of Marx and practices of
Lenin into the present practical application
that now controls the thoughts and actions
of 800,000,000 people of the world.
The history is a short course, required
reading for all Communists; it has been
translated into some 200 languages and dialects. From time to time in new editions
as historical materialism may require, the
facts of history are changed or obliterated.
It is the party bible and replaces the necessity of reading the old and new testament.
THE
COMMUNIST
MANIFESTO
(1848)-THE
THEORY
OR PHILOSOPHY
OF MARX AND
ENGELS

Seizure of power and retention of power
throughout the world by the proletariat 2 is
only a matter of time. The establishment
of the- dictatorship of the proletariat is
inevitable.
·
"The theory of the Communists may be
summed up in one single sentence: Abolition
of private property.
"And the abolition of this state of things
1s called by the bourgeois, abolition of individuality and freedom. And rightly so.
The abolition of bourgeois individuality,
bourgeois independence, and bourgeois freedom is undoubtedly aimed at.
"In a word, you reproach us with intending to do away with your property. Precisely
so; that is just what we intend.
"The charges against communism made
from a religious, a philosophical, and, generally, from an ideological standpoint, are
not deserving of serious examination.
"The proletariat will use its political supremacy to wrest, by degrees, all capital
from the bourgeoisie, to centralize all instruments of production in the hands of the
state, 1. e., of ~he proletariat organized as
th ; ruling class."
The manifesto then lays down 10 preliminary steps to be attained before the dictatorship of the proletariat takes over.
"1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land to public purposes.
"2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.
"3. Abolition of all right of inheritance.
"4. Confiscation of the property of all
emigrants and rebels.
2

As defined by the authors:

1. We are all bourgeois.

2. We are now living in the epoch o!
imperialism.
3. Peasants are human beings as distinguished from bourgeois, workers and intelli·
gentsia.

"5. Centralization of credit in the hands
of the state, by means of a national bank
with state capital and an exclusive monopoly.
"6. Centralization of the means of communication and transport in the hands of
the state.
"7. Extension of factories and instruments
of production owned by the state; the bringing into cultivation of waste lands, and the
improvement of the soil generally in accordance with a common plan.
"8. Equal obligation of all to work.
Establispment of industrial armies, especially for agriculture.
"9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual abolition of
the distinction between town and country,
by a more equable distribution of the population over the country.
"10. Free education for all children In
public schools. Abolition of child factory
labor in its present form. Combination of
education with industrial production, etc."
The final paragraph of the manifesto:
"The Communists distain t·o conceal their
views and aims. They openly declare that
their ends can be attained only by the
forcible overthrow of all existing social conditions. Let the ruling classes tremble at a
Communist revolution. The proletarians
have nothing to lose but their chains. They
have a world to win."
REVOLUTION-FORCE AND VIOLENCE

Is the dictatorship of the proletariat to
come into power by revolution in the sense
of a peaceful political or economic change
within the framework of any government, or
dOE;S revolution mean-"force and violence"?
"We have already said above and shall show
more fully later that the teaching of Marx
and Engels regarding the inevitability of a
violent revolution refers to the bourgeois
state. It cannot be replaced by the proletarian state (the dictatorship of the proletariat) through withering away, but, as
a general rule, only through violent revolution. • * * The necessity of systematically fostering among the masses this point
of view about violent revolution lies at the
root of the whole of Marx's and Engels' teaching. "' • •
"The replacement of the bpurgeois by the
proletarian state is impossible without a
violent revolution." (Lenin, S. H. 19-20.)
"It is clear that the liberation of the oppressed class is impossible not only without
a violent revolution, but also without the
destruction of the apparatus of state
power.
"The dictatorship of the proletariat is the
most determined and the most ruthless war
waged by the new class against the
enemy "' "' • the dictatorship of the
proletariat is necessary, and victory over the
bourgeoisie is impossible, without a long,
stubborn and desperate war of life and death,
a war which requires perseverance, discipline, firmness, inflexibility, and unity of
will." (Lenin, L. W. 9.)
"It follows that for revolution it is essential, first, that a majority of the workers (or
at least a majority of the class-conscious
thinking, politically active workers) should
fully understand the necessity for revolution
and be ready to sacrifice their lives for it; ·
secondly, that the ruling classes be in a state
of governmental crisis * • "' and makes
it possible for the revolutionaries to overthrow it rapidly." (Lenin, L. W. 65.)
Stalin confirms:
"Can such a radical transformation of the
old bourgeois system of society be achieved
without a violent revolution without the
dictatorship of the proletariat?
"Obviously not. To think that such a
revolution can be carried out -peacefully
within the framework of bourgeois democracy • "' * means one of two things. It
means either madness, and the loss of nor-
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mal human understanding, or else an open
and gross repudiation of the proletarian
revolut ion." (Stalin, P. L. 20.)
"Lenin always taught that without a revolution of the working class capitalism cannot
be overthrown." (S. H. 168.)
Finally, as to the Marx, Engels, Lenin definition of revolution (Lenin is contemptuously castigating his fellow travelers, (the
Mensheviks) who argued for revolution as
a theory to be accomplished by peaceful
means):
"Have these gentlemen ever seen a revolution? Revolution ·is undoubtedly the most
authoritative thing possible. It is an act in
which one section of the population imposes
its will on the other by means of rifles, bayonets, cannon, 1. e., by highly authoritative
means and the victorious party is inevitably
forced to maintain its supremacy by means
of that fear which its arms inspire in the
reactionaries. (Would the Paris Commune
have lasted a single day had it not relied on
the authority of the armed people ag_ainst
the bourgeoisie? Are we not, on the contrary,
entitled to blame the Commune for not having made sufficient use of this authority?)
And so; either-or; either the antiauthoritarians do ndt know what they are talking
about, in which case they merely sow confusion; or they do know, in which case they
are betraying the cause of the proletariat.
In either case they serve only the interests
of reactions." (Lenin, S. R. 53.)
IS THE REVOLUTION LIMITED TO CONTINENTAL
RUSSIA?

"International imperialism with all the
might of its capital and its highly organized
military technique, which represents. a real
force, a real fortress of international capital,
could under no circumstances, under no possible conditions, live side by side with the
Soviet Republic, both because of its objective
situation and because of the economic interests of the capitalist class which was incorporated in it, it could not. do this because
of commercial ties and of international
financial relationships. A conflict is inevitable. This is the greatest difficulty of the
Russian revolution, its greatest historical
problem; the necessity to call forth the world
revolution." (Stalin, P. L. 20.)
Stalin quoting Lenin (Collected Works,
Russian edition) says:
" 'We are living,' Lenin writes, 'not merely
in a state but in a system of states; and it is
inconceivable that the Soviet Republic
should continue to exist for a long period
side by side with imperialist states. Ultimately, one or the other must conquer.
Meanwhile a number of terrible clashes between the Soviet Republic and the bourgeois
states is inevitable. This means that if the
proletariat, as the ruling class, wants to and
will rule, it must prove it also by military
organization.'
"Clear, one would think.'' (Stalin, P. L.

a number of couniiries can provide the guaranty for the final victory of socialism, that
is to say, gua-ranties against restoration. • • • Leninism teaches that the final
victory of socialism, in the sense of full
guaranty against the restoration of bourgeois relations, is possible otlly on an in·
ternational scale." (Stalin, P. L. 71.)
"•
• imperialism has not only made
revolution a practical necessity; it has created favorable conditions for a direct attack on the citadels of capitalism. (Stalin,
P. L.13.)

"The main task of contemporary communism in western Europe and America is to
acquire the ability to seek, to find, to determine correctly the concrete path, or the
particular turn of events that will bring
the masses right up to the real, decisive, last
and great revolutionary struggle." (Lenin,
L. W. 76.)

"We do not know • • • which spark
•
will · kindle the . conflagration."
(Lenin, L. W. 79.)
"Then there is the question: Can a country, in which the dictatorship of the prole.tariat has been established, consider itself
fully guaranteed against foreign intervention, and consequently against the restoration of the old order, without the victory of
the revolution in a number of other countries, a question which must be answered
in the negative." (Stalin, P. L. 62.)
" 'What is needed is the ability to find
at any moment that particular link in the
chain which must be grasped with all one's
might to gain control of the whole chain and
pass without a hitch to the next link'
(Lenin)," (Stalin, P. L. 100.)

•

•

•

•

•

"HOW TO DEFEND YOURSELF IN COURT-WHAT
TO DO WHEN: ARRESTED AND QUESTIONED

"Foreword

67.)

"This pamphlet is being issued in order
to better prepare our whole organization to
give leadership to workers on what to do
when arrested and questioned, and how to
defend themselves in the courts of the
capitalist class justice."
A few excerpts are taken from the pamphlet:
"The 'dignity' and 'sanctity• of the courts
are a means of paralyzing the struggle of
the workers against capitalist institutions.
•
"The class struggle goes on · in the courtroom as well as it does on the picket line,
in the shops, and in the mines. The worker
must learn to carry into the courtroom the
same determined militancy that brought
him there. • • •
"Even though capitalist law makes what
you have done a crime, you must plead 'not
guilty' • • • never plead 'guilty'."
There is a specific section which deals with
the conduct to be observed in the courtroom,
part of which reads as follows:

Stalin quotes Lenin again on world revolution:
" 'Hence, the victory of socialism is possible, first in a few or even in one single capitalist country taken separately. The victorious proletariat of that country, having
expropriated the capitalists and organized its
own Socialist production, would rise against
the rest of the capitalist world, attract to
itself the oppressed classes of other countries, raise revolts among them against the
capitalists, and in the event of necessity;
come out even with armed force ag.ainst the
exploiting classes and their states.' (Collected Works)." (Stalin, P. L. 69.)
Again he quotes and states:
"The existence of two diametrically opposed social systems gives rise to the constant menace of capitalist blockade, or other
forms of economic pressure, of armed intervention, of restoration. Consequently, nothing but a victorious Socialist revolution in

"Bring out :the class issues at ~ the
trial. •
If you are charged with
criminal syndicalism, 1. e., with teaching or
advocating the overthrow of government by
force or violence or charged with membership in an organization that advocates and
teaches such a doctrine, and then the proof
by the district attorney consists of speeches
that you made, articles that you wrote-newspapers . that you read and support, then
it is absolutely necessary for you to use the
court. for a clear and correct explanation of
the economic and social views which you
hold, of the facts of the class struggle as
applied to your case. • • •
·
"It is important that you insist upon answering questions put to you in your own
way-. Do not allow yourself to be bulldozed
by the prosecutor and judge who may demand of you a 'Yes' or 'No' answer. You
either answer your own way, or not at all."

"MAKE THE COURT YOUR FORUM

Note how well the instructions in that
pamphlet were followed by defendants and
their counsel at the historic trial before
Judge Medina and a Federal court jury in
New York. Observe the conduct of the mass
workers during the trial in picketing the
courthouse, jamming the courtroom, flaunting party line banners, and chanting Communist slogans. It was all right out of
the ·book.
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE UNITED STATES

To those not familiar with and who do not
fully understand the language of dialectical
materialism, as employed by the Communists, it might well appear that the present
constitution of the Communist Party of the
United States is within the framework of our
system of government. To the uninitiated
it might be argued convincingly that the
Communist Party of the United States is a
political party.
The precepts of our own Declaration of
Independence and the Constitution of the
United States are known to most of us. (Cf.
The Key to Peace, Clarence Manion, Dean of
the College of Law at Notre Dame.)
Most of us will probably agree that our
political Old Testament is the Declaration of
Independence:
"We hold these truths to be self evident;
that all men are created equal; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable rights; that among these are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;
that to secure these rights, governments are
lnstit~ted among men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed.''
(preamble).
Our New Testament is the Constitution
of the United States:
"We the people of the United States, in
order to form a more perfect union, establish
justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide
for the common defense, promote the general_JVelfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain
and establish this Constitution for the
United States of America" (preamble) •
In contrast, note the preamble to the constitution of the Communist Party of the
United States:
"The Communist Party of the United
States is the political party of the American
working class, basing itself upon the principles of scientific socialism, MarxismLeninism."
The application for party membership
whrn ln use contained the preamble.
The membership card of the Commu•
nist Party of the United States of America
under "Rights and duties of party members"
did provide that the members shall "strive
to master the program and policies of the
party, the principles of Marxism-Leninism.''
To make lt more difficult to prove that Mr.
X is a member the membership cards have
been abolished; the membership list is
underground.
However, irrespective of what the body of
the constitutlon of the Communist Party of
the United States may seem to say, the
members must endorse and absorb the dialectic principles of scientific socialism, Marxism•
Lepinism.

•

•

WHAT IS LENINISM?

Stalin defines it;
"Leninism is Marxism in the epoch of im•
perialism and of the proletarian revolution,
or, to be more exact, Leninism is the theory
and tactics of the proletarian revolution in
general, and the theory and tactics of the
dictatorship of the proletariat in particular."
(Stalin, F. L.)
f
"Leninism is a school of theory and practice which trains a special type of worker
for the party and the state and creates a
special Leninist style. What are the special
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features: (a) the wide outlook of the Russian revolutionist and (b) American prac:
t!cality.
"Only a party which has mastered the
Marxist-Leninist theory can confidently advance and lead the working class forward.
•
• The Marxist-Leninist theory is the
science of the development of society, the
science of the working-class movement, the
science of the proletarian revolution; the
science of the building of a Communist
society." (S. H. 355.)
WHAT IS

THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE
PROLETARIAT?

Stalin defines it: ·
"To put -it briefly, the dictatorship of the
proletariat is the domination of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie, a domination
that is untrammelled by law and based on
violence and enjoys the sympathy and support of the toiling and exploited masses."
(Stalin, F. 4, supra.)
Comment:
If it be suggested ' hat nothing has been
said about the Constitution of the U.S.S.R.,
the answer is that little need be said. Its
constitution is camouflage for the unwary.
The U. s. s. R. is governed under that
constitution precisely as directed by Stalin
and the Politburo. We need pay no more
attention to that constitution than does the
party's own short history.
The Eighth Congress of the Soviets (not
the party) adopted a new constitution in
November 1936. (S. H. 341-6.)
"The Soviet country thus acquired a new
constitution, a constitution embodying the
victory of socialism and workers' and peasants' democracy." (S. H. 346.)
In the short history, the word "party" referring to the Bolshevik Party is always
spelled with a capital "P." The word "democracy" is spelled with the lower case "d."
Dealing with "historical materialism" the
spelling is significant. To the Communist,
democracy is a front for capitalism and with
the small "d" it is purged. The party with
a capital "P" is power-power over and destructive of democracy.
No rna tter the language used in the body
of the constitution of the Communist Party
of the United States to assert the claim
that it is a political party the member must
accept the doctrine of Marxism-Leninism.
You may now understand why the Amerfcan Bar Association has resolved to expel
and recommends the disbarment of all lawyers who are members of the Communist
Party of the United States, or who advocate Marxism-Leninism.
The advocate of Marxism-Leninism,
whether or not a party member, is a Communist and as such must believe in the dictatorship of the proletariat. He must and
does, no matter what he says, believe in the
overthrow of our Government by force and
violence. He has ceased to be an American.
The Communist Party of the United
States is not a political party.
It is dominated by Moscow and exists
above or below ground awaiting the day of
the revolution.
Perhaps before closing we should explain
another confusing term-"Dialectical • materialism."
The short history devotes pages 105 to 131,_
inclusive, in explanation of dialectical and
historical materialism and uses words only
to make other words more confusing.
However, being material, if not scientific,
we proceed:
In life and time there is neither God nor
truth.
Facts are what you make of them; if they
qualify "in the market place" that is the
truth for today. Tomorrow it may be a dif·
ferent market place and an entirely different truth.
Two and two do not make four if the
leader determines the answer is three or five.

Being materialists, the. truth is what those
1n power say it is.
In history, facts, dates, individuals, groups,
ideas, and reasons are changed to fit the
present occasion; and in the next publication
realined to meet the then present occasion.
Obtain Orwell's "1984" from your library
or book seller. Read it and compare it with
the stated plans that Marx, Lenin, and
Stalin have for us.
But with each set of changing truths, remember that the fact finders have their
vision fixed on the · terminus of the long
road ahead-the ultimate goal-the dictatorship of the proletariat all over the world.
The writers of this brief enjoy the following quotation from Lenin above all others:
"We want the Socialist revolution with human nature as it is now, with human nature
that cannot do without subordination, ·control, and managers • • •. But if there is
subordination, it must be to the armed vanguard •
• to the proletariat." (Lenin,
S. R.)

Perhaps that is why: "In Russia we abolished the bourgeoisie legal bar, but it is returning in the guise of Soviet legal defend•
ers." (L. W.)

•

•

•

•

•

The conflict between communism and the
American Republic is a conflict of basic ideas.
It is a war of faith and freedom against despair and despotism. The American constitutional system was, as James Madison
said, staked upon our faith in the capacity
of mankind for self-government. Our Government, rightly restricted by constitutional
provisions, checks, balances, and Bill of
Rights, was given a very narrow, very special
assignment. It was not designed to control
all of us all around the clock, because the men
who designed it were confident that the
overwhelming majority of their fellow Americans would always be capable of controlling
themselves according to the moral law of
Him who created them. Our political and
governmental coercions were meant to operate on the periphery of our society-for the
eccentric few who had lpst the moral power
to control themselves. To construct such a
system required great faith in God and in
man. If our forefathers doubted and distrusted any one thing it was the power of
government itself which Washington said
was "like fire, a dangerous servant and a
fearful mas~er." They had faith in personal
freed0m as the gift of the Creator and they
were confident that freemen under a constitutionally restricted Government would
build the best of all known civilizations.
It is this citadel of faith and freedom that
the Communists now proceed to undermine
with their materialistic dispensation of despair. The man whom God made in his own
image the Communists would remake into a
soulless serf. Read their Communist manifesto and see what they have in store for usand how much of it they have already accomplished-right here in the United States of
America.
That is why the American Bar Association
became the vanguard in resolving to oust
the fellow travelers of communism and
Marxism-Leninism from its rolls, and recommended disbarment by the local bars.
Otherwise, unless "We, the people of the
United States" establish an impassible barrier, as stated by one of the distinguished
authors of the God That Failed, the final
battle will be between Communists and exCommunists because the latter understand
precisely the dictatorship of the proletariat,
freedom versus slavery.
REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON CoMMUNIST TACTICS, STRATEGY, AND OBJECT I VES,
FEBRUARY 27, 1951
RECOMMENDATIONS

The committee recommends the adoption
of the following resolutions:

"Resolution I
"Whereas the Communist Party and Marxism-Leninism call for the establishment in
the United States of a dictatorship untrammeled by law; and
.
"Whereas the American constitutional
system and the American principle of individual rights and duties would be violated
by such a system; and
"Whereas such concept is incompatible
with the obligations of a lawyer as an officer
of the courts of the United States and the
several States; be it now therefore
"Resolved, That the American Bar Asso•
ciation proceeding only in the manner provided in its constitution and bylaws expel
from its membership any and every individual who is a member of the Communist
Party of the United States, or who advocates
Marxism-Leninism; and be it further
"Resolved, That this resolution be referred
immediately by the president of the association to an appropriate committee of the
associa~lon for prompt action.
"Resolution II
"Be it resolved, That resolution I be referred to all State and local bar associations
with the recommendation that they expel
from their membership any and every individual who is a member of the Communist
Party of the United· States or who advocates
Marxism-Leninism; be it further
"Resolved, That a copy of this report be
sent to all State and local bar associations
in the United States for the information of
the members thereof.
""Resolution III
Be it resolved, That the Amerid'an Bar Association recommend that all State and local
bar associations or appropriate authorities
immediately commence disciplinary actions
of disbarment of all lawyers who are members of the Communist Party of the United
States or who advocate Marxism-Leninism.
· "Resolution IV
"Be it resolved, That the house of delegates
authorize this committee to prepare and distribute among the members of the association an analysis of the alms, purposes, and
objectives of the practices of communism
and Marxism-Leninism as disclosed by the
committee's investigation, provided the contents thereof be first approved by the action
of the board of governors of this association."
REPORT

This committee was establislied pursuant
to a resolution adopted by the assembly of
the American Bar Association and concurred
in by the house of delegates on September
22, 1950, in annual convention. In order
to make sure that the work of this committee
is properly understood, we set out the resolution itself:
"Be it resolved, That the president of the
American Bar Association appoint a special
committee to study Communist tactics,
strategy, and objectives, particularly as they
relate to the obstruction of proper court
procedure and law enforcement; and that
the committee appointed by the president
of the association devise and recommend
appropriate steps to be taken to carry out
its objectives; and that the committee be
authorized to cooperate with other loyal
American organizations i1,1 the performance
of the duties imposed by this resolution."
In November 1950, President Cody Fowler
announced the appointment of this committee. At the outset it was felt that the
scope of the work to be undertaken was so
extensive it would be impossible for the
five members appointed under the resolution to do all of the work obviously r.e quired;
therefore, President Fowler was requested to
appoint a further committee which would
act in an advisory capacity. This was done.
The main committee met on three separate
occasions with all members present. The advisory committee set in with the main com-
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mittee at its last meeting in order to review
the program, the reports, and recommendations of the main committee. As a result
of these meetings, your committee now presents this report unanimously approved by
the m ain committee as well as the advisory
committee.
DECLARATION

The committee desires to make one thing
crystal clear and in order to do so makes
this statement without any reservation or
qualification:
Anythin g done, 1Iicluding the adoption of
the resolutions herein presented, is not done
so as to prevent one charged with a criminal
· offense in any court based upon or associated
with an allegation of communism or Marxism-Leninism from retaining any member
of the bar of his own choice will1ng to undertake his professional representation, no matter how unpopular or provocative this may
be. We say the same with reference to professional representation in civil litigation.
We recognize without question the right to
personal selection of counsel in any judicial
preceding; provided, that the attorney selected is a member in good standing at the
bar in the jUrisdiction in which the action
is commenced. Nothing is hereby intended
to interfere with the discretion of the courts
to admit or refuse to admit by special appearance, attorneys who are not duly licensed
practitioners of the bar in said jurisdiction.
We do insist, however, that counsel thus
retained from the moment of his engage. ment to final judgment, both in and out of
the court, must faithfully and honorably
comply with the ru1es of court, the Canons
of Professional Ethics and the highest traditions of the American lawyer. We say
further, that should one charged with an
offense involving a charge or allegation of
communism or Marxism-Leninism report to
the judge or justice presiding that he is
unable to procure counsel to represent him
properly and that he requests the appointment of competent counsel, then the judge,
justice or appropriate hearing officer should
appoint counsel for this purpose. Counsel
appointed should be an attorney of recognized skill and experience from the membership of the bar in that jurisdiction.
Counsel so appointed, unless for just cause,
should promptly accept the appointment and
give his very best efforts in that regard even
to the extent of serving without compensation, if the court so indicates.
PRELIMINARY

At the first meeting of the committee, it
was agreed that in order for us to make an
intelligent study Of Communist tactics, strategy, and objectives it would be necessary to
understand first the basic principles of communism. Your committee agreed that the
average American citizen is convinced that
communism, like sin, is bad. It was also
agreed that there appears to be a 'need for
further enlightenment concerning the basic
philosophy, the aims and purposes of communism, and its objectives. Your committee
believed tha t we should first educate ourselves so as to be able to show others that
the Communist Party is not a "political
p arty" as that term is commonly understood
in political science, but on the ·other hand
is part of an international conspiracy determined to destroy democratic countries, such
as our own, by violence, including the use
of force and arms. Your committee consulted with recognized American authorities
on the subject. They outlined a course of
.• st u dy for each of the members in order that
we might understand as fully as possible
what communism is and what it aiins to do.
That work was undertaken and each mem•
ber of the committee diligently read and
studied Communist literature, propaganda,
official reports, and testimony taken before
congressional, State legislative, and other

committees which had . concluded inquiries ·
on various aspects of the topic.
Your committee had no fixed agenda of its
work. Having in mind the broad scope of
the resolution creating it, it agreed that its
first efforts should be of an exploratory Qr
investigative nature. As a res.u lt of what
the committee has assembled up to this
time, it now feels prepared to report on so
much of the work as it· has finished.
COMMUNIST TACTICS AND STRATEGY

As the result of our investigation and
study, we find that the Communist Part y in
the United States is part and parcel of the
Intern-ational Communist Party, completely
controlled anc:1 dominated by the world Com•
munist movement organized in Soviet Russia, and with its true leaders and dictators
operating out of Moscow. Dealing first with
the part of our work required under the
resolution which is directed at the conduct
and behavior of the Communist about to be
brought to bar in a judicial proceeding, we
find complete authority and documentation
for our conclusions in the official constitution of the Comm.unist Party, the writings
and prono1,.1ncemen ts of the original and
successor leaders of which we will have more
to say hereafter; the directives and instructions given to the Comm;.mist membership
by the leaders of the movement in the United
States and Canada, and finally in the printed
pamphlets and literature distributed to 1Jle
membership.
Your committee reports that in 1934 there
was published, and at that time distributed
by the International Labor Defense, 1 a
pamphlet styled "Under Arrest." This publication could be purchased at that time in
any Communist bookstore. The International Labor Defense was an organization
set up as a part of the world Communist
movement immediately to take over the defense of any person charged with any criminal oifense, in any court or proceeding, and
to furnish attorneys trained thoroughly and
completely within the Communist doctrines
for this work. The committee cannot reproduce here the cover of this pamphlet.
We describe it as showing a huge figure of
a man standing before the bar of justice,
reaching across the court's bench and tearing the judicial robes off the presiding court,
thereby exposing a hatchet bearing the legend "Contempt of Court," a blackjack bearing the legend "Jail Term," and a knife
bearing the legend "Injunction." This bold
and brazen caricature typifies the outline of
the pamphlet and the course of conduct
which the arrested Communist niust, under
the strict rules of the discipline of the party,
follow with care. The foreword of .this book
is quoted in part:
"HOW TO DEFEND YOURSELF IN -cOURT-WHAT
TO DO WHEN ARRESTED AND QUESTIONED

"Foreword

"This pamphlet is being issued in order to
better prepare our whole organization to give
leadership to workers on what to do when
arrested and questioned, and how to. defend
themselves in the courts of the capitalist
class justice. • •
Efforts must be
made to draw in sympathetic lawyers who
will volunteer -their· services for this purpose."
A few excerpts are taken from the pamphlet to illustrate our point:
"The dignity and sanctity of the courts
are a means of paralyzing the struggle of
the workers against capitalist institu•
t ions.
"The class struggle goes on in the courtroom as well as it does on the picket line, in
the shops, and in the mines•. The worker
1 Designated by Attorney General Tom 0.
Clark as a Communist organization and on
the Subversive . List, May 27, 1948; redesignated September 21, 1.948.
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must learn to carry into the courtroom the
same determined militancy that brought him
there. • • •
"Even though capitalist law m akes what
you have done a crime, you must plead 'not
guilty.' • • • Never plead 'guilty.'"
There is a specific section which deals with
the conduct to be observed in the courtroom,
part of which reads as follows:
"Make the court your for um

"Bring out the class issues at the
trial. •
If you are charged with
criminal syndicalism, i. e., with teaching or
advocating the overthrow of government by
force or violence, or charged with membership in an organization that advocat es .and
teaches such a doctrine, and the proof by
the district attorney consists of speeches that
you made, articles that you wrote, newspapers that you read and support, then it
is absolutely necessary for you to use the
ceurt for a clear and correct explanation
o::' the economic and social views which you
hold, of the facts of the class struggle as
applied to your case. • • •
• Wherever possible, expose the
antiworking class activities of the police,
stool pigeons, and courts. • • • If you
were arrested in an antiimperialist war demonstration, show the constant and immediate
danger of war under the capitalist system.• • •
"It is important that you insist upon answering questions put to you in your own
way. Do not allow yourself to be bulldozed
by the prosecutor and judge who may demand of you a 'Yes' or 'No' ·answer. You
either answer your .own way; or not at all.''
· Other excerpts, ad nauseam, might be included here if time and space permitted.
Your committee feels that the instructions
contained in the pamphlet are, in effect, a
clear directive indicating a fixed course of
behavior when the Communist is on trial.
The assistance of the Communist lawyer in
following the directive is pointed out. The
Communist defendant must keep one objective in mind. He must use the courtroom
as a sounding board for propaganda and
Inilitant demonstration on behalf of the
party,. with complete indifference to a possible sentence for contempt of court. The
pamphlet makes clear that above all, everything must be done to force or ca"Qse a mis•
tr-ial so as to prevent the jury, duly impaneled to try the case, from ever returning its .
verdict on the· indictment.
Your committee believes it was tactics such
a.S these which formed the basis of the out•
rageous conduct on the part of the defend•
ants and their attorneys in the case of U. s.
v. Eugene Dennis et al., now pending a final
disposition in the Supreme Court of the
United States. The companion case of U.s.
v. Sacher et al., which contains a rat her extensive review of the facts and factual situations in the written opinion of the court,
will reinforce our conclusions. In that case
11 Communists were indicted by a grand
jury in New York City under the provisions
of what is know known as the Smith Act.
The indictment in that case charged the de•
fendants with knowingly conspiring to
organize as the Communist Part y of the
United States of America, a society, group,
and assembly of persons who teach and advocate the overthrow and destruction of the
Government of the United States by force
and violence, and knowingly and willfully
to advocate and teach the duty and necessity
of overthrowing and destroying the Government of the United States by force and
violence. The defendants retained certain
lawyers for the purpose of defending them
under the indictment. These attorneys
commenced a ser ies of delaying attacks upon
the indictment and then at trial a long
protracted ·attack upon the methOd of impaneling jurors in that·court. Aft er all prelimin ary matters were disposed of unfavorably to the de~endants the trial of the case
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proceeded under the indictment. Then, and
from that time forward, counsel, obviously
in an effort to obstru<:t justice as found by
the opinion of the Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, indulged in a series of acts of
misconduct such as to cause Judge Frank in
his concurring opinion to condemn them.
Your committee believes that the same
course of strategy and the same tactics were
indulged in during the trial of U. S. v. Harry
Bridges held last year in California. As the
record discloses in that trial, defense counsel with utter disregard for the Rules of
court or the Canons of Ethics did everything possible to prevent the case from being ultimately decided by the jury.2 In face
of admonitions from the trial court, defense
counsel persisted in misbehaving which resulted in contempt adjudications and punishments by the court.
'
· Numerous other matters have come to the
committe·e·s attention involving the misbehavior of counsel, not only in court proceedings, but in hearings before official committees of the Congress of the United States
or State legislative ·committees undertakin·g
an investigation of Communist activities. It
would be burdensome to refer to them here
in detail. We are careful to concede, and
we defend to the limit of our ability, the
right of the lawyer to advise either a client or
a witness in any judicial, quasi-judicial, or
legislative hearing never to answer questions
propounded where the questions asked would
in any wise interfere with the constitutional
rights of the person interrogated; however, as
part of the _deliberate effort to evade, confuse, or distor.t either the issue or the subJect matter of the inquiry, certain counsel
have knowingly and deliberately advised
· clients and witnesses not to answer ques··tions which in no way would offend or violate
their constitutional rights. This is part of
the well-organized strategy and tactics practiced by those· who are Communists or who
sympathize with the world Communist
movement to obstruct justice and to defeat
the purpose of any proper judicial or legislative inquiry.
Your committee believes and so reports
that the attorney who practices his profession in this manner does violence to the oath
which he took upon admission to the bar.
He deliberately and knowingly disobeys the
canons .of professional ethics, the rules- of
court and the high traditional standards of
practice of which the American lawyer is so
proud, and by which he becomes the trusted
and respected spokesman for the bar as a
whole. • • •. I_n 1935 there was published
and widely distributed in this country a publication styled "The Communist Party: A
Manual of .Organization," by J. Peters, who is
well known as the Communist liaison between Moscow and the Communist Party in
the United States.8 The preface of the manual vzas written by Jack Stachel, one of the
leaders of the Communist Party in the
United and one of the defendants in the
case of U. S. v Dennis.
In the preface
Stachel points out that the manual was published with the approval of the party in the
United States and was to be used as a basis
for organizational activities. At page 104 of
the man'.lal the author, Peters, says as follows:
"WHAT ARE THE CONDITIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
IN THE COMMUNIST PARTY?

••The condi~ons for membership in our
party are contained in the following pledge
read by Comrade Browder to 2,000 workers
who were initiated into the party in the New
York district in 1935.
" 'I now take my place in the ranks of the
Communist Party, the party of the working
I
1

10 F. R. D. 81.

First Report Un-American Activities,
Washington State, -1948 (Report of Joint
Legislative Fact-Finding Committee of Un ..
American Activities), p. 618.

class. I take this solemn oath to give the
best that is in me to the service of my class.
I pledge myself to spare no effort in uniting

the workers in militant struggle against fascism and war. I pledge myself to work unsparingly in the unions, in the shops, among
the unemployed, to lead the struggles for the
daily needs of the masses. I solemnly pledge
to take my place in the forefront of the
struggle for Negro rights; against Jim-Crowism and lynching, against the chauvinist lies
of the ruling class. I pledge myself to rally
the masses to defend the Soviet Union, the
land of victorious socialism. I pledge myself to remain at all times a vigilant apd firm
defender of the Leninist lin~ of the party,
the only line that insures the triumph of
Soviet power in the United States.'
"Our party application carries this declaration:
" 'The undersigned declares his adherence
to the program and statutes of the C. I. and
the Communist Party of the United States
of America and agrees to submit to the discipline of the party and to engage actively in
its work.'
"On the basis of this declaration we could
enumerate the conditions for membership
1n the party in the following way:
"1. Activity in a unit;
"2. Regular payment of membership dues;
"3. Adherence to all decisions of the Comi\).tern and of the party;
"4. Adherence to the discipline of the
party."
Your committee is not advised as to
whether every person who joined the Communist Party was required to -take this particular oath. Our investigation :would indicate that in recent years in order not t.o
run afoul of Federal and State legislation
the formal pledge, as such, has not been
exacted. Party cards so far as we can learn
are no longer in use. This, undoubtedly,
is being done to avoid the likelihood of detection, and possibi11ty of prosecution under
the recent new anti-Communist statutes.•
In the case of U.S. v. Dennis, testimony was
given to indicate · clearly that as a result of
this legislation, the leaders of the party
in America have in effect ordered most of
the activities conducted from the underground.~
Nevertheless, your committee is
satisfied that whether the pledge was taken,
or whether the card was carried, all who
joined the movement were and stm are completely indoctrinated with the principles and
aims of communism, either in group. or cell
meetings, in propaganda, literature or writings, and in secret schools conducted by the
party. Under the strict rules of discip1ine
which the members must accept and abide
by, they still agree to practice _s ubstantially
ali that the above pledge demands.
We are of the opinion that any member
of the bar who is a member of the Communist Party, ·with or without a pledge, or
who embraces and practices the doctrines
and principles of communism, either as an
ardent Communist, or as a fellow traveler,
ipso f.acto, repudiates his oath taken upon
admission to the bar. He cannot, in good
conscience, continue to support and defend
the Constitution of the United States and
the State which admitted him, as he had
sworn and promised to do so long as he
remains a member of the bar and, at the
same time, as a Communist, or party follower,
believe in, each, advocate, or demand the
overthrow of the Government of this country
by force and violence. We urge prompt disciplinary action on the part of the bar as
a whole in an effort to remove him from the
practice of the law.
'Alien Registration Act (June 28, 1940, 54
Stat. 671; 18 U. s. C. A. sees. 2385, 2386, as
amended, 54 Stat. 1201, et seq.).
G Vol. 6 R. 4479; vol. 7 R. 5055, 5079, 5267.
Transcript ~!Vidence U. S. v. Dennis (No. 336,
U.S. Supreme Court.) .

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Communist Party
are clearly expressed in a book, entitled "Toward Soviet America," published in 1932 by
William Z. Foster, the admitted National
chairman of the Communist Party of the
United States, in which he arrogantly says:
"The Soviet ·court system will be simple,
speedy, and direct. The judges, chosen by
the corresponding Soviets, will be responsible
to them. The supreme court, instead of being dictatorial and virtually legislative, as
in the United States, will be purely juridical
and entirely under the control of the central
executive committee. The civil and criminal
codes will be simplified, the aim being to
proceed directly and quickly to a correct
decision. In the acute stages of the revolutionary struggle special courts to fight the
counter-revolution will probably be necessary. The pest of lawyers wm be abolished.
The courts will be class-courts, definitely
warring against the class enemies of the
toilers. They will make no hypocrisy like
capitalist courts, courts which, while pretending to deal out equal justice to all
classes, in reality are instruments of the
capitalist State for the repression and exploitation of the toiling masses" (p. 273).
BASIC COMMUNISM

The committee is of the opinion that we
should set out as part of this report some
brief outline of basic communism. We could
not possibly set out in detail all of the principles upon which basic communism rests.
Briefly we can outline the following:
In 1848 Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels
wrote the original Manifesto of the Communist Party. The manifesto is in reality
. the foundation of the movement. Its introductory contains this language: "It is high
time that Communists should openly, in the
face of the whole world, publish their views,
their aims, their tendencies."
There is no question that an unbelievable
amount of literature and other published
writings have carried out this idea. In other
words, the Communists have made no attempt to hide their aims or their purposes.
Both in theory and practice the ultimate aim
of communism is to establish throughout the
world a dictatorship of the _proletariat. The
manifesto makes clear the theory or philosophy of both Marx and Engels. Having tn
mind a! definition of the word "bourgeoisie"
and "proletariat" 6 as defined by them, the
following appears in the manifesto:
"The theory of the Communists may be
summed up in the single sentence: Abolition
of private property. • • •
"And the abolition of this state of things
Is called by the bourgeois, abolition of individuality and freedom. And rightly so. The
abolition of bourgeois individuality, bourgeois independence, and bourgeois freedom is
undoubtedly aimed at. • • •
"In a word, you reproach us with intendIng to do away with your property. Precisely
so; that is just what we intend."
The manifesto then lays down 10 preliminary steps to be attained before the dictatorship of the proletariat takes over: 7
"1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land to public purposes.
"2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.
"3. Abolition of all right of inheritance.
"4. Confiscation of the property of all
emigrants and rebels. ,
e "By bourgeoisie is meant the class of
modern capitalists, owners of the means of
social production and employers of wagelabor; by proletariat, the class of modern
wage-laborers who, having no means of production of their own, are reduced to sell1ng
their labor power in order to live." Communist Manifesto, p. 46.
7 Ibid, p. 30.
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"5. Ce-n tralization of credit in the hands of
the state, by means of a national bank
with state capital and an exclusive monop~y.

.

"6. Centralization of the means of communication and transport in the hands of
the state.
"7. Extension of factories and instruments
of production owned by the state; the bringing into cultivation of waste lands, and the
improvement of the soil generally in accordance with a common plan.
"8. Equal obligation of all to work. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for
agriculture.
"9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual abolition of
the distinction between town and country,
by a more equable distribution of the population over the country.
"10. Free education for all children in
public schools. Abolition of child factory
labor in its present form. Combination of
education with industrial production, etc."
The committee concludes that this book is
authentic; it is the "hornbook" of every
Communist; it is a definite prpgram of action
in the esta"Qlishment of the dictatorship of
the prolet~iat; it is not self-executing, but
requires implementation; it is "Marxism."
After Marx and Engels the voice of authority became the man known to the world
as Lenin. He has already been elevated to
sainthood 8 by the Soviet Communists, and is
revered and worshiped throughout the Communist Party of the world as the gifted and
inspired leader. He was a most prolific
writer and has implemented or enlarged the ·
doctrines of Marx and Engels. Today all
Soviet dogma is more or less traced to Lenin,
his teachings and interpretations of communism. He, too, makes clear what the
aims, purposes, tactics, strategy, and objectives of the movement must be, as can be
seen from his works, part of which we quote:
"We have already said above and shall
show more fully later that the teaching
of Marx and Engels regarding the inevitability of a violent revolution refers to the bourgeois state. It cannot be replaced by the
proletarian state (the dictatorship of the
proletariat) through withering away, but, as
a general rule: only through violent revolution. • • • The necessity of systematically fostering among the masses this point
of view about violent revolution lies at the
root of the whole of Marx's and Engels'
teaching. • • •
"The replacement of the bourgeois by the
proletarian state is impossible without a violent revolution. • • • 9
"It is clear that the liberation of the oppressed class is impossible not only without
a violent revolution, but also without the
destruction of the apparatus of state
power." 10
"The dictatorship of the proletariat is the
most determined and the most ruthless war
waged by the new class against the
•
enemy • • • the dictatorship of the
proletariat is necessary, and victory over
the t::>urgeoisie is impc::sible, without a long,
stubborn, and desperate war of life and
death, a war which requires perseverance,
discipline, firmness, inflexibility, and unity
of will. • • • .11
,
"It follows that for revolution it is essential, first, that a majority of the workers (or
at least a majority of the class-consciom~.
thinking, politically active workers) should
fully understand the necessity for revolution
and be ready to sacrifice their lives for it;
secondly, that the ruling classes be in a state
s "Lenin is our teacher and we Soviet people are Lenin's disciples." Lenin by David
Shub, published 1950, by the New American
Library.
eState and Revolution, pps. 19-20, Lenin.
to Ibid, p. 9.
11 Left Wing Communism:
An Infantile
Disorder, p. 9, Lenin . .

of governmental crisis • • • and makes
it possible for the revolutionaries to overthrow it rapidly."12
"Can such a radical transformation of the
old bourgeois system of soMety be achieved
without a violent revolution without the
dictatorship of the proletariat?
"Obviously not. To think that such a.
revolution can be carried out peace_fully
within the framework of bourgeois democracy • • • means one or two things. It
means either madness, and the loss of normal human understanding, or else an open
and gross repudiation of the proletarian
revolution." 13
If there is any question as to what is contemplated by the revolution referred to any.
where in the Communist movement, Lenin
makes it clear beyond a doubt when he says:
"Have these gentlemen ever seen a revolution? Revolution is undoubtedly the most
authoritative thing possible. It is an act in
which one section of the population imposes
its will on the other by means of rifles, bayonets, cannon, i. e., by highly authoritative
means, and the victorious party is inevitably
forced to maintain its supremacy by means of
that fear which its arms inspire in the reactionaries. (Would the Paris Commune
have lasted a sin~e day had it not relied
on the authority of the armed people against
the bourgeoisie? Are we not, on the contrary, entitled to blame the Commune for
not having made sufficient use of this authority?) And so: either-or: either the
antiauthoritarians do not know what they
are talking about, in which case they merely
sow confusion; or they do know; in which
case they are betraying the cause of the proletariat. In either case they serve only the
interests of reaction." 14
"In Russia we abolished, and rightfully
abolished, the bourgeoisie legal ·bar, but it is
reviving in the guise of 'Soviet'; 'legal defenders.' " lG
The committee concludes that in communism it is implicit that the dictatorship of
the proletariat can only be established by revolution; that revolution means by physical
force and violence. The revolution was not
intended to apply only to Soviet Russia. It
covers every country on the face of the globe
which calls itself a democratic nation and
which guarantees to its people a republican
form of government and a free system.
Lenin not only makes that clear in his
published works, but after his death Stalin,
now in the driver's seat, took over and became and still is the leader of the movement.
Stalin, likewise, is a prolific writer and has
contributed much literature and propaganda
on ·behalf of the movement. One or the
other has written:
"To put it briefly: the dictatorship of the
proletariat is the domination of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie, a domination
that is untrammelled by law and based on
violence and enjoys the sympathy and support of the toiling and exploited masses." 18
"The existence of two diametrically opposed social systems gives rise to the constant menace of capitalist blockade, or other
forms of economic pressure, of armed intervention, of restoration. Consequently, noth~
ing but a victorious Socialist revolution in. a
number of countries can provide the guaranty for the final victory of socialism, that is
to say, guaranties against restoration. • • •
Leninism teaches that the final victory of
socialism, in the sense of full guaranty
against -the restoration of bourgeois relations, is possible only on an international
scale." • • • 11

"The main .t ask of contemporary commu-:nism in Western Europe and America is to
acquire the ability to seek, to find, to determine correctly the concrete p;:~.th, or the particular turn of events that will bring the
masses right up to the real, decisive, last,
and great revolutionary struggle.18
"Then there is the question: can a country, in which the dictatorship of the proletariat has been established, consider itself
fully guaranteed against foreign intervention, and consequently against the restoration of the old order, without the victory
of the revolution in a number of other countries, a question which must be answered
in the negative." 1s
The historical mission of the Soviets (is)
to be the ::;-ravedigger. • • • 20
"In Western Europe and America parliament h~ become an object of special hatred
to the advanced revolutionaries of the working class.
• .21
"* • • revolutionaries who are unable
to combine illegal forms of struggle with
every form of legal struggle are very bad
revol utionaries. 22
"The revolutionist will accept a reform
in order to use it as a means wherewith
to link legal work with illegal work, · in
order to use it as a screen behind which
his illegal activities for the revolutionary
preparation of the masses for the overthrow
of the bourgeoisie may be intensified." 23
The committee concludes that the movement is world-wide and includes among its
objectives the destruction of America and
all that it implies.
WHAT

THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE UNITED STATES

Your committee believes that the American people, unfortunately, and this includes
a number of our courts, with tYPical American vigor and consistency, have leaned over
backwards to make certain that the Communist Party, if a political party, should be
accorded all rights to assert its doctrines
and philosophies, even though unpalatable
and unbelieved by those who disagree with
them.
The committee believes that the American
people have for too long a time adopted and
maintained a laissez faire attitude toward
the Communist Party. It was common for
the average citizen to exclaim: "What can a
handful of Communists do in this country?"
Or, "Let them pop off and they will soon fade
out of the picture." The tragedy of this type
of thinking now confronts us. It may have
taken the recent trials referred to hereinabove or possibly the Korean situation to
bring us to our senses, but your committee
is certain beyond any peradventure of doubt
that the Communist Party of the United
States is not a political party. Nor was it
ever intended to be a political party as we
understand that expression in the United
States of America. We assert as strongly as
we can make utterance that the Communist
Left Wing Communism, p. 76, Lenin.
Problems of Leninism, p. 62, Stalin.
fo Left Wing Communism, p. 70, Lenin.
11 Ibid. pps. 45-46.
sa Ibid. p. 76.
~s Foundations ·of Leninism, p. 101, Stalin.
2• State and Revolution, p. 28, Lenin.
2G Foundations of Leninism.
18

Ibid. p. 65.
1a Problems of Leninism, p. 20, Stalin.
14 State and Revolution, p. 53, Lenin.
1G Left Wing Communism, Lenin.
1e Cf. State and Revolution, Lenin; Founda.tions of Leninism, Stalin.
·
u Problems of Leninism, p. 71, Stalin.
t2

IS MARXISM-LENINISM?

Lenin himself defines it thus: "A Mar::ist
ls one who extends the acceptance of class
struggle to the acceptance of the dictatorship of the proletar~at." :u.
Stalin, likewise, defines Leninism thus·:
"Leninism is Marxism in the epoch of imperialism and of the proletarian revolution,
or, to be more exact, Leninism is the theory
and tactics of the proletarian revolution in
general, and the theory and tactics of the
dictatorship of the proletariat in particular." 25

10
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Party of the United States is .p art of an international conspiracy to destroy this country. The Communist, by virtue of his membership and under the strict discipline of
the party, is part of the agency to accomplish
the aims and objectives of the Communist
International. The fellow traveler or the
party-line follower, although not a Communist, per se, who knowingly participates in
the movement, is, in the opinion of this committee, just as much a part of the conspiracy
as the established Communist himself. He
is an aider and abettor to the same extent
as any person who helps in the commission
of any other crime. It is time for the American Bar Association to join with others in
helping · to bring to the attention of the
American people the seriousness and the appalling consequences to come if the movement is successful.

Can Europe Be United?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, with a
new director for the combined effort of
defending Europe arriving in Paris, with
the impetus toward speeding up the unification of Western Europe defensively is
again a subject of conjecture. The effort to set up a unified plan for the
.handling of coal and steel has already
been ratified. It is still unrealized in
practice.
Purely military considerations involved
in the establishment of a defense plan
in Europe are still waiting for the solution of the German problem.
But beyond both of these important
factors in planning for Europe's future
'is the long-delayed suggestion for a European assembly to prepare a constitution for a United States of Europe. This
underlies any real hope for the development of security against possible Communist aggression.
For generations statesmen have insisted that only the threat of disaster
could bring about the unification of Europe. That threat is all too real today.
If the political leadership of the Continent is not blind to the challenge of our
time, it. will take advantage of the opportunity which is now presented to build
the only bulwark against destruction
which now appears possible to protect
Europe.

the Committee on Veterans' Affairs,
whicp the Congress has passed, concerning increased compensation and pensions
payable to veterans and increasing of
income limitations governing pension
payments to veterans.
Both of these bills are meritorious and
should be signed by the President.
Because of the general interest in this
legislation, I desire to summarize for the
membership of the House, and others
interested, the principal provisions of
these bills:
One of the measures provides a· costof-living increase in monthly rates of
compensation and pensions to veterans
and their dependents-the amount of
the increase authorized is 5 percent of
the monthly rate of compensations for
service-connected disability rated between 10 to 49 percent--and a 15-percent
increase for disability rated from 50 to
100 percent. The bill also provides for
increases for non-service-connected disability perisons of World Wars I, II, and
Korean veterans from $60 to $63 a month
and from $72 to $75 a fnonth. Increases
are provided from $42 to $48 a month for
widows of veterans with non-serviceconnected disability applicable to veterans of World War I, World War II, and
of the Korean fighting. An increase of
7%-percent compensatlon is provided to
the few remaining veterans of the Spanish-American War.
The second measure authorizes the
raising of income limitations from $1,000
to $1,400 for ve.terans without dependents and from $2,500 to $2,700 for veterans with one or more dependents. The
bill merely provides that payment of
pensions shall not be made to ,eligible
persons whose annual income exceeds
$1,400-for a veteran or widow without
dependents; and that payment of pensions shall not be made to any eligible
person whose income is in .excess of
$2,700-for a veteran or widow with dependents.
By the authorizing of a cost-of-living
percentage increase in monthly rates of
compensation and pensions to veterans
and their dependents and by the making
of an upward adjustment in the annual
income of veterans and' their dependents the Congress has rendered a great
service to those whose welfare should be
uppermost in the minds of our Nation.

Courageous New Foreign Policy Will
Restore American Leadership, Jan
Ciechanowski Advises

Compensations and Pensions Payable to
Veterans Increased; Income Limita..
lions Governing Payments to Veterans
Raised

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

OF WISCONSIN

OF

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

HON. JOE L. EVINS

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, Jan Ciechanowski, Ambassador of Poland to the United States during World War II, had an intimate and
distressing view of the deterioration of
American principles from their summit
in the Atlantic Charter to their nadir at
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Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. EVINS. Mr. Speaker, the Pres!·
dent now has on his desk two bills from

Yalta and Potsdam. In his book, Defeat in Victory, he graphically shows
how during World War II America gradually sloughed off its principles in favor
of expediency. This devolution which
unfolded before his eyes was particularly discouraging to him because it was
Poland that perished with the American
renunciation of principle and it was the
Polish people who were sacrificed on the
altar of expediency.
In a recent address to the John Carroll
Society of Washington, Mr. Ciechanowski pointed out that it is not America's
efforts to defend itself from communism
that cause lack of trust among our European allies, but rather our hesitancy, our
fear, and our inconsistent policies.
Were we to adopt a determined, bold, and
courageous policy based on principle the
European countries would be glad to
follow our leadership, he asserts.
Mr. Ciechanowski states that we must
get rid of .our inferiority complex which
still appears to paralyze our dealings
with the Soviets. We should insist in
the U.N. on branding the Soviets as aggressors. We should declare the Yalta
agreement null and void. We should
sever diplomatic relations with the Communist regimes imposed on the satellite countries. If we thus revert to the
principies of the Atlantic Charter and the
Wilsonian principle of self -determination of nations we can then return to an
effec '~ive position of world leadership,
Mr. Ciechanowski concludes .
I include herewith the address of Jan
Ciechanowski at the winter meeting of
the John Carroll Society, on Sunday.
March 16, 1952, at the Mayflower Hotel
in Washington, D. C.:
The American Constitution and the Bill
of Rights closely follow our Christian principles. Hence, it is the duty of Catholic
Americans actively to work for the continuous coordination of the American way of
life with the principles of their faith; in
order to insure that American democracy
should be an effective and not merely a
sloganic interpretation of the laws of God.
Catholics, who have the great advantage
of receiving an education based upon a fundamental code of ethics, have the added
responsibility, as citizens, of defending the
principles of this code in the public life of
the Nation. This has now become most important, because the record of recent world
events shows the fatal results of sacrificing
fundamental principles of ethics to expediency. P!ovidence appears to have singled
out the United States to be the leading world
power in these times of insecurity and tension. No other power is strong enough to
assume leadership, or even to pursue a policy
independent of either the United States or
of the Soviet Union. ·
No wishful thinking can justify the 1llu·
sion that the present, still Soviet veto-ridden
U. N. is ripJ for world leadership. The bold
one.- world concept of the Atlantic Charter is
gone with the wind. In fact, the world is
·now precariously divided into two rival
spheres of influence: The American and the
Soviet Russian.
All freedom-loving nations admit that only
under the leadership of a strong, secure and
prosperous United States can real peace be
restored and maintained, while Americans
realize that the United States can only remain strong and be safe and prosperous In a
peaceful and secure world. Only in such a
world, with markets open to its almost unlimited industrial potential, can the United
States maintain and further develop its high
standards of living.
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WORLD SECURITY DEPENDENT ON UNITED STATES

Thus, American and world security have
become synonymous and inseparable.
For the first time in history world security
and the fate of freedom and civilization are
dependent on the wisdom, the determination,
the policies of one world power-the United
States of America.
The vast implications and responsibilities
of this position of leadership need no emphasizing. They have faced the American people with the greatest challenge in history.
On the way in which Americans will meet
this challenge, on how successfully they will
manage to defend the precious values of
human dignity, liberty and independencenow so directly menaced-will depend not
only the future of America, but, in fact,
the very survival of our Christian civilization.
To blame Soviet Russia exclusively for
the present inflammable world situation is
to indulge in oversimplification of modern
historical facts.
UNITED STATES "APPEASEMENT STRENGTHENED
SOVIETS

From the very outset of the strange all1ance between the totalitarian Communist
Soviets and the western democracies, there
never was any justification for regarding
this chance war collaboration as a permanent alliance. There never was any plausible reason for harboring the fatal illusion
that, after the war, the Communist Soviets
would sincerely collaborate in the establishment of a democratic "one-world" peace.
On the contrary, even during the war, when
she was most dependent on American aid
and support, Soviet Russia openly pursued
an active policy of imperialist expansion with
regard to allied Poland and to Russia's other
western neighbors.
In reality, while the United States Government was treating the Soviets as permanent
bona fide allies and partners, they were insisting on being treated as privileged creditors in the United Nations all1ance.
In order to placate Soviet Russia, in the
futile hope of gaining her postwar collaboration, wishful thinking and expediency were
resorted to, on American initiative, and the
fundamental principles, in defense of which
we had declared we were fighting Hitler, were
abandoned.
Western statesmen appeared to be oblivious of the fact that, while Hitler's geo•
political totalitarianism was being destroyed,
a new and more formidable Communist totalitarianism was being helped to develop
and a "bigger and better" Soviet dominated
Eurasian heartland was allowed to materialize, until it now controls nearly one third of
the globe.
The short-sighted policy of appeasement of
Soviet Russia, during and immediately after
the war, is largely responsible for this mis•
fortune.
Appeasement was the keynote of the con•
ferences of Tehran, Yalta, and Potsdam. It
enabled the Soviets to achieve their most important imperialist aims and encouraged
them to put forward ever growing demands.
CONTAINMENT POLICY ADOPTED

Belated realization that the Soviets were
dangerously expanding westward in Europe
and eastward in Asia, prompted the American Government to replace its policy of appeasement by a policy of so-called containment. At first this new policy consisted
of sending diplomatic notes to the Soviets
protesting against new accomplished facts.
The Soviets, however, who, like all aggressors,
only understand and respect power and
threat of force, paid but scant attention to
these weak and purely defensive mehods of
diplomacy.
In course of time, the policy of conta1n·
ment became more constructive. The Tru·
m an doctrine of aid to Greece and TUrkey,
the Marshall plan and ECA for the rehab111ta.•

tion of Western European countries, followed
one another in rapid succession and certainly
proved very effective as an antidote to the
further spread of communism on the fertile
soil of war destruction, poverty and warweariness. Rut even these successful moves
did not make the Soviets change their aggressive policy. As soon as they realized
that the United States appeared to be basing
its entire system of defense exclusively on
Western Europe, they shifted their dynamism from Europe to the Far East. The
Soviet-led Communist conquest of China,
greatly facilitated by the concessions granted
to Moscow at Yalta and the Soviet-sponsored
armed aggression in Korea, are proofs in
point.
Faced by these devolpments, the United
States intervened in Korea, initiating the socalled U. N. police action. The North Atlant ic alliance, previously established in
April 1949 for American and Western European rearmament, is now being hastily set
up under American leadership and Gen.
Dwight Eisenhower's supreme command, at
considerable cost to the American taxpayer.
Such, in brief outline, is the record.
ARMAMENT RACE RENEWED

On the basis of this record, we have reluctantly to face the fact that, barely 6 years
after complete military victory over totalitarian aggression in a global, total war, the
United States is forced to lead in a race in
armaments, costing billions of dollars, to rearm itself, its allies, and its recently defeated enemies of World War II, apparently
considering these measures as the only means
of safeguarding its security by building up
military preparedness for a possible world
war III.
A realistic analysis of events, from the appeasement of Tehran, Yalta, and Potsdam,
through the evolution of the policy of socalled ·containment, to the present NATO
rearmament--forces the unbi-ased observer
to realize that all these developments were
but the inevitable consequences of comprising with the fundamental principles of ethics
of the now defunct Atlantic Charter.
AMERICAN PRESTIGE TARNISHED

In the course of these postwar years the
prestige of American leadership has lost
soine of its glamor among European and
Asian nations. This is evidenced in press repQrts from abroad and -in the voting at the
U.N., where the United States can no longer
count on being always supported by all its
allies and friends. It would be wrong to
infer from these facts that the nations, who
accepted American leadership and who have
so greatly benefl tted by generous American
:financial, economic, and military aid, are ungrateful or unconscious of the common danger of aggression which actually forces them
to rely on American protective power.
Their misgivings regarding the reliability
of American leadership - stem from logical
thinking, from long experience in statesmanship and from their fear of war.
AMERICA'S FEAR AND HESITATION DISTURBS
EUROPE

It is difficult for logically minded Europeans and Asians to follow and to understand some of the varying trends of American foreign policy. This policy has been
continuously on the defensive toward Soviet
Russia. It has never attempted to call the
Soviet bluff, or to counter Soviet dynamism,
ever on the offensive. While the Soviets
and practically all other powers have always
stressed their national security and vital in·
terests as the foundations of their policies,
the United States has never invoked the requirements of its own security or its own
vital interests in opposing Soviet demands.
It seems illogical to friendly nations that
the United States, so recently treacherously
attacked at Pearl Harbor, so constantly
named by Soviet propaganda as the arch
••capitalist" enemy of Russia, should remain
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apparently solely concerned about the safety
of Western Europe. This leads hard-boiled
statesmen to wonder how deeply the United
States considers itself actually involved in
the huge defense system that it is now setting up. Who can assure tliem even today,
when the American Government still persists in upholding the merits and validity of
the Yalta and Potsdam agreements that, in
time, they themselves-the Western European and Asian nations-will not, in their
turn, be sacrificed to Soviet communism on
the altar of expediency? As long as . the
United States Government unilaterally clings
to the Yalta and Potsdam deals, all of which
the Soviets have violated and rendered null
and void-neither will the Soviets believe
that American policy has basically changed,
nor will America's friends and allies regain
full confidence in the word and pledges of
the United States Government.
We often hear from highly placed Government officials that the foreign policy of the
United States has to exercise extreme caution for fear of losing the support of its allies.
But those of us who are in contact with
European public opinion realize that the
brakes applied to American policy by European governments are due to their fear of a
war· with the Soviets provoked by the moves
of a leading power with a hesitant policy, a
power capable of conducting a war for ideological aims, such as the Korean campaign,
at considerable cost in manpower and money,
but willing to abide by a stalemate decision
instead of complete victory.
Experienced Europeans know that there is
no precedent in history of a race in armaments leading to peace. They fear that the
Soviets may not .be willing to wait until the
full military power of the United States and
of · Western Europe is ultimately mobilized
and armed, before launching their aggression.
On the other hand, European nations, so
frequently exposed to German imperialism
in the past, cannot help being apprehensive
of German rearmament. They know that
Germany will do her utmost to play a predominant part in the new European rearmament scheme and their anxiety is increased
by the renascent spirit of German Nazism.
They realize that Germany's natural primary
aim is pational unity and that she can only
achieve unity by war or by agreement with
the Soviets who control Eastern Germany.
Under these circum~tances, the reappearance of German milltarism inspires fear.
PARADOXES OF UNITED STATES POLICY BEWILDER
ALLIES

Apart from these considerations, some
paradoxes in American foreign policy are
bewildering to our foreign friends. Here are
some instances in point:
American policy in Western Europe has
been clearly anti-Communist. There, American aid and support were made dependent
on keeping Communis.ts out of government.
In China, on the contrary, American aid
to the legal government of Chiang Kai-shek
was made dependent on admitting the Communists. While opposing communism in
Western Europe, the United States Government befriended and is now financing and
rearming the Communist government of the
Dictator Tito, whose rule in Yugoslavia is
quite as totalitarian as that of Stalin in
Russia. Moreover Tito has repeatedly declared that he does not intend to democratize his regime and has not pledged his oppressed country's milltary support to the
United States. On the other hand, the unequivocally anti-Communist Spanish Government is still being stigmatized as Fascist
by the American Government and the admission of Spain into the Western European Atlantic system of defense still appears to be
undecided, although a glance at the map
must convince anyone that without Spain
this defense system would be, to say the
least, incomplete. The American attitude
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toward n ationalism also appears to be inconsistent. In Asia, in the Middle East, and in
Africa n ationalism has been encouraged by
the Unit ed States in the name of anticolonialism and of the Wilsonian principle
of self-determination of nations, so conveniently forgotten at Tehran, ~alta, and
Potsdam. This policy has encouraged untimely risings against the British and the
French in their respective spheres of colonial interests. In Indochina the French a,re
being urged and helped by the United States
Government to fight against the Communistled Viet Mingh nationalists, but, knowing
the American attitude on colonialism, the
French foresee that they wllllater be pressed
by the United States to get out of this French
protectorate.
Those are some of the main causes of
justifiable misgivings about American leadership in the minds of Europeans and
Asians.
~NrrED STATES ACTIONS MAKE SOVIET PROPA•
GANDA PLAUSIBLE
In its present phase the East-West· conflict has been maneuvered by Soviet diplomacy and propaganda to appear as a gigantic duel between the United States and
Soviet Russia, the Soviets repeatedly declaring themselves peaceful and branding the
United States as the world's only aggressor.
However false and ridiculous this propaganda appears to us, it has a subtle plausibility for th~ masses in countries where
local and infiltrated Communists help to
spread it. Its plausibility is enhanced by
the fact of American and NATO rearmament, openly carried out and anxiously followed by war-weary nations in all its daily
published details. At the same time, practically nothing is known about Soviet armaments and Soviet propaganda goes on repeating that Russia has no hostile designs.
To Europeans on both sides of the iron
curtain American policy, still wed to containment, means the perpetuation of the
present partition of Europe and this unsatisfactory territorial status quo appears to
be the only alternative to a war launched
by Soviet aggression.
'tJNrrED STATES OFFERS ONLY WAR OF STALEMATE
STATUS QUO
American and British officials go on repeating that western rearmament has only
one aim, namely, future negotiations with
the Soviets . from a position of strength.
From the viewpoint of statesmanship, this
formula does not make sense. Experience
should have taught us that no normal negotiation with the Soviets can be effective,
for the simple reason that their doctrine,
their a ims and their methods are essentially
opposed to ours and can never be reconciled
by agreement. Consequently, negotiation
with Moscow, whether undertaken now or
later, when we will feel stronger through
rearmament, can, at best, lead to a stalem ate on the rresent ~tatus quo, or to war,
should we insist on their acceptance of our
dema nds, or to some more compromising
with our principles, should we not insist.
War or appeasement by compromise are
not and should not be regarded as the only
alternatives in seeking a solution of the
present intolerable world situation.
COURAGEOUS NEW POLICY NEEDED
A new, bold and determined American
foreign policy can still bring about the desired solution peacefully. Such ·a policy,
however, would have to depart from the inferiority complex which still appears to paralyze our direct dealings wit h the Soviets.
At the first opportunity that arises, the
United States should insist on branding the
Soviets as aggressors in the United Nations.
Should this move result in the withdrawal
of the Soviets and of their satellites from
the United Nations, all the better, not only
because their continued presence is unconstructive, but also because it hampers the

normal excercise of American leadership in
the United Nations. If the Soviets chose to
remain in the United Nations, such a vote
of censure, taken on American initiative,
would place the Soviets at last on the defensive, where, by rights, they definitely belong.
The long Soviet-stalemated Korean armistice talks would be an excellent opportunity
for such an American move.
The United States Government should de•
clare the Yalta agreements null and void,
placing the entire responsibility upon the
Soviets who have violated them and rendered them inoperative. Immediately after
this move, the United States Government
should sever diplomatic relations with
Soviet Russia's enslaved satellites, declaring
that it reopens thereby the problem of the
future status of these countries and regards
their present Communist regimes set up by
Russia as illegal, because they have been
imposed by force.
Simultaneously with this move, the
United States Government should denounce
the so-called peace treaties concluded under
Soviet pressure with Hungary, Rumania, and
Bulgaria, now likewise forced satellites of
Soviet Russia, and it should also sever diplomatic relations with the Communist regimes
imposed in those countries.
TRUST IN AMERICAN LEADERSHIP CAN BE
RESTORED
Although these moves would not alter, for
the time being, the present enforced satellite
status of all these countries, it would prove
to their enslaved nations and to Moscow
that the United States has definitely reverted
to the principles of the Atlantic Charter and
to the Wilsonian principle of self-determination of nations and that it intends to enforce
them in due course of time.
The only thing the Soviets really fear is
forced isulation, encirclement, and being deprived of the convenient sounding board of
the United Nations for · their phony peace
propaganda.
It is essential to effective American leadership for the United States to assume a diplomatic offensive against the Soviets and
this can only be done by the moves suggested above, without risk of war and with
the certainty of placing the Soviets on the
defensive.
What the United States and the world now
most need is a truly American policy, clearly
based on the requirements of American and
world security and consistent with the fundamental principles of Christian democracy.
At this crucial hour it is time to adjust
our statesmanship to two historical sayings
of great statesmen of the past, the one of
Pericles, who said: "The secret of liberty is
courage," and the powerful words of Bismarck: "No one is ever rich enough to buy
his enemies by concessions."

Senator Kefauver's Record Against
Monopoly in Industry and Monopoly in
Labor Reviewed
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOEL. EVINS
OF TENNESSEE
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952
Mr. EVINS.
Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD, I include an article
by Mr. Marquis Childs, a highly respected and widely read syndicated colum_nist, in which he summarizes Senator
KEFAUVER's record against monopoly.

The article entitled "KEFAUVER's Trust
Fight-His Record Stands Up," which
appeared in the Washington Post of May
S} last, is as follows:
KEFAUVER'S TRUST FIGHT
(By Marquis Childs)
HIS RECORD STANDS UP
"Each year I have pointed out that the
unchecked growth of big business in industry would surely lead to the growth of
big labor organizations and then to the
establishment of big Government agencies
in order to deal with them. It h as been
my profound conviction that, through this
route, monopoly in industry will lead inexorably to some form of collectivism in the
United States and thus to the disappearance of our economic liberties and political
rights."
Those are the words of Senator EsTES
KEFAUVER spoken on July 16, 1947, when he
was a Member of the House. They illustrate
a phase Of KEFAUVER'S career. that belies the
widespread myth of an amiable and picturesque Tennessean who just happens to
want to be President.
Throughout his service in Congress KEFAUVER has persistently and effectively fought
the growth of monopoly. He has done this on
the realistic basis that if you get monopoly
in one field, and with its powers greater
than those of Government itself, then you
are certain to get it in other fields, too.
The speech from which the paragraph
above was taken was made by the earnest
young Congressman from Tennessee shortly
after the Taft-Hartley Act had been passed
over President Truman's veto. Sure, said
KEFAUVER, monopoly exists in the labor
movement.
"We have passed a bill to do something
about the problem of monopoly in labor,"
he went on. "But I think we need to regain
our perspective. Monopoly in industry is
by far the more serious problem. Monopoly
in industry long preceded the emergence of
large labor organizations; in fact, it is the
very existence of giant industrial corporations which has made almost inevitable the
development of large labor organizations and,
in turn, of big Government agencies to deal
with them."
Beginning in 1945, KEFAUVER worked to
plug a loophole in the Clayton Antitrust Act.
The law as passed in 1914 gave the Federal
Trade Comii?-ission the power to prevent
monopolistic mergers through one company
acquiring the stock of another company.
But it did not prohibit big companies from
gobbling up the assets of smaller companies.
So with the sanction of a series of Supreme
Court decisions the big fish went right on
swallowing the little fish with almost no
check by the antitrust law . .
KEFAUVER enlisted powerful support in the
House, including Representatives otherwise
conservative in outlook. In two Congresses
the Rules Committee bottled up his bill to
close the loophole. In the Eighty-first Congress, after he had moved over to the Senate, KEFAUVER sponsored the measure to final
passage by a vote of 55 to 22 with Representative EMANUEL CELLER, Democrat, of New
York, directing the successful strategy in the
House.
Ag~:~-in on the matter of legalizing the
basing-point system of fixing uniform prices
for all the plants in an industry, regardless
of whether they are near or far from markets.
KEFAUVER worked against the trend to ever
narrower monopoly control. He cooperated
with Senators RussELL LoNG, of Louisiana,
and PAUL DoUGLAS, of Ill1nois, to block persistent attempts to legalize this system.
The basing-point system has been a cherished goal of big industry for years. Those
opposing it have won the implacable hostility
of some of the m ost powerful interests 1n
this country.
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That they should encourage the belief that
KEFAUVER is a slightly comic fellow in a coon·
skin cap is not surprising. But that this
view should find acceptance among those who
are sometimes derisively called professional
liberals is hard to understand. For the
most part this group has stood · aside as
KEFAUVER has made his remarkable sweep in
one State-wide primary after another.
This reporter asked one of KEFAUVER's
young and enthusiastic backers how he
• explained the phenomenon of the liberals'
aloofness. His explanation deserves to be
quoted:
"Don't you understand? The rea~on is
that he doesn't look like an intellectual.
You can't see him on the cocktail circuit with
a martini in his hand. He looks just like
what he is-a big shambling fellow from
Tennessee who happens to have brains and
convictions and ability." .
In State after State KEFAUVER has been
talking about those convictions which square
with a good bit of the New Deal-Fair Deal
program. He has been talking about the
threat of our basic freedoms inherent in the
narrowing down of control both in labor and
in industry and the corresponding. narrowIng down of opportunity. He talks apout
them with the same simple earnestness that
has characterized his long and persistent
struggle against monopoly.
Here in Washington the cynical .explana·
tion for his success is his great build-up as a
crime buster on the Nation's television
screens. But the real reason may be the
sheer novelty of a man who is saying something out of his mind and out of his heart
about the basic issue of power and its use
and abuse in midcentury America.

Spud Price Story

farmers would plant potatoes entirely . at
their own risk, with no guarantee of getting
back even operating costs. Once more,
farmers ·got the signal, slashing acreage one·
fourth in what turned out to be a rather
poor potato year. Spud production tumbled
100,000,000 bushels. Uncle Sam saved au
of his sixty to seventy-five million dollars
that had been spent as tax costs in each of ·
the previous 2 years on potato buying. But
soaring potato prices cost consumers two or
three hundred million dollars more than they
had paid in price plus subsidy the year
before.
Then last autumn mounting prices started
Informing consumers that 1951 spuds were
going to be scarce. So the high prices were
discouraging buying and helping to ration
the small supply. But Uncle Sam stepped in
and slapped ceilings and roll-backs on the
high prices, therepy limiting their rationing
function. So, wlth no free rationer to parcel out the short crop, the small supply
moved right ahead into consumption. J\,nd
now about the last of that supply has van·
ished. Prices of the remnants have soared
to unheard-of heights. Blackmarketing -,:e·
ports are rampant.
So what would you deduce from Professor
Spud's story? Does the story teach that
moderate and flexible price supports help to
assure adequate but not excessive spud sup.
plies? Does it say that, since the size of
the crop is sure to be influenced some by
pests and disease and weather, having a few
score of millions of bushels left over is safer
and · much less costly to consumers than
either a huge surplus or a tight scarcity?
Does it teach that price ceilings alone, without any rationing system to back them, can
end up tn skyrocketing prices and black
marketing? If Professor Spud's behavior
tells all those things, you will agree he's a .
whiz of a teacher.
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HON. AUGUSTINE B. KELLEY

Mr. MARSHALL. Mr. Speaker, un·
der leave to extend my remarks, I want
to call the attention of the House to an
editorial by Alfred D. Stedman in the St.
Paul Sunday Pioneer Press of May 11.
The current potato shortage is the sub·
ject of daily conversation among house·
wives. Mr. Stedman clearly draws a
lesson from the potato story.

OF PENNSYLVANIA
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SPUD PRICE STORY
Ladies and gentlemen, meet Professor
Spud, the best little price teacher hereabouts
Right now, when scarcity is pushing potatc
prices through the roof, he is instructing in
the uses of prices, price ceilings, and price
supports.
. A few years back, high price supports at 9(
percent of parity signaled farmers to grow f
lot of spuds. They did so, raising a total ot
450,000,000 bushels on more than 2,000,00C
acres in 1948. Buying and disposing of that
1 year's surplus spuds cost Uncle Sam more
than $200,000,000. This meant that a lot of
food, and the labor and money spent producin g it were wasted.
Then, the moderat ed price supports of 1949
and 1950 at 60 percent of parity signaled
farmers to ease up considerably, not to say
drastically, on potato production. Again
they caught the signal, harvesting twentyfive to fifty million bushels less on fewer
acres, and cutting Uncle Sam's losses in buy.
ing surplus spuds about two-thirds.
Next, the Government's knockout of all
price supports on the 1951 crop signaled that
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Mr. KELLEY of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, in talking about taxes, we often
make the mistake of talking only about
the amount of taxes we pay. We forget
to look at our taxes in perspective: First,
we forget to examine the benefits we get
from our taxes; second, we ignore the
amount of money we have left over after
paying taxes; third, we do not look at
the way in which the tax burden is distributed.
Therefore I am inserting in the RECORD
some material which examines the tax
policies of the Democrats in the light of
these three considerations and which
shows that, first, the Democrats are giv·
ing us our money's worth for our taxes;
second, under the Democrats, we have
more money left after taxes than ever
before; and, third, the Democrats stand
for a fairer distribution of the tax
burden.
TAX POLICIES UNDER THE DEMOCRATS
Taxes are a favorite topic of conversation.
It is a mistake, however, to talk merely
about the amount of taxes we pay. It is
just as important to talk about ( 1) the·
benefits we get from our taxes; (2) the
amount of money we have left af~er paying

the taxes; (3) the fairness of the distribu·
tion of the tax burden.
The Democrats have . an excellent record
on each one of these items:
I. THE DEMOCRATS ARE GIVING US OUR MONEY'S
WORTH FOR OUR :rAXES
We are getting the best buy in history in
return for our taxes. We are receiving pro·
tection against the spread of communism
and the outbreak of a thi.rd world war; as·
surance of a .solid and continuing foundation
beneath our prosperity; equal opportunity
for all to get an education, earn a living,
and participate in our democratic way of life.
· Without taxes to pay the cost, we could
_not achieve these things.
II. UNDER THE DEMOCRATS WE HAVE _MORE LEFT
AFTER TAXES THAN EVER BEFORE
Although we are paying more taxes than
ever before, we also have'" more money left
over than ever before. Personal incomeafter taxes and adjusted for price changeshas almost doubled since 1929, the best year
the Republicans ever had. ·Corporation
profits..:....also after taxes and adjusted for
prices-are almost half again as big as in
1929.

The Republicans concoct colossal calculations to show that the New Deal and the
Fair Deal have collected more taxes than all
other administrations put together. They
conveniently forget to tell us that during
the administrations of Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Harry S. Truman, we also had more
money left after paying those taxes than we
ever earn.e d in the first place-before taxesin an · other administrations combined.
III. THE DEMOCRATS STAND FOR A FAIRER DISTRI•
BUTION OF THE TAX BURDEN
A. Their tax policies are based on ability
to pay

The Democrats have_1. Withstood the pressure for a sales tax

which would burden the worker and spare
the wealthy.
2. Ended the Republican tax policy of
escape from income tax. In Republican 1929,
the personal income tax yielqed only 27 per·
cent of Federal rev~nue; the corporation tax
. brought 30 percent. Today the figures are
47 percent and 37 percent.
Income taxes bring in so much money today mainly because (a) more people and
more corporations are making more money
than ever before and, therefore, are now in
taxable income brackets. In addition, (b)
tax rates were raised; and (c) exemptions
lowered.
•
Excise taxes-which hit the wage earner
. the hardest-have been deemphasized under the Democrats. Today, excise taxes provide only 14 percent of total Federal revenues.
In other countries, excise and other forms of
indirect taxes bring in a much greater por·
tion of tne revenue: 82 percent in Italy
(1950); 75 percent in France (1951); 45 per-:cent in the United Kingdom (1952).
This means that America now is in a position where the income tax-and not unfair
CO'llsumption ta:!fes-is the main and steady
source of Federal revenue.
3. Made . sure we pay only our fair share
of income tax: A man with a wife and two
children and a net income of $3,000 a year
pays $133 in income tax. The same man, if
he had a net income of $30,000, would pay
$9,320.

.

· A small business, just starting, may offset
its losses in its early years against income
in future years. Big thriving corporations,
however, pay substantial excess-profits taxes
and still have ample money left over for reinvestment and to p ay recor d high dividends
to their stockholders.
B ~ They have plugged up many tax loopholes

The Democrats have ( 1) stopped wealthy
taxpayers from using trust s, personal hold•
trig companies, and family transactions aG
a way of getting out of income taxes; (2) .
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ended sale or lease-back of businesses to taxexempt organiza.,tions or charitable trusts as
a means of avoiqing corporation income
taxes; (3) taken away tax exemption from
(a) owners of Federal bonds, (b) mutualsavings banks and building and loan associations, and (c) State and local government
employees.
C. They are working to plug up the remaining_tax loopholes

The administration has been fighting these
tax concessions:
·
1. Tax exemption for holders of State and
local bonds.
2. Manipulation of incomes by the wealthy
so that they can report capital gains instead
of income on their tax returns and thus pay
less taxes.
3. Excessive depletion allowances which
exempt gas well and oil companies from any
income tax on the first 277'2 percent of their
income.
4. Extremely low estate- and gift-tax rates
and opportunities to use trusts as a way of
getting out of these taxes.
5. Lack of withholding taxes on dividends
and corporate bond interest, which can mean
failure to report income and more expensive
tax collection.
(For more details see President Truman's
messages in transmitting his tax program to
Congress, January 23, 1950, and in signing
the Revenue Act of 1951, October 20, 1951.)
D. Their tax collections are more efficient

The Democrats have (1) cut in half the
cost of collecting taxes. In fiscal 1930, it
cost slightly more than a penny to collect
each tax dollar; in fiscal 1951, it was down
to less than half a cent; (2) made it easier to
pay as we earn through the introduction of
the. withholding tax which enables taxes to
be collected at the source; (3) simplified the
taxpayer's job of . filling out his income tax
through the adoption of the short form income tax return; (4) insured a blue-ribbon
merit system and streamfined tax administration through the reorganization of the
Bureau ·of Internal Revenue.

Muiioz.;Marin
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. AUGUSTINE B. KELLEY
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. KELLEY of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, since this is the moment when
the ratification of the Constitution of
Puerto Rico is before the Congress, I
thought it was appropriate that this editorial which appeared in the Pittsburgh
Press, Pittsburgh, Pa., should be noted.
With your permission, I am including
this editorial:
AN EMINENT LEADER

If Luis Mufioz-Marin, the brilliant Gover-

nor of Puerto Rico, had l?een born a New
Yorker or a Californian, he undoubtedly
would have been an eminent leader in the
United States.
Mr. Munoz now is in Washington, asking
Congress to ratify a new constitution for the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. His audiences there have been practically unanimous
in judging him one of the great· speakers
of our time and a statesman of distinctive
abilities.
The Governor came neither with his hand
out nor with a chip on his shoulder. He

came merely asking the right of his people to
self-government in their domestic affairs.
His people, he said, are proud to be Americans, and the mother country's show window in Latin America.
Congress need have no hesitancy in ratify.1ng the island's new constitution, for it is in
the American tradition that the Puerto
Ricans should be granted self-~overnment.

tions Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization-UNESCO.
Then, to put that organization ac- ·
tively behind the program for world collectivism, it was supplemented by drawing together various groups in the United
States and some outstanding servile individuals who could be relied upon to
carry . out the purposes of world collectivism. Acheson and Hiss were pretty
sure that if some of these individua-ls ·
The Actual Purpose of the United Nations were not actively concerned with this
world government they would go along
and Its Press Agent, UNESCO
in tlle name of peace, because they did
not known that peace was not the real
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
objective of the United Nations.
OF
As it works
the United States,
UNESCO has its operating head in CoHON. USHER L. BURDICK
lumbia University, New York. The
OF NORTH DAKOTA
Teachers' College of this university has
taken the leading role in carrying out
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the propagandizing of our people for the ·
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United Nations.
Mr. BURDICK. Mr. Speaker, the _
I will show the American people that
purpose of the United Nations is now at this college in Columbia University
coming to light. It was heralded as a it was proposed that the best way to
great movement that would insure the indoctrinate our citizens and create pubpeace of the world. In this respect it lic opinion for world collectivism was to
has· fomented wars, and not prevented educate the school children to the thinkthem. But that is not now, and never ing of UNESCO, the United Nations, and
was, the purpose of the United Nations. its founders, Acheson and Hiss. I will
It was organized for the one and only show you that professors of Columbia
purpose of establishing a world govern- University took part in this, and will
ment that would make vassals out of quote their own statements revealing
every nation that joined it. It was con- that they were in full accord with a colceived by Communists for the purpose lectivist world government.
of building a collectivist world governTo get to the children, two things were
ment.
first to be done. One, to get the proper
I make this charge as I would make a textbooks into the schools,, and, two, to
charge in court, except that in this case train teachers to carry out the plan.
I have the American people to convince Columbia University undertook both eninstead of a jury. This speech, there- terprises. Textbooks were selected and
fore, is my opening address to a jury of teachers were trained; and now they are
the American people, outlining to them scattered all over the United States
what I will prove to support the charge preaching the new education.
I make.
I will show you what these teachers
Who fashioned the Charter of the have said about the ·a ims of the school
United Nations? The United States while on their - jobs. For example, on
was represented by two men who fully Washington's Birthday no mention was
understood w.hat the plan was-that it made of Washington; but .exercises to
was a plan for a coliectivist world gov- propagandize
the thinking of Acheson
ernment. Those two men were Dean
Acheson and Alger Hiss, in collusion with and Hiss were presented. A parent
their friends who thought as they asked a Columbia University teacher why
thought, and many of whom were Com- Washington was not mentioned, and I
munists. These two men and their sup- will tell you what she said. These teachporters knew such a ·plan, if openly ers, trained by Columbia University, disstated, would fail; so it had to be pre- courage the teaching of American history
sented in a more subtile way. That more and sometimes do not teach it at all.
subtile -way was to say that this organ- The reason given in answer to the above
ization was a peace movement--that if question is in the words of one of these
all nations would join up-or any con- Columbia University professors, and I
siderable number of them-world peace will show you who he is and with whom
could and would be established.
he is associated:
The next move of these conspirators
Our children should be educated to preto destroy the Constitution of the United pare themselves for citizenship in a world
States was to have a press agent that society. As long as the child breathes the
would spread their propaganda through- poisoned air of nationalism, education in
out the Nation. This propaganda was world-mindedness can produce only precarious results. It is frequently that the
not intended to be the truth-for the home
infects the child with extr.eme naMarxist theory recommends outright tionalism. The school should, therefore,
lying if the desired end can be obtained combat family attitudes that favor jingoism.
in ·that way. These plotters knew where
A report of a committee of UNESCO
to get men and women who would be
· most willing to act as press awmts. To concerning textbooks says:
The study of history, on the other hand,
initiate such an agency this was easy to raises
problems of value which are better
do, for the United Nations had an or- postponed until the pupil is freed from the
ganization within itself that wouid be nationalist prejudice, which, at present, surjust the thing. This was the United Na- rounds the teaching of history.
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I will show several volumes of reports
presented by these experts, which show
not only the above quotation but page
after page of ways to get the school
children indoctrinated into collectivist
thought.
UNESCO is apparently operated from
Columbia University as many of the circulars are published there and scattered
all over the United States. Twice a week
radio programs are put on to propagandize the good qualities of UNESCO
and Dean Acheson. I will show that
Dean Acheson says he is supported by
UNESCO. I will further show that this
organization ought to support him-for
he set it up for that purpose.
I will show . that this propaganda
agency, UNESCO, has perpetrated many
frauds and used false statements in order to build public opinion which will
support what the world collectivists
want. I will show that in order to bolster
up public opinion and induce the Senate
to approve the Covenant · of Human
Rights, this agency broadcast speeches
and literature to schools, churches, and
civic organizations which tell of the
great principles contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. I
will show you both documents-the Declaration of Human Rights-which is
quite unobjectionable-and the real
Convenant of Human Rights, which destroys free speech, a free press, and free
religion.
This same news-propaganda organization, UNESCO, in their circulars on
the Genocide Convention have suppressed the truth. They do not tell the
American people that if this genocide
treaty is adopted by the Senate a citizen of the United States, on trial for an
alleged crime, can be taken out of this
country and tried in some foreign land,
under the laws made by the United Nations. For an alleged crime committed
here his right of trial by jury under our
Constitution and laws of the United
States will be denied him. I will show
the American people just what this
genocide treaty says, and at the same
time show you what UNESCO says it is.
Many educators have been duped by
UNESCO, and, of course, there is a great
number of educators who are in favor of
world collectivism.
It seems clear to me that General
Eisenhower in his campaign should tell
the people several things. The only
statements I have heard him make were
that he was in favor of Truman's foreign policy and that we m1,1st have universal military training.
He should tell the American people
that he has been president of Columbia
University for some time. He should tell
the people whether or not he knows what
his professors are doing in selecting textbooks and training teachers to put over
world collectivism. He should admit or
deny the statement that he knows all
about it and volunteered .to raise money
to put over the plan of new education.
If he did raise the money, did he get
it from the Carnegie Foundation, the
Rockefeller Foundation, or the Rhodes
Foundation? If he raised the money
and did not get it at either of those three
places, where did he get it?

Is General Eisenhower in favor of this
statement coming from a Columbia University-trained teacher, "George Washington has no place in my teaching program-no part of him"?
I have often said, in Congress and out
of Congress, that our first line of defense
is not in Europe, not in Asia, nor in any
part of the Eastern World-that our first
line of defense is right here in the United
States. When whole nests of men holding professorships in a great university
like Columbia openly advocate the abandonment of national pride and deny it
to our children in order to dupe the people into following a world-collectivist
government, it indicates to me that these
professors are more dangerou~ to our institutions than the Russian armies. As
Shakespeare said in Hamlet, it seems
that the "times are out of joint." We
have seen General Eisenhower racing
around Europe trying to stop the Russians, and, at the same time, his own
professors are doing their utmost to put
over in the United States what he says
he is attempting to stop in Europe.
Whatever else we do, there is one thing
that must be done, and it must be done
right here in the United States, and that
is to stop the political propaganda being
spread among our children to dupe them
and their parents into following collectivism.
One thing further we can do, and that
is to shut off appropriations for this
UNESCO and every other subversive
agency of the United Nations.
If the case I present is proved I hope
the American people wili insist on withdrawing from the United Nations and
from all its affiliated agencies. This does
not mean that we shall not assist a single nation on earth; but it does mean
that when we do assist any nations we
shall be masters of our own actions, and
not be ordered around by nations that
.will not fight for any nation. It does
mean that we will take no part in building a superworld government or collectivi~m anywhere.
The subtle action
of Acheson, Hiss, and the University of
Columbia professors will not subdue our
love of country and its institutions. And
we advise them now that .their insidious
scheme of indoctrinating our children in
order to propagandize the theory of collectivism will be stopped in this country.
If this Congress will not do it, another
one will. The fight is on, and I, for one.
mean just what I say.
The Un-American Activities Committees of both the Senate and House should
examine some of these professors at Columb:la University or any other educational institution preaching a collectivist
doctrine, and determine whether or not
the. instruction offered is to build a
strong United States, and keep it strong,
or if the purpose is to destroy the Government of the United States and set up
in its place a world collectivist government.
Let us fight communism right here at
home, instead of spending billions to
fight it in foreign lands. If large uni-
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versities like Columbia are the agents of
communism the people should know it.
If the purpose is to destroy this Government, the taxpayers should not be asked
to contribute to their own destruction.

A New Look at Monopoly
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLIFFORD R. HOPE
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
am including herewith a constructive
and thoughtful editorial published in
the Des Moines Register for Tuesday,
May 6, entitled "Taking a New Look at
Monopoly'':
TAKING A NEW LoOK AT MONOPOLY

For 75 years, more or less, Americans have
been concerned about the evolution of monopoly power in business and industry.
They have been concerned about this .because they understood that if monopoly
went unchecked, in industries essential to
the public interest, special-int~rest groups
could easily get a stranglehold upon our
economy and our society. And in that event
neither our free-enterprise system nor even
our poiitical democracy could function in a
competitive, democratic way.
So we have taken various steps, as a people,
tp prevent this monopoly situation from
evolving, or at least from getting out of
hand. We have enacted antitrust laws, we
have introduced Government-operated competition, we have created public regulatory
commissions, and so on.
None of these attempts to limit monopoly
power has worked perfectly. Even all of
them together have not solved all the problems. But at least we have kept our system
in some kind of balance, so that extreme concentrations of economic and political power
could be curbed and limited.
Now we spent so many decades with our
attention focused on the threat of monopoly
in business and industry that we came almost to believe that this was the sole threat
to the smooth and beneficent functioning
of our American enterprise system.
This conviction was climaxed in the 1930's
by an almost explosive organization and development of two other special-interest
-groups, which for several generations had
been the principal "victims" of the traditional monopoly threat. These were agriculture and labor.
The rebirth of these groups, as countervailing political and economic powers, was
fostered by Government itself, with the enthusiastic support of a majority of American
citizens. This social and political goal was.
in the Register's judgment, entirely right
morally and proper economically.
The question has now arisen, however,
whether there is not an inherent threat of
monopoly power, injurious to the whole
American society, in other special-interest
groups-indeed, in any large special-interest
group, once its organization has become
somewhere nearly "airtight."
·
This danger is not as yet very real in the
case of agriculture, as we see it-partly because there is still widespread competition
among several organized agricultural associ:.
ations, but most of all because the individual
members of this group are widely dispersed

/
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and even remote froll!l the centers of o~ganl
and central leadership. The group
is difficult to control and maneuver as a unit
of political and economic power, therefore,
and its capacity to exercise a monopoly function even if it wanted to is greatly li ited.
But such limitations are much less effective in the case of labor.
Most of the large unions which control
labor in "key" industries-like steel, a~d railroads, and oil, and so on-are virtua~y monopolies now in their separate field
The
completely centralized control of th steel
workers' union in the current strike threat
is an illustration.
Moreover, the members of this gro p are
highly concentrated in a relatively small
number of urban industrial centers,' ather
than widely scattered as farmers arr. and
they are therefore susceptible to almosr automatic communication and control.
It is worth our noting, then, that
e genetic term "monopoly" can now be apfopriately applied to steel labor, and no alone
to steel management--as well as to other
segments of labor in only lesser degr , and
not solely to other segments of ow ership
and management.
None of this is said in a spirit of ~_riend
liness toward organized labor as a so~al institution. We are for labor organ ation,
and alwayo have been.
What we are trying to say here is t at the
centers of power inevitably shift, in a dynamic economy, and that they hav been
shifting very rapidly 1n our gen ation.
What was a serious threat to the pu lie interest 50 years ago-as, for examp e, the
power of privately owned public util~es in
hundreds of American communities- ay be
today a relatively minor concern bee use of
the evolution of municipal ut111ties, t e dispersion of ownership among milli ns of
stockholders, and the development of State
and Federal regulatory commissions
On the other hand, what may · hav~ been
no threat at all 50 years ago, because of its
numerical and political weakness, m~ have
emerged from two decades of intens~ve organization and governmental nouri~hment
as a concentration of monopoly ~o:wer to
which the public will now have to t n seri·
ous attention.
We all can properly recall that the ederal
Government also nourished the railr ads in
the early days, because it was clearly in the
public interest that they be de eloped
rapidly. Similarly, many ·States an~ communities gave extravagant benefits • utilities in order to stimulate industrial a d agricultural development.
mtimately many of these generousl nourished "infants" grew into gian~ so powerand-profit hungry that they abuse their
favored positions in our economic an political structure. Then the people wer compelled to reverse their attitude and "c t them
back to _size" through Congress and thrb legislatures.
Using the steel industry as an e ample,
merely because it is currently in thf news,
any threat of absolute control over J?roduction puts the public interest in jeoJ?ardywhether that absolute control is 1n th1 hands
of management, labor, or a capriciou political leadership exercising an autho tty of
doubtful legality.
We need to cease thinking of "mo opoly"
as necessarily a group of fat, cigar-qbewing
Wall Street brokers:- That kind of m t nopoly
has in fact been rather effectively prfvented
from running off with our econoniic and
political system.
But times change. And the bala ces of
power change, inevitably and prop rly, in
any truly free and flexible society.
We need, therefore, to keep our e es and
minds on the possible abuses of pow r from
whatever source.

z~tion

What!

No Ammunition?

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL B. DAGUE
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. DAGUE. Mr. Speaker, every
hard-pressed but patriotic taxpayer must
feel that consternation I experienced
when I learned that there is a shortage
of ammunition and that our men in Korea are faced with rationing of the most
vital item in warfare, the bullets they
need for their ritles. We spent fifty
billions on the military from the end of
World War II to the beginning of the
Korean fiasco, appropriated seventy
billions more in 1951 and nearly sixty
billions additional for the year ending
June 30. And now we are running out
of ammunition. It is unthinkable. It
is criminal. And it is an insult to our
fighting men and dishonors the sacrifice
of those who have died in that strifetorn peninsula.
This indirect admission that the Pentagon brass have bungled badly their
basic responsibility of replenishing the
supply of World War II ammunition with
which the Korean war is being fought
raises the question as to whether the
slow motion in rearming of Europe is
not also the result of bad planning or,
what is worse, a wanton neglect of plain
duty. Certainly the Congress will q.o
well to examine critically current requests for the mutual aid program in
the light of the fact . that there remains
unspent some nine billions of money already appropriated. To put it more emphatically the record will show that for
every $4 provided for military programs
overseas we have had delivered only one
dollar's worth of equipment. And yet
they ask for an additional five and a half
billions this year for foreign military aid,
whereas under the present foreign-aid
program they will not spend what we
have already appropriated.
The ammunition shortage is, of course,
part and parcel of the over-all bad planning, mismanagement, and outright
bungling that have characterized Truman's handling of the military situation
and the following editorial from the
Philadelphia Inquirer lends emphasis
'to our righteous indignation:
TIME FOR THE TRUTH ON AMMUNITION LAG

Where have all those billions gone?
That is the natural reaction of most United.
States taxpayers to the disclosure that our
Army haa had to ration ammunition 1n
Korea.
All sorts of alibis-some gooq, some weakhave been given for our sad lag in plane production, for the fact that the Reds are far
ahead of us in air power, for our slow turnout of jet engines and tanks.
But ammunition. Even the hint of a
shortage there suggests mismanagement, stupidity, or worse-and the need for a thorough and drastic inquiry.
Secretary of -the Army Fr~nk Pace "explains" the rationing of ammunition in Korea
by saying that supplies there are "adequate
:for current operations," and that the rationing is "to assure that the ammunition expended will be used wtth maximum· effect.·~
~ut he ~dds:

"However, this has not been the situation
at certain times in the past, nor is there assurance that it will continue.
"Finally, says Pace, ammunition production is now 'relatively small' because it takes
about 17 months to bring an ammunition
line into volume production from a standing
start."
This appears to mean that in the past our
forces have run short of ammunition; that
if full-scale war were to develop in Korea;
instead of the virtual ground armistice which
has prevailed, we probably would find ourselves with "relatively small" ammunition
production.
Not quite a year ago Brig. Gen. Joel G.
Holmes, commander of the Ordnance Ammunition Center, the munitions procurement
_and manufacturing agency for our Armed
Forces, had some other things to say. General Holmes declared:
·
"The tooling-up period (in ammunition
production) is about completed. Production is starting on a major scale right on
schedule. If we were in an all-out war tomorrow ordnance could make a good showing."
That was a. year ago. Since then largescale fighting in Korea has dwindled to
small-scale. Yet today we are short on ammunition. And what we have used there
was largely left over from the Second World
War. General Holmes had still more to say:
"Twenty-five of the Government's 61 mun1tions plants now are back in operation under private contract."
That, too, was nearly a year ago. So, if
we were starting major ammun1tion production in June of 1951-what has happened so
that nupplies hav~ to be rationed today?
At a time when our Armed Forces are declaring there must be no cut at all in defense
appropriations the American people have a
right to know why that defense is so feeble
today after Congress _already appropriated:
Fifty billion dollars for the cold war in
the period 1946-50;
Seventy billions for 1951, including a $17,850,000,000 emergency appropriation;
Nearly sixty billions for the year ending
this June 30.
A U. S. News & World Report survey
showed that of the fifty b1llions spent from
1946-50, only $1 in $7 was spent on arms:
that even more was spent for military travel
than for weapons; that not enough was spent
on combat weapons in that period to replace
worn-out Second World War equipment; that
$2 out of $3 went for overhead; and that we
had fewer divisions and less air power after
the fifty billions was spent than we had
before.
All right, maybe that's bygones. But what
has been done with the one hundred and
thirty billions appropriated since 1950-if we
are now reduced to rationing ammunition in
Korea?
With the Armed Forces calling on Congress for an additional fifty-one billions for
next year, beginning June 30, the United
States taxpayer has an explanation coming
to him. Particularly if he has a son in
Korea who has been told, in effect, "Praise
the Lord-and hope for ammunition."

·The Work of the American Cancer Society
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. H. ALEXANDER SMITH
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 14, 1952

·Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr.
President, recently I received a. letter
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from an old friend of mine, Mr. George · cer Society. Fellowships are awarded to
E. Stringfellow, vice president of the scientists for training in cancer research.
Grants-in-aid are assigned for specific projEdison Cos. of New Jersey. With the
ects by established scientists.
letter he enclosed a copy of an address
The National Research Council of the Nahe delivered before the New Jersey Cantional Academy of Science assisted the socer Society on November 16. Mr. ciety in 1945 in setting up the procedure for
Stringfellow was the first president of selecting and assigning research work. The
the New Jersey division of the American present responsible committee consists of 18
cancer research leaders and over 100 scienCancer Society, and he delivered this
tists who serve without compensation.
address at the fourth annual training
Someday scientists will find the causes
school of the New Jersey division of the
of cancer. When the causes are known,
society, held in Atlantic City on Novemdeath from cancer can probably be preber 16, 1951.
vented. Then we will disband this society.
When we established the New Jersey DiviThe address is entitled ''A Humanitarian Cause," and it. provides a deep sion in 1945 the great task was to organize
the
21 county chapters.
insight into the subject of cancer and
Another essential job was raising funds.
reveals the worthy contribution which
1945, with only a few counties organized,
Mr. Stringfellow has made in the field of In
we raised $262,439. In 1946 we set our goal
cancer research. I ask unanimous conat $500,000 and raised $716,904. Our annual
sent that Mr. Stringfellow's address may
goal since then has been $700,000 and, with
be printed in the Appendix of the
one slight exception, we have reached and
exceeded that goal.
RECORD.
.
This year under the capable leadership of
There being no objection, the address
Carl Withers the campaign closed with a
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
total of $720,986.
as follows:
During these years a grand total of $4,514,A HUMANITARIAN CAUSE

(Address by George E. Stringfellow)
Mr. President, officers, directors and fellow
workers of our society, I am grateful to you
for your reception and reciprocate the many
complimentary things Dr. William C. Cope,
your newly elected president, has said about
me. I shall endeavor to conduct myself in
such a manner as to be worthy of them.
The American Cancer Society's objective
is to prevent death from cancer. Its program
is one of education, research, and service.
Its spirit is that of a crusade and must ever
remain so until we have found the cause of
the dread disease and discovered a preventive.
It is a high honor to be a worker in this
great humanitarian movement. I consider it
a privilege to talk with you about its ob. jectives, its accomplishments, and its future.
Much of the genius of America is to be
found in its voluntary societies. The Ameri-.
can Cancer Society is second to no other society in importance. The New Jersey division of the society is second to no other
division in accomplishments.
We do not know the cause of cancer. We
do know that cancer is a wild cell and that
life can be saved if it is removed from the
body before it enters the blood stream.
Therefore early detection is vital.
It is estimated that of the 300,000 people
in the United States who die annually from
cancer 150,000 need not, in fact would not,
die of this dread disease if its signals were
detected before the wild cells enter the blood
stream.
And through research we will in time prevent the death of the other 150,000 people
in the United States of America annually.
That is our goal.
The American Cancer Society was started
in 1913. Its growth is indicated by the fact
that this year the people of the United
States contributed over $16,000,000 to fight
cancer.
One of the reasons for this healthy growth
is t he great research program about which
you will hear during these training school
sessions.
Research is tedious, painstaking, and often
d iscouraging. Laymen have difficulty comprehending its methods and are apt to be
impatient with what appears to be its fan-·
ure. Yet, research is recognized by our society as the most important phase of our
work.
During the past 6 years the society has
allocated almost $17,000,000 for research.
Forty-four percent of the funds devoted to
research goes directly into institutional
grants. Rutgers and Princeton Universities
in our own State are carrying our research
programs with the aid of the American Can•

126 has been contributed by the residents
of New Jersey for this crusade against cancer. The average per capita annual contribution during this period was 9.3 cents.
During thes~ training sessions you w111
be given detailed information as to what
has been accomplished with the money
· raised in New Jersey. May I, however, refer
to just one activity-our cancer clinics.
We have established 39 cancer clinics.
Last year we had over 20,000 patients visit
these clinics. Over 800 cases of cancer were
discovered. Due to the early detection of
cancer many of these 800 men, women, and
children-our neighbors, our friends, our
loved ones-will live.
Think of this one accomplishment of just
1 year whenever you become discouraged,
whenever your spirit lags, and whenever you
might otherwise become weary. It will give
you renewed strength, confidence, and abiding satisfaction.
When I reported at the close of my administration as president of the division I stated
that I was leaving to my eminent, able, and
gracious successor, Hon. J. Wesley Goldthorp,
a great organization made up of publicspirited citizens. I stated that it was an
organization second to none.
Today it is better. The number of volunteers joining in our work is increasing.
Certainly no organization could have a
finer president than Dr. William C. Cope.
Dr. Cope is an educator, a businessman, a
banker, a philanthropist, and one of the
Nation's outstanding civic leaders. Under
his inspiring direction, the future of the New
Jersey division will continue to be bright
and promising.
One reason why the New Jersey division
is nationally recognized as having made more
progress than any other di-vision is that at
the very beginning we had an understanding
between the medical profession and laymen
as to the responsibilities of each. Possible
friction was thus reduced to a minimum.
I cannot pay the members of the New
Jersey medical profession too high a compliment for their part in making the division outstanding in the Nation.
They have given us a medical program
that stands alone in the United States as
being the most carefully planned and the
most efficiently operated.
Another reason for the signal success of
the New Jersey division is that we have kept
politics out of its management. Politics
would kill our society as quickly as cancer
kills human beings. We must ever be on
guard to keep pol1tics out of the management
of our society.
'
While we are justly proud of our accomplishments there remains much to be done.

we must do a better job in the education
of the general public regarding the seven
danger signals and the importance of frequent examinations. We must spread that
story by every suitable means to every segment of our human family.
We must recruit more volunteers and
strengthen our program everywhere.
May I offer the following suggestions for
your consideration:
1. That the American Cancer Society retain its identity as an individual organization.
2. That volunteers remain, as they have ln
the past, the governing body of the society.
3. That the medical profession continue
to stress among the members of its profession the need for early diagnosis of cancer.
4. 'That the public not be asked to contribute more money than can be economically, efficiently, and wisely expended by the
various boards.
In closing I assure you of my continued
interest in the society and in its program.
I assure you that, as I was dedicated to the
crusL.de against cancer in 19.45, I am rededicated tonight.
And may I compliment Charles C. Hansbury and his high-grade staff. Charlie has
built a fine organization at headquarters
and an equally fine organization in the
counties. The several weak spots at county
level are now in process of being taken care
of. Charlie is a crusader in the true meaning of the word and is the right man in the
right place.
·
I pay trihute to you who are attending
this training school. Many of you were with
us in 19.45 and 1946. Some of you have
joined the society more recently. I offer all
congratulations. I am proud to have been
one of you and shall continue to be one of
you in the crusade against cancer.
Our recompense is the heart-warming results of lives brightened, misery unburdened, and hopelessness replaced by hope.
I salute those in our society who in a crusading spirit are giving of themselves that
others might ,ive. No nobler life can anyone follow.

The Progress of Labor

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 14, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
by Mr. George Meany, the very distinguished and able secretary-treasurer of
the American Federation of Labor, delivered on May 7, 1952, at a testimonial
dinner in his honor tendered by the National Labor·council of the city of Hope,
on the occasion when Mr. Meany received the Torch of Hope Award for 1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
In accepting the Torch of Hope from the
National Labor Council of the city of Hope,
I can assure you I feel no sense of personal
accomplishment. As a trade-union official
and in particular as an officer of 'the American Federation of Labor, I have, however, a
feeling of pride in the great work that has
been done and is being done by the city
of Hope. This great humanitarian institution, built by the faith of men who wholeheartedly believe in the dign.i ty of man,
stands as a living monument to that faith.
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The fact that the trade-union movement has
played a large part in building
maintaining an institution that has don so much
to alleviate human suffel'ing, will always be
to me a source of pride.
While it is true that the primary concern
of the trade-union movement in our country
has been the economic welfare of the
Nation's workers, it is also true that our
movement has been in the forefront of every
major activity designed to bring a better
life to the great mass of the American people.
There is no question that the standards
of life of the great mass of our people in
this country are higher than those of the
rest of the world. No one can gainsay the
fact that the organized workers of America
are mainly responsible for these high standards. Higher wages, shorter hours, industrial
safety, unemployment insurance, health,
pension, and welfare plans-none of these
benefits came as a gift from the giant captains of industry, who are given to boasting
of America's wealth as the product of management ingenuity and wise capital invest·
ment. All of" these improvements in our
standards of iife have come as a result of
constant struggle by those who place human
values first.
Despite this present condition of comparative economic superiority, there is how- .
ever ·no justification for a feeling of satisfaction or complacency. In the first place,
let us remember that a recital of our comparative advantages does not tell the whole
story. It passes· over the fact that millions
of American families still are chained down
by incomes far below the decency levelthat millions are forced to live in· city slums
and farm hovels that breed disease and crime
and that two~thirds of the American people
today cannot afford medical care when a
major illness comes into the home.
In the second place, we must keep in mind
that from time immemorial there have been
always those who, motivated by the baser
ele~ents of human greed, would take us
back to what are called the "good old days."
Human progress has come. only as a result
of a constant struggle to break the power of
the selfish and greedy few over the rights of
the many.
Down through the years, from the beginning of civiliZation, labor has struggled upward from slavery to peonage-from peonage
to feudalism-from feudalism to the guild
system-with its limited freedoms, on to the
free trade union movement of today. From
the beginnings of our own Nation, this fight
against the special privileges for the few is
a matter of history. You make progress by
fighting for progress. You will only retain
the gains you have made by constant vigilance and by a demonstrated willingness to
fight again. So when we look back to our
gains-let us do so not for the purpose of
indulging ourselves in the luxury of a feeling of satisfaction or complacency but for
the knowledge and inspir ation needed to
carry on in the direction of even a better
day.
That we will need this inspiration in the
trying days just ahead is becoming more
evident day by d ay. A close look at the
picture, as we of labor see it in Washington, would swiftly dispel any feeling of complacency that might exist. The influence of
special int erests on Capitol Hill today i$
really startling~ven to those of us who
have become more or less familiar with t h e
high pressure methods of corporation lobbyists over the years.
The present steel crisis provides an example of this influence. From Capit ol Hill,
we bear ·a great dea l of oratory an d just
plain noise about the sacred and inviolat e
rights of private property. We hear little or
nothing about the vital necessity of an adequate and uninterrupted supply of the tools
of war to our young men fighting in Korea.
N.ot much about the rights of hundreds of
t h ousands of American workers who feel

they are justly entitled to a wage commensurate with increased living costs and in
conformity with wage controls promulgated
under the law. And we hear no comment at
all from Congress about a major factor of
this crisis--the demand of the steel companies for a price increase over and above
that which is justified under the Government's price-control policy which has heretofore been applied to industries other than
steel.
Today there seems to be a contest among
the membership of Congress-from both political parties-to see who can do the most
to serve and advance the interests of the
great business groups and corporations of
America. Congress has done nothing at this
session in regard to any of the major problems confronting the Nation and which affect the welfare of all the people. It has
not acted on extending price controls or rent
controls. It has taken no action to meet the
serious housing shortage or to provide adequate defense housing. It has done nothing
toward protecting the civil rights of racial
and religious minorities. It has done noth-·
ing about plugging up the tax loopholes
through which the wealthy and influential ·
escape paying their fair share of the . tax
burden. In short, it has done nothing that
might in any way go contrary to the wishes
of big business, even though the general welfare of the country as a whole calls for action on al! of these problems.
One might feel that the buSiness interests
would be satisfied with the present situation under which they have a Congress eager
and willing to do their bidding. But there
is every evidence that this is not so. They
apparently want much more than a subservient Congress. They want a President
in the White House who subscribes to the
theory that prosperity comes only from the
top-that if the large corpo:rations are allowed to increase their already swollen profits then more and more will trickle down
for the benefit of the people as a. whole.
This election is much more than a contest
for power between the Democratic and Republican Parties. The real issue in this cam- ,
paign-the only issue worthy of the nameis whether or not the big business interests
of this country are to be permitted to take
over control of the American Government-lock, stock, and barrel.
It is no secret that for the last 20 years
big business has not felt at home in the
White House. For a great part Of that period they did not even control Congress.
In recent years, however, control of Congress has come to them through a coalition
of the Republicans who follow the lead of
BOB TAFT and JOE MARTIN and the so-calied
Dixiecrats, whose social, economic, and political philosophy goes back to the days before the issuance of the Emancipation Proclamation. Now they want in addition, control of the executive branch of our Government.
If they succeed, the cause of human progress will suffer a major defeat. There Will
be a con certed movement to push Ameri(:a
b ackward. Our hard-won advances in wages
and working conditions . will be reversed.
There will be no restraints on prices. Ettorts
to improve social-security benefits, to raise
minimum standards, and to inltiate national
health insurance will be proposed. The
T aft- Hartley Act will be u sed as a- sledgehammer to destroy trade unions.
To br in g about these results and to win
their objectives, big business h as adopted ·
the slogan that the "New Deal and the Fair
. Deal are leading America down the road to
socialism and the welfare state." This type
of scare psychology-this transparent use of
the big-lie technique-must not be allowed
to confuse the political. judgment of the
American voters.
Our people received a painful lesson in
political education in the early depression

years of 1929 through 1932. They saw the
do-nothing type of government do just
that-nothing; nothing, while thousands of
factories closed down, while millions of workers lost their jobs, while farms and homes
all over America were being foreclosed , and
while war veterans were selling apples on
the street corners of all the major cities in
our country.
Some of those mainly responsible for this
do-nothing policy of government, in time of
national need, complain that since then we
have been traveling a road that leads to socialism and the welfare state.
When President Hoover left the White
House on March 4, 1933, American corporations had just finished a most disast rous
year. Instead of profits, they had suffered
a loss of $3,500,000,000. In 1951 the net
profits of America's corporations-after all
costs and after high taxes-amounted to a
record-breaking figure of $18,000,000,000.
The American people had a national income of only thirty-nine billions in the year
preceding Mr. Hoover's departure from the
White House. Last year, 1951, their income
had gone up to two hundred and seventy-six
bi1lions. If this is the road to socialism and
the welfare state, all I can say is it is not a
bad road.
I am sure that those of us who want to see
America continue to advance will find little
inspira tion or encouragement from the advice of those who failed the Nation so miserably in the early crucial years of the great
depression.
Whether we continue our forward advance
or whether we start sinking back toward the
good old days will be determined in large
measure by what happens on election day
1952.

Meeting here tonight under the auspices
of the National Labor Council of the City of
Hope, we are in a sense dedicating ourselves
to the maintenance and support of a great
and good service to humanity. We should
also, on an occasion such as this, rededicate
ourselves to the great problems that we face ·
in our efforts to bring about a better and
ever better life for the people of America.
The welfare of the great mass of a people is
the principal ingredient that must be considered in measuring the wealth of a,ny nation. We here in America cannot maintain
our leadership of the free world if we are
pushed back to the good old days here at
home.
In the fight to maintain the rights of the
many against the power of the privileged few,
every liberal-minded citizen must enlist.
Those who oppose us in this fight are well
organized and certainly well financed. We
can only win by determined and intelligent
use of our rights as American citizens in the
political field as well as in the economic field.
As in every other battle of the age-old war
for human progress, the workers must lead
the way. To the rest of the world for the
last century and a half, America has been
the land of hope. Let us keep it that way. ·

Jeffersonian Essay andOratorical Contest
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH B. MITCHELL
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Speaker, an annual essay and oratorical contest sponsored by the Jeffersonian Club of Spokane County, in the State of Washington,
this year resulted in a record competition involving approximately 8,000 high-
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school essay and oratorical competitors
from 21 high schools.
Another record was made when civic
support for the contest was indicated
by an attendance of nearly 500 at the
final oratorical championship banquet.
The oratorical finalists, one selected
from each of five subareas, and their
schools, were the following:
Joan Marisch, Otis Orchards; Geraldine Byers, Spangle; Herbert D. McDonald, Gonzaga; Wendill Sinn, West
Valley; Roger Morse, North Central.
The previously adjudged essay wipners were the honored guests at the
banquet. They and their schools were
the following:
Melvin Lee Elliott, Rogers; Morrie
Holman, Lewis and, Clark; Michael Andersen, Central Valley; Irving Field,
·cheney.
The contest was directed by Harold
Sherman, president of the Jeffersonian
Club of Spokane County. In specific
charge of the speech competition, Chairman Jack MacDonald appointed James
Lynch, Ralph Peterson, Philip Halgren,
John O'Conner, and Albert Gordon as
subarea directors.
Under previously given unanimous
consent, I insert the top two winning
speeches and essays in the RECORD, along
with the general rules for the contest:
THE VERSATILE THOMAS JEFFERSON

(First-place essay)
(By Mel L. Elliott, Rogers High School,
Spokane)
No other President in the history of this
Nation stands forth so conspicuously for his
versatility as Thomas Jefferson. Here was a
man for the world, a man for all time. To
the English, he was known as the profound
political philosopher. In the eyes of his
countrymen he was the statesman of the day.
His friends saw him as Thomas Jefferson, a
man of unaffected simplicity and a true gentleman.
Jefferson was tall, loosely built, informal
of manner, and full of endless, frank, entertaining, shrewd talk. He impressed many
observers as lacking in dignity. If his dress
was plain, unstudied and somewhat old
fashioned in its form, it was always of the
finest materials; if his manners were affable
and unceremonious, it was not because he
was unaware of the artificial and aristocratic .
usages of courts and fashionable life, but
because he extremely disliked them. He
never let his simplicity degenerate into VJ.llgarity, nor his affability into familiarity.
On the contrary, there wa.s a natural and
quiet dignity surrounding his person, often
producing a degree of restraint in those who
conversed with him. His simplicity was
actually one of the virtues of as true a gentleman as ever occupied the Presidential
chair.
Jefferson was unique in that he was a
political philosopher and a great practical
statesman at one and the same time. The
dignity of every man, a faith in the indiVidual and the community, and a faith in
the striving for human equality, liberty, and
human happiness through the consent of
the governed was Jefferson's true political
philosophy.
1 As a philosopher, Jefferson had learned one
deep and curious thing early in life. This
was later expressed by Lincoln as "Man's
mouth is too little for his thoughts." The
discovery that man has too many high ideals
often drives the weakling to cynicism arid
the sectarian to fanaticism. Thomas Jeffer-

son survived the discovery and became a social democrat and a personal aristocrat. He
did not inflict his reverence of all high ideals
of truth, beauty, and goodness upon others.
His philosophical quality bequeathed to the
Nation the Bill of Rights, a second Magna
Carta. The message on his monument in
Washington, "Be somebody if you would become your brother's keeper," signifies his
faith in our democratic institutions.
The beginning of Jefferson's political genius is marked by his fiery youthful resistance
to the tyrants of England and his tireless
work in the Continental Congress. While
serving as a Member he attained his great
facility for writing. When Patrick Henry
carried the Colonies into open rebellion by
his dominating and fiery eloquence, Thomas
Jefferson was chosen to draft the Declaration. To him fell the task of drafting that
immortal document which stands in the history of the world as the most revolutionary
political paper ever written.
There are many more milestones along
Jefferson's path of political genius. The second most important may be his term in
office as the President of the United States.
He was the first President to be inaugurated
in the city of Washington and the first to
whom the Supreme Court Justice, John Marshall, gave the oath of office. In his address
the true philosophical character of Jefferson
emerges. "A rising Nation, advancing rapidly to destinies beyond the reach of the
mortal eye-when I contemplate these transcendant objects, I shrink from the contemplation and humble myself before the magnitude of the undertak~ng." And, indeed, it
was an undertaking, but Jefferson, with perspective that foresaw the future, lessened
the burden by purchasing from the declining
Napoleon the Northwest Territory for just
$15,000,000. This broad, uncharted wilderness, soon to become the backbone of the
Nation, linked the placid waters of the Pacific to the busy little Colonies on the At·
lantic shore.
Jefferson is known, not only for his political and philosophical views that embraced the world, but also for his love of
common things, his creative genius, and his
advancement of education. When retiring
to his chamber while residing in the White
House, he would walk to his roses and geraniums and open ~he cage of his favorite
mockingbird hanging in the midst of the
plants. Oh, how he loved his flowers and his
bird. He cherished that bird, not only for its
melodious powers, but also for its uncommon
intelligence and affectionate disposition.
"He could not live without something to
love, and in the absence of his darling grandchildren his bird and his flowers became objects of tender care,'' said Mrs. Harrison
Smith, a society leader in Washington.
In a man of such dispositions, such tastes,
who would recognize the rude, unpolished
Democrat which foreigners and political enemies described him to be? Stephen Vincent Benet emphasizes the versatility of Jefferson's interests and abilities. Here was
the man who did everything from playing
with a mockingbird to founding great institutions of learning; he built secret shelves
and wrote great declarations; he designed
plows to turn the sod and ruled the most
powerful and beneficent Nation this world
has seen; here was the man who invented
trick dumb-waiters for the convenience of
his dinner guests and bought great empires
for future generations. Here was the founder of the college at Charlottesville in his
home State, the architect of his own unique,
beautiful and picturesque home at Monticello and the inspiration that embodied the
Bill of Right~ in our Federal Constitution;
indeed, a man for the world, a world for
the man.

THE GREAT BUILDER

(Second-place essay)
(By Michael Anderson, West Valley High
School, Spokane)
In studying the history of our country,
from the foundations of a new type of,. government to the present status of this mighty
edifice, we are confronted with many names
of prominent men who were the builders
of such a durable edifice. The great statesman, Thomas Jefferson, who is the designer
of our Declaration of Independence, the forerunner of free education, and who set the
foothold of much of the ethics of our presentday politics, is exceptionally outstanding in
the midst of our great leaders.
Although Jefferson may be considered the
St. Paul of American democracy and although he was a prolific writer endowed with
extraordinary verbal facility, he never systematically formulated his thoughts on democracy in any one book or even essay. "A
life of constant action," he wrote, "leaves no
time for recording."
·
It · was in his letters that the author of
the Declaration of Independence expressed
his thoughts and helped to shape those of his
generation. He corresponded with hundreds
of people all over the world. During his life
he wrote nearly 25,000 letters. This is an
amazing feat considering that Jefferson was
such an active statesman in political affairs. It was through the medium of his
letters that he addressed the people of his
country. These stimulating letters are the
means by which this great statesman educated the citizens in democracy.
The subject of democracy is one of perpetual interest and permanent importance,
especially in the United States. We should
be impressed by the unfortunate ignorance
of the meaning and function of democracy
that prevails in many sections of our population. Many of our intellectuals, such as
writers, preachers, political scientists, and
school teachers-are blind of the true qualities of our Constitution and are obscured
from the reality for which our Constitution
stands. Such general ignorance, or misunderstandings of Jeffersonian thought is particularly unfortunate, for the author of the
Declaration of Independence is still the embodiment not only of the American dream of
liberty but also for mankind's libertarian
ideals.
·
Many Americans are inclined to forget
that the priceless heritage of democracy
which they enjoy today had to be won in
hard battle, and that it took generations of
effort to establish viable democratic institutions. Democracy is not a free gift of
God. We cannot expect to stand idly by,
turning our backs on the real truth and
responsibility that faithful men inspired by
God have set forth. If we f1.re not wise
and enlightened, we may not be a democracy in the future. To be preserved, every
value must be fought for. In the past the
struggle for freedom was won by those who
had t~1e brain and the will to be free. Foremost among these strong leaders and builders of democracy was Thomas Jefferson, an
unexcelled example of scientist, writer,
scholar, administrator, and statesman combined. Jefferson's ideals are a fulfilled dream
of fair democratic government.
What, then, is the meaning of Jeffersonian
democracy? It E.hould be remembered that
he was well positioned to be a judge of
right and wrong, both in morals and government. To Jefferson the core of democracy was the · idea of liberty. The background of this outstanding American furnishes the source of the Jeffersonian theory.
He was an independent Virginia farmer, a
rationalist, and a lover of nature. He could
not understand that curious mysticism
which had made Europeans the frequent
willing slaves of their masters. Looking ,
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over the European scene, what did Jeffer·
son see? England, corrupt and ruled through
an unbalanced monarch. Russia, an enor·
mous prison house for serfs; France, slid·
ing into an abyss of misgovernment, poverty, and anarchy. Against these nation.
ruining elements Jefferson was determined
th t the enemies of mankind itself, obscu·
rantism and tyranny, should never be per·
mitted to take root in the soil of America. In
the year Jefferson was elected third President
of the United States, he wrote to his friend
Dr. Rush, "I have sworn upon the altar of
God eternal hostility against every form of
tyranny over the mind of man."
THOMAS JEFFERSON: MAN OF THE WEST

(First-place speech)
(By Herbert B. McDonald, Gonzaga High
School, Spokane)
As the smoke of the British cannon cleared
from the plains of Yorktown, the Old World
saw a new nation born in war and now mak·1ng ready to begin its life in peace. It had
the heritage of a century and a half of work
and hope, slowly maturing along the tidal
coastland of our continent. George Wash·
ington was the symbol of the permanence
of that heritage. But the symbol of its force
and expanding life was another-a man who
lived then in the Piedmont of Virginia, on
the very frontier of his country: Thomas
Jefferson.
"And our own dear Monticello," he once
wrote, "where has nature spread so rich a
mantle under the eye? Mountains, forests,
rocks, river. With what majesty do we there
ride above the storms. How sublime to look
down into the workhouse of nature, to see
her clouds, hail, cnow, rain, thunder, all
fabricated at our feet; and the glorious sun,
when rising as if out of a distant water, just
gilding the tops of the mountains, and giving
life to all nature."
·
Behind Jefferson as he thus mused, gazing
toward the West, the true glorious sunlight
{)f the revolution was rising. The independence that he declared and the statutes of
freedom that he formulated embodied that
revolution as nothing else did, and now the
shadow of the man stretched out from his
"little mountain" of Monticello across the
greater mountains beyond.
The old Northwest Territory, which by
ancient grant belonged to Virginia, was ceded
at Jefferson's pr.oposal to the United States,
and in the same year, 1784, it was he who
first drew up a plan for the government of
the western territory. The newest and most
significant point in this plan was that the
territory should be divided into States-new
members in the Union perfectly equal with
the Original Thirteen. Thus was laid the
b:..sis for the eventual and indefinite expan·
sian of the Unit ed States, and, for Jefferson,
this expansion was to begin with the first
State on the western slope-the present State
of Ohio-which he wished to be named
"Washington."
In this great action proposed by Thomas
Jefferson in 1784, and adopted by the Congress in 1787, we have that dual principle
that has both developed the reality of the
Union-by the creation of a national public
domain-and guaranteed the reality of the
States-by the establishment of new commonwealths beyond the original members of
the Union; and all this Jefferson would have
as a tribute to the Father of his Country,
George Washington.
But for this to be an enduring thing, beyond the generation of the founding fathers,
and extending to the farthest reaches of
·time and space, the original area of the
United States was not sufficient. Again Jefferson was the first to appreciate this fact.
And so, when the power of the Presidency
and' the circumstances of foreign events en·
abled him to act, he effected the purchase of
Louisiana, which at one stroke doubled the
1
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size of the Nation and extended the span
of potential States to the very ridge of the
continent.
Even that, however, was not enough. In
the same year he commissioned an expedi·
tion to traverse our vast new territory, fol·
-lowing the Missouri across the plains and
into the Rockies. And from there it was to
find a way to the Pacific Ocean, along the
line of the Columbia-the great river of the
West. Captains Lewis and Clark received the
President's commission, and fulfilled it by
the greatest trip of exploration in our history. Yet truly, they but followed the lead
of him whose vision first had captured the
west. They but saw more clearly the glory
of nature--of mo'llUtains, forests, rocks,
rivers-that Jefferson long before had seen,
from his little mountain in far-away Vir·
ginia.
And as for the sunllght-;-that true glory of
the Revolution and the new Nation that it
bore--even Lewis anti Clark did not live to
see its fullest rislng. That light is only now
beginning to dawn upon our eyes. For,
though the past century and a half have
fulfilled Jefferson's dreams of expansion of
the Union across the continent, and even
crowned the work, moreover, by placing our
farthest frontier under his chosen aegis of
Washington-yet still the horizon beckons.
Today, Alaska and Hawaii are that horizon.
And tomorrow, beyond the peril of our present peace, what the horizon will be no one
can say.
May this great work of expansion and hope
of the future which we, from our own Monticello, see before us find us worthy to fulfill
it--after the example and inspiration of
Thomas Jefferson, man of the West. May we,
too, with majesty ride above the storms, giving life to all the world.
THOMAS JEJTERSON

(Second-place speech)
(By Wendell Sinn, West Valley High School,
Spokane)
It rang from the Liberty Bell on that day
of July 4, 1776. Yes; it rang out these
words: "Freedom From Want, Freedom From
Fear, Freedom of Speech, and Freedom of
Religion."
These unforgettable words were written in
the Declaration of Independence, of which
Mr. Thomas Jefferson's ,great hand was the
composer. That hand was one to be remembered. For his was the first to write as Secretary of State, the second to write as Vice
President, and the third to write as President.
We remember Thomas Jefferson as a shy,
silent, and forgiveable man. Take for example his first candidacy as President. While
the lips of his opponent were telling of Jefferson's false platform, and the way religion
and our cquntries lives would be at stake
1f Jefferson was elected, Mr. Jefferson was
calmly relaxing at home over a book called
The Morals of Jesus.
But when it came to his people's reputation he would stand up and fight, for he
was a firm believer of the protection of the
weak against the strong. It was this spirit
that served his motive for his entire politi·
cal life.
It wasn't until 1790 that Mr. Jefferson began his real political life. Upon just returning from France, where he served as
Minister, he foupd that America had won
the war of blood, but the war of government was still progressing, the labors against
the monopolists. Jefferson, a dreamer ahead
of his day, lifted the fog of realism and sent
America onward to democracy.
He was said by his opponent in that fight
to be a person of character. It was later
proven that Thomas Jefferson had character
when he stood on the firm governmental
platform that the will of the majority shall
rule and the minority shall be protected,

religious intolerance shall be abolished, labor
shall not be exploited, and peace and honest
friendship shall be maintained with all
nations.
He was proving that this vast Nation was
the world's best hope.
Jefferson's two terms as President proved
very eventful. He · successfully made war
against Barbary pirates, and declared embargo against Britain and France for the
impressment of American sa.il9rs, and then
he climaxed his career by making the most
stupendous bargain in all history, opening
the West for floods of pioneers with the
LoUisiana Purchase.
, Then Mr. Jefferson retired from political life · with hands as clean as they were
empty. He returned to his home, Monticello, and to financial ruin; but he remained
as he said, "A man, and therefore everything
human is within my horizon." His remaining life was dedicated to research and re·
ligion, and these he combined into one subject, education, and on that idea he achieved
an immense object; for he established the
Uill verst ty of Virginia.
Again, he was forced to sell his estate to
assure himself of a home and his grave. In
his eighty-fourth year he was prepared for
his greatest adventure yet, but he prayed
for one thing, "Spare me, dear God, until
the next Independence Day." His prayer
was heard by the Benevolent Being and
Thomas Jefferson passed away on the Fourth
of July 1826.
Although we remember Thomas Jefferson
as the first to write as Secretary of State, the
second to write as Vice President, and the
third to write as President, we remember him
as a man of dreams who made them come
true; we remember him as the father of the
Declaration of Independence; for his contribution toward education; we remember
him for his fighting for religious freedom.
So when you hear that Liberty Bell ring
out loud and strong, think back to that
date of 1776 and those four freedoms making cherished li!e what it is today. Think
back and you shall remember the man that
handed them to the United States of America, Mr. Thomas Jefferson.
JEFFERSONIAN CONTEST RULES
ORATORICAL

CO~T

RULES

1. Speeches shall be confined to subjects

relating to the life and principles of Thomas
Jefferson.
2. Speeches should not be less than 5 minutes nor longer than 7 minutes. A penalty
of 10 percent shall be assessed against offending contestant for each 15 seconds under 5
minutes and for each 15 seconds over 7
minutes.
3. Speeches shall be judged as follows:
(a) Material; organization, introduction,
conclusion, originality, and language, 40 per
cent; (b) delivery; appearance, voice, gestures, enthusiasm, and sincerity, 30 percent:
(c) effectiveness; hold interest, audience response, 30 percent.
ESSAY CONTEST RULES

1. Essays shall be confined to subjects relating to the life of Thomas Jefferson and
his principles.
2. Essay shall not be less than 500 words or
more than 1,000 words.
3. They shall be judged on (a) originality,
40 percent; (b) organization, 30 percent;
(c) style and composition, 30 percent.
(Plagiarism wlll disqualify.)
Typewritten or legible pen and ink.
PRIZES

Essay: Grand prize, $50 United States savings bond; second prize, $25 United States
aavings bond; area winner, scroll.
Speech: Grand prize, $50 United States sav1rigs bond; second prize, $25 United States
aavings bond; area winner, scroll.
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Grand champions of essay and speech contest to be honored as guests at annual banquet at Davenport Hotel to be held in May.
Essay to be read and speech given at Jeffersonian banquet and over the radio.
Area contests to be completed by March 1.
School contests to be completed by February 1.
COMMITI'EE

Jeffersonian Club of Spokane County: Harold Sherman, president; John L. Cooney,
secretary.
Central Democratic Committee: Robert D.
Dellwo, chairman; John O'Connor, executive
secretary.

Socialism by Treaty
E:XTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. WILLIAMS
OF DEJ.AWARE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 14, 1952
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
on the subject Socialism by Treaty,
delivered by the junior Senator from
Ohio [Mr. BRICKER] before the Conference of American Small Business Organizations in this city on April 22, 1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD
as follows:
'
Tonight I want to discuss a relatively new
appx:oach to socialism. Having failed to win
approval for socialism in domestic legislation,
enemies of the free:.enterprise system are
turning to treaties and executive agreements.
Most of these treaties originate in the United
Nations.
Socialism by treaty is a greater threat
than the home-grown variety hatched in the
White House. The American people have
never hesitated to challenge any encroachment on their Uberty by their own Government. The possibility of political and economic regimentation from an external source
has received little attention. This may be
due in part to the false notion that a bipartisan foreign policy tolerates no criticism
of foreign affairs. This theory of bipartisanship amounts to a plea for dictatorship.
There is practically no human activity which
is not proposed to be regulated by treaty. I
hope that your organization will wage the
same vigorous campaign against socialism by
treaty that it is now conducting against
socalism made in America.
More than a century ago, in the Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx specified the requirements for his brand of socialism. The
most important of these requirements were
heavy progressive income and inheritance
. taxes. Men were asked to exchange economic freedom for a massive redistribution
of wealth. A large percentage of the human
race made that trade. Millions of dissenters
have been ruthlessly purged. Our present
tax rates place us dangerously near the Marxian ideal. Nevertheless, there are many who
advoca~e still higher taxes and a more equal
distribution of wealth. You have heard
those who advocate ever-higher taxes speak
on the subject My Heart Bleeds for Small
Business. Small business has been quick to
spot this insincerity.
What is not so well recognized is that this
administration's foreign policies are designed
to give the sixteenth amendment an international application. The head of the Mutual Security Agency, W. Averell Harriman,
seems to favor some system of progressive
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nomic portion of the Human Rights CovIncome taxation among nations. In a recent
television interview, he said:
.
· enant does not recognize the right to own
property. Mrs. Roosevelt did ask that the
"I don't know of any way that one people
right to own property be included. The procan be rich and the rest of the world poor
posal was voted down. Nevertheless, Mrs.
any more than one man in the country can
Roosevelt claims that unles.s we support
be rich and the rest of the people poor."
these "great humanitarian treaties then we
Mr. Harriman then proceeded to com·
are
going to be classed in the category of
plain about the unfair distribution of wealth
backward countries.'' That statement is a
in the free world. He referred to the fact
perfect example of internationalism running
that the United States with only 10 percent
berserk.
of the population of the free world has over
Article 25 of the draft Covenant states
50 percent of its wealth •and productive cathat each party to the Covenant undertakes
pacity. Mr. Harriman's philosophy supplies
to enact legislation which will "assure the
the answer to a number of foreign policy
right of all to medical service and medical
riddles. It explains our refusal to demand
attention in the event of sickness." This
of other nations a greater contribution to
provision for socialized medicine should
their own defense. In terms of national insatisfy Oscar Ewing in every detail.
come and percentage ef national budget, they
The Truman-Ewing plan for socialized
spend much less than we do on military premedicine met overwhelming opposition when
paredness. Yet the argument is made that
offered as domestic legislation. The medical
our potential allies cannot increase signifiprofession waged a memorable fight for freecantly their current spending for rearmadom. American doctors realized that our
ment. Equality of sacrifice, we are told, defreedoms are inseparable; that the regiIr.ands that the American taxpayer conmentation of doctors leads to the regimentribute more. As long as the cost of mutual
tation of patients. If anyone doubts this,
security is computed on the 'basis of ability
let him look at England today. British docto pay, the American people will be asked for
tors have asked to be relieved of their Hipadditional billions until their own standard
pocratic oath of secrecy. They have deof living sinks to the level of their socialist
manded that their patients be forced to swalbeneficiaries. Mr. ·Harriman will then no
low
their pills.
longer be offended by the sight of a wealthy
The American doctors won their battle
America in a world of poverty.
against socialized medicine. But they did
Mr. Harriman's philosophy also explains
not win a war. The identical proposal apthe State Department's desire to junk the
pears in the Human Rights Covenant. So
"buy American" act, quotas which protect
far as I know, the American Medical Assothe American farmer's standard of living,
ciation has registered no protest. This does
and tariff provisions which protect you and
not mean that the medical profession has
your workers from a flood of goods produced
by slave or sweatshop labor. Mr. Harriman · become apathetic. It does show that the
dangers inherent in the treaty-making power
and his bos1;3 are not content to ask Congress
are not widely recognized. There is a good
to repeal this protective legislation. They
reason for this lack of recognition. During
make formal apologies to foreign critics saythe first 150 years of our Republic treaties
ing, in effect, that Congress is wicked or
concerned only the relationship between the
stupid in trying to channel defense orders
United
States and other sovereign states.
to American firms. They publicly deplore
The use of treaties to define the relationthe fact that the Tariff Commission might
ship between American citizens and their
take some action to protect bicycle manufacown government is a recent development.
turers or the domestic glass and pottery inIt is true that article 25 of the draft
dustries. No wonder the businessmen, farmCovenant is not self-executing. In other
ers, and wage earners regard these actions
words, Congress would have to pass legislaas bordering on lunacy. But they make
tion to carry out the treaty provision for
sense if we accept the basic premise of Mr.
socialized
medicine. Where is danger, you
Harriman and others that there must be a
may ask, if legislation is required to impleglobal redistribution of wealth.
·
ment this provision of the Covenant? The
Those who want to make an international
answer is that Congress is compelled, at least
redistribution of wealth have been handimorally, to enact all legislation required to
capped by the lack of a permanent program.
give effect to an international promise made
The Marshall plan was sold as a temporary,
in a treaty. As a result, Congress may pass
postwar emergency measure. The mutual selegislation to carry out a treaty obligation
curity program must come before Congress
which it would never pass if it had complete
each year for approval. International sofreedom of action. The same pressures opcialism, like its domestic counterpart, reerate on the Supreme Court of the United
quires permanent legislation vesting broad
States. For example; the Supreme Court
powers in a centralized authority. The
of 20 years hence might declare the comUnited Nations is attempting to prepare a
pulsory health insurance legislation of some
blueprint for world socialism. You will find
future
Congress to be unconstitutional. The
that blueprint in the U.N. draft covenant on
Court would probably not reach that con}?.uman rights.
clusion if its decision operated to breach a
The draft Covenant attempts to define and
treaty obligation.
enforce the economic and political rights
Article 20 of the draft Covenant states
and duties of everyone on this planet. Last
that governments must recognize the right
February, the U. N. General Assembly deof
everyone to work. No doubt Mrs. Roosecided to split the draft Covenant into two
velt would claim that this represents an imtreaties. One treaty deals with civil and
provement on our own Constitution.
political rights. The other treaty, and the
The founding fathers did not specify a
one which I will discuss here tonight, spells
right to work in the Constitution because it
out your economic rights.
was not necessary to do so. If the freedoms
The . final text of both covenants is now
recognized in the Constitution, including the
being prepared by the U. N. Human Rights
right to own property, are preserved, no man
Commission. The Commissioh plans to
can be prevented from seeking employment
complete action on both covenants this year.
or from establishing his own business. The
The spokesman for the American free enterreal purpose of article 20 is to give every
prise system on the Human Rights Commis·
person a legal right to employment and to
sion is Eleanor Roosevelt.
impose on his Government a corresponding
There was never the slightest chance that
duty to provide such employment. The end
the U. N.'s economic bill of rights would
result is economic serfdom. Stalin and Tito
endorse the principles of free, competitive
will always be able to boast of full employenterprise. The vast majority of U.N. mem•
ment guaranteed by the state. Liberty 1s
ber nations practice the economic regimentamore important.
tion demanded by their particular form of
Article 21 of the draft Covenant recognizes
the right of everyone to "Just and favorable
socialism, communism, or fascism. The eco·
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conditions of work," "fair wages," "a decent
living,'' and "periodic holidays with pay." I
hope all of you will read Rev. Russell J.
Clinchy's article entitled "Human Rights and
the United Nations." It is published by the
Foundation for Economic Education. Referring these so-called economic rights in
the draft Covenant, Dr. Clinchy said:
"They constitute almost the entire list of
what might be called, 'The Desires of Mankind.' But desires are never rights, nor are
they in any sense essential freedoms. Food,
clothing, and shelter were not demanded by
our ancestors as grants of the universe nor
as rights they could claim from their Creator.
The only right they had was the right to be
free."
In recent months, the Wage Stabilization
Board of your own Government has concerned itself with just and favorable conditions of work. Compulsory unionism
dictated by the Government is said to be
a favorable condition of work. American
business and labor will fare much worse
if some international labor disputes board
is permitted to set the conditions of e~
ploymen t. Nor will these so-called economic
rights appeal to workers in underdevelop~d
countries. Imagine how a worker in India
will regard a right to periodic holidays when
he cannot work enough days in a year to
keep two steps ahead of starvation.
Art icle 22 of the draft covenant recognizes the right of everyone to social security. That seems harmless enough. However it must be considered in connection
wit h the detailed social-security convention
which will be considered at the International
Labor Organization conference in June. It
embodies the Socialist's dream of cradleto-the-grave security. Article 6 of the ILO
draft convention reads as follows:
"Where the insurance against the contingency concerned is voluntary, the public
authorities shall subsidize such insurance
to the extent of ·at least one-quarter of
the expected cost of benefits and administration.''
Acceptance of the provision just quoted
would destroy every private insuranc;e company in the United States. Let me digress
for a moment to tell you about a Supreme
court case involving an Ohio farmer named
Filburn. The Court upheld a penalty assessed against Filburn by the Secretary of
Agriculture. His crime consisted of feeding to his own poultry and livestock grain
raised on his own farm in excess of the
quota established by the Secretary. The
substance of the Court's decision was expressed in these words:
"It 1s hardly lack of due process for the
Government to regulate that which it subsidizes" (Wickard v. Filburn (317 U. S. 111,
131 (1942)).
Whenever you hear a phony liberal crying, "my heart bleeds for small business,''
remember the sad case of Mr. Filburn before
you bite at the subsidy which conceals the
hook.
Other so-called economic rights in the
draft covenant are even more fantastic than
those I have mentioned. They include the
right of everyone to "an adequate standard
of living," "continuous improvement of living standards," and "the benefits of scientific
progress and its applications.'' Most of the
nations of the world are able to redistribute
only a dismal poverty. For millions of people, therefore, the Human Rights Covenant
will be a promise to the ear only to be broken
to the hope. The real purpose behind these
so-called economic rights is found in article
19 of the draft Covenant. The parties to the
Covenant "undertake to take steps • • •
through international cooperation, to the
maximum of their available resources" to
achieve these absurd economic rights. Here
is where the JUnerican taxpayer, the real forgotten man, comes into the picture. It is
he who is made responsible for satisfying the
economic desires of every human being in

the world. Article 19 endorses the concept
of progressive income taxation among nations. It carries out the Harriman plan to
purge America of its sin of being prosperous
in a world of poverty.
The U. N. draft Covenant treats human
rights as a grant _by the state. It repudiates
the concept that all men are endowed by
their Creator witli certain unalienable rights
to life, liberty, and the pursuit Of happiness.
This is the concept enunc~ated in the Declaration of Independence and embodied in our
Constitution. It ·is the cornerstone of our
liberty. It is the principle for which Americans have fought on countless battlefields.
Now we are asked to sacrifice that concept
for so-called economic rights which the Secretary of the U. N. Human Rights Commission admits were inspired by "t~e Socialist
and Communist movement of the nineteenth
cent ury." 1 . Do not be confused by the fact
that the Soviet Union opposes the Human
Rights Covenant. It would legalize much
of Stalin's tyranny. However, the Soviet
Union will not tolerate any interference by
the United Nations in her purely domestic
affairs. That, I might add, is also a valid
reason for rejection of the draft Covenant by
the United States.
The United Nations is forbidden by article
2, paragr aph 7, of its Charter, to interfere
in matters essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction of its members. Notwithstanding this prohibition, the U. N. is trying to
regulate by treaty every aspect of the individual's economic and political life. Judge
Florence E. Allen , in her recent book, The
Treat y as an Instrument of Legislation, has
. explained how the U.N.'s treaty-making ambitions threaten not only the freedom and
independence of America but the peace of
the worlg. Judge Allen serves on the United
States Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals. She
holds a higher Federal judicial office than
any other woman. You should read her
book.
The U. N.'s treaty-making ambitions are
appalling to everyone who cherishes the sovereignty and the Constitution of the United
States. On February 7, 1952, I introduced
in the Senate a proposed constitutional
amendment. It is Senate Joint Resolution
130. Fifty-eight other Senators joined with
tne as cosponsors. The purpose of this
amendment is to prevent any treaty, such
as the Human Rights Convention, from impairing any of our constitutional freedoms.
This amendment declares, in effect, that the
economic and political rights of the American people cannot be traded away at international conference tables. It is designed
to prevent a surrender of national sovereignty by treaty or executive agreement to
some form of world or regional government.
Senate Joint Resolution 130 would prevent
treaties or executive agreements from nullifying the laws of the United States or the
constitutions and laws of the several States.
And finally, my proposed amenQ.ment would
prevent executive agreements from being
used as a substitute for treaties. The debacle
at Yalta shows the necessity for such a provision.
I have been tremendously gratified by
support which my proposed amendment has
attracted. The overwhelming maJ.ority of
the press, the legal profession, veterans' organizations, and patriotic societies which
have studied the problem are fighting for
its adoption. I hope to enlist your support.
No group is more endangered by the Human
R~ghts Covenant and by various ILO conventions than American small-business enterprises. It is not enough for you to write
your Senator or your Congressman urging
him to support Senate Joint Resolution 130
or to oppose the draft Covenant. You must
read and understand the various treaties
1 Mousheng, Education for a World Society
(1951)' p. 19.

now under consideration in the United Nations. Only by so doing wlll you be able
to explain to others in your community the
dangers inherent in the treaty-making power.
You must talk with lawyers in your community about the complex legal issues involved. And finally, you must follow the
work of the United Nations and its specialized agencies as closely as you now follow
the deliberations of the Congress and its
committees. If you oppose the socialistic
Fair Deal program, you have even more reason to oppose socialism by treaty.
Many of you may feel that this discussion
about amending the Constitution is academic. Why amend the Constitution if the
President disregards its provisions? That is
what happened, of course, when President
Truman seized the steel industry. The answer is that the President cannot violate
his oath of office with impunity. The Congress of the United States is not powerless.
It has the power of the purse. As a potential
judge in an impeachment action, I do not
want to disqualify myself by discussion of
that remedy. However, I am sure that the
American people deeply regret that they have
been denied the opportunity to use the
ballot-box method of impeachment.
It has been amazing to hear some of the
self-proclaimed liberals attack my proposed
constitutional amendment as "reactionary"
or "undemocratic." To amend the Constitution it is necessary to secure the approval
of two-thirds of the Senate, two-thirds of
the House of Representatives, and threefourths of the State legislatures. No political act requires such a convincing demonstration of public approval. Nevertheless,
what do some of the so-called liberals who
describe my amendment as "undemocratic"
say about· one-man seizure of private property? They hail the President's act as a
shining example of democracy in action. Has
propaganda made the word "liberal" synonymous with the word "totalitarian"?
In times of dire emergency other Presidents have seized private property. In most
cases they have acted pursuant to statutory
authority. President Truman had no such
authority nor does he claim any such authority. On rare occasions other Presidents
have seized private property to meet some
emergency when no other remedy existed.
President Truman ignored a legal remedy,
the Taft-Hartley Act, and adopted an illegal
remedy. Other Presidents have been criticized for exceeding their constitutional authority even though clearly motivated by
concern for the general welfare. No other
President has ever bypassed the Constitution
to pay off political debts to his supporters.
For these reasons, President Truman's
seizure of the steel industry, if not challenged, will create the most evil precedent
in American history.
If the President of the United States has
vague, inherent powers to seize private property, to operate that property, and to fix
the conditions of employment, there is no
limit on the exercise of that power except
his own sense of self-restraint. We must
never stop fighting to keep our government
of laws from being converted into a government of executive discretion. No group
has more vital stake in this principle than
small business. The Fair Dealers who claim
their hearts bleed for small business seek
to promote class hatred. They ask you to
hate big business. Your ills are ascribed to
the selfishness of large business units; never
to high taxes or to stifling bureaucratic controls. The interdependence and specialization of our economy makes small business
just as vital to the defense effort as big business. The Constitution makes no distinction
between a lot of property and a little property.
We must fight tooth and nail to reverse
Mr. Truman's dangerous precedent. Some
future President may use it to seize a small-
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business defense plant. A future President
not yet discovered? It is unfortunate that
we must suffer until January 20, 1953. But
could use it to force striking workers to rewe will survive if no new major wars are
turn to their jobs at the point of a bayonet.
declared by the President. When you go
That, you will recall, was Mr. Truman's solution for handling a railroad strike shortly
back home tell your friends about the imafter his unfortunate accession to the office
morality and the disrespect for law which
permeates this confused and panic-stricken
of President. The President's seizure of the
Fair Deal bureaucracy. But do not speak· to
steel industry reminds me of some prophetic
them in despair. The desperate action of
words by the founder of his party, Thomas
desperate men proves that your long fight
Jefferson. When the debate on slavery first
against Socialist tyranny has not been in
began, Jefferson feared that it ~ight have
to be resolved by force. In a letter to Senavain.
tor John Holmes, of Maine, dated April 22,
182G-exactly 132 years ago-Jefferson wrote:
"But this momentous question like a fire
bell in the night awakened and filled me
Achievements of the Democratic Party
with terror."
Every freedom-loving American must have
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
heard the same sound when the President,
OF
in an unsurpassed exhibition of demagogery,
ar.nounced the seizure of the steel industry.
Do not ask for whom the bell tolls without
OF NEW YORK
recalling poet John Donne's answer: "It tolls
for thee."
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
All doubts as to the meaning of the steel
Wednesday, May 14, 1952
seizure were removed at the President's press
conference last Thursday. He was asked:
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, on May
'·Mr. President, if it is proper for you to
10 Representative FRANKLIN D. ROOSEseize the steel mills, can you, in your opinion,
VELT, JR., addressed the annual Grover
seize the newspapers and radio stations?"
Cleveland dinner of the Erie County
He replied, grimly and with a wave of his
Democratic Committee in Buffalo, N. Y.
hand we are told, that under similar circumstances the President has the power to
Mr. RoosEVELT delivered a fine speech on
do what is right for the people. He is so
an important subject, and gave special
contemptuous of freedom of the press that
attention to the candidacy of Mr. W.
to this moment he has not clarified his
Averell Harriman for the Democratic
oblique answer. It is no excuse to point out
nomination for President. I ask unanithat the President's answer is subject to
mous consent that Representative
various interpretations. Had the same quesRoosEVELT's remarks on this occasion be
tion been put to every President of the United
States from George Washington to Franklin
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
D. Roosevelt I am sure that the answer
There being no objection, the address
would have been "No, never."
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
If the U. N. Covenant on Human Rights
as follows:
is ratified in its present form, the President
I am glad to be back in Buffalo again toof the United States will have the power . to
night and to meet with my fellow Democrats
seize newspapers and radio stations. Artiin Erie County as we approach the camcles 14 and 18 of the draft covenant conpaign of 1952.
cern freedom of the press. They appear in
This is a time of decision for the American
part II of the draft covenant. Now let me
people and for the Democratic.Party. Many
read to you article 2, paragraph 1, of the
of the issues we face have their roots deep
draft covenant:
in the past. It is, therefore, fitting that we
"In the case of a state of emergency ofrecall
the memory of those who in forme_
ficially proclaimed by the authorities • • •
times led a m111tant democracy to victory
a State may take measures derogating • • •
and to lasting accomplishment in the service
from its obligations under part II of this
of our country.
covenant."
After Jefferson and Jackson, no other
If the Human Rights Covenant were now
·Democrat of the nineteenth century stands
1n effect, I have no doubt that President
out in the light of history in bolder perspecTruman would have asserted at his press
tive than the great American Erie County
conference on April 17 the power to seize
gave to the Nation, Grover Cleveland.
newspapers and radio stations. He could
I am sure that many present here tonight
have referred the reporters to articles 2, 14,
and 18 of the draft covenant. He could have
were taught in their youth, as I was, to revere the rugged character of the man whose
pointed out that no provision of any treaty
has even been held unconstitutional. He
name became a household word and a living
symbol for the principle that "public office
could have pointed out that treaties, like the
Constitution and laws in pursuance thereof,
is a public trust."
are the supreme law of the land. What Mrs.
We are told that the Republican organiRoosevelt calls a great humanitarian treaty . zation and leadership hopes to make an issue
places every segment of the press at the
of corruption in the 1952 campaign. The
mercy of one man.
truth is that it has been Democratic Presidents and the Democratic membership of
In conclusion, I ask you not to be disCongress who have taken the lead in excouraged. Continue your fight for freedom.
posing and punishing the crimes of corWhen the Constitution of the United States
ruption and public plunder from the time
is violated, we are inclined to adopt a deof President Cleveland down the years
featist attitude. Obedience to the law,
through the administration of another great
planning for the future, and even political
Democratic President, Harry S. Truman.
action may seem futile when the President
of the United States shows wanton disOne would think that the party machine
respect for constitutional processes. Every
that only yesterday produced a Harding, a
citizen, however, has a solemn duty to proFall, and a Teapot Dome, and in 1950 made
tect and defend the Constitution. That
public office •an object of public barter in
duty exists regardless of how the President
the notorious Hanley deal, would shy away
discharges the same duty. You should not
from the issue of corruption. But we know
be overwhelmed by pessimism as a result of
that the Republican leadership is torn asunthe steel seizure. The final hours of every
der and is now engaged in a death struggle
political dynasty produce desperate and iron the great questions of foreign policy.
rational action. What more can you expect
United only in its old allegiance to special
in the closing hours of a regime riddled with
interests, it is not surprising that the Recorruption, drunk ·with power, and terrified
publican National Committee is casting desby the possible disclosure of red herrings
perately about for some issue to divert the
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attention of the American people. So let
us take a look at the record and, as Grover
Cleveland said, "Let them tell the truth."
This was a Nation of only 38 States and
less than 60,000,000 people when Grover
Cleveland entered the White House 67 years
ago. The great majority of our population
lived and worked on the farms, as compared
with less than 16 percent today. Since then,
with the advent of the automobile, the airplane, radio, television, even the telephone,
and with the dawn of the Electrical Age, mass
production and mass consumption have revolutionized our economy and our industry.
Under Democratic administrations since
Cleveland's time, the wage earners of this
country have won the right to organize and
bargain collectively, the right upon which
the high living standards of labor and the
prosperity of business and agriculture ultimately depend.
Yet, in spite of changes which could not
have been foreseen before the turn of the
century, we find much in the history of the
Cleveland administration that has meaning
for us today.
As mayor of Buffalo, as sheriff of Erie
County, as Governor of the State of New
York 1 Grover Cleveland had fought the corrupting influences of special interests wherever he found them. To do so he had to
meet and overcome the Republican opposition of his day.
On this point one of this city's distinguished daily newspapers, in commenting
editorially on tonight's dinner, chose to overlook many historical parallels between my
father's public career and Mr. Cleveland's.
Among other similarities; they both fought
corruption fearlessly both within and without political parties. The famous reference
to Grover Cleveland, made at the 1884 nominating convention, "We love him most' for
the enemies he has made," would have applied with equal force to my father.
As President, Grover Cleveland revitalized
the Civil Service Commission, to make effec:.
tive a merit system which is even now being
extended by President Truman against loud
protest from the principal critics of this administration. Cleveland established the first
Interstate Commerce Commission to curb
outrageous rebates and extortionate railroad
rates. And in his first administration herestored to the public domain more than
81,000,000 acres of public lands, rich 1n timber, oil, minerals, and potential water power.
This undeveloped empire of farm lands and
natural resources was greater in area than
the entire State of New York and New England combined. It had been fraudulently
given away by the spoilsmen who seized control of the Republican Party after Lincoln.
It was reclaimed by Grover Cleveland for the
American people.
Many of these policies which had their
beginnings in the Cleveland administration
have been carried forward to accomplishment under Presidents Wilson, Roosevelt,
and Truman, often against bitter Republican opposition.
In this campaign we must take that record
of accomplishment directly to the people.
Not all the propaganda of a Republican press,
not all the sniping of the columnists and
radio commentators, can wipe out the gains
which the American people have won under
the New Deal and the Fair Deal, and the people know it.
A bare summary of the record of constructive measures enacted in the last 20 years
explains why this is no time to turn the
clock back and to return to the policies of
the last Republican administration and its
lineal descendants in the Eightieth Congress.
The Banking Act of 1933 guaranteed the
bank deposits of all the people of this country through the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation.
The Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and
the Public Utility Holding Company Act o!
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1935, made it possible for the people to in·
vest their money in securities without losing
their life savings.
The Wagner Act of 1935 guaranteed the
right of labor to organize and bargain collectively, a right which must be fully maintained against crippling jokers in the TaftHartley Act and every renewed attempt to
rob labor of its bill of rights.
The Social Security Act of 1935 established
Federal old-age pensions, survivors insurance, unemployment insurance, and Federal _
assistance to the needy aged, dependent chil·
dren, the blind and disabled. It was this
act, after the Republican majority in the
Eightieth Congress was repudiated, that was
amended in 1950 to give 10,000,000 more people social-security coverage. Senator LEH' MAN and I have introduced a bill in this
Congress to increase the benefits and further
extend the coverage to an additional 11,000,•
000 people.
l1 The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933,
extended in 1938, gave price support to agriculture, brought that industry out of the
slough of bankruptcy and depression under
the Hoover administration, and placed it on
the most prosperous basis the American
farmer has ever known.
In housing legislation, in rent and price
control, in the Soil Conservation Act, and
in scores o! other measures the Democratic
administration of the last 20 years has grappled with the problems which concern the
American people and asserted the public inte~est against the demands of privilege.
The conservation policies which President
Cleveland inaugurated have been carried forward to protect the people's interest in the
public domain. The TVA Act of 1933, the
Rural Electrification Act of 1936, and the
expansion of the program of river-basin development under President Truman have
carried to both city and the farm homes
in the South and West the benefits of lowcost electric energy from the natural re~urces of hydroelectric power which rightly
belong to all the people. Why should the
people of the Northeast be deprived. of the
benefits of low utility rates?
I have had .the privilege in the Eighty-second Congress of sponsoring legislation for the
redevelopment of Niagara Falls, having introduced in the House a bill identical to the
one Jntroduced in the Senate by our great
Senator and former Governor, the Honorable
liEB.BE&T H. LEHMAN.
This bill would proVide for construction by the Corps of Engineers of the remedial works needed to stop
the erosion of the Falls, to enhance the scenic
spectacle, and to develop here on the frontier
about 1,500,000 kilowatts of low-cost hydroelectric power.
· The measure to which I refer has had the
support of every engineering and technical
agency of our Government charged by law
, with the conservation and control of the
public waters of the Niagara River, but it
WWl met with stubborn opposition from leaders of the Republican Party, State and National. This bill was unopposed when we
presented it in 1950. It could have been enacted before now to speed this great development, had it not been that two Republican
sponsored measures were injected on the eve
of the 1951 hearings, the Capehart-Miller bill
to turn over Niagara Falls to private utility
interests, and - the Ives-Cole bill to entrust
this gigantic construction job to Governor
Dewey's hand-picked power authority, which
would then sell the people's resources to the
private utilities at the bus bar. These latter
two bills would certainly not bring cheap
power to our industries or our people, but
would certainly bring fat profits to the private utility monopolists.
These are but a few of the domestic policies and programs which are at stake in
the campaign of 1952.
Above all, the people of this country are
entitled to live at peace, in strength and
l secur~ty with our allies of the free world

against aggression, with all the rights of
American citizenship enjoyed equally, without regard to color, race, national origin, or
religious persuasion.
I have not the slightest doubt that the
American people will go forward to consolidate the gains we have already won, and
that we shall carry on in the never-ending
struggle of each generation to perfect and
advance our representative democracy.
We in the State of New York are fortunate indeed in having a great native son
to present to the national conve1;1tion in
Chicago this July. Never have the people
of the United States had the opportunity
to support a man for the Presidency who
is, by his many years of special training,
in business and in government, so well qualified for this great and demanding task.
For the last 20 years Averell Harriman
has devoted his life to the service of the
people of the United States, to the Democratic Party, and to the free peoples of the
world.
In 1928 Averell Harriman supported our
beloved former governor, Alfred E. Smith,
for the Presidency. In 1933, he actively
joined the New Deal by serving in the NRA
in New York and in Washington. During
the years that followed, Mr. Harriman was
chairman of- the Businessmen's Advi~ory
Committee to the Secretary of Commerce,
and, in this capacity, was of great assistance
in developing the whole progressive program
which solved the problems of the 1930's.
In 1940, as the shadow of World War II
hung ov~r our Nation, the President called
Mr. Harriman to an important role in the
industrial-mobilization program. From 1941
until the end of the war, Mr. Harriman
served in many critical foreign posts, as
special lend-lease administrator and as Ambassador to Russia. He attended all the
Big Three conferences during these critical
years. In 1946, President Truman appointed
him Ambassador to Great Britain and thereafter to his Cabinet as Secretary of Commerce.
From 1948 to the present day, Mr. Harriman has played the key role in the Marshall plan-this country's daring economic
program which has saved Europe from communism. Since Korea, he has served as the
President's speci.al assistant on foreign affairs, and 1s now the Director for Mutual
Security.
Averell Harriman is indeed a man of
vision. As early as April 1945, Secretary
Forrestal noted in his diary, that Mr. Har-riman warned of the need of greater firmness toward Russia and the impending cold
war.
It is a great honor for me to have been
selected as chairman of the national committee for Harriman for President, and
Democrats all over the State and Nation
are joining Senator LEHMAN and me in our
efforts to nominate and elect Mr. Harriman.
Under the leadership of this great American, our Democratic Party -can continue to
lead our country forward on the road to•
progress and the world on the road to peace.

Mississippi Opposes Inserting Communistic Planks in the Democratic
Platform
EXTENSION OF REMARK~·
OF

HON. JOHN E. RANKIN
OF MISSISSIPPI
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Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. RANKIN. Mr . .Speaker, under
permission granted me to.extend my re-

marks in the REcoRD, I am inserting a
statement issued by the Mississippi State
Democratic Executive Committee expressing unqualified opposition to the insertion of communistic planks, such as
the FEPC, antisegregation, and the socalled civil-rights program in the Democratic platform.
The so-called FEPC, which has been
written into the laws of several of the
Northeastern States, is already wrecking
the industries of that area. No intelligent businessman would go to a State
that has this vicious program written
into its laws to start an industry of any
kind. Many industries in those States
are closing down ·and moving to other
sections of the country.
This so-called antisegregation movement, which is Communist inspired, and
is being used to stir race trouble throughout the country, and especially throughout the South, is doing the Negroes more
harm than anything else that has taken
place in the last 50 years.
This whole so-called civil-rights program is simply designed to promote communism, wreck American institutions, and destroy the American way of life.
As I have said before, whenever a question arises here in this House that really
involves the safety of the Nation, the
men who :fty to its defense first are the
sons, grandsons, and collateral relatives
of those old men who wore the gray, and
the ones who w-ore the blue, in that great
con:ftict known as the War Between the
States.
·
We are in a battle to save America for
Americans; and I want to congratulate
th".! Democratic executive committee of
Mississippi for outlining a program
which every other State in the Union
·should follow.
The statement referred to follows:
A STATEMENT OF MISSISSIPPI'S POSITION
To Our Fellow Democrats:

In view of the confusion caused by the
varying reports of Senator RICHARD RusSELL's statement on the eve of the Florida
presidential popularity election, we feel that
Mississippi Democrats are entitled to a clarification of our position:
1. ·our State Democratic executive committee, by resolution, has endorsed the candidacy of Senator RussELL and the literature now being used in its information program states that "Mississippi's delegation
to the national convention will support the
nomination of Senator RusSELL of Georgia
as the convention's candidate for President
of the United States so long as a majority
of the Mississippi delegation thinks this action feasible under the ·circumstances.
2. This endorsement was given in the light
of Senator RussELL's courageous fight in the
Congress against FEPC and other vicious
antisouthern legislation and his public
statements that if the national party platform contained a compulsory FEPC plank,
and he was the nominee, that he would
repudiate such a plank.
3. An unbiased study of Senator RussELL's
statements in Florida does not reveal any
change in his stand on these vital issues.
He simply said he would not bolt the convention in any fight over FEPC, but would stay
there and fight all the way. That is exactly what Mississippi plans to do.
4. The fact that his statements have been
erroneously interpreted certainly does not
eliminate him as a candidate acceptable to
Mississippi and the South. Before passing
final judgment on Senator RussELL we are
sure that all fair-minded Mississippians will
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tors until after the national convention.
"Honesty in government: We stand for a
want to give him the benefit of every doubt
Our program contemplates that the Missiscomplete and thorough house cleaning in the
and will await further developments before
sippi State Democratic Convention on June
Federal Government which will remove the
reaching any final conclusions. (In Wash26 will take similar action and that other
graft and corruption which have been so
ington, on May 8, Senator RussELL told reSout;h.ern States will join with South Carocharacteristic of the present Democratic adporters that "as the Democratic nbmi:i:lee he
ministration. We shall continue reorganilina, Louisiana and Mississippi in this plan.
would disavow any compulsory FEPC plank
It is therefore evident to all thinking Miszatio~ of the Government in such a way as
written into the party platform.")
to make it more efficient and to provide less
sissippians that the stand Mississippi will
5. Since this situation has arisen it is well
take in•the national convention or afterward
opportunity for corrupt practices."
for all Mississippians to realize that the
will not be controlled by any one candidate's
Democratic Party of our State is a free and
FAVOR REDUCED SPENDING
stand or public statements.
independent political party and as such is
"Fiscal budget: We favor a balanced
If Mississippi Democrats select the right
fighting for the sound principles of Jefferbudget and reduced Government spending,
men and women as delegates· in precinct,
sonian democracy and States' rights. Ours
especially in nondefense areas of the budget.
county and State conventions, we can all be
is a fight for sacred grinciples-not a fight
We
shall support reductions in taxes to pro-sure there will be no compromise on Missisfor any one man.
vide
incentive for increased productivity on
sippi's part-on either the platform or the
6. Mississippi Democrats also surely realize
the part of both labor and management.
candidate-in the national convention in
that their State Democratic Convention on
We believe that the present spendthrift GovJuly.
June 26 will make its decisions as to condiernment, if allowed to continue, will destroy
In the meantime we urge all loyal, States'
tions and candidates in the light of events
the economic security of the United States.
Rights, Jeffersonian Democrats in Mississippi
as they then exist. Our State convention
"Communism in government: We stand
to_continue their d111gent work and support
can, and it most surely will, take such acfor an elimination of all subversive elements
toward making the present program of the
tion as to Senator RussELL and any and all
from the Government of the United States,
Democratic Party of . Mississippi so highly
other candidates for the nomination as it
with emphasis on unreliable elements in the
effective that our State delegation to the
deems to the best interest of" Mississippi at
State Department.
national convention will, as it did in 1948,
that time.
"Socialism: We are opposed to the destrucrepresent the great majority of Mississippi
7. The State Democratic executive comtion of individual rights and incentives by
men and women in a manner that brought
mittee, by resolution, has created a People's
the steady encroachment of a centralized
glory to the name of Mississippi, set into
Campaign Committee charged with the reSocialist bureaucracy.
motiC!n a movement that has had great insponsibility of forming an active and ade"Taft-Hartley: We stand for the basic
fluence in the Congress and one that has
quate organization in every county to inform
principles embodied in the Taft-Hartley law,
gained the respect, admiration and support
every Democratic voter in Mississippi's 1,767
with the realization that in the light of
of millions of real Americans, both within
precincts of the opportunity Mississippi and
experience certain improvements can be
and without the south.
the South have in 1952 to effectively use the
made."
balance of political power that the South
VETERANS' RIGHTS
now holds in the Democratic Party.
"Veterans: We favor giving the Korean war
8. The People's Campaign Committee has
. veterans the same rights as those enjoyed
been duly named and has such a program
Stu'dents Draw Up Platform for GOP
by the veterans of World War II.
under way with the work directed toward the
securing of a delegation from our State to the
"Housing: We favor slum clearance, unEXTENSION OF REMARKS
National Convention composed only of loyal,
der the direction of local government and
States' rights, Jeffersonian Democrats that
by private .e.nterprise.
OF
will stand, without compromise, on the prin"Small business: We will continue our
ciples of constitutional government, States'
traditional aid to small business by both the
rights, and individual freedom on which the
a!ltitrust laws and by reduction of taxes.
OF CALIFORNIA
Democratic Party was founded.
"Social security: We favor maintenance of
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
9. This means that if the platform adopted
the present system, with more careful superat the National Democratic Convention conMonday, May 5, 1952
vision to prevent misuse of the social-secutains civil rights, FEPC, and other antilaws by those not actually entitled to
Mr. POULSON. Mr. Speaker, I am rity
southern planks, as. it did in 1948, Missisbenefits."
proud
of
the
Young
Republicans
of
Occisippi's delegation will take no further parOPPOSE BRANNAN PLAN
dental College, which is in my district in
ticipation in the convention. There will be
aid: We shall continue to oppose
no compromise on this point.
Los Angeles, as they have without ques- the"Farm
Brannan plan, but stand for Federal aid
10. This also means that Mississippi's deletion written a concise, common-sense· to help the farmer when the farmers are in
gation would not support Senator RusSELL
platform for GOP, one to which I can need of help.
or. any other man willing to accept the nomreadily adhere. I also want to congrat"Resources: We stand for a better conination on such a platform. Again there can
ulate Dr. Richard Reath, faculty adviser
servation policy which will preserve our
be no compromise on this point.
to this group. Thi~ statement speaks diminishing resources for future genera11. It is also the objective of the program
tions. We favor ownership of the tidelands
for itself:
to have our State convention delay the selecby the individual States.
tion of Mississippi's Presidential electors
[From the Los Angeles Times of May 12, 1952]
"Civil ·rights: In the tradition of Lincoln
until after the national convention, so that
STUDENTS DRAW UP PLATFORM FOR GOPwe shall continue the support of ·civil rights.
when our Presidential electors are selected
- PLANKS VIEWED AS CONTAINING THINGS THAT
We
favor equal rights for all citizens of the
they will consist of those who will cast
WOULD BE GO$::>D FOR ELDERS To CONSIDER
United States regardless of race, coior, or
Mississippi's votes in the electoral college·
rel_igion."
(By the Watchman)
only for a man who stands for States' rights,
An inkling of what some of the collegiate
the true Jeffersonian principle of democracy,
Republicans are thinking is given in the
and who is openly and positively opposed to
platform the Young Republicans of Occiall the vicious and socialistic national party
Albert Clinton Vaughn
dental College drew up for consideration by
planks that call for the adoption of FEPC,
1'
civil rights, and antisegregation legislation. · the mock national convention at Pepperdine
College last Saturday.
12. It is the further objective of the proMEMORIAL ADDRESS
As we understand it, the young pt>ople
gram to work in close cooperation with other
OF
talked so long about it that they had to
Southern States that the political power now
postpone action and turn to balloting. But
in the hands of the South may be used to
they passed it around. Dr. Richard Reath, of
either force the present leadership of the
OF ILLINOIS
Occidental's political science department, is
national party to adopt a platform and nomiIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
faculty adviser to the Young Republican
nate a candidate a5!ceptable to the South or
group, who had the assignment to draw up
to give the combined electoral vote of at least
· Wednesday, May 14, 1952
a platform-a platform committee, as it
seven Southern States to a real Jeffersonian
On the life, character, and public service
were.
Democrat and thus throw the election into
Of Hon. ALBERT CLINTON VAUGHN, late a
COULD TAKE CUE
the House of . Representatives-where the
Representative from the State of Pennsylcandidate of the Democratic parties of the
The platform says something and the elders
vania
Southern States would have better than a
of the party could take a cue from them
50-50 chance of being elected the next Presiboth as to brevity and content. The lJlP.nks:
Mr. SABATH. _M r. Speakerdent of the United States.
"Foreign policy: We strongly oppose the
When sorrows come, they come not single
13. South Carolina and Louisiana Democreeping Communist menace, both in Europe
spies,
crats have adopted resolutions recessing
and in Asia. We favor military and ecotheir State conventions until after the naBut in battalions.
nomic aid to democratic nations, but on a
tional convention, when they will meet ·again
scale which will be commensurate with the
Since the convening of the second
· and take appropriate action in the light of
Nation's capacity to give aid. Such aid
session of the current Congress and
conditions that then exist. Both States will
should not destroy the economic solvency of
delay the selection of ·their Presidential elec•
we . last held memorial services here.
the United States.

HON. NORRIS POULSON .

HON. ADOLPH J. SABATH
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10 Members of the Senate and the
tions with respect to a field of inquiry
Karl Stefan
House have joined the innumerable
upon which he could speak with
caravan. However, remembering that
authority.
MEMORIAL ADDRESS
the membership of the Congress is 531,
Though he was born in Austria, Karl
OF
no doubt it may be fairly said that the
possessed a consuming fervor of patriotmortality rate here is not excessive.
HON. W. STERLING COLE
ism and ·love for his adopted country,
Nonetheless, as it seems to many of us,
and extolled the glories of America on
OF NEW YORK
a permanent parting of friendships creevery occasion which was appropriate.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ated in our work here is especially painThis
love of country was closely matched
Wednesday, May 14, 1952
ful. We find ourselves in the position
by his great pride in and affection for
of one in private business who has by On the life, character, and public service o! his State of Nebraska. To him, Ne•
Hon. KARL STEFAN, late a Representative
death lost his partner. Many times when
braska was the finest spot in the unifrom the State. of Nebraska
I look over the Chamber when business
verse, no other possessing soil and reis under way it does not seem to be a
Mr. COLE of New York. Mr. Speaker, sources, natural beauty, and rugged
complete scene without those who were when the sad news reached me telling citizens in quite the same superior degree
only a short while ago with us, full of of the sudden death of my very · dear as the State which he represented in
hope, confidence, and expectation, and friend, the Honorable KARL STEFAN, I was Congress.
with an eager, rejoicing desire to meet at sea, crossing the Atlantic aboard a
We are going to· miss Karl in our dayall demands.
military transport and bound for an in- by-day deliberations and efforts here in
This hope, confidence, and expectation spection tour of our military installa- the House; in fact, we have already felt
controlled Mr. VAUGHN especially, who tions in Europe. That this news came his absence keenly. We miss his genial
had studied legislation in action and as a distinct shock to me is a mild ex- smile and glad word. We miss his wise
labored so praiseworthily, durtng the too
pression of my feelings, for when I had counsel and his comforting advice. We
short period he was a Member, to merit
left Washington, but a few days before, miss those finest of human qualities
the distinction which had been visited I had visited with Karl and thought him which Karl possessed in such a generous
upon him by the enlightened constitu- to be in the best of health.
measure. Mr. Speaker, I have lost one
ency of the Eighth Congressional District
My very close personal friendship with of the best personal friends of my life.
of Pennsylvania. Since our late friend Mr. STEFAN began during the first year I miss him deeply but I am rich in my
was a successful businessman, he must that he and I served in Congress, we wealth of memories of associations with
have been also a hard worker in private
having been elected in 1934. Both of us him and my life has been a happier and
life, an attribute that he carried to the were members of the House Committee more wholesome one because of my
Congress to an admirable degree. ·As on Insular Affairs which handled legis- friendship with him.
one watched Mr. VAUGHN's intense appli- lation dealing with the Philippine
cation to ·duty here, he could logically Islands. Soon after the Seventy-fourth
conclude that he appreciated, though · Congress convened in 1935, the entire
only 57 years of .age, that his earthly days membership of that committee with their
Frank Fellows
would soon end and he must therefore wives were invited by the Philippine Reswork very hard to accomplish all he ident Commissioner to attend the inauMEMORIAL ADDRESS
could before the end.
guration of the commonwealth governOF
It should be emphasized to the credit ment of the Philippines during the auof such men as Mr. VAUGHN that, obvi- tumn of that year. Accordingly, Mr.
.HON. ADOLPH J. SABATH
ously, if they had been self-centered they STEFAN and I, with our wives, joined the
· OF ILLINOIS
could have garnered more of life's sogroup, which included Vice President
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
called good things by remaining in pri- Garner and Speaker Byrnes and parWednesday, May 14, 1952
vate life and being satisfied with large ticipated in the inaugural ceremonies at
On the life, character, and public service of
bank accounts dissociated from the good Manila.
Hon. FRANK FELLows, late a Representative
will and gratitude of a myriad of friends.
Mr. Speaker, that trip was the beginfrom the State of Maine
It is to the credit of Members of the ning of a friendship between Karl and
Congress, present and past, that most me and our families which I shall always
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, I am glad
of them labor hard, and have labored treasure as among my richest posses- to join the many friends of our late colhard, without thought of selfish advan- sions. Frequently we were together with league, Mr. FELLOWS, who for many
tage, simply to promote the best interests our families, they at my home or my years was an important and influential
of our Nation and gratify an ambition family at his home. His children, the member of our Committee on the Judito justify their constituents' faith and son, Bud, and the daughter, Ida Mae, ciary, in payi;ng tribute to his useful
confidence. - That is a comforting were the pride of his life. Never has a life, wholesome character, and eminent
thoug~t. and so long as it is justified, the
father had such joy and love and pride public service.
United States,. humanity's greatest hope, as Karl had for his son and daughter.
Mr. FELLows in committee specialized
will not fail. In every time of our coun- He and Mrs. Stefan were constant com- in immigration work and, while I did
try's need or danger, selfless men of panions; seldom, if ever, were they sep- not always agree with his policies and
great intelligence have been found, and arated for longer than a day or so at the . procedures, I appreciated that he was
I believe will ever be found, to guard most. Away from the halls of Congress,_ sincere and trying to do what wa.s, in
and promote the welfare of our common the dominating thought and interest his opinion, best for the whole country.
country.
which Karl possessed was with respect By that effort, and his kindly, thoughtIt is enough to say that this honorable to his beloved family and eventually_to ful manner in dealing with everybody,
he enshrined himself in the affections of
deceased brought to his tasks generous his grandchildren.
The superior quality of KARL STEFAN's a myriad of well-wishers during the apsentiments, deep-seated compassion,
g1·eat intelligence, noble, elevated, self- statesmanship is well known to those of proximately 12 years he served in the
less thoughts, and he was ever an un- us here who served with him for so many House.
Our departed friend will long be reremitting servant of the truth regardless years. Penetrating in his analysis of
problems as they arose, convincing in membered by the quiet, unremitting toil
of its influence upon his personal forhis presentation of the arguments as he he devoted to the promotion of the weal
tunes.
them, untiring in his devotion of of the whole countr y and especially the
To his loved ones has come, I am sure, saw
public trust placed upon him, Karl 280,000 enlightened constituents he so
as time has mellowed the sorrow over his the
was a most effective and persuasive leg- well represented. Mr. FELLows was in
passing, the full knowledge that his islator.
Whenever he undertook to par- no sense provincial ; he well understood
service to the Nation he so loved was ticipate in the d-ebate, we knew that that his work here would affect the
fruitful and most constructive, and that there was a man ·who knew his subject whole country. Patriot that he was, no
he will be long remembered by those of completely, the result of endless hours of doubt that knowledge caused him to
us who were fortunate enough to labor research and study. Knowing him and carefully scrutinize the groundwork of
with him in this chamber. May he rest his sound judgJ:p.ent we were, for the most all proposals preliminary to reachi~
in the peace he has so ..well earned.
part, content to follow his recommenda- important conclusions.
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As a man our departed friend was endowed with that gift which comprehended the scope of every undertaking, and
he had the courage to carry it on to a
legitimate end, despite any of the adverse circumstances surrounding him.
Milton characterizes this quality of mind
as the highest philosophy:

this kindly Christian gentleman, "Political expediency was unknown to him.
FRANK FELLows' favorite poem was
Elegy Written in a Country ChurchYard, by Thomas Gray. He could, and
of.ten did recite its 39 verses, from beginning to end. It is just that the next-tolast verse in this literary masterpiece
should so fittingly describe the man who
so enjoyed it:
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every legislative proposition, together
with a complete mastery of the rules and
practices of congressional procedure.
His untiring industry and intellectual
versatility was an enviable desideratum
of his colleagues. No avenue of information was closed to him. He had explored all the highways and byways of
legislative knowledge, and the confusing
To know
labyrinth of parliamentary procedure
That which before us lies in daily life
was a plain and simple path for him.
Is the prime wisdom.
Large was his bounty, and his soul sincere;
Fearlessly he turned the light of conHeaven did a recompense as largely send:
These are the glories of Mr. FELLOWS'
structive criticism on every measure, no
life. It was a life in accordance with the He gave to Misery all he had-a tear; ·
matter whether its author was friend or
divine plan. It was a finished life. It
He gained from Heaven ('twas all he
foe. His one and only aim was to prohad a lofty purpose, and that purpose
wished) a friend.
mote safe and sane legislation and to
was fulfilled. Therefore, as has been
prevent the enactment of ill-considered
said, the world is better because such a
aQd loosely drawn laws. He was a statesman as Mr. FELLows lived.
man in the broadest and truest meaning
Karl Stefan
of the term. He was sincere, true, and
forthright at all times and in all circumstances. The mask of an actor never
MEMORIAL ADDRESS
F.rank Fellows
fitted him. He was free of all affectaOF
tion, cared naught for popular applause,
MEMORIAL ADDRESS
but followed always the path of duty outHON. ADOLPH J. SABATH
OF
lined by a conscience that was ever reOF ILLINOIS
sponsive to the noblest and most patriIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
HON. CARL T. CURTIS
otic impulses of true manhood. One of
OF NEBRASKA
Wednesday, May 14, 1952
the outstanding traits of his sterling
character was his fine sense of justice
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
On the life, character, and public service of
and fairness. Unerring in his judgment
Hon. KARL STEFAN, late a Representative
Wednesday, May 14, 1952
of the capabilities of his fellow Members,
from the State of Nebraska
On the life, character, and public service of
he was always ready and willing to give
Mr. SABATH. Mr. SpeakerHon. FRANK FELLows, late a Representative
credit where credit was due. None so
from the State of Maine
Give sorrow words; the grief that does not
quickly as he encouraged the worthy and
speak
deserving, and none so merciless in exMr. CURTIS o: Nebraska. Mr. Speakthe o'er-fraught heart and bids it
posing sham and pretense. He believed
er, those whom his serene life touched Whispers
break.
that the great Republic had more to fear
will ever cherish and long remember our
associate, FRA~A: FELLOWS.
Mr. Speaker, it would be difficult for from the cowardice of its public servants
Of some, it has been said, "He was a those who knew Hon. KARL STEFAN as a than from their possible corruptipn. In
prophet without honor in his own coun- public servant to speak of him in terms the honesty of his soul he could not contry." Of this quiet soul, it might well that will not seem extravagant to those ceal his supreme contempt for the man
be said, "He was a prophet with honor in who did not so know him. This espe- who would sacrifice principle for expedihis own country, and in his own time." cially applies to me, because Mr. STEFAN ency. Pressing forward in the right, as
Of some, it has been said, "He is all and I were born in Bohemia and during God gave him to see the right, he unhesthings to all men." Of FRANK FELLOWS, all his service here we maintained from itatingly took a firm and determined
it might well be said, "He was one thing first to last a very intimate association stand on every great question of public
officially and socially. I very much miss policy, regardless of the effect on his own
to all men."
Since his swift passing from complete our weekly conversations, -in our native political fortunes. With full confidence
fellow.ship with men to complete fellow- . tongue, reminiscent of our Old World in his own integrity of purpose, undisship with God, he has been much before experiences and regarding current ma- turbed by criticism or abuse, he was conme. I have talked with those who jor problems, which conversations were tent to look for vindication to the imparworked for him, his staff; with those for me both pleasurable and profitable. tial judgment of the future.
Farmer, messenger boy, telegraph
who worked with him, the Members of A finer gentleman I have not known.
Even before our late friend arrived operator, newspaper reporter, editor,
this House; and with those for whom he
worked, his Maine constituents. In here to take his seat in the Seventy- news commentator, director of a buildtheir differing ways, they told me the fourth Congress he had attracted con- ing and loan association, officer in the
same story. Each of them held identical siderable attention by defeating another Nebraska National Guard, world travelopinions of this statesman from the prominent Member from Nebraska, the er, linguist, scholar-all these tended
late Honorable Edgar Howard, who was naturally to fit our colleague for the
North.
He loved and valued what was brave chairman of our Committee on Indian heavy burdens that were ever upon his
shoulders during the late 15 years, years
and beautiful. He detested and avoided Affairs, a scholarly gentleman, who earall that bore the stigma of sham and lier had served as secretary to the Hon- freighted with the deepest consequence
orable William Jennings Bryan when to Christian civilization. As chairman
sophistry.
of his Subcommittee on Appropriations
An employee on his staff told me, "He he was a Member of the House.
Personally, I think it may be justly during the Eightieth Congress his was
dearly loved the little things of naturebirds, flowers, brooks. The ocean he asserted for Mr. STEFAN, and truly said a most difficult task; but he did.not fail.
found less attractive, because he said it of him, that he was one of the most Senator BENTON, then of the Departthprough, most careful, and in many re- ment of State and shepherding that Deseemed so cold and relentless."
Another comment, spoken by many of spects one of the most capable legisla- partment's appropriations through the
us, has been echoed throughout commit- tors of his time. In saying this I do not Congress, has testified to Mr. STEFAN'S
tee rooms and offices, "That FRANK FEL- mean that I agreed with all his legisla- success and accommodating courtesy in
Lows! He is quick to recognize a faker. tive ideas and policies. However, in handling those appropriations during
And he can see one for a country mile." connection with any important legisla- · the Eightieth Congress, and others of
On the Wednesday before his death, tion I always was glad to hear what Mr. mixed political affiliations have testified
a reporter on a paper which had opposed STEFAN had to say, because thereafter I most favorably to Mr. STEFAN's construcFRANK F'ELLows wrote of his speech on knew that I had all the salient points tive and fair work as a member of his
a most distinguished program as coming involved, pro and con, before me. He important committee. It seemed that,
from The Little Giant. A home-State had an almost uncanny capacity for fa- practically speaking, his every act had
political writer, Ed Talberth, of the miliarizing himself with the intimate a tranquilizing effect. His placid temPortland <Maine) Press-Herald wrote of details and fundamental purport of perament always inspired confidence -in
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any circle of men met for a serious purpose. Dust storms of rhetoric and
empty bombast never engaged his attention, regardless of source. It was very
easy for him to readily separate truth
from error, logic from sophistry, the
selfless from the selfish, magnanimity
from parvanimity.
We mourn the passing of our great
and good friend, but we rejoice in the
new and greater realm into which he
has now entered.
Together with you, Mr. Speaker, and
Members of the House, I join in sorrow
and sadness with the family and kinsmen of our honorable deceased who
need much strength to bear the loss
which only they, and none other, can
feel.
KARL STEFAN has left behind a record
of splendid, altruistic service and an influence that is far-reaching for good.
We sincerely mourn and regret his
passing.

integrity, and ability that has carried
our Nation onward and upward through
these perilous years, and he will long be
remembered for his contribution to -his
district, his State, and his beloved country.
By the memory of our deceased colleague let us resolve to cultivate and
preserve the qualities that made him
great and useful; and let us determine
to meet the call of patriotic duty, as
he so faithfully did, in every time of our
country's danger or need.

them. In the sight of the unwise they
seemed to die: and their departure is taken
for misery; and their going from us to be
utter destruction; but they are in peace.

It was in the spirit of these immortal
words that the following sermon by Dr.
George M. Docherty, minister of the
New York Avenue Presbyterian Church,
of Washington, D. C., was delivered at
the funeral service of KENNETH WHERRY
at the Pawnee, Nebr., Presbyterian
Church on December 3, 1951:

SERMON DELIVERED AT THE FuNERAL SERVICE
OF SENATOR KENNETH WHERRY AT PAWNEE
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, DECEMBER 3, 1951
Beloved, we are gathered here today to pay
Kenneth Spicer Wherry
tribute t0 and give thanks for the memory
of a great man. It is not my province, nor
am I qualified, to tell the story of his distinMEMORIAL ADDRESS
guished service to this Nation. That will
OF
be for the historian and the biographer.
Rather, in the presence of his loved ones and
his ::nany friends and colleagues, I would add
OF NEBRASKA
my own personal word for "what he meant
to me.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
· "Religion," says Professor Whitehead, "is
Wedn.esday, May 14, 1952
what a man does with his solitariness." It
On the life, character, and public service of
is when we are alone that the true man is
Hon. KENNETH SPICER WHERRY, late a Senshown forth. And it 1s not what the world
George Blaine Schwabe
ator from the State of Nebraska.
sees that is the real public figure, but the
with whom one converses as a friend.
Mr. CURTIS of Nebraska. Mr. man
MEMORIAL ADDRESS
It was in this wa-y I knew KENNETH WHERRY.
Speaker, the memory of KENNETH He had what seem to me to be essentially
OF
WHERRY is fresh and strong. He· was a typical American qualities of personality.
loving husband, an understanding father,
He had an unbounding physical energy.
OF ILLINOIS
a faithful servant of his people, an in- Even to keep pace with his walking often
spiring leader, and a loyal follower of tired a much younger .man.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
With this, there was an indefatigable
Christ. The hand of history will write
Wednesday, May 14, 1952
his enduring greatness in the imperish- mental alertness. He was not an easy opponent to meet in debate, and in argument
On the life, character, and public service of
able Book of Time.
his mind was mercurial in its capacity to
Hon. GEORGE BLAINE SCHWABE, late a RepNone
may
surpass
his
patriotism.
In
jump from point to point.
resentative from the State of Oklahoma
war and in peace, his first thought was
These two qualities he dedicated with an
Mr: SABATH. Mr. Speaker, the late for the welfare of his country. He, a
urgent sense of call, as if his life were a.
Honorable GEORGE BLAINE SCHWABE was son of pioneers, was a pioneer himself as vocation to glorify his God and to serve the
indeed a remarkable man. Born and one of the first naval aviators in the air people.
And serve the people he did. Especially
educated in Missouri, he migrated to arm of the United States Navy in World
Oklahoma to begin the practice of law. War I. His wisdom and experience the 1ittle people, whose language he spoke
Always interested in promoting the civic, played a vital role in our World War II and among whom he had lived in this town
In thls service there was -no
political, and religious life of his en- victory. He sought to bring the impact of Pawnee.In his
palette were but two colorsvirons, our late friend's civic . work was of his realistic approach to bear on the subtlety.
white and black. No grays of compromise
as a member of a board of education in early phases of the Korean conflict.
clouded his vision of what was .the right .
.Oklahoma, which service was followed
He stated his own American creed In this he was beloved by his friends and
by 4 years in the House of Representa- less than a month before his untimely · fearless with his opponents. · He followed
tives of Oklahoma, where his qualities death when he wrote in his review of the truth, wtth Plato, "with the wind and waves
of leadership brought about his elevation first session of the Eighty-second Con- and whithersoever the-y went." When he
spoke the truth, and though often vociferto the office of speaker. He came to the
gress, made public on November 7, 1951: ously, it was always in love. He was never
House on November 7, 1944.
The Constitution provides safeguards for
angry, though sometimes indignant.
It was not my good fortune to have perpetuation of the Republic, through checks
This stemmed from a functamentally honhad too personal a .contact with our de- and balances in the development of foreign est nature. He could not be untrue to himparted colleague during his service here. policy and national defense. They are espe- self. it was left to President Truman to say
His very reserved and kindly nature cially designed to prevent a dictatorship by what m"'ny already knew, even though they
rarely brought him into the heat of de- reserving to the people full sovereignty in opposed him. "I have never thought of you
bate on the floor, but it served him well the determination of policies through their as anything else but an honest man. While
you .and I are as far apart as the poles on
in effectively infiuencing vital legislation representatives in Congress.
policy, i admire an hOnest opponent."
in committee. His views were always
A fellow Nebraskan, William Jennings
All this was because he knew he had a
highly respected; the thoroughness of Bryan, expressed KENNETH WHERRY'S duty to God. The source of his ·strength lay
his logic, his honesty and sincerity comdeep and abiding faith when, in his in 1eep religious convictions. It was the
manded the attention of his fellow work- Prince of Peace, he declared:
family heritage in which he was reared in
ers in the halls of Congress, and left
this place. In this church ~e worshiped and
If matter mute and inanimate though
their imprint on vital legislation neces- changed by the forces- of nature into a mul- taught in Sunday school and served the table
of the Lord as an elder. And when he went
titude of forms can never die, will the spirit
say to the public welfare.
to Capitol Hill, this priority was not forgotof man suffer annihilation when it has ·paid
I recall very distinctly the pleasant
ten. He was not tempted, as others have
hours I spent with Mr. SCHWABE and a brief visit, like a royal guest, to this tene- been,
to leave aside the public worship of
ment of clay? No. I am as sure that there
his most charming wife when we met on is
God beca.use of pressures ·of many duties.
another life as I am that I live today.
the train several years ago while returnHe took his place in the pew in the New York
·There ·remains a higher comfort, a Avenue Presbyterian Church whenever he
ing to Washington. They seemed to be ·
so devoted to each other; they simply nobler solace, for those of us who knew wa.S in the city, and it was a joy to any
and loved KENNETH WHE;RRY. We find it preacher to know he was in the service, beradiated friendliness and dignity, and I
had a very delightful visit with them. in the apocrypha to the Holy Bible, in cause it meant the Senator was praying for,
as well as pulling with, the preacher. He
One could well appreciate why the good the first through the third verse of the had
taught Sunday school in this his•
third chapter of the wisdom of Solomon: toric also
people of his district selected such a
church. Even in these last days of illman to represent them in the Nation's
ness, his concerns were that he might conThe souls of the righteous are in the hand
Capital. His was the type of character, of God, and there shall no torment touch tinue to have sittings in the new church
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bullding, and sighed when he recalled he no
longer had time to teach Sunday school.
Indeed, he resolved when better to rectify
this omission.
In the end of the day, I do not think that
the particular shade of one's political affi· ,
liations is neatly so important as the in·
tegrity of our lives. At a time when there
is suspicion of corruption in high places,
and flagrant immorality across the land, the
country needs not merely statesmen but
statesmanlike honesty of character.
But one is to miss the real WHERRY, if one
overlooks his chuckle, his effervescent sense
of humor that captivated many and en·
deared him to all. "He had a way with him,"
as we say. Because I know the man, I know
it is not out of place to recall the last meeting we had. Two days before he died, I
visited h1m in his own home. He was bravely
fighting his last contest.
"And how are you today, Senator," I greeted
him.
"I'm fine," he replied bravely. "And you,
Doctor, are looking just like a million dol·
lars."
·
It is what a man does with his solitariness
that counts.
"This was a man: we shall not see his
like again."
Inevitably the question arises, "But why?
Why in the midst of his career, at the apex
of his powers, is he so unkindly cut off from
mortal eyes?" There we dwell upon a mystery that lies hid in the mystery of God.
Yet this word is to be spoken. We make the
mistake in these days of figures and statistics, of measuring life in terms of time,
as so many years, mistakenly conceiving that
the long life is the best, if not the only kind
we want. Yet life is rather to be measured
by its quality. Its intensity rather than its
quantity. To human eyes, the life of our
Lord Jesus Christ is tragic, ·too. At 33 years
of age there falls the shadow of the cross.
Yet, in the end, He cries, "It is finished.''
Not, it is ended, "finis," rather, it is complete,
"telos."
·
So might we say of KENNETH WHEKRY, "I
have fought the good fight; I have finished
tpe course; I have kept the faith."
His mortal remains have come back to
you in Pawnee to be buried with his fathers;
he has come back to his "ain foll.t," the place
he always called home. But the real WHERRY
has gone to a far better home, even his
Father's house, where there are many resting
places; not to rest in sleep, nor cease from
toil, but to complete and perfect that life
which he began here on earth; renewed in
the life of everlasting day to serve more fully
his God, whom he sought to serve on earth
also. "Well done, good and faithful servant,
enter into the joy of thy Lord."
To his sorrowing family-to her for whom
life must be the lonelier-to his children
and loved ones-we commend the presence
and peace of God.
"The Lord gave; the Lord hath taken away,
wherefore, wherefore, blessed be the name of
the Lord."

is especially true when one passes away
when he has reached, or is about to
reach, full fruit and flower, with a controlling ambition to justify the confidence of his fellows. by serving his country to the maximum extent. This is especially true of our late colleague and
friend, Mr. WHITAKER, who possessed
most of the attributes necessary to make
a really sound legislator.
The qualities of leadership that Mr.
WHITAKER's enlightened constituency so
accurately found were confirmed by our
committee on committees when. it selected our friend to be a member of the
important Committee on the Post Office
and Civil ·service. Usually one has to
undergo a longer novitiate than did Mr.
WHITAKER before being promoted to such
an important committee.
Endowed with the rudiments of a mind
above the ayerage, fired with an ambition in early youth, with untiring industry, Mr. WHITAKER developed that mind
until it came to be recognized as a legislative mental mechanism destined to
reach merited high rank in the councils
of the Congress. It was essentially a
human mind. He had a great heart;
it was intensely human. He loved his
family and he loved his friends. Our
friend never used his position for his
personal aggrandizement, and he never
used it to punish any of his enemies. He
used it, as prosecuting attorney and
legislator here, for one purpose only,
namely, to promote the welfare of the
whole country.
Mr. WHITAKER has been called, far
short of the Psalmist's promise of three
score and ten, to his final rest and will
be sadly missed here and in his beloved
Kentucky by those who knew him so well
and valued his character so highly. As
one consolation for his early passing it
is my ·privilege to emphasize:
That life is long which answers llfe's great
end.

MEMORIAL ADDRESS
OF

HO . ADOLPH J. SABATH
OF ILLINOIS
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Wednesday, May 14, 1952
On the life, character, and public service of
Bon. JoHN ALBERT WHITAKER, late a Repre·
sentative from the State of Kentucky

Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, of course,
it is always an occasion for sadness and
regret when any good man dies; and that
XCVIII-App.--187

which holds high in its estimation the
record of those men who have given
their lives and the best ability with
which they were blessed in its interests,
cannot but prosper. The reason is very
apparent, and it is the lives of these men
that are a part of the written history of
the Nation; and it is their impress upon
history which must redound in future ·
ages either to the credit or dlscredit of.
the Nation.
Farmer, civic w~rker, successful in
private business, 10 years a Member of
the House of Representatives from
Pennsylvania, our departed friend had ·
a very good training for his work in this
House. He well knew the principles of
sound government and their proper application in an era demanding the be$t
of mind and heart. He aimed high; he
strove for loftier and more wholesome
things to make this coantry a progressively better place for willing men and
women.
But his day of further announcement
is passed. He is lost to the forum of public action and removed from the stage of
living men. Eminent for his extraordinary ability and his long service in
high public trust, and honored wherever known, the report of his death
sounds a dirge beyond the confines of
his · enlightened Pennsylvania constituency. Surely Pennsylvania history will
long treasure him and keep alive his
memory.
In conclusion, let us realize our obligation to make safe and secure the government of the people which has been
committed to our keeping. Let us remember that it can thrive and grow only
in an atmosphere of popular devotion
and unselfish attachment; and, above all
else, let us remember the lessons and
admonitions that :flow from tb.e useful
life which we today memorialize.

Reid Fred Murray
Wilson Darwin Gillette
MEMORIAL ADDRESS
OF

HON. ADOLPH J. SABATH
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 14, 1es2
On the life, character, and public service of
Hon. WILSON DARWIN GILLETTE, late a Representative from the State of Pennsylvania

Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker-

John Albert Whitaker
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All things human are subject to decay,
And, when fate summons, monarchs must
obey.

We meet today with true earnestness
and unquestioned sincerity for the purpose of doing honor to a man, among
others, whose reputation has been made.
who has passed from this earth with a
record made up, to which we cannot add
one jot or tittle, the Honorable WILSON
D. G~LLETTE. Yet we can express our
admiration for his virtues and our respect for his ability, and it is meet and
proper that we should do so. That Nation which reveres the memory of its
benefactors and statesmen; that Nation

MEMORIAL ADDRESS
OF

HON.ADOLPHJ.SABATH
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATivES

Wednesday, May 14, 1952
On the life, character, and public service of
Hon. REID FRED MuRRAY, late a Representative from the State of Wisconsin

Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, the dread
messenger of death has. again visited our
C3amber, and summoned to that undiscovered country from whose bourne no
traveler returns, another of nature's
noblemen, the Honorable REID F. MuRRAY. In the passing of this outstanding
legislator the Nation su1Iers a real loss,
especially the agricultural interests and
the Congress. It is not an exaggeration
to say that Mr. MURRAY ranked with the
late Representatives Haugen and Fulmer, Marvin Jones, Mr. Hope, Mr. Flanagan, and the late Senators McNary and
Edward Smith as an authority on the
subject of agriculture, to the study of
which he devoted practically all his adult
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life as teacher, practical farmer, agricultural representative of a large railroad, and State agricultural counselor.
Indeed, his knowledge of this important
tmbject was encyclopedic. One might at
:first think this good man would have
confined his work in this field to matters affecting his own State of Wisconsin, but that was not true. In fact, he
did not confine his broad and penetra ting study of the subject to the United
States, but studied ~d well understood
world agriculture and how it affected our
own country.
And one might think that one who
devoted himself so attentively to agricultural affairs would have little time ·
fo: study of other importa:-_t national
questions, but that was not true of Mr.
MuRRAY, who was always in attendance
on the sessions of the House, making
a helpful contribution, when it was considering other than routine business.
Mr. MuRRAY, as I learn, was reared in
rather humble circumstances. It might
at first seem that the circumstances
were disadvantageous. But were they?
Were they disadvantageous to a man of
the character, the intelligence, the determination, and the good fellowship
possessed by REID MURRAY? I very much
doubt that they were. The circumstances that crush some men and hold
them to a position of mediocrity are the
very circumstances which develop strong
characters and make of them, as has
been said here recently, men's men. I
believe that in the environment which
was his, overcoming the difficulties with
which he was surrounded, developed his
character to an extent that it would not
have been had he been born with a silver
spoon in his mouth.
Mr. MuRRAY was not only a man of
great native ability; he was a diplomat,
he was a politician, he was a proved
statesman, and, above all, he was a
warm-hearted human being. I venture
to say that if everyone for whom he did
some loving sacrifice were to bring a
blossom to his grave he would sleep tonight beneath a wilderness of flowers.
While we know many of the good deeds
he has performed, yet he was a man that
did not advertise his charities, and we
shall never know ,a ll the good he did.
Our late friend was such a man that
anybody who knew him would warm to,
because he was a warm-hearted individual. His sympathies and compassions
for those less gifted seemed to be as
boundless as the ocean, and I know they
went out to everybody in distress or in
need of a friend.
I am pleased to pay my respect and
my regard to a man, to a sterling character, sterling in honor and graciousness. My respect goes out to him as a
Member of this honorable body, to a legislator of merited renown, to a wonderful husband and a loving father, to an
able servant of the great Republic which
he loved so fervently and which requited
that love, to a selfiess benefactor of mankind.
Together with you, Mr. Speaker, and
Members of this honorable body, I join
in sorrow and sadness with the sorely
bereaved widow and the lovely children
who need much strength to bear the loss
which only they and none other can feel.

May we who remain be worthy of the
tradition of his selfless leadership; may
we carry on in the same enlightened
spirit in which he so ably led; and may
we view his passing, as the poet has told
us, as but a going ahead in the journey
which all mortals must take.

U. N. Charter Does Not Invalidate
Inconsistent Local Laws
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, the Supreme Court of California recently
affirmed an appellate court decision invalidating the State alien land law. It
did so on constitutional grounds, rejecting the appellate court's holding that the
law was necessarily invalidated by our
membership in the United Nations and
our adherence to the United Nations
Charter.
The California Supreme Court, in an
opinion written by the very able ahd
learned Chief Justice Phil Gibson, thoroughly discussed the effect of treaties on
domestic laws and concluded that treaties do not supersede inconsistent local
laws unless the treaties are self-executing. The decision should allay the widespread fears expressed by some persons
when a California appellate court ruled
that inconsistent domestic laws were invalidated by our national adherence to
the United Nations Charter.
The California Supreme Court decision is of such importance ·and such high
quality that I should like to include all
of it in our RECORD. It is, however, a
long decision, and for this reason I am
including a summary of it which appeared in the Weekly Law Digest, ably
edited by Henry E. Ashmum. The summary follows:
CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT (38 AC 8i 7)
ALIEN LAND LAW UNCONSTITUTIONAL
Fujii v. California (L. A., Curtis) Gibson
(hearing of 97 ACA 154; 1950 WLD 780}.
Plaintiff Japanese, appeals from a judgment
declaring that land he bought had escheated
to the State under the alien land law
(Deering, Act 261). Reversed (district court
affirmed, holding United Nations Charter
made law invalid).
"1. A treaty does not automatically supersede local laws which are inconsistent .with it
unless its provisions are self-executing. In
determining whether it is so, courts look
to the intent of the signatory parties as
manifested by its language; if it is uncertain,
recourse may be had to the circumstances
surrounding its execution.
"2. In order that a treaty provision be
operative without the aid of implementing
legislation and have the force and effect of
a statute, it must appear that the treaty
framers intended to prescribe a rule that,
standing alone, would be enforceable in the
courts. The preamble and article I of the
United Nations Charter, which announce
the principle of racial equality, are not selfexecuting. They state general purposes and
objectives of the U. N. Organization do not
purport to impose legal obligations on the

•

individual member nations or to create rights
in private persons.
"3. Provisions of other articles are not
self-executing. They pledge the U. N. to
promote human rights without respect to
'race and the member nations pledge themselves to cooperate, but it was contemplated
that future legislative action by the several
nations would be required, not that the
provisions would become rules for the courts
of this country on ratification of ~he charter,
or that they would supersede existing domestic legislation, such as the alien land law.
"4. The law, being intended to disc·riminate agaainst the Japanese as such, and
there being no circumstances justifying
classification on the basis of rate, violates the
due process and equal protection clauses of
the fourteenth amendment.
"5. The right to acquire, own, and dispose
of property a.._re among the civil rights intended to be protected from discriminatory
State action by the fourteenth amendment,
which controls and limits the power of a
State to regulate the use and ownership of
land.
"6. Generally, a legislative classification
will be sustained if it is reasonable and has
a substantial relation to a legitimate object,
and the existence of any reasonably conceivable state of facts sufficient to uphold
the legislation will be presumed, but where
the classification is on the basis of race, it
is immediately suspect and will be subjected
to the most rigid scrutiny.
"7. The law does not carry a congressional policy into effect for the Federal
naturalization law regulates admission to
citizenship, not ownership of property. Federal naturalization classifications are not
automatically proper for purposes of State
legislation.
"8. Even if there might be some justification for a statute denying rights in property to aliens who can become citizens, but
who have not become naturalized, a classification is not justified which operates to
withhold property rights from some aliens,
not because of anything they have done or
any beliefs they hold, but solely because
they are Japanese and not French or Italian."
(Concurring opinion, Carter. Dissenting
opinion, Schauer, in which Shenk and
Spence concur.)
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Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to call to the attention of my
colleagues the following article which
appeared in the weekly magazine Parade,
which is syndicated throughout the
country as the Sunday supplement of
many newspapers. What the League of
Women Voters did there in Quincy, Ill.,
can be, and I am sure will be, repeated
throughout the country this year.
More power to them.
WE GoT OUT THE VoTE-ANn You MAY BE
ABLE To Do IT, Too, ·IN YoUR TOWN NEXT
NOVEMBER
(By Mary Harrington)
QuiNCY, ILL.-If you've got $71 and 100
people who care about their citizenship, you
can get a lot of voters out in your· town.
They did it here in last month's primary
with a. plan that Quincyans claim is simpla
and foolproof .

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- APPENDIX
To prove their claim is no idle boast, folks
here proudly point to these facts:
In the 1948 Presidential primary, Adams
County (of which industrial Quincy is the
. hub) cast only 5,627 votes.
In the 1950 primary, less than 5,000 people
voted in the county.
THEY SET A RECORD

But in this year's primary, a record total
of 17,000 voted. That's close to 40 percent
of the 38,000 registered voters in the county.
How did Quincy rouse so many of its stayat-home voters?
First, a pretty housewife got an idea.
Then, civic agencies got interested in it,
and, finally, 100 people burned up a lot of
energy to see that idea through.
The experience here may provide the answer to this question:
How ean we get the 50,000,000 Americans
who did not vote in 1948 to go to the polls
next November?
Here's how Quincy rolled up its record
vote:
· Last March, Mrs. Ann Behrnsmeyer, pretty
wife of a local architect, stood up in a meeting of the League of Women Voters and
asked:
"Would it help if voters had nonpartisan
transportation-you know, a ride .to and
from the polls-with no strings attached?''
The league took the idea to Art Higgins,
local editor. He liked it.
League members started talking up a community voters' service around town. The
chamber of commerce liked it. So did the
Farm Bureau, the Trades and Labor Council, Rotary, Kiwanis, the Lions Club, Exchange, and the Optimists.
Everette Specht, Farm Bureau otHcl~l.
started vote talk in out-country towns.
Owen Anderson, secretary of the chamber
of commerce, and Mrs. Leo McCUrdy, league
president, called businessmen and manufacturers. Soon get-out-the-vote posters started popping up in stores and factories.
Members of the League of Women Voters
contacted hundreds of registered voters.
The local newspaper, the Herald-Whig,
helped, and so did radio stations WTAD and
WGEM.
Then on primary day Quincyans kept the
snowball rolling.
At noon every phone in 1~ out-county
towns rang, and operators said:
"Don't forget to vote. Vote. your own
choice-but vote."
Members of the league were stationed ln
seven homes in different parts of town to
answer voters' questions.
The Quincy Art Center became headquarters for an auto pool.
With their own cars and others loaned by
Kiwanis, Rotary, and the other groups, league
members drove voters to and from the polls.
ROLLED UP THEIR SLEEVES

Auto pool headquarters became an information center for the whole county. Thousands of telephone calls were answered on
four special phones.
Seventy-two women and three men answered the phones and chauffeured 53 cars.
They drove about 600 people to the voting
booths-without asking any questions about
whom they were going to vote for.
And when the league totaled up the expenses, here's what it found: The special
phone service cost $48.
Rent for space in the art center cost $10.
Four auto signs came to $12. Paper and
pencils cost $1. The total: just $71.
Said one native of this old Mississippi
River city, 140 miles northwest of St. Louis:
"Folks here aren't the kind who get stampeded. But with this ·primary, it certainly
was a different story."
And Abie Bradshaw, an 83-year-old blind
man, added-: "I think the Community Voters'
Service has done fine. Except, why ·didn't
you think of it sooner?"
·
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Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Speaker, Mr.
Fr·a nk Lilly, of Spokane, long an active
participant in national mining policy debates, recently addressed the Spokane
(Wash.) Bar Association on the subject
·of money.
In view of the interest in this talk, I
ask that it be printed in the Appendix
Of the RECORD:
REALIS MONETA, ACCORDING TO THE
· STATES CoNSTITUTION

UNITED

(By Frank Lilly, Spolmne, Wash.)
. Gentlemen of the ~pokane Bar Assocla·
tion, the two Latin words, "realis moneta,''
have been included in the title of these
comments for the purpose of emphasiz1ng
the original and true meaning of the word
"money." First, however, let us consider
some general facts about money.
Money is intimately associated with nearly every action of our lives from the cradle
to the grave.
Money determines what we may eat and
wear; our pleasures and privileges; our opportunities for education and travel; our
comfort -and, in a large measure, our health;
our freedom and, if properly used, our happiness, or briefly, how we shall live.
Money 1s the universal concern of civilized man. It is a common topic of conversation-the money price of things; the
money rate for services and ~obs; the money
power in savings and securities.
Money is the common denominator by
which failure or success in life is measured.
Say what you will of a. man but, provided he
is rich, .he is respected for his money if for
nothing else.
Money is power and, unit for unit, as powerful in the hands of the poor as the rich.
Money is a friend to the thrifty and the
ruthless enemy of the fool; you know the old
saying, "A fool and his money are soon
parted."
".Money is a defense." (Ecclesiastes 7: 12.)
Neither war nor evil has ever conquered
money; it overpowers all enemies_. "Money
answereth all things." (Ecclesiastes 10:19.)
Money will say more in 1 minute than an
economist can say in a lifetime.
Money's only enemy is the man Who has
little or none of it.
But just what is money? For the , answer
to this question, let us turn the pages of
history back over 2,500 years to an early
stage .of Roman civilization when -the Roman
surname of the goddess Juno was Moneta..
It was in the temple of Moneta tllat gold,
silver, and copper were coined into "mo.
neta,'' and from these coinings our word
"money" has been derived.
·
The Roman moneta. was good, hard
money dug out of the earth; money produced by honest ton; money that has retained or increased in every coin extant, an
intrinsic value, while literally mountains of
soft-paper currencies have become worse
than worthless.
But there came a time in later Roman history when, as in all previous civilizations,
from Sumeria on down through Chaldea,
Assyria, Persia, and Greece, war-minded
rulers and their financial associates in government, on one pretext or another, establlshed soft currencies, substitutes for gold
and silver, in the form of notes, b111s Of· exchange, etc.
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Need I remind you of the fact that the
word "note" is derived from the latin "nota,''
and "bUl" from "billa " both of which the
Romans substituted for "realls moneta,''
with the final result that Rome passed
through a series of inflations, deflations, devaluations, debt moratoriums, repudiations,
interest cance-llations, bank holidays, land
banks, fixed prices and wages and, finally,
into the dark ages. Incidentally, at one time
Roman soldiers willingly took part of their
pay in salt, which they could barter to the
farmer, and from this fact we got our word
"salary."
With the foregoing background, we now
come to the point of this discussion: Real
money according to the United States Constitution.
Money was then, as now, a matter of paramount importance. The colonies had very
little money and were in debt. The people
had, on the whole, a large amount of soft
paper currencies but very little money. True,
paper currencies had been made legal tender
for public and private debt but that didn't
make such currencies money because money
must have a store of intrinsic value, such as
is provided only by gold and silver.
The question as to what powers should be
given to Congress in connection with money
was debated at great length by the members
of the Constitutional' Convention. 'I'here
were some, Alexander Hamilton being one,
who proposed that Congress should be given
the power to issue currency against bills of
exchange and bankable credits but this plan
was almost unanimously defeated. Finally,
Congress was empowered by item 5 of section
8, article I, "to coin money, regulate the
value thereof and of foreign coin and fix
the standard of weights and measures."
For conciseness and clarity of expression
that statement is hard to beat, and it is my
guess that if the founding fathers knew the
extent to which that simple, honest provision had been evaded they would turn over
in their graves.
"To coin money" cannot, by any stretcll of
imagination, be interpreted to mean to issue,
create, or prlnt money; nor does it mean that
Congress can by legal fiat moake a piece of
paper or anything else as good as "coin" or,
in other words real money.
A fact very generally overlooked in connection with this provision on money is that
Congress was given the power "to regulate
the value thereof and of foreign coin and
fix the standard of weights and measures.''
In other words, ·congress has the power to
"regulate value • • • fix standards and
weights" of coins-gold and silver moneyat such figures as it may deem necessary or
a-dvisable to provide the country with an
adequate amount of money.
Unfortunately, Congress, except in a few
instances, and then inadequately, has not
taken advantage ·o r this part of its powers
but has, on the other hand, tried to find in
the various types of easily created soft currencies a workable substitute for hard money.
Among these attempts have been the two
trials at a Bank of the United States, which,
although not specifically prohibited by the
Constitution, was certainly not contemplated
by anyone except Hamilton.
Some of the currency plans providing substitutes for hard money were justified by
exigencies. This was the case of the National Bank Act of 1863 that was primarily
designed to provide a market stabilizer for
the bonds of the Federal Government which
were being sold to provide funds needed to
carry on the war.
At this point, I will digress to comment on
a question often asked me which is usually
attributed to Thomas Edison and phrased:
"If the Government can print and issue a
bond, why can't it also issue printed money?"
The answer is; of course, that the Government can issue a bond, which is a promise to
pay, under the power given it by item 2, section 8: "To borrow money on the credit of tl1e
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United States," but, obviously, if it had been
intended that Congress should have the
power to create money via the printing press
instead of the mint, there would h ave been
no need or point in giving it the power "to
borrow money."
Another currency plan which ceems to have
been justified by the circumstances of the
time was the "greenbacks" or United States
notes issued during the Civil War. Incidentally, it should be noted that, despite the
fact that they were made legal tender (lawful
money) for both public and private debt,
they would in 1864 buy no more than 40
cents in gold for each dollar of greenback.
Finally, in 1879, they were made "as good as
gold" because they were given .gold convertibility.
An interesting sidelight on these greenbacks is that Salmon P. Chase who, as secretary of the United States Treasury, devised
the act whi.ch authorized the notes and
made them legal tender, later, as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, wrote the opinion
in which the legal tender provision was declared unconstitutional. President Grant,
who at that time favored the legal tender
contention, immediately appointed two new
judges to fill vacancies on the bench-presto,
the Supreme Court reversed its position.
Much of the credit for the fact that the
Government was able to establish specie
payment in gold for these notes was due to
the fact that President Lincoln permitted,
throughout the war, a free market in gold
which, on account of the premium gold commanded, encouraged the prospecting and
mining that resulted in increased gold and
silver production, and indirectly led to the
discovery of the mining districts of the West
which produced the bulk of the base metals
we used in winning two world wars.
· One of the currency plans which seemed
warranted at the time has been allowed to
·expand so far beyond what was originally
contemplated that the late Senator Robert
L. Owen, who conceived the plan, declared
that he regretted that he had coauthored the
bill. I refer to the Federal Reserve System
that now controls this country's monetary
system which it operates on a debt-}?ased inconvertible printing-press currency.
You are badly mistaken if you think that
green stuff in your billfold is money. Take
a look at it and you will find that it is a
note, or, in other words, an I 0 U. Then if
it is a Federal Reserve note '(United States
notes differ somewhat), you will filld that
the "United States of America" has i~ this
note obligated itself "to pay to bearer on demand" so many "dollars," and in small type,
•'This note is legal tender for all debts public
and private and is redeemable in lawful
money at the United States Treasury or at
any Federal Reserve bank."
Do you know what you will get if you decide to redeem this note in lawfui money?
Try and see. You· will be surprised. It may
be lawful currency, but, in my humble opin:lon, it is not money according to the United
States Constitution.
In this connection I call your attention to
the fact that history clearly reveals that too
often lawful money has become "awful
money,'' and to the further fact that our
present paper currencies, with the exception
of silver certificates, do not differ in any essential respect from the colonial continental
currency or the now worthless paper currencies of Germany, Russia, Austria, Greece,
China, and the greatly depreciated paper currencies of Great Britain, France, Spain, Portugal, Brazil, Argentina, and India-all of
them issued .in good faith .
Our wide use of checkbook currency unfortunately te1;1ds to give us a complacent
attitude about money. It is not uncommon
to hear someone say, "Call it paper, hay, or
what not; I don't care so long as I can buy
what I want with it.''

Now, as a matter of fact, you cannot, even
Mon·ey, according to the Constitution,
today, buy just anything you may want with
should not be regarded as a partisan politiyour paper currency. You can't, for example,
cal matter; it calls for courageous action by
buy gold, the one thing that is safe and
both parties and every Member of Congress
sound; the one thing that has universal and
and any and all officials who have taken an
lasting value. Nor will your currency buy as
oath to support the United States Constimuch as gold would buy if you had gold.
tution, which clearly and specifically stipulates that the money of the United States
Let's stop kidding ourselves-our paper
currency is not money in the real sense of
should be coin, or its equivalent in convertible currency.
the word but merely a substitute with no
inherent intrinsic value. A promise to pay
is no more than a promise to pay, regardless
of the intentio~ ·of the man or government
'that made the promise. A note is still a note,
California State Supreme Court Rules
even if it is a banker's note.
No country can be more sound than its
U.N. Charter Does Not Supersede State
economy; no economy can be more sound
Law
than its country's money; no money can be
sound that is not as good as gold; that is, not
backed by gold and freely convertible into
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
gold.
OF
In this connection, one should bear in
mind that no business, no form of insurance, no social security can be considered
safe unless money is sound. The fact that
OF CALIFORNIA
debt-based pap~ currencies are now being
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You do not need to be told that there is
Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Speaker, by unansomething radically wrong when the value
imous consent heretofore granted, I call
of the monetary unit of the greatest nation
attention to the fact that the supreme
in the world's history depreciates over 50
percent as it has done since 1939. To blame
court of my native State of California
inflation for this depreciation is equivalent
has recently upset the ruling of the apto blaming fever for a cold. The real cause
pellate court of my State in the matter
is an unhealthy monetary system in which
of the relative jurisdiction of the United
we have too much of the currency substitute
Nations Chartt:::: as concerned .with the
that we call money and too1ittle real money.
constitution of California. The appelWe will, I am sure, agree that the money of
late court--a lower court in jurisdicthe United States should be as good as gold,
which is good everywhere in the world; and 'tion-many months ago, had held that
also that our gold should be given as large
the State law had been replaced and
a measure of value in the world's economy
superseded by the United Nations Char-.
as the gold of any other nation.
ter. But, in the opinion just released
We do not, at present, have any money as
from
San Francisco, Chief Justice Gibgood as gold because it cannot be converted
son rebuked the aforesaid ruling by the
into gold. True, the United States has legal
appellate court and the decision clearly
control of more gold than any other country
stated that the U.N. Charter did notrein the world but this gold is really the property of the privately owned Federal Reserve
place or supersede the State law of the
banks. Incidentally, although we now conState of California or the Federal law.
trol more gold than all of the other nations,
I call attention of the House to this
we have a larger national debt than all of
recent decision, because at the time of
them put together, and all of this debt could
the appelate-court decision and several
be converted into currency. Moreover, we are
times thereafter I heard distinguished
giving gold a much lower measure of value
Members of this great legislative body
in our economy than is being given to the
metal in the economy of any other nation
orally state that, with criticism and conin the world. For example, in Great Britain
demnation, the United Nations Charter
the measure of value given to gold, by its
had by legal decision of a California
devaluations, is equivalent to $102.17 an
court superseded State law. The decision
ounce on the basis of conversion at legal
by the California appellate court was remonetary parity.
ferred to. But, of course, those who
You will recall in this connection that
wanted to criticize the United Nations
President Roosevelt's action in increasing
and its functioning did not always, unthe price of gold to $35 an ounce was taken
to meet the equivalent price of gold in Great
fortunately, call attention to the fact
Britain, and stop the outflow of gold from
that· this decision in California was by
this country to Great Britain; and ·Congress ·a lower court and not the supreme court
had the right to do what it did in approving
of the State.
the Presidimt's action because of its power
I trust that this supreme court deto regulate the value of coin.
cision in California will 1..ow be carefully
President Roosevelt, by the way, made the
following promise about' the time this was
noted by those who would otherwise
done:
continue to con~emn the United Nations
"When we have restored the price level we . on account of an alleged superseding of
shall seek to maintain a dollar that will not
a State law.
change in purchasing and debt-paying power
When the decision of the appellate
during the succeeding generations."
court was first announced, I frankly
If he had been alive on the occa.sion of
Great Britain's last devaluation, he would,
stated that it did not seem reasonable
I believe, have acted promptly and asked
to me and that I believed that the suCongress to exercise its power to regulate
preme court of the State of California
the value of gold at a modern figure that
would surely overrule the lower court.
would have permitted a return to the gold
Some disagreed with me, but I now call
standard and gold convertibility of currency
the supreme court decision to the attenand Government bonds. In no other way
tion of all of the Members of this Concan we achieve and maintain a dollar stable
1n purchasing and debt-paying power.
gress.

HON. CLYDE DOYLE
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Mr. FEIGHAN. Mr. Speaker, under
iea ve to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I insert the following address delivered by me on May 4, at Wade Park,
Cleveland, at ceremonies held by the
Slovak League of America commemorating the anniversary of the death of Gen.
Milan Stefanik: ·
In the perilous days in which we are living,
when human freedom has been taken from
millions and millions of people by the tyrants
of the Kremlin, we can, with profit, reflect
on the history of the Slovak people. As
good Americans we cannot help be concerned
with the fate of all the enslaved peoples and
to feel it our solemn duty to do everything
in our power to see that freedom is restored
to these enslaved peoples ..
The Slovak people can very well be a
symbol of hope for the ultimate restoration
of freedom and independence throughout all
of Eastern Europe. History records that
while they were under the hard hand of
Magyar rule for over a thousand years, their
spirit of independence and patriotism, their
language, their folklore, and their faith, survive.i the test of tyranny. The gifts of St.
Cyril and Methodius to all the Slovak people
and to civilization at large have proved that .
they can stand the test of time as well as
tyranny. These particular saints of the
Slovak people gave to the Slavs- their first
written . language--old Slavonic-and were
the trail .blazers in the affairs of state administration. Their works distinguished the
difference between benevolent rule and the
rule by' force. These lessons were so engrained in the Slovak people that no force
can take it from them.
The national ·heroes of the· Slovak people
are most numerous., beginning with Janosik,
to Anton Bernolak, to Tomasik, to Kollar, to
Joseph Hurban (the Daniel O'Connell of
Slovak history), to General Stefanik-sym- '
bol of Slovak nationhood, to the beloved
leader Msgr. Andrej Klinka, who 's ymbolized
the fight for equality of the Slovak peoples.
Each and every one of these names is
synonymous with the fight for human freedom and the preservation of the Slovak
Nation.
With the break-up of the Austria-Hungary
empire after World War I, we witnessed the
reshaping of the geography of Europe. At
that time the Slovak drive for independence
had reached a high peak in the history of
its peoples. Right here in Clevland there
was established what later ·became known
as the Cleveland agreement-a document
which was intended to express the Slovak
bill of rights. This Slovak b111 of rights was
to be the guide-post in the formation of
the new Czechoslovak Republic. It is with
sadness that I remind you that the Cleveland agreement was not honored in · the
formation and development of the Czechoslovak Republic and as a consequence, Slovak
autonomy within that republic remained an
empty promise up to the outbreak of World
War II. But this sad event of history did
not break the spirit of the Slovak people
because under the leadership of Monsignor
Klinka, founder of the Slovak People's Party,
the cause of the Slovak nation was preserved,
The agents of the Kremlin and the traitorous agents in its cause will have no more
success in subjugating the Slovak people

than those who in history past have attempted -this same goal. It is a well-established fact that the resistance movement in
Slovakia today is among. the most powerful
'in all of eastern and central Europe. The
spirit of independence, the love of country,
and the burning patriotism of the Slovaks,
must be regarded as a great asset in the
struggle for freedom of the free world against
the tyranny of the Kremlin. I hope that the
free world will learn the full lesson of this
resistance movement and that in the happy
day when freedom is restored to the subjugated lands there will arise a free and inde•
pendent Slovak nation.
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papers on the street· corners of a city today
may someday be President of the United
States.
I am reminded that it waves over great
institutions of learning, schools, and universities, that the youth of our land may
learn and be better equipped for the occupation qf their choice. It waves over great
hospitals, orphanges, and homes of various
kinds, where, in mercy, the old and the sick
find haven. How fortunate I am to live in a
country where the rich are willing to help
the poor.
Our fiag is flown on special days above our
great factories where men make the numberless things that adorn our homes or lighten
labor all over the land for you and me to
enjoy.
It is erected above the houses of God,
wherever men gather to worship and honor
Him in freedom, according to the dictates of
their conscience. Old Glory, as I look at its
beautiful shining folds, speaks of pride in
conquest and in peace, refuge for the oppressed, opportunity for the ambitious, a
living for the laborer, and freedom to worship for Christians. That is what Old Glory
means to me.

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. McCULLOCH.
Mr. Speaker,
Marvin Smith, of the Monroe Township
schools, West Manchester, Ohio, was t~e
winner, among tenth-grade competitors,
of the annual essay contest for high
school students sponsored by the American Legion, Department of Ohio. The
·subject assigned the students this 'Year
was, What Old Glory Means to Me.
.I am pleased to have unanimous consent to insert Marvin Smith's prize-winning essay in the Appendix to the REcORD. His essay follows:
ME
. (By Marvin Smith)
Down. through the generations, Old Glory
has alwayt?· been the emblem of what a young,
glorious, and free country our America is.
.Freedom and victory have long been synonymous with our fiag.
From the beginning of our great Nation,
men came to these shores from other lands
to make a home, to worship God, to live free
from the tyranny of the Old World. It is
said that when ships come into harbor in
New York, wanderers from _home eagerly scan
the distant shore of America for a glimpse of
the Statue of Liberty. The immigrants also
watch and long for a glimpse of freedom,
which they, in the near future, hope to
possess and to cherish even as native cit1·
zens do.
Old Glory, flag of the free, has waved over
battlefields from as early as the Revolutionary War on up to the war we are now fighting in Korea, inspiring pride in all the victors of these wars. It has long been displayed with honor on various occasions or
draped over the casket of a departed one who
died fighting to keep Old Glory in our land
and waving in the homes of our citizens on
Independence Day. ·
But what does Old Glory mean to me?
I am just a high school boy and have never
had the experience that many of the youth
of our land have had of going forth to battle
behind the billowing :Colds of Old Glory,
neither sailing the sea with the emblem of
freedom waving above me. But someday, in
the near future, r may have the opportunity
of serving Old Glory in our country's Navy,
Marines, Air Corps, or Army. To me it will
be the thrill of doing all I can to keep Old
Glory in our land. When I stand and look
at Old Glory, I realize that this is a land
of the free, and land of opportunity for the
rich and poor, where a boy who sells news. . WHAT OLD GLORY MEANS TO
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Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, the purpose of House Joint Resolution 452 is to make immediately avail ..
able necessary funds to carry out the
Government's obligation to certain veterans and the families of deceased veterans for the balance of the present fiscal year. The servicemen's indemnity is
payable to survivors in the immediate
family of soldiers dying in Korea and
elsewhere in active service. The regular
appropriation for this purpose is now exhausted and unless funds are temporarily
appropriated immediately, thousands of
widows and children, parents, brothers
and sisters, will not receive their monthly
indemnity payments for an indefinite
period of time. In addition, there are
no funds available for the purchase of
automobiles which the Government has
authorized to .aid in rehabilitating certain amputees and other seriously disabled veterans. The · pending Third
Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1952,
H. R. 6947, which is now in conference,
contains appropriations for these purposes; however, there will be further delay before agreement is reached on the
bill and acceptance thereto is given by
both Houses. In the meantime, it is
imperative that funds be made available
to carry out the Nation's obligations in
these service-connected cases. The resolution will only be effective until the
enactment of the Third Supplemental
Appropriation Act, 1952, and specific
provision is made that expenditures from
appropriations made available pursuant
to the joint resolution shall be charged
to the applicable appropriations whenever the Third Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1952, is enacted into law.
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The letter of General Gray and the
resolution fpllow:
Hon. EDITH NOURSE ROGERS,
United States House of Representatives, Washington, D. 0.

DEAR MRS. ROGERS: This is in reply to your
telephone inquiry relative to the third supplemental appropriation bill for 1952, which
includes certain supplemental appropriations
for the Veterans' Administration. Among
other items included in this bill for the
Veterans' Administration is an amount of
$25,000,000 for automobiles for certain seriously disabled veterans and $2,300,000 for
servicemen's indemnities.
As you know, the House passed a joint resolut ion which would have made the funds
included in the supplemental bill immediately available. However, this joint resolution was not acted upon by the Senate, the
bill itself having been passed by the Senate
and conferees from both Houses having been
appointed. The chairmen of the Senate and
House Appropriations Committees have been
informed that funds for servicemen's indemnities have been completely exhausted and
immediate action to make such funds available would be appreciated. Likewise, as you
know, no funds are available at the present
time for purchase of automobiles. It is
hoped that action upon the bill will be
completed in the near future so that these
urgently needed requirements can be met.
Your interest in this matter is very much
appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
CARL R . GRAY, Jr.,

gan publication of a series of short
horror stories on the general subject of
Government waste and extravagance,
and the·reaction of all this to individual
Americans who pay for it all in taxes,
high prices, and eventually in restraints
on their liberties.
These articles are written by Sidney
Shalett, a distinguished Post writer.
Under leave to extend my remarks; I
include the first two articles by Mr.
Shalett, as follows:

fancy prices to store Government grain, have
been selling the grain, hoping, by speculating
on the commodity market, to profit and cover
up.
Secretary Brannan struck out in all directions when this one broke. Among other
things, he said "the actual excuse for circulating" news about the grain thefts was that
"the political season has induced my opponents to launch an all-out attack on the
grain-storage program." He hinted darkly
that it was all a plot against the American
farmer.
.
The public still does not know how high
the grain shortages will run. Brannan once
estimated "$5,000,000 to $7,000,000"; Senator
WILLIAMS thinks $10,000,000 will be nearer
the target. Brannan says we probably won't
actually lose more than $1,000,000 through
the thefts and implies that a mere million is
a pittance compared wit~ the magnitude of
the multi-billion-dollar storage program.
WILLIAMS retorts. that a million dollars of the
taxpayers' money looks pretty big to him, and
he's skeptical about that estimate anyway.

How OUR TAX DOLLARS ARE WASTED
(By Sidney Shalett)
(No. 1 of a series)
Waste in Government can be more than
· waste of the taxpayers' dollars. E'x travagance and mismanagement edge into fraud
and corruption, and, finally, the moral bankruptcy of faithless public officials infects the
public itself.
The Commodity Credit Corporation is a
self-contained case study of how waste in
Governme:at extends its contaminating inHow OUR TAX DOLLARS ARE WASTED
:fl.uance. Created by Presidential order ih
(By Sidney Shalett)
Octo.ber 1933, CCC's· original function was to
aid depression-hit farmers through price(No. 2 of a series)
support loans. Today, a tool of the DepartWould any sane businessman permit his
ment of Agriculture, the CCC not only bolpartner to sell or lease certain facilities to
sters the administration's agricultural policy
an outsider; then turn around and lea~e
with commodity loans but buys and stores
them back at a rental larger than the dis•
billions of dollars' worth of commodities.
posal price? That, in effect, is what the
In its handling of more than $14,250,000,Commodity Credit Corporation, under the
000 of public funds, CCC's operating loss, by
over-all direction of Secretary of Agriculture
its own figures, has exceeded $1,000,000,000.
Charles Brannan, has been doing in its grain·
Administrator.
Despite this loss-and a record of bungling
storage program. Cost to the taxpayers 1s
which some critics consider remarkable even
running
into millions.
House Joint Resolution 452
for Washington-Congress in ·June 1950 inHere is what has been happening: After
Joint resolution making temporary approcreased CCC's borrowing authority by a cool . World War II, when much surplus property
priations for certain veterans' benefits for
$2,000,000,000 to a total of $6,750,000,000.
was being unloaded without thought for the
the fiscal year 1952, and for other purposes
The first puiJlic inkling of CCC's postwar
future , the War Assets Administration was
R esolved, etc., That there are hereby apirregularities was touched off by Senator
dumping valuable land and buildings for
propriated, out of any money in the Treasury
JOHN J. WILLIAMS, Republican, Of Delaware,
minute fractions of the original cost. There
not otherwise appropriated, (a) the amount
the S:mate's one-man investigating bureau.
was a proviso, however, which WAA heeded,
of $2,300,000, for the payment of servicemen's
WILLIAMs caught on to the fact that CCC
that. before public property was unloaded to
indemnities as authorized by Public Law 23,
was nearly 4 years delinquent in furnishing
private interests, it must be offered to GovEighty-second Congress, April 25, 1951, to
the General Accounting Office information
ernment agencies if they had need for it.
remain available until expended; and (b) the
on which to submit to Congress an audit reCCC urgently needed space for storage of
amount of $25,000,000, to enable the Adquired by law. In March 1949, he charged
commodities. Secretary Brannan, however,
ministrator of Veterans' Affairs to provide,
that, if such an audit were made, $350,000,by a questionable interpretation of CCC's
or assist in providing, automobiles or other
000 would be unaccounted for on CCC's
charter, took the positio11 that he couldn't
conv'e yances for disabled veterans as authorbooks. Immediately, Secretary of Agriculacquire any public property as long as priized by Public Law 187, Eighty-second Conture Charles Brannan and other administravate facilities were available for leasing.
gress, October 20, 1951, to remain available
tion stalwarts began denouncing WILLIAMS • Congressmen-including
Democrats-who
until expended. The stated purposes or acas if he were the village simpleton. It wasn't
had a hand in passage of this law, since have
tivities for which funds are herein approso, they insisted. The day after Brannan's
protested this point, stating that Brannan
priated are among those for which funds
hot denial, Comptroller General Lindsay C.
was dead wrong in his construction of the
would be made .available by the Third SupWarren submitted an audit to Congress, atintent of Congress.
plemental Appropriation Act, 1952 (H. R.
testing that there was, in fact, $366,643,129
Because of this situation, many pieces of
6947, 82d Cong.), as passed by the House of
on CCC's books which "could not be supproperty which originally cost the GovernRepresentatives on March 13, 1952, and the
ported nor verified." Furthermore, the
ment millions were sold or leased to private
Senate on April 22, 1952.
Comptroller General said that "accounting
interests for paltry thousands. Then CCC
SEC. 2. This act shall remain in effect until
deficiencies encountered were so substanmade leases with the same private interests
the enactment into law of the Third Suptial" he couldn't tell whether CCC's figures
at prices which far exceeded what the Govplemental Appropriation Act, 1952.
were true or false.
ernment got. The House Appropriations
E'Eo. 3. Expenditures from appropriations
Subcommittee on Agriculture quotes the
The argument rocked along for a year.
and funds made available pursuant to this
record as follows:
Finally, CCC's books were brought "in balact shall be charged to the applicable approance" by an ingenious bit of bookkeeping
"During a period of 20 months, CCC paid
priations or funds whenever the Third' Supthat would intrigue private businessmen.
storage cllarges in excess of $382,000 for the
plemental Appropriation Act, 1952, is enacted
After "adjustments" and collections had been
storage of grain in 153 Government-owned
into law.
made, there still was $96,440,497 that couldn't
buildings at Camp Crowder, Mo. These buildbe accounted for. So that amount was simings were leased • • • [from WAA]
ply "deducted" to bring the books in balance. '
• • by Midwest Grain & Storage Co.,
Today the protesting Senator WILLIAMS notes
of Kansas City, Mo., at an annual rental of
How Our Tax Dollars Are Wasted
that approximately $81,000,000 of the $96,$11,270. The V. M. Harris Grain Co., which
440,497 still is "lost."
also stored grain at Camp Crowder, was paid
storage charges by CCC of $290,335 while
More recently, Senator WILLIAMS, GAO, and
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
paying a total rental to War Assets of $16,713 .
two congressional committees have been
OF
checking CCC's handling of grain storage.
Also, the Emergency Grain Storage Co. stored
grain at Forbes Air Base, Kans., for which the
Here the waste definitely edges into corrupGovernment received rental of $23,985 and to
tion,
though
Secretary
Brannan
insists
that
OF CONNECTICUT
whom cue paid storage charges of $203,448.
the crooks are on the outside and his people,
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
In total, this company received payments
at least most of them, are innocent, despite
evidence of gifts ranging from Bibles and
from CCC * • * of more than $965,000
Thursday, May 15, 1952
over a period of 3 years."
shrimp to cash bribes in one instance. The
Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Speaker, sordid story has been well publicized: Ware"It has never been my view," Chairman
recently the Saturday Evening Post be- housemen, to whom CCC has been paying JAMIE WHITTEN (Democrat, Mississippi), Of

HON. HORACE SEELY-BROWN, JR.
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the House subcommittee, tartly observed to
Secretary Brannan, "that the Government
should waste the money of the Public Treas·
ury just to make some folks rich." An added
bit of fantasy which has come out before the
Senate Agriculture Committee is that the
Harris Grain Co. mentioned above, was paid
$79,000 in storage fees after it was discovered
that the company was short some $414,000
worth of Government grain (largely through
spoilage) . ·
Senator Wn.uAMS (Republican, Delaware),
whose exposures of CCC's wasteful operations
have been previously described, has turned
up an additional Mad Hatter touch on CCC's
storage-leasing practices.
Authority for
these facts is a report to WILLIAMS by the
Comptroller General of the United States.
It seems that Farm Credit Administration,
an arm of the Agriculture Department, has
been leasing certain grain elevators, which it
owns, to private interests, while CCC, another
arm of the Agriculture Department, has been
leasing back the same elevators from the
same private interests. OVer the past 3 years
alone, FCA let five elevators go for a total
rent of $231,600, while its sister agency paid
out $945,889 to the private lessors for the
privilege of using them. Even with liberal
allowances for the services rendered by the
private interests, the difference of $714,289
which the deal cost the taxpayers is considerable.
.."""'"'~ oF••-"*'/}'•";'

States Rights
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN V. BEAMER
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. BEAMER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I insert in
the Appendix of the RECORD the followtng editorial from the Indiana Farmers
Guide, May 15 issue, entitled "States
Rights'':
STATFS RIGHTS

The crisis in America's domestic life today, of which Truman's attempted steel grab
has the immediate spotlight, lies in the centralization of governing power in Washing.
ton. This power is rapidly being drawn
away from the State house at Indianapolis
and from other State capitals.
In permitting this condition to prevail,
too many Americans have forgotten that our
States are sovereign republics, invested with
primary rights and responsibilities, and that
"the powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited
to it by the States, are reserve~ to the States,
respectively, or to the people."
It is high time that the "folks back home"
put pressure on their Congressmen to get a
thorough appraisal of the proper role a:p.d
activities of Government in this country in
order to determine which functions should
be returned by -the N:ational Government to
the sovereign States, and which sources of
revenue should be left to the States for the
discharge of these responsibllities.
Federal control of local and State activi·
ties has reached the point where vast mil·
lions of State funds are poured into Washington, with only a trickle of that money
coming back into the States. In giving Federal officials arbitrary power over the dayto-day decisions that we, the people, once
made for ourselves, we have multiplled the
opportunities and temptations for favoritism,
influence, manipulation, bribe-taking and
bribe-giving. We have set the stage for just

such a dictatorial power grab as the Presi·
dent of the United States tried in the steel
case.
Perhaps the shock which we all felt after
that incident will jolt us out of public inertia
and indifference which have permitted this
state of alfairs to evolve.

Naval Dental Personnel Under Fire in
Korea
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON .. L. MENDEL RIVERS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thur~day, May 15, 1952

Mr. RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I wish to include an account of an
around-the-world flight inspection tour
of Naval and Marine Corps dental activities recently completed by Admiral
A. W. Chandler. Admiral Chandler is
the distinguished Inspector General of
the Department of Dentistry of the Surgeo!!. g~!ler~l'_s Q_f!!~~ of ~-~ fl.JlYY De.
partment.
fWoWieclge of the subject
is global. Admiral Chandler has contributed as much to dentistry as any living American. I want the permanent
records .of the Congress to show how the
professional men of our Armed Forces
live with their own enlisted men under
fire when the need for this ordeal comes.
Admiral Chandler is truly a great Amer·
ican. He typifies the tradition of the
fine officers in the naval branch of our
services. His article follows:

ms

NAVAL DENTAL PERSONNEL UNDER FIRE IN
KOREA

(By Alfred W. Chandler, rear admiral (Dental
Corps), U. S. Navy)
Experience has proven that special training and qualifications are necessary for den·
tal personnel to adequately carry out their
duties when assigned to combat units with
the United States Marines. All dental otllcers and dental technicians who are to be
assigned with the combat Leatherneck divisions are given an intensive 5 weeks' course
of instruction at one of the naval medical
field service schools located at Camp Lejeune,
N. C., or Camp Pendleton, Calif. This
course trains them for all the duties they will
perform and the various conditions to which
they may be subjected, including self-preservation, during combat and field duty.
Last fall, accompanied to Korea by Capt.
Clay A. Boland (Dental Corps), United States
Naval Reserve, head of the Reserve branch,
and my administrative assistant, Lt. Comdr.
J. J. Jacobs (Medical Supply Corps), United
States Navy, I made a 37-day around-theworld :flight inspection tour of Naval and
Marine Corps dental activities, using various kinds of regularly scheduled Armed
Forces aircraft including helicopters and
seaplanes. Some of the planes were so-called
plush jobs, others were the bucket-seat type,
and one was an evacuation plane with a
capacity load of stretchers, four tiers high.
While aboard this type of plane the passengers were required to travel in a horizontal position which was quite comfortable although there was not enough space
between the stretchers to raise a book so
one could read. The total distance traveled
was 29,819 air-mlles and required 172 hours
33 minutes fiying time with a total of 10~
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take-offs and landings under varying weather
conditions. The longest hop was 13 hours
85 minutes from the naval air station, Alameda, Calif., to the naval base 'at Honolulu
aboard the Navy's giant transport seaplane
Mars. The shortest fiight was 15 minutes in
Korea aboard a Marine Corps mosquito helicopter from the top of one of the numerous
Korean hills which happened to be the ma. rines' farthest outpost while they were engaged in an offensive about 30 miles north of
the thirty-eighth parallel.
I had the opportunity of spending several
days in Korea where I inspected the dental
department aboard the naval hospital ship
U. S. S. Repose and the dental facilities with
the First Division, United States Marine
Corps. I remained 2 nights aboard the hospital ship, which was located close by Pusan,
a crowded city at the southern tip of the
Korean Peninsula.
I visited many patients in several of the
wards and observed the capable personnel
of the Medical Department of the Navy working day and night providing the best possible
. care for the Korean war casualties. In providing adequate medical and dental care, no
treatment was too costly, and race, creed,
rank, or branch of service was not considered. There were two dental officers and
four technicians aboard to take care of the
dental needs, and a complete dental service
was provided. This inclu~ speciali~ecj
~ry!Sle in 6-ral str~'lrY, p¥0'sth0do!Hfa, and
maxillo-facial prosthesis. Whenever the
ship reached its maximum patient load, it
was relieved by another naval hospital ship
while it transported its patients to the large
United States naval hospital in Y4:>kosuka,
· Japan. I visited this hospital upon my return from Korea and was greatly impressed
with the excellence of all phases of this
command.
About an hour and a half by air from
Pusan, we visited the Eighth Army headquarters, near the perimeter of the devastated city of Seoul, north of the Han River.
Here we secured further air transportation
and in 31 minutes landed at Injie, a United
States Marine Corps airfield near the thirtyeighth parallel, where I was cordially greeted
by the commanding general of the First Marine Division, Maj. Gen. G. C. Thomas,
USMC, a hero of Guadalcanal, and the divivision dental otllcer, Capt. F. C. Snyder
(DC), USN. Here I transferred to a twopassenger Marine helicopter and in 15 min·
utes we landed in a small 25-foot clearing
close by the First Marine Division headquarters. The rest of my party traveled to the
headquarters by jeeps over the winding, narrow, bumpy, hilly, congested, dusty, treacherous roads, and made the strenuous trip ·
in a little over 2 hours. The commanding
general was a most gracious host and provided me with a very comfortable sleeping
bag located in a small truck next to his
headquarters, and invited me to eat in his
mess tent.
The marines were busily engaged taking
another "hill" from the enemy north of the
thirty-eighth, and my arrival was very timely,
because I was attorded the opportunity t'o
see all Units of the division in action. During this olfensive the division dental officer
and I, accompanied by several other dental
officers, visited the last outpost and forward
areas where live ammunition was going over
our heads toward the enemy, where we could
readily see the' great explosions of the shells.
Incidentally, I was pleased to hear Col. Herman Nickerson, Jr., United States Marine
Corps, otllcer in command of this outpost,
speak with hig~ praise of the assistance and
elfectiveness of the great fire power of our
naval ships in the bombardment of enemyheld cow;tal and inland hills and fortifications. One day at about 2 a. m., after many
hours of continuous shelling, I noticed th~
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against the enemy. In actual combat their
general proceeding to the front lines to direct
primary duties have been ministering to the
the capture of the hill previously shelled.
care of the wounded. This in many in~
Tbe Commies were dug in those hills like
stances is performed under fire, and resulted
moles and many survived the shelling and
in the death of this dental technician. His
were waiting for our marines to advance.
During the early morning many casualties
action while exposed to ·enemy fire was an
were rapidly admitted directly from the bat~
inspiration to all who observed him. Chris~
tensen's display of outstanding courage and
tle line to the forward medical battalion
tent. Dental personnel aided the medical
devotion to duty was in keeping with the
officer in many ways, such as administering
highest tradition of the United States Naval
initial shots, treating shock by whole blood
Service. For his gallantry in action he was
and blood plasma, as anesthetists, cleaning,
awarded the Navy Cross (posthumously).
closing, and redressing battle wounds, etc.
The following citation was awarded a
A division surgeon recently wrote to the
naval dental officer (I quote in order to
Surgeon General as follows: "The battalion
emphasize the nature of the duty members
dental officer has been invaluable during the
of the Naval Dental Corps may be called
recent engagement.: he rendered surgical re~
upon to perform and the hazards to which
pair in over 100 such cases, in addition to
they may be exposed under conditions of
performing many tracheotomies and nerve
war) : "For extraordinary heroism in action
blocks. He has been recommended for the
against the enemy while serving with the
bronze star."
Marine Infantry Regiment in Korea during
In the afternoon of that day, after look~
the period November 27 to December 4, 1950.
On the night of November 27, 1950, when the
1ng over the captured prisoners of war, the
division dental officer and I inspected two
regimental aid station was under attack by
rear-area dental clinics about 45 minutes'
a numerically superior enemy force, em~
hop via helicopter. On our return trip we
playing small arms, machine guns, and gre~
were within 5 minutes of headquarters when
nades, Lt. (jg) Morton I. Silver (DC), United
we encountered a severe wind and rainstorm
States Naval Reserve, serving as regimental
and the 'copter began swaying back and
dental · officer, with absolute disregard for
forth violently in the dark narrow valley
his own personal safety, repeatedly and fear~
between the mountain ridges. The pilot in~
lessly exposed himself to heavy and direct
dicated that he couldn't make it. I readily
enemy fire to assist the regimental cas~
·c oncurred, and he immediately about-faced
ualties. On December 3, 1950, while the
and returned in the direction of the wind
regiment was on the march to Hagari-ri,
and rain to the dental clinic we had just
enemy grenades were dropped, from positions
inspected, where we luckily made a safe land~ , on mountainsides overlooking the road, into
ing. We then transferred to an enclosed am~
a section of the main body. Immediately
bulance and returned to headquarters on
Lieutenant (jg) Silver moved back to the
the dark4 slippery, narrow, muddy mountain
area of the explosions and administered aid
road, which took about 2Y2 hours.
to the wounded. Again during tl:].e same
The next day we witnessed the moving to
day, although the area was subjected to
a forward area and the setting up of the
machine-gun fire and a barrage of mortar
dental clinic we inspected the day before.
fire, he fearlessly moved to an exposed area,
This division dental clinic is nicknamed the
picked up and carried two litter patients,
previously cared for, to passing vehicles,
"flying circus" because of its mobility, hav~
ing been displaced eight times within 4
thereby preventing them from receiving fur~
months. Its personnel includes eight dental
ther wounds. Between 0100 and 0400 on
December 4, 1950, at great risk to his person,
officers and five dental technicians. The
he assumed command of the confusion re~
equipment consists of a three-section hospi~
tal tent (20 by 50 feet), 10 dental field
suiting from an overturned truck and trailer
which pinned four marines in the wreckage.
operating units, X-ray unit, ciark room,
The truck carrying patients, parachutes, and
emergency dental prosthetic repair unit,
primer cord had slid off the road and over~
9.4-kilowatt generator trailer, and a three~
turned down an embankment. Within a
quarter-ton truck and water trailer. Com~
period of 20 minutes he had successfully
plete dental service is provided for Navy and
extricated all marines and began adminis~
Marine Corps personnel in Kore~. Preven~
tering aid to the injured. For approxi~
tive and restorative operative dental services
mately 3 hours he administered aid and
are taken as close to personnel in combat
loaded on passing vehicles 20 patients who
as possible by means of mobile dental
were in the wrecked vehicle and trailer.
facilities.
Lieutenant (jg) Silver's display of outstand~
The marines in Korea may not have "all
ing courage and devotion to duty were in
the comforts of home" but they have some~
keeping with the highest traditions of the
thing few State siders have-a dentist who
United States Naval Service. For such herocomes to see them. A mobile dental unit,
ism Lieutenant · (jg) Silver was awarded the
manned by a dental officer, a dental tech~
Silver Star Medal."
nician, and a ." driver, is now making patient~
The following numbers and types of decoto-patient calls among marine troops near
rations have been awarded naval dental per~
the front. This unit was conceived by Capt.
sonnel during the Korean war to February
F. C. Snyder, the division dental officer of
l, 1952:
the United States Fleet Marine Forces in
Navy Cross (posthumously): One dental
Korea, stimulated by actual field experience,
technician.
and was built there by the marines' engineer
Silver Star Medal: One dental officer, one
battalion from standard available material
dental technician.
and equipment. They converted a six by six
Bronze Star Medal with combat V: Six
kitchen truck into a very acceptable "dental
dental officers, one dental technician.
clinic." It is wired for electricity and fitted
with a tank to provide running water.
Bronze Star Medal with combat V (Army):
Electricity can be supplied either by outside
One dental officer.
sources or by the unit's own generator, which
Letter of Commendation with Combat V:
is carried in a one-quarter-ton trailer. This
Seven dental officers, six dental technicians.
outfit is unique in that it is self-powered.
Presidential unit citation: 22 dental offiDependence on a tractor or truck for hauling
cers, 16 dental technicians.
is therefore not necessary. It can be moved
Since the outbreak of war in Korea, 243
as far forward as may be permissible, in~
naval dentists have seen service in the Ko~
dependently and quickly. It was dedicated
rean area of hostilities. As of February 1,
at an appropriate ceremony by the com~
1952, there were 81 dental officers of the Navy
manding general to Thomas A. Christensen,
in the far eastern theater. Of this number,
Jr., the first den tal technician killed in
40 are with the United States Marine Corps
Korea. Both dental officers and enlisted
and 41 are in ships of various types. There
men have performed gallantly in action
are also 142 enlisted dental technicians who

are assigned with the dental officers. Of this
number of technicians, 58 are with the Marine Corps organizations and 84 are in ships.
There are, in addition·, 21 dental officers on
duty in Japan. With them are 37 dental
technicians.
Although there is a shortage of dental officers in the Navy at the present time, we do
not have any trouble filling our Korean and
overseas billets; volunteers for this type of
duty are numerous. However, due to this
hazardous assignment, a rotation plan is in
effect whereby dental officers and dental
technicians who serve 9 months in Korea are
relieved and returned to the United States
for duty within 1 year of their departure
from the States. No doubt this rotation plan
has something to do with the high morale
noted among the dental personnel stationed
in Korea. It was very gratifying to hear the
commanding general of the First Marine Division (as did all the commanding officers of
the Naval Establishments visited) speak with
high praise of the efficient medical and dental service.
The . return to the continental United
States was filled wrth several incidents.
However the memory of my Korean inspection tour will remain with me for a long time
to come. Organized dentistry can be proud
of the actions of their individual members
who are serving their country in the Armed
Forces.
The opinions or assertions contained herein
are the private ones of the writer and are
not to be construed as official or reflecting
the views of the Navy Department or the
naval service at large.

Niagara River Power

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my re~
marks in the RECORD, I would like to
call to the attention of the House of
Representatives a resolution which was
passed by the board of directors of the
Rochester Engineering Society, Inc., on
April 10, 1952, in support of the Cape~
hart-Miller bills, which provides for the
further development of hydroelectric
power from the Niagara Falls and River
by private enterprise. The resolution
follows:
All of the Niagara River water heretofore
available to the United States for power pur~
pose::: has been developed solely by private
enterprise with no cost to Federal or State
taxpayers. Additional water is permitted to
be used from the Niagara River for powerproduction purposes under terms of the 1950
treaty with Canada, while at the same time
preserving the scenic beauty of the Falls.
The United States Senate, in ratifying
the treaty, reserved to Congress the right
to authorize by legislation any additional
United States development of hydroelectric
power from the Niagara River. This permits the use of the additional water by any
licensed applicant qualifying under the Federal Water Power Act.
The Capehart-Miller bills (S. 517, H. R.
1612) propose the development by private
enterprise without cost to Federal or State
taxpayers.
The additional water as proposed is merely
an extension of what is already being used
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by private enterprise. It does not involve
navigation, reclamation, flood control, irri·
gation, or sanitation. If this development is
done by other _than private enterprise, the
cost of the development will be borne by the
taxpayers, and if operated after development by the Government. it would be taxfree, thus eliminating another source of
ta.Xes. We believe that this proposed undertaking by Government is a further encroachment of Government into competition with
private enterprise along .:the road of nationalization of all industry.
There being no valid excuse for permitting
Government to enter into direct competition
with its private citizens who are ready, w111·
1ng, and able to do the job: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the board of directors o!
the Rochester Engineering Society does
hereby favor the enactment of the Capehart·
Miller bill.

Investigation of the Use of Franked and
Penalty Mail
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CARL T. CURTIS
OF NEBRASKA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, ·May 15, 1952

Mr. CURTIS.of Nebraska. Mr. Speak·
er, a few weeks ago I introduced legislation calling for the abolishment of the
franking privilege granted to Members
of Congress and free mail for the
bureaus. I said at that time, I believe
such a project would save the American
taxpayers about $30,000,000 in Post Office
Department deficits.
_
Today, I believe we should face another
problem involved in the transmission of
free Government mail. I think we
should examine just how much this
franked and penalty mail cuts down on
quick and efficient service provided by
the Po_s t Office Department.
Something is certainly wrong with the
postal service. Anyone in doubt need ·
only read a few of the feature stories
that have been appearing recently in the
Washington Evening Star. I noted one
of the stories revealed that it took as long
for a letter from New York to get to
Washington, D. C., as a letter from Nor.
way to Washington, D. C. It is a situa.
tion like this that should cause all of us
concern. The Post Office Department
was created to provide a service for the
American people. I think for the tremendous amount of money the taxpayers
are spending to run the Post Office Department, they are entitled to better
service.
I fully believe the House Post Office
and Civil Service Committee should in·
vestigate the usage of franked and pen·
alty mail and find out how much it hin·
ders the service of other mail. We know
that all branches of the Government
send thousands of letters and literature
through the mail under the frank. I
think we should find out if this mail is
delaying the delivery of other mail. If
it is, we should know why this free mail
should not be eliminated and replaced

with the more practical approach of having the House Appropriations Commit-

tee make the funds available for Govern.·
ment mail through a special stamp.

U. N. Scores Victory in Refusal To Barter
With Lives of Prisoners
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 16, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remaks in the RECORD; I
include the following article by Edgar
Ansel Mowrer:
U. N. SCORES VICTORY IN REFUSAL To BARTER
WITH LIVES OF PRISONERS
(By Edgar Ansel Mowrer)
Sheer human decency has given the United
Nations the most telling victory over the
Communist bloc that it has scored since Mac·
Arthur's landing at Inchon.
I am referring to General Ridgway's refusal, supported by President Truman, to
return to their Red bosses those North Korean and Chinese prisoners who are ready
to fight rather than to go back to the "People's Republics."
For this revelation is something that no
Soviet Communist regime can stand. It
touches its Achilles' heel-the fact that the
majority of its peoples are ready to die
rather than to return to the "workers' paradise."
It shows up what I nave . always maintained is the mortal weakness of the new
despotisms-their danger cf being found out.
Modern tyrannies differ from historical
tyrannies not only in their greater oppres·
sion-"from womb to tomb"-but in the
pretense that the people like and approve
the crimes currently committed in their
name. Classical tyrants-Nero, Tamerlane.
and Genghis Kahn-did what they pleased
with their- peoples. regardless. They did not
care two hoots what their oppressed sub·
jects thought of their goings-on.
DENTS PROPAGANDA
Not so the Red Mogul in the Kremlin and
his satellite flunkies. They, too, know themselves hated. But their purpose is to pretend
the opposite-that they are in very truth
carrying out the real wishes of the masses.
To maintain this fiction is the main pur·
pose of their unceasing propaganda and their
endless devices for preventin::; their serfs
from contact with freer peoples.
The Korean negotiations are undermining
this vital myth. The fact that 76 percent
of the captured Chinese and 50 percent of
the captured North Koreans refuse to go
home blows the fundamental Communist lie
higher than a jet plane can soar. It anni·
hilates the moral basis of Soviet communism.
The American decision not to return these
unwilling prisoners has been very hard to
make. Certainly highly placed Americans
(presumably including one of Cabinet rank)
believed that it was more Important (a) to
recover our prisoners and (b) to end" the
Korean war than to stand on our pledged
word to the prisoners in our hands whom
we had tempted to surrender by promises.
After long argument, President Truman overrode these Americans and decided that the
unwilling should not be sent back.
SAVES UNITED STATES HONOR
Now it is becoming evident that the
President has not only saved the honor of
the United States but that he has, at the

same time, scored a political victory which
will echo all over the world-provided we
exploit it properly.
This has been an unexpected result of
what started as purely military talks for
an armistice. It soon developed that since
we are engaged in an international civil
war (in which both sides have adherents in
the enemy's camp), purely military talks
turn out to be essentially political.
Neither the North Koreans nor the Red
Chinese can for political reasons afford to
conclude an armistice whose signature will
reveal the fact that more than 50 percent of
their soldiers repudiate their rule and prefer
their adversaries. )::! they did, they wouldas previously stated-recognize publicly that
they are not the representatives of their
peoples and that their powers and privileges
have no justification but force and fraud.
This, I venture to predict, they will never
do.
Therefore we had better quit expecting an
armistice in Korea this week, or in the weeks
to come.
Such a situation is not ideal. It is however to be preferred either to skuttle and
run out of Korea or to the kind of immoral
surrender on our part that would make
further Communist attacks in Asia as certain as next year's fioods.

Harriman's Ideals
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.EUGENEJ.KEOGH
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, April 30, 1952

Mr. KEOGH. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REC·
ORD, I include the following article by
Thomas L. Stokes which appeared in the
New York World-Telegram and Sun of
Monday, May 12, 1952:
HARRIMAN'S IDEALS
(By Thomas L. Stokes)
WASHINGTON, May 12.-History repeats it•
self in the deep instincts that move men as
well as in the events they make happen.
But rarely are those revealed, for self-revelation is rare.
Which takes us back, first to Woodrow
Wilson and a scene on a train in which he
was traveling across the country in 1911,
making speeches and talking to people, in
the endea.vor to decide whether to seek
the Democratic Presidential nomination the
following year.
Opening his innermost
thoughts to McKee Barclay, correspondent
for the Baltimore Sun, he had said he didn't
want to be President and detailed with keen
understanding all that that ordeal meant.
But, with that Presbyterian conscience and
its compulsion to tell the whole truth, he
returned to the subject an hour later, as
the episode is described by Ray Stannard
Baker in his biography, to say to Mr. Barclay:
"In spite of what I said to you, I do not
want to be President. "' • • I want this
country to have a PresLdent who will do cer- ·
tain things. There are men who could do
these things better than I can. • • •
But the question is, would they do them? I
cannot have any positive 'a ssurance that the
man who becomes President will do, or even
attempt to do, the things which I want to
see done. But I am sure that I will at least
try to do most of them."
Now back to the present and to another
man who has a deep devotion to public serv-.
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ice, as did Woodrow Wilson, but is in many
ways different as men are different whose
origins and experience are as unlike as those
of Woodrow Wilson of yesterday and Averell
Harriman of today.
Mr. Harriman wants very much to be President and likewise has a deep sense of mission.
Privately, as his friends have learned,
Averell Harriman is most persuasive in stating his case. No man in public life can define more exactly the problem as he sees it
today. On one hand, there is the threat
from international communism to us and
the free world, in which he is so thoroughly
grounded from his broad experience in that
field.
On the other, there is the need in this
country for a continuation of basic New
Deal-Fair Deal philosophy to protect the
citizen in his right to help himself to attain a good life with adequate wages, decent living conditions, proper educational
and medical facilities and freedom from discriminations.
Mr. Harriman is a confirmed New Dealer
with no apologies. To his convictions he has
come the hard way, along the path from great
wealth, through well-rounded business experience and ultimately to the conclusion
that changes, in both attitudes and methods,
were essential to keep this a democracy fair
to all its citizens. To make this principle a
reality he brings the ardor of the convert.
. He is a man who knows where he wants to
go-and why.

A Clear Issue
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE ·HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks
in the RECORD, I would like to call to
the attention of the House of Representatives an editorial which appeared in
the Ottumwa Courier, Ottumwa, Iowa,
on April14, 1952, in support of the Cape.
hart-Miller bill providing for the fur' ther development of hydroelectric power
from the Niagara Falls and River by private enterprise. The editorial follows:
A CLEAR ISSUE

Billions of socialistic spending by the
Federal Government has been based on the
assumption that there was no other way it
could be done. In many cases this appeared
to be the truth or at least something similar.
But in the case of the proposed expansion
of power development at Niagara Falls, there
is no such excuse, the Iowa taxpayer points
out. For a generation private capital has
been seeking the opportunity to provide the
needed funds on fair terms.
There are not the usual side issues in
this project. There is no flood control, navigation, irrigation, or other public service
involved; merely the generation of power.
Yet Congress has a number of bills bearing on this situation. There is the LehmanRoosevelt bill to• have the Federal Government build the plant; the Ives-Cole blll to
let the State of New York do it; the Capehart.:.Mmer bill which would permit availabltl private capital to finance the construction without public assistance.
The latter bill should get the active support of every citizen interested in maintaining the private enterprise. In it there are

no contingent public interests involved. lt
is just a straight power-generating plant and
the Government cannot justify its participation by citing other public benefits.

Commemoration of Mother's · Day by
Knights of Columbus, Scranton, Pa.
EXTENSION OF RE¥ARKS
OF

HON. HARRY P. O'NEILL
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to exteni my remarks in the
RECORD, I wish to include "th~ following
addresses delivered by Grand Knight
James J. McGee and Attorney William
J. Nealon, Jr., toastmaster, Scranton
Council, Knights of Columbus Mother's
D~,y communion breakfast, Hotel Jermyn, Scranton, Pa., on May 11, 1952:
"'You're as welcome as the flowers as they
wake from winter's sleep;
You're as welcome as the homeland after
wandering on the ~eep."
Indeed it is a most pleasurable honor to
welcome you in the name of Scranton Council Knights of Columbus, to this gathering.
But even more gratifying is the knowledge
of the thoughts behind our being here. We
come to pay tribute to the one love we did
nothing to earn-that of mother. Too often
we turn the rougher side of our nature to
mother; and yet, in spite of such conduct,
her love seems to grow stronger.
The story is told of the person who asked
a mother which of her several children she
loved most. Her answer Is a classic, "I love
best the one who is ill, until he is better;
the one far away until he returns; and the
one who is bad until he is good again."
True? We have merely to look into our own
lives for verification. Yes, her love is all
embracing, and time only serves to tighten
the reins of her influence.
The inspiring sight of so many men approaching the altar of God, and paying to
mother the ultimate tribute of holy communion is due largely to that influence.
She taught us that in order to really live,
we must partake of the source of life and
grace. Let us hope that today's evidence
of having learned that lesson brings joy
to her heart; just as we feel that the heart
of Mary rejoices. For she knows that he
who loves and respects his earthly mother
must be close to Jesus. That nearness of
heart and mind is greatly needed today.
The road of moral integrity in personal and
public life should run straight and true. If
one stays close to Jesus in the blessed sacrament, remains under the prayerful guidance of Mary, and remembers the preachings
heard at mother's knee, it will be difficult
to make a wrong turn. If such a turn
should be made, there is no reason to continue onward-for Mary, our mother and .mediatrix, and the earthly mother from whose
lips .we first learned of the better life, are
our guide posts to God, the all-forgiving.
Yes, my friends, it is indeed an inspiration to see you present. May God grant
that today•s great love and reverent feeling for mother extend throughout the year
and that on next Mother's Day it will be
the privilege of Scranton council to again
welcome each of you to our midst.
We are gathered here today to pay homage
to mother. It is fitting that we commemorate Mother's Day in a spiritual manner.

By doing so, we recognize the close bond
existing between mother and holy mother
church. For our mother of this world wields
a power which, by the blessing of God, can
lead her child to an eternal home in heaven.
Yes, it is mother who possesses the capabilities to mold the character and fix the destiny
of her child. An American statesman once
said:
·
"I would have been an atheist if it had
not been for one recollection and that was
that my departed mot):ler used to take my
little hand in hers, and cause me, on my
knees, to say, 'Our Father who art in
heaven.'"
Ah, what a responsibility mother has and
what struggles she must endure in fulfilling
this responsibility. Unlike her counterparts
in other fields of endeavor, mother's hardships and efforts are not rewarded temporally by an increase in salary, a promotion,
an efficiency ribbon, or a merit badge. Her
efforts go largely unnoticed because at the
time when we should appreciate her so much
we are too young to realize her sacrifice.
She received us in raw material form, both
physically and morally, and she attempted
through love and affection to mold us into
successful and well-prepared men, both materially and spiritually.
And may I say, that whether mother is in
the hereafter or a member of the still liv-ing, I am confident that she would gaze at
her finished product in attendance here today, and a smile would crease her lips as
she would say, "Well done, my son," because you have expressed your devotion and
commemorated her day in the manner she
appreciates most-through your God and
the reception of the sacrament of holy communion in her honor.
-However, we should not confine our gratitude to 1 day of expression. In this fastmoving world of today, men in their pressing march for position and prosperity too
often neglect the lessons they learned from
mother. We should never forget our tremendous indebtedness to her. She to whom
we turned whenever we felt unprepared to
meet a new challenge, and mother was always there to comfort us, · admonish us, if
necessary, and, above all, to love us. That
chaste, overwhelming, and everlasting love
which only a mother possesses. This reliance is perhaps best illustrated in verse:
••o God, since ever I could speak,
My voice has fallen on faithful .ears;
'Twas 'Mother' in my triumph hour,
And 'Mother' in my time of tears!''
How can we repay her many years of selfdenial, toil, and sacrifice? How can we return the patience, guidance, and understanding, which she has so graciously bestowed on us? How? By following her
symbol and assisting her in att~ining her
greatest goal as a mother-the spiritual salvation of her children. This can be accomplished if we attempt to make every day
Mother's Day and celebrate it in the same
spirit as we have today.

Big-Dam Foolishness
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.A.S.J.CARNAHAN
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. CARNAHAN. Mr. Speaker, under
permission to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include an article from the
May 1952 issue of the Country Gentleman. This article by Elmer T. Peter-
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son is under the title "Big-Dam Foolishness." I hope every Member of Congress
will carefully read this short article.
In my opinion, this is the effective and
economical approach to fiood prevention and thus the solution to sensible
soil and water conservation.
On October '20, 1951, I introduced, in
the House of Representatives, House bill
5846, which, if enacted into law, would
put the upstream watershed flood-prevention plan into operation. This bill
was referred to the House Committee on
Public Works. Further delay in implementing such a plan is .c osting not only
staggering losses of soil by erosion 'b ut
also the enormous losses of fiood damages to industry, property, and human
life as we have recently suffered in Missouri and Kansas and throughout the
Missouri-Mississippi Basin.
I recommend as strongly as I can
that the watershed treatment plan be
given a thorough actual trial on at least
one complete watershed. Let's see by
thorough trial just what merit the plan
has.
The article follows:
BIG-DAM FoOLISHNESS

(By Elmer T. Peterson)
As an aftermath of last .summer's disastrous Missouri Valley 1loods we are now in
serious danger of being stampeded into a
fiood-control program which already has
proved to be conspicuously unsound and
tremendously wasteful of good farmland and
public money. The country is now being
"sold" a program that consists mainly of
huge downstream dams, designed to protect
only the narrow river zones below them, the
banks and the fiood plains of the large
streams.
It is hard to pin down the exact cost of
this limited-performance type of ft.ood control, but certainly it would run Into bllllons of dollars. However, the shocking
thing about these big-dam plans is not only
the huge costs involved-but that the blg
dams have tragic faults, as I will show. The
truth is that we can build a much better
program, a cheaper and more productive system, than the one offered by the big-dam enthustasts. We can do it by making fuU use
of· little dams and modern soil and water
conservation practices which stop or slow
down the water where it falls. And instead
of inundating rich lands behind huge dams,
this agricultural type of ft.ood control makes
farmlands more productive.
A bitter fight now is shaping up between
the blg-dam and the little-dam advocates
in vlrtually all of the Missouri Valley. On
one side are the Army engineers, driving
hard to put across a costly big-dam program
before the memory o! last summer's terrible floods wears thin. Backing them are politicians with a keen scent of the pork barrel,
a powerful tax-financed bureaucracy and
some newspapers and business interests.
Their plans draw support from bard-hit
cities and towns which want protection as
fast and complete as possible, regardless of
the cost, which would be borne by the Federal Government--and thus by all of us.
On the other side are farmers organized
into numerous watershed organizations,
backed by many newspapers and unorganized citizens? These folks belleve in the
little-dam program, -and are convinced that
big dams are a doubtful. incomplete rem:.
edy. And they are appalled hy the large
positive harm such dams do in the very valleys they are supposed to protect. They
know that if the big-dammers have their
way, huge reservoirs would inundate some
of our richest bottomland. Take . the Army
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engineers' stubbor!Q determination to bulld
Let's be conservative and say that it was only
a great dam at Tuttle Creek on the Blue llalf a biilion dollars' worth. Even this
River of Kansas to help protect Manhattan,
doesn't indicate the true nature of the damTopeka, Kansas City, .a nd other downstream.
age, for soil kept in place contin~.les to procities. This ''tlo.od protection" would itself
duce wealth. Once gone, it is gone forever.
It ls time for the city promoters for big dams
fiood 55,000 acres of fertile farmland, along
to realize where their wealth originates.
with several beaUtiful villages and many
homes, schools, ·s tores, churobes, and cemeHow can a flood be prevented most effecteries. Permanently lost would be an area
tively and economically?
which produces more than $6,000,000 worth
The Soil Conservation Service, logically but
cr crops a year. Many farmers and busiWith unfortunate timidity, ls now in the
nessmen wonder if this cure proposed by tbe
fiood-control business, the upstream waterArmy engineers isn't as bad as the fiood ailshed part of flood control. Hampered by
ment.
too-small funds (a few milltons a year, where
the Army engineers deal in hundreds of milThe best way to spot the defects in the
lions), the SCS has moved slowly, but has
big-dam program ls to answer three simple
pioneered much new knowledge on the upquestions: (1) What l:s a flood? (2) What
stream
possibilities. Here is the pay-off:
does a fiood do? (3) How can a flood be controlled most effectively and economically?
Using actual case histories from the SCS
Washita Valley ag/tcultural flood-control
The big-dammers seem to want .us to be·
neve that a Hood is nothing but a malignant · project in Oklahoma, I can .s afely assert that
under conditions typical o! many watertorrent that comes down a river to hit a
sheds, the bigger the dam the less it is able
city and that its 'Chief crime is destroying
to control floods.
urban warehouses, factories, railroad yards,
and homes. Their whole objective ts to wall
Take two extremes, a typical ~mall earthen
cff the muddy torrent in huge volume, by
detentton reservoir In the Mill Creek subdams and <likes, or to drain it away as fast
watershed, built by the SCS, and the huge
as possible. They still cling to the theory
Denison Reservoir (Lake Texoma) built by
Army engineers.
that you must walt until the evil gets spectacular before trying to stop it.
The typical SCS detention reservoir is a
The watershed associations take an al·
glorified farm pond, usually on hilly wasteland. Say it covers 20- acres, .more or less.
most diametrically opposed view. They say
It has an automatic drawdown outlet, about
that water is a friend, even in cloudburst
half up the inner "Side of the dam; when
size, if you know how to handle it while it
the water reaches this level, 1t flows through
1s still young. They say a typical flood has
the drawdown, a pipe of certain size to let
already done most of its damage before it
the creek below the dam run bankfull-no
reaches a downstream city. and that tt could
more. In the reservoir below the drawhave been tamed 1! conservation measures
down, water forms a permanent pool which
were taken on the grass, trees, and furrows
may be used for trrigatlon. The upper part
up the Uttle rtvulets. Farmers up-creek
of the reservoir-64 percent of its capacityhave a vitally important stake in this disis designed as a flood pool. . When excessive
pute, for they have fiood problems, too, but
rainfall comes, the drawdown automatically
thus far they have had rough going. In
goes to work without human supervision
flood-control meetings they are often ig ..
and gradually empties the fiood pool so it
nored, shouted down or bafiled by trained
will be ready for the next downpour.
big-dammers who .fiourish complex slide-rule
Here's the amazing comparison: This typcalculations, chieft.y theoretical figures as to
ical small upstream dam is engineered to
how much damage some given dOWJlSl;l'eam
impound 5.22 inches of runoff from its drainfiood might have done, had It not been for
age area in its upper flood pool portion.
their cherished huge structures.
The
huge downstream Denison Reservoir can
What ls a fiood? As far as this article is
impound, in its flood pool, only 1.31 inches
concerned It is an excessive .fiow of water
of runoff from its dr:.-.inage area, even if
caused by excessive precipitation and ritnthe pool were kept drained. to lts lowE'st
off. It doesn't happen just on big rlvers.
point, which seldom happens, because water
It covers all the land. Its damage begins
levels are held up for hydroelectric power
wherever the water starts moving across the
and recreation. This ts a dangerous defect
ground, particularly plowland.
of
an multiple-purpose reservoirs.
If we can stop or slow down the flow of
So the little dam beats the big dam, four
water over the land, we .a ccomplish two vital
to one, at the big dam's own game of impurposes: (1) We keep the little waters from
poundment.
uniting rapidly to form big floods, and (2)
Let's go into this same Idea on a waterwe keep our valuable soil ln place. This job
·s hed. The Army engineers have now shown
isn't simple. It requires the services of speinterest in the creek watersheds of the Wacialists 1n soils, agronomy, forestry, biology,
geology, meteorology, siltation, and other
shita, to the extent of furnishing estimates
sciences.
for a dam on the Llttie Washita, a still
What does a fiood do2 United States Deuncontrolled creek tributary. The SCS had
partment of Army engineers have dealready made its estimates for little dams.
termined by research that 75 to 85 percent
The Chickasha Chamber of Commerce proof all agricultural flood damage occurs on
duces this deadly parallel:
the tributary watersheds, not along the banks
of the big streams. Anyone with economic
Army plan SCS plan
sense knows that such agricultural loss
means damage. not just to the farmer but to
Number .of reservoirs___________ _
everybody who depends on farm production.
1
34
Drainage area, square miles ____ _
The warehouses, stockyards, and railroads
195
190
Flood
storage, acre feet _________ _
112, (XX)
59,100
flooded in Kansas City couldn't even exist if
Permanent pool, acres (recreait weren't for up-the-creek farm production
1,950
2,100
tion)---Flood
pool,-------------------·--acres _______________ _
and prosperity.
3,650
5,100
Bottoms
inundated,
acr~s
______
_
J
l,t\50
11,600
Flooding the downstream zone isn't the
Bottomland protected_ _______ _
.3,371
8,080
main harm done by most :floods. The Na·
Cost proposed plan, estimil.ted
tlonal Association of Manufacturers esti·
complete_----- ___ ------------- $6, 000, 000 ' $1, 983, 000
mat~d that 16,000,000 tons of .m ud were de·
posited on the Kansas Ci.ty bottoms by the
1 Richest bottomland would be covered by .Army dam;
1951 1lood. At commercial rates that soil
SCS dams would largely be on wasteland.
would he worth $32,000,000, if kept on the
These :fi,gures are items of official Gover.nfields of the watershed. 'B ut the amount
ment record. Perhaps Gen. Lewis A. Pick,
trapped in the Kansas City bottoms was just
Chief of Army Engineers, should have studa small fraetton of the total soil ferti.llty
led them before he t.esti'fiecl. before the
that washed down the Mtssourl, into the
House Committee on Public Works July 31, .
AUsslssipp1, and out into the Gulf of Mexico.
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This kind of program tneans better crops,
1951, and said: "There has been a widewhen the Nationalist Chinese are able
a higher water table for farm and indusspread theory that you can control floods by
and willing to take an active part in the
trial
uses,
with
clear,
filtered
water;
more
building small reservoirs over a wide
Korean fighting.
ground-water storage; clear springs, creeks
area. •
• I do not subscribe to that
The editorial follows:
and rivers; freedom from siltation; better
for this reason: In my opinion, you would
SOUNDS PLA USffiLE
Wildlife; and generally retarded flow Of
have to provide much greater storage than
moisture from the time it falls from the
An observer of the Korean stalemate, who
you could afford to build in order to preclouds until it reaches the sea. And it more
does not profess to be an expert either on
vent these floods, and you would take
than pays its way. A four-State average
up much more land in the reservoir
military matters or diplomacy, says he wonshows
immediate
increase
in
crops
produc·
areas
the soil-conservation peoders why United States troops destined for
tion of 32 percent under this watershed im·
ple and the advocates of farm ponds thought
replacement duties in Korea are not sent to
provement system.
they could control floods through this
Formosa for final training, thus freeing
You can hear this statement: "SCS officials
mea ns. You just cannot do it. • • •
equivalent numbers of Chinese Nationalist
don't claim that upstream methodJ will conThere is too muth water."
troops for service in Korea.
trol runoff from superstorms covering an
This seems a very plausible suggestion.
Now consider the harm done by the big
entire watershed once in 50 to 100 years."
Differing opinions have been expressed of the
dams.
Dwight Payton, president of the Kansas
b attle worthiness of the Nationalist troops
When running muddy water hits still
Watersheds Association, stiffens the SCS
now garrisoning Formosa. The consensus of
wat er , it drops its load of silt. According to
backbone by retorting: "If a corn picker can
late, however, has been that American tuteabundant authority, the average reservoir
plck one row it can pick a whole field."
lage has achieved wonders in making this
that collects water fr m a plowland waterFor that matter the usual big dams won't
evacuated army a first-rate fighting force.
shed will fill with such silt in about 50
do such a job anyhow. Prof. Walter KollAnd since the ultimate aim of the National·
years. A number of our huge reservoirs,
morgen, chairman of the department of
ists is to overthrow the Red regime in China,
supposedly permanent, have already lost
geography at Kansas University, wrote in an
Korea might offer an excellent opportunity
much of their capacity through siltation.
article
in
the
Topeka
Capital:
"The
Pickfor hardening the troops in Formosa for their
But that isn't the worst.
Sloan plan, even if • • • completed in
future struggle against the Red Chinese.
The silt builds out into the reservoir and
the Kaw Basin by July 1951 would not have
Certainly the deployment of the Nationalist
a!so back upstream by what engineers call
prevented our disastrous flood, or even
troops against the Req;; in Korea is a more
"backwater sedimentation." This insidious
minimized it substantially. • • • Wapractical strategy than to attempt an invachain reaction completely changes the
ters from the second protracted rain would
sion of the China mainland at this juncture,
stream's character. The Army engineers'
have found all reservoirs filled and would
although this reportedly is under consid·
own blueprints, which aren't publicized,
have passed over the dams in such volume
eration.
forecast ultjmate backwater sedimentation
that disaster downstream would have been
The best strategical argument against the
as far as 100 river miles up the Washita
about the same.
• " To build huge
use of Nationalist troops in Korea has been
from its mouth. This is bad enough, but
dams with capacity enough to meet every
that they are needed to stabilize the situaDr. Harold H. Munger, siltation specialist
imaginable flood threat of the future would
tion in Formosa and .deal with any possible
at Kansas State, says that backwater buildcost more than the damages such dams
attempt of the Reds to take the island
up of sediment in a typical prairie stream
would
prevent.
It
might
be
far
more
logical
stronghold. The validity of this ·argument
tends to create a new bed parallel to the
to
develop
Government-sponsored
insurance
old, at a height equal to that of the dam, so
has been reduced steadily. So long as Amerto carry such long-range risks or to zone
ican sea power is dedicated to the defense of
this blight wlll spl'ead indefinitely upstream
vital high-value properties away from dan·
Formosa-as it now is-there can be little
and into tributaries. I have photographed
ger areas.
serious thought of a Red attempt to invade.
pitiful wreckage which once was beautiful
The main point is: The Nation's flood
alfalfa land before the dam was built.
If the island defenses have been built up to
problem cannot be solved, as some would
anything like the degree reported, they
Backwater sedimentation had ruined it.
have us believe, simply by building big dams
The upstream flood-control system simply
should be able to deal with any threat that
that
drive
people
and
their
productive
efforts
keeps silt from flowing . into the streams.
might present itself. Finally, if American
from vast tracts of our best soils. A sound
Here the dam takes the form of terraces,
troops in equal number replace the Nationprogram must take into account the frecontour furrows, grass cover, trashy mulch,
alists in Formosa, it hardly could pe argued
quent and large flood damages agriculture
deep chiseling to promote rapid insoak
that the defenses of the island were being
suffers in upstream areas, w:b.lch big dams
of rainfall and other soil-conservation
weakened dangerously.
do nothing about. It must give a far more
We do not know how a rearrangement of ·
practices.
important
place
to
flood
control
that
makes
forces of this type would fit in with the proIs the little-dam program just theory?
productive
use
of
the
soil,
rays
its
waytocol of the United Nations. However, as we
Go to actual performance. Look at the
and in actual cases beats the big dams at
have found, war is a business of hard real4,000-acre subwatershed of Barni~z .creek,
their own game of downstream protection
ities. The Communists have maintained
near Clinton, Okla. On May 16, 1951, it was
by storage.
from the outset that all Red Chinese troops
hit by a "100-year flood" (one which may be
now operating in Korea, or from their Manexpected only once in 100 years, on the
churian sanctuary, are merely "volunteers,''
average) when 13 inches of rain fell within
and not actually the troops of tp.e Central
24 hours . . But Barnitz Creek had been
Replacements for Service in Korea
Government. We could make the same repequipped with SCS detention reservoirs, farm
resentation with much greater fidelity to
ponds, and a variety of soil-conservation
truth.
measures. The detention reservoirs abEXTENSION OF REMARKS
sorbed 4 to 5 inches and the drawdown and
And there is always the possibillty that inOF
land-surface treatment did the rest. These
ternal resistance to Red rule in China might
measures did their job so well that the
be intensified by the knowledge that Nationcreek didn't go out of banks, though neighalist troops still were in the field, fighting for
OF OHIO
boring uncontrolled creeks went on a wild,
the independence of t~elr homeland as well
IN
THE
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES
qestructive rampage. Five subwatersheds of
as the independence of Korea.
the Washita Valley, totaling almost 90,000
Thursday, May 15, 1952
acres, have received the little-dam treatMr. ELSTON. Mr. Speaker, under
ment, and every one has passed severe tests
with -a grade of 100 percent. These lands
leave to extend my remarks in the REc'Not Aid but Just Pure Paternalism
include sandy soil, tight soil, grassland,
ORD, I include an editorial from the Cin..
forest cover, plowed fields. Judging from
cinnati Enquirer of May 9, 1952.
what I have seen, this system controls upThe editorial refers to a proposal in
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
stream floods as perfectly as anything you
which I believe there is more than ordiOF
can expect from the average human-inspired
nary merit: That we send United States
performance.
troops destined for replacement duty in
Summing up, we should realize that the
Korea to Formosa for final training and
OF NEW YORK
soil-and-water conservation method fits per·
fectly into our great .n eed for an increasingly
that an equivalent number of Chinese
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
productive agriculture, based on conserva·
Nationalist troops be assigned for servThursday, May 15, 1952
tional use of water and land. It works with
ice in Korea.
natural processes and not against them. In
The independence of their homeland
Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
brief, it means making the soil of our water·
being at stake in the Korean conflict, it Speaker, under leave to extend my resheds a vast surface sponge. The science of
marks in the RECORD, I would like to call
insoak is still in its infancy, but SCS re· · is extremely illogical that we continue to
refrain from using Chinese Nationalist to the attention of the House of Represearchers have by land treatment enabled
troops. There is no sound reason why sentatives an article which appeared in
the soil in some cases to take in as much as
9 inches of rainfall per hour, and frequently casualties should be limited to American the April 7, 1952, issue of the Iowa Taxcan ob.tain insoak of 2 or 3 inches an hour.
boys and a handful of other U. N. troops payer, Des Moines, Iowa, in support of

HON. CHARLES H. ELSTON

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
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the Capehart-Miller bills, which provide
for the further development of hydroelectric power from the Niagara Falls
and River by private enterprise.
The article follows -~

Congress must find out who is responsible for this monumental blunder that
has so irreparably damaged our military effort and truce negotiations in
Korea.
It is inconceivable to me that we could
NOT AID BUT JUST PURE PATERNALISM-THAT
consciously do a better job of providing
WoULD SEEM To BE WHAT Is INVOLVED IN
BIG NIAGARA PROJECT Now BEFORE CONGRESS
fuel for the communist propaganda machine. Should these concessions be
Billions of purely socialistic spending by
the Federal Government has been based upon
granted they would be regarded as adthe assumption that there was no other way
missions of the charges of brutality in
it could be done, and in many cases this has
the prison compounds which have been
appeared to be the truth or at least an exmade by the Reds. If we fail to honor
cellent facsimile of same.
the terms agreed to by General Colson,
But in the case of the proposed expansion
our failure will be pointed to as a prime
of power development at Niagara Falls, there
example of the U. N.'s failure to live up
is no such excuse. For a generation private
to its promises and will most certainly
capital has been seeking the opportunity to
provide the needed capital on fair terms.
offer a ready excuse to the Communists
In this project there are no such side issues
for breaking off truce talks.
as are usually present. l'here are no flood
The fuli facts surrounding the Koje
control, navigation, irrigation, or other pubdevelopments are meager indeed, due to
lic services involved. Just generation of
the strict censorship imposed by the
power.
Army. However, I cannot understand
Yet there is now before Congress the Leh·
how a prison camp could be so mismanman-Roosevelt bill to have the Federal Govaged and so free from military disciernment build it; second, the Ives-Cole bill
to let the State of New York do it; third, the
pline as to permit such an outbreak to
Capehart-Miller bill, which would permit
even begin-much less succeed. It apprivate capital, already available, to finance
pears to be more than mere coincidence
the construction without public assistance.
that the outbreaks, culminating in the
The Capehart-Miller proposal should get
the active support of every citizen interested . capture of General Dodd, were timed almost exactly with the impasse in truce
in maintaining the private-enterprise systalks, indicative of the fact that they
tem. Here there are no contingent publio
interests involved. It is just a straight · were fomented by the Communists as a power-generating plant and the Government
means of gaining further reasons for
cannot justify its participation by citing
stalling in the negotiations.
other public benefits.
We must learn the facts why these
Entirely aside from the something over
camps wer·e conducted under such loose
$5,000,000 Iowans would Qontribute as their
military control. I think there is serishare of the Federal construction fund, ·and
ous question whether inmates of some
even granting the added assumption that
said fund would actually build it, there are · of our · own penal institutions had as
many compelling reasons for opposing this
much freedom of movement as did these
or any other Federal projects that are purely
enemy prisoners of war.
~nvestment and business opportunities.
Mr. Speaker, I am today introducing
a resolution which will have the Armed
Forces. . Committee investigate this
shameful situation and report back to
Tlie Koje Incident
the Congress by July 1, 1952. I want to
know, specifically, why the Communist
EXTENSION OF REMARl{S
prisoners of war were in complete conOF
trol of compound 76 from the very first
day
they were put there; why there were
HON. MIKE MANSFIELD
12 camp commanders on Koje before the
OF MONTANA
latest one, Brig. Gen. Haydon Boatner
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
was placed in command; why General
Dodd placed himself in a situation where
Thursday, May 15, 1952
his capture became possible; why liberal
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. Speaker, in concessions were made to the enemy
light of the disgraceful events which prisoners allowing them to communicate
have occurred at the Koje prison camps with other compounds, and so forth;
these past several days, I sincerely doubt why General Colson, in effect, made dam~
that the American people will be able to aging admissions tending to substansleep soundly in the confidence that their tiate the Communist charges of misprotection is being adequately provided treatment of prisoners; why, in fact,
for by our military leaders.
Colson under any circumstances
What killd of a soft attitude have we General
agreed to the demands which were made
taken that will permit prisoners of war as
conditions for General Dodd's release:
to dictate their own terms of confineto authorize the Committee on
ment? Have we lost sight of the fact Resolution
Armed Services to investigate and study
that only a few short weeks ago many
the capture of Brig. Gen. Francis T. Dodd
of these prisoners were killing and
by Communist prisoners at Koje Island,
wounding American and other U. N.
and the concessions made to such prisoners
in return for his release
troops? Must they be given a secondor perhaps even a third-chance to
That the Committee on Armed Services,
prove that their sole objective in life is acting as a whole or by subcommittee, is
to kill or drive every U. N. soldier into authorized and directed to conduct a full
the sea so that Korea can be despoiled and complete investigation and study of all
the circumstances surrounding the capture
by the Communist forces.
·
of Brig. Gen. Francis T. Dodd by Communist
These shameful occurrences demand prisoners at the Koje Island (Korea) prisoner
an immediate investigation by the Con- of war camp on May 7, 1952, and the congress. The true story behind the Koje cessions subsequently made to such pris•
revolt must not be concealed from the oners, in return for his release, by Brig. Gen.
·
American people any longer. We 'in the · Charles F. Colson.
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The committee shall report to the House
(or to the Clerk of the House if the House is
not in session) on or before July 1, 1952, the
results of its investigation and study, together with such recommendations as it
deems advisable.
For the purpose of carrying out this resolution the committee or subcommittee is
authorized to sit and act during the present
Congress at such times and places within the
United States, its Territories, and possessions, whether the House is in session, has
recessed, or has adjourned, to hold such
hearings, and to require, by subpena or
otherwise, the attendance and testimony of
such witnesses and the production of such
books, records, correspondence, memoranda,
papers, and documents, as it deems necessary. Subpenas may be issued under the
signature of the chairman of the committee
or any member of the committee designated
by him, and may be served by any person
designated by such chairman or member.

Forgotten Men in Korea
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. W. STERLING COLE
OF NEW YORK

IN 'rHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. COLE of New York. · Mr. Speaker,
I want to call the attention of the House
to an article in the Washington Star of
Wednesday, May 14, 1952, which calls
·attention to a deplorable situation in
Korea.
This reliable newspaper carries a dispatch which says that our American boys
fighting in Korea are "forgotten men
fighting a forgotten war." It also says
that our American boys are fighting a
war with second-hand equipment. The
·boys in Korea are asking "Why does the
United States send new equipment to
Europe and rebuilt second-hand material
to Korea?"
I ask the same question, and under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
the article written about our "forgotten
men in Korea," which appeared in
Wednesday's Washington Star:
FORGOTTEN MEN IN KOREA FIGHT WITH SECOND•
HAND EQUIPMENT

(By Edwin G. Pipp)
American soldiers In Korea complain that
they are "forgotten men fighting a forgotten
war."
They are fighting a war with second-hand
equipment. There are no new trucks, jeeps,
or artillery•. Ammunition is rationed.
In the air the commander of an F-86
fighter wing says the Communists can drive
our Air Force from the sky over Korea whenever they want. A fighter-bomber wing commander says his outfit is operating with less
than half the planes he should have.
GI's resent that the war they are fighting
no longer is front-page news. They know
that the folks back home do not realize that
the short reports of patrol actions in Korea
mean more Americans are being killed and
wounded. They are sure the :P,ome front
thinks they are living a. soft life since the
peace talks began.
These soldiers-7 ,000 miles from homewant everyone to know they are fighting a
war in which enemy shell fire and close com•
bat are common.
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MUCH EQUIPMENT REBUILT
Much of the equipment in Korea was rebuilt in the United States and Japan. Rebuilt equipment is not as good as new.
Men in the front lines want to know where
the new equipment is go1ng. They know
new trucks and tanks are being built. Flyers
want to know why they are not getting new
planes instead of rebuilt replacements.
The answer to the GI who looks at an old
truck and wonders why it isn't replaced with
a new vehicle is this: The Army is afraid of
congressional criticism that would be sure
to come if new vehicles were sent to Korea
while older jeeps and trucks still are running.
While I was with a fighter-bomber wing,
the pilots were disturbed· over a picture in
Stars and Stripes showing new F-84's being
delivered to Europe.
"Why does the United States send new
equipment to Europe when we need it here
an~ are fighting a war?" they ask.
ENEMY MORTAR SHELLS DROP
While I was talking to two Michigan soldiers in a front-line bunker, enemy mortar
shells began dropping into other American
positions on a hill nearby.
"Why don't you knock out that Commie
gun?" one of the Michigan men asked an
artillery observer.
"I know where it is," the observer replied,
"but I don't have any ammunition." The
soldiers said artillery and mortar ammuniti-n is rationed and can only be used in
emergencies.
Later I asked the regimental commander
about the ammunition shortage.
"The artillery supporting my regiment
could use all the shells they . have in less
than an hour of steady firing," he said. "I
can order them to fire in an emergency, but
it would have to be a break-through before
I would give the otders. I hope there is
more ammunition farther back in the supply line, but I don't have it here.
"But more than artillery shells, we need
hand grenades. That is one of the infantryman's basic weapons, and we do not have
enough."
COULD NOT GET SANDBAGS
Other soldiers who were ordered to build
defenses at the front complained that they
could not get sandbags.
The F-86 wing commander with whom I
talked said the Communists are playing a
game with American pilots.
·
"We know they can knock us down when
they want to because they have so many
more planes. But the Red pilots are getting
the best comba'v training in the world by
fighting us, and they don't want to stop
their training program.
'"We can tell when new classes start, because the MIG's stay out of gun range and
just look us over,'~ he said. "Later we have
a few small fights with them. Then graduation' day comes and we have a big fight with
them. That is when we knock down their
planes and lose some of ours. After t hat
new classes begin."
SUPPLY ADEQUATE, SAYS ARMY
The Army in Washington says both vehicles and ammunition are in adequate supply in Korea. Ammunition is being rationed,
1t admits, because World War II stocks are
nearly gone and production still does not
equal normal battle expenditures. Also, rationing is a normal procedure to prevent
w aste. There is no reason why a front-line
soldier cannot g~ ammunition for his
weapon, the Army says.
In the past, during periods of heavy fighting, there have been occasional shortages of
hand grenades and sandbags, but there is n o
shortage now, Army spokesmen say. The
E ighth Army was necessarily equipped with
rebuilt vehicles originally. They should not
be discarded so long as they are useful, the
~ilitary declares. The Army has world-wide

commitmel!ts, and the supply of equipment
must be allotted in view of these.
The Army is using late-model tanks that
were not in existence during World War II,
the Pentagon points out.
PLANES AND FLIERS NEEDED
The Air Force says it needs more airplanes
and men to bring it to the strength necessary, in view of the world situation. It,
too, has world-wide commitments. If more
planes were available, the Air Force says,
naturally, our forces everywhere would be
stronger.
The Communists cannot gain air superiority "any day they want to," the AF says, but
admits that the Red air force poses a potential threat to our superiority in Korea.
·
The ground troops are tired, despite good
rations and high-standard living conditions.
Regardless of their complaints, their morale
is not low.
No onP- in Korea says men should not go
home whim their turn comes, but the seasoned soldiers are worried about what might
happen if the Communists end the stalemate
and open a new offensive. They don't want
green troops there to stop that drive.

impact of copper and brass upon the economy of Connecticut cannot be overestimated.
When pay envelopes are short all business in
the community suffers."
We wish Congressman PATTERSON all success in his efforts. What he says is absolutely .
true. But what has already been done to the
brass industry in Connecticut by shutting
off copper is merely an example of what
really happens in this Nation when those
so-called planners in Washington really begin to plan.
They strangle production, throw people
out of work, and raise hob with the economic
systerr. generally. It is time that the people
of Connecticut and other States did a little
planning of their own-that is, planning to
get rid of these bunglers in government.

Incentive System: ·The True Way To Pre·
serve Free Enterprise-The Lincoln
Electric Co. Shows the Way
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Connecticut's Critical Copper Shortage
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALBERT P. MORANO
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, _May 15, 1952

Mr. MORANO. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I wish to
insert an editorial which appeared in
the Bridgeport Post of May 5, dealing
with the critical copper shortage in
Connecticut resulting in a work stoppage
in the brass industry. My colleague, the
Honorable J AMES T. PATTERSON, is continuing his heroic efforts to bring about
the allocation of direly needed copper
for the brass mills in his district. He
has the best wishes for success not only
from the people of his district but from
the entire Ftate of Connecticut whose
economy is tbreatened:
No CoPPER, No WoRK
Congressman JAMES T. PATTERSON, Of thiS
State, is continuing his efforts to induce the
Government to release more copper from the
national stockpile to prevent the partial or
complete shut-down of the very important
Connecticut brass industry.
He has appealed to the Munitions Board
f or temporary release of 40,000 tons of copper per month from the national stockpile,
which is much less than the total needed,
but at least would offset the reduction in
employment now under way.
The Congressman scornfully rejects the
idea that brass workers should be laid off ar d
put on relief while the Government hoards
the copper for other purposes. What these
workers want, he said, is a full week's work
at a fair wage. Addressing Congress, he said:
"The members of the congressional delegation from Connecticut are concerned with
the specter of partial employment and unemployment to the brass industries. • • •
The copper shortage immediately affects the
livelihood of workers in the copper and brass
plants in Ansonia, Waterbury, and Thomaston, Torrington, Bridgeport, New Haven,
H artford, and many other communities. The
secondary effect is felt shortly afterward in
industries dependent upon prime suppliers
for their p~rts and fabricated materials. The

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I am including an article on the
subject of the incentive system which is
in operation at the Lincoln Electric Co.
in Cleveland, Ohio. This ·outstanding
American organization has been involved in tax litigation for 10 years and
several months ago a final ·decision was
rendered by the United States Tax Court
in which it found that the Lincoln Electric Co. was j~stified in deducting as a
regular business transaction sums that
it had paid on annuities to employees
and also for an employee trust fund.
The suit arose when the Bureau of Internal Revenue questioned the right of
the company to make those contributions. The recent decision by the Court
supported the company which now is
permitted to take a tax deduction on
annuities and amounts paid into the
trust fund.
The ·article in question follows:
LINCOLN INCENTIVE SYSTEM VINDICATED IN
TAX COURT
CLEVELAND, 0HIO.-After 10 years O! litigation, making one of the longest tax cases
on record, the 15-judge United States Tax
Court has just announced a decision which
completely vindicates the incentive system
of the Lincoln Electric Co., payments in
which were questioned by the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue.
The importance to industry generally of
this decision is indica ted by the opinion of
the court which points out the effectiveness
of inQentive payments in increasing productivity and reducing prices. According to
charts produced as evidence in the case,
Lincoln's productivity per worker increased
at an average rate of 15.3 percent per year
for the past 18 years, prices have been reduced by about 50 percent, and wages have
b een double those normally paid in
industry.
The case was started in 1942 when the
Commissioner of I nternal Revenue questioned Lincoln's 1941 payment of soma
$500,000 for employee annuities and $1,000, ...
000 for an employees' trust fu n d. Through-
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out the long litigation Lincoln argued that
the results achieved by its incentive system
establish that the payments are proper and
reas?nable. !h~ cow:_t, !_n ~p~oldin§_ U~
~91n § PQ§ltlon ahd Vfiialcating Its ncent ve
system, ctated:
"The record clearly establishes that the
company's incentive system materially contributes to increased production, enhanced
earnings, reduced selling prices, avoided
labor strife and work stoppages, and developed and retained a cooperative, loyal,
efficient, and satisfied force of employees."
In commenting on the decision, Mr. James
F. Lincoln, president of the company, stated:
"It is perhaps not surprising that we have
had so much difficulty in getting Government approval of the payments under our
incentive system. Every step forward which
has been made in the history of man has
been resisted by established authority.
From the pronouncement of the Sermon on
the Mount by Jesus to the acceptance of
the automobile, the best minds have stood
pat.
"Incentive management has been proved
ln industry and is vitally necessary as present labor-management friction shows. It
is, therefore, satisfying that it took only a
little over a decade for the Government to
acce_pt this obviously successful system."

Address of Civil Air Patrol Cadet George
R. Robertson
EXTENSION OF REMARJ{S
OF

HON.A.S.J.CARNAHAN
OF MISSOURI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. CARNAHAN. Mr. Speaker, under permission to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include an address given by
Cadet George R. Robertson at the congressional dinner of the Civil Air Patrol
at the Shoreham Hotel in Washington,
D. C., on May 14, 1952:
ADDRESS OF CADET GEORGE R. RoBERTSON,
TURIN, GA., MEMBER OF NEWNAN SQUADRON,
GEORGIA WING CIVIL AIR PATROL, BEFORE
CAP CONGRESSIONAL DINNER, MAY 14, 1952
General Spaatz, General Beau, Members of
Congress, distinguished guests, many interesting and thrilling experiences have come to
me since I became a Civil Air Patrol Cadet,
but this 1$ truly the high point of those experiences. To share this speakers• stand the
way I do tonight is an honor and privilege-perhaps the greatest I'll ever have.
In representing nearly 45,000 CAP Cadets,
I think the best way that I might do that
would be to tell you .what Civil Air Patrol
means to me, tor I am an average cadet.
Living midway between Turner Field and
Robbins Air Force Base in Georgia, I have
seen quite a bit of aviation--enough to
really spark the flying bug in me. So, early
in 1951 I applied for membership as a CAP
Cadet and was accepted. If any one thing
stands out in these 15 months, it is the way
my squadron senior members made it possible for me to learn. These CAP officers and
men devote their evenings and weekends unselfishly; they even take time off from their
own work to· help youngsters like myself become better citizens of the air age.
After being accepted into the Cadets, I was
placed with another group of newcomers and
we began our training. For the first 3
months we were indoctrinated in close order
drill, military courtesy, and discipline. This

showed me how to work with a group of other
boys as a team, to be courteous, not only to
my superior officers, but to the other mem.;
bel's of
or ga n lza ion and to my elders.
Those first 3 months of the cadet program
not only helped me in a · military way but
also helped me to become a better citizen of
my community and country.
Later I was given an opportunity to become
more familiar with the mllitary way of life,
This was possible through our summer encampment which I attended at Robins AFB
for 2 weeks, living the life of an airman. At
camp we were assigned our own barracks and
headquarters building. During that time
what seemed like 2 months' training was
crowded into 2 weeks. We were up at 5:30,
and after chow we attended classes taught
by both CAP and Air Force personnel. In
addition to classes, we had weapons familiarization, and a day or two on the firing
range. We also saw planes and engines being
maintaineci. and overhauled, other equipment
being repaired or modified, parachutes being
repacked and many other interesting activities in the Air Material Area. We spent
about 2 hours every day taking physical
training and competing in many different
types of sports. If there was any spare time
at all during a day at camp, we were drilling,
trying to get into good shape for a coming
drill comretition meet with neighboring
CAP wings.
In this program, we are developing airmindedness
among
America's
youth.
Taught by qualified senior members with
wide aviation experience, CAP cadets are
gaining aviation knowledge which I am sure
will strengthen this Nation's airpower in
peace or in war. While still in high school
I hav~ learned many things I will probably
have to know in a few years. There may
come a time when I will face actual combat.
The better my training has been, the more
effective I will be, and the greater my
chances of personal survival. Even if I am
never faced with combat,. the training I receive from CiVil Air Patrol will stand out in
college ROTC or in the regular Air Force.
Also, boys in my age bracket feel that uni•
versal m111tary training is coming. In this
event, CAP cadets will have a great ad•
vantage.
I read in the papers that flying has lost
its glamour and that the Air Force is having
difficulty filling its quota of aviation cadets.
CAP Cadets are not taught that flying is
glamorous-we are taught that it is a job
requiring skill, technical knowledge, judgment, and training and more training. We
know that it takes teamwork to be a pilot
or a member of the team on the ground who
k ;ep our airplanes flying. As cadets we are
developing our interest and knowledge of
aviation while still in our teens. Among our
cadets today you'll find the airmen and officers, the mechanics and specialists, the aircrewmen and pilots of tomorrow's Air Force.
The CAP Cadet Corps means that the
United States Air Force will have wellindoctrina ted young men and women en taring its
ranks. I am proud and grateful for the
opportunity of being a Civil Air 'Patrol cadet.
Thank you.

our

New Canaan Resolution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF .

HON. ALBERT P. MORANO
OF CONNEcriCUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. MORANO. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REC·
oRn, I wish to include a resolution adopt-
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ed by a Republican caucus in New
.c anaan, co·nn., KP"riT 28. i952z

Whereas the Wage Stabilization Board-a
Federal Government commission has attempted to force a union or closed shop
on the steel industry; and
Whereas the Federal Government's true
role should be as an arbiter and not as a
partisan in employer-employee labor relations; and
Whereas such partisanship has the effect
of destroying true collective bargaining as
well as denying to worker;;; full freedom of
choice: Now, therefore,
Voted, we, Republican citizens of New
Canaan, Conn., in caucus assembled April
28, 1952, hereby declare that all workers
possess, without discrimination, coercion or
intimidation from any source whatsoevergovernmental or otherwise-the inalienable
right to choose whether they shall or shall
not join a union; and further ·
Voted, that this principle for "the right
to work" transcends partisan politics.

Are We Making Friends in Europe With
American Dollars?-Experiences of an
American Citizen in Europe Early This
Year Deny We Are
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. SMITH . of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I am including a letter from a.
distinguished citizen of the State of Montana, Mr. James J. Flaherty, past president of the Montana Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Flaherty visited in France,
Spain, and Portugal during February and
March of this year. His experiences
there are a revelation. It is obvious
that we are not making friends by spending billions of dollars as is provided for
in the mutual security bill that will
shortly come before this House:
GREAT FALLS, MONT., May 9, 1952.
Congressman LAWRENCE H. SMITH,
Congress of the United States,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN SMITH: In line with
your letter of April 30 suggesting that I write
you and send you a statement of my views as
a result of my experience in France, Spain,
and Portugal during February and March of
this year, they are as follpws:
One guide sa:td, "The Germans that were
around the southern end of the Alps about
Cannes, were occupation troops-veterans of
World War I. They did not molest us.
Their superior officers laid down certain rules
that we were compelled to obey. These same
German officers laid down rules for the Germans to obey. If there were any violations
on the part of the German troops, they were
promptly threatened with 'Stalingrad.' If
it happened the second time, the entire company would. be sent to 'Stalingrad.' So they
policed each other. I do not dread the Ger- '
mans, but I do communism as exemplified by
the Russians of Stalin."
Another guide said, "Well, we take you
Americans for a nice, big, luscious, juicy
orange to be sucked, and that is what we are
doing."
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Another guide said, "Why don't you get
your troops out of Europe and go home?
There is going to be no war with the Russians. If they were going to fight us they
would have moved 2 or 3 years ago. They do
not want war, but you are arming the Germans and it is the Germans that we worry
about; what they might do to retaliate, after
their defeat in World War I and World War
II."

A French driver said, "There is no talk of
war here in Europe; it is you American warmongers who keep this excitement goingyou are trying to bolster ~p your economy by
arming Europe. We do~·t want any war."
The woman manager of a large hotel in
Lourdes said, "We French are sick of warwe had six wars in 100 years-look about you.
There are over 500 hotels in Lourdes, yet there
are only 3 men managing these hotels,
all the rest are women managers-the work
falls upon us women. Our men have been
decimated because of wars. We French are
of short stature. Napoleon shot 2 inches off
the height of each Frenchman. World Wars
I and II have shot off another inch and a
half. Look into the street. There are 10
women to each man-we are sick of war.
We don't want to talk about war. We want
peace."
An English-speaking train conductor said
to me, "No; only a few of us pay the income
tax of France; since the German occupation
75 to 85 percent of the people have paidno
income tax. They have their gold buried in
the ground. Our people are hard workers.
They love the soil. Our French soil is our
gold mine. From it we produce the grapes
that give us the golden harvest of our wine,
our wheat, our food. Why should we pay
income taxes to our grafting government?
You Americans give money to us for nothing,
anyway. You keep on paying income tax.
Not us."
A Spanish newspaperman at the NATO
conference in Lisbon, in the bar of th.e Avis
Hotel said, "I write for three English dally
newspapers. We Spanish are a proud people.
If you want to come over and give us money
to secure harbor sites and air bases, then
please don't come over and tell us how to
run our country-we want Spain -as it now is.
We don't want Spain changed. We're happy
with Spain.
"Furthermore, we don't want you Americans to come over and use Spain as a battlefield like you have used Korea-to run up
and down Spain and destroy our cities, our
industries, our property, and wreck and destroy, like you have in Korea. Your record
in Korea is one of the worst black marks of
history."
A Spanish gentleman, a duke, on the Lustianiac Express said to me, "You can buy
American and English newspapers and
magazines one day old at any newsstand on
the streets of any major city • • • so
can the Spanish people. Spain has nothing
to hide from its people. Think this over,
young man.';
An Englishman . vacationing at Malaga,
Spain, said: "Your State Department concerns it self · with Europe .. You are a long
way from home. You do not understand the
diplomacy of E,lrope. You are children of
statesmanship and naive. You rearmed Germany t wice. Now you are going to rearm
her for the third time. The French are
alarmed over this and you are making
enemies in France.''
A Portuguese newspaperman at Lisbon
said: "The French fear the Germans. The
Germans despise the French because they
know the French are afraid of them. The
Germans respect the British as they know
they will fight, The Germans hate the Russians. The Russians in turn fear as well as
h c.te the Germans. Your great mistake was

when you stopped General Patton from driving through Germany and Austria. It was
you Americans that let the Russians into the
middle of Europe."
A Spanish businessman said: "Why do you
Americans condemn Generalissimo Franco?
He is not the ruler of Spain; 400 representatives in the Nationale Assembly give Franco
his orders. Generalissimo Franco accepted
the aid from Germany and Italy to strike
down communism. Yet neither Mussolini
nor Hitler ever sat at the table with Generalissimo Franco.
"No one has bothered or disturbed you
while you have been in Spain. You were
treated with utmost courtesy at the border.
Your American passport did not require a
visa. Why does the United States hate
Spain?"
The manager of a large hotel in Spain said:
"There is the New York Times and the New
York Herald Tribune airmail edition. One
is 2 days' old; the other, Paris edition, 1 day
old. There are eight English air-mall newspapers 1 day old. Anyone can buy themthere is no censorship of the radio or the
newspapers in Spain.
"We will not stand for communism in
Spain; it destroys the dignity of the indi·
vidual; it respects neither property rights
nor human rights. Why should you Americans cdme and tell us Spaniards how to live?
We do not go to the United States and tell
you how to live. That is your business. -But
we are unalterably opposed to communism
in any form."
· A Portuguese cafe owner said, "In central
France, wit h Marshall plan dollars, · the
French built a huge highway across France.
You think it would be named in honor of
General Patton, General Eisenhower, George
Washington, or Abraham Lincoln. Instead
it was named the Joseph Stalin Highway."
We are shipping to France steel under the
pretense of arming France, but at the French
ports you see French steel being loaded into
ships going to the United States to be made
into trucks and automobiles and even tankers for the United States Army-six Army
tankers of French steel were made at Quincy,
Mass., last year.
A Scotchman said in Cadiz, Spain, "We
Scotch are a practical people. We must be
because we live in a rugged country. We
cannot afford to ·waste. Why do you waste
words with the Stalin-Russian-Communists?
They mean nothing they say, except lies. All
you need is a modern navy and air corps.
The Communists are not going to attack
Europe and certainly not the United States.
Your trouble is from within your own Government. You should not drag Great Britain
in to this European mess.''
An English newspaperman said, "We must
make our decision now not to become entangled in any further conflict between
Germany and France. That we keep out of
all European disturbances. That we gather
all our ·troops and bring them home to bases
. where we will not risk their destruction at
one grand stroke. That we run our own destiny without being entangled and involved
with the destinies of Europe."
Congressm~tn SMITH, I have given you
factual remarks and statements · from sound
people in many walks of life-French, Spanish, Portuguese, Scotch, and Englishmenwhat they have said and what I have observed. It is now time that we cut baitwithdraw our troops from Europe. Get out
of Europe, stop the wasting of our money,
stop bleeding this Nation white on a grandiose European and world-wide WPA project.
.C ourteously and sincerely yours,
JAMES J. FLAHERTY,
Past President, Montana Chamb_er
of Commerce.

Santa Margarita Water Rights Controversy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WAYNE N. ASPINALL
OF COLORADO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Speaker, during
the week we approved H. R. 5368, a bill
concerning the Santa Margarita water
rights controversy in California, which,
in my opinion, is one. of the most significant pieces of legislation that has been
passed by this Congress. My opinion is
based on the fact that the legislation
declares congressional policy in regard to
compliance with State water law by Federal agencies. In this connection I am
pleased to include for the RECORD a letter which I sent to Congressman CLINTON D. McKINNON, the author Of the
Santa Margarita legislation. The letter
follows :
MAY 13, 1952.
Hon. CLINTON D. McKINNON,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CLINT: Yesterday, as you know, the
House approved your bill, H. R. 5368,
regarding the Santa Margarita waterrights controversy in California. I wish to
congratulate you on the introduction of
this very important legislation and also to
commen<;l you and those associated with you
on your efforts which r~sulted _ in the approval of it by . the House of Representatives. As I see it, the bill has two fundamental objectives; one, it implements an
agreement that was entered into between
the local representatives of the Federal
Government and the representatives of the
Fallbrook Public Utility District and, secondly, it establishes a clear-cut policy concerning the recognition of State law in the
distribution of a nation's water resources.
· In the first instance, I think it is particularly important to note that the Con. gress put into effect an agreement which was
entered into a good faith by the representatives of the Fallbrook Public Utility District
as a result of their negotiations with Federal agencies. Surely, this must revive a
fundamental belief in our democratic institutions in the hearts of those people in
Fallbrook who have labored so long to work
out an amicable and fair distribution of
the limited water resources of the Santa
Margarita River.
Of great significance, as you know, ts
section 4 of your bill which would direct
the officers and employees of Federal departments to comply with State law in the appropriation control and distribution of water
resources. This is a great forward step that
should be vigorously applauded by all of
us in the Western States, particularly those
who are dealing with these complex water
problems. In my opinion, it is the most
effective action that the Congress has taken
in a long time to prevent undesirable usurpation and control of water resources by Federal
agencies.
Again, may I offer my congratulations to
,y ou in the noteworthy accomplishment you
have achieved in behalf of the protection
of western water resources.
Sincerely,
.WAYNE N. ASPINALL,
Member of Congress.•
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Address of Gen. Douglas MacArthur
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL-W. SHAFER
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. SHAFER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following address of
Gen. Douglas MacArthur before the
.joint session of the Michigan Legislature
·at Lansing, Mich., on Thursday, May 15,
1952:
From this rostrum located at the very
heart of our country's industrial strength,
1 cannot fail to pay tribute to the vision and
courage, the imagination and will, the initiative and energy which have gone into the
leadership this State has given our commercial growth as a Nation and our materi~;tl
progress as a people.
Few men have had so poignant an opportunity to see and evaluate our great resource
of industrial power. In the violence of our
last three wars abroad, when our country's
very destiny hung in the balance, I have
seen the sinews of battle pour from your factories in massive quantities to bring victory
to American colors where otherwise defeat
:rright well have been. This has not sprung
so much from great advantage in raw resonrce, nor indeed, from any complete moe
nopoly in wisdom and scientific knowledge,
but more than all else, it has come .from the
character of this mighty blend of the unie
verse known as the American people.
1 have seen that character indelibly etched
upon the faces of the millions I have met
from north to south, from eas't to west; a
spiritual character which seeks the supremacy of right over wrong; a determined character which will not yield the inalienable
right of personal liberty; an aggressive char.acter which has surmounted all obstacles
in the forging upon this continent of a dynamic ·civilization which is at once the
·wonder, the inspiration and the envy of the
.world.
The basic character of the American people is the energizing force behind America's
past, the stabilizing influence to America's
present and the main hope of America's future.
Now it faces possibly its greatest modern
test if our heritage of faith is to be preserved and our liberties survive. In this
time of faltering leadership, it is the people themselves who must meet this challenge and rechart the Nation's course. For
Lincoln's admonition has been proved and
reproved through successive generationsthat the people are wiser than their leaders.
Because of that which I have seen and
heard since my return to this country more
than a year ago, I have been impelled as a.
patriotic duty of simple citizenship-and a
disagreeable duty it has been-to expose
for public consideration the failures and
weaknesses, as I view them, which have
brought our once righteous and invincible
Nation to fiscal instability, political insecue
rity and moral jeopardy at home and to universal doubt abroad.
Those voices which have been raised in
opposition to what I have said, have avoided
for the most part the merit of just argument. Instead, with narrow-minded petulence, they either chide my right to wear
the uniform in which I have served for over
53 years, or imply I must supinely submit
myself to a prevarication of truth by defending rather than criticizing those who
XCVIII-App.--188

have guided the Nation into its present tragic
circumstances.
They even contend that my advocacy of
a return of this Nation to constitutional direction, of a restoration of those noble and
well-tested principles and ideals which we
Wf\re formerly so proud to call American
tradition, of a revitalization of the moral
fiber which once commanded full faith in
our public institutions, is merely the pleading of partisan politics-that it renders mine
the voice of a biased politician.
There is no politics in me, nor none intended in what I say. I plead nothing but
Americanism.
We have strayed far indeed from tl}e .
course of constitutional liberty if it be seriously contended that patriotism has become a partisan issue in contemporary
American life. Yet, only recently, the indifference, if not the contempt, held by some
in high authority for the Constitution and
the wisdom of its architects, and the high
principles and moral codes which in past
have guided and insured our national progress, was graphically emphasized by reference to the advocacy of their restoration to
American ·life as an antiquated and outmoded point of view-a. dinosaur point of
view was the actual sarcasm employed.
They loosely charge reaction to all who
seek a rededication to the course of America's past ~reatness, and yet th~ course they
seek to substitute follows metiCulously the
oppressive despotism from which our forefathers sought the sanctuary of political independence. They are thus the real reactionaries in this epoch of American history.
While none will dispute the need for a
progressive and continuous revaluation of
our procedures to meet new conditions nor
the absorption of sound and enlightened
ideas designed to advance the general welfare, such a callous indifference to fundamental principles long and successfully
standing as the bulwark of American progress 1lnds support in neither statesmanship
nor logic. Indeed, the masses of the people
in their innate wisdom have sensed and resented the tragic mishandling of their public
affairs aud desperately sought a reorientation
toward effective security, reasonable stability,
and honest administration.
There is little need here to restate the
tragic circumstances to which the country
has been reduced by misdirection of public
policy or to recount the errors through commission or omission which have brought
about these circumstances. We cannot relive the past. All that we can do is from
its lessons of failure redesign the present in
order that we may provide needed safeguards
for the future.
Nothing threatens us more acutely than
our financial irresponsibility and reckless
spendthrift policies which jeopardize all
thrift and frugality. Our leaders seek to
justify the high, unreasonable, and burdensome cohts of Government on the grounds
of its complexity under modern conditions.
This is fallacious reasoning.
Government has indeed become complex,
but it is largely a self-induced complexity.
It springs from its increasingly arbitrary
nature and the labyrinth of governmental
agencies created in the endless effort toward
centralization and the imposition of new and
expanding Federal controls upon community
and citizen.
A return to a diffusion of the political
power so wisely ordained by the Constitution,
leaving to the community the nianagem~nt
of its local affairs and to the citizen the
management of his personal life, would
largely relieve this complexity.
We would at once revert to something of
the directness of the past, when the primary
test of sound administration lay in the
simple determination of that which was right
and that which was wrong. We would ree
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gain the Jeffersonian standard that the least
Government is easily the best Government.
Restore simplicity in public administration
and you will at once not only drastically reduce the financial burden upon the people,
but you will raise the standard of individual
life and regain the level of community and
personal dignity.
But, financialy we must do much more
than that. If the incentive to carry forward the dynamic progress this _Nation has
registered in p·a st is to continue and insure
accelerating progress in future, the entire
burden of taxation must be further materially reduced. Indeed, a reasonable limit must
be placed upon the very exercise of the
power to tax, easily the most abused and,
as history has shown, the most dangerous
of all sovereign powers. This power must be
applied only for the purpose of defraying
the legitimate expense of a frugal Government, not with the ulterior motive of regue
Iating and controlling our private lives and
efforts.
·
It must be reoriented away from the Karl
Marx Communist aim of redistributing the
wealth and of sharing the fruits of private
enterprise, · not only intern·ally, but externally.
We must avoid confiscating incomes and
draining resources to the point that the private ownership of property will practically
disappear from our economic system. We
have so burdened our people with taxation _
that they are no longer able to build for old
age and family security, and are rapidly los·
ing the energizing incentive to work.
We are so heavily mortgaging the industry
of our next generation that the heritage
which we pass on will be but hollow mock·
ery of that which we ourselves received.
We have so inflated the cost of the neces·
sities of life that those depending upon so·
cial security benefits, old age pensions and
other fixed incomes are being reduced to
desperate circumstances.
.
Indeed, it is part of the general pattern o!
misguided policy that our country is now
geared to an arms economy which was bred
in an artifici~lly induced psychosis of war
hysteria and nurtured upon the incessant
propaganda of fear. While such an economy
may produce a sense of seeming prosperity
for the moment, it rests on an illusionary
foundation of complete unreliability and
renders among our political leaders almost
a greater fear of peace than is their fear of
war. A day of reckoning and adjustment is
inevitably ahead when we find that the resources with which we might have cushioned
the shock of readjustment and reconversion
have been recklessly expended. Then, it wm
be crystal clear that the material cost and
toll of so uneasy a peace has been almost
as severe as that produced by wa-r itself.
While we must rebuild the military
strength irresponsibly dissipated at war's
end, and honor our commitments to others
who honor theirs to us, we must regain
some degree of calmness, consistency. and
common sense. We must reorient our economic policy toward reason and stability, or
every man, woman, and child in America
will share the bitter .consequences. For on
our present course, with neither forward
planning nor sound and reasonable objectives, our economic structure could collapse
with our great industrial centers becoming
ghost towns almost overnight, and bitter.
disillusioned, and resentful men forced to
pound the streets in search of means by
which to keep body and soul together.
Such an exhaustion of our economic health
ts what the leaders of the Kremlin most desire. It is what · their disciples strive to
achieve-these disciples who have infiltrated
our press, radio, and television, our industrial
plants, our banking institutions, our legal
fraternity, our educational ce~te_rs, our religious temples and every facet of American
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life, including Government itself. It is our
costly and hazardous application of direct
In foreign affairs our policies-or more
gravest danger and it is internal, not extermilitary force. Once this is fully undertruthfully our lack of policies-have been
nal. As Lincoln once said: "If this Nation
stood, the conclusion may not be avoided
weak and vacillating and largely dictated
1S ever destroyed, it will be from within, not
that with the inability for many years to
from abroad. From the acknowledged leaderfrom without."
mount sufficient :Loree in Western Europe to
ship of the world 6 year3 ago, we have drifted
We must not underestimate the peril. It
match the superiority of Soviet force in
into an equivocal position in which our main
must not be brushed off lightly. It must
Eastern Europe, peace and security in the
influence seems to be confined to that ot
not be scoffed at as our present leadership
paymastel'J ·- •-':l.- ·". ">•}.;t..;:..."-' • .. .,. •. ·-····
West will rest, iD: final analysis, ~:po~ ~ spir:has been prone to do by hurling childish
itually and physiCall¥. §:Q'ong Am~rica. ·
Our leaders are unable to survey the world
epithets, such as "red herring," "characte
-~ We mUs preserve and conserve our indusas a unit, but have become so infatuated
assassin," "scandal monger ~·~ "witch hur1t,'
trial potential to counter any major threat
with the one area of Western Europe that
''poUttcal gahgster, 11 • ana like vulgar terms
against the general peace, with the invincible
they have largely ignored the Communist
'designed to confuse or conceal the real issues
determination to meet any force hurled at us
assaults in many other sectors of the globe.
and intimidate those who, recognizing the
with adequate counterforce. This requires
However important Western Europe most
gravity of the danger, would expose it to the
that we husband our own resources and careassuredly is, this is a form of extreme isola- ·
light of public scrutiny and understanding.
fully avoid their dissipation in line with
tionism-a term ironically enough with
For it is upon the shaking foundation stones
Soviet hopes-that those resources be. so apwhich they attempt to castigate all who
of a complacent citizenry that minority
plied as to maintain a spiritual and temporal
oppose them. It is an isolationism which
pressures become controlling forces and libpower adequate to cope with the responsican only lead to confusion and bewildererty yields to tyranny.
bilities of leadership and insure not only the
m ent and blinds its disciples even to the
Talk of imminent threat to our national
security of our own Nation, but encourage
impelling needs and · interests of our own
security through the application of external
people.
maintenance of the universal peace.
force is pure nonsense. Our threat is from
Through the increasing centralization of
Thus, we have but recently witnessed the
the insidious forces working from within
the political authority in the Federal Govstark reality of tragedy and distress brought
which have already so drastically altered the
ernment and the long tenure of one group
to thousands of American homes over the
character of our free institutions-those :inin public office, the disease of personal power
area of eight States by the inundation ·of
stitutions which formerly we hailed as somehas become deeply rooted. The effort to
floodwaters from the Missouri and Missisthing beyond question or challenge-t~ose
perpetuate that power through the patronsippi Rivers. Such tragedy could and
institutions we proudly called the Amencan
age of money against which Thomas Jeffershould have been avoided.
way of life. They seek through covert mason so clearly' warned has made undeniable
I recall over 40 years ago working as an
nipulation of the civil power and the media
progress in corrupting the body politic.
engineer officer on plans for the control of
of public information and education to perIt is now even proposed that our two-party
just such fiood conditions. Such plans have
vert the truth, impair respect for moral
political system be abandoned for all praclong been perfected and engineers, ·both milivalues, suppress human freedom and repretical purposes and that both parties unite
tary and civilian, time and time again have
sentative government, and, in the end, deunder the leadership of the same individual.
appealed for the funds needed for the constroy our faith in our religious teachings.
Could there be a more shocking proposal?
trol measures indicated. But such funds
They remember what Thomas Jefferson said,
It would destroy representative governwere never forthcoming for so essential a
"The Bible is the cornerstone of liberty,'"
ment and, by completely silencing all opprotection of our own people, even though
and will have none of it. These evil forces,
position, reduce us to a despotism. We
we remitted funds in far greater amounts to
with neither spiritual base nor moral standwould be entirely dependent upon the pathe peoples of Western Europe for purposes
ard, rally the abnormal as well as the subternalistic will of one man, and liberty as
which included the consummation of similar
normal elements among our citizenry and
we have known it would disappear. The peoprotective projects. Nor is it a case involvapply internal pressure against all things we
ple would no longer be the master of their
ing merely existing American surplus or
hold decent and all things we hold rightgovernment, but its servant. The hyposuperabundance, as every dollar we send
the type of pressure which has caused many
critical call for unity is always by those in
abroad
must be extracted from the sweat and
Christian· nations abroad to fall and their
power who seek by an appeal to the oppositon, sacrifice and venture, of all of the Amerown cherished freedoms to languish in the
tion's patriotism to silence all objection to
ican people· not only of this generation but
shackles of complete suppression. As it has
that which they may have in mind to do.
of the generations yet to follow. This is but
happened there, it can happen here.
Indeed, so open and menacing have the
one of the many cases wherein policy has
Our need for patriotic fervor and religious
efforts become in our country to stifie oppofurthered the interests of others at the extlevotion was never more impelling. There
sition, suppress the issues and enforce arbi·
pense of our own.
can be no compromise with atheistic comtrary . and bip,artisan acceptance of enIn one sector of the world we oppose colomunism-no half-way in the preservation
trenched public policy that we now find some
nialism, in another we 'support it. In one
of freedom and religion. It must be all or
of the leaders of one party openly endorsing
sector we bristle, in another we appease.
nothing. We must unite in the high purpose
their own selection as the nominee of the
There is no continuity of purpose, no stabilthat the Uberties etched upon the design of
opposition party. They encourage segments
ity or determination of spirit. Our European
our life by our forefathers be unimpaired,
of their rank and file to infiltrate the oppreoccupation is so great we almost entirely
and that we maintain the moral courage and
position's ranks to influence the selection
ignore the enemy in other areas and even
spiritual leadership to preserve inviolate that
of its nominee for the presidency.
·
allow continental Asia to go by ·inertia and
mighty bulwark of all freedom, our. Ch~istian
We find many who traditionally have supdefault--Asia
which encompasses half of the
:faith. For as Daniel Webster once sa1d:
ported and identified themselves with one
population of the world and more than half
"If we abide by the principles taught in
of the major political parties now throwing
of its raw resources. As it was so quaintly
the Bible, our country will prosper and go
the full weight of their resources for per- · put, "Let us wait until the dust settles."
on prospering; but, if we and our posterity
suasion and propaganda into the effort to
In Korea, where victory was in our grasp,
r .eglect its instructions and authority, no
influence and coerce the leaders and · rank
we go from bad to worse. Our Armed Forces
man can tell how suddenly a catastrophe may
and file of the other in its nominee selection.
there, and the world has seen no braver, have
overwhelm us, and bury all our glory in pro•
This is a practice heretofore unknown · to
been deprived of the soldier's greatest incenfound obscurity."
American politics. It strikes at the very
tive-the will for victory. They have been
While many of our leaders seemingly have
roots of our two-party system of governforced to accept the defeatist attitude of
not as yet alerted themselves against this
ment. It represents.a political device, which,
mere defense. A mortal blow has thus been
internal threat to our liberties, they do now
if successfully employed, would closely pargiven to our military code and practice, the
acknowledge at long last that there is no
allel the totalitarian practice of naming a
disastrous results of which in the future may
immediate threat to our national security
single can::!idate for the public vote.
be so far reaching in our defense forces as to
from the application of external force-that
This form of political conniving is destrucbe beyond all calculation.
there is even no present danger to the units
tive to the very essence of true representaNo need to blame our enemy for this sad
defending Western Europe from vastly sutive government and sets the stage for the
commentary, for he has but taken full adperior Soviet and Soviet satellite forces to
emergence upo~ the American scene of the
vantage of our own deplorable indecision and
the east. This is not due to any material
ugly threat of a military state.
of our own rejection of victory, our historic ·
change in the military situation, as the
'I'he gravity of this danger cannot be
military goal. Rather than revile him we
relativity in air and ground forces in Europe
overemphasized. The history of the world
would do better to refortify the spirit which
is still so overwhelmingly to our disadvanshows that republics and democracies have
animates our fight, recrystallize that indomtage that no professional soldier would esti·
generally lost their liberties by way of passitable determination which evolved our great
,mate our capability to even hold against de·
ing from civilian to a quasimilitary status.
tradition and regain faith in the invincibility
termined attack with the force there in
Nothing 1s more conducive to arbitrary rule
of our cause.
than the military junta. It would be a
being.
.
Sooner or later a vital decision will have
But, our leaders no longer issue alarming
tragic development indeed if this generato be made. W1ll the United Nations, when
tion was forced to look to the rigidity of
warnings that our great cities are about to
no longer dealing merely with theory and
military dominance and discipline to redeem
be laid waste. They are coming perhaps to
propaganda, but actually facing fire and
it from the tragic failure of a civilian adunderstand that the Communist technique
sword, finally sustain the integrity of the
ministration. It might well destroy our hisis to reduce peoples by internal pressures,
principle of collective security and thus justoric and wise concept which holds to the
subversive infiltration, and psychological
tify the universal faith; or will they fail the
supremacy of the Civil power.
propaganda, rather than by the much more
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dying gasps of those countless thousands who
perished in that far-off land in their name?
This is a fundamental question as the answer in Korea will have a major infiuence
everywhere. Indeed, by what other standard may we measure the determination of
our European alliance to support the principle of collective security there, if not by
its record in Korea?
By what accomplishment may we justify
the generous contribution we are making of
our own material sustenance and the offer
of the blood of our sons in support of the
principle of collective security in Western
Europe, if not by the record in Korea?
And, if an uneasy "cease fire" eventually
does come in Korea, what then? No answer
has been forthcoming, but the dreadful -fear
is growing in many patriotic hearts that the
decision will finally be "scuttle the Pacific"-a yielding to the iron curtain of all of
our traditiona' friends and alliances and the
raw resources of that half of the globe so
vital in the balance of world power. Then
would our Pacific coastal areas-California,
Oregon, and Washington-be forced to assume the hazards of a defense frontier and
curtail existing commercial advantages as
major gateways to international trade.
F.verywhere the long arm of foreign influence dominates and controls even against
our own national interests. Our will, our
courage, our initiative, seem almost paralyzed.
If I could voice but one solemn warning
ln the lengthening shadows of life, I would
point to the jeopardy to our independence by
the high-handed and reckless course of foreign-dominated national policy, and urge
thoughtful reftection upon General Washington's stern and realistic order at another
crisis in America's past: "Let none but
Americans stand guard tonight."

The Status of Puerto Rico
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN D. JOHNSTON

•

OF SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNI~D STATES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD an editorial entitled "Couldn't
We Get a Divorce?" published in the
Tulsa (Okla.) Tribune of March 17, 1952,
relating to the status of Puerto Rico.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
COULDN'T WE GET A DIVORCE?
The Puerto· Ricans have approved a new
constitution that gives them dominion status with the United States. In brief, it
means that they will make their own laws
and govern themselves as they choose, but
they will continue to hold full United States
citizenship, enjoy free trade with America,
and be eligible for Government loans, relief,
and public works.
F rom the Puerto Ricans' point of view it's
a wonderful constitution.
But the American taxpayers are gradually
learning the cost of our little experiment in
Caribbean imperialism. The population of
the little island has more than doubled in
the past half century, and is now rising at
the rate of about 2.5 percent a year. This
has so far overtaxed the island's resources
that the United States Government has had
to engage in vast relief and rehabilitation

programs, none of which have answered the
basic population problem.
About 400,000 Puerto Ricans have emigrated to the United States. More than 90
percent have settled in Harlem, and many
of them go on relief as soon as they arrive.
They are an easy target for Communist agitation, it being the Puerto Rican vote that
kept Vito Marcantonio. in Congress for
years.
Far from being a source of wealth and
strength to the United States Puerto Rico,
unfortunately, has proven to be a gigantic
incubator of people who often do not understand American traditions or ideals but who
are glad to qualify for American residence
or American charity.
Now that Puerto Rico has been raised to a
dominion status what can we do to sell it
on complete independence?

The Expansion of Business in the
United States
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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In our industry for many years now this has
averaged less than 40 percent of the total
profit and represents a return of less than
5 percent on the capital invested. This, I
think, even a Socialist would agree is not
exorbitant."
Mr. Swensrud estimated domestic consumption of petroleum products would total
around 10,000,000 barrels daily by 1960 compared with more than 7,000,000 now. He
expressed the opinion also that if the necessary facilities can be provided world consumption of oil products, exclusive of Russia and her satellites, would be in the neigh borhood of 16,000,000 barrels of oil daily by
1960.
And, he added, because oil discovery in the
United States is becoming harder rather than
easier, it might be to the best national
interest to utilize reasonable quantities of
oil from other areas of the world where reserves are abundant in relation to needs.
The speaker foresaw a 10-percent national
gain in demand for heating oils next year
as compared with the 1951-52 heating season. He. thought prices for such oils should
be controlled or the industry be granted a
reasonable increase in price ceilings to cover
increased transportation and other costs.

OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Issues of t~e Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, the exHON. HERMAN WELKER
pansion of business in the United States
OF IDAHO
is the concern of all Americans. Mr.
S. A. Swensrud, president of the Gulf Oil IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Corp., stated a few days ago that busiThursday, May 15, 1952
ness is hampered by shortages of maMr.
WELKER.
Mr. President, I ask
terials, by burdonsome governmental
regulations, and by restrictions of profits. unanimous consent to have printed in
The Wall Street Journal printed a digest · the Appendix of the RECORD a letter,
of his statement in its issue of May 14, dated May 10, 1952, addressed to me by
1952, and I ask unanimous consent that Mi·. John Arkoosh, of Gooding, Idaho,
it may be printed in the Appendix of a very prominent stock raiser and farmer
of my State. Mr. Arkoosh does a great
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article service to his country by discussing parawas ordered to be printed in the RECORD, mount issues of the day. I ask unanimous consent to have the letter printed
as follows:
in
the Appendix of the RECORD .
OIL INDUSTRY FACES PROBLEM OF OBTAINING
There being no objection, the letter
FUNDS FOR EXPANSION-GULF OIL PRESIDENT
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
SAYS $8,000,000,000 Is REQUIRED FOR PRoas follows:
GRAM SuGGESTED BY PAD
NEW YoRK.-The greatest problem facing
the oil industry is that of finding funds with
which to finance necessary capital expenditures while still paying reasonable dividends
to stockholders and preserving the financial
safety of the companies, S. A. Swensrud,
president of Gulf Oil Corp., stated.
The oil industry, the Gulf official told the
Empire State Petroleum Association, invested
more than $15,000,000,000 for expansion, replacements, and improvements since the
end of the war and is confronted with an
additional expansion bill of more than
$8,000,000,000 between now and the end of
1953. The $8,000,000,000 is the amount that
would be required to carry out the expansion
program considered by the Petroleum Administration for Defense to be essential over
the next 18 months . .
Mr. Swensrud expressed the belief the industry can come through with the needed
program unless it is hampered by shortages
of materials, by burdensoJ:?le Government
regulations, or by restriction of the profits
needed for expansion. Of the three, he said
restriction of profits probably looms as the
most serious danger.
Assertions that the oil industry was makIng too much profit lacked foundation in
!act, Mr. Swensrud stated.
"The only profit the stockhoJder gets," he
observ:ed, "is the part paid out in dividends.

GOODING, IDAHO, May 9, 1952.
Hon. HERMAN WELKER,
United States Senator,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR HERMAN: I have been planning on
writing you for a long time but have been
putting it off in hopes something would happen so that I could write a message of hope
and encouragement. However, with each
passing day I find the path I tread becomes
more and more difficult to traverse. From
day to day I find the strength I was endowed
with as a free man being emaciated by an
octopus that has grown so big since the New
Deal gave it birth, but while there is still
some strength left, and before I have lost
my will as a free man, I am writing to protest.
I protest against the taxes tnat are at a
point of confiscation.
I protest against being a servant of the
countless Government bureaus.
I protest against the OPS, which has a
ceiling price on our commodities and the
wages we can pay, while the same agency
allows the Government to pirate men away
from us at wages of $600 to $1,000 per month.
To hold these men at that figure meat would
cost the consumer t h reefold more than it is
now costing.
I protest against the immorality of the income tax department and the war surplus
department and all other agencies, bureaus
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and gangs who have invaded Washington
and have burled their tentacles deeper and
deeper in our sinew until, if it has not already happened, they will have pierced the
very heart of our economy.
I protest against the misled idealist and
outright Communist being allowed to hold
responsible positiQns in our Government,
which is today causing the blood of our best
men to be spilled into the endless sewers
of Asia. These and hundreds more offenses
have been committed against tbe individuals
of this land.
It is time that we reexamine our position
as the last bulwark of free men and hold
fast to those principles set forth by our forefathers. Again, Herman, I regret that it is
necessary for me to write such a pessimistic
letter, but with it I send a prayer that God
Almighty will give you and those like you
foresight, strength and courage to effectively
combat these evils and help lead our land
into the light once again where each indi·
vidual will be a. king in his own· right.
With kindest personal regards to you and
yours, I remain
Respectfully yours,
JOHN ARKOOSH,

He had something to say about it in a
recent article in the Pennsylvania Bar Association Quarterly, in which he stated:
"Unless more lawyers are willing to devote
some of their time to public service and help
maintain our country's traditional pattern,
there may come a day when the law practice
of all of us may be worthless."
FEDERAL PRODIGALITY
Bloom recalled that in Harrisburg a saving
of $10,000 a year was considered worth while,
but in Washington $300,000,000 is considered
"small change" and that $1,500,000,000 is
re"ferred to by certain Members of Congress
and their assistants as "1.5."
Bloom is of the opinion that someone had
better start worrying about the pay that
has to be taken from workers to make up
"1.5."
The spending, Bloom said, has run beyond
the control of Congress in the wave of Government by executive order. He declared:
"I worry about the threat of financial
collapse because of what goes on in Washington."

Deny Strike Call
· Mr. Bloom Goes to Washington
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, many
members of the staffs of our offices make
heavy financial sacrifices in order to
serve us. I believe in giving credit and
praise while men are still living.
Mr. Milton Burgess, a special writer
for the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, referred to the work of my administrative
assistant, Mr. George I. Bloom. Mr.
Bloom is an able and outstanding lawyer, and he has rendered .me fine and
patriotic service.
I ask unanimous consent that Mr.
Burgess' article be printed in the Ap·
pendix Of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
LoCAL POLITICS: MR. BLOOM GOES TO
WASHINGTON
(By Milton V. Burgess)
When EDWARD MARTIN was elected Governor
of Pennsylvania, he took with him to Harrisburg as secretary, his personal friend, attorney George I. Bloom.
It was a fortunate move, because Bloom
was a tremendously able and active secretary who understood politics and politicians.
He was a tireless worker, and his personality became such a factor in State government that what is known in history as the
Martin admihistration was a compound of
Martin and Bloom.
PATRIOTIC DUTIES
George Bloom bad left a law practice in
Which he was financially successful with
the idea of 4 years of public service at Harrisburg.
But at the end of that time, instead of
going back to Washington, Pa., he went to
Washington, D. c., as administrative as•
sistant to Senator MARTIN.
There was something about political life
that took hold of George Bloom and wouldn't
let go.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
" OF

HON. H. R. GROSS
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, I have in
my hand a copy of a press release issued
on May 14, 1952, by the Government Employees Council of the American Federation of Labor. I notice that as a result
of this press release, at least one newspaper intimates today that the Gover,n'.. .
ment Employees Council . is urging a.
leave strike on the part -of .Federal"
workers.
The press release does not contain the
word ''strike" nor does it give the im- ·
pression that Government workers
should quit their jobs by precipitate and
concerted action. It does urge that
members of the council immediately
make application for annual leaves as a
result of action taken with respect to
leaves by Congress, but as everyone
knows the granting of leaves to Federal employees is presumably regulated
to conform to the workloads in the various agenciesA Officials of the Government Employees Council deny categori- ·
cally that they have suggested or recommended that their members go on
a leave strike.
Listen as I read the press release:
WAsHINGTON, D. C., May 14, 1952.-The
Government Employee's Council of the
American Federation of Labor, at its regular
monthly meeting, unanimously approved a
resolution condemning the practice of placing restrictive riders on appropriation bills,
With special emphasis on the so-called
Thomas rider effecting Federal and postal
employees annual leave.
The first session of Congress approved a
graduated leave plan that has been in operation a few days more than 5 months, and
the same Congress, by the rider method, is
attempting to eliminate the legislation as
approved by the first session of this Congress.
The many conflicting opinions of the in·
tent and the outcome of the wording of the
Thomas rider and the wording of the Comptroller General's letter of May 7 hal'! caused

the Government Employees' Councll to en_.
courage the more than 600,000 members of
the council to immediately make application for their annual leave.
To substantiate _the above suggestion to
our members we quote the last paragraph
of the Comptroller General's letter.
"In view of the explanatory statements
made by the sponsor of this legislation on
the floor of the House of Representatives it
is deemed appropriate to point out to your
committee that the inhibition upon the use
of funds to pay for annual leave not only
would prohibit payment for the leave affected
thereby in a lump sum upon separation from
the service but also would prohibit the payment of any employee's salary while using
annual leave chargeable to such accumulations.
In other words, the net result of
the proposed legislation would be to require an absolute forfeiture of annual leave
earned during any calendar year if it is not
used by June 30 of the following calendar
year."
It is inconceivable that the claim for saving to the Government is possible unless
there is contemplated forfeiture of leave provided by the present law. The effect of the
Thomas provision would also be a permanent
abridgment of the leave law enacted less
than 6 months ago and which reduced the
leave of hundreds of thousands of Government employees. It is of such importance
that it should not be considered as legislation of an appropriation bill, but rather as a
separate legislation and by the Post Office
and Civil Service Committees.

.

.

Christopher Columbus
EXTEN~ION

OF REMARKS
E>F

HON. HARRY P. O'NEILL
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REJ?RESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Speaker, undei<
leave to extend mY remarks in the REc-.
oRD, I wish to include the following ad-.
dress delivered bY · Rev. John Stephen
Gresser, C. · P., St. Ann's Monastery,
Scranton, Pa., at the Scranton Council
Knights of Columbus Mother's Day communion breakfast, Hotel Jermyn, Scranton, Pa., on May 11, 1952:
CHRISTOP.HER CoLUMBUS
When Christopher Columbus sailed the
unknown sea, he did so because he loved his
mother. Susanna Fontanarossa Columbo
brought him into this world at Genoa.
Though he loved her dearly (and she must
have been a wonderful woman to have had
so great a son) it was not for her that he
sailed. Nor do I refer to his heavenly Mother,
Mary, though her too he loved dearly. He
sailed because he loved the spotless spouse
of Christ, whom-with him-we call Holy
Mother Church. ·
At an early age, Christopher Columbus
wholeheartedly applied himself to the sciences of astronomy, geography, and navigation. From these studies and from his many
contacts with merchants and sea captains,
the great navigator was certain that unseen
lands lay to the west of Europe. But to the
study of these natural sciences, and to the
conviction arising from them, this loving
son of the church joined a zealous practice
of the teachings of his spiritual mother.
From these teachings, he was convinced that
nothing could be more miserable than to
live in ignorance of the one true God. Then
he began to realize that if men and women
lived across the uncharted sea on lands yet

•
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Undiscovered, they would know nothing of
the true religion, the true church, and little,
His love for
holy mother.church made him yearn to reach
these pagan sons of Adam. He longed to
free them from their barbarous state and
savage manners by bringing them the good
news of salvation, the truths taught by God
through His church, by the· grace of His
seven sacraments and His sacrifice of the
cross renewed daily in holy mass. Therefore, as is evident from historical records of
his expedition, this loving son of the church
sought first of all to spread the name of
Christ and to bring to the westward isles
the benefits of true Christian civilization.
In the words of that great scholar of Spanish history, William Thomas Walsh, "There
is not much doubt that he believed himself
to be divinely chosen by God to unite the
Western with the Eastern ·world" (W. T.
Walsh, Isabella of Spain, p. 315).
Records clearly prove the religious motive
of Columbus for his momentous voyage that
led to the greatest discovery known to history. In fact, his love for Holy Mother
Church, as Pope Leo XIII wrote in 1892,
"Was the strongest motive for the inception and prosecution of the design" (Leo
XIII, Quarto Abrupto Saeculo, July 16, 1892).
When he first petitioned the sovereigns of
Spain, fearing their reluctance to finance the
undertaking, the navigator explained that
"their glory would grow to immortality, if
they resolved to carry the name and doctrine of Jesus Christ to lands so distant"
(cf. Leo XIII, op. cit.). When he had convinced their majesties and won their support, he begged God "that by His divine
grace and aid, the sovereigns may con-tinue steadfast in their desire to fill these
new shores with the truths of the gospel"
(ibid.). The same love ·for the church is
further shown in his letter to Alexander VI.
Asking the Pope to send missionaries with
him, Columbus \note: "I trust that, by God's
help, I may spread the holy name and gospel
of Jesus Christ as widely as may be" (ibid.).
His purpose is clearly refiected in the journal of his first voyage. His words are; "Your
Highnesses, as Catholic Christians imd
princes, loving the holy Christian faith
and the spreading of it, • • • decided
to send me, Christopher Columbus, to said
regions of India • • *" (Walsh, op. cit.,
p. 375). Columbus sailed, therefore, not as
a mere adventurer, nor solely as one searching for a new trade route, but primarily as
a missionary explorer of Holy Mother Church.
Everybody knows that actions speak louder
than words. Therefore, Columbus proved
what he said by what he did. His last acts
before sailing were consistent with his religious motive. On the evening of Thursday, August 2, both he and his men went to
confession to Fray Juan Perez, in the little
church at Palos. The next morning, they
attended holy mass, received holy communion, and put themselves under the protection of God. The admiral implored the
Queen of Heaven to assist his efforts and
to direct his course. In fact, in her honor,
he. ch~;~.nged the name of his fiagship from
Maria Galante to Santa Maria (cf. Walsh.
op.. cit., p. 374). He summoned the crews of
the Pinta and Nina to the fiagship to hear ·
his chaplain's invocation for God's blessing
on their perilous voyage. Asking Fray Juan
Perez to bless the ships, he ordered that no
sail be raised before the name of the Holy
Trinity had been invoked. With the ensigns
of the holy cross and of the King and Queen
hoisted to the masthead, at 8 o'clock, on the
morning of August 3, 1492, Columbus weighed
anchor and, from the port of Palos, put out
to sea "in the name of the· Most Holy Trinity" ( cf. Walsh. op. cit.).
Sailors of that period were accustomed to
elng at their work. Every evening, at sunset, therefore, the admiral had them all
chant that beautiful evensong to the queen
of heaven: Salve Regina (Hail, Holy Queen).
1f anything, of the true God.

On the evening of October 11, the admiral
saw a moving light ahead, as 'his three crews
chanted their Salve with unusual fervor.
The next morning, on sight of land, the
explorer's first thought was thanksgiving to
Almighty God. Before he went ashore, he
prepared for the natives gifts of red caps.
strings of beads to wear about the neck,
and many other trifles • • • wherewith
they were much delighted (cf. Walsh, p.
407). Perceiving that the aborigines could
be much more easily converted to our holy
fait]+ by gentlv means rather than by force
(ibid.), he cautioned his men to make friends
in order that they might receive the faith
of Jesus Christ • • • (letter to Rafael
Sanchez). Reaching the shore, the discoverer's first act was to set up the standard
of the holy cross as he took possession in
the name of Jesus Christ. At each of the
newly discovered islands, he repeated a like
ceremony. His purpose is further proven
even by the very names he gave: The first,
San Salvador, Holy Saviour; the second.
Santa Maria de la Concepcion, Holy Mary of
the Conception; then, to mention only a few.
Isla Santa, Holy Island; Gracia, Grace; Santo
Domingo, Holy Lord, and Trinidad, Trinity
(cf. Walsh).
·
After his safe return to Palos on March
14, 1493, tlie great explorer wrote these words
to the treasurer of the king and queen:
"The great success of this enterprise is not
to be ascribed to my own merits, but to the
holy Catholic faith and to the piety of our
sovereigns. Especially to God, Who has
brought to my labors such prosperous issue.
must be rendered immortal thanks. For
the Lord often grants to men what they
never imagine themselves capable of effecting, as He is accustomed to hear the
prayers of His servants and those who love
His commandments, even in that which appears impossible." Again, he writes that
''Jesus Christ rejoices and- triumphs no less
on earth than in heaven, at the approaching salvation of · innumerable nations who
were before hastening to (spiritual) destruction!' ( cf. Leo XIII, op. cit.) •
Columbus threw open America at the time
when a great storm was about to break
over holy · mother church. Pope Leo XIII
wrote:
"He seems to have been born, by singular provision of God, to remedy those losses
which were awaiting the Catholic Church
on the side of Europe. To persuade the Indian people to Christianity was indeed the ·
duty and the work of the church. • • •
Columbus (however). resolved to go before
and to prepare the ways for the gospel.
Deepiy absorbed in this idea, he gave all his
energies to it, attempting hardly anything
without religion for his guide and piety for
his companion" (ibid.). His lifelong loyalty and devotion to holy mother church.
Columbus summed up in his last words at
the hour of his death: "Into thy hands, 0
Lord, I commend my spirit." He was buried
in the robes of the Third Order of ·st. Francis, on Ascension Thursday, May 20, 1506.
May his noble soul rest in peace.
Gentlemen, no man is fit to bear the hon•
ored title "Knight of Columbus" unless, like
the patron of your distinguished order, he
be a loyal and devoted son of holy mother
church. Speaking frankly, no man can be
a worthy knight without being a good practical Catholic. He must keep the co.m - ·
mandments of God, all 10 of them. He must
live up to the precepts of the church. He
must hold firmly to all that God,. teaches
him through the church. In · matters of
faith, he must accept as true whatsoever
God has revealed. In matters of morals he
must do whatsoever God commands and
leave undone whatsoever God forbids. As is
abundantly clear from the constitution of
your order, without these fundamental notions, a man can be neither a worthy knight
nor, like Columbus, a loving son of holJ
m<>ther church.

a
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There is an old saying that "mother knows
best." This is eminently true of the spouse
of Christ, Holy Mother Church. Therefore,
the ills of our time can never be cured
without the help of the church. This is
true because, as General MacArthur said at
the surrender of Japan, the crisis confronting our age is basically theological. But Holy
Mother Church is the only organization
authorized by Almighty God to speak in His
name and to teach with His authority on
questions of theology. Only about a year
ago, Pope Pius XII, in an address to Spanish
workers and employers, said: "Without the
church, the social question is ins_oluble.
But neither can the church solve it alone.
She needs the collaboration of the intellectual, economic, and technical forces of the
public powers." To apply this to you, the
Scranton council, permits me to quote from
a resolution unanimously adopted by your
supreme council, on August 23, 1951: "The
supreme council of the Knights of Colum.Pus earnestly recommends, not only to the
members of our society but to all our fellow
citizens, serious study of the saving principles expounded in the encyclicals and
counsels' of the popes, and the application
of them in their relations with their fellow
men, to the end that the social order may
be reconstructed according to Christian
standards, and existing social evils, which
invite Communist exploitation, may be ·
eliminated."
In conclusion, I lay upon you the charge
to make Holy Mother Church better known
and better loved. Do so by sterling Catholic
lives; by faithful observance of your religious duties; by frequent reception of the
Sacraments, especially Holy Communion;
and, by . contributing something· positive to
the further spiritual development of your
council. B1 the way you live, then, remind
the men of our time that there is still a
loving God who has not forgotten the world
He redeemed in His precious blood shed for
us on the Sacred Tree of the Cross. Never
tire of telling your good neighbors that this
is still God's world, and that-all appearances to the contrary notwithstanding-He
is still running it by His providence.
Finally, by your Catholic example, and by
the seriousness with which you cultivate a richer knowledge of the teaching of Holy
Mother Church, be to all with whom you
come in contact an inspiration for good, an
advantage to this great Nation which calls
you her citizens, and a source ·of both comfort and strength to Holy Mother Church
who loves you as her sons. Thank you.

Peabody, Mass.
. EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS J. LANE
OF MASSACHUSE'rl'S

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday. May 1, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the address I delivered at the annual
meeting of the Peabody Chamber of
Commerce on Monday, May 12. 1952:
HIDE-BOUND

Under certain conditions, leather shrinks,
but we had no idea it would contract so far
that the whole industry would be pulled
tight as a drum.
The same thing is happening to woolpinching profits and employment. As your
leather city, and my woolen worsted city.
are going through the wringer together, it
may be said that we are sharing a c·o mmon
. a~d uncomfortable experience.
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cline that takes place between Fe'lruary and
When we appeal to Washington for some
May.
understanding and help in our predicament,
It would seem that our increasing populawe · are told that we shouldn't get excited
tion would lead to an increasing demand,
about it because the situation will take care
but this is ot!set to some extent by the comof itself-somehow, sometime.
petition of synthetics.
Which is like telling a drought-stricken
In using the term "hide-bound," I did not
farmer to watt for the rain that will surely
intend to be fiippant about the problems of
come with no thought for the damage that
the
leather industry, but to use it as a
will be done before nature takes its course.
warning about our economy as a whole.
It seems very strange to me that WashingThe job of an economist is to assemble
ton, which tries to regulate industry, avoids
various figures that show the degree of ecoany responsibility for the depressed condinomic activity and from them to estimate
tions in textlles and in leather-perhaps
future developments. This is not an exact
Washington prefers to help the South and
science, at least in its ability to predict the
the West.
Every government in this world has its finfuture.
Every individual businessman is an econgers in the pie of economics, and I don't just
omist, and he knows the risks involved.
mean the tax bites that it scoops out.
After he has guessed wrong a few times, and
The Federal Government has muscled in
on every business enterprise, through the · has survived in spite , of it, he pulls in his
horns. Although it might appear farback door. We wouldn't mind 1f this extra
fetched to compare him with certain patrons
partner pulled his share of the load, but
of Suffolk Downs or Rockingham, he, like
· when he treats New England as an area that
should pay its tax tribute uncomplainingly • them, insists on a sure thing. But even
sure things have a habit of going astray.
and expect no consideration for its economic
problems in return, we feel that only disWe in the United States have made tre- ·
mendous strides in production during the
crimination is at work.
past 12 years. We reached a record-breaking
It is not that we blame the Federhl Government for all of our di.tftculties. The infigure in World War II, and we have made
dustries themselves have too often marked
that total look sick s.ince then.
time, while progressive competitors have outThere is a tendency in some quarters to
:fear this ability.
distanced them.
But because of our present distress we beSome peopl~ think that it wtll run away
lieve that the Government should lend a
With us and wreck everything.
Remembering how we plowed under crops
helping hand.
Nobody seems to be much concerned about
during the 1930's--growing crops and then
the Government's price-support program for
burying them immediately because there was
the farmers. But if we didn't have this prono price-w.orthy market for them-they think
gram, agriculture would be rocked by ups
we may have to do the same with textile.§,
and downs that would have a serious effect
shoes, tractors, and even airplanes someday.
upon industry also. The farmer of today,
To me this 1s a fantastic fear-like being
with the aid of scientific methods and maafraid of that which 1s good.
chines, is able to produce much, much more
For most of this world's history men have
than the farmer of 1900. Oftentimes he overworked like slaves because they could not
produces, but the Government takes this
produce enough of the bare necessities of
surplus off his hands, and away from the
life.
market so that there will not be a price colSuddenly, in this century, we have broke'n
lapse that would plunge the country into a
.through this barrier, . thanks to science and
depression.
engineering.
·
.
I believe that we should have a somewhat
We have conquered the production probsimilar program for industry.
lems.
Manufacture of footwear, for instance, is
We pride ourselves in our distribution
a major part of the leather-products indus- methods.
try. In 1951, it employed an average of 240,But, somehow, we can't make the consumer
000 workers or 63 percent of the 380,000
buy as much as we would like him to buy to
employed by the entire leather-products inkeep our factories going full time.
dustry which includes the manufacture of
. For some time customers have been spendluggage, handbags, gloves •. industrial leather
ing only what they have to.
goods, and a wide variety of minor items, as
Instead of buying, they are saving their
well as footwear. Measured in terms of emmoney.
ployment, the footwear industry is about twoBecause they fear a let-down that will
fifths as big as the broad woven textile fab·
throw them out of jobs. So they are buildrics industry, and one-third as big as the
ing up reserves against the proverbial rainy
basic steel industry.
day.
Footwear production reached an all-time
This caution, born of past experience and
peak in 1946, when 529,000,000 pairs were
:fears, can put a brake upon our productivity
manufactured to meet the backlog of dewhich would not be good for anyone. If
mand that piled up as a result of wartime
these brakes were applied suddenly they
restrictions. In 1947 the demand slackened,
might skid our whole economy right into the
and continued dropping until, in 1949, when
ditch.
476,000,000 pairs were produced-10 percent
I recall reading of the time when-mind
below the 1946 peak. The year 1950 brought
you, I do not put it as a personal recolleca revival, in response to consumer buying
tion, for that might jeopardize my constituafter Korea. Total output of 512,000,000
tional rights to conceal my age-the time
pairs was only 3.2 percent below the allwhen a man might be arrested for speeding
time high of 1946. But 1951 was a bad year.
on the highway if he traveled faster than 30
17oduction dropped to 470,000,000 pairs.
miles an hour. Today you are in danger of
· This slackening led-as it always doesbeing arrested for "moping" if you cannot
to unemployment.
do better than that.
Since last November, some recovery has
Likewise, our productive machine is
occurred.
geared to high speeds.
It needA' stepped-up consumer demand.
Reports gathered by the United States
Bureau of employment security show that
Perhaps some prices are too high, but if
they went down too far, and too fast, profits
by February of 1952, total employment in
and wages would also sink with them, and
this industry had reached the 247,000 mark.
business as a whole would suffer.
However, this is 5.7 U:..J.der February of :950,
and February is usually a high month in the
Back in 1932 there were a few businessmen
seasonal pattern.
who welcomed the collapse in prices, only to
find that the customers had also collapsed.
Employer sentiment about the future 1a
cautious. A poll of manufacturers reveals
American industry 1a constantly striving
that as a ·whole they belleve . enough imto make better products, and more of them.
j>rovement has occurred to iron out the de•
at lower prices.

This is both praiseworthy and practical,
because it leads to more sales and more
service.
However, this should not blind us to the
fact that, barring a depression, a generally
high price level is being written into our
economy.
This is due to the increase in wages.
Within reason, this is beneficial to all.
To be truly effective, it should not be
limited to certain organized groups. Whitecollar workers and stenographers are also
potential customers. Increased purchasing
power must be expanded, if we are to provide
markets for expanded production.
That is why I say we are "hide-bound" in
our failure to understand the need for putting more money--or demand-into the
hands of those workers who have little "disposable income."
I know you will object by saying: "How
can we do this with Federal taxes so high?"
To this, I answer that we must have international security before we can have stability at home.
In the long run, and in a world that is protected from aggression, increase in productivity must be matched by increase in
buying power. There will be a wider variety
of goods and services that must find consumers.
The. individual manufacturer, or businessman, is concerned with his own problems,
and they are difficult enough. The prices
he pays for his raw materials, the wages he
pays his workers, and the prices he can get
for his products, these come first. Not to
mention taxes--open, hidden, or in the planning stage.
This ~esults in a short-sighted attitude.
He is apt to blame people outside his
groove for his troubles. He feels that 1f he
could only save money on them some of his
problems would disappear.
Every man is in business to make a profit.
And he also keeps a sharp eye to the danger of overproduction so that he will not
be stuck with excessive inventories .
He thinks that what goes up inust always
come down.
That has been our experience and has led
to the fixed idea of the so-called business
cycle.
·
I maintain, however, that we must try to
keep production and demand in some balance 1f we are to avoid the strain of wideswinging changes in our economy. We need
some stab111ty, and by that I do not mean
standing still.
·
We cannot, ever again, risk the dangers
of the 1930's when we had at one time as
many as 14,000,000 unemployed involving a
total of 40,000,000 people who were suffering
poverty in the midst of plenty. This was
cruel to those who were destitute through
no fault of their own, it was a threat to our
national security, and it was bad for
business.
During the period from 1920 to 1940whlch a time when we were not at war and
a time when, at least from 1920 to 1929-there was an air of prosperity. The factories of the Nation were operating at an
over-all average of less than 65-percent o.f
capacity.
Since then, our capacity has run far ahead
of the increase in population.
Now we don't want the artificial .s timulus
of a war, or semiwar economy, to bail us
out. This would be a postponement, not a
solution, and if continued for years, could
exhaust us through ruinous taxation.
Our forefathers were constantly faced with
new problems, fm: which there were no
ready-made answers. By a process of trialby-error, they usually found a workable
remedy within the framework of our constitutional rights and the protection of those
rights.
Big business and big labor have acquired
tremendous power, a fact that could not be
foreseen by the architects of our society.
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Government must step in to regulate these
powers, by law, and only when collective
bargaining breaks down.
You and I look forward to the day when
the spirit of intelligent compromise will
bring these. two groups together in genuine
teamwork. But until they do, the Federal
Government through the Congress, which
is representative of all the people, must
guard the common welfare.
The Federal Government also has a direct
economic function to serve.
We are apt to think of old-age and survivors insurance and u~employment compensation. as humane legislation.
Likewise, the minimum-wage law and the
limitation on weekly hours of labor are designed to protect the worker from financial
exploitation and physical abuse.
They are much more than this.
In a piecemeal, fumbling fashion we are
trying to spread and support purchasing
power and to solve the problem, of surplus
labor.
In 1913, the sixteenth amendment to the
Constitution was adopted. It stated that
"the Congress shall have power to lay and
collect taxes on income, from whatever
source derived, without apportionment
among the several States, and without regard
to any census or enumeration."
In these few words, tapping a gold mine
of revenue, were concealed the beginnings
of a profound revolution in American life.
Its authors had no idea how far t::J.is would
reach.
Today we k11ow that its effect is to redistribute income.
Money thus obtained from Massachusetts
taxpayers, for instance, is used to support
farm prices in Kansas and to build a TVA
in Tennessee.
It is a 4-point program for the United
States, helping to build up backward areas
so that the whole Nation will share in progress. The same line of thinking is at work
in our international relations and it is basically sound. The United States can never
be secure as long as other nations are poverty stricken and are tempted to embrace
. communism as a false cure for their misery.
You cannot have freedom on one side
of the street and slavery on the other. It
seems to me that we discovered this fact
through the agony of a long Civil War. But
we are slow to realize the further truth that
prosperity for some and poverty for others
cannot coexist. The cartel system in EUrope, hide-bound by monopoly and limited
production, defeated itself.
On the other hand, we in the United States
begin to trim our sails at the first sign of
overproduction. Under present conditions,
each manufacturer must do this to protect
his business. In the larger sense-, however,
and in line with the rising standard of living, we must make new products and services, supported by ever-increasing purchasing
power.
Where established industries are suffering
from low demand, I believe that the Government should route its purchasing to such
industries for a limited time, in order to give
them a fair opportunitY- to recover. On a
broader scale, the Government is obligated
to maintain employment at a high level, and
to encourage gradual and reasonable wage
increases that are in balance with business
expansion. We must have both profit incentives and wage incentives. They go hand
in hand if we are to have mutual progress.
When one or the other is dominant our economy becomes lopsided. Then it falls. There
is not much to choose between a bankrupt
businessman and an unemployed worker,
-when they go hand in hand together at the
bcttom.
The Government can help by good management of its own affairs and by doing
everything possible within its proper range
and authority to promote and stimulate di·
versifica~ion by ind.u stry and agriculture.

If we did not have autos, airplanes, TV
sets, or refrigerators there would really be
a critical unemployment problem that would
pull down the earnings of all other American businesses.
In this, there is the clue that we cannot
afford to miss.
All makers and sellers of goods must have
customers.
We are all in the same American boatnot some in and some out.
With a full crew employed, the work will
become easier and our progress will be sure
and steady.
I know that there are emotional spasms
that throw the market off balance, but this
should be only temporary. After the Korean
war started, there was a sharp increase in
the output of shoes. That output was not
fully absorbed, so that inver:.tories in the
hands of the stores backed up. Recent signs
point to the fact that consumers are entering
the market again.
Hide prices have declined steadily for a
number of months. Leather prices have
come down. Shoe manufacturers are shaving the prices asked for their products.
With several large shoe companies cutting
prices, shoe buying is expected to pick up
and tanners say that their business should
start up again after the long slump.
Americans are a resourceful people.
We have unboynded confidence in our
ability to make things.
How to dispose of them at a profit to customers who will be so satisfied that they
will come back for more, to find that we have
new and better products or services t9 offer
them, this is the mutual progress that we
aim for.
It can never be a one-way street reserved
to any one group.
I wish that I could anticipate the future
exactly.
No man can do that.
World conditions, defense requirements,
deficit spending, the outcome of the Republican and Democratic conventions in July
and the final choice to be made on November
4-these and many other factors will have
a bearing on the state of our economic
health.
American business has reinvested much of
i~s earnings in new plants and equipment
and in research.
There is fear in some quarters that this
great increase in our productivity needs a
semiwar economy to sustain it.
People sincerely want genuine peace for
its own sake, and because it would lessen
our tax burdens.
At the same time they fear that peace
would bring deflation and a let-down in
profits and employment.
It is true that we would have to go through
some period of readjustment.
Fundamentally, however, I see no cause
for alarm.
More money is flowing into the hands of
more people, and American ingenuity is for~
ever creating new products and new markets for them.
If there is overproductive capacity in any
industry, only the inefficient will suffer. It
has always been this way in our economy.
Competition means that most get by while a
few go ahead. Instead of following along at
the end of the line, the laggards would do
well to branch off gradually into new fields
and rediscover salesmanship again.
In economics, as in war, we must be prepared for any sudden c:1ange.
Personally, I do not trust any peace overtures from the Kremlin, even though it may
be advisable for us to accept some of them
guardedly. We know, from many past experiences that expediency is the only guide
of Soviet policy. The olive branch may not
only be extended, but actually thrown into
the gears of our economy, in the hope that
we may be stalled into a depression.

Even actual trouble within the Communist empire might catch us off balance.
I believe that we should buy a little insurance to protect us against any such backflip.
Savings are proportionately higher than
consumer spending.
Defense orders are pumping demand into
our economy.
If the international tension should ease
suddenly, and defense contracts were canceled by the billions, we would find ourselves overextended.
American business, taxed as it is, has
only about 30 cents left out of each profit
dollar to build the reserves needed to meet
such a challenge.
As the end of World War II approached,
we feared such a deflation.
To ease the shock, defense purchases were
tapered off between VE-day and VJ-day.
Companies released for conversion to civilian production were given time to change
over, and were helped by a refund of tax
payments.
By this method, working capital was made
available that. tided many companies over a
difficult period.
Today, however, much of the excess-profitstax payments are not recoverable in this
manner.
Furthermore, corporation-tax payments
cannot be deferred to the next year as they
could be deferred in 1946. In those days a
company could readjust itself financially
before the refunds became available.
I believe that some such tax help should.
be worked out today to help American industry just in case.
I mention this 'as one instance where Government can be constructive.
Where to draw the line between those
functions of Government which aid the
business community and those which discourage initiative is a hard question to
answer. In the United States we are experimenting-trying to work out a system of
economic checks and balances that will be
consistent with over-all progress. Looking
at our country as a whole, we want to avoid
excess production and diminished consumption on the one hand and limited production that is out of line with widespread
purchasing power on the other hand.
There is not much to choose between inflation and deflation. We can't afford to go
through the extreme ups and downs of the
past. Both the individual end the group
have conflicting claims that must be
reconciled.
Whatever adjustments may be in store
for us, I am sure that they will not be violent. In spite of Communist expectations,
we now have the safety valves and the
pumps to keep our economy going strong.
There are not only more customers as our
population increases. There are also expanding needs, supported by the broad
spread of income. We have come to realize
that our own individual progress is dependent upon everybody else's progress.
When you can make a fabric out of gases,
the age of miracles is almost here.
But even in the synthetic, push-button
future we are not going to be "up in the air'•
all of the time.
Vve welcome new products and new
techniques.
A~d we will go forward with them, ac ..
commodating our work in life to the neces ..
sities of a new age.
!
Man will still need leather and he will
continue to use leather.
Not limited to tbe conventional uses of
today, but in ways and combinations that
remain to be discovered.
By responding to that challenge, I am sure
that the leather industry will lift itself by
its own bootstraps.
·
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Federal Aid to Education
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES B. BROWNSON
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. BROWNSON. Mr. Speaker, there
has been an encouraging upsurge of
public interest on the part of alert and
sincere citizens during the past year.
For example, the defeat of the admin·
istration's dangerous version of a UMT
plan against overwhelming odds can be
attributed largely to thoughtful letters
written by hundreds of thousands of sin.
cere individuals who were alarmed by
the efforts made by powerful organiza.
tions to influence and browbeat Con.
gress.
.
During the last few months another
matter has occupied the attention of
thousands of thoughtful citizens if my
district-the problem as to whether Con·
gress should embark on the administra.
tion's dangerous program of Federal aiq
to education. .
Perhaps it is because I have long been
known as an opponent of this unwar·
·ranted expansion of big government that
almost all of ·the many letters I have re·
ceived on this subject have been opposed
to Federal aid.
·
I regard the letter, printed in the REC·
ORD below, as being particularly thought·
ful and as typifying the careful and de·
liberate consideration given to this mat.
ter by these outstanding constituents.
I respectfully call it to the attention of
our colleagues because it indicates a very
strong possibility that the majority of
the Nation-wide membership of the Par.
ent-Teachers Association does not concur or endorse the stand that the of·
ficials of that organization have taken
in favor of Federal aid to education.
This, of course, is not the first time
the officers of a national organization
have pres~nted an official viewpoint to
the Members of Congress which did not
accurately represent the thinking of the
majority of their own membership.
Members 'of Congress have become ac·
customed to chairmen, commanders,
and presidents of great organizations
who, zealous to implement their own pet
projects, write to us mandating congres.
sional action in behalf of their 2,000,000,
3 000 000, and 6,500,0.00 members with·
o~t taking the trouble to ascertain
whether their grass-root membership
actually favors the program laid down
by the national headquarters.
The letter follows:
APRIL

3, 1952.

Hon. CHARLES BROWNSON,
United States Representative,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. BRowNsoN: In Indianapolis; as in
other parts of the Nation, people are concerned by certain socialistic trends in the
school world. A group of Indianapolis par·
ents and taxpayers met this fall and dis·
cussed the various phases of the situation
with which they were most concerned.
The commitment of the national and the
Indiana State Parent-Teachers Association

to the support of the Federal aid to educaGIVE IT A CHANCE
tion b1ll (Barden H. R. 4468) was not agreeThe preferential runway system was
able to these persons. They became deterboomed by the airline people as the answer
mined to find out the "How, when, and why"
to the airport problem.
of the national and Indiana State PTA ac·Since they expected so much from this
ceptance of the Federal aid to education bill.
system, they at least ought to give it a
These people appealed to their local chamchance.
ber of commerce for information. They ob·
So far, all it's been given is lip service.
tained a summary 9f the Federal aid to eduAt least that's what evidence gathered by
cation bill. Both pro and con, they studied
the people who live near the Queens airports
the summary, gave copies . to other persons.
shows.
A member of the Small Business Men's
A small army of volunteer plane spotters
Association brought to our attention the
has been keeping tabs on planes taking off
three issues of "Pulling Together" which
and landing at Idlewild and LaGuardia Airdealt with education. These issues have
ports for the last 2 weeks. Their reports are
been a splendid source of information, and
being correlated and flight patterns are bethe more than 800 copies made available to
ing compared with wind conditions. The
us have been put to good use. Editors, eduwind information is supplied daily by the
cators, heads of business, club, and PTA
Star-Journal.
officers have receivetl these bulletins. Copies
. The object is to determine whether the
were distributed at a 'recent medical meeting.
planes are taking off and landing over water
These copies of "Pulling Together" have
whenever possible.
helped us to convince others that there is a
The preferential runway system was dethreat in "A plan for Socialist America."
signed to take more planes over water instead
After studying the ·Barden bill, we were
of residential areas.
most determined to fight the measure. We
Home owners objecting to low-flying
were especially angered that our local units
planes always were up against the same arhad not been polled on this issue. We ungument from the airline people. The winds,
derstand that California is the only State
the home owners were told, made it imposthat has had a polling of its local units on
sible to land or take off in any other directhis issue.
tion.
So long as communities can maintain local
The plane-spotting program was organized
control of the schools, w,e· feel that alerted
by civic workers so they will have facts with
parents will be able to control the materials
which to confront airline, port authority,
used in the schools-and their presentation.
and Civil Aeronautics Authority officials.
The Federal aid-to-education bill, no matter
Reports from the plane spotters so far indiwhat so-called safeguards are set up, would
cate that too many pilots are ignoring the
be the first step toward moving control- to
chance to fly over water even when the
Washington. Need we remind you that it
wind conditions permit.
takes but a few years of propagandized
"Evidence is piling up that even when
teaching to change a form of government
there is little wind and pilots could land
and that many educators have espoused the
and take off over water, they seem to prefer
cause of socialism?
to buzz our roof tops," Max Lome, who is
We earnestly hope that Congressmen who · coordinating the plane spotters' reports, said
recognize the inherent dangers in this bill
in a preliminary . report.
and whose constituents have expressed conThe reports gathered and coordinated by
cern will point out to them that their deleMr. Lome will be turned over to the grand
gates to the national PTA · convention to
Jury looking into the low-flying plane
be held in Indianapolis May 19, 20, and 21,
menace.
should come prepared to insist on a reopenApparently little effort is being made to
ing of this issue.
··
enforce the preferential runway system. It
Please remember that the decision by PTA
was devised by the National Air Transport
to back this measure was reached without
Coordinating Committee, headed by Eddie
polling of its 6,500,000 members.
.
Rickenbacker, after the third Elizabeth,
Knowing that you will be proud of HooN.J., crash.
siers' fight against any Federal control, we
The plan looked good on paper and made
are,
good reading as an answer to the demands
Most sincerely yours,
that something be done about the airports
Mrs. FREDERICK BALLWEG,
and low-flying planes.
Mrs. DAVID V. BURNS.
But more than a paper plan is needed. If
ROBERT D. BECKMANN.
the airline people are serious about the preferential runway system as an answer to the
problem, they should make a serious effort
to enforce it.
It is up to CAA officials to provide some
Low-Flying Planes
means of enforcing the preferential runway
system. It at least deserves a fair trial.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT TRIPP ROSS

Coast Fisheries Still in Need of Protection

OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Thursday;- May 15, 1952

OF

Mr. ROSS. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD,
I insert the following editorial from the
Long Island Star-Journal of Wednesday, May 14, 1952, which is-further proof
that the Congress should pass my bill,
House Resolution 601, to investigate the
Civil Aeronautics Board and the Civil
Aeronautics Administration to deter·
mine why they have failed to establish
and enforce adequate safety regula·
tions:

HON. THOR C. TOLLEFSON
OF WASHINGTON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker, I am
inserting in the Appendix of the RECORD
an excellent editorial appearing in the
Seattle Times on Apri124, 1952. It points
to the warning of Mr. Edward W. Allen,
Chairman of the International Fisheries
Commissio_n, in which he states that we
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must safeguard the interests of American fishermen in the Pacific.
. The editorial follows:
COAST FISHERIES STILL IN NEED OF PROTECTION

Renewed warning that the United States
must continue to protect its coastal fisheries
was given this week by Edward W. Allen,
chairman of the International Fisheries
Commission, speaking at the annual meeting of th~ National Fisheries Institute in
Los Angeles. Allen cited as an illustration
the North Pacific halibut, the fishery which
is the special charge of the Commission
which he heads.
••By giving this (halibut) fishery longextended, careful, joint management, the
United States and Canada have made it one
of the most stable and prosperous in the
world," Allen said. "But only about onetenth of this fishery is within 3 miles of
shore, though all Of it is coastal and none
of it is more than a hundred miles outa distance which is almost nothing in comparison with the ocean width. Outsiders
coming in to this fishery could, for a short
time, catch an excessive amount, but would
cause the average annual output to shrivel.
"Nothing they could do would increase
the ultimate world food supply, which is
said to be the object of much of the theorizing we hear. Th.ey could not even afford to
bear the extra cost of coming long distances
if they did not have lower living standards,
for it is unlikely that they would have
greater efficiency than our own fishermen."
The United States and Canada and Japan
have drafted and initialed a tripartite treaty
designed to protect North American fisheries.
But as Allen pointed out, the treaty has not
been ratified and may never be. Whether
it is ratified or not, this countrY' should
take every additional precaution that is possible-by Presidential proclamation, congressional action or however-to safeguard
the interests of American fishermen on the
Pacific banks.

past achievements and readiness role
while playing down the Army's accomplishments in similar areas, and, to make
'inflated claims as to what this bill will
, do for our national defense. In reviewing the Senate and House hearings on
the bill, I have found that some of these
enthusiastic statements and concepts
put forward by its adherents have gained
wide acceptance although they are at
variance with my present knowledge and
understanding of the various subjects.
From the sources available to me-my
personal knowledge, military histories,
and publications, my recent Korean
trip, various congressional hearings, and
so forth-! have compiled various data
which I believe will set some of these
matters in proper perspective.
I. COMPARATIVE STRENGTHS AND BUILD-UPS

It has been a widely accepted viewpoint
that the Marine Corps was the victimand still is-of a devious campaign to
emasculate the corps through unfairly
retarding, or reducing, Marine strength.
Comparison of pre-Korea strengths to World
War II strengths

Pre
World
War II
Korea
strength strength

Branch

Army------------------ II, 981,000
Navy (excluding
Marines) .. ----------- 3, 400, ()()()
485,000
~~rj~~~~~~~~~:::::::: 2, 400, ()()()

Pre-Korea
percent·
age of
World
War II
strength

590,000

9. 9

380,000
74,000
411, 000

11.2
15.2
17. 1

\
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Third Infantry Division_._-------------------------Forty-fifth Infantry Division ________________________ _
·Thirty-sixth Infantry Division ______________________ _
First Infantry Division ___ ---------------------------

~~~~~t~!rbi~i~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::~::::::::::

~iigJ!m~:Jlf!il~;:_~=

Thirty-second Infantry Division
_
====______________________
=____________________
======== ==:: ====== ===
_
Ninety-sixth Infantry Division

OF TEXAS

ll~~~ ~::i~: ~i~~i~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Mr. TEAGUE. Mr. Speaker, the Marine Corps bill (S. 677) proposes two
things:
(a) Under all conditions short of a
full-scale war, to fix the Marine Corps
strength at four full-strength divisions
and four full-strength air wings with .a
legislative floor of 300,000 men and a
legislative ceiling of 400,000 men.
(b) To make the Commandant of the
Marine Corps a permanent member of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
According to its proponents, the main
purpose of this bill is to 'set up the Marine Corps as the Nation's readiness
force for not only the Navy, but the
Army as well.
In the process of arguing this bill,
many of its supporters have had a tendency to overemphasize the Marine Corps

Branch

Navy (excluding Marines)
___________________
------------- 380,000
Air
Force
411,000
Army _._--------------- 590,000
Marine Corps __________ 74,000

Authori?:ed
strength
for June
30, 1952

Percentage in
crease
over pre
Korea
strength

820, 000
973, 3fi{}
1, 560, 000 .
235,320

216
237
264
318

The conclusion is unavoidable that,.
proportionately, the Marine Corps fared
better under the general postwar reduction in our Armed Forces than any except the Air Force; and the Army, worse
than any. On the other hand, relatively,
the Marine Corps has had the benefit of
a much great:r build-up since the beginning of the Korean conflict than any.
Further, under planned strengths for
· June 30, 1952, the Marine Corps will have
increased its strength to the point where
it is 28.7 percent as large as the Navy.
This is a higher ratio than has existed in
the 40-year range of time prior to the
Korean campaign for which I can find
figures.
n. COMPARATIVE CASUALTIES
References to past Marine Corps casualities have been used to convey the idea
of a combat efficiency, quality, and fighting vigor which, by implication, the Army
cannot approach.

Battle
Amphibious
casualties operations

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Pre
Korea
strength

Com.bat data on Marine ana Army divisions participating in World war II amphibious
.
operations
Division

The Facts on Certain Viewpoints Ad·
vanced by Supporters of the Marine
Corps Bill

Comparison of strength increases since
Korean conflict

37,056
28,189
27,721
24,620
23,602
17,900
17,722
12,395
9,866
8, 727
8, 655
8,363
8, 227

Combat
days

4
4
2
3
3
4
4

475
483
304
443
374
369
86
233
103
493
174
23
113

5

3
6
2
1
2

Time overseas
2 years, 10 months.
1 year, 11 months.
2 years, 1 month.
2 years, 9 months.
2 years, 5 months,
3 years, 3 months,
1 year, 8 months.
2 years, 7 months.
2 years, 11 months,
3 years, 3 months.
1 year, 1 month.
1 year, 1 month.
0 years, 11 months.

NOTE.-Thi~ has reference to only those Army divisions which participated in amphibious assaults and susta·n d
greater cas~al.t~es th~n the lowest casualty JI.;Iarine divisio?· Many other Army divisions, such as the Sevent -nlneh
Infantry DivisiOn With 12,608 battle casualties, would fit mto this listing if all Army divisions were considerid. t

Casualties from largest joint Army-Marine
amphibious assault in World War II at
Okinawa
Branch

Men
killed

Navy-----------Ar1,11y -----------Marine Corps ____

4, 907
4, 288
2, 744

t

Men
Total
Men
missing wounded casualties

--- ---- ---(1)

91
90

4,824
17,558
13,523

9, 731
21,937
16,357

Included in "Men killed."

The conclusion is that the Army divisions were at least present where the
fighting was going on and acquitted
themselves with equal distinction and
self-sacrifice if casualties are to be used
as any kind of indexes of these qualities.

In. coMPARisoN

OF

PROPORTION

oF

coMBAT

PERSONNEL-A MARINE DIVISION AND ARMY
INFANTRY DIVISION

References have been made to the
Marine Corps getting a higher proportion of fighting men out of its divisions than the Army can get out of its
infantry divisions, the conclusion and
inference being that in particular and
in general the Army infantry division
is not as highly organized for fighting
as the Marine division to begin with
and that it wastes manpower in its
basic infantry combat organization for
nonessentials.
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Comparison of combat personnel in a Marine division and an Army Infantry division by major unit activitp

Major activity of divisional unit
Army Infantry division, total strength, 18,211

Unit or division

Combat
support

Combat
Division headquarters _______ ------------------------------------------------ ------- •• -------

Marine Corps division, total strength, 21,212

Service
support

Combat
support

Combat

Service
support

200 ---------------- ---------------- ________ ---- __ __ ___ __----------

~~~~~~ ~~~~~-~~~~r_s_~~~-~~:~~~== :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ------------ ~~- ------------ "7ii- :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::
Medical detachment, division headquarters--------------------------------- ---------------- ·--------------Signal company __________ -- __ --------- ----- ---------------------------- •• --- ---.-.---------- ----------------

13 --------------.-- ---------------- ---------------364 ---------------- --------- __ ----- __ ---- _________ _

~~~~~f~~~f~~:~aiiiiiaiiY.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::
~~ :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::-::
~~~!~!J:S~cec~~J:l.y: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ------------ i68- :::::::::::::::: ------------ ~~~- :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::

i~~Y~~;~~m~~~~~~~m~mmmmm=m=mmmm~~~~~~~~= ;;;:;::;;~~:; ~:::~~~~==i;~ii~ ~=~~==~~~~~~~~~= ;;:;;;:;;ii::: =~~~~~~=j~~= =m~~~~~~~~~~=~
1

Nee~d~a~~!~: b~~taif(ii:i~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::·:: :: ------------~:~- ~ ::::::::::::::: ------------soo- ------------- ~~
Signal battaHon. ______ ---- •. --------------------------------- --·-. ---------- ---------------- -••• ------------ ---------------- ---------------- . -----------.-- _
Service battalion _____ ----- ----------------------------------------------- ·-- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- -----------·---· -------··-----·-

943

813

~~~~r~~~r;~~tt~?~!~ ~~~~=~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: --··---·---"?iii- ----·-------- ::-~
Ordnance battaHon ••• -------------------------------------------······ · ---- ----=----------- ----------·- ---- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------549
1

TotaL................................................................

11,832

4, 834

1, 545

12,158

5, 8H

3, 240

Percentage of total d;vision strength.........................................

G.'i

27

8

57

28

Hi

NOTE.-This table does not take into consideration some 1,145 naval personnel assigned to a marine division In a support capacity which would further reduce the ratio of
marine combat troops to marine support troops.

The conclusion is that the Army infantry division is certainly as efficient
in getting, and as eager to get, as high
a proportion of its divisional manpower
into combat assignments as the Marine
division cc,'nslciering the :fact .. that the
i.iarine division has almost 3,000 more
men than the Army Infantry divisionsome 4,000 more when one copsiders the
Naval personnel assigned to a Marine
divisio~l.
IV. WORLD WAR n PARTICIPANTS IN MAJOR
AMPHffiiOUS OPERATIONS

References have been made to the
Marine Corps serving as the landing
spearhead for Pacific operations and to
the Chief of Staff of the Army-as well
as the Chief of Naval Operations-not
being well-versed on amphibious operations, the conclusion and inference being
that the Army was a novice as far as
amphibious operations were concerned
and that the Joint Chiefs of Staff cannot give adequate consideration to amphibious factors in their strategic deliberations.
The conclusion is that, although the
Marine Corps is our Armed Forces expert on techniques and development of
amphibious equipment and tactics, the
Marine Corps participated in only some
25 percent of the major amphibious operations in the Pacific during World War
II and that the Army has used the amphibious operations sufficiently for an
Army Chief of Staff to be aware of the
amphibious implications upon any strategic deliberations presented for Joint
Chiefs of Staff consideration-to say
nothing of the Chief of Naval Operations
whose naval forces were involved in all
these World War II amphibious operations.

Participants in major amphibious operations in World War II

Operation

I

Mediterranean
and E~lropean
-theater - ·

North Africa._-------------- Army and allied_
Sicily----- ------------------_ Army .. ___ ___ ___
Salerno ______________________ Army and allied.
Anzio ____ ---- --------------- _. ___ do ___ .. _____
South France ________ ________ Army ___ __ __ ___
Normandy------------------ Army and alliedNassau Bay _____ __ :_ _________ ·------- ------- -- Kiriwina Island _____________ ------------------

Sou_tllw~t fl\Clftc

theater

}';
·1 rx
ventra Pacm~
theater

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Army ___________
___ _.do ___________

-----·------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------

.

I South
·~~--Pacific
theater

I American
- . . . ..~
theater

------------'----------------------••.•••.••••••.••••
----------------------------------..•.••••••••••••••
·----------------------------------

~~~~!~~
:~~~~~ ~== ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: -irffict;aii<i-a1lieci: ::: ::::::::::::::~ ::: ::::::::::·::: ::
Finschhafen ______ . _•.. _•.••. ____ .•..... ___ ____ A!lied ..... __ • ____ ------------ ___ .. ___ .••..•.•. _____ •

Arawe __ __ ____ -- ------------- ------------------ Army----------- ---------· ------- - -----------------Cape Gloucester------------- ------------------ Marine ..•••••.•. -------------- .•.. -----------------Saidor_ ________ -------------- ---------- •••••••. Army--------·-- ------------------ -----------------Talasea ____ __---------------- -----------------· Marine .••••.•... ---------------·- · -----------------Manus Island. __ _----------- ------------------ Army---------- ------------------ -- ---------------Hollandia ___ ____ ------------ ------------------ ___ .. do .•••••••... ------- ___------- - _----------------Tanahmerah Bay ___________ .•• , ••••••••........•.. do ___________ --- - -------------------------------A itape __ _________ _: ..•• _____ __ ... _•..•• ___ ----- .. ___ do .••.•...... __ •••• _...••••..•..•••.•. _•••.••••••
Wake Island . __------------- ------------------ _____ do ___________ ------------------ -----------------Biak ____ __ _-____ . ----- •• ______ ..•.... __ • ------- __ ._.do .••.•••. ________ . _____ •.••....•••• ____ ------ . •
Noemfoor Island._---------- ------------------ _____ do .••••...... ------------------ -----------------Sansapor _------------------- ------------------ ..... do ••.•••..... -------------- ____ -----------------MorotaL -------------------- ---------------·--- ____ .do ___________ ------------------ -----------------Leyte. __ ••• •• ---------- ..... ____ ... _•.• ___________ .do .••.. ________ ... _. _... ___ . ___ . ----------------Mindoro ________________ •. _. ______ __ • ________ . ______ do ________________ .. ___ . _. _____ _-------- ___ -----Luzon __ .---------- •.••.... _. __________ .. __ .... ____ .do •.•••. _. ______ •. ___ •. _-----. __ -------- __ . -----Nasugbu _------------------- ------------------ _____ do .•......... ------------------ -----------------Zam boanga .•••..••• _••.• __ • ___ . --------------- _____ do .••••...•. __ . __ -------- ____ • __ ~---- ... _..•••••.
Palawan ____ _.•..•...• ------ _ . ____ ----------- _. ___ .. do •••.. ____ •. __ ------ _. _______ . _____ ...•. --------

t~~j~lar
-:sa-i:~============
================= ===
==~g===========
========== ======== =
======== ===: =====
Tawi TawL
_____ ____________ =
-----------------_____
do ___________ ----------------------------------Tarakan (Borneo) ___________ ------------------ Allied ___________ ------------------ -----------------Brunei Bay (Borneo) ________ ------------------ _____ do ___________ ------------------ -----------------Balikpapan (Borneo) _______ ------------------ _____ do ___________ ------------------ -----------------Negros .. _______ --- ---------- ------------ ~ ----- Army----------- ------------------ -----------------Cebu _______ ---------- .• ______ ••••.. ----- ••• ______ .. do ______ ••••....• ----------- ••... _----- __ .•••••••

~~~r--~=======::::::::::::::
====: =:: ========= === ===~g===== ===·= =====: :::::::::: ==== =:::::::::::::::::
Okinawa_------------------- ------------------ Army and Ma- ------------------ -----------------Attu ... --------------------- -----------------Kiska_ ..•••••••••••.•••••.. _ -----------------Tarawa..•••...••..• --------- _•...•.•.•.. -----Makin._.------------------- -----------------Kwajalein .............•..... ------------------Eniwetok .••••.....•.....•.. -----------------Palau .••••••.••. : ..•..•..••. -----------------Saipan ••••................•. ------------------

riDe.
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ Army.
• ______ ------- •• ____ ________ ...•.... ____ • ------------Do.
------ •••••.••• __ Marine....••.•••...•. __ .. -------------------------- Army ___________ ----------------------------------- Army and Ma- -----------------rine.
------------------ _____ do ___________ ----------------------------------- Marine ______ __ __ ----------------------------------- Army and Ma- -----------------rine.

~~~:;~~=====
=============== ==================
-M:ru-~~ii==========
Iwo Jima ____________________
------------------ ==================
------------------ .•...
do ••••••••••. ==================
------------------

OuadalcanaL •••••••••••••••• -----~------------ .••••••••••••••••• ------------------ Army and Marine.
Russel Island •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ------------------ Army----------New Georgia •••••••••••••••• ------------------ --------···------- ------------------ _____ do __________ _
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Participants in major amphibious operations in World War II-Continued

Operation

Mediterranean Southwest Pacific Central P acific
andt~:t~~ean
theater
theater

South Pacific
theater

American
theater

__________ _
Vella Lavella ________________ -·----------------- ------------------ ------ --·---------- Army
Allied ______ ____ _
Treasury--- ----------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------- ----Bougain ville ________ --------- __ --------- __ ----- -------------- ---- ------------------ Army and Marine._______ ___ _
Allied
Green Island __ -------------- ---------------·-- ---------- ------- - -----------------Emirau Island ______________ _ ------------------ ---- ---------- ---- --------- ---- ----- M arine _________ _
N oTE .-Amphibious operations of a regimental scale or larger are only considered here.
Korea by amphibious operation is not considered either.
V. COMPARISON OF MARINE AND ARMY READINESS

R eference has been made repeatedly
to Marine Corps readiness, citing as historical evidence the fact that, during the
World War II period, the Marine Corps
sent a contingent to Iceland in the Atlantic area in June 1941, and another to
the Pacific area in May 1942, and initiated the Guadalcanal campaign in
August 1942. Also, "the speed with
which a division of Marines was recently
landed in Korea" has been mentioned
frequently. The conclusions and inferences drawn from these state1.aents has
been that the Army has not been, and
will not be, in an equal state of readiness and, therefore, the Marine Corpson the basis of past performanceshould constitute the Nation's readiness
force.
Army units dispatched to the Atlantic area
prior to the Marine Corps Iceland contingent (late June 1941)

Date

Size of contingent

Area

January 194L _ 1 regimental com bat N e w f o u n d •
team.
land.
May 194L •••. 2regiments ____ ________ Ct~~:~ Carib·
NoTE.-These Army forces were dispatched in spite
of the congressional prohibition that only Regular Army
personnel 'could be sent overseas at that time. The only
reason the Marine Corps was required to send troops to
Iceland was because the Army had to divest its units of
draft and Reserve personnel before they could move.
T-his was done and Regular Army units began replacing
marine troops in Iceland 1 month later (August 1941).
Major Army units dispatched to the Pacifia
area prior to the First Marine Corps Division (May 1942)

Date

Size of contingent

January 1942 •.

division (American
division).

lJanu ary to
February
1942.

2 divisions (Thirtysecond and Fortyfirst Infantry divi·
sions):

New Caledonia and New
Hebrides.
Atistralia.

Major Army units ~n . combat throughout the
world during period of Guadalcanal campaign (August 1942 to early 1943) in which
two Marine divisions participated

North Africa .••
Do_________
Do.........
Do_________
Do_________
Do______ ___
GuadalcanaL __
Do_______ __

Comparison Of First Marine Division with Second Infantry Division on readiness tor
Korea

Chronology
July

4,1950

July

9,1950

July 13,1950
July 14,1950

July 19, 1950

First Marirle Division (location,
Camp Pendleton, Calif.)
Authorized for Korea by JCS.
Ships spotted for
movement.
First Provisional
Marine Brigade
of First Marirle
Division sailed
for Korea.

Second Infantry
Division (location, Seattle,
Wash.)
Authorized for Korea by JCS.
Ships spotted for
movement.

Ninth Regimental
Combat Team of
• Second Infantry
Division sailed
for Korea.
July 31, 1950 --------------------- Ninth Regimental
Combat Team
arrived at Pusan,
Korea.
Aug. 2,1950 First Provisional
Marine Brigade
arrived at Pusan,
Korea.
NoTE.-First Marirle Division: Date of authorization
to landirlg date irl Korea, 29 days. Second Infantry
Division: Date of authorization to landing date irl Korea,
22 days.
A marine provisional brigade is approximately the
same type of unit as a regimental combat team except
for the marine aviation portion. The Second Infantry
Division was fully committed to combat on Aug. 23,
1950; and the First Marirle Division was fully committed on Sept. 15, 19.'i0.

The conclusion is that the Army has
been at least equally as ready as the
Marine Corps if these specific incidents-Iceland, Guadalcanal, and so
forth-so frequently referred to as examples of Marine Corps readiness are
any real indexes of readiness.
VI.

SUPPORT REQUIRED BY ARMY AND MARINE
DIVISIONS

Reference has been niade to Marine
Corps units operating on a well-integrated and self-sustaining tactical basis,
independent of extensive lines of communication and supply, the conclusion
and inference being that the Army units
are not equally as well-integrated and
self-sustaining as Marine units and that
the Army overemphasizes lines of communication and supply.
The conclusion is that the Marine
Corps needs support behind its divisions
just as much as the Army, and in similar magnitude, and that the Marine
Corps must have support echelons behind its divisions similar to those of the
Army if the Marine Corps is to be capable of any real degree of independent
and self-sustaining tactical operations.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to termina~e
this analysis with one thought. I have
a deep respect for the .Marine Corps and
its record of valiant and honorable service; I also have an equal respect for the
Army and its record of valiant and honorable service. Therefore, I think it
manifestly unfair when an attempt is
made by enthusiastic boosters of one
component to overemphasize its accomplishments and merits by derogation of
another component. I have tried to
avoid, as studiously as I know how, any
derogation of the Marine Corps in this
analysis and to hew as close to the facts
as I possibly could.

Army support required by the First Marine Division in Korea (as of January 1952)

Army units irl support of First
Marirle Division

Services performed by Army personnel and facilities for First Marine
Division
Items delivered to First Marirle
Division railhead

Items delivered First Marine
Division unit supply poirlts

Area

NOTE.-Also, in January 1942, an Ar:my Corps ~f
three divisions was sent to orth Ireland m the Atlant1o
area.

Campaign

Occupation of Japan and
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Army divisions in combat
First Armored Division.
Second Armored Division.
First Infantry Division.
Third Infantry Division.
Nirlth Infantry Division.
Thirty-fourth Infantry Division.
Twenty-fifth Infantry Division.
America! Infantry Division. .

NOTE.-This does not include special supporting
troop irlvolved in tbpse Army coiD:bat assignm~nts such
as engineer battalions, Corps Artillery battalions, and
many other units which were part of the Army combat
forces.

.
1% field artillery battalions.
2 engirleer battalions.
5 transportation truck companies.
1 ordnance medium maintenance company.
1 mobile army surgical hospital (dur·
. ing heavy combat periods).

Clothing.
Equipment.
All other supplies not delivered to
first Marirle Division unit supply
points.

Rations.
Gasoline, oil, and lubricants.
Weapons.
Ammunition.
Signal wire and batteries,
Fortification materials.
Bridgirlg materials.
Construction materials.
Vehicles.

NOTE.-The units and services listed above were, approximately, un~t for un_it an~ ~e:vice f~r service the. same
support required by Army In~a.ntry divisions i? th~ S~'?e corps as the F1rst M~rme DiVISIOn. 'I hese Army lines of
communication and supply utilized by the manne diVISIOn reach hundreds of m1Ies back to the ports of entry.

North Pacific Fisheries Treaty
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOR C. TOLLEFSON
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF. REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker.. one
of the leading authorities on the prob-

lems of Pacific fisheries, Mr. Edward W.
Allen, of Seattle, Wash., has written an
excellent article on the subject of the
North Pacific Fisheries Treaty with
Japan. Mr. Allen was a member of the
United States delegation which, together with representatives of Canada,
negotiated the fisheries treaty with
Japan. He is chairman of the International Fisheries Commission and is widely recognized for his many years of work
in connection with the preservation of
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said to be manned with fiShery students but
brought back loads of canned salmon along
which our fishermen were convinced was
with the workers, were picturesque sights
staffed by officers who were surveying more
to denizens of Pacific coast ports. Stories
than fisheries.
·
like the Silver Hoard, by Rex Beach, cast a
romance about the region.
In the spring of 1937 a delegation of JapaTHE NORTH PACIFIC FISHERIES TREATYnese ·businessmen sought to make a deal
Yet it was serious business, this operating
FR'IENDLY SETTLEMENT OF A 20-YEAR DIS•
with Alaska cannery men for joint operathousands of miles from home ports, forced
PUTE
to bring everything that was needed for an
tion of Japanese floating salmon canneries
entire season into a forbidding region of
(By Edward W. Allen)
on the American side of the ocean. This
long tidal runoffs, storms, and mosquitoes.
was, of cpurse, rejected, but it tended to
Meeting at Tokyo, delegations from Japan,
In time, too, pverfishing began to tell on
arouse even greater suspicion that the JapaCanada~ and the United States, on Decem·
the supply. At last, the Bureau of Fisheries
nese were also fishing salmon.
In spite
ber 14, 1951, recommended to their three
stepped in and, when it received authorof denials from our own Government, it is
Governments the ratification of a North Pa·
ity
under
the
White
Act
of
1924,
research
highly
probable
that
the
suspicion
had
concific Fisheries Treaty which they had drafted
and regulation superseded the previous unsiderable foundation. Since the Japanese
during 5 weeks of almost continuous session.
restricted exploitation.
opcupation information has come to light
The basic objective of the proposed treaty
Both under the Bureau of Fisheries and
indicating that during the 1930's the Japais to :stimulate production from the sea by
its successor, _the F'ish and Wildlife Service,
nese had conducted thorough, systematic
making it profitable to the fishermen of each
fishery (and probably other) surveys covernation to support sound fishery conserva- ·scientific investigations had become intensified and restrictions tightened. In spite of
ing Bering Sea right up to the Alaskan
tion practices. This is to be accomplished
this, the average catch has been falling off
coast. There is also indication of Japaby granting protection as to the fruits of
so
that
in
the
last
10
years
it
is
lower
than
nese industry participation in these surconservation so long, but only so lc,mg, as it
during the previous decade. In faci, the
veys, and it . is unlikely that the salmon
is practiced.
salmon canners who operate in the Territory
which were .caught were dumped.
An immediate objective is to eliminate
became so .c oncerned that for several years
In 1936 an Assistant SecreLry of State
one of the . most potent causes for dispute
they have themselves been contributing sevhad brushed off Pacific coast representaand ill-will between the peoples on opposite
eral hundred thousand dollars to the Unitives with the charge that they were prejusides of the North Pacific, and instead, to
versity ·of Washington to conduct scientific
diced by their failure to appreciate that
promote a spirit of friendliness and cooperaresearch
as
to
Alaska
salmon.
"the Japanese were the best friends this
tion. To this end, the Japanese propose to
Biologists
have
injected
certain
phrases
country had in the world." But some of
abstain from fishing salmon, halibut, and
into the field of fisheries. One of the most
the fishery people who were less confident
herring (as to herring only, the absention
popular is "maximum sustained yield" as
of this friendshin chartered a plane in July
agreement excludes the Bering Sea) off the
the sound objective of fishery conservation.
1937, tlew out over Bristol Bay, caught and
northwest coast of America for a period of
This means to allow as many fish to be
photographed a Japanese floating cannery
!5 years and thereafter as long as the treaty
taken
in
any
ye~r
as
will
permit
of
the
highwith salmon on her deck and fishing boats
is in effect unless otherwise recommended
est average annual catch which can be mainto the three countries pursuant to provisions
about her.
Only last year one of these
tained
on
a
continuous
basis.
In
other
of the treaty, and agreed to by them.
American fishermen who was in the plane
words,
the
objective
i.
~
to
avoid
catching
an
met
and
compared
notes with the Japanese
This draft treaty is the culmination of
excessive amount in any 1 year or period
fishery official who was aboard the floater.
many years of work and study. Under it,
of years and then having this followed by a
each of the three nations will have equal
In this same year (1937) Senator Lewis B.
period of scarcity. When a fishery has been
opportunity to avail itself of the provisions
Schwellenbach and the writer finally sedepleted
below
what
is
believed.
to
be
the
for the protection of its own coastal fisheries
cured an interview with Secretary Cordell
largest sound annual average, it may be
which comply with the formula that is set
Hull, and found that he had not been made
necessary
to
reduce
the
legal
catch
severely
forth. No party gives up any claim of legal
conversant with the situation but was
in
order
to
restore
the
fishery
to
a
maximum
rights, nor does the treaty attempt to de·
heartily responsive to taking action when
condition.
fine or change any rule of international
it was brought home to him. In fact, from
It was in this Bristol .Bay area of Alaska,
law. It is an agreement which should benethen on, as long as he was active, Mr. Hull
where, in spite of regulation, the fishing was
fit all three of the nations. It is being enwas most cooperative with the American
probably still excessive, the Japanese fishing
tered into voluntarily, but once in effect,
fishing industry in seeking to protect the
vessels
appeared
in
1930.
The
reaction
by
the
it becomes binding and carries its own en·
coastal fisheries· of this country.
American fishermen was exactly what one
forcement provisions. Its ratification should
The matter was assigned first to a comwould
expect.
Vigorous
protests
were
sent
go far toward popularizing that sound prin·
mittee of assistant secret-aries, then to J'udge
to Washington. One fish-boat captain deciple of fishery management referred to in
R. Walton Moore, counseior of the Depart-·
manded . guns.
the draft as "maximum sustained produc·
ment. Leo Sturgeon, who had been a consul
These Japanese vessels were said only to be
tivity," and should also constitute a real con•
at Tokyo for many years, was recalled from
fishing for and canning king crabs. Now our
tribution toward the preservation of peace
Birmingham, England, made a special ad.:.
own fishery people had been having trouble
on the Pacific.
viser on fisheries to Judge Moore, and went
over processing crabs. Only the winter beSome of the background may be of hisdiligently to work.
fore,
the
organization
by
Seattle
and
San
torica1 interest, and a brief analysis of the
On November 22, 1937, a strong repreFrancisco promoters of a company to can
proposed treaty may be us_eful in connecsentation was made to Japan asserting thatcrabs
in
Bering
Sea
had
fallen
through
fo'r
·
tion with future negotiations between other
"But for consistent adherence to a policy
the sole- reason that the proposed financial
nations.
of conservation, the Alaska salmon fisheries
backers were not convinced that the canFrom 1884, when the first salmon canunquestionably would not have reached anynery to operate in the Bristol Bay area of . ning process would be successful.
thing like · their present state of developSq a curious thing..-,is said to have hap·
Alaska was built at Nushagak, this area and
ment."
pened. An informal and unpublished underthe Puget Sound-Gulf of Georgia area beIt was also stated:
standing
is
supposed
to
have
been
negotiated
·
came the great rivals in the production of
"The cost of the extensive efforts made by
between our Government and the Japanese
canned red, or Sockeye, salmon. When
the Government to regulate salmon fishing
that the Japanese would stay out of the Brisdisastrous slides occurred at Hell's Gate Canand to perpetuate the supply of salmon has
tol Bay salmon fishery but would not be in·
yon on the Fraser River in 1913 and 1914,
been borne by the American people, and not
terfered with in their crab operations north
the Sockeye were largely blocked from asinfrequently American fishermen have sufof the Alaska Peninsula.
cending to their spawning grounds, and
fered loss of employment and income as a
It is probable that, at first, the Japanese
Bristol Bay was left in undisputed predomiresult of the various restrictions imposed.
lived llP to this understanding, but as the
nance. For decades, it was the source of
Because of such sacrifices, and the part that
early 1930's rolled along, increasmg com·
one of the most dependable and profitable
American citizens have played in bearing
plaints were heard among American fisher·
fisheries in . the world. The annual prothe cost of conserving and perpetuating the
men that the Japanese were also fishing sal·
duction ran from one to one and one-half
salmon resources, it is the strong convicmon. The Bureau of Fisheries gave the mat·
million cases of 48 pounds each . .
tion and thus far unchallenged view on the
ter little attention except to issue denials.
Because of its rich color, oil content, fiaki-'
part of millions of American citizens on the
The
State
Department
ignored
the
situation.
ness, and firmness, red, or Sockeye, salmon
Pacific coast interested in the salmon inCoastal irritation increased when it became
has had a special appeal to the housewife
dustry and on the part of the American
known,
late
in
1935,
that
Japanese
fishery
inand has generally found a ready market.
public generally that there has been estabterests had requested their Government to
The British were particularly fond of "Alaska
lished a superior interest and claim in the
issue license to operate ~oating canneries off
Reds." The old sailing fleets which took
salmon resources of Alaska.
their loads of cans, grub, gill-net fishermen, · Alaska. This rose to still higher pitch when
"It must be taken as a sound principle
in 1936 the Japanese Diet appropriated a sum
and Chine~e cannery workers north in the
of justice that an industry such as deequivalent to about $75,000 for investigating
early summer through the passes of the
scribed which has been built up by the nathe fishery resources in the waters off Alaska
Aleutian Islands, on into the Nushagak or
tionals of one country cannot in fairness be
and, with the apparent approval of our own
Kvichak as soon as the ice gave way and,
left to be destroyed by the nationals of
other countries."
Government, sent a vessel into Bristol Bay
..when the short, intensive season was over,

the fishery resources of the Pacific. His
services and contributions in this regard
have been outstanding,
The article follows:
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An announcement the next spring indicated t hat the Japanese Government agreed
temporarily to issue no licenses for salmon
fishing in this area, but clearly asserted a
right to have its fishing vessels reenter this
fishery if it chose to do so. It now appears
clear that this concession was probably due
to the fact that the militarists who, unfortunately, were then dominating Japan were
not yet ready to l?recipitate trouble.
The fishing industry appreciated this progress but was not satisfied with this temporary solution. It demanded something more
permanent. War came on and later Mr.
Stettinius made his notorious reorganization
of the Department of State in which, among
other dislocations, he shifted fisheries to a
subordinate position in the Commodity Divi·
sion of the Economics Branch, not realizing
that fishing is an activity, not a commodity.
In spite of handicaps, Mr. Sturgeon, in cooperation with industry representatives,
worked out a proclamation which was issued
September 28, 1945, and became known as
the Truman proclamation. In harmony
with Mr. Hull's communication to Japan
above referred to, this proclamation asserted
the special interest of this country in its
coastal fisheries and authorized the creation
of ocean fishery zones. According to the
official announcement which accompanied
the proclamation, protection would now be
provided for the Bristol -Bay salmon. The
Secretary of State and the Secretary of the
Interior were directed to implement the
proclamation, but have never done so.
Persistent efforts of the industry, made
more effective by the organization of Pacific
Fisheries Conference, a federation of all
branches of the fishing industry-employees,
employers, vessel owners, and fishery biolo·
gists, from Alaska to the Mexican borderfinally (with congressional assistance) persuaded Mr. Robert A. Lovett, as Under Secretary of State, to rescue the Fishery Division
from its low status in the Department by
creating the position of Special Adviser on
Fisheries and Wildlife to the Under Secre.t ary of State. Dr. W. M. Chapman, then
director of the School of Fisheries of the
University of Washington, was the first appointee. Dr. Chapman resigned and in June
1951 was succeeded by Mr. W. C. Herrington
who had the excellent background of 4 years
spent in Japan as Chief of the Fisheries Di·
vision of the Natural Resources Section of
SCAP.
Mr. Herrington secured ·i ndustry backing
of a form of treaty which resulted from
many conferences with the industry and
presumably within the Department, which
sought to effect a compromise between the
theoretical concepts of ·the Department and
the practical views of the fishing industry.
In the meantime, Mr. John Foster Dulles had
entered into correspondence with Mr.
Shigeru Yoshida, Japanese Prime Minister, to
the effect that until Japan became independ•
ent she would respect the restrictions im·
posed by SCAP to stay off the American
coast and would then enter into negotiations
for a fishery treaty.
This noncommittal correspondence only
whetted the industry's insistence for immediate negotiations for a treaty, and the De·
partment finally agreed to institute such negotiations immediately following the peace
treaty meeting at San Francisco. The De·
partment furthermore gave assurance that
this Nation's delegation would include in·
dustry advisers. This agreement was carried
out and as a result of such negotiations
Japan invited delegations from this country
and c anada to come to Tokyo to meet with
a Japanese delegation. The present treaty
dra.ft is the result of this meeting.
The preamble recognizes that Japan, as a
sovereign nation (which she will be when
the peace treaty becomes effective}, has equal

rights with other sovereign nations, but does
not attempt to define such rights. The de·
sirability of fishery conservation is also set
forth with emphasis.
An International North Pacific Fisheries
Commission is provided for to carry out the
administrative features of the treaty and to
encourage ocean fishery conservation. This
Commission is authorized to conduct investigations, among other things , for the purpose of recommending to the three government s that certain fisheries should be classified as entitled to the protection provided
for in the treaty against the intrusion of one
or two of the three nations into a coastal
fishery not off its own shores, in which it
has not theretofore substantially participated, and which has been subjected to scientific research and governmental regulation
by the party or parties to the treaty who
have been exploiting this particular fishery,
and which is being utilized approximately
upon a maximum sustained yield basis.
The draft furthermore provides that Canada and the United States now qualify under
the provisions referred to as to their salmon,
halibut, and herring fisheries (herring, however, limited with a northerly boundary) as
far seaward as they are being or can be fished
commercially; hence that Japan will abstain
from participating in these particular fisheries while these conditions continue and
the treaty is in effect. Canada also agrees
to abstain from Bristol Bay salmon fishery
participation.
Although Japan probably has fisheries
which would qualify under the proposed
treaty formula, she did not consider it expedient in view of existing Asiatic conditions
to press for their protection.
The treaty is to run for 10 years and .there·
after until terminated by 1 year's notice from
any of the three countries.
One feature which has aroused undue ap- ·
prehension on the Pacific coast is that as to
Bering Sea salmon it was necessary to designate some specific boundary line. This
line was fixed at 175° west longitude but
was left subject to adjustment according to
the appropriate actual division line between
Asiatic and Alaskan salmon. Our biologists
and officials all appear to be confident that
the line indicated gives complete prJtection
to the salm n of Bristol Bay.
There were a number of tense moments
during the negotiation of the treaty but the
relationship between all three delegations
was cordial, and the Japanese were almost
boundless in their hospitality. None of the
parties surrendered anything which it is
believed it could have successfully main·
tained, regardless of theoretical claims. On
the other hand, all three countries are considered on a basis of equality and each should
prosper by availing itself of the treaty encouragement of fishery conservation and by
the removal of causes for misunderstanding
and dispute.
It must be admitted that our Government
declined to ask for the simple reciprocal
solution demanded by the fishing industrythat the Japanese stay out of our coastal
fisheries and we stay out of theirs. Neither
is the present proposal in complete conformity with Secretary Hull's communication
to Japan, with the Presidential proclamation of September 28, 1945, or with some
modern trends in the interpretation of international law. Nevertheless, nothing is
stated which negatives our legal right to re·
assert these various claims, the proposed
treaty does contain formula which may prove
of general encouragement to ocean-fishery
conservation and, if adopted, this treaty
should provide sound protection to the salmon, halibut, and herring fisheries which are
so important to the Pacific coast o! both
Canada and the United States.
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It is to be hoped that the treaty will be
ratified by the three nations directly concerned and that it may be profitably emulated by others.

The Literature and Aspirations of the
Slovak Nation
EXTENSION OF REMAR KS
OF

HON. DANIEL J. FLOOD
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I wish to include the following address delivered by Rev. John J. Lack at
the fifth foreign language conference,
University of Kentucky, on April 25,
1952:
When we, as Americans, study and evaluate certain aspects in the life of other nations, we seldom pause to consider whether
or not the standards of evaluation by which
we measure various phenomena in American
natio~al life may be properly applied to
simH.ar phenomena in the life of other nations. Our standards of evaluation, and the
stability we attribute to them, assume the
character of immutable constants, universally applicable, and it is with great surprise,
as a consequence, that we learn that other
.nations not only reject their validity as applied to them, but go so far as ~:> · use their
own standards in evaluating American national life, thereby coming to conclusions
frequently diametrically opposed to and destroying the principles we have established
for ourselves, as though the latter were ab·
solutes never to be challenged. This fact
should · make us realize that the principles
controlling national life may appear as prime
factors in the life of one nation, and yet operate as reciprocal factors in the life of
another-a matter of extreme importance in
the realm of international relations. In a.
world in which the ideal of democracy has
become the very breath of life, the psychological effect produced by the application of
such standards is of the gravest importance
and extends over entire national horizons,
for a whole people can be infiuenced to take
a friendly · or unfriendly attitude toward
another nation in response to the standards
applied to it. We can see that once a friendly or hostile psychological climate between
two nations is established the practical consequences which ensue expand in relentless
arithmetical progression, going from one nation to another, until they perm!'!ate the
entire international body; diplomatic relations, an exchange of cultural achievements,
economic and industrial cooperation, communications, and, of course, military alinemen ts-all are disposed in terms of warmth
and friendliness or hostility and distrust.
It is not my task at present to explore
every room in the vast labyrinth of international life or to set forth the diverse principles each nation lives by. But if I am to
discuss Slovak literature and Slovak national
aspirations, it must be understood that the
principles which govern both often differ essentially not only from American principl~s
but from those of many European nations.
Since a modern nation is a complex of the
most various activities, a modern nation can
be healthy only when these activities are
kept in perfect balance. To favor one activity to the detriment of another is to upset this balance and to impair the health and
harmony in the life of the nat ional body.
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It is understood, of course, that no nation is

healt hy unless it already enjoys freedom and.
independence and is to an extent unbur·
dened with extrasocial problems. In the
history of the Slovak people periods of such
indepen~ence were experienced first in the
ninth and tenth centuries, during the era
of the Great Moravian Empire, and again
during the short life of the Slovak Republic
in the years 1939-45. In each period, however, war and overwhelming politico-military
pressure frpm outside disrupted the balance
and harmony of activity necessary to prosperous national life. The Slovak people
spent the rest of their historical existence as
members in a succession of composite na·
tional states, dominated by other peoples,
frequently under circumstances which die·
tated a program not of balance and health
in the national body, but one which concentrated all national aspirations to the end of
self-preservation and bare survival.
It is quite correct to conclude that the
long periods of political subservience to
which the Slovak nation was subject had a
much greater influence in determining various national standards and activities in
Slovak life than the short and turbulent
periods of her political independence. We
h a ve learned to our own disillusionment that
polit ical domination over certain land areas
gives the ruling nation not only political
power, but almost unlimited opportunities
for economic exploitation, control of the ft.
nancial resources of entire populations as
well as of individuals, and that, directly or
indirectly, the dominating nation may de·
termine the extent of every cultural under·
taking, whether by way of supporting, mere•
ly tolerating, or d irect ly obviating the latter.
In Slovak history we see that during the era
in which the Magyars held political domi·
nance this cultural control was exercised to
the limit. Czech domination in this respect
was far more liberal, while Communist dam·
!nation, from the ·end of the Second World
War to the present may be summed up under
the one word "brutal."
The life of a nation is judged by the spir·
itual and material ends which it pursues and
by which it chooses to make itself known to
other nations, and for this reason every na·
tion is naturally compelled to hold up for
view the richest and most representative aspects of its culture. The Slovak people,
whether under Magyar, Czech or Communist
domination, never had the opportunity to
express this spiritual and material individuality, whether in terms of political, military,
diplomatic, economic, financial or other
fields, for in all of these respects, without
exception, not only was every Slovak attempt
to such assertion forbidden, but the very
likelihood of its arising was anticipated and
made impossible by the dominating power.
Hence, in accordance with the law of action
in the direction of least resistance, it was
quite natural for the Slovak people to con·
centrate all of thefr forces and activities
within cultural fields . But even in the cui·
tural area, in such f:ields as architecture,
scientific institutions and experimental research centers, higher education, exhibit and
art galleries, all of which are dependent on
the assured financial support of the people
and, indeed, often exist as institutions directly created and permanently subsidized
by the State--not even here was there any
opportunity for Slovak individuality to as·
sert itself. In fields of culture as elsewhere,
therefore, it was ineluctably necessary for
the Slovak people to pursue ends which required, on the one hand, the least financial
investment, and on the other, simultaneously avoided evoking control and restriction or
prohibition on the part of the dominating
power. The most pliable and at once most
characteristic instrument for the expression
or the national individuality of the Slovak
people thus became its literature. From the
time of · t~e invention of printing down to
this day, Slovak literature remains not only

the most characteristic and most widely de·
veloped form of expression of the Slovak na·
tional spirit, but also a most powerful weap·
on in the war for Slovak freedom and inde·
pendence.
It is beyond the scope of this present discussion to present this audience with an
outline of Slovak literature. More to the
point that a. long roll-call of poets, novelists,
essayists and other authors, and the titles of
the respective works which they produced, is
the fundamental idea or principle imparting
life to Slovak literature itself in all its forms,
whe;ther as monumental lexical and historical works or the editorial columns of a provincial newspaper, ambitious epic poems and
narratives or the simplest of folk songs, great
parliamentary orations or political pamphlets and filers born of underground resistance, or even the unwritten gesture and
softly spoken slogan of defiance in whispered
propaganda. This principle is that of free·
-dom in the fullest sense of the word, for the
entire body o·' Slovak literature is either an
inconsolable lament and call to arms dur·
ing periods of oppression, or a triumphant
song of songs to liberty during periods of in·
dependence.
Because literature occupies this uniquely
important niche in Slovak history a similarly
unique importance has been assigned to
Slovak authors and poets. A study of the
lives of Slovak men of letters reveals that
these men identified not only their work
with Slovak national aspirations for freedom,
but that almost without exception the whole
of their private life was sacrificed to this
great ideal. It is not unusual to find the
Slovak poet in •times of peace playing the
role Of leader and ideologist in a political
movement for independence, and in times of
open warfare an ideologist turned organizer
of military strength and fighting in the front
lines. Nor is it unusual in the history of
Slovak literature to come upon the name of
a poet with the designation of "national
hero" as a synonym of equal weight, or
equally so, of "soldier" and "prophet."
The high place which the Slovak poet
holds in the eyes of his people was won by
him through- sacrifices greater than those
made by members of any other national
group. Apart from great material sacrifices,
almost every Slovak poet or 'author of any
renown was subject to the whole gamut of
the forms of persecution and discouragement
which a hostile power can apply, from censorship and confiscation of his work to imprisonment and exile. Such persecution, of
course, only served to glorify the Slovak poet
not with a crown of laurel but with the halo
of martyrdom. Slovakia's. literary as well
as political history is thus more often
peopled with the names of writers whose
work is of mediocre, esthetic excellence,
rather than with the names of politic1ans,
statesmen, scientists, or economic and industrial experts deserving world-recognition and
fame, for the latter, in wishing to excel, were
forced to use their talents in foreign lands,
and thus almost completely lost their place
in Slovak national life.
An objective view of Slovak literature
might lead one to conclude that its function
in Slovak life has been overemphasized. On
the other hand, when Slovak literature is
viewed in terms of political · rather than literary history, the conclusion is inescapable
that it alone played the role of an elemental
force giving form and direction to Slovak
life in the centuries-long struggle of the
Slovak people to win both their national as
_w ell as human rights.
At the beginning of this lecture I pointed
out that an understanding of the values
which a foreign nation places upon the various activities in its national life is a matter
of highest practical importance. From the
year 1945, the Slovak people have been cut
o1f from the Western World by the Commu·
nist iron curtain, It ts evident that their
hope t .o be free again remains as stro~g as

ever and that in the struggle to win this freedom the natural leader shall again be the
poet, kindling this hope in his song. Since
the poet cannot sing his song in the street,
he must do so in the underground and in
exile. How effective his song may be in the
underground no one can say. We may be
certain, however, that the literature of resistance is a powerful and formidable weapon against Communist domination, although
only meager reports of its effects reach us
through the iron curtain. Much greater attention, it must be noted, should be given
to the literature being produced by Slovak
poets and writers in exile. The governments
of · our western democracies or, better, the
Government of the United States, judges the
value of the work of the exiles of the various nations under the iron curtain by its own
American standards, assuming that the best
and most important allies in the war against
communism are to be found in the ranks of
politicians, diplomats, and economic experts. In this false assumption the Government of the United States should be reminded of two important factors: The first,
that many of these allies are people who were
in the vanguard of political national life
when their nations were sacrificed to Bolshevist imperialism, and that, whether or not
full responsibility for what happened is to be
attributed to them, the peoples of the
various nations at -home hold them so responsible and blame them for the catastrophe. They have, tn a word, lost face.
For this rea-son, their announcements,
whether by way of Radio Free Europe or the
Voice of America, cannot have the desired,
stimulating effect expected. The second
factor, that the peoples dwelling behind the
iron curtain look upon professional politicians as men who are striving not so much
to see the triumph of principles dear to the
people themselves but only to vindicate their
.own personal mistakes and persons and to
salvage their careers. Let me repeat: The
peoples of Europe suspect that these politicians abroad are more concerned with winning back the offices they once occupied than
with the liberation of their countries from
Communist domination. While the Government of the United States give~ these
politicians every support, this same Government, to its own great loss, is all but completely neglecting the great --pportunity
Which the literature and especially poetry
of these nations is offering it as a most effective weapon in the cold war against communism. We may be sure, even as this
lecture has tried to show in brief outline,
that the long · historical development, the
trial-and-error testing process to which it
was put time and time again, never found
literature and the men who create it lacking
in any of those very qualities which are to
be prized in waging psychological warfare-qualities which professional politicians commonly cannot lay claim to at all.
In conclusion, please allow me to stress
again two very important points. First, that
all that has been said here of Slovak literature m.ay be applied with very little change
to the literature of every one of the nations
behind the iron curtain, and especially so to
those nations which have lived through long
centuries of oppression without enjoying independence, for among the latter literary
traditions are a most powerful: weapon in the
war against communism-a weapon far from
sufilciently utilized in the cold war.
Second, from the inception of communism
1n Russia down to this very hour, it is obvi·
ous that communism has never underestimated the sign ificance of literature in the
strategy of the revolutionary movement in
other countries. Communism seeks out men
of literary note abroad, indoctrinates them
to the left, and makes of them a fifth column
undermining and destroying their own pea.
pie. The most logical move for free nations
to make in the psychological war against
communism, therefore, is that of utilizing
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Oregon adults are qualified to vote. This
was a turn-out of 31 percent. In other words,
fewer than one eligible adult in every three
nominated candidates for such major offices
as Governor of Oregon and United States
Senator.
Yet in many contests the nomination was
more important than the elect ion, for numerous races in Oregon are decided at the
primaries.
Oregon is the State where many famous
political institutions were born. The initiative and referendum-law-making by petition-began in Oregon half a century ago.
This was the first State ever to experiment
with direct election of Senators. The recall was introduced to America here in Oregon. Oregon enacted the country's original
laws fixing minimum wages and maximum
Why Don't Oregonians Vote?
hours for women and children in industry.
Yet in recent years Oregon has slumped
EXTENSION OF· REMARKS
to the bottom among the Northern States in
OF
the most important political chore of allvoting.
Tom McCall, chairman of the register and
OF OREGON
vote committee, suggests a number of reasons for this nonparticipation in elections.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
"I believe Oregon suffers from a lack of read·
Thursday, May 15, 1952
ily-accessible places to register," he says.
"Furthermore, the fact that Oregon is to
Mr. ANGELL. Mr. Speaker, under
extent a one-party State has cut down
leave to extend my remarks in the some
interest in political contests. If the DemoRECORD, I include the following article· cratic Party would provide a. more effective
by Richard L. Neuberger, special writer and more responsible opposition, I predict
for the Oregonian:
there would be a wider turn-out at the polls."
McCall is a prominent Republican, but
WHY DON'T OREGONIANS VOTE?
some
of his sentiments are echoed by Monroe
(:By Richard L. Neuberger)
Sweetland, Oregon's Democratic national
Woodrow Wilson called voting the culmicommitteeman.
·
nating act of a democracy.
Sweetland blames the Republican legislaOn Friday, May 16, the people of Oregon
tures of 1943 for doing away with mobile
vote again. They will nominate candidates
registration units which were registering
· on the Republican and Democratic tickets
large numbers of workers in the Kaiser ship·
at the primary election.
yards, and most of these workers were DemoBut the phrase "the people" is used only
crats.
in a figurative sense. All the people of
Sweetland also claims that the vast influx
Oregon will not vote-far from it.
into Oregon of migrants has tended to diOregon ranks near the bottom of all the
minish the State's voting record, because the
Western States in the percentage of its adult
newcomers have lacked the incentive to take
residents who go to the polls. Why is this?
part in local election con tests.
Oregon rates high with respect to literacy,
Does this last point hold water? Oregon's
attendance in the public schools, general
increase in population since 1940 has been
standards of health and well-be~ng, and with
substantially
smaller proportionately than
respect to homogeneity of population.
tha t in California, and yet California has a
Yet Oregon ranks low in voting-very low.
better voting record. In the presidential
Let's have a look at the standings of the 11
election of 1948, Califortlia had a 59 percent
States of the far West in the most recent
participation of qualified adults, as compared
presidential election, that of 1948:
with 47 percent in Oregon.
One of the most perplexing phases of
Utah------------------ - -------------- 0. 74
American politics is why men and women
ColoradO-------------·---------------- . 71
will" take the trouble to register at county
Montana-------------·---------------- • 70
courthouses but then will not stroll around
Nevada·------------------; ----------- .68
the neighborhood corner to vote . .
Idaho-------------------------------- .68
New MexicO--------------------------- • 62 ·
In Oregon, in 1948, registrations exceeded
California---------------------------by 161,000 the number of people who cast
Wyoming
_____________________________ .59
.59
ballots. Two years later, during the off-year
Washington__________ _________________ . 54
congressional elections of 1950, the disparity
was even greater. A total of 751,000 regisOregon------------------------------- .47
tra nts contrasted with 504,000 -voters.
Arizona--------------·---------------- • 47
Registration is merely a preliminary to
These percentages refer to the proportion
voting; it never is an end in itself. Regisof the eligible adult population who marched
tration often is far more trouble and inconto the ballot box to pick a President of the
venience than actually going to the polls.
United States. Oregon is one of the 15
Why do one, and not the other?
Sta tes in the entire Nation where fewer than
To register without voting is the equiva-.alf the ' available citizens exercised their
lent of putting on your bathing suit without
franchise.
going
near the water.
But was this something peculiar to 1948?
In Portland I talked with a brilliant auUnfortunately, it wasn't. In the off-year
thority on the political process, Samuel Lucongressional election of 1946 a mere 33
bell, Saturday Evening Post writer and aupercent of Oregon adults voted. This again
thor of the recently published book, The
was the West's sorriest record, save only for
Future of American Politics. He suggested
Arizona. Only 15 States had lower voting
three reasons why a citizen might register
totals than Oregon in that election.
and then never make use of this suffrage.
At the opposite end of the tally sheet stood
One is the fact that registration drives
Oregon's Pacific Northwest neighbor, Monfrequently exceed in spirit and intensity
tana. The Treasure State had a 64 percent
drives to get the vote to the polls.
turn-out, nearly twice that of Oregon.
Another possible reason, said Lubell, is the
At a primary election, Oregon fares even
long
ballot, such as prevails in Oregon, Caliworse. Approximately 350,000 voters parfornia, Washington State, and Ohio. The
ticipated in the 1950 Oregon primaries. The
voter, i>y this time registered at the courtLibrary Of Congress estimates that 1,109,000
anti- Communist poets and writers as their
most powerful counterweapons against it.
Writers who have fled from iron-curtain
nations and who are llving in exile today are
ready to fight communism and can do so effectively since they represent the elite of
their class. Living in exile today are also
m any first-rate Sloyak writers who ask no
more than the opportunity to enter into this
struggle. Their help should be eagerly welcomed for it is a reflection of the true spirit
of Slovak national aspirations, a spirit reflected in all Slovak literary history: The
struggle to win freedom and independence
for ~heir own Slovak people.

HON. HOMER D. ANGELL
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house, sees 90 or 100 different candidates and
perhaps 20 referendum measures. He is
staggered by all these decisions expected of
him.
The reaction of some persons is not to vote.
They boycott the polls. The duty seems too
complex and confusing.
A third explanation, according to the
author of The Future of American Politics,
is disgust with the candidates put up by
both parties.
The citizen scans the lists of Republicans
and Democrats seeking his favor. He doesn't
like what he sees. He may feel that the
nominating process, especially in the selection of presidential nominees, leaves scant
room for participation to the average
American.
He decides, further, that the Republicans
and Democrats are tweedledum and tweedledee, that the mark on his ballot really makes
very little difference.
Lubell suggested that all these factors may
help to explain why many registrations are
not · transmitted into votes. In Oregon, a
belief in the inevitability of Democratic defeat could also be a factor.
Two of this State's four congressional districts have never elected a Democratic Congressman in all their history. In addition,
Oregon has not elected a Democratic Senator
since 1914.
Perhaps some clues from the national
scene will help to reveal why Oregon people
vote in such small numbers.
Last year the Library of Congress analyzed
for Representative JACOB K . JAVITS, New York
Republican, the reasons given by a crosssection of nonvoters for their indifference
on election day. This was the breakdown.
1. Lack of reliable information on candidates, 37 percent.
2. Voter has little choice in selecting a
candidate, 25 percent.
3. Voting is too difficult, 14 percent.
4. Unnecessary legal restrictions, 12 percent.
5. Political corruption, 7 percent.
6. Miscellaneous, 5 percent.
Which of these causes applies to Oregon?
"Lack of reliable information on candidates"
could be a factor, for Oregon has one of the
longest ballots in the Union. Few States
elect as many different public officials as
does Oregon.
Some primary ballots in this State, particularly in Multnomah County, often contain the names of more than 100 separate
candidates. Under such circumstances, it
is possible that the average voter may despair of knowing something specific about
the persons upon whose merits he must pass.
Does the Voter's Pamphlet provide· the
necessary information? There is no doubt
that this brochure is a valuable and unique
service for the electorate. Yet the information is wholly autobiographical. It is self•
supplied. The candidates praise themselves.
In a primary election a Portland voter
may face 50 or 60 legislative aspirants on the
ballot, with the admonition to " vote for 13."
Even a literate and well-informed citizen
flinches from such a prospect.
How difficult is it to vote in Oregon? A
dispassionate answer would be that it is probably too difficult, and yet not nearly so difficult as in some States which boast of far
better voting participation.
Our State, for example, has permanent
registration. Once you are on the books, you
stay there as long as you continue to vote.
In New York State the citizen must register separately for each election. But in 1948
New York recorded a 14 percent higher turnout of voters than did Oregon, and in 1946
it was 15 percent higher.
In Oregon too many registration procedures require a voter to visit the country
courthouse. This frequently is rigorous and
inconvenient for a man who works in a logging camp from morning until late afternoon
or for a waitress who puts in a full shift at a
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hotel. However, the number of deputy regis·
trars is increasing.
These are men and women scattered
around a county who are empowered to accept registrations. Such a program could
have a beneficial impact on voting parttcipa•
tion in the State.
Many States provide for registration of
voters at places where utility bills are paid
or where commuter tickets are purchased.
James W. Gleason, Multnomah county's
registrar of elections, believes that clerks of
water districts could be authorized to accept
voting registrations. He points out that fire
stations located throughout the county have
been performing this function, too. The
personnel of the station receive 10 cents for
each voter enrolled.
Our good neighbors to the north of us, in
Canada, produce a steady 75 percent turnout of eligible adults in Dominion-wide elections. This compares with a national average in the United States of 52 percent at the
last presidential election.
.
Coming closer to home, the nearby province of British Columbia recorded an 81
percent participation at ·a recent by-election
to fill a seat in the provincial parliament
at Victoria.
At the last major election in Saskatchewan, voter participation was an auspicious
83 percent of the eligible adults.
Several factors may account for these
heavy voting proportions in Canada. Many
provincial election acts provide that every
deputy registrar of- voters may make a
house-to-house visitation for the purpose of
obtaining applications for registration as a
voter.
This occurs in Canadian provinces a few
weeks before the books are closed. Maximum representation on the registration rolls
is thus assured.
In addition, tL Canadian ballot is short
.and sweet. At a national election the average Canadian citizen receives a ballot with
only three names printed upon it. These
are · the names of the parliamentary nomInees in that particular district of the three
major political parties-Liberal, Conservative, and CCF (Socialist) • .
Each voter knows exactly what he is voting for or against. The chances are good
that every Canadian has met, at a rally or
·tea or party dinner, the candidate of his
choice for Parliament.
Arthur T. Vanderbilt, former president of
the American Bar Association and now chief
justice of New Jersey, declared recently that
.. the lack of interest of the electorate in
American Government is undoubtedly the
most alarming fact of American life."
Some urban dwellers make the mistake
of thinking that nonparticipation in elections stems from remote residence in farflung rural areas. Evidence does not support
this.
Utah, which topped the Nation in voter
turn-out at the 1948 Presidential election, is
a State with many isolated farms and
ranches. North Dakota and South Dakota,
States almost entirely agricultural in complexion, finished far ahead of many metropolitan States in voter participation.
In 1948, Oregon's Wallowa County did
no worse than Multnomah County, and yet
Wallowa County is a domain of lonely cattle ranches and stockmen far up narrow
draws or along the wind-blown breaks of
the Snake and Imnaha River canyons.
The National Municipal League, which has
studied voter habits for many years, has suggested that cluttered and complicated ballots
often discourage alert and large-scale participation at the polls. The league also has
declared that one-party States rarely offer
sufficiently vigorous contests to bring the
voter:> to the ballot box.

Of the 15 States with the smallest turnouts at the 1948 presidential election, all are
classified as one-party States by Prof. 0,
Douglas Weeks, chairman of the department
of government at the University of Texas.
These States include Maine and Oregon,
which are Republican in governmental personnel, and the following decisively Democratic States-Maryland, Florida, North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Louisiana, Georgia,
Virginia, Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama,
and South Carolina.
South Carolina, which had a shocking 14
percent turn-out of voters has been overwhelmingly Democratic since the Civil War.
The Democrats hold every single seat in the
170-member South Carolina Legislature.
In Utah, by contrast, where voter turn-out
was a gratifying 74 percent, the Republican
and Democratic parties have been in close
balance, with the two parties practically alternating for control of the State capitol:
This could be a lesson for the States where
comparatively· few citizens now bother to
vote.

Women's Garden Club of Oak Hill, Ohio,
Dedicate an Oak Tree
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS A. JENKINS
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 19S2

Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, I announced publicly on the :floor of the
House a few days ago that the fine ladi€s
of the Women's Garden Club of Oak Hill,
Ohio, were going to dedicate an oak tree
in my honor at a prominent and conspicuous place on the Ohio Drive and
that the dedication would take place at
10:30 a. m. on May 14.
I am glad to announce that this dedi·
cation took place on time and that it
was · a most decided success in every
way. A large delegation of women haJ
come from Oak Hill, Ohio, and a large
group of Washington residents who formerly lived in Oak Hill or other nearby
parts of Ohio attended the exercises. A
large number of Congressmen or their
efficient secretaries also attended the
dedication.
The invocation was pronounced by
Bishop Wilbur E. Hammaker, one of the
great bishops of the Methodist Church.
The ceremonies were participated in very
actively by representatives of the Capital
Park Services, who have control of the
parks and many of the streets and drives
of the city of Washington. Mr. Edward
J. Kelly, superintendent of the National
Capital Parks, represented Mr. Oscar
Chapman, Secretary of the Interior; and
Mr. Harry T. Thompson, assistant associate superintendent of the National
Capital Parks, was also in attendance.
Mr. Kelly and Mr. Thompson have been
personally and directly connected with
the establishment and improvements of
the Ohio Drive, and also Buckeye Lane,
which connects with Ohio Drive.
Mrs. Hazel Kuhner. who is president of
the Women's Garden Club of Oak Hill1

Ohio, delivered an address of welcome
which is as follows:
Address of Mrs. Hazel Kuhner, president of
the Women's Garden Club of Oak Hill, Ohio,
delivered on May 14, 1952, at the dedication
of an oak tree in honor of Congressman
Thomas A. Jenkins, located at the corner of
Ohio Drive and Buckeye Lane, Washington,
D.C.
Distinguished guests, ladies •. and gentlemen, I am proud and highly honored at having been selected ·by the Women's Gard en
Club of Oak Hill, Ohio, to welcome you to this
ceremony. We are very happy to welcome
you.
Most of you are fellow Ohioans, and all of
us are fellow Americans.
For about 10 years the people of the great
State of Ohio watched with interest the
valiant efforts being made by our Congressman, THoMAS A.· JENKINs, to get for our
State the recognition to which it was entitled by way of naming some street or avenue or drive for the State of Ohio.
We knew that if persistence, persuasion,
and honest effort would accomplish the desired result our own ToM JENKINs would be
successful.
The people of the State hailed with delight
the announcement that our Congressman
had been successful in having the most
beautiful drive in Washington named Ohio
Drive. The people of Oak Hill, Ohio, who
have watched with great interest the career
· of their native son, the Honorable THoMAs
fl.. JENKINS, were overjoyed at his success.
We, the members of the Women's Garden
Club of Oak. Hill, Ohio, appreciating the
honor that our native son had brought to
our great State, felt that we should do something to show to him and to the world that
we held him in high esteem and appreciated
his efforts.
To this end we decided to sponsor a movement to have an oak tree, typical of Oak Hill, ·
planted somewhere along beautiful Ohio
Drive and to dedicate it in honor of Congressman THOMAS A. JENKINS.
Our requests, made to the office of the
Secretary of the Interior, the Honorable
Oscar Chapman, met with immediate approval. His assistants have cooperated with
us most cordially with the result that we
have planted a beautiful oak tree and by it
we have placed a marker upon which is a
bronze plaque. Upon this plaque are the
following words: "To honor the naming of
Ohio Drive by Hon. THOMAs A. JENKINs.
Dedicated by the Women's Garden Club, Oak
Hill, Ohio, April 1952."
Therefore, by authority of the Oak Hill
Women's Garden Club, ·I dedicate this oak
tree in honor of Congressman THoMAs A.
JENKINS, and we turn it over to the care of
the Secretary of the Interior, the Honorable
Os<?ar Chapman, and his assistants and their
successors in charge of the National Capital
Parks Service. It is our hope that under
their care and attention this tree will grow
into a strong, sturdy, majestic oak and that
future generations passing this way may rest
in its shade and read its history from the
plaque nearby.

Mr. Speaker, naturally, I was very
glad and proud of the actions of these
splendid women and ~lso of the participation in the ceremonies by many others
of those who were present. I shall consider the action of these fine ladies as
one of the high points of my life. May
that tree grow in strength and symmetry
and be a stalwart landmark for a hundred years to come.
The following poem was very appropriate on that occasion:
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Being an American and thus inquisitive
THE BRAVE OLD OAK
you strike up a conversation with Kim who
A song to the oak, the brave old oak,
Who hath ruled the greenwood long:
. 1s having a difficult time with his E'n glish.
After much talk, sign language and waving
Here's health and renown to his broad green
of arms, you discover that he progressed as
crown,
far as middle school before the war erupted.
And his 50 arms so strong.
He has a mother and sister. He is the sole
There's fear in his frown when the sun goes
support of the family. With the value of
down,
the United States dollar at 6,000 won to one .
And the fire in the west fades out:
American dollar you can see why it is imAnd he showeth his might on a wild midportant for Kim to keep his job with our
night,
Government.
When the storms through his branches
A few days later, you offer to read a Illagashout.
zine aloud with Kim so that he may better
his English. This is not an unselfish gesture
Then here's to the oak, the brave old oak,
on your part. You are bored to tears and
Who stands in his pride alone;
helping Kim is a break in the routine. You
And still flourish he, a hale green tree,
help him discover such words as helicopter.
When a hundred years are gone.
television, warship, and wife.
You will help him remember these words,
· if you are a capable instructor, by referring
television to the movies. While they are
Korean Awakenmg
two different mediums, you must remember
that Kim has seen movies and that he has
never seen television. You will tell him
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
something about how helpful the helicopter
OF
has been in Korea and then you may tell him
something about your wife. He may not folHON. HERMAN P. EBERHARTER low
ev·e rything you say about her but he will
understand the look in your eyes.
OF PENNSYLVANIA
Then it is Kim's turn to teach you. He
ll~ THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
looks at you suddenly and says, "You believe you-me same same?" which is his way
Thursday, May 15, 1952
of saying that all men are created equal.
Mr. EBERHARTER. Mr. Gpeaker, The question has come abruptly and it stagunder leave to extend my remarks in gers your mental processes momentarily.
the RECORD, I include the following arti- Then as you look into the boy's eager face,
cle fr~m the Christian Science Monitor though it is not the same color as yours and
of May 2, 1952, entitled "Korean Awak- though his eyes are slanted, you realize perhaps for the first time that there may be
ening":
some validity in the phrase, "All men are
KoREAN AWAKENING
created equal." You still are not sold on
the idea but you look at Kim and somewhat
(By Pfc Stanley B. Stewart)
quietly you reply, "Yes, Kim-we same
My name?-you will not remember it anysame."
way. I am simply one of the numberless
Kim leaves happy in the knowle1ge that
men of 1951 who was called upon to give up
he is the same as everyone else in ·the world.
a chosen career, or plans for one, to enter
You toss and turn in your sleeping bag
the United States Army. It was only a few
days ago that I discovered the actual reason
wondering if such a thing is possible bebehind my entering the service and coming
cause when you admit this, you open up the
to Korea.
·
real reason for your being in Korea. You
Before leaving the United .States, we were
are fighting for people like Kim. Because
given countless reasons for our going to a
all men should have an opportunity to taste
distant land. Everyone was thoroughly
freedom, you have been sent here to help
.oriented. Yet, you must have an awakthem accomplish this mission.
ening experience to realize why you are in
By the next morning you are surrounded
Korea.
by work and so it is afternoon before any
You arrive in the "Land of the Morrung
thought of the preceding night's discussion
Calm" wet, tired, hungry, fed up with the
enters your mind. There is a persistent
mud, the cold-beside being worried about
thought which attempts to get to the foregoing to the front. This is phase one of being
front but you keep dismissing it. Graduan infantryman. It isn't glamorous duty,
ally you begin to rationalize: there is no
but it gets the job done.
such thing as equality. I am over here.
You thin~ about your buddy that got marOthers are home filling · their pockets and
ried a couple of years ago, now has a child;
snatching the better-paying jobs. Socially
and is still at home. You look at this desothere is a world of difference between people.
late country and wonder what is worth fighting for in this barren seeming wasteland.
There is no equality.
Perhaps you are fortunate and are assigned
That night you are rolled up in your sleepto a headquarters unit so that you have an
ing bag just in that pleasant state between
day dreaming and sleeping when Kim comes
easier life. There is a tent to live in and
while you work 12 hours a day-7 days a
in and squats down beside your cot. He
has something on his mind so you talk about
week-you at. 1east get to wash once in a
the weather, initially, and then he looks at
while and the chow is hot.
you and says, "We all same same, yes; beSo, you dig in and within a few weeks the
routine has calloused you to the point where
cause we fight for freedom?" He has hit the
you do not even think about "Why Korea?"
final barrier.
unless you receive a few letters from home
You unzip your sleeping bag and put your
and they start you thinking about a unihand on his shoulder and say, "Whenever
formly heated home, a tile bathroom, a thick
and wherever there is freedom, people are
equal and all these free people must help
steak, your folks; and your wife.
one another. · This is why we are in Korea
The days drift by and suddenly you become
now." He looks at you with an expression
aware of Kim. He is your houseboy. You
of absolute trust and faith and you know
notice that he is about 16 years old, has a
that you must live up to this ;from here · on
pug nose, dark brown eyes, an unruly shock
in. Kim leaves and it is only then that you
of black hair which protrudes from under
realize that you have answered your own
his fatigue cap, and that he . is quite well
question as to "Why Korea?'"
built for a Korean boy.
XCVIII-App.--189 .

Midst the Enjoyments of Modern Living
in This Year 1952, Let Us Pause To Pay
Tribute to the Sacrifices Symbolized by
Motherhood, That Most Sacred of _All
Institutions
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANCES P. BOLTON
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mrs. BOLTON. Mr. Speaker, our distinguished colleague, Hon. CECIL M. HARDEN, of the Sixth District of Indiana, was
signally privileged on May 11 to deliver
an address at the annual Mother's Day
service sponsored by the American War
Mothers, that fine body of American
women who for some thirty years have
banded together under the common bond
of motherhood. The setting for this inspiring occasion was the marbled whiteness of Arlington National Cemetery Amphitheater within sight of the constantly
guarded "Tomb of an American soldier
known but to God."
Mr. Speaker, the American War
Mothers could not have chosen a more
fitting person to bespeak the cause of
mothers to the world, for it was in the
great State of Indiana that their organization had its early beginnings. In
1917, a little band of 19 Indiana women
answered the call of the Honorable Herbert Hoover for concerted effort in the
conservation of food, and assistance for
the children of Europe. Mothers of veterans all, their ranks swelled quickly,
and in 1925 they were federally chartered by act of Congress under the name
of American War Mothers. Coming as
Mrs. HARDEN does from the State of Indiana, and being a member of the American War Mothers by virtue of having a
veteran son, it was significant too that
she should be the first woman Member
of Congress to deliver the address for
the annual Mother's Day service.
Speaking to women everywhere-for
today there is hardly a nation of the free
world which does not observe Mother's
Day in some form-Mrs. HARDEN emphasized that the true commemoration of a
mother's sacrifices can be accomplished
only if we place these sacrifices on the
"altar of rededication":
This amphitheater and its surroundings-

She saidrepresent more than the glory of arm&. The
construction of these memorial buildings
was prompted by a living motive, a motive
which throughout American history has inspired a constant belief in our -institutions of
freedom and liberty.

Mr. Speaker, it is my hope that every
Member of Congress, and as many peoPle of the Nation as possible may read
the inspiring address of our colleague
from Indiana. Under leave to extend my
remarks. therefore, I am including her
address, as follows:
Madam Chairman, distinguished guests,
ladies and gentlemen, it is a. distinct privil_ege to address you, and to address mothers
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everywhere, today. This occasion marks another annual Mother's Day service sponsored
by the American War Mothers. Certainly
there could be no more fitting occasion than
Mother's Day, and no more fitting location,
to pay reverent tribute to your patriotism.
The setting of this beautiful amphitheater
should fill our hearts with gratitude for the
noble accomplishments of our war heroes.
We honor and preserve all that they stand
for; their memories are ever strong in our
minds; their spirh ever active in our hearts.
We are assembled here to commemorate
the sacrifices of the American War Mothers;
but such a commemoration can be accomplished only if we place these sac!ifices on
the altar of rededication. This amphitheater
and its surroundings represent more than
the glory of arms. The construction of these
memorial buildings was prompted by a living
motive; a motive which throughout history
inspired a constant belief in our American
institutions of freedom and liberty. All of
our struggles for freedom for the right have
been blessed by the character of motherhood. We want no part of a world that
ceases to emphasize the symbols of motherhood, home, and family.
Today. throughout our country, we are
celebrating Mother's Day. On this beautiful and solemn anniversary our hearts
and minds respond to a common impulse of
devotion. The honoring of mothers is as old
as the human race. Perhaps we sometimes
think of Mother's Day in our country as
being something new-something very modern. Yet festivals or ceremonies of similar
kind were common in our early civilization.
Long before the Christian era something resembling Mother's Day was introduced
through Greece into Rome, where it was
known as the Festival of Hilaria. Appropriately enough it was a spring festival. No,
we cannot claim a monopoly on this fine and
noble sentiment. Nor can we of this gathering claim a monopoly on the sacred institution of motherhood. How blessed it is that
such a meaningful occasion is not confined
historically or geographically. Today we can
look beyond all barriers and find within
the human heart a common unity, which
has throughout time made the world a better
place in which to live.
This afternoon I would like to speak to
you concerning a few of those qualities
which are symbolized in motherhood. Sacrifice comes to our thoughts very readily on
this occasion. Let us place sacrifice on our
ledger as an element of consecration rather
than an element of surrender. War has a
cruel way of dealing not only with men but
with their ambitions. War has resulted in
an immense sacrifice of mankind; not only
the physically fit, but the mentally and
morally fit as well. The loss of life in war
must be made good by a more intelligent and
eificient care of the young lives at home.
Motherhood has been offered much sympathy because of diificulties and uncertainties. 1 like to believe we are fortunate to
have this particular world. Uncertainty can
be a tonic, ugliness can be a challenge, danger an excitement, and sacrifice a rededica- '
tion. · It is a world for the mentally fit.
It is also an age ripe for great manifestations of spiritual force. Best of all, it is an
age whose very chaos should keep our minds
flexible . Like all mothers, the world has
set its face toward the future. As in the
age of Shakespeare and Drake, it offers territories of the mind for our brave sons and
daughters to explore. Never were ideas more
numerous and horizons wider. In spite of
all its compromises, its disillusionments, and
its calls for sacrifice, our world has disclosed
new vistas which once seen. can never be
forgotten. Our children and grandchildren
will live in an age so different from our past
and present one that prophecy falters. Certainly that age will be less blinded by prejudice and we trust less troubled. I feel certain that the truly noble ideals of our gen-.

eration can remain valid and durable. Further, we must guide the future generation
in the ways of formulating new ideas of
their own.
American mothers have accepted the challenges of sacrifice without faltering. Motherhood has gone out deliberately to meet
sacrifice, not in every instance because she
was fearless, but to overcome fear. That
kind of endurance brings with it a glow of
exaltation-a great peace within. Fear and
danger through the years have strengthened
moth,erhood. To live gallantly is to be truly
happy.
Motherhood is also embodied in daily sacrifices, which may appear with the passage of
time as rather trivial: But the little everyday sacrifices of mother love make men and
women out of sons and daughters.
One day during World War II, Brig. Gen.
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., was waiting at an
airport to board a plane. A sailor stepped up
to a nearby ticket window and asked for a
seat on the same plane, explainh:~g. " I want
to see Mom. I haven't much time."
The bright young clerk at the ticket window was not impressed. "There's a war on
you know," she said, turning down his request on the ground that his priority wasn't
high enough.
'
At this point General Roosevelt stepped to
the window and told the ticket clerk to give
the sailor his seat. A friend who was standing with Roosevelt spoke his surprise:
"Teddy, aren't you in a hurry too?"
"It's a matter of rank," came the reply.
"I'm only a general. He is a son." '
We need not ask what great influence has
sustained our national heroes and the legion
of unsung American citizenry. Washington
Irving stated:
"There is an enduring tenderness in the
love of a mother that transcends all other
affections of the heart. It is neither to be
chined by selfishness, nor daunted by danger,
nor weakened by worthlessness, nor stifled
by ingratitude. She will sacrifice every comfort; she will surrender every pleasure. The
love of a mother is never exhausted, it never
changes, it never tires."
In the enjoyment of our modern conveniences in the year of 1952, let us not forget to
pay tribute to the sacrifice symbolized in
motherhood-an act of consecrating our lives
to the betterment of future generations.
Ona cannot talk of mother without simultaneously thinking of home and family.
Many writers have said that "a house is not
necessarily a home." A home is a place that
has been or is being lived in by kindly, wholesome people. It is a way of life. It represents companionship; where the very essence of its occupants has entered into its
walls. It is a place where the stranger becomes no longer a stranger; where everyone
feels peace and a spirit of helpfulness. •We
may not fully realize it (especially during
our youth) but home is a place of freedom
and :iberty. It is the essence of our American heritage. It always has been and will
continue to be the hope of liberty and justice; the place where an individual can stand
straight, without fear, without rancor.
We have mentioned a few embodiments of
the American home over which our American
mothers preside. But let us not forget it is
a practical institution equipped with all the
facilities for teaching our children the precarious stages of growth. Within its walls,
family members compete for the newspaper,
the most comfortable chair, and the favorite
piece of candy. Inside is an astounding
amount of work to be done-all inescapable.
Such things as dirty dishes, soiled clothes,
unmade beds, mending-and all of it complicated by each member of the family striving to gain his or her desired recreation.
There is a certain amount of natural tension
in the average American family that might
explode at the mere utterance of a wrong
cue. But the fortitude of our American

home is sustained by mother, whose habit
it is to give the right cue. It is done with
a dignity and grace that has no precedence.
The family is there-with mother's guidance, bright, happy, and progressive. It is
an innate quality of parenthood to deal
with home ih a manner which shows honor
and respect.
I will never believe that our American
home is ,in a state of confusion. As long as
mother symbolizes home and family, a state
of confusion cannot exist in our American
home. Edwin Markham offered a line of wisdom when he said:
"At the heart of the cyclone tearing the
sky is a place of central calm."
The cyclone derives its power from a calm
center. So does mankind. Out o:f: this calm
comes energy. Further, we must not forget
that power is generated in and derived from
a calm center.
Actually there is nothing new under the
sun in the influence of mother on our home.
But we do not need anything new. The same
principles that we have always had, with
the correct application, are what we need,
and shall always need. The recurrence of
spring time and harvest, day and night,
work and rest, have been, and always will
be necessary to our well-being. In these
great and necessary things are found the
rhythm of life in accordance with which
we live and must live.
Today we are practically overcome with
suggestions for making homelife more efficient. All this is splendid. It has lessened
the drudgery for our homemakers. Homemaking has become a profession. But the
underwriter of the home continues to be
the entirely reliable institution of motherhood. The qualifications are those which
call for the highest attributes of mind, personality, and executive ability.
From the earliest days of civ111zation, man's
home has· been one of his strongest interests.
It has be~n bound up with his well-being
and happiness. It has involved his pride,
his joy of possession, and his deep, unselfish
concern for his family. Long before there
were cities or industries, or any of the multiple interests of modern life, man was aware
of the meaning of home. A cave at the end
of the hunt; a primitive shack in the forest
clearing. For women throughout the ages,
home has been the focal point of concern
and activity. History records many types of'
faulilies, but there has always been complete
unification in the belief that family and
home are the strongest ties that bind human
society.
The words of Paul Engle bring forcefully
to mind the significance of our home:
"In a time when the freedom of men and
women have been more eificiently and ruthlessly destroyed than ever before, the home
in America still stands as the fact and the
symbol of individual freedom. Not even our
own . Government can enter without legal
consent. In how few places in the world
(decreasingly few) is the home still inviolate. This security of man in his own home
with his family is one of the world's wonders,
yet we Americans take it as a simple thing,
natural to us."
The first service of the home is to immerse
the child in a secure environment of its own.
Each member of the family needs to feel in
personal harmony with his surroundingsthat what is nearest to him belongs to him
and is his own. And this harmony can be
established only by love, and maintained by
a lasting tradition of duty on the part of
both the parents. If home is what it ought
to be, it will fasten conviction in the minds
of future generations, no matter what evil
influences arise.
The American home will continue on its
way to build for a better world, so long as
mothers say to their children-! promise to
match your honesty. with my honesty, your
loyalty with my loyalty, and your fairness
with my fairness. But most of all I am firmly
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convinced that motherhood will create within the home a fuller understanding of our
world.
I do not wi~h to leave with you pure sentiment and platitudes concerning home and
family. But I wish to emphasize home as
a living, practical symbol of motherhood. It
1s my belief that mothers of our generation
wish for their children a future which will
bring to the world a combination of peace
and tolerance, a future where homes will
turn self-interest and mechanics into a
human civilization.
The words of Kahlil Gibran come to mind
and I quote his vibrant words of philosophy
as applied to home and children:
"And a woman who held a babe against her
bosom said, Speak to us of children.
And he said:
Your children are not your children.
They . are the sons and daughters of Life's
longing for itself.
They come through you but not from you,
And thougp they are with you yet they
belong n"5t to you.
"You may give them your love but not your
thoughts.
You may house their bodies but not their
souls,
For theit souls dwell in the house of tomorrow, which you cannot visit, not even in
your dreams.
You may strive to be like them, but seek
not to make them like you.
For life goes not backward nor tarries with
yesterday.
.
You are the bows from which your children
as living arrows are sent forth.
The AI:cher sees the mark upon the path of
the infinite, and He bends you with His
might that His arrows may go swift and
far.
Let your bending in the Archer's hand be for
gladness;
·
For even as He loves the arrow that flies, so
He loves also the bow that is stable."
In every human mind there is the desire
for opiritual security. It is this third quality that I wish to advance to you in conclusion.
Everyone likes the idea of being safe. We
want two kinds of security. As a nation we
want freedom from the threat -of war, plagues,
and depressions. As individuals we also seek
to escape from the nightmares of poverty,
illness, and the mental distress that comes
from worry. Every civilized man and woman
has sought· a stable future for himself and his
famlly. In early times that stability depended on physical strength and primitive
shrewdness. A cave or a castle represented
the maximum of future safety. But it is too
easy to think of the pioneers as having
primitive emotions and few spiritual qualities. Such was not the case. As they wrested
their cle: arings from .the woods they felt
somet hing more than the thrill of merely
physical conquest. They saw little communities grow into commonwealths, and they
felt a kinship to the Creator. They fixed their
eyes u pon the fut ure, and in a crude way
m ade of their task almost a religion. They
saturated their religion and politics with
emotion. The stump and the pulpit were
cent ers of dynamic energy, electric cells
capable of starting far-flowing currents.
They felt both their religion and their democracy.
Mot hers have been commissioned to instill
in their children that high spiritual voltage..
That potential energy is as much one of
America's n atural resources as the water
power in our rivers and the seams of coal
beneath the earth. The history of our coun. try is brightened by the moments when this
energy is released. "In order to form a more
perfe<:t union," wrote our founding fathers.
They were expressing a spiritual idealism
they were not afraid to voice. But in the

stress of getting and spending, I fear we have
laid waste this great source of power. In
our modern world we do not readily use the
words "spirit'lJ.al security." We have too
often believed that the secrets of force are
the r-oots of all our mysteries.
To women, and mothers in particular, has
been given a combination of qualities that
can evoke spiritual security. They can see
beyond petty preoccupations; can obtain a
glimpse of finer things. Mothers carry respect for the intuitive as well as the logical.
They have a sense of the practical. But
above all they are the natural teachers of the
young, which _qualifies them to pass to the
next generation the true fruits of wisdom.
Motherhood is rich in the things of the
spirit-it can change discords into harmonies, ugliness into beauty, roughness into
courtesy, ignorance into wisdom, and awk·Wardness into grace. The spiritual security
found in motherhood is a cornerstone of
democracy. May we guard it well.
"The young mother set her foot on the
path of life.
·
" 'Is the way long?' she asked.
"And her Guide said: 'Yes. And the way
1s hard. And you will be old before you
reach the end of it. But the end will be
better than the beginning.'
"But the young mother was happy, and
she would not believe that anything could
be better than these years. So she played
with her children, and gathered flowers for
them along the way, and bathed with them,
and life was good, and the young mother
cried, 'Nothing will ever be lovelier than
this.'
"Then night came, and storm, and the
path was dark, and the children shook with
fear and cold, . and the mother drew them
close and covered them with her mantle, and
the children said, "Oh, mother, we are not
afraid, for you are near, and no harm can
come,' and the mother said, 'This is better
. than the brightness of day, for I have taught
my children courage.'
"And the morning came, and there was a
hill ahead, and the children climbed and
grew weary, and the· mother was weary, but
at all times she said to the children, 'A
little patience, and we are there.' So the
children climbed, and when they reached
the top, they said, 'We could not have done
lt without you, mother.' And the mother,
when she lay down that night, looked up
at the stars, -and said: 'This is a better day
than the last, for my children have learned
fortitude in the face of hardness. Yesterday
I gave them courage. Today I have given
them strength.'
"And the next day came strange clouds
which darkened the earth-clouds of war and
hate and evil, and the children groped and
stumbled, and the mother said: · 'Look up.
Lift your eyes to the Light.'
"And the children looked and saw above
the clouds an everlasting glory, and it
guided them and brought them beyond the
darkness. And that night the mother said,
'This is the best day of all, for I have shown
my children God.'
"And the days went on, and the weeks
and the months and the years, and the
mother grew old, and she was little and
bent. But her children were tall and strong,
and walked with courage. And when the
way was hard, they helped their mother, and
when the way ·was rough, they lifted her,
for she was as light as a feather; and at
last they came to a hill, and beyond the hill
they could see a shining road and golden
gates flung wide.
"And the mother said: 'I have reached the
end of my journey. And now I know ·that
the end is better than the beginning, for my
children can walk alone, and their children
after them,'
"And the children said, 'You will always
walk with us, mother, even when you have
gone _ throug~ the gates.'

"And they stood and watched her as she
went on alone, and the gates closed after
her. And they Said: 'We cannot see her,
but she is with us still. A mother like ours
is more than a memory. She is a living
presence.'"

CAB Has a Plan for Jet Airlines
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES B. DEANE
OF NORTH CAROLINA .

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. DEANE. Mr. Speaker, on May 12,
1952, Mr. Donald W. Nyrop, Chairman
of the Civil Aeronautics Board, testified
before the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce in connection with pending legislation designed
for the encouragement and development
of new civil transport air~raft types
through governmental financial assistance.
It is my belief that the Members of the
House will be interested in the statement
submitted by.Mr. Nyrop. His statement
which I include as a part of my remarks:
covers the thrilling development of
transport aircraft in the United States,
and I feel that we should commend Mr:
Nyrop and the Civil Aeronautics Board
for the courageous views as expressed in
the statement which follows:
PRESENT UNITED

STATES - AIR

CARRIER FLEET

The total existing fleet as of ~arch 31, 1952,
of United States certificated air carriers consisted of 1,27q transport aircraft of all types.
In addition, some 170 transport aircraft were
being used by large irregular air carriers.
Of the total United States civil transport
fleet, 566 are 4-engined aircraft, including
the DC-4, various versions of the DC-6 and
the Lockheed Constellation, and the Boeing
377. The remainder are 2-engined aircraft
of which 510 are DC-3's, 147 are C-46's, 115
are Convair 240's, and 53 are Martin 202 and
404's.
The civil air transport fleet in 1951 provided an estimated annual airlift of 3,438,103,456 ton-miles, of which 866,468,390 were
in international service. This compares
with a total annual airlift in 1945, the last
year of World War II, of both civil carriers
and military air transport services of 3,233,161,502 ton-miles. The 1951 civil lift .substantially exceeds the annual airlift of the
Air Transport Command and the Naval ·Air
Transport Service in 1945. Figures on the
a1rlift of the military air transport services
for 1951 are not available, although such
airlift is obviously very substantial.
The United States air carriers are presently
committed to plans for important increases
in the existing fleet. The information available to the Board indicates that there are
outstanding firm orders for additional 4engined aircraft for delivery in the following
numbers and years: 1952-44 aircraft;
1953-67 aircraft; 1954-33 aircraft. This
will bring the 4-engined fleet of the cert ificated air carriers to 710 planes by June 30,
1954. These figures assume no retirement
of aircraft in that intervening period. These
aircraft ·represent improved versions of existing aircraft types powered with pistondriven engines, including at least one type
in which use of compound engines having
considerably greater efficiency than the existing engine is contempla:ted.
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With respect to 2-engined aircraft, delivery
of additional aircraft are planned as follows:
1952-111 aircraft; 1953-62 ·aircraft; 19542 aircraft. The 2-engined fleet will, therefore, be increased to some 956 aircraft, assuming no retirements, by June 30, 1954,
For consideration in connection with S.
1402, it may also be noted that the existing
fleet of the local service carriers is composed
of 121 DC-3 aircraft. One such carrier is replacing its fleet of 12 DC-3's by the acquisition of Martin 202 and Convair 340 aircraft.
AIR .CARRIER

NEED FOR NEW JET-TRANSPORTTYPE AIRCRAFT

Consideration of the need of United States
air carriers for new types of transport aircraft must be dealt with in two categories, to
which different considerations apply.
I will deal first with the need of the trunkline carriers for development of jet transport aircraft adapted to their operations. It
should be pointed out that somewhat different considerations apply to the international and domestic trunk-line operators.
The need for an immediate evaluation of the
situation with respect to our international
carriers is made urgent by the development
of jet-transport aircraft in Great Britain, as
dramatized by the recent inauguration of
scheduled service by the British Comet from
London to Johannesburg, South Africa. 1
It should be pointed out that, in speaking
of the de Havilland Comet, we are in a sense
speaking of two aircraft. Comet I, 2 the plane
with which the London-Johannesburg operation was inaugurated, has already been tested
by the British for at least a year in nonpassenger operation. Comet I is not regarded, even by the British, as a transAtlantic jet transport. Comet II, 2 which is
more heavily powered, is being developed by
the British for trans-Atlantic service, though
not on a nonstop basis. Work on the
Comet II is reported to be well advanced.
Although the Board is not in a position to
predict with accuracy where th-ese new British jet aircraft will probably find their greatest usefulness in the immediate future, there
1 This flight was flown by a British Overseas Airways Corp. de Havilland Comet from
London to Johannesburg, South Africa, a distance of 6,724 miles and was completed in
an over-all time of 23 hours and 38 minutes,
of which 17 hours and 16 minutes was occupied in actual flight. The flight carried 36
passengers, 30 bag~ of mail, and made 5
intermediate stops as indicated below. The
average speed for the flight was .about 390
miles per hour, although at one point on
the Rome-Beirut segment a top speed of 525
miles per hour was attained. The flight
mileages and elapsed time in flight for each
segment of the trip were: London to Rome,
930 miles, 2 hours and 46 minutes; Rome to
Beirut, 1,392 miles, 3 hours and 20 minutes;
Beirut to Khartoum, 1,350 miles, 3 hours and
28 minutes; Khartoum to Entebbe, 1,090
miles, 2 hours and 41 minutes; Entebbe to
Livingstone, 1,344 miles, 3 hours and 13 minutes; Livingstone to Johannesburg, 618 miles,
1 hour and 43 minutes.
2 Power plant: Comet I, four Ghost I, at
5,000 pounds; Comet II, four Avon, at 6,500
pounds.
Gross weight: Comet I, 105,000 pounds;
Comet II, 115,000 to 120,000 pounds.
Typical pay load: Comet I, 13,500 pounds,
36 passengers; Comet II, 13,500 pounds, no
figures available.
Distance: Comet I, 1,500 miles; Comet II,
2,250 miles.
Cruising speed: Comet I, about 470 miles
per hour; Comet II, about 500 miles per
hour.
Altitude: Comet I, 35,000 feet; Comet II,
40,000 feet.
Field size: Comet I, 6,300 feet; Comet II,
no figures available.

are certain known operating characteristics
of jet transports which afford some guidance
on this matter. The efficiency of jet engines
increases greatly when operating at altitudes
well above those at which piston types normally operate commercially. Accordingly, it
is reasonable to expect that existing jet commercial types must be operated at high altitudes and over reasonably long· segments, in
the neighborhood of 1,000 miles or more in
length, to demonstrate operating efficiency
in any way comparable to that of present
piston types.
·
British Overseas Airways has announced
plans to put the Comet I in operation over
its routes between New York and Bermuda
and New York and Nassau within the next 12
months, and have further indicated their ·
expectation of establishing trans-Atlantic
service with the Comet II within 18 to 20
months. It is evident, therefore, that our
international carriers will have to meet direct competition of this aircraft within the
reasonably immediate future.
Of necessity, the effect of the Comet upon
the traffic situation, and its ability to attract
traffic away from carriers utilizing other
types of aircraft, is speculative. However, we
cannot ignore the obvious passenger appeal
which jet aircraft will have. , Experience to
date has demonstrated that use of jet engines at the higher altitudes provides a far
quieter ride, with the absence of any vibration, and, of course, offers a substantial margin in speed. These factors will undoubtedly
be attractive. In addition, at the outset and
for some time to come there is bound to be
substantial glamor attached to riding in a
jet aircraft. There would appear to be a
serious likelihood, therefore, that the inauguration of service with the C<;>met will make
inroads in the traffic of the United States
international carriers operating competitive
segments. In this connection, it should be
noted that the British in their jet service
from London to Johannesburg are charging
tlie standard first-class fare. It is evident,
therefore, that there will be a competitive
incentive, perhaps even necessity, for United
States air carriers to acquire and operate jettype transport aircraft in order to maintain
their position in the international air transport picture. If the United States manufacturers do not provide a suitable plane, competition may compel our international carriers to go abroad for such equipment.
The need for development of jet-type
transports which will be available to our domestic trunk-line services is also urgent, although obviously the domestic operators are
not confronted with the immediate prospect
of competition utilizing such transports.
Despite the tremendous strides which have
been .made in the direction of the self-sufficiency of our domestic air carriers, it is evident that the future of our air transportation system requires constant endeavor to
produce equipment which will provide faster,
more comfortable, and, it is hoped, more
economical operations, thus perhaps offering
futu!"e prospects of transportation whtch has
greater attraction for the public and can
continue to be provided at low cost. The
United States has taken great pride in the
outstanding and progressive character of its
air transportation system. Our history has
demonstrated the very substantial contribution to the Nation's economy and welfare
which transportation makes. It is believed
that the future development of a sound airtransport system which meets the national
interest requires continued progress in the
development of commercial transport aircraft.
Furthermore, we cannot escape the fact
that, at least for the foreseeable future, ·
the market for jet aircraft to be used in international operations does not appear sufficiently extensive to support, by itself, the
cost of developing and producing such aircraft. Accordingly, it is essential to the
financial success of such an undertaking

that there be available to the manufacturer
a market of substantial scope among domestic United States operators as well as its
international operators.
NEED FOR

NEW LOCAL SERVCE PLANE

As this committee is aware, the Board
has authorized a major experiment in local
service air transportation in this country.
This was predicated upon the belief that
such services might fill a vital national need.
While experience has, we believe, demonstrated the value of that experiment, we
must continue to face the fact that at
this time the local service carriers are subsidized to th':! extent of approximately
$17,000,000 per annum, and that subsidy
in very substantial amounts will continue
to be required in order for the local service
carriers to continue operations. In these
circumstances, it seems clear that most
careful GOnsideration must be given t.o any
development which might have the effect
of attracting more revenues to the localservice operations and reduci~g the costs
of providing such services. I~ is believed
that an improved type of plane could be
developed which would make a substantial
coptribution to the economic soundness of
local service carriers, and would thereby
materially improve the chances for ultimate
success of the present experiment.
A related fa~tor is the fact that the present fleet of the local service carriers is made
up entirely of DC-3 aircraft, although as
previously 'ndicated, one such carrier is now
planning to equip with more recent type _
twin-engine aircraft. As for the DC-3, however, this committee realizes that this airplane was first manufactured as a type in
1935, and that all of the aircraft presently
in use are many years old. WP. must face
the fact that ~ hese aircraft, apart from
being ill-adapted economically in many respects to . local-service operations, will reach
a point in the next few years at which it
will be necessary to retire them. Accordingly, from an engineering and physical
standpoint, as well as an economic standpoint, lt is essential that provison be made
for an aircr~ft to replace the DC-3 in localservice operations so that such operations
may be continued.
Therefore, t h e Board believes that the
national interest in sound air transportation
development requires that there be initiated
promptly and carried through to completion a project for the development of a
suitable local-service aircraft.
TIME SCHE DULE FOR UNITED STATES-BUILT JET
TRANSPORTS AND LOCAL-SERVICE AIRCRAFT

1. Jet transports

As previously pointed out, the British aircraft-manufacturing industry has produced
a jet transport and the airplane is now being opera ted by British Overseas Aircraft.
Corp. on the British international air routes
Furthermore, A. V. Roe Canada Ltd. has pro~
duced a four-engine jet transport prototype
that has undergone limited testing. The
United States manufacturers of commercial
transport airplanes have not proceeded beyond the :r-oint of initial engineering research
and preliminary drawings to the development
of jet transport prototypes.
It must be appreciated that our position
in the United States with regard to the
jet transport airplane is not a3 serious as
the above statement would tend to indicate.
The United States manufacturers of aircraft have been successfully producing military jet airplanes for the armed services fat
the past 5 years. The knowledge and information resulting from the development ·
of military jet aircraft can and will be applied to the development of commercial jet .
transports. Certain of the manufacturers
have been spending limited, yet e1zable,
amounts of money for preliminary engineering research and design. It is possible that
certain of the airframe manufacturers in
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the United States could develop, within a
24- to 30-month period, the necessary prototype commercial airframes for a jet airplane.
In an effort to give this committee a correct status report concerning jet transport
development, the Civil Aeronautics Board
has discussed with the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics the status of jetengine development within the United
States. We are advised that the United
States has available today jet engines comparable with the jet engines that are being
used by BOAC in the Comet I. We have
been further advised by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics that the development of more powerful engines in the
United States is keeping pace, and, indeed,
is comparable with any development of jet
engines that the British may have under
way to use in the new and improved Comet
referred to as Comet II.
The real advantage that the British now
have over the United States is the fact that
they have produced a jet commercial airframe and have installed therein jet engines
and all of the other accessories that are
required to make an operating airplane.
They also have the advantage of having had
at least a full year of operational testing
on the Comet I before the airplane was
placed in commercial passenger service
within the past fortnight. It has been estimated that it will require from 5 to 7 years
from the date that such a project is undertaken for the United States aircraft manufacturers and the airlines to reach the point
at which a jet transport could be introduced into service, a stage that was reached
by the British manufacturers and BOAC
within the last 10 days. However, it must
be pointed out that if the United States
Government, working with the United
States manufacturers and airlines, go forward with a program which will make possible a United States jet commercial airliner by 195'1-58, this airliner will be far
superior to the jet aircraft t}lat the British
have recently placed in commercial service.
2. Local service airplane

During the past several months, the 16local service airlines have been considering
appropriate ways of securing an adequate
replacement for the DG-3, the airplane that
is now being used by substantially all the
local service carriers. The local service airlines established a special committee to determine the possibility of such an airplane
being manufactured in the United States.
This special committee reports that the
United States aircraft-manufacturing industry with its tremendous backlog of military orders is not in a position to go forward
with the · development and manufacture of
a local service airplane at this time.
The special committee of the local service
carriers has discussed their requirements
with Canadair, Ltd., and recently Canauair
has become interested in the prospect of
building an appropriate transport airplane.
It is reported that the airplane will be tailored to meet the Air Transport Association's
specifications for local service airlines. I
am advised that Mr. James Ray, who serves
as special adviser to a number of local service·
airlines, will testify before this committee
and I am sure that he will be a.ble to give
you detailed information concerning t~1e
prospects of securing a new local service airplane.

•

•

•

•

•

THE BOARD'S PROPOSAL

The Board would like to suggest to your
committee, for its serious consideration, a
plan which. it believes would overcome to a
reasonable degree the obstacles to prompt
action and would stimulate accelerated progress in the development of a commercial jet
transport, while at the same time retaining
in important respects the incentives and
competitive aspects of our aviation indus-

try. This plan is presented in outline form,
rather than in the language of recommended
legislation.
The suggested plan is as follows:
1. Loans jor aircraft development costs

Any experienced and qualified aircraft
manufacturer would. be eligible for a Government loan equal to 75 percent of the total estimated developmental costs of a jet
transport .aircraft prior to approval of a pro.;
totype for line production, such loan in no
event, however, to exceed $15,000,000.
(a) Any such loan would be repayable to
the Government at the end of a 10-year period, and would carry interest at the rate of
1 percent per annum, payable annually.
(b) The lending agency of the Government would be required to consult wit.h the
Civil Aeronautics Board ·w ith respect to the
economic suitability of the prototype jet
transport to be produced before it authorized the loan.
2. Provision for reduction of obligation
under th~ loan

For each of the first 15 aircraft sold and
delivered to a United States airline by the
recipient of the loan, the obligation 'to repay
the loan would be reduced by $1,000,000 or, in
the event that the loan is less than $15,000,000, by an amount equal to one-fifteenth of
the total loan.
3. Provision jor serVice testing

The CAB would, if any airline or group or
airlines desired to service test the prototype
jet transport produced by the recipient of
a loan, underwrite the operation of such
prototype in all-cargo or mail service for a
period of 12 months to an amount equal to
the break-even need of such operation. The
aircraft could be operated by a single airline
or a group of airlines, provided that service
experience included the broadest range of"
operating conditions. Information gained
from such operating experience would be required to be made available to all' United
States airlines, United States manufacturers,
the CAA, and the CAB. The objective of this
program Of operation of the prototype jet
transport would be to achieve a minimum of
2,000 hours of operation in the 12-month
period.
The Board's plan is based on certain assumptions which the Board considers valid
in the light of past experience in aircraft
development and recent consultations with
members of the aircraft-manufacturing industry. One such assumption is that a prime
deterrent to the manufacturing industry
from embarking on the development of a
new jet-type transport aircraft is uncertainty
as to the number of such aircraft which the
market would absorb. In other words, the
industry is apprehensive that, even if it
develops a suitable new jet transport, the
market might not absorb a sumcient number to permit a reasonable spreading or-developmental costs, sale of the aircraft at a
reasonable price and consequent ability to
recapture development and production costs.
As an illustration of the extent of development costs, the Douglas Aircraft Co. has advised the Board that the research and development costs, prototype-construction
costs, and production-tooling costs of the
DG-6 totaled well over $30,000,000 despite the
fact that much of the valuable research and
engineering knowledge going into the Dc-6
was derived from previous research and development on the Dc-4, c-s~. and YG-112A.
Such costs for a jet transport would be even
higher in terms of today's inflated prices.
The high development costs incurred, and
their contributing effect on the losses ex- .
perienced by the Gl~nn L. Martin Co. in connection with the 202 and 303, are matters of
common knowledge. Any legislation which
hopes to stimulate accelerated c;levelopment
of jet transport must overcome this reluctance borne of high outlay before production and uncertainty of recovery thereof even
1f a satisfactory plane is built.
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The Board's plan would attempt to do this
by providing sumcient Government financial
support to reduce the financial risks of developing a jet prototype aircraft in order
to bring them within the limits of a reasonable commercial undertaking for United
States aircraft manufacturers, without at
the same time underwriting all the risks or
the manufacturer in the project. The plan
does this by providing Federal aid only in
regard to those developmental costs incurred ·
prior to approval of a prototype aircraft for
line production, thus placing on the manufacturer the full burden of costs related to
tooling and actual production of aircraft for
the air-carrier market. It is designed to
permit the widest practicable participation
by United States aircraft manufacturers in
such devedopment, thus taking advantage
of, rather than disrupting, the competitive
situation in the aircraft-manufacturing industry.
4. Cost of plan

It is estimated that the cost of "the design,
development, tooling and construction of the
first prototype jet transport aircraft will be
in the neighborhood of $20,000,000. If this
be so, each manufacturer undertaking development of such an aircraft would be entitled to a loan up to $15,000,000. Ho~any
qualified manufacturers might attempt it
is, of course, wholly speculative. But it
snould be remembered that each manufacturer would be obligated to repay all or
part of .the Government loan if he does not
sell fifteen planes, and that to do so he must
incur all the tooling costs, which will amount
to a great many millions of dollars.
The ultimate cost to the Government will,
of course, depend on the number of different
jet prototypes developed, and the sale of
production planes up to 15 of each such
type. The cost of underwriting the 12
months' service tes.ting of·each prototype jet
transport aircraft is estimated at approximately $1,000,000 a. year. This is based on
an anticipated minimum of 2,000 hours of
operation at an approximate cost of $500
per hour. The total cost incurred would;
of course, be determined by the number of
prototype jet transport aircraft produced
which offered sumcient promise to interest
an airline or airlines in service testing.
To summarize, in the opinion of the Board,
this proposal plan would have certain definite advantages not present in other ap- ·
proaches to the problem.
First, it would enable a manufacturer to
obtain from the Federal Government the immediate werking capital necessary to enable
the manufacturer to initiate development.
Second, it offers an incentive to the manufacturer to carry through to the actual development of usable prototype and production models, since through production of
15 units the recipient of the loan would
be able to write off completely 75 percent
of the developmental cost up to $15,000,000.
Third, the aircraft manufacturers would
have a definite stake in the project of not
only 25 percent of the development costs,
but also the total cost of tooling for production.
Fourth, the new model aircraft would receive an extensive service test before such
plane is utilized in passenger operations.
This would permit elimination of those mechanical and design dimculties which experience has taught us are inherent in the
production of any new type of transport aircraft, thereby providing an increased factor
of safety. The service testing procedure
would also provide valuable economic data
on operating costs which would permit. introduction of the new transport into service
on the most economic basis practicable.
In concluding my comments, I desire to
make it clear to the committee that the
board has not had an opportunity to submit
its proposed plan to the President or the
Bureau of the Budget, and cannot at this
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time advise the committ ee as to its ·relation
to the program of the President.
I again wish to thank the committee for
affording the Board its opportunity to make
known its views on this important subject.
We u rge that the committee give its careful attention to this problem, for it seems
clear that if governmental action is needed
to aid in this field, as we believe it is, the
time elements in the production of new type
aircraft are such as to make prompt action
critical.

ual human beings. Surely these basic elements are the same in Washington as in
New York.
Consequently much can be gained when
there is the fullest exchange between Government and business of managerial skills
and human-relations techniques. This is
going forward at an increasing rate. The
best illustration of course is provided by the
President's own Advisory Committee on
Management, which he established 1n August
1949. I know the date well for it has taken
a lot of the time of one of my associates.
There is the Atomic Energy Commission's
Advisory Council on Personnel Management,
Business and Government Have Common in which leading businessmen participate.
There are other examples.
Government
Managerial Problems in the Field of , people have reciprocated by taking an active
part in the proceedings of the American
Human Relations
Management Association, the National Industrial Conference Board, and establishing
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
the Business Advisory Committees.
OF
There is another reason to expect closer
community of interest-a change in the
structure of business. Government operations are essentially of a service type. Few
OF KANSAS
people have yet begun to . realize how
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
steadily the service functions of business are
Thursday, May 15, 1952
growing.
Fifty years ago, about two-thirds of those
Mr. REES of Kansas. Mr. Speaker,
engaged in private enterprise worked as proMr. Devereaux C. Josephs, president of ducers-in
mining, agriculture, forestry,
the New York Life Insurance Co., defishing, and manufacturing; the remaining
livered an informative and interesting one-third worked in the so-called service inaddress before a meeting of the Nadustries, which include wholesaling, retailtional Civil Service League and the So- ing, transportation, communication, finarice, .
ciety for Personnel Administration in insurance, and so forth. Today, the proportion in service industries is considerably
washington a week ago.
and when the derivative material in
The occasion was a banquet of these greater,
the 1950 census is completed it will, I believe,
organizations on Friday evening, May 2, show that employees of private enterprise
at the Mayflower Hotel. I enjoyed the are now divided about equally. between proprivilege of hearing the statement by duction and service.
Here, then, is a significant change. As
Mr. Josephs. I believe the membership
of the House will be interested in read- mechanization grows, as the machine takes
over
manual jobs, more and more employees
ing the address of this distinguished
become available to join the ranks of those
American.
that render service, and by this shift does
Mr. President, Mr. Kelley, distinguished
business more closely parallel the service
guests, even after such a gracious introducfeatures of Government.
tion I am not at all sure why I was invited
So much then for my first point: Emto appear before such an influential audience.
ployment in government and business has
I am not an orator, as you will soon permuch in common, it is growing more similar
ceive. I enjoy a good story, but I can never
and it is deriving more and more benefit
remember an appropriate one when I need
from the cross-fertilization of ideas. But
1t most. Perhaps I was asked because my
above all this exchange will develop mutual
company is the employer of a few thousand
confidence and respect. Not the least of the
clerical workers. If such be the case the
gainers thereby will be the status of Civil
paltry numbers embarrass me in the presence
Service.
of such renowned employers. In any event
My second point has as its text an adverI am delighted to be here, and I hope I was
tisement that was prepared by Fortune magasked because I am a businessman who has
azine last year under the heading "The
a concern over people at work. It is on some
tycoon is dead." The text went on to exaspects of that subject that I will speak.
plain that this energetic, uninhibited indiNow it is not my intention to discuss the
vidual-the so-called tycoon-has been a
techniques of personnel administration; but
valuable force in the development of our
to make three singularly unphilosophic
business and our country, but some of his
points as briefly as I think is consistent with
methods and his philosophy are now out of
their importance.
date.
My first point then: Government and busiEach generation calls for leaders of differness have essentially the same problems in
ent skills, to reach what may be at the time
employment-and when I refer to employthe most important objectives. There were
ment I am thinking in terms of clerical and
first the explorers and pioneers, then foloffice work, for my experience does not go
lowed the traders, the manufacturers, the
outside of that field. ·
engineers and scientists, the business organizers, and financiers. All have made their
Many people in business think of Governcontributions at their appropriate time.
ment jobs as a thing apart, as if people in
Each worked along the growing edge of our
government are activated by different mocountry's development.
tives, different ambitions, and react to different stimuli. No doubt many Government
Now I believe we are at a new frontier.
The tycoon is dead and his place as manager
employees think of those who work in busi1n business and in government has been
ness as a separate species.
taken by men and women skilled in human
This is careless thinking, as you and I
relations. These new managers are not less
know, but it is prevalent enough to need
aggressive or less resourceful than their colorfrequent refutation. Men and women, reful predecessors, but they can accomplish
gardless of their place of employment, work
results unattainable by the methods of a less
most effectively when they are satisfied. And
complicated era.
they get satisfaction in their work if it is
What is this new frontier where the tycoon
appreciated, 1! they get fair pay, promotion
1s no longer a hero? It is the land of growas deserved, reasonable security, and, pering
interdependence in our industrial socihaps most important, are treated as individ-
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ety-where managers direct more attention
upon human relations than upon extracting
or shaping materials; where stimulating people to do their best in government or business
has become an art.
This new art has put personnel specialists
in the offices of the top executives. You
have only to look at the table of contents of
business magazines for proof. More and
more books are written about personnel.
Let me give you just one illustrative figure
about the interest "in human relations. During the past 5 years the number of local professional societies in the personnel field
listed by the American Management Association has more than doubled. Is there any
doubt that business is thinking seriously
about how to use all the new skills that research brings us?
And something else has been discovered.
Good human relations is profitable for business. By the same token, you who are concerned with personnel problems in Government know that employees who have a good
attitude toward their work are more effective.
All employees must feel a sense of accomplishment, but, particularly in Government,
employees need to be recognized not only by
immediate superiors but by the public at
large. Anything which increases the business . community's respect for Government
service should help toward this goal, both
in providing satisfaction for conscientious
Government employees but most particularly
in attracting qualified people to enter the
ranks of civil service.
That then is my second point. Human
relations in employment are the most important element in business and Government today. Furthermore, it is not merely a
matter of techniques and procedures, it is
an acceptance by the employer of a social
responsibility.
If this be the case, then what could be
more obvious for my third point than-What
are we doing about it?
.
With characteristic energy the managerial
and personnel specialists of the country are
attacking this. problem on all sides. A good
deal of dust is being kicked up, a few false
scents are being followed, but we are advancing steadily in theory and practice. We
will achieve the same success here that we
have had in other managerial problems in
the past. We are learning a lot about tqe
motivating forces of workers. We understand better their attitudes, what makes
them · put forth their best efforts. We talk
now in terms of job satisfaction, enthusiasms, career opportunities, development of
potential executive ability.
• Just as I have done in making my other
two points, let me give you one illustrative
statistic to show how much we in business
and Government are doing along this new
frontier-how far we have gone to improve
the art of human relations. Tw;enty years
ago, among the larger corporations, where
the problem of working out a program of
human relations is most acute, only 55 percent had personnel departments; the most
recent figure is 91 percent and the departments have broader functions. Today 12
large corporations report that they average
1 personnel man for every 100 employees.
Surely, with this example before us of the
concentration of interest in this managerial
field, can there be any doubt as to our ultimate success? Not much longer will this
new frontier be unknown. Soon it will be the
familiar ground of everyone who aspires to
run a business or a Government department
or bureau.
You have been a kind and patient audience. to listen to the rather simple points
which I have made and I will not hold you
long in a conclusion which is not very
startling. I am encouraged to give it because
of that old story of the young man who put
his best efforts into a speech. He asked a
wise man among his hearers what he thought
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of it. "Well," said his friend, "you said a.
· lot that was both good and new"-and added
quickly "but what was new was not good and
what was good was not new." With that
apology let me then say of my conclusion
that it is not new, but it may still be good.
Business and government have common
managerial problems in the field of human
relations. They are each active in developing the art. They both recognize that selection, training, and retaining is the major
problem. In the final analysis the people
associated with our enterprises determine
their stature and usefulness.
. There is a liberal use of the theoretical and
practical material developed at the c<;»lleges
and universities. (But if we are to attam full
success along this new frontier there must
be a much greater exchange of experience .
between government and business and much
more respect for each other's managerial skill
and sincere purposes than I think has heretofore existed.
How then, can each of us proceed better
than by encouraging, supporting, and consulting with our two hosts of tonight-the
National Civil Service League and the Society
for Personnel Administration. They have
set up their shops at the crossroads of business and government and they offer a supply
of useful ideas to an ever-growing clientele.
Thank you.
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Mrs. BOLTON. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I am inserting a statement by Mr. L. D. McDonald.
executive vice president of the Warner
& Swasey Co., Cleveland, Ohio, one of
the largest manufacturers of turret
lathes and other machine tools in the
world today.
Time and again I have emphasized to
my colleagues the need -for a clearer
understanding of the relation of basic
machine tools to America's industrial
plant and productive capacity, which all
the world knows is second to none
among the nations.
In his statement before the Subcommittee on Mobilization and Procurement,
Senate Small Business Commitee, Mr.
McDonald advocates optional depreciation as a substitute for the present tax
law and regulations relating to depreciation. This is the system which has been
so successful in Sweden and which has
been adopted in one forll} or another in
other European countries. Among the
major industrial countries of the world,
the depreciation policy of the United
States is now the most restrictive.
As Mr. McDonald points out, optional
depreciation would stimulate the replacement of old and·worn-out machinery with new and up-to-date machinery. This is of the utmost importance

if the country's productive system is to

be kept at maximum efficiency and ready
for any emergency. During the ·p astwar period the present tax law and regulations operated as a brake on the replacement ·of old machines with new,
and it was responsible in large measure
for the low state of readiness in which
we fol.J.nd ourselves at the beginning of
the Korean emergency. We obviously
cannot afford a tax system which :"asters
the use of obsolete and worn-out machinery. We must encourage manufacturers to kee:J their plants modern. Optional depreciation will provide such encouragement.
Mr. McDonald's statement follows:
Much has been said and many things are
being advocated to cure the immediate situation in the defense program, much of which,
1t is claimed, is due to the condition of the
machine-tool industry. A · meeting took
place in Washington between leaders of the
machine-tool industry and certain representatives of the armed services and of Mr.
Wilson's office in which a list of 29 items
was presented and discussed, all of which
points are pertinent to getting the immediate job done. These are the problems
which must be taken care of in the present
situation. However, I should like to point
up· to the situation which is fundamental
to the predicament into which this country
was plunged with the advent of the Korean
war.
I am speaking today as a representative
of a small company. This company is one
of approximately 300 in a small industry
whose total yearly output is less than 1
month's output of several of our industrial
giants. But what I have to say concerns the
thousands of shops in this country which
form the backbone of the American productive might and are absolutely necessa~y
to the defense of this country in time of
peril.
It has been generally assumed that because of our genius for production in this
country, the productive equipment in our
manufacturing plants is the finest and most
modern in the world. This assumption is
completely contrary to the facts. We have
lagged far behind various other countries
in plant modernization. For many years
the major share of metal:-fabricating work
in the United States has been done on obsolete, high-cost machine tools. As I . will
point out later, the only substantial modernization of plants in this country takes place
when the unrealistic depreciation concepts
are discarded and Congress substitutes
amortization of the cost of facilities.
· This lack of modernization of plants has
not been for lack of new models. The American machine-tool industry leads the world
in machine-tool design. New improvements
and developments render old models obso- ·
lete in our industry at the average rate of
about every 7 years. And yet, according
to the American Machinist, in 1949 over
43 percent of the machine tools in use in
the country were 10 years old, or older, and
at least 95 percent were more than 10 years
old in design.
Why is it that our country has lagged
so far behind in modernization? Why is it
that we have succumbed to creeping obsolescence?
The answer is that in 1934 the Internal
Revenue Department put into effect a provision which has acted as a cumulative
brake upon modernization, and has forced
the retention, rather than the replacement,
of obsolete equipment.
This provision is, as you · know, regulation TD-4422, which assumes that as long
as a machine is operated, it is useful and
profitable, and puts upon the taxpayer the
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impossible burden of proving that a machine
will be worn out or become obsolete at some
precise time in the future.
.
This regulation was devised 18 years ago
in a desperate effort to increase Government revenue. It was expected, at that
time, to produce for the Government, approximately $94,000,000 a year. I am convinced that it was originally applied as a
revenue expedient, rather than as a basic
principle of taxation, but once the Treasury
establishes a means of obtaining revenue,
it seldom relinquishes it except by direction
of the Congress. Over the years, the Treasury discovered that this provision was a gold
mine in the sense of short-range tax collections, and regardless of its long-range
effect upon the American economy, it has
continued to amplify and enforce it.
Now, let us see what was the effect upon
the American economy.
In 1934, when the regulation was put into
effect, American industry had just passed
through a severe depression. It had bought
very few new machine tools during that
period, and even in the ensuing years was
financially unable to make much progress
in modernization.
Then came the preparedness program and
World War II. For that emergency every
machine tool in the country, no matter
how old or obsolete, was retained and put
into use.
In applying regulation TD-4422 the Internal Revenue Bureau took no cognizance
of the fact that a depression and then a
war had caused the retention of these old
machines. Their length of service was
arbitrarily included by the Bureau in determining permitted depreciation .schedules.
This drastically reduced the depreciation
allowance permitted upon new machines,
and thereby discouraged their purchase. I
point out to you that the effect of this
provision was that the g11eater the degree of
obsolescence the larger was the penalty
placed upon modernization, because the taxpayer was faced with the requirement of
writing off new machines on the old basis.
After World War II the obstacles to mod·
ernization became even more severe, because to regulation TD-4422 there were
added the difficulties of infiation ·and higher
taxation. With 50-cent dollars a new machine would cost at least twice what the
old one had cost. Even if the capital spent
for the old machine had been fully recovered by that time, it was utterly inadequate
for replacement; and the major share of the
cost of the new machine had to come out of
earnings after taxes.
Bulletin F of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, revised in January 1942, decrees that
certain types of machine tools have certain
arbitrary lengths of life, .although in the
foreword of Bulletin F the statement is m,ade,
"They are set forth solely as a guide or starting point from which correct rates may be
determined in the light of the experience
of the _property under consideration and all
other pertinent evidence." The truth of the
matter is that despite this qualification the
arbitrary lives controlled because of the impossible burden of proof placed on the taxpayer under TD-2422. This Bulletin F,
which is used as a schedule for tax purposes,
says that a turret lathe has a life of 25 years,
a milling machine a life of 20 years, a pi.aner
a life of 25 years, etc., and in actual practice
the rate or kind of use, accuracy retained, or
obsolescence because of the development of
new and better designs does not receive
recognition because the taxpayer cannot
establish this in advance.
Now, let us t _ake a simple case of arithmetic:
A company has, let us say, a certain :nachine tool for which it paid, 10 yer.trs ago,
$1,000. On Bulletin F, this machine has
a .20-year life. The company has, therefore.
recovered $500 of the capital which it originally invested in this machine. It wants
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to replace the machine because it has h ad
heavy duty, it has started to wear out, and
furthermore, it is obsolete-a new and better
model is available. The new model costs
$2,000.
The company must, therefore, earn at normal and surtax rates of 52 percent $3,125 to
provide the additional $1 ,500 with which to
buy the new machine and under the over-all
71-percent limitation rate would have to earn
$5,000.
And how fast can it recover the $2,000 of
capital invested in the new machine? Under Bulletin F it may recover this at the
rate of $100 a year. To the small company
without access to capital markets replacement is practically impossible in this situation.
Is a 1\hy wonder that regulation TD-4422
tends to freeze into our economic system the
old, obsolete machines which should long
since have been replaced by new and more
efficient equipment?
Gentlemen, this regulation is strangling
modernization and perpetuating obsolescence. It operates consi ~ ently to restrah
manufacturers from purchasing new equipment, because it extends the period of recovery of capital far beyond the reasonably
foreseeable future.
Capital spent for new machine tools and
similar productive equipment is essential
risk capital. It is a basic principle of the
employment of risk capital that it should
not lJe extended beyond a period of the
reasonably foreseeable future. An excellent
example is thP. policy that a bank may not
make commercial loans over a period longer
than 5 years. Capital spent for machine
tools is recovered out of work produced on
those machine tools. What will be the volume of this work? What will be its nature?
Is any manufacturer warranted in assuming that the volume of the work and the
nature of the work will be such, over a period
of 20 whole years, as to justify the purchase
of that new machine?
To reverse the enforced trend towl).rd obsolescence, and free manuf:-.cturers fror . _ the
shackles of this depreciation policy so that
they can follow their natural instinct for
competitiv~ moden;1ization, it is imperative
that the Congress of the United States revise
our tax laws dealing with the recovery of
capital invested in productive equipment.
I propose, gentlemen, an amendment to
the Internal Revenue Code which would
provide that after a certain date to be fixed
by the Congress, rate of tax-free recovery
of such capital should be optional with the
individual manufacturer. If he buys a new
machine tool, :1e can write it off in 2 years,
5 years, 10 years, or 20, as he chooses.
He can make this decision in the light
of the circumstances in his own particular
company, viewed from the standpoint of
the risk in the reasonably foreseeable future.
He alone can estimate in his best judgment
what that risk is, and how rapid, in his
opinion, should be his rate of capital recovery.
Now, do not think that I am recommending some untried or revolutionary scheme.
This proposal has repeatedly been made by
tax authorities to the Congress. I am suggesting that we in this country apply a
principle which has been applied, and still
applies, in countries with industrial~ economies comparable to ours.
Sweden and Switzerland have some of the
finest and most modern factories in the
world. In those countries, rate of tax-free
recovery of capital invested in productive
equipment is optional with the individual
manufacturer. In fact, he may write off
a machine in 1 year, if he so chooses.
The result is that modernization, rather
than obsolescence, has been the order of
the day.
And, gentlemen-and here we come to
the crux of the rna tter in view of today's
circumstances-the depreciation policies of

those countries have been definitely linked
with, and have a direct bearing upon, their
national defense.
It is not mere coincidence that in all the
European wars of our memory, Sweden and
Switzerland have never been atta,cked. Why?
There are a number of reasons, including
geography, the · character of the people, et
cetera, but one major reason is that the industrial plants of those countries were at
all times ready for a maximum production
load. They did not have to be modernized
to produce the weapons of war-they were
modernized. They were ready.
At the time when Hitler was ready, Switzerland was already 90 percent prepared for
war-and the German general staff estimated
in 1943 that for the German Army to go
through Switzerland to Italy would cost more
than 20 divisions. The modern production
facilities had placed the Swiss Army in a
position to defend its mountain stronghold.
Now, let us look at Germany. In 1938, to
make Germany strong for war, Germany
adopted the principle of optional rate of
recovery of capital invested in productive
equipment. A mach :ne could, if desired,
be written off in 1 year.
When the war was over, the United States
sent over a group of experts to study the
German machine-tool picture. They found
that at the end of the war, in spite of all the
Allied bombing, Germany still had as many
machine tools in place and ready to operate
as we had at that time in the United States.
The incentive for this modernization and
the development of new machine tools like
the giant presses for aircraft came, to a considerable extent. from a realistic depreciation
allowance to manufacturers.
The secret of German productivity was the
small shops scattered all over the country,
in .barns, in basements, in odd cGrners-what
we in the United States call the "alley
shops." Because subcontracting is so essential in a defense program, these small
shops are the very backbone of a preparedness program. And in Germany these small
shops had the finest and best modern machine tools. Why? Because of the writeoff provisions permitting recovery of investment under which they were permitted to
operate.
Now, let us consider, by contrast,· the
United St ates.
What happened in World War II?
Our existing machine tool facilities,
through no fault of the builder or user, were
utterly inadequate even to make a start upon
full war production. Our country was full
of old and obsolete machines. There was a
tremendous rush to install the new ones required.
And how was this accomplished? It was
accomplished largely by relaxing, for the
emergency, the provisions of regulation TD4422, and instead permitting manufacturers
to recover their capital over the period of
the reasonably foreseeal::ile risk. The instrument used was the certificate of necessity, which permitted 5-year recovery, and
less if the emergency did not last that long.
Under certificates of necessity a flood of
machine tool orders immediately developedmachines not bought by Government, but
bought by individual p:t;ivately owned concerns. And, gentlemen, much the same situation, as you know, has obtained with respect to our present national defense pr()gram. The difficulty, however, with th.is
sporadic and periodic recognition of our unrealistic depreciation policy is that it comes
too late for prompt and effective defense
production without bottlenecks.
The answer is so plain that it hardly needs
repetition. If private industry is permitted
to recover within the period of reasonably
foreseeable risk·, whatever that period may
be, it will, of its own initiative, modernize
its plants to such an extent that our country
will be strong and ready for any emergency.
If, on the other hand, regulation TD-4422

remains in effect, we may expect to see
merely a repetition of the sorry spectacle we •
have witnessed in past years-the spectacle
of the industrial plants Of this country running downhill in time of peace, followed by
hectic efforts upon the part of Government
to remedy the situation overnight upon
threat of war.
The Treasury Department has in the past
shown concern at the idea of optional rate
of tax-free recovery of capital invested in
machine tools and similar productive equipment because of the immediate loss in revenue involved. It has been faced with raising large amounts of revenue to fit mounting
budgets of expenditures. It is true that
at the beginning there would be a loss of
revenue to the · Government; but bear in
mind that over the years there could be
no net loss, because all that a company can
recover, in any event, is the actual cost of
the equipment. The billions of dollars of
facilities written off in World War II are
today producing large amounts of added
revenue for the Treasury because there are
no charges against this revenue for depreciation or amortization.
Once the equipment is written off, then
money which under the present system is
deductible as depreciation allowances would
instead go into taxable net profits. As
modernization accelerated, the amount of
taxable net profit should increase; because ·
new and better equipment would add to the
over-all productivity of the United States:
and real wealth is based upon productivity.
The surest way to create taxable income is
to improve productivity-and the most direct
road to this result is the adoption of the
principle of optional write-off.
I might add, incidentally, that it is hoped
the machine-tool industry will be operating
at an annual rate of $1 ,200,000,000 sometime
this year. If the entire output at that rate
were written off in 1 year it would only be
$1,200,000,000, and 90 percent of that output
today is undoubtedly represented either by
Government buying or by 5-year amortization
under certificates of necessity, so there would
be very little net loss of revenue.
We think nothing today of spending a
billion dollars for a landing field in Greenland. But of what avail will be our landing fields if the plants of this country are
not equipped with the modern machine
tools , required to produce the necessary
planes and other weapons of defense?
The United States now has an annual
bv.dget of approximately $85,000,000,000, and
further tax increases are proposed, as they
say, "to make this country strong." I say to
you that the new tax provision which I
have suggested would make this country
strong at a cost of only a fraction of the
new taxes proposed. The solution is not
the imposition of higher taxes-the solution
lies in a depreciation provision which would
require the Bureau of Internal p.evenue to
relinquish its stubborn adherence to a policy that is consuming the industrial might
of America.
There is another evil in the present system which is de:f..nitely alarming. Today,
most of the machine tools being built for
our national-defense program are bought by
the Government, or under Government disection and control. If we continue the
Bureau of Internal Revenue regulation
which discourages the purchase of machine
tools by private companies, and at the same
time maintain tp.e indicated rate of Government procurement, the time will not be
far off when two-thirds of the modern machine-tool equipment of the United States
will be owned or controlled by Government.
The most ardent Socialist planner could not
have devised any scheme more perfect for
his purpose. Do we want a country in which
Government, rather than private industry,
has in its hands the key to the very ownership of our whole industrial system?
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And consider the situation of the machinetool industry itself. Due to the impact of
~422, plus the postwar sale of Government-owned machine tools, our industry had
reached, in 1949, the lowest ebb in over a
decade. At the time of Korea, we were
turning out fewer machine tools than we
wera 10 years before. Then suddenly, after .
Korea, with our plants scaled down .. with
many of our trained men gone, and with
our finances depleted, w,e were expected overnigh.t to more thr.n quadruple our rate of
output.
Gentlemen, this cannot be done overnight.
If this · country is to remain strong, if its
facilities are to be modern and efficient, the
machine tool industry must be kept operating at a certain velocity, with its facilities in
place, and with a trained labor force.
With TD-4422 replaced by a provision per•
mitting optional write-off, I believe that machine tool orders from private industry
would maintain the required velocity in the
machine tool industry. The sudden spasmodic and terrific efforts which are imposed
upon us following periods of severe depression would be a thing of the past. Instead
of Government spending taxpayers' .money
to modernize industrial plants, private industry would spend the money, which would
be generated out of the increased efficiency
and productivity of the new equipment pur·
chased. Instead of Governm~nt owning and
storing stockpiles of machine tools in warehouses, idle and subject to obsolescence and
waste, the metalworking manufacturers of
the country would create a vast active work·
ing reserve of machine tools in their own
plants.
·
The effect that optional write-off provi·
sions would have on the capital goods industry of the United States and upon plant
modernization has been recognized by the
Treasury. In January 1950 a proposal such
as I have made today was submitted to the
Treasury Department. At that time, Mr. L ..
L. Ecker-Ratz, legislative counsel for the
Treasury, said in substance that if at some
time in the future the capital goods industry
of the country needed to be stimulated, it
might be useful.
_
Well-the need for stimulating the coun- ·
try's capital goods industry certainly did
come. It came with Korea. But instead of
adopting the means which the. Treasury's
own counsel had stated would operate toward
this end the Treasury chose to retain TD4422, which discouraged. private buying of
capital goods, and let the emergency be met '
instead to an unnecessary extent by Government spending of taxpayers' money.
Gentlemen, this is indeed poor economy.
Now, your committee is concerned with
small business. The machine tool industry is small business. There are single corporations in the United States that do more
business than the entire machine-tool industry. I am making my plea to you today particularly, on behalf. of these small compa~ies
and still smaller businesses. I am talkmg
also about the little machine shops employing anywhere from 5 to 20 men; family businesses, where the boss is the proprietor and
even works in the shop himself, as well as
running the business.
It is the hundreds of thousands of small
enterprises like this that are the backbone
of our American system of competitive enterprise. And in the metalworking field, it
is the thousands of small machine shops upon which we must rely for the subcontract
work necessary to attain the full volume of
national defense production.
What is happening in these small shops
today? They are having difficulty in getting
subcontract work, such as they got in the
last war. Small machine shops could meet
specifications with respect to much of World
War II work, but in many cases they cannot
do this with defense work today. For while
defense work is requiring more accuracy,

their machine tools have been wearing out
and losing accuracy. These small shops
would like to buy new machine tools; but
in view of the penalties imposed by TD-4422,
and the uncertainties even under a fixed
5-year amortization, they hesitate to spend
the necessary amount of their earnings after
taxes in a venture in which the risk extends
far beyond the reasonably foreseeable future.
I urge you, therefore, to reverse the creepIng obsolescence · which · threatens our productivity, to encourage modernization, to
implement our defense program, to keep
ownership of the tools of productivity with·
In private industry rather than in govern·
ment, to maintain the machine-tool industry at the level required for national protection, and, above all else, to enable small businesses, the country over, to proceed with
confidence in getting the new equipment
which they need-outlaw regulation TD4422, and supplant it with a tax provision
which permits an optional rate of recovery
of capital invested in productive equipment.
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Mr. WEICHEL. Mr. Speaker, the
American Legion of Ohio annually sponsors an essay contest throughout the
State and this year it was a most appropriate subject, What Old Glory Means
to Me. I am including the winning essay of Lucille Zuspan, of Amherst, Ohio,
of my ·district, and I extend my sincere
congratulations for her accomplishment:
WHAT OLD GLORY MEANS TO ME

:By Lucille Zuspan)
To me Old Glory means my whole 1ife.
If it were not for our flag, I would not Le
able to enjoy my freedom. For only in
America can I have liberty, the rigt.ts of
justice, and all my privileges of citizenship.
Old Glory gives me hope, trust, love, unde::-standing, tolerance, faith, courage, and pride.
My hope is renewed by looking back
through the formative years of my country.
The people who built America with blood,
sweat, and toil hoped for a better day when
they might ease up a bit, and enjoy the
things they had worked so hard to obtain.
The trust that rings forth from the stars
and stripes is one very few nations are able
to know. My trust is fulfilled with the
dawning of each new day. As long as Old
Glory flies over Amherst, over Ohio, over the
United States, I know I shall be able to awake
each morning with a feeling of happiness,
security, and gratitude. I know my country
can't be razed, and can't be torn apart as
long as eaeh and every citizen has trust in
the f1ag and believes in the things Old Glory
stands for.
'
I love my flag because it is a symbol of
love. The 48 gleaming st.ars represent the
48 separate States, combined to form the
United States. Without love and peace
among all States, I would not be able to buy
well, let's say-oranges from California, or
potatoes from Maine, without paying outlandish prices. My love for the flag is
characteristic of every American who appreciates the freedom it provides.
Understanding of problems in other countries is taught to us from the time we enter
school. We feel sorry for people in war-torn,
starving countries, and, understanding their
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sorrows, we are all the more thankful for the
protection Old Glory offers us.
Nowhere in the world are there so many
races, creeds, and colors of people as here in
America, the melting pot. In order to live in
harmony with my next door neighbor, it is
important that I must be tolerant. It actually makes no difference what - my best
friend's religion is, or what the color of the
skin of the boy is who sits next to me in
school. Only here in America does everyone
have the same equal chances, and nowhere
are there a more tolerant people.
My faith is renewed when I pledge
my allegiance to Old Glory. In times such
as ours, anyone's faith is likely to waver,
and unless we have sincere faith and trust
in the Almighty, our country and its flag, we
are lost. In churches, the American flag
stands alongside the Christian flag, symboliz·
ing a Nation working together under God.
Whenever I witness a parade, my eyes turn
toward the banner at the head of the procession. Why? I don't know exactly, except
that it makes me feel good deep down inside.
Knowing that Old Glory is unfurling its
colors on this beautiful day, gives me courage to face what the future holds. Not until
3 months ago did I realize fully what many
others have felt: the terrible longing and
misery of sending a loved one off to war.
Without the courage I get from faith. and
trust in my flag, bidding a soldier goodby
would be almost a mental impossibility.
And, last of all, there is my pride in the
American flag. I'm proud to say that I am
an American, born in a freedom-loving, freedom-giving Nation. I am proud of the heritage _my forefathers have given me. I feel
that pride when I lift my eyes to the flag and
have a feeling of tranquillity and peace deep
inside myself.
·
These things-hope, trust, love, under•
standing, tolerance, faith, courage, and
pride-all combine to make me proud to be a
freedom-loving American, livirig under freeclam-giving Old Glor:y-.

Soil Conservation and Water Contrn1
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
o:F

HON. WRIGHT PATMAN
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, under ·
leave to extend my remarks, I am inserting in the RECORD at this time a very
timely speech, particularly for the southwestern part of the United States, by the
Honorable John D. McCall, of Dallas,
Tex., at the annual banquet of the chamber of commerce at Jefferson, Tex., on
Thursday, March 27, 1952. Mr. McCall
is a recognized authority on the subjects
discussed by him. His legal opinions on
these matters have great weight before
State legislatures and in the United
States Congress. In this speech, he discusses soil and water conservation and
flood control, which are of great interest
to our section of the country.
It ts as follows:
It augurf,l well for the future when the
busy leaders of a city adopt conservation as
the theme of an annual chamber of commerce meeting. More especially when the
representatives of business interests of the
entire area are invited to participate. 1
realize that your primary interest in this gen•
eral subject is centered on a water-conservation program. I shall d:tain you a while on
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the general subject because the component
elements of conserving our natural resources
are practically inseparable. In conserving
water by the same process we save the soil
and the forests.
For many years, the people of our cities
gave little thought to the need of replacing
in the good earth the properties which were
being extracted by unrotated and devitalizing crops. During those years, neither the
farmer nor the city dweller were interested
in the subject. No attempt was made toretain in the fields the valuable topsoil which
was washed down the hillside into the
streams, the rivers, and, finally, the sea.
Within the memory of most of us attending
this meeting, it was the practice to move to
new lands when a farm was worn out.
While these practices were followed by
the farmers, the sawmill operators were cutting the timber in our virgin pine · forests.
You will recall they would cut down each
merchantable pine tree and carelessly leave
the tops and the stumps as tinder for the
next fire which almost invariably came in
time to destroy the seedling pines and the
standing hardwood trees. The logging contractor would then move to the next available
tract and repeat the procedure. He didn't
worry about fire-prevention practices or replanting the denuded lands.
In that era, and let's call it the era of
exploitation, farms were not really cultivated. Both farms and forests were mined.
Rain water falling on the plowed fields
and on the cut-over forest lands would rush
unretarded to the sea. All over the so-called
civilized regions of the United States · accumulated rain and storm waters from these
sources overtaxed the rivers. When a stream
is overtaxed a fiood results. According to
the best engineering practices, until comparatively few years ago, the accepted treatment of a river to prevent fioods was to
equip it with a deeper channel, higher banks,
and to make its course straignter, thus permitting the water to rush on to the sea before it could do too much damage to the
property abutting the river. There was no
thought of constructing retarding or storage dams to delay the onrush and to preserve the floodwater and the storm water
for beneficial uses. There was one rather
fundamental dbjection to the construction
of a reservoir to hold back flood and storm
waters. The reservofr would soon be filled
with silt from the muddy water and would
soon become useless. So, until the last. 20
years, 100 percent flood control of a river in
most cases consisted of such treatment of
the channel as would permit all fioodwaters,
freighted with :.ich ,topsoil, to reach the
sea or the Gulf unmolested.
Meanwhile, our towns were becoming more
heavily populated. Water for domestic and
industrial uses was supplied first by wells
individually owned, powered in some instances by windmills. Later, in nearly every
case, the towns took over the job of supplying water. Towns dug their wells deeper
than the privately owned wells, for a more
dependable and safer water s\lpply. The
towns became cities. As the demand for
water increased, more wells were dug. Under constant pumping, the cities found that
the water level in the underground reser:,;
voirs was lowered. The wells had to be
deepened and the pumps lowered. They
were plagued with the nightmare of all cities
which depend wholly on well-water supply,
fear of the day when the pumps can be lowered no deeper. True, in some instances the
city was situated on or near a creek or
river, but in all probability the day-to-day
flow of the stream was not dependable. So
if the city had chosen to take its water supply from the stream by setting its pumps
on the bank of stream, there would be
many days that the pumps could not operate. And when the supply in the stream
did on occasions carry enough water for eco ..
nomical puznp operation, the water was usu-

ally muddy, bearing the topsoil which had
contouring, construction of small tanks and
been washed from the farms and the cutlow retarding dams and scientific crop roover forest lands. And even if the stream
tation, a modern miracle has been wrought
did carry a dependable flow in ordinary
before our eyes. Within the short space of
times, it would not have been fair or lawful
12 years, in the State of Texas alone, 82
for one city to take all or the greater part
percent of all farm lands have been inducted
of the ordinary flow of the stream. Only at
in soil conservation districts. Nearly 40,floodtime was there plenty of water in the
000,000 acres of land in the State, including
stream . Floodwaters were enemy waters.
that .devoted to pasture and farming, are
Everybody wanted to speed them on to the
under soil improvement control.
sea. So we have the picture of a city, whose
It is encouraging to note that in the
possibilities of further expansion are limMarion-Cass Soil Conservation District; ' the
ited severely because of a failing water supfollowing are the figures: The district was
ply, even if it is situated on the banks of
organized in 1943, contains 873,000 acres,
the stream.
having 616 farms under agreement. These
So far our story is typical of nearly every
committed farms contain 112,000 acres. Of
part of the United States. Indeed, the waste
these, 90,000 acres have been brought under
of lands and forests, the ravages of erosion
control. May I remind you that last month
and floods respect no State boundaries. We
Mr. Russell Cash, the chairman of the
might bring into closer focus just what hapMarion-Cass Board thrilled a Texas meeting
pened in Texas and in east Texas during the
of the soil-conservation districts in Brownera of exploitation. Let's call it the first
wood with his address which showed that
100 years of "civilized" land cultivation.
east Texas, through applied conservation
That's a fair name because until about
service, is undergoing a transition from a
100 years ago, most of the lands of Texas
way of life to an exacting business.
were under the care and protection of the
Similar principles were applied to our forIndians. The natural grasses and the priests. Selective cutting of trees as needed
meval forests fairly well held the rainwa:ter
has replaced the indiscriminate slashing of
on the land where it fell. Violent fioods
our forests. New trees are planted to rewere rare indeed. But with the advent of
place those removed. Careless practices are
the plow and the saw, our topsoil combanned. Fire patrols have been established.
menced·its rapid flight to the Gul:~ of Mexico,
The lumberman and the paper manufacI believe that civilization attacked this im·
turer have learned that forests are capable
mediate vicinity about 1840.
of regular periodic yields of timber, by the
application of conservation methods.
We are indebted to Mr. Louis Merrill,
Through these sensible steps, much of the
regional director at Fort Worth of the Soil
water falling on the farms, the pastures, and
Conservation Service, for a few statistics
the forest lands which in the past would
which should be mentioned. And by the
have become floodwaters in our streams is
way, during the entire history of the Soil
trapped on the land where it falls and where
Conservation Service of our Government, I
it is needed. An important part of the flood
never heard anything but praise of its
problem has thus solved by stopping the
achievements. The Bureau is entirely free
water before it reached the stream.
;from the withering breath of scandal or
Simultaneously with the adoption of apsuspicion.
proved conservation practices as to the use
Erosion has moved all of the topsoil from
of farm land and forest land, the scientists
over 2,200,000 acres of land in Texas. Three
and the engineers recalled that storm- and
million of its acres have lost 80 percent of
flood-waters
themselves could be converted
the topsoil. Sixty percent of the topsoil is
into important economic uses if stored ingone from 20,000,b00 acres and 35 percent
stead of catapulted into the sea. They
from 42,000,000 acres. There has been some
seemed to remember, with the poet that
topsoil lost by another 100,000,000 acres.
"The world turns softly, not to spill its lakes
You are reminded that these losses were
and rivers." In all fairness to the engineers
Sl.lffered principally by the richest lands in
and
the scientists they had long known of
the State, those situated in our fertile valthese principles, but were unable until releys. Now that's the contribution of Texas
cent years 'to convince our statesmen who
during the era of exploitation.
control the purse strings.
Topsoil is priceless, usually in virgin conThe United States Government restudied
dition only a few inches thick. ~ature reits position on the control of floods, the requires from 300 to 1,000 years to build an
•
sult
is evidenced by the revised treatment
inch of it, yet one heavy rain can remove
during the past few years of the Missourian inch from an unprotected field, and
Mississippi River Valleys. Instead of relying
sometimes in a single rain the whole layer
entirely on the efficacy of straightened chanof topsoil on a freshly plowed field can be
nels, levees and dikes to rush the storm and
washed away.
·
floodwaters to the Gulf, the Government is
Man depends on the topsoil for his food,
constructing a great number of large retainclothing and much of his shelter. Most of
ing reservoirs in the western part of the
the soluble nutrients needed for the plants
country
where much of the fioodwater
themselves are found in the topsoil.
originates and where stored water is indeed
So-called clear cutting and burning of
badly· needed for irrigation, municipal and
woodlands has added almost as much to soil
industrial purposes. So these enemy waters
erosion as the mining methods of farming.
have been converted and are being converted
With the constant arrival in east Texas of
into allies of man ,and his civilization. This
new settlers from the older part of the United
change in attitude toward the prevention of
States, good lands became scarcer. It has
floods and the use of fioodwaters has been
ever been necessary for agricultural develrefiected even in the opinions of the Supreme
opment to follow river courses to assure
Court of the United States. Since 1936, flood
needed rainfall. It became increasingly dif•
control, though not specified in the Constificult to move on to the so-called new lands.
tution, has been considered a lawful duty
Of necessity, the farmer, his city banker, his
and objective of the United States Governlegislator, and his Congressman set about to
ment. Therefore, Government participation
determine what could be done to prevent
in river improvements was resisted largely
this terrifi..; waste of the priceless soil and
to straightening, levee construction, bank
if possible to restore a part of the losses alprotection and similar facilities, designed to
ready suffered.
further the interests of navigation under the
Then came the dawn. Witness the advent
Commerce clause of the Constitution. Now
of the era of conservation. Adequate remeflood control and conservation are recognized
dies were developed with remarkable celerity
national duties.
by application of engineering and agriculIn Texas, we have long realized the inadetural science. The presently acceptable
quacy of a dependable supply of water. Th1a
practices have resulted. ;r need do no more
shortage has been acute in the western part
than remind you that through terracing,
of the State where the rainfall is limited,
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and no part of Texas is free from recurring
droughts nor is any part of the State free
from floods. Even the normally dry watersheds of western and northwestern Texas
are subjected to periodic devastating floods.
Certainly this is so in east Texas. In east
Texas water may be likened to the business
of one of my Dallas friends. He says he always has either too much or too none. By
an amendment to the constitution in 1917, it
became the public duty of the State ~o conserve all of our natural resources through the
preservation of top soil, the prevention of
floods and the storing of flood and storm
waters so as to extract therefrom their greatest economic value and use.
About the time the Texas conservation
amendment was adopted in 1917, experts
found that practically all of the water in the
natural flow of our streams had been appropriated for use. So the only water available
for new uses or new users would have to
come from the storm and flood waters. But
these waters are not susceptible to use unless
stored during the storm period for use in
normal times. The construction of storage
reservoirs is very expensive. To facilitate
the financing of conservation dams the constitutional amendment directed the legislature to pass general laws providing for creation of conservation and reclamation districts. And the people, in the constitutional
amendment, conferred upon the legislature
the right to pass speci!tl laws creating ind_ividual d.i stricts. Of course, the United States
Government also has certain rights to construct dams in the several States.
For a moment let's revert to the plight of
our typical city which found that it was fast
approaching an acute shortage of water because of increasing demands and a greatly
lowered water table. That condition is
typical of many Texas cities. From 1890 to
1940 water consumption in Texas increased
7,000 percent while the population increased
only 287 percent. And in the past decade air
conditioning has greatly increased the burden on every city's water supply. Last week,
in his address to the cattlemen in Fort
Worth, Governor Shivers termed Texas' water resources more precious than oil and
called on the convention to help devise a
long-range conservation plan under our adequate constitutional provision. He said the
time will probably come "when water will be
piped across the State from one area to another, much as on and gas are now."
Now, we're down to the point of considering the best ·use of the proposed Ferrell's
Bridge Dam which has been authorized for
construction by the Congress on Cypress
Creek a few miles above Jefferson. The
dam as authorized would have provided
storage capacity for flood control only, so
that practically the entire reservoir of 600,000 acre-feet capacity must be kept empty
to take care of prospective floods, and in
case of floods emptied as soon as the river
banks below could accommodate release of
the stored water. No part of the reservoir
would - be available for storage of water
needed by the cities and industries.
Some 2 years ago, the people in this vicinity realized that the proposed reservoir would
solve the flood problem, but would not be
large enough to hold additional water badly
needed for municipal and industrial use, and
that unless the structure were enlarged such
storm water would continue to flow, unused,
into the Red River, the Mississippi, and
thence to the Gulf. So Congressman WRIGHT
PATMAN urged the Corps of Engineers to restudy the design of the dam with the idea
of adding either 150,000 or . 250,000 acre-feet
of additional storage, the exact amount to
be determined in the study.
We know that this request has been favorably considered and that the Corps of Engineers continued to press, diligently, its
studies until the very moment that funds
for the study became unavailable for the
purpose. As a matter of fact, sufficient

money had been reserved to complete this
study, but a few months ago the Chief of
Engineers of the Army revoked the authority
to use the funds for this purpose because
his office bad been directed by the Pre.siden~
to reallocate all unused money to emergency
uses. This directive had the effect of requiring immediate use of available funds in
studying the distress situation at Kansas
City which had just suffered a calamitous
flood. Last Thursday Congressman PATMAN
authorized me to tell you that he has been
to see the President and presented the request that the completion of these studies
at Ferrell's Bridge Dam be classed as an
emergency item. He told me that the President is sympathetic and that Ferrell's Bridge
project is now under consideration for a
reclassification as an emergency objective.
We hope that very soon the study will be
resumed.
Let's assume that Ferr~ll's Bridge Dam !s
to be constructed with the added capacity.
This will, of course, require an appropriation
by the Congress.
Under optimum conditions, there will be
available ln the reservoir 250,000 acre-feet of
usable storage. Let's assume that there are
10 towns and cities, and we wm refer to all
of them as cities, within economical distance
of the reservoir. How will it be possible for
these cities and t.h e industries situated in
or near the cities to obtain the right to use
the stored water? Cerainly no one industry
and no one of said cities is in position to
negotiate the purchase of all of this storage
capacity. Also, we know that the Army prefers to negotiate with a single party, or at
least with a limited number of parties, provided assurance is given that all of the public
agencies needing water will have the opportunity of participating in the use of the
water.
Under the Flood Control Act of 1944., waters stored at a dam of this kind belong to
the people of the State in which the project
is located, but the dam and reservoir remain
the property of the United States Government. And before the people of the State
have the right to use this storage capacity
lt is proper that payment be made to the
Government for such storage rights and for
the service rendered by the Government in
storing the water.
There is ample authority under the 1917
constitutional amendment to create a district which would contain within its boundaries the several cities now showing interest
in procuring the water supply. The legislature has passed general laws under which
such a district might possibly be formed, but
the general law on the subject is not entirely adequate. The legislature has authority under the constitutional amendment to
pass a special law creating such a district.
Following the pattern· of similar enterprises it is suggested that a determination
be made first as to which cities will be situated within the proposed district. These
should be communities which are considered within reasonable transmission distance
from the reservoir. Having determined the
area it is suggested that the mayor of
each of the towns and cities therein name
two representatives of such city, and that
_the group of representatives thus chosen
constitute the informal association. The
association would then elect its officers. The
association would need to confer with engineers and attorneys, who would finally be
employed by the district.
Such district would include within its
boundaries only the territory of the several
proposed constitutent cities. You will recall that the district would have the responsibility of payment to the United States
Government of the cost of the storage at the
dam and payment for necessary purification
and pumping facilities and the pipelines to
convey the water from the reservoir to the
gates of the several cities.
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It is common knowledge that Lone Star
Steel Co., an industry situated within the
general area, but not within one of the cities,
desires to acquire an additional water supply as insurance against interruption of expanded operations. The company owns a
satisfactory water supply, but as is the case
with many of the cities, it must have regard
for future needs. So, assuming that there
will be 250,000 acre-feet of storage available
for all purposes, it is believed that the sponsors could depend on Lone Star Steel Co.'s
taking not less than one-fifth of the
load insofar as the obligation to the Government is concerned. And if the storage
available should be 150,000 acre-feet the
company could stand one-third of the acquisition cost of the storage.
Cities capable of being served by a project
of this kind are fortunate. It would be impossible financially for them to finance the
construction of a large dam which would be
sufficient to serve their needs and to provide
250,000 acre-feet of conservation storage. In
the first place the structure would have to
be built much larger than that in order to
accomplish the required amount of conservation storage. In this case, the Government itself Will have the burden of constructing the dam at a great many millions
of dollars cost. If the Corps of Engineers
should follow its usual thinking in allocating
and determining the cost of this conservation storage it will probably be satisfied for
the district (or some other representative of
the included cities) to pay for the cost of the
conservation storage. In other words, the
Corps of Engineers would ascertain the cost
of the dam built to a height just sufficient to
take care of its flood-control requirements
with allowancP for sedimentation. It would
·then ascertain the cost of the structure if
it \ rere built sufficiently high to take care
of the added 250,000 acre-feet of storage. The
difference between the cost of the lower dam
and the cost of the higher dam would be
called the incremental cost of the 250,000
acre-feet of storage. It is altogether probable
that the districts, or the representatives of
the cities, would be required to pay only the
incremental cost. It is likely ' that the cost
to the district might be further reduced by
any value which the Government might give
Incidental services of the structure such as
recreational use and for wildllfe preservation. You might have a dalJl costing twenty
or thirty million dollars, whereas the share
of the district in that case might be between
two million and three mlUion dollars. So
you see the advantage of a cooperative venture of this kind.
I shall take only a moment of your time to
discuss the benefits to this area of the proposed improvement of Cypress Creek. Governor Beauford Jester spent the last year
of his life in an effort to inspire the people
of Texas to the necessity and the benefits of
conserving the storm and flood waters of the
State--the only remaining source of water
for new uses. I had the pleasure of working
with him at seven regional meetings. With
prophetic insight he told us that the only
limiting factor in the commercial, economic,
and industrial growth of Texas is the lack
of a dependable supply of water and that the
community which equips itself with an
abundant supply will soon find new industry
knocking at its door. At that very time he
had in his office inquiries from scores of industries seeking entrance to our State which
affords such favorable climate, abundant
natural fuel, and intelligent native labor.
rm glad to report that in every section of
the State intelligent efforts are being made
to create by conservation the needed supply.
There could be a lesson in this Ferrell's
Bridge Reservoir for many other sections of
our great country. Wherever a flood-control dam 1s contemplated 1f the plan does
not include the storage of practically 100
percent of the e~timated flood waters, the
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engineers might well afford to give further
study to the prospective economical use of
the additional water which could be stored,
Among other uses air-conditioning requirements have contributed to water shortages
all over the Nation. There is a water problem
nearly everywhere.
And to the communities in this area which
are threatened with acute water shortage, I
hope you will encounter a minimum of delaying obstacles for as Plautus said hundreds
of years ago "It is wretched business to be
digging a well just as thirst is mastering
you."

How To Reduce the Cost of Major Equip·
ment for the United States Department
of Defense
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL K. McCONNELL, JR.
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952
Mr. McCONNELL. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following statement by E. Burke Wilford:
HoW To REDUCE THE COST OF MAJOR EQUIP•
MENT FOR THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF DEFENSE
(By E. Burke Wilford)
NEED FOR A SOUND PROGRAM
During any period of expansion of our
national defense effort there is a crying need
to study the efficiency of military equipment. Each year certain types of armored
vehicles, guns, aircraft, and even vessels become obsolete, either from lack of fire power,
speed, or load-carrying capacity. Along
with the improvement of any piece of equipment, whether for the Navy, Army, or Air
Force, should go better methods of procurement. This should not only increase the
military efficiency, but will have incentives
for simplifying the design, reducing the
manpower required to operate, cost of maintenance, and finally the cost of the article
itself. Up to the present time the tendency
is to build the bigger, more complicated articles, requidng additional personnel to operate and service, without much thought to
either the initial cost or the cost of operation.
·
On the scientific horizon today our engineers are bringing forth new ideas which
may reverse this trend and allow America to
get more defense per dollar in spite of inflated labor and material costs. Such inventions as the shaped charge may make a
smaller gun a& effective as a 16-inch gun in
naval use. The recoilless rifie may simplify
field artillery and reduce the price of operating and equipping a division with more fire
power. Rockets are certainly less expensive
than a mounted 155-millimeter gun. Even
in the aircraft itself, large fields for the Air
Force and supercarriers for the Navy may
eventually be unnecessary, with a large reduction in personnel and a great increase in
flying efficiency. These things will come,
depending on the proportion of research and
development funds of the Department of
Defense which are spent in bringing ideas
quickly into production. But it is not necessary to wait for the services to reduce to
practice the above-mentioned fundamental
improvements in order to make a good start
on reducing the cost of military equipment.
We should start immediately to make
fundamental cost studies for comparison of

all major Navy, Army, and Air Force equipment. We are talking about building 50,000
airplanes and 35,000 tanks per year to supply
our allies and ourselves. If these aircraft
. average 10 tons each, we are talking about
500,000 tons, or 1,000,000,000 pounds of aircraft per year. It is very important that the
average cost does not greatly exceed $10 per
pound, which was the average for the Second world War. The average cost of aircraft today is better than $20 per pound, or
greater than the cost of sterling silver. So
it is not hard to see that as steady production increases in the aircraft industry, large
reductions in cost per pound must and can
be made in order to give the democracies the
squadrons required.
The 35,000 tanks at 30 tons each me,~tns
1,050,000 tons, which is a little over 2,100,000,000 pounds. The average automobile
weighs nearly 4,000 pounds and costs $2,000,
wholesale, or a little over 50 cents per pound;
while a 60,000-pound tank costs better than
$120,000, or $2 per pound, which is four times
the cost per pound of a good automobile.
This seems far out of line in view of the fact
that the average cost of high-grade steel seldom exceeds 10 cents per pound. Even adding 200 percent labor and 100 percent overhead on both material and labor, the cost
should not exceed 60 cents per pound, which
is but slightly higher than the average cost
per pound of an automobile. So something
can be done to give America more defense
with less taxpayers' dollars.
The shipbuilding, armament, and aircraft
industries will not take the initiative.
Those in the services can do much to help,
but to spark plug a program of such magnitude and far-reaching consequences for the
military and economic life of America, the
initiative must come from public-spirited
citizens having vision and independence of
thought.
It is good Communist theory and often
seen in the press that the way to sap and
weaken America is to commit the United
States of America to a long period of high
defense spending. In the light of world
conditions it seems that we must help to arm
our allies and have a fair . sized Army integrated with overwhelming naval and air
supremacy. These can be accomplished only
by . bringing forth the most efficient types
of military equipment in all branches, with
an adequate volume of production at a
reasonable cost. This can be stimulated
by the suggested over-all approach contained
herein.
FACTORS AFFECTING THE COST OF MILITARY
EQUIPMENT
The main causes of the high cost of experimental and production equipment can
be attributed to the following:
1. Complication of design.
2. High engineering overhead.
3. Lack of perfection in article before
production.
4. Lack of incentive for low cost production.
5. Improper tooling and equipment. The
tooling must be carefully matched to the
yearly quantity. There is some danger in
overtooling as there is in undertooling.
6. Detailed changes, either initiated by th~
Government or the manufacturer, which
destroys production continuity.
7. Lack of personal responsibility both
from a labor and inspection-management
viewpoint.
1. Complication of design

The design of military equipment is generally complicated, little thought having
been given to production problems. One of
the reasons why Henry Kaiser's ship yards
and Ford's Willow Run aircraft plant were
so outstanding in World War l l was that
they broke down the production of their vessels and. their · bombers · lnto unita which

had practically all the equipment installed
before final assembly. The writer, during
1942-43 was working for Consolidated Vultee
Aircraft Corp., research division, Dearborn,
Mich., and he spent many evenings with the
executives and Jimmy Doolittle and observed.
the latter organize the Detroit executives
into military producers.
There was constant complaint about unnecessarily complicated designs, and it must
be sal.d that the present high cost of military
equipment largely results from the attempt
to improve the accuracy and performance of
older, complica-ted types of equipment. It
is thought that the first step in the simplification of design is to reduce quickly to service practice new basic principles which are inherently better. Alternately, and if there is
sufficient time, many of the standard commercial articles, vehicles, and aircraft can be
quickly redesigned for military use, without
slowing up !"lroduction. An outstanding example of this: The first step was done by the
Heintz Manufacturing Company of Philadelphia on the 50 mm. naval gun mount.
The use of the jeep as a military vehicle and
the use of Piper Cubs for liaison aircraft by
the Army have created a great record for
reliability of simplified articles. Our jet
airplanes have many fewer parts than propeller type aircraft, and when the power
plant instruments and rocket launchers are
simple, they should cost less than the equivalent engine propeller driven machine.
The aircraft industry states that complications in design are mainly Government required. They may not be responsible for the
high cost of equipment and gadgetry, but
certainly, with steady volume, they can
simplify designs so as to reduce the · cost of
the air-frame and power plant. But I do
not think any of the military suppliers wm
do it without incentive. People do not generally change their ways unless they are
forced to by public opinion or procurement
procedures.
2. High engineering overhead

In all industries where experimental '"Vork
is closely associated with production engineering overhead is usually high. Development of new and improved equipment for
the armed servi J S is a very pressing problem. In peacetime Congress appropriates
little money for development, and most of
that goes through channels which are rather
set in, their ways, so that in peacetime up
to now there has not been as much improvement in new articles as there should
be. There is no clear line drawn between
research and experimental machines destine;:l
for production. Articles which are fundamental improvements can be proposed to
the Government, built with a minimum of
paper work and expense, and the major
problems solved. Those which are destined
for limited production can be produced under a more foolproof system, so that any
detail problems will be eliminated before allout production is started. -t will be remembered that in the Battle of the Bulge
and early in Korea, United States tanks
which were in production did not measure
up to current tank requirements. This was
due to lack of perfecting torque bar action,
wide tracks and heavy guns, which had been
recommended by Walter Christie back in the
thirties, and was perfected by Lord Nuffield,
of England, and eventually incorporated by
the Germans and Russians in their World
War II tanks.
The high engineeri~-g overhead of most of
the military suppliers is caused by lack of
proper segregation of their research, experimental and production-engineering departments. ·The experimental engineers do not
bring their designs to perfection before production is attempted. The development of
all military equipment should be divided into
three steps:
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A. The research class (marked "R") which
is proposed and executed under Government
contract, under the most simplified specifica·
tions and facilities. This will reduce the
cost of experimental machines because basic
improvements will be tried out quickly and
cheaply.
B. The experimental class (marked "X")
with a designation of its production use,
such as "X-F" for pursuit aircraft. These
machines are built for service trial after the
basic design l .as had the major problems
worked out of the research article. The
experimental work in this classification is
mainly of a detailed nature, involving in·
stallation of guns, rockets, radar, automati?
control instruments, and other Government·
furnished equipment.
c. The production cla-ssification (marked
only for its miiltary use). By the time we
are ready for this classification, the uajor
and detailed difficulties have been worked
out by the manufacturer through actual
service and combat trials. In this engineer·
ing field, attention is paid mainly to simplification for speed of production and reduction of cost. As few changes as possible
should be made here.
In general, the research and lay-out design
engineers should be segregated in a corner
of the main plant, or in a separate small
plant, and in these groups the highest caliber of men should correlate design and build
and teat it quickly. After it is found that
the fundamental principles of a design have
been correctly executed, it should be turned
over to the detail engineers for detailed design drawings, with one or two production
men working with this group, before rele~s
ing for production. Research and produc·
tlon brains do not mix.
Engineering overhead may .be kept under
100 percent among the military suppliers
if the foregoing simplified ez:gineering procedures are adopted. There are a few companies which are low-cost producers, and the
methods employed by them should be applied to others in their respective fields.
3. Lack of perfection in article before
procluction

The weapons of our enemies frequently
look more formidable and more highly developed than our own weapons of the same
class. This may or may not be true; but if
you asked the average man on the street and
questioned him closely on the most effective
weapons he would probably name the German 88-millimeter gun, the Russian T-34
tank, and the British jet pursuits. Of course,
we all know that the reason for the superiority of t~ese weapons lies on early start
and concentration of effort in their development ,and production. Therefore, if we are ·
going to have equipment which is perfected
before it is required for production we must
start immediately working intensively on
basic improvements. Much money is spent
on experimental designs, but very little on
the research necessary to bring out basic improvements on any fundamental change in
the art of war. We must go at it in the same
way that the Russians and the British did,
out of military necessity, and as we, ourselves, did in connection with the atomic
~m~
Sufficient articles should be fabricated so
that actual trial by the armed services can
be effected, in close cooperation with the
suppliers' engineers; all possible changes
should be made before it is turned over for
production. From then on both the research
engineers and the Government services
should limit changes only to those essential
to the military effect of the article, and these
should be carefully screened so as not to
raise costs. It is not uncommon for a company to suggest a detailed change in order to
get an increase 1n the contract price. It is
also a common thing for the military to in·
sist upon a detailed change which is one

officer's particular idea. Such changes do
not necessarily improve the effectiveness of
the article but are sure to raise the cost.
The average services supplier does not wish
to change design, and only does so when
forced by competition or specification
changes. In fact, most improvements sug·
gested, either from within the Government
or industry, come from some individual's
pioneering effort, which was thought imprac·
tical when first suggested. It usually re·
quires the pioneering individual to become
associated with some industry or government
laboratory which sells the idea to one of the
services.
The main thing is to get started quickly,
and continually push, peacetime or war·
time, the development of fundamental ideas
which may work out into important mili·
tary items. Several attempts with each idea.
should be made, and the Reserch and Development Board should not only coordinate
the development work, but should have
power to insist that the services spend sufficient money to see that every good idea
on the horizon receives proper handling.
Most inventors and scientists are not good
salesmen and this results in many out-ofdate things being sold to the services when
better ideas should be ready for production
1f given the green light to put them through
service trial when first proposed. If it isn't
started early enough it is usually necessary
to put the article into production before it
Is perfected.
4. Lack of incentive for low cost production

Incentive for low-cost production should
be kept prominent in all procurement procedure. The Navy has led the field in this
respect and their work with Grumman Aircraft In this connection is outstanding.
Grumman produces very good airplanes far
below the cost of other naval constructors.
They seem to be able to make designs of
high performance which are of simple and
rugged construction. They could still further reduce their cost if the suppliers of
power plants and ac·c essories used the same
method of design and production.
In the armament field the writer had
an experience which was so simple that it
appeared ridiculous. We were building aiming posts which are nothing more than steel
tubular surveyors' markers for the Phila·
delphia ordnance district. The original cost
of the post in reasonable production was
$5.20. By changing the nose piece which goes
In the ground from turned bar stock to a
forging, we reduced the cost to $3.20, and
by increasing production we reduced the cost
to $2.40. The company's profits were small
enough, so the order was not renegotiated.
If it had been a bigger item there would have
been little incentive for simplifying the
product and reducing the cost of production.
Several standard ways of creating incentive
for this kind of work should be practical
for all the services, and a . careful study on
this subject alone is in order.
5. Improper tooling and equipment

The American standard of production has
always made money for its owners by increasing sales and reducing costs of production through tooling. The automobile
industry is an outstanding example. But the
suppliers to the armed services do not have
an unlimited market, and usually they work
on the basis of "fea-st in wartimes and famine in . peace times." Therefore it is practically impossible to tool effectively for a
steady or increasing productJon. It is essential to the military suppliers' industry
that a certain minimum of production is
maintained, and the tooling for that pro:.
duction should be proper to produce a stand·
ard, interchangeable product and spare parts
at a rate above their peacetime production.
In wartime one or more standby or con.
verted plants must be made operational,
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using the same production set-up. There
have been cases where units have been
overtooled in the hope of getting the cost of
production down; but with limited produc.
tion, the units may actually cost more than
if they were made on simple jigs necessary
for interchangeability, without production
tooling.
England's aircraft industry is not highly
tooled, and they make extremely good aircraft at a very reasonable cost. I doubt if
their workers are any m ore skilled than ours
in the assembling of hand-built structures.
The important thing is to see that the subassemblies Of the finished product are laid
out and installed in such a way that the final
assembly can be quickly accomplished.
Many of our laboratories, both Government
and industrial, have large grants for equipment when the majority of the time could
be spent on using what is in existence . .
Equipment must be adequate, but superequipment is a burden to our scientists.
6. Detailed changes

In articles which are constantly being
changed it is elementary that the product ion
continuity is disturbad and the production
article's cost increased. :No matter what the
reason for the detailed change, there is only
one good reason for making a detailed change
in the production run. That reason is, "It
is necessary for the military functioning of
the piece of equipment." Of course, this
reason assumes that the article has been
carefully designed and has been simplified
to its prime factors in the research and experimental stages. In the automobile industry you will note that each yearly model
seldom has any changes unless the former
part does not work. If changes are to be
made in military design, they should be done
at certain specified periods rather than from
day to day. It is not unusual for m any
changes each month to pass through the production engineering department of a big
armament producer's plant. It is obvious
that the engineering departments and the
Government inspectors should get toget her
and make these changes at certain specified
times, which would be more efficient and
not upset production.
7. Lack of personal responsibility

All work in a service contractor's plant
has to be inspected before delivery to the
Government. In general, the Government
inspectors are honest and hard working,
but they are civilians who are constantly
having the officers over them changed. The
average time that an .officer holds down an
inspection command is 2 to 4 years, while
the inspectors are career men and stay in
one spot most of their lives. The result is
that a civilian inspector does not have the
feeling that he has authority commensurate
with his responsibility because he is constantly in the middle between the contractot•
and his superior, .who is an officer. These
plant inspectors should be Gompensated on
a basis equivalent to similar work done within the contractor's organization.
CONCLUSION

From the management and labor viewpoint, a general idea exists that all Government work must necessarily be expensive. Identical articles for civilian consumption cost anywhere from 10 to 50 percent
less than for the military. On standard
articles, such as vehicles and clothing, this
is approximated. On special articles, such
as guns, vessels, and aircraft, there is no
basis for comparison.
We believe that the only way this can be
overcome is through education and a demand
by the military personnel and taxpayer that
military production be as efficient as civ11ian
in the same quan titles.
It is suggested that a general survey of
the major items of the Army, Air Force, anc:l
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enemy forces in the field. In addition, there
is the atomic gun, which exists now in prototype form. This instrument, in Mr. Pace's
words, can.function in every kind of weather,
night or day. Weighing about 75 tons, it is
nonetheless highly mobile in terms of either
land or amphibious operations. Comparable
in accuracy to a conventional artillery piece
(at long ranges it is even more accurate),
it is chiefly significant for the fact that it
offers ground troops close-support firepower
immeasurably deadlier than any ever before
employed in warfare.
The Foot Soldier and the Atom
Over and above all this, according to Mr.
Pace, · our country is developing for the
Army's use guided missiles and rockets
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
equipped with atomic warheads-weapons
OF
that will :pave not only the accuracy and
tremendous power of the A-gun but also
much greater -range. Our ground forces,
moreover,. are so certain of being equipped
OF TEXAS
in due course with such formidable quantiIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ties of these missiles and rockets that special
units to handle them have been in training
Thursday, May 15, 1952
for some time past, and the scope of this
Mr. TEAGUE. Mr. Speaker, since the training is now being increased. In that revery first war in the history of the world, spect, Mr. Pace has been at pains to assure
the foot soldier has been the mainstay the Nation that every effort is being made
of the battle whether it be offensive or to guarantee that our land power, like our
defensive action. The lot of the infantry sea and air power, will keep fully abreast of
advances to insure that tne potenis a hard one, and it is one of the most technical
of nuclear armaments are exploited
unglamorized branches of the service. tialities
to the utmost.
Yet when the chips are down it is the
It is too early, of course, to foresee all the
infantry who is called upon for the de- ultimate effects of these weapons on ground
cisive blow. During World War II, the warfare. Nevertheless, as Mr. Pace has said,
over-all program of allied bombing by their vast significance is already apparent in
superior air power did not bring the Hit .. several important respects. Thus, wholly
ler regime to its knees. It did neutralize apart from the sea and air, they offer to land
of other countries as well as
the ability of the enemy to wage aggres .. forces-those
own-"a means of achieving defensive
sive warfare, but to bring about the our
firepower undreamed of a few short years
capitulation of the enemy, the lot fell ago," and this in turn promises to make life
to the infantry and the foot soldier. much harder for aggressors. True enough,
The same held true in an attack on a dispersal requirements and kindred problems
fortified position. All the ingenious de .. will be as troublesome for defenders as for
vices of mankind, such as the flame .. attackers, but the latter will be at a particuthrower and the bandoleer torpedo were larly dangerous disadvantage if they mass
great concentrations of troops and materiel
brought into play, but when it came to for
offensive operations like a river-crossing
the point of actually capturing the posi .. assault or an amphibious landing-a considtion, it was the lot of the foot soldier to eration that places a very large question
move in and occupy it.
mark over the real value of Russia's big nuAs with airplanes, ·as is now with the merical superiority in infantry divisions.
However, although there is more ~han a
harnessing of the atom, much specula ..
tion has arisen regarding the role of the little reason to believe that the advent of tacfoot soldier in the atomic war. Secre .. tical atomic armaments has sharply reduced
tary of the Army, the Honorable Frank the significance of the Kremlin's huge land
Pace, removed any such speculation in a armies-as now organized-nothing could be
foolish than to suppose that the foot
recent address which has been editori.. more
and most of his conventional arms
alized in a recent issue of the Evening soldier
have become obsolescent. While not menStar which I desire to include in this tioning the possibilities of the hydrogen
extension of remarks. Why then, Mr. bomb, Mr. Pace has been emphatic in warnSpeaker, if the infantry is such an im .. ing that our arsenal, even though it may
portant factor in warfare no matter how contain truly fantastic destroyers, contains
scientifically advanced modern warfare no such thing as an absolute weapon capable
becomes, are they denied the combat in and of itself, of winning a war. Nor is anypay in the Korean war which they re- thing of the sort likely to be developed in the
future-which means that vicceived and so richly deserved during foreseeable
tory, if there is another great conflict, will
World War II?
still require the use not only of air and naval
FOOT SOLDIERS AND THE ATOM
power but of ground forces as well.
One of the most authoritative assessments
In sum, despite the revolutionary effect of
to date of the atom's effect on ground warA-weapons, land strength is still a factor of
fare can be found in the address delivered in
vital importance. Mr. Pace has done well to
New York the other night by Army Secretary
stress that point. The atom has not outFrank Pace, Jr. Although generalized in- its
moded ground forces. On the contrary, even
language, the address makes clear that our
though the gigantic Soviet armies do not
land forces-infantry and armor-are in the
have to be matched man for man, the securprocess of recasting their thinking, planning
ity of the United States and its Allies unand training to adust themselves to the fardoubtedly depends in very large measure on
reaching implications of strategical and
building up a sufficient number of highly
skilled troop divisions with enough superitactical A-weapons.
ority in mobility and firepower to deter or
As far as the Army is concerned, these
defeat aggression. This. task cannot be done
weapons-some of them already available
with pushbuttons. The foot soldier, though
and others in the making-include, first of
his role is changing, is as essential as ever.
all, tactical' A-bombs that can be used against

Navy be attempted, and the attached classifications should be preliminarily discussed
from the following viewpoints:
1. Cost per pound of empty weight (production efficiency check),
2. Cost per pound of military load and
equipment carried (design efficiency).
3. Cost per ton of striking power (military
efficiency criteria).

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE

The Foreign Aid Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN M. VORYS
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. VORYS. Mr. Speaker, the mu ..
tual security bill will be on the floor
shortly. There has been considerable
discussion as to the size of our future
foreign-aid program. It is clear that
undelivered foreign aid does not create
economic or military strength abroad;
therefore, we should study deliveries,
actual expenditures, not only allocations
and obligations. H. R. 7005, as amended, plus the unex ..
pended balances of Mutual Security Act
appropriations, plus other planned
United States expenditures, will make
$18,098,200,000 available for foreign aid,
beginning June 30, 1952, as follows:
[In millions of dollars]
Unexpended balances June 30_____
H. R. 7005-a,Ithorizes____________
H. R. 7005-United States military
transfers (p. 22 of bill)--------United States military expenditures
abroad (hearings, p. 1053) ------

8, 945. 1
6, 901. 1
1, 000. 0
1, 052. 0

Total---------------------- 17,898.2
H. R. 7005 excess equipment (p. 29) _
200.0
Grand total ________________ 18,098.2
MILITARY AID

Unexpended balances_____________ 7, 894. 3
H. R. 7005-authorizes____________ 4, 596. 0
H. R. 7005-United States transfers --------------------------- 1, 000. 0
Total---------------------- 13,490.3
Excess equipment __________.______
200. 0 .
Grand total---------------- 13,690.3
ECONOMIC AID

Unexpended
balances, including 1,050.8
Spain __________________________
H. R. 7005-authorizes____________ 2, 305. 1
United States military expenditures
abroad------------------~------ 1,052.0
Total ______________________ 4,407.9
For Europe (title I) amounts available are
as follows:
MILITARY

Unexpended --------------------H. R. 7005-----------------------United States transfers___________

6, 540. 0
3, 316. 0
1, 000. 0

Total---------------------- 10,856. 0
Excess equipment________________
200.0
Grand total---------------- 11,056.0
ECONOMIC

Unexpended--------------------828. 2
H. R. 7005------------------------ 1,637.3
United States military expenditures-------------------------- 1,052.0
Total---------------------- 3,517.5
Grand totaL _______________ 14, 573. 5
Through off-shore procurement and transfers, military funds can be used for _additional economic aid, as follows:
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H. R. 7005 (p. 22) off-shore procurement (10 percent transfers of
title I total)------------------Unexpended --------------------. H. R. 7005------------------------

1,000.0
7, 368. 2
4, 943. 3

Total---------------------- 12,311.5
Minus 10 percent___________

1, 231. 1

H. R. 7005, Ribicoff amendment____
Economic aid (see above)---------

S, 517. 5

Total----------------------

5,848.6

100. 0

What Old Glory Means To Me
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALVIN F.

not lived up to the trust that has been placed
All Americans should look
at their flag and think again of the loyalty
that they owe it.
.
The flag is a challenge to me to learn more
of my country's history and to prepare myself
to serve it in a better and larger way. If
it is a challenge to all Americans, we will
be able to stand together and, if necessary,
fight together to preserve the freedoms it
stands for and to share them with ·the peoples of the world.

in their hands.

WE~ICHEL

OF OHIO

IN THI!: HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday~ May 15, 1952

Mr. WEICHEL. Mr. Speaker, th.e
American Legion of Ohio annually sponsors an essay cpntest throughout the
State, and this year it was a most appropriate subject, What Old Glory
Means to Me. I am including the winning essay of Robert Gr~enawalt, of Vermilion, Ohio, of my district, and I extend
my sincere congratulations for his accomplishment:
WHAT OLD GLORY MEANS TO ME

(By Robert Greenawalt, Vermilion, Ohio)
The American :flag, Old Glory, is a sign or
symbol of a nation founded on the principles of freedom and liberty. As I come to
school each morning and see the flag floating
high above the school grounds, I am filled
with a love for my eountry and a desire to
serve her. I think of how fortunate I am
to be a citizen of the United States of
America.
To me, the flag represents the heritage of
freedom that was fought and died for by
our forefathers and yet is taken for grB.n ted
by so many people today. The 13 red and
white stripes remind me of the courage and
sacrifice of the people of the Thirteen Colonies who united and fought for their rights
to life, liberty, and the pursuit or happiness.
They were wUUng to give their lives to win
the freedoms they so earnestly desired. The
flag guarantees to me the freedom of religion so that I can worship in the church of
my choice; freedom of the ballot, so that
when I am old enough to vote, I can ~enter
'the polls and · make my choice of candidates
without fear; freedom of speech, so that I
can state my views without fear of imprisonment or death; freedom of the press, so that
our newspapers and magazines can print the
truth about both sides of political questions
and other arguments; and freedom of assembly without fear of arrest. When I think
of other lands and nations with totalitarian
governments whose people are dominated by
fear, I am more appreciative of the freedoms
our flag stands for.
When I look at the 48 stars on the. fi,e ld
of blue, I think of the unity that they
represent. Though they fought one anotber
at one time, they were finally able to cooperate and work together.
As I look at the flag and think of its past
history and then think of what it represents
today, I am sometimes ashamed. After seeing parts of the Kefauver investigations
televised and reading in the papers and
hearing reports on the radio of the graft and
corruption in many departments of the
Government, I think many officeholders have

Will Korea End in Appeasement and
Defeat. or Courage and Victory?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GORDON L. McDONOUGH
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr. Speaker, as
the casualties continue to mount in
Korea, and our American boys are
wounded and killed by the Communist
aggressor, the Korean stalemate drags on
and on endlessly, tying the United States
down in Korea to the obvious satisfaction of the Kremlin.
·
Never in the history of our Nation have
our Armed Forces suffered defeat in war.
Never has the United States set out to
gain an objective through armed conflict
and abandoned that objective before the
battle was fought and decisiv.ely won.
Never, that is, before Korea.
When President Truman ordered
American troops into Korea and later
authorized General MacArthur to cross
the thirty-eighth parallel, the announced policy of the United States and
the United Nations · in Korea was the
establishment of a unified, independent,
and democratic Government of Korea.
Had General MacArthur .b een permitted to drive the Reds from Northern
Korea, this objective might have been
achieved. Instead, Mr. Acheson and
President Truman chose to enter into
truc.e negotiations which have failed
month after month to bring an end to
the Korean war.
The Acheson a~d Truman policy in
Korea is leading to appeasement and defeat.
·
MacArthur'::; courageous policy would
have led us to victory.
The following article on Acheson and
Korea by Henry C. DeYoung, former
Korean Minister to General MacArthur's
Headquarters in Japan, clearly outlines
the tragic story of the .Korean blunder
which has resulted in the present Operation Stalemate:
ACHESON AND KOREA

Secretary of State Acheson, in his recent
speech to the American Society of Newspaper
Editors, compares Russian peace offensives to
the mythological "golden apples," intended
to create discord. But on closer examination,
we find Mr. Acheson's own apples, though
never thrown to create dissension among
his adversaries, are full of worm-holes of
inconsistency.
In his familiar recital of Ameri.can aid to
others people to "fulfill their aspirations for
self-government," never once does he hint

that since the United States was a participant in the division of Korea which brought
about the present war in that unhappy land,
1t is the obligation of the United States to
reunite the country. Nor does he mention
that he, as the Under Secretary of State and
spokesman fo~ the State Department in 1947,
issued a public statement, when the SovietAmerican Commission failed to agree on
unification of Korea, that the United St at es
would spend up to $600,000,000 a year to
make South Korea impregnable both militarily and economically.
When this plan was abandoned, Korea was
conveniently dumped into the lap of the
United Nations as a buck-passing procedure.
After that it was quietly decided by the National Security Council to place Korea outside the American defense perimeter in the
western Pacific. This decision was supposedly secret, but news of . it quickly reached
Russia and was an open invitation for the
Reds to attack.
When MacArthur was authorized to cross
the Thirty-eighth Parallel and chase the
Reds into North Korea, the set policy of the
United States and the U.N. in Korea was "the
establishment of a unified, independent and
democratic Government of Korea" (U. N.
resolution October 7, 1950'. The coming of
the Ch~nese "volunteers" may have altered
military tactics, but not the principles involved. Yet Mr. Acheson steered his foreign
policy according to the winds of expediency,
and announced that uni.flcation of Korea is a
political objective, not a military one-an
obviously impossible premise when we consider that Russia will never allow North
Korea to have a free election for unification
· with South Korea.
When the Red armies in Korea were in
"critical condition" last .June, according to
General Van Fleet, the American and South
Korean forces could easily have driven them
out of Korea and across the Yalu River. But
Mr. Acheson preferred to listen to Malik's
suggestions about truce negotiations, thereby
converting Operation Killer to "Operation
Stalemate." Now Mr. Acheson calls the Korean stalemate "a tremendous' advance for
collective security." He carefully omits mentioning that the Allies have lost all the military advantage they had 1as.t summer.
The last policy statement on Korea was
issued by secretary Acheson on December 31,
1951, in a year-end foreign policy summary.
He said, "we shall stand firm against any settlement that rewards aggression, or compromises the security of the Republic of
Korea.''
This statement is obviously a hollow
mockery in light of the pr-esent truce negotiations which in the end will leave Korea.
divided. There can be no security for the
Republic of Korea so long as she is forced to
sit under the Damoclean sword of a Communist threat from the north.
liENBY C. DEYOUNG,
Former Korean Minister to General
MacArthur's
Headquarters
in
Japan.
COLO&\DO SPRINGS, COLO.

The Marine Corps Bill Will Result in
Unification in Reverse
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. TEAGUE. Mr. Speaker, S. 677,
.the Marine Corps bill which proposes
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that the Marine Corps strength be fixed
at from 300,000 to 400,000 and that the
Commandant of the Marine Corps be
made a member of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, is one of the most serious pieces of
military legislation to come before the
congress since the Unification Act of
1947. In my opinion, it will have a detrimental effect on unification and will
start the process of splintering our
Armed ·Forces.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
wish to include in the RECORD an editorial appearing in the 1.'4ay 15, 1952,
issue of the Washington Post entitled
"Deunification":
DEUNIFICATION
Marine Corps champions in the House are
attempting to revive a coup that failed in
the senate. The bill now before the House
would make the Commandant of the Marine
Corps a permanent member of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, in addition, it would fix the
strength of the Marines at 300,000 men, including four full divisions and four combat
air wings. This conferring of special st_a tud
upon a subsidiary service would amount to
unification in reverse.
No one has more respect than this newspaper for the many accomplishments of the
Marines. As a highly trained, well indoctrinated fighting force with a special mission, they are superb; and their formula for
close air support has not been equaled.
But they are not a self-contained service;
they are a specialized force auxiliary to the
Navy and heavily dependent upon the Navy
and Army for such essentials as supply and
medical care.
And, as the distinguished
military analyst, Col. S. L. A. Marshall, ob·
served in a letter to Representative PoTTER,
operational data from Korea provide "no
warrant for the assumption that the Marines
are in a class apart and prove that they possess a special secret about how to turn aver·
age Americans into tough fighting men. No
service holds a monopoly on that secret;
where leadership is sound, the average men
in any one service will respond as stoutly and
intelligently as those of another."
· To hold that the Marines should be represented directly on the Joint Chiefs of Staff
would mean in effect, as Representative
TEAGUE has pointed out, "complete separation
of the Marine Corps from the Navy." Yet
even if a fourth coequal service were desirable-which it is not--independent status
for the Marines would be impossible. Mr.
TEAGUE has cited an impressive array of
statistics to show how dependent the Marines are on the other services for artillery
and logistical support, including their planes.
Claims that a Marine division could be maintained more cheaply than an infantry division thus are extremely misleadi~g.
There is a perfectly respectable argument
for making the Marine Corps commandant
a consultant to the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
as the Senate provided. There is, moreover, a t;ood argument for insuring the
future of the Marines by tying their minimum strength to that of the Navy as Ad·
miral Sherman once suggested, say, on a
25-percent basis. These amendments could
easily be made on the floor.
But there is no reason at all to give double representation to the maritime concept
on the Joint Chiefs of Staff at the expense of
the other two services-and of unification.
The whole idea of unification at the Joint
Chiefs of Staff level was to provide the country with a team of senior advisers who could
look beyond the confines of individual services. It would indeed be a mockery to go

back to parochialism at the top just as uni·
fication is beginning to work so well in the
field.

Willis J. Ballinger Comments on
Ammunition Shortage
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OF
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Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. DAGUE. Mr. Speaker, following
the limited observations embodied in my
recent extension of remarks on the
shortage of ammunition presently available to our fighting forces in Korea I am
greatly pleased to have a transcript of
remarks made over the Liberty Network
by the able commentator, Mr. Willis J.
Ballinger. Mr. Ballinger is to be commended for his zeal in exploring this deplorable situation and I can only hope
that a public that for too, too long has
had to endure the vacillation, the double
talk, and the police action philosophy accompanying a war in which our men are
still dying will rise up in their wrath and
repudiate, by their votes next November,
an administration that is so criminally
responsible. I invite your careful attento ·Mr. Ballinger's remarks which were
delivered over Station WPIK and which
·a re made a part of this insertion:
THIS Is YOUR AMERICA
(News commentary broadcast by Willis J.
Ballinger, May 6, 1952)
Now for the second big story in Washington tonight: The Capital's been popeyed for
the last 24 hours over the statement by Gen.
J. Lawton Collins, Army Chief of Staff, that
ammunition is actually being rationed in
Korea. Over and above this astonishment,
however, some important people around here
are looking the general over with somewhat
beady eyes.
. Collins made his statement to a Senate
committee. He was testifying against cutting back the President's military budget-something Congress wants very much to do.
While Collins was reading his carefully
prepared statement to the Senators, a special communique was aniving at the Pentagon from Far East headquarters-dealing
with the same subject. So let's look at both
statements together.
General Collinsthese are his words-said, "Some of the most
important ammunition types have been rationed because World War II stocks are just
about gone and production still does not
equal normal battle expenditures." But the
Army communique from the Far East said
ammunition is plentiful in Korea-it is rationed-but allocations are considered ade·
quate in the present tactical situation. It is
rationed to save money and maintain an
ammunition reserve-a normal military precaution-so said the Army's far-eastern
headquarters. That brings us back to General Collins. He said, "If combat in Korea
should continue, or if our troops in Europe
were attacked, we would have no reserves"notice he says, "No reserves-of some of the
most important types of ammunition." But
the Army communique said a general reserve
is being maintained-by rationing.
Then came news from Eighth Army Headquarters in the capital of South Korea this

morning that with minor exceptions every
bit of ammunition being used in Korea is
left over from World War II. This raises a
question, Where is the ammunition we've
produced since the Korean war began-our
new ammunition? Our first comment is that
we're amazed that the top-ranking officer of
the Army would admit publicly that there is
an ammunition shortage-an admission that
certainly will be relayed to Moscow. We
would have imagined information of this
vital chatacter certainly deserved the cloak
of secrecy. But if there is an ammunition
shortage, how can it be explained?
Here is the way trained observers are looking at what appears to be something of a
mystery.
Ammunition for Korea should certainly
have had top priority. Congress has spent
billions-where is the new ammunition?
Also ever since truce negotiations began the
war in Korea has been steadily slowing down
until for the past 6 months its been practically only a dribble. All this should have
saved a lot of ammunition.
If General Collins is right and reports from
Korea .wrong, if there is an ammunition
shortage, then the explanation boils down to
t.hree points: Either there's been misman.agement in the Pentagon, and we make no
comment on that, or there haven't been
enough strategic materials available, or
there hasn't been eno"ugh money.
If there was a materials shortage, the National Production Authority, w1.1ich allocates
·scarce materials, says it has not been noti·
fied. So that explanation seems out.
· Is the shortage due to lack of money?
This is the reason advanced by General Collins to explain matters. But it raises some
curious queries.
We always thought an ammunition short·age would be so critical that the Pentagon
would be running around like mad fo overcome it. The Pentagon, we find, has right
now some sixty billions of money appropriated by Congress but still unspent. We're
told the Pentagon could have proceeded
quietly, very quietly, in such an emergency,
bought ammunition with part of it and covered up the shortage.
Why h as the Pentagon idled while General Collins goes leisurely up to Capitol Hill
to disclose the ammunition shortage not
only to a congressional committee but to the
world and Russia. But if General Collins is
right, if the Pentagon just did~'t have a.
thin dime to spend on more ammunition, we
·would have liked his testimony a lot better
if he hap asked Congress to save our taxpayers by taking some of the money requested for houses, bridges, waterways, and
what not in Europe, to meet an ammunition
crisis here.
Is there a political explanation of Collins'
testimony? People are asking bluntly tonight whether General Collins wasn't simply
trying to scare Congress into giving the military all the money it asked for.
Congress remembers the case when the
Eightieth Congress cut the budget for the
Customs Service. Hundreds of customs
agents on the Canadian border were
promptly dismissed for lack of funds. The
dismissals could, of course, have been in the
less ip1portant personnel of the general service but the story swept the Nation that the
Canadian border was wide open, and Congress meekly restored the funds.
THIS Is YOUR AMERICA
(News commentary broadcast by Willis J.
Ballinger, May 7, 1952)
Exclusive to this program: The story behind the astonishing rationing of ammunition to American soldiers at the Korean
front. It has now been learned that the
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Pentagon never in tended to produce any new
ammunition for the Korean war. From the
ber;inning, and until as late as last September, the intention was to fight th~ whole
war with left-over ammunition from World
War II.
Somebod1 fumbled the ball. The Army's
Ordnance Division saw the tragic mistake a
year and a half ago and began then to fight
the battle with higher brass for more ammunition production, but was overruled until
7 months ago. Brig. Gen. Merle H. Davis
sits on top of the touchy subject as Chief of
the Ammunition Branch and suddenly hung
up the phone yesterday when asked if he'd
made any pleas for higher prioritieA, in ammunition production. We later learned
Army Ordnance is willing to take any blame
from the public for short.sightedness in
planning rather than risk an explosion of interservice rivalry if the facts were revealed.
Here's what the delay has meant: By the
time the top brass woke up to the shortage
last September, it was too late to get into
production ·or new ammunition with any
hope of getting it to the front..in time to do
any good. The lead time, as the Pentagon
calls it, the time needed to tool up factories
for such production, is so long that none of .
the production is expected to reach Korea
before the fight is over. Last September
ammunition production was negligible in
spite of the fact that we were fighting a war
and trying to arm the free world. It's now
picking up-too late to help . in .Korea.
One of the softest spots has been in artillery shells. The accent on artillery in Korea is four times heavier than anything ex- '
perienced in World War II, according to
General Davis. With Korean planning based
on World War II experience, the result was
inevitable. Certain types of artillery ammunition is giving out. Rationing is in ef_fect to economize,. the Pentagon says, _by
keeping trigger-happy gun crews from firing
too often at the enemy. In addition, artillery pommanders and tank crews have had
to use substitute r lther than the ideal type
of shell in meeting specific situations, like
~n attack by enemy tanks.
Even now, there is no top priority for ammunition. Think of that. The National
Production Authority has given the Defense
Department a clear green light on all machine tools, but it's up to the Department
to decide which types are most important.
General Davis declares that tools needed to
turn out shells have ·not been given any
preference over any other kind.
As we said at length last night, General
Collins, the Army's Chief of Staff, went before a congressional committee this week
and laid bare the story of an ammunition
shortage in the Army in the midst of a war.
The story certainly caused no tears of sorrow in the Kremlin, but public disclosure
of such top military information shocked
hardened military figures in this city, one of
whom made such drastic comments that, in
fairness to General Collins, we won't repeat
them.
But ·in the light of what we have told you,
there is still the vital question of who fumbled in the Pentagon. General Collins discloses an ammunition shortage on Capital
Hill, and tells Congress in effect it's up to
it to cure that shortage by restoring cuts in
the military budget. Yet a year and a half
ago ·his own Ordnance Department began
trying desperately to get the necessary clearances to overcome that shortage, but was
blocked by higher echelons until 7 months
a go, when it was too :ate to head off the
shortage. Yet at the top of the Army sat
' General Collins, the top boss. Is it possible
that the critical matter of a developing ammunition shortage was kept from the boss?
If so, who are the responsible parties? It
might be profitable to the Nation to know.
XCVIII-App.--190

Anyway, it doesn't make sense to us for
General Collins to be now telling Congress
that it must restore cuts in the military
budget to cure an ammunition shortage
which it would seem the Defense Department should never have allowed to develop
in the first place:
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Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Spea:..:er, the following is an excerpt from an article in
the monthly edition of Polish Affairs. It
reveals the necessity of following
through after the Katyn special commit·
tee renders its report to Congress.
THE INQUIRY'S SIGNIFICANCE
Against this background can be estimated
the significance of the inquiry undertaken
by the United States Congress. The effect
of the inquiry under the chairmanship of
Congressman MADDEN can be measured by
the panic it caused behind the iron curtain,
particularly in Poland. The Communist
,Government in Warsaw was forced to abandon its convenient silence on the Katyn
murder as the foreign radio broadcast the
evidence at the hearings and this quickly
spread over 'the whole of Poland. Communist propaganda tried everything to silence
the truth about Katyn. It referred to the
report of the Soviet Specill-1 Commission of
1944, although no one in Poland attached
any importance to it. It also quoted the
English and American journalists who went
from Moscow in 1944 with the SOviet Commission to Katyn. It tried to sling mud at
the United States Congress, accusing the
Americans of imitating Goebbels.
The Kremlin, however, · could not delude
itself that it would thus counteract the effe-c t of the Katyn inquiry. It is probably,
therefore, no stroke of chance that during
recent weeks the Communist propaganda
launched a great campaign on the supposed
bacteriological warfare in Korea and China;
everything points to the fact that the main
object of these accusations of genocide
·against. the Americans is to draw attention
away from the Katyn inquiry.
This increases the importance of further
steps to follow the inquiry. After the report of the Congress commission is pub·
lished, will the matt,er be once again
dropped? Or will the commission make an
indictment against the guilty party, followed by the demand that the perpetrators
be brought to justice? The members of
the commission have already announced
that they would request the United States
Government to submit the results of their
work to the United Nations and this seems
to be the best way. The United Nations
would then have to consider setting up a
tribunal which would be called upon to
give its verdict on those guilty o~ this grim
crime.
The moral significance of such a verdict
would be enormous. The Soviet Union is
wei( aware of this. It is to be expected that
the western governments will also appreciate its importance and that the work
begun by the United States Congress will
be carried through to its conclusion.

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. KELLEY of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, there is much agitation today
over what is thought to be a retrogression of moral standards of the people of
this country, particularly of the public
officials. Of course, most of this agitation is politica'I, with some newspapers
and politicians trying to lead the people
to believe that the Republican Party is
the party of virtue and the Democratic
Party the party of vice.
I have obtained permission to insert
in the RECORD a quotation, appearing on
the editorial pages of the Pittsburgh
Press, of the observations of Walt Whitman, the renowned poet, in 1870, 82 years
ago, on the conditions of those times.
Parenthetically, it might be noted that
this was in a Republican era.
As any student of history is aw-are, the
moral standards of public officials are no
better or worse than the moral standards
of the people from which they come.
The hue and cry toda·y over raising moral
standards of public officials is eyewash,
because the place to start this uplifting
program is with the people themselves.
To put virtue into the lives of public officials, it is first necessary to instill it in
the people.
[From the Pittsburgh (P~.) Press]
EIGHTY-TWO YEARS AGO
"I say we had best look our times and
lands searchingly in the face, like a physician diagnosing some deep disease. Never
was there, perhaps, more hollowness at heart
than at present, and here in the United
States. Genuine belief seems to have left
us. The underlying principles of the States
are not honestly believ'd in (for all this hec'tic glow, and these melodramatic screamings), nor is humanity itself believ'd in.
• • • The spectacle is appalling. We live
in an atmosphere of hypocrisy throughout.
• • • An acute and candid person in
the Revenue Department in Washington,
who is led by the course of his employment
to regularly visit the cities, north, south,
and west to investigate frauds, has talked
much with me about his discoveries. The
depravity of the business classes of our country is not less than has been supposed, but
infinitely greater. The official services of
America, National, State, and municipal, in
all their branches and departments, except
the judiciary, are saturated in corruption,
bribery, falsehood, maladministration; and
the judiciary is tainted. The great cities
reek with respectable as much as nonrespectable robbery and scoundrelism. • • •
I say that our New World democracy, however great a success in uplifting the masses
out of their sloughs, in materialistic development, .p roducts, and in a certain highly
deceptive superficial popular intellectuality,
' is, so far, an almost complete failure in its
·social aspects, and in really grand religious,
moral, literary, and aest hetic results. In
' vain do we march wit h unprecedented
strides to empire so colossal, outvying the
antique, beyond Alexander's, beyond the
proudest sway of Rome.
• It is as
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1f we were somehow being endow'd with a
vast and more thorougbly appointed body,
and then left with little or no soul." (Walt
Whitman in Democratic Vistas, published
September 1870. Reprinted in the May issue of Harper's magazine.)

A Case Study of Pro-Communist Activity
Among the Albanian Americans-11
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Tuesday, May 13, 1952
Mr. .KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, I include herewith the part II
of a case study on the e:fforts of the _proCommunist foreign-language newspaper
Dielli to influence the Albanian American people. The p.art I of this study appeared in the Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD on page A2896. The final
part of this series will appear in a later
issue of the CONGRESSION.AL RECORD.
D!ELLI IN

1948

Early in 1948, Dielli advised the AlbanianAmerican people to be faithfUl to their principles of fairness in regard to issues 48 and to
.always listen to all sides of every ~ispute.
During all of 1948, the editors of Dielli failed
to aeed their own advice, as the paper's past
policy of only considering one side of any
issue was continued.
T.he important issues of this election year,
a-s viewed by Dielli we're: the candidacy of
Henry Wallace for President; Am.erica's failure to establish civil rights for all of its citizens; Tito's break with the Kremlin; the
"-complete failure" of United States foreign
policy; and the "success" of Russian foreign
policy. 0\n'ing the year, the general policies
of Dielli ·were expressed in isolationist, obscurantic, chauvinistic, and vituperative
terms.
Dielli firmly_ supported Henry Wallace as
a candidate for President duriRg the elect.Lon
of 1948. There was nothing un-American
in such a position as Di-elU. had plenty of
company in the elections that followed.
Strangely enough, it was never mentioned by
Die1li that there was any doubt as to who
were the sponsors of the Progressive Party
.and that it was a captive organization.•u
The editors of Dielli seemingly delighted in
.highlighting the civil-rights issues that made
Wallace's program inooresting to sincere liberals. This .. liberal" position of Diell1 was
obviously overstressed as Russia was never
mentioned as being guilty of the .same misdeeds concerning civil rights as the United
Stares was accused of comm.itting. 50
Once again, it was not 'SO much what
Dielli had said, but rather what its editors
bad failed to say. Both sides of the issue
were not explored. The Tito break with the
Kremlin occupied much space in Dielli during 1948. Dielli completely reversed its po.sition of 1945 51 as it asked the Soviet
Union if it "would come to the rescue of Albania." 52 Russia was apparently listening to
.a Dielli, 41, No. 5810, 1948.
40 It is now a matter of record that the Wallace organization was supported by the Communists. See .Alan Barth, The Loyalty of
Free Men (New York: Pocket Books, 1952),
p. 26.
110 Op cit., 41, No. 5841, 1948.
tst Ibid., 38, No. 5693, 1945.
62 Ibid., 41, No. 5834, 1948.

Dielll. ·as the next issue of Dieill reported that
a .Russian mtssio:m had arrived in Tirana.68
It was strange that the change in Russian
ideas <toward Ti to should be refiected so
soon in the editorial columns· of Diell!l.
Foreig:m policy issues were ·considered in
great detail by Dielli in 1948. Never once
was the United States position toward Germany, Greece and Turkey, Palestine, or
China considered to have been one based on
peaceful intentions. In a Fourth of July
message to the Albanian-American people,
Editor Panarity said, "We have created a
war psychology • • • We are a bloodthirsty
people • • •" M
Americans were told to
"mend their ways" 011 in order to have a duraable peace. The Truman doctrine was considered to be .. apocalyptic." 56 We were told
to let the Russians take care of themselves
and their own problems.67
·
Commenting on the success of Russian foreign poli-cy, Mr. Panarity considered that
"revolutionary developments all over the
world must not be -stopped or hindered by the
United· States" ~ 8 and its "Arsenal of Reaction." 69 Summing up DieUi's position at the
close oi 194", Editor Panarity gallle his own
plan for establi-shing peace in the world as
follows:
"1. Goodwill and understanding toward
all men.
"2. Abolish the policy of retaliation.
"3. World problems were not tbere be-cause
of Russian 'instigation,' so America must use
methods other than those based on force.
"4. America must try the 'Way of
Christ'." 60
1f Editor Panarity was sincere in his advocation of this program, he could not nave
been sincere ln his consideration of Russia's
possible participation in such a program.
The record of Russia•.g postwa:r failure to
bargain sin.cerety at the international conferences and at the Un.ited Nations was
plain for aU to observe. Plain for aiJ.l those
who were not making it a business of being
apologists for the Soviet Union. The millennium had not arrived in splte of the "wishful
thinking" of the editors of Dielli.
DIELL1: IN 1949

The year 1949 was one of transition in
foreign policy for the United States. The
complex issues raised during 194'1-48 had
determined the shape and characteristics of
postwar hostilities.
Policies had been established which were clarified in 1949 and
. which later became issues of crisis in 1.950.
DielH. remained adamant in its opinions in
1'949, as they had been previously stated.
The United States was always wrong, Russia
was always right in their thoughts, motives,
and deeds.
For the !ftrst time since 194.5 when D1ell1
had first alined itself with the Communist
point of view con-cerning Albania its editors
began to discuss the ideological differences
between :th9 United States and Russia. In
previous years policy decisions only, had been
discussed and criticized. In 1949, the basic
economic beliefs of Americans were tested
in the editorial crucible by Dielli, and found
to 'be without merit.
Editor Panarity claimed that American big
business wanted five or six million people
unemployed so that the laboring class in
America could be kept ln their places.at He
also clalmed that the United States did not
want peace ifor two reasons:
1. '11en to twenty years of peace would
destroy our economy.
Ga Ibid., 41, No. 583", 1948.
"" .I bid., 41, No. ·5833, 1948.
G6 Ibid.
66 Ibid._, 41, No. 5816, 1948.
67 Ibid.
~s Ibid., 41, No. 5812, 1948.
Gu Ibid., 41, No. 5820, 1948.
eo Ibid., 41, No. 5356, 1948.
61 Dient, 44, No. 5886, 1949.

2. Our economy would stagnate if we
stopped producing to·: war.62
Russia, in Dielli's opinion, produced only
for use, not fl)r profit, and would therefore
move forward 63 1n the path of progress.
These editorial opinions of Dielli are especially important to note as they are the first
open indication of the anticapitalistic bias
of the paper. Altholq;h many sincere American liberals would hold the same views,
they could not in all fairness mention the
fa'u lts of the American system without also
mentioning the compensating factors which
have brought Americans the highest standard of living 1n the history of civilization.
During 1949, more and mare of Dieill's
newspaper space. aside from e<litorials, was
used .f or bulleti!ls from Tirana and Moscow.
Although this was a natura~ development
in news servicing their readers, the editors
of Dielli never commented a single time in
regard. to this spate of propaganda. The
editors of Di.elli. openly disbelieved the
vaJ.idity and the objectivi·t y of American news
sources, but they considered Soviet souroes
auth : ~itative .•
Gradually, over a period of several months,
Dielli began to a.dmit that all was not well
in Albania. Mter glorifying the Hoxa
regime from 1945-48, it was .finally stated
that "Yugoslavia was the cause of economic
unrest and general turmoil in Albania." "
Acording to Russian sources, Albania was no
longer frien.:is with Tito because1. Tito hart provoked border incidents with
Albania.
·
2. Tito's planes had violated Albanian
sovereignty.
3. Tito had refused Albanian visas on
groundless pretexts.s5
Perhaps the real reasons for Die'I.Ws change
of heart toward Tito can be found in Russia's
own position in that struggle. In the communistic world, brothers can become enemies overnight. The free world does nut
base it's policies on such lines, or upon
ideological opportunism.
·
.
A :mew problem of importance - to the Albanian American community was -posed by
Dielli during 1949. Dielll Claimed tnat the
United States State Department bad <Set up
a refugee government here in America, with
the purpose of overthrowing Hoxa and to reestabllsh King Zog on the throne of Albania.16 America was also accused of conspiring with Greece to annex southern Albania.67 These pro~lems, first raised by
Diem in 1949, have split the Albanian community into partisan groups. 1f these problems cannot be solved by the Albanians and
by the United States Government, our Balkan foreign policy will be in serious jeopardy
for the future.
Dielli closed its editorial books for 1949 sa
with another program for peace~
"1. Rearm the world witb ~irttual weapons.
"2. Drop our vetoes of the satellite nations
in the U. N.
"3. Stop arming the world.
"4. Drop the Atlantic Pact.
"5. Stop ridiculing Russian plans for peace
as being mere propaganda."-68
Such were Dielli,s plans for peace in 1949.
Its editors failed to mention whether this
Ibid., 44, No. 5882, 1949 .
Ibid.
64Ibid., 44, No. 5892, 1949.
6l5 Ibid., 44, No. 5B91, 1949.
ee !bid. 44, No. 5901, 1~6'fibid.
08 No new issues of importance were mentioned by Dielli in 1949 except those already
mentioned. Dielli merely reiterated its previously stated adverse opinions on every
phase of United States foreign and dome<>tic
policies, concerning the issues previously discussed during 1947-48.
~o Op. cit. 44, No. 5898, 1949.
62
63
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peace would be "in our time." They had
taken a page from Chamberlain's book of
appeasement. Their plans would have received approval in Moscow as they had
previously received approval in Berlin.
DIELLI IN 1950
According to the World Almanac, there
were 10 major events worthy of consideration
during 1950.70 Seven of these issues were analyzed in the editorial or other pages of Dielll
during that year. The seven issues considered by Dielli were: The invasion of South
Korea by the North Koreans; the mobilization for defense program of the United
States; the rearmament program for the defense of the western nations; military sanctions by the United Nations; the control of
subversive and disloyal elements in the United States; the consolidation of Soviet power
in Asia and its continued expansion; and the
attempt to kill President Truman. In addition to these issues of national or international importance, Dielli devoted much space
to a minority, theological problem which has
since become somewhat of a national issue
from Dielli's point · of view. The "case of
Bishop Lipa," firs raised in 1950, remains a
burning issue of impo tance within the Albanian-American community today. 71
Dielli considered the Korean war "a· senseless war." 72 Although the editors of Dielll
paid some favorable attention to the idea of
collective security, they also believed that
the South Koreans had "nothing to fight
for" 73 and that the United States and South
Korea was really to blame for the whole situation.74 Mr. Panarity admitted that we were
In the war "whether we liked it or not" 75
and advised America that she must accept
Russia's ideas of conciliation in order to
settle ' the war.1o
It was editorially reported that the Korean
war was really a "civil war" 17 and that the
Chinese Communists · must be admitted
within the U. N. to "unfreeze our diplomacy." 78 After a full year of interpreting
the Korean war to the Albanian Americans,
Dielli summed up its position as follows:
"Let us negotiate with the Communists until
we are blue in the face. That is the only
road to peace." 79 Once again, Dielli had
overlooked all the previous attempts America
had made to negotiate with the Russians.
The mobilization for defense effort in the
United States during 1950 'faS only the record of America's failure not to settle the
Korean war peacefully and the "pouring of
billions of dollars and precious blood in a
senseless war, stupid war, barbarous war." 80
The money spent in the defense effort was
apparently to of no avail and purposeless.
So ·said Dielli.
•·
The rearmament program for the western
nations was not what Europe wanted accordIng to Dielli. Peace is what Europe wants,
not future American liberation, 81 said the
editors of . Dielli. Peace was what Russia
was promising in her global strategy. 82 Such
a plan would, of course, mean . the scrapping of ERP, NATO, and other plans for
collective security in Europe.
Military sanctions by the U. N. were considered to be of little value because Russia
7o Harry Hansen, (ed.) the World Almanac
(New York: the New York World-Telegram,
1951). pp. 45-46.
71 Ibid.
12 Dielli 41, No. 5937, 1950.
73 Ibid. 41, No. 2935, 1950.
H Ibid. 41, No . .2936, 1950.
75 Ibid. 41, No. 5939, 1950.
76 Ibid.
77 Ibid.
78 Ibid. 41, No. 5938, 1950.
79 Ibid. 41, No. 2959, 1950.
80 Ibid. 41, No. 5942, 1950.
st Ibid. 4;1, No. 5938, 1950.
82 lbid.

promised liberation from the colonialism,sa
that the west had advocated for the world.
The American program for control of subversive and disloyal elements in the United
States was thought to be a hysterical one.
Dielli predicted that 15 years hence, historians would consider our Red hysteria, a cheap
melodrama.84 Accordip.g to Dielli, the Communist "threat," was not a threat at all.
Accusing the United States of Machiavelli~n policy justly, 8 ~ Mr. Panarity failed to consider the necessity for such policies. The
consolidation of Soviet power in Asia had
moved apace only because America had kept
reactionaries in power. 80 Although Dielli finally admitted, for the first time in an editorial, that the United States was not imperial1stic,87 the editors were totally against
all phases of the new United States "total
diplomacy." 88
The one issue that Dielli could be expected
to be in favor of, from the United States
point of view, was a failure of the attempted
assassination of President Truman. Dielli
congratulated the President on his escape 89
and received the Presidents thanks in return.90 Even in the case of an event such
as this, Mr. Panarity made a devious attempt
to excuse the assassin by discussing the social
issues that were the cause of the near national tragedy.
The chauvinism of Dielli's editors was
displayed in numerous articles and editorials
durine: 1950.
Bishop Mark I. Lipa had come to this
country as a Greek spy according to Dielli.91
Outright lies, misrepresentations of the facts,
and much editorial bombast were the accepted Dielli method of dealing with this
"spy." o2 During the year of 1950, there was
little indication that Dielli had changed any
of its previously held policies concerning
America and Russia. Dogmatic assertions
continued to be the rule in the editorial and
other columlls of the paper.

The Basis Upon Which Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg Opposed the Proposal of S.
677, To Fix the Strength of the Marine
Corps and To Place the Commandant
of the Marine Corps on the Joint Chiefs
of Staff
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LLOYD M. BENTSEN, JR.
OF TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. Speaker, S. 677
pr9poses that the peacetime strength of
the Marine Corps be permanently fixed
-at 300,000 to 400,000-up to 421,000, including officers-and that the Cornman83 Ibid.
84 Ibid. 41, No. 5910, 1950.
8
~ Ibid. 41, No. 2931, 1950.
86 Ibid. 41, No: 2935, 1950.
87 Ibid. 41, No. 5909, 1950.
8 8 Ibid. 41, No. 5920, 1950.
8 9 Ibid. 41, No. 2952, 1950.
oo Ibid. 41, No. 2954, 1950.
91 Ibid. 41, No. 2958, 1950.
9 2 See
Majority Opinions of Albanian•
Americans Concerning Communism, CoN•
GRESSIONAL RECORD, VOl. 97, July 31, 1951, and
August 1, 1951, for this writer's account of
the situation.
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dant of the Marine Corps be made a permanent member of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.
· Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Chief of
Staff of the United States Air Force and
member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
testified before the House Armed Services Committee on this proposal. General Vandenberg stated his views in a
prepared statement which, in my opinion, presented very succinctly the reasons why S. 677 would result in an
undesirable military precedent and
situation.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
would like to present General Vandenberg's opening statement on S. 677 as
well as significant ex.t racts from his subsequent testimony before the House
Armed Services Committee:
First, let me express the sincere admiration of the Air Force for the Marine Corps.
I trust that none of the opinions stated
hereafter will be construed as reflecting any
lack of appreciation on the part of the Air
Force for the splendid accomplishments of
the marines throughout the whole history
of the corps. I believe it is universally recognized that no specialized component of
the land, sea, and air establishments has
done its job any better than the marines
have always done theirs.
We should, however, recognize that the
Marine Corps is a specialized component of
the Naval Establishment. This conceptionthat the Marine Corps is a specialized component of the Naval Establishment-is clearly set forth in the National Security Act of
1947. That act leaves no doubt that the
Marine Corps is authorized, organized,
trained, and equipped to serve with the fleet
in the seizure or defense of advanced naval
bases and for the conduct of such land operations as may be essential to the prosecution of a naval campaign; and, further, to
provide detachments and organizations for
service on armed vessels of. the Navy, and security detachments for the protection of
naval property at naval stations and bases.
It is equally clear that it was not the intent
of the National Security Act of 1947 to authorize a Marine Corps other than as a
specialized component of the Naval Establishment; otherwise, the National Security
Act-the purpose of which was to establish
the principle of unification of our armed
services and to eliminate duplicative and
competitive elements and activities within
the Defense Establishment-would have contradicted itself by envisaging a Marine Corps
containing land elements duplicative and
competitive with the Army, and air elements
duplicative and competitive with the Air
Force.
Turning riow to S. 677, we find that it envisages a Marine Corps containing land and
air forces of fixed proportions, not geared to .
the stated mission of the Marine Corps and,
more important, not related to the size of the
Navy. Yet, as already pointed out, the principal, though not exclusive, function of the
Marine Corps is service with the fleet in the
prosecution of a naval campaign. Therefore,
the Air Force views S. 677 as being inconsistent with the provisions and intent of the
National Security Act of 1947.
-F urthermore, the provisions of S. 677 would
admit the Commandant of the Marine Corps
to all meetings of 'the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and give him the right to file papers for
consideration by the Secretary of Defense
and the President. The Air Force serioUsly
questions the wisdom of according this position and this authority to the head of any
specialized component of any of our land,
sea, and air establishments. For example,
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the Air Force has not proposed that the commanding general of the Strategic Air Command be given the position and privilege
which S. 677 would accord the Commandant
of the Marine Corps; and yet it is self•
evident that the mission of the Strategic
Air command is certainly as important to
our national security as the mission of the
Marine Corps; and that the military power
represented by the Strategic Air Command
is certainly not less than the m111tary power
represented by the Marine Corps. The Air
Force feels that the interests of the Strategic
Air Command and other specialized components of the a-ir establishment are adequately represented in the Joint Chiefs of
Staff by the Chief of Staff of the Air Force;
and, similarly, that the interests of the
Marine Corps and the other specialized components of the naval establishment are ade. quately represented on the Joint Chiefs of
Staff by the Chief of Naval Operations. In
the Air Force view, to accord the Marine
Corps the position and authority envisaged
inS. 677 would set a precedent whereby the
heads of all the important specialized components of our land, sea, and air establishments would be prompted to ask for corresponding position and privilege. This, of
course, would be wholly impracticable and
would inflate the membership of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to unwieldy size. In fact, the
Air Force fe3ls that any increase in the present membership of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
would reduce its working efficiency.
In summary, the Air Force position is that
S. 677 insofar as the particulars already discussed are concerned, is not only inconsistent with the National Security Act, but,
more important, the principle- of admitting
the heads of specialized components of the
land, sea, and air establishments to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff is basically unsound, is unnecessary, and would set an undesirable
precedent.
On the subject of the Marine Corps
being a · separate service and of such
stature as to be entitled to Joint Chiefs
of Staff representation, General Vandenberg presented the following analysis in response to questions from the
chairman of the committee:
The CHAIRMAN. • · • • Now, if it [the·
Marine Corps] is a separate service, then the
main contention for denying the head of
that separate service would fall on the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, would it not?
General VANDENBERG. I don't believe so,
Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Wait 1 minute, now. The
only ground that you and General Collins
and Admiral Sherman are taking in opposition to the commandant being on the Joint
Chiefs of Staff is on the ground that the
Marines are a specialized component of the
Navy; isn't that it?
General VANDENBERG. That is orle the reaeons; yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
·
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Now, doesn't
the whole case fall when it is proven conclusively that it is a separate service? You
have no ob jection to a separate service being on the Joint Chiefs of Staff. You are
only objecting if you are correct in making it
stand up as a specialized component of the
Naval Establishment; isn't that correct?
General VANDENBERG. Mr. Chairman, may
I answer that this way: The Coast Guard in
time of war comes into the Naval Establishment. Does that mean that, with similar line of reasoning, we would add to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff the Commandant of
the Coast Guard in time of war?
The CHAIRMAN. No; it doesn't follow at all.
General VANDENBERG. It is just as separate
an establishment as the Marine Corps.
The OHAIRMAN. If the size of it, and Its
military mission was of such a character that
it woUld warrant it and justify it, then you

would be on sound grounds to do it. But
it is so limited. And that was the very
reason why the Senate hesitated in going
as far as this proposed amendment of mine,
was on account of the size of the Marine
Corps.

of medical education and research and
the construction and operation of hospitals and other community health facilities.
While the present national emergency
exists, all such moneys would be used
On the subject of what the Commanonly for such urgent developments as
dant of the Marine Corps could possibly
were essential to the national defense
contribute to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and security, as determined by the Constrategic deliberations, General Van- . gress.
·
denberg had the following to say in reThrough this resolution, then, these
sponse to the Honorable DEWEY SHORT:
so-called tidelands moneys could effect
Mr. SHORT. But, General, because of that
a first step toward solving the great navery fact, I mean the varied and versatile
tional health problem facing us t oday.
functions that the Marin·e Corps perform,
And this could be done without any need
since it is the one branch of our services
for a nationalized health plan or socialthat fights on land, sea, and in the air, don't
ized medicine through the same grantsyou think the Marine Commandant or the
in-aid system employed in the Hill-BurMarine Corps would be as much interested
ton Hospital Construction Act.
in protecting and developing all of the inThe reaction to this plan among health
terests of the Army and Air as much as they
would the Navy?
groups in the country was evidenced in
General VANDENBERG. Well, Mr. SHORT, it
the following letters I received from
would appear to me this way. I have in the
the American Cancer Society and the
first place great respect for General Cates.
Arthritis and Rhe~atism Foundation:
It is impossible for me to believe that GenAMERICAN CANCER SociETY, INc.,
eral Cates can be as expert in air warfare, in
New York, N. Y.
naval warfare, and in land warfare as someHon. JOHN F. KENNEDY,
one who attempts to spend his entire' life
The House of Representatives.
in any one of those three. Therefore, it
Washington, D. C.
would appear to me that General Cates' opinMY
DEAR MR. KENNEDY: The bill Which
ion on a land campaign would not be as
you introduced in the House on February 18,
competent as General Collins'. Now, when
which would authorize the earmarking of
I say that I am not talking about General
funds derived from leases of submerged oil
Collins per se or General Cates per se. I am
talking about the entire staffs. I would also lands on the Continental Shelf "for grantsin-aid of medical education and research and
say that General Cates was not as compeconstruction and operation of hospitals and
tent in naval warfare as Admiral Sherman.
other community health fac1lities," apl>ears
If I may modestly suggest it, I don't believe
to us to be in· the finest tradition o~ the
he would be as competent as the- Air Force
utilization of national resources.
Chief of Staff in the air war.
Many of our present State colleges and
institutions originally came into being
through grants of land, and this carries the
same theory forward to the proposed use of
The Tidelands Bill
one of our few remaining comparable resources.
We trust that the proposed legislation wlll
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
be favorably received because the problem of
OF
cancer in this country, which as you know
is an extremely broad and particularly urgent
one, needs much greater financial support
OF MASSACHUSETTS .
than has presently been made available.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Your proposal, as I understand it, would
be helpful in this connection without in any
Thursday, May 15, 1952
way increasing the appropriations from tax
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. Speaker, the
receipts.
I am glad to have this opportunity of passpassage today of this conference report
ing on to you the society's appreciation of
on the so-called tidelands bill would not
your interest in health affairs.
be in accordance with the interests of
Sincerely yours, ,
the American people. The approval by
M. R. RUNYON.
the Congress of this bill would give to a
few States what rightfully belonds to all
ARTHRITIS AND RHEUMATISM FOUNDATION,
the American people.
New York, N. Y.
The Supreme Court has ruled three
Hon. JoHN S. KENNEDY,
times within the last 5 years that the
House Building,
United States has paramount rights in,
Washington, D. C.
and full dominion over, the submerged
MY DEAR MR. KENNEDY: You are certainly
to be commended for your proposal to earlands of the Continental Shelf adjacent
mark fundS derived from leases of submerged
to the shores of California, Louisiana,
oll lands on the Continental Shelf "for
and Texas, and that the respective States
grants-in-aid of medical education and redo not own the submerged lands of the
search, and construction and operation of
Continental Shelf with their boundaries.
hospitals and other community health faOn last February 18, I introduced in
cilities."
the House a joint resolution, House ResoTo those of us who are interested in the
lution 381, whose provisions showed
health field, it is always encouraging to
know that there are men in Congress like
clearly how all Americans could benefit,
you who appreciate the importance of this
if the Congress acted in accord with the
work and who have the initiative and inSupreme Court decisions.
telligence
to come up with some constructive
This resolution provided that royalties
ideas to do something about it.
received under mineral leases governing
We sincerely hope your bill will meet with
submerged lands of the Continental
the success it so justly deserves.
Shelfshould upon the termination of the
Sincerely yours,
present national emergency be set aside
THOMAS E. FREEMAN,
in the Treasury for use as grants-in-aid
Executive Director.

HON. JOHN F. KENNEDY
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Mr. Speaker, bearing in mind that this
tidelands money could provide such valuable assistance for the national good, I
hope the membership of this House will
vote down the conference report now
pending.

.Every day's delay in enactment of a proper
Federal safety measure means death or disab111ty to fathers or sons, and tragedy for
those left behind.

Flood-Control Project a Must
Safety in the Mines

the farms near Glyndon.

Most of this land

1s now owned by the EJtate of Minnesota.

G. L. Dosland, who is chairman of the
Moorhead Rod and Gun Club Water and
Flood Control Committee, is planning on
calling a meeting soon, having delegates
from Clay County's sportsmen's clubs and
farm organizations present to discuss this
and other methods of controlling floodwaters.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL J. FLOOD
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, · under
leave to extend my rPmarks in the REcORD, I wish to include the following
article titled "Safety in the Mines,"
which appeared in the New York Times
of May 13, 1952:
SAFETY IN THE MINES
Prospects for congressional approval at
this session of a satisfactory mine-safety
measure appear to be excellent. The Senate
has adopted a safety bill and a House Labor
Subcommittee has sent to the full committee a proposal of its own. Both bills
give the Federal Government power to close
unsafe mines until dangerous conditions
have been corrected, but they differ in detail. At present the Bureau of Mines can
only investigate and recommend where
dangerous conditions exist in a mine. Enforcement is voluntary so far as the operators are concerned, except as individual State
laws, which vary widely, may exert some
pressure, and up to now this has hardly been
effective, as official inquiries into recent disasters have disclosed.
While a large segment of coal operators
has consistently fought against Federal authority to close down unsafe mines temporarily, because they feared Federal encroachment might deprive them of their property
for long periods, safeguards in both Senate
and House bills would seem to meet their
argument.
A Senate amendment permits an operator
to reopen a mine 5 days after he has notified the Federal authorities that he has remedied the unsafe condition. This allows
ample time for Federal reinspection and insures min.lmum time lost for operators and
mine workers. If the owner believes a Federal inspector has been biased or prejudiced
he may call for a reexamination by a new
inspector.
The House bill, on the other ·hand, sateguards the operators' property rights by setting up a Federal Mine Safety Board of Review in the Bureau of Mines, to which owners
may appeal from Federal inspectors' recommendations or, in special cases, directly to
the head of the Bureau. Final review is in
the courts.
The public must b~ar in mind that explosions such as that of Orient No. 2, Which
cost 120 lives in Illinois last December, account for a minority of the fatal :tnd nonfatal accidents. In the first 4 months of
1952 the lives of 208 men were lost in the
mines by ones and twos in rock falls, haulage
accidents, and the like. They are dead Just
the same, and their widows and orphans are
as deep in mourning as if their lives had
been snuffed out in a single disaster.
Thus we must not permit ourselves to be
goaded into activity only when mass tragedy
overtakes the men who toil for us and risk
their lives daily in the bowels of the earth.

HON. HAROLD C. HAGEN
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Warning to Wasters
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LYNDON B. JOHNSON

)lfr. HAGEN. Mr. Speaker, there are
OF TEXAS
many methods which can be employed
immediately for effective flood control. IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
That is why I have introduced a joint
Friday, May 16, 1952
resolution, House · Joint Resolution 438,
Mr.
JOHNSON
of Texas. Mr. Presito set up a Joint Congressional Com- dent, in the helter-skelter
of a national
mittee on Flood Control.
program, there is bound to
Such a committee would be able to de- , mobilization
be considerable waste and many invelop a program built around such things stances
of overspending. This waste
as natural water-storage pools, farm represents
heavy drain on the pocketponds, artificial lakes, soil conservation, book of oura taxpayers.
grass planting, wildlife habitats, and
Congress recognized this fact when it
many other projects wherein the aid of
farmers and local organizations could passed the Renegotiation Act of 1951.
The Renegotiation Board which was esbe enlisted.
tablished by that act represents our
The following article, reprinted from
the Moorhead (Minn.) Daily News of greatest hope for recapture in th.e future
April 24, explains just one of the many of some of the funds which are being
ways in which effective flood-control spent carelessly in the present.
I have recently received a letter from
measures could be started now:
John
T. Koehler, Chairman of the ReneTHE WILDLIFE CORNER
gotiation Board. He requ.e sts the co(By Parker Erickson)
operation of the Senate Preparedness
FLOOD-CONTROL PROJECT A "MUST"-PROPA•
Committee in securing information
GATING TROUT IS EXPENSIVE
which would indicate extravagance and
Now is the time to plan fiood-control
loose procurement practices.
projects that will harness the floodwaters
I wish to assure Mr. Koehler here and
that seem to be getting worse each spring
now that the Preparedness Committee
in the Red River Valley.
will be happy to supply him with any
One suggestion that was presented at a
information in our possession which
fiood-control meeting last year should be
given every consideration; in fact, if a gomight be useful to the Renegotiation
ahead signal would be given to the Clay
Board in its highly important work. I
County commissioners, the Army engineers
also ask unanimous consent that Mr.
would be willing to do the work free of
Koehler's letter be printed in the Appencharge.
dix of the RECORD where it will serve as
Here is one suggestion: Build a large
a warning to those · who seek to profit
reservoir on the land embraced by the Glynunduly from the Nation's defense needs.
don-Felton game refuge. This reservoir
There being no objection, the letter
would be similar to the one owned by the
American Crystal Sugar Co. The banks of
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
this reservoir would be 19 feet high, startas follows:

ing at the pavement on United States Highway No. 10 and extending ,up to near Felton.
It would be 2 miles wide. The water from
the Buffalo River would be diverted into this
reservoir n~ar the pavement on highway 10
and held in this area until the Red River
could handle it later on. Locks would be
built across this huge reservoir at different
intervals so as to keep the wave action from
washing out the banks.
It would have a control dam on the west
side and the water could be released slowly
until it was only a foot or so deep when the
freeze-up comes. If we don't do something
like this, someday we may be wishing we
had saved some. of this water during a
drought period.
This project would also be valuable for
wildlife as thousands of ducks and fur-bearing animals would live in this huge marsh.
The banks of this reservoir could be plan ted
with trees and other cover for deer and
pheasants.
The amount of money needed to acquire
the farms in this area would not be much
more than the amount of damage done to

Hon. LYNDON B. JOHNSON,
Chairman, Preparedness Subcommittee,
Senate Armed Services Committee
Senate Office Building, Washington:
D. C.

MY DEAR SENATOR JOHNSON: The Renegotiation Board is an ·independent agency established by the Renegotiation Act of 1951
(Public Law 9, 82d Cong.) for the purpose of
eliminating excessive profits from defense
contracts. The assignments of your subcommittee, which, as we understand, include investigations of charges of fraud, profiteering,
waste, and extravagance in connection with
defense contracts let by the Government,
are of interest to this Board and the purpose
of this letter is to explain that interest to
you and to request the cooperation of your
subcommittee in bringing to the attention
of the Board any materia1 that may be in
your possession which would be helpful in
the renegotiation of such contracts.
The military departments have made substantial advances in contract pricing techniques since the end of World War II and,
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1n my opinion, the uniform miiJttary procure·
ment practices and procedures stemmingfrom the Armed Services Procurement Act
of 1947 represent a long step in the right
direction. At the same time, charges have
been made and are being made that the pro·
curement practices of the military depart.
ments are inefficient and that the cost of the
defense program, as a consequence, is mueh
greater than it should be. This Board has
not yet progressed far enough in processing
cases under the Renegotiation Act of 1951
to comment on any of the matters which
have occupied the time of _your subcommittee. However, in such a large program, there
is always a possibility of fraud and corruption and cases of this kind cannot be over·
looked, whether the percentage they may
constitute of all procurement is small or
large.
In many of the cases involving fraud and
corruption, the very essence of the fraud
can be concealment of excessive profits, in
the guise of inflated cost allowances or the
like. The Renegotiation Board hopes that it
wm be .able Ito employ pr-ocedures which wiU
permit iit to detect some of these frauds.
In most cases, the Board will not be in a
position to make detailed audits without incurring expenditures far in excess of any appropriation which has been requested for
renegotiation or is likely to . be made. For
this reason, there will be other frauds which
the Board cannot hope to detect by its own
unai'ied efforts. A great deal will, therefore,
depend on the effecth•eness of procedures
which can be worked out "to secure the cooperation of the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
1n view of the fact that it makes detailed
audits, and of other Government agencies.
A great deal also depends upon the receipt by
us of information concerning fraud ln Government contracting which may be in the
possession of congressional committees.
Publicity 1ri recent months has led many
persons who have evidence or suspicion of
fraud to make their complaints to the legislative branch. UniJ.ess this Board knows
promptly about such matters, there is danger
that it m.ay enter into agreements which it
would not have made if it had known all the
facts.
The foregoing does not mean that .re~go·
tiation either is or should be any substi·
tute for the audit and accounting procedures which our law provides, and the
other safeguards which are necessary.
However, if the Renegotiation Board is informed as well as alert, there will exist a
further deterrent to fraud. l am sure that
your subcommittee will agree that we <:annot have too many such deterrents.
Much has also been said about extrava·
gant and loose procurement practices, not
amounting to fraud, both directly in Government buyiRg and indirectly on the part
of contractors who are allowed under their
contracts to pass such costs on to the Go;vernment. Again without evaluating these
charges, it remains a fact that unvarying
perfection in procurement techniques cannot be expected. I invite your subcommittee's attention to section 103 (e) of the Renegotiation Act of 1951, which require the
board, in determining excessive profits, to
consider the contractor's efficiency, the
reasonableness of its costs and profits, and
the nature and extent of · its contribution
to the defense effort. If a purchasing officer
is foolish enough to pay $20 a unit for an
article worth $5; the seller is entitled, after
renegotiation, to a lower profit than the
man who sold the article to the Government for $5 in the first instance. Similarly, a contractor who incurs ex.cessi ve
costs .a nd passes those costs on to the Government, will find that in .renegotiation he
is classified as a "high cost" or inefficient
contractor and wm be allowed a smaller
margin of profit. The Renegotiation Board
is affirmatively required by the 1951 act to

give adequate recognition to a positive con• .
tributlon made by any contractor to the de·
fense e:lfort. It necessarily follows that a
negative contribution of the kinds men·
tioned above must be made costly for a con·
tractor to the same extent that the positive
contribution is rewarded.
For the foregoing l'easons it 1s the hope
of the Renegotiation Board that your subcommittee will bring to the attention of this
board any .information in its possession
which, as explained above, would be helpful in enl;tbling this board to perform the
serious and important duties laid upon it
by the Renegotiation Act of 1951.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN

T.

KoEHLER,

Chairman.

Meaning of Republican Principles to
American Workmen
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT A. TAFT
QF OHIO

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, May 1.o, 1952

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
Appendix of the RECORD an address
which I delivered at Pittsburgh, Pa., on
Apri115.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Mr. Chairman and fellow Republicans of
Pittsburgh, it is alwa-ys J>leasant to come
back to Pittsburgh again. a ,c ity so close to
Ohio and with .so many interests in ~om.
mon. I have come this time to submit for·
mally my candidacy for the Republican
nomination to the Republical'l. voters of
Pittsburgh and Allegheny County, and I
appeal to the Republicans of these districts
to vote for the delegates who are ple•dged to
my support at the Republican national convention in July. There is also a Presiden·
tial preference primary in which my name
is not entered. I did not enter because traditionally, the Republican delegates have
not regarded it as binding, and the Republi<lans have preferred to select uninstructed
delegates. There has been some suggestion
that my name be w.ritten in, but I request
my supporters in Pennsylvania not to do so.
Any write-in campaign to be successful
would require a large a,mount of money and
time which is not a-railable. Here in Pittsburgh it would complicate the campaign
for Taft delegates.
I agreed to become a candidate, and I am
submitting my candidacy here, because I feel
so deeply that the liberty, the progress and
the very character of our people are threatened for all future time by a continuation in
power of the present administration, and
because I feel that I know the course which
the Republican Party must pursue in order
to obtain power and restore to the Government in Washington American principles of
honesty and progr.ess, of liberty and justice.
I do not say that other 'Candidates may not
know that course, but I am confldent that if
I have the power to present the issues with
all the vigor at my command and organize the
enthusiasm of Republican workers to bring
to the polls the Democrats, the Independents and ·the Republicans who have failed to
vote Jn the past, there is no doubt that the
Republican Party can and will achieve vic·
tory on November fourth. I am convlnced
that no campaign can be won on a me-too
program. We cannot convince the elector.

ate, we cannot interest the voters if we approve the general objectives of the Administration and merely tell the people that we
Republicans can do the job better. There
are millions of Democrats who disagree with
the Truman phUosophy Just as much as I
do, but if the philosophy is to be the same
anyway, they see no reason why they should
not vote Democratic. There are millions of
Independents who have failed to vote simply
because they have seen no clear issue between the two parties. We must refuse to
sacrifice our principles. We can only win by
standing four-square for honesty and integrity in government, for a resumption of
progress under principles of liberty and a
stand against all socialistic measures, by offering government economy both in domestic
and foreign fields and a reduction in expenses
and in taxes, by 'Standing for a foreign policy
dominated by the desire to maintain the
liberty and the peace of the American people.
This 'evening I wish to outline particularly
what the adoption of Republican principles
means to the American workmen. Of course,
to a certain extent, the interest of all of us
are the same. What benefits thjl Nation as
a whole, benefits every citizen whether he
be employer, professional man, workman,
housewife, employee, or farmer.. Every citi·
zen 1s affected by the low state of political
morality in the present administration. Not
only does it cost him money .and increased
taxes, but it leads to inequality by extend·
ing favor-s to special interests. l f continued,
it will wreck the character of the entire
people. Every citizen is interested in main·
taining religious principles and morals, the
only foundation of a happy .and .a peaceful
life. . The partisans of this administration
ha~e not even bothered to deny the improper
use of influence so frequently revealed in
congressional investiga,tions by Democratic
committees with Democratic chairmen. The
immorality is not casual, but extends to
many departments. We have seen the gross·
est carelessness, if not worse, in the Com·
modity Credit Corporation. In my lifetime,
the United States Treasury and the .Bureau
<>f .Internal Revenue have been regarded as
models of honesty, but today eight collectors
have resigned m leading cities throughout
the United States. I don't suppose any
American ever paid his taxes with ent.husi·
asm, but at least untn today he has felt th!).t
others have contributed their fair share.
Again, the President condones and appar·
ently has no real interest in the clean-up of
the situation. The whole comedy of errors
in the appointment of Newbold Morris, his
discharge, and the discharge of McGrath,
only shows the complete lack of good faith
on the part of the President. ·A pparently,.
Mr. Truman is afraid of what an uncon•
tr.olled investigation might do.
The Republican Party pledges to the
worker without qualification, a return to
honesty and integrity by the only certain
remedy. the prompt discharge of those responsible for present conditions, and the ap•
pointment of honest men to office.
Certainly, also, the American workmen will
profit by the resumption of a reaJ and steady
progress in his standard ·of living under the
principles of liberty which, for 165 years,
have steadily built llp his production and his
standards of living.
Today, the American workman receives
wages 2¥2 times as large as those received by
the British workman . . He is better off because he has worked under a free system in
which there has been a reward and incentive
to everyone who will introduce new ideas
and try them out. During the last 3 years,
I have gone through several hundred plants,
and in every o:iie of those plants they think
they have something ·better than any other
business in that industry. They have de·
veloped a new. product, or improved an old
product. They have developed new machinery. They have developed new methods
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of production or a new type of production
line. The result has been a steady increase
in the production of this country, which is
renlly the backbone of our success in two
Great World Wars and the one great strength
upon which we must rely to win any third
world war. Competition of new ideas and
the adoption of the b~t of those ideas has
steadily increased the productivity of the in·
dividual workman, and that is the very key
to his progress. The more we can pro·
duce per person, the more there is to di·
vide up per person and that means a
higher standard of living, more of all the
things that make life worth while-better
homes, better home equipment, more elec·
tric service, more telephones, more automo·
biles, better education, better recreation.
American workman's wages are 2% times
those of the British workman because he
produces 2% times as many units of product,
and he does it because of the liberty that
we have enjoyed.
·
Now that whole system of progress is
threatened by the tremendous spending of
the administration. In 1931, the Federal
Government took about 6 percent of the
, people's income. By 1949, before Korea, they
were taking 18 percent. If we spend as
much as the President is asking for next
year, the Federal Government alone will take
30 percent of the people's income on the
average, plus 7 percent for State and local
Government, or a total of 37 percent. That
is the average tax of all individuals through·
out the United States. Of course the citizens
who have incomes above the average pay a.
higher percent, and those with a lower in·
come pay somewhat less. But the average
workman today does pay about 25 percent
of his income for Government. Part of this
is in direct taxes, excise taxes, deductions
from payroll; part of it is in the increased
prices which have raised the cost of all the
necessities of life, largely because of in·
creased taxation along the road. Thus if
you buy a pair of shoes, 20 to 25 percent of
the price you pay represents taxes paid along
the line: taxes paid by the farmer, taxes paid
by the packer, taxes paid by the tanner,
taxes paid by the shoe manufacturer, taxes
paid l;>y the shoe retailer.
Tremendous taxation has a double effect.
It makes it much more difficult for the work·
man to make both ends meet. Unless he
has had a substantial increase in wages he
is getting much less take-home because of
the taxes. Men with incomes from $3,000 to
$5,000 a year have had an increase of 33%
in their taxes in the last 2 years. At the
same time he has to pay from 10 to 15 per·
cent more, since the Korean war, for all of
the goods which he buys and which his wife
has to buy in the stores and markets. Many
men and women have received no wage in·
crease at all, and so we have seen in the last
few years a steady decrease in the standard
of living for millions of Americans.
The second effect of this tremendous Gov·
ernment spending and taxation is to choke
the whole progress of · industry. which has
so steadily increased the workmen's ability
to earn money. There is little incentive to·
day for anyone to put his money into new
industry or expensive machinery. The Gov·
ernment is taking from 52 to 70 percent of
the profits and, of course, there is another
big cut when the dividends are distributed
to the stockholders. I doubt if taxes were
as they are today Henry Ford could ever
have made the tremendous development
which brought about the mass production
of automobiles, millions of jobs in a new
industry, and a steady increase in the wages
of those who work.
The very heart of the New .Deal and the
Fair Deal has always been Government
spending. Harry Hopkins stated the philosophy many years ago. Spend and spend, tax
and tax, elect and elect. Spending for political advantage; spending for reelection;
spending for spending's sake. The one solu·

tion for every problem has always been to
create a new Federal bureau with unlimited
power, to boss everybody connected with it,
and unlimited money to spend to carry out
its purposes. Mr. Truman has only been the
agent of that philsopl:ly and of the crowd who
have been spending more and more money in
Washington as time has gone on. Today, of
course, most of the .spending is for the Armed
Forces and aid to foreign countries, but it
makes very little difference to the Fair
Dealer what the money is spent for, and in
that field, as in every other, the sky's the
limit. In the last 13 years, the dollar has
depreciated 47 percent, prices have risen
nearly 100 percent, and the public debt has
increased to $260,000,000,000.
Now Mr.
Truman wants to spend $85,000,000,000 a
year both in 1953 and 1954, with a deficit of
some $14,000,000,000 for 1953. That not only
means more taxes, but it means inflation.
No one will suffer more from that inevitable
inflation of prices than the workingman
and his wife.
The Republican Party promises the elimination of the waste and excessive spending.
It promises within a short time a reduction
of taxes. The guaranty that our promise
will be kept was the action of the Eightieth
Congress, which made the last reduction of
taxes this country has ever seen and one
which relieved 7,000,000 low-income tax.
payers from any payment of taxes.
The Hoover Commission has shown the
manner in which savings can be made. In
addition to that, there are superfluous
bureaus which can be entirely abolished.
Furthermore, there must be a substantial
change in our military policy, so that the
American people are not crushed beneath
the load of armament threatening to de·
stroy at home the very liberty which we
are supposedly protecting from Soviet at·
tack abroad. Fundamentally, the Republican Party promises the workman that it
will reduce the expenses of government, that
it will reduce taxes, and insure the continued progress in production which means
for him a higher standard of living. But
its program does more than that. It undertakes to protect his individual liberty, the
heritage of every American. The basic principles of the Taft-Hartley law guarantee to
him individual freedom, free collective bargaining, and the right to strike.
From the time the Taft-Hartley Act was
passed, it has been subject to attack and
misrepresentation. But it has been in force
now for 5 years, and nearly all agree that it
has brought justice and reasonable peace to
labor-management relations in the United
States. The act was attacked throughout
the Nation by the union officials as a slavelabor law. Today the union member knows
. that this was a campaign of misrepresentation. The law has been in effect for 5 years,
and he has found that he is not a slave; in
fact, he found himself better off in 1950 as
to wages, hours, and working conditions than
he was when the law was passed. But there
is still a lot of misunderstanding, and so I
am going to summarize what the law really
does for the workingman.
The Taft-Hartley law was passed to assure
liberty and equality -to the workman, and
equality in the relations between unions and
workmen. It protects the workman against
the arbitrary power of his employer, but it
also protects him against arbitrary action
by labor .union officials. It is based on the
principle of free collective bargaining-that
is, if a majority of the employees wish to
bargain through one agent, they have the
right to do so. It was found that if the
employer dealt with every one of the men
separately, he had a great advantage in fix·
ing wages and working conditions, but if one
representative of the employees deals across
the table with one employer there should
be a substantial equality to fix wages at a
fair amo.unt. Collective bargaining cannot
well be free unless the men also have the
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right to strike in case they cannot reach a
bargain. The Taft-Hartley law insures that
right, except that in Nation-wide strikes a
delay of 80 days· may be required.
In 1946 Mr. Truman demanded a law
which would have given him tlle right to
draft every railroad worker and every mine
worker into the Army of the United States,
· with power to make them work under the
guns of the soldiers or march them into con·
centration camps. In the popular indignation against labor that law was passed by
the House of Representatives the same Sat·
urday afternoon. When it came over to the
Senate, however, we do not act that quickly
over the objection by any Member, and I
made the objection. It seemed to me that
the law violated every constitutional principle and threatened forever the liberty of
th~ American workman.
On my objection,
consideration went over to the next week.
Then everyone realized what danger was
threatened, and the law was never passed.
Today I think these railroad workers whom
Mr. Truman proposed to draft would rather
have the Taft-Hartley law than the Railroad Mediation Act. Under the Railroad Act
there is much longer delay than under the
Taft-Hartley law. The right of seizure has
been used to postpone any settlement of their
disputes while it makes it illegal to strike
against the Government. This limitation of
liberty has now gone on for a year and a half;
whereas the ultimate limit in the case of
the Taft-Hartley law would be 80 days.
The Taft-Hartley law is designed to give
equality but no special privilege to the
unions and their members. The Wagner Act
punished only the employer for unfair practices in bargaining. It put the Government
on the union side in every dispute. The
Taft-Hartley law punishes any unfair prac·
tice on the part of either the employer or
the labor union, and puts the Government
in the position of an impartial judge in all
disputes between employers and unions.
Furthermore, the law for the first time
gives the individual workman protection
against the arbitrary acts of union officials.
It permits the union shop, but it does not
permit a union to have a man fired from his
job as long as he is willing to pay his dues.
We had many instances testified to where a.
man got into some dispute with a union official or spoke up too freely in a union meeting only to find himself fired from the union
and from his job and out on the street without a livelihood for his family.
The law also protects any man who wants
to join a union from unreasonable initiation
fees and dues. There can be no check-off
unless he agrees to it. It provides for a
supervision of welfare funds and equal treatment of all those whose wages have helped to
create them. In the past these welfare funds
have sometimes disappeared or been used to
favor the friends of the union officials. The
law protects union members against the seizure of union power by Communists or fellow
travelers. It gives the union member the
right to have a financial accounting from h.is
officers.
As far as I can judge, objections to the law
really came from the national union bosses
because their power over their men is curtailed through the abolition of the closed
shop and the secondary boycott. But these
practices were never for the advantage of th.e
individual workmen. The Taft-Hartley law
is the first law which has concerned itself in
protecting the rights of the individual union
member.
I have always been willing to consicler
constructive amendments, and in fact the
Senate passed a . number of such amendments in 1949 only to have them suppressed
in the House of Representatives because the
administration and the national union om.cials took the position that they must have
repeal of the law or nothing.
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In short, the Taft-Hartley law proves that
the Republican Party is interested in securing equality~ and liberty for the workmen,
I pledge to continue every effort in that
direction.
In the Ohio campaign the union officials·
announced that they were going to purge
me from the Senate because I had supported the Taft-Hartley law, and they made
a campaign on that basis. We went directly
to the union members and furnished them
with a full explanation of the Taft-HartleyAct. I spoke to every labor audience that I
could meet, and the result shows that perhaps a majority of the union workmen voted
for me in spite of the violent propaganda
carried on by their officials. By the end of
of the campaign I was the only one talking
about the Taft-Hartley law, and union leaders soft-pedaled their attacks and chose
other issues. On election day they were
hardly able to get a single volunteer among
their own members to go out and work
against me at the polls. I not only carried
84 of the 88 counties in Ohio, but I carried
every one of the great industrial counties
o:r Ohio, including Cleveland, known as a
Democratic city, and Dayton and Youngstown, known as labor cities, which hav.e
been going 2 to 1 Democratic in recent
elections.
As a matter of fact, if anyone cares to go
back through my record, he will find that
my attitude has been sincerely in favor of
the interest of men who work. Back in the
Ohio Legislature I voted for a minimumwage law. I defended the State compensation law against insurance company attack. I voted in the Ohio Senate in 1931,
long before the Wagner Act, for the abolishment of the yellow-dog contract in Ohio.
The Republican Party offers the workmen
liberty and pTogress, equality in bargaining,
and fair treatment in all legislative matters.
Finally, the Republican Party offers the
American workman a foreign policy based
on maintaining primarily the Uberty of the
American people and the peace of the American people. Under the present foreign
policy, we now have the highest taxes we
have ever had at any time in peace or in
war. Because of the present .foreign policy,
we are drafting all our boys and your boys
into the Armed Forces for at least 2 years'
service and sending them to every corner of
the earth. The greatest limitation of liberty which we have yet faced, and one
which is a more severe burden ·on the families of the workingmen as on any other
families in the . United States.
Because of that foreign policy, we have
had to grant the Government the right to
fix pi'ices and the right to fix wages. In
the long run, that wm be no benefit to the
workingman, or to increases in his wages.
Two years ago, in March, General Bradley
testified tha't $15,000,000,000 for the Armed
Forces was sufficient to protect the security
of the people of the United States. Today,
the Joint Chiefs are asking for $52,000,000,000
for our Armed Forces, and $10,000,000,000 for
aid to Europe, four times as much as we
were spending 2 years ago.
Certainly, we realize the threat of Soviet
!tussia, but that threat existed 2 years ago
just as it exists today. Probably the Joint
Chiefs made a mistake in their figures at
that time, but equally they must be making
a mistake today. As I see it, we cannot afford to send American soldiers to every farfront point on the borders of the Chinese
and Russian empires where Soviet Russia
may choose to stage some satellite aggression. We have undertaken certain commitments in Europe and Korea which we must
carry out, but broadly speaking we cannot
afford to fight the Russians on the Continent
of Europe or of &ia.
The No. 1 priority in our defense must be
the building up of an Air Force sufficient to
dominate the air over this country and over

the oceans that surround this continent and
also able to drop atomic bombs on Russia.
Only through an Air Force can we hope to
assure the security of this country against
attack. Only by ~n Air Force can we hope
to deter Russia from beginning a third
world war.
As usual, the administration has turned
to vast spending and has taken its eye off the
ball of the essential things which must be
done to protect the security of this country.
It is idiotic to be spending $10,000,000,000
for aid to foreign countries when we are
neglecting our own air power. Today, apparently, we no longer have command of the
air over Manchuria. The Russians are outbuilding us, particularly in the number of
jet planes. I believe there can be a very substantial decrease in the expense of the mobilization program and still carry out an effective program in the air; and to protect
our security. If we go on spending as we are,
up to 37 percent of the total income of this
country, we are going to destroy at home the
very productive system upon which we must
depend for victory. We are going to destroy
the very liberty which is necessary_1f we are
going to keep a bigger production than any
other country in the world.
The American workman is entitled to a
lightening of the burden of taxation, and to
an intelllgent foreign policy based on the
protection of his own security and standard
of living. His interest should not be sacrificed by spending abroad one cent more than
is absolutely essential. The Fair Deal is
hopelessly committed to more and more
global activity running the affairs of all the
world, and hence to more and more spending
and taxation. There are no :n;tore substantia1
sources of taxation in terms of billions except
the incomes of the millions of American
workmen.
We offer the American workman a return
to honesty and integrity in Washington, a
reduction in his tax burdens, a stimulation
of the process of improved production to increase his income and standards of living, a
foreign policy which will protect his security
without drafting his boys for military service,
and limit his own opportunity-a labor policy
based on maintaining his individual liberty
and the welfare of his family.

The Fishing Industry
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STYLES BRIDGES

I

OF NEW HAMPSHmE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr . .BRIDGES. Mr. President, on behalf of the Senator from Maine [Mr.
BREWSTER], I ask unanimous consent to
have printed in the Appendix of the REC•
oRn an address entitled ''Maine Fishermen Are Entitled to Protection," delivered by him before the Fishermen's
Union at Boothbay Harbor, Maine, on
May 2 of this year.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MAINE FISHERMEN ARE E...._TITLED TO

PROTECTION
(Speech by Senator OWEN BREWSTER, Of
Maine)
THE FISH INDUSTRY OF MAINE AND NEW
ENGLAND

The fishermen along the coast of Maine
and New England have lived a hardy and
difficult existence with little assistance from
the Government.

Sheltered to some extent by a protective
tariff in other years, they were able to make
a living out of the markets of the United
States in which they enjoyed the advantage
of a protective tariff wall to keep out the
unfair competition from the lower living
standards of other countries and the result·
ant lower wage scale
Reciprocal trade reduces tariffs

In recent years even thj.s advantage has
been steadily wiped out by the reciprocal
trade agreements which have gradually eliminated most of the protection they formerly
enjoyed.
Foreign subsidies

Meanwhile, in other countries to the north
and east of us, generous subsidies of one
character or another by the government to
assist in the provision of the necessary boats
and fishing gear and even in the processing
of the fish added to the other advantages already enjoyed made the protective taritl barrier so low that any good sized fish could
easily jump over it.
Now in April 1952, we find New Bedford reporting that the price of cod has dropped to
its lowest level in more than a decade.
Responsibility for this new low price for
cod was placed by George Fenner, port agent
of the Atlantic Fishermen's Union of the
American Federation of Labor, in substantial
measure upon the surplus of fish brought in
from Canada, Iceland, and Norway.
Boston, at the same time, was quoting cod
at 5 cents per pound although cod is far less
a factor in the market than in other days
since the salt codfish business has in large
measure moved to Canada, due to the lower
production costs in that country coupled
with certain subsidies granted Canadian
fishermen by the Canadian Government.
Imports cf fish increase 900 percent

The fishermen of Maine and New England
face ever keener competition from foreign
imports. This is demonstrated by the fact
that the imports of foreign fish have increased 900 percent since 1939. Canada is,
of course, one of the leaders in these exports
to the United States 1n the pursuit of the
American dollar but large imports also come
in from Norway, Iceland, Sweden, Denmark,
Holland, and even some fillet imports from
England.
What is true of fish is true of practically
all the products of our forests, our farms,
and our factories, which are s1m1larly in need
of protection from the lower wages and living standards of other countries.
The problem, however, has been rendered
especially acute in the case of fish by the
ease of access to our markets through our
various ports, as well as by changes in the
marketing methods imd 1n the administration of our tariff.
Fillets and quotas swamp American markets
. Beginning early on January 1 of this year,

great quantities of fish fillets cut by foreign
workers from fish caught by foreign fishermen began crowding the docks of this country. Two days later it was found that over
6,000,000 pounds of fillets had been officially
entered-and more were on the way.
What was the cause of this great influx?
To port authorities, the answer was simple.
To domestic fishermen and filleting workers,
the answer was also plain, for the damage
in loss of domestic sales was felt all up and
down the New England coast. When 6,000 ,000
to 8,000,000 pounds of foreign fillets hit the
market in a period of 3 or 4 days, the impact
is indeed a very serious one.
These heavy shipments resulted from the
efforts of foreign exporters to get ahead of
each other and enter their fillets before the
-tariff quota was filled.
The United States has agreed by trade
agre-ement to allow 15 percent of the average
annual consumption during the preceding
3 years to be the measuring stick for the
amount of fillets that might be imported
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at a duty rate of only 1% cents per pound,
whereas all over that amount must be dutiable at 2Y:z cents per pound.
The quota established for 1952, on such a
basis, amounts to 31,472,000 pounds. This is
to be administered so that not more than
25 percent enters during any one quarter
of the year. Imports at the low rate of duty,
therefore, could amount to 7,868,000 pounds
each quarter. It is significant that by January 3 of this year, the Bureau of Customs was
assessing imports at the above-quota rate of
2Y:z cents per pound, indicating that the
quota of nearly 8,000,000 pounds had been
approximately filled.
Fifty thousand dollars profit
It may be noted that, although the duty

under the quota is only % of a ce_nt less than
the regular rate,· those who were successful
in getting their shipments recorded before
the quota was filled saved approximately
$50,000-still a nice profit even in this country. Nevertheless, the duty of 2Y:z cents is so
low that it has little restrictive effect, and
imports continue to pour into the country
long after the quota is filled.
Imports have increased by leaps and
bounds, from 47,000,000 pounds in 1949 to
65,000,000 in 1950 and to 88,000,000 pounds in
1951. The quota in 1951 was 29,000,000
pounds, which means that after all quotas
were filled, imports continued to come in to
the tune of nearly 60,000,000 pounds. Furthermore, shipments to this country during
the first 2 months of the year amounted to
18,600,000 pounds and at this rate imports in
1952 will amount to about 112,000,000
pounds.
The share of the domestic market taken
over by imports continues to increase. Domestic production, in the face of rapidly increasing importS, declined from 140,000,000
pounds in 1949 to 137,000,000 pounds in
1950. Although official figures are not yet
available for 1951, it appears that production
will show a slight increase over the · year
1950. Nevertheless the home fisherman's
share of the home market will show a continued decline.
Inflation hurts Maine fishermen

As the spiral of inflation continues upward, the protective value of the already
low duties declines. The domestic market
opens wider and wider for the foreign product.
The administration continues to
bombard the domestic housewife with propaganda that it is better to buy foreign goods
and foreign fish than it is to buy those made
or caught at home. This country can carry
on an enormous trade with the' rest of
the world without sacrificing vital industries
that have long had an honored place in
the country's economy.
Boat owners and fishermen are witnessing
the slow crumbling of their living standards
which they must continually lower in order
to compete with the lo"V wages and various
forms oC government aid and assistance of
foreign countries.
High taxes and high living-costs handicap
Maine fishermen in direct competition with
lower living-costs and lower taxes and direct
government subsidies for their foreign competitors.
State Department jolly

On pages 54-56 of Supplement B, Publication 1253, of the State Department titled
"Press Releases" and referring to the 1939
Trade Agreement with Canada, a statement
appears under the heading "Fishery products" setting forth the reasons, presumably, for affecting that Agreement and for reducing the then duty rate from 2Y:z cents to
1% cents per pound.
Two excerpts from this statement are
quoted as follows:
1. " ( 4) Although many new concessions
on fish are made, the concession on the most
competitive product, fillets of groundflsh,
is safeguarded by a tariff quota.

2. "Reduction in the duties on salt and
smoked groundfish cannot expand imports
materially, since they already supply the
bulk of the market. Canada can increase
materially its exports of groundfish to the
United States only in the form of fillets. _
The duty on fresh and frozen fillets of
groundfish, and also of rosefish, a species
caught incidentally along with groundfish,
has therefore been reduced by 25 percent,
from 2Y:z to 1% cents per pound. This
concession, however, is limited · by a quota.
The reduced rate is not to apply to imports
in any year in excess of 15 percent of the
average United States consumption during
the three preceding years (the quota in any
case to be not less than 15,000,000 pounds).
Any imports in excess of the stipulated quantity will be subject to the statutory rate,
now 2Y:l cents per pound. The domestic industry is thus assured of a dominant share
in this expanding business."
Referring to that portion of the preceding
excerpt reading "The concession on the most
competitive product, fillets of groundfish, is
safeguarded by a tariff quota":
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imports to United States consumption then
will be 36 percent; the ratio to United States
production, 55 percent; and to New England
production, nearly 58 percent. In other
words, we now have reached the point where
more than half of the entire gr9undfish
fillet business of this country has been
taken over by our neighborir, g countries to
the north.
Where New England furn~ shes substantially all the groundfish fillets produced in
this country, the grave concern of the New
England fisheries must be readily apparent.
Instead of maintaining a dominant share in
this country's groundfish-fillet business as
those who negotiated i::J. 1939 trade agreement apparently believed we would, we are
sharing ourselves out of business-and
rapidly.
Fillets cut tariff 60 percent

In addition to the tariff reductions, however, the change in marketing practices by
which fillets have succeeded to the whole fish
has further accentuated the difficulty and
removed for all practical purposes most of
the protection that still remained.
How wrong can they be?
The tariff rate upon a whole fish when
If those who helped formulate the 1939
applied to a fillet meant a reduction of aptrade agreement really believed that the doproximately 60 percent in the resultant promestic groundfish fillet industry would be
tection, as it required 2Y:z pounds of whole
safeguarded by the tariff quota then estabfish to make 1 pound of fillet.
lished, certainly they erred greatly in judgThe heavy influx of foreign fish has obment.
viously had a most depressing effect upon
Total groundfish fillet imports in 1939 were
the market.
less than 9,500,000 pounds, coming almost
During January and February of the presentirely from Canada. In 1948, these fillet
ent year, 18,600,000 pounds of ground fish
imports had reached nearly 54,000,000
were brought into this country as imports.
pounds; in 1950, 64,800,000 pounds. For the
This was a gain of 4,600,000 pounds over the
first 10 months of this year ending Novemimports of fish during the same period last
ber 1, these fillet imports have reached the
year or a gain of approximately 30 percent.
astounding total of 75,639,456. During the
The largest imports came from Iceland and
past month (October), these imports totaled
represented an increase of 5,000,000 pounds
11,854,007 pounds. Fish and Wildlife Service
more than last year, going up from 2,800,000
estimates total gi'oundfish fillet imports this
pounds in 1951 to 7,200,000 pounds in 1952.
year probably may reach from eighty-t--:vo to
Canada and Norway sent in about the same
eighty-five million pounds.
· amount as about a year ago.
In 1939 groundfish fillet imports from IceDomestic production of fish also increased
land amounted to but 12,80Q pounds. There
in January, February, and March of this
were none from Norway. Last year (1950)
year by approximately 5,000,000 pounds over
these imports from Iceland had reached
1951. Most of this increase came in March
12,767,478 pounds; from Norway 1,715,590
and, coupled with the foreign imports, acpounds. For the first 10 months of this year,
counted for the depressed market. It seems
ending November 1, Iceland has exported to
entirely evident from the facts and figurElS
this country the astounding total of 20,648,that the fishing industry of Maine and New
214 pounds of these fillets; Norway, 3,472,629
England faces an impossible task in mainpounds.
taining itself against the pressure of foreign
It should be noted here that since 1946imports from countries that have lower livwithin a period of less than 5 years-Iceland
ing standards and lower wage scales and, in
has increased its frozen groundfish fillet exaddition, have a variety of subsidies for their
ports to this country from 1,400,000 pounds,
fishermen, unless there is adequate protecto 20,648,000 pounds. How can any domestic
tion for domestic producers in the markets
industry stand up under. such an impact.
of the United States by reason of an adquate
Denmark now is beginning to ship ground- , tariff barrier.
fish fillets into the United States. These imLaw forbids dumping
ports for the present year ending November
Under our law and under the procedures
I have reached 166,374 pounds.
sought to .be established in international
The quota at the reduced rate of 1% cents
trade, subsidized exports to another country
per pound has done nothing to safeguard the
are considered as dumping and are prohibdomestic industry. Since 1939, this quota
ited
as an unfair trade practice, and yet thia
has increased progressively until this year it
is
substantially what is being done by those
has reached 29,239,000 pounds. If such a
who are seeking to take over our markets.
quota has been of any help, this help probIn most foreign countries it is also to be
ably has been to the benefit of the foreign
noted there is no law against combinations
exporter and to the domestic importer.
in restraint of trade, so that we may anticFOREIGN FISHERMEN WILL DOMINA'tE
ipate that once the American fishing indusReferring to that portion of the second extry along the New England coast is reduced
cerpt, namely that "Any imports in excess
to a skeleton, there will be nothing to preof the stipulated quantity (the quota) will
vent the fishing interests of foreign counbe subject to the statutory rate, now 2Y:z
tries from combining to exact such price as
cents per pound. The domestic industry
they may desire from the distributors and
is thus assured of a dominant share in this
consumers in the United States.
expanding business."
Newfoundland battle
In 1939, the ratio of total groundfish fillet
Early in my service in ~he Congress there
imports to United States consumption was
was a proposal to set up a great fishing in8.7 percent and to United States producdustry in Newfoundland to serve the Amertion, 9.5 percent. By 1950, the ratio of these
ican market by one of the great food disimports to United States consumptio_n had
risen to 32.2 percent and to total United
tributors of this country, amply financed.
States production, to nearly 48 percent. . If
·This situation was brought to my attentotal imports this year reach 85,000,000
tion by the fishing interests of New England
pounds as they likely may, the ratio of these
and after a very vigorous battle, with the
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full cooperation of New England Representatives and Senators, the project was abandoned for the time being although it was
' finally necessary to take the situation directly to the President in order to secure
redress.
Meanwhile, the imports of fish have been
creeping steadily up with the fishermen of
Maine facing a more and more precarious
existence as a result of the activity of foreign interests in pouring fish into our market.

the Appendix of the REcORD an article
entitled "Freshman Senator Makes His
Mark," written by Roscoe Drummond
and published in the Christian Science
Monitor of May 13, 1952. The article
relates to the distinguished junior Senator from Michigan [Mr. Moony].
There being no objection, the artiCle
was ordered to be printed in the R.coRD,
as follows:

STATE OF THE NATION
(By Roscoe Drummond)
FRESHMAN SENATOR MAKES HIS MARK
WASHINGTON.-As a freshman politician, a
first-year Senator, and a former newspaperman, there is no doubt that BLAIR MoODY,
Democrat, of Michigan, is building quite a
record for making frlends and influencing
action on the floor of the Senate.
Colleagues who know him well and, favorably-a Senator does not have to be always
right for his colleagues to know him favorably-are aware that there is only one thing
which BLAIR MoODY likes better than doing
two things at the same time, and that is
doing three things at the same time. When
Senator MooDY stomps into the room the
picture is as if the projectionist suddenly
doubled the speed of a newsreel on the
screen.
As Washington correspondent for 18 years
for the Detroit News before Gov. G. Mennen
Williams appointed him to succeed the late
Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg, Mr. MoODY
was an inveterate doer.
He has not slowed down a bit in the
Republican victory vital
Senate.
,
The only hope for adequate protection for
On the basis of his first 12 months at his
the fishermen of Maine and the farmers of
new
assignment,
I would judge that Senator
Maine as well as the factory workers is a
MooDY has made as visible and as definite an
Republican administration with a Republiimpress on the Senate as did Senator EsTES
can Congress to give consideration to mainKEFAUVER and Senator PAUL DouGLAS, two
taining a sound economy in this country in
order that we may be able to look after our- . other freshmen Senators of energy and action.
selves and be able as well to do what we can
BLAIR MooDY is the :first Senator to move
to help the world after we have properly
directly to the floor of the upper House from
provided for our own.
the
Senate Press Gallery, from where, as a
It is certainly high time that the fishercorrespondent, he was forever writing fiery
men along the Maine coast recognize the
pieces telling the Congressmen what they
factors that are making it more and more
ought to be doing and how they ought to be
difficult for them to earn a living. Let them
doing it better.
register their protest at the polls by voting
Then he suddenly was catapulted into a
for those who will continue to fight against
position in which he had to take his own
giving away our American markets to forprescriptions and do something about
eign fishermen.
them-or else.
Another curious commentary on the attiIt did not faze him for long-not for more
tude of the administration is found in the
than two or three minutes. He has been
more favorable shipping rates that are acone of the busiest Senators and he has not
corded to foreign distributors at more disfallen for the comfortable myth that a welltant points over American shippers from
delivered political speech is a substitute for
points much nearer to the consuming
getting something done.
market.
Here again definite advantages are enHis service has been too brief to attempt
joyed by the foreign groups.
any definitive appraisal, but he has identi-How long Americans generally will take
fied his position in several important ways.
these policies lying down, it will be interestIn foreign policy be has followed the path
ing to observe. Of one thing we may be
of senator Vandenberg by being a discrimsure, no adequate redress will be found until
inating internationalist who is willing to
there is a Republican administration in
criticize his own party when he felt it
power in Washington dedicated to giving
Justified.
·
consideration to the maintenance of a sound
On economy he has shown himself diseconomy here at home and to giving Ameriposed to look at a dollar or a billion dollars
can fishermen and American producers pripretty carefully before appropriating it out
mary rights in American markets.
of the taxpayers' pockets.
In the field of anticorruption and purging
the Federal service of · wrongdoing, he has
not performed any special miracles, but he
Hon. Blair Moody, of Michigan
has been on the side his newspaper experience woul<l logically aline him, the side of
.. cleaning the rascals out."
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Senator MooDY was on the front lines of
OF
a 12-month fight to build support for and
get the Senate finally to approve the McClellan bill organizing a joint committee on
OF ILLINOIS
the budget and making possible a year-round
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
congressional analysis by nonpolitical experts of Government spending. Many view
Friday, May 16, 1952
this action as a most important forward
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I ask step toward substantial Government econunanimous consent to have printed in omy.
Maine fishermen must have protection

How much longer the fishing industry of
Maine can survive in the face of this influx
is the problem today. Certainly the fishermen of Maine have little to hope for from
the present administration which continues
its policy of giving every possible concession
to foreign interests until it has reached the
point where the Canadian dollar is above
the American dollar. in world trade today.
This continuing policy of reducing tariffs
has brought our country far below the lowest rates in our history.
In the administration of Woodrow Wilson
under what was supposed to be a free trade
tariff the rates were fixed at an average of
27 percent whereas today under the operation of our current schedules, as continu011sly reduced by reciprocal trade agreements, the rates on dutiable articles average
less than 15 percent and upon all products
less than 6 percent.
These rates are practically meaningless
under the conditions of world trade today
and the depreciation of foreign currencies.

HON. PAtJL H. DOUGLAS

Here Senator MooDY was carrying out Correspondent Moody's advice. The bill had its
genesis in artic_les on budget reform he had
written a year before his appointment. The
bill passed the Senate 55 to 8.
Senator MoODY has allied himself with
Senator DouGLAS in backing selective budget
economy and there are few Members of Congress who have worked so hard for economy
as Senator DoUGLAs. Senator MoODY voted
With senator DoUGLAS 77 percent Of the time
in the first session of the Eighty-second
Congress and 100 percent so far in the second session. He also favors giving the President the power to exercise an item veto of
congressional appropriations· bills.
.
On the corruption front Senator MooDY
has supported all of the Hoover Commission
proposals which have .come before Congress.
With Senators MONRONEY and HUMPHREY,
he helped turn the tide in favor of the
Hoover plan to take politics out of the Bureau of Internal Revenue. He uncovered
malpractice and use of influence in the Detroit office of the Bureau of Internal Revenue
and the revelations brought a house cleaning.
Before giving his backing to the new Mutual security Agency appropriation Senator
MooDY went to Europe to get the facts at
first hand-the way he had many times as a
correspondent. He is on the side of General
Eisenhower in opposing radical reduction of
the appropriation. He favors the St. Lawrence waterway and is a full-scale advocate
of bipartisanship in foreign policy.
During his first 12 months in the Senate
this transplanted correspondent spent 39
week ends in Michigan, flying each Friday
after adjournment and returning Sund.a y
night. He has made more than 200 speeches
in 45 cities and towns. !But he is not an
absentee Senator. He voted in 148 of 164
roll calls for an average of 90 percent in the
first session of the Eighty-second Congress
and in the second session he has voted in
23 of. 24 roll calls, for a 96 percent average.
Washington knows that Senator MooDY is
around.

Improved Federal Personnel
Management
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ESTES .KEFAUVER
OF TENNESSEE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of tbe REcORD an excellent speech delivered by Col. E. H.
Palmer, of Kingsport, Tenn., chairman,
Tennessee Citizens Committee for the
Hoover Report, delivered before the
Second National Reorganization Conference in Washington on February 18,
1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
IMPROVED FEDERAL PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Federal personnel target No. 1 of the citizens committee is the elimination from
petty political offices of political patronage,
and the corruption it breeds. Without this
reform, we can never have good management. Ethical conduct of public officials is
fundamental to sound management in the
Federal Government.
SCandals in the Federal public service have
been so publicized as to adversely affect the
morale of our many loyal, ethical, hard-
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working civil servants. The publicity has
been harmful to these persons. Given a set
of such unhappy conditions, the quality and
quantity of production and services in the ·
Government suffer. No amount of good re- _
organization, no amount of excellent management procedures can offset the damage
wrought by poor morale among those who
make the Government work. Especially in
these tumultuous days, we cannot afford in
Government the luxuries either of poor organization and management or of unethical
practices.
Fortunately, investigations are under
way which should have a salutary influence
for more ethical ~. mduct by public officials.
The citizens committee has pledged the
support of its limited facilities to th_is end.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

As to the Hoover Commission proposals

for good personnel organization and management, what has been accomplished:
The Civil Service Commission has been
streamlined and strengthened. As a result,
Chairman Robert Ramspeck has been able
to demonstrate the kind of aggressive, constructive leadership which the Civil Service Commission needs in order to do its job.
The classification system for civil-service
positions has been simplified and improved.
Some decentralization of personnel procedures · was accomplished by authorizing the
Federal agencies to evaluate certain types
of positions for pay purposes under standards set and enforced by the Civil Service
Commission. The salaries for top civil-service positions were adjusted in line with the
Hoover Commission proposals.
The outmoded, meaningless, and cumbersome efficiency rating system was replaced
by the performance rating system recommended by the Hoover Commission. Improved recruiting and examining techniques
have been instituted by the Civil Service
Commission for the selection of first-rate
young people for subordinate professional,
scientific, technical, and administrative
posts. And that is most important.
In addition, the Civil Service Commission
reports the following administrative actions
which have been taken to carry out the personnel management proposals of the Hoover
Commission.
First, a new pr·omotion policy for Federal
employees, approved by agency and employee
representatives, has been adopted. Second,
a uniform system of maintaining personnel
records in agency personnel offices has been
put into effect. Third, standards for operation of agency personnel offices are being
developed. Fourth, emphasis is being placed
on programs to attract outstanding candidates for the Federal career service. Fifth,
the program for transfers and promotions
from agency to agency has been broadened.
Sixth, special consideration is being given
the career employees laid off in reductions
of force. Seventh, a program rewarding administrators for action reducing the size
of the payroll and administrative costs is
under way in all Federal agencies. Eighth,
clear-cut procedures for discharging incompetent employees were studied and practical
ways to speed the removal process, consistent with legal requirements, were recommended to agencies by the Commission.
You folks here today little realize what
vast changes have been wrought through
your efforts. It's a whale of a lot. However, these reforms represent roughly only
about 35 percent of the recommendations
for personnel. What of the remaining 65
percent?
THE JOB TO BE DONE

Extending merit system

There are six principal areas in personnel
management which require attention. I
have mentioned the importance of restoring
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the case. The turn-over figures prove that in
public confidence in Federal employees by
many instances they are not serving in the
reducing the number of Federal jobs filled
through political and personal patronage.
types of jobs for which they are best qualiThat extension of the merit system will refied.
main target No. 1 of the Citizens Committee.
To remedy this situation, the Hoover Com·
Important progress to this end is under way. -mission recommended that Federal administrators be allowed a wider choice than
Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1952 was
permitted under the absurd "rule of three."
submitted by the President to the ConFurther, the Commission suggested that all
gress on January 14, 1952. In addition to
applicants for civil-service posts be grouped
desirable reorganizations in the Bureau of
into categories such as "outstanding," "wellInternal Revenue of the Treasury Departqualified," "qualified," and "unqualified,"
ment, this Plan provides that all appointments in the Bureau, except for that of the
with veterans considered ahead of nonveterans within each category. Qualified disCommissioner of Internal Revenue, be filled
abled veterans still would have absolute
under the civil service. The plan has been
preference for a job--that ahead of all vetapproved by the House and is now before the
Senate. You must get behind it, for the
erans and nonveterans.
patronage instinct in legislatures is like a
These Hoover Commission proposals are
deep-seated cancer.
contained in the decentralized recruitment
bill passed by the Senate and now before the
The recent scandals about Federal Government officials provide a unique opporHouse Committe~ on the Post Office and
Civil Service.
tunity for extending use of the merit system in other appointments to appropriate ·
What are the chances for its passage?
Federal positions. Therefore, the Citizens
Well, they are good except for one road block:
Committee has been developing additi~nal
The American Legion and some other vetlegislative proposals to that end.
erans organizations ar_e blindly opposed to
this proposal. The American Legion is
Training
working desperately to defeat this bill.
The Hoover Commission found a serious
Strangely enough this course of action is
need for training programs for the civilian
contrary to the legion's defined aims for the
employees of the Federal Government. An
veteran.
improved employee development program can
Apparently the American Legion "king
help greatly. To be met, this need requires
makers" have permitted their special interboth congressional and executive-branch acests to override the general interest of all
tion. The Chairman of the Civil Service
veterans and other citizens. It is hard to
Commission has just recommended to the
believe that they are opposed to efficient and
Congress a comprehensive training bill. It
economical management of the Federal
will be introduced formally soon. This proGovernment. Yet this is indicated clearly
posed bill deserves our full support.
by a telegram message of January 25, 1952,
Pay
from Legion Commander Wilson to reply to
a telegram from Lee P,rice, of the United
There remains a need for adoption of a
States Junior Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
comprehensive pay plan for Federal emPrice sought joint Jaycee-Legion sponsorployees as recommended by the Hoover Comship of Hoover Commission recommendamission. The Citizens Committee is detions.
Legionnaire Wilson wrote: "The
veloping a draft bill to meet this need.
American Legion will wage a victorious fight
Improved procedures for separating Federal
to defeat decisively and definitely, once and
employees
for all, the recommendations of the Hoover
There is a significant need for simplified
Commission insofar as those recommendaprocedures for reduction in force and for
tions pertain to veterans' affairs."
separations for disciplinary reasons. The
Actually, this position is taken by the
present methods are cumbersome and usuLegion on practically all . Hoover Commisally ineffective. I consider them inefficient
sion recommendations for improved manageand uneconomical. The citizens committee
ment in the Federal Government. These are
will be urging preparation and adoption of
the self-styled "experts" on management imlegislation and administrative actions to this
P.rovement who, so far as we can determine,
end consistent with the Hoover Commishave never conducted an objective, managesion's recommendations.
ment study of Federal Government machinMiscellaneous Federal personnel management
ery, if any at all. These self-interested
requirements
"king makers" are the principal objectors
to this bill which would immensely improve
The Hoover Commission recommended
the lot of veterans seeking Federal employmany other modern personnel management
ment.
Their use of Nazi techniques, of repractices which still require implementation.
peating the "big lie" frequently, and of imIn labor-management relations, improved
plying from half truths makes them a difprocedures for employee participation was
ficult, selfish group with which there can be
proposed. A need exists for an understood
no reasonable approach to the solution of
and simple grievance procedure. The Citthese problems.
izens Committee is developing an ombnibusI ask you, could Mr. Herbert Hoover, Mr.
type bill to e~compass these and other reJim Forrestal, Mr; Joe Kennedy, D. Arthur
maining personnel management proposals of
Flemming, and M. Dean Acheson, who
the Hoover Commission.
agreed on every item in this personnel reDecentralizing of recruitment
port, have been 100 percent wrong? I don't
With a turn-over in Federal employment
believe it, but the Legion apparently does.
of over 800,000 persons a year, the need is apCONCLUSION
parent for Federal agencies to do their own
While we still have 65 percent of the job
hiring under standards set by the Civil Servto do in securing adoption of the Hoover
ice Commission. They must put the right
Commission proposals for better personnel
man in the righ job. Then, he won't quit.
management, ours is an excellent opportuDuring the last session of Congress, the
nity to secure these improvements. The cliSenate approved a bill to do just that. This
mate is right. The political year and the
bill is now on the calendar of the Senate
scandals about public officials assure that.
committee.
We are off to a good start in this session
Among other provisions, this bill would
give veterans a better opportunity to get the
of the Congress, But the self-interest
right Federal job. The present methods
groups will be bucking our interest in the
are too rigid and do not give veterans the
general welfare of the country. We must
break they deserve in Federal appointments.
capitalize on our opportunity now.
As a result, there are not as many veterans
Our responsibility is great, our chance
serving in such jobs as might otherwise be
historical. Let's get action now.
·
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Death in the Deep Cut

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. ALLEN FREAR, JR.
OF DELAWARE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 16, 1952
Mr. FREAR. Mr. President, I ask
1
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD a thoughtful editorial from
today's edition of the Wilmington Morning News. This editorial, · entitled
"'Death in the Deep Cut,'' describes the
r.easons accountable for a tragic navigation accident which occurred yesterday
in the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal.
Lives were lost, and thousands of gallons
of gasoline were destroyed when two
vessels collided in this vital waterway.
The Chesapeake and Delaware Canal,
which serves commercial interests along
a 1arg.e section of the east coast, is inadequate to accommodate the ships which
pass through it, because of a series of
treacherous bends in its narrow, crooked
channel, and because of one or more bad
bridges.
For many months I have had pending
a bill to authorize construction of a highlevel four-lane fixed highway bridge at
one of the crossings over this Canal. I
hope that the regrettable accident yesterday will help to convince the Secretary of
the Army and Congress of the need for
prompt enactment of the proposed legislation.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
DEATH IN THE DEEP CUT

Not till inquiries dig into the facts will all
the details of the miserable tragedy in the
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal become clear.
But the main facts of the accident are already clear. And the dangers in that stretch
of canal have long been horribly clear to
ship captains and the Pilots Association of
the Bay and River Delaware.
There are two leading hazards for vessels
tn the -c. and D. Canal; bad bends and bad
bridges. It was the former that .fouled up
the freighter Barbara Lykes and the tanker
F. L. Hayes early yesterday morning. · The
Lykes, eastbound with the current, was already under the handicap of going with the
current. At the slow speed required in a narrow, crooked channel, a big ship cannot stop
suddenly. For her to stop in any short distance when moving with a current is impossible.
A pilot of long experience tells us he had a
sickening experience . recently in that same
area under like circumstances. He was taking a big ship east and had cleared Summit
Bridge when ahead he saw a vessel coming
toward him (like the Hayes) from the Pennsylvania Railroad Bridge.
"Fortunately I had the current against me.
I let go an anchor, ·went full astern with my
engines, and stopped the ship. The other one
passed safely by. Otherwise a collision was
certain. Why? Because that piece of channel has been allowed to shoal up on the south
side, forcing a big ship to keep to the north
side. And by the piloting rules of the road
that's the wrong side to be on when you're
going east. The 'bend keeps you from seeing
the approaching vesseJ in time to signal for
passing to the left."
The tenders of the lift bridges have signal
lights they are authorized to use to control
canal traffic. Our pilot friend suggests the

Hayes should have been stopped east of the
railroad bridge to let. the Lykes have the
"fairway" to make her approach and passage
around the bend.
The immediate remedy may lie in posting
experienced seafaring men on the bridges,
and in better dredging. But safety in the
C. and D. Canal can be achieved only by
straightening the bends, particularly the
bend at the Pennsylvania Railroad Bridge.
That bridge, . relocated, should have piers
well clear of the channel. A high-level
bridge should replace the present Summit
Bridge for two reasons-to prevent waterway collisions and to carry highway traffic
without interruption between the Delaware
Memorial Bridge and the Chesapeake Bay
Bridge soon to be opened.
Straightening, widening, and deepening
the canal have long been part of the United
States Engineers' plan for the waterway.
Also planned are the new bridges. Now, perhaps, this latest tragedy will spur the
project (or the most vital parts of it) through
Congress.

Decency Is a Joke to Reds
EXTENSION OF REM.AaKS
OF

HON. IRVING M. IVES
OF NEW YORK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Frida?!, May 16, 1952

Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Appendix of the RECORD the text of an editorial which appeared in the Syracuse
<N. Y.) Post-Standard of May 2, 1952.
The editorial is brief and most appropriate. I respectfully call it to ~he attention of Members of Congress.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
DECENCY Is A JOKE TO REDS
The Allies in Western Europe assert.
rightly, that the attack on a French commercial airliner by Russian jet fighters was
contrary to all standards of civilized behavior.
Of course it was, but why do we even speak
of civilized behavior to the Russians?
Decency, to them, is a big joke. Respect
for individual rights and lives doesn't mean
a thing to them. They have proved it repeatedly. As witness, we have the murder
some years ago of hundreds of thousands of
Kulaks, their own countrymen; the massacre
of thousands of Polish Army officers in the
Katyn Forest; the arrest, intimidation, and
torture of thousands of Catholic priests, and
the trumped-up charges against men like
Robert Vogeler and William N. Oatis.
Their only respect is for power-and the
sooner we get the power to stand them o:ff
finally and decisively, the better off we'll
be, ourselves.

the following editorial from the Daily
Evening Item, Lynn, Mass., Wednesday,
May 14, 1952:
TIME To MAP GERMAN POLICY
The weeks ahead are critical for the European defense community, and hence for
.the security of the entire free world. This
is so because Germany's role in Western
Europe is hanging in the balance.
Chancelor Adenauer, who appears sincerely devoted to the goal of German cooperation with the west, is currently engaged in trying to win the support of his
own government coalition for the so-called
peace contract with France, Britain, and the
United States.
Once the German opposition to the proposed western terms of settlement came
chiefly from tpe Social Democrats under the
leadership of nationalistic Kurt Schumacher.
Today it is more widespread, extending into
the three governing parties, including Adenauer's Christian Democratic Union.
If Adenauer cannot successfully quell this
opposition, then prospects for adoption of
the peace contract are dark. And without a
peace contract it would be folly to entertain
bright hopes of a European defense army embracing important German units.
·
One European said recently that if Germany's position in the western European
structure cannot be worked out by summer,
the whole timetable of western defense could
be virtually wrecked and we would be back
where we were in 1947.
The outlook for western solidarity is not
helped by the recent British Labor Party
statement setting almost impossible conditions upon the inclusion of a German force
in the European defense army. Britain, of
course, is not a member of that proposed
organization, nor is the Labor Party in power.
But this potent minority force in a key
western ally cannot be ignored.
Adenauer's task is immensely complicated
by the German unity issue which the Soviet Union has been exploiting so effectively
in late months. As many European experts
have repeatedly pointed out, any real conference on German unification would almost
certainly shove tht! peace contract and the
European army project into the background.
With this formidable array of obstacles
staring us in the face, we may fairly inquire
whether American statesmen have gone past
the stage of vague thoughts about alternatives.
What do we propose to do if we get neither ·
the peace contract and German army participation nor a sound program of unity.
It does not seem too early to give serious
attention to the possibilities. Obviously we
would have to continue occupying Germany
on much the same basis as today. What
we would do to beef up western defenses in
the absence of German units is less certain.
In any event, the answer surely would be
costly, and demanding upon western resources in men and materials.

Crime in This Nation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Germany's Role in Western Europe

OF

HON. ESTES KEFAUVER

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

OF TENNESSEE

OF

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

HON. THOMAS J. LANE

Friday, May 16, 1952

OF MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have inserted in
the Appendix of the RECORD an excellent
address entitled "Crime in This Nation,"
which was delivered on February 8, 1952,
to the student body of Carson-Newman

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks. I wish to include
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College, Jefferson City, Tenn., by J. Pope
Dyer, head of the social science department, Central High School, Chattanooga,
Tenn.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CRIM,E IN THIS NATION
(By J. Pope Dyer)
A college president. wrote on one occasion:
"Tell the students when I'm dead,
They need shed no tears.
For I shall then be no more deadThan they have been for years."
I see :tlo evidence of lifelessness or death
here at this memorable institution and it
would be a masterpiece of understatement
1f I should attempt to convey my happiness
at neing here today. I wish to speak briefly
on the subject Crime in This Nation.
I hasten to admit that this problem has
not become spectacularly sensational overnight. We are told by reliable historians
that the insanely cruel Harps brothers perpetrated their atrocious crimes in this area
of the country. We are told that they took
special delight in murdering all they met in a
peculiarly savage fashion.
The Natchez
trace, from Nashville, Tenn., to Natchez,
Miss., is reliably reported to have had from
1,800 to 1,830 the largest aggregation of
desperate men, some 2,000, ever to be found
in any period of our Nation's history. I repeat, crime is not some dangerous monster
suddenly showing its ugly rorm for the first
time.
In our Nation the crime problem is tremendously complex and serious. In 1951 the
Uniform Crime Reports of the Federal Bureau of Investigation show that over 1,700,000 crimes were committed. There were
about 10,000 persons tlain, 400,000 persOJlS
robbed, and over 1,000,000 larcenies were reported. A high percentage of these crimes
are assessed to our youth under voting age.
Rural crime continues to climb while city
crime remains relatively stationary. Entirely too much increase in crime is attributed
to the women of our Nation. Mr. J. Edgar
Hoover reports that crime costs our Nation
between fifteen and twenty billions of dollars a year or about $150 a year for every
man, woman. and child in our Nation. Senator EsTES KEFAUVER has estimated the cost
of gambling to be between twenty and thirty billions a year in the United States.
A few years ago I was asked by the warden
of the Tennessee State Prison, Hon. Joe.Pope,
to go with him to the prison hospital to
visit a seriously wounded desperado, who had
led a prison break a few days before. When
I reached the hospital I spoke to the desperate m an. :"ie had been wounded more than
50 times. He was lying on the bed in great
pain . He was trying to restore feeling to a
gangrenous arm which was soon to be amputated . In his pain he revealed to me some
intim ate facts about his life. As a boy he
had been lef t an orphan; that he started in
crime as a juvenile; how he early entered an
inst it u t ion because of a conviction for larceny and how as a youth he participated in
a murder "Thich led to a long-term conviction a nd now life was hanging in the balance . He eagerly admitted that ignorance
and ignorance alone was at the back of all
crime. Later I visited him as he spent 5
years in solitary confinement and he stated
to me upon completion of that grueling term
that t he most unusual thing of his life was
his removal from that cell where he learned
to walk all over again.
The causes of crime are many and varied.
One of the main causes is the lack of proper
educational training. When I accepted the
invitation to be here today I decided to write
my institutionalized friend. His answer follo.ws, in part:

"Regarding your request for my honest
opinion on the major causes of crime in
America, as you are aware, there are numerous causes and ramifications which lead to
crime. And to sum up these causes in one
brief writing, for me, would be an impossibility. However, from my own tragic
experiences in crime, and from the many
connections with every criminal-minded
type of person on earth, I would say that the
greatest causes, or fundamental reasons, are
greed, poverty, and just plain ignorance.
But ignorance, in the _accepted sense, covers
a broad subject-so broad, in fact, that it
engulfs and condemns us all. In spite of
our advanced civilization and vastly improved penal systems from coast to coast,
modern society is still far behind in adequate . measures to combat crime in anything but a slowed process of elimination.
The greatest advance to solving the problem
would be to make the individual criminal
conscious of his own inadequacies and
ignorance. Therefore, society itself must
first wake up to her own ignorance and
short-comings if she would better the criminal element. In recent years the great free
presses of a fast growing America have made
millions aware of the indifference and continued ignorance of many public officials who
have been satisfied to live off the taxpayers'
moY'ey and do nothing to protect that same
taxpayer. Although it must be admitted
that preventive measures are improving they
still fall short of being what we all hope for
in the future. And the greatest draw-back
hinges on irresponsible and corrupt officials
which crime money makes possible. That
is the basic pattern which has caused the
great Senator ESTES KEFAUVER to take the
initiative and put 'easy money' on the run."
A great warden, in commenting recently
on those who had been executed in his State
during the past 10 years, wrote, "Only one
or two of the white men had any high-school
training and most of the Negroes had little
if any schooling at all. The absence of edu-·
cation appears to be the outstanding characteristic of these men."
Ex-Warden J. E. Johnson, of Alcatraz, made
the following general observations of the
prisoners that he had observed in that famous island prison:
1. That the prisoners were very young
when they started their careers;
2. That they dropped out of school in the
elementary grades;
3. That they had a high degree of intelligence which had been developed by the gang.
A second chief cause is the low economic
conditions of the criminal. A few years ago
a youth of good background perpetrated a
serious crime in Florida. When caught he
stated, "I have never had the good things of
life." Several years ago a Negro boy of my
city kidnaped a small girf of a socially prominent family. He asked for a sizable sum
as ransom. A few years later while he was
in prison I asked him to explain his crime.
He remarked, "I saw boys all around me with
good clothes, automobiles, and money. I had
none. I thought this was the easiest way
to get it." I might say that entirely too
many of our youth are trying to assign their
short cut to tragedy as being due to poor
economic circumstances. Greed for gold
and poor economic conditions are certainly
to be reckoned with when we study the causes
of crime.
Our society is confronted today with a
disproportionately large number of unstable
people who are seriously mentally ill. These
unfortunates are . destined to murder, rob,
and rape a large number of peaceable, lawabiding citizens. Many of these extremely
undesirable characters have been released
from the military service because of psychopathic tendencies rendering them unfit for
satisfactory service.
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The paramount cause of crime ts faulty
home training. Parents must realize the tremendous responsibility of rearing a child.
This is no time for neglect. A large part of
our parents are mentally and emotionally
unfit to rear children. Many are morally
unworthy to be examples. Many noted
writers have emphasized the danger of being
born in this day. The parents frequently
permit their children to grow up in a state
of carelessness and indifference relative to
their schooling, companions, and religious
training. Some parents are so busy working
for the improvement of society that they
have no time to see that their own children
have a firm moral and spiritual foundation.
We haYe briefly mentioned some of the conditions and causes of crime in our Nation.
What arc,some of the ways to reduce crime?
Hon. J. Edgar Hoover has repeatedly stated
that parents must awaken to the realization that the family is the first great training
school in behavior or misbehavior. Children
develop a sense of right and wrong-they are
not born with it.
Parents must be willing to pay the price
of sincere p arenthood if crime is to be greatly
reduced. They must be willing to pray, play,
and plan for the highest quality of life for
their children. Parents must put the Christian quotient ahead of intelligence, education, or achieve.ment quot ients. They must
be meticulously careful each day to see that
their chrldren have proper educational, emotional, a.nd spiritual training. No price is
too high to pay for our children to become
upstanding citizens in our several communities. This cannot be done accidentally. It
must be planned and executed with unerring
precision. Our society must recognize and
isolate early the mentally ill. This preventive Wif:dom will not only restore health to
the &ick, but it will prevent thousands of
serious crimes and save huge sums of money
to the oYertaxed citizen.
All citizens must become aware of their
own pFm:onal responsibilities in studying this
serious menace. No family is immune from
crime. The great studies of Glueck and
.Glueck on juvenile delinquency should be
the subject of thousands of study courses in
communities, among civic groups, educational circles, and religious gatherings. Information should not be the end of the
course; action should follow the knowledge.
An ounce of prevention is worth a ton of
punishment. Citizens should see that the
first offender is given a chance to be placed
on probation, unless the crime is so atrocious
that the offender must be imprisoned for a
long perlnd or must be executed. Citizens
should realize that swift punishment is far
superior as a crime deterrent to severe
punishment.
Probably 80 percent of our approximate
200,000 prisoners in this Nation will be released from prisons within a period of 3 years,
and about a similar percentage will return
for another term.
Many of our prisons must improve their
programs of rehabilitation, ·and many of our
citizens must discard their archaic ideas
about punishment before we can expect to
reduce much of the present crime.
There are numerous other suggestions I
should like to offer, but time will not permit.
I reiterate, the crime problem in our Nation
reaches staggering proportions. It is the
concern of all. It cannot be reduced by idle
philosophy or sentimental sobs. It requires
the oeat brains and prayers of our brightest
people. It challenges you and me. Are we
willing to become social engineers and dedicate our lives to reducing it? If we are not
willing, we will simply be another stern
critic of the problem, but not a member of
the constructive crew of moral progress. I
challenge you to give your best in this movement of crime reduction.
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The Lambros Brothers

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MIKE MANSFIELD
OF MONTANA

.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. Speaker, I am
indeed happy to insert in the RECORD an
editorial from the Daily Missoulian, Missoula, Mont., on the Lambros brothers.
Danny Lambros has been elected president of the Associated Students of Montana State University and his brother,
George, has received a similar honor
from Missoula High School.
I want to extend my congratulations .
to Danny and George for having earned
these honors which reflect great credit
on their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Lambros, and on their sister, Helen, a
member of the faculty of Montana State
University.
This Greek-American family is a credit
to Montana and the United States and
together they collectively epitomize the
real meaning of democracy. We are all
proud of the Lambros family; they are
real Americans:
THE LAMBROS BROTHERS

Danny Lambros this week was ele<:ted
president of the Associated Students of Montant State University. He won this honor,
the highest that university students can bestow upon a fellow, in an all-school election.
George Lambros, brother of Danny, last
week receives a similar honor at the hands of
the students of the Missoula County High
School.
The selection of two members of the same
family to serve at the same time as heads
of the student bodies of the university and ·
the high school is a remarkable coincidence.
And it is, also, of great significance. For
Danny and George are sons of parents who
were born abroad, are of pure Greek blood.
The leadership shown by these two young
men is high compliment to all members of
the local Greek colony, and, of course,
especially to their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Lambros. At the same time it reflects credit
upon the democracy to which Mr. and Mrs.
Lambros came, shows that the United States
really is the "melting pot" of ethnic groups
it is proclaimed to be. The members of the
Lambros family are taking and will take
strong parts in developing this great Nation
to the destiny so plainly indicated for it.
Something more about the family: Peter
Lambros was brought to this country when
only 4 years of age. His career has been one
of industry and intelligence and success.
Since coming to Missoula he has owned a
restaurant and a hotel and now is in semiretirement, managing extensive rental properties that are the fruit of his thrift and
energy. What his sons have accomplished
has been told; a daughter, Helen, is a graduate of Montana State University and now
is a member of the school's staff. The Lembros family, then, ranks high in Missoula.
And this brings the thought that all of the
Greeks who have come to Missoula have done
well, have become worth-while Americans, as
a rule are taking prominent parts in civic
enterprise and progress. And contemplation
. of the Greeks' relation to all of the Nation
reflects further credit upon those who have
come to us from the land from which our
western culture stems. Their record everywhere has been good. The Greeks, an industrious, intelligent people, have kept them~elves independent of charity-even under

the temptations that the welfare state extends to all-have worked hard and have
maintained their solvency in almost all cases.
So, while remarkable, the coincidence of
the Lambros brothers' selection to head the
largest student bodies in western Montana
is far from being accidental. To paraphrase
what an ancient poet said, we need not fear
the Greeks, who are bringing us as gifts examples of ability, industry, thtift, and adaptability-and not a single "wooden horse."

Address of Hon. Howard W~ Smith, of
Virginia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS"
OF

HON. CARL VINSON
OF GEORGIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ·
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. VINSON. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent to extend my remarks .in the Appendix of the RECORD,
I include therein a very able address
made by our distinguished colleague the
Honorable HOWARD SMITH, of Virginia,
when he accepted the Democratic nomination to the Eighty-third Congress
from the Eighth Congressional District
of Virginia :
Mr. Chairman, when I look out on this
group of delegates representing the Democratic voters from every nook and corner of
this the greatest congressional district in
the United States, I am aware that in my
long period of public service, no greater
90mpliment has ever been paid me than to
receive the unanimous vote of this convention for renomination to the Congress.
To be nominated without opposition as the
standard bearer of the Democratic Party in
this district, is a novel, a pleasant, and an
inspiring experience.
The realinement of congressional districts
necessitated by the reapportionment in Congress, has brought into the old Eighth District the Counties of Caroline, Hanover, King
William, Lancaster, Northumberland, Richmond, Spotsylvania, and Westmoreland, and
the city of Fredericksburg.
I fully realize the natural attachment of
those areas to the congressional districts
with which they have long been alined,
and it is my hope and ambition (shared, I
know, by all of us in the old Eighth) towelcome you and make you feel at home in your
new district. We want you to feel that you
are one with us; that your interests will be
our interests; that we have the same objectives and purposes; that we are, in truth,
one people with like-minded beliefs and
aims.
To that end I am delighted to observe that
the district congressional committee has
selected as its new chairman, that stalwart
and experienced Democrat, Han. Ben Garrett, of King William, formerly from the
Third District.
It is also encouraging to note the fine spirit
of hospitality with which those making the
arrangements for this convention have recognized in the organization of the convention so many of our distinguished friends
from the new counties in the district.
Since I am a comparative stranger to so
many of you from the new part of the district, I believe that I should in all frank·
neE>s state to you in the outset my philosophy
of government and my purposes and aims,
and the principles upon which I stand. Particularly should I do this because they differ

widely in many respects from those of the
present leadership of the national Demo-.
cratic Party.
My views are not original with me. They
are bred in the bone; nurtured through generations in you and in me in this section of
Virginia, which was the cradle of American
democracy, and from whose soil came those
great statesmen of the past who, with their
God-given inspiration, founded and started
upon its historical course the greatest nation
ever produced in all the history of mankind.
It is hardly necessary for me to remind
you that in this congressional district was
born and reared George Washington, known
as the Father of his Country.
Here Thomas' Jefferson, founder of the
Democratic Party, first saw the ligh't of day
and lived and died at his home at Monticello.
Here his great disciples, James Madison,
known as the father of the Constitution,
and James Monroe, lived and drew their inspirations.
And in Orange County in this district wa,s
born Zachary Taylor.
Thus, from our congressional district came
five of the early Presidents of this Republic,
the men who laid its foundation and steered
its early course, and who charted out the
principles of a free country and a free people
destined to become the model and the envy
of all other peoples of the earth.
These men, more than any others, devised
the Federal Constitution, under which 13
sovereign States became a united nation.
And the Chief Justice, John Marshall, of
Fauquier County, through his lucid and farreaching interpretations of the Constitution,
breathed life .and vigor and power into our
system of Government.
And back of all these men stood one who,
through his bold and inspired oratory,
lighted the torch of freedom in the hearts
of men, Patrick Henry, of Hanover.
'Then, beloved of ail men of all factions,
is the memory of that great, inspired military genius, Robert E. Lee, of Westmoreland.
And so it seems natural that one born and
raised in that environment, educated at the
University of Virginia founded by Thomas
Jefferson, steeped in the traditions of Virginia, should cli:qg with some tenacity to the
fundamental principles upon which this
Government is founded.
The present destinies of the Democratic
Party are controlled by those who 'Sometimes,
under the spur ·of real or imagined emergencies, depart from those fundamental
principles in which I so firmly believe.
Notwithstanding those differences of opinion, l have always been able to fight for my
convictions within the Democratic Party. It
is my hope and expectation that I may continue to do so.
But I think it only fair to say that there
are principles of constitutional government
more important to the safety and the preservation of our Nation than any political platform of any party or any candidate, whatever
may be his party brand.
I have stood and I shall continue to stand
on the solid foundation of the Constitution
as devised and expounded l;ly the founders
of our Government.
I stand upon the clearly stated principles
of State's rights contained in the tenth
amendment, that "the powers not delegated
to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited "by it to the States, are reserved
to the States respectively, or to the people."
I therefore hold with the long-accepted
theory that Congress has no power to enact
legislation or expend the people's money on
any subject that it is not given authority to
deal with under the Constitution. These
limitations of the constitutional powers are
not mere academic theories. In practice,
they are vital to the welfare, the personal
liberties, the rights of private property, and
even to the social freedom to select one's
associates and business affiliates.
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I shall cite with necessary brevity some
instances and some consequences of the failure of Congress to confine its functions to
the power granted it under the Constitution.
In the field of social welfare, we have
enacted the minimum wage law, forbidding
the private citizen tram working for a lesser
wage or for longer hours than the Congress,
in its wisdom, deems appropriate to his welfare; ignoring the obvious sequel that if Congress can fix a minimum wage, it can with
equal power fix the maximum compensation
· that our supposedly free citizens may be permitted to earn.
The House of Representatives has repeatedly passed the antilynching bill, under
which the Federal Government proposes to
inject itself into tlie enforcement of the
criminal laws and the police powers of the
sovereign States.
·
The House of Representatives has, in each
recent Congress, passed an anti-poll-tax bill,
which undertakes to fix the qualifications
of voters in the States in the face of the constitutional provision reserving to the respective States exclusive authority to fix the
qualifications of their ·voters.
·
For several terms past, we have had pending iil both Houses of Congress, and enthusiastically endorsed by the platforms of
both major parties, the so-called Fair Employment Practices Act, under which the
Federal Government proposes, through the
establishment of a horde of national investigators and enforcement officers, to dictate to the free American citizen whom he
shall employ and to compel him to engage
as his business associates persons with whom
he prefers not to associate.
Time does not permit a detailed discussion
of all the altruistic activities of the Federal
Government that account in a large measure
for the nearly bankrupt condition of the
Federal Treasury.
Constantly rising over the past two decades, the Government debt has reached the
appalling figure of $275,000,000,000-more
.money than any country has ever owed in
all history.
The bulk of this debt comes from the necessary large expenditures of the recent war
and the present necessary expenditures in
our preparedness effort. While sound policies require large expenditures for national
defense, equally sound policies require rigid
economy in our domestic outlays.
The national solvency demands the
abandonment or deferment of many exp·enditures on worthwhile domestic projects during
times of emergency.
.
I do not believe we can continue policies of
irresponsible and reckless expenditures .without ultimate disastrous results to the economy of the Nation.
All segments of the people, all agencies of
the Government, all domestic projects, however worthy, should during this time take
their fair share of the cuts in appropriations
that are so necessary to restore this country
to safe and sound fiscal policies.
This Nation has been hewed out of the
initiative, the ambition, the sweat · and toil
of our citizens, seeking by tileir own efforts
to better their social and economic status.
When we whittle away, 'bit by bit, the initiative and the fundamental freedoms of the
people; when we teach them more and more,
day by day, to depend upon hand-outs from
the Federal Treasury to meet every actual or
artificial emergency, we take away that initiative, that ambition, and the self-reliance
that has made our country great.
This is the insidious way of the welfare
state.
The hand that passes out the grants from
the taxpayers' money becomes, in the natural course of events, the mailed fist of dictatorship.
As more and more largess is distributed, so
more and more restrictions and limitations
are being imposed upon the liberties of the
people.

Such has been the history of the growth
of dictatorship.
.
I deeply resent these tendencies anq poll•
cies, by whatever political party they are ad·
vocated. They are undermining too rapidly
the freedom, the initiative, and the independence of our citizens.
·
Unless there is a swing back to the normal
American way of life, I have grave fears for
the future of our country.
I have been in Congress over two decades,
.and watched with increasing alarm the
. growth of demands from pressure groups of
all kinds that Congress enact legislation so
foreign to the constitutional concepts of our
legitimate functions that there seems no
limit to the encroachment on personal liberties or the 'rights of the sovereign States.
What is the remedy?
There is only one.
Congress reflects the will of the people.
The will of the people is transmitted to
Congress by those who make the loudest
noise and the most convincing threats of
political reprisal.
Until and unless the great mass and majority of our thinking people awaken to
their responsibility and assert their demands
for sound business in Government and a return to the constitutionql limits upon the
functions of Congress, we shall continue the
present . policy until some time, some sad
day, we find that we have gone too far to
retrace our steps.
.
In a democracy a people get the kind of
gover;nment that they deserve.
If they think little, they deserve little. If
they do little about it, they get little results.
If the present trend of · Government is
wrong, as I believe it is, it will continue
wrong as a slothful and indifferent people
remain impervious to, and neglectful of, the
danger signals flying all about them.
As most of you know, I have been in Congress for 22 years, elected by large majorities 11 times in the Eighth District.
I have lived in the Eighth District all my
life and have been in public life for nearly
40 years in different capacities.
Therefore, my record, good or bad, is well
known to most of the people of the district.
I could not change it if I would, and I would
not change it if I could.
I have never offered for public o~ce on the
platform that I had no principles worth risking my political fate for, no independence of
judgment worth flghtin;::; for, and no conscience worth living for. I never will.
I have refused to bow to the will of any
selfish minority seeking special advantages,
who have threatened me with political assassination. It is my belief that my constit- ·
uents elected me to Congress to be a Congressman in the real sense of the word and
t}'lat they expect me in all matters of legislation to exercise sound judgment in determining what, in the over-all situation, is in
the best interest of the country. They do
not expect me to cringe and crawl and gro· el
and tremble when threatened with political
reprisal by selfish minority groups seeking
special privileges from the Government.
I believe in a liberal Democratic Party.
I believe in sound principles of government.
I believe that no government can long survive without sound money, sane exrenditures, and a proper respect for the constitutional ·limitations placed upon the Congress
by the founders of our Nation.
When I first ran for Congress in 1930, I
made one campaign promise and only•one,
which I now quote: "I will not ·p ledge my
support · blindfolded to any unknown measures, to any person, on ;;my subject, but will
use my best judgment and discretion after
careful study and consideration, and vote
for such measures as I believe to be in the
interest of the welfare of our country and ill
conformity with the wishes of my constitu•
ents."
· ..

I have faithfully performed that pledge. )
I repeat it to you now.
If reelected to Congress, I shall continue
to pursue that policy.

Welfare or Arms?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS J. LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE !-lOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952
Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wish to include an editorial which appeared in the Trade Union Courier of
Monday, May 12, 1952:
WELFARE OR ARMS?

A knock-down drag-out battle is raging
tn British trade-unionism over the question
of which comes first, social welfare or armament. Some British trade-unionists have
been objecting to the British defense program adopted by the recent labor government and supported by the Conservatives
which, they say, threatens the economic stability of the nation, its standard of life and
the present level of social services. Apparently unaware of the danger threatening
the world from the Kremlin, these naive
British laborites would curtail armaments
and instead usher in the utopian era of
socialis~ prophesied by Karl Marx.
It does not follow, if economi~ problems
are approached without hysteria, that a defense program necessarily precludes social
welfare, or vice versa. Right now, for instance, the American Federation of Labor is
taking the lead in demanding more unemployment insurance for the jobless and in
pushing more low-rent housing-though
our Nation is certainly committed to the
greatest defense program in the history of
the world and to a national budget comparatively greater than that of Great Britain.
The difference between American labor
and British labor is simply this-that, while
we have gotten rid of pro-Russian elements
in American trade-unionism, many British
trade-unions are still honeycombed with
Communist sympathizers who are not as interested in more social welfare as they seem
to be in scotching their Government's rearmament program. Such confused liberals
never·stop to realize that social welfare would
be utterly meaningless if Russia were allowed to become stronger daily while we do
nothing to fortify ourselves economically,
industrially, and militarily.

Governor Byrnes' Speech
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

-HON. FRANK E. SMITH
OF MISSISSIPPI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952
SMITH of Mississippi. Mr.
Speaker~ on yesterday at Cleveland,
Miss., Gov. James F. Byrnes, of South
Carolina, addressed the annual meeting
of the Delta Council.
Under unanimous consent, I include
the address as an extension of my remarks:

Mr.

There is much in common between the
people of Mississippi and the people of South .
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· Caronna. They are practically of the same
racial stock. They have fought together.
They h ave suffered together.
Our economy is similar. We are an agricultural people. In recent years we have
diversified our agriculture. Abandoning our
dependence on cotton, we have turned to
cattle and poultry. Now we have scientific
farmer-s on mechanized .farms:
Of equal importance has been the development of industry in the two States. Industrialists from other sections of the country h a ve recognized the natural advantages
of the Sou t h and diversi-fied industries h ave
been established in· Mississippi and South
Carolina. This has given to us a more balanced economy. Our two States are progressing. Qur people are prospering.
In our time we have witnessed significant
political as well as economic changes. The
people of our States were f ollowers of Jefferson and Jackson. We of the Sout h were
loyal to the Nat ional Democratic Party when
it seemed all ot hers had fled. Every 4 year s
Mississippi and South Carolina competed to
see which State would cast the larger percentage of votes for the candidates of the
Democratic Party. Generally that percentage
was more than 90 percent.
We remained loyal to the National Democratic Party because that party remained
loyal to the principles upon which it was
founded. The men who founded the National Democratic Party, like the first settlers
of our country, were not seeking more government. They were seeking protection
against too much government. They be,
lieved with Jefferson that the least governed
people were the best governed people. They
wanted to be left alone.
They believed in local self-government.
They knew the liberty of the people could be
preserved only by preserving the rights and
powers of the States and by the strict construction of the constitutional provision that
all powers not specifically granted to the
Federal Government al:e reservecl to the
States and to the people.
.
The first formal platform adopted by a
national political party was adopted by the
Democratic Party in 1840. In the first paragraph it was resolved "That the Federal Government is one of limited powers, derived
solely from the Constitution. and the grants
of powers shown therein ought to be .strictly
construed by all the departments and agents
of the Government, and that it is inexpedient and dangerous to exercise doubtful
constitutional powers."
This declaration was repeated as the first
paragraph of the Democratic platform in
1844, 1848, and 1852. In some form it was
carried in .e very Democratic platform until
1948. That year a mild cleclaration in favor
of preserving the rights of the States was
rejected in the convention at Philadelphia.
A positive declaration in favor of policies
violative of the doctrine of States' rights
was adopted by that convention.
A majority of the clelegates deliberately
abandoned the creed of the National Demo.:.
cratic Party and embraced the traditional
policy of the Republican Party favoring a
strong centralized government.
We know what motivated the men who
controlled that convention. In recent years
the National Democratic Party has been
dominated by the leaders of the political
machines in the big cities of the country.
Those leaders are primarily interested in
controlling their municipal, county, and
State governments. They are interested in
controlllng the patronage of the Federal
Government in their respective States because that is helpful ln controlling local
governments.
In order to perpetuate their ·c ontrol. these
political bosses have to retain the support
of the organized minorities in their States.
In 1948 the leaders of these organized
m .inorities made demands upon both political parties at Philadelphia. They told

Democratic leaders that they held the balance of power bety.reen the two national
political parties. They threatened to desert
if their demands were not granted.
The leaders of the Democratic Party realized if they deserted the time-honored principle of States' rights, they would offend the
Democrats of the Southern States. But they
yielded to the threats of the organized
minorities because they believed the South
was safely "in the bag." They were confident the South would vote for the National
Democratic Party regardless of who controlled it, regardless of the candidates and
the platform.
I think I understand the leaders of the
organized minorities. They realized that as
long as the Democratic P arty was pledged
to support the right of a St ate to control
its own local problems, many Democrats
in the United States Congress would vote
against the views of the organized minorities
and justify their act ion by citing the platform pledges of the party.
The act ion of the 1948 convention was the
proverbial last .straw. Southern Democrats
did not vote for the Republican candidates.
The Republican platform was as objectionable as the Democratic platform. But more
than a million Democrats cast their votes for
a third party. Tile elect ors of four States
cast their votes for that third ticket.
Had other Southern States followed that
course, the election would have been thrown
into ·t he House of Representatives. In the
House each State would h ave cast but one
vote. Mississippi and South Carolina would
have cast the same number of votes that were
cast by New York and Pennsylvania.
The other Southern States, however, remained loyal to the Democratic label, even
though its platform was but a faded facsimile
of the Democratic creed. The third ticket
was defeated, but the courageous action of
the voters of four States served notice on the
country that the States of the South could
no longer be considered as being "in the bag"
for any political party.
Today some persons state we are alarmists.
They say that the things the political leaders
of the South feared would happen did not
actually occur. That was not the fault of
those now in control of the national Democratic Party. During the past 4 years the
national Democratic administration has been
more ant.S.gonistic toward the South than
any Republican administration since the
reconstruction period.
On several occasions the Democratic administration !has urged Congress to enact
laws which would supersede State laws and
.adversely affect our way of life.
,
Some of these proposals were defeated by
a filibuster in the Senate. Southern Senators succeeded in defeating the efforts of
Democratic leaders to put an end to freedom
of debate. At the behest of the organized
minorities efforts have meen made, and will
be made, to change the rules of the Senate
to limit debate, and thtis enable them to
secure Federal legislation forcing their views
on the individual States.
The press last week quoted the president
of the CIO, and on another -occasion the
president of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People as saying they will deman~ of both national parties
a pledge to change the rule of the Senate
so as to limit debate.
No Senator from the Southern State who
possesses a sense of responsibility will predie~ with certainty that these efforts will
not succeed.
Pending in the Congress are proposals to
create two new States out of the Territories of Hawaii and Alaska. Recently the
_proposals were defeated in the Senate by a.
majority of one vote. People who have lived
in rerritories are accustomed to looking to
Washington for everything and a.s a rule
they favor a strong centralized government
in Washington. They do not have the same

respect for the sovereignty of the States
that is our heritage.
Four additional Senators from Hawaii and
Alaska would make it easier for the opponents of States rights to secure the requisite
number of votes to change the rules of the
Senate.
It is dangerous for southern Democrats to
advocate for the Presidency a man they believe will work against the best interests
of the people of the South, and rely upon
repelling his attacks by resorting to a Sen- .
ate filibuster or by getting the help of Republican legislators.
Why should we vote to place in power any
person so antagonistic to us that in advance
we must plan to save ourselves by a coalition
with legislators of an opposition party or
by a filibuster?
It cannot be said tha t we have no alternative because the R epublican Party favors
many of the objectionable proposals urged
by those now in control of the Democrat ic
Party. We are not forceu to affiliate wit h
either of those national parties. If we do
not receive sympathetic con-sideration from
the National Democratic Party which we
have loyally supported throughout the years
or from the Republican. Party, we can support the candidates of a third party.
The biggest minority 1n this country is
composed of the white people of the Southern States. I abhor the division of the people into classes. But we have witnessed
the success of the efforts of the organized
minorities in the national conventions.
Their efforts are directed against us. It is
necessary that the minority to which we
belong, in defense of ourselves, should act
-in concert.
The Democratic Party of Mississippi is a.
political organization of your State. It' is
entirely independent of any national political organization.
In the general election for President and
Vice President of the United States the
voters of your State can vote for the candidates of the National Democratic Party, the
Republican Party, or a third political party.
I hope that the Democratic Party of this
and every other Southern State will refrain
from committing itself to any course in the
-general election until after the adjournment
of the conventions of the National Democratic and Republican Parties.
If we act in concert with other Southern
States and let the leaders of both political
parties know we are no longer "in the bag"
of any political party, our views will no
longer be ignored.
Before we determine our course, we should
know who is nominated for President by
the Republican Party and what he stands
for. We should know who is nominated by
the Democratic Party and what he stands
for. And we should know whom those candidates are obligated to for their nomination.
My hope is we can find it possible to affil·
late with the National Democratic Party.
That is the political house of our fathers.
We want to. return to that house, but we
should make it crystal clear we are not going
to return if we are going to be treated as
stepchildren.
As to candidates, the Democratic Party
of South Carolina has already acted. Our
delegates to the Democratic National Convention were instructed to vote for the nomination of Senator RussELL, of Georgia.
Senator RussELL served as Governor of his
State and demonstrated great execut ive
ability. He has served as United States Senator and ha~ shown exceptional character
and courage. As chairman of the Appropriations Committee having charge of agricultural appropriations, he has demonstrated
an understanding of and sympathy with the
agricultural problems of all sections of this
country.
•
He has always been fair to labor, organized
and unorganized. As chairman of the Armed
Services Committee, he has supported an
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adequate military program. He is sound in
his views of our foreign relations. He is
respected by Republicans and Democrats in
the Congress.
As President he would put an end to the
constant warfare between the White House
and the Congress. He would put an end to
corruption in high office. Jie is as clean in
his private life as he is courageous in his
public life. No candidate for the Presidency
is as well qualified as Senator RussELL.
I said I hoped Senator RussELL would be
nominated for President. He has stated he
is not interested in the nomination for Vice
President. I am glad he is not. A Vice
President has no duty to perform other than
preside over the Senate. He can vote only
in case of a tie vote.
• If those who control the National Democratic Party think they can nominate for
President any person they wish on any platform they please, and by selecting Senator
RussELL for Vice President, appease the people of the South, they are mistaken.
I have no authority to speak for anyone
but myself, but I believe I know the views
of a majority of the people of the South.
We are far more interested in the principles
·and policies of a political party than in the
personality of a candidate for Vice President.
We are opposed to a platform pledging enactment of the ·Brannan farm plan. We are
opposed to socialized medicine or any similar
scheme thinly disguised by a different name.
Recently there has been little mention of
these two proposals. But we can be sure if
in the ne~t administration the Agriculture
Department and · the Federal Security
Agency are under the direction of the same
individuals, there will be a revival of these
two projects. They not only constitute a
long step toward socialism but also would
drive us farther down the road to national
bankruptcy.
We are opposed to a compulsory FEPC lav;r.
That proposal affects every State in the
Union. Under the proposed law, an employer in Mississippi could not hire an individual he believed to be most competent or
fire an employee he thought was incompetent without running the risk of a lawsuit.
It would give to every disgruntled employee the righ't to file a complaint that the
employer's action was due to racial or religious prejudice. It would deny to the employer a trial by jury. It would cause his
guilt or innocence to be determined by a
board at a point distant from his home. A
compulsory FEPC law would do more than
any one proposal to establish in this country
a police state which always destroys the
liberty of the people.
We are opposed to the efforts of the United
States Government to take control of the
schools of the country. This is not a
southern question. In 17 States and in the
District of Columbia the races are segregated in the public schools. The United
States Supreme Court has consistently held
that such segregation is not unconstitutional provided the facilities for each race
are equal. As long as parents are forced
by law to send their children to school for
a good part of each day, those parents must
have something to say about the sch::Jols
their children are forced to attend.
I favor helping our allies with their military programs as long as they show a willingness to help themselves, but while we are
supporting the rearmament program at home
and the military programs of our allies
abroad, we must postpone new nonmilitary
projects.
We are old-fashioned enough to think that
collectors of internal revenue and other officials of Government should regard public
office as an opportunity to serve the people
and not an opportunity to enrich themselves.
The present adm-i nistration has appropriated more money in the last 6 years than was
XCVIII-App.· -191
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appropriated to sustain the Government
statute, the President should not seize the
throughout all its earlier history, including
property of the steel companies or of any
the expenditure-s in two world wars.
citizens.
If the President can take the property of
We are not comforted by the argument
that today we have more people employed at · the steel companies, he can take the farms of
Mississippi
citizens on the ground that farm
higher wages than ever before. We know it '
products are necessary to sustain ti:te armed
costs more to live than ever before.
forces.
We also know that one reason for increased
If a President, without. authority of law,
employment is the incre~;tsed money the Govcan take the property of . a citizen, he can
ernment has borrowed and is spending. The
take the liberty of a citizen. It is useless
Government owes to security holders $250,to wage war to secure · liberty for other
000,000,000. 'To pay the interest on that
people
if we are going to lose our own liberty.
public debt the people are being taxed
If the Supreme Court decides a President
$7,000,000,000 a year.
has such inherent power, the Congress
If we repudiate that debt, it will be the
should submit to the States a constitutional
end of our Government and the end of our
amendment prohibiting the exercise by a
liberties. It must be paid, and our children
President of any powers not specifically conwill have to pay for the folly of their fathers.
ferred upon bim .by the Constitution or the
We want to prevent further centralization
Congress.
of pOwer in Washington. We want relief
The wise solution of these problems is
from oppressive taxation. But we cannot
vital to you and to your country. This is
reduce taxation if the Federal Government
the year of decision. You should support
continues to do what was done. in March of
for the Presidency the candidate whose
this year when 8,154 new civilian employees
views are most nearly in accord with yours.
were added to the payroll of the executive
That is the reason I am supporting RussELL.
departments.
But whatever your views are, whether you
When the present emergency has passed,
have been a Democrat or a Republican, you
we want the powers granted to the Federal
should place loyalty to country above loyGovernment for the emergency returned to
alty to any political party.
the States
There can be no doubt that in seizing the
property of the steel companies the Pr-esident acted because of the strike ordered by
The Cause of Liberty
the CIO. At the same time there can be no
doubt that the President is not averse to
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
having the Federal Government engage in
the production of steel.
OF
Shortly after the election in 1948, the
President in his annual message to Congress
on January 5, 1949, urged that Congress
OF ILLINOIS
authorize an immediate study of the adeIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
quacy of production facilities for materials
Thursday, May 8, 1952
in critically short supply, such as steel; and,
if found necessary, to authorize Government
Mr.
VURSELL.
Mr. Speaker, with
loans for the expansion of production facilleave to extend my remarks, I am inities to relieve such shortages, and furthercluding the. publication of a letter apmore to authorize the construction of such
pearing in the Times-Herald, Washingfacilities directly if action by private induston, D. C., May 12, 1952, submitted by
try fails to meet our needs.
That was before what the administration
Mrs. Pearl W. Norman, in which she rehas termed the police action in Korea and
fers to words spoken 91 years ago by
before any real rearmament program. There
Abraham Lincoln, which words are
was no short supply of steel. Of course,
worth pondering at this particular time
there would be no purpose in Government
when the people are so concerned over
building the facilities unless it was intended
the seizure of the steel industry:
that Government should operate the
facilities.
THE CAUSE OF LIBERTY
Congress rightly regarded the proposal as
The following words spoken 91 years ago
a trend toward the nationalization of indusby our Great Emancipator, Abraham Lincoln,
try, the policy" of the Labor Gov.ernment in
should serve as a reminder to every person
Britain. Congress saw production falling
living under the Stars and Stripes, "The peooff in Britain and the British Government
ple of these United States are the rightful
facing bankruptcy. Congress, wisely, just
masters of both Congresses and courts, not
forgot the recommendation of the President.
to overthrow the Constitution, but to overthrow the men who pervert the Constitution.
I say wisely because the Government
The cause of liberty must not be surrendered
should not engage in the production of
at the end of one, or even one hundred,
steel and other materials in competition
defeats."
with private enterprise.
I am sure we have enough true Americans
Under the proposal the decision as to
in our Nation that are righteously indignant
whether materials were in short supply and
at the mere intimation that we would
whether the Government i ..self should build
tolerate or allow any one to violate or susplants would be made by the bureaucrats.
pend any part of our Constitution.
They would decide in favor of the GovernPerhaps this recent incident is the divine
ment going into business because the expanprovidence warning us that we are in immision of Government activities would increase
nent peril of losing our freedom: We all
their power and prestige.
know that for the past 20 years our constitutional procedure has been undermined by
This proposal, like socialized medicine and
the so-called bipartisan policy, which, if
the Brannan farm plan, are not being spoken
followed much longer, will eventually elimiof now, but if the same individuals are in
nate our two-party system we have had since
control of the Government bureau next year,
George Washington's administration. And
we will probably hear of it again.
in
the national campaign we have candidates
We believe in government by law and not
drawing more support from the opposition
by the whim or impulse of a President. In
party than the party they claim to be a
time of war the C'ongress has never hesitated
part of.
to give to the President extraordinary powThe internationalists seem determined to
ers for the duration of the war. But when
select the ca~didates on both tickets, so rethere has been no declaration of the existence
gardless of who is elected, they will still be
of a state of war and in the absence of any
in power, and will control the spending of
specific authority in the Constitution or ,in a
our resources.

HON. CHARLES W. VURSELL
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Are we true Americans going to sit idly by
has just been awarded the gold lifeand let them get away with it? I can't be~
saving medal, the highest award at the
lieve that we are that gullible.
disposal of the Coast Guard. I have
We must rededicate the signing of the
known "Ed" Kiely and his family for
Declaration of Independence, and revive and
relearn the 10 original amendments, so called . many years, anq I had the privilege of
endorsing him for entrance into the
the Bill of Rights, that this Nation under
God, shall have a new birth of freedom, and
Coast Guard, and it gives me a great
that government of the people, and by the
thrill to report th~ wonderful record this
people, for the PE!Ople, shall not perish from
fine young American has made in the
the earth.
service of his country.
PEARL

W.

NORMAN.

Eddie Cantor Assists Red Cross Blood
Plasma Drive
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. B. W. (PAT) KEARNEY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. KEARNEY; Mr. Speaker, our
Nation is engaged in a drive to replenish
the blood-plasma reserves of our Armed
Forces, which were depleted by the ex~
tensive use of plasma for our casualties
Korea. A gigantic goal of 300,000
pints of blood per month is necessary to
meet future needs and at the same time
continue the flow of whole blood to
Korea for current needs.
I have just learned of the valiant assistance being given to the American
Red Cross in this program by Mr. Eddie
Cantor. He has just completed a tour
of seven major cities where he gave his
one-man show for blood donors only. It
has been estimated by Red Cross otlicials
that this effort resulted. in the donation
of nearly 100,000 pints of blood. He is
now campaigning for blood on the Pacific coast.
Mr. Cantor says that he made this trip
to repay part of his debt to America. He
has nev.er forgotten that he began life
in a tenement on the lower East Side of
New York City and that in no other
country in the world would it have been
possible for him to have had such a suc-cessful career.
Noted for his aid to patriotic and philanthropic causes, coining of the slogans
"The March of Dimes," and "Gifts for a
Yank Who Gave," Mr. Cantor celebrates
his forty-third anniversary in show business on Sunday, May 18. It seems a fitting occasion to record here the appreciation of the many who have benefited
through the patriotic efforts of Eddie
Cantor.

in

Ensign William R. Kiely, Jr.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES C. AUCHINCLOSS
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. AUCHINCLOSS. Mr. Speaker, it
1s with pardonable pride that I call the
attention of my colleagues to the brave
exploits of Ensign William R. Kiely, Jr.,
of the United States Coast Guard. who

He volunteered as coxswain to lead in
the rescue of the survivors of the tanker
steamship Fort Mercer, which had been
broken in two off the coast of Cape Cod,
and, regardless of his personal safety, he
saved human life with a display of courage which it is impossible to express. As
long as such a spirit as displayed by this
young man exists in the youth of our
land, we may rest assured that America
is the land of the free because it is the
home of the brave.
The citation read when the Secretary
of the Treasury presented the gold lifesaving medal follows:
THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, May 7, 1952.

The Secretary of the Treasury takes pleasure in presenting the Gold Life-Saving Medal
to Ensign William Russell Kiely, Jr., United
States Coast Guard Reserve, for services as
set forth in the following citation:
"For extreme and heroic daring · on the
morning of 19 February 1952, as coxswain of
a motor surfboat, from the United States
Coast Guard cutter Yakutat, engaged in the
rescue of survivors of the tanker steamship
Fort Mercer, which had broken in two in the
Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Cape Cod,
Mass. Although the surfboat had been
damaged while getting away from the Yaku~
tat, Kiely displayed outstanding seamanship
and unusual daring in bringing it to the
bow section of the Fort Mercer. There, in
the face of extreme peril, he and his crew
persuaded t wo survivors to jump into the
water so that they could be picked up. The
survivors were recovered and taken aboard
the surfboat which, severely damaged and
in a sinking condition, was forced to return
to the Yakutat. Kiely's initiative, excep~
tional courage, professional skill, and inspir~
ing leadership were in keeping with the high~
est traditions of the United States Coast
Guard."
JOHN W . SNYDER,
Secretary of the Treasury.

Address by General MacArthur
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY P. CAIN
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, the junior
Senator from Washington desires to listen to what General MacArthur says and
to consider seriously what he has said
and to see him in person or through television whenever that is possible. Unfortunately I was not permitted to be in
Lansing, Mich., yesterday when General'
MacArthur addressed a joint session of
the Michigan Legislature, nor on the
steps of the city hall in Detroit, at noon
today, when General MacArthur delivered another address. Because others
share my admiration and continuing respeyt for this greatest American of our

times, I ask unanimous consent that the
two addresses of General MacArthur, to
which I have made but a brief reference,
be printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
I have just been informed that the
address delivered before the Michigan
Legislature appeared in yesterday's REcORD on page A2977. In view of this
information, I shall not insert that
address .a t this time.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
GENERAL MACARTHUR'S ADDRESS AT THE CITY
HALL, DETROIT, l\{ICH.

Where can one find a source of higher in~
.spiration and hope than comes from this
great city of Detroit-this mighty workshop
of America-built by the brain and brawn
and energy which only an economy of free '
private enterprise can produce?
It has elevated the dignity of the working
men and women of America and maximized
the fruits of American industry to a point
known to no other land. But the lessons
to be drawn from Detroit's past are spiritual
as well as material. For that past has taught
that in the crucible of freedom and opportunity, peoples of differing races and tongues
may harmoniously live together and work
together and prosper together.
This harmony among individuals could
apply with no less force among nations, if
the leaders of the world would so permit.
For the great masses of the human race are
just as you and I. They want ·but to live
their lives in peace and freedom and per~
sonal contentment and seek only the opportunity to contribute their mental and physical energies toward just such an end.
The gains which you have made here are
responsive more than all else to the wisdom
of that immutable charter of human liberty
and equality-the Constitution of the United
States. It must be preserved inviolate in
spirit and in letter, if these gains, both to
labor and to industry, are to be protected
and further advanced. Both sides must adhere to a code which recognizes as arbiter
and judge of all dispute-the public interest.
This should follow naturally as the rank and
file of industrial workers and the owners of
industrial enterprise constitute a major seg~
ment of the public; and, as a consequence,
the public interest is their own predominant
interest.
Both in labor and in industry, this calls
for a high level of statesmanship dedicated
to the common purpose of advancing a liberal and unexploited labor movement and
an industrial economy sufficiently free from
Government controls to m•aintain a reasonable profit potential.
Only thereby may our free enterprise economy develop its maximum dynamic force
and have adequate safeguards against excesses by either Government or labor or
management. Only thus can the public interest be fully protected, the profit motive
essential to healthy enterprise be secured,
and the gains of the working men and
women of America be advanced in parallel
with our industrial progress.
When we entered upon the occupation of
Japan, I found a degree of labor exploitation there never known to this country. Under its feudalistic traditions, labor had been
reduced almost to a form of economic serfdom difficult ~ven to visualize here. But
with the ·history of the American free-labor
movement as our guide and with the counsel
and advice of officers of the major American
labor organizations, patriotically furnished
at my request, the workers of Japan were
liberalized and oriented along the same lines
as here.
But there, as here, the tendency may grow
under the influence of political pressures to
reverse the process an~ attempt the exploita~
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tion of industry by labor. Nothing could
more thoroughly wreck labor's gains of the
past century. For the exploitation of industry would in time destroy the very foundations upon which those gains have rested.
Such a tragedy can. be avoided by a wise
and sound labor leadership invincibly dedicated .solely to the cause of labor's true welfare. Indeed, so delicate has become the balance that every worker in American industry, if he values his existing living standard,
should concern himself with our general economic health; with the inroads into industry by governmental regulations, by tax levy,
and by political pressure; with the adequacy
of protective measures against the destructive effects of any international trade policy
which fails to provide for differentials in employment standards abroad or favors sweatshop conditions there.
It is essential not to thereby destroy the
only means upon which he can rely to sustain
his high economic positio~. He should above
all concern himself with the public interest
of which he is so major a part, to make certain that any immediate gain he may make
by virtue of his employment is not more than
canceled out by a corresponding loss to his
share in that public interest. There is
nothing to be gained by giving with the one
hand and taking away with the other.
The working men and women of America,
more perhaps than any other segment of
American life, have both the responsib111ty .
of public duty and the responsibtlity of selfinterest alike to insure that those mighty
forces-spiritual, political, and materialwhich gave them their present position of
eminence in modern society and provided
them with the world's best tools and technology and working conditions are nurtured
and preserved in their maximum vitality.
They must resist experimentation by Government designed to replace our traditional
freedom of competitive opportunity with
collectivist theories and practices which
have never successfully met the practical
test of creating higher standards of human
life.
They must resist the spendthrift policies
of Government which may bring us to the
brink of economic chaos and are forcing upon
us an irresponsible economy apparently to
avoid the political impact of a return to the
long-range protection of frugality and
reason.
They must resist being betrayed into political indebtedness through the bestowal of
special privilege unrelated to the general
welfare by those exercising the political
power of Government.
They must establish strong bulwarks
against the pressures upon the free labor
movement by communism whose initial objective upon ascendancy to political power
has ever been the worker's enslavement.
Collective bargaining and the right to organize and to strike are unknown under Communist tyranny. American industry, both
workers and owners, must understand that
the maintenance of a free and strong America and the full protection of their existing
stake in such an America 1s dependent more
than all else upon the wisdom, the vision
and the courage with which they discharge
their individual political responsibilities of
citizenship.
They must insure that the course of Government be reoriented from the arbitrariness
of autocratic rule which is leading inexorably
toward the regimentation of a military state.
We must return to those principles of American tradition upon which was erected our
past greatness as a nation and our freedom
and prosperity as a people.
They must insure that government be reduced to the simplest and most economical
form consistent with reasonable e.fficiency.
This can be done through a diffusion of the
political power as wisely ordained by the
Constitution and the lifting of arbitrary and
unreasonable controls now imposed upon
.community and iz!dividual citizen.

They must insure that Government be
limited in its exercise of the taxing power
to securing only the revenue needed to defray the legitimate expense of a frugal pubHe administration and be deprived of the
authority to advance the Communist concept of sharing the wealth and threatening
the principle of private ownership of property through confiscatory l~vies upon capital,
income, and estates.
They must insure that Government be
required to orient basic policy toward the
preservation and strengthening of our economic system based upon free, private, competitive enterprise. Government must avoid
any action directed at undermining or reducing the incentive to maximized initiative and energy or to restrict the opportunities for our youth to build toward future
security and family protection.
They must insure that Government be required to gear public policy toward a continuity of social progress, avoiding however
the disease of paternalism which encourages
those seeking to live by the sweat and toil,
initiative and enterprise of others.
!I'hey must insure that Government be
restored as the polltical instrumentality of
all of the people by holding itself .a bove poUtleal expediency, special privilege, and the
patronage of money-evils which rapidl-y
corrupt the body politic.
They must insure that Government recapture the public faith in its steward- .
ship of public affairs by regaining the concept that public service is a public trust.
There must be a restoration of implacable
honesty to the publlc administration and a
return to that strong religious base upon
which the Republic was founded.
·
They must insure that Government purge
from the public service all Communists,
their sympathizers and others who do not
firmly believe in the ideal of American freedom. and are unable or unwilling to work
d111gently for its preservation and advancement.
They must insure that Government act
vigorously to shore up our defensive strength,
recklesly dissipated in the aftermath of the
second World War, but avoid wasteful expenditure or expenditure aimed at the pri-·
mary purpose of maintaining for political
reason an artificial appearance of prosperity.
They must insur.e that Government reorient our foreign policy to a pattern of consistency and reason based upon global, rather
than limited to sectional considerations, and
h.avlng primary regard to our own overriding security and public welfare.
They must insure that public policy adhere
to constitutional direction as the only means
by .which we may achieve our own free destiny as a government of law rather than
men.
.
They must insure that government, backed
by the military strength adequate to secure our own political and territorial integrity, o.ffer the world a leadership of constructive ideas designed to advance the goal
of universal pro'gress and enduring peace;
to protect our law-abiding citizens abroad
while yielding no further ·to in~: ernational extortion or blackmail; to restore the will to
victory as the cornerstone to our military
policy once American arms have been committed to battle; and, while doing all reasonably within our power and means to encourage international good will and cooperation, to avoid the sending of American
public resources abroad merely as a means
of advancing the purposes of groups having
overseas investments or other special interests.
These, as I see it, are the minimum conditions essential to the revitalization of
American public and private life, if we would
restore to ourselves and preserve to our posterity that degree of political and ' economio
stab111ty and freedom of opportunity which
was our heritage from the past. Our tens
of millions of industrial workers and 15,000,-.
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000 industrial owners share the political power to achieve these conditions.
From personal observation, I have seen.
reflected in their faces that fine basic character which is the hallmark of the American
patriot, and I am confident they will take
.a firm and invincible stand in the coming
constitutional battle to save America as we
have known it.

French Morocco
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GUY M. GILLETTE
OF IOWA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. GILLETI'E. Mr. President, because of the increasing importance of
Morocco in the Atlantic defense structure which we are building, it is impor ..
tant that we have all the information
possible. I therefore ask unanimous
consent to have printed in the Appendix
of the RECORD an article entitled "French
Morocco," published in the leatlet Focus
issued by the American Geographical So·
ciety.
There being no objection, the articfe
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
FRENCH MOROCCO

Today thousands of Americans in and out
of uniform are scattered across the globe
bringing guns and planes or technical aid
and capital to our less a.ftluent neighbors.
The sun-baked plains of French Morocco are
the scene of our latest invasion. When almost a million American soldiers landed
there in 1942 to start the prodigious drive to
stop Hitler, we suddenly became aware of the
strategic importance of Morocco as a link
connecting America, Africa, and Europe. It
stood guard at the west gate of the vital
Mediterranean highway and was close enough
to southern Europe to serve as a jumping-off
base for Army, Navy. and Air Force and as
a storehouse for the incredible quantities of
equipment they needed.
The Moroccans have suffered invasions
many tiines in the course of their long and
turbulent history, and have survived them
all. It is true that Phoenicians, Romans,
Vandals, Arabs, and French have each left
their imprint; and it is likewise true that
numbered among the present 8,000,000 inhabitants are Arabs, Jews, Negroes, anc:J.
the original Berbers. But nonetheless the
Moroccans are a people with a distinctive
personality, with a common language,
Arabic, and a common religion, Islam (both
of which wer~ adopted by almost the entire
population as long ago as the eighth century), with enormous pride in their Moorish ancestors and their great cultural inheritance, and with a growing national selfconsciousness.
But beyond these generalities there are the
widest possible differences in their ways of
life: the rich pasha has little in common
with the ragged, illiterate peasant, and
neither of ~hem sees eye to eye with the
now commercial middle class. The social
stratification is still ln many ways feudal.
At the top a small clique of pashas, caids,
the Sultan and his aides, and a few French
administrators and financiers control the
wealth and power of the country. At the
bottom are the vast majority of the in·
habitants: poor farmers tilling their parched
soil or wandering with their herds of cattle and sheep, and goats in search of pastures. Fiercely loyal to their tribal and religious laws and mores, most of them distrust
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innovations of any kind, even the new nationalism.
Since the French established their protectorate in 1912, a new class, composed of merchants a nd professionals, has emerged in
the cities. Some of them live western
fashion, and pride themselves on their
French culture. Others, in the majority,
are fa ithful Muslims; increasingly conscious
of the country's great economic potentialities, they are the most active element in the
nationalist movement.
Before the ·French moved in, the development of Morocco's resources was at a standstill, and had been for centuries. Life in the
plains, in the plateaus and mountains, and
in the desert was medieval, almost Biblical.
In a land where water was the most precious
of all possessions, the farmer struggled along
with highly primitive, inefficient, and wasteful irrigation works. Cultivation methods
were rudimentary; fields lay fallow every second year, the classic implement was a simple
plow that barely scratched the earth, and
yields were low. Each year in May, at the
onset of the dry season, after he had harvested his barley and wheat the plains farmer
had to pull up stakes and migrate to the
mountains in order to find pasture for his
cattle, unless he had the good fortune to be
on one of the permanent rivers; in this
case he spent many laborious hours maintaining the irrigation system, and yields were
still low.
Farther inland on the plateaus and mountains life was more arduous. For one thing,
it was constantly being interrupted by wars;
Berber fought Berger in a ceaseless round
of individual or tribal battles. For another,
there was less good land available; farmers
clustered around the streams and rivers during the wetter months, cultivating irrigated
plots of cereals arid, occasionally, vegetables
and fruits. Melting snows ·and infiltration
in the permeable calcareous mountains assured a relatively regular flow of water, but
many of the plots were too small to feed a
family , and the effort required to maintain
the irrigation system was out of. all proportion to the yields obtained. In the hot, dry
st~mmer the whoie tribe moved their tents
and their herds of cattle, sheep, and goats
to higher, greener pastures.
Beyond the Atlas Mountains life was even
more difficult. It was impossible to count
on the irregular, ephemeral rains that sank
in, ran off, or evaporated immediately.
Floods were awaited impatiently, but as
often as not they passed in a few hours, carrying away the painfully constructed irrigation works. Constantly menaced by drought
and famine, Berber and Arab eked out a
precarious existence, cultivating date palms,
figs, and some cereals in the irrigated oases,
while the nomadic Bedouins wandered over
the vast surrounding wilderness in search
of food for their camels, sheep, and goats, or
trekked across the desert in caravans carrying· wool and hides to distant markets.
In spite of all this, in most years Morocco was self-sufficient in foodstuffs , and in
good ye~rs was able to export meat and wheat
to Europe. But too often irregularities in
yields reached famine. proportions. Starving nomads swarmed into the oases and took
over what little food was available; the oases
people fled northward to valleys in the high
Atlas in search of food and water, only to
find that here too drought had cut supplies below the minimum and neither food
nor water could be begged or bought. If
they continued on across the mountains to
the Atlantic plains all too frequently they
would fare little better for the whole country
was hungry.
In the more remote mountain and desert
communities conditions are much the same
today as they were 40 years ago. But the
pict ure is very different on the more hospitable plains and low plateaus. European

influence has transformed the character of
million new acres be producing, but yields
the landscape and the ways of life. Aware
will be higher, and crops will be grown
of the country's potentialities, the French
throughout the year in fields that now lie
brought in peace and order, capital and
fallow during the dry summer months.
modern techniques, and small-unfortuOther resources that have been developed
nately, too small-doses of education and
in recent years are wood and alfa. The cedar
sanitation. They surveyed the land and
forests of the Middle Atlas are among the
water problems. They found that
happy
most beautiful in the world. Before the
combination of physical conditions-contact
French instituted their conservation prowith the seas, ease of communication, fergram, these and the other .forests were in
tile alluvial soils brought down from the
danger of complete destruction by fire, man,
mountains, and year-round rivers to suppleand beast. They are now worked on a r ament and replace the scanty rainfall-cretional basis and provide the count ry with
ated here great possibilities tor economic dehighly prized timber. Alfa, from the eastern
velopment.
slopes of the High Atlas, is being exported
They found that almost every temperate
mostly to England for paper pulp.
and subtropical crop could be grown in one
By all odds one of the most far-reaching
part or another of Morocco. And it was not
of French accomplishments in Morocco was
long before the farmers began to send
the discovery of a wide variety of valuable
grapes, citrus fruits, and vegetables of all
minerals that had lain dormant for centuries
kinds to the fast-growing cities and ports.
beneath its soil. As far back as 1920, the
Cork oak became a major resource: In fact,
Office Cherifien des Phosphates (GovernMorocco is now the world's third largest
ment-owned, as are most of the other mine~)
producer. Olives also assumed a new comstarted exploitation of phosphates. Producmercial importance. But as the first map
tion at Khouribga and Louis Gentil is now
plainly shows, cereals-mainly barley and
more than 4,000,000 tons a year-about one
wheat-continue to be the chief staples. In
quarter of the world's supply.
the northeast they are usually combined
Little was done to exploit the other miqwith tree crops-such as olives-and in the
erals on a large scale until after the Second
northwest with cattle raising.
World War, but today a combination of
But the agricultural changes have -not
French and American money and techniques
been all for the better-for the Moroccan,
is giving swift impetus to surveys and
that is. With political stability and some
production.
sanitation, death rates have fallen, and the
Some of the world's largest deposits of
population has more than doubled since
manganese have been found near !mini and
the French came in, in 1912. At the same
Bou Arfa. In the face of rising rearmament
time, an increasing number of people have
demands (the ore is used for hardening
abandoned the land to go into the new insteel) , production is now soar!ng, most of it
dustries. All of this adds up to food shortgoing to France and the United States.
ages. At present, even cereals have to be
Morocco is also rich in lead. The mines
imported, along with coffee, tea, and sugar,
in and near Bou Bekker are producing about
of which the Moroccans are extremely fond.
70,000 tons a year, and could easily produce
That most of ' these shortages could be
twice as much. Other lead mines and zinc,
made good, none can doubt. Sugar beets,
cobalt, molybdenum, tin, antimony, and
for instance, would thrhze in the more temcopper mines are all increasing output, and
perate parts of the country, and sugarcp.ne
small quantities of iron ore are being excould again be grown in the south, particutracted. Coal deposits near Jerada, although
larly in the Sous Valley-it was raised there
minute in relation to world reserves, are now
and sugar was even exported to Italy in
producing 500,000 valuable tons of coal a
the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth
year. And soundings carried out near Petitcenturies.
jean offer hopes that · the oil supply may be
Then there is no question but what crop
increased. At present small quantities of
yields could be substantially increased. The
it are being piped to a refinery at Petitjean
French have been practicing and preaching
that produces much-needed gas and heavy
better cultivation methods for some time,
oils, but the country still has to look to the
and an increasing number of Moroccans are
large American and · British distributors for
adopting them. Storage facilities have also · the major portion of its requirements.
been improved, and new market centers have
Although a great deal has been achieved,
been linked by telephone and telegraph,
the further exploitation of most of these
railroad, and road-all of which have cut
minerals waits on the use of more modern
down the wastage of foodstuffs, and have
production techniques, the development of
practically eliminated the recurring fammore power, and the linking up of the n·e w
ines of the old days.
mines with the cities and with the new ports
But most impressive, perhaps, among reestablished at Rabat, Mazagan, Safi, Mogador,
cent transformations on the land are the
Agadir, and particularly Casablanca-now a
dams that now supply water to irrigate
bustling and flourishing modern city of half
thousands of acres of fertile soil. Down
a million people. The power problem is
through the ages rulers have been popular
easily the most pressing and baffiing. With
or unpopular according to their water polilittle coal or oil at their disposal, the French
cies. In this field, too, the French have
have shown great ingenuity in developing
achieved wonders. B~sed on a survey made
water power. Hydroelectric plants built at
in 1939, both large and small irrigation projthe foot of some of the large dams, and
ects were planned. Some of these have althermoelectric plants to supplement or reready been completed, such as the large dams
place these during low-water periods, now
of the Sebou, the Beht, the Oum er Rebia,
supply light and power to cities, towns,
and a multitude of small hydraulic projects.
farms, mines, factories, and railroads on the
Small stone dams in streams now dot the
Atlantic plains and low plateaus, but much
countryside, providing storage basins to hold
must still be done if a larger share of the
waters that would otherwise be lost by runcountry's agricultural and mineral resources
off and evaporation; new channels have been
is to be used at home.
constructed to bring subsurface water to
The most spectacular developments of the
the surface, and existing earthen channels
last 40 years have been in the manufacturhave been cemented. The success of these
ing field . Although many of the daily nee•ls
projects has been nothing short of miracuof the inhabitants continue to be supplied
lous, particularly in such arid areas as the
by the traditional family and artisan indusSous and Draa Valleys. Much still remains
tries-among other things, the famous carto be done, but if capital can be found to
pets and leather goods-hundreds of flourishcomplete the proposed dams on the Moulouing modern industries have sprung up since
ya and the Oum er Rebia, and countless
the influx of the French. Some of the first
other smaller ones, not only will almost a
were cement, brick, and tile factories to
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supply the growing housing needs. Food
industries followed and today are turning
out fiour prOducts, cheese, sugar, oils, canned
vegetables and meats, and large quantities
of delicious canned sardines and tuna fish.
Chemical industries are prOducing sulfuric
acid, superphosphates, fertilizers, wax, soap,
and candles. During the war, when Morocco
was cut o1f from outside supplies, a modern
textile industry grew up, based on a little
cotton grown with painful efforts and on the
abundant wool supply. Experiments are currently being made to improve the quality of
the wool by mixing it with Australian and
South African wools. Modern tanneries are
manufacturing for domestic use and for export fine shoes, bags, wallets, and other
leather goods. In addition, a multitude of
small factories is turning out glasswares,
agricultural implements, automobile parts,
and cans.
In· spite of its remarkable development in
recent years, the future of Moroccan industry
is still in many ways uncertain. The difficulties are manifold; antiquated methods
of extracting the raw materials, shortage of
capital, shortage of fuel and, perhaps most
. serious, skilled labor. The present invasion
of foreign capital and technicians may well
help to solve the first three problems, but
far too little has been done as yet to train a·
body of skilled workers; and this takes time
Not only are most Moroccans illiterate and
unfamiliar with modern machines, but many
of them are in none-tao-good health. Not
enough of the benefits of higher production
have been plowed back in the form of education and health measures. Surrounded by
the visible signs of a. higher living standard,
the Moroccan will undoubtedly become increasingly restless unless he is allowed a
greater share in the profits, especially if he is
egged on by his Moslem neighbors. But if
wi,se social and economic reforms accompany the blossoming of agriculture and industry, he may well feel that he has lost little
and gained much from his latest visitors.
And to the Western World as a whole, Morocco's future is no less important today than
1t was in 1942. The naval base at PortLyautey and the air bases we are building
near Rabat and Casablanca are becoming
essential links in the chain of international
security. Equally significant, development
of the economic potentialities of the country
promises to provide the Western World with
indispensable food, mineral, and industrial
products. At the same time. this development, with its corollary of a rising living
standard, can, if maintained, go far toward
assuring the incorporation of Morocco into
the comity of democratic-minded na~ions.

Teapot Dome Cry

Is

Smoke Screen

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. WILLIAMS
OF DELAWARE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "Teapot Dome Cry Is Smoke
Screen," written by W. H. Whittekin and
published in the 'Dallas <Tex.) Morning
News of February 29, 1952.
There bei ng no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
In a phony fit of indignation, the "righteous" Charles Brannan, Secretary of our none
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toO' clean Department of Agriculture, has
Newspaper Comment on Steel Crisis
resurrected Teapot Dome as a smoke screen
to obscure the losses (already estimated at
from seven to ten millions) in Government
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
grain stored by his own mismanaged departOF
ment. He falsely alleges that Republican
officials "profited to the tune of hundreds of
thousands of dollars" and that there never
OF CALIFORNIA
has been "anything like the Teapot Dome
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
scandal in a Democratic administration."
No, they have been much worse. Has he forFriday, May 16, 1952
gotten the aircraft and Hog Island scandals
Mr. NIXON. Mr. President, I ask
of the Wilson administration? What of the
unanimous consent to have printed in
brazen deal by which President Roosevelt and
the Appendix of the RECORD three arson, Elliott, misused the power and prestige
of the White House to settle a $200,000 debt
ticles, one by David Lawrence, entitled
to John Hartford for $4,000 with the tax"Like Playing With Loaded Dice," pubpayers left holding the bag?'
lished in the Washington Evening Star
Mr. Truman, lil;:e other maligners, is either
of May 7, 1952; one by Elinore Moreignorant of Teapot Dome history or guilty of
house Herrick, entitled "Mishandling in
deliberately distorting the facts.
Steel," published in the New York
Here are the highlights: The barren TeaHerald Tribune of May 3, 1952; and one
pot Dome tract, comprising some 10,000 acres
of Government land in Wyoming, had been
by Edward H. Collins, entitled "The
regarded as possibly oil bearing although it
Anti-Taft-Hartley Crusades," published
had not been tested up to 1922. Then, unin the New York Times of May 5, 1952.
der Federal law, that region and the similar
There being no objection, the articles
Elk Hills area of California, were designated
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD.,
as naval reserves and at the suggestion of
as follows:
Albert B. Fall, Secretary of the Interior, they
[From the Washington Evening Star at
were transferred to his department. He then
May 7, 1952}
hastily arranged to lease them, without the
required competitive bidding, to two promiLIKE PLAYING WITH LOADED DICE-AVOWED
nent American oilmen. Only the Teapot
PARTISANS OF LEFT-WING IDEOLOGY APDome lease bad been consummated when
POiNTED TO QUASI-JUDICIAL BOARDS AND
the scandal broke, disclosing that Secretary
COMMISSIONS
Fall, the only official involved, had accepted
(By David Lawrence)
a $100,000 bribe.
Something approaching a scandal has
President Coolidge, who had meanwhile
been slowly developing in recent years
succeeded Harding, did not adopt the Truthrough the appointment of persons to
man practice of shielding the accused, nor
quasi- judicial boards and commissions who
did he shout "red herring" and "asinine inare supposed to represent the public as imvestigation." Instead he demanded prosecupartial members but who actually are
tion of every conspirator, regardless of poavowed
partisans in behalf of left-wing
litical or other atllliations. Fall's defense
ideology.
was that hasty action was imperative to preCongress has been delegating to boards
vent drainage of the tract by producing wells
and commissions the power to write regulaon adjacent properties. He was convicted,
tions and decide issues of vital importance
fined, and imprisoned. The courts annulled
to the public. If these boards are stacked,
the lease and restored the property to the
it's just like playing with loaded dice.
Government without loss to the taxpayers.
The latest episode which has attracted
It lay dormant until last year when under an
attention
relates to the so-called public
appropriation of $300,000 the Navy began
members of the Wage Stabil1zation Board
drilling its first well on the Teapot Dome
and its panels which make recommendations
tract. A late report states that the well encountered oil showings .at a depth of 3,450
in wage disputes. Clarence Randall, head
of Inland Steel Co., told a Nation-wide radio
and again at 5,450 feet. That in brief is the
factual story of 'the "infamous Teapot Dome
audience that the public members of the
steal."
Board which sided with labor in deciding
the steel case were beholden to the labor
The bitter and ensuing irony of all this is
that under President Roosevelt; in 1943, the
unions--in fact, at times had performed promore-promising Elk Hills reserve was quietly,
fessional services for which they were paid
yes, rather furtively, leased to another oil
by labor organizations. This was promptly
company on a New Deal basis, described by
denied with the statement that these proDemocratic Senator ED JoHNsoN as more
fessional arbitrators who had served in
scandalous than the Teapot Dome deal.
labor cases had been paid, as usual, by both
And on June 22, 1943, Assistant Attorney
sides. But what is not generally realized
General Norman Littell told the Public Lands
is that their opportunity to continue as
Committee of the House that this transaclabor arbitrators in case after case is dition "went beyond the agreements involved
rectly related to their known willingness to
in the Teapot Dome scandal of the Harding
decide issues on the labor-union side. The
administration." Whom did Roosevelt prosemployers often are confronted with such
ecute for that? Nobody. And what is fula narrow choice that they feel they cannot
minating Mr. Brannan saying about it?
continue to object to the names submitted
Nothing.
to them because the strike weapon is held
over them, and often, despite their protests,
Now contrast that official misfeasance, also
the Government goes ahead and appoints
Mr. Truman's stubborn refusal to reveal
them anyway.
damaging information on accused minks,
In the case of the Wage Stapilization
pinks and other subversives, and his partisan support of his discredited Attorney Gen- . Board, the appointments were made by a
eral McGrath, with President Coolidge's vigpolitical President who doesn't have to conorous prosecution of every culprit and his
sult employers when he makes such selecsummary firing of his own Attorney General
tions. The public members of the Wage
Daugherty for failing to cooperate with inStabilization Board are men of integrity
vestigators. Then judge or decide whether
but nearly all of them are steeped in the
another Coolidge administration with its
ideology of labor unions. There is a large
accompanying honesty, peace, and prosperity
number of college professors who are conwouldn't provide a welcome and wholesome
fiscationists at heart. They do not know
change from the burdensome taxes, debts,
the first thing . about the obligations of
Yaltas, wars and graft-ridden "deals" of more
those who borrow money or who, in good
recent years.
faith, take from investors money for risk

HON. RICHARD M. NIXON
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to the union. On page after page of the brief
capital. The left-winger doesn't worry
there appear the captions: "Union proposal,"
if the large companies fail to make an adefollowed by "Company proposal.'' Anyone
quate profit to pay the wages of investors.
If by chance the companies should go to the _ with any industrial relations experience
would recognize that many of these counterwall, the same let:t-wing group would be adproposals by the industry deal with economic
vocating Government ownership or nationalissues, although a general increase was reization. Fundamentally, the virus of sofused.
cialism is deeply imbedded in the left-wing
On December 31, 1951, in a "Dear Phil"
group, and it is out of that category that
letter, the President commended the union
the late President Roosevelt and now Mr.
decision to postpone a strike. The President
Truman have made selections whenever
wrote that the WSB "will consider the case
there are Presidential boards to be appromptly on its merits and will make recompointed in economic disputes.
mendations for a fair and equitable settle- .
There is no practical way by which Conment. * * * In its proceedings it should
gress can prevent this abuse of the appointive
elicit proposals and counterproposals. If
power . Many of the boards, like the Wage
both parties make full use of the Board, a
Stabilization Board, are not even provided
costly shutdown "'c an be avoided and a fair
for by law. They admittedly have no statusettlement worked out."
tory sanct ion. But when they make recomThe report of the WSB majority of public
mendations, the labor unions regard them
and labor members made it clear that the
as final, the President takes over the plants
union receded from none of its demands.
and then threatens to put into effect the
The recommendations of the Board's majorrecommendations of the presidentially apity were favorable to the union on substanpointed board-the "packed" court.
tially all its economic demands and also supIt's a game which the public hasn't obported the controversial union shop.
served too carefully heretofore but, now that
B:Jth the union and the Government have
the abuse of power in the steel controversy
conveniently forgotten that the recommenhas been revealed, it is pound to occupy the
dations were not to be binding on either
attention of congress as well as the courts.
p arty. The union maintains an adamant
Congress is to some extent at fault for failing
position against accepting any less. This is
to spell out Executive powers and for allowing
the
first collective-bargaining situation of
many appointments to Presidential boards
which I have ever heard where the union's
which have the power of life or death over
asking price became the settlement priceAmerican enterprises to be made without authough the whole might of Government has
thority of law and without confirmation by
been used to make it so.
the Senate.
The various congressional committees now
The real blame for the presence on Governinvestigating might well start by asking Mr.
ment boards of biased members is unquesFeinsinger why he chose December 2, 1950,
tionably on the shoulders of President Truas his base for comparing increases that had
man. · The best evidence of the prevalent beb een granted subsequently in other induslief that the CIO controls the White House
tries. The picture he presented to the Senand usually has Mr. Truman in its corner i_n
ate Labor Committee was that "since Decemits economic battles is to be found in a
ber 1, 1950, various industries had granted
United Press dispatch last month which
wage increases ranging from 13 cents to 17
reads as follows:
cents but steel had had no increases and
"Pn."l'SBURGH, March 27 .-A top official of
would have had 16 cents in inc)\eases if they
the CIO United Steelworkers said today that
had
had an escalator clause." The truth is
the union was in a particularly fortunate pothat on December 1, 1950, a 16-cent increase
sition in its wage dispute with the steel inbecame effective in the steel industry as the
dustry because we have a rather friendly
newspapers of that date reveal.
gentleman in the White House.
The parties to that agreement presumably
"David J. McDonald, USW secretary-treascould have negotiated an agreement with
urer, told the Pennsylvania CIO convention
an escalator clause but they did not. Inthat if Senator RoBERT A. TAFT were Presistead they negotiated an increase amounting
dent, instead of President Truman, 'our lawto
16 cents an hour. In using this particular
yers would be in Federal court right today
date of reference which immediately followed
fighting against issuance of an injunction.' "
the steel increase, Mr. Feinsinger any anyone
Yet the Taft-Hartley law does provide for
associated with him in fixing this deceptive
injunctions when major labor disputes are
date were guilty of obscuring the time
threatened. So the CIO expects Mr. Truman,
picture.
In return for the political support they have
Of the seven industries Mr. Feinsinger
heretofore given, to ignore his oath to upchose for comparison with steel as the basis
hold the Constitution, which orders that he
for
saying that the WSB recommendations
"shall take care that the laws be faithfully
merely permitted the steelworkers to catch
executed.''
up, only the automobile workers had higher
There's the explanation for much of the inaverage hourly earnings and since 1947 they
ternal trouble in America today.
have always been slightly ahead of steel.
What the WSB has recommended, on top of
[From the New York Herald Tribune of
the 16 cents they ignored except for a footMay 3, 1952}
note in Mr. Feinsinger's statement, will put
MISHANDLING IN STEEL-POLITICS BEHIND THE
the steelworkers far ahead of all the other
SCENES IN THE DISPUTE
seven industries with which Mr. Feinsinger
(By Elinore Morehouse Herrick)
compared them.
Despite all the political maneuvering we
Nor does it seem honest to me for Mr.
have a steel crisis. A serious constitutional
Feinsinger to insist that the recommendations of the WSB majority were within the
question of Presidential power to seize inWage Stabilization Board's formula. He can
dustries has arisen. The latter could have
do
so only by ignoring the 16-cent increase
been a voided if the President had used the
granted the day before the period he arbiTaft-Hartley Act. His failure to do so is
trarily chose for his base of comparison.
part of the politics behind the scenes in the
steel dispute.
WSB Regulation 6 allows a 10-percent increase over the wages paid in January 1950.
One of the most shocking aspects of the
Regulation 8 approves additional increases
whole mishandling of the steel dispute is
at 6-month intervals tied to cost-of-living
what seems to me the intellectual dishonesty
changes as reflected in the Government's
of much that was done. Someone misled
the President, causing him to state in his
consumer price _index. Taking into considcertification of the dispute to the WSB that
eration paid increases to steelworkers, including the 16 cents Mr. Feinsinger ignored.
"No counterproposals were made by the leadas of February 1952 approximately 7 cents
ing companies on any of the economic items."
The truth is revealed in the brief submitted
could have been granted under these two
to the WSB by Arthur J. Goldberg, counsel
basic regulations. The February index was

made public the day after the Board issued
its recommendations, and it is inconceivable
that the Board was not aware of that index
at that time.
But the Board used the January 1952 index
and used the old series which the Bureau of
Labor Statistics has declared "obsolete" and
determined that 9 cents would have been
permissible under regulations 6 and 8. Then
they practically doubled what they themselves said would have been allowable, apparently regarding their own stabilization
formulae as a floor instead of a ceiling on
wages, for they recommended a total 17%
cents in cash, also recommended.
The record would not be complete or fairly
stated if there were no comment on the performance of the steel industry in this confused Government picture. It has seemed to
me throughout that the industry was able to
absorb some part of .any fair increase and
that it was a tactical error for the industry
to hold so determinedly to their position
that no wage increase and no price increase
were warranted.
·
After this, what employer can feel any
confidence in the impartiality and fairness
of the public members of the Wage Stabilization Board? It could result in strengthening employers' determination to bargain to
the hilt in order to avoid going to the Board
if it were not so cl~arly to the interest of
the unions to force disputes to the Board.
Under these circumstances, employers will
fear to make their "best offer" direct to the
union, lest it be used as a floor by the WSB
on which additional increases would be piled.
The mishandling of the steel case has done
terrible damage to the practice of collective
bargaining. The WSB should be reconstituted and the power to handle disputes taken
from it. The Taft-Hartley Act contains
power to prevent disastrous strikes and
should be used in future-as, indeed, should
have been used in steel.
[From the New York Times of May 5, 1952]
THE ANTI-TAFT-HARTLEY "CRUSADES"
(By Edward H. Collins)
There has been a rather lively discussion
for the last 3 or 4 weeks as to whether
President Truman, instead of resorting to
seizure of the steel plants of the Nation,
should not have used the emergency sections
of the Taft-Hartley Act for dealing with the
situation.
By way of explaining his choice of the
seizure technique, the President has declared
that the Taft-Hartley mechanism was highly complicated and time-consuming. It was,
therefore, he intimated, a luxury the country
couldn't afford in a crisis of the dimensions
and the urgency of the one that confronted
him early last month.
As a defense of the kind of Executive lawlessness displayed by Mr. Truman on that
occasion, such a statement is almost too absurd to credit. Both the nature and the
time of tlle threatened walk-out of the steelworkers, should it have come, were clearly
foreseeable in advance, and that is all the
basis the Chief Executive needs to set in motion the machinery required for obt'a ining a
temporary restraining order, calculated not
merely to halt a strike after it has started,
but to anticipate the event.
It might be asked in passing, incidentally,
why, if the potential crisis was of such catastrophic dimensions as the President would
have had the country believe, matters were
permitted to drift to the point where half
the Nation's steel capacity had been taken
out of production and nearly a million tons
of steel irretrievably lost so far as the defense emergency was concerned.
BASIC DECISION MONTHS AGO
There is another consideration, moreover,
which suggests tllat protracted d iscussion of
this particular epiwde would be rather a.
waste of t ime. That is the circumstance
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that the basic decision of the President not
to use the Taft-Hartley machinery was made
as far back as December 1951. This information was vouchsafed by the chairman of
the Wage Stabilization Board, Mr. Feinsinger, in the course of his recent testimony before the Senate Labor Committee. That the
President pursued this policy to its logical
(and disastrous) conclusion (even, perhaps,
against his own better judgment) would
seem to indicate that he regarded it as being
in the nature of a commitment of one kind
or another.
The chronology of events during the year
preceding that decision of last December
lends considerable substance to this theory.
To be more specific, the developments of recent weeks in the steel controversy make
little sense when considered individually and
not much more as a whole without a master
key. But to anyone who has followed the
procession of events in this area for the last
5 years, it is obvious that there is such a key,
and that it is to be found in labor's holy
war against the Taft-Hartley Act.
To the unions, since 1947 any excuse is a
good excuse for launching a new drive
against the Taft-Hartley law. It is hardly
surprising, therefore, that the formaJ. recommendations of the United Labor Policy
Committee presented to the Wage Stabilization Board in January 1951, among other
things included a demand for repeal of that
legislation.
It is doubtful that this proposal was put
forward as more than a basis for bargaining
0::1 less ambitious but more realistic requests to come. Be that as it may, the
unions soon perceived that for the duration
of the emergency at least it might be possible largely to immobilize the disputed provisions of the 1947 legislation. Thus it was
that as the price of their return to the defense administration after their walkout of
February 1951 (or a large part of that price),
they demanded that the powers of the WSB
be expanded to include disputed settlements
as well as policy determination in the field
of wage stabilization.
STABILIZING FORMULA EASED

Their demand was properly met. They got
a new board of their chosen design, and the
board was soon busily engaged in liberalizing
the stabilization formula of its predecessor.
But while the union leaders generally applauded this reorientation of policy, one at
least found its progress too slow for his
liking.
That was Philip Murray, president of the
Congress of Industrial Organizations and of
the United Steelworkers. With the time
rapidly nearing for negotiating a new contract with the companies, Mr. Murray was
incensed to find that all he could expect
under the regulations of the WSB was a wage
increase of about 9 cents an hour.
Speaking before the CIO convention in
November, the CIO president let it be known
that he had no intention of being held to
this ceiling if there was any way of circumventing it or breaking through.
It was at this convention that Mr. Feinsinger, chairman of the quasi-judicial and
impartial Wage Stabilization· Board, appeared
on the same platform and delivered a speech
that can best be described, perhaps, as an
antidote for the fighting speech on stabilization bY. former Price Stab111zer Mike DiSalle. In part Mr. Feinsinger said:
"Speaking of collective bargaining, Phil
(Murray], I understand from the newspapers that a lot of people have undertaken to
do the bargaining for yourself and the steel
companies even in advance of the opening of
your negotiations."
And at another point he added this observation: "There is a good deal of loose
thinking • • • that any wage increase
is inflationary. This is, at best, an oversimplification."
The e'·ents since then are now pretty
fam11iar. The steel dispute was certified to

Mr. Feinsinger's board on December 21.
Ultimately, on March 20, after devoting only
8 days to the findings of the steel panel, because, as the Chairman reportedly put it, the
public members "could not" ask for another
postponement of the strike, the Board issued
its recommendations, which it must have
known, even as it made them public, could
not have been accepted by the industry and
whose only evidence that the Board recognized any responsibility to the general public was a cryptic and meaningless dictum by
the Chairman. "In either a voluntary or
dispute case," read this gem of wisdom, "the
Board is to take whatever action it deems
fair and equitable, and not unstab111zing."
The casualties in this steel controversy
have been heavy on all sides. But there is
one that is still unreported, and which many
will feel can't come too soon. Needless to
say this is a reference to the WSB itself,
which, instead of giving us stabilization has
proposed instead a new shot of inflation,
and which, instead of giving us peace in the
steel industry, has succeeded only in dragging millions of neutral and previously un•
affected Americans into the area of combat.
Yet, as John C. Bane, Jr., one of the industry members of the steel panel, has pointedly
observed, the net product is only what might
be expected. The Wage Board, as Mr. Bane
notes, "has at its command no means of
forestall1ng a strike other than that of obtaining a no-strike pledge from the labor
union concerned."
And he adds: "To forestall a strike it must
promise the union an outcome better than
that promised by a strike. It must conciliate
the unions in order to stay in business."

Andrew G. Curtin, Republican-Democrat
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a very interesting article entitled "Andrew G.
Curtin, Republican-Democrat,'' written
by Charles M. Steese, secretary of the
Union County <Pa.) Historical Society.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ANDREW

G.

CURTIN,

REPUBLICAN-DEMOCRAT

The first Republican Governor to be elected
in Pennsylvania was Andrew Gregg Curtin,
of Center Comity.
In 1860 the Republican Party in Pennsylvania stood in the role of a "new born babe."
United States Senator Simon Cameron was
its leader, and by combining his efforts with
those of Curtin, who was a candidate for
Governor, he was able to do two thingsfirst, keep a political enemy out of the Governor's chair and, second, secure control of
the Pennsylvania delegates to the Republican National Convention. Cameron and
Curtin delivered these delegates to Abraham
Lincoln. President Lincoln rewarded Cameron with the portfolio of Secretary of War
and later sent him as Ambassador to Russia.
In an autograph .letter to Curtin he promised him a diplomatic appointment. Lincoln died before he could make good this
last promise, but one of his successors did
what Lincoln had in mind.
Andrew Gregg Curtin was born in Center
County on April 23, 1815, a son of Rolland
and Jane (Gregg) Curtin.

The father, a native of Ireland, was studying in Paris and during the French Revolution in 1793 was seized along with other
students and narrowly escaped being executed. Upon his escape he made his way to
the coast of France and boarded a ship bound
for America. Shortly after his arrival he
made his way into the interior of Pennsylvania and finally settled in Center County
where he became a storekeeper. Here he
married Jane Gregg, a daughter of Andrew
Gregg, a former Congressman and United
States Senator.
A number of histories give a different date
for the birth of Andrew G. Curtin. The compiler felt that the date contained in the
resolutions of the Center County Bar Association adopted on the day of Curtin's funeral was correct, and that is the date used
in this paper.
Curtin's education was completed at Dr.
Kirkpatrick's Academy at Milton, and he
was admitted to the bar in 1837. He married Catherine, daughter of Dr. William I.
Wilson, and they had one son, William, and
three daughters.
In 1855 Governor Pollock appointed Curtin secretary of the Commonwealth. At that
time this office also included that of superintendent of public schools. In 1860 he was
elected Governor of Pennsylvania-the first
Governor .to be elected. by the Republican
Party. He was reelected in 1863, and thus became Pennsylvania's War Governor, serving
as such all through the Civil War.
When hostilities ceased in 1865, one of
Curtin's first moves was the establishment
of soldiers' orphan schools in different parts
of the State. For this he is known as the
father of soldiers' orphans.
In 1868 Curtin was an unsuccessful candidate for the vice presidential nomination. In 1869 President Grant' appointed
him Minister to Russia, which post he held
until 1872. Upon his return from Russia,
he became interested in the independent
political movement for Horace Greeley
against the reelection of General Grant.
This alienated many of his Republican
friends, and it was thought by many that
his political career was ended. But in 1873,
Curtin was elected a delegate at large to
the constitutional convention which wrote
the constitution under which Pennsylvania
is now governed.
In 1878 he was defeated for Congress in
the Twentieth District, composed of Union,
Clinton, Clearfield, Elk, Miffiin, and Center
Counties. Two ·years later he became the
Democratic candidate for Congress in the
same district, was elected, and served until
1887. During the time he was in Congress
he was chairman of the House Committee
on Foreign Affairs. Curtin closed his public life as a Member of Congress.
Thus we have an interesting political
comparison-one who served the State as
its first Republican Governor to finish his
career as a Congressman elected by the opposition party, but all this with the respect
and admiration of all who knew him.
Andrew Gregg Curtin died at Bellefonte
October 7, 1894.

Communist Misrepresentations Against
Nationalist Government of China
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT HALE
OF MAINE

IN THE HOUSE OF. REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. HALE. Mr. Speaker, the growth
of an insidious technique of libel is one o!
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the more deplorable phenomena of our
times. Fractions of truth are woven
with suggestive interpretations and bits
of downright falsehood into a slimy pat~
tern designed to .tarnish reputations and
confuse issues of transcendent importance.
Two April 1952 issues of a magazine
called the Reporter, those of April 15 and
April29, evidently owned, published, and
financed by one Max Ascoli and his wife,
are excellent examples of this technique.
A large portion of both issues is devoted
to an alleged exposure of an alleged
China lobby claimed by the magazine to
be operating deviously arid with incredi~
ble extravagance to promote the interests of the lawful Chinese Government
as agamst those of the Chinese Communists. The evident objective of this effort
is to discredit all Americans and Chinese
who believe in strengthening the anti~
Communist elements in China. The pur~
pose would appear to be either to promote the circulation of the publication
or to lend aid and comfort to the Chinese
Reds, or to accomplish both of these ends.
An example of the method& implementing that purpose is on page 4 of the
April 29 issue. Dr. T. F. Tsiang, the
head of the Chinese delegation to the
United Nations,
described as ''chief
disbursing agent for official Nationalist
funds here." On page 6 :

is

Of the New York group, according to an exNationalist official-

Who is not identifiedonly Dr. Tsiang received and spent Nationalist government funds. The others had to
draw upon their own vast resources as circumstances and opportunity required.

The implications of th~se statements
are brought to fruit on page 7:
The first lump sum in support of the
lobby's work, according to former Nationalist
officials then in a position to know-

Which officials are not identifieddid not follow the customary route. In the
summer of that year, $800,000 was transferred from Wang Shih-chieh, Chiang's chief
secretary on Formosa, to Dr. Tsiang openly
via the Bank of China.

Note the sinister innuendo in a singu~
larly innocuous circumstance. The article goes on to assert that certain Chinese Government officials believed those
funds were for payments of their salaries, but "that was not what the money
was intended for." The· question of
what it was intended for, having been
raised by the writer, is nowhere an~
swered.
However, Dr. Tsiang himself undertook
to provide the answer to the publisher
in a letter dated April 18 when the
April 29 i::'3ue of the Reporter was on the
newsstands. He wrote:
I have, since the fall of 1947 when I assumed my post as the representative of
China in the United Nations, disbursed not
US$800,000 but US$6,000,000. The recipients
of this money have been Mr. Trygve Lie
and Mr. Byron Price. What these gentlemen
have done with the money and what service
they have rendered to China in return is no
secret; at least Messrs. Lie, Price, and myself
do not wish this matter to be kept secret.
All information relating to these disbursements is available in the records of the U.N.
Secretariat.
As to the $800,000 which you say that Dr.
Wang Shih-chieh transmitted to me in the

summer of 1949 via the Bank of China, the
figure and the transaction are both fictions.
I would be glad to give any member of your
research staff such legal help as I could to
enable him to make a thorough examination
of my money transactions with or through
the Bank of China.
If you could name a single American who,
during the past 4¥2 years, has received any
sum of money from me in remuneration for
political services of any kind, I would gladly
acknowledge your article to be truthful. I
would allow you 1 year's time for this research. If, at the end of the 1 year, you fail
to produce the name of a single American,
as I am deadly sure that you will fail, I
think I would be justified in calling this
article dishonest and untruthful.

The issue of April 15, page 15, refers
to the 1946 embargo by General Marshall on military supplies for the Nationalist Government as lasting for
several months. In fact, it lasted for
10 months. The subcommittee of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee of the
Eightieth Congress stated:
During this period the Communists increased their control from 60 to 319 hsien
(counties).

AndNo territory was acquired except by military force.

The writer does not disclose in the
article that the purpose of the embargo
was to force the Nationalists to give 14
seats out of 40 in the state council. This,
under the Chinese Constitution, was
more than the one-third necessary to
block any policy changes. Had Chiang,
who had offered 13 seats, met the demand for 14, the Communists could have
exercised the same veto in the Chinese
Government that they have exercised in
the United Nations, and with equally or
more disastrous effect.
Referring to the fighting between the
Nationalists and the Communists, the
April 15 issue, on page !.6, asserts:
To sum up, there is no evidence that
Chiang ever tried to bring the Communist
armies to battle; it is certain that he never
succeeded in doing so.

But there is evidence. The New York
Times of July 19, 1949, republished a
Communist Peking press statement that
in the preceding 3 years Communist casualties exceeded 1,300,000. If this evidence of mortal combat is disregarded,
as it is in the Reporter, are we to presume that these deaths and wounds were
self-inflicted?
On page 24 of the same issue, reference is made to the case of General Mow
and his executive officer, Col. V. S.
Hsiang:
Since then, General Mow and his executive
officer, Col. V. S. Hsiang, have gotten .into
trouble for charging the Formosa government with what they claim to be irregulari·
ties in the procurement of military equip·
ment for Chiang's army.
Last August
Formosa ordered the two officers home and
then, when they refused to oblige, answered
their accusations of corruption with a suit
in an American court to recover some $7,000,000 of unexpended funds which they would
not give up.

The article implies that the Nation~
alist Government brought the suit
against General Mow because of his
charges against the Formosa government, ·whereas General Mow made his
charges against the Nationalist Govern~

ment as a smoke screen to divert attention from his refusal to turn over the
funds to the government and submit to
an audit. No evidence is submitted to
support Mow's charges against the Chinese Government; but its charges that
he refuses or is unable to account for
$7,000,000 cannot be denied.
Yet the article ignores the government
case against General Mow which was
handled to a conclusive verdict in United
States courts by the late Secretary Robert Patterson. Nothing is said of the fact
that, when an appeal was denied, General Mow fled. Does the magazine expect
its readers to believe its rehash of
warmed-up rumors, gossip, and unproved charges by discredited officials
rather than the proved evidence against
· these officials?
In the conclusion of the article on page
2;) of the April 29 issue, an attempt is
made to exaggerate in the mind of the
reader the amount of the aid given to
anti-Communist China in the following
words:
Since the China Lobby was reassembled
here after Mao's victory (the Communist victory in China) , it has had to exert pressure
on Congress, on the executive, on public
opinion, to get dollars and weapons in almost unlimited quantity. Yet not even
billions of arsenals can satisfy it.

While the white paper lists approximately $1,000,000,000 of military aid to
China between VJ-day and June 1949,
pages 1044 and 1051 of the annexes show
that $335,817,910.56 of this was "services and expenses," consisting of charges
for transporting troops out of Burma
and items of $141,300,000 and $49,940,642 for naval and other vessels at cost.
It has been reported that the Chinese
Nationalists only receipted for a total
of $105,400,000 of actual military equipment between VJ-day and the first shipment under the April1948 appropriation
of $125,000,000, or a total of $230,400,000
between VJ-day and the Communist attack in Korea. While the white paper
did not reveal the unit prices of the
$125,000,000 ~ppropriation it is now
known that .30 caliber ammunition,
which cost $45.60 per thousand, was
charged to Greece and Turkey at $4.60
per thousand, but was charged to the
Chinese at $85 per thousand.
As a result of these and similar overcharges, it is estimated that Greece, with
a population of 7,000,00Q, received since
VJ-day approximately three times as
much military equipment as China with
a population of 450,000,000. It is reported that even now with an American
military mission at last on Formosa,
shipments of military equipment are
still about 38 percent behind schedule.
If the Reporter were objective and
fair, it would have mentioned the
prompt offer of Chiang Kai-shek to furnish 33,000 trained and equipped Chinese
troops, transported in Chinese ships to
Korea at the onset of the Red aggression
in that hapless country, when these reinforcements were badly needed. It would
have mentioned his offer to stage commando attacks on the mainland to relieve pressure in Korea.
The article would have mentioned that
all governments, including our own,
employ counsel and experts in public re-
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lations to · present their cases here andabroad. The lists published by the U.S.
News & World Report and the Washington News fully reveal these natural
and normal facts. They show, for example, that Secretary Acheson's former
law :firm received about $400,000 from a
half dozen foreign governments during
the past 2 years.
It need not be occasion for amazement
that the Reporter says nothing of the
vasts amounts spent by the Chinese
Communists to exploit our judicial processes in their et!orts to tie up the badly
needed funds of the Nationalist Government of China in multiple law suits
which they successfully prevent from
coming to trial and judgment, or of the
insidious propaganda in those publications which follow and promote the party
line.
·
A detailed analysis of the etrect produced by this modern technique of libel
which compounds a vast panorama of
personalities, American and Chinese,
with incomplete innuendoes to produce
an unsubstantiated impression of venality and wickedness, would consume more
than the thousands of words used to
libel and debase the dozens of people and
the motives of a friendly government
libeled in these deviously contrived, malevolent pages.
What is the underlying purpose of
these articles? Is it merely to secur.e
publicity and circulation regardless of
method for a publication which has mysteriously carried on with almost no advertising?
Or is this a second and unofficial white
paper inspired to excuse the inexcusable
mistakes of the State Department's
China policy?
Or is this the opening move in a new
campaign by those who have been advocating the recognition of Red China and
the sacrifice of Formosa to the Communists?
But more important, perhaps, than the
answers to these questions is the increasing use of a technique which is clearly
designed to poison publiG opinion and
provoke unwarranted suspicion, but
which escapes the remedies against libel
by either stopping just short of actionable misstatements or falsely attacking
individuals who, because of their official ·
positions, will not invoke the protection
at!orded by our laws.

So, even should the prisoner of war issue
1n Korea be settled and the wound closed
over, it would be but a surface healing.
Washington, London and Paris have made
1t clear now that they stand together in
having made their last. concession toward
a peaceful settlement of the Korean war.
Today, as the negotiations go into the
three hundred and sixty-third day since
their beginning, only one issue remains.
However, since it deals with an essential
freedom, it is a fundamental one. The
United Nations say they never will retreat
from their .stand against forcible return of
prisoners who have renounced communism.
To the individual prisoner who has renounced communism, the issue is exceedingly personal. To return him now very
likely would mean to send him before a Red
tiJ;ing squad.
·
To the allies, it is a world issue, since many
Red soldiers surrendered on the promise of
allied protection. · To go back on that promise would mean to destroy the faith, not
only of what friends we have left in the
Orient, but of Czech and Polish fighters for
freedom and all others as w~ll.
Were it n-ot for the fundamental issues involved, we undoubtedly could have arrived
at some sort of a peace and been out of
Korea long ago.
But we are learning all over again now
that Korea is not a local issue.
The coming months of the Presidential
campaign will see a lot of arguments as to
whether we should or should not have entered the Korea conflict in the first place.
There also will be arguments as to how we
should deal with it in the future.
However, there will be agreement on one
point, and that is, that whatever..- settlement
is reached, it must be reached with honor.
So far as the allies· are concerned, the
point of no return finally has been reached
in the haggling over a Korean armistice.
Now it seems that it is up to the Communists to find a loophole if the negotiations
are to continue.
If history is to repeat itself, the Reds will
find that loophole rather than to continue
the present . military stalemate.
They will, that is, unless once more they
underestimate us.
The time has passed when the North Koreans and Chinese alone can drive us out of
Korea by force of arms. It may be now
that they again will fall back on a waiting
game.
However, they also thought we would tire
of the Berlin blockade and pull out. They
thought we would abandon Iran and Greece.
They thought we wouldn't fight in Korea.
Events of the last week should give them
food for thought.
·

Korean Conflict

Korean Conflict Servicemen's
· Readjustment Act

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

OF

HON.THOMASJ.LANE
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Title I of the bill is a statement of
policy.
Title II deals with education. It
grants 1¥2 days of education or training
for each day of service on or after June
27, 1950, regardless of where the service
was performed. The closing date for
eligibility is to be determined by the
President or Congress, presumably when
the conflict is definitely over. The maximum period of training is confined to
36 calendar months which would per mit
a 4-year academic college course. The
program of education or training must
be initiated within 2 years after discharge
and completed within 7 years after discharge. The veteran may make one
change in his program of education. For
single veterans taking a full-time course
$110 would be paid. If tse veterans
have one or more dependents $150 will
be paid. The veteran would pay his
own tuition and buy his own books.
These rates are based on World War II
average rates. For apprenticeship or
on-the-job training the rates are $70 and
$95 per month. The rates for farm
training are $95 and $125 per m onth.
Title III authorized the same housing
benefits for veterans of the Korean war
as are presently enjoyed by World War
II veterans. In my congressional district alone veterans of World War II secured 3,586 home loans, 271 farm loans,
and 90 business loans. Home loans are
guaranteed up to 60 percent of the maximum guaranty of $7,500. Unlike World
War II veterans the Korean veterans
would have a 1-year warranty in the
purchasing of a new home.
Title IV grants social-security credit
to all veterans at a rate of $160 per
month.
Title V provides mustering-out pay of
$100 for less than 60 days service, $200
for more than 60 .days service, and $300
for more than 60 days service, some of
which is overseas.
Title VI provides employment assistance to veterans of the present conflict
on the same basis as World War II.
Few bills are exactly like each individual Congressman wants them to be
and this one is no exception. However,
it does provide substantially the same
benefits for Korean veterans as were
given to veterans of World War II, and
I hope it will pass the House unanimously
and be finally enacted into .law before
Congress adjourns.

Essay on What Old Glory Means to Me
OF

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

HON. ROBERT T. SECRES-T

OF

OF MASSACHUSETI'S

OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following editorial from the Telegram-News, Lynn., Mass., Friday, May
9, 1952:
WOULD DESTROY FAITH

Mr. SECREST. Mr. Speaker, after
many- weeks of hearings the Veterans'
At!airs Committee of the House has reported unanimously the Korean Conflict Servicemen's Readjustment Act
containing six titles. This is one of the

Unfortunately the miracle drug still has
to be devised which would clear up the
festering sore of Korea. It is a world, and
not a local, infection.

lation since the original bill passed for
the benefit of the veterans of World War
II.

most important pieces of veterans' legis-

HON. JAMES G. POLK
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. POLK. Mr. Speaker, each year
in Ohio the American Legion sponsors
an essay contest among high-school students on some patriotic subject.
From hundreds of contestants 12 win-

ners are selected, and as a reward these

12 winners are given a 10-day trip to
Washington and other historic points of
·i nterest.
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This year, one of the Amertcan Legion essay contest winners was Mr. Jim
Blair, an eleventh grade student from
Wheelersburg High School, Scioto
County, Ohio.
Jim's subject was What Old Glory
Means to Me. His winning essay on this
subject is worth-while reading for everyone:

HON. JOHN C. BUTLER

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. Speaker, adequate assurance of the Nation's future
food and fiber supply is jeopardized by

bilization emergency of indefinite duration are immediately before us. Moreover, the population of this country is
increasing at a ,rate of 3,000,000 additional persons per year. By 1970 there
may be a total population of over 210,000,000 people; 60,000,000 more than in
1950.
All of you were shocked to learn that
farmers' planting intentions this year
are from 6 to 20 percent below conservatively figured farm · production goals.
Farmers' inability to meet the goals resulted from many interrelated circumstances not the least of which are the
inadequacies of existing farm price support legislation.
To step up farm production to meet
the vastly expanded needs of the next 20
years it is clearly obvious that the Nation
will need to improve the circumstances
of farming. If the farm price support
law is inadequate to serve present needs,
it is even more inadequate to meet expanding needs. Without the protection
of farm price supports, farmers sell in
a competitive market at wholesale prices
and buy in a protected market at retail
prices. Farming is the only major industry in this country that is forced to
buy its production supplies in this
manner.
The Nation must insure its future
abundant food and fiber supply at reasonable prices. To do so it must do what
is necessary to maintain a highly productive agricultural plant. The agricultural plant in this country · fortunately
consists overwhelmingly of several millions of independent family farms. To
maintain productive farming operations
these farm families must be able to earn
enough income by selling their products
to meet family-living needs, pay farmoperating costs, repay short- and longterm loans, conserve and improve their
soil and water resources, and pay taxes.
When farm incomes fall below these requirements families move away. The
soil erodes. Ability to produce for sale
to consumers deteriorates.
From this standpoint the outlook for
a drop in farm-family real income in the
year ahead is distressing. Figures just
isgued by the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics indicate that farm families
will be worse off than in any of the last
10 years, except 1950. This fact alone
is disturbing enough. But the warning
implicit in the trend is even more alarming.
Present trends bear a striking resemblance to other periods within memory
of preseni; operating farmers. From
1947 to 1950, realized net income of farm
families dropped by $4,400,000,000 from
$17,100,000,000 to $12,700,000,000 a drop
of more than 25 percent. This resulted
because the prices received by farmers
fell by 10 percent while the prices they
had to pay rose by 6 percent. This drop
would probably have been even more

OF NEW YORK

continued failure to remedy the defects

serious if it had not been for the cushion-

WHAT OLD GLORY MEANS TO ME
(By Jim Blair, Wheelersburg High School,
Wheelersburg, Ohio)
Old Glory means more than association
and reward. It is the symbol of our national unity, our national endeavor, our national aspiration. It tells me of the struggle
for independence, of union preserved, of liberty and union one and ins~parable, of the
sacrifices of brave men and women to whom
the ideals and honor of this Nation have
been dearer than life.
It means America first; it means an undivided
allegiance. It means
America
united, strong, and efficient, equal to her
tasks. It means that I cannot be saved by
the valor and devotion of my ancestors; that
to each generation comes it s patriotic duty;
and that upon my willingness to sacrifice
and endure as those before me gave, sacrificed, and endured rests the national hope.
It speaks of equal rights; of the inspiration of free institutions exemplified and
vindicated; of liberty under law intelligently
conceived and · impartially administered.
There is not a thread in it but scorns selfindulgence, weakness, and rapacity. It is
eloquent of our community interest, outweighing all divergencies of opinion, and of
our common destiny.
Old Glory symbolizes my hopes and aspirations, my struggle and sacrifices, my joys
and achievements. If these be fine and
noble, Old Glory is great, but if my aspirations , conduct, and accomplishments be ignoble , then Old Glory means little or nothing. In other words, Old Glory of my country is what I make it. It is nothing more,
nothing less. It is more than a piece of
cloth with some symbols on it. It is what
I had when I was born, what I have now,
and. what I have to live for.
It is what I have to work for, for the
following generations, for my people, and
other people. Those who founded this Nation of mine, through their aspirations,
struggles, sacrifices, and achievements, made
and handed down to me a great country
with Old Glory symbolizing ideals and institutions which, in a short span of a century and a half, have made the United
States a Nation second to none in greatness
and power, wealth and influence.
Old Glory represents the ideals and traditions of my people, their progress in art
and science, commerce and agriculture. It
symbolizes the sacrifices made by men and
women for the future of America. It stands
for my home and my life.

stitutional form of government-a concern that all persons in public office
should bear foremost in their minds-to
uphold their oath of office and protect
our Constitution: ,
GRAND JURORS' ASSOCIATION
·OF ERIE COUNTY,
Buffalo, N . Y.

Hon. JOHN C. BUTLER,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR MR. BuTLER: The following resolution was passed at the meeting of the
directors of the Grand Jurors' Association of
Erie County, held at the Buffalo Athletic
Club on May 6, 1952:
"Whereas the Grand Jurors' Association of
~ie County has as its prime objective enforcement of existing laws; and
,
"Whereas this association has upheld,
worked, and endeavored to support these
laws and abiding projects; and
"Whereas the Constitution of the United
States of America has set apart responsibilities and sacred obligations on its elective
officers, dividing the scope of limitations,
power, and autho:rity in legislative, judicial,
and executive branches of our Government;
and
. "Whereas these limitations of authority are
carefully designed to protect the rights of all
persons equally; and
"Whereas these United States of America
now exists under a program of peace and
tranquil demeanor; and
"Whereas the President of the United
States, as an elected official of the citizens of
these United States, one Harry S. Truman,
has willfully and without authority seized
personal an.d corporate property without due
recourse of law as guaranteed by the Constitution of these United States to its citizens,
and is in violation of his solemn oath of
offi::e, to represent, protect, and defend the
Constitution of these United States; and
"Whereas we as citizens are mindful of the
power of seizure as exemplified by this wanton usurpation of power, and fear that such
seizure can only mean seizure of any and all
property in a ruthless and violent manner,
including our own personal property: Therefore be it
"Resolved, That this association go on record to protest the action of the P resident of
the Unit ed States, and solemnly petitiGn our
representatives in Congress to either impea ch the wrongdoing, or provide the citizens wit h proper protection so that no Government official will ever again be able to
usurp such powers."
VOLA K . GROTKE
(Mrs. Robert F. Grotke),
Corresponding Secretary.

Real Parity for Our Farmers
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

The Preservation of Our Constitutional
Form of Government
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. BUTLER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include a resolution which reflects
the concern of a group of public omce
holders in the perpetuation of our co~-

HON. MIKE MANSFIELD
OF MONTANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 19, 1952

of the Agricultural Act of 1949. Inability ing effects of the price-support program.
of farmers to meet national farm proPresent trends also bring up the memduction goals and the emerging down
ories of two other periods, and in those
trend in farm family income indicate
periods there were no price supports to
that the Nation has already delayed on
cushion the shock. From 1920 to 1921,
this just about as long as it can afford to.
farm-family income dropped almost 50
Food, fiber, and timber needs are inpercent in a year's time. In 1932, farmcreasing. The increased needs of a mo- - family income was only one-third what
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it had been only 3 years earlier. I will ficiently to make up the gap between
not take the time of the House to re- farm income and nonfarm income.
count in detail the suffering, the de- Right now the gap is becoming greater.
pressing statistics of farm foreclosures The squeeze between falling prices and
and unemployment, and the bread lines increasing costs is bearing down.
If you make every reasonable statistiof those dire days. I am reminding you
of these past periods for two reasons. cal adjustment in the published income
First, what happened to farmers in 1921, figures you still come out with figures
in the period 1929 to 1932, and from showing that farm people are able to earn
1947 to 1950 can happen again. In fact between a fifth and a fourth less than
current trends seem to be shaping up in nonfarm people. The Nation must inthat direction. Shall we sit here uncon- sure that enough people and enough resources go into and stay in farming to
cerned and let that happen?
Second, I must raise the question with produce an ever-increasing abundance of
you, can the Nation afford to allow these food and fiber. We must" close the inadverse farm trends go unchecked? For come gap. A very important part of
doing so is to establish definite price
myself, I say to you-we cannot.
A still further reduction in the already supports for all important commodities
dangerously low livestock feed grain sup- at the full parity level.
ply is in prospect-a drop of upward of
I know you are well aware of the dis10 percent per animal unit from the astrous drops that have occurred duraverage of recent years. I need not point ing the past 6 or 8 months in the price
out to you the implications to the future of hogs and eggs. The farmers in your
supply of milk, meat, and eggs of a dwin- State and those in mine have lost a great
dling supply of feed grain. Yet we deal of money on both commodities.
allow the feed grains to continue with- They cannot afford to stay in production
out price supports, subject to a triple on that basis. Yet these price drops
jeopardy-no supports; a roll-back par- came at a time when, under existing
ity formula that reduces their parity law, the Department of Agriculture had
prices by 5 percent each year, until a no workable method of carrying out
new and lower formula is reached; and an effective price-support program for
then the falling prices of recent years either hogs or eggs, or for any other
are caught up in a 10-year moving aver- perishable commodity as a fact of the
age which uses them to calculate parity matter. This inadequacy of existing
prices for a decade ahead.
legislation must be corrected.
The same defects in present legislation
Mr. Speaker, I am today introducing
apply to wheat, cot.ton, corn, and other a bill to amend the Agricultural Act of
of the basic commodities. The present 1949 to correct what I think to be its
law penalizes abundant production by major inadequacies as I have just disfarmers instead of encouraging it. The cussed them with you. The bill I am prepresent price support law discourages senting makes four major changes in the
farmers from cooperating with the na- 1949 act.
First, the bill I am presenting elimitional production goal and safety stockpiling programs instead of encouraging nates the sliding scale of price supports
for wheat, cotton, and other basic comit.
The Department of Agriculture has modities. These commodities and others
done everything it can under existing would be supported at a fixed level that
law to make up for these defects by es- would not fall with production in intablishing support prices at the top of. creased abundance nor with accumulathe discretionary range allowed by· law. ting safety stockpiles. As you know, unBut this does not remedy the basic de- der the 1949 act supports can fall as low
fect. The basic defect is in the law it- as 75 percent of parity if farmers produce
self. Farmers need and want the defi- abundantly and the Nation accumulates
nite assurance of specific programs a safety stockpile of the commodity.
Second, my bill provides mandatory
spelled out in law to where their future
is not dependent upon the shifting poli- price supports at 100 percent of ·t he parcies of whoever might be .the top officials ity price for the basic commoditieswheat, corn, cotton, tobacco, rice, peaof the Department of Agriculture.
To give farmers the assurances they nuts; for the important livestock, dairy
need to plan maximum production, the and poultry products-wool, hogs, eggs,
Agricultural Act of 1949 should be re- chickens, beef cattle, milk and butterfat;
vised to eliminate the sliding scale of for soybeans, flaxseed, dry edible beans,
supports and remove the adverse ef- and rye; and at a feeding value equivafects of the 10-year moving average on lent to 100 percent of parity for corn to
a great many commodities of great im- the feed grains-barley, oat.s, and grain
portance to our domestic well-being and sorghums. These are all commodities
that the Nation requires in greater
foreign commitments.
Moreover, both the minimum and the abundance. All are basic to the farm
permissible maximum support prices families that produce them.
Third, the bill I am presenting proprovided in the 1949 act are too low. Let
me illustrate: Farm production this vides for eliminating the rollback parity
year, and in future years if we do not provision of the 1949 act. My bill concorrect the trouble, -will be lower be- tinues the present parity formula syscause of the increasingly severe drain tem in full force and effect beyond the
upon farm manpower by the draft and December 31, 1953, cut-back date now
by urban industry. I am glad that ur- set up in the 1949 act. This provision
ban workers are able, now, to get de- added to the other two would prevent
cent wages, hours and other working the mandatory minimum support price
conditions. But I say to you that we of wheat, for example, from dropping to
are going to lose too many of our farm- the neighborhod of $1.50 per bushel in
ers if we do not raise farm i~co~es suf- ' 1954.

Fourth, my bill provides authority for
the Department of Agriculture to resume
the use of parity payments where needed
in conjunction with loans, purchases,
and other price support methods to provide desirable protection to the producers of .perishable commodities. We
would .have the administrative devices to
prevent what has just been happening
to eggs and hogs.
Mr. Speaker, this matter of improving
the Agricultural Act of 1949 along the
lines I have indicated is urgent. Emerging economic trends are endangering
the ability of farm families to produce
abundantly for fear of financial disaster. And for that reason the Nation is
taking unnecessary risks respecting its
future food and fiber supply for a
rapidly expanding population. I urge
each of you to give this matter and the
bill I am introducing your most earnest
study and attention.
Ask any thinking person to name the
three basic necessities of life. His reply
will be food, clothing, and shelter. All
or a large share of these necessities are
produced on the family farms of this Nation. Continued high level production
by these farm families can be maintained only if the laws of the Nation foster economic conditions that permit high
level production and return a decent
American standard of life to farm operators, their families, and hired farm labor.
When a taxpaying consumer buys a
television set or a refrigerator, he expects
to pay enough in price plus taxes to
cover the cost of materials used in production, pay decent wages, allow decent
working conditions, and provide unemployment insurance to labor, pay the
salaries of management officials, and
return a profit to the owners. Should not
the Nation offer as much to its farmers
and farm workers if it is to insure its
own future food, fiber, and timber supply? I say to you the answer to that
question is a resounding "Yes." To that
end I urge your earnest and expeditious
study, consideration and passage of the
bill I am introducing today.

Develop~ent of Power by Private Enter·
prise on the ·Niagara Fails and River
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I would like to call to the
attention of the House of Representatives a resolution adopted by the Kiwanis
Club of Gloversville, N. Y., which was
signed by Adam Shidell, its president,
and Frank Gorthey, its secretary, in
support of the Capehart-Miller bills,
which provides for the further development of hydroelectric power from the
Niagara Falls and River by private enterprise. The resolution follows:
Whereas the Kiwanis Club of Gloversville,
N. Y., in furtherance of certain of its 195~
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obj ectives to conserve our n atural resources
and to champion our free capitalistic system, is much interested in the passage by
Congress of the Capehart-Miller bill now
pending, the same being S . 2021 and H. R.
3146, respectively; and
Whereas the two bills above referred to,
aut horize the continued development of
hydroelectric power on the Niagara River under the private enterprise system involving
no governmental functions; and
Whereas construction of said project by
priva te enterprise will save the Nation's t axp a yers an initial investment of $350,000,000
and in addition will yield annually approximately $23,000,000 in Federal, State, and
local t axes, and will provide additional electric service, to be shared by all customers
alike of the five electric companies involved,
on a cost of service basis under regulations
by F ederal and State commissions: Now,
therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Kiwanis Club of
Gloversville, N.Y., endorses and supports the
Capehart-Miller bills now pending in CongreEs (S. 2021 and H. R. 3146) and urges
your support and favorable consideration of
such bills.
ADAM SHIDELL,

President.
FRANK GoRTHEY ,

Secretary.

The

Fe~eral

Lease-Purchase Act of 1951

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. R. WALTER RIEHLMAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. RIEHLMAN. Mr. Speaker, I
would like to state briefly the. reasons
for the amendment proposed by me and
incorporated in H. R. 4323, the Federal
Lease-Purchase Act of 1951, which was
passed by the House on May 15, 1952.
The Committee on Expenditures in
the Executive Departments on February 29, 1952, in House Report 1457
favorably reported H. R. 4323, the pur·
pose of which was to authorize the Ad·
ministrator of General Services to enter
into lease-purchasing agreements for
periods of not less than 8 years or more .
than 25 years, for acquisition of real
property for permanent · space require·
ments of departments and agencies of
the Federal Government. Under the
provisions of the bill, the Administrator
of General Services would be authorized
to apply funds appropriated for rent
payments toward the ultimate purchase
of the real property or structures con·
cerned. Its enactment was intended to
eliminate high recurring rents necessary
under present short-term lease con·
tracts.
H. R. 4323, as reported, differed from
S. 2137, as reported, in at least one respect, in that S. 2137 contained the fol-·
lowing provision omitted by the committee from H. R. 4323:
No proposed lease-purchase agreement
shall be executed under this section until it
h as been submitted to and approved by the
Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments of the Senate and the
Committee on Expenditures in the Executive
Departments of the House of Representatives.

This provision was discussed at con. siderable length in the Committee on Ex-

penditures in the Executive Depart- the committees the unnecessary and unments, and a majority decided that it desirable administrative burden of "apshould not be included as an amendment proval" of all such lease-purchase agreeto H. R. 4323. While many of us recog- ments.
nized that the Congress should utilize
This proposed amendment, previously
every feasible means of checking on ad- agreed to by the Committee of the Whole,
ministrative activities, we felt that the was voted down when the bill came to the
congressional function of surveillance of floor for final passage on May 15, 1952.
the executive branch would be eventuThe House then agreed to my motion
ally frustrated by placing responsibility to recommit the bill to the Committee
for making specific approvals of admin- on Expenditures in the Executive Deistrative acts in any particular commit- partments with instructions to report it
tees of the Congress.
back forthwith with an amendment as
However, on April 28, 1952, when the follows:
bill reached the floor, it became apparent
No proposed lease purchase agreement callthat the Committee of the Whole desired ing for the expenditure of more than $50,to incorporate in the bill some provision 000 per annum shall be execut ed under this
similar to that in S. 2137. Accordingly, section unless it has been submitted, 30 days
prior to its effective date, to the Committee
several amendments were offered.
Expenditures in the Executive DepartOne amendment similar to the Senate . on
mimts (Government Operations) of the
provision, requiring that such lease-pur- Senate
' and the Committee on Expenditures
chase agreements calling for the expen- in the Executive Departments of the House
diture of more than $50,000 per annum of Representatives.
be both submitted to and approved by
The bill as amended was reported back
the congressional committees specified
in the Senate provision, was rejected by to the House and was passed by the
House.
the Committee of the Whole.
The purpose of the provision is to reAnother amendment requiring that
such lease-purchase agreements involv- quire that proposed lease purchase agreeing an agreed purchase price exceeding ments with respect to property having
$50,000 be submitted to and approved by a total contract purchase price in excess
''the proper committees of Congress" be- of $50,090 be submitted to the commit·
fore their execution, was also rejected by tees specified before final execution by
the Committee of the Whole. Such an the Administrator of General Services.
amendment could have operated in some The word "approved," as used in the
instances to divest the congressional Senate bill, was purposely omitted becommittees specified in. the Senate pro- cause this would require the approval of
vision of jurisdiction over matters in- specific administrative actions of the Advolving expenditures in the executive ministrator. It was felt that under such
departments, particularly with respect conditions the Congress would necessarto the General Services Administration ily share in the responsibility and thus
which had been set up by the Federal be less constrained to criticize where
Property and Administrative Services criticism is merited. Furthermore, the
Act bf 1949. This act originated in the committees are not sufficiently staffed to
congressional committees specified in perform such functions, and time and
the Senate provision, and its administra- effort of the committees would be di·
tion has been followed with interest by verted from important legislative con·
these committees since its enactment. cerns to passing upon numerous details
Another amendment incorporating the · of administrative action. The use of the
following provision into the bill was word "submitted," the omission of the
agreed to by the Committee of the word "approved," and the setting of a
$50,000 total contract purchase price as
Whole:
the minimum requirement for submisNo proposed lease-purchase agreement
sion, were intended to obviate these
calling for the expenditure of more than
objections.
$50,000 per annum shall be executed under
Unfortunately, the inclusion of the
this section until it has been submitted to
the Committee on Expenditures in the Execuwords "per annum" was a drafting error,
tive Departments (Government Operations)
and it is hoped and expected that the
of the Senate and the Committee on Expendiconference committee will substitute
. tures . in the Executive Departments of the
therefor the phrase "as the total purHouse of Representatives.
·
chase price of the subject property" or
This amendment was silent as to the some such similar phrase.
time at which such a lease-purchase agreement should be submitted to the
congressional committees. Therefore
S. 2564, the Home Loan Bank Board
compliance with such a· provision pre~
sumaoly could be effected by a submission of such a lease-purchase agreement
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
to the congressional committees at any
OF
time, even after such an agreement had
HON. ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI
been executed and the Federal Government had thus been bound to carry out
OF NEW JERSEY
its terms. This shortcoming in the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
amendment would seem to defeat the
Tuesday, May 13, 1952
very purpose of the amendment which
Mr. SIEMINSKI. Mr. Speaker, it is
was to keep the Congress informed of the
progress and nature of the General a signal pleasure to list below the views
Services Administration's lease-purchase of a distinguished banker in my district,
program, and to provide opportunity Mr. Paul Bestor, president of the Trust
for effective congressional action in any Co. of New Jersey, relative to S. 2564,
particular case without imposing upon concerning the Home Loan Bank Board:
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at hand by approving the St. Lawrence seaway. However, some crumb oi comfort for
shore dwellers can be found in the fact that
even if the seaway is shelved for the last
time, and Canada builds it alone, President
Truman has set in motion joint United
States-Canadian action on the power ·dam
construction in which the control machinery would be incorporated.
State and national action was proposed
at Chicago. There the eight Great Lakes
States met at tbe call of the Council of
State Governments to consider the lake
problems. Two decisions were reached, both
still subject to approval of tbe eight governors and legislatures.
Under tbe leadership of Michigan Attorney
General Frank G. Millard, tbe representatives of the eight States adopted a resolution asking their congressional delegates to
put tbe Army engineers at work on a study
of lake levels. This would require an appropriation from Congress. One more study
might not do any barm, but the lake level
problem already bas been studied from A
to Izzard and the Army engineers already
know what is needed.
Tbe second action at Chicago may in tbe
end prove more helpful. A resolution was
adopted to form a compact or union of the
eight States bordering on tbe Great Lakes.
Such a compact, after approval by the legislatures, would face action by Congress and
by Canada and have to be· sanctioned by
treaty. But it would weld the lake States
into a powerful bloc in Congress to deal with
matters affecting the pollution, navigation,
power development, and diversion on tbe
lakes;

The New York Herald Tribune greeted the
President's message on the subject by ::. - Ying: "Tbe St. Lawrence seaway plan makes
its annual reappearance this year in an even
more completely confused, contradictory and
incomprehensible guise than usual.;; It described the arguments in the message as
arlmost pure poppycock.
The Philadelphia Inquirer observed, "Mr.
Truman's argument that the seaway, with its
various tolls and charges, would be selfliquidating doesn't answer the objection
that, once this project is authorized, it would
call for heavy Government outlays.
"There E.re other arguments against the
seaway. A major one, never satisfactorily
answered, is that tbe St. Lawrence is closed
to shipping for 5 months of every year by
ice. Another which disposes of the so-called
national defense features of the scheme is
that one bomb properly dropped on any of
the locks that would be needed would shut
off tb~ entire route.
Congress
should do as it ·has done every time tbe
waterway bas come u.p since 1895--bury it."
Some of tbe best engineers and economists
alive have studied the seaway scheme exhaustively and found it to be a monstrosity.
One of its primary purposes is to produce
more socialized · electricity at a huge and
continuing cost to the taxpayers--this alone
should defeat it today. From the point of
view of transportation, it would provide no
service that cannot be provided more cer·
tainly and more economically by the railroads and other carriers. It belongs in the
legislative deep freeze.

Polish Constitution Day

HON. GEORGE MEADER

The Arguments Advanced in Support of
the St. Lawrence Seaway Are Branded
as Almost Pure Poppycock

EXTENSION OF _REMARKS

MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Friday, May 16, 1952

OF

HON. JOHN C. KLUCZYNSKI

Mr. MEADER. ~. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following editorial
from the Monroe Evening News of May
14, 1952:

HON. JAMES E. VANZANDT

Jersey City, N. J., May 13, 1952.

The Honorable ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI,

·

Congressman from New Jersey,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN SIEMINSKI: We have
carefully considered the provisions of S. 2564
and would very much appreciate your cooperation to bring about its passage.
The New Jersey Bankers Association, at its
convention in Atlantic City on April 18, also
adopted a resolution urging passage of this
bill.
In addition, we also understand that the
bill was favorably reported out of the Banking and Currency Committee.
This bill merely corrects a practice of the
Home Loan Bank Board with regard to the
establishment of branches of Federal savings
and loan associations and restricts these
branches in each State to the same limitations as apply to the State-chartered building and loan asociations.
We, therefore, feel that the bill is sound
In principle and urge your .support.
Sincerely yours,
PAUL BESTOR,
President.

I might say, Mr. Speaker, that Mr.
Bestor has done a magnificent job in
directing the current operations of the
Trust Co. of New Jersey. He is a thorough gentleman, an eminent banker, a
civic-minded citizen, and a real American.

Lake Problems
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
OF

LAKE PROBLEMS
Three steps now have been taken In regard
to Great Lakes levels which are of interest
to our community. They involve proposed
action at the State, Federal, and international level. Meanwhile, thanks to Representative GEORGE MEADER, Republican, of
Michigan, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has designated the Lake Erie shore
from Port Huron to the Ohio line as a disaster area, and Estral Beach's application
for a $5,000 loan is first on the docket for
Washington approval. Individuals also may
apply for such loans.
International action came when Canada
approved a United States proposal to refer
the whole problem of controlling the lake
levels to an international six-member commission. Adroitly, Canada turned its approval into a powerful plug for American
action on the St. Lawrence seaway, now
dragging its feet in Congress.
Ottawa asserted that construction of the
navigation and power dams in the St. Lawrence would provide the means of regulating
the level of Lake Ontario. "This is considered to be -the most effective way of dealing
with the problem,'' according to the Canadian Government. It added that. engineers
in both countries had agreed on the control
works and reminded Washington that an international commission on lake levels is included in the compact drawn up in 1941
which st111 awaits co~gressional approval.
All of which was a sly way of telling Congress that 1f it seeks relief from flood damage
around the Great Lakes it has the remedy

OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, in
the closing days of the second session
of the Eighty-second Congress, we are
witnessing the feverish attempt by advocates of the St. Lawrence seaway to
pump new blood into its perennial proj·
ect whose corpselike features refuses
to respond to such heroic treatment. In
short, Congress has viewed this project almost annually for over 50 years
so that attempts to dress it in new garb
each season is readily recognized. The
result is that the conclusions reached
add up to the fact that it is still the same
old project with the script being altered
in the hope of confusing Congress as to
the merits of the proposed St. Lawrence
seaway.
President Truman's recent salesman's
pitch in behalf of the proposed "international skating rink" is revealed by the
following editorial from the March 6,
1952, edition of Foster's Daily Democrat,
Dover, N. H., to be nothing short of
almost pure poppycock.
The editorial follows:
ALMOST PURE POPPYCOCK
That hoary perennial, the St. Lawrence
seaway scheme, is back in the news again.
But, judging by the reception it is receiving,
the going wm be extremely rugged. We
notice that Mr. Stassen endorsed it 1n hia
talk before the Dover Kiwanis club.

OF
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. KLUCZYNSKI. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following resolution adopted at the 3d of May Polish
Constitution celebration in Humboldt
Park, Chicago, TIL, on May 4th, 1952, as
read by Mrs. Frances Dymek, vice president of the Polish National Alliance:
PoLISH CONSTITUTION DAY
. W.e, Americans of Polish ancestry, assembled in Humboldt Park at .t he monument of
tbe hero of two continents, Thaddeus Kosciusko, wbo fougbt valiantly for the independence of these United States and of
Poland, solemly resolve, as follows:
Mindful of tbe fact that the Special Congressional Committee of the Congress of the
United States of America investigating tbe
mass murder of 12,000 Polish officers at Katyn
Forest, during the Second World War, is
about to complete its task, we strongly urge
that the findings of this investigating committee, be submitted without delay, to the
United Nations Organization, and those beld
responsible for this most atrocious crime
against humanity be called before the bar
of international justice and punished according to the provisions of international law.
In view of tbe fact tbat German imperialism is again rearing its ugly head in a new
form and is striving to take advantage of thP.
present political situation in Europe, to gain
tbe right to rearm Germany, we appeal to
our State Department and the Chiefs of the
Allied General Staff, to be ever mindfUl not
to accord any uncalled for concessions to the
ever-growing spirit of German nationalism,
and urge that the policy of rearming Ger-
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many be studied dispassionately and objectively before any commitments are agreed
upon.
In view of the further fact that ·the Polish
Nation in its struggle for world democracy
and the.. preservation of the liberties and
rights of man, contributed equally with the
other nations of ~he west, we maintain, that
the right of the people of Poland to complete independence and sovereignty over
· their historic lands, now suffering, through
no fault of their own, Soviet and communistic enslavement, should be publicly defined and proclaimed by the responsible authorities of the United States Government,
that Poland is entitled to all lands within
the borders of the Oder and Neisse Rivers to
the west and the boundaries established by
the Treaty of Riga to the east.
To the people of Poland, living behind the
iron curtain we extend our most earnest encouragement to persevere in their difficult
and tragic position, for the day of deliverance
and the triumph of justice over evil ' is fast
approaching.
We warn against the so-called peace offensive initiated cunningly by the dictators of
the Kremlin, to lull into complacency the
freedom-loving nations of the world, and
call upon America to continue to arm for
defense and to prepare to guard our liberties so that our enemy might not find us unarmed and unprepared.
We urge all our people to actively and
loyally support the Polish American Congress
in its work for America and the Polish cause.
We call upon all our compatriots in America to interest themselves in the public affairs of the United States, and to take an
active part in the civic and political activities of the Nation and urge them to exercise
their right to vote as their conscience may
dictate having regard not only for the welfare of this country but to aid in establishing and preserving a just and lasting peace
in the world.
Long live the United States of America.
Long live a free and independent Poland.
CHARLES ROZMAREK,
Chairman.

EDWARD KRYSINSKI,
Secretary.

Immigration Laws
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATivES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Sp~aker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wish to include herein a very interesting
letter I have received from one of my
constituents, Attorney Alice Winifred
O'Connor, who has been actively engaged
in immigration work for many years and
is considered one of the outstanding
students of immigration and naturalization legislation in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
For a good many years Miss O'Connor
has been the head of the division of
immigration and Americanization in the
Massachusetts Department of Education,
and at the present time she is supervisor
of social services with that agency. I
know that my colleagues will be interested in her opinions concerning our
many immigration matters, and I offer
her timely correspondence for the
perusal of the Members:

L;AWRENCE, MAss., May 15, 1952.
The Honorable THOMAS LANE,
House oj Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR MR. LANE: I was rather aghast at
the rather swift passage of the Walter bill
in the House of Representatives recently. It
is almost, of course, identical with the McCarran Act and it has in it certain clauses
which would make it very difficult for aliens
residing here. I know you probably know
all the details of the bill since you have followed the immigration situation very clo'sely.
I am, of course, in entire sympathy with
the idea of codifying the immigration laws.
I realize that both Senator McCARRAN and
Representative WALTER have put in a great
deal of t ime and conscientious effort in
studying the subject, but I regret that I cannot follow their suggestions in many instances. I am opposed to abolishing the existing statute of limitations thus making
deportation a possibility because of a person's mi ~fortunes such as mental illness or
acceptance of public aid, and I also regret to
see it wiping out of most of the provision s
in the law which allowed some discretion in
permitting change of status for persons whose
entrance was irregular, illegal, or unrecorded.
All these regulations came into being at the
time of the alien registration law and were
put into that law more or less as a compromise to get the acceptance of persons who
were by principle opposed to alien registration but were willing to go along with it if
there WE::l e benefits granted that would offset
the possible hardships under the new measure. I am still unconvinced that alien registration has accomplished anything particularly worth while, and I think this annual
address t·egistration is a great nuisance and
accomplishes very little.
In two cases which this office has been
handling for change of status, although alien
registration add ress reports had been filed
at the proper time and at the proper place,
there was never any check by the local office
of this and I doubt myself whether there ever
is mu-::h of a check with these records which
·seem to LP. merely accumulated and not used.
So far as making the nonfiling of address
report a cause for dep0rtation, it certainly
would make America approach the status of
a police state.
In my . experience here in Massachusetts,
the members of religious orders have frequently r..eglected to file these address report s
because they do not read the papers and are
not aware of the requirement of the law.
I am sure Senat or McCARRAN would be as
aghast as I am at the thought of a measure
which would penalize -members of the community who do nothing but good and whose
prayers we all certainly need.
I think there is an immigration measure
needed at the present time to implement the
President's message. The Celler bill would
do that. If a basic immigration statute is
to be passed at this time, the Lehman'7
Humphrey-Roosevelt bill is a much better
bill from the point of view of new immigration than the Walter-McCarran measure.
I see no reason why the 1950 census cannot be used in computation of quotas. The
census was taken 2 years ago and with modern machinery it would appear very strange
if there is not sufficient d ata available to
come to some computation of the quota .
The 1920 figures are complet ely wrong so far
as present residential figures are concerned.
More Lithuanian s, Latvian s, and Est onians
entered the Un it ed States under the d isplaced persons law than had come to the
United States under our regular quota l aws
since 1924. This f act can eas ily be checked
by the aimanac.
It is a great hardship to have recent immigrants have such terrifically long waits on
quotas because the quota for the country
from which they came was set in 1920 before
the large number of their group arrived.

I know you also have had an open-minded
attitude toward migration and are near
enough to your constituency, which is largely
second-generation immigrant, to realize that
there are many Americans who would like to
see the change in this quota situation. I
hope that you will be interested as ever in
this mat ter.
Very sincerely yours,
ALICE WINIFRED O 'CONNOR,
Attorney at Law.

The Smear Boys Are at It Again
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. KENNETH B. KEATING
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. KEATING. Mr. Speaker, from
the pen of the editor of the Honeoye
Falls <N. Y.) Times has come one of
the most forthright, hard-hitting attacks against the national cancer of
racial and religious bigotry which has
been brought to my attention in a long
time. It is deserving of a thoughtful
reading by the Members of Congress
which is my reason for obtaining permission for its insertion. This modest
villag.e of 1,500 population deserves congratulations for supporting a paper
which so courageously speaks out against
unwarranted attacks from low quarters.
This type of contemptuous propaganda must be fought, not only by fearless
newsmen, but by every citizen. That is
true when the smears are directed at
those w~th whom we may disagree even
more than when those with whom we
agree are under attack. Each of us
could be. the subject of such abuse, for
we are all vulnerable. We are all immigrants or descendants of immigrants,
·and even the American Indian, the first
settler of our country, can be made a
tarrget of soiled racialism. We are all
religiously unacceptable in some quarters and even if we are saints, a status
for which few can qualify, that does not
show up until we are ~ead.
We must never relent in our efforts
to stamp out disease and filth, whether
it be of the body or mind. Remarkable
headway is being made in science to
combat the former, and we must not succumb to the latter. Education, tru't h,
and respect are the best disinfectants to
clean out destructive prejudice. We
should all have a full supply and be
ready to give away samples at any time.
If we are lax, or afraid, or give credence
to perverted racial and religious ideas,
we shall be guilty of the conscious destruction of our free world.
The editorial follows:
THE SMEAR BOYS ARE AT IT AGAIN
National politics, or any politics for that
matter, are not our forte from an editorial
standpoint, but an attempt at char acter assassination in America is ou r business, and
t h e business of every newspaperman in the
country, big or small. We refer to the present campaign underway to smear Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower.
This week's m ail b rought to our desk a
circular a dvertising a special edition of Head'lines, wit h offices at 342 Madison Avenue,
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New York, N. Y., offering us the opportunity
(free to editors on request) to read "all the
facts that should be printed" in a pamphlet ~
entitled "Who's Promoting and What's Be·
hind 'We Like Ike'." This single-page brochure is covered with headlines detrimental
to Eisenhower (quote) "Reds, New Dealers
use Ike in plot to hold power"; "Ike coddled
Communists while President of Columbia
University"; "Accused Red agent Joe Barnes
helped General Ike write his book"; "Europeans say elect Ike or else, states Red
school prexy," and many more. There is no
way for the recipient of this circular to know
whether Headlines is for or against Eisen- .
hower until he sends 20 cents to get on the
sucker list (free to editors on request).
We credit Time Magazine, May 5, 1952,
witli the following: "Another kind of smear
comes in a 16-page pamphlet, Headlines and
What's Behind Them ("for students, writers
and speakers"). A streamer on the front
page blares the message: Reds, New Dealers
use Ike in plot to hold power. Behind Headlines is pince-nezed Joseph P. Kamp, who
edited the Awakener-well-loved by the
Nazis-from 1932 until its death in 1936. In
1944 he was cited for contempt of Congress
and sentenced (in 1949) to 4 months in
prison. Kamp's touch is far from subtle:
he fans anti-Semitic feelings by picturing
prominent Jews who are supporting Ike".
We have seen further evidence of attempted smears on Eisenhower. Another
quote from Time (May 5, 1952) is as follows:
• *' • their common purpose (of poison
pen articles) • • • is the big smear.
With a calculated appeal to the varying
prejudices of their intended readers, they
portray Ike in bewildering succession as a
Roman Catholic, a sick man, a Jew, a warmonger, a white supremacist, a coddler of
Negro troops, a tool of Russia, a lackey of
Wall Street, a front for New Dealers, and a
pal of Joe Stalin's."
With no further quotes we now ask every
reader who might possibly see this editorial
to fight such contemptuous propaganda
against Eisenhower, or any other figure in
public life in America.
The smears against Alfred E. Smith during the year he was a presidential candidate were a disgrace to the Nation. Started
by subversive groups whose sole purpose
was to turn one American against another;
sect against sect; creed against creed, they
succeeded in bringing out a foul train of
thought in the minds of every bigot that
ever read, or heard them.
This undercurrent of character filth
against Eisenhower can, and must be
stopped by every intelligent American in
the land, be he Catholic, Jew, Protestant,
Negro, or plain, ordinary John Doe. It is
the work of crackpots with but one cl~sire-to
turn humans into dirty, slithering amoebae,
intent on destroying what God intended
to be mankind. They seek no political vic- tory; they represent no part of Democratic
or Republican philosophy; they have no
thoughts toward "peace and good will for all
men," they hope only .for utter destruction
of the dignity of man.
Americans can bring a halt to this vileness.
Not by turning a deaf ear to such tripe, but
by listening. Listen to every word of it.
Seek out those who carry such rabble-rousing
cant and find its source. Demand that it
be repeated in front of others; in your home,
your office, your club, on the street corner.
Milk these common carriers for every word
of their diatribe and then act.
Demand proof of each statement. Don't
let them back down. If it is printed matter
they show, ask where they got it. Force
in no few words an admission of where such
materials came from. If the imprecation 1s
presented in the form of a joke, force an
explanation of its humor. Should the teller
be brash enough to hint at religious, racial
or fraternal derogation, demand to know
if what they are tell1ng is an example of their

thinking at church, or among their country.
men, or at their social gatherings.
You kill r.a ts by routing them out, or fill·
ing their hideouts with a prepared toxin.
That is the only way to rid this Nation of
character-killing fanatics. Make them show
proof of their statements, and, better ·still,
kill them off with their own poison.
We may be at loggerheads politically, but
let's keep on an even keel in decency for the
sake of all America.

The Best Way To Stop Communism Here
at Home
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DONALD L. JACKSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTAT~VES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. JACKSON of California. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include the fol·
lowing sermon by Rev. Wales E. Smith,
minister, First Christian Church, Santa
Monica, Calif.:
THE BEST WAY

To

STOP COMMUNISM HERE
AT HOME

One of the most dramatic symbolic conflicts of our generation is the story of Whittaker Chambers and Alger Hiss. Few people
realize that, as Chambers says, he and Hiss
are more than themselves; they are symbols of two answers to our present world
crisis. Likewise few know that the gravest
issue confronting the world today is the
sickness of our modern society-our western civilization.
Chambers' life story reveals, in effect, that
western civilization can be saved; that democracy can accomplish its own cure.
Hiss says by hls life that our society is sick
beyond saving, that it should in mercy swiftly
be extinguished, and that communism should
rapidly replace it.
Christians and all men of other religions
ought to rise up from their complacent
lethargy and perceive that the very actual
and real threat of communism is far beyond
the perils of Russian aggression. , Commu·
nism would be a threat even if Russian truculence should suddenly turn to cooperation.
The real threat of the Communist is that
he emphatically believes that it is necessary
to change the world now. His strength is
in his power to hold convictions and act
upon them. Communists manifest the power to witness-to live or to die-for their
faith.
We will never begin to stop communism
here at home, or anywhere around the world,
until we recognize the place of faith in the
Communist threat--albeit not faith in God.
Communism is a religion-the religion of
atheism.
The Communist envisions man without
God. The Communist holds that man's
mind has displaced God as the creative intelligence of the world. In place of God he
puts man. Nicholas Nyaradi, former Hungarian ·Minister of Finance and author of
My Ringside Seat in Moscow, has told how
in Moscow he discovered that the Soviet
newspapers carried no word of scandal, suicide, or crimes. He once asked Deputy Minister S. N. Sergelev why this was so. The
deputy silenced Nyaradi by saying, "That is
true also in the West; look at your splendid Christian Science Monitor. Where is
their news of murder, suicide, and death?"
••That is entirely different," Nyaradiinsisted,
••christian Science 1s a religion." "And so,"
Sergelev replled, "is communism."
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In 1949, a correspondent from the London
Daily Mail made a 6 weeks' trip to Soviet
Russia. He returned convinced that communism is not only a persuasive religion
but that it is a highly organized one. Reported the correspondent, Alexander Clifford:
"If you join the queue outside the Kremlin and shove your way through the red
marble portals of Lenin's tomb, you automatically take your hat off. You have been
visiting a shrine. •
• Communism is
now a fully fledged religion which claims
.to be of universal application. • • • it
has a tremendous literature of commentary
and exegesis, and all the usual saints, and
martyrs and heretics • • • it is rigidly
orthodox and high fanatical
• • and
• • • this religion has really got a grip
on the world."
How little do the people of the west recognize the virulence of this new religion.
Unless they realize communism is a religion evoking a stern discipline, the west
will be ineffective in halting the political
expressi~ns of communism.
M1litary preparation in the present emergency is doubtless essential. American aid
to democracy everywhere is wise and prudent. Yet, these can do little more than
contain Russian aggression and buy time.
But the ideals of atheistic communism are
hardly contained; they pass unseen across
all borders. Unless western civilization begins to use the time so preciously bought,
by turning to a more effective power to confront communism, its days will grow incr~asingly dar;;.
The most effective way to combat the religion of atheism is with the higher religion
of theism. A superior faith, practiced and
lived, wins over an inferior one in the long
run every time.
Communism is a thing of the mind and
soul, a reHgion of faith in man without God.
The really relevant thing to fight communism is a superior faith-a superior positive and constructive faith with the po'\7er
to seize upon men's minds, the faith of man
with God. In the Judea-Christian God the
west has such a faith. But it has too long
and too often ignored it. ·
The first step in stopping communism
anywhere is to recognize communism as a
religion. The second is to confront the religion of communism with a superior religion. The crucial battleground between
these two faiths is the mind and heart of
mankind everywhere.
The tragedy of our age is that having had
the background of theistic religion, the west
has aided atheistic religion by a denial of
God's control and influence over its personal and social life. The west has been
theistic in its profession, but often it has
been atheistic in practice. This is not to
imply that the east has obeyed the ethical
commands of God. In the east denial of
God has been worse. As a result, it is engulfed by the avowed godlessness of communism. If the west does not obey the commands of Godliness, it too will succumb to
the creeping poison of its own practical
atheism-the forerunner of communism.
The evidence of the religion of atheism
in the west is not to be found in statistics
for they indicate an increase in religious
affiliation. Total United States church membership-Catholic, Protestant, and Jewishin 1950 was about 57 percent of the total
population, an all-time high.
It is in conduct that western civilization
expresses conscious or unconscious atheism.
The growth of war and preparation for
war is evidence that man is disobedient to
God. He denies the word of God that men
should beat their spears into pruning hooks
and their swords into plowshares. Even
though we in the west view the east as the
cause of war today, nevertheless, it is selfevident that man--east and west--is at war.
thus denying God's purposes.
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Further, the rise of an aggressive sensate
culture in the west is bold evidence of the
religion of atheism.
Consider our aggressive exploitative, commer cialized appeal to the senses. The tob acco industry is based essentially upon
an appeal to sensation. Consider the tre. mendous grip upon America and the west·, if
not the whole world, this fascination of sensation has attained. In America millions
cannot endure more than a few wakeful moment s without a cigarette. The American
Tobacco Co. advertises "Be Happy Go Lucky"
in 100 different languages. Western culture
that was indifferent to sending the Bible
to foreign lands to lighten their spiritual
darkness gives covert approval to the goal
of the tobacco industry to put a cigarette in
the mout h of every man, woman, and child
throughout Asia-and the world.
A.!nericans scarcely realize how deeply imbedded in our life has become this sensate
culture. They accept with little question
the idealization of the enjoyment of the
senses built up directly and indirectly by
the industries that profit from this "human
weakness. What else is there in intoxication? Is it not the "feeling," the "sensation••
of the loosened tongue, the relaxing of protective inhibitions, the "sense" of wellbeing (however hallucinatory it will have
proved by "hang-over" time) as another
"man of distinction" that the liquor industry exploits? See how the popular mind accepts the public or private drunkard with
shallow laughter, but seldom with repugnance or pity. The sordid realism of the
drunkard's abuse of wife (or husband) and
children is glossed over or ignored.
Our sensate culture is constantly inverting values. Its fashion devotees are ab·
sorbed with the externals of dress. Last
Easter afternoon more than a thousand socialites and radio and film personalities had
brunch (breakfast could only mean they
spent Easter morning in bed) in the Beverly-Wilshire Hotel, and watched a fashion
show. On the anniversary of the Resurrection of Christ the concern of millions of
Americans was solely upon smart attire and
stand-out fashion. Pray to God that this
surely is but the froth of America's life, for
a society so sensate must be as ripe for downfall as was Rome in its decadence.
Is it possible our sensation-saturated generation can yet become alert to its real peril?
Its capacity to think seriously has been
crippled. Its vulgarity and profanity inch
their way into sacred areas of morality and
religion either to shock moral and religious
sensibilities or to patronize religion with
distorted and cheapened glamor. The impact of our sensate culture as epitomized by
commercialized entertainment has produced
a mind unwilling to face the deeper and
more ultimate issues of life.
Further, to stop communism here at home
we must halt the growth of political and
governmental secularism.
The most far-reaching and influential seat
of atheistic secularism is the majority opinion in the Federal Supreme Court, reflected
throughout the judicial system. This majority opinion has aggressively aided political
secularism through an extension of law by
a phrase introduced in the Everson bus case
in 1947 and reaffirmed in the McCollum decision of 1948.
The long-accepted relation between
church and state was that government could
not aid one religion, or prefer one religion
above another. In practice, throughout our
history, indirect aid to all religions h as been
the established custom. But tp.e majority
opinion of the Supreme Court has introduced a new principle never conceived by
the founding fathers nor by any legislative
assembly. In between these two accepted
principles the majority opinion inserted the
phrase, "aid all religions." The Supreme
Court has twice now said that neither the
State nor the Federal Government can "aid

all religions," which is quite different from
aiding one religion or preferring one religion
above another.
.
The long-established principle of no aid
to one religion nor preference of one above
another is a wise ban to sectarianism. Many
State constitutions specifically prohibit this
from governmental recognition. But to say
government cannot "aid all religions" is to
deny the services of religion to large areas of
our national life. This completely new interpretation brings the full application of
secularism to government. The Supreme
Court effectively said that government
could in no way recognize or uphold theism
or give any evidence of the recognition of
a religion of God.
Secularism is the organization of life as
if God did not exist. Secularism drives out
public recognition of religion. In refusing
aid to all religions the Supreme Court asserts
the religion of atheism. This is almost precisely the policy of Soviet :ri.ussia toward religion. So far has secularism prepared
America for communism.
Do the majority Justices realize the Pandora's box they have opened? Do they see
how far-reaching in American life will be the
changes they have set in motion?
In Chicago, for many years the judges in
the divorce courts have conferred with the
priest, rabbi, or minister of one or both of
the parties in a suit to aid in reconciling the
couple. But now comes an order from the
Illinois State Supreme Court directing the
Chicago divorce court judges to cease and
desist from conferring with clergymen. The
reason given for this order is that it is an aid
to "all religions," and therefore is unconstitutional under the Everson and McCollum
decisions.
In Louisiana a suit has been entered to _
remove the statue of a Roman Catholic saint
from a public park. In New York there has
been brought a suit to prevent the erection
of a war memorial on which are engraved the
Ten Commandments in Classic Hebrew.
Plays or music in the public schools which
mention God or are religious in words or in
theme are under attack, as is also excused
absence for Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant
religious observances. Suits against chaplaincies in the Armed Forces, in prisons and
hospitals are expected because they "aid all
religions." All these practices, long approv -:1 in American life, are now alleged to
be unconstitutional. In this insidious way
a handful of men effectively remove theistic
.religion from spheres of government and
make atheism become the unofficial religion
of our land.
The best place to stop communism here at
home is to stop aiding atheism in government and start encouraging theistic religion
as expressed in the main articles of the Judea-Christian religion.
In our own community the city council of
Santa Monica has twice in the past 12 months
been formaily requested to open their public
sessions with an invocation to God. To them
it was suggested that one of their own number express this prayer, or that a different
Protestant minister, Catholic priest, or Jewish rabbi, be invited in rotation to express
the prayer of the community to God-asking
His wisdom to be upon the city's government and the blessings of t h e Creator to be
continued upon its people. But the answer
of the city council was "No"; not in reference
to the supreme court decisions, be it not ed,
but a s an unrecognized expression of the
secularism in the very air breathed unconsciously by western civilization. Two city
councilmen voted in f avor of recognizing
God and invoking His blessings at the council
meetings. Do the .other five realize how
much they become unwitting allies of communism by this back-handed recognition of
secularism and a theism?
Further if we are to stop communism here
at home we must establish the dominance of
high religion above low sectarianism.

Sectarianism insists that solely its minute
definitions of God shall be expressed publicly; otherwise it can approve none. This
dog-in-the-manger attitude discourages all
governmental expression of religion. Sectarianism is a definite impediment to that aid
to all religions which is essential if we are
going to erect effective barriers to comU:Pl·
nism here at home.
The present most effective and immediately available agency to express high religion
dominant over low sectarianism is the practice of ecumenicity. This world should no
longer be strange to our ears. It simply
means "the whole household of faith." It
embraces all of Christendom-all that is
willing to remove its cramping sectarianism
and recognize the existence of the large area
of common belief. The ecumenical movement among the churches is the hope of
Christendom for effectively combating secularism. And its spirit can be, and is, practical in constructive,· mutually helpful relations between Christians and Jews.
Religious sectarianism has directly contributed to secularism, an ally of atheism
and an aid to communism. Ecumenicism is
the growing awareness of theistic religion
above narrow sectarian limitations. It is the
conduct _o f life according to high religion in
which religious groups cooperate and work
together, not according to any lowest common denominator but each according to its
own best.
The ecumenical movement is growing. In
the past 25 years it has become the most
helpful evidence that re~igion may yet successfully confront secularism and atheism.
Today there are more than 700 city, county,
and State councils of churches through
which the cooperative work of _religion is
being achieved. A generation ago there
were only a few dozen. There are more than
1,800 councils of church women and almost
as many ministerial associations, all expressing
relatively new trend toward a
religion rising above sectarianism.
The Santa Monica Bay Council of Churches
is an excellent example of the rise of this
ecumenical spirit. Supporting this council
is a direct contribution locally that everyone can make to help stop communism here
at home.
Men who discern the pervasive, perilous,
and practical a theism of the west will rise
up to share in and support councils of
churches and cooperative religion as something they ·can do in their own communities and churches to stop communism here
at home.
Sectarianism creates secularism. Secularism is an arm of atheistic communism. So
if you really want to help stop communism
here at home, lift up ecumenical high religion.
Finally to stop communism there must be
ap. enlargement of personal and social religion put to practice, set at· work in our
daily lives.
This enlargement of personal and social
religion must be deeper than ever before.
Only so will it be able to translate into life
the faith in God that is necessary to defeat
the godlessness tha,t is communism. The
pagan world must be shown that man with
God can change the world effectively now
for universal good far above the specious
promises of man without God, of atheism and
secularism.
Ultimately, the victory will hinge upon
whether or not Christians and Jews prove
themselv.e s willing to witness for God in
the same degree of personal risk and fidelity
that the Communist witnesses for atheism.
Will people of religion in the west be as
alert and shrewd for God as the Communists
are vigilant and craftly in their planning
and living a gainst God?
Will the religious people of America and
the west recognize their own secularism,
which has become so impregnated in our cul-
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ture that it is an accepted part of the very
air we breathe-albeit a poisonous part?
Un less we end secularism today we contribute to a Communist victory tomorrow.
This is something everyone can do. Everyone can help stop communism here at home
by recognizing it as religion against God.
The most effective strokes to defeat the horrors of communism are to be taken in our
own communities, in our public life, and
deep within our own lives.
Until we are willing to replace secularism
with theism, sectarianism with ecumenicity, and empty words with religious deeds,
we will not have taken the most significant
strokes possible against communism here at
home or anywhere around the world.
Until you have begun a dedicated obedience to God, you have not done what you
can do to stop communism here at home.

•

What Is Right With the Democratic Party
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLEMENT J. ZABLOCKI
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

. Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, on
May 9, the Honorable Mrs. India Edwards, vice chairman, Democratic National Committee and Director Women's
Division, addressed the State-wide conference, Democratic Women's Advisory
Committee at Milwaukee, Wis. Mrs.
Edwards delivered an excellent speech
on the issues confronting our Nation
and gave special attention to the record
of the Democratic Party.
Under leave to extend my remarks in
the Appendix of the RECORD, I include
the address :
Tonight I want to talk to you about what
is right with the Democratic Party. Although it is only May-6 months before the
election-the noise of the opposition is already reaching thunderous proportions.
Scare headlines and hysterical radio commentators are helping the leaders on the
other side to swell the chorus.
The Republican leadership is trying to
stir up fear among the people. They say the
country is going to the dogs. They say
that everything is wrong with the Democratic Party.
Well, this has all happened before. The
opposition has claimed that the country has
been going to the dogs for 20 years. To listen to the Republicans and to read the
pollsters in 1936, 1940, 1944, and 1948, you
wouldn't have thought that the Democratic
leaders had a single virtue nor a single
friend in the electorate.
However, the people see through the mudslinging. They know what's right with the
Democratic Party, because they know what
is right with the country. And that is why
they are going to vote for the Democratic
Party this year just as they did in the last
five Presidential elections.
The people know, that after 20 years of
Democratic leadership, they have more jobsare earning more-living better-they are
more secure-they are saving more-their
children have more opportunities than ever
before in history.
A recent economic report that has electrified the country describes the thrilling
conquest of poverty in the United States
in the last 20 years.
This is not a Government report. It was
made by a ~roup of leading economists for
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the National Bureau of Economic Research
and was reported in a front-p~e story in
the New York Times.
The income of millions of American families is now such that they can feel that they
have achieved the American dream of being
comfortably fixed. As a result of little-appreciated changes in the distribution of a
rapidly growing national income, the United
States has gone about halfway toward eliminating inequities in incomes. But it has
done this not by leveling down, but by leveling up.
The very poor have become fewer by twothirds. · In 1939, three out of four families
had incomes of less than $2,000 a year; today
only one out of three is in that class. Only
1 family in 50 had an income over $5,000 in
1939; now 1 in 6 has an income over $5,000.
And, 1 American family out of every 20 has
an income over $10,000 today.
Comparison of figures for 1929-the peak
year of R~publican prosperity-with the
figures for 1951 shows just how well off we
are today. We hear constantly that because
the value of the dollar has declined, we are
not really better off today.
This is not so.
. All the figures that I am going to give have
been adjusted to take into account the rise
~n the cost of living, or the decline in the
value of the dollar, which are the same
thing.
Every major working group has multiplied
its income several times since 1929. Wage
and salary earners' incomes have nearly
tripled. The income of farmers has quadrupled. Independent business and professional people have increased their income
150 percent since 1929. ·
Democratic policies are right.
They have demonstrated over the 20 years
that what is good for the country is good
for business. Today opportunities to get
ahead in business are greater than ever before. Hard work pays off today because the
national economy is stronger. The number
of businesses has increased more than a million since 1929. Business failures have been
reduced by two-thirds.
There was not a single bank failure last
year. (There were 1,453 bank failures in
1932.) Retail sales last year were more than
three times what they were in 1929. Expenditures for new plant and equipment were
2¥2 times as great as they were in 1929, and
corporation total assets have more than
doubled. Corporation profits, after taxes,
were also more than twice the 1929 figure.
Just remember that these figures have been
adjusted to take into account the decline in
the value of the dollar.
Today Americans have more automobiles
and television sets and refrigerators and
washing machines than any other people
ever dreamed of.
Despite the taxes that some complain
about, america has more money left after
taxes than ever before in history. And after
the rise in the cost of living, too.
This reminds me of a story about a man
who was asked: "For whom are you going
to vote for President in November?" He
replied: "Dewey." "Dewey? What are ·you
talking about? Dewey's not even running.
He's not a candidate." "Well," the man said,
"I'm voting for Dewey anyhow. I voted for
Dewey in 1944 and I voted for Dewey in 1948,
and I never had it so good."
With all this Democratic record of productive miracles and prosperity, you'd think the
prophets of doom would give up. But the
future is always black to these fellows-they
still wail: "The end is near. This is socialism."
We don't pay any attention to these dire
prophesies, however, because they've been
going on for 65 years or more-ever since the
Interstate Commerce Act was called social. ism in 1887. Proposals for the 8-h'our day
were branded socialism, anarchy, confisca-
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tion, as long ago as 1903. In 1904, the Food
and Drug Act put "man's li)Jerty in peril,"
no less.
The opposition called the Parcel Post Act
of 1913 socialistic and paternaliEtic-imagine that. ·And one of the landmarks of
President Wilson's administration-the Federal Reserve System-was smeared the same
way. By 1916, these words were pretty shopworn, but the reactionaries continued to
shout governmental paternalism, bureaucracy, and indefensible centralization at guess
what?-Federal aid to highways.
Most of us remember how every piece of
New Deal legislation suffered the same onslaught of scare words. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the bank-insurance law that has done away with bank
failures, was said to be "the end of the
American banking system" by the man who
ran for President on the Republican ticket
in 1936. 'l;'he Securities and Exchange Commission and all other reforms were denounced as socialism from one . end of the
land to the other.
The truth is that these landmarks of
liberal legislation are not only not socialism;
they are, in fact, what make capitalism
work .
A letter we received the other day from
a man in Landover Hills, Md., is an impressive testimonial to this fact. It reads:
"I am now 61. Father of six. Had a very
difficult time struggling to rear a family
under an unjust economic system. The
Democrats have been 'in' for 20 years now.
I was a pauper when they took over the
leadership under Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Now I live in a six-room modern house
with all modern conveniences and have a
substantial savings account at the bank. I
earn my livelihood working with my hands.
Am still employed at decent, living wages. I
am thankful to the great Jehovah and the
Democratic Party."
Our programs of social security and unemployment insurance are not socialism,
either. They are removing the fear of unemployment, dependency or poverty in old
age, and have cushioned our economic sys. tern against the severe swings of boom and
bust.
There isn't any evidence that the major~ty
of the voters are ever frightened by this
socialism talk. Milwaukee voters, in their
nonpartisan mayorality elections, elected a
Socialist as mayor many times. This mayor,
Daniel W. Hoan, served from 1916 to 1940
and brought national and international
fame to Milwaukee by his record of good,
clean government. The present mayor of
Milwaukee, Frank Zeidler, also a Socialist,
was elected by a 2 to 1 vote, so Mllwaul\:ee
proved again that the word "socialism" does
not frighten them.
One of the great bugaboos is that integrated flood control, reclamation, and public
power programs along the line of the Tennessee Valley Authority, would somehow infringe upon States rights and cause Federal
regimentation.
The answer to that has occurred this spring
along the Missouri River, where flood damage amounts to millions more than the cost
of a broad, effective program to curb floods
and conserve our resources.
The scare words may have frightened Congress away from appropriating enough money
to prevent floods, but the scare words did not
stop the Missouri from damaging farms and
homes and factories, as the Big Muddy burst
its banks in the spring flood.
The private enterprise economy in the Missouri Valley would be a lot better off today
if the people who spend their time damning
flood control as socialistic had been darning rivers instead.
The calamity howlers also say that the national debt is leading us into bankruptcy. A
hard-headed, not an hysterical, analysis of
the debt (which is mostly a result of war
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and depression) shows that. this is a false
fear. Ev·e ry businessman knows that a rise
in debt is a part of the normal growth of
corporations, and it is also a normal part of
the growth of nations.
Corporations last year spent o;ver 6 per..
cent of their income to carry their debt.
This is 3 times more than we as a Nation spent last year to carry our debt. .More·
over, since World War U, the national in·
come has increased 3 times .m ore than the
interest on the national debt. No one is wor·
ried about corporations being able to carry
tbeir debt. No one should worry about the
national debt, if we .maintain prosperity, and
Democrats intend to see that we do.
"The people who would turn the clock back·
ward, believing a little depression never
hurt anyone would bring on another de·
pression which would mevi.tabiy lead to a
greater national debt. The sllfferers from a
war psychosis who say, "Let'.s drop the .a tom
bomb and get it over with" wouid lead us
into world war Ill-into moral and physical
as well as financial bankruptcy.
Democratic foreign policies are right!
Our whole foreign policy since World War
n .has had one overriding aim: To help bring
peace with justice to the world and at the
same time to avoid world war m. We are
concerned with the world, because America
cannot be safe if the rest of the world is lost.
Our Government has been working toward
tbe goal of world peace along four paths.
Each of these ·paths involves close coopera·
tion with the free world-because our al·
lies--the other free nations-tip the balance
of world strength. The four keystones of our
policy are:
L We have 1n every way .supported the
United Nations.
·
2. We have greatly contributed to world
economic recovery. We have helped people
to help themselves through many measures:
UNRRA, Greek-Turkish aid, the Marshall
plan.
3. Faced with the rising threat of Communist aggresson, we have strengthened ourselves militarily and bave greatly helped oth·
er iree nations to build their strength. We
have also joined with other countries under
agreements such as the Rio Pact and NATOthe North Atlantic Treaty Organization-for
common defense.
4. We have begun showing the economically lagging peoples of the world how they
can lift themselves above the pes.sant•s ageold lot. Here, in this ·cooperative battle
against poverty, lies our best hope for world
peace.
In addition. our point 4 program goes to
areas that already provide u.s with 73 percent
of our critical and strategic materials, and
can provide more if they are developed.
The figures show that our allies tip the
scales in people, armies, and production in
our struggle with the Communist world. By
cooperating with other nations of the free
world, we ba ve insured our military security-insured that if war does come we shall
not be overwhelmed.
More important by far, however, we are
using this combined strength to prevent
world war m. We and our allies are using
tbis strength to prove to the Comrp.unist
rulers .that aggression does not pay-the
world will not stand idly by while they knock
o.ff one free country at a time. In recent
year.s we-with our friends--have halted aggression or potential aggression in Iran,
Greece, Turkey, Trieste, Berlin, Indochina,
and Korea.
Some isolationists advocate withdrawal to
this hemisphere. This abandonment of our
friends would give the Reds free run of most
of the world. It would threaten us in the
end with war on our own shores. The isolationists do not understand the simple truth
of the words of Air F'orce Captain Jabara
on leave in Kansas who explained: "I am
fighting in Korea to keep from fighting in
Wichita."

Other I}eoi.solationists operate with one
blind eye-bjind to Europe or blind to Asia.
Under Democratic administrations we shall
not blunder into any of these dangerous
isolationist traps. Neither shall we blunder
into wild military crusades. We shall continue to keep our .beads. Our policy of col·
lective security-of building collective
strength-is the only possible basis ·for
achieving real peace.
We Democrats should be very proud of our
record in foreign and domestic policies.
Our foreign policy is right and our domestic policy is right.
In the light of this splendid record, men
and women of sound judgment know that
these great accomplishments could not have
been realized unless the overwhelming majority of our public servants were men and
women of integrity.
Excessive talk about corruption in Gov·
ernment is misleading.
I know that there is not one of us here
tonight who would excuse or condone corruption. It is .sickening to think that any
American would betray the trust of public
office. Bu't we must remember that government is run by people, and all people are
not always scrupulous and honest all the
time. The overwhelming majority of Government employees are honest.
Also sickening are the wild and ind_iscrim1nate charges hurled at Government servants
in general. This accusation by genalization
is unfair and unjust. And it can destroy
the very roots of our democratic system.
Any betrayal of public trust must be-and
is being exposed and punished.
Democrats have taken the lead in ferreting
out wrong<ioing and will continue to do so.
In the last year, Democratic Congressnren
have investigated every type of skulduggery
without fear or favor. When Democrats do
the exposing, I say that this is the sign of
a healthy, vigorous party.
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation
has been completely overhauled. The who1e
Bureau of Internal Revenue has been placed
under civil service.
During the last year every Bureau of Internal Revenue employee has filed with his
agency a complete statement of his personal finances for the year. Every precaution has been taken to .make certain that
the Bureau conforms to the highest standards of integrity and personal conduct.
We should be careful not to condemn the
Innocent, or to make unwarranted accusations against the .civil service as a whole.
The average Flederal employee is hard working, honest, and intelligent. He ts also
usually underpaid. The Government of the
United States is staffed by earnest, dedicated
inen and women of high caliber who deserve
the confidence and gratitude of the American people.
Let us remind the holier than thou crowd
that for every ofiicial who accepts favors
there is a citizen who offers favors. Fortune
magazine said recently:
"There is excellent evidence that the de·
mand for venality in government and for
improper influence exceeds the supply.
Shocking numbers of American businessmen
are· quite prepared to bribe their way
through Washington. Shocking numbers of
them pers.ist in believing, even when advise<! to the coq.trary, that decisions in their
favor can be obtained only by the purchase
and exercise of improper influence."
-The Chaplain of the Senate said the other
day:
"Of course, there is a place for construe·
tive denunciation • • • but when prejudice and passion furnish more heat than
light, is it not high time to emphasize that
attack .i s not half as effective as example, and
to confront those who are so sure what they
are .a gainst with the pertinent query, 'What
are you for?'"
When you ask Republicans what they are
for today. they say first: "The two-party

system. The Democrats have been in too
long," they opine, "so to preserve the twoparty system, you've got to vote Republican."
What a ridiculous reason to advance.
Whoever heard of a competent and experienced employee being discharged and a new
one selected in his place simply because the
competent and experienced one had been
employed 20 years?
Moreover, people can't vote for a party
just because it hasn't been in for 20 years.
Voters must have something to vote for.
The Republicans do not have a program or
a policy. They have as many foreign policies
as they have candidates. But not every Republi-can candidate even has a foreign policy.
Isolationist ·policy is a better term for some
of them. Republicans don't know whether
they want a candidate who is against all
our domestic policies or one who me-too's
a few of them. In short, they don't know
what they are for; except for one other
thing-economy. That's a pretty safe subject. Everybody .in the United States is for
economy.
But the Republicans are never very specific
about what they mean by economy. But I'll
tell you what they mean by it. To half tl:;l.e
party it means cutting off the funds that pay
for our world struggle against communism;
to the otber half, it means cutting off the
funds that pay for our domestic struggle
against poverty and ill health and human
misery.
· When you look at our budget, to see where
the money goes, you will see that 85 percent
of our budget dollar ne.x t year is going to
pay for past wars and to try to avoid future
wars. Seventy-three percent of this :figure is
for security, which inCludes 60 percent for
military services and about 13 percent for
mutual security. Five percent of it goes for
veterans' services and 7 percent for interest
on the debt.
.
That leaves only 15 percent for everything
else. This 15 percent illcludes loans to business and agriculture; soil conservation, flood
control, highways, airports, payments to
States ior care of the aged and the needy,
the promotion of public health, crime control, and correction. Actually this figure
should be only 12 percent, ior included· in it
are the funds for atomic-energy development and other defense aids such as defense
housing.
When Republicans talk about economy,
ask them exactly where they would economize. Tell them you want to know exactly
what item in the budget they would cut and
exactly how much they would cut it and
ju.st how it ,c ould be done.
Women mu.st arm themselves with the
facts and the figures and refute the false
claims and charges of the opposition. And,
as you spread the word, you must also get
out the vote.
Never before in our history have women
had such important political influence within their grasp.
·
The recent census Bureau figures reveal
that today there are over a million and a
half more women th!ID men of voting age.
This mean:: that the total number of voting-age women i.n this important election
year, over 49,500,000, .is greater than the total
vote cast in 1948, which was only a little over
48,000.000.
Thirty-two States have more voting-age
women than men. Wisconsin is not one of
these States. But you only missed the boat
by 3,089 men.
Women hold the balance of power this year,
and they can elect the President-- of the
United States and the Congress that will
support him.
Women are really in this election, right up
to their poodle cuts. Women are going to
be wooed and courted by every candidate, local and national. The candidates think we
are ·p owerful people. They're really counting on u.s.
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Let us make sure that when the returns
are ~n we can say that women did rise to the
occasion, that as the voting· majority, we
made sure that the majority voted.
One woman is worth 10 men in getting out
the vote. In the first place, women usually
have more leisure to devote to political activity than men. Moreover, they know their
neighbors better than their husbands do.
They are naturals at doorbell ringing. And,
as all of us engaged in party work know,
doorbell ringing is the most effective way of
getting out the vote.
You also know that women are particularly able to understand and explain the
connection between voting privileges and the
local, State, and national Government.
Women come in contact with their Government in .one way or another all day long.
Because of their concern for their children,
women are interested .in schools, roads, welfare, and recreational facilities. As housewives, they understand economic legislation.
Women know that legislation to please the
special interests makes the family's and the
Nation's bills higher. As mothers, we are
also determined to prevent world war III.
In order to tackle these problems effectively, citizens of Wisconsin must do eomething about their Representatives in Congress. Of Wisconsin's 10 Representatives in
the House, only 1-Representative CLEMENT ZABLOCKI, of Milwaukee, is a Democrat.
Representative ZABLOCKI is a splendid Representative. He is serving his constituency
and his country with courage and distinction. Just last week I read in t'' e CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD a brilliant and effective answer that Representative ZABLOCKI made to
the Wisconsin Chamber of Commerce's attacks on our mutual security program. The
president of the United States. Chamber of
Commerce had attempted to discredit the
whole program of cooperation and mutual
assistance between ourselves and the free
world.
Representative ZABLOCKI stated the facts
and the figures, and he effectively rebuked
the chamber for what the Baltimore sun has
called the fanciful and unchecked stories
to buttress the chamber's opposition to any
part of the foreign-aid bill now before the
Senate committee.
Wisconsin's No. 1 political problem is also
a national problem. The term "McCarthyism" has become a symbol throughout the
country of shameful slander and character
assassination.
The purpose of McCarthyism is to obscure
the issues of the coming campaign and keep
people's attention diverted from the Democratic Party's constructive achievements in
maintaining prosperity, working toward
peace, and strengthening our democratic
system.
As the late Henry L. Stimson, former Secretary of State and of War said:
"McCarthyism is: First, most emphatically
not the proper way in which to insure loyalty of Government employees. If that were
the real purpose of the accuser, he would
have used the fully developed and tested
procedure of the executive branch of the
Government, under which the charges are
investigated and weighed by men of both
parties and unimpeachable integrity. The
fact that the accuser has wholly ignored this
well-established method indicates that his
interest· is of a different character.
"Second *
that indiscriminate
accusations of this sort are doubly offensive;
they damage the innocent, and they help
protect the guilty.
"Third, the method directly and dangerously impedes the conduct of the foreign
affairs of our Government.
"Fourth, it seems to me quite clear that
* * this man is not trying to get rid
of known Communists in the State Department; he is hoping against hope that he will
find some."

I trust that all of you have read or will
read the speeches of Gen. Conrad Snow, a
Republican, who is chairman of the State
Dep!'trtment's loyalty board, made in October 1951 and February of this year. The
loyalty program was inaugurated by President Truman in 1947-3 years before McCARTHY made his first charge of Communists
in the State Department.
The State Department has 94,000 employees. General Snow says his loyalty board
has investigated 500 employees where there
was any shadow of a doubt conc.erning them.
Of that number only eight were found to
be security risks. They were security risks
for a variety of reasons, but none because
of disloyalty or because they were Communists. General Snow says that in no case
during the 4 years he has headed the board
has there been found a single Communist
working in the State Department. General
Snows also says that the purpose of McCAR•
THY's charges, of course, is for his own political advancement, not in the public interest.
The Department of State and the Department of Justice say that Senator McCARTHY
has never given them any new or useful
information on anyone.
Life magazine said last year:
"If Houdini were a suspected Communist,
he couldn't get near a sensitive Government
payroll today. In short, Communist infiltration of Government is no longer a legitimate worry."
To use the word "Communist" as a loose
and handy epithet to fling at any political
opponent is to do the Communists · a tremendous service': It hampers efforts to expose them by creating confusion. Mudslinging of this sort provides a sandstorm
which blinds people to the operations of the
real Communists.
Indiscriminate smearing is a base, immoral, and corrupt practice, and one that
strikes at the very foundations of democracy. This, my friends, is real corruption.
This is not the pathetic picture of a few
souls falling prey to materialism but the
sordid spect~ble of the big lie technique being employed by a member of our highest
legislative body.
.
The Democratic Party doesn't just talk
about communism. It does something
about it. Our democratic . administration
has fought communism at home and all over
the world. .President Truman, Government
executiv.es, and leaders of the Democratic
Party have forcefully demonstrated that the
Communist Party is nothing less than an
arm of the Soviet military machine. Strong
and effective measures have protected the
American people from subversive deception.
This year FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover
pointed out that the Communist Party is
dwindling. It has dwindled from over 54,000
in 1949 to around 31,000 today.
Communism and facism both thrive on
depression and poverty. People who have
good jobs, assured futures, happy families,
don't want communism. Prosperity is DDT
to Reds.
As the result of patient investigation and
aggressive and skillful prosecution by the
Department of Justice, the top leadership of
the Communist Party has been tried, convicted, and jailed, and the secondary leadership has been indipted.
Today, when our Nation is at grips with
the serious world-wide threat of communism, it is important to our very existence to
identify and mark the real Communists in
the United States. The administration is
doing this in' a swift, yet accurate and methodical way, and is succeeding in the task
of eliminating the danger of subversion and
infiltration.
Our democratic administration has effectively fought communism at home and
abroad. Our democratic administration has
acted in the real interest of all the people.
There is a serious difierence in the philos·Ophy, the program, and the methods of the
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Democratic . and Republican Parties. The
junior Senator from Wisconsin represents
the .very worst element of the Republican
Party. He has only scorn for the people.
· He thinks that people are so stupid that an
unscrupulous charlatan like himself can use
the people as dupes for his own selfish interests.
Thomas Jefferson, the father of our party,
had this to say in 1823 about the differences
in the two parties:
"Men by their constitution are naturally
divided into two parties: (1) Those who fear
and distrust the people, and wish to draw
all powers from them in to the hands of the
higher classes; and (2) those who identify
themselves with the people, have confidence
in them, cherish and consider them as the
most honest and safe • * * depository of
the public interest."
The Democratic Party, by following the
principles of Thomas Jefferson, has cherished and considered all of the people. Our
policies have been right. The people know
they are right. That is evident to us every
day in many ways. It will be evident to
everybody on November 4, 1952.

Woolen Industry in New England
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952
Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following excellent editorial from
the Boston Herald, Boston, Mass., of May
15, 1952:
UNION STATESMANSHIP
The future of the woolen industry is being
fought out in New England. By accepting a
reasonable con tract with the American
Woolen Co., the Textile Workers Union of
America, CIO, has guaranteed the industry
2 years of industrial peace and a cooperative
union during the stern months ahead. The
union has acted in a statesmanlike manner.
It has been willing to go without an appreciable increase at the same time that the
steel union is threatening to strike against
the Government if it does not get its full
demands, at the same time that the oil industry is .threatening to cripple the Nation,
at the same time a local bus union is demanding all or nothing.
The union could have virtually eliminated
this New England industry. The mills are
here despite wage, power, and tax disadvantages. They are facing sharp competition in
a slump era from synthetics. Rayon, acetate, vicara, orion, X-51, acrilan, dynel,
nylon, dacron, saran, and glass fiber. That
is the way the line-up reads against pure
wool.
The woolen industry cannot afford to compete against labor and against scientific
progress. Now that it has received a promise of labor peace, it should have a further
incentive to face the facts of its present-day
market and the possibilities of new products, .
and to invest in progress.
It will not be easy. The technical and
personnel changes in evolving industrial
revolution are painful.
But labor has gambled that the woolen
industry can continue in New England and
can, through the use of blends and synthetics, maintain an important position in
the textile industry. It will take courage,
foresight, and hard work. The Textile
Workers Union of America has indicated it
is ready.
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Albert Clinton Vaughn
MEMORIAL ADDRESS
OF

HON. KARL C. KING
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 14, i952
On the life, character, and public service of
Hon. ALBERT CLINTON VAUGHN, late a Rep~
resentative from the State of Pennsylvania

Mr. KING. Mr. Speaker, as a resi·
dent of the Eighth Pennsylvania District,
it was not my good fortune to be personally acquainted with ALBERT C.
VAUGHN when he served as a Member of
this distinguished body, but in succeeding him following his untimely death, I
have come to know the high esteem in
which he was held by the people of our
district. Their expressions of true
friendship and their praises of his service
to the district indicate most clearly that
AB VAUGHN was a Congressman of ability
with a sincere devotion to the cause of
good government.
To his people and to the country he
gave his utmost, actually dying in the
service, for his last conscious hour was
spent in completing a speech to be de·
livered before the Lehigh County Council
of ·Republican Women. As an example
of his sincerity and his advocacy of true
Americanism, I include thi.s final unde·
livered speech of the late Congressman
in the RECORD:
It is more or less universally accepted that
the alarm clock of history is wound up in
periods of world crisis and proceeds to run
down between times. Presently, days are
lived at the high tension of alarm. There ~s
unrest throughout the world because of wars
and threats of global war; we seek correc~ ·
tive measures after haphazard and superficial inquiry a~ to the cause. Many pro~
nounce the cure to lie in a vague liberalism
without realizing that liberalism has strayed
far from its adherence to liberty. Liberalism, as preached and practiced today, is co~
incident with -security-the polar opposite
of liberty. It is, in fact, but an alibi for
socialism and centralized power. The bait
of man as his brother's keeper attracts many
of our noblest spirits, but the poisonous
hook lies hidden in man's power· over his
brother.
Interference, even on another's
behalf, is incompatible with freedom, and
history has shown it to lead irrevocably to
final relinquishment of the things in life we
enjoy and cherish most. Therefore, the most
important observation that I have madf3
since assuming my duties as your Repre~
sentative in the Congress of the United
States-and I might say this organization
played a great part in making it possible for
me to become a Member of the National
House of Representative~is that the pres~
ent administration and its supporters have
accepted this program of so-called liberalism
as the cure for the ills of the world, and
with such a program I am not in -accord be~
cause I am convinced in the end it will mean
the relinquishment of everything which has
made our country-in a comparatively short
period of time so far as history is concerned-the greatest country in the world.
To substantiate what is my sincere belief,
one has only to refer to the history of the
world for the past two centuries.
Americanism grew directly from the American Revolution of 1776; Europeanism, as we
know it today, from the French Revolution
of 1789. Both revolutions involved substan~
tially the same races of people. The Paris

mob which battered down the doors of the
Bastile in 1789 firmly believed that uni~
versal liberty, equality, and fraternity would
be the reward of their glorious democratic
revolution. But in reality, what happened?
The French Revolution turned in the direc~
tion of the glorified, society of state. There~
after, the European citizen ceased to be a
man and became instead a part of the prole~
tariat, the aristocracy or the bourgeoisie.
In this manner the individual Eur opean
lost his intrinsic importance. His personality was drowned in his class. The French
Revolutionary State did not recognize its
citizens or subjects as men. Individuals as
such had no rights that this strange new
government was bound to respect. The basic
fact that each person is an indestructible
creature of God was officially denied and
thus, out the window went the liberty, equality, and fraternity which was to be the peo~
pies' reward for participation in the rev~
olution.
While this was going on in Europe, let us
pause for a moment and see what was tran~
spiring on this side of the Atlantic. The
American Revolution was spinning in exact~
ly the opposite direction, turning directly
away from collectivism and toward the basic
integrity of the individual man. When the
French Revolutionaries were hammering
men into mere matter, the American Revolu~
tionaries were exalting and safeguarding
man's spirit. So that there could be no possible mistake about its object and purpose,
our founding fathers caused the American
Republic officially and with the first breath
of its new life to declare: "We hold these
truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable rights; that
among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness. That to secure these rights,
governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of
the governed." Here is the distilled essence
of Americanism as stated in the first official
· document of the new United States of America, the Declaration of Independence, the
one hundred and seventy-fifth anniversary
of which we are celebrating this year. These
are the eternal principles upon which our
Puritans, Cavaliers, Catholics, Protestants,
Jews, Gentiles, French, German, Dutch,
Swedes, Scotch, Irish, and others came to~
gether on a permanent and peaceful basis.
Because each of them was equal before God,
all of the people were made equal before the
law of the land. Because their rights were
bestowed by their Heavenly Creator, no pow~
er on earth could take those rights away.
Since God had created each of them as individuals with personal and immortal destinies,
no man, majority, or government could hereafter treat or regard any of them as an in~
distinguishable part of a class or group.
These an~ the basic articles of our American
faith. They constitute the axis upon which
the whe£'ls of our dynamic American Revolu~
tion go round and round even to this hour.
Granted, many of our American conditions
and institutions are a great deal less than
perfect. There are inequities and injustices
in our country that we can and must rem~
edy. But there is nothing wrong in the
United States that any Europeanism can cor~
rect or that a firm and :fearless application
of the principles of our Declaration of Inde~
pendence cannot cure. On this same premise
the Constitu.t ion of the United States, as well
as the constitutions of the various States,
were based.
The political system of our country is defi~
nitely in a class by itself. The inalienable
rights of each person in the land constitute
the substance of American Government. The
device by which these rights can be secured
is the American form of government. The
indissoluable union of this form and sub~
stance equals Americanism and it equals
nothing else. However, the American form

of government is the most cumbersome and
expensive system ever put into operation . .
Its separate anti distinct authorities are di~
vided into six mutually exclusive water-tight
compartments, namely, the legislative, exec~
utive, and judicial of both State and Federal
Governments. Regardless of the urgency of
public business, no one of these authorities
may encroach upon the other. The salient
feature of this unique form of government
is an involved system of so-called ''check
and balances." The men who fashioned
this form of government were thinking of
John Doe's life, liberty, and pursuit of hap~
piness; they believed that the least gover.n ed
are the best governed. Their principal concern was not with the efficiency of government but with the safety of the God-created
human personality.
In 130 years approximately 40,000,000 immigrants entered the .United States. This
was the most remarkable peaceful mass movement of population in all history, millions
of people leaving almost every one of the
countries of Europe to find a common home
in a place called the United States of Amer~
lea. Throughout this entire period there
were countries other than the United States
where the climate was as good or better,
where fertile land was even more plentiful,
and where there were and still are fewer
people per square mile of territory. Never- ·
theless the immigrants insisted upon coming here. A person's decision to emigrate
springs from two impulses. He is dissatisfied where he is and he is attracted to the
place where he is going. What does this
prove? It proves first of all that the political
and economic system of Europe is now and
has always been radically different from the
political and economic system of the United
States. It proves finally that we as citizens
and residents of the United States exercise
one of the highest and most closely held
privileges obtainable in the world. Few of
these immigrants ever probed the mystery
of their transformation but they never
ceased to wonder at it.
Through many successive generations the
advantages and achievements of our country
were abundantly multiplied. Then, as its
benefits developed into routine, the entranc~
ing mystery of American life ceased to chal ..
lenge the interest of its beneficiaries. The
American systein came to be taken for
granted. Today, this traditional American
confidence has disappeared. America and
Americans have -s uddenly ceased to be different from other countries and other peoples.
We have caught the contagion of doubt and
with doubt has come discord. Wide chasms
appear to separate the classes and races and
other self-conscious groups of people who
now make up the present population pf the
United States. Instead of that traditional
unity we now propose that labor shall make
a truce or treaty with capital; that the
Gentiles shall be tolerant of the Jews and
that the special privileged, the underprivileged, the haves and the have-nots shall be
permanently walled away from each oth~r by
the sharp barrier of a new social conscwusness. The old confidence of American prin~
ciple to save mankind has given way to fear
and frustration. We are now in the process
of considering the proposal that the one
world forced upon us by the atom bomb
shall be the old world rather than the new.
The traditional pride in Am~rica and the
traditional confidence in the potency of
American principle are now dissolved in a
multitude of more modern more realistic
solutions produced in foreign countries
where the people would give anything they
possess in exchange for an opportunity to
live in the United States.
Strange as it may seem, our envious enemies abroad are now joined by powerful
and intluential intellectuals of the United
States in a concerted drive to discredit the
American heritage. At the same time the
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so-called experts take off for the mountains
of the moon in search of ways and means to
pacify and unify mankind. Nevertheless, the
historical fact remains that the matchless
American formula for unity in freedom carries the best of all obtainable recommendations ; namely, that it has worked. It has
worked because it is right.
Our so-called experts are now protesting
the fact that the United States is the freest,
richest, and most powerful country on earth
and trying to put into effect the very ideology which failed in the bider world. I
would like to ask these experts a few questions:
1. Does the system exist for the individual
m an or does the individual man exist for the
system?
2. Is the social order more important than
the p eople it embraces, or is it the complete
opposite? ·
3. Do we as people have personal individual
rights which the system of government is
bound to respect; and if so, can we force
the system to protect those rights, or are
we to be an indistinguishable part of a mass,
class, or group of the total society?
Do you believe these questions are important in this country today as never before? I would like an answer from our experts who are trying to change our form of
Government. If we go to complete statism,
regardless of whether it be fascism, nazism,
socialism, or communism, the principles are
all taken from Marxism, which decrees that
( 1) man does exist for the system; ( 2) the
social order. is all important; (3) the individual (you and I) has no rights that the
system is bound to respect.
What does all this mean? It means that
state absolutism cannot justify its existence.
It has only one purpose-to destroy man
and therefore man, in self-defense, must
destroy state absolutism.
We have more bathtubs here per square
inch than Russia has per square mile. We
have practically all the private telephones
and automobiles in the world and the highest standards of living ever attained by any
people at any time in history. Now that is
well and good and true and important as
far as we are concerned. But what to the
peoples of the rest of the world? We didn't
have this abundance of things in 1776. These
things are only the consequences of the
American system which has worked and made
us the freest and richest country in the
world. We could actually ~ for the sake of
argument, stipulate--away with the bathtubs and telephones and automobiles and
television and radios and still prove to the
Russians, Chinese and anyone else that we
didn't have these things in 1776 but that the
founders of this Nation risked their lives,
fortunes and sacred honor for the legal establishment of what they knew was a sound
principle of eternal truth and that if the
man is free and independent the material
things will accrue to him and follo:w into his
society as a matter of course.
Yes, we here in our America are freefree .from totalitarian rule and alien doctrines. It is hard to believe that our citizens
of America would complacently tolerate future incursions against the privileges it has
been ours to cherish and preserve these many
years. Today our Government differs substantially from the intent and designs of
our forefathers as laid down in the Constitution. Regretfully I am compelled to keynote one thought, that the shooking corruption over these 19 years of Democratic
domination will cast its shadows of shame
upon our history for all time.
We have seen the moral decadence of.
officials in high office. They pretend to be
unaware of the tactics of our Communist
enemies. They disregard the seriousness of
infiltration into high places under our adm inistration by outright Communists and

persons of subversive tendency. We have the
right to expect from our present-day leaders
the same courage and fortitude that motivated the great statesmen who presided at
the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia, who said: "There is no domestic problem we cannot solve nor foreign foe we must
fear." It was on these principles that
America was founded, on these principles
America has grown and prosper.ed and on
these principles, with determination and
God's wisdom, America will survive. In the
words of that great patriot and statesman.
Daniel Webster, which appear above the chair
of the Speaker of the House of Representatives in the Congress of the United States,
"Let us develop the resources of our land,
call forth its powers, build up its institutions,
promote all its great interests, and see
whether we also in our day and generation
may not perform something worthy to be
remembered."
The Lehigh County Council of Republican
Women has always been actively interested
in governmental affairs and your objective
has always been the promotion of good government. It has been a great honor to be
with you tonight. I shall consider it a great
privilege ·to continue to work with you and
the other people of our free America toward
realizing the advantages of these proven
principles of government, which have made
this the greatest country on th& face of the
earth. We have a common heritage. That
heritage is freedom. We have a common objective. That objective is to promote the
welfare of all people regardless of race, creed,
or political beliefs.
No single organized group was more responsible than you assembled here tonight
for my selection as your "servant" in the
Congress of the United States. The ambitions of my lifetime have been fulfilled and
with God's power and guidance I will represent you with all the honesty and sincerity
at my command. May I humbly say, "I
thank you and goodnight."

the-Capehart-Miller bill is that if the redevelopment of Niagara is undertaken by private
enterprise, there will entail no expenditure
of public funds (which is now astronomical),
but, on the other hand, would produce Federal, State, and local taxes estimated at
$23,000,000.
EUGENE V. CONTE,
President, Poughkeepsie Junior
Chamber ot Commerce.

Report by Former Congressman Richard
P. Gale After Visiting Formosa
EXTENSION OF REMARKS .
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I include the following report on Formosa by our former
colleague, Hon. Richard P. Gale, who
so ably represented the Third Congressional District of Minnesota in the Seventy-seventh and Seventy-eighth Congresses. Little by little the truth came
out about the Government of China, now
temporarily on Formosa. A devastating
smear job was done on that Government by those determined to destroy it
because of its clear-headed recognition
of the menace of the Ct>mmunist movement in Asia. I hope the eyes of enough
Americans will be fully opened in time
to strengthen American policy in that
ar.ea.
TAIWAN (FORMOSA}, THE LAND OF PROMISEREPUBLIC OF CHINA HAS WILL To WIN BUT
NEEDS UNITED STATES AID

Development of the Niagara Fails and
River
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILI:.ER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Ref:,resentatives a resolution which was
adopted . by the Poughkeepsie Junior
Chamber of Commerce on March 10,
1952, in support of the Capehart-Miller
bill providing for the redevelopment of
Niagara power from the Niagara Falls
and River by private enterprise. The
resolution follows:
POUGHKEEPSIE JUNIOR.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

April 3, 1952.

The Poughkeepsie Junior Chamber of
Commerce passed a resolution on March 10,
1952, endorsing the Capehart-Miller bill,
S. 2021, H. R. 3146, designed to place the redevelopment of Niagara power in the hands
of private enterprise.
The membership viewed with great alarm
the rapid strides being made down the road
to socialism.
Another factor in the Poughkeepsie Junior Chamber of Commerce endorsement of

(By Richard P. Gale)
What is Taiwan? Under the Japanese it
was Formosa, an exceedingly well-run colony, beautiful to look at, and profitable to
own, with mountains and adequate rainfall;
some coal, some minerals, and timber; 2,190,000 acres of rice land.
The people? Eight million Asians with
2,000 years of Chinese background underlying 50 years of Japanese occupation.
Today it's all of this, and much more. In
1945 Gen. :pouglas MacArthur moved into
Tokyo and the Chinese Republic moved into
Taiwan.
They liberated the island. Like locusts
over the paddies came the carpetbaggers,
ready and willing to take all.
It was so bad that the disillusioned Taiwanese revolted. They didn't have a chance
because the mainlanders had the guns. Some
say 10,000 were liquidated in the 1947 incident.
Then came the mainland debacle. Taiwan
was the last stand for the Nationalists, and
over they came, a desperate, defeated army.
The island was a mess.
Many people crossed off Chiang Kai-shek
and Taiwan. But MacArthur's vigorous voice
in the wilderness was faintly heard in Washington.
The Seventh Fleet steamed in between the
island and the mainland-between freedom
and slavery. The unha_r;py Nationalists were
safe.
The next act opens in 195Q-the comeback. With great courage, the Generalissimo and his really consecrated followers
turned and struck in a sudden purge.
OUt of the temple went the money changers. Out went the grafters and out went the
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weak in spirit who thought it might be better to play with the Communists-just in
case.
A couple of generals, the president of the
government sugar project, several high government officials and others too numerous
to mention were not only discharged from
office, they were shot.
What does it look like today? It looks
good. I talked with the men running the
show, intell1gent, tried, and hardened by adversity-Prime Minister Cheng (up from the
farm) . Governor Woo (Grinnell College) ,
Foreign Minister Yeh (concentration camp
escapee), Dr. Shu (agriculture).
It's not a democracy, yet. Those who dis·
like the Generalissimo and his able wife say
it's a dictatorship but benevolent. All agree
that Chiang Kai-shek is both government
and army.
.
For us Chiang is China. Like so many
great men, the Generalissimo is a simple person of humble origin, with flowers by his
desk, his wife's paintings on the wall. He
sounds no bombast, wears no medals, affects
no rank, not even a belt on his high-neck
tunic.
Shorter than you think, he is leaner and
harder than you think. He is young at 67,
carries great decision behind an easy smile,
is unbroken by adversity.
Chiang Kai-shek is st111 th~ leader. If
he's a dictator, he's a most relaxed dictator.
The government is poor as a church mouse
but clean as a hound's tooth.
Ask Don King who operates Northwest Air·
ways into Taiwan. Ask Ekairab selling
American pharmaceuticals, or Howard Jones
in the Embassy. These are the ones who
know the squeeze when they see it.
Ask General Chase (United States military coach) or Colonel Barrett or Colonel
Schmidt. They know what used to happen
to Chinese Army supplies.
Perhaps it's the oriental austerity (there
isn't anything to graft). Perhaps it's •the
American eagle eye and improved know-how
in dispensing aid. But basically it's Chinese
Government integrity and the ardor of areformed sinner.
In a military state geared for real war
against the Communists, many normal civilian interests get pushed aside~
But listen to this. Taxes collected: 1950,
600 percent over 1949; 1951, 24 percent over
1950.
Production is the No. 1 domestic problem.
Electric power in 1951 was up 24 percent .
over 1950, fertilizer up 87 percent, coal 17
percent, lumber 42 percent, cotton yarn 178
percent, rice 4 percent--over-all food production with prewar 1937 as 100, 195{)--.:103,
1951-110.
Everywhere in troubled Asia, land reform
is a burning issue. Prime Minister Cheng
tried to start it in China. "If there had
been land reform, we would still be there,"
he said.
Cheng is off to a good start on Taiwan with
a farm rent ceiling. In the old days rent
took up to 70 percent of the crop, now is
37Y:z percent of the crop, plus 6 year tenure
and a written lease. And it's enforced--Or
else.
When the Japanese left they also left title
to considerable land now seized by the Government.
This plus other Government lands amount
to 455,000 agricultural acres, all of whi~h is
to be sold to farmer operators in maximum
5-acre pieces for 2Y:z times the annual crop,
10 years to pay.
In 1951, 54,000 acres were sold. In 1952,
160,000 acres will go, This isn't double talk
but a real start.
Still for the future, but no idle dream are
500,000 acres-one fourth the ·farm land--of
absentee-owned land, the lleart of land re-

form. Land classification is nearly done.
Local committees are being slowly elected.
There's just one small detail-money.
There isn't any. The landlords want and
should get a fair price--7Y:z times their annual rent.
On Taiwan there . is a chance of less landlord resistance. Today mainlanders own
little farm land but have all the influence
which makes it easier to land reform somebody else's land.
To date land reform has a good start, is
working well and is sure to continue. Everybody likes it except the absentee la~dlords
and the money lenders who fattened on the
poor tenants at 10 percent per month.
Here only until they can get back to China,
the mainlanders are powerful beyond their
number. They have seen and fought Com•
munists.
They hate Communists so much and so
well that there aren't many left on the island. If one sneaks over to sPY, his chances
for survival are not good.
Quote from South China Press in Hong
Kong: "Taipei, April 1.-Three Communists
agents were executed this morning. Two
were Formosan school .t eachers and the third
was a farmer."
There are a lot of national security police.
What else in this kind of war?
At least the countryside is safe, which it
isn't aroun·d Manila or Singapore or Rangoor:., or in Java.
Counting 2,000,000 mainlanders, the total population is 10,000,000. At least half
a million are in uniform (of sorts) . The
army is billeted everywhere. Pillboxes are
all over the place. While talking with a
farmer on a mountain tea plantation, I
heard a quick burst of machine-gun fire.
My interpreter never turned a hair-"all
right--they just P!actice.''
It's more than the economy can takewithout help. We':t:e the help. Without us,
they would fold. In that case we would lose
a friend and the Communists would win
again. With our aid ($115,000,000 this year)
half a million soldiers are loaded for Communists.
As of now the army isn't ready-not
enough shoes, clothes, or even food. They
came to the island with nothing-a kinds
of rifles, 12 field guns, and no ammunition.
An army can't do it on small arms.
Tanks? They're coming. Artillery? Some
here. Pranes? Some trainers. Technical
training? Under way.
A few infantry divisions have been finished. My Army friends get starry eyed describing the potential.
When you say the men are tough, that is
an understatement. In training they .toss
live grenades at each other. Sometimes a
solslier ducks a little slow and it's just too
bad. Endurance? Well, these boys never
did anything but walk and work. No cars,
no sOda fountains, no snack bars.
-'
Officers? Junior offtcers lack technical
training for. m ,e chanized modern war, tanks
aren't automatic and maintenance doesn't
just happen. Nor do trucks run forever.
General offtcers lack concept of mechanized tactics. Of the six commands, three are
in excellent hands and none of them in bad
hands. There are, perhaps, too many generals.
Almost all ·the men have been in action
and all the offtcers. Proven and tried, the
officers, like the men, are potentially topsreally good in any man's language.
The most priceless item we can't supply
because money can't buy it and because they
have it already-the will to win.
'
Many countries are tired, and dori't care.
Not so the Republic of China. The.s e people
aren't tired and they do care a lot. Whatever it is-they've got it.

Something About Peru's Roads
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. DEMPSEY
OF NEW MEXICO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. DEMPSEY. Mr. Speaker, I am
placing in the RECORD a copy of a speech
made by Senor Ernesto Romero, manager of the Peruvian Road Association,
Lima, Peru, which should be of great
interest to the American people.
Peru is a very friendly and extremely
democratic country; and the people of
Peru, like the American people, are carefully nurturing democracy and doing all
they can to eliminate communism.
The speech follows:
SOMETHI.NG

.ABOUT PERU'S

ROADS

(By Ernesto Romero)
When the Inca in Cusco, capital of ancient Peru, situated more than 800 kilometers from the -sea and separated from the
Pacific Ocean by two elevated cordilleras,
wanted to entertain some ambassadors in
ritual ceremonies, he made a signal with
his hand, and a legion composed of thousands of "chasquis," or swift runners, raced
along an extended and well-paved road to
bring forth _the extremely delicious products
of our rich coast. Today, when looking at
the road map of Peru, we see that we are
rebuilding that old network of roads-destroyed 400 years ago-which used to unite
into a complete whole the irrigation works
and other economic resources with the peace-·
ful and productive labor of an industrious,
progressive, and dynamic population. The
cultural ideal of the Incas of Peru was the
unity of the hemisphere. This civilizing
urge used to parallel a similar effort made
by the Aztec Empire of Mexico.
TOday, 21 American nations are engaged
1n making that old aspiration a reality. And
Peru wishes to revive that creative urge of
the land, which is the message of progress
and liberty that an America is giving to the
world. But at the present time, . after the
years during which we have experienced
grave difficulties, the road problem of Peru
is the first step that must be taken toward
that ideal. It is a tremendous problem for
our Nation owing to peculiar !actors of an
economic and topographical order.
We shall explain our position with the
presentation of some figures which are more ·
eloquent than words. Peru has an area of
1,242,049 square kilometers, with 8,400,000
inhabitants, that is to say, 7 inhabitants per
square kilometer. This is the area occupied
by Spain, Portugal, France, Belgium, Holland, and Switzerland combined; but the
total population of those countries is about
97,000,000, that is, about 80 inhabitants per
square kilometer, or more than 10 tlnres the
population density of Peru. If we look into
our position from what I may can a static
point of view, the picture appears with serene
and optimistic colors. Such would be the
case if we would resign ourselves to what
little we have.
But we are moved by the progressive spirit.
It is necessary, therefore, to view the problem from the dynamic point of view, and in
this manner the result is as follows: our
vast territory needs more roads and more
highways and that network that we need so
badly must be constructed with the efforts ot
only a few. To· be more precise, I am obliged to state that only a small portion of
our p<;>pulation has any influence in the economic life of the country. I believe that in
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mentioning the _figure of 2,000,000 inhabitants, I am not too pessimistic. Our total
network of roads and highways is now about
36,000 kilometers. This means that each inhabitant has to contribute the equivalent
of the cost of 18 meters of road. In · the
United States, for example, the contribution
per inhabitant for the same purpose does not
reach more than 3 centimeters, if we base our
figures on the year 1950, with 3,009,000 miles
of road and relate this fact to the population
of the United States.
But we need much more than solely to construct roads. Al~o. we have to face the cost
of repairing existing roads, about 70 percent
of which are annually destroyed. I have offered these figures in order to emphasize
the efforts now being made by every Peruvian
to furnish Peru with the system of roads that
the country needs.
These efforts will loom with still greater
force if we take into account that the President of Peru, Gen. Manuel A. Odria, and the
Ministe:- of Development and Public Works,
Mr. Carlos Salazar Southwell, are now developing a comprehensive plan for the exploitation of our natural resources, which may be
summed up as follows: freedom of exchange,
commerce, and enterprise; a petroleum law
based on the tenet of free enterprise and
which follows the policy of the greatest
and most liberal countries in the world;
irrigation projects· which will reclaim millions of hectares of first-class lands; and
simultaneously, construction of roads that
will connect the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans
crossing the forests of the country and
through lands which will soon be irrigated.
These roads will give access and outlet to
the great oil fields of Peru. All this work
has been done until now without help from
abroad. They are: Lima-Oroya-HuanucoPucallpa (constructed, but needing pavement);
Lima-Tarma-Oxapampa-Pachitea
(being paved at present); Talara-Olmos-Rio
Maranon.
The appreciation of what we are doing
along these lines, made during the Fifth
Pan American Roads Congress in Lima, in
October of 1951, evoked a vote of congratulation in favor of the President of Peru ·that
was proposed by the American delegation,
through Mr. J"OHN J. DEMPSEY, WhO is also
a Member of the United States Congress,
and approved by all the American nations,
thus bringing to a focus the tremendous
effort Peru is making toward the construction of roads with its own funds and with
the support of the present government.
Peru is making all this effort because it
considers it vital, not only for its advancement, but also for the defense of the continent. The Government, fully convinced of
this necessity and of the importance of the
road problem, has promulgated some laws
and has others under consideration, with a
view to procuring the necessary funds for
the repair of those roads which have been
destroyed and for the construction of as
much mileage as possible of new roads. Unfortunately, the progress of the work must
adjust itself to the availability of funds.
This means that the time lir... it will be
long. It will be long because our revenues
for roads, although quite dependable, such
as the tax on commercial transactions and
on the sale of gasoline, aside from others
established by law in favor of roads, shall
not exceed 10 percent of our national budget,
that is, 260,000,000 yearly on: a 2,500,000,000
soles budget, but we want to accelerate the
development of the road program and seek
to spend 50,000,000 soles monthly.
One severe handicap we have faced, I
wish to point out here, .has been our inability to obtain from the United States
mechanical equipment up to this date. ~n
fact, the applications for the purchase of a
minimum number of bulldozers, for instance,
filed with various distributors in Peru,

amounted in 1951 to 300, while the numb3r
of units sold aT'.d shipped to us was only
30-10 percent of the indispensable minimum
for our work. When a road builder in Peru
comes to a distributor of mechanical equipment to purchase a bt.:ldozer, the reply is
always the same: "You will have to wait
until the deliveries of bulldozers to certain
non-American nations are made, because
those nations have sale priorities granted
by the Government of the United States."
This does not imply criticis m of the system by which the United btates grants priorities to non-American nations in the sale
of its equipment; but I, as Peruvian, and as
American, wish to emphasize the fact that
in a country like Peru-doubtless in other
countries, too-there are many and serious
problems that requin solution, for which
mechanical equipment is a vital necessity.
Besides, even in case we had received the
300 needed bulldozers, that would have
solved only a part of the problem. Looking
at it from another point of view-from the
standpoint of good business-it would have
been in essence reciprocal aid, inasmuch as
with each bulldozer and with each motor
grader sold to Peru a door would be opened
for a new sale of spare parts or farm, mining,
or industrial machinery.
As a matter of fact, we need the fullest
cooperation. To be rpecific, we need a loan
to implement our road projects, which are
necessary not only to our own country but
also for their efficient incorporation into the
Pan American economy. All that may be
done to strengthen it will be a solid contribution to the defense of the hemisphere.
The Government of Peru is showing that it
is a good credit risk and is decided to follow consistently its policy of unrestricted
freedom in the field of exchange, commerce,
and industry.
Taking into consideration the development
of Peru during the last few years and its
future potentialities, it can be said that an
investment in our country is safe and dependable. Today Peru is one of the American countries that offers greater guaranties
to the inves.t or. Capital is fully protected by
law, its social legislation is perfectly clear
and just, its go·1ernment is stable and democratic, it is quite eager to put into effect
great works, and its tremendous potential
resources are well-known factors abroad.
The United States Department of State,
which is well-informed about this matter,
could deny or confirm my assertion. I repeat, that Peru is one of the most promising
and stable countries on the American Continent today. It is a fact that Peru, under
the able administration of Gen. Manuel A.
Odria, has place-.;. itself in a really unique
situation, ~espite the fact that the world is
plagued with the scourge of confusion, deficit, and inflation. As a matter of fact,
the budget of Perti, during the last 3 years,
has consistently shown a surplus, with which
the Government has Leen able to finance the
work projects presently in execution under
the Government's 6-year road-building program. This is a fact that speaks forcibly
and convincingly. This road-building program means the investment ·of 2,500 million
soles in 6 years.
To bankers, industrialists, and to the
American people them;>elves, this message is
addressed:
In Peru both the Government and the
great masses of the people follow the policy
and leadership of the great democracies, but
this does not mean that our country is free
from the germination and spread of Communist ideals. This threat can only be met
by governmental action in each country and
by the implementation of a policy of determined and prompt support to those countries that raise high the flag of liberty, of
free enterprise, of constitutional order and
of the dignity and value of the individual
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as a conscious and respectable factor of citizenship. Now is when the weight of the
great economic power of the Unlted States
should be felt within the framework of the
good-neighbor policy and the program of aid
to underdeveloped countries. This is needed
in an effective and not merely academic
manner, since many more millions of dollars are needed in America to face the present political and economic situation. In
practice what is needed is more deeds and
fewer words. Under these principles our
country, and surely other countries in America, needs not only credits for the acquisition of machinery, that, although it is true
they promote the development of roads in
each country, it is true also that they benefl t the exporters of this machinery.
It is for this reason that these loans
should include also part of the cost of the
works, wages, etc., and such increases in the
amount of the loans would be covered by
items in the general budget supported by
special laws, for the construction of roads
and highways.
In spite of the great effort of those 2,000,000 productive members of our society, and
notwithstanding the determination of our
Government, communism could take hold in
Peru if we keep more than 600 important
communities in isolation for lack of roads;
if we deny the benefits of education to 60
percent of our population for lack of transportation; if we do not avail ourselves of 13,000,000 hectares of natural grasslands for
lack of penetration roads, and if there are no
roads to stimulate the people to irrigate, cultivate, and exploit a vast area of Peru, which
is disproportionately great in relation to the
area now under cultivation.
The P.-esident, Gen. Manuel A. Odria, the
Minister of Development and Public Works,
Mr. Carlos Salazar Southwell, and in general
all Peruvians, are ready to tackle and resolve
these problems, even though we may have to
shed our last drop of blood to do it. But
we see that this effort toward the development of Peru and the democratic world, this
struggle for the stabilization of the world free
institutions, is a job that we cannot do along
any longer.
In my opinion we need to have at our disposal a loan for road building of about $30,000,000 annually for a period of 5 years in
order to hasten the realization of our projects, to reduce the time limit for their execution and to make possible rapid exploitation
the very rich zones of our country. This
loan we could repay out of the dependable
revenues now available in our national
budget for road maintenance and construction. And this loan would also be an excellent investment for the lender, since it
would be employed, in part, for the purchase
of machinery from the lending country; and,
in part, for payment of wages to the men who
operate this machinery; and also, to incorporate to our economic structlire a very important portion of our national territory. I
invite, therefore, all the gentlemen present
to consider the situation of Peru as I have
sketched it, and my report can be easily verified and amplified, for which purpose the
Peruvian Roads Association offers its collaboration.
In conclusion, I believe the United States
should reexamine its policy toward LatinAmerica and should take into account the
real spirit of collaboration now existing in.
our countries, and which I am sure is much
greater than what the people of the United
States think and hope for. Peru, as other
Latin-American countries, does not want
gifts, nor has Peru asked for them. It now
submits a plan of action of common interest
and expects those who may be in position to
cooperate and participate in the execution o!
the plan, to say so now. This is when we
really need a capitalist partner. I can assu;:a_
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you, to close, that there is no better business for the United States at the present time
than to look a little more toward us.

Control of Potato Production
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HO . OIARLES H. ELSTON
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REc~
ORD, I desire to include the text of an
article by Fulton Lewis, Jr., which ap~
peared in the Washington Times-Herald
on May 11, 1952:
WASHINGTON REPORT

1

(By Fulton Lewis, Jr.)
Housewives are now paying for the Government's bungling in trying to control
votato production. Prices will be higher.
supplies scarcer, and good table-grade spuds
practically unattainable.
Department of Agriculture officials hope
the shortage will only be temporary, but
they admit that the potato market today is
in a mess because of previous Government
regulations that cost us taxpayers $500,000,000 and led to the destruction of millions of
bushels of potatoes.
Americans consume 1,000,000 bushels of
potatoes a day, but unless the price ceiling
is raised there won't be that many available
1n the market for several months. Some
growers are talking about a 20-percent increase in potato prices to stimulate more
farm interest in spud growing. The idiotic
price-support program brought thousands
of new growers into the market who made
money on submarginal land by producing
below-grade potatoes to sell to the Government.
Top-grade growers 1n Maine, Florida, California. and Long Island, New York, stayed
in the potato business when regulations and
support prices were discontinued in 1951.
but most of them cut their acreage.
Right now potatoes are being shipped into
this country from Canada and Spain, although the quanitity is not large. The
United States normally imports potatoes
from Canada at this time of the year, anyway. Since 1951, however, Canada has been
buying large quantities of cheap United
States spuds. Our. prices are controlled.
Canadian spud prices are not, so Canada
has made a good thing out of buying from us
and then selling hers back at better prices.
The Department of Agriculture, naturally,
will make a political issue out of the potato
situation. It is still loaded with political
philosophers who want to control everything
and support the price of everything grown on
the farm. It practically broke their hearts
when Congress got sick of seeing huge
mounds of spuds being destroyed and
knocked out the price-support program.
Officials are getting set to blame Congress
and praise the administration's wisdom in
wanting to retain the price-support program
or reinstitute it now.
Nothing would be solved, however, if the .
Government got back into the potato market
with another wasteful buying program.
The same marginal producers would start
digging spuds again. What is needed now is
a lit tle more time so the good producers can
Increase their acreage and yield by investing
1n fertilizer and other growing aids. In
California, for instance, potato producers
are increasing their acr eage by about 20
percent, while throughout the country there

Is an average of 20 percent fewer acres of
farm land going into potato production.
Florida spuds are beginning to arrive in
the eastern markets but most of them have
not matured fully. Growers are digging
them prematurely to take advantage of the
h igher wholesale prices now prevailing.
The potato mess is just another example
of what happens when the Government attempts to control the economy. And when
the Department of Agriculture let go, producers were caught off balance, with no way
of knowing what demand there would be for
spuds in the future, or how many competitors would stay in business after the lush
Government market ended.
It takes time to adjust the law of supply
and demand after Government economists
finish tampering with it. The Department
of Agriculture estimates that we will be
short 10,000,000 bushels of good-grade table
potatoes this year, even though there is no
acreage control, but they do not know how
much production will be increased by the big
growers.
The short supply of spuds creates its own
vicious circle. The shortage sends the price
of seed spuds up and this, in turn, discourages some planters. Right now it costs about
$100 to plant an acre of potatoes. Last year
it cost from $45 to $55.
Government economists, of course, are
feeling sorry for potato growers and are
itching to get tp.e spuds back under controls
again. Potato growers, however, haven't had
a lean year in quite some time, and they
don't want it. If the Government keeps its
hands off, the producers will win the battle
to rescue their business from the tampering
of the economic planners.

Curbing the Administrative Agencies
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
· oF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15., 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, one of
the major changes in American Govern~
ment initiated by the Democratic Na~
tional Government since it took over in
1933 has been a growing emphasis upon
administrative law-making. Federal
agencies set up by the Executive depart~
ments have been given wide authority to
make decisions affecting business opera~
tions. Most of the powers asserted by
such agencies have been subject to modi~
fication by the courts, but the effect of
this delegation of power has .been incal~
culable.
Few business men choose to contest or~
ders, because they find it too expensive
and prolonged a process. It is easier to
comply with a restrictive order than to
fight it, even if it may be unlawful. As a
direct result of this epidemic of regula~
tory determinations, which are laws as
far as the individuals affected are concerned, a whole body of new precedents
has come into existence. Law schools
offer courses in administrative law,
stressing the procedure and the tech~
niques.which should guide counsel in this
field.
The inevitable result of this trend is
seen in the manner by which the Wage
Stabilization Board has gradually ex~
tended its sphere of authority and influence. Almost imperceptibly, this

a~ency has intruded itself into such businesses as the settling of management~
labor disputes, a function for which it
was never intended. This Board made
recommendations in the course of its
findings on wages, governing conditions
of employment in the steel industry
which went far beyond its area of refe-r:~
ence. The Senate Banking Committee
has now voted to restrict the authority
of this agency. It is time to take a hard
look at many others as well.

Fluoridation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Speaker. under
unanimous consent to revise and extend
my remarks in the RECORD, I include excellent articles on fluoridation by my
friend, Miss Florence Birmingham, the
distingiushed president of the Massa~
chusetts Women's Political Club, which
deals very effecively with the question.
Miss Birmingham, who is a gifted
writer and public speaker, as well as an
outstanding leader in Massachusetts.
has contributed greatly to the current
discussion on fluoridation by this article.
· It is bt:t another example of the un~
:flagging interest and · undeviating zeal.
which Miss Birmingham displays in
compelling public matters. She and the
members of her organization are to be
congratulated upon their steadfast devotion to American ideals and their
many patriotic contributions to the public welfare.
[From the Sharon (Mass.) Transcript of
May 2, 1952]
LETTERS FROM OuR READEB:S
To the EDITOR:
In reply1ng to your correspondent who objected to my stand in opposition to fluoridation, I should like the privilege of explaining in your columns that the Massachusetts
Women's Political Club, of which I have the
honor to be president, is nonpartisan, nonsectarian, and makes no profit. It is selfsustaining and members have never sought
nor accepted outside contributions. Its
chief purpose is to teach women to uphold
American principles of Government by electing to office candidates who are honest and
dependable.
Many organizations, officials and official
bodies have indicated their distaste for the
fluoridation experiment.
In Sharon's neighboring town of Foxborough, where I reside, the board of water
commissioners made a statement in the town
paper of January 12, 1952, that concluded:
It is the considered opinion of your board
of water commissioners that artificial fluoridation is still in the experimental stages
and the time is not yet right to propose it
for the town of Foxborough.
In their well-documented article they
pointed out the possibility of a lethal dose,
the necessity of infallible control, and reco~mended that those interested in using it
do so through local application of a fiuoride
solution to the teeth by their dentist.
The unbounded faith of your correspond•
ent in the United States Public Health De-
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partment is not shared by Dr. A. L. Miller,
who formerly was health commissioner in
the State of Nebraska, and is now a Representative of that State in the United States
Congress. Publicly he has announced that
he has been "misled"-he repeated that word
8 times in his remarks, "misled" by represen t ation of the United States Public Health
Service employees, whom he has named, to
the effect that the fluorine experiment had
been pushed to adequate length.
As a member of the Special Committee
on Chemicals in Food, which has just completed exhaustive hearings, the first of its
kind, upon the question of adding fluorine
to the water supply, he said, "We had before the committee 18 witnesses who qualified as experts on the subject. There was
certainly no unanimity of opinion among
these experts. This was true because the
scientists felt that certain experiments now
in progress were not far enough along in
order for them to issue a sound opinion."
CHECK OF STATISTICS
To prove that there have been harmful
fluorides in drinking water, Congressman
Mn.LER stated in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
of March 24, "A check of the vital statistics
of Grand Rapids, Mich., which is the only
city of any size that has had artificial fluoridation for more than 4 years, shows that the
death rate from heart disease in the year
1944 numbered 585. Four years later, after
fluoridation had started, there were 1,059
deaths. There was an increase of 50 percent
in the deaths from nephritis. There was
an increase of 50 percent, over a period of
4 years, in the deaths from intra-cranial
lesions. These are official figures contained
in the Vital Statistics of the United States
published annually by the United States
Public Health Service."
While the Public Health Service takes
pride in pointing out, through statistics,
that health might even be better when fluorides are in the water, the records do not
prove their point.
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE
The most important of Dr. Miller's disclosures, which is the key to the whole fluorine plot, is his reference to the fact that rats
fed on fluorides underwent mental deterioration. From the first, people with little claim
to sch olarship, as well as men who are steeped
in stu dies of a formal nature, have insisted
that the fluorine scheme was directed at a
mental subjugation of the masses to "set
them up" for a ruling caste's domination.
They can see a world-wide plot in the use of
water supplies for an objective which United
States Surgeon General Scheele said in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD can be accomplished
with pills or tablets.
No final study has been made in Connecticut, where the fluoridation experimentation
is still being tried on children, wards of the
State, in the State school ' in Southbury.
Dr. Paul Manning, of Springfield, a dentist
and consulting chemist, who has made a
thorough study of fluoridation as regards its
physiological and political aspects, and is one
of it s most vigorous opponents, says: "Fluoridat ion is the m ass medication of entire populatioLs by the impregnation of entire water
supplies of whole communities with metallic
fluorine compounds incapable of being assimilated as food, under conditions of duress,
wit hout cessation or reasopable chance of
.escape."
He ca lls this intolerable to a free people.
Of t h e use of feeble-minded children as
guinea pigs he says: "The Public Health
Department does not state what limitations
are conceived for such experimentation upon
the bodies of waifs and mentally deficient
children, or whether there are any limita-.
tions.
·
"If this precedent is made to stick by the
method of stampeding the whole Nation to
accept fluoridation, the way is open for ex-

perimentation of every sort upon these defenseless children.
"I am convinced that the radical fluoridation movement is watched with hungry
anticipation by the neo-Marxists and other
groups that are avowed enemies of our Government, for they know the sky will be the
limit when the legal precedent has been
made, of state interference with normal and
.capable parental superintendence of diet of
children in sickness and in health, can control the weight, shapes, and personalities of
living and unborn children, as they are currently trying to do here, then it is only a
step to controlling who shall mate with
whom and wh.a t the offspring shall be and
when."
LEAD TO VIOLENCE
"That fluorine cannot aid all, but can
harm some, is the inherent fact of mass
fluoridation. But. no person, however powerful, has the right to bring about a disease effect in any single citizen, or groups
of citizens, whether confined in an institution or free men. Nor do ~ .igh aims to save
mankind forgive the forcible fiuoridatiO'Il
of unconsenting citizens."
This will lead to violence. It came cloEe
to a riot at the Burr School in Hartford,
Conn., on April 16, when Leonard Menczer,
D. D. S., fluorine prosecutor, an Austrian, according to his own statement, announced he
was going to insult everybody.
We repeat the warning of Congressman
MILLER who recommends the go-slow sign
on fluoridation until we are thoroughly convinced that no damage will come to the sick
or to the individuals in the old-age group
who may have chronic diseases. After all,
fluorine is a deadly poison, odorless and
tasteless. lf deaths are caused by human
intervention or advanced 1 second of time
earlier than would take place without that
intervention, they are homicides.
Sincerely yours,
FLORENCE BIRMINGHAM,
President.

MASSACHUSETTS WOMEN'S POLITICAL CLUB,
Foxboro, Mass., May 10, 1952.

To the EDITOR :
Dr. A. L. MILLER, Congressman from Nebraska, will certainly see the vital statistics
of Grand Rapids as rearranged by the sponsors of fluoridation, for I have contacted a
member of the Massachusetts delegation who
will bring before the Congress the case of
the magic transformation.
Report of the hearings held by the House
Select Cqmmittee To Investigate the Use of
Fluorine in Water is now published and can
be secured by those interested from Chairman JAMES J. DELANEY, Congressman from
New York. A Washington News Letter sent
to businessmen on April 28 stated: "Water
fluoridation: House committee will soon tell
communities to be careful
will
show how scientists differ on long-range
effects."
Scientists appearing before the committee explained that there is a grea"l! difference
between water with natural fluorine and that
treated with chemical fluorides. Fluoridators
seek to confuse the is.me by stating that
equal concentrations of fluorine have equal
biological effects regardless of whether it appears naturally in the water or is added in
the form of various fluorides.
Dr. Alfred Taylor, Ph. D., Biochemical Institute of the University of Texas, whose
experiments on mice showed that fluorine
could promote cancer of the breast in women,
emphasized that, unless we are certain that
the effects upon the body of naturally occurring fluoridated water is exactly the same
in all respects as artificially fluoridated water, statis.tics and investigations of populations in naturally fluoridated-water areas
are of no considerable value in considering
the program of artificially fluoridated water.
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"Actually," he said, "animal work should
be undertaken with the fluorides as they
occur naturally. There should be an experiment set up, for instance, along the lines
that we did, testing naturally occurring
fluorides and artificial fluorides, testing water
from different sources.
·
"The only way we can get an answer to
t~at is to get it in the laboratory; we cannot
s1t back and say, 'I don't think there is
anything to it.' That doesn't work where
the issues are so serious."
Dr. Paul Manning stated, "It makes no
difference how long and how imposing the
li~t of names of this and that society, or of
highly placed dames and sirs who want to
play Lady Bountiful and Lord Generous to
the little children, the facts of nature cannot be altered.
,
· "No atom of inorganic fluoride, or any
other element in metallic or inorganic form,
can ever enter into human nutrition. The
Creator of all nature provided a barrier between man and the animals, on the one hand,
and clods of the earth on the other hand; and
no chemical element which has not first
been passed through the barrier, which is
the vegetable kingdom can enter into human nutrition. ·
"To be utilized for nutrition, they must
first be passed from the clods of the earth
into plant life, and thereafter eaten in that
form or in the form of animals who have
previously eaten plant life, before they are
assimilable. Whenever metallic-inorganic,
that is, not combined with carbon-elements are impressed accidentally, or brutally,
upon the human tissues in defiance of God's
law, the effect of such impressment is disease,
always disease, nothing but disease."
" Before the committee Dr. Taylor explained,
The possible effect of drinking sodiumfluoridated water over most of the life span
cannot be known at present, since the first
such project was undertaken only about 7
years ago.''
·
He added, "The sponsors' of fluoridation
state that it is analagous to chlorination,
but there is a vital distinction. Chlorine is
put into the water as a gas to purify it. As
the water comes from the tap some of this
gas is dissipated, and slight heating drives otf
that which remains. Fluorine is put into
the water as a fluoride, which remains permanently for the purpose of effecting a body
tissue, the teeth. In other words fluoridation is very definitely a type of medication
whereas chlorination is just as definitely not:
"If a woman leaves a kettle on and boils
it down, as they do, and gets absent-minded
while making a cup of tea, she might have
10 times the amount of fluorides she would
have normally.''
In other words, it cannot boil down like
chlorine which disappears, but the more the
water is boiled the higher becomes the
fluoride concentration.
"The case for the fluoridation of public
waters," he went on, "should be supported
by two separate categories of research data
one demonstrating its value in dental health'
and the other establishing the absence of
unfavorable effects on the body as a whole.
It appears that there has been a very great
preoccupation with the first of these problems. As a result, the impression is created
that only dental tissues are involved and that
a fluorine concentration which does not injure the teeth can, on that basis alone, be
considered nontoxic.
"Those who have endorsed the fluoridatedwater program are free from all doubts concerning any possible ill effects such treated
water might have on the human body. It is
unthinkable that where so much is at stake
they would advocate such a measure if they
considered there was the slightest basis for
uncertainty. Hence, it follows that to them
research on this aspect of the program is
unnecessary since it must, if it is a valid
investigation, merely confirm what they already know.
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"It is difficult to understand how this state
of complete assurance about this matter has
arisen and in so short a time. •
•
"It would seem that public interest would
be best served by a more cautious attitude
before iJ?.Stituting a program which involves
adding a chemical to drinking water that is
so toxic it has been used for years as a rat
and roach poison.. No matter how low the
concentration of such a toxic compound in
the drinking water may be, the public should
have the benefit of the doubt, and the procedure should be considered harmful until
proved otherwise."
In the human experimentation we have
the culminating achievement of the collectivist ideology. In a Massachusets city a public health commissioner recently informed
the citizens of his community that he "intends to conduct a 10-year study inaugurated
. to study the effect of fluorine on the childl'en
and adults in order to leave no possibilities
unstudied."
The basic moral, ethical, and legal principles set forth by the international tribunal
on Nuremberg war crimes trials in 1946 as
being .necessary safeguards to human beings
under medical experimentation are being
violated in the United States by the fl.uoridati?n of public water supplies now being
earned on in some communities and ruthlessly urged upon many others. While the
principles were enunciated in connection
with the trial of Nazi scientists who experimented upon concentration camp inmates,
Brig. Gen. Telford Taylor, United States
Army, chief of counsel for war crimes, has
pointed out their universal application. He
said, "The tribunal dealt wisely with the
fundamental general issues presented by the
case. In discussing criminal liability for
experiments on human subjects, the judgIl_le.nt lays down 10 standards to which phySICians must conform. The tribunal's judgment will be of profound and enduring value
in th: field of medical jurisprudence, and
the tnal as a whole is an epochal step in the
evolution of forensic medicine."
The first of the standards is voluntary
consent, violated by the fluoridation experimenters.
When criminals in prison are sought for
participation in medical experiments, the
whole procedure is explained to them and
permission obtained before going ahead. The
imprisoned man is assured by both the officials of the penitentiary and the doctor that
at any time he can withdraw from the unadministered portion of the experiment.
Even in prison he has free choice. Even
when serving sentence, he has this constitutional right.
But the only way people in this supposedly
free Nation can withdraw from this fluoridation experiment is by removing to another
community where the public health dictators may soon begin experimentation with
little worry about such experimentation
shortening the life of many citizens making
these official murderers.
In his now historic address Dr. Miller
said, _"I sometimes wonder if the Aluminum
Co. of America, and its many subsidiary
companies might not have a deep_interest in
getting rid of the waste products from the
manufacturing of aluminum, because these
products contain a large amount of fluoride.
In this connection it is interesting to know
that Oscar Ewing, who now heads up the
Federal Security Administration, and the
firm of attorneys be was with-Hubbard,
Hill & Ewing-represents the Aluminum Co.
of America. I understand Mr. Ewing's name
no longer appears on the doqr, Hubbard,
Hill & Hughes. It would be interesting to
know if he shares in the yearly cut of their
melon."
Very truly yours,
FLORENCE BIRMINGHAM,

President.

Panama Canal
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALVIN F. WEICHEL
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. WEICHEL. Mr. Speaker, Judge
William L. Fiesinger, of Sandusky, Ohio,
and a former distinguished Member of
this House, delivered a very fine exposition on the Panama Canal" and one of
the ideas with reference to the future
uses and expansion of the Panama Canal,
and I am including his address:
Attorney William L. Fiesinger, former
Member of Congress and judge of the Erie
County Common Pleas Court, spoke before
the Sandusky Rotary Club Thursday in Hotel
Rieger on a bill now before Congress to enlarge the Panama Canal to increase the facilities of this important waterway.
While a Member of Congress from 1931 to
1937, Fiesinger served on the Rivers and
Harbo.r s Committee and made a number of
official trips to the Canal Zone. The speaker
said he favors rebuilding the three locks of
the Panama Canal, and widening and lengthening the Canal bed to conform with the
widening of the locks. His address was well
r~ceived and was followed by an interesting
question and answer period.
Excerpts from. Judge Fiesinger's address
follow:
"One of the greatest acts of statesmanship
and engineering combined ever accomplished
by man was the acquisition of the Canal Zone
and the building of the Panama Canal, 1904
to 1914.
·
"I vividly recall those stirring years when
every American, both north and south, was
watching the 'dirt fly' and ever since has
been interested in the Canal subject.
"In 1932, when I was a Representative in
the Congress and a member of the House
Committee on Rivers and Harbors, the subject of the Panama Canal was again brought
forcefully to my a~tention by a report of the
Interoceanic Canal Board (H. Doc. No. 139,
72d Cong.) filed with my committee.
"Since then I have been greatly interested
In the various ways and means that from
time to time have been suggested for improving the Panama Canal. This subject
has alwaye fascinated me, just as it has captivated many hundreds of Americans who
contributed to its construction or have
worked on its maintenance and operation.
"Some of these men I have been privileged
to meet and discuss some of the problems of
this many angled· subject. These men, without exception, have had but one motto, service to their country. So I can state with
confidence that what is done at Panama concerns not only those who work on the project
but also the taxpaying citizens of the United
States. For this reason we should know
what is now before the· Congress on this subject. We of the Thirteenth District are particularly interested because our fellow townsman, AL WEICHEL, is a ranking minority
member of the committee of Congress which
has charge of canal questions.
"Before proceeding to the principal issue
as to the type of canal, permit me to say by
agreement in 1903, Panama granted to the
United States in perpetuity the use, occupation and control of the Canal Zone
which is land and waters 5 miles north and
6 miles south of the bed of the Canal with
all the rights and authority therein as if it
were to exercise sovereign power. Under
this arrangement, the Republic of Panama
ls excludea from any sovereign rights in the

Zone but receives t_h erefor annual p ayments
of $430,000 from the United States Government.
·The Canal itself is 40.27 statute miles
from shore line to shore line and 50.72 miles
from deep water to deep water. More than
200,000 ships have passed through the Canal
since its completion with revenues thex·efrom in excess of $700,000,000.
"The principal issue is the old, old controversy as to the type of canal. Should
the present lake-and-lock-type canal be improved, or should the present Canal be
scrapped and a new one of sea-level design
but equipped with tidal locks, be built t~
replace it. This is an important question
about which engineers have sharply differed
in their views from the very start of the
Panama Canal.
"As a matter of fact the French Panama
Canal Co. under · the promotional leadership of Ferdinand de Lesseps, hero of the sealevel Suez Canal, envisioned the same type
of canal at Panama, but at the time he made
his decision, he had not been on the Isthmus
and did not realize that at Panama conditions were different from Suez. At Suez,
the canal was cut through sand across low
and level terrain. At Panama it was necessary to traverse mountains about 600 feet
high and to control the flood waters o! the
Cha?res River, not to mention the problem
of tides. On the Pacific side the tides have
a max~mum range of 22 feet; on the Atlantic,
a maximum of 22 inches.
"The French engineer, Godin de Lepinay
recognized the nature of these problems
warned against the . sea-level idea as 1m~
practicable and urged a practical solution
for c-rossing the Isthmus in the form of a
lake-and-lock-type canal, but the French
ignored his advice and persisted in starting
on~ sea-level plan.
They spent their money
Which was private, and failed. Later, i~
1904, t~e United States took up the task
and fimshed the job in 1914.
"Now to return to the present problem,
canal experts agree that in the relatively
near fu1;ure something must be done to improve the Panama Canal. The present highlake canal can be modernized at a cost estimatea to be under $1,000,000,000, whereas
the construction c.f a new canal of sea-level
design would probably cost $6,000,000,000.
Such vast differences in estimated cost require that we know what we are doing. The
existing canal, completed in 1914, is an artificial, elevated waterway 85 feet above the
sea formed by impounding the waters of the
torrential Chagres River by a dam at Gatun
to form Gatun Lake with an extension of
the lake through a channel cut across the
mountains to Pedro Miguel.
"Vessels are locked in through lifts at
Gatun, to and from the lake. At the Pacific
end of the Canal there is a small Miraflores
Lake · about 55 feet high with a single-lift
lock at Pedro Miguel connecting this lake
with the cut and a two-lift lock at Mirafl.ores
connecting it with Pacific sea level.
"A look at the map shows that the principal operational defect of this lay-out is the
lock at Pedro Miguel ·where its location
across the end of the· cut forms a traffic
bottleneck, and forces a double handling of
vessels at the Pacific locks.
·
"The solution of· these various problems
was developed in 1943 by Capt. Miles P. Duval,
United States Navy, while be was on duty 11.
the Canal Zone, in a proposal known over _
the world as the Terminal Lake plan for
the improvement of the existing waterway.
Its main points are the removal of the bottleneck locks at Pedro Miguel, relocation of
all Pacific locks in three lifts near Miraflores
and elevating the Mirafiores Lake level to
the Gatun Lake level. Thus, Gatun Lake
would extend from the Atlantic locks to the
Pacific locks. In a recent notable address
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before the Explorers Club of New York City,
Captain Duval, in describing the advantages
of the Terminal Lake plan, stated:
"'This solution will correct the present
dissymmetry in the canal, reduce marine
accidents, decrease the time of transit, improve navigation and operations, increase
capacity, simplify its management and reduce operating costs. In addition it will
supply the best operational canal practicable
of economical achievement and at only a
fraction of the cost of any so-called sea-level
undertaking.'
"Independent engineers and navigators,
with whom I have discussed this subject at
great length, agree with the above conclusions, which for more than 30 years have been
tested at Gatun and found satisfactory. The
sea-level proposal, which has been advocated
largely because of the atomic bomb, would
cost vastly more and would be less efficient
navigationally than the existing canal.
"Though the sea-level idea is advocated by
some engineers, it has been sharply criticised
by independent engineers of outstanding
ability and experience because of its extravagance. However, leading atomic warfare authorities have held that any type of canal is
vulnerable and that the atomic bomb should
not be the controlling factor in deciding this
problem. The terminal-lake plan, supported as it is by years of navigational experience, I consider the best plan ever devised for the solution of the canal problem
and the one that should be adopted. The
plan involves increasing the size of the three
pairs of locks at both ends. The present
locks which lift vessels from sea level to lake
level are each 1,000 feet long and 110 feet
wide.
"For several years past the locks on account
of size have been inadequate ·to accommodate
our largest merchant ships and impossible
for navigation of our latest designed battleships and carriers, so it is proposed under the
plan advocated in this address to build all
the locks 1;500 feet long and 140 feet wide
and the canal. itself commensurately widened. Congress has now taken about 20
years to study the matter and that seems
long enough, particularly from my viewpoint,
which I have long held to that if the blight
of war should again overtake us it would
break out in the Far East and the , Pacific.
Failure to make the improvements which
have long been necessary could mean the difference between defeat and victory. In conclusion, for the most part, the delay in Congress has come about as the result of the
issue lake level versus sea level. To resolve
this issue Congress should provide for an independent Interoceanic Canals Co111mission
to be composed of the best qualified men
available to advise the Congress as to the
best methods to pursue."

Development of Niagara Falls and River
Power by Private Enterprise
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952
Mr. MilLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to
call to the attention of the House of RePresentatives a resolution which was
adopted by the Beacon Lions Club, Beacon, N. Y., in support of the CapehartMiller bill, which provides for the further

development of hydroelectric power from
the Niagara Falls and River by private
enterprise. The resolution follows:
BEACON LIONS CLUB,
Beacon, N. Y., April 22, 1952.

Hon. WILLIAM E. MILLER,
United States Representative,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: Upon motion made and duly
seconded at a meeting held on Thursday,
April 10, 1952, the following resolution was
unanimously adopted:
"Resolved, That the Beacon Lions Club is
in favor of private industry, as represented
by the five utility companies in New York
State, developing the additional water power
from the Niagara River. By unanimous vote
they wish to go on record as favoring the
passage by the legislature of the proposed
Capehart-Miller bill (S. 2021, H. R. 3146);
and it is further
"Resolved, That the secretary be empowered and directed to forward a copy of this
resolution to the appropriate legislative
officers."
BEACON LIONS CLUB,
IRVING T. NERRIE,
Secretary.

The Marine Corps Bill, S. 677
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952
Mr. SIEMINSKI. Mr. Speaker, stra-

tegic, tactical, and economic factors
caused me to vote for passage of S. 677
on the House floor today. They overrode social or psychological considerations which puzzled me for a while during debate.
I refer to the unwitting tendencies of
some, at times, to "razzmatazz" the marines in combat at the expense of the
ground soldier, fighter pilot, naval,
Coast Guard, or other military personnel.
Given a birth certificate by the passage of today's bill, I trust Marine supporters will be the first to give praise,
whenever merited, to all branches of the
armed services.
To cite some examples: Just before
General MacArthur rode into Seoul, to
turn the Capital of Korea over to the
civilians, some Koreans waved to our
military with, "Than~c you, GI's."
Promptly was heard, "GI's stink, we're
Marines." Yet it was the Seventh Infantry Division which eased the pressure
on the First Marine Division outside of
Seoul, which eased their liberation of
the city.
Again, at Hungnam, the Marines, after
a gallant fight out of the reservoir area,
were the first off the beach and on boats.
The Seventh and the Third,Infantry Divisions formed the perimeter which allowed the orderly beach-head withdrawal of the First Marine Division together
with great fire power from off-shore
naval guns, and overhead aircraft, stra· ·
tegic as well as tactical. And not to be
overlooked was the leadership of General
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Almond, Commanding General of the
Tenth Corps.
We are all in this fighting boat together, to defend the great old United
States of America.
Glad to have you aboard, Marines.
Good luck.

Mine Workers Recommend Liberal
Social-Security Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

,
Friday, May 16, 1952
Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, I was very
pleased to have the information today
that the House Ways and Means Com. mittee has approved several changes in
social-security legislation, increasing
benefits on the average of about 12 percent and permitting pensioners to earn
$70 monthly in place of the present $50
monthly. When this measure comes up,
under suspension of rules on Monday, I
certainly shall give it my wholehearted
support.
I think that there ate further liberalizations which could be made in the social-security system to provide for more
adequate care for our retired workers.
For instance, I think that there is considerable merit in the resolution which .
was adopted on May 12, 1952, by Local
Union 9363, United Mine Workers of
America, Lenzburg, Ill., suggesting reduction in the retirement age.
I herewith submit for the attention of
the Members of the House the resolution:
·
LENZBURG, ILL., May 12, 1952,
To the Congress of the United States: ·
Be it resolved by the membership of Local
Union 9363, United Mine Workers of America, That it is the sense of this local that
the social-security law of the United States
is a great benefit to the laboring class and
the general welfare of all the people of the
United States; and be it further
Resolved, That in our opinion it would be
of greater benefit to the general welfare of
all the people if the age limit for men was
reduced to the age of 60 years, and his wife
to 53 years.
Passed this 12th day of May 1952.
CLARENCE McDONALD,
President, Local Union 9363, UMWA.

ALBERT WORMS,
Recording Secretary,
Local Union 9363, UMWA.

One Hundred and Thirty-eighth Anniver· j
sary of Norway's Independence
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD C. HAGEN
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952
Mr. HAGEN. Mr. Speaker, May 17 is
Independence Day in Norway. I would
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like to take this opportunity to pay trib- Certainly he has a personal interest in tryute to a great people who have carried ing to find some alternative to total, atomic
war in the short-term future. Perpetual
high the banner of freedom for so many crisis
which leads to total, atomic war in the
years. Hundreds of thousands of fine long-term future is not an acceptable alterAmerica:1 citizens of Norwegian descent native. He is particularly interested, thereare living tribute to the heritage of lib- fore, in statements to the effect that the enslaved masses of the Soviet empire are poerty of their native land.
The strength and courage and high . tential allies and that new methods of
ideals of the Norwegian people serve as ·phychological warfare could paralyze the
a blazing torch for free men in the dark- enemy on his own ground and with his own ·
ness which now envelopes so large a weapons.
What prevents America from fashioning an
part of the world. Men with visions of instrument of psychological strategy which
justice and liberty, now imprisoned be- would end t)le cold war with victory for our
hind the iron curtain, will be inspired to side? Not our opponent's strength. Intolkeep fighting for and believing in their erable tensions of suspicion and fear are
cracking his empire. The framework of revvisions so long as Norway is free.
Norway's history is a long and honor- olution already exists. Nor is it that we lack
know-how. We have in this country.
able one. From its very beginning in the the
both in and out of government, able pracyear 872 in has produced courageous titioners
of psychological warfare. In our
men, men with the will to do, men who melting pot society we have the human redared the unknown as the stories of 'the sources and the specific knowledge of the
Viking expeditions so aptly illustrate.
enemy's weakness to launch a. deadly
Norwegians have always been a God .. psychological assault on the Soviets. We can
fearing people. Norway's people have defeat communism without fighting a global
always complete religious freedom, and war and without reducing our free society to
much of its strength is derived from the a garrison state. Why don't we?
PROPAGANDA MUST BE RELATED TO PRINCIPLE
faith of its people in God and in adher..
We are crippled in our psychological camence to the religious principles of the
brotherhood of man and the dignity of paign by the moral cynicism of our foreign
policy. Many prominent Americans have
the individual in the sight of God.
emphasized the relation of effective propaI am proud that a great number of my ganda
to sound moral principle. It follows
constituents in the Ninth District of that psychological
strategy grounded in exMinnesota trace tl}eir origin to the soil pediency cannot achieve satisfactory results.
of Norway. They have helped make my Democracy's weapon against an unscrupulous
district and my State one of the finest foe is good faith. Peoples whose allegiance
in this land. They will continue to make we are trying to win must have confidence in
great contribution to the advancement our goals, not just our words. If our goals
of this Nation and of all men every .. seem cynical and selfish, in the light of specific acts of foreign policy, then the expres·where.
of lofty sentiment in our propaganda
These few words, I hope, will convey sion
will only provoke scorn.
to the ·people of Norway and to Ameri ..
Americans like to think of themselves as
cans of Norwegian descent, of which I
kindly, altruistic, God fearing people. & we
am one, my salute to a great nation, a
are, for the most part, but unfortunately we
great people on the occasion of the an- sometimes leave our respect for human life
and our Christianity at the water's edge.
niversary of their independence.

Containment
Versus
Liberation-A
Speech by Frank R. Barnett
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES J. KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
rSpeaker, at the Conference on Psycho.logical Strategy in the Cold War. held
(in Washington on February 22 and 23,
·many excellent suggestions were offered
'as to how our American foreign policy
~ could be strengthened.
I include herewith one of these speech..
' es which was given by Prof. Frank Rock ..
well Barnett of Wabash College, Craw\ fordsville, Ind . . In his speech Professor
Barnett compares the positive advantages of a foreign policy of liberation
with the negative disadvantages and the
potential failure of a policy of containment which we have been so fruitlessly
pursuing since 1947.
The speech follows:
The ordinary American citizen is increasingly aware that his own welfare and security are inseparable from the fate of less
.fortunate p eoples behind the iron curtain.

Clever men have persuaded many of us
that moral values are relative. They argue
that we need not be alarmed if freedom, as
we know it, is not enjoyed elsewhere in the
world. They say that the atrocities committed behind the iron curtain are a "temporary phase of political evolution" and will
pass if we will be patient. To the extent
that the planner's who determine our foreign
policy accept this premise, our psyGhological
strat~gy will be impotent.

OUR FORCIBLE REPATRIATION OF SOVIET PEOPLE

Cynical acts of the past are still with us
In the battle for men's minds. In the early
summer of 1945, at the end of the war in
Europe, the American Army forcibly handed
back to the Communists tens of thousands
of Soviet citizens who fled to the West to
escape the terror of the MVD. Most of those
wretched refugees were executed; the rest,
sent to labor camps in Siberia.; some committed suicide as they were being returned.
This was a shameful ·and unforgivable thing
for America to do, and we are p aying now
for that criminal blunder. To many people
in Eastern Europe and the U.S. S. R., a. sel-fish America appears to be willing to barter
other men's lives and property to dictators
for the leisure to enjoy her own great good
fortune. Obviously this feeling does not
create a friend1y climate in which American
prop aganda can do its work.
Today, there is reason to suspect that
eventually_we may give in to Communist den:.P.nds in Korea and forcibly repatriate all
prisoners-of-war, including those who have
openly expressed their unwillingness to return to the Coll)munist regime. Almost certainly those soldiers will be shot in the back
of the head if they are relinquished to the

tender mercies of the enemy. Many of them
surrendered because they were promised safe
conduct and fair treatment by American
officers. If we do hand them back now, on
any pretext whatsoever, anti-Communist s
behind the iron curtain will have little reason
ever again to respect American principles or
believe in American guarantees.
The destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki made it possible for our enemies to say:
"American talk aqout the dignity and importance of the ind\vidual or the sanctity of
human life does not apply to brown or black
or yellow-skinned peoples." If now we become an accomplice to the murder of Nort h ·
Korean prisoners because "after all they're
only 'gooks' and we want to save our own
boys," we shall lose the last of our dwindling
moral credit in Asia. Moreover, the repercussions are certain to be felt outside the
Orient, undermining our prestige in the
Middle East, Africa, and Europe.
It is even possible to argue that forcible
repatriation in Korea will destroy every
weapon in our arsenal ·o f psychological warfare. Enemy soldiers in the future will not
succumb to surrender leaflets. They will
have to be dug out with bayonets, and veterans of the island war in the Pacific know
how costly that kind of digging can be.
The temptation to get our own men back
as quickly as possible is, of course, very
strong. In an election year it may prove
irresistible. But in the long run thousands
of American soldiers may be killed by a reluctant enemy which does not want to fight
but is afraid to surrender. I! we are counting on psychological strategy to save bloodshed, Congress must insist that under no circumstances can America consent to forced
repatriation of potential allies in Korea or
anywhere else.
CONTAINMENT A RESULT OF MORAL CYNICISM

It should now be evident that the chief
obstacle to the development of a more effective psychological strategy is undisguised
moral cynicism in the condpct of foreign
policy. The second obstacle is the philosophy of containment, an intellectual, subtle and therefore particularly dangerous form
of moral cynicism. Unabashed immorality
a1fron ts our allies and strengthens the
enemy, but the theory of containment works
its poison here at home by producing a false
sense of security.
There is a direct relationship between
psychological strategy and political theory.
Propaganda, as we know, is the use of symbols to achieve a political goal. It follows,
of course, that propaganda, or psychological
strategy, is always subordinate to the policy
which determines the goal. Not everybody
sees this connection. Some people seem to
think that psychological warfare and policy .
planning belong in separate compartments.
This leads them to attack the methods of
psychological strategy when they should be
criticizing the policy or trying to replace the
policymakers.
CONTAINMENT ALWAYS DEFENSIVE

It may very well be true that the Voice
of America, for example, is apologetic, confused, and always on the defensive in its campaign against the Soviet lie. If these
charges are true, however, it is not so much
the fault of the quavering Voice as of the
policy brain which gives tongue and purpose to its dutiful servant. No one can say
that a propaganda instrument is inept until
he carefully analyzes the policy it has been
designed to implement.
CONTAINMENT MEANS A HALF-SLAVE WORLD

If our goal is peaceful coexistence with
tyrants, then our propaganda should not provoke the despot. If we have no intention
of meddling in the internal affairs of the
Communist slave world, then a. psychological
strategy which never seriously threatens the
enemy, and gives no real encouragement to
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potential allies to upset the status quo, is precisely the sort of strategy which best suits
our present foreign policy. Our policy does
not aim at victory, the overthrow of totalitarian states. Neither, then, should our
propaganda. Both are based on the theory
of containment which embodies the hope
that despotism,_if left to itself in confinement, will erode from within.
PSYCHOLOGICAL STRATEGY AND CONTAINMENT
INCOMPATIBLE

It is difficult to see, therefore, how there
can be any change in our psychological
techniques until this underlying political
and moral theory has been discarded. Psychogical strategy in support of a policy of
containment is almost a contradiction in
terms. Certainly it entails a grave moral
fallacy. America has no right to stir up
unrest in the Soviet empire if she is not
prepared to grant unconditional asylum
and substantial support to people who
respond to our propaganda offensive. We
cannot regard underground allies as grains
of human sand to be thrown into the gears of
the Soviet machine to impair its efficiency for
the moment. Unless we are determined to
destroy that machine altogether and help
build a new one, we must not raise false
hopes with irresponsible messages of good
cheer.
Before we can recommend a new type of
psychological offensive to the American people, therefore, we must first show that the
idea of containment is inferior in every respect to the concept of liberation. We must
prove that containment endangers our own
national security and that libe~ation of oppressed peoples is the only path to a genuine
peace. Only then can we expect public opinion to endorse a tactic in the cold war which
1<-oks forward to victory beyond stalemate.
CONTAINMENT IS MAGINOT LINE THINKING

Does containment endanger our national
security? As John Foster Dulles pointed out
recently, this policy requires us to build a
global Maginot line when Maginot line
thinking lost France the last war. Moreover, the Maginot line we are trying to erect
is constructed not with steel and concrete
but with dollars and the bodies of American
infantrymen. Standing guard for the next
several decades will certainly threaten our
economic stability and civil liberties. No
other system could bleed our manhood or
waste our resources so effectively and to so
little purpose.
CONTAINMENT ABANDONS OUR NEIGHBOR

Containment is not only impractical; it is
grossly immoral. It means that we must
overlook kidnaping, assassination, torture,
and genocide in the hope that the Soviets
may reform. Containment's goal is to establish modus vivendi, a diplomatic way of saying: "We do not care whom you enslave
and murder in yoar own territory so long
as you let me and mine alone." The theory
ignores the historical fact that between men
whose fundamental beliefs on morals and
politics are irreconcilable there can never be
any agreement except an uneasy truce of
opportunism.
CONTAINMENT LEADS TO WAR ON ENEMY'S
TIMETABLE

Finally, containment virtually guarantees
the total, atomic war it is designed to avoid.
Our policy directly encourages the kind of
prolonged armament race which in the past
has always ended in war. The argument
that aggressors are deterred by defensive
strength is unconvincing. Our strength will
be extended, while the Communists will be
able to strike in force at a time and place of
their own choosing. And they are granted
the leisure to add to their own atomic
stockpiles.
Never before in history has , it been possible to concentrate unlimited destructive
power at opposite political poles without pro-

ducing an explosion. Accidental wars are
not uncommon. In an atmosphere of tension and growing mistrust, with a dozen
friction areas all over the world, it is almost
impossible for war not to occur through fear
or miscalculation, if not through deliberate
intent. There is little evidence that modern statesmen are more likely to avoid tragic
mistakes than their predecessors. Without
reducing the odds on global war, therefore,
the policy of containment only insures the
Kremlin the choice of weapons and the first
move.
Containment, in brief, is the product of
minds which employ legalistic, nineteenthcentury concepts to mishandle twentieth·
century political facts. Thinking in terms
of such outmoded phraseology as "spheres
of influence," "international law,'' "limited
objectives," and "areas of agreement" is
dangerously old-fashioned in an age dominated by the ideas of Clausewitz, Hegel, and
Marx. We cannot expect to challenge the
deeds of Lenin and Stalin with myths borrowec1 from the Congress of Vienna.
CITIZENS MUST ORGANIZE TO CHANGE UNITED
STATES FOREIGN POLICY

What can the ordinary citizen do about a
political theory which is entrenched in some
quarters of government and has hosts of
powerful friends who fill newspaper and
magazine columns with testimonials? What
can the average voter do about the moral
cynicism in our foreign policy which reveals
itself in an apparent willingness to make
deals with dictators? On the answers to
those questions rests the answer to another
question, of supreme importance to our way
of life, "What can America do to improve
her psychological strategy?"
To achieve a political goal, agitation is not
enough. Speeches and articles do not by
themselves change the course of history.
Only organization can implement ideas. A
committee of citizens representing all segments of American life can have a measurable political effect on our foreign policy.
Political does not mean partisan, for there
are no party l~nes on this issue. Able men
in both parties believe in the active liberation of oppressed peoples as opposed to the
passive containment of dictators. These
men deserve t:qe support of public opinion.
The formation of citizens' committees to
conduct their own private brand of psychological warfare against the Kremlin is probably a waste of time. A police state cannot
be overthrown with slogans. A successful
people's revolution today must have outside
support. The underground must be furnished with weapons, medical supplies, radio
and printing equipment, transport, disciplined leadership, f!.nd, at some stage, air
support. Private citizens cannot hope to
raise guerrilla armies in the .field or supply
unlimited funds and machine guns to the
fighters for freedom. In the long run it is
only the power of free government which can
insure that people behind the iron curtain·
have a fair chance to win their own war of
independence.
The real task of private citizens, therefore,
is to persuade their government that containment must be abandoned in favor of a
policy which brings us millions of allies in
the Communist world. It is their duty to
insist that we stand with enslaved peoples
and against their outlaw governments. A
citizens' committee should urge Congress to
ask the executive departments to give the
new techniques of psychological warfare a
fair trial by boldly asserting that the principles of the American Declaration of Independence are valid everywhere in the world.
Those principles have a greater explosive
potential than the atomic bomb. If we revive them, we can defeat communism without sacrificing our young manhood and our
free economy.
One of the first jobs of such a cit~zens'
committee might be to focus public atten·
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tion and congressional interest on the Kersten amendment to the Mutual Security Act
of 1951. That amendment authorizes the
President to spend $100,000,000 on the formation of military units of anti-Communist
refugees who are already on this side of the
iron curtain. Nearly 100,000 Red Army
rebels, former Ukrainian partisans, veterans
of the free Polish armies, Baltic and Balkan
nationalists, and other anti-Communist refugees could be recruited for the defense of
Western Europe if our Government would
take an active interest in their welfare.
NATIONAL LEGIONS OF LIBERATION NEEDED

Psychological warfare, we have seen, is the
use of symbols to achieve a political goal.
The formation of a legion of liberation, comprised of separate nationality groups of ironcurtain exiles and r.ttached to the NATO
army of General Eisenhower, would be a concrete and unmistakable symbol of America's
determination to reject the outworn policy
of containment. It would restore confidence
in our moral aims and vastly encourage the
anti-Communist undergrounds everywhere.
Perhaps nothing else that we could do would
so dranatically increase the tensions which
threaten to disintegrate the crumbling Soviet
world.
.Moreover, a legion of exiles fighting under
their own flags would act as an almost irresistible political magnet to attract still
other dissident elements in the Communist
empire. It is virtually certain that many
scientists, businessmen, peasant leaders,
technicians, anti-Soviet military, political
and religious leaders in the sattnlite nations
would cross over to the ·west if they .knew
their skills would be utilized. We should
also invite anti-Communist Red army officers and men stationed in Eastern Europe
to tranf!fer their allegiance to the legion of
liberation in ranks commensurate with their
abilities and present grade. This kind of
political warfare might easily prove so disruptive of Red army morale that the Soviets
would be obliged to withdraw their troops
behind the Russian frontier.
Certainly a legion of liberation stationed
in Europe or North Africa would give America the choice of weapons in any future
struggle with the Kremlin. If total war were
forced upon us, we might not have to run the
risk of unifying .the Soviet peoples behind
their despised government by dropping
atomic bombs on potential friends. Instead
we could parachute units of the legion into
the satellite nations, the Ukraine and the
vast reaches of Asiattc Russia. Supported
by an airlift, · the trained veterans of the legion could organize guerrilla armies from the
sympathetic peasantry of their homeland,
subvert the reluctant armies of satellite dictators and liberate 15,000,000 prisoners from
concentration camps. The legion could serve
as a rallying point where Red army soldiers
could reform for civil war against the secret
police and the commissars.
In brief, the formation of a legion of
liberation will enable us to launch a genuine
crusade for freedom, consistent with our revolutionary tradition. It was America who
first exposed the divine right of kings as a
barbarous superstition by proving that revolution against tyranny is honorable. It is
time now to repudiate the divine right of
dictators who hold power by unlimited
cruelty. We need not blush to say openly
tha·t we favor the overthrow of despots. In
America, England, and France, freedom was
wrested from so-called sovereign authority
by armed insurrection, not by negotiation.
If we cease to negotiate with outlaws or to
embrace petty villains who are temporarily
the enemies of our enemy, armies of brave
men will stand by our side overnight. We
are strong enough to afford moral consistency.
in our foreign policy, the only basis for a
sound psychological strategy.
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Cultural Defense of the United StatesUp to Now the Fight for Men's Minds
Is One War We Are Not Winning
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 16, 1952

HON. HAROLD C. HAGEN

Gangster

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following editorial from the Boston
Post, Boston, Mass., May 16, 1952:
THE CkOOK ROUND-UP

We have published several editorials from
time to time criticizing the police for permitting the gangsters to carry on their games
practically without interference. The sensational hold-ups and robberies committed
here in Massachusetts almost dally for the
past several years, including such startling
jobs as the Brink's and the ·Danvers cases
with no one caught, has made us the laughing stock of the country, although other
States have had their troubles, perhaps not
so sensational in nature, but of a similar
type.
We take pleasure now in commending our
State police, the FBI, and a number of the
local police forces for the way they are
rounding up these criminals, getting new
suspects or known crooks almost every day.
Yesterday three more bank-robbery suspects
were roundep up, two in Chicago, and one
here in Boston. We take special pleasure in
commending Commissioner of t:'afety Danlel
I. Murphy, head of our State police, who although in a semicrippled physical condition
went out himself and challenged these desperate criminals. It is evident now that with
proper cooperation from the police in various
communities and States these criminals can
be rounded up and evidence found which will
doubtless put many of them in jail, some
perhaps for life. The FBI, too, with its Nation-wide resources 1s doing a fine Job in
cooperating with the State and local police.
Including yesterday's captures we count a
total of 17 suspects, or known criminals, that
have been taken into custody recently.
Among these are several with notorious reputa~ions such as "Mad Dog" Bistany; the
Sm1th brothers, one of whom is accused of
furnishing the gangsters with machine guns
and other especially deadly weapons; and
"Private Eye" Duff, of Brookline, who 1s accused of having taken part in the Westport
motel hold-up.
It is to be hoped that no more "privateeye" detectives licenses be handed out by our
local authorities, as was done in the case of
Duff, without first checking up with the
State police. It must be admitted that in
practically all these cases the police have had
to deal with crooks of far better. than average
intelligence and skill, and that it was especially difficult to round them up without
the cooperation of all the police forces available as is now being done.
Now that the gangsters have been taken
into custody, the next job 1s to convict them
and put them where they will not be a
menace to society for a great many years.
Some of them deserve life sentences. It will
now be up to the courts to do their part. The
juries must be of the hard-boiled type of
their ancestors; and so, also, the witnesses
must stand up and tell what they know and
what they have seen. When judge and jury
an~ witnesses play their parts as they should,
this gangster menace will be blotted out.
We had no such organized crime gangs back
50 years ago when the cops patrolled their
beats every day and night and persons with
no known occupation or income were rounded
up before they had a chance to rob and
murder.

OF MINNESOTA
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Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. HAGEN. Mr. Speaker, besides
the heavy duties which I have, and I believe every one of us in the House of Representatives has, serving our States and
our country, I Blccepted additional responsibilities about 2 years ago by becoming an executive regent on the board
of the Polycultural Institution of America, an educational institution of higher
learning and research, teaching foreign
cultures and languages to Americans,
and our culture and language to foreign
students.
With me on the board are 16 other
Members of the United States Congress
who believe, as I do, that polycultural
and adult education can be a most effective cultural defense of the United
States.
This wording which -has been sug ..
gested by the institution is aimed at:
First. Counteracting the vicious propaganda in Europe and Asia which contends that the peoples of the United
States seek war.
·
Second. Consolidating the gains which
it is .stated, have been achieved through
our foreign aid program, and in which
we have invested so much to win the
minds of men to a free was of thinking
and living.
The board as a whole feels, and I as an
individual concur, that the Polycultural
Institution of America is making a
worthy contribution toward this cultural defense program. The school is
doing so in a number of ways through its
offerings in over 60 foreign cultures, and
languages, courses in ethnic psychology,
and adult education. Consequently PIA
is augmenting through its efforts in the
National Capital heve the cultural defense program advocated by and sponsored in one way or another by such
agencies asECA, SHAPE, NATO, IDCOG,
MSA, the Information Service of the
State Department, and others.
I would like to emphasize the danger
of depending much on our gains in restoring the economy and military defense
of Europe without winning the men's
minds against the · increeping communism. Bearing in mind this danger and
referring to the above-mentioned six
American propaganda agencies ' I have
but to regret that their effort in cultural ·
defense of the United States seems unsatisfactory. For the purpose of illustration of my negative conclusion, and for
the record I would like to quote from
"An Evaluation of American Propaganda Abroad," an address delivered at
Boston University on December 6, 1951,
by Mr. Thomas J. Deegan, Jr., vice president and a director of the Chesapeake

and Ohio Railway Co. and president of
the Federation for Railway Progress.
Mr. Deegan also is a member of the
advisory committee to counsel on our
foreign propaganda along with the following five members: Carl Byoir, chairman of the board, Carl Byoir Associates,
New York; Earl Newsom, senior partner,
Earl Newsom & Co., New York; Arthur
W. Page, retired vice president, and a director, American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., New York; and Paul Garrett, vice
president, General Motors Corp., ·New
York. Mr. Deegan begins his report
under the subheading "The fight for
men's minds," and the following is
quoted from the said report:
QUOTE 1

This is the report of a mission for our Government made this year to evaluate the
methods and effects of our American propaganda abroad. It covers six countries on the
Continent, deals only with the information
organizations operating under the United
States flag and entirely excludes an appraisal of the Voice of America and the independently owned and operated Radio Free
Europe.
In substance, what my assignment was
could be expressed in a paragraph:
"We are spending about $11,000,000,000
this year on foreign aid; this ls being done
for two reasons : ( 1) To restore the economy
of Europe and (2) to win men's minds
against the onslaughts of communism. We
have very little doubt that we are on the
right track toward restoring quickly and
effectively the economy of Europe. As for
winning men's minds, take a look."
One of the first things I found on my arrival in Europe--and thts may be purely a
matter of methods, but it should not be dismissed too quickly-is that our country has
five wholly autonomous, unrelated foreign
propaganda organizations running at full
tilt. These represent the State Department
(U. S. Information Service); the Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers in Europe, whiCh
1s General Eisenhower's organization and
popularly called SHAPE; the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, known at NATO; the
office of the High Commissioner of Germany,
run by John McCloy and abbreviated HICOG,
and ECA. While HICOG .runs Western Germany, its influence 1s very clearly felt
throughout the Continent and elsewhere.
Since my trip, the Mutual Sepurity Agency,
headed by Averell Harriman, supersedes ECA
but doesn't eliminate it. .So, conceivably:
there is a sixth propaganda group now, as
a mouthpiece for MSA.
To me, at least, this diffusion can only lead
to confusion. It is only natural that each
of these organizations has pride of authorship, professional jealot<.sies and, as constituted, a lack of coordination. Most serious
among the deficiencies of such a system,
however, is the fact that all five are competing for the same men's minds.
QUOTE 2

For a long time we have been told that
we are in a cold war with Russia and we are
all conscious of the armament race which
has been going on. Certainly, we alsQ have
been in a propaganda war with the Soviet
Union. If international conflicts must exist
in the world, then it would be better that we
meet our foe psychologically, rather than in
a blood bath. If we are in a race to stockpile the atom bomb and match weapon for
weapon with Communist Russia, then let us
realistically match our propaganda techniques item for item with our foes.
Communist propagandists in Europe are
an astute group, far more so than the men
we .have stationed there as counterparts.
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QUOTE 3

Although the caliber of our propaganda
chiefs on the Continent is the highest by
newspaper and magazine standards-a limitation which I consider a key to the problem-the staffs under them, by and large,
are medioqre. These posts are filled by our
bureaucratic system and, unfortunately,
many unqualified people are engaged in
what should be a top-~evel assignment.
There are among these many who frankly
could not earn an equivalent sum of money
with equivalent prestige back in the United
States.
QUOTE 4

The whole matter of foreign propaganda
is one which should be given the highest consideration. Arthur W. Page, a director and
former vice president of the American, Telephone & Telegraph Co., has expressed himself
as follows:
"I do not think that any information program will ever be satisfactory, for its object
is to get a number of conceptions and facts
quickly into the heads of millions of people
whose heads are full of other facts and prejudices and whose time is otherwise occupied.
"In this activity, as in big league batting,
an average of .300 is exceptionally high.
What you say is dependent on what you do.
If authority to do is diversified, authority to
talk must go with it. The perfect arrangement from the purely information angle
would be to have the doer do the talking.
As he hasn't time to do both, it is essential
that he have someone to talk for him whom
he can work with easily, in whom he has
complete confidence and whom he will keep
intimately and continuously informed.
"This is merely doing what is done now,
but, where needed, with better men who are
given better opportunity to know everything
and have some voice in decisions before they
are made. This suggestion is so unspectacular that I doubt its appeal.
"Even if done as well as humanity will
allow, it won't be at all perfect, both because
of human fallibility in dealing with imponderables, and because our Government is not
organized to common policies in what it does.
The Cabinet is supposed to have the policy
coordinating function, but it does not do it
very well and there are numerous Government agencies more or less out of Cabinet
control. So if the doers cross each other up,
the sayers can't change the fact and present
a picture of complete coordination.
"The best thing the sayers can do is to
know well and all the time what the doers
are doing and why, and to have a chance
to advise on the public re.action of what is
done before it is done. This won't happen
unless the doer has real regard for the
sayer's opinions.
"The ECA propaganda in Europe is a natural part of its work. As long as ECA does
things in Europe, presumably it should talk
about them in order to get the most advantage out of the doing.
''ECA presumably won't go on f.Jrever, and
presumably it will prepare Europe for this
fact along with the others. The handling of
this may be one of its most interesting jobs,
for what reputation and influence is left after
the program ends will be important."

Mr. Speaker, summing up his report
and recommendations to establish a
United States Department of Propaganda at Cabinet level, to create the
above-mentioned advisory committee,
and to bring to America "teams of public
opinion leaders-burgomasters, butchers, bakers-from the countless small
towns and villages of the Continent,''
so that they could view with their own
eyes the wonders of western democracy,
. Mr. Deegan concludes his report in the
following statement:
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. This is not only a report but a plea for
1mniediate consideration by our administratiop.. Up to now the fight for men's minds
is one war we are not winning.

The proud flagship of Columbus is doomed
in Jackson Park harbor, but the intrepid
skipper will live on in south Chicago to thrill
many generations . yet unborn.

Remember the "Santa Maria"

Agreements With Western Germany

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

OF

OF

HON. WILLIAM E. McVEY

.HON. KATHARINE ST. GEORGE

OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker,
Mr. McVEY. Mr. Speaker, ·in view of
the interest in and t~ sentiment at- under unanimous consent, I include in
tached to the Santa Slaria, replica of the Appendix of the RECORD two articles
Christopher Columbus' flagship which by Dr. John B. Crane.
Dr. Crane writes from Western Gerhas been stationed for many years in
Jackson Park harbor, Chicago, I should many, and his articles b_ring out again
like to have printed in the Appendix of the truth of the saying that, just as it
the REcORD an editorial entitled "Re- _takes two to make a quarrel, it also takes
member the Santa Maria'' . which was two to make and keep a bargain.
Mr. Speaker, our State Department is
published in the Daily Calumet, one of
our Chicago newspapers, on Friday, May trying to rush the United States ·Senate
into accepting these so-called agree2, 1952.
ments with We.s tern Germany. What
This editorial follows:
they are not telling the Senate or the
REMEMBER THE "SANTA MARIA"
people of the United States is that it is
Members of Santa Maria Council, No. 1511,
doubtful that Western Germany will
Knights of Columbus, are to be commended
ratify these agreements and that if they
for their efforts to save the Santa Maria,
are ratified it may well mean the end of
replica of Christopher Columbus' flagship in
Jackson Park harbor. But, alas,. our knights
the Adenauer government next year.
are coming with too little, too late. The
Let us be sure that we are not going
once proud bearer of the exploits of the disblindly into agreements we do not know
coverer of America now is in a pitiful state
or understand; and let us be sure that
of dilapidation.
Western Germany also understands and
She has been a grand old lady. But
supports them when they are signed.
Father Time has caught up with her and
The artic.les follow:
Neptune, rightly, awaits for her to cross the
bar and to be gathered into his countless
sagas of the seven seas. The gift of the Government of Spain to Chicago in 1893, she
was one of the three ships to be sailed across
the Atlantic for the World's Columqian ·exposition.
Our boys and girls in school know Columbus came on the Santa Maria in 1492, flanked
by the N i na and the Pinta to prove the world
is round. He did that and discovered this
land of the bountiful. The Nina and the
Pinta were gone by 1918. One burned; the
other went to a watery grave.
Sentiment is a wonderful thing. Without
it this world would be a distraught sort of
planet. But there is a practical side, too.
The Santa Maria is in such a woeful state of
disrepair, it is doubtful if any amount of
money can restore her, short of a complete
rebuilding job. This might require upward
of $100,000.
Sad to say the Santa Maria has· been an
orphan for many, many years. It is too late
now to make up for the errors of omission
spread over the decades. She has served us
well by inspiration. We recount the thrills
just standing on Jackson Park Yacht Club's
dock visualizing Columbus and his motley
crew bravely in quest of a new land. But her ·
race is run. Let her slide peacefully to her
grave in that high honor she so richly
deserves.
To our grand knights we commend to their
favor the diligent upkeep of the Columbus
monument in south Chicago--truly one of
the finest historical pieces in all Chicagoland. Sad to say again, this unusual masterpiece has been an orphan for many years.
The chamber of commerce has tried, on occasion, to keep it in trim. Always, it has
remained a problem for lack of enthusiastic
regard.

BIG TREATY FIGHT LOOMS IN WASHINGTON
BoNN, GERMANY, May 4, 1952.-The American Government is putting the heaviest
pressure on West Germany to initial by May
15 the series of contractual agreements putting an end to the occupation statute, Chancelor Konrad Adenauer has just announced.
Dr. Adenau.er further explained that American officials told him the series of agreements had to be signed by mid-May so that
the United States Senate could have time to
ratify the agreements before it adjourned on
July 3.
The question immediately arises whether
something of such tremendous importance
as a modified peace treaty with Western Germany, which the contra.ctual agreements may
be said to represent, should be rushed
through the United States Senate without
adequate debate.
The agreements are being kept a careful
secret and the terms will not become known
until after May 15. Since it has taken many
months and innumerable conferences to work
out the complicated and lengthy terms of the
series of agreements, and since agreement
has not yet been reached on important point,
it seems most unwise to try to conclude the
agreements this month and to try to get
them ratified by the United States Senate
next month.
.
In fact, there is no assurance that the German Parliament itself will ratify the series
of agreements even if Adenauer initials them.
The Free Democratic Party, which is in
coalition with Adenauer's party, has revolted
against the present terms of the agreements
under negotiation and has threatened to
vote against ratification of the agreements
1n their present form .
It can be said with almost certainty that
complete agreement between the German
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and allied government cannot be reached by
May 15. The American Government, however, is so insistent on getting something
signed by Adenauer that it is even being proposed that the agreements be initiated on
May 15, with certain parts of the agreements
left open for future negotiation.
The Deutsche Parte! (German Party)
which is the smallest of the three parties
forming the Adenauer coalition government
has also revolted against the present terms
of the contractual agreements. Dr. Hans
Muehlenfeld, floor leader of the German
Party, has labeled the series of agreements
as they stand today "a second Versailles
treaty."
Under such circumstances, would it be wise ·
for the American Senate to rush action and
ratify a series of e.::;reements which even the
present German Parliament iS not likely to
ratify?
TRUMAN-ACHESON STRATEGY
In spite of the precarious state of the contractual agreements which the TrumanAcheson Government is trying to high pressure the German Government into initialing
on May 15, it is quite likely Truman and
Acheson will try to rush ratification through
the Senate next month. They will try to
bring about a fait accompli before the American public has time to find out what it is
all about.
The order of events may well be some·
thing like this: The Senate Foreign Relations COmmittee will hold hearings in June
on the contractual agreements. The administration will line up all its big names, in·
eluding Truman-Acheson Republicans, to
testify before the committee. These will
include Averell Harriman, Paul Hoffman,
Dean Acheson, John McCloy, and other "in·
ternationalists."
These big names will all testify to the
same thing: That the ratification of the
agreements is absolutely indispensable to the
security of the West, to the preservation
of American freedom, to the saving of the
world from communism, etc. ·They will say
that these agreements represent the corner·
stone of American foreign policy and repre·
sent all that we have been working labori·
ously to achieve since the war.
They will argue further that party politics
should stop at the water's edge and that a
bipartisan foreign policy toward Germany
and Western Europe is indispensable if
America is to maintain its position as leader
of the free world. They will damn anyone
who opposed ratification as an "isolationist,"
as one who places party advantage above
national and world welfare, and as being a
selfish politician rather than a world states·
man.
In the midst of the heated debates, Gen~
eral Eisenhower is scheduled to return to
Washington. Both he and Senator TAFT
will find it necessary to take a stand on the
issue, while General "Ike" may be asked totestify.
Whether TAFT or Eisenhower gets the nomination in Chicago may well be decided by
the position each takes on the ratification of
the contractual agreements with Germany.
How TO GET THOSE TREATIES SIGNED
After 8 months of almost continuous ne~
gotiations between the Western Allied Powers
and the Bonn Gover:qment to try to persuade
Germany to sign a series of agreements end·
ing the occupation statute, a wide gulf still
separates the two sides.
·
In fact, German opposition to the signing
of the treaties, in their present form, appears
to have grown steadily stronger in recent
weeks, even prior to the recent Russian proposals for a 100 percent sovereign, reunited
Germany with a national army of its own.
In recent local and county elections in various parts or Germany, Chancelor Ade-

nauer's party has lost ground relative to th.e
strong opposition Socialist Party. The Socialists have stood against rearmament and
against the signing of the proposed treaties
on the terms the Allied Powers are insisting
on. The German public has been rallying
more and more to the opposition point of
view.
The latest trend showing the growing opposition in Germany to signing the treaty
incorporating German military units in a
European defense community, and toward
signing the series of agreements ending the
occupation statute and returning to Ger.
many · only semisovereignty, was evident in
the Hesse elections several d ays ago.
In the State of Hesse, here in central western Germany, over 2,233,000 Germans voted
in the local, county, and state elections.
Adenauer's party polled only 17.8 percent of
the totl'l;l vote, compared with 22.3 percent in
1948. The opposition Socialist Party (SPD)
received 3R5 percent of the total votes, com·
pared with 32.4 -percent 4 years ago.
Not only did the Socialists win a big vic·
tory, but the Free Democratic Party, which
is in coalition with Adenauer's party, also
greatly increased its strength. The Free .
Democrats have recently come out in bitter
criticism of the proposed treaties now under
negotiation.
Another factor of importance in the recent
Hesse elections was the rise in Hesse of a new
party, the Refugee Party. This party received 9 .4 percent of the total votes, and
stands firmly for a r~united Germany, and
the solution of the refugee problem and Ger·
many's eastern boundaries.
The Refugee Party is a natural ally of the
Socialists. In the elections some weeks ago
creating the new southwest state in Germany, the Socialists, Free Democrats, and
the Refugee Party (BHE) formed a coalition
to gain control of the new state g:>vernment.
Adenauer's party, the CDU, was squeezed out.
As a result of this new state coalition, the
Adenauer government has lost its control
of the upper house in Bonn. Things appear
to be going from bad to worse for the Ade·
nauer party.
On the other hand, it is highly important
that the occupation statute be ended and
new treaty arrangements entered into which
restore to Western Germany its freedom on
terms of equality with the other nations of
Europe. This is what America has long been
promising Germany, but so far has failed to
give her. America has yielded consistently
to the French and British, who are not ready
to give Germany back its full freedom.
But there is -one way that' the British and
French might be persuaded to yield on some
of their demands and to grant most of the
German deJ;Uands for concessions. The way
is obvious: Promises of increased grants of
dollars from America.
The British and French are adamant in
their demands that Germany must continue
to support the bulk of the expenses of the
British and French occupation troops in
Germany even though they are no longer
to be called occupation troops. It is my
belief that, if America would secretly promise
England and France that Uncle Sam would
take over the financial burden now being
shouldered by the Germans, then the French
and !British would make the necessary concessions required to get the Germans to sign
the treaties now under discussion.
In Washington there is a strong demand
that the treaties be quickly signed, in time
to influence the coming presidential elections. For the fate of more than one of the
presidential candidates may well hinge on
whether the treaties with Germany are
signed before July 5.
The treaties can be signed, in my opinion,
before this date. But only if the Allies make
numerous concessions to the German demands. I fear the British and French can

only be persuaded to make these necessary
concessions, if America holds out the prospect of greatly increased dollar aid. Such
promises will probably have to be kept secret,
as this is a presidential-election year in
America.

What About the China Lobby
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATiyES
Tuesday, May 6, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include the following article by Edgar
A.ilSel Mowrer:
Two issues of the Reporter magazine
demonstrate that I am a charter member
of something pretty dreadful called the
China lobby. For since 1937 I have consistently supported National China and its
Government, against both the Japanese and
the Chinese Communists.
So be it.
As a busy columnist I have no time to
answer snide criticism of what I think is
right. I shall say that untU the authors
of the policy tha~ lost China to Russia commit themselves to a new course, China
lobbyists. like me intend to give them no
peace.
For that reason I am t:-!"ning over my remaining space to one of the lobby's most
distinguished members, United States Repre·
sentative WALTER H. JUDD.
JUDD SAYS
"The so'-called China lobby is the discovery
of those Americans who know themselves
responsible for the loss of China to the Communists. They now feel obliged to distract
attention from their own mistakes by accusations against other Americans, just as they
have been excusing their betrayal of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek by repeating
endlessly the charges of corruption, ineffi.
ciency, feudalism, etc.
"Since Korea has given them some inkling
of the monstrous danger to the United States
that ht. > resulted from their abandoning
China to the Communists, they can think of
nothing better . than to besmirch those
Americans who always saw and said that
the loss of China either to Japan or to the
U. S. S. R. might be fatal.
"For these Americans exist; and I am
proud to be one of them. 'If by calling us a
China lobby,• writes Dr. JUDD, 'those who
lost China mean that we have from the moment of the first ·J apanese attack of China
worked steadily and consistently for the
right kind of effective help to National rather
than to Red China, then they are correct.
This was no party policy. Among us from
the beginning were both Republicans ·and
Democrats, some of the latter close to ·the
White House'."
AGRARIAN REFORMERS REDS?
"Unhappily, it is not we, it is those now
wielding the smear brush who have shaped ·
our pro-Russian Asian policy of the last
decade. It is they who insisted that Chinese
Communists be allowed to hide their real
identity as 'agrarian reformers' untU these
became too strong to be crushed. It is they
who pressured the Chinese Government to
cease fire when in 1945-46 it had the upper
hand over the Communists. It is they who
slowed down and sarotaged effective Americah aid to National China both during and
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after the war. It is they who brought about
the present unhappy stalemate in Korea. It
is they who right after the end of the war
urged the French to turn over all of Indochina to that camouflaged 'Nationalist,' Ho
Chi-minh, Stalin's own darling who spent
years in Moscow getting trained for his dirty
job.
"It Is they who still urge us to give diplo·
matic recognition to the Red Chinese regime
that is murdering our boys and plotting the
downfall of free civilization.
"For they are afraid to admit the tragic
results of their past mistakes lest the Amer·
ican people turn upon them in rage and contempt."

12 practical suggestions whereby every
American can take an active and effective part in the coming elections.
The word "politics" has been given an
ugly connotation by its constant use in a
derogatory manner. It would be well for
all of us Americans to remember the admonition of the Christophers: That legitimate political activity is a moral obligation to God and country.
I include a portion of the May 1952
special issue of the Christopher News
Notes:

ATTEMPl' TO FRIGHTEN

·The next 6 months before election day
may be the most important months of your
and your children's lives--maybe even of
the history of the Nation. It is a crucial
period when you should vividly and actively
remember that "Government is your business."
Yes, your business. Good government
starts with you-the citizen. You have an
obligation before God and country to fulfill your responsibility as a voter. That
means you have it in your power to make or
break your country.
Don't underestimate the good that you
can do. Your country needs your support .
right now, more than ever before. But you,
personally and individually, must decide for
yourself what you will do to strengthen
America.

"They hope to discredit us-and, above all,
the heroic remnant of National China on
Formosa. They hope to frighten us o1! undertaking any further action to undo their
own fearful errors.
"They will not succeed. We shall persevere-and as the harmful effects of their
past appeasement of Communist China become evermore obvious and tragic, the American people will see how we of the so-called
China lobby were first defeated and then
vilified by the anti-China or appease Red
China lobby and that more Americans will
have to die to repair .the damage.
"Yes, you may say, but the money?
Haven't the National Chinese been spending money we gave them improperly to influence American public opinion in their
favor? I do not know. I never got any and
I do not know anyone who did.
"But if any did, who is the more to blame?
The Chinese Government, which in its desperate need may have adopted the methods
it found others regularly using in Washington (see the current book, How To Get Rich
tn Washington, by Bolles) ? Or those Americans who took advantage of China's plight
for private profit?
"If any Americans dishonestly took Chinese money, then these Americans should
be exposed and punished. Almost 8 years
agn I publicly called for such action (CON•
GRESSIONAL RECORD, August 25, 1949).
"No action has been taken by a Democratic
Congress or administration. I suspect none
will be taken. It is far more useful and
diversionary to spread unsupported charges
in the manner they denounce as despicable
McCarthyism when directed against themselves, than to have it revealed in a proper
investigation that the so-called China lobby
was peanuts compared with the lobbies
which other foreign governments have maintained here during the last war and since.
"Unfortunately for America, the so-called
China k>bby failed. What needs to be investigated is the anti-China lobby-for it
succeeded. And we are all paying the price."

Government Is Your Business
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15. 19"52

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, we all know the excellent job
that the Christophers have done in encouraging American people of good will
to light one ca~dle in an effort to bring
about a brighter world. The May issue
of the Christopher News Notes, 18 East
Forty-eighth Street, New York, contaillS'
XCVIII-App.--193

THE NEXT 6 MONTHS WILL DECIDE

YOU'RE ON YOUR OWN

It's entirely up to you: (a) to vote as you
choose; (b) to better your own or any political party you like; (c) to work as an independent voter if you so prefer; (d) to act
as a committee of one in stirring up the tens
of millions who neglect to go to the polls (it
is important that each be left perfectly free
to decide for himself how to vote).
Thinking people, are generally aware of
the present vital need for positive, indi·
vidual participation in public a1!airs. But
most persons seldom do more than complain. In fact, with each succeeding election year, fewer even vote . .
The big hope lies with the awakening and
reawakening of m1111ons who will use their
time, energy, and resources in a constructive effort to save the future of the Nation.
LIGHT A CANDLE

"It 'ts better to light one candle th.a n to
cure the darkness" is emphasized over and
over again by the Christophers. Because of
this positive, hopeful approach, close to 700,·
000 persons are now "'lighting candles" in
fields where, With God's help, they can do
much to protect the best interests of all.
We hope to increase this number to 1,000,000
in the near future. We feel sure that this
mlllion can spark an average of nine others
each-ten million in all.
Every move we have made for the past 1
years has proven the almost unbelievable
power for active good in the rank and file
of the American people. If 10,000,000 Americans at the grass roots can be stirred up in
the next 6 months to the point where each
feels a personal responsi b1lity towards his
country, they may well bring peace to our
Nation-and the world..
'l'WEL VI!: STEPS TO BETTER GOVERNMENT

Here are 12 steps, proposed by the Christophers, that you may find practical in helping
to restore the personal participation on the
part of each citizen that is essential for the
proper functioning of American Government:
1. Inquire about the management of pubHe affairs from authoritative sources. Keep
informed by reading newspapers, magazines,
etc. Listen to speeches, discussions, and de•
bates, and then form your own opinion about;
candidates and issues..

2. Pray for those in public office that they
may render conscientious service worthy of
the responsib111ty entrusted to them by the
people.
3. Encourage those with character and
competence to dedicate themselves to careers
in public service. Government can never be
any better than the people in it. Acknowledge those in Government who are doing a
good, honest job. Branding all Government
employees as no good often results in driv-'
1ng good workers out.
4. Study the candidates. Look up their
past records, what they stand for, whether
they have a reputation for living up to their
promises.
5. Attend precinct conventions. Since the
precinct conventions elect delegates to the
county conventions, and they in turn elect
them to the State conventions, your activity
to get best results should begin in the smallest political division and extend to the top.
6. Participate in political meetings. Make
your voice heard in the selection of candidates and workers as well as in the formation
of policy.
7. ~Check on the voting record of your present representatives. Ask your local newspapers to print their record.
8. Stimulate others to vote (within the
limits prescribed by your State laws). Explain where and when to register and vote.
9. Offer your services for essential chores
and leg work in some preelection job of your
own choosing. Help to arrange for transportation and baby sitters for those who
might not otherwise be able to exercise their
privilege of voting.
10. Consider legitimate political activity
as a moral obligation to God and country.
(Failure to fulfill this responsibility may be
a serious sin of omission.)
11. Express your preference under any circumstances. If your choice is limited to
candidates who are not ideal, remember that
a vote for the best available may be better
than no vote at all.
12. Vote for those, regardless of party, who
stand for the preservation of our divine her•
itage of free constitutional government.
·

A Case Study of Pro-Communist Ac~'
tivity Among the Albanian Americans-.i

III
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHAB1ESJ.KERSTEN
a-, WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, I include herewith part III of
a case study on the efforts of the proCommunist foreign-language newspaper Dielli to influence the Albanian
American people. Part I of this study
appeared in the Appendix of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD on page A2896. Part
II of this study appeared on page A3010.
DIELLI IN

1951

The schism in the Albanian Orthodox
Church overshadowed all international or national issues in Dielli during 1951. This was
only natural as parochial problems are usually stressed in any foreign language press.
By 1951, Dielli had already committed its
editorial policy to the seemingly hard and
fast principle of "Whatever the United states
1s for, we are against." This infiexible stand
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taken by the Editors of Dielli in the period
1945-1950, was not materially changed during 1951. A somewhat more conciliatory tone
1n the Dielll editorials can be noted during
this period. Perhaps the accusations made
by the opponents of Bishop Noli concerning
alleged communistic influence within the
church, was the reason for this "softening"
of editorial denouncements.
Aside from the Lipa cont roversy, the major attention of Dielli was concentrated on
the criticism of American attempts to use
refugee groups and new propaganda techniques in winning the cold war with Russia.
Dielli was adamant in its dislike and dis.trust of such groups as the National Committee for a Free Albania; and the Exiles
from Russia; American informational programs such as the Voice of America; Radio
Free Europe; and the Crusade for Freedom.
Many Americans justly questioned the actministration and cost of these programs.
Dielli criticized the very idea of all these
attempts to spread the story of America be. hind the iron curtain.
The National Committee for a free Albania
was considered to be "an Albanian Chiang
Kai-shek government in exile. 9a The men
behind this group were all Fascists, bandits,
and degenerates according to Dielli.
Editors Panarity and Noli never once attempted to present the complete record of
the various partisan groups that were in the
resistance movements against the Italians
and the Germans. The violent protestations
of Diell1 concerning this group were written
with much hindsight and little consideration
of the wartime conditions in Albania. 94
Dielli believed that a committee of Russian
refugees that was formed to combat Russia
was not going to be successful. 05 He further
blasted the National .Psychological Strategy
Board and "its war of nerves against
Albania. 96
According to Dielll, Radio Free Europe was
bound to fail in its program because of its
use of Albanian traitors as participants.9 t
The Crusade for Freedom was adversely commented upon by the Editors of Dielli as
United States Policy in Europe was "no longer
endeavoring to make America popular, but
to make American policy succeed." os
Religious phraseology was often used in the
editorials of Dielli during 1951. Mr. Panarity wondered if America was on the "Lords
side in the struggle against communism." oe
The Ten Commandments were quoted by Mr.
Panarity with the assertion "Thou shalt not
kill." 100
All of these ideas were very pious and commendable, but it was rather strange that no
comments were made on the forced national.
1zation of the Orthodox Church by the puppet Hoxa regime, the repudiation of ArchBishop Kissi (the Albanian Mindszenty) 101 by
his former colleague, Bishop Noli, and Noli's
telegrams of praise to the Communist religious Congress.102 Apparently the laudable,
Dielli, 42, No. 18, 1951.
The editors of Dielli even claim that
their opinions concerning wartime political
movements in Albania supersede those of
competent writers and historians who have
analyzed the situation objectively. Authorities such as H. S. Watson, East European
Revolution (New York: Fredrick A. Praeger, 1952), pp. 139-146, and Julian Emery,
Sons of the Eagle (London, 1946), passim,
cannot be considered as biased. All those
differing with Dielli are "biased," according
to Dielli.
115
Dielli, 42, No. 9, 1951, and No. 10, 1951.
"Ibid, 42, No. 19, 1951.
t7 Ibid, 42, No. 20, 1951.
118 Ibid., 42, No. 32, 1951.
eo Ibid., 42, No. 1, 1951.
110 Ibid., 42, No. 27, 1951.
101 Liria, 9, 1950.
102 Bashkimi, Tirana Albania, February 25,
ea
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1950.

religiously slanted editorials of Dielli were
not applicable to the Communist war on
religion in Albania.
Generally speaking, during 1951, American
policy was considered to be like that of a
rat race in a cage. Dielli said, "Who cares"
in disgust at our China policy.1oa By the
end of the year, in Mr. Panarity's yearly plea
for peace, the best policy was considered to
be one based on patience and understanding.104 Albanian American readers during
1951 were thus assured that no threat to
the internal or external securit y of America
existed. 100 Arms were useless, force of any
sort against Russia was futile. Only faith,
hope, and charity existed in the minds of
Kremlin leaders. It was a nice picture. It
was too bad that Dielli's words were not true.
The Russian threat to America still existed,
but not in Dielli's editorials.
THE POLICIES OF DIELLI, 194 5-51

The opinions expressed by the editors of
Dielli during the period 1945-51 are a matter of record. There can be no dispute in
regard to that proposition. Another matter
entirely is the motive behind these editorial
opinions.
In the estimation of this writer, there can
be only five possible motives or reasons for
the editorial opinions in Dielli:
1. The liberal position

Both Mr. Panarity and Bishop Noli have
gained the reputation of being liberal thinkers in the Albanian American community.
The word "liberal" is often misused and even
confused these days with other terms which
merely mean unorthodox. Certainly Mr.
Panarity and Bishop Noli could never be
considered to be orthodox thinkers. Most
minority communities are politically conservative in theological or community matters, and thErefore, the Albanian community naturally tends to castigate unusual
deviations from regular thinking. One can ·
be a liberal and still be a captive of the
Communists. In any case, a true liberal
would always mention both sides of any
controversial questions. Dielli has never accepted this definition of liberalism. Although Mr. Panarity has on occasions stated
his major premises in true liberal fashion,
his conclusions have been reached by dogmatical observance of a line the pro-Communist line. Such lines are never liberal.
By his own definition Mr. Panarity has therefore branded himself as a doctrinaire, and
not a true liberal.
2. Chauvinism

Chauvinism is a disease that is common,
and sometimes fatal, in a nationalistic
world striving for collective security. It is
seemingly endemic among the Balkan peoples, who have been oppressed for centuries
by their great power despoilers. The editors
of Dielli have neither exhibited more nor
less of this type of superpatriotism than any
other Balkan peoples would under similar
conditions.
Albanian nationalism is a
youthful spirit that was nurtured by international power politicians for their own
selfish reasons. (Its youth has made it
headstrong and backed by the fierce pride
of vigorous Albanians, it has hastily refused
to pay the proper obeisance to the west.)
Or so Mr. Panarity explains Hoxa's truculence to cooperate with the west.
The Albanians fear the expansionistic ambitions of a resurgent Greece. The specter
of a Greek invasion by "Agents of the Patriarch" in this country has been "uncovered'"
almost weekly to fan the hate of the Albanian American people. The basic issues of
the cold war struggle between the East and
the West have been buried in a Dielli spray
1oa Dielli, 42, No. 5964, 1951.
2M Ibid., 42, No. 5963, 1951.
loG Ibid., 42, No. 45, 1951.

of vituperation considering "Fascist Eplrots," "Greek Spies," and other wild charges.
Whatever the merits of Dielli's position
concerning Greece, its editorials cannot be
excused on the grounds of chauvinism. Even
the irrationality of this perverted type of
national pride cannot hide the important
principle on national self-interest. Never,
by any stretch of the imagination could it
be said that Russia is contributing to the
well-being of Albania. Chauvinism is not
the answer to the problem of Dielli's motives, in following the Communist line.
3. Isolationism

The most commonly held editorial position of Dielli is that of isolation in reference to American foreign policy. Whether
the question is the problem of NATO, ERP,
the Mutual Security Act, the Marshall plan,
or even American relations with Albania,
there is only one solution according to Dielli.
Leave them alone, or let them stew in their
own juice. The constant reiteration of such
ideas by editors Noli and Panarity seem to
place Dielli in the camp of Americans who
advocate an American Gibraltar. Even this
choice of motive by Dielli does not stand the
final test of analysis.
If the editors of Dielli are truly isolationist,
they have company in America. However,
when such a position is• taken, the paper is
not being true to its own minority group.
Albania needs friends. These friends will not
be gained by isolation of America from the
world or from Albania. Dielli, in this case 1s
either consciously or unconsciously following the Communist line.
4. Pro-Communist in sympathy

There seems little doubt that the editors
of Dielli are sympathetic to the Communist
program in Albania. Editorials, signed and
unsigned, confirm this statement.
Until
early in 1952, Dielli scarcely ever commented
adversely regarding Russia's role in Albania.
On the surface there can be -some justification for such a position. Albania's neighbors have never been noted for their help
and friendliness. Efficiency has undoubtedly
been improved in Albania, there is a plan
of progress for the country. Diell1 could
justly report such progress if mention was
also made of the methods used in promoting
such efficiency. Concentration camps, ruthless purges, forced collectivization, and all the
rest of the rapine and terror that characterizes the police state should also be mentioned.
The omission of such details, indirectly
places the editors of Diell1 in the ideological
camp of America's enemy. If Dielli wishes
to be considered as being objective, she must
report the facts. This has not been done
during the period 194&--51. Many Albanian
Americans have been unjustly accused of
being Communists, because of Dielll's editorial policies.
5. Pro-Communist by direction

It is not the intention of this writer to
accuse any group of being either Communist Party members, or agents in any direct
way for Moscow.
The FBI and other governmental agencies
are competently protecting the internal
security of America. I! the Dielli-Llria, Albanian-American group is subversive, it will
be checked by the proper authorities. A
historical analysis can only be a record of
the facts. The editors of D1e111 have stated
their opinions. These have been recorded,
interpreted, and analyzed within this report.108 Only history can tell us the results and effects of these facts upon the
Albanian American people and the foreign
policy of the United States.
108 If there is any other explanation of the
editorial policies of Dielli during 1945-51,
1t should be explained to the AlbanianAmerican people.
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EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
·oF MASSACHUSE.'Tl'S
IN THE HOUSE OF R.EPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent, :r revise and include
in the R.EcOBn therein. from the Clinton
Daily Item, an excellent and most eloquent speech on other's Day, recently
delivered before the st. John's Holy
Name Society, Clinton, Mass., by my dear
friend, the most distinguished Massachusetts jurist, Judge Thomas J. O'Malley, of sPringfield.
·
Ja.dge O'Malley is a native of Clinton,
Mas.s., and has been a c-lose friend of
mine for many years. His career is ~
bright page in the saga of American opportunity. By virtue of unflagging zeaL
persistent industry, driving energy. and
conspicuous alnlity ~ he has risen to his
present. exalted position as outstanding
member of our Massachusetts judiciary.
This: partieular speech is a particu~
Iariy splendid and very unusual treatment of the theme of Mother's Day. It
is all-embracing and comprehensive in
scope and has a ring o! sincerity and profound feeling, which, in my opini£>n,
makes it st.and o.ut as a. truly exceptional
treatment of the cherished a:nd heartfelt American concept of the meaning of
the word "mother." It emphasizes what
should be emphasized much mare in our
country-the bighplace a! mather in the
home and the impo,rtance of the united

family to the e:omm.unity,. State, and.
Nation.
r laud Judge O'Malley for his splendid
and eloquent offering.
JUDGE THOMAS

J.

O 'MALLEY IS.

8PEAKEB.

AT

SECOND ANNUAL Hol..Y NA.Jlo(E EJlENT

On Sund&J m.orning, ova 300 members o!
John's Holy Name Society and t.hel.z sons
participated bi the. second annual communion breakfast,
Th& fathers.. and their sana received HDly·
Communion. in a body at the 7:45 masa, a.n.d
following the mass, adjoum.e.d to D'Olimpio's
whe.re the com.munio.n bre&kfaat was held.
Judg.& Thomas: J. O'Malley, of Springfield,.
distinguished native son.. fQ.t:tXIer pa~ishinner
of St. John's and a farmer xne.mber of S-t.
John's Holy Name Society, was the featured
sp.eake.r.
Judg& O'Malley, 1n a mO&t impressive aUdress, significant of Mother's Day, extolled
all mothers throughou.:t the world for tbeil:
childhood teachings, th_eir untold sacrifices
and above all their admonitions to walk in
the path of righteousness in preparation for
life everlasting.
JQdge O'Malley'& address follow&:
I am pleased with your invitation to join
you h_ere, at this m.a terial breakfast t.able,
where we have gathered togeth_er to pay respect to each other as: Catholic gentlemen,
and to honor our mothers and the mothers
of th.e world.
Some of us can dn so 1n the actual phys- ical sense, while mox:e of us can. do so only
in tribQte to a beautiful and. lasting memory.
But whether they be with U_S here on earth,
or whether they be with the great motner in
heaven, we sarute ancf thank them for all the
wonderful things they- did for us.
And so today wee a;re transported on the
wings of' our im-agination back to the days of our childhood. We recall our mothers'
St~

loving e.m braces and tender caresses; we recall their sweet lullabi.es which sung us to
sleep when our tired little bodies. need..e.d res.t
and we fought to remain awake.
We recall their teaching our childish lips
to pray; to pray to a good and provident God
and his Mother. We recall their advice to
us, to be always fatthfui to Mary and her
rosary; she, who loved us so much that she
gave us her only Divine Son, on a cross at
Calvary, that we might have nre everlasting.
We recall their admonitions to us to always
walk in His way. that we might truly inherit
and prepare tor th_e enjoyment of that life
everlasting.
Yes, let us recall the untold sacrifices they
made for us; the unhealed wounds of sorrow that pierced their tired and tender
hearts for love of us when we were in sickness or in trouble. They who understood,
when the rest of the world n:U.sundexstoo.d.
They wh_ose soft, sweet voices- banished. ow:
cares and our won:ies and gave us renewed
hope and renewed courage; courage to carry
on when the whole world seemed against us
and all seemed lost.
Le-t: us recall the memory of the little- they
asked. and the l.i.ttl.e t-hey receive~ they who
had one wish anct one wish onl~-ancl that
a prayer, a prayer that we have h_eal.th and
happiness and success: ancl peace; a prayer
that we gr_ow up 1n the tear and love of God,
knowing that i1 we- did so, we couldn't h_elp
bQt. love our neighbo_rs.. and oux country-, and
all the n_eighbol.& and all the nations of th_e
world would, in turn, love each other, and
peace would reigiLWe recall their com.p.lete confuience in the
wisdom and ilidgment of God.. and their invocation to Him, t<l bless the-.iL every undertaking, and their complete resignation ancl
submission to His. holy will. no matter how
heavy the burden.
How much we repaid them and accepted
their advice, we know only too well. It
there is any doubt about it in our minds, let:
us look into om hearts and. S()uls, and at
the: modet:nistic world of our creation, that
sw:r.ounds us toda-y.
We se.e the God she taught us to love and
imitate, p.ushed out of SQmeof our lives completely. We see- a material philosophy that
wants, to vote GOd. uu.t of offi:ee-, and substitQte as om guideposts. the so-called mooern liberalism and s-uper reas.on and intell.ectQal evaluati.Wl. of the moral cod2- and the
na tur.alla w ,. as. a ma.tter of private: in.terpretation and personal conveniellCe..
A world that tell& us' that there is still a.
place for the mythical God, so long- as His
views_ coinci.d e with ours. Rut if there: is
confi.ic~ then He- is iuat. His- old-f.ashioned
self~ ha:ving a. di1ficul.t time adjusting Himself to the ~ orde_r.
And so they throw the blood-stained Crosa.
of Calvary out tlxe-winctow, and lay the. plulih
welcome mat from. Reno at. the front door,
:flanked by an honor guard: of th.e: Ingrid
Bergmans and Tommy M.anville.s. and the
Sinatras and the Franchot Tone& and the
bil:th-con.tr.ollers.
It is a world wh_ere our mothers have aeen
their sons and daughters sa.c.riftced on th_e
altar of avariceo and greed., in two world
wars; that thrust them into the living h_ell.s
of battle, with all its. horror and su1ferings..
and slow, but painful death. And now there
are the glowing coals of another world con:tlagration, befilg fanned in Kerea and
throughout the- entire so-called c-ivilized
world.
There are those among us who would bomb<
and invade and extend the Korean confiict in
the twinkling of' an eye, and thus precipitate
the_ world into another world con:ffugratton, a.
con.tlagra tion,. the result of which cannot be
pred.lcted with any degree of acenracy by even
our greatest scfe.ntists. All they dare tell
us, is-that t-he re8'1.llt will be terribi&and devastating- and destroying, the like of which has
never before been seen by·human eye.

Today there are untold tons of paper used
daily in .newspaper and magazine di&:ussions,
of the varied pointed courses that nati.ons
should follow. The.r e are milUons of worcta
spoken daily on our public platforms. and
assembly halls. There are conf.eren_ces, held
on the high and low level, each level -espous-ing its own indlviU.ual formula, as the only
true road to peace,
And all this time, the colledive moth_e.rs ot
the world, they, who through God, are the
very soul of the universe. are forgotten~
They, who in :flesh and blood and broken
hearts and shattered dreams, have the greatest stake in the race, are pushed aside, with
their old-fashioned ideas of peace, based on
love; and, they, whose m.e.asure of sacrifice
knows no bounds, bear their h_eart-piercing
anguish in silence and in prayer.
For they know, in the intui.tions of a
mother's heart, that just as surely as night
follows the day, another world war may wipe
from th_e face of the earth, everything that
is right and just and fair and noble. They
see the vision of the disappearing f.amUy ill e.
whi.ch has been the cornerstone of our lib·
erties and freedoms, being sw~pt. away, never
to retur.n. Yes, they know from bitte~ experience, the soul-Sicke-ning, grQesomeness.
of war and all that follows in its. wake.
To them the blare of t.rum pets, the roll at
drums., and the color a.nd pagea.n.try of war,
are but hollow trappings. They become the-unwilling actresses in a devastating tragedy,
Whose lines. they take no part in writing, yet
the enactment of which, the-y are. assi.gned..
the moat difticult roles.
To them war means. the melanCholy sadness. of parting, the gnawing pain of anxiety;
the never-ending days and nights, when. they
are- a!r.aid to go to slee-p and afraid to wake
up, dreading the ring of the telephone from.
the Western Union office, or the ring of the
doorbell by the boy on. the bicycle. bringing
the yellow envelope ftom the War Department, with its familiar phrase~ · "We r.egret
to inform you."
What then, mus.t be the thoughts uppermost in the minds of the mothers of America.
on. this eleventh day of. May 1952.. a day dedicated to them, which_ we call Mother's Day~
Dues not the pre-matl.1r.e grayness- of th_eir'
hair., and the early deep lines etched in their
faces, ten us that they cry out to the civilized
world and to Heaven for nothing more than ·
the blessings. of peace; the real and lasting
peace that we first heard a.b out as we knelt
at their knees and learned to pray; the real
peace that they taught us could. he bough.t
for the cheap price of love, a. love. that has
been thrown into the discard, as being oldfashfoned and unmodern.
A love that has almos.t entirely vanished
and left in its wake, a.. wori.d of c!', aos. and
misery~ a world, where men stumb.lP- and
falter and grope in the darkness; a wodd
that eargerly satiates itself in the filth and
gluttony and satisfaction a! the. three great
passions of pride, power and the :flesh; a
world where the search o! material things
has become our road map through Iife.
Yes.; th!s is Mother's Day, For a whoi.e,
long year o! work and wo.cries and wrinkles
and care, the poor mothers get one day o!
candy, cards, and flowers. And.. inside all
these, th_ere is quietly hidden a contract to
keep on working and worrying for another
36'4 days.
Someone once suggested writing a p.oem.
It was to be entitled. "'Twas the Day ·Atter
Mother's Day." The family was just finishing the chocolates, it had so generously
given to mother, and the flowers that had
been arranged so tastefully 1n the tan vase
only yesterday, were now pleading with
mother, herself, for water, lest they die.
And the family was back in the same uS'Ual
routine, complaining about this and that,
and poor mother was living in the dream that
was hers just a few hours before.
What a pity the poem was never completed, because it would have shamefully
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shown u s our lack of appreciation for all
they h a d done for us, and to bring hvme a
slight meaning of the debt we owed, that
could n ever be repaid. We, who took for
granted th at their hearts, like alarm clocks,
could be wound up again, once they had run
down, and by the time we realized that their
hearts run down only once, they go and do
the only harsh thing that good mothers ever
do-they die and leave us.
As the rude awakening then dawns upon
us that mother is no longer on this earth,
one shock follows another, until we cry out
in anguish for her forgiveness. All the material things we have acquired or . accomplished and cherished, seem as insignificant
now as the ashes we flick from the end of
a cigarette, and we would then give everything we ever owned or hoped to have, if
we could have her back for even 5 minutes, to
pour out to her, the sorrow and sadness that
is ours, and to tell her that we really did
appreciate h,er, and all the sacrifices she made
for us.
And so today, let us go back to her, wherever she may be. Let us tell her we have
put her God back into our hearts and souls,
and that by our good works and example,
we are going to make an effort to remake
the world; that we are going to recapture
the lost heritage they gave us, and project
into the world, her formula for peace, based
on love.
Maybe she has changed a little with the
years. Maybe she doesn't have the face or
the figure of a Hollywood star. Maybe she
doesn't have the gowns and the jewels of
a society leader, nor the education of a college dean, nor the crisp efficiency of a modern business woman.
Maybe her face is wrinkled and her hands
are rough and her shoulders stooped; the
glowing bloom of }?.er fresh young cheeks
when she was as pretty as a pink rose, is
gone, but she is still a rose, but now a white
one, and she is still as beautiful to God and
His blessed mother.
I recall the chorus of an old song that was
popular when I was growing up here in Clinton, those days when we went f~;om house
to house and grouped around the family
piano. It has always stuck with me and I
know it must with many of you. It goes:
"Angels have souls that are pure;
Angels have hearts full of love;
They hear the prayers of babies,
Watching each one from above.
They're always hovering near;
Banishing sorrows and fears;
God calls them angels in heaven,
But we call them mothers down here."
And so, this morning let us pray to the
great Mother Mary. Let us say: "Holy Mary
mother of God, pray for , and be kind to our
mothers.
"You who knew the warm joy of softly
swaying the Christ Child in the cradle of
your arms; you who guided in their first
faltering steps, those toddling feet that
would one day walk over the fluid blue carpet
of the rolling sea; you who felt around your
neck the clasp of those little pink fingers,
that would be one day spread out in red
agony against a cross on Calvary.
"Sweet Mother Mary, mother of God, in
bright joy or in black sorrow, bring peace to
the hearts of the mothers of men and to the
world."
Rev. Thomas J. Tunney, director of the society, paid high tribute to the pastor, Rev.
James S. Barry, D. D., who has made possible
the extensive activities of the Holy Name
Society since its inception.
Paul J. Lynskey, serving as master of ceremonies, introduced the speakers and as a
climax to the memorable occasion presented
the Holy Name Glee Club.
The club, Which is considered among the
finest choral groups . in the dioceses, offered

three selections, The Halls of Ivy, May the
Good Lord Bless and Save You, and Sweet
Kentucky , Babe.

A Positive Foreign Policy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.JAMESG. FUlTON
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. FULTON. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent, I include in the REcORD the major foreign-policy statement
of former Senator John Foster Dulles, of
New York, the architect of the Japanese
Peace Treaty:
During recent years the administration
has asked me, as a Republican, to work with
them on certain foreign policy matters. I
have responded, because I believe that the
administration really wa.nts bipartisanship
in foreign affairs, and I too believe in that.
However, 6 weeks ago my official co~nec
tion with the administration came to a natural close. I had then completed my task
of making a Japanese Peace Treaty and
the three related Pacific Security Treaties,
and all four of these treaties had been ratified by the Senate. Our Presidential elections were impending, and I wished to be free
to take part in the policy debates which
ought then to occur as . an essential part of
our two-party system. Such periodic debates are not inconsistent with bi-partisanship in foreign policy. ·Indeed, only in that
way can we hammer out policies that the
people will understand and reliably support.
The President and the Secretary of State
fully agreed with the propriety of my taking
this course. If I now criticize their foreign
policies, that implies no lack of respect or
regard on my part. I shall always be grateful for the opportunities which they gave
me to serve my country, and for their 100percent backing when I worked with them.
I am, however, convinced that our foreign policies as a whole, since World War II,
have been dangerously inadequate, and I
believe that that point cif view should be
presented.
What has been done has often been
courageous and good-for example, our 1947
decision to help Greece, our 1948 decision to
hold Berlin in the face of the Soviet blockade,
and our 1950 decision to resist the armed
aggression in Korea. I might mention also
the Rio, North Atlantic, and Pacific treaties.
The trouble is not so much what we have
done, but what we have left undone. In the
main, we have merely reacted sporatically to
Soviet actions which pricked us. Our policies have not the scope, quality, or competent execution needed to thwart the proclaimed and operating program of Soviet
communism. Also our policies have been too
costly. We have paid too much for too little.
II

We are marked down for destruction by
those who today control one-third of the
world. That is the one fact that should
dominate all aspects of our policy. The danger is different from that which stemmed
from the Kaiser and Hitler. They were evil
and they threatened much that was dear to
us, but neither professed to seek an actual
conquest of the United States. The Soviet
Communists avowedly . regard the United
States as their end target. Of course, Stalin
occasionally says otherwise for foreign con-

sumption. But the dependable guide to Soviet purpose is their home propaganda.
Through every available media, it is incessantly and violently proclaimed that the
United Sta tes is evil, that it must be h a ted,
tha t it must be conquered.
III

We are the t arget. How are we to be
struck? Soviet official writings tell us that
there is to be a first phase called encirclement. The economic power and morale of
the west are to be sapped by a gradual Soviet absorption of the sources of raw m a terials and the markets upon which western
industrialized economies depend. What is
subtracted from our side is automatically
added to the Soviet side.
In this phase of encirclement, Asia has a
priority claim on Soviet intentions. The
peoples of Asia, it is thought, can most easily
be "amalgamated" into the Soviet orbit because they have had no great experience in
political and civic freedom, their economic
standards are often lower even than those of
Russia, and the Asians fear the west because of its colonial record. Asia, says
Stalin, is "the road to victory in the west."
If, for example, the Kremlin sovietizes the
oil reserves of the Near and Middle .East, the
vast populations of China and India, the
n~bber, tin, and oil of southeast' Asia, and
the industrial power of Japan, the free world
would be gravely weakened and the Soviet
world greatly strengthened. Then a second
phase would usher in. That is the phase of
direct, violent attack, with overwhelming
po_we~, unless, as Stalin says he thinks likely,
we Wlll then "voluntarily" surrender irt the
face of hopeless odds.
The Soviet program seems to be moving
relentlessly toward its completion. Today
the Arab peoples of the Near East are seething with fanatical a nti-American sentiments.
In India, the Communist Party gains
steadily. The China mainland ·and 450,000,000 Chinese have already been conquered.
In the outlying island and peninsular areas,
such as South Korea, Japan, Formosa, Indo.:.
china, and Indonesia, the people live pre;.
cariously as the angry waves of communism
beat upon them. These peoples do not want
to be conquered by communism, but they
are discouraged.
As General MacArthur said in Japan in
1950: "The most impelling need of the moment in this quarter of the globe is the regaining of our lost initiative over the events
which are stirring all of the Asian peoples.
For it is in the pattern of oriental psychology"-he might have said human psychology-"to respect and follow aggressive, resolute, and dynamic leadership, put quickly
turn from a leadership characterized by
timidity or vacillation."
The free people of Asia feel that we are
not giving dynamic leadership, at least as
far as they are concerned, and that the administration's interest in them is perfunctory.
Since Germany surrendered in 1945, our
Secretaries uf State have taken 17 trips to
Europe, involving 457 days of time. An eighteenth trip impends. During this same period
no Secretary of State has ever visited a Pacific
or Asian nation. We should not be surprised
if Asians draw inferences from that.
I have no quarrel with efforts to strengthen
Western Europe. On the contrary, beginning iri September 1941, I have consistently
said that a ·strong, united Europe should be
an essential peace objective. I do, however,
say that any who believe that Europe can be
made impregnable w~thout regard to Asia,
are just as blind as those who believe that
our American continent can be made impregnable without regard to Europe.
Today the frontier of freedom is nearly
20,000 miles, running from the North Cape
ln Europe to the shores of. the Bering Sea
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in Asia. Of this total frontier the conti·
nental European sector is about 500 miles.
It is not possible to gain safety for Western
Europe by trying to hold these 500 miles
while leaving another 19,000 miles defense·
less.
The first specification of my bill of com·
plaint is, therefore, not that we have sought
to save Western Europe, but that we have
virtually ignored the vital il_lterlocking of
European and Asian defense. Asia is in a
fair way to becoming what Stalin planped it
to be: the road to victory over the West.
IV

The second specification in my bill of com·
plaint is that even where we have lavished
our money and care, namely, West Europe,
what we have done has been vacillating, in·
effectual, and excessively costly.
Our first big postwar move was to make
England a loan of $3,750,000,000. That was
early in 1946. A principal purpose, as stated
in the loan agreement, was to end the "sterling area" practices which divided the free
world into two almost closed monetary com·
partments. Yet the sterling area persists,
tight and disruptive of trade ac; when we
paid to change it.
Then came the Economic Cooopsration
Act of 1948, embodying the Marshall plan.
The act says that tl.e purpose is to bring
Europe closer to "a larger domestic market
with no internal trade barriers ~ • • · to
establish and maintain equitable rates of
exchnnge and to bring about the progressive
elimination of trade barriers."
Today, we have spent the money-some
$16,000,000,000-and the economic and monetary divisions of Europe remain acute.
Then came the North Atlantic Treaty.
The administration's theory was that if
there were an armed attack on the North
Atlantic area, we would, in fact, respond, as
w~ did in the two prior World Wars. Therefore, if we made our intention clear in ad·
vance, that forewarning would deter any
would-be aggressor . . Senator Vandenberg
and I, sharing that view, led the Senate battle for ratification. As Senator Vandenberg
said of the treaty, it is the warning and the
potentialities, "not military forces-in-being
which measure the effect of this 'knock-out'
admonition."
However, almost immediately after the
treaty was ratified, the administration aban·
doned the "deterrent" th.e ory and, in the fall
of 1949, submitted a military assistance program. Senator Vandenberg and I largely
rewrote the administration's bill so as to
reduce greatly the sums appropriated and
tv require that the program be geared into
European integration. We believed that was
the only constructive solution, and that view
was accepted by the administration.
Since then, many billions have been spent
for Western European armament and about
six United States divisions have been placed
in Europe and North Africa. Now, 3 years
later, plans for an integrated European army
are beginning to take shape. For that we
can thank brilliant French political leadership and General Eisenhower's personal
initiative. The French consummated the
Schuman plan for pooling the coal, iron, and
steel resources of France and Germany, and
they produced the Pleven plan for a European defense community. Then General
Eir:enhower, going beyond his technical m111·
tary role as NATO commander, put his
powerful personal influence behind this
Pleven plan; and that may be the decisive
influence.
As far as the administration itself is con·
cerned its record is that of a person who
spends lavishly without knowing how to
make the money work constructively.
From 1946 to 1951 we put some $30,000,·
000,000 into Western Europe. Each time the
administration avowed a constructive pur·
pose, which in fact, it has not achieved.

Vast grants from one government to an·
other have only dubious value unless they
create the conditions which end the need
for further giving. "Europe, for its part,"
as President Auriol, of France, said, "does
not want American assistance to be a ges·
ture without a future or a humiliating char·
ity." As far as the United States is con·
cerned, our budget today is largely unbal·
anced, our taxes are so high as to undermine
individual initiative, and inflation has
gravely impaired our patrimony in the form
of savings, social security, and educational
endowments. Under these conditions all of
our spending must be prudent and limited
to what can reasonably be expected to pro·
duce essential results.
There seems to be an illusion that great
goals are achieved by picturing them and
by appropriating billions to achieve them.
That leaves out one vital element, namely,
the competence, the patience, the strength
of purpose which is needed before money
can be transformed into accomplishment.
We have been like those who, wanting
flowers, buy seeds with lovely pictures on
the package. Most of us know, as individuals, that that is not enough. It is time
we learned it as a nation.
v

The third specification in my Bill of Com·
plaint is that the administration seems unable to inspire the dynamic spirit needed to
cope with such a threat as that of Soviet
communism. Napoleon said that, in war, the
moral is to the material as 3 is to 1. Cer·
tainly that is the case in the kind of conflict which we wage today, which is not, and
I hope never will be, simply a clash of brute
force. Yet our concern is primarily with
material things-money and what money
will buy. We have poured out money lav·
ishly. But the peoples of the world no
longer look on us as a creative, dynamic
force. Today, Soviet communism is the
primary exponent of revolutionary ideas. To
be sure, these are fraudulent ideas, luring
people to their doom. But that is beside
the present point, which is that Soviet Communists realize, as we seem not to realize,
that they can get further with ideas than
with bombs.
At a time when 800,000,000 people--one·
third of all the people there are--are sub·
ject to ruthless, terroristic despotism and
being whipped, by fanatics, into a force for
aggression, we talk of "containment" and
"stalemate" as satisfactory goals. And at
a time when Soviet communism is using
ideas as a principal missile, we rely almost
wholly upon armament.
The administration's policies, by commit·
ting us to the defensive in the face of such
an offensive, expose us to eventual defeat.
A sustained dynamic always prevails over the
static. By committing us to materialistic
policies, it . mak-es that defeat more likely,
because material things will never prevail
except as they serve ideas which win men's
loyalties.
VI

I have now given you three reasons why

I believe that our foreign policies are. dan-

gerously inadequate. But, you will properly
say, criticism is not enough. How do we
make adequate what is now inadequate?
Let us start with the problem of sustain·
ing the entire 20,000-mile frontier of freedom against the risk of a break-through by
the Red armies. It is, of course, not possible to extend for 20,000 miles the kind of
defense which can, we hope, be created in
Continental Europe. The cost of that would
be prohibitive. In Europe the total cost
will be measured in hundreds of blllions of
dollars and it would be suicidal to try to
multiply many times that unproductive expenditure.
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So long as Soviet and Chinese Communist
leaders can pick the time, place and method of aggression anywhere in Asia, and so
long as our only reliance is to rush ground
troops to meet the aggressor at the time he
selects, at the place he selects, and with
the weapons he selects, we are at a disad·
vantage which can be fatal. The only effective way to stop prospective aggressors is
to convince them, in advance, that if they
commit aggression, they will be subjected
to retaliatory blows so costly that their aggression will not be a profitable operation.
That, as I pointed out, was the original, but
short-lived, theory of the North Atlantic
Treaty.
I am confident that the armed aggression
in Korea would never have occurred had the
administration made it known in advance
that, if it occurred, we would unleash re·
taliatory blows. Unhappily, the Soviet Communists were given every reason to expect
that we would neither strike back nor, in·
deed, use force to resist.
Now, however, we have had trial and error, which is the usual way men learn. We
should have learned by now that the only
way to deter a repetition of Korea, and per·
haps much worse, is to make it clear in
advance that any new open armed attack
would attract retaliatory punishing power
so severe that the aggression would not pay.
That is what I preached in Japan and I
believe that that resolve, backed by our
sea and air power in that area, will protect
Japan from armed invasion. I believe that
such a warning could effectively protect
many others.
Any such general program should, of
course, be concerted with other free nations
and be brought· within the framework of the
United Nations Charter. Article 51 author·
izes the members to act for collective self·
defense, and by appropriate action under
this article we could accomplish three great
results:
1. We could reduce close .to the vanishing
point the risk of open armed attack by the
Red armies.
2. We could do this at a bearable cost,
because the deterrent power which protects
one would equally serve to protect many,
without further cost.
3. We could end the fear, which our pres·
ent military policies have spread, that . the
United States is "trigger happy" and might
recklessly precipitate an atomic war where
others would be the principal victiiiM;.
Some may fear that this program might,
of itself, precipitate general war. Some
feared that of the North Atlantic Treaty,
and of the United States-Japan security
treaty. Nevertheless, we went ahead. Today, Western Europe has an administrationbacked program which will mean rearming
Germans. That is far more likely to provoke attack by the Red armies than is the
program here · propos~d.
Of course, aggressors never like to be deterred. They would like to frighten their
prospective victims so that they will _not
unite for mutual defense. As Stalin said
in 1939, that means "conni-ving at aggression."
The fact is that only such a program as
is here proposed is adequate to deter aggression throughout the entire frontier of
freedom, each part of which has now become vital to the whole. It is the only
program which is both adequate and financially bearable. T ..J shrink through fear from
such a program is to invite the very aggression that we fear.
vn
Once the free nations create a shield
against open armed attack, then they can
deal with the menace of political and civil
warfare. This has been the Soviet Communist's main weapon of aggression. But
it has only worked against governments
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which felt themselves exposed to Red Army
invasion. That possibility, which Commu.
nists have often portrayed as a probability,
has intimidated the free governments from
sturdy resistance to local Communist parties and the local Communist revolutionaries,
and these have capitalized on m ass fear
which the Red Army has inspired. Once
this power to i~timidate has been ended,
then the free governments will feel able,
courageously and ruggedly, to suppress the
internal Communist threat.
vni
It is, of course, important to deter armed
attack from without and to stamp out the
vipers within. Bu<; we cannot stop with that.
It is negative and life has a positive purpose loftier than mere self-protection. We
Americans, best of all, know that.
Our Nat ion from its beginning was inspired by a sense of mission. Our. purpose
was to show how to create political insti·
tutions which would enable men to develop
the glorious possibilities of free bodies, free
minds and free spirits. We sought that, not
merely for our own enjoyment, but that all
men might benefit from our example.
What we did became known everywhere as
the great American experiment, and our ex·
ample did indeed influence men everywhere.
It helped to roll back despotism which, when
our Nation was formed, was at a high tide,
extending even to this hemisphere, under
the leadership of Czar Alexander and his
holy a111ance.
What we face today is really nothing new;
we have faced it before. The solution is
not obscure; we have found it before. Today,
one-third of the :mman race is subject to
the despotic terrorism of a new dark age.
It is morally impossible to reconcile ourselves to that as a permanent condition, or
to try to buy security for ourselves by some
deal which would confirm that servitude.
We cannot settle for a containment which
contains 800,000,000 captive souls.
We could not live up to such a deal and
be the kind of people we have always been.
Freedom, justice, and creative works inevitably set up attractions which cannot be cut
off by any prison walls. The vast, overextended despotic structure of Soviet com·
munism is an artificial and fragile creation.
It will be burst asunder from inner strains
1f the United States and the other. free na. tions do the works o! creation of which they
are capable, and p1·oduce for all the world to
see, the good fruits of freedom and justice.
Our task today is simply this-to live up to
our great traditions.

Amendment Providing for Additional Con·
gressional Office Space Unnecessary
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD H. REES
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. REES of Kansas. Mr. Speaker,
I did not support the amendment submitted by the gentleman from Texas.
providing office space in each of the
congressional districts for Members of
the House of Representatives.
It is my understanding that House
Members may at the present time use
space in post office or other Federal
buildings in their districts if such· space
is available. This amendment goes further and provides that if space is not
available in Federal buildings, the Sergeant at Armi3 will rent office space out-

side Federal buildings, limited to annual rental of $900 per year. In all
probability, comparatively few would
avail themselves of the use of such office
space. It is possible, too, the total expenditure may not be excessive.
Nevertheless, I think the principle involved is not good, especially at a time
when we are asking for the cutting of
Government expenditures wherever it
can possibly be done. As Iar as I am
personally concerned, I have never requested use of office space in any Federal building in my district. Of course.
I shall not ask the Sergeant at Arms
to furnish space under the terms of this
amendment. Although it is claimed the
expenditure may not be greatu, in my
judgment the precedent established under this amendment is not good.

The Non-Russian Soviet Peoples in
America's Psychological Strategy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

A HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE INVINCIBLE NON•

RUSSIAN WILL FOR FREEDOM

OF

HON. BRIEN McMAHON
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. McMAHON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the REcoRD a very able
address delivered by Dr. Lev E. Dobriansky, professor of economics, Georgetown
University, and president of the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, at
the conference on psychological strategy
in the cold war, held in Washington on
Friday, February 22, 1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE NON-RUSSIAN SOVIET PEOPLES IN AMER•
ICA'S Ps~~OLOGIC~ -8TRATEG.Y

One could scarcely hop.e for · a .more fitting
occasion than this . to _present the tragically.
negleoted case of the non-Russian Soviet
peoples for America's psychological strategy
in the cold war. Throughout the Nation, as
Americans, we honor today one of our greatest patriots who fought with fearless determination for the freedom and independence
of our country and who in the earliest years
of the Republic defended it with an un.
swerving conviction in the natural and uni·
versal principles on which it was securely
founded. However, the uudyi:!'lg greatness
of Washington as a human monument to
truth, justice, charity, and victorious hope
has been an object of veneration not only
to succe:;sive generations of Americans but
also, for over a century, to many of the
tyramiized peoples of the world. So human
and inspirational is the practical idealism
of Washington that among the non-Russian
peoples in eastern Europe, the most cele·
brated rard of Ukraine, Taras Shevchenko,
drPw heavily on it in the. nineteenth century
to inflame the aspirations of his people for
the dignity of their national independence
as so magnificently symbolized by the "Land
of Weshington" which this immortal figure
called America. The tremendous significance
of this and similar facts must certainly not
be allowed to escape our deliberation here
on America's psychological strategy in the
cold war.

•

•

their· glorious histories and their valiant
struggles of the present, must be made widely
known and duly appreciated. Without a
working knowledge, ;... guiding perspective,
and a warm feeling toward the centuries-old
struggle for national freedom on the part of
these first victims of Soviet Russian imperialism, our efforts in effective psychological strategy will be perilously impaired. If
our strategy is to be oriented toward justice,
then a more appropriate field of application
cannot possibly be found than in the
direction of these peoples who for centuries have sacrificed lives and ':>lood to realize the very principles that have made our
Nation great and prosperous. If our strate:;y
is to be blessed with genuine Christian
charity, then the incredible sufferings of
these unbefriended peoples under the weight
of foreign Moscovite rule and its genocidal
oppressions render them most deserving.
And if our strategy is to bathe in victorious
hope, then by penetrating the weakest sector in the r tructure of the Soviet Empire,
America may well strike on the determining
key to the defeat of Soviet Russian imperialism. All four of these sources of motivation
for sound strategy find their remarkable
point of confluence in the non-Russian
~eoples of the Soviet Union.

•

•

If our strategy is to be girded to truth,
then the undiluted facts about these peoples,

Obviously within the limits of this address
only the essential highlights of the composite
non-Russian picture can be treated here.
First, as to the majority status of the nonRussian population in the Soviet Union. In
c-onservative accord with G. M. Chekalin's
disclosures in 1941, a carefully prepared
analysis by our governmental demographers
revealed recently, on the basis of reasonable '
extrapolations of the 1939 Soviet census, that
of the estimated total population of 202,000,000, over 54 percent, or 110,500,000 are
non-Russians. In 14 of the 16 Soviet republics the significant majority is non-Rus·
sian. No doubt, with the current mass deportations from Central Europe the nonRussian aggregate is being further augmented.
It must be emphasized, therefore, that
there is no such breed as "the Russian peoples" or any ethnically valid political designation as "the peoples of Russia." Instead,
there are in reality Russians, Ukrainians,>
llyelorussians, Lithuanians, _Q-eorglans, Azer.--,
baijani, and numerous other non..;Russian'
peoples with tlfeir re"spective- and distinct'
histories, languages, national cultures, and
traditions nurtured, even under the mpst oppressive conditions, in their individual countries. For our purposes it must also be
stressed that in those non-Russian parts
of the Soviet Union, where meaningfully
large nations consciously aspire to independence, the richest and most valuable economic assets exist. Coal and iron in Ukraine,
Turkestan, and Caucasia; manganese almost
entirely in Georgia and Ukraine; almost all
the oil in Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, and
Uzbekistan, and so with copper, lead, zinc,
mercury, sulfur, and other goods.
In the basic framework of historical development and from the experienced viewpoint of the non-Russian peoples in the
Soviet Union, the series of Soviet imperialist
aggression did not commence at the end of
World War II, nor in 1939-40, but at the
very inception of bolshevism over 34 years
ago. Their large independent and democratic
states, for which some fought for centuries,
were ruthlessly crushed by the imperialist
hordes of Russian bolshevism in the period
of 1918-22. Under the force of cold and
bloody events, for them the institutional
continuity of traditional Russian imperialism was well and unmistakably established
years before many statesmen, scholars. and
writers cf t he west came to realize along
with that venerable Russian philosopher.
N. Berdaeyev, that bolshevism is essentially
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the third form of Russian imperialism. But
the most significant context of sound understanding, which :finds abundant validation
in the histories of the non-Russian peoples
down to the very present, was offered last
June 26 by our Secretary of State, the Honorable Dean Acheson, when among other
things he forthrightly declared:
"Historically, the Russian state has had
three great drives--to the west into Europe,
to the south into the Middle East, and to the
east into Asia.
Historically, also,
the Russian state has displayed considerable
caution in carrying out these drives. • _• •
The Politburo has acted in the same way.
It has carried on and built on the imperialist
tradition. What it has added consists
mainly of new weapons and new tactics
• • • the ruling power in Moscow has
long been an imperial power and now rules
a greatly extended empire. This is the challenge our foreign policy is required to meet.
It is clear that this process of encroachment
and consolidation by which Russia has grown
in the last 500 years from the Duchy of Muscovy to a vast empire has got to be stopped."
Let us take a glance, then, at those relatively unknown but important non-Russian
nations that fell under this process of encroachnaent -generated -by ~uscovy, tnen extended by Czarist Russia, and later revived
by Soviet Russia. The Georgian nation
which numbers today about 3,000,000 people
in the Caucasus region extends back 4,000
years in a land, as its poet, Wakjeli, put it,
"of eternal strife, a garden under a sun
whose rays were Georgian blood, shed in the
cause of freedom." This Christian nation
was subjugated by Russia in 1801, regained
its long-sought independence on May 26,
1918, and 1 month after its recognition by the
Entente -Powers in January 1921, Trotsky's
Red army invaded the Georgian state to
Inaugurate a new chapter in Georgia's fight
for freedom which manifested itself strongly
in the uprisings of 1929 and 1930, the purges
of 1935 and 1937, desertions in World -War
--II, and passive resistance to this day.
A similar story is witnessed in the history
of the Byelorussian nation of some 10,000,000
whose national and cultural background
is distinct from the Russian. Victimized by
Russian imperialism at the end of the eighteenth century, it seized the opportunity to
determine its independence on March 25,
1918, only to lose it in 1920 under the force
of Bolshevik aggression. The extensive
purges and deportations of 1944--46 have not
curbed its present underground activities
about Lida, Minsk, and Grodno near the Baltic region. The Moslem Turk peoples of former Turkestan, which was divided by their
Soviet imperialist rulers into the :five Republics of Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Tdajikistan, Kazakhstan, and Kirghizistan, have a
colorful history and culture of 1,500 years,
marred in modern times by the dark intervention of Russian imperialism in 1730 until
the entire process of encroachment was completed by 1842. ·After a long and courageous
struggle for its independence, this major
area of 25,000,000 Moslems seized upon it in
December 1917, but with only a tenuous hold
in the face of marauding Red army forces,
it quickly succumbed in February 1918, renewed its fight and redeclared its independent Turkestanian-Turkish-Islamic Republic
on April 4, 1922, only to be overwhelmed
again by 1924. This strategic region bordering on the Caspian Sea, Iran, and India has
been a cauldron of unrest seething with large
uprisings in 1933-36, the :flight of thousands
of young Turkestan! into the mountains to
join the underground Basmachi during 193541, revolts in 1950, and recent peasant hostilities and open resistance in the Pamir
Mountains.
The proud history of the 3,000,000 Moslem
people of Azerbaijan relates the same gory
record of imperialist Russian aggression and
tyranny begun in 1828, ended momentarily

on May 28, 1918, when Azerbaijanian independence was proclaimed, and renewed
under Soviet auspices in 1920, soon after the
Allied Powers recognized th!s hard-won freedom. The picture of national resistance,
especially the armed revolts of 1922, 1925,
1929-30, a:nd 1933 and the widespread passive
resistance of the present, repeats itself in this
extremely vital area of the Baku oil fields.
The - over 1,003,000 people of adjacent Armenia, with its rich and noble background,
paid dearly for the independence won on
May 28, 1918, after six centuries of for.eign
rule. And tragic, indeed, was its further
enslavement by Soviet Russian imperialism
1n May, 1920. Yet similar evidences of passive resistance demonstrate Armenia's determinatiou to declare again its independence when the proper moment affords itself.
The non-Russian Cossack . peoples of some
10,000,000, who are derived from the Slavonic
tribes that inhabited the steppe areas between the Volga and the Don during Kievan
Rus, have likewise asserted their desire for
national freedom. The political independ- ·
ence lost by the Cossack -republics in 1708
was regained on December 10, 1917, and the
Don. Kuban, and other Cossak peoples
formed a state union named "Cossackia" on
.:u:aUm>j•cp!:l9!}, •7:-htohl' ::l<:mgv·.-:·.v-~. t~o.-ctaotm~

democratic states, proved short-lived. The
Cossack uprisings in the 1920's and 1930's
and the desertions in the last war attest to
their conscious national sense aspiring for
freedom. The Tartars and Bashkirs of the
!del-Ural Republic, established in 1917, also
have . a tradition of struggle against traditional Russian imperialism. Their revolts
in the early 1920's against their new masters,
the peasant rebellions of 1920-32, the heavy
liquidation cif national Communists in
1936-37, and the some 50,000 Tartar-Bashkirs armed against Moscow in World War l l
punctuate their anti-Soviet record for
freedom.
As we know, Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia, along with Poland, escaped in those
postwar years the tragic fate of these other
non-Russian peoples.
Today, after the
events of the past decade and more, the
plight of the Baltic peoples is identical with
that imposed earlier on the other non-Russian peoples of the Soviet Union. And the
best indication of this is the shoulder-toshoulder struggle of the Lithuanian underground with Ukrainian insurgents against
a common traoitional scourge.
UKRAINE: THE ACHILLES HEEL OF
SOVIET UNION

T~E

Ukraine, as the second largest nation in the
Soviet Union as well as behind the European
iron curtain, has come to be the Achilles
heel of the Soviet Union. The long history
of the over 40,000,000 Ukrainians has been
one continuous struggle against foreign rule
and oppression. , As Voltaire described it,
"They always aspire to•freedom, though they
are still dragging the chains of subjugation."
After its period of independence from the
ninth to the fourteenth century, Ukraine began its fight for national freedom and realized it in the Ukrainian Kozak State in 1648.
Its freedom was crushed by Russia in the
eighteenth century, but as "They always aspire to freedom," the Ukrainian people realized it again in the establishment of the
democratic and independent Ukrainian National Republic in 1917. The heroic war to
preserve this independence against the imperialist forces of both Russian Bolshevism
and reactionary monarchism was lost by
1920.
Senate Document No. 41 on "Tensions
Within the Soviet Union" accurately states:
"The Politburo does not seem to favor
leaders of the national groups in its midst.
This has been especially true for the Ukraine,
long a trouble spot • • • most key Party
and police personnel in Ukraine are Russians." How powerfully true this is. For, in
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the words of that able analyst of east European affairs, William Henry Chamberlin, "No
people in Europe have a better :fighting antiCommunist · record than the Ukrainians."
Let us scan the highlights of this imposing record. This record began in 1918 with
the Ukrainian people as one of the first to
:fight the brutal aggressions of Soviet Russian imperialism. In 1926 the long period
of purges of nationalist sentiment commenced. In 1930 the famous monster trial
was staged in the Ukrainian city of Kharkiv
where 45 eminent Ukrainian intellectuals
were charged with undermining the regime.
The brief phase of so-called cultural concessions had passed, and phenomena with no
conceivable relation to the meaning or unrealistic objectives of world commu·n ism
swiftly enveloped the Ukrainian nation. The
most horrible features of traditional Russian
imperialism-Russification, cultural e~riscera
tion, state terrorism, Siberian exile, and national genocide-were now being magnified
to destroy every live fiber in the Ukrainian
national movement. The pattern of planned
Soviet genocide and. cultural liquidation witnessed today in central Europe has its model
in Ukraine and other non-Russian areas in
the Soviet Union. I urge you to examine the
::w~:l>..~s~at:t.>en· O:.ol-$-!:lOnokr~uo~"'~P.t.:i,...~:¥..~ L

specific dates and names, as :they appear in
the volume on Genocide Hearings of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Among
them, the mass deportations, the criminal
man-made famine of 1932-33, and the mass
murder at Vinnitsia in 1937-38, where 9,432
corpses were discovered with three or four
bullet holes in the back of the heads, significantly just as in the Katyn massacre, all
of these constitute evidence of the vicious
and determined attacks made against the
sources of Ukraine's traditional spirit for national independence. Little wonder that the
. Communist Kossior blurted out in 1933,
••ukrainian nationalism is our chief danger."
In this period disillusionment engulfed
leading Ukrainian Communists who could
no longer stomach the rapid perversion of
ideologic communism and, as Mr. Acheson
intimates, recognized in the' Trojan horse
of world communism the naked force of
traditional Russian imperialism. Ukrainian
"Titoism" . spread but was unsuccessful as
M. Khvylovy, Skrypnyk, Shumsky, Chubar,
Richetsky and countless others went to their
graves rather than to serve as quislings. In
Georgia, Erdely, in Turkestan, Faisul
Khodajew, in the Volga Tatar area and elsewhere honor and integrity of principle was
similarly defended.
Despite the ferocity and villainy of these
onsl!l.Ughts against Ukraine's fight for freedom, the record of this undying struggle continued to be written in blood with -even
greater glories. In 1937 it contributed with
other non-Russian peoples a General Yakir,
Colonels Prymakiv and Kryvoruchko in the
plot to overthrow the Georgian quisling,
Stalin. Elsewhere, in 1938, the spontaneous
creation of independent Carpatho-Ukraine
re:tlected the same struggle, as certainly did
the widely heralded declaration of independence in Lviv of western Ukraine in 1941. Of
great significance was the willful mass surrender in 1941-42 of over 2,000,000 Soviet
Ukrainians and other non-Russian soldiers
about Kiev to take up arms in the centuriesold fight for the independence of their homelands. This, as we well know, failed to materialize due to the arrogant stupidity of the
Nazis in what may be truly regarded as the
colossal political blunder of the century.
But, as a result, what did materialize in
1943 was the Ukrainian insurgent army
which throughout the war fought against
both Nazi and Soviet imperialism.
It is not possible to recount here the inimitable record of underground Ukrainian
insurgance down to the present day. The
assembled information is readily available,
but for a concise account of its year-to-year
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exploits and achievements, may I refer you
to my address on the anti-Soviet underground in the January 15 issue of Vital
Speeches.

•

•

•

•

For the past 6 years the Kremlin's attacks
on "bourgeois nationalism" in area upon
area of the wide non-Russian periphery of
the Soviet Union have been increasingly intense. Since the spring of 1951 vast purges
of the proportions of 1935-38 have been taking place in Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan, and the
most intensive campaign at Russification is
under way now. Reliable reports filter
through almost daily on this score. In Uzbekis ~an, the poet Zulfia is condemned for
her work My . Uzbekistan, admiring its na. tional traits; in Azerbaijan, writers like Shirvan and Akhundla are upbraided for their
nationalism; the histories of the Azerbaij ?. nis, Uzbeks, and Kirghizes are distorted to
cErn the memories of their past independence; in Turkmenistan, writers are severely
removed for writing in the spirit of its national heroes; in Ukraine, a simple poem
entitled "Love Ukraine" and written by V.
Sossuyra in 1944 suddenly comes under
heavy censure, and Pravda, on November 23,
1951, sweepingly attacks Ukrainian writers
for the use of ~·nationalist words" and their
attemnt to wrench the already mutilated
Ukrai~ian language from the Russian language. Similar tragedies have now befallen
the non-Russian peoples of the so-called
satellite area of the Soviet Empire. F or the
occupied non-Russian countries of the S::>viet
Union they measure the ever burning passion
of just nationalism without which any nation could not endure, without which the
unity of its history, its traditions, its freedom would perish.
MEANS AND ENDS IN AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL STRATEGY TOWARD THE NON-RUSSIAN.
PEOPLES IN U.S.S.R.
The means to concretize the unique identity of interest that exists between America and these peoples are many. Here I
would urge that full support be given to
House Concurrent Resolution 94 which seeks
to assist in every manner the national liberation movements of these non-Russian peoples. Second, every pressure should be
brought to bear for an effective implementation of the Kersten amendment to the Mutual Security Act, calling for the formation
of respective national military units integrated into NATO and the material aid of
the national underground systems behind
the iron curtain. Third, with over 30 free
nations having already ratified it, it is high
time that we give full expression to our
moral leadership in the world by ratifying
the Genocide Convention and indicting the
Soviet Government for the perpetration of
genocide in the non-Russian areas of its
empire.
·
Fourth, an Arr.erican Committee for the
Liberation of the Non-Russian Peoples in
the Soviet Union should be formed to assist
materially and with intelligent understanding the heavily organized anti-Communist
unity of non-Russian groups in Western
Europe and in Ankara. Another vitally
needed means is the creation of a fully independent psychological strategy agency in
our Government, responsible on the executive level only to the President and efficiently
equipped with functional control over the
Voice of America and other necessary instruments devised to capitalize on the major
weaknesses of the illusory Soviet monolith.
By far more important are the ends toward
which these and other instrumental means
are applied. To simply situate ourselves on
an endless defensive with the sure prospect
of impairing seriously our own free institutions or to merely "beat Stalin" betrays not
only a callous indifference to universal moral
values but also an intellectual myopia as to

the realities of history. Our future will indeed prove insecure on a mere biologic version of self-preservation and practical expediency.
The hour urgently calls for a
powerful reassertion of those principles and
values treasured in our Declaration of Independence and nurtured in the great American
tradition. Not only for our survival, but .for
the freedom of others. The histories of the
non-Russian peoples in the Soviet Union are
in essence a heroic struggle of a substantial
segment of humanity seeking the realization
of these selfsame rights of national freedom,
self-government, and responsible independence. As before, so now, they look hopefully to the living expression of these principles, the Land of Washington.

N·ot To B~ Gambled With
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN \V. Mr:CORMACK
OF

MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following editorial
from the Sunday Star of Washington,
D. C., dated May 4, 1952:
NoT To BE GAMBLED WITH
Defense Secretary Lovett's testimony before a Senate Appropriations Subcommittee
leaves virtually no room for doubt that Congress as a whole should reverse the recent
House action imposing a ceiling of $46,000,000,000 on military spending in fiscal 1953.
The ceiling is something apart from the
big cuts voted by the House in the proposed
1953 budgets of the armed services. It covers
funds already appropriated-much of them
to pay for items coll}pleted under contracts
made in p ast fiscal years. In effect, if upheld by the Senate, the limitation of $46,•
000,000,000 would leave our Military Establishment billions of dollars short of the cash
it must have to meet its obligations in the
spending year beginning July 1.
Expressed in terms of the "hard goods"
that are urgently needed by our armed services, . the limitation-as Mr. Lovett has
warned-would result in the following major
rearmament upsets: ( 1) It would cut out of
the Army's planned build-up a total of 3,100
medium tanks, and it would require the closing of two plants making such tanks. (2)
It would deprive the Air Force of about 3,000
modern planes in the 18 months beginning
next January, and cause the shut-down of
eight big producing facilities. (3) It would
postpone by 2 years the date on which the
Navy is supposed to reach a state of satisfactory readiness.
Moreover, combined
with other economy actions by the House,
it would necessitate the demobilization of
a substantial part of the Nation's 3,700,000
men under arms.
If these points are accurate-and nobody
has yet disputed their accuracy-then Mr.
Lovett is right in declaring that the Houseimposed ceiling would put us in the position
of "cutting off our right arm to save the
cost of one sleeve of our coat." Indeed, according to Comptroller General Lindsay C.
Warren, it actually would save nothing-not
even the sleeve or a button on it. On the
contrary, far from reducing expenditures, it
would merely postpone the day when payment must be made.
Unless this testimony can be shown to be
in error, the Senate ought certainly to reverse the House, and then the House should

reverse itself. Otherwise Congress will have
to bear full responsibility for gambling in
a way that could gravely imperil our national
security in the years immediately ahead.

Puerto Rico Borrows Some U.N. Ideas
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. E. ROSS ADAIR
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 19, 1952
Mr. ADAIR. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD,
I include herewith the following article
from the Washington Times-Her1.ld: ·
PuERTo RICo BoRRows SoME U. N. IDEAS
· The House of Representatives, debating
whether to approve the new Puerto Rican
Constitution, stumbled upon the fact that
the framers of the document borrowed liberally from the United Nations declaration
of human rights. Representative HALLECK, of
Indiana, called attention to the fact that
section 20 of the proposed constitution read
as follows:
"The commonwealth also recognizes the
existence of the followinJ human rights:
"The right of every person to receive free
elementary and secondary education.
"The right of every person to obtain work.
"The right of every person to health and
well-being of himself and of his family, and
especially to food, clothing, housing and
medical care and necessary social services.
"The right of every person to social protection in the event of unemployment, sickness, old age, or disability."
There was more of the same, and in Mr.
HALLECK's view, the provisions amounted to
guaranties or governmental intervention to
assure such :ights, for in no other way
could they be redeemed. He argued that
this was contrary to the freedoms gua:'anteed by the United Stat~s Constitution.
There is no objection to free schooling
through the secondary level but the other
provisions cannot be executed -:ithout going
all the way into a Socialist welfare state,
with state medicine, state housing, ani all
the rest of the apparatus.
Those who see in various U.N. declarations
and proposed covenP.nts a method of subverting the constitutional structure of the
United States and replacing the Hepublic
with a paternalistic state are invariably
told by proponents of U. N. that the U. N.
declaration of human rights is without
binding effect. It is, say the defenders, simply an expression of what would be desirable
as a social and economic standard to be
attained by nations less fortunate than the
United States. Assurance is given that the
Senate would not ratify any treaty advanced
under U. N. auspices if it were contrary to
the letter and spirit of the Constitution.
But here, again, in the proposed Puerto
Rico Constitution, Congress is asked to lend
its approval to the philosophy that the state
·must provide security against every vicissitude to its wards. The taxing and spending
incident to the discharge of such sweeping
obligations stagger the imagination, and it
is certain that they could not be met without extinguishing all liberty.
The device of seeking congressional assent
to these doctrines in behalf of a United
States dependency, whose people are American citizens, is cunningly indirect. If the
American Government, bearing a responsibility for Puerto Rico, were to indorse these
measures, it would agree as a corollary, that
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the same state obligations are acknowledged
for the United states.
We shoUld th-erefore be bringing in through
the back door the very Socialist concepts
which Americans have resisted unremittingly when the attempt was made to introduce them directly.

PDl"
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·HON. JOHN F. SHELLEY
OF CALIFOlOnA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. SHELLEY. Mr. Speaker, on Sunday, May 4. San Francisco's citizens of
Polish extraction celebrated Polish Constitution Day with a colorful program in
Golden Gate Park. The program was
attended by one of the larg~st audiences
ever gathered in the park for such a celebration, and the response was most enthusiastic. Free Poland can well be
proud of the contributions to human
freedom made by its national heroes
from King John Sobieski through Kosciuszko and Pulaski to the heroic mayor
of Warsaw at the time of the Nazi invasion, Stefan StarZYnski. City Attorney
Dion Holm, of San Francisco, delivered
the principal address at the recent celebration. I ask that it be printed in the
CONGRESSIONA-r. RECORD at the conclusion
of these remarks as a reminder to us
that, although Poland is again under the
domination of a foreign tyranny, the
spirit of free Poland still lives.
The address follows:
One hundl"ed. and sixty-one years ago, on
May 3, 1791, the freedom-loving people of
Poland proclaimed to the world their ideal
of personal liberty. Having borne so long,
and with such .sacrifice and suffering, the unbearable yoke of oppression imposed upon it
by the Russian, Prussian, and Austrian despots, tlle Polish :nat'lon, with high resolve,
framed and adopted for itself a constitutional form of government which contained
as its central theme the concept of individual freedom. It is a certainty that over the
years, and in spite of treasons from within
and all manner of onslaughts from Without.
the true sons .and daughters of Poland have
never surrendered that ideal or ceased to
resist any attack upon tt.
This gathering today, in .faithful and persistent commemoration of that exalted ideal,
bears witness to the continued presence in
your minds and hearts of unquenchable love
and 'COncern for the truths of freedom pronounced in that constitution.
I speak of the concept of freedom of
men as .emanating from your minds and
hearts to illustrate the burning desire for
freedom .as it really is-a product of the internal nature of man. Liberty is, w-e can be
sure, an ingredient of individual happiness.
It satisfies certain inner cravings which are
as much a part of our nature as are the will
to survive and the human need to lov-e and
be loved. Just as food and drink will satisfy
a human craving-and without them we
cannot continue to exist--so does the desire for liberty so possess every fiber of our
being that we cannot happlly exist without
possessing it. History proclaims the valid·
ity of that observation of principle with an
eloquent repetition that can leave no doubt.

Down through the ages tbe peoples c>f the
quench it. Against such attack there has alworld have struggled, and fought, .and dieti tn
ways been arrayed the invulnerable armor
a constant and inspired groping after --the · of self-respect, dignity, and a firm belief that
need for freedom which is ever present in
from tb,e pits of national despair there will
some da.y emerge, purified and lasting, the
the human spirit. The Polish people have
new _spirit of .Polish freedom.
been no exception. Polish history, however-.
1s replete with instances which show, 'UllToday, even as 1n the dark days of the
mistakably, that the lot of Poland 1n this
late 1700's, the beloved ideals of liberty
quest for liberty has been bitter, alild frau:gbt
and fieedom are being wei-ghed :in the balwith pain, carnage and frustratlo:n. Its hisance. It must be our pledge that they
torica1 enemies, with a kind of .demonic .hate
shall not be found wanting. There is ramof the liberty principle which the Pol1sh
pant in the ·world today a viciously unnatpeople have cherished, have seemingly ever
ural governmental ideology which proclaims
been present to thwart Poland's e1forts tothat the indivJdual :man i-s but a .selfiess
ward realization of that principle.
pawn to •b e thrust about at the comple·t e
History shows such to have been so imand unrestrained wlll of the state. It was
mediately following the adoption of the
just such pernicious philusophy of governPolish Constitution in 1791. Russia .first toolt
ment Which the Polish Constitution was
up arms .against the new Polish constitumeant to combat. once again, and today.
tional government, and joined by Prussia,
it is our task, and the task of all men who
and, later, Austria., the constitutlopal govrevere and cherish li'berty, to demonstrate
ernment in Poland was overthrown, and
that government must be a force for good.
great portions of its territory and people
not evil; that government must serve, not
were partitioned to those t h ree attacking
subject. In our concept of the individual
nations. This overthrow and J>artitlon1ng
freedom of all men, it 1s fundamental that
was complete in October 1795, when Foland
man possesses certain natural rights, enlost more than 80,000 square miles of terri·
dowed upon him by his Creator. Such
tory and more than 3,000,000 inhabitants to
rights are not granted by government, but
its attackers.
it is government"'s duty to foster and protect
Even in those darkest days~ however, -the
them. Any government in Which those natpeople of Poland indelibly inscribed upon
ural rights are subjugated .and trampled u_pon.
history's pages their message for immortalis doomed to failure. For just as nature
ity. The Polish patriots, hopelessly bewill finally and uncompromisingly destroy
leaguered and outnumbered, fou.gbt and died
all who persistently viola-te her laws, so does
with a valor that marks them as in the :fore·
the nature of man finally rebel against
front of history's proponents of 11bm-ty. It
denials of its freedom and dignity. Such
was during those trying moments of Polish
rebellion may assume proportions horrible
history that there emerged that great nran
to behold, but it will be founded upon
righteousnes.
of destiny. KosciusZko, to champion and lead
the cause for freedom. To him and his comSuch must certainly be the temper of
rades in arms, those of us who today enjoy
the enslaved peoples of .Europe today, and
the sweet blessings of liberty, owe a great
especially the people of Uberty-loving Poland.
and profound debt of gratitude.
While those people are being constantly exFor a moment or so, let us as Americans
posed to atrocity and indignity, humiliation
pay tribute to Thaddeus _Kosciusko, the
and subjugation, there i-s surely being fomented in their" minds and bears a terrlble
great Polish general and patriot. Because of
but just hate of the Red mtmster which
his ideals and knowledge of what Poland was
so Viciously and unnaturnlly prods them
striving for, he became sym-pathetic toward
to do its bidding. One day that spark of
the new United States in lts effort for freelove for freettom will burst into consuming
dom. He, consequently, came to this counfiame, and that flame wm destroy the
try in 1777, became part of "the Continental
monster.
Army, devoted his engineering skill to the
laying out of the fortifi"CStions .at West Point .
SUch is just as ine-vitable as the rising of
where there now is a statue erected in his
the sun in the east on the morrow, anti it
memory. He actively participated in the
will be only .a recurrence of history. Whercampaigns of the Armerican Army, became
eV"el" the despot has risen to dcefame tbe naan aide to George Washington and later beture of man by subjection, he has fallen; ·
came a brevetted br.igadier genen.l. He then
whenever men have been trampled to thl!l
returned to Poland and continued his efforts
ground by false and unnatural government,
toward its liberation and complete freedom.
they have always risen to banish their tormentors. Men were not created for the
When we speak of Kosciuszko there comes
ignominy of slavery, and they will not long
to mind another ,great Polish warrior, the
endure the imposition of such a burdengallant Casimir Pulaski, who "fought -for the
some yoke up-on them. Wtth divine inUnited St*'"tes cause at th-e Battl-e of Brnnd,ydulgence, such will be the ultimate lot of
wine, organized the great Polish Legion at
the Red concept of government which so
Valley Forge, participated ln tlle defense of
terribly threatens liberty in out" own time.
Charleston, was recogn1zed by mil1tary men
as the :greatest cavalry otncer of hls ern, and
In the much desired extinction of communism, armed confiiet is, of course, not induring the siege of Savannah gave up his
evttable. By the strong example of those
life in combat, so that the ideals of this
of us in the world today who ~njoy the
country could be realized.
fruits of liberty, we can convert to, our view
A few years ago .I had tlil.e privilege of ad·
many of those who now advocate the condressing you concerning Count PW.aski, and
trary. We can 'Show the world that tbe
remember that at that time I said:
sweetness of liberty far surpasses in desir"At some place in Savannah, Ga., there is a
ability
the bitter bopelessness of enslavespot of earth that must ·he good, and ,green,
ment. We can show the world that the
and fertile-for lt was tL~re that his ·blood
gushed from his death wound. Of .all the ·shame of emuuring tryanny can never match
the exaltat-ion found in the enjoyment of
places in America, it is that one spot that
freedom. The immortal concept of individ•
surely will be forever Poland ...
ual l1berty must be fiashed armmd the world
1n the truest sense, however, the defeat of
by whatever means may be at our disposal •.
the Polish constitutional government in 1795
We must remember that the One by whose
has never extinguished true Polish liberty.
pattern
the nature of man cries 'OUt for freeThat collapse was only .an external one, and
dom will heed our -prayers tha-t the bles-s ings
tragic and regvettable though it was, it has
of liberty may be spread among the -peoples
never reached into the spirit of the real sons
of the earth. Not the least of the forces
and daughters of Poland; for in such spirit
at our command in our crusade to spread.
there· still smolders the :flame. External
freedom can be our own indiVidual resolve,
forces, happily, can never attack that fiame
with sufficient resources to completely
:for each of us, to bend our every effort to
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safeguard our individual liberty, and that of
others, in our own land.
With firm resolve, with faith in the future,
\Vith a rededication to the ideal of liberty
for all, and with an humble and prayerful
trust in the benevolence of Almighty God,
\Ve, and the liberty loving people in Poland
and the rest of the world, will march together. Girded for the battle which lies
ahead, as were the patriots of Poland for
the battle which was theirs, we shall meet
the forces which defame the cause of liberty. As free men we will combat those
forces with the ideal of the natural and inherent dignity of the individual. We will
hold aloft, for the world to see, the everlasting torch of liberty. Its light will shine
into the eternal hills, and, with divine assistance, ours will be the final victory.

Republican Social-Security Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, :May 19, 1952

Mr. REED of i~ew York. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks, I
am introducing a social-security bill
(H. R. 7909) today which is designed to
correct some of the major inequities
under present social security law.
The following is a summary of the
provisions of my bill:
1. Raises benefits for practically all retired persons now on the rolls by $5 or 12 ¥:!
percent, whichever is larger. ·
2. Increases the benefit formula from 50
to 55 percent of the first $100 of average
monthly wage. The remainder of the fo~
mula, 15 percent of the next $200, would
remain uncha11ged. This higher benefit formula will apply to a few beneficiaries now
on the rolls and to practically all who will
retire in the future.
3. Increases proportionately. the benefits
for wives, widows, children and the other
categories of beneficiaries, except in some
cases where th '-~ family is already eligible
for the maximum.
4. Raises from $20 to $25 the minimum
benefit payable to a retired person and from
$150 to $168.75 the largest possible amount
payable to a family.
5. Allows old-age and survivors insurance
beneficiaries to receive benefits while earning wages up to $100 a month; and permits
beneficiaries to have net earnings from selfemployment up to $1,200 a year without
raising any question as to whether there
should be any deductions in benefits because the beneficiary is performing substantial work Jn self-employment. As in present law, people 75 and oldez: may earn any
amount and still receive benefits.
6. Credits of $160 per month are provided
members of the Armed Forces serving since
the close of World War II through the present Korean emergency. These credits would
prevent periods of mllitary service from
counting to the disadvantage of members of
the Armed Forces and would permit them to
build up insurance rights while in service.
7. Extends the option of State governments to enter into agreements with the
Federal Government so that these agreements could also cover members of retirement systems (except policemen, firemen
and elementary- and secondary-school
teachers) if two-thirds of the members of
the retirement system elect to be covered;
and ext:md for another ~ years the time
within which State governments may make

a~reements for old-age and survivors insurance coverage retroactive to the effective
date of the 1950 amendments (January 1,
1951).
8. Makes several technical .changes that
wlll simplify the administration of the insurance payments and correct certain
inequities in the 1950 amendments.
9. Makes a technical change in the aid to
the blind provisions of the Social Security
Act which will permit blind persons to have
exempted $50 of earned income in determining the need of any other individual under
an approved State public-assistance plan.
PROVISIONS OF THE BILL AFFECTING THE BLIND
Two of the provisions of the bi~l will assure very substantial help to blind persons.
· These are as follows:
1. Section 3 of the blll is a very important
improvement which preserves the insurance
rights of persons permanently and totally
disabled. Blind persons are included in this
provision. Tl;lis provision is the same as that
included in section 103 of Mr. KEAN's bill,
H. R. 7549.
2. Section 8 of the bill is an important
amendment providing for exempting $50 a
month of earned income of blind recipients
(under the aid to the blind title of the Social
Security Act) in determining the need of
any other individual claiming assistance under an approved plan.
The other provisions in the bill will also
help blind persons. For instance, there are
some blind persons, age 65 and over, who are
receiving old age insurance benefits. These
blind persons will receive the increased insurance benefits provided in section 2 of the
bill. The increase from $50 to $70 a month
in the amount of earnings permitted without any deduction from the insurance benefit will also help blin1. beaeficiaries who are
65 or over.

a result of fearful and shameful &ppeasement
of western democracies, has seized a sector of
Poland and subjugated Poland and other free
nations under the yoke of communistic imprisonment;
"Whereas the beginning of these horrible
circumstances had its root in the unfortunate agreement of Tehran, Yalta, and Potsdam Conferences;
"Whereas this unfortunate example of
Pqlish imprisonment by Communist Russia
should fully awaken our Government to
fuller defenses against threatening evils on
the part of Russia: Now, therefore, be it
"Resolved, That we as Americans, wholeheartedly dedicated to the four freedoms,
feel duty bound in the name of justice and
equality to pledge loyalty and allegiance
to our great and beloved United States of
America, to be always on guard against communism; be it further
"Resolved, That we appeal to our Representatives in Washington to reject the agreements arrived at Tehran, Yalta, Potsdam,
and to revert our foreign policy to the principles of the Atlantic Charter and the four
freedoms, thus to demonstrate to the free
loving world that we will not tolerate serfdom, bondage, and subjugation of free people; be it further
"Resolved, That the Katyn Forest massacre
be widely publicized and imprinted with parallel versions of simUar Korean atrocities;
and be it further
"Resolved, That copies of this resolution
be sent to the President of the United States,
Harry S. Truman; to the Vice President, Alben W. Barkley, President of the Senate; to
the Secretary of State, Dean Acheson; to the
United States Senators, Irving M. Ives and
Herbert .H . Lehman; to the Congressmen,
John C. Butler, Edmund P. Radwan, and
William E. Miller."
WILLIAM M. STYPOWANY,
Chairman,

Polish Constitution Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF -

HELEN ZALAWSKI,
R. s. CIELKOWSKI, M. D.,
LEONARD C. GASIEWICZ,
JoSEPH F. KI.r, M. D.
STEPHEN Guz,
Resolution Committee.

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

An Eminent Leader

Monday, May 19, 1952

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a resolution unanimously
adopted at a mass meeting commemorating the one hundred and sixty-first anniversary of the adoption of the Polish
Constitution of May 3, 1791, held at the
Polish Home in Lackawanna, N. Y., on
Sunday, May 4, 1952, which was signed
by the chairman and members of the
resolution committee.
The resolution follows:

OF

Han. WILLIAM E. MILLER,
Member, Congress of the United States,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. CONGRESSMAN: At a mass meeting
commemorating the one hundred and sixtyfirst anniversary of the adoption of the Polish
Constitution of May 3, 1791, held at the
Polish Home in Lackawanna, N.Y., on Sunday May 4, 1952, the following resolution was
unanimously adopted:
· "Whereas the Polish Constitution of May
3, 1791, was the most liberal and democratic
document of its day proclaiming respect for
the human rights and the lofty aspirations
for freedom of the ind-ividual;
"Whereas within the past decade since the
end of World War II, Communist Russia, as

HON. FRANK T. BOW
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. BOW. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I include an editorial praising a great leader of a large
segment of our people:
[From the El Paso Herald-Post, May 8, 1952]
AN EMINENT LEADER
If Luis Muiios-Marin, the brilliant Governor of Puerto Rico, had been born on the
continent, he undoubtedly would have been
an eminent leader in the United States.
Mr. Munoz now is in Washington, asking
Congress to ratify a new constitution for the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. His audiences there have been practically unanimous in judging him one of the great speakers of our time and a statesman of distinctive abilities.
The Governor came neither with his hand
out nor a chip on his shoulder. He came
merely asking the right of his people to selfgovernment in their domestic affairs.
His people, he said, are proud to be Americans, and the mother country's "show win·
dow" in Latin America.
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Congress need have no hesitancy in ra tffy1ng the island's new constitution-for it is
in the American tradition that the Puerto
· Ricans should be granted self-government.

Major Faults of TeleYisioa Programs
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. E. C. GATHI GS
OF ARKANSA8

lN THE HOUSE O:Jil REPRE.SENTATIVES
Monday~

May 19', 1952

Mr. GATHINGS. Mr. Speaker ~ Wlder
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include herewith an editorial news

column entitled ••rn My Opinion," by·
George H. Todt. which appeared fn the
Los Angeles News-Herald on March l'l,
19a2. The article 'by Mr. Todt follows~
IN MY OPINION

(By George H. Todt)
What do you think are the major faults
of tele.vi&ion programs at. the present time.

and what sort of cons.t.ructive criticism
might. be- offered t& improve them?
This is an area, of discussion well wortb
conaidedng, for tele'Vi.si.on has already become something of an "enfante terrible" in
the field of juvenile. education and has probably driven a !air share of adults. into the
ready arms of the psychiatrists who specialize in neurotic tendencies and behavior
patterns.
Although this young giant may already
be making money hand over fist, it does not
go without saying that. all is milk and honey
here. For the simple truth l.s that we do not
judge the "Vorth of an objec-; by its price, but
by its inherent value.
Judged by such a yardstick, television registers both some good and bad, but far more
of the bad than should be approved of or
even tolerated by the public.
Chief among the offenses to be &ted at
this time are poor intellectual content of
most programs, too frequent and too long
commercials, overemphasis of murder mysteries, horse operas. and half-baked funny
men-and the apparent inability of the men
behind the scenes in television to correctly
interpret the cultural and educational needs
of the American people.
Perhaps I am wrong in the last part o1 my
little indictment of TV, come to think it
over. Possibly the great men can interpret
what is justly. needed-but they obviously
can have no real sense of civic and moral
responsibility to the public. They must not
have our inter~ truly at heart.
Otherwise, would they continue to feed
us their produc:); -:ln the undue proportions of
9& percent garbage to a poor 5 percent ot
anything worth while? This is exactly what
they are doing at present. All you need do
to prove it is to turn the switch and see for
yourself.
What do you get? Unless I am one who
has merely tuned in quite consistently at
the wrong times, I think you will experience
something like this.
Mushy murder thrllle:J; to Hopalong horse.
opera to Sloppy Lou's leg show to wouldbe-tunny comedian to glaring boogie band
to horribly outdated :film, 1920 version, to
detective thriller to yakety-yak marathon to
ad infinitum.
And during all of this time you wm be
imposed upon with the most numerous. and
boorish commercials in history-brought to
you by the most garrUlous orators since
Cicero.
Why are we fed such tripe over the wonderful medium of television? This 1& one

of the most marvelous Inventions yet pro..
duced by the hand ol man-and it is already being misused before it is hardly out
of the womb of its creat ion.
When are the world's. great operas, symphonies, and concerts which should already
have become accessible to every home that
want s them? Wbere are the really good
actors and plays to be found? How often
are we treated to really worth while discussioDs on a highly Intellectual and moral
plane?
Where are the displays of first-rate art
and literature created by the Titans who
ordained beauty for those who followed
after them long before the dawn of the
twentieth century? And what of the interesting sights to be seen in the many wonder~
ful and mysterious regions of the earth on
which our race resides?
What about----so many things?
It is a. ghastly fact tbat we are· only occasionally given anything which may be competently described as a superior product.
We are only allowed a sop from the masters
ot the entertainment world :from time to

time.

What. we mually get may be described as
carnival--nothing more or less.
Now a carnival can be fun for a. time.
But a steady diet o:f tbis, or anything else,
can become quite monotonous arter a. certain wblle.
No t.b1n1dng; mother would send her oft~
spring to the gaudy P.ik.e in. Long Beach to
sample its raucous entertainment every single night during the youngster's growing
years. Neither would she allow the child
to see nothing but carnival en.t ertainment
on television every single night-if she
thought very long about it.
We need.to exercise some mental discipline
and maintain some controls of decency !or
our new young televislon prodigy. It would
be best if the television people themselves
would awaken to their civic responsibliities
and do their own poilcing-before it becomes
necessary for the ladies of our women's clubs,
PTA, and thinking mothers e-v erywhere to
step tn decisively for the good ot their
families.
It is time that the big-wheels in entertainment came to realiz-e that the American people deserve much better than tbey ere presently being afforded by the industry.

Harmony, Not Uniformity, in Our Schools
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OP'

HON. JOHN F. SHELLEY
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. SHELLEY. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to include for the RECORD an article by Royce Brier in the San Francisco
Chronicle of April 18, concerning the
much-discussed and often misunderstood issue of private against public
schools. Periodically statements are
made which bring this issue to the attention of legislators-State and National
Recently a charge was JW:.de that the
existence of independent non-tax-supported schools leads to diversive attitudes
in the community. The article by Mr.
Brier reminds us that the thousands of
private schools in this country are partners in our American educational system and that our efforts should be directed toward harmony and not uniformity. As Mr. Brier says:
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Is not our American society and indeed
the whole self-government concept. rooted
1n the faith th.a t rational men can live in
harmony, despite diversity?

This article by Royce Brier bears directly on some fundamental i.Esues that
we should constantly keep ih mind in an
effort to reach a sane and satisfactory
solution to problems where differences
of creed, color, and political philosophy
are involved. The article follows:
PRIVATE AGAINST PUBLIC ScHOOLS

It is not often that one can take issue
with effect with President .James B. Conant,
of Harvard University, ·in a matter pertaining
to the social contract, as Rousseau called the
organization of the human relation.
Dr. Conant is an eminent scientist and
educator, and like most men chosen to head
their institution by the Harvard trustees, one
marked by a towering common sense.
But the National Cathollc_Education Association has co.nfronted Dr. Conant in the long
and delicate American controversy of the
public against the private school. and what
the association has to say ts both int eresting
and, in the domain of social philosophy. important. The association, which comprises
Catholic clergy as well as laymen in the educational field, is meeting 1n Kansas Cit y.
Dr. Conant, who recently spoke before the
American Association of School Administration in Boston, was quoted as saying that independent (nonpublic) secondary schools
lead to divisive attitudes in the community.
To this tenet the Catholic association in
an official statement replied: "Private schools
of all kinds ar~ as American as public schools.
Private schools are not divisive; they do not
undermine the unity of American society.
Unless the United States becomes a totalitarian state. we always shall have differences
and diversity. These di:fterences become a
threat to national unity only when they are
exaggerated and distorted by persons with
totalitarian or monopolistic tendencies, by
persons who refuse to .admit tbat the goal
of successful living together in the United
States is harmony-not uniformity."
Now one's view of this statement, one of
:mllllons touching upon the age-long controversy, mw;t be prejudiced. The man without
prejudice ls yet to be born. But there are
degrees of prejudice. There are people
much hotter under the collar on this subJect
than Dr. Conant, who is merely earnest.
There can, and wm, be answers to him ranging to the scurrilous and this answer also is
merely earnest.
Let us ourselves, then, be merely earnest,
and inquire If the answer contributes to a
sound social philosophy: in the larger sense.
Dr. Conant said more in his April 7 address, but what is quoted above conveys his
belief, excepting a .reference to the separation
of church and state. Tbat is our fund amental principle. But the separation principle
grew out of an even larger value--tolerance.
We held, and still hold, that an est ablished
church tends to intolerance. We h old that
separation is a practical way of lnsuring
tolerance.
But tolerance does not reside alone in
the question of religion in our American free
society. It resides as wen in the question
of secular or political association of free men.
From this last tolerance emerges the opportunity for diversity among Americans-the
very word used In the reply to Dr. Conant.
We must have this diversity if we are to
be spiritually as wen as practically free. We
must have it In .religion, which expresses our
deepest faiths, and in temporal affairs, our
everyday world. We must underwrite both
in law. If we do not do so, we confirm
intolerance, and our society and the state
which serves it rapidly solidify into authori..,
tartan forms.
We never intended to have, and we have
not now, an indivisible community ln the
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sense that its members must act and think
in agreement. We have provided for in tra•
dition and government a wide diversity of
belief an d action (short of belief and action
endangering the national community), and
this divisive tendency has produced the
most successful, historically the most flexible
and self-sustaining national community yet
seen on earth.
True-as the answer says-our diversity
can be exaggerated and distorted. It is,
when the intolerant turn our own weapon of
tolerance against us, and metamorphose it to
intolerance, which they then enthrone. That
is the fundamental process of all authoritarianism, an induced social arrangement in
which men are forbidden to be different.
Let us take two more words from the
answer to Dr. Conan~harmony and uniformity.
Is not our American society, and indeed
the whole self -governing concept, rooted in
the faith that rational men can live in harmony, despite diversity? Is not our ideal,
respect for the individual, his dignity and his
rights, even when one may disagree with
him in many directions? Then why must we
strive for uniformity, which is a bloodbrother to conformity, in any phase of our
social relation? Why, to be specific, must we
seek uniformity in education, seeing education is a crucial element in our social contract, and in our very destiny? We did not
become a great and a free people that way,
at all.

The Rochambeau Road
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOWARD W. SMITH
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Speaker.
under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include portions of Charles
Parmer's radio interview with Senator
HARRY FLOOD BYRD, of Virginia, on Sunday, May 18, over WMBG and affiliates.
Richmond, Va.
This discusses the
marking of the Rochambeau Road to
Victory-an idea which Mr. Parmer
originated:
Mr. PARMER. Senator BYRD, this question
goes back to Revolutionary times; as you
know, as every American should know, the
decisive Battle of the Revolution was fought
in 1781 on Virginia soil-at Yorktown.
But one fact, too often overlooked, is that
George Washington, commander in chief at
that battle, had more Frenchmen in uniform fighting under him, than American;
this was emphasized by Senator A. WILLIS
RoBERTSON on one of my broadcasts. And
it is written in our military history: 19,000
seamen on de Grasse's ships in the Chesapeake, and 7,600 foot soldiers. Of the latter,
4,000 were commanded by the French leader,
Lt. Gen. Jean Baptiste Donatien de Vimeur,
Compte de Rochambeau. He marched them,
on one of the world's historic marches, from
Rhode Island to Virginia, and victory.
This historic march-that is, the actual
roads traversed-has never been marked: the
only great victory route in the world to be
so neglected. Now a movement has started
to mark tl;lis route-uniformly so in the eight
States where they marched: Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia-Senator BYRD. Charles, didn't you start this
movement? Didn't you study the ·original
Rochambeau records-when a student in
France?

Mr. PARMER. Yes, Senator BYRD, when at
the University of Toulouse; but a group of
gentlewomen in Virginia are carrying on,
under the leadership of Mrs. Granville Gray
Valentine, of Richmond, State leader of the
Virginia Colonial Dames; aided by Mrs.
Robert M. Reese, the historian, of Alexandria; by another civic leader, Miss Esther
Green, also of Alexandria; by the 100-percent
endorsement of the Alexandria Association
for the Preservation of Antiquities and other
patriotic groups.
Senator BYRD, as a patriotic move, do you
think that this route should be uniformly
marked for all America to see?
Senator BYRD. Charles Parmer, you are doing a great work. Of course I do. Not only
should the Rochambeau Road be marked in
Virginia but I'm sure other States will gladly
join in such a movement.
Mr. PARMER. I think, Senator, that Virginia
should take the lead, as the Battle of Yorktown-the decisive battle-was fought on
Virginia soli.
However, there were conferences between
Washington and Rochambeau in Connecticut
when the southern campaign was mapped.
Already the Colonial Dames in Connecticut
have a·~quired the Webb House in Wethersfield, Conn., where they conferred and Washington slept. The Dames have made it a
national shrine.
Over in Maryland I understand one famous spot is marked where Rochambeau's
men detoured to reach Yorktown. Other
Commonwealths likewise are showing interest in marking the Rochambeau route. What
would :you say, Senator BYRD, to the creation
of a National Rochambeau Road Commission?
Senator BYRD. The creation of a National
Rochambeau Road Commission wbuld be a
great patriotic move, one which every rightminded citizen should endorse.
It is only by studying the past that we
can understand the present-see it in its
proper perspective.
The Rochambeau Road should be marked
out as a "victory way," so that all citizens
may know the marching steps that led to
the establishment of our Republic.
We certainly should honor France for the
valor of. her soldiers in that campaign-soldiers, you may recall reading, that Voltaire
labeled "t.he soldiers of Dr. Franklin"-for it
was our Ben Franklin who persuaded Louis
the Sixteenth to send Rochambeau's forces
to our aid.

The Range of Naval Power Is Based on
the Availability of Modern Aircraft
Carriers
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES E. VANZANDT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, on
March 7 of this year Chief of Naval
Operations Admiral William M. Fecht·
eler, United States Navy, when addressing the Executives' Club of Chicago, discussed as part of his speech the extent
of naval power when employing the
modern aircraft carrier.
Admiral Fechteler said:
There have been those who consider naval
forces to be unduly vulnerable to enemy
attack, and for that reason a poor investment in national defense. The Navy's aircraft carriers have been described as "sitting

ducks" and •as helpless in the face of shorebased air attack.
Such is not the case.
In World War II the Navy had a total of
110 carriers, large and small, fast and relatively slow. . They spent a combined total of
940 months-over 78 years-in combat areas.
They operated by night and by day in all
kinds of weather. They were exposed to all
manner of attack in restricted European
waters as well as in the vast Pacific.
Of our 110 carriers, only 11 were lost and
of the fast carriers of the Essex class not one
was ever sunk. This is an average loss of
one carrier to every 85 months of combat
operations.
No man-of-war of any nation has ever been
sunk while underway at sea by high level
bombing.
In 1 period of 13 days off the coast of
Japan during World War II our carriers were
attacked by 141 Kamikazes, the most deadly
of all guided missile~guided by human
brains, eyes, and hands. All were shot down.
In those same 13 days, our carrier aircraft
knocked out, on Japanese land bases, over
2,000 enemy aircraft before they could even
get in to the air.
An average fast carrier task group of
World War II had a concentration of over
1,600 guns to use in its defense. When translated into fire power, gentlemen, that means
over 6,000 bullets per second or just under
200 tons of steel every minute. This, in
ab111ty to deliver hot metal, surpasses any
conceivable concentration of artillery fire
ashore.
Such fire power is reasonably calculated to
give enemy pilots pause-particularly if
they be happily married. ·
Few people realize the enormous fire power
which modern naval vessels can deliver. The
volume of fire of a single destroyer is equivalent to slightly more than a battalion of 105millimeter field artillery. The fire of a modern heavy cruiser equals the fire of 11 battalions of 155-millimeter field artillery.
With its umbrella of protecting aircraft,
with its fire power, with its mob111ty, maneuverab111ty, and the ease with which its
units may be dispersed, a naval task force is
an unprofitable target, indeeci, for enemy attack-particularly atomic attack.
RANGE OF NAVAL POWER

Nava1 power is relatively neither expensive
nor vulnerable. How far may this power
make itself felt? What is its range? How far
will it reach?
Naval power is triphibious. It spreads
across the 70 percent of the earth's surface
which is covered by water. It plumbs the
depths of the seas. It inhabits the skies
above and, with its guns, planes, and the
Marine Corps, it operates upon the dry land.
(We have not yet been able to take ships
overland.)
The Marine Corps, an air-ground team
within the Naval Establishment, is the efficient spearhead for amphibious assault. The
value, even the necessity, for successful amphibious landings was demonstrated again
and again during World War II. We have
the more recent example at Inchon in Korea
where amphibious attack, once more spearheaded by the Marines, changed the character of the Korean campaign in our favor
almost overnight.
The Navy is no longer shackled by the historic barriers of the shoreline, nor by the
range of its shipborne guns, but can strike
powerful blows deep into enemy territory and
can deliver at any point within 600 miles of
green water the atomic bomb.
The core of the Navy's offensive power is
the aircraft carrier.
If by an earth-moving miracle, Chicago's
Midway Municipal Airport could be severed
from Tilinois realty ·and floated to sea on a
gigantic hull we would have a graphlc, if
somewhat oversimplified, illustration of the
role of the aircraft carrier.
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Actually, your municipal airport would
make a poor aircraft carrier, just as a carrier
would make a poor municipal airport. Yet
the carrier, like the airport, has the hangars,
the runways, the maintenance facilities, the
living accommodations, and the storage and ·
supply facilities necessary to operate aircraft
24 hours a day.
The analogy I wish to make is this: The
modern aircraft carrier is much more than
a mere vessel at sea. It is a highly mobile,
highly defensible, highly self-sufficient air·
field which can be moved at 40 miles per
hour to any part of the earth's surface where
there will be water under the keel. And
from any such point it can launch its attack.
These things it can do from the interna·
tiona! waters of the high seas without re·
sort to diplomatic channels. The use of
carriers is not hampered by any restrictive
· promise made to a foreign power in exchange
for base rights on foreign soil. Nor will the
vagaries of the political complexion of an
ally change or affect our ability to use car·
riers at will.
No treaty rights need precede the use o!
carrier air power. The carrier's employment
is completely unmolested by the changing
fortunes of foreign political situations.
If you will take a chart of the world and
draw upon the earth's land masses a line
which is 600 miles from the sea, you will
have a picture of the range to which naval
power can be extended over the land. You
will be surprised, I think, to observe the
concentration of lmporLnt spots and areas
of the world which lie within the range of
carrier air power.
You will note that the Continent of Eu·
rope is in reality only a peninsula. The
space b~tween the Black Sea and the Baltic
is only 750 miles wide--no more than about
twice the length of the northern Korean
border.
·
The current hostilities in Korea occur
upon a peninsula. Many other possible
threats to world peace exist in peninsula
areas-such as Indochina and Malaya.

Minnesota Future Farmers of
America Bauquet
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD J. THYE
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 19,
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Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
which I delivered to the Minnesota Future Farmers of America, Coffman Memorial Union, University of Minnesota,
Monday evening, May 12.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
It is a privilege for me to address this
Minnesota group of Future Farmers of
America. Yours is an organization which
by its -very name implies the energy and
ambition of youth, suggests a sense of the
great future in agriculture, and relates itself
to our c:ountry, whose welfare is so greatly
dependent upon the ab111ty of the American
farmer to produce food and fiber. I am con.
fident that the skill and understanding of
you young people in the Future Farmers of
America will do much to make better the
future of American agriculture.
You wlll be the leaders of tomorrow in your
community. The real leaders and those who
have made America great are not always just

the big names you read of daily, whether
they be in political life, in the business field,
or in agriculture. The real leaders are men
and women like your mothers and fathers,
who have carried on in their community,
serving on school boards, town boards, taking
part in church activities and in the other
affairs of the community. The real leaders
also are the small-business men in the com·
muni-ty who have ably conducted their busi·
ness, serving likewise in the affairs of the
community and in building that community
by establishing sound and growing business
enterprises where the small business of yes·
terday commenced. In these community
folks, the small-business men on our main
streets and the farmers, are to be found the
real leaders who have made America great.
Agricultural production is at a high level
today because American farmers have so well
demonstrated the know-how, the initiative,
and the hard work to produce sufficient food
and fiber to meet the needs of a nation of
150,000,000 people, and some to spare. What
is being done on the farms of America today is of outstanding signi..:ficance to our na·
tiona! defense needs. It is more than that,
for it is also a contribution to world peace,
for our agricultural production, and our ag.
ricultural knowledge can help to solve one of
the causes of war, the scarcity of food in
many areas in the world. Farmers at this
time are producing the food and fibers for
our own civilian needs, for supplying our
growing military forces, for helping to re·
lieve the acute food needs of friendly nations, and to build up needed reserves. They
are able to do this outstanding job in spite
of the fact that there are half a mlllion
less farm ·workers today than a few years
ago.
This has been possible because of the
sound farm programs in soil conservation,
in agricultural research, in rural electri:fi·
cation, and in the program of parity for agriculture which has become basic in our na·
tional farm program. As an example of what
the high productivity of agriculture has
meant, I can cite the recent announcement
by the Department of Agriculture that last
year the food consumed per person in this
country was 13 percent higher than in the
period from t935-39, even though the num·
ber of persons engaged in food production on
the farm is considerably less than in the pre·
war period.
Although farmers have been discouraged
by current declining prices, the tight labor
supply, the lack of an income fully comparable to that received by other segments of
our people, I am confident that farmers will
continue their e1forts to keep production at
a higher level. One of our immediate needs ·
in agriculture is to safeguard the future of
the family farm unit, which is fundamental
to a diversified agricultural program. Our
parity price program is geared to the six socalled basic crops, and it does not deal adequately with the vital perishable farm commodities. We must find the solution for this
lack of balance in the program, for we have
found that the parity price support system
is essential to a stable agricultural economy
in this country.
This Nation has been willing to provide
this insurance for the producers because it
recognizes that the purpose of the support
program is to keep the farmer's income in
.balance with the income of other economic
groups by putting a fioor under the relation·
ship between the price the farmer gets for
what he sells and the cost of the thirigs he
has to buy.
The case for the parity price-support program rests on the fact that farming is different from other industries. It is de·
pendent on climatic and weather conditions.
It is built around slow natural processes, for
the average farmer may have to wait a year
before he finds out whether he has calcu·
lated rightly on . weather and the market;
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the stockman, 2 or 3 years; the fruit grower
with an orchard, maybe 10. Furthermore,
farm income fluctuates with much more se·
verity than the national income.
Because of these three factors farmers
would hesitate to expand acreage when the
world need for food is great were it not for
some form of minimum price-support insurance. Without any :floor under prices,
ruin would confront farmers should the de·
mand suddenly fall off. We have had tragic
experience in the past to prove that when
the farmers suffer from disastrous prices and
unstable markets, businessmen do not pros·
per, jobs become fewer, wages drop.
There is another side to this interde·
pendence of various groups in this coun·
try which we too often forget. Many young
people from the farm go to the city to get
jobs in industry, to study professions, or to
follow other lines of vocation off the farm.
I suppose that every farm represented here
at this meeting, possibly, has had one or
more· young men who have left the farm in
order to make their way in other lines of
endeavor. We sometimes think of the laboring man as being something separate and
apart from the farmer, or we may think of
the man in industry as having no connec·
tion with the farm. But the true fact is
that in many cases the man who may today
be a leader or a member of a labor union
or the young man who may be working in a
store or an office in town, or following a
professional career, may in fact be a farm
boy. Thes~J are our own people, and we
should never forget this interrelationship of
our groups in America.
That is one reason why I, as a Member of
Congress, have continually sought. to bring
about a balance in the various segments of
our national economy. We want all our
people to be prosperous, the farmer, the bust ..
nessman, the laboring man, the worker in
any vocation; we want each one of these
groups to have a good life and to have a
useful and a large part in the whole of our
American life. You and I, by our under·
standing, can help bring about that result
and thus make our whole Nation a happier,
a better, and a stronger nation.
Today everyone recognizes that farming
is indispensable in a nation like ours where
all segments of the economy are interdependent upon one another. It should be our
purpose to work continuously for a healthy,
vigorous, productive agriculture as an es·
sential foundation for the well-being of all
our people.
You young people who are planning careers
as farmers are looking to the future. You
recognize that there are opportunities in
farming today, thanks to such improvements
as rural electrification, the mechanization
which has taken some of the drudgery out of
farm operations, the results of research, bet·
ter home and farm planning, and the stabili·
zation which has been gained through pro·
gressive agricultural legislation. Y.ou also
face some problems that are just as serious
as any with which your parents or the early
pioneers had to deal.
One of these surely is the maintenance of
the fertllity of the soil. Your generation
will not be able to make a living on the farm
unless some thought has bee~: given to the
conservation of the soil by those who have
preceded you. We need to give thought as a
people to soil conservation. We are a rela·
tively young Nation. Much of our area has
been under tillage for less than a century
and yet we have destroyed -the topsoil of
282,000,000 acres and we are in the process
of destroying the topsoil of 700,000,000 addi·
tional acres. There is an absolute need for
us to examine the past in order that we
may have the wisdom to properly conduct
ourselves as tillers and husbandmen of the
soil.
It is my firm conviction that soil conserva·
tion 1s a national responsibility, and an ade·
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quate program of restoring the fertility of
the soil is the most important final task
to insure the future of the soil of our State.
Therefore, there must not be an end to the
soil-conservation program.
The young
farmer assuming the responsibility of farm
management is under heavy financial obligations from the start. He has had to assume these heavy obligations to acquire the
machinery and equipment necessary to operate the farm. Consequently, he cannot be
exp ected to pay the costs required to build
up the depleted soils of his farm. He must
have assistance, not only in the planning
of the best soil-conservation program possible, but for that heavy outlay of money
for liming, and for commercial fertilizing
which is necessary to establish a good stand
of legumes or grasses. This requires soilconservation payments. Restoring the fertility of depleted soils is not the sole responsibility of the farmer; it is the responsibility
of every citizen of the Nation-we are all the
beneficiaries of the food and fiber grown
which caused the soil depletion.
We h ave been blessed with priceless natural resources upon which to draw, resources of the fertile land, of magnificent
forests, of rich mines, and of rivers and harbors which have played their part in the
development of the Nation. While we must
not lose sight of the fact that proper soU
conservation and practices, reforestation,
and similar conservation of soil and water
resources is a basis for the solution of the
flood danger, we have recently experienced
disastrous floods not only in our own State
but in a large portion of the Midwest which
have served to emphasize the need for immediate steps on the part of the Federal
Government to undertake flood-control
measures such as have been developed in the
Red River Valley of the North and in other
areas in Minnesota. Like soil conservation,
these measures of flood control are an important program that we must undertake not
only for the good of agriculture but for the
good of the entire country. In fact, prevention of erosion and flood control are very important parts of the entire over-all need
which is basically that of conserving the
fertility of the soil.
Anothfr problem which you young people in farming face is the matter of adequate
financial credit. It takes a lot of money
to go into farming on yam· own today. The
'farm machine has taken the place of the
extra man on the farm. That hired man. ts
·not available and when he is the wage is
high. Therefore, machines are needed to
replace him. They represent a considerable
investment. The young farmer or beginner
must have adequate credit to enable him to
buy the equipment he needs and to make a
success of the business of farming. Such
adequate f~ilities and opportunities for
farmers are tremendously important and are
factors that would help preserve and
strengthen the continued place of the family-type farm in our agriculture.
A stable American agriculture also has a
bearing on world peace. You future farmers of America have a tremendous stake in
that long-range problem. Your generation
and those who will come after you are the
ones who are going to have to pay the tremendous national debt resulting from World
Wa:t II, a debt which at this time totals
$260,000,000,000. You have a special concern
in the preservation of world peace.
Although the immediate objective of our
defense build-:up at this time must be aimed
at halting Communist aggression and preventing world war III, we must find the
same skills in world diplomacy that we have
had in agriculture and in industry in this
country in order that we can win the "cold
war" on the diplomatic front and avoid the
tragedies and the horrors of another world
war. These are immediate objectives, but
there is also a larger future objective in

which a sound agriculture in this country
will have a very vital part.
One of the great economic problems of the
world, and one which has caused unrest and
even war is a scarcity of food in certain areas.
American agriculture is at a high productive
level. American agriculture has the knowhow and the skill. In the future the more
we are able to share our productive capacity
and our knowledge with other areas in the
world certainly the better will be the chances
of maintaining world peace.
Thus there is a great future before American agriculture, a future upon ',Vhich the
welfare of this great Nation depends and
which may be one of the most significant
contributing factors to world peace and
stability. I know that you feel the inspiration of that future promise. As a farmer I
can also say to you that in spite of the difficulties and hazards, farming offers rewards
and opportunities for able, aggressive, intelligent youth. Too often in the past our
ablest farm youth have left the farm to earn
their livings and to achieve success in other
lines of endeavor. Too often farm life was
insufficiently attractive and the conditions
were difficult. Farming is still a hard and
challenging task, but the conditions of farm
life are so much bette:· today than they
·were a generation ago. The opportunities
are greater too, and the challenge is infinitely greater because farming today requires
more skill, more knowledge, than ever before. As individuals you can have a part in
making farming a better life, and you, in
turn, can be assured of an important .and
dignified place in the sch~me of American
life as a whole.

Address by Hon. James P. Kern, of
Missouri, at African Methodist Episcopal Church Conference
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OF

HON. JAMES P. KEM
OF MISSOURI

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 19-, 1952

Mr. KEM. ··Mr. President. L n.sk una.ni~
mous consent to have inserted in the
Appendix of the RECORD some remarks
made by me on May 17. 1952, before the
thirty-fourth general conference of ·the
African Methodist Episcopal Church in
the Coliseum at Chicago, Ill.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
I did not come to make a speech. I came
rather P.s a visitor and I feel honored that
you invited me. The churches and religious
organizations have been and will continue
to be one of our strongest defenses against
alien "isms." They ar,e ramparts against the
Godless philosophies of socialism and communism. "Where the spirit of the Lord is,
thare is liberty." .. KUl the spirit of God in
this great land of ours and liberty will disappear almost overnight.
The United States has become a powerful
Nation because those who founded it sought
guidance in the teachings of the Holy Writ.
Once a prominent South American visitor
was asked to explain why North America had
made so muc~ more material progress than
South America. He replied:
"The Spaniards came to South America
in search of gol<l. The people who settled
North America came here seeking God."
The spirit of religion guided the Pilgrims
to the New England coast. In framing the

Mayflower Compact they started with these
words: "In the name of God. Amen."
Firm reliance on tt.e protection of Divine
Providence is set forth in the Declaration of
Independence.
· During the great convention which framed
our Constitution, perplexing differences of
opinion arose between delegates from the
larger and smaller States on the question of
representation in Congress. In an effort to
break the deadlock which had stymied the
convention for weeks, 82-year-old Benjamin
Franklin rose to suggest devotion to God. "I
have lived sir, a long time," he said to George
Washington, who was president of the convention. "I have lived, sir, a long time, and
the longer I live the more convincing proofs
I see of this truth: That God governs in the
affairs of m en. And if a sparrow cannot fall
to the ground without His notice, is it probable that an empire can rise without His
aid?"
Not many days later a compromise was
agreed upon. Without the spiritual guidance invoked by Franklin, there might well
have bean no Constitution of the United
States.
Through all American history there runs a
golden thread of deep religious eonv!ct.;ion.
Picture, if you can, the great Lincoln pacing
the silent corridors of the White House in
the still hours of the night. Picture his
gaunt face and tear-filled eyes lifted up to
God, praying for divine help that this Nation
may be made whole again. You will remember that he said that during the darkest days
of the Civil War h'3 spent a lot of time on his
knees because he had nowhere else to go.
Yes, my friends, it was God working His
wonders through the instrumentality of that
great American, Abraham Lincoln, that
broke the chains of slavery forever in this
country. The Emancipation Declaration was
divinely inspired, and it will stand as an
everlasting monument to God's will.
Since the days when America was torn
asunder by civil war, the American Negro
has found his place in the sun. No race has
made greater material and spiritual progress
in a comparable span of time. · Your contribution to the American way of life has
helped make this Nation great. You have
produced outstanding leaders, educators,
and scientists. You gave us Booker T.
Washington and George Washington Carver.
You may- justiy·-be:- proud -of·· -the part .you
have played in the evolution of our country. May- I mention -that George Washington Carver was born in my own State of Missouri, and his birthplace in Newton County,
Mo., is now a national monument.
It is pleasant to observe the improvement
that is taking place in our relations with
each other. We are becoming willing to
recognize talent wherever it appears. Some
time ago I attended a baseball game in an
eastern city. When Jackie Robinson came to
bat he received a warm reception, but when
he knocked a home run with a couple of men
on base, the applause was deafening. Every
man and woman in the stands rose to his or
her feet in a generous, spontaneous tribute
to a great athlete and a great American.
Naturally you are interested in problems
that affect your own race. But you have
subordinated those problems to the welfare
of the Nation as a whole. None can say that
you have not been able to see the forest for
the trees. Like all patriotic Americans of
all races and creeds you realize the dangers
facing our Nation today. As we move into
the second half of the twentieth century,
God and Karl Marx stand embattled. Our
choice some day may be between freedom
and slavery-a choice between our right to
worship as we please and a Godless totalitarian state. We in America-regardless of
creed or race-are on the side of God. That
His will will prevail is as sure as He reigns.
Our part is to show courage, fortitude, and
determination in these trying times.
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It has been a pleasure to be with you. I
have had an opportunity to talk to old
friends and to meet new ones. My closing
words are: Let us have faith because faith is
a mover of mountains. Let us have faith in
'the Constitution. Let us have faith in
America. Let us have faith in ourselves.
And above all, let us have faith in Almighty
God.

The Dangers We Face
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARRY P. CAIN
OF

WASHINGTON

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, the junior
Senator from Washington will address
tonight the One hundred and eightysixth annual meeting of the Medical Society of New Jersey in Atlantic City on
the subject The Dangers We Face. For
the reason that I expect to offer some
highly controversial but, I trust, constructive suggestions about our present
social-security system and the system
which I should like to assist in developing for the future, I ask unanimous consent that a copy of the address which I
intend to make tonight, together with a
pr~ss release which presents the address
in summary, be printed in the Appendix
of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the documents were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
THE DANGERS WE FACE
·(Address of United States Senator HARa"! P.
CAIN, of Washington)
President Johnson and members of the
Medical Society of New Jersey, j;he three
laws supposed to be observed by a speaker
in making a public address are these:
Let the argument be simple, the sentences
short, and the speech brief.
I am · now about to violate these laws. I
am going to make a complicated speech of
some length. • • •
The subject assigned to me is the Dangers
That We Face.
The supreme danger a~road, . of course, is
that presented by the Soviet despotism and
its Communist satellites and the conspiratorial apparatus throughout the world.
I am not afraid of the Communists either
here or abroad. I am confident that they
can be defeated.
.
I am desperately afraid, however, that we
may destroy ourselves.
I propose to analyze for you two aspects
of this clear and present danger.
The firsi is the active effort now going
on to use the Constitution as an instrument
to impose domestic legislation by treaty.
The second is the dreadful mare's nest represented by our present social-security system.
I shall not be satisfied with analysis alone
nor with criticism.
Before I finish I shall present what I beUeve to be some positive and constructive
proposals.
II

Exactly 165 years ago this month there
assembled in Philadelphia, some 70 miles
from where I now stand, a group of men
whose task was to draft a Constitution for
the United States.
These men were highly conscious of what
they were doing. Indeed, in the very first
of the Federalist Papers, written and pub-

llshed during the spirited political campaign
for the adoption of the Constitution, there
occurs this passage:
"It has been remarked that it seems to
have been reserved to the people of this country, by their conduct and example, to decide the important question, whether societies are really capable or not of establishing
good government from reflection and choice,
or whether they are forever destined to depend for their political constitutions on
accident and force." 1
These men who gathered at Philadelphia
were experienced and practical persons. The
job they had on their hands was no joke.
The Articles of Confederation were far from
satisfactory and the infant Nation threatened
to split apart because of disagreements
among the States. What was to be done
about it? These men were confronted with
a condition, not a theory and it was essential that they get re!:ults.
The average age of the delegates was 43.2
In one way or another all had been involved
in the desperate war for independence that
cut the tie from Britain.
Washington, a delegate from Virginia, was
55 and at the height of his vitality and vigor.
Capt. Jonathan Dayton, one of the New Jersey delegates, had served with distinction in
the Revolution. He was only 27.
Another thing about these men: All had
grown up in the tradition of eighteenth century enlightenment and skepticism. They
looked upon mankind baldly and they spoke
of human beings with a bold and acid
1.::alism.
One of their basic attitudes was that man
is a turbulent and unruly animal-sometimes courageous, sometimes cowardly--often
generous and as often greedy. These men
were not interested in the idea of perfectibility.
Th~y did not weep over man's shortcomings
nor exalt his merits. They tried to take
him as he was. What they wanted was to
devise a government in which this turbulent
and unruly animal should have the maximum
of liberty and yet be restrained from stomping on his neighbors.
John Adams was not present. He was
absent, serving in London as Minister from
the United States to the late ·enemy, but
a remark of his is typical of the attitude
of the Constitution drafters:
Said he:
"That the first want of every man is his
dinner and the second want his girl, were
truths well known to every democrat and
every aristocrat, long before the great philosopher Malthus arose to think he enlightened the world by his discovery." 1
Delegate James Madison put it this way:
"If men were angels no government would be
necessary."'
At one point, while the delegates were
struggling over their work and tempers were
frayed, Benjamin Franklin moved that each
session be opened with prayer. Alexander
Hamilton opposed the motion, saying, and I
quote him, that the convention didn't need
any "foreign aid." •
These men were after some form of government that would work. Their knowledge
of European absolutisms was anything but
academic. They had had direct experience.
What is more, they knew what it was like to
be pushed around by bureaucrats. They had
got a bellyful of executive orders issued beyond the sea.
1 The Federalist, No. 1, p. S, Modern LIbrary Edition.
2 The Framing of the
Constitution, by
Max Farrand, p. 39, New Haven, 1913.
8 John Adams Life and Works, vol. VI, p.
~16, cited by Charles A. Beard, p. 300, Economic Origins of Jeffersonian Democracy.
."The Federalist, No. 51, p. 337, Modern Lt·
brary edition.
1 Farrand, op. eft., p. 95.

So they put their minds to the problem.
Monarchy was repudiated. Orders of nobll1ty were forbidden. An established taxsupported church was thrown overboard.
What was to be done about the power of
government?
They divided it~ Some powers were given
to the executive, some to Congress, others
were reserved to the States and to the people
themselves.
As you read the Constitution you see
clearly how practical was the aim, and how
simply, how clearly they stated the rules.
Finally, since these men knew that there
was nothing so inevitable as change, they
provided that the Constitution, designed for
the use - of turbulent and unruly animals,
could be amended.
In that distant day treaties dealt wit h
purely external affairs-treaties were contracts with foreign governments concerned
with war and peace, trade, cessions of territory, and so forth.
The fathers provided in the Constitution
that a treaty, duly negotiated and confirmed,
should become law.
I will now read to yqu the second clause
of article VI. It is very important in this
discussion as you Will presently see:
"This Constitution, and ·the laws of the
United States which shall be made in pursu::mce thereof; and all treaties made, or
Which shall be made, under the authority of
the United States, shall be the supreme law
of the land; and the judges in every State
shall be bound thereby, anything in the constitution or laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding."
A treaty became the supreme law of the
land. No judge could break it.
What was the reason for this?
It was because treaties of the time, international contracts, dealt with such external
affairs as I have mentioned. If, for example,
the United States negotiated a treaty with
Great Britain dealing with fishing rights off
the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, it would
not do, let us say, to have some Massachusetts ju~ge, with his eye on the Glouceste::: fishing interest, give decisions that went
against the treaty, and so violate the
contract.
So treaties became the supreme law of the
land. And that clause is making trouble
now, as you will shortly see. The founding
fathers never contemplated the possibility
that a treaty could take the place of domestic
legislation, nor had any idea that an instrument drawn in Switzerland might have the
effect of a local police regulation here in New
Jersey, which is the prospect that faces
us now.
I said they never contemplated such a
thing. But they did for~see change and provided for amendment ·of the fundamental law.
Let me sum up the discussion so far:
1. The aim of the founders was to devise
a constitution that would work and yet provide a maximum of freedom.
2. They provided, among other things,
that treaties, once approved by the Senate,
should become the supreme law of the land.
3. They provided that the Constitution
and the laws could be altered in an orderly
and intell1gent way.
4. They believed that the freedom of our
people did not have to be crippled because
of chal;lge. They did not believe, as the Federalist put it, that we were "forever destined
to depend for our political contributions
upon accident and force."

m
I don't propose to lead this audience
through an economic history of the United
States, but a little more of the background
1s essential to make clear the points I shall
make.
I have said that the last thing the foundIng fathers wanted was to imitate Europe.
They knew too much about it. To get
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I find no trace whatever of an effort on
the part of the American humanitarians to
go at this problem from the point of view
of the founding fathers.
No. They looken for a lever -to accomplish
their aims and they found it in autocracy. ·
How had this happened?
A little over 100 years ago, in December
1847, Marx had published his Communist
manifesto, and its final sentence electrified
Europe.
"The Communists disdain to conceal their
views and aims," said the manifesto. "They
openly declare that their aims can only be
attained by the forcible overthrow o~ existing social conditions. Let the ruling classes
tremble at a Communist revolution. The
proletarians have nothing to lose but their
chains. They have a world to win. Workers
of all lands, unite." ' IIi the years since the manifesto's appearance, agitation in Germany had terrified the ruling class. Bismarck, the iron
chancellor of the newly organized German
Empire, dreaded the possibility of a violent
political convulsion, and cas: about for a
counterpoise.
He got his counterpoise in the idea of
social insurance, furnished him by Adolf
Wagner and other German economists . .
What was the idea? ~.
I ask you now to watch this closely:
1. Lay a small payroll tax upon the wage
earner and put the tax money into a fund.
2. Lay another small tax on the employer
and put this tax money away in a similar
manner.
3. Let the Government have the money and
apply compulsion to worker and employer.
Now what have you?
The wage earner has got what he believes
is a vested interest in the status quo. He
will hardly be susceptible to revolutionary
arguments if he runs the risk of losing his
various payroll taxed benefits.
What shall Government do with the fund?
Why, spend it for other things. Payment
of these promised pensions is postponed to
another day and Government will somehow
find the money when the time comes.
There was one more aspect to the -proposition that appealed to the Germans:
.
To administer such a system would require
a horde of petty civil servants and they 'also
would look to the State for survival.
Eventually the system was copied throughout Europe.
How perfectly these ideas fit the picture of
an authoritarian government manned by a
huge bureaucracy.
What American propagandists thought
about the German autocracy I do not know,
but they embraced with a passionate fervor
the German notion of bureaucratic social
services. From the early 1900's down to the
Wall Street crash of 1929 they spread the
gospel of authoritarian welfare.
Our present system which we got as a result of this agitation, is a cruel and unjust
thing for many reasons, but I will give you
two:
1. Through the deliberately rigged complexities of the old-age and survivors insurance system, millions of old people are shut
out and haven't a prayer of ever getting in.
Relief is the best they can hope for.
2. Young people just now starting work are
taxed and given an implied promise that at
retirement they will receive an annuity.
There is no certainty whatever that this will
happen. Not only will they be taxed double
to redeem the Government's I 0 U's in the
phony trust fund, but the current practice
of increasing benefits to favored age groups,
while yet the social-security-tax income is
greater than the benefit outgo, simply means
that presently the outgo wlll exceed the income and further taxation will be necessary
to bail out a bankrupt system. Any conten6 Page 113, Twenty Years at Hull House, by
tion that our present system is actually
sound is completely false an.;l utterly dis·
Jane Addams, New York, Macmillan, 1910.
honest.
1 Page 134, Twenty Years at Hull House.

away from its oppressions of which our new
citizens had had such direct and bitter experience was one of their fundamental aims.
Granting that this was so, we now ask
this question: How could it be that in this
country, so founded and so organized, the
inspiration of our present social security
statutes was derived from a European despotism? How did we come to adopt ideas
originally designed in Germany to harness
people and shackle them to the state.
For that is exactly what was done by the
Federal Government in 1935 when the Social
Security Act was passed.
In substance, what happened was this:
The industrial expansion in the United
States after the Civil War was the ~reatest
the world had ever seen.
Immigrants by the million entered the
country to provide the labor for coal, iron,
steel, oil, and manufactures of all kinds.
American cities burst at the seams. The
new immigrants piled up and we began to
have sl-ums.
The foreign born 80 years ago were eager
and they also were bewildered. For many
of them life was both hard and strange.
Americans have had the reputation of
being a generous people in many ways and
humanitarian movements have always
flourished here.
It was inevitable that the attention of the
humane should be attracted to the struggles
of the foreign born in the slums.
It would take too long here to trace the
strange course by which the evangelical zeal
of American humanitarians, the fervor of
immigrant socialists, the floundering of organized charity, and the discontent of numerous :::cademics cross-fertilized each other
and led to the acceptance of authoritarian
doctrine by American uplifters.
Jaue Addams, the founder of Hull House,
the first settlement house in America, said
that settlement workers felt a subjective
necessity for their efforts because of "that
sentiment of universal brotherhood, which
the best spirit of our times is forcing from an
emotion into a motive." 6
Observe the difference between this statement and those of the founding fathers.
They thought of man as a turbulent and
unruly animal. They wanted to give him
all the freedom they could, but prevent him
from bashing his neighbor over the head.
Did Miss Addams take this attitude? No.
In some peculiar manner, the turbulent and
unruly animals who made up society, had
been overtaken by a powerful yearning for
universal brotherhood.
The settlement worker like herself, said
she, had "a sense of security in regard to
illness and old age and the lack of these two
securities are the specters which most persistently haunt the poor." 1
If you examine the thought of Miss Addams and those who came after her, you
discover that it wasn't just medical care they
were concerned about, it wasn't just unemployment, nor orphan destitution, nor old
age. They never clearly articulated what
was plainly their driving impulse:
It was to protect mankind from care and
pain from, as the Constitution would say,
whatever source derived.
Actually the problem was clear; however
difficult.
The problem was this: What shall Government (local, State, or Federal) do to
care for the destitute and those who are
wounded in the battle of life? Since the
days of Elizabeth this had been a community responsibility. What shall be done now
when the economic face of the country was
going through tremendous change? How
shall the responsibility be discharged and
yet leave the maximum of freedom and liberty to our citizens?

A blend of bureaucrat and uplifter is maintained in official utterance today.
Here is Oscar Pogge, of the Federal Security
Agency, dispensing philosophy in the Social
Security Bulletin last January.• 1 quote
him:
"Our primary function (~eaning the function of the Social Security Administration)
of providing income for retired people, seen
in its broader perspective, is but a partial
contribution toward the well-being of all
aged people. And this well-being is more
than a matter of having a cash income that
helps meet the expenses of food, clothing,
and shelter, the bare elements of keeping
alive. It is a matter of attaining positive
satisfactions in life. ·• • • More and
more the Bureau is joining with others
to answer the question • • • how can we
help them (the old people) to a more purposeful and happy life?"
The Federal bureaucrats are undertaking
to package happiness. The founders knew
better. Happiness may be pursued and the
right to pursue it was stated in the Declaration. Its achievement is something else
again. Into every life some rain must fall.
Hear'.;break, discouragement, parting, and
death do not yield to Executive orders, Oscar
Ewing to the contrary notwithstanding.
IV

You may now ask, did no American put
his mind to this problem in the simple and
direct way in which the Constitution draft.:
ers went at their problem?
The answer is "Yes."
Forty years ago there lived in New York a
consulting actuary named Miles Menander
Dawson. Through circumstances unknown
to me, this man was invited to read a paper
before an international social insurance congress which met in Rome in October 1908~
Dawson accepted the invitation, went to
Rome, and read his paper. · It was a remarkable essay, but, so far as I can discover, it
.did not make the slightest dent, either iii
the minds of Europeans or of Americans who
.were then beginning to explore the endless
mazes of the German system.
The essence of Dawson's argument was
profoundly simple. A child can grasp it.
It is this: Those who cannot work must
be supported by those ' who du. Furthermore,
you cannot postpone paying the bill. You
must pay as you go along.
You see that Dawson's thesis is diametrically opposed to the German thesis which the
Roosevelt Administratio:r;>. put through in
1935.
At the conclusion of his address Dawson
made the following remarks. They ought to
be cast in bronze :
·:n is not money but human services which
support the dependent members of society:
it is not the wealth accumulated by the present generation of men, for instance, that will
support them (that is, the dependents) in
their old age·, that will feed them, clothe them,
warm their aging limbs, but the grain which
the generation of that future day will harvest
by its labor, the fleeces which that new generation will weave into cloth, the coals which
it will dig from the ground. The creation
of wealth by this generation in the form of
capital, of helps for production, will render
it lighter and easier, to do this; but the new
generation must do it."
Here we have the problem of looking after
the helpless stripped down to the bare bone.
There is no argument here for a phony trust
fund, of the juggling of so-called contributory taxes, of our young pe<?ple today paying
social-security taxes for something that supposedly will be paid back to them 40 years
hence.
No, says Dawson, those who are helpless
today must be supported by those who work
a After Fifteen Years: a Report on Old Age
and Survivors Insurance, by 0. C. Pogge,
Social security Bulletin, January 1952, p. 14.
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today. Those who · are helpless next year
must be supported by those who work next
y~~

.

.

That is to say, if you are to handle this
problem through Government:, then the ex-·
pense must be a part of the annual budget·
and accepted as such.
It is to secure an honest, simple, and coherent social-security system on such a basis
as Dawson suggested that I began, long since,
to press for the junking of the present system and the installation of the Dawson principle.
Two years ago, on June 20, 1950, at the close
of the Senate debate on H. R. 6000, the omnibus social-security bill, I said:
"If we are to have a social-security system
at all, let us have one that freemen can
accept with self-respect. Let us accept and
act upon this bald truth:
"That our old people, who have done their
life's work and have quit, must be helped by
those of us who still work. In due time, our
children must look after us. Not in the old
way of the old folks on the farm, but in the
same spirit adapted to the institutions of
our day-through taxation (that is, through
income tax straight across the board). Let
us have done with this nonsense of a contributory system, this playing house and calling it insurance.
"I accept wholeheartedly this proposition
of having us who work help the old folks
who have quit. I ~tand ready to pay as high
a tax as my fellow citizens are willing to pay
to put such an honest social-security system
into operation.
"I have· refused to support H. R. 6000, not
to evade a responsibility, but rather to accept
one.
"No kid stenographer in her first job in
Tacoma will ever be able to accuse me of
being an accessory to her defraudation when
her retirement age finally comes. No downand-out logger on the skidroad at the foot
of Yesler Way in Seattle will be able to
accuse me of forgetting his plight. No parttime apple picker in the Yakima and Wenatchee Valleys will be able to say that I did
not recognize and seek to admit and save
his rights.
"I say once more: If we are to look after
some of our old people, we must look after
them all. And, if we do this, let us find a
way to do the whole job up year by year,
starting every January 1 with a clean slate.
If our Nation's economy gets pinched, the
old folks will be pinched also. If we prosper.
the aged will share in the Nation's prosperity. This is as it ought to be."
As i;he members of the New Jersey society
know, there was an effort in 1934, to include
compulsory health insurance in the first
great omnibus social security blll. 9
It did not succeed but the propagandists
have never quit in their efforts to put it
over. They are utterly confident that they
will eventually succeed, by the piecemeal
route, if not direct.
Some physicians begin to wonder, in their
struggle for a living, if, after all, compulsory
health insurance may not be a good thing.
Other doctors, weary of the endless struggle against State control, say, "Let it come.
It is useless to fight any more." Shutting
their eyes to the fact that .they will find
themselves, at the end of the road, on the
Federal payroll, bossed by Federal straw
bosses and brow beaten by endless directives
and regulations.
Still other medical men remain belligerent
about compulsory health insurance, but see
nothing wrong with other phases of our
present social security system and would be
perfectly willing to accept, for example, old
e Journal of the Medical Society of New
Jersey, June 1934, pp. 320-326, the Philosophy of the Medical Society of New Jersey,
by Frederic J. Quigley, M.D., president of tha
suciety.
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age benefits for themselves at supposed face
value.
Of course you know that compulsory health
insurance cannot be separated from the other
phases of the comprehensive social security
program. The security bureaucrats want n?t
only to protect mankind from care and pam
from whatever source derived, they want to
control the recreation of the young, the education of youth, and the fiow of public funds
to all in distress-the aged, unemployed, dependent, sick, and disabled. They have built
up a vested interest in misery and they labor
without cessation to find new kinds of misery
to exploit
If any group of men on this earth ought to
known that man is an unruly animal, the
doctors should know. They look after him,
patch him up, keep him going. They see at
blisteringly close range the strength and the
weakness, the courage and the cowardice, the
charm and the meanness of humankind.
Doctors see all this and they know, likewise, what compulsory health insurance will
do to them.
But simply pointing out the dangers we
face is not enough. The British doctors
fought the socialist bureaucrats, but they
didn't fight hard enough and with sufficient
understanding. Now they are fighting a rear
guard action to rescue a little professional
freedom and a miserable livelihood from the
wreckage They are licked.
You also will be licked if you do not engage in a steady, aggressive, and constructive
effort.
I do not believe that the doctors can win
1f they simply defend the profession as a
vested interest.
I think they can win if they regard the
medical care of our people as their political
as well as their professional responsibility.
Government opposition to you is tireless.
Consider H. R. 7800, introduced in the
House on May 12 and intended to be railroaded through Congress. Ostensibly this
bill expands Old Age and Survivors Insurance
benefits. Buried in it is an insurance program (not a relief program) for the permanently and totally disabled. If this bill
passes, compulsory health insurance has begun. Let me warn you that the bill, under
the leadership of Congressman DauGHTON,
is to be brought to the fioor of the House this
very week for debate. Mr. DaUGHTON says
it will be passed. Those of you who have
foolishly supposed the compulsory health insurance issue was dead should realize it 1s
more alive than ever.
v
I said I was going to make a long and
complicated speech.
I have done it with a vengeance.
But I am not yet through.
I must hold your noses to the grindstone
for a while longer.
My discussion now turns to the recent activities of the International Labor Office,
known as the ILO.
The ILO was established in 1919, via the
Versailles Treaty, as a separate body,
associated with the League of Nations.
n has its headquarters at Geneva and is
today a sort of coadjutor with the United
Nations-but with a completely independent constitution and budget.
The impulse to organize it came from
the demands of labor organizations in the
allied nations that labor should have a voice
in the peace that followed World War I.
For some years the activity of the ILO consisted in the gathering of statistics, the recommendation of higher labor standards, the
promotion of child labor protection and so
forth. In many ways the organization
seemed to fill a useful purpose.
There are now 60 participating govern•
ments-including our own.
Each government, every year, sends four
delegates to the annual Geneva Conference.
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Two delegates represent our Government, '
one represents American labor, and one represents American employers. In general
practice, the two Government delegates and
the labor delegate, have voted together. The
employer delegate is a lonesome person.
For a good many years few Americans
paid any attention to the ILO. Most people,
if they ever heard of it, thought it was just
one more international debating society.
Suddenly, not long ago, people began to
wake up to what was going on.
And what was going on was this:
The ILO was strongly socialist from the
start. In its early stages its action had
been largely recommendatory. But in recent years it has piled up a permanent staff
at Geneva of 400 persons.
It is this staff which prepares the agenda
for the annual conferences.
You will not be surprised to be told that,
as more and more countries have moved into
one form or another of central control, the
greater number of the delegates and the
greater number of the staff are whole-hog
government control people.
Ndr will you be. surprised to learn that
the doctrine they are most interested in promoting is Bismarck-derived social-security
regulation.
How do they propose to put it over?
They propose to do it by treaty. lTheir
word for treaty is "convention.")
Within the next 30 days the annual conference of the ILO will meet at Geneva.
There they will vote upon a treaty which
was thrashed out at last year's conference.
Of course the conference wlll approve the
convention and, in due course, a copy will
be sent to Washington for action by the
American Government.
If this convention is submitted to the
Senate and approved by two-thirds of those
present-not two-thirds of the Senate, but
two-thirds of those present-that convention or treaty will become the supreme law
of the land.
What is this treaty, this convention? What
does it consist of?
· The title of the convention Is "Minimum
Standards of Social Security."
What does the treaty, the convention deal
with?
It deals with: (1) Medical benefits; (2)
sickness allowances; (3) unemployment allowances; (4) old-age pensions; (5) workmen's compensation; (6) family allowances;
(7) maternity benefits; (8) di~ability pensions; (9) survivor's pensions.
I shall not attempt to read the text of the
convention to you for it contains 73 articles
and is very long.
But I want to needle you by quoting a
couple of passages.
Here is article 6 from part I. I quote:
"Where the insurance against the contingency concerned is voluntary, the public
authorities shall subsidize such insurance to
the extent of at least one-quarter of the
expected cost of benefits and administration." 10
In other words, the ILO insists that it will
;not consider voluntary insurance as a part
of social security unless it is at least partially
subsidized and wholly controlled by government.
You realize what this clause would do. It
would put the Federal Security Agency right
into every Blue Cross office, every Blue Shield
office, every private medical insurance plan
in the country.
Let me read you one more citation. This
1s from articles 9 and 10 of part II dealing
with medical care:
1op, 76, Rept. V (a) (1) Minimum Standards of Social Security, International Labor
.Office, Geneva, 1951.
Procurable at the
Washington office of the ILO at 1825 Jeffer·
son Place NW, Washington, D. C.
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"Article 9: The contingencies covered shall
include any morbid condition, whatever its
cause, and pregnancy, at least the following:
"(a) in case of a morbid condition:
•'(i) general practitioner care;
" ( 11) such specialist care as 1s available
at hospitals for in-patients and out-patients;
"(ill) maintenance and nursing in hospital where necessary; and
"(iv) the essential pharmaceutical supplies • • • the proportion of the cost
of medical care borne by the beneficiary or
his breadwinner shall in no case exceed onethird." 11
This is what is being cooked up for you
in Geneva next month.
VI

I said that I would not be content with
analysis and criticism.
I said that I would make some positive
and constructive proposals.
I will now do so.
1. What to do about the oncoming ILO
treaty or convention?
The answer: Actively support the Bricker
resolution.
The Bricker resolution proposes an amendment to the Constitution which makes impossible the use of treaties, · conventions, or
Executive agreements to impose domestic legislation upon us.t2 Both of the New Jersey
Senators have signed this resolution. It is
now before the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Hearings on the resolution will commence
on May 21, the day after tomorrow. Senator
ROBERT HENDRICKSON, of New Jersey, is a
member of the committee conducting the
hearings. The American Bar Association and
numerous other organizations actively support the measure.
I earnestly urge you all to write or wire
Senator HENDRICKSON, urging that the
amendment be reported out for congressional
action during this session of Congress. The
need for action is critical.
2. What shall we do about the reformation of the social-security system?
My proposal is based upon the Dawson
thesis and it is as follows:
That the Federal Government directly assume a specific responsibility toward all persons 65 and over, all dependent children, and
an persons who can show, upon certification
by a physician, that they are permanently
and totally disabled.
That to all such persons-the old, the dependent child, and the disabled-who shall
apply, the Federal Government pay every
month a flat sum which shall be tax free.
The amount of the sum shall be fixed by
competent actuaries and economists. The
sum shall explicitly be a contribution toward the living of the recipient. The Federal Government should not assume the responsibility of providing a living income for
anyone
The Federal Government should simply see
to· it that a regular contribution goes to all
in these categories and that any deficit for
those who are completely destitute shall be
taken care of by State and local authority. • • •
How shall this program be financed?
Through a surtax upon incomes; the surtax to be earmarked to social security alone.
Revenue thus raised from every single income taxpayer will bring home to all the inescanable fact those who cannot work must
be looked after by those who do. I can conceive of nothing more certain to keep the
watchful eye of the taxpayer on social-security costs.
The most important feature of this concept of social responsib111ty for those in need
uP. 77, Minimum Standards of Social Security, op. cit.
us. J. Res. 130, 82d Cong., 2d sess., intro•
duced February 7, 1952, by Senator JoHN W.
BRICKER for himself and 58 other 'United
States Senators.
·

of aid is that the budgetary requirements can
be calculated for each year. In this way we
escape future obligations which possibly
could not be met. There would be no more
political jockeying with the social-security
program, no more trading on poverty and
distress.
At the same time, the community forthrightly and directly recognizes and accepts
the responsibility it has.
At a stroke this concept cuts through the
present social-security jungle. The tangle
of contributory taxes, varying with income,
vanishes. The horde of jobholders now required to man the social-security system becomes unnecessary.
3. Finally, what shall be done about medical care?
Physicians, from time immemorial, have
occupied a position of moral prestige in the
community that no amount of perversion by
the fringe of irresponsibles would erode
away. The dubious fraction in the profession is small. The blacklegs and the shakedown doctors are relatively few.
Yet no group is under more constant attack tOday.
Here is Governor Murray, of Oklahoma,
addressing the Tulsa County Medical Society
last January. I quote him:
"You have been able to scare the very
britches off the politicians and to date you
have been able to fend off the advances of
the socialistic trend, but you and I both
know you haven't stopped it by any
means. • • • During all this time you
have failed to rally a militant public opinion
to your support." 1s
This militant public opinion you must
somehow secure.
A physician of my acquaintance tells me
that he works 15 hours a day and simply
has not the time to study this problem.
I told him that he would either have to
find the time or delegate the task to some
competent persons or he was sunk.
All the chatter about free choice of physician is eye wash. The very ground is heaving under your feet.
What to do?
In the first place, the profession has got
to find some way to convince the community
as a whole, that the doctors are actively con. cerned about the Nation's health. This is a
psychological thing, but an answer must be
found.
I doubt if a people were ever more afraid
of more different things than Americans are
today.
The bureaucrats actively cultivate these
fears, for they have an all-embracing answer:
Let the Government do it.
In the second place, there is no single
answer to the problem. There never is.
And there is no ·reason why there should be.
The voluntary insurance plans-both Blue
Cross and private-continue to grow and
they should be pressed hard.
But there is a limit beyond which these
plans can be pushed, as Oscar Ewing loves
to tell you.
What of it? Push the thing as far as it
will go. The effort to get somewhere with
insurance for catastrophic illness is belated.
but better late than never.
Again, an active effort should be undertaken by the medical societies and the banks
to provide·for medical care loans at a reasonably low rate of interest. A way must be
found to guarantee these loans and it should
be possible.
.
It is not the Government which guarantees bank deposits, but the banks themselves-eollectively-through the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation.
Such an arrangement would knock out the
loan sharlts and if installment payments are
good for television sets, they ought to be good
for medical care.
,

11
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Finally, no amount of financial juggling
can alter the fact that the indigent will always be with us and we have got to look
after them. No form of government down to
and including 'Communist Russia has been
able to beat this rap and you may be sure
that Oscar Ewing can't either.
Incidentally, as you well know, Oscar has
a habit of confusing himself with the leading personage of the New Testament.
In October 1951 in the course of addressing the National Association of Housing
Officials, Ewing said: "I do know that one of
the greatest single sentences in the Bible
is this: 'He went about doing good.' " u
I am no.t as familiar with the Good Book
as, no doubt, I should be, but I recall that
the Saviour bore down very heavily on the
idea of personal responsibility. In other
words, if you want to get saved, it's up to
you.
"The Kingom of God," said He, "is within
you." ts
And when the rich man asked what he
should do to inherit eternal life, you will
remember .t hat Jesus told him to sell what
he had and give to the poor.18
Note that, under the doctrine of personal
responsibility, it was up to the rich man to
act. This was a decision for the rich man
to make, not for the tax gatherers of the
Roman Governor, nor yet for Jesus Himself.
But this doesn't seem to have occurred
to Oscar.
He has two costume changes. At times
he appears in the purple of Pontius Pilate.
At others he wraps himself in the mantle of
the carpenter of Galilee. In both roles he
is supported by the horde of scribes and
Pharisees on the social security payroll. St.
Paul had n word for it: "sounding brass"
and a "tinkling cymbal." 11
Despite the length of time I have taken
for my remarks this evening, I am loath to
close.
I cannot believe that the genius of our
people, which has achieved so much in the
past and is still achieving, must go down
before the crushing weight of government.
It need not be-what man hath done, man
can do.
· Can we not attack these questions in the
spirit of those who gave us our institutions
and devise ways and means that leave our
freedom intact?
As Judge Florence Allen, of the United
States Court of Appeals, has said in her masterly study of the threat of the ILO to
legislate by treaty :
"The mass production, the initiative, and
the decisive swiftness of mob111zation which
enabled America to arm the world against
Hitler are the product of our unique heritage.
"The inventive spirit was released here not
only because the new wealth of a new continent invited exploration, but also because
for the first time in history men were free
to work for themselves.
. "The ingenious artisans who labored for ·
king, lord, guild, began to devise processes
and tools for their own advantage, and creative invention was set free.
"The standard of freedom of education
which is now asserted by all countries of the
world was first declared in the Northwest
Ordinance and echoed through the American
States.
14 Social Aspects of Housing, address by
Oscar R. Ewing before the National Association of Housing Officials, Hotel Statler,
Washington, D. C., October 10, 1951. Official FSA release, p. 2. The Bible sentence
which Mr. Ewing quotes 1s verse 38, ch. 10,
The Acts of the Apostles.
11 The Gospel According to St. Luke, ch. 17.
.v erses 20 and 21.
1e St. Luke, ch. 18, verse 22.
u The First Epistle of Paul the Apostle to
the Corinthians, ch. 13, verse 1.
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"The unfettered mind of America was the
result. In this hour, as Lincoln so truly
said and as statesmen the world over today
repeat, America is 'the . last best hope of
earth,' it is because she built here something
new and different. She built something that
needs to be preserved." 1s
SENATOR CAIN'S PLAN FOR SOCIAL SECURITY
AND MEDICAL CARE
In a smashing attack on the present socialsecurity system as "an unjust and cruel deception, " Senator HARRY P. CAIN, of the State
of Washington, last night, May 19, laid before the one hundred and eighty-sixth annual meeting of the Medical Society of New
Jersey at Atlantic City, his own plan for a
n ew social-security system and a new approach to the question of medical care.
I n his address, Senator CAIN tied together
the current efforts of the administration to
impose socialized medicine with the action
of the International Labor Office at G eneva
to bring about the same thing by treaty.
With in the next 30 days, said Senator CAIN,
the ILO will approve an international convention on minimum standards of social
security.
If by any chance this convention should
gain the approval of the Senate, the Senator
decl ared , the result would be that "an instrument drawn in Switzerland m ight h ave the
effect of a local police regulation in New
Jersey."
Senator CAIN urged the New Jersey physicians to actively support the Bricker resolution, which, signed by 59 Senators, proposes
a constitutional amendment that would
make imp ossible the imposition of domestic
legislation by treaty. Hearings on the
Bricker resolution begin in Washington before the Senate Judiciary Committee this
week.
The substance of Senator CAIN's plan for
a new social security system is as follows:
"That the Federal Government directly
assume a specific responsibility toward all
persons 65 and over, all dependent children
and all persons who can show, upon certification by a physician, that they are permanently and totally disabled.
"That to all such persons-the old, the
dependent child and the disabled-who shall
apply, the Federal Government pay every
month a fiat sum which shall be tax free.
- "The amount· of the sum shaH be fixed .by
.competept actuaries ~nd economists. The
-sum shall explicitly be a contribution toward
the living of the recipient. The Federal
Government should not assume the responsibility of providing a living income for any
one.
"The Federal Government should simply
see to it that a regular contribution goes to
all in these categories and that any deficit
for those who are completely destitute shall
be taken care of by State and local authority.
"How shall this program be financed?
"Through a surtax upon incomes, the surtax to be ear-marked for social security
alone.
"Revenue thus raised from every single income taxpayer will bring home to all the
inescapable fact that those who cannot work
must be looked after by those who do. I
can conceive of nothing more certain to
keep the watchful eye of the taxpayer on
social-security costs.
"The most important feature of this concept of social responsibility for those in need
of aid is that the budgetary requirements
can be calculated for each year. In this
way we escape future obligations which possibly could not be met. There would be no
more political jockeying with the social-se1 8 P. 11, The Treaty as an Instrument of
Legislation, by Judge Florence Allen, of the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit,
New York. Macmillan, 1952.

curity program, no more trading on poverty
and distress.
"At the same time the community forthrightly and directly recognizes and accepts
the responsibility it has.
"At a stroke this concept cuts through the
present social-security jungle. The tangle of
contributory taxes, varying with income,
vanishes. The horde of jobholders now required to man the social-security system becomes unnecessary."
In opposing compulsory health insurance,
Senator CAIN said that he thought American
doctors could permanently defeat it 1f they
regard the medical care of our people as their
political as well as their professional responsibility.
Senator CAIN said there was no single way
of handling the problem, but that a combination of moves should prove effective.
Senator CAIN urged that1. Blue Cross plans, insurance for catastrophic illness, and similar plans should be
pushed as far as they will go.
2. Guaranteed small interest-bearing loans
should be set up, perhaps as a result of an
undertaking between the organized medical
profession and the banks, to pay medical
bills. "Such an arrangam•ent would knock
out the loan sharks," said Senator CAIN, "and
if installment payments are good for television sets they ought to be good for medical
care."
3. Medical care for the indigent should be
overhauled and streamlined. "The indigent
will always be with us, and we have got to
look after them," said Senator CAIN. "No
form of government, down to and including
Communist Russia, has been able to beat
this rap, and you may be sure that Oscar
Ewing, the Federal Security Administrator,
can't either."

Eleven Facts Worth Remembering About
the Grange
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD H. REES
OF KANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF "REPRESENTATIVES ·
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Mr. REES of Kansas. Mr. Speaker
under permission granted me by th~
House, I am including herewith a statement entitled "Eleven Facts Worth Remembering About the Grange."
The Grange, as all the Members know,
is one of the great farm organizations
in this country. It was organized in
1867 and is the oldest general farm organization in the world and the only
fraternity of its kind.
I believe the Members of the House
would do well to acquaint themselves
with the program of the Grange, as well
as with the facts outlined herein:
ELEVEN FACTS WORTH REMEMBERING ABOUT
THE GRANGE
Organized in 1867, it is the oldest general
farm organization in the world and the only
farmers' fraternity of its kind.
•It begins in the rural community with the
local self-governing subordinate grange, and
has country, State, and national units of
organization.
. It 1.:; a family organization including women and girls as well as men and boys above
14 years of age as members and officers, and
also has juvenile granges for children under
14 years of age.

It has over 850,000 actual members in 37
States, 7,200 local or subordinate granges,
and owns 4,000 grange halls, valued at more ·
than $45,000,UOO.
It requires that the open Bible be on the
altar and that ; :ne American flag be displayed
and saluted at every grange meeting.
It has helped secure for rural America
numberless specific benefits, such as fairer
taxation and tariff policies, lower freight
rates, rural delivery of mail, parcel post,
rural credits, better roads, schools, price supports, and better marketing facilities.
It has constantly fOUf,!lt intemperance
injustice, intolerance, monopoly, public ex~
-travagance, graft, and dishonesty and has
championed the cause of good g~vernment
e verywhere.
It has taken the lead in uniting the farmers in cooperative undertakings, shipping associations, selling groups, etc., and has saved
the farmers thousands of dollars by maintaining fire, hail, tornado, casualty, and automobile insurance companies, yet these are
only side lines to its educational, social, and
fraternal activities.
It has enriched community life and has
been a godsend to thousands of women in
the rural communities because of its inspiring, neighborly community meetings.
It is patriotic without being partisan; has
a high moral tone without religious bias,
and contributes in every way to a healthy,
wholesome rural life.
It has strong constructive policies for advancing international peace and welfare for
all peoples of the world.

Drainage May Cause Much Flood
Damage
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD C. HAGEN
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. HAGEN. Mr. Speaker, the following editorial from the Grand· Forks
(N.Dak.) Herald reminds us ·that quick
drair;t-age of heavy wa~ers caused by
meltmg snow and heavy spring rains is
one of the primary causes of floods.
There are many projects which could
be put into operation now, such as improved soil conservation, tree, and grass
planting, creating of ponds and artificial
lakes, which would slow down and divert
unusually swift drainage and go a long
way toward eliminating the huge losses
caused by floods.
All of these projects would be studied
by a joint committee of the Congress if
my resolution, House Joint Resolution
438, is passed.
I ask the Members to read the editorial carefully, as it clearly explains a major cause of floods. It follows:
DRAINAGE MAY CAUSE MUCH FLOOD DAMAGE
There was a time when floods were rare
1n the upper Midwest. When they did occur
they were the result of unusual snow, early
warm weather, and rains. Now there are
floods every year in this section of the country, and there need not be unusual conditions .
Aside from the Missouri there are no important rivers in North Dakota. Most of the
time residents depending on the Red River
for their water supply worried about its small
flow and built dams as reservoirs.
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Inasmuch as there is no more snow or
spring rains and no more early warm weather
now than there was years ago, people of the
upper Midwest have attempted to explain
present annual floods, and one likely reason
has been advanced. This places the blame on
the Federal Government's spending program.
Giving the Federal administration credit
for attempting to put more land under cultivation by draining small lakes and potholes and thus increase the food supply, the
contention that excessive drainage helps
cause floods seems justified.
Spring water which once ran into and remained in these thousands of lakes and potholes now flows into the few streams and ·
rivers. Such drainage takes place within a.
matter of a few weeks, so rapidly that all
rivers overflow onto farm lands and towns
and cities.
The question now is whether the benefits
of increased farm production through additional acreage has been worth while. The
opposite would seem to be true. Not only is
drainage costing additional millions in flood
damage, but creating a long-time problem
by lowering the water table.
Most of this upper Midwest territory, consisting of Minnesota, North Dakota, South
Dakota, and Nebraska, never did have too
much standing water. What it had should
have b Een protected rather than sent off into
distant lakes and rivers. Time was when
livestock t h:rived on these low spots, where
moisture had accumulated.
What the Government seems to have been
doing is spending millions in benefits to
farmers who drain potholes, sending water
rushing into already flooded creeks and rivers,
while at the same time it is erecting dams
at the cost of millions to prevent floods.
Dr. George M. Schwartz, of the Minnesota.
Geological Survey, says that surface and underground water are closely related in many
respects and that any program that conserves surface water, benefits underground
storage. Drainage has the reverse effect and
he contends that emphasis on flood control
should be placed on holding water back on
the land.
That is just what citizens along the Red
River contend.

Shackle on the Navy
REMARKS
OF

HON. EDITH NOURSE ROGERS
OF MASSACHUSETI'S

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 19, 1952

Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, I hold in my hand an editol'ial
by Ernest K. Lindley, the very able editor of Newsweek, entitled "Shackle on
the Navy."
He speaks in this editorial of the great
importance of having the carrier which
I think really through lack of understanding was left out of the committee
recommendations when the national defense appropriation bill was considered
by the House. The remarks of Mr. Lindley urgently express the necessity for
the United States to have adequate
equipment if it is to control the sea and
the air over the sea.
Mr. Speaker, I feel very sure that the
Senate will put the carrier in that bill.
and I believe that the House will vote
for 1t. I suggested before that the carrier be named the United States Congress.

The article by Ernest K. Lindley is as
follows:
SHACKLE ON THE NAVY

(By Ernest K. Lindley)
One of the specific cuts in the national defense program voted by the House of Representatives warrants, close examination.
The item struck out had been given the
highest priority by the service most directly concerned.
The over-all· ceiling on expenditures imposed by the House, although disruptive,
leaves the Defense Department some leeway
in choosing where to cut. Most of the specific cuts made by the House were either off
the bottom of the pyramid or in the form
of reduced amounts. Only one major item,
apparently, was eliminated from the upper
part of the pyramid. This was a new aircraft carrier for the Navy.
The reasons for this singular action remain obscure. The argument that it was
done for reasons of economy is faulty, because the Navy offered to give up instead
an equal amount of money anywhere else
in its construction programs.
The solidity-indeed the urgency-of the
case for new carriers was recognized by Congress a year ago when it approved the construction of the 60,000-ton Forrestal. The
item removed this year in the House we.s for
a. second vessel of the same type.
The Navy, as it has cogently argued, needs
larger carriers for essentially the same reason that the Air Force needs longer runways. This reason is the advent of jet
planes. They are larger and heavier than
their predecessors. Their landing speeds are
greater. They can carry more armament and
bigger bomb loads. They need more fuel.
Certain types, to be effective from carriers,
must be catapulted. The result is a need
for carriers with somewhat different characteristics from those now in use. The new
design also provides better protection against
torpedoes, mines, and bombs.
The Navy has 3 carriers of the Midway
class, completed after the war, and 24 of
the Essex class, of which 9 are in active service and 15 in mothballs. The Essex class,
designed in 1940, was the great attack carrier of the Second World War. Not one
was lost. A few have been modernized and
more probably will be. In due course, the
Midway class also may be modernized. Both,
according to the experts, will be useful for
various purposes for some time to come. But
neither, even when modernized, will handle
efficiently some of the new planes now clearly in sight. Admiral Willlam M. Fechteler,
Chief of Naval Operations, has stated that
planes which need a carrier or the ForrestaZ
type will be available before even the first
unit of that class is completed and launched.
The argument that little harm would come
from delaying by 1 year a start on a second
new carrier appears to have had some influence in the House. It takes approximately 4 years to complete a ship of this
type. Four years doubtless seems a long
time to Congressmen who are thinking
chiefly of the next election and stretches beyond the 1954-55 period which some strategists think may be the most critical. But
no one can know when the most critical
period may be. No one has been so imprudent as to propose that the development and
construction of new types of planes and of
new weapons generally should be stopped or
suspended because they may not be ready
:tor use by 1954-55.
The effect of the House action is to block
or delay the orderly development of carrier
aviation, which is the core of the Navy's offensive power. The naval air experts believe
that the carrier will continue to have a great
potential for many years. They are entitled
to be heard with high respect. Certain arguments which they advanced to little effect
only a few years ago have been supported by

new developments, including smaller atomic
bombs. They have made a case for new carriers which has won the endorsement of the
Defense Department, the Budget Bureau, and
the President. Congress added its stamp
of approval a year ago. No serious effort to
refute the case for new carriers was made in
the House this year. This in itself is evidence that t~e action taken was poorly
justified.

Oregon Primary Election
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. IRVING M. IVES
OF NEW YORK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Appendix of the RECORD two editorials dealing with the results of the Oregon primary, one from the New York Herald
Tribune of May 19, and the other from
the New York Times of the same date.
There being no objection, the editorials
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
(From the New York Herald Tribune of
May 19, 1952]
EISENHOWER IN OREGON

The Oregon primary has in the past been
one of the most significant in the Nation:
and last week's test struck a decisive andresounding note. As the returns came in slowly, their counting delayed by complex local
contests, it became apparent that General
Eisenhower was making a magnificent sweep.
It had been anticipated that he would win
the preferential ballot. But he won it so
overwhelmingly--getting about twice as
many votes as all the other Republican candidates combined-as to more than satisfy
even the most confident of his supporters.
Senator TAFT, of course, did not campaign
in person; but his backers were tireless on his
behalf; and they threatened to sidestep the
ordinarily binding preferential vote by getting a list of eight Taft delegates on the ballot by resort to a long-unused law. In this
they failed. Eisenhower received the State's
full slate of 18 delegates. His victory was
sweetened, moreover, by his securing on the
same day, in far-off New England, all 12 of
Vermont's votes in the convention.
The Eisenhower movement has never
seemed stronger than in these last weeks
before the general's return to this country.
It is hardly to be supposed that his coming
-will see the enthusiasm and the support slack
off. He will find everything in order when
he gets back, and the best will still be ahead,
[From the New York Times of May 19, 1952)
MORE VOTES FOR EISENHOWER

That General Eisenhower should have
come out ahead in the Oregon primary could
not really have been called surprising. His
supporters certainly did not expect that he
would be defeated. What is important,
however, is the margin of his victory. As in
some previous contests, he polled a considerable larger vote than even the more optimistic of his campaigners had expected.
It may be that these campaigners are deliberately making their preballot claims, and
predictions more modest than they would
hope or need to do with a view to a more
dramatic and emphatic result in the actual
voting. We doubt that this is the case.
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Modesty has not usually been the besetting
sin of campaigners. What seems more
reasonable is that General Eisenhower has
an even stronger ballot appeal than h as been
supposed.
What has been shown thus far in the
ca.mpaign is that when voters get a chance
to express their choice they show a remarkable eagerness to pile up the votes for General Eisenhower. This is an authentic demonstration of genuine popularity, in spite
of the fact that our delegate-choosing system does not easily adapt itself to a full expression of the popular will.
That General Eisenhower has this great
vote-getting quality-and we think it great
enough to carry him into the White House
in November-is obviously not lost upon his
Republican rivals or his Democratic opponents. General MacArthur brought his renowned eloq·.1ence into play last week in
what was obviously a bit of "stop Eisenhower" tactics for the benefit of Senator
TAFT. His implication of a possible dictatorship under a military man was a bit too obvious for the average American voter who
can see the symptoms of a dictator as well
as the next person.
Similarly, the spectacle of growing Eisenhower strength can certainly be put down
as the logical reason why President Truman
felt it necessary to jump the gun on Saturday night and begin his whistlestop
speeches. He began them in a whistlestop
called Washington, but the tone was familiar
and unmistakable. The President
knows better than to hang the dinosaurwing albatross around the Eisenhower neck,
but he did his zoological best.

Steel Jam Stirs 1789 Debate on
President's Power
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD BOLLING
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following excellent article by Irving Brant which appeared in the Washington Post of May
4, 1952:
STEEL JAM STIRS 1789 DEBATE ON
PRESIDENT'S POWER

(By Irving Brant)
Questions that come up suddenly and
dramatically always seem new. So it is with
the "inherent powers of the President." The
phrase comes freshly before the public, but
the issue is as old as the Constitution.
The Supreme Court can decide whether
the President has power to seize the steel
industry. It cannot cure, and can only
slightly curb or alter, the inherent conflict
between President and Congress over the
powers of Government.
Again and again, from 1789 down to the
present year, American Presidents have undertaken to act independently of Congress
in matters which the latter claimed to be
within tt,s sphere. Again and again Congress
has undertaken to impose its will on the
Executive in matters which the President has
regarded as in his special province. The
situation is partly accidental, stemming from
inability to read the future, but it is an accident which is the offshoot of design,
President, Congress and the courts, under our Constitution, are distinct branches
of government. Basically independent, they

are woven together to check each other, not
to create a government which functions as
a unit. Whether this system is good or bad,
it produces two inescapable results-conflicts
between the branches and a reduced power of
action by the Government as a whole.
LEGISLATIVE DESPOTS

The framers of the Constitution were trying to guard against . tyranny-both the
tyranny they had experienced and that
which they had read about in books. In
their own experience many of them knew
two kinds-the tyranny of the unchecked
monarch ruling by royal prerogative, and
that of the unchecked legislative assembly.
What they saw in Europe and felt under
George III warned them against the unchecked executive. Many lived in American
States whose governors were creatures of
legislatures swayed by reckless majorities.
They had read of ancient tyrannical republics, with all power concentrated in the
legislative branch, and were more afraid of
that than of an uncrowned monarch. Jefferson, though he did not help draw up the
Constitution, wrote in the spirit of its framers when he protested against the rule of ·
"173 despots" in the Virginia Legislature.
Said he in his Notes on Virginia, published
in 1785:
. "All the powers of government, legislative,
executive, and judiciary, result to the legislati~e body •
• • [This) is precisely the
definition of despotic government • • •.
An elective despotism was not the government we fought for."
Madison, the most influential man in the
Convention of 1787, felt the same concern,
but believed that both of these aspiring
branches were adequately checked in the new
Constitution. In a government wherein a
hereditary monarch held extensive prerogatives, he wrote in the Federalist: "The executive department is very justly regarded as
the source of danger • • •. But in a
representative republic where the executive
magistracy is carefully limited both in the
extent and duration of its power • • •
it is against the enterprising ambition of
[the legislative] department that the people
ought to indulge all their jealousy and exhaust all their precautions."
He gave his reason&. for fear of the legislative branch rather than the executive
branch. Its supposed influence over the people would give it "an intrepid confidence in
its own strength." Its constitutional powers
"being at once more extensive and less susceptible of precise limits," it could mask its
encroachments "under complicated and indirect measures."
RELENTLESS ENCROACHMENT

Applying this to later American history, it
1s clear that Madisbn was basically right.
He was wrong in expecting Congress to have
more influence over the people. He was
wrong in thinking that the executive power
had more precise limits. But it has been
proved over and over again that except for
the safeguards set up in the Constitution,
the executive power would be reduced to
nothing under the relentless pressure of legislative encroachment.
Madison referred to the Executive as "carefully limited both in the extent and duration of its power." That, of course, is enough
"to prove the intention of limiting it. Among
the limitations expressed in the Constitution
are:
1. The fixing of the President's term at
4 years, making him dependent on the people
after a short interval.
2. The sharing of the appointive power
with the Senate.
3. The sharing of the treaty power with
the Senate.
4. The placing of the power to declare war
in Congress.
5. The power of - Congress to override a
veto by !:} two-thirds vote,
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6. The power of Congress to remove the
President by impeachment for high crimes
and misdemeanors.
That leaves some important questions unanswered. The Constitution says: '.'The executive power shall be vested in a President
of the United States of America." What is
the executive power?
1. Does it cover everything historically
associated with the executive power of governments in general, minus the exceptions
set forth in the Constitution?
2. Going to the other extreme, does the
entire executive power consist of the specific powers · conferred on the President in
the same article? It is said there that he
shall be commander in chief of the military
forces, he shall take care that the laws be
faithfully executed, and shall have power
(under certain limitations) to make treaties,
grant pardons, appoint officers, send and
receive ambassadors, convene Congress, give
advice on legislation and require written
opinions from the heads of departments.
Does he have these powers only? Or3. As a final alternative, has the Executive
these express powers plus others implied in
them?
T. R. WENT FURTHEST

In practice, all Presidents have gone beyond their expressly stated powers but there
have been sharp divisions as to how far beyond them they could go. One group, typified by President Taft, believed that it was
necessary to ground all executive action
either in the powers and duties actually
specified in the Constitution, or in implications of power drawn from them.
Theodore Roosevelt went further in challenging this view. When the doing of a thing
is imperative, he wrote in his autobiography
"the Executive has no need to find sam~
specific authorization to do it." He regarded
the President "as subject only to the people,
and, under the Constitution, bound to serve
the people affirmatively in cases where the
Constitution does not explicitly forbid him
to render the service."
.
Lincoln, without going that far in general,
went further in particular. He believed that,
faced with a grave enough emergency, the
President had both the power and duty to act
contrary to the letter of the Constitution in
order to fulfill its fundamental purpose of
holding the Nation together.
All Presidents have acted along one of these
three lines, or somewhere between them but
the conflict between the two great bra~ches
of Government has been more extensive.
Nearly always it has been entangled with the
const'tutional power and duty of the President to propose legislation. Strong Presidents, believing themselves "stewards of the
people," present and push strong legislative
programs. Congress either cooperates or resists-usually doing the one thing first and
then the other-and the President when
frustrated turns to his own Executive powers.
THE STRONG AND WEAK

T::tking a look at the line of Presidents before Truman, we find some of them falling
into groups like these:
1. Those who exerted power strongly and
successfully-Washington, Jefferson, Jackson, Lincoln, Wilson, the two Roosevelts.
2. Those who tried strongly to exert power
but were frustrated-J. Q. Adams, Tyler,
Johnson, Hayes.
3. Those who made no effort--Buchanan,
Grant, Harding, ·Coolidge.
I have not classified Madison because too
much documentation would be required to
correct the erroneous verdicts upon his work
as President. But combining his own Executive actions with those which he sponsored
for President Washington, he went further
than any other man of his day in laying
the groundwork for the expansion of Executive power by Lincoln, Wilson and the Roosevelts.
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Among the Presidents tn the ftrs1! category,
Theodore :R0oseve:rt wa:s noit~tble' as orre wh&
proved totally unable to pnt a Pegtsfa.-tflve
program thrnugh Congrne b:ml We'.J!lt !1!111'11~
than arry ot~ ~n tM :p~:me we; of
ExeC'l!l'ttve power aJlone. {)f t h :fmlitr ~m
derrts who wel"e' eonaplc'lilOm- fmr thdlf ~
ative influence over legtsratiOQ-JeilrHIWI!.
Jac1t~n. Wtrsol!l, a.ncf Pranl:fm Rmosereitall had been red1![eed to- ii1mp()temce 1111 that.
field before they ~ 1!~1r' vllirtous :periods of service. O!mly In 11he pumrel'y? exeative fleld Etid Uwy retzm t:hm suength.
.All thr'augb oar b:Jlstory': strang PR'stden1ll
hruTe e-xpa:Jll1Cfe'd tbe llaeetmttv:e: pnwe~ Weak.
or una8BerttTe Pr&Ule'.ml.tS> haft let CottgJ:eSII
dommate 11bem. C~mgreses me:ftecllive !n
legtslaTtltom have «l!eated a ~ lmto wl:I.i.eh
new Etecm!ve pQ-WeT
flo: m. At the' be<gimring ~f eac-h new ~yule, Ereca:tltft; ~
starts at a ll!.igh« tevel, wllrile- Ccmgnsa l'h~
less cap!ldty :rm- perfEWmmg
Cl'\1l'D d1lt1es
and a gnru1tw cktermtlnattom. to restrain the
otbe!' mranelr.
THE POWElf OF REMOVAL

The G<ilver~t s.et up b.i the Constitution was only 6 weeks old, in 1789, when
it came smack up ag,ain&t a question that

is still debated in some details. Who has
the remoftl poweT? Madfson llS'lte'd' 81nd answered .the qnesiion, tn Co~. ~fmre
there were any amcen to remo'Ve. Wrltll'lg
a btn to create the Depa.rt'Inoerrt of Bt~te>.
he so worcfed tt a:s to !mp!y that the Pre&1!dent alone ha:<f the po-.rer to rem.o"Je> m-e-n
frE>m ot'ftee. lmt11nt!y 1!befe WliS a :protrest.
Tire- Senate lmd a shmoe }n a:f"PE>i:nti:ng amcers; therefor'e', argumg b1" analogy, tt lmJl!&thave a: ~bale m :rem~vmg them.
Madi~:n·s a;n.swe11 set the stage tor mos-t
of the' later gFovrlib 0f 1!1Je' ene~e> power r
He read the word'& fJif tbe Ccmstfhl.t11Gm~ "'J:he
ezeetrtfive ymv.-er ehalll l>e ft'81ted In a Pl!mdent of the United S1i'l!te& of America. Ap.potn'tment and remOTal, he sa , were l>Gl'tll
part of tl'le ex-eeuuve ~· senate C'OJrftrma;tfon of 8JP!'0illtee& was an ~eepltton
from the general grant of t!If& power. .A&Ule
f:lom tbat, tbe esecatfn p€11\ftT :nmamed
ccmplete', and tneludat the pow1!l' 01 remo-val.
Tb.e House- Tflted 2 to 1 wiib. JladiMID...
The Senate agreed. "'bll& wa& the' mQift_ fureaJchtng ded&ton t!'\'e'l' madle on t e eseeu-

tm pcwer. Ph'st, ft et!tabiisbed 11he Presi-

dent's power of remoTa~hing' the
Senate ne-ver wm:Jld have ~eed to bad tlle
issue been ~ned until a ta :pertod.
Beyond that, it estab!isbed the prtn.¢ip::le
that the e-xecutive power ts not" cmifbled to
the powe-r~ and duties of' t!te ~1, wbteb
are epedftcany set :fortb In tbe C&lll.Stituttcm. Nothtng ie eafd tn tt abo1!Jt remo"Val'8
from offtee. The President. hae tbe p€1Wer
of removal beea'I'I8e' tt is part fJif ·~:ne exeeutfve power" which le vested fn hhn.

lt for-

lows, under Madfson'& doctrine, that anything whtch fe in the e?recutn-e pt!>wer, a&
t:rta;t ts known historically, can be d0:ne by
the Preside:m:t unless the Con&titution prevents it oy some- sp.e€iflc limitation.
A

W~~G~ON ~ENT

When President Wilson macfe Colonel
House hiS' personal emtse'Siry fn Eurnpe, a.nd
F. D. R. S'ent Harry HopkmS' on mol'e formal!
missions without the- sanC'tion of C0mgress,
they were re!!Ortlng to a new me-t ad of
getting armmd the Senate. GeQrge Wasbington started this when lire sent Da-vtd
Humphreys- across the At!anttc in l'ZSO, at
public expense, on a. miimiGln k'nClWn- only to
Jefferson, Hamtltvn, MadisOn.. and CangJressman Brown a:! Kentucky.
On the expectation of war bet ee:a Englan.d ancl Spain over the Naotlm mclden.t.
Bu:mphreys! job waa t0 induce Spain tli> open
the l!dlssissippi to American navigation bJ
threatening an alliance with England, and
to keep :Britain out o! Fl.odda by threatening
an alliance wit~ Spa.i.n. There was no war,
so the mission failed, but two precedents
were set: The President could send diplo•

mats abroad without eonnltil!lg the Semate~
payllng th:em out of 1Iis co:m_tingent fUillAL He
could put secret pre5811ll"'e on. toretgn goverillliJillentl!l by tmeatening. !Il.tiU1!lwy! aetiClD
which only Co~esa c:olllldl ~ ef!ectlolal.
A more complJicatedi ate-p <1lf' that sor1 wa8J
taken by Preside.Iilt Jobn Adams. During
the quasi-war with France, he appointed and
t;ll.e Senate confirmed Dr. Edward Stevens aS"
United States consul to San Domingo, wiiereToussalnt L'Ouverture was in rebefrton
against the French Government. In a secret
oral contract, Adams gave Stevens additional
ncmconsUlar duties (virtually as a minister
to Toussaint) and. agreed to pay addttionar
expe-nses caused by these duties. Stevensr
acting as Toussain.t"s adviser, heiped to d'raft
a secnet t:rreaty ~1nformal but binding,) between h1m and Britain and committed hfs
own Gove:tn:rnetlt to respect it. He came
back to the United, States after J'eff'erson became Presi.delit and presented his accounts.
~eta!!y o! the 'rl'easmy GaJ.Ia.tm. saw no
power to pay him for nonconsulB.l: work.
The diplomatic- iWld. he pointed out. was
appa:opri.ate& to. persg:ns "commissioned by
the Pre&!de-nt." That mea.at persona eonfirmeQ oy the SeJD.at,e._ Ste-vell.S sl:wulci asJk.
Conpea for Jelie!.
Secretary of State Madison replied that.
the ~ "eo~i.Qn.ed" WVeJ:ed any peJiWU
authoclzed b.y the PreskfeJa~t t.4l serve in fa:teigllh par11a... A stl'i~ter r111lin,g "would. n.a.J:·
row the autho111.ty oi the i:xe.cut.i ve more than
wo\IJ4 consi&t with the pu.blle. mterea;,t,. wi t:b.
the probable intention Clf the leg.l.slatu:re, or
wi.tb the unif().Jjm course of. practice."
Jriler80tl. aeceptecl Ma<;Iii&o!D's view- 'rh.ua
it was confiltmfll. l!liClt onlJ that peum1a.l. am.bu&adors ~ould li>e sent abroad hy Ule Pr.eSident, but· 1lha1 the-y; c0uld be paid bom thAt
Pub.l.ie 'l'lreao&mJ on 1he ev1Gen£e. e! an \m·
w:tti1ten ag:reement. with a Pre&Wien.t »Q l.Qng.e,riD.o&e.
A BECURRl!NG Sl'IPtTA'niOM

The most dramrettc a~tion o1 ex~M
ptJwer by Presfde'rlt W1'18'nmgton eatne' m hie
neutrality :prucramation of 1!~5'. whfch both
Ma:df3"on ftlnd Jeffere'Cln regarded a" tmC'O'Il·
st!tutlonal. Hamflton took a contrary Ttew-,
and applfed the exact argume-nt Macffeon:
had used in 1790. The Presfdent. he !!1'fkl, had!
t:rrts-powerbeeauee '"the exeeutlwopow~ was
ves~ tn him and this 1rn1s part C!l'f ft.
Madis-on did not deviate f:rom ?rfs former
posittan, b'tit contended that tire proelama:tfcrn vro:rated' a spectffc provi3fon of the
C'onstitatian-that which gave C'crngreM the
power tO' cfecla:re war. The issue waS" not
whether Wa:shtngton hacf the power to proclaim that the country was neutra:I tn a Bttropean war, but wl:l:ether be C'ClUld prejudge
a deeision by Co.ngress. &D tl!l.e requirements
of the 1772- treaty lili alliance be-tween the
t:bnitedt States. and France. Madison argued
tbat tbe' powell' 'jjQ declrure wa:rr mcJ.ud.ed the,
powell' to decide whetbeJ: wa~: ougbt to be decl.an'd. The poelaiXUII.Umt, he thought, in·
frilllged tbis powell'.
Whethe:r tlrat was lrllie Olf :notr the iDCWent
h.tgMi.g.1!J;:t'ect a bet of ree'lllln"Ul.g, stgnUleanee.
The proelamartion. was is&liled!, and. that was
that. Congress could overrule it by deelad:ng
war. Which it had mo inte-ntion. ~ aomg.
Apart from that. the pro_clamation WQ.lWil
C'Ontil:tne' to stand as the oftlcil:lll poli£y of the>
country, reg,a.rdles& of its coutitutional-ity.
. Jefferson's pmchase of Lli>'lll.ii&iana in 1603
has often been cited either as an action talten.
under mh.erent ex~tive powe, or · as a fait
at.:c-om_plt. presented to· Cong;res1 for aeceptance without prior consulta:tion witb tbe legtsla1live branc:b. It was :neitber of these.
Congress not only made a casb-in-aclvanee
appropriation to aiel the negotiation. but
completed it by legislation and treaty rati•
flcatfon.
o.t only that-, the lawmakos e>f·
fered the President what he did not waDt80,000 troops and di8eretional!'J au:too:rity to
seize the country by mlHtary fo-ye-e.

Kn.I'JIA&Y INl'l'IA'l:IVE

lo&t; hi& power over Congress and
Madison tnherlted a party majority shot
thro gh 10th fac:twn. becutlve powe1r, however, continued to rise through the presidenciea Cilf ilotb men. To cope with attacks o:a
Amertean &hlp.B. ourmg the NapoleOJlic wars,
Congress gave President :Madison discretionary ]lOWer to euspemd a noninteroourse law.
He dlrew mes of p:wtest from Fede~alists by
holctmg that this implied the power to rest€lre the law after he had suspended it.
President .Adams produced a quasi-war
with France by usillllg American warships to
prnteet mercbant -,esaels.
hatdent Je-1fer80D. sen.t Ameriean. bigates
to tbte- Meaiterramel:lln, to guard American.
shtppLmg b-om the- Barbary paate na.tions,
not &DoW!ilng ihat Tripoli had declared war
on Ute United States.
llcladtsmx, DefOI'e he 'became President,
placecl. a :o&n'OW mterpretalion on the millt~ P'J!'ftrs: ot the li!Xe<i:Utlve.
Congxe&&. he
remmkftl in. l..B6lS, could l!l.nt flelegate its.
power iD deelar~ WM'~ it coulO not give the
President: disC~"efi «mary powel' to march an
army into N~, Orleans, held PY Spain. But
1n 1810, Madison marched an army U:om New
<nleans mto. wes:i Florida, held by Spain.
wii:oout any act oi Congress at all. He descDbed 1t • a poli~e action, tc maintam
oli'der, bu.~ tbe purpose was annexation, and
omy Ule: pcstratton Clt Spain. beneath the
al"'Diea crll Napoleon and Wellington )>l'evented 81DDed :rresi&tance. l4a.d.ison's. action
f~ a precedent for P~:~t Wilson's
mintuy mclUIF.I.cms mio ll4exico, which in
turl!h g,av:~ a sanetio» 1o President 'I::tuman's
intervention in Km--ea.
The Monroe Doctrine was an expression
of presidentiallead.ership rather than Executive power. It was indeed the work of four
Presidents-Clllle in omce, two retired and one
yet to be-for Monroe acted em the advice
of Jefferson, MaOisoD, and John Quincy
Adams. But the mere promulgation of the
doctrine led to innumerable exertions of Executive authOI"tty-by Cleveland in keeping
Britain out of Venezuela, by Theodore Roosevelt in :foreJStallinC Eurcpean intervention in
Santa Domtngo, by Wilaon in the e«upation
of Haiti.
In ~raising and. paying troops and in suspending the right of habeas carpus, I..tnoo:fn
violated the' Constitution. In issuing his
Emancipation P:toelamation,. he expanded his
powers as commander in chte! beycmd tbe
miiftary fie!d, tmt struck s terrific blow at
the mtlltary power of the enemy. Extreme
as i1t was, thiS' ....as a wen-wan:anted eonstitutionail. actiOlll. Had he gone turlha and
abolished slavery in States that did not
secede. it would ha:ve been. an indefensible
usurpation of powa-.
Just before and after the Civil War, executive power was almost ncm.existent, but
fm to'tlaJ:ly dfi1Jereut reasons_ ln the 1850's,
weak Pnsidente and a diviciecf majority
party redueea the general stnngth of Govenrment to a &Uleidal low. .After the Civil
War, a O>:ngreM driven by sectional fanatics--the Ncrthe-m Radl:cals.---averwhelmed
the Executive with a iury whWh Lincoln
himself might not have been. able to resist.
had 1he assa8$1n's bullet apand him.
We often talt in Ame:rie-a about dictatorships, thinking of the danger tha;t &ame
strong President will seize abeolute control. Few peap e realize that we had a
'Vfrtuai dictatOJ:Bhip by Congress during Reconstruction days, with lasting and appall·
ing damage :tnructed upon the Nation.
It was not untn Theodore Roosevelt en•
tered the Whfte House that the eiecutiv~
branch regained what it lOst after Lincoln.
HiS' personality made the cl':range. Unable
to influence a. Congress contmiled by conservative business interests, be nat only re•
sorted to his own executive pow~ but tried
to define it as a system. He ealled bim.self
ate ard of the . people."
He
Je

~:rson.

·-..ne
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claimed that ~J.e could do anything for the
public welfare which the Constitution did
not forbid.
T . R . "took Panama" by fomenting a
revolution in Colombia, thus making it possible to build the Panama Canal. He coerced the coal barons into settling a strike
by threatening to send troops into the coal
fields-though what they would have done
there was left a little vague. When the
Senate rejected his treaty placing. American customs houses in Santo Dommgo, he
set them up by Executive agreement with
that country and kept them there until the
Senate ratified the agreement.
IMPACT OF CHANGE

Executive expansion under Wilson and
Franklin Roosevelt followed a different pattern. The United States was projected into
world affairs during two world wars during
their presidencies. At the same time the
national economy grew so complicated that
vast new responsibilities were thrust upon
the Federal Government. Faced with situations too complex for fixed legal patterns,
Congress was compelled to make huge delegations of power.
The power given to Wilson over industrial
production, the powers given to Franklin
Roosevelt in the Hundred Days of 1933these represented the impact of a changing
world more than they did the strength of the
men, strong though they were, who took the
lead in bringing this about. The Supreme
Court's resistance to the NRA and the AAA,
to the Guffey Coal Act, etc., was not at bottom a protest either against the powers of
Congress or the President. It was a lastditch struggle against economic and social
ct\ange. The failure of it let governmental
powers sweep onward in both fields.
We are now at a point in which the United
States is more involved in world affairs than
ever before, and the national economy is more
closely tied to the Federal Government. This
produces a greater need for legislative responsibility in Congress, and at the same
time, compels a wider us of executive power.
Against this are set up two frustrations:
Congress is unwilling to meet its legislative
responsibilities. This throws an undue burden onto the Executive under circumstances
in which action is difficult. President Truman put the United States into war in Korea, but called it a police action. He cannot
br.se his Executive actions on the war power
without changing the label, and cannot
change the label without stamping his prior
action as unconstitutional. So, when faced
with the need for actlo_j. which might be defended as within his wat powers, he acts, but
uses the language of Andrew Jackson or
Theodore Roosevelt to justify his action.
That leaves the crucial question stlll undecided-whether the action to which it is
applied is executive or legislative in nature.
To sum up:
American history demonstrates, beyond dispute, that under the leadership of strong
Presidents and the pressure of events, the
executive power will be exerted to its full
extent. But nobody has yet said what is and
what is not Executive power.

The Honor of Being a Teacher
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDITH NOURSE ROGERS
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 19, 1952

Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include the following address, entitled "The Honor of

Being a Teacher," delivered by me at the
biannual reunion of graduates of the
Lowell State Teachers College, Lowell,
Mass., May 17, 1952:
Your Excellency, our Most Rev. Bishop
Markham, Most Rev. Msgr. Sherlock; our
Rev. Dr. Rees, president, Greater Lowell Ministers Association; Your Excellency, the Governor of the Commonwealth; the distinguished president of the college, Dr. O'Leary;
Miss MacPartlin, president of the College
Graduates Association; the faculty, graduates, students, officials, and friends of the
Lowell State Teachers College, with joy and
happiness in my heart, with a friendly spirit
of pride in your achievement of this wonderful new building which will mean so much to
our fine community, and with an unqualified
faith in the future, I am delighted to join
with all of you today on this historical occasion.
In addition to ~his reunion of old friends
here today and the talking over between us
of many subjects of mutual interest, this
meeting is a very special one not only for all
of you aRsociatecf with the Lowell Teachers
College but for this wonderful Lowell community of ours where we live and have a part
in its active life, and in which we have a deep
feeling of loyalty and esteem. This is a special reunion today because only a few moments ago, His Excellency, the Governor,
broke the ground for the construction of
your fine new building. When this new unit
is erected and ready for use it wlll provide
greater opportunities, increased facilities,
and pleasant conditions for the study of the
ever expanding arts and sciences. This new
building will be the center of cultural and
spiritual relationships and experiences for
those privileged to be associated with this
excellent college in the future. It i.J indeed
a fine addition to the Lowell Teachers College.
In this fine institution which we are so
fortunate to have in the city of Lowell, men
and women are trained to be teachers. They
are trained in the art and ability to impart
knowledge and many other essential factors
of experience to our young citizens, the leaders of tomorrow, during the formative years
of their lives. Teaching is a basic, fundamental, and important profession. Similar
to our religious leadership the teacher exercises tremendous influence on the moulding
of character. It is an honor to be a teacher.
TEACHERS CONSTRUCT CHARACTER

In a sense the building of men and women
can be compared with the construction of a
building. The difference is the materials
used in one are tangible while the materials
needed for the other are intangible. Step
by step, block by block, wall by wall a great
building is constructed. After the building
is finished some changes can be made but
important structural changes cannot be
made. The same is true in the building of
the character of youth-in the construction,
if you please, of men and women. Step by
step the basic fundamental intangibles must
be cemented and riveted into permanent
place. Just as the body responds to good
food, so does the mind and spirit respond to
fine teaching. The teacher is the technician
that guides the laying of the cornerstone in
the construction of the foundation of character, in the lives of students upon which
their future must depend and rest. And like
a great building, such as the one you are
going to have, once the structural frame
is riveted and welded together and the cornerstone is laid, no great changes can be
made in the character of men and women
without destroying them.
TEACHERS MUST POSSESS HIGH QUALITIES

Many years of study and experience are
required for an architect ~ reach the pinnacle of his profession. When his building
is finished and the genius and flourishes of
his art have been transformed from pape~
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r~ans to a great and beautiful structure,
without question he feels a deep sense of
pride and satisfaction with his creation and
accomplishment. Many years of study and
experience are likewise required to develop a
great teacher. The genius of their work and
the flourishes of their art in the moulding
and construction of the character of youth
is less tangible than the beautiful building
of the architect but surely, as time passes
by, when these young become the leaders
of the citizenship of their time, the satisfaction and compensation is immeasurable
to the teachers and others who have carefully
moulded together the construction materials
of their character, their culture, and their
faith.
The teacher is a most important and necessary citizen in all of the thousands of communities throughout our country. The type
of iife they follow, their conduct, and their
accomplishments have great influence upon
the lives of others. They influence the
thinking, the activities, and the general
character of the communities in which they
live. The teacher is the first to guide and
direct and influence the public of tomorrow.
Because of this importance to the community
and the Nation the teacher must possess
many fine qualities.
To reach the mind and touch the heart of
the young the teacher must be able to command their respect and confidence. The
teacher must be loyal to the country, believe
in our form of government, our free way of
life, honor the . flag and all the glory and
traditions for which it stands. The teacher
must believe in God, the Father, and possess a profound faith and know the high
meaning of life. The teacher must be able
to inspire, to lead, and develop a bond of
trust with their students. These are extremely important qualifications but there
are many more for our standards are high.
Teachers must be endowed with patience,
firmness, and kindness. They must be
.thoughtful, sympathetic, and considerate.
They must be cooperative, creative, and interested. Teachers must possess understanding
and the abil1ty to share and solve problems.
They must be courteous, pleasant, and playful. A sense of humor, an excellent memory.
and attractive manners are very helpful
qualities as well as possessing refinement and
a neat and clean appearance for they are
constantly by their acts, appearance, and
conduct setting an example for their students. The teacher oftentimes must be a
psychologist, a physiologist, and at times, a
theologist, and musician. The teacher, in
fact, must possess almost every fine, human
quality in addition to a wide general knowledge because in the process of their construction of the character of youth, they
are called upon to use all of their resources.
In addition to all of these requirements,
the parents, students, and community expect their teachers to possess a touch of
genius and be a model of character life and
living at all times. The teacher is expected
to possess a thousand times more attributes
and qualities than does a Hollywood actor or
actress and receive ·a thousand times less in
pay for services having thousands of times
more responsibility than the work of making thousands of pictures or performing in
a night club. This discrepancy of human
worth is almost discouraging. Somewhere,
somehow equity became lost and the scales
of justice tipped when the economic values
of these services to mankind were measured
and weighed.

A TEACHER'S RESPONsmiLITY TODAY

It might be suggested by some individuals

that our standards and qualifications are
too high and that it is much too difficult
to find men and women possessing all of
these high qualities. In reference to this
argument I completely disagree. In our com•
munity, our commonwealth, and throughout our country almost everyone possessea.
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these plain, everyday qualities in some degree. The American people are loy.al, honest have faith in God and are fine in every
way. Those charged with teaching the
young .however, as well as thGse charged
with the conduct of our public afiair.s .must
be able, loyal, trustworthy, and of ..sterling
character. Both are trusted with great responsib111ties.
The teacher of the young .has control over
the formative years of tomorrow's America.
If the teacher does not possess these necessary qualifications but rather ls com.mitteti
to snother way of llie and living, lt lt quite
obvious this teacher is in a strategic position to supply the wrong materials .for the
moulding and construction of the character
of youth. Teachers of this type .can develop a completely d.llferent philosophy of
thinking and .acting. If this ildnd of ~ub
versive action is planned and organized it
1s quite easy to comprehend the devastatian
of this cancerous threat to our way of life
and to our survival as a free Nation.
THE GREAT CONFLICT OF OUR CI\f!UZA'TION

Teaching is a fine profession but o~e of
grave and vitally important res.ponsibllity.
This was never more true than it is .now in
the midway years of the twentieth century.
In the minds and hearts of every thinking
human being in the world there is -concern
and serious contemplation regarding the two
controlling conflicting philosopbies of life
and living and survival. The entire world
is upset and the vast majority of the :people
1n almost every country are living in fear.
They fear that everything they possess will
be confiscated and taken from them. 'They
fear their families will be torn apart, their
homes destroyed and their very lives cast
into the maelstrom of slavery, brutality, and
death. In this confiict man can no longer
trust man, families cannot trust relatives
and friends, .fathers and mothers -cannot
trust sons and daughters. A few years ago
our courageous President Roosevelt .stated,
all we had to fear was fear itself. 'Todey
this is no longer tbe situation for the fear
in the hearts of men and women today .has
been planted. nomished, snd grown to maturity, by a :poison philosophy which kUla
before 1t can be brushed aside.
13ecause of the significance of this conflict to our way of life and its meaning and
relation to the teaching profession it is well
to examine the nature of the struggle.
This conflict is between those who .believe
man must be free and those wbo assert nian
must answer to the complete authority and
domination of the state. The free w.ay of
life bas come to be known a.s 'democracy
while the authoritarian life 1s known today
as totalltarlan communism.
PJUNCIPLES OF THE EBEE W AT OF LIFE '

The principles of the free way of Llf.e <llr
democra.c y are precisely stated in the American Declaration of Independence. All men
are created e-qual. They are .endowed ·by
their creator with certain lnaUeD.Bible righills.
Among these -are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Governments are in·
stituted among men to secure these .rights.
The powers of the governments are derived
from the consent of the governed. Under
the free way of life government is by lawlaw which ortginates in tlle power of the
people. The free way of life 1s founded on
faith and belief in God and that the Creator
is the Author of every hu:m.a,n being and
the source of his rights and that neither the
state nor any other human agency llas the
jurisdiction to exploit any human b~ing or
violate his rights. Under the system of democracy the state is a servant to m-ankind
and not its master. The state cannot use its
administrative or . police powers so as to
make of them a weapon to violate human
ri ghts anct terrorize the peop~. The .free
democratic way of life believes in the brotherhood of all men under God the Father.
U'nder the free way_ of life these princi_ples

are universal and apply to all mankind,
everywhere, at all times and under all forms
of government.
PRINCIPLES

OF

'TOTALITARIAN COMMUNISM

Compare these principles with the doctrine of totalitarian communism. Communism wears a humanitarian cloak and poses
as the messiah of social justice. Communism is always eoneerned with the present,
by glowing promises to the people of today
of tbe wonderful utopia of tomorrow. In
reality communism is not at aU 1nterest-ed
1n the future. It has given rise to the most
reactionary regime of our time. It is based
on barb-arism, brutaltty, slavery. Its doctrine is immoraiJ., founded in m.a.Uce, ettmg
man B~gainst man, 'Cla:ss against c!lass, and au
men against Goo. The doctrine of oommunism extends !far beyon.ti civil goven1ment
and poH.Itieal con'Siderations. Comm•uniSIIll
cla1ms ttre -whoie of m:an: his mind, his
heart, his soul, his body. Communism dentes to man all spiritual values, bls inalienable Tights, 'and his faith. Communtsm
seeks to transform all human beings created
by God in His image, into so~less biological
units. Comm.umsm creates automatons of
men and fits them inillo a m1Lits.ry and propaganda machine designed to Clleam .an:d .keep
operating worlti revolution. Communism ls
opposed to all human rights, the :tree expression of the individual. and 'a ll fun:dam.ental
concepts of freedom.
Communism destroys the m:stitution of
the fami11.y by a police-enforced collective
way of Ufe, by inordinate control over the
children and :thei~ iorcible imi@Ctrina.ttion 1:n
comm.unism, anti by setting members <Of the
same famlly against o:ne another through
fear and ter:r.o.r.
Communism aboltsb.es ail 1reedmm of expression '9.nd of the p11ess. The dictators
control '9.H pubU:catton and C(J)nl.Jlletely .suppress an nonconformist movements and
efforts. It abolishes the courts of justice,
churches, and commercial oper.ations by
forcing th~ir measul'es of Communist id~o
logical indoctrlnatton. The state is tlle mw.
The state is .sup1'-eme. The state cannot be
cha1lenged. Th<e state has complete authority over all indi'Viaua s. The state is allpowerful. The leader of t e stat<e, the dictator, is higher th'an God. He is the master.
This is commun'tsin.
SIGNIFICANCE OF CONFLICT TO TEACHERS

In view of the fact this philosophy of life
1s so completely opposed to our freedom and
our system of government it is must important that tbis slave doctrine never in!filtrates
1nto om schools. H-ere ts -reason en.ough for
the high lltan'dards ot qualifications which
must prevail for those who desire the honor
of engaging in th'e teachlng profession . . The
teal:hing profession ts our first nne of defense and we must earefuUy gua-rd i't to ma!ke
certain it is made up of fine, loyal, able
Americans 'devoted to the free way of Ufe.
Communism is active. It is constantly
working, con-stantly strt'ving to spread like
water seeping over dry grounti. Communists
are always working, always seeking every advantage. It is well to remember that communism thnves on destruction. It does not
build. It tears down. Its abundant soil of
operation is unrest, economic collapse, poverty, lethargy, and ignorance. If the free
way of life, not on'ly 1s to survive but preva~l
over this form of -slavery we ·must not permit
the soil of America ever to depreciate to the
extent 1t embodies these elements.
Freedom, like communism, to be kept alive
must be active. Democracy is an active sort
of thing. You must teach it. experience lt,
live it at all times. You cannot sit back
and leave it up to the other fellow and still
participate in the workings, operation, and
benefits of a demo.cratic form of government.
No one 1s more reprehensible than someone
who complains about the evils of our government and our way of llfe and at the same

time does not. vote and does not participat~
in the patriotic activities of citizenship.
MEANING OF CITIZENSHIP

Our democratic .farm of government is both
a privilege and a. re:spnnsibility. Democra-cy
is a privilege, not a. right. It ts not inherent.
Since it is a -prtvilege, 1t can be taken away
from us. If it is not cherished. and Jrept -aeti ve and alive it can be lost. Sinoe tt can
be 1ast, our form nf -government is a .responsibility which ~h anti every o:me of us must
assume and must .measure -up :bo flvery rlay
of our lives. It must be taught ito the youth
of the country by olll' teach.flm. It must be
experienced. It must be livoetl. Irf our democratic processes and free institutions should
fall into disuse, our country can become the
victim of communism and -any other 1mn
that is lurking in our path ·o f 'destiny "I"eady
to take over.
For my part citizensbjp means love for my
country and the free way or ltfe it repr-esents. It .means tbe protection of Amer1ea
and for our cherished and precious institutions. It means bel~ alert to "danger -and
a wlllingne.s s to sacrifice in order to JJI'event
that danger from overtaking us. It means
the performance of our duties -ami nsponsibillties in a vigorous, emclent :m-anner. lt
means :holding fast to our faith Tor lie who
has begun a good work ln us will go on completing it. It means we must continually go
forward by constantly te.a'Cbing and pr~pa:r
ing our youth in the values of our :precious
institutions and .form of government.
'THE .ELEM!ENTS OF THE CliGICE

In urder to 'Sharply compare the elements
of this great conflict of e:J:vilir::atiens, it lll well
to focus our 'Sights squarely :on the teJrget.
Under eommuni'sm the sta<te ls supreme.
Under our free way or life in Am-eriea the
peop11:! are supreme. Under eom.munimn the
class is the effective unit of 'Soeial gTowth.
Under our way uf life the individual is of
surpassing worth. U;nder communism, individual 'liberty fades away and. completely
disappears. Under our democratic way, individual liberty is an ina1lenable right.
Under communtsm man is tbe servant of
the state while under the .free way of life
the government and the -state is the servant
of man. Under communism the iron curtain is dropped .and the dlctator god te1ls
the people what they shall think .and wh-at
and how they shall act and conduct themselves. In America under 'tbe free way of
li!e each individual has the opportunity to
present his own point of view. In America
free public discussion of an subjects .1s of
benefit to an of the people. U.nder communism the state under the complete authority of the dictator' rules from the top
down while under the American .free way
of life our Government serves tbe people
from the bottom up.
THE CHOICE

After a ear.efu.l examination of tbe elements com;tituftlng tnese two -pbUmsoph1es
of government, as Widely eepa;r a.ted -a£ tbe
North and South Poles, it 'Seems ineredi'bl~
th'at any individual having good soense and a
free choice could -possibly turn to communism. Unfortunately, however, there are a
large number of individuals wbo bave openly
endorsed communism. A larger number endorses it secretly. lla;ny of these people
were born in other lands .and emigrated to
free America because they were dissatisfied
with their former restrictions and methods
of living. Many of these people are nativeborn Americans and bave never expertenced
life under any otber system of government.
Some endorse communism because they
have failed to succeed tn obtainin;g som<e position or objective they have wanted to
achieve. Others endorse communism because t:hey consider tt -smart Ito belong to
something subversive .and enjoy be~ the
obaect as well as the subject of conversation.
Regardless of their re.a sons for endorsing
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communism and bein.g active in Communist
organizations, there is not any of them who
would give up the advantages of our free way
of life and go to a Communist country like
Russia to live under their endorsed way of
life. It is my view, however, that all American citizens who endorse communism or engage in any activities of the Communist organization should be compelled by law to
sacrifice their citizenship and be classified
as aliens and subject to the laws regarding
aliens.
Communism is a threat to our form of
governmen.t and our way of life. It is active
here in our own country. It is active here
in our own Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Many who should have better sense
engage in its activities. Its stock in trade is
propaganda and false information designed
to cause unrest and violence. It is sold to
others by the medium of ideas and the attractive phrase.
CONCLUSION

In addition to the constant vigilance of
your Government and the powerful work of
our churches, religious leaders, and religious
organizations our country must depend upon
the loyalty and faith of our teachers. This
is particularly true of the teachers of youth . .
Depending upon your ability as teachers to
mold and build fine characters in the youth
of today is the strength and morality of our
country tomorrow. This great responsibility
together with all that your work means to
youth, to men, and women, to the communities all over the country, to democracy
and the free way of life makes teaching a
high-an honorable profession.
The educational system in America is the
finest in the world. It is a free system in
a free country and has progressed until today
every girl and boy in the Nation has the
opportunity for an education. This opportunity must be widened for within the free
way of life every possible advantage must
be developed. There is a need today for
additional schools and an increa£.e in our
educational facilities throughout the coun.try. If it is necessary for the Federal Government to assist in financing these needs
it must do so but in doing so it must not
become involved in any degree of control.
The educational system must remain free for
within this freedom is the strength and
character that makes America great.
In view of these important responsibilities,
the high standards and fine qualities required in a teacher are necessary. These
requirements, together with an excellent education and training are possessed by the
students and graduates of the Lowell State
Teacher's College.
The graduates of this
fine institution are among the best of those
anywhere in the country. It is for this reason this community is proud and I am proud
of the Lowell State Teachers College. It is
for this reason we are so pleased you are going to have this wonderful new building. It
is for this reason this is a happy reunion.
Just as our fighting men face up to the
enemy, I know our country can depend on
the graduates of the Lowell State Teachers
College to face up to their duties and ~e
sponsibilities. May God bless you w1th
health and strong hearts and may His faith
follow you in your daily tasks.

Economic Education or Economic Disaster
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF ·

HON. EVERETT M. DIRKSEN
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in

the Appendix of the RECORD an address
entitled "Economic Education or Economic Disaster,'' delivered by the distinguished Senator from Maine [Mr.
BREWSTER] before the Institute of Economic Education in · Chicago, Ill., on
May 13, 1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Mr. Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen, I
want to thank the Northwestern University
and the Chicago Chapter of the Public Relations Society of America for the opportunity to address this luncheon session. The
life of a Senator is brightened by many invitations to spealt before people who are contributing their talent to public affairs and
the community welfare. This invitation,
however holds a very special interest for me.
"Econo~ic education, or economic disaster."
In those five words, the sponsors of this institute have selected a theme that is of enormous importance to every American-a
theme of momentous significance in a day
when it seems that only a well-informed
public can possibly bring to a halt the fiscal
follies that are swiftly leading the Nation
toward economic chaos.
I congratulate the public relations profession for recognizing the imperative need for
economic education. I congratulate it for
taking positive and intelligent action to rally
public opinion behind those in Congress. who
seek to restore sanity and sound principles
to the operation of Government. The fact
that the public at large knows as much as it
does about the economic facts of life is due
in vary large part to the excellent work of
public-relations men and women, and to the
support they are given by enlightened business and professional and other leaders.
PUBLIC RELATIONS

I am told that this institute is predicated
upon a feeling that the public relations profession, as the representative of business, industry, and the professions, has a great obligation to the public welfare and the common
good, an obligation which is inseparable
from its obligations to its clients. I consider that the best example of public relations in the public interest that I have seen.
Discussions such as those being held in your
session today can do a great deal toward reviving responsible individual participation
in our local, State, and National Governments.
During the very short time I have been in
Chicago today, I have had the opportunity
to meet only a few of you personally. Yet
I do not feel like a stranger here. I feel
that I know quite a bit about you.
HIDDEN TAXES

For example, I know that on the average
you and your family pay $700 annually in
hidden taxes-those pernicious little levies
that start out on somebody else's ledger and
always end up in our bills. I know that
nearly 650 of such taxes were included in
the cost of your house. That spring bonnet,
which was such a bargain, and which looks
so handsome on the lovely lady here, carried 150 taxes of which you may be unaware-34 more than your husband's suit.
I know that the cost of that loaf of bread
that was delivered this morning includes
151 hidden taxes. The egg you had for
breakfast accounted for an even 100 taxes.
If you coolted it for three minutes, by the
time it was r eady the National Government
had spent $360,000, of your money, and collected $288,000 in taxes.
The Government is cooking its golden eggs
at a fantastically high rate of speed. :rt

hasn't yet quite cooked its own goose, but
it has the oven going full blast.
The problem of tax reform is just one of
the many problems in economic education
which we face today. It is one of the most
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pressing-and one that requires more knowledge on the part of the citizen. As the New
York Herald Tribune once said about hid·
den taxes, and I quote: "It is to the advantaae of the individual that he sees
through the tax smoke screen which the experts have laid down-that he feels the
pain of what has been devised to be painless."
ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT

Inextricably entwined with the probiem of
tax reform is the problem of Government
economy. Already the Federal Government
uses up 71 cents out of each tax dollar.
And it is seeking more. The national debt
stands at $260,000,000,000-nearly a billion
dollars for every person in this room. A
profligate Government hurts all of us. _It
depletes our savings; it mortgages our children's future; it lowers our standard of living; it endangers our national defense. It
represents a very real, very present problem
in economic education.
PUBLIC OPINION

Congress must accept its share of the responsibility for the perilous situation in
which we find our country today. So must
the public. Congress must strive to keep
the public aware of the economic situation.
The public must seek to learn. Democracy
requires the active participation of every
citizen in the affairs of government, but
only an informed citizen can participate intelligently .. There is where you in the public-relations profession have your greatest
opportunity, your greatest responsibility,
your greatest challenge. If the' public-relations profession can help to build an informed, articulate public opinion, we in CongresJ w:·11 have a strong weapon with which
to face the forces of extravagance, the forces
of socialization.
I often have been asked whether there
really is any use in talking with or writing
to your Congressmen; whether Members of
Congress actually use recess periods to report to their constitutents, and to learn
from them what they want Congress to do
both for their local areas and for the Nation.
Believe me; yes, we do. Congressmen have to
be good public-relations people or they will
be ex-Congressmen: We have a twofold obligation-to listen as well as to speak.
Americans will forgive a man who differs
with them, but they will not forgive him
for a lack of courage. Americans will select a
forthright man who differs with them on
some points rather than one who uses weasel
words to win support. Unfortunately, there
is a class of politician who feels that opportunism and compromise are the tools of
political success. Such politicians attempt
to be all things to all men. That theory of
political survival is fading, I am happy to
say. And the theory on which this conference is based-the simple, sound theory of
real public service-has became the nemesis of political opportunism.
PART-TIME CITIZENS

We often hear people express doubt about
the. real effectiveness of trying to create or
mold or change public opinion. Don't ever
sell short the power of your voice-if it is
backed by real conviction. Don't ever let
bureaucrats convince you that the right of
petition no longer is yours. That is the
route to dictatorship. One place where the
public, like Congress, occasionally has failed,
was when it has slipped into a feeling of
hopelessness, and let its own powers go by
default. In today's complex civilization, we
cannot afford to be part-time citizens. If
we disapprove, we must protest. We must
conscientiously and continually watch the
operation of our Government. We must
keep ourselves well informed on the economic facts of life.
Yes; we in Congress do listen to our constituents. We are grateful for and pay close
attention to your letters. I have heard it
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said that if every American wrote one letter
a year to his representatives in Congress, we
would not need to fear for our freedoms.
Your letter, like your vote, does count. You
can take that from a man who is running
for reelection.
The Senate of the United States and the
British Parliament are the two greatest forums in the world today. Although the policies enunciated there may at times diverge
from the direct line of true public opinion,
the feelings of the great majority of citizens usually are expressed by their representatives in those two legislative bodies.
EXECUTIVE USURPATION

In these forums many of the great decisions on international affairs are made even
though there has been a:p. unfortunate and
dangerous disposition on the part of the
national administration in this country to
act without congressional authorization or
consultation in these matters. It is a shameful thing that there are those today in this
country who would remove foreign policy
from the realm of open discussion, and who
would bar it as an issue in the coming election campaigns. The American public is entitled to a full, fair airing of our international activities, and you may be sure they
are going to get it.
Congress was conceived by the founding
fathers not only as a legislative body, but
also to serve as a brake against administrative excesses and as the people's "hair shirt"
fo~· the Executive.
Just as Congress keyed a
great public protest against an earlier administration's attempt to pack the Supreme
Court, so is it today the sounding board for
public protest against the current administration's assumption of inherent and untouchable power to seize private property.
I assure you, ladies and gentlemen, that
the majority of the Senate will never stand
idly by while any President dons the mantle
of divine right and attempts to put himself above the Constitution. Only if Congress-and the people-lose or abdicate their
powers, will the exec}ltive department become too strong, too irresponsive to the
wishes of the people it serves.
The Senate was created not only to represent the will of the majority, but also, by
the distribution of its membership, to give a
strong voice to the minority and to prevent
the concentration of too much power in one
man or in certain areas of population. How
well the Senate has measured up to this responsibility, I leave to you to decide. We
cannot den ~ · , I fear, that it has failed in some
instance:. during the past two decades.
During the past 20 years, the Congress,
in my opinion, often has gone along too
willingly in permitting an emergency type
of Government to exist and to continue. On
some occasions, I fear, it may have deserved
the criticism that it had become a "rubber
stamp" for the Executive. Although many
of the almost dictatorial actions by the
executive department resulted not so much
from an abdication of power by Congress
as from a usurpation of power by the Executive, nevertheless, there have been times
when we in Congress failed to act as the
catalyst which might have produced strong
public opinion against such actions.
·r sincerely believe, however-and the record proves-that Congress is beginning to
reassert its prerogatives. I also predict that
after next November's elections you will see
a great deal more independence and aggressive leadership on Capitol H1ll.
MAINE IDEA

In mJ. home State we refer to common
sense and comxnon decency in government
as the "Maine idea." In Washington I have
tried to make that my main idea, and together with a steadfast group of legislators
have advocated and pleaded for sound economics in the Federal Government. During
the so-called rubber stamp era, however,
despite the efforts of those in both parties

who fought for economy, the Congress continued to authorize millions upon millions
of dollars for unnecessary, wasteful expenditures. Now, though, and to its everlasting
credit, Congress is scrutinizing carefully the
never-ending demands for more and more
tax funds out of the pockets of the people.
The problem of Government efficiency and
economy is, of course, not solely the responsibility of Congress. The people must elect
Presidents who believe in such sound philosophies too-for the executive has great
power in fiscal affairs and also has the power
of veto over congressional action.
If the people are to help Congress bring
about economy and solvency-and if they
are going to elect executives and legislators
who recognize that objective-they must
know the basic facts about our economic
life. All of us must realize that in our complex, modern civilization, we are in much
danger of spending our way into socialism,
dictatorship, and loss of liberty than we are
of losing it through foreign aggression.
WHAT IS THE LIMIT?

Have we reached the limit of our economic
ability as a Nation to pay? How much
l.onger can our national economy stand the
strain? Should there be a specific limit on
the Federal income-tax rate?
There are some who feel that 25 percent
of income should be the statutory limit on
taxes. Whatever may be the maximum and
proper limitation, it is imperative that we
unders.t and the dangers of continuing the
philosophy of "tax and tax, spend and spend,
elect and elect." Government itself cannot
create wealth. In fact, it has reached the
point in our time when, by ruinous taxation
and wasteful spending, the Government
t.ctually is destroying real and potential
wealth for all the American people. It is not
only great industries that feel the 's train.
Little business and every individual on a
payroll feels the increasing pinch as well.
BUREAUCRACY KNOWS NO LIMIT

Bureaucratic government feeds on those
who maintain it. It not only strives to retain its powers; it constantly reaches out
for more powers and it continually increases
in size. Instinctively, it abhors economy.
The aristocracy of bureaucracy is determined
by bigness-bigness in size and in expense.
As government grows, the people pay the
price in increasing taxes, both direct and
hidden-and what comes back to them in
eventual services or benefits is tragically disproportionate to the money that originally
poured into the Federal Treasury.
The general misuse of the people's money
is the result of having too much. We know
that individuals can't buy happiness-that
a person who acquires too much money too
easily is likely to lose a sense of values, a
sense of responsibility, the will to work and
the will to improve. The same is true of
government. During the past 20 years the
Government has been striking it richer and
richer, with too little protest from the public
and with too few strings attached to the
windfall. As a result, there has been not
only reckless, unwise spending, but also a
dangerous disregard for the fundamental
laws of economics.
These are laws which neither a family
nor a government can ignore except at its
own peril. These are laws which every citizen can understand as well as he can understand that he can't live on caviar and buy
champagne for the neighbors if his income
calls for hampurgers and coffee.
It's as simple as that-and you men and
women of the public relations profession
know better than any group in the United
States, how to clarify complex problems, how
to state them in simple, understandable
terms.
That's why I am talking to you today.
Let me give just a few examples of some
of the major developments and symptoms
which should provide adequate warning of

the dangers ahead, which thinking, capable
citizens must find means to clarify and discuss and resolve.
In March of 1929 the Federal Government
had 587,665 civilian employees. Today the
Federal Government has 2,530,891 civilian
employees-an increase of almost a full
2,000,000 in the past 23 years.
Furthermore, during March of this year
the number of Federal civilian employees
was increasing at the rate of about 500 every
day.
Think what that means. Look around you.
If the Government hiring was done around
the clock, by this time today there would
be a group of new employees e~ual to the
size of this audience. By the end of the day,
the Government would have employed another group of similar size. And that sort of
payroll padding has been going on, day after
day, for a long period of time.
The American people now are paying nearly 30 percent of the national income in Federal taxes, and in the past 20 years a total
of one-fourth of the national income has
gone into the Federal Treasury. In those
same 20 years the Federal Government has
spent the equivalent of 30 percent of the
national ·income.
The Federal debt amassed in that 20-year
period amounts to double the asesssed value
of all real and personal property in the
United States. Moreover, on the basis of
official Government budget estimates, the
national debt on July 1, 1954, will be close
to $300,000,000,000-and all of this, mind
you, is happening during years of prosperity.
The budget for fiscal 1953, which was presented in January of this year, will give us
the eighteenth Federal deficit in 21 years.
The number of people who live wholly or
partially off public funds is constantly increasing. Abbut 17,000,000 Americans today
are receiving regular payments of one kind
or another directly from the Federal Government. An additional 8,000,000 are on the
rolls of the States, counties, and cities. That
makes a total of 25,000,000 persons, who with
their families constitute an alarmingly high
proportion of the population.
WORLD WELFARE

Many very sincere people feel that in
spite of this tumultuous growth of Government-in spite of the urgent need to
bring under control a bureaucracy running .
amuck-we should not turn our faces homeward now, but should concentrate on the
welfare of the world. No one, I dare say,
has more pride in America's role of world
leadership than I. I am fully aware of our
Nation's great destiny of helpfulness to its
neighbors, and its God-given ability to help.
I do not shun our country's responsibilities
as a member of the world community. But
I do submit, ladies and gentlemen, that
whatever form it may take, whatever philosophy it may espouse, no sound and equitable
foreign policy can be built upon a weak
and inequitable domestic structure.
STRONG AMERICA

Destruction of our capacity to maintain
decent living standards and freedom for our
own people is the inevitable result of excessive taxation and spending, of burgeoning bureaucracy and unrealistic fiscal policy.
With that capacity destroyed, how can we
hope to withstand aggression from abroad?
What will it avail the world if we dissipate
our sovereign strength, if we blindly tear
away the material and moral solidity that
has made America the last great fortress of
freedom? No; our greatest obligation to
the world is to remain strong.
Remaining strong is in large part the responsibility of American citizens. Sound
Government and sound economy, like charity, begin at home. As individual citizens
we are close to the grass roots of our Government. AB individuals in your home com-
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munity, you know what costly tax-financed
projects are truly necessary, and which ones
are not. You can sense the very real concern felt by charitable and religious groups
over the way in which the noble work of
charity more and more is being discarded
and taken over by socialistic Government
agencies. The more we turn to paternalistic bureaucracy, the more we dull our Godgiven incentive to care for our own.
There is a sound, basic philosophy of
American Government that every spokesman
in this room for a business, a profession, a
labor group, an industry, or an institution
of any kind should preach every day of his
life: "Never go to Government for something
you can do for yourself."
Have courage in opposing wasteful Federal expenditures, even though they may be
popular among many of your fellow. citizens. If we turn all our problems over to
Government, then we have not yet begun to
see high taxation-or bad Government--or
loss of our liberty.
One of the major reasons that the United
States has not gone as far down the road to
socialism as England, is that business, industry, and the professions have sought to
earn and maintain good public relations.
PROFESSION OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
Unfortunately, of course, a few members
of the public relations profession, like some
Members of Congress, still have only a parochial understanding of their responsib11ities.
It is one of the great vices of bureaucracy
that the taxpayers' money can be misused
to propagandize the bureaucrats into even
greater power. There are more than 4,000
public relations people employed by our Federal bureaus, and their major purpose in life
sometimes seems to be to convince the rest
of the country that their bureaus are untouchable, that the Nation would fall, and
heaven knows what cataclysm would follow
If their precious budgets were trimmed. Fortunately, that is not the public relations
conception of all of these highly articulate
people.
But in too many cases, the hatchet men of
Government make it their business to abuse
and malign the business world with its own
tax money. They are attacking the initiative system by which we-and they-live.
Recently we have had in Congress the sorry
spectacle of attempts to hamper industry in
its important work of Institutional and educational advertising..,.-one of the finest ·means.
of communicating to millions a better understanding of economic facts. As you undoubtedly know, removal of such advertising
from the tax-deductible classification, has
been suggested. Certainly such ·an act is in
no way justified.
Such actions, you in the business world
and in education, and in public affairs,
should view with alarm. Of this I can assure you: No majority in the Senate is going
to keep bw:;iness from using its own funds
to defend its own rights. But public relations people have a great responsibility to
maintain the integrity of their professionto prevent the misuse of the communications
media for selfish, destructive ends, or for any
use inimical to the public good.
I want to read a statement with which
those of you in the profession may be famlllar. It appears in the Journal of the
British Institute of Public Relations, and
is part of a memorandum outlining suggestions for the formation of an International
Public Relations Association-a most noteworthy project, by the way. The paragraph
I refer to reads in part, and I quote:
"In the Government section of society the
• • • information officer • • • is not
an advertising man in Government service;
neither may he preach a gospel of Government propaganda. His task is to give information on the facts and motives of Government policy, to avoid misunderstanding and

to promote general understanding; not to
kill criticism, but to further discussion."
End of quote.
Let me repeat: "Neither may he preach a
gospel of Government propag'anda." His
task is to promote general understanding;
not to kill criticism, but to further discussion."
That is a superb statement of ideals. It is
an extension into the governmental field of
public relations a code that is the goal o!
all high-minded public-relations men and
women in every field. No public-relations
program serves its client well if it does a disservice to its community. This is the first
community-wide public-relations conference I have seen. I believe that the objectives of this conference are significant and
highly important to Chicago and the Nation.
Those objectives indicate that your profession has found it can continue to perform a
remarkable job for American institutionsits clients-and at the same time make a
solid contribution to the public good. I believe that conferences such as this are the
most significant and important move in public relations today, for this pattern discloses
a constantly widening horizon and a real
understanding of the principles that make
all American institutions possible.
Public relations is the youngest of all professions, but no profession has a greater obligation or a greater opportunity to advance
the welfare of the American people. It can
do much to achieve that universal understanding that wlll bring men of good will
closer together than any formal, legalistic
organization could ever do.
To you in the public-relations profession
I say: Raise your standards high. Place your
code of ethics upon the highest level of human morality. In your role as economic
educators, keep integrity and truth as your
most precious possessions. It won't hurt
business. It will strengthen the most wonderfully wrought way of life the world has
ever seen. Without economic education, we
shall have economic disaster in this country.
But with effective economic education, we
can continue free and strong, and as the
successful defender of liberty in a troubled
world.

The Ne~t Step in Europe.an Recovery
EXTENSION OF REMARKS ·
OF

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 19, 1952
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article
prepared by me entitled "The Next Step
in European Recovery." This article appeared in the February 1952 issue of
Europe Today and Tomorrow, International Bulletin of the European Movement.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE NEXT STEP IN EUROPEAN RECOVERY
(By Hon. HUBERT H. HuMPHREY)
(Senator HUMPHREY, Democrat, of Minnesota, is an outstanding liberal and one o!
the most internationally minded Members
of the American Senate. The American
Committee on United Europe attaches great
importance to his views, as they are representative of that body of public opinion
which Is most dedicated to full American
participation In International affairs.)
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I think it is generally accepted that Americans have a great stake in Western Europe.
We are bound to this strategic and historic
area by ties of family, custom, law, economies, and politics. Even those who by their
words and actions seek to isolate America
from the Western European area find it impossible to ignore the close bonds between
our peoples. The policy of . our Government, as expressed through tli·e laws of the
Congress and through the action of our
State DE!partment, places us in intimate association and partnership with the Western
European countries. Whether we like it or
not, their problems are ours. Our actions influence their political and economic policies.
Their accomplishments or failures either
strengthen or weaken our position. We are
as one, bound together in a common purpose for the foreseeable future. It is because of this evident fact of partnership, for·
malized by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and underwritten by the Mutual
Security Act and other policies and programs, that every American must take a
keen interest in the Europe of today and tomorrow.
Recently the Congress of the United States
accepted an invitation from the Council of
Europe at Strasbourg for a joint meeting of
the representatives of the Consultative Assembly and a delegation of the American
Congress. It was at this historic conference
between legislators that many of the complex problems of the relationships between
t_he United States and Western Europe were
frankly and openly discussed. There was
none of the formality that comes with hi"'hlevel meetings of foreign ministers and he~ds
of state. It was the "give and take" of elected
political representatives. It was best charact~rized by its frankness, its candor, and at
times its pointed and incisive discussion of
the political and economic frustrations of
the free world.
It was here that sucp subjects as the economic impact of rearmament was discussed
in all of its ramifications. It was at Strasbourg that representatives of the European
Parliaments brought out into the open their
doubts about political federation and economic integration.
It · was here where
friendly, willing Congressmen and Senators from America stated in no uncer~ain words the imperative necessity of Western Europe to get. together, to unite its po-·
litical and economic forces, and to get on.
witp_ the business of creating the strength·
that comes from unity.
·
·
·
I was privileged to be a delegate at that
conference and subsequently spent several
weeks in Europe visiting the political leaders
and hundreds of the common folk of the
Western European countries. I came away
with definite impressions.
It is imperative that Americans and Europeans alike recognize the nature of the menace that seeks to destroy them, namely, to~
ta!itarian communism. ·Whether we like
1t or not, Russia has integrated her empire
into one political and economic unit. She
has done this through force and brutality,
but she has done it. She brings to bear
upon Western Europe and the free world th~
full weight and force of this tremendous empire under one command and with one objective. It appears to me that you cannot
defeat a totalitarian monster by having uncoordinated, fragmentized, separate, and distinct independent political and economic
units.
Western Europe is potentially much
stronger than the Soviet system. Western
Europe, plus the United States, is immeasurably stronger in terms of industrial capacity,
natural resources, and the skill and ability
of its people than the Soviet satellite system.
But we are not arguing theories nor can international communism under the direction
of the Kremlin be defeated or checked by the
eloquent logic of sound theory. The Soviet
system represents power, the power of mill· 1
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tary might, industrial production, and the
power of an idea.
This power faces to the west as well as to
the east. It presses hard upon the countries
of Western Europe. It is a power mass pressing upon a loosely knit coalition of independent nation states-independent and
relatively uncoordinated economic systems.
This is the "real politik" of Western E'urope.
These are the real facts of the political real·
ities of the European Continent. On the
one hand, there is a regimented, organized,
disciplined, and directed power. On the
other hand there is a free, disorganized, disunited, and semicoordinated group o:t
natio-ns.
It is because of the very existence of this
political-economic picture of Western Europe
that the Congress of the United States in the
Mutual Security Act of 1951 has expressed
the policy of our Government and our people
as being directed toward the political fede::-ation and economic integration of our
Western European partners. This is more
than a pious hope or a formal political pronouncement. It represents official recognition of the one great weakness of our partnership. It is a call to action, and it may
well be translated into a directive, insofar
as the policy of the United States is concerned in its relationship in Western Europe.
Europe has made great strides since the
end of World War II. Here is an area that
was devastated by bomb and fire, its communtcation system wrecked, its capital dissipated, and its resources exploited and severely damaged. This was the picture of
Europe at the end of World War II. It was
to this set of circumstances that American
economic aid was directed.
The rehabilitation of Western Europe is
truly miraculous. Out of the ashes, cities
h3ve been rebuilt. Industry is back into production. The people are at work. But there
is something wrong and that something must
be corrected unless the investment which
America and her partners in Western E'urope
have made to date in European recovery is
to be lost. The reports of ECA, the statisical
tabulations of the government ministries of
Western E'uropean .countries, tell us that in
almost every instance production is above
prewar levels and yet there is trouble, insecurity, and instability. Why? There is no
ready or easy answer but there are certain
factors which are revealing.
First, the population of Western Europe
is expanding.
Second, the war drained off excess capital.
Europe has no fat, no reserves. The years o!
Nazi occupation not only exploited the
human resources of Western Europe but also
the productive and natural resources of factories, mines, forests, and land. Added to all
this is the sheer impact of physical shock
and emotional fatigue which is the product
of a world war. Then, to top it all, there is
the constant relentless pressure of Communist infiltration, subversion, and the threat
of military aggression. This is the picture
that we see. These are the sources of weakness that are all too often covered over by
the statistical tables and the production
figures.
The great effort that has gone into replacing capital goods, destroyed by war and obsolete from age, has greatly curtailed improvement in living standards of the great
mass of the people. In most countries there
is relatively full employment but at low
wage:; . The cost of living bas shot up to
dizzy heights. There seems to be plenty of
food in the shops but very little on the
tabl~s of ·the workers.
Big industry is producing but the people are not consuming.
The purchasing power just isn't there. This
is particularly true in France, Italy, Austria,
and Germany. There is social unrest. Th~re
is an instability in the fabric of society which
is reflected in the political institutions. The
an-out effort, and it has been a remarkable
one, to rebuild the basic plant and capital

structure must be matched by an equivalent
effort and program to lift the standard of
living.
Yes, Europe needs a new deal but that
new deal wm not come about by slavish
adherence to the economic practices of the
past and pagan worship of the legal fiction of national sovereignty. If Western
Europe is to lift herself out of the quagmire of political and economic distress, she
must unite. At least she must begin the
process of political and economic unification.
The balance of power technique of nineteenth century diplomacy worked fairly well
because it was accomplished by balancing off
a number of independent nation states. This
situation no longer prevails. Eastern Europe
is in the Soviet Empire, united, integrated,
and under the direction of the Kremlin.
Western Europe finds herself divided and
sick.
It should not be concluded that all is well
in the Soviet Empire. To be sure, there is
weakness there. My argument is that Western Europe is dissipating her energy through
the failure to federate. I am confident that
the standard of living in Western Europe is
superior to that in the · east but we cannot
afford to measure our accomplishments by
the yardstick of Communist standards. What
we seek for ourselves and for our neighbors
is not just a mere subsistence and a tenuous
security that has been purchased at the price
of misery and depression.
Western Europe in her people and her
economy is rich in industrial skills, art, literature, science and research, management and
labor, factories and land. Every American
is impressed with the intensity of development in the Western European countries.
The care of the land and the forests sets a
standard to which America could well strive.
But Western Europe is heavily populated. It
takes a thriving, expanding economy to provide for the needs of 300,000,000 people. It
1s in the great ranks of the ordinary people
that there is so much frustration. This is
particularly true amongst the young. They
see no hope for the future, no opportunities.
This need not be, because Western Europe
has all the tools to do a better job, but its
tools are dispersed. They have never been
properly organized for maximum use and
production.
·
What Western Europe needs is a broader
market, a greater marketing area. This calls
for a lowering of tariffs, the removing of embargoes and quotas. It means doing away
with much of the nonsensical detail of passports, of visas, of export and import licenses.
It ultimately means a uniform currency. A
high standard of living requires mass produ~
tion. Mass production necessitates a mass
market. With all due honor and credit to
American ECA representatives who encourage
production improvement and efficiency in industrial plants, this increased productivity
and efficiency will not be translated into new
goods and services for the people until and
unless the free market area is greatly expanded and improved.
European producers and workers alike are
consumed with the thought of securityeven if that security is at a low level. The
cartel system has worked its way not only
through management but through labor.
Collective bargaining as we know it is almost
unheard of. Competition as we know it is
looked down upon. The idea seems to be to
hold what you have and not to venture
forth into new areas. It is this idea which,
if held to, spells continued trouble for Europe
and a declining standard of living.
Political federation will not come about
quickly in Europe nor should it be expected
to. Europe is old. Boundaries and borders
mean something in terms of emotion and
prejudices. But European federation can
get started if Europeans will but let it. I
sensed that Europeans were more concerned
about the difficulties of federation than the
prospects of the benefits of federation. At
Strasbourg it was very evident that while

political federation was a desirable objective,
it had to be done in a certain way, and
everybody liad to .b e in on the act. The
French wanted federation, but they wanted
it with Great Britain in it. The British were
for European federation, but not with Great
Britain in it. The Norwegians were for political federation for central Western Europe,
but not for the Norwegians. Everybody
seemed to be for it, but only under certain
unobtainable conditions.
Despite these obvious road blocks to political federation and economic integration,
progress is and has been made. Take, for
example, the Paris Office of European Economic Cooperation (OEEC); the Marshall
plan loans and grants have been wisely used
and allocated as a result of international
planning. Through ECA funds and the obvious need of economic rehabilitation, responsible leaders of Western Europe have worked
together in a spirit of cooperation which
leads to economic integration.
Another example of advance and progress
toward unity in Europe is the establishment
of the European Payments Union. Here,
again, necessity was the father of invention.
Economic necessity compelled the creation of
the European Payments Union if Europe was
to trade. Europeans understand international trade. They live by it and at times
they have almost perished because of the
artificial barriers which have blocked the
flow of trade.
It is encouraging to note that even now,
as nations such as Britain and France, curb
their imports, careful consultation has already taken place with other European powers before such action is taken. This would
have been inconceivable 50 to 25 years ago.
Nations enacted their tariffs, embargoes, and
quotas without any regard to the effect upon
their neighbors. Today that is not the case.
A classic example is the program of the British Government cutting down imports. All
of these cuts were made selectively and with
due deference to the economic impact upon
other countries. These are heartening signs.
Of course, we here in America could do
much to stimulate even more effective action
on European trade practices. It is characteristically American to lecture the Europeans
on their cartels and their tariffs. While we
preach to them, we all too often fail to set
a good example. Monopolistic power is growing in America. It surely has not developed
as fully as the cartels of central Europe.
However, we are plagued with symptoms of
the disease and the Europeans know it.
Even more paradoxical is the constant flow
of advice and warnings to the Europeans
about the danger of tariffs and embargoes.
Yet even as we give this advice, we impose
new tariffs at home and have begun the process of weakening the reciprocal-trade program. A classic example is section 104 to the
Defense Production Act, empowering the
Secretary of Agriculture to cut off foreign imports of fats and oils and dairy products.
This was sheer political and economic folly
on our part. In ordinary times it would have
been bad enough, but to pass it at a time
when we were calling upon Europe to federate and integrate, just does not make much
sense. The Europeans plainly see this split
personality of ours. Our policy seems to be
to do as we say, not as we do.
Possibly, the answer is to approach the
problem of European federation and economic integration piecemeal or even on a
functional approach. For example, the Schuman plan. Here we see the possibility of
economic integration in an area of industry
that is basic to Western Europe, namely, coal,
iron, and steel. The Schuman plan is a beginning, and a significant one to economic
integration. It can be followed by other
plans and proposals. I think it is safe to say
if France, Germany, and the Benelux countries can agree upon an international authority to govern steel and coal production, that
something new has happened in Europe.
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hundreds of America's boys and girls-to be
In ·the realm of political federation, while
fanatical Communists.
it may not be possible to get a United States
of Europe, it is possible and probable to creCommunists often "grow in families:"
father, mother, children, even in-laws. The
ate a European army. This would truly be
party is proud of its "Communist genesignificant. It would represent the surrender
alogy." It may boast one day of "three
of sovereignty where sovereignty means the
generations of Socialist fighters," next day
most, namely, the right to raise an independent army. If the European army idea proves _ it may pay tribute to a "worthy mother"
who has raised her sons and daughters to
successful, it will surely act as a stimulus
be Communists.
to further federation. It is from these funcThis Communist capture of their own
tional beginnings that economic and political
children (though some do escape) illusfederation will grow. It is to these projects
trates the depths of their · degradation as
such as the European army and the Schur 1an plan that all emphasis must be directed.
parents. But the party, in the process gains
a corps of young, fanatical, highly disciIt would be too much to expect that all of
. Western Europe would unite into one nationplined devotees.
Wherever they go--in
state, but it is not too much to expect, nor
school, youth groups, community organizais it impossible to achieve, that the people
tions, even the Armed Forces-these boys
of Western Europe will give up their national
and girls are, in fact, "germ carriers."
sovereign righ·t in certain fields of endeavor
And they accomplish great deeds for the
so as to provide for the common defense and
party.
to promote the general welfare.
Let's picture a college class. Susie, the
daughter of an active Communist, is a stuYes there is reason for optimism about
Western Europe. There is hope for better
dent. Likeable and intelligent, she makes
days to come. Europeans cherish their freefriends. Politics is discussed. Susie exdom, and under the impact of the threat
presses the Communist viewpoint-the only
of Soviet aggression and with the generous
viewpoint she knows. Several of her friends
assistance and friendly advice and counsel of
are attracted. Susie invit<ls them to a study
the United States, Western Europe can
meeting at the home of a friend. The meetachieve a high degree of integration and
ing is a Communist youth branch. Step by
political federation. If this is accomplished,
step they become indoctrinated-until a
we Americans will see a Europe that is
year later several of Susie's friends joih.
revitalized. It will become as it was once
Virtually all of today's leaders in the Combefore-a land of opportunity. The people
munist Party, United States of America,
will again share in the fruits of their labor
started Communist work in their youth.
and production. It is to our advantage. It
Not long ago tlie FBI made an interestis to the advantage of the whole free world
ing study of the early life of certain leadthat every effort be made to accomplish the
ing Communist functionaries.
This reintegration and unification of Western ·vealed that the average age at which these
Europe.
. men and women oificially join the Communist Party (or its youth branch) was 22.2
years. Ages ranged all the way from 14, 16,
and 18 to 35.
THESE ARE RED METHODS
Could Your Child Become a Red?
Just how is the Communist Party trying
to attract non-Communist youth-meaning
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
your children?
OF
1. Through the Labor Youth League-the
principal medium through which the Communist Party conducts its youth activities.
OF ILLINOIS
This is the successor to the Young Communist
League and the American Youth for
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Democracy.
Monday, May 19, 1952
This organization is a feeder for the ComMr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I ask munist Party, United States of America.
young people, very unsuspectingly,
unanimous consent to have printed in Many
may be brought under the LYL's influence.
the Appendix of the RECORD an 'a rticle Parties, dances, and socials are often used aa
entitled "Could Your Child Become a bait.
Red?" written by J. Edgar Hoover, Di2. Through communist-front organizarector of the Federal Bureau of Investi- tions-fronts usually masquerading under
.
gation, and published in Parade of May high-sounding titles.
3. By infiltrating legitimate organiza11, 1952.
tions-the youth groups, school orgamzaThere being no objection, the article tions and the like in your community. A
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, Communist member was employed in a Midas follows:
western day nursery. She worked hard. She
wanted to be a supervisor so she could hire
COULD YO.,.JR CHILD BECOME A RED?
other Communists.
(By J. Edgar Hoover)
YOUTH IS IMPRISONED
WASHINGTON, D. C.-"Daddy, is there a
Americans must realize the continuing
God?" The little 8-year-old boy, his eyes
danger of the Communist challenge to youth.
sparkling, waited intently. An older playA young person, once recruited by the Commate had mentioned God. Surely, Daddy
munists, becomes a prisoner.
would know the :;mswer.
Intelligence is not a preventive. Many
The father, a trained Communist, hesiCommunist recruits are highly intelligent.
tated, a look of surprise on his face.
Dr. Klaus Fuchs was a brilliant young
"No, son. There is no God."
scholar. No, something more is needed:
"But Daddy," the young boy protested.
strength of moral character.
"Henry said there was. He said God created
In one American city, not too long ago, a
the world, and is our best friend."
9-year:old boy was speaking to his father, a
"Nonsense," ·~he father snapped. "God is
Communist oificial.
capitalist propaganda. He doesn't exist.
"Daddy," he said, "it's funny, but Stalin
Forget such notions."
and Lenin are the only two Russian presiThese are the teachings of a Communist
dents
I ever heard of."
parent. These words symbolize the dread
A little irritated, the father said, "They
danger of communism to American youth.
each had long terms."
A "GERM CARRIER" AT WORK
. "What party are they in, Daddy?"
Communists know that the youth of to•
"The Communist Party, of course," said
the father, becoming more annoyed.
day will be the leaders of tomorrow. 'Ihey
"How often are elections held?"
are still training their own children-many

HON. EVERETT M. DIRKSEN
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The father coughed nervously. "As often
as mentioned in the constitution."
"And, Daddy • • *" the boy started to
ask. The father had enough. "Go on to
bed. That's enough tonight," he said.
ANTIDOTE: AN OPEN MIND
"That's enough"-that's the attitude of
the Communists when questions are asked.
They don't want questions-alert, intelligent, straight-from-the-shoulder questions.
The parents of America have a special responsibility to guard their children-with
sympathetic supervision. If American parents spent just a fraction of the time and
effort on their children that Communists
spend to beguile them, I would have no fear.
WHAT CAN UNITED STATES YOUTH DO?
Know the history of your Nation, its origins, struggle for liberty, the lives of its
great leaders. A young man and woman,
well versed in American history and culture,
will have a full understanding of the true
meaning of liberty, justice, and equality.
Be aifirmative in your convictions. We
don't need to be apologetic about America.
We have weaknesses. Certainly. But we are
working to correct them. America has a
story to tell the nations. Nothing can be
gained by a negative, defeatist approach.
Be vigilant and clear-minded. Don't be
rushed off your feet. Don't call a man a
Communist until you have the facts. The
orderly processes of democracy can handle
the Communist threat. Your responsibility
is to cooperate with the law. A man is innocent until proved guilty. Each person,
under the law, must be given his full rights
and privileges.
Beware of Communist propaganda. Watch
such phrases as "thought control on the
campus," "academic freedom sacrificed to
war preparations," "the degeneracy of bourgeois culture." Be alert to phony peace. petitions-this is one of the Communists'
favorite devices.
Put your ultimate trust in God. Strong
moral character is the chief need of 1952.
The young person who dedicates his life to
spiritual principles will always be on the
true path-a path which the Communists
can never cross.

There Ain't Nothing as Good as Ohio
Corn Cakes and 'Lasses
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS A. JENKINS
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, earlier
in the day I made a short, 1-minute
speech which I am going to repeat at this
time so that we can have the proper understanding of the situation. Here is
what I said:
Mr. Speaker, ~everal days ago my good
friend and colleague from Iowa [Mr. JENSEN)
regaled this House with the glories of corn
meal and corn bread from Iowa corn. I felt
at that time that he was covering entirely
too much territory, and I am convinced now,
because I have heard from the editor of one
of the biggest newspapers in Ohio on this very
important subject. He states that JENSEN
is just as wrong as he can be. So, Mr. Speaker, in my extension of remarks, which will
appear in the Appendix of this RECORD, I shall
prove this.

Mr. Speaker, of course Iowa does raise
some tall corn. But the Iowa corn is
really hog corn. On the other hand.
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Ohio is about the fourth or :Jfth State
of the Union in the amount of corn produced, and the Ohio corn is especially
adapted for the making of corn bread.
and when it comes to "corn cakes and
'lasses there aint nuthin' as good as
Ohio nice brown, corn cakes with good
Ohio golden butter and Ohio 'lasses.''
The editor to whom I referred is Mr.
Harold A. Stacy, who has been one of
the editorial writers on the Columbus
Dispatch for a number of years. The
Columbis Dispatch is published in Columbus, Ohio, and it claims it is the
greatest home paper in the State, and
that it covers the central part of Ohio
"like a blanket." I agree with it, and I
know that this paper reaches every corner of our district, which is 175 miles up
and down the Ohio River, and which
extends from Columbus 140 miles down
the Ohio River.
This is what Mr. Stacy says in his editorial:
Now, ABoUT CORN BREAD
All the fussin' and fumln' In the. halls of
Congress the other day over the virtues of
Iowa's corn bread could have been avoided
if an Ohio Congressman had had data 1n
hand on that good corn bread of the old
Buckeye State.
We. are sure Represe-ntative 'l'Hol\IAS A.
JENKINS, of Ironton, has plent of corn bread
recipes tucke-d away in his files that would
put anything Iowa can boast of to humiliation and shame.
Ole Tom, as Representative JENKINS is
known among his friends down Ironton way,
has a fondness for Ohio corn bread se.c ond
to none and if he had only been tipped off
to what the Iowa boys were up to--wen Ohio
corn bread would have made the headlines
instead of Iowa's.
Occasion for the boasting by Representative BEN JENSEN, of Iowa, was the debut of
corn bread on the House of Representatives
menu. He said: "The good Lord made Iowa.
soU rich and suitable for corn production,
that's why there is no corn bread comparable
to our famous Iowa tall corn bread."
True, Iowa has some tall corn, but most of
it goes into something besides corn bread.
on the contrary, much Ohio corn finds its
way into the best corn bread in the world.
From what we have tasted of corn bread, the
recipes having their roots in southern !=>hio
will produce the best in the world, provided.
of course, good Ohio corn is used.
You could never take an original Ohio
recipe and get the best results with Iowagrown corn. It's too Buckeye State-born and
inspired for that. But we'll bet any solid,
century-old recipe from our southeastern
Ohio hills, if transplated to Iowa, would give
the tall corn boys a tasty helping of corn
bread tar beyond their fondest h .o pes and
expectations.
And having disposed of Iowa's claim to
fame, we want to add that the State of
Georgia has never produced anything as
good to eat as famous southern Ohio corn
bread. Why, we know of a southern Ohio
trained cook in a High Street cafeteria who
can make corn bread that would shame anything of its kind ever baked in Georgia and
excels everything similar to it that an Iowa
Congressman would dare. to crow about on
Capitol Hill.
It doesn't crumble into a dozen pieces when
you take a bite and neither is it a dainty
tea drinker's dolly-bedecked delight. It has
body and strength. It tastes like the joy of
living, like the invigoration you feel when
you stand atop a southern Ohio h1ll, look
out over the lovely countryside, and take a
deep breath of pure Ohio air. Yes; it tastes
so good you just can't help thanking the

good · Lord for the great State of Ohio and
Buckeye-baked corn bread.

I agree with everything he says and I
feel sure that if any one disputes us
we will meet the issues. It is very important that Ohio's reputation be defended
on every hand and on every occasion.
Ohio is truly the leading State of the
Nation and we must defend our record.

India's Jews Turn West
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HO . ABRAHA J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, Aprif 23, 1952

Mr. Speaker, the following article, which appeared in the
May 1952 issue of the National Jewish
Monthly, helps elear up some of the cu~
rent misunderstanding about the Jews m
India:

Mr. MULTER.

. INDIA'S JEWS TllllN WFSJ:-A 2,000-Y:&A.B.-OLD
Collllllol:tiNITY, 25J)OO STRONG,
CoNSIDERS
MOVE" TO lsJLUL. IN NBAB FuTUU:

(By Maj. Irving Shore)
(Maj. Irving Shore recently completed

a

first-hand. extensive study of political, economic, and social conditions in India, Pakistan. and Ceylon. In civUian life he is at
torney for the State of California's Department of Industrial Relations. A former student at the Hebrew University in .Terusarem,
he recently returned to San Francisco after
an additional 6 months ot study and research
at that lnstitution.-EDITORS.)
India's national independence has not
brought happiness to its 25,000 Jews. On
the one hand pinched by a general resentment against Europeans, and on the other
hand su1fering from the near-s-tarvation living standard ot the natives, the younger
generation faces the prospect of emigrationeither to Israe-l or to one of the other free
co~b1es.
,
There are three principal groups of Indian
Jewry~ The Bene- Israelites, who have been
ldent111.ed with the c.ountry since the period
of the second commonwealth nearly 2,000
years ago; the Iraqu.ia, who have played
prominent roles in its economic and political life for a century and a hali; and the
refugees from Germany, Austria. and Poland
who arrived only within recent years.
ln the early days of Hitler, India under
English rule was a convenient haven for
European Jews. Life in the tropics was different from that in central and eastern
Europe, but at least the climate was tolerable, physicians and technicians could easily
find employment or reestablish themselves
in their professions, and adjustment was not
too difficult.
Dr. Kaplansky, of New Delhi, is typical of
the small but inftuential group who have
settled in the larger cities. Trained in Vienna, he practiced medicine in Berlin for nearly 20 years. In 1938 he was compelled to tlee.
En route to Shanghai on an Italian steamer
in the Mediterranean, he successfully treated
an ailing maharajah who in gratitude urged
the doctor to visit him. With such aristocratic patronage and backing, Dr. Kaplansk-y
found India more attractive than China, and
in a short time his superior trainb::g brought
him a remunerative practice among the
European colony in the nation's capital, New
Delhi.
But times have changed since India became independent in September 1947. Many

of the British have returned home. High Indian officials ca.t er to the prevalent nationalism, and patronize native physicians. Dl:.
Kaplansky does not regret that his practice
has dwindled, for he is now in his sixtie.s, and
ready to retire gradually. But he sees no
future in India for his young unmarried
· daughter, British-educated and. working in
a government offtce.
"I have a brother who is an electrical engineer in Israel.'' he explained, .. and at his
urging, I have bought some land there. I'm
too old to begin medical practice again in
Israel-they need young" vigorous doctors for
the settlementa-hut perhaps I can bulld
houses on my land-something to earn an
income for my wife and me. rm not a Zionist, and I understand that the aus.terity program makes living there much more diflicult
than here--but nevertheless the.re's no future in India for my daughter.;,
The same conclusion was reached in a different way by Simon Jacobs, a 39-year-old
industrialist in Bangalor.e. His. father, Reuben Jacobs, came from Baghdad. But the
Jews there were s.utiering from poverty and
Arab misrule, and young Re:u.ben Jacobs left
his native land to seek fortune and happiness
elsewhere. Following the stream of Iraqi
migration to India, he was attracted to
Banga.lore by a report of a gold S:trike in the
vicinity. Marriage to an.Iraquian Jewess living in Bombay fallowed, and he settled down
in Bangalore City in 1908 to establish a.
leather factory, which is can tinued by his
four sons.
..During Wor.ld War II, we did quite well,"
Simon said. "We brought ma.c.hinery from
· England, after I had spent 6 months there
acquiring a technical training to use it, and
we manufactured shoes locally for the British
troops. We have since expanded our factory
and are preparing to sell to an all-India market. After all, only one Indian in a hundred
owns a. pair of shoes, so we have a big de-mand
right here."
But the new Nationalist Government has
imposed a controlled economy in which the
independent businessman is frustrated at
every turn. ''Believe ree: Nehru is personally honest," was Simon's view, "but his government is corrupt and inetltcient. In order
to buy tr.om England spare parts we needed
for our machines, we had to have a license
from the Government. That meant a 6months' de-lay and three special trips to New
Delhi. The- Government stilles small business, yet it is not itself able to undertake
any really productive works. It plan~it
dream~but it can't produce ....
Simon Jacobs and . Ills three younger
brothers were born in India, speak the native
languages and English, live on an upper
middle-class standard, yet find themselves
unhappy.
"Our siste-r couldn't find a. husband in
this city of 300,000. There are only six other
Jewish families here, so she married a South
African in the British Army and moved there.
My brothers and I have small children who
are learning to speak Hebrew. One day
they'll go to ;Israel."
And Simon-does Israel hold anything for
him?
..I'm not yet ready for Israel, nor is it
yet ready for me. My brothers and I know
that living conditions are hard there. We're
too old to work on a kibbutz-we're not
farmers. We're businessmen, and we tbink
we can contribute more by oper~ting our
factory here in India until a time comes
when we can move it intact to Israel. But
we're keeping informed by reading the Zionist
publications, and we're biding our time:•
Even more confused and uncertain are the
Bene-Israelltes, concentrated in the Kolaba
district near Bombay and in Cochin Province
on the southwe·s t coast of India. According
to one theory, they are descended from shipwrecked sailors of King Solomon's mercha nt
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marine. Other historians believe their ancestors were refugees who fled eastward after
t h e destruction of the Second Temple in A. D.
70; while still another group of writers say
t h e ori[;inal settlers were Jews who had
been taken to Babylon as captives by Nebuchadnezzar and later freed by Cyrus of Persia.
In any event, alt hough exact details of their
arriva l are uncertain, it appears that the
Bene-Israelites were warmly received by the
local ruler s and given land on which to settle.
By the fifth century they h ad established
what was virtually an independent principalit y, ruled by one of their own group, and
for m ore than a thousand years -this felicitous sit uation exist ed. Judah Halevi visited
them in the eleventh century and wrote
about them, as did Abraham Ibn Ezra in the
twelfth century and Rabbenu Nissem in the
fourteenth.
Almost extirpated by the Portuguese conquerors of India, the small Jewish communities of Bene-Israelites again flourished
when the Dutch later ruled the country. The
succeeding British governors were even more
tolerant and traditionally they appointed a
cochin 'Jew to the Provincial Legislative
Council. But with Indian independence in
1947 came a different turn of events. The
new government ignored the political existence of the Jews and, despite vigorous protests and demonstrations which evoke the
sympathy of the press and the public, has
refused to nominate a member of the BeneIsraelite community to the Cochin Council.
Centuries of life in the tropics have darkended the skins of the ·Bene-Israelites. Indistinguishable by mode of dress, speech or
customs from their Hindu and Moslem neighbors, the "Black Jews" have nevertheless refused to marry outside the fold; and although
virtually isolated from contemporary Jewish
life, they continue to observe the dietary
laws, the Sabbath, and holy days. They survived as a community and today number between eight and ten thousand.
According to legend, the original BeneIsraelltes took to agriculture and are, therefore , the oldest community of Jewish farmers in the world. They also worked as
oil pressers. Later, when the British came,
some of the Bene-Israelites migrated from
the villages and served in the army as petty
officers and even in the higher ranks. Others
took up clerical work and, being proficient
in languages, became interpreters and minor
administrators in the civil service.
The Bene-Israelites have generally been
neutral in politics, and nationalists in the
present Indian Government have taken the
attitude that all who were not active participants in the struggle for independence
should be uutside the government. The result has been a gradual displacement of
Jews from the Indian civil service. The
Bene-Isnielites seem to have lost the business acumen which is characteristic of their
Iraqui and European coreligionists, and during the three or four generations since they
left the land, have likewise acquired a taste
for "city life. They are concentrated largely
in Cochin, Bombay, Poona and Karachi,
where the majority are day laborers and
very poor. A few moderately ~Jrosperous professional and business people among them
bear a disproportionate burden of community responsibility.
.
"The establishment of the State of Israel
has created a general stir in our community," according to S. S. Kader, president
of the South-Indian Jews Association.
"Nearly 3,000 have already left to build the
land of their forefathers and · many more
ar e awaiting their turn. It may be that
af ter a few years the 2,000-year cycle will
be complete, and the Jews of India will
close the book of history by returning to
Eretz-Yisroel."

A FEw GOT HoMESICK
The Jewish Agency provided transportation for 35 families (about 150 people) of
Jews from India who decided to return home
after remaining in Israel a few months. The
great majority of Indian Jewish immigrants,
however, have decided to stay in IsraeLEDITORS.

Eskimo Are Patriotic Citizens

As a result of all this hard work and the
generosity of the Army who gave us the
building, we now have one of the best armories in Alaska.
The responsibility of taking care of the
armory and all its contents lies in the hands
of the unit commander. It is understood
in the community that the armory is open
to all village activities, and it has been since
it was erected.

We can well be proud of the people
of Barrow and the National Guard unit
there.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.E.L.BARTLETT

Resolutions of Panhandle Grain and Feed
Dealers Association

DE LEGATE FROM ALASKA
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Mr. BARTLE'TT. Mr. Speaker, there
was called to my attention not long ago
by Col. Lars Johnson, adjutant general
of the Alaska National Guard, still another shining example of the patriotic
devotion of our Eskimo citizens in
Alaska.
Let me say, Mr. Speaker, that theresponse of the Eskimo people to the enlistment calls for the Alaska National
Guard has been simply terrific. In village after village every able-bodied male
citizen within the .proper age limits has
joined the guard.
·When the National Guard men at Barrow, northernmost community under the
American flag, were confronted by the
problem of raising money to put up an
armory, they and their fellow citizens
in the community did not hesitate. They
did not ask Uncle Sam to <Ao the job for
them. Not only were they willing to give
their timP. and best efforts to the guard,
but they were willing to put up the necessary money so that proper quarters for
drilling would be made available.
Barrow enacted a 5-percent sales tax
to obtain needed armory funds. Think
of that! I am wondering how many
places elsewhere would act similarly.
How this was done was set forth in a
letter written to me by Mr. Eben Hopson, president of the Barrow Village
Council and himself an officer in the local unit of the Alaska National Guard.

HON. WALTER E. ROGERS

An Army-type Cowan hut was procured
through channels-

Mr. Hopson wrotethen a general meeting was called to solve
the problem of putting up the armory. In
order to raise money for the labor involved
the community voted a 5-percent sales tax
to be collected by all the stores, with the
understanding that the 5-percent tax would
be dropped as soon as enough money was
collected to pay for the labor. The goal
was reached in 4 months. Approximately
$6,600 of the tax money was spent for the
labor and extra material which had to be
bought. The material bought was mostly
in lumber. An extra thickness of floor was
put in and also a lean-to addition was
erected for the heating unit.
As most of the National Guard men were
working, it was decided they should spend
their evenings on the armory. Dividing the
Guard men into six groups we took shifts
working in the evenings, each shift working 2 hours, and therefore everyone available
took part in the building of the armory as
1t. was very important to the village.

OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. ROGERS of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
I take the floor this morning to call to
the attention of the House of Representatives two resolutions that I am inserting in the RECORD. These resolutions
were adopted by the Panhandle Grain
and Feed Dealers Association, of the
great Panhandle of Texas. These members are folks who have accepted uncomplainingly the bad years with the good
years. They are fundamentally true
Americans who have an abiding faith in
the principles upon which this Government was founded and are duly thankful
for the rich heritage handed down to us
by our forefathers. All Americans could
well give their attention to these resolutions, which so clearly exemplify the
fairness and justice to which these people subscribe, as well as their basic beliefs in the true principles that have
made America great.
The resolutions follow:
Whereas over the past several months
there has been much publicity coming not
only from local areas, but from Washington
as well, concerning warehous~men's conversion of grain; and
Whereas a very small fraction of 1 percent of such warehousemen storing grain
under the uniform storage agreement have
proved to be short, we recommend that the
Panhandle Grain & Feed Dealers Association oppose any such practice of converting
grain; and
Whereas much publicity has been given
and many accusations have been made that
other warehousemen were short of Government grain, and later after thorough investigation, it was determined there had
never been any such shortage, but due to
the unfavorable publicity given before final
checks were obtained it has been detrimental
not only to the warehouseman accused,
but to the grain trade as a whole:
Therefore we recommend that the Panhandle Grain and Feed Dealers go on record as opposing any such undue and unfair
publicity and ask that our Congressmen and
Senators making investigation be advised by
the secretary of this association that we are
opposed to unfair and undue publicity and
insist that they obtain all facts in all cases
before releasing any information for the
press, radio, or other publication.
PANHANDLE GRAIN & FEED
DEALERS ASSOCIATION,
C. W. FLETCHER, Secretary.
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Whereas in recent years, there has been
a tendency on the part of various segments
of Government to control and encroach upon
the operation of private enterprise thereby
creating unfair competition, thexe!.ore, we
recommend that this association go on record as opposing any legislation or any rules
and regulations or interpretations that would
further encroach upon the rights of citizens
engaged In private enterprise and that a
strong appeal be made to lessen such rights
as various departmentB o:f Government may
have undeT present law, :raihe:m: than to m·
crease those rights: Be it
Resolved, That we further recommend that
our free-marketing system· be maintained
and that free-enterprise continue to have
all the privileges of tbfs marketing s-ystem
which has been developed dming the past
100 years by sound-thinking businessmen:
Be i<; further
Resolfled., That the secretary of this association send a copy of these resolutions
to proper authorities iD Wasbmgton, inelud·
ing thefr Congressmen and Senators and also
a copy to the secretary of the Texas Grain
& Feed Dealers Association.
PANHANDLE GRAIN & FEED
DI:ALEKS ~'nON,

C.

w.

FI.ncHilB,

See1e.tary.

Where Deff.'Dte Billicms Go
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD BOLLING
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 19-, 1952

Mr. BOLLING.

Mr. S}:>eaker, under

the unanimous consent granted me, I
include herewith a thoughtful editorial
from the Kansas City Star, entitled
"Where Defense Billions Go"~
WHERE DEFENSE BILLIONS Go
Americans have learned dw:ing the la.&t
two years-as they dfd fn 1'917 and 1941that it is no longer possittie to create effective military strength almost overnight.
Our nationa1 ability to do s.o went out with
the cavalry charges and old.-fa&bklned, romanticized warfare of the nineteentb century.
How otherwise can it be explained that
we are fighting a wa:r m Km:ea with an
undersized and obsolete .Ail' Force?- Wha.t
other way is there to account for the fa:ct
that nearly 2 years a.fta the &tart of th.e
fighting the AEmy has to :rration &lme -eypes
of amm.unitio:n be€:a-use it 18' not bebl.g. made
as fast as it's being fired away?
Modern warfare to a great extent de-pends
on tlae marshaling of indU&iJ'y, 1D Us behalf.
And this war p11oduct.ion effort 1a cmlyprobably much more than. it needs to be.
It also tak..es cons~derable. time to obtam in·
dU&trial output o:f!' the material tbmgs needed.
to win a WaJt.
Merely to provide huge- aums of money
isn't enough. Approp~iatiollSl onl!y start up
the long and involved proeas of ac.quiring
quantities of arms and military equipment.
To illu&tiate, Congress has voted $:15,500,000,000 for new Air Poree planes ana pm:ts
since 1950. Yet not one oombat plane financed by funds voted since Korea has be.en
delivered.
The reason is that It takes a lead time ()f
2 to 3 years for designing, tooling up, bulld.ing test models, checking them thoroughly,
redesigning and finally going into Dl8.S6 production. That's why deliveries of planes
better than any the Russian's have furnished
their oriental stooges are just now beginning.

There are similar problems with tanks, 1m·
proved artillery guns, and ammunition. The
mass-production stage for these items hasn't
been reached, even though many of the war
plants and manufacturing machines left over
from World War n are now being used. It
wfil be another full year before our war industries are rolllng along at the level set for
them by the amounts of defense appropria·
tions.
A 5-year lapse in military production is
responsible for our slowness in rearming.
From 1!145 until the summer of 19.50 the industrial output for the Armed Forces was
placed on a t(i)ken bas-is. MilitaFy aircraft
were being turned out at the rate of about
600 a year. The approximately 60,000 pistondriven planes lett 0ver from World War II
had become obsolete fn the jet age. Our
tanks built for the recent global war were
not up to coping with the new Soviet models.
What about the roughly $56,000,000,000
appropriated !or defense between 1945 and
the start of the Korean aggression? Most of
it went for pay-including cost-of-Uvtng ln·
creas-es--of about 1,500,000 Armed Forces
member&, their maintenanc-e, :routine but
necessary housekeepmg at peacetlm.e bases ot
the Army, Navy, an.d Ab Force, the operation
of the highly important service schools, expensive occupation duties of only a semimilitary nature, and such ci"vil functions as
those of the Army engineers. Less than IO
percent of the· total was ava:il'able for new
weapons and combat equipment.
So we entered the Korean conflict 'With a
mllitary budget that had averaged tn money
actually spent more than $11,000,000,000 a
year in a 5-year period. Soon afterward the
annual sum allotted by Congress was tripled
as the uniformed services prepared to expand
from 1,500.000 to 3,700,000 members. Tbat is
the present strength, although Robert A.
Lovett, Secretary of Defense, has warned
Congress that a pr0posed $5,000,000,000 cut
in military spending would result tn p81l't~ally
demobilizing "a substantial part" of the
forces.
This across-the-board slash imposed by the
House and now under constderntion in the
Senate has brought disturbing comments
from other high military leaders. They insist that the Smi.tb-Coudert amendment
placing a $4.6,0QO,OOO,OOO C'e'iling on d.efense
money 11pent in fiscal 1953 would deny 3,000
new tanks to the Army. would cost the Air
Force 3,000 modern planes, and would set
the Navy's planned expansion back 2 years.
The heart of their position Is that tt has
taken "*his long &tnce. June of 1950, to get t()
the pmnt where revival a! our defense industries can start }laying otf in large qUfm•
tities of. goods. to be delivered. They also
note that authority was previously voted for
contracts shortly to be fulfilled and yet that
part of the money to meet these obilgations
would be withheld. The stated efi.ect would
be to halt or delay production of weapons
and equipment already orde-red.
Even bet ore this reduction in spending was
approved by the House, the administration
had decided to put off until: the end of 1955
the achievement of a 1•13-wing modern Air
Foree that was to have b"een rea:rtzed by
1954. Air strategists are worried lest this
postpcmement-and the further delay intended by the House limitation-would en·
able Russia. to surpass t ·n e United Sta:tes tn
air power. This is proba:bly the strongest
argument against down-the-line cuttfng
that would hold baek enlargement of the
Air Force.
But the spokesmen for the mflitary have
a serious weakness in their awn position.
They seem to be virtually incapable of suggesting large savings at a time when the
national budget is getttng out of hand,
largely because of demands for the defense
program. Yet several congressional committees have proved in the last year that Armed
Forces activities are S'hot through wlth waste.

Some of the minor wasteful practices can
lre prevented by better management and a.

will to get along without luxuries. Reports
by congressional groups have disclosed in·
excusable frittering away o! public funds in
the construction of North African and
Greenland air bases and in the unnecessarily plush facilities installed at some bases
in this country.
However, the real key to unhurtful economy in the defense program is the much
needed reorganization of military buying
systems. Bureaucratic purchasing agencies
now duplicate the work of each other and
even pay widely differing prices for identical
articles, such as sb:oes. The unillcation law
now in effect more than 3~ years intended
that the many virtually independent pro·
curement bureaus would be cOinbined. But
this has been done only in a limited way.
And the fust fundamental step of assembling
a single catalog for all items so as to cut out
costly duplication has not even been taken.
Congress, with its control over approptia·
tiona, should insist that this be done. The
military itself would benefit in that it could
give mueb better assurance of producing defense fQr the country with all the money
allotted to it and not with, say, merely 75
to 90 percent of what is turned over to it for
buying preparedness.
Within Congress itself there should be
lllOr'e ef!eetive ways of knowing exactly what
is involved in the various sections of a proposed military budget. The committees o!
Congress are now supposed to have experts
familiar with such matters. But still Members of Congress find that they are legislating in tbe dark about much of the defense
spending which presently absorbs around
two-tbirds of the total Federal budget.
Tbe men appropriating military funds
should know as much about the subject as
do the officers who come befol'e them witb
their complicated :requests :for vast amountS'
of public money.
Thus a two-way improveme11t both on
the part ot Co11g1ess 8illd the Defense Department bl the financing of national secur·
ity is needed. Not until it has been brought
about can our people be conJldent of getting
their dollars' worth out of the armed services.
To settle the war m Korea satisfactorily,
to boLster Western Europe's defenses against
a tempted Russia, and to have adequate reserve stFength standing t>y at home are
bound to be costly and probably long-term
pro1ects... But they need not be as expensive
as they have started out to be. Even so,
we may as well recognize that we are going
to pay for a certain amount of waste along
with the vital protective measures just as
long as the system we now depend on for our
physical safety awaits the clearing up of its
organic faults.

Presicleat T111man's Steel Talk
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I.Ir. BURNSIDE. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include President Truman's remarks t _ the steel industry, from the
Evening Star of May 3, 1952:
I have asked you to meet here today to
reach agreement on the issues in dispute be·
tween you.

CONGRESSIONAL RECQRD - - APPENDIX
As President of the United States, repre·
senting all . the people of the country, .I
have two principal interests in this matter.
First, it ts absolutely necessary, for the
safety of the country, that steel production
must continue during the emergency.
I cannot reveal, even to you people here,
the exact situation with regard to the sup·
ply and production of military items. I can
only say, on the considered advice of the of·
ficials in charge of our defense program, that
the safety of our troops fighting in Korea,
and the safety of our Nation in the present
world crisis, depend on the uninterrupted
production of steel.
Second, lt is essential to the economic
health of our country and the welfare of our
people that wage and price increases in the
steel industry shall be held within the limits
of sound stabilization policies.
A runaway inflation in this country could
wreck our economy and impose terrific hard·
ship on m~llions of families.
These are heavy stakes. And they im·
pose an equally heavy responsibility on every
one of you to act in the national interest.
Because of the vital importance of unin·
terrupted prOduction of steel I was forced
3 weeks ago to direct the Secretary of
Commerce to operate the mills. That action
is now being challenged in the courts, as is
entirely proper. None of us · know how soon
it will be decided.
In the meantime, the mill's are under Gov·
ernment operation.
I have said many times that the idea Of
Government operation of the steel plants is
thoroughly distasteful to me. I have had
to operate the coal mines one time and I
didn't like that either. I want it ended as
quickly as possible. The best, the quickest,
and the most equitable way for this to be
done is for the companies and the union to
bargain out the issues in dispute and agree
on a settlement.
ASKS -PROMPT EFFORT TO EFFECT AGREEMENT

That is what I am asking you to do now.
And I am asking you, as the head of the
greatest Government in the world, to get
down on earth and talk to each other without
any ill feeling, and to get this thing done.
I am sure you are aware the . Government
has been considering what are fair and rea.
sonable wages and working conditions for the
employees during the period that the plants
remain under Government operation.
Two weeks ago, the Secretary of Com·
merce asked the Economic Stabilization Ad·
ministrator to prepare recommendations for
changes in terms and conditions of employ.
ment in the steel industry at this time.
Those recommendations have now been com·
pleted, and the Government will be prepared
on Monday morning, or as soon as we can
get ready, to order changes in terms and
conditions of employment to be put into
effect.
I do not want the Government to have to
fix terms and conditions of employment.
That is your job, not ours. If we must take
action it will be something that is not sat·
isfactory to either side. But we will have
no choice if you cannot agree.
I consider it extremely unfortunate that
the Government may find itself in a posi·
t ion where it has to fix the terms and con·
d it ions of employment in an industry.
However, the purpose of these meetings
is not to discuss terms and conditions of
employment during Government operation.
The purpose is to try to reach an agreement
between the parties so that· Government op·
eration can be brought to an end.
In these meetings, you have the oppor.
tun ity to settle this dispute as it should be
settled. You can reach agreement if you
have the will to do so.
You have all been over the issues between
you many times. Days and weeks have al·
XCVIII-App.--195

ready been spent In negotiations. You know
which points are the crucial ones. You
know this matter can be settled in a few
hours.
In the interest of your country, for the
welfare of the United St ates, and for the
welfare of the world, I am asking you to make
that settlement.
We all know that a big issue in this whole
controversy is the steel companies' claim for
higher prices as a result of any wage in·
crease that might be agreed upon. As I
have said on a number of occasions, there is
only one proper way to settle this entire con·
troversy. First, the parties should reach
agreement on the issues in dispute between
them. Then the companies should present
their claims for price increases to the proper
Government officials.
On their part, the stabilization officials
of the Government are prepared to consider
the steel companies' claims on their merits,
and to make sure that the steel companies
receive whatever price adjustments they are
entitled to under the law.

I didn't send for you just to make a speech.
I sent for you for action and, gentlemen, _I

want it.

New York Times Advocates Approval of
Puerto Rico's Constitution
EXTENSION OF R.E¥ARKS
OF
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Mr. CRAWFORD. Mr. Speaker, on
Tuesday of this week we heard some pre·
liminary discussions on approval of the
Puerto Rican Constitution, and some ex·
pressions against on that document, may
STRESSES URGENT NECESSITY OF SETTLING ISSUES
have been based on snap judgment with
NOW
respect to it. The New York Times today
Gentlemen, the eyes of the Nation are upon
does an excellent job of summarizing the
you as you meet here in the White House
case before Congress when it points out
today. You represent two powerful economic
that whether or not we, as individuals,
groups who have contributed immeasurably
may agree with certain isolated sections,
to the greatness of our country. You have
nevertheless "this is the Puerto Rican
great power; and, because of that fact you all
have great responsibility. You have achieved - Constitution, not ours.''
your strength in a democracy which places its
In the discussions on our approval of
faith in the ability of its people to work out
this document I have pointed out what I
their own problems as reasonable men in the
believe is the tremendous stake that we
national interest. I urge you to reaffirm that
have in our relations with Puerto Rico
fait:1 by settling your differences now in this
in this connection insofar as our position
time of critical national need.
in the Western Hemisphere is concerned.
This room-the
President's Cabinet
Room-is yours for these meetings. Some
The New York Times editorial today
great decisions affecting the welfare of our
likewise emphasizes that point when it
country have been made in this room. Your
says:

agreement on a settlement of this dispute
would rank with any of them as a contribU·
tion to the common defense and the gen·
eral welfare of our Nation.
I am asking John Steelman to sit with you,
to help you in trying to reach an agreement,
and to keep me constantly advised of your
progress.
Now, gentlemen, I have never felt as
strongly about anything as I do about this
situation. We have a national defense program which is right on the verge of success.
For 7 years, from April 12, 1945, until
now, I have spent my whole time trying to
keep this country out of a third world war.
If we can get the economic situation and
the defense situation in Western Europe
through to a successful conclusion, and that
depends on steel; if we can get the situation
in the Far East settled on a basis that is
fair to all concerned, I am just as sure as I sit
here that we'll get a world peace. And with
the development of the world after that world
peace, there won't be a chance for our industry to catch up with the demand.
Then that means the welfare of labor; it
means the welfare of industry. I don't think
any of you can complain about the situation
of the economy at the present time. There's
been a fair distribution of profits; there's
been a fair distribution of earnings; there's
been a fair distribution of the farm income.
All of you are more prosperous than you have
ever been in the history of this co-qntry.
Never in the history of the world has there
been an economic situation that equals it,
and you gentlemen can't afford to upset that
situation over a private quarrel between
labor and industry.
·
I want you to forget all your emotions now
and sit here and see what you can do.
Mr. Sawyer has been the operator under
the present circumstances and he's been fair
and decent in this matter. We are going to
continue to be fair and decent to you.

Certainly it would do tremendous moral
· damage to the cause of liberty and democracy
if the House should reject for irrelevant
reasons an instrument that was freely drawn
up and ratified by Puerto Ricans for Puerto
Ricans in accordance with a compact between
Congress and the Puerto Rican people.

The editorial follows:
A PUERTO RICAN CONSTITUTION
The steady march of the Puerto Rican peo·
ple toward complete self-government under
American guidance is a fact, not a theory.
Last year the insular Government called a
constitutional convention, and the constitU·
tion which it drew up was approved by the
people of Puerto Rico in a referendum 2
months ago. It now must receive the final
endorsement of the United States Congress.
The House Interior Affairs Committ ee h as
approved it unanimously; and the President
of the United States has described it as "a
proud document that embodies the best of
our democratic heritage."
The constitution embodies a bill of rightsas indeed C'ongress specified it must-but it
goes further than our own Bill of Rights
by mentioning some economic and social
rights as goals not yet capable of attainment but to be realized "with the progressive development of the economy of the
commonwealth." Some of these right ssuch as the right to work, to an adequ ate
standard of living, to social security to edu cation-are similar .to those set fort h in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
which the General Assembly of the United
Nations adopted in December 1948. Yet this
passage in the Puerto· Rican Constitution
has already aroused severe criticism in the
House of Representatives and more will prob·
ably be heard about it when the constitution comes up for debate next week.
It may fairly be questioned whether it is
wise constitutional practice to place a bill of
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economic and social rights on a par with a
bill of political rights. The former are
rights in the sense of aspirat ions; the latter
are rights in the sense of immediately enforceable law. But this is the Puerto Rican
Constitu tion, not ours.
Certainly it would do tremendous moral
damage to the cause of liberty and democracy if the House should reject for irrelevant
reasons an instrument that was freely
drawn up and ratified by 'Puerto Ricans for
Puerto Rican,s in accordance with a compact
between C'ongress and the Puerto Rican
people. If self-determination is to have
meaning-and the whole point of establishing a Commonwealth ·of Puerto Rico is to
give it meaning-Congress will follow Presdent Truman's advice and grant the document its early approval.

Mr. Speaker, I am informed by Mr.
Wade that among the Eskimos who actually located the lost soldiers were
Winfred James, Solomon Booshu, Norman Aningayou, Steven Aningayou, Joe
Slwooko, and Willis Walunga.
Mr. Speaker, this constitutes still
another example of the fine citizenship
of our Eskimo people.

Mr. President
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Saga of Bravery

OF NEW YORK
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Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, the following item from the Army Times of
April 5, 1952, has just come to my attention. It is, indeed, interesting read-

DELEGATE FROM ALASKA
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Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. Speaker, I am
particularly happy to be in a position
to pay tribute to the bravery of the
American citizens of Gambell on faraway St. Lawrence Island whose efforts
were responsible ·for saving the lives of
three soldiers who had become lost in a
blizzard.
Braving bitter cold and high winds
these Eskimos responded without hesitation when called upon to search for the
soldiers and their untiring efforts were
marked by success.
The circumstances of this Arctic saga
are set forth in a letter written by Brig.
Gen. Donald B. Smith, commanding the
Five Thousand and First Composite
Wing, Ladd Air Force Base, in a letter
directed to Mr. Hugh J. Wade, area director of the Alaska Native Service. The
letter follows:
HEADQUARTERS, FIVE THOUSAND
AND FIRST COMPOSITE WING,
Ladd Ai r Force Base, F ebruary 14, 1952.

Mr. HUGH WADE,
Area D i rector, Alaska Native Service,
Juneau, Alaska.

DEAR MR. WADE: On January 19, 1952, three
members of this command, stationed at
Gambell, became lost while climbing a mountain going to their post. A bitter snow storm,
sub-zero temperatures and winds of 92
m. p. h. hampered the airmen in finding
their way.
A call was sent out to the natives of
Gambell, requesting their help in locating
the lost airmen. Twenty natives reported to
the Air Force camp immediate~y. acting as
guides and individual searching parties and
doing everything humanly possible to expedite the search.
With a great show of personal courage and
stamina in the face of extremely adverse
weather conditions, the native people of
Gambell located the lost personnel and saved
them from certain death by freezing.
It is with pleasure that I bring this matter
to your attention and I request that the
native people of Gaxp.bell be informed of our
appreciation for their untiring efforts and
cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
DONALD B. SMITH,
Brigadier General Commanding.

"If I should die, think only this of me:

That there's some corner of a foreign field
That is forever England."

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER

HON.E.L.BARTLETT

tating capacity for stubbornness and the
very human trait of impetuos~ty in personal
affairs.
Somehow or other, as I think of President
Truman's voluntary abdication of great
power, I am reminded of some lines in my
favorite poem-The Soldier, by Rupert
Brooke-written just before the young
Britisher died at Gallipoli during World
War I.

ing:
MR. PRESIDENT
(By Harold G. Stagg)
There's been so much surprise and editorial jubilation over President Truman's
irrevocable decision not to be a candidate to
succeed himself, that no one seems to be
giving any thought to the. man himself.
I, for one, am going to miss Harry Truman.
I'm going to miss him for a lot of reasons,
but most of all because, m,ore than anyone
else I have ever known, he personified the
American
people-Mr.
America-strong,
cocky, proud, stubborn, loyal, average as
apple pie, occasionally a little rambunctious,
as remote from the halo of greatness as most
of us, but yet with it all a leading man in
an epic of heroic history.
Last Saturday, President Truman proved
himself a b ig m an in every sense of the
word. The Presidency of the United States
acts like a narcotic to bring to reality greater
dreams than any pipe smoker ever envisioned at the p eak of his drug-inspired
greatness. Last Saturday, Harry Truman
took the cure without a quiver-and he did
it vo ~untarily and in great good grace.
I find neither relucta nce nor inconsistency
in briefly eulogizing here the man I have
praised lavishly and damned fiendishly· for
what I considered to be, respectively, his
good works and his stubborn works. I love
him but have never hated him.
Harry Truman has been a good President-above and beyond the capacities with which
he was endowed by heritage, by birth, or by
environment. He stepped into shoes which
were difficult to fill-and he pulled them on
and performed the act in troublesome
times-but I know of no direct error of
judgment on his part as costly as some of the
errors of his predecessor. History w111 bear
me out on that score.
President Truman is a thoughtful man, a
kind m·a n, a good man. He has more power
than any other head of State, but he seldom
wields that power; he lets it flow like balm
in Gilead to comfort and solace the peoples
of the earth.
He has the courage of his convictions-a
trite description-but one involving a mental accomplishment not found in all of us.
He is the little man from Independence; his
bigness more in his heart than in his head;
his smallne&s nothing worse than an irrl-

When Harry Truman takes that last look
around the White House, he can be confident
that there'll be a corner of American history
that will be "forever Truman."
The man from Independence has served us
in troublesome times-times that would try
the patience, test the statesmanship, and
challenge the ingenuity of any man. He had
the great good fortune to be in office when
American arms won a glorious and complete
victory in World War II-good fortune that
was marred by the tragedy of Korea.
But he had the courage to face the Korea
issue as it hact to be faced, and the fortitude
to resist the appealing pressure of tin patriots who yearned to prove American might
even if it meant pulling the trigger of world
war III.
Whether or not Truman was the architect .
of such great plans for world peace as the
Marshall Plan, he had the wisdom and foresight to visualize the need and to give his
approval-approval which was shared by
every great statesman of our time in both
political parties, and throughout the world
of international business affairs.
It's true that President Truman has spent
more money than any President in history
and that he has taxed us until it hurts. But
he also has played an important role in
helping to make it possible for us to earn
enough money to pay those taxes and still
fill our homes with luxuries beyond the
fondest dreams of our fathers.
Yes, I shall miss Harry Truman-his ready
and always beaming smile, his ruddy appearance of genuine good health. I'll miss the
never-to-be-doubted knowledge that an of
us little guys had a real friend in the White
House-a man who was ever conscious of the
dignity of his high office, but never allowed
a stuffed-shirt to remain long in his presence.
President Truman is something of a paradox among men. His bigness often is overwhelming; his pettiness disturbing and annoying. But-write this in capital lettershe never gambled with his country's security,
although he frequently gambled with his
personal popularity, which, when you're in
politics, involves your own security to the
hilt. His personal courage has never been
doubted.
It's less than 4 years since he almost singlehandedly took on the Republican Party, the
Dixiecrats, the Wallace Progressives, and the
weak sisters in his own party who sought
unsuccessfully to inveigle General Eisenhower into the Democratic ranks. He beat
them all.
What happened is history-but it is history
that hasn't taken final shape. The formal
pages will never record the courage, the
heartbreaks, the lonely nights, the terrible
days that have been so much a part of Harry
Truman's last 7 years.
Under President Truman's guiding and
helpful hand, the United States hasn't done
so badly. He is neither saint nor sinner-all
man and all American.
This Republican miscreant salutes him.
The "king" may have abdicated, but the
state he ruled is strong~r for his friendly
h~nd. ·
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Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. Mr.
Speaker, under unanimous consent, I
include the following article from the
Marine Corps Gazette by First Lt. Lawrence V. Ryan:
To BE A FIGHTING MAN
(By First Lt. Lawrence V. Hyan)
The most disconcerting thing about our
present defense effort is that, in theory,
everyone hates Communist aggression and
wants forces raised to check its advance, but
practically no one wants to share in the task
himself. Nobody wants to get down in the
sand and mud and grapple with the enemy.
There appears to be a naive belief among
many Americans that 1f the need arises, the
job will be done by some phantom armY. that
will sprilig up, as 1f by magic, and instantly
overwhelm the foe.
Even persons who are more realistic, or at
least more pessimistic, assume that someone else should be there to meet any attack
that may come. One widespread sentiment
is that western Europeans are not- ready
to do their part, that they may not reach
the quotas which General Eisenhower's command deems necessary for our mutual defeP.se. It does not, apparently, occur to
such critics that Europeans have much more
reason to feel the same way a.bout us.
Judging from our attitude and conduct at
home since the outbreak of the Korean war,
they would certain~y be justified in doing so.
If there is such a suspicion on their part,
It is not essentially the consequence of our
unwillingness to make material sacrifices in
order to prepare for defense. The rest of
the world, whatever it might prefer of us, is
aware that we will insist on our luxuries as
long as we may possibly retain them. It is
aware that the citizens of other countries
will be required to expend their comforts and
personal security at a faster and proportionately higher rate than w~ shall-it is
aware of all this and will undoubtedly allow
us our privileges. But we cannot be certain that the rest of the world will trust our
sincerity when It observes the present attitude in this country toward military service.
In nearly every other country, on both
sides of the iron curtain, the average citizen
enters the armed forces expecting ·to be
trained for combat. The U. s. S. R. has
placed its emphasis on infantry and artillery
with the result that it is capable of throwing
scores of divisions into action on each of
several fronts. Marshal Tito, with an army
and militia of 500,000 men, has managed to
create about 30 divisions. At the outbreak
of the Korean war, we had less than .<:1.
dozen-in an army half again larger than
Yugoslavia's. It is true that in most other ·
armies, a division is a smaller unit than it is
in our Army or Marine Corps, but it is stUl
·obvious that our country, which must keep
an eye on several continents, should have
at least as many combat troops as a nation
that has only its own borders to protect.
However, in our Armed Forces most of the
men are auxiUaries or noncombatants, and
most persons entering the service expect, as
their birthright, to become part of the majority.
The fact is nobody wants to be a fighting
man. This does not mean that everybody
NOBODY WANTS

who is eligible for m11itary duty is trying to
avoid it, although there is a great deal of
that, too. It means precisely that nobody
wants to be a fighting man. Everybody is
trying to escape assignment to the Marine
Corps, the infantry, and, to a lesser extent,
any other branch of -the service which makes
a business of coming into direct, life-anddeath contact with the enemy. Many young
Americans are sedulously trying to avoid
wearing any kind of uniform; the greater
number of them, and this is really more
shocking, are trying to hide inside of one.
Part of the explanation of this attitude lies .
in the recency of the last war. The men and
boys who are now about to enter the Armed
Forces were passing through a highly impressionable stage of life at that time, and
they mow and have talked to men who participated in the conflict. This is the first
generation of Americans which is fully aware
that there is something other to do in the
service than carry a rifle. Most of the men
who enlisted or wer~ drafted during World
War II had little idea that one's skin is considerably safer in a motor-repair pool or a
pa~aster's offi.ce than it is in a front-line
rille platoon. Their younger brothers and
neighbors, on the contrary, have had the distinction very clearly made for them, largely
through the advice and experience of the returned veterans.
Then again, the Armed Forces ·between
wars did a bad job of convincing recruits that
fighting is really the main business of a military man after all. Enlistment posters gave
the impression that the services were chiefly
concerned with producing highly skilled
technicians in a large number of fields which
differed little from civilian trades and occupations. The average recruit must have believed he was joining up in order to prepare
for civilian life. And to a great extent, that
is exactly what he was doing in many cases.
Only after the drive out of the Pusan beachhead and the Inchon landing did the posters
begin to change.
The effect has been that those who feel
that ~tary service is imminent for them
are likely •to rush to join the . noncombatant
branches of the Armed Forces. Everyone
who hall had his eyes and ears open for the
past several years knows that the average
sailor, quartermaster clerk, or Air Force
ground crewman stands an excellent chance
of never getting near the rattle of small
arms fire, if he gets close to any kind of physical danger at all. Consequently, our finest
physical and mental specimens intend to occupy their time in the service issuing shoes
and trousers and mess kits, or attending
long-term technical schools in order to learn
bow to tend some highly complicated machine which is too valuable to be exposed to
possible destruction or capture by the
enemy. What other conclusion can one
reach, when the Marine Corps itself, 1n whose
uniform it was once the pride of American
youth to serve, has had to resort to the draft
to fill out its ranks?
If young men today want to fight at all,
they want to be pilots, or radio operators,
or otllcers aboard cruisers and aircraft carriers. Our American love of gadgets accounts in part for this desire. Anyone who
bas been aboard a battleship, or has seen
the instrument panel of a bomber, can sympathize with the feeling. But the psychology of the matter goes deeper than that.
There is something antiseptic and highly impersonal (at least while one bas the upper
hand) in naval and aerial combat. The pilot
who strafes an armored patrol or a column
of infantry makes his pass and Is gone so
rapidly that the results of his attack are unknown to him. The naval otftcer whose bat•
tery sinks an· enemy destroyer, or levels a
Village suspected of containing a battalion of
hostile soldiers, never aees the real effects of
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his fire. He may, in many cases. not even see
the explosion of his shells. Only an aviator
can ever say, like the Italian filer in the
Ethiopian war, that ''the burst of the bombs
was like the unfolding of the petals of
flowers."
The infantryman, on the other hand, after
a particularly murderous exchange of fire,
advances or retreats and finds before his eyes
only too graphic a picture of the eJfects of his
and the enemy's markmanship. He alone can
get really angry about what has been done to
him and his companions; he alone can become really determined about what he must
do to other men and their companions 1f he
wishes to stay alive. It is a messy business, but it does place him in situations that
challenge his manhood and force him daily
to argue down his sense of fear and repugnance. Since the physical and psychological
hardships are real and immediate, there is no
chance for him to make a heartless or indifferent game of the task. Since he ls
stripped down to relatively primitive, handoperated weapons, his personal strength and
valor are of considerable importance. He is
like all other fighting men of all ages. matching his individual strength and cunning
against those of his enemy in close battle.
There is none of the disinterested thrill of
the gadeteer in it for him. Few people who
have been educated to admire and rely on
what the mechanically ingenious can do are
apt to want to throw their dependence on
their own personal resources. Few of them,
trained as disembodied parts of complicated
machines, will want to be made conscious of
the crude fact of the existence and importance of their own bodies by enduring cold,
pain, or even mere discomfort.
Another contributing factor is the present
draft policy. The number of possible reasons for deferment is so great that the man
who is finally "caught" feels himself to be
the unlucky exception to the rule. Naturally,
in World War II the reverse was true. Only
the few escaped service between 1941-46,
so that ultimate enlistment or induction
was accepted as the common lot. But now.
with prospects of withholding the more intelligent college students from service as a
special class, with · the posslbillty of total
deferment of key industrial and agricultural
workers, and with several otber reasons for
excluding men from military duty, only tbe
unwary are likely to be snar~d. At least thls
is a reasonable assumption. and it ls reflected
in the attitude of young men and their families. Many parents plan to enter their 18year-old sons in colleges with ROTC units
immediately upon their graduation from
high school. Their hope is that the boys
will be able to qualify for the Reserve otllcers'
programs and .so escape service for at least
4 years. They seem to feel that by that time
the mobiUzation program may have slowed
down-and besides, a large number of the
ROTC programs are designed to train ordnance, comm'l;lnications, and supply omcers.
Moreover, the number of parents whose sons
have suddenly turned up with medical and
·scientific aspirations has increased remarkably.
•
The total effect of all these things has
been to produce a generation that does not
want to be marines or combat soldiers under
any circumstances. Freedom is something
desirable, true, but there will always be
someone else to fight for It. And while that
someane else is doing the dirty work, our
young men want to issue the equipment,
operate the machines, or stay at home and
· ignore the whole affair.
As a nation we are just beginning to realize the dangerous .implications of this attitude. But 1f the same realization does not
come very soon to those individual Americans who are of age for milltary service, a
whole generation may lose completely the
necessary will to fight-of which all victory
1s the product.
.
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The Two Immigration Bills
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Soybean Processors Still in Bureaucratic
Strait-Jacket
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OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

HON. H. R. GROSS

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, with the
bitterness of the debate on the immigration bill behind us, the following editorial
from the New York Herald Tribune of
May 15, 1952, is deserving of our careful
attention:
THE TWO IMMIGRATION BILLS
Objections to the McCarran-Walter immigration bill come from so many quarters and
go so deeply to fundamental questions of
national policy that the Senate can do no
less tha n to hear out all criticism fairly. To
hear it in prolonged debate on upward of 200
amendments which opponents threaten to
offer is the hard way of doing it. The orderly
method, and the fairest, is to recommit it to
the Judiciary Committee for new hearings, at
which the substitute measure offered by
Senator HERBERT H. LEHMAN, Democrat, of
New York, would be considered together with
the McCarran-Walter bill.
The Senate's duty to weigh, justly, every
major criticism against this measure is compelling. Only once in a generation does the
opportunity arise to shape a new immigration ·policy which wm affect the lives . of
perhaps millions of persons in the future.
That the task should fall in the present· abnormal period of world tension and unrest
is unfortunate; it makes an the heavier the
responsibility on Congress to draft the
soundest possible legislation. The McCarran-Walter bill has good and bad points,
both in its general aims and in its multitude of particular sections. It makes a genuine effort to codify the bewildering miscellany of laws, proclamations, Executive orders, regulations and treaty clauses amassed
during the last 30 years and longer. It
ends, in principle at least, the immigration
ban against orientals, which has been an
international sore point for three decades.
At the same time, it retains the old quota
system based on the national origins of the
country's population in 1920; a system deliberately designed to favor the countries of
Western and Northern Europe over those of
Central and Eastern Europe. It avoids the
opportunity to temper this unequal policy
by providing for utilization of the unused
quotas of favored countries for less-favored
nations (such as Greece and Latvia) whose
quotas have been mortgaged beyond the year
2000.
As to particular provisions of the bill, its
proponents fairly riddle it with criticism;
some of it, undoubtedly, unfair. But the
charge that the bill's provisions for immigration of foreign colonials in this hemiSphere is
discriminatory against the colored peoples in
the Caribbe an area does deserve close examination. And the Senate's best thought
should be applied in weighing new provisions
which would place the naturalized citizen
in jeopardy of deportation for actions he may
have taken far in his p ast life, or might
take in the future. Even if the justification is to give a broad control over outright
subversives and criminals who gain citizenship, does this accord with fundamental
American principles of equality in citizenship? T his newspaper doesn't believe so.
Opponents of the McCarran-Walter bill have
asked searching questions on matters of
b asic national policy, and the answers require from the Senate an exercise of highest
statesmanship.

OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 19, 1952
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, the following editorial, from the Soybean Digest,
which I am inserting under leave to extend my remarks, reveals the manipulations surrounding ceiling prices on soybean oil meal.
Upper echelon price fixers ran the industry ragged playing cat and mouse.
The price-increase figure allowed to be
bantered and kicked around most freely
in the bureaucratic halls was $14 a ton,
not the $7 finally dribbled out, and everybody clo~ely watching this situation
knows it.
To go with this Soybean Digest editorial, Mr. Speaker, I call attention to the
letter which I inserted in the RECORD of
April 23, disclosing how a co-op soybean
processor in my district, typical of all
too many, lost $50,000 in 6 months because of controls compounded and mis..:
managed.
The editorial follows:
NEW MEAL CEILING SOLVES LITTLE
On April 23 the Office of Price Stabilization announced an order that changed the
ceiling price on soybean oil meal from $74
per ton to $81 per ton, bulk, basis Decatur·.
That move came after a great amount of
confusion, and after a flock of rumors about
moves under way. It will solve some problems, but it does not change the basic causes
of trouble.
'
Purposel'Y, we have refrained from .editorial comment on ceiling prices. Soybeans
and soybean products were among the first
items on which ce~lings were slapped on
January 21, 1951. on at that time sold at
20 ¥2 cents per pound, and above. Today
oil sells at 9 cents per pound. Meal then
sold at $74 per ton, has of necessity stayed
at that level. It would have gone higher
during recent months, if permitted. Soybeans have never reached ceilings since the
1951 crop movement began. Since bean
ceilings had not been reached, we deemed
it unwise to editorialize. Meal ceilings were
a problem of the processors. Until they
began to affect markets or acreage we deemed
it not within the province of our activities
to interfere.
Processors of soybeans never reached complete agreement on steps that should be
taken, except to recommend complete removal of all ceilings on soybeans and soybean products. Naturally, when the industry could not agree on a program which the
OPS men would accept, nothing was done.
There was a stalemate for a period of weeks.
Fr ankly, we favor removal of all ceilings.
Soybeans is the only agricultural crop on
which there is a ceiling in the raw state.
Probably there should ne.ver have been a
ceiling on soybeans. The present change, we
are ·convinced, is. not going to solve the problems. It is not going to make meal more
available. It is not sufficiently high to make
processing profitable in all plants. It is only
a partial solution.
Lowering of the ceiling on soybean oil
was politically expedient. There was safety
in placing a ceiling price of 16 cents on an
item in plentiful supply and selling it at

less than 9 cents. No one could foresee
political implications.
In an election year ther e were political
implications in removing ceiling prices on an
item which was selling at the ceiling, would
jump upward immediately if they were removed. A $7 rise was merely placation,
not a solution. Ceilings for the sake of ceilings must be maintained in an election year.
The $81 figure was not set by the men in OPS
who know the feed and processing industries. It was set in the front office, based
on political considerations. An $88 ceiling
had been recommended by the stail' members in charge of feed ceilings. They were
overruled.
Controls are easy to institute. They are
hard to stop. One leads to another. Soon
they are maintained for their own sake. We ~
are now in that stage.
There is a solution. It is a simple one.
It is for the Members of Congress to take
back the responsibilities which they have
delegated, do away with the foolishness of
unnecessary ceilings; also with WSB recommendations on high wages, union shops,
other economic factors outside governmental
jurisdiction.
It is an election year. We doubt if Congress has guts enough to do the job this
year . . It needs only reassert itself, reassume
for the legislative branch of government
those powers which the Constitution provides
to it, but which have been delegated to agencies and bureaus. Some day common sens·e
will return, Congress will be made up of
strong men who are statesmen; then the job
will be done. The few Members now doing
their own thinking cannot do the job alone.
They do not have enough votes.

One of World War ll's Unsung HeroesJoey Guerrero
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES H. MORRISON
OF LOUISIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 19, 1952
Mr. MORRISON. Mr. Speaker, I
have a bill pending before the Judiciary
·committee, H. R. 4971, which provides
that a most distinguished and courageous woman, Joey V. Guerrero, become
a citizen of the United States. At present she is being treated in the United
States Hospital in Carville, La. Perhaps
the best account of bravery and help in
World War II is told by an article in
Reader's Digest of August 1951 entitled
''Joey's Quiet War." The following is
the story as told by Thomas M. Johnson
in Reader's Digest:
JOEY'S QUIET WAR
(By Thomas M. Johnson)
Across the ba ttle.fields north of Manila
trudged a little Filipino woman bearing a
knapsack on her bent shoulders. Several
Japanese soldiers started to question her.
Some of them, seeing her bloated, scarred
brown face, understood and shrank back.
Some of them, seeing her bloated, scarred
her sores. When she uttered t h e one word.
"Leprosy," no sentry persisted, none examined the knapsack, none found out thattaped on her back-she carried a map of the
Japanese defenses north of Manila.
The m ap accurately indicat ed m ine fields
which the adv ancing United States troops
desperately needed to know a bout. Sick and
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suffering, Joey Guerrero got the map through
and thereby saved hundreds of American
lives. It was but one of her great contribu·
tions to our victory in the Philippines.
Among the cleverest and bravest women
spies of the war, Joey was decorated by our
Government with the medal of freedom with
silver palm, the highest award for war service
by a civilian. A bill to bestow citizenship
upon her is before Congress. Cardinal Spellman presented to her a medallion in recognition of "Christian fortitude and concern for
fellow sufferers." Our Government made it
possible for her to come to Carville, La.,
where astounding progress is being made in
treating Hansen's disease {leprosy). Doctors
now think that in 2 years, if all goes well,
Joey should be able to go back to her 12year-old daughter, from whom she has been
separated for years. Even then, Josefina
Guerrero, ready for a new life of service, will
be only 35 years old.
As a little girl, Josefina had wanted to be·
come a nun, but she contracted tubercula·
sis, and the sisters said she was not strong
enough for their life. Both her parents died,
and a grandmother took the child to the coconut plantation she managed, and brought
her back to health.
. Then Joey went to live with an uncle in
Manila. There a young physician, Dr. Renata Marfa Guerrero, fell in love with the
lively girl who had, to quote Joey herself,
a "snub-nosed, funny little mug with unruly features." They were married. The future shone bright. But in the winter of
1941, when her daughter Cynthia was 2 years
old, Joey began to lose strength and appetite. Swellings appeared. Her anxious husband called in an American-trained specialist. As gently as he could, he told Joey the
truth. "It is in an early stage," he said.
"You are only 23, and there are promising
treatments. But children are susceptible,
so you must leave your child." For hours,
she sat in the doctor's office praying for the
surpassing self-control she would nee(,i for
so many years; She went home. The child
was playing in the nursery. It was like dying, but Joey, dared not even take the risk
of kissing Cynthia goodby when she sent the
child to her grandmother.
Husband and wife then began to plan their
fight against the disease and against ostracism. It had not been long since lepers had
to ring a bell as they walked the streets of
Manila. Specialists told them that Hansen's
disease was now recognized as only feebly
contagious among adults, and that Joey was
no menace to others. But she did need good
medical care and rest.
There was to be neither. Three weeks·later
came Pearl Harbor. Soon Japanese soldiers
swaggered on Manila's streets. One day five
Japs stopped Joey and four other young
Filipinas and made clear their intent. Joey,
5 feet and 100 pounds of outraged womanhood, whacked the largest soldier with her
umbrella until he and his companions made
off. That night one of the other women telephoned Joey. "Come to our house," she said,
and hung up.
Her friend's husband awaited Joey. "A
woman of your spirit should join the guerrillas," he said. "You're the kind for our
secret service." He told her the Filipino underground was sending information about
the Japanese to MacArthur in Australia to
help plan the islands' liberation. · Would she
join them? "I can't do big things," said
Joey, "but every little helps. 0. K."
Joey was given a trial assignment: "Since
you live opposite a Japanese barracks, for
the' next 24 hours count how many Japs go
1n and out, when, and in what direction.
The same for passing vehicles."
Behind drawn blinds, Joey noted everything that passed, and the time. She not
only counted a truckload of Japanese sol·
diers, but observed that they looked dirty, as

if coming from active service. She took a
full notebook to the address given her.
There she signed an oath of secrecy and
loyalty. She had enlisted for what she calls
"my quiet war." Her tour of duty was to
last for three nerve-wracking years.
Joey was assigned to watch the water front.
There her keen eyes spotted hidden Japanese
antiaircraft guns. She made a sketch and
concealed it in a hollowed-out fruit in a
basket she carried. A Japanese soldier
stopped her, pawed the fruit, greedily chose
a large one, and walked on. Luckily she had
put the sketch in a small fruit. After that
she made only mental notes, did her drawing
at home.
Joey was among the group of girls permitted to bring food to the starving Fili·
pino and American prisoners. She radiated
courage and faith to hollow-eyed GI's, some
of whom gave her information they had
gleaned from talkative Jap guards. Once a
suspicious guard threatened her with a bayonet, finally gestured her on, giving her
braided black hair a parting tug. Her hair
ribbon concealed a prisoner's report, but it
was tied too tightly to come off.
By September 1944 the approaching Americans were bombing Manila, smashing gun
emplacements Joey had mapped for them.
The Kempel Tai, the Japanese counter-intel·
ligence police, had stool pigeons everywhere
and many guerrillas were being caught and
tortured or shot. Underground operations
were now directed by the Allied Intelligence
Bureau. After another cryptic telephone
call, Joey met Manuel Oolayco, formerly a
professor at Santo Tomas University, now a
captain in the intelligence. Would Joey join
the AlB? It might mean her life, but"What can I do?" she asked.
He told her to meet a truck at a rendezvous
in the outskirts of the city. She wore wood·
en shoes in the hollow soles of which she
had hidden thin packets of tissue paper containing guerrilla information about Japa·
nese preparations to defend Manila. The
truck took her 50 miles by rough back roads
to Nagcarlan Mountain. There a guide led
them up a narrow path. A large boUlder
barred the route, and a voice from nowhere
challenged them. Joey gave the password.
A light flashed in her eyes from a tree above
and then winked out. The guide turned the
boulder as if it were on a hinge. Pushing
through, they found themselves in a clear·
ing where perhaps a hundred Filipino guerrillas were living in nipa-palm barracks.
Joey watched them set up a wireless appa·
ratus and send off her message.
She became "just a little errand boy." By
various routes to the guerrilla hideout she
brought reports, maps, and photographs.
And it was at the camp that she heard the
glorious news radioed through: "The
Americans are landing on Luzon."
The guerrillas made handbills on a
smuggled mimeograph machine-Liberation
is near-and added a ringing appeal for help.
Joey took the bills to Manila. She and other
volunteers flitted through the blackout, slipping them under doors or into the hands of
passers-by.
Next she was assigned to spotting Japanese
ammunition dumps. One night she heard
a signal at her door. She admitted a man
in Japanese uniform who handed her what
seemed to be a bag of veget_!tbles. "Here's
something for Dr. Guerrero," he whispered
quickly, and then slipped from the house.
Her husband, who was also in the underground, took the bag of "vegetables," but
said nothing. Many nights thereafter were
thunderous with exploding ammunition
dumps. In the daytime Joey checked to see·
which dumps needed more "vegetable treat•
ment."
But soon Colayco sent word that she was
needed as a messenger again, so Joey re-
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turned to Nagcarlan. She hoped the mountain air would renew her ebbing strength.
With the scarcity of food and medicine, she
was increasingly feverish and exhausted.
She suffered excruciating headaches, her feet
were swelling and more sores appeared on her
body. Surely, she prayed, God and the returning Americans would bring help.
Early in 1945, when the Americans were
approaching Manila, Colayco summoned her
for the most dangerous mission of all. The
guerr11las had sent the American Army a map
of the Japanese defenses which showed a
wide section free of mines. The Americans
planned to attack there, but now the Japs
had mined the area heavily. The guerrillas
needed someone to take a corrected map to
Thirty-seventh Division Headquarters at
Calumpit, 40 miles north of Manila. There
was fighting all the way. The Japs guarded
every road and footpath, searched all passersby. Vehicles could not get through. A
woman afoot might, if she was small, shabby,
and courageous. Would Joey try it? "Just
tell me where ·to go," Joey said.
At first she walked under cover of night,
but loss of sleep weakened her still more,
and the headaches grew worse. She determined to try it by daylight. The first day
a Japanese officer halted her, approached as
1f to search her. The map taped between
her shoulder blades seemed to burn. As the
Jap came close, he peered at her face and
saw that it was bloated and spotted with red.
He stared at her in fear and then quickly
waved her on. Joey suddenly realized that
she had a terrible passport that would get
her through.
Af~er 2 days and nights on the road she
reached American headquarters and delivered the map. Weak from sickness and
reaction, she could not eat the pancakes and
coffee which the Americans offered her, even
though she had not tasted them for years.
Her road back took her through heavy
fighting. Once, seeking shelter from shellbursts and snipers' bullets, she hid behind
an American tank, which exploded and nearly
killed her. When she reached Manila, she
learned that Manuel Colayco had been terribly wounded during the last days of the
fighting. She went to see him in the hospital where he lay dying. He tried to raise
his torn body. "Fine job," he whispered,
in a last salute.
Joey turned to nursing patients in an
evacuation hospital; but her illness, aggravated by overwork, became so serious that
the hospital authorities told her she must
go to Tala, the Philippine Government
leprosarium. She found it a cluster of
leaking shacks in a wilderness. There was
little food and almost no medical care.
Many of the sufferers slept on the same floor
which they trod on with feet covered with
open sores. This was no hospital, but a
charnel house of filth.
In February 1947 Tala was suddenly
flooded by 600 more patients. It was too
much for Joey. She had been trying to
bring some sort of order and sanitation to
the place. Now she appealed to Aurora Quezan, the ex-President's daughter. An expose in Manila newspapers brought results:
new buildings, a laboratory, an operating
room; more doctors and nurses; above all,
supplies of the new sulfone drugs that have
brought hope to victims of Hansen's disease.
Through the intercession of friends who
knew of Joey's work, Attorney General Clark
granted her plea to be allowed treatment at
Carville. There patients greet ed her with
bouquets and a birthday cake. They saw a
tiny woman whose brown face was scarred
and pale, but whose lively eyes still smiled.
Dr. Frederick A. Johansen-kindly, famous
"Dr. Jo"-started daily sulfone injections
and other treatments, and her health began
to improve. Now, her sores healed, her face
glowing, she is a tribute to Carville's care
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and skill. She greets her many visitors with
a firm handclasp and torrent of earger words.
"By heart, I am happy," she says.
When the time comes, Joey Guerrero wants
to start out again as God's little errand boy
in a new "quiet war." This time her mission will be to bring mercy and good cheer
to those who suffer what she has suffered
from Hansen's disease.

Mr. Speaker, the Justice Department
has in effect stated that they have no objection to her becoming a citizen of the
United States. However, they object to
the present wording of the bill which I
believe can be worked out to everyone's
satisfaction.
This bill in behalf of this heroine has
brought forth communications to more
than 20 Congressmen and many Senators from all parts of the United States.
Kenneth W. Day, who is the adjutant
general of the American Ex-Prisoners,
of which General Wainwright is a member, has offered all possible aid in this
bill. National Commander Albert G.
Senna of the American Defenders of
Japan and Corregidor, Inc., of Newark,
N. J., has offered his assistance. As a
matter of fact, there have been so many
letters addressed to myself and the committee in her behalf, that they are far too
numerous to record here.
I received a communication from
Major General Bergin who states that
the Army records indicate that Mrs.
Josefina V. Guerrero was awarded · the
Medal of Freedom with Silver Palm.
This citation for her extreme courage
and bravery reads as follows:
Mrs. Josefina V. Guerrero, citizen of the
Philippine Commonwealth. For meritorious
service which has aided the United States
in the prosecution of the war against Japan
in the Southwest Pacific area, from 1942 to
1945. From the beginning of the Japanese
occupation of the Philippine Islands, Mrs.
Guerrero devoted all her time to supplying internees and prisoners of war with food,
clothing, medicine, money, and secret messages which she herself collected. Doing intelligence work with regard to enemy activities and installations along the Manila
waterfront, she was instrumental in saving
the lives of many Americans and Filipinos.
By her outst anding courage and bravery,
Mrs. Guerrero made a distinct contribution
to the cause of freedom.

Mr· Speaker, I believe that the entire
membership of this House will be most
interested in st.eing that this woman is
repaid by our great Nation for her heroism, courage, and bravery by allowing
her to become a citizen of the United
States, by the favorable enactment of
this bill.

Honors for Dr. Schulman
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES .

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I commend to the attention of my colleagues
the following editorial from the New
York Times of May 15, 1952:

HONORS FOR DR. SCHULMAN

At a dinner tonight honoring Dr. Samuel
Schulman the Jewish publication, Society of
America, does honor to itself. This grand
old man of American Judaism, now in his
eighty-ninth year, is one of the great scholars, orators, and thinkers of his time; and
his beneficial influence on the integration of
Jewish cultural and religious life into the
framework of American civilization will be
felt by generations yet to come.
For a third of a century Dr. Schulman occupied the pulpit of Temple Beth-El and
subsequently of Temple Emanu-E'l in this
city; and he became nationally k n own as
one of the outstanding public speakers of the
day and as a man of the most intensely patriotic as well as moral and religious convictions. "Next to the love of my GQd,'' he has
said, "I love this country * • • because,
if it suceeds in its experiment of uniting in
brotherhood human beings of all races and
creeds, it will be the grandest realization of
the teachings of the Hebrew prophets." It
was, in fact, Dr. Schulman who in a sermon
delivered in 1907 first applied the term "melting pot" to the American community.
Dr. Schulman was one of a group of distinguished Jewish scholars who in 1915 complete¢! a new English translation of the Old
Testament which aimed "to combine the
spirit of Jewish tradition with the results
of b iblical scholarship, ancient, medieval and
modern." This monumental work and his
many other contributions to the spiritual,
intellectual and institutional life both of
"the community of Israel" and of the United
States have long earned for him the respect
and esteem to which his fellow-citizens are
giving expression tonight.

Ethical Standards in American Legislative
Chambers
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article
prepared by me entitled "Ethical Standards in American Legislative Chambers."
This article was published in the Annals
of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science in March 1952.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ETHICAL STANDARDS IN AMERICAN LEGISLATIVE
CHAMBERS

(By Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY)
A medj.eval English quatrain, brought to
the attention of our Subcommittee on Ethics
by Senator DouGLAS, has real meaning for our
times. Commenting on the way in which
the common lands were enclosed and taken
over by the nobility of England, the poet
wrote:
"The law locks up both man and woman
Who steals the goose from off the common
But lets the greater felon loose
Who steals the common from the goose."
Politics is not practiced in a vacuum; and
·the activities of politicians refiect, albeit
with some distortion, the prevailing standards of American society, particularly of
American busines&. Nevertheless, transgres-

sions or practices that might be overlooked
in business life assume far greater importance in public life because of the greater
magnitude of the consequences. For instance, the businessman who uses pull to
"get it wholesale" for a friend is· regarded as
doing a favor; but a Congressman who uses
pull to get a contract for a constiuent is
often regarded as having committed a crime.
If the businessman is rewarded, few eyebrows are raised; the Congressman who accepts gifts is regarded as having compromised
himself.
AMERICAN ATTITUDE TOWARD POLITICS

It has become almost a truism today to

equate politics with corruption. Nor is this
a new phenomenon in our society. A member of the Continental Congress joined in
an attempt to corner the market on fiour,
despite the rigors being suffered at Valley
Forge. Artemus Ward amused Lincoln by
saying: "I am no politician, and my other
habits are good." More recently, the National Opinion Research Center discovered
that five out of every seven Americans believed it impossible for a professional politician to be honest, and only 18 percent of
America's parents were willing to let their
sons enter political careers. This is a revealing if startling commentary on the public attitude toward politics.
American public office has little tradition
of honor behind it. In part, this can be
traced back to the axiom: "That governm "!nt is best which governs least." Ameri.
cans have habitually ignored the Government as much as possible and too frequently
left office seeking to those who stood to gain
personally from it. Too many people still
cherish this early, idyllic concept of the Government-or act as if it were still attainable.
At bottom, the solution to the problem of
corruption in legislative bodies lies in an
alert, participating, and interested citizenry.
Public opinion must not wait for the disclosure of glaring transgressions beforo
rousing itself to action; it must constantly
support men of integrity, ability, and candor.
Only the active participation of a large proportion of the electorate in political activity-through the medium of political parties-can supplant the power of organized
pressure groups on the one hand and backroom politics and personal favoritism on the
other. When the people leave politics to be
the plaything or special interest of a few, the
public can expect that it will be played with
and serve the special economic and political
interests of the participants. Democratic or
representative government is everyone's business if it is to be an honorable pursuit. If
t•-e people want clean and honest government, the minimum price is an active and
continuing interest in political parties and
political processes.
Legislative responsibility

, Blaming the public for complacency does
not solve our problems. Legislative bodies
have all too often tolerated corruption in
their midst. Even where flagrant violations
of law have been proved and the miscreants
jailed, too frequently no disciplinary measures have been taken. In this vein it should
be pointed out that men who stoop to smear
tactics, demagoguery, and general confusion
of the issues in order to gain public office
cannot be expected to change suddenly once
they are sworn in. They cannot be trusted
with the Government of this country or any
of its States. While most of the responsibility for correcting such abuses is up to
the public, legislative bodies themselves
should also act. Callous disregard of the
intelligence of the public and the integi-ity
of political office should be punished by
voters and legislators alike.
With this background in mind, let us turn
now to the problems which face the legislator who attempts to abide by a "code of
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not to feel a certain responsib111ty to their
ethics" 1n his conduct. Unfortunately, there
financial angels. But we can at least deare no clear-cut criteria or solutions in this
mand a full disclosure of who-and how
field. Certain practices are obviously unethical-but the honest legislator is tor- · angelic-they are. 1 am therefore unequivocably for requiring publication of all
mented by a tw1light zone into which many
campaign contributions right down to the
of his actions unavoidably fall. I shall set
last dollar. This would include not only doforth the problems as I see them, suggest
nations to candidates, but also those to all
some solutions, but give no final answer.
participating committees.
FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
One of the major danger zones in legislative ethics is centered on finance. The
cost of waging political campaigns have
become exorbitant and the salary and allowances of offi.ce are usually insufficient to
cover the expenditures required.
Mounting costs of campaigns

Twenty-nine years ago a Senator from
Michigan was forced to resign because of
public pressure after a congressional investigating committee publicized the fact that
he had spent $195,000 on his campaign. In
1950, the national committee of one of the
parties is said to have spent $100,000 for onehalf hour on television and radio. According
to the Congressional Quarterly, $10,000,000
was spent to elect the Eighty-second Congress, Even so, loopholes in the law enabled
many expenditurea to go unreported. Two of
the successful candidates are each said to
have had spent in their behalf campaign contributions amounting to more than $2,000,000. This is $1,925,000 more than either will
be paid during his 6-year term.
The chief cause of this tremendous rise
In costs is the importance of radio and television time. A good TV personality is a must
for successful campaigning in many sections
of the country today. For liberal candidates
the importance of radio and television is emphasized by the conservatism of the national
press. In 1948, for example, 13 States were
without a single daily paper supporting
Truman.
The expense of campaign headquarters,
posters, advertisements in the press and by
special campaign sheets; the cost of staging rallies and public meetings; the innumerable special projects carried out in a
State-wide campaign-these total to a staggering figure.
Obligations incurred

It is obvious from the foregoing figures
that conscientious candidates often face the
dilemma of either accepting disproportionate
contributions from particular groups or persons or of not having enough money to make
an effective and successful campaign. Many
questions arise. Where can the candidate
solicit funds? What is his obligation to
special interests or groups which help him?
What degree of personal independence can
he maintain? Should he limit the amount
he will accept from one individual or group?
How mucl'l of a claim on his time has a firm
whose president has contributed heavily to
his campaign? Do his supporters believe
in his policies or are they expecting something concrete in return?
Thus the matter of campaign funds is central to the whole issue of ethics. Present
laws place a $3,000,000 ceiling on the amount
any one national committee can spend during a calendar year and a $5,000 limit on individual contributions. These figures are
totally unrealistic. There are dozens of devices used to get around the law-in fact, it
is almost impossible accurately to estimate
the cost of a national campaign. Evasions of
the law through the formation of separate
committees and by splitting donations
among the members of a family are common.
Often the statutes are not enforced. In
many cases, the bulk of the expenditures is
never reported, nor are the sources of much
of the money. The result has been a very
unwholesome atmosphere.
Totalitarians, both of the left and of the
right, attack democracy as a farce and fraud
where special interests govern. It is perhaps
unrealistic to expect successful candidates

Possible remedies

To supplement this essential first step,
study should be given to other methods of
dealing with the problem. Persuasive evidence was received by the Senate subcommittee on ethics in favor of direct public
support for political campaigns. The difficulties in working out such a policy are not
insurmountable. It has been proposed that
the Government could pay for legitimate
campaign expenses. This is not as revolutionary as it may sound. Theodore Roosevelt
recommended that the .Congress provide "an
appropriation for the proper and legitimate
expenses of each of the great national
parties." · In the 1920 campaign William
Gibbs McAdoo stated: "If the National Government paid the expenses of the national
campaigns and specified the legitimate objects for which expenditures might be made,
politics would be purified enormously." 1
Similar to direct subsidy is the proposal to
set up a public corporation--or trust fundto aid in providing all bona fide candidates
with access to the public eye and ear. Safeguards would assure emphasis on rationality
and limitation to legitimate expenses. In
addition to public funds, the corporation
might also receive and administer private
contributions. Many persons who do not
give directly to parties or candidates might
be willing to contribute to such a public
corporation. Such a public corporation or
trust fund is now being sponsored by a group
of interested citizens in Minnesota. It will
be interesting to watch the response such
a project receives. This is an experiment in
American politics-and a worthy one.
In any case, efforts should be made to
broaden the base of the campaign structure.
Some have suggested that the tax laws should
be amended to allow deduction of small contributions, perhaps up to $100, for incometax purposes. It is argued that government,
by not permitting such deductions, is discriminating against its own vital processes
and undermining its support. Another step
to help candidates which could be undertaken with only minor disruption would be a
qualified extension of the franking privilege.
A further proposal would make free radio
and television time available at stated periods during the campaigns. Since ownership of the airways is vested in the public,
such a requirement in the licensing of broadcasting stations would be perfectly valid.
Should this prove too great a burden on
them, stations might be asked to denote a
stated proportion of the total time contracted for. Both Canada and Great Britain provide free radio time to candidates, while in
the Netherlands, prior to the Nazi invasion,
radio stations were owned by the parties.
All of the above proposals, of course, require elaboration and further study. I mention them, not necesarily as an advocate, but
to stimulate thinking and discussions.
Expenses of office

financial problexns do not
end with the election. The Congressman also
has abnormal expenses after he takes offlee. He must maintain a residence in Washington without losing touch with his constituency. This means fre<:\uent short visits
home. Many Members of Congress maintain
two residences--one in their State and another in Washington. Travel expenses are
high, and the Government pays for only one
trip per session. As a public figure, a Congressman has pressing social obligations. He
1s fair game for sollcitors for all worthy
Un~ortunately,

causes-and even small contributions add
up. Offi.ce budgets have not kept pace with
the ever-increasing volume of mail, to say
nothing of providing adequate professional
assistance. To do a conscientious Job, the
legislator must dig into his own pocket. The
high cost of political campaigns plus the ever
increasing cost of living in Washington, along
with added offi.ce expenses, may well serve
to make congressional service a special prerogative for the rich. Surely a person of
moderate means finds it increasingly difficult
to make ends meet.
Supplementary income

There is little likelihood of forthright action to meet these problems. The fear of
public opinion recently forced repeal of the
tax exemption on the $2,500 expense allowance Congress voted itself in 1946. Congress is therefore not likely to vote salary
increases. Hence, many legislators seek outside means of supplementing their income.
Except for the independently wealthy, important ethical problems arise.
Lawyers may resort to fees or legal retainers. This raises the question of influence.
Similarly, it comes up when business connections are not severed, since frequently
Members have access to confidential information from which they can gain financially.
Many Congressmen accept fees for speaking engagements. In a sense, this is in
line with their duty to keep the public
informed about important issues-but it is
also an important drain on their time and
energy. I have often been criticized for
going out and making talks here and there.
Certainly I have no desire to travel around
the country on week ends and leave my
family and my job. But I am the father
of four children, I must maintain property
in two places, I must be able to meet hospital bills and similar emergencies, I must
make frequent trips back to Minnesota, costing a minimum of $200 each, and I must
pay additional expenses of office. This would
be impossible if I had no outside income.
My choice is either to make the speeches
and earn the money or to leave the Senate.
Acceptance of addltional income cannot,
at present, be outlawed. But one simple
step would be a strong deterrent to shady
or undercover dealings: full disclosure of
all sources of income. I am now cosponsoring legislation which would require all
Members of Congress to disclose their incomes, assets, and all dealings in securities
and commodities. These reports should be
made generally available. Then, I believe,
it would become politically unhealthy for
legislators to handle matters from which
they stood to gain personally.
THE OBLIGATIONS OF OFFICE

A Representative or Senato:.- ·is not merely
a legislator. He is, increasingly, an investigator. And he has always been errand boy
and helper for his constituents. Let us
explore the problexns arising from each of
these functions in turn.
The major problexns connected with legislation deal with determination of values,
personal and political obligations, and lobbying. The scope of this article permits
only a suggestive listing. To start with,
should a legislator vote as he thinks best
for the country, even though he knows that
it will be contrary to the wishes of the majority of his constituents? Democratic theorists have reached no consensus on this
problem of representation. To say that the
people know what is best does not provide
us with a rule of action.
Even more puzzling, perhaps, is the problem presented by legislation where what is
best for the country as a whole affects particular constituencies adversely. Take, for
example, the question of reciprocal trade.
I have had to face the fur farmers of my
State who have stood to lose as a result of
my votes in support of the program. I can
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sympathize with the representatives of some
able men have sometimes been irreparably
of the States whose industries have suffered
and irresponsibly damaged, and the prestige
from the low tariff rates. They are really · of the Government has been considerably
in a dilemma.
lowered.
Administrative officials attacked on the
Party loyalty
floor of either House should have protection
Turning now to political obligation, what
equal
to that afforded congressional Memloyalty does a Congressman owe his party?
bers; and agency heads who are subject to
Political independence, though long cherpersonal attack on the floor should be given
irhed as a virtue, has had disastrous consean opportunity to make an immediate or
quences in the past. For instance, our failearly reply. Similarly, private citizens
ure to enter the League of Nations, despite
should have the right to reply in the CoNclear commitments by both parties, led to
GRESSIONAL RECORD. Immunity from SUit re20 years of isolationism and abetted the rise
wards irresponsibility with protection, and
to totalitarianism abroad. The traditional
prevents recourse for damaged reputations.
vagueness of party platforms obscures subThree current proposals deal with this
stantial differences, and elections have selproblem: A proposed constitutional amenddom provided mandates for action. Lack
ment withdrawing this immunity entirely; a
of party discipline often makes even clearly
statute making it clear that immunity does
recognized objectives impossible to attain,
not extend to defamatory statements insertThe need for greater responsibility is manied
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD but not acfest in the present refusal of a nominally
tually made in the Chamber; and a proposal
Democratic Congress to carry out the Presito make the Federal Government liable in
dent's domestic program.
damage for defamatory statements.
Pressure groups
Congress also needs a code of fair proIntimately connected with the issue of
cedure governing committee investigations
party responsibility is the problem of loband reports. Recommendations here include
bies and organized pressure groups. These
withholding publicity regarding accusations
have, in part, usurped traditional party funcagainst individuals until there is evidence to
tions in the field of policy determination.
support the charges, giving advance notice
Yet the present hue and cry about lobbies
to individuals wherever possible if they are
largely neglects this basic issue. It is foto be attacked in public hearings, giving such
individuals an opportunity to be present to
cused not on the root but on the results.
We are concerned not with increasing party
cross-examine and to reply, and avoiding the
responsibility, but with regulating lobbies.
intimidation or browbeating of witnesses.
Such standards of fairness would not interThe shortcomings of this approach are obvifere with effective committee investigations.
ous, though understandable.
Congress, as the representative branch of
Since 1946, exnenditures or contributions
Government, should take the lead in respectdesigned to "influence directly or indirectly
ing the rights of individuals and ensuring
the passage or defeat of any legislation by
the validity of its findings.
the Congress of the United States" were to
have been reported to the Clerk of the House
Assistance to constituents
and the Secretary of the senate. A compiMembers of Congress receive a large numlation based on their records from July 1,
ber of requests from constituents askinl7
1946 to June 30, 1951 showed that $71,000,000
for assistance in dealing with Federal de~
had been contributed and $34,000,000 had
partments and agencies. These come from
been spent for lobbying purposes. The House
various sources: Jobhunters, contractors and
Committee on Lobying judged, however, that
would-be contractors, businessmen with reonly a small fraction was actually reported.
quests for loans from the RFC, applications
Because of the stigma attached to lobbies
for privilege, men who want to get into the
many people are uncomfortable at calling
Armed
Forces as officers, or those who want
themselves lobbyists. The House committee
to get out, veterans with claims, people with
found that some individuals did not register
naturalization problems, and many others.
because they said the purpose of a lobbying
Congressmen are also expected to see that
organization was to bring pressure on Conbusiness interests at home do not suffer·
gress for a special interest and they reprethat their area is not discriminated against;
sented the common good. Moreover, many
that hotel reservations are made for visitors;
organizations, the CIO for example, have
and that worried parents and wives are told
varied purposes, of which lobying is a minor
about servicemen and how they are getting
one. Nor are lobbying activities confined to
along.
Washington. "Grass-roots lobbying" gets
There is nothing wrdng with using Memthe people back home to put on the pressure.
bers of Congress to perform these traditional
And, as already mentioned, they are imporfunctions. Government today is so complex
tant contributors to campaigns.
that many people do not know how to get
Lobbies, despite their well-known evils,
what they need. My constituents tend to
perform useful functions in political life. I
look
upon me as an ambassador. Most of
like to know how proposed legislation affects
them don't want any pressure brought to
the needs of people-the lobbies tell me. I
bear; they just want to know where to start
like to hear about conditions which need
and what to do.
correcting-the lobbies tell me that too. But
I have exercised and will continue to exerI also want to know just whom these lobbies
cise the right to go to any agency in the
represent: how many people, where they get
Government to plead a case for my constitutheir funds, how they make their policy deents and to do so vigorously. I consider it
cisions, and what their other activities are,
to
be one of my responsibilities as a repreTherefore, I should like to see tighter, bettersentative of the people of Minnesota. Most
enforced laws, which would trace funds back
recently, for example, I urged the Secretary
to their sources. I have introduced a bill
of the Interior and the Bureau of the Budget
which would help tighten one of the loopto include in their budgets an item for the
holes. Then the public, as well as responconstruction of public power transmission
sible legislators, could make decisions with
lines
for the western part of my State. I
better understanding of what is involved,
did n:ot succeed, but it was not for want of
Investigative function
trying.
The investigative function of Congress, alIn the past businessmen have sometimes
though firmly established for some years,
come to my office accompanied by 5 percenthas recently threatened to overshadow the
era or attorneys. They have wanted me
to arrange for them to see high Government
legislative function. Members have taken
advantage of congressional immunity to
officials. If their case merited it, I helped
make spectacular charges on the floor, and
them. In one instance, I learned that the
probing committees have made sweeping
attorney alleged he knew me personally and
revelations. While much good has been acthus received a retainer fee on the basis of
complished, the reputations of honest and
bis self-proclaimed .''personal frien~ship

with the Senator." I have since insisted
that I will help constituents only if they
come to me directly and unencumbered.
It occasionally happens that a man in the
Senate or House will get a letter saying in
effect: "I contributed to your campaign. I
am coming down Wednesday and I want an
appointment to see so-and-so." After the
appointment is made the Congressman is expected to follow up and see that desired
action is taken. He runs the risk of alienating support if he does not do so. But relatively few requests are of this nature. In
the last Minnesota election, there were
1,350,000 votes cast. Fewer than 1 percent
of these voters ever write to me ln a manner
suggesting some special favor.
Ethics of using influence
If a Congressman desires to assist a con-

stituent, he can express personal interest in
three ways. The first will merely ask that
the constituent be given every consideration
and that the matter in which he is interested be expedited. The second kind of pressure is stronger and may say: "I know Mr. X
and I can vo-qch for his integrity .. He is honest, able, and fulfills certain requirements.
Anything you can do for him will be appreciated." The third, and rarely used, kind of
pressure says: "I know everything about this
case. If I were in your spot I would grant
the request, and I think you ought to do it."
It is the last that gives rise to the ethical
questions, particul!!trly when it is accompanied by the implicit threat of an appropriation cut or legislative reprisal.
Whenever a legislator uses pressure in a
case, he cannot help having some effect upon
the responsible officials. The extent of his influence depends upon both the Congressman
and the administrator. It is reported that at
one time in TVA whenever a job applicant
had a letter in his behalf from a Senator or
Congressman, that job application was turned
down. This may b e exaggerated, but it does
happen. Other administrators find it difficult to say "No." A part of the influence of
the legislator will depend on his committee
assignment. If he deals with legislation or
appropriations ·touching the department
concerned, he has, of course, a power which
may be abused.
The responsibility of the legislator is to
act as an inspection or screening committee with regard to requests that come into
his offiqe. He must make sure in his own
heart and conscience that he is seeking to
advance cases only on their merits and that
he has no personal economic interest. This
is more difficUlt, however, where political considerations are involved. How can he draw
the line between proper and improper personal interests when those interests are essentially political in character?
RAISING ETHICAL STANDARDS
The foregoing treatment has been suggestive rather than · comprehensive in nature.
I have skirted flagrant violations of ethics
which have already been brought to public
attention in favor of noting some of the
causes of legislative corruption and bringing
into focus some of the problems which face
those legislators who honestly try to serve
their country. The usual American remedy
is "there ought to be a law." Yet the law
cannot deal effectively with every range of
human activity. Many of the ethical questions cannot be solved by legislation; remedies must instead be sought in a new consciousness of the dignity of public office and
a higher sense of civic duty. All of us, as
citizens, can achieve this through awareness
of the difficulties and active support of all
efforts to raise legislative standards. We can
require, as the price of our support, declarations similar to the following code of "Ten
Congressional Commandments" which Senator BENTON presented in his testimony before the Subcommittee on Ethics, and to
:Which I fully subscribe:
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it. And. more important, it would develop
earth-all. are constant reminders that sci"1. In the same sense in which a judge
a national science policy under which reence, too, is the key in modern war.
debars himself from decisions in which he
search can flourish. But it took 5 years of
How good, then, is our science? And how
has a direct personal financial stake, so I
legislative battling before the foundation
good is Russia's? Are our laboratories proshall debar myself from legislative decisions,
was established. And in the year just ended
ducing facts on which tomorrow's discoveries
or, if I talte .action or choose to vote I shall
since it got into ·operation with the appointfor a fuller life will be based? Are they
fully disclose the nature of my interest.
ment of Dr. Waterman as director, it has had
creating knowledge that will be the edge
"2. I shall never use my office to exert
tough
sledding.
for our outnumbered -manpower should war
extralegal pressure over the dec~sions of ex..
White-haired, firm-jawed, and professional,
come?
ecutive or administrative agenc1es.
Waterman was an able administrator and
UNITED STATES ANSWER
"3. I shall treat witnesses who testify bescientist-but a babe in the woods politically.
fore committees on which I set with courtesy
Those were the kinds of questions asked
During the war he was with the Office of
and fairness, following self-imposQd limitalast week as a Senate subcommittee studied
Scientific Research and Development and
tions which for centuries have been the hallthe $15,000,000 budget request of the Nathen became Deputy and Chief Scientist of ·
mark of the judicial process.
.tional Science Foundation.
the Office of Naval Research. There he had
"4. I shall not abuse my pl'ivilege of conThe Foundation is a novel Government
a reputation for squeezing the fat out of
gressional immunity; I shall not say things
agency-and a baby one. It is the first to
budgets and for getting result~.
on the floors of Congress that I am not prebe given the task of setting a national scipared to say outside, nc:- shall I betray the
HOW MUCH MONEY?
ence policy, of encouraging bright youngsters
·official confidence of the Congress, or of any
with a knack for science to go into research,
Almost immediately after becoming direccommittee thereof.
and of supporting the kind of digging that
tor of the NSF, he had to face an economy"5. I shall not indulge in personal yilificaturns up scientific knowledge just for knowlminded House on a $14,000,000 budget recomtion of any kind, but I shall not 1_1es1tat_e to
edge's sake. Scientists call it basic research.
mended by the President. Waterman hadn't
criticize public figures and publw po11cies
They contrast it ·with applied research
had time to plan to the penny how it would
with determination and -courage whenever
whose aim is to put scientific facts to pracbe spent-nor did he know what results
facts of public nature justify such crititical use.
would come out of it. It's always hard to tell
cism.
Actually, it's hard to draw the line between
what you'll get out of basic research-or if
"6. I shall not vote on any issue without
the two. A lot of basic data has come from
you'll get anything at all.
·
an attempt to consider the voiceless interest
trying to make a product better. And a lot
As a result, the House chopped the approof the unorganized in our society.
of practical results have come from just
priation to $300,000--and the Foundation
"7. I shall strive constantly to interpret
curious exploring of an area of scientific
was almost scuttled before it got started.
interests of my constituents in the perspecignorance. But generally speaking, explains
But Senate-restored cuts were worked out
tive of the total national interest.
Dr. Alan T. Waterman, dir~ctor of the Nawith the House and Waterman wound up
"8. I shall try to be loyal to the promises
tional Science Foundation, basic research is
with
$3,500,000. He's parceled out $1,000,000
of my political party, and thus to strengthen
the framework on which applied science
of 1t on 69 grants for basic research and
party teamwork and party responsibility in
grows.
$1,300,000 on 624 fellowships for graduate
the Congress.
Television, for example, grew out of the
research.
"9. I shall not waste my own or my coldiscovery 50 years ago that electromagnetic
Those awards were winnowed from 3,000
leagues' time with irrelevant and inconsewaves could make electrons flow in a glass
fellowship applications and 430 requests for
quential talk in committee or on the floor.
tube emptied of air. In medicine, advances
research grants. They went to gra~uating
"10 Whether as a member of the :najority . against goiter,_diabetes,· arthritis, and other
youngsters with ideas, to recognized scienor minority, I shall attempt i~ my actions
111s got their start from the 1901 discovery
tists in big name institutions, and to obscure
and words to educ~;te and clar1fy, never t<?
that ductless glands produce substances that
workers in little-known colleges. The averobscure or confuse.
today we call hormones. Tomorrow, other
age fellowship winner gets a year's graduate
(NOTE.-HUBERT ·H. HUMPHREY, Washingkillers may be conquered by some elusive fact
study; the average grant provides $12,000 to
ton, D. C., was elected United States Senator
now being chased down in a laboratory.
cover nearly 2 years' research. Projects sefrom Minnesota in 1948. He has been,
When ours was a young nation pushing
lected ranged from radio wave study of the
among other things, a registered pharmafrontiers west we didn't have time to
upper atmosphere to bewildering topics like
cist, an instructor in political science at the
putter in laboratories for basic knowledge.
"stereochemistry and hyperconjugation of
University of Minnesota, and professor of
Even up through World War II we were leanthree-ring
carbonyl compounds."
political science at Macalester Co.llege, St.
ing heavily on the heritage of science discovAs more students and researchers apply,
Paul. In 1944 he was State campaign maneries of the rest of the world. Only one in
and anyone can, Foundation funds may have
ager for Roosevelt and Truman. From 1945
every four Nobel prizes awarded in the past
to be spread thinner. This year the House
to 1948 he served as mayor of Minneapolis.
half century for work in basic research has
has cut a budget request of $15,000,000 down
He was a member of the recent Subcommitbeen won by an American.
to $3,500,000. A friendly Senate subcommittee on ' Ethics of which Senator DouGLAS was
When the war ended, there were those who
tee held hearings on the bill last fortnight
chairman.)
warned that we were using up our supply of
and congressional ob::;ervers guess the Founbasic knowledge and that the wrecking of
dation may wind up with $7,000,000 to spend
European laboratories had now thrust us on
on basic science next year. But friends of
our own. · ·~rn reality," Dr. Waterman points
the NSF call that a piddling sum. The oiJ
Keeping Pace in Science
out, "you don't destroy fundamental facts
industry alone spends $100,000,000 on reby using them. What is important is that
search.
And the Defense Department's
the
more
we
depend
on
applied
science,
the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
· budget for new weapons development is $1,more
ba.sic
knowledge
we
need.
And
there
is
OF
500,000,000.
an awful lot we don't know."
FALSE ECONOMY
Progress in rocket travel and weather reAs Clifford Grobstein explained in the Bulporting, for example, needs more fundamenOF MISSISSIPPI
letin of the Atomic Scientists: "The job of
tal facts about the upper air. How plant
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
NSF is nothing other than to insure the
cells use sunlight to make food and how
health and productive strength of the goose
animal cells make living tissue are challenges
Friday, May 16, 1952
which today and tomorrow • • • Conwhose solutions may give us things like
Mr. SMITH of Mississippi.
Mr
gress will go on expecting to lay golden eggs.
energy from the sun and the conquest of
It is very poor economy, and poor statesmancancer. And there· are whole reams of blank
Speaker, under leave to extend my reship, to be stingy on the diet for this parpages in man's knowledge of nuclear forces
marks in the RECORD, I include the folticular goose."
and the solid state of matter.
lowing article from Pathfinder magaIn Russia, friends of the NSF are quick to
PRACTICALITIES
zine:
.
point out, science has become a crusade.
Industry
can
hardly
support
basic
research
KEEPING PACE IN ScmNCE-ARE WE LOSING THE
State support of projects is lavish and imexcept in fields where it can hope for a payportant scientists get party bigwig privileges.
RACE FOR BASIC RESEARCH WHICH SUPPORTS
off
someday-a
rubber
company
would
soon
INDUSTRY AND DEFENSE?
Observers rate Russia's top men as capalose out to competitors 1f it spent all of its
ble as any in the world. It has an estim a ted
(By Jules Billard)
research dollars on studying the temperature
100,000 scientists compared with our 150,000.
Take a look around you.
of the sun, for example. Universities have
And its latest 5-year program aiins at turnYou won't need more than a glance at
only meager funds to spend on such projects.
ing out 150,000 engineers and 350,000 technylon or television or toothpaste to realize
And the 22 Government agencies which have
nical graduates. Our engineering graduates
research programs are guided, like industry,
that science is at the bottom of the wonders
this year will be fewer than last and far short
by their special interests-whether it be
of modern living.
of supplying demand. One United sta tes
weapons or agriculture.
·
Take a look at the headlines.
company which needs 700 engineers from the
What was needed, a committee of scienAn atom bomb blast in Nevada, hints of
spring graduate crop so far has been able t6
tists reported in 1945, w_as a National Science
sign up only 72. A school that expects to
fantastic secret weapons, technical talk
turn out 116 scientists already has had visits
Foundation. It would encourage basic re ..
about a space-ship bombing platform which
from representatives of 220 firms.
search where the national interest demanded
would circle moonwise 1,000 miles above the
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liberalizing provision covers the admission to
the United States of reformed totalitarians.
Under the 1950 Internal Security Act, no person who had ever belonged to a Communist,
Communist-front, or other totalitarian party-with few exceptions-was allowed to immigrate into the United States. The proposed law would permit entry of any person
who had belonged to a totalitarian party but
who has for the past 5 years repudiated such
affiliation. This would not apply, however,
to aliens living in the United States who
wish to apply for United States citizenship.
Many believe that the two groups should be
treated alike.
A third liberalizing provision is that people from areas previously excluded from entry into' the United States would now be permitted to enter. Twelve new quota areas
in Asia and Africa are added, with a quota
of 10~ persons per year allowed from each.
RESTRICTIVE FEATURES
Since 1924 immigration into the United
States has been based on a . system which al.lotted quotas to each country according to
the percent of its nationals who were living
in the United States in 1920. This system
was designed to give preference to people of
Nordic and Anglo-Saxon origin. For example,
out of a total quota allotment of 153,929 per
year, 65,721 went to Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 17,853 to Eire, 25,957 to Germany, and 3,3i4 to Sweden. These four
countries were allotted 73 percent of the
total. In every succeeding year following
the 1924 law, only 44 percent of the quotas
were used because only a few nationals of
these countries wanted to immigrate.
This same quota system, with slight modifications, is retained in the ne·w bills. Those
who oppose this section say that the very
people who now want to come to the United
States are excluded. These include mainly
"Give Me Your Tired, Your Poor, Your
political refugees from eastern and central
Europe.
1
Huddled Masses"?
Another objectionable feature according to
many groups is t])at the determinatio.n of
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
nationality for the quota system is based
OF
on place of birth in all cases except for orientals. If a national of any country has at
least 50 percent oriental ancestry, he must
come under the quota of his country by
' OF NEW YORK
origin and not by birth. This provision,
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
many contend, is racial discrimination which
Thursday, May 1, 1952
the bills purport to eliminate.
third limiting feature is that the number
Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, the fol- of Apersons
who came to the United States
lowing article from the May 1, 1952, is- under the Displaced Persons Act lias reduced
sue of the National Voter is deserving future quotas. Consequently, for many
of the careful attention of our col- countries allotted a maximum quota of 100,
leagues, even though the House has al- · the quota is reduced to 50 for the next 50 to
ready passed House bill 5678. I trust we 70 years. These are the countries where
will have an opporturiity to review that there are the greatest number of political
action and with less ' heat and more refugees.
There are several controversial features in
heart.
the proposed bills under sections for depor"GIVE ME YoUR TIRED, YoUR PooR, YoUR
tation and naturalization. An alien could
HUDDLED MASSES"?
be deported for failing to notify the Attorney General within 5 days of a change of adFor the first time in 28 years Congress is
dress, joining or associating with a Comabout to revise the basic United States immunist-front organization, not having in
migration law and with it all nationality and
order some aspect of his immigration papers
naturalization laws. In the Senate, S. 2550,
or for any kind of a criminal offense. This is
sponsored by Senator McCARRAN, Democrat,
retroactive
and an alien could be deported
of Nevada, has been reported favorably by
after
many years of residence in this counthe Judiciary Committee and will be debated
try. In addition, any alien or person beshortl.y. In the House, H. R. 5678, sponsored
lieved to be an allen may be interrogated
by Representative WALTER, Democrat, of
without a warrant. This violates the spirit
Pennsylvania, awaits floor action, as this is
if not the letter of the fourth amendment
written. The bills are highly controversial
to
the Constitution. If a nation refuses to
documents and have brought forth much
accept a deported alien, the President has the
opposition.
power to cancel all immigration from that
LIBERALIZED FEATURES OF NEW BILLS
country. Many of these deportation proviOne of the most significant differences besions are subject to the discretion of the Attween the McCarran-Walter bills and existtorney General; some without judicial reing law is the eligibity of all races to United
view. Those ·who are critical of the bills beStates citizenship. Previously the Japanese,
lieve that deportation cases should be given
Koreans, Burmese, Maoris, Polynesians, and
_an opportunity for appeal before an impartial
Samoans were excluded whereas under the
board or court.
new bills some 88,000 aliens in the United · The foregoing provisions of the McCarranStates could become naturalized. A second
Walter bills are those most subject to attack

Students of Russian science say Americans underrate it. In some fields-like
genetics-mixing the party line with science
has set back progress. But in such fields as
mathematics, physics, and aeronautics-its
scientists have done outstanding work.
ONE-WAY STREET
The Soviet Union ruthlessly milks the
science of other nations and intensively
drives its own. Through men like Bruno
Pontecorvo and Klaus Fuchs, says a United
States Atomic Energy Commission member,
Russia "got ·the works" about our atomic
progress up to that time. Technical journals of the United States and other nations
are carefully translated and thoroughly read.
Science in the U. S. S. R . is highly organized
to push Russia's practical needs. If 50 engineers are wanted for a job 5,000 miles away,
within hours they are moving. Those who
don't cooperate-and those who refuse to
work on assigned research-don't eat. Belief
that this kind of bureaucracy makes for
poorer science is wishful thinking, observers
here say.
A British biologist who spent a year in
Russia rates United States science as the
world's best, Britain's next, and the Soviet
Union's third. But there's no room for
complacency. In 1940 Nazi Germany cut off
all funds for basic research to concentrate
on production. When it realized the mistake
2 years later, it was too late to catch up.
The difficulty, Dr. Waterman explains, is
that the importance of basic science is hard
to sell. A scientist doing basic research is
exploring the unknown-and the unknown
always seems a vague thing to pour dollars
into. "But," he adds, "it's the unknown
where promise lies."

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER

by their critics. A group of Senators and
Representatives from both political parties
has introduced substitute bills-B. 2842 and
H. R. 7032. These bills would allow the Government to pool unused quotas, eliminate the
discrimination against orientals, and would
drop the mortgages of quotas arising under
the Displaced Persons Act. The substitute
bills would also establish a Board of Immigration Appeals to hear deportation cases.
They do not contain the provision allowing
Government officials to interrogate without
a warrant.

Increasing Rates of Compensation for
Disabled, Service-Conne'ded Veterans
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. 'WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, the
bill now before the House, H. R. 7783, ta
increase · rates of compensation for severely disabled, service-connected veterans is entitled to the support of every
Member of this House. The Committee
on Veterans' A1Iairs is to be commended
for having reported this bill to the favorable consideration of the House.
All of the provisions of this bill apply
entirely and exclusively to service-connected veterans of the Spanish-American War group, World Wars I and II,
and veterans of service on or after June
27, 1950-Korean incident.
This bill provides that the additional
statutory-award rate for single losses
shall be increased from $42 to $50 per
month, and that the ceiling for total
compensation together with such additional rate shall be $400 instead of the
present $360.
World War I veterans today receive a
statutory award of $60 a month where
they have had a service-connected case
of tuberculosis and where a condition of
complete arrest has arrived. There is no
sucl1 comparable statutory rate for
World Vvar II or veterans of the Korean
conflict. This bill will establish a rate
of $70 for such a service-coimected conditi.Jn in the cases of World War II veterans and those serving on or after June
27, 1950-Korea incident-and would
also increase from $60 to $70 the rate for
this condition now authorized for World
War I veterans.
Certain statutory rates of cornpensa'tion authorized for World War I veterans
under the World War Veterans' Act of
1924 are increased by 11 percent in line
with the general increases granted by
other sections of this bill.
No estimate of the number of veterans
of the Korean conflict that would be
affected by this legislation can be provided at this time. However, for World
War II, the Veterans' Administration
has estimated that approximately 73,300
veterans will be included at an annual
cost of $18,309,000; for World War I,
42,000 veterans at an annual cost of
$5,676,000; approximately 100 veterans
of the Spanish-American War at a cost
of $17,000; and 4,500 veterans of the Regular Establishment at a cost of $678.000.
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The total estimated cost for the fiscal
year 1953 is $24,680,000, involving a total
of 119,900 veterans.
I am pleased that the Veterans' Committee, always alert. to the needs of our
veterans, has given this additional evidence of its continuing desire to be helpful. This bill is extremely meritorious
in its objectives and I trust will have the
full support of the membership.

Cost-of-Living Increase in S9ciai-Security
Benefits
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LOUIS C. RABAUT
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

on their benefit payments as a source of
income. Since this income is fixed, these
people are among those who have suffered most severely from the ravages of
inflation. The rising level of wages is
of no help to them in maintaining their
standard of living or building up credits
for higher benefits in the future.
I therefore endorse this provision for
an increase in benefits as a much-needed
attempt to bring about a more realistic
relationship between social-security
benefits and the economic facts of life
today.
Moreover, the rising level of wages
that has prevailed during the last few
years makes it possible to put these increases into effect without any increase
in the contribution rates and without
any effect on the self-sustaining nature
of the social-security system.
H. R. 7800 will also increase from $50
to $70 a month the amount of wages a
beneficiary may earn while drawing
benefits, protect the insurance rights of
persons who have had to discontinue
work because of permanent and total
disability-similar to the waiver of premiums provisions in most private insurance policies-provide social-security
credit for military service since World
War II and through the Korean conflict,
and permit additional State and local
government employees to come under the
system.
The improvements in the social-security law are in line with the changes
made in the 1950 overhaul of the act,
which were approved by an overwhelming majority of Congress. I hope that
similar endorsement will be given to
these proposals so that we may discharge
our responsibility to the American people to perfect and preserve their socialsecurity system.

Mr. RABAUT. Mr. Speaker, in the
long list of liberal legislation which has
been added to our statute books since
1932 there has been -no single law which
has received the bipartisan, Nation-wide
endorsement that has been devoted to
the Social Security ACt. Millions of
Americans have a direct personal stake in
the social-security system. It now covers
nearly 8 out of 10 jobs. Nearly one-half
of all men 65 and over are now insured
for retirement and survivors benefits and
three and a half million people 65 and
over are drawing monthly . checks.
Monthly insurance checks will go to
three out of every four mothers and
children after the death of the family
breadwinner.
·statisticians can measure these figures. They can probably tell us in considerable detail the material benefits
which the American people have realized
from social security-how the socialsecurity system has helped them to meet
· An End to F·e ar
the problems of old age, death, and disability. But no statistical tabulation can
ever reveal what social security has
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
meant in the hearts of those people who
01'
have come face to face with these probHON.ALBERTP.MORANO
lems. The social-security system is an
achievement of which the American peoOF CONNECTICUT
ple can be truly proud.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
With changing economic conditions,
Monday, May 19, 1952
revisions in this law have been undertaken from time to time. In 1939 and
Mr. MORANO. Mr. Speaker, under
again in 1950 _the Congress enacted leave to extend my remarks in the REcbroad measures to overhaul the system, ORD, I wish to insert the following ediextending its coverage and liberalizing · torial from a recent issue of the Catholic
benefits thereunder. This is a continu- Standard:
ing job for Congress, for if the socialDEATH OF FRANKENSTEIN
security system is to do its job it must
We
hope
the era of hysterical fear of
be constantly perfected in the light of the A-bombthat
with the recent test. It
prevailing economic conditions and with was the sameended
kind of fear (in higher degree,
a view toward maintaining its character perhaps) as that which accompanied the disas a self -supporting system.
covery of firearms, TNT explosives, and other
In this connection I am most pleased lethal weapons.
The Army has demonstrated that it is
to note the introduction of H. R. 7800,
which is a part of the continuing effort definitely evolving means of protecting
:troops working in conjunction wit~ the tacto perfect the social-security system.
use of the A-bomb. The Army has
The principal provision of this bill will tical
cautiously and gingerly approached the probincrease monthly old-age and assistance lem,
as it should, but it has not stood in
benefits by $5 or 12% percent, which- stricken awe of its great weapon. And the
ever is larger. The vast majority of tests have shown that there is some prothose people now on the old-age and tection from the A-bomb, just as there is
survivors insurance rolls-retired per- !or every other bomb, though of a much more
sons, widows, and orphans now rely drastic nature. The fox holes for A-bomb
heavily, and in many cases completely, protection must be deeper and more dis·

tant than those for normal aerial bombs and
art1llery :fire.
The Army ts to be congratulated, we feel,
for vigorous steps tn showing that the
A-bomb ts not such an uncontrollable colossus that man must stand in craven and abject fear of it. Craven fear always leads to
compromise or denial of principle. The
greatest danger of the A-bomb to mankind
was its threat to· our morality rather than
its threat of physical destruction. We hope
that men now will not be tempted to jettison
all their principles whenever a potential
enemy growls, "We have the A-bon;b."

Price Controls
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

HON. KEN REGAN
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. REGAN. Mr. Speaker, on June
30, some 6 weeks hence, the Office of
Price Stabilization is due to terminate.
I opposed its original creation for the
reason that it was my opinion then
that we had ample commodities including steel, and this expensive, burdensome,
and irksome control of our economy was
wholly unnecessary.
It is my further opinion that this view
has been well confirmed during the past
year and many of our merchants,
wholesalers, processors, and manufacturers have found it most troublesome,
costly, and objectionable.
I am just in receipt of the following
telegram from the El Paso Chamber of
Commerce expressing the views of the
businessmen of that city, and also wish
to include with these hurried remarks
an article from one of the Washington
newspapers of yesterday, May 15, on the
fallacy of price controls.
It is my hope that this session of Congress will not consider. an extension or
continuation of this regimented form of
economy, thereby permitting the business of our Nation to proceed on a free,
competitive basis, the type of trade that
has contributed so much to the building
and prosperity of our country.
The telegram and article follow:
Hon.

KEN

REGAN,

EL PASO, TEx.,
May 7, 1952.

Member of Congress, House Office
Building, Washington, D. c.:

Following resolution unanimously adopted
by directors, chamber of .commerce, and will
appreciate whatever you can do to lift this
unnecessary load from our businessmen:
"Inasmuch as many products and commodities are now in normal or excess supply,
of which there is no shortage; and
"Inasmuch as an adequate supply of such
products has caused many prices to fall fa~
below the present price ceil1ng; and
"Inasmuch as the continuance of unneces•
sary price controls requires the making of
reports and maintenance of data for price
ceilings on such products resulting 1.n many
Unnecessary man-hours serving no useful
purpose: Now, therefore, be it
"Resolved by the Chamber of Commerce of
EZ Paso, That it go on record as favoring the

discontinuance of the Office of Price Stabm..-,
zation when the present law expires in June 1
of this year: be it further
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The area to be directly benefited ~tretches
130 miles from the giant dam in the north
to the top-secret atomic plant at Hanford
near the Oregon boundary. Lights of agricultural boom towns dot the night sky of
the basin.
For 11 days the rapidly growing towns in
the Columbia Basin will hold parades, plays,
El Paso Chamber of Commerce.
and pageants to publicize a drama that began in the ice age. On the final day of the
celebration more than 20,000 people will
COST OF PRICE CONTROLS SCORED
gather in a simple outdoor prayer service to
Price control machinery probably costs the
give thanks for the rebirth of the soil.
taxpayer more than it saves in holding down
Some of the region's pioneers have waited
prices,. according to T. V. Houser, vice chairmore than half a century to be able to give
man of the board of Sears, Roebuck & Co.
this thanks.
Houser spoke at the concluding session
In · the 1880's settlers were lured to the
last night of the American Retail FederaBig Bend country, named for the sweeping
tion at the Statler here. More than 300
curv·e of the Columbia River. Waves
of the Nation's leading retailers, Governof homesteaders entered the territory.
ment. and congressional notables were in the
Drought years turned bare-subsistence
audience.
farms into desert deadlands. The arid
"Today," he said, "thanks to the ability of
ground drained away ambition and hope.
industry to produce and to the stretch out
Gaunt-faced farmers stood on their dry
of the. defense program, he (the retailer)
plateau and watched the second largest river
finds the general level of prices below the
in the country roar mockingly to the Paceilings of the OPS.
cific in its channel 600 feet below.
"But does this free him from a maze of
An initial reclamation survey taken in
paper work? He is more involved than ever.
1903 showed that the soil was suited to irriOne firm alone reported a study showing
gation.
But what windmill could raise
3,300,000 man-hours of time spent exclusively
water 600 feet?
on price-control procedures and a cost of
On a sticky July day in the war year of
$5,300,000 in 1 year only. This involved over
1918, three men sat fanning themselves and
10,000,000 pages of bulletins, forms, and so
discussing the problem in an Ephrata cafe.
forth, or some 40 tons of paper. One firm.
"Why don't they dam the river and pump
"Multiply this over the Nation. And then
the water up into the coulee?" asked Lawyer
multiply it again by its counterpart in FedBill Clapp. Editor Rufus Woods jumped up
eral Government in Washington and district
from
the table and ran outside to mount
offices over the land."
his horse.
The American Retail Federation is comAs he galloped along the editor of the
posed of 22 national and 34 State retail associations, representing more than 600,000
Wenatchee World composed the first editorial of a series that was to change the
stores throughout the Nation.
history of the Northwest. A front-page
drawing of wild horses straining in the froth
of the proposed dam, with a headline above
Grand Coulee Dam
reading, "Two million wild horses," started
his crusade.
Woods stumped the State and used his
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
newspaper as a daily advertisement for his
OF
pet scheme. Most people considered the
Wenatchee editor a crackpot until Major
General Goethals came tq his support. The
OF WASHINGTON
general had been chief construction engineer of the Panama Canal. and when he said
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the Clapp-Woods scheme was sound, people
Thursday, May 15, 1952
listened.
An ice sheet in Pleistocene time had
Mr. HORAN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my own remarks in the dammed the Columbia, forcing it to flow
Appendix of the RECORD, I am pleased to across a lava plateau and gouge out a 27channel known as the Grand
include two news articles on the Colum- mile-long
Coulee. Goethals said a reservoir could be
bia Basin. This great million-acre formed
by damming both ends of the coulee.
project is to be officially opened this Water would then run by gravity to the
month. The first article is from the irrigation area.
Washington Post, the second from the
On September 9, 1933, Frank A. Banks, projNew York Times. They follow:
ect director, drove the stakes for the axis of
what was to be the largest concrete structure
[From the Washington Post)
in the world. Two years later, Washington's
GRAND COULEE WATER FLOWS THURSDAY-A
Gov. Clarence Martin tripped the first
SAGEBRUSH DESERT TO BLOSSOM
bucket of concrete on the bedrock-the first
(By Kenneth Jackson)
of 10,250,000 cubic yards.
Six years later, the main structure was
SPOKANE, WAsH.-Modern pioneers next
completed, and in 1950 President Truman
Thursday will celebrate the opening of a new
dedicated the dam. The backed-up water
land empire-larger even that the fabulous
Oklahoma Territory-when the first irriga- . behind Grand Coulee was named after the
dam's second most ardent booster-"Lake
tion water reaches the sagebrush desert of
Roosevelt."
central Washington.
The fighting Wenatchee editor hasn't been
A million parched acres will begin to come
forgotten-the reservoir behind the still-toto life with the first irrigation water from
be-completed Chief Joseph Dam will be called
Lake Roosevelt, the largest man-made body
Rufus Woods Lake.
of water, which lies behind Grand Coulee
After the dam was completed, many mamDam, the largest concrete structure in the
moth irrigation tasks remained.
Earth
world and kepstone of the Nation's largest
structures had to be built to dam the ends
reclamation project.
of the natural reservoir. Giant pumps and
This summer will see partial fulfillment of
discharge pipes had to be built and installed.
a quarter-century, $700,000,000 struggle -to
For almost a decade after Grand Coulee beadd another "State" to the Union-an area
gan generating electricity, work continued
a third again as large as Rhode Island. More
on the major canals. Construction of feedthan 66,000 acres will receive life-giving
er ca nals will continue as the water gradually
water this year and about 70,000 acres will be
reclaimed yearly thereafter,
spreads throughout the basin.

"Resolved, That copy of this resolution be
sent to Congressman from this district, to
the Senators from Texas and to chairman of
the Senate Banking Committee.
"Done at meeting of board of directors of
El Paso Chamber of Commerce on this the
sixth day of May 1952."
ED HOLDEN,

HON. WALT HORAN

Although Grand Coulee Dam dwarfs the
Pyramids-4,173 feet long, 550 feet high,
capable of producing 2,000,000,000 kilowatts
of electricity-the greatest drama lies in the
irrigation project.
Six giant pumps, each capable of lifting
more than 1,000,000,000 gallons of water a
day, will carry water from the 350-foot raised
level of the river the remaining 280 feet out
of the canyon to the Grand Coulee Reservoir.
This water will be pushed through 12 discharge pipes to a feeder canal emptying into
the Ice Age Channel that serves as a
reservoir.
At the end of this 27-mile, 1,000,000-acrefoot body of water is the main canal, which
in turn divides into west and east channel.
Capacity of the main canal is great enough
to carry the average flow of the Tennesse~
River at Nashville. The west could carry the
flow of the Illinois at Peoria.
New settlers have come from all 48 States,
and more than 200,000 new residents will
enter the development of more than 1,000,000
acres. But settlement on the reclamation
farms will take a big investment--some experts make $10,000 the average figure-although loans may defray some of the initial
expense. Veterans applying for Governmentowned land must have 2 years' farming experience and $4,500 in liquid assets.
Total estimated expenditures for the 7year program to develop half the basin:
Farm buildings and domestic water systems, $90,000,000; farm machinery, $50,000,000; household equipment and furniture,
$10,000,000; livestock, $8,000,000; town dwell·
ings, $10,000,000; schools, $30,000,000, pius
$14,000,000 !or road!! during the 7-year
period.
Basin towns which recently were wide
spots on the road now have million-dollar
school-building programs. A sugar refinery
plans to complete the largest beet-processing
plan in the world by 1953-a $9,000,000plant in the center of the basin.
The Government has limited landholdings-no one person or family can own more
than 160 irrigated acres-but veterans have a
favored position. The Government owns 20
percent of the land, which it sells to veterans
at bargain prices after fishbowl drawings;
3,500 applied for the last 42 farm units
offered.
The $702,000,000 total cost of the Columbia
Basin projects, two-thirds of which already
has been spent, will be repaid gradually by
the settlers themselves. In the meantime
the basin wlll add millions of dollars annually to the national income through crops
and other products.
(From the New York Times]
COULEE To IRRIGATE EMPIRE IN THE WEST11-DA Y FETE STARTS THURSDAY AS CoLUMBIA BASIN'S FARM PROJECT OPENS IN
THE DESERT
EPHRATA, WASH., May 17.-A great sagebrush desert of central Washington, destined
to blossom into a modern garden of Eden,
is about to receive its first irrigation water
from Lake Roosevelt, behind Grand Coulee
Dam on the main stem of the Columbia
River.
After years of preparation, during which
giant pumps have been installed at Grand
Coulee, four big earth-fill dams have been
constructed, part of the Ice Age bed of the
Columbia has been sealed off to serve as a
huge reservoir, and the building of some 4,000
miles of canals and laterals has been advanced. Water will be released within the
next 2 weeks upon the first block of the arid
land to be irrigated.
Tests have been under way for several
weeks as the Federal Bureau of Reclamation,
describing the Columbia Basin project in this
State as the Nation's largest reclamation
project prepares for an 11-day celebration to
mark the arrival of the first water on the
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land. The observance begins Thursday and
runs through June 1. May 29 is the day
when, at least symbolically, the irrigating of
the long-dry area begins.
The 60-by-80-mile tract, comprising a
veritable empiie of about 1,000,000 acres,
much of which never has been under culti 4
vation, is to be developed gradually. For the
time being, at least, the project has been cut
about in half, largely through the withdrawal
of some of the land by private owners. The
part remaining is scheduled to come under
irrigation at the rate of about 70,000 acres
a year.
NOW THE FARMS WILL BENEFIT

The first of a set of the world's largest
pumps went to work in the spring of 1951,
lifting water from Lake Roosevelt to a height
of 280 teet and shooting it into a giant feeder
canal that carries the water by gravity nearlY,
2 miles to the Grand Coulee storage reservoir,
27 miles long.
Now, by means of other canals and lat 4
erals, this water is about to be carried to the
first block of farms, which have been cleared
of sagebrush, planted to crops, and made
ready to receive it.
About 920 farm units, averaging 80 acres,
are involved in this year's plans. Actually,
Bureau officials estimate, about half of these
will be using some water in 1952. They lie
along the northern part of the area.
The Columbia Basin project is envisioned
ultimately as an area with 12,000 to 14,000
farm units and with new schools, churches,
highways, shopping centers, and recreational
facilities. Veterans of World War II and of
the Korean war have first priority in the
purchase of farms on the Government-owned
tracts in the project, comprising about 20
. percent of the total. Several land drawings
have been held and another is due ·while the
celebration is in progress.
The land is sold to veterans at its ap4
praised value, which is nominal, but the
cost of developing the farms is estimated at
$20,000 to $25,000. The Reclamation Bureau
requires $4,500 in cash, assets, or equipment
for each settler. Some farmers on "pilot"
tracts operating during the last few years
have grossed up to $35,000 a year, with the
average gross upward of $14,000 and the
average net income about $6,000. The Bu 4
reau has designated this as a test year in
the matter of irrigation costs.
STAMP MARKS THE OCCASION

A commemorative stamp as a tribute to
Grand Coulee, the world's largest concrete
dam, has been issued and the first covers
were put on sale at Grand Coulee last Thurs 4
day. The celebration itself opens at Pasco
this Thursday with pageantry depicting
events from the ice age to the atomic age.
During the following 11 days the observ 4
ance will move from place to place in the
area, with treasure hunts, plowing contests,
a cavalcade, trade fair, rodeo, and other
events.
Thirty-five foreign dignitaries are due on
May 28 to take part in an irrigation seminar
and the governors of the seven Columbia
River Basin States have been invited to be
guests of honor at a land drawing at Othello
3 days later. A meeting of the Columbia
Basin interagency committee will take place
there on the same day.
The Columbia Basin project dates back to
September 9, 1933, when Frank A. Banks,
then in charge of the work, drove the stakes
of the axis of Grand Coulee Dam. The first
bucket of concrete was dumped on the bed 4
rock December 6, 1935, and President Tru 4
man dedicated the dam on May 11, 1950.
Now, after nearly 19 years of construction,
the project is about 60 percent completed.
Its total <!ost on completion is put at more
than $700,000,000.

Demonstrating the Right to Public
Confidence
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOMER E. CAPEHART
OF INDIANA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix Of the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD a. speech entitled "Demonstrating
the Right to Public Confidence," delivered by Mr. Victor H. Nyborg, president
of the Association of Better Business
Bureaus, Inc., before the annual meeting
of the Better Business Bureau of Washington, D. C., Inc., on May 19, 1952.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
It is an honor for me to meet with you
today on the occasion of the annual meet 4
ing of the Washington Better Business Bu 4
reau. Your attendance here, your support
of the fine better business bureau which
you have here evidences, as well as anything
can, that enlightened business leadership
in this important community recognizes the
real need for building public understanding
and confidence in our business system.
I am delighted, too, to be here because
you were hosts only 2 years ago to better busi 4
ness bureaus throughout the United States
and Canada on the occasion of their thirty 4
sixth annual conference. The Washington
conference was a memorable occasion and
one I believe will be remembered as a high
point in the bureaus' almost 40 years work 4
1ng for business in the public interest.
Within a few weeks the 83 Better Business
Bureaus will hold another annual conference, this time at Swampscott, Mass., near
Boston. This will be an especially important conference, for it will mark the fortieth
anniversary of the first organized efforts
by responsible elements in our business
economy to promote and implement the
concept that business has a fundamental responsib111ty to be truthful, honest, and decent in its dealings with the public. This
concept, which is the very foundation of the
Better Business Bureau movement, is predicated on the conviction that business itself
has the primary responsibility for the promotion of sound advertising and selling prac 4
tices-not only as a matter of moral and
social obligation to society but as a matter
of self-preservation through the maintenance and support of our enterprise system.
This conviction led to the development of
the ideals which motivate the direction of
the Better Business Bureaus in major cities
across the land. This-received its first organized expression in the formulation of the
truth-in-advertising movement and its implementing agency, the National Vigilance
Committee, in 1911, through the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World-now the
Advertising Federation of America. In November of that year came the now famous
and respected Printers' Ink model advertising statute which since has been adopted in
its original or modified form by 43 States
and the District of Columbia.
The impetus gained from these two acts
fired the imagination of advertising clubs.
In quick succession local vigilance committees sprang up in New York, Boston, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, and in many other
cities. And soon from this effort came the
full-time Better Business Bureaus. While
the vigilance committees operated on a voluntary basis, it was the Better Business
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Bureaus as full-time organizations with paid
staffs which were first able to give the necessary and desired daily application to the
ideals which fostered the truth-in-advertising movement. Armed with the Printers' Ink statute for use when needed and
backed by the voluntary cooperative support by thousands of businessmen the bureaus rapidly became a respected force in
the business world. Today the 85 bureaus
in the United States and their 7 sister bureaus in Canada have taken on larger responsibilities than those originally envisaged. No longer are they concerned only
with false and fraudulent advertising and
selling practices. They are looked to by
millions of people for information and guidance in their daily relations with business
in helping consumers everywhere to gain
greater satisfaction from their dealing with
business. Business, too, finds the experiences of bureaus valuable in eliminating
various justifiable causes of consumer complaint.
While the founders and leaders of the
truth-in-advertising movement, on its fortieth anniversary, can look with certain
encouraging satisfaction on the progress
which has been attained in helping business
to earn and justify public understanding and
confidence, we do not by any means believe
that we can rest content on what has been
accomplished. There are too many challenging problems still ahead and, in these days
of constant change, when business and the
public, the Nation itself, face many new
and difficult questions, we can only redouble
our efforts to see that we do not lose sight
of our objectives nor become side-tracked
on our forward path.
The Better Business Bureaus can and will
continue to play an important part in the
years ahead. However, it must be remembered that a bureau can be only as strong
as the interest and support of the business
leaders. While the organization champions
morality and honest dealings in business, at
the same time, it refiects the extent to which
business in the community believes in these
principles and its willingness to maintain
and propagate them.
All too often, I hear-and you hear it,
too-business condemned for alleged double
standards and a lack of public consciousness. I cannot help but feel-and I have
stressed this many times in my talks around
the country-! cannot help but feel that
while there is some justification for criticism, basically there are too many people today who fail to practice the art of being
charitable. Far too often they are so anxious to make a point that all resemblance
to proper perspective is lost in their charges.
Let me assure you, I do not advocate the
whitewash of any malpractice in business.
And those of you who know the Better
Business Bureaus know we do not hesitate
to expose to public view the habitual or will•
ful violator of laws and commonly accepted
standards. However, I do insist there is no
justice in stuffing the whole business system-lock, stock, and barrel-in the dog- ·
house because of the wrongdoing of a small
minority.
Those who select isolated or uncommon
faults and errors and present them as typical examples of how business operates are,
in fact, doing just what our enemies abroad
are doing to describe to their own people
how low American business has fallen in its
supposedly calloused exploitation of the
public.
It is unfortunate, of course, that such are
the facts. It is even more unfortunate that
even some of our own sincere but misguided
citizens help gain adherents to antibusiness
propaganda.
The need, it seems to me, is basically one
of business demonstrating aggressively, and
with imagination, a capacity to earn and
hold public understanding and confidence.
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By demonstrating this on the local level,
such as right here in Washington-where
business and the public come into intimate,
daily contact-business has the most effective answer to the charges of business
immorality.
I find, as we all have who have spent a
good many years in Better Business Bureaus'
activity, that with reasonable encouragement, firmness, and patience most businessconsumer problems can be solved constructively and to the mutual satisfaction of all
parties concerned.
Sixty-five thousand firms now support
Better Business Bureau principles and practices of doing business in the public interest. These firms employ an estimated 40,·
000,000 :nen and women. If you will think
a moment you will realize that business has
a tremendous influence within its grasp for
community good through these employees,
their families, and friends. Certainly a
major portion of our population is directly
or indirectly affected by the work which you
and other business leaders make possible.
Through your support the Better Business
Bureaus last year handled 1,432,228 requests
for information about a company, product,
service, or individual, or for assistance in
solving problems affecting business-consumer
relationships. This is a 21-percent increase
over the preceding year. More than a quarter of a million requests were generated by
business firms-businessmen seeking counsel to help avoid use of confidence-destroying tactics. Thirty-five years ago-even 20
years ago-more than 75 percent of all contacts that the bureaus had with business
and the public concerned complaints . .
Today the opposite is true. Last year 77
percent of our contacts were those involv·
1ng inquiries and requests for assistance.
In the field of advertising, the bureaus
scanned and listened to hundreds of thousands of advertisements last year for their
accuracy and truthfulness. Nineteen thousand and twenty-seven seemed to justify
further investigation and for the bureaus to
discuss them with the advertisers. Seven
thousand, seven hundred and seventy-nine
of these required action by the bureaus to
bring about modification or correction on a
voluntary basis. Of these advertisements,
207-only 1.25 percent-required referral to
the authorities for further action.
Does this not indicate growth and progress-that business is successfully eliminating those practices which justify public
complaints? Does it not mean, also, that
business, through various means and
through the Better Business Bureaus, is
doing a better job of informing the public
· about basic economic facts, thereby helping
the public get greater satisfaction from its
dealings with business? How can it be said
that business has not increasingly demonstrated, over the years, its desire and capacity to serve the best interests of the public
upon which it depends?
Yet despite the progress which has been
made, we must recognize the attempts which
some latter day self -styled champions of the
public interest have made in attempting to
destroy the public's confidence in business
and our enterprise system.
Lack of understanding has been recognized
by alert, patriotic business leaders and clearthinking educators for some time. It is a
matter of real concern to many of them.
Many companies and trade groups have conducted surveys and studies to get the reasons
behind it. They have instituted programs
to better inform employees and the general
public-some are costly and elaborate.
Many are simple, yet amazingly effective.
Those who are conducting such programs
know how difficult the task is. They know
that the public, generally, takes business for
· granted, as something apart from themselves,

little realizing that their welfare, present
and future, is inseparably tied to our American enterprise system. They do not realize
that loss of productive freedom, for example,
means eventual loss of personal freedoms.
A partial solution has been found in the
adoption of sound public-relations policies
and employment of experts by individual
companies. Valuable steps have been taken
by recognizing the importance of effective
communications with employees, stockholders, and customers. But even the right kind
of communications is but one facet to the
problem of successfully winning public understanding and confidence.
One authority in the field states that too
many business leaders still have the idea that
they can talk their way into the public's confidence, that it's mainly a matter of selling.
"Few, very few," he said, "have undertaken
to solve the problem of business acceptance
through action."
No one of us can give all the answers for
·the solution of such a complex and vitally
important problem-but we · can benefit by
an exchange of experiences. I am very happy
to be able to draw on the experience of the
Better Business Bureaus' movement to discuss even briefly this question of giving the
public a proper understanding of what business is, how it functions and what the responsibilities as well as the privileges are of
the great American public under this system
of ours.
Giving the public a proper understanding does not mean propagandizing themtelling them what you or I want them to
think. It means a careful, long-range effort to provide the means to overcome
widespread economic ignorance and bias.
'It means educating some elements of business, too, J_'egarding their position and responsibilities in our modern democratic
society. How else can we remove the antibusiness, antilabor, or anti-Government
philosophies which tend to undermine the
traditional cornerstones of our Republic.
You cannot be for one and against the
other two, or for two of the three, and anti
the third without weakening the world's
most successful combination.
There are certain basic facts which we
must recognize and admit.
One is that neither business, labor, or Government, as such, has any monopoly on intelligence, initiative, enterprise nor patriotism. Another is that the public is equally
intelligent, enterprising and patriotic. What
is more, it can be vocal and tends to swing
toward its most sympathetic champion.
Recognizing this, business can gain for
itself considerable understanding and justified support if it would make greater use
of tools which already have the understanding, confidence, and respect of the public.
The action I am suggesting is not something new or untried. It · is in fact very
simple. I am suggesting you make more
effective use of an instrumentality which not
only already exists but has proven itselfsomething which most of you already support. That is the Better Business Bureau's
two-part program of (1) protecting the general public and responsible business against
abusive business practices which destroy the
confidence of people in our business system;
and, (2) the education of youth and adults
in the basic functions of our practical American economic system.
To do these things, to show what business
is doing to regulate itself in the public interest, is one of the best answers business
has.
The public information services of better
business bureaus have attained a public acceptance which, I believe with all sincerity
and modesty, is without parallel with any
business-sponsored agency working in the
public interest. Since our series of fact
booklets on basic economic subjects was

started 15 years ago, as an example, almost
6,000,000 copies have been distributed.
There is never a day that passes when my
office does not receive requests from teachers
in our schools throughout the country for
copies of these booklets and other bureau
materials to be used in their work of teaching our young people the economic facts of
life.
The circulation of bureau bulletins last
year totaled almost one and a half million.
These bulletins are accepted by employees
in shops and factories because they are factual and helpful. There is no "taint" of
propaganda on them. They are effective aids
in protecting people against the thoughtless
and selfish few. They build confidence in
responsible business. But we cannot rest
on our laurels. There is nothing static about
this country's development. The good will
that has been slowly accumulated over the
years is but temporary and we must all continue to exert every possible effort to give
added strength and life to the principles we
foster. We must further expand the facilities and activities of the bureaus at the community level to serve more people and to
inform more of your employees, their families, and friends of what business is doing
in the public interest.
This is a Better Business Bureau program-its plan of action. It is one of demonstration and, by demonstration, business
can refute with confidence the ill-conceived
charges that it fails to act 1n the public
interest.
The words "the public welfare" received
their first official recognition in this country
in the Constitution of the United States.
Our whole economic and social development has been predicated on the rights of
individuals : 11easured against the public welfare as so wisely provided for to maintain
our free democratic form of government.
It would be a crime against our country
and its people if we allowed ourselves to be
lured into an acceptance of any form of state
collectivism on the false philosophy that
because thEre are some leeches in business,
enterprise in this country is no longer entitled to freedom or, because the tactics and
teachings of some labor leaders are questionable, that the people be deprived of the
right to organize for the solution of their
economic prob~cms.
Business must continue to expose the practices of those who provide the ammunition
for the enemies of our way of life. That's
part of the job. Equally important is the
action which demonstrates that business
daily earns the right to public confidence
and support.

Menu of Delmonico's Restaurant in 1834
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN TilE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a menu,
with prices, of Delmonico's Restaurant,
New York City, in the early 1830's.
There being no objection, the menu
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- APPENDIX
[From the Washington (Pa.) Reporter]
IN THE DEAR, DEAD DAYS BEYOND
DELMONICO'S

RESTAURANT,

494

PEARL

Bill of fare

STREET

Cents

Cup tea or coffee_______________________
Bowl tea or coffee---------------------Crullers -----------------------------Soup --------------------------------Fried
or stewed liver__________________

1
2
1

32
Fried or stewed heart-----------------3
llash--------------------------------3
Pies ---------------------------------4
Half pie------------------------------2
Beef or mutton steW------------------4
Corn bee1 and cabbage________________
4
Pig's head and cabbage________________
4
Fried fish----------------------------4
Beefsteak--------------------A-------4
Pork chops---------------------------4
Pork and beans-----------------------4
Sausages----------------------------4
Puddings ----------------------------4
IJver and bacon_______________________
5
Roast beef or veaL--------------------5
Roast mutton_________________________
5
Veal cutlet___________________________
5
Chicken steW------------------------5
Fried eggs---------------------------5
Ham and eggs_________________________ 10
liamburger steak---------------------- 10
Roast chicken------------------------- 10
Regular dinner, 12 cents
The locaJ restaurant owner hunched over
the counter, shaking his head wonderingly
as he gazed at the printed card in his hands.
Asked what was his trouble, he wordlessly
passed ovex- the reading material. No wonder
he was bewildered.
lie had been looking at a menu, and the
first ~tem that caught the eye was "Regular
dinner, 12 cents."
Not only that-tea or coffee by the cup was
listed at 1 cent; beefsteak at 4 cents;
chicken stew, 5 cents.
Now, before the rush starts, let it be explained that this menu is 118 years old. In
fact, it is a reproduction of the first restaurant menu ever printed in America.
The menu was used at famous Delmonico's,
situated at 434 Pearl Street, in 1834, at the
time this menu was printed, in New York
City. Delmonico's, later to become the
mecca of the hungry theatrical world, moved
to Twenty-sixth and Broadway in 1875.
It is to be noted that, in 1834, $6 per week
was a good wage, and a man could keep both
a town and country house, with servants,
for $3,000 per year.
But, back to the menu of 1834: A bowl of
soup, 2 cents; a whole pie, 4 cents; ham and
eggs, 10 cents; corn beef and cabbage, 4
cents. Ar..d, above all, that regular dinner
for 12 cents. Remember, at one of the best
restaurants in New York City.
The menu was shoved back to the restaurant owner together with a 12-cent order.
No; not for the "regular dinner." Today's
12-cent order brought a cup of coffee and a
filled doughnut.

The President and Offshore Wealth
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LYNDON B. JOHNSON
OF TEXAS

IN TliE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, there is a very excellent editorial
in the Washington Evening Star of today, entitled "The President and Offshore wealth." I ask unanimous con-

sent that the editorial may be printed in
the ...\ppendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
·
THE PRESIDENT AND OFFSHORE WEALTH

Judging from his speech the other night
to the Americans for Democratic Action, the
President will soon send to Congress a message vetoing the legislation recently enacted
to quitclaim to the States a certain portion
of the submerged wealth off their shores. If
the message, however, is as intemperate or
as factually careless as the speech, then he
ought not to be surprised if the Senate and
liouse vote to override the veto.
For the President has resorted to an extreme and unjustified extravagance of language in denouncing the bill. In the first
place, he has given the impression that it
would turn over to a handful of States all
of the country's great offshore petroleum and
gas deposits-a national asset that "may be
worth as much as $40,000,000,000." Then,
describing the measure as being just what
the oil lobby wants, be has lashed out against
it as something that would have the effect,
if he signed it, of stealing from the American people as a whole. In his words, "This
would be robbery in broad daylight--and on
a colossal scale."
This criticism, which suggests that CongreEs-wittingly or unwittingly-has given
its blessing to an outrageous thieving conspiracy, will hardly win friends or favorably
influence people on Capitol liill. Mter all,
the measure has been sent to the President
for his signature after having been approved
by a vote of 50 to 35 in the Senate and 247
to e.g in the House. These very numerous
supporters of the bill cannot be blamed if
they react with decided hostility to what
Air. Truman has Eaid of it-and indirectly of
them-in his ADA speech. Indeed, it is not
inconceivable that his crack about "robbery
in broad daylight" may arouse a sufficient
number of Senators to override his expected
veto. Accordingly, since there already are
enough Representatives banded together to
do the same thing, it is at least possible that
the legislation will yet become effective.
Should that happen, the consequences
would add up to something less. than a great
injury to the Nation. For the legislation,
despite the impression given by the President, would not hand over to a few States all
of the country's offshore resources. What it
would do is this: It would grant to the
coastal States full title to the petroleum and
other deposits in the submerged areas lying
within their traditional seaward boundaries.
These areas, in most cases, would extend 3
miles out from the coastline, but for Florida
and Texas-because of old legal conditions
bearing upon their entry into the Unionthe distance would be 1012 miles. And how
much of our undersea wealth is located within that region? According to expert calculations, the answer is, between 20 and 30
percent. The remainder-between 70 and 80
percent-is within that part of the Continental Shelf that Congress has not acted
upon.
In other words, the President has no factual justification for attacking the quitclaim
legislation on the ground that it would give
away to a handful of States the whole or
even the major part of our wealth offshore.
Actually, although an argument might be
made for vetoing it because it fails to recognize national paramountcy over the region
beyond the seaward boundaries, the bill
can be strongly defended as a measure designed to uphold States' rights. To liken
its effect to robbery in broad daylight is
to do it a gross injustice. Its only very
serious weakness, if the principle of States•
rights is accepted, 1s that it does not proVide statutory authority for the resumption
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of exploratory and productive operations,
under Federal supervision, in the vast areawhich is by far the richest area-lying outside what Congress would turn over to the
States.
The private companies-the oil lobbyare at present enjoined from such operations in ·keeping with the Supreme court's
1947 and 1950 decisions. Their primary interest, far from being what Mr. Truman says
it is, is to see the Federal-State dispute
ended in a way that will permit them to
explore and produce. The bill passed by
Congress, if supplementert by legislation protecting the clear national interest in the
region beyond the seaward boundaries,
might constitute a sound compromise settlement. In any event, wJ.ether vetoed or
not, or whether or not it survives the veto,
it ts not nearly so bad as the President has
suggested.

Literary Leprosy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

·HON. E. C. GATHINGS
OF ARKANSAS

IN TliE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952
Mr. GATHINGS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
the following article by Mr. J. J. Perling,
which appeared in his column, Without
Kid Gloves, on April 11, 1952:
WITHOUT

Km

GLOVES

(By J. J. Perling)
Literary leprosy is the only fit description
of the epidemic of books dealing with perversion and lust. Authors, eager for royalties, are vieing with each other in descriptions hitherto unmentioned among decent
people. Publishers, greedy for profits, are
competing with ad'-'ertisements which, in
text and illustrations, blazon themes until
recently restricted to psychiatric clinics.
Scan the book sections of metropolitan
papers. In black-faced type, one publisher
advertises a novel of a homosexual coterie
on a Mediterranean island, and a novel of
a father's twisted love. Not to be outdone,
another publishing house offers a story of
the disintegration of a woman in the effortless sensuality of North Mrica and a love
story without any love in it--only sex and
passion. The publicity for some other
novels is too lewd to quote.
In a. hypocritical errort to quieten the
protests of decent people, and to salve their
own consciences, these writers and publishers justify their filthy volumes with the
claim that they deal with the realities of
life. Somehow, a writer named William
Shakespeare dealt with all phases of mortal
existence, including human frailties and
vices. But Shakespeare did not sink to the
low levels of these current authors.
In recent months there has been a.
Nation-wide outcry against the sale of narcotics. It is debatable which does m ore
harm to American youth-the d.Jpe peddler
who caters to abnormal appetites, or the
author who panders1 to perverted minds.
Very few people would wish to return to
the prudery of the Victorian age. But the
lewd volumes now offered certainly are less
desirable. I know the parents of a small
son who once were troubled by the nasty
things he did in alleys and the dirty words
he scribbled on pavements; now they view
hi~ antics with high hop 3s that he will
grow up to become the author of a best
seller.
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If our moral concepts have deterioratedif juvenile deliquency is increasing-much
of the blame rests upon these venal authors
and their publishers. '

State Departme~t Strategy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN V. BEAMER
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. BEAMER. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent, I include in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial of
May 15, 1952, from the Marion <Ind.)
Chronicle.
Marion, Ind., is the home of Bill
Oatis, and his friends back home are not
satisfied with the poor showing made by
the State Department and President
Truman in behalf of this United States
citizen who remains in a Czechoslovakian prison.
The editorial follows:
STATE DEPARTMENT STRATEGY
Friends of William N. Oatis should not
give up their efforts in his behalf despite
the fact the State Department hurried to
reveal that the United States Ambassador
to Prague had been granted a short inter·view with the former Marion newsman. The
Ambassador reported Oatis was in good
health and had no complaints regarding his
treatment. It is possible that Oatis remembered his treatment during the almost 13
months he has been held in prison and probably did not care to arouse the ire of his
jailers by complaining about his treatment.
, If it took 13 months for the large and powerful United States Government to arrange an
interview he has every reason to believe his
release from prison will require years rather
than months.
The State Department took the position
it has achieved a great victory in arranging
to have the Ambassador visit Oatis. If that
is an example of its ability to deal with a
tenth-rate nation every American citizen,
not a few of whom have offered their lives
to their country, should hang their heads in
shame. What has been gained by this concession granted by Oatis' jailers? Why
should we maintain an Ambassador in any
country which treats us with so little respect? Diplomatic relations should have
been severed a long time ago. Our Ambassador should have been recalled. The Czech
Ambassador should have been handed his
papers a long time ago and Czechs should
have been informed in no uncertain terms
that there would be no recognition as long
as Oatis was held incommunicado.
Representative JoHN V. BEAMER has
launched a new effort to aid Oatis by introducing a resolution to inquire into the
efforts made by the several Government
agencies in his behalf. But Representative
BEAMER, like many others, will learn the
State Department is all-powerful in Washington. It can do no wrong and when
it does it is above reproach. The State Department gambled that Oatis' friends soon
would tire or would become frustrated when
their efforts to assist him failed. The best
proof they have not become discouraged or
frustrated was the report on the interview
with him which the State Department disclosed as if it was a master stroke of diplomacy. Hoosiers are not easily distracted
from their main purpose, however. They
will continue to bombard the President,
the State Department, and the Members of

Congress until they obtain satisfaction. The
only satisfaction in this case will be the release of the Marion man from the prison
where he has been so unjustly held for almost 13 months.

Maintenance of Maximum Internal
Security
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. L. GARY CLEMENTE
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. CLEM'ENTE. Mr. Speaker, eternal vigilance is really the price of freedom, and if we wish to protect our American way of life we must contribute
wholeheartedly toward effectuating a
maximum internal security by exposing
all our enemies in our midst.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation
is doing a superlative job in this work,
and I believe the appended statement of
J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the FBI,
is a most timely and effective way of advising the public of what action can be
taken in an effort to rid our country of
this cancerous lot. I wish to compliment the Jewish War Veterans for their
public service.
The statement follows:
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION,

5. Once you have reported your information to the FBI do not endeavor to make private investigations. This can best be done
by trained investigators who have access to
data acquired over the years on individuals
engaged in subversive activities. Hysteria,
witch hunts and vigilantes weaken internal
security. -Investigations involving internal
security require care and painstaking effort.
We all can contribute to our internal
security by protecting the innocent as well as
by identifying the enemies within our midst.
In cases involving espionage it is more important to identify spies, their contacts,
sources of information, and methods of communications than to make immediate
arrests.
6. Be alert. The greatest defenders against
sabotage are the loyal American workmen
who are producing the materials and weapons
for our defense. They can be the watchdogs of defense in every walk of life.
7. The forces which are most anxious to
weaken our internal security are not always
easy to identify. Communists have been
trained in deceit and secretly work toward
the ·day when they hope to replace our American way of life with a Communist dictatorship. They utilize cleverly camouflaged
movements, such as some peace groups and
civil-rights organizations, to achieve their
sinister purposes. While they as individuals
are difficult to identify, the Communist Party
line is clear. Its first concern is the advancement of Soviet Russia and the godless Communist cause. It is important to learn to
know the enemies of the American way of
life.
(Printed and distributed as a public service by the Americanism Commission of the
Queens County Council, Jewish War Veterans
of the United States of America.)

Washington, D. C., July 26, 1950.

THIS IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM YOUR FBI
TELLS How You CAN HELP FIGHT THE SUB•
VERSIVE ENEMIES OF OUR COUNTRY
STATEMENT OF J. EDGAR HOOVER, DIRECTOR,
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
The internal security of the United States
can be assured with the cooperation, aid and
assistance of every law-abiding person in our
Nation. The President of the United States
in restating the responsibilities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation has called upon
all law-enforcement officers, patriotic organizations, and individuals to report information pertaining to espionage, sabotage, and
subversive activities to the FBI. Plans have
already been made and are in operation
whereby the law-enforcement agencies of
the Nation are working in close cooperation
with the FBI.
The following suggestions are being made
to assist patriotic organizations and individuals in complying with the President's
request:
1. The FBI is as near to you as your telephone. The first page of every telephone
book in the country lists the nearest office
of the FBI. You can communicate with
the FBI by telephone, letter, or call at our
nearest office.
2. Feel free to furnish all facts in your possession. Many times a small bit of information might furnish the data we are seeking.
If you have any information on sabotage,
espionage, or subversive activities, contact
the FBI.
3. The FBI is interested in receiving facts;
we are not interested in what a person thinks
but in what he does which undermines our
internal security. Avoid reporting malicious
gossip or idle rumors.
4. Do not circulate rumors about subversive activities, or draw conclusions from in·
formation you furnish the FBI. The data
you possess might be incomplete or · only
partially accurate. By drawing conclusions
based on insufficient evidence grave injustices might result to innocent persons.

The Surgeon
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE M. GRANT
OF ALABAMA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. GRANT. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I wish to have a poem included,
written by Mr. J. Mitchell Pilcher, of
Montgomery, Ala. This was a tribute
to Dr. P. Dan Hudson, chief, medical
division,
Veterans'
Administration,
Montgomery, Ala., and VA surgeons elsewhere, on the occasion of the national
observance of Hospital Week:
THE SURGEON
There is more to healing and being a surgeon,
Than science with scalpel and medical sklll,
To help nature mend scarred tissues that
burgeon
Forth pain, there is faith and radiant
good will.
He that would heal with the textbook of life.
Comforts the heart, stemming forecasts
and fears.
Though racked hours trail the night's
remnant strife,
The healing hand restores our zestful
years.
Each day is crowned with solemn joyfar spent
With acts of helpful kindness that reveal
The power . of one whose self is lowly bent,
And seals his inmost thoughts with loyal
zeal.
With humble faith, this goal his gifts attainTo heal, to cheer-disabled friends in pain.
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What Old Glory Means to Me'
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. HARRY McGREGOR
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend to my remarks, I am
inserting essays written by Miss Mary
Jeannette Hinger, of Newark, Ohio, and
Mr. James Gallant, of Delaware, Ohio.
Miss Hinger and Mr. Gallant are two of
the winners of the annual essay contest
sponsored by the Department of Ohio,
American Legion, and the Auxiliary.
Twelve winners were chosen from the
thousands of essays submitted with three
being selected from each high school
grade. Mr. Gallant shared top honors
in the ninth grade division, and Miss
Hinger placed first, along with two
others, in the senior class.
The title, Mr. Speaker, this year was
"What Old Glory Means to Me." The
work of these young people certainly
merits the time of every Member of Congress to carefully analyze their recommendations.
I am indeed very thankful, Mr. Speaker, that the American Legion and the
Auxiliary sponsor such a program, and I
am grateful that so many young peoplethe youth of today and the manhood and
womanhood of tomorrow-will devote
many hours of time and study in preparation of an essay of this type.
Mr. Speaker, I congratulate Miss
Hinger, of Newark, and Mr. Gallant, of
Delaware, for their endeavors and their
achievements, and I am happy to submit their essays for your consideration.
The essays follow:
WHAT OLD GLORY MEANS TO ME

(By Jimmy Gallant, of Delaware, Ohio)
Yesterday was Friday. Nothing unusual
happened, I guess. I got up a little late,
had breakfast with my family, and headed
for school. I waved to Policeman Jones as
he passed me in his squad car, and he returned the wave. Then I met my friend,
Dick, and we walked the rest of the way to
school together.
Classes at school are all routine, including
history, my weak subject. We had some sort
of an assignment on the flag. I spent about
5 or 10 minutes on it, enough to get a passing grade, I hoped.. After school I meandered
down to the soda fountain and had a coke
before heading for the local newspaper office
to pick up my 100 newspapers that I deliver
each night in order to earn spending money.
About 8 o'clock I went downtown with some
of the fellows and we went to a movie. After
the movie I headed for bed. I guess I would
term this as a pretty usual day in my life.
Like most Americans, I take the rights I
have for granted. And like most Americans
I don't stop to realize the fact that I am
free to do almost anything I want to do.
Now take history class-! would have given
away my best penknife to get out of doing
that history assignment, when really it would
probably help me to understand more fully
the meaning of the flag.
Yes, that flag of ours is more than just a
piece of cloth that we take hats off to when
they play the Star-Spangled Banner. It
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is more than the three colors that represent
our Nation. It is the symbol of all the freedom I enjoyed in my activities yesterday.
Now, take Jonesy, the cop. I wasn't afraid
to wave a friendly "hello," as I passed him,
as I know that I have nothing to be afraid
of. If I would commit some minor violation
such as jaywalking, he wouldn't put me in
jail. Chances are that he would explain to
me why I should not do it, and then sweep
away all anger with a Ng smile.
My boss, the newspaper editor, and myself enjoy a right that is seldom thought
about. He has the right to enlighten the
people of this city on the true facts, not
some false news prepared by Government
officials who force the papers to print lies.
And in my case it also offers a way to earn
spending money, and gives me a sense of selfresponsibility.
This thing of freedom of speech that
everybody talks about certainly is one of our
best rights. It gives every John Doe, no matter what his job is, a right to say what he
wants to. We get that right in school. we
elect representatives to express our opinions
before the school council. And if these representatives do not do as they should, we
have the right to elect new ones.
I guess that you would say that Old Glory
to me is America, America and her freedom,
America and the power to keep this blessed
freedom, even if she has to fight for it.
WHAT OLD GLORY MEANS To ME
(By Mary Jeannette Hinger, of Newark,
·
Ohio)
I see a flag flying in the breeze. There are
different kinds of flags · for many different
things, but this flag is a very special one.
This flag is Old Glory. What does it mean
to me? To me it is a symbol of life-the
life which I have a right to live as my own.
This flag is a symbol of liberty-liberty
which is mine as a citizen of the United
States of America. It is a symbol of my
right for the pursuit of happiness, my right
to find my happiness in this life according to
my own conscience.
Old Glory is a symbol of our four great
freedoms : freedom of religion by which I
am free to practice the religion in which I
believe without the fear of being persecuted
for it; freedom of speech and of the press by
which I can voice my ideas and opinions as I
see fit without the fear of being put into
prison for it. I have freedom from want
whereby as an American citizen I am en~
titled to those things necessary for life. I
have freedom from fear by which I need not
be afraid of the government when I practice
the freedoms mentioned above.
To me Old Glory means that I have the
right to live where I please and as I please.
I have the right to associate with other
people of my own choice. I have the right
to enjoy the kind of entertainment which I
please and not that which someone else
chooses for me. Old Glory means that I can
attend the school of my parents• choice and
not that appointed by the government. The
career or work into which I go after high
school is my own choice.
To me Old Glory means that in every court
of law I have the right of trhtl by jury and
every opportunity to obtain the highest degree of justice. I have the right to state
my case as I see it and be judged fairly. Under Old Glory I will not be condemned in
any kind of freak trial. It will be a fair trial.
No; Old Glory is not just any flag flying in
the breeze. It is a very special flag. It is a
flag and yet it is a symbol, a symbol of freedom in every sense of the word. It is a symbol for which I and millions of other Americans like me are willing to fight to uphold.
It is a flag for which our fotefathers have
fought and given their lives and for which

so many of our contemporaries are dying so
that we may have this liberty. In short,
Old Glory is the symbol of our national security and happiness.

Tribute to lnftation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALBERT P. MORANO
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. MORANO. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I wish to include an editorial from ·
the Washington Daily News of May 19.
This editorial comment on a talk by Elder
Statesman Bernard M. Baruch points up
the assistance rendered by the Truman
administration toward the rise of inflation since the outbreak of hostilities in
Korea. Mr. Baruch, I recall, was the
first strong advocate to urge the imposition of forceful price and wage controls
and materials allotments \7hen they
were needed most and when they would
have done the most good . . The President's failure to heed his warnings resulted in an unrectiflable economic situation, described in the accompanying ·
article entitled ''Out of Your Pocket":
OUT OF YoUR POCKET
It's hard to get out of mind one s-taggering sentence in Bernard Baruch's talk to the
Armed Forces Industrial College in Washing.
ton last week.
Mr. Baruch was discussing the failure of
the Truman administration to move effec·
tively against the causes of inflation after .
the start of the Korean war, and how that
failure has raised the cost of the defense
program.
Then Mr. Baruch said:
"By the end of the next fiscal year, more
than $20,000,000,000 will have been poured
down the rathole of inflation-needlessly."
Twenty billion dollars is a lot of money.
Most of us casually pass over such a figure
as something that has to do with that vague
term, "high finance,'' and therefore of no
particular concern of ours.
But this $20,000,000,000 was-and is-all
yours, every dime of it.
It amounts to more than $133 for every
man, woman, and child in the country--or
$665 for a family of five.
A family of five could do a lot with an
extra $665-even today, with the high prices
the Truman administration's negligence
helped bring about. Father, for example,
could buy a new ($55) summer suit. Mother
could get a couple of very nice cotton dresses
for $40. Another $20 could go for new bathing suits for the children. Everybody in the
family could have a $25 defense bond.
· With all of that-there still would remain
$456.25 to apply to the family vacation trip.
Unfortunately, those things can't come
from your share of that $20,000,000,000.
As Mr. Baruch said, that money is being
spent as "a needless tribute to inflation."
A tribute which you and everybody else
in the country must make.
· And a tribute which grows larger every
time the Government needlessly spends a
dollar, whether that expenditure be· due to
inflation, extravagance, or waste.
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Written With the Finger of God?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.GEORGEA.DONDERO
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORRD, I include therein a
speech delivered by Miss Patricia Waechter, of Berkley, Mich., a student of the
junior class, Little Flower High School,
Royal Oak, Mich.
On May 8, 1952, the Michigan Forensic Association held its final regional
contest for speech classes of 10 high
schools in southeastern Oakland County.
Tile speech delivered by Miss Waechter
was awarded first honors. It is an excellent statement, and every Member of
Congress should read it.
This fine young student points out one
of the pitfalls facing American youth.
She is to be congratulated.
WITH THE FINGER OF Goo?
(By Patricia Waechter)
I would like to draw your attention to
our neighbor Johnny. He could be your
neighbor, too, or your little brother or sister.
To Johnny belongs the heritage of America.
For Johnny the Declaration of Independence
was written. To Johnny God thundered
from a mountain top: "I am the Lord thy
God-thou shalt not." And the Lord when
He had ended these words on Mount Sinal
gave to Moses two stone tables of testimony
written with the finger of God.
So much escapes Johnny now. Time will
unfold all these messages to him. Johnny
will be taught to read and to think, to live
and to love. The most powerful means of
educating Johnny is through his reading.
So the problem presents itself-the future
life of John Doe, the man-the direct result
of the reading life of little Johnny. The
future life of America-the end product of
the 4,000 books published every fall and
every spring. Are these guided by the finger
of God?
Let's take a look at the literature of our
age. To the younger set go the comics.
Need more be said? With anticipation in
his heart, with character to be formed, with
:tunnies in his hand, the youth of today
begins his Sunday, and continues throughout the week. What if God did thunder:
"I am the Lord thy God-keep holy the
Sabbath Day." Where are the beautiful
Bible stories, rich in adventure, and in poetry that could be forming the youthful
leader? Instead there are the comics that
make inroads into the characters of the
Johnnies of today. When a young imagination is at work the comics stimulate a like
desire to act as seen in the hero of the story,
and tlle thinking pattern of small boys and
girls is activated to deeds of violence, law
breaking, and immorality. Examine for
yourself such publications as Dick Tracy,
Jack Armstrong, Noyka, the Jungle Girl, and
Tim Tyler.
Are these printed with the
finger of God?
After the comics what? The terrible pocket
trash, and the cheap literature of numerous
magazines as True Romance, True Detective,
Quick, and the like. ·The literary life of
Johnny is launched and with it his character. The life of a nation is held in the
balance.
WRITTEN

Raphael C. McCarthy, professor of psychology, says, I quote: "Youth longs to measure
up to public opinion as he sees it depleted in
his reading and in his entertainments. The
kind of literature that ridicules marriage,
that exalts easy sex relations, that decries
the need of religion, is deadly to untold
numbers of adolescents. They Imagine that
these opinions are 'scientific' and to be unscientific is to be hopelessly out of date.
Hence, there is a crying need to watch the
reading in which they indulge."
The extent of these publications of immoral stories is appalling. Bishop John F.
Noll in his pamphlet Lewd Literature, tells
us that the monthly circulation of these
magazines is 15,000,000 and that, since the
magazines are often passed around to others,
about 60,000,000 read them every month. Are
these writings leading American youth to
our country's penal institutions?
Will Johnny be one of the estimated 300,000 unfortunate teen-agers to come before
the courts, a repetition of 1951? Youth
played a large role in crime against property-30.1 percent of such offenders were
under 21. Last year's report also noted that
"offenses against common decency" rose 12.6
percent. Now if youths often act as Professor
McCarthy says, according to their reading,
who can estimate the number of those delinquents above who came to their criminal
way as a result of the literature of today.
That writer who glorifies crime, giving too
much spice, thrill, the love of adventure, and
madness to his stories, that author who
glorifies criminals, painting heroic. deeds of
power and brutality in so many of his main
characters, is erasing the love of democracy,
peace, and allegiance to God in the hearts
of his readers. Writers who pen pictures that
are predominantly sexy and publish these
with illustrations indecent or suggestive are
stamping out the Ten Commandments from
the hearts of our youth. How trace the ·
finger of God in such writings?
The First Commandment says: "I am the
Lord thy God-thou shalt not have strange
gods before Me." Do not writers establish a
criterion for human life based on pagan
ideals which would rob God of his rightful
place?
The second of God's laws says: "Thou shalt
not take the name of the Lord thy God in
vain." Pick up one of the popular drug
store editions of the day. Check its profanity for yourself.
At random select another. Notice the
writers who dwell on character that show an
outright disregard for authority. Wherein
shall youth learn to honor thy father and
mother.
Then there are the thrlllers, the untold
fictional murders. Yet there is a killing
worse than those portrayed in our detective
fiction, that is, the killing of young hearts
and youthful ideals.
Cover after cover, page after page of magazines that portray evil thoughts and obscene actions flood the candy store rack.
What chance have the sixth and ninth commandments for development against such
poison?
Would you say that to glorify crime and
to insist on writing stories having the formula of sex and success was not deceiving?
Yet God said: "Thou shalt not bear false
witness."
The seventh and tenth commandments exhort us to deal honestly and justly. As long
as the writers of our popular fiction can turn
a penny or a fortune by penning foul crime
and vice, by dressing up thievery and prope;. ty destruction, they wlll traffic in such
polson. It's a livelihood; isn't it? And to the
unscrupulous, the end justifies the means.
Does this lead to honesty and justice?
Pulp writers are the inducers to the violation o:f the commandments. Arnold Ben•

nett, in his book Literary Taste, tells about
the vital essence breathed into the reader by
the writer. If "reading breathes tn to the
reader of life-giving essence to be translated
into living"-then all too many of our present-day writers are breathing into our youth
death and destruction. Writers who lower
the standards and ideals of the youth will
be the cause of the deterioration of our culture and our Nation, for when you destroy
the young, you strike a Nation and its culture at its roots.
There is obvious truth in Churchill's observation that books in an their variety
offer the means whereby civilization may be
carried triumphantly forward. So also is
the converse of this statement true, namely,
that books are the cause of the slump of
civlllzation.
This is a challenge from all the Johnnies
of today to all educators, teachers, parents,
to all authors, publishers, distributors, to
bring to fruition that heritage that is ours:
To give us books -:;hat diffuse truth and
knowledge, dispell ignorance and vice, develop character and ideals; for we are not
tablets of stone given to Moses, but living
essences guided by the finger of God.

Judge Johu J. Fitzgerald
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.JAMESJ.HEFFERNAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. HEFFERNAN. Mr. Speaker, under permission to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include an editorial on the
death of former Congressman John J.
Fitzgerald, which appeared in the Brooklyn Eagle of May 15, 1952:
JUDGE JOHN

J.

FITZGERALD

John J . Fitzgerald, who died yesterday at
the age of 80, had two careers in public life
separated by a stretch of 15 years in the practice of the law here. The last 10 years of
his life were also devoted to private practice.
His first experience in public affairs began
in Congress, to which he was elected in 1898.
Successive reelections kept him there until
1917, when he resigned to form a law firm
with former Supreme Court Justice Luke D.
Stapleton. In Congress he became one of its
best known and most respected members,
serving for years in one of its most powerful
posts, chairman of the Committee on Appropria tlons.
Among many fights he led, this community should especially remember that to
have battleships built in the navy yards. For
the Brooklyn Navy Yard ·benefited greatly
from that victory and since then great numbers of Brooklyn mechanics have had good
jobs at the yard working on battleship construction.
Judge Fitzgerald's second career was on
the bench. It began in 1932 when he was
appointed to the county court by his friend
from Washington days, Gov. FTanklin D.
Roosevelt, to fill a vacancy and later that
year elected to a full term, retiring, however,
in 1942. He made a fine record as a judge,
presiding at several notable criminal trials.
Judge Fitzgerald was an able lawyer, a vigorous, fighting Congressman and a fair, impartial judge. His death came just a day before he was scheduled to be honored by hls
alma mater, Manhattan College, by being
presented with a medal marking him as one
o:f 1ts outstanding alumni.
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Personalities in Your Government
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN C. WATTS
OF KENTUCKY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952
Mr. WATTS. Mr. Speaker, under
leaYe to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following radio program:
PERSONALITIES IN YOUR GOVERNMENT
ANNOUNCER. Each Sunday at this time the
Nation's station presents this program, Personalities in Your Government, in order to
bring you the authentic background of prominent men and women who today are filling
important positions in our National Governmen t.
And now, Ken Linn.
Mr. LINN. Good afternoon. The House of
Representatives was set up by the Federal
convention to be representative of the people of the United States. Today, 163 years
since the First Congress, the House is made
up of a great cross section of America: Farmers and manufacturers, lawyers and doctors,
businessmen and professors-rich men and
poor men.
Some men have had every advantage: a
gvod home plus what money could give them.
Others, however, have had to scratch for
every penny they made; have had to fight
every inch up the ladder that finally led
them to the floor of the House of Representatives.
It's that kind of a man we talk about
today. A Congressman who was le"t an
orphan when he was 5, who years later
opened his own law office with only 50 cents
in his pocket and today is chairman of one
of Washington's most i~portant congressional investigating committees.
That sums up FRANK LESLIE CHELF, the
man who represents Kentucky's Fourth District and heads the subcommittee which is
investigating the Department of Justice.
'l'he 45-year-old CHELF is slightly built,
fair-haired, and a bundle of energy. Even
when he sits talking in his office he doesn't
remain still; he swings about in the big
chair, pointing to maps on the wall; he
moves his hands quickly to illustrate his
points; he is, as he says himself, "a man who
likes to keep moving all the time."
It's the desire to keep moving all the time
that contributed so much to CHELF's rise
from an orphanage near Louisville to Washington. D. C.
For when his dad died, leaving eight children alone in the world, Frank, with two of
the younger children, were placed in the Masonic Widows and Orphans Home of Kentucky.
About 2 years later his oldest sister, Glovie,
had finished a stenographic course and was
ear11ing enough money to take him out of
the orphanage. Together with Loy Chelf, an
older brother, Glovie made a home for the
future Congressman.
"Glovie did more for me than most sisters
would, or could, do for a brother," CHELF
says today, a serious look clouding his face.
CHELF attended St. Mary's College High
School but a year before graduating, returned to his old home town of Elizabethtown, and finished high school there, living
with his brother, Weed Chelf, Jr. How did
he help out with his share of the household
expenses?
"Oh," replies CHELF, "I did a lot of barbering"-as if a high-school boy cutting hair
and giving shaves was a routine thing.
"Well," grins CHELF, "it might seem a little
unusual at that. But I just picked up the

barbering trade. I could cut hair and polish
chins with the best of them."
The next stop was Centre College, class of
1930, and the Cumberland University at
Lebanon, Tenn., for the study of law.
"I'll never forget setting up my law practice in Lebanon, Ky. I came to that town
with 50 cents in my pocket, a borrowed 1922
Kentucky statut e and a lett er of introduction from Judge George K. Holbert to an attorney, W. H. Spragens.
"Judge Holbert was sitting on the bench
that my father had occupied as judge of the
old ninth judicial district. And Spragens
now sits as judge of the elevanth .i udicial
district."
"Spragens had a small law office at the
time and a b ig double desk. He allowed me
to use the other half of his desk.
"It was during the depression and there
just wasn't any practice.
"Some days I'd think, why not give this
up? Get out and do something else. But
I'd stick another day. I . was always broke
and the few cases I'd get were for people
who didn't have much more than me, so I
wouldn't charge them anything.
"It got so a quarter, a 25-cent piece, began
to look as ·big as the dome on the United
States Capitol to me-and just as hard to
reach."
It was about this time that another man
whom CHELF will never forget came to his
rescue. Ben Johnson, one of Kentucky's
leger~ary figures, had just retired from Congress and had been appointed chairman of
the ,Kentucky Highway Commission. Johnson, who kept close tabs on the people of his
home State, had heard about CHELF and one
of his first acts with the commission was to
name CHELF as his secretary.
"I'll never forget him for that," says CHELF.
"It really came at the time I needed help."
That Johnson 's faith in CHELF was justified was proven a few months later when he
called his new secretary into his office an<;!.
told him that from now on CHELF could sign
his personal mail.
"I . don't give such permission lightly,"
Johnson told CHELF, "but I have such faith
in y·: mr honesty, your judgment, and your
understanding of the work we are charged
with that I don't hesitate to authorize you
to use my signature."
Only a week ago, while visiting one of
the new counties which was added to his
district by the State legislature, CHELF met
a businessman who greeted him with, "I
remember you from the days Ben Johnson
was head of the highway commission. Any
man that Ben would trust to sign his name
is good e:1ough to be my Congressman."
"That," recalls CHELF, "is one of the nicest
things he could have said."
After his days with the highway commission, CHELF took the plunge into politics
on. his own, running for prosecuting attorney of Marion County. He served three consecutive terms with a leave of absence to
serve in World War II with the Air Force.
CHELF reached the rank of major but late
in 1944 was mustered out of nervice due to
a physical disability.
That same year he was elected to Congress, winning nomination in a field of nine
and winning the general election with comparative ease.
In 1946, when the Republicans were sweeping to control of the House and Senate,
CHELF rode out the landslide. Although the
Democratic senatorial candidate and the
can<;lidate for judge in his district lost the
19 counties, CHELF not only carried 12 of
the counties but ran up a 4,000 majority for
the district.
But it is 1950 that CHELF recalls with
the most pride. For what happened that
year happens to few men in public office
and, in politics, is regarded as a tribute,
both gersonal and political. In 1950 no one
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filed against CHELF in the Democratic primary and the Republicans did not enter a
candidate against him.
It was the first time such a thing happened in that district since 1850-100 years
before.
"I felt humble about that," says CHELF,
"I felt as if it was one . of the nicest compliments I had ever been paid."
Hard work, learned during those d ays
when a quarter looked as big as the Capitol
dome, is the key to CHELF'S popularit y with
the voters back h Jme.
"I h ave an open-door policy that I hope
to be able to cont inue as long as I am in
public office," CHELF says in explaining his
theory of public service.
"Every time I am home there is a line of
cars in front of my house. I want to see
everyone. I want to see the voters, regardless of race, creed, or color. That's why
they send me to Congress to work for them."
But today CHELF finds that he is working not only for the people in his district
but for the Nation as a whole.
"This job as head of the committee investigating the Justice Department is something
that will benefit everyone," CHELF says, his
face lighting up with enthusiasm.
"I think that perhaps I had more courage
than brains in accepting this assignment.
I have nothing personal to gain except doing
a better job as a House Member.
"I feel that I have been here long enough
now so that I can take on a job which is
national in scope."
But a job as important as this one ties
CHELF to his desk for long hours.
His family who live back home in Kentucky see him very little.
"My wife and the children, Carolyn, Bonnie, and Frank, lived here in Washington
with me for a while, but they didn't like it.
It was either a question of four unhappy or
one unhappy so I live here alone and the
family lives back home.
"But this spring one spell went by when
I was so busy that I didn't get home to see
them for 2 months."
And even then, of course, there was so
much work to do, so many people to see that
CHELF didn't get much chance to spend the
time with his children.
In fact, when CHELF was leaving one morning td visit his five new counties of Lincoln,
Boyle, Mercer, Woodford, and Oldham his
young boy said, "Daddy, when you're home,
you're never home." "That made me feel
pretty bad:0' says CHELF, "but what can you
do? If you want to be able to enjoy your
family, politics isn't the field."
His work as chairman of the committee
investigating the Justice Department has
prompted his fellow committee members,
Republican and Democratic alike, to praise
him. A tribute paid him by Congressman
PETER RODINO:
"I think FRANK CHELF is one of the fairestminded men in Congress, with a real judicial temperament--yet, he never is afraid
to call a spade a spade."
Republican KENNETH KEATING, the key Republican member of the committee, believes
CHELF one of the fairest chairmen he has
ever served with, even though the two men
don't agree on political matters.
"I felt deeply about this job," CHELF explains. "After all, the judicial system is the
bedrock of our democratic form of government. We have to restore the faith and confidence of the American people in our judicial system." How, CHELF was asked, has his
background benefited him in his present
work in Congress?
"Well," he replies carefully, "I wouldn't
exchange my earlier years for anything in
the world. It might have been nice to have
had my way through college paid by someone and my law office set up for me by rich
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relatives, but 1t that had happened I honestly feel as if I wouldn't be here in Con•
gress today.
"I feel that I have matured a little be•
yond my years.
"It's helped me at making decisions and
given me a better footing for my present
job. It's helped me keep my feet on the
ground and my head out of the clouds."
This · is best illustrated, perhaps, by
CHELF's speeches on the floor of the House.
Although he only takes the floor when he has
something definite to say, CHELF is known
as a down-to-earth, salty speaker. He has
a way of saying, in very simple, understanding language what many other men have
labored through in heavy-handed prose.
"I like to listen to CHELF when he talks,"
one of the official reporters of the House
said the other day, "because CHELF has a
Will Rogers' way of making his point hit
home without using a sharp knife and with·
. out getting lost in technical terms."
As one Member of Congress, who has
watched CHELF for a number of years,
summed it up the other day, "It's a long,
long road from orphanage to Congress, but
FRANK CHELF has made the climb and is, I
think, a better man because of it."
·Kentucky's FRANK CHELF is the best proof
1n the world that every boy in the United
States can come up the ladder. His story
is a story that the Voice of America can
beam to the iron-curtain countries as the
best example of democracy in action.
ANNOUNCER. Each Sunday at this time the
Nation's station presents this program, Personalities in Your Government, which brings
to you the authentic background of men
and women who tottay are filling some of the
most important positions in our National
Government.

Opinion Poll Report
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. S. J. CRUMPACKER, JR.
IN

OF INDIANA
OF REPRESENTATIVES

THE HOUSE

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. CRUMPACKER. Mr. Speaker,
early last month I mailed post-card
questionnaires to a very substantial
cross section of the Third Congressional
District of Indiana in which I asked my
constituents for opinions on 10 important issues facing the Congress.
Three of the questions dealt with the
Korean war, four concerned specific
proposals for cutting the Federal budget,
and the others sought opinions on wage
and price controls, universal military
training, and the wisdom of continuing
to provide United States military forces
for the defense of Europe.
Questionnaires were mailed to two out
of every three households in the four
northern Indiana counties which compose the Third Congressional District.
A total of 12,616 replies have been received to date. Professional polltakers
claim that a 5 percent return is considered to be sufficient to provide an accurate cross section of public opinion.
Since 15.9 percent of those receiving my
questionnaire have expressed their
opinions on these issues, I am most gratified. This would seem to indicate an
increased interest by the people of my

district in the problems facing our
Nation.
Space was reserved in the questionnaire for comment and approximately
three-fourths of those responding added
explanatory remarks. More than 3,000
enclosed letters with their ballots and the
suggestions in these letters were very
helpful and informative. Many took
this method of qualifying their yes-andno answers or discussing other issues of
current interest, particularly the controversial seizure of the steel industry.
Replies to the questionnaire have been
rather evenly spread throughout the past
5 weeks and-within the limitations of
any poll-they reflect the thinking of
the people of the Third Indiana District
during the months of April and May
1952 .
On some of these questions changes in
world-wide or domestic events can and
will, of course, affect the opinions of
those who have replied. However, the
opinions expressed in the following report should be of special value just now
when the second session of the Eightysecond Congress is entering on the period
of final consideration of many of these
issues.
·
The poll replies are listed here in two
ways: First, by actual count including
the no-opinion replies; and, second; by
percentage of yes-and-no answers:
1. Should we continue price and wage
controls? Yes, 5,281; no, 6,596; no opinion,
739. Yes, 44 percent; no, 56 percent.
2. Should we continue sending United
States military forces for the defense of
Europe? Yes, 3,036; no, 8,690; no opinion,
890. Yes, 26 percent; no, 74 percent.
3. Do you favor universal m111tary training? Yes, 4,244; no, 8,055; no opinion, 317.
Yes, 34 percent; no, 66 percent.
4. Do you favor immediate withdrawal of
our military forces from Korea~ Yes, 3,750;
no, 7,252; no opinion, 1,614. Yes, 34 percent;
no, 66 percent.
.'l, Should we end the Korean war by making concessions to obtain a. truce? Yes,
2,673; no, 8,092; no opinion, 1,851. Yes, 26
percent; no, 74 percent.
6. Should we fight the war in Korea aggressively until victory is achieved? Yes, 6,474;
no, 4,061; no opinion, 2,081. Yes, 61 percent;
no, 39 percent.
7. Should we cut the budget by reducing
e-:penditures for economic aid to foreign
countries? Yes, 10,069; no, 1,934; no opinion, 613. Yes, 84 percent; no, 16 percent.
8. Should we cut _the budget by reducing
expenditures for the Armed Forces? Yes,
5,787; no, 5,965; no opinion, 864. Yes, 49
percent; no, 51 percent.
9. Should we cut the budget by reducing
agricultural assistance programs? Yes, 9,078;
no, 2,876; no opinion, 662. Yes, 76 percent;
no, 24 percent.
10. Should we cut the budget by curtailing
flood-control and power-development projects in the United States? Yes, 3,283; no,
8,390; no opinion, 943. Yes, 28 percent; no,
72 percent.
RESULTS OF NEWSPAPER POLL

To insure every constituent an opportunity to take part in this informal referendum, including those who did not
receive ballots in the mail, I invited the
newspapers of the third district to print
the questionnaire, as a public service,
and ask their readers to clip them and
send them to me in Washington.

I am happy to report that every major
newspaper in the district-including all
six with daily circulation-participated
in the poll. Cooperating newspapers in .. ,
eluded the South Bend Tribune, the Elk ..
hart Truth, the Goshen News-Democrat,
the Michigan City News-Dispatch, the
La Porte Herald-Argus, and the Plymouth Pilot-News-all dailies; the Mishawaka Enterprise, the Tri-County News,
the Wakarusa Tribune, the River Park
Adviser, and the Osceola Owl-all published weekly.
As a result of this cooperative effort, .
1,247 questionnaires have been received
from newspaper readers in the district.
A separate tabulation of these returns
has been made and is presented herewith. The percentage figures are for
those persons who expressed "yes" or
"no" answers, with the "no opinion" vote
eliminated :
1. Should we continue price and wage controls? Yes, 39 percent; no, 61 percent.
2. Should we continue sending United
States military forces for the defense of Europe? Yes, 20 percent; no, 8.0 percent.
3. Do you favor universal military training? Yes, 23 percent; no, 77 percent.
4. Do you favor immediate withdrawal of
our military forces from Korea? Yes, 31 percent; no, 69 percent:
5. Should we end the Korean war by
making concessions to obtain a. truce? Yes,
26 percent; no, 74 percent.
6. Should we fight the war in Korea aggressively until victory is achieved? Yes, 63
percent; no, 37 percent.
7. Should we cut the budget by reducing
expenditures for economic aid to foreign
countries? Yes, 86 percent; no, 14 percent.
8. Should we cut the budget by reducing
expenditures for the Armed Forces? Yes, 57
percent, no, 43 percent.
9. Should we cut the budget by reducing
agricultural assistance programs? Yes, 71
percent; no, 29 percent.
10. Should we cut the budget by curtailing flood control and power development programs in the United States? Yes, 35 percent; no, 65 percent.

Demand for Economy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUBERT B. SCUDDER
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. SCUDDER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I wish to
advise that I have received a letter from
Sebastopol Grange, No. 306, Sebastopol,
Calif., signed by the master and the secretary of the organization. They point
out the pitfalls to our way of life if strict
economy and efficiency are not followed
and the demand for honesty in Government.
I believe that we must be zealous of
these admonitions and endeavor to do
everything possible to effect economies
to obviate the necessity of exacting taxes
beyond the ability of the people to pay.
We must return to the fundamentals as
set up in our Constitution and make
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every effort to insist that all agencies
of Government live within a reasonable
budget.
I ask the insertion of this outstanding
letter coming from the grass roots of
America, and particularly as it comes
from the Sebastopol Grange, of which
I have been a member for a quarter of
a century:
SEBASTOPOL, CALIF.,
Apri l 10, 1952.

Hon. HUBERT SCUDDER,
House Office Bui lding,
Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR REPRESENTATIVE SCUDDER: As master of Sebastopol Grange, No. 306, the 340
members of this organization have by unanimous vote directed me to address this letter
of protest and demand to each of our elected
representatives in the Federal Congress.
We protest the wastes, duplication and insane spending of the taxpayers' money within the Federal Government structure. This,
we are assured, is done primarily for political
purposes to perpetuate the reign of the political party in power, to keep political patronage (consequently votes) at an all-time
high, the end of which is not yet in sight.
We protest the appropriations of huge
sums of the taxpayers' money entrusted to
the Congress to nations whose rate of production, due primarily to previous grants of
money, is at an all time high within that
nation. One cannot buy friendship; it must
be earned.
We do not object to assistance in the like
of attempting to teach backward nations
how to use what they have more efficiently,
if such assistance is given sincerely and with.:.
out ulterior motives. All the wise men
and long-haired do-gooders of the administration cannot teach a Mohammedan to eat
pig or a Hindu to eat beef, or a Filipino to
dislike fish and rice.
We do not believe that it is the duty, moral
or otherwise, to assist the citizens of any nation, the United States included, to become
accustomed to a way of life beyond the requirements of health and reasonable comfort, which they have never known, which
they make no attempt to obtain through
their own efforts, and which are paid for by
others.
We do believe that nations, like families,
can, when their expenses (justified or not)
are in excess of their income have but one
alternative-bankruptcy, not only financially
but morally. In. fact, it means that we are
fast approaching, or have arrived at moral
bankruptcy at this time.
We do believe in the Declaration of Independence (not Missouri's), the Constitution of the United States, and the Bill of
Rights. We do not believe that they are outmoded, in spite of the peculiar interpretations , now handed down regarding them.
We do, in our small community and to the
best of our ability, intend to do something
about these things.
We do know from the thickness of our
pocketbooks, if any, that taxes at this time
amount to a capital levy and that no family
or nation can long survive under this con-·
dition; that the greatest single expense in
the average American home is not the price
of food or rent or medical care, but t axes.
We do know that the British income tax
am ount s to 30 percent of ·the total British
reven ues , while the American income tax
provides 45 percent of an United States Federal revenues ; that, from information available t o t.he public, France cannot collect
taxes due.
We d nmand that our elected representat ives in the Un ited States Congress do everything within their power to st op the waste in
Government, prevent any increase in the
already confiscatory t axes a nd t o reduce them
to a ctu al needs, to reduce the submitted

budget and future appropriations to actual
needs-all this for the good of the United
States of America.
We realize that there are pressure groups
high and low to contend with. We further
realize that every group demands, and can
usually offer excuses why, everyone else
should be cut back so that "their" g»oup can
get more. We know that when one interferes with the economic way of life of any
person or group, including Members of the
Congress, that they are headed for trouble.
We do not pretend to know the answers nor
do we have the information a\ailable to us
that is available ·to the Members of the
Houses of the Congress of the United States.
· We know about the filling of the pork
barrel and the logrolling and do not feel
that such things are ever, particularly at
this time, American in practice or in theory.
Why can't the "coopers" and the "peaveys"
be buried, or at least be stowed away for a
while, until we get back on an even keel?
In short, why can't we be Americans and
make the United States of America what
the founding fathers intended it to be, a
nation of honor and integrity, humanity,
loyalty, and patriotism?
Very truly yours,
L. W. HEPWORTH,
Master, Sebastopol Grange, No. 306.

MINNIE MAY ELLIOTT,
Sem·etary, Sebastopol Grange, No. 306.

Man's Responsibilities-Speech by
William -Faulkner
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK E. SMITH
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. Mr.
Speaker, on Thursday, May 15, ·Mr.
William Faulkner addressed the annual
meeting of the Delta Council at Cleveland, Miss. The great author's first
public address is a stirring affirmation
of man's responsibility to his fellow man
and to himself. Mr. Faulkner's words
are also a solemn signpost on the road
we must follow if we are to preserve our
American integrity.
Under unanimous consent, I include
the address as an extension of my
remarks:
When the invitation to be here today first
reached me, it came from Mr. Billy Wynn.
It contained one of the nicest compliments
anyone ever received. Mr. Wynn said, "We
not only want to honor this particular fellow Mississippian, we want him to hon or us."
You can't beat that. To reverse a metaphor, that is a sword with not only two
edges, but with both edges on the same side;
the receiver is accoladed twice with one
stroke: He is honored again in honoring
them who proffered the original honor.
Which is exactly the sort of gesture which
we southerners like to believe that only
another southerner could have thought of,
invented. And, sure enough, it happens so
often as to convince us that we were right.
SOUGHT A SUBJECT
He also gave me the council 's permission
to speak on any subject I liked. That subject won't be writ ing or farming either. In
my fan mail during the past year there was
a correspondence with another Mississippi
gentleman, who takes a very dim view of
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my writing ability and my ideas both. He
is a Deltan, · he may be here today, and can
ratify this. In one of his last letters having
reviewed again his opinion of a Mississippian
who could debase and defile his native State
and people as I have done, he · said he not
only didn't believe I could write, he didn't
even believe I knc.w anything about farming,
either. I answered that it wasn't me who
made the claims about my degree as a writer,
and so I would agree wit h him on that one;
and after 15 years of trying to cope not only
with the Lord but with the Federal Government, too, to make something grow at a
profit out of the ground, I was willing to
agree with him on both of them.
So I shan't talk about either writing or
farming. I have another subject. And, having thought about it, maybe I don't know
very much about this one either, for the
reason that none of us seem to know much
about it any more, that all of us may have
forgotten one of the primary things on which
this country was founded.
FOREFA.THERS KNEW
Years ago our fathers founded this country, this Nation, on the premise of the rights
of man. As they expressed it, "the inalienable right of man to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness." · In those days they
knew what those words meant, not only the
ones who expressed them but the ones who
heard and believed and accepted and subscribed to them. Because until that time
men did not always have those rights. At
least, until that time no nation had ever
been founded ori the idea that those rights
were possible, let alone inalienable. So not
only the ones who said the words .but the
ones who merely heard them knew what
they meant. Which was this: "Life and
liberty in which to pursue happiness. Life
fre.e and secure from oppression and tyranny,
in which all men would have the liberty to
pursue happiness." And both of them knew
what they meant by "pursue." They did not
mean just to chase happiness, but to work
for it. And they both knew what they meant
by "happiness" too: not just pleasure, idleness, but peace, dignity, independence, and
self-respect; that man's inalienable right was
the peace and freedom in which, by his own
efforts and sweat, he could gain dignity and
independence, owing nothing to any man.
KNEW WORTH THEN
So we knew what the words meant then,
. because we didn't have these things. And,
since we didn't have them, we knew their
worth. We•knew that they were worth suffering and enduring and, if necessary, even
dying to gain and preserve. We were willing
to accept even the risk of death for them,
since even if we lost them ourselves in relinquishing life to preserve them we would
still be able to bequeath them intact and inalienable to our children.
SACRIFICED SECURITY
Which is exactly. what we did, in those old
days. We left our homes, the land and graves
of our fathers, and all familiar things. We
voluntarily gave up, turned our backs on ·a
security which we already had and which we
could have continued to have, as long as we
were willing to pay the price for it, which
price was our freedom and liberty of thought
and independence of action and the right of
responsibility. That is, by remaining in the
Old World we could have been not only
secure, but even free of the need to be responsible. Instead, we chose the freedom,
the libert y, the independence, and the inalienable right to responsibility; almost
without charts, in frail wooden ships with
nothing but sails and our desire and will to
be free to move them , we crossed an ocean
which did not even m atch the charts we did
have; we conquered a wilderness in order to
establish a pla ce, not to be secu re in because
we did not want t hat, we h ad just repudiated
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that, lmt. crossed 3,000 miles of dark. and unknown sea to get away from that;. but a. place
to be f:ree in, to be ,independent ln. to be
responsible in.
J!O'UNDD FBD LAND

And we did tt. Even whUe we were still
battling the Wilderness with one hand, with ·
the other we fended and beat off the power
which woul'd have followed us even into the
wilderness we had conquered, to compel and
hold us to the old way. But we did it. We
founded a land, and founded in it not iust
our right to be tree and independent and
responsible, but the inalfenable duty of man
to be free and independent and responsible.
That's what I am talking about: Responslbllity. Not just the right, but the duty of
man to be responsible, the necessity of man
to be responsible U he wishes to remain free;
not just responsible to and for his fellow
man, but to himself; the duty of 8i man, the ·
individual, each individual, every tndfvidual,
to be responsible for the consequences of his
own acts, to pay his own score, owing nothing to any man.
We knew it once, had it once. Because
wby? Because we wanted it above all else,
we. fought for it, endured. suffered. died. when
necessary, but gained it, established it, to
endure for us and then to be bequeathed to
our children.
SOMETHING H.&PI'ENED

Only something happened to us. The children inherited. A new generation came
along, a. new era, a new- age, a new century.
The times were easter; the life and future
of our Nation as a nation no longer hung
in balance; another generation, and we no
longer had enemies, not because we were
strong in our youth and vfgor, but because
the old tired rest of earth recognized that
here was a nation founded on the principle of individual man's responsibflity as individual man.
But we still remembered responsfbflfty,
even though, with easier times, we dfdn 't
need to keep the responsibility quite so
active, or at least not so constantly so. Besides, it was not only our heritage, it wa.s
too recent yet for us to forget ft, the· graves
were still green of them who had bequeathed
it to us, and even of them who had died In
order that it might be 'bequeathed. So we
stilfremembered It, even if a good deal of the
remembering was just lip service.
LlP-BERWc.E JIB!!EDOM

Then more generations; we covered at last
the whole face of the western earth; the
whole sky of the Western Hemisphere wa.s
one lflud American a:fftr:matton, one vast
"Yes"; we. were the whole world's golden
envy~ never had the amazed sun itself seen
such a land o! opportunity, in which all a
man needed were two legs to move to a.
new place on, and two bands to grasp and
hold with, in order to amass to himself
enough material substance t.o last him the
rest of his days and woo .knew? Even something over for his and his wife's children.
And stlll he paid lip service to the old words
"freedom" and "liberty" and "independence;" the sky still rang and ululated with
the thunderous aftirmation, the golden
"Yes." Because the wo:rds in the old premise
.were stm true yet, for the reason that he
still believed they were true. Because he
did not realize yet that. when he said "security," he meant secmity tor himself,, for
th~ rest of his days, with, perhaps a little
over for his children; not for the children
and the children's children of all men who
believed 1n liberty and freedom and independence, as the old fathers in the old strong,
dangerous times had meant it.
MODERN SECURITY

Because somewhere, at some moment,
something had happened to him, to us, to
all the descendants of the old . tough, dur•
able, uncompromising men, so that now,
in 1952, when we talk of security, we don't

even mean for the rest of our own nves,
let alone that of our and our wi!e's children,
but only for so long a.s we ourselves can
hold our individual place on a. public relief
roll or at a bureaucratic or political or any
other organization's gravy trough. Because
somewh~e. at some point, we had lost or
forgot or voluntarily rid ourselves of that.
one other thing, lacking which, freedom and
liberty and independence cannot even exist.
NEED BESPONSlBILl"l'Y

That thing is the responsibility, not only
the desire and the wi11 to be responsible, but
the remembrance from the old fathers of
the need to be responsibie. Eit her we lost
it, forgot it, or we deliberately discarded :It'.
Either we decided that freedom was not
worth the responsibility of being free, or we
forgot that, to be :tree, a man must assume
and maintain and defend his right to be
responsible for his freedom. Maybe we were
even robbed of responsibility, since for years
now the very air itself-radio, newspaper&,
pamphlets, tracts, the voices of politicians-has been loud with talk about the rights of
man, not the duties and obligations and
responsibJ:litles of man, but only the rights
of man; so loud and so constant that apparently we have come to accept the sounds
at their own evaluation, ·and to believe too
that man has nothing else but rights, not
the rights to independence and freedom in
which to work and endure in his own sweat
in order to earn for himself what the old
ancestors meant by happiness and the pursuit of it, but only the chance to swap his
freedom and independence for the privilege
of being free of the responsibilities of independenc<l; the right not to earn, but to be
given, until at last, by simple compound
usage, we have made respectable and even
elevated to a national system, thlljt which
the old tough fathers would have scorned
and condemned: charity.
WORSE THAN A CRIME

In any case, we no longer -have responsibility. And if we were robl)ed of it by such
as this which now seems to have taken over
responsibility, it was because we were vulnerable to that kind of ravishment; t! we
simply lost or forgot responsibility, tben we
too are to be scorned~ But if we deliberately
discarded it, then we have condemned ourselves, because I believe that in time, maybe
not too long a time, we will discover that,
as was said about one of Napoleon's acts,
what we have committed is worse than a
crime: it was a mistake.

TOO MANY PEOPLE.?

The economists ana sociologists say that
the reason for this condition is, too many
people. I don't know about that, myself,
since in my opinion I am even a worse sociologist and economist than my· Delta fan
considers me a writer or a farmer. But even
1f I were a sociologist or economist, I would
decline to believe this. Because to, believe.
this, that man's crime against his freedom
is that the.r e are too many of him, is to
believe that man's sufferance on the face of
the earth is threatened, not by his environment, but by himself: That he cannot hope
to cope with his en vironment and its evils;
because he cannot even cope with his own
mass. Whieh is exactly what those who
mfsuse and be·t ray the mass' of him for their
own aggrandizement and power and tenure
of oftice·, belte-ve: Tbat man Is meapable ot
responslbfli ty and fyeedom, of fidelity and
endurance and courage, that he not only
cannot choose good from evil, he cannot even
distinguish It, let alone practice the choice.
And to believe that you have already written oft the hope of man a.s they who bave
re!t :him of his: inalienable right to be re-.
sponsible. have done, and you might as wen
quit now and let man stew on -i n peace l!n
his own recordless. and oblivious juice, to
his deserved and ungrleved doom.
WE' ARE CAPABLE'

I, for one, decline to believe this. I decline to- believe tha.t the only true heirs of
Boone and Franklin and George and :Booker
T. Washington and Lincoln and Jefferson
and Adams and John Henry and John Bunyan and. Johnny Appleseed and Lee and
Crockett and Hale and Helen Keller, are the
ones denying and protesting in the newspaper headlines over mink coats and oil
tankers and Federal indictments for corruption in public office. I believe that the
true heirs of the old tough durable fathers
are st111 capable of responsib111ty and sel!respect,. if only they can remember them
again. What we need is not fewer people,
but more room between them. where those
who would stand on their own feet, could,
a.nd those who won't, might have to. Then
the welfare. the reUef, the compensation, instead of being nationally sponsored cash
pl'izes for idleness and ineptitude could go
where the old independent uncompromising
fathers themselves would have intended tt
a.nd blessed It~ to those who stm cannot,
until the da.y when even the last of them
except the sick and tlie old, would also be
among them who not only can, but w:l!ll.

THE NEW ENEMY

Two hundred years ago, the Irish statesman, John Curran, said, "God hath vouchsafed man liberty only on condition of eternal vigilance; which condition, 1f he break
it, servitude is the consequence of his crime
and the punishment of his guilt." That
was only 200 years ago, because our own
old New England and Virginia and Caronna
fathers knew that 300 years ago, which was
why they came here and founded this country. And I decline to believe that we, their
descendants, have really forgotten it. I prefer to believe rather that lt is because the
enemy of our freedom now has changed his
shirt, his coat, his face. He no longer
threatens us from across an international
boundary, let alone across an ocean. He
faces us now from beneath the eagle-perched
domes of our capitols and from behind the
alphabetical splatters on the doors of wel.:fare and other bureaus of economic or industrial regimentation, dressed not in martial brass but in the hab111ments of what
the enemy himself has taught us to call
peace and progress, a civilization and plenty
where we never bef.ore bad lt as good, let
alone better; his artillery is a debased and
respectless currency which has emasculated
the initiative for independence by robbing
initiative of the only mutual scale it -knew
to measure independence by.

Amendment_of Social Security Act
EXTENSION OP REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT TRIPP ROSS
OF NEW YORK

IN THE. BOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. ROSS. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I
include a resolution by the . Jackson
Heights Republican Club, advocating
liberalizing certain provisions of our

social-seeurity program:
Whereas we tlre members of the Jackson
Heights Republican Cl ub of Queens County,
state of New York, recognize that the offi.cial
monthly benefits paid to individuals eligible
to receive monthly benefit& from the Federal
SoeiaJ Security funds, are inadequate to. the
wen being of any individual; and
Whereas such inadequate· benefits are now
withheld, under the law, for any month in
wbicb any bene:fic1ary earns more than a
meager $50; and
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Whereas we believe that the present Social
Security Act should be modified to give
greater monthly benefits to all eligible individuals: be it
Resolved, That it is the wish of this organization that our Representative in Congress,
the Honorable ROBERT TRIPP Ross, study the
act referred to with the intention of taking
the proper official action to adjust and increase benefits in line with this resolution.
MARCH 25, 1952.

Korean Prisoners of War
EXTENSION OF

REMAR~S

OF

HON. WILLIAM R. WILLIAMS
OF NEW "YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. WILLIAMS of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I wish to include
herein a very interesting letter I have
received from one of my constituents,
Mr. Robert E. Jones, of Utica, N. Y.
This letter contained such an outstanding resume of the Korean-war-prisoner
situation that I offer this timely correspondence, along with my reply, for ·
the perusal of the Members. Copies of
this correspondence have also been forwarded to the Secretary of State and
the Secretary of Defense:
UTICA, N. Y., May 12, 1952.
Hon . WILLIAM R. WILLIAMS,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR Sm: I have been following quite closely the progress, if one wants to call it that,
of the so-called Korean truce talks and I
have become increasingly more and more
rankled by the stubbornness of the U. N. in
its demands regarding prisoner exchange.
This issue was the topic of an editorial
published recently in the· Utica Observer
Dispatch. In it the editor expresses what he
apparently feels is the consensus of opinion
in the United States regarding the deadlocked negotiations. To me, the issue appears to be a highly controversial one, the
implications and converse applications of
which few people seem to realize the full
significance.
The impasse, so far, seems to have evolved
around the reluctance on the part of either
side to agree on three basic points, namely,
truce supervision, reconstruction of airfields,
and prisoner exchange. Recent information
now indicates willingness on the part of the
Reds to give up their demand for inclusion
of Russia on the truce-supervision team and
willingness on the part of the U. N. to withdraw its demands for a ban on the rebuilding
of airfields in North Korea. This, of course,
has left the two sides in disagreement on the
single issue of prisoner exchange.
I feel that the U. N. stand on this particular issue is an illogical one and one that
is certainly prone to a great deal of criticism. As far as the American public-and I
as a member of the public-can perceive the
U. N. insists on allowing Red prisoners the
right to determine for themselves whether
or not they desire to return home. This, I
think, is unwise for quite a number of
reasons.
The principal ·reason why this demand is
unwise is that it will serve but to produce a
number of undesirable consequences. By
this I mean that should the prisoners be allowed to make their own choice as to whether
or not they return, the U. N. would be 1m-

mediately confronted with the problem of
what to do with these people. Having spent
8 months in Korea myself during 1951, I have
a pretty fair idea of the sentiments of the
South Koreans toward their northern counterparts and toward the Chinese Reds in
particular; and their feelings are not those of
the altruist or idealist.
Associated Press releases report that the
U. N. holds a total of 169,000 prisoners of
war and civilian internees. Of this number
some 16,000 are classified as former South
Korean troops whom the Reds captured and
impressed into the North Korean army,
thereby reducing the total to about 153,000.
On the 25th of last month, April, the U. N.
reported that some 70,000 wanted to go home
and that approximately the same number
did not desire to do so.
Assuming then that terms are agreed upon
whereby these 70,000 men are permitted to
remain behind and not be compelled to return to their homes, what then is to become of them? ·The South Koreans would
eradicate the entire group without hesitation. And if not, they would treat them in
a manner that would do credit to even the
most hard-hearted and ruthless Communist.
Animosity between these two dissident
groups-between the South Koreans and the
North Koreans along with their cohorts, the
Chinese Communists-is an intangible thing
that is very hard to describe or appreciate
and in the opinion of each, no death or torture would be too fitting for the other.
Economically South Korea would be entirely incapable of caring for such a group
of individuals. Starvation and abuse would
be inevitable in a society where the average
individual has an extremely difficult time
keeping starvation and death away from his
door, that is if he has a house on which to
hang a door. Would Japan care for them?
I think not, and I doubt if they would even
aid in their support much less tolerate their
presence on Japanese soil. And so it would
go, on down the line. No one would want
to accept the responsibility for them. Eventually the "S" would take the place of the
"N" in U. N. and we would find ourselves
left holding the bag. Furthermore, if this
were to occur, I doubt that the American
public would take to the idea of providing
refuge to former aggressors once engaged
in slaughtering the youth of our Nation
and we will have rightly earned the appellation "Uncle Sugar" if we allow ourselves to
be hoodwinked into converting a time-honored axiom to read that "To the vanquished
belong the spoils and the right, therefore,
to enjoy such spoils." Is the United States
divine that it should assume moral and
ethical responsibilities which neither by
statement nor implication is theirs?
It becomes quite apparent, I think, that
given self-determination with regard to repatriation the prisoners who would elect to
remain behind would become a problem
g!OUp of homeless, frustrated individuals
who would be entirely incapable of fitting
the:mselves-into any society without the help
of someone and that someone presumably
would be the United Btates.
I cannot dispute the value of idealism, but
I doubt that we are so hard up that we must
stoop to purloining prisoners of war for
prospllctive converts to our way of life. If
we are, what are we going to do with them
then? What value will they be to this or
any other society, for they would be suspect here and branded as traitors in their
own land.
Another, but by no means lesser important, reason why this demand of the U.N. is
unwise is that it leaves the U. N. prone to
counterdemands on the same subject. We,
as Americans, cannot envision nor reconcile
the idea of any American willingly refusing
to leave Red territory in order to return
home. Such could very easily be the case,
though, and just as valid reasons for such a

choice could be offered as any that the U. N.
might advance. And although we may unwittingly convince internees in our PW
camps of great benefits and advantages to
be gained by remaining behind and not returning to their )J.omes, I don't think we are
so naive as to think for one minute that the
Reds aren't capable of offering equal opportunities and advantages to our servicemen.
Visualize, if you will, Mr. and Mrs. America
and their reaction to the news that their
son had elected to remain in Manchuria and
picture their consternation and alarm· when
told that nothing might be done about it.
Despite the truth, whatever it might be, deep
in their hearts these people would. never
cease to believe that their son was being
held by these people forcibly and that if he
really had his choice he would come home
to them. Many of us may be inclined to
feel that the lives of these Red prisoners are
inconsequential things to the military leaders of China and North Korea, and such may
be the case, but there is a principle involved
and one to which we called great attention
and raised considerable ballyhoo a short time
ago. I refer to the refusal of Russia to repatriate all German and Japanese prisoners
of War at the end of World War II. Aren't
we then, telling the Reds, "Do as I say and
not as I do"?
To alibi this stand, policymakers have
tossed in the idea of honor to substantiate
their position. But is our honor really at
stake? To whom does the United States
have the greater responsibility? Our responsibility, I think, lies where our loyalty
should; with the American soldier, not with
our foe t:1e Communist soldier. This is implied if not actually explicit.
In the editorial I referred to earlier the
author mentions pledges and promises made
to prisoners regarding their welfare and
treatment. What are these promises that
were made to the prisoners? Who made
them and on what authority were they
made? A factual answer to these questions
would, I think, reveal quite a lot.
Again, I say, are we so destitute of military
prowess that we must stoop to subterfuge
and glib promises to secure prisoners? I
think not and if, as the author of the editorial says, we did pledg~ safety to these
prisoners, surely we pledged them safety
only while they were in our hands. We were
most certainly not so foolhardy as to pledge
them safety from their own countrymen, for
such a promise implies omnipotence.
Small solace is it to a mother to learn
that her son died so that a Chinese Comm·..mist might have the opportunity to further pollute ours and other societies and
most will agree with me, I think, when I
say that our stand on this point is an unreasonable one, arbitrarily formulated to
satiate the unfounded and unrealistic reasoning of our ivory-tower occupants. What
d ~ you think?
An answer to my questions and an opinion
on this topic are most earnestly sought;
therefore I plan to forward copies of this
le.t ter to area and metropolitan newspapers,
not to gain publicity but to better insure a
forthcoming reply.
Very sincerely yours,
ROBERT E. JONES.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., May 19, 1952.

Mr. RoBERT E. JoNEs,
Utica, N. Y.

DEAR MR. JONEs: It was with a great deal
of interest that I read your fine letter of May
12. You have given a great deal of profound
thought to the very important question of
repatriation of prisoners of war-particularly
to the way in which this question is involved
in the current Korean truce negotiations at
Panmunjom. Your analysis of the issues
involved is extremely logical. Your exposi-
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tion of the probable consequences of continued support of the voluntary repatria.
tion doctrine is lucid and more than a little
disturbing.
The stand which we are presently taking
on the prisoner-of-war issue is very disconcerting, particularly since" it appears that
· while we are quite prepared to account for
all of the prisoners of war held by our side
there is ample reason to suspect that ·the
Communists have not been similarly · frank.
They have listed only some 1,190 American
prisoners of war, whereas nearly 10,000 Amer·
lean soldiers are listed as missing in actionand of this number a substantial proportion
can be· assumed to be POW's. I regret that
demands for the proper counting and listing
of these American boys, assurances for their
adequate and humane care, and effective
sanctions for their repatriation were not
made the main subject of negotiation rather
than this question of voluntary switching
of allegiance. I join you in the hope that
our policy makers will make the welfare and
return of these Americans the matter of
principal concern. Such a stand would be,
as you have stated, more consistent with our
justified revulsion at the SOviet refusal to
repatriate all German and Japanese prisoners
of war at the end of World War II. It is
ironic that we have taken this stand at a
time when we have just brought into force a
peace treaty with Japan, article 6 of which
directs a barb at the Soviet Union for failing
to repatriate Japanese prisoners of war.
I do not believe that you meant to suggest
in your letter that very many Americans
would elect of their own free will to refuse
repatriation--despite whatever propaganda
promises, or even threats, were held out to
them. If I understand you correctly, you
desire to emphasize the fact that if the
voluntary repatriation idea becomes a part
of the truce agreement, the Chinese Communists could assert that many ·Americans
have chosen to remain behind the iron
curtain, and we would have no right or op·
portunity to investigate thoroughly the
choice or morally even to dispute it. I
find it as unpleasant as you do to contem ..
plate the effect of this news on the American
people.
One of the strongest arguments offered
for the voluntary repatriation idea is that,
in screening the POW's for those who resist
retwn to the lands beh.ind the iron curtain,
we demonstrate to potential allies that all
is not milk and honey within the Soviet
monolithic structure. But nations which
are not yet aware of this rather obvious fact
would hardly make very discerning allies in
the first place and are of very doubtful value
to us. It would also seem that retention of
their nationals in U.N. prisoner ·compounds
is not likely to do much to persuade the people within the iron curtain to trust us. They
are not likely to believe, any more than we
would, that their sons, brothers, and hus·
bands chose voluntarily to refuse to come
home. I believe, on the other hand, that
returned Communist prisoners, who have
seen the falsity of Communist propaganda
about us, would be a living testimony of the
worth of democracy. If the Communist
leaders dared to slaughter these returned
prisoners, the horrible responsibility would
be plainly theirs-and they would ultimately
have to answer to their own enraged people.
I so much agree with the general propositions put forth by your letter, that . I have
forwarded copies of it, together with copies
of this reply, to the Secretaries of State and
National Defense. I hope that the responsible policy-making authorities will take note
of the clear thinking you have done on these
critical matters and that this will be reflected in our future policies.
Thank you very much for writing to me.
Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM R. WILLIAMS,
Member of Congress.

Responsibilities of Young Voters
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
I made to the Young Republicans of
Pennsylvania, at Harrisburg, last Satur-·
day noon.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ADDRESS OF UNITED STATES SENATOR EDWARD
MARTIN, OF PENNSYLVANIA, AT THE CANDI•
DATE'S LUNCHEON OF THE PENNSYLVANIA
FEDERATION OF YOUNG REPUBLICAN CLUBS,
HARRISBURG, MAY 17, 1952

· I am sincerely happy to be here today because meetings such as this inspire confidence in the future of the United States.
There is nothing more reassuring than
the vigor and patriotism of young Republicans on the march to victory in a great
campaign to s~ve· America.
You kl!ow, without my telling you, that
we are entering a campaign that will decide
the future of our country.
It is a campaign to preserve freedom of
the individual-to reestablish the foundations of American progress-to make secure
the historic landmarks of government deriving its just powers from the consent of the
governed.
That fundamental doctrine of AmericanIsm is proclaime'd in the Declaration of Independence and reafilrmed in the Constitution.
It is the basis of government by law and not
by the passing fancies of men.
Nothing in the shameful record o! the socalled New Deal or the Fair Deal has aroused
deeper indignation than the contention that
we are now governed by a power that places
Itself above the law, above the courts, and
above the Constitution.
The consent of the governed, through their
elected representatives in Congress, 'Was not
given when President Truman sent our soldiers into battle in Korea.
The consent of the governed was not given
when the President, by Executive directive,
seized the steel plants, depriving thousands
of stockhglders of their property without due
process of law.
I mention these two examples as high
points in 20 years of arrogant disregard for
the rights of the people, in violation of the
constitutional safeguards for their protection against dictatorship. ·
I mention these two examples because they
are the high points in 20 years of administrations, drunk with the power that corrupts
the souls of men and causes them to lead
Nations to their downfall.
America must not continue on that course.
Our Nation can be destroyed from within
and there are no more powerful weapons of
self-destruction than centralization of
power, excessive taxation, debt, waste, extravagance, _omc.ial corruption, and disloyalty
to the ideals of Americanism.
All of these poisonous evils are interwoven.
One brings about the expansion o~ all the ·
others.
That Is why we have the highest taxes in
our history, approaching the point of confiscation.
That Is why we. have the biggest national
debt the world has ever known, burdening
the future of every man, woman, and child·
1n America with a mortgage of $1,700.
That is why we continue to spend blllions
of dollars beyond the capacity of our econ-

omy to sustain without the danger of na··
tional bankruptcy.
.
It has been argued that spending at the
dizzy rate of nearly $100,000,000,000 a year
c~nnot be halted; that it is vital to the defense of our Nation against · the threat of
Coinm.unist aggression. But the record of the
present and preceding administrations clearly shows that squandering of the people's
money was going on in full force before the
defense effort was started.
What does it all mean to you young people?
It means that you are faced with the
greatest responsibility in the history of our
Republic.
You have the biggest stake in the future
of America. The United States will be the
kind of country you make it with your
loyalty, your determination, your patriotism,
your devotion to the principles of the Republican Party and above all, your hard
work in this campaign.
You young Republicans are facing a job
that will take plenty of hard work, at all
hours of the day and night.
It is your job to· convince the young voters,
the young men and young women just starting out in life, that the Republican Party
is the only source from which the Nation
can regain the material, moral, and spiritual
strength upon which we became the greatest nation on earth.
You must approach this job with courage
and with firm conviction that you are serving in a holy cause--to preserve for your
generation the freedom of opportunity that
·America has always held out to her sons and
· daughters in tl)e past.
How can t~e young man hope to get ahead
when excessive taxation takes away one
dollar: out of every three he earns?
How can he save anything when inflation,
caused by unsound fiscal policies, takes away
another substantial part of his salary or
wages?
·
How can he hope to benefit from his enterprise, industry, and thrift if freedom to
plan his own career is controlled and restricted by bureaucatic regulation of business, industry, and agriculture?
·
Their own Government is robbing our
young people of their rightful chance . to
work and grow and prosper in a land of freedom and opportunity.
Their own Government is destroying the
old-fashioned virtues of self-reliance, initiative, industry, and thrift through the false
promise of security.
The young voters of America will joili the
Republican ranks if you spread the doctrine
of clean, decent, honest government.
In this campaign we are fighting to replace corruption with civic morality, honesty,
and integrity in the public service.
We are fighting to destroy the fals.e
philosophy that security and prosperity can
be achieved through government paternalism.
We are fighting to preserve freedom of the
individual against the concentration of
power in an all-powerful socialistic government at Washington.
·
. We are fighting for fiscal policies that will
preserve the value of the dollar against the
destructive force of inftation.
We are fighting for a tax program that will
encourage the expansion of productive enter..:
prise and will give our young people a chance
to save and get ahead.
We are fighting to reduce the cost of Government by opposing all forms of waste, extravagance, and excessive spending.
We are fighting for a foreign policy that
will build a barrier against communism without trying to carry the whole world on our
shoulders.
We are fighting for leadership that will
uphold our fundamental concept of govern·
ment by law and not by men.
we· are fighting for leadership that will
take us out of the financial nightmare of
false prosperity. Right now our economy
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has the flush of a fever patient with all the
dangers of fatal complications.
That leadership must come from the Republican Party if our Nation is to escape the
tragic results of sky-high taxes, sky-high
spending, and sky-high debt.
It must come from the Republican Party
if we are to escape the confusion, corruption,
and communism which have undermined
public confidence in the Truman administration.
As Republicans we have a message to carry
to the people that rings with truth and
patriotism.
It is a message that can be translated into
victory in November if we all do our full
duty as Americans and as Republicans.

Nullification by Treaty of the
Constitution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WINT SMITH
OF KANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Kansas. Mr. Speaker,
much has been said and written on the
broad subject of nullification by treaty
of the Constitution. Recently I received a letter from a constituent on this
subject. I believe that he answers this
question in words that are unanswerable.
I sincerely hope that those who are
constantly trying to take away from the
American people their rights of sovereignty will find time to read this letter:
DEAR CONGRESSMAN SMITH: I have just
read the article from the Omaha WorldHerald concerning Nullification by Treaty,
which Congressman JoHN T. WooD, of Idaho,
had inserted in the Appendix to the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD Of May 7, 1952.
It is astounding that anyone should seriously contend that President and Congress
may override the Constitution by the exercise
of the treaty-making power. If such a
wild doctrine was ever advocated by a single
one of the signers of the Constitution, that
fact should be shown to the public.
The framers of the Constitution knew
from their study of history what an unbridled legislative body and an unbridled
executive might do, so the powers of each
were carefully set forth and limited in the
Constitution.
Any careful reading of section 2 of article VI of the Constitution will show that
a treaty occupies no different status from
an act of Congress. Here is the exact language:
"This Constitution and the laws of the
Uni+-~d States which shall be made in pursuanae thereof and all treaties made, or
which shall be made, under the authority
of the United States, shall be the supreme
law of the land, and the judges in every State
shall be bound thereby, anything in the
Constitution or laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding."
Treaties and acts of Congress are thus
listed coordinately in the same sentence
without even the separation of a comma.
Therefore neither one is higher than the
other. The Supreme Court has time and
again stated that any act of Congress which
contravenes the Constitution is null and
void. Otherwise the Constitution would be
a joke. Similarly, any treaty which contravenes the Constitution is null and void.
If it is held that a treaty which contravenes the Constitution is superior to the

Constitution because it is "the supreme law
of the land," then any act of Congress which
contravenes the Constitution is superior to
the Constitution because it is also stated to
be "the supreme law of the land." Such a
construction means that there is no Constitution. The absurdity of such a thesis
should be apparent to anyone.
It should not be overlooked that first of
all it is stated that the Constitution is "the
supreme law of the land."
The Constitution must be read as a whole.
This is a fundamental principle of judicial
construction. After first-hand experience
with the unbridled power of Parliament and
also the unbridled power of the King, the
framers of the Constitution intended to
establish a constitutional republic, a government of checks and balances on each
branch of the government to prevent the
arbitrary exercise of power by any one or
combination of them, with the power of each
specifically set forth and limited in that
Constitution.
Under the plain wording of the Constitution a treaty occupies the same status as any
other act; of Congress, no more and no less.
Each, within the limits defined by the Constitution, is "the supreme law of the land," in
the sense that it is binding on all citizens
and on all States.
The expression "supreme law of the land"
was obviously used to show that an act of
Congress, within its powers under the Constitution, whether by ordinary enactment of
a law or by treaty, could not be overruled or
superseded by any act of a State. In other
words, it was merely a statement of the principle that "nullification" by a State which
Andrew Jackson promptly s·u ppressed, had
no sanction under the Constitution.
The Constitution specifically sets forth
the ways in which it may be amended and
its limits expanded, and action through the
treaty-making power is not one of those
ways.
Had the signers of the Constitution intended to give the President and two-thirds
of the Senate the power to abrogate the
Constitution and destroy the Republic any
day they so desired, they would have so
stated in specific language. Nothing could
have been further from their minds.
There is not one single expression in the
Constitution that places a treaty above an
act of Congress, and there is not one single
thing in the Constitution that places an
act of Congress above the Constitution.
Anything which contravene~ the Constitution is null and void. The Constitution is
supreme.
An amendment to the Constitution to
make treaties subordinate to the Constitution is wholly unnecessary. They are subordinate right now. The Constitution is
absolutely clear on that subject.
Congress and the Chief Executive combined have no authority to raise themselves
above the Constitution by their own bootstraps.
Sincerely yours,

------.

Party Platforms
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN T. WOOD
OF IDAHO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Speaker, the
following timely comment comes from
J. H. Gibson, publisher, of Caldwell,
Idaho. and delegate to the Republican

National Convention in 1952. Its brevity
and conciseness is to be commended:
Why are the platforms adopted by our
major political parties so long-winded and
meaningless? The platform of a party which
stands for anything besides the spoils of
office should be short enough to print on a
Government postcard, and plain and concise
enough so that every thinking person can
understand it.
A SUGGESTED PLATFORM FOR THE REPUBLICAN
PARTY
The Republican Party realizes the obligation of each generation of Americans to hand
down to the next a constitutional and solvent
republic, in which the area of personal freedom has been extended and not reduced.
Realizing that the happiness and well being of this and future generations depends
upon the liberty, freedom, dignity, responsibility, and opportunity of the individual, we
pledge all public officials elected on our ticket
to support all legislative measures which will
accomplish these objectives; specifically, to
obey article X of the Bill of Rights; to restore, respect and preserve the constitutional rights of the several States which compose
our Republic; to steadily and substantially
reduce the Federal civilian payroll; to reduce
and finally eliminate Government corporations; to drastic and steady reduction of the
Federal debt, Federal taxes, and Federal expenditures; to give the people of America an
honest dollar, with steady purchasing power
and to restore the independence of the Federal judiciary. These things we can and will
do, while providing for an impregnable national defense and achieving and maintain·
ing peace, with dignity and honor.

A Matter of Equity
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALBERT P. MORANO
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. MORANO. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I wish to insert the following editorial" from the Washington Post of this
morning's date, on the matter of congressional salaries. I believe this to be
a fair appra~sal of the subject of congressional salaries and expenses, and I
believe that it expresses the feelings of
the American people:
CONGRESSIONAL SALARIES
The vote by the House to permit Members of Congress to deduct for income-tax
purposes their living expenses in Washington represented a less than frank or realistic
approach to an extremely serious problem.
The vote was taken without adequate consideration and with no attempt to explain
the need for salary reform to the voters.
Since Congress establishes its own pay scale,
it is acutely embarrassed every time the
question is raised in public. Yet it 1s clear
that unless congressional pay is substantially
increased some of the best men will retire.
We are informed that a number of House
Members will not seek reelection this year
because of the heavy financial burden of
being a Congressman.
Members now receive $12,500 in salary and
$2,500 in an untaxed expense allowance,
equal to a gross of a little more than $16,000
a year. But a few months ago they cut out
the $2,500 allowance, effective next January,
and substituted a basic pay of $15,000. thus
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voting a cut for next year's Members of
about $1,000. The amendment which the
House has now tacked on to the legislative
appropriation bill to make Washington expenses of Members deductible for income
tax purposes is apparently an attempt to
recoup this loss.
The amendment might be considered a
step in the right direction except that it
sets no limit on deductions. The expenses
of some wealthy Members who have elaborate
apartments or houses here run into many
thousands of dollars, perhaps well above
their salaries as Congressmen. ShoUld they
be allowed to deduct all of their expenses,
including those of travel and entertainment? A better policy, we believe, would be
to fix a ceiling on expenses that might be
deducted for income tax purposes. A year
or two ago a Senate committee discussed a
ceiling of $1,800. That would seem to be
low, for it would hardly cover housing costs.
A ceiling of $3,000 would be more realistic.
Since Members of Congress have extraordinary expenses, a salary that would be ample
for a businessman in a small town is not
enough for a Congressman. He must spend
most of his. time in a high-cost city while
also maintaining a residence in his home
distrct, entertain a vast number of constituents and spend far more on travel than
his mileage allowance. The travel allowance
is for one trip to and from Washington per
session; it is more than enough to cover
the one round-trip of the Congressman but
it does not cover the cost of his wife's ticket.
And most Congressmen have to make anumber of trips to their districts during each
session. If serious damage to Congress is
to be avoided, congressional salaries must be
increased and legitimate expenses allowed
for income-tax purposes.

What Are Stalin's Plans 1
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include the following article by Edgar
Ansel Mowrer:
DoN'T FOOL YOURSELF, UNITED STATES
Is IN EMERGENCY

(By Edgar Ansel Mowrer)
President Truman says that we, the American people, are in a state of dire emergency.
Walter Millis, of the New York Herald
Tribune, says we aren't. He says that we
do not feel any particular danger hanging
over us at the present time.
An Associated Press news analyst backs up
Mr. Millis. He states that it looks as if the
U. S. S. R. might have gone "permanently
on the defensive." We obviously are not
going to attack anybody. So where's the
emergency?
Nonetheless, the emergency exists. It
exists because of the fact that the U. S. A.
and the U. S. S. R. each (presumably) now
have enough A-bombs utterly to wipe out a
large section of the other's key industries in
a sneak attack. Given the totally aggressive
nature of Soviet communism, there is and
can be no peace or relaxation for either
country so long as this condition exists. Or
are we to entrust our lives and our national
existence to those blissful chumps who fatuously mutter that the U. S. S. R. is not going
to attack us? How do they know?

THEY CANNOT KNOW

They cannot know. Even if the recording
angel were to tell Senator RoBERT TAFT that
Joe Stalin definitely is not going to lf!.unch
an attack upon the United States, we should
still be in a state of emergency. For unless
that angel were to state that the U.S.s.R.
and its many sateiUtes are going to call otf
the Korean war, going to call off its conspirators in all non-Communist countries,
and never again launch an overt attack on
anybody, we should still be sitting nationally on the edge of our chair. For the nonCommunist world cannot atford to lose any
more peopl-e or any other country to the Communists. Rather than do so, we of the West
should be prepared to fight.
Does that add up to an emergency? I
think it does.
Yet, at the same time, it certainly looks
as if the U. S. S. R. is trying to create a
neutral zone right across Europe from north
to south-a neutralized Scandinavian bloc,
a neutralized Germany, a neutral Yugoslavia. Strewing neutrals across one's path
does not look like aggression but like defense.
So Mr. Millis and the Associated Press
analyst are right after all?
I think they are dangerously wrong. I
think that the U. S. S. R. is doing what
every ambitious conqueror has tried to do
since the dawn of aggression--seal off one
area from attack in order to free his hands
for further grabs in other fields.
WHAT ARE STALIN'S PLANS?

More precisely, I think Joe Stalin, noting our concentration on European defense,
and fearing that we might use this strength
in reprisal against him the next time he
cuts loose elsewhere, is trying to bolt his
European door while he concentrates on
seizures elsewhere--in the Near East or the
Far East. This is in accordance with his
principles of avoiding trouble on two fronts
at the same time and in making us deal
with his further expansion in. Asia, a long
way from the vital centers of the U. S. S. R.
After all, our remarkable mildness in
Korea, both in accepting a divided country
and in prolonging armistice negotiations,
must have convinced the Kremlin that the
United States Chiefs of Staff are afraid of
becoming engaged in any thorough-going
Asian campaign. Furthermore, Stalin knows
that our European allies are strictly interested each in its own defense and averse to
any world-wide commitments.
In sequence, far from being a reason for
relaxation, Stalin's present defensive posture in Europe and his effort to create neutrals there should fill a really alert people
with a terrible sense of emergency. It should
spur them not to relax but speedily to acquire that world-wide preponderance over
the Communists without which there can
be no peace.

Stop Inftation With the Gold Standard
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7. 1952

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend, I am inserting the
remarks of 48 members of the Economists' National Committee on Monetary
Policy, calling for complete convertibility of the dollar at $35 per fine ounce;
and urging that this step be taken im-

mediately as a contribution to conftdence and international progress:
FoRTY-EIGHT MEMBERS CALL FOR COMPLETE
CoNVERTIBILITY OF THE DoLLAR AT $35 PER
FINE OUNCE; URGE STEP IMMEDIATELY AS A
CONTRIBUTION TO CONFIDENCE AND INTER•
NATIONAL PROGRESS

We, the undersigned, members of the Economists' National Committee on Monetary
Policy, recommend, for the following reasons,
immediate action to make the dollar fully
and firmly convertible into gold for all holders at the present rate of $35 an ounce established in 1934:
1. The fact that only foreign central banks
and governments can convert dollars at this
rate makes the American paper dollar subject to a discount and permits markets for
gold to remain unstable. This is wholly" inconsistent with the position of the dollar
as the basic currency of the "free world," in
which, at the proclaimed equivalence of $35
an ounce, official rates on other currencies
are quoted.
2. Fluctuating premiums on gold add to
confusion and uncertainty in dollar prices of
other currencies. "Free" and "black" markets reflect not only balance of payments
situations and speculation with respect to
further foreign currency devaluations but
also the unpredictable spread between the
official rate of $35 an ounce and the gyrating
quotations of dollars against gold.
Thus deprived of any firmly fixed point
of reference in gold, the only universally
recognized standard of value and medium
of exchange, the world's principal currencies
are further handicapped in maintaining dependable parities of exchange so important
in strengthening international movements
of goods, services, funds, and people.
S. Although the changing premiums at
which gold is sold for dollars continuously
complicate already difficult international exchange situations, such premiums, varying
greatly from time to time, and from market
to market at the same time, are devoid of any
real significance as measures of depreciation,
if any, in the gold value of the dollar.
The devious and often illegal methods pursued in widely separated black markets feed
upon the very limited redeemability of dollars into gold. As long as the bulk of the
world's monetary gold is impounded by the
United States Treasury, these markets are
in no sense "free." The premiums would
instantly and automatically disappear if full
redeemability were established, both within
and without the United States. Unquestioned equivalence of dollars and gold at the
statutory rate of $35 an ounce should reduce
the pressure on gold for hoarding purposes,
at the same time that it restored to the
American people their historic right to hold
gold, in the unlikely event that they would
then desire to do so.
4. Despite the complete unreliability of
so-called free ·m arkets as value gages of
gold in terms of dollars, the erratic rates
quoted from time to time do lend plausibility, especiall.Y for the unwary, to rumors
of further dollar devaluation or to proposals
for legalizing dollar markets for gold under
a system of irredeemable currency.
This would mean abandonment of the $35
per ounce standard nominally obtaining for
over 18 years, in favor of some other rate or
rates to be proclaimed some time in the future. It would set another precedent for
repudiation, place the dollar among completely inconvertible currencies, and undermine confidence in our standard at a time
when American money in unprecedented
peacetime totals is being demanded for support of our allies.
5. Whatever new adjustments may be
needed, if any, 1n the official parities of lead~
1ng "soft money" currencies are obscured tu.Tther by this lingering uncertainty about tbe
dollar. In itself this is a standing invita-
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tion to further currency manipulation,
Howard H. Preston,8 University of
which postpones real solutions, may adverseWashington; Leland Rex Robinson,
ly affect the terms of trade, brings about
76 Beaver Street, New York City; Olin
nullifying and retaliatory actions by other
Glenn Saxon, Yale University; Murray
countries, and enhances the obstacles to
W. Shields, University of Florida;
multilateralism and nondiscrimination in
Walter E. Spahr, New York University;
international trade.
Gilbert R. Stonesifer, Mount Union
College; Charles S. Tippetts, 8 MercersThe gold standard can function properly
berg Academy; James B. Trant, Louisionly on the basis of complete convertibility
ana State University; V. Orval Watts,
at a fixed and unvarying rate. Our counEconomic Consultant, Altadena, Calif.;
try's position in price levels, in terms of
Edward F. Willett, Smith College; Max
international trade, in monetary gold stock,
Winkler, Bernard, Winkler & Co., New
and in ratios of the latter to outstanding
York Qity.
currency and bank deposits, still permits restoration of complete convertibility at $35
an ounce. The international, as well as do·
mestic, situations urgently call for this.
We hope that the United States GovernYour Child Is in Danger
ment will vigorously reaffirm at this. time
its determination to maintain the dollar at
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
the official rate of $35 an ounce; and that
the Congress will promptly enact the Reed
OF
blll (H. R. 6470, introduced on February 6,
1952) which, by providing for convertibility
at this rate for all holders, affords the only
OF IDAHO
means of effectively implementing this
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
policy.
Friday, May 16, 1952
Charles c. Arbuthnot, Western Reserve
University; James Washington Bell,
Mr.
WOOD
of Idaho. Mr. Speaker, I
Northwestern University; Douglas H.
would lil{e to call to the attention of my
Bellemare, Boston University; H. H.
colleagues a most thought-provoking
Beneke, Miami University, Oxford,
editorial by Richard Lloyd Jones, brilOhio; Claude L. Benner, Continental
American Life Insurance Co., Williant editor of the Tulsa Tribune, of
mington, Del.; Ernest L. Bogart, New
Tulsa, Okla.
York City; Frederick A. Bradford, LeHe speaks for an angry and outraged
high University; Wilbur P. Calhoun,
people who are sickened by the senseless
University of Cincinnati; Cecil C. Carslaughter in Korea, shocked by constant
penter, University of Kentucky; Wilexposures of corruption in government,
liam W. Cumberland, Ladenburg,
Thalmann & Co., New York City;
and all fed up with global boondoggling
James C. Dolley,1 the University of
and double talk.
Texas; D. W. Ellsworth, E. W. Axe &
They are rapidly coming to a realizaCo., Inc., Tarrytown, N. Y.; Fred R.
tion that the United Nations is part and
Fairchild, Yale University; Charles C.
parcel of the Communist international
Fichtner, Buffalo, N. Y.; Major B. Fosplot to pillage and destroy America and
. ter, Alexander Hamilton Institute and
that UNESCO is an instrument to poiNew York University; Herbert F. Fraser,
Swarthmore College; Roy L. Garis,
son the minds of their children.
University of Southern California;
I might add that the great majority
Alfred P. Haake, Economic Consultant,
of the American people, particularly
Park Ridge, Ill.; E. C. Harwood, Amerithose west of the Allegheny Mountains,
can Institute for Economic Research;
are far ahead of Washington in their
Hudson B. Hastings, Yale University;
thinking, and we would do well to take
William F. Hauhart, Dean Emeritus,
cognizance of this fact if we hope to
School of Business Administration,
Southern Methodist University; Harescape their wrath in November.
old J. Heck, the Tulane University of
The editorial from the Tulsa Tribune
Louisiana; Frederick c. Hicks, Uniof May 10, 1952, follows:
versity of Cincinnati; George H. HoYOUR CHILD Is IN DANGER
bart, High Point College; John Thom
Holdsworth, the University of Miami;
Most of us grew up with a profound respect for the uniform of the United States
Donald L. Kemmerer, University of
Army, Navy, and Marines. We still cling to
Illinois; J. L. Leonard, Harding Colthat respect. But there has developed in
lege, Searcy, Ark.; Edmond E. Lincoln,1
Wilmington, Del.; A. Wilfred May, Exour national life a master attitude by those
in authority. It is the master attitude that
ecutive Editor, the Commercial and
Franklin Roosevelt openly proclaimed and
Financial Ohronicle, New York City;
Roy W. McDonald, Donovan, Leisure, . attempted to put into complete practice.
Newton, Lumbard & Irvine, New
Until Franklin Roosevelt came along no
York City; William A. Orton, Smith
President of the United States ever assumed
College; Melchior Palyi, Chicago, Ill.;
such an imperioUs attitude. But that attitude presuming to make himself commander
Frank Parker, University of Pennsyl·
of all the citizens percolated into our milivania; W. A. Paton, University of
tary set-up. We, of course, have rational
Michigan; Clyde W. Phelps, University
and able military men, but in the Pentagon
of Southern California; Helen C. Potwe have the master type we have defined as
ter, University of California; Charles
the brass hats.
L. Prather, the University of Texas;
Whenever the call to arms came to defend
1
our country youths used to volunteer. They
Calls for full redeemability at the earliest
enlisted
with a full devotion. That was
practicable time.
2
when we went into wars to win wars. Now
Favors ultimate complete convertibility
we deliberately make wars to lose them.
under legislation providing for free converti·
The public indignation against these
bility • • • at the present rate of $35
brass hats is growing. They need a good
an ounce • • •. Thinks present world
public spanking because they are either inconditions might suggest advisab111ty of ref;.-:-icting gold payments in certain interna8 On condition that convertib111ty ts on a
tional transactions; also that it might be
wise to limit domestic convertibility to
gold bar or bullion, rather than a gold coin,
amounts, over, e. g., $5,000.
basis.

HON. JOHN T. WOOD

competent or they are brutally derelict of
duty.
PRUSSIAN-MANNERED MILITARISTS

We are told that there was "mutiny."
Some of our fliers, veteran fliers, servicemen who have rendered their service, and as
veterans are entitled to the retirement reward they have earned have refused to go
up in planes that are an exaggerated risk.
These veterans, whom our heel-clicking,
strutting, saluting brass hats accused of
mutiny are heroes in the eyes of honorable
Americans because they have done their honorable service, and in the recess between wars
have assumed life responsibilities that are
consecrated and command respect.
. They have established homes. They have
wives and children. Th~y are not the free
agents they once were to take reckless risks
with their lives.
Now, because they have earned their right
to establish homes, because they refuse to
jeopardize those rights, we have developed
the "master" type of Prussian mannered
militarists who ordered those sons to jail.
But public indignation rose and forced the
bumptious brass hat boys to back down.
MOTHERS, WAKE UP

Tomorrow is Mother's Day, a day of worthy
reminders. But the time has come when this
Mother's Day should be a reminder not alone
to sons and daughters but to the mothers
themselves.
There are enough mothers in America,
into whose hands we have placed the weapon
of the ballot, to retire the political charlatans who have repudiated the honesties
of our Government, who have presumed to
be our masters, fellows who jail deserving
citizens because they refuse to take needless
risks.
Start at the top. Lever before in our history was a general fired for attempting to
bring a war to victory. While this murder
war goes on these "brass hats," with appalling arrogance, insolence, and incompetency, are taking out of our munitions factories too few airplanes to· meet our national
emergency against the enemy our masters
have made. And the planes they are putting
out involve a much greater risk than the
F-51 Mustang which was supposed to be
about the hottest airplane which we flew in
World War II.
In its place we have asked our fliers to
handle a jet-engine job that is much heavier
and faster and that practically guarantees,
in case of a forced landing, to destroy both
the plane and the pilot. Yet these "brass
hats" are punishing hero sons.
Why are the risks needed in the first place?
The only war menace that confronts us has
been willfully and deliberately built by the
late Franklin Roosevelt and the present President, Harry Truman with their Stalinminded advisers. On the arm of Traitor
Hiss, Franklin Roosevelt started it all at
Yalta .
IT STARTED AT YALTA

Our poor boys in Korea, they never
should have been sent there. They suffer
and die because they are not adequately
equipped with defense weapons. And as
soon as they return to the States on furlough, we are informed they are compelled
to sign a pledge that they will make no complaints about the shortages that compelled
their comrades to die.
What has become of all the billions of
dollars that have been appropriated by Congress for an adequate supply of efficient war
weapons? We are nearly through with 2
years of police action in Korea. It could
have been prevented before it began and it
could have been stopped after it was started.
But the "brass hats" at the Pentagon, Mr.
Acheson, Mr. Truman, and General Man·hall
wanted to keep the boys busy so they kept
the war going, drafted more youths and as
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the hazards became greater we threaten to
jail them. Infamous.
Chiang Kai-shek has an army of 600,000
trained soldiers. . They .are eager to resist
the Reds who are fighting us. But our Washington masters claim to have discovered
some financial irregularities with the Chinese Nationalists so we, who are saturated
with graft, corruption and scandals, minkcoat deals, and every kind of petty and monumental dishonesties, suddenly find that our
affinity is with the Reds. Mothers: Wake up.
REEKS WITH ROTTENNESS

Our whole recent record reeks with rottenness. And rottenness is not in keeping with
American tradtions of honor. Efficiency and
decency, both in our civil life and our military operations, is- the American tradition
that has been violated while church, school,
and home have witnessed the moral decay
without protest.
A pretty little tradition has developed on
Mother's Day, "Wear a flower for mother."
But the sentiment is shallow that ends with
the flower on the lapel of a jacket. Let
mothers themselves wear flowers pressed
against their hearts in token of a competent
devotion. Let them unite to protest and
protect their sons and daughters who are
i being jerked out of their homes, their school
. and eollege life just because we, careless
' and unthinking, have elected to exalted
office men who have betrayed us.
We made Russia what Russia is today. We
have coddled the Communists in our own
· country. We have abused with infamous
smear the men who have revealed our foes
at home. We have permitted crack-pot intellects, teachers, and preachers alike, to
poison our minds. So tragically uncomprehending. And _they would not be able to
do this mischief if our mothers measured up
to the nobilities of the sentiments we put
into song.
BRASS HAT DICTATORSHIP

The battles against the brass hats infamy,
against the dictator President, against all
who presume to be masters of the people,
begin at home. The mother who is worthy
of the flower is the mother who teaches the
ethics of citizenship, the high responsibility
and privilege of the ballot in hand. The
mother who is worth a flower makes her
child aware of the priceless heritage to which
he is born. The mother who is worth a
flower will teach her child to repudiate a
political party that repudiates its own nobilities and becomes a servile tool of sedition.
·
The mother who is worthy of a flower,
whatever may be her church affiliations, will
teach her child the definite difference of
right from wrong. And when mothers make
those kinds of citizens we will no longer
play sordid and bloody politics with the lives
of our sons and daughters.
Mothe_rs, awake. Politics is the people's
business. That is all that politics means.
That is all the word implies. We fathers
have failed. But you mothers can prevent
your sons from being drafted for needless
wars. You can bring your sons and daughters home. You can keep them out of wars.
Are you equal to mother's duty as we dedicate a day to you?

What Is a Girl?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7; 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, on May 8
I included in the RECORD a very interest-

ing and intriguing description entitled
"What Is a Boy?". I mentioned that I
did not know who wrote it. Several citiw
zens have been kind enough to inform
me that it was written by Mr. Alan Beck
for the New England Life Insurance Co.
and reprinted with their permission in
various publications. The citizens who
wrote to me were Mr. W. Allen Messler,
past president of State Teachers College,
New Jersey; Mr. Clive A. Manley, managing editor, Townsend National Weekly, Cleveland, Ohio; and Miss Jane Service, junior high school, Sharon, Pa.
Miss Service, who is librarian at the
Sharon, Pa., Junior High School, enclosed with her letter a copy of the April
1952 issue of Friends, a Chevrolet
monthly publication, which reprinted
not only the Beck description of a boy
but also the following description of a
girl:
Is A GIRL?
(By Alan Beck)
Little girls are the nicest things that happen to people. They are born with a little
bit of angel-shine about them, and though it
wears thin sometimes there is always enough
left to lasso your heart-even when they are
sitting in the mud or crying temperamental
tears or parading up the street in mother's
best clothes.
A little girl can be sweeter (and badder)
oftener than anyone else in the world. She
can jitter around, and stomp, and make
funny noises that frazzle your nerves, yet just
when you open your mouth, she stands there
demure with that special look in her eyes.
A girl is innocence playing in the mud, beauty
standing on its head, and motherhood dragging a doll by the foot.
Girls are available in five colors--black,
white, red, yellow, or brown. Yet Mother
Nature always manages to selec.t your favorite
color when you place your order. They disprove the law of supply and demand-there
are millions of little girls, but each is as
precious as rubies.
God borrows from many creatures to make
a little girl. He uses the song of a bird, the
squeal of a pig, the stubbornness of a mule,
the antics of a monkey, the spryness of a
grasshopper, the curiosity of a cat, the speed
of a gazelle, the slyness of a fox, the softness
of a kitten, and to top it all off, he adds the
mysterious mind of a woman.
A little girl likes new shoes, party dresses,
small animals, first grade, noise makers, the
girl next door, dolls, -make-believe, dancing
lessons, ice cream, kitchens, coloring books,
make-up, cans of water, going visiting, tea
parties, and one boy. She doesn't care so
much for -visitors, boys in general, large dogs,
hand-me-downs, straight chairs, vegetables,
snow suits, or staying in the front yard. She
is loudest when you are thinking, the prettiest when she has provoked you, the busiest
at bed time, the quietest when you want to
show her off, and the most flirtatious when
she absolutely must not get the best of you
again.
Who else can cause you more grief, joy,
irritation, satisfaction, embarrassment, and
genuine delight than this combination of
Eve, Salome, and Florence Nightingale? She
can muss up your home, your hair, and your
dignity-spend your money, your time, and
your temper-then just when your patience
is ready to crack, her sunshine peeks through
and you've lost again.
Yes, she is a nerve-racking nuisance, just
a noisy bundle of mischief. But when your
dreams tumble down and the world is a
mess--when it seems you are pretty much
of a fool after all-she can make you a king
when she climbs on your knee and whispers, "I love you best of all."
·
WHAT

IP R: Scholars or Propagandists?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
granted to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following article
from Human Events:
IPR: ScHOLARS OR PROPAGANDISTS?

(By William Henry Chamberlin)
The Institute of Pacific Relations--now
very much in the limelight because of the
congressional investigation of Mr. Lattimore's ideological influence--has a standard
stereotyped form of self-justification. Periodicaliy someone from one of -our seats
of higher education writes a letter of pained
protest to the New York Times, depleting
the institute as an organization of scholars
in ivory towers, solely concerned with establishing objective truth about far-eastern
conditions.
These men of learning, so the stereotype
drones on, were aided and sustained by a
board of trustees of the most impeccable
character, including public officials, enlightened businessmen and assorted professors.
Now they are being subjected to a most
outrageous witch hunt, all as part of t:tie
hysteria that is supposed to be gripping the
country.
But this touching picture of persecuted
and maligned scholars, first vigorously challenged by Alfred Kohlberg, has been completely demolished by the fair and thorough
investigation now being conducted by the
McCarran subcommittee on internal security. The work of this body has been greatly
aided by the fact that its counsel, Robert
Morris, and its chief research assistant, Benjamin Mandel, know their way around in
the mazes of Communist intrigue and fellowtraveler double-talk.
The subcommittee . has proved, not by
citing gossip, or hearsay or innuendo, but
on the basis of letters and documents of
unquestioned authenticity, supplemented by
the testimony of leading figures in the institute, the following interesting and significant facts:
That such leading figures in the work o!
the institute as Owen Lattimore, Edward
Carter, and Frederick Vanderbilt Field were
anything but objective in their attitude
toward Chinese communism;
That Owen Lattimore was extremely influential in shaping American foreign policy
in the Far East during and after the war;
That Frederick Vanderbilt Field, one of the
sons of riches who has been an indefatigable
angel of Communist causes, was _a much
appreciated "sugar daddy" of the institute;
That an abnormally high proportion of
persons who worked for and were sponsored
by the institute were Communist sympathizers.
And this bias of the institute cannot be
brushed off as just the concern of a few
private individuals of liberal or left-wing
views. It is no exaggeration to say that the
Institute of Pacific Relations possessed semiofficial status, especially during the war
years. Its real or supposed experts were
preferred for assignments connected with
the making of far-eastern policy. Some of
them served in various capacities in the
occupation of Japan.
Lattimore held such responsible posts as
adviser to Chiang Kai-shek and director of
the Far Eastern Division of the OWl. The
investigation has brought out beyond any
shadow of doubt a close parallelism between
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Latt imore's thinking on the postwar treat·
ment of Japan a r.d Acheson's.
John Carter Vincent, a most important
far-eastern policy shaper in the State Department in 1945 and subsequent years, was
a m em ber of the board of trustees of the
IPR. There were m any ot her · close links
between the institute and the State Depart ment.
Here is an uncont ested let ter, ·writt en by
Lat t imore, editor for many years of the instit u t e's organ, P acific Affa irs, to Edward
Carter , secretary general of the organization,
dated July 10, 1938:
" I think that you are pret ty cagey in
turning over so much of the China section
of the inquiry to Asiaticus, Han Seng and
Chi. [Three Chinese associated wit h the
institute subsequently turned out to be
Communists or Communist sympathizers, a
not uncommon characteristic of institute
collaborators.] They will bring out the absolutely essential radical aspects, but can be
depended on to do it with the right touch.
• • • For China, my hunch is that it
will pay to keep the official Chinese Communist position, far enough not to be covered tly the same label, but enough ahead
of the active Chinese liberals to be noticeable."
Does this suggest the ivory-tower-scholarship post which Latt imore likes to assume
when under fire? Or is it a pretty clear
indication of a purpose to utilize the resources and prestige of the institute for
propaganda, pointed in a definite direction?
Considering that Lattimore, in his Ordeal
'b y Slander, drapes himself in the protective cloak not only of the objective scholar,
but of the anti-Communist, it is remarkable how often he turns up taking positions
which could scarcely be displeasing to Communists, Soviet or Chinese. The interrogation of Mr. Eugene Dooman, one of the
most interesting sections of the subcommit'tee hearings, emphasizes Lattimore's advocacy of the dethronement of the Japanese
emperor.
· Now, the elimination of the imperial system, coming after a military defeat, would
have seemed better calculated to promote
the triumph of communism in Japan than
any step the United States could have taken.
It is often forgotten that there was a
Pauley plan for deindustriallizng Japan
which, had it been put into effect, would
have been just about as disastrous for the
prospects of a stable Japanese economy and
a tolerable Japanese standard of living as
the Morgenthau plan was for Germany. Mr.
Pauley was more at home in grain and oil
speculation than in the intricacies of orien•
tal economics. ·
Who was one of his chief advisers in drafting the report, which proposed to dismantle
Japan's industries and transfer large chunks
of it bodily to China, the Philippines and
other countries? The following excerpt from
the questioning of Owen Lattimore gives the
answer:
"Mr. MoRRIS. What part did you play in the
preparation of the report of that [Pauley)
mission?
" Mr. LATTIMORE. I helped to draft the re•
port in Tokyo.
·
"Mr. MORRIS. To what extent did you help?
uMr. LATTIMORE. Quite largely."
It is remarkable how often the words and
actions of the self-proclaimed objective
scholar, Owen Lattimore, coincide with a
very defi nit e political trend, the n ature of
which was in dicated by Louis Budenz in his
testim ony before the subcom mittee:
"His [Lattimore's] position from the viewp oint of t h e Communist P ar t y was a very
important one. It was p art icularly st ressed
in the polit ical bureau [high est leadership
organ of t he Communist P ar t y] that his
great value lay in the fa ct t h at he could
br ing t he emphasis in supp ort of Soviet
policy in language which was non-Soviet.
· And t h ey consider that a very yaluable asset."

Mr. Edward Carter, for many years Secre·
tary General of the institute, in his testimony, was brought to admit two incidents
which cast a most revealing light on that
atmosphere of unbiased, nonpartisan, objective scholarship that was supposed to prevail
in the institute. One of Mr. Carter's extracurricular activities in 1941 was pulling
strings in Washington to obtain for "sugar
daddy" Field , a commission in the United
States Intelligence Service. Carter wrote to
Field:
·
"I want your unusual gifts utilized to the
fullest extent during the emergency."
What were these "unusual gifts" ? Let
Field answer this question, with a typical
excerpt from an article which he contributed
to the Communist magazine, Political Affairs,
in January 1949:
"A special responsibility devolves upon
American Communists. The China issue
presents a signal opportunity to deal a
mightly blow at the fortress of world reaction. The opportunity and the power exist to
smash American imperialist plans for China."
This and many similar citations from the
published works of Frederick Vanderbilt
Field are calculated to suggest that, wherever his place in the late emergency may
have been, it was not in the Intelligence
Service or in any sensitive agency of the
United States Government, which Mr. Field
avowedly considered "the fortress of world
reaction."
The other incident shows vividly the kind
of China expert who found favor in the eyes
of the institute. One, Israel Epstein, characterized by Elizabeth Bentley in testimony
before the subcommittee as "a member of
the Russian secret police for many years in
China," in 1947 published a book, violently
pro-Communist in tone, entitled "The Un·
finished Revolution in China." It was pub·
lished, significantly; by Little, Brown & Co.,
then under the editorial direction of Angus
Cameron, a man with a long list of affiliations with organizations on the Attorney
General's subversive list. Mr. Cameron re·
signed a few months ago, following a bril·
liant exposure of Litt-le, Brown's long list of
Red books by Counterattack.
Mr. Carter made himself head of an infer·
mal promotion comm!ttee to see that Ep·
stein's book would reach the right people.
Here. is what he wrote to the publicity di·
rector of Little, Brown & Co.:
"I think it's of the utmost importance
that you devise some means of getting it
read at an early date among others by
Secretary of State George Marshall, Senators
Vandenberg, Morse, and Ives; John Foster
Dulles, and John Carter Vincent, of the State
Department. * • * I have another suggestion to make. The book is so full of pro·
found understanding and admiration of the
Chinese people that I think it is equally
important to find ways and means of getting
a wide circulation in China."
Any doubt as to where Epstein stands, or
stood, was dispelled when he turned up in
R~d China during the Korean war, con·
tributing to the Daily Worker an article
which blackguarded the United States in the
best Pravda style and eulogized the Chinese
Reds who were trying to exterminate the
American forces in Korea.
Perhaps the individual high light of the
investigation was the testimony of Eugene
Dooman, one of the ablest diplomats who
ever served this country in Tokyo, a man
who possessed the unusual qualification of
h aving completely mastered the difficult Japanese language. Dooman's story of how
Acheson, John Carter Vincent, and lesser figures in the d iplomatic command tried to
carry out a left-wing revolution in J apan,
with Lattimore as braintruster in the background, is fascinating. So is his account of
how Ge'heral Marshall stymied, in May 1945,
the publicat ion of an American official state•
ment that the Japanese people would be allowed to keep the imperial system, if they

desired. Had peace with Japan, on this ba·
sis, been concluded in May or June, the whole
Soviet intervention in Manchuria might well
~ave been averted.
Dooman's testimony was disgracefully neglected in press reporting of the investigation.
The McCarran subcommittee has presented
in full detail the case history of an organizat ion which seemed to be pursuing a worthy
objective and doubtless attra cted the support of many individuals of good f aith, but
which was, in many ways, exploited for
purposes distinctly harmful to the best interest s of the United St at es in far eastern
affairs. It is fascinating reading; but few
individuals possess the time and patience to
go through the volumes of a congressional
invest igation. A pamphlet summarizing the
outstanding facts brought out in this important and well-conducted investigation J
would be a public service.

Labor's Tobin Offers Sound Advice
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
O_F

HON.GEORGEH.BENDER
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, it is nut
too often that Republicans find it possible to approve the official words uttered
by the spokesmen of the present administration. This week, however, Secretary of Labor Maurice Tobin offered
some words of wisdom to the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America. '
He said that industry and labor must
solve their business problems without being coddled by the Government.
In its implications, this counsel echoes
the observation made years ago by the
late Samuel Gompers who insisted that
the greatest cri~e which any business
could commit against its employees is a
failure to earn a profit. Too often today~
both business management and labor
organizations have felt that they need
not solve their problems on their own.
that, on the contrary, they might always
resort to the Federal Government for
help. This has created the delusion that
the Federal Government can underwrite
the whole economy of the Nation by some
magic formula divorced from production and sales. Labor and management
should discard this notion. They must
exert every possible effort to solve their
problems on their own. Self-reliance
made this country. Dependence upon ,
Washington endangers it.

My Son John
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PATRICK J. HILLiNGS
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, April 28, 1952

Mr. HILLINGS. Mr. Speaker. re ...'
cently I had the privilege of viewing a ·
great motion picture entitled "My Son
John." It was directed, produced, anct
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authored by one of our country's most
outstanding Americans, Mr. Leo McCarey.
My Son John dramatically points up
th3 great danger facing our country during these critical days. It tells in simple
terms how the Communists, through
their subversive tactics, threaten the
very existence of our freedoms. Above
all, this picture helps to answer the question which so many Americans have
asked in recent years: "How can any
American aid the Communist cause?"
Mr. McCarey has rendered an outstanding service to our country through
the production of this great motion picture. I hope that every family in our
country will have an opportunity to see
My Son John.

Small Business
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED L. CRAWFORD
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. CRAWFORD. Mr. Speaker, the
small-business men of this country have,
within recent years, effectuated some
very
fine
business
organizations.
Through these organizations the group
of important citizens have an opportunity to express themselves effectively.
It is good to have their suggestions and
opinions from time to time on the highly
controversial and far-reaching proposals
which are submitted to the Congress and
which come to the :floor of the House in
the form of introduced bills and resolutions.
Recently an opinion was expressed
which will prove of interest to many of
these business firms, and I have requested permission to introduce an announcement of this opinion and now
submit it for the RECORD:
NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS

MEN's AssociATION,

Evanston, Ill., March 24, 1952.

DEAR MEMBER: I'm sure you will be glad
to know that our association won its suit for
libel against the National Federation of Small
Business, Inc., and its successor corporation,
the National Federation of Independent
Business, Inc. The case was decided by a.
Jury in United States district court, Washington, D. C., on Tuesday, March 18, 1952.
Our case against the federation, as reported to you in the August 1949 issue of
Pulling Together, was based on a letter written to Joe Goldstone on February 3, 1949,
on stationery of the United States Senate
by Charles A. Murray, administrative assistant to his father, Senator JAMES E. MURRAY,
Democrat, Montana, in which he stated that,
"The National Small Business Men's Association, which you have been looking into,
is a complete phony. It is our understanding that it is financed primarily by the National Association of Manufacturers." When
we found out about this letter, we gave Mr.
Murray his choice of making a retraction or
being sued for libel. He retracted these
statements and apologized. for having made
them.
Mr. Murray gave a duplicate original of his
letter to Goldstone to the federation, and
C. Wilson Harder, federation president, had

it photostated and sent to federation representatives for use in their sales kits.
Our association had previously taken a lot
of abuse from the federation and, so far as
the trustees were concerned, circulation of
the Murray letter was the last straw. There
is only one remedy when you are up against
an organization which has absolutely no regard for truth or fact, so in February 1950
we :filed suit for libel against the federation
in the Federal court in Washington, D. C.
We weren't interested in monetary damages.
Our sole interest was in clearing the good
name of our association. Our case went to
trial before a jury in Judge Jennings Bailey's
court on March 10, 1952.
In considering the. testimony presented in
this case the jury had four defendants before
it: National Federation of Small Business,
Inc.; National Federation of Independent
Business, Inc.; C. Wilson Harder, of San
Mateo, Calif., president of both corporations;
Ed Wimmer, of Cincinnati, Ohio, vice president in charge of public relations for both
corporations.
In his opening statement to the . jury our
Washington counsel, Robert J. Hawkins, who
was assisted in trying the case by our general CO'Unsel, J. Raymond Tiffany, stated that
we were not interested in damages but rather
were seeking vindication.
The case was completed on March 18 by
the jury, bringing -in a verdict in favor of the
National Small Business Men's Association
against each of the four defendants and.
awarded our association nominal damages
against each defendant.
A libel suit is a difficult, mean, and vicious
thing at best and is something which should
be avoided if at all possible. It, however,
wasn't possible to avoid it in this case since
the federation continued to spread the libelous statements even after Murray, who made
these statements, had admitted they were
not true and had apologized to our association for. making them. So, having the
courage of our convictions, we went into
court and the jury gave us the complete
vindication we sought.
Sincerely,
DE Wrrr EMERY,
President.

The Libraries Buy Propaganda
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD H. VELDE
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE; OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. VELDE. ·Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
want to call attention of the House to
a very well-written article by Mr. Gomer
Bath, editor of the Peoria Star Newspaper in Peoria, Ill., entitled "The Libraries Buy Propaganda," and appearing
1n the May 19 issue of the Freeman
magazine:
THE ' LmRARIES BUY PROPAGANDA

(By Gomer Bath)
In November 1950, Xenophon P. Smith,
librarian of the Peoria (Ill.) Public Library,
ordered the purchase of the United Nations
film, Of Human Rights, for circulation by
his audio-visual department. In doing so,
he started Peoria's second bitter controversy
in less than 2 years, involving both himself
and an embarrassed library board.
The question angry Peorians are debating
ts, "Should the library spend public unds for
subversive propaganda films, since by doing
so it acts as the local agent for the propagandists?"

Librarian Smith says that to deny the
people the privilege of seeing such films
would be censorship. Am>ther librarian,
Ralph A. Ulveling, director of the Detroit
Public Library, stated the issue in a different
way before the Illinois Summer Educational
Conference at the University of Illinois in
June 1951. He said:
"This is an ideological war where propaganda, good and bad, is given importance
second only to military strategy. Thus public libraries in their role as disseminators of
ideas are confronted with a. basic problem,
for the earliest and still most fundamental
duty of the librarian is selecting books for
the reading public, actual and potential.
"It is inevitable that long years of thinking and professional discussion on this activity should have evolved a code of principles
which is deep-seated, namely, 'That there
should be the fullest practicable provision
of material presenting all points of view concerning the problems and issues of our time,
international, national and local.' The
usual interpretation of this-no censorship
of reading materials-keeps open important
channels for one of the enemy's imp.ortant
weapons of warfare, propaganda. For
months I have thought of the incompatability of this library policy with my obligation as an American citizen and with the
obligation of the institution I represent,
Which is a part of the Government itself."
The principie quoted by Mr. mveling is
taken from the American Library Association's Library Bill of Rights. In February 1951, the association declared that the
principles applying to reading matter in the
Library Bill of Rights should henceforth
apply to all materials used by libraries. The
protecting wing of the association was thus
extended over ·propaganda films.
An important difference between propaganda. on film and on the printed page has
been clearly brought out in the Peoria. controversy. The film is a more subtle and effective instrument fpr the purpose. Read
Communist propaganda and you are likely
to read critically. Watch a. skillfully produced propaganda film and you are relaxed
and uncritical. Your mind is open to subtle
suggestions which are fortified by the emotional impact of well-chosen music. After
you have read Communist propaganda, you
probably know what ideas you have encountered. When you finish seeing a propaganda.
film, you may be quite unaware of the ideas
that have been slipped into your mind.
THE COMMUNITY IS AROUSED

The vanguard of the opposition to propaganda films in Peoria is the local post of the
American Legion. It is supported by the
Peoria Junior Chamber of Commerce, the
United Veterans Council, and the morning
newspaper, the Peoria Star. Supporting Librarian Smith's position are the Peoria Ministerial Association and the evening newspaper, the Peoria Journal.
The Legion post has been aggressive but
prudent in its long campaign against subversion. Here is an example of how it has
operated:
In 1948 the United Farm Equipment and
Machinery Workers of America tied up the
big Caterplllar Tractor Co. plant with a
strike. Paul Ferrin, attorney and former FBI
agent, was invited to address a Legion meeting. He named two officers of the union as
members of the Communist Party and t old of
their association with the down-State Illinois organizer for the party. Newspapers
played up the speech and it was considered
the greatest single factor in the subsequent
victory of a rival union in a plant election, a.
victory which eliminated the Communist
officers.
A fragment from the history of the Peoria
Ministerial Association is also illuminating.
In 1947 the association took a public stand
1n what was ~nown as the Robeson incident.
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Peorians had so successfully boycotted the
advance ticket sale for a Paul Robeson concert that the singer's manager canceled it.
The ministerial association voted to invite
Robeson to come to Peoria and speak from
any pulpit he might choose. Robeson did
not accept.
Peoria's first controversy over films in the
public library began in the summer of 1950.
Librarian Smith had added the films, Brotherhood of Man, Boundary Lines, and Peoples
of the U. S. S. R. to the audiovisual catalog.
The Legion objected on various counts to
each film and declared that the three, as a set,
were subversive. Smith vigorously defended
the films.
After a dispute of several weeks, however,
the librarian on his own initiative took
Brotherhood of Man out of circulation, ordering that it be shown only to bona fide
students of propaganda. The library board
approved-and also ordered that the other two
films be shown only in the library auditorium
under the supervision of a library official.
The compromise did not please everyone but
it stopped the fight. Then within 3 months
Librarian Smith started a more bitter one by
buying Of Human Rights.
This mm does a forthright selling job for
the U. N. Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. More important, it indirectly influences opin~on in favor of the U. N. Draft
Covenant on Human Rights. Public opinion will be the deciding factor if and when
that document is completed, adopted by the
U.N. General Assembly, and submitted to the
United States Senate for ratification.
In its first 12 months of circulation in
Peoria, the film was seen by about 1,200 persons, mostly members of church and school
groups and civic clubs. No one saw anything
wrong in it. Ncar the end of that time Librarian Smith gave it a showing before the
Rotary Club, and the trouble started. , One
Rotarian protested vigorously.
A few weeks later, C. Wayland Brooks, of
Chicago, former United States Senator from
Illinois, addressed the Rotary Club on the
U. N. Covenant. He explained that civil
rights guaranteed by the Covenant were limited as compared with those guaranteed by
the American Bill of Rights; pointed out
that, if ratified, the Covenant would become
the supreme law of the land (under art.
VI of the Constitution); and warned that we
might be surrendering our broad constitutional liberties for lesser rights guaranteed
by the U.N. document.
It was the Legion post that sharply focused
public attention on the issue. The Legion's
Americanism committee borrowed the film
for a showing and invited two speakers to
comment on it.
One was the Reverend Edward D. Gates,
minister of the First Presbyterian Church of
Peoria. His analysis corresponds with that
of Mr. Brooks. Mr. Gates warned that our
freedom of speech, press, and religion, our
right to trial by jury, our right to own property and other rights would be imperiled if
the Covenant were ratified. Later his views
on the Covenant were broadcast to the Nation
by ·the Columbia Broadcasting System.
The other speaker was Dr. Nicholas
Nyaradi, former Minister of Finance of Hungary, author of the recently published book,
My Ringside Seat in Moscow, and now a
member of the faculty of Bradley University
in Peoria. Dr. Nyaradi said that the film followed the Communist Party line and constituted propaganda "of the most dangerous
kind." He revealed two subtle devices in
it. First, it shows Nazi atrocity scenes (but
no Communist atrocities), implying that the
Nazi type of totalitarianism was the greatest
menace to human freedom in the modern
world. Second, it pictures racial discrimination only in the United States, subtly telling
Americans that they need the Covenant more
than any other nation.
The Legion condemned the film as subversive. It asked the library board to "refrain

:!rom purchasing films propagandizing issues
detrimental to the general "Y/elfare," and requested that propaganda films already purchased be labeled as propaganda. The
Peoria Ministerial Association struck back.
At a special meeting, clergymen called the
Legion "an elite group," trying to practice
"thought control" and "censorship." The
association officially deplored restrictions on
libr~ry films "because we feel that the American principle of freedom is thereby endangered."
ENTER THE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS

At that crucial time, a little-group supporting the librarian maneuvered the Peoria Advertising and Selling Club and the Peoria
League of Women Voters into joint sponsorship of the appearance of Dr. Luther Evans,
Librarian of Congress. As an employee of
the Library of Congress before coming to
Peoria, Librarian Smith had been associated
with Dr. Evans for 2 years.
Dr. Evans' speech was an eloquent defense
of the U. N. Covenant. And in a newspaper
interview he declared that he had come to
Peoria for the express purpose of reviewing
the library controversy. He looked upon it
"with alarm." He urged that "public:.
spirited citizens assert themselves against
increasing thought control." He was conceded to be heavy artillery for Smith's side.
But some Peorians are wondering if it is a
proper function of the Librarian of Congress
.to go about the country "reviewing" public
library controversies. Members of Congress
might ask the same question.
One of the best analyses of the controversy
was written by Msgr. Robert Peters, editor
of the Catholic newspaper, the Register:
"The library cannot buy all the books or
films that are made. Someone must make
a selection out of the many films offered for
sale. • • • The Peoria question comes
down to the problem of who should make
the decision. • • • But whoever gets
the job can not argue that intellectual freedom gives him or them the right to select
what he or they want. • • • If the city
in general disagrees often enough with the
judgment of the individual or the board,
then the city in conscience is ~ound to get
.another librarian or board."
This spiked the librarian's plea for "the
right of the individual to exercise his unrestricted freedom of choice." Only in a library that contains everything do patrons
enjoy such freedom. The patron of the average library must choose from what the
librarian decides to buy.
The library board decided on a compromise. It ordered that th'e four films in question and all questionable films to be purchased be exhibited before all interested
groups; that each group might submit written approval or disapproval; and that all
such comments be attached to the films so
that borrowers might have easy access · to
them.
·
Like the first compromise, this was generally accepted as a workable temporary
solution. Smith, however, denounced it as
"labeling," a word to which the American
Library Association has attached nasty connotations. The library board is now struggling with .the more difficult problem of
working out a permanent ·p olicy governing
the selection of all library materials.
The fight is not over, nor is it just an
ordinary community dispute. The Committee on Intellectual Freedom of the American
Library Association is expected to intervene
in Smith's behalf. This committee's job is
to uphold the Library Bill of Rights. Its
chairman is David K. Berninghausen, librarian of Cooper Union in New York City. It is
financed partly by a recent grant of $15,000
from The Field Foundation, Inc., whose
latest report states that the money was given
to "combat suppression of intellectual freedom" .by "self-appointed pressure groups"
and "self-styled patriots."

The Library Bill of. Rights utterly ignores propaganda as a library problem. It is
concerned mainly with establishing professional librarians as the only competent
judges of what are proper library materials.
The Committee on Intellectual Freedom is
the rescue party for librarians whose judgment gets them in trouble with their communities. Let any group challenge a librarian's judgment, and it may be sure that the
Committee on Intellectual Freedom will
brand it, before the evidence is in, as "voluntary censors," "a self-appointed pressure
group" or "self-styled patriots.'"
Librarian Smith has repeatedly emphasizetl that Peorians who have objected to the
four films must be wrong, because these
films are in public libraries all over the
country and nowher.e but Peoria has there
been any objection. But it is equally possible that people of other cities are not yet
aware that their public libraries are circulating propaganda films. The first requirement of good propaganda is that it be not
easily recognized. ·
The chances are that subversive propaganda in film form has infiltrated many
American public libraries. If the people of
other cities have been complacently una·ware of it, they may wake up on learning
what has happened in Peoria.

Hokum in Agriculture
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

\.

HON. JAMES P. KEM
OF MISSOURI

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952
Mr. KEM. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial from
a recent issue of the Washington Daily
News entitled "Hokum in Agriculture.''
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD
as follows:
·
•
HOKUM IN AGRICULTURE

President Truman likes the old adage that
the best defense is a good offense.
Only, the way he does it, it is more than
obvious.
Mr. Truman had occasion yesterday to
hand out some awards to employees of the
Agriculture Department for the good work
they had done.
Then, while praising these employees, he
proceeded to humiliate them by using the
occasion to defend, or shield, the w'despread scandals which have cropped t.p in
this Department. Scandals which the Department consistently has tried to cover up
or minimize. Scandals which never would
have been plowed up had it not been for alert
congressional committees.
The President takes the attitude that any
criticism of the Department is a criticism of
the farm program. Whatever the merits of
the farm program, the criticism has not been
aimed at it--but at the dishonesty in its administration.
Mr. Truman built up a shock of chaff, and
then knocked it down. He said any idea
that the farm program is socialism is hokum. And he implied that the headlines of
wrongdoing in the Department also were
hokum.
But there is no hokum in the revelations
which so far indicate some $8,000,000 in
shortages in the Government's grain storage
program.
There was no hokum in the way the Agriculture Department neglected stored grain to
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the point where ?-uge quantities o! it
spoiled.
There was no hokum a}Jout the ~ptian
cotton broller who got inside tips from a
Department employee as to when the Gov~
ernment would be buying cotton at high
prices.
There was no hokum in the disclosure that
the Agriculture Department leased six grain
elevators from private owners for e231,000
and then paid the same owners $945,000 to
store grain in them.
There was no hokum 1n the way a mush~
room company, spearheaded by a Missouri
pclltician, leased Government facilities from
the War .Assets Administration and a few
days later leased the same facilities back to
the AgricUlture Department for many times
the original rental.
When it comes to hokum everybody is out
of s.t ep but Harry.

Hon. John Marshall Butler, of Maryland
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERMAN WELKER
OF IDAHO
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. WELKER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "New Senior Senator," published
in the Annapolis Evening Capitol of May
15, 1952, dealing with the junior Senator
from Maryland [Mr. BUTLER].
There being no objection. the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
NEw SENIOR SENATOR
senator JoHN MAHSHA.LL BUTLER, RepublJ ..
can, who defeated former Senator Millard E.
Tydings, by a 43,111 majority in Maryland in
November 1950, wlll become the senior Sen~
ator from the State m the new Congress.
He will take this position because of the
withdrawal of Senator HERBERT R. O'CoNoR,
Democrat, of Maryland, from official life.
The successor to O'CONOR will be either
Representative J. GLENN BE'ALL, Republican,
Sixth District, of Maryland, or George P.
Mahoney, State Democratic national com~
mitteeman, depending upon which one of
the two Is selected by the voters in Novem~
ber. The winner, however, will be junior to
Senator BuTLER.
The State is ' fortunate, indeed, to have a
Senator of such high character and abil1ty
as Mr. BUTLER moving Into this position of
precedence in the Senate. Since his elec~
tion be has shown that he stands for the
good, old-fashionea principles of American
government that caused so many people to
vote for him.
He is a strong advocate of our free-enter~
prise system, and Is opposed to creeping so~
cialism, communism, waste and the overcentraUzation of power in the Federal Gov~
ernment. Those who oppose the present
trends in the administration can count on
a strong supporter In the coming senior
Senator.
Senator BnTLEB was a fine citizen of Bal~
timore City when he was persuaded to run
for office for the first time. He had enlisted
in the armed services in World War I and
served 26 months. Upon his return J'.e
worked his way through college. and :finally
took his law degree at the University of
Maryland. He practiced law in Baltimore
for some 23 years before his election to the
Senate. His colleagues at the bar have
praboed hi.s ability and integrity.

Senator BUTLER is now moving Into a post~
tion in the Senate where he will exercise
a more prominent role. It takes a new
Senator some time to Jearn the ropes, and
roll up the seniority that brings choice com~
mittee assignments. Now he is on his way.
If a Republican President is elected in
November then the Senator's lnfiuence in
the administration will increase. He will
become a valuable asset to Maryland. . The fact that the Senator does not hesi~
tate to speak his mind when he thinks he
is right was indicated sometime ago when
there were reports that Gov. Theodore R. Me~
Keldin was leaning toward Gen. Dwight
Eisenhower for the Republican presidential
nomination. Senator BuTLER came out for
Senator ROBERT A. TAFT, in a timely re~
minder to both the Governor and the people,
that there are many members of the party
In Maryland who favor the Ohio Senator,
rather than the general.
Neither Senator BuTLER, nor any one else·,
s-hould take the report of the Senate sub~
committee that Investigated the 1950 Mary~
land election very seriously. Just a few
quotes from the report of this committee
shows why. They follow:
· "There is no specific evidence that candi~
date JOHN MARSHALL BUTLER had fUll k.nowl~
edge of the manner In which his campaign
manager, Jon M. Jonkel, and others com~
mitted acts- that have been challenged."
"There is no specific evidence that Senator BUTLER had knowledge of the illegal man~
ner in which his campaign manager handled
the BUTLER campaign finances. • • • ."
"There Is no conclusive evidence before
this subcommittee that the candidate BUT~
LER resorted to or made use of excessive ex~
penditures of money to corrupt large seg~
ments of the electorate. • • •"
"Our answer as respects JoHN MARSHALL
BUTLER, Is that the facts developed from the
evidence before this subcommittee are not
sufficient in our judgment to recommend the
unseating of Senator BuTLER."
If there was no specific evidence and no
conclusive evidence and the facts developed
from the evidence before this subcommittee
are not sufficient, what was the turmou all
about? Why should anyone bother very
much about such a matter? The time to
bother Is when there is specific evidence and
conclusive evidence--not when it 1s lacking.
We wish Senator BUTLER success when he
moves up to his senior post and are sure
that he wlll continue to serve the best in~
terests of the people of Maryland and Of the
Nation In the future as he has in the past..

The Riddle of Charles Lindbergh
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY C. DWORSHAK
OF IDAHO
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. 'nwoRSHAK. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article entitled "The Riddle of Charles
Lindbergh," published in the American
Weekly of May 18, 1952.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE RIDDLE OF CHARLES LINDBEJlGH
(By Maj. Donald E. Keyhoe, U. S. Marine
Corps, retired)
One wintry night in Washington, as l
neared the Hotel Statler, I spied a familiarfigure stri.ding toward the entrance. Two
:women, about to enter a cab, stopped and

gave him a cold stare. Aloof, grim-faced, he
went by them without even a glance.
It was CharleS' A. Lindbergh, once idolized
by the whole world for hiS' epic flight to
Paris. Back in 1927, when I was his aide on
a Nation-wide tour, rd heard millions cheer~
ing "Lindy" as our parade car passed. But
this was 1950.
"You'd think he'd be ashamed to show his
face," one of the women said harshly. "Why,
in our town, we even burned his picture, after
Roosevelt caUed him a traitor."
Many Americans sincerely believe that
damning charge of disloyalty. Perhaps you
are one of them. If so, you might have been
surprised by a scene I saw later that night.
Applauded by generals, admirals, and air
industry leaders, the man called traitor was
awarded the Wright Brothers Trophy for his
vital role in American aviation. Since Pearl
Harbor--even before--most of his Govern~
ment service had been behind the scenes,
but all of us knew it was linked with national
defense.
Today, 25 yearn after the Paris flight, he
may seem a soured recluse, but close friends,
visiting his Connecticut home, know a dif~
ferent Lindbergh-warmly human, relaxed,
in the midst of a happy family. But before
you can even picture the Lindbergh of today-his home life, his strange defense roleyou have to see, as I did, the events that
shaped his destiny.
To millions, grown up since his famous
flight, "Hero" Lindbergh has never existed.
Their only picture Is one of a sullen boor.
ungrate:fill for honors heaped on him, dis~
loyal to his country. To some, mostly older,
·he seems a tragic figure, misunderstood from
the start, a victim of war hysteria.
Which b the real Lindbergh?
To find the full answer you have to begin
With that memorable day when he flew the
Atlantic alone. The scene was Roosevelt .
Field, May 20, 1927. For days, Byrd, Cham~
berlin, and other famous airmen had been
awaiting good weather. each hoping to be
ftrst in the nonstop flight to Paris. Then
Lindbergh. an unknown mail pllot, had
dropped out of the skies with a calm, "rm
gC'ing to Paris."
Early on the morning of the 20th. hearing Byrd was about to stMt, I raced out to
the field. Instead of Byrd's trimotored Fok~
ker, Llndbel-gh's Spirit of St. Louis-a small,
single-engine plane-stood poised on the
runway under a misty sky.
With a farewell to the crowd, Slim opened
the throttle. As I held my breath the silver
ship slowly lif.t ed, blurred in the mist, and
was gone.
By noon all America was breathlessly
checking bulletins: Lindbergh over Massa~
chusetts, No.va Scotia, Newfoundland. Then
the long silence felL Slim Lindbergh, alone
with his God, was. over the dark Atlantic.
That night, at the Sharkey-Malaney fight,
there was a sudden hush as 40,000 Ameri~
cans bowed their heads in a silent prayer.
I saw tears in many eyes. And as we prayed,
Lindbergh. far out at sea, was fighting a
desperate battle with fog. rain, and sleet.
Daybreak. Hours of empty sea, then land~
!all-the Irish coast. England, the Channel,
and darkness. again. At last he saw the
magic glow of PMis. Circling the Eiffel
Tower, he swung back to Le Bourget Field.
He had :Hown. 33 hours, 29 minutes.---cver
3.600 miles. When thousands of cheering
Frenchmen rushed his ship, he was com~
plet.ely dumfounded.
In a flash. his life pattern was irrevocably
changed. He was decorated by kings; every
nation sent him honors. In Europe, and
later back home. adoring millions fought to
see him. That he kept his head· seemed a
miracle. Hollywood, advertisers offered him
millions of dollars. He turned them all down.
When Slim tried to slip back. to his chosen
life, a quiet career 1n flying, the clamor
over helmed him. Under pressure from
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congressmen, governors, mayors, he reluctantly agreed to visit the 48 States, :flying
his famous plane. Flying in another plane,
I served as his Government aide.
Like his :flying, his life had been planned
with cool precision. But now he had lost
control; his every waking moment was public
property. Despite police, strangers invaded
our rooms, ransacked Slim's baggage, stole
his clothing as souvenirs.
"The price Of fame," I said. SUm looked
at me grimly.
"I'm no professional hero," he said.
"When this tour is over, I'm through."
By the time the tour ended I could see
the first hints of crumbling adulation. Then
one day headlines appeared: Lindbergh
Drenches Admirers.
On an emergency trip from Mexico, Slim
had landed briefly at Washington. The body
of Ambassador Herrick, who had befriended
him in Paris, was arriving in New York, and
he was hurrying to meet the ship.
Word 'h ad leaked out, and I found a crowd
at the field. When Slim taxied in, on the
rain-soaked field, several women ran outdangerously near his propeller. He kicked
the ship around, and the prop-blast sprayed
the crowd with muddy water.
After this story, Slim's stock hit a new low.
But his story-book romance with Anne Morrow, daughter of the Ambassador to Mexico,
brought it soaring again. Striving for a
quiet wedding, Anne and Slim kept the
date secret. But reporters and photographers set up a 24-hour watch at Anne's New
Jersey home. When the couple escaped on
a cabin cruiser, for their honeymoon, chartered planes :flew up and down the coast,
trying to find the boat.
After Charles A. Lindbergh, Jr., was born,
Slim refused pictures of the baby to certain
newspapers. But copies were hijacked, and
his feud with the press went on.
In 1931, at their temporary home near
Princeton, I saw Slim at his happiest. Anne
had just shown me their new, half-finished
house in the Sourland Mountains. When
we came back, I found Slim playing with his
young son.
"Things are a lot beter," he told me after
dinner. "Anne and I can even go to the
movies. We wear dark glasses-but I think
we'll soon drop the disguise." .
At last Slim Lindbergh seemed on his way
to the peaceful obscurity he wanted.
Then, one dark night in March 1932,
tragedy struck without warning. Kidnaped
from the nursery of their new home, their
curly haired little son was later found dead,
murdered. In his grief, Slim bitterly blamed
the press, because a magazine had printed
:floor plans of the new house, and because
some papers, citing royalties from his book,
We, had called him a near-millionaire.
In 1934 Slim hit the headlines again. In a
row with air-mail contractors, President
Roosevelt announced the Army would take
en the job. Knowing most Army pilots
lacked blind-flying experience, Slim sent
him an earnest warning. Roosevelt ignored
it. Several Army filers were killed, bravely
following his order. F. D. R. was publicly
blamed-and he never forgot.
In 1935, while Lindbergh was helping Dr.
Alexis Carrel build an artificial heart, Bruno
Richard Hauptmann was arrested for the
kidnap-murder of Slim's son. The trial split
America. Despite the evidence, one group
swore Hauptmann was innocent-framed to
satisfy Lindbergh's lust for vengeance. When
the second child was threatened, the Ltndberghs fled to England, their self-exile bringing on new condemnation.
In Europe, war clouds were gathering; the
Nazis were rushing a huge air :fleet. Visiting
Berlin, Lindbergh-a colonel in the Army Air
Force Reserve-warned Nazi leaders of their
moral responsibility for this deadly weapon.
Later our Government secretly asked him to
work with our Berlin Embassy, to establish
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closer relations with Nazi high officials. The
Army, 1n particular, was anxious to learn
details of the German air force.
In Europe, Slim's prestige was st111 high.
Goering, Nazi air marshal, readily showed
him aircraft plants and airports, let him fly
their latest planes.
One day, before this survey was ended,
Goering appeared at the Embassy. Through
an interpreter, he presented Slim with the
Order of the German Eagle. Slim was on a
spot. If he rejected the medal, the affront
would close every Nazi door. With the Embassy's full approval, he took the award.
Then he sent it on to the Lindbergh Memorial
Museum in St. Louis, where hundreds of
medals and gifts-over $5,000,000 1n valuewere on public display.
The medal story set off a wave of fury.
In America, France, England, Russia, Slim
was called a Hitler lover.
In 1939, ·Slim and his family-there were
now two more children-came back to America. After war began in Europe he flew from
coast to coast, making fiery speeches against
our joining the confiict. One night, though
my Ideas differed from Lindbergh's, I went
to hear him talk. I could see his passionate
conviction that isolationism was right, that
he believed unshakably that the Nazi air
force was invincible, and that even with our
help the Allies could not win.
Military experts, here and in England, had
said the same thing. But Lindbergh's fame
gave his warning extra force.
·
When he attacked Roosevelt's policy of aid
to England, the administration lashed back.
President Roosevelt publicly branded Lindbergh as a disloyal · citizen.
Next day I met an Air Force friend. "We
know it's not true," he told me. "Slim's
given us more help than a dozen intelligence
officers. Why, 'Hap' Arnold just had him on
active duty for a secret comparison of our
Air Force with the Germans."
But not even General Arnold, Lindbergh's
close friend and Chief of the Air Force, dared
speak in his defense. Denounced by the
President, Lindbergh resigned his commission. Hatred for Slim swept America like a
prairie fire. Streets, parks, even boys named
after him were hurriedly renamed. Cities
forbade him to speak. He was booed 1n
public.
It had taken 13 years, but the circlefrom hero to villain-was at last complete.
After the Japs hit Pearl Harbor, Slim
asked for Air Force duty. Refused-at Roosevelt's order, it was rumored-he registered
:for the draft. But the Air Force, to use his
experience, arranged. a civilian "adviser" job
at the Ford bomber plant.
When I went back to duty with the Marines I knew he had been flying the big
B-24's, teaching pilots to get more altitude,
to increase their range. Some time later, I
learned he was teaching combat tricks--in
secret-to marine fliers.
But Slim was aching to get in the fight
and before long he found a way. With
orders to study planes under "combat conditions" arrived in the South Pacific.
Probably the White House would have
screamed, but nobody bothered to ask.
Months later, at Marine Aviation Headquarters, a returning pilot gave me part of the
story.
"I used to hate Lindbergh," he admitted,
"but that traitor stuff is hooey. I've seen
him dive right through Jap ground fire,
strafing gun positions, ammo dumps,
barges-anything in sight. One day at
Wotje, he had three 1,000-pounders under
his wings. The dive he made was the steepest I've ever seen-I'd have had cold chllls.
He went right down on the deck before he
let go. And remember, he was a civilian.
If he'd been forced down, they'd have shot
him as a spy."
When Slim shifted to Air Force P-38'a
mechanics :round he came back with more
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fuel than anyone else. Word got to MacArthur, and Slim was assigned to coach other
pilots. By his system, P-38 range was increased 600 miles-a feat that :flight engineers
first declared impossible.
One day, during his Air Force "combat
duty," Slim was attacked head-on by a
Japanese fighter. Many pilots would have
pulled out for a safer pass. Slim held
straight on. Guns blazing, the two planes
hurtled together. At the last instant, the
Jap pilot, his plane riddled, tried a suicide
crash. Slim dived underneath, and the Jap
plunged into the sea.
In off-record talks, I have heard reports of
at least two other kills--for which Slim
gave credit to brother Air Force pilots. In
his 6 months' duty, he flew 50 combat missions, 178 hours. The dramatic detalls of all
these missions would have gone far to clear
his name. But the men who had let him
fight might have been court-martialed.
Even after the war when a pilot wrote the
story of that head-on attack, Slim refused to
confirm it.
Today, as an unpaid consultant to the
Air Force Chief of Staff, he is as secretive as
ever. But a few details can be told. Since
the war, he has made confidential surveys of
bases all over the world; he has mapped a
new Arctic route to the Orient, taught B-36
pilots how to improve performance.
In the past 30 years, Slim has fiown every
kind of plane, from "fiivvers" to air giants,
but though his work is chiefly with war
planes, Lindbergh's firm aim is peace. He
still believes World War II could have been
avoided. But he has given up his fight for
isolationism. In 1950, when he won the
Wright award, he backed the need for a
strong world organization to insure peace,
but only .because the alternative-aerial
atomic warfare-was far worse. Then he
added:
"We must return to the Christian ideal of
integrity, humanity, and compassion now
lacking over all the postwar world." '
.In his recent book Of Flight and Life, you
Wlll find these lines: "I have felt the GOdlike power man derives from his machines.
But I have seen the science I worshiped and
the aircraft I loved destroy the civilization
I expected them to serve. We are caught
in a vicious cycle where our security tOday
seems to depend on regimentation and weapons which will ruin us tomorrow, unless it
it counteracted by a greater moral force."
No phase of Lindbergh's life is more
guarded than details of his private life, and
the few close friends who visit his Connecticut home carefully respect that desire.
But this much 1s no violation: More than
one visitor has been surprised at the magic
change in Slim, when he slips from the public eye.
"I'd expected to find some tension, even
at his home," an ex-Congressman. said to
me recently. "But when Slim and I went
for a walk in the woods, I could see him
beginning to let down. And back at the
house, with Anne and the kids, he was almost as he used to be in the old days."
"He married the right girl," I told him.
From the first, Anne has shared every
part of Slim's life, his love of flight, his withdrawal from the world. Without her gentle
strength, deep understanding, he might not
have withstood the early grief, the hatred
of later years. In every ordeal, she has
quietly matched his courage.
Despite the odds, the five Lindbergh children have been raised to live normal lives.
Jon, the eldest, is almost 20. There are
four others, two boys and two girls, ranging
down to 6¥2 years old. Ever since his first
son's death, Slim has struggled to shield
them from the furore surrounding him.
Some time back, Who's Who was refused
even the J;lames of the two younger children.
If you asked Lindbergh, on this twentyfifth anniversary of his fiight, what he wants
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most, he probably would tell you, "To be let
alone." But I'm sure there is one other
wish, deep inside-that Roosevelt's brand of
"traitor" be finally wiped from his name.
No one who has served his country, as Slim
has done, can be happy with that stigma.
All the evidence is buried in Government
files: His confidential reports on the Nazi
air force; his secret defense work, during and
after the war; the private reports of rank·
ing officers who knew that Slim was loyal.
Lindbergh himself will never ask that these
records be published. The l ast thing he
would want is a new wave of adulation. His
fear of hero worship is very real.
He has no knowledge of my suggestion,
but there is one way by which the full story
can be brought out:
The President of the United States could
order it released, with all the supporting
documents. A grave injustice has been done
to a great American. I believe, in all fairness, that the evidence should be made
public.
Then let the people judge.

Proposed Appointment of an Ambassador
to the Vatican
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MARGARET CHASE SMITH
OF MAINE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mrs. SMITH of Maine. Mr. President,
in compliance with a communication received from the North York United
Baptist Association, I ask unanimous
consent to have printed in the Appendix
of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a resolU•
tion of that association.
There being no objection, the resolu ..
tion was ordered to be printed in the
REcORD, as follows:
Whereas President Truman avows his in•
tention to send an ambassador to the Vati·
can; and
Whereas by so doing he defies the dis·
approval of thousands of protestant citizens: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the members of the North
York United Baptist Association go on record
as unalterably opposed to this appointment;
and further be it
Resolved, That copies of these resolutions
be sent to President Truman, to the Maine
Senators . and Representatives; and further
be it
Resolved, That it is the desire of the afore·
mentioned association that these resolutions
be embodied in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD,
MARY E. BURBANK,
Clerk of the Association.

Question of the Week
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OP'

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952
·Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, if more

Republicans voted at primaries than
Democrats, can November be far behind?.

I Am an American Day Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS OF

HON. DANIEL J. FLOOD
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, on Satur ..
day evening, May 18, I enjoyed the privi·
lege of attending and participating in
one of the most unusual and most de ..
lightful I Am an American Day pro·
grams that it has ever been my experi·
ence to observe.
Under the auspices of the Morning
Star Post, No. 904, of the American
Legion of the Borough of Wyoming, Lu·
zerne County, in the Department of
Pennsylvania, this observance of Ameri·
canism and citizenship impressed me to
such a degree that I feel it is necessary
and important that it be brought to the
attention of the Congress.
The West Wyoming American Legion
Post has an extraordinary record of
success in the department of PennsyJ.
vania with particular reference to its
Americanization activities, and the cere·
mony to which I refer is a classic ex·
ample of the leadership and the effort
this post gives to this great cause.
This affair is especially interesting to
the Members of the House of Represent·
atives because, as part of the ceremony
there was deposited as a memorial, in
the presence of the audience and to later
be commemorated with a marble marker,
a sample of the soil of the 48 States of
these United States. It was· heartening
to see and realize the cooperation ex·
tended to the committee by the dis ..
tinguished governors of the 48 States and
I am sure my colleagues, the distin·
guished Members from these various
States, will be pleased that I bring this
matter to their attention.
I am taking this opportunity, Mr.
Speaker, to include as part of my re·
marks the following copy of the program
of this most unusual, most delightful,
and very American ceremony:
MoRNING STAR PosT, No. 904, THE AMERICAN
LEGION, WEST WYOMING DEPARTMENT OF
PENNSYLVANIA, PRESENTS THE LAND OF THE
FREE IN OBSERVANCE OF I AM AN AMERICAN
AND CITIZENSHIP DAY AT THE HIGH SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM, MAY 18, 1952
PROGRAM
{Theme: "The Land of the Free-United
States of America")
Band concert ________ Cino Paci, conducting
Advance of colors ________________________ _
(Special Detail, United States Marine Corps)
Tech. Sgt. Paul L. Stanley
Tech. Sgt. Carl E. Ridgway
Tech. Sgt. Leverne V. Smith
Tech. Sgt. John J. Gerancher
National Anthem _____________________ Band
Mass pledge allegiance to United States Flag_.
Audience
Invocation __________ Rev. Dr. Joseph Weisly
Forty Fort Presbyterian Church
Taps honoring war dead __________________ _
John Gavazzi, Bugler
Chairman ___________________ Louis J. Greco
Pennsylvania Department, un-American
activities chairman, American Legion
Legion welcome••••• ________ Qeorge Argent
_C ommander, Post 904

Borough welcome ____________ Charles Greco
Burgess, West Wyoming Borough
Selection (The Land of the Free) _____ Band
American Legion Post 904 is proud to present the blending of soil samples from the 48
States of this Nation. Separately, each sample is simple and insignificant; however, when
blended with all the soil of other States, it
becomes a unique symbol of solidity and
unity, representing as a whole, our great
Nation-"The Land of the Free." The collection of soils will be placed at the base of
the veterans• war memorial of West Wyoming
on Memorial Day, May 30, 1952. A marble
marker, donated by Santarelli Vibrated Block
Co., will cover the contents, with this inscription: "For This We Fought-'Land of the
Free'."
Herein is deposited the soils representing
each State of this great Nation, a symbol of
unity, freedom, justice, and democracy.
(Also the names of each State will be arranged alphahetically on on this marker.)
The American Legion, Post No. 904, has invited the following persons of this area to
make the deposit of soil samples during this
ceremony:
Daniel J. Flood, Congressman, Washington, D. C., Eleventh District, Pennsylvania;
George Argent, commander, Post No. 904;
E. S. Teter, superintendent, Luzerne County
schools; Wesley Davies, assistant superindent, Luzerne County schools; RobertS. Dew,
assistant superintendent, Luzerne County
schools; Rev. Nicholas Pecci, Mount Carmel, Pittston; Rev. Dr. Joseph Weisley; Pres·
byterian Church, Forty Fort; Rev. Julio Ser·
ra, 0. S. J., Our Lady of Sorrows, West
Wyoming; Attorney Paul R. Selecky, national
chairman, American Legion un-American
activities committee; Attorney Herman B.
Shepard, district 12, commander, American
Legion; Charles Greco, burgess, West Wyoming; Jack Dempsey, burgess, Wyoming
Borough; Dennis Gelli, Cub Scout chief, Exe.
ter, Pa.; Anthony Beenuas, chaplain, District
No. 12, American Legion; James Ernest, com·
mander, VFW, Post No. 396, Wyoming, Pa.:
Charles Mazzarella, commander, Queen Es·
ther Post, Wyoming, Pa.; John Cicero, ft.
nance officer, District No. 12, American Le·
gion; Andrew Lawrence, deputy district
commander, District No. 12; Carlo Santa•
relll, president, Santarelli Vibrated Block Co.:
Gilbert V. Perry, supervising principal,
West Wyoming High School; Gail B. Young,
supervising principal, Wyoming High School;
Frank Zavacki, principal, West Wyoming
High School; John Shoemaker, princi•
pal, Exeter High School; Capt. Oscar Bosmar,
Wisconsin, United States Marine Corps; First
Lt. Robert Stone, State of Wyoming, United
States Marine Corps; Coray Miller, vice
president, Wyoming Commemorative Asso•
elation; Sesto Santarelli, president, Wyo·
ming Rotary Club, Wyoming; Attorney Ivo
v. Giannini, judge advocate, Post No. 904;
Evelyn Reese, VA hospital, entertainment
chairman, Post 797; Mary Hoffman, State
chairman, Ladies' Auxiliary, American Legion; West Wyoming School Board; Thomas
Kirk, Walter Tracy, Peter Ardoline, Raymond
Curry, Francis Drobnicki; West Wyoming
Borough Council: Onofrio Viccica, John Mizin, George Dennis, Patrick Pieutrick, Ted
Begliomini, Fred Hom1n1ck, Paul Fosko;
newly naturalized citizens: Frank Stanavage,
Mrs. Paula Elias, Margaret A. Kohn, Frieda
Barnes, Maria Merrill, Irmgard Valigra.
Selection-----------------------------Band
Remarks _______ Attorney Herman B. Shepard
district commander, American Legion
Remarks------------------------E. S. Teter
Superintendent Luzerne County schools
Presentation of certificates newly naturalized citizens __ Attorney Iva Giannini
judge advocate, Post 904
Presentation of certificates of public
recognition ____________ Gilbert V. Perry
supervising principal, West Wyoming
High School
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Remarks __________ Attorney Paul R. Selecky
national chairman un-American activities, American Legion
Remarks _______________ Hon. Df!.niel J. Flood
Representative, Washington, D. C.
Selection-----------------------------Band
Principal speaker ________ Dr. J. B. Matthews
of New York City, foremost authority
on un-American activities, educator,
author, world traveler-lecturer, research director of Dies committee
Retirement of colors _____ u. S. Marine Corps
Benediction _______ Rev. Julio Serra, 0. S. J.
Newly naturalized citizens of Luzerne
County eligible to receive the official American Legion certificate of public recognition:
Wilkes-Barre: Rudolph Brandi, Freda
Barnes, Berta Draus, Anthony Tu.ttela, Sara
George, Laura Arecchi, Nellie Niedzwicki, Anthony Linski, Paul Elias, Maria DelSanto,
Angela Nelda Birosh, Mary Tekla, Francis T.
Kachuk, Annie Gwyneira, Fanny Ross, John
Krezel, Sylvia Kramer, Anna Jonavich, Lydia
Elkins, Caroline Verde, Frances Dziaduliewicz, John Babinchak, Apolina Kowalie.
Nanticoke: Irmgard Valigra, Mary Rushin,
Irma Kencitzki, Mary Anna Saye.
Pittston: Catherine Secula, Grace Hite,
Camille Winslow.
Kingston! Jean SChnier, Margaret Ann
O'Brein, Ruth M. Ingling, Raphael Ryman,
Anna Malta.uskas.
Forty Fort: Felice M. Meiswinkle, Norah
Hughes, Rose M. Dadurka.
·
Hazleton: Isabelle Korbalski, Elena Krivak,
Pablo Rodziguez, Frank Comhsick, Maria
Merrel, Winfred Kllne, Gertrude Hess.
Plymouth: Anna Alexandrowicz, Mary
Warnagis, Frank Stanavage.
Larksville: Andrew Ciglarik.
Dallas: Stefan Hellersperk, Amelia Moore,
. Wyoming; Michael Gawliez.
Ashley: William Stanaskavage.
Exeter: Helen Krupinski.
Swoyerville : Harry Zukovich.
Graduate of class 48, West Wyoming High
School, eligible to receive certificate of public
recognition upon reaching the age of 21 and
ready to assume full responsibilities of citizenship: Vivian Amato, Elda Borst, June
Brown, John Publo, Helen Carey, Regina
Cubba, Dorothy Dixon, Helen Fosko, Robert
Gavazzi, Jerry Gregory, Edward Gritzen,
Theresa Greskiewicz, Andrew Greskiewicz,
Luctlle Greskiewicz, Alfred Hizny, Dolores
Hodakowski, Rita Huntz, John Karashinski,
Leon Lipka, Hugo Lotti, Richard Miscavage,
Maryanne Motzki Luperi, Samuel Nato, Lillian Palai, Joseph Pieri, Lois Resser, Joseph
Satkowski, Donald Saunders, Shirley Schooley, Grace Schultz, David Shemanski, Marion
Sickler, Robert Smith, Romaine Tressa, Irene
Zelinski, Theresa Charney, Amelda Decker,
Albert Dennis, Elmer Gardner, WiUiam Malarkey, Joseph Rosencrans, David Rozelle,
Elmo Santarelli, Har.ry Schmidt, Mary Szymbzak, Charles Webb, and Carl Scaratino.
OUr many thanksTo State Governors of this Nation who
contributed soil samples of their respective
States "To The Land of the Free."
To Santarelli Vibrated Block C'o., for donating the attractive Barry granite marker covering the soils of the 48 States of "The Land
of the Free."
To Local 140, American Federation of Musicians, Recording Industry, for splendid
services.
To American Legion Post 904. Committees
and various posts of District 12 Post Colors.
To West Wyoming school district for facilities of school.
To Capt. Oscar Bosma, USMC and Lt.
Robert Stone, USMC Reserve Training Center, Wyoming, Pa.
Post No. 904, American Legion of West
Wyoming, Pa., wishes to thank the State
governors of this great Nation for their
splendid cooperation in our 1952 I Am An
American Day program.
Han. Gordon Persons, Alabama.
Han. Howard Pyle, Arizona.

Han. Sidney S. McMath, Arkansas.
Hon. Earl Warren, California.
Han. Dan Thornton, Colorado.
Han. John D. Lodge, Connecticut.
Han. Elbert N. Carvel, Delaware,
Han. Fuller Warren, Florida.
.Han. Herman Talmadge, Georgia.
Hon. Len Jordan, Idaho.
Hon. Adlai Stevenson, Illinois.
Han. Henry F. Schricker, Indiana.
Han. William S. Beardsley, Iowa.
Han. Edward F. Arn, Kansas.
Han. Lawrence Wetherby, Kentucky.
Hon. Earl K. Long, Louisiana.
Hon. Frederick G. Payne, Maine.
Han. Theodore R. McKeldin, Maryland.
Hon. Paul A. Dever, Massachusetts.
Han. G. Mennen Williams, Michigan.
Han. C. Elmer Anderson, Minnesota.
Han. Hugh White, Mississippi.
Han. Forrest · Smith, Missouri.
Hon. John W. Bonner, Montana.
Han. Val Peterson, Nebraska.
Hon. Charles H. Russell, Nevada.
Han. Sherman Adams, New Hampshire.
Hon. Albert Driscoll, New Jersey.
Han. Edward L. Mechem, New Mexico.
Han. Thomas E. Dewey, New York.
Han. W. Kerr Scott, North Carolina.
Han. C. Norman Brumsdale, North Dakota.
Han. Frank J. Lausche, Ohio.
Han. Johnston Murray, Oklahoma.
Han. Douglas McKay, Oregon.
Han. John S. Fine, Pennsylvania.
Han. Dennis J. Roberts, Rhode Island.
Han. James F. Byrnes, South Carolina.
Ron. Sigurd Anderson, South Dakota.
Ron. Gordon Browning, Tennessee.
Hon. Allan Shivers, Texas.
Hon. J. Bracken, Utah.
fJon. Lee E. Emerson, Vermont·.
Han. John S. Battle, Virginia.
Hon. Arthur B. LangUe, Washington.
Han. Okey L. Patteson, West Virginia.
Han. Walter J. Kohler, Jr., Wisconsin.
lion. Frank A. Barrett, Wyoming.

"What Old Glory Means to Me"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. HARRY McGREGOR
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I am
inserting an essay written by Miss Hannah Mautner, of Gambier, Ohio, one of
the winners of the annual essay contest sponsored by the Department of
Ohio American Legion and the Auxiliary.
The title, Mr. Speaker, this year was
"What Old Glory Means to Me." The
work of this young lady certainly merits
the time of every Member of Congress to
carefully analyze her recommendations.
I am ind'eed very thankful, Mr. Speaker, that the American Legion and the
Auxiliary sponsors such a program, and I
am grateful that so many young people-the youth of today and the manhood and womanhood of tomorrow-will
devote many hours of time and study
in preparation of an essay of this type.
Mr. Speaker, I congratulate Miss
Mautner, of Gambier, for her endeavors
and her achievements, and I am ·h appy to
submit her essay for your consideration.
It follows:
WHAT OLD GLORY MEANS TO ME

The definition of Old Glory as merely the
American flag to me is a ·cold way of defl.n..
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tng something that is a living symbol of our
American way of life.
Perhaps my feeling for Old Glory is a little
different from that of most young people,
for I came very near to not living under this
symbol. If my parents had not decided to
flee to this country 13 years ago, today I
would be living in a war-stricken land with
hardly any of the comforts I have and without the benefits of life in a democracy.
TOO LITTLE FREEDOM

When I look at Old Glory, I think of many
things. I think first of all of freedom.
There is much· too little of it in the world
today. I think how lucky I am to be living
in a land of freedom with the right to say
and do as I please.
I think next of democracy-of the democratic way of life whiCh people all over the
world look up to. This, also, is much too
rare in today's world and the people of the
United States are most fortunate to live in
a democracy.
Another thing that comes into my mind
when I look at Old Glory is how this country has advanced under it. Back in 1777,
when Old Glory was first sewed by Betsy
Ross, the United States was like a premature
baby not expected to live.
But under Old Glory it .rallied. It lived
and grew both in strength and size. The
other nations of the world still .refused to
take the United States seriously and even
at the beginning of the century Europe considered. America a gangling adolescent to
be smiled at and patted on the head indulgently.
HOLDS HIGH STATUS

Today the United States holds a status
economically and politically above that of
any other country. It has developed a
characteristic culture of its own. All this
came about in less than two centuries under Old Glory.
In many diiftcult times our flag has proved
the inspiration for finishing a task that
seemed hopeless to the soldiers, workers,
and statesman of the country.
Most of all, Old Glory reminds me how
thankful I am that my parents made the
decision to come to this country. Otherwise I would have grown up In a land of
fear and oppression .without even knowing
the meaning of the word freedom.
So Old Glory has come to mean much
more to me than just the country of which
I am a citizen. It is the symbol to me of
all the privileges that the United States entitles me to enjoy.

Polish Constitution Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN LESINSKI, JR.
OF MICHIGAN

IN .T HE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. LESINSKI. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD, I include the follownig speech in commemoration of ·
Polish Constitution Day:
The power of ideas is a factor of the most
fundamental significance in the life of any
nation. Furthermore, ideas have a potential for universal usage. Great ideas, once
advanced, are living things accessible to all
who desire and are able to use them.
It is the universality of great ideas that
made possible the American Constitution.
In their profound wisdom the framers of our
Constitution drew from the main stream of
universal ideas current in the last quarte~
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of the eighteenth century, the ideas of Locke,
During these happy years of constitutional
Rousseau, and Montesquieu. For the same
government, Poland relaxed its vigilance, unaware of the darkening skies overhead-skies
reason, the Polish Constitution was made
foreboding a fateful future that was to come.
possible in 1791, because in their profound
wisdom its framers also drew from the same
In 1793 and 1795 Russia struck the fatal
blows; the Polish Constitution was destroyed;
enlightened ideas so boldly manifested in
the Polish nation was no more.
the American Constitution.
In a visible sense, Poland and America
Indeed, the parallels that exist between
thereafter parted constitutional ways, for the
the Amer ican and the Polish constitutions
Polish republic no longer existed, but in a
are truly remarkable. What a tribute to
spiritual sense the matter was otherwise.
the intelligence of both the Americans and
Americans never forgot the debt owed to the
the Poles: the Americans, because they had
gallant Poles, Kosciusko and Pulaski. They
the genius to extract the most significant
looked upon, with sympathy, the desperate
ideas of western political philosophy and
attempts of the Poles to achieve freedom
adapt them to America's constitutional needs
from their Russian masters in the revolts of
of 1787; the Poles, because they had the same
the 1830's and 1860's. We Americans today
genius to draw from America's experience
are not indifferent to the Polish ·struggle for
those ideas most adaptable to suit Poland's
freedom or less sympathetic than were our
constitutional needs of 1791. It is with the
forebears. We have seen Soviet Russia strike
deepest regard that today we pay homage to
the same blow as did Imperial ·Russia in 1795,
those Polish patriots and commemorate the
and even though the Communist masters
constitution which they created.
now proclaim the existence of a Polish conGovernment by contract, majority rule,
stitution and a 'Polish nation, our eyes are
natural rights of man-all concepts of
not so blind, our ears so deaf, our minds so
John Locke-formed the basis of both condulled that we do not know the truth behind
stitu ~ions.
Then as now, these concepts by
this
facade of propaganda: that once again
their nature were necessarily opposed to
Poland is enslaved; once again Poland is no
tyranny, absolutism and totalitarianism.
more.
And yet, these concepts were fearlessly proOne thought, however, consoles the Poles
claimed in a world where authoritarianism
and the many friends of Poland: the Polish
was the dominant political theory and pracnature was not meant for subjection; rather
tice.
it was meant for freedom, and freedom it
Furthermore, the Poles restated an Amershall
someday have. Too long has the yearnican sentiment adopted from Rousseau when
ing for constitutional democracy stirred in
in th:Jir constitution they wrote: "All power
the Polish heart. In the nineteenth cenin civil society should be derived from the
tury Russia failed to destroy this yearning,
will of the people." Government, therefore,
and in its present enslavement of Poland,
was not to be instituted by virtue of divine
Russia shall fail again.
right; that is, government by the divinelySo long as such ideas as are contained in
inspired will of a monarch. Rather, the
the American Constitution and in the Polish
power to govern was said to reside in the
Constitution of 1791 continue to inspire the
will of the people, and from them alone
universal struggle against the forces of tyrand not from an absolute ruler was the govanny, absolutism, and totalitarianism, so long
ernment to be derived. Again this concept,
will these ideas keep alive the Polish constia cornerstone of democracy, became the funtutional tradition and sustain the people· of
damental law of Poland at a time when
Poland
in their hour of trial.
Poland's neighbors knew no other governThe Poles for centuries have fought under
ment than government by tyranny, and when
various flags against oppressors, not only for
only in America was there to be found the
their own country but also for other counsame concept of the will of the people so
tries. There are many. examples, of which
courageously conceived and so vigorously
. the most· recent is the taking of Monte Casproclaimed.
sino
in Italy. Poles have shed their blood
· To Montesquieu, the Americans had turned
throughout the world and forever shall the
for that vital principle of separation of
third of May ring in their hearts. Never
powers. Inspired by the sucess of our exshall their hope fade and once again bells
perience, the Poles in the same manner sepshall ring joyously all over Poland and the
arated the power of the executive, legislaworld, wherever t ? .ere is a Pole, in celebration
ture and judiciary, endowing each with those
of their Constitution Day of May 3, 1791.
powers sufficient to insure the operation
of their government.
How futile would it be to separate the
powers oi government and at the same time
ignore the fundamental natural rights of
Working 1\tolhers Need Justh:e, Too
man: the rights of life, liberty, and property.
But the Poles did not ignore these rights.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Voicing the same sentiments of our DeclaraOF
tion of Independence and our Constitution,
they declared in t.heir memorable Constitution of May 3: "We publish and proclaim a
perfect and entire liberty to all people." As
OF TEXAS
in the case of the framers of our ConstituIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
tion the Poles, moreover, preserved the concept of property rights in their law of the
Wednesday, May 21, 1952
land. Finally, religious liberty was guarMr.
THOMAS.
Mr. Speaker, under
anteed when they declared: "We assure, to
leave to extend my remarks in the REcall persuasions and religions, freedom and
liberty, according to the laws of the country,
ORD, I include the following editorial
and in all dominions of the Republic."
from the Houston Post of Sunday, May
These were daring and revolutionary ideas
18, 1952:
that were embodied in the American and
WORKING MOTHERS NEED JUSTICE, Too
Polish Constitutions. tmd well might they
Do Hembers of Congress, who are paid
be so regarded when one considers that
$15,000 a year, deserve a better income-tax
tyranny, absolutism and totalitarianism
status than working mothers who must emdominated Europe of that era. Nowhere else
ploy someone to care for their children, so
in 1791 were the enlightened ideas of democratic constitutionalism so enthusiastically
they can hold their jobs?
That is a question Members of the House
received and so greatly revered as in Poland
of Representatives should ask themselves,
and America.
now that they have voted themselves a tax
The Polish Constitution and the subsededuction for living expenses while they are
quent ord ~rly gov':!rnment that it brought to
in Washington.
Poland, unfortunately, were short-lived.

HON. ALBERT THOMAS

And the fact that thEy have placed themselves in the same class as businessmen who
are allowed to deduct business expenses from
personal incpme clinches the argument in
favor of Representative ALBERT THOMAS' bill
to help working mothers.
Living in Washington is expensive for
Members of Congress who also m ust keep
up a residence in their home towns. But
being forced to pay taxes on income that
is used to pay a baby sitter also is expensive-and unfair-to working mothers.
There was no argument on the floor of
the House when the matter of giving Congressmen tax relief came up. It was passed
by voice vote as an amendment to an appropriations bill, without first having had
to go through the process of lengthy scrutiny by the House Ways and Means Committee.
It is more than a month since Mr. Thomas
introduced his bill to permit working mothers to treat as a business expense the amount
they have to pay for care of their children
while they are at work. There was no reason
why it could not have been passed before
this. The injustice of permitting busineEsmen, and now Congressmen, to deduct business expenses, while at the same time compelling a working mother to pay taxes on
them, is obvious on its face.
The Post has urged working mothers to
Write Representatives ROBERT L. DOUGHTON,
JERE· COOPER and DANIEL A. REED at the
House Office Building, W~shington, D. C.
They are the top members of the Ways and
Means Committee, to wl1ich Mr. THOMAS' bill
was consigned. In view of the speed in
which the Members of Congress rushed to
the aid of themselves, mall to these gentlemen and other members of the Ways and
Means Committee should be redoubled.

Health, Welfare, and Military Strength
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. USHER L. BURDICK
OF NORTH DAKOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. BURDICK. Mr. Speaker, I note
in the Daily Digest-CoNGRESSIONAL
RECORD-May 12, 1952, that the Select
Committee To Investigate the Use of
Chemicals in Food Products has said in
its report to the Congress that it was its
"considered judgment that the situation
existing in the field of fertilizers does not
reveal any need at this time for Federal
legislation."
I am wondering how the committee
could have reached such a conclusion.
Six fertilizer labeling bills have been introduced in Congrzss during the past 6
years-all written by Mr. William G.
Holman, a public-spirited citizen of Virginia. These bills were intended to give
the farmers the same protection that the
Federal Government gives to the purchasers of food, drugs, woolen goods, and
whisky . One of these bills, H. R. 1755,
was introduced by me, the others by the
Honorable William Lemke, of North Dakota, and the Honorable Frank B. Keefe,
of Wisconsin, both of whom have departed this life.
None of these bills have ever been
granted the privile;se o:f a h ::!.ring before
the House Commi~t:.e on Agriculture.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD::.: APPENDIX
H. R. 323 authorizing the appointment
of this select committee specified that
it should find out and report to Congress: First, whether synthetics used in
food in the place and stead of milk, lard,
eggs, butter, and so forth, were harmful
to the health of human beings; second,
.whether DDT and other sprays and
insecticides were E>ntering the human
system harmfully; and third, whether
food grown with chemicals was injuri·
ous to the health of the people.
There was nothing in this resolution
that authorized this select committee to
do any more than that. It was not authorized to inquire into, and determine
whether H. R. 1755 should or should not
be enacted, and in view of that fact, I am
wondering how this committee could
have reached such a conclusion.
A paper captioned "My fellow Virginians" has recently been written by Mr.
Holman with a view to arousing public
interest. This paper deals with factsnot opinions-and it leaves no room for
doubt as to whether the Government
should put a stop to the criminal exploitation of the farmers, and prevent
the weakening of the military strength
of our Nation.
If the Congres~ were to refuse to enact
legislation needed for this purpose, it
would undoubtedly give aid and comfort
to the enemy, and I do not believe that
any Member of this body would ever
want to do that.
Under unanimous consent, I include
Mr. Holman's paper in the RECORD for
the information of other Members of
Congress and for the information of the
public.
Mr. Holman's paper reads as follows:
My fellow Virginians, your attention is
called to tha urgent need of legislation that
will prevent injury · to the health of the
people; the poisoning of children; ·harm to
the health of grown folks; the mistreatment
of the farmers; and the weakening of the
military strength of our Nation.
This program involves a saving to the taxpayers of a billion dollars a .year, and nothing
could be of greater importance to the citizens
of Virginia.
An aroused public opinion will help secure
the enactment of this legislation, and that is
why I am bringing it to your attention.
Read on, and I shall give you some shocking facts; tell you about how children are
being poisoned; how the health of grown
people is being endangered; how our soils are
being depleted, and how seriously this is
weakening the military strength of our
Nation.
I shall deal with facts-not theories--and
leave no room for doubt as to the truth of
these statements.
The enactment of H. R. 1755 which labels
fertilizers, lets the farmers know what materials have been used in making it, and how
many pounds of each material, and puts
a limit on the harmful water-soluble nitrogen
content of fertilizer, would save the farmer
taxpayers three hundred to four hundred
million dollars a year by making it possible
for them to grow good crops with 50 percent
less fertilizer per acre.
The treatment of city sewage to remove
its disease-carrying germs, and the sale of
this sewage to the fertilizer manufacturers
would make the disposal of city sewage net
a profit to the cities, and save the taxpayers
not less than a half billion dollars a year
in taxes, and the use of finely ground untreated phosphate in fertilizers in the place
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ash deposits to a few corporations, and of
and stead of the phosphate treated with sulphuric acid would save the farmer taxpayers
how this had enabled these corporations to
one hundred to two hundred million dollars
acquire a monopolistic control of 80 to 90
_percent of the potash in this country.
a year.
A billion-dollar saving to the taxpayers, a
The record shows that the control of the
great help to the farmers, and a benefit to
phosphate market enabled these manuthe health of the people.
facturers to control the industry, and to dicI shall cite other reasons in support of
tate to other manufacturers not only how
the enactment of H. R. 1755 and they are of
fertilizer should be made, but actually what
vital concern to the people.
the selling price should be.
Have we forgotten President Grover CleveState laws give the fertilizer manufacturers
land's warning to the Congress on Decemgreater protection than they do the farmers.
ber 3, 1888, that unless we made monopolies
They allow the manufacturers to load the
the servants of the people, they would fimixture with an excess of water-soluble ninally become the people's masters?
trogen. A lot of this nitrogen moves with
the soil water beyond the reach of plant
Have we forgotten that President William
roots, and goes to waste without the crop
Howard Taft and President Woodrow Wilson
getting the benefit of it. That forces the
recommended to the Congress the enactfarmer to us 50 percent more fertilizer per
ment of a Federal licensing law that would
acre.
enable the Government to control monopolies?
Some of this nitrogen finds its way into
A bill requiring all corporations engaged
the farm wells and streams where it poisons
In interstate commerce to obtain a license
and kills children and poisons cattle. Thirtyfrom the Federal Government was introthree cases of serious illness of children with
duced in the Senate by Han. William E.
five deaths in Illinois, and several cases of
serious illness with three deaths in Georgia. · Borah-one of the ablest constitutional
lawyers that ever sat in the Senate. SenBut the most serious phase of this matter
ator O'MAHONEY was a cosponsor of this bill,
is the fact that nitrate nitrogen has been
and he has introduced it in the Senate at
entering the human system through the
every session of the Congress since Senamedium of vegetables and endangering the
tor Borah's death.
health of grown folks-your health and mine.
Six fertilizer labeling bills have been inThe late Dr. J. K. Wilson, of Cornell Unitroduced in Congress during the past 6
versity, said: "In some cases the nitrate in
years, and one has been introduced in the
the vegetable foods may be 200 times stronger
United States Senate.
in such foods than that which was set as
These bills put a limit on the water-solua safe standard for drinking water. (Agronble nitrogen content of fertilizer, prohibited
omy Journal, 1949.)
the
use of poisonous ingredients, and reThat is an amazing statement: 200 times
quired the manufacturer to name the mateas much of the poisonous nitrate entering
rials used, and the number of pounds of each
the human system through the medium of
material. I wrote every one of them.
vegetables as was necessary to poison and
The people will certainly want to know
kill children in several States.
why the six fertilizer labeling bills were put
Every intelllgent farmer knows that we
in a pigeonhole of the House Committee on
were never plagued with plant diseases until
Agriculture witnout being given the priviState laws allowed the manufacturers to load
lege
of a hearing; and why there have been
the fertil1zer with an excess of water-soluble
no hearings on the bills requiring all cornitrogen.
porations engaged in interstate commerce to
Plant diseases have been causing the farmobtain a license from the Federal Governers and gardeners to suffer losses running
ment.
into millions of dollars each year, and my
Before going into the booths to cast their
experiments shows that these losses could
ballots, I think the voters will want to know
have been prevented through the use of a
which
of the candidates for Congress and
properly made fertilizer. A statement made
for the Senate are in favor of this legislain writing by the late Gov. J. M. Broughton,
tion, and will promise to do all they can
of North Carolina, on whose farm one of
to secure its enactment.
these experiments was conducted, confirms
Let the people know why this legislation
"this statement.
is needed and an aroused public opinion
The fertilizers that we are using today are
will demand and secure its enactment.
hastening the consumption of organic
I have had a few pamphlets printed that
matter, but they are not replacing it; Dr.
contain
some shocking facts-some things
William A. Albrecht, professor of soils, Unithat . you have never been told beforeversity of Missouri, said that they are helpthings that · you ought to know-and things
ing to wear our lands out faster; Dr. George
that will be of great value to every farmer,
S. Scarseth, former head of the agronomy degardener, and taxpayer in the State.
partment of Purdue University, said that
I hope you will help me put these pamthe way our corn land is being robbed of its
phlets in the hands of as many people as
organic matter and natural fertility, the
possible.
85,000,000 acres of land planted in corn in
Shall be glad to hear from anyone who is
the United States will be gradually deInterested in this important undertaking.
stroyed; and Dr. Daniel L. Seckinger, DirecMy address: William G. Holman, 305 Contor of Health, Washington, D. C., placed part
stitution Avenue NE., Washington, D. c.
of the blame for chronic diseases on our depleted sons.
There are 28,000,000 persons in this country who are suffering from chronic diseases,
and unless we do more to prevent the imDevelopment of Niagara Power by
poverishment of our soils, the increased
Private Enterprise
number of persons suffering from these diseases will become a staggering drain on manpower, and will seriously weaken the miliEXTENSION OF REMARKS
tary strength of our Nation.
OF
A Federal Trade Commission report, dated
May 1, 1946, shows that a few manufacturers have acquired a monopolistic control of
OF NEW YORK
the phosphate market in this country, and
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Senate Resolution 139, introduced at the
first session of the Eighty-first Congress, and
Wednesday, May 21, 1952
signed by eight Members of the United
Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
States Senate, told o! the leasing o! public
lands on which are found the principal potSpeaker, under leave to extend my re-

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
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marks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a resolution which was
adopted by the Kiwanis Club of Mon•
ticello, N.Y .• in support of the CapehartMiller bill providing for the further development of hydroelectric power from
the Niagara Falls and River by private
enterprise. The resolution follows:
I, Boris Shalman, secretary of the Kiwanis
Club, of Monticello, N. Y., do hereby certify
that the following is a true and correct copy
of a resolution duly adopted at a regular
meeting thereof held on the 17th day of
March 1952:
"Whereas there is presently pending in
both Houses of the Congress of the United
States legislation which proposes the development of Niagara power by private enterprise without cost to Federal or State
taxpayers, which legislation is designated as
the Capehart-Miller bill (S. 2021, H. R. 3146);
and
"Whereas after discussion and consideration of the said legislation by the said Kiwanis Club: Now, therefore, it is hereby
"Resolved, That the Kiwanis Club of Monticello does favor the enactment into law
of the said Capehart-Miller bill, and does
respectfully urge the support for an affirmative action on the said bill by the Senate
and the House of Representatives; and .it is
further
"Resolved, That a copy of this resolution
be forwarded to Congresswoman ST. GEORGE,
Senator HERBERT H. LEHMAN, Senator IRVING
M. IVES, Senator DENNIS CHAVEZ, Chairman
of Committee on Public Works, and Congressman CHARLES A. BUCKLEY, chairman Of Committee on Public Works, with the request
that they exert their best offices in favor of
the said legislation."
BORIS SHALMAN,
Secretary.

Dated March 24, 1952.

The Koje Island Incident
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL B. DAGUE
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. DAGUE. Mr. Speaker, frustration is probably the only word which describes the feeling of American citizens
as they contemplate the deplorable state
of affairs in Korea, and certainly the
Koje Island incident underscores the fact
that we have been neither realistic nor
practical in our dealings with the Reds
either at Panmunjom or in the prisoner
stockades.
The fact seems to come to the fore that
our entire policy in Korea has been dictated in diplomatic circles with but scant
regard for military considerations.
Starting with administration refusal to
follow the normal procedure of coming
to Congress for a declaration of war,
and then with the dismissal of Douglas
Macl\rthur-the only general officer in
Korea who has had a realistic conception of the situation-the public has
been left with the only conclusion it
could possibly come to; namely, that we
never intended to win in the first place.
And I submit that that is an insult to
the memory of those who have given
their lives in that forsaken land.

Indeed, it is inescapable that we have
now determined that we must have a.
truce of some sort in order that the
Democrats wm not have to go to the
people in this election year with the din
of war ringing in their ears. And here
again I submit that if our people accept
this specious reasoning they too will be
unworthy of the bloody sacrifices that
have been made in their behalf, if not
in their name.
The Philadelphia Inquirer, in a recent editorial, has expressed what I feel
must be public indignation over the Koje
Island fiasco, and I have made it a part
of this extension because it seems also to
underscore the utter futility of a policy
which is unquestionably political and is
diametrically opposed. to our military
.~nd patriotic traditions.
KOJF. KID GLOVES MADE IN WASHINGTON
Congress' investigation of the humlliating
and disgraceful Koje prisoner-of-war deal
should start on that island-but wind up in
Washington.
Brigadier General Dodd was unbelievably
childish in allowing himself to be captured
by unarmed men. Brigadier General Colson
was monumentally stupid in his message and
manner when he capitulated to the Communists.
Yet it is unfair, in our opinion, to place
.entire responsibility for this national disgrace upon the two generals. If they were
appeasement-minded, if they had been
truckling for months to enemy prisonersthe pattern for such appeasement was
.fashioned in Washington, D. C.
The day it was put into effect was the day
General MacArthur was fired.
As the U. S. News & World Report put
it, General Ridgway became a chair-borne
general, "following minutely the detailed instructions" that flowed from Washington.
At Panmunjom the United Nations negotiators. obviously under close orders from home,
yielded on point after point, including many
on which they once had announced they
never would give in.
It is not strange that the same pattern
was set on Koje, even for the most vicious
and brutal of the . die-hard captured Communists . . Just the day before the Dodd kid_·naping the Reds nad demanded return of
four wrist watches, 18 new pencils, rings,
and a cigarette lighter taken from them when
it was found they had swapped camp blankets and cl0tr..ing in a Koje black market.
Lt. Col. Wilbur R. Raven frankly admits he
appeased the Red prisoners by giving the
stuff back to them.
Raven is the officer who narrowly escaped
being captured with Dodd. But what has
just come out is the fact that 2 months ago
Raven himself was kidnaped and held prisoner for 3 hours. What price then was paid
for his release?
Further appeasement prior to the kidnaping is indicated in the apparent failure to
censor mail of the red POW's. At least, Brigadier General Nuckols says the Red POW's
communication system is excellent, and
sending instructions through the mail "is
as obvious a method as I know of."
General Van Fleet is quoted as having been
opposed to the soft way of life for prisoners
on Koje. Why didn't his views prevail? Because they were countermanded higher up?
Certainly these policies must have been
known at the top in Washington. The Defense Department took the position that it
was solely responsible for Korean policy when
it fired MacArthur-and it cannot pass the
buck to a couple of brigadier generals now
that its policy has backfired disastrously on
Koje.
Because few Americans wanted to be in the
position of "rocking the boat" while truce
talks showed signs of hope, there has been a

minimum of criticism of the kid-glove policy
in handling the dirtiest characters our boys
ever have been called upon to fight. Even
the kid gloves are dirty now.
At Panmunjom our negotiators are boxed
in. If the United States had honored the
deal the Red POW's made with Dodd, it would
have confessed that we were guilty of mistreating Red prisoners, as Nam ll had
charged. :J;3y repudiating the deal, the Reds
now accuse us of double-crossing, of breaking our word.
Let's face it. We took a bad licking in
that round. ·
·
But what of the next round coming up?
Is it to be more of the same? Before we pin
all the blame on Generals Dodd and Colsonand they deserve plenty-let's also contemplate the blind alley up which the siren song
of appeasement has led us.
Let us face the fact that unlimited spending of -more billions is no substitute for
brains, common sense and gumption.
Free America never can expect Stalin's
slave drivers to like us. But they used to
respect us-and we must make them do so
again,

Governor Dever
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETrS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, .May 21, 1952

Mr. LANE. 1\.~r. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following editorial from the Evening
Tribune, Lawrence, Mass., of Monday,
May 19, 1952:
DEVER IS HONORED
A great political honor has come to Governor Dever, and we do· not dispute his right
to be proud of it. It is really something to
be regarded as the mouthpiece of the Democratic Party, second only to the President.
This means nothing less than that in the
opini-on of the gentlemen who are- pulling
. the strings ·Governor Dever is better qualified
than anyone except the master himself to
expound Trumanism and translate its precepts into the language of the practical politician. We are sure that he will prove equal
to the assignment because he has, in the
conduct of his office, exemplified a brilliant
capacity for imitation which has made Massachusetts a wonderfully legible pocket edition of the more massive text printed under
the presidential seal. This in spite of the
fact that he has been handicapped by the
smaller resources at his command. All
things consideved, he has done an excellent
job of qualifying himself-for the great distinction which has been conferred upon him.
We do not wish to seem ill-natured about
the opportunity the Governor now has to
make his presence felt outside of Massachusetts, so we'll state it as our conviction that
he will have impact as keynoter of the con,·ention. He can turn a phrase with the best
of them, baste it deftly with its own juices,
and deliver it piping hot and succulent to
table. He has an Irish flair for oratory
which long years of practice have mellowed
out of its first, tremulous stridency. And
he's not merely a rhetorician, either. He
can load a phrase with meaning, according
to his lights, and detonate it artfully at the
exact moment when something pyrotechnical is called for to enliven the proceedings.
He's got a clever tongue in his head, that

one.
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Trees and Water Runoff
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD C. HAGEN
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 1, 1952

Mr. HAGEN. Mr. Speaker, improved
soil-conservation practices and tree
planting are among the important projects in any flood-control program. Under the joint congressional committee
to be set up if House Joint Resolution
438 is passed, these projects and many
others would be studied as part of a national, long-range, and permanent floodcontrol program in every section of the
country menaced by floods.
The following editorial from the St.
Paul <Minn.) Dispatch of April22 points
up the importance of trees in slowing
down water run of!:
TREES AND WATER RUNOFF

One recommendation for flood control
.with which everyone must agree is that made
by Dr. Frank Kaufert, head of the university
forestry department. Improved soil-conservation practices and the planting of trees on
nonagricultural land, he points out, are es.sentials in long-term efforts to control water
runoff.
If melting snows and spring rains could
be held back, avoiding fast runoff into the
creeks and rivers, we would not have destructive torrents overflowing their banks.
He cited the example of the St. Paul water
department forest planting at Lake Vadnais,
where snow remained a foot deep after the
open fields were bare.
Dams and dikes are required in river control, but they need to be supplemented by
every possible device for reducing and slowing down the runoff. Contour and strip
farming, preservation of meadows and
swamps, ·and reforestation . of denuded hills
and other land not suitable for cropping are
vital to permanent water control.
Planting seedling trees may seem a slow
method of flood prevention, but if the public had started putting seedlings on the watersheds 15 years ago we would be getting
the benefits today.

Report From Washington
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. HARRY McGREGOR
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Speaker, during the debate on the Fair Trade Practices Act, many interesting features were
brought out relative to · the part that
small business is playing in our world
economy. Figures were submitted that
show there are approximately 1,800,000
retail units and they did a volume of
approximately $131,000,000,000 during
the year.
Of these retail units, 669,317 were family operated, they hired no employees,
using only family help; 289,000 establishments hired 1; 217,597 employed 2
persons; 149,109 employed 3; and 170,213 employ~d 4 or 5. ',I'hus, 84 percent
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group in 1900. At the same time, largely
as a result of urbanization and industrialization, only 43 percent of the persons in this age group are still in the
labor force. In 1890 about two-thirds
of the smaller number of persons who
had survived beyond 65 were working.
Of the total population 65 and over,
30 percent have no money income at all;
and of the 70 percent with money income, a little less than one-fourth are
living on less than $500 a year, and more
than half receive less than $1,000 a
year. Payments under both old-age
programs of social security average between $40 and $50 a month. I do not
need to add that these amounts do not
guarantee even a minimum standard of
living. These reasons explain why so
many of our aged people are sick, lonely,
and in want of friends and food.
Now some people, as I said, are frightened by these figures. But I, for one,
am not, because we are beginning to find
some good answers to the problems inComproPresent
R ank
pay
mise
volved. And it is really not surprising
that some of the best answers are being
Major general ________________ _
supplied by members of the aged group
$1, 211
$1, 146
851
803
ColoneL __ ---------- ---------themselves. Do we realize that persons
Major ___ _____ ___-------------574
611
Second lieutenant ____________ _
in the labor force age 65 and over are
3:{0
354
Master sergeant ______________ _
302
321
contributing between ten and twelve
191
200
Sergeant._-------------------billion dollars-or about three times the
142
155
Private ___ -------------------cost of Federal pensions-to the value
of the national economy each year?
Mr. Speaker, there is still a bill before Do we fully appreciate the fact th<tt
Congress which would grant $45 a month too many people who want to work
extra combat pay for all Korean vet- and can work are being forced to reerans.
tire at age 65 at the very time when
we have the greatest need for their
wisdom, their skills, and their experience? In 1944, during World War II,
The Aging
men and women 55 and over constituted nearly one-fifth of the labor force
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
which kept the American economy going
OF
in a period of war manpower shortages.
Our older workers are demonstrating
HON. PETER W. RODINO, JR.
to us every day-if we give them a
OF NEW JERSEY
chance-that they can perform full-time
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
or part-time jobs which require patience,
Wednesday, May 21, 1952
special kinds of skill, and faithful atto detail. Our older citizens
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, most of tention
throughout the land are joining together
us can get· pretty sentimental at the in
creative leisure-time activities which
mention of the words "grandmother"
to their own pleasure and to the
and ''grandfather.'' But every day I am · add
community's health and vitality. Docbecoming more convinced that we are tors
beginning to understand that
failing, as a nation, to give a realistic manyare
of the _illnesses which we have too
answer to the question, What do we glibly accepted as inevitable with age
really think about our old folks?
are, in fact, the result of lonesomeness,
For myself, a study of the facts and- of discouragement over persistent job
even more-of the stories of individual refusals, and of malnutrition caused by
human tragedy which come to me in lack of adequate funds.
letters from our senior citizens themBernard M. Baruch-himself over 80
selves, convinces me that the time for years of age-bas, in my mind, pointed
honest and constructive thinking on the the way.
subject has arrived.
As I see it-On the one hand, we are proud of the
He saysmedical miracle which has made it possible to add 20 years to the average life there are two major issues to be faced. First,
span during this century. On the other, we must throw out our depression-born
there are cries of alarm over the increas- philosophy of forcing older workers out of
ing burden of pensions which, according jobs just because they are old. We are creating a vast human waste material here-to some prophets, threaten to bankrupt with
some tragic portent. And, most of all,
the country.
we must remember never to become too staNow here are some of the facts, which tistical where human beings are concerned.
seem so frightening to some people. The The problem of what to do about the aged
1950 census showed that there were ap- 1s primarily one of recognizing them first
proximately 12,300,000 persons aged 65 as individual human beings-full of fears,
and over in the population on April 1 hopes, despairs, and appetites. We can't regof that year. This is about four times ulate them according to meters. Our probthe total of 3,100,000 in the same age lem now is to make industry understand
of the retail units ln the United .States
were operated by fewer than 6 employees,
while two-tenths of 1 percent of the units
employed 100 or more.
The 84 percent of the retail units employing fewer than 6 persons did 40 percent of the dollar volume, but the twotenths of 1 percent of the units employing 100 or more did 11 percent of the
total dollar retail volume.
The Congress has passed a militarypay increase covering the cost-of-living
increases for 3,500,000 men and women
in the Armed Forces. The bill is now
on the ·President's desk for signature.
The increase ranges from $3 a month
for privates and seamen up to $65 a
month for two-star generals and admirals. The following tables show the present monthly pay and the increase included in the new legislative proposals
for officers and men with two dependents:
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them, and absorb them, for we are definitely
entering upon an era of a new kind of old
age.

Instead of wringing our hands over the
economic problems which seem to be
building up about our increasing number of aged persons, let us all start looking at the problems squarely to see what
can be done about them. Instead of
ignoring or resenting our elderly citizens,
let us find out where they live, what they
need, and what they are doing, and what
are some of the answers they, themselves,
have figured out. The generations which
produced the wealth of this incredible.
half-century-and which raised most of
us, in spite of a depression-is entitled
to a full hearing.

Mrs. Carolyn Lind Bull
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHRISTOPHER C. McGRATH
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. McGRATH. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following article which
appeared in a recent issue of the New
York Times regarding Mrs. Carolyn Lind
Bull, one of the most beloved residents
of her community:
"They've robbed me of a secret I kept for
a long time-my age," Mrs. Carolyn Lind Bull
said rather wistfully yesterday.
Mrs. Bull was entertaining relatives and
friends, including a Member of Congress,
Representative CHRISTOPHER C. MCGRATH, of
the Bronx, at her Pelham Bay Park home on
the occasion of her one hundred and first
birthday.
"For voting purposes I just had to say I
was 21 plus. Now I'll just have to say I'm 100
plus," added the centenarian. Mrs. Bull was
born in Philadelphia on Friday, April 13,
1851. She was a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Matthew S. Lind and a descendant of Richard Stockton, a signer of the Declaration of
Independence.
Mrs. Bull, from every indication, declares
her independence daily. Although she and
her husband, Henry A. Bull, who died last
November, had no children, there is an
"adopted" son. He is Stanley T. Bell, a retired shipping executive, who lived with the
Bulls for more than 35 years.
"I'm an imported son, imported from Russia," he says. "I like to take care of mother.
I fix her hair, and cook for her, and boss her
around."
"I had a lovely father and mother," Mrs.
Bull said, resuming her discussion. "They
didn't want me to be some kind of "yes man."
They wanted me to have some individuality,
Their teaching gives me the moral courage
to keep on, with Thaddy's help." She patted
a brown dachshund, Thaddeus II, who rarely
leaves her side.
Although Mrs. Bull's activities have been
curtailed somewhat by illness this winter,
she 1s still active. She reads, watches television, and takes drives with Mr. Bell in his
car, which she wants to learn to drive.
Mrs. Bull is a lifetime Republican, and she
looks forwar d keenly to voting, although she
has not yet picked her candidate. Taking
h er cue from political leaders, she says: "I'm
going to keep 'em guessing a while."

Development of Niagara Fails and River
by Private Enterprise
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK '
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a resolution which was
adopted by the Dutchess County Chapter, New York State Society of Professional Engineers, in support of the
Capehart-Miller bill <S. 2021, H. R. 3146)
which provides for the further development of hydroelectric :_)Ower from the
Niagara Falls and River by private enterprise. The resolution follows:
Whereas the development of additional
power from the Niagara River has been negotiated by treaty between the United States
and the Dominion of Canada; and
Whereas there is no problem of navigation
or flood control involved in this development; and
Whereas the generation of power on the
American side heretofore has been by private enterprise; and
Whereas five power companies, supplying
90 percent of the people of the State of New
York, and ready to finance and begin construction immediately to utilize this additional power: Be it
Resolved: That Dutchess County Chapter
go on record as endorsing the CapehartMiller bill (S. 2021, H. R. 3146) which would
continue the development of the additional
available electrical power resources of the
Niagara River by private enterprise, and opposing both the Lehman-Roosevelt bill (S.
517, H. R. 1642) for Federal Development
and the Ives-Cole bill (S. 1963, H. R. 5099)
for development by the State of New York;
and be it further
Resolved: That copies of this resolution
be sent to our Senators and Representatives
in Congress and to Senator CAPEHART and
Representative MILLER.

Increase of Social-Security Benefits
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks, I include an editorial from the Wall Street
Journal and an editorial from the Washington Post:
[From the Wall Street Journal of May 21,
1952]
REVIEW AND OUTLOOK
UNDER THE BED
On Monday the House of Representatives
refused to pass a bill raising social-security
benefits. The sticking point was the fear
that a provision giving broad authority to
the Federal Administrator to determine disability payment's might be the "camel's nose"
for socialized medicine. This fear caused
one of the bill's proponents to remark scornfully about "seeing burglars under the bed."

It is easy to understand why that attempt
to quiet the fears of many Members of the
House was unsuccessful. The plain fact is
that there have been "burglars under . the
bed."
Soon after the outbreak in Korea Congress
gave the President broad powers to govern
prices and wages. The fear was expressed
that the powers were sufficient to allow the
President to bypass the Taft-Hartley Act.
Those fears were derided. But we saw what
happened in the steel case.
During the late world war, President Roosevelt was given some broad discretion over
salaries. Despite disclaimers that the authority would be so used, Mr. Roosevelt decreed that no one should receive a salary
in excess of $25,000 a year. This action later
was overturned by Gongress.
In the campaign of 1932 Mr. Roosevelt
made some off-hand remarks about the Supreme Court. Many people thought that the
remarks clearly indicated Mr. Roosevelt's
thought that the Court should be subject to
executive control. Those fears were "poohpoohed" right up to the day the President
proposed to pack the Court.
We could go on with that list of authority
stretched in defiance of fair promises, but it
seems to us that the instances which readily
occur are suflicient to justify the search for
burglars under the bed. As a matter of
fact one would be safe to run a sword through
the mattress and examine the bedstead for
termites.
It is long past time that Congress ceased
to pass hazily worded legislation without
inquiring what the words mean or investigating what may be done under their authority. Statutes should, so far as they possibly can, tell the .citizen what he can and
cannot do and they should leave no doubt
whatever as to what some administrative
officer can do to the citizen.
We hope that Monday's action is a sign of
a new congressional trend to reclaim its
power as the law-making body. For almost
two decades it has left the unfortunate
impression of a not-too-smart aggregation
of gentlemen being hoodwinked into connivance at their own self-destruction.
[From the Washington Post of May 21, 1952]
AID TO THE AGED
The doctors' lobby demonstrated its power,
and the House of Representatives showed its
susceptibility to slogans, when a bill designed to liberalize old-age benefits was rejected by the House on Monday. The bill
would increase by 12% percent, or at least
$5 monthly, the benefits paid to some 4,500,000 old-age and survivor beneficiaries under the social-security program. It represents an increase long overdue and a bare
minimum in the light of heightened living
costs. There was no objection to its purpose,
and passage seemed so completely assured
that it was brought up under a rule requiring a two-thirds majority for adoption. The
vote was 150 for and 140 against the bill.
Most of the opposition seems to have been
generated by a Washington representative
of the American Medical Association, Dr.
Joseph A. Lawrence, who sent telegrams to
House Members characterizing the bill as
"socialized medicine." The epithet is one
which the AMA employs with the broadest
poetic license, but a substantial number of
Congressmen appear to have swallowed it.
Apparently, as Majority Leader JOHN McCoRMACK observed, "all anyone has to do t h ese
d a ys is to holler 'socialism' and a lot of hysteria sets in upon situations that do not
exist."
There were some other objections to the
bill, however, as was indicated when Representative REED, who had led the opposition,
introduced a new measure which would
eliminate the controversial medical examination provisions and liberalize the amount
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Federal power, flowing over an 18,500-mile '.
that an aged person could ea~ri without losnetwork of Government transmission lines,
ing his benefits. The original bill would
has powered atomic development and giant
raise the ceiling on such earnings from $50
to $70 a month, which is still far too low. · new industries, as well as homes and farms.
With manpower at a premium, the GovernFederal dams have since 1933 brought
ment ought to be encouraging able-bodied
2,473,000 new acres under .irrigation, commen drawing old-age benefits to take jobs.
pared to only 706,000 new acres between 1920
Thousands now live in idleness and squalor
and 1932.
because they would lose benefits accruing ·
The TVA concept, integration: ·T he Tento them under the social-security system if
nessee Valley Authority, created in May 1933,
they should attempt to increase their
began a new concept in our use of the counearnings.
try's rivers: Development not for one use
Under the rule which accompanied the
but for all uses, and not in one way but in
bill to the floor on Monday, it could not be
etrery way, by cooperation between Federal,
amended. We hope that the Rules ComState, and local agencies in a whole river
mittee will now give the measure a new
valley.
right-of-way so that it may be improved in
The Tennessee Valley Authority's 18 multithis respect before being passed. And
ple-use dams and its many other activities
House Members ought to resolve that when
have developed the whole Tennessee basin,
the new opportunity comes they will get
for flood control, for electric power, for naviless excited over trifles.
gation, for more forests and for recreation
and wildlife.
Since completion of the major dams, the
Tennessee Valley has sut!ered not a single
Conservation of Natural Resources
damaging flood.
In addition to greatly expanding power
consumption and reducing prices, TVA has
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
(1)
doubled the yield of wheat in the area,
OF
by providing fertilizer and preventing soil
erosion; (2) brought a number of large industries to the valley. In addition, in 2
OF ARIZONA
years alone (1945--47), 20,000 small busiIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
nesses were established in the valley.
The Columbia River valley: Since startWednesday, May 21, 1952
ing of the Bonneville and Grand Coulee Dam
Mr. MURDOCK. Mr. Speaker, when projects in 1933, creation of the Bonneville
the history of the twentieth century is Power Administration in 1937, and beginning
written, I have little doubt but that his- of five further dams (1) power rates at the
torians will record as one of the greatest source have become cheaper in the Pacific
achievements in the last two decades Northwest than anywhere else in the counthe advance that has been made in the try; (2) population in the Northwest has
development and conservation of Amer- jumped 50 percent, more than twice the rate
increase for the whole country; (3) a
ica's natural resources-our water and of
great new aluminum industry, and other inpower resource~. our land, our forests, dustries making light metals, ferro:..alloys
and our mineral resources.
and chemicals, have come to the region; (4)
Under unanimous consent, I insert irrigation wm open up about 13,000 new
in the Appendix of the RECORD a brief farms.
statement prepared by me entitled "ReThe Central Valley of California: Thanks
sources for Our Future-20 Years of to Shasta Dam, Friant Dam, and others-plus a canal system connecting the SacraGains":
mento and San Joaquin Rivers-this 500RESOURCES FOR Qua F'uTURE-20 YEARS or
mile-long valley is being transformed by
GAINS
irrigation. We shall gain for farming the
America's future depends not only on our
equivalent of a new State-with water rights
human resources but also on how we use
limited to 160 acres a person, despite oppoand develop our natural resourc.e s: The
sition from factory-farm interests. And the
rivers, the land, the forests, the burled minCentral Valley project will ultimately add
erals, that have enabled us to become the
3,000,000 kilowatts of electric capacitystrongest Nation in the world.
enough to serve the needs of six cities the
What is done with this God-given wealth
size of San Francisco.
affects each one of us today-and will affect
The Missouri Valley: We have begun a
even more the lives our children lead.
$6,000,000,000 multipurpose development
program, including over 100 dams, to harness
BUILDING OUR WATER AND POWER RESOURCES
the Missouri River. This program is now
Selfish and short-sighted interests have
well under way: 10 dams have been finished,
bitterly fought development of our water
3 dams are nearing completion, and 15 more
and power resources to benefit all the people.
are under construction.
These interests still hope to stop in its tracks
Meanwhile the President's Missouri Basin
the progress that Democratic leadership,
Survey
Commission, appointed in February
with faith in the growth of America, has
1952,
is considering what the permanent
brought us-and will continue to bring.
plan for this great valley should be.
In 1933 Federal hydropower installations
In addition, the Army engineers have congenerated less than half a billion kilowattstructed dams on important tributaries of
hours. By 1951 this figure had risen to
the Mississippi that lessen the once great
45,000,000~000 kilowatt-hours, 14 percent of
terror of Mississippi floods.
all electric power sold in the country.
All these programs for developing :flood
This has meant:
control and power have been under constant sniping attack.
The Republican
Average
·Average
Eightieth Congress, for example, cut the
residential
monthly
necessary appropriations for the flood-conconsumption bill for 100
in kilowattkilowatttrol program by 30 percent.

HON. JOHN R. MURDOCK

hours (1951) hours (1951)

Northwest (with
Federal power) ___________ _
TV
A. area
(with Federal
power)
______________
_____ _
New England (without
Federal power) __________ _
The Nation ________________ _

Pacific

5,070

$3.10

3, 600

3. 01

1, 600

4. 28

2,000

3. 75

tlon plaris have been democratically worked ·
out for about a million farms. Last year
more than 2,800,000 farmers carried out one
or more soil- or water-conservation practices
on their own farms.
Since 1936 the agricultural-conservation ·
program lias helped farmers restore 18,000,000 acres of land through terracing, 2,000,000
acres by establishing permanent cover on
land subject to erosion, 5,000,000 acres by
land leveling for irrigation, and 900,000
acres by planting trees.
This whole program was completely unknown in Republican days and is still under
attack.
Grazing land: Fifty-two million acres of
pasture and range have been restored since
1936 by farmers and ranchers operating under the agricultural-conservation program.
The western range, including much of the
200,000,000 acres of remaining public domain,
had lost half its virgin productivity by 1932.
Since the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934, however, uncontrolled overgrazing of our public
lands has been ended and restoration of
the range's original fert111ty is well on its
way.
BUU.DING OUR FORESTS

Congress in 1937 and 1944 provided for
cutting timber on Federal forest lands so as
to yield a maximum sustained yield of timber and so conserve a resource that for many
decades had been mined rather than farmed.
This policy has already paid off; during
the last fiscal year, yields from the Federal
forests were higher than ever before. Many
owners of private timberlands have also, as
urged by the United States Forest Service,
b_egun to operate on a sustained-yield basis.
BUILDING OUR li41NERAL RESOURCES

Minerals, once mined, can never be re·
plenished from the earth. We can increase
our mineral base only by ( 1) new discoveries;
( 2) better techniques of extraction and refining; (3) new or more economical ways of
using what we have; or (4) developing substitutes. The Federal Government, by mapping and exploration, by research, by informing industry, has played an increasing
role in all these areas.
To take one example: Since the Synthetic
Liquid Fuels Act of 1944, the Bureau of
Mines has been experimenti.n g on how to
produce oil commercially from coal and from
oil shale. The Bureau has now found how
to make gasoline from coal, on a commercial
basis, at a cost competitive with the natural
product.
These are some of the accomplishments of
a government that for 20 years has acteQ. to
have our basic resources used and developed
not for the sole benefit of absentee and
spendthrift owners but for those who work
them and those who depend on them, now,
and in the future.
The progress has been great. The opposition is as virulent as ever. The job is still
only begun.

Labor and Public Power
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

BUILDING OUR LAND RESOURCES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Beginning in 1933 a number of national
programs to check land waste were begun,
both for croplands and for grazing lands.
Cropland: Today four out of five of the
Nation's farms are included in the 2,450
soil-conservation districts which have come
into being since 1937. Complete .conserva·

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives an editorial which appeared
in the March 14, 1952, edition of tbe
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Citizen-Patriot, Jackson, Mich., in support of the Capehart-Miller bills, which
provided for the further development of
hydroelectric power from the Niagara
Falls and River by private enterprise.
The editorial follows:
LABOR AND PUBLIC POWER

Advocates of public development of power sources like to leave the impression that
the private power corporations are engaged
in a struggle against all of the rest of the
people.
They like to have you believe all of the
consumers, the workers, the farmers, and
other ordinary taxpayers are begging for
protection from the private power industry
and that the public power boys are stand- •
ing solid as a rock, protecting these little
people from the giant corporations.
It must be a shock to these public ownership people to find a segment of organized
labor is dead set against the development
of public power and can give powerful reasons for that opposition.
The New York State Federation of Labor
is on record in a resolution sponsored by
the New York State Association of Electrical
·workers.
The New York Federation of Labor is in
the shadow of Niagara Falls where five private power companies want to develop new
power-at no expense to the taxpayer-while
the public power boys are fighting for either
State or Federal development.
The reasons why the New York A. F. of L.
opposes public-power development are quite
interesting. They make especially good
r~ading for those boys who are always yelling for the Government to step in and take
over some industry. The New York unions
have had their fill of socialism as represented
by public-power development.
Harold C. Hanover, secretary-treasurer of
the federation, puts it this way:
"We in organized labor have learned many
bitter lessons from agencies o:.i: Government,
whether State or National, which have superseded work normally done by private
contractors in the years gone by, who today
are ruled out of a picture which has become
100 percent 'civil serviced.'"
To boil Hanover's lengthy argument down
to a few words: Labor has learned that it
gets along far better, has more rights, and
earns better wages when it deals with private power interests instead of Government
agencies.
The interest of the New York federation
does not stop with bargaining rightJ. The
union men are taxpayers, too, and their
resolution sharply condemns the hidden
taxes that are imposed upon the people to
support the public-power projects.
The federation also points out that private interests are capable of furnishing the
added power needed by the Nation and that
development of public-power sources is unnecessary.
Labor has tasted the fruit of socialism in
the development of public power and has
found it bitter.

The Retailer and the State
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT TRIPP ROSS
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. ROSS. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend by remarks in the RECORD, I
include an address by T.V. Houser, vice
chairman of the board of Sears, Roebuck
& Co., delivered at the annual banquet

of the American Retail Federation Wednesday, May 14, 1952.
This is an excellent and timely message which should be read and studied by
every person interested in maintaining
our American free enterprise system:
When a new day begins for the United
States of America it first comes to Eastport,
Maine, and in this town of some 3,000 population, sixty-odd-retail establishments start
preparing for another day's distribution of
necessities and luxuries to the public of that
community. As time speeds across the Nation reaching city after city, thousands upon
thousands more retailers start a new day's
activity. Merchandise arriving by train and
truck is unloaded, inspected, marked, recorded; deliveries start to customers' homes;
displays of goods, advertising, future buying
plans, personnel problems, and many more
details of a complex business are handled.
As the doors open the public is invited to
see the most extensive, the finest, the lowest priced-in terms of customer's buying
power-in short, the most incredible array
of merchandise ever assembled in any country at any time for the comfort and well
being of its citizens.
By the time day has reached the Pacific
coast, the sixty-odd retailing establishments
of Eastport, Maine, have grown to over 1,750,000. They occupy some billions of square
feet of floor space, thus creating many
billions of dollars in real-estate values.
They require the services of some 10,000,000
individuals. Collectively, this vast organization constitutes the most important economic activity in this country. Why the
most important?
For one thing, it takes more people and
more expenditure to distribute the Nation's
requirements of goods than it does to manufacture them. Some $5,000,000,000 are spent
in advertising, more billions in transportation and still more billions in auxiliary services of many kinds.
This great industry represented here tonight is the most important in yet another
way. It represents the final lap in the whole
sequence, which began in the forest, mine,
and farm, which progressed through mill,
furnace, or factory, fashioning these raw
materials into usable materials for yet other
shops and industries to manufacture the
merchandise as finally shown on the retail
fioor. The retailer completes the sequence.
He is like the last runner in the relay race
who brings the winning baton to the finish
line. He is the most important runner because, until he reaches the finish line, the
game is not won. Just so when the retailer
delivers the goods he has reached the finish
line and has successfully played his part
in the functioning of an intricate industrial
system in a free society. Equally important
his merchandise constitutes the tangible
evidence of the highest standard of living
ever developed anywhere at any time for a
population as a whole.
The American Retail Federation here represented is the authorized spokesman for
this vast industry. Its membership is composed of 22 National and 34 State specialized
retail associations. These, in turn, are made
up of a membership of over 600,000 retail
units. The employees of these member units
are a very large share of all retail employees
in the Nation.
These member stores are not identical 1n
their interests, in their viewpoints, be it
economic or political. They may differ
among themselves as to price-maintenance
laws, store hours, or certain business practices. The hardware store may resent the
drug store which carries hardware items, and
the drug store may resent the grocery store
which carries drug items. There are points
of difference about many things between
the thousands constituting the membership
of this great organization. But these differ·

ences are about relatively small matters compared to the institutions of a free society.
These members are not only retailers, not
only businessmen, but American citizens
with a very important stake in the system
which has brought such material benefits to
themselves, their employees, their partners,
or stockholders, their sources of supply, their
customers. Add these up for an retail establishments and you have the public of the
Nation.
The typical retailer is concerned and to
some extent confused, by much that he sees
and hears. The typical retailer either large
or small, is a man of integrity-he is a respected and important man in his community. The churches, hospitals, and
charitable enterprises in his community
could not exist without him. He realizes
that in a free society customers will buy
from him only a!> they please. He must
conduct himself so as to merit favorable decisions from customers day by day. He
must continually justify purchases from
people who are perfectly free to buy, or not
to buy or to buy from others. In a free
society he knows that he must treat employees fairly and considerately because
they too are perfectly free to go elsewhere,
if they choose. His banker is perfectly free
to loan or withhold loans-again just as his
judgment dictates. So what does this add
up to-he has been conditioned through the
years of his experience to be guided by the
balance sheet of his business, where the
sum total of his efforts is finally pulled
together. In a free society he must pay
his own way and stand on his own feet.
His place of business and his goods must
be attractive to gain customers. But he
cannot gain customers entirely at the expense of employees, nor favor either customers or employees unduly if he is to be
fair to his partners and stockholders. He
must balance all this and show a solvent
business, conducted equitably from the
standpoint of all claimants to the proceeds
of the business.
The typical retailer like other sincere
American citizens is doing a lot of thinking ·
these days about matters he formerly took
for granted-matters like the relation between the citizen and the State; the citizen one to another; American capitalism as
a whole.
He knows that the development of the
American standard of living-food, clothing,
housing, travel, and amusements-has been
the result of the constant increase in output
of product per hour of work, coupled with
no burdensome national defense load in the
past in times of peace. He has seen this
with his own eyes over the years as l~e has
watched the constant improvement and expansion in the lines of goods he sells and
has cashed the weekly paychecks of industrial workers in his town. He knows a week's
work over the years buys more and better
goods. The worker's home is better, more
tastefully furnished, he drives a better car,
he has vacations and travels, his children
are high-school- or college-educated. He is
the envy of the world.
Our typical retailer discusses this at Rotary or other meetings with his manufacturing friends and finds that concurrent
with the improvement noted for the industrial worker, factories have steadily been replacing old machines with the newest; research men have devised more economic
processes; new buildings have replaced old,
so the same number of people now produce
a larger quantity of goods. Our retailer
senses that when this sort of thing goes on
over an entire nation, then there are more
goods to share with the same incomes. But
when he talks to his customers who are
factory workers he realizes that the economlo
process is too complex for understanding,
and cause and effect too widely separated
for the connection to be recognized. Hs
senses a problem in this situation.
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Our retailer does note that before the investment could have been made by the
manufacturer there must have been sufficient
profits left after all costs and all taxes had
been paid. The manufacturer, too, is subject to the restraint of a balance sheet.
He is concerned that maybe all this improvement is coming to an end. Why? For
one thing, he sees more and more appeals
about the rights of the worker from labor
and political leaders but seldom a word about
responsibilities. Rewards are asked that are
not based on better production. Why
shouldn't the facts of our American system
be taught--willingr.ess of business to i.n vest
large part of profits into technically improved
and expanded facilities and willingness of
workers to let such facilities produce at the
maximum efficiency? When wealth is being
created it's relatively easy to agree on a
fair division between the public in prices,
workers in wages, and owners in profits, because everyone is getting something more.
Many studies have been made to evaluate
this matter of productive output. The capital invested in all manufacturing industries
stood at $73,000,000,000, or $5,700 per worker,
in 1945. Since then, in only 6 years, $50,000,000,000 more has been invested, or $4,000 per
worker-70 percent as much in the last 6
years as in the whole preceding period of
our industrial growth. One cannot generalize as to results. Auto tires are a case with
heavy investment in recent years--$6,000 or
more per employee-in technically improved
facilities and a substantial increase in output per worker. An appliance manufacturer,
adding new fac111ties costing but $1,000 per
employee, has a 15-percent decrease in output per employee. Most cases show an investment of $3,000 to $5,000 per employee
Just to maintain about the same output or
just a Uttle better but often just a little
less. If all managements realized the need
of a better informed · employee group and if
labor and political leaders were more interested in increasing the total of created wealth
instead of the distribution of less wealth,
the American system would continue to
progress.
·
Retailers are all concerned with the faltering market right now; consumers broke the
textile markets last year at the mill level
and the durable goods market at the retatl
level. Texttles went through a wash but
durable goods did not. If consumers will
not pay present level of prices for durable
goods in volume enough to keep plants going full, how can prices be reduced, wage
earnings maintained, and reasonable margins for manufacturer and retailer secured
unless costs are reduced through increase
in individual output at all stages of production and distribution?
The retailer is concerned primarily with
the economic well being of industrial and
all other workers, as they constitute his customers. The more they havP. the better off
he is.
While on this subject of production, our
retailer is told by public leaders that the
American worker can out-produce the rest
of the world. One would think there was
some quality in the American worker not
possessed by those in other countries which
under identical conditions permits him to
be so much more effective. But when one
travels in Europe he finds that low output
there is caused by the use of old and obsolete equipment because there is not the
degree of engineering and scientific talent
to design and build the kind of machines
the American worker uses, nor general willingness of management and owners to put
earnings back into the factories in the form
of technically advanced equipment. Where
it is being done, however, he finds the European worker, no matter what nationality,
when given equivalent machines and tools,
is using them as efficiently as the American
worker. In fact, because of the vacuum o!
goods to be filled, the European worker

sees more clearly the direct connection between his production and the welfare of his
people.
When our retailer returns !rom Europe
and surveys the American economic system,
he realizes what a debt every American, including the industrial worker, owes to the
American scientist, the research worker, the
engineer and designer who can figure out
constantly improved processes and products
and the American management and owners
who constantly invest the billions of dollars
each year to bring the benefits to each American. He is worried, however, when he sees
no recognition o! all this by those pressing
for higher taxes and higher wages regardless of output. He wonders, too, with present rates of taxes, if reinvestment of funds
to keep up this expanding and more efficient
economy is possible out of what little is now
left. Also, even if there is enough for some
purposes, does the return after taxes provide
a fair e»ough return on money which after
all belongs to all the owners of business.
The retailer is faced with these problems
in connection with his own business. This
country has never seen the expansion, modernizing, and development of retail facilities
better to serve the public than has taken
place since the· end of the war. Traffic congestion in shopping centers has led to outlying locations with auto parking facilities.
Retailing has applied the same principles as
industry in making itself more efficient,
more convenient, and more appealing to the
American customer. The job is far from
complete even though amounts running into
the billions have been spent since the war.
What will be the effect of the 1952 tax rates
on this development? There are signs of
sharp curtailment. Our retailer wonders 1!
the shift from his own investment to better
serve his public to expenditure by Government through larger tax appropriations is
all in the public interest.
He is worried about the attacks on bustness from any in public life. It is as if he
and others like him were not performing a
vital function in America-as if the Nation
were not better for all people because of his
efforts. He is discouraged because he is so
inarticulate. As he tries to retain the 3.6
cents he had last year out of each dollar of
sale, balancing demands of the public for
better service and value, employees for. better wages and benefits, and bankers for a
solvent balance sheet, he wonders where
these antisocial individuals are he hears
about. He knows American business is not
run from Wall Street, but from thousands
of Main Streets. But greedy souls, he is told,
are forever preying on the American public
and pauperizing the American worker. He
and his management friends attend conventions held by the thousands each year where
product improvement, employee welfare betterment, technical advances, relations of
business to society are studied and debated.
Do the people making these attack.s really
believe what they say? It's too bad if they
do, but it's much worse if they don't. ..Three
things the soul of man has struggled against
in vain-taxes, bureaucracy and catch
words." No one has invented a catch word
to describe this complex modern American
capitalistic system.
The retailer is alarmed about the emphasis
in late years on economic classes. If he is
in his 50's or 60's he probably started in some
lowly capacity and, as his abilities and experience developed, he moved through the
many activities now neatly stratified by some
into tight little units. He has seen hls
friends do the same until now as an important executive of a successful business he
recognizes that the direction of the huge
American economic system is in the hands o!
many thousands like himself who learned
their jobs from the bottom up. He knows
the American system is not a collection o!
royal famllles and a; frozen peasantry, In a
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free society, the individual can move forward
through many classes and occupations as his
talents and opportunities permit. Why can't
there be recognition and encouragement of
this wonderful system instead of creating
prejudice and hatred? There is great talent
among all workers in the ranks of industry.
Intelligent management seeks constantly to
discover it but more and more he is forced
to turn to a trainee group selected for advancement because of the antimanagement
attitude created in so many places. It would
be ironic if permanently solidified classes of
workers would develop in this land of opportunity wholly through the teachings of
those who profess to help the workingman.
He is confused by many other things. He
serves on local committees-his chamber of
commerce or other local groups of citizen
leaders. They study social-security, unemployment, and relief problems. He is aware
of the practical difficulties in eliminating
cheaters, chiselers and ne'er-do-wells from
relief and unemployment benefit rolls. He
is engaged in a never ending struggle with
his Federal Government at administrative
levels and legislative levels. Why shouldn't
the Federal Government want reasonable
benefits to those who really need it at the
least cost to those who pay for it? Retailers with Nation-wide interests know that
decision power relating to local conditions
must be delegated to local administrators.
· Retailers do not understand the intense desire to centralize so much of th1s costly and
complex matter in Washington.
Our typical retailer struggles with price
controls. He reCC?gnizes, as most loyal citizens, that when Government abstracts a
large share of strategic materials for noncivilian use, that the law of supply and demand cannot work and some control o!
prices is justified. He was skeptical of controls on products not involved in defense
needs and from his OPA experience doubted
that controls were effective against the
broad pressure on prices resulting from fiscal causes. Today, thanks to the ability of
l~dustry to produce and to the stretch out
of the defense program, he finds the general
level of prices determined by supply and demand below the ceilings of OPS. But does
this free him from a maze of paper work?
He is more involved than ever. Regulation
upon regulation; report upon report; interpretations, explanations, charts, calculations
without end. Out of the simple GCPR has
come 134 regulations, hundreds of supplements. amendments, revisions. overriding
provisions. One firm alone reported a study
showing 3,300,000 man-hours of time spent
exclusively on price-control procedures and
a cost of •5.300,000 in 1 year only. This involved over 10 million pages of bulletins,
forms, etc., or some 40 tons of paper. One
firm. Multiply this over the Nation. And
then multiply it again by its counterpart in
Federal Government in Washington and district offices over the land. It's probably not
holding down prices by the amount of its
cost to the taxpayer. Isn't it like the Japanese who were recently captured on a Pacific island and didn't know the war was over?
Retailers have watched the great expansion in productive facilities since the warcapacity for 6.200,000 refrigerators compared
with 3.000,000 prewar, capacity for 7,250,000
stoves compared with 2.750,000 prewar.
Many other examples could be cited. Current sales are running at a rate of 40 to 50
percent of the capacity of various industries.
They are glad to see regulation W lifted after
a year of such conditions.
Most retailers, no doubt, consider employee
relations their ·most important continuing
problem. There seems to be no simple solution, nor, for that matter, a uniform pattern to follow. Examples of poor employee
relations can be found despite higher wage
rates and liberal benefits of various kinds,
and examples o! good relations can be found
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with lower wage rates and less in the way
of benefit s. It seems that good relations
stem from a management that is truly sincere in its regard for the progress and wellbeing of its employees. Such a management
is concerned with the upward progress of
employees to bett er and be ~ter positions,
expends real effort in uncovering talent at
the bottom, and spends time and money
in systematic training of selected people for better jobs. Such a management
views as tragic the horizontal move:nent of
key buyers and executives from one company to another. What can be more discouraging to an able and ambitious individual in an organization than to see someone hired from outside to fill the post he had
hoped to attain? A management with good
employee relations tries to make each employee understand his function in relation to
others and aware of his own importance.
People should take pride in their positions
and in their store.
Theoretically, some form of profit sharing
seems the answer to the problem of having
employees interested in the welfare. of the
business and willing to identify their interest
With the progress of their employer. However, profit sharing or any other form of
benefit, if adopted merely in the spirit of
mechanics to attain a better state of
morale-a quid pro quo attitude-is bound
to fail. People are quick to sense sincerity
and insincerity. They do not want and cannot be bought merely through a system of
benefits unless they realize that these matters are the outward expression of a deep,
warm, sincere regard for themselves as human beings. One man's gift of flowers to his
wife is accepted as a token of love and affection; another's merely raises a question.
Retailers should weigh carefully the degree to which they take advantage, if at all,
of their exemption to the Wages and Hours
Act. One wonders if this quirk of the law
is a good thing for retailers in the long
run. In most cases, there need be no connection between store hours and employee
hours. There has been an unfortunate lessening of retailer service to the public,
dictated by trying to have store hours conform to what is reasonable for the individual. The hours for the individual should
conform to modern standards in a community and store hours should serve the
legitimate needs of the public.
I am sure that retailers realize that poor
morale among th..eir employees is a much
more serious matter than it is in the case
of a manufacturing concern. In the first
place, a retail store caters to a local, limited market, of which employees are an
integral part. If employees complain to
their families and friends about the store
in which they work, these complaints are
bound to affect the acceptance of the store
to some degree. Again, a store depends upon
its employees for direct dealing with the
public in the way of making sales, handling
adjustments, arranging for service-and how
can these functions be well handled unless
there is interest and enthusiasm and pride
on the part of the employee in his store
and in his position?
In contrast, a factory distributes goods
over a wide geographical area, and its customers are not affected by the state of
morale in a manufacturing plant. Its employees have no personal relations with the
public in the conduct of its business. Morale is important from the standpoint of
factory production but in a retail store it is
essential both internally and externally.
Every industry has many examples of enlightened management which has voluntarily kept a fair state of balance between
employees and other claimants on the proceeds of the business, and which has given
employees ample opportunity to progress
and has recognized the dignity of the individual. One of the tragic consequences of
industry-wide bargaining is the failure to

recognize the social accomplishment of such
employer-employee groups.
Retailers are alive to the social responsibilities of their function in society. They
realize that there should be constant improvement in the efficiency of producing and
distributing the goods of the Nation, and
that all should share in this improvement-employees, the public as customers, and business itself. Most retailers are worried, however, by the many proposals from labor and
political leaders for welfare provisions, which
seem beyond the current level of efficiency
of production and distribution to absorb.
One realizes that the definition of minimum economic rights of today is more lib·
eral by far than in years past. This liberality is possible because of increased efficiency
in both the production and distribution of
goods, secured by constant technical advancement in tools and equipment, the application of science, and the functioning of the
American capitalistic system. At no time in
the world's history would an equal division of
existing wealth change the well being of the
average citizen at.-preciably. But, in America, the average well being of the American
citizen has been increased immeasurably
year after year through creating wealth by
production of goods more efficiently.
. Let me close with this thought: If we are
approaching a period where productive ·efficiency of our system is not increasing-mind
I do not think this should occur, but in many
quarters of the labor front it seems to bethen how can further economic benefits come
except to a limited degree, and that from
one group to another? And this raises one
of the great philosophical questions of the
day: to what degree should social advantages
be conferred by legal processes upon one
group at the expense of others? When coercive welfare, based not on equity between
citizens but merely the demands and appetites of individual groups, goes beyond the
degree which the current state of efficiency
can support and must be secured by legal
compulsion, then we have many aspects of
the totalitarian state. With the tragic experience of other nations before us who have
trod the path, let us hope there is the wisdom and mental integrity on the part of
labor, business, and political leaders to avoid
this course.

· Must End Delay in Gowanus Channel
Deepening
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.EUGENEJ.KEOGH
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. KEOGH. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following editorial
from the Brooklyn Eagle of Monday,
May 19, 1952, which reviews a project
which is of great importance to the industrial interests of Brooklyn:
MUST END DELAY IN GOWANUS CHANNEL
DEEPENING
For several years a condition has existed
in Gowanus Creek channel which has been
a menace to the heavy commerce now
using that important waterway. Now, due
to the activity of Congressman JoHN J.
RooNEY and the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce, solution of the problem-an adequately deep channel-is in sight.
Ever since 1904, when it was first dredged,
this channel has been maintained at 26-foot
depth. But cargo-carrying ships have been
gradually increasing in size and draft untU

it has been necessary for many vessels to wait
for high tide in order to navigate these
waters. At the piers owners had dredged to a
30-foot depth, which is a minimum to take
care of the vessels coming in there.
But, in spite of the importance of the
Gowanus Creek Channel deepening, it seemed
impossible to get action. This is hard to
understand when it is realized that this short
channel connecting Gowanus Canal with the
main channel entering New York Harbor carries more than 3,500,000 tons yearly of deepwater cargo, a flow of traffic comparable with
similar annual cargo in cities such as Boston
and Houston, Tex.
Furthermore, the Army engineers in their
report estimated that the cost of the improvement would be only about $287,000,
compared with $17,000,000 already spent recently in private improvements along the
channel and about $10,000,000 more anticlpated if the channel is deepened.
In such a busy area with important shipping lines operating and further expansion
imminent it is hard to understand the delay.
Actually the moderate sum involved should
be regarded merely as maintenance of one
of the most important feeder channels in
this port.
Congressman RoONEY's bill has been referred to the House Public Works Committee.
Brooklyn's congressional delegation should
be on the alert to be sure the measure does
not get side:tracked, and perhaps lost, in an
omnibus bill as sometimes happens in such
matters.

Extravagant and Misleading
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK E. SMITH
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
·wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. Mr.
Speaker, under unanimous consent, I
include an editorial from the Engineering News-Record of May 1, 1952:
ExTRAVAGANT AND MISLEADING
The heady atmosphere of a presidential
election year has apparently proved too
much for the news service of the United
States Chamber of Commerce. In any event,
in attempting to reinforce the chamber's
fight to exact a cut of $5,800,000,000 from
the President's $10,800,000,000 request for foreign aid funds, the news service has put out
a release that few governmental propagandists could exceed in extravagant and misleading statements.
The release says that billions of United
States tax dollars are going into a gigantic
waterways system in France, one feature of
which is to provide a 354-mile seaway from
the Mediterranean to Lake Geneva, 1,230 feet
above sea level in the heart of the Swiss
Alps. It also says that these facil1ties are
being paid for in counterpart funds which
might be described as United States dollars
forced into French citizenship.
Neither of these statements gives a fair
or accurate picture of the situation. Readers will recognize this so-called seaway to
the Swiss Alps as the development of the .
Rhone River for power and navigation,
which has been described accurately and
rather completely in this journal. It is true
that a lock appeared on the early architectural renderings of Genissiat Dam (the
one highest up on the river and near Lake
Geneva); but this disappeared from the
drawings when the project reached the construction stage in 1937, and was ln. fact
never considered very seriously. The power
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dam (ENR June 24, 1948, p. 82), largest •in
Europe, was completed in 1949 with French
appropriations-counterpart funds appearing only in the later phase of transmission
line construction, and thus in small amount.
It is also surprising to hear that an elevation
of 1,230 feet is the heart of the Swiss Alps.
The actual seaway part of the Rhone work
is far down stream and is headed only for
the large commercial city of Lyon, elevation 530 feet. (ENR July 31, 1947, p. 6 and
November 22, 1951, p. 30). The first lock has
been completed at Mondragon a considerable
distance below Lyon and, for this and the
power dam and navigation channel, just
$33,000,000 of counterpart funds h as been
expended as against a total cost of $150,000,000. This is a far cry from billions of
United States tax dollars.
Moreover, counterpart funds can only misleadingly be described as "lJnited States
dollars forced into ·French citizenship." They
are French funds that match the amount of
United States do1lars that are spent in the
· French account. But the important point
is that the United States dollars are spent
in the United States for products to be given
the French. They must subsidize France,
but they also subsidize American manufacturers, who pay back a not inconsiderable
part of the dollars in taxes.
It is a commendable effort on the part of
the United States Chamber of Commerce to
fight the Government's free spending ways
and to keep our foreign aid on a sane basis.
But the national interest is not served by
using the same type of .extravagant and misleading language as the opposition. Come
out fighting, but don't hit below the belt.

American Legion Urges Approval of
Puerto Rico's Constitution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN R. MURDOCK
OF ARIZONA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. MURDOCK. Mr. Speaker, many
organizations in the United States are
following with interest the progress made
by our fellow citizens in Puerto Rico
in lifting themselves in what many once
looked upon as a despairing economic
situation. More and more Puerto Ricans
are becoming self -sustaining as the result of an expanded ·industrial program.
It is encouraging to note that many
American organizations are watching
with interest the advances mac;le by the
people of Puerto Rico in the matter of
government.
Congress has before it Puerto Rico's
Constitution, which was drafted as the
result of legislation enacted by the Congress. Among the many letters and resolutions which have been received by
the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, of which I have the honor to be
chairman, is one just received from the
national executive committee of the
American Legion. The executive committee of that great organization has
considered the question now before us
and has asked the Congress to approve
the constitution adopted by the people
of Puerto Rico.
The letter and resolution of the American Legion follow:

THE AMERICAN LEGION,
NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION,
Washington, D . C., May 14, 1952.

Hon. JoHN R. MURDocK,
House Office Bui lding,
Washington, D. C.

.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MURDOCK: Referring to
House Resolution 636 (H. J. Res. 430)-approval of the . Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico--which matter was
debated yesterday by the House and then
put over until tomorrow, I enclose copy of
a resolution duly adopted by the national
executive committee of the American Legion
at its meeting held in Indianapolis, Ind.,
last week, from which you wlll note that our
organization urges Congress to give this legislation early and favorable consideration.
On behalf of the national organization of
the American Legion and our members who
reside •n Puerto Rico, I trust that you can
see your way clear to support the resolution
when it again comes up for consideration in
the House.
Thanking you for your cooperation and
with kind personal regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,
MILES D. KENNEDY,
Director.

Whereas Public Law 600, enacted by the
Eighty-first Congress of the United States
authorized Puerto Rico to draft its own
constitution to submit to the Congress of the
United States for approval; and
Whereas pursuant to said Public Law 600
a constitutional convention was held in
Puerto Rico, which convention drafted a
constitution; and
Whereas said constitution was subsequently accepted and ratified at a popular
election held in Puerto Rico; and
Whereas said constitution as accepted
and ratified by the people of Puerto Rico has
been submitted to the Congress of the United
States for approval: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the national executive committee of the American Legictn at its meeting
in Indianapolis, Ind., May 5-7, 1952, That
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age of the world's merchant fleet have been
exposed as fiction and fancy.
Secretary of Commerce Sawyer, appearing
the other day before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, admitted that only about
10 percent of American merchant ships could
operate in a 27-foot channel when carrying
a full cargo. Then he went on to say: "The
bulk of the cargo moving on the seaway will
be carried in lake-type vessels for which the
27-foot project depth is ample."
This means that the projected channel
would not in fact be a seaway. As to th at,
the Ottawa (Ontario) Citizen, a strong supporter of the St. Lawrence project, said recently that "the bulk of shipping expected
to use the internal waterway will consist of
lake freighters." Thus, it declared that "the
term 'seaway' is in a sense a misnomer."
Clearly, then, the project is o"ne to extend
the service of large-type lake freighters to
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where they would
be expected to take on cargoes of iron ore
from Labrador.
But the Middle West, where the agitation
for a St. Lawrence seaway has persisted, will
not be satisfied with service so rest ricted;
sentiment there is for the development of
a waterway above Montreal that will have
depth enough for large ocean-going ships carrying full cargo. The representatives of the
Middle West seemingly regard the 27-foot
depth called for in the pending legislation
as just the beginning of a larger project.
Commitment for a 27-foot channel would be
in the nature of an entering wedge; they
would go on to demand a depth of 30 feet
or even 35 feet. This is what Congress would
be letting the country in for if it were to
approve the legislation now before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
The final cost of an actual seaway would
run into billions of dollars. This is the light
in which the people should view the St. Lawrence project. If they do so, they cannot
believe that it would prove economically
feasible--certainly not if they take into
account the fact that the St. Lawrence is
icebound for at least 5 months in the year.

the Congress of the United States be urged
to give its early and favorable consideration
to the Constitution of Puerto Rico.

What Is Treason in 19527
Ficti.on and Fancy Are the Main Ingredients in the Arguments of Those Who
Would Have the United States Engage
in Construction of the Proposed St. Law•
renee Seaway and Power Project
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES E. VAN ZANDT
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 7, 1952

Mr. VANZANDT. Mr. Speaker, the
following editorial from the March 18,
1952, issue of the Buffalo Evening News
reveals the weakness of some of the arguments advanced by those who would have
the United States participate in the proposed construction of the St. Lawrence
seaway-a project that would be frozen
over 5 months of each year and therefore
closed to navigation.
The editorial follows:
AN ENTERING WEDGE
Representations that a 27-foot St. Lawrence channel above Montreal would make
cities on the Great Lakes ocean ports that
would enjoy the service of a large percent•

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN T. WOOD
OF IDAHO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following from the
Readers' Forum of the Tablet, national
Catholic weekly:
ASKS WHAT Is TREASON IN YEAR OF 1952
DEAR SIR: Not too long ago if anyone In
this country hauled down the Stars and
Stripes, and raised in the place of it an
alien banner, they would have been called a
traitor and punished accordingly. It is
stated that in 1947 a United World Federalist
proclaimed at a large meeting of several
thousands, "We must haul down the American flag, haul it down, stamp on it, and spit
on it." This man was not punished, but
was even applauded.
Now I quote in part, from the article
printed in the New York Times of April 11,
1952.
"NORFOLK, VA., April 10.-Admiral Lynde
D. McCormick, of the United States Navy,
opened the headquarters here today of what
1s to become the greatest international naval
. force in history. United States Navy men
-and a handful of foreign military and diplo. matic figux·es stood at attention while the
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Stars and Stripes was hauled down from the
staff in front of what has long been the
United States Atlantic Fleet Headquarters.
A strange flag of blue and gold, the emblem
of the new command, was broken out.
"Admiral McCormick's command extends
from the North Pole to the Tropic of Cancer,
and from the shores of the Western Hemi·
sphere to the coastal waters of Europe. The
United States will supply 60 percent of these
_forces, Great Britain 30 percent, and the
other nations 10 percent. All 14 NATO nations were represented as their flags were
ra:sed. The Navy Band played the national .
anthems. There is no anthem to go with
the new Atlantic command flag so Marines
fired a 16-gun salute."
This is shocking. It is the most disgraceful treatment ever given to Old Glory. Why
send our boys to Korea and the far ends
of the earth to fight while our admirals at
home haul down our flag? We have never
lost a war in the short life of our country.
Millions have made the supreme sacrifice
for our flag and the country it represents.
In the past, our children were taught to
honor and respect our national emblem.
Americans have lived, fought, and died under
this banner Old Glory. Now we learn that
at a ceremony an admiral, appointed by
Pl.·esident Truman and made Supreme Commander Atlantic, orders our Stars and Stripes
to be hauled down and be replaced with an
international banner.
What is this? What is happening to our
country? Will our Americans allow such a
disgrace? Only Congress has the power to
declare any part of our country international territory and give away its sovereignty.
Has Congress done this? If not, they have
no right to haul down our flag and raise
an alien one on our soil. Our flag is the
symbol of our American Republic. To haul
down one is to destroy the other. If this
Is allowed, it will mean world government
soon. It is nothing short of unconditional
surrender and without any need. Rise up
Americans and save your flag and your country. We are supposed to be fighting aggres&ion. What could be a better example?
UNITED STATES FLAG COMMITTEE,
HELEN P. LASELL, Chairman.
JACKSON HEIGHTS.

A Boomerang Tax Kills Liquor Sales
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THRUSTON B. MORTON
OF KENTUCKY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. MORTON. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks and include
extraneous material, I submit a splendid editorial from the Louisville CourierJournal which appeared in that publi·
cation on May 20, 1952.
Bootlegging is once more becoming
a major problem in this country. The
illicit sale of whisky is on the increase
·in almost all sections of the country.
This unlawful operation seems to be in
the hands of well-organized criminal
mobsters. If we are not alert, the full
evils of prohibition will be with us once
more.
In addition to the factual information
contained in the editorial, I would like
to point out one important item. Shortly after the beginning of World War U
the Congress increased the excise tax
on distilled spirits from $6 to $9 per

proof gallon. The distilling industry at
that time interposed no serious objection,
realizing that it must do its share toward
paying for the war effort. The industry
was led to believe that at war's en.d the
tax would be returned to $6 per gallon.
Most members of the industry felt assured that such action would be taken.
Now, nearly 6 years after VJ-day, we find
the tax not $6 per gallon but $10.50 per
gallon. Four-year-old bulk whisky is
selling in Kentucky today at less than
$2 per gallon. This is prior to the payment of any Federal tax which comes
due when the whisky is bottled. There
are many State and local taxes which
apply directly to the sale of whisky.
One can easily see what an opportunity
there exists for the bootlegger to traffic
in the product on which the taxes are
seven or eight hundred percent of the
basic production cost.
The editorial follows:
A

BooMERANG TAx KILLS LIQUOR SALES

The liquor industry has now become a
startling example of the economic law of
diminishing returns. Since the Federal excise tax on liquor was increased last November, consumption of distilled spirits has
fallen steadily. By April 1 of this year, taxpaid withdrawal of whisky for bottling was
32.6 percent below the corresponding period
a year ago. Consumption is now well below
prcl-Korea levels and is still falling.
Others besid~s distillers, and the public
which can no longer afford whisky, have
been startled by the effects of the tax. The
Federal Govern,ment, which had expected a
substantial revenue increase even if the tax
did cut consumption, collected 21.4 percent
less up to April 1 than it did in the corresponding period last year when the tax was
only $9 a gallon. (It is now $10.50.) State
and local governments which count on a
steady revenue from the sale of distilled
spirits are beginning to feel the effect of the
slump. Franklin County, Ky., for instance,
which largely finances its school system
through liquor taxation, has had a hard time
meeting teacher payrolls this spring.
From a purely social standpoint, · perhaps,
the moralist might argue that all these side
·effects are temporary and less important· than
the seemingly whnlesale desertio·n: of whisky
as a beverage. Unfortunately, the moral
case isn't a wholly rosy one, either. Sylvia
F. Porter, financial columnist of the New
York Post, says flatly that bootlegging is
ba:::k on the biggest scale since the peak of
the prohibition era: that "moonshining is
being organized as a big, big business by
racketeers and gamblers from coast to coast
and tax evasion is mounting by the day.
The Government is being cheated out of
hundreds of millions by crooks swarming
into the bootlegging business."
Thus the unpleasant effects of prohibition
are all rushing in by the back door. And
the rejoicing of even determined drys must
be tempered by the knowledge that if we
are achieving a sort of prohibition it is
through a one law for the rich, another for
the poor sort of device.
This newspaper has always felt that a
re.l.sonable control of liquor sales through
taxat!on is healthy. We also believe that
purely luxury industries such as liquor and
tobacco ought to bear a heavier share of
thJ tax load than necessities do. But this
time we sympathize with the dist1llers' com·
plaint that the Government has all but
succeeded in strangling the goose that lays
golden eggs. Federal, State, and county
governments are without revenues on which
they have learned to depend. Stocks are
piling up In warehouses, workers are idle,
and the citizen who doesn't want to drink
y.rine or beer 18 trans!errlng his custom to

the emerging bootlegger. Nobody gains under such a situation and the movement now
on foot to have the excise tax put back to
the last figure at which it brought a profit
will have many sympathizers.

Peril in Moral Apathy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ERRETT P. SCRIVNER
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. SCRIVNER. Mr. Speaker, one of
the keenest observers of the Washington
scene is Duke Shoop, Washington representative of the Kansas City Star. The
years he has spent here as a reporter,
along with his keen perception and his
ability to see things as they are, entitle
his views to serious consideration.
Duke Shoop recently made one of his
infrequent speeches, which, as reported
in the Kansas City Star of May 14, 1952,
follows:
PERIL IN MORAL APATHY-DUKE SHOOP SAYS
AMERICANS LAG IN GETTING AROUSED--SO·
CIALISTIC TRENDS, CORRUPTION, STRIKES, KoREAN STALEMATE ARE UNDERMINING NATION'S
ROOTS, INSURANCE MEN TOLD

America is dangerously near to lapsing into
socialism and decay because its people apparently have lost the ability to be shocked
by Government corruption, a futile war, and
crippling strikes, Duke Shoop, the Star's
Washington correspondent, said here today.
Speaking at a luncheon at the Hotel Muehlebach, in connection with the Casualty and
Surety Sales Congress, Shoop declared:
"You are living in an amazing era, and
one of the most amazing things about it is
that nobody is amazed."
THREAT TO MOTORING

He singled out the current oil strike as
one development which has provoked public
resentment because it threatens to shut off
the pumps at the gasoline stations.
"It is almost impossible to imagine going
.on without the motor ~ar," Shoop said.
"What a horrible thought races through the
public mind at the disaster of having to give
up the pleasure car.
"Until Americans can get amazed over
things much more serious than a gasoline
shortage, we will continue to drift unmindful of what fate will ~efall our Nation, which
is dangerously near lapsing into socialism
and national decay because it has lost the
power to be amazed."
Shoop called the roll of recent events that
could be · expected to shock the American
people, but apparently have not done so.
"There was so much high-level talk and
so little public knowledge about the A-bomb
that people became bored about it all," he
said. "So they brought out the H-bomb.
What new alphabetical trick will they resort to soon to revive flagging interest in
mass destruction Of mankind?"
NO SHOW OF EXCITEMENT

"The civil-defense program is a dismal
fiop. If the people believe there are weapons
which will devastate whole cities, they certainly are showing no excitement about it."
Shoop said no one seems amazed by America's great postwar experiment in one-worldness, the United Nations, once hailed by
"do-gooders, many of them, of course, paid
professionals in and out of politics," as the
answer to the prayer for peace.
"Yet now we are in the midst of a bloody
war," Shoop asserted, ·"never declared and
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wh1ch we ·apparently can't win. We have
troops and air · bases all around the world,
millions of men under arms, youth subject to
military service-all with no end in sight."
"Taxes are at a record high. So is corruption. Mink coats, deep freezers, vacation
trips, free hotel rooms-an have become
wisecracks in the burlesque of Government."
The speaker said everyone apparently is
shock proof to revelations that ammunition
is being rationed in Korea, that the Army had
to take ovel" the motorized equipment of the
Missouri and Kansas national guard, and
that the troops in Korea are fighting with
World War II weapons, because the new ones
developed at such places as the Aberdeen
proving grounds in Maryland have never
reached them.
STRIKES STILL OCCUR
"Yet, despite these amazing deficiencies in
support of the fighting men, we see great
strikes in industries which must produce
those supplies," Shoop said.
"For 20 years the national administration
has been friendly to and supported by the
labor union leaders. Many have looked upon
it as a labor government. But after two decades of this kind of government, labor union
leaders appear as far from their goal as ever.
There are some who believe the goal now of
many power-seeking persons, both in and
out of Government, is state socialism."
When President Truman seized the steel
industry few persons seemed to be concerned
by "how far that kind of thinking could go,''
the Washington correspondent said. He continued:
"Nobody but the company officials appeared
amazed a whit when Western Union employees demanded a 50-cent-an-hour increase
in pay which the company said would cost
$50,000,000 a year, 10 times all its earnings
·the last year."
IKE AND STEVENSON
In the field of politics, Shoop said "those
with fairly good records of successful fore·casting" believe it will be Eisenhower versus
.Stevenson.
"Plans are well under. way to draft Stevenson,'' Shoop said. "Out here you probably
can appreciate the dislike of ESTES KEFAUVER
by the party bosses, including our own Harry
Truman. They look upon the man in the
coonskin cap a8 a Johnny Come Lately who
has not served the proper amount of apprenticeship in the party.
"Actually they do not want to tu.r n the
party machinery and control over to a man
who has been ferreting out corruption."
Analyzing other candidates, Shoop said:
"ALBEN BARKLEY at 74 is too old. Senator
BoB KERR is a joke. It is true he was born in
a log cabin but his annual income exceeds
a million a year. It is quite a paradox to
us back in Washington that Averell Harriman, an eight-goal polo player whose fortune
is in the neighborhood of $200,000,000, takes
himself so seriously as a Presidential candidate.
·
"Harriman's great fortune was made under
Republican administrations. If he was born
in a log cabin,' you can be assured it was
air conditioned."
MIGHT LOSE IN 1956
Although Adlai Stevenson is young, only
52, and making a "real contribution to good
government" in illinois, Shoop predicted he
might lose his chance in 1956 if he were to
say no to Truman, Bosses Flynn, of the Bronx,
Jake Arvey, of Chicago, and the men controlling the big California, Pennsylvania, and
Ohio delegations.
"DicK RussELL entered the race to stop
Harry Truman and found himself successful
without firing a shot," Shoop said. "He
probably would make an excellent President
but there is no chance of his nomination and
he knows it. Labor and the potent racial
groups would never take him."

Eisenhower, who has accomplished a ''near
miracle" in Europe, symbolizes this Nation's
strength to all the world, Shoop declared,
adding:
"Stalin knows and fears him. Ike represents the only thing that Stalin fearsstrength.
"Washington is the worst place in the
world to size up public opinion back at the
grass roots. But knowing Ike and his great
ability to explain things in a manner understandable to all, I can't help but think that
once he shows himself coast to coast on television at Abilene, June 4, on the occasion of
his official homecoming, that he will be a
shoo-in for the nomination.
CAN GIVE LEADERSHIP
"I believe the salvation of our Government
depends upon the inspirational leadership
that Eisenhower alone can supply."
Pointing out that many feel Senator TAFT
deserves the nomination on the basis of long
party service and his fight against socialism •.
Shoop said this may be true, but the tag of
"Mr. Republican locks the door to any of the
Southern States."
"He has made no appeal to the independent voter who continues to hold the balance of power,'' Shoop said.
"TAFT has been accused of being cold and
chilly. His managers contend that BoB
TAFT is a new man, that he has undergone a
course of charm treatments, I say that today
BoB TAFT can give you a chill in a warm•
hearted manner."
Shoop said a new administration is more
needed in Washington than a new moral
code, and he predicted that history may
blame the scandals on the senility of an
administration that became decadent after
being too long in power.

Government Seizure of Private Property
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK E. SMITH
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21,
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Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. Mr.
Speaker, under unanimous consent, I include as an extension of my remarks a
resolution adopted by the Delta Council
at its !3-nnual meeting in Cleveland, Miss.,
vigorously protesting the President's ac.tion in seizing the steel industry:
The Government of the United States is a
republic of 48 States inseparably bound and
united together under the articles of its
adopted Constitution, which is the fundamental supreme law of the land. All power
is vested in the people of these United States
except that which is expressly granted to
the Government by the Constitution.
Under the Constitution the powers of government are divided into three classes, the
legislative, executive, and judiciary.
Under section 1 of article 1 all legislative
powers are ':ested in the Congress. These
powers are specifically set out in that article.
Under section 1 of article 2 the Executive
power is vested in the President. The powers
of the President are specifically set out therein other than those which the Congress 1s
expressly empowered to bestow upon the
Executive.
Among these powers under section 3 of article 2 the President "shall take . care that
the laws be faithfully executed."
Under article 3 the judicial powers are
vested in the United · States Supreme Court
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and such inferior courts as the Congress may
establish.
The tenth amendment to the Constitution
provides "The powers not delegated to the
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to
the States, respectively, or to the people."
By the fourth amendment to the Canst!·
tution the people are guaranteed secl,lrity
against unlawful seizure of "person and effects."
The fifth amendment to the Constitution
provide:: that " • •
no person shall be
deprived of life, liberty, or property without
due process of law."
By an act of Congress known as the TaftHartley law, jurisdiction is vested in the
tribunals therein named to settle disputes
between industry and labor unions, and par·
ticularly so wherein the public health, convenience, and welfare is involved.
Under his oath of office and as is required
by section 3 of article 2 of the Constitution
aforesaid, it is the duty of the President to
see that the laws are faithfully executed.
This article makes it his duty to take care
that no person shall be deprived of his
property without due process of law.
One of the most sacred rights of a free man
in a free country is the right to own, possess, and use property lawfully acquired.
And upon the free and unhindered exercise
of that right rests the security, strength, and
life of this Nation if it is to continue as a
government of free people, free enterprise,
and private initiative.
·
Eighty-six years ago the Supreme Court
of the United States in Ex parte Milligan
(4 Wallace 2, 118), an:l again 70 years ago in
United States v. Lee (106 U. S. 196), and
again in 1934 in Home Building, etc. v. Blaisdell (290 U. S. 398), in no uncertain terms
has held that the President has no inherent
or implied powers under the Constitution;
that his only power is that which is expressly granted to him by that instrument
or by law enacted by the Congress.
Nowhere in the Constitution or by act of
Congress is the President authorized by
executive fiat to seize the private property
of any· person or corporation. Therefore, the
President was without authority to seize the
steel mills as was done in the recent dispute
between the management of the mills and
the labor unions employed therein.
If the President can seize and take a person's property from him without authority
of law, . he can also seize and imprison or
execute the person by executive fiat·, as is
done by Stalin in Russia today, and was
done in Germany and Italy by Hitler and
Mussolini before they were destroyed, and
which is and has been the practice of tyrants
and dictators throughout the years of history.
Delta Council therefore condemns the act
of the President whereby he seized the property of the steel mills during the recent controversy with the labor unions as a highhanded, unwarranted, dictatorial act in fiagrant disregard for, and in violation of law
and his oath of omce; that his unwarranted
usurpation of power and abuse of the privileges of the high office which he holds, and
his obstinate refusal to resort to lawful
means provided for by the act of Congress
known as the Taft-Hartley Act, is un-American and is without precedent and is unparalleled in the annals of history of our
country and shall not be tolerated, but is
condemned by an outraged · populace and
every liberty-loving patriotic citizens of this
country.
As a solution to future management and
labor controversies wherein the national defense is threatened and to prevent recurrence
of the usurpation of constitutional authority
by the Chief Executive of the Nation, Delta
Council commends to the favorable consid·
eration of the Congress, :r_nore particularly
the Members thereof from the State of Mississippi, H. R. 7647, which is a bill introduced
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in the House. of Representatives by Representative SMITH of Virginia as an amendment to the Universal Training and Service
Act, which provides for a resort to ~.;he courts
for injunctive relief by the Attorney General
on behalf of the United States whenever
there is a strike or lockout or threatened
strike or lockout in any plant, mine or facility, which, if permitted to occur or continue, will imperil the national defense, thus
requiring such disputes in the future when
the national defense is threatened to be adjudicated in the courts rather than by partisan boards and commissions.

Government Propaganda

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT HALE
OF MAINE
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. HALE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include the following letter from a con·
stituent:
WEST BUXTON, MAINE, May 16, 1952.
Representative RoBERT HALE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: I today received from the Portland office of OPS through "official business-.no postage mail" a pamphlet outlining
OPS position on steel prices and some other
propaganda selling the public on how good a
job OPS is doing.
· I merely want to record with you that I
believe it is an outrage that the United
States Government is spending our tax
money in a publicity campaign, prepared at
·Government expense, printed at Government
·expense, and mailed at Government expense
to sell their own distorted view of economics. Here is one tangible way that the
budget can be slightly reduced.
If the American public cannot form their
own conclusions as to the merits of the
steel issue, and the value of OPS by reading
the free press, then both sides should be
presented at Government expense.
As a Republican and believer in free enterprise, I urge you to use your good offices
to put a stop to this racket being exploited
by our present administration and to put an
end to many of our Government controls
which are no longer necessary.
Very truly yours,
FRED W. SMITH.

America's Future Progress Depends on
More and Safer Highways

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave previously granted me, I am inserting in the RECORD a speech by Mr.
Harvey s. Firestone, Jr., on the subject
of America's Future Progress Depends
on More and Safer Highways. This is
one of the most remarkable speeches
ever made to help protect the cause of

. transportation and highway safety. Mr.
Firestone is one of my constituents.
His address follows:
For many years, .we Americans were proud
of our system of streets and highways. But
today, many of them are so out of date
that they have become liabilities ratller
than assets: Last year, 37,500 men, women,
and children lost their lives in automobile
accidents, and a large percentage of them
would still be alive if our streets and high. ways were adequate to meet our traffic needs.
The United States has two and a half
times as many motor vehicles as all the
other countries of the world combined. No
other nation on earth relies so heavily on
automotive transportation for the mass
movement of people and products. More
than 40,000 communities are completely dependent on cars, trucks, and buses for all
of their transportation needs.
Threefourths of all passenger travel between cities,
·towns, and farms goes by car or bus. Two·thirds of all freight is shipped by truck dur·
ing some part of its journey. Therefore, it
is vital that the automotive vehicles, on
which we so largely depend, be kept mov:ing quickly, economically, and safely.
ACCIDENTS COsT $3,500,000,000 IN 1951
· With - automobile registrations increasing
every year, this situation will get worse as
time goes on unless steps are taken immediately by towns, cities, counties, States,
-and the Federal Government, individually
and collectively, to modernize our obsolete
street ana highway systems. Americans are
beginning to realize that installing more stop
·signs, rerouting trucks, reducing car speeds
and other restrictive measures taken in the
interest of safety provide no permanent solution to the problem. Last year, the economic loss from traffic accidents totaled
$3,500,000,006. This is more than was spent
on the entire system of highways, roads, and
streets.
·
- Shortly after the turn of the century, my
father became a leader in the good-roads
movement. Later, in 1918, he pioneered the
ship-by-truck movement which gave impetus to the development of the trucking industry. These two movements were instrumental in arousing the American people to
the full possibilities of automotive vehicles
and to the necessity for providing an adequate system of streets and highways over
which these vehicles could operate swiftly,
comfortably, and safely. As a result, shortly after World War I, the United States
began building a Nation-wide system of
hard-surfaced roads.
MOST PRESENT HIGHWAYS ARE OBSOLETE
Most of our present highways were designed and built during those years, when car
speeds were low, when truck loads were light,
and when the volume of motor travel was
small. Twenty-five years ago, there were
only 20,000,000 motor vehicles. Today, there
are nearly 52,000,000. Yet, during the past
quarter of a century little has been done to
expand our highway system to keep pace with
the growth in traffic volume.
. In an effort to prevent accidents, so many
stop signs and traffic lights have been installed that driving has become irritating,
laborious, and slow. In many of our large
cities traffic is so heavy that it is sometimes
faster to walk than to ride. · The answer
seems to lie in the construction of wider
~treets and express. freeways rather in trying to make horse-and-buggy streets serve
hundred-horsepower needs.
· Parking is another serious problem. Street
parking narrows down the available lanes for
traffic flow and parked cars are a hazard which
frequently cause accidents. In many communities, parking facilities are so inadequate
that a disproportionate amount of time must
'!Je spent trying to find a place to park or else
the car must be parked so far from the

destination that public transportation · facilities must be used. Many believe that
skyscraper parking buildings, with a narrow
taxable frontage on the street, and underground parking garages will be the ultimate
answer.
The basic principles of safety which are
learned by young people during their formative years are likely to remain with them
throughout their lives. Every high school
should provide a course in driver training.
Statistics show that school-trained drivers
have . twice as good a safety record as untrained drivers of the same age. Yet, today,
only about one out of every five eligible highschool students receives this instruction.
Another step ess.ential to the reduction of
accid1mts is the adoption of uniform signals,
markings and traffic laws. Today, for example, the various States have 16 different
methods of marking center lines and 3 different rules for making left turns. This
situation creates endless confusion in longdistance travel. ·
Another cause of many accidents is unsafe vehicles. But America's great Nationwide network of automobile, gasoline and
tire dealers, with their unmatched repair
.and replacement facilities, makes it easy to
keep automobiles in safe driving condition
at all times.
According to competent authorities, it will
take five to seven billion ctollars a year for
the next 15 years to build essential roads,
to modernize existing highways and to maintain our present system in a satisfactory
. condition. This gives us some comprehension of the magnitude of the task that lies
ahead.
PAR IS NEW GOOD ROADS MOVEMENT
Recently, some 40 national organizations,
representing highway users, industry, business, agriculture, and other interested parties,
have united in an effort to promote an adequate Natfon-wide highway program. This
new good roads movement is called PAR,
which stands for Project Adequate Roads,
_and its purpose is to bring the Nation's highway system up to par with our country's
.needs. If this movement is to succeed, it
must have the support of every American.
Our streets and highways are vitally important to. the future of our country. It
is imperative that we concentrate our attention on the chaotic conditions into which
_our traffic · system has fallen as a result of
long neglect and the tremendous increase
in motor vehicle travel. To delay any longer
is to invite disaster which may cost thousands of lives and billions of dollars. America's future progress depends on more and
safer highways.

Benefits for Korea Veterans

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS .J. LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. LANE. llir. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following- radio broadcast I delivered over WMEX, Boston, Mass., on Saturday. May 17. 1952:
Ladies and gentlemen of the radio audience, May is memorial month. The 30th
day is set aside to honor our dead.
By a custom that has grown with the
years _we pay a special tribute to the brave
and unselfish men and women who have
served in the Armed _Forces of our Nation.
Some died in battle. Others returned to us
broken in health. Most of them oame back
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to become civilians again. These are the
ones who remind us of the great sacrifices
made by a few that the rest of us might
live, until they, too, join their comrades
in eternal rest.
May is also the month when the glorious
season of spring is at its best. All about
us is the pleasant and hopeful accent on
life and living.
· It is time to welcome and assist the veterans who are coming back to us from Korea.
As one of those who sponsored the original
bill of rights in the Cbngress for the men
and women of World War II, I believe that
we should extend the same benefits to those
who served in the present emergency.
The GI bill of the 1940's was, without
doubt, the most far-reaching program to help
returning veterans that was ever conceived
by any nation. Millions of men and women
became eligible for various forms of assistance.
We could not call upon experience to guide
us in legislating such a complex system of
·rehabilitation, because we were blazing a
new trail in Government responsibility. We
could not foresee the loopholes that would
·appear, or the abuses that would creep in.
From August 28, 1950, until February 14,
1952, a select committee of the United States
House of Representatives has been investigating the educational, training, and loan guar·anty programs of the original GI bill. Its
·report is of great value to us in shaping a
program that will give the veterans of the
Korean war better training for civilian life
and without waste of tax moneys.
The other day, a veteran of World War II
·came into my office to complain about the
on-the-job training program in which he is
enrolled. It seems that the employer is not
giving him progressive training in the various steps of the trade, but is keeping him
busy on one elemental operation. Both the
·veteran and the Government are losing out
· because the employer is not fulfilling his
. part of the bargain. This is an example of
one typical abuse.
Congressman OLIN E. TEAGUE's committee
has done an excellent job in exposing these
deficiencies, and in recommending corrective
action in the new bill.
Vet erans of the Korean confiict are just as
much entitled to the readjustment benefits
enjoyed by the veterans of World War II. We
must protect them, however, from the exploitation that was practiced on their older
·brothers.
I cannot understand the complete lack of
character among those who, although saved
by the men and women of our Armed Forces,
persist in taking advantage of veterans once
the war is over. I suppose they would sell
out to the Communists, if they had a chance.
The veterans and the Nation must be protected from them by better laws and better
enforcement.
Wars always result in disrupted lives, and
the problem of caring for returning servicemen has become one of increasing concern
to all real Americans. There are more than
300 survivors of the Civil War and the Indian
wars, 107,000 living veterans of the SpanishAmerican War and the Philippine and China
Insurrections, 3,400,000 living veterans of
World War I, and 15,000,000 veterans of World
War II.
.
This comes to a total of more than 19,000,000.
The ar:med services are now releasing service personnel at the rate of 20,000 a month.
There are many pension benefits for the
men and women who have served our country. Medical attention is assured to those
wit h service-connected disabilities, and to
those who cannot pay for such care. Veterans have been paid bonuses and those who
fought in the Civil War were given public
lands. Preference is shown to the veteran
in Federal employment, and both the Federal Government and industry have estabXCVIII-App.--198
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lished policies to safeguard the serviceman's
trying to pick up the threads of civilian
employment rights.
life again. The principle of helping a veteran to help himself remains unchallenged.
After World War II, our country was faced
But as there is a limit to our resources we
with the unprecedented problem of intecannot continue to tolerate the graft and
grating 15,000,000 American men and women
waste which bled too much of the Wor\d
back into useful civilian life. Some prophets
War II program.
of gloom predicted an immediate depression.
July 25, 1951, was the last enrollment date
We remembered some of the tragic incidents
for most veterans under the original GI bill.
following World War I, and the caifous negNow comes legislation to assist a new
lect of our veterans.
group of veterans. The Congress has made
There was no question of our obligation
provision for those who are disabled, but
to_ the disabled. ·They deserved the best
the job of devising a program to help the
medical care and every possible help in masable-bodied in a way that will yield an hontering a useful occupation. They were enest return to the veteran and to the Nation
titled to a pension consistent with their
is not easy.
percentage of disability. Special programs
After examining the performance of the
were created for blind veterans, veterans with
old program, the committee reported its
amputations, and for paraplegic cases.
recommendations.
But what to do' for the able-bodied vetIt believes that eligibility for training
'e ran? We could not provide jobs for 15,should be granted to all veterans who served
000,000 men and wo·m en at a time when
honorably from June 27, 1950, until the deindustry was changing from war- to peacelimiting date that is established by Presitime production. And the experience with
dential proclamation or by a concurrent resobonus payments after World War I warned
lution of -the Congress. Ninety or more days
us that this would not help the veterans
of honorable service would entitle a veteran
materially in making the adjustment to
to benefits.
peacetime routines. In place of outright
The committee believes that we should
payments, the Congress decided to give the
bypass fiy-by-night private schools. Only
veteran a chance to help himself. The
those
which have been in successful operaServicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944 protion for at least 1 year and which maintain
vided financial assistance by guaranteeing
an enrollment of at least 25 percent nona loan to the veteran who desired to purveteran students would be approved.
chase a home. He was paid unemployment
People who work for the Veterans' Adminbenefits to tide him over until he could find
istration and the State approving agency ·
a job. Loans for business and farming encannot own an interest, directly or indirectly,
terprises were made available. Veterans
in _schools that train veterans. They are forwho wanted to learn a skill or a profession
were given subsistence payments while in . bidden to receive gifts, gratuities, money.
loans, or employment from such schools.
·training and the Veterans' Administration
For a period of 1 year after ending employpaid tuition and furnished books, tools, and
ment with the VA or the State approving
supplies. The problems which have resultagency, former employees of these Governed from the veterans' educational program
ment departments cannot be hired by priare larger than all the others because Qf
vate schools participating in the program.
their widespreading effe<:ts and their cost.
This
is to eliminate undue infiuence.
Some educators felt that 'the men and
The VA is authorized to discontinue benewomen coming back to civilian life in such
fits to any veteran who commits criminal
great numbers would have little interest in
acts, or acts of gross misconduct in the use
going to school. Seven and one-half milof his entitlement. A system of control,
lion veterans have proved that their servadvisement, and guidance is set up for vetice made them more, rather than less, ameran students who fail, change courses often,
bitious.
or commit acts of bad faith in the use of
It was soon apparent that our educational
their
educational privileges.
system was not ready to accommodate all.
The new bill tries to eliminate the folPrograms were conceived to take care of
lowing practices which some private schools
farm trainees, apprentice trainees, and onhave used to deceive the veteran and the
the-job trainees. Trade schools popped up
Government.
like magic, and by the thousands, inviting
1. Falsification of cost data.
every veteran they could lay their hands
2. Falsification of attendance records.
on to take up something-anything.
3.
Overcharge for supplies, books, tools.
During the period from June 22, 1944, to
4. Billing for students not enrolled.
October 31, 1949, the number of privately
5. Encouraging unethical infiue:'lce by VA
owned schools in the United States increased
and State officials.
from approximately 1,878 to about 5,635.
Many schools have offered courses in fields
While the veterans' educational program
where little or no employment opportunities
has been a great help to millions of young
existed. Certain vocational fields, such as
men and women, we cannot close our eyes
tailoring, automobile mechanics, and cabto the fact that hundreds of millions of
inet making, have been seriously overdollars have been kicked away on useless
crowded by trade schools.
training. As Americans we are proud of our
On the positive side, the old GI bill shows
great technical know-how. World War II,
great accomplishments.
however, was a long and steady drain on our
human resources. Millions were uprooted
From 1944 through 1950 over 3,000,000
veterans trained in schools below the college
during their formative years. Their brains
level. Of these 2,000,000 took trade or vocaand their energies were diverted to the untional training. Two million more went to
productive task of making war. We had to
make up to them, in some measure, for these
college. On-the-job trainees came to more
lost years by creating opportunities for them.
than 1,500,000. Another 625,000 agriculIn spite of the waste and inefficiency under
tural trainees, combined classroom instructhe GI bill of rights, we have produced huntion with actual experience on the farm.
dreds of thousands of young technicians,
The new bill, affecting veterans of the
craftsmen, engineers, farmers, business
present emergency, will cover a much
workers, lawyers, dentists, and doctors. We
smaller number and will cost considerably
have built up a great national asset for the
less than the World War II GI bill. We
money that has been spent, that will earn
believe that it will be more efficient from
real dividends for the Nation.
the viewpoint of the veteran, the GovernThe peace we sought in 1945 has escaped
. ment, and the taxpayer.
from us.
We believe in . laws to benefit veterans,
We are now straining ourselves to build
and to benefit labor, and we need personnel
up our defenses.
.
to carry out these obligations to which we
Men and women are steadily completing a
are pledged.
tour of duty in the Armed Forces, and are
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We cannot reduce the number of people
working for the Veterans' Administration,
without taking protection away from our
service men and women.
To guard the rights of our Korea veterans,
we must enact a GI bill of rights for them
that will be foolproof against those who
seek to take advantage of our ex-soldiers,
ex-sailors, and ex-airmen.
We want no repetition of the bonus march
on Washington that took place in 1932 because veterans were picked as the first victims of an economy move that was engineered to protect big business at the expense
of human beings. That march was a humiliation to veterans and it shamed the whole
Nation.
That was not the way in which President
George Washington met this responsibility.
Away back in 1789, he asked .the Congress to
reward the soldiers of the Revolutionar y War.
We can do better with a program of bene1its tbat will help veterans to get a real start
in civilian life; that will aid themselves and
the Nation.
The Korea vets have earned this for every
day that they have given to our protection.

Protecting This Country From Our
Enemies Here at Home
REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN E. RANKIN
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, one of the

greatest dangers to the safety of this
country is not so much communism in
foreign countries as it is communism
here at home. The United Electrical,
Radio, and Machine Workers of America have sent to the Members of Congress a book written by Albert E. Kahn,
with the assistance of Arthur D. Kahn,
which contains the most communistic,
lying attacks on the Members of Congress of the United States, and especially on the Committee on On-American Activities, that I have ever read.
With this book is enclosed a letter from
the United Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers of America, in which it
says:
UE members have already bought 23,000
copies of this book and our recent national
convention voted that an additional 10,000
copies be put into the hands of our members. As far as we know, no other book has
enjoyed a similar circulation in any tradeunion in the country.

Now, let us see who this Albert E.
Kahn and Arthur D. Kahn are. I am
inserting at this point a report from the
Committee on Un-American Activities
which shows that both of these Kahns
are Communists of the rankest order.
If they are going to be permitted to cir·
culate this Communist propaganda
through the United Electrical, Radio,
and Machine Workers of America, Congress had better wake up and take steps
to protect this country from such insidious un-American influences before it is
too late.
The matter referred to follows:

INFORMATION FROM THE FILES OF THE COM•
MITTEE ON UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES, HOUSE
OF REPRESENTA~S
MAY 1, 1952.

For Hon. JoHN RANKIN.
Subject: Albert E. Kahn; Arthur D. Kahn.
The public records, files and publications
of the Committee on Un-American Activities
reveal the following information concerning
the individuals listed in the subject above:
ALBERT E. KAHN
As shown in New Masses of January 21,
1947, page 31, Albert E. Kahn was a speaker
before a meeting of the Communist Party of
New York State.
Albert E. Kahn was named as Associate
Editor of New Masses in the April 30, 1946,
issue of that publication, page 2; he was
named as a contributing editor in the July
22, 1947, issue of New Masses, page 2. Albert Kahn was a speaker at a protest meeting
held in behalf of Howard Fast, New York
City, October 16, 1947, according to the
southern edition of the Worker, October
12, 1947, page 9, and an advertisement which
appeared in PM of October 16, 1947, page
5. This meeting was held under joint auspices of New Masses and Mainstream.
As shown in the Daily Wo1·ker of April 29,
1948, page 6, Albert E. Kahn was a sponsor
of a meeting on Culture Against the Warmakers, held under auspices of the publication Masses and Mainstream. He was a
participant in a demonstration held by
Masses and Mainstream as shown in the
Daily Worker of May 25, 1948, page 13.
New Masses was cited as a Communist
periodical by Attorney General Francis Biddle (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, VOl 88, pt. 6,
p. 7448); the publication was cited as a
journal of the Communits Party in reports
of the Special Committee on Un-American
Activities, dated January 3, 1939; June 25,
1942; and March 29, 1944. As shown in an
advertisement which appeared in the Daily
Worker of June 11, 1947, page 4, Main·
stream was a Marxist literary quarterly.
Beginning with the March 1948 issue, New
Masses and Mainstream merged, with the
ensuing publication being known as Mass~s
and Mainstream.
As shown in an advertisement which appeared in the New York Times, December
22, 1943, page 40, Albert E. Kahn signed a
declaration issued by the Reichstag Fire Trial
Anniversary Committee honoring Georgi
Dimitrov, former bead of the Communist
International. In Report 1311 of the Special
Committee on Un-American Activities, dated
March 29, 1944, the Reichstag Fire Trial Anniversary Committee was cited as a Communist front which was formed in December
1943, by prominent Communists and Communist sympathizers.
Albert E. Kahn was a speaker at the Salute
to Young America dinner held on the first
anniversary of the organization, American
. Youth for Democracy, as shown on the dinner
program, dated October 16, 1944. In Report
1311 of the Special Committee on Un-Amer·
ican Activities, dated March 29, 1944, American Youth for Democracy was cited as the
new name under which the Young Communist League operates .and which also largely
absorbed the American Youth Congress •.
American Youth for Democracy was the subject of a special report (No. 271) issued by
the Committee on Un-American Activities,
April 17, 1947, in which the organization was
cited as a Communist front formed in October 1943, to succeed the Young Communist
League and for the purpose of exploiting to
the advantage of a foreign power the idealism, inexperience, and craving to join which
is characteristic of American college youth,
The organization was cited as subversive and
Communist by Attorney General Tom Clark
in lists furnished the Loyalty Review Board,

"released to the press by the United States
Civil Service Commission, December 4, 1947,
~nd September 21, 1948.
As shown on a leaflet, FM People's Radio
Foundation, Inc. (photostatic copy), Albert
Kahn was an "individual endorser and/ or
stockholder" in the People's Radio Foundation, Inc. The People's Radio Foundation,
Inc., was cited as subversive and Communist
by Attorney General Tom Clark in lists furnished the Loyalty Review Board, released to
the press by the United States Civil Service
Commission, December 4, 1947, and Septem':"
ber 21, 1948.
Albert E. Kahn was among the guests who
dedicated the new book shelves at the opening of a bookstore and reading rooms at the
National Maritime Union headquarters, New
York City, as shown in the Daily Worker of
January 12, 1943, page 7.
In reports of the Special Committee on
Un-American Activities, dated January 3,
1940, and March 29, 1944, the National Maritime Union was cited as one of the unions
ln which Communist leadership was entrenched at that time.
Albert Kahn spoke on the subject the Great
Conspiracy Against Civil Liberties at a meeting sponsored by the Spanish Refugee Appeal of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, as shown in the Daily Worker of November 13, 1947, page 7.
The Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee was cited as a Communist-front organization headed by Edward K. Barksy by the
Special Committee on On-American Activities in Report 1311 qf March 29, 1944. Attorney General Tom Clark cited the Joint
Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee as subversive and Communist in lists furnished the
Loyalty Review Board, released to the press
by the United States Civil Service Commission, December 4, 1947, and September 21,
1948.

Albert E. Kahn was named as president
of the Jewish People's Fraternal Order, a
division of the International Workers Order,
in a list of nationality group societies of
the International Workers Order which ap·
peared on page 8 of a booklet issued by the
organization; he was named as president
of the Jewish People's Fraternal Order an,d
speaker for the seventeenth anniversary in
Fraternal Outlook of June-July 1947, page 3.
He spoke at a meeting of the Jewish People's
Fraternal Order as shown in the Daily
Worker of .December 12, 1947, page 7. As
shown in the Daily Worker of March 26,
1948, page 4, Albert E. Kahn was a. speaker
at a meeting of the Hellenic American
Brotherhood of the International Workers
Order. Albert E. Kahn, president of the
Jewish People's Fraternal Order was endorsed by the International Workers Order
as shown in the Daily Worker of October 4,
1948, page 5.
Albert Kahn spoke under
auspices of the International Workers Order
as shown in the Daily Worker of May 22,
1950, page 8; he was identified as president
of the Jewish People's Fraternal Order.
The International Workers Order was cited
by Attorney General Francis Biddle as "one
of the strongest Communist organizations"
(CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, VOl. 88, pt. 6, p.
7447); the organization was cited as subversive and Communist by Attorney General
Tom Clark in lists furnished the Loyalty
Review Board, released to the press by the
United States Civil Service Commission, December 4, 1947, and September 21, 1948.
The International Workers Order was cited
as "one of the most effective and closely
knitted organizations among the Communist
'front' movements in the report of the Special
Committee on Un-American Activities, dated
January 3, 1939. It has contributed large
sums of money to Communist Party campaigns, and • • • regularly sponsors
Communist Party endorsed candidates for
public office." In 1944 its president and gen-
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eral secretary, respectively, wei'e William
Weiner, former Communist Party treasurer,
and Max Bedacht, former party secretary.
The International Workers Order was cited as
a Communist front in reports of the Special
Committee on Un-American Activities, dated
January 3, 1940; June 25, 1942; and March 29,

dated September 2, 1947, in which the organization was cited as being "dedicated not
to the broader issues of civil liberties, but
specifically to the defense of individual Communists and the · Communist Party" and
"controlled by individuals who are either
members of the Communist Party or openly
loyal to it." Attorney General Clark cited
1944.
the Civil Rights Congress and its various
As shown in the Daily Worker of NovemState
and local subdivisions as subversive
ber 19, 1947, page 7, Albert Kahn spoke under
and Communist in lists furnished the Loyauspices of the American Council for Demoalty Review Board, released to the press by
cratic Greece, cited by Attorney General Tom
the United States Civil Service Commission,
Clark as a subversive and Communist organiDecember 4, 1947, and September 21, 1948.
zation formerly known as the Greelt-AmeriAlbert E. Kahn was a signer of the open
can Council. (See press releases of the U. S.
letter to President Truman, released on
Civil Service Commission, dated June 1, 1948,
October 7, 1946, by the Committee for a
and September 21, 1948.)
Democratic Far Eastern Policy, as shown in
Albert E. Kahn, president, Jewish People's
the pamphlet, What Price Philippine IndeFraternal Order, IWO, and writer, was listed
pendence, by George Phillips, pages 30-32.
as a sponsor of the School of Jewish Studies
Letterheads of 194.6 and 1947, July 11, 1947,
and a guest lecturer in the booklet announcand May 28, 1948, listed Albert E. Kahn as a
ing the 1947 fall term. The School of Jewish
sponsor of the Committee for a Democratic
Studies was cited as an adjunct in New York
Far
E:1stern Policy. A statement of the ComCity of the Communist Party by Attorney
mittee for a Democratic Far Eastern Policy
General Tom Clark in a list furnished the
was signed by Albert E. Kahn, president,
Loyalty Review Board released to the press
Jewish People's Fraternal Order, according to
by the United States Civil Service CommisFar East Spotlight, issue of November 1948,
sion, December 4, 194:7.
page 14. Albert Kahn, president of the
Albert E. Kahn was moderator at a conJewish People's Fraternal Order, was spealter
ference for peace held at the Hotel Commoat
a meeting sponsored by the Committee for
dore, New York, February 5, 1949, under
auspices of the committee of women, Na- · a Democratic Far Eastern Policy, as-shown in
the Daily Worker of June 9, 1949, page 7; he
tiona! council of Am~rican-Soviet Friendwas named as a speaker before the group in
ship, as shown in the Daily Worker of Janthe Worker of June 17, 1949. According to
uary 31, 1949, page 5.
the latter source, he spoke on the Paris Peace
In report 1311 of the Special Committee
on Un-American Activities, dated March 29, · Congress .at the Hail New China Rally, held
June 15, 1949. Attorney General Tom Clark
1944, the National Council of Americancited the Committee for a Democratic Far
Soviet Friendship was cited as "in recent
Eastern Policy as Communist in a list furmonths, the Communist Party's principal
nished the Loyalty Review Board, released to.
front for all things Russian." The organithe press by the United States Civil Service
zation was cited as subversive and CommuCommission, April 25, 1949.
nist by Attorney General Tom Clark in lists
Albert E Kahn, president, Jewish People's
furnished the Loyalty Review Board, released
Fraternal Order, IWO, was a member of the
to the press by the United States Civil
United May Day Committee, as shown in a
Service Commission, December 4, 1947, and
pamphlet May Day 1947 written by Howard
September 21, 1948:
Fast,
page 14. The Unite<} May Day CommitAs shown in a statement filed October 10,
tee was cited as subversive and among the
1947, with the Clerk of the House of Repaffiliates and committees of the Communist
resentatives under the Lobbying Act, Albert
Party, United States of America, by Attorney
Kahn, White Hill Road, Yorktown Heights,
General Tom Clark in a list furnished the
N. Y., received payment from the Civil
Loyalty Review Board, release·d to the press
Rights Congress for travel expenses. A
by
the United States Civil Service Commisstatement which was issued by the Civil
sion,
December 4, 1947.
Rights Congress in defense of Gerhart Eisler
. Albert E. Kahn was a member of the Comwas signed by Albert E. Kahn, as ·shown in·
mittee ·for May Day 1948, :as shown on a
the Dail¥ Worker of February 28, 1947, page
letterhead of May 1, 1948, and the pamphlet
2. He spoke before the Civil Rights ConMarch for Peace, May 1948, page 15, being
gress of New York, as shown in a leaflet
identifie.d in the latter source as president,
dated March 20, 1947, and was a speaker for
Jewish People's Fraternal Order, IWO.
the West Bronx Chapter of the Civil Rights
Reference to Albert Kahn as a sponsor of
Congress of New York, according to the
arts, sciences, and professions for May Day
Worker of May 4, 1947, page 12. Albert
appeared in the Daily Worker of April 30,
Kahn, author, was a member of a delegation
1948, page 5. "The May Day parade in
of the Civil Rights Congress, protesting the
New York City is an annual mobilization of
attack on Robert Thompson, Communist, as
Communist strength" (report 1311 of the
shown in the Daily worker of September 24,
Special Committee on Un-American Activi1948, page 11. An open letter to Congress
ties,
dated March 29, 1944). May Day is
issued by the Civil Rights Congress was
celebrated by parades, demonstrations, and
signed by Albert E. Kahn, as shown by a
celebrations by the Communist Party in variletterhead of the organization, dated May 7,
1948. A statement of the Civil Rights Conous cities throughout the United States.
gress opposing the jailing of the Communist
As shown in the conference Call and conleaders was signed by Albert Kahn, as shown
ference program, Albert E. Kahn was a sponin the Daily Worker of June 6, 1948, page 2.
sor of the Cultural and Scientific Conference
Albert Kahn, president, Jewish People's
for World Peace, held in New York City, .
Fraternal Order, was a speaker at a meeting
March 25-27, 1949, under sponsorship of the
in behalf of the Communist leaders sponNational Council of the Arts, Sciences, and
sored by the Civil Rights Congress, as shown
Professions. Albert E. Kahn was one of the
in the Daily Worker of June 8, 1949, page 3.
signers of a statement issued by the National
ALbert Kahn, Jewish People's Fraternal OrCouncil of the Arts, Sciences, and Professions,
der, New York City, was a sponsor of the
as shown in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, VOl•
national civil rights legislative conference of
ume 95, part 7, p. 7435.
the Civil Rights Congress, held January 18
In the Review of the Scientific and Culand 19, 1949, in Washington, D. C., according
tural Conference for V.7orld Peace arranged
to a leaflet Freedom Crusade, issued in conby the National Council of the Arts, Sciences
and Professions, released ·by the Committee
nection with the conference.
~m On-American Activities, April 19, 1949,
The Civil Rights Congress was the subject
the Cultural and Scientific Conference for
of a special report issued by the Committee
on Un-American Activities (Rept. No. 1115),
}Vorld Peace was cited as a supermobiliza-
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tion of the inveterate wheelhorses and supporters of the Communist Party and its auxiliary organizations • • • The meeting
was sponsored by a Communist-front organization known as the National Council
of the Arts, Sciencies, and Professions. The
National Council of the Arts, Sciences and
Professions is a descendant of the Independent Citizens Committee of the Arts, Sciences
and Professions which was repudiated in
1946 by Harold L. Ickes, its chairman, because of its Communist character" (pp. 1,
2).
The following reference to Albert E. Kahn
appears in the Review of the Scientific and
Cultural Conference released by the Committee on Un-American Activities (mentioned above) :
"This conference (Cultural and Scientific
Conference for World Peace) was held as a
follow-up of a similar gathering hailed by
the Communist press and radio, wl~ich
pompously styled itself the World Congress
of Intellectuals. It was held at Wroclaw
(Breslau), Poland, August 25 to 28, 1948.
• * • Among the sponsors of the New
York Conference who attended the meeting
at Wroclaw were • • * Albert E. Kahn,
coauthor of The Great Conspiracy; the Secret
War Against Soviet Russia.
"The Moscow New Times thought so well
of the remarks made by delegate Albert E.
Kahn at Wroclaw that it commented favorably as follows:
"'Albert E. Kahn, member of the American Progressive Party and a well-known pub·
Heist, agreed with those delegates who compared modern American policy to the policy
of Hitlerite Germany, which had unleashed
the Second World War. The Hitlerites
started off in the same way as America's ruling circles are now proceeding.
"'In a vivid speech, replete with factual
material, Albert E. Kahn stressed that power
in America had been seized by a small but
extremely powerful group of financiers and
industrialists.'
"As shown in this same Review, page 10,
the New York Conference of March 25, 26, 27,
was 'a forerunner of a World Peace Congress
to be held in Paris on April 20 to 23, headed
by Frederic Joliot-Curie, an avowed French
Communist. Similar "peace" conferences
have been organized under Communist initiative in various countries throughout .the
world as part of a campaign against the
North .Atlantic Defense Pact.'"
As shown on a leaflet World Congress for
Peace, Paris, announcing the meeting for
April 20, 21, 22, 23, 1949, Albert E. Kahn
was one of the Americans sponsoring the
congress. References to his having spoken
on the subject of the Paris Peace Congress
appeared on page 4 of this memorandum in
connection with the Committee for a Democratic Far Eastern Policy.
The Daily Worker, February 1, 1951 (p. 2)
reported that Albert Kahn was one of the
sponsors of the American Peace Crusade.
The Call to the American People's Congress
named him as a sponsor of the American
People's Congress and Exposition for Peace
held in Chicago, Ill., June 29, 30, and July .!,
1951, under the auspices of the American
Peace Crusade.
In its report of April 1, 1951, the Congressional Committee on Un-American Activities
cited the American Peace Crusade as an organization which the Communists established as "a new instrument for their peace
offensive in the United States" and which
was heralded by the Da~ly Worker with the
usual bold headlines reserved for projects
in line with the Communist objectives
0

(p. 51).

A statement attached to a press release
of the Committee for Peaceful Alternatives
to the Atlantic Pact, dated December 14,
1949 (p. 12) named Albert E. Kahn as one
of the signers of a statement calling for
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International Agreement to Ban Use of
Atomic Weapons. It was cited as "an organization which was formed as a result of
the Conference for Peaceful Alternatives to
the Atlantic Pact, and which was located,
according to a letterhead of September 16,
1950, at 30 North Dearborn Street, Chicago,
Ill.; and to further the cause of Communists in the United States doing their part
in the Moscow campaign" (congressional
committee, April 1, 1951, p. 54, Report on
Communist Peace Offensive) .
As shown in New Masses of January 21,
1947, page 31, Albert E. Kahn was a speaker
at a Lenin Memorial Meeting. He signed an
appeal to President Truman in behalf of
Leon Josephson, Communist, as shown in the
Daily Worker of March 26, 1948, page 7. According to the Daily Worker of October 8,
1948, page 2, he protested the indictment
of the Communist leaders; he signed a statement in their defense, as shown in the Daily
Worker of February 28, 1949, page 9, being
identified in the latter source as author of
The Great Conspiracy.
His book, The Great Conspiracy Against
Russia was praised in the magazine Bolshevik, which is the theoretical and political
journal of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, as
shown in the Daily Worker of March 4, 1947,
page 11.
In testirr..::my before the Committee on OnAmerican Activities on July 21, 1947, Mr.
Walter S. Steele made the following references to his (Albert E. Kahn's) book:
"The National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, within recent months, has
added many side shows to its pro-Soviet
and, accordingly, pro-Communist propaganda machine. One of them is known
as the committee on education of the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship.
A rather extensive bibliography on the Soviet Union for teachers,
issued in connection with the committee
of education's school-infiltration plan, contains list sources and supplementary teaching materials • • •
Listed as source
material are the following books:
• •
the Great Conspiracy Against Russia" (testimony of Steele, pp. 62-53).
The citation on the National Council of
American-Soviet Friendship appears on page
3 of this memorandum.
ARTHUR D. KAHN

An announcement of the publication of
Arthur D. Kahn's book, Betrayal of Our
Occupation of Germany, was printed in the
Daily Worker of September 25, 1950, page
11, and stated: "An important literary event
this month is the appearance of Betrayal of
Our Occupation of Germany, by Arthur D.
Kahn, who assisted Albert Kahn in the writing of the current best seller High Treason. •
"The book is largely a recounting of the
author's personal experiences as chief editor
of intelligence for the Information Control
Division of American Military Government.
It contains much previously unpublished
material about Soviet-American relations,
the attempted crushing of the democratic
potential in postwar West Germany, the
machinations of the churches, and the
breakdown and corruption of our occupation force. It provires a picture of American imperialism as it affects every aspect
of life in an American-dominated land.
"The Polish publishers called the book
'an important contribution to an understanding of present-day events tn Germany
and the only comprehensive expose of the
American betrayal of the Potsdam policy
and the United Nations war alms.' "
The Dally Worker of October 15, 1950, page
7, section 2, carried a favorable review of
Betrayal.
The Daily Worker is the "chief journalistic mouthpiece of the Communist Party

..

• • • founded tn response to direct instructions from the Communist International in Moscow. • • • The first issue
of the Daily Worker appeared on January
13, 1924. • • • No other paper or publication of any kind in all American history has ever been loaded with such a volume of subversive, seditious, and treasonable
utterance as has this organ of the American Communists." (Special Committee on
On-American Activities, report, March 29,
1944, pp. 59 and 60; also cited in reports,
January 3, 1939, p. 30; January 3, 1940, p.
7; January 3, 1941, p. 14; and June 25, 1942,
p. 4). It was cited as the "official Communist Party, U. S. A. organ" by the Congressional Committee on On-American Activities, report No. 1920, May 11, 1948, page 44.
An advertising circular of Arthur D. Kahn,
author of Betrayal ( addrese:ed to A. Kahn,
160 First Avenue, New York 3, N. Y., received
for filing by the committee on December 8,
1950), stated that it was his first-hand experience as an OSS man and as chief editor
of intelligence of the Information Control
Division of Military Government in Germany.
The advertisement contains comments by several individuals as well as the
German-American monthly magazine, which
reads as follows: "Now we have a book, Betrayal, which has none of the weaknesses of
the many previous books on Germany and
which in its 237 pages documents clearly
and convincingly what the author calls 'the
actual results of the Truman doctrine in the
nations where it is applied, how it betrays
our war aims and aggravates international
tensions.' There is no question about the
author's background and qualifications.
The book itself shows how good an observer
and reporter he is."
The Daily Worker for June 18, 1951 (p. 11),
highly recommended a new pamphlet, Bonus
for Murder, Washington's Plot To Rearm
Western Germany, by Arthur D. Kahn, published by the German-American. • •
•
Arthur D. Kahn, author of Betrayal: Our
Occupation of Gerl\lany, is a member of the
national staff of the Progressive Party. He
writes: 'The building of a war base in Western Germany and the creation of a mercenary German Army is an aggressive move in
preparation of a war against the Soviet
Union and the East European People's Democracies. Unless stopped now, this policy
will inevitably lead to a terrible world con:flict-even more costly than the war in
Korea.'"
The Daily People's World of May 8, 1951,
page 9, contained . the following advertisement: "Protest mass meeting, peace-loving
peoples will not tolerate rearming and renazification of Germany. Come and hear
Arthur D. Kahn, former chief editor of intelligence, Information COntrol Division of
Military Government, Germany, author of
Betrayal, Friday, May 11, 7:30 p. m., Park
Manor, 607 South Western Avenue (Los Angeles)." The Daily People's World is the
official organ of the Communist Party on the
west coast (Special Committee on On-American Activities, report, March 29, 1944, p.
95; also cited in report, January 3, 1941, p.
10.)

Arthur D. Kahn contributed an article entitled, "Outlook for German Labor Unity"
to the January 28, 1947, issue of New Masses
(p. 14). His review of William L. Shirer's
End of a Berlin Diary appeared in New
Masses of October 7, 1947, page 17, and the
October 21, 1947, issue (p. 21) carried his review of Struggle for Germany, by Russell Hill.
New Masses has been cited as the nationally circulated weekly journal of the Communist Party • • • whose ownership
was vested in the ~erican FUnd for Public
Service (Special Committee on On-American
Activities, report 1311, March 29, 1944, pp.
48 and 75; also cited in reports, January 3,
1939, p. 80: and June 25, 1942, pp. 4 and 21).

It was cited as a Communist periodical by
Attorney General Francis Biddle ( CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, VOl. 88, pt. 6, p. 7448).
Masses and Mainstream (October 1950, p.
97) advertised Jewish Life, the indispensable
magazine for the progressive Jew as containing an article entitled "Rearming Western
Germany," by Arthur D. Kahn, in its October
issue. Masses and Mainstream was cited as
the successor to New Masses, a Communist
magazine by the congressional Committee
on On-American Activities, Report No. 1953,
on the Congress of American Women, April
26, 1950, page 75.
Peace Crusader, volume 1, No. 6, March
26, 1951, page 3, named Arthur Kahn as a
sponsor of the American Peace Crusade; a
member of a delegation to the Civil Liberties
Section of the Department of Justice, March
15, 1951, page 3. He was identified in this
source as author of Betrayal, and formerly
With the editorial division of the Allied Military Government in ~rmany. He made a
summer speaking tour for the American
Peace Crusade as shown on the American
Peace Crusade schedule of Arthur D. Kahn's
summer tour, June 29, 1951.
The American Peace Crusade was cited as
an organization which the Communists established as a new instrument for their
peace offensive in the United States and
which was heralded by the Daily Worker
with the usual bold headlines reserved for
projects in line with the Communist objectives. (Congressional Committee on OnAmerican Activities, statement issued on the
· March of Treason, February 19, 1951, and
H. Rept. No. 378, on the Communist Peace
Offensive, April 25, 1951, original date, April
1, 1951, p. 51.)

Mr. Speaker, as everyone knows, I
have led the fight against communism
in this House for many years, and have
taken more abuse from, and received
more vicious attacks by these Reds and
their fellow travelers than any other
man who has ever served in the Congress
of the Uniteq States, with the probable
exception of Martin Dies.
It was my amendment to the Rules of
the House, which I forced through in ·
1945, that created the Committee on UnAmerican Activities that has done more
to expose the enemies within our gates,
and to protect our country from their
treasonable designs than any other committee of either House has done in the
last 50 years.
In his book entitled "The Iron Curtain Over America," Dr. John Beaty, one
of the greatest Christian leaders of
America, calls attention to the fact that
after the adoption of my amendment
creating the Committee on Un-American Activities as a permanent committee of the House, the American Communist and fellow travelers were
stunned, and that the Rankin amendment gave the United States of America
a chance to survive as a nation under its
Constitution.
Of course, it is impossible for me to express my gratitude to Dr. Beaty, and to
the other American writers throughout

the country for the compliments which
I have received at their hands for my
services in creating this great committee, saving its records from destruction,
and helping to save America for Ameri·
cans.
It was one of the greatest services
I could have rendered my country.
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Address by Hon. Edward Martin, of Pennsylvania, to Catholic War Veterans
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
delivered by me at the annual State convention banquet of the Catholic War
Veterans, department of Pennsylvania,
at Norristown, Pa., on May 17, 1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
It is a high honor to be invited to address
this important assembly of Pennsylvanians
who have defended American freedom in
time of peril.
Veterans who join together for patriotic
service to their country and devotion to their
religious faith represent the highest type of
citizenship.
Meetings such as this are living symbols of
faith in God and the Christian ideals upon
which our great land of liberty was established.
We must remember that the sturdy, selfreliant, God-fearing pioneers of the New
World prized political and religious freedom
above life itself.
They did not come here because America
would give them security. The wilderness
offered only opportunity.
They had the moral strength and the courage to face hardship and peril because here
they could build a new life, free from religious persecution and free from the tyranny of government.
Freedom of the individual was the foundation stone upon which generations of hard
working, thrifty, courageous men and women
built the greatness of America.
Freedom of the individual was not conferred by government. It was not granted
by any legislative enactment.
It was held by the founding fathers of our
Republic to be a divine blessing, bestowed
by God upon all mankind. _
In planning our form of government the
patriots and statesmen of our independence
looked to the Bible and the teachings of religion for moral and spiritual guidance.
They framed the Constitution as a guide·
post to freedom under a system which recognized the people as the source of all authority.
.The founding fathers sought to restrict the
power of government, their ideal was a government that would be the servant of the
people-not their master.
They feared the development of a powerful centralized power which could in time
become oppressive and could rob the people
of their liberties.
It follows, therefore, that freedom is our
most precious possession.
It is not merely a privilege to be taken for
granted, but a sacred trust to be treasured,
guarded and defended with all we have and
all we are--even with our lives.
It must be defended by the blood and sacrifice of heroes in battle.
It must be defended by industry and· the
workers in our mills and factories.
It must be defended on the farm by the
production of food for our fighting men and
our civilian population.
It must be defended by building to their
highest peak all our physical strength, our

material strength, and above all, our spiritual
strength.
It must be defended by working for clean,
decent, honest government, free from corruption and free from disloyal elements who
would destroy the American way of life.
It must be defended at the ballot box by
electing to public office only men of high
character and integrity, dedicated to public
service and not seeking personal gain.
Yes, our freedom must be defended by the
patriotism, the resolute courage and high
morale of a God-fearing, clean-living, lawabiding people who know and appreciate the
real meaning of America.
It was President Woodrow Wilson, who
said:
"Freedom and free institutions cannot be
maintained by any people who do not understand the nature of their government."
It is most appropriate on occasions such
as this to consider what it means to be an
American. It is a proper time to give earnest
thought to duties and obligations of citizenship.
It is likewise a time to measure our shortcomings and to inquire whether we have
been faithful to the trust handed down to
us thro~gh generations of toil, tears, sacrifice, and the shedding of blood.
Mariy of you men, assembled here tonight,
have· endured the horrors and hardships of
the battlefield. You had the courage to face
the fire of the enemy. You saw your heroic
comrades give their lives for their country
and their flag, but you pushed pn to victory.
I say to you that the same courage, the
same heroism, is needed today to save our
Republic from the dangers which threaten
its survival as a free Nation.
We face times of grave peril at ·home as
well as a ruthless enemy who denies God
and plans behind the iron curtain for the
enslavement of all free people.
We are fighting on two fronts to preserve
our form of government and our precious,
God-given freedom.
One of the great tragedies of our time is
the indifference of many of our citizens
to the new generation of heroes who are
giving their lives to uphold human rights
against communism in Korea.
We speak of a stalemate, we engage in endless negotiations for an armistice, but the
casualty lists keep growing longer and
longer.
And, in the meantime, our prestige in the
Far East sustained a shattering blow when
we, the United States of America, suffered
the indignity of negotiating with prisoners
of war and made concessions for the release
of a general whom they held as a captive. I
believe such concessions, gained at the point
of a gun, should be immediately repudiated.
That shameful episode, my fellow Americans, is another result of the weak, vacillating, blundering policy which led us into
war in Korea, without hope of victory.
It follows the same pattern of appeasement which has made Americans the victims
of injustices in countries ruled by communism.
We can recall the time when all the nations of the globe respected an American and
the American passport. That respect was
earned by a firm, straightforward, honest
foreign policy, supported by a courageous
State Department.
What now? You all know the answer.
We've seen American missionaries of every
faith murdered and imprisoned in China.
We've seen an American businessman arrested, tortured, and forced to make a false
confession of espionage-by an insolent, arrogant, satellite of Communist Russia.
We've seen representatives of the Ameri·
can press arrested and tortured in to making
false confessions that they were spies.
Americans are being treated thus because
a pink-tinged. State Department made our
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foreign policy, selling out our friends in
Europe and Asia to those who would kill our
youth and destroy our liberties.
The sooner we recognize and denounce
Soviet Russia as our real enemy and call
her to account the sooner we will be on the
road to an honorable settlement which will
sustain peace, freedom, and justice.
If we are to have peace in the world it will
be established on strength-not on weakness. We cannot protect freedom by soft
words or timid opposition to aggression.
We must proclaim a doctrine that will put
fear in the heart of every Communist in the
Kremlin.
We must plan our defensive
strength with a well-trained, regular army
of modest size, equipped with the finest, most
modern weapons. It should be completely
motorized and prepared for speedy movement by air to any place it might be needed.
It should be the fastest and most powerful
striking force with the greatest fire power
the world has ever known.
We must have the best .and strongest Air
Force· in the world to give us complete supremacy in the air. In my judgment that is
most important because it would enable us,
in the event of war, to strike at the heart of
Communist military production.
We must build up the most powerful
Navy, so that we and our allies wlll have
complete command of the sea, all over the
world.
Such military strength, supporting a firm,
clear and just foreign policy, will be the
greatest power to restore peace to the world.
But military strength is not enough to
safeguard our freedom.
We will fail in our duty as Americans if
we r.elax our vigilance against the spread of
communism at home.
Every Communist is an enemy of the
United States. They advocate the overthrow
of our Government by force. They are traitors to the country which has given them
freedom, opportunity, and protection.
Steps should be taken to revoke the citizenship of those who have been naturalized
and they should be . ·deported. All native
born Communists should be placed where
they can do no damage to our American institutions.
We will fail in our duty as Americans if we
stand idly by. and . all_ow the earnings of our
workers to be poured down the drain in
dangerous socialistic experiments at home
and in trying to buy uncertain friendships
abroad.
All our wealth, all our rich resources, all
our giant economic power, developed by generations of toil and sacrifice, will have no
value if freedom of the individual is destroyed.
And it can be destroyed unless we take a
firm and vigorous stand to protect our national solvency. Otherwise we may learn the
tragic lesson that a bankrupt nation cannot
defend itself or anyone else against enslavement by Communist tyranny.
Therefore, we must fight against waste,
extravagance and excessive spending at all
levels of government.
It should be the deep concern of all of us
that every individual in America is burdened
with a mortgage of $1,700 as his or her share
of our staggering national debt of $260,000,000,000.
That debt will have to be paid by generations 1;hat had nothing whatever to do with
creating it.
If some member of your family, through
reckless spending or any other reason, should
place himself under a heavy debt there would
be no obligation upon you or your children
to pay it.
But when your Uncle Sam flings his money
. about by the billions, it is your responsibility
and will remain an obligation that must be
paid by generations far into the future.
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Excessive taxation that takes one-third
of our national income just to govern our
selves is a danger to American freedom ..
And the danger will continue so long as
we accept deficit financing, unbalanced
budgets and unsound fiscal policies as evils
that cannot be overcome.
It will continue so long as we allow Wash·
ington to manipulate the currency and to
shrink the value of the dollar.
The dealer who waters your milk is a
criminal, subject to imprisonment under the
law. But when your Uncle Sam waters the
currency we take the punishment in higher
prices for everything we buy.
_
Inflation brings hardship to every one who
lives on a limited income, an annuity or a
pension.
It brings real suffering to our disabled
comrades and the dependents of those who
made the supreme sacrifice, the widows and
orphans who must struggle to make ends
meet with those watered-down dollars.
When government gets so big and so complicated that it proposes to spend $85,poo,..
000,000 in a single year it is time to find
out how much is being spent wisely and
how much is being squandered. It is time
to take a long, hard look at what is going
on and to find every possible place where
cuts can be made.
I believe spending can and must be reduced in every activity of government with
two exceptions.
One is the interest on the public debt,
which is now twice as much as all the Federal taxes collected less than 10 years ago.
The other is the cost of caring for disabled
veterans and the dependents of our com·
rades who died in the service of our country.
Economy in government is the only way
we take some of the burden from the backs
of the taxpayers.
It is the only way we can hope to get back
to a sound financial basis. It is the only
way we can make America strong, dynamic,
and solvent.
I have no fear that destruction will be
brought upon us at the hands of Communist aggressors. I do not fear that the power
of a foreign foe will ever destroy this great
Republic.
In my opinion, there is greater danger in
wasteful and extravagant spending, excessive taxation, a crushing burden of debt, and
the concentration of power in the _Federal
Government.
No organization and no group in America
is better qualified than the veterans to take
leadership in the fight against the dangers
I have outlined.
You fought to preserve American freedom.
Now fight to sustain it.
Safeguard the sacred ideals of America by
strengthening obedience to the laws of God
and man.
If we are guided, as were our forefathers,
by the eternal truths of the Holy Bible and
the principles of the Constitution our Republic will march on to greater glory in
world leadership for righteousness, brother·
hood, and peace.

. The Missouri Gang: A National Issue
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. JOHN J. WILLIAMS
OF DELAWARE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "The Missouri Gang: A Na·

tiona! Issue!" written by Stanley High,
and published in the Reader's Digest. I
suggest that the article be read by every
American voter before next November.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE MISSOURI GANG:

A NATIONAL ISSUE

(By Stanley High)
That Washington's political morals were to
undergo a basic change could have been
observed soon after the Truman administration first took office.
On May 18, 1945, a certain Paul Dillon,
of St. Louis, arrived in Washington. He had
been lawyer for some of Missouri's most notorious underworld characters. He is a
long-time political and personal friend of
the· Missourians in and around the White
House. In 1934, in league with the corrupt
Tom Pendergast machine of Kansas City, he
managed the St. Louis end of Truman's Senate campaign.
Dillon's mission concerned certain clients
of his: Capone gangsters serving long sen..
tences in the Federal penitentiary at Atlanta. He had been recommended to actin the gangsters' behalf by another Mis·
saurian, the late Edward (Putty-Nose) Brady,
St. Louis saloonkeeper, indicted racketeer,
and a friend of Boss Pendergast.
D1llon's immediate aim was to get his clients transferred to Leavenworth, a prison
closer to the, base of operations of their
Chicago mob. The Atlanta warden opposed
their transfer.
In Washington, Dillon called at the De·
p~rtment of Justice.
There, according to
the Department official with whom he talked,
he Identified himself as former campaign
manager for President Truman. The At·
lanta warden was overruled and the prison·
ers transferred.
Now DUlon applled to the United States
Board of Parole for release of the gangsters.
Meanwhile, he was entertained at the White
House. Although the prisoners had served
only one-third of their 10-year sentences,
it required only one appearance by Dillon
to bring about their release.
Dlllon's fee, paid by the wife of one of
the gangsters, was $10,000. When the facts
in this case were exposed by a congressional
committee, two of the hoodlums were sent
back to jail. But Dillon was not repudiated
by his fellow Missourians in the White House,
nor even rebuked, for this sordid affair.
Last year Dlllon's name appeared in connection with the Federal job-selling scandal
ln Mississippi. "The name of Paul Dillon,
notorious underworld fixer," said United
States Representative JoHN BELL WILLIAMS,
Mississippi Democrat, on the floor of Congress, "runs through these nauseous scandals like a silken thread through tapestry."
But to Mississippi's Truman Democrats he
was officially described as a "personal friend
of the President."
There were other early signs that the Na·
tion was in for an era of Pendergastism.
After only 2~ days in office, Mr. Trumanwho was sometimes called the gentleman
from Pendergast-extended a Presidential
pardon to one James Gildea.
Gildea had been found guilty of participation in a ballot fraud. The occasion was
the Kansas City elections of 1936. In the
frauds of that election some 60,000 illegal
votes were counted. The · instigator and
beneficiary of this wholesale ballot thievery
was Boss To:r,1 Pendergast's crime-protect..
ing, vice-financed political machine.
By the time of this particular steal, Mr.
Truman, elected to public office in Pendergast elections since 1922, had reached the
United States Senate. This result was insured in the 1934 primaries, 1n which the
78,000 lead of Truman's chief opponent in
the State was wiped out in Kansas City by

a Pendergast-delivered vote of 120,000 for
Truman (including at least 60,000 "ghost"
votes) against 1,221 for his opponent.
At the time of the Pendergast election
steal of 1936 William M. Boyle, Jr., who became Truman's chairman of the Democratia
National Committee and resigned, a few
months ago, under fire, was a minion of
Pendergast's Kansas City chief of detectives,
later sent to Leavenworth.
John Costello, who became Boyle's assistant
on the Democratic National Committee, and
has recently pleaded not guilty to an indictment on income-tax charges, was, in
1936, another Pendergast policeman.
United States Marshal Fred Canfil, upon
whose nomination :for reappointment the
Senate has taken no action, accompanied
the President to the Potsdam Conference, is
a White House crony and sometimes serves
as Truman's unofficial bodyguard. In 1936
he was custodian of the Pendergast-controlled county courthouse.
The President's pardon of James Gildea
for his part in the 1936 vote frauds was unaccompanied by any White Hquse announcement. Thereafter, White House pardons
were quietly issued to 14 more perpetrators
of Pendergast's election crookedness.
Soon the White House moved again on be•
half of Pendergastism, firing MaU.rice Mllli·
gan, United States district attorney since
1934 for the western district of Missouri.
Milligan's offense was that, backed by an
uprising of the decent citizenry of Kansas
City, he had conducted what the New York
Times described as a "valiant purge" of
Pendergast corruption after the 1936 elections.
Any remaining doubt that Pendergast
morals and practices were being lifted to
and embedded in G:overnment on the national level was dissipated early in 1946 by
the open coalition between the White House
and the Pendergast machine to defeat Representative Roger Slaughter. A Kansas City
Democrat, Slaughter had dared defy the administration.
To get instructions from headquarters for
Slaughter's purge, Jim Pendergast (nephew
of the late Tom) was summoned to the
White House. Truman himself made a special primary-day trip to Kansas City. The
popular Slaughter was defeated by the machine's politically unknown candidate-a
friend and neighbor of the Presi1.ent. The
machine delivered the vote in the only way
1t knew: by fraud.
After weeks of painstaking investigation,
some idea of the extent of this fraud was exposed by the Kansas City Star. (See Kansas
City's Boss-Busting Editor, the Reader's
Digest, March 1947, by Han. 0. K. ARMSTRONG,
Republican, of Missouri.) Again the decent
citizens of the community were thoroughly
aroused. With the Star's exhaustive data
at their disposal, both the board of election
commissioners and the city · council formally appealed to Truman's Attorney General, Tom Clark, for a Federal investigation.
As the congressional investigation of the
Kansas City vote fraud showed, few such
weighty appeals ever got such halting action.
The Attorney General did send in the FBI.
But its investigations were carefully limited
and the limits spelled out. The investigation was to be not all-out but only prelim·
inary. No persons who had any first-h and
knowledge of the crime were to be examin ed,
but only second-hand witnesses. Lest t he
FBI's investigators be tempted to go too far,
the names of these second-hand witnesses
were designated by the Attorney General.
This "once-over-lightly" took 12 days, according to testimony at the Senate hearing.
The FBI was called off and the case closed.
The Attorney General said that a full in·
vestigation had been made and that he had
found no evidence of Federal crime.
Theron Lamar Caudle was the J ustice
Department official who th~s advised the
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Attorney General. He was later to figure
in the news in connection with the spread
of Pendergastlc practices through the Bureau of Internal Revenue. To the Truman
district attorney in Kansas City who helped
bring the vote-fraud problem to this happy
conclusion, Caudle wrote: "Please accept
my thanks for the splendid cooperation you
have given the Department."
When United States Senator JAMES P. KEM,
Missouri Republican, refused ~o give up the
vote-fraud fight, the Justice Department
suddenly launched an intensive, and baseless, investigation of KEM's election.
Meanwhile, without Federal encouragement, a State grand jury in Kansas City
went ahead with its own investigation.
After it had returned 81 indictments agamst
71 persons and impounded the ballots and
other evidence, i.t asked the Department of
Justice to reenter what looked like a clear
and certain case; But on the day that the
jury issued its final report and a day before
.a Senate inquiry was due to get under way,
the vault in the Pendergast-controlled courthouse in Kansas City was blown open and
the impounded ballots and all other evidence stolen. The case collapsed.
"A national humiliation," said a headline
in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. "A sordid
business; the worst thing that can happen
in a democracy," said the Washington Star.
"The blackest page in Kansas City's history,"
said Senator KEM.
On September 29, 1949, Mr. Truman fiew
to Kansas City for a mammoth celebration
in honor of the chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, his close friend and
Pendergast colleague, William M. Boyle, Jr.
That this was intended as a salute to the
Missouri gang by the Government of the
United States is indicated by the fact that
the President took with him the Vice President and several members of the Cabinet.
At the dinner that night the St. Louis
delegation was headed by James P. Finnegan,
collector of internal revenue in St. Louis
and close friend of Truman's, now under
jail sentence for misconduct while in office,
and Morris A. Shenker, Boyle appointee to
the Democratic finance committee, who
withdrew when his connections with Missouri gamblers, were brought to light.
Boss Jim Pendergast headed a group of
Truman's fellow members of the Jackson
County Democratic Club. They occupied
38 tables.
· Prominent among the machine's lieutenants at the dinner was J. A. Purdome, Jackson County sher11I, described by the Kefauver
committee as "notably lax in his enforcement of the liquor and gambling laws."
Serving on the executive committee for
the dinner and with eight tables reserved in
his name was Charles Binaggio; Democratic
boss of the north side. He had delivered for
Truman in a big way in the Slaughter purge.
He was described by the Post-Dispatch as
"the Chicago Capone mob's representative
in Kansas City" and by the Kefauver committee as a boss of Kansas City gambling.
A few months later he was murdered.
Among Binaggio's lieutenants who were on
hand to honor Boyle were Morris ("Snag")
Klein, professional gambler recently under
sentence for vote fraud; and Anthony Gizzo,
described by the Kefauver committee as one
of "the racketeers who dominated Kansas
City gambling."
·
Also present were five members of the Missouri group recently exposed on the Senate
floor by Senator JoHN J. WILLIAMS, of Delaware, as having been involved in a highly
profitable scandal in the leasing of Government buildings at Camp Crowder, Mo.
Other guests were Sidney Smith, Jr., head
of the Kansas City office of the warehouse
charges unit of the Commodity Credit Corporation, later suspended, and currently under
congressional investigation for his part in the
grain-storage scandal; and James A. Waech-

ter, one-time law partner of James P. Finnegan. Waechter, according t0 Senator KEM,
speaking in the Senate, was once fired, for
"the betterment of the public service," from
his job. as chairman of the St. Louis Board
of Election Commissioners and, last February, implicated by the Post-Dispatch in a
scandal growing out of the sale of surplus
war property.
Also present was Earl W. Beck, Pendergast
henchman and old friend of Mr. Truman
who · resigned under fire as head of a Jackson County home for children but was nominated recently by the President for a $9,360·
a-year post in the government of the District of Columbia. By unanimous vote, a
Senate committee rejected Beck as "utterly
unqualified." Mr. Truman has refused to
send up another nomination.
At present at least 13 different congressional committees, in full-scale investigations, are trying to get to the roots of corruption in our Federal Government. Already between 900 and 1,000 Federal employees have been caught trying to make a
profit out of Government positions.
Congressional inquiries in favoritism, influence-peddling, and corruption have involved the names of six present or former
members of this administration's White
House staff. The Bureau of Internal Revenue was under the administration of a commissioner elevated to that position by Presidential appointment from a post in the
White House.
Reviewing some of the mounting evidence
of 7 years of spreading political decay, Roscoe Drummond, chief of the Washington
News Bureau of the Christian Science Monitor. recently wrote that there are now "the
gravest questions as to whether the White
House can be expected to set a standard and
exercise the leadership essential to clean up
the Federal Government.
"What is required," writes Blair Bolles in
his best-selling book, How To Get Rich in
Washington, "is active political participation
on the part of every citizen" in order to
"transform the Federal Government into a
sound instrument of justice."
"Evil already is rotting away the principles
we live by, but it is not too late· for American citizens to crush the evil, rescue the
principles, and save their country."

Resolution on Flood Control by Fraternal
Order of Eagles

Its views are worthy of the consideration of the membership of this House.
The resolution follows:
Whereas the uncontrolled flooding waters
of such American rivers as the Mississippi,
the Missouri, the Ohio, and others have
wrought death to our citizens, ruins to our
!arms and crops, destruction to our homes,
and dislocation to our families; and
Whereas such damage annually runs into
hundreds of millions of dollars; and
Whereas expert legislation action aimed at
combatting this annually recurring series
of ca tastrophies will protect our families, our
homes, our farms, our priceless natural resources as well as our lives; and
Whereas the need for such legislative action becomes increasingly apparent by a recounting of the physical suffering experienced by such States as Ohio, West Virginia, Kansas, Missouri, South Dakota, North
Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, and
others due to floods; and
Whereas governmental financial grants
wm relieve temporary misery without supplying hope for future abatement of such
tragedies; and
Whereas such despoilment of these States
and others will continue as long as there is
no definitive policy of legislative action; and
Whereas constructive spending to insure
proper means of flood control wlll curtail destructive action by floods: Now, therefore,
be it
Resolved, That Emporia Aerie, No. 2587,
Fraternal Order of Eagles, of Emporia, Kans.,
hereby urges the creation of a governmental
commission, composed of authorities in the
field of flood control, whose sole duty it will
be to study methods for combating these
awesome floods and their horrifying consequences; and be it further
Resolved, That this Aerie shall forward a
copy of this resolution to United States
Representative En REES, of Kansas, so that
the necessary support may be given to this
plan by our Government in Washington, D. C.
Adopted this 5th day of May 1952.
CECIL H. DAVIS,
Worthy President.

c. o.

BAIN,
Secretary.
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Navy Needs Modern Carriers

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD H. REES
OF KANSAS
IN Tiru HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, I should
like to call attention to a press report of
a speech by Sec:.etary of the Navy Dan
Kimball criticizing Congress for deleting from the budget funds needed for

Mr. REES of Kansas. Mr. Speaker,
under unanimous consent heretofore
granted me by the House of Representatives, I am including a resolution adopted by Aerie No. 2587, Fraternal Order of :t~~~~~da~~P::~~cX:~t~~~~~e:~s ~~a~~~~
more is not news except that in this case
Eagles, of Emporia, Kans.
This resolution deals with the very im- the subject discussed by the Secretary is
extremely important. I do not know
portant problem of flood control, espe- who
is primarily to blame for the refusal ;
cially as it relates to the Midwest area. of Congress to approve an appropriation 1
The resolution directs attention to the for another large carrier. I feel that
death and ruination caused by floods in . somehow the Navy failed to do a conthe Middle West during the past year. vincing job in providing the need for the
also to the destruction of crops and carrier, and the Secretary himself is
homes and dislocation of families.
partly responsible for this. But attacks
The Fraternal Order of Eagles of Em- and fastening of blame will not build
poria, Kans., is one of the leading pa- carriers, and I believe that the Secre-,
triotic organizations in our community. tary's concern is fully justified.
1

1
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Aircraft carriers made a great record
in World War IT, and while we still have .
some good carriers, they simply do not
have sufficient deck space to handle
planes which travel at or over the speed
of sound, and which consequently take
off and land faster than World War II
models.
No one knows what type of war or
police action we may be required to
conduct in the future. One thing is certain, if we get involved in a situation
where we need modern carriers, we cannot build them overnight. Their construction requires a prodigious amount
of planning and work. Because of this,
1
it is my opinion that we have already
· allowed our carrier program to lag too
' much. We should be giving modern car·
riers a high priority. In fact, without
modern carriers capable of handling
present and future supersonic aircraft,
I do not believe our Navy can be honestly called modern. When we place
the responsibilities we do upon our NaVY,
the least we can do is give them the
kind of modern ships they need to carry
out their tasks.
Mr. Speaker, I spent 2 years out in
the Pacific in the Air Corps. I came
home with a healthy respect for carriers,
which I confess I did not have previously.
As a matter of fact, I think a lot of
us got back home-and sooner-because
of carriers. The carrier-covered landing at Hollandia certainly surprised the
enemy, shortened the battle for ~ew
Guinea, and thereby saved many lives.
On Leyte Island, when we could not get
air strips in operation as planned, carriers again demonstrated their worth.
Based just on my own observations, aside
from the expert views of military leaders,
I cannot understand our apathy in the
matter of modern carriers. We all
agree our fighting men are entitled to
the best equipment we can provide, but
we are not giving it to them if we deprive
them of modern aircraft carriers. I hope
the funds for another supercarrier will
be placed back in the budget. The press
account of the Secretary's speech follows:
[From the Chicago Daily News of May 17,
1952]
DAN KIMBALL HITS CONGRESS FOR FuND SLASH
CHICAGO, May 17.-Secretary of the Navy
Dan Kimball took Congress to task last night
for refusing to grant funds for a second super aircraft carrier.
Kimball said the aircraft carrier "has supplanted the battleship as the Navy's capital
vessel," but that much larger carriers are
needed to handle the new turbo-jet and jet
airplanes.
"We have one of these large carriers now
being built," the Los Angeles Navy chtet
said. "We have asked Congress for the money
with which to build a second one. Thus far,
this money has been refused.
"We cannot continue the orderly development of adequate naval forces if we cannot
have the ships from which to launch the
larger aircraft needed to maintain the sea
power necessary to control the oceans," Kimball said.
In an address to the Armed Forces Chemical Association, Kimball also attacked congressional slashes in the military budget.
"When we asked the Congress for funds, we
"<iid not ask for a blank check," he said. "We
filled in all the items on our budget, and

every item was one that had been through
the budget wringer at least three times."
He said the sole question should be, "Do
you want adequate defense, and if so, when
do you want it.?"

A Look at the Record
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD J. THYE
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
entitled ''A Look at the Record," delivered by me before the Minnesota Hennepin County Republican Women's Club,
at Minneapolis, on May 16, 1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RE.CORD,
as follows:
A LooK AT THE RECORD
(Address by United States Senator EDWARD J.
THYE, of Minnesota)
Powerful propaganda forces in support o!
the party which has controlled the Govern·
ment in Washington for a generation are
already planting the seeds of confusion and
false claims from which they expect to har·
vest a sixth successive 4-year term in power.
Their prinlary claim is that only the Democrats can assure peace and prosperity for the
American people. They support that claim,
not by a factual defense of their own record,
but by a charge that nothing good can be
expected from a Republican administration
or a Republican Congress.
This technique won for Harry Truman in
1948. Those who hope to inherit his mantle
and to keep the present intrenched bureaucracy flourishing think they can turn the
trick again.
And they will do it, too, no matter what
great leader the Republicans nominate for
President, if we fall to make the record clear,
if we are unable to unite on a clear-cut,
forward-looking program based on essential
American principles, and if, as happened 4
years ago, 48 percent of the qualified voters
stay at home on election day.
A look at the record provides convincing
evidence that President Truman's attack on
the Eightieth Congress 4 years ago was utterly false. That Republican Congress has a
far better record for efficient and effective
performance than most Democrat-controlled
Congresses before it, and any since, in spite
of the problems that are bound to harass a
party too long out of power, badgered as it
was by hostile forces in control of e~ery
executive agency and department.
That Republican Congress launched the
European recovery program to stem the tide
of communism in Europe.
That Republican Congress authorized unification of the armed services.
That Republican Congress cut $6,000,000,•
000 from the padded administration budget.
That Republican Congress balanced the
budget for the first time in 16 years and
reduced the tax burden on the American
people.
·
That Republican Congress created the
Hoover Commission to bring efficiency into
the Federal Government." '
That Republican Congress maintained the
bipartisan foreign policy which has since
been greatly ':73akened by the acts and the
attitudes of the present administration.

That Republican Congress took the most
courageous steps that have been taken to
bring to light subversive elements that were
sapping the strength of our National Government.
·
I am not surprised that Mr. Truman found
fault with a Congress that cut appropriations, reduced taxes, and looked with suspicion on the ever-widening concentration
of power in Washington. I am not surprised and a little dismayed that the American people failed to see through the sham
and falseness of his attack. At the same
time I am hopeful that we Republicans will
have learned a lesson from what happened
4 years ago and that we will not be so dignified, so complacent, and so sure of victory
that we will fail to carry the fight where it
belongs on the record of the administration
and the party that asks the American people
for a continued mandate in office.
It is well to take a look at the present administration's record, partlcularly in the
light of the claim that only another Democratic lease on power can assure us of peace .
and prosperity.
Do we have peace when American military
divisions are scattered all over the globe?
Do we have peace when in the past 2 years
thousands of American boys have died in
conflict in Korea? Do we have peace when
the American people are called upon to support vast expenditures for military purposes?
Do we have prosperity when the American
dollar today is only, in fact, a 53-cent dollar
in what it will buy? Do we have prosperity
when the cost of living is at an all-time high
record? Do we have prosperity when inflation threatens to wipe out the people's
savings? Do we have prosperity when the
farmers' net income is dropping and the laboring man's take-home pay fails to keep
pace with the rising cost of living? Do we
have prosperity when the tax burden on the
American people is $71,000,000,000 a year?
The New Deal has changed the meaning
of a lot of things in our American life in the
last 20 years, but I do not believe it has
changed our basic conception of the real
meaning of world peace or our understandIng of where this kind of Truman prosperity
will eventually lead us. The simple truth
Is that we are enjoying neither true peace
nor genuine prosperity.
The American people are apprehensive
over the dangers that are present in excessive taxation. The record shows we have
reached that point under the present administration. More taxes have been collected
from the American people since Mr. Truman
became President in April 1945, than in all
the preceding administrations combined, including 12 years under F. D. R.
The American people have been shocked by
the revelations of favoritism, influence peddling, and corruption in Government. The
record shows that the present administration is incapable of the kind of house-cleaning that is in order, nor is there any assur•
ance that the party now in control would
be able to effect a cure even with a new
leader in the White House.
If we continue the present policies of huge
national expenditures, heavy tax burdens,
growing economic regimentation, and the
more recent trends toward usurpation of
power-and if we fail to establish sound
foundations of world peace that will enable
the nations of the world to disarm-we will
destroy American freedom and enterprise.
We cannot continue in this direction. There
must be a complete change in government,
for the Democrats have been too long' in
power either to escape responsibility for
their record or to give the American people
any real assurance that things will be fundamentally different during the next 4 years
than they have been in the past.
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The Republican Party can best serve the
American people at this time by a forthright approach to the problems this country
faces.
The first pledge to the Nation must be the
development of a foreign policy which will
sek to make secure the peace of the world,
to consolidate the forces of the free world
against the threat of communism, and to
win the cold war on the diplomatic front,
thus avoiding the tragedy of a third world
war.
Had we displayed the same know-how and
skill in political . diplomacy that we have
shown in making our industry and agriculture so productive, we would not be faced
with the threats to security and peace which
confront us on every side. The concessions made at Yalta and Potsdam and other
developments, giving the Soviet their entry
into Manchuria, allowing them occupation
of Berlin and Vienna without access corridors to allied zones, and leading to Communist domination of China are stumbling
blocks to peace that are directly traceable
to ineptness, confusion, and weakness in·
our foreign policy.
To be effective our American foreign policy
must be a bipartisan foreign policy that
seeks to consolidate our strength, that recognizes this country's position of world leadership and the responsibilities that have
been thrust upon us, and that seeks unity
through consultation before, and riot after,
commitments have been made.
Responding to the Nation's needs, the Republican Party would further assure the
completion of the build-up of our military
strength, but it will eliminate the waste, the
delay, and the bungling that have been all
too apparent.
We propose to put our financial house in
order with a sound fiscal policy that will
reduce the cost of Government, balance the
budget by staying within our income, reducing the national debt.
We demand a just and reasonable tax program and relief from the burden of excessive taxes.
We want less government in Washington,
not more, and less meddling with the freedoms, initiative, and constitutional rights
of the American people.
We pledge a public service based upon the
principle that "public office is a public
trust."
America faces serious threats from a foreign ideology that is the opposite of our
concept of individual liberty and free enterprise, in the trends in government toward regimentation and control, and in the
deterioration of representative government
under an administration that has become
careless and irresponsible.
The decision of the voters this year will
be historic and far-reaching in effect. The
outcome will depend on the aggressive spirit
of each one of us. Republicans lost the election in 1948 because of their own overconfidence and lack of fight, and the fact that
too many voters stayed home on election
day. We must not let it happen again.

The Amazing Mrs. Mayes
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY C. DWORSHAK
OF IDAHO

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "The Amazing Mrs. Mayes,"

written by Dorothy Brandon and published in a recent issue of the magazine
section of the New York Herald Tribune.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
The deciding factor in the election of a
President next November could be the women's vote. There are more women voters
than men. In 1948, women cast 1,695,909
more votes than men, and the 1950 census
hints that the margin in 1952 may be 2,000,000 votes.
No one is more aware of this than Mrs. Gilford Mayes, an Idaho mother and housewife
who is ass:stant chairman of the Republican
National Committee in charge of its women's
division. Mrs. Mayes, like India Edwards,
her opposite number in the Democratic
camp, is out to corner the distaff voters.
She sizes up the situation with a mathematical eye. She hammers on the fact that
more than half of the 2,135,000 votes that
gave President Truman his edge over Governor Dawey in 1948 were women's. She also
points to a heavy women's vote in the last
presidential election among 1,157,000 Progressive and 1,169,000 States' Rights ballots.
But what Mrs. Mayes really has her eye on
is the independents. Of 15,000,000 independent votes that decided 1948's outcome,
51 percent were women's. This group she
calls the floating imponderables that will determine who wins this year. By her own
estimate there are about eight and a half
million women voters who have no firmly established party loyalty and can become the
Republican Party's margin of victory.
·
NOT A ONE-STATE WOMAN

Another group that commands her attention are women who will be voting in 1952
for the first time. Every 4 years 6,000,000
first voters become eligible. Slightly more
than half of them are presumed to be women.
Two years ago, when Rose Mayes came
from Idaho to head up the Republican
women, most old hands in Washington, including members of her own party, wrote
her off as a one-State woman who couldn't
po~::;ibly know enough about high-powered
national politics to hold the job. Now they
are amazed.
l:;he has not only lasted, she's barnstormed
the country and organized women from the
precinct level up. Her results will be seen
in the Republican columns in the fall.
Rose Mayes is a small, bird-like woman,
who speaks swiftly in low, trilling tones
when discussing nonpolitical matters. But
this deceptive mildness vanishes once she
launches what she calls her "three C's attack again crime, corruption, and communism in the Truman administration." Her
voice rises and her fluttering hands become
fists.
BRIEF CASE IS HER OFFICE

Conscious of her dual personality, she says,
"Call me an evangelist, or anything you like,
so long as you say I'm fighting for the restoration of the sacred trust of Government
service."
In her office she sits away from her big
desk, in a small visitor's chair.
"I'm so rarely here that the big desk and
I haven't become friends," she explains.
"My brief case is my real office."
In the last 24 months, this attractive
53-year-old Republican ·leader has traveled
more than 110,000 miles, mostly by air, visiting 38 States and delivering more than 3,000
speeches attacking the Truman administration. An avowed "precinct perfectionist,"
she says with pride that Republicans now
have women county vice chairmen in 2,012
of the country's 3,070 counties.
"Most of the vacancies are in the South,"
she explains, "but we have high hopes of
getting them organized, too."

Although she knows which names will be
placed before the delegates to the Republican National Convention in July, Mrs.
Mayes is a militant neutral at this time.
"It is my job to stay on the fence until
a candidate is nominated-and that is not
hard .to do because they are all fine men,"
she says. "Whoever is picked will have my
complete loyalty, which is why I simply
won't tolerate recriminations of any sort at
meetings I conduct."
Rose Mayes is no neophyte in politics.
Twenty-five years ago she started out in her
home town, Kellogg, Idaho, as a Republican
precinct worker and ill 1939 helped elect
her husband to the State legislature. Gradually she rose through city, State, and National Republican organizations to the highest office either major party gives a woman.
Mrs. Mayes is not an indiscriminate Democrat hater. She makes it plain that she
is not crusading against "sound-thinking
Democrats who are as sick of the Truman
administration as w~ are." She invites this
agreeable opposition to "join us in throwing
out the mink-coat crowd."
Regarding India Edwards, who runs the
women's division of the Democratic National
Committee, Mrs. Mayes tends to be guarded,
though she is quick to acknowledge Mrs.
Edwards has a "keen mind and boundless energy."
ENCOUNTER BY AIR

"But we're politically as far apart as the
poles, so :we're not exactly friends," she explains.
The two women meet frequently at social
functions in the Capital and their paths
cross occasionally in the States. One time
they bo.a rded the same plane for a southern
city. At that time Guy G. Gabrielson, chairman of the Republican National Committee, was appearing before a Senate subcommittee investigating influence in Reconstruction Finance Corporation loans. His testimony followed the reluctant revelations of
William M. Boyle, former national chairman
for the Democratic Party.
"Well, it's good to see your chairman ln
the headlines instead of ours," quipped Mrs.
Edwards.
"Oh, but he won't be for long-the perci:mtage is all in favor of the Democrats," replied Mrs. Mayes.
She has had a busy life since the end of
her girlhood days in Montana, when she used
to sneak off and go fishing with her father.
MATHEMATICAL MIND

"Those were the last of my care-free days,"
she says. She eloped at 21 with her highschool sweetheart, then went to work to help
him finish his course at the University of
Montana.
"Our families thought we were crazy-and
we probably were,'.' she says, "but both of
us were ambitious and we thought we'd get
places faster as a team. Just the same it's
a good thing the Lord blessed me with a
head for mathematics so I didn't have to
wait too long for promotion from junior
bookkeeper to office manager."
Later, when Mayes became purchasing
agent for a mining company in Idaho, his
wife retired temporarily from business life.
She became the mother of two sons-Hal,
23, now studying law at the University of
Michigan, and Frank, 20, a senior at Northwestern University.
Her boys are her severest critics, she says,
and she looks to them for "a real close-up
on what young voters are thinking about."
Mrs. Mayes is a bare 5 feet 5 inches tall
and weighs less than 130 pounds. A blithe
person, she looks much younger than her age.
She dresses with tailored care, but tops
off her size 14 black or gray suits with frivolous hats.
Concerning her suitcase existence, the Republican's boss lac.ly says her '"wardrobe for
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the road" consists of three suits, "one always
on my back," a short evening dress and as
few accessories as possible.
"I can go anywhere except a banquet in a
suit, otherwise I wouldn't carry a dress," slie
says.
Last summer Mrs. Mayes rented a one-room
apartment in Washington, but so far has not
shipped anything from her Idaho home for
its furnishings.
"Maybe you'll call me superstitious-but
I'm not taking my Washington residence for
granted," she said.
"If the women vote the Republican ticket
the way I think they will this year, then
there will be time enough to look for a
house."
NOMINAL NEIGHBORS
Mrs. Edwards has left her lovely Maryland
country place because "help just wouldn't
work for us out there," and has moved into
an apartment in the same neighborhood as
her political opponent . .
They will probably be neighbors in name
only, for both women are rather grimly set
on the same objective-to win in 1952.
A hint of Mrs. Mayes' firmness comes out
when she recalls the speech she made seconding Gov. Thomas E. Dewey's nomination in
1944. She says she was "scared stiff because
it was my first speech before a big crowd.
"The Chicago convention hall looked the
size of Idaho and there was little old me supposed to be dynamic. I h ad a first-class case
of butterflies. Senator SALTONSTALL-he was
a governor then-reassured me. I got up and
didn't waver.
"In fact, I've never wavered since."

Mineral Leases on Certain Submerged
Lands
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

·uoN. HARRY P. CAIN
OF WASHINGTON
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, I was recently visited by Mr. John Oakes, of the
editorial department of the New York
Times, who wished to ask me some questions about the tidelands bill which is
presently before the President for his
approval or veto. I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Appendix of
the RECORD a copy of a letter which I
wrote to Mr. Oakes under date of May 9.
My letter seeks to answer rather thoroughly some of the questions which were
recently of concern to Mr. Oakes.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MAY 9, 1952.

Mr. JoHN OAKES,
Editorial Department, the New York
Times, New York, N. Y.

DEAR MR. OAKES: As I told you when you
visited me on Thursday, I am wholly in
agreement with the position taken by the
scholarly construction coordinator of New
York City in his letter to the Times.
Discussing the California case, he said that
he did not believe that Justice Black and
his concurring colleagues in 1947 knew more
about the law and the facts of the colonial
and transitional periods up to 1789 than
all their predecessors who wrote on this subject. Mr. Moses affirmed, quite wisely, that
it was "newly discover ed oil, not newly discovered knowledge, of the pre-1780 situation

extends as far as t he water washing there•
that accounts for this change 1n opinion as
on can be contested with cannon. (At that
to the title of the States to the submerged
lands along their shores.''
time, 3 miles) ."
· You indicated an interest in the State's
Since it was recognized that nations legally
legal position prior to the ill-fated California
possessed a 3-mile belt of water before their
decision.
shores prior to the American Revolution, an d
The legal argument for the States starts
each of the American colonies, as a separate
with the premise that at one time there were
independent State, acquired all of the lands
thirteen independent States which joined toin their own territories previously possessed
gether to form the United States of America.
by the British Crown at the Treaty of Paris,
it follows that the Thirteen Original Colonies
As you know, the United States of America
is a Government of limited powers, that the
were owners of their marginal seas. Since
powers of the Central Government are dethey owned their seas upon ratification of
rived from the Constitution which was writthe Constitution, all States admitted there·
ten by delegates from each State and was
after also owned their 3-mile belts.
not effective or binding upon those States
As to the Supreme Court's prior recogni·
until each of them had ratified it. The tenth
tion of these principles before the California
amendment clearly declares that all powers
decision, the strongest case is that of Pol l ard
not delegated to the Central Government by
v. Hagen, decided in 1845, in which the Court
said:
the Constitution are reserved to the States
or to the people. There never was any dele"This supposed compact (congressional
gation of power to the Federal Government
resolution admitting Al ab ama) is therefore
of authority over the marginal seas.
nothing more than a regulation of commerce,
Pointing to the fact that the Thirteen
to that extent, among the several Stat es, and
Original Colonies owned their submerged
can have no controlling influence in the
lands, since they took their sovereignty from
decision of the case before us. This right
the English crown after their successful revof eminent domain over the shores and the
olution, are three documents. The Declarasoils under the navigable waters, for all
tion of Independence always speaks of the
municipal purposes, belongs exclusively to
United States of America in the plural sense,
the States within their respective territorial
using a plural verb. The declaration refers
jurisdictions, and they, and they only, have
to free r.nd independent States. In the same
the constitutional power to exercise it.
document, Great Britain is referred to as
"To give to the United Sta tes the right to
an individual state.
transfer to a citizen the title to the shores
In the Treaty of Paris, which ended the
and the soils under the navigable waters,
Revolutionary War, the language enumerwould be placing in their hands a weapon.
ates the colonies and refers to them again
which might be wielded greatly to the injury
as free and independent States.
of State sovereignty, and deprive the States
Again, President Monroe, in a message :to
of the power to exercise a numerous and
Congress in 1822, said, " • • • Before the
important class of police powers. But in the
revolution, the present States, then Colonies,
hands of the States, this power can never be
were separate communities, unconnected
used so as to affect the exercise of any nawith each other except in their common
tional right of eminent domain or jurisdicrelation to the Crown. Their governments
tion with which the United States have been
were instituted by grants from the Crown,
invested by the Constitution.
which operated according to the conditions
"For, although the territorial limits of Ala·
of each grant, in the nature of a compact
bama have extended all her sovereign power
between the settlers in each Colony and the
into the sea, it is there, as on the shore, but
Crown."
municipal power, subject to the Constitution
The proof of this point is basic to the
of the United States, 'and the laws which
States• side of the legal question because
shall be made in pursuance thereof.'
the Supreme Court in the California case
"By the preceding course of reasoning, we
denied that the States had separate sovhave arrived at these general conclusions:
ereignties. The Court consequently, and erFirst. The shores of navigable waters, and
roneously, ruled · that there could be no
the soils under them were not granted by the
question of new States acquiring title to
Constitution to the United States, but were
their marginal seas when admitted on an
reserved to the States respectively. Second.
equal footing because the Thirteen Original
The new States have the same rights, sover·
Colonies had not owned such property.
eignty, and jurisdiction over this subject as
The Supreme Court has not denied that
the original States. Third. The right of
the English Crown owned the marginal seas.
the United States to the public lands, and
As early as 1670, Lord Mathew Hale, the
the power of Congress to make all needful
Chief Justice of England, writing · on marirules and regulations for the sale and dispotime law, said that the English Crown owned
sition thereof, conferred no power to grant
the sea, and had dominion over it.
to the plaintiffs the land in controversy in
Lord Hale said, "In this sea, the Narrow
this case."
Sea adjoining to the coast of England, the
Following are quotations from other SuKing of England has a double right, viz.,
preme Court decisions to the same effect:
jurisdiction • • •, and a right of propMum fora v. Waddell ( 1867) : "The settled
erty ownership,
• •. And besides, the
rule of law of this Court is that the shores of
soil itself under the water is actually the
navigable waters and the soils under the
King's."
same in the original States were not granted
Another significant legal point decided
by the Constitution to the United States, but
wrongly by the Supreme Court in the Caliwere reserved to the several States, and that
fornia decision was that there was no interthe new States since admitted have the same
national recognition that nations owned the
rights, sovereignty, and jurisdiction in that
seas 3 miles from their shore line.
behalf as the original possess within their
In this regard, Texas, in its case before
respective borders.
the Court in 1950, submitted a chart pre"When the resolution took place, the peopared by a distinguished international lawple of each State became themselves sovyer, Charles Cheney Hyde, showing 32 pages
ereign and in that character held the absoof comments and references by jurists and lute right to their navigable waters and the
publicists in the international law field,
soils under them, subject only to the rights
confirming the fact that most countries
since surrendered by the Constitution." ·
made early claims to a 3-mile water belt
Illinoi s Central Railroad Company v. Illi·
along their boundaries.
nois ( 1892) : "We hold, therefore, that the
No less than nine international legal ausame doctrine as to the dominion and saver•
thorities recognized the principle of national
eignty and ownership of lands under naviownership of surrounding seas for 3 miles
gable v•aters of the Great Lakes applies,
prior to the American Revolution.
which obt ains at common law as to the doIn 1750, J. J. Burland said, "The jurisdicminion and sovereignty over and ownership
tion over harbors, shores, coasts and banks
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of lands under tidewaters on the borders of
the sea, and that the lands are held by the
same right .i n one case as in the other, and
subject to the same trusts and limitations."
In all sincerity, I beg to remain
Most cordially,
HARRY P. CAIN.

farm-price supports that THYE also stoutly
defends, can drive great numbers of farmers
into mining the soil.
Thus soil conservation does look, as
Senator THYE asserts, like a responslb111ty
not of today's and tomorrow's farmers alone,
but one shared by every citizen of this
Nation. As THYE declares, there must not be
an end to the soil-conservation program.

Thye for the Soil
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD J. THYE
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "THYE for the Soil," which was
published in the St. Paul Pioneer Press
of May 14, 1952.
There being no objection, the editorial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
THYE FOR THE SoiL
out of life-long experience as a farmer
anj his work as Governor and legislator representing this agricultural State, Minnesota's Senator THYE has now done a real public
service in restating the reasons for no :weakening of the Gove;:nment's soil-conservation
program.
And with the Federal incentive payments
to farmers of $250,000,000 a year under attack in Congress and the press, considerable
courage must have been required in taking
his firm stand in his address to the MinneS.Jta Future Farmers of America.
The constructive nature of that stand is
not undermined by the difficulties faced by
the Production and Marketing Administration's payment method. The cost is conslder~:tble . The payments are now only a minor
contribution to farm income. And the PMA
has not been able to find any way to offer
payments to farmers really needing them as
incent ive to conserve soil while denying
them to other farmers who would or should
conserve their soil without any such inducements.
But Senator THYE sees much more than
merely the difficulties that have hypnotized
so many others. He sees that generations of
Americans have been mining the soil and
eating food made cheap through the waste
of soil fertility. And he looks at the land
through eyes of one who himself once made
his start there.
"The young farmer assuming the responsibility of farm management," THYE told the
FFA, "is under heavy financial obligations
from the start. He has to assume these
heavy obligations to acquire the machinery
and equipment necessary to operate the farm.
"Consequently," THYE said, "he cannot be
expected to pay the costs required to build
up the depleted soils of h is farm. He must
h ave assistance, not only in the nlanning of
the b est soil conservation program possible,
but for that heavy outlay of money for
liming, and for commercial fertilizing which
is necessary to establish a good stand of
legu mes and grasses." This requires soil conservat ion payments.
Many h ard facts facing farmers b ack up
that view of Senator THYE. Young farm
t en ants aren't even assured in present leasing arrangements of getting back the money
spent in 3-year rotations that use such
soil building legumes and grasses. Pxesent
cred it systems don't finan ce l ayout s for
long- t ime conservation.
A couple of poor
crops, or a farm-price collapse without the

Status of 71 Unit~d States Transport
Planes in Hong Kong
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. SPARKMAN
OF ALABAMA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I
ask leave to insert in the Appendix of the
RECORD an editorial appearing in the
New York Times of May 7, 1952, regarding the status of General Chennault's
fight to recover 71 transport planes in
Hong Kong. In the face of three adverse decisions by the British Colonial
Court in Hong Kong, General Chennault and his associates have finally won
permission to appeal the matter to the
Privy Council in London where we may
hope that this case can be decided on
its merits without the political and military pressures which any court in Hong
Kong, situated so near to the Communist jet base in Canton, must inevitably feel.
I was in the Far East last winter and
saw these planes as I passed through
Hong Kong. I know from what I personally observed during this trip to the
Far East what an immense accession of
strength the winning of these planes
would be to the Chinese Communists at
their weakest point, namely, transport.
The New York Times editorial speaks
for itself. I believe, however, that the
issue of strategic importance has never
been better expressed than by the unquestionably liberal New Leader in the
April 28, 1952, issue in an article entitled
"The Lion and the CAT." This article
contains the following paragraph:
Thus, if the Privy Council awards the 71
airplanes to Red China, the Communists'
gain added to CAT's loss will mean a net gain
of 142 transport planes for the forces of world
communism. Since only Pan American,
among United States airlines, has a fleet anything like that size, the importance to this
country of winning the decision before the
privy council is considerable.

There can be no doubt that the final
decision in this troubled matter by the
British Privy Council will be awaited
with the greatest interest in this country
since its results will be so important to
American interests, and the entire democratic position, in the Far East.
I ask unanimous consent that the editorial from the New York Times be
printed in the Appendix.
There being no objection, the editorial
was order to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CHENNAULT'S PLANES

Britain's highest Judicial authority, the
Privy council, will have an opportunity in

the near future to rectify some highly unfortuua te decisions made in the courts of
Hong Kong. The Supreme Court of the
colony has authorized an appeal by Maj. Gen.
Claire Chennault from its orders transferring
title to some 40 planes owned by him to the
Chinese Communists. General Chennault
has three times been rebuffed in Hong Kong
1n his legal efforts to take possession of the
planes that he bought and paid for. The
Privy Council can give him a more equitable
hearing than he- has had in the tense atmosphere of the threatened colony and can do
justice to his manifestly appropriate claim.
. These are American-made civilian transpar~ planes, formerly the property of the
Chinese Nationalist Government. When the
Nationalist Government stood in danger on
the mainland and moved to Canton these
planes were sold to the Civil Air Transport
Co., an American corporation in which a
majority of the stock was owned by General
Chennault. This happened some time be.fore Great Britain gave its recognition to
the Chinese Communist regime, which has
since claimed the planes.
In denying General Chennault's title to
the planes the Hong Kong court, in effect.
ordered that American-made and Americanowned air transport must be turned over to
the Chinese Communists. Two of the
court's decisions were actually made after
those Communists were fighting both Britons
and Americans in Korea. They were made
with the obvious knowledge that they would
strengthen the transport potential of an
enemy engaged in killing Britons and Americans and in defying the United Nations.
Meanwhile, in the name of expediency a
grave injustice has been done, not merely to
General Chennault but also to the abstrac·
tions of right and wrong, to the concept of
fair play, to the cause of freedom .
The Communists have argued that Gen·
eral Chennault bought the planes merely to
keep them from fal11ng into Communist
hands, ·and the Hong Kong courts have sus·
tained this argument. General Chennault
upholds the good faith of the transaction,
and has gone on with a transport service
in which the planes could and would have
been used. Regardless of the merits of this
clash, and to our mind General Chennault
has the better of it in any case, the upshot
of the court action would be to put valuable
material into the hands of a self-elected
enemy. The Privy Council can prevent s~ch .
I,naziuest foily.
-

The Story of Social Security
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN 0. PASTORE
OF RHODE ISLAND

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, there
has been a dangerous tendency in recent
years for reactionary interests in America to attack the very idea of security of
the American people.
The reactionaries have attempted to
disseminate the false idea that security
is somehow incompatible with freedom.
This usually turns out to be merely another way for vested interests to work
for more security for themselves and less
for everyone else. In this connection, I
have prepared a brief statement which
exposes the false charges that have been
leveled against social security and which
also gives a factual summation of the
progress which has been made during .
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the past 20 years from insecurity and
degradation to security and independence.
I ask unanimous consent to have this
statement inserted in the Appendix of
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

the widow and several young children of a
worker who had earned $300 a month while
he was alive.
And don't forget that: (a) The cost of
administering OASI insurance is less than
2¥2 percent of the premiums collectedlower than any private insurance company,
(b) it would have taken $92,000,000,000 in
the bank, drawing interest of 3 percent per
year, to produce the income that people got
in 1951 from unemployment insurance and
old-age insurance. It would have taken
$577,000,000,000-or more than every single
penny that American workers earned in the
last 4 years, after their Social Security contributions were deducted-to produce the
income that they got from these programs
since social security started.
III. Social security is spurring us on to get
additional old-age protection elsewhere.
We are supplementing our social-security
old-age income through:
1. Group pension plans: Thanks to Democratic policies aimed at strengthening collective bargaining, millions of dollars worth
of labor-management pension plans have
been negotiated. In 1950, over 5,000,000
workers were covered by such plans. In
Republican 1932, a coal miner was lucky if
he had a job. Today, his union assures him
of $100 a month, exclusive of OASI, when he
retires at 60 after working 20 years.
And nonunion employers are on the bandwagon, too. Some idea of the value of group
plans comes from knowing that in 1950 employers alone (union and nonunion) contributed $2,400,000,000 toward retirement
and welfare funds.
2. Individual annuities: At the end of
1950, Americans owned over 1,000,000 individual annuities representing an estimated
annual income of $585,000,000.
3. Insurance companies now have total reserves of $10,600,000,000 from which to pay
individual and group annuities held by
Americans; in 1932, they had reserves of only
$1,600,000,000, and in 1935, only $3,100,000,000.
IV. Social security also helps our needy
population and mothers and children.
Through grant-in-aid programs, supported
by our general Federal taxes and matched by
State treasuries, we are giving protection

STATEMENT BY SENATOR PASTORE
THE STORY OF SOCIAL SECURITY
I. We have progressed from insecurity and
degradation to security and independence.
Time was that bread lines and living with
relatives were our fate when we were unemployed and unemployment was a constant
threat; poorhouses and public charity were
our lot when we got too old to work.
Today, after 20 years of uninterrupted
Democratic policies, we have security, both
in our old age and in those far-and-fewbetween occasions when we happen to be
unemployed; individual freedom and dignity
because we no longer have to be a burden
to our children or depend on public charity.
The reasons for this security and freedom
are that Democratic policies have given us
a prosperous and growing economy with
job and business opportunities for all; a
recognition of the responsibility of the Government never again to allow the human
indignity of mass misery in the midst of
plenty.
Another reason for this security is social
security, which means protection against the
economic fears of old age, unemployment,
and dependency. F. D. R. introduced it in
1925 over the violent opposition of the Republicans who said it would "enslave workers" (Representative TABER), and that it was
a "cruel hoax" (Presidential candidate, Alf
Landon).
Still another reason-especially for our
security in old age-is that social security
has made us security-minded, and it is spurring us on to get additional old-age protection through group-pension plans and individual annuities.
Here is the story on the last two items:
II. Social security benefits the worker and
his family. Through a safe and strong insurance system, the worl~er and his family
to-.
get an income1. Our needy population: These are the
1. If he is temporarily unemployed.
A
blind,
the
needy
aged,
the
dependent chilworker in some States can get as much as
dren, and the totally and permanently dis$30 a week to help pay the bills that keep
_abled people who are unable to take care
coming in even if he is out of a job. This
of themselves and are therefore getting pubgives him a chance to provide for his family
lic assistance.
while looking for a job that uses his skills
The needy aged account for almost half
an d make him happy~and not just any old
of this population. It is significant, howjob that comes along.
ever, that the number of aged on publicTo insure these weekly incomes stands a
assistance rolls is going down while the numtrust fund of $7,800,000,000.
ber
getting old-age insurance is going up.
A worker can get these benefits (in four
This means that insurance is becoming more
States) if he is unemployed because of
important than public-assistance grants as
illness.
•
a means of achieving security.
2. When he is too old to work: Over 65,2. Mothers and children: Crippled chil000,000 persons-workers, retired workers,
dren are being treated and given a chance
and dependents-are insured under "OASI"
for
a more normal life. Children in trouble
(the abbreviation used for old age and surare getting child-welfare services, e. g., fosvivors' insurance).
ter-parent placement and care; prevention
Three and one-half million elder citizens
of delinquency; help in finding day care for
are getting checks, not charity, after they
children of working mothers. Mothers are
retire.
getting prenatal care. School children are
It would take $15,455 of private annuities
being immunized against disease and getting
to provide the income that OASI brings a
the service of visiting nurses.
retired worker and his wife of 65. Under
V. The Democrats are working for socialOASI, they are entitled to $120 a month for
security improvements. They repaired the
the rest of their lives, assuming he had
damage of the Republican Eightieth Conearned the required amount during his work
years.
gress, which excluded 500,000 to 750,000
workers from the OASI system. In 1950, the
3. When pe d1es: When an in.Sured worker
Democrats put them back ln. The Demodies, his family receives a lump sum paycrats made sweeping improvements in 1950:
ment as well as monthly income. One milThey extended OASI coverage to large groups
lion young widows and children are receiving monthly payments to help them keep . never before covered and liberalized benefits
and eligibility requirements for those benetheir family together despite the death of
fits. They improved the public-assistance
their breadwinner.
It would take $25,000 of private life insurprogram and increased th~ grants for maance to match the benefits that OASI brings
ter:t?-al and child health and welfare!

The Democrats are working for improvements that are still needed:
1. More adequate benefits under unemployment insurance and OASI.
2. All workers to get benefits of unemployment insurance and OASI.
3. Service credits for Korean veterans toward unemployment insurance and OASI.
4. All workers to get benefits during unemployment due to sickness.
5. More adequate public-assistance benefits.
·
6. More health and welfare services for
children.
VI. The false charge of socialism and
threat of freedom. Many Republicans pin
the label "socialism" to social security. This
ls their way of proclaiming that if they ever
return to power they will tear the heart out
of social security, or, at best, stand in the
way of needed improvements.
Many Republicans charge that the Democratic emphasis upon security threatens individual freedom. This is merely a way for
people with millions behind them-either
in their pockets or in the coffers of their
campaign contributors-to say that they
want more security for themselves and less
for everyone else. This is merely another
device for obscuring the rather obvious fact
that social security has both strengthened
our free-enterprise system and provided a
stronger base tha:.J. ever before for human
dignity and individual freedom.

Hon. Andrew F. Schoeppel, of Kansas
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT A. TAFT
OF OHIO
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
Appendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled "We Do Depend on Andy," published in the Kingman <Kans.) Journal
of May 15, 1952.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WE CAN DEPEND ON ANDY
The May issue of Sunflower Legionnaire,
official publication of the American Legion,
carried a letter from Senator ANDREW F.
SCHOEPPEL in regard to his stand on universal
military training. The senior Senator from
Kansas is to be commended, not only for his
frank statement, but also for his intestinal
fortitude in saying "No" to those who represent themselves as speakers for American
Legion members.
Andy's answer, in part, to those who urged
him to vote for UMT, was:" • • • I am for
a continuation of the draft for at least four
more years if this emergency continues.
Military men by the dozen tell me privately
that they are not for, and see no need or
necessity for this universal training bill.
• • • I am unalterably opposed to granting the military department and the Chief
Executive of this country unlimited powzr
over the lives of the youth of our country.
I will never knowingly grant such authority
and power without definite termination dates
and other civilian safeguards. Without this
provision we would be taking another step
toward the loss of our individual liberties.
•
I am unwilling to subordinate the
immature lives of the youth of this country,
and civilians, to the military, especially when
many of the military leaders of this Nati~n
at the present time ar.e subordinated to tile
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political whims and designs of an administration grasping for more power over the
people. * * •
"The history of the nations which have
adopted compulsory military training has
not been too flattering. They have gone
down to defeat and oblivion, but some of
the military would have us ignore history in
this respect. I prefer the machinery for furnishing men for the defense of this country
under a system that is close to the people and
under a system that certainly cannot be said
to be a failure. • • • I shall work and
vote to protect th'3 great mass of the citizens
of this country in having something to say
about the conditions, and under whose behest hundreds of thousands and possibly millions of the flower of our youth shall be
thrown around the world, and I shall vote
against UMT because I am not goin15 to depart from an American tradition that is more
compelling to me than the whims and desires
of the big brass who would regiment this
Nation on a road of destruction."
To which we can only add "Amen."
Kansas, along with other freedom-loving
citizens of America, can be justly proud of
Senator ANDY ScHOEPPEL and his consistent
record of voting to keep t!le Government in
the hands of the people.
So long as men of his caliber remain ·in
Congress the flaming hopes of our forefathers
have an excellent chance of becoming a
reality.

The Tidelands Issue
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALLACE F. BENNETT
OF UTAH
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, on
April 1, during the Senate consideration
of Senate Joint Resolution 20, dealing
with the so-called tidelands question, I
was pleased to point out to the Senate at
pages 3244 to 3247 of the RECORD, that
the fundamental question involved was
one of States' rights. I inserted in the
RECORD an analysis of the various law
review articles written on the tidelands
cases, demonstrating that the majority
of considered legal opinion is that the
tidelands decisions changed the previously understood law as to legal ownership of the offshore lands. It was also
noted during the debate on that bill that
the oil companies were not concerned as
to whether ownership was in the Federal
or State Government, as these companies
would get the drilling contracts in either
event.
The American Bar Association has
again expressed its views on the tidelands issue. In its most recent resolution, it indicated that both right and
law justified the recent action of Congress in voting the quitclaim bill. I
ask unanimous consent that the resolution be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the resolution was ordered to be printed in the
REcORD, as follows:
Whereas since the formation of the Union
the States have claimed and exercised dominion and control over the lands under
their navigable waters, both inland and offshore, upon the coasts, and such titles of the
States ·have been recognized and upheld by
the courts and by the executive depar tments
of the Government for 150 years; a<ld

Whereas in the recent tidelands cases
United States v. California (332 U. S. 19
(1947)), United States v. Loui siana (339 U.s.
699 (1950)), and United States v. Texas (339

U.S. 707 (1950)), in which the Federal Government sued the States for title to or paramount rights in and powers over the lands
and other resources underlying such land
and for injunction against trespass in the
marginal belt along its coast, the Supreme
· Court, without adjudicating title to such
lands in the Government, held that in the
absence of "congressional surrender of title
or interest" and because of the paramount
rights the Government has to defend and
protect such property, it has also the "full
dominion" over such lands and "full dominion over the resources of the soil"; and
Whereas we feel that the Government's
recognized paramount interest in such marginal belt lands, as well as in · the lands
under navigable inland waters, may be exercised completely without the necessity of
depriving the respective States of ownership
rights, so long recognized; and
Whereas the new concept that the Federal
Government has the paramount right to
take property without compensation because
it may need that property in discharging its
duty to defend the country and conduct its
foreign relations can have no logical end
except that the Federal Government may
take over all property, public and private,
and under this theory the Federal Govern- .
ment could nationalize all of the natural
resource.s of the country without paying the
owners therefor, wholly in disregard of the
fifth amendment; and
Whereas it has been the sense of the American Bar Association since 1945, as expressly
set out in 1945 and in 1948 by, the resolutions
adopted by this association, and by reports
of its vai:ious committees and special committees, that legislation confirming ownership by the States of these lands should be
enacted into the law of the land; and
Whereas the Senate and the House of Representatives recently have passed the socalled tidelands bill, Senate Joint Resolution
20 (the Holland bill), by a substantial majority in both Houses of the Congress: Now,
therefore, in harmony with the continuous '
policy of .the American Bar Association since
1945: Be it
Resolved, That the American Bar Association urges the National Congress to take immediate action to confirm to the respective
States their historic ownership of these submerged lands by enacting into law the socalled tidelands bill, Senate Joint Resolution
20, and in the event of a Presidential veto
that same be passed over a Presidential veto.

Comments on the Immigration Bill by the
Detroit News
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BLAIR MOODY
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. MOODY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "Not Yet Perfected,'' published
in the Detroit News of Saturday, May 10,
1952.

There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
NOT YET PERFECTED
The McCarran immigration bill, whose defeat in the Senate has been asked by Detroit

nationality and church groups, is the product
of 3 years of hearing and debate.
It is a codification of existing laws and
regulations, which during 30 years of the
policy of restricted immigration have grown
to be a.n all but incomprehensible maze.
Codification was an obvious necessity.
Yet, despite the time and effort expended, it
is still the view of many, like the Detroit
groups mentioned, that the net result is bad.
The bill takes utterly no account of the
changes in national population problems
that have occurred since the formula first
was enacted of basing immigration quotas
on our 1920 census of national origins.
It extends quotas to Asiatic and Pacific
island races formerly excluded, which is a
laudable concession to the principle' of
racial equality. However, these concessions are made at the expense of existing
quotas, with the net effect of actually curtailing future immigration from troubled
Europe.
In other respects the bill rather consistently errs on the side of harshness.
It is hard to defend such provisions as
those providing in many cases for arbitrary
deportations without opportunity for judicial or e'.{en administrative review.
The general tone and character of the legislation is further indicated by its deportation
of aliens who after immigration become victims of mental disease or are otherwise in- ·
capacitated. In their administration such
provisiohs are clearly capable of inexcusable
cruelty.
In over-all effect the bill is crabbedly
nationalistic, ill conforming with A~erican
pretentious of sympathy for other peoples,
victims of totalitarian oppression.
Despite the consideration already given
it, its 165 printed pages plainly need more
attention, for which purpose the Senate
should send it back to committee.

Miss Geneva Harrison, Teacher of Blind
Children
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT R. O'CONOR
OF MARYLAND
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. O'CONOR. Mr. President, one of
the most heartening stories that has
come to my attention recently is that of
the blind Howard University coed who
for 7 months has been the recipient of
volunteer extracurricular reading by
professors and students of the university
to help her to attain her degree.
According to the story in the Washington Po~t. the coed, Miss Geneva Harrison, of Miami, Fla., plans to return to
the Florida city as a teacher of blind
children when she has completed her
course in washington.
When she appealed last fall to professors for volunteer readers to aid her
study of her various textbooks, both
students and professors offered their
services and extraordinary efforts were
put forth by many among her costudents
to give her help in all phases of her
campus life and studies.
It is a story that contrasts so completely with ideologies that prevail in
other sections of the world, and refutes
so thoroughly the many slanders circulated by our Communist enemies regarding conditions in the United states,
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that I think it deserves to receive the
fullest possible publicity.
I ask, therefore, unanimous consent
that the story from the Washington
Post be inserted in the Appendix of the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
HOWARD UNIVERSITY OPENS ITS HEART
ASSIST BLIND STUDENT

To

Professors and students of Howard University banded together 7 months ago to
provide volunteer readers for a 23-year-old
blind coed.
The coed, Miss Geneva Harrison, hopes to
graduate next month and return to Miami,
Fla., her home town, as a teacher of blind
children.
Last fall, she penned notes to her professors appealing for volunteer Teaders of class
textbooks to aid her studying. Her funds
had been slashed, she wrote, and she didn't
have enough money to hire readers as she
had done in previous years. ·
More volunteers reported than she could
use, including some professors. Any time
she stepped out of Crandall Hall, a eoed was
waiting to guide her across the street.
Teachers kept an eye -on her lessons and even
arranged additional conferences.
The response was gratifying for the blind
coed and she became more determined to
graduate from college just as she had
planned before she became blind during her
senior year at high school.
When she first came to Howard in 1947,
2 years after becoming blind, Miss Harrison
recalled, she needed a constant companion
and seemed to be lost in a world of darkness.
Her parents spent hundreds of dollars in an
unsuccessful efforts to restore her eyesight.
The coed refused the use of a seeing-eye
dog and rejected a cane. She began to explore the campus, finding her way slowly but
by herself. "Today, I can visualize the campus. she said, feeling the marks on her
braille wrist watch, and I can see the faces
of the students and teachers."
Only in crossing the streets does she await
assistance and she is off again-hastening to
class or a meeting of the Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority. She swims, dances, and goes to
the movies.
A psychology major, Miss Harrison takes
notes in braille and transcribes them in her
notebooks. When she has class papel's to
turn in or letters to write, she uses a standard typewriter, having mastered typing in
blgh school.
Her biggest dream is to inspire the blind
tn Miami to forget anti live normal lives.
Her own experience, she said, has convinced
her that blind people can also live full lives.

I

\.
No Wonder Our Cities Lack So Much
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ARTHUR V. WATKINS
OF

UTAH

I IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
1

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

I Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the REcoRD a very significant and forceful editorial entitled
"No Wonder Our Cities Lack So Much,"
published in the Deseret <Utah) News of
May 18, 1952.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

No WoNDER Oua CITIEs LACK So MucH
Again President Truman declares that in
this cold war COngress must give what we
ask. And agatn every thinking-and hurt•
ing-taxpayer rises to Insist that Congress-our representatives-must do no such thing.
The Nation and the President must get
away from the thinking that one man and
those close around him possess all the brains
and all the anticommunism determination
to be found in the world. When such a pow~
erfUl advocate of western defense as General
Eis~nhower writes, as he did recently, that
he is keenly aware that Congress has the
onerous responsibility of weighing and balancing the obvious risks of attack against
the equally obvious risks of ruinous spending, then you would think President Truman
could also allow that COngress has such a
duty.
TOOay, the resentment against a President
who charges every economy-minded lawmaker with being un-American is sharpened
by a report of the Utah Foundation which
appears elsewhere ln this issue's news columns. The report is a new, black-and-white
study of the crippling burden that Government is placing on the ,s houlders of the Utah
economy.
Stop and think a minute. What does Salt
Lake City need? Let•s list a few things for
a starter.
OUr primitl ve sewage disposal methods are
a disgrace. OuT drinking water is so potentially unsafe that Federal inspectors threaten
to ban its use on common carriers, and we
have had to close a valuable recreation area
to prevent further contamination. We badly
need a new city jail. Our city hall is antiquated, inadequate, and an eyesore. Our
roads need not only repairing, but in many
cases rebuilding from bedro-ck up. OUr
schools are terribly erowded. · A city this size
should have a civic center. Lack of adequate flood pTotection is right now costing
us mill1ons of dollars.
These are some of the things Salt Lake
City needs. other communities have problems almost as bad. But chances are that
little will be done very soon about long-term
solutions. We'll muddle along as best we
can.
And why? Because there is simply not
enough money to do what needs to be done.
Today'll foundation report tells why. Since
1929, the Federal tax bite taken out of the
Utah economy has increased-believe it or
not--2,003 percent. Today Utah pays more
Federal taxes than the total earnings of
all the manufacturing industry in the entire
State, and more than the total of all agricultural products sold in the State.
Here's why local governments find it almost impossible to make civic improvements
so badly needed: Since 1930, income earned
by Utahans has gone !rom $272,000,000 to
$883,000,0~more than tripled.
Cost of
living (which means, also, cost of building
civic projects) has gone up in about the same
proportion. But the collection of local taxes
in the same period has gone from $22,100,000,
only up ~o $43,500,00o-less than double.
It is in this same period that the Federal
tax taken from Utah has gone up more than
2,000 percent. If that trend continues, obviously, local government will find itself out
of business. The logical conClusion this
sorry fiscal picture leads to is complete Federal financing of all local affairs.
Government is already the biggest business in Utah. How long, at the present rate,
will 1t be before it is the only business?
In View of both the moral and economic
issues at stake here, the people of Utah-and
of all the Nation-must insist that this trend
stop. Congress 1s our only hope. Congress
must get back into its own hands the means
whereby it can critic.ally evaluate every penny
that is collected and spent by the Federal
Government.

And meanwhile, plain taxpayers -will thank
the President to qui~ his name-e:alling and
let Members of Congress at least try to do
the Job we elected them to do.

William Thomas Byrne
MEMORIAL ADDRESS
OF

HON. LEO W. O'BRIEN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 14, 1952
On the life, character, and public service of
Hon. WILLIAM THOMAS 'BYRNE~ late a Representative from the State of New York

Mr. O'BRIEN of New York. Mr.
Speaker, I rise humb1y and sadly as the
newest Member of this House to join in
the magnificent tribute which you who
knew and served with the late WILLIAM
T. BYRNE have paid to his memory.
Fifteen years is a large part of the life
of any man. It is a long period, indeed
to devote to the service 'Of the people i~
the House of Representatives. The people of the Thirty-second Congressional
District of New York were proud of WILL
BYRNE and they suffered a deep personal
loss . in his untimely death.
Following my nomination for the omce
he graced so long, I received scores of
letters from men and women who did
not know me personally. Many of them
were humble folk, who just wanted to
place on paper an ,expression of their
affection for my predecessor. They
wanted someone to know about the
countless little acts of ·goodness and
kindness which linked their lives with
that of WD.L BYRNE.
All of those letters, Mr. Speaker, added
up to one thought-if you do one-half
as well as the man you succeed the people
of our district will be well served.
Already, Mr. Speaker, I have learned
the · monumental nature of the task
assigned me. You and others of this
House have told me 'Of your love and
respect for Mr. BYRNE. If some small
measure of it envelops- me one day I
shall feel that I have, at long last walked
a few halting steps toward the pinnacle
occupied by WILL BYRNE when God in
His infinite wisdom, called him from 'our
midst.
Thirty years of my life were spent
Mr. Speaker, in fashioning words and
in attempting, in print, to relay to the
people the facts and background of life
and living. That long experience fails
me now, because I am unable to find
words adequate to describe the impact
Upon OUr times Of WILLIAM THOMAS
BYRNE.
It has been said that the public servant, all too often, is a dual personality,
who presents one face to the public and
his colleagues and another to his intimates.
Mr. Speaker, the Members of this
House are familiar with the Washington personality of Mr. BYBNE. They
knew him as a wise, kind and gentle
man. They knew him as a hard worker,
who preferred the selfless anonymity of
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committee work to the glory of public
debate, though he was a man of great
ora tori cal gifts. They knew him as a
man who was always courteous, as a man
of humility, as a man of serene good
humor.
Speaking today, not so much as the
person who succeeded WILL BYRNE in
the House, but as a newspaperman who
observed for 30 years the persona.l ity of
Mr. BYRNE among his friends and neighbors, permit me to say that his was not
a dual personality. What you observed
in Washington of his wisdom, kindness
and humility, we in the thirty-second
district of New York also observed. The
surface sweetness of WILL BYRNE also
was the core of his very being.
I knew him, Mr. Speaker, when he first
came to the New York State Senate 30
years ago. I watched him rise to power
in that body, as chairman of the committee on codes and later as chairman of
the committee on the judiciary. I saw
him at great State and national conventions of his party. I saw him with
his good wife and his dearest friends.
He literally walked with kings without
losing the common touch.

St. Lawrence Seaway

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN A. BLATNIK
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the article entitled
"The Battle for a Seaway,'' which appeared in the May 20 edition of Look
magazine. This article, which was written by the well-known Canadian correspondent, Mr. Robert McKeown, gives
some of the reasons why Canada believes
that the seaway should be constructed:
THE BATTLE ·FOR A SEAWAY
(By Robert McKeown)
The issue in Congress which has been
fought over, off and on, longer than any
other is the St. Lawrence seaway.
Right now, the battle is on again. The
pro-seaway forces, led by Senator GEoRGE
DAVID AIKEN, of Vermont, once more are opposed by a powerful group whose most infiuential member is Senator ToM CONNALLY,
of Texas.
At stake is the biggest waterway since the
Panama Canal--one that virtually will give
America a fourth coast line-and the second
greatest power installation. Yet few doubt
the outcome of the battle in Congress.
As sure as there are railroads and ports
with rival interests, plus the fact that there
is an election in November, Congress will
turn thumbs down on the seaway. But this
time there is a difference.
If the United States will not cooperate,
Canada is going to go ahead and do the job
herself. What is more, she intends to make
the United States foot her share of the bill.
What Congress does not put up now, American industry and consumers will pay, with
interest, over the next 50 years. Canada will
extract the money in the form of tolls on
all cargoes going up anJ. down the St. Lawrence canals.

"Those facilities would not be provided as
a gift to anyone," says Canada's Transport
Minister Lionel Chevrier, "least of all to the
United States."
There is even a good chance that Canada
will borrow on the New York market the
funds she needs to build the seaway. And
much of the steel, copper, machinery, and
other materials involved in construction will
come from the United States or from joint
United States-Canadian supplies.
·
There are those who will tell you that this
is 100 percent pure bluff. They say that the
Canadian Government is trying to panic
Congress into passing the seaway measures
with a last chance cry. They add that it is
too big an undertaking for Canada alone.
Such talk neglects how fed up the Canadians have become with waiting for Congress to act on the seaway. It also ignores
what has been happening in Canada over
the past dozen years.
The sparsely populated Dominion is bursting with new economic activity. Oil, iron
ore, uranium, and other vital minerals have
been discovered in vast quantitiel;l. Industry
has been expanding at such a rate that
Canada's national production has increased
fourfold since the start of world war II.
Despite the support of every President
from Woodrow Wilson to Harry Truman, the
seaway is still just a mound of blueprints
and documents.
What these plans entail is this:
1. The deepening of the St. Lawrence River
canals so that large vessels might sail up
the 2,350-mile water highway from the Atlantic to Duluth at the western end of Lake
Superior.
2. United States-Canadian development of
2,200,000 horsepower from the International
Rapids below Ogdensburg, N. Y. The installation would produce almost as much
power as Grand Coulee; three times that obtained from the great Russian Dnieper Dam;
more than came from the whole Tennessee
Valley Authority in 1939.
Already, about one-quarter of the shipping
of the United States and one-half of that of
Canada moves via the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence system. More tons of freight pass
through the MacArthur Lock at Sault St.
Marie each 7-month navigation season than
go through the Panama and Suez canals in
a full year.
But most of this shipping remains landlocked in the Great Lakes and never reaches
the lower river or the sea. The reason is a
bottleneck of 14-foot canals · that skirt the
rapids in a 115-mile stretch of river between
Ogdensburg and Montreal. The seaway project would pull the cork by lowering the St.
Lawrence canals to a depth of 27 feet.
The channels and canals between the
various Great Lakes would also have to be
brought to the same depth. But this is a
relatively simple matter since most of them
now are down 25 feet or more.
This would allow every ship on tne Great
Lakes to carry cargoes down river to Montreal
and beyond, thus saving the costly transshipment by tiny vessels past the rapids.
And, though many larger ocean vessels could
not or would not make the long, slow journey upstream, a lot of them undoubtedly
would do so.
Transport Minister Chevrier believes the
seaway will chop 5 cents a bushel off the
cost of shipping wheat to Europe from the
Canadian prairies. Automobile manufacturers expect to be able to transport cars
to Europe via the seaway for no more than
it now costs to send them by rail to the
Atlantic coast.
Latest figures place the over-all cost in
1952 of the joint seaway deal now before
Congress at around $810,000,000. The United
States share would be about $550,000,000.
Canada would get credit for building the
Weiland Ship Canal which bypasses Niagara
Falls and would have to put up only
$260,000,000.
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But whether or not you consider the seaway to be worth its cost depends strictly
on the side on which your economic bread
is buttered. It has been called "the St.
Lawrence leeway" (Senator HENRY CABOT
LODGE, JR.); "a political pork barrel" (a
group of opposed shipowners); "the great
delusion" (the antiseaway National St. Lawrence Project Conference) ; and many less
printable epithets.
F. D. R. FAVORED IT
Secretary of State Dean Acheson has, however, described it as holding "even greater
promise than the opening of the Suez Canal
or the Dardanelles held for the countries
of the Old World." President Truman has
called it "one of the richest natural resources
of the continent." The late President
Franklin D. Roosevelt declared he knew of
no project "more important to the country's
future in peace or war."
Few undertakings ever have evoked such
strong opposition in Congress and out.
This is one matter on which John L. Lewis
and his antagonists, the coal-mine operators,
have hearts that beat as one. And, in this
instance, the railroad managements and the
railroad brotherhoods could not agree more.
Both sides have lobbies which keep their
duplicating machines busy turning out
propaganda. The proseaway group is the
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Association, which
draws its greatest financial support from
companies interested in Labrador iron (most
of them opposed the seaway before the
Laborador strike was made) .
The opposition is supplied by tlie National
St. Lawrence Project Conference. It gets
most of its money from the managements of
American railroads.
The antiseaway people say that the waterway will be "uneconomical and unsound."
It will be frozen up for 5 months of the
year. It could be bombed out of existence in
wartime. The United States does not need it,
and, anyway, it won't get enough traffic to
justify its existence.
This is the talk for the record. The real
concern is that it will be too successful.
What happens to the seaway's competitors if
it is?
The coastal port authorities fear loss of
shipping to the lake ports. The railroads
fear that increased river traffic will cut into
their revenues. The coal men fear anything that might cut the demand for coal by
railroads and steam plants.
THE PIE WILL GROW
These apprehensive opponents take for
granted that there is a business income pie
of a given size to be sliced. They ignore the
fact that each advance in transportation and
power has stimulated industrial growth creating a bigger income pie for all to divide.
The supporters of the seaway predict that,
like the Panama Canal, which the railroads
also opposed, it will help increase rail traffic.
And cheap power will bring new industrial
centers that will boost coal consumption.
These reassuring arguments have been
employed ever since the seaway first was proposed at a meeting in Cleveland in 1895,
The Canadians, who long since have despaired of seeing Congress pass the seaway
bill, are anxious to get on with the job.
But they cannot do so without cooperation
from President Truman and other United
States authorities. The reason is found in
the International Rapids, a turbulent 47mile length of river between Ogdensburg and
St. Regis, N.Y., through which the international boundary passes.
This is the vital region of the whole St.
Lawrence development. Here, the ftood of
the five Great Lakes rushes toward the sea
in a series of falls at an average rate of
237,000 cubic feet per second. No undeveloped source of power in North America
compares with it. Its stability of ftow is unsurpassed.
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But this great potential of electricity cannot be tapped, nor the canals on the Canadian shore deepened, without affecting the
level of the water. And since the international boundary splits this section of the
river, the water level can be raised or lowered only if both countries agree.
This was what sent Canada's Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent to Washington to
see President Truman last fall. In effect.
St. Laurent told ',he President:
"Our patience has run out. Tell us once
and for all if you want to come in on this
thing. If not, clear the way so we can do
it alone.''
Truman suggested one last effort to get
the measure through Congress. He agreed
to give Canada the green light of the seaway bill does not go through this spring.
Since no one ~xpects Congress to move
on so controversial a matter in this election year, this means that the Dominion
will build the navigation part of the seaway herself. The power end will be carried
out as a joint undertaking by the State of
New York and the Province of Ontario.
This move will bypass foes of the plan in
Congress.
For Canada, where oversize projects are
becoming commonplace, this one is still a
whopper. Some 15,000 men will be employed for 6 years-10,000 of them on the
Canadian side of the river.
At the foot of the Long Sault rapids between Massena, N. Y., and Cornwall, Ontario, they will build the world's longest
power dam. Seven vilages and a good part
of the town of Morrisburg, Ontario, will
disappear in the gigantic pool that is to be
created.
TRUMAN MUST YIELD

At 1952 costs, the waterway part of the
job will cost Canada around $84,000,000 (at
that, the Canadian plan omits about $100,000,000 worth of works to improve upper
lake channels that the United States was
to carry out under the joint agreement).
New York and Ontario each will put up
about $230,000,000 for the power installations.
Consenting to State control of the St. Lawrence power will be galling to Truman. His
administration has strongly favored Federal
operation of new hydro developments. But
1n this case, he has no real choice.
An attempt to develop the power Federally would put the whole matter back in
the hands of Congress. The legislators can
be bypassed only by surrendering the power
rights to New York State.
After waiting so long, it might seem that
the administration could have hung on a
while longer to get Federal power and a
joint waterway. Certainly, time is on the
seaway's side. There is something ludicrous
1n the fact that, where other countries have
fought to control the great waterways of the
world, the United States is about to let go
by default one in which she has at least a
50 percent interest.
The discovery of a fabulous body of iron
ore in Labrador, together with a looming
power drought, brought matters to a head.
The discovery could not have come at a
better time. The more easily available ore
of the Mesabi Range is rapidly being used up.
The United States steel mills are becoming increasingly dependent upon foreign ores.
Venezuelan ore for United States industry
must travel 1,900 miles of open sea to reach
the Delaware River. Without the seaway.
the Labrador ore would have to be transported 1,300 miles along the Atlantic coast.
These distances are something to bring cold
shivers to those who remember the experience with submarines of freighters carrying
Texas oil and South American bauxite during
World War II.
' The cost of building and maintaining the
&Il.tlsubmarine fleet necessary to keep the
sea lanes open for ore boats would dwarf the

expense involved in the St. Lawrence waterway. That is one of the reaaons why every
defense agency from the Joint Chiefs of Staff
down has favored its construction.
But for Canada, the really desperate need
1s not for the seaway's transportation but for
its power.
The country's economic expansion is eating up new power at a tremendous rate. The
big industrial province of Ontario requires
100,000 additional horsepower every year.
And the St. Lawrence rapids afford the last
big power site left in central Canada.
The white waters of the St. Lawrence mean
quite as much to New York State, and to
New Hampshire and Vermont, which will
share the power. By 1960, New York will
need fully 60 percent more electricity than
it had in 1950.
In plugging for the seaway, Governor
Dewey told the legislature that New York's
power costs are 170 percent higher than the
State of Washington, 146 percent above Oregon, and 132 percent more than Tennessee.
Each of these States is the site of huge hydroelectric developments subsidized in part
by Federal fUnds.
CANADA IS READY

The Canadian Government is optimistic
about the chances of getting started on construction in 1953. In preparation, J;>arliament has set up a St. Lawrence seaway authority and given it power to borrow the
money it needs to get the seaway built.
Whether she likes it or not, the United
States will be a partner in the enterprise.
She will pay much of the $12,000,000 to ~15,000,000 the Canadians in tend to collect in
tolls each year. But she will be without a
partner's rights in administeri,ng the waterway, planning its defense, and levying the
tolls.
The Canadians have given up all of a 5050 deal. Now all they want is to have the
roadblock lifted so that they may proceed
by themselves.
No one north of the border will deny America's rights to sit this one out. But they
wru take strong issue with the view that the
United States should be able to keep Canada from going ahead with a project she
considers essential to her national development.
The seaway's opponents may, however,
find a means of lowering the boom once
again. If this happens, the good neighbor
policy wm suffer its greatest setback.

House Bill 287__:1nstructions to the
Jury-The Right of the Court To Comment on the Weight of the Evidence
EXXENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. ROBERT L. RAMSAY
OF WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE BOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. RAMSAY. Mr. Speaker, House
bill 287 provides that in all cases, civil
and criminal, Federal courts. in the
granting and giving instructions to the
jury, shall be governed by the law and
practice in the State courts in which
such trial may be had.
This question has long occupied the
time and study of the American bar. It
first appeared as a real live subject in
the State of North Carolina in the year
1796. where three judges had been appointed, one of them having served his

trade and calling as a carpenter; another had been a storekeeper; the other
had studied law but never practiced it
as a profession. At the same time many
learned and able lawyers were at the
bar, some of them having studied in the
Inns of Court in London.
The judges appointed, knowing nothing of law or the arts of practice and
pleading, became very arrogant and arbitrary, practically driving the States•
learned lawyers from their practice, by
their expressions of opinion as to the
kind and character of verdicts the jury
should render.
Finally, in 1796, the legislature-in an
effort to restore and provide for the real
functions of courts and juries, passed an
act of legislature, which, for the first
time in the United States, prevented the
judges of its courts from trespassing
upon the perogatives of the jury, and
denied to such judges the right to express in the form of instruction or otherwise. their opinion upon the evidence introduced in the trial of criminal or civil
cases.
During the same year, the State of
Tennessee was admitted to the Union
and it adopted into its constitution th~
North Carolina statute aforementioned.
Since that time, seven States have adopted a like provision: Arkansas, Delaware,
Nevada, South Carolina, Tennessee, and
Washington.
Sixteen States have statutes to the
saz:te .effect: Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Illmms, Iowa, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, North
Carolina, North Dakota, New Mexico,
Oregon. South Dakota, and Texas.
In 18 other States, the same result has
been reached by way of judicial decisions
including: Colorado, Indiana, Kansas·,
Kentucky, Ohio, Oklahoma, Maryland,
Montana. Missouri, Nebraska, Virginia
West Virginia, Wyoming, and Wisconsin:
making a total of 41 States that do not
permit their judges in the State courts to
comment on instructions upon the weight
of evidence to the jury.
The outstanding feature of the American courts, differentiating them from the
courts of the motherland. is that 17
courts of appeals of the various States
named above have decided that the common-law rule, permitting judges of the
trial court to comment to the jury upon
the weight of the evidence, does not apply to trials in this country and is no part
of the American common law.
The jury system used in the trial of
civil cases is the answer of a thousand
years of experience of law enforcement
by the Anglo-Saxons.
To exalt the powers and duty of the
trial judge to determine not only the law
of the case but the facts as well, destroys
the usefulness and advantages of jury
trials.
Why undertake to deceive ourselves on
this question? Why maintain the useless. unnecessary expense of furnishing
jurors, if they are to be forced or seduced
to return verdicts upon the expressed
opinion by the court upon the worth of
evidence?
Those of us who have practiced law
for a lifetime, know full well that the
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Jeffreys of the bench did not all vanish
with his humiliation and death.
Some judges do know the rules of evidence. The great percentage of reversed
cases, upon submission of evidence,
proves that some do not. But there is no
experience in the enforcement of law
that proves or adds weight to a theory
that the judges are better qualified to
give a better weight or balance to. the
evidence than 12 good businessmen or
farmers, who usually constitute the
makeup of Federal juries.
Even in the State of Pennsylvania,
which I have not quoted as one among
the 41 States that have taken positive
action against the court's expression of
opinion in trial cases, the Supreme Court
of Pennsylvania, discussing this subject
<Shaver v. McCarthy (110 Pa. St. 339)),
said:
If evidence has been received which is
competent and material, the court must
never instruct the jury to disregard it.

And a charge to a jury calculated to
control the verdict for one of the parties
was by the Pennsylvania courts set aside
(Burke v. Maxwell (81 Pa. St. 139)).
In the State of New York also, the
court of appeals in the case of Vedder v.
Fellows (20 N.Y. 120), doubted the pro ..
priety of courts expressing their opinions
upon the evidence introduced in jury
trials, and other State courts not mentioned have taken a like position. So
we really have 43 States of the Union
who have changed or frowned upon the
old common-law rule.
In the year 1872, Congress by act, title
28, section 724, Code of Laws of the
United States, enacted a statute of pro ..
cedure and practice of civil and criminal
causes in the Federal courts, which pro ..
vides that "the practice, pleadings, and
forms and modes of proceedings in civil
causes in the circuit and district courts
shall conform as near as may be to the
same things existing at the time in the
courts of record of the State within such
district courts are held."
It was thought by the sponsors of this
act, as well as a great majority of the
lawyers of America, that this act would
not only bring about a uniformity in the
law of procedure but the practice of
granting instructions to juries as well.
But to the great surprise and astonishment of the authors of the bill and the
American bar, the Supreme Court of the
United States in the case of Nudd v. Burrows <91 U. S. sp. 426; 23 L. ed. 286)
held that "the granting of instructions
is the mere personal conduct of the judge
and is neither practice, pleading, nor a
form, nor mode of proceeding." So this
most astounding decision, bereft of all
legal reasoning, reserved for the use of
the judges of the inferior Federal courts
the arbitrary right of requesting verdicts
from juries, by the expression of their
opinion that can be freighted with ig ..
norance of law and facts, bias, prejudice,
or any other vagary or caprice of the
court , without avail of appeal or error,
so long as the judge buttresses hls request by the assurance that it is only
his opinion and the jury may disregard
it if they (dare) choose.
It is not true, as alleged by those who
oppose this bill, that it will exclude every
XCVIII-A ~Jp.--199

comment of the judge upon the weight
of evidence, because in most of these
States that have by constitutional provision by statute, or judicial decision precluded the judge from expressing his
opinion of the evidence to the jury, the
very contrary is true.
The court may state the . testimony
without color or emphasis. The judge
cannot, however, employ any language
or artifice from which the jury may know
that he gives more credence to one part
of the testimony than to another. The
statement must be free from bias, as
would the reading of the same by a
stenographer from his notes. So long as
the judge merely states or reviews the
evidence as a whole, or repeats that bearing on some particular question, he does
not give his opinion n0r furnish any
ground for exception.
The judge may also refer-to particular
evidence as tending to prove the fact in
dispute, but he must not say that such
evidence shows the existence of any fact,
nor proceed any further than merely to
indicate that the evidence is relevant as
tending to establish some proposition involved in the controversy.
Prohibitions against charging juries
upon matters of fact are obviously de ..
signed to prevent courts from becoming
participants in the settlement of controverted questions of facts; and if at the
trial it turns out that there is no con..
troversy upon some or all of the issues,
there is no reason for the prohibition
and no occasion for its enforcement.
Therefore, if there are undisputed facts,
or facts in relation to which there is no
con:fiict in the evidence, the judge in his
charge may properly assume the exist·
ence of those facts.
It is the duty of the trial judge to in ..
struct the jury as to the law of the case,
and such duty should never be surren ..
dered or evaded, but where the evidence
to make out the supposed case, however
inadequate in the opinion of the court,
or however little weight the judge may
deem it entitled, it is the best and safest
rule to give only instructions that propound the law correctly, and leave to
the jury the duty to find whether or not
the evidence is sufficient to establish the
fact it was introduced to prove.
The model instruction of the court to
a jury is a simple, impartial, clear, concise statement of the law, applicable to
the evidence in the· case then on trial.
Such instructions aid juries in reaching
right conclusions, while many others,
which unfortunately have had the approval of the judges of our Federal
courts, are couched in technical language
of doubtful meaning, with expressio"1 of
the personal opinion of the judge which
only serves to confuse, mystify, and mislead jurors from their real duty as
jurors-to judge and weigh the evidence,
and likewise furnish unnecessary and unprofitable exercise for the trial judge.
In the case of Hicks v. U. S. <150 U. S.
443, 37 L. ed. 1137) the Court held;
It is obvious that under any system of jury
trials the influence of the trial judge on the
Jury is necessarily and properly of great
weight, and that his slightest word or intimation is received with deference and may
prove controlling.
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May I again repeat as a trial lawyer of
long standing that the opinions so expressed are always controlling; and if
this be true, how can any judge express
an opinion in any case upon the weight
of evidence without in:fiuencing the jury
to render a verdict in such case? And
if this be true, is not such a statement
of opinion equal to a directed verdict?
And if such an opinion be equal to a
directed verdict, why the distinction between this and a directed verdict on the
grounds for an appeal?
Our Supreme Court, in the case of
Lovejoy v. U.S. <128 U.S. 171, 32 L. ed.
389~, held:
A court of the United States in submitting
a case to a jury may express its opinion upon
the facts, and such opinion is not reviewable
error so long as no rule of law is incorrectly
stated.

This opinion clearly overlooks and
destroys the same Court's fine and undoubtedly correct statement in the Hicks
case, supra, that-The jury necessarily and properly gives
great weight to the court's slightest intimation or opinion and may prove controlling.

Personally I cannot harmonize these
two con:fiicting holdings. If either is
right, the other must be wrong.
Following the opinion of the Lovejoy
case our inferior Federal courts have
held that "expressions of opinion of guilt
of a defendant by the trial judge in controverted cases, if followed by the statement of the court, the jury are the sole
judges of the evidence" is ·no ground for
review by appeal or error.
Some of the cases so holding, the Court
may express opinion of guilt of defendant are: Endleman v. United States (86
Fed. 463); Breise v. United States <106
Fed. 686) ; Carroll v. United States <154
Fed. 430); Foster v. United States (138
Fed. 307) ; Oppenheim v. United States
<228 Fed. 227). Also see Joyce v. Charleston I. C. Co. (50 Fed. 374).
This bill, as expected, has aroused not
only the ire of the Federal judges, who
delight in swerving juries by the expression of their opinion, and the bold statement that they as judges believe from
the evidence that the jury cannot honestly render any other verdict than the
one suggested by such opinion, but every
lawyer who entirely depends upon the
court for aid and'comfort.
Also Judge Otis, who like another
Chase, has "come to judgment" and has
exclaimed "that the archangels of Paradise do not have a record one-half so
good" as he and the other Federal judge::;
who express opinions as to the weight
and character of evidence. Even the
judicial council have declared that
"many decisions of the United States
Supreme Court, as well as the courts of
appeals, have carefully laid down su:::!h
limits as are necessary to prevent any
encroachment upon the province of the
jury by a judge in his charge, and such
limitations are carefully enforced."
I believe that a reading of such decisions rendered by our Supreme Court will
leave the average lawyer's mind unconvinced. The rule laid down by our Court
in the Lovejoy case has never been
departed from by the cour ts.
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It is true that our Supreme Court has
refused to follow the common law rule
laid down by the English case of Davidson v, Stanley <3 Scott. N. R. 49), "That
even if the court's opinion is based upon
a misapprehension of the facts in the
case, it would still not be sufficient to
warrant a review." Yet, if we are to
follow the common law on this subject,
why not follow the decisions that formed
and created such law? Our court, in
two leading cases, has laid down certain
rules to govern the court in expression
of opinion on evidence. One of these
cases is Starr v. U.S. (625, 38 L. Ed. 845).
Here again the court declared: "The
judge was angry when he delivered his
charge to the jury." - Therefore, the
Court overruled the verdict and remanded the case for a new trial. But
this case can only leave you with the
impression that if the judge had delivered his charge to the jury in a calm and
judicial manner, · the verdict would not
have been set aside.
The other leading case is that of
Querica v. U.S. (289 U. S. 466, 77 L. Ed.
1321), where the trial judge instructed
the jury "that wiping one's hands while
testifying, was almost always an indication of lying," and further repudiated all
of the defendant's evidence as lies and
unworthy of belief. The Supreme Court
set aside the verdict in this case, not because the trial court had failed to analyze
the testimony, but ''had added to it." In
other words, the court was willing to
testify in the .case without first havi~g
been duly sworn.
I do not believe it can be said that
these cases ''have carefully laid down
such iimits as are necessary to prevent
enchroachments upon the province of
the jury by a judge in his charge," because they still leave the judge free and
untrammeled to express his opinion on
the evidence; denounce any portion of
evidence he may desire, arid, by implication at least, request the jury to return
such verdict as he may request, without
recourse of appeal or writ of error.
Judge Otis, in an effort to bolster his
''Paradise statement," says:
Summing up both civil and criminal cases,
it was discovered that during the period from
November 1, 1924, to January 1, 1937, of 5,606
cases tried by juries and appealed, in only
104 was there complai:pt made that the
judge abused the power to advise the jury
as to the facts. In 60 cases out of this number the charge was approved by the appellate
court, held reversible error in 41, criticized
in 2.

To me this seems an appalling mortality to be inflicted upon the judgment and
wisdom of men whose judgment we are
assured exceeds that of the "archangels
of heaven."
Under the rule laid down by our Supreme Court in the Lovejoy case, supra,
I fail to discern any reason or cause why
there should be even one.
I surely believe that the average lawyer-even without being an archangel-under such a rule could charge
juries in any number of cases all-his life
and never be reversed, because the door
is wide open for him tq qiscuss or argue
the evidence as he jolly well pleases.
In an effort to secure support for his
argument upon -expression of judicial

opinion on evidence by the judge, Judge
Otis wrote 100 lawyers of Missouri, no
doubt all of whom had practiced before
him, in order to learn their view of this
bill. It must have been quite a shock to
the good judge when he received 84 answers to his questionnaire and learned
that 58 of them heartily approved of
this bill while 24 were against and 2
noncommittal.
After Judge Otis made his attack
against this bill I wrote to the active
lawyers and law firms of my State relative to the same. So far I have received
237 replies. Two hundred and five have
answered, strongly supporting the same
and giving their reasons for so doing,
while only 32 have replied they were
against it and concur in the opinion of
Judge Otis and the judicial council.
Of course,. if we are to believe that
those States are entirely wrong, who have
enacted a constitutional provision
against the common-law rule of expression of opinion by the judge as to the
weight of evidence; that those States
who have legislated against it are at
fault; that the supreme courts of the
States who bave declared it to be no
provl.nce of the judge to interfere with
the right of the jury to solely consider
the evidence are ignorant of the law;
that Judge Otis is right when he charges
those lawyers with untruth who argue
that juries are competent to reach intelligent verdicts without expression of
opinion by the court; that Judge Otis
is again right when he exultantly exclaims ''the archangels of Paradise do
not have a record one-half so good as
the judges of our Federal courts in commenting on the evidence in trial cases,"
then you can only believe this bill is
wholly and entirely wrong. But if you
believe with me that this citadel of arrogant judicial power ha!) no place in our
American jurisprudence; that it is the
last vestige of British feudalism in our
Republic, and should be driven from
practice and procedure of our Federal
courts, then you will join with us who
have supported the enactment of this
bill through the House of Representatives, in our further efforts to complete
the final enactment of this much-desired law.
Forty-second Annual Meeting of the
National Council, Boy Scouts of
America
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Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, "Forward
on liberty's team," that is the slogan for
the next 3 years, and recommended to us
grown-ups by the junior members of the
family.
Who?
The Boy Scouts of America.
I wish they were meeting in Washington, but it so happens that the forty ..

second meeting of the National Council,
Boy Scouts of America, will be held at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
City, May 23 and 24.
Even so, the shining faces and clean
hearts of American boys who will attend will make us pause and take stock
as we recall the accomplishments of this
fine, character-building organization.
Encouraging the idealism of youth, it
helps them to translate aspirations into
practical achievements. It prepares boys
for manhood, and in so doing renders a
service to the individual and the comm·tnity. There would be no problem of
juvenile delinquency in this Nation if all
our young people could enjoy constructive fulfillment in healthy activity
through participation in the Boy Scout
program.
One of my neighbors, Mr. Joseph Gibbons, of 226 Bailey Street, Lawrence,
Mass., who has cheerfully given much
of his time and effort as a comrade and
a guide for the Boy Scouts in his charge,
has reminded me of the Scout oath, an
inspiring dedication that all adults
would do well to learn and observe. Here
it is:
On my honor, I will do my best:
To do my duty to God and country and to
obey the Scout law.
To help other people at all times.
To keep myself physically strong,
Mentally awake, and
Morally straight.

The Nation is proud of you, Boy
Scouts of America.
We wish you both happiness and progress at the forty-second annual meeting
of your National Council. And thanks
for reminding us that the road ahead is
marked: "Forward on liberty's team."

Anniversary of Polish Constitution
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Mr. SADLAK. Mr. Speaker, on Sunday, May 18, at the beautiful Bushnell
Memorial at Hartford, Conn., about 3,500
people gathered to participate in the program sponsored by the Polish-American
Congress, district of Connecticut, in observance of Polish Constitution of May
3, 1791. At the conclusion of this mammoth manifestation at which I also had
the opportunity to speak with other distinguished and invited guests, by a rising vote and loud applause, a resolution
was unanimously adopted. I bring this
resolution to the attention of the Congress under leave to extend my remarks.
It follows:
Whereas the agreements entered into between the United States and the Soviet
Union at Tehran and Yalta were contrary to
the principles of freedom and justice upon
which our great Nation, the United States
of America, was built; and
Whereas as a . result of these - agreements,
the liberty and freedom of a great libertyloving nation, Poland, was lost: Therefore
be it
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great socie.l encyclicals of Pope Leo XIII and
Pope Pius XI. Therefore, the theme of your
meeting, as well as its timing, presents a
welcome opportunity to review the implications-for Catholics and for all othersof the teachings given to us in the two encyclicals, The Condition of Labor, issued by
Pope Leo XIII in 1891 and On Reconstructing the Social Order, enunciated by Pope
Pius XI in 1931, on the fortieth anniversary
of the earlier letter.
In the first of these letters, the Holy
Fath.e r over 60 years ago defined certain
principles of faith and morals which must
guide the decisions of all Catholics in matters relating to labor. He pointed out that
the following duties concern the poor and
the workers: To perform entirely and conscientiously whatever work has been voluntarily and equitably agreed upon; not in
any way to injure the property or to harm
the person of employers; in protecting their
own interests, to refrain from violence and
never to engage in rioting; not to associate
with vicious men who craftily hold out exaggerated hopes and make huge promises, a
course usually ending in vain regrets and
in the destruction of wealth. Interpreting
the application of the principles contained
Address by the Hono able John J. Rooney therein, the letter specifically called for sanitary and health measures for workers, for
higher wages and shorter hours, and for a
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
chance for family life and recreation for all
OF
workers. Excessive child and female labor
was condemned and the workers' right to
organize, and even to strike for just purOF NEW YORK
poses, was clearly atHrmed. Here, as in many
cases before and since, the voice of the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
church has guided its children in the
Thursday, May 22, 1952
methods of carrying out its precepts into
Mr. HELLER. Mr. Speaker, a very everyday life.
interesting and timely address on the
It is necessary that constant reminders
subject Government and Economic Life such as these encyclicals be put before us.
was delivered by our distinguished col- If this is not done, we tend to forget that
duties on days other than
league from New York, t:i.1e Honorable we have religious
A long time ago it was said: "Men
JoHN J. RooNEY, at the eleventh annual Sundays.
will wrangle for religion; write for it; fight
commencement exercises and encyclical for it; die for it; anything but-live for it."
anniversary celebration of the Brooklyn The work that is being done here in the
Diocesan Institutes of Industrial Rela- diocese of Brooklyn by Father Kelly and his
associates in the social action department
tions on Sunday, May 18, 1952.
The exercises took place at the St. is directed toward encouraging people to 11ve
for
their religion.
Joseph Commercial High School in
Take the right of workers to a living wage.
Brooklyn, located in the district which I Where
is that taught in the gospels? Did
have the honor to represent in Congress. not Christ
dignify labor by learning a trade
The Institutes of Industrial Relations himself? Did He not say, "The laborer is
are conducted by the social action de- worthy of his hire?" Did He not teach, in
partment of the diocese of Brooklyn and that interesting parable about the workers
are under the direction of Rev. William in the vineyard, a tremendous lesson not
F. Kelly. Presiding at the exercises was only concerning the Kingdom of Heaven,
the Right Reverend Monsignor Edward but of the worker's right to a decent wage
well?
P. Hoar, vicar general of the Diocese of as The
owner of the vineyard, you will recall,
Brooklyn.
went into the market place several times
The guest speaker at the annual exer- during the day, and each time he found men
cises of the institutes is always an out- standing there un.e mployed. He hired them
standing and national figure in Ameri- and set them to work. But when it came
can life. Last year it was the Honorable time to pay them, he gave all an equal wage,
Maurice J. Tobin, Secretary of Labor. those who had worked all day and those who
This year our very able and distinguished _ had come in almost at the end of the day.
I cannot help reading into that paracolleague, Representative JoHN J. And the
lesson that every worker is entitled
RooNEY, was invited to deliver the major ble,
to enough to sustain himself in decency.
address. As chairman of the subcom- Those who entered the field at the eleventh
mittee on appropriations for State, Jus- hour had to sustain themselves nevertheless
tice, Commerce, and the Federal judici- for a full day; and that is why they, too,
ary, Congressman RooNEY has held a received a full day's wage.
The doctrine that we shall love thy neighleading and highly important position
in Congress. He is known as a hard bor as thyself-to treat all others as we would
want to be treated ourselves, to enjoy a
worker, conscientious, industrious. He legitimate
profit, but to pay a living wage
is a most capable legislator, who repre- if we are an employer and to seek a living
sents the people of his district with loy- wage if we are a worker-must be observed
alty and devotion.
in practice as well as in theory. And the
The text of his address is as follows:
strength of our church is precisely the use
we make of this general doctrine in specific
I am honored indeed to be chosen to adapplication. Let us take as an example the
dress the closing exercises of your Diocesan
use of the 1891 encyclical of Pope Leo as an
Institutes of Industrial Relations. These
inspiration to Msgr. John A. Ryan . here in
exercises are held during the annual period
of commemoration of the issuance of the
the :United States after the ·F irst World War.
Resolved, That our Government repudiate · so much of these agreements as were
detrimental to our faithful ally, Poland, and
contrary to the great principles upon which
this Nation was founded.
Whereas the present government of Poland
does not represent the will of the Polish people but was imposed upon the people of
Poland by the dictates of the Soviet Union
as a conquering nation: Therefore be it
Resolved, That our Government withdraw
its recognition from the Russian Government of Poland and that it recognize the
Polish Qovernment in exile in England as
the true and legal representative of the
Polish people and the Polish nation; and
lastly be it
Resolved, That we commend those members of the United Stat·es Congress who have
been instrumental in bringing to light the
shocking crime of Katyn forest and express
the hope that they do everything possible
to bring its perpetrators to speedy justice before an international tribunal.
Dated at Hartford, Conn., this 18th day of
May 1952.

HON. LOUIS B. HELLER
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Father Ryan, whom it was my great pleasure
to know in his later years, saw that the
United States needed a spiritual rudder for
the coming years. Using Rerum Novarum
as a guide, Father Ryan developed the famous American Bishops' program issued 1n
1919 on American social and economic life.
The program was attacked as socialistic and
even revolutionary. The labor movement,
appropriately enough, however, looked upon
it as a sign of new hope. Let us look back
at some of the most important aspects of
this program and measure them against the
!acts as we know them today.
The American Bishops' Statement on the
Social Order recommended continuing certain wartime Government agencies which
had been found successful. The National
Employment Service was one of these; it had
successfully placed millions of workers in
war or related employment. The program
proposed to continue some of the functions
of the War Labor Board, which guaranteedin a limited sort of way in those days-the
right to organize. Today no one questions
the need for an employment service or for
a National Labor Relations Board. This
recognition of the need for such governmental activities is a sign of progress, a sign
of Father Ryan's wisdom; it is a sign of how
divine guidance can lead us to practical
benefit.
Another important recommendation made
in the Bishops' program was that consideration should be given to what Father Ryan
called the "rather radical method" of encouraging Gov~rnment competition with private business so as to keep prices down.
Also recommended was the practice of organizing cooperatives as another device for
lowering prices. In later years, of course,
our Government was to take these steps
through the formation of such agencies as
the Tennessee Valley Authority and the
Rural Electrification Administration.
The program also discussed the need for
guaranteeing by law a living wage for all the
workers. Once and for all was discarded
the false thesis that wages should find their
level purely through the so-called "free" operation of the law of supply and demand.
Again this program may be given major
credit !or a reform of almost 20 years laterthe minimum-wage program.
I could go into much more detail about
this program, about its recommendations for
insurance against industrial diseases, for
more adequate compensation laws, for in·
validity, old-age and employment insurance.
for public housing, for vocational training.
for child-labor laws, and for many others.
With respect to each of these, I could say
that they have since found their way into
the legislative framework of our country's
operations.
But Father Ryan realized that legislative
steps alone could not succeed in defending
the American workingman. Therefore, he
strongly advocated the formation of labor
unions and of their integration into the
economy of our Nation. This, too, was seen
as not being an end 1n itself, but rather a
means. So Father Ryan further advocated
that workers be given a share of the profit
in the business as well as a voice in the
determination of management's policies on
a broader scale.
These ideas have been developed by scholars and workingmen alike in the years since
the bishops' program was developed. As
Catholics, however, we must go further than
merely to take pride in our success. We
must point to the problems of the future.
We must attempt to develop from the labor
encyclicals still greater principles that will
inspire us to evolve for the future programs
that our children and theirs will accredit to
us even as we today acknowledge the advances made by Father John Ryan.
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We must consider carefully how we can
develop that common interest of labor and
management for the welfare of the business
r.nterprise so as to avoid the dangers of
company domination and of Soviet-like
power over our workers. In the international
field we must push plans of industrial coOT"Jeration so as to help our brothers abroad
i ._·· their fight against the Communist danger.
· Here at home we must fight just as hard
for the introduction of such important programs as fair employment practice legislation. I am pleased to note that Bishop
Francts J. Haas, of Grand Rapids, the first
Chairman of the FEPC under President
Roosevelt in World War II, has recently declared his confidence that such legislation
will be forthcoming soon. Here, again, we
can be proud of the advances we have made
while we look for greater deeds in the future. We can be proud that Marian Anderson can sing in a mixed concert hall in
Florida, that Jackie Robinson can play
baseball for the Brooklyn Dodgers, that
Ralph Bunche can negotiate a truce for
the United Nations. But before we become
too smug we must see the road ahead; we
must see the issues raised by the recent
race riot in Cicero, Ill., and by the murder
of a Negro and his wife in Florida where
they represented the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People. The ·
next practical step which Bishop Haas advocated is: The earliest possible enactment
of Federal, State, and municipal laws prohibiting discrimination in employment.
Another field in which we have much further to go is that of industrial relations.
liere the Taft-Hartley law is a block to the
effective operation of peaceful collective
bargaining. This must be remedied by the
substitution of a new law, fair to labor and
management alike. More immediately, we
are faced by the antilabor strength displayed
so effectively by the steel industry. In its
current wage dispute with the United Steelworkers of America, you and I, as taxpayers,
are paying for the full-page advertisements
which appear over the signature of the steel
corporations in our newspapers. This system of socialized advertising permits the
steel corporations to deduct from their taxable income the amount of money that they
pay to convince you that the ,demand of the
steel union for the union shop is un-American. But they haven't told you that even
under the terms of the Taft-Hartley law
the union shop is permissible. They haven't
told you that approximately 50 percent of
the contracts the steelworkers now hold
provide for union shop. They haven't told
you that such an overwhelming proportion
of workers have demonstrated that they desire the union shop that the Congress has
had to amend the Taft-Hartley law so that
it no longer required special elections to determine whether or not workers wish to have
union -shop agreements.
Well, in spite of this big advertising campaign, we know that the people of the United
States cannot be fooled by the claims of the
industry. We know that the steelworkers
will ultimately win their union-shop demand
and will be protected in their union membership as millions of other workers are protected. We know that even further advances
will be made by labor. We know that these
advances will be beneficial to management,
whether or n.o t they admit it immediately.
Father George G. Higgins, director of the
social action department of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference, recently had
this interesting comment to make:
"One of these more progressive industrialists-Samuel Klein, executive director of a
very important trade association in the
ladies' garment industry-recently made a
recommenda tion more radical than anything
ever proposed by organized labor in the
Unit ed States on the subject of union security: 'I suggest,• he said, 'that the parties

to our agreements-labor and management-join in urging national legislation through
which the conditions set forth in union
contracts that embrace a substantial majority of firms in an industry be made applicable to all engaged in it. This could be
carried out on a national, regional, or market basis, in keeping with the contractual
pattern of each particular field. It would
give union-shop status • • • to all the
firms in an industry.' Earlier in this same
address Mr. Klein had stated, without qualification, that 'in our industry we correctly
regard a strong union as an essential stabilizing factor.'
"The representatives of Big Steel, in their
fanatical opposition to the union shop," said
Father Higgins, "are talking the dead language of the nineteenth century.
Mr.
Klein's is the voice of the future.''
It is sometimes said that all of this advocacy of laws and regulations is leading
the Nation on the road of statism. So long
as the people truly control the State, I
have no· fear that we are making the State
too strong. After all, our Constitution was
adopted, as stated in the preamble, "To
promote the general welfare." Pope Leo XIII
said: "Whenever the general interest of any
particular class suffers or is threatened with
evils which can in no other way be met, the
public authority must step in to meet them."
The only question left open by this statement is at what point it becomes apparent
that threatening dangers cannot be met by
smaller groups, or by private rather than
public action. The principle that the public
authority must step in, when needed, is
unassailable moral teaching.
This · brings up another subject which is
of great importance today. We in Washington hear much about the issue of public
corruption and I certainly agree that it is
the duty of the people and the representatives they select to search out corruption
in every omce of Government, at all levelslocal, State, and national-and to stamp it
out wherever it is found. Thank God, the
great mass of public servants-Federal, State,
and municipal-are upright, faithful servants of the people. But there is another
duty which Catholics have; that is the duty
to respect duly chosen public servants. Our
respect for authority has a further implication which means we must accept our
own responsibility to elect competent public
omcials. In certain countries of Europe the
church has called upon all Catholics to vote
in elections under pain of sin. In those
lands a state of emergency was created by
the· Communist threat. In our own country
the wise use of the ballot can avoid the
possibility of any such terrible emergency.
Our citizens must be conscious of their moral
obligations. They must be willing to make
whatever sacrifies are necessary to wipe out
poverty and discriminatio_n, ignorance and
injustice-the swamps that breed communism.
All of these duties of citizens require action by the citizens themselves, as well as
action by the Government. Action by the
Government means taxes-taxes to control
prices and infiation, taxes to protect our
country in the military sense, taxes to help
our friends abroad stave off Communist aggression. I know how easy it is to feel that
taxes are too high, that the Government is
doing too much, that the American people
are being pampered and spoiled. We must
eliminate waste wherever we may be-in ·
Government and private life. But we must
not sacrifice the essential basis for carrying
out our Government's program. Think what
the money we have paid out in taxes has
done for us-the school lunches we provided for hungry children, the aid we gave
to widows and children and disabled veterans, the improved working conditions we
provided to all who labor, the military assistance we gave to those who wanted to

resist communism, and the economic assistance we gave to those underdeveloped coun- .
tries all over the world which appealed to
us for help to help themselves.
On Judgment Day let us hope the Lord
will say to us: "Come ye blessed of my
Father. For when I was hungry, you gave
me to eat. I was thirsty and you gave me
drink. I was naked and you clothed me.''
And when we ask, "Lord, when did I do
this?" His reply will come, "When you did
it to the least of these, you did it to Me."
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Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Speaker,
every citizen who is 'concerned about the
welfare of the United States, the preservation of the American system of government, and the restoration of the confidence of the people in their Government should read the Missouri Gang: A
National Issue, an article which appeared
in the June issue of the Reader's Digest,
by Stanl~y High.
This is a documented account of some
of the examples of the corruption that
spread from the Kansas City Pendergast
machine to Washington and the White
House under the present·administration.
I was an investigator for Missouri's Gov-ernor Stark in 1938, assigned to delve
into the Pendergast machine activities,
and it was apparent to me then that unless an aroused public worked against
this machine it would continue in power,
to spread its corruption.
Today in Washington we see the results ·of this corrupt influence. And it
will require an aroused public opinion to
rid our Government of the Pendergast
gang.
The article follows:
THE MISSOURI GANG:

A

NATIONAL ISSUE

(By Stanley High)
That Washington's political morals were to
undergo a basic change could have been
observed soon after the Truman administration first took omce.
On May 18, 1945, a certain Paul Dillon,
of St. Louis, arrived in Washington. He has
been lawyer for some of Missouri's most not'orious underworld characters. He is a
long-time political and personal friend of
the Missourians in and around the White
House. In 1934, in league with the corrupt
Tom Pendergast machine of Kansas City, he
managed the St. Louis end of Truman's Senate campaign.
Dillon's mission concerned certain clients
of his: Capone gangsters serving long sentences in the Federal penitentiary at Atlanta. He had been recommended to act
in the gangsters' behalf by another Missourian, the late Edward (Putty-Nose) Brady,
St. Louis saloonkeeper, indicted racketeer,
and a friend of Boss Pendergast.
Dillion's immediate aim .was to get his clients transferred to Leavenworth, a prison
closer to the base of operations of their
Chicago mob. The Atlanta warden ~pposed
their t :.-ansfer.
In Washington, Dillon called at the Department of Just ice. There, according to
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the Dt1partment official with whom he talked,
he identified himself as former campaign
manager for President Truman. The Atlanta warden was overruled and the prisoners transferred.
Now Dillon applied to the United States
Board of Parole for release of the gangsters.
Meanwhile, he was entertained at the White
House. Although the prisoners had served
only one-third of their 10-year sentences,
it required only one appearance by Dillon
to bring about their release.
Dillon's fee, paid by the wife of one of
the gangsters, was $10,000. When the facts
in this case were exposed by a congressional
committee, two of the hoodlums were sent
back to jail. But Dillon was not· repudiated
by his fellow Missourian in the White House,
nor even rebuked, for this sordid affair.
Last year Dillon's name appeared in connection with the Federal job-selling scandal
in Mississippi-. "The name of Paul Dillon,
notorious underworld fixer," said United
States Representative JoHN BELL WILLIAMS,
Mississippi Democrat, on the floor of Congress, "runs through these nauseous scandals like a silken thread through tapestry."
But to Mississippi's Truman Democrats he
was officially described as a "personal friend
of the President."
There were other early signs that the Nation was in for an era of Pendergastism.
After only 23 days in office, Mr. Trumanwho was sometimes called the gentleman
from Pendergast-extended a Presidential
pardon to one James Gildea.
Gildea had been found guilty of participat ion in a ballot fraud. The occasion was
the Kansas City elections of 1936. In the
frauds of that election some 60,000 Ulegal
votes were counted. The instigator and
beneficiary of this wholesale ballot thievery
was Boss Tom Pendergast's crime-protecting, vice-financed political machine.
By the time of this particular steal, Mr.
Truman, elected to public office in Pendergast elections since 1922 had reached · the
United States Senate. · This result was insured in the 1934 primaries, in which the
78,000 lead of Truman's chief opponent in
the State was wiped out in Kansas City by
a Pendergast-delivered vote of 120,000 for
Truman (including at least 60,000 "ghost"
votes) against 1,221 for his opponent.
At the time of the Pendergast election
steal of 1936 William M. Boyle, Jr., who became Truman's chairman of the Democratic
National Committee and resigned a few
months ago, under fire, was a minion of
Pendergast's Kansas City chief of detectives,
later sent to Leavenworth.
John Costello, who became Boyle's assistant on the Democratic National Committee,
and has recently pleaded not guilty to an
indictment on income-tax charges, was, in
1936, another Pendergast policeman.
United States Marshal Fred Canfil, upon ·
whose nomination for reappointment the
Senate has taken no action, accompanied
the President to the Potsdam Conference, is
a White House crony and sometimes serves
as Truman's unofficial bodyguard. In 1936
he was custodian of the Pendergast-controlled county courthouse.
The President's pardon of James Gildea
for his part in the 1936 vote frauds was unaccompanied by any White House announcement. Thereafter, White House pardons
were quietly issued to 14 more perpetrators
of Pendergast's election crookedness.
Soon the White House moved again on behalf of Pendergastism, firing Maurice Milligan, United States district attorney since
1934 for the western district of Missouri.
Milligan's offense was that, backed by an
upr ising of the decent citizenry of Kansas
City, he had conducted what the New York
Times described as a "valiant purge" of
Pendergast corruption after the 1936 elections.
Any remaining doubt that Pendergast
morals and practices were being lifted to

and embedded in Government on the national level was dissipated early in 1946 by
the open coalition between the White House
and the Pendergast machine to defeat Representative Roger Slaughter. A Kansas City
Democrat, Slaughter had dared defy the administration.
To get instructions from headquarters for
Slaughter's purge, Jim Pendergast (nephew
of the late Tom) was summoned to the
White House. Truman himself made a special primary-day trip to Kansas City. The
popular Slaughter was defeated by the machine's politically unknown candidate-a
friend and neighbor of the President. The
machine delivered the vote in the only way
it knew: ·by fraud.
After weeks of painstaking investigation,
some idea of the extent of this fraud was exposed by the Kansas City Star. (See Kansas
City's Boss-Busting Editor, the Reader's
Digest, March 1947, by Hon. 0. K. ARMSTRONG,
Republican, of Missouri.) Again the decent
citizens of the community were thoroughly
aroused. With the Star's exhaustive data
at their disposal, both the board of election
commissioners and the city council formally appealed to Truman's Attorney General, Tom Clark, for a Federal investigation.
As thJ congressional investigation of the
Kansas City vote fraud showed, few such
weighty appeals ever got such halting action.
The Attorney General did send in the FBI.
But its investigations were carefully limited
and the limits spelled out. The investigation was to be not all-out but only preliminary. No persons who had any first-hand
knowledge of the crime were to be examined,
but only second-hand witnesses. Lest the
FBI's investigators be tempted to go too far,
the names of these second-hand witnesses
were designated by the Attorney General.
The "once over lightly" took 12 days, according to testimony at the Senate hearing.
The FBI was called off and the case closed.
The Attorney General said that a full investigation had been made and that he had
found no evidence of Federal crime.
Theron Lamar Caudle was the Justice
Department official who thus advised the .
Attorney General. He was later to figure
in the news in connection with the spread
of Pendergastic practices through the Bureau of Internal Revenue. To the Truman
district attorney in Kansas City who helped
bring the vote-fraud problem to this happy
conclusion, Caudle wrote: "Please accept
my thanks for the spendid cooperation you
have given· the Department."
When United States Senator JAMES P. KEM,
Missouri Republican, refused to give up the
vote-fraud fight, the Justice Department
suddenly launched an intensive, and baseless, investigation of KEM's election.
Meanwhile, without Federal encouragement, a State grand jury in Kansas City
went ahead with its own investigation.
After it had returned 81 indictments against
71 persons and impounded the ballots and
other evidence, it asked the Department of
Justice to reenter what looked like a clear
and certain case. But on the day that the
jury issued its final report and a day before
a Senate inquiry was due to get under way,
the vault in the Pendergast-controlled courthouse in Kansas City was blown open and
the impounded ballots and all other evidence stolen. The case collapsed.
"A national hum111ation," said a headline
1n the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. "A sordid
business; the worst thing that can happen
in a democracy," said the Washington Star.
"The blackest page in Kansas City's history,"
said Senator KEM.
On September 29, 1949, Mr. ·Truman flew
to Kansas City for a mammoth celebration
1n honor of the chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, his close friend and
Pendergast colleague, William M. Boyle, Jr.
That this was intended as a salute to the
Missouri gang by the Government o! the
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United States is indicated by the fact that
the President took with him the Vice President and several members of the Cabinet.
At the dinner that night the St. Louis
delegation was headed by James P. Finnegan,
collector of internal revenue in St. Louis
and close friend of Truman, now under
jail sentence for misconduct while in office,
and Morris A. Shenker, Boyle appointee to
the Democratic finance committee, who
withdrew when his connections with Missouri gamblers· were brought to light.
Boss Jim Pendergast headed a group of
Truman's fellow members of the Jackson
County Democratic Club. They occupied 38
tables.
Prominent among the machine's lieutenants at the dinner was J. A. Purdome, Jackson County sheriff, described by the Kefauver
committee as "notably lax in his enforcement of the liquor and gambling laws."
Serving on the executive committee for
the dinner and with eight tables reserved in
his name was Charles Binaggio, Democratic
boss of the north side. He had delivered for
Truman in a big way in the Slaughter purge.
He was described by the Post-Dispatch as
"the Chicago Capone mob's representative
in Kansas City" and by the Kefauver committee as a boss of Kansas . City gambling.
A few months later he was murdered.
Among Binaggio's lieutenants who were on
hand to honor Boyle were Morris ("Snag")
Klein, professional gambler recently under
sentence for vote fraud; and Anthony Gizzo,
described by the Kefauver committee as one
of the racketeers who dominated Kansas
City gambling.
Also present were five members of the Missouri group recently exposed on the Sanate
floor by Senator JoHN J. WILLIAMS, of Delaware, as having been involved in a highly
profitable scandal in the leasing of Government buildings at Camp Crowder, Mo.
Other guests were Sidney Smith, Jr., head
of the Kansas City o!fice of the warehouse
charges unit of the Commodity Credit Corporation, later suspended, and currently
under congressional investigation for his
part in the grain-storage scandal; and James
A. Waechter, one-time law partner of James
P. Finnegan. Waechter, according to Senator KEM, speaking in the Senate, was once
fired for "the betterment of the public
service" from his job as chairman of the St.
Louis Board of Election Commissioners, and
last February, implicated by the Post-Dispatch in a scandal growing out of the sale of
surplus war property.
Also present was Earl W. Beck, Pendergast
henchman and old friend of Mr. Truman,
who resigned under fire as head of a Jackson County home for children but was nominated recently by the President for a $9,360,a-year post in the government of the District of Columbia. By unanimous vote, a
Senate committee rejected Beck as utterly
unqualified. Mr. Truman has refused to
send up another nomination.
At present at least 13 different congressional committees, in full-scale investigations, are trying to get to the roots of corruption in our Federal Government. Already
between 900 and 1,000 Federal employees
have been caught trying to make a profit out
of Government positions.
Congressional inquiries in favoritism, influence peddling, and corruption have involved the names of six present or former
members of this administration's White
House staff. The Bureau of Internal Revenue was under the administration of a Commissioner elevated to that position by Presidential appointment from a post in the White
House.
Reviewing some of the mounting evidence
of 7 years of spreading political decay, Roscoe Drummond, chief of the Washington
news bureau of the Christian Science Monitor, recently wrote that there are now "the
gravest questions as to whet her the Whit e
House can be expected to set a standard and
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exercise the leadership essential to clean up
the Federal Government."
"What is required," writes Blair Bolles in
his best-selling book, How To Get Rich in
Washington, "is active political participation on the part of every citizen." In order
to "transform the Federal Government into
a sound instrument of justice."
"Evil already is rotting away the principles
we live by, but it is not too late for American
citizens to crush the evil, rescue the principles, and save their country."

Farm·ers Home Administration Program in
Texas
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. 0. C. FISHER
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. FISHER.- Mr. Speaker, on May 15
several thousand people assembled on
the grounds of the Washington Monument to pay tribute to a group of men
and W?men who are acknowledged
leaders m the field of agriculture. It was
my good fortune to witness the ceremony.
Among the award winners were three
Texas employees of the Farmers Home
Administration-Herbert E. Roark, of
Belleville; Enoch H. Cook, of Edinburg;
and Sam R. Ellison, of San Saba· in my
own district. These men work 'for an
agency that has achieved outstanding
results for the people it serves-the
small family-type farmers who need its
credits and services to establish themselves firmly in productive agriculture.
I know something of what the agency
is accomplishing, not only in my home
district but throughout the country. r
~now the administration of the agency
IS unsurpassed, and for this I salute the
national administrator, Dillard B. Lasseter, and our own State director, L. J.
Cappleman. But fine and able as these
gentlemen are, the effectiveness of the
Farmers Home Administration program
depends on the good judgment and hard ·
work of the employees out in the
counties-those men who go out onto the
farms and into the farm homes to help
the farmers work out plans to improve
their farming and help them carry those
plans to completion.
Expanded farm production was never
more badly needed than now. But
farmers, especially those just getting
started, are deterred by high costs of
land, machinery, fertilizer, livestock,
feed, seed, insecticides, and other operating needs. To combat these high
costs, farmers today must use good planning, efficient equipment, and must be
able to get the most possible out of their
land and available family labor.
Thousands of eligible farm families .
have turned to the Farmers Home Administration for credit and supervisory
help in order to equip themselves for
efficient farming. They find this· help
in various types of loans. . They .obtain
loans for livestock, equipment, and other
operating needs: for purchase and im-

provement of family-type farms· for
construction and repair of farm homes
and buildings; and for domestic and irrigation water facilities.
On-farm
technical guidance, as needed, goes
along with the credit. Also in areas
where drought, frost, insect infestation
or other disasters have caused produc~
tion losses, farmers _can obtain the loans
they need to continue farming.
Farmers Home Administration loans
are used only by those farmers who cannot get the credit they need from other
sources. The loans fill an urgent need.
~ost applicants are young veterans trymg to get a start toward establishing
themselves in agriculture.
It is gratifying to see how farmers are
using this supervised credit. In Texas,
since the passage of the Farmers Home
Administration Act of 1946, about 32,000
farmers have used or are using loans to
better equip and operate their farms.
These loans represent investment of anproximately $42,068,000 in the productive ability of farms and farmers. Some
5,575 Texas farm . families have invested another $43,766,000 in buying or
improving farms with direct or insured
long-term farm-ownership loans. About
700 farm owners in the State have used
$3,680,000 since 1949 to build or repair
farmhouses and other farm buildings.
During the last 14 years, Texas farmers
have installed or repaired farm-water
facilities through Farmers Home Administration loans amounting to $2,718,000.
Since 1948, 3,270 farmers struck by production disasters have been enabled to
continue farming through disaster loans
totaling $7,094,000.
With this assistance-help that has
· been made available by Congress through
the agency-the farmers have made substantial increases in production at a
time when it is urgently needed. For
example, the farmers who paid their
operating loans in full in 1951 had increased the value of their farm output
from $2,622 to $4,687 while cooperating
with Farmers Home. Also, they had
more than doubled their original net
wor~h which went from $3,170 to $6,390
durmg the time they .used the credit.
At the same time these farmers are
increasing their ability to produce, they
are returning the funds they borrowed
to the Treasury. · Texas farmers have
borrowed a total of $210,694,000 in farmoperating loans from the Farmers Home
Administration and its predecessor agencies. They have repaid, including interest, a total of $181,792,000, and many
loans have not yet matured. Almost 46
percent of the farm-ownership loans had
been fully repaid, long before the dates.
· But figures, whether they are on increased income or. debt repayment, tell
only part of the story. The real value
of the program can be best seen on the
farms. For example, in San Saba
County borrowers have advanced in 10
years from horse-drawn equipment to
modern and efficient tractor-powered
equipment. They have improved their
soil and their pastures, and have greatly
increased the quality of their livestock
and their poultry. Their careful farm
and home planning has resulted in production and ·preservation of more food

for family use, and their diets and family living levels have improved.
The progress that these families have
made together with the progress that
similar farmers nave made throughout
the United States has created an added
.source of farm production. With their
help we are now better able to produce
the food and fiber that is needed to
strengthen our Nation's economy.
I know of no better example of the
benefits that can be derived from a sound
program of Government assistance when
its administration is in capable hands.
I know of no better example of helping
people to help themselves.

Mutual Security Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LOUIS B. HELLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. HELLER. Mr. Speaker, for the
past five very trying and eventful years
the United States has directed the full
vigor of its leadership and influence in
world affairs toward the transformation
of the collective security of the free
nations from a mere concept into a reality. Each year Congress ·has examined
the premise underlying this effort and
has taken stock of the progress made
and the achievements accomplished.
This is as it should be in a democracy
such as ours. With each succeeding
year, the Congress has recognized that
the successful defense of our own country is closely interlocked with the defens~ of ~ther free nations.
And yet,
despite this well-nigh universal recognition of the need for mutual defense
and security of the free world, each year
at this time when Congress considers
the proposed program for military and
economic aid to our allies there are some
among us who will argue that there is
really no need for it, that the situation
does not warrant, that the times do not
require it.
How often have we heard these arguments? Whenever I hear those twin
prophets of doom and gloom claim that
conditions are not ripe or the times do
not require any· action, it brings to my
mind that famous paragraph from
Charles Dickens' A Tale of Two Cities.
Surely, you recall the lines of that paragraph with which he began the first
chapter of his book. Let me read them
to you:
·
It was the best of times, it was the worst
of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was
the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of
belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it
was the season of light, it was the season
of darkness, it was the spring of hope, it
was the winter of despair, we had everything
before us, we had nothing before us, we
were all going direct to heaven, we were all ·
going direct the other way-in short, the
period was so far like the present period,
that some of its. noisiest authorities insisted .
on its being received, for good or for evil,
In the superlative degree of comparison only.
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Mr. Speaker, I am not one to indulge
in characterizing a problem by its extremes, or as Dickens calls it "the superlative degree of comparison only."
Nevertheless, I .want to borrow one of his
phrases an<l apply it to our own times.
You will recall where Dickens said: "We
had everything before us, we had nothing before us."
We, too, in our own day, are faced
with this dilemma. Upon our choice
today and upon our action in the months
ahead will depend whether we and our
children will have everything before
us-freedom, justice, ;human dignity,
and true peace-or nothing before us,
which in this instance means enslavement, uisery, human degradation, and
destruction of our civilization and our
way of life.
With the aid of the Mutual Security
Program and its predecessor, the Marshall plan, the free world has come a
considen:.ble distance in overcoming
some of the dangers that have plagued it
in the past few years. The success of
this endeavor is demonstrated, not by
dramati..! victories or spectacular events,
but best of all by a simple fact which
people all over the world will readily understand and appreciate. It is this:
since June of 1950, when the Communists
invaded South Korea and the United
states and United Nations forces collectively unmasked Soviet aggression,
there has not been a single new attempt
at Communist armed aggression anywhere in the world.
The confidence of the Communists in
their ability to expand at will in all directions has been successfully checked
by a united determination of the free
world, backed by the constantly growing strength of the free nations. Much
still remains to be done, however, before we and our Allies will have achieved
sufficient strength to feel reassured in
having attained the necessary security.
It must be understood that mutual security is a continuing responsibility.
Not only is it necessary for our country
to constantly improve and maintain its
strength, but it is equally urgent that, as
as long as the present international crisis
exists, the United States must aid those
nations allied with us in the common
defense to build and maintain their
strength so that the security of all may
be assured. Not until Soviet· Russia and
its Communist-dominated satellite countries will alter their aggressive intentions and relax their pace of rearmament, can we dare to relax our security
efforts.
The foreign aid program now before
Congress calls for an appropriation of
$6,900,000,000 for military and economic
assistance to our allies in the coming
fiscal year. In a sense, this sum may
rightfully be considered as the keystone
of the whole western defense effort, because its purpose is to bolster that effort by· providing money and materials
for those allied with us and, in this way,
making it possible for them to continue
their rearmanent program in coordination with ours. Without this aid, their
defense effort would face almost certain
collapse-and that would spell the end
of the mutual attempt to create a west-

ern defense force against Communist
aggression, perhaps for all times.
I agree that a sum amounting to nearly $8,000,090,000 is unquestionably an
enormous amount of money, but does
it seem too large when we consider what
is at stake? Does it seem too large when
we survey the immense job before us,
the job which is to determine whether we
have everything or nothing before us?
I am willing to concede that the cost of
foreign aid is great. Let us remember,
however, that the cost of the alternatives to the Mutual Security Program
would be overwhelmingly and tragically
greater. Who among us is willing to assume the responsibility for crippling the
foreign aid program? Who among us is
willing to carry a deed of this sort on
his conscience for the remainder of his
life?
Do we want a preventive war-a
cure that is worse than the disease itself? Or are we to adopt another alternative, such as the suggestion that we
retreat to our own hemisphere, isolate
ourselves from our friends abroad, ·and
then invite the full wrath of communi3m upon our people? Whether they
are aware of it or not, those who talk of
curtailing the Mutual Security Program are actually advocating such a
course. The consequences are not too
difficult to foresee: A few years of cheap
peace in splendid isolation and then,
sooner or later, a devastating war-a
war without benefit of allies, or their
manpower, or their production; a war
without the many vital raw materials
which our hemisphere lacks and which
are so essential for our defense.
Either of these alternatives involves
a cost whose proportions might be hundreds of times greater than the expenditures contemplated under the Mutual
Security Program. Either of these alternatives contains the promise of battle
and the threat of bloodshed on our
shores and in our skies.
During the deliberations on the foreign
aid program last August, I stated on the
floor of this House:
The success or failure of our action will
determine the degree of reaction among our
friends throughout the world. If we should
drastically cut the extent of our military
and economic aid proposed in the President's Mutual Security Program, it will be
taken as an indication that we are not
serious in our defense efforts. This will
definitely result in a relaxcttion of the defense effort of our allies, and a consuming
feeling of apathy and defeatism will engulf
the whole world.

Fortunately, we refrained from making drastic cuts in the program last year,
but the situation still holds true regarding the consequences if we should make
such cuts this year.
·
The choice is clear. Those who would
undermine the painstaking work of
building collective security, those who
would limit the efforts of the Mutual
Security Program by crippling cuts, must
assume the full responsibility for their
acts. In so doing, however, they must
also realize that they are placing the
safety of the Nation and of our democratic system in_perU, they are undermining the position of world leadership
which our Nation has attained in recent

decades, and they are destroying the
confidence which we enjoy in the eyes
of the free world.
The late Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes once observed: "A page of history is worth a volume of logic."
Mr. Speaker, we are today writing an
important page of world history. Freedom -loving people in every part of the
globe are watching and waiting to see
whether it will be a black-bordered page
for all of humanity, or a golden page
in human annals which will serve as
effective notice to Soviet Russia that the
free world is determined t-o remain free
at all costs.
By casting my vote in favor of the
Mutual Security Program, I hope to contribute toward the completion of a golden page in world affairs of which our
generation will have cause to be proud.

Herbert Hoover Always Tells the Truth

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS A. JENKINS
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. JENKINS. Mr .. Speaker, there is
no question that former President
Hoover is America's greatest living
statesman. Likewise, on all matters involving sincerity of purpose and patriotic loyalty to the best interests of his
country, he ranks with Washington and
Jefferson and Lincoln.
I was a Member of Congress during
Mr. Hoover's administration. I can recall vividly how Mr. Hoover repeatedly
requested of Franklin D. Roosevelt that
he cooperate with President Hoover in
his efforts to relieve and to retard the
movement of what was conceded to be a
world-wide panic. I remember ·Mr.
Roosevelt's usual flippant reply, which
was, "That is your baby and not mine."
The following newspaper report of
what Mr. Hoover tried to do and the
arrogant attitude of F. D. R. is true. Mr.
Roosevelt in my mind has done more to
the disadvantage of our country and our
people than any man in our history.
Mr. Speaker, the article to which I
refer is as follows:
HooVER

F. D. FOR CLOSING BANKS IN
1933
NEw YoRK, May 21.-Herbert Hoover says.
the closing of banks by Franklin D. Roosevelt on the day he took omce, March 4, 1933,
was "the American equivalent of the burning
of the Reichstag to create 'an emergency'."
"The whole panic was simply an induced
hysteria among bank depositors," Hoover
wrote in Collier's magazine. "It was the
most senseless and the most easily preventable panic in all history."
AssAILS

HELD AVOIDABLE

Hoover said be had repeatedly but v"tinly
sought cooperation from the President-elect
in the dying months of his administration.
Hoover said the ps.nic could have been prevented by public reassurances from Roosevelt
that he would not tinker with the currency,
tha t he would balance the budget, and maintain the Government credit.
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Hoover said he tried but failed to get such
statements from Roosevelt. As late as 11
p.m., March 3, the night before the inauguration-at a time when 80 percent of the
banks were still meeting depositors' demands-Hoover said he sought Roosevelt's
cooperation.
Particularly, the outgoing President wanted Roosevelt to endorse issuance of an Executive order controlling bank withdrawals and
foreign exchanges.
"That would have kept the banks open,"
Hoover said.
"At this last moment, shortly before midnight, I called Roosevelt on the telephone
at his Washington hotel. He again declined
to approve the Executive order. • • •
"To my astonishment, immediately after
his inauguration Roosevelt announced that
he had just discovered this old world-war
power, and used it as authority not to keep
the banks open-but to close them."
U.NNECESSARY STEP

"Roosevelt did not need to close the banks.
All he needed to do until bank depositors
got over their panic, was to restrict bank
payments to necessary business, and to l!.nit
foreign exchanges likewise. Closing the
banks was the American equivalent of the
burning of the Reichstag to create 'an emergency.'"

United States Unaware of Failures
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. 0. C. FISHER
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Speaker, we are
now debating the Mutual Security Program, calling for a requested expenditure of $8,000,000,000 in foreign military
and economic aid. As a part of my re. marks, and apropos of the issue before
the House, I include a report on conditions in Western Europe and the evidences of administrative waste on the
part of those who are dishing out American dollars to various European governments. This report was recently written by Mr. Houston Harte, of $an Angelo,
· Tex., after spending 3 months in Europe.
Mr. Harte is a distinguished writer and
publisher. His report is remarkably lucid
and timely. I include it at this point as
a part of my remarks:
UNITED STATES UNAWARE OF FAILURES-EUROPE
ALMOST BEYOND REPAIR-AMERICANS PIC•
TURED AS DESPOTS

UNITED STATES BRUSHED OFF

TOO GENEROUS?

Stalin had so thoroughly digested the
Balkans and the Baltic states that we had
become reconciled to this grab. The authors of the fine-sounding phrase of the
Atlantic Charter were still on the mountain.
Every wife and mother set up a cry for
Eisenhower to disband his European army.
A few weeks after the Russians were permitted to march into Berlin and Prague as
the "liberators," Stalin had jailed the nonCommunist members of the Polish underground government and the stage was set
for Soviet domination. Harry Hopkins was
sent to Moscow again to get the brush off.
What has happened in Europe since has
been almost a continuous series of political
and diplomatic defeats. Great Britain elected a Labor government. The Socialists of
England now joined those of the western
European nations in their demand of production for use." As they grimly seized the
opportunity to socialize their governments
they fell an easy prey to our hunch that "we
could get along with Stalin." In such a
situation it was just a matter of timing for
Hungary, Austria and Czechoslovakia to fall
to Communist puppet dictators under the
harsh hand of the Red army.

Being too generous can create as much
ill will as stinginess. We are overdoing our
aid to Europe. We have scores of missions,
commissions, do-gooder bureaus in Europe,
many of whom appear to be trying to justify
their existence by giving away the American
taxpayers' money. Europeans cannot understand why we want them to take so much
of our money.
The Marshall plan was a magnificent gesture, justified on many grounds as being
in our own selfish interest. But you can
still be for the Marshall plan and be against
filling office buildings in every European
capital with the same kind of deserving politicians who have been on the Federal payroll
giving away taxpayers' money since the early
days of Harry Hopkins.

CRUEL DESPOTISM

The cruel despotism suffered by the people
behind the iron curtain is relayed daily by
those brave souls whose good fortune allowed
their escape. Albania means little to usbut these brave and simple mountain people
are being systematically annihilated. The
fact that no conqueror had successfully subjugated them is thought to be one reason
. for the special treatment they are receiving
today. Stories that reach the outside world
say even the children are allowed to perish
after their parents have been shot or taken
to Russian mines.
One of the bitterest facts for an American
in Europe is the effect of 7 years of socialist
propaganda upon the mind of Europe. In
some quarters in Europe the line which separated the economic views of Socialists and
Communists is very thin indeed. In this
atmosphere it was easy for all the Communist attacks upon us to be taken up by the
Socialist press and pamphlets.

HOW CAN WE BE TOUGH?

How can we get tough with Europe when
our own people are over there hunting up
ways to dish it out? What chance have we
to taper off this aid under this sort of direction? And you know these people eat out
of our own Government commissaries and
PX's. They pay 10 cents a pack for cigarettes and about $23 a case for Old Grand
Dad.
It is May again in Europe-the month the
armies move in this age of undeclared wars
and unprovoked aggression, known as "liberation." While earnest men in many lands
strive to gather strength .to thwart the Soviet threat, former members of left-wing
cabinets in France and the Labor Government in England urge the Socialist opposition to the Adenauer government of
Western Germany to stay out of the European defense group.
Like the little men in Washington and the
crowd that pours out our millions, they
play the selfish game of political expediency.
They are willing to risk the loss of what is
left of the free world in order to gain their
selfish aims of position and power.
No doubt the world always has been this
way, but can it continue this way for long?

New England Textile Industry

AMERICANS BELITTLED

Despite our national generosity we are pictured as a nation of despots, grinding down
labor, pillaging the underprivileged, and indulging ourselves in widespread race discrimination.
In nations where class consciousness and
distinction are a dozen layers deep, where
wages and taxes have frozen millions to
their particular station, you find people
shedding tears about the plight of the average American.
The man who has never ridden in a railroad train lectures you about the "Jim Crow"
laws. The family that is frozen to the bi·
cycle dishes out statistics about our millions of motorcar accidents. Those who
can never own a home of their own remind
you of the tenements of Washington and the
share-cropper huts.

(By Houston Harte)
Looking back at Europe and westward toward home, one cannot help but approach
America with a heavy heart.
As a nation, and as individuals, we are
unaware of both our failures and our probAMERICAN WAY CONDEMNED
lems.
Bathtubs, refrigerators, central heatingThe plight of Europe seems almost beyond
things which Europe knows practically nothrepair. In the first half of this century
ing about-are depreciated as the fancy at400,000,000 western Europeans have lost their
tainment of the cruel extortionists of the
personal liberty-at least personal liberty
proletariat. Central heating and refrigeraa~ we know it in America.
tion are frequently condemned as not good
Thirty-five years ago we spilled our blood
for health.
to make the world safe for democracy. Five
Call Me Madame is rolling 'em in the
years ago, we and our allies had wrung from
aisles in London. It has been rewritten a
a desperate foe an unconditional surrender.
little for the European audience. It is funny,
It seems fantastic to have to admit that
but not as funny to an American in London
after going to war to make men free we
as it is to an American in New York. The
wound up at Rheims 7 years ago accepting
sad part about it is we are doing some things
the defeat of our enemy while Poland, Austria and Hungary already were in the hands · in Europe about as bad as the Russell Crouseof another despot.
'·- Irving Berlin version.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HORACE SEELY-BROWN, JR.
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Speaker, it
is my purpose to submit for the attention of the Congress additional evidence
relative to the textile industry in New
England.
The situation presently facing the
many textile workers in my district has
become acute. There is a great deal of
partial unemployment already; there is
plenty of evidence that this problem may
become worse rather than better in the
immediate future.
While the textile industry in the New
England area is still in trouble, the textile industry in the South never had it
so good.
On April 4, 1952, I placed in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD a statistical summary
which showed the number and amount
of tax amortization certificates which
had been issued by the Defense Production Administration to the textile industry. The vast majority of these cer-
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tificates were given to companies oper.
ating plants in the South. They were
given tax relief to help them expand
their facilities in order to take care of
orders which they already -had.
I now place in the REcORD information
properly supplied to me by Mr. Frank R.
Creedon, Assistant Administrator for
Facilities and Construction of the National Production Authority. This information gives a detailed accounting of
the amounts of scarce materials utilized
for plant expansion in one section of our
country while already existing plants in

New England, capable of doing the job,
remain idle.
Utilization of scarce materials at this
time for this particular purpose has the
effect of firing both barrels of a loaded
shotgun at all our New England workers.
Not only does it pena~ize our textile
workers, but also it penalizes the many
workers in the metals industries who
find themselves working short time because of a scarcity of metals.
I shall continue my every effort to do
all that I can to help protect the jobs of
those workers in my district who want to

work. For the immediak future the job
is to protect our textile workers from
this type of unfair competition spon.o
sored by the Federal Government.
The long-range problem involves utilizing every available means for bringing about a greater diversification of
manufacturing plants in my district.
Greater diversification, -rather than
dispersal, should be the goal of those
whose proper responsibility it is to protect the livelihood of the New Engla.i.~.d
worker.
The above-mentioned follows:

Summary oj textile industry allotments jor construction
Copper (pounds)

Steel (tons)
N arne of company

Facilities toea·
tion-State

Applicat ion
number

Quarter in which
issued

(70)
(14)

(13)
Plate

Struc·
tural

shapes

(19)

Other
carbon

(~)

Alloy

(30)
Stainless

(40)

(50)

Brass
mill

Wiro
mill

(1'0)

A~~:i-

Foundry (pounds)
products

----------1-------1------1------1---1-----------------------Burlington M.ills Corp __________ North Carolina ____ J-16806_________ First quarter --------- --------1952.
Do __________________________ -------------------- J-16806_________ Se c~ ~~ quarter
424

15

28 --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------75 --------- - -------- ---------

13, 000 --------- ---------

W. Boylston Manufacturing Co. Alabama __ ------- Equipment ----·------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---~----- --------- --------- --------- --------onJy.
Kroy, Inc_______________________ Massachusetts _________ do ___ _------ ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------Angus Park Woolen Co., Inc____ Connecticut_ ___________ do _________ _ ------------- - ---- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- - -------William Whitman Co., Inc _____ Massachusetts ____ ----_do _________ ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------Peerless Textiles, Inc____________ Tennessee_________ J-1882L________ Second Quarter --------- --------· 45 --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------1952.
Do-------------------------- _____ do_____________ J-18821_________ Third quarter
30
571
77 --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------1952.
Do-------------------------- _____ do_____________ J-18821_________ Fourth quarter
60
600
10,075 --------- --------140 --------- --------1952.
Peerless Woolen Mills___________ Georgia___________ E quip men t ------------------ --------- --------- -----~--- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------onJy.
A.Ines Worsted Co_______________ Massachusetts _________ do __________ -- ---------------- --------- --------- -----·--- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------North American Rayon Co., Alabama __________ J-19160 _________ First quarter
515
200
245 --------- 88,680
47,320 --------83,160
. -(Beaunit-Mills, Inc.).
·
.
1052.
DO-------------------------- -------------------- J-191.;()_________ Second quarter --------- --------- --------- --------5, ODD --------- --------- --------- -- ------·
1952.
Do ________________________________________ _:_____ J-19160______________ do ___________ --------- --------70
3
11, 500
1, 000
16,900 --------- --------Do-------------------------· -----·--------------.. J-19160_________ Third quarter --------- --------- --------- --------- 11, 500 - -------- --------- --------- --------·
1952.
Eastern Rayon Mills, Inc_______ West Virginia_____ Equipment ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- - -------- --------onJy.
Jewel Cotton Milll) Inc_________ North Carolina___ J-18966_ ________ (1
1. F. Stevens Co., me ________________ do____________ J-10789. Equip- ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------ment only.
Gastonia Combed Yam Corp ________ do ____________ Equipment ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------·
only,
Wm. E. Hooper & Sons Co _____ Maryland ______________ do _________ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------Guadalupe Valley Cotton _______ Texas __________________ do _________ ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------Mills Mill-Woodruff Plant ______ South Carolina _________ do _________ ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------Fairforest Co _________________________ do _________________ do _________ ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

>--------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

~l~~ilf~~i'o~~-lanC~~=::::: :::::~:::::::::::: :::::~:::::::':: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::

W. A. Handley Manufacturing

Alabama_______________ do _________ ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------Co.
Spartan Mills--------·---------- South .Carolina____ J-286----------- Fourth quarter ----·---24 --------- --------- --------1951.
Romac Mjlls, Inc_______________ Tennessee________ EquiPment ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------only.
Brookside Mills, Inc_----------- _____ do __ ---------- _____ do_-------- ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

--------- --------- --------- ---------

--------- --------- --------- ---------

--------- --------- --------- ----------------- --------- --------- ---------

~~~ttl~~~r~i~~i!;<ao:::::: a~~~:ia::::::::::: T-24g~_:::::::~ -Ffr-sC:(iuarter- ::::::::: . :---i257 ::::::::: : : : : : : : : : ::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

1952.
Dallas Mills, Inc________________ North Carolina___ E quip men t ------------------ --------- --------- --------only,
Limestone Manufacturing Co__ South Carolina ___ • ____ _do _________ ------------------ --------- --------- --------James Lees & Son Co_---------- Virg-inia___________ J-2062_________ _ (2) --------------- --------- --------- --------J.eiierson Mills, lnC----------:---- Georgia___________ J-15429________ First quarter --------115
10
1952.
Old Colony Manu.Cacturing Massachusetts_--- E quip men t ------------------ --------- --------- --------Corp.
only,
West Point Manufacturing Co__ Alabama__________ J-709___________ Fourth quarter --------119
1951.
Callaway Mills, Inc_____________ Georgia___________ E quip men t ------------------ --------- --------- --------only.
Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc ______ New York________ J-27554 ________ _ Third quarter
223
21
1952.
Do _______________________________ do_____________ J-27554_________ Fourth quarter --------- --------30
1952.
United States Rubber Co_______ Tennessee_________ J-21 2L _____ __ ___ ____ do___________
1
66 --------Blackstone Mills. Inc _---------- Massachusetts____ E q u ipm en t --·--------------- --------- --·------ --------only.
Philadelphia Carpet Co ____ ___.__ Pennsylvania __________ do __________ ------------------ --------- --------- --------Clinton Woolen Manufacturing Michigan ______________ do __________ -------·----------- --------- --·------ --------Co.
Chicopee Manufacturing Corp__ Georgia ________________ do __________ ------------------ --·------ --------- --------Phoenix Trimming Co _________ _ Illinois _________________ do __________ ------------------ --------- --------- --------Leu & Sachs, Inc____ ___________ _
North Carolina ________ do __________ ------------------ --------- --·------ --------Philadelphia Textile Finishers, Pennsylvania----- _____ do __________ ------------------ --:------- --------- --------Inc.
20
134
American Finishing Co __ ------- Tennessee_________ J-23197_________ Second quarter
00
1952.
lDefcrred Nov. : 3, 1951. Not resubmitted.
.
~Deierred Sept. 8, 1951. Not resubmitted. Materials required ;ustify sell-authorization.

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ----------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ----------------- --------- --------- -------- --------- ---------

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ----------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------·
42 ---------

1,100

3, 418 --------- ---------

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ------- __

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------300
1, 000 --------- ----- ------------ ----------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --- -------·------ --------- --------- --------- --------- ----------------- --------- --------- --------- _____ : ___ ----------------- ------··- --·------ --------- --------- -----------------------------------------

---------------------------------

--------------------------------

---------------------------------

---------------------------------

---------------------------------

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
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Summary of textile industry allotments jor construction-continued
Steel (tons)

-

Name of company

Application
number

Facilities location-State

Copper (pounds)
(70)

Quarter in which
issued

(14)

(13)

Plate

Structural
shapes

(19)

Other
carbon

(20)

Alloy

(30)

(40)

Stainle.oss

Brass

Wire

mill

mill

(50)

A~~~i·
Foundry (poundsl
prod·
ucts
(foO)

--------'------1--------1------!1------1--- -----------------------Textileather Corp_______________ Ohio___________ ___ Equipment ------------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------only.

i~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~;~;~~~~~~ ~~==~*~~~~~~~~~~ =~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~:~:~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~
1

2

~;~~'& b ~-~ti~c~~:::::::::::: £~~~sfaila::::::::: ~-t ~1-i>iiieiit- -~?::::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::
only.

~~~F~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~::
-::~~;y;~?:~~:::: :::::~t:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::
::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::
Chemstrand Corp. (E. I. Du Alabama __________
First quarter
J-18906---------

50

Pont de Nemours Co.).
1952.
Do .• ------------------------ _____ do _____________ J-18906 _________ Second quarter --------Do ___ _-----------~---------- _____ do_____________ J -18906-------- _ ___ ~~~~----- ____ -Do .• ------------------------ .••.• do_____________ J-18906--------- Third quarter

840
760

150

400 ---------

30,000 ---------

83 --------- --------- --------52
2, 960

2,368
2, 564

12
14

35,000 ---------

50,000

1, 500

2,000

858,000
988, 100

99, 575 105, 218 --------- --------75,000 113, 750 --------- -------- .
1952.
Do .• ------------------------ _____ do_____________ J-18906 ______________ do___________
16
1, 176
68 --------- 50, 532
50,892
2, 862
67,081
DO-------------------------- ••••• dO------------- J-18906--------- _____ do ___________ --------- --------- --------- ----- --- - ------- -- --------- --------- --------- 150,000
DO-------------------------- _____ dO------------- J~18906_________ F1~~~~ quarter
120
960
1, 212
104 227, 500
25,000
42, 250
150,000

Do ___ ____________________________ do_____________ J-18906 ______________ do___________
125 ----- ---Do ___ ____________________________ do_____________ J-18906--------- F1 ~~- quarter --------720

9

Do _____ _______________.___________ do_____________ J-18906 ______________ do___________
Do . • ------------------------ .•••• dO------------- J-18906 _________ Sef~~~ quarter

299 --------79 ---------

2, 574
480
341
495

58
58

233, 433
130,000

90,984

36, 950
136, 608

55, 365
68,400

E. I. Du Pont de Nemours ••••• dO-----.-------- J-23851.~------- Third quarter
64
40
1, 200
2, 700
(nylon).
,
1952.
Do .• ------------------------ _____ do_____________ J-23851.________ Fourth quarter --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------1952.

Do •. ------------------------ Tennessee_________ J-29895_________ Second quarter
1952.

Do .• ------------------------ ••••• do _____________ J -29895_________ Third
DO-------- ~ ----------------- .

36

quarter

10 --------- ---------

250

12

250

23,000

78, 793
2, 290
41, 144
32, 500 --------- --------5, 183
4, 778

7, 377
3, OO:i

2, 307
824

8, 000 --------- --------7, 000 --------- -------- 500 --------- --------2,100

10,000

1, 600

4, 000

1952.

9

_____ do_____________ J-29395_________ Fourth quarter --------- ---------

11,000 ---------

1952.

DO-------------------------- Delaware _________ J-25641. ________ Third

quarter --------- --------- --------- ---------

900 --------- --------- --------- ---------

Do .• ------------------------ _____ do_____________ J -25641.________ Fourth quarter --------- --------- --------- --------Do ..• ----------------------- _____ do __ ___________ J-25641. ________ First
quarter --------- -- ------- --------- ---------

900 --------- --------- --------- --------450

1952.

1953.
Du Pont (dacron) -------------- North Carolina .•. J-16587 ____________ __do.__________
DO-------------------------- _____ do _____________ J-16587 --------- Se c~~~ quarter

1
:::::~~:::::::::::

270
559
2 --- -- ----

g~~::::::::::::::::::::::::: =====~~::::::::::::: t~~~~~:::::::::
:::::::::~~
Do __ _____________________________ do_____________ J -~~~ i --------- -Th dJ·- --- --t·-Do ___ _______________________ ••..• dO.--.---------- 1 - o8 --------quar er
7

~~ -

1 2

3

~5
25

441 --------- 119,250
467 --------- 33, 600

~~

1

F1~~~~

quarter

Do .•. ----------------------- Delaware _________ J-15373 _________
Do _______________________________ do __ _______ ____ J-15373 _________

Sef~s~~
T~~~~-

quarter --------- --------- --------- --------quarter

Du Pont (orion) ________________ South Carolina ____ J-15374 _________ Second quarter
1952.

Do .• ------------------------ _____ do _____________ J-15374 _________ Third

quarter

25

35
20

40

88

504
480

90,341
368,800

82, 666

6, 000

15,900 --------- - --------

82, 667

6, 000

6, 500 --------- ---------

2, 000

1, 000 --------- ---------

2, 000

2, 000

1, 000

13

36,000

957

3, 250

50

12,000

160

5, 000 --------- {

2,000

100

4, 000 --------- {

1952.

Do .. ------------------------ _____ do _____________ J-1.3374_________ Fourth quarter
1952.

a Deferred Sept. 11, 1951. No resubmission.

127,143
24,135

::::::::: :::::::::1 :::::::::
:::::::::
--~::~~~- -----~~~- ---~::~~~
82, 666
5, ooo
11, 650 --------- ---------

Do.. _____________________________ do_____________ J -16537---------

15

6, 400
7, 102

25 --------25,000
3

~~: ~~!
~: ~~

Quantities justify self-authorization.

Dishonesty Is Bad Even in Politics
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS A. JENKINS
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, in this
morning's paper I see an article which
I am sure will prove that dishonesty is
dishonesty even if it is practiced in
politics.
In the Times-Herald of this date there
is an article written by William Fulton in
which he points out that it has been reliably reported that in recent primary
elections in Massachusetts, New Jersey,
and New ·Hampshire, thousands of
Democrats had been induced to go into

the Republican primary and vote for
Eisenhower. It is reported that in Newark, N. J., the largest city of that State,
63,000 persons furnished the required
affidavits to permit them to vote in the
Republican primary. If they had been
regular Republicans they could have
voted in the regular way and without
affidavits.
This article written by Mr. Fulton
points to such shocking practices that I
felt the article should be printed in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.

I hope that the widest publicity will be
given to these unfair and dishonest
practices.
I am sure that if Mr. Eisenhower is
nominated for President on the Republican · ticket, Mr. TAFT and most of his
loyal followers will vote for Mr. Eisenhower. I hope that the Eisenhower followers will not permit their zeal to out-

run their judgment and that they will
vote for Mr. TAFT if he is nominated for
President on the Republican ticket.
There is no question that the American people's most urgent wish is that we
may be able to effect a complete change
in national leadership in the coming fall
election. To do this we must elect a Republican President and Republican
Congress.
Let us do not throw it away by unwise
conduct.
·
Mr. Speaker, the newspaper article to
which I refer is as follows:
IKE VICTORIES IN EAST '!'RACED TO "MUG•
WUMPS"-DEMOCRATS INVADED GOP RANKS,
SURVEY SHOWS
(By William Fulton)
NEw YORK, May 21.-General Eisenhower's
Presidential primary "victories" in key Eastern States are largely due to Democrats in-
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vading GOP contests, a canvass of the re·
turns showed today.
In Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New
Hampshire, where preferential races were
staged alongside election of delegates to the
Republican national convention, the Eisenhower strategy was to overcome prevailing
sentiment for Senator TAFT with votes drawn
from the rival party.
Because interest was lacking in their own
primaries, thousands of Democrats crossed
over to the Republican side on primary day.
They were lured by the most colossal publicity campaign in American primary history: Left-wing. labor elements particularly
gave vent to their dislike for TAFT in this
way.
SIXTY-THREE THOUSAND MADE SWITCH

Former United States Senator Hawkes, of
New Jersey, revealed that in Essex County,
which embraces Newark, largest city in the
State, a total of 63,000 persons had furnished
amdavits in order to vote in the Republican
primary. There are 21 counties in the State
and "Ike's" lead over the Ohio Senator was
159,474.
The figures on Essex County came from
Anthony Miehle, election commissioner.
Hawkes declared that even if the figures
were scaled down to allow for new voters;
approximately one-third of the General'a
lead in the State came from this one county.
There were no figures available from other
counties.
TAFT refrained from filing any list of New
Jersey delegates pledged to him when Governor Driscoll's Republican organization assured him it would remain strictly neutral.
The Senator allowed his name to remain on
the ballot in the preferential contest.
Then after the withdrawal date had
passed, the Governor and his machine came
out whole hog for Eisenhower. TAFT tried
to withdraw his name, but the courts would
not allow it.
BACKED BY DRISCOLL

Driscoll, who aims at the Vice Presidential
nomination on an Eisenhower ticket, went
all out to bring in a big vote for the general.
A curious side light on the primary bobbed
up in the suburban town of Glen Ridge.
There in one voting precinct Ike received
200 votes and TAFT only 5 on the voting machine. An Eisenhower Republican and a
Democrat announced the tally.
·
Alexander Elder, former mayor of Glen
Ridge, smelled a rat. He knew of dozens of
persons in the precinct who were pro-TAFT.
Elder obtained an order from the superior
court ordering the voting machine opened.
Examination disclosed 100 uncounted votea
for TAFT.
The incident has significance because 800
voting machines were used in Essex County.
Ike carried the county by more than 50,000
alleged votes.
ADVERTISEMENTS AIDED

In Massachusetts the campaign to pack
the GOP primary with Democratic votes
was carried on through newspaper advertisements an · over the Bay State. There were
640,000 Democrats, 622,ooo ·Repuplicans, and
1,250,000 independents registered in Massachusetts. The independents for the most
part are labor-union members who keep this
sit-on-the-fence status so they can go into
local primaries.
Besides the paid advertisements, the proEisenhower press explained in great detail
how Democrats or independents could
change their registration and pack the Republican primary for Ike.
This was particularly true of the Boston
Herald. Basil Brewer, publisher of the New
Bedford Standard-Times· and TAFT manager,
declared the Democrats who crossed over
would probably return to their own partJ
candidate in the November election.

The pattern tor the Ike strategy was first
tried out in New Hampshire, where the Nation's first Presidential primary was held on
March 11. Background for the New Hamp•
shire picture lay in a hot Republican pri•
mary fight 2 years ago when Senator TOBEY,
a New Deal Republican, barely nosed out
Wesley Powell, a young war veteran attorney,
for the nomination.
CIO leaders admittedly brought about the
coup for ToBEY by ordering their members
to change their registrations from Democratic to independent before the deadline, 90
days prior to the primary. As independents
they could go into the GOP primary and
request Republican ballots. It was these
voters to whom the major campaign appeal
of the Eisenhower camp was addressed.
Eisenhower w~n by more than 10,000 votes.

The Late Judge John J. Fitzgerald, a
Former Member of Congress
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LOUIS B. HELLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr: HELLER. Mr. Speaker, I was
very grieved to learr\ of the passing of
a very distinguished citizen of Brooklyn
and a former Member of this House,
Judge John Joseph Fitzgerald. He died
on Tuesday, May 13, at the ripe age of
80 years.
Some of our senior Members in this
body will probably recall him as chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, which post he held from 1911
until the end of 1917 when he resigned
from Congress to enter private law practice in New York. He was first eiected
to Congress in 1898 and served continuously for a period of 19 years. He represented the second New York district.
Judge Fitzgerald was born in Brooklyn on March 10, 1872. He attended the
public schools of Brooklyn, studied at
·La. Salle Military Academy, and was
graduated from M~nhattan College 1n
New York in 1891. He received his law
degree from the New York Law School.
Curiously enough, he was to have received a medal from Manhattan College
on Wednesday, May 14, as an outstanding graduate of that school. I trust
this will now be presented posthumously.
After being admitted to the bar in
1893, he had a varied and extensive legal
experience. He was first associated
with a prominent trial lawyer, later they
formed a partnership under the name of
Griffin & Fitzgerald, which lasted until
1902. He took an active interest at an
early age in political affairs and was a.
delegate to all Democratic national conventions from 1900 to 1928.
When he took his oath as a Member
of Congress on March 4, 1899, he was
only 27 years old. In subsequent years
he attained Nation-wide fame for his
efforts and his leadership in Congress.
In 1900, for example, he launched a;
movement to have battleships built in
the country's navy yards, instead of by
private shipbuilders, and he was successful in this effort. He was among the firS~

in Congress to support the idea of an
8-hour day for labor, he was in favor of
old-age pensions, and as early as 1909
he led a fight to liberalize the rules of the
House. During the 6 years he headed
the Appropriations Committee his service was marked by vigorous efforts to curtail public expenditures.
He was only 45 years old when he resigned from Congress to form a law
partnership in New York with former
Supreme Court Justice Luke D. Stapleton. For a time he served as counsel
to the New York City Board of Transportation. On several occasions his name
was mentioned in connection with high
public office and in two instances he was
considered as a possible candidate for the
United States Senate. In March 1932,
Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt, of New
York, appointed him to the Kings County
Court and in November of that year he
was elected to a 14-year term in that
court. He retired from the court on December 31, 1942, When he reached the
age of 70.
Thereafter Judge Fitzgerald resumed
private-law practice, continued his civic
activities in Brooklyn where he resided,
and also served for a term as president
of the Kings County Criminal Bar Association, of which I am a member. He
is survived by his wife, Mrs. Kathleen
Ferris Fitzgerald, five sons, two daugh ..
ters, and a sister.
Judge Fitzgerald was an outstanding
public servant, a patriotic American, and
a distinguished citizen. He served the
Nation and his constituency with great
devotion and loyalty, and was in turn
well-beloved by all who knew him and
came in contact with him. I have known
him intimately for many years and always admired him for_his leadership and
respected his views and opinions. His
sterling qualities as a statesman, jurist,
and human being will be remembered
for many years to come.
My heartfelt and deepest sympathy
goes forth to his family and his dear ones.
May they be consoled by the thought
that he leaves behind a great and honorable name and a distinguished reputation as a faithful and conscientious servant of the people in the best American
tradition.

The Atomic Spies
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ARTHUR G. KLEIN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. KLEIN. Mr. Speaker, I should
like to briJ:ig to the attention of the
Chamber a new book called the Atom
Spies and written by my good friend,
Oliver Pilat, a featured feature writer
of the New York Post, published on April
25 by G. P. Putnam's Sons.
Nearly all members of the New York
delegation will remember Oliver Pilat as
a sta1f member of the brilliant Wash•
1ngton Bureau of the New York Post,.•
Under Charles Vandevander, chief of
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to this great and wonderful nation as the
communicant of any other faith.
If anything, the American Jew is more
fanatically loyal to the United States and
its democratic institutions because, from its
inception, written in~radicably into its fundamental law, the United States, and most
of the Colonies before independence, prohibited religious qualifications for its citizens and Made every man equal before the
law.
Jews as a nation and as a religious body
have thousands of years of cruel memories
of being set apart, of persecution, of torture,
and death.
In America they are free-free to follow
any occupation, to worship God as they
choose, to go and come as they please. If
this freedom is not exclusive to America, it
is at least greater here.
I myself deeply resent the imputation made
in some places that Jews as a whole have
some political allegiance greater than their
allegiance to our own country, or that they
are more susceptible to subversive influences
and temptations.
The Jewish community in America is as
old as the history of Europeans in America.
Jews from all the countries of Europe came
FRONT-PAGE AWARD
with the early colonists; they helped build
He is 49 years old, and when I asked America; they fought in the wars and they
contributed far more than their share to the
him for a little biographical data he just financing
of the infant republic.
said he was old enough to get tired when ·
The well-documented statistics of the Jewhe mows the lawn. Since his return to ish War Veterans of the United States of
the Post in New York, Pilat has been as- America, as printed in the book, Jews in
signed to numerous big stories for special American Wars, by J. George Freedman and
coverage. He is a member in good Louis A. Falk, show how the American Jewstanding of the American Newspaper ish community meets the crisis.
Here is a partial quotation from the table
Guild and has held various executive
page 78, a summary of the war record of
positions in his own chapter. He re- on
American Jews, 1917-18:
ceived the front-page award from the
population of the United
guild twice, and received, for one of his Total
States in 1917 _______________ 103,690,473
stories (on the Peekskill violence), sec- Jewish population in the United
ond prize under the Geist award-a disStates in 1917--------------S, 389, 000
tinction shared with Mrs. Eleanor Roose- Total number in the armed
velt.
services of the United States_
4, 355,000
Ollie Pilat is one of the sanest men Jews serving in the Armed
Forces of the United States
I know. It is typical that the Geist
(about)-------------------250,000
award came to him for newspaper stories
of Jews to total
conducive to racial and religious under- Percentage
p::>pulation__________________
S. 27
standing.
Percentage of Jews in Armed
It is natural that I should remember
Forces______________________
5.73

bureau, and more recently director of
publicity of the Democratic National
Committee, with Bill Player, covering
the White House and Jimmie Wechsler,
now editor of the Post, covering labor.
Ollie was the general feature writer of
the bureau.
This small group of crack reporters
frequently matched or beat the huge
wire services on important stories. Few
papers have ever boasted such an aggregation of reportorial skill in one small
office.
In the days when the Post maintained
in Washington a full-time bureau,·! used
to talk to Ollie Pilat a great deal about
p.1blic events.
Oliver Pilat is a native of New York,
reared in the faith of the Friends Congregation, more commonly kncwn as
Quakers. He was graduated from Amherst College, and immediately plunged
into journalism in 1926. He spent 2
years in the Paris bureau of the Post,
8 years in Washington.

Ollie Pilat best for a profile of me done
for the Post several years ago, which occupies a place of honor on my office wall.
In that full-page story Ollie and I
·discussed at some length the subversive
effort of some un-American elements in
the United States to smear the entire
Jewish community with a Red charge.
Not long after that, when the trial of
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg had given
rise to some rather extraordinary statements by people who should have known
better, and in that connection, Pilat was
assigned by the Post to do a series of
articles on espionage, and for one of the
articles he asked me to prepare a statement.
That statement follows:
JEWS ARE LoYAL

Jews are people.
There are just as many saints and just
as many sinners in any 100,000 Jews from
any locality in the world as there are in any
100,000 one-hundred-percent blonde Nordics,
and no more.
By the same token there ar~ just as many
potential subversives in the American Jewish
community as in the rest of the population,
and no more.
·
Man for man, woman for woman, chlld
for child, the American Jew is just as loyal

Casualties were computed to be 3,500
wounded and 12,000 dead. There were 9,177
commissioned officers among the Jews, in-·
eluding an Army gen~ral, an admiral, and a
marine general. ·
Three Jews received the Congressional
Medal of Honor, 147 the Distinguished Service Medal or Cross, and 982 other decorations and citations.
From page 150, a summary of the war
record of American Jews, World War II, the
following statistics have been taken:
Total population of the United
States ______________________ 135,000,000
Total Jewish population of the
United States______________
4,500,000
Total number in the armed
services of the United States:. 13, 000, GOO
Jews serving in the Armed
Forces of the United States__
550, 000
Percentage of Jews to total
population__________________
3. 33
Percentage of Jews in our Armed
Forces______________________
4.23
Casualties were 11,000 dead in service and
40,000 wounded.

Decorations awarded Jews in the Armed
Forces included: 1 Congressional Medal of
· Honor; 157 Distinguished Service Medals or
Crosses or Navy Cross; 1,600 Silver Star:
50,242 other decorations, citations, or awards.
About 60 percent of all Jewish physicians
under 45 years of age were in service.

THE VERMIN PRESS

The vermin press has tried to spread the
Hitlerian lie that the bogeymen of the native
Fascist, the international Jew, is at once the
grim capitalist exploiter and the bearded
Bolshevok with knife and bomb.
The vermin press could be ignored if the
vermin did not creep into more respectable
sheets.
Few people realize that the circulation of
Commonsense, as one example, is greater
than that of the Dally Worker, and at this
peculiarly hysterical juncture of world history there is little net difference between
the policies of the Worker and Commonsense.
From time to time definite outcroppings
of the anti-Semitic falsehoods creep into the
respectable daily press and into the CoNGREssioNAL RECORD.

These are facts: The American Jew is
loyal. He is loyal to the Government of
America today; he is loyal to its past and
its future: he is loyal to its institutions and
to its traditions; above all, he is loyal to its
written Constitution, and believes that the
Constitution is the noblest instrument of
human freedom and self-government ever
penned.
American Jews vary as widely in their political and religious beliefs and practices, as
individuals, as -do American Protestants, and
for the same reasons.
I am especially concerned because recent
disclosures of espionage have, in straight
news coverage, thrown what are popularly
called "Jewish names" into the headlines,
and many of the people have come from my
own congressional district on the lower East
Side.
Any imputation that such occurrences are
of a higher incidence than in the total population would be wholly inaccurate and unsupported by facts.
THE BOLD CHOOSE FREEDOM

It sometimes happens that a Protestant,
a Catholic, or a Jew, young, sensitive to social and political injustices, and finding no
satisfaction in doctrine, yet emotionally seeking authoritative guidance, will turn from
one dogma to another; and it may be to
communism.
Political dogmas, such as Marxism, appeal
to the timid and the weak, who find their
strength in the didactic pronouncements of
a party line; this is just as true of the search
fbr perfection in the extremities of the right.
The democratic processes of free self-government appeal to the strong, the bold, the
adventurous, who find joy and satisfaction
in the daily solution of complex problems;
and Jews seeking public service naturally
turn toward Jeffersonian libertarianism.
Political anti-Semitism is used by vicious
opportunitists and self-seekers searching for
a scapegoat for their own sins.
The canard that Jews are Communists and
Communists are Jews convicts the liars who
tell it of their own hidden crimes against
society and against their own dignity as human beings.
Make no mistake about it: The people of
the Nineteenth Congressional ~is.trict, who
are dominantly Jewish in faith, and who
came, in the last three generations, from
every land, are just as loyal-and are more
intelligently loyal because they have a
greater stake in our freedom-as those of
any other district.
My pride in the people of my congressional
district is exceeded only by my pride in the
people of the United States.
When we stop to think that in 30 years of
intensive missionary effort the Communist
Party has been able to attract only about
one-thirtieth of 1 percent of our population we can appreciate the devotion 1D.
America to democratic self-government.
The Communist Party has shrewdly exploited every grievance; it has been aided
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and abetted by the blind bigots of reaction
who have denounced as communistic every
serious effort to remedy the grievances.
That so few have been deluded is a tribute
to all Americans.
THE ATOM SPIES

I have quoted my own words, Mr.
Speaker, because Ollie Pilat asked me to.
I am proud that he said that my statement says better than his own book the
point he tried to make: That traitors are
made out of their own half-world of
ethics and morale, and not by race, by
religion, by economic level, by national
derivation. And that America is a place
where an individual is judged-not his
club, his skin or his religion.
In his book, the Atom Spies, Oliver
Pilat traces the tortured history of many
an espionage agent and turncoat, some
American, some British, some Canadian,
some from other lands. Some came out
of dire poverty; some possessed considerable wealth. There is no single and
simpler answer to the question of why
any of them was willing to serve a foreign master.
To mention only a few of the names he
treats fully, there are: Abe Brothman,
Elizabeth Bentley, Max Elitcher, Klaus
Fuchs, Harry Gold, David and Ruth
Greenglass, Clarence F. Hiskey, David
Gordon Lunan, Dr. Allen Nunn May,
Kenneth May, Miriam Moskowitz, Bruno
Pontecorvo, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg,
Morton Sobell.
· Some spied for gold, some for glory,
some out of hate or confusion.
But none of these people became traitors because of their religious or racial
background per se.
Klaus Fuchs did not betray England
and America because he was a Germanborn Lutheran; Clarence Hiskey did not
betray his native land because he was
reared in the bosom of the Roman Catholic Church; Julius Rosenberg did not
surrender his birthright for a death sentence because he was reared in a devout
Jewish home.
As I have suggested, it is possible that
each of these people was so morally weak
as to need unswerving dogma to survive, and that, having cast their accustomed dogma off, they turned to communism as a new fountainhead of authority.

his father's heart by refusing to complete
rabbinical training, and that he had repudiated his religion entirely when he embraced
communism. • • •
When the National Guardian campaign
culminated in the formation of a National
Committee To Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case, the raci~l and religious appeal
deepened. "It is a relevant fact," said an
appeal for members to serve on the committee, dated November 10, 1951, which came
to the author of this book, "that the alleged
political opinions of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg were a major element in the case. Fear
that the Rosenbergs were also victims of religious bigotry was expressed, immediately
following the trial, by the leading Jewish
press and by other newspapers in this country."
It was not a fact that the leading Jewish
press and other newspapers had blamed the
conviction of the Rosenbergs on their religion. With the exception of a few ultrareactionaries, there had been no public misuse
of the case for rabble-rousing purposes until
the Communist Party decided to see what
propaganda advantages it could secure.
Americans pretty generally seemed to realize that if a man brought up as a Protestant, a Catholic, or a Jew joined the Communist Party, he thereby cut loose from his
religious training. The :Lact that one or two
convicted spies bore what were called Jewish names meant nothing, any more than
the conclusion could be drawn about Brooklynites of Italian-American origin because
of the arrest . of two Italian-Americans
in Brooklyn for passing counterfeit $10
bills. • • •
Whether the Communist willingness to
arouse anti-Semitism in the guise of fighting
it in the Rosenberg case would get anywhere was doubtful. • •- • Some Jewish
intellectual had been conspicuous in the influx of idealists into the party during its
anti-Fascist phase in the thirties but the
same intellectuals had led the exodus when
the rigidity, cruelty, and immorality of communism became apparent. • • •
Nobody could isolate any personal antiSemitism in the Rosenberg case. The chief
prosecution witnesses, as well as the three ,
defendants, were Jews. The judge was a Jew.
The prosecutor was a son of Jewish immigrants who had settled in the same depressed East Side area which produced the
Rosenbergs and the Greenglasses.

Mr. Speaker, the author goes on to cite
a booklet issued by the National Committee To Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case, and a two-page spread in the
Daily Worker, which not only conjured
up the specter of anti-Semitism, but
managed also to raise the ghost of antiTHE FINAL CYNICISM
Catholicism, anti-Negroism, and xenoOliver Pilat, in the concluding pages phobia, all in one sweep of rhetoric.
of his book, points out the final cynicism
Pilat's conclusions are the same as
of the Communist Party in trying to in- mine
or yours: Each man must be
ject religious and racial bias into the
judged on his own merits, and not on
trials of the atom spies.
I quote below several key paragraphs · any external qualification; and I befrom the final pages of the Atom Spies: lieve with Pilat that the American public, with only minor exceptions in the
Perhaps the most mischievous phase of
lunatic fringe, agrees fully.
the Communist campaign in the Rosenberg
These quotations from the concluding
case consisted in trying to squeeze out some
racial and religious advantage for the party.
chapter do not begin to show the fasThe most conspicuous box in the opening
cination of the Atom Spies as a book. It
article of the National Guardian series was
reads like a novel; the characters range
a quotation that the Reichstag fire in O'erfrom the spider-like Arthur Adams to
many set the stage for the "terror, the perHelen Bentley, the self-confessed missecution, and attempted political and economic annihilation of the Jews." The fronttress of Jacob Golos, Soviet spy chief.
page picture of the Rosenbergs carried a refHumor is not absent, for Oliver Pilat
erence to France's famous anti-Semitic m111has a Jovian detachment from his theme
tary case: "Is this the Dreyfus case of coldwhich enables him to laugh at his own
war America?"
characters.
Anybody familiar with the personal history of Julius Rosenberg knew he had broken
I recommend the Atom Spies highly,
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Potatoes: Object Lesson in Price Control
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN TiiE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, I am including as part of my remarks a timely editorial that appeared
in the Janesville (Wis.) Gazette of Tuesday, April 29. It is most difficult for the
people of this country to understand how
there can be a shortage of potatoes when
it seemed only a short time ,ago that the
Government was destroying them. The
editorial in question correctly points out
what happens when the Government interferes with the law of supply and demand. The potato situation is exhibit
A in the fiasco of price controls:
POTATOES: OBJECT LESSON IN CONTROL

Wisconsin folks, who live in one of the big
potato-growing States of the Nation, are
hunting for potatoes in the markets, and
are paying about 9 cents per pound for them
when t.hey find them. In Milwaukee, the
first 325 bags of potatoes have arrived from
Spain, an advance shipment on a bigger run
of imported tubers expected soon.
For many years potatoes furnished the
most (pectacular illustration of the folly of
Government subsidy. Now they are serving
another and greater purpose in illustrating
how Government interference, once it is
started, can find no stopping place. For
years consumers paid not only for potatoes
but also, through taxes, for encouraging
farmers to produce excessive quantities.
Now supplies are so scarce that exorbitant
prices are being charged, and southern Wisconsin farmers are finding it difilcult to locate even seed potatoes. Many in the Janesville area are traveling from town to town
in the hope of finding what they will need
to plant for home use or for small-scale marketing.
·
For 8 years potatoes were under a Federal
price-support plan. In that time the Government bought 512,000,000 bushels for
$542,000,000. It was $90,000,000 in 1£49
alone. The potatoes taken off the market
were dumped, burned, buried, or sprayed
with purple dye and sold at a cent per 100
pounds or less for use as livestock feed or
fertilizer.
The result of all this was to increase supplies year by year. Growers studied scientific production procedures and, using their
subsidy money to purchase powerful machinery, ran production up as high as 600
bushels per acre. Eventually the public reaction forced a reversal and Congress banned
such subsidies in 1950.
Again the Department of Agriculture
stepped into the picture, warning farmers
that they were on their own, and that
cuts in production were advisable to adjust
to market demand. Growers responded in
a big way, planting only 1,379,000 acreshalf the acreage of 10 years before. The
Government goal for potatoes was placed at
335,000,000 bushels. With the more-thanasked-for cooperation of growers in cutting
acreage, nature, too, took a hand. A cold,
wet summer cut production 10,000,000 bushels below the goal.
From that time on the story is one o!
prices. Last November potato prices hit
parity-the Government figure of a fair return to the grower. The next month it was
up to 105 percent of parity. That was the
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signal for the Office of Price Stabilization to
step in with an attempted price roll-back.
How successful that has been is well
shown in the New York area where efforts
to tatch black marketers have been discouraging. There has been misrepresentation of
grade and the scramble for the scarce supplies has resulted in some grotesque, if
amusing, situations. One potato grower
sold his supply at the legal ceiling price, but
was said to have received $200 each for some
chickens which were included in the deal.
Generally, retail price ceilings for potatoes
were heeded, but the difference was made
up in extreme prices for other vegetables
upon which no ceilings have been fixed.
The potato-price puzzle, for the moment
at least, is expected to be self-solving.
Southern and California potatoes are begining to reach the market and the day when
hold-up prices can be obtained probably is
nearing an end. Buying resistance is doing
the rest. Tll.e lessons inherent in potatoes,
however, sh ould not be lost. We have a
chance of getting something for our half
billion and more of tax money used for subsidy and the 8 to 10 cents per pound we are
paying now if we learn how much Government help can cost us.

Reorganization of the Government of the
District of Columbia

The Board, however, may not redelegate
to any individual member of the Board or
to any District officer, employee, or agency
the following functio~s: (1) Any regulatory
functions vested in the Board by Congress
except those pertaining to the administration of or procedure before any District
agency; (2) the function of approving any
contract in excess of $25,000, which contracts must have the approval of the threemember Board acting as a whole; (3) the
function of appointing or removing the head
of any District agency responsible directly
to the Board; and ( 4) the function of approving the annual budget for the District
of Columbia.
In addition to the District's judicial agencies which are not subject to the Reorganization Act of 1949, several other important
District agencies are excluded from operation of plan No. 5. Principal among these
are the National Guard, the Board of Library
Trustees, the Board of Education, the Zoning
Board, the Recreation Board, and the Public
Utilities Commission.
Plan No. 5 also authorizes the Board to
establish 15 executive positions without regard to the numerical limitations set forth
in section 505 of the Classification · Act of
1949 for which compensation in excess of
the rates established for grade G8-15
($10,800) may be paid whenever standards
of the classification laws permit. Other details of plan No. 5 are covered in the sectionby-section analysis which follows.
SECTION-BY -SECTION ANALYSIS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD L. SITTLER, JR.
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. SITTLER. Mr. Speaker, speaking in behalf of the President's Reorganization Plan No. 5, which is designed to
improve the government of the District
of Columbia, I submit for the benefit of
my colleagues the following analysis of
that plan and urge their complete sup. port of it as probably the most feasible
improvement presently possible for the
go.v ernment of the District of Columbia:
SENATE COMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

May 10, 1952.

Subject: Reorganization Plan No. 5 of 1952Reorganization of the Government of the
District of Columbia.
Plan No. 5 of 1952 provides for the first
significant reorganization of the Government
of the District of Columbia since the act of
1874, which terminated self-government in
the District and established the present
commission structure.
SUMMARY

-

.

~

In brief, plan No. 5 authorizes the Board
of Commissioners of the District to regroup
the District's functions into a new organization structure, with certain exceptions as
hereafter noted, in order to clarify responsibility, establish clearer lines of authority,
and consolidate the functions now performed
·by almost 100 separate District agencies.
To accomplish this, plan No. 5 abolishes
some 95 District boards, departments, commissions, and offices (for list of abolished
offices, see appendix A, attached), transfers
their functions to the Board of Commissioners as a whole, authorizes the B0ard to
redelegate those functions to any Board
member, officer, employee, or agency of the
District, except the courts thereof, and
empowers the Board to establish a new department structure to discharge the regrouped. functions.

Section 1: Transfer to the Board of Commissioners all functions of 95 District boards,
departments, commissions, and offices.
Section 2 (a): Abolishes the 95 District
boards, departments, commissions, and offices
listed in section 1 at such time as the Board
of Commissioners specifies after effectuation
of plan No. 5 of 1952, but in no event later
than June 30, 1953.
Section 2 (b) : Abolishes the office of the
People's Counsel established by section 3 of
the act of December 15, 1926 (D. C. Code,
1940 ed., sec. 43-205) .
Section 2 (c): Authorizes the Board of
Commissioners to make necessary provisions
for terminating the affairs of any office, department, or agency abolished by the provisions of section 2.
Section 3: Authorizes the Board of Commissioners to redelegate the perfo.rmance of
any of its functions, including any function
transferred to or otherwise vested in the
Board of Commissioners by plan No. 5 of
1952 to any member .of the Board of Commissioners or to any other officer, employee,
or agency of the District of Columbia, except the courts thereof.
Section 3 (b) : Prohibits the Board of
Commissioners from - delegating any of the
following functions to any individual member of the Board or to any other officer, employee, or agency of the District: .( 1) Any
regulatory function vested in the Board by
Congress except those pertaining to the ad~inistration of or procedure before any District agency; (2) the function of approving
any.contract in excess of $25,000, which contracts must have the approval of the Board
· of Commissioners as a whole; (3) the function of ·appointing or removing any District
agency head responsible directly to the
Board; or (4) the function of approving the
budget for the District of Columbia.
Section 4: Authorizes the Board of Commissioners to establish a new departmental
structure consisting of so many agencies, departments, and offices with such titles as the
Board of Commissioners shall determine
necessary to discharge the functions abolished by section 2 and transferred to the
Commissioners by section 1. Authorizes the
Board of Commissioners .to make appointments to the new agencies, departments, and
offices created in accordance with the civil
service classification iaws, and authorizes the

appointment of 15 positions for which compensation in excess of the rates established
for grade GS-15 ($10,800) may be paid without regard to the numerical limitations on
such positions set forth in section 505 of
the Classification Act of 1949.
Section 4 (b): Established two new offices
in the District of Columbia to have the titles,
respectively, of "Chief of Police" and "Fire
Chief." Each officer shall be appointed by
the Board of Commissioners at compensation
to be determined by the Board at a rate not
in excess of $12,800 per annum.
Section 5: Authorizes the Board of Commissioners to transfer personnel, property,
records, and funds betwee,n District agencies
or between the Board of Commissioners and
District agencies as the Board determines
necessary to implement the provisions of
plan No. 5 of 1952.
DEFECTS OF PLAN NO. 5 OF 1952

Some concern has been expressed over the
broad grant of authority given the District
Commissioners by plan No. 5. The plan is
more of a carte blr,nche delegation of power,
with certain afore-mentioned exceptions,
than a comprehensive reorganization plan
based upon accepted municipal organization principles. This "blank check" to the
Commissioners, except for the exclusion of
certain functions, leaves future reorganization entirely at the Commissioners' discretion.
Another objection of even greater significance is that plan No. 5 perpetuates the
present commission form of government in
the District. This form of government has
been repeatedly condemned by a series of
extensive authoritative reports over the last
25 years which unanimously described the
present commission form of government as
defective, outdated, and discredited.
In 1929 the Brookings Institution in a full- .
length report desc:t:ibed the defects of the
. present system and recommended abolition
of the Board of Commissioners and creation
of a council-manager . system. In 1937, the
Jacobs report stated that "the commission .
form of municipal organization •
•
has been eclipsed in the last 20 years by .
the more effective managerial type of government. During the last 60 years, however,
the form of the District Government has
undergone no material changes
•.
The present departmental organization and
administrative and fiscal procedures in the
highest standards of service an.d economy."
In 1939 the Griffenhagen report described
the weaknesses and deficiencies of the existing organization of the government of the
D~strict.
It is said that the present Board
· of Commissioners is not unlike a city commission under the outdated and rather
generally discredited commission form of city
government." And in 1948 the Auchincloss
report again described· the defects of the
present form of District government and
stated that the present Board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia should be
abolished.
Aside from the splintering of the District
government into three divisions under as
·many commissioners, as has been the tendency in_ the past, the fusion of executive·
· authority, ordina~ce-making powers, and
administrative responsibility in an appointed three-member board violates not only
the constitutional principle of separation of
powers, but also generally accepted principl~s
of good government organization, management, and practices.
Of particular concern to authorities on
government management is the failure of
plan No. 5 to provide an administrative omcer to relieve the Board of Commissioners,
who are · vested with executive, legislative
and regulatory powers, from the heavy, timeconsuming burden of administrative responsibility for the day-to-day conduct of the
District;s extremely complicat-e d affairs.
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A proposed reorganimtion plan, drafted
by the Bureau of the Budget, which incorporated the major recommendations of
the four authoritative management reports
made over the last quarter of a century on
the District of Columbia government and ·
which would have eliminated the fundamental weaknesses inherent in the present District government was rejected by PresiJent
Truman in preference to the District Commissioners' recommendations, which are incorporated in plan No. 5 of 1952.
PRESENT ORGANIZATION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

HISTORY OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA

The present commission government of
the District of Columbia had its origins in
the act of 1874 which abolished self-government for the District and established a
temporary appointive commission of · three
citizens.
Four years later, by act of Congress approved July 11, 1878, that temporary arrangement was made permanent, with an
officer detailed from the United States Corps
of Engineers replacing one of the three citizen members of the Board. Since that date,
despite tremendous growth in functions, responsibilities and population, the District's
complex affairs have been governed under
this charter adopted almost 75 years ago.
The act of 1874 which created the temporary commission failed to provide the right
of local suffrage which District residents had
exercised for three-quarters of a centur y, nor
did the act of 1878 make provision for the
franchise. The District, therefore, has been
without local self-government since 1874.
(For an earlier history of the government
of the District of Columbia since 1790 when
Congress originally established the District,
see appendix C.)

The District of Columbia has one of the
most complicated local government organization structures in the Nation.
The governing b::>dy in the existing government is the Board of Commissioners
which consists of two residents of the Dis. trict appointed by the President, with the
consent of the Senate, and an officer detailed
from the Un ited States Corps of Engineers.
Beneath this top layer of authority is a
confusing maze of approximately 100 separate agencies, departments and officessome of them independent, some of them
p::>licy-making, and many of them duplicati7e-r~ulting in a
chaotic municipal
THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF PLAN NO. 5
struct ure probably unparalleled in American
Plan No. 5 of 1952 was submitted to the
government.
The District government at present has . Congress by ~be President on May 1: 1~52,
under the authority of t i1e Reorgamza twn
one-third more than the total number of
Act of 1949. Under the provisions of that
agencies in t.he executive branch of the Fedact, the plan shall take effect upon the exeral Government including the temporary
piration of the first period of 60 calendar
emergency agencies.
days of continuous session of the Con gress
The Board of Commissioners is both the
following the date upon which the plan was
local policy-making body and the chief exsubmitted,
unless by affirmative vote _by a
, ecutlve agency of the District government.
majority of the authorized memban:hlp of
Wh ile limited, Its policy-making authority
either of the two Houses of Congress a resois substantial and includes power to promullution of disapproval is p:1ssed. The plan
gate regulations comparable to city-council
will therefore become effective at midni ght,
ordinances. Its executive power is vested by
June 30, 1952, unless disapproved by the
Congress in the B::>ard, but is abridged in
House or the Senate.
many instances by subsequent statutory auMILES SCULL, Jr.,
·thority to various District agencies.
Professional Staff Member.
The Board supervises preparation of the
Approved:
District budget, which amounted to $144,WALTER L. R E YNOLDS,
459,557 for fiscal 1952, including an $11,400,St aff D irector.
000 appropriation by the Con gress; is respon(NOTE.-Hearings on this plan will be held
sible for the supervision of District agenstarting Thursday morning, May 15, 1~52, at
cies to the extent that they report to any
10 a.m., in room 357, Senate Office Bmlding.
higher authority in the District; appoints the
A number of additional witnesses have reheads and some of the subordinate personnel
quested to be heard and hearings will be
of most District agencies; and passes upon a
continued at scme future date as may be
great variety of administrative matters rangdetermined by the committee.)
ing from approval of contracts for public
works projects to authorization of the retirement of individual District employees.
APPENDIX A
Although legal responsibility is vested ~n
List of agencies in the District of Columthe Board of Commissioners as . a body, m
bia government which would be abolished
the past the Board has traditionally divided
by Reorganization Plan No. 5 of 1952.
the District's agencies among its members;
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, Anafor example, one Commissioner superyising
t omical Board.
the Fire Department, Police Department, the
Board of Accountancy; Board of Assistant
District's financial agencies and other units;
Assessors; Board of Barber Examiners for the
· another the Health Department, the Board
District of Columbia; Board for the Conof Public Welfare, the public schools, etc.;
demnat ion of Dangerous and Unsafe Buildand the Engineer Commissioner, zoning, pub- . ings; Board for the Condemnation of Inlic works, public utilities, highways, etc.
sanitary Bulldings in the District of Cosuch a practice has :resulted in a tendency
lumbia; Board of Dental Examiners; Board
to divide the District into three parts, with
of Equalization and Review; Board of Exadministrative authority clearly delineated
aminers and Registrars of Architects; Board
in each.
·
of Examiners of Steam and Other Operating
Such a disorganized arrangement is hardEngineers; Board of Examiners of Veterinary
ly conducive to efficient administration of
Medicine; Board of Optometry; Board of
the District's affairs. The commingling of
Parole; Board of Pharmacy; Board of POl;Upolicy-making with day-to-day administraatry Examiners; Board of Police and Fue
tion, the mushroom growth of approximateSurgeons; Board of Pu_b lic Welfare; Board of
ly 100 subordinate a~e1,1cies to ad~nister
Revocation and Review of Hackers Identifithe District's affairs, plus, the tr~dltional
cation Cards; Board of Revocation, Suspenseparation of administrative responsibility
sion, and Restoration of Operators' Permits;
among the Commissioners has created an
Board of Special Appeals; Boarq. of Tax Apjncredibly cumbersome, complicated, and
peals; Bridge Division; Budget Office; Buildconfused scheme of government.
ing Inspection Division.
(For a summary of major defects in the
Central Garage and Shops, Central Permit
Bureau, Commission on Licensure to PracDistrict of Columbia's complicated organitice the Healing Art in the District of Columzation, see appendix B, attached.)

bia, Committee on Special Assessment Appeals, Construction Division.
Department of Construction, Department
of Corrections, Department of Highways, Department of Inspections, Department of
Insurance, Department of Sanitary Engineering, Department of Vehicles and Trame,
Department of Weights, Measures, and
Markets, Disbursing Office, District Boxing
Commission, District of Columbia Board
of Cosmetology, District of Columbia Board
of Registration for Professional Engineers, District of Columbia Educational
Agency for Surplus Property, District of C~
lumbia Pound, District of Columbia Repau
Shop District Personnel Board, District Unempl~yment Compensation ·B oard, Division
of Printing and Publications.
Electrical Division, Electrical Examining
Board, Electrical Inspection Division, Elevator Inspection ;Division, Executive Office of
the Board of Commissioners of the Dil'trict
of Columbia.
Fire Department, Fire Safety Division, Fire
Trial Board.
Gallinger Municipal Hospital, Glenn T)ale
Sanatorium.
Health Department.
License Bureau.
Metropolitan Police Department, Minimum-Wage and Industrial Saftey Board,
Motion-Plcture Operators' Examining Board,
·Motor Vehicle Parking Agency, Municipal
Architect.
Nurses' Examining Board.
Office of the Administrator of Rent Control, Office of the Assessor, Offi::e of the Auditor, Office of the Chief Clerk, Public Works,
Office of Civil Defense, Office of the Collector
of Taxes, Office rf the Coroner, Office of the
Corporation Counsel, Office of the Secretary
to the Board of Commissioners of the District
of Columbia, Office of the Surveyor, Office of
the Water Registrar.
Plumbing Board, Plumbing Inspection Division, Police an.:l Firemen's Retiring and
R elief Board, Police Trial Board, Purchasing
Oillce.
Real Estate Commission, Registrar of Titles
and Tags.
Sanitation Division, Sewage Treatment
P lant, Sawer Division, Smoke and Boiler Inspection Division, Street Division, Superintendent of District Buildings.
Trees and Parking Division, Tuberculosis
Hospital.
Undertakers' Examining Committee.
Veterans' Service Center.
Water Division.
APPENDIX

B

MAJOR DEFECTS IN THE 0RGANIZATlON OF THE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA GOVERNMENT

1. There are far too many separate agencies
for efficient administration.
The existing maze of some 100 agencies is
one-third more than the number of agencies
in the entire executive branch of the Federal
government, including the temporary emergency agencies. No executive can effective ly
supervise the number of agencies t hat are
supposed to report to the Board of Commissioners.
2. Lines of authority and responsibility
are confused, uncertain, and sometimes nonexistent; some agencies are largely autonomous, and some are wholly U'lcontrollej ,
and many duplicate others.
The Board of Commissioners h eads the
District government and is r esponsible for
its administration, but in reality it Ia::: ks
the necessary authority to exercise effective
supervision over many District agencies . A
considerable number of agencies have sub, stantial policy-making authority independent of the Board of Commissioners-in some
cases including power to prescribe regul a tions on the general public. Though the
executive power is vested in the Board, the
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actual extent of its authority is often so un- ,actions which interfere with ade_quate atCommunism ,
tention to the broader policy-making prob-certain as to preclude effective supervision
lems. This is the fundamental dilemma of
over many agencies. For some it consists
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
mainly of the power to review and revise -the commission 'f orm of local government in
OF
budget estimates, but for a considerable -the District of Columbia.
number even budgetary control is lacking,
6. The Board of Commissioners is too small
since the agencies are financed from fees
to be an adequate local policy-making body.
which are available for their expenditure
A body of three persons, only two of whom
OF MASSACHUSETTS
without appropriation. Furthermore, the
are selected from the citizens of the comIN
THE
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
very multiplicity of agencies impairs execumunity, is altogether too small for the deWednesday, May 21, 1952
tive control, obscures responsibility, and contermination of local governmental policies,
fuses the Congress, the community and the
programs and regulations in a jurisdiction of
Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
District employees themselves as to the conover 800,000 people. It is certainly not realto extend my remarks, I wish to include
duct of District affairs. This condition is agistic to believe that such a board can provide
the following editorial from the Daily
gravated by the fact that more than half the
the diversity of experience or give the proper
agencies of the District government - are
Evening Item, Lynn, Mass., May 20, 1952:
attention to supervision of the multiplicity
headed by boards or commissions, which
of local affairs in a community of this size.
HOW To COMBAT COMMUNISM
under almost any arrangement tend to divide
In no other city of comparable size in this
It
seems
to us that Archbishop CUshing
responsibility and complicate supervision.
country is the governing body composed of
distilled the problem of combating comAmong these are some of the most important
less than eight members, all of whom are
-munism
down
to its essentials when he told
agencies of the District government in terms
local citizens.
an audience at the New Ocean House in
of expenditures and the impact of their proSwampscott Sunday night that the only hope
grams on the COilli"llUnity.
APPENDIX C
in a changing world is the word of God.
3. In several areas related programs are
"The Communists," he said, "take what
HISTORY OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT
scattered among a considerable array of
they read in the books written by their leadOF COLUMBIA
separate agencies.
ers-and
they live it. You need another
Article I, section 8 of the Constitution of
The fiscal functions of the District. governthe United States gives Congress the power -way of life to counteract theirs." That other
ment are divided among five agencies-the
way, in his view, is the way of Christ.
"To exercise exclusive legislation in all cases
Auditor, Assessor, Collector of Taxes, Disburswhatsoever over such District (not exceeding - The Communist leaders realize better than
ing officer, and Budget officer-whereas, in
anyone else that love and worship of a divine
10 miles square) as may, by cession of parother cities, most of these activities are
being is inherent in the human soul. They
ticular States, and the acceptance of Connormally administered by a single departseek to substitute the state and their own
gress, become the seat of the Government
ment of finance. Engineering and public
mortal leaders for a divine leader. If they
of the United States."
works activities are divided among eight difwere
right, then Christianity would be wrong.
In accordance with this provision, Conferent departments and agencie-s -the D_e Two such opposing concepts of man's desgress on July 16,1790 (1 Stat.130; 4 U.S. C .
.partment of Highways, Department of Sani•
tiny cannot coexist indefinitely. That is
6), and on March 3, 1791, passed acts estab-t::l.ry Engineering, Department of Construcwhy the Reds are so brutal and relentless in
lishing the District of Columbia.
tion, Department of Inspection, Surveyor,
their treatment of missionaries-of whatWater Registrar, Central Permit Bureau, and
Virginia and Maryland ceded land for the
ever Christian faith. That is why they have
Chief Clerk, Public Works-together with
territory. When the seat of Government
closed churches, imprisoned priests, minpart of a ninth agency, the Department of
was permanently established in 1800, both
isters, and nuns and done everything possible
Vehicles and Traffic. Activities relating to
the corporation of the city of Alexandria, into stamp out religion.
employment in private industry are scattered
corporated by Virginia, and the corporation
The job of Christians, as His Excellency
among five agencies, and the field of busin~ss
of the city of Georgetown, incorporated by
points out, is to train more missionaries, to
. regulation is broken up among a long llst
Maryland, were included. In 1846 Congress
get the story of Christianity behind the iron
of boards, commissions, and other agencies.
gave back to Virginia its portion, retaining
curtain and the bamboo curtain. That is
4. The District lacks a chief executive ofthe Maryland portion which covers approxione of the most effective, enduring ways of
ficer-the first essential of efficient adminmately 70 square miles. Until 1846, when
fighting communism.
Virginia's portion, Alexandria City and
istration.
county was returned, the District included
The necessity of a chief executive officer
the corporation of Washington, the corporais a basic principle of organization, both in
tion of Alexandria, the Corporation of
government and in business. The Board of
The Steel Strike
Georgetown, and the counties of Washing·commissioners of the District of Columbia
ton and Alexandria.
is no adequate substitute for such a chief
executive. Not only are boards and comIn 1802 the first government of the Dis·
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
missions cumbersome as executive agentrict of Columbia consisted of a mayor, apOF
cies, but in this case the Board has norpointed by the President of the United
mally left administrative supervision largely
States, and a city council elected by the resto its individual members for assigned groups
idents. The city council was given the right
OF PENNSYLVANIA
of agencies. However, three Commissioners
in 1812 to elect the mayor of Washington,
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
individually acting as executives for three
and in 1820 the election was put in the
segments of the government do not in prac- - hands of the people. In 1871, however, ConThursday, May 22, 1952
tice add up to a single executive head for
gress acted to abolish the corporations of
the government of the District. CharacMr. SITTLER. Mr. Speaker, out in
Washington and Georgetown and the levy
teristically, the Commissioners have tended
court of Washington County in favor of a
Greene County, Pa., where Waynesburg
to become preoccupied with the affairs of
territorial form of government.
is the county seat, there is a fine local
their particular agencies and to give inadeThe new form of administration was comnewspaper called the Democrat Mesquate attention to the rest of the governposed of a governor, a board of public works,
senger. The editor of that paper, Mr.
ment. This tends to break the District
and a legislative assembly consisting of a
Floyd H. Miller, is quite close to the steel
government into three parts and to procouncil and a house of delegates. Also at
situation for the largest coal mine in
duce a three-headed organization.
that time, and until March 4, 1875, the Disthe world is located at Robena in Greene
5. The Board of Commissioners combines
trict of Columbia was represented in the
County, and all along the Monongahela
both policy-making and policy-executing
lower House of Congress by a delegate. The
governor and the members of the board of
ft:nctions.
River are the coal mines that produce
Policy-making requires the deliberation
public works and of the council were apthe coal for the steel industry further
upon and the bringing together of varying
pointed by the President by and with the
down the Monongahela. Therefore, Mr.
viewpoints and interests. In a large city
advice and consent of the Senate. The 22
Miller's interest in the steel strike is vital
members of the house of delegates and the
that calls for a body of several members,
and earnest. I think his comments are
Delegate to Congress were elected by the
freed from administrative detail, who can
such ·as to warrant publication in the
view the problems of government as a whole
people.
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD as a straightforinstead of being preoccupied with any . sinAfter June 20, 1874, a change was made
ward expression of an honest man's
gle segment or with administrative detail. - and the District was governed by three comopinion of a very unhappy labor situaOn the other hand, administration calls for . missioners appointed by the President.
tion that both of us believe ·could and
This temporary form of government lasted
a single executive who not only can give
should have been a voided:
direction to but who can be held clearly re- · until July 1, 1878, when the permanent comCIO's STEEL STRIKE Is DISMAL BYPRODUCT
mission government was established. The
sponsible for the efficient, economical adOF COURT'S RULING
ministration of local governmental activi- -act of Congress of June 11, 1878 (20 Stat.
ties. The latter administrative responsi· ' 102), creating present District government,
With the certainty that the Supreme Court
bHity involves detailed day-to-day trans•
makes no provision for the franchise.
will soon be speaking on the constitution-
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aUty of President · Truman's seizure of the
erty Owners' Association of Philadelsteel industry, it is premature to discuss in
phia.
all it s aspects Federal Judge Pine's ruling
There being no objection, the address
that the move was 111egal.
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
But Pine surely deserves commendation
for havtng the courage to assert his convic- ·as follows:
tions at a moment when he was under the
One of the great dangers we face in Amergreatest of pressures: The act . alone is
ica today is the socialistic doctrine that security, stability, and prosperity can be prohealthy as a restatement of the important
and independent role the judiciary has in
duced by action of the Government.
That false, deceptive, and destructive
m arking out the bounds of Federal power.
Pine concluded quite simply that there
philosophy has caused the downfall of many
was nothing explicit in the Constitution givgreat nations. It can destroy the United
ing the President power to seize the steel
States.
mills, nor was there any language which
The record of history proves that when
by a reasonable interpretation could be
government promises to do thi_ngs for the
stretched to cover such action.
people it enlarges its power to do things to
In other words, he spoke in flat contrathe people.
.
diction to the Government's lawyers who
Human rights have been destroyed when
contended in effect that the President's augovernment pretended to advance the welthority in time of emergency is practically
fare of the people by exercising unrestrained
without legal limlt.
power to regulate, restrict, and regiment
Bearing in mind the risks of limiting extheir lives.
ecutive authority in time of general war or
Wherever self-:reliance, initiative, and perperhaps even in a state of near-war, the
sonal responcibility were abandoned for the
glamorous promise of security from govern.Supreme Court may not support Pine. But
ment the result has always been enslavement
-whet her it does or not, the judge's decision
to the government.
will stand out bravely against the all-to-glib
To preserve freedom of the individual we
notion that the President's powers are what
he thinks they should be.
need less control by the Government and
Pine stated a fundamental of American
more control that will keep the power of the
life when he declared that the Chief ExecuGovernment within the limits established by
tive is accountable to law no less than any
the Constitution.
other American.
The adoption of the American ConstituOne of the dismal byproducts of the detion, 175 years ago, was the great turning
cision was the action of Philip Murray, Cio · point in the progress of civilization.
president, in promptly ordering a steel strike.
Never before in the. history of mankind
He must have foreseen that an appeals court
had a system of government been established
might well stay the effect of Pine's ruling unon the principle that life, liberty, and the
til the Supreme Court had reviewed the case.
pursuit of happiness are inalienable rights,
Yet he plunged the Nation into a crippling
bestowed by Almighty God upon all the
shut-down with hardly a moment's delay.
people of the earth.
It is not intended to imply that Murray
The Constitution is the great bulwark of
has no fair issue in the steel dispute. Inhuman iights in which the American people
. deed, the question of where the truth and
have pl~ced full faith and confidence. The
the wise course lay in this matter is exceed- · Bill of Rights clearly an<l specifically defines
ingly difficult to determine.
the right of every citizen to be protected by
Neither the Government nor the parties
law against oppression by government.
to the controversy have dealt with this probIt spells out the elements of freedom of
lem in a proper manner. There has been too
the individual-freedom of religion, freemuch prejudging, too little real digging for
dom of speech and the press, freedom of
facts, too little genuinely willing bargaining
assembly.
effort.
It protects those sacred human rights but
Certain it is that wage contract in steel has
with equal emphasis it protects the indieffects far beyond that single industry and
vidual in his right to own property.
hence is a matter of general concern.
The founders of our Republic upheld the
But it is no less sure that the whole progright of every citizen to enjoy the rewards of
ress of · collective bargaining ··procedures will
his hard work, initiative, sacrifi9e, and perbe utterly wiped out unless both parties to
sistence.
such a dispute now and henceforth can sit
They wrote into the Constitution the prodown around a table and make a really earvision that denies the right of the Governnest try at finding a solution.
ment to deprive any citizen of life, liberty,
Murray should forget his strike and both
or property without due process of law.
union officials and management should get
And they set forth, clearly and concluback to the business which is primarily
sively, that "all powers not delegated to the
theirs-setting the terms of work in the steel
United States by the Constitution are reindustry. And they should do this regardless
served to the States or to the people."
of what the Supreme Court says about the
Not to the President, not to any executive
President's power to seize or not to seize.
or administrative agency, not to Government bureaucracy, but to the States or the
people.
·
Under our form of government the people
Dangers of Socialistic Doctrine
are the source of all authority. They are
the masters of the Government. They are
subject to no sovereign power except that
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
granted by the Constitution and expressed
OF
in laws enacted by their elected representatives.
The founding fathers recognized the danOF PENNSYLVANIA
gers of a big, powerful central government.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES Their objective was to create an atmosphere
of freedom where men could work out their
·T hursday, May 22, 1952
own destiny without inte.r ference from the
Government so long as they respected the
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask rights of their neighbors.
unanimous consent to have printed in
They planned a government that would
the Appendix of the RECORD excerpts guarantee equality of opportunity for everyfrom an address delivered by me on one to achieve success through his own efWednesday, May 21, 1952, to the Prop• forts and according to his own ab111 ty.
XCVIII-App.--200

HON. EDWARD MARTIN

Under that system men were free to work,
to save, to invest, to start new enterprises,
and to give employment to others.
· That system gave encouragement and in•
centive for industry, thrift, self-reliance.
courage, and personal responsibility.
Freedom of the individual, ·supported by
faith in our country and faith in God, was
the driving force that spurred Americans
on to great heights of material and spiritual
achievement.
All of these fundamentals of our greatness
as a nation are endangered by the advance
of socialistic proposals, even though they are
labeled liberal or progressive.
They are endangered when the executive
department of Government claims and assumes powers beyond all constitutional authority.
They are endangered when the basic law
of the land is twisted and warped to serve
selfish political purposes.
They are endangered when the Governm:mt enters into direct competition with
private enterprise and assumes power to control industry, business, and agriculture by
Executive directive.
They are ent:.angered by excessive taxation,
a crushing national debt and fiscal policies
that depreciate the value of the dollar.
We must fight against these dangers. The
survival of America as a land of freedom and
opportunity depends upon the outcome of
the contest between constitutional government and socialism.
Your organizaiton has taken a place i~
the front line of this battle. You are fighting for the protection of the America~ home.
You are fighting for the protection of your
.rights as Americans. When property rights
are disregarded human rights disappear.
Our Government was instituted to safe•
. guard those rights, not to destroy them.
To defend the American way of life we
must defeat every attempt to fasten upon
us any form of socialism.
We must be on guard constantly against
the spread of communism in our Government, our schools, labor unions, and all other
organizations.
One of the strongest defensive factors
against communism is home ownership.
The real American home is a stronghold
· of good citizenship, clean living; and ctevotion to God and to the ideals of our qountry.
Communism cannot attack there with any ·
hope Of success.
Communism cannot take root where courageous, God-fearing Americans stand ready to
· defend their homes and their freedom
against its poisonous teachings.

. Government Workers: A Dozen F abies
and Facts
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HARLEY M. KILGORE
OF WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. KILGORE. Mr. President, maligning Federal workers seems to be _a
favorite occupation these days among
irresponsible critics of the Democratic
administration.
The best answer to misstatements of
that sort is a straightforward presentation of the facts on Government employment.
·
• I have, therefore, had compiled a
statement entitled ''Government Workers: A Dozen Fables and Facts," whicm:
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I commend to the attention of Members
of the Senate and of all others who are
interested in this subject. I ask unanimous consent to have this statement inserted in the Appendix of the REcoRD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
REcORD, as follows:
GOVERNMENT WORKERS: A DOZEN FABLES AND
FACTS

1. Fable: Government workers loaf all the
time.
Fact: The New York Times calls Government employees, save for a comparative- few,
"A loyal, hard-working, and conscientious
corps." {Editorial, January 11, 1952.)
The average Government employee takes
only 78.5 percent of the vacation time that
1s due him, according to a recent congressional committee report. That is not the
way loafers behave.
2. Fable: By firing the loafers on the Federal payroll our taxes could be greatly lowered.
Fact: If every single Federal civil employee, from President to charwoman, were
fired tomorrow, the Federal budget would be
reduced only 13 percent.
3. Fable: The Government is utterly inefficient.
Fact: Our Government is among the most
efficient large businesses in the world.
The Treasury in the 1951 fiscal year collected $50,400,000,000 in taxes, at a cost of
less than half a cent per dollar.
The Post Office picked up, transported, and
delivered 46,900,000,000 pieces of mail (including packages), at a <:ost per piece of
4.42 cents.
The Social Security Administration had
over 83,000,000 current accounts last year.
The annual cost of -servicing these people
was less than a dollar per person. Administrative costs amounted to less than 2% cents
out of each dollar collected.
In 1950 a business efficiency organization
sponsored a contest "for the best productive
ideas." Government employees took the top
honors. Their proven ingenuity and initiative had saved the taxpayer $22,000,000 in
1 year alone.
4. Fable: Government inefficiency gets
worse and worse.
Fact: Government managerial techniques
are constantly improving.
The cost of collecting each tax dollar has
dropped from 1.13 cents in fiscal year 1930 to
0.49 cents in fiscal year 1951. Postal efficiency has increased from 41.6 pieces of mail
per man-hour in 1938 to 51.5 pieces in 1951.
In social security, the work done per employee has more than doubled since 1941,
even though the system's 1941 methods were
considered highly efficient by insurance companies at the time.
Under the past two administrations the
Government has been reorganized three
times to promote efficiency. The armed services have been unified. More than half the
Hoover Commission recommendations have
already been carried out.
Some of the annual savings from recent
managerial improvements include: $26,000,000 from better buying of supplies; $3,700,000 from better use of space; $2,500,000 from
. new money-order forms.
5. Fable: The Government payroll goes up
but never down.
Fact: The numbGr of Federal <;lVil employees declined from 3,560,000 in 1945 to
1,966,448 in 1950, thanks to reduced emp loyment in defense activities.
In the first 18 months since Korea,. employment in Government agencie.s not directly charged with defense or with emergency controls (NPA, OPS, etc.) showed these
changes: Post Office, . up 11,000 workers; "all
other agencies, down 12,000 workers.
In this same period, of course, the defense
agencies hav0 greatiy ir.creased their staffs.

In February 1952, all the New Deal and
Fair Deal agencies {plus the RFC) em:ployed less than 60,000 out of the 2,548,000
Federal employe-es.
6. Fable: The Government 1s full of
grafters.
Fact "The vast majority of public servants • • • are honest and conscientious." (D. A. Hulcey, in 1951, when president of the United States Chamber of Commerce.)
Since January 1, 1951, 90 Internal Rev·enue Bureau officials and· employees have
had to be dismissed for faithlessness to their
trust. This 1s 90 more faithless employees
than there should have been. But this
represents one-sixth of 1 percent of all
Bureau employees. On a percentage basis,
the Bureau has proved so far 99 and 84j10D
percent clean-purer than Ivory soap.
In 1924, on the other hand, Coolidge's
Commissioner of Internal Revenue reported
that 796 Bureau officials and employees had
had to be fired for graft in income tax
frauds during the previous 3 years. That
was 5 percent of all Bureau employees at that
time.
This administration has acted immediately and with all powers at its command
against any Federal employee found dishonest. It has also acted against the corrupters of public r~rvants.
The puffing-up of the relatively few cases
of dishonesty in Government !o:; part of an
organized campaign to confuse the public
about the real issues in this election year.
7. Fable: The Government is full of political hacks.
Fact: Ninety-nine percent of all Government employees in the United States are
merit system employees.
Ninety-three percent are under the civil
service merit system, and 6 percent additional work for agencies that have their cwn
merit systems, such as TVA, the Atomic
Energy Commission, the Central Intelligence Agency and the FBI.
In 1952, tax-collecting positions in the
Bureau of Internal Revenue were brought
under the merit system. In addition, the
President has proposed-in his three reorganization plans of April 10, 1952-to bring
customs officials and United States marshals under the merit system and to bring
21,000 postmaster positions wholly within
the merit system by doing away with the
requirement of Senate confirmation of
appointments.
8. Fable: Government workers form one
vast political machine.
Fact: The two Hatch Acts of 1939 and
1940, as amended in 1950, forbid Federal
employees from taking an active part in
politics or holding State or local offices,
under penalty of losing or being suspended
from their jobs. The Maryland and Virginia
counties adjacent to Washington-where a
higher proportion of government workers
live than in any other three counties in the
country-went for Dewey in 1948.
9. Fable: The Government is full of Communists.
Fact: Since 1947 the loyalty of every single Government employee has been ·carefully
checked by the FBI. Only nine one-thousandths of 1 percent of all those checked had
to be discharged because of ·doubts as to
their loyalty. It seems doubtful that any
other large group in the country could match
this record of ninety-nine and ninety-nine
hundredths percent loyalty.
10. Fable: You can't fire anyone from a
Government job.
·
Fact: A total of 23,978 Government employees were fired during the last calendar
year.
·
11. Fable: Government employees are all
desk workers.
Fact: A third of all Federal employees are
industrial-type workers. Most of these work
for the armed services, building ships and

guns, constructing and working at air, navy,
and army bases and elsewhere.
A fifth of all Federal employees work in
the postal service.
Seven percent work for the Veterans' Administration, nearly all in hospitals.
Among the other 22 percent there are
county agents, food inspectors, scientists,
customs officers, dam builders, FBI men,
foresters and men and women with 15,000
other different basic skills.
12. Fable: The Government pays more
than other employers.
Fact: Government industrial workers are
paid by law approximately the same hourly
wages that private employers in the same
trade and the same area pay to their employees.
Government workers 1n the lower-grade
jobs-for example, clerks, typists and stenographE-rs-draw somewhat more than they
would in private business, because Congress
has felt a responsibility to pay a living wage.
In the middle pay brackets, business and
Government salaries are about the same. In
the top brackets, business pays far more
than any civil servant receives for comparable work.

Bring Back the Cavalry?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a very interesting editorial entitled "Bring Back
the Cavalry?" published in the Evening
News, Harrisburg, Pa., of May 20, 1952.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
BRING BACK THE CAVALRY?

The spirit of the late Gen. George S. Patton no doubt is pleased by the article by
George F. Worts in the May issue of Bluebook magazine which contends that "America's war leaders made a major mistake fn
military planning when they decided that
horse cavalry was outmoded."
General Patton, the last of our great horse
cavalry generals, was a good soldier. The
passing of the horse did not break his morale
and he became a great tank commander as
well as the leader of an American army which
outblitzed the Germans in rapidity of movement and concentration of force.
The Blueb.ook writer raises some interesting questions: "If the war horse is outmoded, how come Russia started World War
II with 40 divisions of horse cavalry, ended
it with more than 50 divisions and has increased it matertally in the years since VEday-despite the mechanization of the Russian Army?"
Gen. Lucian K. TruEcott, at one time commander of the 'I'hird Infantry Division in
Italy, said that if a well-trained regiment
of American cavalry had been available to
him when the Third Division began its advance north, the battle of CaEsino would
never have taken- place, Anzio ' would not
have been necessary and the Italian campaign might have been ended months sooner.
Col. Paul C. Raborg, military analyst, holds
that the Korean war has proved the real and
desperate need for horse cavairy as an auxi~
"iary branch of our Armed Forces, according
to Worts, who says that time after time, our
forces lost critical advantages because they
had no way of knowing what the enemy was
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preparing to do-when bad whether made
air reconnaissance impossible.
Chinese Red patrols, on horseback, are reported to be equipped with walkie-talkies
with which they communicate with their
planes.
At least half of the earth's surface is
mountainous or wooded; or both, it is pointed
out, raising the question as to whether any
mechanical vehicle can ever pass between
closely set great trees or up goat paths with
the same agility as the horse.
In reviewing the presentation, we feel that
a good case has been presented for bringing back the horse cavalry.
We also feel, however, that all of the thinking and activities of our own Armed Forces
are not fully publicized-and properly so, for
security reasons. It is possible that our
defense planners, are aware of the considerations advanced by the writer, as well as
many more not so presented. Accordingly,
if the return of horse cavalry is needed in our
common defense, it will be forthcoming-if
not already on the way.

Senator Russell Answers Nine Questions
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. ALLEN FREAR, JR.
OF DELAWARE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. FREAR.
Mr. President, Mr.
David Lawrence, editor of the U. S. News
& World Report, is a personal friend of
mine. Therefore, I should like to ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a column
by Mr. Lawrence entitled "Today in
Washington," with the headline "Editor's nine questions to RussELL with the
Senator's answers," published in the New
York Herald-Tribune of Thursday,
May 8, 1952.
Mr. Lawrence comments with reference to questions submitted to the Senator from Georgia [Mr. RussELL] by Mr.
F. Gordon O'Neill, editor of the Monitor,
a Catholic weekly in San Francisco, and
his column contains the answers given
by the Senator from Georgia.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
TODAY IN WASHINGTON
(By David Lawrence)
EDITOR'S NINE QUESTIONS TO RUSSELL WIT.'i THE
SENATOR'S ANSWERS
WASHINGTON, May 7.-With E..ll the questions being addressed nowadays to Presidential candidates, none perhaps will parallel
those asked of Senator RussELL, of Georgia,
·Democrat, by F. Gordon O'Neill, for 17 years
·editor of the Monitor, Catholic weekly in San
Francisco.
The questions, seeking to learn how the
Georgia Senator stands on the issue of natural law, were sent because, as Mr. O'Neill
phrased it, "this Nation is being divided between those who believe man has God-given
rights and duties and those who teach and
are taught that there are no unalienable
rights, but only privileges granted by the
state."
Mr. O'Neill has just distributed Senator
RUSSELL's answers to the heads of all the
Catholic dioceses of the United States. He
recalled that Senator RussELL, who is a
Methodist, supported Al Smith in 1928 and
-pointed out that · the Georgia Senator is
- one of the m :m who understands the . ad-

justments that must be made in a free country in order that Protestants, Catholics,
and Jews may work together on fundamentals and keep socialism from deriving any
religious •sanction in America.
Questions and A nsvJers

Here are the questions by Mr. O'Neill and
the answers by Senator RussELL:
1. Question: "Do you believe that men
are created? If answer is yes, please state
in your own words what you mean by creation, and who the Creator is. This is a
practical consideration because there is
much material pantheism with consequent
moral irresponsibility prevalent in this
country."
Answer: "Man is created. He is created
by the Lord God Almighty."
2. Question: "Do you believe that men
are equal? In what sense?"
Answer: "Man is equal in the sight of
God, for God is no respecter of persons."
3. Question: "J)o you believe that men
have God-given rights, that no government
may deny to them? This is a practical question because it is being taught in law schools
that man has no rights, but only privileges
granted by the state."
Answer: "Men are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, such
as the right to worship God as they see fit."
4. Question: "Do you believe that man was
created to live according to the law of his
rational nature, or is everything he feels
like doing justified?"
Answer: "Man is to live by his conscience,
while abiding by the guidance of God."
5. Question: "Does the citizen exist for
the aggrandizement of the state, or is the
state but an instrument of the citizen for
th.e common good of life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness?"
Answer: "A citizen does not exist for the
aggrandizement of the state. He does have
duties to the state."
6. Question: "Do parents hold the first
sovereignty over their own minor children
subject to their meeting certain Governmentdemanded minimum standards for health,
education, and conduct, or has the Government superior rights to those of parents?''
Answer: "The parent has the first right.
Both parents and children have responsi·
b111ties to the Government."
Queried on taxation

7. Question: "Should the local community
do for itself what it can before passing its
burden ·to the State? Should the State do
for itself what it can before passing its
burden to the Federal Government? Or
should sovereignty be transferred in all matters to the Federal Government?"
Answer: "The local community should do
everything that it can to attain selfsufficiency before calling upon the State.
The State should exhaust all of its means
before calling on the Federal Government.
The transfer of all sovereignty and power
to the Federal Government will, in my opinion, ultimately result in the loss of our
liberties."
8. Question: "Except for defense from foreign foes, should taxes for services grow so
onerous as to prevent parents from having
more than one or two children? Reference
is to the 13 Russells.
Answer: "Taxes should never be exacted
for an amount greater than is absolutely
needed for the preservation and function of
the Government. It may well be worth while
to do without some things in order to have
others, more important, including children."
9. Question: "Should there be a union of
minds for the enhancement of the common
good between the various American governments and the various religions in the United
States, or should government absolutely
ignore religions?"
Answer: "The spiritual strength of the
American people has sustained our Nation
·. in some of its darkest hours. A revival and
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renewal of that spiritual strength will enable
us to survive present dangers. While I am
opposed to the establishment of a religion
by the state, I believe that any government
which ignores the strength derived from religion as I interpret this word, is doomed to
decay and destruction. Any sane government in this country will recognize the importance of spiritual values while refraining
from usurping the functions of religion."

The Time To Help India Is Now
EXTENSION OF. REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM BENTON
.OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to insert in the Appendix of the RECORD an article entitled
"Time To Help India Is Now," written
by the eminent journalist, Mr. Marquis
Childs, and published in the May 20 issue
of the Washington Post.
I would urge any Senator who can find
the time to do so, to visit with Mr. Sudhir
Ghosh, to whom Mr. Childs refers in
this article, and who is here at the invitation of the Senator from Maine [Mr.
BREWSTER J. The story of Faridabad is
one of the most fascinating stories and
one of the most hopeful in today's world.
Furthermore, Mr. Ghosh will rea:ffirm,
as Mr. Childs states, that our new Ambassador to India, former Gov. Chester
Bowles, of Connecticut, ''has himself
brought about a remarkable change in
Indian-American relations."
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
TIME To HELP INDIA Is Now
(By Marquis Childs)
HER FUTURE UNCERTAIN
No news is not necessarily, in the troubled
time in which we live, the equivalent of good
news. In many areas, and notably in the
Middle East, the steady and yet almost unreported drift is in the direction of deterioration and breakdown.
It is convenient to forget these matters
until a new crisis is reflected in .blazing headlines. This can take the form of the overthrow of a government friendly to the West,
of rioting and violence. These events come
wit''l the shock of surprise. By the time they
happen it is often too late to tl:!oke the steps
that might have averted the crisis. Anyone
in search of documentation for this last
statement would do well to study the failure
to reach an agreed and constructive policy
on China.
For many months there has been comparatively little news out of India. And the
reason in this instance may well be the fact
that good news does not make headlines. In
many fields India has made remarkable progress along the diftlcul t road from colonialism
to independent statehood.
Although it was scarcely noted in the preEs
here, nation-wide elections were held not
long ago which were on a larger scale than
ever before in the history of the democratic
process. More than 105,000,000 people voted.
A large proportion were illiterate, and yet the
ballots were designated in such a way that
candidates and parties were distinguishable
by an electorate that is reported to have
taken the keenest interest in voting.
The elections were orderly and the great
majority voted for Prime Minister Nehru and
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the Congress Party. And because the Communists with their customary shrewd
strategy concentrated their strength in
south India, about 5 percent of the deputies
chosen for the national parliament will be
Communists. The Socialists polled about 10
percent oi the total vote, but this was widely
scattered and they will have only a tiny
representation at New Delhi.
But the real lesson of the election seems
to be inherent in the attitude of the great
majority who voted for Nehru. They felt, it
is reported, that in view of all the troubles
of the past 5 years it would be unfair to pass
any final judgment on him or on his government. Let him, so they reasoned, have more
time to show what he can do.
Obviously, then, the next 4 to 5 years is a
crucial period. If the Nehru government
can show some real improvement in the
standards of living for even part of the
people, there is continuing hope for freedom
and democracy in India. But if this does not
happen, the Communists with their glittering promises and their elementary per- .
suasiveness will almost certainly come to
power-. In short, the time to help save India
from communism is now rather than after
the black headlines herald a new crisis of
violence.
There are signs that this is recognized.
Senator OWEN BREWSTER, Republican, Maine,
was so impressed by what he saw in India
of the industrial experiment at Faridabad
that he invited its initiator, Sudhir Ghosh,
to visit this country. An associate of
Gandhi, the 36-year-old Ghosh is now in
this country looking at industrial and
waterpower projects as well as talking with
Members of Congress in Washington.
Some months ago the American Ambassador in New Delhi, Chester Bowles, made a
flying trip to this country to suggest on his
own initiative a 5-year program of technical
assistance from the United States. The cost
would be about $200,000,000 a year. Bowles
argued that this would supply the needed
margin of outside help without which an
Indian "operations bootstrap" could hardly
succeed.
Bowles has himself brought about a remarkable change in Indian-American relations. He has gained the confidence of the
complex and highly sensitive Nehru. Even
more important, he has traveled over thousands and thousands of miles of the great
subcontinent in order to try to know the
Indian people at every level.
Some such program as Bowles has suggested is unquestionably essential. It would
supplement the impressive projects launched
by the Indian Government. No one can say
whether anything like the Bowles proposal
will be approved in view of the disruption of
partisan politics in this election year.
But if nothing is done, if India is conveniently forgotten, then no one should be
surprised two, three or however many years
from now at the sudden flare-up of a crisis.
Wheat out of the loan voted by Congress
last year is still being shipped to India. The
food situation is improved. This is, however, a temporary plateau. The way leads
either up or down, and America can do much
to help determine which it is to b~.

Award to Donald D. Dunn
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.ANDREW F.SCHOEPPEL
OF KANSAS
IN THE SENATE OF THE . UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, one
of our Kansas young men, last year a

victim of the terrible floods that swept
across so much of our State, recently
won a $50,000 acreage in Washington
State in a contest conducted by the Vet~
erans of Foreign Wars.
. The story of how this came about and
the subsequent developments are told in
the Kansas City Star of May 11, 1952.
I ask unanimous consent to have the
article printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows: ·
FARMS AS A TIME BRIDGE--DONALD DUNN, WHO
WON $50,000 ACREAGE, A GRATEFUL MANPROPERTY IN WASHINGTON STATE WILL
ALLOW FORMER KANSAN To MAKE NEW START
IN AGRICULTURE
The story of two rivers--the Cottonwood
in Kansas and the Columbia in Washington
State-also tell the story of a 30-year-old
Kansas farmer and his family who will begin
a new life, May 29.
For Donald D. Dunn, a World War II veteran and a native of Marion, Kans., the rivers
form a contrast in his life and their history
parallels his own. In 1951 the Cottonwood
River near Marion overflowed its banks and
ruined virtually everything Dunn owned on
his 400-acre farm.
·
SOUGHT A NEW FARM
After the flood he took his family to Yakima, Wash., and began working as a farm implement salesman, always with the hope that
he could save enough money to begin farming again.
Then last month Dunn and his family
were selected as the winners of a $50,000
farm set-up in the Columbia Basin of Washington following a Nation-wide contest conducted by the Veterans of Foreign Wars. The
contest was a desire on the part of residents
of the Columbia Basin area to celebrate the
irrigation of 67,000 acres of semiarid land
in the basin this year through Grand Coulee
Dam on the Columbia River.
Between May 21 and June 1 the area is
celebrating the Columbia Basin water festival. May 29 is the date on which the Dunn
family will move onto their 80-acre farm.
That day the land will be transformed into
an irrigated, plowed, planted and operating
farm. A $15,000 model farm home, built by
the West Coast Luml;>erman's Association,
will be completed tJ;lat day.
"In fact,'' Dunn said, "the whole thing
will be complete that day, even down to a
cat and a dog."
TO WASHINGTON MEETING
Dunn was here yesterday after visiting
relatives in Kansas. He was on his way to
Washington to testify before the House In:terior Affairs Committee, where he will tell
his story to the legislators. He was accompanied by Ottis Pete.rson, of the Bureau
of Reclamation, the agency which is in
charge of the Columbia Basin project.
The selection of Dunn as the winner of the
VF·W conte~t was made by a board of judges,
.all prominent in .the field of agriculture and
not affiliated with the veterans' group.
"The beautiful thing about us getting this
farm is that we're young enough to enjoy
it,'' Dunn said. "I figured it would take me
about 5 years as an implement salesman
·to save even enough money to get a small
start farming again. Actually, with everything I'm getting here, I figure I'll be about
20 years ahead of myself."
Dunn said that a person has to see the
Columbia Basin to believe the miracle of
.controlled irrigation.
WATER CHECK VITAL
"In Kansas I never knew from one year to
the next how much water I'd have in a
year," Dunn remarked. "The Cottonwood
River was uncontrolled and you never knew
when a flood might hit you and ruin you.

With a controlled Columbia River, I'll have
proper irrigation and a real chance for a
new life."
Dunn added that he hoped some day
farmers in this region would also enjoy the
benefits of c:ontrolled rivers.
Dunn's farm is located near Moses Lake,
Wash. At the present time it is covered with
brush.
"In a 24-hour period neighbors in the area
intend to clear the land and make it into a
working farm,'' Dunn. said. "The land has
been given by the Northern Pacific Railroad
Co. Right now it is not much to look at,
but when it is irrigated and complete it will
be a first-class farm."
Dunn pointed out that every dime being
spent by the Reclamation Bureau in irrigating the area, which will eventually involve
more than 1,000,000 acres, will be paid back
through the sale of power and water.
BIG TAX INCREASE
"The land where ·my farm is located yields
about $15 a year in taxes now,'' Dunn declared. "When I'm farming there it will
yield several hundred dollars a year in land
taxes, and I'll certainly be paying some income taxes too as a result of working the
land. The Department of Agriculture figures the farms in the area now being opened
up will yield a gross of about $13,500 between
June and the end of the year."
After his visit to the capital, Dunn will
return to Grand Coulee, May 15, for the
celebrating of the fiftieth anniversary of the
Reclamation Bureau. On that day a special
stamp portraying Grand Coulee Dam and
the work of the Bureau will be issued. Dunn
will receive the first canceled stamps at
Grand Coulee.
The presentation of the farm to the Dunna
is expected to attract a crowd of about
50,000 persons ..
The Dunns expect another reason to celebrate shortly after they move into their new
farm-their third child. They now have two
daughters.

Are Profits More Important to Steel In·
dustry Than Greater Production 1
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WAYNE MORSE
OF OREGON
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "Are Profits More Important to
Steel Industry Than Greater Production?" published in the May 12 issue of
the Daily Banner of St. Charles, Mo.
It is one of the most cogent editorials
which I have seen on the steel situation.
There being no objection, the edito~
rial was ordered to be printed in the
REcoRD, as follows:
ARE PROFITS MORE IMPORTANT TO STEEL IN•
DUSTRY THAN GREATER PRODUCTION?
"The right price is not what the traffic will
bear, and the right wage is not the lowest
sum a man will work for. The right price
is the lowest an article can steadily be sold
for. The right wage is the highest an employer can steadily pay.''
The late Henry Ford defined proper wage
and price in this way. He believed that the
businessman was bound to serve the common
good.
Those of us who heard Mr. Clarence Randall of Inland Steel attack Phil Murray and
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President Truman realize that the thinking
of big business has changed since the times
of Mr. Ford. Randall did himself and the
business he represents no good when he de~
livered his broadside. The people in this
country now know the type of man with
which the steelworkers have been trying to
negotiate since last fall.
The one bright spot in the whole picture
has been the patient Murray. Long months
before the contracts of the steelworkers ran
out, Murray, without success, tried to obtain
equitable wages for his men. Each time the
president asked for his cooperation, he gave
it. Today the men are working because
Truman asked them to. No such willingness
to cooperate has been shown by the steel
operators. Proof that the companies are
taking advantage of the world situation is
found when just last week they broke off
negotiations with the union following an
announcement by the Supreme Court that
the Government should not. increase wages
While the mills were in Government hands.
Their attitude is: Why negotiate an increase
in wages as long as we have the upper hand?
The fact that the steelworkers are due an
increase in wages has not been denied. That
their income has fallen behind other work~
ers is admitted. That steel profits are higher
than ever before is certain. Profits before or
after taxes is negligible, the president pointed
this out clearly in a letter to a Mr. Casey
Jones. Those who have not read this letter
are not qualified to venture an opinion on
the steel issue. Mr. Randall claimed in his
talk that ·he had the facts. This has been
disproved. It has been said that the WSB
members were in the pay of the CIO, in~
ferring that they were union men. Nothing
is more untrue. They have been hired more
often by industry.
A new highway is being built through this
county. If your home should happen to be
in the right-a-way, it will be condemmed
and the highway, for the common good, will
go through.
We are engaged in a fight on communism
1n Korea. Our boys are leaving every day to
participate. Is President Truman: right in
asking the operators of the great steel indus~
try to go along?
Did the Government grant tax blessings
toward the increase in productivity of the
steel imiustry so that they might have
greater profits or so that greater productivity
might result?
Does the great steel plant in Utah, bought
at 20 cents on the dollar by industry and
built at cost plus by the taxpayers, deserve
the greatest profits in history while the
men work for $1.77 per hour (before taxes,
Mr. Randall) and their sons fight in Korea
for the preservation of our way of life?
The union-shop issue in the recommendations of the WSB is fair. Those who have
profited from the gains made by the union
are morally bound to accept the union as
well as the gains.
The terms recommended by the WSB are
for 18 months and parts of the wage increase
are for next year. This has not been publicized to any great extent.
SUMMATION
Recently the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers of .America accepted the same wage
scale that they received last year due to
lack of profits in the clothing industry. We
believe the steelworkers would have done
the same had the same conditions prevailed.
However, when huge profits are being made
the workers expect as fair a return as the
· stockholders.
Perhaps some of the Congressmen, now
yelling for the scalp of labor, could better
look into the tax situation. Had more of
the excess profits of steel gone into taxes
the present crisis might well have been
avoided:

Let's hope some of the statesmen in wash~
ington, Senators and Congressmen, will back
up President Truman in his fight for minorities even though it is election year.

Control Over Government Spending
Becomes Essential
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WAYNE MORSE
OF OREGON
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "Control Over Government
Spending Becomes Essential," published
in the Seaside Signal, of Seaside, Oreg.,
March 13, 1952.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows ':
CONTROL OVER GOVERNMENT SPENDING
BECOMES EssENTIAL
It is characteristic of the times that the
First National Bank of Portland is advertising, on behalf of its member banks, loans for
income-tax payments. Except for those for~
tunate persons who have had their tax taken
out of their wages and are not confronted
with an annual or quarterly financial crisis,
the advertisement offers some hope of avoid·
ing penalties and other legal difficulties re~
suiting from delayed income-tax payments.
As long as your credit is good and the bank
holds out you can get the money with which
to pay your tax. Then you can spend the
rest of the year paying it back.
Taxes have become intolerable. This coun~
try cannot continue to carry the tax burden '
imposed upon it by the Truman administra~
tion. The economy of the Nation simply
cannot continue to prosper under a t .a x bur~
den which swallows up at least one-third of
the national income, and threatens to take
much more.
It is obvious that the ability of the Ameri·
can people to provide its Government with
money can never catch up with Truman's
ability to get rid of it. Bureaucrats to whom
money means nothing; officials who believe
that the way to continued prosperity lies in
spending borrowed money; politicians who
believe that the way to elect is to spend,
and radicals who believe that the way to
socialism lies in making the people dependent
on the Government-all of these have conspired to provide a tax burden which spells
bankruptcy for the United States.
There is one reason-and one reason
only-for the excessive tax burden and that
is waste. Everything done by the Armed
Forces is characterized by waste. For 12
years the forces have gotten everything they
have asked for, and more. They have made
no real attempt to spare the taxpayer. They
have, as a matter of fact, no conception of
economy. And so far they have refused
to make any real attempt at controlling
costs. They are still operating under a wartime psychology which excuses, on the
ground of emergency, every sort of waste.
But they are not alone in that attitude.
Every Government bureau has been exposed
to the propaganda that it is a good thing
to spend money, and lots of it. Every bureaucrat wants to expand his operation, because the more people he· employs and the
more money he spends the more important
is his position.

Foreign aid can and should be kept to reasonable proportions. Granting that it is
necessary, it certainly is not necessary to
spend the American taxpayer's money for no
better purpose than to make it possible for
the people aided to avoid high taxes. The
fact is we are paying out billions to people
who are not taxed nearly so heavily as our~
selves.
It is argued that high taxes are necessary
to prevent inflation. That is true up to a
point. But high taxes cannot stop inflation,
when everything else the Government does
is inflationary. The best method of preventing inflation is to increase the prOduction of consumer goods. If the hundreds
of thousands of Government employees who
are wasting their time on the Government
payroll could be put to work producing
goods, it would help to prevent inflation.
At the same time we recently heard an industrial-relations expert claim that if it were
possible to eliminate restrictions to production our national output would go up 50
percent, and that, too, would help control
inflation.
Congress is by no means blameless. Every
Congressman has his own pet methods of
getting rid of the taxpayers' money. But,
actually, the question of budgeting money
has become so complicated and technical
that Congress has not more control over
finances.
President Truman's question"Where are you going to cut?"-is unanswerable in view of the inability of any one
individual to understand the ramifications
of Government business. It is just another
indication of the fact that the. Government
has become so big that it cannot be controlled by anyone.
But something has to be done. In some
manner Congress must get control of the
situation before it brings disaster upon the
Nation, and one method of impressing that
fact on Members of Congress is to write
them. Do it today. Your congressional
delegation consists of Representative WALTER
NORBLAD, House Office Building, Washington,
D. C., and Senators GuY CoRDON and WAYNE
MORSE, Senate Office Building, Washington,
D. C.

The REA Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED G. AANDAHL
OF NORTH DAKOTA .
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 22. 1952

Mr. AANDAHL. Mr. Speaker, it has
been gratifying to see the progress of
rural electrification in North Dakota
during the past few years arid to· know
that a similar program for rural telephones is now getting under way. Because of the large size of farms and the
resultant limited number of patrons per
mile of line, these services did not become attractive business ventures until
the prospective patrons organized REA
cooperatives and took a personal consumer interest that does not ordinarily
exist. In other words, the farmers,
themselves, under a favorable Federal
loan program, can be credited with doing
the things that were necessary to sue~ ·
cess.
i
Every farm family that has struggled
along without electrical power or a telephone and then has them made available
fully appreciates them and knows how
much they add to the comfort and pleas- ·
ures of farm life and to the efficiency of 1
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farm production. Personally, I had the
experience of living on the home farm
for 36 years without any electric power
and then in 1942 our farm was energized
by the Kindred REA. My family and i
fully enjoyed it for nearly 3 years before
I left the farm in January of 1945 to take
over the duties of public office. It is my
hope that every farm home can have
electric power and a telephone and,
wherever possible, I have made it my
purpose to be helpful.
It is encouraging to know that these
things can be accomplished under the
free-enterprise system and in a way that
will stimulate associated free-enterprise
business. Private enterprise has four
forms of ownership: individual, partnership, cooperative, and corporation..
While REA lines are financed by Government loans, they are private enterprise owned by the consumers organized
as a cooperative. Many other private
enterprise ventures are financed by Government loans. We should look forward
to the early payment of the loan and
the Government being relieved of responsibility. All the electric equipment
that is needed, both for construction and
continued use comes from private enterprise and those industries are stimulated
by the new markets created by REA.
Thus far,. the only public power that
has been used by REA in North Dakota
is a limited amount in the western part
of the State brought in from the Fort
Peck Dam. While public hydroelectric
power is advisable in the conservation
and wise use of natural resources and
is of economic value to the consumer, it
is not essential or indispensable to REA.
The Government should charge enough
for it to liquidate the investment with
interest, to pay operating costs and to
yield itself a reasonable profit.
Most of the REA power in North Dakota is either produced by REA itself
at its Grand Forks and Voltaire
plants, or purchased from established
companies and municipalities. In a few
years the Garrison Dam will be producing large amounts of public power that
will be available to REA cooperatives as
priority customers. As Governor, I
worked very hard to get the Garrison
Dam under construction.
The production of public power should
be limited rigidly to the maximum that
can be generated in water development
The Federal Government
projects.
should not build steam plants to supplement its hydroelectric power. It should
leave the steam plants to REA and other
forms of private enterprise. It should
leave transmission lines to REA and
other forms of private enterprise except
where they are necessary to efficiently
tie hydroelectric plants together or to
reach needed wholesale markets otherwise ihaccessible.
The Government can be helpful and
in many instances is the determining
factor in making prosperity and opportunity available to people who will then
help -themselves. In North Dakota the
program for rural electrification, telephones, full parity price supports for
basic crops, soil conservation and agricultural research and experimentation
have done much for the people andre-

fleeted constructively through the entire
national economy.
If we are to survive and lead in the
world-wide struggle against totalitarian government and dictatorship, we
must adjust and administer these
worthy programs so that they stimulate
and encourage private enterprise and do
not encroach upon or take over any
field of activity that is being or can be
handled effectively by private enterprise. That is why we must be aware of
economic and social theorists who want
to take a good REA program and a good
water-development program and push
them clear over the brink as stepping
stones for a completely socialized program Nation-wide. REA and RTA are
grand programs for rural America and
we want to keep them in full harmony
with the American free-enterprise system. I will do my part to make them
fully successful.

Would This Be Interesting 1
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include the following letter:
Mr. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL.

EluE, PA., May 17, 1952.
Congressman EDwiN ARTHUR HALL,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN: In answer to your
letter, I do remember meeting you in Washington and that Fred Stein was mentioned.
He's quite the guy in Binghamton now,
but I wonder how much they know there
about his past history and that of his
brother.
I can tell you a lot more about them and
will be glad to because I think Binghamton
1s getting a beating with a man like Stein in
the high position he holds.
You'll appreciate the occupation his brother used to follow, too.
I plan to be in Washington soon and w111
arrange to see you.
Yours very truly,
E. P.

The Old Senate Rostrum
EXTENSION OF REMAR.K S
OF

HON. EARLE C. CLEMENTS
OF KENTUCKY
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr.
CLEMENTS. Mr. President,
Mr. Thomas C. Williams, a member of
the Senate Library sta1f, has prepared
under the direction of the Secretary of
the Senate some historical data concerning the old Senate rostrum. As
this information will be valuable to future historians as well as the general
public that will be privileged to view

these historic desks when they have been
permanently placed in the Old State
Capitol at Frankfort, Ky., I ask unanimous consent that the article be printed
in the Appendix of the REcoRD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be P:t:inted in the RECORD,
as follows:
In ~e second session of the Eighty-first
Congress the entire membership of the
United States Senate sponsored and unanimously agreed to a resolution which presented to Vice President ALBEN W. BARKLEY
the desk occupied by him as President of the
Senate. Mr. BARKLEY may retain the desk
during his lifetime and thereafter it shall
become the property of the Commonwealth
of Kentucky. In order that the complete
rostrum be kept intact a resolution conveying the clerk's desk to the State of Kentucky was introduced and passed in the first
session of the Eighty-second Congress, sponsored in part by Kentucky Senators CLEMENTs and UNDERWOOD. Emery L_. Frazier a
Kentuckian, and chief clerk of the Senate,
was the last chief clerk to occupy this desk.
The resolution provides that the rostrum be
placed in the Senate Chamber of the Old
Capitol Building at Frankfort under the custody and supervision of the Kentucky State
Historical Society.
It is most fitting that this rostrum be presented to the Commonwealth of Kentucky
for the first and la-st occupants of the chair
were native sons, namely, John C. Breckenridge and ALBEN W. BARKLEY.
On January 4, 1859, the Senate moved to a
new Chamber in the recently constructed
addition to the Capitol. It was In this Chamber that the rostrum was originally Installed.
It is reported that upon the occasion of the
move there was much oratory. Perhaps the
most eloquent orator that day was the Vice
President of the United States, John Cabell
Breckenridge, of Lexington. Mr. Breckenridge, at 35 years of age, was the youngest man to have held that high omce. He was
elected to the Senate from Kentucky while
still Vice President. He did not take his
Senate seat until 15 months following the
election. Thus, says Ripley, he was the only
man in our history to serve in the Senate at
any time he chose.
At this time, 1859, Senators John Jordan
Crittenden of Frankfort, and Lazarus Whitehead Powell of Henderson, were in the Sena.te. Mr. Crittenden is remembered for hi&
famous Crittenden proposals and Mr. Powell
is well remembered for his activity in the
organization of the Committee of Thirteen.
The Crittenden proposals and the organization of the Committee of Thirteen were attempts to effect a compromise with the
Southern States. The entire Kentucky delegation, Breckenridge, Crittenden, and Powell,
fought d111gently for the pre.s ervation of the
Union.
In 1860, Mr. Breckenridge was defeated for
the Presidency by Abraham Lincoln. During
the War Between the States he served as a
major general in the Confederate Army, and
was later appointed Secretary of War of the
Confederate States.
The War Between the States having been
brought to a conclusion, problems of thereconstruction were the main topics and concerns of the legislative branch. In 1868, the
impeachment and trial of President Andrew
Johnson was, of course, the chief concern at
that time. It was a citizen of Kentucky,
Henry Stanbery, of Jamestown (which was located at the present site of the town of Dayton), who was chief counsel for the President. Mr. Stanbery had been Attorney General of the United States, resigning that office to take the position of chief counsel in
the defense of the President. (It was a colorful sight, indeed, to see old Thaddeus Stevens, of Pennsylvania, carried into the Senate
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Chamber in an arm chair and vehemently
arguing his case.)
The Senate holds the trials of. those impeached by the House of Representatives.
There have been eight impeachment trials of
Government officials before this rostrum, including that of President Johnson.
Legislation, important in shaping the destiny of the United States, was debated on the
floor of the Senate with vigor and fervor.
Issues such as the Freedman's Bureau, civil
rights bill, fourteenth and fifteenth amendments, the purchase of Alaska, and many
others equally important were among these
measures. Many distinguished men served
the Nation and Commonwealth at this time.
Senator James Guthrfe, of Louisville, founder of the University of Louisville, and its
president for some years, was a familiar figure in Washington. Mr. Guthrie served as
Secretary of the Trea!)ury under President
Franklin Pierce.
Senator John White Stevenson, of Covington, Governor in 1867 and a president of the
American Bar Association, served in the Senate'from 1871 to 1877. Senator James Burnie
Beck, of Lexington, born in Scotland, came
to Kentucky in 1843 at the age of 21. ,Mr.
Beck served in the Senate from 1877 to
1895.
Many of Kentucky's Senators were veterans of the War Between the States, among
them Senator John Stuart Williams, of ·
Mount Sterling, who served as a brigadier
general in the Confederate Army. Senator
Joseph Clay Stiles Blackburn, of Versallles,
served with the Confederate forces as a lieutenant colonel. Mr. Blackburn was appointed in 1907 Governor of the Panama Canal
Zone by President Theodore Roosevelt, and
held that post until his resignation in 1909.
Senator Wllliam Lindsay, of Frankiort, was ·
another member of the Confederate Army,
serving as a captain. Senator James Bennett McCreary, of Richmond, a lieutenant
colonel in the Confederate forces, served
under General Breckenridge. Mr. McCreary
was Governor of Kentucky twice, 1875 to
1879 and 1912 to 1916.
One of Kentucky's most beloved sons, John
Griffin Carlisle, of Covington, served as Secretary of the Treasury under President
Grover Cleveland. He was a member of the
Senate from 1889 to 1893. Prior to this,
he had been a lieutenant governor of Kentucky from 1871 to 1875. It is said that
he was as highly esteemed as were Breckenridge and Clay. However, in 1896, due to
his unpopular stand on the monet ary policies of the day, he received much criticism
and as a result moved to New York to engage in the practice of law. Senator William
O'Connell Bradley, of Louisville, the first
Republican Governor of Kentucky, was
elected to the Senate in 1909 and died before
finishing his term. Mr. Bradley was licensed
to practice law at the age of 18 by a special
enactment of the State legislature.
The Senate has been host to many important and famous personages who have
been seated on the rostrum. Admiral David
G . Farragut, made famous in the War between the States, was granted the privilege
of the floor. Maj. Gen. Winfield Scott Hancock was another American military figure
to whom the privileges of the floor were extended. Prince Henry of Prussia was also
admitted to the floor of the Senate when he
was a visitor to this country. During World
War I many members of the Allied War Missions were frequent visitors to the Capitol.
The Vice Premier of France, Rene Viviani,
addressed the Senate. The French Ambassador to the United States, M. Jusserand,
pre:::ented some Sevres vases to the Senate
and spolr.: e on that occasion. Viscount Ishii,
a mem ber of the J ,a panese War Mission, addressed the Senate. In 1919, the Senate was

honored by a visit and a speech by His
Majesty King Albert of Belgium. One of the
most brilliant figures of World War I, Sgt.
Alvin C. York, was admitted to the floor of
the Senate in 1929. The same year the
Prime Minister of Grea"t Britain, J. Ramsey
MacDonald, addressed the Senate. The following year, 1930, Gen. Jan Christiaan
Smuts, former Premier of the Union of South
Africa, addressed the Senate. Also, Rear
Adm. Richard E. Byrd, the famed Arctic
explorer, was a visitor to the floor of the
Senate.
Many of our Latin-American friends have
been visitors to the Senate, many have
addressed the Senate from the clerk's desk.
President Anastasio Somoza, of Nicaragua,
spoke before the Senate in 1939. Manuel
Prado, President of Peru, was another to
address the Senate. President Albert Arroyo
del Rio of Ecuador spoke to the Senate in
1942. In 1943, the President of Paraguay,
Gen. Higino Morinigo M., addressed the
Senate. The following year, Gen. Isaias
Medina Angarita, President of Venezuela, addressed the Senate. World War II brought
many world-famed personages to the Senate: Winston Churchill, Prime Minister of
Great Britain; Manuel L. Quezon, President
of the Philippines; King George II of Greece,
and King Peter II of Yugoslavia, addressed
the Senate. Wilhelmina, Queen of the Netherlands, addressed a joint meeting of the
Congress in the Senate Chamber. Madame
Chiang Kai-shek, wife of the Generalissimo
of China, was another famous lady to address
the Senate. Gen. Jonathan Wainwright,
.hero of Corregidor, spoke before the Senate
in 1945. It · is customary that joint sessions or meetings of the Congress be held
in the Chamber of the House of Representatives~ Because of this many famed persons
have appeared there and not in the Senate
Chamber.
Many words have been spoken before this
rostrum, many on the grayest of issues, some
brilliant speeches, and some in a lighter vein.
It was during one of these lighter moments
that Vice President Thomas R. Marshall
leaned over his desk and said to the Senate's
Chief Clerk John Crockett, "What this country needs is a good 5-cent cigar."
Senator Augustus Owsley Stanley, of Henderson, served in the Senate from 1919 to
1925, having been Governor of Kentucky
from 1915 to 1919. He was later appointed
Chairman of the International Joint Commission. Senator Frederick Moslev Sackett,
of Louisville, was elected to serve from 1925
to 1931, however, he resigned from the Senate in 1930 to become Ambassador to Germany. Mr. Sackett was succeeded by John
M. Robsion of Barbourville.
It is the duty of the Senate to ratify all
treaties. Many debates in the course of ratification have taken place before this rostrum.
The best remembered is the debate on United
States membership in the League of Nations.
It was before this rostrum that the debate
on the entrance into the United Nations
took place.
Contrary to popular belief partisan feelings do not always prevail in the Senate. A
good example of this was manifested when
Vice President BARKLEY, then Senator and
the majority leader, resigned as majority
leader in protest of the veto of the tax bill
by President Roosevelt in 1944. When Mr.
BARKLEY made a bitter attack on the veto
message, Members of the Senate, for a minute silent, then rose almost to a man and
applauded the Senator. Their applause was
quickly drowned out by cheers from the galleries, which on this day were packed with
visitors. Mr. BARKLEY, as did many Senators, went on to the Vice Presidency. His
great service in the Senate enabled him to
assume that office with the fUll confidence
of the Nation.
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Kentucky has sent many great men to the
legislative halls at Washington and it is
for this reason and to the great credit of the
Commonwealth that this rostrum will be
placed in her Old Capitol Building.

Attorney General McGranery
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOMER FERGUSON
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD two editorials, one entitled "New Attorney General," from the
Washington l?ost of today, and the
other entitled "Enter McGranery," from
the New York Herald Tribune of today.
There being no objection, the editorials were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
[From the Washington Post of May 22, 1952]
NEW ATTORNEY GENERAL
Judge McGranery won confirmation as Attorney General of the United States by a
large margin, but the 52-to-18 vote in the
Senate appears to have reflected little enthusiasm for him. Party loyalty was .a
strong factor in the unanimous Democratic
vote for him, and some of the Republicans
who stood for confirmation took the view
that nothing was to be gained by fighting a
man who is likely to ho~d the Attorney Generalship for only 7 months anyway. If President Truman had been a candidate for
renomination, the outcome might have been
very different.
With due allowance for the partisanship
that probably inspired the assault of Senators FERGUSON and WATKINS against the
nominee, they brought to light some damaging facts. The conflict between Judge MeGranary's testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee on the handling of the
Amerasia case and the testimony of other
witnesses is disturbing, to say the least.
Perhaps it does not amount to misrepresentation, but we do not see how anyone
who scrutinizes the testimony can avoid
the conclusion that the judge was evasive
in dealing with the committee.
When the nominee was questioned about
the President's seizure powers, his efforts
to straddle left him in a very awkward position. Perhaps it was unreasonable to put
him on the spot in regard to this issue now
before the Supreme Court, but a more sagacious man would not have argued both
cases. Likewise, the testimony about Mr.
McGranery's handling of a $5,000 surety fund
in the complicated Clan-Na-Gael case and
the record of Judge McGranery on the bench
leave much to be desired. The least that
can be said is that the hearings and the debate in the Senate suggest that the new
Attorney General was hastily selected without adequate regard for his qualifications for
the job. And that coincides precisely with
the known facts about how the nomination
was made.
If Judge McGranery moves decisively to
carry out the President's promise of driving
the corruptionists out of office, there will be
widespread surprise. His one chance of making a name for himself in the few remaining
months of the Truman administration is to
declare war on the corruptionists still in
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States Senate, I have participated in the _
drafting and enactment of a wide variety' of
laws. For the purposes of this commentary,
I am placing emphasis on one special type
of legislation-labor-management relations
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
legislation. Pertinent to this observation is
OF
the fact that I had a positive responsibility
with respect to the enactment of the New
York State Labor Relations Act.
Often laws contain preambles expressing
OF VERMONT
the intent of the legislative bodies that pass
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
them. In New York State the legislature
Thursday, May 22, 1952
wrote the following preamble to the State
Labor Relations Act:
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, I ask
"In the interpretation and application of
unanimous consent to have printed in this article, and otherwise, it is hereby de[From the New York Herald Tribune of May
the Appendix of the RECORD an article clared to be the public policy of the State
22, 1952]
entitled "Voluntary Procedures and to encourage the practice and procedure of
ENTER McGRANERY
Processes in Labor-Management Rela~ . collective bargaining, and to protect emThe great majority of the United States
tions,'' written by the Senator from New ployees in the exercise of full freedom of
Senate apparently cared not much of a hoot,
one way or the other, about James Patrick
York [Mr. IVES] and published by the association, self organization and designation
representatives of their own choosing for
McGranery. If President Truman wanted
Industry Council Association, Inc., 12 of
the purposes of collective bargaining, or
McGranery for Attorney General, then let
East Forty-first Street, New York City. other mutuai aid and protection, free from
him have McGranery. The Senate, after all,
There being no objection, the article the interference, restraint or coercion of their
has declined on only six occasions in the
employers."
entire course of the Republ\C to confirm a · was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
Herein is revealed the mind of the men
as follows:
Cabinet appointment. The President, logwho enacted that law.
·
ically enough, should be allowed to pick his
I. INTRODUCTION: THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENTThe legislature in 1938 created its joint
own company. The 52-to-18. vote for Me- ·
THE PROBLEM AND THE CHALLENG3
legislative committee on industrial and labor
Granery was by no means an endorsement;
The traditional role of government in dealconditions. It was my privilege to serve as
it was simply courtesy and tradition. Furing with human relations in a free society
chairman of this committee from the date
thermore, the new Attorney General serves
is that of establishing and enforcing rules
of its organization until I retired from the
only until next January. There will be a
of conduct by which parties in dispute may
legislature at the end of 1946. Throughout
new administration, no matter who wins the
have the opportunity voluntarily, ahd therethat period of time the committee's action
election and a new Cabinet. So it hardly
fore more happily, to reach agreement.
was guided by four fundamental principles,
seemed worth while to kick up a fuss about
Continual dependence on government to
which are as follows:
a fleeting successor to J. Howard McGrath.
make the decisions in the solution of prob"1. The right of workers to organize and
That super-Democrat, Senator PAT Mclems, which can be handled better through
to bargain collectively, through representa- ,
CARRAN, expects great things of "honest,
the use of voluntary processes and without
tives of their own choosing, should be held
God-fearing, fair-minded" Judge McGranthe intervention of government, can result
inviolate in all worker-employer relation•.
ery. The Senator, of course, is entitled to
only in placing further restrictions on perships;
express his personal opinion. Our own
sonal freedom. Such a procedure, moretlver, ·
"2. The right to strike, where the exernotion is that there is nothing in the Mccan only place new limits on freedom of
cise of this right is neither against the pubGranery record that inspires. Mr. Truman
action and association.
lic nor harmful to the public welfare, is inhas simply elevated. ~other crony. DoubtA most critical area of human relations
alienable in our American system; (by the
less the country will be treated to renewed
at the present time is the field of laborsame taken and to the same extent the right
huzzas of clean-up. All of it has been heard
management relations.
to the lockout by an employer is also inbefore and can be assessed again as so much
Evidence of the growing tendency to ab.dialienable in our American system.)
empty noise. There is no reason to expect
cate to government in matters pertaining to
"3. The rights and obligations of employany more results from McGranery than Mclabor-management relations became very
ers in all worker-employer relationships
Grath. They are both off the same block.
apparent during World War II when both
should be commensurate with the rights and
labor and management continually were
obligations of the workers;
seeking decisions by the War Labor Board to
"4. The chief function of government •. in
settle misunderstanding or differences. Most
dealing with worker-employer relationships,
of these questions should have been reDark Horse
should be to promote good will, to encourage
f:lOlved voluntarily or through the utilization
of governmental'agencies, whose purpose was
cooperation, and where resort is made to
to
help
in
settling
disputes
by
way
of
volunintervention, to be impartial and just, deEXTENSION OF REMARKS
tary processes and procedures. Conference,
manding obedience to all law by both parties
OF
concili.ation, persuasion, mediation-these
concerned."
efficacious media for reaching peaceful agreeI am not aware that any one of these four
ments were largely ignored and neglected.
principles, enunciated by the committee on
In the name of speed-regardless of basic
OF MASSACHUSETTS
May 12, 1938, has ever been challenged by
motive-:-the iron hand of government was
any responsible person. They are basic and
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
sought--and obtained.
constantly have retained their validity and
So, now, in the present defense emergency,
vitality, being as fundamental and practical
Thursday, May 22, 1952
there is a demand that Government invade
now as when enunciated 14 years ago. I
Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave the field of labor-management relations by am convinced that their general acceptance
to extend my remarks, I wish to include stepping into disputes, taking sides, making and application today would go a long way
and throwing collective bargaining
toward preventing the disputes which have
the following from the Lynn Telegram,· decisions,
ihto the ashcan. There seem to be some, in
arisen and still are arising between manLynn, Mass.:
fact, who are determined that labor and· agement and labor.
management shall take one more step along
RAYBURN'S ROLE
Especially do I draw attention to principle
the fateful path leading to a destination o!
House Speaker SAM RAYBURN may become
4 which specifices the responsibility and obdespotism, from which return may be imthe administration's dark-horse choice if a
ligation of Government with respect to the
possible.
serious North-South split develops at the
relationship between workers and employers.
I have always felt that mutual confidence
Democratic National Convention in July.
In this connection the committee members
and respect must be the basis for sound and
unanimously declared their recognition of
Key Democrats, concerned about growing
satisfactory labor-management relations.
the continuous need for action through the
Republican optimism and refusal of'Illinois
Only
good
will
and
not
laws,
in
the
final
exercise of voluntary processes. Our thinkGov. Adlai Stevenson . to run, are weighing
analysis,
can
assure
peaceful
and
stable
ing was express.e d in these words:
RAYBURN as a possible nominee even though
labor-management
relations.
the veteran Texas congressional 1eader has
"The most satisfactory and happiest huIt is vitally important for the welfare of
expressed no desire for the job.
man relationships are the product not of
the Nation at this time vigorously to reaffirm
legal
compulsion. but rather of a voluntary
They feel that RAYBURN would command
this basic philosophy.
determination among human beings to cothe support of both the southern and northII. GOVERNMENT: RECOGNIZING AND GUARANTEEern wings of the party. He is popular with
operate with one another. Though we may
ING FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS BY LEGISLATION
leaders throughout the country and an intilegislate to the end of time, there never will
mate friend of President Truman.
be industrial peace and harmony without
Since 1930, inclusive, it has been my priv•
Both of these factors might play a key
ilege continuously to hold legislative office.
good faith, integrity, a high degree of responpart should a deadlock develop at the conDuring this 23-year period in the legislature
sibility, and a real desire to cooperate on the
vention and RAYBURN become a dark horse.
of the State of New York and in the United
part of all parties concerned. Without this

office. But the present indications are that
the bold clean-up efforts launched by Mr.
Truman on his return from Key West ru·e as
dead as the dinosaurs that he likes to talk
about. We hope that a new effort will be
made. But one faux pas has followed another with such regularity in this sphere that
no confidence is left in any gesture on the
part of the administration to do its own
housecleaning. A heavy burden thus falls
upon the Chelf committee of the House and
other congressional committees that are trying to bring the facts to light.

HON. THOMAS J. LANE

·Voluntary Procedures and Processes ~
Labor-Management Relations

HON. GEORGE D. AIKEN
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spirit of good will, all of the social, economic,
and labor laws of man wm prove eventually
to be in vain."
The philosophy contained in the foregoing statement is as true and as applicable
today as in 1940 when it was made. Indeed,
its application never was more necessary
than right now-and I am gratified to be
able to point out that there exists an organization, known as the Industry Council Association, Inc., which is dedicated to upholding
and applying this philosophy.
Today courageous, clear thinking and action in connection with all matters pertaining to labor-management relations are vitally
needed. Equivocation, compromise, pussyfooting, hypocrisy-these despicable expedients must not be tolerated. Government
and management and labor must assume in
our social order the proper role which each
must play for the benefit of all. This goal
can be attained neither by government alone
nor by labor alone nor by management alone,
nor by any other group or element in our
society-acting alone; it cannot be realized
by a combination of government and labor
or of government and management or even
of labor and management, acting alone; it
can be achieved only by all of us voluntarily
working together in the interest of all general welfare.
· This kind of thinking was spelled out 12
years ago, and I am happy to have played
a part in bringing it about. It should be
easy, therefore, for a reader of this article to
understand my deep interest in the Industry
Council Association, Inc., and why I became
a member of its board of directors. This
association seeks to assist in the achievement
of the objectives I have cited through the
means and promoting of an educational program, stressing voluntary association among
management, labor, and the public.
III. GOVERNMENT: PROTECTOR AND SUPERVISOR
IN THE EXERCISE OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

In 1916 the British Government established the so-called Whitley Commission.
The commission was created by Parliament
to study methods for the permanent improvement of labor-management relat ions.
Among· its important recommendations was
that national, district, and local councils of
workers and employers be formed in each
industry for the promotion of understanding
and cooperation.
Of these councils the New York State Joint
Legislative Committee on Industrial and
Labor Conditions wrote in 1940 as follows:
"While the functions of these councils in
bringing about cooperation between workers
and employers might be studied to advantage by American industry, their methods of
controlling prices and eliminating unfair
competition are clearly illegal under our
State and national laws.
The committee further wrote:
"The Government, through the Ministry
of Labor, actively encouraged the formation
of Whitley Councils, and this most important
period of growth was between 1918 and 1921.
At the present time, 1940, they are considered
to have been, and to be, a vital factor in the
d evelopment and maintenance of the present
state of harmony in English industrial relati0ns."
As I have stated, the basic objective of the
so-called Whitley CouncHs was to promote
understanding and cooperation between
labor and management. Such an objective
would be nowadays in harmony with American labor-management relations, State-wide
and n ationally. Please note that the British
Government, through the Ministry of Labor,
played an active role by encouraging the
form ation of joint groups in each industry.
The same kind of encouragement on the part
of our own Government-perhaps through
the auspices of the Secretaries of Commerce
and of Labor-would be altogether appropriate.

The preceding presentation discloses efforts
on my part in behalf of the establishment of
cooperation between labor and management. I am convinced that a comprehensive
plan of voluntary teamwork among labor,
management, and the public would have
tremendous possibilities in this country.
It was only natural for me to accept membership in the Industry Council Association,
Inc., a nonpolitical, nondenominational organization, dedicated to achieving peace
and justice in labor-management relations.
Subsequently, as I have stated, I have been
privileged to become a director of this organization which is engaged in an educational
campaign in support of a more or less formal
plan by which to achieve voluntary association among professional, agricultural, and
industrial groups.
Acknowledging inspiration from the Papal
En cyclical, Forty Years After, the association is working for the adoption of a specific
program in America, which in essence takes
the form of "A Declaration of Economic
Justice, consisting of eight points. This
declaration calls for a meeting of minds on
certain basic moral principles by individual
leaders 6f the three great religious faiths in
America.
The education'a l efforts of the Industry
Council Association, Inc., in all sections of
America, are. beginning to arouse interest in
the feasibility of permanen t joint committees representing labor, m anagement, and
the public, as a most effective medium by
which to bring industrial peace and justice
to the Nation. Although the thinking of the
association is held by many groups in ou:
national economy, it should not be surprising that an especially active interest in the
association has been shown by citizens of
New York State. I call attention to a statement of American economic principles-a
pattern for continuing national progress,
adopted by the Chamber of Commerce of the
State of New York, on June 3, 1948, to which
representatives of management, labor, and
government contributed, and principle 4,
of which reads as follows:
"Management, labor, and government
should do everything within their power to
bring about ·the most productive results in
industry and business. They should cooperate actively in minimizing th!l stress and
strains on the economic system. They should
do everything they can to prevent conflicts
from developing and to reconcile clashes
of interests. The Government should maintain strict impartiality whenever confiict
arises."
The Industry Council Association, Inc.,
urges government to encourage voluntary
joint action on the part of American industrial, agricultural, and professional groups.
It welcomes examination and, where desirable in specific instances, the supervision of
its activities by government, but it holds
that government should not control or actually operate its functions. It insists that
the public as such be represented among
the groups involved by a genuine representative or genuine representatives of the public.
CONCLUSION: THE PROBLEM SOLVED; THE
CHALLENGE MET

In conclusion I call attention to a significant passage from the writings of the Honorable John Foster Dulles, distinguished public servant, scholar, and diplomat:
"We are emerging from 6 years of war during which morality and principle have been
put aside in favor of m111tary expediency.
The war has now ended and, with that ending, principle and morality must be reestablished in the world. The United States ought
to take a lead in that. It develops upon us
to give leadership in restoring principle as a
guide to conduct. If we do not, the world
will not be worth living in. Indeed, it probably will be a world in which human beings cannot live. For we know that this

planet will, like others, become uninhabitable unless men subject their physical power
to the restraints of moral law."
Religious principles and the moral law
are essential to peace and justice in America in general-and in our economic society
in particular. Free government does not
perpetuate itself automatically. The establishment of equality of opportunity in our
own or any free society can never be left to
chance. To gain this most vital objective,
a new way and a new vehicle to traverse it
are needed desperately-a way and a vehicle
which would assure to a:ll areas, groups, occupations, and persons adequate representation and recognition. Implementation of
this program calls for a new type of organization.
Su::h an organization must be truly voluntary if it is to be democratic. Such an organization must deserve the encouragement
of society. Though strictly nonsectarian in
character, such an organization should be
inspired and guided by the basic tenets of
human conduct and decency which are common to the great religious faiths. In fact
such an organization should assert the supremacy of religion as guide and chart in
the struggle to preserve the basic ideals and
principles of America and as the paramount
'influence in the daily lives of all of u::;.
If Americans are to exercise the right of
free association in economic matters, then
voluntary groups representing labor, management, and the public must come into being throughout the country. Such groups,
essentially democratic, offer a middle way
between excessive individualism and suffo·cating centralism. Such groups can reconcile the seeming confl.ict between personal
liberty and governmental authority and harmonize the fundamental prerogatives of the
individual with the over-all demand for recognition of the general weliar.e.
Such
groups, indeed, offer a reasonable hope, perhaps the only hope, of halting the fateful
trend in America toward some form of the
omnipotent state.
To espouse the aims and attain the goal I
have cited, the voluntary group system has
been proposed by the Industry Council Association, Inc. Its purposes are noble; its
possibilities for good are almost without
limit.

Congress Faces Power Issue
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to
call to the attention of the House of
Representatives an article by James M.
Haswell entitled "Congress Faces Power
Issue" which appeared in the March 27,
1952, edition of the Times, Trenton, N.J.
The article follows:
CONGRESS FACES POWER ISSUE

(By James M. Has.well)
Congress is facing a show-down on hydroelectric-power policy. Disposition of three
pending problems at this session could chart
a new power future for this country.
The problems are:
The distribution of St. Lawrence power;
the development of new Niagara Rivar power; and the construction of the Hells Canyon power project on the Snake River between Idaho and Oregon.
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The historic Government approach to
public-power ownership has been by way of
meeting other needs. These needs have
been irrigation, flood control, navigation,
and urban water supply.
PRIMACY OF DEFENSE

Lately there has been talk of national defense as a need.
For the last 50 years Congress has spent
many b11lions of dollars in building dams
and water-control facilities to meet these
needs. These improvements have greatly increased the capacity of the West and South
to support a prosperous population.
Officially, the creation of hydroelecrtic
power at the multiple-purpose dams has
been an incident of the irrigation, or flood
control, or navigation purpose.
But the power developments have grown,
until today 11 percent of all United States
power comes from publicly-owned sources.
Private power interests say that the power
tails of these enterprises wag the irrigation
and flood-control dogs. They say the primary purpose is coming, more and more
frankly, to be expansion of public power.
They cite TVA as an example of wha~ the
Nation is coming to. There are no pnvate
power utilities in TVA territory.
Private power interests say the Government ought not to engage in the transmission of power, because private utilities can
do that. They say it ought not to build
purely power dams, because private utilities
can do that, too.
But the question is whether Congress subscribes to this policy. Year by year, it goes
on · expanding the multiple-purpose watercontrol system.
Current appropriation requests relating to
these purposes top $1,700,000,000.
The Hells Canyon project is a test case
because it is the first almost entirely power
project, and because the Idaho Power Co.
stands ready to do, on a smaller scale,
what the Interior Department is requesting.
The Niagara project is a test case because
private industry always has developed
Niagara power.
INDUSTRY STANDS READY

Now the plan is to build additional works.
Private industry stands ready to do it.
Will the Government step in and insist on
taking over?
The International Rapids project is a test
case because three agencies are proposing
to distribute the power.
Shall the Federal Government set up a
regional authority to do it?
Shall it give the job to the· State of New
York?
Or shall it sell the power to private lines at
the International Rapids site? ·
When Congress makes decisions on these
cases the Nation will know whether TV A
was Just a bold New Deal experiment, or
whether it is the pattern for the future of
the St. Lawrence, the Missouri, the Columbia,
and the half-dozen partly developed river
basins in the South.

Armed Forces Day Celebration Address
by Rear Adm. W. K. Phillips, United
States Navy, New Orleans, La., May 15,
16, and 17, 1952
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. F. EDWARD HEBERT
OF LOUISIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 19p2

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend lnY remarks. I call at:.

tention to the address delivered by Rear
Adm.. W. K. Phillips before the chamber
of commerce in New Orleans on the occasion of Armed Forces Day:
Mr. Chairman, members of the citizell8
committee, Mayor Classen, distinguished
guests, and my friends, first of all, I want
you to know that this is a very proud moment in my life. I have already made a
statement many times which I will repeat,
that it is my considered opinion (after having lived in many places in and out of the
United States) that there are more fine people to the square foot in New Orleans than
anywhere else in the world.
I am particularly honored that the Citizens
Committee saw fit to invite me for this Armed
Forces Day celebration. It could only have
been because of friendship, since they are
all aware of my various shortcomings. Well,
at least those which it was impossible for
me to cove':' up.
I read a book once about making a speech
and it was full of sound information of
what to do and what not to do, but it failed
to tell a fellow how to proceed when he
stood up in front of a lot of people and
found that his mind refused to stay on the
track or else became a complete blank. In
this connection I asked one of my good
friends here in New Orleans what I should
talk about, and he paid me a very pretty
compliment by saying, "Frankly, Sol, it
doesn't matter a damn what you say, just
come on down."
So here I am. I am among friends, because there is certainly no place in these
United States where the Armed Forces have
received more generous support than in New
Orleans. Therefore, in saying what I shall,
I very definitely find myself in the position
of the preacher whose sermon i3 really meant
for those not in the congregation.
It appears to be a very popular sport in
this election year to denounce anyone in
authority, and the military appears to be
a prime and particularly juicy target. We
have been accused of being wasteful, arrogant, inept, and inefficient. The more senior and experienced a military man becomes, the easier it appears to be to convince
certain elements of the reading public tt.at
he is stupid. It would appear that any
product of West Point or the Naval Academy is automatically a stuffed shirt, and
any officer who has become a regular by
any other means is suspect. Any real or
imaginary mistake made by a general or
an admiral proves that all the so-called brass
are in reality bums. It is unfortunate that
this sort of stu1! provides good copy and
is apparently well received.
I am sure you will all agree there is no lack
of military critics and second guessers at
this time. Perhaps we who wear the uniform
can take some sort of solace in realizing that
this sort of thing has been going on a long,
long time. The history book tells us of a
day, more than 2,000 years ago, when a
Roman general felt provoked to the point
.that he addressed the citizens. This General, a certain Lucius Aemilius Paulus, had
been selected to conduct a campaign against
the Macedonians. I have no doubt but that
he had received all kinds of unsolicited advice and criticism. Here is what he told
the citizens of Rome: "In every circle, and
truly, at every table, there are people who
lead armies into Macedonia, who know where
the camp ought to be placed, what posts
ought to be occupied by troops, when and
·through what pass that territory should be
entered, where magazines should be formed,
how provisions should be conveyed by land
and sea, and when it is proper to engage
the enemy, when to be quiet. And they not
only determine what is best to be done, but
if anything is done in any other manner
·than what they have poi~ted out, they arraign the consul, as if he were on trial before

them. These are great impediments to those
who have the management of affairs; for
everyone cannot encounter injurious reports
with the same constancy and firmness of
mind as Fabius did, who chose to let his
own ability be questioned through the folly
of the people, rather than to mismanage the
public business with a high reputation. I
am not one of those who think that commanders ought at no time to receive advice;
on the contrary, I should deem that man
more proud than wise who regulated every
proceeding by the standard of his own single
judgment. What then is my opinion? That
commanders should be counseled, chiefly, by
persons of known talent; by those who have
made the art of war their particular study,
and whose knowledge is derived from experience; from those who are present at the
scene of action, who see the country, who
see the enemy, who see the advantages that
occasions offer, and who, like people embarked in the same ship, are sharers of the
danger. If therefore, anyone thinks himself
qualified to give advice respecting the war
which I am to conduct, which may prove advantageous to the public, let him not refuse
his assistance to the state, but let him come
with me into Macedonia. He shall be furnished with a ship, a horse, a tent, even
his travelling charges shall be defrayed. But
if he thinks this too much trouble, and
prefers the repose of a city life to the toils of
war, let him not, on land, assume the office
of a pilot. The city, in itself, furnishes
abundance of topics for conversation; let
it confine its passion for talking within tts
own precincts, and rest assured that we shall
pay no attention to any councils but such
as shall be framed within our camp."
Bear in mind that all of this was a long
time ago, but what our friend Paulus said _in
Rome that day is, I think, true today.
Now I hold no particular brief nor do I
make any extraordinary claims for the professional military man, be he sailor, soldier,
marine, or airman. He is an ordinary American boy who for one reason or another
elected to join a military outfit. He very
likely found, as I have, that it is a good life,
nearly always interesting, and sometimes
fascinating. He stays in the service mainly
for two reasons. Unless he is particularly
stupid, neither of these reasons is · money.
I believe that the two reasons can be roughly
described as pride in service and the individual's satisfaction in his small accomplishments because he feels that his e1!orts have
contributed in some small degree to the overall prestige of his country and of his particular service.
The average officer progresses through the
ranks or decides that he would prefer to
make a career of something else, or else falls
by the wayside. Remember that your officers are promoted each time under the laws
an:d the regulations that have been set up
and approved by the Congress which represents the American people. Incidentally I
have personally found these same rules and
requirements very tough indeed, so much so
that my friend Streuby Drumm once found
occasion to make mention in public of my
remarkable scholastic achievements. Needless to say it brought quite a laugh.
I do not consider the military to be above
criticism and I think that a certain amount
of criticism is healthy, particularly if it is
even remotely constructive. It is frequently
not only inaccurate, but submitted by the
uninformed, and purely destructive in
nature.
. I would like to testify from first hand general knowledge that has been acquired over
a period of nearly 40 years in the service,
that for every so-called senior officer who has
been proved to be unworthy of his commission (but has somehow managed to slip
:through the strainer) you have hundreds of
fine experienced men skilled in the art of
war. willin~ to make sacrifices includin~ the
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supreme one, and fully competent to lead
your sons when and as required.
Of late there has been so much belittling
comment thrown indiscriminately at the
Pentagon that, in my opinion, it has already had a serious effect on the military
morale in general and on the morale of the
poor unfortunate so-and-so's who are
trapped therein, in particular. There is a
definition of a coward that is going the
rounds in the Pentagon, and I quote "any
officer who asks for a transfer from the
Pentagon to Korea." For your information,
I qualify as a coward.
I realize that it may be in somewhat bad
taste for me to offer any kind of defense of
the military profession. My excuses are ( 1)
that I have at best only a few mot:e years
of active duty before me, and (2) lately I
have not ed a general reluctance on the part
of almost everyone to malce other than snide
and derogatory remarks about the military
profession.
There can't be too much wrong with the
system that has produced men like Farragut
and Decatur, Lee and Grant, Pershing, Sims,
Nimitz, Halsey and Spruance, Eisenhower,
MacArthur and Ridgway, Lejeune and Vandegrift-to say nothing of the names without end of lesser men who nevertheless were
dedicated to the same purpose and had the
same ideals.
Do you think this Nation will be able to
'Produce m1litary leaders of comparable
ability in the future if the entire military
system is subjected to continuous and frequently undeserved abuse and ridicule?
In closing, my message to you is to allow
the m1litary of each service to restore its
prestige to the point where it will attract our
:fine young men rather than permit this prestige to be torn down (by the loose talk of
unqualified observers) and thus repel the
better young Americans. This last will surely
occur if the present insidious trend to vilify
and .b elittle the military is long continued,
and in that case your sons and grandsons
will, in fact, be led by incompetents and the
next generation of Americans may be unable to say, "We never lost a. war."

Public Housing
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. F. D. ROOSEVELT, JR.
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I should like to insert two excellent editorials which appeared in yesterday's New York Times.
The first concerns a new public housing project to be erected in the heart of
my district and discusses the great need
for more. This is most relevant after
my colleagues' misguided and false economy of several weeks ago in reducing
our 135,000 units per year Federal housing program to 5,000 units for this and
future years.
·
The second editorial pays a most deserved tribute to the fine work of the
National Urban League and its newly
elected president, an outstanding citizen
of New York, Robert W. Dowling, who
has done so much for housing and for
eliminating discrimination.
HOUSING FOR THE WEST SIDE

The three-block area bounded by West ·
Forty-sixth Street, Ninth and ·Tenth Avenues

and West Forty-ninth Street, is well chosen
for a slum-clearance low-rent public housing project. The State housing commissioner, Herman T. Stichman, announced approval of this 11.8-acre site yesterday, along
with a $21,825,COO State loan. About a halfdozen buildings, for 1,300 fam1lies, will be
erected on the three large blocks, with a
15 percent coverage of land. Clearance may
begin in 1953.
What makes this new project stand out is
its location. The West Side of Manhattan
has been badly neglected in slum-clearance,
while there has been a tremendous concentration of public housing on the Lower East
Side of Manhattan. Between the Battery
and West Sixty-first Street only Elliott
houses have been built, at Twenty-third
Street, whereas the Lower East Side presents
almost a solid wall of housing, much of it
public and subsidized.
The three blocks to be cleared not far
west of Times Square arc largely old brownstone and brick buildings put up more than
50 years ago. There is a sprinkling of small
business establishments on the side streets,
while the avenues are lined with groundfloor stores and shops. The area is free of
tall, substantial buildings of recent construct! )n, and comparatively free of institutional
buildings. The area is depressing in atmosphere and offers no apparent promise
of anythinB but worse deteriorat~on unless
public condemnation clears the site for a
fresh start.
The whole surrounding area is b_lighted
up ahd down the West Side. This will be
a start toward reclamation and may stimulate private enterprise to come in and help
do a larger job. The State housing division
made a careful canvass of the area to be
cleared. It found that 60 percent of those
employed either walk to work or live within
10 minutes of their jobs. One-third of the
1,896 dwelling units violate the multipledwelling law; · 62 percent lack central heating; every third fiat has no toilet of its own;
60 percent share a bath or have a bathtub
in the kitchen.
The new Governor Clinton houses will
mean the rebuilding of a neighborhood, good
riddance of some bad housing and, we hope,
prove to be the beginning of a general rehabilitation of the West Side.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

In taking over the presidency of the National Urban League, Robert W. Dowling
has accepted an opportunity for great service to his fellow-Americans. The league is
the Nation's -oldest interracial service agency.
It is principally concerned with achieving
equal economic opportunity for Negroes in
all :fields of endeavor.
Mr. Dowling's advice and leadership will
be particularly helpful on the housing probiem. His great experience in that field, his
close acquaintance with banking and insurance institutions should promote real
progress in providing more decent and more
ample living quarters for Negroes. His recent suggestion that insurance companies
and banks take on the sponsorship of cooperative housing offers one avenue for exploration.
Intolerance for reasons of race,· color, or
creed, as it occasionally shows itself in incidents in the United ·States, takes on international significance when magnified and exploited by Communists for their own purposes. In working for more general recognition of the dignity of man the National
Urban League, with its 60 afftliates in 30
States and a national headquarters here led
by the able and intelligent executive director, Lester B. Granger, is playing a constructive part in the world war of ideas and
principles. We believe, as the league's annual report says, that "the year 1951 saw a
growing awareness in many sections of the
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United States that true democracy must begin at home lest this Nation appear suspect
·before the world."

Niagara Power Development
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a statement of the Buffalo
Chamber of Commerce, Buffalo, N.Y., in
support of the Capehart-Miller bills-S.
2021, H. R. 3146-providing for additional hydroelectric power from the
Niagara Falls and River to be developed
by private enterprise.
The statement follows:
The Buffalo Chamber of Commerce recommends passage of the Capehart-Miller bills
(S. 2021, H. R. 3146) permitting Niagara
River power development by private industry. Representing the highly industrialized Niagara frontier area, the chamber
recognizes the need for development of addi·
tional hydroelectric power facilities on the
Niagara.
In accordance with the provisions of the
Niagara River Treaty with Canada, the Congress must spec.i fically authorize any project for redevelopment of the United States
share of such waters.
The Congress has three proposals before
it for consideration: The Lehman-Roosevelt
bills (S, 517, H. R. 1642) advocating Federal
development and control; the Ives-Cole bills
(S. 1963, H. R. 5099) proposing that a public
agency, the Power Authority of the State of
New York, undertake the project; and the
Capehart-Miller bills (S. 2021, H. R. 3146)
granting private enterprise the right to develop and transmit the electric energy to be
produced.
Private enterprise has the resources, the
willingness and the ability necessary to efficiently construct and operate the proposed
development. The taxpayers would pay no
part of the cost. On the contrary, some
$23,000,000 in direct taxes, in addition to the
taxes on stockholders, would fiow into local,
State, and Federal public treasuries. There
is no logic in the Government initially spending $300 to $400 million for this development, foregoing more than $23,000,000 in
tax revenues and then increasing tax rates
to offset the combined cost and loss o!
revenue.
The project is purely and simply one o!
power development. It does not involve fiood
control, nayigation, irrigation, or correction
of soil erosion which might be consider~d as
Federal functions. It is to be developed in
an area where privat~ enterprise has pio~
neered in hydroelectric development and
where it is :firmly established.
In view of the desirability of producing
additional electrical power at the earliest
possible date, consideration should be given
to the testimony of Federal engineers that
it would take 5 years for a governmental
development to produce the :first power.
. whereas private interests could accomplish
it in 3 years.
The Federal Government's duty primarily
is to perform only those functions which its
citizens cannot carry on for themselves. The
intrusion of the Government into the fields
of private business is detrimental to the best ,
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interests of the Nation in that it is dealing
death blows to our time-proven free-enter·
prise system. If Congress permits the Gov·
ernment to operate this business, a precedent
will be set that may well undermine the
ownership and operation of all private busi•
ness.
The Buffalo Chamber of Commerce urges
concerted support of the Capehart-Miller
bills (S. 2021, H. R. 3146) as a measure which
will help to prevent subsidized, federally
owned industry from stifling free enterprise
and from adding unnecessary burdens on the
American taxpayer in the form of both im•
mediate and future increased tax bills.

Brand Names: A Basis for Unity
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.JAMESJ.MURPHY
OF NEW YORK

r Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend .PlY remarks in the REc-

I include the following address by
the Honorable James A. Farley, chairman of the board of the Coca-Cola Export Corp., at the annual Brand Names
Day dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York City, on April 16, 1952:

. ORD,

BRAND NAMES: A BASIS FOR UNITY

{Address by Ron. James A. Farley)
First, let me congratulate the fine men
and women who, in behalf of their stores,
have been so signally recognized here tonight. Both personally and on behalf of the
company which I represent, may I extend
good wishes to them and to their business
associates back in their home cities.
In this recognition of achievement I see
a singular significance. It is particularly
American. And it goes beyond tl:le high contribution so well described in the citations
themselves.
These outstanding retailers have been
rightly recognized "for outstanding presentation of manufacturers' brands to the public."
That is a most praiseworthy accomplishment-for it has brought about a notably
better understanding by the public of a ma·
Jor aspect of our way of life.
But in this event-which climaxes another
great Brand Names Day-1 see a significance
beyond the successful promotion and selling
of good products-beyond even the great
contribution of creating a better under·
standing. I see in it the great sJgnificance
of national unity. In spite of any surface
signs of disagreement, which may be read
into the reports of the day, we do have a
basic unity. And this celebration proves it.
Back of this event tonight, merchants
throughout the country have made skillful
presentation of thousands and thousands
of worth-while products. They have sold
to the public not only the goods and product values but the aspirations and quality
standards of thousands of manufacturing
companies.
The manufacturers themselves, as well as
trade associations, jobbers and distributorsin all branches of merchandising-have
worked as one cooperating team. The ad·
vertisinff profession has given freely of its
talents. All the media of information and
advertising-newspapers, radio, magazines,
the trade press, outdoor, transit, direct mail
and others-have contributed their enlightening forces.
Nearly all of the members of this team are
strong and energetic competitors of each
other. Yet, in this cause, all of them have
worked together in harmonious unity. To
.me, this effort symbolizes a unity that tran-

scends all differences of interest, all competitive or conflicting forces that may from time
to time divide us. It is the kind of unity
which is the strength of America. It demonstrates our remarkable and ready ability to
get together in the advancement of wholesome principles in which we believe. It is
the kind of unity that shall be the ultimate
salvation of our country.
Enemies of our way of life also have a
unity. But theirs is of another kind. It
permits no difference of ideas, no competi·
tion, no freedom of choice. It is an insidious unity of Godless fanaticism. It is based
on hatred and maintained by compulsion.
In vivid contrast to this Communist unityand that is what I refer to of course--is our
own national unity. I know of no better
background against which it may be high·
lighted than the brand names system. Let
us consider for a few minutes what brand
names stand for.
First, our brand names and trade-marks
symbolize America's products. Then they
symbolize the maker of the products. Then
the reputati-on of the maker. Then, and,
even more important, they symbolize the
responsibility of the maker. Every one of
the great galaxy of American trade-marks
implies a unity of responsibility.
It suggests the individual's responsibility
for his acts, the corporation's responsibility
for the quality and value of its products. It
expresses the seller's responsibility for his
service. Each one in the chain stands responsfble and accountable. For, in America
we do not believe that our responsibility can
be passed on to someone else. We do not
believe it can be passed from our shoulders
onto the shoulders of others, nor from the
others onto the state. In American business we are men of responsibility, honor,
and integrity, and may God preserve us in
that tradition.
Sometimes we hear those who would like
to tear down our system claim that brand
names are monop-olistic. But, we know that
1s untrue. Brand names are the very opposite of monopoly. For, in addition to the
freedom of choice, which they make possible, brand names and trade-marks create
competition. And that competition expresses, in a very positive way, our belief
in progress and in our basic American optimism. It shows that we are never satis·
fled to rest on our laurels. We believe that
no product, no act, no plan represents the
ultimate achievement. We see it as just
a step on the path toward better products,
better acts, or better plans. No matter
how good we make the better mousetrap,
we know that some day we will make it
still better. Or if we do not, we know some
bright competitor will come along and do it
for us. This philosophy is implied in every
ad you run, every sales talk you make, and
every transaction you ring up.
In offering competitive brands we express also our deep respect for the individual and our belief in his abil1ty to exercise his own good judgment. We offer him
our products and provide him with information and suggestions to buy. But he
makes the decision. He chooses or rejects
whatever we offer. And in that selection he
is governed not by any form of compulsion,
but solely by his own individual taste or re·
quirement.
You imaginative men and women, who by
your dally acts foster and promote our brand
name system, are making a great contribution. You are helping to keep these principles alive in the thought and action of
our public. And in that way you are help·
1ng greatly to bind together all sections and
segments of our Nation.
From just this brief review, it is easy to
appreciate the great value of the brandnames system to America. But if it has such
great value to us, is not lts value even great-

er to the peoples of other countries? I think
so, because it. can well serve to keep alive
the concepts of responsibility and integrity
throughout the world.
I do a good bit of globetrotting in my job.
And I have an unusual opportunity to ob·
serve the effects of American business ideas
and practices on the thinking of other
peoples. In world trade the brand-names
system holds a unique place. Some authori·
ties go so far as to say that international
trade is inconceivable today without it.
Actually, merchandise is sold by brands in
foreign markets, even more than it is sold
in our own markets. And on the trademark we base our greatest hope of expanding
world trade.
That is true because the trade-mark is
often the only thing that cuts acr9ss national and ideological barriers. In nearly
every country in the world-Russia and her
satellites notoriously excepted-the integrity
of trade-marks is vigorously upheld.
To any world traveler it is heartening to
see how widespread American products are
distributed. You will find them in every
corner of the globe. It may be an International Harvester combine at work in the
wheat fields of Argentina. It may be a GMC
truck along the dikes in Holland. Or perhaps it is a Singer sewing machine, humming busily away in a. little Italian tailor
shop. Maybe it is a. pack of Luckies, jealously
hoarded by a Nile boatman at Cairo, or a
Hershey bar in the eager hands of a little
child in West Germany. In Brisbane, in
Calcutta, in Rio, Rome, or Paris American
brand names may be found by the hundreds'.
And wherever you find them they are making
friends for America.
Brand-name products are also filling the
needs of the boys on the battle front5 of
Korea. This time, the military did not repeat the mistake of supplying unknown
brands of cigarettes, chewing gum, and other
articles to our servicemen. In World War 11,
you wm remember, the infantry raised a very
proper protest. Today, they may not get
exactly their favorite brand of smoke, but
you may be sure they get one of the better
known popular brands. And it is the same
with shaving cream, candy, and other things.
I am very proud of the fact that the men
right up along the front lines can now enjoy
a daily taste 9f America in a delicious and
refreshing ice-cold bottle of -you know what.
Implicit in every American product is the
idea of fair dealing, of identification, and
of responsibility-the idea of a contract entered into in good faith and performed in
good faith-the idea. of a. promise, freely
made and faithfully kept. These ideas and
associations are recognized by people everywhere in the world. Therefore, the distribution of American products in world trade
is more important today than ever before.
As a globe trotter, you are impressed by
another startling thing. The world is tired
of words. Everywhere the meaning of
words is tending to break down. They are
used by too many people in too many untruthful ways. The finest words have been
used to make so many promises that have
not been kept that people have become
skeptical. Everywhere in the world people
have been driven by abuse of language to
judge you not so much by what you say as
by what you do.
Now, it is a ' well-known fact that people
understand things much better than they
understand ideas. When we speak to a man
in another country of democracy, he may
or may not understand us. The idea may
be beyond his comprehension; or perhaps a
poor brand of democracy has been sold to
him by somebody else before. But when you
give him a ride in your jeep or offer him a
Chesterfield, a package of Chiclets, or even
a soft beverage of some kind, this is something he can easily judge for himself.
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We are therefore in a position where the
things that we manufacture-American
brand n ame products-are perhaps the best
proof of what we are and the best ambassadors of our country.
I shou ld like to cite a case in point from
my own experience with Coca-Cola. If you
were to visit Alexandria, Egypt, you would
find there a modern Coca-Cola bottling
plant. It sets new standards of sanitation
in the manufacture of foodstuffs. Every
food plant that will be built in the future in
Egypt will be the better off for the example
which this modern Coca-Cola plant has set.
.A public health official in the Near East
told one of our people that the influence of
Coke on sanitation would be one of the most
effective factors in promoting health that
had ever reached his country. To use his
own words, "Coca-Cola is worth its weight
in gold as education in cleanliness." ·
At the Coca-Cola plant in Africa, shower
baths for the employees is mandatory. In
the beginning it was hard to get employees
because shower baths were r~quired. Today,
people come and inquire at this plant for
work, giving as a reason the fact that they
can take a shower.
This influence goes far beyond the physical.
For example, again in Egypt, the Coke man
wears a uniform. At first the employees
were skeptical. Today they wear it as a
badge of honor because it represents to them
and to the people that they deal with the
whole idea of fair treatment of a salesman
by his employer and of a dealer by his salesman. One of our salesmen is one of the
wealthiest people in his community. He
sells Coca-Cola not because he needs to
make a living but because it gives him prestige.
The more people we expose to American
products and American ways of business, the
better they will understand the kind of people we are. The more who experience our
merchandise, the better off both they and
we will be, and the greater the mutual understanding between us. Who knows-history may record that we won and· kept more
friends with American products than we did
with all the billions upon billions of dollars
we have poured into our efforts at world rehabilitation.
Now it is quite obvious that we who are
join~ng in this celebration tonight are united
in our allegiance to the brand names principle. If we were not, we would not be here.
We know, too, that the vast majority of the
people of our Nation also are with us in that
allegiance.
But are we sufficiently alert to the dangers
which continue to beset the system? I am
afraid we're not always so. Sometimes the
dangers come from the inside and we overlook them. sometimes they come from the
outside and we are apa:t·hetic. Some of them
arise in the legislative halls· of our country
and some of them arise from practices we
permit in the conduct of our own businesses.
In nearly every congress, thinly disguised
socialistic measures are introduced which
would damage our system beyond repair.
They ask for mandatory standardization,
mandatory grade-labelling and other restrictions on the development of brand names
and trade-marks. On the surface, these
measures always seem to promote and protect the public interest. That is the way
they get their support. That is the way they
carry along with them so many intelligent,
but over-trusting people. But the benefits
are only superficial.
The proponents of these measures hold
out the bait of total security. They profess
to elimin ate all risk from purchasing, all
risk from the supply and exchange of goods.
But wh at they would really do is to take away
from our public the right to pick and choose,
t h e ri ght of a man to give his pat ronage to
the pr odu ct he likes best, based on his own

good judgment. And for hls judgment they
WOUld substitute the judgment Of government bureaucracy.
Many of the supporters of these measures
are well-meaning, but they are being taken
in by clever socialistic schemers who would
substitute government regulation for all public decision. Let us watch out for all totalsecurity measures, either in trade or other
phases of American life. Let us beware the
"mess of pottage."
Time and experience have taught us that
total security is the forerunner of regimentation. For every benefit, some price must
be paid. Let us look at the price and scrutinize it closely before we buy the "social"
measure.
Now this is not a political speech. I have
no political axe to grind. But this is a most
important political year. Candidates of
either party may be tempted to offer short
cuts to total security in return for public
support. Let us keep our eyes on basic principles. Let us be particularly wary of any
proposal or plan which would limit or subordinate the intmence of a trade-mark on
our economic system. For that kind of proposal makes the best kind of example of a
price that is too high for the merchandise.
On the internal side, too, in the conduct
and practice of merchandising and trade, we
should be always alert. We should, each of
us, respect our own brand names. We
should, as members of this association, respect and protect the brand names of each
other. We shoulrt guard them both--our
own and others-against the commercial
pirate, whether his offense be against commercial legality or commercial morality or
commercial f~ir dealing.
I ha·ve said this is not a political speech.
I repeat -it. But this may be an appropriate
time to remind ourselves of the close parallel
between the brand-names system and some
of the basic fundamentals of our system of
government.
We, as Americans, have a prized and hardwon heritage-the right to pursuit of happiness-the right to approve or disapprove
without fear of reprisal-the privilege of ·participating directly in politics or helping to
police it from the sidelines-the privilege of
firming the fiber of our country, either
through public service or private endeavor.
· We recently witnessed the rejection by a
President of the possibility of another term
of office. In this land of individualism, where
record of performance is subject to acclaim
or to blame, there was varied reaction. Many
were saddened by this decision, many were
heartened by it. But so long as it is possible
to take sides, so long as there is public voice,
so long will the greatness of this Nation
endure.
Out of government and the military, men
of different backgrounds, training, experience, and virtue have been put forward as
successors to that office. The 2-party system
will pit one against the other, but out of the
heat of campaigning, out of the crucible of
public scrutiny and a free vote will come the
leader. Whoever he may be, we will give him
our wholehearted support.
Wherever free public examination and
judgment remain unencumbered, wherever
the ultimate decision rests with the people,
there will the blood streams of both good
government and good business continue to
be nourished.
At this time, I should like to add a word
of praise and commendation for the Brand
Names Fo~ndation itself. During the past
few years I have watched its steady growth
with increasing interest. I have been impressed by the remarkable teamwork of all
the factors in our economic system, which
have cooperated to bring it to its present
flourishing status. I am impressed by its
promotion of the positive values in our national life-by the fact that it has carefully
avoided any emphasis on the negative or

knocking side. Also by the simplicity of its
approach and the very effective way in which
it is taking the brand-names message to the
people.
I should like to urge on all reputable brand
manufacturers their increased support for
the program. I know we can look to a!l
media of information and to the wholesalers
and retailers of our country for their continued cooperation.
I see in the Brand Names Foundation, as
it is constituted and operated today, an important spearhead of industry's part in the
strengthening and advancement of America.
I am proud indeed that the company which
I represent, and I, personally, can have a
share in that mission.

Political Expediency: Is It Only Reason
for Extending Controls?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RALPH HARVEY
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following editorial from
the Newcastle <Ind.) Courier-Times of
May 19, 1952:
POLITICAL EXPEDIENCY: Is IT 0NL Y REASON FOR
EXTENDING THE CONTROLS?
One cynical excuse is given for extending
the price and wage control law and presenting OPS with a new lease on life. It is
that this is politically expedient, particularly
in a general election year when politicians
are leaning over backward trying to please
all voters and alienate none.
This excuse does not apply ~ to Congressman RALPH HARVEY, who announced some
time ago he had reached the decision that
controls are no longer needed and therefore
he will vote against extension.
No one can say whether prices would go
down a little or go up a little if the controls
were abandoned. That is beside the point
anyhow. The controls place costly, artificial
burdens on the manufacturer, the farmer,
the retailer, labor and all others concerned ·
in the production a~d distribution of goods.
They are particularly onerous to small business. They make an "elite" group of political appointeees dictators of the economy
and they disrupt the normal procedures of
doing business: In the- long run they discourage incentive and create needless scar- i
city.

The Army Has a Heart
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. HARRY McGREGOR
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Speaker, wedding announcements are not routine
business on this floor. I would like,
however, to call to your attention a wedding announcement I received by cable
May 2 from the Far Ea0 ~ Command.
It advised me of the marriage on April
28 of Sgt. (lc) Harry J. Dillon, Korean
veteran, and Miss Hatsuko Kuniyoshi.
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This ceremony not only validated Sergeant Dillon's 1947 marriage to Miss
Kuniyoshi, according to the Shinto rites,
but gave his child American citizenship.
All of this is of particular interest
to me as Sergeant Dillon is from Mansfield, Ohio, and my office has been working on his case for the last 3 months.
Moreover, it should be of general interest to this body. It is one of those
stories that could only be told in a democracy. It reminds us once again that
to the United States and its Army the
individual is of paramount importance.
Actually, the case of Sergeant Dillon
and his marriage has been of great concern not only to my office and the Army,
but to the State Department and the
Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization, Department of Justice. All have
worked for 3 months to untangle the
legal cords in which it was bound.
Sergeant Dillon's story started in my
office when his sister wrote me for help.
Her brother, who wears the Purple
Heart, had been in service almost 5
years, 46 months of this time spent in
Japan and 14 months in Korea. In 1947
be had married Miss Kuniyoshi according to the rites of her own people. Late
in 1951, after such marriages were permitted by law, Sergeant Dillon returned
from the Korean front and attempted
to get his marriage validated in an
American legal ceremony. The routine
physical examination given in such circumstances revealed that the Japanese
girl had tuberculosis. According to regulations, they could not marry.
Sergeant Dillon had returned to this
country and was stationed at Fort Knox.
Ky., when his sister got in touch with
me. The family was very anxious to
have the marriage validated so they
could welcome their Japanese daughterin-law and their son's 9-month-old child.
Sergeant Dillon was anxious to get back
to Tokyo so this could be accomplished.
Through the commanding general at
Fort Knox and the Department of the
Army, Office of Legislative Liaison. I
f.ound out that the Ar~y stood ready to
help him. Indeed, the Army policy at
this time was to facilitate the return to
Japan of all soldiers desiring to validate
such marriage9, as the law permitting
them would expire March 18.
Because of Miss Kuniyoshi's tuberculosis, the Bureau of Immigration and
Naturalization could only admit her temporarily and the sergeant must show
proof that he had arranged for her care
in a hospital for tuberculars in the
United States. This arranged and his
way cleared by the State Department
and the Army, Sergeant Dillon started
for Tokyo in time to meet the March 18
dead line. Had he arrived by then his
story would have been a relatively simple one, but transportation difficulties
intervened. He did not make it. Miss
Kuniyoshi could still come to the United
States under a provision of the law that
allows admission to this country formedical care, but unless general headquarters gave permission for the marriage,
the child could not accompany her.
General headquarters, having been assured that proper treatment and care
would be accorded Sergeant Dillon's

wife and child, granted permission to
validate the marriage accomplished in
1947. Accordingly, the ceremony was
performed by the American consul, and
Sergeant Dillon's child automatically
became a United States citizen.
Sergeant Dillon and his family, thanks
to extra leave granted him by the Army,
are now enjoying a reunion in Tokyo
and preparing to leave for this country,
and upon his return with his family will
resume his military duties at Fort Knox.
He will do so with the full knowledge
that the country he has served so faithfully and the Army are very deeply concerned over the welfare of the individual.
I should like to pay tribute to our
Army for the manner in which this case
was handled. When we stop to consider
the global combat missions assigned to
our Army and the tremendous administrative burden connected therewith, it is
indeed gratifying to learn, as was illustrated in this case, that the dignity and
rights of the individual are still carefully
and fully preserved. This is not an isolated case but represents one of the
many that our Army is constantly confronted with. Unfortunately, those of
us in the Congress, as a result of the
adverse criticism and complaints received in our mail and the opinions that
are formed from the headlines in the
press, are prone to develop a biased point
of view and condemn the "Brass" and
the military as being wholly void of humanitarian principles. Since the laud ..
atory actions of our Army seldom reach
the headlines because they do not border tinder the sensational, I would like
to say to our Army. "Congratulations for
a job well done."

HIAS Deserves Support ·
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. ROONEY
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following editorial
from the Brooklyn Eagle of May 21,
1952:
HIAS DESERVES SUPPORT
For many years the Hebrew Sheltering
and Immigrant Aid Society, known everywhere as HIAS, has been doing a. wonderful work among Jewish immigrants. It
helps aliens become citizens. It helps to
integrate them into American life. It constitutes a. clearing house, or bureau of information, for Jews throughout the world.
The organization has been particularly
active in helping Jewish displaced persons,
getting great nwnbers out of EUrope into
this and other countries. In sp~te of the
expiration of the provisions of the DP Act,
the stream of immigration 1s not cut off
abruptly. All cases held up . by the authorities for investigation wlll not be permitted
tQ expire, so that a sizable number will be
released for immigration during this year.
Also there are stlll former Nazi victims in
Austria, Germany, and elsewhere in Europe
whom HIAS is trying to help and eventually

get tnto the United States or elsewhere
under existing quota. immigration laws.
All this work 1s expensive, requiring many
workers abroad as well as here, so that it 1s
important that HIAS meet its 1952 campaign budget of $2,515,000.

Development of Niagara Fails and River
Power by Private Enterprise
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a resolution whic!l was adopted by the Chamber of Commerce of the
borough of Queens, city of New York,
in support of the Capehart-Miller bills,
which provide for the further development of hydroelectric power from the
Niagara Falls and River by private enterprise. The resolution follows:
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE
BoROUGH OF QuEENS,
City of New York, April 3, 1952.

The development of Niagara. River powerby private enterprise was recommended by
the Chamber of Commerce of the Borough of .
Queens at its board of directors meeting February 26, 1952. To carry out this pro- '
posal, the chamber approved the resolution
of the legislative committee calling for passage of the Capehart-Miller b111s (S. 2021,
H. R. 3146) which would authorize the development of new supplies of electric energy
by five New York State electric companies
including the Consolidated Edison Co., of
New York, Inc.
At the same time, the chamber opposed
the Lehman-Roosevelt b111s (S. 517, H. R.
1642) allowing the Federal Government to
construct the Niagara. project from public
funds; and the Ives-Cole bills (S. 1963, H. R.
5099) proposing construction of the project
under the jurisdiction of the State of New
York.
It was pointed out that enactment of
Capehart-M111er legislation would guarantee
the development of Niagara power without
cost to Federal or State taxpayers, enabling
the distribution of power at regulated rates
under a cost-of-service basis.
The chamber observed: When private enterprise is ready and able to undertake a
project of such magnitude as the Niagara.
River power plan, it should be allowed to
do so. Only in cases of emergency or where
private enterprise lacks the facilities to
tackle so gigantic a development should the
Government be called in.

Henry J. Kaiser Invited To Submit Refutation to Charges
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALVIN E. O'KONSKI
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. O'KONSKI. Mr. Speaker. under
leave to extend my remarks in the REc-
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ORD, I
include the following letter
and news release:

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., May 22, 1952.
Mr. HENRY J. KAISER,
Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR MR. KAISER: Thank you for send..
ing to me your news release of May 21, 1952,
through your Washington representative,
Walter T. Phair.
It is not my intention to cause intentional
damage to any individual or corporation. If
your good offices will furnish me with any
facts, figures, or evidence contrary to the
insertion I put in the CONGRESSIONAL REC•
oRD of May 21, 1952, I will gladly check them
against the Senate and House committee
findings and will be glad to insert your an·
swer iii the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, just as
I inserted the charges.
Trusting that this will meet with your
approval, I am
Sincerely yours,
ALVIN E. O'KONSKI,
Membc~r of Cong1·ess,
Tenth District of Wisconsin.

MAY 21, 1952.
Henry J. Kaiser, when informed today
in
Oakland,
Calif.,
of
Congressman
O'KoNsKI's attack on him, said:
"Congressman O'KoNsKI has not only been
grossly misinformed on every single statement he has made with regard to me personally, the Kaiser-managed companies, and
the employment or service of Kaiser personnel in the Government, but has apparently been so stimulated by persons wishing
to damage the Kaiser-managed corporations
that the Congressman chose to make :Qis
malicious and unfounded statements under
the cloak of congressional immunity so that
he could make such remarks without any
checks as to the truth.
"The Kaiser interests welcome an over-all
congressional hearing, and would further
hope that Congressman O'KoNsKI would be
a member of the committee, so that he
could answer to his constituents, his colle·a gues, and the people, the source of his
statement and the reason he felt justified in
making these statements without any check.
"I firmly believe in the policy of congressional investigation, but when an elected
representative of the public uses that elective
office for the purpose of damaging individuals or corporations without any check as
to the facts, he violates the fundamental
principles of his oath of office."

Why We Need a Naval Aircraft Carrier
Replacement Program

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES E. VAN ZANDT
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, we
need a carrier replacement program in
order to permit the Navy to carry out its
primary tasks:
First. Protecting our sea and air commerce.
Second. Supporting and sustaining the
overseas operations of our Army, Navy.
and Air Force.

Third. Securing the sources of tbe raw
materials necessary for the prosecution
of war and our economic survival.
This is a grave responsibility. The
Nation's economical survival and security depends upon the Navy's ability to
accomplish these tasks. Contrary to
some opinions, the Soviet Union, today,
has a capability of seriously challenging
our use of the seas. It is time that the ·
American people know this. The principal threats to our shipping and naval
forces come from high speed, deep diving submarines and jet aircraft.
To understand the problem, let us look
at a map of the Soviet Union and surrounding areas. Because of its geographical locations, and because of the
initial advantage accruing to an aggressor nation, the Soviet Union, today, is
in a position to attack our shipping in
the Atlantic, Mediterranean, the Persian
Gulf, Indian Ocean, and the Pacific
Ocean. It is possible for the Soviet
Union to seriously curtail our use of the
seas without so much as launching a surface ship. Our economic survival and
the ability to project and sustain our
military forces overseas is directly dependent upon our ability to overcome
these two threats.
The provision of mobile bases in the
form of modern aircraft carriers capable
of handling fighter aircraft, superior to
the enemy's, is vital to the accomplishment of the Navy's responsibilities. Time
does not stand still in Russian technological progress. It must not in ours.
Unless the Navy is permitted to carry out
an orderly replacement program for our
World War II carriers, your navy will
soon become inferior in air to the Soviet
Union. The newer carriers are necessary
to operate the planes, now being developed, with performance superior to
Soviet planes. Failure to continue with
the carrier-replacement program will in
the near future prevent the United
States from making successful attacks on
the bases of operation from which the
threats to our sea commerce must come.
Why is this so?
Because the only proven method of doing the job is by employing our dominant
air weapon, the fighter aircraft in large
numbers to gain a favorable air situation
over the target, so the attack planes can
drive home the attack. These fighter
aircraft, with their limited radius of ac~
tion, cannot reach their targets from ·
present or projected land bases. Carriers must be used.
The Forrestal type carrier is not a
supercarrier but merely a larger mobile
base essential to the operations of larger
and heavier type aircraft now in production. The increase in the size and
weight of aircraft carriers to date has
not been proportional to the increased
size and weight of the airplane.
Technically, there · are seven major
reasons why we must build these large
modern aircraft carriers. These reasons
are, briefly:
First, the increased weight of aircraft.
Second, the need for increased fuel
capacity due to jet propulsion.
Third, the need for more catapults for
launching modern fighters.

Fourth, the need for mar~ aviation
ordnance space.
Fifth, the increased over-all dimensions of modern aircraft.
Sixth, the increase in aircraft landing
speeds.
Seventh, the need for better protection against torpedoes, bombs, and other
weapons.
CONCLUSIONS

First, the offensive power of the aircraft is so great that, in order to deny
the seas to the enemy and use them to
one's own advantage, a nation must first
obtain air superiority over the seas.
Since this task can only be accomplished
from ships, the Congress has assigned
the responsibility of gaining air superiority over the seas to the Navy. Due
to the fact that seven-tenths of the
earth's surface is wJ.ter, the carrier-based
aircraft is the only instrument capable
of creating that favorable air situation
over the seas. The task cannot be done
by using carriers defensively in direct
support of our shipping throughout the
world. It can only be done by offensive
operations against the enemy's bases.
The modern carrier is the backbone of
these offensive operations.
second, today, the fighter aircraft is
the dominant weapon for control of the
seas. If the Navy is to continue to be
able to discharge its responsibilities to
the Nation by protecting our shipping
on the seven seas; by supporting our
armies, air forces, and naval installations overseas and by protecting the
source of critical materials necessary for
our economic survival, the Navy must
not be deprived of the principle means
of accomplishing these tasks; that is,
carriers capable of handling aircraft
superior to those of our enemies.
Third, the freezing of carrier development will impose upon the Navy the
necessity of freezing plane development
as well. A restriction of the development of new carriers would have the
same effect on the Navy as wol,Jld a restriction on the size of airfields and
the length of runways for the Air Force.
Both would result in Air Forces inferior
to the enemy. We would, in fact, have
a Navy comparable to a second best
poker hand, when the stakes are national
survival.
Fourth, it must not be forgotten that
not one single foot soldier or one single
land-based aircraft can be based overseas
on other than a sacrificial basis, unless
the Navy is in a position to guarantee
the support or continued support of that
man or that airplane. First things must
come first. We cannot logically, as a
nation, undertake a program of billions
of dollars in overseas bases, unless we
are capable of protecting and sustaining
those bases.
·
Fifth, for these reasons, it has been
wisely determined that the development
and the modification of the weapons of
each service is an individual responsibility of that service.
Sixth, in the final analysis, the problem may be boiled down to this: Is the
Navy to be deprived of the tools which
it considers vital to carrying out its primary missions?
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Nothing Has Been Done

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD C. OSTERTAG
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

to the foundations of the church, leaving a
hole 60 feet by 20 feet by 5 feet. It cost
$887.50 to repair the damage, besides considerable donated labor. In the winter the
spray covered the rear of the church with a
coating of ice nearly 20 feet high.
Gratefully yours,·
Rt. Rev. J. F. GOGGIN,
Rector, Star of the Sea Church,
Grand View Beach.

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. OSTERTAG. Mr. Speaker, the
beleaguered and bewildered residents of
the Lake Ontario shore front continue to
wait and pray for this Government . to
take immediate and decisive steps to
lower the destructively high levels of the
lake through the removal of Gut Dam.
Our officials have at last taken cognizance of their plight, but still no relief
from the steadily rising waters is provided.
Homes, churches, roads, whole communities are being swept away as the
water levels rise. Even a mild storm
vastly accelerates the damage. A major storm on the lake would be catastrophic. How long must these people
wait for relief?
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
include in the RECORD copies of some
correspondence I have received which
sets forth the plight of these people.
The first is a letter from the Right
Reverend J. F. Goggin, rector, Star of
the Sea Church to Mr. J. E. Hasselwander, vice president, Lake Ontario Land
Owners and Beach Protection Association, together with the reply by Norman
Atterby, president of that association.
I also include a copy of a day letter
sent by Mr. Atterby to the Secretary of
State urging immediate action in this
dire situation.
Letter from the Right Reverend Goggin, rector, Star of the Sea Church,
Grand View Beach, Rochester, N.Y., to
J. E. Hasselwander, vice president, Lake
Ontario Land Owners and Beach Protection Association.
The letters follow:
ST. BERNARD'S SEMINARY,
Rochester, N. Y., May 10, 1952.

Mr. J. E. HASSELWANDER,
Vice President, Lake Ontario Land
Owners and Beach Protection Association.

DEAR MR. HASSELWANDER: Cannot something be done to induce the Government to
lower the level of Lake Ontario, and to act
immediately? Months ago warning was
given about our present plight, but nothing
has been done by Government officials except to evade the issue. It is high time they
did something practical, and did it immediately.
The water level continues to rise, and at
present there are 35 inches of water in the
church basement, and the coal furnace is
completely ruined. Three times last week
the parking lot was flooded, although 6
inches of cinders had been spread on it.
To reach the church I must drive through
5 or 6 inches of water for a distance of 400
feet on the road. If the water level rises
much higher, this road will become impassible, and the church (which in the summer
has two Sunday morning services to accommodate about 500 people) will be inaccessible-except perhaps by rowboat. A storm
from the lakeside now would cause immense
damage.
Last summer the waves smashed the sea
wall and washed out the dirt behind it up

ROCHESTER, N. Y., May 20, 1952.
The Right Reverend J. F. GOGGIN,
Rector, Star of the Sea Church,
In Care oj St. Bernard's Seminary,
Rochester, N. Y.
DEAR MONSIGNOR GOGGIN: Mr. Joseph Has-

selwander, of Edgemere Drive, has turned
over to me your message of May 10 relative
to the plight your parishioners now find
themselves in due to the ever-increasing
levels of Lake Ontario.
It is tragic to realize that inundation of
the grounds around Star of the Sea Church
is causing a most critical and precarious
situation. It is a greater tragedy when it
is realized that from 8 to 14 inches of this
water is the result, as we know, of actions
of the Canadian Government in maintaining levels over and above what we can stand
without suffering tremendous damage.
I know you are cognizant with the extreme efforts we have made to induce the
Canadian Government to make the neces~
sary charges permitting relief and also of
the efforts we have made to secure action on
the part of the proper officials of our own
Government in Washington. As Mr. Hasselwander pointed out, there is now some possibllity of action being taken in the very
near future. However, unless this is done
without further delay the outlook at the
moment appears hopeless insofar as saving
the property itself is concerned.
We are again urging those officials in
Washington having authority over this matter to take immediate action and will keep
you advised regarding results.
Yours in this united effort,
NORMAN ATTERBY,
President, Lake Ontario Land Development and Beach Protection Association, Inc.

DAY LETTER TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE
The Honorable DEAN AcHESON,
Secretary of State, Department oj State,
Washington, D. C.:

Situation along entire lake front becoming
intolerable. Certain areas now abandoned.
Additional families moving from homes each
day. Septic tanks serious health menace
all because of lack of cooperation both
United States and Canadian Government officials removal Gut Dam. School busses unable travel roads, deliveries stopped. Last
eight inches of water has placed entire territory in precarious situation. We are being asked whether our State Department is sanctioning Canadian Government's failure to
take action that will relieve entire situation.
Lack of cooperation necessary to alter or remove Gut Dam months ago indicates unwillingness either Government take only step
possible to assist United States citizens causing us additional heavy expense. Tardy
action our own authorities not understandable in any way, shape or form. Advise.
NoRMAN ATTERBY,
HAROLD BLAIR,
HARRY BOLTON,
HAROLD CROSS,
JOSEPH HASSELWANDER,
HOWARD WELLER,
Directors, Lake Ontario Land Development and Beach. Protection
Assn., Inc., Rochester, N. Y.

Question of the Week
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, when is
Mr. O'Dwyer coming home from Mexico
to make a speech?

Let's Revive the Old "Flat Brim"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALBERT P. MORANO
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. MORANO. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I wish to include a news release and
a copy of a letter to the Secretary of the
Army Frank Pace, Jr., suggesting a return of the old fiat-brim Army hat as
part of the standard Army uniform:
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 22, 1952.-A return to the old flat-brim Army hat has
been suggested by Representative ALBERT P.
MoRANO, Republican, of Connecticut, as a
step toward establishing Connecticut's skin
fur and hat industry.
In a letter to Army Secretary Frank Pace,
Jr., MoRANO pointed out the advantages the
fiat-brim hat--worn by such distinguished
soldiers as Gen. "Vinegar" Joe Stilwell and
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower-and asked that
consideration be given toward reinstating it
as standard Army uniform.
George McLachlan, a hat manufacturer of
Danbury, Conn., broached the idea to MoRANO after a doctor who served in World War
II expressed a preference to him for the
old pancake-brim chapeau.
MORANo's letter follows:
MAY 22, 1952.
FRANK PAcE, Jr.,
Secretary of the Army,
Department of the Army,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: This is to ask your
t!onsideration for a change in Army headgear
to the old flat brim Army hat.
This hat-worn by Gen; Joe Stilwell and
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower and other great
soldiers--has many advantages over today's
standard Army headgear. Besides its smart
appearance, it is effective in keeping off the
sun, rain, and snow. It is warm and uncumbersome, and many a soldier has had occasion to quench his thirst by scooping up
brook water in it.
The "flat brim" hat's snappy military appearance makes it a desirable part of the
uniform in dress parades. It is neat, attention-compelling and comfortable-desirable requisites for long reviews, parades, and
general wear.
·
Reinstatement of this hat as part of the
Army uniform would greatly help to stabilize
the skin fur and hat business, whose economy
would receive a much-needed boost by manufacturing these hats.
I strongly urge that the Army give favorable consideration toward reinstating this
item as an integral part of the standard
uniform.
Sincerely,
ALBERT P. MORANO,
Member of Congress.
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Laying the Ground Work for a Fourth
Military Service
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF T EXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. TEAGUE. Mr. Speaker, on Friday, May 16, the House of Representatives considered S. 677, a bill to fix the
personnel strength of the Marine Corps
and to establish the relationship of the
Commandant ·of the Marine Corps to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. I was very interested in this matter and sat through
lengthy speeches by proponentS" of the
bill in which they traced the glorious
history of the corps from its formation
in Tun Tavern in Philadelphia in 1775 to
its brilliant actions in Korea. Certainly
every credit sho•1ld be given to the valient
men who have served in the corps in the
past, those who are serving today and to
those who will serve in the future. But,
Mr. Speaker, in tracing the history of
the corps, the proponents of the bill overlooked, either inadvertently or on purpose, certain aspects of the legislative
history of the corps.
Through a series of legislative acts,
beginning with the National Security Act
of 1947, and now through the medium
of s. 677, they have laid the ground
work for the formulation of a separate
and distinct fourth service and second
land army. By two separate pieces of
legislation in a period of 5 years, this
work has been going on. Is it not logical
to conclude, Mr. Speaker, that they will
be back once more before the Congress
within another 2- or 3-year period with
a new proposal, that of severing themselves completely from the Department
of the Navy and creating a Department
of the Marine Corps, with their own supply and procurement service to include a
Secretary of Marines, thus adding an
additional monetary burden to our already overwhelming defense expenditures. At least one other person agrees
with me, as is evidenced by the following editorial which appeared in the
Washington Post for Tuesday, May 20,
which follows herewith:
OUTDOING THE MARINES

The big vote by which the House conferred
virtually independent status on the Marine
Corps hardly squares with the drastic cut
the same House made in the mmtary budget.
Under the bill passed by the House the
statutory minimum strength of the Marine
Corps would be three full divisions and three
air wings, or about 242,000 men. This would
add many millions of dollars to military
costs, even excluding any additional expense
for personnel. For example, there would be
the cost of procuring and maintaining addl·
tional planes as well as training facilities.
When the talk was of four divisions and four
air wings the late Admiral Sherman, who
opposed the plan, estimated that the direct
cost thP. first year would be four and onethird billion dollars.
This is only one of the difficulties. The
bill would also make the commandant of
the Marine Corps a member of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. This newspaper already
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has commented on the blow to unification
Inherent in extending JCS membership to
the head of a subordinate force. The commandant of the Marine Corps is an active
commander in that he gives time to the administration of the corps and is not so much
concerned with strategic planning as are the
heads of the regular services. The bill would
load him with paper work and would require him to enlarge his personal staff. It
would delay decisions of the Joint Chiefs by
adding one more member to study and pass
on policy papers.
No other service has a statutory minimum
strength. Although the possibility of reduction in the strength of the Armed Forces
is out of the question for the present, this
fixing of an absolute minimum for the Marine Corps, which is part of the Navy De·
partment, would set a dang~rous precedent.
It could mean, in some future reduction of
force, that every other service would :nave to
be cut back in order to maintain the Marine
Corps. This difficulty could have been easily
avoided by tying Marine Corps strength to
that of the Navy on a. percentage basis, as
Admiral Sherman recommended.
The amazing thing about the whole procedure is that it seezns to interest Members
of Congress far more than the Marine Corps
itself. Apparently it is another case of the
alumni running the football team. Now ;;hat
the door has been opened to this sort of
unification in reverse, the next proposal, we
suppose, will be to make the Marines a
completely separate service, with their own
procurement, supply, and medical services
and with their own Secretary of Marines.
Judging from the debate in the House the
bill was viewed as a sort of reward for 1\Iarine
Corps valor. That, of course, has nothing
whatever to do with the question at hand.
Surely Senate conferees can be relied on to
minimize the damage by insisting tnat the
Marine Commandant be a consultant rather
than a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Otherwise the President ought to veto the
bill.

TV Studied as Global Link
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.KARLE.MUNDT
OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. MUNDT. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a news story
entitled "United States-to-Europe TV
Is Studied as Global Link," published in
the New York Herald Tribune of May
18, 1952, and also an· editorial entitled
"TV to Europe,'' published in the New
York Herald Tribune of May 19, 1952,
discussing the proposal for a global TV
link originating in the trans-Atlantic
area.
There being no objection, the article
and editorial were ordered to be printed
in the REcoRD, as follows:
(From the New York Herald Tribune of May
18, 1952)
UNITED STATES-TO-EURoPE TV Is STUDIED AS
GLOBAL LINK-TERMINALS WoULD BE IN
NEW YORK AND LoNDON; SPADEWORK ON
FINANCES UNDER WAY

(By Gordon Allison)
A North Atlantic communications relay
system using known and proven microwave

and very high frequency facilities that wou ld
forge a television link between the United
States and Europe and greatly expand other
intercontinental communications is u~der
exploration by Government departments and
private enterprise.
The projected system-labeled NARCOMwould have terminals in New York and London and would stretch across northern land
and sea reaches, with the longest station-tostation jump being 290 miles over water from
Iceland to the Faeroe Islands. The system
would use relay methods similar to those
that now enable TV programs to span the
United States.
GREAT NEW VISTA

In Washington yesterday, Senator KARL E.
MUNDT, Republican, of North Dakota, coauthor of the Smith-Mundt Act establishing
the Voice of America, said ground work had
already been done to "provide a financial
set-up to implement this program." The
Senator said NARCOM "opens up a great new
vista both in the field of events and in the
field of our Voice of America campaign of
truth."
The NARCOM plan was outlined Apri114 in
Washington at a meeting attended by representatives of the State Department, Joint
Electronic Communications Commission of
the Defense Department, the Federal Communications Commission, the Research Development Board and the National Bureau of
Standards.
The system calls for microwave relay stations from New York, through Montreal and
Quebec to Goose Bay, Newfoundland, with a
leg running southeast to Gander. At Goose
Bay, the chain would convert to very high
frequency transmission and extend north
along the Labrador coast. It would cross
Hudson Strait to Baffin Island and then make
an over-water jump of 256 miles to Greenland.
Crossing Greenland's icecap on nine relay
legs, it would make a 230-mile jump across
Denmark Strait to Iceland, span 290 miles
of water to the Faeroes and then 225 miles
more to the Shetland Islands. At this point
the system would revert to microwave and
with short hops through the British Isles,
terminate in London.
Projectors of the NARCOM plan say it
would remove intercontinental television
from such areas of speculation as ionospheric
transmission-bouncing signals of gassy
layers in the heavens-and the frequently
proposed plan of spanning oceans with ship
or plane relay stations, and put the entire
conception on a sound footing.
FOUR MEN PIONEERED WEA

The NARCOM plan is an outgrowth of engineering, electronic, and diplomatic ground
work done on global TV in the last 5 years
by four men. They are Maj. Henry F. Holthusen, lawyer, financier, and a ~onsultant
in setting up the original Voice of America;
William B. Halstead, communications engineer and cobuilder of the New York State
rural radio network; Dr. Walter Duschinsky,
United Nations television facilities planner
and designer of WWJ-TV, Detroit, studios,
and Murray Crosby, communications consultant.
Major Holthusen, who has been counsel
for electronics firms and a Senate Foreign
Relations Subcol!lmittee consultant, has
headed independently sponsored global TV
missions to foreign countries, accompanied
by Mr. Halstead and Mr. Duschinsky. Their
work has included the planning of a 22station TV network in Japan, capitalized at
$5,500,000, and preliminary work on a system for TV and other communications in
Turkey.
They have also begun plans for systems
1n Egypt, Australia, and the Philippines. In
the course of their studies, Mr. E:alstead devised the NARCOM plan, most important
link in any global TV system.
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The importance to the Military Establishment of NARCOM facilities in northern
areas bordering on the Soviet Union is obvious. To the State Department, it would
be an essential link in the supplementation
of the Voice of America with the Vision of
America.
COST FACTOR FEATURED

It was learned, however, that in some mili-

tary circles the NARCOM plan-which would
require acquisition of sites from foreign nations and costly installation of equipmentwas considered too heavy a burden for already limited defense budgets.
Major Holthusen said yesterday at his offices, 5 Maiden Lane, that if Government
financing was not forthcoming private
industry might conceivably jump at the opportunity of sponsoring the intercontinental
link. He said there had already been overtures from manufacturing and financing
sources, but declined to identify them.
On the basis of the installation by the
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. of 180
relay stations in the United States at a reported price of $35,000,000, Major Holthusen said his engineers had tentatively estimated costs of the NARCOM system, presently
planned at 68 stations, in the vicinity of
$50,COQ,OOO.

The NARCOM plan is based on the use of
wide band, very high frequency and microwave relay equipment-using frequency
modulation-located at strategically elevated
points. The system would provide one or
more channels of video bandwidth, with each
channel carrying simultaneously several
hundred voice, teletype, and facsimile (wirephotos and the like) circuits. It would also
provide low-distortion radio communications
links useful for television and ultrafax (high
speed, high fidelity facsimile) and a supplemental channel for radar data transmission,
telemetering of weather information and
other uses.
Such a system would be a great relief to
the presently overcrowded transoceanic lanes
of electronic communication. According to
calculations made by Mr. Halstead, one channel of video bandwidth on the relay system
could accommodate all the types of communications that now cross the ocean. It
would also enable transoceanic ships and
planes to talk to home bases during the entirety of a voyage, instead of relying on wireless as they now do, because radio phone will
not carry the distances.
(From the New York Herald Tribune of
May 19, 1952]
TV TO EUROPE
A television link between the United States
and Europe, which would have seemed like a
pipe dream a few years ago, now appears on
the verge of becoming a reality. At least, the
plans for such a trans-Atlantic set-up are being studied, and in these days of technological miracles it undoubtedly is only a matter
of time until the circuit goes into operation.
The advantages of creating an additional
means of communication and understanding
between the two continents are obvious.
Certainly, a North Atlantic relay communications system-its inevitable initials are
NARCOM-would be a tremendous help to
the Voice of America. Senator MUNDT, who
was instrumental in establishing the Voice,
foresees a considerable ~roadening of 1ts activities if the new system can be put into
operation.
It is conceivable, too, that successful establishment of the trans-Atlantic channels
will have a great impact on commercial
telecasting. The television industry in Europe still is on an infant level as compared
to the adolescent stage it has reached in
America, but it is growing steadily. Both the
British and French have been making technical and artistic progress. Once the problems of standardization . have been solved

international program exchanges and comparisons of techniques are bound to help
bring maturity to the entire medium.
Naturally, the obstacles to the creation of
the intercontinental system remain 'formidable, especially when one remembers that the
problems of coast-to-coast telecasting were
overcome only recently. Before NARCOM
can begin operating, a far-flung land and
water relay system must be established. The
necessary relay stations must be built in
Labrador, Greenland, Iceland, and elsewhere,
with the total cost coming to $50,000,000.
But the benefits will be incalculable, and
they will extend to radio, radar, wirephoto,
and other transmission systems already in
use. Certainly, there seems no doubt that a
new and very effective link is being forged
in the electronic network that binds nations
together.

sin a little, but not too much. However,
it is a recognized fact that there are
varying degrees of sin just as there are
varying degrees of crime. Therefore, as
I set forth the facts, I will leave it to
your good judgment whether the charge
made against me, even if true, is of such
magnitude to justify the suffering and
expense which my family and i have
been called upon to endure.
Please remember that I was not
charged with confiscating or embezzling any money. Neither did anyone in
authority accuse me of fraud nor with
having committed an immoral act. If
I had been charged with or convicted of
such an act my head would be bowed in
shame and I long since would have taken
my voluntary departure from this
Chamber.

Guilty of What?

THE JUDGE'S CHARGE

REMARKS

At the time Judge Burnita S. Matthews pronounced sentence she said,
and I quote:

OF

HON. WALTER E. BREHM
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. BREHM. Mr. Speaker, I have
always been taught to accept events over
which I had no control as part of a
divine plan which would one day be
revealed.
That faith, born in my earliest r.ecollection around our family altar, has been
sorely tested in recent months.
My prayer has been and is now that
I can hold fast to that faith . until God
in His own time removes the scales from
my eyes and the doubt from my mind so
that I may see more clearly and understand more fully.
These remarks should not be interpreted either as an alibi or an apology.
I have neither to offer. This is the first
public statement I have released on this
subject since the election in November

This case differs from the Parnell Thomas
case. Congressman Thomas was charged
with defrauding or conspiring to. defraud
the Government by means of a scheme to
place people on the public payroll to draw
money for fictitious services and give it to
him.
The defendant here was not charged with
defrauding or conspiring to defraud the
United States. He, a . Congressman, was
charged with and convicted of the offense of
receiving political contributions from a Government employee.
The defendant testified that he was not
aware of the Federal law prohibiting a Congressman from receiving political contributions from a Federal employee and that he
did not intend to violate the law. The
court believes, as does the chief prosecutor,
that the defendant's assertion as to his former lack of knowledge of this law is true.

Would you say the judge's remarks
indicate that I was false to my oath of
office as some would have you believe?
KICKBACKS

Neither was I indicted nor charged
1950.
with taking salary kickbacks as a few
Since that time I have received over sensational headline hunters intend the
6,000 letters and telegrams, not to men- · frequent use of that word to convey.
tion the hundreds of phone calls and Even if I had taken salary kickbacks I
personal contacts from the folks back could not have been indicted for it since
home expressing their continued confi- there is no law against it. Any Governdence in my integrity. It is that fact ment worker could, if he were so
more than any other which prompts me minded, kick back every cent of his salto make this talk. First, I want to again ary and there is no law which would prethank each of them and also publicly vent a Member of Congress from acceptstate that it has only been due to their ing it. This salary money could not be
faith in me, plus a personal knowledge used for political purposes, but neither
that I have committed no sin against could any other money contributed to a
either God or man, that has enabled me candidate for Congress by a Government
to carry on. I also hope these remarks worker. In other words, it is not conwill help sustain their confidence in me sidered illegal simply because it might
and perhaps answer the question which be salary money that was being conhas been asked many times, namely, tributed. All I had to do was lie and say
what is this all about?
that I had not received a voluntary conI am also deeply grateful for the faith tribution for political purposes and I
thousands of other folks back home ex- would not now be addressing you, at
pressed by reelecting me to this Eighty- least not on this same subject.
second Congress in the face of one of the
THE LAW
most comtemptible schemes ever set up
Let
us
take
a
look
at the section of law
by an unscrupulous opponent in an ef- under which I was indicted:
fort to blacken a man's character and
SEC. 602. Whoever, being a Senator or Repdefeat him for public office. If ever a
in, or Delegate or Resident Commountain was built out of a molehill resentative
missioner to, or a candidate for Congress,
this case against me was it.
or individual elected as Senator, RepresentI do not advocate nor condone law .. ative, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner,
breaking in any form. Neither do I sub .. or an officer or employee of the United States
scribe to the theory that it is 0. K. to or any department or agency thereof, or a
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person receiving any salary or compensation
for services from money derived from the
Treasury of the United States, directly or indirectly solicits, receives, or is in any manner concerned in soliciting or receiving, any
assessment, subscription, or contribution for
any political purpose wha":iever:, from any
other such officer, employee, or person, shall
be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned
not more than 3 years or both.

This law was originally enacted in
1883 and, according to the Legislative
Reference Service, believe it or not, this
is the first time a case has ever been reported under the act. Others have been
indicted under provisions of the Federal
Corrupt Practices Act, but not under this
particular section. It is utterly amazing. A statute has been on the books
for 70 years and no one has ever been
indicted under it.
This is undoubtedly ap entrapment
law and I doubt if there are a dozen
elected or appointed Federal officials
from President all the way down, who
could not have been indicted under this
act if someone had deliberately planned
to set it up against them as was done
against me. When I learned that this
70-year-old statute was in effect, I made
inquiry of some of those covered by its
provisions and up to date 183 such individuals, most of them lawyers, have
told me they did not know such a law
was on the books and those who did know
it never dreamed that such an interpretation could be placed on it as the one
under which I was indicted. I certai~ly
_did not know it. Please do not misun-derstand me. I am not attempting to
shift responsibility for my misfortune
onto others. Neither would I claim exemption of the law because of ignorance
of the law. However, the law in Ohio,
as in many other States, permits candidates to accer:t voluntary political contributions from anyone. The only requirement is that the candidate must
list all receipts and expenditures, which
I have always done.
You will laugh at the absurdity of
this; so did I; but two Federal employees
aspiring to the Presidency absolutely violated this same section 602 when they
recently met, if the paper correctly
quoted their conversation. One of them
allegedly asked the other if he would
care to contribute a dime to his campaign. "I gave him a half dollar and
he kept it," the other one reported. You
say that is silly and farfetched. Of
course it is. This entire section is silly,
because if strictly enforced under the
present interpretation both gentlemen
could be indicted just as innocently as I
was. However, it illustrates my state~
ment that it is an entrapment law and
should either ·be repealed or clarified,
and not bypassed when convenient and
enforced when desired.
THE INDICTMENT

Now let us look at the indictment
against me. It stated that I:
d ir ectly or indirect ly received and was concerned in the receipt of a contribution for
t h e political purpose of assisting in my campaign for reelection to Congress.

That, my friends, is the only charge
ever made against me regardless of what
you may have read or heard, and I challenge anyone to produce any evidence

to substantiate that charge regarding
the Craven counts on which I was convicted.
THE 1948 CON_TRmUTION

I did receive a voluntary campaign
contribution in 1948 exactly as I stated
to my people during the 1950 election
and as I later repeated during my trial.
I turned every cent of this money over
to the various county committees in the
name of the Brehm for Congress Committee, and received their receipts for
the same. I submitted these original receipts as evidence at my trial. Of course
there is no way to prove that I. did or did
not receive assistance in my reelection to
Congress from some of this money. All
contributions are put into one general
fund and the expenses of running the
campaign are paid out of this fund.
Therefore, it is quite possible that I,
along with every other candidate whose
name appeared on the 1948 ballot, might
have received some direct or indirect
assistance in the campaign from some of
this money.
The total money received by me durin.; the 1948 campaign, which is the only
one charged in the indictment, was
$3,000. This was received in the form of
one check in the amount of $1,500 and
another for $1,000, or a total of $2,500,
both made out in the name of the Brehm
for Congress Committee and drawn on
the account of the Ohio Republican
Finance Committee. This is common
legal practice, engaged in by both major
political parties.
In addition to this $2,500 I was given
a cash contribution of $500 by one of my
constituents back home which, together
with the $2,500, made a total of $3,000.
I was told later that this $500 had been
voluntarily contributed by Clara Soliday,
a former clerk in my office. Had I
known the source of this contribution
at the time it was offered, I would still
have accepted it since I truly believed
that I could accept a voluntary campaign
contribution from anyone, just so I
listed its receipt and the purpose for
which it was spent. I still think that I
was within my rigilts in accepting this
contribution. The question has never
been decided.
THE IRONY OF IT ALL

Now here is where the irony of fate
enters into the picture. I was not convicted for receiving any part of this
$3,000 contribution and yet to the best
of my knowledge and belief it is the only
political contribution I ever received that
might have contained any money contributed by a Government worker.
Therefore, since I did not receive any
other political contribution for the 1948
campaign than that shown above, and
also since I was not convicted for receiving this acknowledged contribution, but
was still found guilty under section 602
for an alleged offense committed during
the 1948 campaign, then I could only
have been found guilty for being "directly or indirectly concerned."
HOW THE $3,000 WAS SPENT

As you all know, a candidate for Congress is limited by law in the amount of
money which he as an individual may
spend on behalf of his candidacy. This
amount varies,· but fn Ohio in 1948 I be-
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lieve $5,000 was the amount which I
personally could have received and spent.
However, a committee is not limited to
this amount, but may spend considerably
more in behalf of a candidate if it so
desires.
Now up to and including 1948, there
had never been an election in which it
was necessary for me to set up a Bre1un
for Congress Committee, since I had
never exceeded the limit which I personally could receive and spend as a candidate· for Congress. However, one never
knows when a committee might be
needed so on two occasions, anticipating
a tough campaign, I have tentatively
set up such a temporary committee.
One of these occasions was in 1948 and
Emma Craven, then a clerk in my office,
voluntarily agreed to act as secretary of
this committee.
I listed this $3,000 in the name of the
Brehm for Congress Committee as the
checks were made out, and named Emma
Craven as Secretary: You will see from
this small amount that it was not even
necessary for me to have set up a committee, since I could have received and
spent in niy own name a total of $5,000.
Anyway, the committee was established
and UP, to October 24, 1948, the total
amount spent out of this $3,000 in the
name of the committee was $2,568.69.
As shown above, not one cent of this
money ever came from Emma Craven's
own funds and not one word of either
testimony or evidence was introduced
to prove that it did, although for the
sake of the jury the inference that it did
was made quite clear. In other words,
since this $3,000 had been received and
listed in the name of the Brehm for Congress Committee with Emma Craven as
secretary of that committee, it naturally
had to be accounted for in the name of
that committee. In compliance with the
law, receipts were received for the
$2,568.69 which had been spent in the
name of the committee. This still left
$431.31 remaining in the original fund of
$3,000. Then on October 24, just a few
days before the election, this remaining
balance of $431.31 was transferred from
the committee's account to me and I
proceeded to spend it in my own name
in behalf of my candidacy. This closed
out the account of the Brehm for Congress Committee so I filed with the secretary of state in Ohio, in behalf of that
committee a sworn stateme.nt showing
the entire total receipts of $3,000 and
the disposition made of it. This statement showed the exact items for which
the $2,568.69 had been spent, and also
showed that the balance of $431.31 had
been transferred to me. I then had
Emma Craven, as secretary of the committee, file the identical stat ement with
the Clerk of the House of Representatives. Then, still complying with the
full intent and letter of the law, I listed
the receipt of this $431.31 as having been
turned over to me by Emma Craven as
secretary of the Brehm for Congress
Committee and filed returns under oath
with both the Ohio secretary of state
and the Clerk of the House of Representatives, showing its receipt and the
purposes for which I had spent it.
Now I challenge anyone to show anything in this transaction that is either
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illegal, immoral or unethical, or to produce any evidence to show that I received or spent in my 1948 election,
which is the only one under discussion,
any money other than this $3,000, every
cent of which is accounted for under
oath both as to the source from whence
it came and the purposes -for which it
was spent.
With no reflection intended upon the
patriotism or sincerity of any member
of my jury, I am satisfied that with their
limited knowledge of politics, only .one
of them had ever voted, even though only
five of them were born in the voteless
District of Columbia, and the question
before them was purely a political one,
that after hearing the prejudicial testimony of the prosecuting witnesses
against me, namely, Clara Soliday and
her family, much of which was false, that
they were unable to differentiate between
Emma Craven, a clerk in my office, and
Emma Craven, who acted as the secretary of the Brehm for Congress Committee. There is absolutely no connection
between this $3,000 and the contribution
of $1,000 allegedly made by Emma Craven
as contained in the indictment.
UNSCRUPULOUS UNDERWOOD TACTICS

My opponent in 1944, and also in 1950,
was Mel Gilbert Underwood, Jr., of New
Lexington, Ohio, commonly referred to
as Gib or Gibby, to distinguish him
from his father of the same name. Underwood, Sr., served 14 years in Congress before resigning to accept a lifetime Federal judgeship. He is at present sitting in Columbus, Ohio. When
Underwood, Sr., came to Congress the
Soliday family lived in Logan. Since the
embezzlement of the bank and guardianship funds by certain members of the
Soliday family is recorded in the courts
of the District of Columbia and/or Hocking County, Ohio, and also since most
adults back home are familiar with these
scandals, there is no point in hashing
over all the sordid details. In fact, my
only reason for even mentioning the past
is to give you the background which was
responsible for putting the Soliday family under such deep obligation to the
Underwoods when they left Logan and
camd to Washington. Clara Soliday's
own words wer~ that Underwood, Sr.,
took care of everything, and that they
could never repay their obligation to
him. During the campaign Gibby paid
me quite a compliment when he confided
to a constituent in Logan "you know I
have been from one end of this district
to the other trying to dig up something
on Dr. BREHM, but I can't find one-thing." Even so, Underwood, Sr., is
reported to have publicly stated during
the 1950 campaign that if I beat Gib
they were going to get me in the penitentiary. When pressed further, he allegedly replied, ''Well, by - - , i:: he is
elected he is going to the penitentiary."
Would you attribute such remarks to a
person charged with meting out justice
and equity, or would they be more indicative of the viciousness which characterizes the temperament of one whose
position of power for many years has
made him determined to try to destroy
anyone who dares challenge the perpetuation of his inherent dynasty? In
my opinion anyone displaying this vin-

dictive characteristic is utterly incapable
of rendering equal justice.
Shortly after I had first defeated
Gibby in the 1944 election I was warned
to be careful of the Underwoods as they
would try to get even with me as they
had with everyone else who had ever
dared to stand up and oppose them.
Therefore, I was not too surprised when
I first learned in July 1950 that Gibby
was setting up something with the Soliday family and intended to give it to
Drew Pearson to put out during the last
2 weeks of the campaign when I would
not have time to reply. Remember, this
was now almost 3 years after the time
that Clara Soliday had worked in my
office.

sions I have been informed that the report had not yet been received in your office.
Now I realize that this report may be of
minor concern when compared with the
more important and vital issues facing your
Department. However, it is of vital concern to the good name of all of those who
might come within the scope of this investigation, and in view of this concern and
since I am so closely related to this investigation, I sincerely trust that you will call
upon Mr. Ford to make available to me, or
through you to me, the findings of the report at the earliest possible moment.
Thanking you for your cooperation, I
remain,
Sincerely yours,
'VALTER E. BREHM,
Member of Congress.

After dispatching this letter to Mr.
FBI INVESTIGATES
McGrath's personal attention, I conNow honestly believing that I had tacted the office of his deputy, Mr. Peybroken no law, and still acting on the · ton Ford, and left word that unless I
belief that I could accept a contribution received the report of the FBI investifrom any source just so long as I listed gation within the next couple of days
its receipt and the purpose for which when Congress would adjourn, I init was spent, I voluntarily told the FBI tended to put a speech in the RECORD exthe complete story regarding the con- posing this entire incident for exactly
what it was, a cheap political trick
tribution of $3,000 referred to above. I
wherein my opponent was attempting to
even went further than that. Upon
!(:Onvert a perfectly normal voluntary
hearing of Underwood's scheme I insisted that the FBI investigate everyone campaign contribution into a scandal.
My intentions were undoubtedly rewho had ever worked in my office, as
well as one Mr. A. L. Rowe who worked layed to Underwood, who within a few
for Underwood's cousin and whose name hours :flew into Washington, where, achad been signed to a newspaper article cording to tZ1e court record, after having
against me during the primary. Mr. a few drinks with Ray Soliday, they took
Rowe told the FBI when · they inter- his mother, Clara Soliday, to a notary .
viewed him that he had not signed the public at the corner drug store where
article nor had he authorized anyone she signed the affidavit which Underelse to sign his name. In other words, wood had prepared. This affidavit was
his name had been forged to the article then turned over to Drew Pearson and
and he knew nothing about it. Un- made its debut on Sunday evening, Sepdoubtedly another one of Underwood's tember 24, which was at least 4 weeks
ahead of the schedule Gibby had origunderhanded tricks.
inally set up. Forcing this release preAs stated, this was in July 1950 and I
never learned until October, 3 months maturely by having talked to Peyton
later, that there was an old law which Ford's office was really a blessing in disnot only prevented candidates for Con- guise. It gave me time to show my peogress from receiving a political contri- ple the hookup between Underwood and
bution from a Government workel', but Pearson.
During the campaign Gibby vehewhich prevented them from even being
mently denied that he had anything to
"concerned" in such a thing. Even so,
do with setting this up against me. He
I was about as prompt in receiving my
even told some of my Republican cominformation as some folks were in receiving Pearson's phony predictions. It mitteemen how sorry he was that I had
was at this same time that he was bla- become involved. Contrast this with
tantly predicting that the investigation, Clara Soliday's statement on the witness
stand under oath that she had signed
which had been completed 3 months
without even reading it, a long detailed
before, would be made. It is · utterly
statement which Gibby Underwood had
amazing how he came so close to tellprepared, because he had told her it
ing the truth. Only being off 3 months
would help defeat me, elect him and get
in accuracy should indeed be considered
her some money, and you get some idea
a bull's-eye for him.
of the type of person Underwood really
To substantiate the above let me read
the copy of a letter which I sent to is. It was this fantastic statement which
Attorney General J. Howard McGrath Gibby induced another notary to acknowledge with Clara Soliday not even
under date of September 15, 1950:
being present, which was also later
Hon. J. HowARD McGRATH,
turned over to Drew Pearson. Armed
Attorney General of the United States,
with this self-serving declaration as an
Department of Justice,
alibi Pearson began his unprincipled and
Washington, D. C.
appointed task of trying by the Pearson
DEAR MR. McGRATH: Almost daily for the
technique to accomplish that which
past 2 weeks or more I have talked by phone
either with you or your secretary relative to
Gibby and his ilk could not do in an
the report which the Federal Bureau of Inhonorable way at the ballot box. And
vestigation filed on August 25, 1950, with
to think that Pearson actually wants to
Mr. Peyton Ford and which dealt with the
take credit for being the first one to pubinterviewing of various individuals who are
lish such stuff-expose me he calls it.
presently or who may previously ·have been
I was not convicted of a single accusation
employed by me in my office as District Conmade by either Underwood, Soliday or
gressman during my tenure in office, as well
Pearson which, after all, are one and the
as one Mr. A. L. Rowe, R. F. D. No.2, New
Lexington, Ohio. On each o! these occasame in this instance. In fact my chief
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complaint is that the story which Underwood concocted and which Pearson
gloats was first published by him, all of
which, even if it had been true was
barred by the Statute of Limitations and
the Government knew it, was permitted
to be used as evidence to prejudice the
jury and undoubtedly help convict me of
the Craven counts. All of Pearson's
itemized· and detailed diatribe has been
based on the statement which Gibby
manufactured and Clara Soliday signed
without even reading, for reasons already
ascribed. The point I have been trying
to make is this. If I had been tried and
convicted for receiving the $500 contribution which was included in the previously mentioned $3,000, and which I
had acknowledged in July 1950 and again
during the campaign that I had received
and turned over to the various county
committees, it would have been rather
ridiculous for me to have denied receiving such a contribution and I certainly
would not have appealed from a conviction on that score.
Perhaps I can explain it better this
way. In an effort to defeat me, Underwood drew up an affidavit which Clara
Soliday signed, saying that she had made
a contribution. I have no quarrel with
that. Novr, once Gibby had this affidavit
in his possession, he proceeded to set up
the most cockeyed and fantastic schedule
of alleged contribution payments that
could possibly be imagined. It was this
hallucination which was spread before
the jury hearing my case. At the time
the Government's chief prosecuting attorney was pleading with the judge for
her to permit the jury to hear this highly
prejudicial and partially false testimony,
he said:
Your Honor, without this evidence the
Government does not have a case.
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be true if the defendant is being tried tion. This money is allocated by the
for bastardy, but the Congressman was national committee to help their candinot charged with that." The juror then dates and some of it surely finds its way
said, "Well I am sorry if I was mistaken, into the hands of the candidates for
but now that he has been fined $5,000 Congress via the congressional committhat woman will get her money back if . tee. If it would be considered illegal
he really did take it away from her." under section 602 for, let us say a Federal
This idea could only have been planted judge to give $100 to my opponent to
in the mind of this juror by prejudicial aid in his attempted election to Congress,
error, since I was only convicted of the is it any the less illegal for this judge to
Craven counts and Emma Craven stated give it to the committee under the guise
under oath that she had acted volun- of paying for a $100 dinner with full
tarily and willingly.
knowledge of the purpose for which the
Some of the best legal minds in the contribution is to be spent? Well, under
country had assured me that the three their ruling it may not be considered
men sitting as an appeals court would illegal, but it is certainly less honest
have to take cognizance of this preju- than it would be to come out in the open
dicial error and grant a reversal. Nat- and say: I have a good lifetime job·
urally I had hoped they would, but I it was given to me by the present ad~
guess that was expecting too much under ministi·a.tion; I am very grateful and
want to do my part toward helping to
the present circumstances.
Several people back home have asked keep the party in power. Any law that
me why, whe~ I knew the background can this easily be circumvented by an
of the Soliday family and their beholden executive agency should either be reattitude toward the Underwoods, did I pealed or Congress should insist that it
ever agree to let Clara Soliday work in be enforced so that we actually get "equal
my office in the first place. Let me justice under law." Under their interanswer them by saying that I want no pretation it seems that just so long· as a
sympathy for being so naive as to think fellow does not let his left hand know
that the leopard's spots might have ~hat his right hand is doing, he is breakchanged, or in permitting my heart to mg no law. However, if he comes out
run away with my head. However, had in the open, aboveboard, and tells the
I been more of a politichn with less truth, he runs the chance of being inmemoi"J of the friendship I once enjoyed dicted and eventually convicted for even
with the now deceased hea1 of the Soli- being concerned in a political contriday family, and also less regard for my bution through the front door which he
obligation to the widow" and orphans could actually and legally have received
they would not now be reading this. It if it had come by way of the back door.
EQUAL JUSTICE?
would also have helped materially if I
had made inquiry regarding· Emma
Now let us take a look at section 211
Craven other than just her past experi- which says:
·
ence as a clerk.
No clerk in the service of the United State1
LAWS OR DmECTIVES?

Let us take another look at section 602
under which I was indicted. It is quite
This was an admission by the Govern- evident that a strict adherence to this
ment that the case against me was built law would practically eliminate the two
around the magnified and trumped-up or three million Government workers
figures of Underwood which Drew Pear- from making the contributions which,
son published. I just cannot conceive together with their votes, have kept and
of human beings so devoid of decency are capable of keeping an administrathat they would deliberately connive in tion in power for many years. Therean attempt to ruin a man's life for any fore, in October 1940 the Civil Service
reason, but especially for the hollow Commission, with the concurrence of
mockery of money or the hope that it . the Department of Justice, ruled:
It is lawful for any officialeor employee
would help elect one of them to public
office. Pearson is especially hypocritical to make a voluntary contribution to any
political
party that he may prefer.
in this instance since he purports to be
so devoted to the downtrodden and is
That, in effect, is saying, Come, all ye
always trying to make democracy live faithful, kick in and do not try to hide
whHe at the same time employing meth- behind the law for failure to do so.
ods which would destroy the very system
Remember now, section 602 does not
which holds the greatest hope for all permit a candidate for Congress to accept
mankind. Surely the God of our a political contribution from a GovernFathers will demand of them a day of ment worker. Then along comes the
reckoning.
Department of Justice and holds that
IT DID PREJUDICE THE JURY
the Gavernment worker may contribute
to a political party. I have no quarrel
If you think the jury was not prejudiced by hearing this testimony read the with that. Then they hold that the party
following incident. Shortly after sen- can give it ba~k to the congressional
tence had been pronounced a man who candidate and it is perfectly legal, even
had followed my trial rather closely though it is the same money coming from
asked one of the former jurors how they the same person from whom the candifound that Congressman guilty without date could not legally receive it. For inany evidence. The juror said, "Well as stance, take the Jackson Day dinner or
you know a woman's word always comes any comparable banquet. Hundreds of
first when there is no documentary people who receive part of their salary
evidence." The man said, "You mean or compensation from the United States
takes precedence?" "Yes," replied the Treasury, contribute their $100 with full
former .iuror. The man said, "That may knowledge that it is a political contribu-

shall, directly or indirectly, give to any Mem ..
ber of Congress any money on account of or
to be applied to the promotion of any political object whatever.

. You will note tha.t this section 211 as
passed by Congress would not permit
Emma Craven as a Government clerk to
give me a pol~tical contribution of any
kind. Also, section 602 as passed by Congress does not permit me to accept a
political contribution from Emma Craven
as such clerk. So what happens? Executive agencies bypass 602 as previously
described. Then they bypass 211 by
saying that Em:r~a Craven was contribl!ting to the Republican Party as she
testified. Then theY persuade the jury
to convict me on the charge of receiving
a contribution from Emma Craven, a
Government clerk working i'n my otfice.
In other words, Emma Craven is not
guilty because she allegedly did not give
it to me, but to a political party, while
at the same time I am adjudged to be
guilty because I allegedly received it from
her for the specific political purpos2 of
assisting in my campaign for reelection
to Congress. This is a perfect example
of the way in which a government of
men operates in contrast to a govern·
ment of laws.
Emma Craven's testimony that she
voluntarily gave a contribution to me,
a Member of Congress, for the political
purpose of helping out the Republican
"war chest," as she called it, would be in
direct violation of section 211 regardless
of the directive issued in Octob~r 1940
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that this supposedly poor working
woman deposited over $17,000 in her personal bank account. Neither did he tell
them that this supposedly destitute
worker had recently become part owner
of an apartment building. Nor that she
had lost her pocketbook on her way to
testify and that it contained over $500
in cash. Nor that the day following her
grand jury appearance she left for several weeks vacation in Florida. Nor that
she had owned a summer cottage on
Chesapeake Bay.
Emma Craven told the FBI that her
contributions were between fifty and
sixty dollars. She told the gr~nd jury
they were $210. The indictment alleged
they were $200. When my attorney asked
her on the witness stand why she had.
named these various amounts, she replied, "I was being evasive." When I
THE CRAVEN PHASE
asked her why she had told the grand
Now let· us take a brief look at Emma jury $210, she said that they wanted her
Craven. If I knew whether or not the to say that amount to make it look like
Suoreme Court would agree to review a pattern or scheme to correspond with
my case and the action which would be the Soliday story. Meaning the one
t aken if they did decide to review it, I Gibby had ~et up. When I asked her
would know bett er what to say and what who was meant by "they," she replied,
not to say in the3e next few pages. How- "Those people down ·there who are fixever, as you all know, my case comes up ing this up against you." She also said,
to the Supreme Court under a question "I have friends, one of them u:::ed to be
of law and not on the evidence. This with the Department of Justice, advising
being so, I have decided to set forth a me exactly what to say.'' It is interestfew things which would in all probability ing to note that Gibby was at one time
be used in the event ol a new trial, but employed in the Justice Department and
I assure you that I still have more.
that the first and only time I ever saw
I am convinced that Emma Craven ·him in my office was 2 days after Emma
was deliberately planted in my office to Craven started to work there. Now here
help set this case up against me.
is the part that seems to me to be most
A few days after I had asked my secre- significant.
tary in January 1948 to try to locate anAs every Member of this House knows,
other experienced girl, she was contacted there is available either from the disby another Member's secretary who said bursing office or the Clerk's office, figures
that Bing Mathias had told her that a
starting with a salary of $600 per year
vacancy existed in our office and that he and running all the way up into the
had asked her to intercede for the posithousands. This annual salary has been
tion in behalf of his friend Emma broken down into columns showing the
Craven. I learned later that Mr. Mathias gross monthly income, the amount of
had been employed for several years by monthly tax withheld, the ameunt with.Mel G. Underwood, Sr., during the time held each month for retirement and,
he was serving in Congress and that he .finally, the net amount received each
had campaigned in our district in behalf month on any given base salary. These
of Underwood's election. Emma Craven figures are available to anyone. Just
also stated that shortly before the 1950 why Emma Craven would type up these
election, Gibby Underwood again came figures on a $2,400 and $4,500 base in the
to Washington and contacted her re- form of a letter addressed to me in Ohio,·
peatedly for dates and that Bing Mathias and then aomit on the witness stand that
coaxed her to go out with Underwood.
she never mailed it to me, is hard to unShe also stated under oath that one of derstand, unless it was supposed to figure
Drew Pearson's legmen had promised in as part of the plan then being set
her that she would be taken care of and up against me. Anyway, it is these figgiven a job .if she would say that she had ures, which I never saw in the form of a
made a campaign contribution. She ad- letter but which were introduced as
mitted having been thoroughly coached Government 3Xhibit No. 17, which I feel
as to what she should say and the atti- deserve more attention.
tude she was to assume as a very relucEmma Craven was working at the Det ant witness. Clara Soliday was most partment of Agriculture when she revindictive. Emma Craven said that she signed to come to work in my office. Her
was coached to assume the exact oppogross salary at Agriculture was $381.66
site attitude. She with the aid of the per month. She testified under oath
prosecution was pictured as the poor, that she gave up this good job and came
defenseless worker who needed protecto work for me at a base salary of $2,400
tion from the "high and mighty" Mem- per year, which would have only grossed
bers of Congress. The class hatred
$288.42 per month. That would have
philosophy which has been propaganbeen $93.24 less on the gross monthly
dized in America in recent years was salary than she had been receiving at
played to the hilt by one of the Govern- Agriculture for the same type of work.
ment attorneys in his plea to a most re- This of course was a lie out of the whole
ceptive jury. He did not tell them that cloth. But, let us go on. Then she teson December 7, just 8 days before Emma tified that she went to work for me at a
era ven appeared to testify against me,
base salary of $4,500 which netted her
by the Civil Service Commission and
concurred in by the Department of Justice. I have always maintained and still
do, that the manner in which Emma
Craven offered her contribution and the
disposition made of it did not constitute
a receipt on my part. However, if I am
to be convicted under section 602 on the
argument that it did constitute a receipt, then will someone explain how
they can argue that Emma Craven did
not violate section 211 if I, as a Member
of Congress, received it from her "for
any political purpose whatever"? Do
not misunderstand me. I am not arguing that Emma Craven should have been
indicted because she admittedly violated
section 211. I am simply pointing out
how this outfit operated in order to obtain their objective. I was their objective.

$415.52 per month but, that out of this
amount she contributed $210 to the Re-

publican war chest, which if true would
have left her only $205.51 net. Now I
ask you in all seriousness to analyze
those figures. A base salary of $2,400
would have neted her, after taxes and
retirement, $230.99 per month. Her
monthly salary at Agriculture was netting her, after taxes, $345.66 or $114.67
more each month than the $2,400 base
would give her. But that is not all. The
$4,500 base, according to her own figures, copied from the chart referred to
above, would have netted her $25.48 less
on her monthly salary than a $2,400
base and $140.15 less per month than
she had been getting at Agriculture.
Now I ask you, do you believe that anyone with 20 years' experience as a clerk
and otherwise, would agree to give up a
good job paying $381.66 per month and
agree to accept the same type of work
at $114.67 less on the month and finally
at $140.15 less on the month? That is
exactly what her own figures show if
you accept her grand jury testimony that
she contributed $210 to the Republican
war chest. Do you now see where the
scheme or plan on which the judge based
her ruling entered into the web which
was woven around me?
I ask you to form your own opinion as
to whether or not I am justified in my
belief that Emma Craven was deliberately planted in my office by those who
were acquainted with her weaknesses,
and that she was later induced to testify
only regarding that part of the truth
which would be most damaging to me, as
she had been coached to do.
NO TANGIBLE

EVIDENCE

I was convicted for allegedly receiving
from Emma Craven $1,000 in 1948 for
the specific political purpose of assisting in my campaign for reelection to
Congress. The prosecution not only
failed to prove tha~ contention, but also
.failed to ·show where even one cent of
.this alleged contribution was spent for
any purpose, political or otherwise.
Part of Emma Craven's own testimony
completely negates the charge as alleged
in the indictment. If she had told all
the truth instead of just part of it, the
jury might have acquitted me even in
the face of the prejudicial testimony
cooked up by Underwood.
A QUESTION

I would like to ask a question which
·to me at least seems pertinent. Since it
is true and no one denies it, that I did
not know it was considered illegal toreceiva a contribution for a political purpose which may have been donated by a
Government worker, and also since it is
true and undisputed that I have in each
.and every instance filed, under oath, a
statement of all campaign receipts and
expenditures, and also since I could legally have received and spent a minimum of $2,000 more than the $3,000
above referred to, why, then, would I not
have listed any other campaign contribution if I had in fact received it?
There is no logical reason under the sun
why I would not have listed it.
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Now a few general provisions. According to the tally clerk's record, my
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percentage of attendance during my en- cerned when Emma Craven "voluntarily
tire time in Congress is in the high nine- and willingly offered to make a contributies. I have never ducked a vote during tion to the Republican war chest." Just
my 10 years of service. My people knew how would a person go about it in order
at all times exactly where I stood on to show no concern if someone offered
every issue. The only income I have to help his party financially?
Emma Craven did all the filing, and
had since being forced by an old football
shoulder injury to give up the practice not only knew where the committee file
o;f dentistry in 1942, has been the salary was kept but also the names of each
·w hich . I have received as a Member of committeeman as well as the officers.
Congress. I have regularly deposited She did not have to wait for me to fureach and every check in the bank and nish her the name of the treasurer or
paid all my bills by checks drawn on any other officer if she had want ed to
this account. My wife does not have a mail her contribution directly to Ohio.
fur coat, mink or otherwise. We have
SUMMARY
lived simply and economically during my
In brief then we find thattime in Congress on the salary paid to a
First. I was not charged with stealing
Congressman. I o~ered my bank state- anything, defrauding anyone or being
ment as well as my income-tax state- false· to my oath of office.
ments as evidence that we had no other
Second. I was not charged with inincome and that we spent no other timidating, coercing, forcing, or promismoney except that which we had in our ing reward to anyone.
possession when we first came to WashThird. During the 1948 campaign I reington in January 1943, plus my · salary ceived a voluntary campaign contribuincome as a Member of Congress.
tion of $3,000, and no more, exactly as I
I also swear that never in my life did said I did.
I ask anyone for a campaign or political
Fourth. Whether the manner in which
contribution. On the contrary, I have $500 of this amount came into my posmany times returned unused political session technically violated section 602 is
contributions to the original contribu- not now nor ever was the issue.
tors. It is the only honest thing to do if
Fifth. In July 1950 I voluntarily told
the contribution is not used for the pur- · the entire incident regarding the receipt
pose as originally intended by the giver. of this contribution to the FBI.
JUDGE ERRED
Sixth. It was full 5 months between
the time when I told the FBI about this
The judge based her decision for ruling in favor. of the Government anr'. ad- contrlbution and the date on which the
mitting the highly prejudicial testimony Statute of Limitations would run. I aswhich Underwood had set up for the sume if there had been any violation of
Solidays, on the exception to the rule, law regarding its receipt that I would
namely, that it tended to show a com- ·h ave found it out during that 5-month
mon scheme or plan. In the name of period.
Seventh. In December 1950, after the
justice, I ask you if a man has had his ·
day in court when the judge rules Statute of Limitations ·had run on the
against him on that basis, especially only campaign contribution I had rewhen such a scheme or plan was con- ceived for the 1948 election, I was inceived and existed only in the minds of dicted and charged with having received
$240 which, even if true, which it was
those intent upon the political destruction of the defendant and not in truth or ·not, was also barred by the Statute of
fact? There is no reliable or documen- Limitations. The only reason this count
tary evidence to support the exception alleging receipt of $240 was put into the
to the rule in this case. Emma Craven indictment in the first place was to enherself said that they wanted her to say able the Government to get into the rec$210 in order to make it look like a pat- ord all the prejudicial testimony which
tern with the Soliday story. If the Gov- Gibby Underwood had set up. It
ernment is permitted to build up false worked too.
Eighth. In April 1951, after a District
evidence in this manner in order to seof Columbia jury was permitted to hear
cure a conviction, then we are further
along the road than I thought we were, all of this testimony, much of which was
prejudicial and untrue, the prosecution
even though I knew we had traveled far.
I am sorry to have taken so much conceded that the Statute of Limitations
ti:P-Ie, but since this is the first statement had run on this alleged $240, but not until
released by me dealing with the subject, after its alleged receipt had accomand also since thousands of words have plished the desired purpose of helping
been released by others on the subject, to prejudice the jury;
Ninth. For the Government I love and
I felt that I had to go into more or less
detail.
for which I have ever fought to preserve,
Some of you may wonder why, since
to resort to the tactics which I know
I was acquitted of everything connected were used by one of its agencies to secure
with the Solidays, have I spent so much an indictment and conviction against me
time discussing that phase of the case~ for the reasons set out in this paper, is
I did so for 'three reasons. First, only in my opinion laying it on a little thick.
I swear to you on my honor that to my
the Soliday phase was discussed during
the campaign, and my people are thereknowledge not 1 cent of the contribution
fore familiar with it. Second, I wanted which Emma Craven offered was ever
my people to know that everything I told spent for the purpose of assisting in my
them during the campaign was true and campaign for reelection to Congress as
that it is now on the record under oath. charged in the indictment, or for any
Third, I wanted you all to see how this other political purpose.
prejudicial and, to a great extent, false
In closing I want to express my appreevidence was used to prejudice the jury ciation for the kind words and courteous
and convict me for evidently being contreatment extended by so many here in

Washington toward me and members of
my family. I also solicit your prayers
t.oward the end that God will remove
from my heart and soul the bitterness
and enmity which at times wells up
therein.

Let's Keep Our Bill of Rights
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. BRICKER
OF OHIO

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. BRICKER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "Let's Keep Our Bill of Rights,"
written by Donald R. Wilson, national
commander of the American Legion,
and published in the May 1952 issue of
the Kiwanis magazine.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
For many years we have not been particularly concerned with that portion of section
2, article II, of t h e Cor.stitution of the United
States which provides that the President
shall have power, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, to make treaties, provided two-thirds of the Senators who are
present in the particular session at which
the treaty is considered, concur in the action of the President, or with that portion
of article VI of the Constitution which provides that all treaties made, or which shall
be made, under the authority of the United
States shall be the supreme law of the land,
and the judges in every State shall be bound
thereby, anything in the Constitution or
laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding, for the reason that most of the
treaties dealt with matters which did not
vitally affect our human rights; namely, the
freedom of speech and the press and the
freedom to worship and to work which are
guaranteed to each citizen of the United
States by our Constitution and which no
legislature or Congress can abridge.
Many of the treaties in the past have dealt
with fishing rights and matters relating to
the sovereign power of the United States
and its relationship as a Nation with ot her
sovereign powers.
Treaties of peace, of course, constituted a
large percentage of all treaties which have
heretofore been entered into by our country,
but with the advent of the United Nations
an entirely different situation has arisen.
We are aroused by the fact that a covenant
of human rights is being considered by the
United Nations Assembly which, if adopted
in the form of a treaty, would supersede our
own Bill of Rights specifically set forth as
the first 10 amendments to the Constitution of the United States, and would in•
validate every conflicting statute, both Fed~
eral and State, in our country.
Some people, including persons occupying
high positions in our Government, have said
that it is necessary for us to compromise our
own rights and liberties in order to establish a more uniform conception of human
rights throughout the world. In my opinion this is a most dangerous philosophy
which could eventually result in a renunciation of our very form of government. I
am confident that the framers of the Constitution never intended that the treatymaking power should be exercised for the
purpose of bringing about a gradual traHsfer of the executive, legislative, and judicia l
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powers from the United States to any group
of nations witho'l.lt the consent of the people. This might result, however, through
evolution over a period of time by the constant erosion on the one side and accretion
on the other as a result of the injudicious
and imprudent use of presidential pacts and
the treaty-making power, unless such power
is curbed by constitutional amendment:
Furthermore, it is conceivable and quite
possible that the United Nations by its own
uncontrolled interpretation of the language
used in the original pact could enlarge upon
the powers therein extended-without the
approval of the United States-which is contrary to the delegated powers under our
Constitution. In the language of Mr. Justice Field, of the Supreme Court: "The
powers of government are delegated in trust
to the United States and are incapable of
transfer to any other parties; they cannot
be abandoned or surrendered • • * the
exercise of these public trusts is not the
subject of barter or contract."
The American Legion, at its national convention in Miami, Fla., in October 1951,
adopted a resolution recommending an
amendment to the Constitution of the
United States which would limit the treatymaking power of the President and prevent
international treaties from becoming the
supreme law of our land contrary to the
wishes of the citizens of the United States.
The American Bar Association has proposed such an amendment to the Constitution, and legislation restricting the effect of
treaties entered into between the United
States and other countries is now pending
in the United States Senate. Treaty law
could, if the amendment is not adopted, destroy the fundamentals of our form of government and revoke the guarantees which
the people of our country established for
themselves and for posterity in the Constitution of the United States and in the Bill
of Rights, which to this day remains the
greatest document for the protection of human liberty in existence.
We in the American Legion will join with
other organizations composed of patriotic
and liberty-loving Americans to make certain that the whims and caprices of executives who conceive false emergencies and
pseudo-idealists who attempt to destroy or
reduce our rights and liberties to a universal
socialistic state, are defeated in their diabolic purposes, and that the Constitution
of the United States and the statutes enacted thereunder by the representatives of
the people shall remain the law of our land
unrevoked by treaties entered into under the
guise of expediency.

munity leaders in said area, including
State assemblyman Louis Peck, Mrs.
Sadye Reiss, of the Community Council
of school districts 18, 19, 20, Inc., and Simon Beagle of the Claremont Area Housing Committee. They were joined by
many city officials representing the New
York City Housing Authority and the
office of the comptroller of the city of
New York.
The report follows:

REPORT ON NEEDED HOUSING IN WASHINGTON •
CLAREMONT AREA
As a group of individuals intensely concerned with the provision of the best possible conditions of growth for our children,
we are acutely aware of the fact that many
of the children in the Washington-Claremont area are being denied the right to be
raised in decent homes in which they are
adequately fed, clothed and sheltered. They
are being denied the right to be secure in
their community against many of the influences that might be detrimental to their
proper and wholesome development. They
are being denied the right to be surrounded
by a physical environment which will result
in their good health as well as in their goo.d
character.
In order to support our contention that
the situation described actually exists, several groups of statistics are presented. The
area with which the members of this committee is concerned extends from One Hundred and Sixty-eighth Street north to One
Hundred and Seventy-fourth Street and
from Fulton Avenue west to Webster Avenue. A study of the records at the Bronx
office of the Department of Housing .shows
that the area contains the following types
of buildings: old law tenements, 333; new
law tenements, 266; 1- or 2-family dwellings,
214; commercial establishments, 230.
Note the preponderance of old law tenements. The Washington-Claremont area is
known to have the oldest houses in central
Bronx. The buildings are not only old but
contain many violations. There are quite a
few buildings in the area which were condemned and which as a result of demands for
increased housing were reopened. Most of
these buildings were so organized as to provide single rooms for use by entire families.
The perniciousnesS" of such an arrangement
is pointed up by the fact that in one such reopened condemned building there were five
infant deaths within a short period of time.
Such homes can hardly provide adequate
shelter for the children living in them.
The Citizens Report of the Bronx Pilot
Project (1949) provides some interesting
population characteristics for its project
area, which includes the Washington-Claremont area. The project area is much more
The.Need for Public Housing in the Wash· congested than the rest of the Bronx with an
of 226 persons per occupied acre as
ington-Ciaremont Area of the Twenty. average
compared with 66 persons elsewhere in the
third Congressional District of New borough and 91 persons for the city as a
whole. Health area No. 24 which includes
York
most of the Washington-Claremont area
has a population density that is even greater;
335 persons per acre. This is hardly a deEXTENSION OF REMARKS
sirable condition and militates against an
OF
adequate home life for children.
When other measures of socioeconomic
status are used, says this Bronx pilot project
OF NEW YORK
report, it discloses that at least one-half of
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the people in the project area are living unF ·d
M
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der substandard conditions as compared
rt. ay, ay
'
with the rest of the borough and the city as
Mr. FINE. Mr. Speaker, under unan- a whole. Here is another condition that
imous consent granted me to extend my works against the wholesome development
remarks, I am including herein a re- of children.
port on the need for public housing in
Let us look at the figures on delinquency
the washington-Claremont area of the toward which the depressed housing conditions of the area have probably made their
city of New York, which is within my contribution. Again, the Bronx Pilot Projcongressional district. The report stems ect Report offers some interesting comment
from a recent meeting of a group of com.. -~ and statistics. It states that although de-
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linquency data are not complete, available
information from the police department on
juvenile arrests indicates (1) that youth
delinquency is more serious in those areas
with substandard living conditions; (2) that
the forty-second precinct, covering most of
the Washington-Claremont area, is one of
the precincts having the highest volume of
delinquency in the borough.
According to an article in the New York
Times of April 25, 1952, the youth board
reports that the highest incidence of delinquency in the Bronx will be found in our
area.
When the home environment is limited
by a crowded dwelling into which the sun
rarely penetrates, where outmoded sanitary
facilities are shared with other families,
where rats and neighborhood noises mar
nighttime rest, the parent finds it well nigh
impossible to provide the growing child with
the parental guidance necessary to safeguard him against delinquent behavior and
poor health.
Some of the indexes of health conditions
in the area are noteworthy. The area has
a higher general death rate than the rest
of the borough (9 per 1,000 population),
the highest death rate in the Bronx from
all forms of tuberculosis (54 per 1,000),
the highest in the Bronx in infant mortality (64 per 1,000) and the highest accident
rate in the borough (57 per 1,000). Health
area No. 24 shows an index of unemployment of 32 percent as indicated by the department of welfare statistics, again the
highest in the borough.
These statistics refer only to some of the
tangible effects of the substandard housing
and living conditions in the WashingtonClaremont area. It cannot measure the insecurity, the deprivation, the resignation to
the futility of E all that must be a concomitant of poor health, poor homes, poor
welfare, and high delinquency.
In the light of these conditions and in
the light of these statistics, the Washington-Claremont Housing Committee feels that
the city should be urged to provide good
housing accommodations for the area as the
single, least expensive expedient by means
of which all the undesirable conditions described as present in this area may be eliminated.
WASHINGTON-CLAREMONT HOUSING
COMMITTEE.
MAY 20, 1952.

The One Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary
of the Founding of the United States
Military Academy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following article from the Christian
·science Monitor, May 22, 1952:
OCCASION: WEST POINT
The one hundred and fiftieth anniversary
of the founding of the United States Military
Academy provided President Truman with an
apt occasion to say several things which
gathering world developments demanded of
the moment.
Because it was West Point's sesquicenten ..
nial it was appropriate that he speak of the
wisdom of strong military preparedness.
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Because his eountry is not everywhere under·
stood he needed to assure the world of its
unwarllke spirit and its peaceful intentions.
Because of the critical deadlock at PanmunJom he had to reaffirm as his country's Chief
Executive the determination never to retreat
on an uncompromisable moral issue. ("We
won't buy an armistice by trafficking in hu·
man slavery.")
Because of the obvious potentialities which
lie behind a collapse of negotiations it devolved upon the Commander in Chief to assure his fellow citizens and to warn the
enemy that the United States is aware of the
danger and feels ready to meet whatever may
come.
All of these requisites Mr. Truman fulfilled
with the odd eloquence sometimes achieved
by an uneloquent man. Much of what he
said may seem to some Americans like repetition of the obvious and the familiar. They
do not hear the daily outpourings from Pe·
king and Moscow. To many in other lands
who do, what the President said is neither
obvious nor familiar. The things he said
cannot be repeat~rt too often or broadcast
too widely.

Arthritis Funds
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN E. FOGARTY
OF RHODE ISLAND

Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent
to extend my remarks in the RECORD.
I include an editorial from the Providence Journal of May 19, 1952, entitled
"Arthritis Funds":
ARTHRITIS FuNDS

During the next 2 weeks, the Rhode Island
Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation will
seek $50,000 from the people of this State
to finance its own operations and to help
support the national foundation's program
of basic research into the . cause and cure
of two painful · and often crippling dis·
eases.
Of the total sought, $30,000 will be re·
tained by the local organization to operate
and expand its clinical service in the State
and to supply medicines to the cooperating
hospitals. Some 40,000 of the estimated total
of 7,500,000 victims of arthritis and rheuma·
tism in the country are in Rhode Island.
The Arthritis and Rheumatism Founda•
tion, nationally and in the individual States,
is attacking both diseases through research,
education, and clinics for the treatment and
care of individual cases. Those who themselves have experienced or witnessed the suf·
fering either malady brings to its victims
realize the value of and the need for the
work the foundation is doing.
Medical men are sure that arthritis and
rheumatism can be conquered, but they emphasize that time, study, and-most important-money are necessary to assure it. The
public has the chance during the coming 2
weeks to help provide that third essential,
without which the other two are impossible.
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Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. FOGARTY. Mr. Speaker, the
Rhode Island Chapter of the Arthritis
and Rheumatism Foundation is presently conducting a $50,000 drive to raise
funds to extend m~dical and public education, research and local treatment facilities. As chairman of the Appropriations Subcommittee dealing with the
Public Health Service and its National
Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases, I have been in a position to personally observe the great advances being
made by groups such as this in the fight
for the Nation's better health.
In contrast with the present world
trend, America remains unique in that,
to us, it is the individual who is important. The programs of voluntary
agencies, such as the Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation, concern themselves
with those individuals and it is because
of this that their work becomes so significant.
I cannot overemphasize the need for
even more public support for these
groups who are doing so much toward
the betterment of the Nation's health.
The men and women who are sacrificing
their time, money, and efforts in carrying on the work of the Arthritis and
Rheumatism Foundation cannot do all
the job alone. They need our help and
the most effective way we can give them
that help is by generously supporting
their drive for funds.
The aid, comfort, and hope they are
giving the individual victims of rheumatism and arthritis is desperately needed
now-not 10 years from now-and I hope
that their present drive is eminently successful in order that they might have
the tools to continue their outstanding
work.

The Tidelands Controversy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWIN E. WILLIS
OF LOUIS IAN A

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. WILLIS~ Mr. Speaker, in the
course of his recent remarks before the
Americans for Democratic Action, the
President took a very biased view of the
facts and of the law and the principle
involvea in the so-called tidelands controversy. He was wrong in fact; he was
wrong in law; he was wrong in princi.;.
pie. He was wrong as wrong could be;
he was wrong as a 2-foo.t yardstick, and
in fact he was all wrong.
The following editorial which appeared in the Evening Star on May 20
straightens him out insofar as the restoration of the titles of the States up to
the limit of their historical boundaries
is concerned, and I invite a careful reading of it by all of my colleagues:
THE PRESIDENT AND OFFSHORE WEALTH

Judging from his speech the other night
to the Americans for Democratic Action, the
President will soon send to Congress a message vetoing the legislation recently enacted
to "quitclaim" to the States a certain por·
tion of the submerged wealth off their shores.
If the message, however, is as intemperate
or as factually careless as the speech, then
he ought not to be surprised If the Senate
and House vote to override the veto.
For the President has resorted to an extreme and unjustified extravagance of Ian·
guage in denouncing the b111. In the first
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place, he has given the impression that it
would turn over to a handful of States all of
the country's great offshore petroleum and
gas deposits-a national asset that "may be
worth as much as $40,000,000,000." Then,
describing the measure as being "Just what
the oil lobby wants," he has lashed out
against it as something that would have the
effect, if he signed it, of stealing from the
American people as a whole. In his words,
"This would be robbery in broad daylightand on a colossal scale."
This criticism, which suggests that Congress-wittingly or unwittingly-has given
its blessing to an outrageous thieving conspiracy, will hardly win friends or favorably
inftuence people on Capitol Hill. After all,
the measure has been sent to the President
for his rignature after having beer:. approved
by a vote of 50 to 35 in the Senate and 247
to 89 in the Houee. These very numerous
supporters of the bill cannot be blamed if
they react with decided hostility to what Mr.
Truman has said of it-and indirectly of
them-in his ADA speech. Indeed, it is not
inconceivable that his crack about "robbery
in broad daylight" may arouse a sufficient
number of Senators to override his expected
veto. Accordingly, since there already are
enough Repref:>~ntatives banded together to
do the same thing, it is at least possible that
the legislation will yet become effective.
Should that happen, the consequences
would add up to something less than a great
injury to the Nation. For the legislation,
despite the impression given by the Presi·
dent, would not hand over to a few States
all of the country's offshore resources. What
it would do is t:'lis: It would grant to the
coastal States full title to the petroleum and
other deposits in the submerged areas lying
within their traditional seaward boundaries.
These areas, in most cases, would extend 3
miles out from the coast line, but for Florida
and Texas-because of old legal conditions
bearing upon their entry into tJ;le Union-the
distance would be 10¥2 miles. And how much
of our undersea wealth is located within
that region? According to expert calcula·
tiona, the answer is, between 20 and 30 per·
cent. The remainder-between 70 and 80
percent-is within that part of the Continental Shelf that Congress has not acted
upon.
In other words, the President has no
factual Justification for attacking the "quitclaim" legislation on the ground that it
would "give away" to a handful of States
the ·whole or even the major part of our
wealth off shore. Actually, although an
argument might be made for vetoing it because it fails to recognize national para·
mountcy over the region beyond the seaward
boundaries, the bill can be strongly defended
as a measure designed to uphold States'
rights. To liken its effect to "robbery in
broad daylight" is to do it a gross injustice.
Its only very serious weakness, if the principle of States' rights is accepted, is that it
does not provide statutory authority for the
resumption of explanatory and productive
operations, under Federal supervision, in the
vast area-which is by far the richest arear-lying outside what Congress would turn over
to the States.
The private companies-the "oil lobby"are at present enjoined from such operations
in keeping with the Supreme Court's 1947
and 1950 decisions. Their primary interest,
far from being what Mr. Truman says it is,
is to see the Federal-State dispute ended in
a way that will permit them to explore and
produce. The bill passed by Congress, i!
supplem~nted by legislation protecting the
clear national interest in the region beyond
the seaward boundaries, might constitute a
sound compromise settlement. In any event,
whether vetoed or not, or whether or not it
survives the veto, it is not nearly so bad as
the President has suggested.
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The Irish Republic

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSE'ITS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following article from the Columbia,
May 1952 issue:
IRELAND PREPARES HER DEFENSES

(By Edmund J. Murray, C. S. C.)
The $64 question in any international quiz
session nowadays might easily be, "How and
how far will the Irish Republic go if war
comes in 1953?" Certainly, no sane student
of Irish history or religion would dare suggest that the Irish people with their long
tradition of spirituality and 700 years' struggle for their present incomplete freedom
would ever direct their sympathies toward
Russian communism in any war-cold, lukewarm, or hot. There was a practical demonstration of the man-in-the-street's feeling
in this matter not too long ago in Dublin
when a brazen Marxist set up his pitch and
started to peddle his wares along Bachelor's
Quay, which borders the River Liffey. In
5 minutes the Red was polluting the famous
waters from which Guinness is made. The
same Christian extremists who dunked the
Communist fished him out--a very wet and
a much wiser propagandist, and sent him
on his way convinced that communism was
neither for Dublin nor for any other town
·tn Ireland.
Everything in Ireland militates against
any entente cordiale between the Republic
and the U. S. S. R. The traditions of the
people, their love for religion and tolerance
toward all religious bodies, their democratic
ideals, their fundamental opposition to the
dialectical materialism of atheistic communism all impel the Irish and their leaders
to shape their future plans along western
and democratic lines rather than leftwise.
There have been some few efforts, from time
to time, on the part of the Communists to
penetrate labor here in Ireland but both the
workingman and the unions have resisted
their efforts.
Like Sweden, Ireland is a small country
and, like Sweden, the Republic's present government may currently appear to follow a
neutral course in the present international
hodgepodge; but that is because Ireland
does not believe that she should be used as a
pawn in the present day struggle for power.
There is consistency in the Irish demand that
the Republic should aline itself with the free
world in mutual security pacts only on condition that the entire 32 counties be given
the right to rule themselves according to
the principles of democracy on which the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization is said to
be founded. Recently, the Irish Republic
was embarrassed before the rest of the world
because her Government had failed to adhere
to the conditions and intended purposes of
the Mutual Security Act, losing thereby further economic assistance under the terms of
this act. This recent decision in Washington has not severed the strong bonds of
friendship between the Republic and our own
country and the Irish people still entertain
a high regard for America and Americans.
But they insist that it is a matter of logic
as well as of justice that Britain put an end
to partition or at least allow the Irish people themselves to decide, by plebiscite if
needs be, whether or not partition should
be ended.
Ireland knows, as the whole world knows,
that the Republic does occupy an important
strategic position in the western orbit and

that if the nations of the North Atlantic
Treaty group want her to cooperate with
them in these dangerous times, then everyone concerned should recognize Ireland's
reasonable demands that justice be done in
her case before the western bloc acts against
the injustices of communism. This cannot
be construed as a "tu quoque" plea, either,
because Ireland's hatred for communism is
as strong as her affection for the rest of
the free world. The consistency of the Irish
lies in their belief that no international alliance against Communist aggression can .
make sense when a party member of that
alliance is guilty of aggression herself. In
other words, to be a member of the free nations in the NATO, or even in the U. N., a
country should first of all have control of her
own territory.
In the meantime, Ireland is not just sitting and sulking or trying to appear blissfully ignorant of the critical world situation. While the United States is considering ways and means of furnishing the Republic with arms and munitions for defense
purposes, with no strings attached, the present Irish Government is rallying the people
and making everyone in the land defenseconscious.
The Irish have had a taste of long-soughtafter freedom and they are determined, as
small a nation as they are, that the words
of Thomas Davis, the nineteenth century
young Irelander, apply just as much today
as they did in his time: "No nation, whether
enslaved or free, has a right to abjure the
principle of defending its existence by arms
if needs be." But it is not with. arms alone
that wars are fought and nations are defended, and that is why the Prime Minister,
Mr. De Valera, with his advisers, has formulated an over-all plan to put Ireland's defenses in b~tter order-through farming and
industry as well as through an armed forces
program.
During the past 5 years, along with a
shocking decrease in population (due primarily to emigration) there has been ~ sad
neglect of the farming potentialities of the
nation, and the Prime Minister, seeing the
handwriting on the wall, recently made an
urgent plea to the farmers of Ireland to meet
the coming emergency by increasing their
efforts .at tillage for more food both for human and animal consumption as well as for
export. It was pointed out by Mr. De Valera
that he hoped for peace, but if war did come
suddenly, Ireland would be in a hopeless or
at best in a very bad position unless immediate steps were taken to provide for more
agriculture production. The Belgians, who
have less than half the arable land that the
Irish possess, have been getting twice as
much return from farming efforts. The
same is true of Norway, Denmark, Austria,
and other small European countries whose
lands are even less suitable for agriculture
than Ireland's.
Said the Taoiseach: "If we are not economically independent, we will not be independent in any way. It may well be the price
of freedom; beggars cannot be choosers. If
you are to maintain your right to decide
what is your policy (in the present world
crisis) you must be independent and must
not be subject to the pressure of starvation.
You can be starved into surrender as well as
you can be bludgeoned into it. We don't
want to be starved into surrender; we want
to maintain our freedom, and that is what
we are aslt:ing you to fight for."
De Valera is perhaps the most astute
statesman in the world today, and he sees
that it is time that Ireland once more
reached the level of production that was
realized during the war years. Up until now,
farmers have been plowing less than 4 acres
when they could have been putting twice
that many acres under the plow and during the coming year, it is expected that such
a goal will be realized everywhere in Ireland.

During the days of World War II, Ireland
experienced little suffering and very few
shortages, but the regrettable fact of today
is that there has been a disastrous decline
in tillage in the Republic. In the days of
the last war, Irish farmers had more than
2,500,000 acres of land in tillage, but since
the end of the war the tillage acreage has
fallen off to approximately 1,250,000 acres.
WARNED OF LEAN YEARS AHEAD

A few days after De Valera familiarized
the farmers with his. new agricultural defense plan through more and better farming,
Mr. Harry Clement, chief of the Agricultural Mission, United States of America,
warned the Republic of Ireland that its
farming had lagged severely in recent years
and unless something was done about the
situation there would be lean years ahead
for the nation. Said Mr. Clement: "You
made spectacular progress (in farming)
since 1937, but since 1947 you have not done
well at all. There are a lot of reasons for
this, but the fact remains that in the past
few years you have been falling behind the
other European countries that were under
the Marshall-aid plan. Farmers have been
producing less and less. In 1950, the physi·
cal output on the farm was less than in the
prewar years of 1935-39. In other words,
there appears to be something wrong with
Ireland's agricultural program."
It is only a few weeks since Mr. De Valera's
challenge went out to the farmers all over
Ireland's 26 counties and everywhere there
appears to be a determination to take the
necessary steps to get on with the vital food
rearmament program. Everyone here knows
the importance of food as a weapon and,
should the guns of war again sound throughout the world, Ireland will be prepared on
the agricultural front. Today, greater efforts
are being made to keep more people on the
farm by improving the rural amenities such
as light, heating, sanitation, and more adequate housing facilities. The findings of
modern agricultural scientists and other
technical advice are being used by the farmers and they are also being given more
modern machinery, more encouragement and
greater all-around Government assistance.
But, most important of all, Ireland has the
land and the farmers have the will with the
power in themselves to make their nation
self-sumcient no matter what the emergency.
E3sentially, Ireland is an agricultural
country with well over half a million people
engaged in farming and dairy production;
but, in these days of crisis, greater efforts are
being made also to increase the number and
output of the factories of the Republic. The
industrialists are being encouraged to use
more native and less imported raw materials,
and to open up new avenues of industry in
the larger towns. Within the past 5 years,
the factories of Ireland, few as they are, outstripped the farm production with an increase of more than 33 percent in output.
Today, plans are being drafted by the government to spend more time and money in
furthering technical development in industry and in assisting the farmers and industrialists to work hand-in-hand to bring about
that self-sumciency which the nation needs
in time of war and which it has lost to some
degree since the end of World War II.
Within the past 12 months, there have
sprung up a number of new factories in
Ireland and there is evidence that Irish industry will develop along tremendous lines
durfng the next 2 or 3 years. Some of the
most recently started, or newly planned, factories in the new Irish industrial experiment
are the modern frozen meat plant in Drogheda, the new linen and woolen mills at
Youghal, the recently constructed glass factory in Waterford (which town, before the
English ascendancy, had been one of the
most flourishing glass centers in the world),
an up-to-date paper mill also in Waterford,
a new chocolate factory in Limerick. a cotton
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mill in Balbriggan, as · well as additional
smaller, but new, factories in Cork, Dublin,
Ma llow, Dundalk , and Mullingar.
All this points to a determination all over
Ireland to bring about a larger industrial exp ansion which will further Irish economic
independence. With the farmers supplying
the indusrialists with more home produced
raw materials and by-products, many of
which were heretofore imported at exorbitant
costs, and with the private manufacturers
planning to process more and more home
furnished and locally manufactured goods,
it appears that both industry and farming
are uniting to form a strong team that can
and should assure the Irish Republic of that
self-det ermination and economic prosperity
without which no small nation would be able
to survive in the years immediately ahead.
Nor is Ireland concentrating on farming
and industry alone in her determination for
self-preservation. During the past month,
there has been in progress the greatest armed
force recruiting campaign in the history of
the country. No other nation in the world
has had to fight so long for its freedomand with so little-as have the Irish people.
And the unique feature of the Irish military
tradition has been the fact that never has
there been a conscript army down through
her turbulent history. Whenever it was
·deemed necessary to take up arms, whether
it was in 1798 or in 1803, 184:8, 1867, dUring
the troubled times of 1916-23, or during the
last two World Wars, the young men of Ireland have answered the call to armed duty
and it has always been on a voluntary basis.
So, when the Irish Government Just a few
weeks ago announced its intentions to create
a larger and more modern defense force to
meet the present emergency, the young men
of the country offered themselves and are
still offering themselves in such large numbers, that the employers of the Republic are
at their wits' ends to retain the youth in
their civilian jobs.
The boys have come down from the six
northern counties, they have flocked from
England, Scotland, Wales, and other nearby
countries, as well as from the States, to do
their bit in strengthening the defense forces
of the nation. Whereas in the United States,
as well as on the Continent. there is much
ado about conscription and universal military training, here in the Republic of Ireland the youths are joining all branches of
the forces of their own .tree will. The reason
for this is not based on the stage-Irish caricaturization of the Gael depicted as shedcling his coat, rolling up his sleeves and having a go with his fists as he asks: ''Is this a
private fight or can anyone at all join in it?"
The phenomenon lies, rather, In the traditional tendency of the Irish to forget local
and petty bickerings and to form a united
front whenever the threat arises to depri"ve
the Irish of theii homes and fundamental
rights.
Ireland being a Catholic nation, the new
Irish defense forces will be welded into a
veritable legion of soldiers of Christ, with
the moral and spiritual welfar e of the troops
of prime concern. In the Irish Army today,
there is bound to be a Christian environment
and therefore a greater sense of moral re•
sponsibiltty. This, in turn, will make for a
better esprit de corps than in any ot her
army in the world. It would be well worth
whlle for the American service chaplains to
observe the effects upon religion and morality in such an army, where the generals, the
colonels, the sergeants, 11.nd the lowly privates are all grounded in the same religious
and moral fundamentals. Where there is no
d isagreement about what is morally right or
wrong, where everyone in the unit agrees on
the purpose of life and the destiny of man,
there is bound also to be a higher mora le
within the entire arm.ed forces. And what
such an army lacks in members or modern
equ ipment can well be compensated for in

the strength that comes from union with
God and Christian idealism.
From the very beginning of his enlistment,
the recruit of the Irish Army is made to understand that he is in the defense forces of
a nation whose constitution is a document
that recogriizes, in faet as well as ln theory,
the Nation's dependence upon God as the
source of all its blessings as well as the authority from which the rights of the individuals within the Nation are derived. As the
introductory words of the preamble to the
Constitution of Eire suggest--"In the name
of the Most Holy Trinity, from whom all
authority and to whom, as our final end,
all our actions, both of men and state are
referred • • • the ultimate source of
all authority lies not in the Taoiseach, nor
in the President, nor in the Dail, nor even
in the popular will of the people themselves,
who enacted the constitution, · but in God,
whose moral law governs the actions of allindividuals as well as str te and peoples.
Under this constitution, t h e recognition of
God and the rights of the individual are of
first importance: "We the people of Eire,
humbly acknowledging all our obligations to
our divine Lord Jesus Christ, who sustained
our fathers through the centuries of trial,
gratefully remembering their heroic and unremitting struggle to regain the rightful independence of our Nation, and seeking to
promote the common good, with due observance of prudence, justice, and charity, so
that the dignity and freedom of the individual may be assured, true social order and
concord established with other nations, do
hereby enact, adopt, and give ourselves this
constitution."
RELIGION IN THE IRISH ARMY

In each of the mllitary establishments

throughout Ireland, there is always on duty
a chaplain, without rank, but with all the
prerogatives of a senior officer, who sees to
the spiritual needs of the servicemen. In
every camp throughout the nation, Qulnquagesima Week was set aside as a special
time for a whole week's mission and spiritual
activity under the direction of a retreat
master. One of the first orientation lectures
given to the enlistees is conducted by the
chaplain, who, in addition. has a personal
interview with each man. Once each week
thereafter. the chaplain is allotted a full
hour of public instruction which is compulsory for all Catholics in every unit. On each
Sunday and holy day of obligation, the servicemen parade to chapel for high mass with
a sermon. The Blessed Sacrament is always
reserved in these chapels.
Opportunities are always available for
Protestant services and, ln the hospitals and
detention barracks, chaplains are on duty
for consultation and. advice. .A lthough Protestant men are not obligated to . attend
Catholic serviCes, the Catholics themselves
are never excused from mass of obligation,
no matter how urgent the military problem
or field maneuvers, and the priest is always
with the troops in these field exercises.
Daily mass is celebrated on the posts at a
convenient hour and once each month, on
th e first Friday, there is a general communion. In tmch unit there are sodalities,
Sacred Heart Leagues, Pioneel' (total abstinence) Organizations, Legion of Maria
Praesidi a, and other devotional and Catholic
action confraternit ies. One of the · most
popular army religious exercises is the week
end closed retreat, which is strictly voluntary but always well attended by both officers
and enlisted personnel. With good reason
indeed did the Minister of Defense, Oscar
Traynor, reassure both the enlisted men and
their parents when he said recently in a
public address~
"1 don•t think you men will have any cause
to regret your decision to come into the
services and l don't think your parents or
guardians, or other in~erested in your welfare, will have any cause to regret it, either,
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I can assure you that your moral, spiritual,
and physical welfare will be as carefully
looked after as it would have been in any
home in the country. And I say to you, let
the Army chaplain be your confidant. He
is your friend and you should have no hesitati on in bringing your problems-big and
small-to him."
One of the most impressive religious-military ceremonies ever witnessed by the writer
was the solemn dedication of the Irish defense forces to Our Lady of the Most Holy
Rosary, on last October 8, in the cit y of
Dublin.
At Arbour Hill, the site of the
chief army chapel in Ireland, the President
of the Republic, the Prime Minister, the Lord
Mayor of Dublin, the Chiefs of the Defense
Forces, and units from every branch of the
services assembled for the solemn dedication
and invocation to our lady, who is the heavenly patroness of the Irish defense forces.
For several days, the soldiers and army
nurses of the area had spent their leisure
time in cleaning, painting, decorating the
altar and collecting fiowers in order that
their heavenly patroness would be befittingly
honored on that occasion. The Primate of
Ireland, Archbishop McQuaid, metropolitan
of Dublin, officiated at the solemn services
and, during the course of the dedicatory
sermon, the preacher reminded his listeners
that. back in 1932, on the occasion of the
International Eucharistic Congress, the late
Pope Pius XI had proclaimed Mary Queen of
Ireland and it was fitting, since from time
immemorial the Irish soldiers had always
gone into battle under the banner of Mary
and with the words ..Santa Marla" on their
lips.
''Par the first time in history, however,"
said the preacher, "today Mary is publicly invoked as the patroness of our defense forces,
With all the ceremonial dignity that church
and state can give. This invocation of our
lady is intended as an act of homage to our
Queen from a land to whose people our lady
is veritably more dear and more real than
the dearest in their own homes and households. This proclamation of Mary as our
patroness is no mere ceremonial gesture on
the part of the officers and men in the defense forces. It comes from their hearts and
it is altogether in the spirit of traditional
lrtsh faith and practice. An act so solemn,
so public, so .sincere must have lasting effects
on the lives of the members of the defense
forces."
Should world war i l l come and should
Ireland, neutral in · the last two wars, be
engulfed in the global catastr ophe, how
could she lose out in the end, marching as
she does under the banner of her "that cometh forth as the morning rising, fair as the
moon, bright as the sun. terrible as an army
set in battle array"?
·

Potato Shortage Caused by Congress'
Disregard of Department of Agriculture
Proposal
. EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HO . ELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include the following article from Drew

Pearson's

Washington

Merry-Go~

Round:
THE POTATO PUZZLE

A lot of people, especially housewives, have
been wondering why they can't buy potatoes
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today when a year ago the United States was
burning them.
They recall mountains of spuds being
shipped to Spain for practically nothing,
whereas this year we · are importing potatoes
from Canada.
The answer is one which ought to please
harassed Secretary of Agriculture Charles
Brannan, for it proves he was right. Brann an took a terrific beating during the surplus
potato years, but he always contended that
the farmer was just as entitled to crop insurance as the aviation companies were to
lush mail subsidies, or the new liner United
States is to a huge shipping subsidy.
Today the potato shortage shows that crop_
insurance probably saved the housewife
money in the long run. This insurance took
the form of a price support, guaranteeing the
potato farmer, as well as certain other farmers, 60 percent of the parity price.
Due to the hullabaloo over surplus spuds,
however, t his price support was removed by
Congress on the 1951 potato crop. Result:
many farmers switched to other crops. They
were afraid of being caught with a surplus
and a disastrously low price for spuds.
Second result was that the potato crop for
1951 was only 325,000,000 bushels compared
with 430,000,000 bushels in 1950 when the
crop enjoyed price supports.
It's the tail end of this short 325,000,000,•
bushel 1951 crop which we are eating nowor rather not eating, because potatoes are so
scarce.
POTATO ARITHMETIC

However, arithmetic shows that without
the farmers' price support the housewife and
the taxpayer combined will pay more for
. their spuds this year than last.
·
Last year, the housewife paid a total of
$610,000,000 for her total potato bill. This
was $2.60 a bushel for 238,000,000 bushels
(minus waste in shipment), the amount we
consumed domestically out .of the 1950 crop.
The above bill, plus $65,000,000 paid by the
taxpayer to support the price, makes a total
cost to the housewife and to the taxpayer
of $675,000,000 for the 1950 potato crop.
This year, however, the housewife bought
228,000,000 bushels, paying an average of
$3.54 or a total of $807,120,000.
In other words, the public paid the difference between $807,120,000 and $675,000,000
or $132,120,000 more this year than the total
cost of potatoes last year. In addition, the
housewife is getting 10,000,000 bushels less
than last year.
In brief, it looks as if Secretary Brannan
was right.
Note 1: The potato shortage will ease in
about a month when the new crop starts
coming into market.
Note 2: During the entire 9 years of potato
price supports ( 1942-50) , the average cost
of potatoes to consumers was less than the
cost this year.

United States Foreign Policies a Riddle
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin.

Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks,
I am including a timely and pertinent
editorial from the Janesville Gazette,
Janesville, Wis., on the subject of the
riddle of United States inconsistency.

I commend this editorial to the attention
of the Members of this House and the
views of an editor who has been alert
to the implications of our foreign policies:
RIDDLE

OF

UNITED

STATES

There Is Not a GI in America Who Saw
Combat in World War II Who Does Not ·
Realize That in War Control of the Air
Is Essential

INCONSISTENCIES

Three events in recent days must have left
the people of certain backward and povertyridden areas of the world a little puzzled
as to what's going on under Uncle Sam's
tall gray hat.
President Truman took occasion to praise
the work of this country's point 4 program
of aid to underprivileged countries.
Point 4, based on the principle of helping
others to help themselves-agriculturally,
industrially, and educationally-is one of this
country's strongest forces in combatting the
inroads of communism among peoples most
susceptible 'to it.
Much of the work of the program has been
concentrated in those countries from the
Mediterranean eastward to the Pacific, along
Russia's southern border. Reports from
these areas indicate the program is having
its effect, both from the simple humane
standpoint and from the standpoint of winning us friends where we most need them.
And successful giving being somehow the
difficult task it is-for even the neediest look
often with ill favor upon their benefactorthe reaction to our aid is heartening.
But no sooner had the President spoken
in praise of this laudable program than the
United States lowered the boom on Tunisia
in that north African country's fight for independence from the French.
It happened when this country declined
to vote either way on whether the FrenchTunisian question should be brought before
the United Nations Security Council for
discussion.
The Pakistan delegate, president of the
Security Council and spokesman for the
Asian-African group which sponsored Tunisia's case, said the date would go down
in history "as the day when the foundations
were laid for the suppression of free discussion in the United Nations."
He said, in a rather touching attempt at
American lingo, that America's refusal to
take a stand on the matter was "the most
unkindest cut of all." When the votes were
tabulated, he added, an abstention had
the same result as voting against having the
Security Council discuss the question.
The effect of this is by no means lost on
other countries, similar in many ways to
Tunisia, where we are trying to get results
with our point 4 program.
It's true that for the sake of political and
military unity in Europe at this time, the
United States must get along with France.
But the people of backward countries we
are helping-many of which have just
achieved self-determination-may well question how at the same time we can in effect
back the French colonial policy.
Fortunately for us the balance was tipped
somewhat in our favor by a third event which
came about without much fanfare or public
notice, but which nevertheless means a great
deal in the subject under discussion.
The Ford Foundation, in announcing it
had made grants totaling over $22,000,000
last year for world betterment, disclosed that
$6,550,000 went to improve the standard ·or
living in India, Pakistan, and the Middle
East.
That's money from a private source in the
United States and it was spent without the
encumbrances of diplomatic policy.
It
should carry some weight in those countries
where we need all the weight we can get.
Let's hope so.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. B. CARROLL REECE
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. REECE of Tennessee.
Mr.
Speaker, although General Eisenhower
will be missed in Europe and General
Ridgway will be missed in Japan, I have
th.:! feeling that good might come of this
change in NATO comm~nd.
It is time that we get down to the
facts about NATO. I believe that circumstances will compel General Ridgway to make a thorough and accurate
inventory of NATO immediately after he
assumes command. He should do this
for his own professional well-being; he
should do it for the American people who
are entitled to an objective appraisal of
the situation.
In January 1953 there will be a change
in our national administration. On this
momentous occasion-if General Ridgway has not already given us a fair estimate of the situation which he inherited
from his predecessor-he and not his
predecessor will likely be held responsible for shortcomings.
Mr. Speaker, since the end of World
War II, we have been pourinb billions
of dollars worth of aid into Europe. We
know that European productivity is
higher than in 1938 before the war
started. For the most part Europe must
now stand on her own feet.
Our unprecedented debt and our own
military needs are very great. Senator
TAFT is right and acting in the best interests of all NATO when he proposes
to safeguard the American people, by
constitutional amendment, from those
whose passion it is to spend and spend
and spend and tax and tax and tax.
Senator TAFT would limit taxes, except
in extreme war emergency, to 25 percent
of our national income. This essential
measure is the most pressing legislation
before our people today.
The Congress is no longer justified in
pouring out American treasure into Europe unless it is vital to our own security.
What the American people need from
General Ridgway is his professional estimate on the effectiveness of the present
NATO forces and their potential effectiveness when the present NATO defense
objective is completed.
The American taxpayers have a right
to know now how long this spending program is to continue and what portion
of it is to be saddled upon their backs.
Their Congress must know from General Ridgway something else even more
important. What is the will to fight
among Europeans? I have information
from certain Europeans, Mr. Speal{er,
that the NATO powers of Europe a1·e
more than satisfied to go along with
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the NATO defense program, especially needed 300 combat wings to insure
American air supremacy.
as a measure to deter war.
There is not a GI in America who saw
But should this war deterrent fail,
at least one European diplomat in this combat in World War II who does not
capital has frankly admitted that his realize that in war control of the air is
peo:>le are not likely to resist should the essential. Until we build this control of
the air, are we justified in vast foreignReds invade.
Mr. Speaker, I see sinister relations - aid expenditures to further a program
between the present debacle in Korea for mass armies?
Based on General Ridgway's estiand to plans for NATO. In each area
the State Department has dictated the mates, which I consider essential to the
military strategy in that our program survival of our country, the Congress
is not to win. Rather it is to continue must then make a reevaluation of our
a war of attrition in Korea and merely entire defense picture. Under present
to deter war in Europe. How do we end planning, I am fearful that the program
the war of attrition in Korea? What for Europe, if war comes, will lead to a
debacle the dimensions of which will
happens in Europe if the deterrent fails?
We went into Korea with lofty pur- make Korea a pale infusion.
Let us not celebrate the return of Genpose. We spilled our blood and treasure
endeavoring to save South Koreans. eral Eisenhower as the culmination of
What happened? The military position the NATO effort which will keep us out
in Korea is such that if Mr. Stalin so of war. Let us use this important transelects, the destiny of our forces lies in fer as the means of preventing the almost certain disaster which lies ahead
his hands.
Suppose, Mr. Speaker, that Russia unless we reevaluate the entire defense
strikes in Europe. What then? Will picture.
the present 20, battle worthy, Allied divisions hold? Will the 50 which we hopefully contemplate by the end of this year
Loyalty Needs ·Better Friends
be able to hold? Would a hundred divisions be able to hold against the 300 to
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
500 which Stalin can readily commit
OF
against us? Will 4,000 planes which we
do not now have but hope to have by the
1-!0:"l.
WAYNE
N. ASPINALL
end of the year be able to prevent the
OF COLORADO
destruction of Europe and Great Britain
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
by the 20,000 combat planes of the Red
air force?
Wednesday, May 21, 1952
Once war starts, we will be compelled
Mr.
ASPINALL.
Speaker, under
to fight it with the available tools. Are leave to extend my Mr.
remarks, I wish to
we planning, Mr. Speaker, to engage the bring to the attention
of the Members
full weight of the Red army in Europe an article which appeared
in a recent
should war come? If so, is it the admin- issue of the New Republic magazine
istration program to commit the bulk of entitled "Loyalty Needs Better Friends."
American youth in ground combat
The author of the article is the Revagainst the Red army?
erend A. Powell Davies, pastor of the
In fairness to the American people, if All-Souls'
Church here in
this is the program, they should be told Washington,Unitarian
D. C. Reverend Davies has
what it means. In the last war Ger- been in the forefront for many years in
many lost 5,000,000 men dead or perma- the constant struggle for the protection
nently disabled, and she failed against of the civil rights of individuals and has
the Red army. Are we prepared to make achieved a Nation-wide reputation as a
a similar sacrifice? Is there not some strong fighter for human liberties.
more effective, better way of deterring or
The article follows:
meeting Red military might? Would
A lady, almost blind, was working at a
not a major scale ground combat war in routine
job in a Government agency which
Europe wipe out our friends and allies had nothing to do with national security.
just as Mr. Truman's personal, good- She had taught herself, in spite of her handiintention war has wiped out South cap, to do her work efficiently. In due time,
on the usual basis, she was investigated. It
Korea?
Mr. Speaker, I feel that the Congress was discovered that many years .b efore, while
should officially, by resolution, demand resident in France, she and her husband,
deceased, had entertained some radical
that General Ridgway be instructed, as since
politicians in their home, some of whom were
his first act after taking command of friendly
to the Union of Socialist Soviet ReNATO, to spell out objectively the effec- publics.
tiveness of the program, giving the cost
Upon being questioned, the lady not only
admitted that the charge was correct but
in blood and treasure.
We must know also, Mr. Speaker, insisted that as a free American she had a
whether or not the foreign aid being de- perfect right to entertain whom she would.
enjoyed listening to conflicts of opinion
manded by American NATO planners is She
and thought that, although truth was a hard
preventing our building American glo- thing
to come by, discussion might somebal air supremacy. Foreign aid must times lead to it. One of her examiners asked
not be permitted to undermine our se- her what she .thought about Russia. She
curity. The so-called stretch-outs in said that she had never been there and was
our Air Force program mean that we not entitled to an opinion. The examiner
then inquired whether she had never read
will not realize the fruition of the 126 anything
about Russia in,. the newspapers.
combat-wing air expansion until 1957. She answered that she was blind and could
Yet, during the hearings on the Wherry not read the newspapers. He asked about
resolution, General Spaatz testified we the radio. She said she didn't listen to it
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much and in any case did not know what to
believe and what to disbelieve.
Obviously, she was a difficult lady to interrogate. She did not hesitate to make it
clear that she saw no sense in the procedure
to which she was being subjected. But it
was certainly evident-except to her slowwitted inquisitors-that she was incapable of
conspiracy. And in any case, her work afforded h er no opportunity whatever of activities which might be called subversive.
Yet, she was dismissed.
This was so ridiculous that as soon as I had
corr<;>borated her story I made suggestions
lea?mg to prompt publicity, as a result of
Whlch the lady was reinstated. In how many
cases, however, has similar injustice been
done without a remedy being available? Let
us note some sample questions which are
asked in loyalty hearings: "Do you read a
good many books?" "What newspapers do
you buy or subscribe to?" "How do you explain the fact that you have an album of
Paul Robeson records in your home?" "Do
you ever entertain Negroes in your home?"
These questions are quoted from paae 31
of Case No. 10382, decided by the U~ited
States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit, and are cited in the dissenting opinion of JuJge Henry Edgerton.
From the same source I cite the fact that a
woman employee of the Government was
u_nder suspicion of disloyalty because, at the
time of the seige of Stalingrad, she collected
money for Russian war relief while at the
saz_n~ time she was collecting money for
British and French relief. Still another employee, one who lost her job and appealed
and .lost the appeal, 2 to 1, was asked with
considerable persistence what her views were
about the segregation of blood in blood
banks.
.
I quote for this court record because it
represent~, on unassailable authority, the
sort of thmg that is told me, week by week,
in my office. A great deal that is told me
I cannot disclose without breach of confidence and the possibility that the individuals
concerned might be identified. But I can
safely report not only that Government
workers under investigation are being cons~rained into the most submissive and reactiOnary sorts of conformity but that many
who are not being investigated ask my counsel as to whether they should continue to
engage in interracial activities, or can safely
receive into their homes at Christmas time
a brother or sister who was once a member
of Henry Wallace's Progressive Party. I have
even been asked whether I think it prudent
that a Government worker should come to
~e, as a minister of religion, for advice,
smce something I might say at some time
might be traced, correctly or falsely, to this
particular individual.
What a commentary it is. An ugly, sinister and completely stupid process of i:rttimidation is undermining the morale of completely loyal Government workers, most of
whom are afraid, not because they have ever
had Communist leanings, or even radical associations, but because some one may accuse
them out of personal malice and they will
not even be told the name of their accuser
or the details of the charge against them.
Secret accusation and secret trial, and the
building up of a bureaucracy of investigators
who want to make a good showing-this
is no longer merely disagreeable; it is very
dangerous business. Secrecy itself is dangerous and should be reduced to the barest
minimum. Government officials who are
most concerned with classified material,
when they tell the truth, freely admit that
most of the secrecy is unnecessary. Even in
the case of atomic matters, the Kremlin is
likely to know, with the aid of its own scientists, far more than the American people
know. But the fact is that a bureaucracy
1s being built up on secrecy, and it is from
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secrecy that it derives its importance. Moreover, the plague is spreading. Secrecy can
be used to cover up blunders that the public
should know about; secrecy can spread a
cloak about malfeasance and corruption.
What is necessary is to light up all this
darkness. The loyalty boards object when
the nature of their procedure becomes
known. Why do they object? Is it because
the enemy may discover something to his
advantage? Nothing of the kind! It is because the American people must not be
allowed to know the truth! It must not be
discovered that we have entrusted our loyalty
investigations to mediocre minds with a
blurred sense of justice and a heavy freight
of prejudice. Race prejudice, for instance,
can play an important part in deciding the
attitude of a board member to the case he
is investigating.
All this could be ended,
and it must be ended. There is a better
way, a fairer, more intelligent, more decent,
more American way. · And if we do not find
it, we shall lose before long a great deal of
what we are defending in our struggle with
the Communists.
Let me be well understood. I am not forgetting that we need protection against spies
and traitors. Communism is a conspiracy
and must be dealt with as such. For my own
part, I spoke and wrote of the danger of
Communist infiltration considerably before
the Government became concerned about it,
and at a time when few believed the threat
was serious.
What I thought then, I think now. I have
been actively opposed to communism all my
life, and today I am more so than ever. But
I am opposed to communism because I love
justice and liberty. For the same reason I
am opposed to oppressive and unJ:ust procedures when I find them in my own country.
And at present, every week· discloses to me
new cases of these evils in the methods that
are used in testing loyalty.
But now, I want to come to something far
more difficult. I want to ask whether it is
right or even wise that people who have once
been Communists or Communist sympathizers should in every case be dismissed
from Government service. Are we to suppose that in other matters people can change
their opinions but that in their views on
communism they remain the same forever?
Are we to believe that people who were
secretly attracted to the Communist Party
but never joined it-perhaps because they
lived in a place where there was no. pa,rty
activity-have a loyalty beyond "reasonable
doubt" but that those who did join the
party and then got out of it as soon as they
discovered its true nature must be presumed
to be potential traitors? Let me give some
illustrations. For obvious reasons I have
disguised the facts, but without affecting
the substance or the emphasis.
Some while since, I was told that a young
married couple were outside my office, earnestly asking that I interrupt my appointments and take time to see them. They were
going to end their marriage then and there,
they said, unless I could find a way to reconcile them. So I had them brought in.
This was their story: Both had been dis·
missed from work for the Government. The
young woman had joined the Communist
Party in a foreign city at a time when it
seemed to her to represent her youthful
idealism. She believed that communism was
democratic, that it led to greater liberty than
other systems, and that it served the welfare
of the people. After her first week in the
party, she was visited by a Communist official who told her what friends she must drop
and which acquaintances should be cultivated. She replied that she had no intention of letting the party choose her friends.
After a brief interchange which made clear
to her the real nature of Communist methods, she resigned from the party. She had
been a member for exactly 10 days.

When she came to work for the Government, years later, she was utterly opposed to
communism and regarded the foregoing incident as a minor escapade of her college
days. But she had to answer an oath as to
whether she had ever been a member of the
Communist Party. Her conviction was that
she never had; the party she had briefly
joined was not the party she had in tended
to join, and as soon as she discovered this,
she had got out. So she answered that she
had never been a member of the Communist
Party. I asked her whether she understood
that she had made a false statement under
oath. She vehemently denied that she had
done anything of the kind. She had never
really joined the Communist Party, and what
the Government wanted was the truth,
wasn't it?
I asked her to go on with her story. The
Government had finally discovered that she
had once been enrolled in the party. Immediately, both she and her husband had
been dismissed. Her husband felt that he
was ruined and that because his wife had
never told him that she had once joined the
party, she no longer deserved his confidence
and he wanted the marriage to end. I spent
some time talking with them. I could do
nothing, of course, about their dismissal.
But I was able to help them with their marriage, and, so far as I know, they are still
together.
.
But I ask myself, what did the Govern·
ment gain by these dismissals? The young
woman had committed perjury. It was a
very damaging fact, and I tried to make her
understand what it would necessarily mean
to the Government; Yet, her story was true.
In her heart she had never been a Commu·
nist. She was much more of a person than
her college friend who shared her views at
the time but was too timid to join the party.
Moreover, she had had her fingers burned.
She hated communism. So did her husband.
For such people, is there no way back? How
different this case would have been if the
young woman could have talked, when she
applied for a Government job, with someone
with common sense and a rational method
of inquiring into loyalty. How does it happen that the prominent Communist who
recants becomes a sort of popular hero While
a high-spirited young American woman with
an adventurous mind is made an outcast
because of a youthfUl misapprehension?
Are people's convictions weaker because they
have had to forge them out of experience?
But let me tell another story.
A lady comes to my office ~ Her husband,
she fears, is about to take his life. She tells
me why she thinks so, and I am much
alarmed. I go to see him. I find that many
years ago, while working at a foreign uni·
versity, this man attended a Communist
discussion group. He did not join the
party-just listened to what he thought was
"'something different" and therefore interesting. When he returned to the United
States, he was invited to another such discussion group, and although his interest was
waning, he did attend a few meetings. Presently, he found himself hostile to communism and fearful of where it might lead.
In World War II, he served in the United
States Army, with unusual credit. After the
war, he entered the Government service.
His progress was rapid and his devotion to
American interests beyond question. Then,
suddenly, he is told that an accusation has
been brought against him. Upon going over
his past, he concludes that it must have
been the discussion groups and tells his
superior immediately. As it happens, this
was not the charge, but it must now be entered. He is at once dismissed. He sees no
future. He wants his family to have the
benefit of his iife insurance. The reader
would doubtless like to know how it turned
out. So would L The family left town, and

I have no trace of them. But if the man
killed himself by the method he described
to me, there is very little chance that anyone, even including his wife, will know that
it was suicide.
In what way was the security of the United
States improved by the dismissal of this
man--a highly intelligent, thoroughly loyal
American with a fine military record, serving his country with complete devotion?
Less honest men, one must suppose, remain
secure in their employment. Even grafters
and bribetakers are protected. But an unusually fine American, who was once curious
about communism and learned enough about
it to be against it, is dismissed-because he
had a bright mind instead ·of a dull one
and wanted to discover what was what.
I protest that we are on the wrong track.
Instead of increasing our national security
we are diminishing it through putting a
premium upon unintelligence. The fact
is-and it is a terrifying fact to anyone with
a sense of history-that loyalty in the
United States has come to mean a lifeless,
lusterless, and spiritless conformity. To be
loyal you must be commonplace and mediocre. You must prove that there is no
reasonable doubt about you by seeming to
be someone that a dull-witted member can
easily understand, someone who does not
frighten him by showing signs of possessing
an active mind and a willingness to use it.
The present friends of loyalty, the professional ones, are unequal to their task.
The whole basis is unintelligent. We need
a better, fairer, and wiser procedure, and
brighter minds to manage it. How, in the
present atmosphere of partisan frenzy, we
are to make the necessary changes, I don't
know. But this I know: Loyalty in America needs better friends.

Law, Justice, and Good Citizenship
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 23, 1952
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks in the
REcORD, I include the following address
by William H. Taylor, before the student
body of the South Boston High School,
April 23, 1952:
LAW, JUSTICE, AND

GOOD

CITIZENSHIP

(Address by William H. Taylor)
The Massachusetts Bar Association, consisting of about 4,500 lawyers throughout the
State, has long felt the need of sponsoring
a program of education with respect to our
legal system and to explain to the students
in the high schools throughout the Commonwealth the important role that they can
play in the preservation of our democratic
institutions, and that by so doing they will
preserve their own personal rights and liberties and protect themselves against threatened invasion by lawless groups who are
attempting to strike at the foundation of
civil and religious liberty.
From an infant Nation of scarcely more
than a dozen States and some 4,000,000 people, we have grown to a Union of 48 States,
with a population of approximately 150,515,523. We enjoy every advantage of varied
climate and material resources. We possess
not only immense natural resources and
great wealth but also a freedom of inter<:ourse, personal and commercial, never be..,
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fore conceived. More than any other people,
we enjoy also the benefits of amazing inventions that affect our lives happily at every
turn. Marvelous and unparalleled is America's record of material progress.
To what source can we trace the existence
and development of our stupendous growth
and power? Foremost is the realization of
how bounteous nature and nature's God nave
been to us. Innumerable, indeed, are the
blessings upon the efforts of our forebears,
bestowed by the Supreme Being.
Another outstanding cause of our material welfare is the character of liberality and
securit y of the fundamental institutions
which the founders of the Nation established.
Definitely and in.Spiringly did they express
their political ideals in the words of the
Declaration of Independence, "that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable
rights, that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness"; and also
their exalted conception of government, as
defined in the Constitution's preamble, "in
order to form a more perfect Union, establish justice, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and to our posterity."
"To establish justice." This is the alpha
and omega of Americanism; the aim, ideal,
and inspiration of all who seek to live for and
to serve America. Equality of rights and
opportunity, unmolested pursuit of happiness, permeated with an exalted sense of
justice, are the foundations upon which our
po_litical and social institutions have been
built. This sagacious political philosophy,
the spirit which inspired it, and the applicat ion of it, contains the solution of our
future civil, social, and economic problems.
If we lose the ideals of the fathers-establish justice-we lose all, both material greatness and that which makes it worth having.
Without a continuing and growing sense of
justice there may come into existence a vast
mechanism of oppression and a great subversion of our liberties-and the priceless
heritage of our people will be gone.
I am sure that all the young men and
women before me have excelled in the study
of history; many of you are majoring in that
interesting subject. I will not attempt to
go into the history of the dark ages when
there were no laws except brute force, because you are all familiar with the history
of the distant past and the struggles of
those who came before us in their effort
to emerge from the conditions that bordered
upon slavery and force, and even hostility,
between man and man. I am sure that you
can all imagine just as well as I can what
would happen if there were no laws today
governing human conduct and social order;
if there was no way for one person
to obtain redress from another who had
injured him; if people could take your property without right and leave you no redress
or compensation for it; if unwelcome strangers could invade your home and insult or
injure your loved ones without fear of prosecution; if someone should take possession of
your home and drive your family out of it
and you had no way of preventing it. With
no law or protection to restrain, these are
only a few of the many things that would
interfere with your life and your liberty and
happiness and that of your family. Certainly none of us would want these conditions to obtain today; each one of us would
make it his business to remedy them. These
unhappy conditions existed here, however,
until our forebears fought and died for our
freedom and independence.
Today in every community a great many
problems arise regarding the rights and obligations of people toward one another.
These rights and obligations are generally referred to as the law, and the m anner of their
enforcement is called the administration of
justice.

The vast subject of law is divided into
numerous categories or classes, but two
stand out in our community; one is the
rules and regulations that Government imposes upon individuals for their protection
as members of society, they relate principally to what is called antisocial conduct
such as treason, murder, theft, assault, and
many others. The other class relates to the
rights of parties in their dealings with one
another. This is called the civil law and
covers a variety of situations such as business disputes, commercial transactions, domestic relations, injuries, and damages
caused to people by acts of others, property
rights, that is the ownership of real estate
and personal property and the settlement of
disputes connected with them.
There are many definitions of law. Blackstone defined it in a very simple statement,
that "law is a rule of civil conduct prescribed
by the supreme power in the state commanding what is right and prohibiting what
is wrong."
The law does not consist of any one principle or statute but it is the aggregate of all
legal principles and statutes. From the
viewpoint of a lawyer, law is a rule of conduct .binding upon members of society, and
includes principles which rest in the common sense of justice and right. It has been
sa1d that law is common sense, and that
may be a good definition.
It is well for the average citizen to become acquainted with the various courts
and know something about their functions.
At the outset we all know that under article 1, Declaration of Rights, al~ men are born
free and equal and that they shall have natural and essential right of enjoying and
defending their liberties, 1. e., that they shall
have the right to acquire, possess, and defend
their property and seek and obtain their
safety and happiness. These are fundamental rights which every citizen can expect will be protected by the courts of the
Nation. There is no right which any citizen may have which cannot be safeguarded
by application to the courts of the commonwealth; and in these days it cannot be said
that a person is too poor to have his rights
protected, because if he cannot afford to pay
a lawyer to protect his rights, he will find
many members of the bar who are ready and
willing to render such service without cost;
and may have recourse to the services of the
Legal Aid Society and the Voluntary Defenders Group, comprised of lawyers who are
ready and willing to render legal service to
needy persons unable to pay. Massachusetts
is one of the pioneer States in the field of·
free legal aid and many other States have
followed the pattern established by the legal
fraternity in Massachusetts for the protection of the legal rights of people who are unable to pay for legal services.
The courts of the Commonwealth consist
of the district and municipal courts which
have to do with civil and criminal matters
arising within the several judicial districts.
On the criminal side of these courts those
accused of misdemeanors are heard and their
cases disposed of one way or another. These
courts are not permitted to decide felonies
which are crlmes punishable by State prison,
and such felonies must be submitted to the
grand jury and disposed of in the superior
courts.
The district court also hears and determines the rights and liabilities of parties in
civil proceedings, such as actions for debt,
actions for negligence, like automobile and
other accidents, suits for possession of premises, etc.
The right to appeal from the decision of
the district court is always allowed in a
criminal case, because every person is entitled to a trial by jury if he so desires. In
civil cases there is a right to appeal on ques-
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tions of law and the appeal is heard by an
appellate division of the district courts.
The superior court is the great trial court
of the Commonwealth. At present it consists of 32 justices who are appointed by the
Governor for life.
The work of the superior court is divided
into sessions where jury trials are held, and
other sessions where the cases are heard by a
single justice, where the parties agree to
waive a jury trial, and still othet sessions
known as equity sessions where the various
matters relating to the rights of people which
are not directly covered by the law or statutes
are heard and determined. There is no jury
trial in the equity court. The right of appeal exists where errors of law are shown in
the findings or decrees of the superior court,
and such legal questions are brought to t he
supreme judicial court of the Commonwealth
for argument, hearing, and decision by that
court.
The trial of a case in the superior court before a judge and jury is most interesting and
fascinating to the layman, and every day in
almost every session of the court you will
find many spectators listening to the trials
of both civil and criminal cases.
I will give you an example of a typical jury
case. Let us assume that John Smith is
crossing the street and looks to the right and
left and is using ordinary care, and before he
reaches the sidewalk an automobile bears
down upon him and strikes him, knocks him
down and causes him substantial injury.
John Smith has the right to sue the owner
and operator of the automobile for the recovery of loss and damages which he may
suffer as a result of the negligence and carelessness of the automobile operator. He has
a right to bring that suit in the lower, or
district court, and have it tried by a single
justice, or he has the right to bring his suit
in the superior court, we will assume in the
county where both parties reside, and have
the facts heard by a judge and jury and the
question of negligence and amount of damage determined by the jury. In such a case
on a given day when the case is reached for
trial, John Smith will be present in court
with his attorney and witnesses to the accident, prepared to prove that the automobile
owner is responsible for the injuries. The
attorney will present the case for John
Smith, and by questioning witnesses he will
endeavor to show how the accident happened
and will try to prove that it happened as a
result of the carelessness of the operator of
the automobile. Likewise the defendant
goes through the same process to prove that
he is innocent of the plaintiff's claim. In
other words, the plaintiff asserts his claim
and his rights and the defendant attempts
to defend himself against the assertions of
the plaintiff,-that makes out the issue to be
tried. After all the facts are testified to, including medical testimony as to the amount
of damage, the attorneys for both parties
have an opportunity to argue their client's
side of the case to the jury. The argument
consists of a summation of the· facts produced in evidence and proper argument upon those facts. After that is done, the presiding justice will instruct the jury as to
w:hat the law is as applied to the facts in the
case. He will enlighten the jury so that they
may intelligently consider the facts that have
been presented to them and the law which
the judge gives them, and the combination
of the two will lead the jury to a verdict or
decision in the case which will be either for
one party or the other. If the verdict happens to be for John Smith, the jury will say
so and state the amount of the verdict. If
the jury decides that John Smith failed to
make out any case against the defendant,
the jury will simply find a verdict for the defendant, and that ends the case so far as the
present trial is concerned. Errors of law
made by the judge, such as wrong statement
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of the law to the jury or wrong decision on

points of evidence raised during the trial, or
error in submitting or refusing to submit a
case to the jury, all may be reviewed by the
supreme judicial court by exception of
either party properly taken and allowed by
the Court.
Up to now we have seen that the rights of
the ordinary citizen are fully protected by
the law, and that he has recourse to the
courts if he needs to do so in order to secure
justice.
I have spoken of the district, municipal,
and superior courts, with some reference to
the supreme court of the Commonwealth.
There is another court which is open to all
persons-a court which performs some of the
most important functions with respect to the
rights of persons of every age, including
minors and persons who are not able to
take care of themselves because of mental
illness or age or infirmity; it also protects
the rights of persons to property they may
be entitled to, and, last but not least, it
hears and determines the difficulties that
arise occasionally between husband and wife
and parent and child. The court I refer to
is the probate court. It is one of the most
important and most necessary courts in the
present judicial system because it is open at
all times to right or wrong, and the judges
have been especially willing to respond to
emergencies regardless of time and place.
If a man or a woman dies and leaves property without making a will, the probate
court has jurisdiction over the estate of that
person and will see to it that the estate is
distributed among the heirs at law or next
of kin in a manner provided by law.
If a person dies leaving a will, the court
likewise sees to it that the estate of the
deceased person is distributed according to
the provisions of the will. At this point it
may be interesting to know that a person
may make a will and dispose of his estate to
whomever he pleases, so long as he is of
sound mind and the will is properly executed in the pr~sent of three disinterested
witnesses. Thus, a person may decide to
give his estate to close friends and omit his
children from the will. He cannot, however,
omit his wife, nor can a wife omit her husband, from a share in the estate because the
Jaw provides that, regardless of a will, a husband or wife is entitled to share in the
estate of the other-at least to the extent
that either would share if there was no will
made. The law is different as to children.
A man or woman may make a will and give
the estate in any way they desire, even . to
the extent of omitting their own children
from the will, so long as there is something
stated in the will that indicates that the
maker of the will did not forget the children.
By that I mean that when a person having
children makes a will and does not mention
or refer to the children, there is a presumption at law that they forgot to provide for
their children, and the law will give the children a remedy. However, the mere mention
in the will that the person making the will
intentionally omits his or her children is
sufficient, and in such a will the children
would receive no benefits and would have no
right to share in the estate, unless, of course,
there was some proof that the parent making
the will was, at the time of making it, of unsound mind, or undue influence was prac•
ticed upon such parent.
In the handling of domestic difficulties,
the probate court has jurisdiction over cases
of separate support between husband and
wife and of petitions for divorce between
married people, and after hearing the evidence the court has a right to either grant a
divorce or order separation of the parties
and give custody of the children to either
party, and require the husband to pay for the
support of his wife and children, depending
upon the circumstances of the case.
The court also has control over petitions
for guardianship of minors and can appoint

any person who is fit, even excluding parents,
to be the guardian of a minor. In such a case
a hearing is held and the judge listens to the
evidence from all parties interested and may
call upon the State and city authorities for
information regarding the necessity for
guardianship an.d the appointment of a
guardian. The same situation exists with
respect to insane persons. Many persons,
because of extreme age, or continued sickness
become unfit to handle their estates and require the assistance of someone to represent
them in a legal manner. The court in such a
case will receive a petition from an interested
party asking for the appointment of a conservator of the property in cases where insanity has not intervened, and if a person is
insane, the court will appoint a guardian for
such insane person and make an order to
preserve the assets and property rights of
such persons.
The probate court handles cases involving
the property rights of persons coming under
trusts, public or private, and can make such
orders as are necessary to preserve these
rights. It is very easy for a .person to apply
to the probate . court for relief in any case
where there is in existence a right under an
estate or a trust that is not being properly
handled and safeguarded, and the court will
immediately make an order requiring the
trustee or executor or guardian to make a report of their doings with respect to the
estate, and thereupon the judge will pass
upon the legality of their acts, and if any
wrongs have been committed, will make
f)Ufficient order to protect the injured party.
Just a word about our jury system. In
~assachusetts, as you have heard, personal
and property rights and persons accused of
crimes even, have a right to trial by jury unless they waive that right.
The jury consists of 12 persons. The usual
method of selecting juries is that the local
governing body, whether it be the city council or selectmen, at frequent intervals select
~ list of prospective jurors from among the
citizens of the city or town. The persons
selected are carefully investigated as to
character before they are placed upon the
list from which jurors are to be selected.
The juror~ selected are notified to appear at a
definite time and place for jury service in a
superior court and remain from day to day
during their term of service.
A jury . listens to the trial of a case and
;renders its verdict according to the law
which has been given them by the court. In
all cases, whether civil or criminal, all 12
jurors must agree upon a decision or report
to the court that they are unable to agree.
The findings of facts in a given case by a
jury, unanimous, disposes of the facts in
question, but if there is no unanimous
agreement the facts may be later tried before
another jury, because, as I have said, a jury's
verdict must be unanimous.
All of you will soon be finished with your
high-school education, and I hope that as
many as possible will be able to continue
your education in colleges and universities.
I want to impress upon you as strongly as I
know how, and ask you to reflect upon what
I am to say-you are all most fortunate in
the opportunity for education in this great
institution that you have enjoyed through
the years. You are entering upon the threshold of your careers, and it is most important
for you to know and understand the great
measure of protection which our laws have
provided for you as a member of society
through the years; protection of the highest
quality; protection that has extended into
your homes and your everyday life and work.
I refer particularly to the services which are
daily performed by the police departments
of the city, State, and Nation and the judicial branch of our Government, through the
various courts of the State and Nation.
I am sure that you have a very fine appreciation and respect for these necessary ad•
Juncts to society, o! which you are a part,

but it 1s well and proper that you be reminded of their great value to your wenbeing. At the same time, always have in
mind the fact that elsewhere in the world
boys and girls of your ages are living under
perilous conditions during every hour of the
day and are subjected to gross indignities
and loss of home, separation from family,
and loss of personal possessions because
either there are no laws such as we have to
protect the inhabitants, or the countries are
so overrun with communism and everything
that is opposed to law and order that the
inhabitants are forced to depend solely upon
themselves for survival.
One more thought about the jury system.
I should like to impress you with the absolute truth-that anyone who is called to
serve upon a jury should feel highly honored
and should not hesitate to grasp at the opportunity. You all know that jurors are
selected from the voters in the various cities
and towns, and only those who will stand
the test of investigation are finally chosen,
because all candidates for jury service are
carefully screened before they are selected.
It is indeed a great service, a patriotic
service, to serve upon a jury, and let me beg
of you not to make any effort to defer that
service or excuse yourself from it; jury service is self-service; it is a vital duty of your
citizenship.
I should like to leave with you the thought
that is uppermost in my mind and really
formed the purpose of my meeting with you
today, that is, to ask each one of you to take
a personal interest in the law, its observance,
and its enforcement; show a lively interest in
the selection of proper persons for elective
office, so that they will in turn pass proper
laws; interest yourselves actively in public
affairs as much as you can by serving upon
committees of civic associations; always seek
and never refuse an opportunity to serve
upon any committee, or become a part of
any movement that will promote the public
welfare and good of the community; do not
hesitate to speak out your mind on public
matters and in civic meetings and give others
the benefit of your advice and experience; in
~ther words, always embrace the opportunity
for public service, and by your personal conduct and fine example let yourself become a
valuable asset to the community in which
you live; the influence for good which you
represent will soon be recognized and will
spread in the organization of which you are
a part, and in the community in which you
live, and · particularly in the great body of
society of which you are an integral part.
Take these matters very seriously and talk
about them with other people and try to
influence others to join you in all good wholesome movements for the public welfare.
I am now concluding this very pleasurable
.e xperience and in so doing, and with great
reverence to the profession of which I am a
,member, pay my respect to the law and the
courts and the administration of justice
which surrounds us all the time, and is ever
ready to serve us well.
Let us reflect seriously upon the great benefits of our citizenship in this free country,
and upon the law and justice for which we
·s tand.
Equal justice under law-these four words
are inscribed in the granite facade of the
new Supreme Court Building-they represent
the verdict of a free people.
The law of a free people should neve.r be a
matter of indifference. It is the public reason, uttered by the public voice; it is the
school of public morals; and, next to religion, law has most influence on the manners and happiness of a nation. It is the
guide of all our actions, and the rule of all
our conduct; it is the part of every good
citizen to love the laws, and the duty of every
one to obey them; but that love should be
without bigotry and that obedience without
servility. The efficacy of the law depends
on the confidence it creates, and it never
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will inspire so much confidence as when lt
lays aside the veil of my~ter:y and presents
itself in all the simple majesty of truth.
Our law is Justly dear to us-and why?
Because it is the law of a free . people, and
has freedom for its end, and under it we
live both free and happy.
When we go forth, it walks silent and unobtrusive by our side, covering us with its
invisible shield from violence and wrong.
Beneath our own roof, or by our own
fireside, it makes our home our castle. All
ages, sexes, and conditions share its protecting influence. It shadows with its wing
the infant's cradle, and with its arm upholds
the tottering steps of age.
As the smiles of the babe give gladness to
the mother's heart, her joy is perfect in the
consciousness that no tyrant's power dare
snat ch it from her arms; that when she consigns it to repose, its innocent slumbers are
guarded by a nation's strength.
And when life's close draws near, we feel
the cheering certitude that those we love
leave shall possess the goods that we possessed, and enjoy the same security in which
we 11 ved and died.
Deeply grateful should we be to a divine
arid favoring Providence; to the struggles
of virtuous patriots, many of whom bled and
died for liberty and justice under law.
The majesty of the law, the even-handed
just ice it secures to free men is our priceless
heritage; let us all guard and protect it, always, for we, the people, are the law.

Tribute to Dr. Luth~r Leonidas Hill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE M. GRANT
OF ALABAMA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. GRANT. Mr. Speaker, a distinct
honor was paid the memory ·of one of
Alabama's most distinguished citizens,
Dr. Luther Leonidas Hill, of Montgomery-the illustrious father of Alabama's
popular senior Senator, the Honorable
LISTER HILL-in Philadelphia Wednesday, May 21.
The Jefferson Hospital of Philadelphia presented to Senator HILL a memorial eulogizing the doctor for his outstanding achievements. Dr. Hill, whose
great medical and surgical abilities won
him renown on two continents, was ·an
alumnus of Jefferson Medical College,
though he studied at other medical
schools in the United States and abroad.
He was associated with the 3"reat British
practitioner, Lord Lister, at King's College, London, for several years and honored Lord Lister by naming his son, now
United States Senator from Alabama,
for him.
Dr . Hill's contributions to medicine
wer e many and varied, his greatest service lying in the difficult field of heart
surgery where he had notable success.
His death several years ago at the
r ipe old age of 84, following many years
of helpful and highly successful service
to the people of his native State was a
great loss to the cause of medicine and
to t he South.
Senator HILL, in his splendid address
accepting the memorial, warned that
certain groups are on the job to bring
XCVIII-App.--202

about socialized medicine at the present
time. He said some of these individuals might be working .for socialized medi·
cine to create more jobs, but there were
others who were earnest in their efforts
to advance the plan, and he felt that the
high cost of medical care today will have
to be solved if socialized medicine is to
be avoided.
I am happy to pay this tribute to the
memory of Dr. Luther Leonidas Hill,
and to hail him as one of Alabama's
great.
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specific perc.e ntage reductions and for
discontinuing foreign aid. In attempting to determine the significance of this
multiple vote, we were aided by expressions of opinion which accompanied
nearly half of these ballots. These expressions indicate that the majority of
these people desire the Congress to either
reduce the spending total on foreign aid
or, if that proves impossible, to discontinue the program.
In other words, as one of these respondents pointed out, "Either cut it
down or cut it out.''
I submit that the membership of this
House would do well to ponder the imVoter Sentiment on Foreign Aid
plications continued in this sample of
voter sentiment; It seems quite clear
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
to me that there is something seriously
OF
wrong in this Nation when 94 percent
of the people express such a lack of
HON. CECIL M. HARDEN
confidence either in the mutual security
OF INDIANA
program itself or in the manner in which
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the program is being conducted.
Friday, May 23, 1952
Voter after voter made this lacl{ of
Mrs. HATIDE.N. Mr. Speaker, under confidence evident in notes attached to
permission to extend my remarks, I wish the ballots. But the figures speak for
to submit for the consideration of the themselves, since 94 percent urged me
to oppose the full · appropriation deHouse the results of a poll of opinion
recently completed by my office among . manded by our President and his advisers.
the voters of the Sixth Indiana District.
Before determining my position on the
. I am convinced that the American
Mutual Security issue which is now be· people are willing to cooperate in an·
fore this body, I sought the advice of my reasonable efforts to promote world
constituents through the medium of an peace and build up the free world's deopinion poll conducted in the 10 coun· fenses-military, economic, and moralties which I represent in the Congress. against atheistic communism. But, the
More than 2,500 persons cooperated by people are suspicious of the present proreturning ballots, 500 of these clipping
gram. They decry the waste, the exthe ballot from district newspapers. My travagance, the bumbling. They misoffice distributed 14,000 ballots by direct trust a leadership which promotes emermail and 2,000 persons, or 14.3 percent,
gency after emergency to enforce its
responded. This percentage of return is, pleas for more and more spending, bigin my opinion, remarkably high and inger and better programs for spreading
dicates to me that there is wide interest American tax dollars throughout the
among the people in the issue which is world.
presently before us.
The people, in short, demand that this
The following three questions appeared Congress rise to its responsibility and
on my ballot:
remove from this bill every penny which
First. Do you favor the ftJll foreign- is not vitally needed to carry out the
aid appropriation of $7,900,000,000?
obligations America has incurred in
Second. Do you favor a reduction in other lands.
the proposed appropriation of 10, 20, 30, · I am, therefore, casting my votes-as
40, or 50 percent?
I have always sought to do-in the diThird. Do you favor discontinuation rection of rigid economy. I feel, from
of all foreign aid?
the poll on which I have just reported,
· The Sixth Congressional District is that the people of my district are think·
often described, and rightly so, as a typi- ing of America first.
'
cal midwestern district. Our population is almost equally divided between
rural and urban residents. Every attempt was made to distribute ballots
The Welfare State-Whose Welfare?
equally among both .farm and nonfarm
groups.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
On the first question, only 151 persons
OF
urged my support of the full Presidential
demand for $7,900,000,000 in foreign-aid
HON~ CLARENCE G. BURTON
spending. More than 94 percent, or 2,427
OF VffiGINIA
citizens, voted "No" on this question.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
On the other hand, only 491 persons19 percent-urged discontinuation of all
Friday, M ay 23, 1952
foreign aid by affirmatively answering
Mr. BURTON. Mr. Speaker, under
question No. 3.
. The vast majority-1,468 persons- leave to extend my remarks in the REcurged specific percentage reductions in ORD, I include a letter I received from a
·foreign-aid spending. These voters-57 constituent, Mrs. Edith Paine, of Roa·percent of the total responding-sug- noke, Va.
Mrs. Paine's letter shows that she has
gested an average reduction in the apgiven very serious thought to what is
propriation of 35 percent.
A fourth group-468 persons or 18 happening in our country today. Her
percent of those voting-::-voted both for thought is so well expressed as to. be an
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inspiration to others who I know feel
as Mrs. Paine does:
ROANOKE, VA., April 28, 1952.
Han. CLARENCE G. BURTON,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR HONORABLE BURTON: For many years
I have watched with unbelief and fright the

increasing power of the Federal Government
over the life and welfare of the individual
citizen. As do so many others who feel
·that the voice of one citizen will not be
heard or noted, I have refrained from speak·
ing. Now I feel impelled to cry out, however small I may seem to myself or you.
The welfare state, they say. Whose wel·
fare?
The businessman?
Industrialist?
Investor of hard-earned savings?
The
draftee? The white-collar worker? The
laborer? The widow, dependent, or pensioner?
When my interest reached its peak, in
better days, I poured my strength and heart
into the effort to awaken parents and the
public in general to the dangerous trend (or
shall we say slant) toward collectivism in
many textbooks and on every level of the
field of education. At this time I wish only
to be heard on another score, but one which
results, in large measure, from 20 ~ears of
suggestion that our Government is we the
people; our Government experts do the job
in any field better than we; we owe the
money to ourselves, hence it is not really a
debt at all; the Bill of Rights must be pigeonholed for the great new bill of rights, hold•
ing that all are due the same in compen•
sation however small the ability or effort,
and the result of all be pooled for the good
of all.
Did you not think Americans would see
through such thinly veile<i efforts to destroy
all we value and hold dear? They did not.
Until now, perhaps, when it may be too late.
Now, when American youth once more is
daring to die for what he had thought was
the great American dream; the time when
human r.ights here at home are disappearing with such swiftness and with sucil. brazen
disregard for the individual that no one who
reads or listens can miss the ominous sound
6f the torrent engulfing us.
Let me, however, speak for only one group,
a smaller one than that of business, labor,
industry, or any organized minority, since
the personal angle seems less likely to be
termed political, perhaps. The story is not
unusual, only unnoted by lawmakers or executives thus far:
For 30 years we denied ourselves the luxuries and sometimes necessities to pay for
insurance, buy bonds, and save for chil·
dren's education, illness, old age or tragedy.
All, now, have taken their toll. We did this
because we believed in the American way
(as we were taught in real American homes).
the duty of each citizen to labor, plan, dream,
and save for the best training for service
we could provide for those we held dear, and
personal help to others when possible. Now
I, like thousands of other women, stand
alone, much past middle age, and just what
is the result of a lifetime of denial, saving,
hoping, and believing? Here it is:
1. The insurance we battled to keep is
worth-you say how much compared to its
worth when earned and saved.
2. Hoping for enough income to enable me
to live simply and economically if supplemented by whatever work my strength or
age might permit, I invested in stocks of
companies so American that their very names
speak to the average citizen of private enterprise at its American best--and then what?
3. As though I had been sitting in a house
with its furnace suddenly "on the blink" on
a stormy January night I shivered as I heard
that a great national industry has been di·
rected to grant raises and other more serious
concesfiions beyond its ability to carry, then
confiscated when its management tries to

protect thousands of widows and dependents
by arguing that it cannot be done without
other adjustments not granted by the
dictators.
4. Those tn my predicament now fear to
invest in anything. Money lies idle; income dwindles; fears increase. Foolish?
Then who can advise us how to proceed, and
how to regain an ounce of faith in our own
Government who forgets our very existence?
5. From whatever income we may be receiving from any previous investment of
money already taxed when earned we now
pay another income tax on all over $600
dollars a year. This is the final irony, because it means we cannot contribute to
welfare funds, Community Chests, cancer
funds, Red Cross, or private charities, but
inotead must send those contributions to
the Federal Government for redistribution
through its far-flung agencies.
Enough. Perhaps far too much. But I
long have wanted to ask someone to explain
the present meaning of incentive; industry;
faith in America and in the individual who,
collectively, strives to serve, believe and hope
for justice for all. Does that all include,
anywhere, the plain people of this country
who belong to no organized minority, but
who can be heard, if one listens closely, when
night comes on and darkness and fears ride
hard on courage and on faith in our Nation
.and its longed-far awakening? Can no one
see that each of us must come, at some time,
to this same cross road-even the individual
member of the strongest union or group?
Sincerely,
Mrs. EDITH D. PAINE.

Address of Hon. John E. Fogarty, of
Rhode Island
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN E. FOGARTY
OF RHODE ISLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF :EtEPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. FOGARTY:. Mr. Speaker, under leave granted to extend my remarks
in the RECORD, I include the following address before the medical conference of
the Muscular Dystrophy Associations of
America, Inc., at Park-Sheraton Hotel,
New York City, May 17, 1952:
MEDICAL RESEARCH: A NATIONAL BULWARK
(Address by Hon. JOHN E. FOGARTY, of Rhode
Island)
I would like to tell you, this morning,
something about the way in which one Congressman views the health of the American
people and how you as members of the Muscular Dystrophy Association can help the
Congress as a whole to marshal an effective
attack on diseases which cause so much unnecessary suffering and disability.
I have been a Member of the House of
Representatives for the past 12 years. For
the last 6 of these years I have served on the
Appropriations Subcommittee which has held
hearings each year on the requests for funds
for research and other programs of the Public Health Service of the United States.
I am now chairman of that subcommittee
and in this position it has been my privilege
and obligation to study and try to understand our health problems. It has been par•
ticularly important to analyze the relationship betwen medical research and the health
()f the Nation if I was to be able . to render
a . sound legislative judgment on the statement of needs expressed to the committee
by the Office of the Surgeon General.

At the present time, about $180,000,000 are
epent annually on medical research. Since
the war there has also been substantial
growth in medical institutions and programs.
Agencies such as yours have been set up as
an expression of the public desire to contribute to the campaigns against specific dis.;.
eases. Research, and training in research
work, in the Nation's medical schools and
universities have increased. More facilities
for medical care and rehabilitation have been
built; private foundations and industry
have continued to make important contributions; States and municipalities have
shown an increasing ability to meet their
own health needs; and, through Congress,
the _people have placed upon the Federal
Government the responsibility for supplementing and insuring the continuity of expansion in medical research.
These advances, significant though they
are, cannot be viewed with complacency.
They are an indication of the kind of progress that can be expected if we plan and act
with wisdom and foresight, but we have a
long way to go before we can claim victory.
For humanitarian reasons, we should bend
our efforts toward the control or eradication
of diseases which will eventually yield to
scientific and public health attack. But,
beyond that, we should be concerned with
the health of our people from the point of
view of our national economy. The Federal
Government is giving some kind of direct
medical care to more than one-sixth of the
Nation-that is, about 24,000,000 people,
most of them veterans. Our Federal medical services cost us nearly $2,000,000,000 a
year. More than 85 percent of the total
Federal medical expenditures is for direct
medical care. It has been estimated by the
American Medical Association that the tota l
cost of illness in this country-and here we
are talking about all costs, including loss of
wages and loss of production-is nearly $27,000,000,000 a year. These are losses which
we cannot afford and have no right to tolerate.
I am convinced that the basic answer to
these staggering expenditures is more medical research-research which will have to be
supported by both private groups and the
Federal Government. As you know, the
arm of our Government which is responsible
for medical research is the Public Health
Service, and more specifically, its component
body, the ·Institutes of Health at Bethesda,
Md. Soon after the war, this research center
began to assume an organizational pattern
calling for separate institutes dealing with
the chronic diseases. So-by the time I had
become chairman of the subcommittee in
1949--there was a National Cancer Institute, a National Heart Institute, a National
Instiute of Dental Research, and a National
Institute of Mental Health, as well as two
institutes concerned with the communicable diseases and nutritional research.
During these years, we in Congress became
increasingly aware of public support favoring
the establishment of additional research institutes to deal with specifc disease entities
such as . multiple sclerosis, cerebral palsy,
pqlio, and so on. There have been several
bills before Congress calling for the establishment of perhaps 10 such institutes.
You can see the fundamental issues With
which we were confronted. It was apparent
that the American people wanted Government support for research programs dealing
with several of the chronic and crippling
diseases. Yet, could effective research really
be so divided? Could so many institutes be
established as a matter of organization and
administration? What were the values to
be derived from identifying each research
program with a specific disease?
These bills and many other considerations
led to what is known as Public Law 692.
Under one of the · provisions of this law,
passed in 1950, two new Public Health re-
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search institutes were created-the National
Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness, and the National Institute of Arthritis
and Metabolic Diseases. These two institutes are responsible for investigations into
such closely related neurological problems
as cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and multiple
sclerosis, and into such metabolic disorders
as arthritis, rheumatism, and diabetes. Although muscular dystrophy is generally recognized as neurological in origin, the Arthritis Institute is conducting and supporting research on tlie metabolism and physiology of the muscle, which I understand is
relevant to the problem.
The companion interest of the two new instit•ltes on different aspects of the same disease is, I think, proof of the need for flexibility in a research program. For that reason, Public Law 692 gave to the Surgeon
General of the United States the authority
to create new institutes if circumstances require them. It recognized, in other words,
that we cannot always set up neat little
boxes for research into specific diseases. In
part, this integration is evident in the plan
of the new Clinical Center, which is now
being built at Bethesda, and which is designed to provide opportunities for a unified approach to clinical and basic research.
During the past 3 or 4 years, our committee
has spent long hours discu ssing the plans for
this center and how it could best serve our
people. It was decided that all seven of the
research institutes should have portions of
their programs, including research patients,
in the Clinical Center. Consequently, there
will be a close-worlting relationship among
the many complex dis~plines which make up
medical research today.
There are several other provisions of Public Law 692. I will take time to describe only
one more.
Each major Public Health Service research
program is guided by a National Advisory
Council which reviews all programs and
makes recommendations to the Surgeon
General. Each Council is composed of 12
non-Federal s-c ientists and laymen. The key
words here are, I think, "non-Federal scient ists and laymen." They illustrate that
these scientific programs are nonpartisan
· and that the layman not only has a stake
in them, but also has much to contribute.
In telling you something of what it means
to be a Congressman interested in public
health, I want to point out that sometimes·
he must struggle with his conscience to reconcile the demands of his constituents with
what he honestly believes is best for everyone. The difficult question is: What is the
relative importance of long-renge problems
such as medical research, as compared with
immediate issues? Can we recommend to
the Congress that medical research is more
important to the Nation than funds for defense? To get the answer one has to do
some fairly elementary arithmetic-almost
like a household budget:
The total Federal income is around $71,000,000,0CO. Of that, about fifty-one billion is earmarked for the military and for
foreign aid. That leaves roughly twenty billion to use for nonmilitary spending. But
t he total budget for nonmilitary Federal activities comes to thirty-four billion two J;lundred million. That means a $14,400,000,000
def!cit. Dare we cut back on defense spending, or do we, instead, cut civilian progr.:-: ms ?
I will tell you how I stand on this issue.
I agree 100 percent with that section of the
Hoover Committee Report which said: "The
Government can protect its financial position best by using every means to prevent
disease rather than to treat it by unlimited
hospitalization. This will also promote the
national welfare in peace and a stronger
manpower to preserve our security in war.
The highest priority in Federal medical expenditures should, therefore, go to the re-

search and public-health fields. We must,
and to a large degree we can, if we will, con•
trol disease."
Fortunately, we have been able with a
clear conscience to sustain budgets for the
most importa11t Federal health activities. It
is a matter of pride to me, personally, that,
since the war my subcommittee has not in
any year reduced the executive budget for
medical research, and the Congress itself
has invariably followed its recommendations.
Indeed, the committee and the Congress have
often allocated more funds for basic research
programs than the executive budget asked
for. But even these gains have not been
enough.
All of you realize, I am sure, that the decisions of Congress are -prompted by what it
knows the people want. In the matter of
health needs, the public must make its wants
known to the Congress. These wants can and
should be forcefully presented through the
joint efforts of both public and private
groups. The cooperative programs of the
National Heart Institute with the American
Heart AEsociation, of the National Cancer Institute with the American Cancer Society,
and of the National Institute of Mental
Health with the National Association for
Mental Health are excellent examples of how
d ifferent groups can effectively work together.
If all those interested in the neurological
and muscular disorders could achieve unity
in purpose and approach, their combined
strength would go a long way toward realizing an effective program. Separately, their
problems may seem dwarfed by the other
diseases-heart disease with between 9,000,000 and 10,000,000 sufferers, cancer with
700,000, and nearly 500,000 mentally ill. In
contrast with these, muscular dystrophy's
100,000 may seem very small. But muscular
dystrophy, cerebral palsy. epilepsy, and multiple sclerosis-to name only four related diseases-together claim more than a million
victims today. This is a figure to be reckoned with.
All of us here know that medical science
has virtually no specific knowledge about
muscular dystrophy and related diseases.
But we know, too, that fundamental research
cuts across all disease lines, so that a research project from another institute may
yield the clue to the cause of muscular
dystrophy. The all-important thing today is
to get sound research done by competent researchers. History has proved that it pays
off.
When I spoke of 100,000 cases of musular
dystrophy as a relatively lesser problem, it
was only on the basis of numerical comparison with heart disease and cancer. In our
country it is the individual who counts.
Resources are mobilized as quickly to save
1 person as 100. A recent example of that
is the story of the airmen in Korea who
jeopardized their own lives to permit a helicopter to land and pick up a fellow airman
from the enemy's back yard. To us, the
individual is important and that is why the
programs of voluntary agencies such as this
are significant. The victims of muscular
dystrophy need our help now, not 10 years
from now. At the same time, however, we
must strengthen the Nation's research work
on neurological diseases. There is evidence
that fine progress is being made at the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and
Blindness. Dr. Pearce Bailey, director of
that program, will tell us about its activities in a few minutes. My hope is that all
of you here today will not think of this
Federal research program as something remote and abstract. Think of it rather as a.
unit of Government with which you will
want to establish the close personal and
organizational relationships which have
been so successful in other fields.
For my part, I want every person suffering
. :(rom muscular dystrophy to know that I, as
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a Member of Congress and as a fellow citizen, will do my utmost to further research
which will cure them of this dread disease.
· There must be an answer to the enigma
of muscular dystrophy, and we must find it.
Our scientists believe that, given the funds,
the manpower, and the facilities, they will
in time find the &.nswer. It is the job of
the public to impress the Congress to proVide the means needed if these men are to
find the solution they seek.
Earlier I said. that many decisions in Congress were the result of the desires of the
people. I want to stress the need for even
more public support for issues relating to the
Nation's health. Members of Congress have
to be convinced that funds for medical research are really needed. The convincing
can only be done by groups such as yours
and by the general public. I sincerely hope
that all of you will use every means in your
power to see that our research work is pursued until victory against disease has been
achieved.

United States Border Patrol
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LLOYD M. BENTSEN, JR.
OF TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 23, 1952
Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. Speaker, since
the passage of Public Law 283 of · the
Eighty-second Congress, it has been repeatedly called to my attention · how
some members of the United States
border patrol have been abusing their
authority in the Fifteenth District of
Texas, which borders the Rio Grande.
Repeatedly I have asked the Bureau
of Immigration to investigate these incidents. Repeatedly the Bureau of Immigration has assured me that the
border-patrol man in question is in the
clear and that the citizen who has reported the particular incident is in error.
. Now these incidents have occurred
with such frequency and they have to
such a degree involved citizens of my
district that I c&.n no longer accept the
fact that each and every member of the
United States border patrol along the
Rio Grande is exercising discretion and
good judgment in the administration of
this discriminatory law.
For the benefit of everyone, I am inserting in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD today just one instance of how this law,
which we passed in this very Congress,
is being used to badger private citizens
in this country. At the risk of saying
"I told you so," this result, as described
below, was what I predicted on the floor
would happen, if this bill was passed.
My district is now harvesting what this
Congress sowed:
MERCEDES, TEX., May 20, 1952.
Mr. ARGYLE MACKAY,
Commissioner, United States Immigration and Naturalizati on Service,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. MACKAY: A number of facts have
been brought to my attention which have
caused me to conclude that a sad state of
affairs now ~xists in the border area. The
situation is such that it cannot be allowed
to continue unchallenged and is one which,
in my opinion, citizens of America will not
continue to tolerate for long. Most of the
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people here are well aware of their legal re. sponsibilities. They are also aware of their
constitutional rights as citizens of the
United States and resent deeply any encroachment upon these rights and are prepared to demand that an armed guard respect these rights.
On Saturday of last week a resident of
the valley and his wife started into town
to do their week's shopping. He is a citizen, approximately 50 years of age, and of
Latin extraction. On the way to town he
picked up a hitchhiker and was subsequently flagged to the side of the road by a border
patrolman. The patrolman demanded proof
of the man's citizenship. This he did not
have on his person, but indicated that he
had such proof at his home. It developed,
however, that the hitchhiker was an alien,
at which time the border patrolman demanded of the driver, "Did you know that we could
fine you or put you in jail for transporting
an alien?" The reply was in the negative.
The border patrolman then said that he
was not going to run him in this time, but
that he was going to take his car license and
his name and that if he was subsequently
caught with an lien in his car he would be
fined or put in the penitentiary or both.
Since when does a man-a citizen of this
country-have to be prepared at all times
to prove his citizenship on short notice? Another thing, if this man of whom I spe.ak
is guilty of breaking the law, since when
does this border patrolman have the right
to act as judge and turn him loose? Furthermore, when did he have the right to
threaten the man with jail sentences and
fines for breaking the law? Has it come to
the point in this land of ours that one dares
not let a brown-eyed man ride in his car?
How are we to judge at all times our actions sc ~s to be on the safe side from border
patrol questioning? Must we segregate ourselves from the society of these people, or
shall we continue to associate with the Garcias and the Gonzalez' and tal~e the chance
that we'll not be roughed up by some eager
beaver border patrolman as was an old gentleman 200 or 300 miles up the river a month
ago?
Mr. Mackay, I cannot believe that you in
any way condone the practices which I relate and attribute to certain border patrolmen in this area. I cannot help but believe
that these cases are isolated and that these
men are not expressing the attitude of the
United States Immigration and Naturalization Service. I trust that you will accept
this as a sincere request to stop a practice
in its beginning before it becomes more serious.
Yours very truly,

c.

B.

RAY.

FHA Reply on Housing Project at WrightPatterson Field
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL F. SCHENCK
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. SCHENCK. Mr. Speaker, as one
of the results of a speech I made on the
floor of the House on May 13, 1952, Mr.
Richards, Commissioner of FHA, sought
and was granted a personal interview
with me to discuss the position of FHA
in this matter.
·
Accordingly on Friday morning, May
23, 1S52, Mr. Richards and Mr. Skinner
of FHA came to my ofllce and presented

me with the written statement which is
set forth below.
While I do not care to comment on
their statement at this time, I feel that
in all fairness to FHA it should be included in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD as
of this date:
1. How is it these (FHA) appraisements
were revised .to permit such increases in loan
commitments (from $7,600 to $8,700 a unit
for the first 1,000 units)?
The statement, "appraisements" being revised and increased from $7,600 to $8,700,
does not agree with the information in our
files. The average mortgage per unit was
increased from $7,598 to $8,743 and it is
thought that perhaps the amounts mentioned have reference to mortgage amounts
rather than appraised values. These mortgages were insured pursuant to the provisions
of title VIII of the act, which requires that
such mortgages be limited by current costs
rather than appraised values. The first
commitments were issued on December 8,
1950, on the basis of an average mortgage
per unit of $7,598. Subsequently, at the
request of the mortgagee and under the supervision of a Washington cost supervisor,
construction costs were reviewed and, as a
result, revised commitments were issued on
February 8, 1951, on the basis of an average
mortgage per unit of $7,836. In this instance, the increase in the mortgage per
unit was attributable to an increase in the
cost index. Thereafter, a new certification
of need, showing additional sponsors, revised plans and the addition of garages,
was submitted by the Air Force. · As a result thereof, new commitments were issued
on June 29, 1951, whic~ increased the aver.
age mortgage per unit to $8,743 primarily
due to the addition of a garage for each and
every unit.
2. Why were there such long delays in
getting (the project) started?
The delay in getting the 1,000-unit project
under way is not considered unusually long
in this instance, for the reasons set forth
below. The original applications were filed
on July 24, 1950, and the loans were closed
on September 26, 1951. In other words,
from the date ·of application, the lapsed
time amounted to approximately 14 months.
Such a period of time is not particularly
unusual in a rental project of this size, due
to planning, necessary replanning. arranging financing, etc.
The interim period
between the inception of a title VIII project
and the closing is longer than in other
rental projects due to the fact that a third
party is involved; namely, the military. In
otp.er words, in. a rental project other than
a title VIII, the aprpoval of the planning
is generally between the mortgagor and the
Federal Housing Administration; whereas, in
a title VIII project, the military department
concerned is equally interested in planning,
due to the fact that the military is endeavoring to get the best housing possible at
rents which the military personnel can afford to pay. Many revisions and refinements
in the plans and specifications are not unusual in projects of this type.
.
3. Why have cheap construction methods
been a proved by FHA?
·
When considered from a practic~l standpoint, it must be borne in mind that, under
our procedures, the cost of construction
bears a direct relationship to the rental income from the property. These projects, as
you know; are designed for both officers and
enlisted personnel of the Air Force and are
com•posed of two- and three-bedroom units.
The average composition of the units results
in 4.7 rooms with an average rent of slightly
less than $73 per unit per month, with the
rentals ranging from $64.50 to $95. As previously stated, when considering the relatively low rentals specified by the Air Force,
expensive methods of construction must be
avoided to the extent consistent with ob• ..

taining satisfactory housing. It should be
made clear at this point that all construction is equal to or in excess of Federal Housing Administration's minimum construction
requirements. As has been indicated, the
type of wall construction involved is stucco.
In this instance, a Keystone exterior wall reinforcing mesh with paper backing was used,
and representatives of the Keystone firm insisted on supervising that portion of the construction to insure proper application of the
materials. The reinforcing mesh, although
in some respects it resembles chicken wire,
is of a heavier gage. Our experience has
indicated that stucco exterior wall construction in length of life is equal to or in excess
of conventional frame construction, is a
generally recognized and acceptable method
of exterior wall construction, and is less expensive to maintain, since regular painting
is unnecessary.
4. How long is amortization of these FHA
loans?
The amortization period of loans Of this
type is 32 years 7 months, which provides
for an initial curtailment of mortgage principal of 1'12 percent at 4-percent interest.
5. Will the construction la,st that long?
These projects, when completed in accordance with the plans and specifications,
will have an economic life considerably in
excess of the amortization period of the
loans.
6. Why was this dangerous location chosen
and why was it· approved?
The Department of the Air Force selected
the location of these projects and the location was acceptable to the Federal Housing
Administration. The Department of the Air
Force has advised thi~ office that the site
selected is not in line with an approach to
or take-off from any one of the three airstrips and that planes do not pass over the
projects in taking off or landing. They have
stated that the site is at the corner of Airway and Spinning Roads and that Airway
Road parallels the east and west airstrip
and is approximately 1,000 to 1,500 feet removed therefrom.
7. Why is there so much difference between the approved loans ($8,700 a unit) and
the estimated cost shown in the building
permit ($5,400 a unit)?
The cost reflected in the building permit
ts limited to the actual cost of the structures involved and d<Jes not take into consideration land, utility lines such as water,
sewer, gas, electricity, or streets, sidewalks
curbing, gutters, or grading, and landscap~
ing. Further, in applying for building permits, it appears to be the custom that the
amount set forth in the application is the
lowest amount which the applicant feels
that he can get by with in making such
application.
8. What will be the rental income?
The combined rental income from these
two projects, after allowing for a 7-percent
vacancy, operating expenses, reserve for replacements and taxes, amounts to an estimated net income, before payment of debt
service, of approximately $579,000.
9. Is it reasonable to assume this rental
income will retire the indebtedness?
Federal Housing Administration underwriting procedures require that military
housing projects be economically sound from
the standpoint of income retiring the indebtedness.
10. Do the promoters actually have any of
their own money invested?
The mortgagors of these two projects had
a total of $411,786 invested in these projects
at the time construction commenced. This
amount was composed of $205,858 of funds
required over the proceeds of the mortgage
to complete the project, which funds were
used in the construction of the improvements before any mortgage money was advanced; $131,138 deposit to meet the cost
·of equipping and renting the projects subsequent to completion, to be applied to
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taxes, mortgage insurance premiums, and
hazard insurance premiums accruing subsequent to closing and not included in the
proceeds of the mortgage; and $74,800 dep osit to guarantee the completion of offsite utilities and the streets.
In addition to the 10 specific questions
which were raised, other questionable matters were discussed, which, in part, were as
follows:
(a) The use of dry-wall construction. In
recent years, there has been a very definite
trend, particularly where speed and economy
of operation is involved, to shift from plastered walls to dry-wall construction. Drywall construction is considered a well recognized and an acceptable method of interior
wall construction and is sometimes used in
the more expensive types of construction.
(b) Lack of soundproofing. It has been
stated that the partition walls have been
constructed by the use of offsetting studs
and insulation. This method of interior
wall construction is commonplace and offers
a maximum of soundproofing in the absence
of masonry interior walls. The offsetting of
the studs, along with the use of insulating
materials, has a tendency to reduce the
. transmission of sound.
(c) Flat roofs. The use .·of fiat roof construction has long been an approved method ·
of roof construction. As a matter of fact,
practically all of our large commercial buildings employ the use of fiat roof construction. It is true that fiat roofs have not been
generally accepted from an esthetic viewpoint in certain localities or neighborhoods,
even though such roofs, from a construction standpoint, are considered acceptable.
Flat roofs, when properly installed, insulated
and ventilated, offer practically all of the
advantages of a gabled roof. Further, fiat
roofs are engineered and designed in such
a fashion as to carry off water and to withstand the stress and strain of heavy snows.
{d) Use of two insured mortgages for the
construction of one rental project. Many
large rental housing developments have been
made possible through the use of two or
more insured mortgages. However, in such
instances each mortgage is a separate legal
entity capable of being individually operated.
Although individual mortgages on this type
of project are limited by the National Housing Act to $5,000,000 per mortgage, many
developments with mortgages totaling far
in excess of that amount have been approved. In the project in question, had not
two mortgages been authorized, although
the Air Force certified their need as 1,000
units, no more than 500 units or less could
have been provided. Therefore, in order to
make available the 1,000 units required, it
was necessary to resort to the use of two
insured mortgages.

May 27, to serve as voluntary collectors for
:United Cerebral Palsy, Inc.
Their action alone should go a long way
toward assuring the success of the campaign.
A CHANCE To SAVE YOUR TAX MONEY
And that is of vital interest to the comIf the proposed Lehman-Roosevelt bill · !s
munity, as it means all the difference bepassed by Congress, it will cost the people of
tween despair and comparatively normal
Oklahoma $3,500,000 in cold cash, according
lives for several hundred youngsters.
to Steve Stahl, executlve vice president of
There are in King County from 400 to 450
children affiicted with cerebral palsy (or
the Oklahoma Public Expenditures Council.
spastic paralysis) . Of these only about 20
This bill proposes that the Federal Government spend $350,000,000 on a new power
percent are receiving the training they need
project for Niagara, not for the benefit of
to overcome their handicap and become useful citizens.
Oklahoma, not for the benefit of the United
States, but ostensibly for the benefit of people
It is to increase this percentage that
living in New York State. Actually, however,
United Cerebral Palsy, Inc. (formerly known
there is grave doubt that it would benefit
as the Washington Spastic Children's Socieven these people, for, according to the New
ety), is seeking to raise $36,000.
York Times, the power for the local transit
The organization is fortunate indeed in
system costs less than $1.10 per 100 kilowatthaving been able to enlist the letter carriers'
assistance.
hours compared with a cost of more than
$1.42 for power generated in city-owned
There isn't anyone who is better known in
power plants. Public power in this situaa neighborhood than the letter carrier.
tion, whether city or Federal, costs more.
What's more, he has special qualifications for
This is only a part of the story.
this particular job-for the money he collects will be used largely to teach spastic
Five privately owned public utility comchildren how to walk, and no one knows betpanies are ready to embark on this power
ter than he the value of a dependable pair
project, and it is estimated that if permitted
of legs.
to do so, they will pay over $23,000,000 a year
in new taxes, in addition to the $160,000,000 ·
Each letter carrier will, in effect, be cona year they are already paying.
tributing a full day's work to the cause,
as he will make his second round on his own
It happens, therefore, that there is now a
time. If the people on his route show only
clear-cut case of private enterprise versus
a small fraction of the same generosity in
socialism. There are three proposals--one
their donations, the campaign is sure to go
for private ownership, another for State ownover the top with a bang.
ership, and a third for Federal ownership, as
mentioned.
No question of irrigation, navigation, flood
control, or sanitation enters into this controversy. It involves straight-out socialized
Development of Niagara Falls and River
industry, nothing more nor less. Every
principle of common horse sense and good
Power by Private Enterprise
government is on the side of the CapehartMiller bill, which provides for private-enterEXTENSION OF REMARKS
prise operation. If you favor this bill you
OF
will save the State of Oklahoma $3,500,000
and further the private-enterprise system
which is solely responsible for the tremendous
OF NEW YORK
success of our Nation up to the present era.
You will likewise favor cheaper power than
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
would be available under Federal control.
Friday, May 23, 1952
You will keep property on the tax rolls and
add new taxable property. If you favor the
Mr.
MILLER
of New York. Mr. SpeakLehman-Roosevelt bill, yo1,1 favor Socialistic
er, under leave to extend my remarks in
reaction, higher taxes, and inefficiency. Let
the RECORD, I would ·uke to call to the
your Congressman know how you stand.

hydroelectric power from the Niagara
Falls and River by private enterprise.
The editorial follows:
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Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker, it is
with a great deal of pleasure that I call
to the attention of the Members of the
House an editorial appearing in the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer on May 19,
1952. The editorial praises highly the
services rendered by Seattle letter carriers in soliciting contributions for the
relief of cerebral palsy victims. These
services point up ·quite vividly the high
caliber and character of the faithful
public servants who day in and day out,
in fair weather or foul, deliver our mail.
The citizens of my area are proud of
them as, I am sure, citizens elsewhere
are proud of their carriers:

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives an editorial which appeared
in the March 27, 1952, edition of the
Times, Oklahoma City, Okla., in supSeattle's letter carriers cannot be comport of the Capehart-Miller bill which mended too highly for agreeing to go over
provides for the further development of _ their rounc:J.s for a_s~~~E:d. time on Tuesda~,

attention of the House of Representatives a resolution adopted by the Central
Labor Union of Johnstown, Pa., in support of the Capehart-Miller bill (S. 2021,
H. R. 3146) providing for the further
development of hydroelectric power from
the Niagara Falls and River by private
enterprise. The resolution follows:

"Resolved, That the Central Labor Union
of Johnstown support the New York State
Association of Electrical Workers in their
efforts to secure the development by the privately owned electrical companies in the
State of New York of the hydroelectric potential of the Niagara River as such development is proposed by the Capehart-Miller
bill; be it further
"Resolved, That the president and secretary of this Central Labor Union be and they
hereby are instructed to write to their Representative, JoHN P. SAYLOR, and their Senators, EDWARD M. MARTIN and JAMES H. DUFF,
requesting them to vote for and work for
favorable action on the aforesaid CapehartMiller bill (S. 2021, H. R. 3146) ."
I, Clyde S. Slick, secretary of the Central
Labor Union of Johnstown, do hereby certify
that the above and foregoing is a true and
correct copy of certain resolutions duly
adopted by the Central Labor Union of Johnstown at a meeting thereof duly convened
and held on the 4th day of March 1952, at
which meeting a quorum was present and
voted, and that said resolutions have not
be~n annulled, revoked, or amended in any
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now. There has been a subtle, dangerous
movement inside our educational system,
slow and tentative at first, picking up speed
as it accumulated strength and power, espeCLYDE S. SLICK.
cially in the past 15 years. The movement
ha:s been more than an adaptation to changing times of teaching trends and methods,
as its proponents have openly asserted. It
has been a deliberate, calculated action by
Your Child Is Their Target
a small but powerful group of educators
not only to change the character of AmeriEXTENSION OF REMARKS
can education radically, but to capture the
OF
"whole child," usurp parental authority, and
so nullify moral and spiritual influences.
These authoritarians in education have
OF XICHIGA'N
sought to subvert teachers and in some cases
they have succeeded; but, by and large, the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
majority of teachers have kept their integrity
Thursday, May 22, 1952'
and sense of high responsibility to their
Mr. SHAFER. Mr. Speaker, the calling. That is not to say that they have
American Legion magazine in its June always been immune from the influence of
1952 issue presents an article entitled the planners. Mostly, the teachers have
powerless to prevent the spread of what
''Your Child Is Their Target," by Irene been
its inventors call ''progressive education,"
Corbally Kuhn, which should be must and its opponents describe as "the swing
reading for every citizen interested in our to the left in education." Such distinguished
public schools. It is an amazing story . educators as Dr. Milo H. McDonald, former
of how our public educational system has New York City high school principal, and
been, in many instances. diverted from Canon Bernard Iddings Bell, consultant on
its traditional purpose of imparting education and religion at the University of
Chicago, have been among the articulate
sound basic education to the ideological representatives
of those teachers who oppose
purpose of creating a new society based the poison in the
progressive education proon the economic, social, and political gram which has already seriously damaged
·doctrines of collectivism and socialism.
and weakened the American educational sysFollowing on the heels of my docu .. tem and cheated a whole generation of our
mentation of this movement-coNGRES- youth of many of the essentials in a pr9per
SIONAL RECORD, March 21, 1952-I feel training :for life.
Dr. McDonald launched his American Eduthat this article should be made a part
cation Association in 1938 to emphasize the
of the RECORD. Under unanimous con .. need
of restoring worthy standards to the
sent, I therefore insert it at this point: public-school system in his own city. In
YoUR CHILD Is THEm TARGET
1939 George E. Sokolsky in a series of magazine articles inveighed against the books and
(By Irene Corbally Kuhn)
teachings of such men as Profs. Harold Rugg,
Do you remember the newsreel pictures of
George s. Counts, William H. Kilpatrick, and
the Hitler youth, German boys and girls
others in the group call1ng themselves the
goose-stepping along the streets of Berlin
••frontier thinkers," all followers of the reand other German cities "sieg heiling" their
former-educator Dr. John Dewey, of Teachers
Fuhrer? Do you recall the parades of the
College, Colu!Ubia University, the father of
regimented children of Russia, the thouAmerican progressive education.
sands of young Communists massed in Red
Before he came to Teachers College, Dr.
Square in Moscow? Have you seen the
Dewey was connected briefly with the UniChinese youths saluting Stalin's banners
versity of Chicago, where his original ideas,
fluttering from the walls and gates of their
later to become the keystone of progressive
ancient cities? And the German boys and
education, were tried out in the university's
girls today "sieg belling" their new Fuhrer
high school with singul~ lack of success.
in Communist East Berlin? Have you ever
His concepts of freedom of expression result·
asked yourself how did all those children get
ed in retrogression and in bad discipline.
that way?
Dr. Dewey didn't stay long at Chicago, and
Indoctrination did it. The forced feeding
although he may have been discouraged
of ideas and attitudes their state-controlled
by his brief experience there he was not beatteachers spooned out to them was what did
en. At Teachers College he continuously
it. Just as their body muscles were hardened
preached his idea of effecting social reforms
by rigid drills, so were their developing
through the schools, and he built up a body
minds put through artfUlly devised mental
of followers, of whom those mentioned above
calisthenics to produce the kind of youth
exerted the most powerful influence on
the state wanted. Just as the stiff, unnatural
teachers, teaching, and textbooks.
goose-step could be only so many inches
So strong was the influence exerted by
long, so was each mental step measured to
Dewey on his little band that in 1912 the
destroy individualism and produce unquesstudents on the Columbia campus had a
tioning robots.
saying which they tossed around with
In totalitarian countries this perversion
"modern" abandon: "There is no God but
of education can be effected openly. But
Dewey, and Kilpatrick is his prophet."
any such overt attempt in the United States
In 1940 and 1941 the American Legion
to herd our children into state-controlled
printed the findings of a small group of pakindergartens and schools, removing them
rent-citizens headed by Col. Augustin G.
forcibly from parental control and from the
Rudd, and conducted its own investigation
good influences of home and church, would
into anti-American material in public school
meet with violent opposition.
textbooks. Considerable success attended
This doesn't mean that we can relax on
these efforts, especially in ridding the schools
that old-fashioned cliche that "it can't hapof
the worst of the subversive textbooks, and
pen here." But to accomplish the same rein awakening many educators and laymen to
sults with our children that dictator-ruled
the danger.
countries have, the methods for America
But the leaders of the radical new educawould have to be subtle and undercover, dis·
tional movement had no intention of reguised and publicized as thrilling new extreating from their long-term program. The
periments to "benefit the child and the
movement continued along two parallel lines
community, to prepare today•s child to be
of deeper political lnflltration and weaktomorrow's citizen."
ening of traditional methods on one side
And that is precisely what has been hap•
pening in this country for . almost 30 years
.and, on the other, . of an artful public relaway whatsoever but are in :full :force and
effect.
Witness the signature of the undersigned
as such officer this 16th day of AprU 1952.

HON. PAUL W. SHAFER

tions campaign to win powerful friends for
their theories. A third road was marked off
for the movement's possible future use
through a continuous, organized attack on
all critics, dissenters, and questioners. That
road was opened recently.
Generally speaking, then, the course of the
radical educators toward their aims and objectives was smooth enough after their first
serious set-back-the discontinuance by
many schools of the use of Dr. Rugg's books
"The Rugg Social Science Series." It might
almost be said that the victory won by their
perceptive early critics had put these selfstyled "frontier thinkers" on guard; and
while sporadic and isolated criticisms continued to be made against them, they were
usually able to fend their critics off and
continue the subtle changeover from traditional, disciplined education to the socialistic type known variously as "progressive
education,". "common learnings," and "activity program," this last a name Dr. Dewey
favored in his efforts to substitute "experience curricula" for well-thought-out courses
of study.
·
Nevertheless, many parents continued to
be greatly concerned about the kind of
schooling their children were getting. Educated traditionally, themselves, they were
. puzzled by the glib talk about "educating
the whole child," "training for democracy,"
"'building citizens for the world of tomorrow,"
and so on. They couldn't understand the
gibberish and they resisted the teachers'
dictum that it was important not to "inhibit" the child's natural impulses; that
he should not be restrained or disciplined
lest he develop a rebellious personality and
frustration. If the child prefers playing to
studying he must be allowed to play, they
were told. Parents began to wonder why
there was a legal compulsion on them to
send their children to school at an if, instead of studying and learning, their offspring were allowed to express thelll'Selves
any way they saw fit, like breaking the furniture, hitting their playmates over the head,
or yelling and playing all day long if they
bad a mind to.
·
Still nothing much happened. And then,
last year, after two seemingly unrelated
events in Pasadena, Calif., and Port Washington, N.Y., groups of parents who refused
to abdicate all parental responsibllity and
authority began organizing voluntarily in
their own communities to protest and fight
this summary taking over of their children
by paid servants of the state.
Almost at once an all-encompassing umbrella smear campaign was started simultaneously in various parts of the country
against the most articulate and effective of
these groups. In the East, it centered in
three prosperous New York suburbs--Scarsdale, Port Washington, and Englewood, N.J.
Other cities under fire were Pasadena, where
the fuse was lighted, Denver, Minneapolis,
and Palo Alto.
Conscientious, questioning parents, and all
the other honest opponents of progressive
education were pictured as "enemies of education," intent upon "ruining our schools."
Magazines of large, general circulation, "liberal" magazines of smaller circulation, radio
and television forums, lecturers and commentators from platform and pulpit, joined
in unleashing a torrent of abuse that poured
over the heads of all who had the temerity to
question or criticize the motives, methods,
and materials of the paid educators. One
such .teacher, sincerely anti-Communist,
nevertheless exclaimed with passionate vehemence, "Anybody who questions the techniques of teaching puts himself in the same
class as Hitler."
That some of the attacking writers and
speakers had records of Communist Partyfront affiliations did not deter the powerful
left-wing faction in the National Education
Association from joining in the smear against
~ndividuals and groups. This is especially
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irresponsible when one remembers that these
same left wingers in the National Education
Association presume to speak for the entire
organization, with a claimed membership of
600,000 teachers in America's elementary and
secondary schools. The membership also
includes some college teachers and school
superintendents, men like Ernest 0. Melby,
dean of New York University's School of
Education, and Willard Goslin, two of the
most ardent and articulate advocates of the
new educational order. Mr. Goslin is the
former school superintendent whose theories
and activities resulted in a coalition against
him of teachers and parents, who by a 2-to-1
vote ousted him from his job in Pasadena.
Mr. Goslin has now become the martyred
darling of the Gulliberal Left, rushing from
one lecture platform and podium to another
as fast as plane and train can carry him,
to scare the wits out of city and country
dweller alike with his tales of the evil
machinations of the "enemies of education."
That these terrible "enemies" are merely
parents who are fed up with paying school
taxes in a system which gives their children
attitudes and theories they consider unsound and un-American, instead of teaching
them to reason and think is, of course, of no
importance to the educational dictators who,
under the cloak of academic freedom, want
to continue unhindered their work of redesigning and remaking our free society and
economy into a socialist America.
j
The battle is joined now and the controversy is raging between the groups of
aroused parents and patriotic citizens and
the professional opposition. The parents are
as yet largely unorganized, but their strength·
lies in their hardy individualism. There is,
however, mixed metaphorically speaking, a
kind of "ground swell among the grass roots,"
one of them said, and the local forces will
be linked together at the appropriate moment. The professional opposition is far
from solid among the country's teachers.
Most of them are where they've always
been-on the side of sound American teaching, adjusted to meet changing conditions
and times, but not dedicated to deliberate
excesses and continuous experimentation.
The organized minority entrenched in power
and well financed, is supported by the alien
ideological groups within the country as well
as the cynical native architects of revolutionary change.
There are others on their side, too, thousands of good but uninformed or misinformed Americans. Many of these are themselves young adults, products of the educational system they're defending, a system
which has so impaired their own abilities
that they are actually unable to realize they
are its victims, even as their children will be,
unless the direction is reversed and the
course changed.
Let us not forget, too, that jobs are involved. Many of the professional educators
and lobbyists involved in the agitation are
actually rightists, even extreme conservatives, but as administrators or highly paid
educational executives connected with high
power, high pressure educational lobbie~
they are more concerned with the perpetuation of the "educational trust" than they
are with pedagogical methods or left-wing
education. These people protect the pinkoes,
collectivists, Marxists, and commies because
they are part of their gang and the gang must
stand together. However, even though these
people are not ideologically sympathetic
with the commies, they can be almost as
dangerous.
The controversy will rage and fiare even
higher, because emotions as well as jobs are
involved. Charges and countercharges will
be hurled. The smear will spread and deep ..
en as the fight goes on to recapture the lost
values of traditional American education
and return the schools to teachers who want
to use them as schools to educate students,
not as experimental stations where the chil•

dren are guinea pigs for the development o!
new social and political attitudes to help
mold the welfare Socialist state.
To understand the nature of the contra ..
versy it is necessary to go back to the begin ..
nings of progressive education and in the
light of today's knowledge compared with
yesterday's guesswork, examine the "progressive" educators, what they believed and
taught, and what has been the effect of their
teaching on the young adult generation, the
present school generation, parents, and
family.
The "progressive" educators, as we have
seen, are the followers of Dr. John Dewey,
but the strongest of them soon outdistanced
him in radical thinking and while he re ..
mains as a kind of ancient saint in their materialistic pantheon, they have been on
their own, each with his special following,
for many years now.
It must be stressed again that only a tiny
fraction of educators is avowedly or covertly Communist. However, those who have
arrogated to themselves all the perquisites
of leadership and presume to speak for educators as a whole are easy or willing prey for
the Commies. Undoubtedly, one of the reasons such people fight so furiously any suggestion they may be wrong is because, were
they to acknowledge it and clean house, they
know they would be open to public ridicule
and mistrust. They fear they might lose
some fraction of the power now theirs by
virtue of their early bold seizure of it.
However, the Socialist character of education is something else again. It is extremely strong, and educators today who believe in and disseminate Socialist doctrines
as part of school curricula are numerous indeed. In fact, these "frontier thinkers" were
few in number, but they were able to go a
long way and acquire a big following before
any real barriers were thrown up against
them.
The "progressive" educators besides Dr.
Dewey and Dr. Kilpatrick, both of whom are
now elderly men and retired, included Drs.
John L. Childs, George S. Counts, Harold
Rugg, Boyd Bode, Grayson Kefauver, and
George W. Hartman. These men became the
leaders of the movement. It should be
pointed out here that Counts for at least
14 years has been a strong anti-Communist
and has done much to expose Soviet teaching methods.
On May 3, 1933, under the chairmanship
of Dr. Rugg, a social studies specialist, a
panel discussion was held at Teachers College of Columbia University on the necessity
for building what they called a "new social
order," and using teachers and schools to
put it over. The other seven panel members and their specialties were Drs. Edmund
deS. Brunner, rural education; Harold F.
Clark, educational · economics; William H.
Kilpatrick, philosophy of education; Lois H.
Meek, child guidance; Jesse H. Newlon, di•
rector of Lincoln School; John K. Norton,
educational administration; and Goodwin B.
:Watson, educational psychology.
Dr. Newlon urged that the material for
teaching how to build the "new social order''
be introduced into the curriculum of the
schools and he said, in response to a question
from Dr. Meek as to what age children should
begin to have these contacts, that infancy
was the time to start. "I certainly think the
kindergarten and nursery schools are very
important features in beginning the process
of building this new society," he said.
After the early phases of the discussion,
Dr. Rugg said, "I infer that you are in gen·
eral agreement that there is a new role for
the (school) superintendent and the admin ..
istrator when you are saying to him that
we can't wait for the new order to be built
up. Would you not say that the change in
the new social order must precede enlighten..
men t? How do you propose to do this when
the capitalist system controls the schoolsl __
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Other questions point to the problem of
creating leaders. How shall schools lead in
adult education and the creating of new
points of view?"
Dr. Newlon's answer was that the superintendent should lead and he added that
we are not living in a real democracy. (This
was 1933, remember.)
Further on, Dr. Rugg led the discussion
first into the desirability of allying teachers
with "other organizations, workers' organizations, and the like," and then into politics,
and he said: "Don't we have to rethink our
concepts of democracy and liberty in all its
ramifications and of its related ideas? Then
I think you would say, and it is a part of all
we have been saying, that the educator is in
an unusually strategic position in a community to organize the thinking of the future. If that could be launched in 1933 it
would be a tremendous step.'' Dr. Kilpatrick offered the suggestion that "we can work
in school and in the Parent-Teachers Association and in the community.''
At that point Dr. Newlon commented that
the panel had been talking about tactics
''while what we need is grand strategy." He
said fiatly, "I think we must have power
politics in education. We must operate on
a broader program. We must ally with labor
and with those who are striving for the ends
we hold in view."
Dr. Brunner suggested an extension of
their local work into "some kind of national
organization which will not be timorous in
making liaisons of this sort."
"That means national organization of
leadership," Dr. Rugg said, and the Progressive Education Association's name was offered, by Watson.
"Are all the teachers to be Communists?"
Dr. Meek inquired. "That is a pa:rty organized
to change everything."
Dr. Rugg answered her by asking, "Are they
(the Communists) working with ideas or
notions?" and then answered his own question by stating fiatly "So far as they are
working with ideas we could work with
them" (the Communists).
Dr. Newlon concurred, adding, "It ·ic incumbent upon ourselves to think through
these social and economic ideas and see what
kind of educational program we want in this
country. * * * In this process of bringing about these conditions I believe we can
work with the Communists and at other
times with the socialists." He also thought
at still other tim:)s they might work with the
Chamber of Commerce, the American Legion
or the D. A. R.
This did not appeal to Dr. Kilpatrick, who
urged against forming any permanent alliance "with any of these groups," but Dr.
Newlon, enthusiastic about his idea, protested that "if things are allowed to drift I
can foresee a condition when we must ally
ourselves permanently with a group that proposes a way out."
"We need a thoroughly and completely
radical organization," Dr. Rugg said. "The
Progressive Education Association is probably the best now in existence. The progressives will have to lead," he added.
Then Dr. Watson, the educational psychologist, said he'd like to see the PEA or some
such group seek out a relationship with Communist or socialist agitators for "something
we all want, so that these may feel they
bave an ally among the teachers.''
(I;t is interesting at this point to note that
8 years later Dr. Watson, who is an ordained
Methodist minister, was Chief of the Analysis
Division of Foreign Intelligence Service of the
Federal Communications Commission, a post
be held from 1941 to '44.)
Out of that significant panel discussion in
1933 came the findings which Dr. Rugg
summed up in six steps, which specified the
immediate organization of realistic programs
in the schools and organized leadership in ,
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the communities. They a.tso urged the crea•
tion of a new curriculum and "educating a.
new kind of teacher to bring about the socalled intellectual and emotional climate"
as well as "using unemployed educational
workers in leading and creating a new climate.
of opinion."
Obviously, these "progressive educators"
were friendly to socialism, even to communism, and they proved that they knew the
surest way to supersede the Ainerican freeenterprise system was to capture young
minds in the public schools and educate
them to accept a form of centralized state
government. In fact, the late Harold Laski,
the British Socialist, who lectured at Harvard, told the "frontier thinkers" this about
their program: "Stripped of its carefully
neutral phrases, the report is an educational
program for a Socialist America. It coUld
be implemented in a society only where socialism was the accepted way of life; for
it is a direct criticism of the ideas that have
shaped capitalistic America."
One of the strongest forces today in propagandizing for a socialistic America is the
hierarchy of the National Educational Association. They have had things pretty much
their own way for a long time, too, but the
public opposition and nation-wide parents'
rebellion which have sprung up in the past
2 years may force the NEA into a reexamination of itself. It is too soon, though, to
say how the organization will eventually
react. Some of its performances have been
more typical of the tactics of a captured
labor union complete with goon squads than
of a respectable national organization of
more than a half million teachers. The NEA
has no reason to be proud of those goon
squads which have turned up to do a dis•
crediting job on citizens whenever there has
been an uprising in a community against
"progressive education."
These goon squads, on the testimony of
Mr. D. F. Raible, one of the embattled citi·
zens of Minneapolis who says he was one
of the intended victims, emanate from the
National Commission for the Defense of
Democracy Through Education. This commission, an adjunct of NEA, was created in
July 1941 to "investigate criticisms, and
movements against the school system,
teachers' colleges, textbooks, teachers' organizations and independent teachers. The
commission will also study ·groups opposing
education, seek to discover the source of
their funds and take appropriate action
against them." Alonzo P. Myers was made
head of the executive committee at the first
meeting. Mr. Myers was the head of a local
teachers' union which was disenfranchised
because of its communistic activities, too
red hot for the NEA to stomach. Other
members at that inaugural meeting were
Ernest 0. Melby, then, as now, dean of the
School of Education of New York University.
The commission also works closely with the
American Education Fellowship, formerly
the Progressive Education Association,
praised by Dr. Rugg as the "best now in existence" of educational organizations when
he advocated a "thoroughly and completely
radical organization" to carry on the social·
istic program of the "frontier thinkers."
Lest the foregoing judgment on these
vociferous spokesmen for the NEA be found
harsh, reference should be made to an ex ..
cerpt from the proceedings of the seventysecond annual meeting of this organization
in Washington, D. C., in 1934, which states:
"But to achieve these things, many drastic
ch anges must be made. A dying laissez-faire
must be completely destroyed and all of us,
including the 'owners' must be subjected to
a large degree of social control. A large section of our discussion group, accepting the
conclusions of distinguished students, main·
tain that in our fragile, interdependent society the credit agencies, the basic industries
and utilities cannot be centrally planned and
operated under private ownership. Hence

they will join - in creating a swift nationwide campaign of adult education which will
support President Roosevelt in taking over
and operating them at full capacity as a.
unified national system in the interest of all
the people."
Have you ever seen a better blueprint than
this for a socialistic America?
This was not the first time this idea had
been proposed to large groups of teachers
who were being deliberately indoctrinated
by the arrogant "frontier thinkers." Earlier that year the Cleveland papers reported
the convention there in May of the Progressive Education Association. The Plain
Dealer quoted Dr. Rugg using identical language to express the same ideas. The Cleveland Press reported his announced plans to
organize 14,000,000 people or more into a
closely knit pressure group. Dr. Rugg declined to reveal the source of the financial
assistance he said would be forthcoming but
put it at "probably $50,000 a year for 3 years."
(The records show that the PEA siphoned a
total of $1,299,670 from the Rockefeller
Foundation alone, which also gave the NEA
a quarter of a million dollar grant.)
The paper also reported that Dr. Rugg's
strategy, outlined in Cleveland, envisaged a
central planning agency which would tie together thousands of groups of citizens desirous of seeing a definite left-wing movement on the part of the administration. It
quoted Dr. Rugg directly as saying:
"The President will go just as far to the
left as we push him."
Note the date-1934. This was just a year
after the 1933 panel discussion of the "frontier thinkers" at Teachers College for the
purpose of finding ways and means of building their new social order.
Willard E. Givens, a California school superintendent, presided at the Washington
meeting. One year later he was made executive secretary of the NEA and held that
post until 1952, when he was succeeded by
William 0. Carr. In the NEA News for September 1951 is a statement that the material
for the McCall's magazine article "Who's
Ruining Our Schools?" was gathered in the
NEA offices in Washington. This article
does a smear job on several persons, including Mrs. Lucille Cardin Crain, the able edi•
tor of the Educational Reviewer. What is
Mrs. Crain's "crime against education" for
which she has been pilloried from one end
of the country to the other in the past 1B
months? Merely that she issues a small,
compact quarterly which reviews textbooks.
.Mrs. Crain is disliked by the radical educators because her textbook reviews by sound
educators and critics have uncovered many
subversive ones, and the circulation of her
magazine while relatively small, has reached
into areas where Americans were not afraid
to take action to protect their children's
education and their future once their eyes
were opened. Mrs. Crain 1s not, therefore,
a favorite with the leftists in education or
elsewhere.
,
And .this seems as good a place as any to
show how the smear works against an indi·
vidual who ho.t;testly and forthrightly opposes the authoritarian educators. Mrs.
Crain was invited to Port Washington, N.Y.,
to talk about her experiences in editing the
Reviewer, what she had found wrong with
textbooks, and what she had learned generally about the new practices in education
which might shed some light on matters
troubling some parents there.
The "Pasadena incident" had occurred just
a few months before, the voting out of office
of Superintendent Willard Goslin, whose
methods and ideas were not acceptable to
the majority of the community. Right after
Mrs. Crain's talk on February 5, 1951, there
arose an uproar an~ a clamor out of all proportion to the event. The naive Glllliberals-,
the professional propagandists, the hatchetmen, the dupes and the cynics all got into
the act. The leftists made 1t a. cause

celebre complaining and screeching about
Mrs. Crain's having been given a platform to
express her views, although there is no record of anyone's having made an uproar over
out-and-out leftist speakers who had appeared there previously.
These two events, in Pasadena and Port
Washington, really touched off the fight,
and the smear job was under way. Port
Washington suddenly became notorious because Mrs. Crain had made a talk there.
Scarsdale, that other pleasant suburb which
had been handling its local school problems
as a purely local matter, suddenly became
notorious. So did Denver, Englewood, Palo
Alto. So, too, did Minneapolis, where the
former Pasadena Superintendent Goslin had
once also served. There the Parents Council,
headed by able and articulate Citizen D. F.
Raihle, came in for unfavorable national
publicity because the parents objected to
the "common learnings" program.
There are countless other examples. The
30-year story of the poison in "progressive''·
education would fill a book. Its father, Dr.
Dewey, has long since retreated from the
extremism of the movement, but his followers have never changed their direction.
And what has been the effect of this modern education?
For one thing, many sound educators and
parents who were not aware of the outright
political maneuverings in the top echelons
of educators, have been dissatisfied with the
education the children have been getting.
Teachers say that they have to teach the
elements of reading and writing in high
school, although these are subjects the students were supposed to have learned in grade
school. Many high-school students have
fifth-grade facility, one high-school principal told me, some even less. Many teachers
agree that the students run the show in
school; teachers are their patient servants.
Canon Bernard Iddings Bell wrote recently
in the New York Sunday Times that he had
received more than 800 letters of unsolicited
opinions, mostly unfavorable, from teachers everywhere, about present-day education. It is Canon Bell's contention "that
the products of our schools for the most
part are incompetent to think and act intelligently, honestly, and bravely in this dif·
ficult era." He attributes this "to five current
pedagogical malpractices," the first of which
is neglect or proper drill in the use of words.
in reading and writing, and speaking and
listening; in numbers; and in developing
other disciplines. He charges there is a lack
of ordinary good manners in schools today,
including respect for the rights of other people, tolerance, and consideration. He says
there is too little insistence upon achievement as th.e price of promotion and approval.
He lists as the other malpractices the utter
neglect of the student's spiritual development through a policy of complete silence
about religion; and the holding back of the
bright student in order to maintain a standard of achievement which is set to fit the
average, the fair-to-middling low, a practice which puts a premium on mediocrity
and one which, in the Canon's words, "frets
and frustrates the more able while it flatters
the incompetent."
I! this jolts your complacency take a look
at the results of a test last fall of pupils in
the Los Angeles school system. It revealed
that 18 percent of 11,000 high school juniors
don't know how many ro.onths there are in a
year. Sixteen percent are not sure why the
Fourth of July is a national holiday. Five
percent fai!ed to give the correct answer to
"what is one-half of 70?" Three percent
couldn't tell time.
An informal survey of 75 students, conducted by the Minneapolis Tribune in that
city showed that high-school students missed
some of the same questions the California
students muffed.
The suggestion from educators in both
cities that a number of students deliberately
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gave wrong answers in a spirit of rebellion is
more an alibi for "progressive education"
than a reassuring confession of doubt about
its great benefits.
Some of the tragedies of juvenile delinquency can be traced to faults and lacks in
our educational system. It is not so much
"poor housing" that is responsible for juvenile delinquency as it is "poor homing" and
equally poor schooling. The school under
the present p r evailing system, can do lit tle
or n oth in g to fill the vacuum in a child's
life wh en he is not being trained by anybody
to be a self-reliant, resourceful, well-integrated, and responsible human being, but
on ly something to be " socialized" and adjusted to the "government" which is, theoretically, anyway, to care for him from the
cradle to the grave.
The preoccupation of today•s youth with
what u sed to be a problem of middle agesecurity-instead of with adventure and
self-development, is tragic proof of the personal b ankruptcy into which our expensive
"modern" education has led our children. We
have a whole generation of young people who
have been molded like plastic clay into the
pattern of collectivist group behavior blueprinted py a few individuals while the rest
of us weren't looking.
It is not too late to rescue a lot of them
and all the boys and girls coming up. While
it is perfectly true that many teachers,
school superintendents, and textbooks are
encouraging socialistic thinking that tends
toward communism, virtually all Americans
are opposed to attempts to indoctrinate
their children in these ideologies. But the
professional educators and their lay following who charge that there is a plot to wreck
the educational system in the current widesprea d criticism of the system are dead
wrong. The spontaneous outbursts they
are calling a plot are the honest indignation
of the finally aroused citizenry who want to
keep the public schools American. They
wan t their children trained to develop as
individuals able to think and act as free
and independent human beings.
They
don't want to go to the news reels some
night and see their children marching like
robot s, stiffly saluting some home-grown dict ator as their unfortunate childhood counterparts in Hitler's Germany and Mussolini 's Italy used to do; as Stalin's native serfs
and satellite slaves in Eastern Europe and
captive China do today.

Hornell Board of Trade Favors Development of Niagara Falls and River Power
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a resolution adopted by the
Hornell Board of Trade, Hornell, N. Y.,
in support of the Capehart-Miller bill,
which provides for the further development of hydroelectric power from the
Niagara Falls and River by private enterprise. The resolution follows:
HORNELL BOARD OF TRADE,

"Resolved, That the national affairs committee of the Hornell Board of Trade go on
record as favoring development of the Niagara River hydroelectric power by private enterprise; be it further
"Resolved, That this committee approves
and supports the Capehart-Miller bill as introduced in the Federal Congress.
"The chairman is directed to mail a copy
of this resolution to the Members of the
United States Senate and Congress from the
State of New York."
JOHN J. MELLINGER,
Chairman.

ROBERT R. KOHNKE,
Secr~tary ..

Memorandum on the Ascendancy of the
Military in American Life·
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WAYNE MORSE
OF OREGON
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a memorandum entitled "The Ascendancy of the
Military in American Life," by E. Raymond Wilson, executive secretary,
Friends Committee on National Legislation.
I am informed by the Public Printer
that the memorandum will exceed by
one half of a page the two printed pages
allowed by the rule without a statement
of cost, and that the cost will be $210.
There being no objection, the memorandum was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
THE ASCENDANCY OF THE MILITARY IN
AMERICAN LIFE
(By E. Raymond Wilson)
The following are just a few indications of
the place of the Military Establishment in
American life:
I. MANPOWER
1. Men and women in the Armed Forces:
Estimate, 3,500,000 (det ailed figures have not
been released). Authorized ceiling 5,000,000.
The 1953 budget calls for 3,700,000.
2. Civilian employees of the Defense Establishment: Actual, 1,295,619.
Out of 2,530,891 civilian employees in the
executi-,re branch, not counting judicial and
legislative, at the end of February 1952, 51
percent were civilian employees on the payroll of the Defense Establishment.1 The
estimated cost of these civilian employees
for fiscal 1952 ·is $4,360,029,780.2
The above figures do not include civilian
employment in the following: Selective Service System, 8,222; Atomic Energy Commission, 6,070; Veterans' Administration, 177,509; the National Security Council, 21; the
J.14utual Security Agency, 4,872; 11 emergency
agencies with 19,188 people employed, etc.
The Defense Department requested a
2,339,992 ceiling on civilian employees for
fiscal 1953. The House of Representatives on
April 9, 1952, passed a bill placing a 500,000
ceiling on graded personnel for the Department, but placed no ceiling on ungraded
employees.

Hornell, N. Y., April 2, 1952.

This is to certify that at a meeting of the
national affairs committee of the Hornell
Board of Trade, held Tuesday, April 1, 1952,
at the city h all, Hornell, N. Y., the following
resolution was presented and adopted:

1 From a release by Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
April 1, 1952.
2 Hearings before the House Subcommittee
on Department of Defense Appropriations
!or fiscal year 1952, pt. 1, p. 174.

The peak of civilian employees during
World War II was on June 30, 1945, when
the number was 1,487,599.
3. ROTC in schools and colleges, 3 297,844:
Army ROTC---------------------- 147, 000
Air Force ROTC __________________ 135, 900
Naval ROTC and Holloway plan____ 14, 944
Total _______________________ 297,844
4. Organized Reserves and the National
Guard: 1953 estimate, 4 769,145. The. number
of men in the Organized Reserve and the National Guard units declined from 837,000 in
June 1950 to 525,000 in Otocber 1951. The
budget for 1953 provides for an increase to
a strength of 932,000 men in the civilian
components by the end of the fiscal year
1953.
Army Organized Reserve, estimated 1953
personnel strength, 215,000 (average); estimated 6 1953 personnel obligation $91,995,000.
Naval Organized Reserve, estimated 1953
personnel strength, 173,450 (average); estimated 1953 personnel obligation $60,556,000.
Marine Corps Organized Reserve, estimated
1953 personnel strength, 32,226 (average);
estimated 1953 personnel obligation $17,944,000.
Air Force Reserve, estimated 1953 personnel strength, 38,324 (average); estimated
1953 personnel obligation (including ROTC)
$37,140,000.
Army National Guard, estimated 1953 personnel strength, 293,500 (average); estimated
1953 personnel obligation, $244,246,000.
Air National Guard, estimated 1953 personnel strength, 16,645 (average); estimated
1953 personnel obligation $102,500,000.
Total National Guard and Organized Reser.ves, estimated 1953 personnel strength,
769,145 (average).
Total cost of National Guard and Organized Reserves, estimated 1953 personnel obligation only (including Air ROTC) $554,381,000.
Unorganized Reserves (?) • Number of
people working in defense production industry ( ?) . Number of people in Department of State and Defense Establishment
working on problems of disarmament (would
1t be two dozen?) ( ? )
(NoTE.-"Estimated" refers to budget requests made by the President which are subject to action by Congress, and indicates the
totals as approved by the President which
the military would like to reach.)
II. EXPENDITURES
1. Budget requests for next year:
President's budget, Jan. 21,
1952 for fiscal 1953 ______ $84,260,000,000
(71 percent of the above
for major national security programs.)
Military services_ .. ________ _ 52,359,000,000
Mutual Security Program __
7,900,000,000
Total _______________ _
60,259,000,000
{$2,500,000,000 of above
for economic aid, mostly
related to rearmament.)
Interest on national debt
(incurred primarily from
military expenditures) __ _
6,255,000,000
Veterans benefits _________ _
4,181,000,000
Available for all civilian
purposes of Federal Government deficit
--------------Estimated
_________ _

13,565,000,000
14,000,000,000

Available from taxes
for
pur-_
posescivilian
____________

-435,000,000
(The national security program figures
given above do not cover the $1,255,000,000
8 President's Budget for 1953, pp. 621, 641,
674.
'Ibid., pp. Ml6, 621, 640, 643, 674, 623, 674.
e Ibid., p. Ml3.
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budgeted for the Atomic Energy Commission,
the extra cost of the war in Korea which is
estimated at $5,000,000,000 for last fiscal year,
nor many other defense items to come in
later. Neither does it include $3,870,000,000
appropriated in October 1951 for bases
abroad.)
Nation's business in February 1952 estimated that 87 percent of last year's budget
of $84,800,000,000 went for military purposes.
2. Productive power deflected in arms output:
Ordnance magazine put out an advertising
blurb in 1951 which summarized what had
been request ed for fiscal 1952 in appropriations. These figures were for hard goods
to be purchased, small arms, tanks, and the
hundreds of thousands of things which are
bought from American industry:
ArmY---------------------- $8,616,000, 000
NavY----------------------- 1,830, 000,000
Air Force__________________ 1, 257, 000, 000
The 1953 budget would provide new obligational authority for $14,100,000,000 for acquisition for aircraft and $7,600,000,000 for
other procurement, $1 ,700,000,000 for research
and development, and $2,500,000,000 for acquisition and construction of real property.0
U.S. News & World Report on December 28,
1951, contained an article headlined "One
hundred and thirty-nine billions more for
arms":
"Truce in Korea will not alter the broad
program of rearmament that is in blueprint
form at this time and starting to be fulfilled. The program itself, in money authorized, calls for $130,000,000,000 to date.
Of that amount, about $35,000,000,000 has
been spent, leaving a little less than $95,000,000,000 still to be spent. These are fun·ds
already authorized by Congress. The session of Congress that starts on January 8
Will authorize a minimum of $45,000,000,000
in additional defense funds."

B. Packing and crating of household goods
for the naval shore establishment, estimate
for fiscal 1952,8 $9,274,725; United States
contribution to the United Nations (1953.
estimate) ,9 $15,439,894.
C. Laundry service at Annapolis Naval
Academy, estimated cost, 1952, to employ an
average of 197 persons, 10 $378,441; the bill
to increase the amount spent on books for
the blind to $250,000 was not acted on in
this Congress, and this amount remains
$125,000; the Woman's Bureau last year re;..
ceived $379,285.
D. Secretary Marshall admitted that the
services started off for fiscal 1952 with requests for 11 $104,000,000,000; during the first
135 years of our country's history the entire expenditure of the Federal Government
was 12 $56,000,000,000; ($56,000,000,000 of this
was for military purposes).
5. Congress says it cannot control military
expenditures.
" Time and time again, no breakdown is
available, fundame n tal information is not
forthcoming from the military and witnesses
are unprepared to supply simple and essential facts," Representative RICHARD B. WIGGLEaWORTH, member of House Appropriations Committee.1s
"The moment anyone ventures a word of
criticism or doubt about the amount of
money any branch of the military services
requests, the easy defense is to imply that
he is in some way giving comfort and aid
to the enemy."--Senator FRANCIS CASE.14
"When Congress ceases to exert careful
scrutiny, when we appropriate without question every dollar that is asked of us, then
we shall have passed from b eing a represen tative democracy to being a militarized
nation-a nation in which the general staff
makes the decisions and the popularly
elected representatives of the people merely
follow suit. • • *
"It is estimated that the House committee
•
studied appropriations at the rate of $10,000,"No other industry in the country is as
000 a minute. * • •
large as that planned permanently for arma"The difficulty of making intelligent critiment. The · $40,000,000,000-a-year value of
cisms and of having these criticisms adethis industry's output equals more than a
quately considered deters virtually all Senfourth of all the money that people spend
ators and Congressmen from offering amenda year in retail stores. Moreover, the arms
ments to reduce military appropriations.
industry is still an infant industry, barely
Nearly everyone finds it much easier to abdistarting to grow."
cate his responsibility, to accept the bill as
3. UMT: On top of the above figures, the
it comes from the committees."-8enator
Defense Establishment asked for permanent
PAUL H. DOUGLAS.lli
UMT on the grounds that it would reduce
III. TROOPS, MISSIONS, OR BASES ABROAD
the size and costs of the Military Establishment, at an estimated cost of (without reIn Korea, Japan, Formosa, Philippines,
serves, loss in production, etc.)-First year,
Greenland, Iceland, Great Britain, Germany,
t4,187,983,600; annually, $2,158,746,200.
France, Belgium, Italy, Greece, Turkey, MoThough the program was rejected by the
rocco, Libya, etc.
House in March 1952, another attempt to
In the current year's budget, $344,000 was
get the measure through C~ngress may be
requested for maintenance, operating, and
made next year. If passed and in operation,
other expenditures in establishments in
UMT would cost every year: More than the
Latin American countries· just by the Navy,
cost of all higher education; or as much as
including Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
1,788 institutions of higher learning have
Ecuador, Haiti, Peru, and Venezuela.
amassed in endowment in 300 years; or half
as much as is spent on public education for
The New York Times reports on December
30,000,000 primary and secondary school chil6, 1951, that the United States Air Force in
dren; or more than Grand Coulee, Hoover
Great Britain numbers more than 20,000.
Dam, and TVA added together; or more than
IV. PUBLICITY, INFORMATION, PROPAGANDA, AND
social-security benefits paid to 5,250,000
LOBBYING
people; or more than the Department of ·
The Washington· Times-Herald, on March
Agriculture spent for 27,000,000 people on
12, 1952, published the following figures
farms.
4. Some figures for comparison:
8 Hearings on Department of Defense apA. Weapons and ammunition for Air National Guard, 0 $3,452,000; United States conpropriations for 1952, op. cit., pt. 3, p. 1243.
9 President's Budget for 1953, op. cit., p. 905.
tribution to Food and Agriculture Organization for solving the problem of world hun10 Hearings on Department of Defense apger ( 1953 request) , $1,558,250; the Bureau of
propriations for 1952, op. cit., pt. 3, p. 101.
Human Nutrition and Home Economics of
u Ibid., pt. 1, p. 199.
the Department of Agriculture (1953 re1• c. H. Hamlin, War Myth in U. S. History,
quest) ,7 $1,430,000.
p. 7.
13 Nation's Business, February 1952:
War
li Ibid., p. M13.
and the Fog of Costs by Junius B. Wood.
u Ibid.
• Hearings on Department of Defense ap10 The University of Chicago Round Table.
appropriations for 1952, op. cit., pt. 4, p. 687.
7 President's Budget for 1953, op. cit., .p .
February 17, 1952: Economy in the Military
421.
Establishment, by PAUL H. DoUGLAS.

from a report by the House Appropriations
Committee:
Number and annual salary cost of persons
. engaged in public relations and publicity
activities (includes only salary expenditures)
Em·
ployees

P ayroll

MIIJTABY

Secretary of Defense _____ -------------Army __------------------------------Navy ___ -----------------------------Air Force ___ --------------------------

79 . $354,559
715 2, 842,989
642 2, 793, 781
741 2, 781,564

DEFEN SE RELATED

Office of D efense Mobilization ________ _
Atomic Energy Commission _________ _
Economic Stabilization Agency ______ _
Civil Defense Ad ministration ________ _
Mutual Security Agency __------------

31
17
419
06
258

182, 526
95, 622

2, 469, :l62
374,600

1, 274,412

(The House appropriations bill p assed
April 9, 1952, contains a limit ation of
$5,245,851 for public relations and public information for the Army, Navy, and Air Force,
and allows $312,500 for the Office of Public
Information of the Secretary of Defense. As
of May 1 ·no action has been taken on this
bill in the Senate.)
An example of the way some of these
people use their time, and the way some
money appropriated for military purposes is
spent:
"The twelfth Orientation Conference (the
first one for religious leaders) was held at
the Pentagon January 15-17, 1952. Of the
approximately 80 in attendance, at least 52
were from executive positions, Protestant,
Catholic, and Jewish. Other orientation
conferences have been held for editors, manufacturers, labor leaders, etc., to present the
military point of view."
In addition to payroll costs for publicity.
personnel:
"A United Press dlspatch from Washington, D. C., stated that the armed services
have asked Congress for $3,879,000 to promote recruiting during the present fiscal
year. The Army and Alr Force want $3 ,100,000 of which $2,100,000 would go for national
publicity and $1,000,000 would be divided
among the six Army commands for newspaper
and radio advertisements. The item for national publicity includes $1,367,000 for
magazine and newspaper space and nothing
for radio" (New York Times, September 26,
1951).
The thirty-third report of the Preparedness Subcommittee of the Senate Armed
Services Committee is dated November 13,
1951. This report said in part:
. "One of the more alarming trends in military organization during the past few years
has been the increasing administrative topheaviness of our Armed Forces. • • • It
is rare that a congressional committee meets
upon any subject affecting the armed services without finding the hearing room
jammed with high-ranking officers and Defense Department ciVilian offi<;ers. At a recent meeting of the Senate Preparedness
Subcommitee, 14 assorted officials from one
defense agency appeared to testify. Their
ranks ranged !rom lieutenant colonel to
four-star general and from civilian technician to Secretary."
The committee revealed that "the United
States is operating a. military machine of less
than 3,500,000 men with nearly the same
number of generals, admirals, and civilian
employees in Washington that it had on
VE-day when the total number of men in
uniform was wen over 12,000,000."
On September 30, 1951, there were 361 ge:n"'
eral and flag officers in the Washington
area as against 397 on· April 30, 1945, and
91,081 civilian employees as cont rasted with
98,071 on April 30, 1945.
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V. WASTE OF MANPOWER AND MONEY

This topic has been the subject of 36 re·
ports by the Senate Preparedness Subcom.
mittee, and is currently being examined by
a subcommittee of the House Armed Services
Committee under the chairmanship of Rep·
resentative F. EDWARD HEBERT.
VI. THE ROLE OF THE MILITARY IN FOREIGN
POLICY

The National Security Council is composed
of the President, Vice President, the Secre~
tary of State, the Secretary of Defense, the
Chairman of the National Security Resources
Board, and the Secretaries and Under Secre~
taries of other executive departments and of
the military departments, the Chairman of
the Munitions Board, and the Chairman of
the Research and Development Board.
Meetings may also be attended by the Sec~
retary of the Treasury, the Director of Defense Mobilization, the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Director of Central
Intelligence, the special adviser to the President for foreign affairs and the special consultant to the President with respect to the
integration of domestic, foreign and military
policies relating to the national security so
as to enable the military services and other
departments and agencies of the Government
to cooperate more effectively in matters in·
volving the national security. 16
Maj. Gen. Robert W. Grow, former milltary attache in Moscow, kept a diary of his
observations and opinions. According to the
Washington Post, March 6, 1952, his diary was
photographed by Communist agents and has
been published back of the iron curtain in a
book entitled "On the Path to War,'' by
Richard Squires. Some of the excerpts from
the diary, according to the press, were:
"War! As soon as possible! Now!"
"March 29, it seems to me the time is ripe
for a blow this year."
"Anything, truth or falsehood, to poison
the thoughts of the population."
General Grow has since been recalled from
his post, and faces possible court martial.
Military attaches have been ordered to keep
no personal diaries in the future. However,
the criticism of the Pentagon was that the
general was "indiscreet" to keep such notes
where they might be stolen. Did the Penta~
gon make any criticism of his advocacy of
an aggressive war?
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., remarks in the
Reporter, April 1, 1952:
. "We are very much aware of an increased
m1litary influence in our national life.
• • • The novelty today lies not in hav·
1ng professional generals venture · forth as
free lances in political campaigns, but in
having them as established authorities on
policy, accepted in the highest national
councils and held accountable in the most
solemn national debates. Marshall, Eisen~
bower, MacArthur, Bradley-these men have
dominated the whole postwar process of policy-making as generals never have before in
our history. Both in quantity and quality,
the power and prestige of the generals constitute a new phenomenon. We have among
us today, in short, a new political elite,
whose future is likely to have a considerable
effect on the future of the Republic."
VII. RESEARCH

"Expenditures of the Department of Defense for research and development are estimated at $1,400,000,000 in 1953, an increase
of $400,000,000 over 1952" (President Tru·
man's Budget Message, January 21, 1952).
The Air Force alone has requested $525,•
100,000 for fiscal 1953 for research and de·
velopment. Of this amount, 73.1 percent
goes to private industry through contract
agreements and 6.7 percent, or $35,181,700,
goes to nonprofit institutions. The remain·
16 Hearings on Department of Defense ap.
propriations fo:· 1952, op. cit., pt. 1, p. 75,

fng 20.2 percent is spent within the Govern·
ment. 11
The expenditure of this huge sum of money
by the military must, of necessity, result in
great influence over all forms of research
throughout the United States.
VIn. MILITARY INDOCTRINATION AND INFLUENCE
ON THE PUBLIC MIND

1. Can the military system be democratic?
"The aim of the Army is to impose its will
upon the enemy. Before an army can succeed in this purpose, its leaders must first
impose their will upon the men in their organization. They must mold the common
soldiers and the officers into perfect instruments for expressing the will of the leader.
The essence of military action is coopera·
tion, according to design imposed from
above. In order to achieve that cooperation, the Army must partly annihilate and
partly ignore the wldier's private will.
• • • In order to settle all matters of
authority and to avoid clashes of personality, the Army has fashioned a minutely
graded hierarchy in which everyone has a
special place of his own. Orders come down
from the top, all the way down, and they
can never go up. Everybody is under orders. • • •
"Unhappily, it is impossible to subordinate
a human being to a machine to such an
extent without at the same time damaging
and partially paralyzing his intelligence"
(Willard Waller, sociologist, in The Veteran
Comes Back) .
The influence of the military regimen does
not end with their control over the minds
of the men in service. Civilians working for
the armed services must also follow authority and relinquish some of their democratic rights.
The Washington Evening
Star on April 9, 1952, reports that following
thefts of equipment .at the Navy Ammunition Depot at Hingham, Mass., employees,
under penalty of dismissal, were required to
sign a waiver which began: "I hereby voluntarily waive my immunities under the
fourth and fifth amendments to the Con·
stitution of the United States."
The fourth and fifth amendments guarantee every American citizen protection
against illegal search and seizure and provide that no person shall be compelled to
be a witness against himself, nor deprived
of life,liber:ty, or property, without due proc·
ess of law.
In the face of overwhelming protest the
Navy has recently rescinded this order,
though they did not issue an apology, as far
as we know from press reports, nor discipline
the officers responsible.
2. The military tends to glorify war to
achieve esprit de corps.
Brig. Gen. Lewis B. Puller, of the United
States Marines, spoke to his men on the eve
of the assault on Seoul in Korea.
"We are," he said, "the most fortunate of
men. There was a time when a professional
soldier had to wait 25 years or so before he
ever got into a war. We only had to wait 5
years for this one. For all that time we
have been sitting on our fat behinds draw·
ing our pay. Now we are going to earn it.
Wear~ going to work at our trade. We have
chosen to live by the sword. If necessary,
we will die by the sword." 1s
IX. HOW THE MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT REACHES
INTO THE COLLEGES

1. Assistance and subsidy of colleges dur·
1ng the war for Army and Navy units.
Example, DePauw University: "* • •
The Navy helped pay the salary of the 11·
17 Hearings before a subcommittee of the
Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, on Department of Air Force ap.
propriations for fiscal 1953, p. 288.
18
Saturday Evening Post, March 22, 1952:.
Toughest Marine in the Corps,

brary staff, the physical-education staff, the
registrar's staff, the dean's office, besides a
very good part of the salary of many of our
professors. They paid a 3-percent administrative cost. They paid for the maintenance
of the facilities they used; they helped pay
for heat, light, janitors. They paid the insurance on the buildings they used. They
paid 4 percent on the book value of the
buildings they used for Navy purposes.19
"According to an Illinois College report
there were 220 (38 percent) of 575 similar
institutions in the United States which were
approved by the Joint Committee for theSelection of Non-Federal Institutions to undertake the instruction of men in the Armed
Forces under one program or another. This
of course does not refer to the colleges that
had research contracts with the Armed
Forces." 20
2. Military research.
Benjamin Fine, the New York Times authority on education, reports that altogether
the Government spent about $160,000,000
in 1949 for research to be conducted on the
Nation's campuses, most of it in technical,
scientific, and military fields. This sum
has almost doubled in 2 years and may go
even higher within the next year or two.21
The Navy has contracts for research with
about 250 universities.22
The projected cost for research paid for by
the Navy in universities for 1952 is $40,000,000.23
Dr. Vannevar Bush, in his annual report
as president of the Carnegie Institution of
Washington warned of a dangerous trend
toward the bureaucratic control of scientific
research. · The wartime Director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development
deplored Government centralization in general and expressed particular concern over
its eff~ct on science:
"Many universities are carrying the bulk
of their research and the salaries of
their graduate faculties on Government
funds. • • • There is an inevitable trend
toward inflation within an inflation and to_w ard bureaucratic control of research. • • •
Dependence on variable and uncertain yearly governmental appropriations increases the
dangers of control and tends to emphasize
the ephemeral, could blight the whole growth
and could put our universities into very
serious financial and organizational difficul·
ties. 24
3. Military secrecy.
. We have found that our attempts to seek
what we hold to be information needed for
the national welfare have been opposed by
the security · agencies of more than one
branch of government under the rather thin
claim that we have sought classified information. • • • The use of the legitimate
function of military security to suppress
public discussion of administrative malpractice is not new, but it is always dangerous
(Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. June
1948).
4. Military training-Army ROTC, Air
Force ROTC, Naval ROTC, Holloway plan.
A. Army ROTC

Three years ago: In 1948-49 the Army had
460 ROTC units in 218 schools. Of these, 171
were in civilian colleges, 8 in military colleges, and 39 in military junior colleges or
secondary schools.23
1 o Report of the President, DePauw Univer·
sity, June 24, 1944.
20 Militarism in Education National Council Against Conscription.
21 New York Times, May 23, 1949.
22
Hearings on Department of Defense appropriations for 1952, op. cit., pt. 3, p. 1093.
2a Ibid., pt. 3, p. 1240.
24
Report of president of Carnegie Institution for year ending June 30, 1951, Carnegie
Institution Yearbook No. 50.
26 Hearings on Military Establishment ap- ,
propriation bill, 1950, pt. 4, p. 828.
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Now: (1) Senior division in colleges and
universities. There are a total of 516 units
in 268 inst itutions. These include 36 addi•
tion al units that began operating in Sep.
tember 1951. Training is offered in 16 arms
an d services. • • * The budget estimate
provides for 56,000 first-year basic course
students, 40 ,000 second-year basic course
students, 25,350 first-year advanced course
students, and 19,200 second-year advanced
course students (a total of 140,550); (2)
junior division in high schools. It is antici·
pated that ·~he junior-division enrollment in
fiscal year 1952 will be approximately 60,000;
(3) section 55c-National Defense Act units.
Military training is also provided by 58
schools under the provisions of section 55c
of the National Defense Act. Only rifles and
target materials are issued to these schools.
• * * The Army provides a course of
instruction to be followed and requires approval of the personnel conducting the
course. There were enrolled at the beginning
of fiscal year 1951, 11,043 students in 55c
NDA units.
Total of above estimates for Army ROTC
is 211,593 students. Funds available for
obligation to Army ROTC, estimated for fiscal
1952, are $33,007,954. This includes $13,191,716 for pay and allowances of students
at institutions. 26
B. Navy ROTC

Three years ago: In the school year 1948-49
there were units at 52 colleges. In 1949 the
Navy sent 10,005 officers and in 1951 planned
to send 9,040 officers to school for some type
of training. The Navy uses 17 schools for
postgraduate work. The Holloway plan is
a Navy and Marine Corps training program
whereby a maximum of 14,000 persons are to
be trained each year in American colleges at
Navy expense. 27
Now: In fiscal1952 an estimated 13,849 men
will train in Navy ROTC, and for 1953 this
estimate is 14,713. These figures do not include Naval Academy midshipmen, Naval
Aviation College officer students, and regular
Reserve Officer candidates who train in Navy
schools. Figures on the total cost of Navy
ROTC do not seem to be available.2s
·
C. Air Force ROTC

The number of institutions participating
1n the Air Force ROTC program has been increased in fiscal 1952 from 125 to 187. The
number of students participating will increase from 71,300 to 92,445. The aim is the
commissioning of 27,750 officers yearly. $19,975,500 has been budgeted to support the
/ .ir Force ROTC program, but is being reduced to $14,418,000.29

Strategic Importance of the Near East
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I wish to
call the attention of my colleagues to
the following letter which I received from
the American Christian Palestine Com·
mittee.
26 Hearings on Department of Defense appropriations for 1952, op. cit., pt. 2, pp. 9991002.
27 Militarism In Education, National Coun•
cil Against Conscription, pp. 22-23.
28
President's Budget for 1953, op. cit., p.
641.
20 Hearings on Department of Defense ap.
propriations for 1952, op. cit., pt. 4, pp. 4914D5 and 663-664.

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN
PALESTINE COMMITTEE,
NEW YORK, N.Y., May 15, 1952,
The Honorable ABRAHAM J. MULTER,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MULTER: I have just re•
turned from my third trip to the Near East
in the past 4 years. On this occasion,
I led, through Egypt, Jordan, and Israel, a
party of 17 Christian leaders from all over
America.
Once again, I was deeply impressed by the
strategic importance of the Near East, its
sadly undeveloped economies, and its vulnerability to Communist propaganda. Econ·
omies which have floundered for centuries
need to be stimulated with various development projects; otherwise, the mass discon·
tent in this feudal area will ultimately suc·
cumb to communism. Moreover, the ref·
ugees, both Jewish and Arab, must be resettled if peace within the region is to be
achieved.
I am convinced that the only way we can
win the loyalties of the people of this region
to the cause of democracy is through the
constructive development program envisaged
by the Mutual Security bill now before you.
I would appeal to you, therefore, actively to
support the bill and steadfastly to resist any
cuts in appropriations for the Near East.
Sincerely yours,
KARL BAEHR,
Executive Secretary.

Steelworkers and Chemical Workers
Oppose H. R. 7647
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

of national emergency, including foregoing
our right to strike and even working without
a contract for periods of time.
Therefore, we feel that the imposition of a
permanent injunction against us in the time
of national emergency as the .situation would
be if H. R. 7647 should pass is unfair and
unnecessary.
We contend that it is essential to our very
existence and collective bargaining that this
bill not pass.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN W. BROOKS,
Recording Secretary.

AMERICAN ZINC CHEMICAL WORKERS,
LOCAL No. 347,
Monsanto,

nz., May 17, 1952.

Han. MELVIN E. PRICE,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MEL: Just a few lines in regard to
the vicious Smith permanent injunction bill
H. R. 7647; that I cannot understand how
any one person in their sound mind could
conceive a bill of that type to present before
the House. The membership of Local No.
347, AZCW have requested me to write to
you to get together with your fellow Congressmen and defeat this vicious bill H. R.
7647. That if it is passed it will do away with
collective bargaining and away with our
unions. Well, Mel, I want to thank you · in
behalf of the membership and myself .for all
the work and efforts you did for us.
Thanking you.
I remain, sincerely yours,
CHARLES JOHNSON,
Recording Secretary.

OPS Potato Fiasco

HON. MELVIN PRICE

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER

Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include herewith letters I have received
from Mr. John W. Brooks, recording
secretary of Local Union No. 1785, United
Steelworkers of America, and from Mr.
Charles Johnson, recording secretary of
local No. 347, American Zinc Chemical
Workers, United Gas, Coke and Chemi·
cal Workers of America, CIO, in opposition to H. R. 7647, a proposed amend·
ment to the Universal Military Training
and Service Act, a bill which I feel would
be a one-sided attempt to solve labormanagement difficulties in the time of
national emergency. The legislation
would be unfair to labor in that almost
every provision would favor the em·
ployer. It would use a national emergency as an excuse to destroy collective
bargaining.
I concur with the views expressed by
the two organizations which herewith
call upon Congress to defeat H. R. 7647.
The letters follow:
'UNITED

STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA,
LOCAL UNION No. 1785,
East St. Louis, Ill., May 21, 1952.

Hon. MELVIN PRicE,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: Our union has made a substantial contribution toward the achievement
of the highest standard of living that has
ever been enjoyed by the American people;
also, our union has co~sistently done all
~hat it could for the country during the time

OF
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent, I include in the Appendix of the RECORD a front-page edi·
torial from the May 16, 1952, issue of
Produce News entitled "OPS Potato
Fiasco." This newspaper is in its
fortieth year and is considered one of
the outst~nding publication3 in its field.
The editorial hits the nail on the head.
Here it is:
An intolerable situation bas been created
by the OFS price control regulation on white
potatoes. As is the case with bad unwor kable legislation, the situation it created becomes worse with each passing day. This
law is now fomenting disrespect not only for
the regulation but for law itself.
Not content with having created the present potato famine out of a shortage which
would have been only temporary, the OPS
l;las now, in desperation, turned to passi!'lg
amendments and interpreting its previous
rules in such a way as to negate and destroy the established methods of doing business, causing permanent harm to private
individuals.
If consumers were benefiting either as to
price or supply, something could be said for
OPS. But prices are higher than ever, supplies are lower than ever, and no over-all improvement is possible so long as regulation of
prices of a perishable commodity exists. The
only thing that would bring prices down
would be bigger production-and potato
growers refuse to plant their normal acreages
in a price-controlled potato economy.
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In other words, the potato situation will
never improve as long as price control exists.
OPS itself may want this, but the American
people do not.
Accomplishing nothing in its avowed objective of controlling prices, the OPS is now
creating mischief. The OPS is definitely,
perhaps deliberately, destroying the independent distributor for the benefit of the
chain distributor. The OPS now approves
the action of the chain subsidiaries when
they buy potatoes from the grower and pay
him the 86-cent markup to which a distributor is entitled. The chain subsidiary is content to do this because its retail stores profit
handsomely from the sale of these potatoes
as well as from the advantage of being able
to offer potatoes to the housewife. This is,
in turn, a handicap sanctioned by the OPS
which the independent cannot overcome.
He must refrain from doing business, suffering not only present losses but permanent
injury.
The independent businessmen of America
are willing to face the competition of corporate interests, but they resent interference
by their Government taking sides.
They resent also the artificial situation
crea ted by the arbitrary web of regulations
spun by delegated power. They resent the
advantage men with lesser regard for the
regulations obtain over them; often the advantage is enough to cause serious losses,
as when one firm, law-abiding and sincere,
refuses to do any black marketing, thereupon losing out to competitors with more
realistic conceptions.
If you abide by this control, you die. OPS
is not law; it is delegated power, at first
mishandled and now definitely shown to be
mischievous.
Now OPS has started on a campaign of
enforcement. Fine firms, fighting for their
business lives, stand accused under this incompetent law. They are under "criminal
indictments" because they seek to continue
to make a living in the business they chose
long before OPS was even imagined.
Because we see OPS refusing to listen to
reason, because we see OPS taking sides
against the independent opera tot:. because ·
we respect the rugged independent fighting
for his business life, because price control
remains ineffective and basically stupid, we
refuse to publish the names of any produce
men or firms accused by the OPS of violating OPS regulations.

Russian Imperialism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I am including an address by
Prof. Clarence A. Manning, of Columbia
University, delivered at the Ukrainian
anti-Soviet rally in Newark, N. J., on
Sunday, March 30, .1952.
·
Professor Manning in his frank discussion of Russian imperialism has been
the target of attacks by Communist
newspapers in the Ukraine. Notwithstanding, he has been courageous enough
to point out that Russian imperialism is
destroying the very lifeblood of Ukrainian civilization. The Soviet is uttering
the big lie when it states that there is
no real controversy between the Ukrain•.
ian and Russian people. The world to"'

day knows that such is not the fact, and
that the Ukrainians are demanding their
freedom from the Soviet terror.
Mr. Speaker, at this point I am
including the address of Professor
Manning:
ON RUSSIAN IMPERIALISM

A few month s ago, when the American
Secretary of State, Dean Acheson, in a very
temperate statement pointed out that the
present Soviet period of expansion fell into
line with the actions of the Russian Czars
and Russian people for over 500 years, he was
bitterly attacked by the leaders of the Russian emigres who complained with the greatest bitterness that such statements would
only bind the Russian people more firmly to
Stalin. There was a certain plausibility to
their utterances but a careful reading of
their words can only convince the Americans
and the Western Europeans-yes and thinking Asiatics--of his correctness. To anyone
who remembers the zeal and eagerness with
which in World War II many of these same
emigres were only too happy to put their
services at the disposal of him whom they
had abused ever since 1917, the similarities
between the e·m igres and the Communist
regime are more striking than are the differences. Holy Moscow and Communist
Moscow differ only in the Marxian label and
that label has been denatured and perverted
at every turn by the intrusion of tne Great
Russian mode of thinking that characterized
Lenin and controlled his action.
The first of those features was centralization. From the moment when Ivan III assumed by his marriage the double-headed
eagles of Byzantium, the sovereigns of Moscow have always believed that they and
Moscow knew what the world wanted and
needed. Even in their most ardent dreams
of expansion, the western rulers with the
exception of Hitler (and he in part thought
like them at moments of the Scandinavians)
have never constructed those ultraegotistical
policies which aimed to reduce all other nations to be mere mute replicas of their own
pattern. None have ever so clearly emphasized that silence was happiness, as
Shevchenko bitterly pointed out in his poem,
The Caucasus. Not one has ever aimed
to that unflinching and questionless obedience, the obedience of a slave. No great
literature during the centuries has been so
scornful of the people, the other nations over
which they were able to extend their rule.
Yet it would take too long to point out all
the similarities between the old regime of
Russia and the new. The world today has
outgrown the belief in the divine rights of
kings and emperors and all the civilized
states are working slowly but surely toward
a decentralization, the substitution for the
old system held together by the feudal oath
of a system of cooperation and coexistence as
seen through such organizations as the
League of Nations and the United Nations.
Russia-the U.S.S.R. is "Vorking in the opposite direction, and it is doing it not by increasing and emphasizing the similarity of
ideas, customs and habits but by denying
the elements of difference. By the rewriting
of history, by the banning of folk songs, by
the denial of thought.
From the seventeenth century, before the
Russians crossed Bering Strait, the Russian
Czars were as sure that America was to be
their prey as is Stalin and the Russian
emigres today. The greatest names in the
history of Russian thought, Lomonosov, in
the eighteenth century, Pushkin, Dostoyevsky, those men who have been universally
ac.claimed by the world could never rise above
the most narrow nationalism and a greed for
conquest and for Russification.
The same was true of the great radicals
of the nineteenth century. A Belinsky.
knowing nothing of Europe, could condemn
Shevchenko for ~iting in his o:wn language.
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That very idealism which att'l'acted attention to them was permeated with this n arrowness. This egotism which saw Russia not
only as their native land to which · they
wanted to be true but as the type and the
consummation of the hopes of the entire
world. We can scarcely understand their
writings and their purposes, if we do not
remember this craving of the Russian spirit
for an absolute uniformity, a denial of local
perculiarities, a consciousness that in speaking for Russia they are speaking in a very
special sense for all humanity. It comes out
in the writings of the most widely acclaimed
Russians just as clearly as it appears in such
groups as the Dukhobors in Canada who find
themselves in opposition to everything that
is done by any of their neighbors, because
those neighbors do not live as they did in
Russia.
Every act in the Russian Revolution bears
out that same truth. The Provisional Government, the Kerenskys and their associates,
the Constituent Assembly could see in Russia only a unified state under their own
jurisdiction. The name alone had changed.
Russians of every form in 1917 and in 1952
could not tolerate the efforts of the subjugated peoples of the Russian empire to speak
their own mind. They could not tolerate
the efforts of any portion of that empire
as Siberia to consult their own needs and
interests. They could not and would not
cooperate with any of the efforts that were
being made to assist them in their struggle.
They felt that it was more important to
preserve the monolithic character of the
country than it was to win a victory in the
civil war, and establish a free government
and in that they had the backing of the
Russian people.
We know today that Lenin's ideas were
the same, that he paid only lip service to
the ideas of self-determination, that he
thought of them only as a tool to make
supreme the Russian Communist Party, secure in its Russian base and dominated by
its Russian members. Hence, the formation
of the Soviet Union which offered a convenient way to reduce to impotence the lands
which they conquered, the population, even
that part which claimed to be Communist
but not Russian. The early measure for
a real union in which the leaders of the
various Soviet republics would occupy important posts was soon abolished.
Today there is no longer even a pretense
of rights for the enslaved non-Russian republics. They have to fit into the scheme
for the glorification of imperial Moscow.
Their spokesmen are the appointees of Moscow. Their literature and life is to be but
a reflection of Moscow. Their songs, their
literature, everything is for the benefit of the
elder brother.
And their opponents-the emigres? They
would wipe out for good and all even the
shadow independence of the republics, tomorrow of the satellites, the day after of the
world.
What is their strength? When in 1918 the
Austro-Hungary monarchy collapsed, no one
dreamed of creating a republic on its ruins
to strengthen the power of Vienna in the
future. When Czar Nicholas II abdicated.
the world in its ignorance fell for the bait
of a free Russia. It did not know or care
for the oppressed people. With the exception of the Ukrainians and the Baltic
peoples, there were few immigrants to the
west and those few were lumped as Russians.
The country is still called Russia and the
Russian-trained scholars cannot and will not
see anything else.
They have swallowed outside of Western
Europe the dangerous doctrine that on the
passage of an autocratic ruler, a succession
government has the right to all the territory of the past. The Russian emigres guard
that right jealously. They preach it at every
moment. They encourage the use of the
word Russia and scorn and deny even mora
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emphatically than the Russian Communists
the right of any man to choose his own mode
of living. Like Lenin, they pay lip service
with their talks of . plebiscites to be dominated by the intruding Russian. They demand the control over those plebiscites and
the most that they would concede would be
an ineffective and meaningless autonomy
which from the center of holy Moscow they
could abrogate as they pleased.
At the time when the free nations are
trying to establish an international organization, when one new nation after another
is coming into being, Russia must retain its
ancient boundaries and its ancient ideals.
A free Russia within an international community like a Communist Russia must still
give vent to its dynamic claims to the territory of its neighbors.
What does that mean for America? And
the world? It means that if Comi:nunism fell
and monolithic Russia remained, there would
still be the same problem, for Moscow and
Russia know best and the rest of the world
must be silent. Call the succeeding regime
Fascist, czarist, republican, the name does
not matter. Russia is still expanding over
its predestined planet. Once more the menace of the bear hangs over the world. America will again be forced to arm and peace
will be no nearer.
What is the profit? The answer is that
this opposition of the non-Russian peoples
must be recognized, they must receive their
rights as individuals and as nations and the
Russian people must give up their excessive
claims. That neither Communists nor antiCommunists will ever do and there cannot
be peace until the nations enslaved by Russia will take their seats as free and inde. pendent members of the world family of
nations. That is what we desire here. That
is what the DP's, and the people at home
desire and that is the only way in which we
can advance the course of peace and the
1n tern a tional community.

The More You Sweat in Peace, the Less
You Bleed in War
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. SIEMINSKI. Mr. Speaker, is it
not possible that if the world had underwritten a genuine Mutual Security Aid
Program between the two great wars,
the second war might not have occurred?
Is there not something to the old
Chinese proverb:
The more you sweat in peace, the less you
bleed in war.

Address by Director of Price Stabilization
Arnall at Supermarket Institute Con..
vention
EXTENSION OF

REMAR~S

OF

HON. JOHN J. SPARKMAN
OF ALABAMA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. SPARKMAN. Mt. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printecr.in

the Appendix of the RECORD an address
delivered by Gov. Ellis G. Arnall, who
is now serving as Director of Price Stabilization, at the fifteenth annual convention of the Supermarket Institute, in
the Cleveland Public Auditorium at
Cleveland, Ohio, on May 13, 1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

For example, we have already been asked
by the can-manufacturing industry to make
an industry earnings survey of their business to determine if they now are entitled
to higher prices, or if they would be entitled to them if there is any increase in
steel prices. If it is shown, which they feel
is probable, that they are already entitled
to ari increase under the fair and equitable
provisions of the law, even without a higher
price for steel, we begin to get an idea of
what raising steel prices will mean throughOne question has been bothering me a lot
out the whole economy.
in recent weeks. How is it that so many
Let's not forget this basic fact. We are
leaders of this Nation's business and indusengaged in a mobilization program. And
try, who are so brilliant, astute, inventive in
let's not forget just why this whole mobiliso many ways-who have about them, so
zation program was begun il:l the first place.
many of them, the touch of real business
There was only one reason. The coungenius, can be so short-sighted when it
try was awakened by the indefensible Comcomes to a consideration of the Governmunist move against the free people of
ment's program of emergency price controls
Korea, and we knew that we had to preenacted by the Congress, which the Office
pare to defend ourselves and the rest of
of Price Stabilization administers?
the free world against a menace the like of
For, in all candor and honesty, I believe
which history has never before faced.
that the recent and continuing barrage by
There is nothing today to show that the
business, which is aimed at the demolishing
menace has in the slightest diminished.
of all price controls, is about as shortIndeed, it has even grown. Many feel that
sighted and ill-advised an attack as could
the Soviet Union is comparatively stronger
now be made.
than when she sent her ruthless satellites
If the effect is to confuse the people,
across the thirty-eighth parallel.
that objective, in some areas, at least, is
All of us have been following with acute
being attained. Even people who take a $20
interest the developments at Panmunjom.
bill on Saturday, and get into their car,
In the light of news reports in the last few
and go out to stock up on food for the next
days we can only fear that truce talks, and
week, and see . their $20 vanish, are conthe hope of a fair and honorable ending
fused. They read the news stories and the
of this terrible fight for freedom, are near
expensive and expansive broadsides put out
to breaking down-at least for the present.
as advertisements by groups which would
We sincerely hope not, but we must prehave the Congress do away with all emerpare for the possibility and all it means in
gency controls. And they hear the argudemands on the strength and courage of
ments bandied about in talk on the radio.
America. The picture around the rest of
and they wonder. But, . at the same time,
the world is no prettier.
in the stores, they know that prices for
All these facts, unpleasant as they are,
corn fiake:;, corn meal, bread, vanilla cookies,
mean that America must continue to arm
milk, ice cream, bananas, onions, potatoes,
and must continue to strengthen, encoursweetpotatoes, are at their highest peaks.
age, and support our allies everywhere.
They know also that flour, rolled oats, veal
The last quarterly report of the Director
cutlets, cheese, apples, canned peaches,
of Defense Mobilization told us that delivcanned corn, canned baby food, and coffee
eries for that quarter of military "hard
are practically at their peaks.
goods"-planes, tanks, and other weaponsWhat am I quoting from? I'm quoting
reached $5,100,000,000.
from a breakdown of prices surveyed in
Military equipment deliveries are schedthe March 15 Bureau of Labor Statistics
uled to climb to about $10,000,000,000 a
Consumer Price Index.
quarter by the end of this year, and the full
In March, items representing 50 percent
level of required expenditures for both deof consumer expenditures as measured by
fense and military aid will be just under
this index were at their highest 1951-52
$60,000,000,000 yearly by 1953. That's about
levels. Practically 71 percent were within
half again as much as it was costing us a
2 percent of their peaks. Eighty-five perfew months ago.
cent were within 5 percent.
What do all these facts mean? What can
Less than a tenth of the wide variety
we say about the future? Why do I insist
of items surveyed monthly by the BLS were
that the threat of inflation is still with us10 percent or more below their peak, and
in spite of some indications that we do have
most of the foods in this category were
a current stability, a balance-although a
fresh fruits and vegetables, which are still
·balance in terms of high prices for many
selling below parity and thus are not subareas?
ject to OPS control.
I say that infiation is st111 a very definite
By no means are foods the only items
problem because of at least three sets of
which are still at or very close to their peak
forces working to hold up prices.
prices of the past 2 years. In many apparel
The first of those forces is the current
and consumer durable goods fields the same
strong demand . for goods and services by
is true, and there are very few soft prices
consumers and by our defense procurement
in the raw materials and capital goods that · agencies. With the present high rate of emare urgently needed by industry and govployment and income, the purchasing power
ernment procurement agencies.
of the general public certainly shows no
And on top of all this proof that the soft
sign of weakening. As long as ·~hat power
market picture has been greatly exaggerated,
is strong, prices are not likely to do much
there are many real and potential pressures
decreasing. The demand for military items,
ready and threatening to blast the economy
which absorbs such a big share of our Naat any time.
tion's production, is greatly on the increase,
Has the whole steel issue · been settled?
as I have already indicated. Also, business
Not to my knowledge. If the framework
purchases for plant expansion and inventory
of emergency controls for prices were taken
are at an all-time high and residential conaway, and if the steel industry should then
struction is near peak levels.
take the price increase of $12 a ton which
A second set of price pressures might deit says it needs, to compensate it for provelop in the general area of farm supplies
and demand. Clearly, most of our farm proposed wage increases, the effects would run
duction goes into consumer goods. The
roughshod through the eco_nomy. The cost
country is not sure of an increase in farm
of living would rise at least 5 percent. Every
output this year. Planting intentions of
. American fairuly would have at least $300
·
our
farmers, as checked in a rec~nt early suradded to its annual expenses.
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vey of the Department of Agricult ure, are
somewh at lower for many important crops.
I s farm output going to keep pace with increasing general demand? How large will
crops be? What will the weather do to crops?
What about feed supplies relative to our livestock population? A poor feed crop might
mean an increased slaughter of livestock
population, and temporarily larger meat supplies, but this could lead to a gap in meat
supplies later on. A good or poor corn crop
could m ake an enormous difference. The
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, whose
mont hly review, Business Conditions, is usually a reliable indicator, recently said that
there will be less pork this summer-and at
h igher prices.
St ill another area of possible pressures is
wages. Wages are not under my jurisdiction.
But it is pretty clear that if wage movements-wage increases-were to accelerate
faster than increases in supplies of foods and
goods-particularly supplies of "hard" goods,
an area from which the military take may
be much greater as time goes on-serious
price pressures could arise from that source.
Do you wonder that I am a little amazed?
True, there are some so-called soft spots
in the economy. What is the story of them,
ty and large? The story is that of certain
sensitive commodities whose prices soared
in the expansive boom which followed the
Korea invasion in midsummer 1950, and of
· the normal reaction to that boom.
T ake the case of wool, for example.
Trading in grease wool futures, among the
Wool Associates of the New York Cotton Exchange, was at around $1.50 a pound, preKorea. In the boom which got under way
in anticipation of vast military expenditures
for wool fabrics, the price of a grease wool
futures contract got up as high as $3.85 a
pound. Naturally, there had to be a reaction
to that boom.
One quotation of current prices I saw,
several days ago, was a market closing quotation of $1.42¥2 a pound.
A couple of weeks ago OPS announced the
· suspension of price controls for several important commodities. OPS regulations were
suspended for wool, alpaca, lard, tallow, animal waste materials, vegetable oil soapstock,
crude cottonseed oil, crude soybean oil, crude
corn oil, and some seven or eight other commodities. But--and this is an important
"but"-the regulations were suspended with
the provision that OPS can step in, at any
time, to recontrol, if prices reach certain
predetermined levels.
We have suspended ceiling price regulations on some 16 raw commodities. We are
considering the raw cotton and textile situation now. We've set up preliminary standards, to guide us in our continuing studies
of the "soft markets," and in the actions
we will take. Suspension actions or other
relaxations will not be approved unless prices
_in an area being considered are materially
below ceilings, and unless there is no prospect that putting controls back on will be
necessary in any reasonable future.
We are doing the job the Congress told us
to do. The primary responsibility of the
Office of PI:ice Stabilization is to prevent the
economic dislocations which would result
from an upward spiraling of prices during a
p eriod of national emergency. But it is the
policy of the agency to avoid restrictions and
procedures which are not necessary to the
accomplishment of this primary responsibility.
The suspension story, you might say, boils
down to this. The great productive capacity
of our economy, the American economythe success of both direct and indirect stabilization measures-the normal reaction to
a speculative boom-all have combined to
redu.ce, at least for a time, the need for close
pric~> control in some areas of the economy,
I emphasize "some."
Now, I'd like to talk just a little about
how we operate at the omce of Price Stab111•

zation, in discharging the responsibilities
in the attainment of that stabilization, I
Congress gave us, to watch the behavior of
would say it consists in the continuous
prices in these emergency times.
watching of price movements in the econCongress told us that we should always
omy, and in being ready to proceed with
remember that the American system of com- · orderly relaxation of controls where that
seems safe, and in the containment of the
petitive enterprise is what we are protecting.
price pressures that still abound.
It told us not to disrupt established business
I see it as a challenging-and still uncompractices, or compel any changes in those
pleted-job.
business practices, cost practices or methods,
or means or aids to distribution. It told us,
in our dealings with business and industry,
to be "generally fair and equitable."
The Case for a Democratic Congress ·
That is exactly as I would have said it,
had I had any p art in framing the Defense
Production Act as amended, the act under
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
which we function. I welcome the set of
OF
principles wisely put into the law by Congress. I respect them. At OPS we scrutinize
every action, in the light of the wish to be
OF MICHIGAN
generally fair.
One of the yardsticks we apply, when an
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
industry comes in and aslcs us for a price
Monday, May 26, 1952
increase, is called the Industry Earnings
Standard. This standard requires OPS to
Mr. MOODY. Mr. President, recentraise prices for an industry if and when its
ly the National Broadcasting Co. asked a
returns on the owners' investment before
group of Senators and Representatives
taxes fall below 85 percent of the level ento make the Case for a Democratic Conjoyed in the best three of the four prosperous
gress in a half-hour broadcast and teleyears, 1946 through 1949.
cast. Previously a number of distinNow, under this fair and equitable standguished Republicans had been asked to
ard-and the Industry Earnings Standard is
a fair one-very like the one Congress used
make the Case for a Republican Conin the excess-profits tax law-we have
gress.
granted a number of price increases to inOf course, there are so many reasons
dustry. We applied the Industry Earnings
why there should be a Democratic ConStandard and decide that the makers of zinc
gress that all of them could not be stated
die castings, and glass containers, and waxed
in a half hour. Nevertheless, we did our
paper, and lead storage batteries, and anumbest to do so.
ber of others, needed price relief to bring
them up to the earnings standard-and these .
I ask unanimous consent that a tranindustries received relief.
script of the telecast be printed in the
Then there may be cases where the findAppendix of the RECORD .
. ings turn out the other way. Recently the
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, withcigarette manufacturing industry requested
out reserving the right to object, but
OPS to make a survey to determine whether
merely to make a remark, ·I would say
the cigarette manufacturers could qualify
that probably the Senator from Michion an industry-wide basis for ceiling-price
gan could well have made his case withadjustments. The survey, and an application of the industry earnings standard after
in a half hour. The Senator from New
the survey was made, showed they could not.
Hampshire has no objection.
The cigarette industry-earnings are above
There being no objection, the tranthe level set out in that standard.
script was ordered to be printed in the
The steel industry has not asked for a
RECORD, as follows:
price increase under the OPS Industry EarnTHE CASE FOR A DEMOCRATIC CONGRESS
ings Sta-:J.dard. Under that standard, the
steel industry cannot possibly qualify for a
ANNOUNCER. Today the National Broadprice increase, and knows it.
casting Co. brings you the second in a series
It is the firm OPS policy to grant price
of programs entitled "Hats in the Ring."
relief to an industry when that industry
Presented in the public interest, these proshows that earnings under ceiling have
grams provide a half hour each week, on an
dropped below the earnings standard. As
equal basis, to the major political parties
you know, the supermarkets and food chain
and candidates for the presidential nominastores asked OPS to consider their claims to
tions. The program material itself is prequalify under the earnings standard.
pared by those who have accepted the time.
Now, Hats in the Ring presents The Case
I know that all of you have read specufor a Democratic Congress.
lative newspaper stories and heard radio reports that OPS is about to increase some
Senator MooDY. Good afternoon, I am
margins for these stores. That is correct.
Senator BLAIR MooDY, of Michigan, and I
We have made an interim study and our
have asked some of my colleagues in the
findings are that earnings of the supermarSenate and the House to come here this
kets and chain stores are such that they · afternoon and talk with you in your li-ving
are entitled to some increases.
rooms about some of the great decisions that
the American people are going to make in
I know that you also have read that I
November. I want you to meet them now.
will tell you today what those changes in
Representative JACKSON. I am Congressmargins are. That part of the story is not
man HENRY M. JACKSON, of the State of
correct. OPS is not quite ready to announce
Washington.
details of the action. We expect to be able
Senator MONRONEY. I am MIKE MONRONEY,
to make a detailed announcement within a
few days. But I can tell you today definitely
State of Oklahoma, junior Senator from that
that there will be increases in some of the
State.
margins.
Representative BOLLING. I am Congressman DICK BOLLING, from :Kansas City, Mo.
The average family is going to have to
spend a few pennies more each week for
Senator MooDY. Now ladies and gentlesome foods, but I am confident that the great
men, we are very glad to have the opporsystem of American competition will opertunity here, through the facilities of the
ate to keep those pennies at a minimum.
National Broadcasting Co., of visiting with
The job. ahead, the job of attaining the
you this afternoon on some of these great
stabilization we all want and must have
issues. I would like to point out to you
to produce and get on with the really big
that we are here in person. We are not
job of mobilizing and preparing this country
showing here a rehearsed movie while we
for defense, has in no way been altered. If . are out on the golf course doing something
anyone asked me how I see the part of OPS
else. We want to sit around here with you

HON. BLAIR MOODY
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&nd talk about these things, and in effect
have you sit in with us. There are not any
paid actors on this show. There is no
courtroom. We have not any disreputable
looking person dressed up as a Republican
to make it look like a counterpart of the
fake composite picture. We have no fancy
scripts, no artificial glamor, no gimmicks.
We think we simply have the facts and we
want to tell you what we think those facts
are, and why we feel it would be a disaster
if the American people, at this critical time
in our history, should turn away .from Democratic leadership and go back to the negative leadership of the past, as represented
by the Republican Party. We are not talking about all Republicans, of course, but
we are talking about the leadership and the
record of that party. Now, Senator MoNRONEY, can you tell us in a sentence why
you believe that there should be a Democratic Congress this fall?
Senator MoNRONEY. Senator MooDY, I
think the most important issue of all issues
that have faced this country in recent years
is world peace. I believe, on the record, the
Democratic Party in Congress has demonstrated its willingness to face up to this
challenge in establishing world peace, of
going through the difficulties of obtaining it,
not hoping it will come accidentally. You
have to plan for peace the same as you have
to plan for a victory in war. The opposition
to the various means that we have taken has
largely come from the Republican Party-I
speak of the Greek-Turkey program that
saved the bridge between three continents;
I speak of the Marshall plan that prevented
the cockpit of Europe from collapsing from
within. I speak of the action in Korea that
saved the United Nations and gave hope that
out of collective security this world can have
an enduring peace . .
Senator MooDY. Very well said, Mike.
Now, DICK BOLLING-Will you tell us, Congressman BoLLING, why you think there
should be a Democratic Congress.
Representative BoLLING. Senator MooDY, I
think that the supreme issue is peace, but I
think it's very clear that since the United
States occ1.:pies such a responsible position
in the world today that it cannot possibly
achieve peace unless we have a strong and
prosperous America. Out my way--out in
Missouri__:_the people know that a Democratic
Congress is the kind of Congress that will do
a real job to maintain the strength of America and its people which is such an important
part of the fight for peace in the world.
Senator MooDY. Thank you very much.
Now Congressman JACKSON.
Representative JACKSON. Well, Senator
MooDY, I think the people of this country
are interested in a sound, constructive program on the home front. They're interested
in better schools, better housing, better
health, and better social security. The
Democratic Party has made great gains in
the past, and I believe the people of this
country wa,nt to see further gains in these
directions. For that reason I am confident
that the people of America will want a
Democratic Congress this fall.
Senator MooDY. Wouldn't you gentlemen
agree that perhaps the over-all reason, which
you gentlemen have illustrated in various
ways, is the fact that Democrats, speaking
generally, have proved to have the understanding, the initiative, the imagination, the
boldness to meet the problems of changing
times? We have an affirmative program.
When some new problem comes in we move
in and meet it on the facts, whereas the
Republican record-and, of course, we're not
speaking of all Republicans because there
are many good ones-in fact, there are some
that ought to be labeled Democrats, in my
opinion. But in general, the Republican
record is negative. On foreign policy I agree
with Senator MONRONEY completely. Had
they been in charge, and had their votes on
the Senate fioor--or in the House--on for-

eign policy been translated into policy, initiative in the White House or lack of it, and
in the Congress, we would perhaps have been
in an atomic war by now. Certainly on the
domestic front the Republicans blundered
us into a depression and might do it again
if we let them win. Now, what about the
China situation? Congressman JACKSON,
has there been a good deal of criticism of
us on that? I'd like to have you talk about
that.
Representative JACKSON. Blair, I want to
follow up on just one point, and that is there
is a real reason why the Republican leadership has not been in power in the last 20
years, because the world has faced a lot of
difilcult situations. We're living in a changing world and the leadership has remained
the one unchanging thing in a changing
world, and that's why they have been out of
power, and I'm confident that the people of
this country want a bold approach to the
great challenges that face us at home and
"abroad. Now let's talk about foreign policy
for just one moment, Blair.
It seems to me that the people of this
country want this program handled on a
nonpartisan basis. It involves our very survival as a country. Unless our foreign policy
is strong and effective, America will not be
safe and secure in a troubled world, and our
foreign policy is just as important, Blair,
as tanks, guns, and planes, because unless
we have a program of international cooperation we can't survive as a nation. And I
think thinking people in America, yes, thinking, independent-minded Republicans and
independent voters, will support the Democratic Party on the field of foreign policy for
the simple reason that it represents a program that makes sense, and they don't think
that it ought to be made a partisan, political
football. And we don't believe that it should.
We believe that it ought to be on a nonpartisan basis.
Senator MooDY. You're certainly right,
there. Congressman BOLLING?
Representative BoLLING. Well, Blair, we
had a good illustration in the last couple of
years of what Scoop JACKSON means when
he talks about a partisan football. At the
time that the North Korean Communists
invaded South Korea I think that 95 percent
of the people of this country were completely in support of our action and the
action of the United Nations.
Senator MooDY. It was the obvious thing.
We had to do it.
Representative BoLLING. We had to do it.
If we hadn't done it we would have lost any
position-any moral position in the world as
a whole. We would have lost all of Asia
in one fell swoop because the people would
have just given up on our word. But at
that time the people of this country were
almost unanimous. The Republican orators
were saying that it was a fine decisionmaybe the only fine decision that President
Truman had ever ma~e. but they agreed
with it then. And now we hear them going
around the country playing partisan politics with something as crucial as that. "Truman's war." Of -all the disgraceful phra~es
that I think I've ever heard in politics "Truman's war" is the most disgraceful, because
it is a commitment which was made on the
basis of international decency, and a commitment which I think we should be very
proud to fulfill.
Senator MoNRONEY. I venture to say that
when history is written that the intervention 1ri Korea that saved the free ' world
will be proven to be one of the brightest
spots in American history. We gave bone
and body and sinew to the United Nations,
and only through hope of collective security
can we have world peace.
Representative BoLLING. I agree with you
very much, Senator.
Senator MoonY. I'd like to point this out to
you-that during a period there was a group
in the Republican Party that did cooperate

with the Democratic Presidents and Demo•
cratic Secretaries of State in what became
known as the bipartisan foreign policy, and
I think we, here, as Democrats this afternoon, ought to pay tribute to those Republicans who have been willing to rise above
partisanship and make politics stop at the
water's edge. Now when Senator Vandenberg, my predecessor, was in the Senate,
there was a bipartisan foreign policy, and
there are others who are there now who
would like to continue that principle. Senator MORSE, Senator LoDGE, and others.
Senator MONRONEY. Senator WILEY.
Senator MooDY. And I was just going to
mention Genator WILEY. Just the other day
the man who succeeded Senator Vandenberg
as the senior Republican member of the
Foreign Relations Committee, said exactly
what I'm saying now-that foreign policy
should be above partisanship. And what
happened to him? Why one of the hatchetmen of t:l- e Republican-Senator MoNRONEY. Senator CAIN, I believeSenator MooDY. Senator CAIN, of Washington, your opponent in this coming election, Scoop, got up and ridiculed him with
bitter, biting sarcasm because here was a
Republican who wanted to put his country
above his party. I wish there were more
Republicans who would do that. Unfortunately, there aren't enough of them.
Representative BoLLING. Blair, I think
that's exactly right. I think that what we've
seen in that Vandenberg, who was a great
patriot, has been repudiated by the vast majority of Republican leaders. I don't believe.
by the rank and file of Republican voters-Senator MONRONEY. The important thing,
I think for us all to remember, and for the
people of this country to remember-particularly those Republicans who do have a
realistic approach to world peace--is that
there are men in the Senate wearing the
Republican Party label who would rather win
the next election, regardless of what happens to our foreign policy.
Senator MooDY. Well, Mike, I didn't know
whether I wanted to say this today or not.
but I'm going to say it, because, as you know,
I served as a newspaper man down here for
nearly two decades, and I have a great many
friends on both sides of the aisle. While this
certainly does not apply to all Republicans,
as I tried to emphasize a while ago, I feel
that the American people should take notice
of the moral squalor of the Republican leadership in the Congress-the policy of s:xnear
and run. Just the other day on the Senate
floor Senator MoNRONEY was trying to point
out that when a Senator says in a letter that
a Senate committee is picking the pockets of
the American taxpayers, when the committee was merely following the Senate's orders,
he has outraged the committee. The Senator who was sitting in the Republican leader's seat--it was not STYLES BRIDGES that
afternoon, but another substituting for him,
got up and said, "Why, this committee is
just too thin-skinned. We all know," he
said, "the atmosphere of American politics,''
implying that falsification is to be expected.
I'd like to ask the American people whether
they think that the atmosphere of American
politics ought to be an atmosphere of falsification. Frankly, I don't think so, and I don't
think the American people think so. And
this matter of-look. The Democratic Party
has had some mistakes to correct in these
last few years. We don't like mink coats any
better than we like fake .composite pictures.
We don't like influence loans, whether they
are obtained by a Democratic politician who
later resigns as na tiona! chairman and has
a loan paid back, or a Republican politician
who does not resign as national chairman
and who has not paid his loan back. I'd like
to point out it's the Senator DouGLASEs, the
Senator KEFAUVERS, the Senator FULBRIGHTS
who have cleaned this thing up, and I'm
hoping that the American people will take
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due recognition of the fact that there has
been a campaign of falsification going on
here which they should not stomach. I'm
sorry to have taken so much time, but I
Just wanted to say that.
·Senator MoNRONEY. Well, I would like to
interject, if I might, how these things tie
together. We have a definite responsibility
of world leadership. We must furnish much
of the means to keeping the rest of the world
free. We can't do that unless our own
economy is healthy and prosperous, alive,
and vigorous. We can't let one segment of
our economy-farms, for example-go down
the drain to bankruptcy, maybe help business to make untold profits, or let labor go
under sweat-shop wages. They're all interlocked together. And I say it has been part
of the same program to keep America strong
economically so that we can do the task
that this generation of Americans are charged
with doing, and that is establishing world
peace.
Representative JACKSON. Well, Mike, we're
living in a changing world and the Democratic Party has met these great challenges
in the past with extreme effectiveness. You
remember when, during the depression, · we
put through the farm-credit legislation,
bank reform, the holding company acts,
securities and exchange, housing, public
power, social security? The interesting thing
for the American people to realize is that
when those meas'.ues were brought before the
Congress of the United States the opposition
cried, "Dictatorship, bankruptcy, socialism."
Then, only 4, 8, 12 years later they said,
"Well, those programs are all right." To use
a classical expression they go round saying,
"It's not what you have done that's so bad,
1t's what you propose to do." Well, of course,
that's why the Republicans have been out
of power so long. And certainly millions of
independent-minded Republicans have been
voting the Democratic ticket--independent
voters throughout this country have been
voting the Democratic ticket because the
Democratic program has made sense. And
I'm confident that the American people
want to go forward with these programs.
We want to strengthen social security. We
want to strengthen our resource programand a thousand and one other things that
make America stronger-that make America
the most powerful Nation on earth today.
The last 10 years we have doubled our productive capacity. Our standard of living is
higher. We're eating more. We're eating
better food. We're better housed. We're
better clothed. And we're saving more
money-all after payment of taxes.
Senator MoNRONEY. Could I get in with
just a brief box score that I think is quite
interesting.
.
Senator MooDY. Certainly. ·
Senator MoNRONEY. In the thirties, out of
four families, three had less than $2,000 a
year. Today, out of thr.ee families, only o'ne
of the three has less than $2,000. In the
thirties, out of 50 families, 1 had more than
$5,000 a year. Today, out of six families,
one has more than $5,000.
·
In the thirties out of a hundred families,
only one had income of $10,000 or more.
Today, out of 20 families, 1 has income of
$10,000 or more.
We have brou'g ht up those who were underprivileged without lowering those who have.
We have increased all along the line and it
has helped farmers, it has helped laborers, It
has helped business large and small. You
can't do business in a desert. A desert
America, economically, means a depression
and poverty for all groups of Americans.
Senator MooDY. Mike, I think those who
are visiting with us this afternoon over the
air would like to hear your little story about
the two chickens in the pot.
Senator MoNRONEY. Well, I thought that
was kind of interesting-it's a good statistic,
because, you know, the Republicans In the
thirties did promise us two chickens in every
XCVIII-App.--203

pot. We didn't get the two. We didn't get
the one. We almost lost the pot. But today, for every chicken that was eaten in
1930 we're eating 22 chickens today. Instead of having an industry of $18,000,000
raising chickens we've got an industry grossing $517,000,000 a year. And fried chicken
for Sunday dinner is a new token of the
American standard of 11ving.
Representative BoLLING. Blair, one of the
things that I like about the Democrats is
that we've done a great job in the last 20
years, but we're not satisfied with what we've
done. The motto that I like to follow is that
the best is not good enough for America. We
can do still better. For example, out In my
area we have had some terrible trouble with
ftoods, in the last year we have had two terrible ftoods. Back 1n May of 1948 Senator
TAFT on the Senate ftoor said, and I quote
Senator TAFT: "We have had ftoods for 160
years, whether we do certain work this year
or next year is not a vital question." Well,
out my way we don't believe that and I
don't believe the Democrats, whether they be
from East, the West, the North, or the South,
are willing to defer important projects which
are in the nature of insurance. When we
spend money for ftood control and save the
kind of devastation that we had back in July
of 1951 when we lost something over a bil·
lion dollars, when we spend hundreds of mil·
lions to prevent that, we're saving money,
we're saving soil, we:re making the United
States stronger, and we're going forward.
Representative JACKSON. Well, Dick, the
Democratic Party is interested in developing
all of this country. I might say that out
West we have been engaged in tremendous
new irrigation, reclamation, and power programs. This month we are starting the be•
ginning, at least, of a 1,000,000-acre irrigation
project in the State of Washington-the
great Northwest--in the Columbia Basin
area. We are starting to develop, and have
developed, over 4,000,000 kilowatts of power
tri that great Northwest area, where exist
today something like 40 percent of all the
potential hydroelectric power in America.
And throughout we are building power and
irrigation projects. Then down South In the
great Tennessee Valley area we help to bl'ing
1n new dams to control the ftoods. Yes; to
bring industry to all parts of the United
States, to help expand this economy of ours.
We're not afraid of the future. We face the
future with the determination to meet all
the issues so that we can have a richer and a
more prosperous America, and the record dis·
. closes that fact. We're better off today economically than we have ever been in the
history of our country.
Senator MoNRONEY. Let me interject there.
Representative JACKSON. Yes, sir.
Senator MoNRONEY. Isn't it a fact that the
difference between the Democratic attitude
1n Congress and the Republlcan attitude 1s
that the Democrats have faith, the courage,
and the ability of Americans to open new
frontiers, and the Republicans are afraid
to act.
Representative JACKSON. That's right,
Mike. And we're not afraid to make a mistake in doing it. We are bound to make mistakes, and we'll continue to make some mistakes, but, spelled out, we have given this
country real progress. We have brought to
this country social security-we have
36,000,000 people under social security. And
when the Republicans had control over the
Eightieth Congress, what did they do? They
brought about 800,000 people out frop1 under-they kicked them out of social security.
What did the Democrats do in the Eightyfirst Congress following that? They brought
1n millions and millions of people under the
Social Security Act, improved the payments.
It wasn't a give-away program. It was a
sound insurance program. Yes; they brought
the small entrepreneur into the social security program-the man who Is in business
for himself 1s covered under the act. And
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we made a lot of gains in that direction. We
brought about a decent housing program.
Yes; and we'll go forward once again. We'll
go forward with progress for the betterment
of ·a n of our people-the farmer, the worker,
the businessman, the whole community.
We're not Interested in just one segment in
the community. The Democratic Party is a
national party.
Senator MooDY, That's right--Representative JACKSON. People forget
that, Blair; you know, we're the only party
that's ever elected representatives from every
State in the Union.
Senator MooDY. We have made mistakes,
but they've been affirmative mistakes. Now,
the trouble with the Republican Party,
speaking broadly again, Is that it's a negative party. You mentioned these great de·
velopments in the Northwest and in the
Tennessee Valley, which have meant so much
to the people in those areas. But just think
what would have happened-and you remember, by the way, Scoop, that at that
time, Heavens, if there was ever a cry of
socialism raised, that was the time.
Representative JACKSON, Where would our
national defense have been if it hadn't been
for the Grand Coulee Dam in the State of
Washington?
Senator MOODY. I was just going to point
out that when we got into the Second World
War we needed an air fteet which was far
beyond what anyone had previously conceived. Now, in order to get the aluminum
for that air fteet we had to have a great deal
of power in one place. And had we not had
that development of power in the Tennessee Valley and in the Columbia River Valley
of the Northwest, we wouldn't have had it.
Representative JACKSON. Now, Blair, for
example, in 1940 there wasn't a pound of
aluminum produced in the State of Washington. At the end of the war we were producing half of the pig aluminum for the entire United States. And in that same area
we built the tremendous Hanford, Wash.,
Atomic Energy works that helped to bring
World War II to a conclusion. And then, in
the Tennessee Valley area where we developed great hydroelectric projects-we
had the big Oak Ridge gaseous diffusion
plant that aided so effectively tn bringing
about the first atomic explosion which made
1t possible to end the war.
Senator MooDY. Had the Government not
done it, that was a natural resource that
would not have been developed at all. The
undertaking was so complex and so large
that it couldn't have been done by a private
company.
Representative JACKSON. And we started
long before the conflict took place in Europe.
You can't build dams overnight.
Senator MooDY. That's right.
Representative JACKSO~. We had the foresight-we had the imagimition to see to it
that America would expand so It could be
stronger, both domestically and from the
standpoint of m111tary security, because a
sound industrial economy and expanding
economy is indispensable to a strong military establishment.
Senator MooDY. Yes; and had we not done
that, we wouldn't have had the atomic bomb
and we wouldn't have had that air fleet
because we couldn't have started that development that late. DICK BaLLINGRepresentative BoLLING. Blair, the thing
that intere:ots me is-the Republican orators
are pretty good at talking about things like
atomic energy, dams, and so on-but when
they start voting in Congress they don't vote
that way. A good example of t hat is reorganization. The American people are very
much interested in efficiency and economy In
Government. But the votes in Congress will
indicate that although the Republicans talk
hard about reorganization, that on a thing
like the reorganization of the Department of
Internal Revenue, there are quite a few Re·
publicans who voted against it. And that's
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true all the way through. I have served
on the committees that have handled re·
organization bills, and we find out that best
support for real economy and efficiency, when
the voting time comes, comes from Demo•
crats and not from the Republican talkers.
Senator MooDY. That's right. Senator
MoNRONEY.
Senator MONRONEY. Well, I'd just like to
say that you probably hear more speeches
for economy from the Republican side, but
fewer specific cuts that would save the taxpayers' money, than in any place else in this
world. I have reference to. the $4,500,000,000
cut that was made in the House, mostly by
Republican votes, that will merely postpone
the peak of getting delivery on arms-it
doesn't save a dime-it merely stretches out
till 1955 the time when America will be
strong enough and help to strengthen the
free world to prevent world war III-Senator MooDY. Just keep us vulnerable
longer-S:mator MoNRONEY. World war III if it
should occur would cost at least $1,000,000,•
000,000-and instead of spending this $4,500,·
000,000 to get quick delivery of munitions so
as the help prevent war, they want to postpone getting our defenses strong.
un the matter of the McClellan bill-this
was originated largely by Democrats because
we believe specific cuts should be m.ade in·
stead of general cross-the-board meat-ax
cuts that wreck such agencies as the Pure
Food and Drug Administration that hasn't
had any significant increase in 10 years.
They like to talk about taxes. Eighty-five
cents out of every dollar's taxes must go for
the payment -of defensE! costs or the cost of
the last war. And yet the same men that
are screaming to reduce taxes are yelling
because we haven't got enough national
defense, and in the next -breath these Re·
publican leaders in the Congress turn around
and take a whack at our defense appropriations to get the armament that is necessary
to hold back the iron curtain.
Representative JACKSON. Well, as a matter
of fact, Mike-Senator MooDY. On that point, Scoop, may
I just say that I have a not e here that
the American people might be interested in.
The American people had more money left
after taxes under the 7 years of · the Truman administration than before taxes under
all of the Republican administrations combined since the beginning of our country.
Senator MoNRONEY. It's what you have left
that counts.
Representative BoLLING. You know Blair,
one of the things that I like about the Democra'~s is that we don't go out and make irresponsible statements about we can do all
this, and still cut taxes. When we have to
have money for defense we are willing to
say we have to have higher taxes.
Senator MooDY. We want to cut all the
waste out that's there-that's the reason
we passed the McClellan bill setting up adequate, nonpolitical staffs to analyze the
budget, because that is the way to get at
the waste. But for anybody to tell the
American people that they can have safety
in today's world without paying for it, as
if were were operating in a vacuum, is
· in my judgment irresponsible. On that
point, if I may have a moment here, I'd
like to read what a Republican Senator with
conscience thinks about the distortion and
smears I mentioned a few minutes ago.
We all remember a couple of years ago,
when there had been repeated falsification
on the Senate fioor, that Senator MARGARET
CHASE SMITH, of Maine, a very fine Republi·
can, got up and said that her party could
not win on a doctrine based on fear, ignorance, bigotry, and smear. Just a few
days ago Senator WAYNE MoRsE couldn't take
any more. He said this. Now this is not
said by a Democrat, ladies and gentlemen.
~t was said by a Republican Senator, and
a very fine one, whom Senator. Vandenberg

wanted to have--chose to have-succeed
himself as a member of the Foreign Rela·
tions Committee-but who was junked by
his party. Mr. MoRSE said: "My _party had
better watch its step in pursuing tactics
which a certain wing in my party today is
using in American politics, because once the
American people see through these tactics,
once the American people see that they are
tactics of distortion, that they are tactics
which seek to defile government by law,
there will be a revulsion on the part of the
independent voters in the -United States
and my party will lose the best chance it's
had in 20 years for victory in November."
Representative JACKSON. Well, Blair, I just
wanted to say this: That it seems to me
it boils down to the simple matter-that in
the field of foreign policy we have a positive,
constructive program. We don't want to
make a partisan political football out of survival, because that's what foreign policy involves in this day and age. We believe in
international cooperation. Our friends on
the opposition are still debating. Some of
them want to pull out of Europe. Some of
them want us to push into China. The
truth is that on this very vital issue they
have never offered an alternative program
of foreign policy in the Congress of the
United States. And they were in control
of the Eightieth Congress when many of these
great administration decisions were made.
And certainly independent, fair-minded Republicans are aware of the fact that they
do not have a foreign policy program-they
do not have a domestic policy program, and
I am confident that millions of independent
minded Republicans and independent voters
in this country will want, and will support,
a Democratic Congress.
Senator MooDY. The Eightieth Congress
did put some of those things in with a
minority of Republicans and a majority in
the entire Democratic group. But the lead·
ership came from Democrats with the cooperation of some Republicans. Now, Mike,
we have a minute more.
Senator MoNRONEY. Well, Blair, before we
sign off, the people who are listening in
across this country I know dream the dream
of mankind for ages, that someway, somehow,
we can have a world in which there will be
no more wars. We're not going to come off
the plateau of two World Wars and suddenly into the blissful valley of peace.
There will be foothills. There will be limited wars, like the Korean war, and perhaps
ot hers. But under God, giving this gene- ·
ration of Americans a blessed achievement
of peace, we can achieve that goal.
· Senator MooDY. Thank you very much.
This is BLAIR MOODY, Senator MIKE MON•
RONEY, Congressman DICK BOLLING, and Con•
gressman HENRY JACKSON, · of Washington,
signing off now, with best wishes and God
bless you, to the American people.

The

M~Carran

Iron Curtain Bill

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 26, 1952
Mr. LEHMAN.

Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
delivered by me on May 21, 1952, on the
subject The McCarran Iron Curtain Bill,
relating to immigration, which was
broadcast over the facilities of the
Am.'e rican ·Broadcasting ·Co.

There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as -follows:
REMARKS OF HaN. HERBERT H. LEHMAN, OF
NEW YORK, OVER ABC NETWORK ON AN
ANALYSIS OF THE Mc0ARRAN IRON CURTAIN
OMNmus BILL, MAY 21, 1952
Good evening. America stands for many
things. But one of its best-known · symbols
is the Statue of Liberty, the heroic figure
which rises at the entrance to New York
Harbor.
It is, perhaps, the most famous statue in
all the world, not only as a piece of sculpture but as the declaration of faith of
America, a symbol of freedom and of opportunity.
To millions of immigrants and . visitors
who have come to our shores for the first
time and to millions abroad who have never
seen this country, this is what America has
always meant.
My reason for speaking to you tonight
is that Congress is on . the point of passing
new legislation which would have the effect
of ·.changing completely the meaning of
America; it would make a mockery of the
very Statue of Liberty.
The leg1slat1on I am talking about is a
bill sponsored by Senator McCARRAN, the socalled McCarran omnibus immigration and
nationality bill, which has been under debate in the Senate for the last· 10 days.
In the course of this debate, I have referred to the McCarran bill as a bill of
abominations. It is a bill which would establish an iron curtain as the symbol of
America in place of the Statue of Liberty.
It is a bill to keep immigrants and visitors out of America, and to threaten with
deportation hundreds of thousands of aliens
now legally resident in the United States.
It is a bill to vest great and arbitrary
powers in the hands of administrative officers, consuls, and immigration officialspowers of admission, exclusion, and deportation.
It is a bill that would make it relatively
easy to revoke without just cause the citizenship of thousands of our naturalized
citizens.
All these effects and many more are contained in this single package of legislative
dynamite called the McCarran omnibus bill.
It is a big package. It is a bill of more
than 300 pages of technical, legal verbiage.
Not many Members of ·the Senate have taken
the trouble to study and analyze this measure.
Today, this bill is on the paint of passage,
mostly by the sheer inertia of the legislative
process. Unfortunately, a majority of the
Members of the Senate, too busy to make
their own study of this bill, are inclined to
take Senator McCARRAN's word for it. They
are ready to accept this 302-page bill of
abominations.
Let me make clear that this is . not a political or partisan question.
On Monday of "this week the Senate voted
on a proposal to send this McCarran bill
back to committee for further study and
hearings. We lost on that vote by 44 to 28.
Of the 28 who voted with us to have hearings and further study many were Republicans.
For 10 days we have been discussing this
bill on the floor of the Senate, pointing out
the dangers and terrible shortcomings of
this legislative proposal. Numbered among
those who have led the fight against this
dangerous measure are outstanding men of
both parties, men known for their independent spirit--men like ESTES KEFAUVER, Of
Tennessee; WAYNE MoRsE, of Oregon; JoHN
PAsTORE, of Rhode Island; PAUL DoUGLAS, of
Illinois; HUBERT HuMPHREY, of Minnesota;
ROBERT HENDRICKSON, of New Jereey; WIL•
LIAM -BENTON, of Connecticut; HARLEY KIL•
GORE, Of West Virginia; IRVING IVES, Of New
.Y ork; BLAIR MOODY; of Michigan; ALEXANDER
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SMITH, of New Jersey; and others. Some of
these are Democrats; some are Republicans.
So you see, the opposition to the McCarran
bill is not confined to one political party
or to one particular region of the country.
It is a broad opposition. It is a vigorous
opposition. It is a deeply sincere opposition.
I wish I could tell you that the past 10
days of discussion of this measure in the
Senate have witnessed a great debate-a
great thrashing out of the fundamental issues involved, in a test of logic and argument between the supporters of the McCarran bill and its opponents.
Unfortunately that has not been the case.
The supporters of the McCarran bill have, for
the most part, declined to engage in debate.
They have refused to explain their bill.
They have declined to answer questions.
They have refused to reply to our criticisms.
They had apparently decided to depend not
on facts but on the inertia of the legislative
process to carry this blll through to passage.
And I am afraid that temporarily they have
succeeded.
And so neither the public nor the Senate
has been particularly enlightened or educated on the grave issues presented by this
legislation. The public has not been made
aware that there may shortly be before the
President a bill which, for scope and consequences, is one of the most far-reaching
pieces of legislation to be considered in this
Congress or in any Congress in recent years.
This legislation vitally affects the status
of the nearly three million aliens· in the
United States.
This legislation vitally involves the status
of the 8,000,000 naturalized citizens in this
country.
This legislation vitally involves the status
or the 450,000 naturalized and native-born
American citizens now living abroad.
It vitally affects millions of American cit1·
zens whose parents, Wives, husbands, children, or other close relatives are aliens, either
in this country or abroad.
Some of us in the Senate thought these
problems so important that we got together
and drafted our own legislative proposals
covering this same subject matter.
We introduced a short and simple blll,
covering some of the more urgent aspects of
the immigration question, and also a long
and comprehensive measure, touching on
every phase and aspect of immigration and
naturalization.
We asked several months ago for hearings
on these legislative proposals before the
Judiciary Committee. Senator McCARRAN,
as chairman of the Judiciary Committee, refused to grant us hearings.
I want to tell you a few things about the
McCarran bill. Of course, I can touch just a
very few high spots. It would take hours
and hours, and even days, to discuss the
whole subject even superficially.
Our present immigration laws developed,
or rather grew·up, over a period of more than
60 years. There are hundreds of separate
bits and pieces of laws affecting immigration and naturalization. They represent a
veritable jungle of legislation, full of tricky
and confused underbrush.
Many of these laws are unjust, unfair and
restrictive, not at all in keeping with the
American spirit.
Thus, today, we have a total immJgration
quota of 154,000 persons annually. But more
than half of these quotas are unused. But
our present quota system is so rigid that we
cannot use the unused quota numbers to admit refugees from Communist tyranny from
tha Baltic -<:ountriesr from Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Rumania.
Likewise, all but a few Italians, Greets,
and Dutch are prevented from entering this
country because the small quotas of their
native countries are already greatly oversubscribed. Meanwhile the quotas for Great
~ritaln, France, and Ireland are going largely
to waste

I have cited just one of the major shortcomings in our present immigration laws.
There are many, many more.
The McCarran bill would take those short•
comings and revalidate them, give them a
new lease on life, and fix them permanently
into our laws.
But the McCarran blll does much more
than that. The McCarran bill introduces
new wrinkles which were never thought
of before-new provisions which, if they
become law, should really cause us, in the
words of a famous newspaper columnist,
to take the Statue of Liberty down and
send it back to France.
The McCarran bill would give consuls and
immigration officers absolute power to bar
any alien from this country on any one of
scores of new grounds which depend completely on the discretion of these admin·
1strative officials.
If the consul thinks that an allen applying for admission into this country--even
though he was the father or brother of an
American citizen-if the consul feels that
this alien might possibly, at some future
time, maybe in 20 or 30 years, commit a
crime, the consul or immigration officer can
deny the visa or exclude the alien. That is
.g overnment by pure guess.
If an alien who has been here for 30 or
40 years, and at some distant time in his
past, violated a traffic ordinance, and if the
immigration officials decide they don't like
this particular alien, he can be deported.
Just like that. He may have an American
wife, children, grandchildren, and may have
come over to this country as a boy of 10,
but back he goes to his native land.
This bill is incredible. If an alien in this
country has belonged to a perfectly loyal
organization which is later taken over by
Communists, that alien, too, is deportable,
even if he quit the organization long before
1t was taken over by Communists.
Well, I haven't time to enumerate any
more of the scores and even hundreds of
terrible provisions in this McCarran bill, or
to discuss the forward-looking provisions
in the two bills we have proposed, the Humphrey-Lehman and Lehman-Humphrey b1lls.
My purpose tonight is to tell you what
has been going on, and to invite your in·
terest in this all-important subject.
I hope that the McCarran b1ll will not
pass. At the moment, however, the prospect
of defeating it is very dim indeed. If the
Senate passes the bill it will be up to the
President to veto the measure, since a companion b111 has already passed the House
of Representatives.
I hope if this proposal reaches the President's desk, that he will straightway reject
it. The public should ask that he veto it.
And the Members of Congress should be
urged to sustain that veto.
This legislation affects all of us. If you
believe in America as the home of liberty,
as the symbol of justice and of democracy
in the world, you will urge the President
and the Members of Congress to see to it
that the McCarran blll does not become law.

Permanent Appointments in the Postal
Service Not Prohibited, But Demanded,
Mr. Ramspeck
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMIE L. WHITTEN
OF MISSISSIPPI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. WHITI'EN. Mr. Speaker, we all
have a high regard for B b... Ra~pec~
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and wish him well as Chairman of the
Civil Service Commission. I do not know
whether he has help with his speeches
since he is Chairman of the Civil Service Commission or not. It may be his
press section is at fault. At any rate his
speech according to the press release of
May 16, was somewhat crossed up. I
. include herewith my reply to either an
erroneous press release or speech as
well as fl, letter from Hon. CLARENCE
CANNON, chairman of the Appropriations
Committee:
MAY 23, 1952.

Bon. ROBERT RAMSPECK,
Chairman, United States Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. RAMSPECK: My attention has
been directed to a Civil Service Commission
press release dated May 16, 1952, in which
you are quoted as having said in a recent
speech to the Texas chapter of the National
Association of Postmasters:
"I do not need to remind postmasters of
the hampering effects of the Whitten rider,
which made recruitment of postal workers
more difficult because we had only temporary
appointments to offer • • •. We have
hopes that the time is not far off when we
can again authorize permanent appointments
within the regular quotas of post offices."
In view of this statement, it seems appropriate to· r~view the record on this point:
First. The Civil Service Commission has
always had authority to make permanent
appointments. The only effect of section
1310 of Public Law 253, Eighty-second Congress, is to limit the number of such appointments to the level of September 1, 1950.
Second. In October 1951, the authority of
the Commission to make permanent appointments in the postal service was specifically
pointed out by Congress. In eliminating the
special exemption inserted by the Senate
last year, the conferees stated: "The elimination of subparagraph (e), which exempts
the Post Office Department from certain provisions of this section, should in no way
prejudice the position of this Department
with respect to the appointment of permanent employees within the provisions of subparagraph (a) .
Third. In your letter of May 2, 1952, dealing with the situation in the postal field
service, you recognized your authority. to
make permanent appointments under the
present law. In addition, you state that you
plan to authorize permanent appointments
in the Postal Service in the near future,
whether or not special exemption is approved. Your letter is quoted in full below:
"In response to your request I am pleased
to outline the appointment program the
Commission is planning for the postal field
service. It is our belief that the program as
described below can be put into effect to the
extent allowed by the September 1, 1950,
limitation regardless of whether the exemption of the postal field service from the provisions of section 1302 of the Third Supplemental Appropriation Act (H. R. 6947) as
proposed by the Senate, is approved.
· "We plan to authorize in the near future
a probational (i.e. permanent) appointment
system for poSitions in the postal field service. ·The details of this program have not
been completely worked out. This is being
done in conjunction with Post Office officials.
"It is contemplated that the program will
include provisions for converting the appointments of present indefinite employees
appointed from civil-service registers to appropriate appointments under the new program. While further statutory authority is
not required it will be necessary to modify
Executive Order No. 10180 of November 13,
1950, before this step may be taken. Such
Executive Order is in the process of preparation at the moment. The program for the
field service is dependent upon this step and
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cannot be put into effect until the Executive
Order h as been issued."
I must emphasize the fact that the power
of the Commission as outlined in your letter
has remained unchanged since September 1,
1950. Further, you had a clear indication
from Congress in October 1951 that you were
expected to exercise such power.
The
Commission must accept responsibility for
failure to act rather than condemn the law.
As you know, the conferees on the Third
Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1952
eliminated the exemption for the postal service under the Ferguson amendment on the
basis of your May 2 letter. Accordingly, I
would appreciate being advised as to when
the proposal outlined in said letter will be
placed in operation. I can see no justification for further delay.
Sincerely yours,
JAMIE L. WHITTEN.
MAY 24, 1952.
Hon. RoBERT RAMSPECK,
Chai rman, United States Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. RAMSPECK: Am in receipt Of a
copy of the Honorable JAMIE L: WHITTEN's
letter to you, dated May 23, 1952, concerning
the effect of the Whitten amendment on
making of permanent appointments in the
postal service. As you know, the committee
is vitally interested in this subject, and I am
at a loss to understand the apparent discrepancy between your state·m ent to the
Texas Association of Postmasters and the
official re<:ord.
It seems to me that the proposal to reinstitute permanent appointments, as outlined
in your letter of May 2, should not be delayed
further.
Sincerely yours,
CLARENCE CANNON,
Chairman.

Don't Let Delaware River Development at
Port of Philadelphia Be Destroyed by
Bureaucrats
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker,
during the hearings held before the
House Committee on Public Works on
Wednesday and Thursday of last week,
it became evident that the Bureau of
Roads, in the Commerce Department,
and the Bureau of the Budget were striving by suggested amendments to destroy
the objectives of the State compacts entered into between the State::; of Pennsylvania and New Jersey for the development of that portion of the Delaware
River in what is known as the port of
Philadelphia area. It is inconceivable
that when two sovereign States, through
the action of their respective legislatures
and the approval of their governors, enter into a solemn compact to develop a
portion of their States, located on either
side of the State boundary. line, and must
come to Congress for its approval, that
under such circumstances bureaus of the
Federal Government set themselves up
against the judgment and desire of two
sovereign States.
It is all the more inconceivable that
such an at tit ude should be assumed when

it is realized that the Federal Government is not obligated for one penny of
the expense, nor are the compacts in any
way detrimental to rights of the Federal
Government, nor any of its States. Furthermore, the only reason the compacts
must be brought before Congress for approval is because the area affected crosses
a State boundary line. If the area had
been entirely in either the States of
Pennsylvania or New Jersey, it would
not have been ·necessary to bring the
matter before Congress. Either State
could have carried out the terms of the
legislation. But merely because the area
affected is in two States, it became necessary to seek congressional approval.
It is neither right nor just for the
States of Pennsylvania and New Jersey
to be prevented in the fulfillment of their
joint plans for the development of an
area that is within the two States.
As part of my remarks, I am including
an editorial of the Philadelphia Inquirer,
issue of May 26, 1952, entitled "Don't
Let Port Be Destroyed by Bureaucrats."
This editorial in clear, strong, and logical
language sets forth the situation in a
manner that makes plain the injustice
that would be done to the two States if
approval of the compacts between them
should not be approved. The editorial
reads as follows:
DON'T LET PORT BE DESTROYED BY BUREAUCRATS
The whole future of the port of Philadelphia and the great industrial area which it
serves is endangered by the efforts of a few
Washington bureaucrats to destroy the Delaware River Port Authority.
The hearings which were held last week
before the House Committee on Public Works
brought out with full force what the Federal
bureaus are trying to do with their crippling amendments to the port bill, and what
the consequences will be if they succeed.
This is a life-and-death matter for the
progress of our port, and the fight against
the' proposed amendments must be waged
without let-up until there is no possibility
of their adoption by Congress.
Philadelphia and the Delaware River Valley are on the threshold today of an industrial development without precedent anywhere in the Nation. That development can
be stifled, and the port of Philadelphia left
the poor orphan trailing hopelessly behind
the favored port of New York, if the authority's plans and promises are killed off
in advance.
As presented to Congress for ratification,
the port bill empowers the Authority to
use the income from present and future
bridges across the Delaware River to build
interstate rapid-transit lines, to improve
wharf facilities, to expand the water-front
belt-line railroad, to provide t}'uck terminals
at the piers, and to promote commerce
through this port.
The Bureau of the Budget and the Bureau
of Public Roads are seeking to strip the Authority of these essential provisions by limiting \].Se of bridge tolls to payment of the
costs of the bridge alone.
The imposing array of public officials and
representatives of civil organizations and
business firms who supported the bill in its
original form at the committee hearings
testified to the vital part the Authority program, if left undisturbed by bureaucratic
meddling, can have in the development of a
huge interstate area.
The basic argument presented by bureau
spokesmen that the Authority plan for the
pooling of assets to finance other improvements would compel interstate users of Delaware River bridges to pay for pureiy local
.. proj~cts i§ •easily demolished

In the first place, the gigantic and continuing improvements planned by the Authority
will not be local in any sense. Large-scale
development of this port is vital not only to
Philadelphia but to the Nation.
Vastly increased traffic and transportation
problems in the Delaware River Valley region
will have to be met as industrial development mounts. Extraordinary financing arrangements will be required, if t axpayers in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey are not to be
subjected to onerous tax burdens, and the
Authority plan to establish a credit base from
its surplus revenues furnishes a practicable
solution.
The expressed concern for the "outsiders"
who would be paying tolls on Delaware River
bridges seems far-fetched. It is estimated
that more than 90 percent of the tolls come
from local commuters.
A feature "f the plan that the Federal
bureaucrats seem to ignore is that it calls
for not one dollar of Federal funds. This
is something, of course, that these experts
in centralized fund-doling cannot comprehend. Here is a tremendous and urgently
needed project that two States are promoting without any demand for Government
aid, and the administration should be giving it encouragement instead of trying to
stifle interstate initiative and cooperation.
The Government has shown no disposition
to provide the many improvements that it
would keep the Port Authority from undertaking. Our experience with the Government's run-out on its contractual agreement
with the State to help rid the Schuylkill
River of pollution shows what to expect
should we rely on Washington help for port
development.
Most unfair aspect of this matter is the
fact that the Port of New York Authority
is able to do precisely what the Federal bureaus would prevent the Delaware River Port
Authority from doing. The New York agency
· was established before the enactment in
1946 of the bridge act under which the two
bureaus would curb the Philadelphia Authority's powers.
Aside from New York, which enjoys the
exemption on the use of interstate bridge
tolls, Philadelphia is the only port in the
country operating within the jurisdiction
of two States. If the Port of Philadelphia
were in Pennsylvania alone, there would be
no Federal interference with use of bridge
revenues.
It looks very much as though the attempt
to emasculate the authority bill is aimed deliberately at Philadelphia and its port, while
leaving the Port of New York and its Authority to do as they will.
The bureaucratic drive against the Delaware River Port Authority is discriminatory
and unjust. Pennsylvania and New Jersey
must exert every possible effort to convince
Congress that the proposed destructive
amendments must be killed.

The Progressive Farmer
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT E. JONES, JR.
OF ALABAMA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mondf!-Y. May 26, 1952

Mr. JONES of Alabama. Mr. Speak·
er, under leave to extend my remarks,
I want to include the following article
which appeared in the May issue of the
Gulf Breeze. I am very glad to call to
the attention of the Members this fine
tribute to an outstanding· magazine, the
Progressive Farmer:
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'.!'HE PROGRESSIVE FARMER: ONE OF THE
SOUTH'S GREATEST AsSETS

The South is not great in all l;hings, but
we do feel that it is a matter of pride to
many of use that the South has the best.
well-balanced, honest-to-goodness farm paper in the United States.
There are no frills nor fancy trimmings
about the Progressive Farmer. It is a great
organization, manned by great people, edited
by thoughtful, well-informed men, and published entirely in the interests of the farmer.
They have editorial offices in Raleigh to
cover that part of the country; in Birmingham, Ala., is the general headquarters, and
the special edition for Alabama, Georgia, and
Florida comes out of that office. In Memphis
the editor is one of the vice presidents of
the cooperative that owns the Progressive
Farmer, and he is a man of judgment, sound
thinking, and has a profound knowledge of
southern affairs. At Dallas, the man who
is editor of the issue that goes to the great
Southwest is by inheritance, and by capacity
and ability, peculiarly fitted for his office.
At Raleigh is the president of the organization-a man wise as an owl and a true leader
of agriculture. He presides over the editorial
department of that section and all other
issues of the Progressive Farmer. At Birmingham, Ala., is Mr. Alexander Nunn, a
young man, a definite man, a courageous
thinker, a careful, calm, well-balanced Christian gentleman, who has made his mark in
many ways.
The front cover of the Progressive Farmer
1s always about the most beatiful of any
magazine published, the contents of every
issue furnish information to every member
of the farm family and to all people who
are interested in the greatest of all businesses in America-agriculture.
The last two issues of the Progressive
Farmer have been ·outstanding achievements
in the publishing world.
Whenever we find a friend in some other
section of the country who seems not to understand the great development and progress
and possib111ties of the South, we usually
send him a subscription to the Progressive
Farmer. We know of no way to better show
our interest.

An Honest Social Security Bill, H. R. 7922
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK

nize the tremendous increase 1n living costs
in the past few years. Mr. REED's bill does
this in a number of ways. It increases the
benefits for practically all retired persons
now on the rolls by $5 a month, or 12¥2'
percent, whichever is larger; provides an
increase in the benefit formula which would
apply to some present beneficiaries and
practically all who retir~ in the future; increases proportionately the benefits for
wives, widows, children, and others; and
raises both the minimum and maximum
amounts that may be paid.
Another highly commendable feature of
Mr. REED's bill is the provision that old-age
and survivors insurance beneficiaries m.ay
earn as much as $100 a month without losing their social security benefits. This
would enable elderly persons, for example,
to do some work and receive some additional
income without jeopardizing their social security benefits. Under the present law,
benefits are withheld if a person is earning
$50 a month or more.
Other features of Mr. REED's bill are provisions enabling men in the armed services
to build up their social security rights while
1n the service; permitting members of State
and local government retirement systems to
come into the Federal program; giving more
recognition to the needs of the blind; and
making several technical changes.
I believe the improvements proposed by
Mr. REED should be enacted ·as a matter of
simple justice to the millions of elderly
persons, widows, orphans, and others who
are depending on social security benefits
for their living.
These people are a segment of our popu•
lation who have been crushed by the sharp
increase in the cost of living.

Air Mobility for the New Army
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GORDON CANFIELD
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 23, 1952
Mr. CANFIELD. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following address
by Secretary of the Army Frank Pace,
Jr., before the American Helicopter So·
ciety, washington Hotel, Washington,
D. C., on Thursday, May 15, 1952:

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

AIR MOBILITY FOR THE NEW ARMY

Wednesday, May 21, 1952
Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker.
under leave to extend heretofore granted.
I a.m inserting a statement issued today
by Representative JOSEPH W. MARTIN, JR.,
of Massachusetts, Republican leader of
the House:

Today it is important that the Army re•
examine itself both in terms of its mission
and its capacity to perform that mission
within the social, economic, and political
framework of this democracy.
It finds that it must prepare itself for
possible global war against an enemy who
outnumbers us on the ground-an enemy
capable of marshaling his resources to strike
without warning at a time and place of his
own choosing. If global war does not suit his
purpose, this enemy can also incite "local
wars" anywhere along the global boundary
between the free and Communist worlds.
Thus the Army can choose neither the time
nor the place of war, nor yet the type of war
to be fought. Ours must be a flexible plan
of defense.
If we are to achieve victory in either a
global or local war we must create, and are
creating, in the United States a new Armyone which will rely on highly skilled soldiers.
greater firepower and greater mobility to a
higher degree than any Army in history. We
are doing this deliberateiy, because we know
that if we lack superiority in any of these
three elements, we y;ould face the threat

STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE JOSEPH W.
MARTIN, JR., OF MASSACHUSETTS, REPUBLI•
CAN LEADER OF THE HOUSE

I strongly endorse H. R. 7922, a bill that
makes a number of important iiJlprovements
in the social-security program. The bill
was introduced by Representative DANIEL A.
REED, of New York, ranking Republican on
the Ways and Means Committee, on May
20. I hope the bill will be speedily passed
by the present Congress so that its benefits
m ay start flowing to those who need them.
Republicans will make every effort for prompt
passage of the bill.
!-representative REED's bill would bring
the social security program more up to date
and would remove several inequities in the
present act. The first objective is to recog-

of prohibitive losses or even defeat in any
fight with a Communist enemy who is clearly .
our superior in numbers.
Let me say at this point that I have been
Secretary of the Army for more than 2
years, and I am convinced that the Army is
more progressive, more modern, and more
capable of taking its place in the defense of
this Nation than the American public realizes.
Last week, in an address at New York City,
I explained how the Army is seeking to
harness the potentialities of the atom to
create devastating firepower at less co.st in
men and money, and how atomic weapons
provide the Free World with an opportunity
to achieve the basic military strength required to maintain world peace without destroying its economic capabilities.
Today, I would like to talk about another
facet of the Army's modernization and programing for the future-mobility. But
first, let me put my remarks concerning our
modern Army in perspective.
I do not mean that we are creating an
Army that will suddenly look different, or
that we are producing soldiers who resemble
Buck Rogers. I mean that the soldier who
once moved by foot alone, then by horse,
and later by motor vehicle, is gradually beginning to move more and more by air. I
mean that developments in the air age are
permitting the soldier to extend his range of
observation far beyond what he can see from
the ground. I mean that the air is enabling
the commander to control and communicate
with his soldiers better than ever before and
1s adding firepower of greater range, accuracy and mobility to the firepower he now
possesses.
What do these new air capabilities mean
to the Army? Where have we profited?
And where might we profit more in the future?
SCIENCE PLUS IMAGINATION

These are questions which men of imagination in the Army and our civilian friends
in science and production must answer.
For the Soviets work ceaselessly at these
problems with their military forces, science
and production harnessed to the slave state
and ready to do the dictator's bidding. Here,
then, is the challenge, clear and simple: Can
free men with freedom of thought and action
outthink, outplan, and outproduce the slave
world? Clearly we can-and if we fail, we
have only ourselves to blame.
As the Army readies itself to assume its
share of responsibility for national defense,
it probes into a wide variety of fields, searching for newer, more effective, and more economical means for the ground soldier to
perform his mission. These studies, plus
our battlefield experiences in World War II
and Korea, have convinced us that the modern soldier must exploit the air to a greater
extent than ever before.
This, of course, requires education and
training. Man is primarily a land animal
and in his early history, he restricted his
fighting to the familiar medium of the land.
Later, he learned to use the sea as a highway
and as a battle arena. Finally, he conquered
the air and used this new medium to travel
at speeds that now exceed the speed of
sound. In warfare, as in peace, he has
learned to integrate transport of land, sea,
and air into an efficient system in which
each mode of transport is used to best advantage.
As a result, modern warfare is not divided
neatly into three separate compartments of
land, sea, and air. Rather, it encompasses
all three of these mediums and action in any
one medium has a direct influence on action
1n the other two. In terms of ground warfare, this means that military strength in
the air and on the sea increase our military
strength on land. This is of especial significance to the soldier. For alth ough man
may travel by air or sea he still lives on the
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land, and depends upon it for the sinews of
war, the raw materials of production, and
food itself. It is still the soldier who must
gain and hold that ground.
.
.
From the viewpoint of the soldier, air•
cPaft can extend and augment his fighting
power on land in three ways. First, the air·
plane can support him with firepo:wer of
greater mobility and range than his own
ground weapons now can afford. Fighter
planes of our sister services can destroy enemy planes beyond the range of our antiaircraft artillery. They can outrange our field
artillery to strike at men, supplies, ~nd
weapons moving far behind . the battle lmes
toward the front. The ground fighter cannot see this interdiction; ·but he feels its
effects as he battles an enemy weakened
through lack of adequate reinforcements,
ammunition, and supplies. By adding their
firepower to the fire of the soldier's artil·
lery, mortars and other ground weapons,
close support planes can help influence
ground action on the battlefield itself.
A second contribution of aircraft is to provide long-range vision for the ground fighter,
greatly enlarging the amount of enemy·
held terrain he can observe from the ground.
Aerial photography provides quick and accu.·
rate intelligence of enemy .troop dispositions
and installations. In Korea, as in World War
II, Army light aircraft, which includes .hell·
copters, have directed much of our artillery
fire. Light aircraft permit commanders in
Korea to make frequent visits to subordinate
units dispersed in ·b attle positions, thus facilitating control.
In the third place, aircraft offers the sol-.
dier tremendously increased mobility-the
ability to move men, weapons, and supplies
to and on the battlefield in a fraction of the
time required by ground or water transport.
Aircraft can perform this transport function
in three ways. They can carry airborne combat units and their equipment directly into
battle. They can ferry materiel and troops
from distant depots and staging areas to the
combat zone where they unload well behind
the battle lines. They can supplement
motor vehicles in forward areas to shuttle
ammunition and supplies to the front and
the wounded to the rear.
AffiBORNE OPERATIONS BATTLE-TESTED

In World War II, we proved the feasibility
.of the large-scale airborne operation, dropping an airborne corps oehind enemy lines
on three different occasions. That war
marked the debut of the airborne soldier,
who, at first glance, is a strange hybrid between soldier and airman, but who actually
is a soldier who uses the airplane instead
of truck or ship to carry him to where he
fights on the ground. From our airborne
ranks have sprung a new breed of forwardlooking commanders, including such men as
Generals Matt Ridgway, Maxwell Taylor, and
Tony McAuliffe, who have learned to think
in terms of air and air m.obility.
Our ability to ferry troops and equipment
to the combat zone by airplane was a decisive factor during the early days of the battle for Korea when hours meant the difference between our suc9ess or failure. Less
.than 12 hours after t _he authority for com:mitment of Army forces to Korea left Was_h ington, planes · carrying American combat
troops were landing near Pusan. These soldiers, comprising an u:nderstrength battalion, then rushed northward to meet motorized Communist columns . just south of
Seoul, where they delayed overwhelming
enemy forces for 6¥2 precious hours. In re•
sponse to General MacArthur's urgent request for the newly developed 3.5 bazooka,
we flew instruction teams from Fort ~en
ning, rockets from Picatinny Arsenal, and
launchers from Rock Island Arsenal. Only
17 days after the request, ·the new bazooka.
.was in action, playing havoc with Commu._
nist tanks.

HELICOPTER VERSATILITY

Korea has also helped stimulate farreaching developments in organic Army aircraft such as helicopters, which serve as
aerial vehicles in the forward combat areas.
If you were to visit the mountainous Korean front, as I have, you'd really appreciate
the reason. Roads, where they exist, are
rugged, narrow, poo.rly graded, and full . of
hairpin turns in the mountains. Our dnvers fight summer mud and winter ice.
I think the best way to describe Korea to
you is to ten · you that it is true helicopter
country. True, the fixed-wing airplane is
performing its mission well in Korea. ~ow
ever, it does operate under one handicap
that does not affect the helicopter. This Is
its dependence on adequately prepared land·
ing fields. When such fields are not avail·
able in the vicinity of ground forces, fixed•
wing aircraft must rely on the relatively ineffi-cient method of parachuting supplies and
equipment to the troops they are supplying.
The helicopter, on the other hand, can take
off or land literally in a cow pasture. Moreover, it can hover like a hummingbird over
the steepest mountain peaks occupied by
ground soldiers.
To the soldier, the military helicopter is a
truck with attached "eggbeater" that performs every job of which the truck is capa·
ble-and more-without interference from
ground obstacles. Like motor vehicles assigned to forward combat units, we use the
helicopter for short hauls between the front
lines and rear areas. We have evacuated
.thousands of critically wounded men in Korea by helicopter, many of them from almost inaccessible mountain peaks where in·
fantrymen fight their lonely war. In fact,
our Medical Corps has come to regard the
helicopter as an air ambulance, readily available for emergency cases.
Of our Korean wounded evacuated to hospitals, 97¥2 percent have survived. Eightythree percent of our wounded have returned
to duty. To the helicopters used · by our
medical air evacuation units goes their fair
share of the credit for this splendid record
which surpasses by far any established by any
army in any war.
The very fact that flying ambu.lances are
available for the badly wounded has served
to boost the morale of our fighting soldiers.
In past wars, it took hours, or even 1ays, to
carry critically wounded men by litter down
the sides of steep mountains or through dense
jungle to distant medical stations. Soldiers
saw buddies die who could have been saved by
rapid medical treatment. In Korea, many
soldiers wounded under similar circumstances can thank the helicopter that they
are alive today.
So valuable has the helicopter become for
transporting men, supplies, and equipment
in Korea, that we have established transpor.
tation helicopter companies as standard
units in our Transportation Corps. We have
also added helicopter to the standard transportation of many other Army units.
There is no doubt in my mind that when
the lessons of Korea have been fully assessed, the dependence of ground units on
helicopters for observation, communication,
control, and fire direction-as well as for
transport-will ·emerge as one of the most
important. And, ·from the Korean battleground, commanders continue their urgent
requests to send more Army aircraft--espe·
cially helicopters.
I think it's appropriate to transmit this
request directly to you iu this audience,
many of whom are working at top speed to
fill the helicopter orders placed by the Army
and its sister services.
In places other than Korea, your Army is
also finding the helicopter an effective and
economical means to perform duties of a.
noncombat nature. In Alaska, _for instance,
our Corps of Engineers is establishing new

records for speed and efficiency in a largescale mapping operation through the use
of helicopters to carry surveyors and their
equipment ·over treacherous muskeg and
mountains.
AmBORNE BACKGROUND UNSURPASSED

To my mind, the attitude of Army commanders in Korea toward aircraft is especially significant because it epitomizes the
accent on air mobility which pervades your
modern Army. This emphasis, which began
e~arly in World War II, has produced the following tangible results:
We now surpass any army in the world in
airborne know-how and we continue to add
to the fund of experience garnered in World
War II and Korea by continuous airb<;>rne
training, including maneuvers under all
types of climatic conditions.
We maintain in.our active Army today two
airborne divisions which can provide a
nucleus of trained men for expansion of airborne units in the event that we are attacl{ed. We have included movement by air
in the training of all infantry divisions.
In conjunction with the Air Force, we have
developed larger cargo planes which can
carry huge loads of men or supplies for
longer distances and at greater speeds than
ever before. The C-124, for instance, can
accommodate a light tank or a 155-mm gun.
The C-99 can carry two companies of infantry. (It required nine C-47's of World
War II vintage to carry an infantry company.) At the same time, we have "miniaturized" much of our standard Army equipment and weapons, making them lighter and
less bulky for air transport.
We have added helicopters to our authorized transportation. Many of our combat
and service units have accumulated a
great store of experience in their use of
helicopters on the Korean battle ground
which may rightly be termed the military
proving ground of the helicopter.
TECHNICAL EVOLUTION CONTINUES

We visualize an expansion of air transport
for the Army in the future as part of a
natural technical evolution. In World War
I, we were a partially motorized Army which
still depended to a large extent on the horse.
In World War II, we were a fully motorized
Army with some airborne capability. The
future will bring an increase in this airborne capability.
You in this audience, of course, are more
intimately familiar with future technical
improvements in the helicopter than I.
But, as you produce more and better helicopters, with greater speed, range, maneuverability, and load capacity, you will permit your Army to substitute more helicop·
. ters for its motor transportation. The
modern motorized Army is inherently roadbound to a certain extent. But only the
worst kind of weather can make it groundbound if it is adequately supplied with
enough helicopters to complement its motor
transportation.
We hope it will be only a matter of time
·before our aircraft industry produces a military convertiplane which co:mbines th~
features of the helicopter and the fixed-wing
.airplane. As such, the convertiplane would
"prove to be a ~ highly valuable addition to
our helicopters and fixed-wing airplanes. It
~has not yet rea.c~ed _ a stage of development
in which it ~as proved it.s military utility.
We are no~ positive, at this point, what its
ultimate capabilities might be. But, from
the military viewpoint, the concept of an
aircraft which can fly as a helicopter and
fixed-wing airplane both, is an exciting one
and offers great military promise to the
ground fighter. ~
This year, the American people are making
another heavy payment on the insurance fo~r
'pe'a ce which military strength can help buy
1n today's troubled world. It is the obliga-
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tion of your Army and its sister services to
use this payment to best advantage.
We in the Army are convinced that mobility is a key to the solution of our major
problem: To convince potential aggressors
that an attack on the free world would end
in their defeat. Korea has already demonstrated to the Communist world our ability
to move :fighting men and their equipment
to a remote area along our global defensive
periphery in sufficient strength and in sufficient time to contain his thrusts. Our outnumbered Eighth Army has displayed its
ability to more than match the Communist
masses we would meet in a global war,
through superior firepower and superior mobility.
To your Army the problem of preparing to
defeat larger forces with minimum casualties in the event of war has become crystal
clear. We must continue to maintain the superiority in · mobility we now possess. And
this means we must continue, with the help
of the Navy and Air Force, to plan for more
and more air mobility in. the future.

Pact Touches Off New Cold War
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIJ:L J. FLOOD
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REc;.
ORD, I include the following article by
Drew Pearson, from the Washington
Post of May 26, 1952:
THE W~SHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

(By Drew Pearson)
PACT TOUCHES OFF NEW OOLD WAR

The pact for a European army which the
Foreign Ministers were to initial today is not
a lengthy document. It is quite short. But
behind its written pages are thousands of
unwritten chapters recording the hopes of
the future, the history of the past, and the
hurdles in the path of peace.
Historically, today marks the climax of 300
years of warfare, back and forth across the
Rhine, back and forth between the French
and German armies, back and forth-until
the wheat :fields and the forests were tangled
with barbed wire and drenched with blood.
So this pact, putting the armies of two bitter enemies-France· and Germany-under
one flag and in one uniform, could be the
most significant milestone for peace the
world has ever seen. To those whose sons
have gone forth to war year after year, to
those who are so weary of war that they are
suspicious even of us, it could be the millennium.
But because it does carry the hopes of millions, and because the goals of the Kremlin
do not flourish in the soil of peace, the European Army Pact faces terrific hurdles. Moscow is determined that this pact never shall
go into full force. So the signing today will
mark the beginning of the gree.test war of
nerves since VE-day.
JEERS FOR RIDGWAY

Even before the ceremony today, Moscow
had been marshaling its forces to scare Western Europe ~mt o! this .momen.tous agreement. Here are the moves which will cume
to a climax in the immediate or near future:
1. General Ridgway's arrival will touch off
a vocif.;>,rous anti-American' demonstration.

He will be branded the· butcher of Korea,
held responsible for the highly exaggerated
prisoner troubles in Korea, and accused of
using germ warfare. Communist propaganda regarding germ warfare has been so
successful that about hal! the people of
Europe really believe it.
As a result, some of our best friends believe that Ridgway's appointment to Paris
was a mistake.
2. Soviet rearmament of East Germany is
1ncre~sing.
This is probably a psychological
move to worry the French and scare the
West Germans away from the European army
pact.
3. There's been a heavy Russian build-up
around Berlin. Simultaneosly, Communist
civilians are reported planning to flock into
West Berlin, stage riots, and give an excuse to Communist troops to enter the city.
This time, it's reported, the Russians plan to
seize both Berlin airports, thus making it
impossible for us to repeat the airlift. In
such event, Berlin would be starved out and
have to capitulate. The alternative would
be war.
4. European inflation is on the increase,
and this is our second worst en emy. Some
people claim that it is even enemy No. 1.
For, with prices high and wages low, inflation makes for communism. Communist
parliament members in France and Italy are
endeavoring to create as much economic instability as possible in order to increase
inflation.
Inflation has brought much business to a
standstill throughout western Europe, and
this will be increased if there is an y substantial cut in United States aid to Europe.
5. Ratification of the united army pact is
uncertain, and will be made more so by the
above events. This is Moscow's real goalto discourage, frighten, disillusion the peoples of France and Germany to such an extent that their parliaments will refuse to
ratify the historical pact.
WILL HISTORY REPEAT?

Above, however, is set forth the pessimistic
part of the picture. On the other hand, it
remains a fact that a pact providing for- a
united Europan army, putting ·French and
German troops in one uniform, is being initialed today. This could end 300 years of
bloodshed. And this is more important than
all the tricks Moscow is pulling out of the
bag to block it.
Twenty-four years ago, I was present ln
· the Salon d'Horloge at the signing of the
Kellogg-Briand Pact. The August sun spread
its slanting rays over the Seine, penetrated
the deep-curtained windows of the Quai
d'Orsay and danced among the great crystal
candelabra of Louis XVI as Ew·ope's statesmen scratched their names on the parchment outlawing war supposedly forever.
At that ceremony were such idealistic
statesmen as Dr. Eduard Benes of Czechoslovakia, whose heart was broken by the Communists; Gustav Stresemann of Germany,
who did his best to oppose Hitler, and Artstide Briand of France, who strove for better
relations with Germany. They truly felt
that war might be outlawed at that ceremony in the Salon d'Horloge in August 1928.
But in the background lurked forces of
fascism and nationalism which gra dually undercut tliat treaty and edged the world toward war.
Today the same forces, this time under
the name of communism, are equally intent
on wrecking the pact being signed. The
·question is, will they succeed? The answer.
in reality, is up to us.
It is supposed to be axiomatic that history repeats. But nothing is really axiomatic. And if the more enlightened people
of the world remember the mistakes of the
·· past, history need not repeat.

Settlement of Railroad Strike
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, under permission to extend my remarks,
I include a splendid statement made on
May 2, 1952, by President W. P. Kennedy, of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, on the occasion of the recent settlement of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers, Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen,
and Order of Railway Conductors with
the carriers.
President Kennedy of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen is carrying
out the able, forward-looking, a nd
courageous leadership the late A. T.
Whitney did during his lifetime of constructive efforts and results:
I congratulate the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, and Order of
Railway Conductors on their sett lement with
the carriers. Despite many requests, it will
serve no constructive pw·pose for me to comment on the obvious, essential identity between the Trainmen's agreement of last year
and the settlement announced today. The
important thing, which alone deserves emphasis and comment, is that a settlement
has been reached, and all the parties involved-the brotherhoods, the carriers, the
Government, and the . general public-are
now free to concentrate their attention on
the obvious lessons of the past few years.
Excessive Government intervention, token
seizures, labor injunctions, scare headlines,
and biased propaganda are inadequate--indeed, menacing substitutes for true collective bargaining. The time is ripe for a cooperative, genuine effort to restore to the
railroad industry the democratic freedoms
we call collective bargaining.

Truman Stands Firm
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES R. HOWELL
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 23, 1952

Mr. HOWELL. Mr. Speaker, the following editorial from the Trenton Times
of Tuesday, May 20, 1952, gives well
merited praise to President Truman for
his remarks before the dinner of the
Americans for Democratic Action in
which he indicated that he would not
sign the tidelands oil bill.
The oil contained in these offshore
reserves is a natural resource that should
properly belong to the entire people of
the United States. The Supreme Court
has ruled that the oil should be thus
considered. The President deserves this
editorial recognition of his courageous
recognition of the fact that the tidelands
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oil is a national asset, which should be
shared . equally by all of the American
people.
The Times editorial follows:
TRUMAN STANDS FIRM

It will redound to the everlasting credit of

President Truman that he has refused to
temporize in any way whatever with those
who are trying to raid the submerged oil
lands of the Federal domain. His speech
before the Americans for Democratic Action
spells the doom of the tidelands oil bill,
which would reverse a previous United States
Supreme Court decision and return exclusive
title and jurisdiction to these lands to the
States.
The Supreme Court opinion should have
been the last word in this controversy. It
should have discouraged further efforts in
Congress to turn these vital reserves over to
private oil companies. This decision left no
grounds on which Texas, Louisiana, California, or any other State could argue that
Congress should abrogate the Nation's rights
to possession of off -shore oil.
Nevertheless, Congress has passed legislation to accomplish this purpose. There is
involved in the marginal sea, according to
the estimates of geologists, oil worth something like $40,000,000,000. This vast fortune
could be a boon to the American people, to
whom it belongs by virtue of their nationhood. Congress would give it to three States.
As President Truman observed, it is possible to understand the attitude of the Representatives of these three States on the
issue. Support of the measure by the Repre·
sentatives of other States, whose people
would be denied a just share in the benefits
of this wealth, is incomprehensible.
In again passing a blll forfeiting these rich
oil deposits, especially in the face of the Supreme Court decision, Congress offers a sad
commentary on its own sense of responsi·
bility. Fortunately, President Truman is de•
termined to protect the public interest
through his power of veto.

Opportunities for the Youth of America
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BLAIR MOODY
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. MOODY. Mr. President, today
the youth of America have a greater
chance for advancement than ever be.
fore. I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the REcORD a
statement I have prepared giving some
of the principal reasons why.
There being no objection, the state·
ment was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STAT!':MENT BY SENATOR MOODY
YOUTH TODAY CAN GET AHEAD, THANKS TO
DEMOCRATIC POLICIES

Young Americans have never had a greater
opportunity than today to build secure, successful lives. This immense revival of the
chance to get ahead has come largely as a
result of the democratic policies carried out
by our Government over the past 20 years.
These same democratic policies are needed
still. They must be extended, not dropped,
if we are to insure our future.

A BETTER BREAK ON JOBS, THANKS TO
DEMOCRATIC POLICIES

A BETTER HOME TO START HOUSEKEEPING,
THANKS TO DEMOCRATIC POLICIES

Thanks to democratic prosperity based on
democratic economic and social policies,
most young Americans today have decent
jobs-and a good chance to get the job they
really want.
In fact, Americans starting their careers
today need have no fear of grave unemployment. To realize what this means, one need
only do a very simple thing: Ask one's
parents how they felt in 1930, 1931, 1932.
· The fear they felt has gone. It need never
return, if Democratic policies are continued.
The fear of depression has not been banished by a miracle. It has gone because
Democratic labor policies, farm policies, anti·
monopoly policies and anti-inflation policies
have revived our economy and kept it on
an even keel.
But these Democratic policies can be reversed. Many Republicans foolishly want
to reverse them. We can wake up one morning in 1953 or 1954 and find ourselves in our
fathers' shoes, as of 1931 or 1932. One thing
only is sure: that will never happen under
liberal Democratic government.

In our fathers' day, most people were mid·
die-aged before they could afford the down
payment for their own home-if they ever
could afford it.
Today, by the time our babies come, mil·
lions of us can move into modern homes of
our own, equipped with every convenience.
T\lenty-four million families are home own·
ers today-a higher proportion than ever be·
fore.
This change has come largely because of
FHA and VA mortgage guaranties-both of
them Democratic-inspired programs that
have greatly spurred home building and
greatly lowered interest rates on mortgages.
And the FHA program operates without cost
to the Government, while gross losses under
the VA program total less than one-tenth of
1 percent.
Rental housing also is far better than ever
before, thanks in considerable part to Demo·
cratic measures for public housing and slum
clearance and low interest rates. The hous··
ing problems of defense areas are also being
alleviated by Federal action under Demo·
cratic impetus.
·
Much housing today is still far from per•
feet-but Democratic policies are licking the
problem.

A BETTER OPPORTUNITY ON YOUR OWN, THANKS
TO DEMOCRATIC POLICIES

Young Americans now have a better chance
than ever before to get ahead on their own.
There are more small businesses in operation today than ever before-and only about
a third as many business failures as h 1929,
peak of the Republican "prosperity." T h e
proportion of farmers who have been able to
buy their own farms is higher today than
at any time since 1880.
Today one's savings can go to start a business-they aren't all required .for family
security as they often used to be. Our elders
had to save $15,455 by the age of 65 to buy
the annuity that we and our wives, at 65,
will get from social security. If we are
married, with several young children, social
security provides us insurance prot£::cti-Jn
worth $25,000.
In addition, the Government, under the
Democrat-inspired GI bill, has given loan
help to 180,000 veterans to start their cwn
businesses and to 63,000 to buy their own
farms-at a gross loss from defaults of less
than 1¥2 percent. And now, following the
President's recommendation, Democratic
congressional leaders are working out a new
GI bill for veterans who have served since
the Korean attack.
A BETTER CHANCE FOR EDUCATION, THANKS TO
DEMOCRATIC POLICIES

The Democratic Party holds that wealth
is no measure of the right to learn.
And Democratic prosperity has brought a
revolution in the opportunity for an education. Today three quarters of us are able
to go to high school. In 1929, the best Re·
publican year that our fathers knew, only
half the young Americans of high school age
were in school.
Today a fifth of all Americans agP.d 18 to
21-excluding veterans-are enrolled in
colleges. In our fathers' day ( 1930) only 11
percent were able to go to college.
Thanks to the GI bill, nearly 8,000,000
veterans have been able to continue their
schooling or training and 377,000 of them
registered for college in the fall of 1951, out
of the total college enrollment of 2,100,000.
In 1930, college enrollment totaled only
990,000; in 1940, only 1,364,000.
The new GI blll for veterans who have
served since the Korean attack should provide education benefits also. In addition,
President Truman in his 1952 budget message asked $30,000,000 for scholarships and
loan aid for bright students who could not
otherwise afford college.

A CHANCE TO PIONEER, THANKS TO DEMOCRATIC
POLICIES

Since the first days ·of Franklin D. Roose·
velt 's presidency, Democratic government has
called on young Americans to pioneer at the
new frontiers of society. This chance to
pioneer continues t oday in full measure.
In the Pacific Northwest, for example, the
great Federal power dams have opened new
irrigated farming land to thousands of young
farmers. Throughout the country the pro·
gram for conserving America's soil fertility
calls for many trained and dedicated men
to complete a job . that is now only well be·
gu n.
The Federal Government also needs men
who will push ahead the frontiers of science
and medicine, under the National Science
Foundation and the National Institutes of
Health.
And the point 4 program for shariJJ.g
American know-how with underdeveloped
peoples offers a compelling opportunity for
service in the cause of progress.
These challenges to pioneer are but a part
of the great and continuing Democratic
program for remaking America, and for
meeting the crisis of today 's sick world.
A BETTER PROSPECT FOR PEACE, THANKS TO
DEMOCRATIC POLICIES

This indeed is a world we never made, but
we have to live in it. Americans young and
old are forced to face up to the world-wide
threat of Soviet aggression and subversion.
And that is what this administration has
been doing. From the first-as soon as the
Soviets showed clearly that they would not
cooperate toward peace-our Government
began acting to prevent another world war.
We have done this by building our own
strength and by helping our friends and al·
lies . build their strength. We have not
sought to build military strength alone, but
also economic strength and moral strength.
At the same time we have been trying to
get the Soviet bloc to agree to disarmament,
including atomic disarmament. We do not
want to fight them. We want a genuine
agreement that will let us live peacefully
with them.
Under continued Democratic government,
we shall not blunder into either preventive
war or dangerous isolation. We shall con·
tinue to keep our heads. We shall go on
working for peace, and for the free progress
of all, in the only ways that seem possible,
in a world where so many people act and be· .
lieve as they do.
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McCarran Immigration Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YOBK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD three edito~
rials one from the New York Times o!
May' 24, one from the New York Herald
Tribune of May 23, and one from the
Washington Post of May 24, all on the
subject of the McCarran immigration
bill, which was approved by the Senate
last week.
There being no objection, the edito~
rials were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
[From the New York Times of May 24, 1952)
A VETO DESERVED

Senate passage of the McCarran anti-1m~
migration bill means now that hope of <le~
feating this monstrous piece of legislation
lies 1n a Presidential veto. We trust that
the veto will be forthcoming and_that enough
Con gressmen will have read the measure
• prior to that time to insure that the veto
will be sustained.
Badly as our country needs revision and
codification of our immigrat ion and naturau~
zation laws, it would be better in our opin~
ibn to have no ·revision at all than tJ;le kind
of racist, restrictionist, and reactionary leg~
islatlon embodied in the McCarran bill. The
excuse sometimes made for this omnibus
measure 1s that it contains some good and
desirable features. Certainly it does, but at
what a price. Instead of creating a modern
body of immigration law suitable to the
middle of the twentieth century there are
clauses of this bill which move many steps
backward-in some cases right back into
the Dark Ages.
Let no one be misled by the fact that the
McCarran measure is the product of 3 years
of study. The study took place, of course,
within the Judiciary Committee, which, by
accident of seniority, the statesman from
Nevada happens to head and which he com~
pletely dominates. The committee never
·even gave a hearing to the Tival Humphrey~
Lehman bill as such, although the latter is
backed by a dozen or so ab1e Members of
the Senate who are interested in upholding
American principles of justice r-md fair play
even in respect to voteless aliens and immi ~
grants. They could have tied up the Senate
indefinitely by debating every one of the
couple of hundred proposed amendments to
the McCarran bill; but these Senators are
not the kind to engage in filibuster.
Incidentally, it is gratifying to note that
in one imnortant test before final passage
of the McCanan bill the names ot the eight
Republicans Tecorded on the liberal side of
this issue read almost like a roster of the
principal Eisenhower spokesmen in the Sen~
ate. Mr. TAFT voted the other wa y.
(From the New York Herald Tribune of May

jority, which was about evenly composed of
Rc.publlcans and Democrats (the latter
largely from Southern States) , stood firm in
support of a proposed immigration policy
so unfair in many of its provisions that lts
enactment in present form could be counted
as a defeat for fundamental American prin~
ciples.
Two courses of action remain. One is to
try revision by amendment. Toward that
end about 200 amendments have been placed
on Senate desks by the group that is trying
to thwart this immlgartion philosophy of
Senator PAT MCCARRAN, Democrat, of Nevada.
The debate on these could have engaged the
Senate for weeks. but even that is now out
of the question. The likely prospect now is.
a President ial veto. Mr. Truman, we believe,
would be justified in taking su ch a step. A
new immigration law is urgently needed and,
for all its faults, the McCarran law embodies
soMe improvements upon existing legisla~
tlon. But a new Congress can take up the
whole subject with an objectivity which has
been lacking in framing the present law. It
can give to the concepts of the Humphrey~ .
Lehman bill serious and open-minded con~
sideration, and it can shape a policy which
does credit to American t r-adition s of hospi~
tality and fair play. The gift of citizenship
1s the most precious the Nation can bestow.
Th~ conditions under ·which we grant it pro~
vide a touchstone by which the free nations
judge the quality of our democracy; and
nothing less than our best wisdom should
guide us in this field.
[From the Washington Post of :May 24, 1952)
IKKIGRATION BAN
The immigration bill whleh Senate and
House conferees will finally produce by
b1ending the Senate's McCarran blll with the
slightly less offensive Walter bill passed by
the House wlll be a sorry testimonial to the
4 years of thought and effort that have gone
into it. This major effort to revise and re~
codify the complex statutes governing admittance to the United States and to Amerl~
can citizenship came to a vote at a time
when xenophobia is especially strong in Congress. The result is a law d~igned to keep
foreigners out of the United States instead
o! a law to select and welcome the best
among those seeking to oome here-in pro~
portion to this countrys1 ability to receive
~em.
·
The McOarran and Walter bills are not
only exclusionary; they are exclusionary. to
a certain extent in racist terms unbecomrng
to the world's foremost democracy. Un~
der certain circumstanoes, moreover, they
deal harshly and summarily with aliens in
ways unbecoming to a country proud of its
free institutions and its judicial processes.
Having waited so l-Ong for a comprehensive
revision of its immigration and natural'iza~
tion laws, the United States ought to have
something better than this McCarran-Wal~
ter hodge-podge. We hope that the PTesident will send it back to Capitol Hlll so that
the Eighty-third Congress can have ail op~
portunity to reconsider and improve it.

Memorial Day Address at Western Salis·
bury Church, Emmaus, Pa.

23, 1952]

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

IMMIGRATION DEBATE
The bipartisan team of Senators which bas
striven earnestly and honestly to libera11ze
the M-::Carran immigration blll has suffer~d
two serious set-backs at the hands of a Sen~
ate coalition. It bas been defeated in its
effort to have the blll recommitted for new
hearings, an<l beaten in its attempt to sub~
stltute a sounder measure. A Senat e rna~

OF

THE

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, Ma11 26, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, yesterd-ay at the Western Salisbury Church,.
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which was organized in 1741, I had the
honor of delivering their sixty-third an~
nual Memorial Day address. The members of this old congregation adhere
strictly to the ideals of their fathers.
The following was their musical pro~
gram: March Spirit of the World, Christus-der-ist-meln-Leben, Fairest Lord
Jesus, Mighty Fortress, Vater-unser-im~
Himmelreich, America, March Religioso.
I ask unanimous consent to have my
address printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECoRD,
as follows:
On this Holy .Sabbath Day we pause in
humble and reverent submission to the will
of God and bow our heads in solemn tribute
to the memory of our honored dead.
We honor those who have fallen in battle
on our own soil and in distant lands across
the sea.
We acknowledge, in praise and gratitude,
our everlasting debt to those who gave their
llves to defend the sacred freedoms that are
the rightful heritage of every American.
We are gathered in these peaceful and
beautliul surroundings to rededicat e ourselves to the ideals fo.r which .heroes in every
generation gave their full measure of devo~
tion.
They have done their part. May they rest
eternally ln the peace of Almighty God.
It is appropriate on this day of memory
and dedication to reflect with pride upon
the g1orious record of our Nation's past.
But more important, it is a time to look
forward with renewed patriotism, increased
courage . and firm determination to greater
achievement 1n strengthening the structure
of American freedom.
It is a time to take again to our hearts
the immortal words of Abraham Lincoln:
"That this Nation, under God, • • •
shall not perish fr.om the ,earth."
Yes, my fellow Americans, this Nation will
live and grow and prospe.r so long as it re~
mains faithful to its destiny as a Nation
under GOd.
It will survive as a Nation of freedom so
lmig as its people look to the Holy .Bible for
· guidance in their dally lives.
The United States will be sound and strong
so long as we match the courage and the
sacrifice of those who fought against tyranny
and oppression in every conflict from the
Revolution to the present .struggle 1n Korea.
We g1ortfy America as "the land of the
free and the home of the brave."
But we would not be free without the
courage and the valor of brave men wbo
shed their blood to win and preserve our
liberties.
Freedom is ours because we possessed
brave men on the frontiers to clear the
wilderness; brave men in battle; brave men
in our legislative balls and our courts to
sustain the dignity of the law; and b rave
men in our schools and churches to inspire
patriotism and to uphold the ideals o! real
Americanism.
It was America's good fortune to be settled by sturdy, hard-working, God-fearing
men and women who prized freedom a bove
life Itself.
The foundation of our liberty and independence was firmly established on faith
in God and religious conviction.
From its earliest beginnings America has
been a deeply religious Nation.
We rejoice in the spiritual strength of our
peqple. We are proud that 1n evecy corner
of our land the word of God is preaehed
in churches of every denom in ation, fr ee
from an governmental regulation and re~
atriction.
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Freedom of religion is the most precious
of all the great freedoms we enjoy under
the American system of government.
In every nation where freedom of worship
is denied or restricted the people have become enslaved.
Communist Russia and its sate111tes are
tragic examples of people held captive under
the terror and tyranny of rulers who deny
God and have destroyed all human rights.
During recent years so-called intellectuals
and other false prophets of a world which
knows no God, have been gradually undermining all that is fundamental in the American way of life.
They proclaim that God's plan has failedthat security is preferable to liberty. They
teach that freedom of the individual should
be surrendered to a planned and regimented
economy, directed by an all-powerful central government. They declare that progress
and prosperity can be achieved without the
incentives which created the greatness of
America.
That is the poisonous philosophy of communism. It hopes to cause the downfall of
our country when our people turn away
from religion and abandon decency in government and private conduct.
In every country where the people have
followed false leaders into a planned economy and the so-called welfare state, religion
has been destroyed and freedom of the individual has vanished.
When the people forget that all .human
rights come from God and not from the
state they begin to decay.
·
We have reached a time of crisis in our
national life. We have reached a time when
we must bring into action all our patriotism
and our fighting spirit to safeguard our
freedom.
We are threatened by enemies abroad and
by moral deterioration at home.
Evil influences have grown up amongst us
that are undermining the moral structure of
the United States.
Never in the history of the United States
has there been a g:!ieater need for brave men
to fight for honor and righteousness.
Never has there been a more pressing need
for strengthening adherence to the fundamental virtues of decency and integrity in
Government-in politics-in business-and
ln our private lives.
Our freedom is threatened by crime and
corruption and the breakdown of moral
standards.
History teaches that official corruption and
moral deterioration among the people has
always preceded the downfall of nations.
Corruption in government is more dangerous than treason or conspiracy. The scandals that have been revealed in Washington
bring us face to face with a situation that
1s shocking and alarming. It is not a political issue. It is a great moral issue of honesty against dishonesty. It will be supported
by every American who places honor, principle and integrity above selfish interest.
We can be plunged into disaster if we do
not have the highest type of morality in
the leadership of our country.
The strength and the preservation of the
American system of government depends
upon the moral and spiritual standards of
the people.
Unless the moral forces of our communities arouse themselves to drive out racketeers
and grafters there can be no hope of clean,
decent, honest government.
The most effective leadership in that direction should and must come from the pulpit
and from the great body of laymen who hold
official positions in our church organizations.
The ills from which our Nation suffers
today can be overcome if we have a strong,
militant church, battling day in and day
out, for good, sound, clean, economical government. ·we must have decent, self-reliant,
courageous, God-fearing people.
·

The church is the foundation upon which
our form of government rests. It is the
basis of our character as a Nation. It is our
hope for a future of integrity, honor, and
justice.
That is why I say that every good citizen,
every churchgoer, should take an intelligent, patriotic, and militant part in governmen~.

That . means working to place in public
office men of integrity and high character.
It means working to drive out of office every
politician, of any party, whose objective
is personal gain and personal power, rather
than public service.
It means arousing public opinion to a
higher standard of morality, to inspire deeper respect for the law, and to assure confidence in the integrity of our officials and
our courts.
It means taking an active interest in community affairs in State, National, and world
problems.
Faith in God is expressed in the Declaration of Independence and reaffirmed in the
Constitution. It is inscribed upon our coins.
Two incidents in the history of our country are worth recalling in this connection.
The first occurred in the summer of 1787
when the outstanding statesmen of the infant Republic met in Philadelphia to draft
a Constitution.
The convention had little success and after
5 weeks of heated discussion it was feared
that its efforts would end in faUure.
When the prospect seemed darkest, Dr.
Benjamin Franklin, oldest and wisest member of the convention, arose.
Addressing Gen. George Washington, President of the assembly, he made an eloquent
plea, from which I quote in part:
"I have lived, sir, a long · time; and the
longer I live the more convincing proofs I
see of this truth; that God governs in the
affairs of men. And if a sparrow cannot fall
to the gro~nd without His notice, is it possible that an empire can rise without Hisaid?
"We have been assured, sir, in the Sacred
Writings, that except the Lord built the
house, they labor in vain that build it."
Dr. Franklin continued, and again I quote:
"I, therefore, beg leave to move, that hereafter, prayers imploring the assistance of
heaven and its blessing on our deliberations
be held in this assembly every morning before we proceed to business and that one or
more of the clergy of this city be requested
to officiate in that service."
From then on, history relates, real progress
was made. Thus, in the framing and the
adoption of the Constitution we can trace
the finger of divil;.e providence.
The second incident h ad its origin in the
dark days of the Civil War. The struggle
to preserve the Union was 7 months old
when a clergyman j.n a small Pennsylvania
village, the Reverend M. R. Watkinson, was
sorely distressed over the misfortunes that
had befallen the Union Army. He wrote to
the Secretary of the Treasury proposing that
a motto recognizing Almighty God be placed
on our coins.
"This would place us openly under the
divine protection we have personally
claimed," he wrote. "FTom my heart I have
felt our national shame in disowning God
is not the least of our present national
disasters."
The Secretary of the Treasury was Salmon
P. Chase, who later presided over the Supreme Court as Chief Justice of the United
States.
He was quick to recognize the merit of the
clergyman's plea and promptly dispatched a
note to James Pollock, Director of the Mint
in Philadelphia, in which he wrote:
"No nation can be strong except in the
strength of God, or safe except in His defense. The trust of our people in God shoUld
be declared· on our national coins.
-

"You will therefore cause a device to be
prepared without unnecessary delay, with
a motto, expressing in the fewest and tersest
words possible, this national recognition."
Various phrases were suggested but the
inscription finally adopted "In God We
Trust" was proposed by Salmon P. Chase himself. It first appeared on a United States
coin, a 2-cent piece, in 1864.
If we are to save America and preserve our
sacred freedoms we must crusade for a return to the fundamental principles of re~~ -

.

And good government, in our Republic, is
the greatest safeguard of individual freedom,
including the most precious of all-freedom
of religion.
In recent years too many Americans have
been careless of spiritual values. They have
become negligent of their civic duties and
responsibilities. They have forgotten that
there is a definite relationship between religion and good government.
We must have a moral and spiritual awakening. We must strengthen religious life in
America. Our churches must be filled with
God-fearing men and women who will fight,
regardless of consequences, for decency and
honesty in government and for patriotic
Americanism.
America can be a great force for peace in
the world.
The course of history has given us leadership toward that sacred objective.
If we are to measur~ up to that tremendous •
responsibility we must have a strong, solvent,
dynamic America, morally and spiritually
rearmed.
We must -set before the world an example
of good will and righteousness, obeying the
laws of God and man.
America was founded upon faith in God.
If we are firm in the faith of our fathers-we
can build a great and enduring monument of
peace to honor the memory of our departed
heroes who fought and died that we might
live in liberty.

Government Lending
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RALPH HARVEY
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following editorials:
[From the New Castle (Ind.) Courier-Times
of May 20, 1952]
SERIES OF EDITORIALS BEGINS TODAY ON
GOVERNMENT LENDING
Several weeks ago the editors of the
Courier-Times decided to look at the moneylending activities of the Federal Government.
They needed information, and wrote to
Howard Friend, research director of the State
chamber of commerce, and Congressman
RALPH HARVEY. Both responded With conSiderable material.
Some of the information asked of Congressman HARVEY he couldn't provide, so he
asked the research department of the
Library of Congress. They did not have it
either, but were very interested, and agreed
to get it. To Mr. Friend, Mr. HARVEY, and
two gentlemen in the research department
of the Library of Congress, Meyer Jacobstein and Harry Lamar, we are indebted for
much of the information in this series of
four editorials which begins today.
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DEPRESSION BABY-GOVERNMENT LENDING. HAS
OUTLIVED EMERGENCY
Twenty years ago the United States was
in the midst of a great national emergency. a depression: People losing their homes and
farms through foreclosure; bonus Inarchers; long lines of people withdrawing their
money from the banks; soup kitchens; business failures; unemploYJDent.
Like Atlas, the giant of Greek mythology
who held up the heavens, our Government
undertook to brace the entire financial
structure of the United States-for businessman, farmer, and home owner alike.
By act of Congress it established and appropriated funds for a whole series of Government corporations, and 21 of these are
operating today:
Commodity Credit Corporation.
Banks for Cooperatives.
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks.
Production Credit Corporation.
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation.
Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation.
Inland Waterways COrporation.
Virgin Islands Corporation.
Federal Prison Industries, Inc.
Institute of Inter-American Affairs.
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
Export-Import Bank of Washington.
Federal Home Loan Banks.
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation.
Federal National Mortgage Association.
Public Housing Administration.
Panama Canal Company.
Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
Defense Homes Corporation.
Smaller War Plants Corporation.
Tennessee Valley Authority.
Each corporation operates under a State
or Federal charter, has a board of directors,
a list of services and functions it is to perform, the authority to obtain the money it
needs, and in most cases a limit on the total
indebtedness the corporation may incur.
There are 13 agencies, including; some of
these corporations and some of their branches
and subsidiaries, lending Government
money:
The Production Credit Corporation and
Production Credit Association, which make
loans through their ·local offices to finance
farm operations.
Federal Land Banks and National Farm
Loan Associations which, through the loan
associations or directly through the land
banks, make long-term first mortgage farm
loans and also make land bank commissioner
loans.
Central and District Banks for Cooperatives, making loans to cooperative associations.
Federal Intermediate Credit banks, which
make loans to production credit associations and other governmental and private
institutions to finance loans for agricultural
credit needs.
Farmers Home Administration of the Department of Agriculture, making direct
loans to farmers for the purchase and development of farms, for improvement of
farm buildings, for farm operating expenses, and for the development of water
facilities. This agency recently sold a farm
in Rush County on which it had to foreclose.
Rural
Electrification
Administration,
making loans to finance and establish rural
electric systems.
Commodity Credit Corporation, known as
the CCC, making loans on harvested crops
in connection with the farm and commodity
price-support program.
Reconstruction
Finance
Corporation,
which makes numerous kinds of loans to
business enterprises and governmental
agencies.
. Federal Home Loan Bank, which provides
a reservoir of short- and long-term credit .to

building and loan associations, savings and
loan associations, insurance companies that
finance home construction, etc.
Public Housing Administration, which extends loans and other aids to agencies engaged in slum clearance and similar housing
activities.
Veterans' Administration, which makes
housing loans to veterans. _
The Federal Housing Administration is
another governmental agency indirectly in
the credit field. It insures loans for home
construction made by nongovernmental
lending agencies.
The action of the Government in the depression of the early thirties was heroic,
and the recovery of the patient would seem
to testify to its success. Twenty years now
have passed, however, and with them the
emergency seems to have passed, too.
The patient is recovered, but we're still
buying medicine.
[Prom the New Castle (Ind.) Courier-Times
of May 21, 1952]
FABM AND HOME-THEY LEAD BORROWERS
FROM THE GOVERNMENT
From the list of Federal lending agencies
in the field it is apparent that .the Government has leaned heavily toward the lending
of money for farming and housing.
The Production Credit Association alone
had loans outstanding as of January 1, 1951.
of $450,673,099. This agency was a depression baby, created in 1933, and while privately organized and managed by farmer
borrowers, is supervised by the Farm Credit
Administration.
The Federal Intermediate Credit banks, of
which there are 12, are wholly Governmentowned, and have outstanding loans of
$552,109,575.

The Government's activity in the housing
fleld is complicated.
In the first place, these corporations do
not fully refiect their involvement in the
public debt. Most of them don't make loans
directly, but simply guarantee the mortgage
loans made by banks, building and loan associations, insurance companies, and others
doing business through regular channels.
However, through this operation the Government now is guarantor of more than $20,000,000,000 of mortgages. Wblle this is not reflected in the Government's debt, the real
guarantors are the taxpayers, for any loss
that might be incurred here must sooner or
later be made up from tax moneys.
In some housing fields there seems to be
some conflict and duplication of efforts. The
Farmers Home Administration is an example. This program was designed to serve
farmers in a time of changing agricultural
conditions, with the farmers using credit to
strengthen their position in a period of growing surpluses. At the same time the Commodity Credit Corporation was lending
money on crops and buying up the surpluses.
The principal object of the Farmers Home
Administration is helping families become
established on a basis that would allow them
to make more effective use of their land and
their labor.
Under the original law, the maximum
amount of an initial loan was $3,500, and
a borrower's outstanding debt could not be
more than $5,000. Interest of 5 percent ·is
charged.
In 1951, operating loans amounted to $106,515,923. Funds were avallable from two
sources: Appropriation of $85,000,000 for production and subsistence loans; an additional
$18,000,000 for similar loans in designated
disaster areas to eligible farmers.
Veterans continue to receive preference
and last year the FHA made 37,750 loans to
this group. They received 50.7 percent of the
funds adv~nced .from .t he regular appropria.-
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tion, 30 percent of the amount loaned from
the supplemental appropriation for disaster
areas and 50 percent of the State corporation funds.
It seems strange that farmers and bome
owners should be the groups from our popu ..
lation who would lean most heavily on the
Government. They have always been among
our stanchest citizens, independent in their
thoughts and actions, and honest in their
payment of debts. Have normal business
sources of credit failed to serve them? Has
the Government sold them a bill of goods
and insisted that they borrow from it? As
groups are they particularly worse off financially than others?
Every person who ever borrowed money
must certainly have pondered the thought:
What happens if, for some reason beyond
my control, I can't meet a payment? In
such a situation, any borrower must certainly find himself in a better position doing
business with his local banker, who knows
him and will help him work out his problem, than to be a delinquent number in a
card file at Washington.
[From the New Castle (Ind.) Courier-Times
of May 22, 1952]
IT's ONLY A STEP-SHOULD PARTY CHAIRMAN
CONTROL YOUR CREDIT?
In the three preceding editorials we have
bad a quick look at our Government as a
money lender.
We have seen that most of these agencies
were established to meet the emergency of
a depression, but continue without any
thought of quitting business 20 years later
when the emergency is entirely gone.
We have seen that farming and housing·
are the principal objects of Government
lending.
We have seen that the taxpayer is paying
the bill for this operation in spite of the
fact that these agencies pay no taxes, and
charge borrowers from 2 to 5 percent. Which
must l£".d us to two obvious conclusions:
(1) The home-town banker doesn't do so
bad by us in spite of the nasty things we
have said about him; (2) this is certainly a
questionable enterprise for a government
that can't pay its own debts.
We have seen that, left to their own devices, it 1s the nature of these agencies to
perpetuate and extend themselves: more authorizations for more capital and to cover
more losses, more Jobs, more taxes.
These are practical considerations.
In a day when a dictator seizes Cuba overnight, a great newspaper is silenced in
Buenos Aires, and millions in totalitarian
states 11ve in fear of a knocking on their
doors that may mean Siberia or a firing
squad, there may be considerations that are
even more practical.
We are not one to see Communists under
the bed.
Neither should we shut our eyes to some
very real facts:
We all know that dictators of all stripe
require control of three things in order that
they may enslave a people and become their
masters:
1. Religion.
2. The press.
3. Credit.
I
When a dictator controls those three he·
has bound the people hand and foot. This ·
is not idle talk.
The Russian Government within the last
few days has carried out a "monetary re...'
form" in Bulgaria, decreeing that its currency1
must be exchanged for a new currency based•
on the Soviet ruble. The New York Times\
refers editorially on May 18 to this action asl
a barefaced robbery 'that has reduced large!
numbers of people to pauperism with a~
single blow.
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We are not alarmed. We regard the people
in our Government lending agencies as loyal
citizens, but these things seem obvious:
We are continuing emergency agencies
after the emergency is gone. We are giving
special aid to those who are in no wise specially needy.
In the absence of emergency or other adequate justification for these agencies their
continuance must be viewed at best as an
unwarranted governmental activity, at the
worst as a latent threat to our liberty. They
prcvide a ready-made set of chains which
could be expanded overnight by an unscrupulous Congress or President to shackle the
American people.
It is only a step from the Government extension of credit through these agencies to
the socialization of all banking, making the
Government the only source of credit.
If you are compelled to go to the Government to borrow money, your credit will depend upon political pull, and that Government will be your master. The Government
of the United States no longer will belong to
the people, but the people will belong to the
Government.
Congress ought to begin now to press for
the gradual consolidation and liquidation
of these remaining Government lending
agencies.

in this manner, we will ultimately have to
spend two or three to get the kind of military defense the free world must have
against the Communist threat.
How can we expect our European allies,
with standards of living enormously below
that of the United States, to live up even
to the commitments they have already made
if we go through with such far-reaching reductions in our own budgets?
This newspaper is in favor of real economy. We are not of the opinion that Presidential recommendations must be accepted
in toto. We think there has been waste and
that considerable savings in both our military and nonmilitary expenditures can ·
doubtless be made. We believe that Congress must exercise close control over the
power of the purse. But we do not think
that to make broad slashes in vital authorization measures on the floor of the House
in a highly surcharged political atmosphere
is the right way to accomplish these ends.
Such methods can only defeat their own
purpose. In the present instance, the damage is not merely domestic but is international and on a colossal scale. The Senate
ought to rectify it.

Mine Safety Legislation
Slash in Foreign Aid

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BLAIR MOODY
OF MICHIGAN

HON. MATTHEW M. NEELY
OF WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 26, 1952
Mr. NEELY. Mr. President, I ask
Monday, May 26, 1952
unanimous consent to have printed in
Mr. MOODY. Mr. President, I ask to
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
have printed in the Appendix of the · entitled "Protecting Miners," published
RECORD an editorial entitled "Slash in in the washington Post of May 26, 1952.
Foreign Aid," published in the New York
There being no objection, the editorial
Times of May 25, 1952. This is an ediwas ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
torial which I believe every American
as follows:
should read in connection with the subPROTECTING MINERS
ject now pending before the Senate.
We hope that the House will follow the
There being no objection, the editorial
wise lead of the Senate, which recently
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, adopted
the Neely bill giving the Federal
as follows:
Government authority to enforce safety
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

SLASH IN FOREIGN Am

In . disregard of the solemn warnings o!
every informed official, including General
Eisenhower, the House has meat-axed the
mutual-security bill with a slash of almost
one and three-quarter billion dollars in an
unreasoning and futile gesture toward economy. Spearheading this action were Republicans led by the Taft forces and supported
by many Democrats, while the rest of the
House apparently floundered around without any effective leadership whatsoever.
The result is that the total 1953 authorization for foreign aid as passed by the House
is less than $6,200,000,000, in contrast to the
President's request of $7,900,000,000. The
House's own Committee on Foreign Affairs,
which at least had the opportunity to make
a relatively close study of the problem, had
proposed a billion-dollar slash. That was
serious enough; but the additional hacking
away at this measure on the floor of the
House can have only disastrous effects on
the military build-up of our Western European allies, as the Deputy Director for Mutual Security has explained.
The bulk of the cut made on the floor
under direction of Representative VORYS,
of Ohio, was in funds for defense support,
meaning the economic assistance to Western
Europe necessitated by the rearmament
program. It is economic nonsense to suppose that we are saving money by this kind
of. budget cutting. For every dollar we save

measures in the country's coal mines. At
. present, maintenance of mine safety is left
to the several States. Their standards differ widely; ·s o does the efficacy of their enforcement agencies. The Interior Department's Bureau of Mines can make inspections and issue recommendations; but it has
no power to require compliance with the
safeguards it suggests. The Neely bill would
permit Federal inspectors to close a mine 1!
they found a condition of imminent danger.
It is a lugubrious paradox that the American coal mining industry, which boasts that
it possesses the most modern machinery and
mining techniques and the highest productivity of any coal-producing country,
possesses also the highest casualty rate. According to statistics supplied by the International Labor Office and published by the
United Mine Workers of America, "more
American coal miners are killed, per manyears worked, than in any country in the
world." This tragic record may well be related to the fact that the United States is
alone among the major coal-producing nations without national legislation to compel observance of safety regulations.
State enforcement has been proved unsatisfactory over a long period of experience.
It has permitted disaster after disasteroften in situations where Federal inspectors
had hopelessly warned of impending danger.
During the first quarter of the current year
Federal inspectors reported 26,695 viola-

tions of the Federal Mine Safety Code-more
than 15,000 of them violations which had
previously been called to the attention of
mine owners and had been left uncorrected.
It would be worse than folly to wait until
one of these violations explodes into another
needless tragedy. Care and firm insistence
on adherence to safety rules can avoidor at any rate substantially reduce-the appalling human casualties of the coal mining
industry. Congress has a clear duty to re•
quire such care in an industry engaged in
interstate commerce and vital to the national
welfare.

Should Remove Limit
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOR C. TOLLEFSON
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952
Mr. TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD, I include an editorial appearing in the Tacoma NewsTribune on April 5, 1952. It advocates
the removal of the limit on monthly earnings by beneficiaries under the Social
Security Act.
The editorial follows:
SHOULD REMOVE LIMIT

If a citizen retires under social security
at 65 he is eligible to receive a maximum pension of $80 per month, but is allowed to augment this by as much as $50 each 30 days
by his own labor in an effort to meet inflationary living costs. On the other hand if
he 'is one of the fortunate ones who have
income from a private pension, annuities,
or rich relatives, he is still permitted to earn
$50 on the outside and get his $80 check from
Washington. But a retired person who can
last out until 75 is allowed to earn as much
as he can on the outside and still receive the
$80 pension.
There is nothing incongruous about these
three categories except in the matter of the
limitation of money earned on the outside.
Despite the often spurious regulations surrounding it, social security is not social welfare. It is not relief. It is not a dole. It
is an insurance system supported by payments of both the employee and the employer. Despite these facts the usual Washington attitude is that the recipient is bene·
fitting from Federal munificence.
In an editorial on this subject the current Saturday Evening Post recalls that the
earning restriction was placed in the Social
Security Act in 1934 to discourage the oldsters
from entering the then overstocked labor
market. The motive may have been good
but was nonetheless 1llogical when applied
to an insurance benefit system.
The Post points out that forced retirement
at 65 is often a hardship on an active person
at 65 and in addition ,deprives defense industry of many able workers at a time when
they are badly needed.
None need think that that $50 figure for
outside earnings is just one of those things
tucked into a piece of legislation and then
forgotten. One Tacoman getting $12.50 per
week up was jacked up immediately when he
was paid for the fifth week in a 5-week
month, and threatened with the loss of the
pension which he and his employer had paid
for.
Congress should ignore the suggestion that
t h e outside eaitnings limit be raised to $75
and eliminate it entirely and thus dispense
wah the Federal snoopers whose job it is
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to crack down on the poor fellows who for·
get those five-Saturday months which boost
their income to $62.50 instead of $50.

Urge Congress Vote "No" on McCarran,
Walter Bil~s
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BLAIR MOODY
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 26, 1952
Mr. MOODY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a very
thoughtful editorial entitled "Urge Congress Vote 'No' on McCarran, Walter
Bills," which appeared recently in the
Michigan Catholic, published at Detroit.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
URGE CONGRESS VOTE "No" ON MCCARRAN,
WALTER BILLS
This is a call to readers of the Michigan
Catholic to join Detroit religious, civic, and
nationality groups in an expression to op·
position to the McCarran and Walter omni·
bus immigration bills now pending in Congress (S. 2550 and H. R. 5678).
These groups have voiced protests of t;hese
measures because of their racist provisions
and harshly restrictionist policies, plus their
unheard-of retroactive deportation provisions
and elimination of judicial review which are
not only unfair and contrary to the best
American traditions, but will do irreparable
damage to United States prestige in the
world-wide struggle· against communism.
There is no denying the fact that a new
immigration and naturalization bill is need.
ed, since our present immigration statutes
go back to the Quota Act passed in 1924.
This act permitted 162,000 immigrants to
come to the United States in any 1 year.
In 1929 the national-origins formula. bill re·
duced this annual number of 153,000.
The only notable exception to these two
acts was the Displaced Persons Act of 1948,
as amended in 1950, which permitted ap·
proximately 325,000 so-called displaced per·
sons to be admitted to this country over the
past 4 years.
Our immigration-law quotas are based on
the foreign-born population of the United
States in 1890. They permit 2 percent of
this base population to receive entry visas
to this country. The unfairness of this pro·
portion may be seen in the instances of Italy,
Germany, and Great Britain. By law the
Italian quota is some 5,000 persons a year,
the German quota is 26,000, and the British
is 65,000. In the last 18 years less than 44
percent of the quotas for Northern European
countries have been used. At the same time
smaller countries, or countries with small
quotas, could not make up the difference.
The net result is that about a half of the
people permitted to come to this country
were able to do so.
The McCarran bill aims to change some
of the ancient clauses of the quota act by
apportioning the quotas on 1920 population
figures. However, this bill includes ele·
ments of racism and discrimination, espe·
cially against Asiatics, and it has arbitrary
provisions in its naturalization and deportation sections.
In defense of his bill Senator McCARRAN
says it is essential to the preservation of
our way of life. This, we think, is a complete misunderstanding of the aims and
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policies set by our founding fathers. To
deprive good people of other lands a new
home on our soil is not fair to them or to
us, whose forefathers came here seeking
asylum from religious and/or political perse·
cution, freedom of speech, freedom from
fear, want, and hunger.
The measure is not in keeping with sound
Christian principles which teach us to love
our neighbor as ourselves.
In recent years Pope Pius has stressed the
idea that all of us are children of our Heav·
enly Father. He has pointed out the universality of our church, the universality of
its charity and its concern for all mankind.
To set an example, the Pope's charitable or·
ganizations have helped Catholics, Prates·
tants, Jews, Moslems, and pagans, regardless
of their race, nationality, or the color of
their skin.
As true Americans we should have a right·
ful concern about the passage of the McCar·
ran-Walter omnibus immigration bill. If
anything, the bill should provide for in·
creased quotas, especially for "overpopu·
lated" countries. God has been good to
America and America should be good to God's
. children. "The charity of Christ urges us,"
said St. Paul. This same love should urge us
and our legislators to be charitable to others.
We urge our readers to write their Senators
and Representatives, asking them to oppose
these discriminatory measures of Senator
McCARRAN and Representative WALTER.
Senator MooDY expressed his views on the
measure when he said he would vote against
it. A letter of thanks to him will be in
order.

Federal Government. He overlooked that
the greatest scandals in oil-leasing history
have been under Federal jurisdiction, under both Republican and Democratic admin·
istrations.
He tried to make it appear that three
States-Texas, Louisiana, and Californiaare attempting to deprive the people of the
country of $40,000,000,000. He passed over
the fact that the Federal Government, un·
der its newly found theory of "paramount
rights," is stealthily planning to grab such
other properties as oyster beds, fisheries,
kelp resources and harbor property along the
coast. He skips over the stealthy design of
the Federal GDvernment to seize inland
waters, a procedure that · the executive department has denied even while the Jus·
tice Department was moving to do so.
The President said he can understand why
the Congressmen from Texas, Louisiana, and
California would vote for State retention
of the $40,000,000,000 worth of oil, but that
he cannot understand the Senators and Rep.
resentatives of other States. Never did Mr.
Truman more naively reveal the standards by
which he judges issues, or the standards by
which he estimates the intellectual honesty
of the American people.
He also revealed his ideas of democratic
government in laying great emphasis on the
four-justice decision of a Supreme Court
that had been picked by the New-Fair Deal
administration, and then turning around
and flaunting the 247-to-89 vote of the direct
Representatives of the people in the House
to retain State ownership of the tidelands.

Troman Distorts Facts on Tidelands

The Spirit of Rufus Woods

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
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HON. J. FRANK WILSON

HON. HENRY M. JACKSON

OF TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OF WASHINGTON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952
Mr. WILSON of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following editorial
from the Dallas Morning News of May
19, 1952:

Monday, May 26, 1952
Mr. JACKSON of Washington. Mr.
Speaker, the senior Senator of the State
of Washington [Mr. MAGNUSON] has introduced and obtained Senate approval
of S. 1989. This measure decrees that
the lake to be formed between Chief
Joseph Dam and Grand Coulee Dam be
named after a country editor-an editor
fully comparable to the unforgettable
William Allen White, of the Emporia
<Kans.) Gazette. He is Rufus Woods,
editor and publisher of the Wenatchee
Daily World. He died May 29, 1950.
Rufus Woods was the kind of citizen
that Thomas Jefferson must have envisaged at the inception of our great adventure of American democracy. He
was born on the Great Plains at Surprise,
Nebr., in 1878. This Nation's new experiment in community self-government
and individual freedom was then scarcely 100 years old. Rufus Woods was its
product.
A~ a boy, young Woods helped work his
father's farm and attended lower school.
Later, he felt moved to obtain a college
and law education at the University of
Nebraska. This was done by earning
tuition money while working summers
in Alaska. It was on these trips north
that Rufus had an opportunity to see the
agricultural and industrial possibilities
of Washington State. As soon as his
schooling was completed he immediately
headed for the Pacific Northwest.

TRUMAN DISTORTS FACTS ON TIDELANDS
The technique of the big lie was known
to politicians long before Hitler's day. It
will be known long after his day. For the
big lie is nothing more or less than a mis·
statement for propaganda purposes in which
there is reliance for effectiveness upon the
following devices: ( 1) vociferous proclama·
tion, (2) insistent repetition, and (3) ap.
peal to such emotions as fear, suspicion,
greed and prejudice. Always there is reli·
ance upon the ignorance of the people to
pave the way for the effectiveness of these
devices in their minds.
President Truman resorted to this type
of appeal in his speech before the Americans
for Democratic Action. He used it through·
out his talk, but especially in references to
the tidelands. Just what did he say?
He said the tidelands minerals belong to
the Federal Government because the Su·
preme Court "has affirmed and reaffirmed it."
He did not mention that, for a hundred or
more years prior to the ruling of the present
New-Fair Deal court, decisions affecting the
tidelands have been on the side of the States.
He overlooked that, even with a New-Fair
Deal court, the Federal Government could
muster only four out of nine members, with
three dissenting and two disqualifying.
He said "the oil lobby wants" the States
to win. He has forgotten that recent published evidence showed that most of the
oil lobby pressure is on the side of the
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His news stories and editorials would raphy. They all buttress the feeling
At the start of adult life, Rufus Woods
had little material wealth. His chief as- be written in such homely, convincing those of us had who knew this editor.
sets were his education, his individual language that even hermits in the hills He was the kind of an independent spirit
courage, and a strong sense of the·Amer- became stirred. New meetings and con- that made him the most valuable memican community spirit. Where he set- ferences would result. When Rufus ber of the community team. The namtled, in arid eastern Washington on the would be called upon to address his Co- ing of the lake between Grand Coulee
banks of the Columbia River, such as- lumbia River Development League he Dam and Ch~ef Joseph Dam "Lake Rufus
sets were in greatest need. The Wenat- would often clench his fists impatiently Woods"-is the least we can do to perchee country was as barren as the deserts and ask: ''When do we get started?"
petuate his tradition.
This impatience was eventually felt in
of ancient Persia. Jackrabbits and
RUFUS WOODS-A SHORT BIOGRAPHY
sagebrush seemed nature's sole intention. Washington, D. C. Though President
Rufus Woods, editor and publisher, was
But in Rufus Woods and a number of Roosevelt had long been sympathetic born at Surprise, Nebr., May 17, 1878; the
other settlers, providence transplanted with the idea of Columbia River devel- son of Mary Morrison and Lebbens Woods.
the tiny mustard seed of faith that pro- opment, even a man of FDR's imagina- He was graduated from the Ulysses (Nebr.)
duces fruit even from rocks and sand. tion was startled at the magnitude of the High School in 1898. He cont~nued h is
in Nebraska at Grand Island ColThere was Billy Clapp, a lawyer, credited detailed, multipurpose Grand Coulee studies
and at Vashon College in the State of
with conceiving the idea of the Grand proposal. He quickly caught the spirit lege
Washington. In 1903, Mr. Woods received
Coulee project. There was Jim O'Sulli- of those behind the project, however. the bachelor of laws degree from the Univervan, the roving engineer and contractor After so many long years of struggle sity of Nebraska. Then in 1933 Whitman
who dedicated himself to the engineering and debate, it was unthinkable that the . College, Walla Walla, Wash., conferred the
phases of the crusade. The imagina- Washington State delegation would ac- doctor of laws degree on him.
Rufus Woods' years in the newspaper
tions of these men and many others were cept anything less than the bold, original
captured by the tremendous, massive plan. Through the long and bitterly world opened when he took over a bankrupt
sheet.
He became a globe-traveled reporter.
ft.ow of the Columbia River as it coursed fought legislative history of the proj- He was in
when Adolf Hitler entered;
its way through the browned rimmed ect, the strength of grass-root demand he toured Vienna
South America, and twice inspecthills and coulees. Each knew that the nurtured by Rufus Woods was felt. The ed Russia. He toured the United States with
land was fertile in the minerals that question, "What are we waiting for?" a circus-as a clown.
produce abundant crops. But it was had to be answered and the answer had
His profession as an editor and publisher
in the State of Washington was centered in
Rufus Woods who realized that it would to be a good one.
the
following newspapers:
take the power of a Moses to bring water
Coulee Dam is now built. If the third
Wenatchee Republic, 1904, editor.
to the land.
powerhouse, which I have advocated, is
Wenatchee Advance, 1905, editor.
Early in life, Rufus knew he could do completed it will make Grand Coulee
Wenatchee Daily World, 1907-50, editor
more as an editor than as a lawyer. In over twice as big as any power plant ever and
publisher.
1904 he took the editorship of the created by man. Its roaring generators,
In the World plant he had two offices,
Wenatchee Republic. In 1905 he became along with Chief Joseph and other re- equally cluttered with newspapers, books,
editor and part owner of the Wenatchee lated Columbia River dams, will bring and oddities. One was his hide-out, reached
Advance, 'another weekly. In 1907, fantastic economic development to four through the back shop. There he would
in cooperation with .his brother in great States of the Union. The benefits hold forth when he wished to avoid interTacoma, he acquired control of the of this prosperity will be shared by all ruptions of a citizenry which had learned to
the publisher whenever any mattottering Wenatchee Daily World which States.
Soon Rufus Woods' "wild seekofout
concern developed.
had started in 1905. This publication horses" may all be harnessed to work terRufus
Woods built the Wenatchee Daily
was published jointly for a while with fer mankind.
World out of virtual wilderness. He was exthe Advance; and then it stood alone to
Generators of Grand Coulee Dam . ceedingly proud that his newspaper was the
become the mighty wurlitzer of the could stop or be destroyed. Irrigation first small city plant in the West to install
desert-upon which Editor Woods canals could become filled with sand. an engraving plant (1910).
The homespun and kindly publisher camlearned to play with increasing virtuos- Remains of ancient civilizations prove
ity. The degree to which the stops of this can happen. My belief is that it is paigned continuously for 23 years until his
this organ were pulled out is suggested the q"J.ality of man's God-given spirit dream of Grand Coulee Dam became a reHowever, in spite of the fact that he
in the slogan emblazoned beneath the alone that keeps turbines turning and ality.
the promoter and spearhead of the
Wenatchee Daily World masthead to irrigation canals in working order. Our became
drive, he resented any inference which might
this day: "Apple Capital of the World predecessors in Mesopotamia, Greece, detract from the prominence he reserved for
and Buckle on the Power Belt of the and Rome forgot this.
his friend, Billy Clapp. But the dream beGreat Northwest."
By making Rufus Woods a part of the came his project. Into it he poured intense
Among the first chorusers in Columbia living tradition of America's spirit, we devotion and the unflagging support of his
River development were the farmers of are helping to make certain that the newspaper.
In July · 1918, after an exciting conference
Washington State. Under State Grange ·generators of Grand Coulee Dam will
Billy Clapp's law office in Ephrata, Wash.,
Master Albert S. Goss and other Grange continue to turn for our children. En- in
Mr. Woods returned to write the story headed
leaders, this vocal force has continued gineering knowledge alone will not give "Formulate brand new idea for irrigation
to the present .. Eastern Washington us that assurance.
grant." He recorded how William Clapp had
commercial clubs joined in early. Then
What follows is a short biography of suggested the plan in a conversation with
came labor organizations and political Rufus Woods. It was graciously pre- him and Gale Mathews. Friends and resi·groups from all over the State. The pared by Library of Congress staff de~ts laughed and Rufus Woods was labeled
"Munchausen."
large city chambers of commerce and worker, Miss Doris S. Whitney. It is my a In
later years·. Mr. Woods told Editor and
metropolitan newspapers that were in- hope it may serve as a framework around Publisher:
:tluenced by private power monopoly took which many historians and writers will
"We were subjected to all types of pressure.
There was political pressure, big money presup the counterpoint. They called Grand help to keep Rufus Woods alive.
Significant facts are given bare men- sure, utility pressure. We were even opposed
Coulee a "kilowatts for jackrabbits"
tion, but they serve to give us keys to by our own chamber of commerce. • • •
scheme.
But the going was tough. There was just a
There were numerous rejections and discovering what Rufus was like. For . group of us, and we had to scrimp together
discouragements before ·Grand Cpulee example, his experience as a circus .and save what we could to keep on fighting.
was a reality. It was inevitable that c:'. !wn is listed. This, no doubt, taught . Those were the long years. But what an inhim showmanship, the value of bigness teresting life it was."
some of these discouragements would in
capturing an audience and the fact
Mr. Woods' civic, political, and professional
come from persons who were later to that there is element of humor in man's interests
centered in hfs services as secrebenefit by Grand Coulee. But Rufus greatest achievements. The editorial tary of the
Wenatchee Chamber of ComWoods was undaunted. When other back-omce results is also noted and this merce ( 1906-7); delegate to the Republican
spirits :flagged, this country editor would suggests the detached attitude Editor National Conventions, Cl~veland, Ohio (1924)
come up with a bigger and bolder head- Woods had to take to remain above the and Chicago (1932); ~nd chairman of the
Republican League of Washingline in the Wenatchee Daily World: bickering . and materialistic mood that Pregressive
ton (1908). In 1926-27 he served as chatr:.
."One million wild horses run a way to s~metimes plagues Main Street. Many man
of the Washington-North Idaho divisea."
leads are given by the Library's biog .. sion of the Associated Press. He was director
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of the Washington State Chamber of Commerce from 1928 to 1929; president of the
Columbia River Development League, framing program for Grand Coulee Dam (193134); member of the State Columbia Basin
Commission, authorized to build the Grand
Coulee Dam (1933-37); president of the Strategic Industries Board of. Central Washington (1942); president of the Decentralization League of Eastern Washington ( 1942) :
member of the State Columbia Basin Commission, which represented the State in Columbia River Valley power, irrigation, development program (1943-50); member of
the Bonneville Advisory Council ( 1943-50) :
and secretary-treasurer of Northwest Chemurgy Cooperative, Manufacturing concern
(1942).

The editor's syndicated articles and ad•
dresses include, in part:
Roamin' Round Russia, 193Q-32; Among
the Dictators, 1938; Undeclared War in the
Orient, 1939; Riding Wings Around South
America, 1941; Twenty-three Years' Battle
for Grand Coulee Dam, 1946; Round the Rim
of the Northwest, 1946; and historical articles
entitled "Three Decades in the Great Northwest," 1932.
On May 1, 1909, Rufus Woods married
Mary Greenslit. They had five children:
Wilma Ceceila (deceased, Walter Greenslit
(deceased), Willa· Lou (Mrs. Walter F. Hiltner), Wilfred Rufus, and Kathryn Adelle
(Mrs. R. G. Haley).
Rufus Woods died in Ontario, Canada, on
May 29, 1950. He was on a trip with wife
and son. He was seeking more first-hand
information on power and apples.
(Source: Editor and Publisher, June 3,
1950, vol. 83, p. 56; Who's Who in America,
vol. 26, 195Q-51; Woods, Rufus, The 23 Years•
Battle for Grand Coulee Dam, Wenatchee,
Wash., 1944.)

The Opinions of the Chief State School
Officers in Missouri as to State School
Administration
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD BOLLING
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday,' May 26, 1952

Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent granted to me, I insert the following paper prepared by
George S. Reuter, Jr .• of Holden, Mo.:
THE OPINIONS OF THE CHIEF STATE SCHOOL
OFFICERS IN MISSOURI AS TO STATE SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION

(By George S. Reuter, Jr.)
The writer recently received approval of
his dissertation by the graduate school of
the University of Missouri. Dr. A. G. Capps,
professor of education, served as major adviser. This doctoral dissertation, which
was prepared by the historical method of
research, interprets the opinions of the chief
Stat e school officers in Missouri as to State
school administration by tracing the lives,
personalities, academic training, and experience of the 20 full-time chief State school
officers from 1839 to 1947.
The summary consists of the folloWing
17 points:
1. The first chief State school officer in
Missouri was called the superintendent of
common schools, and 'this title reniatned
until 1865. The Geyer ·Act ·o f 1839 provided

for the first title and the selection by the
General Assembly.
2. The Secretary of State served ex-officio
as the chief State school officer from 1841
to 1854 and from 1861 to 1865.
3. The Kelly Act of 1853 reestablished the
chief State school officer on a full-time basis,
Popular election by the people, every 2 years,
was established.
4. The office was reestablished in 1865 as
"Superintendent of Public Instruction."
5. The constitution of 1865 and the laws
of 1866 provided for the popular election of
the chief State school officer every 4 years.
6. The constitution of 1875 changed the
title to "Superintendent of Public Schools."
7. The constitution of 1945 provided for an
appointed chief State school officer.
8. Glover, Henry, Baker, and Scantlin were
political leaders. Henry, Divoll, Shannon,
Kirk, and Lamkin were lawyers. Davis was a
newspaper publisher, while Shannoh was a
physician. Robinson, Parker, and Monteith
were clergymen. Shannon, Kirk, Carrington,
and Lamkin were college _presidents. Lamkin, Lee, King, and Scantlin are alive. Sixteen counties in all sections of Missouri produced these 20 men.
9. The staff of the chief State school officer
increased from nothing to 107 in 1942.
10. Teachers' institutes were advocated by
chief State school officers since 1850, and the
law was enacted in 1891.
11. Starke recommended the county teachers association in 1859, and the law was
enacted in 1903.
12. The Crossley-Snodgrass teacher training law was enacted in 1913 after being recommended by the chief State school officers.
13. Five normal schools were established
after being recommended by the chief State
school officers. Lincoln Institute was also
established.
14. County textbook adoption existed from
1874 to 1885. State adoption followed from
1891 to 1905, but county adoption was returned to in 1907. Each change in method
was recommended by the various chief State
school officers.
15. The county supervision law was enacted
in 1909. Broader State supervision developed
later, but both were recommended by the
chief State school officers.
16. Kirk was first to discuss buildings,
equipment, and sanitary regulations. Lee
advocated teacherages. A director of school
building service was established in 1932.
17. The compulsory attendance law was
-enacted in 1905. Revisions were made in
1919 and 1933. The chief State school officers made a series of recommendations on
this subject.
From this study, 15 conclusions developed
as follows:
1. The chief State school officers have
been a powerful in:fiuence in securing legislation from the General Assembly.
2. The chief State school officers have promoted educational progress in Missouri from
1839 to 1947.
3. The chief State school officers have
been in harmony with national, State, and
local educational practices.
4. The chief State school officers have been
working through the years for a closer ac·
ceptance of practices that satisfies the general public in a democratic way.
5. The chief State school officers have
shown greater success in educational expansion since 1900.
·
6. The chief State school officers, because
of their diversity of training and eiperience,
have been able to conduct State administration without serious sectional trouble.
7. Some of the ' chief State school officers,
after being concerned with State administration, have gone to o~her execu,_tive educational positions.
8. The chief St~t" school offic::ers haye
developed one phase o:f education. until an..
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other way was presented, thus promoting institutes, teacher training, county and State
teachers associations, county and State
supervision and administration, and normal
schools to State colleges.
9. The chief State school officers have aided
in securing free public education through
the high school.
10. The chief State school officers have
aided in securing special educational benefits for children needing special attention.
11. The chief State school officers have
constantly worked for equal educational opportunities for all youth in Missouri.
12. The chief State school officers have
aided in securing transportation benefits.
13. The chief State school officers have
worked for larger school units with broader
curricula and educational facilities.
14. The chief State school officers have
achieved progress by constitutional, judicial,
legislative, and extralegal methods.
·
15. And, finally, a critical study of the
opinions of the chief State school officers
in Missouri reveals clearly and forcefully the
leadership these 20 educators have played
in securing continued progress in State
school administrations.

Aid to the Veteran or Subsidy to the
School?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. TEAGUE. Mr. Speaker, as a result of an 18-month investigation by the
House Select Committee on the GI bill,
and 6 weeks hearings by the Veterans•
Mairs Committee, the committee ha.!:!
reported a readjustment bill for Korean
veterans. The bill proposes to establish
a direct scholarship payment to veterans
enrolled in training. This plan was
adopted on the recommendation of the
educational institutions of the Nation
and their organizations. Testimony before the committe was overwhelming in
favor of the principles of direct payments to the veteran.
Now that a bill has been reported, apparently a small group of private schools
have decided that they have a proposal
which will insure them a greater take in
Federal tuition payments. Their proposal takes the form of the Springer
amendment. Mr. Speaker, in an effort
to further their own peculiar financial
interests this group of schools has
launched a letter-writing campaign to
support an amendment which would
make the proposed bill a Federal-aid bill
for schools rather than a scholarship bill
for veterans.
I believe that the opinion of Dr. Everett Case, president of Colgate University,
a private university, properly evaluates
the Springer amendment much better
than I can; therefore Mr. Speaker, I in·
sert his letter in the REcORD with the
hope that it will assist Members in evaluating the deluge of letters and telegrams
they are receiving from private schools
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alleging discrimination and unfair treatment:

tives a week ago today when the social
security bill, H. R. 7800, was before us
COLGATE UNIVERSITY,
under a suspension of the rules.
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
That social-security benefits should be
May 23, 1952.
adjusted in line with present-day living
President F. D. FAGG, Jr.,
costs is entirely justified. Members of
Chairman Pro Tempore , Emergency
Commi ttee for Amendment of Korean · the House voting against the bill did so
GI Bill,
in the certainty that it will come up
Universi ty of Southern Caliagain soon, in a form in which it can be
fornia,
amended properly and passed.
Los Angeles, Calif.
The editorial in this great Michigan
DEAR MR. FAGG: In response to your cirnewspaper has performed a valuable
cular letter of the 20th, may I say that I am
public service in presenting the facts to
opposed to the Springer amendment and
to the people. It follows:
support the Teague bill. Since you have advanced your reasons for supporting the
Springer amendment, you are entitled to
have mine.
First, I fail to see how the Springer amendment can fairly be said to aid the veteran.
It puts no more money in his pocket if he
chooses to attend a private-supported college or university, and could actually reduce
the stipend availabl3 should he choose to
attend a tax-supported institution. It can
help him only on the assumption; to which
I cannot subscribe, that it is always and invariably to his advantage to attend a privately supported college.
Second, when a student chooses his college, there is normally an econ·omic differential between cost to him of attending the
tax-supported and the privately supported
institution, which we, in the latter category,
seek to compensate through scholarship opportunities. Any grant, such as the Teague
bill provides, which reduces for the veteran
the cost of his education, should make it
that much easier for the man who prefers
a privately supported institution to attend
it. Unless the purpose of the GI grant, therefore , be to help not the veteran but the privately endowed institution, I see no justification for the kind of stipulation which the
Springer amendment contains.
Third, in the light of these two considerations, · it seems to me unwise both intrinsically and as a matter of public relations
for the privately supported institutions to
agitate for the favored position which the
Springer amendment would afford. Colgate
has never complained about the competition
which the State universities provide and sees
no reason to start complaining about it now.
On the contrary, we consider such competition healthy and have no fear that we shall
fail to interest our share of promising young
men from various economic levels in the opportunities-including scholarship opportunities-which Colgate offers. As for the educational grants which the Congress authorizes in the veterans' behalf, Colgate believes
that they are designed to help the man
rather than any particular class or type of
institution, and we find that the Teague bill
meets these criteria, as the Springer amendment does not.
Faithfully yours,
EVERETT CASE.

Where the Blame Lies
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.GEORGEA.DONDERO
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, I include therein an
editorial which appeared in the May 23
issue of the Pontiac Daily Press.
This editorial explains in a few concise sentences exactly the situation
which faced the House of Representa•

WHERE THE BLAME LIES
House · Democrats are sadly mistaken if
they think they can make campaign capital
out of the defeat of a $5 increase in monthly
social-security payments.
Administration leaders, of course, blame
Republicans for the adverse vote. The bald
tru th is, however, that the GOP actually
favors the increase. But Republicans rightly
balked at a sleeper clause in the measure
which the Americ:m Medical Association
warned would open the door to socialized
medicine.
·
The clause which drew AMA fire deals with
social-security payments to the disabled.
It would give FSA Administrator, Oscar Ewing, power to designate private physicians
to conduct disability examinations.
Here a perfectly natural question arises,
If the Republicans favored the increase, why
d idn't they move to strike out the sleeper?
Th£>y couldn't because the Democrats had
· brought the issue to the floor under gagrule procedure which required two-thirds
m a jority and permitted no amendments.
When the count was completed it showed
98 Democrats for the bill and 41 against,
51 Republicans for the bill and 99 against
it. It thus lacked 43 votes of getting the
required two-thirds majority.
Now the Democrats are considering giving
the Republicans another chance to vote on
the bill. They should, and with a chance for
amendments, if they want to escape being
held accountable by the voters for defeat
of what appears to be a justified change in
the social-security law.

It is this.

Endorsement by a labor union
is only worth the paper it's written on, unless
the union gets that message around by word
of mouth to everybody; If I do my best, and
you do even only half your best, it's in the
bag. Even if only one-fourth of the labor
people get out and work for a candidate, you
can win any election in the count y or in
the State. But you can't win by saying,
'We've endorsed you, but we've got a lot of
our own work to do, so we'll leave your election up to you.' No, we can't win that way."
What Congressman MILLER said to his California labor constituents, Congressman
FRANK KARSTEN, of the Thirteenth St. Louis,
Mo., Congressional District, or Congressman
MEL PRICE, of the Twenty-fifth East St. Louis,
Ill., Congressional District could say to their
own constituents, namely: "We have a labor
record by our many, many years in Congress
as good as any in the country."
It is the responsibility of every labor union
and every union member as well as members of his family, in the St. Louis and southern Dlinois area to give all the active support ·they can muster to public servants who
have demonstrated their concern and interest in the welfare of the wage earner. Such
friends are hard to find, and still harder to
keep in places where they can do labor some
good.
We also agree with Congressman MILLER
when he said that if only one-quarter of our
union people got actively interested in politics to the extent where they went out and
worked at a ward and precinct level for candidates who could be depended upon to protect the welfare of wage earners, we would
be almost reasonably certain to elect all
of them, both on a local and national level.
Anyone who won't bother to support a.
friend in need won't have any friends when
he needs them, either.
Therefore, if ·you are not now registered
so you can vote in all future elections, get
busy, today, and get registered with your
election boards.

Mr. Truman Is "Asking for It"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL W. SHAFER
Address of Hon. George P. l\1iller, of
California
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROY W. WIER
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. WIER. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include an editorial on Congressman
MILLER's talk to unions which appeared
in the St. Louis <Mo.) Labor Tribune issue of April 24.
The editorial is as follows:
The highly respected East Bay Labor
Journal of Oakland, Calif., recently quoted
from a talk m ade by California Congressman
GEORGE P . MILLER at a dinner given to him
by friends in the labor movement. Said
United States Representative MILLER:
"I have a 15-year labor record in the State
Legislature and Congress as good as any in
the country. You in labor can't afford to
have me defeated through apathy. If that
happens, what incentive would there be for
another man to try to represent you? Let
IX?-e give you some practical political advice.

OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 13, 1952

Mr. SHAFER. Mr. Speaker, on April
28, I introduced House ReEolution 614,
calling for the impeachment of Harry S.
Truman, President of the United States,
of high crimes and misdemeanors in
office.
In doing so, I expressed the belief that
such action is the only recourse remaining for the resolution of the constitutional issues raised by the official acts of
Mr. Truman.
This conviction is now further
strengthened by Mr. Truman's recent
press conference comment on a crucial
constitutional issue now before the
United States and his defiant assertion
that nobody can take away from the
President the "inherent power" to seize
a vital industry in an emergency.
Apropos of this latest action of the
President, I include, under leave to extend my remarks, the following editorial
from the May 24 Chicago Tribune:
ASKING FOR IT
Mr. Truman is begging for impeachment

and he ought to be accommodated. His
latest statement that he llas the right to
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seize property when and as he wishes under · Security Act (H. R. 7800), under a susThe Immigration Bill ·
"inherent powers" of the Presidency visible
pension of the rules, has come to me from
to no one but himself is a direct challenge
Hon. D. Hale Brake, able and distinto Congress and the courts. He says that 1f
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
guished treasurer of the State of Mic~
he proceeds to seizure and either the legislaOF
igan.
tive or judicial branches seeks to restrain
him, he will ignore them-"they" can't interMr. ·Brake wrote, under date of May
fere with him.
23, in his capaity as a member of the
This assertion of the right to rule by perOF PENNSYLVANIA
board of the Michigan State Employees'
sonal fiat comes when Truman, in the Steel
Retirement
Fund,
the
board
of
the
IN
THE
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
case, has been sharply rebuked by Federal
Michigan Municipal Employees' RetireDistrict Judge Pine, and when the issue is
Monday,
May 26, 1952
pending before the Supreme Court. The
ment Fund, and the board of the MichPresident's statement is a flagrant attempt
Jgan Judges' Retirement Fund.
Mr. WALTER. Mr. Speaker, under
to prejudice the ruling of the Court which is
This protest further confirms the wis- leave to extend my remarks in the REcstacked with his own and Rooseve~t·s
dom of this House in rejecting the e:ffort ORD, I include the following editorial
appointees.
to steamroller this bill through this body. from the Washington Star of May 25,
In effect, Mr. Truman has warned the
It is noteworthy that Mr. Brake bases 1952:
Court to uphold his theory of inherent powTHE IMMIGRATION BILL
ers. But he has tried to give the Court an
his opposition to the bill and his insistBoth branches of the Congress have now
excuse for doing so by saying that he will
ence upon adequate public hearings, de- approved
legislation revising and codifying
abide by the Court's ruling in the Steel case.
bate, and opportunity to amend, on the the Nation's basic immigration laws.
What he means is that he will abide by it if
threat
which
the
bill
presents
to
existing
It has been a task extending over several
the opinion suits his convenience. When, in
retirement systems of State and munici- years, involving the overhauling and coone breath, he says no court can deprive him
ordinating
of legislative enactments and
of powers he thinks he ought to have, and
pal employees.
regulations dating back to
in the next he says he will respect the court's
Thus, he completely refutes the slur- supplementary
1917. Extensive hearings and departmental
findings if it disagrees with him, any political
ring
and
inexcusably
insulting
charge
studies were held. Sponsors of the House
Judge knows where the greater stress is
that the bill was defeated because a lot and Senate measures were Representative
placed.
of lawmakers jump when the American WALTER and Senator McCARRAN. Conference
As for the right of Congress to restrain
him, that was implicitly admitted by TruMedical Association cracks the whip or reconc111ation of the two versions is not exman last summer when Senators BENTON and
because a lot of others roll over and play pected to be difficult. Possibility of a Presidential veto has been freely mentioned but
LEHMAN, acting in his behalf, staged a prodead
when anybody yells socialism.
not confirmed by the White House.
longed fight to insert in the Defense ProThere
is
ample
opportunity
to
accomRather belatedly, opponents sponsored
duction Act provisions for the Executive to
plish the desirable and necessary im- rival legislation and numerous amendments
take over industrial plants or build competing plants, if the emergency required it. If
provements in social security during the in both branches. Despite these tactics and
Truman had the right of seizure, he would
present session of the Congress through vigorous criticism of the Walter-McCarran
. never have comoe to Congress seeking it.
measures, the House and Senate approved
proper legislative procedure .
. The Senate would have none of what Truthem without major change and by overUnder leave to extend my remarks, I
man demanded. Its attitude was expressed
whelming vote. On this ground, at least,
include the letter from Mr. Brake:
by Senator GEORGE, who said that this was
the legislation, even if not perfect, represents
· the same road the British had taken into sothe judgment and the will of Congress.
LANSING, MICH., May 23, 1952.
Aside from the long-overdue codificationcialism, and "I am not going down that
The Honorable PAUL W. SHAFER,
a most desirable accomplishmen~the aproad."
House of Representatives,
The powers of the President are strictly
proved
legislation provides the following:
Washington, D. C.
Retains the present immigration quota sysdefined in the Constitution. He has no
MY DEAR CoNGRESSMAN: I write you as a
tem, based on the 1920 census; increases
others. The powers not reserved to him or
member of the Board of the Michigan State
slightly the allowed immigration totals per
to Congress or the judiciary repose ~ith the
Employees' Retirement Fund, the Board of
year; revises the naturalization laws; offers
States, or the people.
the Michigan Municipal Employees' Retirepreferential treatment for immigrants of
Truman has demonstrated a chronic dis- . ment Fund, and a member of the Board of
needed skills, and lifts within limits the
position to contravene the constitutional
the Michigan Judges' Retirement Fund.
·
barriers
to immigration from the so-called
limitations upon his office. He did so when
I have just been informed that House bill
Asiatic-Pacific triangle.
he went to war in Korea, disregarding the
7800, introduced by Congressman DauGHToN,
Critics of the legislation have charged that
congressional prerogative to declare war. He
after lying quietly in committee for a long
lt is basically restrictive and, as such, condid so again in the steel seizure. He has
period of time with no action at all has sudtrary to the interests and traditions of the
done so again in stating that he will set at
denly been passed out on the floor of the
country. Most of their differences were emHouse without any opportunity for hearing,
naught any restraints that Congress or the
bodied in the alternative measures, providand
that
there
is
a
liltelihood
of
its
passing.
courts place upon him.
ing as follows: Retention of the quota sysThis bill, as I am informed, would make
That puts it up to Congress. This is a
tem but based on the 1950 census, thus
governmental employees who belong to regovernment in which there is a separation of
increasing the quota total by an estimated
tirement systems eligible for Social Security.
powers, a government of equal and coordi60,000; pooling of unused quotas, estimated
I wish to protest, in the first place, action
nate branches-executive, legislative, and
to permit an added 50,000 yearly; setting
on the bill without due opportunity for hearup a system of review over consular decijudicial. Truman attempts to set himself
ing; and, in the second place, hearing or no
sions on granting or refusing visas; creating
above his equals. Impeachment will put
hearing, I protest its passage.
an independent and statutory Board of Imhim down, and conviction will drop him to
Here in Michigan our retirement systems
migration Appeals; broadening the nonthe level he deserves.
have been very carefully set up and they proquota immigration privileges, and removing
vide for anybody except very short-term emall racial and ::ex discriminations.
ployees, who under social security simply
It is true that the rejected form of the
take a Government handout, a much more
legislation would_permit entry of a greater
satisfactory system·than Social Security, and
number of aliens and there is some validity
Retirement Plans of State Employees
they are set up on an actuarially sound basis
to the proposal that the quota system should
and
pay
their
way.
We
are
being
confronted
be based on the 1950 census rather than the
Threatened
constantly by insidious propaganda from
population pattern of 1920. It has. not been
Social Security-propaganda which is unproved, however, that the suggested pooling
doubtedly paid for with taxpayers' money.
of unused quotas is essential to a better
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
This new move under this bill, as I see it,
immigration law or to the reputation of
OF
would be a very serious threat to the present
America abroad. Such a device, in fact,
retirement systems. People are naturally
would tend to water down the whole quota
easily attracted to Social Security with its
theory.
seemingly
low
cost
in
the
beginning
and
do
Considerable emphasis was directed by the
OF MICHIGAN
not think far enough to realize that ultiopposition to the broad an 1 final powers left
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
mately the cost will increase and that it
in the hands of our consuls overseas. Here
couldn't be run as it is without the taxpayers' 'again there was no convincing showing that
Tuesday, May 13, 1952
backing. We are getting socialism altogether
these powers have been abused in the past
or that they will necessarily be misused 1n
Mr. SHAFER. Mr. Speaker, a belated too fast.
Very sincerely,
. the future. Establishment of areview proprotest against the attempt to secure
D. HALE BRAKE,
cedure and a Beard of Immigration Appeals
passage of the bill amending the Social
-yery likely would result in the correction o:t: .
~tate Treasurer.
XCVIII-App.--204

HON. FRANCIS E. WALTER

HON. PAUL W. SHAFER
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an occasional injustice but it remains questionable whether there is sufficient need to
warrant such a set-up.
The legislation as passed is no more inviolate than any other action of the Congress.
If its application proves unsatisfactory or
damaging to American interests it can be
revised by another Congress. What is good
about it can be kept and what is bad about
it, when demonstrated in its workings, can
be corrected without discarding the long
and tedious job that has now been done.

Marconi, the Forgotten Man
EXTENSION OF

RE~l!RKS

OF

HON. ALBERT P. MORANO
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. MORANO. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I wish to insert the following speech
which I made in South Norwalk, Conn.,
Saturday, May 24, at the fourth annua!"
Marconi Day banquet of the Pietro Micca
Lodge, Sons of Italy:
I am very happy to be here on this occasion-the fourth annual Marconi Day banquet- because I think it is fitting and proper
that one of the world's great men-one of
science's greatest inventive geniuses-should
receive the recognition due him-a recognition too hastily forgotten at a time when
constructive contributions to civilization become lost in a world concerned with new
and greater means of destruction to strike
fear into the hearts of man.
Marconi was a peaceful man. Though he
distinguished himself in service with the
Italian Army and Navy during World War I,
and visited the United States as a member
of the Italian war mission to the United
States Government, he was at heart a man
dedicated to peace. Throughout the war
while. new methods of destruction were being devised, Marconi persisted in his ingenius way to further develop instruments
of peace.
In 1919 the King of Italy appointed him
plenipotentiary delegate to the peace conference in Paris, and in that capacity he
attended the meetings and signed in behalf
of Italy the peace treaties with Austria and
Bulgaria. He also attended, in the same capacity, the meetings of the commission on
mandates held in Paris and London.
He was awarded the Nobel prize for physics
in 1909, the Albert medal of the Royal Society of Arts, and in the United States he
received the Franklin and John Fritz medals.
In 1909 he was also nominated by the King
of Italy to be a member of the Italian Senate.
Guglielmo Marconi was born at Bologna
on April 25, 1874, the younger son of an
Italian father, Giuseppe Marconi, and an
Irish mother, Ann Jameson. He was educated privately at Bologna, Florence, and
Leghorn.
As a boy he became keenly interested
in physical and electrical science.
At the
· age of 21 he was convinced that a system of
telegraphy through space could be provided
by means of electromagnetic waves. The
existence of the waves had been determined
by Clerk Maxwell in 1864; and experimented
with by Heinrich Hertz, Righi, and Oliver
Lodge (who may be related to our own Governor-John Davis).
Marconi was .the first to devise the practical means by which these waves could be
made to provide a new and revolution~;U"y
method of telegraphic communication.

vention to the world-not just to Italy. His
Marconi conducted experiments with crude
gift influenced the course of history and the
and inefficient apparatus at his rather's
country house in Pontecchio, near Bologna.
lives of his fellowmen everywhere.
Environment is a great factor in the de•
The results were remarkable. He was crevelopment of man. Without this favorable
ated a marchese in 1929.
environment enjoyed by Marconi, it is enIn 1896 Marconi went to England. In that
tirely possible that there would be no wireyear he took out the first patent ever granted
leEs-no radio--no television today.
for wireless telegraphy based on the use of
electric waves. In June 1897, at the inviWould Marconi have been able to accomplish his great scientific achievements if he
tation of the Italian Government, Marconi
went to Spezia, where a land station was es- · were starting on them today? It is doubtful.
tablished and communication with Italian
warships was made up to a distance of 12
Communist domination of portions of Cenmiles. Invited to demonstrate his apparatus
tral and Eastern Europe has greatly aggrain Rome, he conducted successful tests in
vated already impoverished countries of
the presence of the late King Humbert and
Western Europe.
Queen Margherita. He also conducted tests
It has been a day-to-day existence for a
in the Italian Chamber of Deputies.
great portion of the population in Italy,
Wireless achieved a point where it could
Germany, and oth~r European countries since
be applied to commercial and utilitarian purthe Second World War.
poses. In 1897 a company was formed in
Now, with hundreds of thousands of refuLondon to acquire the Marconi patents in all
gees fleeing Soviet-controlled Central and
countries except Italy. This company, origEastern Europe, seeking havens in the free
inally called the WireleEs Telegraph & Signal
lands of their origins, Italy, Trieste, Western
Co., Ltd., in 1900 changed its name to that
Germany, and other free countries, these
of Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.
countries are becoming even more unstable
In 1898 wireless was first employed as a
due to overcrowding. The standard of livmeans of communication between lightships
ing is going further downward; there is unrest and dissatisfaction.
and the shore. The utility of wireless in
saving lives at sea was demonstrated for the
Hardly an environment for even a genius
first time in 1899 when a lightship was struck
to prqduce anything of great worth.
down by a steamer. The accident was at
Afforded the security and freedom of a
once reported by wireless to South Foreland
nation like the United States, it is highly
lighthouse. Lifeboats were sent at once to
possible that among a group of immigrants
t.he assistance of the light vessel and many
who might be allowed to enter the United
lives were saved.
States, if proper laws are so passed, there
In 1898 Marconi established communimight be a Marconi or another genius in
cation between England and France across
some other field who would develop another
the English Channel. During that year wiregreat boon to mankind in this prolific
less was also first used in naval maneuvers for
environment.
communication between warships over disTwo major pieces of legislation affecting
tances of 74 miles. The first military use of
immigration come to my mind. They are
wireless took place during the South African
the McCarran-Walter bill, a complete overwar.
haul of the Nation's immigration laws, and
On December 12, 1901, Marconi, on his first
the Celler Special Migration Act of 1952,
attempt, succeeded in transmitting and rea bill which would not encroach upon the
ceiving signals across the Atlantic Ocean
immigration laws, but would merely make it
from Poldhu in Cornwall to St. John's in
legal for some 300,000 additional immigrants
Newfoundland.
to enter the United States over a 3-year
Marconi's timed spark system of sending
period.
waves developed to a point where, on SepThe first-mentioned bill is one which I
tember .22, 1918, he sent the first long-disvoted against. The second I will vote for.
tance message from England to Australia.
The McCarran bill, although termed an
These accomplishments, briefly noted, fall
Immigration bill, is, in effect, a nonimmito convey the great amount of inventive
gration bill. It is discriminatory, restrictive,
genius, the gruelling periods of uninterrupted
and in many ways unfair, unjust, and not
work, the heartaches and the triumphs, the
in the best interests of this country.
discouragements and disillusionment that
This bill was passed by the House, and
marked Marconi's rise to success.
on Thursday by the Senate, after a bitter
It is almost forgotten that Marconi was
battle. It is now all the more important
the man responsible for the wonderful wirethat the second bill be passed. And I, for
less-the man who laid the groundwork for
one, hope that the President will veto this
radio and even television.
McCarran bill, which was passed in the
Through it all Marconi-imbued with the
Senate without a record vote.
knowledge that eventually he would sucThe second bill is H. R. 7376, which, if
ceed-worked on despite discouragement.
passed, would increase the immigration
And later, looking back on the disappoin~
quotas to allow some 300,000 immigrants
ments of his early tests, Marconi, the success
admission to the United States over a 3-year
remarked, "Ma non mi persi di coraggio"period.
"But I did not lose my courage."
Yesterday I appeared before the House
It is men like Marconi that make nations
Subcommittee on the Judiciary, which is
great-that advance civilization to new and
holding hearings on this bill. Here, in effect,
greater heights-that contribute forcefully
is how I testified:
to progress-to a better standard of living
"By adopting this bill, the United States
for people all over the world.
can contribute atfirmative~y toward the reHow ironic, how utterly unbelievable, how
pulsion of Communist oppression. Hundreds
shamefl,ll it is that some men in the highest
of thousands of refugees from Soviet-conlegislative bodies in the Nation would seek
trolled Central and Eastern Europe, seeking
to prohibit immigration to this country of
havens in the West, have emigrated to the
foreign-born men and women, among which
free lands of their origins where Soviet tyrgroups might be another such as Marconi.
anny cannot reach them.
No one nation, no one area has a monopoly
"Unfortunately, many of these free counon genius. Marconi, an Italian, was partries are ali-eady suffering from overpopulaticularly privil~ged in the development of
tion. The stability of these nations--so ~m
his great dream in that he was financially
portant 1f the free world is to block succomfortable, surrounded by the beauties of
cef?sfully the spread . of communism-is
his father's Villa Grifone with its extensive
threatened by the myriad problems of overlibrary and restful environment, his private -crowding.
tutors and encouraging friends and. family.
"This bill now before the committee would
. This Itali~n, after y_«:ars of struggl!'l to make
alleviate the heavy burdens imposed upon
hi;s dream a reality, gave his beneficial inthe free countries of Europe by allowing a
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good portion of the immigrants into the
Unit ed States.
"In the field of international politics, we
have accepted leadership of the forces opposing communism. We have striven to impress the world with the importance of our
own Bill of Rights and the philosophy of the
individual for which we stand. As leaders,
we must accept a burden of responsibility toward those who have been forced to sacrifice so much to retain those rights and the
belief in our philosophy.
"The provisions of this bill are not only
humanitarian but will, in the long run,
prove advantageous to this country in terms
of our own growth.
"The selection of persons is to be made
wit hout discrimination in favor or against
r ace, religion, or national origin and provides that an investigation and written report be made of each refugee admitted. The
person s are to be admitted in the following
preferences: (a) Farm workers and people
skilled in the line of special educational,
scientific, technological, or professional
qu ~lifications of special advancements; and
(b) blood relatives of citizens of the United
States or lawfully admitted aliens.
"The history of our industrial expansion
is a record of the flow of immigrants to this
country. Economically we have profited
from these additions to our population. They
h a ve created for themselves new jobs, they
have become consumers, and they have added impetus to industrial expansion. The
contributions of immigrants like Marconi,
Carnegie, Einstein, and Fermi will never be
measured in terms of wealth brought to this
Nation. The hundreds of thousands of
·farms created in this entire country by immigrants and their families is an epic of
·achievement. Is it an economically sounder policy for this Nation to continue to contribute millions to support these persons in
unproductive areas in Europe, instead of
helping them to sustain themselves and in
turn add to our wealth, culture, and progress?
"Our available manpower reserves are said
to be taxed to maintain our expanding de.fense program. Many of these men are
skilled workers constituting a reservoir of
manpower to be tapped to the extent of our
needs.
"The reports indicate that since 1949 the
farm population in the United States has
been in a decline. Here is provided thousands of farm families available for the
taking.
"In relieving the overpopulated areas of
the North Atlantic Nations and our other
allies, we give them indirectly very direct
economic assistance from which we profit
doubly."
Marconi, a sensitive, deep-feeling man,
would have been an eloquent opponent of
communism. When a friend suggested he
write an autobiography in the year 1937
when the shadow of nazism spread across
the globe Marconi remarked, "I am so taken
up with the day's evil that I am bound to
let bygones be bygones."
On July 19 of that year, the day before his
little daughter's seventh birthday, he went to
thu railroad station to see his daughter Maria
Elettra and his wife Cristini off to a seaside
resort. When the train had pulled out and
he walked slowly back to his car his chauffeur noticed with alarm that there were
tears in Marconi's eyes. ·
Marconi turned away, and with a half
apologetic, half impatient air murmured,
"How silly we are when we grow old. Just
like children."
Later that day he admitted to feeling 111.
Doctors were summoned to No. 11 Via Condotti. Oxygen was administered. But at 3
o'clock in the morning he opened his eyes
for an instant, whispered to the nurse, "I'm
feeling awfully ill," and closed them again.
A moment· "later he was gone,

The doctors issued the following statement:
"In his home in the Via Condotti, His Excellenyy Guglielmo Marconi, president of the
Royal Academy of Italy, died of a heart stroke
at 3:45 o'clock this morning (July 20, ·1937),
attended by the members of his family."
The London Times observed: "When the
early twentieth century comes to be surveyed
by historians yet unborn, and it s great personalities to be estimated not according to
the figure they cut in our eyes but by the
measure of their influence on the world our
posterity inherited, a n d the lives they live,
it is probable that many names now venerated and resounding will sink into a minor
repute; but it is difficult to imagine any
diminution of the fame of Guglielmo Marconi. He may even be regarded as the supremely significant character of our epoch,
the name by which the age is called." ·
For an ironic commentary on the fickle
world in which we live I want to read one
paragraph from the letter of invitation to
me to address this banquet-a letter from
the venerable of this lodge, Edwin Chariott:
"Our Sons of Italy Lodge * * • has
been cited for its thoughtfulness in honoring
a practically forgotten man. It seems we
were the first to honor him."
I am proud and happy to have been a part
of this fourth annual Marconi Day banquet.
And I congratulate you all on your determination that Marconi shall not be forgotten.
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tyranny of the state-to the Bill of
Rights, then through many centuries to
Anglo-Saxon law, woven into the first
10 amendments to our Constitution.
Yet this concept appears again and again
in the Bible. It is not amazing that the
concept of the dignity of the individual
should be grounded in western civilization, but it is truly amazing that in the
culture of Biblical days, such concept
should have been formulated and carried
forward throughout the centuries. Two
popular Biblical quotations are:
Micah, chapter 4, verse 4:
But they shall sit every man under his
vine and under his fig tree; and none shall
make them afraid; for the mouth of the Lord
of hosts hath spoken it.

Leviticus, chapter 25, verse 10:
And ye shall hallow the fiftieth year, and
proclaim liberty throughout all the land unto
all the inhabitants thereof: it shall be a
jubilee unto you; and he shall return every
man unto his possessions, and ye shall return
every man unto his family.

Then began a line reaching into the
present, a line which marks today the
struggle between democracy and totalitarianism.
When President Roosevelt, in his inauguration address stated, "We have ·
nothint; to fear but fear itself,'' and when
the New Deal articulated among the four
freedoms the freedom from fear, minds
so fashioned by this conviction reached
back into the heritage of the book .of the
Jewish people. In Exodus, chapter 22,
verse 21, we read :
Thou shalt neither vex a stranger, nor
oppress him; for ye were strangers in the
land of Egypt.

And again Exodus, chapter 23, verse
9, the injunction is repeated, so fundamental was it in the development of a
people:

Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, it has beAlso thou shalt not oppress a stranger;
come almost a platitude to say that the
for ye know the heart of a stranger, seeing
Greel~s gave the Western World art; the
ye
were strangers in the land of Egypt.
Romans, law; and the Jews, religion. It
is a neat way of putting it, but I fear me
The abuse of power is not to be tolerthat, like so many generalizations, it is
ated. This postulate appears in the
neither complete nor indisputable. I can- Constitution of the United States in its
not pretend to be an expert on Grecian systems of checks and balances, and the
contribution, nor Roman contribution;
same postulate raises itself each time a
not even Hebrew contribution. But I do
bill is debated on the floor.
find that into the pattern of my ways, inAt this very moment, before the Comto the very pattern of my thinking and mittee on the Judiciary, of which I am
feeling, has been woven the Jewish herit;.
chairman, hearings are being held on
one of the bills I introduced-H. R.
age, so that I can come closer to under7376-to admit 300,000 immigrants into
standing the Jewish contributions to our
the United States over a 3-year period.
culture than of course, to the other two.
In that testimony before the committee
I am not a student of the Bible; only
favoring the bill-testimony given by
a reader. And yet as I read I find with
considerable excitement-always-that the Under Secretary ·of State, the Secretary of Agriculture, and the Secretary
those questions that agitate us in this
of Labor-references were made to the
age-in this very day-have found their
American tradition of asylum. But a
way into the book. All around me, particularly in the work I do as a Member tradition does not spring out of a vacuum. A tradition has roots, and the roots
of Congress, I find the influence of the
reach far down, and we find them in
Jew-not recognized as the influence of
the Jew, but unquestionably so-bearing Deuteronomy, chapter 24, verses 17
through 22:
with great impact .upon congressional
Thou shalt not pervert the judgment of
activity.
stranger, nor of the fatherless; nor take
Lest I become too abstract, let me illus- athe
widow's raiment to pledge. But thou shalt
trate. Take the question of civil liber- remember that thou wast a bondman in
ties; with which we are wrestling today. Egypt, and the Lord thy God redeemed thee
It is a commonplace to trace the be- thence; therefore I command thee to do this
ginnings of the battle for individual thing. When thou cuttest down thine harrights-that is, protection against the , vest in thy field, and hast forgot a shea! 1.D.
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the field, thou shalt not go again to fetch
it; it shall be for the stranger, for the fatb,er,.
less, and for the widow; that the Lord thy
God may bless thee in all 'the work of thine
hands. When thou beatest thine olive tree,
thou shalt not go over the boughs again; it
shall be for the stranger, for the fatherless,
and for the widow. When thou gatherest the
grapes of thy vineyard, thou shalt not glean
it afterward; it shall be for the stranger, for
the fatherless, and for the widow. And thou
shalt remember that thou wast a bondman
in the land of Egypt; therefore I command
thee to do this thing.

In Numbers, chapter 15, verses 15 and
16, we read:
One ordinance shall be both for you of
the congregation, and also for the stranger
that sojourneth with you, an ordinance forever in your generations; as ye are, so shall
the stranger be before the Lord. One law
and one manner shall be for you, and for
the stranger that sojourneth with you.

One law and one manner for everyone. I would like to quote from a book
called The Legacy of Israel, wherein is
stated:
A remarkable feature in the whole movement of philosophical Hebraism was the freedom with which the most various doctrines
were entertained, a fact to be connected with
the traditional lack of interest in speculation
as such. What mattered was not theory but
practice. So long as the conduct was right,
any extravagance of theory could be, if not
welcomed, at least condoned. It was this
flexibility which formed the strength of the
whole tradition. Few indeed were the doctrines which could not find some support in a
judicious selection and interpretation of
Biblical phrase. The written word remained
the standard, but the way in which it was
understood varied. Hence, under the semblance of uniformity the greatest diversity of
opinion prevailed. Never within the bounds
of a religious system was freedom of thought
so widely offered or so curiously disguised.

So, once again, we go back to the impact of the Jewish law upon the concepts
of democracy: Freedom of expression,
the pluralism in our national life, the
vitality and growth which come from
diversity of opinion, and the competition
in the market place of ideas. It must be
remembered in connection with the development of freedom that the '.rorah was
offered to many peoples, and the people
of Israel chose to accept it. This was a
voluntary act-not the imposition upon a
people, whether they wanted it or not to
be forced to accept a way of lif.e.
The impact of Jewish thought is felt
in all the ways of our life: In the importance of the family, which the Jews
have stressed for many centuries; in the
sense of unity and order in the universa.
which our scientists today are endeavoring to establish; in the growing universality of education; in the institution of
the Sabbath, where even the lowliest can
r.est from his labors and maintain his
dignity as an individual in prayer and
in thought.
These are some of the bequests of the
Jewish culture which have been handed
down in all the thousands and thousands
of years of the existence of Judaism, and
these bequests have gone into the strands
of Christianity and have found their
way as the basis for the thinking of all
philosophers the world over.
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Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, it is
very apparent · that the new technique
against labor is to talk about the days
when labor was exploited; when men
and women worked 12 hours a day or
more and received slave wages; to talk
about the great advance made in recent
years by labor under constitutional government and then try to undermine
labor by creating the impression, often
among labor itself, that it must assume
its position of leadership, as if labor has
not already done so.
This is a subtle effort under the false
face of praising labor to blame and injure labor.
There is no question but what labor
has made great progress, and justifiably
so, in recent years, and that it has all
been done in accordance with constitutional government. However, these great
advances by organized and unorganized
labor have been under the leadership of
the Democratic Party.
There have been a few fine progressive
Republicans with vision and courage, a
very few, who have voted for progressive
legislation, but the real credit is due the
late Franklin D. Roosevelt and President
Harry S. Truman and · the Democratic
Party.
No matter how much certain Republicans in an election may try to curry
favor with the millions of workers in
America, both organized and unorganized, the great majority of our workers
know that the Democratic Party has
been their loyal friend. They also realize that much of the opposition of the
Democratic Party in every election year
comes from those who are opposed to
labor; to those bitterly opposed to the
advances made by labor during the past
20 years and those who still want to
exploit human beings.
As a part of my remarks I herewith
include a splendid article written by
Thomas L. Stokes, appearing in the
Evening Star of May 16, 1952, that everyone should read, Lest We Forget:
HAT-IN-HAND ATTITUDE CHANGED--HARDING
CONFERENCE WITH STEEL HEADS 30 YEARS
AGO RECALLED; PRESIDENT HAD AsKED THEM
To ABOLISH 12-HOUR WORKDAY

(By Thomas L. Stokes)
Recalling by an eyewitness of a little scene
loaded with meaning that happened back in
1922 may help to an understanding of what
goes on today in steel about which so much
emotion is whipped up. Thirty years is not
so long ago.
President Harding, a man of kindly intent
for all the tragedy that overtook him, had
invited a group of steel industry leaders to
dinner at the · White House one night to ask
them to abolish the 12-hour day then still
in effect. Shortly before midnight reporters
waiting outside, including this one, were
summoned into the White House and steered
to a small room off the lobby. There presently President Harding and Judge Elbert H.
Gary, United States Steel head, joined u~.

The President asked Judge Gary to dictate
a statement and, with the President of the
United States standing silently by, Judge
Gary did. It promised consideration of the
President's request about shortening the
workday though industry leaders had been
protesting that steel could not be produced
on a shorter work schedule. A year or so
later the industry complied-and so recently
was the 12-hour day abandoned.
Here we saw-and this reporter never has
forgotten it-a President of the United States
with hat in hand before the steel masters.
The "hat-in-hand" attitude has changed,
as it had to, though only comparatively re·
cently. It was not until March 1937, for instance, that U. S. Steel, industry bellwether, ·
recognized the union and signed a contract.
That was because a President of the United
States came along-Franklin D. Roosevelt-who decided to be President of the people
and speak up for them.
A regime of fairness and justice was proclaimed by Congress in the Wagner Labor
Relations Act to guarantee collective bargaining so that workers would be protected in
their right to bargain for themselves for their
means of livelihood on equal terms as selfreliant citizens.
It had not been so until then for millions
of workers. As to steel, for another refresher, one may turn back the pages slowly,
back through the La Follette Senate investi.
gation of the middle 1930's that disclosed
the tyrannies practiced on steelworkers, with
revelations of caches of guns and tear gas
and thugs hired by the companies; through
the 1919 steel strike after which an investigation by the Inter-Church Federation
showed the inhuman conditions in which
workers lived and worked, and back to the
Homestead riots of 1892, a lurid and ghastly
kaleidoscope.
·
All that has changed-and fortunately for
all concerned. But it is a necessary background to understand what goes on today.
For it is becoming clear that, despite increasing enlightenment among steel leaders
forced by public opinion, there are obviously
those who would exploit disturbed and un:.
settled conditions today to weaken collective union strength and to break down controls essential to protect labor's living standards.
It has long been the fashion among some
to speak of the Roosevelt-Truman administrations as prolabor. That comment is provoked once again, and understandably, by
the public speeches at the Philadelphia
united steelworkers• convention by Secre ..
tary of Labor Tobin and Vice President BARK•
LEY backing up the union because it accepted
the findings of the Wage Stabilization Board,
while the industry refused.
Such partisanship in the midst of a delicate situation is questionable practice.
But it is suggested humbly that it finally
became time at the beginning of the 1930's
when depression spread over the Nation and
millions were jobless and desolate that somebody responsible in Government should become prolabor-labor being only people trying to get along. For one who watched
Government here in the 1920's can testify
that the political regimes then were certainly
pro big business, and labor could get nowhere, even with hat in hand. Today there
are plenty of influential persons in Congress
and out who are working and speaking for
the steel industry and, it might be added,
misrepresenting the situation in some cases
and garbling the facts.
Steel still is .strongly entrenched in Government. Congress exemplified this in authorizing the very liberal tax write-offs for
new plant facilities for the defense program.
These were administered so liberally, to the
extent of some $2,000,000,000 for steel, that a
House committee which investigated administration of the law covering steel and other
industries called the result a bonanza.
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The steel issue, with all its ramifications,
is in politics, in deep, as it must be. What
we are seeing now is a preview of the 1952
political campaign in which again, as every
4 years, the test will come as to whether
our Government really belongs to its people.
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Mr. REECE of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, the newscasts of Mr. Willis Ballinger,
one of the Capital's ablest and most objective radio commentators, is attracting
such wide interest. I wish to present for
the RECORD, under leave to extend my
remarks, his broadcast of May 23, that
it may become more widely available.
The VFW, which sponsors Mr. Ballinger's
broadcast, is rendering a splendid public
service, which is in line with this fine
organization's desire to serve its country
when opportunity is presented.
The broadcast follows:
The world of news in Washington tonight:
Speaker SAM RAYBURN bluntly told the
House today we have lost air superiority to
Russia and our atomic superiority is daily
disappearing. That was RAYBURN's argument for restoring cuts in the foreign aid
bill. But it seems to us a most convincing
argument to keep those cuts, maybe make
them deeper, to shore up our own defense
first which seems to be in sad shape. The
Army has broken the two brigadier generals
involved in the Koje Island prison camp incident down to colonel. General Ridgway says
the Communists in Korea are able to wage
germ and .gas warfare, but it's anybody's
guess if they will. Minneapolis: Joseph W.
Weinberg, accused by the House Un-American Activities Committee as an atom spy,
was indicted and arrested today for perjury.
The American Legion has sent Hollywood
studios a long list of movie people whom the
Legion says may be connected with subversive movements. Overseas, a group of
Japanese businessmen announce they're
ready to do $56,000,000 worth of business
with Red China-if their government will
let them. The Army gave the railroads back
to their owners today after a seizure lasting
21 months. Western Union reached agreement with its employees and their strike
ends Monday.
·
Tonight an inspiring story from North
Mankato, Minn.: 4,792 persons live theremany of them work in the factories and
stores across the Minnesota River in Mankato. They are neither rich nor poor-just
average American. But in April 1951 disaster struck the community. The fiood crest
of the river raged down on North Mankato,
spilling over into its quiet streets and tidy
yards-and did a $1,500,000 worth of damage
to the residents' property.
Something had to be done. Money was
needed-should North Mankato ask the State
for it--or the Federal Government? No.
Inst ead , a $60,000 bond issue was floated, to
be paid off later in local taxes. With the
$60,000 t he people of North Mankato built
a 25-foot wall along their river bank-and
relaxed in safety.
rrhen t he Minnesota River went on the
r ampage again this year. It rose higher and
h igher, and Mayor Howard C. Wollam feared
the 25-foot wall wouldn't be high enough.
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There was no time to lose. He ordered the
gressional review of the President's requests
wall raised another foot--it cost $40,000
for funds. Their idea is to set up a permamore-but North Mankato stayed dry. The
nent joint staff of committees of Congress to
work clcsely with the Department of Deflood passed.
fense,
the biggest spender, at every stage of
Then ),low to pay for it? Another bond
the budgetary process. Now here the asissue would make the town's debt too heavy.
sembly puts its finger squarely on one of the
Besides, there'd be interest to pay, the
basic reasons Congress fails so often to cut
community decided. One night last month
adequately the enormous demands for money
everybody was asked to stay at home. Volby our Executive.
unteers would come around and ask each
family for $20. At 7 o'clock, 97 percent
The executive departments begin in Januof the people were at home. Collections beary to prepare their demands for money.
Then they send them to the Bureau of the
gan. In 2 Y:z hours they'd chipped in more
than $43,000. Only 12 of more than 1,700
Budget. This agency, of course, is under
families failed to contribute. There was
Executive control, and if the President wants
more money the Bureau naturally bends its
money left over-possibly some to give to the
efforts to justify it. Its large staff goes over
Red cross to help other flood sufferers.
all the requests, sends them . along with
The initiative of the North Mankato citirecommendations to the President, he makes
zens was applauded all over Minnesotahis personal changes, and finally dumps all
they'd solved their problem without askthe findings into the lap of a bewildered
ing for a Government hand-out--a rare thing
Congress.
in these times.
Have you ever seen one of those PresidenMayor Wollam has spoken out on the attial budgets? It's bigger than the New York
titude of his neighbors: "Too few of us,"
City phone book when it's finally printed up.
he said, "stop to realize that no government
It's filled with thousands of pages of bewilcan give us anything, that no government
dering figures and fine print. Congress turns
can create anything. What is a gift to one
over the whole vast array of figures and exsection is a tax burden to another. When
hibits and justifications to the House Approwe begin to expect someone else to pay our
priations Committee, an overworked group
bills and someone else to cushion the shocks
of some 27 honest and intelligent Congressof adversity, then we begin to lose our inmen, with a technical staff of about a dozen
dependence." What words of wisdom.
assistants. And it's simply too big a job for
The American assembly of Columbia Unithem to really check the demands of the
versity-an organization set up 2 years ago
Executive.
by General Eisenhower-has come up with
Let me tell you a story that illustrates pertwo recommendations on Government finanfectly what's the matter. Last year the Air
cial policy. The first is to fight inflation by
Force handed a congressional committee rebalancing the Federal budget through econquests for money to cover some 1,600 projomies, and, if necessary, higher taxes.
ects. Along with the requests went hundreds
We're quite enthusiastic about the first
of pages of justifications for every amount
part--more economies-but we disagree that
the Air Force asked for. The committee
raising taxes will necessarily be any effective
chairman dropped his spectacles down to the
curb to inflation. If you believe higher taxes
end of his nose, assumed a very solemn
will stop inflation, you must logically believe
attitude, and told the Air Force representatha.t lower taxes will increase inflation. But
tiv'es his committee would tolerate no waste
it doesn't hold water.
and extravagance-that they'd give each reIn 1946 and 1947 the Eightieth Congressquest their searching scrutiny.
denounced by the President as the worst in
Well, at the end of 2 weeks the committee
history-reduced taxes. And prices, instead
had given their searching scrutiny to all of
of rising, declined. After President Truman
three projects. From then on they had to
was elected in 1948 Congress raised taxeshurry up and skim through the rest. The
and up went prtces. That was a practical
result? All 1,600 projects were approved and
demonstration that you can't check inflation
the committee recommended just about the
merely by raising taxes.
same
amount of money the Air Force asked
The biggest cause of inflation is wage infor.
creases. Some 60 percent of the national inThis is the plight of Congress today. Comcome is paid in wages-wages represent the
mittees of a dozen or two capable legislators,
biggest cost of business. As '.mions have
backed up by small staffs, have to check the
forced wages up, businessmen have had to
budgets and other policies of the Executive.
cover the added costs by raising prices. An·
And the Executive has hundreds of thouother big cause of inflation has been the pro- . sands
of employees to furnish all the supcurement policies of our Military Establish·
porting data--data which the congressional
ment--reckless stockp1ling and high, wide,
committees with their limited staffs are utand handsome buying. These policies have
terly unable to sift properly.
zoomed many prices.
It's not that Congress doesn't want to
Taxes on business are so heavy today, that
make substantial reductions in expensesif they get any worse, businessmen will lose
or that it doesn't realize the gravity of our
interest in expanding prod~tion, our source
high tax problem. The real reason Congress
of progress. The truth is that people who
can't wield the pruning shares effectively is
invest money in American enterprises are
that it's simply so understaffed that the job
falling far behind other groups such as workis hopeless.
ers and farmers, in their income, and if we
The only thing wrong with the Columbia
put more tax burdens on business the mainUniversity assembly's solution to the probspring of economic progress in our free enlem is that it doesn't go far enough. Not
terprise system may be smashed. It's the in·
only the military requests should be carevestor who puts up the money for better
fully checked, but also the request from
methods of production-money to expand
the civilian departments. Congress desproduction and provide more and more jobs
perately needs a streamlined budget research
at better pay. Discourage him enough, and
agency of its own-staffed with economists,
the system will die. Instead, a system of
accountants, lawyers, military experts, and
government financing of business will take
investigators--on a bipartisan basis. It
its place-putting the Government in commight cost several millions a year-but it
plete control of busin ess.
could save taxpayers mult iple billions-and
There are some people in America, of
save the Nation.
course, who want to see that happen. But
The greatest threat to us today is the
we'll pay a terrible price if it does. So much
ruinous r ate of Government spending. Befor the idea of raising taxes.
tween 1940 and 1945, 6 years during which
The second idea advanced by the Columbia
we prepared for and fought the greatest war
University assembly is to control Governin history, our Government spent some
$330,000,000,000. But in the 7 years since the
ment spending by better machinery for con•
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end of the war we've spent some $329,000,000,ooo. That's a grand total of $659,000,000,000
spent by our Government in only 13 years-a
sum so colossal it just can't be imagined.
Unless Congress can come to grips with the
Executive-and quickly-wielding capable
pruning shears on executive budgets, we're
going to spend our way to destruction. Instead of worrying so much about the socalled free world beyond our borders, we
might do much better to concentrate on what
1s happening to the real free world within
them.

Justice Shientag
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EMANUEL CELLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MondaY. May 19, 1952

Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, I have
lost a dear friend and the State of New
York has lost an eminent jurist, Justice
Bernard L. Shientag, of the appellate
division of the New York State Supreme
Court. He has gone to his reward.
. Justice Shientag was an indefatigable
worker with a keen sense of justice
tinged with a broad-gaged humor. Although his time on the bench was allconsuming and involved much toil, he
always found time for worth-while extracurricular activities. No worthy
charitable cause went without his sup..
port.
We deeply mourn his loss and offer cur
kind sympathy to his dear wife. Florence
Shientag. She may take comfort in the
thought that he has left his indelible
imprint on the tablets of juridical history of New York.
I am pleased to quote an editorial of
this date from the New York Times concerning him:
JUSTICE SHIIlNTAG

Justice Bernard L. Shientag of the appellate division of the State SUpreme Court, who
died on Friday at the age of 65, combined
a legal career with a fervent interest in so·
cial welfare work and made a lasting impression in both fields. During his 28 years
on the State and city benches, he compiled
a record that was hailed by bar associations
and governmental agencies. And an the
while he continued to give of his time and
experience to many philanthropic organizations in New York, serving actively in most
of them and in advisory capacities with the
others. When he was named to the appellate
bench by Governor Dewey in 1947 this news·paper regarded it as a fitting reward for
outstanding service to the public and to his
profession.
Noted as a liberal and regarded as a friend
of labor, Justice Sbientag had served as
counsel under Gov. Alfred E. Smith to the
State Industrial Commission. His success
in this position led the governor to remark
that the jurist was the brains, heart, and
soul of the labor movement in New York
State. Such was his ability to do a Job and
do it well. For what he leaves behind as a
legal scholar and for his understanding of
humanity Justice Shientag will be remembered.

Truman Should Sign the Tidelands Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF' REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 12. 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, I should
like to include in our RECORD an editorial
from a great California Democratic
newspaper, the Los Angeles Daily News:
·TRUMAN SHOULD SIGN THE TIDELANDS BILL

It seems obvious to all fair-minded and
well-informed students of the issues involved,
that President Truman should sign the Tide·
lands Act passed by the Congress.
There are many yalid reasons for such
action by the President. Perhaps the most
important reason is that the law would
clarify, perhaps for all time, the long-clouded
question of who owns and who has paramount rights in the waters surrounding the
shores of this Nation.
It is the contention of those who supported
the bill, especially in California, that it would
not only give to California and the other
seaboard States rights which are clearly
theirs, but it would determine, once and
for all, that the strip of shelf surrounding
the United States, at least for a distance
of 3 mtles seaward from the low-water mark,
is not in any sense international.
The recent Supreme Court decision on the
tidelands fell into error, we believe, when it
held that ocean waters seaward from the
mean low-tide line are international.
We believe our position in this matter fs
sustained by a recent opinion of the World
Court in the case of Great Britain v. Norway which extended national sovereignty
tar beyond previous determinations of it.
EQUITIES MAY CALI. FOB RELAXATION OF RULES

The fact, long known to geologists and oil
prospectors, that the largest portion of the
valuable mineral and oil resourc.es is found
outside of State boundaries in the Contlnental Shelf which. in many places, is 150
miles wide, shoUld dispose of some contentions that this is a matter in which oil companies are primarily interested. As a matter
of actual fact the major oil companies have
been totally -indifferent as to who owns · the
tidelands except to the extent that they
want the issue settled.
Who is privately interested and the extent of the interest, however, are beside the
point. If a thing is wrong it does not make
it right to &ay that the amount involved is
small. However, equities may extend some
times which call for a relaxation of strict
rules. Such equities exist in the case of
California, first, because, as the Supreme
Court itself pointed out, many eminent
judges had in the past expressed the view
that the submerged coastal lands within
State boundaries actually belong to the
State; and, second, because the Interior Department, under Harold Ickes, reversed a
long series of precedents upon which California has relied in order to assert the Federal claim.
COURT SAYS REMEDY LIES WITH CONGRESS

The Supreme Court recognize~ that injustice might result from the change in position of the Government and pointed out that
the remedy lay with Congress. That A
majority in Congress has sought to apply
that remedy in the present blll 1s prima
facie evidence that California, and other
coastal States, possess equities which eall
tor recognition and clarification.

What the Supreme Court said in its California decision in effect, was that the authority of the United States and of the State,
1s not absolute and exclusive and that the
natural resources of the 3-mlle belt are not
exclusively under the sway of the riparian
State but, rather, are subject to contention,
consideration, dispute and settlement among
the nations of the world.
Before that decision no foreign nation
would have dreamed of claiming any rights,
other than the rights of innocent passage,
within American territory. Yet decision in
the California case invites them to do just
that. Hence, it is more than a risk of international involvement that we have here. It
is a question of determining paramount
rights as between a sovereign State and the
Federal Government which, from the time
of its founding, has only those powers delegated to it by the States.
President Truman's concern for Federal
power and jurisdiction is understandable
and, as a general policy, highly commendable. However, in this instance we think he
could best demonstrate his understanding o!
the equities and the rights involved by signing the bill into a law which in time of
crisis would never deny the Federal Government anything vital to its defenses.

'fhe Two-Party System
EXTENSION .OF REMARKS
Oi'

HON. CLARE E. HOFFMAN
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26. 1952

Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. Mr.
Speaker, that the current drive of the
internationalists to name the candidate
of both parties has back of it the same
interests that nominated Willkie and
Dewey, and that folks in the Midwest
who vote Republican are fully a ware of
the present drive, is shown by an editorial in the May 8 issue of the Allegan
Gazette written by Leo W. Hoffman and
which read.s as follows:·
SOME' STRANGE POLITICAL BEDFELLOWS

Since 1932, the Government of the United
States, undet: the direction of Roosevelt and
Truman, guided, infiuenced, and sometimes
controUed by radicals, Socialists, Communists, and self-serving politicians, has been
changed into a semi-socialistic, United Nation,s dependency.
The economic resources and manpower of
this once free and independent republic, ·
have been exploited and depleted far beyond
the hopes and expectations of the most ardent Communists.
The United States under the TrumanAcheson policy has embarked upon a crusade to police the world with an American
Army under the United Nations fiag and to
underwrite the economy of Europe and aU
so-callet1 backwar·d areas of the earth with
American tax money.
The radicals in Washington disguise their
purpose by statinG that such a program is
necessary for the security of the United
States.
Anyone. opposing or criticizing such a· program is called an isolationist and a reactionary.
Millions of Alliericans desirous of the opportunity to live a modest life of their own
endeavor demand a change.
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The Republican Party is the only political
par t y in a position to give that change to
the people.
The Republican Party, instead of uniting
behind the only candidate campaigning for
such a change, Senator TAFT, has been split
by the radical easter11ers who follow the
Truman-Acheson policy, and have rallied
behind General Eisenhower.
These Republicans have aborted the practical purpose of the two-party system and
if successful in their endeavor to seat Eisenhower in Washington will bring about the
biggest polit ical double cross in aU history.
We are all familiar with the Republicans
wlio are behind Eisenhower-Lodge, Dewey,
Tobey, Duff, and Morse. We have no liking
for t h ese recent proponents of Eisenhower.
However, they are but babes in the woods in
the crusade for world socialism to be administered by a one-world government, policed
by an international army, conscripted from
the length and breadth of the United States,
compared to the first Eisenhower supporters.
The Allegan Gazette has been taken to
task by some local Eisenhower fans for criticizing the general as a presidential candidate. These people seem to think that we
are being disloyal to the Republican Party.
We believe otherwise. We certainly would
not support Harry Bridges if he were to receive the Republican nomination. Nor do
we see any reason why we should not oppose
the attempt on the part of radical Republicans, S::>cialists, New Dealers, Pinks, and
self-serving politicians, in fact ·the same
kind of a crowd that control the Democratic
Party, to the end of continuing the radicals
1n power.
Eisenhower was first boomed for the Presidency by none other than Sidney Hillman,
the Russian-born revolutionist, who is responsible for seating Truman in the President's chair. Hillman, aided by Anna Rosenberg, now Assistant Secretary of Defense,
one of the most enthusiastic in the crusade
to police the world with American soldiers,
persuaded Eisenhower in 1946 to address the
CIO convention in the effort to launch him
as a presidential candidate.
Jacob Potofsky, who succeeded Hillman
as president of the CIO Amalgamated Cloth·ing Workers supported Eisenhower back in
1946. Early in 1951 Potofsky went to Paris
to discuss politics with Eisenhower, was received by the general and spent 3 hours
with him and now is numbered among the
Eisenhower supporters.
Me-too Republican Congressman JACOB
JAVITS, who believes that the United States
should combat poverty in all the backward
nations of the earth, says that this can be
accomplished "First by inspired and decisive
leadership; second, by heavy reliance on the
productive resources of American private
economy, which has been little utilized in
terms of economic ·reconstruction of the free
world; third, by a bold and venturesome expansion of the present foreign assist ance
program." This about Eisenhower, "Those
of us who support General Eisenhower have
done so because we believe in this field he
is without an equal." We don't wish to be
listed along with this Wallacite in his endeavor to destroy the United States in a
vain crusade to support the rest of the world
with American money.
John Franklin Carter, known better by
his pen name of Jay Franklin, former ghost
writer for both Roosevelt and Truman, is
another Eisenhower supporter.
The left-wing publication New York Daily
Compass, financed by Mrs. Emmons Blaine,
who also financed to the extent of $1,000,000
the Foundation of World Government, is supporting Eisenhower. This same lady supported Henry Wallace for the Presidency.
The Reporter, another left-wing publication, pro-Acheson, prowelfare state, pro-one
world, likes "Ike.''

The United Nations World, edited by Quentin Reynolds, long a left-wing crackpot, promoting the one-world government, is for
Eisenhower.
These are but a. few from the lunatic
fringe who "Like Ike" and we can't help but
wonder why? So far Eisenhower hasn't repudiated their support and we can't be for
him until he does. They must believe that
Eisenhower leans toward a one-world government, toward a continuation of the Acheson
foreign policy, toward a continuation of socialism or they wouldn't be for him.
In times past, Eisenhower has numbered
among his close friends, Harry Hopkins, former ambassador to Russia, Joseph Davis, who
wrote "Mission to Moscow" picturing Russia
as a democracy, Harry Truman, who needs
no description, General Marshall, the advocate of failure in China, Anna Rosenberg, a
member .of the Truman political family,
Averill Harriman, leading candidate for the
Democratic nomination, Philip Jessup, long
suspected of Communist appeasement, Dean
Acheson, Secretary of State. We don't like
any of these people nor their policies and our
dislike is extended to their associates who ·
coddle their pet schemes and plans.
Eisenhower has a lot of explaining to do,
and it is our belief that he will never face
his questioners before convention time.

McKendree College-Source of Fundamental Americanism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF· REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, on last
Tuesday, May 20, the 1952 graduation
exercises were held at McKendree College, Lebanon, Ill. The occasion was
marked by the conferring of the honorary degree of doctor of laws upon Illinois' great Governor, the Honorable Adlai
E. Stevenson.
As guest speaker Governor Stevenson
declared there was no easy solution for
war, inflation, hunger, hate, and communism. He warned the graduates that
in thinking of world affairs, whistling in
the dark is the greatest hazard we face.
The Governor pointed out that the
American people have been called upon
to make extraordinary sacrifices in the
last 30 years.
"We had to lick a depression and win
a grim war," he said. "We discovered
after all this we couldn't sit back andrelax."
Governor Stevenson told the McKendree graduates:
If I were to offer one bit of advice to you,
it would be that you all become politicians.
I don't mean that you should all run for
public office, although I hope some of you
do that, too. What I do mean is that I hope
each of you will take part in public affairs
in your commUnity, whatever it may be; that
you will make your voice heard and your
influence felt; and that you will help break
the unhealthy habit .that Americans have of
using the word "politics" as an epithet, and
of looking upon all people in public life with
suspicion or worse.
Betrayers of public trust deserve the condemnation of their fellow citizens; but do
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not make the mistake of condemning all
public men for the spectacular sins of a few.

Mr. Speaker, McKendree is a fine coeducational liberal arts college. It is
presently conducting a $1,000,000 campaign to raise a fund to enable it to develop its potentiality of becoming an
educational center of distinction. Enrollments have been increasing for the
past 3 years and the new enthusiasm
which Dr. Russell Grow, McKendree
president, has created indicates success
of the fund drive and points to the continuance of this great institution through
the years to come as the molder of
stanch and fundamental Americanism.
My best wishes go to McKendree in this
campaign.
I agree wholeheartedly with ·a recent
statement of Dr. Grow:
"McKendree College has produced
educated men and women who are a
force for righteousness, have strong
principles and Christian character, have
a know-how of human relations, have
become leaders in the ministry, law, business, journalism, medicine, science, and
. in many other fields."
Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my
remarks, I herewith include the article
which appeared in the McKendree Review, giving a profile of the great Governor of a great State, which McKendree
honored on last Tuesday:
Gov. ADLAI STEVENSON ADPRESSES LARGE
THRONG AT MCKENDREE COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES
At approximately 2:30 p. m. today, Dr.
Russell Grow, president of McKendree College, conferred the honorary degree of doctor of laws of McKendree College upon Adlai E. Stevenson, Governor of the State of
Illinois and guest speaker for the 1952 commencement ceremonies.
The McKendree College presentation was
the third honorary LL. D. degree received by
the man, who in his first candidacy for an
elective office, the governorship of Illinois,
defeated thE! incumbent, Dwight H. Green,
by the largest margin in State history.
Stevenson, a Democrat, entered upon his
gubernatorial duties in January of 1949.
But, before his election as Governor, he had
served his country in many other useful positions.
The grandson and namesake of a Vice
President of the United ·states, Adlai Ewing
Stevenson was born on February 5, 1900.
Paternal grandfather, Adlai Stevenson
( 1835-1914), was Vice President in Grover
Cleveland's second term, and campaigned
for reelection on the Bryan ticket in the
year of his grandson's birth.
FATHER MANAGES MINES
At that time, young Adlai's father, Lewis
Green Stevenson (1868-1929), was managing gold and copper mines in Arizona and
New Mexico for Mrs. Phoebe A. Hearst. Also
prominent in Illinois Democratic politics,
Lewis Stevenson was for a time secretary of
state of Illinois, and in 1914-17 served as
chairman of the State Board of Pardons.
Adlai stevenson II attended the public
schools of Bloomington, Ill., 126 miles southwest of Chicago, and then prepared for college at the Choate School in Wallingford,
Conn. His education was interrupted by
service with the United States Naval Reserve in 1918, with the rank of apprentice
seaman. Graduated from Princeton University in 1922, in 1924-25 young Stevenson
was assistant managing editor of the Bloomington Daily Pantagraph, which his family
had owned for several generations.
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STEVENSON STUDIES LAW
Having studied law at Northwestern Uni·
versity, Stevenson was graduated with his
JD degree and was admitted to the illinois
bar in 1936. In 1927 he made Chicago his
permanent residence and became associated
with the law firm of Cutting, Moore, and
Sidley. Six years later, in 1933-34, with the
title of special counsel, Stevenson helped
organize the new AAA (Agricultural Adjustment Administration) in Washington, D. C.
The yea.r s 1935 to 1941 found Stevenson
back in Chicago practicing law as a partner
in Sidley, Austin, Burgess & Harper. In 1940
he worked tirelessly to arouse tbis area to
the menace of Hitler and the Nazis, organized a number of mass meetings, and persuaded Wendell W1llkie and Carl S andburg
to come to illinois to address gatherings. In
mid 1941, Stevenson was called to Washington as special assistant to Seeretary of
the Navy, Frank Knox, a post he filled
throughout the periOd of expansion to wartime strength until after Knox's death on
AprU 28, 1944.
In December 1943 Stevenson was assigned
to the newly established Foreign Adminis·
tratlon, at President Roosevelt's direction, to
head a mission that followed in the wake of
the Allied Armies in Italy. The mission was
designed to survey the economic situation
and to develop the first American program
for coordinated relief and construction work
in a major liberated area. After coming to
the States, Stevenson returned to the European theater of operations in 1944 as a
member· of an air-force mission.
In 1945 the Chicago lawyer became special
assistant to both Secretaries of State, Stettinius and Byrnes, a post in which the New
York Times wrote editorially that he served
with credit. At the United Nations Conference on International Organization, which
opened in San Francisco in April 1945,
Stevenson was press spokesman for the
United States delegation, and is said to have
persuaded the State Department to relax the
censorship of. its reports and to issue statements instead of no comment.
He was appointed minister and representative to the Pl'eparatory Commission for the
United Nations, which met in London from
August to December. When the first U. N.
General Assembly opened in London in Jan:uary 1946, Adlai Stevenson was senior ad·
viser to the American delegation, which in.eluded Byrnes, Stettinius, Eleanor Roosevelt,
Sol Bloom, and Senators CONNALLY and Vandenberg, a delegation said at this time to
have leaned heavily upon their advisers.
HE RESIGNS ADVISER POST
He resigned after the session ended in
March, but in July President Truman appointed him alternate delegate to the second
session that autumn, in which he and Representative Helen Gahagan Douglas served
on the economic and financial committee.
Reappointed for the 1947 sessions at Lake
Success, N. Y., the Chicagoan worked with
the United States permanent representative
Warren Austin on the administrative and
budgetary committee.
In February 1948 Stevenson opened his
campaign for the Democratic nomination
for the governorship of illinois, 1n which
be had the support of such national figures
as Mrs. Roosevelt and Justice William 0.
Douglas. When the elections were held,
Stevenson carried every ward in Chicago
and 48 of the remaining 101 counties in the
normally Republican State, an outcome
which gave him an unprecedented 572,067
plurality.
GOVERNOR IS ACTIVE MAN
Stevenson is active in many organizations.
He is a member of the Chicago Committee
on Displaced persons and a long-time di·
rector of the Immigrants Protective League,
vice president of the illinois Children's Home
and Aid Society, a director of Hull House

and the University of Chicago International
House, a member of three bar associations
(American, illinois, and Chicago). five
clubs-Commercial, Chicago, Attic (Chicago), Onwentsia (Lake Forest), and Metropolitan (Washington). Stevenson's faith
1s the Unitarian, and in 1945 he was honored
with the Navy's Distinguished Civilian Service Award.
Stevenson has three sons, Adlai Ewing ill,
Borden, and John Fell. They live on a 71·
acre productive farm near Libertyville, about
40 miles from Chicago, where Stevenson
spends what little leisure time he has in
horseback riding.

"Resolved by the Municipal Assembly of
Corozal, To ask from every Member of Con-

gress of the United States to give their immediate consideration and approval of said
constitution.
"CARLOS M. LOPEZ,
"President, Municipal Assembly.

"LEANDRO CABRANES,
"Mayor.'"

I, Feliciano Ibanez, municipal secret ary of
Corozal, P. R., do hereby certify that the
above inserted resolution was discussed and
approved unanimously by the municip al as-sembly on its session held on May 4, 1952,
and approved by the mayor the same day.
FELICIANO IBANEZ,
Secretary.

Approval of the Puerto Rican Constitution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK
OF .MASSACHUSETl'S
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, un..
der leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following letter
and resolution:
GOBIERNO MUNICIPAL DE
CoaoZAL, P.R.,
Mr. JOHN

w.

May 16, 1952.

MCCoRMACK,

Member, House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. McCoRMACK: The municipal assembly of Corozal, P.R., approved by unanimous vote the resolution which I have the
pleasure to endose herewith, urging from
the Congress of the United States of America the approval of the Puerto Rican Constitution.
You are a Member of that Congress which
represents democracy in the world, and we
are sure that you are going to use your vote
1n favor of tbe constitution which means
democracy for fl,500,000 American citizens in
Puerto Rico.
Receive our sincere congratulations for
your help in the approval of our constitution.
Sincerely yours,
LEANDRO CABRANES, Mayor.
RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE MUNICIPAL AsSEMBLY OF COROZAL, P.R., UJWING PROM THE
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES THE AP•
PROVAL OF THE PUERTO RICAN CONSTITUTION,
Now BEFORE IT, WHICH HAs BEEN ALREADY
APPROVED BY 85 PERCENT OF THE VOTERS OF
PUERTO RICO
"Whereas the Congress of the United States
of America, by the Law No. 600, authorized
the people of Puerto Rico, American citizens,
to vote for the approval for their own Constitution;
"Whereas the people of Puerto Rico, American citizens, during three elections held
during June 4, 1951, August 27, 1951, and
March 3, 1952, approved by an immense majority of the voters, the PUerto Rican Constitution;
"Whereas in all these three elections the
democratic electoral system of Puerto Rico
was practiced by all citizens and every one
had the opportunity to vote in favor or
against the constitution:
"Whereas the results of all the three elections held, show that 85 percent of the
American citizens of Puerto Rico want to
have their own constitution;
"Whereas the United States of America is
known the world over as .c hampion of democracy and defenders of all free people, as
they are doing it now with the help of the
Puerto Rican 1n Korean: Therefore be it

Democracy in the Near East
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. KENNETH B. KEATING
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. KEATING. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include ·
extracts from a challenging address delivered before the Rochester, N.Y., City
Club by His Excellency Abba s. Eban,
Israeli Ambassador to the United States
and the delegate from Israel to the U.N.
It is a penetrating analysis of conditions
existing· in the eastern Mediterranean
area. The Ambassador recognizes the
importance of that crucial territory,
which was succinctly characterized by
Napoleon when he said, "Whoever pos•
sesses the Near East governs the world.'"
Other source materials and my own
on-the-spot observations lead me to
clear realization of how important it is
to the cause of world peace that condi·
tions in the Near East be stabilized. Ambassador Eban has made a significant
contribution to that objective through
this restrained, factual, and fundamentally sound preSentation of his views.
The address follows:

a

The State of Israel, emerging on the 14th
of May 1948 to new independence after 2,000
years of Jewish dispersion and exile, achieved
its freedom and sovereignty in a world
clouded with international tensions. It
emerged not merely in a century adverse to
the pursuit of peaceful and constructive
ends, but also in a region· convulsed by vehement nationalist rancors and within an
area united in fierce opposition to Israel's
right of existence and of SUl'Vival.
Israel is by aspiration a citizen of the
Middle East. It desires to be integrated
into the life around it. It wishes its own
experience to communicate a constructive
radiance to the backward area which sur.-·
rounds it. It looks to increasingly close relationships of culture, of intercourse, and
of commerce with its Arab neighbors.
Nevertheless, all these aims remain so far ·
only in the realm of aspiration. There exists no process of interaction so far between
the State of Israel and the area in which it
exists. This, however, does not mean that
the State of Israel can be indifferent to the
currents of policy and of thought which flow
so swiftly and violently throughout the
Middle East.
From Pakistan to the shores of Morocco
that subcontinent writhf'c; and heaves in
effervescence and in c o~.:. v u l ~io n. Hal'dly
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anywhere is there a stable foundation for
representative or responsible government.
The r elat ions on the Indian subcontinent
still reflect the tortured agony in which those
two dominions came to birth. In Egypt all
the veh emence of local nationalism is
brought to bear against the remaining relics
of the western position. Across the shores
of nort h Africa, from Morocco and Tunisia
to Algiers, this rising tide of national sentiment beats up against the imperial power of
France. In Iran the winds of national
sentiment have swept aside entrenched economic int erests, not merely at the expense of
the Western World, but also to the immediate detriment of the Iranian economy
itself.
Prime Ministers of Pakistan, Syria, Lebanon, leading statesmen of Egypt, Morocco,
and nort h Africa have all within recent
years been victims of the assassin's bullet.
Assassination has become, within the Middle
East, a conventional method of changing
governments. Behind this political convulsion there exists a no leEs alarming social
and economic apathy.
Many have sought to represent the crisis
which agitates the Middle East as the logical
expression of national sentiment. The national movements of the Middle East clearly
have a sense of rancor against forces outside
of themselves. The area ascribes its disabilities to hostile external forces , to Israel, to
the Western Powers, to the United States,
to the United Nations.
Our first task is to scrutinize that claim.
Does an aspect of grievance, of injured innocence, really become the Arab or the Moslem
world?
Forty years ago there was not a free Arab,
I might almost say a free Moslem, upon the
surface of the globe. Everywhere the Arab
peoples dwelt in subjection. Not a single
free society existed in which the Arab language and culture, the Arab national sentiment and tradition formed the basis of a
sovereign state. The :new doctrine of national equality and of political freedom
which swept across Europe, and thence across
the Atlantic, during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, passed the Arab world by.
The new discoveries in science and technology, which transformed the horizons of human prosperity and elevated standards of life
in every part of the Western World, had no
effect upon the societies of the Middle East.
They continued to fester and languish in a
decadent squalor and poverty. The historian
40 years ago would certainly have brought in
a verdict of justifl~d grievance by the Arab
world against the West, the West which,
while d ominating this area, h ad exempted
1t from all the frui t ful currents of both material and spiritual culture which the West
had garnered for itself.
But if we are to strike the balance now,
the verdict must be contrary. For within
these four decades there has t aken place a
tremen dous transform:~.tion. Today eight
sovereign Arab Stat"es extend in an uninterrupted expanse over an area of one and a
h alf million square miles, including all the
centers which owe their fame in history to
their connection with the Arab and Moslem
tra dition, Baghdad, Cairo, and Damascus, the
seats of the ancient Caliphate, Mecca and .
Medin a, the holy cities of Arabia. A vast
doma in of freedom has descended upon the
Arab peoples, largely not through their own
efforts, but through the actions of the Western world and especially through the sacrifice of the Western Powers in two World
Wars.
It was the F irst World War which brought
down the decaying Ottoman Empire and established four or five new Arab sovereignties
upon its ruins. The Second World War
completed the process, adding the previous
mandated areas of the League of Nations to
the domain of renewed Arab sovereignty.

The process bas not ended. On the 1st of
January this year the eighth Arab State,
Libya, entered the family of nations. The
movement toward liberation and independence continues now to affect Sudan, Tunisia,
Morocco, and Algeria. And whatever be the
merits of these disputes at this moment, no
one can deny that the tide toward the assertion of national autonomy is irresistible,
whether the tide does its work quickly or
slowly.
Such is the vast patrimony which the Arab
peoples, suppressed four decades ago, have
now inherited; such is the unprecedented
good fortune which has attended the Arab
world in its political evolution. Stretching
out before it is this vast area of freedom, a
challenge to the initiative, to the individual
genius, to the social sense of the peoples and
the leaders of that area.
I draw attention to this phenomenon of
Arab liberation because it w1ll help us to
secure a rational appraisal, both of the current attitude of Arab nationalism t oward
Israel, and. its attitude toward the Western
World and the United Nations.
In a tiny corner of this vast region, in an
area of 8,000 square miles, hardly more than
one two-hundredth part of the area in which
the Arab peoples have won their freedom,
the State of Israel has arisen to new life in
the country which owes its identity in history and its luster in the annals of man exclusively and originally to its connection
with the life and the traditions of the Hebrew people. It was because the emergence
of Israel was conceived in a general context
of much wider Arab liberation that it twice
won the support of the international community. You cannot attack the moral principle of Israel's sovereignty unless you dedicare yourself to the grotesque proposition
that it is right for the Arab peoples to possess sovereignty everywhere, and for the
Jewish people, nowhere; that it is essential
that the Arab peoples must possess an empire of one and a half million square miles,
but wrong for the Jewish people to possess a
center of independent national life in an
infinitely smaller domain.
Israel's attitude from the viewpoint of its
moral approach and of its regional interests
dictates an attitude of initial sympathy to
the movements of Arab nationalism in this
generation. We do not envy the Arab nations their million and a half square miles,
or their eight sovereignties. But we cannot
apologize for our 8,000 square miles. It is
the least debt which history owes us. This
planet passed from b arbarism to civilization
at the moment when it was touched in Israel by the lucid radiance of the Hebrew
mind. No people has suffered more through
the lack of a shelter or has had the experience of seeing its kindred and its children
shoveled like rubbish into crematoria and
gas chambers precisely because it laclted the
preroga tives of statehood and thereby the
supreme prize of statehood, the opportunity
to offer shelter, deliverance and escape.
Objectively, by any standards of historical
or international equity, the rancor which
Arab nationalism concentrates u pon Israel
cannot be sustained. And the t ask of international statemanship, approachin g the
whole area in an attitude of perfect love and
trust, should be to encourage the Arab peoples to abandon this sterile controversy, to
focus their attention not upon the 8,000
square miles which they have not obtained,
but on the million and a half square miles
which they have. For the essential problems
which wm affect the destiny of the Arab
peoples will be the measure in which they
fulfill the opportunity which is available to
them, and not the degree in which they
brood in vengeance and antagonism over the
tiny morsel of territory which was the only
part of the territory of the world in which
Arab nationalism bas ever advanced any
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claim and had that claim refuted; refuted
not once but several times, not by Israel
alone, but by the collective conscience of the
civilized world.
Just as this antagonism cannot be justified
when we look at the general p attern of
political good fortune in the Arab world,
so it is true to say that an explanation of the
nihilistic and negative attitude of the Arab
States toward the Western Powers should
not be sought by the Western Powers in some
mood of self-flagellation, in some impression
that they have robbed the Arab peoples of
their inheritance. The Western World has
been the agent of Arab political liberation.
It is entitled, therefore, to ask of the Arab
world the modest request to allow to other
nationalisms in their more limited extent
the very prerogatives which Arab nationalism claims for itself.
What then are the causes of this ferment,
this discontent and vehemence, if they are
not to be found in any justified grievance
of the Arab world against Israel or against
the Western Powers? I suggest that the
answer must be sought, not in the existence
of a nationalist sentiment itself but in certain imperfections and defects which have
affected nationalism in our area and which
have marred the general positive character of
its approach.
The first is the conspicuous lack of altruism to which I have referred. A progressive
national movement must acknowledge to
other national movements the same claims,
prerogatives, and rights which it asserts for
itself.
The second defect, perhaps even more profound, is the absence in middle eastern
nationalism of a perception of the social ~nd
economic factors in national movements.
Nationalism in the Moslem and the Arab
world is conceived in purely political terms.
This was the nineteenth century concept of
nationalism. The duty of nationalist movements was to secure liberation, freedom, the
emblems and symbols of sovereignty, parliaments, constitutions, coins, flags, and stamps.
But nationalist movements dedicated entirely to political and institutional ends
are doomed to frustration. Men awake to
find that they can be politically free and yet
lose the essence of their freedom in the
throes of starvation and want. Behind the
facade of new na tiona! freedoms in Asia
and the Middle East, the old hunger, the old
starvation, the old squalor, the old disease,
the old social exploitation, the old illiteracy,
the old ignorance all linger on, unaffected by
the transition from tutelage to independence, or in some cases, even aggravated by
the replacement of western rule by local
indigenous nationalisms.
It is this which constitutes the peril of
democracy in the area. For in the aftermath of the huge disappointment and frustration of the masses, the national movements of the area too easily conclude that
democracy, whatever its external institutional glory, does not, say, solve the basic
problems of food and of health and of home.
And it is in the immediate sequel of that
disillusionment that people can easily turn
to antidemocratic doctrines.
The third defect in the nationalisms of
our area is the refusal to acknowledge the
international order, which begins slowly but
surely to emerge out of the chaos and destruction of two world wars and which is
at the moment symbolized in t~e United
Nations and in its Charter. Althougt. the
United Nations has been prevented from
exercising its responsibilit ies for world security to the degree that its founders envisaged and the charter prescribes, no such
paralysis has affected it in another important
realm of international relations, namely, the
liberation of subject peoples and the. establishment of new units of political and
cultural freedom. The territories which owe
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either their sovereign status or their liberation from foreign garrisons in large or
small measure to the intervention of international organs form a long and impressive
list.
Thus today a national movement which,
without being attacked, takes recourse to
violence in pursuit of its national sentiment can no longer hide behind the national
ideal in justification of the use of violence.
That particular means is no longer essential for the pursuit of the end. Not every
student in Cairo who breaks windows or
loots shops today should be regarded as the
lineal descendant of Thomas Jefferson or
Robespierre.
Wherever Arab nationalism
employs these methods of armed revolt, of
unilateral abrogation of treaties, and of international contracts, we should not let our
basic sympathy for nationalist sentiment
distract us from a negative judgment on
the procedures and principles whereby national liberation is being sought.
It is thus easy to determine in theoretical
terms the manner in which the Near East
should pursue what remains of its task of
liberation. It should have a balanced nationalism which does not regard national
freedom as the monopoly of one race .or one
culture, but as the heritage of all and of
each. It should amplify its sense of leadership and responsibility to comprehend not
merely the doctrine of institutional freedom,
but also of social and economic responsibility. It should not fix its preoccupation
upon outside objectives all the time, but
upon real sources of weakness which lie
within itself. Finally, the Arab world should
show greater faith in the new international
principles and procedures which have superseded the discredited methods of the
past.
What does the State of Israel mean in all
this? The life of modern Israel is dominated
by a sense of lineal descent from Israel of
old with its Hebrew language and tradition.
We are not building on a new base. We are
picking up the venerable threads which
antiquity has bequeathed to us. Therefore,
we are determined to be a Hebrew society,
using that term both in its linguistic and
its cultural sense, in a world which is predominantly Arab, both linguistically and
culturally. We are dedicated to parliamentary democracy. We are surrounded, however, by somewhat newfangled republican
forms and pictureseque monarchies. We do
not aspire to assimilate our political doctrines to those which prevail in the Middle
East. We still prefer the ballot box to the
bullet.
Therefore, in all these senses not only are
we distinctive, but our distinctiveness is a
matter of choice. Therefore-and this, as
everything that I am saying, is my private
view, committing no one else-I suggest that
what Israel should aspire to is not integration with the area, but partnership with it.
The relations should be of good neighborliness, of friendship, but not of assimilation.
I think of the relationships, for example,
which prevail between the United States and
the Latin American continent, relations of
harmony, of increasing intermingling of interests and activities.
I suggest that in this sense Israel is a
Mediterranean country. Across the Mediter~
ranean run all the channels of intercourse~
of trade, and of spiritual interconnection
which unite Israel with the outer world. Tht}
three Mediterranean cities of Jerusalem,
Athens, and Rome were the forebears of
western civilization. The culture of Israel,
the history of its people, and the crucial fact
that its coastline is its main approach to
other peoples-these, as w_ell as the temporary conditions of Arab boycott and isolation
determine for us a Mediterranean orientation. Whatever we can bring to the Middle
East, we bring not by becoming swallowed
up in it, but by being something of the area.
and yet different from it.

The Arab boycott, to which I have referred,
has bad effects upon Israel in the short term,
yet in the long term it is an incentive for
Israel's accelerated growth. Arab nationalism, indeed, has been one of the most important elements in the construction of Israel's milltary strength, of its political recognition, and is now becoming an agent of its
economic consolidation. It was the Arab
attack upon our community which forced it
to construct a military force which in 1948
was able to withstand the combined onslaught of all the Arab states, and which,
in 1952, is regarded as an important, one of
the few important, elements of military
strength in the area.
The same is true of our international
status. If the issue had not been forced by
this forceful denial of our right to immigrate, to build, and to develop, we might have
been willing to postpone the constitutional
issue for years. It was because Arab nationalism by its own attack and by its influences
and pressures upon mandatory and international policy brought up into a deadlock
from which we could only emerge by sovereigty, that in 1947 we raised the cry for
immediate statehood and carried that cry
triumphantly into the highest international
bodies.
The same is becoming true in the economic
front. In the short term we are handicapped
by our lack of access to local markets and
by the refusal of neighboring states to sell
us their produce. But the effect of it is to
force Israel to secure a high degree of agricultural self-sufficiency and to strive to
achieve levels of industrial production attuned, not to the backward life of the region,
but to the more highly developed standards
of southern Europe, Scandinavia, and the Atlantic world, in which we must sell. • • ·•
Nevertheless, I would suggest that Israel
is somethir.g of l:;ignificance to its area. You
can exemplify democracy only by practice.
It is not something that can be preached.
The peoples around us will copy and emulate that which they see to be sound, and
if in Israel we possess the only parliamentary
democracy, the only society in which sovereignty and statehood are regarded, not as
ends in themselves, but only as the instruments toward the creation of a better society; if we see there a society oriented toward western culture, while drawing deep
into the roots of its own Hebraic tradition;
if we see a complete absence of that contrast between vast wealth and vast poverty
which is characteristic of all the rest of our
area; if we see the habits and principles of
freedom in politics and in economics and
in thought being developed in Israel; then,
might not the contagion of that example
spread beyond our frontiers and help to
determine whether the area turns toward
nihilistic doctrines of despair, or whether
the national sentiment of that area comes
to rest along a moderate and constructive
channel? Such then is the significance of
what we might be achieving.
Democracy in the Middle East will decide
its future not by words, but by actions. To
the degree that the Western Powers can
assist whatever elements exist in the area
which are willing to put their faith in freedom, to that degree they will help to determine its destiny and thereby might be deciding the destiny of the world.
Finally, in presenting these reflections to
an American audience, may I add two things?
The first is to suggest you use your influence
with the peoples of this area to turn them
away from their negative obsessions toward
positive ends. Do not encourage them to
disregard Israel's existence. It is an ostrich
policy. When an ostrich buries its head in
the sand to avoid facing unpleasant truths,
it not only constitutes an undignified spectacle; it also presents ·an·· irresistible inviting
target. Secondly, -if~ you are charged with.
having predilections for Israel, I suggest that

you do not regard it as an unjust accusation.
There are many things common to America
and to Israel. Both are countries built by
immigration, by opening their doors to the
dispossessed and hungry from every land;
both were built and defended by an arduous
struggle against colonial rule; both secure
their cultural strength by a synthesis of
scores of divergent tongues and cultures
from all corners of the globe; both countries
have their pioneering tradition; both countries built themselves by man's tenacity
against the wild forces of nature and of
desolation; both countries put their faith
in democracy with its concept of individual
and collective freedom; both countries draw
their moral inspiration from the great spiritual heritage first proclaimed from the hills
and valleys of Israel to become the common
heritage of all mankind. These things we
have in common, and it is this unique body
of common thought and experience which is
the firm foundation for the maintenance
and consolidation of friendship between our
two countries.

Have the Marines Bit Off More Than They
Can Chew?
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OF
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OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. TEAGUE. Mr. Speaker, the
Members of this House well know that
I opposed the recent Marine Corps legislation, S. 677, which was debated here
on Friday, May 16.
After the debate ·and following the
roll-call vote, I had some qualms about
the matter, wondering whether I was
right after all. However, since reading
the following article in the New York
Times Tuesday, May 20, written by that
celebrated military writer and analyst,
Mr. Hanson W. Baldwin, those qualms
have been erased and I am more convinced than ever that the adoption of
such legislation was a mistake. The article which I have reference to follows
and is entitled "Marines Face Problem":
MARINES FACE PROBLEM-COMING ELEVATION
Is TRmUTE TO VALOR BUT BIGNESS WILL
RISK ESPRIT DECLINE

(By Hanson W. Baldwin)
By action in Congress, the Marine Corps
now is on the way to obtaining its own voice
in the highest strategic councils of the
Nation.
The House of Representatives last week
in conferring membership in the Joint
Chiefs of Staff on the Commandant of the
Marine Corps and in fixing by law the minimum strength of the Corps paid a hand-some tribute to a valiant service.
The bill, passed in somewhat different
form by the Senate and now in conference,
was passed overwhelmingly despite the
strong and virtually unified opposition of
the other services and of the Department of
Defense.
This should serve as a definitive notice of
the high regard in which the Marine Corps
is held to those in the Pentagon who would
like to see the Corps reduced to a "police
force" or eliminated.
·But the legislation, nevertheless, carries
with it some very serious overtones, and will
in no· way solve the problems of the Marine
Qorps itself, its relations with the other services or the increasingly complicated and
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'eumbersome organization of the Armed
. Forces.
I There is, indeed, grave danger that unless
the Marines fully accept the law as a mandate of responsibility rather than a grant of
independence, it may lead in the end to the
obscuring of their past history of service to
the Nation.
f
CORPS TO HAVE FAVORED POSITION
: The Marines by this legislation are, in
effect, to receive a favored position among
the armed services, a position they have in
the past occupied in law but not always in
fact.
I Legally the Marine Corps has always been
a separate service. Its commandant, for instance, is not under the Chief of Naval Operations but is answerable, like the Chief of
Naval Operations, to the Secretary of the
Navy.
It is an anachronism that the Marine
Corps is the only one of the four services that
does not answer to a separate department.
Like the Navy, it is part of the Department
of the Navy.
The proposed law, however, underscores
the marines' position by pinning their
strength, for the first time, to a fixed legal
minimum in numbers rather than in percentages.
This will safeguard the Marine Corps physically but not morally. It implies a commitment upon Congress, and Congress often
has disregarded similar commitments in the
past, to provide enough funds to keep the
corps at an irreducible minimum, 242,000 in
the case of the House version.
I But it will do nothing, and no law can do
much, to insure the maintenance of the high
quality, tough esprit and combat effectiveness of this force.
Nor can a law that merely adds another
member to the Joint Chiefs of Staff eliminate
, the problem, or cure the administrative,
I organizational and human ills that beset the
Pentagon. There is, indeed, danger that this
further fractionalization of what was once
called unification will result in additional
divisive tendencies.
! But the most outstanding dangers to the
Marine Corps from this bill are internal.
Long before the bill was taken up these dangers had made themselves manifest and many
thoughtful marines are worried by the trend.
I
QUALITY DETERIORATION SEEN
There seems to have been, since the great
expansion of the Marine Corps started after
Korea, some undeniable deterioration in the
high quality of the corps, a deterioration perhaps inevitable in the light of the rapid expansion program. This apparently results
from the following causes:
1
The corps' bigness: Maintenance of _ the
elite quality is dependent, in large measure,
upon keeping the corps small and selective;
lt should be a force of long-term, hard-bitten, highly trained professionals, not in any
way a second _Army. A strength of 242,000
should be the absolute top maximum, not the
minimum, except perhaps in case of all-out
war.
· Utilization of the draft: The Marine Corps
used the draft successfully in World War II
and has had to revert to it again since Korea
1n order to expand its present strength of
about 237,000. Nevertheless, dependence upon the draft, plus the elimination by the
Department of Defense of the Marines' selective recruiting, has lowered the over-all qual•
1ty of the corps. Tbe Marines are now re·
turning to volunteer recruiting and hope to
maintain their strength by this method.
Utilization of reserves: The Marine Re·
serves, on the whole, have performed splen•
didly but many of them were definitely un·
wllling to be recalled in the state of hal!•
war-half-peace in which we found ourselves,
· and their disgruntlement, and at places loW·
' morale, has hurt the high Marine esprit.
Most, but not all, of the reservists are being
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phased out this year; this condition, too,
should improve.
Scarcity of trained officers, particularly in
the junior grades: The expansion program
has been so rapid that new junior officers
have had to be provided under emergency
conditions. The backlog of long-term experience and competence, resident so conspicuously in the old Marine Corps, has had
to be watered down greatly.
Rapid turn-over: Rotation in Korea, plus
the exigencies of expansion, plus other factors ha•.•e forced such swift turn-over that it
is difficult now to maintain the old unit
esprit and combat effectiveness that char·
acterized all Marine regiments.
The demand for security: All of the hazardous services, the marines, the paratroopers, the air services, have felt what seems
to be a country-wide decline in the urge
of youth to risk its neck. Many of the young
seem to want more security and less risk
or more opportunity than the hazardous
branches of the armed services give them.
The Marines are often dubbed by the young
"bullet-bait," and. there are not as many
volunteers as the corps would like.
All of these factors already have made the
Marine Corps problem-essentially a problem
of maintaining the high traditions and high
standards of a splendid past-an increasingly
hard one.
I:ARGE SIZE A HANDICAP
The Marine Corps bill in one sense gives
the corps a favored status but in the other
sense deprives the Marines of their happy
and privileged situation in the past. For,
with bigness, the Marine Corps is now exposed to all the ills and all the problems
with which the Army has been struggling.
It is losing the simplicity of. smallness.
Nor will the inclusion of the Commandant
in the Joint Chiefs solve the problem of the
Pentagon. It may well add, desirably, another voice for amphibian strategy. But it
will do nothing to decentralize what is now
a vast and creaking department, and it will
do little to strengthen civilian control o!
military affairs.

The Man Who Tells Senators How
To Behave
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LYNDON B. JOHNSON
OF TEXAS
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, May 26. 1952

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD
an article entitled "The Man Who Tells
Senators How To Behave," meaning our
~arliamentarian, Charlie Watkins, writ-·
ten by Charles Cooke, and published in
the Washington Sunday Star of May 25,
1952.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE MAN WHO TELLS SENATORS How To
BEHAVE
. (By Charles Cooke)
More than one veteran observer of the
passing show on Capitol H111 has remarked
that if Charles L. Watkins were ever absent
for any appreciable period from his a.ccus•
tomed seat in the Senate Chamber, the proceedings of the Senate would probably slow
down to a tun halt-and stay halted until
his return, Such eValuations Of the tmpor•
~~nee ot Charles ~ :Watkins, hereinafter t~
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be known as Charlie, are made less in jest
than in wholehearted admiration and respect.
This reporter, a recent spectator of the
august deliberations of the United States
Senate, noted that during one 3-hour period,
the President of the Senate, ALBEN W. BARKLEY, consulted Charlie on 14 occasions, and
Charlie yolunteered advice to the Veep on 10
other occasions. That, averaging out to one
consultation every 7V:z minutes, is about par
for Charlie.
SWIVEL-CHAIR ADVISER
His official title is Parliamentarian of the
United States Senate. He's easy to spot from
the galleries, for he sits at a table in front
of, slightly to the right of, and one step below, the Presiding Officer. From this strategically located position, Charlie can swing
around in his swivel chair with the greatest
of ease and give the word to the Presiding
Officer, whether it be the Veep or a Senator
spelling the Veep.
Some of Charlie's parliamentary problems
are simple; others complex.
A simple instance, observed by your reporteF, occurred on the day last week that
the Senate confirmed the appointment of
Judge James P. McGranery to the post of
Attorney General. Senator McCARRAN said
to the Chair, after the absence of a quorum
had been established: "I ask unanimous
consent that the order for a quorum call be·
rescinded." The Chair (Senator WELKEn) ·
replied, after a brief whispered consultation ·
with Charlie Watkins: "The Chair is sorry,
but the Senator from Nevada is too late. A
quorum must be present to make such a request in order." And that was, as the saying
goes, that.
It was all printed up nicely in the CoNGRESSioNAL RECORD next day-all, that is, except any mention of the man who, sitting
in front of the chair, is actually the man
behind the chair.
When a more complex problem of procedure arises, Charlie ducks across the hall
to his conveniently located office and consults the enormous, 14-volume compilation,
Senate Precedents, which he has been working up since 1919. He usually returns with
the answer in less than a minute.
Thus Charlie advises and guides the complex course of our Senate, one of the great
deliberative bodies of the world. He is a
tower of strength in the Senate Chamber.
His whispered advice, on occasion, determines the course of history.
After the Senate confirmed Judge Me·
Granery and adjourned, your reporter repaired to Charlie's office, to get a closer look.
at this esoteric expert.
Charlie is tall, gray-haired, dignified, and
73.
LIFE AND TIMES
He was born in Mount Ida, · Ark., and has
worked in the Senate since 1904, with no
apparent ill effects. He started as stenographer to Senator James P. Clarke, of Ar~
kansas, ·and moved up the ladder to the successive levels of secretary, committee clerk:
disbursing bookkeeper and journal clerk.
From 1919 to 1937, he was unofficial parliamentarian, in addition to his duties as journal clerk.
In 1937, the Senate created the job of parliamentarian and -installed him in it-the
first full-tledged parliamentarian in the
Senate's history. "I'm a registered Arkansas
Democrat," he replies when queried about
his political faith, but hastens to add that,
as parliamentarian, he acts with sterm impartiality.
Today, Charlie has, perhaps inevitably, the
kindly, avuncular manner of a pedagogue
accustomed to successfully directing the behavior of generations of school children,
ranging from geniuses to b_rats. Nor has he,
in 48 years of close association with tha
United States Senate, lost his sense of hu•
tnor.
·
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PAPER COMMITTEE
published in the May 24, 1952, issue of the consumers' interest was endorsed by the
General Federation of Women's Clubs, by
"You might wish to make a note of the
Business Week.
name of the committee I clerked for in 1911,"
There being no objection, the article A. F. of L., and also by the National Grange.
The Grange added a condition that the scope
he said, with a gentle smile. "It was called
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
of the committee's activity be enlarged to inthe Senate Committee on the Disposition of
as follows:
clude inquiry into distribution costs of ·irugs,
Useless Papers in the Executive DepartHOLDING THE CONSUMER'S HAND
hardware, furniture, and related consumer
ments. It never held a meeting, never transgoods sold at "fair trade" prices.
acted any business, never did one single soliConsumers don't fit into the scheme of
.There's a pr~cedent for setting up a spetary thing of any description whatsoever."
things in Congress. The register of lobbyists
cial consumer committee. Small business
Your reporter must have looked a little
includes hundreds of pressure groups, but
has
special committees in both Senate and
incredulous, for Charlie, who is nothing if . none whose sole purpose is to keep di.n gHouse-and both are exceedingly active unnot a precision, whipped out an impressive
donging on Capitol Hill about the consumder the chairmanship of Senator JoHN J.
red-leather volume, Journal of the United
ers' welfare. Now, when congressional comS_PARKMAN, Democrat of Alabama, and RepStates Senate, SiXty-second Congress, 1911.
mittees frame legislation, With other groups
resentative WRIGHT PATMAN, Democrat of
There, sure enough, was the name of the
nudging their elbows, the consumer is just
Texas, respectively.
committee in all its glory, along with the
the little man who isn't there.
Opposition: If the Rules Committee shelves
additional information that it has been solBut apparently even Congress sheds a symthe consumer committee plan, it will be on
emnly created by President Taft.
pathetic tear once in a while. A nonpartithe ground that it would run counter to the
san group of 24 Senators, led by Senator
"It was a purely nominal committee," expurpose of the 1946 Legislative Reorganizaplained Charlie, "set up solely for the purGuY M. GILLETTE, Democrat, of Iowa, 1s now
tion Act, where Congress resolved, by law,
pose of permitting a Senator-in that cas~
trying to talk the Senate into creating a
to conduct its business more efficiently. The
Senator Clarke-to promote his stenographer
select committee on consumer interests.
Small Business Committees were already in
to clerk-in that ca.se me-with a salary difGILLETTE formed his group a year ago. His
existence at that time.
ferential of $400. Very neat dodge. There
proposal hasn't fired much interest in ConOpposition to a consumer committee is
were 74 such committees in 1911 alone."
gress so far, but chances are it will do pretty
felt rather than heard from the Senat;e
well if the Senate Rules Committee lets it go
LAW UNTO ITSELF
Banking Committee and other "jealous"
to a vote on the floor.
Your reporter brought the interview back
standing committees -of the Senate. This
Why not? The glib reason against GIL•
to parliamentary matters . by mentioning
is in spite of the fact that the new comLETTE'S idea is this: Granted, everybody's a
Charlie's monumental Senate Precedents
mittee could only recommend, would have no
consumer, but first he's a farmer, a manucompilation.
Charlie
explained
that
the
·
power
to report a legislative bill for action
1
facturer, a merchant, a school teacher, a
Senate operates under some 40 rules, but
on the Senate floor.
doctor, a builder, a banker, or a factory hand.
, that it is actually a law unto itself, because
As such, he's represented befm:e Congress
it can do, procedurewise, anything it agrees
by an organization-the National Grange,
to do.
the National Association of Manufacturers,
1
"That's why precedents are more importhe American Retail Federation, the National
Kansas State GOP Farm Leaders Adopt
tant than rules in my work," he said. "I may
Education Association, the Associated Gentell the Chair that something is not permisPlank
eral Contractors, ·the American Bankers Assible under the rules. He may then rule it
sociation, A. F. of L., CIO, or a host of other
out. But the Senate may then vote to overorganizations that represent specialized inEXTENSION OF REMARKS
ride the Chair. That's about as elastic as
terests.
·
OF
rules can get, isn't it?"
If the farmer grows apples in a big way,
SAME OLD SENATE
his spokesman is the National Apple Institute. If the merchant is a haberdasher, it is
Charlie then, with a little prodding, took
OF KANSAS
the National Association of Retail Clothiers
a couple of backward looks down the long
and Furnishers. If the manufacturer makes
perspective .of Senate history he has lived
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
fertilizer, it's the National Fertilizer Associathrough.
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tion, and so on.
In his opinion, the Senate hasn't changed
Some association, federation, institute,
much since pre-World War I days, except for
Mr.
SCHOEPPEL.
Mr. President, on
union, guild, council, committee, bureau, or
rapidity of turn-over. Before the sevenMay
21
there
appeared
in the Topeka
league
is
always
on
the
alert
to
assert
or
teenth amendment was passed, legislatures
Daily Capital an article entitled "State
defend the stake of the individual in his
elected Senators, and a Senator was usually
GOP F&.rm Leaders Adopt Plank," writoccupation, business, or profession.
in office as long as his party was in power.
Forgotten man: The danger is that conten by George Mack, which reports the
Charlie took down a Congressional Directory
sumers bound by one of these occupational
formation by farm leaders of an agriculand used it to prove that only eight Senators
interests
may
prejudice
the
welfare
of
ancurrently in the upper House started serving
tural council and the adoption of a 10other group. Sometimes, even though rarely,
before 1935. "They didn't change that fast
point program.
they
may
inflict
ipjury
on
the
whole
body
in the old days," he said.
I ask unanimous consent that the artiof
consumers.
He has a high opinion of Vice . President
cle may be printed in the Appendix of
Particularly vulnerable are millions of inBARKLEY as President of the Senate, but.
the RECORD.
dividuals-and everybody eventually slips
thinks that, by and large, young Bob La Folinto this category-whose status as consumThere being no objection, the article
lette was the best presiding officer the Senate
ers is more important, both to the national
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD1
ever had. Though young Bob was never
economy
and
to
themselves,
than
their
status
President of the Senate, he was frequently
as follows:
as producers.
called upon, from 1925 to 1947, to be tempoSTATE GOP FARM LEADERS ADOPT PLANKAs consumers, they are helpless, for efrary presiding officer. "Young Bob was pracTo SUBMIT 10-POINT PROGRAM AS PART oF
fective organization is beyond their reach.
tically brought up in the Senate Chamber,"
PARTY'S POLICY
Yet somehow they must get enough to eat
said Charlie Watkins. Then he added the
(By George Mack)
and cover their nakedness.
highest praise the Parliamentarian of the
Republican farm leaders in Kansas TuesUnited States Senate could possibly bestow.
That's what Senator GILLETTE wants to
day formed a State farm council and adopted
.. Young Bob," he said, "knew Senate prohelp them do.
a 10-point program of suggestions for the
cedure."
Operation: As might be expected, GIL•
agricultural plank in the national GOP
LETTE's proposed · committee would "give
platform.
special attention to prices charged the conThe suggestions will be correlated with
sumer for food, fuel, and clothing, and the
Holding the Consumer's Hand
those from other States, farm organizations,
costs and methods of producing, processing,
and Members of Congress before adoption by
and distributing these and other consumer
the Republican national convention startgoods."
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ing
July 7 in Chicago.
GILLETTE'S proposal is an outgrowth of an
OF
One of the major proposals made by the
inquiry 2 years ago into the spread between
Kansans was shifting "~ongressionally delefarm and consumer prices. The Iowa Sengated policy-making powers over agriculture
ator and Paul E. Hadlick, his counsel on a
OF IOWA
Senate agriculture subcommittee, made a
into the hands of a bipartisan board, rather
than the Department of Agriculture."
heroic attempt at that time to save the nickel
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
cup of coffee. The State Department shouted
This board, it was suggested, would be
Monday, May 26, 1952
horrors and thwarted the inquiry-because
patterned on the Federal Reserve Board for
it might offend Brazil and other good neighmonetary matters, with membership from
Mr. GILLETTE. Mr. President, I ask bors.
various areas and representing different
unanimous consent to have printed in
The chances: At a recent hearing before
farm crop growers, their terms staggered to
the Appendix of the RECORD an article a Rules subcommittee, the creation of an provide a continuing farm program regardentitled "Holding the Consumer's Hand,'' "inside" committee of 13 Senators to guard less of elections.
j

HON. ANDREW F. SCHOEPPEL

HON. GUY M. GILLETTE
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TEMPORARY OFFICERS
The t emporary slate of officers chosen in·
cludes Guy Josserand, Dodge Cit y, president;
Representative Lawrence Blyth, White City,
vice president; Representative Bill Avery,
Wakefield, secretary-treasurer; and these
district chairman: First, Chester Davis, Hol.
ton; second, Representative H. B. Doering,
G arnett; third, Senator Ralph Perkins, Howard; four th, Representative Frank Garrett,
Overbrook; fifth, Representative John MacNair, Jetmore; and sixth, Harold Harper,
Beardsley.
A plan of organizing the Statewide council
down to the precinct level also was approved, with county meetings to explain the
plan; district conventions to elect permanent officers, and some time after the na·
tional convention a Statewide meeting to
choose permanent State officers.
1
TO GIVE VOTERS INFORMATION
I . The council then will keep in touch with
the Presidential campaign and funnel information pertaining to farm matters to voters.
Temporary State and district officers were
delegated as Kansas representatives at a
meeting June 13-14 in Des Moines to confer
with other State delegates in drafting a farm
plank for submission to the platform committee of the national convention.
Prior to the convention, congressional
:members of agricultural committees and representatives of the Des Moines conference
will correlate their farm proposals still
further.
I
Formation of the Kansas GOP farm council came after a preliminary meeting with
Dave Livingston, of washington, Iowa, director of the agriculture committee of the
Republican National Committee.
HOPE IDEA SPREADS
~ Livingston said national party leaders hope
to see the party farm council idea spread
! throughout the Midwest.
Seven States
formed councils prior to the Kansas meeting,
and Livingston said 12 others are being organized.
Kansas' council contemplates inclusion of
farm women on the county and district level,
with tenant farmers also to play a role in
1
the program.
·
Suggestions for the Republican farm
' plank adopted by the temporary organization
to be submitted at the Des Moines confer·
1
ence include:
i "Preamble: We favor an agricultural policy
which is responsive to the Nation's everexpanding needs, with programs gear~d to
meet the varying conditions in all parts of
the United States, administered to the greatest extent possible by farmers themselves in
order to restore independence for farm families and to prevent further concentration
of authority in washington."
PROPOSALS VOTED
The proposals"1. .Keep the greatest possible administrative authority of programs at State and
local levels, administered by nonpartisan,
farmer-elected committees. Put any congressionally delegated policy-making powers
over agriculture into the hands of a bipartisan board, rather than the Department
of Agriculture.
"2. Maintain a permanent system of agri·
cultural supports for distress periods. Utilize for each commodity the methods best
suited to assure market stabilization and
farm-stabilization income at reasonable
levels, specifically including commodity loans
and the Ever Normal Granary.
"3. We urge an improved soil conservat ion progr am with a long-range and progres·
sive plan emphasizing terracing, contouring,
and watershed protection including reforestat ion and small retention dams."
URGE FARM RESEARCH
"4. We f n.vor expanded agricultur al research and edu cational progr ams t o: (a ) Pro·

l;

I

mote new crops, new uses and new markets
for farm products; (b) increase productivity
and reduce production costs: (c) provide
more research and technical assistance at
State and local levels and further provide
for cooperation with related industries in
agricultural research matters; (d) provide
more trustworthy and accurate. crop and
marketing estimates.
"5. We favor the adoption of a realistic
trade program for agriculture under the
direction of the Department of Agriculture
aimed at restoring foreign markets and developing new outlets for American agricul·
tural products.
"6. We favor strengthening all control of
farm credit and we advocate the continuing
reexamination of farm-loan formulas to
reflect changes promptly in production,
transportation and marketing controls."
ASK USDA REORGANIZATION
"7. Improve the efficiency of and confi·
dence in the United States Department of
Agriculture by reorganization to eliminate
duplication of expenditures and personnel.
"8. Avoid further inflation by full production, Government economy and sound monetary and fiscal policies envisioning a balanced Federal budget.
"9. We insist that an adequate supply of
manpower on the farm is necessary to our;
national security and therefore demand that
agricultural production be declared essential
to the defense effort.
"10. We favor the immediate adoption of
a farm modernization program that w111
bring to every farm and farm family the full
benefits of engineering research, rural electrification, up-to-the-minute communications, and farm-to-market transportation."
Nearly 50 Kansas farm leaders attended
the aU-day session. Preliminary plans and
explanation of the council program were
made during the morning in the supreme
court chambers. Following a lunch at Hotel
Jayhawk, attended by Gov. Edward F. Arn
and other State officials, the council was
formed and the farm plank suggestions
adopted.

Is the St. Lawrence Seaway Really a
Strategic Necessity or Merely an Expensive Ditch 1
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Mr. VANZANDT. Mr. Speaker, advo ..
cates of the proposed St. Lawrence sea·
way and power project have seized upon
every conceivable form of pressure and
propaganda in an effort to bolster their
faltering steps as they make their rounds
in the Senate and House trying to resur ..
rect from the dead that old perennial
ghost of past Congresses-often referred
to as the proposed international skating
rink, ~ince it will be frozen over 5 months
of each year and closed to navigation.
The following thought-provoking edi ..
torial appeared in the March 1952 issue
of the Brotherhood of Railway Maintenance of Way Employees Journal, and illustrates the methods being used by proponents of the St. Lawrence seaway as
they vainly strive to justify its construction.
.T he editorial follows:.

1\3245~

A STRATEGIC NECESSITY OR AN EXPENSIVE
DITCH? .
In his budget message to Congress, President Truman recommended the. appropriation of $20,000,000 to start the St. Lawrence
seaway as a strategic necessity. In 1941,
proponents of the project while not stressing the strategic claim, maintained we could
not win the war without it, but we did.
The President's recommendation, following in the wake of the Canadian threat to
start it alone, was timed perfectly, and the
special-interest groups are hoping that an
already confused Congress will give its approval. At a time of alleged emergency,
high cost of Government, mounting taxes,
and serious shortage of war materials, it
is difficult to understand why the President
would recomm:md that we embark upon a
ditch-digging crusade that has been condemned time and again.
Until recently the project was labeled a
must by a small group of steel operators
who argued that it was the only safe and
sure route to transport the Labrador ore to
supplant our supply. In 1950, a Chicago
fund-raising organization took up the banner and attempted to secure $250,000 by
popular subscription to support the plan.
Their campaign failed; then the little steel
operators began singing the blues to save
the day for a subsidized waterway. As they
wiped away their tears and shouted that
the waterway was essential for the transportation of the precious ore, the two leading
steel operators kept silent.
·Early in April 1951, at a stockholders•
meeting, Mr. Eugene B. Grace, chairman of
the Bethlehem Steel Co., in reply to a direct question, stated that the seaway was not
essential .for transporting iron ore from the
Labrador fields. Here are two versions given
by different factions in the steel industry.
It is evident that the large steel concerns
are interested in the ore, while the smalltime boys shout for a subsidized waterway
which means greater profits.
The zoot-suiters have evidently done a
good job of selling their plan to the members of the Ohio Farm Bureau who voted
to support it on the pretense that it was
necessary to transport the Labrador steel
for the manufacture of farm implements.
We used to hear that the Midwest farmers
wanted the waterway in order to get cheaper
bananas.
In labeling his pet scheme a strategic necessity, President Truman is playing upon
the patriotism of the overburdened taxpayers. While there has never been a sound
basis for the support of the project, this
is not unusual because in time of war those
with a serious hobby attempted to imply that
it was necessary for national defense, and the
St. Lawrence seaway is no exception. It is
common knowledge that one well-placed
bomb could destroy the locks and in a few
moments render it useless. Senators TAFT,
LODGE, and SALTONSTALL have exploded the
defense contention and are deserving ot
praise for exposing the numerous defects in
the plan.
The extent to which the proponents will
go is illustrated by their cry that Detroit and
other midwest towns would become ghost
towns if the St. Lawrence waterway was not
approved. Representative DINGELL, of Michigan, first tried to chase the ghosts away by
wiring the Detroit City Council urging that
they adopt the waterway resolution, and as
evidence of good faith vote an appropriation of $250,000 to be matched by an equal
amount from the State. It seems the council was not too alarmed about a ghost invasion for they indicated their faith in the
project by voting a measly $10,000. The
Wayne County-Detroit Board of Commissioners authorized $5,000 while three Detroit
compa nies tossed in $7,000, but the sum total
was con sider ab ly less th an t h e amount
named by Representative DrNGELL,
1
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While Detroit has reasons to be alarmed
over the present unemployment _due to the
cut-back in automobile manufacture as a
result of a steel shortage, Representative
D : NGELL could assist the motor city by reclaiming some of the steel pledged to Great
Britain after Churchill made his plea to a
joint session of 0ongress. This might not
satisfy .the Congressman, since it seems the
waterway must come first.
In 1948 it was estimated the construction
with a 27-foot channel would cost about
$785,000,000 and if several hydroelectric
p !: .nts were included, it would be at least
$818,000,000. This was about 4 years ago
and present-day material prices will increase
the estimate made at that time. Some of
the proponents maintain that a 35-foot channel 1s necessary to accommodate the oceangoing vessels, but the additional cost of the
larger channel would be approximately $60,000,000 more to come out of the taxpayers'
pockets.
·
The St. Lawrence seaway is not necessary
for the development of the -Labrador ore and
its transportation to the steel mills of the
United States. The steel and ore companies
developing the Labrador fields naturally want
the Government to build the waterway because it would improve -their competitive position in the steel industry. While the advocates insist that our very existence depends
upon this ore, their estimates of the supply
of high-grade iron ore in the Lake Superior
region will show it is adequate to meet anticipated needs from that source for the next
30 years.
If Congress does place its stamp of approval
on the venture, it; will be at least 6 years.
before it can be used. In the meantime,
manpower and materials necessary for our
immediate war efforts will be dissolved in a
project which may never pro've worth while
except to satisfy the desire of the public
power bureaucrats and those thriving on subsidized transportation.
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Mr. WIDNALL. Mr. Speaker, today I
introduced in the House, House Joint
Resolution 464, calling on the President
to proclaim December 8 as Management
Day.

Since the original idea for this resolution was proposed to me, I have been
informed that the National Association
of Foremen wishes to cooperate toward
obtaining the passage of this resolution.
This organization has some 52,000
members scattered throughout this country and approximately 75 percent · of
those members are foremen and supervisors and represent almost every type
of American industry.
At its convention in September 1951,
it celebrated American Management Day
and its planning to observe it this year
at its national convention in Cleveland,
Ohio.
I have been further informed that the
National Association of Foremen welcomes every effort to stress the importance of a National Management Day.

Armed Forces Day Address of Maj. Gen.
Frederic H. Smith, Jr.
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Mr. CHENOWETH. Mr. Speaker, dur.
ing the celebration of Armed Forces Day
in Colorado Springs, Colo., on May 17,
Maj. Gen. Frederic H. Smith, Jr., United
States Air Force, deputy commander of
the Air Defense Command with headquarters at Colorado Springs, delivered
a most timely and inspiring address. I
am sure the observations of General
Smith will be of interest to everyone,
as it deals with matters affecting thesecurity and ·preservation of our Nation.
I am happy to include his address, which
follows:
It 1s a privilege and a pleasure to address,
on Armed Forces Day, the citizens of Colorado Springs and its vicinity. While I have
only been stationed here for two months and
a half, I have been impressed with a widespread awareness, among the various people
1n this community with whom I .have come
1n contact, · of the general dangers which
threaten this country, as well as with the innate kindness and consideration of the community ~_ts a whole toward service personnel.
It is extremely comforting to know that, in
this beautiful spot, remote from the larger
garrisons in our east and west sections of the
country, people accept cordially these other
American citizens who happen to be in uniform and seem to understand so clearly our
reason for being.
I am here today representing the Army,
the Navy and the Marine Corps, and the Air
Force-the Armed Forces team of the United
States. It is. your team, composed of fellow
American citizens who are as determined as
you must be that our country· shall remain
secure. Engaged now in expanding to the
size and composition directed by your repre:.
sentatives in Congress, the three services are
working hard to attain that fighting capability which is designed to prevent war; but,
failing that, to insure victory over any
enemy.
The maintenance of large Armed Forces
in times of peace is repugnant to Aniericans.
Throughout our history, we have decrted war
as a means of attaining national objectives
and have only maintained military establishments at all because of threats from without.
It was only ·.a little over 10 years ago that
we were projected· into the vortex of World
War II by a singular and ferocious attack,
and it was only a little over 6 years ago that
we disbanded the great ;military force which
we had built to achieve victory.
Why, then, do we now find ourselves again
building up our Armed Forces? And why do
we find it necessary to pour a great proportion of the vast wealth of this Nation into
defensive preparations when the money, effort and resources thus consumed could have
done so much in nonmilitary ways toward
achieving the world-wide peace and contentment for which we had all hoped?
·
It 1s not because the man in uniform wills
it that way. No man, · be he in the regular
service or a civilian who fought in one or
more world wars . to preserve freedom and
liberty, desires, for his own sake, large standing armies, navies, and air forces. He is taxed
like any other citizen for their .supportand he knows at first hand the horrors of
:war. It is because, out of the last holocaust.

there emerged a powerful nation or group of
nations whose . ideologies are inimical, not
only to the United States, but to the whole
free world.
The leaders of the Communist states have
clearly illustrated in their actions and statements over the past few years that the only
kind of world peace which is consistent with
their aims and ideologies is world enslavement. They have evidenced no desire to engage in any negotiations which are not rigged
in advance or false in intent. They appreciate only force in their dealings with the
international family.
Bluntly, the chief danger to freedom from
without stems from the intent of communism to rule the world. This intent was
made painfully clear by the oft-quoted
teachings of Lenin. It has been plainly and
unmistakably restated-and with added emphasis-by Stalin. The inhuman lengths to
which communism is willing to go to submerge freedom have been cruelly demonstrated by bloody purges and bloody aggression in Korea, Indochina, and Malaya. No
doubt can remain as to the grim objective
of communism, nor the ruthlessness of the
means it is willing to employ to attain it.
If any doubt did remain after the words
and acts of communism, it should be dispelled by its current military build-up.
The . free nations have not the slightest
intention of attacking the Soviet Union or
its satellites. Yet in the Far East communism has more than 5,000,000 men under
arms.
It has more than 150 mobilized
divisions threatening Europe.
Russia now has between 300 and 400 submarines, while Germany began World War
II with only about 50. Russia's Air Force
is larger than ours and is still expanding.
Its stock of atomic bombs is being built
up.
The only explanation for this big
build-up of military power is the intention to launch further armed aggression.
Her propaganda that her preparations are
c;Iefensive is as pure poppycock as is her
charge of germ warfare in Korea.
One of the gravest dangers to freedom
may rest in the fact that the armed forces
of communism have been created by forcing upon their people an extremely low
standard of living--one which cannot be endured _forever.
Dictators have a way of
~sing their war machines before they fall
apart simply because they cannot long maintain them.
Twice since 1914, we have seen nations,
bent on aggressive conquest, initiate wars
into which we ultimately were drawn. In
each case, other nations, subsequently our
allies, were able to contain the enemy until
such time as we could mobilize our great
productive capability and our manpower.
With this time to arm and to produce, we
were able, in both cases, to tip the scales of
victory to our side. In each case, the respite
given us by other nations was a vital factor
in our ability to win.
Times have changed. The other nations
of the world whose beliefs are compatible
with ours are not so strong as they were in
1914 and in 1939. Atomic weapons and the
aircraft to deliver them in intercontinental
warfare are here now, and they are possessed
by potential enemies as they are possessed
by us. An aggressor of the future cannot
fail to read the les~?ons of the past. Twice
in modern times were attempts at world
conquest defeated because the United States
was granted opportunity to mobilize her
great industrial power and to place her full
weight behind hard-pressed allies.
An aggressor must realize that .he cannot
permit the free and unhampered concentration of this great country's power, and he
will, .therefore, at the onset of any war upon
which he has determined, do everything he
can to ~ripple our industrial potential and
~o weaken our wil~ to fight.
He has the
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means at hand to make a serious attempt to
accomplish these objectives, and has, at the
moment, with his tremendous land armies
and air forces, a good chance of defeating
our allies in Europe before succor in the form
of arms and men could be sent from here.
Thus, the threat which the free world faces
is an extremely grave one, one that requires
a concerted effort of the western nations if
we are to achieve that posture of strength
necessary to convince would-be world conquerors that the odds are against them.
We sometimes hear criticism of the aid extended to the NATO powers by the United
States; a criticism which implies that our
country should isolate itself from the rest of
the troubled world and leave our present
allies to cope with the Communist menace
alone. When we realize that such a course of
action would in all probability throw all of
Europe to the Soviets, thus upsetting the
balance of manpower, doubling our potential
enemy's available coal, tripling his steel supply, and giving him a workshop two times as
productive as his own, the fallacy of such
thinking becomes evident. We simply cannot afford to lose Europe.
In the Far East, too, are resources that
must not fall into Communist hands, and
our aid is needed for their protection.
Only through unity, that is to say, international cooperation, can we retain, vitalize,
and use the preponderance of power which
rests with the free people of the world.
At the same time we are striving to gain
strength we are bleeding in Korea. We must
furnish replacements for our men engaged in
that conflict and must provide them with
the arms necessary to insure that the United
States and the United Nations can attain the
objective of peace with honor.
These factors, then, dictate that we must,
at a time when all of"Us would like to reduce
our expenditures and manpower commitments, maintain a strong Army, a strong
Navy, and a strong Air Force, equipped with
the best weapons America can produce. This
is the military counter against the military
strength of our possible enemy.
Gone, however, is the time when professional soldiers, sailors, and airmen were able
to go it against an enemy substantially alone.
Modern war requires the all-out effort of a
nation's 'citizenry, and even the attainment
of a strong position short of war requires
numerous sacrifices by the public at large.
All of us here, and the people gathered in the
many other cities in the United States today,
are making monetary sacrifices. Many of you
are also contributing time and effort toward
the strengthening of our Nation. I do not
believe, however, that there is a sufficient
general awareness throughout America of the
peril we face.
This country can be dealt grievous, if not
fatal, blows, and those blows can be against
our homeland and its people as well as overseas. The security of this country depends
on a chain of three links. These are the
strength and fighting capabilities of our
Armed Forces, the productive power of our
great industrial machine, and the will and
determination of our people. One weak
link in the three can lose our liberty.
Our industrial machine is fast gearing up,
our Armed Forces are growing and training,
and I'm sure we need never doubt the
basic character and patriotism of our .people
at large.
However, this country has not, since the
War of 1812, been in such danger of a direct
attack from without, and it is therefore
necessary that all of us appreciate the terrible destruction of property and loss of
life which would result in spite of the best
air defense that the military can put up,
if an atomic assault is launched against
our cities.
The strictly military defensive effort will
not be enough. The Federal Civil Defense

Administration and the plans and prepara•
tions being conducted under State directors
of civll defense must be vigorously supported
by the people as a whole. Air defense is
everybody's business. We must _resist the
perfectly natural tendency to let George
do it and be certain that we are all pulling
our weight on the team. There isn't a man
or woman hearing my voice who could not
be useful right now in your local civil defense work, where a woeful shortage of volunteers exists.
This is not a bogeyman that we are facing;
it is the deadliest peril in our history and
the measures which we ourselves take,
throughout the length and breadth of
America, will determine whether our chil·
dren grow up in a free world or as slaves.
We have not yet fully awakened to the fact
that we face the hard choice now between
the large cost of security and freedom and
the incalculable cost of defeat.
I should like to give you an example of
what I mean.
Nearly 2 years ago, the Air Force started an
intensive recruiting and training program to
establish an effective ground observer corps
to supplement our radar network in the vital function of detecting and tracking unknown or enemy aircraft. Our requirement
was for a minimum of 500,000 volunteer citizens throughout the United States. To date
we have recruited and trained only onethird of that number simply because the
vast majority of our citizens have not been
convinced that there is a pressing requirement for their services.
·
We do not have the military manpower to
supply the ground. observer watches necessary to make our detection system complete.
We must depend upon the support of our
volunteer civilians, and they in turn must
have a real appreciation of the need for every
American, in any way he can, to make sacrifices in order to insure the security of us
all.
We are not a soft people, but we are slow
to awaken. We have, through hard work
and enterprise, created the highest standard
of living the world has ever known, and we
are understandably reluctant to lower that
standard. The time is well past, however,
when we could continue our daily lives as if
we were not threatened today, tomorrow, or
maybe next year with the loss of everything
that makes being an American such a fortunate thing indeed.
We've got to get to work. We've got to
steel our people. And we've got to plan and
support programs for their safety and continued productivity. We've got to get on the
team and stay there even though it means a
cost to us in money and in our precious free
time . .
If we do that, we will not have panic and
despair after an atomic attack but will be
able to get up off the floor and punch back
with the spirit that has characterized Americans from the beginning; we will be able to
inflict such punishment on the enemy that
he cannot long sustain an atomic assault
against us.
And now, in conclusion, may I express in
behalf of the Armed Forces our appreciation
to the community for the splendid support
which it has given, working through its committee, toward making Armed Forces Day a
success, I should like to leave you with one
thought-the men and women in the Armed
Forces are people just as you. In uniform
they are making their contribution toward
the security of our country, as you must in
your civilian endeavors. They are proud of
their uniforms, but it is a pride that stems
from you. Only so long as you believe in
them, support them, and are proud of them,
will they have the fighting capability, if war
comes, to defeat for the third time an attempt at world domination.
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Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include herewith an article from the
Machinists, the official weekly newspaper
of the International Association of Machinists, appearing in the May 22, 1952,
issue entitled "Korea Drains Soviet Resources":
KOREA DRAINS SOVIET RESOURCES

The Korean .war, which brought about the
rebuilding of America's military and industrial might, appears to have had just the
opposite effect on Russia's economy, A. F. of
L. experts declare. A documented article in
Labor's Monthly Survey, the A. F. of L. research bulletin, tells this story of how Korean
losses are bleeding Soviet Russia: An already
low standard of living has been pushed down
to bare subsistence level. While 74 percent
of American production is still devoted to
civilian use, only 39 percent of Soviet output
reaches Russian families. But even these
-heavy sacrifices are not enough to make up
for the severe losses of equipment and supplies in Korea. As a result, Russia has been
forced to transfer vital military equipment
from Europe to the Far East.
While the Russians can use satellite troops
to do their fighting in Asia, neither China nor
North Korea have the industrial . resources
needed for modern warfare. Russia must
supply nearly all the equipment for her puppet troops in the field.
Just to take a single example, the number
of locomotives destroyed by Allied air power
in Korea is believed to be nearly equal to an
entire yea(s production of locomotives in
Russia.
Industrially, the United States ts the
equivalent of three R~ssias. · And even the
Russian edge on manpower is largely meaningless. Soviet agriculture is still so back·
ward that Russia has to use half of its work
force on farms. That vast sprawling nation
actually has 20,000,000 fewer industrial workers than the United States.
The A. F. of L. economists come to the conclusion that America's bargaining power iii
the field of international :n,egotiations has
been greatly strengthened, while Russia's
position has been weakened, since the start
of the war in Korea.
They add a warning, however, that we must
avoid the mistake of hasty disarmament
when an immediate threat to world peace
seems to have been averted. Our speedy demobilization after World War II, they assert,
weakened our position in ·world affairs and
served as an invitation to aggression and
lawlessness throughout the world.

And Further Evils
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHESTER E. MERROW
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26. 1952
Mr. MERROW.

Mr. Speaker, under

leave granted to extend my remarks in
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the RECORD, I include therein an editorial
from the Carroll County Independent,
published in Center Ossipee, N. H., May
23, 1952, entitled "And Further Evils";
AND FuRTHER EVILS
Last week we attempted to discuss the
ever-present, ever-depressing, ever-oppressive problem of taxes. This week let us take
up in necessarily brief form another equally
gloomy and equally hopeless problem, that of
inflation.
Most economists figure that we are now
playing with a 53-cent dollar; that is, the
dollar now in pocket will buy only what 53
cents would buy back in 1939. If you do
not believe that just compare lumber, automobiles, hardware, and plumbing supply
prices demanded, and secured today, with
those of 1939. Electricity and water seem to
be two of the few exceptions to this rule.
Now the average citizen may well query,
"So what-as long as my pay keeps going up
in proportion to prices-! should worry."
This is a very understandable but very dumb
attitude. If the man intends to live on a
hand-to-mouth basis, save nothing for old
age or emergency and then retire to the
county home, this is a sound position to take
in regard to infiation. In fact, some folks
are beginning to inquire if this is not the
sensible thing to do after all.
But under infiation it is impossible to
save with the conventional means, open to
the average thrifty citizen. If money is put
into savings banks or life insurance, the inflationary trend may easily · take away the
interest and even eat into the principal. The
man who saved $1,000 over a 5-year period
may find at the end of that time that his
savings are worth but $800, when figured on
prices obtained when he opened his savings
account.
At the present time we seem to be going
into a deflationary cycle. Prices on certain
types of goods are edging down. Now let
us assume that this trend continues and
people with money in the bank, hoping for
still lower prices, defer purchases. This
brings on U::J.employment. No matter which
party is in power in Washington, there will
follow work projects and pump priming.
This will raise the national debt and increase the supply of money. When the supply of money is increased, money becomes
cheaper in terms of goods. So prices go up.
The people, fearful that prices will go still
higher, wm begin to buy desired goods.
And away we will go on another inflationary
spiral.
Men and women really hit by lnfiation are
· those who have invested money in savings
banks, Government bonds, life insurance,
annuities, and very conservatively managed
trust funds.
Churches, hospitals, academies, colleges,
and cemetery care funds are all hard hit. So
these institutions lower the scope of their
services by laying off help. If they maintain
normal standards of efficiency they must raise
rates.
A study of price charts since 1900 shows
a slow but steady inflationary trend, with
sharp acceleration in recent years. Many
economists hold that we have gone so far
down the road of debt and infiation, that
we can never turn back and regain the lost
ground because ( 1) any administration that
tried to enforce really rigid economies, reduce the national debt and restore the value
of the dollar would be thrown out of office
at the next election and (2) the international situation will hold us on the road of
defens.e spending and deficit financing so
that inevitably our dollar will depreciate
steadily.
There is little hope for the conservative
small investor and only a reasonable amount
for the so-called sophisticated manager of
money.

Infiation has always meant individual
misery, national disillusionment and often
revolution. Through astute management
and good luck we may be able to work
through a series of gentle deflationary cycles
that w1ll restore the value of the dollar and
reduce the national debt. But that prospect
seems to .be quite doubtful.

The Montana Oil Empire
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MIKE MANSFIELD
OF MONTANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. Speaker, a
great new oil empire is coming into being
in eastern Montana and western North
Dakota. There are those who contend
that it will exceed the Texas fields. To
those of us who come from Montana it
is only another indication of the great
wealth which we possess in such abundance and emphasizes that Montana is
the Treasure State in fact as well as in
name.
Under unanimous consent, I am inserting with my remarks the story on oil
in Montana as carried in the May 30,
1952 issue of U. S. News & World Report:
On. OPENS NEW :FRONTIER-CATTLE TOWNJI

JAMMED; NEGLECTED AREA BOOMS
GLENDIVE, MONT.-What promises to become a vast new oil-producing empire is
really starting to shape up 1n this area of
wheat fields, ranches, and wasteland known
as the Williston Basin. In a brief period
of months, the uncertainties that surrounded
discovery of the first producing well have
given way to excitement as oil strikes have
been made over a large area.
Oil already is starting to transform a part
of the Nation that has been outside the
main stream of national growth. Sparsely
populated localities in the Dakotas and eastern Montana are getting thousands of new
people, many of whom will remain. Income
is rising. Jobs have multiplied. Towns
mushroom overnight into bustling, crowded
small cities.
These swift changes are confined to date
to a score of communities that either have
proved oil or are in the midst of a feverish
scramble to find it. But the changes are
spreading, in an area from Devils Lake,
N.Dak., to ranches, farms, and towns west of
Wolf Point, Mont. Unless the Nation's best
oil hunters are badly deceived, this whole
section is In for development. There are
even some people who will predict that oil
potentialities here may approach those of
the Texas fields.
Even so, there still are big questions. One
is, how much oil actually will be found in
the basin? Another ls, where will the oil
turn up and over how wide an area? Still
another is, how long will tt take to set up
oil-production and marketing machinery,
now largely makeshift, on an economic basts
that wm assure a brighter future for the
entire area?
Investigation on the ground, backed by
Inside estimates and plans of oil executives who are doing most to shape the basin's
developp1ent, yields this appraisal:
Oil now flowing comes from nine new fields,
widely separated for the most part. There
are 27 producing wells. All of these have
sprung up tn the 13 months since Amerada

Petroleum Corp. brought in the basin's first
commercial well in the Tioga area east of
Williston, N. Dak. That touched off one of
the lustiest oil booms of all time.
Near this discovery, Amerada ts developing
three fields. Amerada still is trying to find
out how big these fields are and to test the
indications of at least one more field nearby. Several other producers are taking a
hand.
Fourteen wells are spouting oil in this
locality. Several more wells are close to the
depth where oil should be found, if it is there.
Some 30 additional wells are in various stages
of drilling.
Oil-company programing calls for 70 to 80
completed wells in or near these western
North Dakota fields by the year's end.
In eastern Montana, where Shell Oil made
a discovery soon after the North Dakota
strike, there are four fields, with five producing wells. A dozen or more wells are
being drilled around these discoveries.
For the rest of the basin, it is wild-catting
high, wide and handsome. Giant rigs probe
deep into the earth as far as 25 miles from the
discoveries. Southwest of Glendive, along
the highway to Miles City and Billings, the
derricks of six wells can be seen, miles apart.
on the cattle and sheep ranches.
In the entire Montana portion of the Basin,
at least seven companies are drilling a total
of 25 wells. These are strung out along a
line of some 160 miles from south of Pine to
an area north o! Poplar.
The Poplar area has been ablaze with excitement since the Murphy Corp. found oil
on the Fort Peck Indian Reservation. Wildcatting in Montana, building from day to day.
makes this area the hottest spot in the entire
Basin. The number of wells being drilled is
expected to double by July and may reach
150 before the year is out.
The remaining two fields in the area are In
the Canadian portion of the Basin in southern Saskatchewan. Socony-Vacuum and
Woodley Petroleum Corp. have a field with
four wells completed and more to be drilled.
Standard Oil of California is developing
another field in the Virden area of southwestern Manitoba, and has four wells in
production with more in progress.
Chief significance of this discovery and
development is that oil has been f<;>und
quickly at so many points so far apart m so
vast a basin. This convinces seasoned oilmen that the deposits in the basin are vast.
The same conviction underlies the stampede
that is now on. A further cause of excitement is the fact that wildcatting has been
phenomenally successful.
In localities
where oil has been found, there have been
hardly any dry holes. In areas where dry
holes have been drilled, wildcatters shrug otr
the loss by saying they just haven't hit the
right spots yet.
Meanwhile, more than 50 oil companies,
80 of them major producer.s, are bunting
hard for those right spots. All companies
are retaining their leases on millions of acres
of land where oil may be found, and they
continue to seek more leases in what has
become a high-priced, sellers' market. Shell
Oil alone bas an aggregate of 8,500,000 acres.
Oilmen, furthermore, have yanked some 60
drilling rigs out of profitable Southwest fields
and shipped them into the basin. Most are
giant rigs for deep drilling, which are none
too plentiful. To haul one of these rigs to
a drilling site requires either 10 fiat cars
or 25 10-ton trucks. When set up, they
tower 180 feet above the basin's green wheat
fields. Altogether, 300 wells may be drilled
this year-about three times the number
planned tor the basin only last January.
Exploration is fanning out into most of
North Dakota and continues into South Dakota. Oil executive:; consider South Dakota
to be promising, even though a number of
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dry holes have been drilled and no producing
wells found yet. It seems reasonably certain
that more all will be found in the basin. As

one operator put tt~ '"There is na doubt the
companies will get more production. The
question ls, how fast?" The answer to that
depends partly on the luck of wildcatters and
at least equality on problems of markets and
costs.
The marketing problem is the most ditficult and can be solved only after production
builds up. Montana producers now truck
their oil for miles to railroads, then sh.1p by
tank car to a Montana refinery, or by rail
and water to Calif<ll'.D.ia. North Dakota
oil moves through a small pipeline gathering system from the fields to Tioga. and by
rail to reftneries at st. Paul, Wnn.
Pbr oil, this means very high-cost transportation. "Two small local refiners planned
for North Dakota promise some help, but the
plains area can use only a fraction of the
oil expected to be produeed. The most hopeful step is a pipeline to the Twin Cities
and an enlargement of refining capacity
there. This project ts likely to shape up
wtthtn a year. Later the Twin Cities line
may be extended to Chicago in 3 1'eal'S or so.
This would require proof of oil reserves of
three hundred to four bundred million
barrels.
Drilling costs appear to be less of a pl'<lblem. Though some wens are drilled nearly
14,000 feet deep and oost '8:8 much as $Ba0,000 each, must of the oil is being found at
7,000 to 1{),000 f.eet. That brings development costs to less than $150;000 in North
Dakota. On the flanks of the basin, aeross
the Canadian border, drilling costs only
$50,000 to turn up otl at '8,000 feet. Producers expect to -dupUcate thil> 'On the United
States side, onee they locate the shallow J>rodueing areas they feel sure aTe J>resent.
All oil authorities agree that these obstacles will be sunnount'ed and the basin
wm pl'oduee a lot of oil. But they eaution
that the basin still has a long road to travel
before It beeomes a major oil a-rea. Oil companies expect no quick profit and warn that,
for 2 years or longer~ the uil industry must
put ln mol'e money tban it ean take out.
Production tn the Willlmon Basin ts expected to ~ttle down to an average of '200
bane1s a day :from each well, with 'SOllle
wells going higher and others producing as
little as 20 barrels a day. Tllat average
compares favorably with Vexrezuela ~tnd "tops
the perJormanee of tightly regulated production tn the famed Spraberry Trend in
west Texas. Oilmen warn further that oil
will not be found e-verywhere tn the basin,
that industry experience proves that a good
many dry holes will be drffied.
Cautious statements by developers. nowever, do not worry residents of the ba.sln at
all. They are in tl:le .midst of a boom and.
are enthusiastic. Glendive, formerly a farm
and .raneh trading eenter, has .suddenly become supply and ope.rAiing headquarters for
Montana development. Population bas shot
from 5;200 to 6,600. Wflllston has grown
from 7,400 to 9,000 within a year, and- city
planners are getting ready for 80,'000 or more.
Tioga, a town of 450 J>eople, Is trying to a:eeommodate twice that number. Also crowded are the North Dakota communities of
Bismarck and .Minot. and Poplar and Wolf
Point in Montana.
Pla.lnsmen who have .lived long 1n the
basin, dependent entirely on a,gtlculture and
always tbreatened by drougllt .and grJ:l.SShoppers. now are getting up to $25 a.n acre just
"for the prlvllege of letting others hunt tor
oll. Wllell oU Js found, .some land goes up
to $2,200 an acre. Oil money is paying ofl
mortgages, buylng new cars. and building
new houses. The people expect these conditions to pr-evan for half a century or more.
XCVlii-,i\pp.-:205

whieh, I am advised in this case. exceeds our

Doctors in Collgl'ess
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK

10 percent equity xequirement.
As I have previously indicated~ 1f I can be
of further assistance to you 1n this matter,

please do not hesitate to adv.ise.
Sincerely yours,
FRANKLIN D. RICHARDS, Commissioner.

OF MASSACHUSETTS

lN THE HOUSE OF REP.RESENTA"TIVES

_Extension of the Mutual Security Ad

McmdaJl. Mag 26, 1952

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD~ I include the following editorial
from the Boston Daily Globe of May 23,
1952;
Not' AS DocTOB.S
Dt:. John w. Clin~ of San Francisco, president of the American Medical Association,
has advised hls fellow physicians to ••get
into polities.•• .A:lter saying that the doctors
should perform their duties as citizens he
goes on "to lay stress on infiuencing elections
and legislation.
There have been men wl th medical degrees
1n Congress. Among them were Jaoob Gal·
linger, a Senator from New Hampshire; Royal
Copeland, of New York, also a Senator. and
Walter H. J'udd, a .Representative from .Minnesota. But each was elected by cltizens as
a citizen and never as a physician. Their
legtslattve serviee was -on the same level.
To elect a physie1~r anybody else--as
a representative of h:iB profession instead at
as a representati-ve of '8J.l tbe people of his
area, would be a step toward the corporate
state, a complete negation of the American
idea of democratic g.overnment.
Promotion of economic and other interests
of prof~tonal and business groups iB well
serveti by the provision for lobbies whlcb
fulfill a legitimate, useful function. A member of tbe legislature ought to be-and remain-the representative of the oonstituency
which elects him.

FHA Reply on Housing Project
at Wzight-Patteraoa Field
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

HON. PAUL F. SWENCK
OF OHIO

lN THE liOUSE OF REPRESENTA'TIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. SCHENCK. Mr. Speaker~ I Dfier
~ 1ollowmg letter from Franklin D.
Richards, FHA COmmissioner, which w.a.s
sent to me by Mr. Richards to clarify his
statement which I included in the
Rli:colm on May .23,

1952~

F'EDERA'L HOUSING ADN:INISTJt.\liON,

WcslJ.i-ngto.n, D. C~. May 23, .1952.
Be Project Nos. 0!10-4t0001 and ()4()-...8()()0.
Wright-Patterson AJ)artments, Inc.. Dayton, Ohio.
Hen. PAUL .F. SCHENCK~
Hou.se of Re'[JTesentat'ives,
Wash:mgron, D.

c.

'MY DEAlt 'MR. ScHENat: Tilts is in rurther

t'eference to our conversation th1s morn1ng
'With regard to the subject title Vlll, Military

Housing Projects.
I thought it might be well to confirm our
oral discussion with respect to the equity investment 'Of the moTtgagol'S 1n this 1nstanee~
In addition to the $4:11,'786 'in -cash whieh the
mortgagors were requ'il'ed to deposit at clos1ng, the mortgagors have tn the project their
builder's and architect's fees, iand, and iegal
and organization ezpenaes, Ule sum. total of

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

BON. JAMES P. RICHARDS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Fri-&ly~

May 23, 1952

Mr. RICHARDS. Mr. Speaker, on
Wednesday, the gentleman from Missouri IMr. CURXISL in a series of detailed
generalities, labored under the misapprehension that the Foreign Affairs
Committee did not look into the matter
of unobligated funds. Had th~ gentleman read the testimony of Mr. McNeil,
Assistant Secretary of Defense, and Mr.
Garlock. Deputy Comptroller of the Department of Defense, starting on page
405 of the hearings, I am confident that
his misunderstanding would be cleared
up.
1 want to correct his erroneous statements because they can only lead to
false conclusions.
Under section . 3679 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended by section 1211 of
the General Appropriation Act, 1951, no
omee-r or em-ployee of the United States
may involve the Government in any
contract or other obligation, for the payment of money for any purpose, in advance of appropriations made for such
purpose, unless such contract or obligation is authorized by law.
In short, eontraets can only be made
if they are authorized either first, by an
appropriation; or second, by a specific
contract authorization in an appropriation bill. It is the Congress that decides
which of these two methods will be used.
The Appropriations CoiJIIDittee of this
body, in its report on the general appropriation bill, 1951-House Report No.
1~97, Eighty-1irst Congress-had. this to
say about contract authoriza-tion:
This has resulted in eommitting the Federal budget to substantial expenditures for
several years ahead. lt tB therefore tbe deme of the eommittee that the budget llereatter avoid the use of contract authorization
and submit requests tor direct appropriations
in lieu thereof.

The statement on page 32 of the -committee .report to which the gentleman

took exception is correct in the light of
the current policy of the Appropriations
Committee.
Here is a letter of May 22, 1952, to the
chairman of the committee on Foreign
Affairs from the ComptroHer General,
Lindsay Warren, that ought to end all
confusion on this subject.
My .DEA:a .Ma. CHAI&II:AN: I have your
of today requesting my views on th-e

letter
comments of Congressman CoRns yesterday on
the fioor of the House concerning the authority of con-tracting otficers to obligate the Government. Such comments were made dur-
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1ng debate on the bill H. R. 7005, a bill to
amend the Mutual Security Act of 1951, and
for other purposes.
As you no doubt are aware, section 3679
of the Revised-Statutes, as amended by section 1211 of the General Appropria'"tion Act,
1951, approved September 6, 1950, Public
Law 759, prohibits officers and employees of
the United States from involving the Government in any contract or other obligation
for the paymen·t of money for any purpose,
in advance of appropriations made for such
purpose, unless such contract or obligation
is authorized by law. Certain penalties are
provided for violation of this law. It has always been the rule that general basic enabling legislation, which authorizes the
carrying out of programs which involve procurement, does not authorize entering into
contracts or obligating the Government for
the payment of money, until an appropriation has been made for that purpose, or until
an authorization to contract, to a specified
extent, is given in an appropriation bill. But
in the absence of an appropriation, or a contract authorization in an appropriation act,
the general rule is that the entering into contracts or other obligations involving the payment of money would be in violation of law.

Not one penny is saved the taxpayers
by providing contract authorization instead of appropriations. All that that
does is to pass on to another Congress the
burden of picking up the checks for the
same amount. Had the gentleman from
Missouri read the hearings, he would
have found this clearly and simply stated
by the Deputy Comptroller of the Department of Defense, on page 428.

Letter Favoring Development of Niagara
Power Project by Private Utility Com·
panies
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a copy of a letter from Mr.
Leonard P. Fox, the executive director
of the Pennsylvania State Chamber of
Commerce, directed to the attention of
my friend and colleague the Honorable
JOHN P. SAYLOR, WhO very thoughtfully
referred it to me. You will note that the
board of directors of the Pennsylvania
State chamber endorses the CapehartMiller bill for the further development
of hydroelectric power from the Niagara
Falls and River by private enterprise.
Mr. Fox's letter follows:
PENNSYLVANIA STATE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Harrisburg, May 19, 1952.

Hon. JoHN P. SAYLOR,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. 0.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN SAYLOR: In response to
your letter of May 15, we quote the following
item from the minutes of our board of di•
rectors' meeting, March 20, 1952:
"The board voted to approve the following
recommendation made by the committee on
national legislation:
"That ,the State chamber endorse the
Capehart-Miller bills (S.·2021 and H. R. 3146},

permitting development of the Niagara power
project by private utility companies."
Hoping this information meets your needs,
I am, with personal regards,
Sincerely yours,
LEONARD P. Fox, Executive Director.

Economic Stabilizer Putnam Analyzes
Deceptive Propaganda of the Steel
Companies
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, the
people of the United States have been
bombarded over the last few. months by
a barrage of high-powered propaganda
sponsored by the steel industry in an attempt to convince the people the steel
companies are being unfairly treated in
the current wage and price dispute in
which they are involved. Their fullpage newspaper ads, which to a large
extent the taxpayers of the United States
are paying for, presented a one-sided
picture. They have left out a good many
of the facts.
That the facts in this case are altogether different from the picture the
steel companies have presented in their
paid advertisements is well documented
in a recent talk by the Administrator of
the Economic Stabilization Agency, the
Honorable Roger L. Putnam, an outstanding resident and businessman of
Massachusetts.
In a speech before the United States
Conference of Mayors in New York City
on May 15 the Economic Stabilizer
raised some provocative questions about
the good faith of the steel companies in
pretending to be in favor of effective stabilization of this economy. Mr. Putnam
told how the steel companies had tried to
persuade him to grant a $12 a ton price
increase in steel to compensate them for
a wage increase which might some time
next year cost them as much as $6 a ton
in added labor costs.
As a former mayor of Springfield,
Mass., and the first mayor of Springfield
to serve three terms in that office, Mr.
Putnam explained to the mayors of the
United States their stake as responsible
city officials in the fight over steel prices
and in the fight in which we are now
engaged to continue an effective stabilization program with effective price,
wage, and rent controls.
Because his remarks are so important
to all of us in understanding the issues
involved in this battle for stabilization I
include here as part of my remarks the

full text of the Economic Stabilizer's
talk before the United States Conference
of Mayors:
ADDRESS OF HON. ROGER L. PUTNAM, ADMINIS•
. TRATOR OF THE EcONOMIC STABILIZATION
. AGENCY, BEFORE UNITED STATES CONFER•
· ENCE OF MAYORS, WALDORF-ASTORIA HOTEL,
NEW YORK CITY, MAY 15, 1952.
AB a former member of this distinguished
organization-and as one who found the job
of mayor as challenging and as diversified.

as any I have ever held before or since-I
want to say at the outset that it is a real
pleasure for me to be here today.
It is kind of like old home week-seeing
some familiar faces from my day as mayor,
and also noting the many changes the years
have made in the ranks. The turn-over
among mayors is pretty high. But the problems, of course, remain pretty much the
same-how to make those tax dollars
stretch.
The value of your tax dollars is very much
a matter of official concern to me right now.
So on both counts-as a former mayor and
as Economic Stabilizer-! feel right at home
here.
Since I feel so much at home, I'd like to
repay you in kind for your thoughtfulness
in inviting me. I'd like, if I can, to make you
feel at home, too. And I don't know any way
to make a mayor of an American city feel
more at home than by telling him your troubles and asking his help.
Well do I remember my first days in city
hall. The usual well wishers were on hand
to congratulate me. The typical caller, remarking on the fact that I was a businessman, said he expected great things from my
administration, particularly in the way of
tax reductions. Taxes, he told me, were too
high. And he also expected great things
from my administration in the way of new
storm sewers for his neighborhood, some
more street paving, and better fire protection.
The city's services, he said, were not adequate. Si_n ce I was a businessman, why of
course lowering taxes and increasing services
would be a mighty simple job for me.
Well, all of you have been up and down the
same road. You ~know every bump and every
mudhole. When the citizen wants something you're the first man he asks for it. So
·if I ask you for something today I'll be folJowing a procedure you're used to.
My job in Washington is to administer the
direct emergency controls over prices, wages,
salaries, and rents. In addition, I have advisory responsibilities in connection with
such indirect controls as curbs on installment buying and credit policy. Finally, I
consult and exchange information with all
the other Government agencies involved in
the mobilization program on general economic policy. Primarily, the task of my
agency is to preserve stability-to prevent
inflation.
Your job in the conduct of municipal affairs and mine in Washington have a great
deal ~n common. We're both trying to prove
day-after-day in a thousand different ways
that free Americans can cooperate intelligently for the common good.
'AB Economic Stabilizer, I am happy to say
that right now our economy is operating on
a fairly even keel. We have achieved a large
measure of stability. We've kept a tight rein
on inflation. That's not to say that either
prices, wages, or rents have receded to preKorean levels. It's not to say that there have
not been some upward movements in all
three areas. There have been some upward
movements. But in the last 16 months they
have beel} orderly and reasonable, for the
most part-that is, in those areas where we
have authority to act.
And for all of these reasons a great many
people have the notion that the best service
we in the ESA could render to America would
be to shut up shop, pack our bags, and go
home.
Perhaps we should take that as something
of a compliment-if a left-handed one.
Some people say that we can get along very
. well now without direct economic controls of
any kind. They say that we can trust to
supply and demand. Or they say that, at
most, we need only indire.c t controls.
That these people are saying these things
could be taken to mean that the Economic
Stabilization Agency and its constituent organizations, which have helped to bring stability out of economic uproar, have done a
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good job. All of this ts very flattering. But
like most flattery it would be dangerous if we
let lt go to our heads. A good job and a
completed job are not one and the same
thing. It so happens that those who yell
loudest for an end of controls-on the
grounds they are no longer necessary-have
also been yelling right along that everything
we've done to achieve stability was bad for
business and bad for the country.
In another area of the defense control program some people also think that the job
has been completed and that we may as well
shut up shop. That's the materials control
program, administered by the production
agencies of the Government.
Just a few days ago the Federal Reserve
Board suspended the restrictions on installment buying imposed under regulation W.
Some folks read into this action more than
was really there. They took this to mean
that we had an abundance of all. the things
that go into the making of cars, washing
machines, .refrigerators, and other appliances.
With abundant supplies of such materials,
all controls could go, along with regulation
W. The emergency was over.
Frankly, I wish that were the case. I know
that many of you wish it were the case. ·
There probably is not a single city in the
country without a backlog of construction
work awaiting the release of critical materials. Some of this work has been deferred
for a long time. Much of it is important to
your communities-very important. You'd
l~ke to go ahead as soon as you can.
I know
you wonder how soon wlll that be.
Priorities and allocations are outside my
direct bailiwick, but I do try to keep posted
on the general supply situation, because
keeping abreast of that kind of information
is part of my job. As .soon as the supply
situation is well enough ln hand to eliminate any real danger of another inflation
spiral ESA's job is done.
Speculation about the future in a world
as troubled as ours is risky business. Too
many unknowns surround us. We hope for
a favorable outcome in the Korean truce
negotiations, but we have seen nothing there
to give us any real assurance. We hear
rumors of a new Soviet peace offensive, of an
easing of international tensions. But history teaches us that when the commies start
making overtures, that's the very time we
need most to keep up our guard. The
phony peace offensive is old stuff.
Will aggression . break out in some other
part of the world? Where? When? How
strong do we have to become before communism becomes convinced it had better let
the free nations live in peace? Give me the
answers to these questions and I can better
tell you how many schools and )lospitals
and other facilities you'll be able to build
in the next 18 months.
What is the general outlook if the international situation remains about as it is? In
summary the materials picture will be somewhat brighter. There will be some easing
of the pinch, but the pressure will by no
means disappear.
Many of you know that the National Production Authority has revised CMP Regulation 6, loosening up on critical materials
for primary and secondary schools and
public roads. But that revision did not let
the bars all the way down. Allocations for
some other types of public works will be more
generous by the last quarter of this year than
they are rlght now, but probably not for
recreational and amusement facilities.
These may have to wait for some time.
By 1953 we will have completed much of
the plant expansion program now under
way. Completion of the expanded industrial base for defense production will free
many materials for the civilian economy in
somewhat larger volume.
But at this point I want to add a word of
caution. Copper is going to be in tight sup-

ply .for as far ahead as we can see. lf important projects in your backlog involve the use
of copper in any appreciable quantities, you
have two alternatives: one is to forget them
for a while; the other Is to have your architects and engineers re-examine the plans and
see where other materials can be substituted
for copper.
Compared with the years 1951 and 1952,
the steel and aluminum supply situation
will be much more favorable. On the other
hand; some of the other metals that go into
public works, such as nickel, will probably
remain tight into 1955. That's because we
won't hit peak production untill955 in many
of the newest types of weapons, including
some of the jet planes. Defense production
officials inform me, in factJ that it will be
1955 before most of the scarce materials,
especially those we get from overseas, will
be in anything like adequate supply.
By all means let me urge that if you have
projects that you are anxious to get started
on, file your application for whatever you
may need in the way of allocations with the
NPA as soon as possible. Even with the easing of supplies in some materials, applications will be considered on an individual
merit basis. That doesn't necessarily mean
first come, first served. But it will reduce
possible delays.
Can we foresee a complete end to materials
controls? My colleagues in the mobilization
program who are in direct charge of this
activity say not for some time. When controls are lifted-and we are lifting them now
wherever it is safe to do so--it has to be on
a selective basis. That's because milltary requirements place a greater drain on some
materials than on others. The peak .in defense production is yet to come. With our
large scale change-over to jet aircraft, we
won't hit peak plane production in tbe newest designs, as I said, until 1955.
So, much as we see the importance of this
or that construction project in our particular
communities, all of us know that even the
most urgent pet project takes precedence
behind the requirements of an adequate defense.
In talking about the defense-supply situation, one other factor needs to be mentioned.
That is our need to have an adequate stockpile of essential materia],s. So far we've met
just about one-third of our stockpiling goal.
Two-thirds of our objective still is to be realized. That means that even as supplies of
these materials increase, not all can go to
the civilian economy. A whole lot more
must be kept on hand for emergencies.
I hope that you can find some encouragement, at least, in what I have told you about
the outlook in materials. I hope that you
can bring to fruition some of the projects
that necessarily have been delayed by materials shortages. Y€t I know full well that
even if supplies of all materials were ample,
some of the important things you would
like to do in your communities would have
to remain undone.
None of us who have served in city hall
need to be told that in a great many cities
the shortage of funds is far more serious
to municipal improvement than the shortage of steel.
I know that I could assure myself a lasting and cherished memory within this organization if I could suddenly pull a golden
rabbit out of the budgetary hat. But there
is no such animal. Cities have to scrounge
for their funds-and I know it.
Unless I .miss my guess-and it seems a
safe guess-most of you are .havlng more
budget headaches right now than ever
before.
The rapid upward spiral of prices and
wages that began with the Korean war and
continued until direct controls were 1mposed early in 1951 hlt every departm€nt of
city government a vicious blow where lt
really hurt.
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Just about everything a city buys shot up
in price.
Tax revenues couldn't keep up.
So most of you have had to cut the necessary services In order to stay out of municipal bankruptcy. Yet the requirements of
an expanding industrial and defense economy place more, rather than fewer, demands
upon your physical plant and community
services.
Your budgets today are feeling the impact of the events of nearly 2 years ago
when the cost-of-living index was climbing
at a rate of 1 percent a month---8 percent
in 8 months. Prices of some of the things
cities buy went up further and faster.
For instance, in those 8 months after
Korea-before we got serious about putting
a halt to the spiral-lumber and lumber
products went up nearly 25 percent; ·so did
paper and paper products. Chemicals such
as those you use in your municipal plants
went up about 20 percent; rubber products
more than 50 percent. Food, machinery,
metal products, office furniture, building
materials-the things you need and use to
run a city-were all kiting upward.
The municipal worker got left behind on
the rising cost of living, so you had to grant
pay hikes to many of your employees. It
was one thing after another--costs rising,
receipts not keeping pace. You've had to
scrape the bottom of that municipal barrel
so hard, that I know many of you feel
you're scraping your way right through the
bottom.
When I talk about your budget problems,
I know I'm rubbing salt in your wounds.
But these things must be said--over and
over--so that our citizens, including your
citizens, know just where we stand and what
we're up against.
·
I said at the start that I was going to
make you mayors feel right at home here by
doing just what your constituents do when
. they come to see you-that is, tell you some
of m·y troubles and ask for your help.
I'm not a.sking you to put in a new storm
sewer near my house, or erect some new
traffic lights, or fix the holes in the highway,
or replace a b-rldge, or do any of the many
things your constituents demand from you.
What I'm asking, instead, is your help in
doing the job I have to d~o :Jhat your city
government will, in fact, be able to do the
things It ha.s to do for its citizens.
In other words, I'm a.sking you to join
me in this fight to keep our economy in
balance and strong. I want your support-your active and wholehearted support--for
the kind of steps we have to take to keep
our dollar sound.
Right now the corridors and committee
rooms of Congress are resounding with the
demands of the lobbyists to kill off the price
and wage and rent controls as of next June
30, and, from their viewpoint, preferably before then.
The lobbyists give a million reasons why
the controls should go. On the one hand,
they say the controls are unnecessary because prices are down and supplies are ample. Then, they turn around and say the
controls must go because they are too restrictive--they hold prices down.
I'm a businessman, and I'm no more averse
than any other businessman to having my
company do well. But I also realize that in
the long run neither my company nor, in
fact, any American business will do well if
the country is left wide open to a galloping
inflation.
So while the lobbyists are busy thinking
up their million reasons to kill the controls,
I can think of billions of reasons for keeping
them on-the billions upon billions of dollars wbich went down the inflation drain
1n the 8 months after Korea, when prices
and wages and costs and, in some areas,
rent were shooting up without rhyme or
reason or restriction. I don't want to go
through that again, and I'm sure as respon-
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sible public officials and as citizens you don't
want to either.
We've talked a lot about our 52- or 53-cent
dollar. We've groaned about it.
We've
wailed about it. We've thought back nostalgically to the good old days, when it was
perhaps a 59-cent dollar or even a 65-cent
dollar. We'd all like to see the present inflated dollar pick up some more cents; but
at the same time we must keep in mind
that our big job for some time to come yet
will be to make sure that our dollar doesn't
drop down to 49 or 45 cents.
True, some prices have fallen an~ some
markets are soft. As you walk down Main
Street, you've no doubt heard from many
of your merchants that business hasn't been
up to expectations. Textiles are slow. Even
some of the hard goods are off. If you listen
often enough and long enough to the merchants who say business is bad, you might
conclude we're deep into deflation.
But let's look a little closer. The fact
of the matter is that more than half of the
commodities that make up the cost of living index are still at about the highest
levels they've ever reached. Seventy-one
percent of them are at or within 2 percent
of their 1951 peaks.
If the lid went off, those prices would
rise-how far and how fast we can only
guess. But we do know this: that the demands for looser controls stem largely from
those groups which find the present ceilings
much too low for their satisfaction. They
want controls off now in order to raise prices
now. Every day, the price office is hit with a
new batch of price increase requests from
industries which regard the present ceilings as anything but academic. When they
are turned down-as most of them are-they
say the controls are un-American. Somehow,
however, I get the impression from the groups
that their definition of un-American is anything which restricts their opportunities to.
cash in on a critical defense emergency situation.
A typical example of the kind of pressures
being put on Congress to gut the stab111zatlon program has to do with rents in most of
our larger cities. Rent stabilization is an
important part of the over-all program. Unwarranted rent increases would put new
steam behind the cost of living. If your city
is under rent control, you know, of course,
that it can be decontrolled at any time by
local action. So the assumption would be
that the cities which still have rent control
regard it as necessary.
Nevertheless, there is now a strong movement in the Congress to take it away,
whether you want it or not. Under this
plan, only the critical defense areas would
stay under controls. And most of the larger
cities do not qualify for a classification as
critical defense areas. The requirements for
such a classification are quite strict.
This is a case, it seems to me, of Congress being asked to "protect" your cities
against their own city administrationswhich, it also seems to me, is somewhat
contrary to the demands we hear for giving
the local community a greater rather than
a smaller role in deciding local issues.
The big push to tear down the stabilization barriers all along the line at this critical time appears blind to the facts of our
mobilization economy. We are still a long
way from hitting the peak of our defense
production. Month by month we are pouring an increasing number of dollars into the
purchase of guns and ships and tanks and
planes.
When we hit the peak-and then hold defense production at about that same rate
for a full year thereafter-the military services and the atomic energy program will be
taking about a fifth of all steel, two-fifths
of all aluminum, a third of all copper.
Plant expansion, power development, and
stockpiling will add to the drain on civilian
supply.

Steel-company profits, meanwhile, soared.
Even today, the military programs, includProductivity in the plants increased substaning atomic energy, are taking more than half
tially. Wage costs per ton of steel dropped.
of all magnesium, nearly three-fourths of all
The steel companies' expressed concern
nickel and cobalt·, and even higher proporover stabilization, therefore, seems to have
tions of some lesser known but equally esbeen based largely on a determination to
sential materials. And as far as responsible
maintain what--for them-has been a very
officials of the production agencies can now
favorable
status quo, and what for their
foresee, these percentages will obtain durworkers has been a falling behind of the
ing most of the next 3 years.
pattern of wage movements in leading inNow if anyone can read business-as-usual
dustries.
·
abundance or a case now for the end of the
I am all the more puzzled by the steel
stabilization controls in those figures, that's
companies' expressed concern over the stahis privilege. But personally I don't see it.
bilization program from the fact that they
I see in those figures only added evidence
asked me back in March for a $12-a-ton
of the need for continued authority to alprice increase immediately in order to comlocate materials, and to hold prices, wages,
pensate them for a wage increase which
salaries, and rents in stable balance.
might eventually next year cost them as
The steel case is a good example of why we
much as $6 a ton at the outside-assuming
must continue to have controls. If the econthere was no further increase in plant proomy were a slack one rather than a generductivity.
ally tight one, I can assure you the dispute
There has been so much hokum spread by
in steel would never have built up to what
the steel industry about the price and wage
it is.
facts in this case that it would take hours
You've heard a lot about steel. You've
to ·give a point-by-point analysis of the misheard conflicting reports. You've heard
statements and half-truths. As I said, it
those contradictory statements of fact from
has been an adroit propaganda drive,
patriotic and presumably impartial citizens.
adroitly designed to disguise the big ·issue
And you've heard them from people with
which is the industry's demand for special
axes to grind.
price treatment of a kind no other industry
Now I don't propose to read you a lawyer's
gets.
brief on the seizure situation. That's a legal
But in view of some of the things which
matter and one that the courts are in the
have been saici about the future of our conprocess of deciding. Let me stick to the
trols program as a result of this case, I do
economic issues that concern all of us.
want to make sure one thing is straight in
The steel industry has been putting on a
your minds. I am referring to the Wage
propaganda drive that even a Dr. Goebbels
Stabilization Board's decision on recommight envy. It has been one of the most
mended wage benefits.
adroit propaganda drives we've ever seen in
The wage board got into the case only
this country. It seems to have had some
because the steel industry had failed to barsuccess in confusing a lot of people about
gain on a single one of something like 100
the facts.
different demands of the union for changes
Why did the steel companies embark on
in their contracts-that is, unless just sitting
this calculated campaign of confusing the
pat and saying "No" to everything can be
public? For one very good reason. They had
considered bargaining. They did not make
no real case on the basis of the economic
a bona fide counteroffer on a single issue, not
facts. So they had to substitute hokum and
one. Their strategy was stalemate and drift.
try to get us to accept it as truth.
That's certainly no way to settle wage disThe truth of the matter is this. The steel
putes. Efforts of the Federal Conciliation
companies can grant the adjustments in pay
and Mediation Service to get the parties torecommended by the Wage Stabi11zation
gether were completely unsuccessful. The
Board, without any financial hardship to
companies had absolutely nothing to offer.
themselves, and without violating existing
Period.
stabilization policy. But instead of putting
When the President referred the case to
the Wage Board's recommendations into efthe wage board, the companies agreed to let
fect, or even bargaining on them-and there
the Board hear the issues and make recomis room for honest bargaining-the commendations. They presented all their facts.
panies have been using them as a lever to
So did the union. The Board m ade a decitry to pry higher steel prices out of the consion which threw out many of the union's
suming public and the defense agencies of
demands, which referred others back to the
your Government. And it's a further truth
parties for further bargaining, and which
that a price increase of the scope requested
represented a compromise on the rest.
by the companies would boost them even
The steel companies-which up to then
higher into excess profits.
had never offered any kind of a wage inIn summary then the issue is whether the
crease over the levels of December 1950, imcompanies can hand the consumer and the
mediately charged that the Wage Board's detaxpayer a bigger bill for steel and lay the
cision would break the line on wage conresponsibility on the doorstep o.( the steeltrols. Now that is simply not true. It is
workers' right to a wage increase-their first
a story the steel industry is most anxious
increase in 17¥:! months.
to get across in order to defend its refusal
The industry has hundreds of millions of
since last November to bargain realisticaldollars at stake in the battle. The public,
ly with the union on wages. They called it
however, has billions upon billions of dola 26-cent wage hike.
lars at stake. More, the mobilization proThe fact is that under normal terminologram itself is deeply involved, for an ungy in labor-management relations, if the
warranted price increase for steel would send
proposed settlement had been agreed to by
us off on a new round of inflation which
collective bargaining in December, it would
would not only hurt our people but would
have been called a 12 7':! -cent settlement with
seriously hamper defense.
future benefits. The General Motors conThe · whole thing started from the fact
tract, as I recall, was labeled a 9-cent setthat steelworkers have not had a wage intlement with future benefits and fringe adcrease since December of 1950. Now it's easy
justments when it was put into effect a few
enough to say-as the steel companies have
years ago, yet automobile workers have resaid-that in the interest of stabilizing the
ceived under it something like 50 cents in
economy, steelworker wages should continue
benefits so far and will receive more. But
at the old rate. The fact is, however, that
no one called it a 50-cent package when it
most other basic industries have-volunwas negotiated.
tarily-given wage increases to their emNow can the steel companies afford the
ployees since January 1950-the base date
proposed series of wage and fringe adjustfor wage stabilization-which go far beyond
ments which would go into e:trect in four
what the steelworkers received in December
steps over an 13-m.onth period? Let's look
of that year. So steel wages are behind.
at that a moment.
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During those 18 months, the steel industry will be expanding its productive capacity substantially-with substantial Government financial help in the form of accelerated tax depreciation allowances. They will
be turning out much more steel. With the
$3-a-ton price increase which has already
been made available to them under the
Capehart amendment, they will be making
almost as much on each ton of their expanded production as they are now making with present prices and wage rates. So
their profits should do all right even if productivity stood still.
But there is no reason why productivity
should stand still. It has been improving
steadily in the steel industry-wage costs
per ton have been falling right along as
a result of new methods. If the industry
maintains that practice-and with workers
who believe they are being treated fairly
there's no reason why that shouldn't happen-then the end result can be not less
profit per ton but more-and for more tons
of steel.
I know that sounds to some people, and
to some editorial writers, like economic
sleight-of-hand. But you know and I know
that that's bow our American industrial machine operates. That's why we have the
highest standard of living in the worldindustry has been able to give wage increases without corresponding price ·increases. Wage rates have been rising steadily over the years-much faster than prices
normally have risen-to bring us this greatly
advanced standard of living. If every wage
increase bad meant a correspoLding price
increase, our standard of living would still
be at 1890 levels.
These are some of the facts the steel industry bas not carried in its full-page advertisements. These are some of the facts
which are nicely skipped over when the controls are selfishly attacked by groups which
want unwarranted higher prices at the country's expense in a time of national emergency.
The public must know these facts. If
the public knows these facts the lobbies
will lose.
'You, particularly, as mayors, must know
these facts. They bear heavily on the problems you face and your citizens face in the
next 2 years.
I have confidence in the good sense of
the American people. I know that, given
the facts which deal with their economic
stability and their national security, they
will insist on the right thing being done.
They will insist on a strong economy in a
strong America.

Why Doesn't God Stop Trouble?-MacArthur's Great Speech-Congressmen's
Expenses
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BEN F. JENSEN
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following editorials by
A. M. Piper, from the Council Bluffs
Nonpareil:
WHY DOESN'T GOD STOP TROUBLE?

Why doesn't God stop the trouble that
is going on in the world?
You probably have heard this question
hundreds of times in your life, and if you
are like most people, it often puzzles you.

Wars and rumors of wars, the injustices
on every hand, the innocent who suffer with
the guilty, the lack of moral standards, the
confusion everywhere-all cause many people to doubt the goodness of God and even
to question His existence.
If we are to have any peace of mind we
must try to find a reasonable answer to this
question.
Before doing so we wish to make two
comments.
First, it seems clear that when people ask
why God doesn't stop the trouble, they do
not doubt His ability to do so, but are concerned because He doesn't act.
Second, they haven't given sufficient
thought to the nature of the sovereignty of
God as it affects human beings. There are
two kinds of sovereignty-the sovereignty of
a dictator which crushes all that stands in
the way of complete control, and sovereignty
that allow's man freedom of choice, and at
the same time offers him a perfect way of
life.
The sovereignty of God gives man absolute
freedom of choice. If he makes the wrong
choice, as often occurs, God gives him another chance--many other chances, because
He is a God of mercy.
We may wonder why God does not quickly
reward the good, punish the wicked and put
an end to the troubles which plague the
world. Why does He just let matters drift?
Think ·a minute. To stop the trouble in
the world, God has to stop you and millions
of others who make trouble.
The whole issue is a personal one. Trouble
is caused by the selfishness, jealousy, and sin
of individuals like you.
God's commandments and the teachings
of Jesus tell how to overcome evil with good.
We are free agents. God does not force
us to be good. He gives us the power to stop
the trouble in our own lives and help othera
to do the same.
That is the basis of the Christian religion,
the only institution which can stop trouble
and give us a better world.
MAcARTHUR'S GREAT SPEECH

"Let none but Americans stand guard tonight." With this quotation from George
Washington, Gen. Douglas MacArthur concluded his great address to the Michigan
Legislature the other evening.
As we have repeatedly observed, MacArthur
is incomparably the greatest voice in the
United States today. He speaks as one with
authority on the urgent issues before the
Amerfcan people. Standing as he does on an
eminence far removed from political jealousies and bickering, he pleads for a return
to constitutional government, sound policies,
and statesmanship.
In his speech at Lansing he emphasiZed
that nothing threatens us more acutely than
our financial irresponsibility and reckless,
spendthrift policies, which jeopardize all
thrift and frugality.
He called for a return to the diffusion of
political power so wisely ordained by the
Constitution, leaving to communities the
management of local affairs and to citizens
the management of their personal lives.
He called for a return to the directness
of the past, when the primary test of sound
administration, laying the simple determination of what was right and what was wrong.
Thereby we would regain the Jeffersonian
standard that the least government is the
best government.
He advocated a reasonable limit on the
power to tax, limiting taxation to the legiti.
mate expense of maintaining a. frugal government, rejecting the ulterior motive of
regulating and controlllng our private lives
and efforts.
We have so burdened our people with taxation, he asserted, that they are no longer
able to build for old age and soourity, and
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are rapidly losing the energizing incentive to
work.
Conceding that we must rebuild the military strength irresponsibly dissipated at
war's end, MacArthur insisted we must regain some degree of calmness, consistency,
and common sense.
He characterized the talk of imminent
threat to our national security through the
application of external force as pure n onsense. Our real danger, he said, is from the
insidious forces working from within wh ich
have already drastically altered the char acter of our free institutions-those institu_tions w?ich formerly we hailed as something
beyond question or challenge--and which
we proudly called the American way of life.
Through increasing centralization of political authority in the Federal Government
and the long tenure of one group in public
office, the disease of personal power has become deeply rooted in the United States,
MacArthur declared, and the patronage of
money has made undeniable progress in corrupting the body politic.
Political conniving, he said, is setting the
stage for the emergence upon the American
scene of the ugly threat of a military state.
"It would be a. tragic development, indeed," MacArthur observed, "if this generation was forced to look to the rigidity of
military dominance and discipline to redeem
it from the tragic failure of a civilian administration."
The overempbasis upon foreign aid, especially aid to Western Europe, MacArthur declared, was at least partially responsible for
the tragedy and distress brought to thousands of American homes by floodwaters
from the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers.
He recalled that over 40 years ago as an engineer officer, he had worked on plans for
the control of just such flood conditions.
But the funds were not forthcoming for protectlon of our own people even though we
have remitted far greater amounts for similar
purposes in Western Europe.
Everywhere, MacArthur said, the long arm
of foreign influence dominates and controls
even against our own national interests.
Our will, our courage, o.u r initiative seem
almost paralyzed.
. Certainly this is the year to put none but
Americans on guard in Washington and
throughout th·e Nation.
CONGRESSMEN'S EXPENSES

The National House of Representatives has
voted to permit all Members of Congress, in
figuring their income tax, to deduct their
living expenses while in Washington.
This would include rent, hotel bills, food,
transportation, and all expenses incurred
while attending sessions of Congress.
Inasmuch as Congress is now in session
most of each year, the deductible expenses
would run into thousands of dollars.
At first blush this may seem unreasonable
but in our opinion it is only fair.
A Congressman has to maintain a home in
his State or district, even though he is in
Washington most of the time. He also has
to maintain a residence in Washington or
vicinity, unless he lives in a nearby State,
in which case he bas to pay for hotel accommodations while he is in Washington.
A Congressman is just as much entitled to
reimbursement for Washington expenses as
a businessman is working away from home
for his firm.
But the measure passed by the House
doesn't call for reimbursement. It merely
permits a Congressman to deduct his Washington expenses from his salary before figuring his income tax.
It would be preferable, in our opinion,
for the Government to pay Congressmen's
expenses but that isn't the way they seem
to want it.
We hope the Senate will approve the
House measure and put Congressmen's
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compensation upon a fair basis. As it is,
many have great difficulty in making both
ends meet and that doesn't make for good
government.

Farm Legislation
REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED MARSHALL
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 26, 1952

through your Washington representative,
Walter T. Phair.
It is not my intention to cause intentional
damage to any individual or corporation. If
your good offices will furnish me with any
facts, figures, or evidence ·contrary to the
insertion I put in the C'ONGRESSIONAL RECORD of May 21, 1952, I will gladly check them
against the Senate and ·House committee
findings and will be glad to insert your answer in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, jUSt as
I inserted the charges.
Trusting that this will meet with your
approval, I am
Sincerely yours,
.ALVIN E. O'KONSKI,
Member of Congress,
Tenth District of Wisconsin.

Mr. MARSHALL. Mr. Speaker, the
late Will Rogers once said that "all I
know is what I read in the papers." To.day I came over to my office and I picked
up a copy of the U.S. News & World Report of May 30, 1952, and quoted in that
magazine is this statement:

MAY 21, 1952.
Henry ;J. Kaiser, when informed today in
Oakland, Calif., of Congressman O'KoNsKI's
attack on him, said:
"Congressman O'KoNSKI has not only
been grossly misinformed on every single
statement he has made with regard to me
If Republicans can manage it, Charles
personally, the Kaiser-managed companies,
Brannan, Secretary of Agriculture, is to be
and the employment or service of Kaiser
kept so busy defending his Department
personnel in the Government, but has apagainst charges of irregularities that he will
parently been so stimulated by persons wishnot have much effect as a campaigner for
ing to damage the Kaiser-managed corpothe Democrats this autumn. The stra:tegy . rations that the Congressman chose to make
is to place the Secretary on the defensive.
his malicious and unfounded statements
under the cloak of congressional immunity
Although I have no reason to think
that it might be so, I had hoped that so that he could make such remarks without
any checks as to the truth.
the Republican Party would be more con"The Kaiser interests welcome an overstructive this year in their approach to
all congressional hearing, and would furthe farm problems confronting this
ther hope that Oongressman O'KoNSKI would
country.
be a member of the committee, so that he
could answer to his constituents, his colleagues, and the people, the source of his
and the reason he felt justified in
Henry J. Kaiser's Answer to Invitation To statement
making these statements without any check.
"I
firmly
believe in the policy of congresRefute Charges
sional investigation, but when an elected
representative of the public uses that elective
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
office for the purpose of damaging individOF
uals or corporations without any check as
to the facts, he violates the fundamental
principles of his oath of office."
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
HENRY J. KAISER Co.,
Washington, D. c., May 26, 1952.
Tuesday, May 27, 1952
Hon. ALVIN E. O'KoNSKI,

HON. ALVIN E. O'KONSKI

Mr. O'KONSKI. _ Mr. Speaker, on
Wednesday, May 21, 1952, I placed in
the RECORD a long statement concerning
Henry J. Kaiser and his enterprises. In
return Henry J. Kaiser issued a news
release in answer to the charges. I also .
placed that in the RECORD. In turn I
wrote Henry J. Kaiser a letter asking him
to answer the charges. That too was
placed in the RECORD. Yesterday I received Henry J. Kaiser's reply, which I
am putting in the RECORD.
In order that the sequence may be
clear the charges I made Wednesday,
May 21, 1952, begin on page 5694 of the
RECORD. I insert all releases and letters
in exchange between us also in the
RECORD at this time:
HENRY J. KAISER INVITED TO SUBMIT
REFUTATION TO CHARGES
(Extension of remarks of Hon. ALVIN E.
O'KoNSKI, of Wisconsin, in the House of
Representatives, Thursday, May 22, 1952)
Mr. O'KoNSKI. Mr. Speaker, under leave to
extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include
the following letter and news release:
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., May 22, 1952.

Mr. HENRY J. KAISER,
Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR MR. KAISER: Thank you for sending ~ o me your news release of May 21, 1952,

House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'KONSKI: You have
invited us in your letter of May 22 to refute
the charges you made against us.
The enclosed is our answer and we · will
release it immediately to the press. We also
request that you immediately place it in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, as you have the other
correspondence and press release.
Very truly yours,
CHAD F. CALHOUN,
Vi ce Presi dent.

KAISER-FRAZER CoRP.,
Willow Run, Mich., May 26, 1952.

Hon. ALVIN E. O'KoNSKI,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'KONSKI: Replying to
your letter of May 22, we are prepared to
refute each and every charge you made
against me and the Kaiser industries. But
we do not believe that merely publishing a
refutation and retraction in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD could possibly erase the damage you have wrought by releasing the absolutely false and scurrilous charges.
However, there is cine way by which you
can make it possible for the Congress, the
press, and public to get not only the full
truth, but to learn about ruthless, sordid,
selfish, behind-the-scenes plotters.
These plotters hid themselves behind your
cloak of congressional immunty, because they
themselves would not dare to state or cir-

culate the pack of falsehoods in public,
knowing there are laws ·to protect American
citizens against such slander, libel, and
reckless injury.
If you only will pick up your phone and
call many of your colleagues in Congress,
they will tell you that they have investigated
charge after charge set forth in your statement and that congressional committees already have determined these charges were
baseless. Responsible officers of Government
already have refuted other groundless
charges.
You demanded a sweeping congressional
investigation, but you yourself are in the
position to bring about immediately a full
revelation concerning everything mentioned
in your CONGRESSIONAL RECORD statement.
I earnestly propose that you schedule a
conference at the earliest possible date-between yourself, ourselves, and those who gave
you the information you used in your remarks before the House-and that you invite
members of the press to be present and to
report on the conference.
The maligners who gave you the false information should immediately be called before the bar of public opinion and asked to
substantiate the charges.
we. are prepared to meet these accusers in
public before the press and take an oath
that everything we reply is the whole truth.
You owe it to the country, your colleagues
in Congress, yourself, the press and public
to name any persons who duped and misled
you. You have it in your own hands torequest them to come out of hiding and publicly repeat the same charges.
The circulating of the malicious untruths
infiicts harm upon thousands of dealers of
our products, thousands of employees, thousands of stockholders, and upon other smallbusiness men and manufacturers who supply
our enterprises.
The smear technique of making charges regardless of whether they can be substan- tiated-particularly feeding them to the
press through the abuse of the sacred right
of congressional immunity-is endangering
our democratic way of life.
·
This Nation is right now engaged in combating the "big lie" technique of communism, and I know that many of your colleagues deplore the weakening of our form
of government and the undermining of the
American system of enterprise and freedom by the unbridled spreading of falsehoods ;
-The statement that you put into the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD was SO vile and Violent
that it even demanded my "elimination." In
Russia, the word is "liquidation." But in
this country, God forbid that we ever shall
relinquish our freedom to hiding character
assassins, lying secret agents, and purges
without trial.
You have written me that it was not your
intention to cause intentional damage to any
individual or corporation.
Then, in the name of fairness and our
democracy, won't you give us the opportunity
now to confront our accusers and prove before the press and public that there is not
one solitary truth in the whole pack of
charges?
Sincerely yours,
HENRY J. KAISER,
Chairman of the Board.

Mr. Speaker, I do not know if this
answer from Henry J. Kaiser suffices
since it does not point out what specific

charges are false. I had hoped that facts
and figures would be provided. If I can
be shown specifically where my charges
are false I will gladly make any correction in that direction. Much of my information was secured from congressional committee hearings and correspondence from other Members of Congress.
Mr. Speaker, I insert one such letter
in the RECORD at this point:
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE,
Washington, April 9, 1952.

Hon. TIMOTHY P. SHEEHAN,
House of Representatives.

DEAR MR. SHEEHAN: I refer to your recent
inquiry concerning the cancellation of the
contract entered into by the Air Force with
the Fairchild Engine & Airplane Corp. for
the production of c-119 airplanes at Chicago.
The cancellation of the Fairchild Engine
& Airplane Corp.'s contract at the Government-owned plant at Park Ridge, Dl., did not
result in a contract being given to the Kaiser Corp., at Willow Run, Detroit. Actually,
as a result of a series of events, a letter
contract was awarded the Kaiser Corp. in
December 1950, and the letter contract with
Fab·child Engine & Airplane Corp. was not
placed until June 1951.
The contract with the Fairchild Engine
& Airplane Corp. had not been definitized
nor has agreement yet been reached with
Kaiser on actual contract prices. It is significant that current production requirements and mobilization expansibility, not
costs were the prime factors in awardin g the
original contract to Kaiser and in retaining
the Government-owned plant at Park Ridge,
Ill., in stand-by status for anticipated production of another type airplane·.
During the reprograming for the fiscal year
1953, it became apparent that the lower production rate now required was insufficient to
support, on an economic basis, the three
facilities which were scheduled to prdduce
C-119 aircraft under the accelerated program.
These facilities were Fairchild home plant,
Hagerstown, Md.; Kaiser-Frazer Corp., Willow
Run, Detroit, Mich.; and the Governmentowned plant at Park Ridge, Ill.
Under the previously scheduled accelerated
program, these three sources would have been
required to produce the quantity of C-119
aircraft required by 1954. Adjustments to
this plan, brought about by fiscal year 1953
budget limitations and the deferment of the
date for completion of 126 wings until 1955,
plus the readjusted Mutual Defense Assistance Program, necessitated the rescheduling
of all types of aircraft and the reduction to
the absolute minimum of noncombat types.
To insure the continued production of the
greatest number of these aircraft at the
lowest cost to the Air Force, it is necessary
to keep the bulk of the c-119 aircraft production at the prime facility, Fairchild's
home plant, Hagerstown, Md. Under our
revised schedule, this plant will operate at
a rate considerably less than its ultimate
capacity, but at a level which will result
in efficient utilization of facilities and labor.
Production of the c-119 at Willow Run,
the second facility activated, had progressed
to such a point that a reduction in the
quantity at the facility would delay meeting the requirements during 1952. In addition to the early deliveries of c-119's, this
facility offers a capacity which can be greatly
expanded · in the event of mobilization.
Plans for the utilization of the Government-owned plant at Park Ridge are presently under study, and a definite decision has
not yet been reached.
It is a pleasure to be of service to you in
this matter.
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT E. L. EATON,
Brigadier General, USAF,
Director, Legislation and Liaison.

Mr. Speaker, this letter is about as
clear as mud and full of inconsistencies.
First, if the Fairchild plant at Hagers-.
town is not going at full capacity why
open another at Willow Run? How does
this save money? Second, why activate
a plant at Willow Run when the Fairchild plant at Chicago could do the job
cheaper and quicker. How does this save
money? The place to get the answers

to start with is the Department of the
Air Force. I hope the proper congressional committees call in the Air Force
officials at once and start getting the
proper answers. Somebody is not telling
the truth and if it is myself I will be
the first to admit it and make corrections.
It is interesting to note from the above
letter: that Kaiser, a nonplane builder,
got a letter contract 7 months before
Fairchild; an expert and successful plane
builder. Is it any wonder that we have
so few planes in Korea? Congressional
committees please note-maybe it is the
Air Force Department and not Henry J.
Kaiser who should be investigated. Why
not begin there? Why should costs not
enter in awarding of airplane contracts.
The Air Force says in the above letter
that is not important. · Why not?

The High Cost of Our Low-Paid Congress
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952

Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent to revise and extend
my remarks in the RECORD, I comment
brie:fly upon an excellent article by Cabell
Phillips entitled "The High Cost of Our
Low-Paid Congress," which recently appeared in the New York Times magazine,
inserted in the RECORD by my distinguished friend, Congressman ABRAHAM
MULTER.
In the main the article admirably sums
up the many difficulties, problems, apd
burdens which Members of Congress
must bear these days, and it details
rather extensively the · financial pressures to which our membership is constantly subjected.
We hear much of the high cost of living, which many of us are so deeply concerned about and trying to cheGk, but
little mention is ever made of the high
cost of serving in the Congress of the
United States.
Most of us, I think, coulQ. give personal testimony bearing out the facts set
forth in Mr. Phillips' excellent treatise.
The situation is somewhat alarming because it is an undeniable fact that
many Members of Congress, no longer
able tO carry current financial burdens
and at the same time take care of their
families and personal obligations, are
finding it necessary to retire from national legislative service. During the
past few years I have seen many instances of outstanding colleagues who
found it ncessary to leave public life in
order to maintain their families in a decent and satisfactory status.
It is a very unfortunate thing for the
Nation that so many experienced, sound,
capable, high-minded legislators feel unable to continue to give their constituencies and the Nation the benefit of their
special training, maturity of judgment,
and experience at a time when the Nation so urgently needs strong, able men
in high positions.

That Congress itself has contributed to
the situation is also undeniable because
from time to time we have voted down
certain of our allowances and failed to
provide adequately for the staffing and
servicing of our own offices. This notwithstanding the generous treatment we
have accorded most executive departments and the largesse which we have
provided for foreign governments out of
the pockets of the American taxpayers.
It is pertinent, in addition, to observe
that financial burdens are not th e only
congressional burdens which have been
amplified in recent time. There has
never been a time, in fact, I think, in
American history, when Members of
Congress have been subjected to such
pressure and tension in the performance
of their public duties. A variety of factors have contributed to th ese pressures
and tensions-generally unsettled conditions, uncertainty, concern a bout Korea, our international relations and the
prospect of all-out war, and anxiety
about industrial, economic, and social
conditions at home. The growth of the
impact of the Federal Government upon
the daily lives of our citizens, the extension of benefits and gratuities and
our various welfare programs not to
speak of our expanded bureaucracy, all
have brought new and pressing problems
to Members of Congresss.
I am not presenting the merits or demerits of some of these programs but
merely pointing up the fact that they
have resulted in a tremendous increase
in congressional business as well as extreme pressure and tension, which must
be keenly felt by every Member of our
national legislative bodies.
As Mr. Phillips points out, a good case
can be made for increased compensation
but, in my opinion, even a better one can
be made for a more efficient organization of our congressional work. Certainly the reorganization plan has not tended to reduce, but rather has seemed to
increase and expand our duties. Attention might well be given to the question of proper staffing and proper organization of congressional work so that
we could in fact, as well as in theory,
genuinely apply up-to-date, modern
business principles, methods, and practices to the performance of our work.
This would mean added costs, to be sure,
but in the end it is my view that it
would not only be well worth it, but it
would actually pay concrete dividends in
the form of improved effi.ciency and the
easing of the pressures and tensions
which make the public service today
such a rigorous calling.

Development of Hydroelectric Power
From Niagara Falls and River
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 27. 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my re-
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marks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a resolution adopted by the
Pennsylvania State Electrical Workers'
Association favoring the development of
hydroelectric power from the Niagara
Falls and River by private enterprise as
provided in the Capehart-Miller bill.
The resolution follows:
Whereas the American system of free enterprise has demonstrated its enduring value
to all of the world; and
Whereas this system of American democracy can only continue in an economy dedi·
cated to that purpose; and
Whereas the continued attempts of Federal
agencies to encroach upon the established
customs of our great Nation can only lead
to an eventual Government control of the
Nation's entire economy; and
Whereas this same practice in the field of
electrical energy is continuing to broaden
in spite of every effort of free American
enterprise to fulfill its duty to the American
public: Therefore be it
Resolved, That tne Pennsylvania State
Electrical Workers' Associaticn, in meeting
assembled, go on record as favoring the development of the hydroelectric potential of
the Niagara River by the private electric
companies in the State of New York as is
proposed by the Capehart-Miller bill and
that the secretary be instructed to send a
letter to all the Congressmen and Senators
from this State so advising them of our posi·
tion.
PENNSYLVANIA STATE ELEC•
TRICAL WORKERS ASSOCIA•
TION.
JAMES T. RoGAN, Secretary.

TEXT OF TALK BY ROGER L. PUTNAM, ADMINIS·
TRATOR OF THE ECONOMIC STABILIZATION
AGENCY, AT ANNUAL DINNER OF SPRINGFIELD
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
MAY 23, 1952
It's wonderful to be back with the home
folks.
Since going to Washington last December
to wrestle with this complicated economy of
ours, I've thought back often to the comparatively even temper of life up here, and
I've missed it.

•

•

A bureaucrat's lot is not necessarily a
happy one, but it is not necessarily so grim
either. It's been a challenging, interesting,
fast-moving experience. Up to a certain
point, it's been fun. But businessmen, as a
rule, believe in pleasing the customer. In
this job I don't get much chance to do that.
My customers always ask for a little bigger
slice of your dollar. My job is to say "No"
nearly all the time. And that's no fun at all.
It's no fun for me. It's certainly no fun for
those groups which get turned down on
what-to them, at least-are perfectly reasonable requests.
Part of my job as Economic Stabilizer is to
administer the emergency direct economic
controls over prices, wages, salaries, and
rents. These controls were provided for by
Congress in the Defense Production Act.
Now I think it is important to point out that
this act says we should stabilize the economy-not freeze it. There's quite a difference.
A fiat freeze on all prices, all wages, all salaries, all rents would be a whole lot simpler
for us to administer. It would probably be a
whole lot less confusing to business, labor,
agriculture, and the public in understanding
the reasons behind official orders and regulations. There's no arguing with a freezethe price, or the wage, or the salary, or the
rent is held in a solid, rigid vise and that's it.
couldn't go up at all, no matter what hapEconomic Stabilizer Roger L. Putnam Re· It
pened in any other segment of the economy
ports To His Fell ow Businessmen of to change the relative position of that parprice or wage or salary or rent.
Springfield, Mass., on the Big Tasks ticular
A fiat freeze, of course, would solidify into
Which Face Our Country and Our the economic structure all of the inequities
which may have arisen before the freeze was
People
imposed. The businessman who played fair
and held his prices in line when others were
cashing
in on a rising tide of panic demand
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
for goods would be penalized for his patriotOF
ism and decency. The fellow who took advantage of the situation to raise prices unnecessarily and unreasonably would be away
ahead. That's what would have happened
OF MASSACHUSETTS
under a control program based on the freeze
technique.
.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Stabilization, on the other hand, means
Monday, May 26, 1952
maintaining an equitable balance between
the various segments of the economy, to see
Mr. FURCOLO. Mr. Speaker, we in · that they are kept in a stable line with one
Massachusetts are proud that one of our another. That's not nearly so easy to ad·
outstanding, progressive businessmen is minister as a freeze. As a matter of fact, it's
today the top stabilization official of the pretty tough to operate a stabilization program. But the Congress said that we should
United States Government. We take stabilize-not
freeze-and I think the Congreat pride in him.
gress was right on that.
The Honorable Roger L. Putnam,
For stabilization we must have rules and
regulations-rules and regulations not reAdministrator of the Economic Stabilization Agency, is a former mayor of quired under a freE!Ze technique-to permit
a certain degree of flexibility in the economy.
Springfield. He was the first three-term Such
rules must permit businesses caught
mayor in that city's history. He was an in a squeeze to get back into a reasonable
outstanding mayor and he has always profit position. They must allow wage and
been an outstanding citizen of Massa- salary earners to keep abreast of any changes
in the cost of living. These rules must take
chusetts.
of other inequities as they arise from
The other night Mr. Putnam was the care
time to time in an economy as complex and
speaker at the Springfield Chamber of dynamic as ours.
Commerce dinner. I know the Members
And that's the rub. To insure flexibility
and fairness, you have to set limits under
will be interested in the following speech
of this man who is giving so generously of those rules-limits beyond which adjustments would not be fair to the rest of the
his time and energy in a thankless but economy.
vitally important Government assign.
In other words, somewhere, somehow,
ment:
someone must be in a position to say "no"

HON. FOSTER FURCOLO

to demands for special advancement at the
expense of the public and of the Nation.
Now how did we get into a situation which
requires the Government to intervene between buyer and seller, landlord and tenant,
employer and employee? Why do we need
Government to set out the limits under
which those parties can carry on their necessary economic transactions? And why do
we have to keep on saying "no" most of the
time to their requests for a little more leeway here or there?
The answer to those questions is unchanged from the summer of 1950. Our
basic job now-as then-is to get our defenses built up solid and secure against
the continuing danger of Communist expansionism and aggression. That takes strategic materials in simply incredible amounts.
It takes money in almost unbelievable sums.
It takes millions of men and women in the
services and in the production lines.
We're a rich country; we're a resourceful
country. Production is our forte. We can
outmake, outproduce the world. But with
all our resourcefulness and productive imagination, we can't do the production job
which faces us by business-as-usual. There
aren't enough of many raw materials available in all the world to enable us to superimpose a defense program of the scope and
magnitude we need on top of a steadily expanding business-as-usual civilian economy
in which everyone was free to buy and use
whatever materials he wanted for whatever
purpose he wanted to put them to.
So we'll just have to keep on saying "no"
to a lot of our civilian wants and desires for
a while until our defenses are far enough
along so that we can say "no" to any aggressive threats that the forces of communism
may make on free nations-and when we can
back up that "no" with enough armed
strength to be sure of making it stick. When
that day comes-and it's on the way....:.....then
we can again say "yes" to the requests of the
civilian economy for the freedom of action it
yearns for. In the meantime, the controls
are our insurance against a galloping inflation which would sap our military strength.
I know there are some Americans who believe that our defense program is already far
enough along so that we can at least take a
breather, if not rest on our oars completely.
Unfortunately, however, that is not the case.
Instead of cutting back on our military program-as many seem to think we are doing
or can do, we are still in the process of building it up-of expanding it.
Instead of being two-thirds of the way
toward completion of the 3-year defense-production program originally plap.ned late in
1950, we are about midway on the road to
completion of a much larger 4-year program,
buili; around more planes, more ships, more
Army and Marine divisions.
For instance, the original program called
for a 95-wing air force; the present program
calls for 143 wings.
The original program contemplated 397
combat ships; our goal now is 408 combat
ships.
The original program envisioned an armed
force of 3,500,000 men; the present plan calls
for 3,700,000 men.
We are doubling aluminum output, increasing electric-power capacity 60 percent,
expanding steel capacity one-fifth.
We are still a long way from hitting the
peak of defense production. Month by
month, we are pouring an increasing flood
of dollars into the purchase of guns and
ships and tanks and planes.
When we hit the peak-and then hold defense production at about that same rate for
a full year thereafter-the military services
and the atomic energy program will be taking about a fifth of all steel, two-fifths of
all aluminum, a third of all copper. Plant
expansion, power development, and stockpiling will add to .t he drain of civilian supply.
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Even todl;ty, wlth our defense "take" still
on the rlse, m11itary programs, including
atomic energy, are diverting from civilian
use m o r.e than half of all mag nesium, nearly
three-fourths of an nickel and cobalt, and.
even higher perCJ;!ntages of some lesser
kn"Dwn but equally essentiRl materials. And
as far as responsible officials of the production agencies can now foresee, these percentages wm obtain during most of the
next 3 years.
What we are intent on dohlg Js to build a
fighting force 1n being and combat ready
that could .repel any initial attack to which
we might be .subjected. At the same tim.e
we are establishing a greatly enlarged industrial base capable of sust aining our expanded military force and our civilian eccinomy through at least the fust year of an
all-out war. That's an awfully blg job.
.Part of this Job is well along. Guns,
tanks, electronic equipment, and weapons
or all .kind.s are rolling mr the assembly
lines in considerable volume. By :next year
the vol~ will be much grea't.er-and the
designs much better. Also by next year we
shall have completed the major portion ot
our plant expamdon. But we won't be out
of the defense woods even then. That's because we won't .hit peak production 1n ma:ny
of the newest types of weapons, including
some of tire jet planes, until1955.
We could xeaeh our goals earlier, of course;,
by the simple expedient of freezing design
and turning out :floods of today's weaJ)On.s.
But the r.isk would be too great. Aside from
the sudden atided drain on civlli'an .supplies,
we would be taking the chance of putting
too many of our def€nse €ggs in obsolescent--or soon to be obsolescent-baskets.
And, with freedom hanging ln the balance,
we can't be satisfied with weapons that are
almost. but not quite. good enough. Ours
must be the best.
All these things add up to a lot of hard
work still ahead of the American people.
They 1tdd up, too, to th~ inescapable conclusi-on that eontr-ols which none of us likes-controls over materials, over prices, over
v1ages, over salaries, over rents, and over
credit-are going to hav.e to stay on the Lawbooks for some time yet, even though we
can relax them here or there tts circumstances permit.
We're doing .a good deal of that .r ight now.
We're suspending price controls on .a broad
range of commodities which have fallen substantially below cellings. We are easing the
record-keeping and reporting requ1reme»ts
on others where outright suspension of the
controls ls not practical. Installment-buying restrictions recently were suspended entirely for the time being. A number of
previously tight materials now tn more
ample supply have been freed from the production controls.
These actions are feasible, practical, and
proper. If cttcumstanoes should change B.nd
tighter eon trols are required, they should
go back promptly. But we d-on't beli€ve in
holding to tight contl'ols wllere looser ones
currently will d<> the job satisfactorily.
That's why we in .ESA have been relaxing our
own controls where it is safe to do so and
why we have agreed to simllar action by
agencies which administer other phases of
tbe mobilization and stabilization program.
Now there is danger, of course, that arelaxation of defense controls 'Rt thts time may
tend to encourage a feeling of complacency
among our people-a feeling that perhaps
the emergency is over. It would be tragic U
such a feeling should take hold. Unfortunately~ some groups seem to be promoting
the ldea that a relaxation of some of the
controls means we ean also relax our defense eff<>rt. But the American people are
today pretty grown up about their worldwide responsibi.lities. They have good sense
about these things. Under our concept of
government, we must and should and <io
rely on that good sense-unlike totalitarian

dictatorships which constantly wage psychological warfare against their own people in
or!ier to .stir up and maintain a ~ense -ot
urgency.
So we are easing the controls everywhere
we can. The fact remains, however, that
thls economy of ours is far from being a soft
one. It is a hard one-albeit with some soft
spots in it, spots llke our depressed textile
industry, for instance. But more than half
of the commOOI ties that make up the costof-living index are still at about the highest
levels they've ever reached. Seventy-one
percent of them are at or withln 2 percent
of their 1951 peaks. And the pressures behind a good many of those prices are
strong--flame are intense.
The best illustration of all in that connection is steel. There are a lot of othersparticularly commodities which W€ import
in large volume like copper and newsprint,
to name two very much .in the news. But
steel is the one commodity most on our
minds right now.
It used to be said, and quite accurately,
that in the case of wages, as .steel goes, so
goes the Nation. That's not true today.
Tlle steel companies' ilght on the wage issue
is largely shadow-baxing1 The facts prove
conclwlvely that the steelworkers-who
haven't had a wage raise in 1'7'02 monthsare behind w-orkers in m{)St other basic industries on wage increases under the stabilization rule.s .
If they received the Initial l21h -eent increase and the subsequent benefits _recommended by the Wage Stabilization Board to
take effect in a series of steps over an 18month contract, the steelworkel's would only
be catching up generally with .raises which
have been and are being granted -voluntarily
by most of the basic industries since the socaned "normal" or base period of early 1950,
prior to the Korean war. The Wage Board's
recommendatiuns in stee1 do not plow any
new ground In wage stabtnzation. They do
nut set any new pattern or lead the W'f1Y lnto
any new ''round."
But while it is no longer true from the
wage standpoint that as steel goes, so goes
the Nation, it is today completely accurate
insofar as priees aTe contlerned to sa17 that
as steel goes, so goes the Nation. Because if
steel got the special treatment 1t has de•
manded on pl'iees, it would ha-ve to be under
new rules of price stabilization which would
1n all fairness have to be applied to every
other industry. That would indeed plow new
ground and set new patt~rns ln prices. The
lid would be off on a new price push
throughout the economy.
Stee1 prices then are not only the key to
this particular industrial dispute, they al'e
the key to continued effective stabiUzatlon
of the American economy.
Steel wants a "pass througb". It wants to
be able to translate any wage increase into
at least a corresponding price increase.
Actually, the steel executives asked me last
March for much more than that--for a $12 a
·ton price increase lmmediately to compensate them for a wage increase which wouldsome time next year-amount to perhaps as
much as $6 a ton in added labor costs, assuming productivity In the steel mills were
to stand completely still.
Let's look for a moment at this industry
which claims it would be pushed into distressed financial condition as a result of
stabilization rules. Many tears have been
shed over the plight of the strel industry
these past months. I know-because a lot
of them have been shed on my shoulder.
More than two-thirds of every dollar
earned by the steel industry these days goes
to the Government in taxes. Now you know
and I know, as businessmen, that you don't
pay taxes like that unless you're way up in
excess profits. I think there are a lot oi us
in this room right now who would be happy
to have our 1irms paying that kind of excess
profits taxes. It would mean we were mak-
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ing an awful lot of money. For those who
are making that kind of pro.:fits, of cour.se,
the excess proftts tax is a.dmittedly steep.
Firm.s ln the excess profits bracket don't like
tbe tax and don't like the term either-they
don't believe their profits are excessive. And
maybe they're right about that.
But under the rules Congress laid down,
If you're making profits of a certain level
compared wlth your pre..:Kore.a base period,
you are making "excess profits" and you pay
the excess prolits tax and there's no way
around lt.
Now we ln the st.ablli.zation program don't
care bow bigb your profits are-as long as
you don't come around to us wl th your .hand
out tor price ·~elief." But lf you plead hardship and ask .for rellef-wen, we want to be
sure there is a hardship involved. What we
have .said in ESA-ln establishing our policy
for determining an industry·~ need .for price
"relief"-is that if an industry-not just individual firms but a whole industry-is up
in the excess profits bracket, it ls not distressed. It does not require a price increase
in order to assure it fair and equitable treatment. Making enough money to be paying
excess profits ta-xes is not, to om way of
thinKing, the way to prove hardshtp.
Th'Rt standaTu for gaging tne need for in·
dustry-wtde price relief-or rather a similar
one used in World War II day~was tested
In the courts time after time and it was upheld as conforming to the st'Rtutory require•
ment of Congress that price ceilings be generally fair and equitable. It has ·been basic
policy in the present stabilization program
for more than a year. But to hear some of
the complaints we've recei-ved about it recently, you'd think it was som~ new tdea
dreamed up by an ESA buTeaucra:t just to
persecut~ th~ steel industry.
We have several other standards for deter•
mining the need for prtce increases. Under
our standards, many industries in the United
States have been turned down on requests
for industry-wide prtce increases to compen•
sate for higher production costs. Other in•
dustrles have .qualified for relief-and gotten
it: But the steel industry is not entitled un·der any of them to any industry-wide price
Increase to compensate for this recommend•
ed wage increase. It ·has not m~t the l'e ..
quil'ements oth~r industries ha-ve had to
meet. The others went along with th~ rules;
steel demurs.
Qur im;lstenee on standin~ by the princ1·
ple of reasonable cnst '&bsorption as a requi ..
site of effective stabilization is now being
blamed by the steel industry for its refusal
to reach agreement with its wol'kers on new
wa~e contracts to replaee tnose which expired many months ago. Actually, the steel
companies refused from the start of negotiatiom; last December to do any real bar ..
gaining. 13ut now they blame it on us. That
makes stabiUzation the villain in this drama.
No on1!! likes to be the villain. It's not a
happy Tole.
But in a sltu1ttion like this, with our economic stability at stake, the role of the
Economic Stabilizer as 1 see it must be to
stick out his ehin and say "No" to dem'!l.n ds
for special treatment--even when it~ s the
steel industry whieh makes the demand.
This led one of tne steel industry executtve.s the other day to question my 1mpartiali ty in this dispute. .He accused me ot
taking sides.
wen, lt~ tl.'ue-1 have taken .sides. I've
taken sides on the side of the American people and of the soundness of the American
dollar, on the ..side of economic stability and
economic reason. Isn't that my job? As between an unreasonable demand for higher
prices and tne continuing necessity to :pre•
vent infl.ation, I cannot be impartial and I
am not impartial.
If we were executives of steel companies,
n{) doubt we'd be fi~htlng fur higher prices,
too. We would regard it as our job to push
the interests of our stockholders as hard as
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we could. But in the job I hold-a thankless
job-l'm obligated to look out for 154,000,000
Americans who want their dollar kept sound
and strong. They don't want it to lose any
more cents to inflation. As long as I'm the
Economic Stabilizer, I intend to take the
role seriously.
Not having a crystal ball, I can't tell you
how the steel dispute will ultimately be resolved. A big enough price increase-big
enough to satisfy the industry-would probably settle it quickly. Congress may, of
course, legislate such an increase if it believes it is wise. Or it could kill the controls
entirely, which would give the steel companies all the leeway they need to get any price
increase they want. Either path, I believe,
would lead us to grave economic difficulties.
And I don't think the American people or
their Congress can be bamboozled into following such a path-even by the steel in·
dustry.
The inflation peril is still too great to permit us the luxury of economic appeasement.
And this would be a complete surrender.
'i'here are a great many things I could say
to you about the inflationary potential in
this country. I could recite statistics on
the build-up in liquid savings in the hands
of individuals-savings which could be
thrown into the market place in a flood of
panic buying much worse than we experienced in 1950 if our citizens should again
lose confidence in the soundness and stability of the dollar.
I could tell you about the mounting Government deficit, with defense spending outstripping receipts. I could cite the figures
on employment, on rising national income,
on continued shortages of many vital materials. These are the things the economists
tell me-and which you and I know-contain
the seeds for a potential new inflation spiral.
Or I could go back over some recent history and recall what happened to prices in
1946 when we dismantled our economic defenses just as precipitately and just as prematurely as we dismantled our marvelous
World War II military machine. But. I
think I can skip all of that.
Instead, as a fellow Spilngfield businessman who now happens to sit in on mobilization policy, let me tell you sincerely that it
is not only our dollar which is in dangerit is our lives and our freedoms. The danger
is real. True, we are infinitely stronger than
we were a year ago, yes; but communism is
also strong.
And it is opportunistic. It is unprincipled.
It is ruthless.
In the face of that kind of threat from
that .kind of enemy, we dare not tear down
our defenses and throw our guns away. Our
economic defenses and our military defenses
must be strengthened, ·not weakened, No
private interest, no matter how powerful, can
be permitted to take precedence over the national interest and over the safety and security of freedom here and throughout the
world.
I don't know whether you support my
position in the crucial fight for stability. I
hope you do. But I know some business
groups do not. I have been led to this position by the facts as I see them. All I ask,
as a neighbor and as a fellow businessman,
1s that you, too, look at the full facts and
study them carefully. The propaganda barrage has been intense and somewhat lurid.
The stakes are huge. They are, of course,
huge in dollar terms. And you have a stake
in those dollars-they are your dollars I am
trying to defend.
But necessary as strong dollars are, it is
more-much more than dollars-that we are
defending. We are arming ourselves and
helping our freedom-loving friends around
the world to arm and to join with us in an
alliance so strong that the forces of atheistic

communism will not dare encroach further
on the free world.
We are welding together for mutual survival the nations of the world who believe
in the freedom and dignity of man because
he is made in the image and likeness of God.

ORD, I present the following article entitled "Why Not Let God In?" by Mr.
William S. Nordburg. Mr. Nordburg,
longtime president of the Sunday Evening Club of New Trier and trustee of the
Sanitary District of Chicago, here offers
a challenge that merits thoughtful and
indeed, prayerful consideration:
'

Development of Niagara Falls and River

WHY NOT LET GoD IN?
Because of the corruption that is going
on throughout our whole country there have
been many meetings with churchmen and
conferences have been held all for one purpose-to do someth:.ng about it. It seems
to me there has been much talk, but very
little concentrated action.
When I ran for office in 1950 I was determined to get the church people interested
enough in politics to go out and vote. Meetings were held nearly every day for about a
month before election with ministers of different denominations, all for the purpose of
making them realize their responsibility in
getting their people to vote. Many interesting comments were made during this campaign. One in particular was that Christian
people did not like to vote for people they
did not know and therefore they did not
vote at all.
I suggested that the church people themselves organize a committee from among the
various churches and have this committee
look into the qualifications of the candidates
and recommend to the church people the
candidates that most nearly fit the kind of
men they want in public office.
Certainly if the politician wants the support and the good will of the churches he
should do something about it. I recommended through a letter which was sent to
all committeemen in Cook County that they
invite the local minister, rabbi, or priest
from their community into their meetings
to give an invocation before the meeting
started. This would dignify the meeting and
let the church people know that the Republican Party wants the support and cooperation of the churches. At least 12 meetings during the 1950 campaign were started
this way, and the meetings were all very
enthusiastic.
It seems to me it is a job for all of us to
clean out the corruption in high places; in
fact, in nearly all political offices. Get good
pe_o ple to run for public office, and with the
help of the churches this can be accomplished. We go to church on Sundays, take
part in the worship of God. Isn't it logical
that the lessons that are taught in church
should be carried through the entire week,
and isn't it logical to invite God into our
political meetings, especially when they are
·so important.
In their efforts to do their part in making
this a better world to live in, how better
could the clergy of this Nation serve than by
cooperating with the politician and getting
better men in public office?
In our system of elections we select the
candidate in the primary, and here is where
everyone has the chance to select the right
men and women. Of course, if people do not
vote in primaries, then the political organizations dominate the situation and select the
candidate.
The United States Government is the biggest business in the world. It should have
in its employ the finest men the country can
provide;. men of high moral standards, men
that believe in God and try to live a life according to His rules. The job of cleaning out
corruption in Government is an individual
job for every one of us, and by everybody
taking part the job will be done, and done
right.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILUAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a resolution adopted by the
chamber of commerce of Lockport. N.Y.,
in support of the Capehart-Miller billsS. 2021, H. R. 3146-providing for the
further development of hydroelectric
power from the Niagara Falls and River
by private enterpr!se. The resolution
follows:
Whereas there is now pending in the Congress of the United States two bills designed
to place the redevelopment of Niagara power
in the hands of governmental authorities,
and in addition to these bills, there is the
Capehart-Miller bill which seeks to retain
the redevelopment of Niagara power in the
hands of free private enterprise; and
Whereas construction of the Niagara project by the Federal Government would result
in the cost · of upwards of $350,000,000 being
assessed against the Nation's taxpayers; and
Whereas governmental development would
yield little or no tax revenue for the support
of State or local governments, but, in effect
would ultimately result in the elimination of
existing property from the tax rolls and
necessitate increased tax rates for other taxpayers; and
Whereas redevelopment by private enterprise would produce Federal, State, and local
taxes estimated at $23,000,000 annually: Now,
therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Chamber of Commerce
c;>f Lockport, N.Y., strongly endorses S. 2021,
H. R. 3146, a measure which would permit
the development by private enterprise of
additional hydroelectric power from the
Niagara River, at no cost to the taxpayer;
and be it further
Resolved, That Congress be urged to approve this measure which would enable the
electric power companies waiting to undertake the project, to begin the construction
of the facilities necessary for the production
of the additional power.

Why Not Let God In 1
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MARGUERITE STITT CHURCH
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952

Mrs. CHURCH. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REC•
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0~

HO . HARRY FLOO BYRD
OF VIRGINIA

IN 'I1iE SENATE O.F THE UNITED ST.ATES

Tuesday1 May 27, l952

Mr.

BYRD~

Mr. President. 1 ask

unanimolls consent to insert in the APpendix of the RECORD a speech made by
me before the American Newspa-per Pub-

lishers• .Association on A;>r.il ~ in New
York City.
There being .no objection. the addre.ss
was ordered w be printed .in the REcmm.
as follows:
The invitation extended to me to speak
to you tonight~ 'Whi~h I Tega:rd ~s a very
high honor, was upon the eondlticm that
I am not <a eanditiaile 1ur national oftiee.
Evi<lently, an'd, I thinik, with -good Nason..
your committee beliewd the Senaiie to be
divl~ Into two groups--the avowed eand "dates "fer the Presidency, 'l'md. th-e :receptive eandid~. I am neither. l have nut
been bitten. by the Presi<lential bug. ·
Even I, a Democrat from Virginia, have
been cha~ tn these days of stress "With
voting with the BepubUeans. We have many
statistieians :1n Washington.. How ~ey empiny aU of their time, I

oo

not .lmow, but

they ~t out re})Orts every nnw and then.
and trequen.tly on tbe SeJUlltm's.. They my
I ha"l'e -wted 66 peroent with the Republicans and 34 pen:en't wtt.h ~ Democre.'ts..
My answer to that is that my name begtn.s with a 4 'B.u .I vote .drst and tbe .B~pubUcans vote with me.
·
I can say wit.h all sincerity tha;t w.hen
the great ~gjslative Jssues of OUI' times came
before the Senate of the Uniteti States, the
test I apply is n-ot" whether they are of
Democratic <1rl,gin or of Republican origin..
but: ..Are -th-ey best lor the United. States
of .America?'
.
·
W.h.en 1 enbered the Senate on Maroh 4_.
1938_. the title of the D.n;t bill 1 was required to vote upon was: "A bill to preserve
the eredi t of "the United States Government."
~national debt was about $20.000,000,GOO
and tne tax: collections $4.,000JOOO,OOO -annually. Thi.s 1e_gjsl.atiDn w.as advocated by
P.resident B.Dosevelt,. who then indicated.
great conoe.rn for tllil solvency of our country. It provided for a reduction of 15 percent 1n the ~al expenditures. Within a
fe w months .Mr. B.o.osevelt'.s .al.a.rm subsided.
and the law w.as repealed. Our Govenunent
then began .an Drgy of .Federal spending .and.
waste which w.as intensified After .Mr. Truman came lnto .office. :I t is a period, I tb.lnk.
that can be properly labeled "20 year.s of
:fiscal Irresponsibility."
lf tax receipts under the :I'.ruman budget
f or .firea.l 1.9.53 were added to Truman taxes
already collected, the total would be .$33B,·
OOO,ODD,QDD for 7 years. This is .$!15,000,000,000 more than the total of all taxes colle::::ted .in all United States history, b.eg.inning with Washington and ending with
Roosevelt--.and Mr. Roosevelt, as you know,
w.as no piker in eitber spending or taxlng.
Today the Fed.er.al Government has .2.,.530_,- :
891 .Feder.al civ.ilian .employees, and last
month w.as in.c reasing at the rate of aibout
500 a day.
'!'WENTY Y.EARS OF FISCAL.

This Is

ESPONSIBILI:l'Y

ound to hav-e been "the -greatest
Nation on earth. The 'System'S and inmtutlons of lesser natl.o s could not have sur-

vived the abuses whlch Durs has undergcme
in these 20 years Df .fiseaJ. irresponsibility•
The questi-on is; How much longer can ours
endure?
.In 20 years a wtal of 25 pereent of our
national income Jms gone inilo Fledera1 1axEs
coll.ec"md .!rom us (the cun-ent ratio is 28
peroent); Federal expenditmes nave been
equal to 30 percent of our national income;
and in 20 :years e .have piled up ~der.al
debt which is twice as much as tbe assessed
value af all real and pers<m 1 property in
America.
It does not suffice to blmne this entirely
on. 1llU' or depression.. Taxes llaw been collected, the money has been Epent. and the
debt n-11:.1St be paid-wll:atever 'the purpo.s e.
Actually, about ..half of these expenditures
are charged directly tn war, and the depression. oos1B are small Jn Jatalr-day comparisons. r.he .r-emlWlder ha5 gene in the :main
f<Jl' 100 new Federal domestic spending programs :and subsidies; "for ~ assistance;
in.terest on the public debt (the cost of ~hich
alone is now ""twice tbe total cast oi an Government :in 19!2); civ.Wan. payrolls; Jlederal

grants to States and localities; .loa:nB to business; tiirect Fed.enl paymen.tfl to individuals
and othem too .numerous to me:nt:ion.
A. startfing increase has been made in Fed-

eral grants to States. "In 1932 there were 19
Federal programs ~ aid to the States costing
$250,000,000. fu .1952 there are 48 programs
of aid to the states -wttb. Federal payments
of ..,,000,000;000--12 times as much in dol·
lars and :more than twice as many Jll'O~ams.
'Ibese programs and figures do not include
direct payments to indivldu-als wltbin the
Sta-tes.
Tbrough

these

])rogmms the adminilltra-

tion creates the illusion that -we 8l'e ~ttin-g
somethln.g for n ·o tblng• .Actua.U:y it takes
money from us, gives back less than it took,
and, 1n the process, exercises control of the
States, Localities, institutions and tbe lives of
the individUal. It is my ccmteniion tbat
there is no such "thing as a hderal grant.
'Ihe F\eder:al Government bas nothing of its
own to gi e al!Vay~ The Federal Government
has no money eD:lept what it ool1ects !rom
the cltiRns of the States. When it passes
these funds back., they ·are reduoed. 15 to '20
pereent fOl" the cast to .finance tll'e m>erllead
or the .Fedeml bur..eaucracy. The ba1ance is
sent back to the States and localities which
IiWst .submit 11::> controls from Washington

as '00 bow the money mliSt be spent.
In this period there
s been :a lllOnll and
fiscal dete:-·~on represented by the value
of our mo ey and the epidemie of eorrupti.on which inevitably "follows centralization
of IKJWE1' and purse.

When the President submitted his budget
in .Jan:ua-ey be ~ntemplated tlle ei-ght€enth
Flederal d-eficit tn 21 years. Next year a new
gen~ration will em!R! of age under deficitfinan-ued go-vernment. In the 20 ~a-rs to
date there have been 14 -pe cetime years,
an.d ln these l-4 peace years -we 11-aV€ had
l2 deficits. The figh"tlng in Korea ts inc ded in the ·war ~n;. This -so-called
police action is costin-g a out ~ight to ten
bil ion dollars a. year, and the end is not in
sight.
.
OUr pl'esent Pedera! taxation is 'CrUShing
nown upm.1 !:ooiVicrual,; 11.nd indu,;try. As a
member ()f th-e Sen-aile Finance ()ommittee for
nearly 20 -years, I am oon-vlnoed that further
tax tncrea"Ses, if imposed, will nut only reach
tbe confl...~ory stage but win .actually :result in d"m1nmhing returns. This opinion
is shaTetl by sueh rongression 1 tax 'experts
as my ool 'Elag es, Sen11.tor
A"LTlllft GEoRGE,
the chairm:an of Ule Sena-te Flnanee ComIll'tttile, and Mr. Rmrn:rerllo"UGH'l"ON, tlre ch-airman of "tbe Wa-,s and ~ans Oom:mittee Gf

the

iUSe.

A constructive .and non-po1itie-al -revi~ion of
our en tire Federal tax system would be an.
1n~nt1
to our progress -and -would safe-
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guard tbe solvency of individuals and. corporations upon which the Government must
rely fDr th€ .high tax .receipts essentiaJ. to
meet our iuture .obligatwn.s.
1 w.iU give you .a ".B:mn's"-eye view of the
blld.get .as officially pres-ented to the Committee on the Reduction of Nonessential Federal Expenditures; of wllich l am chairman:
Deficit: Year ending July 1, 1.952. five ro
eight billion doll-ars; yeaE ending July 1 ,
19.53, $14.,0.00,DOO.OOO; year ending July .1, 1 9.54.,
$14,000,000,000; total based on existing tax
sy.stem, thirty-three to thirty-.six billion
dollars. Debt on .JUly 1, 19.54, will approach
$300,000,000,000. I repeat tha"'; these .figures
represent the present official planning~ This
is known .as the 3-:-year pr.ogram.
If we cannot balance the budget now in
this day Df high prosperity. I .ask you: When
can we balance lt?
Axe conditions going to be better next
year, m' the iollowi.ng year? If we deliberately start another prolonged period of
deficit spending, will we ever balance the
budget again? That question cannot be answered until after the election of th-e next
President of the United States.
Only a strong and very determined President wb.o .has tll.e conviction that the foundation stone of d€mocraey .is the maintenance of the national credit, and a sound
currency, c.a.n bring .st.ability to our .Federal
fiscal jungle.
W.hether that man be a Democrat or a .£republican, Jf he stands :firmly on this JU"inciple. .Amerlcans everywhere will :rally to his
support.
li1or nearly .2D yeu..s we .have been on a·
spending spree .in this country. Now it
seems to .me the stage .has been reached
where we are either going ower the brink or
tur.n around. There isn't a great deal of
time. one way £ll" the other.
Another series of great defteits will light
anew the :flames of in.tlation, and especially
if the inilation spar.k_Js starred o:n another
front w.he.n the President ~clses his divine right personally to .fix the wages of the
steel employeesJ tl.x the prlee of steel, and
then dereunine the issue Of the closed shop.
But let us not be disturbed. as all of thi:s
will be done "in the public interest."
This per.sonal usurpation of po er is a
capstone t.q>on that power which is inherent
in the breakdow.n of the l€gislative budget
control and the .Federal expenditure of billions of dollars a year.. along with that which
is derived .from scores of Feder.al give-away
programs w.hieh subsirli2E States.. business,
agrieulture, and. .individuaJs.
Centralized power and purse bre-eds a .sinister political philosophy which scorns fru·
g.ality, efficiency, and mt.egrity; which attaches no impartanre to waste"()!" debt; which
advocates indefinitely the political fa mula
of "tax and t:uc, 1>penn and spend, and elect
and eleet"; ami
hich has no scruples
against using public money to. infiue:nee -political decisions.
You may not believe 1-t, but for all the
vast Federal bureaucracy to whieh is entrusted. so .muCh of uur :freedom and -treasure there is not a sin-gle civil-service regulation against the waste of money, material,
or s ace.
To me deliberate waste 1s a dreatl.ful tilin-g,
and public waste is the most dreacltul of
all because it is :a brea;ch of trusteeship.
othi:ng is so di.m.eult "to contend with,
n othing i-s .so utterly emor.alizing and ruinous. ln public .affail"s 1t ts easy to start
and. .ham to stop.
This Nation is now cursed with waste in
public administration to an unprecedented
degree and unpa-ra leleti extent. It is another product of big government. It -perm tes the whu1e governmental structl.U"e.
Be cely ;ny agency is !ree of it.
~st -as 'W'El.ste is inh-erent in centralized
p ower ar 'd purs-e, so also is corruption in·
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speech, freedom of the press and last but not
many other trends to socialism could be
herent in this trilogy of power and purse anci
least, freedom of opportunity to the indicited. If the Presiden.t is opposed to socialwaste.
vidual under the ·competitive enterprise sysism, why is he constantly advocating an exI am firmly convinced that the venal condi·
tern.
tension of the number of those who receive
tions at washington are mainly attributable
Our
situation
recently
prompted
the
Hanpayments from the Treasury of the United
to the concentration there of power with the
orable Bernard M. Baruch, one of the greatStates? Today, there are 17,000,000 Ameriresulting waste which has reached such asest of living Americans, to say: "Freedom's
cans receiving regular payments directly
tronomical proportions in the last 20 years.
greatest threat today is too Il)UCh governfrom the Federal Government, and 8,000,000
To my mind this venality is in three parts.
ment."
more are on the rolls of counties, cities, and
One part is that which is illegal and crimMr. Baruch has never held public office
States. These 25,000,000, with their families,
inal. This is bad enough. But penalties atbecause :O.e has not desired it, but no one of
constitute a substantial part of our populatach and when the culprits are caught they
my
acquaintance
is
working
harder
for
tion.
can be tried and convicted.
America
and
more
effectively
to
preserve
the
A population of government dependents
The second part is worse. It involves those
American way of life.
is a socialized population.
who are able to exploit within the law public
There are those who believe that socialism
Among the cardinal characteristics of sotrust for private gain.
can be turned on and off as if it were water
cialism are government subsidies with conTo me every dollar collected in taxes, and
flowing through a spigot, and there are those
trols, and government doles with regimentaevery power delegated to a government is inwho profess to believe we can have a little
tion. I am against that.
delibly impressed with a public trust.
socialism and remain free.
The American system, operating in the
Those who take the position that venality
For
those
who
think
a
little
socialism
is
a
fullest freedom of democracy, stimulates in• · in public office is proper unless it is illegal
good thing there is the British example.
dividual initiative ·to the development and
are the lowest form of political predators.
From what we see in England we would be
production of more of what we need, in peace
Those who have peddled influence and fathe most stupid nation on earth if we allowed
or war, at a cost we can more easily afford
vors in connection with Government conourselves to become further embraced by the
from the earnings of our endeavor. I am
tracts and loans and other forms of Federal
socialism which has been creeping upon us.
for that.
favoritism, and still remain out of jail will
Socialism and free enterprise cannot live
The American Newspaper Publishers Assonever themselves be influenced by any code
under the same roof.
elation needs no definition of the free-enterof ethics hanging on the wall.
As
I
see
it,
the
welfare
state,
about
which
prise
system from me. It is the system
The third part of venality in the Wash•
we have been hearing so much in recent
ington administration is the worst of all.
years, is that state of twilight in which the
which, in the relatively short span of 160
It is in the form of amorality. This sets in
glow of democratic freedoms is fading beyears, has brought us from the impotency
when we are so hardened by all that we obyond the horizon, leaving us to be swallowed
of 13 ununited Colonies to our present posiserve around us that we are no longer able to
in the blackness of socialism or worse.
tion of world leadership. I do not concede
distinguish the moral from the immoral.
Mr. Truman says it is an insult to the inthat it should be scrapped for socialism in
When Mr. Newbold Morris arrived he was
telllgence of the American people to say this
welfare-state clothing which never brought
supposed to be the Hercules to cleanse the
country is on the road to socialism. I subgreatness, happiness, or security to any
Augean stables at Washington, but he could
nation.
mit that it is an insult to our intelligence to
The American system has develop'ed indinot survive the political weather. Even beassume that we do not realize that adoption
fore he got into action he was summarily disof the President's program will commit us
vidual freedoms under constitutional democmissed "for the good of the service."
irrevocably to a socialistic state, from which
racy to the fullest measure ever known to
As for our generation, we cannot hope to
there can be no retreat.
man. It is the system which is always ready
preserve our freedoms, our liberty, our form
If the President is against socialism, I ask
to supply the vital spark needed by the deof government, and the free enterprise syshim to answer these questions:
serving to expand mediocrity into genius.
tem upon which all these depend, unless we
Why does he continue to pressurize ConIt is the system which supplies ·the incentive
restore integrity to government.
gress to adopt socialized medicine? He sent
to every American to start at the bottom and
A government without integrity is a gov•
Oscar Ewing, at public expense, to England
rise to the top.
ernment without confidence or respect.
to get the "low-down" on their socialistic
It is th~ system which enables us with only
Our free enterprise system is based upon
system for propaganda use in the United
6 percent of the world's population to outconfidence in fiscal soundness. Our system
States. If the President does not recognize
produce the rest of the world combined. It
of government by law-not man-is based
that tne British experiment in medicine is
is the system which produces steel, the prime
upon respect for the institutions which adsocialism,
he
could
inform
himself
from
the
requirement
for military defense, at a rate
minister the law.
debates
in
England
during
the
last
election.
of more than 2 tons for every 1 produced by
The newspapers, periodicals, and radio of
The President calls his plan national health
the rest of the world-at a rate of more than
this country themselves are dependent upon
insurance, but it is socialized medicine just
4 tons to every 1 ton produced by Russia.
a cardinal freedom, and even if there were
the same.
I challenge the Socialists to offer a pracno other reason they would be bound to
If the President is against socialism, why
tical substitute for the American system's
assume a position of leadership in the conis he advocating the Brannan plan, which
capacity to hold Russian world aggression
stant vigilance which must be maintained
inevitably means socialized agriculture?
at bay.
over the Federal Government to preserve the
This plan not only would contribute in a
Our free-enterprise system is the greatest
constitutional tenets under which we dehuge way to the bankruptcy of America but
deterrent in the world to Russian aggresveloped into a great Nation fearing only God,
would
create
such
chaos
in
the
production,
sian.
It is this system which is our first
not Federal decrees.
sale, and distribution of food as to make it
line of defense. Our armies, navies, and
For one, I appreciate the service which
necessary for the Government to take over
air forces are merely the tools through which
has been and is being rendered by the inthese functions that must remain competithe strength of this system is applied in
comparable American press. But as I estitive in private hand.s. President Truman and
war.
mate the situation confronting_ us, newsSecretary Brannan are responsible for a NaWith our eyes wide open, will we yield to
papers like the rest of us have never before
tion-wide campaign to force the Brannan
the ever-increasing socialization of those
experienced such responsibilities. We must
plan
through
Congress,
notwithstanding
the
freedoms
and institutions which are vital
restore fiscal responsibility. We must refact that the great farm organizations such
to our democratic free enterprise.
strain centralized power. We must recapas the American Farm Bureau Federation
The thing that is most inflated in Amerture public integrity. These things we must
and the National Grange, as ·well as most of
ica today is the Federal Government. Big
do to protect ourselves from ourselves. Unthe farmers of this country, are bitterly opgovernment costs big money. Inflation is
less we do these things we cannot hope for
posed to this plan. They realize it will be
conceived and born in Washington. Only
strength to protect ourselves, much less half
the end of free enterprise in agriculture.
the Federal Government can spend in unthe world, from Communist aggression.
The only sincere thing Mr. Brannan has
limited amounts. It alone determines the
The essence of freedom, under our Amerisaid
about
the
plan
is
that
he
could
not
estivalue of money and the extent of credit, becan democracy, lies in our system of checks
mate the cost of it. Testifying before a
cause it alone is legally empowered to do
and balances. Within the Federal Governcommittee of Congress, he gave this glowing
so. A Federal bond is a first mortgage on
ment, checks and balances are provided
picture of what the Brannan plan would doall the property owned by every American
through a 3-branch system-the executive,
reduce the cost of food to the consumer, pay
citizen.
the legislative and the judicial. Beyond this·,
the farmers a high profit for what they proToday we have conditions confronting us
still other checks and balances are provided
duce-but he did not fill in the gap by telling
such as we have never before experienced.
in our system of State and local governhow
the
Federal
Government
could
obtain
We
are faced with the threat of war, and
ments, which lie closest to individual citizens
the vast sums necessary to pay for the dif·
this may continue for many, many years.
from whom all governmental power and auAll the world is looking to us for leaderthority is derived. Our democracy has been·. , ference between food at low cost to the consumer and high prices to the farmer.
ship and money, more especially the latter.
given vitality by our system of competitive
free enterprise, which, to this point, has
If President Truman is opposed to social·
There has never been a time when we
made us, through individual initiative, the
1sm, why is he advocating another extension
should exercise greater wisdom in mapping
greatest Nation on earth. I stand for this
of socialized. housing?
our course. We should tighten our belts for
system, with the absolute minimum of govThese three proposall alone would mean
the long, hard pull ahead. Until world
ernmental shackles. Our four foundation
socialization of your health, your food, and
conditions change it would be tragic if we
stones are freedom of religion, freeqom of .~ .:the roof over yo~ l;_lead.!.-~ time permltte~- did not maintain an adequate world mill- .
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tary power. We must keep ahead of Russia
in military invention and scientific progress. This I believe we are doing. Our Air
Force must be overwhelming as compared to
Russia. We must continue to control the
seas. Our Army must be adequate.
We can only do these things providing
we require more efficiency and less waste
and the complete elimination of nonessential spending.
We must likewise do our share to arm our
allies who are menaced as we are. Common
prudence should compel us to husband
our resources to meet whatever contingency
the future may bring forth.
I do not concede that either democracy
or free enterprise, or any other American
freedom has run the course of its usefulness in the world. They have been worth
fighting for in the past against both economic and military chaUenge, and I do not
concede that they were any dearer to those
who have fought and won before than they
are to us today. The battle lines are drawn.
The forces of freedom in America need recruits.
Short of total war our Federal Budget
must be balanced. We at home must not
ask for pet Federal appropriations but demand that the President and the Congress
k_e ep the Federal spending within the ability
of the people to pay. Let us all recognize
that we cannot pyramid deficit after deficit
on an existing Federal debt of $260,000,000,000 and survive as a democracy.
Once the American dollar goes down, we
will enter an age of international darkness.
It is the only currency that everybody, everywhere in the world, has confidence in.
Those who, willfully or otherwise, would
destroy the American system would destroy
the freedoms of people everywhere. Today,
we alone are bearing the standard.
What nation can carry it if we fail? Without its light, freedom and progress would
perish from the earth. We must not fail.
Without American solvency there would
be no deterrent to communism abroad. In
the existing circumstances it is no exaggeration to say that there is literally nothing
on earth more important than the preservation of the fiscal and moral integrity of
the Federal Government of the United States
of America, and the freedoms upon which
our Republic was founded.
Always let us remember that human free ..
dom is not a gift to man: It is an achieve ..
ment by man, and, as it was gained by vigt..
lance and struggle, so it may be lost by indifference and supineness.

Socialization by the Back Door
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives an editorial which appeared
in the March 24, 1952, edition of the
Tribune-Herald, Casper, Wyo. The.edi ..
to rial follows:
SOCIALIZATION BY THE BACK DOOR

The House Appropriations Committee pared
$43,000,000 from the $224,000,000 budgeted
!or the Reclamation Bureau, and made plain
it was against approving funds for any new
construction. Commissioner Michael Straus
said that unless such funds were. included

the Bureau would be essentially out of business by 1956. The committee might have
had that in mind.
Reclamation has become a peg on which
to hang a vast, public power program now
clearly aimed at nationalization of the electric power industry. That. is socialism by
the back door.
With the success already won, public power
advocates in Government have set themselves in defiance of Congress and the law.
There is no legal basis on which Government
can directly enter the field of private enterpr~se.
By any reasoned interpretation, its
development of power is limited to that
available as a byproduct of irrigation, navigation, and flood-control works.
But the power bloc has moved steadily
ahead, stretching_ every legal authorization,
until now it boldly asserts responsibility even
in developments designed solely for power
production and which have no other uses.
Thus its bid for authority in expansion· of
the Niagara Falls facility and in the construction of steam plants to meet demands
above the capacity of hydroelectric installations in the Northwest.
Congress has been both misinformed and
gullible. Projects that end up costing scores
of m111ions are initiated on a very modest
basis. The ever-recurring plea is that new
funds must be provided to ~void loss of
money already spent. Not only are projects
misrepresented in their scope, but the clear
intent of Congress is frequently defied in the
expanding operation.
If Congress is now ready to call a halt, it
is . an action to be widely supported, in that
it not only strikes out at the socializers but
offers the means to begin paring down
bureaucracy and the threatening powers of
big Government.

Freedom of the Press and the United
Nations
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
· OF

HON. MARGARET CHASE SMITH
OF MAINE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952

Mrs. SMITH of Maine. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD a most
thought-provoking address on the sub·
ject, Freedom of the Press and the
United Nations, delivered by the Senator
from Ohio [Mr. BRICKER] before the Blue
Pencil Club, in Columbus, Ohio, on May
18, 1952.

There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS AND THE UNITED
NATIONS

(Address by Hon. JOHN W. BRICKER, of Ohio)
The United Nations is attempting to impose universal thought control. That is the
terrifying conclusion which the American
newspaper and legal professions draw from
various U. N. proposals concerned with freedom of information. The most dangerous
of t.hese proposals is the U.N. draft Covenant
on Human Rights.
The United Nations Organization was born
in 1945. No international organization
started life in more auspicious circumstances, with a greater potential for doing
good, or with less quarreling among the diplomatic midwives in attendance. But now,
at the early age of 6, and in spite of some
worth-while achievements, the U. N. seems
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destined for an early demise. I am not one
of those who would permit the U. N. to die
without seeking a cure for its illness. The
U. N. will not be cured by a Coue tyiJe of
propag_anda which repeats ad nauseam that
the patient was never healthier. At the
other extreme are those who seek to restore
the U. N. to health by increasing the dosage
of nostrums which are the cause of its illness.
My diagnosis of the United Nations, which
I assure you has not been casual, is that it
is suffe!ing from a disease which afflicts every
bureaucracy. It is an insatiable lust for
power. When this disease infects a national bureaucracy, the people, assuming
they are free, use the sovereign remedy of
the ballot. The power ambitions of our own
bureaucracy are curbed in countless ways
by our Constitution and by the rights and
the machinery which it prescribes for keeping power in the people. While the American people are able to curb bureaucratic ehcesses, they have no right to withdraw from
the Government to which they are subject.
With an international organization it is different. The U. N. is a voluntary association
of sovereign states. Withdrawal is an available remedy and one which will be used
ultimately by ourselves and others in response to repeated usurpations of power.
Therefore, if you believe, as I do, that the
United Nations can perform a vital role in
easing world tensions, you will do every ..
thing within your power to keep the inter..
national bureaucrats in command from exceeding their authority.
The United Nations grab for power has
appeared in two closely allied forms. First,
the U. N. has generally disregarded the provisions of article 2, paragraph 7, of its Charter. In the absence of article 2 (7) the
United States Senate would not have approved our membership in the U. N. That
article prohibits the U. N. from interfering
in matters essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction of its members. Secondly, the
U.N. regards all media for the dissemination
of knowledge and information as instruments for the promotion of its utopian
ideals. The multilateral treaty is the mechanism for achieving these illegitimate ends.
The treatment accorded to freedom of the
press in the U.N. draft Covenant on Human
Rights is the best example of this dangerous
trend.
American newspapers have concentrated
their fire on article 14 of the draft Covenant.
Paragraph 3 of that article authorizes governments to impose undefined penalties, liab111ties, and restrictions on the press in the
following vaguely defined circumstances:
"(if necessary) for the protection of national
security, public order, safety, health, or
morals, or of the rights, freedoms, or reputations of others."
If there is any suppression of information
which cannot be justified under such language, I do not know what it might be.
Indla, during the time she was represented
on the Human Rights Commission, amended
her constitution to permit seizure of newspapers whtch endanger public order by
criticizing foreign governments. No lawyer
would like to try to prove that the confiscation of La Prensa was not necessary for the
protection of Peron's reputation. The words
"national security," as President Truman's
censorship order of last year shows, can be
used to draw an iron curtain around almost
every species of information embarrassing to
the party in power. To say that a free press
does not imperil the "national security, public order, (or) safety" of a Communist dictatorship is to deny its fundamental purpose. To permit the press to be controlled
on such grounds is a legalization of tyranny.
Disregarding the effect of the draft Covenant
on liberty of the press in America, it is
sickening to see representatives of the United
States voting in the U. N. to sanction the
oppression of people less fortunate than we.
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tionist, old or new. But neither his demonThe State Department admits on occasion
strated legal wisdom nor his splendid service
that the draft Covenant is an inferior prod·
in the Senate and in the State Department
uct in comparison with our own Constitution. The Covenant is defended on the · will save him from the isolationist label if
he fails to hew to the U. N. party line. ·
ground that it establishes minimum stand·
ards of freedom. The fallacy in this · arguRunning through all the United Nations
press proposals is the idea that newspapers
ment is that the Constitution of the United
should be obliged to further the activities
States was intended to set minimum stand·
of the United Nations in political, social, and
ards of freedom. Any lower standard is an
economic fields. The U.N. draft Convention
open invitation to tyranny. We cannot cal·
on Freedom of Information is the best exlously disregard the unalienable rights of
ample of this desire to make the press an
other peoples without renouncing all claim
instrument of United Nations policy. Artlto that moral leadership upon which the
cle 5 of the draft convention obligates each
peace of the world and the cause of human
state to take steps to insure that the press
liberty may well depend.
report facts in the following manner: "with·
By approving the proposed Human Rights
out prejudice and 'in their proper context and
Covenant we . would not export freedom.
to make comments without malicious inWould we import tyranny? In my judg·
tent and thereby to
ment, and in the judgment of most Ameri·
"(d) Counteract the dissemination of false
can lawyers who have studied the problem,
or distorted reports which offend the nathe answer is "yes."
tional dignity of peoples or promote hatred
The State Department has two defenses to
the charge that the draft Covenant would de·
or prejudice against other states, or against
persons or groups of different race, language,
stroy freedom of the press in· America. The
religion, or philosophical conviction."
first is that any national standard of freedom
of the press which is above that set by arThese are beautiful word3. They express
ticle 14 of the draft Covenant is recognized
laudable objectives. But these objectives
and preserved by article 18. Both article 14
can be achieved only through the operation
and article 18 appear in part II of the
of a free press. When governments underCovenant. Now let me read to you the joker
take to regulate the press in order to elimtucked away in article 2, paragraph 1: "In
inate newspaper reports which are false, disthe case of a state of emergency officially
torted, or prejudicial, or which endanger
proclaimed by the authorities • • • a state
friendly relations with other nations, they
may have a sincere desire to develop a permay take measures derogating • • • from
fect press. Nevertheless, the authority to
its obligations under • • • part II of· this
perfect newspaper reporting leads sooner
Covenant."
or later to despotism. For example, a pubTo . my mind, the most shocking incident
lisher in Peru was sent to jail for reprinting
which followed the seizure of the steel inan article from Life magazine which dealt
dustry was Mr. Truman's refusal to deny
harshly with Eva Peron. Tne publisher was
that his so-called inherent, emergency powconvicted because his action was found to
ers might extend to newspapers and radio
endanger friendly relations between Argenstations. The draft Covenant would give
tina and Peru. That is the sort of action
the President the power which Mr. Truman
which would be legalized by the draft Conwas reluctant to assert at his worst of all
vention on Freedom of Information.
press conferences.
The final defense position of the State DeThe State Department, I am happy ,to report, has denounced the proposed Convenpartment is that the Supreme Court would
tion on Freedom of Information. In my
invalidate any provision of any treaty which
judgment, however, the vague provisions of
authorizes what the Constitution forbids.
the Human Rights Covenant can be used
During the past year I have explained many
to place the press under the same type of
times how a literal interpretation of the
governmental control.
Constitution would permit a treaty to super·
A third u. N. press proposal is the Con•
sede its wise prohibitions. Leaders of the
vention
on Gathering and International
American Bar Association have studied these
Transmission of News and Right of Correccomplex issues of international and consti·
tion. This convention establishes the printutional law for more than 4 years. They,
ciple that correspondents have a duty to
and the overwhelming majority of associareport facts "without discriminati-on and
tion members, agree that there exists a con·
thereby to promote respect for human rights
stitutional loophole which must be promptly
and fundamental freedoms." The convenand resolutely plugged. It is true that the
tion also recognizes for the first time that
Supreme Court might subject a treaty to the
a foreign government has a right to enlist
same constitutional test as an act of Conthe support of the Government of the United
gress. However, this remains an undecided
States in seeking the correction of wnat it
question of constitutional law since no prodeems to be false or distorted reports by
vision of any treaty in the history of the
American newspapers. Here again, we have
United States has ever been held unconsti·
noble aspirations couched in beautiful lantutional.
guage
designed to develop a more perfect
The remedy, of course, is to amend the
press. The newsgathering convention is
Constitution to make certain that no treaty
less objectionable_than the two treaties prewill undermine the freedoms of the Ameri·
viously mentioned because its teeth are not
can people. On February 7 of this year, 58
as many or as sharp. Nevertheless, there
other Senators joined with me in introducis mucp opposition to this convention on
ing such an amendment. Hearings on my
the
part of those newspapers and correproposed amendment, Senate Joint Resolu·
spondents who are its intended beneficiaries.
tion 130, will begin next Wednesday before
The fourth U.N. press document takes the
a subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Comform of a universal code of journalistic ethics.
mittee. The American Bar Association has
It is not a treaty. It is aU. N. recommendarecommended an amendment having the
tion which, like the· Universal Declaration of
same general purpose. The reaction of Mrs.
Human Rights, is intended to have only
Roosevelt and like-minded persons has been
moral force. Therefore, the U. N. code of
about what I expected. The majority in the
press ethics will not be submitted to the SenAmerican Bar Association and I are de·
ate for its approval. Article 4 of this code of
scribed as new isolationists.
ethics declares that it is the duty of those
Our efforts to plug a dangerous loophole
who describe and comment upon events rein the Constitution are described as a new
lating to a foreign country to acquire the
form of isolationism aimed at wrecking the
necessary knowledge of such country which
United Nations. It was most reassuring,
will enable them to report and comment
therefore, to read a recent speech by Mr. John
acc.urately and fairly thereon. Now this is an
Foster Dulles in which he pointed out that
excellent principle and one to which no
the treaty-making power was capable of al·
tering the Constitution. So far as I know,
reputable newspaperman wm take exception.
Mr. Dulles has not been called an isola·
However, the attempt to translate these fine

principles into treaty obligations enforced by
the government must be resisted 1f the press
is to remain free.
·
The acquisition of knowledge is closely re~
lated to the dissemination of information.
It is not surprising, therefore, to find the
U. N. forging chains for education which are
similar to those designed for the press. Ar·
ticle 28, paragraph 7, of the U. N. draft
Covenant on Human Rights provides in
part: "(Education) shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among
all nations, racial, ethnic or religious groups,
and shall further the activities of the United
Nations for the maintenance of peace and
enable all persons to participate effectively
in a free society."
What I have just read might be described
as the expected fruits of freedom of education. But whenever government is vested
with power to attain these humanitarian
goals by compulsion, the slave-labor camps
and the gas chamber are not far distant.
The draft Covenant presents us with a choice
between freedom of education and a more
perfect education promised by the government. No one will deny, for example, that
one of the purposes of education should be
to enable all persons to participate effec·
tively in a free society. Freedom is imperiled, however, at the very moment this
objective becomes the exclusive responsibility of any national government or any
international organization. Sooner or later,
the minister of education will be one who
believes with Dr. Conant that private and
parochial schools are undemocratic, and that
only state-controlled schools advance effective participation in a free society.
You who have a special interest in main·
taining freedom of the press are confronted
by a tremendous job of public education.
Thousands of sincere, honest, and well-in·
tentioned people have endorsed the U. N.'s
treaty-making ambitions. They have endorsed these treaties without critical examination of the flowery phrases. Without this
support on the part of warm-hearted humanitarians, the State Department would be
forced to quit using the inalienable rights
of the American people as items of barter
and compromise in treaty negotiations.
One of the basic faults of American foreign
policy is thoroughly examined in the book
American Diplomacy, written by our new
Ambassador to Moscow, George F. Kennan.
Mr. Kennan points out the disastrous consequences which flow from "the legalisticmoralistic approach to international problems." He explains the danger of abandoning the national interest as a determinant of
foreign policy. He explodes the fuzzy ideal·
ism which seeks to impose on the peoples of
the world a universal law when they have no
common political, economic, or spiritual
values. Ambassador Kennan has paid the
usual penalty for deviating from the U. N.
party line. His scholarly thinking has been
described by the Washington Post as "the
new isolationism."
The great majority of American newspa·
pers have not been deceived by the pretty
language in the U. N. documents dealing
with freedom of information. They have
relentlessly exposed the traps which are concealed in pious verbiage. I cannot better
summarize my remarks today than by quoting from the report adopted by the American
Newspaper Publishers Association at its convention last month:
"It might not be inapropos to quote Alice
in Wonderland at this time because the
world we are living in has something of the
Wonderland quality. Most of the documents
are filled with 'the very best words,' just as
the Mad Hatter's watch was oiled with 'the
very best butter.' Nevertheless, the watch
stopped. So with these codes, covenants,
and conventions. They are undoubtedly
filled with high-sounding language. Nevertheless, our freedoms may be impaired by
their use."
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Happenings in Washington
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD the text of
program No. 60, entitled "Happenings in
Washington." It is one of a series of
broadcasts by me to the people of Pennsylvania.
There being no objection, the text of
the broadcast was ordered to be printed
i~ the REcoRD, as follows:
HAPPENINGS IN WASHINGTON-PROGRAM NO. 60
This is EDWARD MARTIN speaking to you
from the Nation's Capital and bringing you
another discussion of Happenings in Washington.
In a recent broadcast, I told you something
about loose Government spending and waste
of your tax dollars. I explained that such
waste and unnecessary spending runs into
billions of dollars. I pointed out how the
people's money is squandered each year by
Federal Government agencies in thousands of
different forms.
Since then I've received numerous letters
from Pennsylvanians asking for more details.
So I shall devote this talk to a further report.
At no time should the people's tax money
be scattered around-like corn being tossed
to chickens in a barnyard.
And least of all, at a critical time like the
present, when the national treasury is plunging deeper and deeper in the red. With taxes
at an all-time high as they are today, reckless
and extravagant use of the public money
should not be allowed to continue.
_
But, unfortunately, such a situation does
continue.
The Wash_ington bureaucracy
will never-of its own free will-halt this
long continuing binge with your money.
No matter how high taxes are pushed, no
matter how much the Federal revenues are
increased, the bureaucrats will find a way
to spend it all-and more. They never seem
to have enough.
It's no longer a question of whether we
want to reduce spending.
When we fin<:t the high cost of big government, through excessive taxation and a
crushing debt, bringing us closer each year to
national bankruptcy and threatening to
destroy American free enterprise, it's time
to call a halt.
There's no doubt about it-we can be
destroyed from within and at the present
rate we are rushing headlong into that
danger.
So we-all of us-must work together to
force these hit-and-run spenders to put on
the brakes.
The first step is to turn the bright light of
publicity upon them and keep it there.
The second step is for the public to demand economy and to prove that it means
what it says. Only then will you get the
relief which is so important to you and to
every other American.
At meetings of Senate committees and on
the floor of the Senate, I have spoken and
fought and voted for economy, I intend to
continue doing so. I shall also continue,
from time to time, to point out what is
taking place among Washington's hit-andrun spenders.
One of the troubles is that we are unable
to think in terms of billions of dollars.
But we can get a clearer understanding of
what Federal debt and spending mean if we
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reduce these multibillion dollar items down
The same survey turned up the fact tliat
to the individual and the average family.
the Army has over 2,500 officers on active
Here is how it figures out:
duty- who are already lawyers-many with
Our debt is approximately $260,000,000,considerable experience-but who are not be·
000. That comes to $1,700 for every man,
ing used at all for legal work.
woman and child in America. It means a
The Navy has over 800 active-duty oftlcers
mortgage of $6,800 on the average family of
who ai'e lawyers, none of whom is assigned
four.
to legal work.
The Marine Corps has over 120 oftlcers on
The interest on that debt alone amounts
active duty who are lawyers but not doing
to more than $6,000,000,000 a year, or nearly
any legal work.
$200 on the average for every family in
There you have more than 3,400 trained
America.
and
qualified lawyers, yet the armed services
The $85,000,000,000 budget proposed for
send 87 men to law school and you pay the
the next fiscal year, if adopted in its enbill.
tirety, would mean a cost of about $2,200
The oftlce of the Judge Advocate General
for the average family in taxes and addiof the Navy told the investigators who probed
tional debt.
this matter that it costs the taxpayers $15,Remember also that the Federal revenues
000 a year to keep one oftlcer in law school.
next year will be $14,000,000,000 short of the
On the basis of that figure sending these
budget figure. That means more deficit fi87 men through law school for the regular
nancing. It will push the national debt
3-year course will cost you, the taxpayer,
right up to the $275,000,000,000 limit fixed
$3,715,000. That money could be saved by
by law.
But here I am talking about billions · utilizing only 87 of the 3,400 trained lawyers
now available to the Army and the Navy.
again. It's hard to escape that kind of
It is impossible to estimate how many milthinking these days. A simple way of figurlions are being wasted by the army of soing it out is this: Every time the Governcalled information specialists who pour out
ment spends $1,000,000,000, it represents an
tons of propaganda to support the admin·
average cost of $7 to every man, woman, and
istration's program in every Federal departchild in America. That includes those on
ment.
relief and all others who pay no direct taxes
Thousands of these press agents are on
at all.
the payroll and, for the most part, are only
Now let us see where some of the money
purpose they serve is to squander the pubgoes.
lic funds on expensively printed pamphlets,
One of the greatest sources of waste in the
bulletins, and releases, most of which land
Federal Government occurs in manpower
in waste baskets all over the country.
and personnel. In addition to the millions
Even political propaganda goes out from
in military uniform, ther·e are now more
some agencies at Government expense, disthan 2,500,000 civilians on Federal payrolls
guised
as official business, postage-free.
at a cost of $10,500,000,000 a year.
Let me give you one example: Just the
And still the Federal bureaucracy is not
other day I received a letter from a public·
satisfied. It demands bigger and bigger payspirited woman who is the librarian of a
rolls all the time.
Pennsylvania law library. She writes as folThe agencies compete for personnel.
lows:
They fight each other for it. They actually
"In the morning mail I received a pamsend out high-powered recruiting teams to
phlet in an expensive white envelope which
tour all parts of the United States. For
I think is of interest to you in the present
example, there are teams out all the time
controversy between the Government and
seeking stenographers, typists, and other
the steel industry. The envelope is franked,
clerical workers.
the sender being the Office of Price Stabili·
Does this startle ·you a little bit? It
zation, region 3, Commercial Trust Building,
should.
Fifteenth
and Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
Let me address myself for just a moment
2, Pa. It is marked 'oftlcial business.'
to the people of Uniontown, Pa. Do you
"The 8-page pamphlet enclosed is an exknow that during one short period in 1951
pensive piece of photographic printing, on
no fewer than four different recruiting
very nice paper, measuring 8¥2 by 10%
teams--each representing a different Fedinches. The cover reads, 'The People's
eral agency-were in Uniontown trying to
Stake-Stabilization and Steel Prices, Oftlce
sign up typists and stenographers to work
of
Price Stabilization, Oftlce of Public In•
in Washington?
formation,'
·
This is happening over and over every
"On the back page, lower right corner, i1
month, every week, in various parts of the
an extra small notation 'United States Gov.
country. The crack recruiting teams are
ernment Printing Oftlce, 1952.'
out to build up the Federal payrolls.
"The pamphlet contains one small and
But my fellow Pennsylvanians, there are
five half-page graphs. It is strong propano teams of experts canvassing these agen.
ganda
in favor of the Government's position
cies in the interest of economy. There are
in the dispute with the steel industry."
no teams of experts working through the
I'm still reading from the librarian's let•
departments for ways to save you money
ter. She writes:
and get you a dollar's worth of service for
"I quote the following italicized section
each dollar of taxes.
from page 2: 'Steel profits are so high that
There is no competition among the Fedthe industry could absorb more than twice
eral departments to see which can operate
the cost of the proposed wage increase withmost efficiently and provide the public with
out
reducing earnings low enough to take
the best service for the least money.
them out of the excess-profits-tax bracket'.'!
There is only duplication and overlapping
Again she quotes from the pamphlet:
of functions and a mad scramble to get more
"Giving in to steel with an arbitrary price
and more people on the payrolls.
increase could throw our economy into a
Let me tell you of another type of waste.
dizzy spiral of ever higher prices, wages, and
A recent official survey disclosed that the
costs. The damage to the stabilization proArmed Forces had sent 87 commissioned oftlgram would be irreparable. The cost to the
cers-all on active duty-to civilian law
public would be inexcusable."
schools. These men are going to school at
The librarian continues in her letter:
Government expense, to get law degrees, so
"We are all so famil1ar with the difficulties
they can do legal work for the Army and the
of having to deal with the administrative
Navy.
agencies, and the constantly repeated state•
Well, you might say, the Armed Forces
have legal problems. Naturally, they need
ment that they do not maintain mailing
trained lawyers for such work.
lists for the releases and rulings which concern those who must represent clients be·
What's wrong with sending these oftlcers
to law school?
fore those agencies. This is particularly true
of the OPS, this being the first mailing of
I'll tell you what's wrong with this picture,
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any kind I have ever had from them. But,
Eisenhower and Senator TAFT ·are running in spite of the fact that their appropriations _ neck and neck so far as solidly pledged votes
do not embrace funds for ma111ng lists, and
are concerned. Some eager partisans on both
supposedly not for propaganda purposes
sides still claim that their man has a comeither, we now get this expensive bit of high- . manding lead and that the prize is pracpowered propaganda for the position which
tically in the bag, but this is the sort of
the Government has maneuvered itself into
wishful thinking that ·is ever a part of the
in this steel controversy."
great game of politics.
Eisenhower is strongest along and near the
That is the end of the librarian's letter.
Atlantic seaboard-as his extremely impresAnd I assure you that it describes only one
of thousands of similar cases of high pressive victory in Massachusetts demonstrated.
sure propaganda that goes out every day
TAFT, on the other hand, pulls his greatest
weight in the Midwest and parts of the
and you are paying for it.
Another source of waste which could be
South. The Eisenhower camp was particularly elated by the fact that he attracted
cut down is the free and easy use of Govmany Democratic voters in the Bay State
ernment motor vehicles. The civilian agenprimary. This, they argue, should be the
cies operate about 90,000 automobiles and
clincher, on the grounds that no GOP cantrucks in the continental United States.
One Washington agency recently discovered
didate can win the presidency without cutting deep into the ranks of the Democrats
it was much cheaper to send its personnel
and independent voters.
around town on business in taxicabs than
In any event, nothing has been decided.
to maintain its expensive fleet of chauffeurIt is perfectly possible, for example, though
driven cars.
not probable, that by convention time either
It could save still more by discovering that
TAFT or Eisenhower could have enough delethere are busses and trolleys in Washington.
gates (603) to get the nomination on the
At present there is legislation in Congress
first ballot. It is also perfectly possible that
to consolidate the Government-owned cars
into central interagency pools.
they would be so nearly equal in strength as
to make the nomination of either impossible,
If that bill goes through, the Governand so force the choice of someone else. This
ment will be able to operate efficiently with
last possibility however, now seems very una lot fewer than 90,000 passenger cars and
likely.
trucks. Millions of dollars a year can be
One other candidate will have a sizable
saved in cost and upkeep.
bloc of delegates when the convention conI should like to mention only briefly at
venes. That candidate is Governor Warren,
this time the matter of surplus property
with his 70 California and 6 Wisconsin votes.
disposal. This is a big subject, deserving
These votes represent powerful trading manot one but several speeches to do it justerial. Governor Warren is making an agtice. I don't need to remind you that bilgressive effort to capture Oregon's 18 delelions and billions of dollars' worth of supgates in the May 16 primary. The forecast
plies were dumped after World War II for
is that he will get a substantial popular vote,
very small fractions of their value and that
but that Eisenhower will get the delegates.
the loss to the taxpayers was staggering.
There is one facet to this race that has
I don't need to remind you that in many
some cool heads worried. Bitterness is beinstances, after supplies and equipment
ginning to appear among both TAFT and
were sold for 5 or 6 cents on the dollar, the
Eisenhower supporters. There is a tendency
Government bought back the same goods at
to get down into the political mud and start
tremendous profits to the private owners.
slinging it. The cool heads believe that the .
Nor do I have to recall to you that at the
respective campaigns for the nomination
very time some agencies of Government were
should be conducted on a high political level,
selling surplus property at ridiculous prices;
as political levels go. First of all, they say,
other agencies were purchasing the identiboth General and Senator are obviously men
cal items from manufacturers at many times
of the highest character, sincerity and pathe price obtained for the surplus.
triotism. You can disagree with their views,
These things are still happening today.
but you can hardly call them cheap run-ofWe seem to be going through the same
the-mill politicians. Secondly, the argument
cycle again.
runs,
the highest possible degree .of unity
A vigilant public, a vigilant Congress, and
among anti-administration forces will be
an economy-minded executive department of
needed if a GOP victory is to be won in
Government can stop this waste.
November, and this unity could be seriously
This is ED MARTIN speaking to you from
undermined by mud-slinging between the
the Nation's Capital. I will be with you
TAFT and Eisenhower backers. As for the two
again in 2 weeks. Thank you for your
men
personally, it certainly isn't to be exattention.
pected that they will go in for dirty fighting.
The Democrats are in a pickle. The professionals within the party don't want Senator KEFAUVER, but he has swamped the field
The Presidential Campaigns
in the primaries. They like Governor Stevenson, an able man with a fine record, but he
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
has shown no inclination to seek the nomiOF
nation and he is not well known nationally.
Administration men were strong for Senator KERR, but he has shown no ability to obtain widespread popular support.
OF MAINE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

HON. MARGARET CHASE SMITH

Tuesday, May 27, 1952
Mrs. SMITH of Maine. Mr. President,
there is much food for thought in an
editorial in the May 15, 1952, issue of the
Madison <Maine) Bulletin. It makes
good reading and it makes good sense.
I ask unanimous consent that it be inserted in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
The struggle for the Republican presiden ..
tlal nomination has really become a horse
race, to · all practical purposes. General

Voting Record of Senator Brewster on
Veterans' Legislation

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STYLES BRIDGES
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, on be•
half of the senior Senator from Maine

[Mr. BREWSTER] I ask unanimous con ..
sent to have printed in the Appendix of
the RECORD his voting record on veterans'
legislation .from the time he entered
Congress in 1934.
There being no objection, the record
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
The record of Senator OWEN BREWSTER, of
Maine, from the time he entered Congress
in 1934 in support of legislation of concern
to veterans.
FIRST YEAR IN CONGRESS (1935)
1935, March 21, on question of substitution of Patman inflation bonus bill for Vinson (Legion) bonus bill: No.
1935, March 22, on motion to recommit
amended bill and bring out Vinson (Legion)
bill, as reported to House: Yes.
1935, March 22, passage of amended Vin ..
son bill: Yes.
1935, May 22, over veto, Vinson bonus bill,
amended: Yes.
SECOND YEAR IN CONGRESS (1936)
1936, January 10, passage of Vinson (Legion) bonus bill: Yes.
1936, January 22, House concurred in Sen•
ate amendments: Yes.
1936, January 24, House overrides veto,
Vinson (Legion) bonus bill: Yes.
1936, May 11, passage relief appropriation
bill: Yes.
THIRD YEAR IN CONGRESS (1937)
1937, June 1, term insurance bill, over
veto: Yes.
FOURTH YEAR IN CONGRESS (1938)
1938, May 12, passage of emergency relief
bill: Yes.
FIFTH YEAR IN CONGRESS (1939)
1939, February 3, extending Dies commit·
tee until 1940, passed: Yes.
1939, February 15, appropriations for national defense, President's recommendations
of January 12, 1939, passed: Yes.
1939, May 1, H. R. 5452, to provide certain
benefits for the World War veterans and their
dependents, and for other purposes, passed:
Yes.
1939, May 5, H. R. 5643, for the detention of
certain aliens pending grant of passports or
other departure arrangements, passed: Yes.
SIXTH YEAR IN CONGRESS (1940)
Emergency national defense program

1940, May 24, to expedite the strengthening
of the national defense: Yes.
1940, May 28, to expedite naval shipbuild·
lng and for other purposes: Yes.
1940, May 28, to authorize the construction
or acquisition of naval aircraft, the construction of certain public works: Yes.
(NOTE.-On . May 13, 1940, H. R. 9000 the
widows and orphans bill passed the House
without a record vote. Congressman BREWSTER was one of the 218 Members to sign
the petition forcing this bill to the floor and
voted for its passage.)
SEVENTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS
January 28, 1942, Vandenberg amendment
to S. 2208 (war powers extension bill), providing free postage privileges to all military
and naval personnel in United States, including members at training centers, agreed
to, 74 yeas, 3 nays, 19 not voting: Yes.
March 30, 1942, S. 2025, pay and allowances
of personnel, passed, 73 yeas, 0 nays, 23 not
voting: Yes.
June 11, 1942, S. 2025, conference report
containing $50 monthly base pay for Armed
Forces, agreed to: Yes.
August 25, 1942, H. R. 7416-Absentee voting, passed, 47 yeas, 5 nays, 44 not voting:
Yes.
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SEVENTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS
1952 Campaign of United Jewish Appeal
October 6, 1943, Johnson amendment to
S. 762 (to increase Servicemen's Dependents _
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Allowance Act of 1942) adopted, 78 yeas,
OF
1 nay, 17 not voting: Yes.
March 24, 1944, S. 1767, GI bill of rights
for World War II veterans, passed, 50 yeas,
_OF NEW YORK
0 nays, 46 not voting: Yes.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
SEVENTY-NINTH -CONGRESS
July 23, 1946, H. R. 4051, Ball amendment
Tuesday, May 27, 1952
to deduct amount of mustering-out pay pre.;.
Mr. IVES. Mr. President: I ask unaniviously received from terminal-leave pay,
mous consent to have printed in the Aprejected, 67 nays, 12 yeas, 17 not voting. Lependix of the RECORD the text of a stategion was against this amendment: No.
ment by Gov. Thomas E. Dewey praisEIGHTIETH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION
ing and strongly endorsing the 1952 camJuly 19, 1947, redemption of terminal leave
paign of the United Jewish Appeal.
bonds bill (H. R. 4017) : Yes.
There being no objection, the stateVote on passage of bill to amend the
ment was ordered to be printed in the
Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946, to provide
that bonds issued under such act shall be
RECORD, as follows:
redeemable in cash at any time after SepSTATEMENT BY GOVERNOR DEWEY, MAY 20,
tember 1, 1947. Passed, 85 yeas, 0 nays, 10
1952
not voting: Yes.
As the 1~52 campaign of the United JewJuly 19, 1947, Spanish-American War and
ish Appeal enters its most active phase, I
Civil War pensions bill (H. R. 3961) : Yes.
should like to express the sincere hope that
Vote on passage of bill to increase by 20
this great humanitarian cause will this year
percent the service pensions to Spanishagain have the wholehearted and generous
American War and Civil War veterans and
support of the people in our State. I note
their dependents. Passed, 71 yeas, 0 nays,
with pride that in the past 6 years alone
24 not voting: Yes.
New Yorkers have contributed approxiJuly 25, 1947, Veterans' on-farm training
mately $300,000,000 to the UJA.
bill (H. R. 2181): Yes.
In the 13 years of its history the United
Vote on Taft motion to recommit the bill
Jewish Appeal has served as a potent force
to the Committee on Labor and Public
for freedom throughout the world, rescuWelfare, with instructions. Rejected, 31
ing countless victims of fascism and comyeas, 45 nays, 19 not voting: Yes.
munism, finding new homes for them in IsJuly 25, 1947, Veterans' on-the-job trainrael and other free countries, reestablishing bill (S. 1393): Yes.
·
ing many of the war-uprooted in Western
Vote on Taft motion to recommit the bill
Europe, and helping displaced persons arrivto the Committee on Labor and Public Weling on our own shores to rebuild their lives
fare, with instructions. Rejected, 20 yeas,
in dignity and to add their skills to those
57 nays, 18 not voting: Yes.
of the previous generations of immigrants
which have made America strong.
EIGHTIETH CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION
This year approximately 1,000,000 homeApril 7, 1948, Incorporation of Catholic
less and needy Jews in 20 countries look to
War Veterans (S. 1557) : Yes.
the United Jewish Appeal to keep them goVote on Wherry motion that the Senate
ing. In Israel, the United Jewish Appeal
proceed to the consideration of Senate bill
seeks
to meet the urgent requirements for
1557, to incorporate the Catholic War Vetfood,
shelter, and settlement of 120,000 refuerans of the United States of America.
gees due to arrive in 1952, and to aid in the
Agreed to, 33 yeas, 27 nays, 36 not voting:
absorption of many of the 700,000 newcomYes.
ers who have found sanctuary in Israel since
EIGHTY-FIRST CONGRESS
1948. The United Jewish Appeal, having
February 3, . 1950: H. R. 4080-To unify,
brought most of these newcomers into Israel,
consolidate, revise, and codify the Articles
now faces the obligation of helping them to
become integrated so that Israel's generous
of War, the Articles for the Government of
impulse in offering them haven may not end
the Navy, and the disciplinary laws of the
in disaster.
Coast Guard, and to enact and establish a
Out of humanitarian impulses and in our
Uniform Code of Military Justice. Passed,
own self-interest, the United Jewish Appeal
62 yeas, 9 nays, 25 not voting: Yes.
merits
the widest possible participation. It
June 20, 1950, H. R. 6000 passed providing
offers us as individuals the same kind of opadditional Social-security benefits, includportunity, which we have seized as a Nation,
ing a wage credit for World War II veterans:
to strengthen the forces of freedom throughYes.
out the world.
EIGHTY-SECOND CONGRESS
I urge the citizens of our State to support
the current United Jewish Appeal campaign
September 15, 1951, H. R. 3193, pensions
to the fullest possible extent both in the
for blind and helpless veterans (over veto) :
generosity of their gifts and the devotion of
Yes.
their service to this great cause.
October 20, 1951, S. 1864, cars for amputees: Yes.
John Thomas Taylor, former National
Commander of the American Legion, while
Canadian Appreciation of United States
in charge of legislation for the American
Legion wrote: "He has taken a very active
Help
interest in all veterans' legislation and has
been of great help to us at times when we
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
needed it:
OF
"I have found it necessary on various occasions to consult him on legislative situations on a number of our bills and have
OF MAINE
always found his advice sound and appreciative."
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
In 18 years of service Senator OWEN
Tuesday, May 27, 1952
BREWSTER has missed only five roll calls on
Mrs. SMITH of Maine. Mr. President,
legislation of concern to veterans. He has
the Christian Science Monitor recently
supported Legion recommendations 100
reprinted an editorial which was pubpercent.
XCVIII-App.--206
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lished in the Ottawa (Canada) Journal.
The editorial expresses appreciation on
the part of Canada for the help that
the United States has given her. It
should be gratifying to the members of
this legislative body.
I ask unanimous consent that the editorial be inserted in the Appendix of the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MIRROR OF WORLD OPINION; CANADA'S DOLLAR
Almost impossible these days to find a
Canadian newspaper without an editorial or a
statement by somebody crowing over the
fact that our dollar has topped Uncle Sam's.
This crowing is human; understandable.
But before it contin-u es too long or too loudly
it might be well for more of us to ask ourselves why this dollar position has come
about.
Asking ourselves, trying to get an honest,
realistic answer, we would have to admit that
our dollar hasn't topped its Yankee brother
because of anything especially wise or wonderful that we ourselves have done, but actually because of some wise and wonderful
things our American neighbors have done.
After World War II the United States
showed itself to be what England showed itself to be after the Napoleonic wars: a nation
willing to pour out its credit to restore prosperity to the world. Billions were voted by
Congress to be sent all over the earth; so
much that the London Economist wrote that
never before in the world's history had a
great world power shown more of generosity.
Canada's exports grew. They grew because
American gifts to Europe under Marshall aid
enabled Europe to buy Canada's goods; we
were able to sell products of our fields ·and
mines and forests and factories because other
countries, their own prosperity revived, could
buy them.
Later Americans began pouring money into
Canada to invest in our oil and our iron ore,
making possible something which we ourselves had not been able to make possible, or
to make possible, at any rate, so soon-as a
direct consequence our dollar rose above the ·
United States dollar.
To sum up, the eminence of Canada's dollar today is due almost entirely to two things:
1. The fact that the United States has
been accepting its responsibility as the
world's leading creditor Nation, and
2. Pouring surplus funds into Canada for
investment and development.
Hardly something, we suggest, to bring on
our part a nationalistic pride, which at b<...>t
is juvenile.

Christianity's Answer to Communism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN C. STENNIS
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, on
Sunday, May 18, 1952, it was my privilege
to hear the challenging sermon entitled
"Christianity's Answer to Communism,"
delivered at St. John's Church by Dr.
Charles W. Lowry, rector of All Saints'
Episcopal Church, Chevy Chase, Md., and
a-uthor of Communism and Christ. Because I feel that Dr. Lowry's message
holds inspiration and a personal challenge to all Christians everywhere, I consider it worthy of the reading and care-
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behind the iron curtain. The people in consequence have nothing by way of civilized ex·
perience with which to compare the oppres·
sion and degradation of their present exist·
ence. Still another advantage enjoyed by
our adversary is his instinct for propaganda
joined to the most unqualified and the most
highly systematized unscrupulousness known
to man. The doctrine of the big lie and of all
manner of lies was practiced in Moscow before
CHRISTIANITY'S ANSWER TO CoMMUNISM
it was promulgated and flaunted before the
(By Rev. Charles w. Lowry, Ph. D.)
world by Adolf Hitler.
We cannot and will not compete with the
"Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of
Communists in the strategy and tactics of
decision: for the day of the Lord is near
the lie. We must become more teachable
in the valley of decision" (Joel3: 14).
and adept than we have as yet in the field
"He that is not with me is against me"
of propaganda and psychological warfare.
(St. Luke 11: 23).
This past week I made an address in New
Mankind has entered a new valley of the
York and was kept answering questions till
most radical decision. Our race in its on11
o'clock. A keen and attractive American
ward march from primitive and brutish begirl asked me why it is that our American
ginnings, has reached a great turning point.
negotiators at Panmunjom simply sit in
The unmistakable symptom of this condi·
dumb fury at the truce talks while the Comtion is the world civil war in which we are
munists constant ly exploit them as a rostrum
all at this minute engulfed and from which
for
propaganda. "Why don't . we settle
escape is shut off. The chief protagonists
down," she asked, "and reply in kind, read·
in this planetary conflict are Russia and the
ing from the Declaration of Independence,
United States. Both were described with
the Sermon on the Mount, perhaps even from
brilliant acumen by the French observer De
the sayings of Confucius?" This suggestion
Tocqueville in 1835:
impressed me very much and I throw it out,
"There are, at the present time, two great
hoping that it may reach the high places
nations in the world which seem to tend
in the Pentagon and possibly our Board of ·
toward the same end, although they started
Psychological Warfare.
from different points: I allude to the
Now I ask, What is the answer to the terRussians and the Americans.
rible problem which confronts us and the
"All other nations seem to have nearly
world? Is there any answer? Does Chrisreached their natural limits, and only to be
tianity have anything to say to help us?
charged with the maintenance of their
I believe that there is an answer. We
power; but these are still in the act of
must, of course, realize that Christianity is
growth. • • • The Anglo-American rean
abstraction. Only Christians can answer.
lies upon personal interest to accomplish
But they are obligated most deeply to accept
his ends, and gives free scope to the unguided
the present challenge and to give forth a clear
exertions and common sense of the citizens;
and certain sound. I propose a 4-point prothe Russian centers all the authority of sogram as the Christian and the American
ciety in a single arm: the principal instru·
answer. If there are questions raised by this
ment of the former is freedom; the latter,
joining of the words "Christian" and "Amerservitude. Their starting point is different,
ican," I would adopt in reply the words of
and their courses are not the same; yet each
Oliver Cromwell: "If any whosoever think the
of them seems to be marked out by the will
interests of Christians and the nation inconof Heaven to sway the destinies of half the
sistent, I wish my soul may never enter into
globe."
their secrets."
Beside that I am tempted to give you an
First, we must understand communism
amazing prediction written in 1903 by the
better.
We must know what it is. We must
brilliant if melancholy Henry Adams:
digest
its implications. It is ignorance plus
"My statesmanship is still all in China,
thick-headedness that has landed us in the
where the last struggle for power is to come.
present simply fantastic situation.
China is bound to go to pieces, and every
It used to be said whenever Hitler made
year is a long step to the bad. The only
a move, that after all he had laid his whole
country now on the spot is Russia, and it
program out in Mein Kampf. This was only
Russia organizes China as an economical
partly true. In Mein Kampf, Hitler was very·
power the little drama of history will end in
favorable
to Britain and the British Empire.
the overthrow of our clumsy Western civili·
He took also communism as Jewish in origin
zation. We never can compete with Asia.
and as the bitterest enemy of Germany. Hit- ·
• • • In that event I allow until 1950 to
ler, in fact, was a great _improviser and vi·
run our race out."
sionary. He placed emphasis not on realiWhat is the prospect that faces us? It is
ties but on intuition. Stalin by contrast is
not an easy or a pleasant one. The immedicaution personified and is a very slow mover.
ate danger I am not in a position to assess.
But there has never been any question what·
Our ultimate peril, and that of free society
ever about Stalin's views or the proposals of
everywhere, is, I believe, much graver than
communism. The grand blueprint of total
we have yet realized.
world revolution was laid out at the start
We are up against an adversary that is
and published to the world. It has never
highly dynamic. I am widely read in the
been withdrawn. I can find no evidence for
history of the great religious movements of
the apparent belief of the American and
the world. Yet I know of nothing in all hisBritish war leaders that Stalin was a changed
tory to compare with the advance of Marxist
character and that the postwar Communist
communism in 100 years from the garrets of
the capitals of Europe to absolute hegemony
Russia could be expected to abandon the
trend·of 25 years in favor of a liberal course.
over two-fifths of the earth's population and
This may seem like flogging a dead horse, but
a position of entrenched strength and conit is not too clear that the American people
stant m-enace throughout most of the rest
have even yet learned their lesson. I repeat,
of the world.
we must know and digest the facts about
Our adversary has many advantages. One
communism.
is the efficiency and unity which constitute
one aspect at least of absolute and permaNow one or two of the most fundamental
nent dictatorship. Another is the ever-rising . of these facts:
discontent and inflammation of the pasCommunism is a religion. It is an authori·
sions of the submerged masses of mankind.
tarian total religious system. Let me illus·
This condition, incidentally, is a byproduct
trate. The other day in a parish hall I saw
of the triumphs of science in the field of
a rector write up on a blackboard as a basis
communications. Another advantage is the
for a choice of subjects by his people, the
overwhelmingly peasant and illiterate back·
words: "Theology, ethics, evangelism, social
ground of Russia, China, and other countries
gospel."

ful consideration of all Members of the
Congress and of everyone throughout
our great Nation, and I ask unanimous
consent that his timely sermon be
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the sermon
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:

Communism is a circle drawn round the
lot. It is all four of those things. It is a.
theology-that is, an interpretation of the
supreme real developed in a systematic form.
We call this dialectical materialism.
Communism is ethics. It is a doctrine
and motivation of conduct. All conduct
must serve one end-promoting the class
struggle, fomenting social strife, working for
world revolution and world dictatorship of
the proletariat under the iron discipline of
the Communist Party.
Communism is evangelism. It has on ly
one aim as far as people are concerned-to
make Communists and remove those who
resist conversion. It is the most powerful
organized missionary movement in the world
today. In China we see most clearly at the
present time the evangelistical aspect of
communism. There the enterprise of mind·
washing is going on on a vast scale. The
techniques of confession and repentance are
employed as a way of deepening and consoli·
dating conversion.
Then, communism is a s_o cial gospel. It
proclaims a good time coming-a perfectly
Communist or classless society as the climax
of history and the end of evolution. It is
to achieve this that the present order of
things must be utterly smashed. Act u ally
this part of communism is pure illusion, if
not fraud. There is no reason to expect
under communism any withering away of
the state or any diminution of dictatorship
whatever. Rather tyranny begets tyranny,
violence violence, repression repression. But
faith ip. this dream of a perfect world, ap·
propriated by Karl Marx from the Kingdom
of God in the New Testament, is what has
given communism much of its appeal and
power.
Communism today is revealed beyond any
manner of doubt not as progress but as a
movement of brutal and black reaction. It
threatens to reverse the main current of
world history and to carry mankind back behind the Christian Era and behind even the
Caesarism of the late Roman Empire. It rep~ .
resents a throw-back under modern indus·
trial conditions, and with the use of the most
advanced and devilish psychological tech·
niques, to the slave empires of the Egyptian
Pharaohs and the Babylonians. It is re·
vealed as a false religion-the religion
prophesied by the great Russians, Dostoievsky and Tolstoy, who with humanism and
socialism both in mind predicted that
Christianity, the religion of the God-man,
would be supplanted by a new demonic re·
ligion of the man-God. The Christian
symbol for this kind of religion, which in
the New Testament is presented as a kind
of prophecy, is antichrist. In the performance of communism up to this time and in
its even more menacing threat for the future,
we have the most terrible manifestation to
date of the spirit of antichrist.
Second, realism. We must match the im·
pressive realism of the Communist society
with an equally powerful and better balanced realism of our own. This is a matter
of urgent importance. Many Americans are
confused on the relation between realism and
idealism. Many Christians suffer from confusion and inner uncertainty in relation to
this problem.
A few weeks ago I got into conversation
with a merchp,nt who turned out to be also
an active member of one of the largest Protestant churches in Ame::-ica. Our conversation turned to politics and to the issue of
foreign policy. He expressed disagreement
with my thought that the question of our
foreign policy is momentous in the extreme.
He said that he felt all we needed was the
Sermon on the Mount-that he believed that
would take care of all our problems.
This kind of confusion is not only ludi·
crous; it is dangerous. We must be very
clear that Christianty, though it does put
before us as the ideal love in all our rela-
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tions, is not what is known as pacifism. · I
defy anybody to extract from the total teachings of Jesus Chri.:::t a doctrine of absolute
pacifism . Consider these words w;ritten in
the Gospel for one of the Sundays in Lent1 find myself returning to them again and
again to get the feel of their tremendous
realism:
"And if I by Beelzebub cast out devils, by
whom do your sons cast them out? • • •
But if I with the finger of God cast out
devils, no doubt the kingdom of God is come
upon you. When a strong man armed
keepeth his ralace, his goods are in peace;
but when a stronger than he shall come
u pon h im , and overcome him, he t aketh, from
him all his armor wherein he trusted, and
dividet h his spoils."
We face in Soviet communism the toughest
and most systematically calculated rea!:sm
of which history has any record. Beginning
with the re jection of all idealism, all spirituality, all that is not hard; cold fact, communism has developed realism in thought
and action into a scien ce ,and an art. This
exten ds even to the idea of perfect control
on t h e p art of party members of such feelings as resentment and the desire to have
revenge for injury or inE;Ult. Here we have
a st r ange parallelism with the Sermon on
the Mount and the c :1.ristian idea of forgiv.en ess-only the Russians advocate and demand t his not from the motive of love but
from th~ senl'e of the necessity of being objective, and t herefore accurate, in 1..ll pru!:tical judgments.
To m e this realism of the Communists is
extremely int eresting and is a tremendous
challeng;. We must match it with a realism just as strong on the side of the physical
and mat erial, but our realism must be less
one sided, more inclusive, and therefore,
finally, more powerful. From this it follows
that there is one absolute, immediate necessity-the containment of communism. This
containment can be achieved not by military measures alone, but by a proper coordination of military, political, diplomatic,
economic, and psychological factors and
considerations. I put great weight on realism and resolution in applying the doctrine
of containment, for this part of the answer
we must give is like the situation in a forest
fire. The fire must be halted and turned
back or the whole woods will be destroyed.
Third, the revitalization of democracy.
We all agree that this is a crying and fundamental need. We are in a war for freedom
against tyranny and we are not enthusiastic
about our cause. We are in a religious war
and we do not believe strongly in our religion. Wars are won by a successful offensive and we continue to be very much
on the defensive.
Why is this? And what can Christianity
and Christians do about it?
The key to this problem lies in the origin
and nature of democracy. Democracy in
its modern form is not, first, a political
method or form of government. It is a faith
and a spirit. It arose as the child of a Christian mother. It was animated by faith in
God and in man as the child of God. It
expect ed great things of the future because
of this faith. It called forth willing sacrifice
becau se men believed so in God and man
that they were certain democracy was the
wave of the future.
Christianity must prophetically recall our
democracy to its real sources of truth and
power. It must at the same time summon
this Nation to meet courageously and sacrificially its rendezvous with historic destiny.
Our country has the greatest opportunity
ever given a single nation. To it is entrusted the peace of the world and the
future of freemen everywhere. On it depends a new, open, progressive future or a
closed, regimented, frozen, monolithic, universal empire. It was Emerson who a century ago spoke of "great, intelligent, sen sual,
avar lciou s America." So much has flowed
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under the bridge since then. In many ways
we have given a good account of ourselves.
We have suddenly come of age. We have
quickly waked up to find ourselves the most·
powerful Nation in the world. Yet we remain much the same in basic qualities. We
are still "great, intelligent, sensual, avaricious America." Can we become great, intelligent, courageous, unselfish Americaable and ready with mature purpose to
shoulder the burden of a thrilling and
glorious cause?
This is the question we all must face.
Industry and business must face it. Labor
must face it. Leaders in Government and
politics, in the Armed Forces, in the professions must face it. We see the vision, we
believe in God and in ourselves, we embrace
with manly joy the hour of opportunity, we
win a new world-or we meanly lose and
cravenly betray the last great hope of earth.
Fourth, a spiritual counteroffensive. Much
we have said implies this. It is the final
step and it alone can win fully and creatively
the present planetary civil war. The foremost
immediate task of the churches· and of all
Christians, of all believers in truth and freedom, all lovers of man,. is to rally to a great
spiritual crusade. The purpose of this crusade is to carry the war into the enemy's
country-it is to take the offensive against
inhumanity, tyranny, brutality, soulless materialism, the evil and cynical dream of
smashing all existing institutions and traditions in order to establish for the greatest
good of all a cosmic concentration camp.
This does not mean-it must not meanhatred for the Russian or the Chinese people;
or even for that matter for their misguided,
demon-possessed leaders. We are being
punished now for our hatred of the German
people and our flirtation with evil visions
such as Vansittartism and the Morgenthau
plan. But we must identify for what it is a
much deadlier menace than Hitlerism and
we must resist it absolutely with spiritual
weapons. They are even more important
than the carnal armaments of war.
What are the weapons which Christians
and others must use in the great spiritual
counteroffensive that must surely come?
They are faith in God and man; a new birth
of the conviction verified in actual existence
that love is the essence of God's life and
man's; a realization that brotherhood belongs with freedom and equality as a watchword of permanent, Christ-inspired revolution. This last emphasis, brotherhood based
on a real experience of universal love, is the
special contribution of Christianity and is,
I believe, our one real hope for a new world.
Finally, there is the weapon of intuitive
certainty that a new and better world is coming, that the great revolutions of the late
eighteenth century were not mistaken, that
freedom, law, happiness, and abundance for
all peoples lie ahead and will yet be realized.
This is the wave of the future. This is
the goal of the turn we must take at this
present junction of historic forces, thus
avoiding the bend that would carry mankind
in retrogression back to the edge of the dawn
of history.
"Whoever is not with us is against us.
People who are independent of history are
imaginary. Even if we grant that at some
period in the past they did exist, they certainly do not exist now and cannot. They
would be useless. Everybody, down to the
most unimportant man, is drawn into the
vortex of reality tangled as it has never been
before."
These words, echoing at the start the sentence of Jesus taken as our text, were uttered
by Lenin-the messiah of communism. With
very little chan ge we can adopt them as the
challenge to us as Christians, as Americans,
as freemen of this tremendous hour.
"Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of
decision: for the day of the Lord is near in
the valley of decision."
"He that is not with me is against me."
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Awards to Clarence Chamberlin and
Representative Dorn
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN D. JOHNSTON
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952

Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD an article entitled ''Aviation
Honor for Chamberlin and Repre£entative DoRN," written by Ansel E. Talbert,
aviation editor of the New York Herald
Tribune and commander of an American
Legion post in New York, and published
in the New York Herald Tribune of May
22, 1952.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
AVIATION HvNOR FOR CHAMBERLIN AND REPRE•
SENTATIVE DORN-AIRMEN'S LEGION POST
GIVES ANNUAL AWARD OF MERIT TO THEM
AT lTS DINNER
Clarence Chamberlin, who piloted the first
airplane passenger in history across the Atlantic Ocean 25 years ago, and Representative W. J. BRYAN DoRN, Democrat, of South
Carolina, an Air Force veteran who visited
Korea twice recently, were honored last
night at a dinner in the Lotos Club, 5 East
Sixty-sixth Street.
Mr. Chamberlir. and Representative DORN,
whom Andrei Y. Vishinsky, Deputy Soviet
Foreign Minister, listed 5 years ago as a
"war monger" for a speech in Congress advocating increased United States plane production, received the award of merit of
Post 501 of the American Legion, sponsor of
the aviation dinner. This is the oldest Legion post of its kind with a world-wide membership of pilots and airmen from all branches of the armed services; its membership annually gives awards for outstanding services
to aviation. Col. Jay Zeamer, Medal of Honor winner in World War II, presented last
night's awards.
MARKS CHAMBERLIN FLIGHT
The dinner commemorated Mr. Chamberlin's nonstop flight from New York City to
Eisleben, Germany, on June 4-6, 1927, with
Charles A. Levine. This flight was riearly
300 miles longer than Col. Charles A. Lind'Qergh's solo hop from New York to Paris a
few days before on May 20-21, 1927, and set
a world distance record.
In the principal dinner address, Representative DoRN asserted that the Korean war
was anything but a "police action" and already had turned into one of the bitterest
and most terrible wars in world history. He
predicted that unless the United States dispensed with "our present negative foreign
policy of appeasement" and formulated "a
militant, aggressive, and offensive-minded
foreign policy," Soviet Russia would "fashion
t~e doom of Western Europe by gaining the
nch resources and strategic materials of the
Far East and Middle East."
"Let us adopt a forthright, positive policy
tn the Far East at once," Mr. DoRN said. "A
rearmed Japan allied with the Philippines,
Nationalist China, and Australia, and the
southeast Asia republics, can stop Communist advances."
URGES USE OF JAPAN LABOR
"The Japanese are 90 percent literate.
They have the wor.l d's greatest pool of skilled
labor outside the United States. Let us
m ake use of it in mal::ing our position secure
in the Far East."
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Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Chief of Staff of
the Air Force and a member of the Post 501
executive committee, who was prevented
· from attending last night's dinner by illness,
will receive in Washington today an illuminated scroll topped by a drawing of an Air
Force YB-60, the world's largest jet bomber.
This scroll, signed by famous pilots attending last night's dinner, wishes him a speedy
recovery. It was the work of Clayton Knight,
World War I ace artist.
The signers included Giuseppe Bellanca,
designer and builder of the single-engined
monoplane Colombia in which Mr. Chamberlin made his flight; Rear Adm. L. B. Richardson; Capt. George S. Watson, chief of Navy
lighter-than-air experimental activities; Maj.
Gen. Leon W. Johnson, commanding general of the Continental Air Command, and
Maj. Lester D. Gardner, associate of Brig.
Gen. Billy Mitchell and founder of the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences.

Aid Rendered to Business by New York
State Department of Commerce

the establishment of the new department
had been approved by the voters in a referendum the year before. The department
was the nineteenth set up in the State
government.
The New York State Department of Commerce serves the commercial and business
interests of the State through industriaJ.
promotion, encouragement of small business,
development of foreign trade, assistance to
communW.es in planning and executing programs of local development, promotion of
travel and through research. It comprises
the divisions of commerce and industry, economic development and State publicity.
The division of commerce and industry is
responsible for the business promotion functions of the department. It serves as the
primary contact with the State's businessmen, serves as a clearing house for their
problems, acts on requests for assistance and
seeks to promote their welfare. It operates
through the bureaus of industry, distribution, industri.a l promotion and aviation.
The latter advises on airport problems and
is sponsor for a State-wide pattern of airport
development.
RESEARCH AND PLANNING

The division of economic development has
the principal responsibility for business reEXTENSION OF REMARKS
search and community planning in the deOF
velopment and conservation of the State's
economic resources. Its focus is on environment
and the study and publication of
OF NEW YORK
data concerning the conditions of the State's
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
economy as the basis of commerce and business enterprise.
Tuesday, May 27, 1952
The division of State publicity aids in all
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I ask three functions of the department by conunanimous consent to have printed in ducting a program of information to pubthe Appendix of the REcoRD the text of - licize the material, economic, travel and
an article from the New York Times of recreational advantages and attractions of
State. It has bureaus of travel, radio
May 25, 1952, dealing with the help the
motion pictures and maintains a film
offered to business firms by the New and
library. Its work also involves editing and
York State Department of Commerce.
publishing departmental reports, booklets,
There being no objectlon, the article manuals, and other material.

HON.IRVING M.IVES

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
AGENCIES' MERGER HELP TO BUSINESS-COM•
MERCE DEPARTMENT AT · ALBANY ACQUIRED
WIDE PoWERS BY THE MovE

The growth of New York State's government in recent years is mirrored on a reduced scale in the evolution of the State
department of commerce which, in a sense,
had its beginning in 1929 as the bureau of
state publicity in the conservation department.
This first bureau had an appropriation of
$3,000 to get started and $10,000 to operate
the first year. The commerce department's
appropriation for a recent year was $1,975,397. The department's headquarters are in
Albany, but it has 11 regional bureaus in
cities all over the State and branch offices
in New York and Washington.
After the publicity bureau was established
it functioned until 1932, but between that
year and 1935 it appears to have ceased to
operate, according to the New York State
Taxpayer, which outlines. the history and
functions of the department.
In 1935 a new law was enacted creating the
bureau of State publicity in the conservation department, while in the same year a
division of State planning under the direction of a State planning council was set up
by law in the executive department. The
work of both of these agencies now is done
by the Commerce Department.
DIVISION OF COMMAND

In 1941 both the bureau and the division
were abolished and their duties transferred
to the division of commerce created under
a new law in the executive department. The
latter division was raised to the status of a
department by a law adopted in 1944 after

Iran Needs H~lping Hand-United States
Gives Iran Everything But What It
Needs
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, as part of my remarks, I am including
an article by Mr. Groseclose which appeared in the February 10 issue of the
Living Church entitled "Nightfall Over
Iran." Mr. Groseclose is in a position to
write intelligently about the subject of
Iran; and, at a time when great tensions
prevail in the Middle East, Members
should be conversant with the situation
in that part of the world.
The article follows:
NIGHTFALL OVER !RAN

(By Elgin Groseclose)
An agitated Washington, alarmed over recent events, is preparing to throw something
like $50,000,000 in military and ecomonic aid
into Iran during the coming year to keep the
country from falling under the iron curtain.
The questions presented by this extraordinary effort of American diplomacy are

whether it will be successful, and whether
better means are at hand to achieve the
purpose.
The first imponderable fact is the belatedness of the effort. Whatever tenuous hopes
are held for a settlement of the current oil
controversy, the bald truth is that an iron
curtain (a veil is the more correct analogy)
has already been drawn around the commercial life of the country. By the cutting
off of the flow of oil, the economic life of
Iran ha.s been deprived of revenues which
were the mainstay of the budget and the
prosperity of ·the cities. Already the effects
are being seen in stagnation of trade, depreciating currency, rising taxes, and shortages of needed commodities, such as sugar.
Whatever compromise may be effected on
the oil question, the grave doubt exists
whether Iranian oil will ever resume the place
it formerly held in world economy; and the
fact must be faced, which has so far been
ignored by Iranian officialdom, that the country must develop other sources of revenue
if it is not to sink back into the medieval
decay from which it has been trying to
emerge.
The graver fact-indeed, the crux of the
present situation-the importance of which
has been passed over both in Iran and by
American diplomacy, is that the "il nationalization, and the frenzied xenophobia that is
now sweeping the country, are but the present effects of a spiritual and intellectual veil
that began to be drawn over the youth of
Iran in 1932.
In that year an edict was issued forbidding
all foreign schools to enroll pupils of Persian
nationality in the elementary grades. Western diplomacy, even then concerned about
Communist infiltration, took a short-sighted
and complacent view of thts development on
the understanding that it was directed
against the Russian schools in Iran, and
ignored the fact that the enrollment in Russian schools was an insignificant fraction of
that in schools maintained by Christian missions.
Actually, at that time, the only comprehensive educational systerr in Iran, extending from the elementary grades through college, was that of the missions. This system
comprised hundreds of village schools, scores
of elementary and middle schools in the
towns, nurses-training schools, seminaries,
and two eminent institutions of higher learning-Alborz College in Tehran, supported by
the Presbyterians, and Stewart Memorial
College in Isfahan, founded and maintained
by the Anglicans. By the decree of 1932,
three-fourths of the enrollment of the mission schools was cut off.
In 1941, just 11 years ago, night fell upon
Christian educational work in Iran when all
the remaining foreign educational institutions were closed by Government edict.
Some $2,000,000 of educational properties
maintained by the missions were liquidated,
and three score educational missionaries retired from the field.
To the closing off of contact with the intellectual and spiritual resources of the West,
the return to Islamic and traditional exclusiveness, the feeding of Iranian youth upon
the husks of an outworn culture, may be
traced the current unrest among the generation of youth that has grown up since
the edict of 1932. To it may also be traced
the current fanatic nationalism, suspicion of
foreigners, and feverish attempts to recall the
ancient glory of Iran as a support to political isolation.
The seriousness of the situation may be
appraised by the estimate given me by a
thoughtful and deeply concerned professor
in the Government-supported Tehran University, that 80 percent of the students are
Communist. Not long ago, the president
and entire faculty of the university resigned
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in protest against the demonstr ations carried on by students, and the university has
been closed. The demonstrations are Communist in name, but the feeling is as antiRussian as it is anti-British and antiAmerican. Actually, the student unrest is
without an intellectual content, Communist
or other. It is simply anti-anti-British,
anti-American, anti-Government, anti-Shah,
anti-Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. These students
are young men dissatisfied, bitter with resentment, but without a ,program- hopeless,
atheistic, despairing. They represent the
present intellectual element upon whom, in
the coming years, the responsibilities of government and administration will rest.
Almost as tragic as the spiritual twilight
in Iran today is the intellectual sterility of
Washington policy in dealing with the situation. Of the fifty million or so dollars of
American taxpayers' money which is being
allocated to Iran during the coming year
from the Mutual Security Program appropriation, about half will be spent on equipping
an army-already notorious for its corruption and lack of morale-with new weapons,
planes, transport, and repair depots. The
other half will be spent on a program of economic assistance and technical aid to Iranian agriculture, so neglected by successive
Iranian governments that 100 tirp.es the sum
would hardly suffice to lift it from the medieval morass in which it now flounders.
At the time of writing, the glittering feature
of the technical-aid program in Iran is a
campaign of. spraying the villages with DDT
and equipping them with tiled latrinestwo items which in Washington thinking are
powerful preventives of the infection of communism. In a few months, however, it is
hoped to have on the scene about a hundred
American ·experts in agriculture, sanitation,
and public health, including doctors and
nurses.
The sterility of Washington political
thought lies in the delusion that good will
can be bought by appropriations, and that
Iran can be redeemed by lavish application
of fertilizers to its fields. What the country
needs is the fertilization of an idea, the
spread of a new hope, the implanting of a
new faith. · The experts being sent to Iran
are, on the whole, exceptional representatives of the best in American life, but the
spread of an idea-the idea that made
America grea~is not within their directives. Their functions are strictly technical,
and to be caught disseminating an idea
would probably occasion their recall. An
American scholar, recently in Iran under a
Fulbright fellowship to teach in the University of Tehran, found himself .teaching
elementary English under close supervision
for daring to introduce a few concepts into
his instruction.
For about 1 percent of the technical-aid
budget the Christian missions maintain a
staff of about equal size with that contemplated under the technical-aid program, and
carry on an effective work of spreading, not
DDT, but the only truth and idea which
can redeem the country from the ills from
which it suffers.
The missions operate without government
subsidy, without expense to the American
taxpayer, without diplomatic passports, and
without official support. Indeed, from an
E"">J.bassy which, in theory, is maintained to
watch over American interests and personnel-and in Iran the only resident Americans, are · businessmen and missionariesthe missions encounter a chilling apathy,
bordering on suspicion and resentment.
Thus, when two senior missionaries called
on a recent Ambassador to pay their respects
on his arrival they found him too busy to
receive them, and so far as is known, not
once during his tenure was a missionary invited into his presence. Last spring an
eYancelistic meeting in Meshed was dis·

turbed by hecklers; promptly came a teleOur American Heritage
gram from the Embassy d irecting, in effect,
that the meetings be closed and that the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
missionary be withdrawn. In conversation
with a high Embassy official, in which the
OF
subject of missions came up, the official
snorted, "What have the missions accom•
plished in their hundred years in Iran?"
OF ILLINOIS
While the lights in the American EmIN
THE
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
bassy burned late as officials sweated to save
British oil interests in Iran, the historic
Tuesday, May 27, 1952
American mission interest in Iran has been
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Speaker, under
allowed to fall under increasing official releave to revise and extend my remarks,
strictions, so that the missions face today the
I am inserting in the CONGRESSIONAL
greatest official obstacles to their work in the
30 years of this observer's acquaintance with
REcoRD a short essay on OUr American
Iranian affairs. Thus, at the height of the
Heritage, written by Kenneth Keefe, a
oil crisis, no official intimation was ever
sophomore at Paxton <Ill.) High School.
offered by an Embassy that the British petrol
It gives one renewed hope and courage
truclts should stay off the streets, but at the
to note that our young people are thinkwhisper of Moslem antipathy to missions--or
ing about the value of the American way
on occasions of Islamic religious festivalsa solicitous Embassy urges all missionaries
of life and solicit our efforts for its
to remain indoors.
preservation.
Mission boards today find great difficulty
The essay follows:
in obtaining visas for new missionaries. All
OUR AMERICAN HERITAGE
requests for such visas must be referred to
(By Kenneth Keefe, sophomore, Paxton
Tehran, where delay is certain and refusal
High School)
is a possibility, particularly if the profession of missionary is indic~ted on the pass- ·
The American heritage is God-given, and
port. The Anglican missions have several
should be cherished by all. The American
missionaries for whom they have been vainly
heritage is the United States; the Constitu·seeking visas. Missionaries on the field are
tion with all of its rights and freedoms. It
afraid to go home lest return visas be denied.
is what our forefathers have fought wars for.
A missionary friend of mine, who has spent
It is what they have carved, built, added to
30 years in the field, was recently overjoyed
this great land to give to us. Man was not
that his daughter and her husband had been
made to be a slave, to be ruled and to fear
accepted for missionary service and would
the ruler. What we have must be God-given,
soon join him. He was eager to go to Baghfor He never intended for man not to have
dad to welcome them, but dared go no farfreedom.
ther than the Iranian border lest he be forHeritage is something that a person canbidden to return.
not grasp in a single thought. It is defined
Once in the field, further difficulties beas being an estate that passes from an angin. Since last spring, all foreigners have
cestor to a descendant. What we have now is
been forbidden to journey outside their
what the Pilgrims came to America to find.
place of residence without permission o~ the
They wanted to find it to give to their chilmilitary authorities. These travel permltsdren, something they did not have. I do not
"red cards," they are called-must be ob·
think they could have ever perceived how far
tained for each and every journey. The
their thoughts went.
route is specifically stated, as well as the
When our forefathers made up the Conduration of the stay, which is never allowed
stitution they tried to give the people of
to exceed 1 month. Failure to adhere to
the United States certain rights and freethe restrictions involves the traveler in undoms. Among these rights and freedoms
pleasant complications.
were freedom of speech, freedom of the press,
A British consul was recently held under
the right for the people to have a part in
arrest for 2 days for deviation from his
their government. Our forefathers, in the
route. I recall an experience of my bwn.
Constitution, gave us the heart, the mind,
Having once obtained permission to travel
that has made this country a leader of counto Tabriz, to study village conditions, I found
tries.
on arrival that my movements could not exThe war for independence was different
tend beyond the city limits. A missionary
from the wars since, because it was fought
in one city has been told by the authorities
for freedom. The wars since then have been
that, if he once leaves the city limits, he will
to preserve freedom. We are very lucky, for
not be allowed to return. Under such refreedom is the greatest heritage human bestrictions the difficulties of carrying on evanings could hope to receive.
gelistic work are enormous.
There is a phrase in a certain song that
At a time when the American Government
brings out the fact that "the pioneers down
sends doctors to Iran at American taxpayers' _through the years have made this land our
expense, the Iranian government places such
home." They weren't an especially smart
severe restrictions on missionary doc:tors that
breed of people, and a lot of them were bad.
three major hospitals have had to close and
But because of their determination and courthe remainder function under the handicap
age our country grew from one ocean to the
of inadequate staffs. Two of the hospitals,
other. When it couldn't spread out any more
maintained by the Angli~ans, were in regions
they started building and adding to what
in which no other hospital existed within a
they had. They built cities where once stood
radius of a hundred miles.
trees; they built cities where deserts were.
The above has been written concerning
They built small towns into great cities,
official attitudes and policies, both Iranian
deserts into productive farms. The educaand American, as these affect the evangelistional system that has been given to us is
tic mission of the church in Iran. Beneath
without a doubt the best in the world. We
the crust of officialdom there persists a ferAmericans, for the most part, don't apprement of eagerness for the truth. In travelciate enough the things that have taken our
ing throughout Iran, as I have stopped in
forefathers hundreds of years and lives to
towns and hamlets, there are always youths
give to us.
that gather around my car, to talk to me in
Ninety-one years ago a war was fought
against slavery in the United States. It was
broken English, to exchange names and
a big war for that time, but bigger yet was
addresses, and to inquire how they may get to
the cause for which they fought. Freedom
America to complete their education.
was that cause in the Civil War, and it was
Though night has fallen over Iran, there are
the cause in many wars before and since.
those who reach out their hands for the stars.

HON. LESLIE C. ARENDS
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People have made many comparisons between the United States and other countries
of our world. The Americans of today should
thank God that our forefathers looked ahead
and won for us the freedom that makes us
different from these other lands.
The United States of America is a leader,
a shining torch to the countries of the world.
It is that leader and shining torch because
of our great and wonderful legacy called the
American h~ritage.

Hence, Mossadegh may fall. Yet there is
Soil Conservation in Wisconsin
little reason to believe that the fall of Mossadegh would be the prelude to an oil settlement. And nothing but an oil settlement
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
which will replenish the depleted treasury
OF
with oil revenues can save Iran from some
sort of final crack-up.
Equally, the British and Egyptians have
now broken off their talks about control of
OF WISCONSIN
the Sudan and the presence of the British
garrison at Suez. Those two issues have
IN THE HOUSE. OF REPRESENTATIVES
·already caused the whole center of Cairo to
Tuesday, May 27, 1952
be burned by mobs. A failure to settle them
is like a failure to defuse a bomb.
Mr.
DAVIS
of Wisconsin. Mr. SpeakFinally, the French are now engaged in a
Foreign Policy Must Be Based on Creative violent struggle with native nationalism in er, once again I am proud to include in
and Decisive Action-To Date It Lacks Tunisia, and the unrest is spreading to the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the report,
Morocco. The situation in French North
issued by my good friend, Marvin F.
These Essentials
Africa might become oore manageable if
Schweers, on 1951 activities of the United
the sources of infection were removed by · States Soil Conservation Service, which
settlements in Egypt and Iran. As matters
he directs in the State of Wisconsin.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
stand, things are likely to go from bad to
worse in this area which now contains our . The report on 1951 ac~omplishments is
OF
in the nature of a letter to district supermost important overseas air bases.
visors acknowledging their outlines of
In southeast Asia, the outlook is still more
operations to the State conservationist.
ominous. In Burma, the Communists· have
OF WISCONSIN
united, are making alliances with the dissiSixty-three of Wisconsin's seventy-one
dent tribesmen and are directly threatening
county boards have created soil-conserIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the feeble and distracted Central Governvation districts under Wisconsin law and
ment. In MalAya, the British have yet to
Monday, May 26, 1952
have requested the Soil Conservation
make any solid progress in their costly,
to assist them in the control and
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. bloody . struggle against the Communist Service
prevention of soil erosion. The reports
Speaker, Joseph and Stewart Alsop can- guerrillas. And in Indochina, the war show how well public officials and the
the Communist armies of the Vietnot be charged as opponents of the pres- against
public generally have cooperated with
Minh continues without interruption, exent administration. In a telling article hausting the resources that France needs for the program.
that appeared in the WaShington Post Europe.
The letter by Mr. Schweers follows:
In almost any one of all these countries,
on Sw1day, May 25, these men state that
UNITED STATES
a foreign policy which solves some Euro- a quite casual accident would be enough to
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
produce a full-scale catastrophe. In the
SoiL CoNSERVA-TioN SERVICE,
pean problems is not good enough in a
case of Indochina, for example, the French
Madison, Wis., May 26, 1952.
world in which all problems are inex- people are increa-singly hostile to the war
To:
Soil
conservation
district supervisors.
tricably intertwined. They point out there and increasingly worried about having
From: M. F . .Schweers, State conservationist.
to Jteep the bulk of their armed forces in
that our foreign policy is geared to a
Subject: 1951 soil conservation district anTongking Delta while Germany rearms
European concept at the expense of de- the
nual reports.
across the Rhine. At any moment, another
cisive policies in Asia and the Middle reshufile of the French cabinet can produce
Following our custom of the past several
years we are again preparing one letter to
East.
a government unwilling to carry on the Indoacknowledge the annual reports for your soil
Mr. Speaker. under leave to extend my china war. And then the choice will lie beconservati-on district and all others in the
remarks I am including the article in tween filling the vacuum ourselves or seeing State.
Tllis statement pertains to accomall of southeast Asia go the way of China.
question at this point:
plishments, activities, events, etc., for the
Meanwhile, the American policymakers,
1951 calendar year.
ASIA DEFLATES EuROPEAN SUCCESS
while deeply worried and spasmodically ac(By Joseph and Stewart A1sop)
1951 REPORTS WTERESTING AND INFORMATIVE
tive, have never seriously attempted to take
the one absolutely essential step. This step
Secretary of State Acheson has just flown
We thoroughly enjoyed reading the narrais, Bimply, to forge a working unity of J)olicy
to Europe to put the semifinal touches to a
tives thus far received. All but a few are
and
action
in
both
the
Middle
East
and
grand design. The new status of Germany;
fu. These annual statements give you susoutheast Asia among this country, Britain
the German contribution to western defense;
pervisors an opportunity to present ideas on
and France. The present haphazard apthe European army which so hopefully forehow you believe the program can be improach is bound, eventually, to lead to catasshadows a larger Europea:r;t union-these are
proved. We as a service very much appretrophe somewhere. But catastrophe may
great achievements. Or rath~r. they will be
ciate co~ents of this type. Frankly, we
still be warded off by the united and detergreat achievements if the signed agreements
would like to see more of them. Furthermined
efforts
of
the
three
great
Western
are ratified by the French and German Parmore, we want to assure you that we consider
Powers
with
interest
and
influ~nce
in
these
liaments.
your suggestions and wherever possible make
troubled
regions.
improvements accordingly.
Uniortunately, these European successes
There
are
all
sorts
of
reasons
for
the
prescannot offset the failures of our policy in
We were pleased to note that a large perent disunity. Both the British and French
other regions. In the Middle East and
centage of your .reports were mimeographed.
southeast .Asia, there are no urgent crises at · have sometimes been remarkably short- . We hope that district cooperators, agriculsighted. The Americans have been naturally
the moment to occupy the headlines and
tural leaders, and others who receive copies
reluctant to extend this country's already
force the pnlicymakers to .reach decisiom;,
get as much pleasure out of these annual
vast
commitments.
Everyone
has
made
bad
But in both areas there is the same pattern
messages as we do.
mistakes.
Equally,
there
are
all
sorts
of
of dreary deterioration, with much the same
A TEXT
shadings. In southeast Asia there is somecauses, and with the same threat of catasThe foreword for the report from the Dane
thing approaching day-to-day unity by controphe ahead.
County Soil Conservation District impressed
sultations, but there is no agreement on a
AB any newspaper reader will remember,
us very much. It was prepared by Mr.
common plant to bring the troubles there
the trouble in the Middle East began with the
Ernest J. Deppe, chairman of the district
within bounds. In the .Middle East there is
oil crisis in Iran; spread thence to Egypt, and
governing body. Excerpts from Mr. Deppe's
no unity at all.
has now transferred itself to French Nortn
writing follow:
Achieving unity wm, of course, place addiAfrica. A decisive effort might have stopped
the Iranian on crisis at the outset. There
"Ten years ago, along with a majority of
tional burdens on this country, since every
was no such effort, since Britain and Amer•
the Dane County Board of Supervisors, I
increase of responsibility carries an increase
lea were divided as to what should be don~.
voted in favor of making Dane County a soil
of burden. But when this country again
Today, the picture in each of the three
possesses an administration capable of crea- - conservation district. At the time, I thought
trouble centers is decidedly ugly. In Iran,
I was voting for an unimportant piece of
tive and decisive action, the effort wm .have
the regime of the aged Prime Minister Molegislation.
to be made and the burden will have to be
hammed Mossadegh has bankrupted the
"But today I am very proud of that vote.
shouldered. A foreign policy that solves only
country. There is no casb left to pay the
I am proud I realized that soil is the basia
European problems is not good enough 1n a
resource of this county and that legislation
army or maintain the pensions of the tens
world in which all problems are inextricably
of thousands of unemployed oil workers.
was needed to conserve that resource.
intertwined.

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH

HON. GLENN R. DAVIS
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"As a small-town implement dealer, I
realize now better than ever before how important it is to conserve soil. Much has
been done; more remains to be achieved.
The motto of our Dane County Soil Conservation District is 'Forward'."
Activity

1951 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Believing you will be interested in accomplishments in the State for the last year in
comparison to goals, we are presenting this
information as follows:
Unit

Land capabilit y inventory ___________________________ Acres__________

Goal
520, 261

~l~~t~~I~~~~l=~:l~l~~=~~l~~~~=~llili:~ l-~ =~ l~ : i ~- --

T erraces and field diversions------------------------- Miles________ _
Farm d ra inage :
Closed dra ins----------------------------------- - _____ do_________

1
if~656
72

FiP.~~~~g~~:~s~~===== == ============== == == ==== == === ==== =~g=~-====== ----_
-~~~_
Prevention of grazing damage_---------------------- Acres_-------13, 419

F ence row management_ ___ - - ------ - --------------- Miles __________ ---------Construction of waterways and outlets __________________ _do_------275
SCD coo perators_---------------- - ------------------ Numher -----3,126
AC P par.ticipants (nondistrict cooperators) pro- _____ do ________ ---------vidcd assistance.

We do not maintain detailed records on
such items as changes in land use, influence
on farmers to increase the purchase of liming and fertilizing materials, improved rotations, etc. However, these basic factors
are all considered in discussions with the
farm family leading up to the development
of a farm conservation plan.
There is another figure that should be
entered in the above table. This is the "follow-up" or "servicing" contracts. Our field
personnel made 12,530 calls on soil-conservation district cooperators during the past calendar year. During these visits our men
help farmers improve their conservation
plans and determine when certain jobs requiring on-the-farm assistance can be laid
out.
We also assist cooperators with their annual fertility programs. The amount of lime
and fertilizer needed, as determined by soil
tests, in many cases calls for greater expenditures than the farmer believes he can afford during the year. In such instances we
help farm families decide how best they
can expend their finances to attain maximum crop and pasture production and at
the same time secure maximum soil and
water conservation.
In analyzing the table you will see that
the establishment of soil and water conservation practices on the land, which you
have designated as first priority work, did
not meet goals in some cases. We believe
you are all familiar with the reason why
these ambitious objectives were not achieved.
The following statement, taken from a district report, aptly describes the situation"Very unfavorable weather plagued farming
operations throughout the year." On the
other hand, Wisconsin went over the top on
the number of new district cooperators and
on activities. Furthermore, assistance was
provided to a number of A. C. P. participants
who had not been considered when you developed your 1951 goals.
We were pleased to note that you were
well satisfied with the progress made last
year. We know that a lot of jobs were staked
out but never completed because of rain and
wet soil conditions.
19 51, A YEAR OF MANY CHANGES

Last year saw more modifications in the
program of the Soil Conservation Service
than any other single year of our existence.
We shall enumerate some of these changes
and include your reactions to them as set
forth in your reports.
1. Closer cooperation with the Production
and Marketing Administration ·

In your reports, where reference was made
to the closer coordination of activities be-

Accomplishment

Percent

555,683
9, 900
67, 565
11,663
1, 437
9, 692
1, 851
310

107
97

70
124
32
15, 371
35
169
3,643
636

94

69

------iii7105
47
97
38
115
61
117

T otal to
date
9, 307,331
175, 579
550, 285
91, 520
8, 641
58,133
16, 993
2, 590
558
54

565
158,811
49
1, 072
20,973

---------- ------------

tween the SCS and PMA with your district
governing body, you stated that it was definitely a step in the right direction. You
indicated sincere appreciation for the contribution made by PMA in providing addi·
tional help through the hiring of conservation aids. These employees worked under
the supervision of our field personnel.
The one and only concern expressed regarding service responsibilities in connection
with ACP permanent type practices involved
certification of performance of the numerous
small drainage installations. This same attitude prevailed in laying your plans for 1952.
We believe this situation should be improved
upon as a result of a year's experience; better
planning, proper training of contractors,
PMA committeemen, and others; and the
screening of applicants.
You are no doubt familiar with the fact
that PMA is providing additional personnel
for the current calendar year. It will be
made available either through 5-percent
PMA-SCS agreements or the employment of
aids by the PMA through program service
funds. We believe that in most instances
adequate provisions have been made to employ all the help that can be used to advantage in your districts.
2. Consolidation of housing for USDA
agencies

In about half of your reports some reference was' 1Dade to the Secretary's order providing for one-stop service to farmers or, as
it has been referred to, a county agricultural
clinic.
No exceptions were taken with the idea of
having all agricultural agencies housed together. The only dissatisfaction we noted
came from governing bodies in districts
where service personnel have been officed in
the same building with county agents and
have since been moved to another location
to be adjacent to the PMA. At this point we
want to mention that the Secretary directed
those agencies over which he has administrative control to get together in order to provide more convenient and efficient assistance
to farmers. Other agencies are invited to
· join in on this centralization program.
We might well -summarize this section by
stating that a county agricultural building,
housing all agencies, offers an ideal solution
to this situation. Some counties have given
considerable thought to this idea.
3. The adoption of progressive planning

We are pleased to report that all district
governing bodies endorsed the idea of progressive planning. There is no question but
that it has a number of advantages. As the
chief of our service states, "It permits a farmer to start gradually and move progressive~

ly into a sound, well-rounded conservation
system. He makes more of the decisions
himself without lowering the technical accuracy of the plan. As a result he is more
likely to follow the plan. It permits group
action in .a neighborhood without the necessity of all members of the group going ahead
at the same speed."
4. Issuance of departmental soil and water
conservation objective

According to an Agriculture Department
directive, "The basic physical objective of
soil-conservation activities by Department
agencies shall be the use of each acre of
agricultural land within its capabilities and
the treatment of each acre of agricultural
land in accordance with its needs for protection and improvement."
We were pleased to note that several annual reports mentioned this statement. In
those instances governing bodies indicated
that this objective coincides with the basic
land-use concept of your soil-conservation
districts.
5. Agricultural resources conservation programs

The philosophy of developing State and
county agricultural resources conservation
programs was introduced in 1951. As only
one county prepared such a document, we
thought it might be well to refresh your
minds as to its scope and intent.
In this connection we quote the following from a talk delivered by Dr. Salter, Chie!
of the Service:
"Another objective set forth in 1278 on
which we are just getting a good start is
the development of agricultural resources
conservation programs for the States and the
counties. The intent of developing such a
program is to provide one within which each
agency-Federal, State, and local-can operate on the activity for which it is responsible.
The agricultural resources conservation program should be a broad one based on land
capabilities and the needs of the land. It
should consider all resources-such as land.
water, cropland, woodland and forest, pasture, range, and wildlife land-upland phases
of flood control, and related programs. In
close cooperation, the various agencies and
organizations concerned should develop
broad policies and procedures for working
to .rard the achievement of that broad
program.
"When that is done, the course will be
charted, the objectives clearly described, and
each of us will be working toward the end
objective of wise use, protection, and continuing increased productivity of all soil and
water resources. When that comes about.
then we will really have teamwork on the
land."
We believe these programs, once prepared
and put into effect, will go a long way toward
better coordination of ideals and ideas and
will improve correlation of all of our activities. We should like to see speed-ier action
in their development.
6. SCS has new chief

As you know, Dr. Robert M. Salter succeeded Dr. Hugh H. Bennett as Chief of the
S<..~l Conservation Service.
In referring to
his new assignment Dr. Salter made this
statement:
"Because the job ahead is so big-and so
important-! do feel a heavy responsibility
in my new assignment as Chief of the Soil
Conservation Service. I am following a
great leader, Dr. Hugh Bennett-the founder
of the soil-conservation movement in
America. We have him to thank, in large
measure, for awakening pu}?lic consciousness that brought into being the Soil Conservation Service, and made possible the
development of soil-conservation districts.
The Nation will forever be indebted to Dr.
Bennett for the great public service he has
performed."
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We are sure there Will definitely be no letdown in the progressive, cooperative, and
a~inistrative leadership of our organization under Dr. Salter.
In referring to the new Chief we have
heard him state and ofttimes read. the following remark in which he is quoted as saying, "You can conserve the soil without im·
proving it, but you can't improve soil without conserving it."
Dr. Salter's soil-conservation philosophy
implies that a continuing process of saving
the soil, building it up, and increasing yields
is to be carried on at ' the same time. His
objective is idealistic. It is indeed a fine
target upon which to set all of our ~ights.

Last, and by no means least, while talking
cooperation, we were pleased to note that
you did not overlook the fine farm families
of your district. We agree with you that
major credit for accomplishments belong to
the people on the land. Their interest in
and enthusiasm for the soil and water-conservation program, and their eagerness and
availabi11t y during periods when lay-out is
being performed, are pleasant rewards for
the job we are all doing.
In reading of this assistance we cannot
help but commend you district supervisors
for the leadership you are providing in bringing about this fine relationship.

MISCELLANEOUS

Several reports mentioned that meetings
of governing bodies for several districts
within a SCD work group were held during
the year. These usually involved an indoor
program in the morning, a luncheon, and
then a field trip to look over problems or accomplishments. We gather from your re•
ports that these meetings are very stimulating. One supervisor once told us about the
effect of these get-togethers as being about
as follows: "This exchange of ideas and the
fellowship of other supervisors has done a
lot to make me a better soil conservation
leader in my district."

There are quite a number of interesting
items that we jotted down while reading
your reports. Among these are the fol·
lowing:
Youth education in soiZ conservation

Virtually every report made some reference
to the fine programs that are being conducted in acquainting and informing the
youth of your districts of the need for and
the "whys and wherefores" of soil and water
conservation. County superintendents of
schools are to be commended on the fine
leadership they have exercised in sponsoring
this activity. The programs in districts in·
cluded teacher training, class-room teach•
ing and field tours for youngsters, public
speaking contests for FFA, 4-H Club projects, etc.
Air tours

Evidently the airplane tours held last year
in 13 districts, with 1,129 participants, were
highly successful. At least that is the impression gained from the enthusiastic re·
actions of individuals who took the opportunity of looking down upon the land.
According to Prof. 0. R. Zeasman, who
is spearheading this program in the State,
many of the districts which had tour.s in 1951
will repeat them again this year. There are
also a number of others who have indicated
an interest in getting this program under way
during the current calendar year.
Cooperation

Throughout your reports you supervisors indi~ated the fine cooperation you
are receivir..g from numerous groups and individuals in your districts. For the fine compliments you paid to service personnel for
their contribution to your program, we express a humble "thank you."
It is quite evident that the extension service is doing a fine job in carrying out educational programs. State Soil Conservation
Committee personnel have rendered yeoman
service, particularly in the field of youth
education.
Many county h ighway commissioners are
going all out to make equipment available
for soil conservation work. Some county
boards have gone so far as to purchase
motor patrols which are subject to call for
soil and water conservation work above
everything else. When not utilized in such
capacity they are used for normal highway
activities.
The PMA has been very cooperative and
has made available additional personnel to
work with service employees in your district.
County supervisors of the Farmers Home
Administration have been instrumental in
interesting their clients in soil and water
conservation. Veteran trainers and vocational agriculture instructors have done a
marvelous job in promoting your program.
The Conservation Department and Forest
Service have provided help in the field of
forest ry and wildlife.
We were pleased to note the fine support
you are receiving from newspapers, radio
station s, civic clubs, and local business establishm ents.

Area meetings of SCD governing bodies

Goodyear contest

Virtually every SCD annual report made
reference to the Goodyear Soil Conservation
Awards Contest. The names of the three
county winners u.sually appeared in your
narratives. In spite of the fact that the
Goodyear contest is ended insofar as this
region is concerned many district governing
bodies are planning to follow a sim1lar plan
for 1952 and the years following. They plan
to select three or more outstanding soil conservation farmers and recognize their
achievements in some way or other. This
might be in the form of a recognition letter
from the supervisors or it might involve a
dinner for the selected farmers and their
wives.
We noted in several reports that Goodyear
winners of past years are being considered as
honorary supervisors. That is, they are invited to meetings of the governing body
once or twice a year to offer counsel and ad·
vice as to how the soil and water conservation
program can be improved upon in their communties and for the district as a whole.
1951 grassland farming contest

This subject was referred to in a large
number of your reports.
You will be interested to know tl:iat of the
43 county winners in the progress class 38
were district cooperators. Four of the re,.
maining five had submitted requests for assistance at the time of judging.
In the general class, with 39 county winners, 32 were district cooperators. Four of
the remaining seven have made application
for assistance.
The State winners in both classes are district cooperators.

year will be. Whatever the amount, you
can be assured we will do our utmost to
utilize it to achieve the greatest amount of
soil and water conservation o:u the land.
Watershed development

In two or three annual reports reference
was made to small watershed associations.
The Sauk County District is the leader in
this field in the State. Through t h e support of its district governing body about· a
half dozen associations have been formed.
There is no question but that the watershed is a logical area in which to wor k and
it should be relatively easy to get farmers
to think and work together on the common
problem of both soil and wate1· conservation.
As a result of the fioods of last and this
year a lot more attention will no doubt be
given to the water phase of your programs.
The Wisconsin Conservation Department
is keenly interested in providing assistance
to watershed associations. This involves
grants of tree planting stock, the development of improved wildlife habitat, tbe fencing off of streams and the providing of upland game birds and fish stock.
We hope that more attention will be given
to the development of over-all watershed
programs. These might be thought of as being an extremely large farm for which plans
are made for all needed phases of the program. Then each individual farm m ight be
considered as field and would be planned and
treated so as to fit into the over-all pattern
developed by you a"ld others for the watershed as a whole.
Supervisor leadership

We are indeed pleased to read your remarks concerning the initiative you are takIng in promoting the affairs of your districts.
Several of the reports indicated that you
supervisors took an active part at farmer
meetings. More chairmen are preparing programs for regular meetings and are conducting them in a very businesslike manner.
Your sincere and enthu.siastic leadership
of the district program will be catching. It
will not only enthuse more farmers to do
something about their problems but it will
help to build the morale of everyone working
with you. As you know, improved morale
always brings about increased production.
IN APPRECIATION

In preparing this statement we have only
high lighted many topics we would have liked
to discu.ss in more detail. We have missed
many that should have been covered. Still
this acknowledgement has become overly
long.
In conclu.sion, we want to express our sincere appreciation for the many courtesies
and the splendid cooperation you have extended to all of us in the Soil Conservation ·
Service.
Looking forward to a banner year in 1952,
I am,
Sincerely yours,
M. F. ScHWEERS,
State Conservationist.

Funds

According to your reports, bank balances
1n your treasuries varied from $0 to about
$3,500. There is no question but that it
takes money to do things and the financial
worth of a governing body. has considerable
infiuence on the activities it can sponsor and
the enthusiasm of the supervisors in promoting its a1fairs.
More help wanted
In quite a number of your reports you re-

quested additional SCS manpower. We do
not contemplate making any changes in personnel assignments for the time being. As
bas been our custom, we will notify you of
the aid we will be providing your district
as soon after July 1 as possible when we learn
what our appro}Driation for the next fiscal

One Woman's Part in America's Greatness-Gertrude L. Warren and the

4-H Clubs
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.FRANCESP.BOLTON
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952
Mrs. BOLTON." Mr. Speaker, the ~H
Clubs have done something for America
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which we can never measure. The good
things of the ea1 th and of the spirit
which 4-H has brought to the country
through the millions of boys and girls
who have been members are part of our
most precious national treasure, the
health, happiness and wisdom of our
youth. The high aims, fine friendship,
and good sense which are so much a part
of 4-H have always been foremost in the
mind of Gertrude L. Warren, "Mother
of the 4-H Clubs,'' and a woman who
can have the satisfaction of looking back
on the 35 years of splendid work recounted in the Washington Star of May
18, 1952:
[From the Washington (D. C.) Star of May
18, 1952)
GERTRUDE L. WARREN CALLED 4-H CLUBS'
GUARDIAN ANGEL
(By Jessie Fant Evans)
Behind the National 4-H Club camp of
farm girls and boys, which meets here June
25 to 28, is the vision and crusading persistence of a woman. She is Gertrude L.
Warren, often referred to as the "Mother of
4-H Clubs." She is the organization's guardian angel.
Hers has been much of the pioneering
spirit responsible for the development of
4-H Clubs into one of the world's greatest
youth organizations. Characteristically, Miss
Warren says, "The far-reaching results of
4-H Club work represent too great a movement to be claimed by any one person. They
are the product of many minds working in
unison toward one goal-developing in rural
young people a way of life built on self-help
and the ability to look beyond their simple
daily tasks to take their place in the life of
our Nation."
Measured by any yardstick, the 4-H Club
movement is one of our Nation's greatest
rural assets. Two million girls and boys on
the farms of America are 4-H Club members. They are voluntary instruments for
bringing better agricultural and home-making practices to the enrichment of rural living. Their now famous insignia is the fourleaf clover, inscribed with four H's. Their
simple pledge is known around the world:
"A head to clearer thinking, a heart to
greater loyalty, hands to greater service, and
health to better living." The mounting
alumni of this group, trained for leadership,
now totals over 15,000,000 young men and
women who represent one of the hopes of
our tomorrow.
START AT THIRTY-FIVE
Gertrude Warren's part in 4-H Club work
b egan 35 years ago. She was then a former
New York State farm girl doing a distinguished job teaching home economics at
Columbia University, her alma mater, and
working for her doctorate on fellowships.
United States Government officials sought
her out to develop the then uncharted homemakin g phase of 4-H Club work in the Federal Ext ension Office of the Department of
Agriculture.
In her work, Miss Warren also emphasized
the development of farm improvement programs whereby f arm boys and girls are
trained to show others what they are learning. During the depression, one group of 4- H
Club boys produced a banner yield to the
acre. One by one, older f armers came into
the local store "Gimme the same seed and
the same fertilizer as the boys," they said.
Miss Warren helped develop the 4- H citizensh ip oath. Other dreams of hers to come
true are the establishment of the National
4-H Club Foundation, the National 4-H Club
Center, the I n ternational Farm Youth Exchange, and 1-year 4- H fellowships in the
Dep artment of Agriculture.

Through personal interviews, voluminous
correspondence, the sending of literature,
which she had prepared, and the actual
training of foreign field workers, Miss Warren has been instrumental in setting a pattern for 4-H Clubs and similar youth groups
in many lands. For this work, she received
a superior service award from the Secretary
of Agriculture.
TRUSTED ADVISER
Presidents and Attorneys General of the
United States have sought her counsel in
national conferences concerned with the
problems of both urban and rural young
people and she serves on many national
boards dealing with American rural life. She
has just been elected president of -the Women's National Farm and Garden Association.
Numerous Government citations, both here
and in other countries, extol Miss Warren's
achievements in the development of 4-H
Clubs. These include the Treasury Department's recognition of her "feed a fighter
and fill a Liberty ship" programs, considered
invaluable in spurring farm boys and girls
to help win the war.
Last spring, when the stately 12-acre
campus of Chevy Chase Junior College in
the Washington area was purchased and
dedicated as the National 4-H Club Center,
its headquarter's building was designated
Warren Hall. The site now is temporarily
being used for a high priority secret military project but it is fitting that for posterity, Gertrude Warren's name will be forever linked with her hi~tory-making contributions-the development of the Nation's
No. 1 crop, rural youth.

Th.irty-fourth Armenian Independence
Anniversary
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.THOMASJ.LA~E
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following interesting and factual article written by Arnold W. Sullivan for
the news readers of the Lawrence Sunday Sun, Lawrence, Mass., concerning
the anniversary of the Armenian independence:
ORGANIZATIONS AT COMMUNITY CENTER TO
STAGE PATRIOTIC PROGRAM JUNE 1 IN FORM
OF MESSAGE OF HOPE TO CoUNTRYMEN TRAP•
PED BEHIND IRON CURTAIN-ARMENIANS
HAVE CONTRmUTED GREATLY TO CULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT OF LAWRENCE AREA
(By Arnold W. Sullivan)
Armenian freemen in greater Lawrence
and throughout the world will send a message of hope to their oppressed native land
when the thirty-fourth anniversary of Armenian independence, after 543 years of alien
domination, will be observed with special
patriotic exercises over the coming week end.
It was on May 28, 1918, that the Armenian
people thrilled the world by shaking off the
yoke of enslavement and declaring itself
once more a sovereign state among the nations of the globe. This historic event will
be m arked by a program to be held on Sund ay June 1, starting at 2 p. m., in the newly
organized Armenian Communit y Center in
the old schoolhouse at the foot of Newbury
Street. Persons prominent in public life and
in Armenian patriotic circles will be among
the speakers.
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The United States of America was among
the first of the great powers to recognize the
independence of Armenia and it was President Woodrow Wilson who drew up the
geographic boundaries of the reborn republic.
FALLS TO REDS
Unfortunately, this infant republic became the first victim of Communist aggression. The newly installed Communist regime in Russia, bent on expansion from
the very first, allied herself with Turkey
and engulfed Armenia. Unable to cope with
the two-pronged invasion, the Armenian
Government capitulated to the Soviet Union
on December 2, 1920.
A last, desperate try for freedom was attempted by the Armenian people on February 18, 1921, when, unable to tolerate
Soviet misrule, the Armenian people rose
as one and overthrew the red regime, expelling the Red army from Armenia's boundaries. The independent government was
reest ablished.
This has been the only successful revolution against the Soviet Union. However,
the Soviets quickly returned with a greater
army and overwhelmed Armenia on April
2, 1921. Today, Armenia is considered as
one of the 16 republics of the Soviet Union
and her people live under a perpetual reign
of Communist terror, but they are convinced
that a free, domocratic and independent
Armenia can be realized only through a
final victory of the philosophy of the democratic nations, and toward that end they
pledge their hope every May 28.
SETTLE IN LAWRENCE
The Armenian population in Greater Lawrence, while numerically small, compensates
for its size by the degree of its vigor in
perpetuating the best attributes of an ancient race and injecting its fine heritages
into the blend of races which make up the
framework of America.
Among the leaders in this local colony
are many of the persons who fled from their
native land to these shores to live in peace
and be free from the forces which have
been attempting unsuccessfully over the
years and the centuries to stamp out the
inconquerable spirit of a God-fearing, industrious, liberty-loving people-a people
which appreciates liberty all the more because it has been deprived of it for so long.
The rolls of the honored dead of the
wars in which the United States has fought
to bring freedom to the oppressed of the
world, are sprinkled liberally with the names
of native Armenians, their sons, and their
grandsons.
CHURCH BUILDERS
. :Besides worshipping their God as they see
fit in other religious denominations, the
Armenian people of greater Lawrence have
built two imperishable monuments to their
integrity and their devotion to the highest
principles of life: the Holy Cross Armenian
Apostolic Church on East Haverhill Street,
which was dedicated in 1932, and the Mount
Ararat Congregational Church in nearby
Salem, N.H.
For generat ions, Armenian natives and
their descendants have made their mark on
the cultural, religious, patriotic, industrial,
a n d mercantile keystones of this community.
The program at the Armenian Community
Center on June 1 is being sponsored jointly
by Armenian Revolutionary Federation, the
Armenian Youth Federation, and the Armenian Relief Society. Attorney Garabed
Eksoozian is president of the center, Koren
Dam gajian is treasurer, and Arakel Bosgrichian is secretary.
THE ARMENIAN QUESTION
Geographically, Armenia lies in the Caucasus Mountains between the Black and
Caspian Seas, northeastward from the Medi-
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terranean. She is situated at the crossroads between Europe and Asia.
Armenia's recorded history extends far
back· into antiquity-a full 2,000 years before Christ. She is one of the oldest of mod•
ern nations.
Armenia became the first nation to adopt
Christianity as national religion. Her people have kept their faith despite countless
invasions, conquests, massacres, and persecution. With the death of Levan V, last
King of Armenia, in 1375 A. D., Armenia lost
her sovereignty. For 543 years, until May
28, 1918, Armenians lived under foreign subjugation.
During the diplomatic deliberations which
preceded the Treaty of San Stephana, and at
the Congress of Berlin, in 1878, the European
powers, for the first time, officially discussed
the Armenian question. Promises were made
but were never fulfilled. The plight of the
Armeni~n people remained unchanged.
Weary of broken promises, the leaders of
Armenia became convinced that only
through their own ·efforts could they expect
to settle justly the Armenian question. They
realized that only Armenians could bring
freedom to Armenia.
The Armenian revolutionary movement
was born.
ARF LEADERSHIP

Foremost among Armenian defense organ ..
tzations was the Armenian Revolutionary
Federation or Dashnags which was established in 1890. The Federation brought hope
to a despairing people. It taught the Armenian to defend himself and led the way
to independence on May 28, 1918. The people accepted the leadership of the Dashnags and gave their all, in support of the
organization's activities. For example, when
the Czar ordered the Armenian Church land
seized, in 1903, the people, led by the ARF,
refused defiantly, and the czar was compelled to rescind the order.
In 1906-07 carrying out the policy of the
Foreign Minister Lebanov, which was to occupy Armenia without the Armenians, the
Russians armed the Tartars and sent them
against the Armenians. The Dashnags organized the people in self-defense units and
defeated the Tartar invasions. The years
during World War I were Armenia's blackest.
Her enemies seized the opportunity to eradi·
cate the Armenian question once and for
all.
The Armenians became the first modern
victims of genocide; 1,500,000 Armenians
perished by massacre. The complete Armenian population of Armenia in Turkey was
uprooted and forced into exile. The civilized
world was shocked by the enormity of this
crime.
To add to this catastrophe, the Soviets ·
who were in power under Lenin, in 1918,
withdrew the Russian Army from the eastern front, leaving Armenia completely defenseless.
LINE HELD

Facing complete annihilation, Armenian
volunteer units rushed to the front and suc•
ceeded in holding an entire army at bay.
For 8 months they stemmed the German advance toward Baku.
Lenin's desertion of Armenia cost 300,000
Armenian lives. Soviet betrayal made itself
apparent immediately. Signing the treaty
of Brest Litovsk in March 1918, they attempted to cede Armenia in Turkey and also
areas of Armenia in Russia to Turkey. Undismayed by this Red betrayal, the Armenians were determined to protect themselves
from renewed subjugation. Under Dashnag
leadership, the Armenian volunteers met a
powerful Turkish Army in three pitched
battles on May 23-28, 1918. With unmatched
fury they fought, defeated and routed the
enemy at Bash Abaran, Sardarabad and Karakillisch. Immediately after these victories, Armenians on May 28, 1918, proclaimed

to the world that they were a free and independent nation. The Treaty of Sevres.
signed August 10, 1920, recognized Armenia.
On May 24, 1920, President Woodrow Wil·
son went so far as to ask the United States
Senate for authority to take a mandate for
Armenia. Immediate approval and diplomatic recognition was granted by the United
States and her European allies.
However, the Soviet regime could not tolerate the independence of Armenia. She
threatened communistic policies toward the
Mohammedans in the Soviet sphere of influence. Consequently, the Russian Bolsheviks allied themselves with the Turks and
in the autumn of 1920 invaded Armenia from
the north and south. Unable to withstand
this two-pronged attack, the Armenian Government capitulated. The Armenians were
compelled to sign the Treaty of Alexandropol,
re .ouncing Sevres; and later the Treaty of
Moscow and th~ Treaty of Kars.

which appeared in the East St. Louis
<Ill.) Journal on Sunday, May 25. 1952:
MUTUAL SECURITY PROGRAM SOUND STRATEGY,
ECONOMY

(By Bruce Taylor)
As the administration's foreign-aid program runs the gantlet of congressional
economy advocates, the arguments for and
against range from thinly disguised isolationism to zealous pleading for mutualsecurity spending.
Administration supporters are unanimous
in urging the full amount. Arch opponents
of our foreign policy are out to hamstring
the program by deep cuts in appropriations.
In between there is uncertainty as to
whether our economy can stand the staggering totals asked or whether the huge outlay is really necessary to our own security.
This uncertainty is not helped by the political coloration of arguments of each
extreme.
RISE AGAIN
However, shortly after being forcibly So- . A much better picture of what is involved
and what the Mutual Security program
vietized, on December 2, 1920, the people of
means in terms both of dollars and of secuArmenia -could not tolerate the tyranny inrity can be found in a new report by the
troduced by the Bolsheviks. Armenians
Committee on the Present Danger, a nonmade a last desperate grasp for freedom.
partisan group of private citizens organized
On February 19, 1921, the entire Armenian
in 1950 to seek a greater public awareness
populace arose in full fury. They revolted
of the basic threat of Communist aggression
· and overthrew the Red regime. The Red
and to recommend the best methods o!
army was routed ru1.d expelled from Armenia.
meeting it.
The independent Republic of Armenia was
A random selection of the men who are
reestablished.
The restored government
members of the Committee on the Present
lasted until the spring of 1921.
Danger
will serve to illustrate the range
On April 2, 1921, the Soviets reentered Arof interests it represents. Among its
menia with superior forces and reimposed
members:
the Red regime on the Armenian people.
Julius Ochs Adler, publisher of the New
The Treaty of Lausanne, July 24, 1923, adYork Times; David Dubinsky, head of the
mitted the Armenian tragedy and loss · of
International Ladies Garment Workers
sovereignty as a fait accompli.
Union; Leonard K. Firestone, head of FireSince that time, Armenia, with its million
stone Tire & Rubber Co.'s west coast operaand a half inhabitants, .has been a victim
tions; Paul Hoffman, former industrial exof Communist fate.
ecutive, one-time Marshall plan ·administraWithin Armenia, the Dashnags, and even
tor, now with the Ford Foundation and
the more pro-Soviet parties have been liquiactive in promoting the presidential candated. Continued purges have taken place.
didacy of Gen. Dwight Eisenhower; Stanley
Kachaznouni, 3rst Prime Minister of the inMarcus, Texas department store executive;
dependent Armenian Republic, was exiled to
J. Robert Oppenheimer, atomic scientist;
death. Leading intellectuals, like Nersesian,
Daniel A. Poling, prominent Protestant
Makintzian, Surkhatian, and Yesaian paid
clergyman and recent Republican candidate
with their lives. Well-known writers, like
for mayor of Philadelphia; Rev. Father EdBakountz, Armen, and Mahar!, were murmund A. Walsh, S. J., vice president of
dered.
Georgetown University and foreign affairs
So bold were the purges, especially in
consultant to the Government.
1929-30, 1934-37, that the Communists mur·
Mutual security is fundamentally a milidered the aged Armenian Catholicos, Kohren
tary program. In fact, the committee urges
I, spiritual head of the Armenian Church on
that practically all funds spent in EuroApril 9, 1938. This is the plight of Armenia
pean defense be lumped as military extoday.
penditures since nonmilitary economic aid
A recent camper on Armenia's border, Su·
preme Court Justice William 0. Douglas, re- . to our European allies is necessary only because of the heavy drain of their military
ports that there are but 64,000 Communist
expenses. This aid is not really assistance,
· Party members, out of which 55,000 might go
the committee believes, but a United States
over to a liberator. This ratio would further
contribution to a common plan of defense.
· indicate that. the mass of the people are a
The scope of ·this common plan of depotential resource against communism.
fense is not something we can set by ourselves. It is purely a matter of military
necessity. The committee emphasizes this
by quoting from a statement by Gen. Alfred
Mutual Security Program Sound Strategy, Gruenther, Deputy Allied Commander in
Europe:
Economy
"The dimensions of the Allied defense
plans were predetermined by the magnitude
of the existing Soviet forces opposing WestEXTENSION OF REMARKS
ern Europe."
OF
Faced not with what it wants to do but
what it must do, the United States has
formulated a unified plan for contributions
OF ILLINOIS
from all the Allies in order, the committee
points out, to put into the field effective
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
armed forces on a far larger scale than our
Friday, May 23, 1952
own resources alone can provide and equip.
Last year when the mutual security proMr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under gram
was presented to Congress, the then
leave to extend my remarks in the REc- Secretary
of Defense George Marshall indiORD, I include herewith an article written
cated that the $8,500,000,000 he requested
by Bruce Taylor entitled "Mutual Secu- was the first of a series of three approxirity Program Sound Strategy, Economy,·~ mately equal amounts to make European

HON. MELVIN PRICE
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defense a. reality. The present appropriation being debated is the second installment. A third wlll be required for 1953.
Unless these three installments or their
approximate equals, are paid, the common
defense plan agreed upon at Lisbon cannot
be carried out. At Ottawa and later at Lisbon the United States insisted upon European commitments beyond the ability of our
allies. They agreed on the basis of United
States assistance and stepped up their own
military effort by three billion. If the United
States does not back up its position, the
committee warns, the losses in total allied
mmtary strength would be many times tha
saving achieved by cuts in the appropriation.
The committee's economic analysis of the
situation convinces it that the United States
economy has the strength to bear these expenditures, provicfed they do not last at present magnitude beyond the next 2 years.
This conviction is based on this estimate:
"The United States has been able to meet
increased security costs without reducing individual per capita consumption and with
a large increase in private investment. After
adjustments to comparable price levels, we
find that our great post-Korean increases in
security expenditures have come, and wlll
next year come, entirely out of increased
national output, and that we are maintaining the already unprecedented high pre-Korean levels of personal consumption and
private investment."
·
This optimistic assessment doesn't necessarily mean that the United States economy
can stand the strain over a protracted period
or that every effort shouldn't be made to
balance the budget, as the committee itself
admits. In fact, there is a sound argument
that the budget should be balanced, and
concrete evidence that it can be done without crippling a single goal has been produced
by Senator PAUL DoUGLAS (Democrat, Illinois). What the committee's report shows,
however, is that it would be false economy to
attempt to balance the budget at the expense
of mutual security. There are plenty of
other places to save what is necessa.ry to
bring income and outgo to the same level.
In fact, the committee is right when it says
we cannot afford not to support the joint
defense plan without much greater costs
later on and dangers to the economy as well
as to our safety.
As for the contributions of our allies,
which seem insufficient to many · politically
minded Congressmen, the committee presents some revealing figures.
Total military expenditures of our military
allies in the last fiscal year were $8,700,000,000. This year they will total $11,400,000,000,
and next year $14,400,000,000. This is· an
increase of about two-thirds in · the last 2
years. It means a 3-year total of $33,500,000,000 to our $25,500,000,000.
Since military strength is useless without
a strong economy behind it, the actual arms
outlay and the defense support assistance
money contributed to the United States cannot really be separated.
In passing, the committee also notes that
the Far East is not being neglected in the
mutual security program. The Japanese
Treaty ends the occupation, permits us to
withdraw troops, allows Japan to begin building his own forces for safety. Our aid to
Britain and France contributes indirectly to
Far East defense. The French are spending
a billion a year in Indochina, roughly equal
to our aid to France. The British have two
divisions tied up in Malaya. And there is
about 250,000,000 allocated in the foreign aid
bill for the Philippines, Formosa, and other
areas.
As a step toward obtaining more for the
defense dollar, the committee recommends
that the off-shore purchases of specific military equipment which we supply to Europe,
be enlarged. In other words, by doing more
buying in Europe we can bolster European

economy. Where we can supply equipment
faster and more efficiently, United States
products should be used, but where there
is a choice Europe's need for dollars should
be the governing factor, the committee believes, since that will be more economical
for us in the long run. This will not be
possible to any great extent this year but
will be a large factor the following year.
The committee also recommends a continuing cost study with a view to greater
efficiency and economy in administering the
mutual security program. In the committee's view, speed and efficiency in rearming
which requires full support of the foreign
aid budget will save us the most money over
the long haul.
The committee also offers some other practical reasons for support of the common defense plan. It argues that because of a lack
2 years ago of any concerted plan for allied
defense in the Far East, the -United States has
done over 90 percent of the fighting in Korea
and has borne most of the casualties.
Whether or not this was unavoidable, the
committee says, it should not be repeated
elsewhere.
That it will not be repeated elsewhere is
evident in the implementation of the United
Nations collective-security measures engineered by the United S tates, under which
regional pact armies, such as the European
defense force we are building, automatically
become United Nations forces in the event
of aggression. The practical desire to secure much more military cooperation in putting down Communist aggression than has
been possible in Korea is behind the whole
global defense organization system the
United States is seeking to set up.
Another committee reason for full support
of the foreign-aid budget is its propaganda
effect on West Germany, alternately being
wooed and .t hreatened by the Sovi~t Union.
And there remains also the economy to
attempt to balance the eminently sensible
need to guarantee full support for the 200,000 troops of our own which, as the German
occupation force, are exposed on the edge of
the iron curtain. All in all, the committee
declares, this is no time to go into reverse
after all our efforts to speed up European
.rearmament.
With this established, the committee turns
to the principal questions which· Congress
must face:
Can our Nation afford such a program?
Are the Europeans' own efforts sufficient
so that it can succeed?
How can we get the most value out of our
dollars?
The committee regards the threat to our
security as a. continuing one, apparently destined to last for years. Therefore, it says,
true economy can · be determined only by
considering the total long-range United
States cost, not by looking at the next fiscal
year or even the next 2 years alone. The
real threat to our economy, the report says,
lies in repeated deficits over a long period.
In a long-range appraisal of costs, mutual
security must be considered as part of total
United States defense costs. Since almost
90 percent of the United States defense plan
is for our own Defense Department, any
economy measures to balance the budget
and reduce taxes must be such as to make
it possible to cut our Defense Department
substantially.
This defense budget is geared not only to
what the Communists have faced us with
but also to the strength of our allies. The
committee estimated that if the present
common defense plan is carried out effectively, the resulting strength will permit a.
reduction of twelve billions in the Defense
Department's budget in 2 years, simply because we will not have to be faced with doing
the job alone.
Against this outlook, failure to promote
that strength would result in weakness in

Europe, which naturally would invite Soviet
aggression. Gen. Dwight Eisenhower, retiring allied commander, has pointed out the
consequences of this. In the event of successful aggression in Europe, "the future
could promise ever greater danger of attack
tor the United States and Canada, requiring
endless sacrifices and defense costs which
ultimately would break their economies."
The committee offers an illustration of
what long-range economy can mean:
It costs $475,000,000 to create, equip, and
maintain a United States infantry division
for the first year. It costs $280,000,000 to do
the same for a European division.
After that first year, a United States division's maintenance cost is $160,000,000 a.
year. A European division's cost is $50,000,000 a year.
·
If the present foreign-aid plan is supported, there will be 25 divisions in Europe
by the end of this year, only 5 of which
will be American. Simple arithmetic shows
it is far more economical to help build the
European divisions and let Europe maintain
.them than to try to maintain our own security with our own troops. The Soviet
military potential remains the same, whether
they are fighting us alone or fighting an
allied potential.
Under the Lisbon plan, our allies wm spend
in 1953 a total of $14,400,000,000 for joint
defense, in contrast to the $1,800,000,000
which will be needed from the United States.

Sandpaper for Bureaucrats
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON·. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952·

Mr. TEAGUE. Mr. Speaker, from the
first day I became a Member of this
body, I have had a feeling of great' ad ..
miration for my good friend and col ..
league, the Honorable ToM PicKETT, of
Palestine, Tex. He has always taken a
forthright stand on controversial issues
and maintains a steadfast attitude on his
personal beliefs.
Unfortunately, we will lose this man
at the termination of this Congress, as
he has chosen not to run for reelection.
However, he has not ceased to take a
prominent position in the problems facing the Congress today as is evidenced
by the declaration he presented to the
House Committee on the Judiciary. The
people in his home town have noted this
also; and I wish to include an editorial
·which appeared in Friday, May 23, issues
of the Palestine Herald-Press, of Pales ..
tine, Tex.:
SANDPAPER FOR BUREAUCRATS
ToM PICKETT isn't easing up on his work as
Congressman for this district merely because
he's announced he won't seek reelection.
Yesterday Congressman PICKETT, known
by nearly everyone in east Texas simply as
"Tom," gave a legislative sandpapering to
President Truman. As a member of the
House Judiciary Committee, PICKETT presented a. declaration saying the President has
no inherent powers under the Constitution to
seize private property. And the judiciary
subcommittee before which PICKETT presented the declaration recommended that it
be voted by the entire House.
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Specifically, PICKETT's proposal asks that
Congress take a stand that the President not
be allowed to change wages, hours, prices, or
other working conditions in any plant, mine,
facility, or other property he has taken over
since April 1, or might take over in the
future.
The name of PICKETT was already well
known in the White House; PICKETT has
needled the bureaucratic administration be·
fore. He was the man who figured out,
through a point of order, the way to kill the
FEPC, which had been imposed by Executive
order. He was also the individual who upset
the huge St. Lawrence seaway project, be·
hind which the President had concentrated
all his legislative influence.
The newest PICKETT jab at the inflated per•
sonal-power claims of the President will
make our Congressman no more popular with
the White House. But PicKETT, as a Con·
gressman, has never watered down his per·
sonal beliefs in order to gain personal popularity, with the President or anyone else. In
a way, it is fitting for ToM PICKETT to use his
last few months in Congress to battle against
bureaucratic power.
If other Members of Congress want this
country to continue as a free constitutional
democracy, they will support PICKETT's pro·
posal.
For tied up within President Truman's
claims of seizure powers outside of the Con·
stitution is one of the biggest threats ever
made to our form of government.
The circumstances of the steel labor dis•
pute, which have brought Truman's atti·
tude to a show-down are beside the point.
We are in grave danger of seeing the whole
substance of our Constitution thrown out
the window if the President gets away with
his move.
If he can seize an industry, . change its
wage scale, alter its prices and its operating
procedures without constitutional authority,
then he or a future President can seize any
other business, a farm, a union, or a private
home. If the President can claim one in•
herent power not granted by the Constitution, then there is no limit on the future
declaration of other inherent powers.
The whole attitude of the United States
Constitution is to limit power. And it states
that
powers not specifically granted to the
Federal Government are reserved to the
States and to individuals.
Our Constitution was written as a guaran·
ty against usurpation of individual rights
and freedoms by the Central Government.
We must protect that· guaranty in every in·
dividual case or we shall lose its protection
in all cases.
That is What TOM PICKETT had in mind, no
doubt, when he asked Congress to declare
itself against assumed pow~rs of the Presi·
dent. It is to be hoped that the majority of
other Congressmen will go along with him.

all

Tito Communism Suppresses People the
Same as Stalin Communism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, reports coming out of Yugo.
slavia continue to show that the people
there are constantly being suppressed
and denied their rights.
I include herewith excerpts from re·
cent issues of the Democratic Union

News Service, which is published semimonthly by the Christian Democratic
Union of Central Europe, 339 East Fiftysecond Street, New York, N. Y.:
Trro ACCUSES AMERICA OF WARLIKE INTENTIONS
In a government sponsored broadcast in
Russian from Belgrade on January 29, 1952,
T1 to took the side of his former masters of
Moscow in the following words : "Do you not
think, listeners, that both the United States
and the U. S. S. R. are contributing to in·
creasing tension in the Far East? Instead
of working for the restoration and consolidation of democratic peace, they are waging a
stubborn battle dangerous to themselves.
Peace will not be maintained by a battle for
supremacy and domination of individual
states."
This statement, placing the United States
in the same category of aggressors as the
U. S. S. R., clearly indicates that Tito
remains an enemy of the West. Tito is first
and foremost a Communist, hating democracy above all. His. quarrel with Stalin does
not alter that fact.
BISHOP OF LJUBLJANA AsSAULTED BY A
CoMMUNIST MoB
Tito released Archbishop Steplnac from
jail as a concession to American public
opinion. His real attitude toward religion
is, however, illustrated by the following incident:
·
On January 20, 1952, the Catholic Bishop
of Ljubljana, Anton Vovk, was visiting a
village in the vicinity of Nove Mesto in order
to consecrate a new organ and altar. After
leaving the train in Nove Mesto, he was
assaulted by a Communist mob, which
poured gasoline on him and set him on fire.
The Bishop was severely injured and his
condition required immediate medical as· ·
sistance. An ambulance was called for, but
the crowd prevented it from taking the
bishop. After waiting for 4 hours, the
bishop was transported by train to Ljubljana, where he had to be taken to a hospital.
The incident was reported by the Yugoslav
radio, but the bishop's injuries were minimized. Later reports, however, indicate
that his condition is serious. The Yugoslav authorities mentioned an official investigation, but no one was arrested. It is
clear that the Communist authorities are
shielding the persons guilty of the outrage.
The Neue Zuricher Zeitung reported that
the Papal Nuncio in Belgrade, Msgr. Silvio
Oddi, lodged a protest in connection with
the assault which may cost the bishop his
life.
Facts such as this prove . that the alleged
restoration of religious freedom by the gov·
ernment of Tito is merely a propaganda ges·
ture designed to deceive the West.
INFLATION IN YUGOSLAVIA
The Minister of Finance declared that the
Yugoslav Government decided to devaluate
the dinar. The new parity, which came into
effect on January 1, is 300 dinars to $1. The
previous rate, which did not correspond to
the actual purchasing power of the dinar,
was 50 to a dollar.
Although the Government asserted that
this change of the rate of foreign exchange
would not affect domestic prices, the devaluation has caused inflation. Recent reports
from Yugoslavia indicate a fantastic rise in
prices. Here are some examples: One meter
of woolen material for a man's suit costs
about 5,000 dinars; one pair of shoes, 4,000
to 5,000; a winter coat, 10,000. The monthly
wages of an average worker amount to 4,000
to 6,000 dinars.
These figures reveal the degree of poverty
to which Yugoslavia has been reduced by
Communist rule in spite of the help received

from America. Economic conditions in
Yugoslavia were never as disastrous before
the introduction of the socialized economy,
Which turned a comparatively prosperous
country into a poorhouse.
CHRISTMAS IN "RELIGIOUSLY TOLERANT"
YUGOSLAVIA
The press and radio in allegedly religiously
tolerant Yugoslavia did not mention Christmas at all. On the other hand, Communist
celebrations were held on Christmas Day,
observing the anniversary of the arrival of
Tito in Bosnia in 1943 and the birthday of
Comrade Adzija. Christmas carols were replaced by the music of the partisan army.
On January 3 Radio Zagreb broadcast a
lecture about the origin and- growth of religion. The general trend of the lecture was
that all religion is a falsehood, a hindrance
to progress, and an opiate for the people.
The concluding statement was: "Religion is
not compatible with the struggle of the
working class, so we must fight it until it is
removed from the surface of the earth."
During the Christmas season, the "father
guardian of the Franciscans in Vukovar,
Father Stanko Banic, was sent to a concentration camp because of his protest against
the antireligious excesses of students in the
college of Vukovar.
The Government of the Republic of Slovenia ordered the closing of the churches
at St. Peter, Vrtojba, and Mirna at Christmas, supposedly because of a contagio\1s cattle disease. At the same time, however, Communist meetings in those same villages were
permitted.
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN YUGOSLAVIA
The Tito government is trying to improve
the difficult position of Yugoslav economy
by raising new taxes, increasing freight
charges, and imposing new charges for public
services. The currency in circulation has
increas~d by more than 40 percent in the
last 10 months. The inflation hits hardest
the Yugoslav working class. The price in·
dex stands at a figure 19 times higher than
in 1938, while the workers' wages have not
increased in the same proportion. The situation of the peasants, unable to buy even
the most necessary articles for their farms,
is no better. Many. farmers could not afford to buy seed, and in consequence about
8,000,000 acres Of land remained uncultivated.
ESCAPEES FROM PARADISE
In 1951 a total of 1,182 Yugoslav citizens
escaped to Italy and probably a similar number to Austria. In 1952, up to March 15,
102 Yugoslavs have requested asylum in Italy.
All these people, driven to desperation by
the conditions of life under Tito's regime,
preferred to risk their lives in crossing the
borders to enduring permanent slavery.
UNJUST ARRESTS IN YUGOSLAVIA
The Communist Minister of Interior and
chief of police, Alexander Rankovic, admitted that half of the arrests carried out by
the police in 1949 were unjustified. He also
stated that nearly 50 percent of the cases
brought to trial were proved to be based on
false accusations.
Since the Communist courts are known
for their eagerness to convict on the slightest
evidence, or none at all, this admission is
highly significant. It means that, even
under the Communist system of justice,
charges could not be proved in half the cases.
Under any system approaching fairness, the
percentage of unjust arrests would be shown
to be even much higher.
The secret political police arrest people
on suspicion, frequently without any evi·
dence of guilt.
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REPORT OF YUGOSLAV NAVAL CADET
Branko Miljonic, aged 21, a native of
Podgorica (Montenegro) and a naval cadet
at the naval academy of Rijeka (Fiume) escaped together with two Albanians in a small
boat. They crossed the Adriatic and landed
in Malfetta in Italy.
The young escapee described the situation
in Yugoslavia as growing steadily worse, but
the people do not believe that the Americans
granted economic and military aid without
laying down certain conditions for improving their life. They are convinced ,that in
the event of war, the Americans would occupy
Yugoslavia and set it. free from communism.
Nobody wants to fight for Tito. But they
would be prepared to fight against Russia
and her satellites in the hope that after
the war a democratic government would be
established in Yugoslavia.
BISHOP OF LJUBLJANA SENTENCED BY
COMMUNIST COURT
The Communist "people's tribunal" of
Ljubljana in Slovenia sentenced on January
7, 1952, Bishop Anton Vovk, apostolic administrator of the diocese of Ljubljana, to pay
50,000 dinars or serve 250 days in prison.
}lishop Vovk was charged with having distributed catechisms in the dioceses of Ljubljana and Maribor without having previously
obtained the permission of the Minister of
Education. Such a permission is compulsory before any textbook can be used in the
schools. The charge further alleged that the
catechisms were printed in Austria and carried the canonical approval of the Bishop of
Klagenfurt.
The bishop explained that the catechisms
were sent to Yugoslavia by the Vatican
through legal channels. They were urgently
needed, since the old stocks of religious books
had become Bxhausted and new ones could
not he printed in Yugoslavia. Ever since
Tito's Communist regime seized power, no
religious books of any kind were permitted
to be published in Yugoslavia. So the Vatican had the old prewar catechisms reprinted
in Austria, and sent them to the bishop,
through the apostolic delegate in Belgrade,
for distribution among the parish priests
who had requested them.
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Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks I am including an article that
appears in the Reader's Digest for June.
Dr. Stephen B. L. Penrose, president of
the American University at Beirut,
Lebanon, has written an article entitled
"The Arabs Don't Love Us Any More."
Mr. Speaker, the article by Doctor
Penrose goes to the heart of the present
situation in the Middle East which is
fast deteriorating. One does not have
to agree with all that is set forth therein
but the greater part of it points out a
lesson that we must learn if we are to
overcome the considerable handicap now
imposed against us in that area because
of an inconsistent and rather biased
policy.

The writer points out that we have
been content to follow the lead of the
British, French, and Turks rather to assume an American attitude in the interest of national security. I commend
this article to all Members of the House:
THE ARABS DON'T LovE Us ANY MORE
(By Stephen B. L. Penrose, president, Ameri·
can University of Beirut, Lebanon)
There is an old song about a card game,
the refrain of which goes like this:
"They don't want to play in his game,
They don't love him any more;
For they saw a pair of aces
Sliding down the polished floor."
The jingle expresses fairly accurately the
present attitude of the Arab world toward
the United States. The Arabs suspect that,
as the song implies, we have stacked the
cards.
This is a recent development, dating from
1947. In that year we shocked the Arabs
deeply by our vigorous pressure to carry
through the United Nations the partition of
Palestine and the establishment of the State
of Israel. Almost none of our actions since
then had reduced Arab disillusionment and
suspicion, and the very plans intended to regain Arab friendship have only widened the
breach. A cabinet minister in Syria said to
me not long ago: "We are convinced that
American policy is hostile to the Arabs."
Yet prior to 1947 the Arabs held the
United States in higher regard than they did
any other nation. They were familiar with
Weodrow Wilson's 14 points, and were enthusiastic about his principle of the self-determination of peoples. During World War
II they were well acquainted with the Atlantic Charter and the four freedoms. They
appreciated United States policy in the Philippines and frequently contrasted it with
British and French colonial policies. They
were grateful for American assistance in establishing the independence of Lebanon and
Syria. Everything up to 1947 kept America
at a high level of admiration among the
Arabs.
Then came the betrayal: Palestine:-to
whose independence as an Arab state they
had looked forward since 1916-was split
without a plebiscite and a part of it made a
foreign state. Three quarters of a million
persons were made homeless in order that a
third as many European unfortunates might
have a homeland. Where now was the principle of self-determination? Where was the
high sense of international justice and human feeling which had always typified the
American Nation? Incredulity speedily gave
way to bitterness, the more poignant because
of the savage disillusionment. One expects
bad treatment from an enemy, but when a
friend does you irreparable wrong it provokes
a deeper enmity.
The Arabs were aware of the pressures
behind America's action. They knew that
the Zionist vote was l1ighly important to
both Democratic and Republican Parties.
But they did not believe that United States
foreign policy would be determined on the
basis of local politics . .
Such a statement leaves out many factors,
but people who are bitter are not likely to
be charitable. And so intense is the Arab's
bitterness that it makes him suspicious even
of those American policies which are genuinely designed to win his friendship.
Take the point 4 program, for example.
This important and farsighted effort to help
underdeveloped countries help themselves
is not accepted by the Arabs at its face value.
This is partly the result of feeble and misleading public relations. Point 4 got off
to a_ bad start. It was publicized as America's disinterested proffer of technical assistance without thought of any return. To
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the Arab this did not ring true. Nobody but
a fciol gives away money and America is ' no
fool; therefore she must expect a quid pro
quo which she is keeping concealed.
The Arabs had some shrewd suspicions:
1. In return for aid America would insist
that the Arab States make peace with Israel.
Nothing doing. Arab friendship cannot be
bought with dollars. "If the United States
should offer Syria $50,000,000 to make peace
with Israel, I'd tell them to take their money
elsewhere," said a former Prime Minister of
Syria. Israel must malre her own peace
with the Arabs if there is to be peace, and
she has shown no signs of even starting the
process.
2. America wants to aid agriculture in the ·
Arab States, they suspect, in order that they
will remain permanently agricultural, thus
permitting Israel to become the industrial
center of the Middle East. This rather absurd notion· probably originated in Russian
propaganda, but it has gained currency.
The necessity for clarifying our point 4
objectives has .belatedly been recognized in
the United States. Last January Secretary
Acheson spoke of our hard-headed self-interest in the program, and of strengthening responsible governments in order to
create an environment in which we can live
peac~fully.
"Our security," he went on,
"requires tlie maximum stability possible
in these areas." This is a step in the right
direction, but it comes woefully late.
A similar unfortunate ambiguity surrounded the proposal for establishing the
Middle East Command. The general idea
of MEC was that Britain, France, Turkey, and
the United States would assist the Arab countries to defend themselves against Russian aggression, and would provide the Arabs
with arms. Unfortunately, in the first hasty
statement of the plan it was announced
simply that the four powers had decided
to defend the Arab countries, and that they
would furnish armed forces of their own to
cooperate with the strengthened Arab armies. This was a high-handed procedure
from the viewpoint of the Arabs, who felt
that they might at least have been consulted
in the matter. Several Arabs said in my
hearing, "Why don't they have the courtesy
to ask us instead of telling us?"
Furthermore, we allowed the proposal to
be first stated to the Arabs by the British,
who were at that moment engaged in armed
conflict with Egyptians in the Suez Canal
zone. The proposal appeared to be a new
twist in the Suez negotiations, not a totally
new policy. A fiat turndown from Egypt resulted, and the negative reactions of the
other Arab States forced rapid revisions and
restatements of the proposal-all of which
completely robbed the idea of the good moral
effect originally intended.
The timing was bad but the worst faux
pas was allowing the British, French, and
Turks to take the foremost place in presenting the proposal, while the United States
remained in the background. The selection
of these three countries convinced the Arabs
that all was far from well. The Arabs had
been liberated from 500 years of Turkish ru:e
only as recently as 1918, and had experienced
a land grab by them of the sanjak of Alexandretta as late as 1936. This last was the
result of French connivance during the
French mandate over Syria and Lebanon, a
tenure of power which it took a world war
to break. The British had left Palestine
under unpalatable circumstances and were
striving to maintain a toehold on the Suez
after taking a beating in Iran. From the
Arab point of view a more dubious collection of conspirators coulc,l not have been
found to put forward a plan for reestablishing themselves in the area which had slipped
from their grasp. And there was the United
States apparently standing back of it all and
blessing this infamous deal. How could the
Arabs like it?
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Russian propaganda added its helpful
hand. Leaflets in Arabic proclaimed that
"the imperialist powers are forging new
chains for the Arab peoples, forcing them to
fight in their unholy cause against the peaceloving nations of the world, at the head of
which is the Soviet Union." This kind of
stuff found a readier ear than it had any
right to find. Coupled with the Russian refrain that Israel is the tool of Anglo-American imperialists, the whole thing tied up
into a rather appealing package which was
widely circulated throughout the Arab world.
Another element entered the picture, a
rather complex psychological twist best illustrated by questions put to an Arab politico
by a simple and unlettered farmer of Lebanon shortly after the MEC proposal had been
publicized.
"Is it proposed," asked the man, "that we
will be defended by English, ·F rench, and
Turkish troops?"
"Yes; it seezns so."
"Well, tell me, can the British stand on
their own feet?"
"Not exactly. They have had to have a lot
of financial help from the United States."
"can the French stand on their own feet?"
"They seem to require a lot of help in
Indochina, and are getting arms . from
America."
·
·
"Can the Turks stand on their own feet?"
''Well, they have had to have a lot of financial and military aid from the United
States."
"Then tell me how in the name of Allah
can they offer to defend us if they can't even
defend theznselves? It appears that America
is the only one that could really help us.
Why doesn't America have the courtesy to
come to us direct instead of shoving forward
these scarecrows?"
In a curious way the Arab appears to have
a sounder estimation of the .importance of
America than most Americans have. How
long must we continue to feel that in foreign
affairs we should. defer to the greater experience of the European? Actually, the Euro- ·
pean hasn't done so well himself lately. He
is far more capable of leading us astray than
we are ourselves if we would recognize that-whether we like it or not, we are the world's
leaders, and sooner or later we must act
that way.
If there is anything astonishing about the
present situation it is that we failed to an. ticipate it. The British and French failed
even more markedly. Since the First World
War the Western Powers have encouraged
the Arab States to dream of independence.
This was the outspoken purpose of the mandate system, if it was not always the purpose
of the mandatory powers. With few exceptions the latter did not strain themselves to
prepare their charges for the responsibilities
of self-government. But the Second World
War and its aftermath brought independence
into being with or without preparation.
It must never be forgotten that the Arab
States are new states, some of them little
older than Israel and one of them, Libya,
younger. The taste of freedom is a heady
potion as we might well remember if we
studied our own early history. The young
free state is desperate to be recognized as a
nation among nations, and is .hypersensitive
to the imagined slight, the implied contempt
of its elders. It is likely to suffer from an
inferiority complex which may lead to reactions of considerable violence and little
perspicacity. There is no reason for us to
assume that "Give me liberty or give me
death" was a monopoly of Patrick Henry's.
The situation is not hopeless. One of the
causes of Arab bitterness toward America as
a government is in our favor: namely, the
genuine friendship and admiration which
the Arabs have for the Americans as people.
This is the outgrowth of more than a century of contact with Amel'ican missionaries,

educators, doctors, business and technical
men whose activities, in their private institutions and enterprises, have contributed
to the development of the entire area. Until
recently Amer:can enterprise in the Middle
East has been almost entirely nongovernmental, an important difference from most
other national patterns. Americans have
never been seen as colonizers or subjugators
and it is hard even now for most Arabs to
conceive of them as such. This is why Arabs
today will bitterly criticize the United States
Government's policy in front of their American associates but still treat the individual
American as a friend.
It is therefore essential that the American
Government by its actions convince the
Arabs that its friendship is as genuine and as
worth while as that of its individual citizens.
This means three things:
1. The United States must have a consistent and unbiased policy toward the Middle
East. It cannot drift with the fluctuating
tide of other nations' leadership, or let domestic politics be its will-o'-the-wisp.
2. America's policy must represent the
grand tradition of American democracy, humanity, and enterprise which has so favorably characterized the individual American
in the Middle East.
3. United States policy must be based on
effective understanding of Arab psychology.
Because it rests on understanding, it will itself be understandable and understood.
Let there be, then, no more appearance of
"aces slidi..1g down the floor." Only so may
we regain what we have so nearly lost, the
confidence and cooperation of, the Arab
world.
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Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I insert the
transcript of a radio broadcast called
People's Platform which was heard on
Sunday, May 18, 1952, over CBf?:
ANNOUNCER. People's Platform with CBS
Radio Correspondent Dwight Cooke. As a
result of the steel crisis, Congress has undertaken an extensive investigation into the
existing methods for handling labor disputes.
Much new legislation has been proposed and
we'll consider some of it in a discussion of
the question "Is there a better way to handle
labor-management disputes?"
OUr guests on People's Platform today are
Congressinan EMANUEL CELLER, Democratic
Representative from New York and chairman
of the House Judiciary Committee, and Con~
gressman RALPH W. GwiNN, Republican Representative from New York and member of
the House Committee on Education and Labor. Here to open the discussion is the
chairman of the People's Platform, CBS
Radio Correspondent Dwight Cooke.
Mr. CooKE. Well, gentlemen, the most important domestic issue of 1952 has been this
violent, confused, dramatic steel dispute.
So before we go into the general question
of better ways to handle labor-management
disputes in general, let's focus on this !)pecific headline problem of the moment, the
present situation in steel, the President's
seizure of the steel industry and the present
Supreme Court examination of that seizure.

Mr: CELLER, you are the chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee, what would
your considerate judgment be on this situation?
Mr. CELLER. Mr. Cooke, I'm naturally concerned with the constitutional issue involved with reference to the Presidential
seizure of the steel mills but I do indeed deplore most vehemently the tendency to play
politics with this constitutional issue and
these Presidential powers-it's too serious
an issue in this emergency. There's a very
healthy opinion to the effect that the Supreme Court-and I don't know personally
w:._at the Supreme Court is going to dowill remand this case to a lower court :for
further consideration of the facts and will
indicate that the judiciary has no ·power to
restrain or mandamus or force action upon
the President. Frankly, indeed, never in
history has any judge attempted successfullyto restrain a President. He could not enforce his order against the wishes of the
President. And as a matter of fact there
are very healthy decisions of precedence
against such a step, notably, the famous case
of the State of Mississippi against President
Johz:.son. Also remember Andrew Jackson
when the President said, "The Court has
rendered decision. Let it now try to enforce
it."
Mr. CooKE. Well, then, Mr. CELLER, you
believe that the likely conclusion here would
be that the President will continue to have
the power to hold the steel industry because
the Supreme Court won't stop him.
Mr. CELLER. I don't know that. I said that
they might remand
• • the Court
might remand the case back for reconsideration. It is only before the Supreme Court
on affidavits. But I do hope that the Supreme Court will follow the principle that
the strength of our American Constitution
· has always been in fact a flexible instrument and that it is a sort of dynamic charter to be made adjustable to the changing
conditions in our Nation. It should not be
a rigid inflexible document. No one knows
what the future has in store. Confine it
with too rigid charter and it may not adequately cover future eventualities.
Mr. COOKE. Mr. GWINN, as another emi•
nent lawyer, a Republican instead of a Democrat here, to what extent do you go along
t.1th Mr. CELLER?
Mr. GWINN. Well, I wouldn't go along at
all on the theory that the President has
inherent power under the Constitution and
I hope that the Supreme Court, whose job
it is to interpret the Constitution, would
find absolutely no right or power in the
President to exercise such a remarkable oneman concept of his rights. He has no rights
• • • and as it is under the Constitution, It would seem to me clear that the
Court can determine therefore that he has
no right.
Mr. CooKE. Thus, Mr. GWINN, you believe
that the Supreme Court will bar the President's seizure and therefore the situation
will revert to before the-Mr. GWINN. I can't imagine the Supreme
Court buying such an illegal, outrageous act.
act.
Mr. CELLER. Well, Mr. GWINN-Ralph-I
would say that the decision is not going to
be as simple as all that. It's a very complex question and many Presidents in the
past have taken action that have been more
drastic than that, and 1f you are going to
apply those strong observations to President Truman, you'll have to do the same
thing to Teddy Roosevelt and Grover Cleveland and Lincoln and ~drew Jackson and
many others.
Mr. GWINN. I don't remember anything as
outrageous as this seizing of other people's
property to make a redistribution to those
that have a great many votes in election
year. I can't believe any President has ever
done that before.
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Mr. CELLER. How about the Emancipation
Proclamation-that was a seizing of property, the slaves were property, according to
th€! conception of that day, and President
Lincoln, with one fell swoop, Ralph, said
they shall be free and there wasn't even a
penny of compensation.
Mr. GwiNN. Yes; but the slaves we held
were persons with inalienable rights and we
denied the fact that they were property
capable of being seized by anybody and we
simply-the Government in that case did
what t h e function of Government is, it
maintained the liberty of the individual.
That's about the only job the Government
has.
Mr. CELLER. Well, Ralph, what about your
famous President on your side of the fence,
Teddy Roosevelt, Ralph, who seized the
Canal Zone and there was great remonstrance
in the Congress and he was called all sorts
of names, and then he said. "Well, while
Congress debates the question of whether or
not I have the right, I have seized the Canal
Zone, and the Canal is running while they
do the talking."
ll"r. GwiNN. Well, in that case, Mr. CELLER,
Mr. Cooke, I believe we didn't necessarily
all of us approve of that and in that case
there was a contract and a payment, however, and the theory was that we simply took
what belonged to us under the law and for
which we had paid.
Mr. CELLER. Well, Roosevelt-Teddy Roosevelt spoke of the famous stewardship theory
under which he said he was allowed to do
almost anything not specifically forbidden
to him by law or the Constitution, and he
said that paved the way for him to draw
on the mighty reservoir of authority in any
crisis.
Mr. GwiNN. If he said that it's just as
bad as Truman. I doubt-! can't believe
he ever said such a thing.
Mr. cooKE. This sounds, gentlemen, like
a double case of quoting the Devil, politically speaking, to prove Scriptures.
Mr. CELLER. Well, except I want to indicate, Mr. GwiNN, that both Republicans
and Democrats as President have seized
power of enormous proportions.
Mr. GWINN. I'm agin it in any case.
Mr. CooKE. Well, then, gentlemen, you
have showed your point of view and disagreement on the question of what the Supreme
Court should do in here and what the
President should have done.
Looking ahead now-in the crucial area
of national emergency, and in the problem
of labor-management disputes in that area,
specifically speaking, what would you propose different, changed, added or subtracted
on the national scene? Mr. GWINN, do you
want to start?
Mr. GWINN. I would start again with the
Taft-Hartley Act, which has worked in serious disputes-up till now-and in fact we
can't point to a single failure in the TaftHartley procedure but we do face industrywide monopolistic power of labor bosses,
single men exercising more power than any
other man ever exercised.
I would add to the Taft-Hartley Act what
was originally in it, namely, a prohibition
against industry-wide monopollstic bargaining, and reduce the bargaining to company
units, or plant units, without the compulsion of any over-all boss involved.
Mr. CELLER. Mr. GWINN, without first going into the nature of your bill, I'd like to
take up and disagree with you about the
Taft-Hartley Act. Taft-Hartley Act has been
a failure in many, many instances. We have
had many strikes, steel strikes, Western
Union strike, railroad and mine strikes,
Western Electric strike, and the oil strike.
And as to important cases involving national emergency, in the six cases where the
President exercised his right to apply the
remedy of injunction against the workers
and demand the 80-day waiting period in

that act, only in one case, namely, Atlantic
and Gulf case, in 1948, was a settlement
reached during the 80-day period. In five
other cases, during or after the 80-day period there were st::ikes, very important
strikes, creating tremendous havoc; there
was the coal strike of 1948, the coal strike in
1950, the east-coast dockers workers of 1948,
the west-coast maritime workers in 1948,
and the Oak Ridge laboratory in 1948, and a
number of others, so that I would say that
the Taft-Hartley Act has not lived up to the
expectations of your good self and those who
voted for it. I voted again.;t it and will continue to vote against any provision involving
the Taft-Hartley Act.
Mr. GWINN. Let's take the coal strike, even
though with the nod of a great eyebrow, a
Nation-wide strike was declared. Even so, the
President proceeded under the Taft-Hartley Act, and the matter was settled before
the expiration of the 80 days.
Mr. CELLER. There had to be seizure first.
Mr. GWINN. There was no seizure in the
coal case.
Mr. CELLER. Well, in the previous coal
strike there was seizure, but, incidentally, in
the case of that seizure and in the case of
the seizure of the railroads there was no
outcry, because that seizure was against labor; now the seizure is against management,
and there is uproar. It all depends upon
whose ox is gored. Seizure against workers
apparently is acclaimed, but seizure against
management, against steel owners is condemned. That is rather strange.
Mr. GwiNN. Seizure, though, doesn't cure
the situation; it can't cure it, because it's
an exercise of political power where votes are
involved. The industry-wide bargaining, if
done away with, that is the monopolistic
feature of this is done away with, we'll restore competition then. If one motor company is in trouble or in a strike, they can't
settle, we get our motors from another
company, and ultimately competition will
settle these disputes.
Mr. COOKE. Mr. GWINN, before Mr. CELLER
comments on the industrywide ban of bargaining that you proposed, there's one
other matter of fact I would like to ask hereit's been discussed a good deal in this steel
dispute-if the President of the United
States had used the Taft-Hartley Act machinery, if the 80 days had passed, and if
no solution had been found, what then do
you believe would have happened in this
specific dispute?
Mr. GWINN. Well, I believe on the basis of
what has happened, really, that this steel
strike would have been settled because
neither labor nor industry would know themselves what to depend on after the 80 days
and that's a tremendous pressure in itself
to come to an agreement.
Mr. CELLER. I believe, Mr. GwiNN, you're
rather naive in that regard that there was
not only an 80-day waiting period as far as
steelworkers were concerned, at the time of
the seizure they'd waited almost 90 days,
and now almost 130 days have passed already. Should they be forced to walt longer?
You know under the title 2 of the TaftHartley Act first the President must arrange
for an inquiry-sort of an emergency boardand the emergency board has no power even
to make recommendations, only to find facts,
and then the President must apply to his
Attorney General as to whether or not there
shall be a seizure, and that takes time; he
must apply to the courts; that'll take 2
weeks. And in the case of the steel furnaces,
the hearths, to keep them closed for that
period of time is highly dangerous in the
event of a strike, and then he must apply
to get the 80-day period. But the TaftHartley Act is utterly sllent as to what will
happen after the 80-day period, and I presume there will be considered another dis•
pute and they have to apply to a court for
another injunction another 80 days ad in-
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flnitum. We get nowhere with the TaftHartley Act. It is an act of abortion.
Mr. GWINN. Now, Mr. Cooke, Mr. CELLER,
there was no real waiting. Certainly there
was no waiting under the Taft-Hartley Act.
The waiting was for the President, who had
appointed his own jury known as the Wage
Stabilization Board, to act favorable-as it
was predicted they would act-to the strikers. That's not waiting in a two-way manner. That is waiting with confidence that
the steel strikers are going to get what they
wanted hecause as they said they've got a
friendly person in the White House. That
destroyed all possibility of bargaining and
negotiating over the table between the parties. The competition and the chance to
settle this thing by the parties was all over
when the President appointed his Wage Stabilization Board.
Mr. CELLER. The only factors I agree with
you on in that regard is that it's not a
waiting period; it's a boiling-over period
and it creates tremendous excitement and
discontent these so-called 80 days. But the
Taft-Hartley Act is lil{e a fireman who is
asked to put out a fire and when he comes
to the fire he finds the hose is entirely too
short and he can't put out the fire. The
Taft-Hartley Act has not prevented strikes,
it has fomented strikes and discontent. It
is short of proper remedy. The disturbance
is not quelled. It only adds fuel to thB flames
of discontent.
Mr. CooKE. But at any event here Mr.
GWINN is proposing a longer, and he believes
a much stronger, hose to a more powerful
pressure and water supply here in his proposal that there should be a ban on industry-wide bargaining in any industry. Does
that mean, Mr. GWINN, that it would be
illegal for any national labor union to exist
or just to have any national policy in regard
to any industry dispute?
Mr. GwiNN. A national union or association could exist, but the top man couldn't
go all over the country and tell each local
union that it had to settle according to a
national plan or a national dictum without
regard to wages or working conditions in the
local unit.
Mr. CooKE. Well, does that mean then that
1f I could prove as a manager of any factory
that a national union was setting a policy
·for a strike in my factory it would then
be illegal to strike?
Mr. GWINN. If it affected the national interest and affected virtually the whole of
the industry, it would be a monopolistic act
which would be illegal.
Mr. CooKE. Mr. CELLER.
Mr. CELLER. I don't think that you've read
the terms of your bill, Mr. GWINN, it doesn't
permit national unions, it simply says that
one union in a particular plant cannot unite
with any other unions in that same industry
or any kindred or integrated industry and
they must deal separately with a separate
plant. It is separate union versus separate
plant.
Mr. GWINN. That's right.
Mr. CELLER. Now that means that the steelworkers could not under Mr. Murray be
brought in to settle this steel strike because
they involve the unions that are employed
by a number of plants. Every plant must
be treated as an entity and the union must
treat with the individual plant management
without aid or comfort or help from any
other unions.
Mr. Cooke, I'd like to comment just briefly
on that. Big unions, the steelworkers union
is a big union, has been the result of big
business. You have these big business entitles like the steel corporations, where you
have four . or five huge companies control
practically the entire output of steel. Now
it's inconceivable and most anomalous that
one small little union could battle against a
huge concern like the United States
Steel • • • it would be like every m•an for
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himself, said the elephant, as he danced
amongst the chickens.
Mr. GWINN. Well, I think probably by bank
balances and by numbers and by political
weight that labor is now the biggest business
of all. It is big business. Maybe it got tnat
way because industry was originally big and
because it was combined. But we stopped industry combinations and monopoly. We
prevent these big fellows from doing the
things that you say. Now we must apply
the same rule to big labor and big compulsion and monopoly there.
Mr. cooKE. Well, now, gentlemen, as we
continue this-Mr. CELLER. One comment, Mr. Cooke, on
that: The reason why we never apply the
antitrust laws and your bill would amend
the antitrust .laws to prevent combinations
of labor as we do prevent combinations of
industry, is because the human body and
the human heart and the blood and sweat
and tem·s that come out of the human heart
and from, namely, "work," is quite differ·
ent from ships or shoes or sealing wax.
Labor is not a commodity. Our antitrust
laws apply to the business in commodities.
And since 1890, when the antitrust laws
were devised, we have look ed upon the sweat
of a man's brow quite differently than de 7
odorants, and laxatives, and ships, and au•
tomobiles, and machines. The Nor.ris-LaGuardia Act, amending the Sherman antitrust law, recognized the dignity of labor
and precluded injunctions in labor disputes.
Mr. GWINN. Well, there's no sweat and
tears, Mr. CELLER, Mr. Cooke, that anybody's
going to shed when big labor says to big
government, which it operates and controls,
"now you make everybody join our union and
pay dues to us." So, big government goes out
to force under the union shop, a total monopoly, that determines whether a man shall
work or not. I can't imagine any more com·
plete monopoly and force against the indi·
vidual citizen than that kind of a business
by labor.
Mr. CELLER. But a little while ago when I
!poke of slaves, said slaves were persons, and
they were different from property, now I'm
saying human beings are different from property and therefore we must make a distinction between them and property. Were you
right then or now? You can't be right both
times.
Mr. GwiNN. We want to make them free.
If they want to join the union and pay the
dues, yes. If they don't we can't let a monopoly tell them whether he shall work or
not work. And we can't let Government force
them to build up the business of the union.
Mr. CooKE. Gentlemen, this discussion obviously could continue for some time but I
want to bring in one element, which, it
seems to me, is part of this People's Platform
discussion on "Is there a better way to handle
labor-management disputes?" Mr. GwiNN
has made one suggestion; in strengthening
the Taft-Hartley Act via forbidding industry-wide bargaining.
Mr. CELLER, have you an alternate proposal wllich you think would make the better
labor-management • * *.
Mr. CELLER. Yes, I have a proposal particularly in the cases of a national emergency.
I'll come to it later. Mr. GWINN's proposal
would provide that the union at one struck
plant would have to negotiate and collec·
tively bargain with the owners of that plant.
But in the case of steel, for example; if there
was a strike in one plant, United States Steel
Corp., large and powerfUl as it was, would
make it most difficult or impossible for the
union to negotiate with it. If there was a
strike it would be a simple matter for United
States Steel to go to the Bethlehem Steel or
Jones & Loughlin and have its order manufactured and in that way would utterly destroy the value of collective bargaining. It
would just transfer its order to its competitors, starve out the workers and at the same
time have its work done elsewhere. They

could thumb their nose at the union forever
Congress to the President's right of seizure
because their competitors with whom they
and then he could seize. Thus Congress is
are most friendly and with whom they have
embraced in the action by the President.
working arrangements (even to the extent of
Congress can say "No." If it does not, the ·
being accused of conspiring to violate the
President acts.
antitrust laws), would perform their con·
Mr. GWINN. Why, Mr. CELLER, the Presitracts and they would thus leave the union
dent has been finding emergencies of one
high and dry. ·
sort ar another to justify his actions ever
Now the other alternative-since he's been in office. He could find any
emergency he wanted to and then he could
Mr. CooKE. Before you give the alternative,
appoint any board that he wanted to apMr. CELLER, I think it's only fair to let Mr.
point. Just as bad as the old ki ngs apGWINN answer the point you just made.
pointing a jury before whom they were going
Mr. GWINN. Really, we know that politics
to be tried.
and Presidents and compulsions cannot fix
Mr. CooKE. What about the provision, Mr.
wages and prices; they tend to fix wages
GwiNN, of Congress having 5 days to stop
high and prices down. So we've got to keep
the President from seizing.
Government out of this compulsion and labor monopoly out by creating freedom again.
Mr. GWINN. Well, that's very bad, because·
That's what we're talking about-we've got
Congress can't get together and act in 5
to have competition. Now if you don't have
days; it's almost impossible to get the macompetition then labor and Government may
chinery of the Senate and the House to funcbe absolutely arbitrary, fix prices to suit
tion, which is another way of saying-acthemselves as they have in coal, get coal
cording to that bill-that the President
so high nobody can buy it. Now we've got
should have absolute power to do as he
to stop that kind of manipulation and repleases. And if he wants union shops and
store competition between the companies
if he wants higher wages and no increase in
and we can't let labor organize to stop that
prices he simply proceeds under the Morse
kind of competition.
bill as he has been proceeding without a
Morse bill.
Mr. CooKE. All right; then let's see what
Mr. CELLER's proposal is for the creation of
Mr. CELLER. Well, it would be more than
the greatest possible amount of freedom-5 days. It's only 5 days from the time that
he asks Congress whether he shall or shall
Mr. CELLER. Your proposal wouldn't be
not act. But prior thereto there is a 30-day
freedom, it would be slavery and yellow dog
period within which the so-called Emergency
contracts and things of that sort.
Board of the Wayne Morse bill must make its
Mr. GWINN. Now I don't agree.
report to the President. It may be less than
Mr. CELLER. I think your bill would bring
30
days. But there wouldn't be merely 5
in a cure that would be worse than the disease. Now there has been a remedy pro- . days during which Congress may act; there
would be more than 5 days, and Congress
posed-would have ample time. I've seen Congress
Mr. GWINN. Hear my bill before his comact in quite a jiffy when it wants to act.
mittee, now that sounds kind of bad.
Frankly, Congress has been most laggard
Mr. CELLER. Well, I'd be very glad to give
here. The President asked Congress to legisyou a hearing before my committee and I'd
late before he made the seizure. But Conask you some very searching questions be·
gress has been negligent; it was playing policause incidentally your bill would repeal the
tics. And your side of the aisle played most
Norris-LaGuardia Act, which precludes inof the politics. Your Republican colleagues
junctions against labor unions. That act is
play footsiE> With the Dtxiecrats-some of the
a charter of liberty for labor. Repeal it, as
so-called Dixiecrats. There 1s a rather
you do, and you reinstate the yellow-dog conanomalous cabal between those you speak
tract and the sweat-shop conditions of years
for
and a number of Truman haters from
ago.
the South. As a liberal Democrat, I deplore
Mr. GWINN. The Norris-LaGuardia Act is a
that union.
very old and outworn act long before moMr. GwiNN. Well, the President controls
nopoly and now monopoly is here and we've
the majority in Congress for most anything
got to restore injunction.
he wants to do.
Mr. CooKE. In any event, gentlemen, as a
Mr. CELLER. He gets except what he
chairman of this particular unofficial comwantsmittee, might I ask Mr. CELLEa to propose
Mr. GWINN. It's a party Government. I'm
his alternative here.
not in favor of the President or any politiMr. CELLER. Even the Ten Commandments
cal person having all this power to settle
are very old but they stlll are operative and
wages and prices. We ought to get rid of
salutary. Because a thing is old doesn't
them.
They're an evil. They lead to cormake it outmoded.
ruption. They settle nothing unless they
Now for the suggestion which has been
settle it in favor of one Bide to the contromade by a distinguished Member of the Senversy, which is generally on the side that has
ate, Senator WAYNE MoRsE, to cope with this
the most votes. That is a terrifying thing
situation that is now confronting tne Naabout giving the President or any commistion. If there is a strike or a threatened
sioned form of government all of this power
strike or difficulties of that nature in a very
to
settle things which they can't settle.
important segment of our economy, which
Mr. CELLER. That's the attitude of the
affects strategic supplies, strategic materials;
steel magnates in this case. They said we'll
or there is an emergency, the President, unnot accept the Wage Stabilization Board
der the Wayne Morse bill would find that an
recommendation although countless other
emergency exists. He would issue an emerindustries have accepted their recommendagency proclamation, set up an Emergency
tions. They didn't accept them because
Board to find the facts and report. That
they didn't like them. If they liked them
Emergency Board would attempt to conthey
would have accepted them. And then
ciliate and mediate in the dispute. And
they said we'll accept them provided you
then • • • after the President receives
give us a $12 a ton increase. They set themthe report of the Emergency Board; he would
selves up as an office of price stabilization
have the right to declare an intention of
without rhyme or reason. Certainly the
seizure, as in the case of steel. But the ConOffice of Price Stabilization which repregress would have 5 days within which to
sents
the people, 150,000,000 sets the price.
negate that right of seizure. If after 5 days
The steel companies cannot set the price.
Congress fails to act by indicating by negaThey sought to dictate and intimidate.
tive resolution or otherwise, or concurrent
The steel companies had no right to take
resolution, that it feels the President should
such a violent arbitrary attitude. They held
not seize, then the President would not have
the gun up to the Nation and said, "Give us
that right. But in the case of inaction by
what we want or else." There is an old story.
Congress, no action by Congress, that would
quite applicable heFe. Lawyers know it well,
be tantamount to the approval given by
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I! you have a bad case on the facts attack
Britain Trying to Give American-Owned
the law. If you have a bad case on the law
attack the facts. If you have a bad case
Airplanes to Chinese Communists
the law and on the facts, attack the court.
The steel companies have a bad case on the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
law and on the facts, hence they attack the
OF
/
court. They seek to discredit and malign
the Wage stabilization Board. The Board
has decided scores of cases before the steel
OF WISCONSIN
controversy. We never heard any whimpering or whining froin the steel magnates.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Now the public members of the Board, deMonday, May 19, 1952
cent, self-sacrificing honorable, efficient
men-college deans, college presidents, and
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
pro.fessors, economists-are under fire.
Speaker, by an amazing distortion of
These men rendered decisions without fear
basic legal principles, the British Govor favor. I admire their courage and unernment may soon turn over 71 Amerwillingness to bow down before the altar of
ican-owned transport planes to the Chisteel.
Also the steel companies refuse a decent . nese Reds. These planes are owned by
increase 1n workers' wages. What about its
Civil Air Transport, Iric., a Delaware
substantial increases in the salaries of the
corporation, owned by two Americans,
steel executives. Executives' increases are a
Maj. Gen. Claire Chennault, retired, and
bone in the throat of thoughtful people,
Whiting Willauer.
What are these increases? Here they are:

on

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN

Total
Increase
1951 pay over 1950
United States Steel:
B. F. F airless, president ______ $261,000 $47,033.00
E. M. Voorhees, chairml!ll,
finance rommittee ... ------ -- 211,400 «. 233,00
L board
S. Olds,
chairman of the
_______________________
211,000 44,233.00
Republic Steel Corp.:
T . Girdler, cbairman of board. 300,000 20,833.30
C. M. White. president _______ 300,000 41,666.70
J. M . Schlendorf, vice president. ___ -------------------- 110,000 12,499.96
Jones & Laughlin:
B. Moreen, chairman ofboar<L 137,500 11,458.00
C. L. Austin, executive vice
president_ ______________ ----82,500 11,875.00
82,500 11,875.00
J. B. Mitchell, vice president ••
Inland
Steel_______________________
Corp.: C. E. Randall,
president
105,000 15,833.32
Youngstown Sheet & Tube: J. L.
Mauthe, president.------------ 110,000 15,000. DO
.j

Furthermore, with reference to the steel
executives, in many instances they were
given stock options, which options enabled
them to increase their incomes at capitalgains tax rates.
Mr. GwiNN. Well, I'm not in favor of the
gun held by the President and the President
held by the gun of the monopoly labor union
which threatens him, and won't play unless
he does what they want him to do.
· I'm in favor of restoring, under the law,
a free action, a~d if they don't settle in one
case rm in favor of competition coming along
and servicing the people in spite of the
row.
Mr. CooKE. Well, gentlemen, thank you
for being with me today on the People's
Platform and making clear these alternate
points of views as to where we should go
from here, in solving labor-management disputes.
Next week on the People's Platform we're
going to inquire into this question whether
the Air Force has been dangerously cut in
its plans for a proper air power to protect
us from Russia. There've been a good many
important things being said in this area,
and two Congressmen will be with me on
the People's Platfcrm next Sunday to discuss this question of whether our air power
will be sufficient and safe for us.
ANNouNCER. And that concludes another
session of People's Platform, with CBS ·Radio
Correspondent Dwight Cooke. . Our quest ion today: "Is there a better way to handle
labor-management disputes?" Participants
in the discussion were Congressman EMANUEL
CELLER, Democratic Representative from New
York, and chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee, and Congressman RALPH W.
GWINN, Republican Representative from New
York, and member of the House Committee
on Education and Labor.
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The planes are presently located in
Hong Kong, and the Hong Kong courts
have already declared that they should
be handed to Red China. Red China
has no color of title to the planes except that of illegal possession by Communist airport personnel. This astounding court decision is now being appealed
by Chennault and Willauer to the Privy
Council in London, which may render its
decision within a month or two.
On December 12, 1949, when the Chinese Nationalist Government was still
on the mainland of China, it sold all of
the assets of the China National Aviation Corp. and the Central Air Transport Corp. to Willauer and Chennault.
These assets consisted primarily of the
airplanes now in Hong Kong and bank
accounts and other assets in California.
The United States Federal District
Court of Northern California has already
held that the assets in California were
properly conveyed and did legally belong
to Willauer and Chennault.
But the British Hong Kong Supreme
Court contended by some corruption of
logic and law that the sale was not valid
because it was "inimical to the Central
Peoples Government of China," which
was not a recognized government even
by Britain at the time of the sale. And
the full court at Hong Kong said that
the sale was not valid because the parties
had the intent of keeping the assets out
of the hands of the Chinese Communists. Apparently the court regarded
such an intent as illegal and sinister.
Before the Communists turned words
and logic upside down such an intent
would have been regarded as patriotic.
Some of us poor misguided souls still
think it is a patriotic intent.
If the British courts in this case were
acting in a purely legal manner in deciding a purely legal question, it might
not be proper for a subject of the Queen
or a citizen of the United States to comment on this case while it is still pending. But this obvious parody of AngloSaxon law could only result from an
attempt to reshape the law to conform
with the incongruous pattern of British
appeasement policy.
If Britain feels that it can thus mangle
the law in order to serve what it considers to be a more expedient political
intere~t. we should clearly be entitled
to advise them that they Would better
serve both their own and our political
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interests by upholding the law. For the
acquisition of 71 transport planes by the
Chinese Reds would be a tremendous
boon to them.
During World War IT the Far Eastern
Division of the United States Foreign
Economic Administration, which handled lend-lease in China, ma.de a study
of the transportation situation in China.
It discovered that because of bad terrain and the undeveloped conditions of
the country, a transport airplane is not
only the fastest, but the most efficient
means of transportation for China.
Transportation by water is obviously
only good for certain areas. Railroads
are scarce in China and truck transportation is extremely inefficient because
of bad roads, lack of repair facilities and
lack of gas and oil supplies.
Results of this study made by the Foreign Economic Administration show that
70 transport airplanes in China can do
a job equivalent to 20,000 trucks.
Besides the economic and military
value of these planes to Red China they
also have an incalculable political value.
The reign of terror such as that operated
by the Chinese Reds requires rapid
means of transportation in order to keep
the hostile populace in line. With little
telephone and telegraph or surface
transportation, the airplane in China
serves as a modern day pony express
which enables the Red leaders to keep
in touch with more remote areas and to
quell any uprising before they reach a
dangerous stage.
Thus, in a country having no adequate
means of ground transportation, the
airplanes could well be a decisive factor
in enabling Mao Tse-tung to tip the
scales in his favor in both Korea and
Indochina, and to consolidate his hold
on China.
This dangerous gift to Mao Tse-tung
would justify American interest in this
case even if the airplanes were not
American-owned. And besides our interest in preventing valuable and strategic American property from falling into
the hands of the enemy, the United
States Government has a bona fide
equitable interest in these particular
planes which are the subject of dispute.
This interest is of sufficient weight to
warrant our Government filing a legal
brief before the Privy Council in England. All of these planes involved in
the dispute were built by American factories. All but six of them were originally purchased by the United States
Government and paid for by the American taxpayer.
During the war our Goverll!Dent gave
30 C-46's and C-47's to the China National Aviation Corp. under the lendlease program.
In April and May 1946 the Unlted
States War Assets Administration sold
six C-54's to the China National Aviation Corp. and one to the Nationalist
Government. The price of these was
$90,000 each.
In March 1948, War Assets Administration sold 150 C-46's to the Chinese
Air Force for $5,000 each. Approximately 35 of these same planes are now at
Hong Kong awaiting disposition by the
Privy Council.
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The 71 airplanes in Hong Hong consist of 60 C-46's and C-47's, 5 Convairs,
! C-54's, and 1 PBY. All of these planes
except the 5 Convairs and the PBY were
among those that were sent to China by
reason of the transactions just mentioned.
All of these planes sold by the War Assets Administration were sold under the
provisions of the Surplus Property Act of
1944, as amended. One of the objectives
to be achieved in disposing of this surplus
property as set forth in the act is "to assure the most effective use of surplus
property for war purposes and the com. mon defense."
This statement of objectives coupled
with the low selling price of the planes
indicates that the United States Government has a continuing equitable interest
in this property after it is sold to see that
it is used for the common defense, and a
stronger interest to see that the property
is not used against us. It is this interest
which the United States Government
should set forth as an interested party ln
the case now before the privy council.
We like our British friends across the
sea. We all admired their gallant defepse of their homeland in World War
II. Since the end of the war we ha-.·e
generously provided them with aid to
keep their little island from sinking into
the sea. We have continually strived
to keep them as ·o ur friends and allies.
We have made concessions to their views
in order to continue our harmonious
friendship. But friendship must work
both ways. No doubt the British, too,
desire to keep us as their friends and
allies. In fact such mutual friendship
is more important for them than it is
for us.
And so in considering the Hong Kong
airplane case, which has become purely
a political matter rather than a legal
case, we should first urge the Privy Council to consider Britain's own real, political interests, so that it may realize
·that a distortion of the law in favor of
Red China will harm rather than help
Britain. But if the Privy Council is
blind to the value of these planes it
would behoove it to consider whether
friendship with the Chinese Commu- .
nists is really worth wooing at any price.
And if it does so mistakenly value the
Chinese Reds, does Britain regard their
friendship as more valuable than American friendship?
Early in June, Chennault and Willauer will move the Privy Council for
an early consideration of their case. If
this motion is granted the case should
be heard some time in June or July.
Should this case then be decided adversely, the great advantage thus conferred on the Reds might well mean the
eventual loss of all Korea to the Communists.
I include herewith an excellent article by Montgomery M. Green, which appeared in the April 28 issue of the New
Leader; an editorial from the New York
Times o~ May 7, 1952; a letter to the
New York Times from Mr. Montgomery
M. Green dated May 7, 1952, and an
editorial from the Washington Daily
· News of May 17, 1952:

[From the New Leader of April 28, 1952]
independent courts as we know them, but
dependencies of the colonial office, which in
THE LION AND THE CAT
turn works hand-in-glove with the Hong
(By Montgomery M. Green)
Kong merchants. The courts' performance
A shameful example of appeasement and
on the injunctions, and their subsequent
double dealing has been going on in the
judicial actions, should be evaluated in this
British Crown Colony of Hong Kong during
light.
the past 2¥2 years, at the expense of the
On December 12, 1949, the Chinese GovUnited States. Yet only the scantest notice
ernment sold all the assets of CNAC and
has been taken of it in this country, due
CATC to General Chennault and Mr. Wilto the failure of the press and the State
lauer. CAT · paid Pan American $1,250,000
Department to bring the facts home to the
cash for the latter's 20 percent of CNAC,
American public.
and gave the Nationalist Government notes
Seventy-one American-built transport
for the rest. CAT's Washington lawyer,
planes have been interned at Kai Tak Air"Tommy the Cork" Corcoran, set a world's
·field on the Kowloon (mainland) side of
record in red-tape slashing by getting United
Hong Kong since November 1949, and are
States registry for all the planes overnight
now in imminent danger of being handed
from the Civil Aeronautics Authority, and
over to Soviet China as a ransom for its conChennault flew to Hong Kong to take postinued sufferance of Hong Kong.
session.
Since the British are in Hong Kong for the
But the Governor, Sir Alexander Granchief purpose of trading with China, and . tham,
flatly refused ~o take any executive acsince all the oil for Mao's war machine still
tion
whatever, saying that it was up to the
funnels through Hong Kong (or Macao), it
courts. Action was taken a few days later,
is a question of the British trading Amerhowever, .when CAA agents who had gone to
ican-owned and registered airplanes for the
Hong Kong for the purpose were refused perprivilege of supplying oil and other war mamission to inspect the planes or to paint
terials to Communist China at a profit.
the American flac and registry numbers on
Furthermore, the Reds have made it quite
them.
clear that these 71 American planes are their
This 71-plan~ air fleet consists of 6 DC-4's
price for recognition of Britain.
The high military value of transport air- ·bought from Pan American, 5 Convairs
bought from the factory, and 60 C-46's and
planes, especially .in a huge, underdeveloped
C-47's, of which ·20 are lend-lease planes to
country like China, is not widely appreciated,
and this may partially account for the lack . which the United States Government still
owns title, while the remaining 40 were
of general interest in the case. Gen. Claire
bought by the Nationalist Government from
L. Chennault, vihcse Civil Air Transport line
surplus
property at about 1 cent on the
owns the planes in question, recently told the
dollar.
writer that acquisition of these 'll airplanes
Two years of litigation in Hong Kong folwould more than quadruple Red China's
lowed the above events, and three decisions
transport fleet, and would make it possible
were handed down by the courts, all in fafor Mao to carry 10,000 armed troops from
vor of Red China. Chennault was reprethe mainland to Formosa within 6 hours in
sented by top-flight lawyers, including Sir
an attempted invasion.
Walter Monckton and Gen. William DonoWith the vast figures of airplanes on order
van, to no avail. The first decision, by a
(to be produced in 1954) that our planners
Hong
Kong lower court, was conveniently
throw around, 71 transports might seem to
delayed 3 months until after Britai:p. recogbe of minor significance. But that is more
nized Mao; it held that the court had no
transports than the entire American aircraft
jurisdiction because the property was in the
industry delivered to all airlines in 1951.
possession of a foreign sovereign power,
Here is what has happened:
namely, the Communist Government of
In late 1949, when the Reds were sweeping
China. After the decision, Chief· Justice
So1.1th China, there were three airlines in
Howe remarked to an American CAT counChina: CNAC, CATC, and CAT. The first
sel, "Now you understand why His Majesty's
tw0 . W€re Government-owned, with Pan
judges wear red robes."
American in for 20 percent of CNAC. CAT
The second decision, by the Supreme Court
was a private American company headed by
of Hong Kong, was rendered on May 21, 1951,
Chennault and a younger American, Whitafter interminable legal obstructions and
ing Willauer, and backed by American and
nearly a year of the Korean war. It held
Chinese associates.
that
the sale of the airplanes to Chennault's
In October 1949, with Canton about to
CAT by the Nationalist Government was
fall, the Chinese Government flew its fleet of
82 airplanes, loaded with spare parts and ."inimical to the Central People's Government,'' was designed to embarrass the Cenmachinery, to Hong Kong, where CNAC had
tral People's Government, and was clearly
t:13 best maintena-nce depot in the Far East.
hostile to the present de jure Government
The Red Chinese, with free access to Hong
.of
China.
Kong, went to work to subvert the airline
In the court's r~asoning, apparently, the
personnel. On November 9, the plot partially
recognition of the people's government besucceeded. After a combination of bribery
came retroactive in this case to the time of
(estimated at $500,000 by Chennault) and
sale, a totally novel concept in internationthreats to their families, some key personnel
al law. The court found that the loss of
defected to the Reds, flying 11 planes back
these aircraft in a country so large as China
into China. 3ome of the mechanics who
and
with poor communications would be
stayed behind then proclaimed "employee
severe. The fact that the planes were built
committees" and took possession of t:Q.e airand paid for by America was ignored.
planes and shops.
The third decision, on December 28, 1951,
The Nationalist Government, still recogby the full court of Hong Konr. which
nized by the British, immediately got insomehow is higher than the supreme court,
junctions in the Hong Kong Court restrainwas the same kettle of fish (probably red
ing these committees from remaining on
herr.ing). It concluded that the Nationalist
or interfering with the 71 remaining airGovernment, in selling these airplanes to
planes and o_ther airline property, b'lJ.t the
CAT, "was betraying the best interests o:t
Red committees were granted counterinjuncthe Chinese people." . The court did not go
tions the following day excluding the Nainto the question of "the best interests" of
tionalist Government in the same way. The
British troops fighting in Korea.
court rigidly enforced the counterinjuncThat was the end of the legal-obstacle
tions, but not the injunctions, and the comcourse in Hong Kong. Chennault and Wilmittees have retained possession of the
planes to this day.
lauer were _granted 2 months, instead of the
The courts of Hong Kong, according to
customary 6, to appeal to the privy council
Americans fam:.. iar with the colo_n y, are not
in London, the highest commonwealth
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court. They appealed, and the case will be
heard probably in June or July of this year,
with Sir Hartley Shawcross representing
CAT.
While this lengthy judicial minuet was
taking place, the Communist mechanics
were allowed by the British police at the
Kowloon airfield to remove instrument s, engines, and. other parts from the :Planes and
to cart away most of the machinery from
the repaii' shops. Mr. A. J. A. Moss, director
of civil aviation for Hong Kong, 1s technically "custodian" of the airplanes and
other property, on orders from the governor. His explanation of these Communist
acts of dismantling is that the equipment
was removed and stored in Hong Kong warehouses, pending a legal settlement. General Chennault says that most of the equipment has undoubtedly been spirited across
the border in to Red China. Pending an inventory, which the British have adamantly
refused to allow, it is impossible to be certain what has happened to the loot. It is
clear, however, that while the parts taken
from the planes are at present of limited
value to the Reds, the shop machinery may
very well be in use right now, servicing Red
China's warplanes for Korea.
According to Chennault, some of the parts
and machinery may still be left in Hong
Kong. One shipment of 6,000 tons was loaded
onto a British ship in 1951 bound for a Commun ist port. But due to the size and openness of this shipment, CAT was able to exert
enough pressure through the American Consul in Hong Kong to stop it, and the ship
was unloaded again. Since this machinery
was heavy enough to require marine transport, it may have been too heavy to smuggle
overland via regular channels; much of it,
then, may possibly still be in Hong Kong.
This shipload alone was valued at $5,000,000
by the airline. To the Chinese Communists
it is, of course, worth its weight in gold.
The airplanes now would require expensive
rebuilding by CAT, but the Chinese, with
the stolen parts, could put them in the air
on very short notice. Red China now has
only some 21 transport planes to cover an
area as large as the United States. (An
undetermined number of Russian planes also
·fiy in China, but solely on Soviet business,
according to Chennault.) The Red Chinese
planes, on schedules of once or twice a week,
must span the whole of China carrying mall
and VIP's, and so are not available for direct
military use.
Chennault and wmauer have operated
CAT since 1946 in a hell-for-leather and,
not incidentally, profitable way. Their S5
~6 and c-47 American surplus planes 1ly
into Japan, the Ph111ppines, Guam, Oki·
nawa, Indochina, Burma, and Hong Kong.
CAT has done a big job for our Armed Forces,
hauling cargo between Japan and Korea.
In helping lace together our peripheral bas·
tions against communism, this private company is up to the hilt in our Asiatic war
effort.
Thus, 1f the Privy Council awards the 71
airplanes to Red China, the Communists'
gain added to CAT's loss wm mean a net
gain of 142 transport planes for the forces
of world communism. Since only Pan
American, among United States airlines, has
a 1leet anything like that size, the importance to this country of winning the decision before the Privy Council is co.nsiderable.
With this in mind, it is well to examine the
nature of the Privy Council. It is the highest British court for appeals from the colonies, plus Australia and New Zealand. .It
has no less than 300 members, though a
majority (such as the Queen, the Archbishop
of Canterbury, and numerous Lords) are
honorary. There are roughly 50 active members, mostly leading judges and barristers.
From this list, three to five are chosen by
the Lord Chancellor, a cabinet member, to
sit in a given case. Assuming that British

judges are as human as their American
counterparts, this system would seem to give
the ruling politicians a remarkable opportunity to stack the deck by designating
judges whose views on a case coincide With
the Government's.
If this is so, every effort ought to be made
to acquaint Congress and the public With
what 1s at stake, so that the British Government w111 realize that a Privy Council
decision favorable to the Communists would
arouse a violent storm of protest in the
United States.

tween success and failure 1n an assault on
Formosa.
The stakes in this case are even higher
than you indicated. It is true that General
Chennault's appeal to the Privy Council concerns 40 transport planes. However, there
are 31 additional planes at Hong Kong that
were bought by the Chennault airline from a
different Chinese Government company.
For technical legal reasons it was decided to
appeal the case of the 40 planes, with the
understanding that the disposition of the
other 31 planes would also depend on the
Privy Council's decision.
Thus a total of 71 transports is at issue,
a larger fleet than is owned by any but the
two or three biggest United States airlines.
MONTGOMERY M. GREEN.
HAVRE DE GBACE, MD., May 7, 1952.

[From the New York Times of May 7, 1952]
CHENNAULT'S PLANES
Britain's highest judicial authority, the
Privy Council, will have an opportunity in
the near future to rectify some highly unfortunate decisions made in the courts of
[From the Washington Daily News of May
Hong Kong. The supreme court of the col17, 1952]
ony has authorized an appeal by Maj. Gen.
Claire Chennault from its orders transferring
CHENNAULT'S PLANES
title to some forty planes owned by him to
Sometime this summer, Great Britain's
the Chinese Communists. General Chenhighest court--the Privy Council-will hear
nault has three times been rebuffed in Hong
the appeal of a respected American citizen
Kong in his legal efforts to take possession of
attempting to prevent transfer of his prop.
the planes that he bought and paid for. The
erty to the Chinese Communists.
Privy Council can give him a more equitable
Hong Kong courts, in three opinions, have
hearing than he has had in the tense atdenied Maj. Gen. Claire Chennault possesmosphere of the threatened colony and can
sion of 40 American-made transport planes
. do justice to his manifestly appropriate
he purchased from the old China National
claim.
Airways. Even worse, they have ordered their
These are American-made civilian transdelivery to Red China-a nation whose solport planes, formerly the property of the
diers and airmen today are killing our men in
Chinese Nationalist Government. When the
Korea.
Nationalist Government stood in danger on
No one seriously doubts the merits of Gen.
the mainland and moved to Canton these
Chennault's case. But Hong Kong is peril•
planes were sold to the Civil Air Transport
ously near Communist China, and the Brit,..
Co., an Am~rican corporation, in which a · ish there are reluctant to annoy their neigh•
majority of the stock was owned by General
bors. Two of the Hong Kong supreme
Chennault. This happened some time before
court's decisions came after the Chinese inGreat Britain gave its recognition to the
tervened in the Korean war.
Chinese Communist regime, which has since
Unfortunately, there is no reason to be•
claimed the planes.
lieve the Hong Kong decisions have increased
In denying General Chennault's title to
the Reds' respect for the British on Hong
the planes, the Hong Kong court, in effect,
Kong. Indeed, there is plenty of evidence·
ordered that American-made and Americanthey are encouraged by this show of weak•
owned air transport must be turned over to
ness.
the Chinese Communists. Two of the court's
Meanwhile, General Chennault is operatdecisions were actually made after those . 1ng his airline on a shoestring. He needs
Communists were fighting both Britons a-nd
those planes. His remaining transports toAmericans in Korea. They were made with
day are making daily 1lights to Korea to serv•
the obvious knowledge that they would
1ce United Nations troops.
strengthen the transport potential of an
If the case is decided on its merits, Genenemy engaged 1n k11llng Britons and Amerieral Chennault wm get the planes he paid
cans and in defying' the United Nations.
:Cor 4 years ago.
Meanwhile, in the name of expediency, a
grave injustice has been done, not· merely to
General Chennault but also to the abstractions of rignt and wrong, to the concept of
Hon. John W. McCormack, of
fair play, to the cause of freedom.
The Communists have argued that General
Massachusetts
Chennault bought the planes merely to keep
them from fal11ng Into Communist hands,
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
and the Hong Kong courts have sustained
OF
this argument. General Chennault upholds
the good faith of the transaction, and has
J.
gone on with a transport service in which the
OF MASSACHUSETI'.S
planes could and would have been used.
Regardless of the merits of this clash, and
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
to our mind General Chennault has the betWednesday, May 7, 1952
ter oi it in any case, the upshot of the court
action would be to put valuable material
Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
into the hands of a self-elected enemy. The
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
Privy Council can prevent such manifest
the following excellent write-up on our
folly.

HOM. THOMAS

[From the New York Times]
SIZE OF PLANE FLEET
To the EDITOR OF THE NEW YoRK TIMEs:
Your editorial "Chennault's Planes" called
attention to a subject of world significance.
I talked to General Chennault when he was
1n washington a month ago concerning these
airplanes, impounded at Hong Kong for over
2 years and under litigation before the Privy
Council 1n London. The General said that
this air 1leet, if handed to the Chinese Communists, might well make the dUference be•

LANE

majority leader that appeared in the
news section of the Telegram-News,
Lynn, Mass.:

.CONGRESSMAN McCORMACK NAMED RESOLU•
TIONS COMMITTEE CHAIJU4AN BY DEMO•
CRATs-MA.JORITY LEADER GIVEN HIGHEST
HoNOR THAT PARTY CAN OFFER AT CoN•
VENTION BARRING HIS NOMINATION AS PRES•
JDENTIAL CANDJDAT:&-ls STRONG FOE 011'
CoMKUNISlii[-"THE SIGN'' LAUDS HIM AS
GREAT AMERICAN
Majority Leader JoHN W. McCoRMACK, of
the National House of Representatives, who .
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lives in Boston, has again been recognized
as the outstanding "political architect" of
the Democratic Party. He has been assigned
to direct the drafting of the party platform
upon which the presidential candidate who
will be nominated at the Chicago convention
in July will base the campaign to maintain Democratic control of the White House.
"The gentleman from South Boston," as
he was termed in a recent highly laudatory
article in the Catholic publication, The Sign,
has been named by the Democratic National
Committee as chairman on resolutions of
the convention. This assignment endows
Congr essman McCoRMACK with great in·
fluence.
BUILD PLATFORM
He will not only have much to say about
the planks that his committee will build
into the party platform. but he will preside
at the preliminary meetings of the committee at which all Democrats who desire may
attempt to convince the platform builders
that the resolutions they sponsor should be
recommended to the convention. In addition, the responsibility will also rest upon
the South Boston Democrat of defending
the recommendations of the committee if
any of the planks in the platform are challenged in convention debate.
His selection as chairman of the resolutions committee is the highest honor that
the party can confer upon McCoRMACK, barring his nomination as the presidential candidate. The position is regarded of such
importance that the national committee insists upon entrusting its responsibilities to
the outstanding Democrat of the Nation,
who is known to have the qualifications
that the difiicult position requires.
Anyone who has seen and heard Democrats battle with the members of the convention resolutions committee about highly
.controversial resolutions has a keen appraisal
of the marked ability of Congressman McCORMACK. He must be a strict chairman to
insure the maintenance of orderly procedure and he must have intimate knowledge
of issues upon which there exist irreconcilable differences of opinion.
In addition, the chairman must have poise,
judgment, courage, and understanding. A
novice in the position could virtually wreck
· party harmony. In his long and lllustrious
career in Congress, Mr. McCoRMACK has
never been accused of participating in any
· move that threatened a break among the
members of his party. His record peculiarly
qualifies him as a platform architect and
there is complete confidence among Democratic leaders that the resolutions committee
will build a thoroughly acceptable platform.
JoHN McCoRMACK is probably as well
known as any Member of the Congress. His
popularity has long been recognized by both
his Democratic colleagues and by Republicans, who praise his ability and his fairness,
but who always make the reservation that
he first is a Democrat who hever permits
anyone to forget that fact.
VERY POPULAR
He is universally popular even though he
is rated as a man who is difficult to intimately know. But Massachusetts Democrats
know him for what he always has been-a
two-fisted fighter for Democratic supremacy
who has attained amazing skill in every type
of political warfare. He ~an jab, hook, feint,
or slug with the best of the Republican
Party and he has never been known to lack
the courage to accept battle upon any issue
that involved the defense of American principles and traditions.
SELF-MADE LEADER
JoHN McCoRMACK is one of the most impressive examples of a self-made leader of
American thought and action. In serving
his novi+,iate in the legislative arena at the
Massachusetts State House, he was just a
run-of-the-mill legislator. In later years it

developed that he was devoting his time
and his ability to preparation for the career
that he had chosen.
His opportunity came when he was elected
to Congress years ago. Since then he has
never sidestepped or missed the opportunity
to declare his views upon any controversial
issue of national or world prominence. He
made an early impression upon his colleagues.
He won the respect of the Democrats from
the Southern States who have never been
too anxious to give too much recognition to
a McCoRMACK who is a Roman Catholic.
MAJORITY LEADER
After only 12 years in Congress he was
elected majority leader and he defeated an
aspirant from Virginia very decisively. The
South Boston man has served as majority
leader longer than any man who has held
the office. He is certain to retain the post
as long as Democrats control the lower branch
of Congress.
As majority leader, McCoRMACK was one
of the closest men to President Roosevelt.
His influence at the White House was widely
recognized. He was one of the most frequent
visitors to the Executive offices. It rested
upon him to influence the House to enact
into law the measure that President Roosevelt recommended. Invariably McCoRMACK
achieved success. Since the ascension of
President Truman the White House relationship that existed under Roosevelt has been
maintained.
At least once a week McCoRMACK is one of
the four party leaders who participate in a
round-table discussion with Truman of
pending legislative measures. Opinions are
freely expressed and decisions represent the
points of view of the majority. Once committed to a particular policy Mr. McCoRMACK
never deviates or wavers.
Far too few Massachusetts Democrats
know the man who has enjoyed such inti·
macy with two Presidents and whose popularity with Members of Congress has survived the test of more than 20 years.
JoHN McCoRMACK is described by some
who do not know him well as "rather odd."
He is long and lean and never has to seek
advice from experts about weight reducing
diets. He dresses well but conservatively.
He lives simply and without the slightest
ostentation. He is a fluent talker but he
is not a political windbag because he says
only what he considers necessary. He does
not shrink from arguments but he never in·
vites one. He is a good listener and is not
included in the know-it-all school. He is
interested in what people think and he has
been known to shift his own opinion after he
has convinced himself that he might have
trouble in defending his position.
DEFENDS PARTY ALWAYS
He is a deep-well Democrat, ready always
to defend the Democratic Party and all Democrats, although there have been occasions
when he has found it difficult to defend
members of his own party. He will argue
and wrangle with Democrats but never in
public because he believes that every individual has a right to his opinion but he also
believes that when anyone is shown that he
is in error, no time should be lost in recognizing it.
Among Democrats of Mas-sachusetts JOHN
McCoRMACK has been an inspiration. For
years he has been rated as the outstanding
representative of the party. However, he
has never undertaken to force his leadership
upon the party. Instead, he will sit down
and discuss any controversial issue as one of
the group rather than as the fellow who believes that his judgment is superior to that
of his companions.
In private life he is just as unostentatious
as he is in Washington. There he and Mrs.
McCormack, affectionately known as Harriet
to many thousands of men and women who
are active in Catholic church and political

affairs in Massachusetts, have · occupied the
same hotel suite for years. Mrs. McCormack
gave up a very promising career with the
Metropolitan Opera Co. to become the wife
of an ordinary but ambitious lawyer-politician. She met him at Nantasket Beach in
a rainstorm. It was in the days when automobile tops could be raised or lowered and it
happened that Harriet Joyce was having
trouble raising the top of her car, when
McCoRMACK volunteered to help her. They
were married within a year.
Mrs. McCormack appears at public affairs
only when it is necessary for her husband
to attend them. She adheres to that custom whether she is in Washington or in South
. Boston, where the McCormacks have lived
for years in an ordinary house that is comparable with the homes of hundreds of
Southie families. But the McCormacks have
a hideout and his intimates have a lot of
fun about it. They have what they call a
farm in a somewhat isolated spot in New
Hampshire. Whenever they feel the urge t()
get lost they motor to the farm. It is no
more than a small house where they can rest
among the few very close friends who visit
them. There is no telephone although anyone closely identified with McCoRMACK can,
by contacting a shopkeeper located some distance from the farm, have a message dvlivered asking the Congressman to call. It is
not exactly a rapid system of communication.
TO PRESIDE
This is the man who will preside at the
meetings of the committee on resolutions
prior to and at the Chicago convention. The
building of a party platform is not a job for
amateur architects. It requires clear thinkers and a "boss man." Naturally the boss
man will be JOHN McCORMACK. He will not
attempt to dictate to the platform makers
but his counsel will wield great influence in
the committee decisions.
The membership of the committee is representative of every section of the country and
of all factions within the Democratic Party.
Already the committee has begun its work.
It is probable that Chairman McCORMACK has
filed numerous proposed resolutions which
individuals or groups wish to have incorporated into the platform.
In addition there are several highly controversial issues which of necessity must be
recognized in the platform. There will be
many oratorical battles before the platform
is built by the committee. Thereafter the
delegates to the convention will have a
chance to attack it. If they do so, the responsibility of defending it will rest upon
the capable shoulders of Congressman
McCoRMACK.
TO PLAY LEADING ROLE
Then the "lank, bush-browed, somberlooking Bostonian who answers to the title
of 'politician's politician' and is proud of it"
as the Sign recently described him, will play
a leading role in the convention.
"Though McCORMACK has little formal
education," added ttle Sign, "he is supremely
qualified to write a textbook on the study
of human behavior. His laboratory has been
the House of Representatives. As its legislative traffic director he has had to tend with
434 other Members, all men of varying boiling points eager to defend. their particular
interests . . This has given McCoRMACK not
only a great understanding of human nature,
but the ability to use it persuasively.
"In his own element on the floor of the ·
House, McCoRMACK, known around Capitol
corridors as 'the Fighting Irishman from
South Boston' frequently displays the mercurial disposition of the old time politician.
"When excited by the opposition he is
given to shouting and hand waiving. More
than one Republican has felt the sting of
his sarcasm. Recently, when one of them
objected to bringing up something, McCoRMACK leaned over to the floor microphone
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and snapped, 'The gentleman always objects.'
If he ran true to form that day McCoRMACK

no doubt gave the same man a dig in the
ribs and Joked with him in the cloakroom a
few minutes later.
"Never cynical about politics, McCo.RMACK
is convinced that when practiced with integrity, it is one of the highest vocations attainable by mortal man. He is equally satisfied , and has been all his life, that the Democratic Party offers the best means of solving
the Nation's ills.
"McCORMACK bas never yet been too busy
to explain to a listener just what his party's
tenets are. Once, while still a freshman
Congressman in 1929, he had taken his seat
after making an impassioned plea for the
removal of the 'National Origins' clause of
the Immigration Act. He had emphasized
that it was discriminatory to the Ould Sod.
"When a colleague across the aisle hinted
aloud that perhaps the 'gentleman from
Massachusetts' solicitude stemmed from the
preponderance of Irish in his own district,
McCORMACK replied with surprising restraint:
"It is my belief that a public servant
should represent all elements and political
creeds in his own district. I follow the
principles enunciated by the Democratic
Party because the incorporation of them into
law wm be for the best interests of the people."
At this point a cynical Republican Member arose to ask McCoRMACK if he would
"in the not too distant future inform the
House as to just what the fundamental principles of his party were."
Li)te somebody explaining the law of
gravity to a child, McCoRMACK replied: "I
think those fundamental principles are so
well known that the average man knows them
but I shall be glad to enlighten the gentleman out in the lobby" some time."
This was the McCoRMACK who shined
shoes, sold newspapers, did odd jobs tO help
his widowed mother before he quit a steady
job at $3.50 a week to take one that paid
him $4. He studied law f.-::>m books and in
1913 passed the bar examination without
having attended or graduated from a law
school. And McCoRMACK had not spent a
day in high school. The law governing admittance to the bar was changed in that
year. Otherwise McCoRMACK would have
been forced to go .t o school to become a
lawyer.
In his congressional service McCoRMACK
has always been a foe of communism. He
headed the first congressional committee that
held public hearings to investigate unAmerican activities. He clashed with the
Red leader, Earl Browder. His committee
activity forced the disbanding of the Nazi
Party in America and the deportati.on of
Bund Leader Fritz Kuhn.
He bas since been one of the most articulate leaders of the fight to uproot Communists and eradicate their influence in the
United States.
His varied responsibilities demand most
of his waking time, but in spite of the availability of numerous secretarie:-, McCoRMACK
insists upon a personal answer to a great
many of the hundreds of letters that he receives daily.
With Mrs. McCormack looking on and offering what help she can, McCoRMACK uses a
somewhat battered portable typewriter which
he keeps in his Washington hotel suite to
answer the letters that he feels should not
be given to a secretary. There is a wide
difference between the perfectly typed letters that are sent out from the McCormack
office and the McCormack hotel suite. The
former are done by expert typists. The Congressman's personal contributions to the
chore of answering letters are done by the
hunt-and-pick system of typing. Those
who know him best prize the letters that
they receive from him. Particularly when
he discards the portable and takes to the pen.

They rate him as highly as a penman as they
do as a typist and there is general agreement
that he is far from the rank of expert in
either.

State Department's Stupidity Assailed by
Father Leopold Braun
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, during the 12 years from 1934
to 1945, Father Leopold Braun was the
only Catholic priest officially permitted
to conduct services in Russia. Although
he spent 12 years in the Soviet Union,
upon his return to the United States,
Secretary of State Acheson had not a
single question to ask him about conditions in the Soviet Union. Yet our State
Department still tries to justify its continuance of diplomatic relations with
the Soviet Union on the ground that
the Embassy there is a good listening
p~t

.

Father Braun saw in the Soviet Union
the fruits of our appeasement of Stalin.
·Upon his return to the United States
he discovered one of the causes of o:ur
stupid mistakes-a deliberate ,intent of
the State Department to remain ignorant
of the true facts about the Soviet Union.
Father Braun recently spoke in Milwaukee at the Wisconsin Catholic Action
convention. I include herewith the
newspaper account of his speech which
appeared in the Milwaukee Catholic
Herald Citizen of May 3, 1952:
FATHER BRAUN BLASTS STATE DEPARTMENT'S
STUPID POLICY-ACHESON WASN'T IMPRESSED
MILWAUKEE.-" Appeasement, boot-licking,
side-stepping, and pussy-footing are euphemistic expressions to qualify the American
Government policy with regard to Soviet
Russia."
In these words Father Leopold Braun, for
12 years-from 1934 to 1945-the only Catholic priest officially permitted to conduct
services in Russia, condemned the policy of
the United States State Department. He
was in Milwaukee for 3 days and spoke at the
Wisconsin Catholic Action Convention.
The Augustinian priest, who speaks Russian fluently, mixed with the Russian people
and gained so complete a knowledge of Soviet
affairs that his recall was personally demanded by Joseph Stalin at the Yalta
Conference.
Father Braun was never supposed to return to America again, however. He learned
from a friend in the secret police that the
plane which was to take him out of Russia
would explode in midair with pilots and passengers aboard, and so he devised other
means of leaving.
Within 3 weeks after his return to the
United States, an Ambassador to whom he
spoke was so impressed by facts which
Father Braun told him that he arranged a
personal interview with Dean Acheson, Secretary of State.
Father Braun talked to Acheson for 42
minutes in the presence of two official secretaries. The three State Department officials,
during that time, did not make a comment
or even ask a question. "They were not interested," Father Braun said.
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"The American Federal administration
which participated so generously in building
up the Soviet totalitarian state is now faced
with a reality that is supremely staggering.
None of them is willing to admit Russia was
aided to any extent by it.
"But a quarter century's production in the
U.S.S.R., according to Soviet admission, was
reduced to a pile of rubble by the German
Army in less than 4 months' time. If the
Soviets emerged wielding a big club, the
entire United States popUlation shoUld know
it was made in the United States of America."
For 3lf:z years, day and night, staggering
amounts of lend-lease from America entered
Russia, Father Braun stated. Huge numbers of Soviet troops are equipped head to
foot with American supplies. At least 447,000
American trucks are used in keeping the
Soviet Army roll1ng.
Will1am Harrison Standley, admiral of the
United States Navy, retired, recalled by the
State Department.
"The paradoxical irony of it is that the
U. S. S. R. emerged from this last war as an
uppermost government, with technical, industrial, and productive facilities it never
had before. It capitalized on the immeasurable lend-lease we pumped into that country, a fact which certain Government leaders
are ashamed to admit.
"The Russian people cannot understand
what type of leaders we had," Father
Braun continued, "who would bombard
Soviet Russia with all it needed and much
more besides in order to consolidate a political set-up which no thinking Russian wants.
Lend-lease served to cement on its basis a
political state far more redoubtable than the
German gestapo.
"The Red army fought a magnificent war
only during the second half of it, when its
men and officers were deluded into the belief
that they were fighting for their own liberation from a system that now has been
throttling them into slavery for the thirtyfourth year."
The priest, who knows the Kremlin mentality, vehemently criticizes the lack of
United States foreign policy built on expediency "whic:q has_now brought us to catastrophe. We still are being bled by the inconsistency of our foreign policy, if it can be
dignified by that name."
"Despite all the ballyhoo, there is little
improvement in recent years. They are bullying us, and we are allowing it. The only
American Ambassador who gained Russian
respect was Standley, who stood his ground.
The four or five really capable Ambassadors
we have are now on the shelf."
"It is not necessary to go to war to gain
our objectives," Father Braun stated. "Russia reacts with immediate submission to an
American show of diplomatic force. We
would fare well if only we stuck to the norm
of absolute reciprocity so far as the moral
order permitted."
The fact that Russia is where it is today
is not a mistake, Father Braun contends.
"It was a deliberate sellout of American
principles. Following Igor Gouzenko's revelations in the spying activities of Russia in
the famous Ottawa case in 1946, Acheson
personally intervened to give protection to
three Soviet emissaries to travel throughout
the United States talking to influential
groups in order to moderate public opinion.
· "Another case of asinine stupidity was the
pact with Russia to enter the Pacific war.
They were in the war 5lf:z days, and for it
got three-fourths of Asia. Many American
leaders knew at the time Japan was ready
to capitUlate. Five American generals, three
of whom were in Russia, wrote a letter of
top urgency to Washington advising in the
strongest terms to keep Russia out of the
Pacific war. In recent testimony, when this
fact was brought up, Secretary Lovett
coUldn't find the letter," he said.
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Referring to Senator JosEPH McCARTHY.
of Wisconsin, Father Braun said that official investigations have consistently substantiated claims he has made. He cited the
case of Owen Lattimore as one of the examples. "His patriotic efforts are utterly defendable in view of such criminal incompetence."
Father Braun finds it difficult to picture
for Americans conditions in Russia as he saw
them for 12 years. His church in Moscow
was located across the street from the
MVD headquarters where persons picked
up between 2 a. m. and 4 a. m. were executed.
"Such persons, waked from their sleep, need
not have been proved guilty, but might
simply have been accused.
"At 6:30 a. m., daily, when I was hearing
confessions, the MVD would · 'rev' up two
high-powered airplane motors without
muffiers to a deafening pitch to drown out
the cries and shouts of those who were being
shot.
"Russia has a second secret police which
few know about," Father Braun said. "It is
an independent army called the MGB
which has an army, navy, tanks, and an air
corps. It is a punitive squad to squelch in-·
ternal rebellions which occur sporadically
throughout the U. S. S. R.''
Around the thousands of miles of Russia's
periphery, a guard with a loaded shotgun is
stationed every 50 yards. Anyone who tries
to escape is promptly shot. He stated that
there are 16,000,000 people in Russia's concentration camps.
As for the Soviet economic conditions,
Father Braun stated that it takes 3 months'
wages of the average worker to buy one pair
of imitation leather shoes. Hundreds of
thousands of children do not know who their
fathers are.
Each person is so controlled by internal
passports and credentials that he can be
located within minutes any hour of the day.
Even in peacetime, Father Braun claims,
there is a minim urn of eight to ten million
men under arms.
"That is the criminal regime,'' said Father
Braun, "which our stupid leaders, by their
continuing vacillation and absence of positive strength, even now are perpetuating.''

The Incidents on Koje Island
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

the lowest level any nation can reach, in
meeting these demands. They forced us to
use the Berlin airlift. They have created
rioting in Japan to embarrass us. They
drew us into the sanguinary campaign in
Korea, and have so jockeyed us around that
we cannot move forward, cannot pull out.
Is it any wonder, then, that they knew
they could get away with the incidents on
Koje Island? But the bitterest angle of that
disgraceful affair is that, if we use a heavy
hand in punishing the Red prisoners on Koje,
there will be retaliations against our men
held in Red prison camps. So they have tied
us up again.
There is no need to cry out for a reincarnation of the spirit of our past which wrought
swift vengeance on anyone who threatened
the dignity or the independence of the
United States of America and its people.
Even the ghost of that spirit has · deserted
the Halls of our Government. It died with
Washington and Lincoln and Monroe and
Patrick Henry and, perhaps Douglas MacArthur.
The people of the United States are
abashed at the obstinate refusal of our Government to crack down on the Reds, and by
its willingness to take these abuses.
Out of all this, there is no demand for a
war; but only an urgent situation that calls
for a few demonstrations on our part of our
determination not to take anything more
from the Soviet Government and the satellites it sets upon us. It is time to throw
a few punches of our own, and right where
the Reds want them thrown, in the Orient.
At the rate we are spending money, supposedly in building our defense~. we certainly must have-or should have-strong
bases close enough to the Reds' chosen amphitheater to launch any kind of punitive
attack on any part of the East, upon the next
provocation from the Kremlin.
No one wants the kind of war the next
one will be. At the same time, we are sapping our own national manhood, dignity and
independence by taking insult after insult
because we "don't want to make trouble."
The Reds are making it. Can't two play at
the same game?
A Government official made the remark not
long ago that, if the Reds resort to germ
warfare they'll wish they'd never been born.
It was a swashbuckling statement, but our
Nation has done nothing to date to prove to
the world that we could back it up~ All
we have shown to the world is that we propose to do nothing but back up.

I~

Seizure-A Monstrous Aspirin Tablet

Tuesday, May 27, 1952

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I wish to include
the following timely article that at:-peared in the Lawrence Sunday Sun,
Lawrence, Mass.:

OF

THE INFLUENCE ON KOJE
The United States Government has taken
so much abuse to date from the Communists
that there appears to be no point at which we
intend to stop absorbing it.
All this began with the Soviet machinations which induced us, in the full flush of
our strength, and at a time when we could
quite easily have continued on to crush
Russia, to permit Red troops to have the
honor of marching triumphantly into Ber•
lin in World War ll.
Since then, humiliation after humiliation
has been heaped on us, but we continually
turned the other cheek because we did not
want to make trouble. The Reds have kidnaped and held for ransom · our cit.i zens
and 0pr aviators~ And we have stooped to

Federal Tax Grab Should Be Stopped
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GORDON L. McDONOUGH

HON.THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

But there's at least one labor leader who
doesn't think Presidential seizure power is
a very reliable ally for workingmen. He's
Cleveland's David B. Robertson, president of
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
Enginemen.
His members are working now for railroads which are in the hands of the Government. Seizure is as common as boxcars
on the railroad. Rail unions are asking
Federal court to declare seizure illegal.
Here are some of Robertson's remarks in
the current issue of the brotherhood's magazine, in which he opposes a proposal that
would continue the legal right the President
now has to se~ze the railroads:
"Employment of the seizure power for a
decade has so corroded railroad relations that
employee morale is at the lowest ebb in history.
"Government seizure of the railroads has
provided a cozy shelter· for management by
disarming the employees of their sole economic weapon. Otherwise it has not affected
the owning companies one whit.
"In an atmosphere of seizure, collective
bargaining is suffocated.
"Our objection to the continuation of
these powers • • • springs from our
ghastly experience with the seizure power
as an antilabor weapon.
"Seizure leaves the railroads economically
free and untrammeled, wraps the employees
in irons.
"Seizure becomes a monstrous aspirin tablet-it masks the pains of industrial discord,
but it does nothing toward clearing away
the cause of discord.
"To the defenders of free enterprise, it is
appalling to behold the railroad industry,
cynically welcoming seizures which may be
paving the way for a blow at the very foundation of free and private enterprise.
"As an instrument for adjusting our dispute, the present seizure has failed pitifully;
as a means of tipping economic balances in
favor of management it has disgracefully
succeeded."
These remarks come from a labor leader
who has more experience with the consequences of seizure to workingmen than any
other union executive.

HON. MICHAEL A. FEIGHAN
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. FEIGHAN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I am in ..
serting the following editorial which appeared in the Cleveland Press Thursday, May 22, 1952, entitled "Seizure-A
Monstrous Aspirin Tablet":
SEIZURE-A MoNSTROUS AsPmiN TABLET
When the President grabbed the steel
mtlls some labor leaders thought he'd done
a daring and courageous thing in defense
of the rights of workingmen.
The President made it look that way.
He preceded his seizure with a mol ten denunciation of the steel companies. He left
no doubt whose side he was on.

OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr. Speaker, the
acquisition by the Federal Government
of vast land holding in national-forest
land and military and naval bases and
for the use of many other Federal agencies is creating a serious problem in
many of our States. The curtailment in
tax revenue to the States and local governments due to these Government holdings which are tax-free deprives them of
revenue which would be paid on the land
if it were under private ownership.
At the same time both State and local
governments must spend thousands of
dollars annually for the protection of life
and property in many of the areas owned
by the Government, and maintain roads
and other facilities for the use of people
living and working on propexty owned
by the Federal Government.
'
The loss of this tax revenue presents
a serious situation because the property
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owners in our States must pay higher
taxes on their land to compensate for
the loss of tax revenue to the State and
county on Federal Government owned
lands. This results in curtailment of
expenditure for improvements in local
communities and in the counties and deprives the State of a legitimate source of
revenue.
In the State of California alone, the
accumulation of land by the Federal
Government has increased in 10 years
from 37 to 47 percent of all land within
the State. Federal acquisition has extended to 50 percent of a!l the land in 17
California counties. There is some Federal land in every one of California's 58
counties, and 14 counties contain more
than 1,000,000 acres each of Federal land.
In 11 Western States Federal acquisition has extended to 47 percent, and in
excess of 24 percent of the total land
area of the United States is now owned
by the Federal Government.
Southern California and Los Angeles
County in particular is suffering from
the tremendous burden of tax-exempt
personal and real property owned by
the Federal Government. In the County of Los Angeles a total of 705,538 acres
is owned by the Federal Government.
Six hundred and forty-five thousand,
four hundred and eighteen acres are under the jurisdiction of the United States
Forest Service, 17,778 acres are under the
National Park Service, and 32,664 acres
are under the Bureau of Land Management. Nine thousand, six hundred and
seventy-eight acres are under the jurisdiction of various other Federal agencies.
The tax revenue lost to the •people of
Los Angeles County due to the $460,412,278 of tax-exempt tangible personal
property owned by the Federal Government prompts the question in the minds
of the county and city governments in
Los Angeles as to whether property of
the Federal Government is becoming a
burden instead of a benefit because each
of these installations which are now taxexempt require the service of public
utilities such as sewage disposal, highways, fire pr9tection, police protection,
health and educational facilities for the
increased population, and many other
costs which must be borne by the residents in the communities where Federalowned land is located.
I believe it is time for the Federal
Government to accept its responsibility
to compensate the States and counties
at least in part for the loss of tax revenues on lands that are owned by the
Federal Government.
I introduced H. R. 1359 to authorize
annual payments to the States, Territories and insular governments by the
Federal Government based on the fair
value of national-forest lands situated
therein for the benefit of local political
subdivisions where such lands are situated. Such payment at 2 percent of
the fair value of such lands will avert
embarrassing fluctuations of income to
many counties to which a stable income
is essential to the efficient conduct of
local functions of government. It will
also remedy inadequacies of contributions to costs of local government in localities where national-forest lands yield
little or no revenue. ··

I have based compensation to the
States by the Federal Government on the
value of national-forest lands because
this type of land represents a large per•
centage of the total acreage in Cali-fornia and in most other States owned
by the Federal Government. In California 43 percent of the total Federal
acreage is in national forests, and fourfifths of the total Federal acreage is accounted for in national forests and the
land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management.
There is now pending before the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs a bill, H. R. 5223, which incorporates the provisions of my original H. R.
1359 and extends some form of payments
in lieu of taxes to all Federal-owned
properties in the States. If this bill
were reported out of committee, it would,
of course, have my support, but I did
not extend the payment of compensation to all types of federally owned property in my bill because much of the
property, other than forest land, is of
a type that has always been tax-free
even when owned by the State or county or local government since it provided
services to the general public.
I firmly believe, however, that it is
time that some form of compensation is
given to the States to compensate for
the loss of tax revenue on federally
owned land, and it is my hope that
legislation for this purpose will soon be •
brought before the House for consideration. I urge all Members of the House
to give this matter serious consideration.

Address by Hon. Herbert R. O'Conor, of
Maryland, Before Maryland Bankers'
Association Convention
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN MARSHALL BUTLER
OF MARYLAND

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. BUTLER of Maryland. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD a
most excellent address delivered by my
senior colleague from Maryland EMr.
O'CoNOR] before the Maryland Bankers'
Association Convention, at Atlantic City,
N. J., on May 27, 1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:.
From the earliest days of America, Maryland citizenship has been a highly prized
possession. Today, when so many groups in
different areas have permitted themselves to
be tinged with questionable theories regarding national and world affairs, it is comforting to know that, wherever one goes, to meet
with Maryland citizens in any walk of life
there is no cause for concern as to participation in their activities.
Today, more possibly than ever before, the
designation Maryland Free State is an accolade. Our citizens have kept free of dubious
poltcies of government. They valued their
American heritage so keenly that they refused to allow residents of any other section
to think for them or pressure them into
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agreement with policies or principles alien
to Maryland ideas.
It was for this reason that in colonial days
and at the inception of this infant Nation
Marylanders of forthright views and exceptional qualities contributed to the advancement of the country in a manner far out of
proportion to the size of the State itself.
Today, with so many persons within and
without our country ready to urge basic revisions in our people's thinking and policies,
that early Maryland concept of Americanism
continues to be a firm stanchion of democracy.
Marylanders have always felt that individual liberty is a priceless gift of American
citizenship which must not be yielded to
anyone or any cause or by reason of any
promises, no matter how glowing. Today
there : re people to tell you that the Maryland, American idea of living is wrong. Happily, such propagandists make little headway among us.
Before such a gathering as this, one Is
tempted to dwell upon the contributions
of American bankers to the growth and wellbeing of the country. I feel, however, that
there is another topic which at the moment
is more pressing to dwell upon. It is a subject about which I have a growing concernthat is, the threat of socialization-socializ'l.tion, not in Europe or in Asia, but right
here in the United States. The increasing
role of Washington in the ll.ves of every man,
woman, and child of the land is alarmin~.
No less of a concern is the steady march
taken by businessmen, labor leaders, and
farmers to Washington to get special favors,
dispensations, or concessions from the Gov-.
ernment and particularly from the Public
Treasury.
This danger of a burgeoning socialism is
of immediate concern to every businessman
in the country and to no group of businessmen more so than to bankers. Certainly the
expansion of Government enterprise into
private business has been carried on more in
the credit field than in many others, as you
very well know. For this reason I feel it
desirable in the time at my disposal to examine briefly the history of the relationship
between business and the Government in
this country, how the increasing dominance
of the Government has come about, and what
can be done about it.
From the beginning of our Government
economic freedom has been a basic concept. True, if you look through the Declaration of Independence or the Constitution
you will not find the words "free enterprise," or "economic freedom." But this
does not mean that the signers of these
treasured documents were oblivious to the
values of a free economy. Quite the contrary. As the eminent historian Carl Becker
pointed out:
"This right is not mentioned in the American Bill of Rights as one of the natural
and inaUenable rights of man. The reason
may be that it was already so well established
and so little denied that it could be taken
for granted. The right is, however, implied
in those provisions that guarantee the individual against unwarranted seizure of his
possessions and against the confiscation of
private property for a public purpose except
by due process of law and for an adequate
compensation. The right of private economic enterprise is inseparable from the
right of private property, and both are
closely associated with equality of status and
the right of individuals to choose their occupations."
Our American economy has been able to
make such astounding progress primarily because of this priceless heritage of freedom,
both political and economic. It was not
Government that was responsible for America's amazing progress in the field of economy. No anxious bureaucrat was responsible for the development of the vast areas of
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the West, the bridging of the rivers, the span•
and control the Tennessee River and its trib·
ning of the continent with rails, and later
utaries. In agriculture, through the estabwith smooth roads to carry the products of
lishment of the Commodity Credit Corpora·
every area wherever they could be marketed.
tion, the Rural Electrification AdministraThe soundest system of government or
tion, the Soil Conservation Service, the Farm
economics is where the least restrictions and
Credit Administration, and other agencies,
limitations are present and the greatest freecorporations, branches, and divisions too nu·
dom of action is permitted to the individ·
merous to mention, more extensive planning
ual. The unprecedented development of
and intervention by the Government in agriAmerica has shown clearly that tens of milculture has occurred than was ever envisaged
lions of individuals bargaining out their
in the 1920's.
transactions and relationships will develop
The impact of unemployment during the
better solutions than can be achieved by the
depression played a substantial part in extheoretical or autocratic approach of a cenpanding the Government's role in social setralized group seeking to arrange the lives of
curity. We now have old age and survivors•
all their fellow citizens.
insurance, unemployment insurance, rail·
As the industrial revolution wrought its
toad retirement insurance, all started in the
profound changes in the American economy,
1930's as far as Federal participation is conthe Federal Government's role necessarily
cerned. These Government programs and
changed. Beginning in the middle of the
more are a direct outgrowth of the depresnineteenth century, there was a. tremendous
sion and the widespread belief on the part
spurt in railroad construction resulting, in
of some that the central Government must
many parts of the country, in ruthless and
assume a more positive role in assuring the
often unfair competition. In some cases
people bf a .minimum and, I might add, evercontrol over railroads was obtained by outincreasing level of economic security.
side interests, leading to special privileges
With world War II, the Government under
and discrimination in rates and services. As
the stress of defense and war requirements,
a result many States passed regulatory laws
again expanded its control over the business
and the Interstate Commerce Commission
and industrial affairs of the country. Mawas established to regulate all interstate
terials were strictly allocated; price controls
commerce.
and rationing were imposed; wages and manThe rapid growth of powerful trusts . and
power came under control; the major inmon 1polies in such areas as oil, steel, todustrial expansion for war purposes was
bacco, and sugar, led to agitation that cul·
financed by the Government; taxes were
minated in the passage of the Sherman Antiraised to record levels.
trust Act, and later to the Clayton and Fed·
With the end of Woi'ld War II we regained
eral Trade Commission Acts, to forestall una measure of the economic freedoms that
fair methods of competition. It should be
has been relinquished, but by no means all.
noted, however, that, up to this time, the
Control over all rents was never abandoned.
Government's intervention in economic matof certain strategic materials was
ters was thought of entirely in terms of reg- • Stockpiling
authorized an a continuing basis. And taxes
ulation so as to preserve the competitive
never dropped significantly.
economy which had made the growth of our
Now wit h the Korean war nearly 2 years
Nation possible. There was no thought of
old, and with the defense program still ininjecting the Federal Government into comcreasing,
we once more h ave many of the
petition with private enterprise.
allocations and controls so familiar in World
In World War I more drastic control over
War II. Taxes are higher than ever. The
American industries was imposed than this
n ational debt is at a record peak. The anNation had experienced be.f ore. Railroads
nual interest charges on th!l.t debt are corwere controlled and _o perated by the Federal
respondin gly burdensome. Federal expendiGovernment for 26 months. A system of
tures are still rising.
priorities and allocations was established
One might suppose that the emphasis on
and some nonessential production curtailed.
defense
and combating inflation would mean
In some cases the Government went directly
t
h
at the trend would be away from those
into the production field. In comparison
programs that grew out of the depression;
with the extensive controls of World War II,
that the anti-depression ·programs, essentialand even in comparison to controls in effect
ly inflationary in char acter, would be
now, those of World War I were rudiment ary.
dropped, or at .Jeast minimized at a time
In the 1920's the widespread agricultural
when high defense expenditures and the
depressions brought forth demand for Govd anger of inflation predominate. Quite the
ernment aid in extension of credit and intercontrary appears to be the case. We hear
vention in marketing of farm commodities.
administrative spokesm en press for more
The most far-reaching advance of Governpublic housing, for a national health inment intervention in the Nation's economy
surance p rogram, for a Brannan plan that
came, unquestionably, as a direct consewould almost certainly involve substantial
quence of the great depression of 1929-32
Federal subsidies. More social security beneand following years. Many of our businessfits are suggested. Others urge that there
men, stunned by the impact of economic
should be greater Federal aid to education.
collapse, bankruptcy, and unemploymen t,
How proponents of Government expansion
turned directly to the Government for aid.
can continue their espousal of such proThe Reconstruction Finance Corporation was
grams in the race of the clear danger of imestablished in 1932 under the Hoover adpending national bankruptcy is a mystery to
ministration to prevent the collapse of railme. Can't they r ead and understand the
roads, financial institutions, and other busirecord-the huge Federal debt, the ruinous
nesses.
t axation, the waste and duplication and even
Since 1933 Government intervention in the
worse in the multiplicity of Government .uneconomic life of the Nation has become so
d ertakings? Or is it that, blinded to all
extensive that now it is sometimes difficult
other considerations except their own pet
to recall the sort of a world we lived in, in
political and social ideas, they have closed
pre-New Deal days. The Federal Deposit
their minds to the inevitable consequences?
Insurance Corporation was established to
Let's just look at the actual facts.
guarantee bank deposits, the Federal Savings
The national debt is more than a quarter
and Loan Insurance Corporation to guarof a trillion dollars, twice as much as the
antee building and loan funds. Home
assessed value of all property in America.
Owner's Loan Corporation guarantees certain
The interest on that national debt, $6,250,·
housing loans. The United States Housing
000,000 for 1953, is double the entire cost of
Authority makes loans to state or local housing agencies for slum clearance and low-rent
government of just two decades ago.
housing construction which must meet the
During that 20-year period Federal exAuthority's standards.
penditures have totaled nearly a third of naThe Tennessee Valley Authority was estab·
tional income. To support those lavish ex•
lished as a Federal corporation to develop
penditures $1 out of every $4 that you and 1

and everyone earned, individually or collectively, has been taken into the Federal
tax hopper. Present levels of taxation represent the limit to which we can go. Any
increases in current levies would not only
approach confiscation, but would result, I
believe, in diminishing returns, thus defeating their very purpose.
Far more disturbing, however, than even
the unbridled spending and taxing of the
past, are the projected spending plans for the
future. An up-to-the-minute survey has
disclosed that as of the present, despite all
the debt that has been piled up, there are
some $42,000,000,000 of previously authorized
budget funds still unspent, to be added to the
$85,000,000,000 requested by the President for
fiscal 1953. The story is only partially told,
however, even when we note that huge
carry-over.
· While it has not been officially announced,
there are definite spending plans projected
for the 4 years beyond 1953 which would
total more than $75,000,000,000 annually.
To maintain this extraordinary expenditure level, my latest information is that the
present dangerously high revenue expectations in excess of $68,000,000,000 must be
maintained. Deficits expected from this program range from the $11,500,000,000 estimated for 1953, down to a minimum of
$7,000,000,000 annually.
Thus, in the period of highest national ln-.
come in the Nation's history, an income
running at about the level of $260,000,000,000 a year, we find the ·Nation failing, in what
is still regarded as a peace year, to balance
its budget. What will happen in the event of
an aU-out world struggle is simply beyond
comprehension.
Those responsible for this kind of fantastic
fiscal thinking argue that it is caused by_
conditions beyond their control. But I tell
you that a great deal of it is not beyond
control. And it had better be brought under
control qtfickly or the United States, and
with it the whole free world, may experience
a financial 1olt which could rock our Republic
to its foundations.
It would appear that, in our.. complicated
fiscal system there are so many factors over
which Congress has little or no control tha~.
the task of cutting expenditures is a difficult
one indeed. Debt interest is fixed. Participation in State, local, and international
agreements is governed by various statutes,
budget allocations are carried over from year
to year, to mention but a few of the problems. And antiquated legislative and fiscal
controls further complicate tb:e matter. But,
unfavorable as the situation is, ways must
be found by Congress to regain control of
funds if improvement in spending procedures
ever is to be attained.
As one bit of evidence that such mammoth spending is not due entirely to defense and other conditions beyond control, let me mention the recently revealed
plans of the Army engineers, the Reclamation Bureau, and other agencies working in
public power and related fields.
This long-range program, reputedly for
conservation and development of water resources, but primarily for extension of public
power projects of the Federal Government,
while showing slightly less than $5,000,000,0no
of works already completed and almost $5,000,000,000 in projects under construction,
includes also a figure of $19,000,000,000 for
projects definitely planned and another figure of $29,000,000,000 covering future plans
for ultimate completion.
Even though all of you here are accustomed to dealing in large amounts of money
I am sure that the total of those partially
completed and planned projects, $57,500,000,000, reaches into the realm of the fantastic.
Again I ask, is it understandable how
supposedly responsible officials can go merrily along planning to spend such sums as
these, when already the Nation's resources
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and credit are strained almost to the breakprovisions which have been laid down by the
ing point?
legislative branch for the handling of speEven if these proponents of unparalleled
cific .p roblems. More asto_unding is the conspending don't realize this danger, there are
tention that the President's action in this
some who do. Within the past 5 days ·I
respect cannot be controlled by the courts
have been assured by one nationally recof the land, much less by the Congress.
ognized expert on finances that two more
_Ours is a government of laws and not a
years of the heavy spending and taxing of
government of men. The unmatched system
the current program would bring about colof American Government is founded upon
lapse of the financial structure of the Nathe premise that three coordinate and cotion.
equal branches make up the whole. This
Another equally well-qualified financier
unprecedented system was designed to afford
gave it as his opinion that 5 years would be
checks and balances. None of the branches
the ultimate period over which our financial
was intended to be superior to another.
system could survive such unprecedented
Otherwise the efficacy and value of the other
taxation.
branch would be greatly diminished if not
destroyed.
·
We have had only three balanced Federal
budgets in the past 20 years. Unless some
While such usurpation of authority, as is
degree of financial security can be regained;
indicated in the attitude of the administraunless our citizens of sound judgment in
tion, bodes ill for industry and management
today, that is not the most serious question.
financial and business matters can exert
the_ tremendous pressure necessary to conThe most important aspect is that if such
vince Washington that spending and taxpower and authority can be asserted by the
ing must be brought within reason, one
President, it could be used in the future to
deprive any citizen or group of citizens of
can only be pessimistic about the· future of
their vested rights and of their private propthe United States and of the world.
For make no mistake about it, the finanerties. Conceivably, it could be exercised
against labor in some future date to undo
cial stability of this country, backed up by
all of the good that has been realized over
our extraordinary industrial potential, is the
years of earnest effort for ·the benefit of the
one hope still remaining in this troubled
working classes.
world for salvation from the threat of ComIf the President's attitude is maintained
munist aggression and world slavery. It is
this country could function not as a repreto the bankers of the country that the Nasentative democracy but as a dictatorship.
t ion can look for insistence upon sound busAn autocratic President could wield unliminess policies that will assure maintenance
of a stable economy.
ited power and by the device of a declaration
of emergency of his own making, he could
No longer is this a matter for Congress
substitute his voice for the tried and proven
alone. There are a number of us there who
recognize the situation and have been try- • tenets of constitutional and statutory processes that have brought us safely through one
ing desperately to do something about it.
and a half centuries of world turmoil while
Just as long, however, as our businessmen
other governmental systems have disinteand industry give acceptance to such poligrated and disappeared.
cies by not demanding a return to sound
practices, just so long, you may be sure, will
Such an assumption of governmental authority would turn back the pages of Amerithe present conditions continue, and just so
can history for decades as far as the rights
long wm this country and the world be
of our citizens are concerned. It can find
impelled fUrther and further down the path
to destruction.
no justification in the Constitution nor in
the law of the land. It is not only the
To bring about the drastic revision in
privilege but it is the duty of private citizens
governmental spending habits which will be
and of public officers to correct such a misnecessary if fiscal policies are ever to be
understanding and misconception of fundabrought into line it will be necessary to immental democratic principles.
press upon those who make administration
policies that they are acting contrary to the
The system of free enterprise which has
wishes of our citizenry.
been the inspiration of American progress
· High administrative officials who are unover this century and a half may not be perceasingly striving for more and more Govfect in every detail. Nothing in this world
is perfect. However, it is so far superior to
ernment intervention in fields of agriculture
other systems in the world today that our
and housing and medicine, must be made to
faith in its validity, as it has been handed
understand that our people acting individudown to us through succeedingly more prosally or through organizations of their own
perous ages of the past, is such that we must
making, are well able to handle most matters
defend it as the surest guaranty of earthly
for themselves, and prefer to do it that way,
progress to be found today.
• rather than through socialized schemes.
Just because a negligible proportion of
Many of our people have no conception, I
am sure, of the point to which the Federal
our citizens are unable, because of illness or
age or other reasons, to take care of themGovernment has injected itself into the elecselves is surely no valid argument for regitrical power phase of private industry. Many
easterners seldom have occasion to see the
mentation of many millions who are not
huge power projects that dot the western
only able to attend to their •'wn affairs far
half of the Nation. However, one has only
better than Government ever could do, but
to study the data, and familiarize himself
who are demanding the right to manage their
with the announced plans of the publicQwn business without interference from
power proponents, to realize what a threat
Government.
Government activities in this field offer not
If someone were to pose the question as
only to the utilities of the country, but ultito the one basic need of the moment in the
mately to all other basic industries.
United States, my answer would be that what
we need most definitely is that official thinkBecause it was no-t only one of the first
ing in Washington be radically revised.
big grabs in which the public-power proponents were successful, but also because it
The Nation has had a recent illustration
is a symbol of what happens when the buof the extent to which the highest of Govreaucrats come to power, the Tennessee Valernment officials will go to assert their supley Authority shows most clearly what we
posed authority over property rights. It is
may look for in many other fields unless we
claimed by the President of the United States
can call a halt promptly to such Federal
that he possesses uncontrolled power to inencroachment on industry.
vade the field of private property whenever,
Originally authorized to manage a single
in his judgment, the national interest redam, TV A now controls an area of 80,000
quires.
square miles, in which areas some 30 or
That view is erroneous, in my opinion. In
the history of the republic it has never been
more private utility companies were wholly
or partially eliminated. And the Authority
con tended that, under similar conditions, the
is now reaching out for an additional 40,000
Chief Execut ive can ignore the statutory
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square miles, to control another great section now being served by private industry.
What such preemption of any industry by
Government accomplishes is briefiy stated.
Thousands of private investors are deprived
of a source of income, millions of dollars of
tax moneys are lost to the Government, and,
almost without exception, other appropriations from the Federal Treasury are required
to subsidize the operation in favor of a limited p.umber of citizens at the expense of the
entire country.
Are the consumers in that area getting
something for nothing? Certainly, the taxpayers are paying the cost of Government
inefficiency there, because almost without
exception such enterprises are more costly
under Government than under private industry.
Are the workers on those Government
utilities better off than they were under private management? Not if we are to believe
the head of one of the leading utility unions
of the West who, after a few years' experience, publicly bemoaned the lower wages,
less satisfactory working hours, and lesser
over-all benefits to his membership under
Government.
In the same way, during the recent proceedings before the Supreme Court in the
steel controversy, one of the great railway
brotherhoods whose officials had petitioned
the President only 2 years ago to take over
the railroads now sought and obtained· permission from the Supreme Court to register
its definite conclusion that the President
had no right to seize either the steel industry
or the railroads.
One of the g~owing promises always made
by the Government planners is that workers will be better off if relieved from the
necessity of producing a · profit for private
owners. Here again a study of comparative
data reveals all too clearly how vastly better
off our American workers are under private
enterprise than are similar workers in socialized Britain or in communized Eastern
Europe.
,
The free-enterprise system assures to the
American people in the years to come levelS
of living beyond the dreams of past generations, and opportunities to work and to
achieve in ways unknown to those who dwell
1n the shadows of totalitarianism.
With lEiss than 6 percent of the world's
working force we produce 33 percent of the
world's goods. We have given the lie to the
long-standing predictions of Communists
and Marxian Socialists that the working
classes would experience increasing poverty
and would therefore hasten the demise of
the free-enterprise system. Instead of being ground down by the "shackles of wage
slavery," the factory worker's hourly earnings have risen sharply, his working condi·
tions have greatly improved, and the length
of the workweek has been substantially reduced.
Instead of becoming propertyless as happens in Communist areas, a growing proportion of our people own property. More than
30,000,000 persons have savings accounts;
there are over 80,000,000 individual hold ers
of life-insurance policies; more than 20 ,000,000 own their own homes, and about 9 ,000,000 are stockholders of corporations. Businessmen have a d ifficult time figur ing cut
how to provide parking space for the automobiles which their employees use to get t o
work. Nor has our progress been confined t o
the multiplication of a wide variety of n:aterial goods. To cite only one instance, at
the turn of the century only about 10 percent of boys and girls between the ages of
14 and 17 were in high school; today 80 percent are in high school. Six times as high a
proportion of our boys and girls are in college today as was the case in 1900.
We have reached a critical period in the
life of the Nation when citizens-business
and professional men and workers everywhere, even the housewife in her home-
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must be ready to take alert interest in the
conflict of political and social ideologies
which today are vying for approval. Americans are veering far away from proven principles, economic and otherwise. The quest
for individual security; the mistaken conviction on the part of many that governmental concepts should be changed and that
we must float with the tide; the desire of
bureaucrats and planned economy proponents for ever greater and greater power and
scope in their activities-an these have combined to urge us onward into a maze of governmental regulations, controls, and costly
programs from which we must cut loose if
our Nation is to pursue the course charted by
our forefathers.
I have no doubt of the ability of the
American people, once they are awakened to
the danger, to recognize and halt this unnecessary and thouglltless surrender of the
most precious privilege any people have enjoyed. But our people have been lulled into
sufferance and acceptance of undemocratic
practices of government to the point where
few truly realize the length to which we have
gone and the difficulties inherent in a return to the American way of life. It is the
responsibility of groups and businesses such
as are represented in this and other organizations throughout the country, to undertake their share of responsibility toward restoration of correct principles and practices
of government.
America must be resold on the unique
benefits and advantages of the American
way of life. And organizations are in a
peculiarly strong position to further such
a campaign of patriotic rededication. Your
principal stock in trade is confidence in
your community, your State, and your
Nation, for this is the basic element underlying the whole banking system in the
United States.
What group in all the American economy
has stronger reason than the banking fraternity for devoting its vast public relations
processes, its advertising, its customer contracts, to a reaffirmation of the unique rights
and privileges which are ours today solely
because of the constitutional guaranties and
the American principles which so many unthinking or subversive persons are urging
that we discard?
What more logical branch of that banking
fraternity to undertake the project of selling
this idea to the bankers of the country than
the association of Maryland, whose colonists
first planted the seeds of true liberty and
tolerance on the banks of the St. Marys
River more than 300 years ago. We know
that the principles which brought America
to its present greatness are as vigorous and
as fruitful today as they have been at any
time throughout the long years of our growth
to international maturity. Let us take it
upon ourselves, individually, as proud residents of a great State whose influence has
always been far out of proportion to its size
and population, and as a member group of
the national banking segment of our economy, to devote our energies even more definitely and purposefully in the future.
We recognize the good work that many
banks have done in this regard in the pastto impress in forceful fashion upon citizens
in all walks of life that America is unique
among the nations of the world and that
it is well worth while to preserve it. Too
many citizens are readJ to accept and enjoy
the benefits of citizenship, without seeming
to realize that these critical days .they
must be ready to treasure and defend those
benefits or they will be lost as surely as they
have been forfeited by hundreds of millions
of once-free people throughout the world.
To summarize in brief form the positive
steps that must be taken to insure preservation of the American system, and maintenance of the American economy let me
emphasize the need for certain basic activities
on the part of our citizenry:

1. We must reaffirm our faith tn American
constitutional processes and demand that
our elected and appointed officials conform
to them.
2. We must insist upon governmental
functioning in accord with sound fiscal
policies, based on the principle of living
within our income and avoiding costly projects and services unessential during this
emergency period.
3. Encroachment by the Federal Government into fields of private enterprise must
be stopped. Venture capital must be encouraged and not threatened by the specter
of governmental competition, with tax-free
franchise but with indirect support from
the Public Treasury.
4. Drastic revisions in appropriations must
be made to the end that the tax burden
shall be lightened. St aggering tax levies of
the present not only are to be recognized
as deterrents to business progress but they
inevitably defeat their very purpose by removing the incentive to legitimate profitable
productive effort.
5. Socialistic schemes must be vetoed.
Whether it be socialized medicine, to govern
our health; or the Brannan farm plan to
govern our food, or subsidized housing to
govern the home, these should give way to
private professional and individual effort.
6. Our foreign-aid program must be chartered along courses which are realistic and
practicable. Realizing as we must that this
Nation's wealth is not inexhaustible we must
husband our resources and our substance
to withstand communistic aggression.
Do we exaggerate when we point to the
imminence of socialistic dangers? Read the
answer to that question in the observations
of a leading British economist who, out of
his bitter experience, voices his warning as
follows:
"On my recent trips to the United States,
along with my admiration for the energy and
the buoyancy, I always find an uncomfortable
feeling that something is happening in
American society which is familiar to me
because it happened in Great Britain.
"There seems to be in American colleges
these days many teachers who speak of the
virtues of a centrally planned economy with
the starry-eyed enthusiasm so apparent in
British universities between the wars.
"There seems to be a growing contempt
for a profit making, for free enterprise. And
I ask myself, is it conceivable that the
American people, having provided so strong
a proof of the virtues of a free economy, are
gradually becoming unaware of their own
greatness?
"It would be tragic if Socialist ideas, like
t:-;. e movements of men, were destined to
travel westward."
The freedom of choice is still ours. It
is a freedom for which to be eternally grateful. We need not fear the powers we grant
to the Government to meet an external
emergency where the life of the Nation is
in jeopardy. We need not be afraid of quick
governmental action in case of flood or earthquake or natural disaster. But we must
be ever alert that we do not forfeit our
freedoms for the sake of our own immediate
material gain. We have seen, the world
over, and throughout history, where peoples
have granted their governments dictatorial
powers '!n the hopes of caving their precious material possessions. They have sacrificed their freedom, only then to find that
in a~i. too brief a span their possessions as
well as their freedoms were gone.
Our freedoms are more precious than all
the wealth for v:hich ou- land is known
throughout the world. If the defense of
these freedoms is always uppermost in our
minds and hearts, we need not fear socialism or the domination of the State in any
shape or form. But if we ask more and
more of the Government, if we submit to
log-rolling and pork-barrel tactics to get as
much as we can out of the Government,

then we cannot be surprised if the powers
of tL.e Government expand and expand untU
they are out of our control. The choice is
ours.

Social-Security Benefits
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. HARRY McGREGOR
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I wou~d
like to include a letter from the State of
Ohio Public Employees Retirement
Board, Fred J. Morr, chairman, relative
to House bill 7BOO. I would also like to
include my reply to Mr. Morr.
Mr. Morr and his board clearly recognize the jeopardy under which the retirement systems of Ohio would have
been placed had we enacted House bill
7800, and I am glad that he and his
members are alert and recognize the
dangers involved when this Congress
quickly passes legislation without holding adequate hearings so that all are
given an opportunity to express their
views.
It is fortunate that. the public employees retirement system of Ohio has
such an excellent board looking after
their program.
The letters follow:
STATE OF OHIO,
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM,
Columbus, Ohio, May 23, 1952.

In re House bill 7800.
Hon. J. HARRY McGREGOR,
Congressman, the Seventh Ohio District,
New House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR Sm: More than 100,000 employees of
the State of Ohio and of all units of local
government (except boards of education) are
contributing 6 percent of their earnings to
the public employees retirement system of
Ohio. Our reserves are sufficient to meet the
pension liability of all service credit to date,
1. e., the taxpayers of the future will not be
required to provide any portion of that liability. As you know, just the opposite is
true of the social-security program.
As chairman of the board, I am taking this
opportunity and means of thanking you for
opposing the tactics employed on May 19 by
the sponsors of this legislation. Passage of
the bill would have threatened, seriously, the
continued soundness of our program. We are
of the firm conviction that full public hearings should be held before further action,
at least on that part of the bill which woul,d
modify the exclusion of social-security coverage for State, county, and municipal employees who are covered by or are eligible
for coverage in a local or State-wide retirement system such as the public employees
retirement system of Ohio; but H. R. 7800
would retain the exclusion from social-security coverage for Federal employees, teachers,
and fire and police personnel. Why should
State, county, and municipal employees be
denied the protection of the present exclusion? The exclusion, as you will recall, was
written into the 1950 social-security amendments and applies to all public employees
whether Federal, State, county, municipal,
teachers, or fire and police who have their
own local retirement program. The exclusion meets with our approval for we know
it is unjust and unreasonable to expect tax-
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payers to support two retirement programs
(public employees retirement system and social security) for public employees in Ohio.
The only purpose of this letter is to explain
our position and to express appreciation tor
your support in opposing H. R. 7800.
.
FRED J. MORK,
Chairman, Public Employees Retirement Board.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., May 26 1952.
Mr. FRED J. MORR,
Chairman; Public Employees Retirement Board, Columbus, Ohio.

DEAR CuAmMAN MoRR: We are today in receipt of your letter of the 23d relative to
House bill 7800. I do appreciate your kind
comments relative to my endeavors to protect the Public Employees Retirement System of Ohio, as well as the teachers retirement system and other retirement systems
which might possibly have been affected by
the enactment of this legislation.
I am glad that your organization was not
in accord with the tactics employed by this
administration in bringing this bill on the
floor of Congress for our consideration. I
am sure that you are familiar with the fact
that, in addition to jeopardizing our retirement systems of Ohio, it definitely would
start us on the road to socialized medicine.
I hope that it wlll be possible for your
organization to tell the members of the
Public Employees Retirement System of Ohio
just who were active in endeavoring to take
care of them. As you know there has been
an erroneous report given that we who voted
to recommit House bill 7800 were in opposition to an increase of $5 per month to the
beneficiaries of social security. This assumption certainly is far from being correct. I
definitely favor an increase in social security
payments and, to be honest, other payments
to individuals who seem to be victims of
circumstances because of increased costs o!
living. I personally feel that in some way
assistance should be given to those who are
participants in retirement programs at least
comparable with the increased costs of living.
Again may I say to you, that I deeply
appreciate your letter and your recognition
of our endeavors to protect the various retirement systems of our State.
Respectfully yours,
J. HARRY McGREGOR,
Member of Congress.

Massachusetls: Where America Started
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OF lrlASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

. Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I would like to include excerpts from
the leading article in the current issue of
Holiday magazine which features my
home State of Massachusetts. Entitled
"Massachusetts: Where America Started," the travel story gives an interesting
account of the great historical shrines
in the Commonwealth in addition to
highlighting those places with attractions for visitors coming to the State
for the first time. Beautiful photographs in color by Bradley Smith illus-

trate the article.
Holiday was fortunate in securing the
outstanding talent and services of Joe

McCarthy, former Boston newspaperman
who was managing editor of Yank, the
Army weekly, during the war years, for
this special feature article. He writes
graphically and understandingly of his
native State, and I was particularly impressed with his excellent treatment of
central Massachusetts, which I have the
honor and privilege to represent in part
in the Congress.
That portion of his article on central
Massachusetts follows:

rather than architecture, is Old Sturbridge
Village, farther to the eMt on Route 20, and
open between May 30 and October 21. Old
Sturbridge Village displays eighteenth century tin shops, bootmaking, weaving, glass
blowing, gun making, copper, and pewter
work, and wood turning.

Maine Development

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
A tourist would do well to tum away from
OF
the main highways and to drive his car
through the twisting but pleasant back roads
of central Massachusetts. His journey will
OF KAINE
be slower, but he will come upon towns and
rural v1llages that will give him a truer
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
picture of Massachusetts life than the scenic
Wednesday, May 28, 1952
vacation resorts back east on the coast or
farther west in the hills beyond the ConMr. BREWSTER. Mr. President I
necticut River.
ask unanimous consent to have printed
Here in the middle of the State, the larger
in the Appendix of the REcoRD an adcommunities are mill towns and factory
dress delivered by me on the subject
towns, solid and respectable, with ponderous
Maine Development.
Civil War memorial monuments of gray
There being no objection, the address
granite, long-unused streetcar tracks and
rather gloomy business buildings of faded
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
and aged red brick. But the country
as follows:
around and between them is as rural and
Maine development began a long time ago
unspoiled as it was during the War of 1812.
with the hardy pioneers who came to the
A few minutes from the mills and factories
Maine coast for fishing and the settlers who
of Ware or Spencer, the motorist finds himcleared the forests and built the woolen mills
self in the hayfields and pastures of Hardon small water powers in Maine in the early
wick and New Braintree, peaceful villages
part of the last century. Later came the
centered around the usual white church and
great cotton mllls at Biddeford, Lewiston,
town hall where the people gather for grange
Augusta, and Watervllle.
meetings and strawberry festivals, and, of
Maine development as an official State accourse, every winter for the annual town
tivity began in 1925 under my administrameeting.
tion as governor with the creation of the
In these farming communities of central
Maine development commission to cooperate
Massachusetts, life is stlll about the same
with
the Maine publicity bureau in promotas older, transplanted New Englanders reing the industrial, agricultural, and recreamember it from their childhood. The comtional development of Maine.
fortable farmhouses are connected with ramInitially as studies were d~veloping of our
bling ells to the barn, so a man can see to
resources we concentrated on cultivating a
his livestock on a snowy February morning
public awareness of Maine and its many atwithout going out of doors. In the kitchens,
tractions throughout the Nation.
where the cooking is d9ne on wood-burning
In my administration the Governor's Constoves pie is served for breakfast, and a
ference of which I was then chairman was
favorite dinner is pan-fried salt pork from
brought to Maine and toured the State litthe barrel in the cellar, with milk gravy
erally from Kittery to Fort Kent with much
and boiled new potatoes. Comments about
favorable
publicity.
·
the weather and Harry Truman are exA Maine-to-Southland pilgrimage was
changed in the general store whHe the mall
organized of 150 believers in Maine to spend
1s being sorted.
3 weeks on a special train at their own exThere is no ~onotony 1n the landscape of
pense traveling through 12 Southern States
central Massachusetts, no unbroken flatness
and being entertained by the various south·
anywhere. The rocky pastures and cleared
ern governors with Maine producU; being dismeadows and orchards rise and slope from
tributed along the way and the old southern
one stone wall to the next and the dirt
battle flags being returned to the southern
roads are ridged here and there with thankgovernors in a moving ceremony on the steps
you-ma'ams, where a farmer can hold his
of the Capitol in Washington.
wheels during a steep climb to give his
Know Maine tours were conducted to the
horses a chance to rest.
four corners of the State carrying caravans of
As you drive west into the edge of Spring50 cars o!. believers in Maine to learn more
field the country flattens out and the rocks
about the assets and resources of Maine.
become scarcer and the soil is a reddish
clay. The Connecticut Valley seems more
A State charter for the Quoddy power
like the Carolinas than Massachusetts and
project was passed by the legislature and
Springfield seems more like the rest of the
overwhelmingly approved by the people in
United States than any other city in the
a popular referendum carrying the right to
State. The streets are wide and straight
export tidal power.
and the homes and downtown bu1Idings
Maine was on the march.
have a newer look. Springfield lacks a MasThe Maine Development Commission and
sachusetts flavor because it has done most
its associated activities became such a sucof its growing since 1910.
cess that many of our sister States created
A tourist attraction in Springfield is Storsimilar commissions.
rowton, a village of colonial buildings on
The New England Council was otncially
the grounds of the Eastern States Expoborn in Maine at a meeting of New England
sition. The v1llage-open to visitors from
governors on my invitation to coordinate the
June to October-includes a schoolhouse,
store and tavern, church, meeting house, . activities of this region in development.
Succeeding administrations maintained
blacksmith shop, lawyer's office, and several
and expanded the Maine development actividwelllngs, all with their carriage houses and
ties with profoundly gratifying results.
gardens, and all laid out around a green.
The Maine delegation in Washington coEve:·y building is an authentic antique,
operated wholeheartedly with all interests
m"ved from original sites in various parts
in Maine, public and private, in spreading.
of the State. Another exhibit of the same
the Maine idea.
type, but wtth its accent on arts and cratts

HON. OWEN BREWSTER
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Potato contests, lobster festivals in Washington created endless good will and publicity.
Continually the offer of Maine was spread
to the people of every State and with most
gratifying results.
Maine owes much to the members and
staff of the Maine Development Commission
and Maine Publicity Bureau for working in
season and out of season to keep Maine on
the map.
Maine minerals have taken on a new significance since the war with world shortages
of sulfur suddenly focusing attention on the
Katahdin iron deposits. These have been
known for nearly a century but are now significant not primarily because of the iron
but because of their large sulfur content.
One million two hundred thousand dollars
has just been paid for the Katahdin Iron
Works property by one of the largest chemical companies in the country.
Curiously enough communism made Maine
manganese development possible when the
Russian Communists shut off mangf.nese
supplies to America after the war.
The Maine deposits of manganese were
under exploration by Federal and State agencies as early as 1940.
The manganese content, however, was only
about 15 percent as against the 50 percent
in the Russian deposits.
The . Maine manganese also requires the
development of a new process for its extraction because of other characteristics.
The exploration of the Maine manganese
deposits has largely been carried out by Federal agencies at the urging of the Maine
delegation in Washington.
Constant studies have been under way for
some years to determine a process that will
make these Maine manganese deposits commercially available.
Jess Larsen in charge of governmental
procurement and stockpiling of crit ical n:aterials is vitally interested in the Mame
manganese deposits estimated at around
300,000,000 tons-one of the largest deposits
1n the world.
Manganese is so critical because not even
President Truman can make steel without
manganese.
Jess Larsen has assured the Maine delagation in Washington that Federal funds
will be available for the development of the
Maine manganese deposits the moment there
1s a pr0cess of extraction developed that offers a 50-percent prospect of success.
That is how strongly the Federal authorities feel about the situation and why they
are even now going to the very considerable
expense of boring four holes 1,000 feet deep
into these Aroostook deposits to get more accurate information as to their character and
extent.
BERYL

Beryl and mica deposits in western Maine
are also now under further development as
beryllium becomes a most significant metal
in this air age and more and more mica is
required in all the phases of electronics.
SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT

AU Maine development, however, is de-

pendent upon events far beyond our bounds.
L.i fe in Maine will be meaningless in a totalitarian world.
Maine cannot live by minerals alone in a
world dominated by material force .
The spiritual heritage of Maine is stlll its
most vital and critical possession. Without it all is lost. With it we cannot fail.
Communism seeks to destroy the church
and the · family as the cornerstone of our
civilizatior. . As Abraham Lincoln pointed
out, America can only be destroyed from
within-v.nt from without.
The disintegration of family and religious
life in Maine and in America is t h e worst
menace to our country and to our youth.

Maine development must always have in
mind the history of all the great civilizations
that have perished when they have deserted their early god.

What Democracy Means to a High-School
Student
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM M. MtCULLOCH
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. McCULLOCH. Mr. Speaker, John
Bernard Egan, a 15-year-old student in
St. Rose High School, Lima, Ohio, was
the winner in the essay contest sponsored by radio station WIMA. The
subject assigned for the contest was,
What Democracy Means to Me as a
High-School Student.
The prize-winning essay is most excellent and was broadcast over the Voice
of America from Washington by the
winner. I hope the broadcast was heard
by millions.
The essay follows:
WHAT DEMOCRACY MEANS TO ME AS A HIGH•
SCHOOL STUDENT

I am blessed with American citizenship,
therefore I ~ave many freedoms, innumerable advantages, and corresponding duties. I
shall begin by telling of my freedoms.
Freedom of religion: I can worship God in
the manner of my choice. To Him I can
expound my troubles, my petitions, and my
joys without the fear of persecution or unfair trial. I am bound by no state religion:
I am not hindered in the profession of my
faith.
Freedom of speech: I can openly express
my views.
Freedom of the press: Newspapers, magazines, and pamphlets can print the truth
and keep the public well informed on matters of interest to all.
Freedom of assembly: When I am 21 years
of age, I shall be able to vote, to share in the
management of governmental affai.rs.
Americans, it is true, are most fortunate,
but a heartfelt realization of God's goodness
is not present. We want for little; we have
nothing to fear so long as we remain in
bounds of God's laws and those of the State,
made for the common welfare. Freedom
does not mean to do as we please-we are
free to choose the right. Freedom to choose
right or wrong would justify robbery, murder, adultery, and other cruel forces seeking
to oust order, to discourage all attempts at
world peace, to make man an animal of little
or no value, to put God entirely out of the
picture, or to mock Him, His laws, anq His
people. I answer these forces now with de·
fiance.
A world of indecency could never be a
world of peace-a fact which history has
proven time and again and is proving right
now.
A godless world is a pit of ruin.
Democracy is not godless, nor is it a sympathizer of indecency. Democracy means a
people's government receiving its power from
God and established for the good of men.
Under a democracy, Americans have duties--duties they must do if the candle of
liberty is to remain the symbol of hope and
peace. These duties are mine; they are yours,
too.
I must guard the freedoms, using them
within reason, abusing them)n no way, and
appreciating them as much as I can.

It must help my brothers and sisters across
the seas. They are unfortunate and they
need my help. Oan't you hear them calling
for truth, for liberty, for a democratic government? Democracy is not mine aloneit is for everyone. When these poor and
needy people seek our aid, we cannot fail
them. They have lived amidst the rubble
and horrors of war in a state hardly fit for
human beings. They ask our assistance because they don't want us to suffer what
they have suffered.
To me, as a high-school student, democracy has a very special meaning. Because of
it, I have been able to get a fine education.
America provides for and insists upon the
education of its children. Education must
be highly regarded, for schools under a
democratic form ·of government build bet.:
ter citizens who in turn build fine natio.ls
for a good world.
I love democracy; I love America. I wamt
everyone to love democracy; I want everyone
to love America, for I, like you, wan"'; peace.

Balancing Agricultural Programs
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.E.C.GATHINGS
OF ARKANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. GATHINGS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I would like to include an article by
Miss Dot Shaw, which appeared in the
May 19 issue of the Forrest City Daily
Tim~s-Herald:

As WE SEE IT
(By Dot Shaw, substituting for Fred
McCollum)
The following article comes from Homer
Towns, prominent agriculture representative
and friends of St. Francis County and eastern Arkansas farmers, urging diversified
farming methods in our area.
We are wholly in agreement with Mr.
Towns and think our readers will enjoy his
comments. We wish to go one step further
and say that not only do we need diversified
farming, but also we need to balance our
agricultural economy with industry if we
are ever to get rid of the "blues" Mr. ':'owns
mentions in his article.
In other words, if we are to have a balanced
and sound economy, the place to begin 1s
at home and we have a wonderful opportunity to do so by having farmers take
steps toward balancing their agricultural
programs. Improved _agricultural economy,
we believe, would be an added incentive to
prospective industrialists looking our area
over for potential development.
Following is Mr. Towns' article:
"I have the opportunity of seeing and exchanging greetings with a fairly good cross
section of the citizenship of Forrest City and
St. Francis County, as well as some of the
surrounding territory. One thing has been
noticeably common among all of those with
whom I have talked during the last week or
10 days-and that is all have been singing
the blues-farmers, merchants, doctors, lawyers, and even housewives and high-school
boys. Practically all have shown the same
sort of a pessimistic note. The only difference is that some were more so than
others.
"In every case the reason for the gloomy
spirit was, of course, cotton-or as is the
case this time, the lack of cotton. It is very
interesting to me how the feelings of our
people are so closely associated with cotton.
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When cotton prospects are good everyone is
high-when they are bad, we are all down.
Of course, it is very easy to understand why,
since our whole economy is so dependent
upon cotton.
"There are two very interesting points
worthy of our consideration, I think, with
reference to us and our cotton. The first is
that in accordance with the predictions of
those who should know, if we continue to
depend . on cotto11 to anything like the extent that we have j,n the past, our gloomy
periods are likely to become even more frequent and longer in duration. Because of
the increase in cotton acreage in other sections and the competition from other fibers,
the future of cotton as a sole source of income just isn't too bright for our section.
"The other interesting point is that we
don't have to rely solely on cotton unless we
want to. It is strictly a matter of choice
among our farmers. Our soils, our climate,
our rainfall and the other resources that are
at our c6mmand, makes it possible for us to
adjust our situation in most any way that
we so desire. We can certainly compete with
the West in producing beef-or with the
North in growing corn and hogs. Everyone
seems to think that we can produce dairy
products for about one-third less than they
are being produced by the Wisconsin farmers
who are supplying us with such products today. Many of our soils are well adapted to
the production of fruits, truck crops and
vegetables.
"This all adds up to the fact that our periods of pessimism are self-made and could
be largely eliminated. All we need to do is,
first to realize that our resources are second
to none, then get together and put those resources to work."

Tax Redudion
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OWEN BREWSTER
OF MAINE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
~ednesday, ~ay~28, 1952
Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the·RECORD an address
broadcast by me on the subject Tax Reduction Is Imperative To Save the
American Way of Life.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:

Is tax reduction possible? That is the
burning question in the minds of more
and more Americans. One might call it
the $64,000,000,000 question.
·It is becoming increasingly apparent that
we are rapidly approaching the point of no
return in the socialization of our governmental and economic structure through diverting a larger and larger share of our total
national production to tL.e control of Government.
Forty percent is generally considered the
point at which recapture of any resemblance
to private enterprise becomes impossible.
The burden of supporting 40 percent of our
activities under the inevitable inefficiency of
bureaucracy constitutes too great a drain
on the remaining 60 percent and the whole
structute begins rapidly to disintegrate.
The total tax take of the country now runs
well over 35 percent and bigger and bigger
expenditures are in contemplation in Wash·
ington under the current administration.
We are blithely told that no change is possible because of world conditions. No hope
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is held out of a recession in Government
gress setting aside 10 percent of each apspending by those now in authority.
propriation as a reserve for contingencies.
The only hope of salvation clearly lies in
The remainder of the appropriation was
then divided into four equal parts. No dethe election of a Republican administration.
The Eightieth Congress in 1947-48---the
partment or bureau was allowed to exceed
the expenditure of this one-quarter part in
only Republican Congress in 20 years-gave
any 3-month period without permission of
a resounding answer to this question with
the Director of tbe Budget.
its amazing record of tax reduction and debt
Certain appropriations of a seasonable
reduction and yet provided adequately for
character were permitted to be used, but
our real governmental needs.
only by the approval of General Lord.
The Republican Eightieth Congress not
The well-settled governmental practice of
only balanced the national budget for the
spending everything remaining in an apfirst time in 16 years but in addition acpropriation during May and June in the last
cumulated $8,000,000,000 to apply on the na2 nonths of the fiscal year in order to demtional debt.
onstrate that the full appropriation was·
This same Eightieth Congress provided
required was in this manner prevented.
$4,000,000,000 to begin the European aid plan
General Lord handled the supply problem
for some of our foreign allies, and provided
with an iron hand. Every employee, in those
$800,000,000 more than the President redays, was obliged to turn in the stub of a
quested for the national defense in order to
pencil, not over 2 inches long, before he
start production lines for planes to build
could secure another pencil. The resulting
toward· a 70-group Air Force as recommended
saving in itself was negligible but the lesson
by the congressional avifl.tion policr comof thrift was thus brought home.
Inittee, of which I had the responsibility
of being chairman.
Economy became the style and bureaus
The President refused to use the money
vied with each other in seeking to establish
provided to develop an assembly line, and
a record which they knew would attract the
our misfortunes in Korea are one of the
attention of the man in the White House
tragic fruits. Three years are required from . whose motto was, "I wish the Government
· the drawing board for jet planes through
to spend less in order that the people may
the development of the assembly line and
spend more." How imperative it is that we
the mass production of the planes.
get that spirit back into the White House
This provision of $800,000,000 to build
without another year's delay.
.
planes was made in 1948. If tbe President
As Governor of Maine, I put exactly the
had used the $800,000,000 as directect by the
same procedure into effect and was proCongress, the assembly lines would have been
foundly gratified to see a million dollar surpouring out planes in 1950 and 1951 that
plus develop in Maine enabling my adminiswould have· been more than a match for tbe
tration to bring about a reduction in taxes
Russian MIG's.
during my second term as Governor.
This fatal error by the President and his
This shows what it is possible to do if one
advisers is clearly responsible for the tragic
considers the best way to . encourage the desacrifices required by our aviators in Kor.ea
velopment of industry in Maine or any other
in our inadequate supply of planes. OUr
State is by lifting the tax burden in order
loss of 1,400 planes in Korea in the last 12
that all concerned in industry, labor and
months, while the Communists were losing
capital alike may be able to progress.
400, is due to the 1948 mistake.
Republicans in Congress in the last 20
· The President chose to use the funds
years have carried on an unending battle
supplied for other purposes.
for a sound fiscal policy.
After doing all the foregoing, however, the
"Too often in recent years liberal governEightieth Congress reduced taxes by $4,000,·
ments have been wrecked upon the rocks of
000,000, and gave 65 percent of that reduca loose fiscal policy." Those are the wordstion to people with incomes under $5,000 a
believe it or not-of Franklin D. Roosevelt.
year.
The only time the Republicans controlled
This apportionment of the reduction for
the Congress they demonstrated conclusively
people with moderate incomes is in glittertheir ideas as well as what it is possible to do.
ing contrast to a Democratic Congress and
Actions speak far louder than words and it
a Democratic administration following the
is the record that transcends any promises.
war in a $4,000,000,000 tax reduction for the
It seems more and more evident that tbe
benefit of a few hundred of tbe largest corSoviet design is to destroy our country from
p&ations in tbe country by a removal of the
within by the disruption of our economy with
excess-profits tax.
the constantly mounting burden of expense
Here was a startling illustration of the
in building an ever greater Defense EstabRepublican Party seeking the benefit of the
lishment and trying at the same time to supmany, while the Democratic Party sought
port
the world.
the benefit of the few. Let all interested in
Even the ultrainternationalist New York
this campaign bring this message home tQ
Times now considers a. careful review of our
the people in every walk of life.
Government expenditures at home and
The entire financial record of the Repubabroad is imperative. This is the opinion of
lican Eightieth Congress shows wbat it is
every thoughtful man in Washington.
possible to do by sound common sense.
Maine may well respond to this challenge
The burgeoning bureaus of Government
by giving its approval to those who believe
must be constantly pruned exactly like an
in
tax reduction as the only way in which to
apple tree, otherwise the Government besave the American way of life from the forces
comes a hopeless mass of intertwining
which would threaten it from within and
bureaus and branches that bring only
from without.
boundless confusion which now so obviously
Keeping of pledges in public or private life
prevails.
is the only basis on which our complex civiWe saw precisely this situation after the
lization can carry on.
First World War when the careful and
As a candidate for governor I pledged tax
canny Calvin Coolidge continually pruned
reduction. I kept that pledge.
the governmental tree under the leadership
As a candidate for Senator I pledged tax
of Gen. Herbert M. Lord, as Director of the
reduction. I kept that pledge even though
Budget, from Rockland, Maine.
it
required going out to the country to get
As Governor of Maine at that time, I cona Republican majority 1n the Senate to bring
sulted President Coolidge and General Lord
tax reduction finally to pass.
as to their procedures and the formula was
There are two ways to balance the budget
a very simple and very adequate one.
in the home or in the public life. One is to
After first holding the budget down to
cut
expenses. The other is to increase taxes.
the minimum that seemed practicable in
the recommendations to Congress, President
Calvin Coolidge said, "I want the Government to spend less in order that tbe people
Coolidge would issue an Executive Order
immediately after adjournment of the Con•
may spend ~ore."
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When the Government spends your money
me make intelligent and truly reprefor you it is a very expensive enterprise.
sentative decisions regarding these matIf one promises as a candidate for office
ters.
not to support certain types of taxation the
The results clearly show that the citipeople have a right to rely upon that promise.
zens of my district are absolutely and
If one as a candidate pledges not to run for
totally opposed to the socialistic and
another office the people have a right to ex·
spendthrift policies of the New Dealpect that pledge to be fulfilled.
How can any dependence be placed upon
Fair Deal administrations. The vote in
current promises in public or private when
response to some of the questions is overpast promises have been flagrantly disre· · whelmingly in opposition to the tax and
garded?
tax, spend and spend, elect and elect
Socrates was once asked, "What is the penprogram of President Truman, and also
alty of prevarication?" and he wisely replied,
points out a lack of faith and trust in the
"Not to be believed when you tell the truth.''
administration's war and defense poliTruman believes in balancing the budget,
he says, but he wants to do it by increasing
cies. Ninety-two percent of those antaxes. That is the Truman method. The
swering favored cutting the budget for
end is a completely socialized state whether
nondefense spending. The opposition
or not the President so intends it.
to the firing of General MacArthur was
The Republican method is to bring our
over 9 to 1, and in the predominantly
expP.nditures up.der control so as to leave our
agricultural county of Tioga there were
system of free enterprise some opportunity
only 53 votes in support of the Brannan
to function in justice to all of our citizens
plan. This same county gave but 33
alike.
The issue is crystal clear. The people of
votes in favor of socialized medicine.
Maine may choose.
I wish to thank all of those who re-

The Voice of the People
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. W. STERLING COLE
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday,. May 27. 1952

Mr. COLE of New York. Mr. Speaker.
A few weeks ago I sent a questionnaire to
a large number of voters in my western
New York State district. My purpose
in doing this was twofold: first, to give
the voters an opportunity to express
themselves on issues of current interest
and thereby develop a sense of actually
being a part of government and, second,
to learn for myself how accurately I
had been expressing the viewpoint of the
people whom I represent. It has been
extremely helpful to me, fortified my attitudes on certain issues, and suggested
doubts on others.
In all, 41 questions on international
and national affairs were asked of my
constituents. Approximately 6,700 replies have been received to date which
represents a sufficient return to provide
for me an accurate cross section of public opinion. The responses indicate an
increased a ware ness by the people of my
district of the responsibility to inform
their elected Represen.. ative of their
viewpoint on these vital matters. The
questionnaire has given the people some
indication of the manifold problems
which confront any Congressman. A
great many of those who returned the
questionnaire included a personal letter
or note in which they stated their wholehearted agreement with this method of
keeping in close contact with the Congress ..
The returns from Broome County, recently added to my district, indicate this
has !Jeen the first opportunity these citizens have had to express their opinions
in one package ~o a Member of Congress
on the really important problems of the
present day. Letter after letter stated
their approval of my efforts and their _
willingness to cooperate f'l;lllY in helping

turned this questionnaire. Their expression of opinion has been a valuable
help to me and to the Congress as a
whole. To ask the views of our constituents in this manner involves a considerable added load to the work already
being carried on by my office staff but it
has proven to be entirely worth while.
As new and important issues are presented to the Congress, I sincerely urge
the people back home to keep me informed of their thoughts and feelings on
these matters.
The vote received is as follows:
1. Do you favor the following war policies
and defense policies:
(a) Bomb bases and supply lines in Man' churia?
Broome Chemung Steuben Tioga
Yes ___________ 1, 706
1, 3!16
1, 238
396

No_-------- --

Undecided___

320
321

256
233

289
305

91
99

Total
4, 726
956
958

(b) Complete defeat of Reds (Chinese
-and North Koreans)?

(j) Support of invasion of China by Chi-

nese Nationalist forces?
Broome Chemung Steuben Tioga
1, 245
1, 042
331
Yes ___________ 1, 304

No___________
Undecided...

606
437

Yes ___________ 1, 093

No.---------Undecided___

Yes ___________ 1, 416

No_---------Undecided___

556
375

Yes___________

245
No ___________ 1, 829
Undecided___ 273

194
1, 491
190

199
1,417
216

56
457
73

694
5,194
752

(d) Chinese Nationalist troops. be permitted to fight in Korea ?
Broome Chemung Steu~n Tioga
1, 564
1, 391
420
Yes ___________ 1, 763

No___________

Undecided_ __

298
286

151
160

:<33
208

87
79

Total
5,138
769
733

(e) Withdrawal of American troops from
Korea?
·

No___________
Undecided___

Yes ___ ________

365

Undecided___

286

Yes___________

239

176

208

No_---------- 1, 817

1, 500

1, 384

Undecided___ . 295

199

77
409
100

240

70
450
66

693
5,147
800

663
695
474

246
204
136

2, 672
2, 482
1, 486

(g) Attack Manchuria?
Yes___________

No_---------Undecided___

956
830
561

807
753
315

No_---------Undecided___

Yes ___________ 1, 654

No___________
Undecided. __

312
381

1; 355
225
295

1, 219
281
332

413
63

110

No ______ _____ 1,185

559

882

642

Undecided....

603

451

·454
876
502

1, 076
632
167

750
246

£;~~---~======::
1, ~~
Undecided___ 413

1,149
386
297

369
134
83

4,178
1, 454
1, 008

938
597
297

294
180
112

3, 319
2, 228
1, 093

310
1, 222
300

88
405
93

1, 022
4, 694
924

1, 031
700
101

302
219
65

3, 760
2, 301
579

1,

!~~

289

858
567
407

287
181
118

3,489
1, 924
1,227

883
652
297

263
200
123

3, 126
2,180
1, 334

(r) Rearm Germany?
Yes___________

No_---------Undecided____

987
765
595

993

563

319

2. Do you favor further American economic
assistance to leading foreign nations?
Yes___________

893

Undecided___

145

662
!l90
223

No _____ ______ 1,309

691
725
416

197
287
102

2, 443
3,311
886

3. Do you favor American expenditur.es
abroad for the development of backward nations?
No ___________ 1,281

,

667
1,000
208

f86

946
200

198
299
89

2,395
3,526
719

4. Do you approve the Truman administration foreign policy?
f24

No __ --- ------ 1, 284
Undecided___

239

57
1, 667
·151

69
1, 600
163

20
511
55

970
5, 062
608

5. Do you favor Federal regulation of prices?
Yes___________

635

Undecided___

315

No ___________ 1,397

377
1,230
268

462
1,126
244

103
382
101

1, 577
4,135
928

116
413
57

1, 575
4,601
464

Federal regulation of wages?
Yes_·__________

619

Undecided___

188

No ___________ 1,540

370
1, 387
118

470
1,261
104

6. Do you favor Federal rent control?
Yes___________

385

Undecided.__

566

282
1,366
227

357
1,269
206

79
432
75

1, 103
4,463
1, 074

226
319
41

2, 846
3, 356
438

State rent control?
No_---------- 1,148
Undecided_._

136

742
!l99
134

815
890
127 .

7. Do you favor support levels at parity for
agriculture?
344

231

376

No_---------- 1, 736

96

1, 422
222

1, 222
234

423
67

Undecided...

267

1,047
4,803
790

8. Do you favor the Brannan plan for direct
subsidies to farmers for perishable
commodities?

· 4, 641

Yes___________

881
1, 118

Undecided...

l, 799

Yes___________

193

No_---------- 1, 946
208

107
1, 638
130

185
1, 475
172

53.
478
55

538
5,537
565

9. Do you favor socialized medicine?

(1) Attack Chinese mainland?
Yes___________

5, 499
440
701

( q) Rearm Japan?

Yes___________

(h) Force Chinese to evacuate all of
Korea?

3, 358
2, 026
1, 256

(p) Universal military training?
Yes ___________ 1, 351

Yes ___________ 1, 063

1, 34~
255

337
1, 225
270

259
1, 371
245

No ___________ 1, 696

(f) Withdrawal of Americans troops from
Japan?

277

294
169
123

(o) Send greater number of American
Armed Forces to Europe?

No ___________ 1,396

375
No_---------- 1, 660
Undecided___ 312

996
603
276

848
408.

1,066
4,637
937

Yes___________

1, 244
378
. 253

Yes _____ ______ 1, 091

Yes___________

304
240

1, 000
520
312

(n) Reduce production of civilian goods
·
to speed up arms production?

(c) Accept whatever peace truce we can
get in Korea?

Undecided___

3, 922
1, 538
1,180

(m) Continued arms aid to certain foreign countries?

844

No___________

Total

(1) Use of atomic bomb against Russia

222

438
56
92

131
124

if Russian war develops?
Yes ___________ 1, 895
1, 571
1, 529
604
No___________ 168
118
122
32
Undecided____ 284
186
ls-I
50

Undecided___

1,324
224
284

971
564
340

773
481

Yes___________

1, 430
192
253

443
347

(k) Use of atomic bomb against Chinese
Red forces?

4,895
776
£69

Yes ___________ 1, 703

358
272

244

188
154

3,131
1, 710

130

No_---------- 2, 159
Undecided ~ --

58

66
1, 762
47

125
1, 635
72

33
646

7

854
6,102
184
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10. Do you favor development of the St. Lawrence waterway?
Broome Chemung Steuben Tioga
Yes___________ 935
1, 195
910
292

No ___________ 1,112

Undecided___

533
147

300

229

698
224

65

Total
3, 332
2,572
736

11. Do you favor cutting down President
Truman's budget for nondefense spending?
Yes ______ _____ 2,192
543
6,132
1,693
1, 704
24
312
89
109
No_---------90
Undecided___

65

62

19

50

196

12. Do you favor cutting down President

Truman's budget for defense and military purposes?
Yes _______ ____ 1, 336

No___________
Undecided___

1, 037
672
166

783
228

986
678

168

322
194
70

3, 681

220

2, 864
3, 179
597

2,327
632

13. Do you favor:

(a) Federal aid to education?
Yes___________

978

No ___________

1, 072

Undecided___

297

808
949
118

858
&18
136

320
- 46

(b) Federal aid to school lunch?
Yes___________

736

Undecided___

153

No ___________ 1,458

563
1,179
133

726
955
151

175
365
46

2, 200
3,957
483

(c) Federal aid to airport construction?
Yes ___________ 1, 124

No ___________ I, 039
Undecided___

184

859
834
182

742
889
201

217
297
72

2, 942
3, 059
639

309
223
54

3, 465
2, 674
501

(d) Federal aid for highways?
Yes ____ _______ 1, 173

No ________ ___ 1, 023
Undecided___

151

1, 008
717
150

975
711
146

14. Do you favor Taft-Hartley law repeal?
Yes___________ 289
190
308
68
855

No_------- --- 1, 793
Undecided___

265

1, 540
145

1, 276
248

440
78

6, 049
736

44
266
276

852
2,808
2,980

301
72
213

3, 620
787
2, 233

Ease up on Taft-Hartley law?
Yes___________

304
981
Undecided ___ 1, 062

No_- ----- ----

210
892
773

294
669
869

Strengthen Taft-Hartley law?
Yes ___________ 1, 310

No___________

271
766

Undecided...
15. Do you favor
Yes ___________ 1, 216
No_____ ___ ___ 334
Undecided___ 797

1, 104
216
555

905
228
699

return to the gold standard?
1, 306
193
376

1,121
270
441

372
69
145

4, 015
866
1, 759

16. Do you af>prove the firing of MacArthur?
Yes___________ 270
124
149
51
594
No ___ ___ _____ 1, 955
1, 596
1, 510
507
5, 568
Undecided...

122

155

173

28

478

17. Should postal rates be increased to absorb
postal deficit?
Yes ___________ 1, 235
1, 009
925
281
3, 450
No___________ 920
730
728
263
2, 641
Undecided___

192

136

179

42

549

18. Who 1s your preference for the Repub-

lican Presidential nomination?
Eisenhower ___ 1, 015
Taft__________ 731
Warren_______
61
Stassen_______ 128
MacArthur___ 184
Others________
20

557
844
26
37
225
12

842
631

68

30
184
16

248
177
11
24
48
16

2,662
2,383

166

219
641
64

Endorsement of Hon. Alben W. Barkley
for President of the United States
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS R. UNDERWOOD
OF KENTUCKY

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. UNDERWOOD. Mr. President,
the State convention of the Democratic
Party in Kentucky. at the armory, in
Louisville, Tuesday, May 27, 1952, resulted in a resolution, adopted unanimously, endorsing for the presidency the

great Vice President of the United States,
ALBEN W. BARKLEY.
The senior Senator from Kentucky
[Mr. CLEMENllS], my distinguished colleague, was temporary chairman and
keynoter. Kentucky's able Gov. Lawrence W. Wetherby was elected permanent chairman. ·All present by acclamation determined to place the name of
Vice President BARKLEY before the convention. The convention was the largest ever held and was most harmonious.
The senior Senator from Kentucky delivered an address that presents in a
masterful way the facts upon which the
real issues should be presented. This
has added significance, in view of the
fact that he is chairman of the Senatorial Campaign Committee.
I ask unanimous consent that the address delivered by the Senator from Kentucky [Mr. CLEMENTs], may be printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD#
as follows:
ADDRESS BY HaN. EARLE C. CLEMENTS, OF
KENTUCKY

Chairman Humphreys, Governor Wetherby, delegates and friends, before launching
into the business at hand, I would like to
make a few personal remarks. First, I want
to congratulate each and every one of the
delegates to this, the 1952 Democratic State
Convention, on the splendid interest, active
cooperation and unanimous support which
you, the leaders of our party, have given in
welding into a strong, effective, and solvent
unit Kentucky's Democratic State organization. Only intelligent, wholehearted, and
unselfish effort could have accomplished the
elimination of ruinous factions within the
ranks of our party and, as an organization,
elevated it to its present plane of harmony,
efficiency, and progress. On that fine
achievement I commend you-our party has
earned and won public .respect and confidence, and our State 1s making steady and
solid progress under current Democratic
leadership. The people of Kentucky are enjoying the benefits of good, clean, orderly,
efficient and progressive government, which
1s redounding to the benefit of every man,
woman, and child within the borders of our
Commonwealth. In this happy state of
affairs in Kentucky, I know that all of you
feel the same glow of satisfaction and justifiable pride that I do.
It is a pleasure to be her ~ and I am grateful for the privilege of opening Kentucky's
State Democratic Convention in this very
importantr--even critical-year of 1952, in
which will be elected a President of the
United States, 435 Members of the National
House of Repres•,ntatives, 34 United States
Senators, 30 t,:>vernors, and numerous other
public officials.
This yea1· is one of decision for the American people as a whole-on the voters of
Kentucky, and each and every other State,
will devolve the responsibility of making
decisions that primarily will determine the
type and character of National Government
under which all of us will live during the
coming 4 years.
Pointedly it has been said, "The twentieth
century can't be repealed." Either the American people will continue to recognize and
face up to the period in which they are
living-courageounly and even venturesomely
coping with its problems, at home and
abroad-or disaster will overtake and submerge them; and with them all of the free
peoples of the world.
On the delegates that you will name
here in Louisville today wm - fall the responsibility of taking part in the Demo-
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cratic National Convention next July, where
the Democratic presidential candidate will
be chosen. In Kentucky's delegates to the
convention we will repose our confidence-with full knowledge and complete assurance-that they will be instrumental toward
nominating for the exalted office of President
of the United States the highest caliber and
best qualified Democratic candidate to present to the American people. With such a
candidate, plus support of the Democratic
program-domestic and foreign-we will
have the ingredients of another Democratic
victory in November. Victory will be ours
this year because we will unite behind our
candidates here in Kentucky and we will give
full support to our national candidates.
Recently I heard a radio program-one of
the panel discussions-which had as its subject Can Any Democrat Win in November
on the Democratic Record? To me, that was
a perfect example of the kind of thing Democrats must guard against in the year of
decision.
It is the kind of defensive question which
has no place in our democratic thinking. The
real question should have been "How can
any Democrat lose on the Democratic
record?"
We have a record of accomplishment.
We have a record of doing what's right for
our State and our Nation.
Here in Kentucky our economy is based
on agriculture, on coal mining, and on other
diversified industrial pursuits. Let's look at
the record of the two parties as it affects
these vital problems.
Many of you here remember what the Republicans left us with in 1932.
Wheat was 30 cents, corn was 15 cents,
cattle were selling for a nickel a pound, hogs
were 2%a. cents. Burley tobacco was 5 cents
to 7 cents. That was the lot of the farmer
in 1932.
I don't have to tell you what wheat and
corn are bringing today.
I don't have to tell you that hogs are a
little cheap at 19 cents.
Cattle are close to 35 cents.
Tobacco, the Kentucky farmer's cash crop,
the crop that the average farmer lives on,
was less than a dime in 1932.
And I understand the support price for
next year will be around $50.
You remember too what the Republicans
were doing to us who were trying to hold on
to our farms.
Now, we Democrats have given the people
of Kentucky some decent prices on the products they raise. We've ·also restored many
people to their farms.
In 1932 we didn't know whether we would
have a roof over our head or not. Throughout the Nation 176 farms were being foreclosed every day. Kentucky was blighted
with its share of farm foreclosures. For
every 1,000 farms in our State, 18 were foreclosed. Today, for every 1,000 farms, less
than 1 will be foreclosed.
Yes; and we're not only enabling the people to keep their farms but we are making
them better places to live. We're running
electric power lines to farms through REA
and private power interests. We're getting
efficient telephone service to our farms
through REA. In 1932 less than 1 farm i'n
10 had electricity. Today in Kentucky, 8
out of 10 farms have electric lights and
power.
Let's see what industry has gained in our
State. Let's see what we have done for our
working people and for our economy.
In 1932, here in our State, our bank deposits were just slightly more than $103,000,000. Today they are nearly five times
that amount.
Profits for Kentucky industry have risen
in about the same proportion as the
national.
In 1932, the industry in our country lost
$3,500,000,000.
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Last year industry made more than
$16,000,000,000, and that was after all taxes
had been paid.
These gains just didn't take place because
20 years have gone by. -These gains are the
result of the progressive legislation which
the Democrats have put through. Labor.
industry, our farmers, our whole people are
better off today because of Democratic
leadership.
Why in the last 7 years our people have
made more money, after they pay every
penny of Federal taxes, than they have made
b : all the years of Republican administrat~on in the history of our country.
And when we make that money today we
have a safe place to keep it.
In 1932, more than 1,000 banks failed in
this country._ Right here in Kentucky a
bank was failing every 10 days.
All of this happened under a Republican
administration. But do _yqu think they will
admit that now? If you do, you are wrong.
Why only this past week former President
Hoover, in an article published in a national
magazine, stated that the bank closings in
the thirties was caused by the man who you
and I know to have been the greatest benefactor of the average citizen in the history
of our Nation-Franklin D. Roosevelt. Within a sho:·t time after the election of Roose ..
velt, the banks were placed on a sound basts'
and the Federal Deposit Insurance Act was
passed. And let's see what the record is-in
Kentucky, and in the Nation, last year not
one depositor lost a single penny in any
federally insured bank. If old Hoover runs
true to form, his next article will give the
Republicans credit for that. It will be interesting to see how he proves that one.
That was just an aside I thought you might
be interested in-just to bring you up to
date on the latest history.
Now let's continue with the record.
The average weekly wage of the American
working man in 1932 was about $17-that is,
when he could get a job. It was less than
that in Kentucky. Last week the average
wage for workers in the Nation, and in Kentucky, was about $67-and there were jobs
for those who want to work. This did not
just automatically happen. Our party has
created prosperity in this country-a prosperity based on more people working, making
better wages, getting more for what they
grow and what they produce. I repeat-this
just did not accidentally happen. You and
I know that this prosperity is the result of
wise leadership given by the Democratic
Party.
More people are gainfully employed in our
Nation than ever before in our history.
It was not long ago that the perennial candidate for the presidency-the Hoover retread from Ohio, Senator ROBERT TAFT, said:
"I see no reason for a larger percentage at
work in 1950 than in 1900. There is no magic
in more jobs."
Maybe there is no magic in more people
working, but the Repuhlicans have never figured out how to perform the trick.
They've never figured out either how to
give our people some of the security we need.
Only last week, the Reput?licans in the House
of Representatives gagged that branch
of Congress and kept it from considering a
bill to increase social-security benefits.
Maybe they were just reflecting the attitude of one of their eager candidates for
the Presidency. Maybe they agree with him
that if you want security you should commit
a crime.
Let me read you what this man said not
long ago. He said: "If all that Americans
want is security, they can go to prison.
They'll have enough to eat, a bed, and a roof
over their heads."
Let me repeat that-"If all that Americans
want is security, they can_ go to prison.
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They'll have enough to eat, a bed, and a
roof over their heads."
This Republican candidate made that
statement the first time in Galveston, Tex .•
on December 8, 1948, and it was reported in
the Philadelphia Inquirer the next day.
Then he repeated the idea in a speech at
Columbia University on September 28, 1949,
which was reported in the New York Times .
the next day.
,
Many of you know who made that statement.
It was made by the hero of many misguided Americans trying to sell our people
the brass ring on the merry-go-round. That
brass ring will turn green on their fingers
if the American people grab for it-just as
that stat.ement is going to come to roost on
its author, Gen. Dwight David Eisenhower.
Let's look at the general's security. While
he belittles social security for you and me,
let's see what he gets if he retires-let's see
what he was getting while he was in retirement at Columbia University-or what he
would.get if he decided to spend his time a.t ·
his farm in Pennsylvania. He would get
exactly the same salary as he is getting now.
He would get $19,541.84 a year-with $7,- .
626.56 tax free.
·
This is the Republican candidate who says
that if all we want is security-we can go
to jail.
· Now, up to this point we have been dis·
cussing some of the highlights of our domestic program. And, I submit to you that if
this was all of . our record, we could stand
on it ..
But, domestic and foreign policy are close-·
ly intertwined . today. We cannot fail in
either or we fail in both.
And, I submit further to you, that faced
with tyrants at large in the world, our ac- ·
complishments in foreign affairs have .been
equally as magnificent as those on the home
front.
We took a nation that was fiat on its back
in 1932, that couldn't even afford the paper
to put an army on-and in 7 years we had a
nation that was able to take the leadership
of the free world against the Axis.
For 7 years we have been faced by the
Russian monster bent on swallowing up the
world and we still have more than half the
population of the world united with us.
· We saw the Republican Party oppose us
down the line against arming before World
War II and now we see that ·same party
opposing ·our efforts to face up squarely
against communism today.
The elephant was the party of fear and
defeatism when Hitler was at large in the
world in the thirties. The elephant has not
forgotten. He is still the party of fear and
defeatism today.
The Republicans complain about what it
is costing us to work for peace. You and
I know that freedom never is cheap. Our
forefathers mortgaged their all so that they
could establish a government here, under
which they would be free to think, and live,
and worship in freedom. We are called
upon now to preserve what they fought for.
Our boys are fighting brilliantly in Korea.
The Communists threw fanatical hordes at
us and they failed to achieve their objective-the control of Korea for a base to
launch an attack upon Japan and eventually
upon our own Nation.
Our State has given more than its share of
men to our struggle today. We are proud
of their contribution to the peace of the
world.
Our boys are not fighting in some foreign
war-they are fighting our mortal enemy
whose goal is not Korea, or even Japan, but
rather our very Nation.
Our boys are fighting in Korea so that
you and I may me_et here today to make free
choices of delegates to a free convention· to

choose freely a candidate to run for President
in a free United States.
If we continue our strong program, if we
continue to Sl,lp;port the Dell1ocratic programs such as the Marshall plan, muti.ial se·
curity, the North Atlantic Pact, and the Mutual Defense Assistance Act, we can arrive
at that day· when, God willing, our '· Nation
and all the world will have peace.
Down . through the years the Democratic
program for peace in the world and security
at home has been based on the success of
t~ese me~sures for our foreign policy and
the prosperity brought about by the Social
Security Act, the Federal Deposit Insurance
Act, the farm program, the housing program,
REA, labor legislation, and the other -measures promoting the well-being of business,
agriculture, and labor.
The Republicans, . lacking a record or a
program to present to the people, have turned
to the smear, the charge of corruption or
of waste.
But let me make one thing very clear. If
there is anything that has become· abhorrent
to me ;in my 31 years of public life, it ·
is the failure of a Government official who
violates the faith of the people who placed
confidence in him. ·
As long as we have had human society
we have had wrongdoing. There is wrongdoing in private life just as there is in public
life. We cannot legislate honesty among
people.
There has been wrongdoing under Democratic as ·well as under Republican regimebut with one clear difference. Whether
under Republican or Democratic regime, the
task of doing the real cleaning up has ·fallen
to the Democrats.
It took a Burton K. Wheeler to do the
job in the nineteen twenties. Today, we
have Senator WILLIAM FULBRIGHT, Senator
ESTES KEFAUVER, Senator JOHN MCCLELLAN,
and Congressman CECIL KING who have uncovered the bad apples-who have removed
them from .the barrel. Yes; and they have
been joined by .one aggressive Republican
from Delaware, Senator WILLIAMS, but when
you get right down to it that's about the
same ratio-20 percent-that the Republicans have done anything else during the
last 20 years.
It's about the same ratio that they have
supported the efforts of Congress to write
reorganization plans designed to eliminate
inefficiency, waste, and the possibility of
corruption in our Federal Government. The.
Senate has recorded its vote on 18 of these
plans since the end of the war and the Republicans have supported only 2 of them.
This year, the people of Kentucky and
the people of the Nation are going to ride
with the proven program. They will buy
their ticket from the Democratic window for
they know that then they are on a winner.
We Democrats today are what we have always been-the Party of Progress.
Two great problems-and two alone-face
us. The first is to secure peace in the world.
The second is to find security at home.
Our people want nothing less than the
solution to these two problems.
Our people know that they will find the
solution in the progra~ of the Democratic
Party.
We here in this convention will take action to see that the Democratic program is
continued and further strengthened. That
the people get the real truth and not the
Republican "truth," so that they can make
the proper choice at the ballot box.
Our party, united here and in the Na ..
tion, will find victory again when the people
are called upon to make their choice.
Our slogan this year must be:
Nothing less than victory will do,
For thA Democratic Party in '52.
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EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OWEN BREWSTER
OF MAINE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the REcoim a portion of
an address dealing with the Taft~Hart
ley Act, delivered by me at Houlton,
Maine, May 25, 1952.
There being no objection, the portion
of the address was ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
THE ISSUE IN THE STATE OF MAINE: SHALL THE
TAFT-HARTLEY LAw BE REPEALED?
(Portion of speech of Hon. OwEN BREWSTER,
of Maine, at Aroostook Get-Together of
the Brewster for Senator Committee at
the 'Northland Hotel, Houlton, Maine,
May 25, 1952)
Certain labor leaders gathered in Boston
on last Friday decided upon liquidating me
along with Senators BYRD, of Virginia, and
KNOWLAND, of California.
This action was very evidently based upon
our support of the Taft-Hartley Act.
The issue of thls campaign is thus clarified.
Whether or not the people of Maine want
the Taft-Hartley Act repealed at this crisis
1n our national history can be settled very
simply by their vote on June 16.
The Taft-Hartley law was saved in the
Senate by a single vote the last time repeal
was voted upon. This will indicate how
critical and close is the situation.
A vote for me is a vote to preserve the
Taft-Hartley law. Also it may be noted I
have a record of having kept the pledges I
have made in the course of a campaign. My
pledges are not campaign oratory.
The action of President Truman in seizing the steel mills under what he claimed
to be inherent power in the Constitution
was recognized as precipitating a constitutional crisis of the first magnitude.
The establishment of such a precedent as
1s implicit in the Presidential action would
lay the foundation for any future Executive
to go to almost any length in suppressing
the freedom of the people including labor,
as was shown in the former proposal of the
same President to draft railroad workers
1nto the Army.
Labor is more vitally concerned iri this
situation than any other segment of our
population as the asserted Presidential powers might as easily be used to suppress labor
as to seize industry.
For 2 years railroad labor has been denied
all redress or consideration under the seizure technique even though in that instance
the seizure was under an existing law. Only
an impending election and the furore over
the steel seizure finally gave the railroad
workers consideration.
Most of the court argument as to the legality of the Presidential seizure of the steel
mills revolved about the existence of the
Taft-Hartley law to resolve labor disputes
in the national interest and the failure of
the President to use this law.
If the Taft-Hartley law were not on the
statute books the claim of dictatorial power
by the President might well have been much
more difficult to challenge.
Perhaps some acute legal minds concerned
with expansion of executive power have this
possibility very definitely in thought.
At any rate the issue is now clearly drawn
for the first time in this · campaign and the
XCVIII-App.--208
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voters of Maine will have something to put
have tragic consequences for the economy of _
the United States and the welfare of us all.
their teeth in.
The lines are clearly drawn between deIs it wise at this time to repeal the Taft·
pendenc~ upon a law duly passed by the
Hartley law?
Congress or upon the will of a President
This has nothing to do with certafn agreed
under a claim of "inherent powers" that_·may
on amendments which were equally acceptat any time be stretched to any limit to
able to labor and industry and were actually
cover any emergency, real or imagined.
adopted by the Senate but rejected in the
House under administration opposition be·
One is a Government of law. The other
cause they wished to retain the issue of
Is a government not of men but of a single
outright repeal.
man.
As chairman of the Republican Senatorial
The American answer is clear.
Committee in 1946 and 1950 I led the campaigns that resulted in the defeat of Senator
Lucas, th.e majority leader, · and Senator _
Thomas, of Utah, the chairman of the Labor
On Side of Reasou
Committee, as well as 17 other Democratic
Senators. I understood that was part of my
job as a Republican from Maine in order to
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
establish Republican p'rinciples in the NaOF
tion.
Naturally, this has not endeared me to the
former vice chairman of the Democratic
OF OHIO.
National Committee who seems to be spearIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
heading the drive against me with rather
unlimited funds from a somewhat mysteri·
Wednesday, May 28, 1952
ous source.
Mr.
BOW.
Mr. Speaker, under leave
Perhaps the Republicans of Maine will pre:to extend my remarks, I wish to include
fer to decide their own nominations with
an editorial from the Alliance (Ohio)
a minimum of interference from the opposition who presumably are not concerned
R.eview of May 22, 1952.
with the welfare of the Republican Party or
. This editorial, Mr. Speaker, deals with
its program for the Nation.
·
the income-tax-deduction provisions by
·No more disastrous act could be conceived
this House last week. It is an extremely
than repeal of the Taft-Hartley law at this
fair, logical, and factual summary of
time as it would mean the certain drift into
the position in which we in Congress find
economic chaos.
ourselves.
Nine times already President Truman has
been compelled to use the Taft-Hartley law
I am sure every Member will find this
to save the Nation from disaster.
editorial highly interesting. I strongly
When one or two' men can close down an
commend it to your attention:
entire industry upon which dependS the
ON SIDE OF REASON
welfare of millions of workers in related
When Members of the House of Representaindustries all over the country it is impostives voted to permit income-tax deduction
sible to leave the country without redress
of their Washington living expenses, they
of any kind.
·
had fact and· reason on their side, but perWitness the situation recently in steel and
haps failed to make a good case for themin oil where our entire economy was threatselves with the public.
ened with paralysis. A continuance of these
Since Congress establishes its . own pay
strikes would have left our boys in Korea
helpless in the face of the enemy. Planes
scale, it is acutely embarrassed .e very time
would have been without gas. Guns would
the q.uestion is raised in public. Yet it is
have been without ammunition.
clear that unless congressional pay is substantially increased some of the best men
Certainly the country has h!'l-d enough
will retire. A number of House Members
crise~ in recent years to justify the very mild
will not seek reelection this year because of
provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act.
the heavy financial burden of being a ConAmendments to improve its operation are
gressman.
always ·in order but not to destroy tl)e prinMembers now receive $12,500 in salary and
ciple that the public welfare must always be
paramount.
$2,500 in an untaxed expense allowance, equal
to a gross of a little more than $16,000 a
Let those Americans who recognize the
year. But a few months ago they cut out
fundamental issue that is presented here
the $2,500 allowance, effective next January,
support those who are willing to stand up
and substituted a basic pay of $15,000, thus
and be counted.
voting a cut for next year's Members of
In Ohio the issue was clearly drawn and
about $1,000. The amendment which the
every industrial area in Ohio voted for the
House has now tacked on to the legislative
sponsor of this legislation. This showed
appropriation bill to make Washington exclearly that a great number of union mempenses of Members deductible for income-tax
bers realize the liberation they have received
purposes is apparently an attempt to recoup
u.::J.der the Taft-Hartley law and will not acthis loss.
cept the dictation of leaders who seek to
Since Members of Congress have extraorcontrol their vote.
dinary expenses, a salary that would be
In Maine a far more moderate approach
ample for a businessman in a small town is
has been adopted by the opponents of Taftnot enough for a Congressman. He must
Hartley law as a lesson was learned from the
spend most of his time in a high-cost city
sound defeat administered in Ohio when
while also maintaining a residence in his
smear tactics were given full rein and leaders
home 'district; entertain a vast number of
loudly proclaimed what they were going to
constituents and spend far more on travel
do.
than his mileage allowance. The travel alThe issue is now clearly drawn and the
lowance is for one trip to and from WashingRepublicans o! Maine will have an opporton per session; it is more than enough to
tunity on Monday, June 16, to express themcover one round-trip of the Congressman but
selves on the support of the Taft-Hartley
it does not cover the cost of his wife's ticket.
law by voting for one who supports the law.
And most Congressmen have to make anumLabor relations in America would rapidly
ber of trips to their districts during each
descend into economic chaos if this law were
session. If serious damage to Congress is
taken off the statute books.
to be avoided, congressional salaries must be
Maine has its opportunity on June 16 to
increased and legitimate expenses allowed
declare the faith of its people in no uncertain
for income-tax purposes.
terms. Any faltering at this crisis would

HON. FRANK T. BOW
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The Navy Aircraft Carrier Task Force
Provides the Only Truly Mobile Air
Force in the World
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES E. VAN ZANDT
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, the
American people depend on the United
States Navy to fulfill its mission of defending this Nation, but cannot do so if
it lacks modern aircraft carriers.
Admiral William Fechteler, United
States Navy, Chief of Naval Operations,
on February 15, - 1952, when addressing
the National Geographic Society at Constitution Hall, Washington, D. C., concerning the Navy's offensive power as it
relates to the aircraft carrier task force,
said in part:
I have mentioned antisubmarine warfare,
blockade, amphibious warfare, shore bombardment and logistical supply as examples
of important naval missions of a specialized
nature. There are many other specialized
activities in which the Navy engages such
as the tactical air support of troops, usually
the Marines, and Interdiction of enemy supply routes on shore by air as well as by
gunfire, to name but a few.
All of these specialized missions merge
with one another at times, all serve to support our sister services as needed, and all
contribute to the principal mission of the
Navy, which is to inflict damage upon the
enemy wherever he may be found, on land,
in tlie air, upon the surface of the water, or
beneath the surface of the sea. I am speaking now of the Navy's offensive power of
attack and of the Navy's most valuable function which is to carry the war to the enemy
so that it will not be fought on United
States soil.
Today the Navy's principal instrument of
attack is the carrier task force.
The aircraft carrier task force provides
the only truly mobile air force in the world.
Not only the aircraft themselves, but their
:fields are capable of rapid movement.
It is, therefore, a force with all of the
peculiar advantages of mobility, such as the
ability to concentrate and the ability to
achieve surprise while the land-based
enemy struggles to redeploy aircraft scattered over hundreds of fixed :fields which
may be separated by thousands of miles. The
carrier task force can spread the enemies
defenses very thin indeed.
The Navy is no longer shackled by the
historic barriers of the shore line, nor by
the range of its shipborne guns, but can
strike blows deep in enemy territory, and
can deliver at the target the atomic bomb.
Naval task forces are able, without resorting to diplomatic channels, to establish offshore anywhere in the world, airfields completely equipped with machine shops, ammunition dumps, tank farms, warehouses,
together with quarters and all types of accommodations for personnel. Such task
forces are virtually as complete as any air
base ever established. They constitut e the
only air bases which can be made available
at the enemy's frontier without assault and
conquest.
The carrier task force is not particularly
vulnerable to enemy attack. Its mobility
and maneuverability make it a poor and unprofitable target for an atomic bomb.
The 110 carriers which we operated in
World War II spent a total of 940 months
in combat areas, much of that time being

spent near the enemy homeland. Only 11 of
them were sunk, and none of those as a result of shore based aircraft attack.
No man-of-war of any nation has ever
been sunk while under way at sea by high
level bombing.
An average fast carrier task group of
World War II had a concentration of over
1,600 guns to use in its defense. When
translat.e d into firepower, that means over
6,000 bullets per second or just under 200
tons of steel every minute. This delivery
of hot metal surpasses any conceivable concentration of artillery ashore.
In addition, the task forces are protected
by their own fighter patrols.

A Free Ukraine
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. H. ALEXANDER SMITH
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. President, on Sunday, March 30, 1952, the
Ukrainian Central Committee of Newark, N.J., and vicinity held a rally at the
Mosque Theater in Newark. I had the
honor of being the principal speaker at
the rally, which was attended by a number of distinguished Americans of
Ukrainian origin. One of them, Mr.
John Romanition, an outstanding New
Jersey attorney and chalrman of the
rally, introduced me.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD
the introduction by Mr. Romanition and
excerpts from my address.
There being no objection, the introduction and the excerpts from the address were ordered to be printed in the
REcoRD, as follows:
INTRODUCTION OF UNITED STATES SENATOR H.
ALEXANDER SMITH, OF NEW JERSEY, BY MR.
JOHN ROMANITION, CHAIRMAN OF THE RALLY
SPONSORED BY THE UKRAINIAN CENTRAL
COMMITTEE OF NEWARK, N.J., AND VICINITY
AT THE MOSQUE THEATER, NEWARK, ON
MARCH' 30, 1952
Senator SMITH, distinguished guests, and
ladies and gentlemen, we are very fortunate
and honored today to have as our principal
speaker a man of great intellectual attainment whose life shows a devotion to humanitarian projects of all types, whose activities in the First World War in aiding the
oppressed peoples of Europe, and whose interest in all unfortunate and oppressed peoples and nations, among which is listed the
· Ukrainian nation, has always been unselfish
and unflagging.
After the last World War, he took the time
to visit many parts of the world and get
information first-hand concerning conditions in these various areas. During these
travels, he visited numerous camps and barracks where many of our Ukrainian people
were housed as refugees. As a result of his
experiences he was one of the principal
sponsors and coauthors of the DP legislation
which made it possible for thousands upon
thousands of Ukrainian people to come to
this great country of ours and enjoy the
blessings of liberty and democracy, and to
find a haven from oppression.
_
We ~ope and trust that this high-minded
statesman will be given many years of good
health and life to GOntinue the fight for the
causes he has espoused durin_g his adult
life.

It is with great pleasure that I now Introduce to you the Honorable H. ALEXANDER
SMITH, United States Senator from New
Jersey.
A NEW FREEDOM FROM TOTALITARIAN

OPPRESSION
(Address by Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
of New Jersey)
Mr. Romanition, Dr. Dobriansky, members
of the Ukrainian Central Committee, and
distinguished guests, I desire to express my
deep appreciation of the honor conferred
upon me by your invitation to be the guest
speaker on this memorable occasion.
I am going to talk to you about the freedom and independence of peoples subjected
to totalitarian oppression. Today, Soviet
imperialism oppresses the peoples of the
satellite states of Eastern Germany, Pol:md,
Bohemia, Slovakia, Hungary, Rumania, and
Bulgaria. Thi~ totalitarianism likewise oppresses the people of the Baltic states-Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania-and for a
longer time it has oppresse<'. the people of
the UkrainE:. This totalitarianism immediately threatens Finland, Greece, Turkey and
Yugoslavia.
In the Far East, Soviet imperialism has
dominated China and North Korea. It
threatens Indochina, Thailand, Furma, Malaya, Indonesia, the Philippines, J apan, and
India. The peoples of th- world suffering
under or threatened by the Communist yoke
yearn for freedom and independence.
One by one, these nations have fallen into
Soviet control. Why has this tragedy occurred? What are the factors behind this
catastrophe?
.There are many causes including our own
American foreign policy which we must
courageously examine in order to profit from
our mistakes. As I observed with my colleagues 2 years ago, the major tragedy of
our time was the failure and refusal , ;:
American leadership in 1945 to recognize
the true aims and methods of the rulers of
the Soviet Union.
.
To this failure can be traced the disintegration of our Armed Forces in 1945 and the
senseless destruction of billions of dollars
worth of military Equipment which the
United States and its friends so desperately
need today. This would not have occurred
if the need for retaining adequate forces had
been explained to the American people.
To this failure also can be traced the blindness of our leadership in ignoring the Communist attempt to capture the minds of
men. We missed the opportunity to broadcast to the world our democratic doctrine of
the dignity of man as the spiritual rallying
point for all freedom-loving peoples.
By this failure we lost the initiative and
the influence for peace which we had won
by force of arms and by virtue of our historic
pioneering in the evolution of democracy.
This unawareness of the true aims and
methods of the leaders of the Soviet Union
made possible the de~acles at Yalta and
Potsdam. I am ashamed to say the representatives of the executive branch of our
Government made agreements which led to
Soviet domination of Poland and the betrayal of our Chinese Nationalist allies, many
of whom under Generalissimo Chiang Kaishek fought courageously and almost singlehandedly against the Japanese.
This appeasement of the Soviets in order
to get them to participate in the war against
Japan was the beginning of successive
events which led to the present disastrous
world situation.
As a result of their participation, Communist Russia gained a foothold which led to
the domination of C'hina. This was followed, by the taking over· of Eastern German, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary, Rumania, and Bulgaria. These tragedies were
the results of the disastrous American policy
to which I have referred.
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Today in these areas behind the iron curtain unspeakable crimes are being committed. There is the terrorism of the secret
police, the dreaded knock on the door in
the dead of night, the breakup of families,
the mass murders of intellectuals and property owners, the 12 to 15,000,000 people
condemned to slow death and torture in
slave labor camps, and the systematic destruction of the national fibers of these
enslaved non-Russian peoples.
We know all too well the liquidation of approximately 5,000,000 Ukrainian peasants in
1932 and 1933. The Katyn Forest massacre
of more than 4,000 Polish officers in 1940;
the mass deportations of Balts to Siberian
deaths during and after the Second World
War; the horrible deportations now under
way in Hungary; the execution of and sentencing of millions of Chinese to Russian
labor camps. It is time for the Government
of the United States to exercise its moral
leadership in arousing the world against such
inhuman acts.
We must open a new chapter in our foreign
policy. We must insist on the principle of
freedom and independence for small as· well
as large states. In the Far East we must
adhere to the principle of a free and independent China as the key to our Asian
policy. We must keep as a goal the establishment of freedom and independence in Central and Eastern Europe and the Balkans.
We must acknowledge the right of the
Ukraine to self-determination and recognize it as a potential key to the creation of
an Eastern European Federation.
We must support the principle of selfdetermination for an these areas. Once
granted freedom, they may become independent republics or autonomous states
within a federal union. Such a plan might
follow t~e pattern of Switzerland or the
United States, or might take the form of a
regional European federation. In similar
fashion, I hope that a free and independent
China may eventually become the cornerstone of a free and independent federated ·
Asia.
Our forefathers were men of vision and
faith. Like them we must recognize the
hand of· Almighty God guiding the destinies
of mankind, in this quest for human freedom.

Statement by Hon. Lister Hill and Hon.
John J. Sparkman, of Alabama, in Support of the Presidential Candidacy of
Hon. Richard .B. Russell, of Georgia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SPESSARD L. HOLLAND
OF FLORIDA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a statement
made by the two distinguished Senators
from Alabama [Mr. HILL and Mr. SPARKMAN] relating to the distinguished junior
Senator from Georgia [Mr. RussELL].
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT OF HON. LISTER HILL AND HON,
JOHN SPARKMAN, UNITED STATES SENATORS
FROM ALABAMA, IN SUPPORT OF SENATOR
RICHARD B. RUSSELL FOR PRESIDENT
We shall su=-'port S':lnator RICHARD B. RusSELL for the -Dzmocratic nomination for
President.
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This decision results from a calm and devented a more serious rupture in the Demoliberate consideration of the qualifications
cratic Party which, had it occurred, would
of all of those who are announced candihave defeated the Democrats and elected a
dates. The Democratic Party has many good
Republican administration. The Democratic
candidates.
·
Party owes much to DICK RussELL. He has
In this time of world crisis and peril to
always remained loyal and may be counted
our country, with so many problems in our
upon to do so in the future.
relations with other nations, with the burSenator RussELL is a tested and expert~
dens and complexities imposed by our deenced leader behind whom all sections of
fense, with the dangers of inflation to our
the country and all segments of the Demodomestic economy, and with the compulsion
cratic Party can unite. We believe that he
to hold the social and economic gains that
offers most for the success of th~ Democratic
have done so much to make our country
Party in November and for the continuance
strong and to promote the prosperity and
of our present program for preserving our
welfare of the American people, our country
freedom and securing the peace of the world
needs her best for her Chief Executive.
and for retaining the great social and ecoWe believe that DicK RussELL by reason of
nomic gains made under Democratic adhis experience, his ability, his character, his
ministration over the past 20 years. We
service, and his proven leadership is this
urge Democrats everywhere to recognize the
man.
sterling worth of this great Democrat and
Senator RussELL has won acclaim of the
to join us in making him our nominee and
Nation in his outstanding performance as
in electing him President next November.
chairman of the important Armed Servic::ls
Committee of the Senate. Who does notremember his masterful handling of the MacArthur hearings? No one understands betTax Exemptions for Low-Income Families
ter the requirements of our national defense or has done more to build our defense.
No one has done more to build the strength
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
of the free world against Communist aggresOF
sion-through such instrumentalities as the
United Nations, the Marshall plan and the
Atlantic Pact Organization. We who have
OF INDIANA
served with him in the Senate have seen
him demonstrate his leadership and great
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ability time and ag~J.ln:
Wednesday, May 28, 1952
For 30 years Senator RusSELL has been in
public service--in his own State legislature
Mr. BROWNSON. Mr. Speaker, on
where he served as speaker of the house of
return to my apartment in Alexandria
representatives; in the office of Governorthe other night, I was surprised to find
the youngest in his State's history; and in
an official envelope from the Depart~
the Senate of the United States. Throughment of Defense in my mail box. Inside
out this long service he has been an able,
devoted, and progressive executive and legiswas a brief covering letter transmitting
lator.
to me . a plea directed to the Pentagon
To mention only a few of the measures
by one of my constituents.
and programs which Senator RussELL has
This warm, sincere, human letter,
supported as a Member of the Senate will
which I am asking to have printed in
suffice to show ·the progressive nature of his
the RECORD below, speaks eloquently for
legislative record.
itself.
No one has done more to obtain adequate
I am deeply disturbed that, apparentfarm legislation such as farm-price support
and soil conservation than DICK RussELL,
ly because of the extensive and expenDICK RussELL was almost solely responsive public-relations programs of the
sible for keeping alive and making permamilitary, some of my constituents seem
nent the school-lunch :r:>rogram that has
to feel that the military actually conmeant so much to the children of America.
trols the tax policies of our country. I
No one in the Seriate can claim greater
am also disturbed because the Pentagon
credit for the adoption of the great program
held the letter for over 2 months, as far
of rural electrification.
as I have been able to find out, without
Senator RussELL has strongly supported an
adequate housing program-:-housing for . all
answering my constituent.
groups. He has supported FHA, veterans'
At a time when there seems to be a
housing, public housing, and housing for the
deliberate planned policy on the part
farmers of America.
of many Nation-wide organizations and
He has always been an outstanding advopublications to discredit Congress in the
cate of the improvement of the waterways
eyes of the voters by ridicule, sarcasm,
of this Nation for flood control, navigation,
and innuendo, I am also disturbed that
and power.
our House of Repreesntatives is operat·
He has supported legislation at all times
for the conservation and r ··oper utilization
ing under an arbitrary ruling which proof our natural resources.
hibits any of our committees from using
Senator RussELL has supported Federal aid
either television or radio to inform our
for education.
people of the job the legislative branch
He has vigorously supported the program
of the Government is doing as a last
of improving the health conditions of the
bulwark of their freedom.
country through the construction of hosUnder unanimous consent, I include
pitals, clinics, and medical centers un4er
the Hill-Burton Act.
the letter directed to th.e Pentagon by
As a member of the Senate Appropriations
a housewife of my district, my answer
Committee he has distinguished between
to her letter, and a comment on this in·
real economy and false economy and has
terchange of correspondence by Dan
wholeheartedly supported programs that
Kidney,
published by the Indianapolis
meant the improvement of the lot of the
Times today:
average person.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., ll~arch 18, 1952.
During the last 4 years we have worked
The PENTAGON,
ceaselessly to restore unity in the DemoWashington, D. C.
cratic Party. In 1948 pressures were great
to break the South away from the DemoDEAR Sms: When we returned home from
cratic Party. Great pressures were brought
church, our son turned on TV and we saw
· to bear upon Senator RusSELL to lead in this ·and heard your Pentagon program, asldng
·b reak. He refused to do so. His action pre~
anyone with questions on their minds to

HON. CHARLES B. BROWNSON
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write in for answers. It was of great interest to me because we did something unusual that particular Sabbath morning. We
went to church without any offering, something that we hadn't done before in our 12
years of married life. There are those people I know who never have anything left
for church support, but instead of using
what's left for this purpose, we have always
believed in the tithe, that is, giving 10 percent of one's income first, and distributing
the remaini:Qg salary for living expenses. We
saved our tithe as usual this last week but
after paying bare living expenses we didn't
have the tithe left for Sunday morning.
This no doubt seems a trivial matter to you
but to me it is a grave indication of things
to come.
You see, we are building a new church
out of dire necessity. We like others have
made a pledge. We missed paying on it for
the first time Sunday. Our desk drawer is
filled with letters from charitable organizations begging for assistance. I put them
there hoping that some week we'd have a
dollar to tuck into the individual envelopes
and send to its destination. I guess they'll
all end up in the paper basket because we
have no money with which to support. them.
There are reasons for our predicament.
We have had unusual expenses for a family in the $4,500 a year income bracket.
For instance, our two sons, 1 and 4, were both
delivered by Caesarian section, our 4-year
son received an unusual birthday gift this
year, an upper denture and six lower crowns.
Sure it was expensive and not a cent of it
was paid by Blue Cross. At the time of the
boys' births mucl;l more was required to
finance the ordeal than was paid by Blue
Cross, but our expenses were slightly lower
than the over 5 percent exemption permitted
for income-tax purposes for medical and
dental fees.
Here's my question. Why can't the under
$5,000 income per annum families be given
full exemption :tor every cent spent for dental or medical expenses. You won't find a
family spending money for such expenses
unnecessarily in this income bracket. In
this way the returned tax would certainly
prove a blessing in helping to pay those undesired expenses. I would appreciate a personal answer to this question.
I'm sure the socialistic answer to this question would be socialized medicine, but this
is not the answer I want for my question.
We can scarcely afford to pay our own medical expenses when we have them, let alone
paying others expenf1es when we are fortunate enough not to have those of our own.
Taxes are far too high at present and I've
heard mention of lowering them through
giving higher exemptions. My idea could be
carried right along with this exemption bill.
I believe those in Washington do not know
the problems of the small-income families.
We are constantly being urged to buy bonds
and to establish savings accounts with our
extra dollars. This convinces me of my belief, because we have no extra dollars. Mil·
lions of mothers are being blamed today for
delinquent children because they work. In
millions of cases they have to work because
one salary isn't sutncient to provide for their
families. I was told by a Lilly employee last
week that one-half of those employed there
hold down two jobs, unless both parents are
working.
My husband is a veteran of World War
n, in which he spent 3 years. He was an
excellent soldier as his record of the AsiaticPacific Theater ribbon with 2 bronze stars,
American theater ribbon, Ph1lippine liberation ribbon with 3 bronze stars, Good Conduct ribbon, Bronze Star Medal, and the
Victory Medal will prove. I was proud of
him then as I am now. He is an exchange
repairman with 14 years seniority for Indiana
Bell Telephone Co., and earns $87 per week.

We live in a little three-room mOdern home,
cute and comfortable, which we. own
through years of scrimping and saving. It
cost us $5,100 to build it, and we did all 0!
the dirty work ourselves, as well as all of the
painting and landscaping. We're proud of
our little home, but we have to add another
room and I honestly don't know how we
can make the monthly payments.
I hope the time will come when peace will
take the place of war and when parents can
dream of futures for their sons rather than
foreign cemeteries.
This is a much longer letter than I had
planned to write but it is my prayer that it
will give you insight into the hearts of little
Americans who have no desire of making
front-page headlines.

------.

An American Homemaker.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., May 26, 1952.

Mrs.--- (name deleted),
Indianapolis, Ind.

DEAR MRs.---: The Department of Defense forwarded to me, at my apartment in
Alexandria, Va., on May 20 the very fine letter
which you wrote to them on March 18. They
did not tell me whether they had answered
your letter or not, and, if they did answer
your letter during the 2 months since you
wrote them, they did not send me a copy of
their answer. I am taking the liberty of
replying to you, as your Congressman, and I
am also making inquiry at the Pentagon as
to the reason they held your letter for 2
months without taking action.
First, may I express my admiration for
you and your family based on your fine
Christian relationship with your church and
on your sincere interest in charity as revealed in your letter. Truly, you have discovered the only right answer to the great
question propounded in Genesis iv: 9, "Am
I my brother's keeper?"
Since I am a World War II veteran myself with three youngsters, ages 4, 9, and 12,
I think I do have some basis for understanding your problems in raising a family in these
ditncult times, particul.arly with the unusual
medical expenses you have encountered. Incidentally, since I serve as a State director
of the Blue Cross, I would be very interested
in learning as to whether you were satisfied
w:t;h the Blue Cross service at the time of
the birth of your two sons.
I have always hoped that a sound actuarial
basis could be worked out so that Blue Cross
and Blue Shield could provide some help in
the field of dental expenses and some
thought has been given this problem in the
past 2 or 3 years.
Now, as to your main question, "Why can't
the under $5,000 income per annum families
be given full exemption for every cent spent
for dental or medical expens.e s." There
isn't any reason at all why they can't be.
Two bills have been introduced in the
House of Representatives in this session
which would accomplish approximately what
you have in mind. One, H. R. 493, originally
introduced by Representative KENNETH B.
.KEATING, Republican, New York, in 1947, and
reintroduced on January 3, 1951, provides
that all medical expenses paid during the
taxable year, not compensated by insurance
or otherwise, for the care of the taxpayer,
his spouse, or authorized dependents, shall
be deductible if the adjusted gross income
is under $2,000. All such expenses over 1
percent would be deductible if the adjusted
gross income is between $2,001 and $4,000, an
such expenses over 2 percent if adjusted
gross income is between $4,001 and $6,000,
all such expenses over 3 percent if adjusted
gross income is between $6,001 and $8,000,
all such expenses over 4 percent if adjusted

gross income is between $8,001 and $10,000.
If adjusted gross income is over $10,001 all

such expenses over 5 percent would be deductible.
A second bill, H. R. 4405, introduced on
June 12, 1951, by Representative L. GARY
CLEMENTE, Democrat, New York, would allow deduction of expenses paid during the
taxable year, not compensated for by insurance or otherwise, for medical care of the
taxpayer, his spouse, or an authorized de ..
pendent.
Both of these bills are being considered by
the House Committee on Ways and Means,
and I am forwarding to the chairman of this
committee a copy of your letter together with
a statement from me urging prompt and
careful consideration of these two bills.
Frankly, I do not know how much effect one
Republican Congressman's interest will have,
but I wm try.
I think you are not only right as far as
medical expenses go, which in your case
would have saved you the taxes on $225 of
income, or approximately $35.50, but I further believe with you that the allowance for
dependents should be increased in view of
the 1n1lated condition which exists today.
This cheapening of our money has thrown
out of proportion the "ability to pay" formula
which underlies the theory behind our
"stepped up" progressive income-tax schedules. This is shown clearly by the fact that
a married couple with two children must
earn $6,720 a year now in order to maintain
the purchasing power they would have enjoyed on a $3,000-a-year income in 1940,
tax free under the 1940 schedules.
I agree with you that there are many in
Washington who do not know the problems
of middle income families, because, you see,
according to the Bureau of Census' statistics,
you are not a low-income family. In fact,
out of the 137,000 Indianapolis families reporting their 1949 incomes, 87,500 or 63.7 percent reported incomes less than your $4,500 a
year.
I am constantly receiving impressive figures
from the bureaus and departments which
try to prove the people of this country are
extremely prosperous by citing the high
level of bank deposits and national income.
The trouble seems to be that our President
has surrounded himself with theoretical
economists who periodically get drunk on
figures and who do not realize that behind
the splendid statistics such as the gross
national product, the national income and
the Federal budget, are individual Americans
like you and your husband, people with
names, faces and problems who have to
work hour by hour and dollar by dollar to
produce the national wealth which they
propose so freely.
·
In spite of all these statements, everyone
I know and talk to is in the same situation
that you are, hard-pressed and struggling to
feed and clothe a family decently while the
administration tries to convince the people
that inflation is the same thing as prosperity.
This is not a new situation. It is ironical
that the phrase, "The Forgotten Man" was
originally used by William Graham Sumner
way back in 1885 to describe exactly this
situation long before President Roosevelt
misused the phrase to describe the unemployed in 1932.
In his great essay, Sumner defined "The
Forgotten Man" as the man "who earned his
living by productive work, who paid taxes,
who accumulated a little capital, who was
neither the object of help from government
nor the beneficiary of artifical or politically
bestowed advantage, who lived up to his
contracts, and asked no favor.
"The forgotten man is delving away in
patient industry, supporting his family, paying his taxes, casting his vote, supporting the
church and the school, reading his newspaper, and cheering for the politician of his
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admiration, but he is the only one for whom
there is no provision in the great scramble
and the big divide. He works, he votes, generally he prays-but he always pays-yes,
above all, he pays. He keeps production
going on. He is strongly patriotic. He gives
no trouble. He excites no admiration. He
is not in any way a hero or a problem, nor
notorious, nor an object of sentimen't, nor
a burden, nor the object of a job, nor one
over whom sentimental economists-statesmen can parade their fine sentiments. Therefore he is forgotten."
Taxes are too high. Twenty years ago
the Federal Government collected 6 percent
9f•the national income from the taxpayer for
tax purposes and State and local government collected about an equivalent amount.
By 1953 your Federal Government will be
collecting approximately 38 percent of the
total national income, a 600-percent increase
in taxation over a 20-year period.
In a little over 6 years President Truman
collected over $12,000,000,000 more in taxes
than all of his predecessors collected in 156
years.
Who pays these taxes? Do they "soak the
rich?" It is true that a married man with
two children who earned $75,000 in 1951
would have been required to pay over $35,000 in taxes, but the biggest burden rests
on the middle income group. If all the
incomes in the country above $10,000 were
confiscated outright by a 100 percent tax,
the additional tax yield would operate the
Government for about 2 weeks at the current rate. If all incomes over $6,000 were
confiscated the additional amount received
by this 100 percent tax would operate the
Federal Government for about 1 month.
The little man pays the tax bill both directly and in the form of indirect taxes on
every item he buys.
What is the answer? The answer lies in
cutting expenditures, because that is the
only way we may ever hope to reduce taxes,
honestly.
The Eightieth Congress reduced taxes by
$4,800,000,000, balanced the Federal budget
for the first time in 16 years and wound up
with the biggest surplus in history, $8,419,469,843, which was used to reduce the national debt by $7,000,000,000. This same
Eightieth Congress removed 7,000,000 American wage-earners from the tax rolls; needless
to say successive Congresses who are controlled by the majority party have put them
back on by now.
I sincerely hope that if we have a change
in administration this fall that the tax system can be revised so it can provide incentive instead of operating with a purely punitive effect.
I congratulate you and your opposition to
socialized medicine and your awareness of
the fact that under this plan you would be
required to pay your own expenses and
someone else's too. Add to the medical expenses the cost of bureaucratic overhead,
and we will find, as they have in England,
that socialized medicine is a terrible burden
on the middle class taxpayer in return for
somewhat mediocre performance.
Frankly, I was a little disturbed by your
letter directed to the Pentagon concerning
subjects which are properly the responsibility of the civilian Congress. Please understand that I do not criticize you for your
writing this fine letter, nor am I jealous because it was not sent to me first. I am only
disturbed by the overemphasis on the importance of the military in our Government
which would lead such a sincere homemaker
to turn to the Pentagon for help. I believe
I do understand your problem, and I am
disturbed because I am wondering if there
is something that I have left undone in the
way of public relations which has resulted
in your feeling so distant from your Congressman that you did not turn to him, first.

I am deeply concerned sometimes that the
indiscriminate attacks on Congress as an
institution and on Congressmen in general
may have caused the American citizen to
feel that Congress has lost interest in them
and their welfare.
I am honest in saying I do not believe
that is true in my case nor in the case of
the majority of the Congressman I know,
most of whom are sincere in their desire
to serve their constituents well.
You have every reason to be proud of
your husband's combat record and of your
record as a housewife and a Christian
mother. I join with you in your prayer for
peace for I too have a son the age of ·your
oldest child whose future is the most im·portant thing in the world to me, and I
know I want for him just what you and your
husband want for your son.
I hope this letter has made you feel a
little better . There is no glib, easy answer
to a fine letter like yours. I can assure you
I have voted consistently for economy and
that I have fought in debate on the floor
of the House for economy. Although the
amendments I have proposed have oft en
been defeated by the majority party, I am
proud one amendment of mine eliminating
a $24,500,000 increase in the appropriations
for the Voice of America was adopted by the
House.
I am also proud I was instrumental in
leading the fight against the administration's universal military training bill which
I felt was dangerous for the future of your
sons and mine. I am sorry my substitute bill
calling for military training in the higll
school did not pass since I felt that this
form of training under local supervision
would prepare young men to face their unfortunate military responsibilities without
exposing them to unlimited military control
and expending more money on each of them
than was necessary to provide a year's training in a top-notch college.
Please feel free to write to me from time
to time and understand that I am trying
to represent you and your husband and your
family and thousands like you in Marion
County to the best of my ability with God's
help.
Sincerely,
CHARLES B. BROWNSON.
[From the Indianapolis Times of May 28,
1952)
DEAR Boss
(By Dan Kidney)
WASHINGTON, May 28.-Dear Boss: What
ls happening to what used to be considered
fairly well off middle-class families was
poignantly pointed out in a letter to the
Pentagon by an Indianapolis housewife.
Throughout her married life she and her
husband always practiced tithing, viz, givIng one-tenth of their lncome·to the church.
One sunday recently they had to miss their
tithe. The sadness of this caused her to
write to Washington. She addressed the letter to the Pentagon because she saw a TV
broadcast under Army auspices that Sunday,
the letter explained.
The Indianapolis letter was written March
18. This week it was forwarded to the Indianapolis
Cungressman,
Representative
CHARLES B. BROWNSON, at his apartment in
nearby Alexandria, Va. Mr. BROWNSON
answered it at once. He enclosed bills already introduced in the House to bring some
tax relief, through increased medical exemp•
tions, to those in her family's income bracket.
He also suggested supporting measures for
further family exemptions. A Republican,
he likewise took occasion to praise the GOP
Eightieth Congress for cutting taxes and bal ..
ancing the budget.
.In her Pentagon letter, which opened with
the explanation that the tithe money had
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to be spent for living expenses, the Indianapolis woman, who signed herself "An American Homemaker," and then gave her name
and address, continued:
"There are reasons for our predicament.
We have had unusual expenses for a family
in the $4,500- a-year income bracket. For
instance, our two sons, 1 and 4, were both
delivered by caesarian section. Our 4-yearold son received an unusual birthday gift
this year, an upper denture and 6 lower
crowns. Sure it is expensive, and not a
cent of it was paid by Blue Cross.
"At the time of the boys' births much
more was required to finance the ordeal
than was paid by Blue Cross, but our expenses were slightly lower than the 5-percent
exemption permitted for income-tax purposes for medical and dental fees .
"Here is my question: Why can't the under-$5,000-income-per-annum families be
given full exemption for every cent spent
for dental or medical expenses? You won't
find a family spending money for such expenses unnecessarily in this income bracket.
In this way the returned tax would certainly prove a blessing in helping to pay
those undesired expenses. I would appreciate a personal answer to this question.
"I'm sure the socialistic answer to this
question would be socialized medicine, but
that is not the answer I want for my question. We can scarcely afford to pay our own
medical expenses when we have them, let
alone paying others' expenses when we are
fortunate enough not to have those of our

own.
Taxes are far too high at present, and I've
heard mention of lowering . them through
giving higher exemptions. My idea could be
carried right along with this exemption
bill."
So far this year the only exemptiot.s voted
. by the House have been for Congressmen's
living expenses in Washington. Mr. BROWNSON went on record in his letter as favoring
the bills granting medical and dental ex·
emptions for lower income brackets.
Cheap money, big Government spending,
and hi~h taxes brought on the inflationary
problem which her family faces, the Marion
County Congressman maintained.
"This cheapening of our money has thrown
out of proportion the 'ability to pay' formula which underlies the theory behind our
stepped-up, progressive income-tax sched·
ules," Mr. BROWNSON wrote in his reply.
"This is shown clearly by the fact that a
married couple with two children must earn
$6,720 a year now in order to maintain the
purchasing power they would have enjoyed
on a $3,000-a-year income in 1940, tax free
under the 1940 schedules."
Mr. BROWNSON expressed grave concern
over citizens writing the Pentagon instead
of their Congressmen. He sees in this a
danger sign of United States militariza:tion,
which he emphasized in pleading for his substitute UMT bill against the administration
measure.

Corruption in Government
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE MEADER
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. MEADER. Mr. Speaker, the assumption of office by Judge McGranery,
the new Attorney General, and recent
remarks by the President minimizing the
corruption in this administration, render it appropriate to observe that t,he
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American people are not going to tolerate corruption 1n their Government
whatever the wishful thinking of leaders
in the administration may be.
Mr. T'ruman's observation that, unllke
the Harding administration, to date
there has been no corruption exposed at
Cabinet level, is not likely to impress
very many voters in view of the widespread, wholesale dishonesty indicated to
exist at lower levels in the administration. The fact that the administration
has thrown roadblocks in the path of any
independent and forthright inve~tiga ..
tion of corruption would seem to indicate
a knowledge on the part of the administration that only a small fraction of the
corruption which exists has been exposed
up to the present time.
After the President promised in his
state of the Union message in January
to weed out corrupt and unfaithful public servants nothing has been accomplished by the EXecutive but headlines
over the Morris-McGrath controversy.
The running has been all in one place.
Mr. Speaker, again I remind the House
that the leadership of the House of Representatives has done nothing to set up
a congressional investigation in which
the public might have some confidence.
House Resolution 492, which I introduced
on January 14, 1952, is gathering dust on
the shelves of. the Rules Committee.
Mr. Speaker, last week two newspapers
1n my district carried editorials on the
same date which disclose beyond question that the American people are not
going to be fooled by shadow boxing on
the corruption issue.
Under unanimous consent, I include
these editorials at this point in my remarks:
(From the Jackson Citizen-Patriot of
May 22, 1952]
HE Is THEm MAN
By approving President Truman's appoint·
ment of James P. McGranery as Attorney
General, Democrats in the Senate assumed
for the party the responsibility tor getting
the long-delayed move against corruption in
Government under way.
The vote was along party lines. The protests of Senators FERGUSON and WATKINS.
both Republicans, were tossed aside. This
was normal procedure, because a Democratic
President had made the appointment and the
Democrats in the Senate scarcely would be
expected to reject it in an election year.
Some RepubUca.ns joined the Democrats on
the theory that a President should be permitted to choose his own cabinet.
Now, if the new Attorney General falls to
do the cleanup job which has been promised
so many times, the Democratic Party cannot
escape the responsibillty for the !allure.
The party is on borrowed time. It has
muffed two chances to make an administrative cleanup of the corruption exposed by
Congress.
Former Attorney General McGrath had his
chance when he was head of the Justice Department and failed to act.
The President took McGrath off the hook
by promising a special corruption investigation in which a new man would be brought
into the Government to do a real cleanup job.
The Newbold Morris fiasco was the payoff
on that promise.
The administration has tried to gloss over
the scandals or to stall in the hopes that
the people will forget 1n the heat of a campaign year.
But meanwhile, Congress has -continued
to turn up new evidence of corruption.

We have said here repeatedly that the administration is showing every indication of
stalling on a real investigation and prosecution of corruption in Government.
It has moved to prosecute only when the
heat from Congress or from the outside became so great that evidence of corruption
could not be ignored.
Prosecutions were started in the tax scandals only because a determined Senator from
Delaware-a Republican, incidentally-kept
plugging away at his own investigation and
made the facts public.
The administration has yet to take the
lead in ·rooting out corruption in Government, despite all of its promises.
Now it remains to be seen whether the
new Attorney General can do the job. If
he fails to act the Democrats cannot duck
the responsibility. He is their man.
[From the Adrian Daily Telegram of May 22,
1952]
YES; A RE¥ABKABLE RECORD

President Truman, reacting angrily to the
continued charges of corruption in Government, made another intemperate attack on
those who have been criticizing and expos..
ing crookedness. He said they were politioal
gangsters, that they are as grave a menace
as Communists-in fact he even thought
that they are partners with Communists and
engaged in a ruthless, cynical attempt to put
over a gigantic hoax and fraud upon the
American people.
That is a pretty bad indictment, 1f the
Government service is as good as Mr. Truman claims it is. For, says he: "The truth
is that the Government service, in the light
of its size and scope, has a remarkable record
of honesty and integrity."
Yes; it has a remarkable record, but not
for honesty and integrity. In fact, more
crookedness has been revealed than has occurred in any other administration within
memory. The crookedness in Harding's time
was small compared with it. Look at wpat
happened last year alone:
The Assistant Attorney General in charge
of the Tax Division resigned.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue resigned.
The Assistant Commissioner resigned.
The Deputy Commissioner in charge of the
Alcohol Tax Unit resigned.
The chief of the Alcohol Tax Unit in New
York resigned.
Six of the 64 collectors resigned or were
fired; two of them indicted.
Six deputy collectors resigned.
A chief field agent in charge of 32 oftices
1n California resigned and has been indicted.
The chief field agent in Nevada was fired
and indicted.
In the Internal Revenue Bureau alone 8
top men and more than 160 lesser ones have
been fired, suspended, resigned under fire,
or _indicted. The congressional investigations have stirred up the Government to
the prosecution of 450 cases of income-tax
frauds, most of which could not have happened with honest and efticient administration of tax collection.
And that record does not include RFC loan
scandals, or scandals involving grain storage, enemy property, ship deals, and various
other things. And it includes only the year
1951; every few days we read of some new
scandal in 1952. ·
No; the people are not being hoaxed.
And the courageous men who have been uncovering the rottenness are not political
gangsters or worse than Communists. They
have performed a tremendous public service.
They have given the people a true picture
of what happens when one party is in power
tor 20 years, with unlimited money and the
public service infested by crooks and associates of crooks. And the picture is still
tar from complete.

Resolution of Spring&eld, Mass., City
Council
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FOSTER FURCOLO
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28. 1952

Mr. FORCOLO. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
the following order passed by the Sprinkfield (Mass.) City Council:
Whereas the American way of life proVides our citizens and their families the opportunity for recreation, education, and the
right to earn an honest living through employment in one of the many fine industrial
establishments in our wonderful city; and
Whereas the main threat to our American
way of life is in the thoughts b.nd actions of
Communists and communistic-inspired beliefs; and
Whereas two of our · Nation's leading industrialists, Gwilym A. Price, president of
Westinghouse Electric Corp., and L. R. Boulware, vice president of General Electric Corp.,
have recently proposed that an independent
Government agency be established by law to
identify Communist-dominated labor unions
on the basis of standards set by Congress
and require them to purge themselves or be
outlawed so as to remove suspected saboteurs or subversives from defense plants:
Therefore be it
Resolved. (if the common council concur),

That the mayor and City COuncil of the City
of Springfield heartily commend Mr. Price
and Mr. Boulware on their patriotic action
and wholeheartedly endorse and recommend to the COngress of the United States
that immediate steps be taken to enact into
law the recommendation of these two forward-thinking industrial leaders so as to aid
in continuing our American way and eliminate from our industrial workplaces those
individuals who are attempting to destroy us
by their subversive practices.

Fulbright Plan Was Wise Solution of War
Materiel Disposal Abroad
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. WILLIAM FULBRIGHT
OF ARKANSAS
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. FULBRIGHT.

Mr. President I
ask unanimous consent to have inserted
tn the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "Fulbright Plan Was Wise Solution of War Materiel Disposal Abroad,''
written by Roger Swanson, and published
1n the Kansas City Star of Saturday,
May 17, 1952.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
FuLBRIGHT PLAN WAS WISE SOLUTION OF WAR
MATERIEL DISPOSAL .ABRO~ONGRESSIONAL
HEADACHE WAS RELIEVED BY ADOPTION OF.
PROPOSAL BY ARKANSAS SENATOR IN 1945IT PROVIDED FOR SALE OF UNITED STATES
MILITARY SUPPLIES TO NATIONS WHERE THEY
WERE STORED AND USE OF FUNDS I'OR ExCHANGE SCHOLA~S
(By Roger Swanson.)
What to do with many millions of dollars
of American military supplies an(j equip•
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ships. The project is designed to last until
recommending foreign candidates for study
ment left overseas at the end of World War
1968. The State Department estimates about
in America. These foundations are comII was among the most puzzling of postwar
$137,500,000 is available.
prised of nationals of the foreign country
congressional headaches.
Under the Fulbright Act, the foreign curand Americans residing in the particular
The material should be sold and the profit
rencies and credit arising from the sale of
nation.
diverted to the United States Treasury,
surplus property can be used for the financa few legislators said. It should be brought
Although most Fulbright scholars were in
ing of study, research and instruction, cost
back home and kept in storage for future
college or university at the time of appointof transportation and necessary expenses
use, some proposed. It should simply be left
ment, an applicant does not have to be enabroad for Americans. For citizens of other
to rot where it was, others asserted.
rolled in a curriculum when he applies.
nations who receive Fulbright awards to
None of these proposals received wholeMany persons who have been graduated from
hearted support. Congress and the military· United States institutions, round-trip transinstitutions have applied following graduportation is provided. And foreign nationals
were in a quagmire of indecision about what
ation.
who study at American institutions abroad
to do with this military materiel in storage
, receive much the same financing as Ameridepots. all over the world.
cans under the plan.
In the fall of 1945, Senator J. WILLIAM FUL•
Since the funds available are all in foreign
BRIGHT, of Arkansas, a former president of the
Morocco: Another Danger Spot-United
currencies, there is no money available from
University of Arkansas, came up with a
States Foreign Policy Fails in North
the Fulbright program to finance a foreign
simple idea. Sell the excess materiel in the
student once he is in this country. The Ful•
countries where it was stored, he said, and
Africa
bright plan pays the cost of his round-trip
let the money do some good-let the foreign
transportation, a considerable item, but that
currency received from sales be used to send
is
all. However, Fulbright students from
young people to college abroad.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
foreign countries who come here can obtain
From this idea has evolved the plan of
OF
additional financial assistance under other
Fulbright scholarships, a project which received enthusiastic endorsement, has made . State Department programs, particularly the
exchange-stuctent provisions of the United
many friends for the United States and has·
OF WISCONSIN
States information and education program.
contributed to international understanding
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
and good will.
NOT EASY TO GET
Monday, May 26, 1952
FLOOD OF UNNEEDED SUPPLIES
Although there are many millions of dollars available for use in this worth-while
In early 1945, the wartime supply proMr.
SMITH
of Wisconsin. Mr. Speakplan, it is not an easy matter to get a Fulgram of the United States was at a peak.
er, we are spending billions of dollars -in
bright scholarship.
Military goods were rolling in furious pace
north Africa for military bases. To meet
A guiding principle in the selection of
from production lines and being shuttled
the Soviet threat in Europe and the
candidates for grants under the Fulbright
rapidly to all war theaters. The suddenness
Middle East it is absolutely necessary to
Act is that nominees possess the abilities
with which the war was to end in late sumand personal character which will enable
mer had not been envisioned. But with the
establish them in that strategic area.
them to develop a true understanding of the
abrupt end of the conflict, almost overnight
This means we must have friends there.
people in the host country and, upon their
these supplies lost their specific value to the
Yet while our military men work
return, to communicate an honest impresUnited States. In many instances they befeverishly to build them our State Desion
of their experience to their fellow citicame a drain on the taxpayer since the
partment throws a monkey-wrench into
zens. A good scholarship record, of course.
United States was obliged to pay rent for
the machinery by following a blind policy
is of much importance.
storage facilities and depot areas.
which has alienated the good will of a
Fulbright awards have gone to students
The Fulbright plan offered a solution to
in every State in the Union, including many
what seemed nearly an inexplicable difpeople who now demand that they have
young people at schools in MiEsouri and
ficulty. To return the tons of war equipthe right to govern themselves. We are
Kansas, principally Kansas State College and
ment to the United States would have meant
supporting the rankest kind of impethe Universities of Kansas and Missouri.
tremendous cost and effort; to let it rot
rialism.
Most Fulbright awards are for graduate study
would have been a great extravagance.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
and generally for a year.
The Fulbright Act, which amended the
am including an article on this subject
· Fulbright programs are initiated only after
Surplus Property Act of 1944, became law
that appears in the current issue of the
an executive agreement has been signed beAugust 1, 1946. It provides that some of the
tween the United States and a participating
foreign currencies which accrue to this NaChristian Century, by Rom Landau:
tion through the sale of surplus property
country. The 19 nations in which agreeMOROCCO: ANOTHER DANGER SPOT
abroad should be used to defray costs of
ments now are effective: Australia, Austria,
(By Rom Landau)
formal education. It made possible a plan
Belgium, Luxemburg, Burma, France, Greece.
When during his visit to Paris in October
for individual citizens of the United States
India, Iran, Italy, Netherlands, New Zea1950, Sidi Mohammed V, Sultan of Morocco,
to learn about other countries by attending
land, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Thaiasked the French Government for a termicolleges and universities abroad, and also alland, Turkey, Norway, and the United Kingnation of the French protectorate in his
lowed for citizens of other nations to come
dom.
country, no one could have foreseen that his
here and learn of the United States while
AVAILABLE FUNDS VARY
request was the first link in a chain of
studying at American institutions.
The amount of money available in each
momentous events. By 1952, the French reFulbright, himself an Oxford scholar in
country, of course, depends on the quantity
fusal and its immediate consequences had
the 1920's, explains that his action in introof surplus equipment there and the .price
created a potentially most dangerous situaducing the unique legislation "was influobtained for it. In 1951, France received
tion in the Western World. But the still
enced by the fact that I myself had had a
166 American students, Great Britain 170
youthful sultan was not unaware of the
foreign scholarship, and then by the political
and India 101. Those three nations are
significance
of his rebuff, for when : visited
experience in Congress in which we had been
among those receiving the greatest number
him shortly after his return from . Paris
plagued by the war debts of the First World
of Americans.
he left me in no doubt that the historic 1mWar. It was a combination of those two
The governing board of the Fulbright
plica tions of his Paris mission were not
thoughts which led me to introduce the
plan is the Board of Foreign Scholarships, a.
wasted on himself.
legislation • • • to try to make use of
group of 10 private educators in this country
For a whole year the French Government
the results of that war to improve the culnamed by the President. The Board makes
left
their reply to the Sultan in abeyance.
tural relations in an area in which we could
the final decision on awards but applications
Finally,
the Arab League made itself the
do the most for promoting better internaare considered by four other agencies, the
sponsor to the claim, and at the end of 1951
tional relations."
Institute of International Education of the
faced the U.N. Assembly with the Moroccan
SCHOLARSHIPS TO 2,500 AMERICANS
State Department, the Office of Education,
problem, bringing it into the open for the
the American Council on Education, and the
The plan has worked very well, educators
first time in modern history and now with
Conference Board of Associated Research
agree. Administered by the Department of
the reinforcement of support by over 300
Councils.
State, the project has provided scholarships
million Muslims. The decision of the AmerCompetition is keen. For each scholarfor more than 2,500 American men and womican delegation to endorse French opposiship available in a particular year there have
en to study, teach, lecture, or conduct retion to placing the Moroccan question on the
been an average of eight applicants. More
search abroad. A similar number of foreign
agenda
caused
profound
resentment
than BOO American colleges have appointed
nationalists have received Fulbright awards
throughout the Muslim world, and Morocco
Fulbright advisers to receive applications at
for study projects in the United States, and,
automatically became a test case for the
campuses ·and to provide general informaaccording to another phase of the plan, more
relations between that world and the westtion.
than 1,000 foreign students have received
• ern democracies.
scholarships for study at American schools
In each of the participating nations there
DISPUTE OVER FRENCH BENEFITS
in their home country.
is another group, a United States educational
foundation, sometimes called a commission.
The Moroccan demand for independence
Fulbright awards first were made in 1948,
and the program is still in its infancy. Last
to recommend institutions where Americans
took the rest of the world somewhat by suryear 3,310 persons obtained such scholarmay best study their particular subjects and
prise, for Morocco was supposed to be a

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
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model of efficient colonial rule. Within a ·
mere 40 years the French had succeeded in
transforming a country of medieval outlook
into a modern and prosperous state. In
spite of such impressive achievement, the
French have been unable to win the allegiance of the Moroccan people. For the Moroccans claim that it is not they who benefit
from the new improvements but the French
alone. Indeed the standard of living of the
native peasant and laborer, whose daily wage
varies between 28 and 84 cents, is relatively
lower than it was before 1912 when the
French protectorate was declared.
In spite of 40 years of French rule, Morocco has the world's highest rate of child
mortality, 283 per 1,000. Though the health
of the French population in Morocco is far
better than that of the undernourished
natives, there exists 1 hospital bed for
every 185 French inhabitants but only 1
per 2,150 natives. There are still no accommodations in schools for 92 Y:z percent of
native children, whereas of the 60,000 French
children in Morocco not one has to go without schooling. There is still no freedom
of speech, of assembly, of travel, and nat ive
trade-unions are proscribed.
As for the legal position of the Moroccans,
it might suffice to quote the views of the
distinguished French lawyer,_ Batonnier
Bonnet, who at a legal congress at Casa- ·
blanca in 1950 declared, "In Morocco there
are no legal rights for defense; no individual
liberty for the native. The abuses of author- ·
ity are beyond control." After 40 years of
the protectorate there are still no democratic elections, no legislative assembly. ·
Yet, unlike some other African territories
that have been granted self-government,
Morocco has for 1,200 years been a sovereign,
independent, and fully organized state. Unlike most African countries,. Morocco had .
never _previously been occupied by a ·foreign
power; its sultans maintained diplomatic
relations with the kings of England and
France as far back as the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; Morocco was one of the first
countries to recognize the independence of
the United States, and was thanked warmly .
by George Washington.
BIRTH OF NATIVE NATIONALISM

exist between political parties 1n modern .
democratic countries.
If immediately after the Second World ·
War France had offered Morocco autonomy
within the French Union, the offer would
have been accepted and the present dilemma
could have been avoided. · Unfortunately, ·
neither in Indochina nor in Morocco would
France face the fact that times have .c hanged
and the even more unwelcome fact that powers friendly to France are not so ul}realistic
as to wish to aid her in anachronistic
exploitation.
The Moroccan problem having assum~d the
importance of a world plague-spot, the
United States, as the leading western power,
can no longer afford to disregard the dangers
inherent In the situation. Sooner rather
than later the United States may have to
bring its moral and material power to bear
upon persuading the French that the West
cannot afford to stand by as passive witness
of her mismanagement. Fortunately, the
Moroccan people themselves, and especially .
their leaders, are men of great patience, moderation, and political wisdom. For the time .
being they are resolved to bring about indeRESIST FRENCH BUSINESS MONOPOLY
pendence by peaceful means, and to a void ·
The colonials, enjoying the monopoly of
seduction· by the temptations of Communist
all the best land and all the good jobs, al- . propaganda. But after 40 years' waiting the
lege that France cannot afford to abandon
leaders may find that the young will spurn
her economic assets in Morocco. Yet the
their counsels, and that negotiations will be
sultan and the nationalists are prepared to
replaced by violence.
guarantee all legitimate French interests.
The example of the even less virile and
and are even willing to sign with France a
more moderate Tunisians should be a warntreaty of alliance and to continue to employ
Ing. In Morocco, as in Tunisia, time is runFrench experts. But they are not prepared
ning short, and American diplomacy will need
to grant French business interests that prefto be uncompromising. If the gods are kind,
erential treatment which, at present, practhe Moroccan problem might possibly be
tically excludes foreign businessmen from
solved amicably during the U.N. Assembly in
the Moroccan market. They wish to abide
New York this coming fall. But in the presby the principle Of the open door, as laid
ent world, can we be sure that the gods will
down by the internationally underwritten
be kind? And can we count on a hardAct of Algeciras of 1906. Under the existing
headedness replacing the present perilous .
protectorate regime that principle has been
states of mind-on the one hand French deviolated again and again.
termination to hang on to what she thinks
The Moroccans, tar from wishing to reshe has; on the other hand, America's understore any form of autocracy or to prolong
estimation ·or Moroccan single-mindedness
the feudal system kept artificially alive by
and the ·strength of Muslim partisanship
the French, aim for a constitutional monthroughout the world?
archy of a strongly democratic character.
Its foundations will be the Muslim religion,
the Arabic language, close links· with the ,
Arab states and friendly relations with all
High-School ROTC Plan of Military
Western Powers. A free and contented Mo·
rocco, allied with France, from a strategic
Training
standpoint would obviously be of greater
benefit to the Western World, and a better
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
guaranty for the safety of the American air
OF
bases in Morocco, than a country seething
with discontent, a country In which violent
sabotage and rebellion might break out at
OF INDIANA
any moment, transforming It into a second
Indochina. At present the Moroccans are
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA'I1VES
st111 anxious to regard France's allies, the
Wednesday, May 28, 1952
United states and Britain, as friends. But 1!
French Intransigence and the pr~sent police
Mr. BROWNSON. Mr. Speaker, on
regime are allowed to prevail much longer, no
March 24, 1952, my distinguished colone can be complacent or unaware of the
league, the majority leader, inserted in
perilous possibility that Morocco, and, with
the RECORD a letter addressed to me by
her, Tunisia and the other Muslim countries,
the Honorable CARL VINSON, chairman of
may be driven within the Communist orbit.
DECEPTION CHARGED

After his return from France I questioned
the sultan on this point, and he replied,
"Nous avons ete dectus" (we were deceived).
Why this volte face on the part of the ·
French? The answer must be sought not in
Paris but in Morocco, for France's Moroccan
policy is finally determined not at the Quai
d'Orsay but by the seven or eight thousa-nd
French colons (settlers), a group of permanent officials, and a few powerful businessmen in Morocco, all with their own private
vested interests.
Because of the violent opposition of these
settlers, France, in spite of her old liberal
traditions, refuses to follow the example of
Great Britain in India, Burma, Ceylon and
the Gold Coast and follows a policy described
by Pierre Parent, a Frenchman with over 30 ·
years' personal experience in Morocco, in
the following terms: "There is bad faith on
the part of our colonialism, which while
asserting the very opposite, does everything
in its power to retard the emancipation of
the Moroccan people" (Causerie Sur le Maroc,
Toulouse, 1951) .

In spite of their promises, the French
failed to train the Moroccans for self-government, and concentrated on turning Morocco into an annex of their own economy
and a happy hunting ground for their own
settlers. So the birth of native nationalism
became inevitable. Among the outstanding
nationalist personalities is Allal el Fassi, a
former professor of the ancient Karaouine
University at Fez, and the founder and head
of the .Istiqlal (independence) party, in
which all politically conscious Moroccans
are united. After the crisis of 1951, the
smaller parties of Torres, Naciri and Ouazzani joined the Istiqlal to form a common
front which refuses to negotiate with the
French on any fragmentary issues, and demands nothing less than complete independence. Contrary to the persistent reports spread by French propaganda, el Fassi
is neither pro-Communist nor a religious
WOULD FREEDOM BRING CIVIL WAR?
fanatic. He is passionately opposed to any
One pUlar -of the edifice of French opposiform of totalitarianism, racialism, or relition to granting independence is their congious intolerance, and advocates attainment
tention that if Morocco were to regain its
of independence by legal means, a fundamenfreedom Internal warfare between Arabs and
tally un-Communist recommendation.
Berbers would follow. While it is perfectly
All the nationalist leaders are enthusiastic
true that there are racial and linguistic difsupporters of the sultan who, while not idenferences between Arabs and Berbers, they
tifying himself with any one party, is in fullare held together by adherence to Islam and
est sympathy with the aspirations of the
share 1,200 years of common history. MoreIstiqlal. Most of his friends and advisers
over, both are imbued with a passionate deeither belong to the Istiqlel or are its active
sire
for Independence. Intertribal conflicts
supporters. In fact, when in 1950 he asked
and conflicts between urban and rural poputhe French Government to grant his country
a new status, his was the voice of the na- • lations will presumably continue as long as
Morocco exists. But they can have no effect
tionalists and thus of the Moroccan people.
on the underlying desire of all sections of
The French statesmen listened sympathetithe population for self-government, nor do
cally at first to the sultan's case, but finally
rej ected it.
they differ greatly . from the confiicts that

HON. OfARLES B. BROWNSON

the Committee on Armed Services, pointing out certain minor discrepancies in
the high-school ROTC plan which I introduced as a substitute amendment to
H. R. 5904 on March 4.
Of course, we submitted this plan to
the Armed Services Committee at a hearing which was also attended by Congressmen THOMAS B. CURTIS and WILLIAM
C. LANTAFF, because we recognized that
this plan needed the careful staff work
and "know-how" which could be provided only by the great Committee on
Armed Services, skilled as it is in writing
military legislation. Such detailed consideration apparently was not given to
our plan before H. R. 5904 was intro-
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duced and debated in the House. I am
printing below the later exchange of correspondence with the Honorable CARL
VINSON in order to keep the membership
of the House po:;;ted as to the progress
which has been made in perfecting the
high-school ROTC plan of military
training:
MARCH 5, 1952.

Han. CARL VINSON,
Member of Congress, Committee on
Armed Services, House .Office
Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR CoLLEAGUE: Since the House has recommitted H. R. 5409, I wonder if it would
be possible for you to ask the Committee
on Armed Services to consider the alternate
plan for universal military training, which
I introduced as H. R. 6860.
I concur heartily with your expressed view
that this Congress must find a workable
method of training nonveterans so that a
first line of defense can be built up which
is not composed principally of men who already have served in combat.
In my. viewpoint, the action of the House
yesterday does not discharge the responsibility of this Congress to act on this important question, and I am anxiously awaiting
whatever your committee may do. You may
be sure that I stand ready to cooperate wi.t h
you to the fullest extent.
Sincerely,
CHARLES B. BROWNSON.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,
Washington, D. C., March 8, 1952.

Han. CHARLES B. BROWNSON,
House of Representatives.

DEAR MR. BROWNSON: I have before me your
letter of March 5, 1952, in which you have
asked the Committee on Armed Services
to consider the bill H. R. 6860. I have now
had an opportunity to analyze this measure
to ascertain just what the bill contemplates.
Please believe that I do not intend to disparage your sincere efforts when I say that
an analysis of your bill reveals a number of
extremely serious shortcomings.
·
· section 101 of your bill states categorically
that "every male person who is a student
at a high school in the United States on
or after the date of enactment" of the bill
"shall become a member of the National Security Training Corps" and shall receive
training therein. Thus, a young boy is a
member of the corps from the time he enters h igh school until he satisfies the requirements.
The bill, of course, does not define a "high
school." It does not specify whether it applies to private schools, parochial schools,
other church schools, reform schools, or junior h igh schools.
Section 202 of your bill requires the Secretary of Defense to take such action as may be
necessary "to establish units of the Corps at
high schools in the · United States, and
• • • make appropriate arrangements
with State and local school authorities respecting the utilization of school property
and facilities (and the payment of compensation therefor) in carrying out the provisions of this title." Thus, while every student in every undefined high school is a
member of the Corps, arrangements may
only be made with State and local school
authorities with respect to the utilization of
school property and facilities. This would
seem to preclude making such arrangements
with private schools, parochial schools, and
other church schools. Hence, a young boy
could find himself a member of the Corps
in a school in which no training could be
legally provided.
Section 203 (a) of your bill requires each
m a le student attending a high school to
serve in a unit of the Corps for not less than

two academic years while another provision
of your bill (sec. 208) requires participation in a 6-week summer encampment
"immediately preceding or immediately following" the "final year of high school," in
order to fulfill the training r,e quirements.
It would appear, however, that this training could be commenced in the freshman
year of high school, or the sophomore year
of high school, or 1n the junior year. A student entering high school, of course, has no
way of knowing what year constitutes his
final year in high school until he is aware
of the fact that he cannot return to school
in the following term. While this is a minor
point, the fact still ·remains that this training might take place in the first 2 years of
high school, or in the middle 2 years of high
school, or in the last 2 years of high school.
During the entire high-school period, however, until a certificate is issued and transfer
to a Reserve component is made, a highschool student will not be a member of
the Corps.
In addition, since a high school is not defined, it ls possible that the .training could
be required in junior high sc;hools for at
least 1 year and possibly for 2 years . .
In j;hat connection, I would lik'e to call
your attention to the fact that ~s of 195.0
there were 2,189,000 males 14 and 15 years .
of age in the United States; 85.2 percent of
these males, or 2,084,000, were in high school.
It is possible under YQUr bill, therefore, that .
a large portion of these very young stud.ents
would receive training, and upon completion
of their summer encampment immediately
preceding or immediately following their
last year in high school, whether it be in
the sophomore or the junior year, would find
themselves in a Reserve unit under section
214 . (a) of your bill.
I was also interested to learn that as of
1950 there were 2,039,000 males in the United
States who were 16 or 17 years old, of which
1,484,000 were in high school, or 72.8 percent
of the total in that age group. Certainly you
wm agree that a good many students drop
out of high school between their fifteenth
and seventeenth birtrday, having completed
perhaps 2 years of high school, as the figures
indicate, and would necessarily have to take
a summer training encampment of 6 weeks
followed by transfer to a Reserve unit at
this young age in order to obtain the certificate that would preclude them from being
inducted into the Armed Forces or inducted
for "an equivalent training period as prescribed by the Secretary of Defense" under
your bill. The equivalent training is, of
course, not defined.
I might also mention that young men who
do not complete the required course satisfactorily or who for one reason or another
elect to joint a National Guard unit or a
Ready Reserve unit to obtain the "equivalent recruit basic training" are not required, under your bill, to serve in a Reserve
component for a period of 8 years. Your bill
only requires that they receive "equivalent
recruit basic training," but does not impose
upon them a Reserve obligation.
Of the 1,904,000 18- and 19-year-olds in the
United States as of 1950, only 680,000, or
35.7 percent, were in high school, again indicating that a large number of students upon
whom you would impose this training are
well under the age of 18.
A summary of all of these age groups indicates that a large number of the young boys
to be trained under your program would be
relatively young boys. Yet, under your bill
these would be the youngsters who would be
compelled to join a Reserve unit for a period
of 8 years in order to escape induction into
the Armed Forces. These would be the
youngsters upon whom the Nation would
have to depend as a substitute for a large
standing force. I cannot believe that you,
as a Reserve officer, with combat experience,
would expect or anticipate that youngsters
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of this age should be subject to call to active
duty as reservists even though Congress retained the authority to determine the number and manner in which they might be
called.
Section 203 (b) of your bill authorizes the
Secretary of Defense to make provisions for
youngsters who are not attending high
schools to volunteer for service in the corps
or to participate in three summer training
encampments in lieu of the high-school
training. In this connection, section 214 (e)
. exempts from induction or "the equivalent
training" not only those who have a certificate as contemplated under your plan and
those who have trained for three summer encampments but also those who have received
"equivalent recruit basic training" with a
unit of the Ready Reserve or the National
Guard.
It is a little unrealistic, I believe, to expect
youngsters who do not attend high schools
to enlist in a Ready Reserve unit or a National Guard unit, at the age of 15 or 16.
And yet if they do not they will be liable
for induction or equivalent training because under the provisions of your bill such
persons shall be subject to induction unless
they h,ave obtained one of the three exemp- .
tions before they attain the age of 18. I
assume the equivalent training required
would be at least equivalent in hours to the
high-school course.
·
Other features of the bill which concern
me involve the .failure to provide benefits
for students in training in the high schools
should they become disabled as a result of
their training. A boy injured on the rifle
range would h~ve no entitlement to compensation of any nature. The only time
the trainees are protected under your bill is
during a summer encampme·nt.
Of greater significance, however, ts the
fact that under section 214 (b) of your bill
youngsters wlio have completed two academic years of instruction and 6 weeks of
summer t!'aining are required to be transferred to a Reserve component. You even
go beyond the present provisions of law by
stating that "each such membe'r shall be rjl•
quired to serve in a unit of such Reserve
component for a period of 8 years." A unit
of a Reserve component might well be construed as an organized unit and thus you
are imposing a much greater liability upon
these students than that contemplated by
present law. In addition, the total service
required under your bill is 10 years (2 years
of high-school training, plus 8 years in · the
Reserve) compared with the total obligated
service of 8 years under present law.
These object!ons, however, important as
they are, are minor compared to section 221
of your bill. During the debate on H. R.
5904 much was said about "turning the
youth of our Nation over to tp.e military for
8 years." Overlooking for a moment the
fact that your bill puts the military into
every high school in the United ,S tates and
overlooking for the moment the fact that
your bill imposes a 10-year obligation upon
every youngster in the United States, the
outstanding feature of your bill is that
under section 221 you are placing in the
hands of the military the complete disciplinary control over 4,250,000 young boys who
will be subject to the military for any type
of misdemeanor or other type of misconduct in which they become involved. Let
me make myself clear. Your bill which
many Members of the House adopted by a
teller vote, but rejected, fortunately, upon
a roll-call vote, subjects every male h ighschool student in the United States to
the military, lock, stock, and barrel, for
any conceivable type of misconduct which
these youngsters might be charged from
the day they enter high school. Thi,s
is indisputable since under your bill they
are members of the corps so long as they
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are in high school until they are transother words, even in college ROTC units it is ·
necessary to train the graduates for 6 months
ferred to a Reserve component. They could
be court martialed for stealing apples, skipbefore they meet the requirements for assignment to combat units.
ping school, and many other infractions
young boys cannot seem to avoid.
There is no substitute for a full 6 months'
I cannot help b:Jt be amu~- when I recall
training course a~ a camp or station equipped
those who supported your bill, many of whom
to provide real basic training; t~ere is no
made speeches in opposition to "turning over
easy substitute for the honest, vigorous
the youth of America to the military." Yet
training necessary to equip our 18-year-olds
your bill turns over not only the 18-year-olds,
for the war we all wish to avoid, but which
but even the 14- and some 13-year-olds to
may be forced upon us. It may be incon·
the military for trial by court martial for
venient, but there is no convenient, cheap,
any offense, starting on the day they enter , and painless method of defending America.
high school.
Millions of Americans, including yourself,
Under H. R. 5904 men of 18 would have
can attest to that.
been subject to the Uniform Code of Military
I will, however, advise the committee of
Justice only during their 6-month period
your request, should the recommitted bill
of training.
be reconsidered.
These are some of the points which I have
Sincerely,
CARL VINSON,
noted in analyzing your bill. Our report on
Chairman.
H. R. 5904, p:'.rticularly with respect to the
large number of schools with small male
enrollments, must also be considered. The
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
latest 1950· figures that I have obtained from
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
the Federal Security Agency reveal that 38
Washington, D. C., May 21, 1952.
percent of the high schools in the United
Hon. CARL VINsoN,
States have less than 50 male students. How
Chairman, Committee on Armed
you would equip these schools and build the
SeTvices, House of Representatives,
rifle ranges, the warehouses, and supply the
Washington, D. C.
,
necessary personnel, is beyond me.
DEAR MR. VINSON: Please excuse my delay
I think you will agree with me now that
1n answering your very constructive letter
it is indeed fortunate that the substitute b1ll
of March 8, 1952. I have been following
did not carry in the House.
through very carefully, consulting with
I cannot believe that Members who voted
Members of Congress, educational authorifor this bill sincerely felt that we could risk
ties, the Armed Forces, and other interested
a reduction in the size of our· standing forces
organizations in order to perfect H. R. 6860,
based upon reservists who were trained in
the bill which formed the basis for the sub·
the manner contemplated in your bill, a
stitute amendment establishing high school
large number of whom might well be under
ROTC which was adopted by a teller
the age of 18. I am convinced in my own
vote of the Committee of the Whole on
mind that these same Members would vio·
March 4, 1952.
lently oppose any effort to reduce the draft
After careful analysis, I find that your
age for induction into the Armed Forces
suggestions and objections do not present
below the age of 18Y:z, and yet they appeared
any major obstacles to the development of
perfectly willing to create a Reserve made
this economical, practical and traditional
up of youngsters, many of whom would be
plan for military training. In fact, drawing
well below this age, to constitute our first·
upon your suggestions, based on your great
line Reserves, the first to be called in the
experience in drafting and perfecting legis·
event of war.
lation, we have been able to so amend H. R.
I notice that your bill requires a minimum
6860 as to meet the requirements you have
of 5 hours' training a week in: each academic
established.
year, plus the 6 weeks' summer encampment.
Let us discuss, in order, the points conI notice the subjects that are to be taught;
tained in the analysis included in your let ..
orientation, courtesies, customs, rules of conter of March 8, 1952, which was inserted in
duct, hygiene; weapons, marksmanship, et
the Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
cetera. Obviously high schools cannot teach
on March 24, 1952, by the distinguished ma·
simulated battle conditions, military special·
jority leader, the Honorable JOHN W. McCOR•
ties involving expensive and heavy equip·
MA'::K. In this point-by-point discussion, I
ment, protection against gas attacks, wide
will summarize · briefly the amendments we
dispersal, infiltration methods, and other
have proposed · to meet the objections you
courses that require extensive ranges. Nor
have raised. These amendments, in final
do I believe that youngsters 15 or 16 years
draft form, are included as enclosure 1.
of age could well stand the rigors of effective
Your first point is that section 101 of our
training during a 6 weeks' summer encamp~
bill requires, "a young boy is a member of
ment.
·
the corps from the time he enters high school
I know that you made much of the fact
until he satisfies the requirements." This
that today there are some 265 high schools
objection has been satisfied by our amendin the United States with some 265,000 junior
ment IV, which strikes out section 203 (a)
ROTC students. I inquired of the Depart·
and substitutes the requirement that each
ment of tr..e Army as to whether this 3-year
male student shall become a member of the
training course in the high schools was concorps at the time he begins his last two regsidered the equivalent of the 4 months' full
ularly prescribed academic years of high
and adequate military training for service
school with exceptions provided to take
in the Armed Forces which is required of all
care of the almost negligible percentage of
inductees before they may be assigned out·
students who attain the age of 16 years prior
side the United States. I was told by the
to the beginning of their freshman or sophOffice of Executive for Reserve and ROTC
omore year. (1. e., Virginia, 2.3 percent) and
affairs that these students were not conof the even smaller number of students who
sidered to have anything near the equivalent
would not have attained the age of 14 .years
of the 4 months' basic training required unat the time they entered their junior year
der the Universal Military Training and Serv•
(l. e., Virginia, .054 percent). As you can
ice Act and that such students, even though
see, about 97.5 percent of all male high
graduates of the junior ROTC program, are
school students would have been accommo·
required to take 4 months' basic training like
dated by our original draft of H. R. 6860 and,
all other inductees. In that connection, l
with the amendments suggested by your letmight advise you that even officers gradU•
ter to adjust the program to fit the other·
ating from senior ROTC classes in the col ..
2.4 percent, virtually 100 percent coverage
leges and universities throughout the United
1s assured.
,
States must under present regulations attend
In accordance with your suggestion we
school for 90 days in their particular branch
have defined the term high school in amend~
and must serve . an additional 90 days in a
ment II as including public, private, or paunit before they can be sent overseas. In
rochial or other church schools which pro ..

vide education at the secondary level and
attendance at which satisfies certain State
compulsory-education laws:
The third shortcoming which you discuss
concerns section 202 of H. R. 6860. You
indicate that, as originally drafted, this
would ·s eem to preclude the Secretary of Defense making arrangements with private
schools, parochial schools, and other church
schools. Now that we have added amendment II to the bill, including as it does a
definition of the term "high school," to make
it clear that all duly recognized secondary
schools may participate in the proposed
training program. Amendment III, read in
this light, emphasizes that arrangements are
to be made with the private schools and
religious-school authorities as well as the
public-school authorities.
Your fourth point, developed on page 2
of your letter, anticipates that, under provisions of our original H. R. 6860, the requirement for participation in a 6-week summer
encampment immediately preceding or immediately following the final year of high
school in order to fulfill the training requirements might result in such training taking
place in the first 2 years of high school or
in the middle 2 years of high school, or in
the last 2 years of high school. You further
note that since a high school is not defined,
it is possible that training could be required
in junior high schools.
These objections, of course, are met by the
definition of high schools, and by the inclusion of a "14-year floor," in amendment IV,
which provides that no boys below that age
will be trained. As you say, this is a minor
point but one on which 1 appreciate your
helpful su~gestion.
You also point out that a number of highschool students fall into to 14- and 15-yearage brackets, and would be assigned to a
Reserve unit before they were 18, and that
one of the major flaws in H. R. 6860 is that
no obligation to serve in the Reserve forces
was imposed on those who elected to take
an alternate method of training. These objections have been answered by rewriting
section 214 of the bill, as shown in amendment VII, to provide plainly that (1) no
member of the corps shall be transferred
to a Reserve component, regardless of his age
when he completes basic training, until he is
18 and has been registered with his local
selective-service board and to provide, (2)
an obligation to serve in the Reserve forces
for 8 years imposed on all young men, regardless of which method of training they
elect.
On page 3, you discuss the ages of students
in high schools and say, "a large number of
the students· upon whom you would impose
this training are well under the age of 18."
Here, I believe, you have hit upon one of
the most meritorious points of the bill.
Under H. R. 6860, the preliminary, basic
training would be accomplished before tlle
young men reach 18. At 18, or shortly thereafter, they would join a Reserve unit and
would be available for the defense of their
country for the next 8 years. This is, in my
opinion, one of the best features of our plan
since -it makes it possible for our high school
ROTC program to operate concurrently with
the draft.
You question the wisdom of training extremely young boys, and say, "These would
be the youngsters upon whom the Nation
would have to depend as a substitute for a
large standing force."
Under the bill, as amended by the enclosur e, young men could be trained only in the
age bracket from 14 years up--nearly 80
percent from 16 years up. This preliminary
train~ng, iil most cases would therefore be
completed by the time young men are 18.
The Nation would not be depending on
them as the sole line· of secondary defense·.
For one thing, under H. R. 6860, we would
have. the firs~ . class of militarily trained
graduates late in the summer of 1954. Most
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of them would be 18, a few older and some
younger-the younger ones, as I have pointed
out, would not become members of the Reserve until they reached 18.
If it were necessary to call these young
men to active duty, they would be available
for service in, let us say, September 1954.
If the situation remains as it is at present, with few men being called below the age of
20, these men would not be called until
1956. At this time, they would be about 20
years old, and would have received 2 years
of high school training, 6 weeks of summer
camp, and two additional years of training
with a Ready Reserve unit.
If the situation eased a little, and it were
not necessary to call them for an additional
year, or until 1957, they would, of course, be
a year older and have an additional year
of military training.
·
And, as you can readily see, every year
that H. R. 6860 is in effect adds another high
school graduating class to the bank of militarily trained men for 8 years, at which time
the number of men who have completed
their Reserve obligation will just about equal
those who are just starting that obligation.
Your objections to section 203 (b) are
certainly in the nature of unsupported assertions and might even be considered rather
farfetched, in my opinion. You say it is
"unrealistic, I believe, to expect youngsters
who do not attend high schools to enlist in
a Ready Reserve unit or a National Guard
unit, at the age of 15 or 16."
I _believe that such a provision is no more
unrealistic than to expect the young man to
perform his Ready Reserve obligation under
the provisions of H. R. 5904. In our society,
as you are aware, obligations of one sort or
another are continually placed on various
persons. If a young man wants to be admitted to any college, for instance, he is expected to take certain prerequisite co:urses in
high school. If he does not take those
courses, he is not eligible.
Now, if I may anticipate your rejoinder,
you will say that the boy who wants to go
to college will receive guidance and direction
from his parents and his vocational advisers.
This matter of military training is simply
another area for that guidance and direction
and if the young man does not enroll for
this training, then he is trained at age 18 _
by the armed services, and still has an 8-year
obligation to serve in the Reserves.
You point out that no provision has been
made to provide for benefits for students in
training in high schools should they become
disabled as a result of their training. You
correctly state that the only time a boy is
protected is when he is in summer camp.
Believing that your Committee on Armed
Services is the best authority on a question
of this nature, I have examined completely
existing legislation in this field. The closest
comparison I was able to find was the basic
law and Army. regulations, covering the ROTC
program.
This law, as I am sure you are aware,
provides that no benefits are payable to any.,.
one injured while participating in ROTC
t:..;.ining. The only provision is that persons
injured "while en route to or from or during
attendance at a summer encampment"
shall receive hospitalization. I feel quite
sure that if this had not proved to be a
workable solution, it would have been
changed long ago by your committee.
Thus, following your co:nmittee's precedent, I make no provision to cover the young
men during the period of their training at
the high schools. H. R. 6860 is considerably
more generous than the ROTC law so far as
training in the summer encampments is
concerned, since it utilizes the applicable
language from H. R. 5904.
This limitation of benefits, it st>ems to me,
ls another of the strong points of our proposed legislation, since it reduces the possfbility of building _up a. tremendous number

of demt-veterans who would be entitled to
Federal benefits. The average young man
would attend camp at an age of 17¥.! to 18
years, after his senior year in high school
and l:;>efore going on to college or a job. Since
this is essentially· the same age at which he
would be drafted or ordered to UMT under
your plan, I believe that your point about his
not being able to stand the "rigors of effective
training" falls short of proving anything.
Your major objection to section 214 (b)
has been removed by amending that section
of the bill, as discussed above. So far as the
amount of service is concerned, I believe
most young men would prefer to serve 2
years during high school and then be obli~
gated for 8 years of Reserve service than to
have their lives disrupted as they would be,
had the House, in its wisdom, not returned
H. R. 5904 to your committee. Their military
service responsibility would normally terminate at 26, about the same age as under your
bill.
You say the bill "subjects every male high
school student in the United States to the
military, lock, stock, and barrel," and object
particularly to section 221.
While I believe this is an extreme view, I
accept your objection to section 221 as being
well taken and we have prepared an amendment, No. X, to correct that situation. It
provides that trainees will be subject to the
Uniform Code of Military Justice only during
their summer encampments training, except
that the Secretary may, if he secures the approval of the NSTC, make such code or any
provision thereof applicable to members of
the Corps attending school.
So far as putting "the military into every
high school in the United States" is concerned, I fail to see anything reprehensible
about this. Quite a long time ago, the Morrill Land Grant Act put the military into
every land grant college in the United States,
and I do not know of any serious criticism
of that. As I see this point, there probably
could be no wiser step. After all, the military does not belong to the Pentagon, the
House Armed Services Committee, or even
the Congress or the President. It belongs to
all of the people. I cannot understand why
anyone should object to having the military
spread out a little, particularly in such a
worthy cause. Your committee evidently
had no great compunctions. in the matter
during all the years high school ROTC has
been sanctioned.
You mention the Armed Services Committee Report on H. R. 5904, in which a number
of pages were devoted to discussing this plan.
You again bring up the question of high
schools with less than 50 male students.
This point was, "s you are aware, covered in
my discussion of H. R. 6860 on March 4.
While you state, and correctly, that in
1947 some 38 percent of the high schools did
have 50 or less male students, you did not
choose to bring forth corollary statistics
which indicate that these high schools include only 6 percent of the total number of
male students enrolled throughout the
United States. Statistics from the Office of
Education indicate that small high schools
are being consolidated at the rate of nearly
1,000 a year. Considering these two factors,
it is obvious that only a negligible proportion of male high-school students will be
affected when viewed in the light of the over:.
all problem.
As your study of the substitute bill must
have shown you, we have anticipated this
minor problem and included two alternate
plans for training the young men who are
enrolled in the smaller high schools. One
plan provides that instructors can rotate
from one high school to another, and the
·other authorizes trainees to be brought to a
centrally located high school for training.
While I am not familiar with the educational system in (Jeorgia, I do .know ·t hat
these - two - methods of giving specialized
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training are now used very widely anq very
effectively in the schools of my own State of
Indiana and in many other States.
You say yo'u think I will agree wi_th you
that it is "indeed fortunate that the substitute bill did not carry." Needless · to
say, I do not agree with this contention.
These minor imperfections could have been
remtOved eas~ly by the experie1;1ced committee, if more than cursory attention had
been paid to the plan, after I appeared before
the committee to present it.
So far as a reduction in the size of our
Armed Forces is concerned, I believe I have
discussed how that would be achievedand exactly when--earlier in this letter. I
have never understood how H. R. 5904 would
reduce the need for a standing army, or
when, especially since your plan will not _
and cannot operate concurrently with the
draft in time of emergency~
You point out that high schools cannot
teach "simulated battle conditions, military
specialities involving expensive and heavy
equipment, protection against gas attacks,
wide dispersal, infiltration methods, and
other courses that require extensive ranges,"
and you say that -young men of 15 or 16
could not withstand the rigors of effective
training.
The first of these objections is, naturally,
met in the summer camps. That is where
they fit into our program: They give the
trainees the benefit of the more specialized
types of basic training .which cannot be
carried on in the high schools.
So far as the youth of the trainees is
concerned, you are well aware that the
average age of higl:l-school graduates is between 17¥.! and 18¥.!, ·or just about the age
when they are permitted to enlist, with
their parents' consent, in the Regular Armed
Forces. And, as you have probably studied
other nations' military and naval history,
you know that elsewhere enlistments are
permitted much younger than that. While
I do not propose to go that low, Lord Nelson
entered in the British Navy at the age of
12, and_apparently was old enough to undergo the "rigors of effective training," and
we frequently read of successful combat
soldiers who are brought back home for discharges after it is discovered that they have
enlisted fraudulently at 13, 14, or 15.
You delve into the worth of the ROTC
program, both in high schools and colleges,
at some length, realizing, of course, that this
is th~ crux of my program. To be frank, you
are correct. My assumption that it is a good
program was based on two facts: ( 1) The vast
majority of officers on duty _a t the outset of
World War II, like myself, were trained in a
college ROTC unit, and (2), if the high
school ROTC program were without value, I
believe you and your committee (who are
charged with the responsibility for the Armed
Services in all of their aspects) would have
done away with it long ago.
· You make the familiar and oft repeated
assertion, "There is no substitute for a full
6 months' training course * * *" but I
note you fail to document this in any way,
so I am forced to conclude that the statement
is merely drawn from the air.
So far as to what basic trainin·g is, I asked
Secretary of the Army Frank Pace for a definition, and Col. R. C. Bing, Deputy Chief for
Operations, replied for him. Colonel Bing's
letter reads:
"The Army does not use the term 'basic
training' in an official sense and the term is
not defined in Special Regulations 320-5-1
'(dictionary of the United States Army
terms). As used informally and unofficially.
the term ordinarily is understood to refer to
the 16 weeks of the individual training which
each new soldier receives.
"The new soldier first receives 8 weeks of
individual training in basic subjects common
to all the arms and services: This first phase
of training is called Basic Combat Training.
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I quote from Training Memorandum No. 1,
published by the OfH.ce, Chief of Army Field
Forces, dated January 31, 1952:
" ' ( 1 )· Basic combat training:
" .'(a) Indoctrinates an individual without
prior military training with a common back·
ground of fundamental military knowledge.
"'(b) Conditions him mentally and physi•
cally, to take his place in combat as an in·
fantryman; to fight as a member of a rifle
squad; and, using his personal resources of
weapons; initiative, and courage, to with·
stand successfully the pressure imposed upon
him by enemy infiltration tactics, guerilla
operations, and unorthodox methods.
" •(c) Develops elementary applicatory
skills designed to prepare him for advanced
individual training.'
"After completing the 8 weeks' training,
the new soldier is then given 8 weeks of ad·
vanced training. This phase of training 18
called advanced individual training. I
again quote from Training Memorandum
No.1:
"'(2) Advaneed individual training: Ad·
vanced individual training prepares the
basically trained soldier to function effec·
tively as an individual or as a member of a
small team, and fosters development of
leader and instructor potentialities. · It proVides training in those specialties in which
experience and basic occupational specialty
training are prerequisites, and provides qualification in required military occupational
epecialties (MOS) .'"
I approve very much of your suggestions
for the improvement of H. R. 6860 and I
will appreciate the further reaction to these
amendments as enclosed.
On the basis of the very little publicity
which this plan has received, our office has
received countless letters commenting
favorably on this type of plan, some of these
from people with long experience in the field
of military training, education, and national
defense. On the basis of this response, I
believe that a high school ROTC substitute
plan for the Commission's universal military training plan has merit, and I believe
the American people will accept such a form
of training where the military is ·rorced to
cooperate with our existing civlllan educational system rather than a plan where our
young men will be turned ov~r to the mllltary for a 6 months' indoctrination which
includes subjects which the public will not
trust the military to teach.
Respectfully,
CHARLES B. BROWNSON.

What Old Glory Means to Me
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK T. BOW
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. BOW. Mr. Speaker, the American
Legion of Ohio annually sponsors an essay contest among high school students
in the State of Ohio, the topic of which
is always some phase of our American
heritage.
This year, that topic was What Old
Glory Means to Me. A student in my
district, Irma Kreider, of Wooster, Ohio~
was the tenth grade winner. Miss Kreider wrote a stirring essay, so capably expressing the meaning of Old Glory, that
I am including in the RECORD:
WHAT OLD GLORY MEANS TO ME

(By Irma Kreider)
As the sun poured forth its last rays and

disappeared in a sea of brilliant color.

Old

Glory was lowered and the Color Guard dismissed. As I left the solemn group I heard
an impatient voice and the words, "Why
do we waste our time paying tribute to a
piece of cloth of ordinary colors and a design of stars and stripes?"
The question had been stated and the answers that run through my mind could be
brought together in one statement, for to
me, Old Glory is the symbol of that which
has made, is making, and will make our
country; the symbol of those things which
have been a part, are a part, and ever will
be a part of the American way of life.
It is the symbol of the bright red barn
and country home settled among the prosperous fields; the symbol of the peaceful
country lane and the noisy thoroughfares
of the thriving metropolis. It stands for our
right to enjoy these things and to speak
freely of our enjoyment of them.
Old Glory is the symbol of the small country chapel, the massive city church, the cathedral, the temple, and my right to choose
my faith and worship in that faitp..
Even more than these things, Old Glory
ts the symbol of people, their lives, and their
deeds. More than the symbol of Washi:p.g ..
ton, Lincoln, Edison, and other famous men,
it is the symbol of the farmer, ever working
with the forces of nature; the corner grocer
trying to make enough to keep his family
from hunger; the prosperous businessman;
and even the bewildered immigrant, striving
to understand our way of life and to become
a part of it.
Last, and most important to me, Old Glory
is the symbol of my opportunities as an
American youth. It stands for the strength
of the past, the opportunities and freedoms
of the present, and the hope for the future.
Take a look at the things and people I've
mentioned; at Mr. Jones, the grocer, and at
Old Glory unfurled against a sky of blue.
These are the things which make it possible
tor me to pay tribute to Old Glory-the -symbol of "one nation indivisible, with liberty
and justice for all."

Four Services?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. TEAGUE. Mr. Speaker, the
Members of this House will recall that
during the debate on the Marine Corps
bill, S. 677, much was said regarding the
creation of a fourth service. For that
reason I wish to include an editorial appearing in the New York Herald Tribune for May 19 entitled "Four Services?"
FOUR SERVICES?

As an expression of confidence in the
United States Marine Corps, the House vote
on the measure setting a minimum size for
the Corps and giving it a representative on
the Joint Chiefs of Stat! left nothing to be
desired. But as a contribution to military
policy, the debate, the bill and the vote were
all sadly lacking. The slow and uneven
process of unifying the present military services and the difficulty of allocating missions,
weapons and funds to them should have
served as a warning to the Representatives
that they were dealing with a very delicate
matter in according separate status to the
Marines. Nevertheless, most of the Congressmen contented themselves with paeans of
praise for a valiant and efll.cient body of
men-which will certainly be echoed by
every Anrerican, but which have very little
relevance to the point at issue.

The question is not whether the Marines
are an extremely useful organization in their
present relationship to the Navy, but
whether the confusion of creating a fourth
service would be justified. The Senate obviously believes it would not; its own bill
gives the Corps Commandant an advisory
status in the Joint Chiefs, with special powers of appeal to the President and Secretary
of Defense. This makes sense; a fourth
service to compete for the American defense
dollar at a time when it is difll.cult enough
to reconcile the conflicting claims of the
other three does not. It is to be hoped that
the Senate view wlll prevail in committee.

Freedom ·Begins With Faith
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDMUND P. RADWAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. RADWAN. Mr. Speaker, I am
grateful for the many constituents who
contribute their views on issues that
come before the Congress. I want to
pay tribute today to a constituent who
during all the years that I have been i~
public life, has taken upon himself
considerable responsibility in keeping
abreast of the a:tiairs of Government.
Mr. William J. Kunzie, of 34 North
Park Avenue, Bu:tialo, N.Y., has always
taken a keen interest in his local, State,
and Federal Government. He makes it
his duty to express himself to his elected
representatives. Perhaps every Member
here would not be in a position to agree
with the views he shares on all national
issues, but I am sure that upon this one
grave issue we can all agree; and I submit herewith an article which this constituent endorsed and sent to me after it
appeared in the American Weekly of
May 18, 1952:
FREEDOM BEGINS WITH

FAITH

(By George Fielding Eliot)
"Our father's GO(!, to Thee,
Author of liberty,
To Thee we sing.
Long may our land be bright
With freedom's holy light;
. Protect us by Thy might,
Great God, our King." ·
Famlllar words. But how often do we
pause to think seriously and humbly of what
those words really mean? Milfions of young
Americans in our Armed Forces are being
taught to do just that: To stop and thinkto remember our need as a nation for God's
protection in all our doings.
Through the character-guidance program-which has been made an express responsibility of commanders as well as chaplains-all our men and women in uniform
are being reminded that froin the days of
the Pilgram Fathers onward our public in·
stitutions and ofll.cial thinking have always
reflected our faith in God. More, they are
learning that, "apart from a belief in the
existence of God and our dependence on Him,
the thought of freedom is idle fancy, as
beautiful, perhaps, but also as fragile as a
well-blown soap bubble."
The basis of the Armed Forces character
guidance program is the moral philosophy ·
of American freedom as recognized in the
opening paragraphs of the Declaration of Independence.
1. God is the Creator of all men.
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2. Your rights and the rights of your fel·
low men are God-given.
3. As creatUres of God, each of us is equal
to the other in the sight of God. For that
reason each is entitled to the equal protection of the laws.
4. Government is not man's master, but
his servant, chosen by man to protect the
God-given rights of each individual.
5. The whole cause of freedom depends on
divine providence.
These convictions are basic to our whole
theory of liberty. The evidence of this, as
marshaled in the Army-Air Force pamphlet,
Duty-Honor-Country, is memorable.
Every Thanksgiving Day the President o!
the United States calls upon our citizens to
repair to their respective houses of worship
to gt ·e thanks to Almighty God for the
blessings of the year just passed and to im·
plore His protection and benediction in the
year to come.
The sessions of our Congress are opened
with prayer. Our public officials take their
oaths of office in God's sight. We could not
maintain the normal processes of our courts
of justice if it were not for the fact that
jurors and witnesses feel themselves morally
bound by an oath ending with the solemn
words, "So help me, God."
Our silver coins bear the motto, "In God
we trust." On every dollar bill is engraved
the great seal of the United States, with the
motto: "Annuit coeptis"-"He has favored
our undertakings."
Thus throughout our history, and to this
very day, we find the American people publicly acknowledging in 1,000 ways their dependence on God and their responsibilities
toward Him. There has flourished among us
throughout all these years a kind of idealism which is derived from religious truths.
These are perilous days. Our concept of
freedom and of the God-given moral law on
which freedom depends is being savagely
challenged by the leaders of a godless state
who deny the value of religion and morality.
It is a wholesome circumstance that those
who must meet that challenge are being
trained not only in the use of arms, but in
the tenets of that faith in Almighty God
which inspired their forefathers to meet
other challenges.
If the dread day of battle comes to those
• who have made this faith their own, they
will know what they are fighting for. And
they will know, too, that the God in whom
they trust will favor their undertakings.

Developments in Voluntary Health
Insurance
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
0~

NEW YORK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a statement
entitled "Agenda for the Future," by
Louis H. Pink, appearing as the foreword
to the annual report to the members of
the American Hospital Service of New
York, December 1951.
Mr. Pink is chairman of the board of
Associated Hospital Service, New York
City's Blue Cross plan, which is the largest of 88 similar plans in the Nation,
and now insures nearly one-half of the
total population of that area against
unexpected hospital bills.
Mr. Pink's statement discusses significant current developments in voluntary

health insurance, and considers some of
the national problems which confront
Blue Cross. It also reveals some of the
present limitations of existing voluntary
health insurance plans.
It was found, in the report on health
insurance plans in the United States,
prepared for the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare by Dr. Dean A. Clark
and his associates-Senate Report 359that approximately half of our people
are now covered in som~ degree by some
form of voluntary health insurance. Developments affecting the growth of these
plans, their cost, and the degree of protection they afford are of wide public
concern and their reports should be
carefully studied.
Voluntary health insurance plans will
surely be an important component in an
integrated program to meet the health
needs of the Nation but there are many
phases of the problem which cannot be
met by voluntary efforts alone. It is
noteworthy that Mr. Pink, speaking for
the largest Blue Cross plan in the Nation, calls attention to some of these
problems.
Mr. Pink thinks, for example, that we
need more effective organization and integration of government and private
health services, and he discusses the respective roles of government, the medical profession, and voluntary efforts in
serving the public and securing a wider
and more equitable distribution of voluntary hospital and medical services.
There is no clear dividing line, Mr.
Pink points out, between preventive
medicine, for which Government necessarily ~nd properly carries the load, and
curative medicine, promoted largely by
hospitals, private health organizations,
and the medical profession. Moreover,
he says, there is growing emphasis on
extending preventive medicine and integrating it more closely with medical care
for individuals.
To be sure, we are far from disposing
of the controversies which have beset
efforts to solve our health problems, but
this is a thoughtful and constructive attempt to see around the impasses and
reflects an agreeable climate for seeking·
solutions to knotty problems.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
AGENDA FOR THE FuTURE

(A report to 4,923,453 members, Associated
Hospital Service, New York's Blue Cross
Plan)
The most significant development of 1951
was not our continued growth-although we
now number almost 5,000,000 members-but
the necessity for the third rate increase in
our history, which takes effect May 1, 1952.
We postponed our increase in charges as long
as we could, knowing that it creates a real
hardship for many of our subscribers, particularly for older people whose earning
capacities are impaired. It also creates much
additional work for AHS as well as an un·
happy burden of explanation and justification. Although people well know that the
cost of almost all goods and services has risen
steadily during the last 3 years-while our
charges have remained static-many do not
realize that our new rates reflect the accumulated increase in our payments to hospitals.
Had we been able to increase charges gradually, the increase would have been accepted
along with other higher costs. Fortunately,
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our reserves enabled us to carry on for 3
years before increasing rates.
The inflation which has gripped this country and many other parts of the world is an
enemy quite as perilous to our future as a
hostile nation or foreign ideology. Inflation
cheapens our dollar and drastically cuts our
savings, whether in banks, life insurance
policies, or in pensions. As our voluntary
savings shrink the demand for larger Government control and protection swells. Few
want a planned economy with its elimination
of the market place and sound competition,
but, in general, the public fails to realize how
damaging and revolutionary a constantly in·
creasing inflation can be, or to feel any personal responsibility for trying to stop it.
Effective control of inflation can come only
from Washington and adequate measures will
not be taken unless an awakened people insistently demand them.
i
Blue Cross is far more vulnerable to inflation than the traditional insurance companies. We must buy hospital services at
ever rising prices (now almost three times
as high as 10 years ago) while our competitors can pay policyholders in greatly deflated dollars, leaving their members to foot
the balance due the hospital.
Some deplore the increasing competition ·
of insurance companies with Blue Cross, but
competition is good for the public. Insur-·.
ance companies have learned from Blue Cross
that they must make larger allowances to
more nearly cover the cost of hospital care.
Their products have improved because o!
Blue Cross, though they do not yet provide
the nonprofit service pattern and the hospital cooperation which Blue Cross has given
to the public. Blue Cross gains from competition because it is put on its toes by the
insurance companies and is impelled to provide wider and more adequate benefits as
well as more efficient service. The important
thing for the public is that people secure
adequate protection, regardless of which
agency provides it.
,
Some of the 88 Blue Cross Plans have attempted to meet the inflationary spiral by
limiting the amount of service benefits and
substituting a large amount of cash indemnity. We have avoided this, believing that
comprehensive service is our most valuable
asset and that the public needs a service
contract as never before. It is a real achievement that of the 521,356 AHS members who
received benefits during 1951, 250,000 had no
bill to pay for hospital services.
.j
NATIONAL PROBLEMS IN BLUE CROSS

1

Many fundamental problems beset the
Blue Cross movement. There is a wide difference of opinion as to how 88 individual
plans with similar aims but with separate
rates and regulations tailored to local conditions can serve employers and unions
whose workers and members are widely
spread over the United States and who de- ,
mand national coverage on a uniform basis. I
In order to perform a national service, we I
developed a wholly owned Blue Cross
Insurance Co., Health Service, Inc. In
addition a number of plans have through
cooperation with one another developed syndicates to serve a common industry, such '
as steel. Which method is better we do not
yet know. Some Blue Cross plans oppose any
variation of local rules and charges, though
this is necessary if a sound, competitive, national pattern is to be evolved.- Blue Cross
must soon decide whether as a movement
we are basically local, or whether we have
an important national role as well. Although local service will always remain our
primary obligation there is no impelling reason why the plans cannot cooperate in a pro•
gram of national health service and work out
a practical program which will go far to
provide that quality of hospital and medical
care to which this country is entitled, a n d
thus steer us from a compulsory plan such..
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as Great Britain's, where emphasis ts largely
upon quantity rather than quality.
·
A nation with but 6 percent of the world's
population which can produce from 40 to 50
percent of the world's goods can afford health
services in keeping with its economic ability.
To achieve broad, national coverage which
meets the needs of all the people, Blue Cross
plans must rise above local prejudices and
adjust themselves to meet both local and
national conditions. Without vision and cooperation there is but a Umited future for
Blue Cross as an agency for meeting the national need.
EXPERIENCE r.ATING

Another problem perplexing to Blue Cross
plans as they mature is experience rating
on a group basis. Should all employed
groups pay the same rate regardless of their
loss ratios and their cost to o. plan? That
is the ideal. Blue Cross would then be a
genuine community service and all would
get the same benefits at the same pric~.
The difficulty is that some employers with
low loss records, and many union groups,
are unwilling to contribute to the common
pot to the extent necessary to effectuate
such a policy. This is particularly true in
large cities and major industries where very
substantial amounts of subscription income
are involved. Groups with low loss records
admit that Blue Cross is a needed community effort. They are willing to pay their
share of legal reserves, and in addition to
make a reasonable contribution to the community through a free surplus. However,
some insist that their contribution to the
less desirable risks be limited to a reasonable
and definite amount.
The problem is largely one of degree. How
much contribution should these groups make
to other members of Blue Cross who are not
equally good risks? The obvious objection
to some form of experience rating is that if
the groups with lower-than-average experience pay less, those with higher-than-average
experience must pay more. But if we refuse
to consider group experience rating in any
form and lose the better groups to the insurance companies where experience rating
is the customary pattern, the poorer risks
will be even worse off, for we shall not receive anything from the more favorable
groups and shall lose their contribution to
the free surplus maintained for the benefit
of all. It seems not so much a question of
principle as of degree. It would seem the
better part of wisdom to accept a program
which expects a fair contribution for the
safety of all, rather than reject experience
rating altogether and run the risk of losing
groups which contribute much to the surplus and the financial security of Blue Cross.
GROWTH AND VISION

Blue Cross now covers 42,000,000 people in
the United States and Canada. We must
cover more people so that there will be no
need for governmental intervention. It is
equally important to provide a contract
which gives broad benefits and 1s limited
by as few exclusions as possible. Benefits
cannot now be increased in our standard
contract because of our constantly rising
costs and the inability of the public to pay
for larger benefits at this time. But an immediate approach may be made by creating
a broader contract with a higher subscription
rate to be sold to groups which are willing
and able to pay for it. In time, the better
contract may well become the standard contract.
We must not only grow in numbers but
must also improve our product if we are to
fulfill the great hope we have aroused for
effective hospital care adequately distributed
over the Nation. Employers have become Increasingly helpful by providing medical care
:ror people of all incomes through contribution to their employees' insurance in hos-

pital and medical plans. It ts said that
four-fifths of all the working people in this
country are employees. Less than one-fifth
of those who take out Blue Cross contracts
are self-employed or unemployed. Within
the short space of 10 years industry has accepted the philosophy and principle that it
should provide payroll deduction, and, when practical, contribute equitably toward the
cost of protection against hospital and medical bills for its workers. It is apparent that
industrial leaders generally, and even many
unions, prefer a voluntary system within
the control of the public and the locality
rather than a rigid Federal plan such as
exists in Britain and many European countries.
Blue Cross is more than a local hospital
agency; it is the largest voluntary cooperative effort for health in the world. We are
faced with a challenge to bring the best
hospital care to all segments of the population and to cooperate with the medical profession and the private health agencies as
well as Federal, State, and local government
in improving the health pattern and securing comprehensive health service for the
people.
There is no clear dividing line between
preventive and curative medicine. The first
is promoted largely by the United States
Public Health Service and other Government agencies; the second by hospitals, private health organizations, and the medical
profession. There is growing emphasis on
extending preventive medicine and integrating it more closely with medical care for the
Individual.
The controversy between those who want
a compulsory health program and the physicians and voluntary agencies which oppose
it is overstressed. Government necessarily
and properly carries the load in preventive
medicine but it should cooperate more fully
with the medical profession, the hospitals
and voluntary efforts, the States an~ localities. The aid of the Federal Government for
preventative medicine, for the blind, for children, and for public health, is recognized as
essential; yet every proposal for extension of
Government service is apt to be attacked as
socialized medicine. The provision of Fed•
eral funds for the construction and equipment of hospitals is one of the soundest
methods of providing help, and the voluntary hospitals, despite their early appre,hension about this, are now seeking more, rather
than less, of such assistance. Even greater
cooperation and understanding 1s called for
between Government and voluntary and local effort.
The need for unifl.ed effort and closer cooperation applies particularly to relations between the hospitals and the medical profession and among hospitals operating in the
same region. The public will be better
served through their coordination and cooperative effort. Dispute between medical
men, and hospitals as to a proper distinction
between medical care and hospital care tends
to make broad health service difficult or unduly expensive; it is against the public interest.
We need more effective organization and
integration of Government and private
health services. Our Federal Government
can properly and with untold benefit to all,
improve, enrich, and stimulate medi~al care
through grants-in-aid. It can and should
give financial support where necessary, so
that our voluntary medical and hospital
services, already recognized as the best in
quality anywhere in the world, wlll be more
equitably and widely distributed to all the
people of the United States.
We are now citizens of one world and the
c1ay may not be too distant when Blue Cross.
&long with other agencies for health and hospital care, may be able to cooperate with the
:World Health Organization and other agen-

cies of the United Nations. Por the health
and hospital care of this country cannot be
divorced from that of other nations; our
standards of care and administrative "knowhow" may well serve as a pattern for other
nations; and for our part we may learn much
from their accomplishments.
LoUIS H. PINK,
Chairman oj the Boarc!.

America's Stake in the Merchant Marine
EXTENSION OF

RE~KS

OF

HON. CHRISTOPHER C. McGRATH
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 271 1952

Mr. McGRATH. Mr. Speaker, the
Secretary of Commerce, the Honorable
Charles Sawyer, made a great contribution to a better understanding of our
merchant marine. His address before
the Propeller Club on Thursday evening,
May 22, 1952, is further evidence of his
broad and comprehensive knowledge of
the problems that beset America. I
deem it a privilege, under leave to extend
my remark~ in the RECORD, to include
his address:
We Americans take for granted feats which
would astound most other peoples of the
world. Such a feat was recently accomplished, although only a few of our citizens
were aware of it.
The outbreak of war 1n Korea created a
tremendous demand for additional shipping
1n the Pacific to carry arms and supplies and
troops, while in the Atlantic a similar demand arose for vessels to carry expanded
shipments of coal, grain, and military equipment to our European allies. Within weeks
after the Korean outbreak we had taken 150
Victory ships out of the mothball fleet, found
the officers and seamen to man them, and
put them in service. Subsequently, 550 Liberty ships were brought into service. Within •
a year and a half we literally doubled the
tonnage of dry cargo and passenger ships
collectively operated by our major steamship
companies.
To millions of Americans who do not even
see a ship from one year to the next, our sea
power is a matter of remote interest. On
Maritime Day we try to tell the American
people about their merchant marine. The
fact is that without a strong, efficient merchant marine we could not support our military forces in time of war. We could not,
for instance, have waged the Korean campaign, we could not carry out our foreignpolicy responsib111ties, and we could not effectively promote our foreign trade.
The sea was the lifeline of the early colonists. It provided them with food and linked
them with their neighbors along the coast
and with the outer world. As the result of
an abundant and free supply of native lumber and natural harbors, shipbuilding became an economic mainstay. In the great
center of Boston alone over 1,000 ships were
built in a 40-year period, beginning with
1676.
Fishing became a large-scale industry of
the. colonies, with great New England fleets
spread out across the northern fishing
grounds. Eighteenth-century America also
gave birth to the whaling industry which at
the time of the Revolution boasted a fleet of
800 vessels and performed a valiant and essential service in the Revolutionary War.
Since there was no Navy, merchant ships and
fishing schooners were fitted out with arms,
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and t aken over by the Government, or authorized to sall as privateers. With legendary skill and daring these ships captured
vital supplies and weapons and c~t heavily
into British trade. In 1778 alone over 700
British ships fell to American privateers.
There followed a period in which unprotected American shipping, harassed by warring n ations in Europe and by fierce foreign
competit ion, was forced to seek trade in distant waters. In 1789 the first American
ship voyaged to China. The success of this
venture led to the development of a thriving
west coast trade.
Continuing foreign interference and restrictions led Presidents Washington, Adams,
Jefferson, and Madison to urge Government
support for the merchant fleet.
In 1798, to meet serious French attacks
upon our shipping, the Congress created a
Navy Department under which the frigates
Consti tution, Constellation, and United
States and other warships were sent to sea
to guard American merchant ships. These
warships effectively persuaded the French
in 1801 to notify the United States Government that they were ready to respect the
neutrality of our ships.
England continued to discriminate against
American shipping. During her war with
Napoleon she stopped our ships at sea and
Impressed American seamen into her Navy.
In 1812 the United States declared war under the battlecry of "Free Trade and Sallors'
Rights." Again privateers became the backbone of our naval power. Our 500 privateers
captured some 1,300 prizes, and ln winning
this war we established the principle of freedom of the seas, and increased the respect
of foreign nations for our shipping and our
rights as a Nation.
The following 40 years saw a great expansion of our merchant shipping. In 1819 the
American ship Savannah made the first successful crossing of the Atlantic using steam
and sail. We celebrate today the anniversary of her departure. It was during the
1840's that the swift and beautiful clipper
ships went to sea. Some of the Yankee clippers logged as much as 18 and 19 knots, considerably faster than most cargo steamers
travel today.
Despite the stimulus of the clippers, American seapower by mid-nineteenth century
was heading Into troubled waters. The Civil
War struck our merchant shipping a crippling blow. Sinkings, blockaded ports, postwar high prices, high tariffs, taxation-all
led to a decline of trade and shipping. The
discovery of petroleum ln 1859 had hurt the
whaling industry. Scant steel production,
plus inadequate governmental aid for shipbuilding, hampered the development of
steam-propelled iron ships.
American Interest gradually shifted from
•he sea to the exploration of the West, and
our shipbuilders turned to building prairie
schooners for westward migration.
By the close of the nineteenth century,
we had only one trans-Atlantic shipping line
in operation. It was clear that we did not
have the merchant marine strength required
for national security. During the brief 4month Spanish-American War in 1898, we
had to buy foreign shipping to meet our
small wartime needs. When Theodore Roosevelt sent our Navy around the world in 1908,
we hired foreign merchant ships to supply
our fleet.
At the outbreak of World War I we ourselves had only enough ships to carry about
one-tenth of our trade. Ships of the warring nations were withdrawn from peacetime operations, cutting off raw materials
from foreign countries. When we entered
the war in 1917, we were caught drastically
short and had to borrow over a mlllion tons
of cargo shipping from Great Britain.
A board set up under the Shipping Act of
1916 organized the Emergency Fleet Corpo-

ration ln 1917 to carry out a building program. There were at that time 37 yards
building steel vessels and 24 yards building
wooden ships. By Armistic;e Day there were
341 shipyards. Our shipbuilding industry
had become the greatest in the world. Altogether, the World War I Emergency Fleet
Corporation built 2,318 vessels.
By 1928, however, the Government had
sold 1,164 cargo and other ships to private
operators, mostly at a great loss. The emergency fleet of World War I, built in great
haste with little thought of postwar use,
finally contributed little toward a strong
merchant marine.
By 1936, as the signs of an approaching
world war were clear for all to see, our merchant marine was again floundering. We
were fourth among the six leading maritime nations in tonnage, and our ships were
old and slow. Under the leadership of
Franklin Roosevelt, the American people were
awakened to their danger. Congress passed
the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, often called
the Magna Carta of the Merchant Marine.
This act established the United States Maritime Commission to develop a merchant fleet
adequate for the Nation's commercial and
defense needs. It also established under the
Commission the United States Maritime
Service and the ·Merchant Marine Cadet
Corps to train merchant seamen and officers.
The Commission recommended that instead of launching a spectacular shipbuilding
program, 50 new cargo ships shoul.d be built
each year over a 10-year period. These ships
were to be the finest, fastest, safest ships on
the sea and were to have certain national
defense · features. The Commission was authorized to grant subsidy payments to private ship operators to cover the difference in
construction costs between building new
ships in American shipyards as compared
with the estimated cost of building them in
foreign shipyards. It was also authorized
to pay the cost of any features incorporated
in the ships for national defense uses.
As the long-range shipbuilding program
got underway in 1939, Europe was plunged
into war. We undertook an emergency program and built 185 new ships in the next 2
years. After Pearl Harbor we were forced not
only to build for our own needs but to make
good the huge submarine losses of our allies.
We accepted initially the slow 10-knot Liberty ship previously developed to meet the
war needs of Great Britain as a basic model
of our shipbuilding program. Fortunately,
we were gradually able to introduce into the
program the new and faster Victory ships and
to continue building the basic long-range
C types.
When the war ended, we once more had
a vast fleet of merchant vessels. From 1942
through 1945. our shipyards had turned out
over 5,500 oceangoing vessels. In September
1939 we owned not quite one-seventh of the
world's ocean tonnage in merchant vessels of
over 1,000 tons. We had slightly more than
one-third of the British Empire's tonnage.
By the end of June 1946 we owned one-half
of the world's tonnage and twice that of
the British Empire.
We had built 2,710 Liberty ships, 531 Victory ships, 523 T-2 tankers, and numbers of
other types. To reestablish private ownership and operation, a ship-sales program was
undertaken. Congress, in the Merchant Ship
Sales Act of 1946, authorized the Maritime
Commission to sell the surplus ships. The
act set minimum sales prices and specified
that American nationals should have the
first opportunity to buy the better and faster
models. All in all, 1,956 ships were sold
under this act, of which 1,113 were for foreign-flag operations and 843 for Americanflag operation. They were sold at a net
price of over $1,700,000,000, which represented a 25-percent return o! the . original
1nvestment.

As a result of occasional headlines concerning cases where seemingly huge profits
were made on the resale of surplus ships, the
public may have an entirely erroneous impression of the whole ship-sales program.
As a matter of fact, the return on the original construction costs of the ships actually
sold represents one of the best records of
the entire war surplus disposal program.
Since almost all these ships had seen hard
wartime service and the bulk of them were
slow, outmoded Liberties, the return has
been uniformly high.
In selling these ships to foreign nations,
we reconclled our foreign aid responsibilities
and obligations with our own need to maintain a healthy merchant fleet. It was implicit in this policy that we were building
up prospective competitors-a procedure
without parallel ln history.
Congress terminated the sales of surplus
ships to fqreign nations at the point where
European shipping tonnage neared its prewar levels and new ship construction in
Europe was on the upswing. Congress also
stipulated that 50 percent of all foreign aid
cargoes must be carried in American ships.
We began this year owning about one-third
of the world's gross ocean tonnage and led
all other nations in tonnage by a substantial
margin. Over-all, the 12 countries of the
European Recovery Program stood about at
their prewar strength, having gained over
10,000,000 tons of shipping since 1946.
We now have an active fleet of 1,900 ships
including 600 ships from the Governmentowned fleet. Our present reserve fleet of
seagoing vessels, 1,000 gross tons and over,
numbers about 1,450, bringing the total to
some 3,350 ships.
Despite the magnificent accomplishments
of the merchant marine, we have no ground,
for complacency.
Our agtive, privately
owned merchant fleet is middle-aged, and
our reserve fleet is slow, vulnerable and obsolescent. We need a flow of new fast tankers,
passenger ships, and dry cargo ships.
Let us hope the American people have
learned the lessons of the past-that they
will never again permit our merchant marine
to run down, and confront us again with
the strain and waste of hllge stop-and-go
shipbuilding programs in response to future
crises.
Some recent actions taken by the Government deserve mention.
Early in the Korean hostilities it became
clear that we needed administrative machinery to handle cargo shipping demands in
the event that Korea exploded into a global
war. In March 1951 the National Shipping
Authority was created under the Maritime
Administration to fill this need. It is a
going organization working closely with private industry, with the background and experienc·e to operate effectively under conditions of full mobilization.
A significant accomplishment of last year
was the start of construction of 35 entirely
new dry-cargo ships to be known as the
Mariner class. Several of these ships have
already been launched. They incorporate
special defense features, and are the finest
and fastest dry-cargo ships afloat-our modern equivalent of the Yankee clippers. The
Mariner ships are being built directly by the
Government under a congressional appropriation, and will be sold to private shippers
if defense considerations permit.
We have an urgent and continuing need
for tankers to fuel and oil the industrial
machine of the United States and its customers abroad. Remarkable progress is being
made by private enterprise toward meeting
this need. Fifty-nine big new tankers are
now on order or under construction. In addition to these big 16-knot ships, we should
have some 20-knot tankers to support our
Navy. We can also see ahead a growing
need for fast oceangoing ore carriers to
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bring us from overseas the strategic raw materials which daily grow more vital to our
commerce and security.
Shortly after the end of the war a great
effort was made to promote construction of
new passenger ships under laws which permitted the Government to compensate for
the lower building costs in foreign yards.
Contracts for six large passenger vessels were
let. Three of these, at the request of the
Department of Defense, are being completed
as troop carriers for the military. Two of
them, the Independence and the Constitution, are now at sea. Just last week the
sixth--our new superliner, the S. S. United
States-the largest passenger ship ever built
in this country, and the most modern in the
world-began sea trials before a Maritime
Administration survey board.
At this point I should like to say that the
Maritime Administration and the Federal
Maritime Board, which are now responsible
for administering Government shipping activities, have been models of efficiency. I
am proud of these agencies. They were
created within the Department of Commerce
upon the abolition of the Maritime Commission in May 1950. In addition to meeting the Korean shipping crisis with great
success, they have cleaned up a huge backlog
of business and are operating on a nearly
current basis.
Mention of subsidies brings to mind a vast
slush fund, guaranteeing fantastic profits to
our shippers, and giving them an unfair
advantage over foreign competitors. We
have two distinct types of subsidies-construction and operating differential. The
effect is not to guarantee a profit to any shipper, but to place our shippers on a basis of
parity with foreign shippers. Other nations
·subsidize their shipping. Other nations
have lower construction costs and lower
operating, particularly labor, costs. The
purpose of our subsidies is to start American
shippers on an even footing with their foreign competitors. Whether they succeed or
fail in business is entirely up to them.
The Government also pays, as it should,
for special defense features, for which there
may be no commercial justification. Moreover, shippers receiving subsidy aid-parity
payments might be a better term-enter a
contractual arrangement with the Government in which they agree to provide certain
specified services. The law also provides
for the repayment of operating subsidies out
of profits.
The over-all cost .t o the Government of
construction subsidies since they were authorized in 1936 has totaled about $350,000,000, contributing to the construction of 258
ships. Operating subsidies before the war
averaged out to about $5,000,000 a year, and
since the war to an estimated $30,000,000
yearly.
The only construction subsidies granted
since the war have been for the building of
the six passenger ships mentioned a moment
ago.
I have noted over the years our tendency
to make a big fuss about relatively minor
expenditures and ignore or gloss over or
take with a certain broad philosophy expenditures of far greater magnitude. No
one in Government is more anxious than I to
operate economically and to see the taxpayers' money saved. I think, however, I
should on this occasion point out that our
expenditures on our merchant marine,
Viewed from the standpoint of its importance
and compared with the amounts we spend
elsewhere, have been extremely modest.
For example, we spent over $326,000,000
in the 3 years of 1948 through 1950 in support of the price of potatoes--almost as much
as we spent on our entire ship construction
subsidies since 1936.
We have given away to other nations
Iince July 1, 1945, sixty times the amounts

we have spent in construction subsidies · on
our own merchant marine since 1936. To
date, European countries have been enabled
as a result of the Marshall plan to build
up their merchant and fishing fleets with
counterpart funds equivalent to $120,000,000.
In addition, we have given these countries
millions of dollars worth of specific items
Which have ultimately gone into their shipping and shipbuilding industries. It is possible that we have given free as much to
European shipping and shipbuilding in 4
years as we have spent on our own shipbuilding in 16 years.
Federal aid to our highway systems ha~
averaged about $500,000,000 per year. In
1946 Congress authorized the building of
airports to cost $520,000,000. We have spent
almost $200,000,000 a year during the last
S years on harbors, rivers, dams, etc., and
from 300 to 400 million dollars a year on
flood-control projects. It can hardly be said
that we have gone overboard in aid to our
merchant marine.
Sharp controversy has arisen about the
terms of sale of the two liners now in service and the new superliner, involving differences of opinion as to how the basic law
should be interpreted, and how ·much subsidy the Government sho\lld pay.
I myself must decide in the very near future what will be done about the two ships
S. S. Constitution and S. S. Independence,
now in service, and the S. S. United States
about to begin its commercial runs this coming July. I would like, if I may, to explain
to you my problem, although the contracts
covering construction subsidies were made
not by me, nor anyone under me, but by the
Maritime Commission, which passed out of
existence 2 years ago.
American Export Lines, Inc., many months
ago agreed to a redetermination of the subsidies for the Constitution and the Inde.
pendence on condition that if the redetermination was unsatisfactory to them they
could refuse to take the ships. After an exhaustive study, the Maritime Administration
came up with different allowances than the
former Maritime Commission, and the Maritime Administration has stated that, based
upon these new figures, the law would require
an additional payment by the American Ex.
port Lines if these ships were finally relased
to that company.
While American Export has not given its
final word and has been permitted an extension of time for doing so, we must face
the possibility that they may say that they
cannot afford to, assume this additional burden and will be forced to turn the ships
back to the Government. What do we do
about it? We are now trying to get out of
the shipping business in connection with
the American President Lines, and certainly
shouldn't get into it somewhere else. American Export Lines, having operated the ships,
will have the advantage over any other bid·
der. Furthermore, the Merchant Marine Act
now prohibits the sale of these ships for less
than their estimated foreign constr.u ction
cost estimated as of t:Q.e date of their original construction contract. · You will be
happy to know that a subcommittee of the
House Committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, hea.ded by Congressman JoHN F.
SHELLEY, of California, has agreed to undertake an objective study of this problem.
The contract with the United States Lines
has been questioned by the Comptroller General who has been making a laudable and
continuing effort to see that Uncle Sam's
money isn't wasted. My own chief legal adviser and the General Counsel of the Maritime Administration have stated that they
believe this contract to be a valid and binding one. I have asked the Attorney General for an opinion, which he has declined
to give. My problem has been to decide
whether or not to go through with a con-

tract made a number of years ago by the
Maritime Commission which my counsel
tells me is binding, or refuse to go through
with it and find myself with the superliner
on my .hands. It seems to me wise to go
through with the contract rather than be
saddled with a ship which I cannot run and
a lawsuit which I cannot win. I hope you
will feel that my decision is a sound and
proper one.
Most of you have seen the picture of the
steamship United States as she began her
trial run last week. I'm sure you had the
same thrill which I received as I realized
that the United States has, and is, the fastest and finest passenger ship afloat. It
should be a source of great pride to us in
time of peace and a great help in time of
war.
It is clear that the security and the economic well-being of the Nation, including
the landlocked Middle West as well as our
East, West, and Gulf Coast States, depend
directly upon a strong and stable merchant
marine. If we allow ourselves again to be
heavily dependent upon foreign shipping.
we will, when the next crisis arises, be without the means to bring in imports of vital
materials or to transport our troops to the
places where they could defend us. In the
present state of the world that could well
be fatal.

The Skunk River Basin Project
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. KARL M. LeCOMPTE
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. LECOMPTE. Mr. Speaker, in the
Fourth District of Iowa farmers along
the Skunk River have appealed for
assistance in working out a fiood-control
program to protect the acreage on both
sides of this river that is under constant
threat of fioods. The good Iowa soil
is depended upon to produce food for the
world, and soil conservation is at all
times uppermost in the minds of our
farmers. There is widespread interest
in the Skunk River Basin project, and
under unanimous consent to extend my
remarks in the RECORD, I include a letter
addressed to the Congress of the United
States of America by the Chamber of
Commerce at Colfax, Iowa, urging the
construction of two :flood-control dams
in the Skunk River watershed as well
as an allocation of funds for a soil-conservation program:
COLFAX CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

To

Colfax, Iowa, May 20, 1952.
the Congress of the United States of
America:

We appeal to the Congress to approve the
proposal and provide the necessary funds to
construct the two flood-control dams on
the upper Skunk River and Squaw C'reek in
the Skunk River watershed as recommended
by the Corps of Army Engineers.
· We also appeal to the Congress to provide
funds to the Soil Conservation Service to
complete surveys and to prepare recommendations for flood and erosion control on the
uplands of the Skunk River watershed. We
further urge the allocation of funds for an
increased soil-conservation program and for
the installation of those flood-control measures beyond the ability of the individual
landowne!'s.
COLFAX CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
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The Very Reverend Wilfrid J. Dufault, that produced the world-famous American priest, the Reverend Leopold Braun,
A. A.
of New Bedford, Mass., who was staEXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

tioned for 12 years at Moscow as pastor
of the only evangelical Christian church
in the Soviet Union. The · Assumption
Father who now holds that post, the
Reverend John 0. A. Brassard, of Leominster, Mass., is presently in Moscow,
but to the shame of the Soviet Government, he is not permitted to conduct his
priestly functions.
As North American provincial of the
order since 1947, Father Dufault has
made an unusual and conspicuous record, which holds great promise for the
continued expansion of his organization.
I am happy to join his ·many friends
in giving him my heartiest congratulations upon the great honor which has
been so deservedly paid him and to express my sincere hope that his future
service to the order and humanity will be
marked with even greater achievement,
success, and happiness.
Father Dufault is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Etienne Dufault, constituents of
mine residing at 33 Clark Street, Spencer, Mass., and his brother, another outstanding son of the church, is Rev. Antonio Dufault, stationed at Three Rivers,
Mass., in my district.

Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Speaker, I was
gratified today to learn of the designation of my dear and valued friend, Very
Rev. Wilfrid J. Dufault, A. A., to be
the superior general of the famous religious order of the Augustinians of the
Assumption with headquarters at Rome.
Father Dufault is the first American
chosen for this exceptionally high ecclesiastical honor~ As the head of this
order great new responsibilities will devolve' upon him as the policy-making
and administrative leader of an order
that has traditionally' produced leaders
of extraordinary ability, wisdom, and
piety.
The Franco-American people in my
district are especially interested in
Father Dufault, and greatly pleased
with his elevation to this very high post.
Born in Spencer, Mass., the new superior general joined the Assumption Order
at an early age, and because of his zeal,
grace industry, and capacity, enjoyed a
Proposed Immigration Legislation
meteoric rise to posts of increasing responsibility. At the age of 44, Father
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Dufault is the youngest superior general
OF
of his order, as well as the first American to be so chosen.
HON.HERBERTH. LEHMAN
Ordained in Rome where he had purOF NEW YORK
sued his theological studies, he holds a.
IN
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special doctorate in theology from Lavel
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University in Quebec. Outstanding as
a student and an instructor as well as a
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I hava
writer and lecturer of note, because of at hand a number of letters and telehis very distinctive administrative abili- grams I have received in regard to the
ty he was named as president of As- immigration legislation recently pending
sumption College, Worcester Mass .• before the Senate, including both the
where his brief administration was McCarran bill, S. 2550, and the Hummarked by progressive achievement in phrey-Lehman bill, S. 2842. I ask unanibuilding up the size of the college and mous consent that these communications
strengthening its curriculum and teach- be printed in the appendix of the RECORD.
ing staff. Under his leadership, AssumpThere being no objection, the letters
tion realized and reaped the fruits of and telegrams were ordered to be printed
the years of devoted labor service con- in the RECORD, as follows:
tributed by his predecessors and their
NEW YoRK, N. Y., May 21, 1952.
faithful associates.
Senators HERBERT H. LEHMAN and IRVING IVES.o
Many of the graduates of this fine inSenate Office Bui lding, Washington, D. C.
stitution have become leaders in the
DEAR SENATORs: Careful study of the two
church in law, in medicine, in profes- proposed immigration bills convinces us that
sional iife, in the business world, and in Senate bill 2842 as introduced by Senators
HUMPHREY, LANGER, LEHMAN, and 10 other
the public service. .
represents a much more far-sighted
In assuming his new post, Father Du- Senators
and judicious approach and
fault will become the spiritual and ad- statesmanlike,
a basis for a wiser strategic policy designed
ministrative superior of a famous reli- to advance the national interest and worldgious family, which numbers over 2,000 wide influence of the United States with
members spread throughout 22 different part icular reference to her present battle for
countries, in 19 colleges, 11 seminaries, men's minds and souls. As a patriotic organization we sincerely pray that you choose
20 apostolic schools, 8 novitiates, 5. orphanages, and 500 parishes, together the Humphrey bUl as pasts for the pending
with managerial and general supervision . legislation.
CHINESE BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
of the well-known Maison de La Bonne
Presse of Paris, publisher of 20 weekly
NEW YORK, N. Y., May 21, 1952.
and monthly magazines in addition to
HERBERT LEHMAN,
the famous publication, La Croix, the Senator
Senate Office Bui lding,
largest Catholic daily newspaper in the
Washington, D. C.:
world.
We officers and members of Pakistan
Many members of the House will re- League of America, many of us veterans who
call that it was the Assumption Order servecl 1n United States Armed Forces, wish
XCVIII-App.--209
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to go on recorcl ln support of your and Senator Humphrey's bill. The Lehman-Humphrey blll 1s the voice of that America we
and democratic Asia love, and our American.
born wives and our children join us in praying for your success. God bless you.
lBRAmM CHOUDRY,
Pakistan League of America.

NEW YoRK, N. Y:, May 21, 1952.
Senator HERBERT LEHMAN,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.:

For your information the following telegram was sent to Senators ERNEST McFAR•
LAND, IRviNG IvEs, and PAT J.l,:lcCARRAN:
"The welfare and health council's committee on services to new immigrants In New
York City, a city-wide coordinating group
representing sectarian and nonsectarian
services, has studied McCarran omnibus bill
(S. 25.50) and in the light of questionable
feature and inadequacies requests further
consideration of immigration and naturalization policies involved before this blll Is
voted upon. Committee considers it most
undesirable for certain aspects of the blll to
be written into law without benefit of further · discussions and information."
RAYMOND M. Hn.LIARD,
Executive Director, Welfare and Health
Council of New York City.

NATIONAL JEWISH
YOUTH CONFERENCE,
New York, N. Y., May 21, 1952.

Hon. HERBERT LEHMAN,
Senate Office Building,
.
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: I am attaching a copy of a
letter which was sent to Senator RoBERT c.
HENDRICKSON, Senator H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
Senator ERNEST McFARLAND, and Senator
IRVING IVEs on behalf of the National Jewish
Youth Conference in support of the Hum.
phrey-Leh,man immigration bill.
The National Jewish Youth Conference is a
permanent Nation-wide youth body representing more than 300 local councils and 10
national Jewish youth organizations, and is
the largest and most representative body of
organized Jewish youth in the United States.
Personally, I think it extremely fitting that
American-Jewish youth speak out against
the McCarran-Walters bill and in support of
your legislation. Please feel free to use this
letter in any way that you see fit.
With my kindest personal regards and_best
wishes, I am,
Sincerely yours,
SELDON M. KRUGER.
MAY 21, 1952,

Hon. RoBERT C. HENDRICKSON,
Senate Office Buliding,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: At a point in history when
the United States has a greater stake than
ever before in winning friends for democracy
in lands overseas, this country stands in
imminent danger of having many of our
protestations turned into mockery-and
this by congressional action.
The racist, antialien, and narrowly conceived McCarran immigration bill is scheduled to come up for discussion In the Senate
next week. The House equivalent of this
measure, the Walter bill, passed by a vote of
206 to 68 on April 25. Should the McCarranWalter omnibus immigration legislation succeed in becoming basic law, the Congress will
be responsible for abandoning some of this
country's finest traditions and disheartening
freedom-loving individuals behind the iron
curtain and elsewhere in the world to whom
the United States is a symbol of liberty and
freedom.
In the words of Senator Pat McCarran's
Judiciary Committee dissenting minority,
this legislation is an "exclusion" bill, many
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provisions of which "run counter to our
democratic traditions of justice and equity,"
and which is based "on the assumption that
immigration is a source not of strength, but
of weakness."
This assumption is undoubtedly responsible for the provision in the McCarran and
Walter bills underscoring the offensive
principle that ancestry, and not place of
origin, determines eligibility for admission
to the United States. The measures would
not only continue existing discrimination
against racial and nationality groups, but
would add new discriminatory provisions.
Again, the McCarran-Walter measures perpetuate the inequitable and rigid features
of our quota system by continuing the waste
of at least half of our allowable quota numbers. Some countries have large annual
quotas which ere never fully used, and as a
result, over the years only about one-half of
the total annual quota of 154,000 visas has
ever been used. The bills would also continue to use 1920 as the base year for computing quotas, ignoring the fact that during
the past 30 years the composition of our population has changed, with greater proportional numbers coming from southern and
eastern Europe.
The bills would further restrict immigration into this country of desirable potential
citizens by eliminating from the class of
quota-exempt immigrants such groups as
professors, and by establishing new and difficult literacy requirements for victims of
racial persecution.
.
So many new, unreasonable, and arbitrary
bases are provided for deportation and exclusion, and so many provisions distinguishing between native-born and naturalized
citizens are written into the McCarranWalter bills that they come ominously close
to setting up a second-class citizenship.
The foregoing criticisms of the McCarranWalter bills, it should be underscored, are
by no means complete; they represent just a
number of the more outrageous ~haracter
istics of this legislation. At the same time.
it is worth pointing out that the Senate has
an alternative bill, the Humphrey-Lehman
measure, which is consonant with the :numane traditions of our country and our
national welfare.
On behalf of the National Jewish Youth
Conference, which is a permanent Nationwide youth body representing more than 300
local youth and young adult councils, 8
regional councils, and 10 national Jewish
yout}) organizations, I want to urge that you
support the Humphrey-Lehman bill.
The Humphrey-Lehman bill provides for
the pooling of unused quotas, eliminate
racially discriminatory provisions in immigration legislation, uphold American principles of justice by providing for adequate
judicial review of administrative decisions,
would fully maintain national security
through reasonable safeguards, and would
substitute 1950 for 1920 as the base year for
quota computation, thus removing many
inequities.
The defeat of the McCarran bill is of
utmost importance.
.
I am looking forward to hearing from you
on this matter.
Kindest regards.
Sincerely,
SELDON M. KRUGER.
THE NEW YORK BOARD OF RABBIS,
New York, N. Y., May 23, 1952.

Han. HERBERT H. LEHMAN,
Senate Office Bui lding,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR LEHMAN: The New York
Board of Rabbis, which embraces the orthodox, conservative, and reform rabbinate of
the St a t e of New York, and ministers .to
2,400,000 citizens of the Jewish faith, unanimously expresses its firm and unalterable
opposition to .the McCarran bill (S. 2550) because of its inhumane and discriminatory

provisions. In this period of world unrest
the McCarran bill, if enacted into law, wlll
add to the distress and insecurity of the free
world.
The New York Board of Rabbis endorses
Instead the Humphrey-Lehman bill (S. 2842).
Sincerely yours,
Rabbi MORRIS M. GOLDBERG,
President.

correct amount needed. But we are sure
that the amount set in the House-approved
bill is inadequate and will handicap the
whole western defense program.
The House measure now goes to the Senate. We trust the Senators will give serious
consideration to the consequences of the
House cuts. To be sure, they should practice economy, but they should also recognize
that trimming which goes too far is the
surest way to lose our allies on one side and
to encourage our enemies on the other.

Mutual Security Act of 1952
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Constitution of Puerto Rico

HON. GEORGE A. SMATHERS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

. OF FLORIDA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an edi·
torial entitled "We Need Sensible Trimming," published in the Tampa Tribune
of Ma.~ :.:6. 1952.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
WE NEED SENSIBLE TRIMMING
There is little doubt that thoughts of
November guided the voting of many Congressmen who agreed to pare $1,700,000,000
from the President's over-all request of
$7,900,000,000 for the foreign-aid program.
Some voters figure that any slashes in
appropriations-no matter how, when, or
where achieved-are desirable. But there
is a point at which economy ceases to be
prudent. In other words, heavy slashes
may cost us far more in the long run than
we may save now. We think the House
was not judicious in slashing the bill some
$700,000,000 more from the amount recommended by its own Foreign Relations Committee.
Particularly unfortunate, we believe, was
the decision to cut nearly $1,000,000,000 from
the $1,600,000,000 originally requested by the
administration for defense support.
Supporters of this drastic reduction said
the proposed economic aid, which was requested mainly to prime the pumps of
European war production. . was swollen.
We're afraid, however, that this election
year "saving," as General Eisenhower ·p ointed
out, will discourage our allies and seriously
weaken Western Europe's ability to produce.
Take one example. France is turning out
a good jet fighter plane, the Mystere, which
is said to be the equal of the Russian MIG-15.
Production of the plane, however, is a
heavy burden on the French economy, and
there has been some indication that France
cannot equip and maintain all the divisions
she has promised and, at the same time,
increase the output of Mysteres without
adequate defense support funds.
Moreover, the even larger reduction in
strict military aid, if finally approved, will
inevitably mean fewer European divisions
for the united western defense force.
It was brought out during committee
hearings on the bill that the annual maintenance cost of any infantry division in the
United States is about $160,000,000 as compared with $50,000,000 for a European division of approximately equal strength. We
pay all of the former and at most a small
part of the latter.
In other words, military aid and defense
support to our allies is the cheapest way o!
building up the military strength of Western Europe. which is to say of ourselves as
well.
We do not contend that the foreign aid
figure requested by President Truman is the
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HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK
0~ THE UNITED STATES

IN THE SENATE

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN . . Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that a very fine editoriu.l from the New York Times of May
27 on the subject of Puerto Rico's constitution be printed in the Appendix of
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
HUMAN RIGHTS IN PUERTO RICO
The Senate committee which is considering the Puerto Rican Constitution should
before this have reported it out favorably, as
the House committee did. This is the sort
of opposition or obstruction to efforts at democracy in Latin America which so puzzles
and disturbs our neighbors to the south.
They read and hear and see us preach democracy to them year in and year out, and
yet when a test case like this comes along
they see democracy being blocked by Senators who care more for commercial interests
in their State or for bugaboos connected
with what they think is socialism.
The Puerto Rican Constitution was carefully and expertly drawn up. It was . voted
overwhelmingly in a free election by the
Puerto Rican people. In order for it to go
into effect it must also be passed by the
American Congress.
President Truman,
nearly a month ago, called on Congress to
approve it.
Governor Mufi.oz-Marin, of
Puerto Rico, came to Washington to urge
passage.
It has been blocked on two counts-one of
them an attack by Senator JoHNSTON, of
South Carolina, to the effect that Governor
Mufi.oz-Marin is developing a dictatorship in
Puerto Rico. This is not to be taken seriously, and apparently has mainly to do with
the difficulties of a South Carolina builder
in Puerto Rico.
The more serious attack comes from a
group of Senators who object to the fact that
the constitution contains a section on human rights, and specifically, in article II,
recognizes the desirability of many social
rights, like education, work, standard of living, food, clothing, and medical care, which
some Senators are confusing with socialism.
The Purto Rican bill of rights happens
to be modeled on the United Nations declaration which the United States supported in
1948. It is not socialistic, and there is an
escape clause in the section, acknowledging
that these are long-range ideals which
Puerto Rico cannot implement today. It will
make an extremely bad impression throughout Latin America if this section on human
rights is expunged from the Puerto Rican
Constitution by North American pressure or
if the constitution as a whole is unnecessarily delayed.
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HON. FRANCIS E. WALTER
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. WALTER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD I include the following talk by the
Very Reverend Hunter Gut~rie,. S. J.,
president of Georgetown Umvers1ty, at
the John Carroll dinner, Mayflower Hotel, on April 26, 1952:
Numerous as this gathering is and important as its personages are, there is missing
one guest who would like to have been invited
and who would certainly have come, were it
possible. In a real sense this dinner is in
his honor, while we in turn are honored by
the deed. The Reverend John Car11oll, S. J.,
is the missing guest and it is the honor we
pay him tonight which brings glory to us, his
sons.
A more realistic reason for inviting him
and one which will appeal to the harassed
financial committee for this a!fair is .John
Carroll's habit of picking up the check for
Georgetown functions. Just 4 days, but
some 140 years .ago, on April 22, 1812, His
Reverence footed the bill for a dinner on the
occasion of one of his visits to the boys. It
amounted to $15.11-pre-Truman dollars, of
course .
. John Carroll was never president, never
dean, not even a teacher in the school he
founded, rather he was Georgetown and
Georgetown, in a sense, took on the qualities of this Prince of Men.
Born on January ·8-a birth date I am
proud to share with him-in 1735 at Upper
Marlboro, Prince Georges County, Md., he
attended the Bohemia Manor School at the
age of 12 to prepare for St. Qmer's. The
next year, "Jacky Carroll," as the Bohemia
register styles him, left for France with his
cousin, Charles Carroll of Carrollton, the sole
Catholic signer of the Declaration of Independence. He was to remain in Europe for
26 years, completing his studies, training !for
the Society of .Jesus and receiving the Sacrament of Orders. TB.e Reverend John Carroll
returned to America 1 year after the suppression of the society he had joined and 1
year before the outbreak of the Ameri~an
Revolution. He spent two quiet years livmg
with his mother at Rock Creek and ministering to the Catholics of the neighborhood.
HiR public life as a great American figure
began in Y. ~Y 1776 when with his cousin
Charles, Benjamin Franklin, and Samuel
Chase, he went to Canada in an unsuccessful
attempt to win French Canadian support for
the Revolution. Six years later in 1782 we
have the first records of his desire to found
a college; which a year later, ill a letter to
his friend, Father Charles Plowden, he describes as "the object nearest my heart." In
the same year at the First Gllneral Chapter of
the Clergy ( 1783-84) he presented his plans
for a college in an informal manner.
With tho end of the Revolution and the
consequent break with Great Britain, ~ohn
Carroll was appointed Prefect Apostollc of
the new American Republic in 1784. Two
years later at the Second General Chapter
of the Clergy he presented his detailed plans
for the college. They concerned mostly the
raising of funds. This is a preoccupation
the college has never abandoned. The tuition was set at £10 a year, payable in advance. This sum took care of the masters books, paper, pens, inlt and firewood
"in' the school"; firewood "for recreation"

was extra. In this modest way, the pernicious practice of "extra fees" was born. We
have bettered the instruction. We now have
13 extra fees.
By 1788 a site was chosen and work begun.
That year Carroll Wl'Ote "A house of 63 or
64 by 50 feet (is) to be built on one of the
most lovely situations that imagination can
frame It will be three stories high, exclusive of the offices under the whole • • • on
this Academy is built all my hope of permanency and success to our holy religion in
the United states." In 1789 the deeds were
transferretl and Georgetown was born.
Carroll's enthusiasm for Georgetown's
setting was shared by William Gaston, the
first student. Writing to his mother in 1791,
he sah:
"A more 'beautiful situation than this in
which the college is, could not be imagined,
on a high hill with a view on one side of the
river, on the other of the town, quite surrounded with trees, and everything that
could make it either beautiful or useful, it
stands as if it were made on purpose for the
erecting of some such building."
I have said that Carroll was Georgetown.
This is true, because having founded it, having been appointed Prefect Apostolic and
later the first Archbishop of the United
States, he never lost interest in his school.
Three years before his death, he wrote to
Georgetown's rector: "Let it be your constant endeavor to awake in your masters a.
passion for study, reading and literary improvement, an acquaintance with the
ancient and modern elementary books of literature and sound criticism, for many useful
methods and instructions are to be gathered
from the latter as well as from the former.
The masters having once caught a passion for
improvement by reading and comparing, they
will infuse the same Insensibly into their
pupils, and teach them to emulate the most
distinguished pupils of other institutions.
Never relax in your attention to the neatness
and cleanUness of the college and the personal neatness of your scholars and to their
diet. I know that it is good in substance but
I fear your cook is deficient.J• The Archbishop had evidently learned something
about French cooking during his years
abroad-or he was giving first voice to the
perennial gripe of the boarder!
I have also said that Georgetown has always shared some of his princely qua lities.
The first I might mention is his Americanism.
Though a Catholic himself and though,
therefore, obliged to seek his own education
in Europe because the Harvards and the Yales
of his time were closed to him, nevertheless,
when he opened his school, he openlld it for
all, regardless of religion. In fact, I wonder
if it cannot be established that our beloved
Georgetown was the firs't school in these
United States which shattered the barriers
of creed as an entrance requirement for a
college education. John Carroll thought
"large" and after him his school soon acquired the habit.
The second quality was greatness born of
tradition.
By this I mean that Carron
hoped that his academy would continue the
great tradition of European education; continue, in other words, the academic tradition of western culture. As we have heard
in his letter to a former rector, Father
Grassi, he looked for the development of
an objective and critical sense in the students of his school. This was the tradition
of the West as opposed to the modern and
liberal tradition, indistinguishable from
communism, of a subjective and voluntaristic viewpoint.
Principles, not expediency, were to guide his training. Prln•
ciples have guided that training ever since.
The third princely quality Georgetown
has inherited from its founder is the priceless ability to mold great men. That quality
stems from the fact that Carroll himself
transcended the confines of_ provincialism

and the static forms of his time. He broke
those forms by actively siding with the
American Revolution and he leveled provincialism by his own broad European experience of 26 years. The men his academy
has produced attest to the Scope of his
wisdom.
Without them the United States would
be poor indeed; without you, whom we
honor tonight--you, the descendants of John
Carroll's giants-this America of ours would
be a sorry land.
We therefore, salute you. We, the unworthy custodians of John Carroll's xnighty
dreams, salute you, the proven and honored
custodians of his hopes. May these honors
you are about to receive stimulat.e and encourage you all to hold aloft the banner
of true American culture which our founder
first unfurled for this Nation.

Larger Social-Security Benefits Under the
Reed Bill, H. R. 7922
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. REED of New York. _Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend heretofore granted,
I am. inserting an editorial which appeared in the Times-Herald of Olean,
N. Y., under date of Ma-y 26, 1952:
SociAL SEcURIT't

For years, .Representative DANIEL A. REED,
of this congressional district, has worked
strenuously to better the lot of our senior
citizens through the operation of an expanded Social Security program.
Now, he has had the satisfaction not only
of seeing his bin-the Reed bill-placed before Congress, but of having his me~ure
and his e1fort:B lauded by House Republlcan
Le.ader JosEPH w. MARTIN, of Massachusetts.
Briefly, here is what Congressman REED'S
bill would do:
It would permit recipients of old-age and
survivors• insurance payments to earn as
much as '$100 a month without losing their
social-security benefits. As the regulations
stand now, such benefit payments are withheld if a person is earning $50 a month or
more.
The bill would raise both the minimum
and maximum amounts that may be paid.
It would increase benefit payments for virtually all retired persons now receiving such
payments by $5 a month or 12% percent,whichever was larger.
And it would provide an increase in 'the
benefit formula which would apply to some
present beneficiaries .and practically all persons who retire in the future.
Men in the armed services would be permitted to build up their social-securi ty
rights while in service; members of State and
local government retirement systems would
be allowed to come into the Federal program; and additional aid to the blind would
be provided.
The progress of the Reed bill during the
present session of Congr.ess :Will be v.:atched
with the keenest anticipatiOn by literally
millions of our older citizens.
That social-security benefits should be
amplified goes without saying. The segment
of our population that has been hardest hit
· by the consistent rise in the cost of human
existence in this country is that which comprises those of our citizens who are f~rced
to get along on small incomes-pens10ns,
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returns f rom limited investments, and
equally limited "on the side" earnings.
Their lot, especially if they own their
homes and have to pay taxes thereon, not
only is a serio:us one, but in many instances a
tragic one. They are actually going without
many of the essentials and virtually all luxuries of life; and an expansion of the socialsecurity program would prove a blessing
indeed.
This newspaper, of course, long has advocated such expansion. It often h as expressed
the belief that there should not be any limit
on what an able-bodied recipient of social
security should be able to earn.
The removal of any limitation, we are inclined to believe, would be beneficial from
every point of view; and the time .may come
indeed, when any such limitation will have
been abolished.
In the meantime, the efforts of Representative REED to broaden the social-security
coverage should be known-and appreciated-by the residents of this city and section; and his bill should receive the utmost
support of "the people back home."

Immigration and the McCarran Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a translation of an editorial from the national
Polish -language daily, the Polish Daily
Zgoda, of May 20, 1952, on the subject
of immigration and the .McCarran bill,
together with the letter of Mr. WI. Zachariasiewicz enclosing the t.ditorial.
The Polish Daily Zgoda is the official
organ of the Polish-American Congress
and the Polish National Alliance, the
latter being the largest Polish-American
fraternal organization in this country,
with a membership of approximately
300,000.
.
This editorial bespeaks the views
therefor of a considerable segment of our
population.
There being no objection, the letter
and translation were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
POLISH IMMIGRATION COMMITTEE,
.
A...~ERICAN COMMISSION FOR
RELIEF OF POLISH IMMIGRANTS, INC.,
New York, N. Y., May 26, 1952.

Mr. JULIUS EDELSTEIN,
Executive Assistant to United States
Senator Herbert H. Lehman,
United States Senate Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. EDELSTEIN: We are enclosing a
translation of an editorial from the Polish
daily in Chicago, Dziennik Zwiazkowy, from
May 20, 1952.
The Dziennik Zwiazokowy (Polish Daily
Zgoda) is the spokesman for the PolishAmerican Congress, and it is the official organ of the Polish National Alliance which is
the largest national Polish-American frater1
nal organization with approximately 300,000
members.
I=
It is my understanding that even though
the bill of Senator McCARRAN was passed by
· the Senate, the fight for a liberal and human immigration law is still going on. I believe that the enclosed translation of the editorial, even at this late date, may be of
some benefit to this common cause.

I could not render this enclosure any
sooner since shortly after meeting with you,
I left for New York.
With kind personal regards, I am,
Very sincerely yours,
WL. ZACHARIASIEWICZ,
Executive Secretary.

FOR A NEW IMMIGRATION BILL
In the past the United States was a country of "open doors" for immigrants. Only
in 1924 was the undemocratic and restrictive
quota system in our immigration policy
established. This system allowed the immigration to the United States of 154,000
immigrants yearly. From this number 130,000 visas were reserved foi: the northern and
western European nations. This left 24,000
visas to be divided amongst the countries in
southern and western Europe together with
the nations of Asia and Africa. This quota
system was based on the theory that the
immigrants from southern and eastern Europe are less desirable than immigrants from
northern and western Europe.
As time passed harmful results from this
theory became more evident. Great Britain,
which has a yearly immigration quota of
65,000 visas, solely profited from a small proportion of this quota, although thousands of
applicants from southern and eastern European countries were waiting impatiently for
admittance to the United States. In this
manner the unused British visas were
wasted. The same situation applies to the
countries of western Europe. In the second
place, the quota system depends upon the
public census of the year 1920. This
strengthened discrimination toward the people from southern and eastern Europe, from
where there came the greatest number of
immigrants during the last 30 years, since
there was a lack of individuals willing to
emigrate from western Europe.
At last after 28 years the United States
Congress has decided to change our entire
immigration laws. It is, therefore, most
probable that what the Congress will resolve
upon during the next few days will establish
our immigration policy for many decades.
The American public hoped that the new
legislation would modernize and humanize
our present immigration laws. Instead of
this, Congressman WALTER and Senator McCARRAN introduced a bill which not only retains all the bad features of our present
immigration laws, but even contains new
provisions which are worse than the 1924
laws.
This law would bring 13 new reasons for
deporting naturalized immigrants and over
30 new causes for deporting displaced persons and other immigrants admitted to the
United States in· , the last few years. Besides these, the new law increases the possibility of loss of American citizenship by
naturalized immigrants.
The McCarran-Walter law is not in accord
with the spirit of our American democracy.
It is a proposal that introduces methods of
a police state with regard to immigrants and
aliens.
Despite the strong opposition of Catholic,
Protestant, and Jewish organizations, Walter's bill passed the House of Representatives
and the McCarran bill is now in the Senate.
A group of Senators opposing the harmful
McCarran bill and at the same time wishing
to liberalize our present immigration laws
introduced the Humphrey-Lehman bill. It
is also sponsored by the following Senators:
BENTON, LANGER, KILGORE, DOUGLAS, MC•
MAHON, GREEN, PASTORE, KEFAUVER, MORSE,
and MooDY. It is in its entirety opposed to
the McCarran bill. It modernizes our quota
system and proposes the 1950 census as a
basis. It creates a pool of unused quotas.
The unused quotas should be beneficial to
many grm:ps, for instance, to relatives of
American citizens, to people whose services
may be of great value to our country, to vic-

tims of religious or political persecution, and
also to people who deserve special consideration.
• In contrast to the McCarran bill the Lehman-Humphrey bill eliminates all of the
remaining discrimin~.ting features and assures protection for the eventual abuse by
administrative authorities.
A great responsibility rests on the shoulders of the nationality groups in the United
States. They should mobilize all of their
strength, so that the McCarran bill could ·be
defeated and the Lehman-Humphrey bill
could pass and become a law. We should contact our Senators and call their attention to
the harm in the McCarran bill. We should
urge that during the debate in the Senate
they should take a stand in opposition to this
bill and in favor of the Lehman-Humphrey
bill.

Cuts in the Military Budget
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE A. SMATHERS
OF FLORIDA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article entitled "Help Wanted-Congress,"
written by Hanson W. Baldwin and published in a recent issue of the New York
Times.
There being ·no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
HELP WANTED-CONGRESS; MILITARY BUDGET
EXPERTS SEEN NEEDED IN TAMPERING WITH
NATIONAL SECURITY
(By Hanson W. Baldwin}
The Senate Appropriations Committee is
being asked this week to use the crystal ball
of prophecy to determine when the danger
of war with the Soviet Union will be at its
maximum.
That in effect is the issue presented to the
committee for judgment by the Pentagon,
which io making a strong, concerted, and determined effort to persuade the Senate to
reverse reductions and limitations in defense
spending approved by the House of Representatives for the next fiscal year.
The House action on the military appropriation bill for the fiscal year of 1953, which
will start July 1, undoubtedly came as a
shock to the services, and the limitations imposed were unquestionably stringent.
The House made actual cuts of some
$4,713,000,000 in next year's proposed military appropriations. These cuts represented
reductions in projected strengths and procurement all along the line, including for instance, the elimination of funds to start construction of the Navy's second 60,000-ton aircraft carrier.
The cuts undoubtedly are severe, and the
Pentagon has asked the Senate to restore
some $3,620,000,000 of the House reductions.
But the limitation to which the Pentagon
most objects and which promises, if endorsed, to do more than any provision to
complicate and retard the defense program, is
the House approval of a $46,000,000,000 expenditure limitation during the next fiscal
year.
This provision in effect freezes some $5,000,000,000 to $6,000,000,000 of funds previously appropriated. It means that contracts
previously made on the basis of those funds,
which involved deliveries and payments during the year, would have to be delayed, ca.nceled, or further "stretched out."
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BLOW TO PRODUC'nON

This provision in effect would repeal prior

appropriations and would slow down production, because the services, even though
they have the money, would be prohibited
from using it.
The case being presented to the Senate
against these restrictions rests not only and
not chiefly on the dislocation of planned delivery schedules that would result and the
inevitable confusion and waste that such
an arbitrary ceiling would mean, but also
and chiefly on the assumption that the
period of about 2 years from now will be
the period of greatest danger to our security.
General of the Army Omar N. Bradley,
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, speaking for
the Joint Chiefs, told the Senate committee
recently, "If the present trend of Soviet
activities continues, the military considerations which deter our enemies from war may
have lost their deterring effect" in the greatest danger period from mid-1953 through the
first part of 1955.
The House restrictions and reductions,
General Bradley inferred, could delay our
armament program to such an extent as to
prevent us from getting results in time to
meet the threat of the 1954 period.
The Army translated the House restric-·
tions into specific terms. They would mean,
among other things, deliveries of 318 medium
tanks instead of 3,248 during the coming
fiscal year, 174, instead of 354, 105-mlllimeter
howitzers, and a 90-percent reduction in the
deliveries of trucks.
· The Air Force would lose 3,000 planes fn
the fiscal year in planned deliveries, and
would have to reduce its planned personnel
strength from 1,061,000 to 964,200. The Air
Force program, already "stretched out" from
1954 to 1955, would be further deferred in
attainment of the present 143-wing objective
until 1957. The House restrictions in effect
destroy the planned effectiveness of the Air
Force, it was stated.
The Navy declared that the deliveries of
500 aircraft and 80 ships would be delayed.
New ships--including the big carrier-would
be eliminated, and the degree of combat
readiness • • • will fall far short of
what will be vitally needed. The Marine~;~
will suffer spending cuts of 22 percent with
the House provisions, and readiness canna~
help but suffer; material deliveries will be
disorganized.
COMES THE CRYSTAL BALL

All these lugubrious predictions, unquestionably somewhat overdrawn by the Pentagon in order to hammer home the point, are
based fundamentally on an assumption-the
assumption General Bradley stated-that we
must be reasonably ready in a military sense
by the 1954 period.
This assumption,· in turn, depends for its
validity on a complex of factors , including
the best possible intelligence appraisal of
Soviet capabilities and inte.n tions projected
into the future.
Thus, the Senate is being asked, in effect,
to prophesy and to determine whether another slow-down or stretch-out in our
armament program is justified.
COnfronted with a problem of such fantastic imponderables as this, the Senate can
hope to achieve a sound solution only by
recognizing the validity of several fundamental facts:
War with the Soviet Union is not inevitable--and not even probable--by any specific date. But, with a world in tension and
with sparks from several shooting wars flying
about, war is quite possible today, 2 weeks
from today, 2 years from today, or 10 years
from today. Major m111tary budget cuts under the circumstances would save money:
but, if war should come soon, at the expense
of more money, and perhaps of our liberties.
The armament program on which we have
embarked is one of part mobilization, not

of total mob111zation. We are attempting
to build up to a platform of readiness-readiness for the immediate emergency and for
long-protracted tension. This program has
been built on a careful estimate of national
economic strength, and it attempts to provide butter as well as guns;
It was embarked on less than 2 years ago,
and already has been altered by the so-called
stretch-out, which has the effect of deferring planned goals for at least a year.
What is most needed is a coherent, orderly,
and consistent defense program. The greatest waste and the maximum inefficiency is
caused by cyclical fluctuations in planning.
The objective of the House cuts and limitations was to save money without impairing sinew. The flat $46,000,000,000 limitations on expenditures-a retroactive denial of
moneys already appropriated and committed-would have just the opposite effect. It
would cut into the bone and sinew of our
planned program, and it would not result in
any real saving because production lines
would be disrupted and deliveries artificially
stretched out.
CUTS POSSIBLE NEXT YEAR

In the long run, costs would be more, not
less. On the other hand, reasonable cuts
in next year's budget-reducti-ons totaling
perha-ps $1,000,000,000 to $2,000,000,000-can
probably be absorbed by the services without
major danger.
These considerations indicate conclusively
what the Senate answer ought to be. The
$46,000,000,000 ceUing ought to be eliminated, and no restrictions should be placed
on the expenditures of funds already appropriated in the past fiscb.l years. Some.
but not all, of the heavy cuts the House
made in the next fiscal year's budget ought to
be restored.
And this year's meat-ax approach to the
problem of budget reductjon ought to be a
lesson to COngress. It is tampering with
the national security, but without the basic
facts, without figures sufficiently expert to
make its e1forts as foolproof as possible.
The Appropriations Committees of the
House and Senate need urgently a full-time
staff of numerous experts, able to analyze the
military budget, to dissect it, to justify it,
or, if possible, to reduce it.

Leave Rider
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. ROONEY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following editorial
from to day's Washington Post:
LEAVE RIDER

The Senate Appropriations Subcommittee
performed a service for conscientious Federal employees when it struck out the socalled leave rider which would require annual leave to be forfeited if not used in the
year earned. The amendment was tacked
on to the independent offices appropriation
bill by the House despite administration opposition. Chairman Ramspeck, of the Civil
Service Commission, has said the rider should
be killed.
A requirement that leave be used ln the
year earned would make life simpler for the
budget officers but it would penalize conscientious workers who, because of the pressure of their duties, often delay taking vacations due them. The rider also would put
pressure on office chiefs to allow staff mem•

bers to take leave before the end of the
year even though it might be more convenient for all concerned to delay the leave for
a few weeks or months.
Federal employees have lost many days of
leave because they have stayed on the job
1n these recent hectic years. Under present
law, they may accumulate up to 60 days of
leave; even this restriction penalizes a considerable number, but it seems to be required under Federal budget practices and
good management.
The chief argument
against allowing any leave accumulation is
that when an employee resigns money has
to be found to pay him for whatever time he
has earned but not used . .Federal workers,
1n the main, are not covered by unemployment insurance, however, and they need
some cushion between jobs. Elementary
justice requires that they be paid for time
earned but not taken.

The Age of "Me-First-ltis"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.ROBERTJ.CORBETT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. CORBET!'. Mr. Speaker, we have
an extraordinarily active and influential
League of Women Voters in our county
of Allegheny, Pa. In a recent publication of theirs they printed an excellent
thought provoking article under the title
of "The Age of 'Me-First-Itis'."
It is my pleasure to cause it to be
reprinted here for the wider dissemination of the conclusions it impels:
Historians, throughout the centuries have
had a way of viewing past eras-weighing
characteristics, tracing-symptoms and trends,
interpreting causes, assessing results--and
then assigning to each age its role in the
long drama of mankind. And to each milestone of Man's glory and tragedy they have
given a characterizing nomenclature--thus,
the Golden Age, the Dark Age, the Industrial
Age and so on. Midway in the Twentieth
Century-with the beginning of a new year
at hand--one wonders what terminology will
· be applied by historians a generation or so
hence to this era. Will it be the Me-FirstItis Age? We do not have the advantage of
the historian writing in 2000 A. D., in appraising the outcome of the age. But we
can--even now--examine our age in the light
of the past. We can look to Gibbon and note
his comment that Augustus in distributin g
bread to the Romans "artfully contrived that
1n the enjoyment of plenty, the Romans
should lose the memory of freedom." Or we
can note Plutarch's comment that "the person who first began to give treats and largess
to the people, was he that first deprived t hem
of their power." These clues to the downfall of ancient empires may be present in
modern society; we should look for them lest
we find to our sorrow that history does repeat. We can .consult the past for the fate
of peoples that succumbed to government
hand-outs, overcentralization of power at
the top, welfare-statism, strangling bureau cracy. For these are not new to history; the
annals of the past are replete with all forms
and varieties of them. Present-day society
1s merely cursed with them to a degree and
scope hitherto unknown. We cannot turn
ahead the pages of history, but we can turn
back those pages and scrutinize our present
1n terms of the past. In fact, in charting a
course for the present and future we have little else, save the past, upon which to draw.
It becomes then not merely a matter of idle
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!peculation about where we are heading; it
tion American "know-how," American in·
becomes a duty-an obligation to look both
cent'ive for invention, investment, expansion
back and around before we peer ahead.
that in the past has outproduced the
And if we look around we will see the
rest of the world's economic systems comtrends, the symptoms, the clues which ~he
bined and led to the highest standard of
future historian, from his vantage pomt
living man has ever known in material comahead, will piece together in passing judgforts and conveniences. He may look beyond
ment on this age. And what will he and we
us into the past to concur in Jefferson's
see?
warning: "We must make our selection beThere is the Korean war. Only the future
tween economy and liberty, or profusion an_d
historian will know whether to call it a great
servitude." Or to Woodrow Wilson's admonivictory for the forces of democracy, a noble
tion: "The history of liberty is a history of
and worth-while experiment by the United
the limitation of Government power, not the
Nations, a magnificent and brilliant arrestincrease of. it. When we resist, therefore,
ing of Communist expansion, or a classic
the concentration of power, we are resisting
blunder, a masterpiece in State Department
the processes o:( death, because concentration
bungling, a costly waste of Ame~i~an reof power is what always preceded the destrucsources, a prime example of indec1s10n and
tion of human liberties." Or he may borrow
concession and appeasement. Final judga sentence or two from a twentieth-century
ment rests with the future, but we of the
American to explain what has happened to
present can see this:
American democracy. General Eisenhower
Men involved in the Korean war: Ameri ..
asserted that "persons who urge greater and
can, 450,000 (Army, 6 divisions; Marines, 1
greater centralization of authority, and
division; Air Force, 18 air groups; Navy~ 275
greater and . greater dependence upon the
combat ships, 60,000 men); United Natwns,
Federal Treasury are really more dangerous
45,000; South Korean, 250,000.
to our form of government than any
Materiel: Cargo, 12,000,000 tons (mostly
external force."
American); gas and oil, 6,500,000 long tons;
Thus the contemporary American must
cost, $10,000,000,000, mostly American.
train his sights on all this and the many byCasualties at the close of 1951: American,
products of waste and corruption, of costly
lOO,COO; United Nations, 6,000; South Korean,
errors in judgment and decay of moral fiber.
150 000; civilian, 475,000.
He must learn from the past to appraise
Status: Territory liberated (negligible):
the present. Otherwise the historian of the
Korea (in shambles); victory (the Commu..
future may be forced to judge that the
nists claim it); peace (stalemated).
Age of Me-First-Itis was characterized by
There is inflation at home. Only the his ..
these features: Th~ melting pot became a.
torian of the future will know whether it
pressure cooker; government of, by, and for
was more deadly, more destructive than any
the people became a government of pressure
war in which we were involved in the twengroups for the few who could buy and sell
tieth century. But the state of our economy,
special privileges; "give me liberty" became
the record of Government spending, the
simply "give me"; freedom became liberty
philosophy and program of taxation we of
to do as one pleased, not· as one ought. And
the present can see. For example:
the historian who writes "!;hese words may
From 1789 (when George Washington took
well ask of the fu~ure as Daniel Webster did
()ffice as our first President), until1945 (when
generations ago: "* • • who shall reconHarry S. Truman took office) the United
struct the fabric of demolished government?
States Government collected from its citizens
Who shall rear again the well-proportioned
a total of $248,000,000,000 in taxes. B~tween
columns of constitutional liberty? Who
April 1945 and June 1951-6 years-the
shall frame together the skillful architecture
United States Government collected from its
which unites national sovereignty with State
citizens in taxes $260,000,000,00Q-more than
rights, individual security, and public pros$10,000,000,000 more than was collected in
perity? • • • If these columns fall,
the preceding 160-year period. The trend is
they will be raised not again." Great as is
ever upward:
()Ur fear of the physical destruction of our
Congress appropriated in 1950, $50,222,000,• · cities by atomic warfare, even greater should
000; 1951, $87,445,000,000; 1952, $94,429,000,·
be our fear of the destruction of our spiritual
.
000.
and political structure by forces more deadly
The historian will provide the answer as
than atom bombs and guided missiles-more
to how long the United States Government
deadly because they gnaw from beneath, are
can continue to spend at the rate of one- · harder to see, more difficult to defend against.
third of its citizens' total income. But the
Perhaps, though, if we sharpen our eyes,
1951 American had better start asking that
raise our voices, and. flex our moral muscles
question.
we can yet make a history that the future
There is increasing concentration of power
historian can label not the Age of Gimmies
1n the central government. Again only the
or Me-Firsters, but the Age of World Peace,
· historian of the future can know if this has
Prosperity, and Democracy.
led to ultimate destruction of individual
freedom , of free enterprise, of government of,
for . and by the people. But this sign we of
the present see clearly written on the wall:
Taft's Foreign Policy as Explained by Dr.
Big government: The aggregate number
()f persons employed by Federal, State, and
West
local governments in July 1951, total 6,356,000, or a gain of more than 100 percent since
1930, multiplying at four times the rate of
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()ur population growth. Line these emOF
ployees up in single file and they will reach
from Boston to San Francisco.
The future historian may justify the reOF OHIO
sultant centralization of control over indiIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Viduals, industry, production, economy, by
pronouncing it necessary for the handling
Wednesday, May 28, 1952
of the complex structure of present-day society. Or he may find that it culminated in
Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, Dr. W.
a government of political patronage and
Reed West, who is professor of politpressure groups. He may find that our pubical science at the George Washington
lic servants have become dangerous lobbyists
University, has set forth very lucidly his
for the spending of public funds to mainideas of Senator TAFT's views on foreign
tain themselves in power. He may find that
policy. Dr. West's article appears in
bureaucracy has bred planned economy,
Government subsidizing and controlling, and
the June issue of· the Atlantic maga ..
has struck at the heart of American produczine. Under leave to extend my remarks,

HON. THOMAS A. JENKINS

I am having Dr. \Vest's article printed
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. The article in as follows:
SENATOR TAFT'S FoREIGN POLICY
(By W. Reed West)
One of the most controversial figures of
()Ur times is Senator ROBERT A. TAFT. As
the chief proponent of a moderate, conservative internal policy he has been subje0tEd for years to attack from a number
of quarters.
It is a tribute to TAFT that the criticism
on the grounds of internal policy has diminished greatly. Even the labor leaders
know that the Taft-Hartley Act is not a.
slave-labor law.
·
The criticism now centers on foreign policy. It is charged that TAFT has a blind
spot in regard to foreign relations. As one
who believes that TAFT has suffered both
from the misconstructions of some of his
friends, and the distortions of his enemies,
I suggest that the record shows that he
has a well-defined foreign policy-a positive program within a global philosophy.
The attack upon TAFT usually follows the
line that he is an isolationist. When con.fronted with evidence that the program he
supports is not isolationist in character, his
opponents reply that he is only a recent convert to international cooperation, or that
his past actions belie the program he sets
forth.
What is this current program as outlined
1n his recently published book?
"1. The creation of powerful American
Armed Forces.
"2. Economic aid to countries where such
aid will enable anti-Communist countries to
resist the growth of communism from within.
"3. Arms aid to countries where such aid
wm enable anti-Communist governments to
resist aggression from without or armed
Communist forces within.
"4. Warnings to Soviet Russia or its satellites that armed aggression beyond certain
lines or against certain countries will be regarded by the United States as a cause for
our going to war.
"5. The sending of American troops to a
country threatened by attack from Russia or
its satellites (European army) or where the
attack has already occurred (Korea).
·
"6. An ideological war against communism
1n the minds of men.
"7. An underground war of infiltration in
!ron-curtain countries."
If his opponents call this isolationism, one
may ask just what in the way of internationalism or interventionism they have up
their sleeves.
But what of the implementation of this
program, particularly with reference to
American military assistance in Europe?
Those who believe that we should send a
large army to the continent argue that it is
necessary to encourage faltering peoples who
fear that in the event of attack they will be
left to bear the brunt of the blow. TAFT
would answer this by sending American
troops in sufficient numbers to demonstrate
our intentions, but he would not substitute
American troops for those that the countries involved could themselves supply.
His proposal in respect to foreign support
starts with the premise that, despite the
abundance of American materials and our
great productive capacity, there are limits to
what we can do. The question is how our
capacity can be used most effectively. TAFT
believes that we should be prepared for war
with Soviet Russia and proposes that we follow a policy rather parallel to that adopted
by Britain in its long struggle with Napoleon.
That policy was to control the seas, bottle
Napoleon up on the Continent, commit only
limited numbers ·of British troops to the
.land warfare, cooperate with such friends
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that time. Of course, he voted for war after
Pearl Harbor and supported the appropriations necessary for its prosecution.
In 1939, he supported a proposed increase
of planes for war purposes to 6,000--of which
few were ordered by the administration and
· none had been delivered a year later when
Hitler invaded France. He supported. the
National Defense Bill of 1939, in which Congress granted more for various matters than
the President requested, and an act to increase the supply of strategic materials. He
supported the measure of 1940 to establish
a two-ocean Navy, the act of 1940 to increase the size of the Army to 375,000 while
the President was recommending only 225,000, and other war measures. He opposed
the Selective Service Act of 1940.
After the war, TAFT worked earnestly for
an association of nations based on laws
agreed upon in advance. He objected strenuously to the failure to base the United
Nations on an ascertainable law, and to t h e
veto of the big powers. He believed the
veto provisions rendered the organization
helpless to prevent war except perhaps
among little nations. He opposed NATO
because he believed it inconsistent with the
United Nations, because its terms were
broader than a pledge to protect the signatory nations against Russia, and. because he
believed it committed us to the type of land
warfare in Europe that he considers unwise.
He opposed the Nuremberg trials. He has
opposed any efforts to abandon Formosa to
the Communists and sees no reason why we
should have refused to use troops from Nationalist China to aid Americans fighting in
Korea. He was dubious about the Marshall
plan while it included aid to Russia, but
supported it after the Russian menace became clear and aid to the Soviet was eliminated.
.
He would supply aid to backward countries
u
i:r;l e.m,ergencies and would encourage private
American enterprise in taking part in sound
But even though his fundamental apeconomic projects in countries that are in
proach is accepted, there remains the quesneed of capital, but he does not believe that
tion of Senator TAFT's record on other matwe should pour· money into countries that do
ters. Certain principles emerge clearly from
not have the initiative or desire to help themthat record:
selves.
1. One is his belief that our aim should be
TAFT's record is vulnerable on three
primarily to protect American freedom and
grounds, of which two are the inevitable
interests, and only secondarily to aid the rest
consequence of his position in the Senate.
of the world.
In the first place, as a Senator since 1939,
2. Another is his hatred of war. He recoghe has had to take a position on the great
nizes that even a successful war may bring
issues of the day as they arose. Sine~ most
ruin to the victor as well as to the vanpolitical actions are the result of compromise
quished.
between different goals or between what is
3. Related to his hatred of war is his devotion to the idea of an association of nations
attainable and what is not, there will always
based on law previously established.
be room for criticism of any legislator.
Throughout the Second World War, despite
Second, as a member of the party not in
his opposition to the tyrannies of Hitler and
control of the a'dministration, TAFT has necMussolini, he never lost sight of the evidence
essarily been in the position of a critic. His
that Soviet Russia, although our ally, was
role as chairman of the policy .committee of
equally tyrannous and hateful to freemen.
the Senate minority has been the difficult
Once a principle that TAFT opposed has
one of maintaining a balance between merebeen established, he may join in its support
ly captious criticism on the one side and
by voting for appropriations to make it efthe surrender of independence of thought
fective. Sometimes his idea of the amount
and action on the other. In the process he
of taxation that our economy can stand has
has opposed, completely or partly, various
differed from that of the administration and
proposals of the administration. The effect
he has advocated a reduction in the prohas been t'1 emphasize the negative aspects
posed appropriation, but not reductions that
of his policy and to obscure the fact that he
would starve the program. He would c~rry
has a positive program in which the United
out our pledges faithfully once they are
States is assigned a definite and active place
made.
•
in world affairs.
TAFT voted for repeal of the arms embargo.
The third liability of Senator TAFT is his
He voted against lend-lease, but he probelief that the public is entitled to know his
posed a substitute in the form of a $2,mind. His frankness is a refreshing quality,
000,000,000 loan · to Great Britain, Canada,
but at times it leaves him open to attack.
and Greece, to accomplish the same general
A method of criticism not uncommonly appurpose. This was no paltry sum, and it
plied to TAFT is to pull some specific utterwas more than a year before the equivalent
ance out of its context, or even to single out
in goods was shipped under lend-lease. He
a vote or other action that seems to be more
opposed the repeal of neutrality because he
moderate than that proposed by the adminbelieved that repeal would accomplish little
istration, and thereby tag him an "isolagood, as Great Britain and other countries
had sufficient vessels to carry their own · tionist." An example is the frequent reference to a minor address of his, made in 1939,
goods, while American entry into the transin \?'hich he is alleged to have said that we
port of materials would provoke war. No
had n·o thing to fear from either Hitler or
one in this country was advocating war at
as Britain could find in Europe, and keep its
main body of troops as a mobile reserve to be
used in strategic spots.
TAFT would control the sea and the air.
He would commit a minimum of American
troops to the European Continent. He would
cooperate with such friends as we may have,
particularly the British, with whom our help
would be especially effective. other peoples
he would aid to the extent of our ability,
esp ecially in supplying their troops with the
m aterials of war. But he would not pour
supplies, and especially men, into a country
that is lukewarm in its opposition to communism. He does not believe that an unwilling people can be coaxed into opposition
to communism or that we should gamble our
own safety on that hope. He would not substitute American troops for those of another
country that is able, but not willing, to supply them for its own protection.
He would follow in the east the same policy he proposes for Europe-giving aid to our
friends, especially to those on islands, such as
Japan and Formosa, where our naval and air
power could be used most effectively. Meantime, he would build an American army for
our own defense and for a mobile reserve in
case of war.
This is a positive program, based on an
estimate of our industrial and fiscal capacity
and of the most effective way in which we
can use that capacity in cooperation with our
allies.
After having been belabored so long as an
isolationist for insisting that the bulk of the
ground troops for its own defense be supplied by Europe itself, Senator TAFT recent ly
has received new support. General Eisenhower, on April 2, made this statement:
"Fundamentally, and on a long-term basis,
each important geographical area must be
defended primarily by the people of that
region."
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Stalin. The Roosevelt administration had
recognized the Communist government, but
TAFT could not have anticipated that Communist Russia would be built up by ourselves as it was at Yalta, Tehran, and Potsdam. In fact, we can give TAFT credit for
being one of the first to see the danger in
the direction of Russia. At that time the
two dictators semed to balance each other.
He suggested that we would do well to let
the two wear themselves out on each other.
In view of what all of us know now, the
strategy seems to have had merit. At least
it must be confessed that we m ade a m istake
in aiding Stalin, after the war, to crush to
earth a Germany that we are trying now
frantically to rebuild. It should be added,
too, that whatever TAFT m ay have thought
in 1939 of any immediate danger from Hitler or Stalin, it was in this same year that he
was advocating a larger air force and votin g
for m1litary funds that the administration
had· not requested.
Another approach that is used to discredit
TAFT is to take his votes and actions out of
their perspective. We applaud the desire to
reduce taxes, but if TAFT votes for a reduction
of the appropriations asked for by the administration for foreign purposes, he is said
to be sabotaging the program. Yet it is not
argued that every vote for a reduction in internal expenditures is sabotaging the entire
United States Government. We may even
applaud such reductions. Why should foreign aid be so sacrosan9t?
In the May issue of the Atlantic, Prof. Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., follows a variation
on this approach. After quoting Senator
McMAHON in evidence that TAFT's record is
not in accord with his expressed policies, he
makes a distinction between the old and
new isolationists which permits him to place
G eorge Norris, Hiram Johnson, and the two
Robert La Follettes with the old isolationists
and on the side of the angels, while Senator
TAFT and General MacArthur are with the
Devil. The evil · nature of these new isolat ionists is evidenced particularly by the fact
that McCarthyism is an indispensable part
of the new isolationism. Strangely, Harold
St assen is placed in the same company, since
he now opposes association with any J;lation which declines to swear eternal loyalty
to the capitalistic system. Thus the new
isolationists are tainted with unilateralism,
McCarthyism, and capitalism.
The central thought in TAFT's conception
of an effective international organization is
that the nations concerned should start from
laws previously agreed upon and enforced
through recognized machinery. The unhappy history of the United Nations is
witness to the ineffectiveness of a jurisdiction so loosely defined that the Great
Powers must retain a veto on its decisions.
TAFT's suggestion of a less grandiose goal,
but one that is within reach of actual attainment, may well offer more hope for a world
that is tired of conflict.
Foreign policy cannot be divorced from internal pollcy. The two are interdependent.
This is especially true at the present time,
when American aid, based on American
taxes, occupies such a large place in our
policy. TAFT's program starts with our internal economy and the amount of taxation
it wm stand, and from this proposes that we
arm ourselves in the way that our resources,
capacities, and geographic position can make
most effective. The plan includes aid to our
friends proportioned to the need and based
on their desire to cooperate. In offering this
aid, he also believes that the hope of democ- .
racy lies in keeping the American bastion
strong against attack.
If the first sweep of a Communist attack
from the east should not only destroy the
defenses of Europe but carry before it the
bulk of the effective American Army, the last
hope, not only of America, but of Euro:;::e,
would be imperiled. To me, the proposal
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for American concentration on air and naval
power and an American mobile reserve, while
leaving to Europe the maintenance of the
bulk of the European defense forces, appears
not to be isolationism but internationalism
translated into practical statesmanship.

Bloodmobile
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wish to include herein a very interesting
letter written to the editor of the Chelsea
Record, Chelsea, Mass., entitled "Mother
of Fighting Man in Korea Makes Plea
for Blood Bank."
This correspondence written by Mrs.
Mary E. Doyle, 5 Shawmut Place, Chelsea, Mass., calls to the attention of our
people the importance and necessity for
the donation of our blood for the servicemen of our country. Mrs. Doyle is a
very outstanding mother in that community, one whose attention is not only
absorbed in her home life, but she gives
unstintingly of her work, her time, and
her faithful effort to the religious and
fraternal . societies of her community.
She is especially active in helping and
assisting the war veterans of her area
and in supporting the various veterans'
groups in their program of hospitalization and rehabilitation.
The letter follows:
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-MOTHER OF F'IGHTING
MAN IN KOREA MAKES PLEA FOR BLOOD
BANK
EDITOR, CHELSEA RECORD: Why is my son
1n Korea?
This is the question that comes to my
mind as I read of the poor response by my
fellow residents of Chelsea to the current
Red Cross. Blood Bank campaign. The
apathy and indifference on the part of the
people of this city toward a cause which is
for the primary benefit of our fighting men
in Korea is indeed a black mark on our city's
record.
My son and hundreds of others like him
are making great sacrifices, undergoing severe hardships, and endangering their lives
in order that we at home can continue to
enjoy t he blessings of freedom, democracy,
and the American way of life. They give
so much, oftentimes making the supreme
sacrifice and all they ask is that we at home
show our appreciation of what they are doing by donating a mere point of blood, the
loss of which will not afiect us in any way,
in order to insure the availability of the
blood when it is needed to save the life of
a wounded serviceman.
I thank the Almighty with all my heart
that He has brought my son through the
Korean conflict without any injuries to date.
For that blessing we are indeed grateful.
But· I feel sad when I read the letters from
my son in which he tells how the lives of
our wounded are being spared because the
Medical Corps men have the blood available
for battlefield emergency transfusions that
must be given in order that the veteran
can be transferred to base hospitals and
even tually brought back to service hospitals
here at home. And as these lives are saved

the fortunate men who are not wounded and
can continue to fight our battle in the struggle against communism and the forces opposing freedom and the pursuit of happiness
pray loud and hard that blood, made possible by the blood donations of kind and
patriotic Americans, be available.
The men who have made the supreme
sacrifice in two great wars and now the
struggle in the Far East have certainly died
in vain if we here at home do not consider
the precious blessings of freedom and democracy worth a few minutes of our time
and a pint of our blood that wlll not be
missed. We should not be asked but should
be rushing to donate a pint of this precious
liquid and show the rest of the Nation that
the people of Chelsea appreciate this great
American heritage and want to do all we can
to keep the Stars and Stripes forever waving over the land of the free and the home
of the brave.
As the mother of a Korean veteran, I appeal to the people of Chelsea not to let my
son and his buddies tiown and let them
know that we are behind them all the way
by donating a pint of our blood when the
bloodmobile comes to the Legion Building
on Thursday, May 29.
Very truly yours,
Mrs. MARY DOYLE,

Proposed Amendment to Defense
Production Act of 1950
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD H. REES
OF KANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. REES of Kansas. Mr. Speaker, I
am including as part of my remarks a
copy of a statement I delivered today
before the House Committee on Banking
and Currency in support of H. R. 7807,
being a bill to amend the Defense Production Act of 1950:
Mr. Chairman, the opportunity to appear
before your committee this morning in support of the bill I have introduced, H. R.
7807, is appreciated.
This bill amends section 402 (f) of the
Defense Production Act of 1950. It provides
that the ceiling price for any material, which
by its nature is not susceptible to speculative buying and not more than 10 percent of
which is purchased with Government funds
for defense purposes, shall be suspended as
long as: (1) The materia~ is selling below
the ceiling price and has sold below that
price for a period of 6 months; or (2) the
material is in adequate or surplus supply to
meet current civilian and military consumption and has been in such adequate or surplus supply for a period of 6 months, if such
material requires expansion of productive
facilities beyond the levels needed to meet
the civilian demand as set forth in section 2
of this act. For the purpose of this proviso,
a material shall be considered in adequate
or surplus supply whenever such material is
not being allocated for civilian use under
the authority of title I of this act.
It is my belief, Mr. Chairman, that this
bill really carries out the intent of Congress
when the Office of Price Stabilization Act was
approved in 1950.
I believe it is generally agreed that in a
country where the principle of free enterprise is applied and where market controls
are taken care of on the basis of supply and
demand, the need for price control is applied

because of national emergency. In other
words, generally speaking, price control of
any commodity is applied at a time of major
emergency and when the economy of the
country is upset because of the abnormal
need and use of certain commodities, and
especially when such commodities are required, either directly or indirectly, for the
defense of our country.
I shall address myself this morning particularly to the problem of the production
of crude oil and natural gas, one of the
greatest and most essential industries in
this country. As I understand it, one of
the purposes of the Defense Production Act
is to expand and protect the productive
capacity of vital defense material, and especially to encourage production of an increased
supply of ·such material. Unfortunately, for
this industry and for the country, the application of price control has not adhered to
that principle.
Congress, in the enactment of the Defense
Production Act, has stressed the need for
the expansion of productive facilities in order that the military and economic strength
of the Nation may be developed and maintained.
I quote from the declaration of policy
1n section 2 of the act, when it says:
" • • • requires expansion of productive
facilities beyond the levels needed to meet
the civilian demand." It also authorizes the
President to make provision for th'e encouragement of exploration, development, and
mining of critical and strategic minerals and
metals.
Under section 402 of the same title with
respect to administering price controls, it is
stated that "the President shall also give
due consideration to the national efiort to
achieve maximum production in furtherance
of the objectives of this act."
Section 402 grants authority to the President to provide exemptions from price control where it is found that (1) such exemption is necessary to promote the national
defense; or (2) it is unnecessary that ceilings
be applicable to such materials.
It is my contention that the Office of Price
Stabilization has ignored the inte·nt and
purpose of this declaration. I believe it is
agreed that because the petroleum industry
is a factor of such importance in the economic welfare and in the safety of our country, that our Government should encourage
increased production in the petroleum industry, and certainly ought not to do anything to throw a road block in the way of its
expansion.
I do not believe anyone claims there is
presently a short age of crude petroleum in
this country. Inventories are adequate;
production is less than capacity. Last year
the excess of supply over the demand avera ged 90,000 barrels daily. The stocks of
crude oil are greater than they have been in
years.
There is no shortage of crude oil in this
country. It seems to me that it is extremely
important that we t ake whatever st eps may
be necessary to restore the country's selfsufficiency of oil supply, and such self-suffi ciency should be encouraged in every way
possible.
As late as March 31, 1952, Charles E. Wilson, then Director of Defense Mobilization,
'said, and I quote: "New and h igher goals
have been set for the petroleum expansion
program with the aim of restoring reserve
petroleum capacity to safer levels by 1953."
Strange as it may seem, under CPS regulations the oil industry is expected to carry
out this accomplishment under the same
price and same conditions as in 1947. While
the general price level of nearly all commodities has increased since Korea, there has
been no increase in the price of crude oil.
As a matter of fact, I do not think the pri ce
of crude .oil will change substantially if t h is
pill is enacted into law.
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It wm, howewer. reach the objective and
do the thlng intended when the Defense Production Aet was passed. It will permit :the

expansion of facilities for greater produetlon
of crude oU . .It will also afford an opportunity for Increasing the stocks of oil in our ow.n
country, and. it will do the common-sense
thing. tbat is. give a chance !for am independent industry to transact b'IISlness tn :a.
competitive maTket without shackles and
regulations of bureaucratic controls.
The oil industry bas nut only met an demalllds but has also maintained a capacity
over and above its requireme.n ts and demands. In fact, the output of petroleum tn
this country could have been increased substantially during the past few years, tf such
became necessary.
The United Stares ts an ·tmporter of oil.
The .loss of importation would impose an ad•
ditional demand upon domestic industry.
Domestic oil produeer.s have warned against
the danger of a. trend toward dependency
upon foreign sources of supply. It is extremely Important that steps be taken to
restore and increase a domestic supply of
aU. The approval of this proposed legislation will certainly otfer enrouragement in
that direction.
Several months ago the ,Secret-ary of the
Interior, Oscar Chapman, asked the producers to exert every etfmt to build up e.
cushion against an emergency. Here is
what he said. I quote; "This means that
exploration for oil must be intensifi.ed, driil·
ing rates must be sustained at the highest
level possible witb. the materials available~
Oil-field operations must be eo.nduetied with
the greatest possible efficiency, and secondary-recovery operations must be extended
wherever possible."
To carry out this objective, the Seeretal'y
would do wen if he would also recommend
that the oil producing industry be released
from regulations that are . presently retarding it from being conducted with the greatest possible efficiency.
As I .s~gested. earlier in my statement. the
Defense Production Act is a product of Congress. As I undeJ;stand it. one .of the important purposes of this act is to make sure,
among other things; a sufficient supply .of
goods and materials is provided for the defense of our country, and do it with .as little
dislocation in our economy as may be possible; also, without upsetting or spiraling
the price of such commodities.
If and when defense .requirements .are fully
cared for, and when the demands for civlllan
use are being met, It seems to me further
regulations with respect to such commodities should not be required. especially when
regulations do not encourage expansion or
supply of such materials and commodities.
Mr. Chairman, summing up the sltuatlon;
the Defense Production Act came into being
because of an emergency that required the
need Of an unusual suppiy of materials and
commodities for the defense of our country.
In order to make sure the needs and re~
quirements are futUled, and in order that the
civilian supply of such goods and commodities that may become searee on account of
war 'demands ar·e equitably distributed. price
controls and allocations are mad.e effective.
Under these conditions, what is known as
the law of supply and demand .is 'bemporarily
s~spended until the demands and requirements of the Government have been fulfilled..
I believe it is the will of the Congress and the
will of the people that allocations and price
controls and regulations pertaining thereto,
be released just as soon as these needs are
met.
Mr. Chairman, as stated at the beginning
of this dlscussion, I believe this bill earrtes

out the intent of Congress when the Office
of Pri-ce Stabllization was approved. You
will find thiS bill p .rov.i.des sufficient safeguards that will. promote and protect the
national defense, and at the same time re-

move many .regulations and :roa:d.blooks that
are presently impeding productive expansion
in this country. After all, one of the greatest
preventives of .inflation in this oountry is the
freedom and encouragement in the production of commodities .of all kinds.

Heywood-Wakeield Shop News
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OF .M:ASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA'I1VES

Wednesday, April 23, 1952

Mr. Speaker, the average congressional office receives literally
hundreds of pieces of mail every week,
including letters, newspapers, magazines,
and advertising lit'erature. While letters
from my own State and the newspapers
from my district ate read thoroughly
and -carefully analyzed, it is not always
possible for me to read all the material
reaching my office simply because the
mail is so voluminous and there are not
enough hours in the day to do so.
Among the materla'l. crossing my desk
which I place aside f.or careful reading
are the employee magazines published by
several large industries in my district
because they contain helpful information to me about the latest technological
advances being made in business together with news about the progress and
problems of both management and the
workers in these industrial plants. One
of these magazines I have always found
particularly interesting because it represents a most important industry and
community in the Third District-the
Heywood-Wakefield Shop News. or.gan
for the workers of the Heywood-Wakefield Co., at Gardner, Mass., one of the
great furniture manufacturing centers
of the country.
·
Skilled craftsmen, backed by years of
specialized training in the woodworking
liltrt, have made the name of Gardner
know.n throughout the United States as
the trademark of outstanding furniture
and the Heywood-Wakefield management have every reason to be proud of
the contribution of their loyal, faithful
employees to the great reputation made
by the company down thrcugh the years
as makers of quality fur~iture. The city
of Gardner may well be proud of the
management and workers of its entire
furniture industry.
A recent issue of the Heywood-Wakefield Shop News featured the annual report of the company to its employees and
stockholders and I was particularly impressed with the significant story it tells
concerning the tax problems facing every
business today, whether it be large or
small.
In addition to presenting the financial
picture of the company for the past year
in simple, everyday language which can
be understood without the guidance of
an accountant, the Heywood-Wakefield
report presents an interesting comparison between its operations of today and
the year 1890, the midpoint in the comMr. PHILBIN.

pany's 125 years of progress and achievement.
This account of stewardship, I feel
sure, did much to clarify for HeywoodWakefield employees the vexing problems facing management of all business
in these times of spiraling prices, material shortages and the needs of our national defense. Its simplified explanation of the cold figures making up the
usual company audit undoubtedly has
contributed a great deal in conveying to
these workers the importance of their
role in the accomplishments, trials, and
tribulations of the company during the
past year.
lt is unfortunate that the rules governing the insertion of material in the REcORD do not permit the inclusion of the
special charts, graphs, and illustrations
which make up the attractive format of
the Heywood-Wakefield report, but I
proudly bring the text to the attention of
my colleagues in the House with the
knowledge that they will find in their
own districts the same perplexing and
onerous tax situation facing their own
great industries.
The material follows:
HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD

SHOP

1952-THE PRESIDENT'S

NEWS,
APRIL
MESSAGE

As men and women who look to HeywoodWakefield for a livelihood, you have an interest in the one hundred and twenty-fifth
annual report of our operations presented
in this issue of Shop News.
It is with a sense of pride that we can look
back on 125 years of service in American
industry and record the accomplishment of
our team-represented by customers, employees. management, and the owners of the
business.
The penalty of accomplishment, however,
1s the demand for greater a-ccomplishment.
No one ever won a. race by standing still.
Right now, it is our job to fQrtify the com~
pany so that it may go forward to another
125 years of progress. We have the responsibility of developing better prod11cts, satisfy~
ing more customers, providing better jobs,
and demonstrating to the owners of the
business that the investment in buildings,
machinery, and equipment which they have
entrusted to our management~ is in capable
hands.
In 1951 sales, wages, taxes, and profits were
all up. We took in more sales dollars than
ever before. We spent more dollars for wages
than ever before. Our taxes were the highest in peacetime history. Profits, however,
were less than in several other years of our
experience.
After paying our costs and expenses we
kept $471,000 in the business so that the
company may grow and prosper, buy more
equipment, employ more people, and carry
on its larger volume of operations at today's
higher price levels. In this issue there is a
comparison of our financial reports for the
years 1890 (the midpoint in company his~
tory) and 1951. The growth in values shown
by this comparison has been made possible
by retaining some amount of our annual
profits to. help provide the capital for 1m~
provement and expansion of the business.
It is only by observing these sound principles in past years that we were able in the
year 1951 to employ 2,600 people, to pay them
$11,500,000 in wages and salaries, pay taxes
of $2,100,000, and interest to our stockholders
of $534,000.
I invite your particular attention to the
company's direct tax bill. It used over 7
cents out of each sale's dollar, it amounted
to over $800 .f or ez.ch employee on the payroll, and was four times the amount paid to
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our stockholders as interest for the use of
their money. This is our contribution to the
cost of government, which in turn must be
added, as are all taxes, to the price of goods
sold to our customers.
If you would lik;e to have a copy of our
more detailed report to stockholders, I shall
be glad to malt:e one available to you.
RICHARD N. GREENWOOD,
President.

YOUR SHARE IN COMPANY PROGRESS SINCE
Comparison

of Heywood- Wakefield
and cost of living

1941

wages
Percent

UP----------------------------UP------------------------

Wages
Livtng ccst

148
89

Report of income for the .year 1951
Dollars
We took in: Money received from
customers was------------------- $28, 984, 895
We paid out:
For materials, supplies, and
services furnished by others_ 14,075,438
For Federal, State, county,
and city taxes ______________ 2, 095,234
For the cost of buildings and
equipment wearing out ______
307,063
Leaving a balance for
our employees and
stockholders oL ____ $12, 507, 160
This amount ($12,507,160) was
divided as follows:
For wages, salaries, paid
vacations, paid holidays,
rest periods, company
contributions to unemployment, group and
old age insurance ________ 11, 502, i34
For interest to preferred
and common stock·
holders for the u se of
their money _____________
534,350
Leaving a balance of. _____
470,676
Which was reinvested in the business
to improve our prod·
nets and protect our
jobs.
TotaL-------------- 28,984,895

P ercent

100. 0

48.5
7.2
1.1

Comparison of our financial position today
and at the halfway mark in our history
Year 1951

39.7

1. 9
1.6
---.-

100.0

Our financial position at · the end of the
year 1951

We have. Cash and Government securities to pay wages, salaries, taxes, and to buy materials and other services __ $1, 906, 201
Amounts owed to us by our
customers _______________ 2,972,044
Raw materials, work in process
and finished goods
on hand_________________ 5, 509, 309
Advances on insurance contracts, etc_______________
328,081
Land, buildings, machinery
and tools, less an allowance for wear___________ 3, 473, 904
Total of what we have __ 14, 189, 539
We owe-.
For materials and other pur·
chases___________________
624,117
For wages, salaries, commissions not payable until
1952 -------------- ------801, 565
For Federal, State, and other
taxes ____________________ 2,261,099
For money borrowed from
banks ___________________ . 1,100,000
Total of what we owe__

FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR
COMPANY
Two thousand six hundred employees re·
ceived $11,502,000, or 40 cents out of each
dollar of sales.
One thousand eight hundred stockholders
received $534,350, or 2 cents out of each dol·
lar of sales.
Wage rates have increased 60 percent more
than the cost of living since 1941.
After paying our bills to suppliers and the
tax collector, who got the biggest piece of
pie? Employees got 92 percent, stockholders
got 4 percent, and 4 percent remained in the
business for a rainy day.
The owners of the business have invested
$5,400 in buildings, equipment, machines,
etc., to make a job possible for each employee.
The profit for th.e year was $1,005,000, or
$6.92 per share of common stock. Taxes
were $2,100,000, or $17.50 per share of com·
mon stock.
The cost of vacations, holidays, insurance,
and other fringe benefits was $1,262,000, and
amounts to 24 cents an hour on top of the
wage rate.

4, 786, 781

.Leaving a b~lance of _______ 9,402,758
which the: owners of the
business have invested to
m•ake this business possible and to provide our
Jobs.
Total of what we owe
and stockholders inVestment------------ 14, 189, 539

Year 1890

We hadCash. ~nd Government secuntJes.___________________ $1, 906, 201
Amounts owed to us by
our customers_____________ 2, 972,044
Raw materials. etc__ ________ 5, 509,309
Advances on insurance con328,081
tracts, etc__ ___ ________ ____
Land, buildings, machinery,
and tools________________ 3, 473,904

256,896
1, 101,790

Total of what we had ._--- 14, 189, 539

2, 484, 905

Weowed]'or materials and other pnr·
chases ________ ------- -----For wages, salaries, commissions___________________
For Federal, State, and
other taxes________________
For borrowed money-------Total of what we owed____
Leaving a balanCe ot__ __________

$484,002

290,948
351, 269

621, 117

87,268

801, 565

26,478

2, 261,099
1, 100,000

12, 207
249,211

4, 786, 781

375, 164

-9,402, 75[1~.109, 7!!,

Which the owners of the
business have invested to
make this business possible
and to provide our jobs.
Total of what we owed
and stockholder investment____________________ 14,189,539
Number of stockholders_________

1, 800

2, 484,905
J
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Development of Hells Canyon
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERMAN WELKER
OF IDAHO
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. WELKER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a letter
written by a friend of mine, Mr. W. L.
Snyder, of Jerome, Idaho, and published
in the Jerome News of May 1, 1952.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
DEMOCRATIC "SOCIAL PROGRESS" Is SOCIALISMFARMER REPLIES TO BERT HARTSHORN'S SUP•
PORT OF BIG DAM
EDITOR, NEws: In the public forum of a
recent issue of your paper, Mr. A. H. Hart·

shorn presented his views in favor of the
prqposed legislation authorizing construction and operation of Hells Canyon by the
Federal Government.
Many Democrats in defending some highly
socialistic Fair Deal legislation will close
their remarks by saying that the Democratic
Party is not socialistic. Mr. Hartshorn was
no exception. Toward the end of his defense he said, and I quote: "The Democrats
are not Socialist. They stand for social
progress." Now why all these apologies?
Just who do they think they are kidding?
Most everybody except themselves seem to
know it is socialism.
Is it embarrassment or is it something else
which causes them to apologize when they
catch themselves preaching socialism. Perhaps someone will come to their rescue and
coin a new word which will mean the same
as socialism but one which will be easier to
take; a high-sounding sugar-coated word.
Now just what is socialism?
The Webster's dictionary defines socialism
thus: A political and economic theory of
social organization based on collective or
governmental ownership and democratic
management of the essential means for the
production and distribution of goods; also a
policy or practice based on this theory.
Boiled down socialism is government ownership and management.
The proposed
Hells Canyon legislation fits this definition
just like your shoe fits your foot, just like
a cork fits its bottle, or just like the paper
fits on the wall. It's as simple as that. If
we used Webster's definition as a guide, it
will make no difference whether it is President Truman or one of his Cabinet officers,
A. H. Hartshorn, or just an old-line Socialist,
who is defending Hells Canyon.
I well remember when the returns were
all in on the Democratic landslide of 1932.
How the faithful gathered in groups on
Jerome .sidewalks . . They just all but pushed
the reactionary die-hard Republicans off the
sidewalk. Especially we 135-pounders. It
really and truly was a great day for the Democrats. For several years following they just
about had their way in Idaho. They were
way ahead in the race. They were off to
a good start. Now just why is it that they
have been unable to sell Columbia Valley
Authority and Hells Canyon to south Idaho
people? Is it because the press has sold out
to the Idaho Power Co. as intimated by
Mr. Hartshorn or is it some other reason?
Secretary Chapman did not feel bashful
about using tax money to advertise this
project. There's no question that Glen
Taylor with all his brilliant oratory would
have carried us down the Columbia River
if we'd let him. Talk about buying the
propaganda agencies of press and radio.
What about the hundreds of publicity writers
of the many Government agencies, working
on the taxpayers' money turning out reams
and reams of write-ups for these socialistic
plans including Hells Canyon. Why, you
Democrats have left no stone unturned and
have still failed to sell us in Idaho on this
so-called social progress.
My guess is that the planners underestimated the influence which William E.
Borah had left in Idahoans. He was a symbol
of constitutional government. Had the planners pulled the Hells Canyon rabbit out of
the hat first instead of CVA, we might h ave
been gullible enough to have been sold on
it. But after we got a good look into what
valley authorities held in store for the holders
of Idaho's deeded voter rights, we turned
thumbs down on CVA. This tailor made
bureaucratic dictatorial setup which would
have all but replaced our State government,
was to be administered by three men appointed by the President and not even
accountable to Congress. They were to be
given a blank check to develop power or anything else they s aw fit, as set up in this bill.
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The proceeds from the sale of power were
to be spent for more power development, etc.
Later they called their set-up Columbia
Valley Administration. They thought this
might be easier to take, still no success.
Now comes Hells Canyon which 1s only another camouflaged CVA with a dozen loopholes in it. Yes, Mr. Hartshorn, we are fearful of losing our water rights and judging
from the evidence given at the recent hearing on Hells Canyon our fears are well
grounded; and judging from the same hearings we were not ill-advised. Instead our
advice was very timely and sound.
In the April issue of Successful Farming
magazine 1s a full page advertisement paid
for by five public power companies. They
stand ready to build a power plant on the
Niagara River and are being blocked by the
same power-hungry administration which is
blocking the Idaho Power Co. developing
Hells Canyon. This 1s the same power-hungry administration that has pulled 15,000
holders of deeded water rights in California
into court claiming that they, the Government, have paramount rights; over individuals. The same power-llungry administration which would gag the press and seize
private property.
No, Mr. Hartshorn, we do not want Secretary of Interior Chapman juggling our water
rights to fit into the ambitions of a powerhungry administration.
Those who agree with our Secretary ot
Interior, Mr. Chapman, when he says that
water for power purposes Is paramount to
water used for irrigation will do well to read
"The Road to Survival," by William Vogt.
January 1949, Readers' Digest. This book
treats depleted soils and our population on
a world-wide basis.
Congress appropriated $194,'714,000 for the
work being carried on by the Tennessee
Valley Authority for the year ending June 30.
1951. Their 1951 annual report lays much
stress on defense needs. It claims most of
this money wm be spent to construct five
steam plants in the territory served by TVA.
The flood-control program and development
of hydroelectric power being about complete
now, they ask for fUnds to continue enlarging this socialistic power set-up, and while
all this 1s being done with your tax dollar
and my tax dollar, we witness private capital
being blocked ln its efforts to build power
plants at Hells canyon and on the Niagara.
River and who knows how many other cases.
The urge for defense seems to have vanished
in these cases.
In this hour of need why should the goose
which laid the tanks. the guns, the planes.
the ships, and the crops which saved us ln
World War I and again ln World War l l be
hobbled while we put our tax dollars in
socialistic steam plants in Tennessee Valley
Authority territory.
Mr. Hartshorn, I am wondering 1f you have
seen any of those nice, new shiny Fair Deal
49-cent dollars? ·They have a deep freeze
on one side. That side is always nice and
cool, and on the other side they have a mink
skin coat. This side is always nice and soft.
They come in a box and di rections on bow to
get the most value out of them is printed
on this box. Besides the 49-cent value they
carry they have some hidden value. You
are supposed to carry them until election
day. Each day you are to place one of them
in the palm of your left hand with the cold
side down. Then you gently stroke the soft
mink skin side with the right hand. They
are used thus just as a daily reminder Of
some of our lost virtues and values. Just as
a d a ily reminder of wha:t we are leaving
behind as we turn down this socialistic road.
toward dictatorship.
An ill-advised Idaho Jrrtgator.
W. L. SNYDBa.
JEROME, IDAHO,

Selection of Mrs. Gerry Jones, of Santa

Barbara, Calif., as Teacher of the Year
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD M. NIXON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. NIXON. Mr. President. California anC: its fine school system have been
honored by the selection of Mrs. Gerry
Jones, a first-grade teacher in the Hope
Public School in Santa Barbara, as
teacher of the year in a Nation-wide
survey conducted by the editors of McCall's magazine in cooperation with professional educators.
So, Mr. President. I ask unanimous
consent to have printed in the Appendix
of the REcoRD the article published in
McCall's magazine, describing the outstanding accomplishments of Mrs. Jones
in the educational field.
There being no objection. the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD.
as follows:
TE.\CHER OF THE YEAR-A 23-YEAR-QLD SANTA
BARBARA TEACHER PROVES THAT A FRESH,
IMAGINATIVE APPROACH TO ScHOOL CHILDREN
Is A SoUND ANSWER TO THE CRISIS IN AKER•
ICAN . EDUCATION

A young married woman of 2S who has
been teaching school for only 2 years has
been selected by the editors of Mt:CaU's, ln
cooperation with professional educators, as
teacher of the year. Her name is Mrs. Gerry
Jones, and she teaches at the Hope Public
School in Santa Barbara, Calif.
Mrs. Jones shares with many teachers good
professional training. intelligence, and interest in her WOrk. But, beyond thiS, Bhe has
extraordinary gifts. She is a born teacher,
with special antennas for children and an
unfailing instinct for knowing· exactly what
to do at the right time. Her superintendent.
her pupils, and their parents all agree: Gerry
loves more than anything tJlse to teach.
When we first met Mrs. Jones she was
standing in the play area outside the firstgrade . classroom at the Hope School. Two
giggling girls were admiring their teacher's
new skirt A quiet little boy was watching
them from the doorway. Suddenly the little
boy spoke up.
"Are your red fingernails really your own? ..
he asked the teacher.
The two girls laughed contemptuously.
But Gerry Jones did not laugh. Simply and
seriously, she explained the curious beauty
rites of grown-up women. lie looked relieved.
.. Tllat was a real triumph .for him;• Mrs.
Jones explained to us a moment later. "He
is badly withdrawn and stutters terribly.
I llad been hoping he would be able to come
out with just one confident sentence. Tha t
was it. The first one I have ever heard from
him ...
It was a triumph, too. for Gerry Jon-es.
She had been working with every devi-ce of
understanding and affection to give this one
child confidence to bring out that one unstammered question. To her this is an important part 'Of teaching.
Mrs. Jones was chosen teacher of the year
from a field of teachers nominated by State
departments of educati'On at the request of
Dr. Earl James McGrath, Unit-ed States Commissioner of Education, and Dr. Edgar
Fuller, executive seereta~y <>f the National
Oounell <lf Ohief Btate Sebool Oftlcers. Representatives of, Dr. McGrath's oftloe and of
u:ccau·e observed nominees at work for ee~·
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eral months. Mrs. Jones was their combined
choice. She is the first to have been named
teacher of the year in what will llenceforth
be an annual McCall's project--to honor our
teachers and report to McCall's readers on
the state of the Nation's public schools.
Mrs. Jones 1s such a characteristic American girl that one might almost have expected her name to be Jones. That would
have been more than Gerry expected when
she was a freshman in junior high school
admiring Harold Jones, the good-looking
senior who was president of the student body.
She was Geraldine Wlleldon then and ~·never
dreamed he'd ever speak to me." In the
spring of the year that .she was graduated
from the eighth grade the school annual
made two farsighted observations about
Gerry. It gave ller the title "typical girl,"
and it emphatically recorded her intention
to become a teacher. As long as she can
remember she has expected to be a teacher.
Harold Jones, her high school idol, joined
the Marines after graduation. Afterward, .
when he settled down in Santa Barbara to
work for a wholesale tobacco company, he
found Gerry doing just what everyone expected she'd be doing-teaching school.
Now Mr. and Mrs. Jones live in an apartment
and study plans for the house they hope to
build some day. In the mornings Har<'ld
makes the cotree and shaves while Gerry
gets breakfast. Then she makes the beds
while he washes the dishes, and they both
go o1f to work.
McCall's selected Mrs. Jones Teacher o!
the Year at a time when American schools
are short of everything. but children. Just
about the time when Gerry was entering
high school, 10 years ago, a phenomenon that
was to shape the course of her career was
beginning to take form. It was the merest
swell on the horizon at first. It's doubtfUl
whether she or many others noted its full
significance at the time. Most newspapers
put a one-line head on it: Bumper Baby
Crop.
Many dismissed this phenomenon as a result of the Army draft and predicted it would
subside. It didn't. In !act, more babies are
being born now in the United States than
ever before in history. Now our schools have
their highest enrollments--30.600,000. Next
year there will be 1, 700,000 more. By 1960
there will be nearly 8,000,000 more than in
1950. As a result, .m illions of youngsters
today may never know a qualified teacher
.or a decent classroom.
Teachers tn thousands o! communities today are hardly able to make a pretense of
good teaching. An alarming number of
tbem are discouraged. and more are leaving
the profession than at any time since the
war. when 700,000 quit. The United states
Office of Education reports that many teachers are "overworked to the point where they
can no longer take it."
Our school-building program too has failed
to keep up with this surge of enrollment.
Two of every five schools in the coun try
right now are fire or health hazards or oth erwise obsolete. Some of our youngsters would
feel very lucky even to have an obsolete
building, for ln some parts of the coun try
the wa ve or children h as spilled o ver into
such makeshift classrooms ·a s empty stores,
ga rages, churches, inadequa te privat e homes,
trailers, a condemned courthouse, an undertaker's parlor, an unused jail, the ·b ack of a
ba rroom. In one northern city at th e beginning of this school year a number of
children were t aught in a tent until the
snows drove them <lut.
We're building schools at the rate 'Of about
56,000 classrooms ann ually. But that•s only
half fast enough, for in the next '6 years
tbe United Stat es omce of Education estimates we will need 600,000 new classrooms.
Even back in the twenties, when school
bullding In America had it-s greatest boom.
we were falling bebind the demand. Then
came the '<iepression, Sch-ool construction
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virtually stopped. Just when we were start·
1ng to build again World War II halted all
nonmilitary construction. Afterward build·
1ng prices seemed high, and many commu·
nities decided to wait. Now the Korean con·
fiict and the cold war are hampering our
efforts. Years ago experts saw the crisis
coming, though few realized how grave it
would be. Then, when the population kept
soaring, educators grew frantic in their warn·
ings. But we were all preoccupied with
war, with defense, with inflation. In our
struggle for survival we economized in the
one place where we could least afford it.
There was a time when teachers were
looked upon with almost universal respect.
Lately they have become the favorite vic·
tims of pressure groups that attack their
methods, their motives, their patriotism and
loyalty. Of course, teachers have no right
to expect immunity from criticism, .but the
National Educational Association detects a
tendency in this country today to make
the teacher the scapegoat for many of the
national stresses, fears, and anxieties.
In a western city recently a high-school
boy made a radio speech that many people
considered inflammatory. He asked whether
this country, as well as Russia, wasn't en·
dangering peace. As a result certain citizens
started a bitter attack upon his teacher.
She demanded an investigation and was
cleared. But the point is, evidently nobody
stopped first to consider whether the boy
might have p~cked up his unpopular ideas
at home. at a soda fountain, or some other
place after school. Instead they turned in·
stantly on the teacher.
All these factors lay behind the recent
warning of Commissioner of Education Me·
Grath when he said: "Unless we do some·
thing drastic-and immediately-to relieve
the teacher shortage, a whole generation of
American boys and girls will be short.
changed in their right to obtain a fundamental education."
Another sad fact is, too many of the teach·
ers we do have aren't well enough educated
for the job. Where the teacher shortage is
acute, standards don't mean much anyway.
Georgia, for instance, requires a college degree-but last year 44 percent of that State's
teachers didn't have on~. One of every eight
elementary-school teachers in the United
States now can't meet minimum require·
ments. They hold their jobs on emergency
certificates. Less than half our elementary
teachers have a college d.e gree.
·
One State department of education asked
that McCall's spare it the embarrassment of
trying to find an example of good teachers
tn its elementary schools. The State super·
lntendent said: "Just as•soon as one of our
elementary teachers gets a degree she is
pirated away by neighboring States that have
higher standards and offer better pay.''
Contrast all this with the conditions under
which Mrs. Jones is teaching. Her school
1s modern and roomy, her community is
actively behind her, willing to give her the
tools she needs. Her superintendent and
her school board are modern and sympathetic, willin[; to make changes, try new
methods. Little wonder that Gerry loves
teaching and wants to go on with it. Cali·
fornia's department of education has de·
scribed the Hope School as "a lighthouse in
the fog of education.''
Like schools everywhere, Hope is having a
hard time keeping up with the ever-increas.
1ng fiow of young ones. But it is managing.
Two years ago it completed a $100,000 addi·
tion. Already the trustees are contemplat•
1ng further construction.
The school is a simple, attractive red-and·
white building, U-shaped, with the inner
part devoted to playgrounds. It is only a
single story, as a school should be, so it can
be emptied quickly in case of fire. That's
an important factor when you realize that
there is a ·school fire in this country every
~ hours. The contrast .b etween this modern

structure and the average school building
in America is enough to make most parents
heartsick.
Gerry Jones teaches a class of 28, only 3
more than educators consider the right num.
ber for a teacher to handle. She is able to
give individual attention to each of her
ch arges.
Her children are quiet, undis·
tracted, attentive. There is none of the
unmanageable chaos of jam-packed class·
rooms in some cities, where children some·
t imes sit two in a seat. It's not like Caddo
Parish, La., where one teacher this year had
81 children in her class. {The people there
are doing something about it now. They've
passed a bond issue to relieve such condi·
tions.)
Gerry Jones' pupils not only have ample
space in their classroom, but each class of
the school has its own fenced-in outdoor
class besides its regular room, plus safe,
ample, playgrounds. In New York City, on
the other hand, some teachers have to pile
their children into public transportation to
get them to a playground.
Gerry's children go to school a full day.
A million other children in metropolitan
centers are attending school like factory
workers, two shifts a day, sometimes three.
Like teachers everywhere, Gerry Jones will
never get rich on her salary. It was $3,350
last year, just about what a secretary with
half her training can command. It's not
much money compared to what she courd get
in other professions or in a defense plant.
But it's handsome compared to many teach·
ers' salaries. Half the teachers in Mississippi
make less than $1,500.
When Gerry Jones was married last AU·
gu:st, like any other girl, Santa Be.rbara con·
sidered it normal and proper. In some com·
munities that would be cause for a teacher's
dismissal. Gerry also enjoys healthy fun.
She is a good swimmer and goes to the beach
every day that weather permits. Some sec·
tions still consider normal recreations-even
swimming, which exposes the legs-unbe·
coming to a teacher. Is it any wonder that
young people shy away from the profession?
Mrs. Jones was graduated with honors from
the University of California in Santa Bar.
bara in 1950. At the University she had
supervised practice teaching children. Con.
sidering it was what she was preparing to
do, this would hardly seem extraordinary.
But many of our prospective teachers are
coming out of teachers colleges without
having seen a child in a classroom (something like training a doctor without ever let.
ting him see a patient). Only about half
our teacher-preparing institutions are quau.
fied to educate teachers. All over the coun·
try totally inexperienced new teachers are
being fiung into classrooms sink-or-swim
style, to learn the hard way. It's the hard
way for the children, too.
Gerry considers the first grade the most
challenging of all to teach. "The first-grade
teacher often starts off with completely raw
material," she says. "About 50 percent of my
beginners are bursting to get into a book
and start reading. Yet many of them can't
even read a picture. Some of them know
their colors, others don't. Reading-readi·
ness tests indicate that about one-fourth of
my children are not ready to read at the
beginning of school."
There's a lot of talk these days about
teachers getting away from the fundamen·
tals, the three R's-reading, 'riting and
'rithmetic. It isn't a new theme. Detractors
were saying the same thing about our schools
50 years ago.
Gerry's school devotes regular drill periods
to thes·e fundamentals. But Gerry teaches
them with a minimum of pushing and forced
memorizing. There is controversy about this
too, though not in Santa Barbara. The Na·
tional Education Association has observed
that "it takes from 30 to 50 years after re·
&earch has demonstrated that a new method

is desirable for it to be accepted and put
into practice in the schools.''
At Gerry's school a school psychologist
stands ready to help her. She has her
share of children who require special understanding-the defiant little boy who paints
other children instead of his paper, the little
girl who refuses to come in after recess, an·
other one who won't go to the lavatory by
herself. Gerry spends much t ime getting at
the root of each child's difficulty. She con·
siders it a lost year if each one hasn't improved in her class. She couldn't do this in
a great number of schools today.
Gerry uses no report cards. Instead she
has individual conferences with all parents,
and twice a year writes comprehensive letters
about each child's progress, based on volu·
minous individual records she keeps.
The textbooks in Mrs. Jones's school are
reasonably up-to-date.
Have you ever
checked on the last copyright date in your
own child's schoolbooks? It's surprising how
many of them in these fast-changing times
are older than the schoolchildren who use
them.
Gerry Jones, the_n, has a good school to
teach in, good training, a good attitude to·
ward her work, good facilities. Does that
make her a good teacher? Not quite. Many
teachers have all these advantages, yet can't
do a wholly good job. Like a front-line
soldier, a good teacher must have some good
direction and support. Gerr'y has a superin·
tendent of the sort that most teachers dream
about.
Mrs. Frances Learned, Gerry's superintend·
ent, is a warm, unpretentious, soft-voiced
woman, who taught every elementary grade
before she became an administrator. · She
knows what every one of her teachers is
doing at any given time, she. can call every
one of her 350 pupils by nams, and she makes
a point of meeting their parents many times
a year. She can, and does, walk into a class·
room and take over in an emergency with all
the authority of the teacher. She obtained
her appointment on merit, not politics, and
as long as she does her job she does not have
to worry about her school board.
The school's trustees are three publicspirited citizens who are more interested in
education than in politics.
Outstanding
among them is Mrs. Ruth Allen, a trustee
for 20 years, whose . uns~lfish devotion is
largely responsible for the high teaching
standards, the cordial atmosphere, the beau·
tiful grounds, and the attractive buildinga
of the Hope School. Behind the trustees are
a strong PTA and the keenly interested com•
munity of Santa Barbara itself.
Through Gerry Jones, teacher of the year,
we can see what good teaching, good education, is. Compare it with what your child
is getting. If he's not getting .as much you
can do something about it. Join one of the
citizen's groups in your home town. If there
isn't one you can get free help in organizing
one from the National Citizens Committee
for the Public Schools, 2 West Forty-fifth
Street, New York 19, N. Y., or the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers, 600 South
Michigan Boulevard, Chicago 5, Ill.
Getting more and better schools and more
and better teachers and administrators isn't
an easy job. In a time of inflation and rising
taxes we are spending a record sum of almost
$7,000,000,000 on public schools this year.
But that buys only about half what it did
before the war. Actually we are spending
less than 3 percent of our national income
for public education.
Experts have suggested new ways of meeting the situationFederal aid, revised tax systems, redistricting
of schools. These are problems for inter·
ested citizens in each locality to work out.
The children can't do it. They are the victims. No Gerry Jones, no teacher of the
year, not all the teachers of the year can do
lt. They, too, are the victims.
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It isn't too late for the public schools.
It isn't even too late for your child, in school
today or soon to start. But it's later than we
think.

Mutual Security Cuts Jeopardize Defense
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, the following editorial plainly points out the
danger involved in slashing mutualsecurity funds as was done by the House
last week. The people of this Nation
and free people everywhere look to us
to place the defense of freedom ahead
of partisan politics and temporary advantage. During the years preceding
World War II Congress was far behind
informed people in appreciating and
appraising our situation and vital interests. Now, again, in spite of the
warnings of informed leaders like General Eisenhower and Secretary Lovett,
Congress, it seems to me, is viewing our
danger far too complacently. Like Pearl
· Harbor on December 7, 1941, Congress
assumes "it cannot happen here." What
if Congress is wrong? The answer might
be the unnecessary loss of hundreds of
thousands of lives sacrificed to shortsightedness and the wrong kind of economy. The answer might even be defeat
for some of our allies and perhaps ourselves. The taking of such chances is
not justified by any facts. The editorial
mentioned above appeared in the Washington Post on May 26:
JEOPARDIZING SECURITY
The House of Representatives has chosen
a particularly critical moment to ignore the
recommendations of its Foreign Affairs Committee on the authorization for foreign aid.
Despite the impassioned plea by Speaker
RAYBURN and warnings from the administration, the House chopped away at the mutual
assistance program and then imposed clogging amendments. The Foreign Affairs
Committee has recommended a $1,000,000,000 cut from the 7,900,000,000 requested by
President Truman. Whether the committee cut was necessary or wise only the future
can tell with certainty. But it was made
after much thought and investigation, and it
was supported by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, which independently made
the same reduction. Now the House has
trimmed the amount by an additional three
quarters of a billion dollars. It acted against
the advice of everyone--from the President
and General Eisenhower down-who bears
any responsibility for administering this
Nation's security programs.
The biggest cut was made, as might have
been expected, in the so-called defense support part of the program. Defense support
is an administration euphemism for economic aid, which to the realists on Capitol Hill
has an effeminate sound in these hard days
when tanks and guns are terribly important.
Why the politicians would rather vote dollars to buy an American tank and ship it to
France than to advance dollars to France so
that it could build its own tanks is one ot
the mysteries of our time. As economists
and military men have said over and over
again, it is more sensible and economical for

France to build tanks on home soil, some of
which might be used in Europe by American
soldiers, but their logic escapes the majority
on Capitol Hill.
A related amendment, revealing the same
temper on the part of the House and approved with what Mr. RAYBURN described as
"glee," substantially cut the amount authorized for economic assistance and technical
cooperation in Asia. A further hampering
amendment by Representative SMITH of Wisconsin placed a limit on the amount that
may be spent under the point 4 program for
materials and supplies. This amendment
would cripple the point 4 program in India,
which is primarily an agricultural development program. Since India's greatest need
is for food, the point 4 administrators have
organized a team to assist Indian farmers.
Training and technical assistance are essential, but equally essential to the program's
success are expenditures for water pumps,
rigs for drilling wells, fertilizer and steel
points for plows. The amendment will do
no harm to the point 4 program in some
countries; but in India it would all but wreck
it by reducing the amount to be spent in the
next fiscal year by about 70 percent.
Because the House was not satisfied that
the Foreign Affairs Committee had been sufficiently tough, it insisted upon inserting an
amendment by Representative MERROW of
New Hampshire, which seems harmless but
would have unfortunate effects overseas because it attempts to describe how other
nations must cooperate with the United
States to obtain mutual security funds. It
is another ill-advised attempt to be tough
for toughness' sake.
When the Senate begins debate on the bill
today it will have many opportunities to improve upon the work of the House. But it
will have to meet various short-sighted and
irresponsible proposals from its own Members. The first order of business, for example, is an amendment by Senator WELKER.
of Idaho, and 10 other Republicans to cut
the amount authorized a full $2,000,000,000
below the administration request. If the
coalition of Taftites and conservative Democrats is as strong in the Senate as it was
in the House, the amendment may prevail.
But let us hope not. Economy in all things
is desirable, but, as Speaker RAYBURN said,
the necessity of being ready for war is imposed upon us by the stubborn facts of our
time. "To be unready now," he said, "is to
jeopardize the survival of this Nation and
the whole free world."

Token of Appreciation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETI'S
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wish to include a very timely and constructive editorial which appeared in the
Chelsea Record, Chelsea, Mass., May 26,
1952:
TOKEN OF APPRECIATION
Congress has already legislated an increase
in salaries for the Nation's Armed Forces.
The House Committee on Veterans' Affairs
has reported out a bill which would provide a GI bill for Korean veterans. To round
out the picture, steps should be taken to
award extra compensation for front-line
troops. There is no reason why the frontline soldier should not receive hazard par,

similar to that received by :flyers. It would
hardly compensate them for the misery they
suffer and the risks they endure, but at least
it would put them on the same footing as
the airmen.
Fortunately it is impossible to imagine
what the front-line soldier goes through. He
lives in a hole carved out of the earth.
When it rains he gets wet. When it snows
he freezes. He has no protection from the
elements and very little protection from the
enemy. He seldom gets a hot meal. Often
he has no water for washing or shaving. He
wears his clothes day and night, going for
weeks without a change of clothing or a
shower. For him there is no escape from the
gnawing fear of the death which he sees all
around him. With only a rifle or machine
gun in their hands these men walk forth
against enemy fortifications, overcoming almost impossible barriers to achieve theil'
goals.
They do not think of themselves as heroes.
They want nothing but peace and a return
to normal living. Though they can buy so
little with the money they receive, and never
the peace they want so dearly, they deserve
extra compensation as a token that the Na.tion is grateful for their heroism. At least
they should be given the assurance that
the Nation appreciates them.

How Can I Help Expand Opportunith~•
in America?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MIKE MANSFIELD
OF MONTANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 27, 1952

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent, I am inserting
in the RECORD a copy of the prize winning essay on How Can I Help Expand
Opportunities in ~erica, recently conducted by the Sheaffer Pen Co.
The national winner of tl\is essay contest is A. Robert Thorson, a sophomore
in the Anaconda High School, Anaconda,
Mont. Robert won his high honor over
contestants from all the 48 States, Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.
In addition to his writing skill, Robert
in an accomplished pianist and organist,
an honor student, and a fine American
citizen.
He is most deserving of the recognition which he has earned and he is a
credit to his fine city of Anaconda, our
glorious Treasure State of Montana, and
our great Nation.
To Robert, I extend my congratulations and best wishes for a great piece
of work.
The winning essay follows:
ANACONDA, MONT., January 4, 1952.
Mr. CRAIG SHEAFFER,
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., New York, N. Y.

DEAR MR. SHEAFFER: I am glad to have the
privilege to write in your contest on the subject, How Can I Help Expand Opportunities
in America?
As the philosopher Francis Bacon once
said, "A wise man will make more opportunities than he finds."
But in order to make more opportunities
and expand them a person must have two
prevailing qualities, curiosity and the
chance-taking spirit. Without these traits
the chances of making a success in 11fe are
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few. These characteristics must not lie dormant but must be developed through constant exercise, somewhat as an athlete develops his muscles. It is through curiosity
that we discover opportunities and it is by
gambling that we can expand them.
Clarence Birdseye has these qualities and
has used them to his advantage, as well as
providing countless jobs for millions of
Americans. Although the public thinks of
h im primarily as an inventor, because of
the ideas he developed, or helped to develop,
he is also a bank director, the president of a
company, a fisherman, an author, an engineer, a cook, a naturalist, a stockholder, and
a consultant. He did not wait for opportunity to knock on his door but went out
seeking it and made use of all opportunities;
bowever slim they might have been.
Another attribute which is useful in enabling a person to expand opportunities is the
eagerness to learn. "Ignorance is the curse
of God, knowledge the wing wherewith we
fly to heaven" (Shakespeare). Knowledge
is truly a means by which we can expand
opportunities until our particular goal is
reached. Knowledge is a great power that
enables us to advance civilization; thus giving us innumerable opportunities. An educated person has a far better chance to
extend opportunities and make a success
out of life than a person who has not received an education. It can, therefore, be
assumed that any ambitious person wishing
to be successful should acquire the best possible education. Only an enlightened people can cope with the complex problems
and wants existing today. And America
affords a better chance of receiving an edu•
cation than any other country.
If Thomas Edison had not been curious,
we might never have had many of the pleasures which we enjoy today. If Andrew Carnegie had not had the chance-taking spirit,
he might never have become the great in·
dustrialist. If Albert Einstein did not have
the knowledge he has, our conception of the
universe might ba relatively small. These
men did not have greater opportunities than
we today but were wide awake and ready to
expand opportunities.
These important
qualities were inherent in them-curiosity,
the chance-taking spirit, and the eagerness
· to learn more about ·the things in which
they were particularly interested.
Who said that opportunity went out with
the horse-and-buggy days? That is rubbish.
Opportunities certainly are not diminishing
but are steadily increasing. There is no
doubt that many of our natural resources
are dwindling and it will be necessary to
find adequate substitutes. New fields are
waiting to be explored; such as, atomic
power, plastics and other synthetics, medicine, and other sciences. There is also a
demand for public works, neglected during
the past decade-conservation, highways,
hospitals, schools, water systems, sewer system<S, irrigation, and transport facilities.
There is a persistent call from abroad for
American food, supplies, and industrial
equipment.
Opportunities have not decreased. The
American people are not satisfie!;i with what
they have but are always on the ~arch of
progress, striving for something better.
Change is the intrinsic nature of the American way of life. Change brings with it the
ever-increasing variety and complexity of
human wants. New instruments, devices,
and machinery of every description have
brought demands for new inventions and
new services which challenge the imagination of youth today.
Yes, America has a golden future that can
be compared to a lofty mountain in the distance, accessible to us if we have the skill
and courage to surmount the foothills.
S~ ncerely yours,
ROBERT THORSON.

NoTE.-Opportunities is a broad subject.
You will observe that my essay dealt with
economic opportunities, since the letter sent
out by Scholastic magazine stated: "The
contest is designed to stimulate student
thought and expression on the subject of
economic opportunity in America."
(References: If I Were Twenty-One, by
Clarence Birdseye; Goals for America, by
Stuart Chase; Boy's Stories of Great Men,
by Egermeier;· If I Were Startfng Out Today,
by C. Kompton; Webster's New Twentieth
Century Unabridged Dictionary.)

Votational Rehabilitation Program in
West Virginia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ELIZABETH KEE
OF WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 195Z

Mrs. KEE. Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent to extend my remarks in
the i~ppendix of the RECORD, I include a
statement by Mr. F. Ray Power, State
Director of the Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation in West Virginia, outlining the outstanding results of the vocational rehabilitation program in West
Virginia:
VoCATIONAl.
REHABILITATION
SHOWS
OUT•
STANDING RESULTS IN WEST VIRGINIA

(By F. Ray Power)
Through State and Federal cooperation the
West Virginia Division of Vocational Rehabilitation is providing each year more and
better rehabilitation services to thousands of
disabled citizens. This program of rehabilitation of the civilian disabled began operating in West Virginia in 1921 following the enactment of the Federal rehabilitation law by
the Federal Congress in 1920. The program
operated on a restricted basis with small
amounts of State and Federal funds until
1943 when Public Law 113 was enacted.
PROGRAM EXPANDS RAPIDLY

West Virginia moved quickly to expand
and improve reJ;labilitation services to the
disabled following the enactment of amendments to the Federal Rehabilitation Act in
1943 (Public Law 113) and it has kept moving. The biennial State appropriation for
rehabilitation increased at each regular session of the legislature from 1943 to 1951 and
the number of disabled persons who received
rehabilitation services increased each year
from 1943 to 1951. A comparison of a few
statistics will illustrate the progress made.
During the 1943 fiscal year a total of 1,370
disabled persons in West Virginia received rehabilitation services. The number of disabled people receiving rehabilitation services
in West Virginia during the 1951 fiscal year
was 7,741. The increase of expenditures for
rehabilitation is equally striking. In 1943
a total of $63,994.74 of State and Federal
funds were spent to provide rehabilitation
services. In 1951 a total of $645,485.81 of
State and Federal funds were spent to provide vocational rehabilitation services. The
increase in expenditure within the period was
over 1,000 percent.
SERVICES RANK HIGH

Reports of the Federal Security Agency,
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, show
that West Virginia ranked second among
the States in the number of cases rehabili•

tated per 100,000 population in 1951. The
rate of rehabilitations in West Virginia per
100,000 population was 90, and the average
number of rehabilitations for the country
as a whole was 43 per 100,000. On the same
basis West Virginia ranked second in the
number of disabled persons in the active
case load.
It also ranked second among
the States in the number of disabled persons given rehabilitation services in 1951
according to the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation report.
EERVICES INCREASE

IN SCOPE AND QUALITY

A comparison of the services which were
b::ling provided to rehabilitate the civilian
disabled persons in 1951 wi~h those being
provided in 194:3 is most striking. In 1943
services were limited to counseling, guidance,
training, prosthetic appliances, and job
placement for the physically handicapped.
In 1951 all of ·the services provided clients
in 1943 were available, plus medical and
vocational diagnosis, medical and surgical
treatment, physical and occupational therapy, transportation, maintenance, and placement tqols and equipment when needed to
rehabilitate the disabled person. In addition, the same services authorized for the
physically handicapped were authorized for
the mentally handicapped, and special services were provided for the blind, the mentally
handicapped, the severely disabled, and the
tuberculous.
The following record gives detailed facts
concerning the number of rehabilitation
services provided disabled men and women
by the West Virginia division of vocational
rehabilitation during the 1951 fiscal year:
Counseling and vocational-guidance service ·
provided 7,741; medical and psychiatric diagnosis provided 3,731; medical and surgical
treatment provided 837; hospital services
provided 639; prosthetic appliances and repairs provided 669; vocational training provided 720; placement tools, equipment, and
licenses provided 102.
The services listed above were made more
effective through the utilization of special
services and . special facilities both inside
and outside the State. These included the
diagnostic and evaluation center for the
blind, which was held at the Romney State
School for the Blind; the vending-stand
program for the blind, which was operated
by the West Virginia Society for the Blind
and Severely Disabled; the insanatoria rehabilitation program, which was operated
throughout the year at Denmar, Hopemont,
and Pinecrest Sanatoria; the in-hospital rehabilitation program, which was operated
for the mentally handicapped throughout t~e
year in the Huntington, Lakin, Spencer, and
Weston State Mental Hospitals. In addition
to these special services provided within West
Virginia, special rehabilitation services were
provided approximately 100 severely disabled clients in rehabilitation centers in
. six other States in 1951.
SEVERELY DISABLED REHABILITATED

Among the 1,801 disabled West Virginians
who were rehabilitated in 1951 there were a
considerable number of severely disabled
persons. The number included 60 blind, 111
mentally handicapped, 322 amputees, 54 with
spinal injuries, 21 with multiple disabled
limbs, and 12 paraplegics. Many of these disabled persons were bed cases prior to rehabilitation, and many others were not capable of self-care. At time of closure all were
working and producing. Many men and
women in wheel chairs are doing watch repair, shoe repair, electrical repair, and other
highly skilled jobs. Another large group are
operating retail businesses. Still other severely disabled persons are in clerical jobs
and professions. Travel throughout West
Virginia and you will see many severely disabled men and women working and earning
a livelihood as a result of being rehabilitated.
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STATE INCOME INCREASED AS COST OF CARE
REDUCED

The record shows that the West Virginia
Rehabilitation Division not only l;llakes wage
earners out of unemployed disabled persons
but at the same time it takes many of them
off State public-assistance rolls and from the
State institutions. Of the 1,801 persons rehabilitated in 1951, 376 were receiving public assistance at the time of contact, and 114
were receiving institutional care. It is usually easier to rehabilitate a disabled person
before he is forced to accept public assistance or institutional care, but when a person
is rehabilitated while receiving such services
the community and State gains through decreased costs and increased income. The
West Virginia rehabilitation program presents, year after year, a cumulative record
of outstanding results in reducing relief
costs and increasing the State's income
through the rehabilitation of disabled men
and women who are on the public-assistance
rolls and in State institutions.
In 1950, the disabled members of 239 families receiving public assistance were rehabili·
tated. Prior to rehabilitation these families
were receiving public assistance of approximately $150,000 a year. It cost $36,000 to
rehabilitate these disabled men and women,
and at the time of closure they were supporting their families and earning approximately $175,000 a .year. During the same
year, 79 tuberculous persons from all State
sanatoria were rehabilitated. The State was
paying their way, and their medical care was
expensive. As a result of rehabilitation services these 79 tuberculous cases were restored
to employment and were earning at the annual rate of $125,000 at the time of closure.
The economic gain of rehabilitating 376
cases from public-assistance rolls and 111
cases from State institutions in 1951 was
greater than the benefits realized in 1950
because of the increased number of cases.
Since the need for rehabilitation services to
these types of cases is far from being met,
further economic gain can be realized in proportion to the services provided.
ADVANTAGE OF EARLY REHABILITATION

The rehabilitation of the disabled person
is usually less costly if it can be done before
the client is entered on the public-assistance
rolls or admitted to a State institution. The
established policy of the West Virginia Rehabilitation Division is to provide appropriate rehabilitation services to disabled
persons as soon after they become disabled
as possible. Early service helps to prevent
the damage to the spirit of the disabled person resulting from discouragement and
hopelessness. It also gives the person an
opportunity to properly use his own funds
toward rehabilitation before they are exhausted. Through close cooperation with
many agencies and institutions the rehabilitation division secures the referral of eligible
disabled persons in need of rehabilitation.
Such persons are referred from the schools,
physicians, hospitals, workmen's compensation, selective service, employers, labor
unions, and many other sources. A total of
6,905 disabled persons were referred to the
division during the 1951 fiscal year. Despite
the fact that West Virginia has an active rehabilitation program operating on many
fronts and providing a great range of services it is at present only meeting about onehalf of the established need. At the close
of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1951, the
division had an active roll of 4,616 cases in
st~rvice, a.nd an additional 4,499 cases awaiting service because of a lack of funds. Every
diSabled man or woman is a potential publicassistance case. If he remains unemployed
he first uses up his own financial resources
and then those Qf his family. When these
are eXhausted he is provided public assistance
in accordance with the State's standard of
support for its indigent disabled. Such in•

digent persons are publicly supported at an
annual cost per case of from $400 to $1,000,
depending on the care provided. It is also
true that the dependents ·of disabled persons
usually receive public support when the head
of the family can no longer furnish support.
REHABILITATION PAYS ECONOMIC DIVIDENDS

It is certainly a sound investment of pub-
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consumer's sales tax and property taxes which
these rehabilitated men and women will pay.
The Federal Government's contribution to
the program will also be repaid many times
by the personal income tax and other Federal taxes these rehabilitated persons will
pay. To these financial gains must be added
the gains in human welfare. There are actually no financial yardsticks to measure the
difference between a self-reliant citizen carrying his own responsibilities and a depressed
citizen dependent upon charity. These differences, however, mean more than dollars
and cents in terms of happiness, good citizens, and social usefulness.

lic funds to provide vocational rehabilitation services for disabled men and women
to prevent them from becoming public-assistance recipients and patients in public
institutions. It is also a sound investment
of public funds to provide vocational rehabilitation services to remove disabled men
REHABILITATION EXAMPLE OF FEDERAL-STATE
and women from the public-assistance rolls,
COOPERATION
from the State tuberculosis sanitoria, and
The outstanding accomplishments in the
from the State mental hospitals. .
rehabilitation ·of the disabled in West VirThe Senate and House committee reports
ginia illustrate the great good which is repreceding the enactment of the Federal resulting
from the State-Federal vocational
habilitation law of 1943 contains identical
rehabilitation
program throughout the Nalanguage as follows:
tion. There is probably no public-service
"From the long range point of view there
program whose services are more direct or
is no question but that the problem of
effective in helping our citizens to help themdisability is a problem which can be met only
.
selves,
or which brings greater returns in
by large expenditures of public money. The
huU?-an welfare and economic gain on the
very fact that a person who is normally a
basis of funds expended. What West Virbreadwinner is disabled often raises a relief
ginia is doing toward the rehabilitation of
problem as to him and his dependents. From
its disabled civilians is being duplicated in
the viewpoint of both Federal and State
varying degrees in every State, and the retreasuries, and of the disabled persons themsults are, no doubt, equally outstanding.
selves, experience has demonstrated that
This
program has made rapid strides in
the best as well as the most economical aprecent years but anyone who is aware of the
proach for meeting the situation is an
extent of disablement and the need for reappropriate program of vocational rehabilitahabilitation, realizes that one of our most
tion. . Where a disabled person may be made
urgent national problems is the improvement
fit for employment, through rehabilitation,
and .e xpansion of the care and rehabilitaand becomes a tax producer rather than a
tion of the disabled. Much is being done,
tax consumer, it would seem poor economy to
but a great deal more needs to be done.
deny him these necessary services. This is
the dollars-and-cents justification of the
program."
·
·
The record shows that the West Virginia
The Republican Creed
Rehabilitation Division is rehabilitating men
and women before they reach the public asEXTENSION OF REMARKS
sistance rolls. It is rehabilitating them from
the public assistance rolls. It is also reOF
habilitating them from all State institutions
for the disabled. The cost of rehabilitating
the disabled is a nonrecurring expenditure
OF MINNESOTA
while the cost of supporting disabled perIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
sons in dependency is a recurring expense.
Wednesday, May 28, 1952
Rehabilitation reduces dependency and restores work ability. It relieves hard-pressed
Mr.
H. CARL ANDERSEN.
Mr.
relatives from care for the disabled members
Speaker, Mr. William R. Mitchell, of
of their families. Since the beginning of the
Tracy,, Minn., sent me a copy of a resoWest Virginia civilian rehabilitation program,
lution recently adopted at the Lyon
a total of 13,547 disabled men and women
have been rehabilitated into employment.
County, Minn., Republican Convention,
The cost of this service has been considerable
and I believe it is worthy of the careful
but the good it has done in terms of . the
study of the Members of this House.
general welfare of the State has been imThe resolution reads as follows:
mense. It is estimated that there are 20,000
THE REPUBLICAN CREED
disabled men and women in West Virginia
We believe that the liberty which our
who are in need of vocational rehabilitation.
forefathers sought, when they immigrated to
There is no doubt but that it would be a
America, which was so aptly stated in the
sound investment of State and Federal funds
Declaration of Independence, and preserved
to provide the money necessary to rehabilby the framers of our Gonstitution, would be
itate all disabled persons in need of services.
af; all costs protected and preserved and that
An analysis of the rehabilitants for the
all tendencies toward socialism, the usurpfiscal year ended June 30, 1951, shows beneing of State rights and individual liberties
ficial results. The total annual income of
should be rescinded and wherever taken
the 1,801 disabled men and women rehabiliaway
immediately returned to the people.
tated during the year was estimated to be
We regret that the recent exposure of cor$402,636 before rehabilitation. For the first
ruption, greed, and graft has instilled a lack
year after rehabilitation the total annual
of respect by the citizens of this country for
earnings of the group, exclusive of farmers
their government.
and family workers, had increased to an
We believe that honesty and morality in
estimated $2,810,548. The increased total
government is a fundamental necessity and
annual earnings not only represent an inthat
this great Nation of ours cannot concrease of over 500 percent of earned income
tinue to thrive and exist as a world power,
of the 1,801 rehabilitants but it also constiunless our Government is respected by its
tuted an increase of over $2,400,000 in the
own citizens.
annual earned income of the State. From a
We promise the people of America that if
purely monetary standpoint, vocational replaced in power, all graft, greed, and corruphabilitation is a sound financial investment,
tion will be eliminated and that wherever
as the cost of maintaining the program durpossible those who have been engaging in
ing the year was less than $400 per rehabili·
this practice will be promptly and JU&tlJ
tan t. This cost will be more than repaid
punished.
in a short time to the State 1n the form of
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We promise to return to the people the
freedom of operation, which has given us
our high standard of living and which has
made this Nation one of the strongest nations
in the world.
We regret that the administration of the
State Department has been so weak, vacil·
lating, inconsistent, and corrupt that we have
lost our standing and respect to the point
where our citizens are no longer safe from
attack and are kidnapped and abused without
restriction.
We promise, if elected, that the State De·
partment and our foreign policy will be so
fair, firm, and certain that it will again com·
mand respect among the family of nations
and that our citizens wherever they may be
can again depend upon the protection of the
Stars and Stripes.
We believe that the farmer's prosperity
and his economic status is of vital impor-tance to the welfare of the Nation and with
that thought in mind we promise to work
for those programs which will tend to main·
:tain, preserve, and stabilize a profitable
farming industry.
We believe that when farm products and
the things which a farmer sells ·are and have
been dropping in price that there is no
justification or excuse for the raising of the
prices of the commodities which the fa-rmer
.uses in his operation.
We believe that our public officials' words
and utterances should command respect and
we wholeheartedly regret that the utter·
ances in the past of our public officials, as
evidenced by Democratic leaders, has been
such that the statements of present Democatic Government officials no longer can be
depended upon to be truthful.
We believe that Government officialR
should be qualified to fill the position which
they hold .and we condemn the inefficiency,
mismanagement, and willful neglect which
has caused such a tremendous loss and
shrinkage in value of Government commodi•
ties throughout the Nation.
We believe that the money paid by tax·
payers should be wisely and economically
spent and we reiterate that an honest and
efficient administration of the .governmental
affairs o{ the Nation would make it possible
for taxes to be reduced.
V{e are firmly steeped in belief that many
old-fashioned notions forgotten by the present socialistic planners in charge of our
Government could be well followed in the
solution of the many problems now confronting our Nation, and as an example of
some of these old-fashioned notions we now
conclude this Republican creed by quoting
the following utterances of Abraham
Lincoln:
"You cannot bring about prosperity by
discouraging thrift. You cannot strengthen
the weak by _ weak!:lning the strong. You
cannot help the wage earner by pulling down
the wage payer. You cannot further the
brotherhood of man by encouraging class ·
hatred. You cannot help the poor by discouraging the rich. You cannot establish
sound security on borrowed money. You
cannot keep out of trouble by spending more
than you earn. You cannot build character and courage by taking away man's initiative and independence. You cannot help
men permanently by doing for them what
they could and should do for themselves."
Yes; we can bring ourselves up to date by
quoting from recent utterances by one of
the most outstanding lifelong Democrats in
America today, to wit: James F. Byrnes. We
believe that not even the President of the
United States has a right to substitute fiction for history.
"If we bring up a generation which looks
to Washington for the solution of State,
local, and even personal problems, which
looks first for security instead of opportunity, and which is afraid of the chances

and the ·r esponsibilities of life, we shall have
undermined the very foundation of liberty.
"There can be no substitute in a free society of individual courage, initiative, and
responsibility; for the obligations of communities and States to do all they can for
themselves.
"Freedom isn't free. It has to be worked
'for and earned by individuals. It will not
be and cannot be bestowed by an all-powerful central government, however beneficent
that government's motives may be."

National Textile Biii-35-Hour Workweek
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HO~.

GEORGE M. RHODES
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, on leave
to extend my own remarks in the AP·
pendix of the RECORD, I include herewith
the following statement pertaining to a
bill which I have introduced today:
This is a bill in the public interest designed
to reduce unemployment in the textile industry, increase consumer demand, relieve
the public welfare agencies of an incre.asing
financial responsibility, conserve the skills 0f
trained workers as a necessity to the defense
program, and to prevent a repetition ·of 1933
when the industry collapsed into complete
demoralization and the owners compelled to
plead with the Government for minimum
wages and maximum hours in codes of fair
competition.
·
INTERSTATE COMMERCE

The textile industry operates in every State
of the Union, it employs 1,250,000 workers,
with about 50 percent female employees.
Approximately one-sixth of these are now
totally unemployed at a time of comparative
national prosperity. With few exceptions,
the remainder are·· partially unemp1oyed.
The average workweek does not exceed 35
hours.
This bill would limit the 35-hour workweek
to no more than two shifts, or a sum total of
70 hours.

R. I.;- Nashua, N. H.; Asheville, N. C.; Cumberland, Md.; Utica, N. Y.; Jasper, Ala.; and
my own city. of Reading, Pa. This list is
being added to from .d ay to day.
For these reasons and others not herein
chronicled, and as a measure of vital public
interest, welfare, and safety, the Congress of
the United States should pass this emergency legislation at the earliest possible date.
It is important to the economy that we
take proper steps to stop rising unemployment and the evils that grow out of the lack
of opportunity for people to obtain jobs.
The diversion of production of textile prod·ucts from certain States to other States by
·reason of unfair competition in wage rates
and other conditions of employment is one
of the contributing factors to the present
-plight .of the industry. This bill would help
to correct 'that situation.
Unemployment breeds discontent and adds
to the danger of industrial conflict and strife.
Unemployment is economic waste and places
a heavy burden on the Federal and State
Governments in providing jobless benefits,
public assistance, and other forms of relief
to the victims. This bill is the logical approach to solving that problem.
The threatened collapse of the textile in.
dustry is more than a tragedy to the working people and their families. It endangers
the whole economy, our defense effort, and
the security of the Nation.
America's productive might makes it possible for us to fill the warehouses with civilian goods while a large part of our produc~
tive force is geared to the defense effort and
in providing economic and military aid to
the free nations of the world who are allied
with us in the fight against totalitarian
tyranny.
Unemployment at a time like this is a
warning signal that we cannot afford to ig.
nore if we are concerned about the -future
welfare of our country and the security of
the free world in these momentous times.
This bill is a practical proposal to meet
the challenge of unemployment now. Delay
can be costly and dangerous. I hope that
every Member of the Congress will give serious consideration to this measure which I
introduced today.

Statem~nt

of Hon. Samuel W. Yorty, of
California, Relative to H. R. 7757

PEAK PRODUCTION

The necessity for this restriction Is the
phenomenal increase and rapidity of production due to increased efficiency, technological improvements and extra workloads
adding to the physical and mental strain of
the operatives. ·
WAGES.

Invoking the principle that the workers
should share in the higher profits due to
higher productivity, the following wage provisions are set forth:
1. There shall be no weekly wage reduc·
tion in the change from 40 to 35 hours.
2. The minimum wage requirements of the
Walsh-Healey Public _C ontracts Act shall be
applicable in this resolution.
3. The principle of the Fair Labor Stand-·
ards Act, including a rigid child-labor provision, shall also be part of the measure.
DISTRESSED TEXTILES

The shorter workweek, as a means of attacking unemployment, would also serve as
an instrument of stability and a weapon
against cutthroat competition now prevailing in the textile industry.
The situation has become so critical that
the Secretary of Labor has found it necessary
to designate the following textile localities
as distressed areas: Lawrence, Lowell, New
Bedford, and Fall River. Mass.; Providence.··

EXTENSION OF REMARKS _
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave granted to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include the following
statement by me relative to H. R. 7757, a.
bill granting preference to disabled vet·
erans of World War II in making entry
on public lands:
Mr. Chairman, section 4 of the act of
September 27, 1944 ' (-~3 U. S. C. 282), proposed to be amended by the bill H. R. 7757,
gives to World War !!'veterans, including disabled veterans, a 90-day priority in the right
of entry on public lands under the homestead or desert land laws or under the laws
regulating the sale of public lands for home,
health, recreation, or business sites where
such lands have been withdrawn and there
is a revocation of the order of withdrawal
or the filing of a plat of survey or resurvey
opening such lands to entry.
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I am sure we are all in agreement_with the
underlying philosophy in the enactment,
not only of section 4 of this act, but of the
whole act. From the time of George Washington and the birth of the Republic, it has
been an historical policy, which has now become traditional, that the soldiers who have
fought our wars are given every facility to
enter our public lands. In reporting the
bill H. R. 5025, which became the Act of
September 27, 1944 of the Seventy-eighth
Congress, the House Committee on Public
Lands stated (H. Rept. 1646, 78th Cong. 2d
sess., p. 1):
"It is felt that preference should be given
to honorably discharged veterans in the selection of these sites. The bill also grants
the same preferences to veterans of this war
as veterans of other wars with reference to
homesteading on the public domain of the
United States."
· The report continues:
"The giving of preference to honorably
discharged veterans has been in existence for
a number of years. Applications for homesteads and inquiries are now coming in from
persons discharged from the Armed Forces
and it has been determined that the present
law granting preferences is not broad enough
to cover veterans of the present World War
and it is felt that the same preference should
be given to veterans of World War II as has
been given to veterans of other wars and this
legislation is necessary for that purpose."
In the early days of our country, there was
more public land than veterans to settle
upon it, but with the passage of time and
the diminution of our public domain, the
ratio has been reversed. There are now
many more veterans than available land.
As a consequence of this fact, the competition among veterans for land is very keen~
particularly for reclamation homesites. Over
the past year the number of veterans applyIng for a single farm unit has ranged from
6 to 291, and has averaged 31.
This situation poses a problem. In a given
Instance who is to decide which veteran is
to be preferred? All are worthy of the gratitude of our country. On what basis will the
preference be made as between veterans?
The time is now upon us in our public-land
policy when these decisions must be made.
In fact, the Congress should long since have
made them. The Department of the Interior
cannot make the decisions for us, and it has
'properly refrained from doing so. In the
absence of congressional direction it has done
a very laudable job in this respect. I am
Informed that the Department's decision as
to which veteran is to receive the particular
farm unit is made by lot. This method, of
course, means that the disabled veteran receives consideration only by chance.
My bill, H. R. 7757, will provide congressional direction for the distribution of these
lands. Actually there are very few parcels of
land left in the continental United States
suitable for homestead entry and most of
those are reclaimed land. This bill will give
first priority to the disabled veteran who can
qualify. It will insure his receiving first consideration in the distribution of those few
parcels remaining. The disabled veteran
must, of course, have a disability rating determined in accordance with the standard
schedule of rating disabilities in current use
by the Veterans' Administration. Should
more than one disabled veteran apply for the
same farm unit, which is quite likely in view
of the small number remaining, then the
distribution will be made on the basis of
·percentage of disability with preference to
the one with the highest percentage of
disability.
The whole modern principle of veterans'
benefits is predicated upon the idea that the
veteran, after sacrifices for the benefit of
•his country, should be restored, as far as is
humanly possible, to the position he would
XCVIII-App.--210

have attained had he not been called to
serve, but remained at home in competition
with his fellows. In order to do this, all
veterans have not been given the same
benefits, nor have they been given the same
amount of a given benefit. Generally, in the
matter of disability benefits, the veteran with
no disability receives no compensation while
those with disability receive compensation
according to the percentage of disability.
Educational opportunities are based upon
the length of service, those with the longest
service receiving the greatest educational
benefits. Other examples may be cited where
the benefit is based upon the degree of the
veterans' needs in order to compete with
those who were not called upon to serve.
Surely the merit of this principle with respect to disabled veterans is obvious.
Certainly, the principle should be extended
to and applied in a situation where the
total quantity of benefits or, in this case,
land, is limited and there is not enough to
go around. The distribution of this land
should not be lef.t to mere chance.

Israel and America

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, on Mon·
day, May 26, 1952, it was my privilege
to attend and participate in the dinner
sponsored by the Jewish National Fund
celebrating the establishment of Truman Village in the State of Israel.
I pointed out that the Jewish Na·
tional Fund was brought into existence
some 52 years ago for the purpose of
raising moneys to effectuate the dream
of Zionists for the reestablishment of a
home in the Holy Land. The funds
thus raised by voluntary contributions
were used to purchase land in Israel
which was then developed and made useful and productive. Marsh lands were
drained; desert waste lands were irri·
gated; and denuded hillsides were re·
forested. The latest project in Israel so
undertaken by the Jewish National Fund
was the building of a complete village
named after our distinguished and honored President Harry S. Truman, where
veterans of the Israeli War for Independence and their families have been
settled and where they are now engaged
in farming.
Messages of tribute to President Truman were received, and read to the
gathering, from Dr. Chaim Weizmann,
President of the State of Israel, and
from Dr. Abraham Granott, Israeli
president of the Jewish National Fund.
Following that it wa·s my distinct priv·
ilege to introduce His Excellency, the
Ambassador from Israel to the United
States, Abba Eban, who spoke as follows:
ISRAEL AND AMERICA-A TRmUTE TO PRESIDENT
TRUMAN

(Address by Ambassador Abba Eban, before
the Kfar Truman dinner, Statler Hotel.
May 26, 1952)
Mr. President, Mr. Vice President, distinguished _members of the Cabinet, the Su•
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preme Court, and the Congress, ladies and
gentlemen, this is a solemn and exalted moment in the history of American-Israel relations. For the first time an Ambassador of
Israel is able to bear public testimony, in the
hearing of the President of the United States,
to the deeds of high courage and profound
sympathy whereby that President illuminated the early records of our national
liberation.
The State of Israel is now 4 years old, but
Its annals are already part of universal history. Here is a pe9ple which defended its
hearth and its home against the fury of · a
preponderant foe; established free institutions in a wilderness of absolutism and
tyranny extending around it on every side;
brought 750,000 of its kinsmen out of misery
and anguish beneath the shelter of its pro:tective roof; pushed the areas of verdant
cultivation ever further and deeper into the
wilderness and the swamp; planted 25,000,000
trees on the barren hills and roadsides of a
country, devastated by centuries of neglect;
began to explore and lay bare the natural
riches of its soil; embarked upon a great cultural adventure to create out of varied and
divergent elements from all the four corners
of the earth a new civilization in the image
of Israel'& past; established its flag in the
family of nations and gave utterance to Israel's universal longing for peace. Such is
the record of Israel's performance in these
4 years of its national life. The history of
every people fixes its eye upon a particular
hour when its qualities shine forth with
special radiance above the levels of normal
·achievement. We cannot doubt that posterity, looking back on these 4 years, with
all their turbulence and adventure, will recognize them always as the formative years in
the life of our nation. We, beyond our expectations and, perhaps, beyond our merits,
belong to the generation of Israel's founding
fathers.
It is doubtful whether any human purpose has ever been accomplished against
heavier calculations of chance. All the cir.cumstances of time and place argued against
our success. The place was fixed by history
on the shores of the eastern Mediterranean,
where vigorous nationalisms were arising, far
more disposed to claim national freedom
for themselves than to concede it to others.
The time was the sequel of the Second World
War, when the Jewish people rose battered
and bleeding from the violent onslaught of
tyranny. Six million of our kinsmen had
been sla\lghtered in the fields of Europe;
men, women, and children had been carted
off to furnaces like unwanted rubbish. The
institutions of Jewish life and learning lay
about us in ruin. The pride and repute of
the Jewish people had been dragged down in
calumny and degradation. Out of the darkest depths of man's divided nature, there
had sprung at the throat of the Jewish people
the most violent hatred which ever convulsed or distorted the spirit of man. This
was the lowest ebb of our fortunes, when
many believed that we had marked the end
of the Jewish people's journey across history's stage. Yet within a few years of this
unexampled decline, behold, the Jewish
commonwealth had come into triumphant
·existence. Its flag flew bravely in the circle
of banners which symbolized the freedom
and equality of all nations on earth. Its life
and culture entered upon a new birth of
freedom. Warm waves of pride and confidence flowed into every Jewish home
through the length and the breadth of the
world, where the traditions of Israel were
still cherished and rever~d. The history of
the Jewish people in this generation is dominated by this violent contrast between the
dark frustrations of 1945 and the high peaks
of achievement and opportunity to which
we suddenly rose. Never was this people
stronger than in its moment of weakness,
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never more hopeful than in its moment of
despair.
But what was the precise moment at which
this transition began from paralyzing weakness to ·a great eruption of initiative and
strength? It came first in the spring of 1946
when thousands of displaced fugitives in the
squalid camps of occupied Europe suddenly
heard a strong and resolute voice lifted up
in their behalf.
President Truman had
urged, in the name of the American people,
that the remnants of Israel should be admitted in accordance with international law and
policy into the country designated by the
world conscience as the Jewish national
home.
It is a good test of friendship for men or
nations to recall the moment of their greatest loneliness and ask themselves who then
stood at their side, when all appeared lost.
By this crucial test President Truman must
be surely accounted Israel's most authentic
and decisive friend. The political movements set up by this first intervention in
favor of Jewish refugee immigration to Israel
led directly to the discussion on Palestine's
future in the councils of the United Nations.
Here the cause of Jewish statehood was fully
vindicated in the spirit of national selfdetermination. World statesmen, with the
United States at their head, looked upon the
great new- expanse of Arab freedom embodied
in nine sovereign states extending over a vast
continent covering more than a million
square miles. No balanced conscience could
withhold from the Jewish people, so sorely
beset, the opportunity to exercise its national freedom within an infinitely smaller
domain, less than one-hundredth of that in
which the Arab peoples had achieved their
freedom with the strong assistance and influence of the Western World. The nations
said: "Just as it is right for the Arab world
to exercise its freedom in a vast continent,
so it cannot be wrong for the people of
Israel to renew its sovereignty in a tiny corner which had been immortalized in history
through its connection with the Hebrew
spirit and tradition." Thus; on May 14, 1948,
the founders of our State declared their independence and showed cause for their secession from the union in which they had been
previously held. The event, announced in
due form to all governments which composed
the international society, was a direct challenge to the -imagination and statesmanship
of the world. In 5 minutes President Truman announced that the State of Israel and
its government were recognized by the United
States.
The government and people of
Israel are deeply grateful to all the countries
of the world which have since established
friendly relations with them. We should,
however, be less than human if we did not
have a special place in our hearts for those
who supported us in our days of solitude
and adversity when our prospect of survival
was dim, and the forces arrayed against us
appeared insurmountabie. In the works of
Hebrew prophecy, we call those "who went
with us in the wilderness, in the land that
was not sown."
These first international acts of friendship
set up a momentum which has never run
down. In the immediate sequel to statehood
and recognition there came the support of
the United States for Israel's admission to
the United Nations, bringing 2,000 years of
anonymity and inferiority to an end. In the
second year of our independence powerful
forces begrudged us the empty, parched
wastes of the Nege:v which we regarded, with
more faith than reason, as our ·development
area, to be fertili~ed by the sacrifices and
toil of pioneers. Again President Truman
stood in the breach. It must be a source
oi satisfaction to him to know that our most
promising auguries of mineral wealth, of industrial productivity and even of agricultural bounty have since been revealed precisely in that area which was coveted so
arduously and so long, and which was so

often written off as a sterile and 'QSeless wilderness. In later years the United States,
in performance of its duty as member of
the United Nations, came forward to initiate and to uphold the armistice which
brought armed conflict with our neighbors
to an end. When Israel's action in opening its gates to the hunted and dispossessed
of Europe, Africa, and Asia led to an inevitable gap between our needs and our production, the United States joined with us
in our struggle for economic stability. The
investments of the Export-Import Bank and
the inclusion of Israel in the mutual-security program have had a crucial effect upon
our survival, and will help to decide the
issue of our stability and prosperity as well.
Why is it that this community of purpose
and sentiment has asserted itself so constantly between Israel and the United States
in so many challenging events? Is it a mere
accident of diplomatic history, or do the
causes lie buried more deeply in the soil of
our separate traditions? I am convinced
that the rise of Israel would not have made
so deep an impact upon the American Nation
and its elected leader, were it not for three
links which unite our countries across the
oceans of space. First, there is a common
body of historic experience; second, there is
a common devotion to democracy; third,
there is a common allegiance to the same
system of moral values. This community of
historic experience could not fail to impress
itself upon any American who understood ·
the processes whereby his own republic came
to birth. The convergence of destitute immigrants upon Israel, in search of dignity,
freedom, and home, recalled the epoch of
American history when this continent rose
to power and strength by opening its doors
wide to those who sought liberty within its
shores. Israel's task in creating a unified
discipline of loyalty and culture from scores
of varying tongues and backgrounds has only
one parallel in modern history; it is the
creation of American civilization by the
. synthesis and harmony of many races, creeds,
and tongues which have composed the
symphony of American life toqay. Israel,
like America, is a country built by pioneers,
by men who set their strength and their
spirit against the forces of nature and the
allurements of immediate comfort-men who
built for their posterity; rather than for
themselves. Israel, like America, values its
freedom the more because it was dearly purchased with the best of its blood. Israel, like
America, did . not emerge without struggle
and strife from the system of" government
under which it was previously ruled. Is it
not as though the very processes which
characterized America's struggle for freedom
were played out anew within our own lifetime upon a smaller but no less significant
stage?
l3ut these mysterious links of common history would not have availed were it not for
two other ideals which we hold in common.
Israel proud~y belongs to the family of democracies. It rejects the pretensions of political or social tyranny. A people which in antiquity first rebelled against idolatry, which
rose up against the might of Assyria and
Rome will never, never, in its modern life,
yield to idolatrous concepts of dictatorship.
The parliamentary democracy of Israel now
emerges as a factor of deep significance in
the destiny of the Near East. We do not live
in a region where responsible and representative government has struck any roots. If
you look upon our democracy with American
eyes you may see little in it that is special
or new. A Parliament elected by free ballot;
a Government which changes on the behest
of the electorate, and not by assasination or
military coup d'etat; long discussions between . rival political parties which regard
each other with something less than unlimited enthusiasm-all these things are part
of the familiar scene of western democratic
life . . The crucial point, however, is that they

are not part of middle-eastern life. There is
scarcely an area in our immediate neighborhood where at this moment the authority of
the state is exercised in direct response to
the will of the people. Surely, the succesS'
of democracy in one country of the Middle
East where it is fully practiced can help to
determine whether the whole of this crucial
area will be won for freedom, or lost to
tyranny. No wonder that the American _I:eople, concerned for the victory of democracy
as a world cause, feel a profound solidarity
with this new democracy which has arisen
at the cross roads of the world.
Common historic , :..._perience, common devotion to democracy are reinforced in the
relations between our two countries by
strong links which are of the spirit. It is
no ordinary people--this people of Israelwhom President Truman and the American
people have assisted to regain its freedom.
In the great peril of war which now confronts the world and casts its shadow over
every peaceful home, men have grown accustomed to fix their eyes upon the central
purposes of their existence. A modern society is accounted good to the degree that
it upholds three principles: individual mo.;
rality, social justice, and universal peace.
But these very three concepts were first
expressed and proclaimed by the people of
Israel, in the land of Israel, through the language of Israel, in the previous phases of
Israel's independent national life. We reflect, not with pride but with deep awe and
humility, on the circumstance that there is
nothing essential or original in the moral
heritage of ,western civilization which cannot be traced back to the hills and valleys
of our country, to the rare spirits and immortal voices which issued forth from it.
The founders of the American Republic, indeed of all free lands, fully recognized their
debt to the Hebrew tradition for these truths
of individual social and international virtue,
out of which democracy was born. I feel
moved to conjecture that President Truman
is among those who see modern Israel as
the lineal descendant of Israel of old. To
anyone who possesSes t~at- degree of historic
insight, the destiny of Israel assumes a meaning far beyond the dimensions of its size or
physical strength.
I am proud to be my Government's s.p okesman tonight in celebrating the great theme
of American-Israel friendship. To President. Trt,~man we offer our gratitude for
past and present sympathy.
But the
waters . of this friends.h ip run deep and
strong, and we shall surely draw from
them in future ordeals as well. We continue to have passionate need of that
friendship as we move toward the unfulfilled
objectives which we hold in common. We
hold in common a vision of peace between
Israel and its Arab neighbors. We hope that
these two kindred peoples, which contributed
so much to the thought and spirit of mankind, will again unite their strength for the
defense and progress of the east Mediterranean, and revive upon its shores the full
glories of ancient and medieval times. While
we cherish our new won independence we do
do not begrudge our neighbors the freedom
which they have inherited in so lavish a
measure. Peace will come to our area when
all its nations recognize to other nations the
same rights and freedoms which they claim
for themselves. We hold in common not
only the vision of political harD;lony but also
the aspiration to economic and social progress without which no political institutions
are securely founded. The rivers and valleys,
the forests, the hills, even the deserts of the
Middle East can, by patient and cooperative
effort, be restored to their ~ncient fertility
and productivity. A Near East at peace
within itself and resting upon the contentments of prosperity and honorable reward,
will constitute a strong bulwark of freedom
"amidst the conflicting elements of a
troubled world."
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In gratitude and in appreciation; in
memory of solitudes and sorrows in which
we were heard and understood; in dedication
to the common purposes which we pursue in
the world, the people of Israel wish to confer
upon President Truman the only honor
which is in their gift. We do not have orders
or decorations. Our material strength is
small and greatly strained. We have no
tradition of formality or chivalry. One thing,
however, is within the power of the people
of Israel to confer. It is the gift of immortality. Those whose names are bound up
with Israel's history never become forgotten .
The annals of this people have a way of entering the records of unlimited time. We
are, therefore, now writing the name of
President Truman upon the map of our
country. It is the most illustrious living
name to be thus recorded upon the contemporary map of the Holy Land. In this
village of farmers, near the airport of Lydda,
at the gateway to Israel, we establish a
monument not of dead stone, but of living
homes. Thus for all eternity when the eyes
of men alight on Truman Village in Israel,
they will pause in their successive generations to recall the strong chain which at the
middle of the twentieth century drew the
strongest and the newest democracies together with imperishable links.

Nation's Capital Now Has Two Theaters
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROY W. WIER
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. WIER. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the Appendix
of the RECORD, I include the following
editorial from the AFL News-Reporter,
of Washington, D. c., which appeared
under date of May 14, 1952.
The reopening of the National Theater
on a democratic basis concluded one of
the more enlightening chapters in the
struggle for basic American rights for all
of our people. It is to the everlasting
credit of the American Federation of
Labor that the leading part in this great
cultural advance was taken by organized
labor. It is my hope that this fact will
be remembered when organized labor is
again subjected to unjust attacks.
The editorial follows:
UNHERALDED VICTORY
The Nation's Capital has just received an
enlightening object lesson in how trade
unions improve community life and make
democracy work.
Here is the story. The National Theater,
for m any years the only legitimate theater in
Washington, D. C., traditionally refused to
admit Negroes. Fighting against this discriminatory policy, Actors Equity, an affiliate
of the AFL's Associated Actors and Artists of
America, finally refused to play the theater.
It was converted to a movie house, but failed
to prosper. The whole affair became a national disgrace.
Last week the National Theater reopened
under new manag.ement, on a nondiscriminatory basis, with a Broadway hit. The leaders
of Washington society, who :flocked to the
gala event, did not appear to mind in the
slightest the fact that Negro patrons were
admitted. Everybody enjoyed the show.
The only thing overlooked in the following day's rapturous newspaper reviews was
that it took a trade union to achieve this
democratic reform.

Tribute to Edward C. Kozlowski,
of Bridgeport, Conn.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM BENTON
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, May 28; 1952

Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, I wish
to pay a brief tribute today to a young
Polish-American sailor from my State,
Yeoman Second Class Edward C. Kozlowski, of Bridgeport, whose artistic talents have created the first official flag
for the first international navy-the
blue, gold, and white banner of the Atlantic Supreme Allied Command of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
At the age of 25, Yeoman Kozlowskiwho in civilian life is a staff artist for
the Bridgeport Sunday Post-has the
satisfaction of knowing that his original design has been selected in a competition among Navy artists as the unifying symbol of NATO's command of the
seas to be flown wherever NATO vessels
sail.
It seems particularly fitting to me that
the winner of this competition should be
a young American of Polish descent, for
the Polish people in bondage today behind the iron curtain were among the
first victims of Communist imperialism.
And the Polish-Americans in this country are in the forefront of the forces
combating communism in line with the
specific objectives of the NATO organization itself. Perhaps, in years to come,
Yeoman Kozlowski may occupy a position in world history comparable to that
of Betsy Ross in our own annals.
I now ask unanimous conJent, Mr.
President, to insert in the RECORD the
further details of this unique achievement by a young Connecticut sailor as
published in the Bridgeport Sunday Post
of May 25 to which he will soon be returning again as a civilian.
There being no objection, the newspaper article was ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
EDDIE KozLowsKI DEsiGNs NATO's FmsT
NAVY FLAG
NoRFOLK, VA., May 24.-When Edward C.
Kozlowski, staff artist for the Bridgeport
Sunday Post, was recalled to service a year
ago in April, he never thought his artistic
talents would be used in connection with
the North Atlantic Treaty Organizationbut they were.
To Kozlowski went the honor of having
designed the official fiag for the first international navy-Supreme Allied Command,
Atlantic-commanded by Admiral Lynde D.
McCormick, United States Navy, with 14
member nations participating.
The accepted design, consists of the Atlantic Ocean part of the globe in "United Nations Blue" bordered by the North Atlantic
Treaty Organizations in Navy blue. In the
center of the ocean, in gold, is the trident
of Neptune supported by crossed swords and
wings-modern symbol of the supremacy of
tbe seas. Around the emblem is a gold
banner at the top of which are the letters
NATO and at . the bottom SACLANT (Supreme Allied Command, Atlantic). On the
sides of the banner are the laurels of victory
in a field of United Nations blue.
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Kozlowski, son of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Kozlowski, 265 Pulaski Street, submitted his
original design in competition with other
Navy artists. Final selection was made by
Admiral McCormick.
COMMENDED BY ADMIRAL
A letter of commendation from the admiral expressing his appreciation for the designing job stated: "I feel in this emblem
you have captured the true spirit of the
world's first international ocean command."
A personally autographed copy of the :flag
design also was given to Kozlowski by Admiral McCormick.
A graduate of Warren Harding High School,
Kozlowski was staff and feature artist for
the Bridgeport Sunday Post before his recall. In addition he was associated with the
Troland Advertising Agency and conducted
his own commercial art business.
Formal schooling for the 25-year-old artist
includes courses at the New England School
of Art and the Butera School of Fine Arts,
both located in Boston. He is a graduate of
the Whitney School of Art in New Haven,
where he completed a 3-year course.
HAD MANY ASSIGNMENTS
Kozlowski, although rated as a secondclass yeoman, has continued with his artistic
work since reporting for duty. He has had
varied assignments since ordered to the staff
of Vice Adm. Frank G. Fahrion, United
States Navy, commander, amphibious force,
United States Atlantic Fleet.
His work as staff artist has included designing numerous brochure covers for use
in training programs. He has illustrated
training manuals and sport brochures used
in connection with the force athletic teams.
He also helped decorate the base movie theater for the Christmas holidays.
DID NURSERY MURAL
One of his biggest jobs was the murals
for the base dispensary nursery. Done tn
full color, the scenes depict the furred and
feathered creatures of the forest. Children
of the servicemen's dependents are cared for
in the nursery while the parents receive
medical attention.
Scheduled for release from the Navy in
August, Kozlowski and his wife, the former
Dolores V. Taylor, of Easton, intend to return to Bridgeport. He plans to resume work
with the Post upon his return to civilian life.

The Soybean Industry
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave previously granted me, I should
like to insert in the REcoRD a press release which has been called to my atten ..
tion concerning the soybean industry:
"Price regulations imposed by OPS make
it impossible for processors of soybeans to
operate profitably," Adrian D. Joyce, board
chairman of the Glidden Co., asserted in a
statement issued here.
Pointil)g to the fact that three other large
soybean processors--swift & Co., A. E. Staley
Manufacturing C'o., and Archer-DanielsMidland Co.-have closed down all or part
of their soy processing plants, Mr. Joyce said
Glidden is continuing to operate its large
Indianapolis and Chicago plants because
Glidden is the only concern which makes
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from soybeans pharmaceuticals and certain
other byproducts essential to the national
health.
Because the pharmaceutical companies are
depending upon Glidden as their source of
supply, said Mr. Joyce, Glidden is continuing
to take its loss on soybean meal, hoping that
some relief will be obtained from the Government.
Mr. Joyce said that soybean processors have
been caught in a squeeze brought on by the
administration.
"It is my understanding," said the Glidden
chairman, "that the feed men and industry
men recommended to OPS that soybeans,
and the\r end-products be decontrolled, and
if decontrol was not acceptable, that the
cziling price on soybean meal be established
at not less than ~88 per ton.
"It is reported that a new ceiling order
fixing the $88 price was drawn up and approved by the front office of OPS, but the
United States Department of Agriculture
objected to any raise in the ceiling price.
"The former ceiling price was $74 per ton.
The proposed ceiling of $88 was rejected and
a new ceiling price was fixed at $81 per ton,
which was apparently a compromise.
"OPS officials state that they fixed the
$81 price after comparison with corn price
relationships over a 25-year period. This is
silly-such relationships leave out of consideration so many factors of greater importance, such as soybean oil and soybean
byproducts, including pharmaceuticals and
others. It is hard to believe that thinking
people would adopt such a basis.
"Every processor of soybeans nets per
bushel of beans, without any profit return,
$2.64, while the price of soybeans for May
delivery is over $3 per bushel. The Government announced that on-the-farm parity for
soybeans as of March 15 was $2.88 per bushel,
but inasmuch as these beans Ill'llst be handled through a country elevator in their
movement from the fa.rm to the processing
plant, the track country value of beans at
parity becomes $2.93 per bushel.
"Speculation, and politicians' incessant
talk about war possib1lities, has forced the
price of beans to. a present price of over $3
per bushel.
"This was further en<:ouraged by the fact
that last fall when the bean crop was marketed, the Government advised farmers to
hold their beans f'Or higher prices. The result is that while at the _present time there
is a visible supply of 129,000,000 bushels of
soybeans, a large portion of which is in
farmers' hands, it is impossible for processors to buy beans without bidding up the
price."
Mr. Joyce said that soybean growers themselves realize that these controls are operating against the soybean industry as a whole.
Allan B. Kline, president of the Farm Bureau Federation, told the · House Banking
Committee, "There will · never be a better
time than now to drop these unworkable
controls. Political controls are a clumsy
and inefficient substitute for the automatic
functioning of a free economy. The attendant evils of price and wage controls are many
and inescapable."
The Glidden chairman pointed out that
his company normally processes 38,400
bushels of beans, the equivalent of 38 carloads, every day.
This, he said, is indicative of the gravity
of the situation which would obtain if the
Glidden Co. is finally forced to shut down its
plants until OPS and other Government authorities .either decontrol soybeans and their
products, or fix a ceiling price on soybean
meal that will permit processors to at least
break even.
.
"I believe that the Capehart amendment
intended to prohibit the Office of Price Stabilization from setting ceilings that would
not return a fair and equitable margin to
industry," Mr. Joyce declared.

The President Speaks
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, it was my
privilege and pleasure to attend and participate in a dinner sponsored by the
Jewish National Fund for the purpose of
celebrating the establishment of Truman
Village in the State of Israel. At that
time a beautiful silver scroll was delivered to President Truman by Dr. Harris J. Levine, president of the Jewish
National Fund.
To the presentation made by Dr. Levine, President Truman responded eloquently and beautifully, as follows:
Mr. Vice President~ Mr. Speaker, members
of our High Court, Members of the Congress
and the Cabinet, and ladies and gentlemen,
it is a very. very great honor that has just
been conferred upon me. I appreciate it
most highly. I can't express my feelings. I
don't think that as an individual I deserve
all the nice things that have been said about
me here tonight, but as the head of the
Government of the United States, I am perfectly wilJing to accept them.
Mr. Vice President, that forest of yours
will be very useful in the construction of
this v1llage. It will be in the same situation
as a denser-named forest which went to meet
Macbeth, but this:forest will not go for that
same purpose, it will go for constructive purposes, and the wonderful reforestation that
these good people keep up will last forever,
and so will the vil1age.
Don't you w'Drry about that middle initial
of mine. That "W" is a very good initial.
It is the middle initial Of ALBEN W. BARKLEY.
And it stands for something. Now the initial that I have stands for n'Othing. A lot
of people sometimes intentionally mispronounce it.
The growth and progress of the new State
of Israel are a source of great satisfaction to
me. I had faith in Israel even before it was
established. I knew it was based on the
love of freedom, which has been the guiding
star of the Jewish people since the days of
Moses. I was sure that under the leadership
of President Weizmann, Israel would take its
place in the family of nations as a strong
supporter of the ideals of human freedom.
And I certainly appreciate that message
from the president, and if it is turned over
to me as it has been promised, I will be certain to answer it myself-as I will the other
great message which I received. Don't forget
that.
It was a great pleasure for me when you
named one of the new villages of Israel after
me. I have been very much interested in the
growth and progress of that village. And
you know, that tends to keep the President
on a straight and narrow path, where I hope
I will never do anything to cause you to
change the name of that village.
Some day, when I don't have so much to
do as I have now, I want to go to Israel and
see Kfar Truman, and talk to their young
farmers there. Perhaps they can teach me
a few things about farming, and perhaps I
<:an tell them a few things about the way we
farm over here, although I will admit that
I am 30 years out of practice in practical,
on-the-ground farming. But my brother,
my sister, and myself still o~ the old home
fa.rm. Two of my nephews do as much work
in this mechanical age as my brother and mr

father and myself with five helpers could do
in 1 day.
I hope that the people of Kfar Truman
will have a wonderful future. But they
will have to work for it, just as they have
worked for the independence of their country. But I know they will make their village a lasting example of what freemen can
do when they are united in a great cause.
The people of the Truman Village are very
fortunate to have the first large-scale program of the Jewish National Fund behind
them. Through that fund, you have been
working on the point 4 idea for 50 years.
You have been buying land in Israel, reclaiming it, irrigating it, and planting trees on it.
That was the farsighted way to build a new
nation-start with the land itself.
YQU have studied history. You realized
that the whole area of the Near East, that
had produced some of the greatest civilizations of the world, was. today able to support
only a fraction of the people it once had.
The trees were gone, the water was gone,
some of the land was eroded away, and other
· parts were swamp and marsh.
After 50 years, the founders of your organization decided to correct this situation in
Israel. The work you ·have done is an outstanding example of what can be done to
help the people throughout the Near East
to help themselves.
That is what we are trying to do in our
point 4 program. That is why I say the
Jewish National Fund embarked on a point 4
program 50 years ago. I like to think that
the first large-scale program of the Jewish
National Fund was the reclamation of a desert valley called the Valley of Death. Today that valley is being brought back to
life, and so is the whole of Israel. That is
what point . 4 programs can do throughout
the world, if we have the courage and the
good sense to go ahead with them.
Our point 4 program is essential to our
hopes for world peace. It is as important
as our defense program. I have been doing
all I can to work for peace, and to make ·
friends and allies for this country abroad,
and to do everything that I possibly can to
·make every nation in the world friendly with
every other nation in the world.
But there are some people who would
rather play politics than have strong defenses. They would rather embarrass the
White House than to checkmate the Kremlin. They have been playing a foolhardy .
game with the national security. It is a
horribly terrible game that they are playing.
It is one that should not be played in these
emergency times. I am a politician, and I
don't mind playing the game in the political
field, but that game should be confined to
our shores, and should not jeopardize the
peace of the world.
A few days ago, in the House of Representatives, they put an arbitrary limitation
of $46,000,000,000 on our defense expenditures for the coming fiscal year. This was a
foolish, reckless act. It jeopardizes our defense build-up. It may require us-in this
hour of peril-to demobilize a substantial
part of our Armed Forces. Think of that.
And last Friday, 3 days ago, a majority of
the Members of the House weakened our
mutual security program, and just about
wrecked point 4 in Asia. They may have
thought they were merely cutting down the
aid we give other countries. But in fact ·
they were cutting down the protection-the
security-that other countries can give · us.
They did not see--or they did not want to
see-that they were endangering the lives
of ·American boys, and the safety of American cities and American farms.
In the House on Friday, there were two
terrible cuts, one in the defense of Europe
against communism, the other in the defenses of the free nations of Asia against
communism. I don't know what they were ·
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thinking about. I don't think they knew
what they are doing. But I know the effect
of what they actually did. The majority of
the House picked the two places in the world
where the danger is greatest, where the Communist threat is strongest, and they did their
bit to help the Communist side.
Let me tell you what happened so far as
Europe is concerned. They cut nearly a
billion out of the arms aid to Europe. They
cut about eight hundred millions out of d,efense support aid to Europe. This means
that the free nations of Europe will not be
able to raise and equip the forces they needthe forces we need-to defend the West
against Soviet power. They will not have
the arms from us, and they will not have
the economic aid they need to produce the
arms themselves. This undermines the defenses of the North Atlantic community. It
undermines the work of General Eisenhower.
It undermines the job General Ridgway has
just gone to Europe to do.
Then look what they did to Asia. The
House voted to cut economic and and point 4
aid to Asia by well over $100,000,000. And
then they voted a crazy, crippling amendment to the point 4 program. This amendment will tie. the administration of the point
4 program into knots. Worse than that, it
will cut the point 4 program in Asia by about
$50,000,000 more.
This undermines our hopes to build up
strong, self-reliant governments in the free
nations of Asia. It opens the way to Communist subversion in these countries.
Take the case of India. India hasn't
enough to eat. It needs to grow more food.
The Indian Government proposes to put on
a 5-year program that 'will bring food production up to the necessary level. This is
a forced-draft program, to do in 5 years what
would ordinarily take a generation. But it
is the best way to keep India from falling
into the hands of the Communists.
We agreed to help in this program. This
year our share was to be about $100,000,000,
but under the bill the House passed last
Friday, we probably would not be able to
do more than $25,000,000 worth of help.
And the people who led the fight-now listen
to this, this is good-for these meat ax cuts
in Asia are the very same people who howl
the loudest about losing China to the Communists.
Now I wonder, do they want to save India
from the fate of China, or would they rather
let India be gobbled up by the Communists
too, so they can have another calamity to
blame on the administration?
Now let's take the case of Iran. The Soviet
Union las~ Friday sent them a threatening
note. It warned the Iranians against taking any more military aid from the United
States. And what was the response of the
United States House of Representatives?
On that very same day they passed this
amendment to the point 4 program that :will
have the effect of cutting the program for
Iran in half.
That is real leadership-that is standing
right up to the Soviets.
I want to say a word right here about
those Members of the House, mostly Democrats with a few Republicans, who voted
against these cuts. They are standing up
· for their country, and they are standing up
for the peace of the world.
Especially I want to express my gratitude
to the wise and courageous Speaker of the
House, who is here tonight. If all the people
in the United States Congress were like SAM
RAYBURN, this would be a mighty fine· world,
and this job would be a much easier and a
much nicer and a more pleasant one.
The Vice President is here tonight, too.
And I appreciated most highly the tribute
he paid to me. I want to say to you that
there never was a President who was associated with a Vice President like ALBEN
BARKLEY.

That same bill will go to the Senate this
week. The bill the House mutilated last
Friday, I hope very much for the sake of
the peace of the world that the Senate
will repair the damage. I know they will,
if they listen to the advice they get from
the Vice President. He is right on these
things, just the same as the Speaker is.
I am glad to say that Israel did escape the
wild swings of the meat ax in the House,
but it was a close call. An attempt was made
to cut down the funds that Israel needs to
help itself, to take care of its refugees through
improving its resources, and to place its
economy on a firm, self-sustaining foundation. But this cut was defeated. However,
the amendment that was made in the point
4 program will cut the funds for the countries that are neighbors to Israel and for
the free countries of Africa.
The Mesopotamian Valley, properly developed, will support twenty or thirty millions
of people, as it did in ancient times. It can
in peace. It can be developed with our help.
And it will be returned a thousandfold in
the peace it will help to bring in the Near
East.
There are developments in Africa that can
raise the standard of living of that continent
tenfold in less than a generation. Think of
what that means for peace.
I can't help but dream a little out loud
here. The Tigris and Euphrates Valleys can
be made to bloom as they did in the times of
Babylon and Nineveh. Israel can be made
the country of milk and honey as it was in
the time of Joshua. That is what we are
trying to do. If those developments are
made, why there's a project which contemplates a siphon a hundred yards in diameter
from the Mediterranean Sea to the Dead Sea
Valley, the fall would create enough power
for the whole Near East. And it is not impossible, for I have had the survey made on it.
There is a plateau in Ethiopia some six to
eight thousand feet high, that has 65,000
square miles of land just exactly like the
corn belt in northern Illinois. That 65,000
square miles has a temperate climate.
Enough food can be raised on that 65,000
square miles to feed 100,000,000 people.
There are other projects in Africa equally
as good. There's the Zambezi River down in
South Africa, where the fall is twice as high
as Niagara and the volume of water four
tim.es as great. Think what that would
mean.
There are places in South America-a plateau in Colombia and Venezuela, that is just
as the one in Ethiopia, that could raise
enough food to feed 100,000,000 pe.o ple.
There's a lake in South America, that is in
Bolivia and part of the boundary that's in
Peru and Chile; and that lake can be diverted to the coast of the Pacific. And the
water that goes down the Madeira River to
the Amazon and to waste, can be made to
cause from a million to two million acres to
bloom like the rose.
Those are the things that will make a
peaceful world. Those are the things that
we dream about. Those are the things that
we are trying to put into effect. That is what
Dr. Bennett was doing. He had been in every
country in the world that he thought could
be developed and made a peaceable country,
and that would continue to contribute to the
peace of the world. He lost his life doing it.
We have his successor now who is doing exactly the same thing. I have had Gordon
Clapp, the Chairman of the TV A Board, make
a survey of the Mesopotamian Valley, the
Tigris to the Euphrates River, and several
other rivers in that neighborhood, in Turkey
and in Lebanon.
These things can be done, and they are
self-liquidating projects. We have immense
amounts of money in this country that you
might call risk capital, hunting for a place
for investment.
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If we can get peace and safety in the

world under the United Nations, the developments will just come so fast we will not
recognize the world in which we now live.
I wish I could convert the Soviets.
I am sincerely hoping-! wish I could
convert the House, too-l am sincerely hoping that under the guidance of ALBEN BARKLEY the Senate will reverse the House on
what they have done. If it doesn't, I think
the people ought to know exactly the danger
that the Congress may have put them in.
And I am sure that when the people know
these facts, they will remedy the situation
and do it quickly and effectively.
0~!, I wish, as Israel did at one time, that
people could understand,' and that Almighty
God would give them a pillar of fire to follow at night, and a pillar of smoke to follow in the daytime, so that we could accomplish this beautiful fight we are making
for the peace of the world.
For seven long years that has been all I
have worked for. The first order that I
made after I was sworn into office in 1945,
was that the United Nations should meet
on April 25 to write the United Nations
Charter as President Roosevelt had outlined.
From that time on, every move that I have
made, everything that I have done as President of the United States has been for peace
in the world.
Think what a wonderful thing it would
be if we had complete peace and harmony
in the Near East. Think of the developments that I have been talking about. It
is an integrated economic whole, with Israel as the industrial center and the rest
of the country around there to produce the
food and fiber necessary to feed that industrial mill of Israel.
I am not a dreamer. I am a practical
politician. I think I have proved that conclusively. And my friends, a practical politician is a man who works for the welfare of
the people for whom he is working.
Now I pray-and I hope all of you will
pray-that the effort which we are making
for the peace of the world will not be wrecked
for political purposes.
Think about that, and talk about it.

A Pretty Good Performance
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD C. OSTERTAG
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. OSTERTAG. Mr. Speaker, the
voters of this country have been chided
and derided of late for the poor showing
they have made in their exercise of the
ballot.
In the current issue of the Annals of
the Academy of Political and Social Science, my distinguished predecessor, the
former Senator James W. Wadsworth,
expresses a contrary view, pointing out
that, qualitatively, American voters have
put up a pretty good performance in
the selection of public officials. He voices
one important warning, however.
Senator Wadsworth's views are expressed in a letter to J. T. Salter, assistant editor of the Annals, and professor
of political science at the University of
Wisconsin. Under leave to extend my
remarks, I include in the RECORD the
Senator's comments, together with a
brief excerpt from the accompanying
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article by Professor Salter, 1n whtch they
were embodied.
Mr. Wadsworth wrote·
My experience in public JJ.fe, 'Commencing
back 1n 19M when l was first elected to tb.e
legislature in New Y-ork and continuing
down to tb.e present day, persuades me that
for a iong, long pull the voter _puts up a
pretty good performance.. True, upon occasion, large numbers of voters have been car•
riecl 'B."WS.Y in an atmosphere of hysteria.
In many instances th-ey have followed a
hysterica.l or 'demagogic leader, but I have
noticed that they ·are very apt to recognize
the error considerably in advance of some
of the leaders they have been following, and
that eventually, llaving learned the lesson.
settled down oo a calm .and thoughtful consideration of tlile tssues which confronted
them. Sucb a verrormanoe indicates to me
the correctness of the old age... "T.ruth must
prev.aiL"
Another thing ~ have noti'Ced with respect
to V(}ters is that a lot -of tllem 'B.re rery apt
to fol'give a pu.bllc o:lficeholder for doing
tb:ings contrary tO their wishes_. providing
they BJre convinced that the p'liblic officeholder is absolutbely hoDest in the stMld he
has 'taken. Indeed I think it may be sa4d
that a goodly '}:lfOl'tlon of the voters :aTe oolerant so long as the atmosphere in whicll
tbey do their thin.lting ts tree flrom hysteria.
These are gener.al observati<Jns, and I -am
convinced "they :are reasonably correct. But
1f the vo-oor is persuaded that government
owes ll1m. a li'Vln.g and 'Will make him secure
from u.e cradle to the -g;rave, then he will
SUZTender !Us control to -an aU-powerful government aad h1s .reactions th-ereafter will
not depend upon the depth of lMs oonl'ictions.

Mr. Speaker,. l: should b!ce to add one
further comment by Professor Salter,, in
his .amlysis ()f the voter:
The voter seem1l to b~ve & nose for sm'elD.tng
out -dictators. :1Ul'l/bCJll'itar1an .candidates,
whether 'Fasets't <Or Communist, are foreign
to the voter•-s taste. He is more tolerant ot
an incompetent than he is of <One who bates
democraey. Abreham UtroG!n Is hl.s greatest
hero, and Abraham Lincoln is the best
spokesman popul11.r gover-nment ever had.

Bipartisu f«eiga Pelky Booby-Trap
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
011'

HON. ALBERT M. COLE
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 19·52

Mr. COLE of Kansas. Mr. Speaker.
under leav-e to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following address
by Alf M. Lancion at the Rotary .Club,
Burlington.. Kans., . Thursday, May 22,
1952:
BIPA.'DSAN FOREIGN .P.OLICY BooBY-TRAP

Last saturday night our President blasted
Repub1.1can Senators who he aooused of believing "It was the duty of every Republican
to attack the foreign policy of the country."
"Nobody ought to be in doubt now," our
President said. "That was the Republican
answer to the latest plea from one of their
members for a bipartisan policy."
I speak today as one who believes and has
practiced that politics must stop at the
wa'ters' -edge.
But who also believes and said so at the
time that our so-called bipartisan .tor.eign
policy was a booby-trap both for the RepubUcan Party and our great and be1oved country.

I don-'t know how to illustrate what I mean
an-y better "than a brief
of my own

.resume

record.
When the Pano;y was ft:t:ed on, -and Bepublican'S '8.DJl Democrats aillt~eluding our
own Sena tar 'CAJWSoN-were .rushic;g tlo the
well of the National House of !representatives
to sign the asinine Ludlow .resolution providlng for a popu[& referenduzn on a declaration of war-1 telegraphed our P.residen't
my support in wllatever .be did to detiend
our fta:g-:that had been ::fired on by the
Japan-ese.
Wb.en President Truman declared war in
Korea-while Doting his bypassing Df the
Constitution-! supparted his ~tion. La1Jer
when Republicans .and Democrats alike were
yelling to tak!e our boys out 'Of K-erea, I supported the President on .fighting it >OUit.
But, when the So'Vlet .spokesman ior North
Amel'.ica promptly contradicted Secretary cf
State Hu].[ ~ rep'CX't to tbe Congress on .his
first visit in Moscow~ was praetiealty a one
in saying that it was evident there had been
n:o meeting of lthe mmds between Joselllh
stalin alild Secretary Hull. Therefore, we
should reserve our judgment until we knew

more about 1t.
.In W43~ 1944:, 1;945. 1946, mtd UM'7, .1ll addresses delivered at Wash\ingron. P.hil:adelphia, Cleveland_. Chica:go, tmd my .home
state, I pointed CJUt the weakness of the admiwstra tion 's foreign policies. I nailednot Qnce, but time Blter tim:e-the "tragic
mistake 'Of scrapping the Atlantic Charterof giving the .lf()SCOW Inter.ne.ti0n:al Communist aggression a post-Yar blank checkof paralYzing th-e -orderly democratization tn
Germany anu the economic reeo-very in
Europe by the .imfamous N:Drgemtbau plan
pla.-ying with fires llf .hare :ami divislon-f(l)f
agreeing to the saddlimg of the United Nations with tile veto which "ould p!levent
legisia'l:i.ion for intern:ationai law and orderand for building up ·of our national defense
1n keeping with «:Jur commitments abrQlact.
.l early supported the fulst British loanbut said it womd be peanuts before we .,got
through.

I w.as ·a mong the first-&epublicans or
Democrats-to supj)Mit the Tllrm-Greclan
loan-the Truman. .doctrine. .But, ~ .said
then that it would have :to be expancie(t
~ quickly .supported the Marshall plan.
But, said then that 1t wcuJCil ha;v.e to be
limited to <those countries that w.ere putting
their own houses in order.
.Now, that was not the disastrous bla:lil.k
check for their .nAive .forelgn policies wb.lch
the natlc.nal administra-tion w.as .able to get
for a tlme by the hypocritical pretense e>f .a
bipartisan foreign policy. Nor was Jt the
blank attack the President lm.aglnes.
Mr. 'Truman 1s desperately trying to "black
out discussion and debate of the present 1nadequac..es of our State Department.
J:n any admlnlstr.ation-w.hether State or
National-there can be two w.eaknesses. One
1s the policy pursued in the solution of the
State or National problems. The second 1s ln
tlle administration of those policies.
By reason of both policy and weakness in
1ts administration by our State Department.
we are drtf~ tow.ard a war that will destroy ctviUzation-l'ather than promoting
a prospel'ous, happy and :peaceful world.
Because the record clearly Shows that our
State Department was dominated for a time
by '8. Communist cllque and .Mr. Acheson~s
statement that be would not turn his back
on a proven traitor-millions of people the
world over have lost confidence in either his
judgment or bls _patriotic intentions. For
that reason. 1f no other., :Mr. Acbeson ls no
longer quall:fled to fill hls blgh omce.
But there is another even more vital reason.
Either because of Mr. Acheson's former
mental relationship with the traitors in the
State Department--or because he lacks a
fighting heart-or because of 111s lnte1lectual
, J"estraints-or a combination of all these fac•

tors-the ,S ecretary of State has been unable
to eope wit:b. t:b.e rough and tumble Communists in their lusty propaganda 101: the minus
of men . .But there are those who agree with
the administration's fore~ policies and who
believe Mr• .Aeheson will go down in history
as a great Secretary of Stat-e.
I do not ~gree with the foreign policy advocated by Mr. Dulles and Governor Deweywhich are in the nature of ultimatums. But
there are those wb.D do.
in view or the timing of Mr. Dulles' recent
speeches-following a 5-h0111" eonferen(le
with GeneraiJ. .Eisenhower '&il1d Governor
Dewey's close <connection with the General's
campaign for the :Repu.bliean n-omination
fol' IPresideDt---I ha"Ve :no doubt the question
is being discussed in foreign ()mces an ()ver
the world as to whether General Eise.n hower
agrees with 'SUch a megalomaniac program.
Added slgnW.canee to Mr. Dulles' Pari'S
speech is given lby the fact tilmt the American
amb ..ssador to France :gare out the text ro
the press-wiblcb.'ind:iea'tes tactt approvaiJ. by
the state Department.
senator 'BltmGES, the minority leader of the
Sen.ate, <sald early th!is week that he fa-vored
the policy of ul tima1i'um.
1'5 that setting the bipartts:an.~oreign policy the Pl'esldent wants? If so, t:ta.t raises
two more btgbl:y tm;pGrta.nt questloml. Who
is going to issue that warn~ ,or ultimatum-the U'n\ted N'8itions <Or tbe United
States'?
And huw ls it -going to be baeked up :when
the Russian'S f-ar outnumber at the present
time not only the United States but an tbe
free countries in up-ro-'date })'lanes -.nd
tanks. 'Furth-ermot"e, t!re 'Russiam; "M'Ie tn
ma'Sset1 produt:tlon ,r tll'ese modern
weapons-wh1l.e .our Genera\ 'Sta!r ha1! not
yet decided on the best .Plane or tank 'for our
massed production.
Ultimatums al'e the last step before war.
Warning a mlgbty nation--as J'DU would -a
boy-to obey,ls not the method of di}!>lum'Rcy
to reach agreements based on rea'Son and mutual interests.
Tb.a t prqgr.am is _more Jl.j)t to provolte a war
tha.n to promote peace. 1t plays Into the
haru:ls 4Jf the Soviet's continually hannn:ering on the minds of free peoples that America
is a warmonger .and wants war:
Neither do I agree with Senator SCHOEPPEL
that we .shoul<il w.alk out oi the United Nations. But there are those who do.
Instead, I believe we should conti.Due to
work to stre~then that organizatl.on-and
at the same time protect our purely domestic
affa;irs trGm int.erfereace bf it.
With aU its weaknesses the United Nations
is the only agency for the manifestation oi
world opinion.
Agreement am.d dis~eement in whole or
m. part---i;pittmg and "a.r,gufyJng" in Ule
shade nt '8. conner builclm,g on. a summer'-s
clay.
Editorials and articles in the press-addresses before civic clubs and debates in the
Oong;ress--.are America .at 'WOrk thrashing out
l'roblems and striving for the right anBwersand seeking right men to administer them.
AD that ts the yea'St of democracy working.
All that would be smother.ed by t-he bipartisan f<Qreign policy lf.or which the President
1s asking.
Furthermore any careful examination of
the l'eCord shows t'hat when we were supposed to be operating under a bipartisan
f<>relgn policy, in reality it was over-aU the
Democratic Party'£ polieies.
When those policies worked the Democrats
took the credit by the Buperior carrying
power of the President'-s voice.
When they fa'iled the administration said,
..After all, th'e Republicans are equa1ly to
blame because the policies weTe bipa'rttsan.•
Good, bad, Ol' lndit!erent-any national
candldate is tied to tbe record made by th•
majority of his party in the Congress, and
. that is as it should be.
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Therefore the platforms adopted at the
Truman the executive department has denext n ational conventions and the positions
liberately fostered the socialistic policies
of the nominees must be in unison with the
which are so rapidly destroying our free-enm aj or ity of the party members in the Conterprise system and which have made all of
gress or the people will rightly say what does
us tax slaves who toil largely for the supthe party stand for.
port of our Government, and the blame
Wh y is Mr. Truman trying to get the counwhich attaches to that department is, indeed,
try to fall again for a bipartisan foreign
great; but, after all, it is you who must
policy which heretofore amounted to
enact the laws, appropriate the money, and
nothing?
levy the taxes to carry the policies of that
Is it because the Democratic Party labeled
department into effect. Without these posiits own 1948 platform "nothing" by failing
tive acts on your part a socialistic administo enact a single major domestic plank into
tration could never have wrought the ruin
legislation?
with which we are now faced.
The citizenry-both Republican and DemYou have appropriated money and levied
ocrat-who are paying in money and blood
taxes until you have created the largest inare entitled to make a choice among the curdebtedness and the heaviest t ax burden that
rent policies for keeping a rein on war.
was ever created or levied upon any one
If the Republican Party adopted another
nation in the world's history. By this exPollyanna bipartisan foreign policy, it would
cessive taxation you have destroyed individbe false to its duty and its obligation to
ual incentive and initiative until there is no
force discussion and debate on the solutions . longer any reason why any man should aspire
of the problems which may mean the very
to own or to operate his own business.
life of our great Republic as well as the lives
You have enacted law after law in rapid
of millions of its citizens.
succession implementing the policies formuPowerful and sound domestic and foreign
la ted by socialistically inclined administrapolicies can only be developed by good,
tions. In many instances you have enacted
honest differences that must always exist
only the framework of these statutes and
between two political parties with broad
have delegated to the President or to some
enough political philosophies and principles
official or bureau the power to complete the
legislation by orders, directives, and regulato justify their existence.
tions having the effect of law. '
The Republican Party is the only agency
by which the American citizen can repudiYou have enacted labor laws such as the
ate-if he wants to-the current emphasis
Wagner Labor Relations Act, which were
on expediency in our foreign policies and
never intended to be either fair or just to the
employer or to the public, but which were
human vagaries in its administration.
deliberately calculated to place organized
labor in the hands and under the control of a
few labor bosses who were in accord with the
policies of the administration.
Congress Is Responsible
You have conferred upon these same labor
bosses powers inimical to the best interests
of the Nation and on every hand they are
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
today exercising those powers to the detriOF
ment of the Nation.
You have by such legislation openly encouraged and invited the endless series of
OF IDAHO
strikes that have grown to be a menace to
the Nation.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Surely you must see where we are headed
Wednesday, May 28, 1952
and what lies at the end of the road and it is
high time that you face up to your share of
Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Speaker, I
responsibility for the unhappy situation
desire to place in the RECORD the fol- the
in which we now find ourselves.
lowing Circular letter addressed to the
The policies which have produced this sitMembers of the Congress of the United uation may heve originated in the agile
States by Mr. William G. Davisson, atbrains of socialistic planners in the executorney, of Ardmore, Okla. Mr. Davistive department of our Government, but the
son has expressed sentiments which I breath of lif.e has been breathed into them
and they have been nurtured to fruition by
believe are shared by a majority of the
citizens of the Nation, and I think each legislation passed by you and without which
they
would have died aborning.
of us should keep this letter before us
It is already too late to correct all of the
as a reminder of our responsibility to blunders
which have been· made but you can
consider carefully the constitutionality now highly resolve to stop further progress
of all legislation:
along the road to socialism.
A CIRCULAR LETTER TO THE MEMBERS OF THE
Excessive taxation is possibly the greatest
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
single means by which we have been driven
thus far on that road and it is within your
What holds the future for America? The
power to reduce taxation by eliminating or
answer to this question will largely be writcutting
down on expenditures for nonmiliten by you, the Members of Congress of the
tary purposes and by proper supervision of
United States. It is for you to say whether
expenditures for military purposes to the
we shall continue on the downward road
end that we may get value received for the
to socialism and to the destruction of inmoney expended.
dividual liberty, or whether we shall call a
You can, likewise, pass legislation which
halt to this suicidal course before it is forwill curb the ruinous activities of the labor
ever too late. What you do here and now
bosses
by making the great labor unions
t ranscends in importance any other issue of
amenable to the same laws that control and
our time and will largely determine whether
regulate other big business and you can rethe heritage of future generations of our
move forever from the statutes of this decitizens shall be the heritage of freedom, of
mocracy the act which makes it lawful for
which our fathers dream.ed, or whether it
an employer and a union acting jointly to
Eh all be one of individual slavery to an alldeprive hitherto free Americans of the right
p owerful socialistic state.
to
labor for the support of themselves and
Make no mistake, you cannot step from
their families until they have first paid tribunder this responsibility by merely blamute to the unions. Such legislation is uning the executive department with having
American and a disgrace to the Nation and to
created the terrible dilemma with which the
the Congress which enacted it.
Nation is now faced.
The preservation of our American way of
True it is that during the administrations
life far transcends in importance the fate of
of both Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry S.

HON. JOHN T. WOOD

any individual or of any political party and
it is for you by your acts to decide whether
or not it shall endure.
Respectfully submitted.
WILLIAM G. DAVISSON.
MAY 7, 1952,

Boxed Idaho Potato Ceiling in the Courts
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 2952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave previously granted me, I should
like to insert in the RECORD the following
article which appeared in the May 17
issue of The Packer, the national weekly
newspaper of growers, shippers, receivers, and distributors of fresh fruits and
vegetables:
BOXED IDAHO POTATO CEILING IN THE COURTSTo DECIDE WHETHER CPR 113 APPLIES TO
BOXED PRODUCT
PHILADELPHIA, May 16.-After a 2-day
hearing starting Monday in Federal court
before Presiding Judge William H: Kirkpatrick on the Government's application for
a preliminary injunction against Daniel J.
Storey, Jr., Philadelphia potato receiver and
jobber (the Packer, May 10) United States
Attorney Erwin Lodge abandoned the attempt to establish any over-ceiling sales by
Storey and agreed that the only question to
be decided by the court was whether Ceiling
Price Regulation 113 regulates the sale of
boxed Idaho potatoes.
Earl J . Gratz, Storey's attorney, offered
specific evidence to show that Storey's firm
had charged ceiling price m·ark-ups or less
in every one of the contested sales. As respects boxed Idaho potatoes, however, Storey
conceded that the regulation had not been
followed in their sale and offered testimony
showing that OPS officials had ruled informally that the regulation did not cover
boxed Idahos, which could consequently be
handled according to preexisting sales custom.
Council for the parties will offer legal
arguments to the court Wednesday, May 21,
on the question of law which is of great interest to all Idaho potato receivers. Because
the proceeding is of a kind given priority by
the courts, an early decision can be expected.

Mutual Security Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BLAIR MOODY
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

VVednesday, ]lay 28, 1952

Mr. MOODY. Mr. President, in my
judgment, one of the greatest Americans
in recent years was Mr. Robert P. Patterson. This afternoon I received a letter from his widow which has to do
with the question of mutual security
which the Senate has had before it today. I ask unanimous consent that the
letter be printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD.
.
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There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
COLD SPB.ING ON HUDSON, N.Y.,
May 25, 1952.

DEAR SENATOR MooDY: What can be done
to save our mutual-security program?
Judge Patterson believed it was necessary
to give our allies fighting power so that
they can defend themselves and also help
us.
The cuts prevent them from making defense contract-3 for future delivery-contracts that must go forward now if Europe
is to be prepared to resist Communist attack.
Late contracts result in waste from hasty
tooling and hasty workmanship, and may
delay their rearmament unttl too late.
Bob's experience showed that to meet a
threat it is necessary to sacrifice economy
to speed ln defense production.
He thought it safer to renegotiate war
contracts after production was ample than
to risk earlier economies.
The saving to be achieved by cuts in the
mutual security ls a delusion-the risks are
real.
I hope you will help to turn the tide.
Sincerely,
MARGARET W. PATTERSON
(Mrs. Robert P. Patterson) •

Development of the Power Resources of
the United States and the National
Security
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

BON. WAYNE MORSE
OF

OREGON

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
which I delivered on Tuesday night, May
27, 1952, before the Electric Consumers
Conference, at the Willard Hotel, in
Washington .. D. C. The speech was on
the subject of development of the power
resources of America and the national
.security.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:
Mr. Toast m aster, ladies, and gentlemen,
I st and befor e you tonight somewhat bloody,
but I can assure you u nbowed, in spite
of the fact t hat th e editors across this
count ry for the past few days have been
dipping their p ens in my blood and writing
an ything but complimentary editorials.
They seem n ot to like it because I raised
a question as to the objectivi ty of editors
in han dling t he f acts involved in the steel
controversy. As you know, editors are very
sensitive to criticism. They can dish it out
but few can take it. They belong to a.
self-protective association for the perpetuation of mutual admiration and self-confessed infallibility.
If you want to know the position of a
good share of the press on such matters
as the economic facts in the steel case or
the economic facts ln public power, you
need only read the advertisements ln their
pltpel'S. I happen to be one politician who
does not fear the pOlitiCal infi.uence of the
press even if it bad influence. ·· [Applause.]
They nave demonstrated a lack of it so fre·

quently in past elections, that the manifestations of self-importance on the part of
the press in regard to political infiuence
are unwarranted.
I suggest to you tonight that we have
met, so far as the topic that is assigned
to me is concerned, namely, the development of the power resources of the country
and national security, on a political iSSue,
because that is exactly what it is. You are
going to solve that issue in the interests
of the people of this country, if it is solved
in their interests, by .r ecognizing that the
reactionary coalition of the two major political parties of this country consists of
politicians who are the stooges of the private-utility interests and those other interests in this country that place materialism above human welfare. {Applause.]
In my judgment, this is one of the years
of decision, and next year will be another,
and the year after it another. In the next
decade, we are going to have to determine
in this country whether or not the greatest
resource of America, which happens to be
its human resource, is going to receive first
cons1deration from the politicians of America.
But if it is going to receive first consideration, then the people are going to have to
devote their attention to political procedures
which at the present time are defeating the
people's interest in American politics.
They are going to have to recognize that
they must stand for those procedural reforms in American politics that will make it
possible for them to nominate in the first
instance the choice of the American people
for t~ir candidates for office. [Applause.)
The sad fact is that under the great dome
about a mile from here, a majority of the
men and women who sit there supposedly
representing the people do not represent the
people in the first instance because they
were not chosen by the people in the first
instance. They were nominated in the first
instance, in the main, by political caucuses,
controlled conventions, and court house political gangs dealing in smoke filled rooms.
The political reality is that they give to the
people only a choice of evils among their
selections of those they choose to run for
office in the first place. The American people must come to grips with this question of
selecting our politicians in the first instance
if we are going to do the Job that needs to
be done for the development of the electric
power resources of America in the interests
of national security.
I happen to be one, and I served notice
tonight-! happen to be one who for the last
t i me in American politics has asked for the
election of a candidate for office just because
he is a Republican. [Applause.)
Henceforth, I shall take the position that
what the man stands for is going to have to
determine whether or not in my opinion he
ought to be elected. I divorce myself from
that old political platitude, "My party right
or wrong," and substitute for it that sound
principle of Americanism, "My country first
and my party second." [Applause.)
That means, of course, that we have to
break up this coalition of reactionaries in
the Democratic and Republican Parties. A
coalition that is seeking to defeat the public interest. A coalition which you always
find on the side of the private utilities and
against the development of the water and
power resources of this country for the common good.
We must now talk to the people in terms
of specific issues. We must talk to the people in terms of the voting records of the men
of Congress. We must talk to them in terms
of the positions that candidates for office are
willing to take on the issues that are of
such direct concern to the public interest.
In other words, I say we meet here tonight,
in my judgment, to consider the political implications of the development of the maxi·

mum power resources of this . country for
national security. If we are going to do
that, we have to pay some attention to why
1t is that the private utmty lobby in this
country is publishing these large advertisements against, for example, the blll that I
introduced in the Senate some weeks ago
for the development of the Hell's Canyon
project. I will tell you why they are against
it. They are against it because that bill
seeks to prevent the development of a monopolistic control of the Snake River by the
Idaho Power & Light Co. That is why they
are against it. They are against it because
they know that the Hell's Canyon Dam project, built by the Government, is the best
way to aid the development of private enterprise in the great Pacific Northwest.
They would prefer to have a private monopoly build a series of low-head dams that
would not begin to develop the maximum
power resources of that great river network.
·unless we develop the maximum resources
of that great river network, we will limit the
security possibilities of our Nation in the
great atomic era into which we are going.
Where do you suppose we would have been
in World War n if we had not had the TV A
for the development of our atomic resources? Where do you suppose we would
have been if we had not had Grand Coulee
and Bonnev1lle and the other great developments of the Pacific Northwest, in connection not only with our atomic-energy project, but our great aluminum program upon
which control of the air ultimately rests?
Yet we must somehow get across to the
American consumers certain basic facts. One
fact is that these great multiple-purpose
dams so sorely needed for the development
of our maximum security potential will not
be built by any combination of private utilities. We need to face the fact that only
through the building of these great multiplepurpose dams are we going to have in the
decades ahead that electric power energy that
we are going to need in order to maintain
our supremacy and superiority over the Soviet
Union of Russia.
As a member of the Armed Services Committee of the Senate, I tell you that it is
my sober judgment that the security of our
Nation, if we are to keep ahead of Russia in
the great contest between freedom and enslavement, depends upon the maximum development of kilowatt-hours anywhere and
everywhere in America. I intend to continue to pledge not only to the consumers
of my St ate but to the consumers of Amer.
lea t hat my vote will always be count ed on
the side of any sound economic program t hat
seeks to develop more kilowatt en ergy for
American security. [Applause.]
That is why I stand shoulder to shoulder
with the great AIKEN, of Vermont, in the
development of the St. Lawrence wat erway,
because the St. Lawrence waterway is needed
for America's security, as well as for t he
development of American private enterpr ise.
You wait and see. As · each one of these
projects becomes developed by the Governmen t and private enterprise moves into t he
economic environment of any given project, you will then find the true privateenterpriser-not the monopolists, but the
true private-enterprisers, the run-of-the-mill
businessmen of America, thanking those of
us for having the v~sion to see that what
we need is to put into practice one of the
grea test tenets of Republicanism and of
Americanism that I know. I refer, of cou rse,
to that great political tenet of Lincoln when
he pointed out that one of the primary objectives of a free government such as ours
is to do for the people what needs to be done
and what they themselves cannot do or cannot do so well for themselves.
If we only keep faith with that basic
principle of political philosophy, then we
Will have the answer to this smear campaign
against those of us who urge the develop-
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ment by the Government of these great
multiple-purpose dams. We will have the
answer to the charge that we are advocating
a socialistic program for America. To the
contrary, we are advocating the development
of the people's resources by the people's Government so that free enterprise can enjoy
the great economic potential that comes from
the development of those electric-energy
projects.
We have not scratched .the surface of the
possibilities of the capitalistic economy of
this country. But for the capitalistic economy to be successful, it is going to have to
have the electric energy that makes it possible for small business to expand into large
business and create the new jobs that are
going to be needed if we are to keep up with
the great population trends, not only in our
country but in the world. On this point,
I want to leave with you a vital statistic,
and I do not want you to forget it. The
implications of this vital statistic trace far
into the next century, and they are implications that ought to cause the politicians
of our generation to raise their eyes above
the next election into the next century and
to recognize that a great revolution will be
going on during the course of that century.
It is not a political revolution, unless we
permit the Russians to make it such. It 1s
basically an economic revolution. It is basically a stomach revolution. It is basically
a revolution on the part of the peoples of
the backward areas of the world for a better
way of life. And they are going to get it.
It is an inevitable evolution of mankind.
It is a part of the climb of civilization itself
for a better way of life.
It is marked already by certain landmarks.
Colonialism and imperialism and the exploitation of human beings for the greedy
economic benefits of cartels ·and monopolies
in a foreign country-all that has "already
come to an end in this revolution. Oh, a
few dying gasps are left, perhaps. But that
phase of the revolution isalready behind us.
Now the great challenge is whether or not
the nations of western civilization will bring
to those backward peoples the economic
freedom of choice which we enjoy under a
capitalistic economy.
As the kind of liberal I happen to be, the
kind of constitutional liberalism which I
hold to is that there can be no political
Uberty, no political freedom, no freedom of
political choice for the individual, unless he
also has freedom of economic choice. I do
not know of any political or economic system
that rests upon a state economy in which
the individual has political freedom of
choice.
Destroy his economic freedom of choice
and you, in my judgment, destroy also his
political freedom. But capitalism does not
mean freedom to exploit the consumer.
Capitalism does not mean the right to -exercise a monopolistic control over the American consumer. Capitalism, to the contrary,
means to put into effect and practice the
general welfare clause of the Constitution
in keeping with the system of checks and
balances of our order of government by law.
It means applying those great constitutional
principles to specific economic issues. We
must apply them to these economic issues
to which I refer tonight.
We need to recognize that we have to take
this economic freedom of choice of our capitalistic economy upon which our political
freedom rests to these backward areas of the
world, demonstrating its superiority to the
enslavement policies of Communist Russia.
We need to recognize that if we are going to
take that kind of economic freedom to the
backward areas then here at home we ought
to recognize that the strength of our capitalistic system will be judged in the last analysis
by the extent to which we permit of a high
purchasing power on the part of the American consumer. Thet means, of course, a

broader base of distribution of the wealth
of America as that wealth fiows from the
production effort of the American farmers
and laborers and professional men and
women. It is foreign to my concept of capitalism-and I think foreign to an,y fair interpretation of capitalism-that it means
that we should adopt a table crumb theory
of capitalism, whereby we brush off the table
of a selected few monopolists and wealthy
interests the necessary quantity of economic
crumbs that will keep the masses of the people satisfied with their lotJ.
One hundred fifty years of free education
have destroyed that theory of capitalism.
Now we have an enlightened people who
recognize that they have in the greatest
weapon of democracy, namely, the free ballot
box, the right to determine the degree to
which that distribution of wealth shall be
made available to the masses of our people
in keeping with the true meaning of the
general welfare clause. We had better do it
intelligently and fairly because the vital
statistic to which I refer is simply this one,
that in 1750 there were 660,000,000 human
beings on the face of the globe, so our population experts tell us; 100 years later, in 1850,
1,000,000,000, and 100 years later, in 1950,
2,200,000,000. Where did the greatest proportion of that population increase take
place? Not in the countries of western civilization, but in the heretofore so-called backward areas of the world. As those population trends increase, and there 1s every reason to believe that in the next 100 years they
will increase at least in the same proportion,
if not a greater proportion, we of the western
civilization had better have moved ourselves
into a position so that we have made possible
the bringing to those areas of the world the
economic advantages of true capitalism. The
development of the electric power resources
of this country, in my judgment, happens to
be a vital part of that program if America
is to remain secure and if at the end of the
century America is to find most of the people of the world on the freedom side of life
rather than pitted against us on the enslavement side of life.
Let me briefly make a further application
of the political point of view that I present
here tonight. It means, of course, that the
leaders of our Government of both parties
are going to have to recognize that tremendous changes have occurred in the world in
the field of foreign policy. The blind nationalism which is sweeping America these
days in the midst of this great presidential
election is a political philosophy that, if it
comes to dominate the policies of our Government, will sell us short. We will soon
find ourselves, if we adopt the new isolationism of the reactionaries with our potential
allies at least neutralized. We then will be
confronted with forces in a world made up
of a majority of the population of the world
not favorable to the nationalistic philosophy
that the isolationists are trying to feed the
American people and make them swallow in
this year's presidential campaign. On this
issue we must rise above party.
I would rather walk out of the Senate of
the United States tomorrow if my remaining there were dependent upon my accepting the isolationist philosophy that the reactionary wing of the Republican Party is
going to try to sell us for our platform in
Chicago. Let me say to you Democrats present, don't you get cocky about your predicament politically, because you have a reactionary wing the complexion of which is such
that I cannot distinguish between it and
the reactionary wing of my party to which I
have just referred. If those two wings continue to coalesce on this matter of foreign
policy, then some way, somehow, those of
us in this country who ·recognize the shortsightedness o! that program must make

crystal-clear in November 1952 that we
repudiate both wings.
That is why I indicate by implication tonight that unless we stop this trend toward
isolationism on the part of the reactionaries
in both parties, the time will come in the
not-too-distant future-and I mean exactly
that - the not-too-distant future - when
there must emerge in America a people's
party that seeks to place the public interest
first. [Applause.)
So I close by saying, I have sought through
calling your attention to the relationship of
the development of the potential electric
power resources of America to the perpetuation of our national security, to point out
the fact that the solution of that problem is
at th~ ballot boxes of America. Come November 1952, let Republicans and Democrats
alike place principle.: above party. I will
let you in on a little political secret of mine,
as far as my political philosophy is concerned. · There are not very many Democrats
and Republicans in America. Much less is
the number of Republicans than the registered Republicans in America. Much less is
the number of Democrats than the registered Democrats in America.
There is just a little core of backwardlooking Republicans and Democrats that constitute the real Republicans and the real
Democrats. May their number further decrease, because most of the registered Republicans and most of the registered Democrats are first and always Mr. and Mrs. Independent Citizen. That is who they are.
They are voting more and more on the basis
of their independence of judgment than they
are on the basis of any fraternal affiliation
with a political party.
I close by saying, in November the great
responsibility of Mr. and Mrs. Independent
Citizen is to look over these candidates in
both parties and vote for those that will
place the general welfare of this country first
and will recognize that the soundest political principle to which one should hold allegiance is, "My country first; my party
second." [Applause.)

Sentiment of the People of Maryland
Concerning the Republican Nomination
for President
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
· oF

HON. JOHN MARSHALL BUTLER
OF MARYLAND

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. BUTLER of Maryland. Mr.
President, I as~ unanimous consent to
have printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD, a dispatch from the Associated
Press and an editorial, both of which appeared this morning in the Washington
Times-Herald.
Deliberate attempts are being made in
some quarters to confuse and mislead
the people of the country as to the real
feelings of the people in Maryand concerning the Republican nomination for
President. Falsehood after falsehood
have been used to create the impression
that Maryland's delegation is under the
strict domination of Governor McKel-

din, who is alleged to be attempting to
set himself up as the political dictator
of the State.
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In the first place, under a mandate
from the State convention· held in Baltimore Saturday, May 24, the Maryland
delegates will go uninstructed after their
first ballot, which they will cast as a
courtesy to the Governor. From my
personal knowledge, a majority of the
delegation favors the nomination of the
Senator from Ohio [Mr. TAFTL I cannot conceive that these honorable men
and women can be swayed by any
amount of pressure or high-handed
bludgeoning into changing their minds.
There being no objection, the article
and editorial were ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
McKEr.DIN AGAIN TALKS HIMSELF INTO HOT
WATER--QUOTED AS FAVOR!NG IKE IN SPEECH
ANNAPOLIS, MD., May 28.-Gov. Theodore
R. McKeldin's statehouse aides had to
work fast, but they got the Governor off the
hook again.
McKeldin was quoted in Boston yesterday
as saying he favors Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower for the GOP presidential nomination, and that Maryland would send an
Eisenhower delegation to the national Republican convention.
The statement hardly hit Annapolis before
the aides were on the telephone with the
Governor, reminding him of his publicly
neutral stand between Eisenhower and Senator ROBERT A. TAFT, Republican, of Ohio.
McKeldin heads the 24-inan delegation to
the national convention. The delegates are
bound to him on the first ballot as a favorite-son candidate, but after that, they're uninstructed.
McKeldin claims at least 18 of those
delegates will follow his lead. But TAFT
supporters claim from 11 to 14 votes for the
Ohio Senator on the second ballot. Most of
the delegates themselves won't say.
His aides said the Governor told them he
actually said, "I like Ike, and I also like
TAFT''-the same as he did in Paris more
than a month ago when he was quoted as
saying he leaned toward Ike.
He acknowledged he made some off-therecord remarks to reporters in his hotel room
there.
MCKELDIN, THE MISTAKEN
Gov. T. R. McKeldin, of Maryland-as he
has said himself-follows the lead of
Thomas E. Dewey in all things. Thus it is
easy to foresee that McKeldin is well on the
way to becoming a former public official.
Dewey is the pipsqueak who managed to
lose the 1948 Presidential election through
sheer genius of doubletalk and "me, too."
Ii was a feat beyond ordinary human ability, but Dewey managed it. McKeldin admires Dewey so much that he is out to beat
the master at his own game. McKeldin has
decided, apparently, that he will offend the
Republicans of his own State and insult
their intelligence to the point that they will
retire him from service, forever.
McKeldin's latest insult to the voters of
Maryland was issued from Massachusetts, as
was his earlier insult issued from Paris. He
always manages to get well away from the
home folks before performing these feats of
incredible asininity.
In the earlier instance, he came out of a
palace where he had been allowed to lunch
with General Eisenhower, and announced
that he would follow Dewey'-s orders at the
Republican national convention in Chicago.
That, he obviously considered an extremely clever way of tipping off the insiders of a
deal with Eisenhower, for all the world knows
that Dewey is the chief bonehead in the
Eisenhower board of strategy.
McKeldin obviously held the voters of
:Maryland in such low esteem that it never
occurred to him they would understand what
he had done, all too well.

But they did, and the Statewide indignation brought him crawling home in a hurry,
issuing further "clarifying" statements to
the effect that he hadn't said what he so
plainly had said, and that if he had, he
didn't mean it in t~e event anybody didn't
agree.
He maneuvered around to the point of
getting Senator TAFT to come over to Annapolis and sit beside him whlle he issued a
general declaration of neutrality-that the
Maryland delegation would go to convention
unpledged and uncommitted to anybody beyond the merely ceremonial ''favorite son"
first ballot for himself.
But it is obvious that he got further orders
from his boss, Dewey, not to let bad enough
alone. Dewey never does.
So off he went to Boston, to announce that
Maryland would send an Eisenhower delegation to Chicago. McKeldin, the mistaken,
has orders from Dewey on that.
Immediately, there was another explosion
in Maryland, and his State house associates
reminded him by long· distance that he bad
only a few days before declared himself neutral as between Eisenhower and Senator
TAFT.
McKeldin's associates must have a fellow
feeling with the White House gang that
works overtime explaining Truman's words
too late, too often, and too much.
The alibi they have now come up with is
that McKeldin in Boston actually said something to the effect that he likes Ike, but he
also likes TAFT.
That, of course, is utter tripe. Nobody can
say that who has any respect for the common sense and intelligence of voters in
Maryland or anywhere else.
Either you like Ike or you like TAFT. You
prefer one or the other. Maryland's Republicans have plainly shown in every test that
they like TAFT. McKeldin, whose soul belongs to Dewey, has orders to like Ike.
The time is short. So is the public's patience. McKeldin has struck twice, now,
and missed. Three times, in any ball game,
and. you're out.
We hereby call on Governor McKeldin to
tell the public the truth-which man are
you for? To which will you release the Maryland delegation? To the man they want or
to the man your master tells you that they
must take.

The New Jersey Turnpike

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. T. MILLET HAND
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. HAND. Mr. Speaker, because this
Nation is 25 years behind in the construction of improved highways, I am
including the following editorial in the
Washington Star of May 28, referring
to the New Jersey Turnpike, a magnificent road, which serves a significant
part of the whole Nation, and which on
a modest toll basis, will be wholly self ..
supporting and self-liquidating:
THE NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE

An underestimated public acceptance of
the New Jersey Turnpike already is leading
to plans for expansion and encouraging
hopes for a quick ofl'set of the initial cost.
These are twin developments of interest
and significance to more than the users of
the highway alone. The 118-mile turnpike
connecting New York and Philadelphia, first
and third cities in size in the United States,
is the greatest project of its kind ever planned
and carried out anywhere in the world. Its

cost of $255,000,000, raised by bond issues,
was expected to be paid o1f in 85 years with
traffic estimated to reach 18,000,000 vehicles
annually by 1966 and toll revenues estimated
to reach $18,0000,000 yearly by the same date.
In its first 8 months of operation, however,
traffic already is close to the projected 1966
rate and revenues not far short of the companion figure.
The result is some quick revision in figuring by the pike authorities. First, is the
anticipation that the bonded indebtedness
can be refinanced by 1960 at better than the
existing 3.4 percent rate. Second, is the
estimate that the entire initial cost can be
paid off in 15 years rather than taking 85.
Third, is the immediate planning for an expansion to six lanes of an intermediate
stretch between the Camden-Philadelphia
exchange and Woodbridge, N. J., giving this
portion the same capacity as the Woodbridge-Lincoln tunnel mileage.
Washingtonians who have used the pike
already have bad a first-hand showing of the
accommodation it offers · and its benefit to
through traffic. A highway of this type in
a congested area and between two major
points of traffic origin has an obvious value
to the Nation's internal commerce and a
great potential value to its security system.
It is most encouraging to read the performance record thus far and to contemplate the
possibilities of other key projects of a selfliquidating character.

Congress Cuts Foreign Aid

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN V. BEAMER
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. BEAMER. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent, I include in the Appe~ldix of the REcORD the following editorial from .the Kokomo <Ind.) Tribune,
under date 9f May 26, 1952:
CONGRESS CUTS FOREIGN AID
In Washington the House has boosted its
cuts in President Truman's foreign-aid program to $1,737,400,000. Some attempts may
be made to picture these cuts as sabotaging
the Western defense against communism.
Whether that is true is difficult for the
average American to tell, because he cannot
possibly know wheth.)r every dollar in the
Truman foreign-aid budget is necessary or
whether foreign aid can be carried on effectively with a billion or two dollars less than
Mr. Truman wants.
The man in the street doesn't have the
benefit of a b,:eakdown of the items in the
budget, or a knowledge of the costs of
various things which must be bought.
Last week's cuts included one of $111,200,000 off the economic defense funds for
Formosa, French Indochina, Thailand, and
the Philippines. Point 4 technical assistance
to Burma, India, Pakistan, etc., was reduced
in half.
The President says that spending the sums
he wants at this time would help avert a
world war and would amount to a much
smaller expenditure than the cost of a
world war.
Speaker RAYBURN, arguing
against slashes, told the House that we have
lost air superiority to Russia and the margin of our atomic superiority is daily disappearing.
•
If that is so-and it well may be so-it is
one more argument for this country to put
a lot of its economic spending in mothballa
and concentrate on emergency appropriations to defeat the major enemy, communism.
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Evidently Congressmen voting for the cuts
do not believe these reductions will jeopard ize the rearming of our allies or our own
forces.
The economy Congressmen feel
that huge appropriations for military use
already have been made and not used. They
see large sums unspent and unlikely to be
spent in the next fiscal year.
Too, they think that the national budget
is never going to be balanced unless a start
is made. If no start is made in that direction, the march toward national bankruptcy
will continue, and financial chaos in America
is one of the things the Communists are
counting on to cause American collapse.
The reductions do not mean that we are
not going to go on aiding European and
Asiatic countries. We are continuing to aid
them with heavy sums of money and military equipment. The House approved legislation to transfer $1,000,000,000 worth of
planes, tanks, and guns to other nations.
It sanctioned $3,316,000,000 in military aid
and $1,022,000,000 in economic aid for
Europe.
What the cuts mean is that we are scaling
down our volume of aid so as to protect our
own economy.
·

Truman's Third-Term Strategy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

- HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. H.EED of New York. Mr. Speaker, this year of A. D. 1952 is a year of
decision for America.
Despite his dramatic public renunciation of third-term ambitions, President
Truman has maneuvered skillfully to
keep himself actively in the race for reelection. His henchmen and court jesters are in absolute control of the party
machinery. They alone will manipulate
the Democratic National Convention at
Chicago July next.
By entering 8 or 10 favorite son candidates in as many States, the Truman
board of strategy is at pains to make certain that no candidate ever may gain a
clear majority of the convention votes.
With the possible exception of Senators
KEFAUVER and RUSSELL, all the Democratic favorite sons are 100 percent Truman men. Banded together in a convention climax, these New Deal stooges
will command about 450 or 500 votes on
the first ballot out of a total of 1,200.
At this point, an alliance of the Truman
stooges with either one or the other
forces-trading delegates for the Vice
Presidency-would swing the nomination to Truman by a substantial majority. The New Deal strategists, determined at all costs to continue at the
trough of boodle and corruption in
Washington, will easily persuade the
President that only he, in the peculiar
convention situation of that moment,
could rescue the Democratic Party from
self-destruction at the hands of many
blocs. Of course, such a draft would
move the President to reconsider his
March renunciation.
Such, in telescoped outline, is the unsavory battle plan which guides the high
strategy of the corruptionist clique now

in control of the Democratic Party
machinery at the very top.
By his specious withdrawal from the
race, President Truman sought or:.ly to
quiet the mounting fire of criticism and
national indignation aimed at him because of the sickening Washington scandals. With one master stroke of Machiavellian strategy, he silenced the withering fire centered. on him for the internal
revenue scandals, the tragic Korean
fiasco, the State Department Communist ring. At the same time he diverted the fire on the mink-coat scandals, the atom bomb traitors, the deepfreeze revelations, the tragic slow-down
in the defense program, the military procurement debacle, the Anna Rosenberg
campaign for universal military training, the failure of price stabilization, and
the continued steady advance of inflation.
· By convention time, July 21, these
roaring fires of national indignation and
revulsion will have subsided, largely because the President was not a candidate
for reelection. Why make Truman the
target if he is not a candidate? Then,
the dramatic draft, as the only escape
for a deadlocked convention.
As I write, I am serving my thirtyfourth consecutive year in the House of
Representatives. I first took the oath
of office on March 4, 1919. On the basis
of this long experience, I confidently anticipate that Harry S. Truman will be
the Democratic nominee for President in
1952 by virtue of the most sinister and
un-American political strategem in all
our national history. It is this conviction which seems to me to justify at this
time a detailed examination of Mr. Truman's political background; for if he is to
stand once more for election, the chronology of his political career merits close
examination by all the people.
The outstanding fact of American history today is that, as the Washington
Post observed recentlyThe very air of the Nation's Capital 1s
poisoned with scandal and corruption. The
Democratic Party, no less than the people's
trust, has been betrayed. TWenty years of
enjoyment of office have left the administration blind to error and obtuse about wrongdoing.

As I read American history, only the
President himself sets the moral tone of
an administration. No one acquainted
with the day-to-day mechanics of American politics can question for a moment
that the corrupt traditions of the Pendergast machine of Jackson CountyKansas City-Mo., pervade all administration in Washington today.
The corruption trail from Kansas City
to Washington is tmced authoritatively
by Ewing Y. Mitchell, who was active in
Democratic politics in Missouri for 25
years. In reward for his work as "the
original Roosevelt man" in Missouri in
1931. Mitchell was appointed Assistant
Secretary of Commerce on June 21, 1933.
He was dismissed summarily on June
15, 1935. Relating his experience with
the beginnings of the New Deal, Mitchell
warned as long ago as 1936 that "corruption threatens the very form of American government."
In Missouri, Mitchell had been in a
position to observe closely the political
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career of Harry S. Truman. The bankrupt haberdasher had been hand-picked
by Boss Tom Pendergast in 1922 to be
a member of the county commission for
Jackson County-then called the Jackson County Court, although it had no
_judicial functions. In 1926 Truman became the presiding judge, or chairman of
the county commission, which position
he held continuously unti11934, when he
was picked by Pendergast to be the machine's candidate for the United States
Seml.te. He won the Democratic primary
election in Missouri in August 1934 by
one of the most shocking vote-fraud operations in American history.
In summarizing Judge Truman's 8
years as chairman of the county board
in Kansas City, Mitchell wrote:
During those 8 years there was no part
of the county government which did more
than this body, over which Truman presided, to keep the corrupt machine in power.

Mitchell's detailed comment on the
1934. senatorial primary in Missouri
merits the prayerful attention of every
student of contemporary history:
The first nomination for United States
Senator of Harry S. Truman was stolen.
This has never been denied. It cannot be
denied, as the election figures clearly prove.
At that time Jackson County, Mo., including
Kansas City, was in the clutches of the Pendergast Democratic machine, the most corrupt, the most brazen gang of thieves who
ever looted an American city. Its power
was derived from complete control of the
elections held in Kansas City and Jackson
County. For years Boss Pendergast had 100,000 votes which he could place just as he
pleased. Very few candidates for State office would fail of nomination if he supported them. It is well known that the machine's gangs of thugs would cruise over the
city on election days for the express purpose
of terrorizing and beating up election officials who would not sign the election returns
desired by the machine.

· In the 1932 elections Congressman
John J. Cochran, running in the State
at large, got 92,868 votes in Jackson
County. Two years later, in 1934, Cochran entered the senatorial primary
against Truman. This time Cochran got
only 1,525 votes in Jackson County,
against 137,529 for Truman.
In 1934 Cochran carried most of the
other counties in Missouri, coming up to
the Jackson County line with a majority
of about 100,000 for the senatorial nomination. Then the Pendergast machine
went all out for Truman, giving him a
majority of 136,000 in Jackson County
alone, cinching the nomination for the
Pendergast candidate, Truman. After
winning Jackson County by 136,000
Truman carried the State primary by
only 40,745.
In the 1932 election Cochran had
won an average of 170 votes in each of
Jackson County's 543 precincts; but in
the 1934 senatorial primary the Pendergast machine allowed · him less than 3
votes per precinct, while giving Truman
an average of 252 votes per precinct. In
November 1934, Truman was elected to
the Senate.
The Missouri primary elections of 1934
and 1936 were followed by breath-taking
revelations of scaudal and corruption in
Jackson County registration. During
the course of 3 years more than 100
Pendergast henchmen in Jackson County
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were .sentenced to the Federal penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kans. In Kansas
Cit y, Leavenworth was referred to affectionately as "Uncle Tom's Cabin." As
a result of the election fraud scandals
more than 85,000 names were stricken
from the poll books in Kansas City.
"In other words," said the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, "85,000 ghosts have disap-peared from their usual haunts."
But these 85,000 ghosts had done their
work for Harry Truman in the 1934 senatorial primary. Had they not been on
the ·books in Jackson County, Truman
would have lost the senatorial nomination by some 60,000 votes for the State
at large.
In 1940 Truman, seeking re-election
to the Senate, was opposed in the Democratic primary by Governor Lloyd C.
Stark, and District Attorney Maurice M.
Milligan. This primary vote in Jackson
County, 1940, was:

TTurrnan ___________________________ 49,974

~illigan ------------------------- 29,446
Stark ---------------------------- 26 , 067
Total----------------------- 105,487

This was a far cry <87 ,000 votes, in
fact) from the 137,529 given Truman in
Jackson County in 1934, before the
85,000 Pendergast ghosts had been
purged from the corrupted poll registers.
For the State at large the 1940 Democratic primary gave:
TTuxnan-------------------------- 268,557
Stark----------------------------__________________________ 260,581
127,363

~ligan

early in the morning of April 6, 1950. He
was Democratic boss of the North End.
Killed with him was Charles Gargotta,
described in the day's news reports of
the double assassination as a hoodlum
and "one of the top mobsters of Kansas
City." Binaggio's safe had been blown·,
and all records stolen. President Truman's portrait held a conspicuous place
on the wall over Binaggio's personal desk,
as was shown by sensational news photos
of the day. Fifty-one days later the
statute of limitations had run out on the
theft of the ballot boxes contested in the
1946 primary.
When the Kansas City vote fraud
scandals of 1934 and 1936 finally were
presented ·before the United States District Court, Judge Albert L. Reeves delivering a stirring charge to the grand
jury. This charge, which required more
than 2 hours for delivery, set forth in
shocking detail the gangster methods of
the Pendergast operation on election
day:
In one instance an employee on the city
payroll, and not an election official, went
to a polling place and seized it. The man
told judges and clerks what to do and how to
do it. He informed the duly constituted
election officials that there would be no count
of the ballots. He took the ballots that had
been cast and altered them. He changed
them from the party of the voter's choice
to the party of his own choice. At the end
of the day a woman election judge protested.
The man, with a polic~man present, rushed
to the woman and said to her: "You will sign
the return or you will be taken for a one-way
ride."
That man deprived voters of a sacred right.
It is a page from the Middle Ages. It ts only
one instance.

In this primary, Senator Truman, in
a three-way race, won renominat ion
with a bare 41 percent of the total DemAs a result of this grand-jury investiocratic vote.
The vote fr-aud scandals in Kansas gation, 278 election crooks in Jackson
County were sentenced.
City continued in various phases over a
Late in 1936 Congressman John J.
period of 15 years, and were not finally
snufied out until the statute of limita- Cochran, from whom the .Senatorial
tions had run (May 27, 1950) on the 1947 nomination had been stolen in Jackson
theft of the Jackson County ballot boxes County 2 years earlier, wrote to his friend
Ewing Mitchell, at St. Louis:
from the Jackson County court house.
Of course I know just exactly what hapAfter the 1946 primary elections in
Jackson County, 71 persons were indicted pened in my race for the Senate. There was
for vote frauds. Awaiting the trial, the absolutely nothing I could do to change the
ballot boxes. were impounded in the offi- result.
ces of the election commission. On the
In 1946 President Truman backed Enos
night of May 27, 1947, the election head- Axtell for Congressman from Kansas
quarters were dynamited, the safe blown, City. Axtell won the Democratic priand the ballot boxes carried away in a
mary, but lost the November election.
truck. Months later they were dredged Out of this primary came the last, and
up from the Missouri River bed. With- most shocking, phase of the national
out the evidence, no convictions were scandals surrounding the Jackson Counpossible. When Senator KEM asked for ty vote frauds.
the FBI records in this robbery of the
The dynamiting of the election headJackson County court house, President quarters, and the destruction of all the
Truman refused to permit the Justice pivotal evidence in the 1946 vote frauds
Department to transmit the file to the . was narrated in these words on the floor
Senate. Commenting on the failure of of the United States Senate on July 21,
the Justice Department to press this 1950, by Senator JAMES P. KEM, of Missafe-blowing case the St. Louis Star- souri. Said Senator KEM-CoNGRES·
SIONAL RECORD, volume 96, part 8, page
Times observed:
On the night of May 27-28, 1947, President Truman was sleeping several blocks
from the courthouse where the thefts occurred. The area must have teemed with
Secret Service agents. The leads were many.
No fewer than 17 men had keys to the vault
room. One of the key witnesses, Joseph
Falco, died in July 1947. Charles Binaggio
was another key witness.

Gangster Charles Binaggio was "rubbed out" in his Kansas City club-of!lce
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In May 1947, some 71 citizens of Kansas
City, Mo., were under indictment for one
of the foulest of all crimes, the crime of de·
priving their fellow citizens ot their right
to vote, and the right to have that vote
counted as cast.
The evidence in those cases, then pending
tn the circuit court of Jackson County, Mo.,
consisted of the ballots in the precincts in
which the alleged fraud occurred. Those
ballots were stored 1n the office o! the

Board of Election Commissioners of Jackson
County, Mo., in Kansas City. In the nighttime of May 27, 1947, the courthouse was
violently entered. The safe in that office
was violently blown open, and those ballots,
consisting of all the evidence in those case&evidently the thieves knew exactly what they
had come for-were carried away. They were
so voluminous that it required a truck to
carry them away.
That was the courthouse at Kansas City,
Mo. In the same building is the office of
the sheriff of Jackson Oounty, which is open
all night, with a deputy constantly in attendance .. Across the street was the headquarters o! the police department of Kam:as
City, Mo.
And the strangest coincidence of all-and
it is just a coincidence--was that the President of the United States was sleeping in a
hotel some 5 blocks away; and, as I understand, on such occasions the entire business
district of the city which is temporarily
housing the President of the United St ates
is under the surveillance of the United States
Secret Service. It was under those circumstances that the ballots bearing upon these
71 indictments were forcibly, feloniously,
carried away.
From that day to this the theft of the
ballots in the Kansas City vote fraud cases
remains a perfect crime. Nv arrests have
been made. Apparently no clues have been
e~tablished.

As I have said, the statute of limitations ran on this crime, as of May 27,
1950.

It was, as Senator KEM so dramatically informed the Senate, "a perfect
crime."
Mr. Speaker, I again raise my feeble
voice humbly in solemn warning against
gangster government.

Polish Constitution Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

SENATOR WILLIAM BENTON
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, on Sunday, May 18, I had a unique experience
at the Bucknell Memorial in Hartford,
Connecticut. I addressed approximately
3,000 members of the Polish-American
Congress of Connecticut in commemoration of the Polish Constitution of 1791. I
have never attended a better conduct ed
meeting than this by Mr. Stanley Grudzinski, the president and chairman. The
meeting was graced by veterans of the
Polish Legion, by women veterans as well
as men; by a magnificent choir which
sang moving Polish songs; and by a most
distinguished list of speakers.
. I was most flattered when I had pinned
on my lapel an attractive rosette in the
red and white colors of Poland. I ask
unanimous consent that my speech on
this occasion be printed in the Appendix
Of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
·
SPEECH MARKING POLISH CONSTITUTIOlf DAY,
HARTFORD, MAY 18, 1952

I am happy and honored to be here today
to join with you in commemorating the
Polish Constitution of 1791.
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I am especially happy that I was able to
be helpful in getting the Voice of America
to do a special events broadcast to Poland.
It is thrilling to know that this occasion here
today will be beamed to our friends and relatives in oppressed Poland. All of us, I know,
hope and pray that our words here will give
these brave and tragic people new hope.
The anniversary of the Polish Constitution
of 1791 is an anniversary that has a great
and deep significance for Polish people
wherever they may be. We who are not of
Polish extraction may be pardoned, I think,
for wanting to share in the glory of this
occasion.
We know that the 1791 constitution
marked the end of an era. For it was then
that the Polish people determined to rid
their country of foreign intruders and intrigues-to set Poland on the way toward
full national independence and democracy.
A new Poland in 1791, and a new but lusty
infant United States set their faces toward
the same goals of liberty and democracy.
Separated by thousands of miles, the people
of Poland and the people of America were
joined in common interests. Indeed last
February I had the honor of participating
in a ceremony honoring the memory of General Kosciusko. I later put most of that
speech into the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
I said then: "General Kosciusko is best
known to school children in this country as
the adjutant to General Washington, and for
his great career as a soldier in the battles of
the Revolutionary War at New York, Yorktown, and elsewhere. He is known also for
the vote of thanks given him by the Congress, after the war, and for the rank of
brigadier general which was accorded to him
which he carried forward into his return in
the Polish Army.
"But an even more brilliant part of his
career, which is but little known to the
American people, is that which followed his
return to Europe, where he led the Polish
armies in their struggle for freedom in the
1790's. General Kosciusko refused high
rank under Napoleon because Napoleon
would not pledge himself to a free and uni- ·
fied Poland.
"General Kosciusko is regarded by some as
the Polish Lafayette. More accurately, perhaps, it might be said that Lafayette is the .
French Kosciusko. If it had been Poland
which had the fleet and the strength to come
to the aid of the American colonies-instead
of France-! think it is fair to state that
Kosciusko today might be better known to
every American schoolboy than even the
French Lafayette. . Kosciusko came to this
country as a trained and experienced soldier
and engineer, of enormous value to the inexperienced Continental Army, trained at the
expense of the Polish Government in England
and Germany and France-whereas Lafayette
came here as a romantic youth of 16 or 17, a
glamorous young French nobleman of great
symbolic and propaganda value but with
little practical military experience.
"I am glad to have this chance to ask my
colleagues in the Congres . to join with me
in this salute to this great American patriot
to whom our Congress voted citizenship; to a
man whose ideals and goals and devotion to
freedom were far in advance of the times-to this great figure in the history of the
struggle for the freedom of Poland, a struggle
which will go on-and on-until final victory is achieved."
Poland's history in the intervening years
has frequently been a happy one. But even
in Poland's deepest hours of tragedy the constitution has remained a living force in
Polish life. Poland's oppressors have tried to
stamp out the traces of the constitution, but
they have failed. In Poland's most trying
times, Poland's patriots have been sustained
and nourished by the principles of the 1791
constitution.
Why has this been true? Czrtainly it takes
more than carefully chosen words, no mat-

ter how nobly they are offered. I believe
that the reason the constitution has maintained its influence is because it is a true
expression of the character of the Polish
nation and a reaffirmation of that fundamental faith in the individual human being which is shared by freemen everywhere.
Today when the people of the free world
think of their friends in Poland, they know
that, oppressed as the Polish people are, they
still draw renewed inspiration from this document written by Polish patriots more than
160 years ago. As we here today appeal to
the hearts and minds of our friend!> in Poland, through the Voice of America, we can
take solace in this.
You of Polish descent, better than anyone
else in this country, know what bitter trials
the people of Poland have faced in the past
and are now facing in their struggle with
communism. But I assure you that many
others share your deep concern. I can remember how after World War II we had believed that Poland would arise again to take
her rightful place with the free nations of
the world-free, prosperous, and strong. Instead we have seen Soviet imperialism turn
this hope into a shattered dream.
We have seen international agreements
flouted and a free nation turned into a slave
state.
We have seen the Communists by force cut
off the Polish people from their traditional
ties with the West. We have observed how
the Communists have attempted to undermine the work of the Catholic Church.
All this has happened under our very eyes.
You and I have followed its tragic course. I
share with you a fervent anger at these
crimes of Soviet imperialism.
Worse than these things that are known
by all who can read a newspaper or listen
to a radio are the thousands upon tens of
thousands of personal tragedies. These are
things only you who have relatives and
friends in Poland today can know. When we
think of Poland today we must think of these
private catastrophes that have befallen thousands of individuals-separated families, people deprived of their livelihood by government edict, people who have had to flee
their native land because they were no longer
able to bear the Soviet's heavy hand.
In this country we have tried to do something about this through the Displaced Persons Act. Since 1947 about 150,000 Poles,
five times more than would have come in
under normal quotas have been able to start
new lives here in the United States.
But this is not enough. We must do more
in the way of allowing more immigration to
the United States. Right now the Senate
is debating the McCarran immigration bill.
This is a bad bill. If passed it would introduce 302 pages of highly controversial, inhumane, and administratively unworkable
legislation into our statute books. This bill
would turn our immigration laws, already
confused, into a veritable maelstrom of confusion. This McCarran bill would erect an
iron curtain around the United States-an
iron curtain of arbitrary standards which
will mark us for the rest of the world as a
nation which declines to practice the principles which we preach.
The time Is urgently upon us when we
must modernize and streamline our outmoded laws. The McCarran bill does not do
that. It simply represents an intensification of our 1924 approach to this problem.
It ignores America's great world responsibilities of 1952-the responsibilities upon which
we are pouring out our treasure and our
manhood. What folly it is for us to spend
scores of billions on defense-to incur more
than 100,000 casualties in Korea-and then
to undercut this great investment by passing a bill which can turn the world against
us.
Because this is such a bad bill, a group of
us, including Senator LEHMAN, Senator HuMPHREY, and I, have introduced our own bill, a
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bill which has wide support, Including the
support of the National Catholic Welfare
Conference, the National Council of Catholic
Women, the Polish Immigration Committee,
and the Polish Legion of American Veterans.
Our bill is a humane bill, and will help immeasurably as we fight the struggle to win
the hearts and minds of the people of the
world.
One of the unpublicized tragedies of Poland today is that its people ar~ flung
throughout the world. The world has gained,
as we in America have gained by your forefathers coming here, but Poland has suffered.
More than 8,500,000 Poles have left their
country. We have upwards of 4,000,000 in
America alone. Czechoslovakia has 80,000;
Lithuania, 200,000; Latvia, 75,000; Rumania,
80,000; the Russian Ukraine, 1,000,000 (your
Polish brothers are now imprisoned in these
once free nations); France, 600,000; Belgium.
35,000: Holland, 4,000; Denmark, 12,000;
Brazil, 300,000; Argentina, 70,000; and others
live in Australia, South Africa, Tangiers, and
Morocco. Only the Jewish people have perhaps equaled this suffering and homelessness
on such a heroic scale.
We Americans must develop good immigration laws. However, the suffering of the
Polish people can never be lifted until the
totalitarian tyranny has been dispelled. We
pray that that day soon will come. We can
be certain, however, that it surely will come.
Those of us who are familiar with Polish
history and the Polish people know that the
Polish people will never submit to the yoke
of alien control. Their belief in the principles of national independence and human
liberty Is too deep-the vision of the 1791
constitution too strong-for them ever to
accept Russian domination. The Polish people will never submit to tyranny.
This is not the first time that a tide of foreign oppression has covered Poland. Poland
has survived oppressions in the past of a
degree of severity that has been withstood
by tew other people.
But Poland in all her tragedy has never
yielded her soul.
You know better than I of the repeated
frustration of the Polish people in their
struggle for freedom during the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. Time and time
again the people rose against the hated overlords, only to be beaten down. Thousands
and tens of thousands of brave Polish people
lost their lives in their battle for freedom.
They went en masse to America, to France,
to the ends of the earth to escape the terrible
masters who had been forced upon them.
But all did not leave-some remained behind
to fight in the underground. There is no
better example of the determination of the
Polish people to regain their freedom than
their valiant underground. No Polish quislings appeared in Warsaw. No army ever
fought a more desperate struggle against
such overwhelming odds than General Bar's
legions 1n Warsaw.
You Poles in America may have no idea
how marvelous your brethren are. What a
great people they really are. Let me tell you
of my first meeting with the fighting Poles.
This occurred in wartime England in 1943.
I was there on a wartime mission. The
Poles at that time were the talk and toast
of England. They were the talk and toast
of England at a time when not only England but the whole world needed something good to talk about, and something to toast. There had been so many
Nazi victories. There were then about 25,000 Poles in England, and everyone gladly
conceded they were the finest and bravest
of troops serving in the Royal Air Force,
the Royal Navy, and the Army.
One day I was in the English Channel
inspecting harbor defens.es. A small 70-foot
boat cut through the water nearby. On
board were a group of Polish sailors.
My host, an English naval officer, eald in
awe and admiration, "There go the Poles."
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I didn't get the point of his idolatry. He
saluted them from a distance. "Well?" I
asked.
"That small boat they're in," he said, "the
crazy Poles go out into the channel and attack battleships in it." He paused, "Only
the Poles would do it."
That was rough tribute from one fighting
man to another, from one gallant ally to another. In 1943 all England was talking
about the magnificent courage of Poland as
a nation, and of its people as fighters and
as men. The Poles earned this tribute the
hard way, at Warsaw, at Narvik, in France,
in the African desert, and in the terrible
Italian campaign. None ever questioned. the
bravery of Poland's young men, of Poland's
great fighters.
These are the deeds of a people who will
not quit until they have gained their goals.
There are some who are despondent and
pessimistic over Poland's future. I do not
share these feelings because here in America I have seen the kind of sons and daughters that Poland is capable of producing.
I am unwilling to believe that Poland,
whose descendants in this country have so
vividly demonstrated the vitality of Polish
culture, is now doomed to extinction. I am
unwilling to believe that Poland, which
shares the religious and social and political
heritage of the West-is now forever lost to
the West.
If the Polish Constitution of 1791 means
anything-if its anniversary date of May 3
has any s1gn11lcance--it means that Poland
shall surely emerge from the shadows of totalitarian tyranny and resume her rightful
place among the leading states Of the free
world. It means that she shall again pick
up the course interrupted by World War II
and move forward with us and other peaceful nations toward our common goals of
national independence--our goals of peace
and human progress.

Recognition of New Government in Bolivia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. KATHARINE ST. GEORGE
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent to revise and
extend my remarks in the Appendix of
the RECORD, I include a very disturbing
editorial appearing in this morning's
Washington Times-Herald.
It seems that our Government, through
our State Department, without any
reference to the Congress, is about to
recognize the new Government of Bolivia.
·
This new Bolivian regime is infiltrated
by Communists and may start the Communist band wagon rolling south of our
border in Central and South America.
Mr. Speaker, this situation bears
watching. Do not let us wake up some
morning and find that the State Department has recognized this Communist
state.
This state, which incidentally supplies
us with most of our tin. This state
which is now seizing the tin industry in
Bolivia in which our people have an investment of over $2,000,000,000.

The Times-Herald editorial follows:

Why $5 Boost Failed

Wn.L WE HELP THE REDS WIN IN BOLIVIA?

Word reaches us that Bolivian Communists are about to win another victoryState Department recognition of the revolu ..
tionist government which blasted its way to
power in a new-world Easter rebellion.
Just the other day the new government,
though calling itself anti-Communist, agreed
to Communist demands to begin seizure of
the tin industry, 28 percent of which is
owned by American ·investors, a holding
worth more than $2,000,000,000.
But the real issue is not tin. It is whether
Communist alms throughout South America
are to be given a shot in the arm by United
States recognition of the new Bolivian regime
now clearly within the dictate of a Communist wing. There are already movements
to seize the big estates in Guatemala and
the copper mines in Chile. State Department
recognition of the Bolivian coup might well
become a spark igniting communism everywhere in Latin America.
The Communist pattern in Bolivia became
clear very shortly after revolutionists defeated a military junta which had ruled only
11 months. Dr. Victor Paz Estenssoro, generally considered anti-Communist, became
president of the new government, but hardly
10 days after his victory, Jules DUbois,
Times-Herald-Chicago Tribune correspondent, reported from La Paz that leftists had
gained control of the new government.
Principal conspirator was Juan Lechin,
head of the tin miners union which as far
back as 1946 had proclaimed that the "bourgeois-democratic revolution · must be regarded as only a step toward the proletarian revolution. True democracy can only
be brought about through the dictatorship
of the proletariat." The statement, of
course, is pure Marxism.
Today Juan Lechin is minister of mines
and as such is to head a commission ordered
by Paz Estenssoro to report in 120 days as
to the best method to seize Bolivia's industry.
This is the government which State now is
repo!'ted about to recognize under the weary
argument that unless the United States has
official representation in Bolivia we can
make no formal protest against seizure of
American properties, that, in a word, we wm
be without any protection whatever.
State also argues that its policy is to recognize any government which can demonstrate it has effective control and will live up
to its obligations to this country. How the
proposed seizure of the tin mines fits into
this last requirement is not explained.
Nor is it clear how British recognition of
Communist China helped British investors
who have been so persecuted by the Communists they recently announced they are
abandoning their China properties altogether, and clearing out of China.
Apparently, it is of only minor interest to
the State Department's Bolivian desk that
Bolivian mines have been our only source
of tin not directly in the path of Communist
armies which now threaten Malayan and
Indonesian mines.
And, of course, the whole Bolivian economy rests on its tin sales, chiefly to this
country. United States recognition of a de
facto Communist government and continued
purchase of tin will mean a strategic Communist victory in South America. Refusal
to recognize the new government will mean
a communist defeat. For the new government cannot survive without United States
recognition and a continued guaranty of tin
sales to this country.
Even so, the major issue, as we noted, is
whether this country is w1lling to stand aside
and watch the Communist pattern of Europe
and Asia repeated in our own backyard.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN V. BEAMER
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. BEAMER. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent I include in the Appendix of the RECORD the following editorial from the Kokomo Und.) Tribune,
under date of May 26, 1952:
WHY $5 BOOST FAILED
The vote last week in Congress defeating
a blll to increase social-security payments
by $5 a month no doubt will be intentionally misrepresented.
The bill was defeated mostly by Republicans and southern Democrats. The Truman Democrats are talking of using the situation during the coming election campaign
to blame the Republicans for the failure of
the blll to pass. Their strategy would be to
picture the Republicans as antagonistic to
the people who retire on social security.
If that is done, it wlll be misrepresentation. The Republicans and southern Democrats said they were not voting against the
proposal to increase payments. They voted
against the b111, they explained, because it
contained a "sleeper" provision to grant
the Social Security Administrator authority
to appoint physicians to examine disability
claimants.
Opponents of the measure indicated they
would offer no objection to it if the "sleeper"
is removed. In other words, they would
support t:1e move to pay $5 more a month
to old-age and survivor insurance beneficiaries if the objectionable provision relating
to selection of physicians is eliminated.
But the Fair Deal wing in the House may
refuse to take the provision out, and may let
the legislation die. In that way it could try
to persuade the voters that the Republicans
were against increasing their old-age benefits.
· What the opponents of the bill didn't like
was the Fair Deal's eagerness to give the
Federal Government a hold over the medical
profession. If Oscar Ewing's agency should
be empowered to appoint physicians to check
on disab111ties, it would have a measure of
control over doctors.
A lot o! people do not think the Gcvernment should control the doctors. They
think the medical profession and other professions and businesses should remain free in
America. Doctors selected by the social
Security Administrator would owe a measure
of allegiance to him, and this would consti·
tute a step toward Federal regulation of that
profession.
The question of whether physicians' fees
are excessive is not involved in this debat-e.
That is a separate matter, and lf the fees are
teo large they ought to be reduced by the
medical profession itself. Incidentally, many
doctors take into consideration their patients' ab111ty to pay, and many do a large
amount of charity work. But this quarrel
that some citizens have with the profession
·is not a part of the question in the defeat
of the $5 monthly old-age increase. That
defeat came because many Congressmen do
not want EWing's bureau to get a toehold
over public health. There are too many
examples in history of nations which socialized medicine to their people's detriment.
The social-security recipients still could
have the increase of $5 a month in benefits.
They could have it if the Democratic majority would bring the bill up for another vote
without the Ewing "sleeper" on the appoint-
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ment of physicians. Then the bill would
p ass and the retired workers covered by SO··
cial security would get their extra $5 a
month.
If the Democratic majority refuses to call
up the bill without the objectionable provision, they, and not the Republicans, will
be preventing the retired people from receiving the increase in benefits.

You, Who Are Our Servants, Both Demo·
crats and Republicans, Must Do Some
Clear, Sound Thinking and Unafraid
Voting-To Do Less Will Brand You as
Craven Hirelings
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BEN F. JENSEN
OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following letter:
RED OAK, IOWA.
Hon. BEN F. JENSEN,
Congressman, Seventh District of Iowa.

nomic grasp of power in the seizure of the
railroads; then it shifts to the militarysoutheast Asia is about to be overrun by hostile legions or m111tary hordes; then the
scene switches to the economic again in the
steel industry dispute and emergency demands that on the personal judgment of one
man, even the Constitution must be set aside
if need be; a new order of American government decreed by one single American; next
comes the press release that the U. N. forces
in Korea just discovered a Siegfried line in
North Korea; and so one emergency after
another is thrown onto the screen, and that
finally you will find that the emergency is
brought close enough to the Democratic
convention so that in the name of emergency
(not principles) Harry Truman or one of his
underlings whom he can bless, will be declared indispensable.
From then on till after election this fall
one smokescreen emergency after another
will be released to befog the Congress and
the people.
You, who are our servants, both Democrats
and Republicans, must d"i:f some clear, sound
thinking and unafraid voting. To do less
will brand you as craven hirelings.
We have a good country-a flag that
stands for certain cherished principles of
American origin and living. Don't let that
flag down. Be ~trong at home-prepare
under proper authority to meet any threat
at home or abroad-be a good neighborfraternize in good will with all and any of
mankind-on a fair and sound business basis
trade anywhere. Let Congress receive suggestions from the Executive on promotion of
policy and welfare-then have the Congress
listen to the people and after open and fair
discussion of the facts, let the House and
Senate, after consultation with the Executive, in due process enact and promulgate a
clear, morally: pUre, and economically sound
American charter for Americans at home and
for America as a good neighbor.
So, we look to you Congressmen to guard
and pilot the Ship of State, whether through
treacherous shoals or if overburdened with
un-American barnacles, bring it through
safely and unpolluted, so that it can more
truly serve all · true Americans and men of
good will everywhere.
Yours for a sound America for our
children.
Most cordially,
OSCAR WENSTRAND.

munication with the prisoners on Koje
Island. Since one of the most important
truce terms is going to concern prisoners,
the situation is a very delicate one and
every precaution must be used to see that
the Communists do not create some instance that would enable them to make
propaganda against the United States
or the United Nations, basing their
charge on our alleged mistreatment of
prisoners.
Those in charge of the prisoners must
be on their guard every moment. They
must be on the alert for any possible
move by the Communists. We all know
that the Communists are expert in seizing hostages on one pretext or another
and then demanding concessions. We
saw that happen with our four ftyers, for
· example.
There have been rumors that · guns
have been seized from guards and, in
addition, American personnel have been
seized. We have an extremely dangerous
situation there, one that is explosive in
fact. We had better be on the alert for
trouble that may be incited in one way
or another to be used for propaganda
purposes against us.

HON. FOSTER FURCOLO

ARE WE UNGRATEFUL, CARELESS, OF FORGETFUL?
On Friday, May 30, our organization in.
company
with
veteran
organizations
throughout Armstrong County and the
worlcl. will muster together in their annual
memorial tribute to the heroic dead of
America's wars. Memorial Day, to the living veteran, is our most revered day of observance. It is an occasion that brings t..>
the surface strong ties and friendship of
past associations but, above all, it stirs our
memories of those who fell in the fields of
battle in the great wars.
In a sense, we feel indebted to the many
brave and noble men who have so gallantly
fought and died for our great country to
make it free and secure. That is a debt we
all owe to the many who gave their blood on
the battlefield and have gone on before us.
It is a debt that can never be paid and will
always remain outstanding. We, the living,
try to keep faith with them that they shall
not have died in vain.

DEAR FRIEND BEN: For some time I have
been thinking of writing you. I dislike imposing on your time as our Representative,
but, in my opinion, things are being manipulated and shaped right under your very nose
that makes the next 6 months of 1952 more
critical a period of sourid and safe American
Government than confronted the. colonists
or the American people in the decade of 1850
to 1860, and therefore, my dear Congressman,
I take the liberty of asking your indulgence
in perusal of this letter and comment.
A build-up for more power has been going
on ever since 1951 when the Congress didn't
give in to all the demands of bureaucratic
dictates. Some of the manipulation has been
political, some economic, and some military
pressure. Classification by groups identify
the principal manipulators working within
these general spheres:
1. Ideologist& of socialistic or communistic
leanings; and
2. Bureaucrats of whatever persuasion;
and
3. Military promotionists; and
Koje Island
4. Political opportunists.
The medium for this build-up for more
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
power is emergency. Of course, you AmeriOF
can statesmen, our servants in Congress,
must analyze any claimed threat to our
peace. If found to be a real threat, let the
duly representative of the military, also the
OF MASSACHUSETTS
Executive and the proper committee memIN
THE
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
bers of Congress, all get into a huddle and
recommend without fanfare a real preparedTuesday, April 8, 1952
ness to meet any threat. Let it then be supMr. FURCOLO. Mr. Speaker, the sitported by the Congress. If after that any
threat breaks, then let's all wholeheartedly
uation at Koje Island, Korea is an exsupport the Executive and the military in
tremely bad one. Communist prisoners
suppression of such threat.
seem to have taken over control of the
If, on the other hand, the claimed emergency is unreal or manufactured, then ex- . prisoner camps. In fact, they have such
control it is doubtful if we should even
pose it. A smoke-screen emergency is cowcall them prisoners. There have been
ardice and un-American.
terroristic methods used by Communist
Since 1951 one emergency after another
has been announced in the press, each stemprisoners to subjugate prisoners who are
ming from some bureaucrat. Admittedly
not Communists. Many prisoners have
any claimed threat should be explored. We
been wounded and murdered by other
have witnessed the claimed threat of inabilprisoners and guards are also reported
ity in 10 months' time to arrive at a safe
to have been injured and killed. While
and satisfactory truce of a police action;
there probably is no proof of it, there is
have heard of a claimed military build-up in
every indication that the Communists in
Manchuria; also threats in the Near East on
economic grounds; then comes more ecoChina and North Korea have direct com-

Are We Ungrateful, Careless, or
Forgetful?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN P. SAYLOR
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, on this
Friday, the 30th of May, we, the living,
will again pay tribute to those Americans who gave their lives for us.
My district secretary, Harry M. Fox,
who is very active in veterans' affairs,
and who is a district deputy commander
of the American Legion in Pennsylvania,
has issued a release to the members of
the American Legion from his district
as to their responsibility on this Memorial Day.
As a part of my remarks, I wish to include this statement:
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But many people of our Nation have taken
the fruit of sacrifice of our heroes too lightly.
The privileges that we exercise every day of
our lives were due to the fact · that in the
past these Americans have been willing to
lay down their lives for us. We salute eur
heroes buried in their final resting place
who sacrificed so much that religion, de·
cency, and freedom, and all rights that go
with them might survive on earth.
We shall not fail them in seeing that justness and righteousness prevail. In doing
honor, the memory of these men and women
who, by their sacrifices, call to our attention
that true Uberty 1s beyond price. Let us
recognize Friday, as we gaze at the graves
decorated with flowers and flags and watch
our traditional parades that it will be an
empty tribute unless we rededicate our
hearts, minds, and souls to those rights
which our comrades so valiantly fought for.
Let us, on Memorial Day, rededicate ourselves to the noble causes to which our comrades died. Let us resist the evil .s chemes
that are trying to tear down the structure
that has been built by the flesh and blood
of our heroes. Let us resolve to devote ourselves to a generous service to our fellow men
just as those who died for us dedicated their
lives to that service. Let us hope for a Just
and lasting peace among all nations and
among ourselves. Our lost comrades, we
know, would want it that day. We cannot
give more, but giving less would bring dislwnor upon them.
If each individual in the home, in the
school, in the church, in the polling place
and in his heart insists on the maintenance
of the principles of freedom, then it will be
unnecessary to carve the names Of more
sacrificing men on tombstones and monuments.
War is horrible-:-it creates many sorrows.
The most terrible part about war is the toll
it takes of the youth of our country. For
example, the average age of the men of the
Armed Forces in World War II was about
25 years. And so, we lost about 300,000 of the
Nation's youth. Today, in Korea, young men
of still a lesser average in age are losing their
lives. Many of the young men who met untimely deaths during all the wars had not
reached an age when life and its responsibilities were fully theirs. We commemorate
those men who sacrificed their early manhood before their story could have been unrolled or their worth to their family. their
Nation, and the world could be fulfilled.
Memorial Day is a sad observance. Everyone stands quietly together with tun heart,
remembering the valiant, resting forever in
the deep seas, cemeteries in other :lands, or
brought home to our local graveyards. As
you stand in silent reverence >Thile the
bugler sounds the traditional "Taps," cast
your eyes upon a gold-star mother or wife
near you. They will be thinking of their son
or husband who died in the invasion of Normandy, on the Siegfried line, or in a Nazi
prison camp. Maybe he lost his life on one
of tbe Pacific islands, ln Africa, in shell-torn
Italy, or wherever Americans were called to
duty. No one realizes the sorrow of many
parents, Wives, sweethearts, and chlldren
who have been left behind to mourn the
passing of their loved ones. You simply cannot be human if you do not get a chokedup feeling visualizing tbe many broken
hearts and watch the many tears roll down
their cheeks.
On Friday, as we stand in grateful memory
tn the various resting places of the dead, in
the very shadows of some of their tombstones, let us realize more fully the true
greatness of those who gave their lives in
conflict that their loved ones and the American people may carry on.
All of us, veteran and nonveteran, women
and children. have a special obligation to
our heroic war dead by preserving their
memory and their deeds. Those men who

la!d down their lives deserve a debt of gratitude from all.
The American Legion posts and all veteran organizations throughout Armstrong
County are asking the people of this county
to turn out in great numbers on Memorial
Day ln grateful appreciation and pay homage.
Won't you please accompany your local veterans• organization and be willing to pause
and remember the sacrifices of the heroes in
whose honor we gather? There is a respon•
slbility for all of us to recognize.
HowARD W. AMICK,
County Commander.

HARRY M. Fox,
Deputy District Commander.

The Wage Earners' Stake in Public
Powet"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH B. MITCHELL
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr: Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following address by
Paul L. Phillips, president, International
Brotherhood of Paper Makers. A. F. of L.,
be.fore Electric Consumers Conference,
May 27, 1952. in Washington, D. C.:
THE WAGE EARNERS' STAKE IN PUBLIC POWER

(By Paul L. Ph1llips)
Every so often, I read where the officials
of the power <lOmpanies meet in some swanky
resort, and spend several days convincing
each other that the country is on the verge
of socialism. They always wind up with
a decision to start a new propaganda campaign, aimed at what they call the "grass
roots," to stop the "nationalization of the
power industry."
During the 2 days of this Electric Consumers Conference, it has been a most refreshing experience to discuss this subject
and to hear the other side of the story from
the people the power companies are shooting
at-the grass rooters themselves.
It is encouraging to note there are able
and courageous people in this country, some
of whom we listened to yesterday and today, who are interested in the welfare of
the consumers of electricity.
As we have seen, the economy of the country and the very existence of its citizens are
daily becoming increasingly more dependent
upon electrical energy. We can now better
appreciate the significance of the words of
the great Newton D. Baker, the late Secretary of War, when he wrote: "Whoever owns
(our water powers) in a large sense may be
said to own the United States, industrially
and commercially."
Mr. Baker went on to say: "I! I were
greedy for power over my fellow man, I
would rather control Muscle Shoals than to
be continuously elected President of the
United States."
The bitter and often hysterical attacks
by the power companies upon Governmentowned power, are sUfficient in themselves to
convince me that Mr. Baker knew what he
was talking about. When I suggest that this
control should rest with the Government,
rather than with the power companies, I
am told this ls socialistic.
AH I know is that when a private company has the control. the consumer gets
it in the neck.
I hold in my hand the electric b1lls of two
paper makers in the Niagara Falls area.

These two families are friends and live about
15 miles apart, though one lives 1n Niagara.
Falls, N. Y., and the other 1n Thorold, Ontario. Both get their electricity from the
same source, the Niagara River, but one buys
it from a private power company and the
other through a municipally owned commission.
The one in Niagara Falls in July, last year,
used 792 kilowatt-hours, for which the Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. charged him
$14.40. If the one in Thorold had used as
much, the Thorold (Public Utilities Commission) would have charged him $8.75; this
means that the paper maker in Niagara Falls
paid $5.83 more, even though the power trust
tells us that "private business can do it best."
The bills for these two homes for January
1952, offer a better ~omparison, because the
Niagara Falls family bad thrown out its
electric hot-water heater and switched to
another fuel.
One family paid the Thorold Public Utilities Commission $4.86 for 380 kilowatt-hours.
The other paid the Niagara Mohawk Power
Corp. $7.98 for 398 kilowatt-hours. He used
only 18 more kilowatt-hours, but he paid
$3.12 more.
Here is just one example of where one
family is making a substantial contribution .
each month toward the phony interpretation
of what the power companies piously call
"free enterprise."
Enterprise is not free to the consumer;
he pays dearly for it. Moreover, his money
is the only contribution he is allowed to
make. The consumer has no voice in how the
power company is managed, who manages
it or how much they are paid to manage it.
Nor does he have anything to say about
how much is spent for advertising. nor what
is said in the advertisements. He can't demand a more efficient operation, and his
Representative in Congress cannot, or at
. least does not, demand economy.
On the other hand, under Government
ownership, changes in both methods and
personnel are possible, as long as we have
the right of the ballot. We prefer to bave
this control in the hands of the Government.
We are convinced it is much more difficult
to change the president of a power company
than it is to change the officials of the Government, though there are neighbors of mine
in Albany who may dispute this.
Expensive campaigns are undertaken to
convince me I am wrong, but I simply know
that I trust all the people more than I trust
the board of directors of some power company. Thousands upon thousands of dollars
are spent to bombard me, by every conceivable media known to man, with the
charge that because I want the Government
to give me cheaper electricity I am in favor
of socialism. And I'm paying for it. Every
time I flip a switch, or my wife cranks up
the old washing machine, W :J supply the funds
to buy the propaganda to throw back at us.
A couple of weeks ago, I picked up the
Saturday Evening Post and big, black letters screamed at me: "Would you throw
three hundred and fifty-seven million tax
dollars into Hells Canyon?" Well, my first
reaction was that some of them have gone
into worse places, where there was no canyon. I read on and found it to be an ad
of the power companies, discussing a proposed dam.
I picked up a copy of Collier's magazine
and an editorial headline warned me we are
"On the brink of socialism,'' because both
the F'ederal Government and the New York
State government wanted to build a power
plant at Niagara Falls. This is "creeping
socialism," it says here. I gave a lot of
thought to that editorial, but I was never
able to appreciate the apparent fear at the
editor-that Harry Truman and Tom Dewey.
hand in hand, were headed for destruction
over the Falls in the same socialistic barrel.
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So, I laid that aside and reached for the

afternoon paper, published by the big wheel
of the Committee for Constitutional Government, only to learn our real danger is
we may join with Canada and :float down
the St. Lawrence seaway to that fate worse
than death.
In despair I turned on the TV and found
myself right back on top of Niagara Falls.
complete with maps and my ears filled with
dangers of socialistic planners taking over
the Niagara project.
Even at a service organization dinner.
there was no escape. The speaker was a
public-relations representative of the power
company, with a canned speech, a projection machine, and an assistant to operate
it. That did it. I threw in the towel, went
home to bed and dreamed of how much of
my light bill was used to pay the costs of
all these things.
Not too long ago someone sent me an ad
from the United States News which started
out innocently enough by talking about the
dreams of young boys for riches and success, but then took off on a scare campaign
about the Government taking over the light
and power companies. The headline,
though, was what interested me. It asked
of young boys, "What do you want to be
when you grow up?"
I can't say what the boys want to be when
they grow up, but if they are like some of
their fathers in the paper industry of New
York and New Engla nd, I know what they
will be. They will be unemployed.
Many of the paper m111s in these sections
are completely idle or running short time,
because the paper they used to produce is
now being made in the South, the Northwest, and in Canada. One of the principal reasons for this is the low cost of power
in the other areas, because paper making
requires a plentiful supply of power, trees.
and water.
Power costs in New York and New England are considerably higher than in those
other regions where the Government has
built huge hydroelectric projects. They are
almost twice as high as in the TVA area.
and more than double the costs in the North.;
west and in Canada.
In addition to production of power, these
huge projects conserve the trees and the
water. We can't have one without the other,
and both are essential to paper making.
The United States Forestry Service has done
an excellent job of forest conservation.
while the Water and Power Division has not
only supplied cheap power but has also
given the forests the water they must have.
The result has been a shifting of the centers
of paper production.
Labor costs have not been the deciding
factor, though this may contradict some
popular notions. These three areas I have
mentioned all have good wage rates, though.
I should add for the benefit of any employers present, we have not yet achieved
perfection. Paper-mill rates on the west
coast are more than 50 percent above those
of New England. Canadian paper-mill rates
equal those of New England, and the paper
industry is the highest-paid industry in
Canada. Southern rates are higher than
New England, and higher than the national
averag e for the paper industry.
Sure, our people have done a good job
at the bargaining table. The competition
among unions .being what it is today, we
don•t let our modesty prevent us from admitting that. At the same time, we fully
realize that an abundance of cheap power
has been one of the most effective aids in
what has been accomplished-power which
has been made available through such projects as TVA, Bonneville, and Canada's great
hydro system.
We heard years ago and frequently still
hear that TVA is inefficient, wasteful, a
socialistic blunder, etc. I am not qualified
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to answer these charges, but I am qualified
to .compare conditions before TVA with those
existing today.
As you perhaps know. paper is a smalltown industry. There are few mills in the
larger cities. As a matter of fact, mill sites
and entire town sites have often been hacked
out of the wilderness. I happened to work
in a paper mill in one of these small towns
in Camden, Ark., before TVA and REA, and
I am quite familiar with the conditions at
that time.
Before TVA, the electric rates were high.
Many employees lived 4 or 5 miles out of
town, and the power company refused to
extend its transmission lines to their homes.
With low rates in the mill, even some who
lived in town could not afford electricity. I
was lucky. Brawn was worth more than
brains, so I received a 2-cent premium, m a king my rate 18 cents an hour instead of the
usual 16 cents. This permitted us the luxury of a 50-watt light suspended from the
ceiling in each room.
Then came TVA and REA with transmission lines sprouting all over the place. All
of a sudden, the Arkansas Power & Light
Co. decided that it was the dear friend and
benefactor of the rural home owner, and that
we must protect Arkansas a n d its streams
against such disastrous schemes as had befallen Tennessee at Muscle Shoals.
This competition for electric consumers.
coupled with a steadily rising standard of
living, permitted these workers to install
electric lights. As time passed, they were
able to install refrigerators, radios, washing m achines, vacuum cleaners, and many
of the ot her things which today are generally taken for granted.
They are convinced that but for REA many
of their children would today still be straining their eyes trying .to study their three
R's by the dim light of kerosene lamps.
TVA and REA then, as now, were called
socialism, only now it's the creeping kind.
I don't know. All I know is that we like it
and I hope that if it has been creeping.
it will get up on its feet and run, not creep,
to the nearest home without electricity.
· All this hollering about socialism every
time the Government tries to utilize the
natural resources belonging to all the people, all these repeated cries of "wolf," somehow or other fail to alarm these people.
They know that what the companies are
really screaming about is that when the
Government builds dams and transmission
lines and keeps them out of the clutches
of the private companies, rates have dropped.
The power companies want monopoly, not
competition. On occasion, they go to great
lengths to obtain their objectives. A current example 1s the all-is-made-for-love
coalition of the Federal Power Commission
and the Virginia Electric & Power Co at
Roanoke rapids. There are paper makers
at Roanoke rapids and if this power project
is kept out of the grasp of the private companies, these paper makers will have lower
electric rates. Just as a starter, they won't
have to pay h igh interest rates on capital
investment, plus high costs of TV shows, advertisements, public-relations speakers, and
high returns for the stockholders.
Speaking of stockholders, I wish to keep
the record clear on one thing. We make the
paper on which the stock certificates are
printed. In that process, as has been stated.
we use a tremendous amount of water. The
point I want clear is that when that paper
leaves the mill it is bone dry, and any subsequent addition of water is not to be blained
on the paper makers.
We hope Secretary Chapman will be allowed to proceed with the Roanoke rapids
project. Our electric rates will be lower, our
company's competitive position will be better, our jobs will be more secure.
The private companies want regulation.
not rivalry. Our experiences with State reg-
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ulatory bodies have not been profitable, in
our opinion. In my own State of New York,
for instance, the Power Authority is on record as favoring bus bar delivery to private
companies, 1f either the State or Federal
Government should build the Niagara or the
St. Lawrence seaway projects.
Its thinking in this respect 1s in periect
synchronization with that of the power
companies. It is following the lead of a
recent Congress which would put both the
Government and the consumers at the mercy
of the power companies through the subterfuge of blocking appropriations for the
const!'uction of transmission lines. In that
congressional fight, one real champion of the
consumer on the tloor of the Senate. had
this to say:
"This bill would deny to government
power agencies the funds they need to give
them bargaining power, and send them forth
naked and unarmed to meet the wolves of
the power trust. It would cha,nge our national power policy by denying funds for
construction of public transmission lines
• • • It would give private companies
first claim to public power."
These were the words of that stanch
friend of the electric consumer. the Senator
from Alabama, LISTER HILL.
If the New York State Power Authority
has its way, the consumer will continue to
pay through the nose. With bus bar delivery, and no preference clause, the few
co-ops in New York will remain at the mercy
of the private companies. The New York
electrical cooperatives now pay private companies an average of 1.39 cents per kilowatthour, or exactly the same average r ate paJd
by residential consumers in the TVA States,
and more than twice the rates paid by the
co-ops to private companies in those St ates.
.The average residential rate in New York
is nearly two and one-half t imes as much
as those in the TVA States and in Canada.
Our people are being gouged, through the
exploitation of our country's natural resources to satisfy the greed of a few. By our
people, I mean all the people. We are all in
this thing together, and this 1s certainly one
vital issue upon which the farmer, the professional man, the merchant, the white
collar worker, the union member and all the
others. can line up, shoulder to shoulder, and
go out and get results.
If the consumer is to get a square deal, it
will come only through the efforts of all the
people, pulling together toward a common
objective, permitting no other issues or
differences which may arise to cause our eyes
to lose sight of that objective.
First, of course, the people must be informed. It 1s not sufficient to expect the
people to search out for themselves facts
which are so cleverly hidden and disguised
behind a constant barrage of propaganda.
The people who know the facts must lay
them before the consumers and the voters, so
that all may see and understand them.
If Congress is ever to get the courage to
develop the water power resources of this
great Nation, it will come only when the
people as a whole in their anger and impatience stream into the voting booths and
demand action in terms that politicians can
understand.
For the first step toward this objective, I
Wish to express grateful appreciation to
those responsible for the calling of this
conference. Perhaps we shall hear again
the cry of "wolf," and this conference may
be branded as "socialistic." That is not important. What is important is the gocd
which will surely come from the conference.
It is our fervent hope that this conference
shall prove to be only the first step in a long
range program dedicated to the protection
of the consumer and devoted to the welfare
of the United States and its citizens.
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Dowling Calls New York Hot Spot of
Corruption in Nation-Wide Scandal
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT TRIPP ROSS
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. ROSS. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include the following series of five articles by Edward J. Mowery, appearing in
the World-Telegram beginning May 12:
DOWLING CALLS NEW YORK HOT SPOT OF COR•
RUPTION IN NATION-WIDE SCANDAL
(~y Edwarc:l J. Mowery)
(Pt. 1)
(For 15 months the King committee investigating tax scandals has interviewed hundreds of witnesses behind closed doors and
at three abortive public hearings in an aura
of semi-mystery. So far the extent of Revenue Bureau corruption has rocked the Nation, but no member of the committee's staff
has spread on the record the entire revolting
picture. Staff Writer Edward J. Mowery today begins a series of articles in which James
W. Dowling who just resigned as the committee's chief investigator, unveils the sordid
trail of graft, the administration road blocks,
pressures, and political intrigues revealed by
the probe. His disclosures were given exclusively to the World-Telegram and Sun and
the Scripps-Howard newspapers to enlighten
the public on what he terms the worst national scandal since Teapot Dome.)
James W. Dowling, who just resigned as
chief investigator of the King committee tax
scandal probe, said today the 15-month investigation "barely scratched the surface."
Revolted at extent of graft in the Revenue
Bureau, Mr. Dowling made the following
startling disclosures:
1. A hostile administration threw up road
blocks to cripple the probe of corruption and
sabotaged public testimony of Joseph D.
Nunan, Jr., James B. Olson and Daniel A.
Bolich.
2. The tax-collecting machinery from coast
to coast is mired in graft, and untold millions
are annually lost in needed tax revenue.
3. The standard fee to fix a civil tax case
is 10 percent and all the traffic will bear if
the conniving taxpayer faces imprisonment.
4. Bureau sleuths are secretly investigating their own racket squad set-up by Mr.
Bolich in 1948 to examine tax returns of
scores of racketeers.
. 5. Four intended King committee witnesses have disappeared and more than 25
others perjured themselves. Their cases
may go to Federal grand juries.
6. New York is the corruption hot spot.
Mr. Dowling, who resigned from the committee staff to practice law, said he took the
post originally upon assurance there would
be no whitewash and no hamstringing. He
praised Representative CECIL R. KING, Democrat, of California:
"The committee tried honestly and conscientiously to do a thorough job. But despite the fact that our disclosures caused
heads to roll and a complete reorganization
of the Bureau, I must stress that we only
scratched the surface of the corruption picture."
HEAVY LOSSES
"As seasoned investigators, we were appalled at the unmoral aspects of this graft
and the callous disregard for ethics on the
part of the Bureau's erstwhile big brass,
Larceny seems to have infiltrated even the
lower echelons of the agency, and its malignancy is evident from coast to coast.

"Graft-carefully calculated and expertly
mulcted-runs into untold millions yearly.
This revenue is lost because conniving tax
collectors work harmoniously with cheating
taxpayers. In addition, an estimated $4,000,000,000 goes down the tax drain annually
because the Revenue Bureau is simply unable
properly to audit returns.
"Our small force could only examine income and wealth of a few of the Bureau's
New York personnel.
Yet, we know of
$7,000-per-year agents who are worth around
$200,000. A real investigation-not a spotcheck-in New York alone would uncover a
minimum of $4,000,000 annually in unexplained income of Bureau personnel. Since
our New York probe began, 32 revenue agents
and deputy collectors have left the service.''
OTHER INQUIRIES
"More than 100 others are currently under
investigation with cases against 20 sufficient·
ly strong to warrant grand jury action."
Could Mr. Dowling, one of Gen. "Vinegar
Joe" Stillwell's ace counterintelligence
agents in China, estimate the number of
thieving tax agents in New York? He said:
"I'd say one of five of the total field force
of 2400-or 480-is corrupt on the basis of
our findings. New York is the corruption
hot spot. Chicago and Boston, respectively,
make up the second and third top graft
cities. Because of limited funds we investigated bureau workers in New York, Boston,
St. Louis, and San Francisco only where we
received specific complaints.
"It would take years of intense probing
by seasoned sleuths to unearth the extent
of graft in all collectors' offices."
STAN))ARD FIX FEE
Less than 10 percent of New York's field
bureau personnel received the committee's
income and net-worth questionnaires. Many
recipients, Mr. Dowling said, squirmed and
sought ways to disguise their true worth.
"About 40 had unexplained income and
expenditures of $250,000," he declared. "We
found the standard fee to fix a civil case
averaged 10 percent of the taxes due. In
other words, the fiX fee washed out 10 times
as much revenue due the Government.
When it appeared conniving taxpayers would
go to jail, the greedy tax agent took all the
traffic would bear up to half.
"In a specific case involving a witness
whose fate is now in the hands of a grand
jury we learned the bite was $80,000 to
whitewash $300,000 in taxes. Our limited
investigation turned up more than 100 firms
suspected of bribing agents. And remember, this graft was not what we discovered."
RACKET SQUAD
And aren't two of Commissioner John B.
Dunlap's agents now investigating his special racket squad in New York?
"Yes," the congressional prober admitted.
"And Whitman Cordes, head of the squad
is in New York, has resigned in disgust and
has joined the State crime commission. The
racket squad, now totaling about 40 men,
was set up in 1948 by :Mr. Bolich when he
was agent-in-charge. It came under Mr.
Dunlap's personal wing last year when he
headed the national racket drive."
(Pt. 2)
Grafting tax collectors are so cunning they
are sometimes willing to take their fees out
in trade, James W. Dowling, newly resigned
chief sleuth of the House tax scandal probe
said today.
They rarely use a hit-or-miss approach to
make a fix, he said. They are coldly mathematical in digging a "disallowance hole" for
the intended victim. They like to demand
their bribes in small bills.
"We discovered a case where an agent put
in the fix for a -contractor after the latter
weatherproofed the agent's house. He sort
of calked up the holes," Mr. Dowling said.

"Another builder, over the barrel, built a
brand new garage for the tax gouger.
"Sometimes the tax agents picked out TV
sets or washing machines in stores owned
by their intended victims. One fellow had a
dozen finely tailored suits ($125 a copy). We
learned he had processed tax returns for a
clothing maker. Asked for an explanation
of his elaborate wardrobe, he said:
"'I'm testing the fabric.'"
The smart big shots in the Revenue Bureau, however, never took a direct payoff,
Mr. Dowling explained. While in office they
performed favors for taxpayers to build up
good will.
"And if they were lawyers," the sleuth declared, "they had a ready-made host of clients
after they left the bureau. Fees for tha
services rendered were, of course, all out of
proportion. This pattern developed in the
James Finnegan and other cases. Finnegan,
convicted of accepting fees on cases he handled while st. Louis collector, left under fire.
"Our agents charged Nunan (former commissioner) with accepting $25,000 in Brown
& Bigelow stock after he left office. Nunan
told us the stock 'fee' represented four phone
calls he made himself in behalf of B&B to
the SEC. Our agents learned that Nunan
ruled in favor of B&B's reorganization while
he was revenue commissioner {from 1944 to
1947) ."
Some tax graft, the investigator said, operates through a conduit system-a literal
pipeline into a fix.
"Tax officials suggest that taxpayers contact a specified lawyer to effect settlement
of a claim," he declared. "If the taxpayer
has his own attorney, the latter makes the
contact.
"The bureau's lawyer-fixer suggests a certain sum to settle the claim. It includes his
own bribe and the fee fixed by the bureau
grafter under whose protection he works.
Many times the taxpayer is an innocent dupe.
A flagrant abuse involves tax deductions for
travel, entertainment costs and salaries
which can't be fully substantiated.''
UNBACKED CLAIM
"If an executive of a company deducts
$20,000 and can support his claim with only
$5,000 in receipts or canceled checks he's a
prime target for a thieving auditing agent.
Usually the fix is a flat 20 percent. We found
agents earning $7,500 yearly building up fortunes of $150,000 plus on this type of extortion.''
And when the committee handed out networth questionnaires, didn't suspected tax
collectors plug the cash on hand?
"Yes, sir," Mr. Dowling exclaimed. "Many
it seemed, abhorred banks but loved strong
boxes. They listed living costs (over 5 years)
correctly but forgot to tell us about a $25 000
house or 'accumulated savings' buried in 'the
back yard. Actually, a cursory examination
revealed their Government salaries were
eaten up in living costs. The rest was
gravy."
NOVEL ALmiS
The agents, sweating over questionnaires
came up with some novel explanations. Sav~
ings, they said, was money earned before
they entered the tax service. Deceased relatives gave them that home or grand piano,
and sometimes affidavits from living relatives
attested to gifts they ass.Jrtedly tendered
their tax-collecting cousins.
"The petty chiselers-the $100-per-fix
boys-reduced their previous living costs to
fit the 'accumulated savings,'" Mr. Dowling
grinned, "and while we had a living-cost
survey as a standard for various incomes,
it's hard to prove a case against this type of
grafter. We also uncovered some astounding
avocations.''
One gent ($6,000 a year) has an elaborate
Chinese art collection. Another leaned to
historic documents, including letters of
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Presidents. Still others dabbled in costly
furs and sparkling gems.
JUDGE'S BROTHER
" _\ piec~ of amazing duplicity dealt with
figuring out the bangtails," the official said.
"This agent had a foolproof way to beat the
horses. A former high tax official (whose net
worth is now under grand-jury scrutiny)
said $8,000 of his unexplained income represented his winnings on an election. The
man With whom he bet? Naturally, he was
deceased."
Wasn't one disclosure on the melodic side?
''Yes," he asserted. "A New York doctor
whose income-tax arrears exceeded a half
million, first said $100,000 of his huge earnings represented violin lessons he gave pupils. We checked. He did teach violin at
one time but he earned about $25 weekly.
Next he said he inherited the $100,000.
Later he acknowledged it was a gift. We
checked his case to see how it was handled
by the Bureau. I believe he paid the full
amount-in cash."
The committee's interest in the doctor
quickened when it learned he is a brother
of a Federal judge.
MINE DODGE
And the west-coast gimmick that didn't
include music, horse bets, or election wagers?
"The Revenue Bureau workers sold shares
to taxpayers desiring a fix. Nope; there
were no dividends. Company officials were
always milking assets with expense sheets
and expanded salaries."
(Pt. 3)
James W. Dowling, who uprooted the Nation-wide trail of corruption in the Revenue
Bureau, conceded today that prime achievements of the King committee probe were
alerting the public to the tax scandals and
sparking reorganization of the bureau on
nonpolitical lines.
"We watched 65 tax agency employees
leave the scene," he declared, "and witnessed
the indictment and conviction of collectors.
The resignations of Theron Lamar Caudle
and Charles Oliphant hit the Justice and
Treasury Departments and an epidemic of
1llness seemed to engulf our potential
witness."
KEY WITNESSES ILL
"However, the names that came before the
committee were reminiscent of the Kefauver
traveling crime extravaganza and this may
have sinister implications if the probe is
allowed to continue."
Twelve key witnesses sought by the probers, Mr. Dowling stated, suddenly were caught
in an epidemic of kidney stones, cardiac ailments, ulcers, and high-blood pressure.
When the "illnesses" became acute, $150
medical examinations were conducted by
Government specialists. One witness is still
hospitalized in upper New York.
"At least we knew where these people
were," the newly resigned chief investigator
said. "Four others disappeared and we've
enlisted the aid of the FBI to find a couple
of them. They are Louis Pokrass, who we
believe was on very friendly terms with
James B. Olson and Joseph D. Nunan, Jr.;
Matthew Bride, Brooklyn revenue agent and
group chief, whose assets may exceed $60,000,
Harry Feit, third New York district deputy
collector, and Arthur BrevaJ.re, who probably
can shed some light on the mysterious 'Mr.
Watson'-the man with the guttural voice
who tried to fix the Abe Teitelbaum (Chicago) case for $500,000. Teitelbaum, you recall, was Capone's lawyer."
The committee, Mr. Dowling said, has tried
tor 3 weeks to serve a subpena on Mr. Pokrass
and has notified his attorney to produce
him.
"TAKE CARE OF THE BOYS"
..We wanted to question him about Olson's
failure to revoke the liquor license of the

Gotham Liquor Co., which was largely owned
by Pokrass. Olson's action was contrary to
Bureau regulations. (Olson was New York
chief of the Bureau's alcohol tax unit until
he quit under fire.)
"Pokrass, whose background shows three
arrests, was an investigator in the Flamingo
Hotel, Las Vegas, Nev., when 'Buggsy' Siegel
(later assassinated by mobsters) and other
top gangsters were big stockholders. Pokrass' name also figured in Kefauver hearing
testimony in connection with assertions
that Frank Costello and Meyer Lansky were
investors with Pokrass in another company."
Efforts to reach Mr. Pokrass in New York
were unsuccessful. Neither could he be located through his attorneys. At Mr. Pokrass' office, a spokesman said he . was "on
vacation."
The committee's interest in Mr. Bride
' came about entirely by accident, Mr. Dowling explained.
"Anonymous cards, advising Bride to drop
dead and urging him not to sign our networth questionnaire, initiated our interest in
this employee. We found he had a fine Long
Island home and we suspected also a considerable fortune. Before we could serve
him with a subpena he disappeared March 5.
The search is still on."
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"The question is academic," snorted
James W. Dowling, newly resigned chief investigator of the King committee. "If
members of our tax-probing group hadn't
been adamant in airing Revenue Bureau
corruption, tbis shame would never have
seen the light of day.
"However, in the case of Joseph D. Nunan,
Jr., Daniel Bolich, and others it was f?trictly
a matter of 'coming events casting their
shadows before.' "
Mr. Nunan's career has been inexorably '
woven into the fabric of Democratic politics for years. On February 10, 1944, he
left the post of collector in the first NeW"
York district for the commissionership on
the express nod of the late Robert E. Hannigan, himself a former St. Louis collector.
0. K.'n BY MORGENTHAU
President Roosevelt named Mr. Nunan top
tax man with the approval of Henry Morgenthau, then Treasury Secretjlry. When
Mr. Nunan left the first district, Mr. Bolich was Brooklyn's revenue agent in charge
and James B. Olson was assistant collector.
The same year-1944-in Mr. Nunan's own
collection district the corruption picture exploded. Eight employees of this office were
convicted of bribery and extortion. Embryonic Treasury scandals elsewhere began to
FOUND IN CUBA
seethe.
"When the tax scandal expose gathered
"Felt, who lives at 207 East .Two Hundred
steam," Mr. Dowling observed, "and the
an(\ Second Street, Bronx, New York, was
names of Nunan, Bolich, and Olson seemed
issued a net-worth questionnaire February 7
destined to hit the headlines via public
and resigned March 21. We couldn't locate
hearings, the administration first started to
him. Brevalre, whose home is in West Palm
put the heat on. Pressure came from sevBeach, was located recently in Cuba by the
eral directions.
FBI. Since no indictment is pending, he
"On February 14, Representative KING
can't be extradiated. I suspect he'll sit it
openly charges the Justice and Treasury Deout. Understand, the committee wants these
partments
with trying to stifle the probe conpeople only as witnesses."
cerning Nunan and others. And RepreOther names that proved of interest to the
sentative KENNETH R. KEATING, of New York,
probers?
member of a Judiciary Subcommittee as"Now, we're getting into the Kefauver
signed to probing Justice, threatened to put
nostalgia," Mr. Dowling smiled. "Joe Adonis'
the matter ahead of other issues in his own
name came up in connection with the Bolich
committee hopper."
investigation, and Abner (Longie) Zwillman•s with reference to an old Revenue BuTRIED TO AVOID HEARINGS
reau directive for him to keep books on his
Wa,sn't a member of the King committee
income. He failed to comply and we probed
itself eager to avoid public hearings?
the handling of the case to see if it warranted
"Yes," the investigator said. "Representprosecution."
ative EUGENE KEOGH, Democrat, of New
COSTELLO NAMED
York, was long known by other committee
members to be personally friendly with Nu"In probing cases coming under the jurisnan,
Bolich, and Olson.
diction of Joseph P. Marcelle (who resigned
"To the amazement and embarrassment of
as Brooklyn collector under pressure last
the committee, KEOGH hopped from the
October) we were advised that the D'Alessio
hearing dais when Olson testified and carbrothers (Michael, John, and Joseph, Staten
ried on friendly conversations with the witIsland gambling figures) had purchased
ness and his lawyer during recesses. In
vending machines from a company in which
February KEOGH ran to House Speaker SAM
Marcelle was a large stockholder."
RAYBURN in an effort to halt the public hearAnd did Frank Costello pop up in conings for Nunan, Olson, and Mealey (Carroll
nection with suspected tax irregularities or
E., ailing former deputy revenue commismishandled cases, too?
sioner).
"Yes, his name was linked with Nunan's
"RAYBURN did manage to ban TV and radio
while the latter was top tax man. Nunan
coverage, bUt Representative RoBERT w.
said he met Costello 'once or twice' in resKEAN, Republican, of New Jersey, threatened
taurant bars before 1946 and also said he
to blow off the lid if the publ~c hearings
attended the famed Costello party in New
were muzzled. KEOGH tried desperately to
York for the benefit of the Salvation Army.
have the committee hear Nunan et al. in
Nunan, however, denied business dealings
executive sessions."
with Costello.
This, Mr. Dowling said, was the first overt
"We had the feeling you could safely .
move toward a whitewash.
double Bolich's declared income and not be
"When administration brass saw the comtoo far off. Mealey and Olson are still under
mittee couldn't be nudged the ball was
committee investigation, and Nunan refused
tossed to the Justice Department," he conto tell us what he had, in a New York safe
ti~med.
"Treasury Under Secretary Edward
deposit box, on the grounds of self-incrimFoley and others figured that by convening
ination.
a special Fedel"al grand jury in Brooklyn
"I'd say unexplained expenditures and
prior to completion of our probe they'd give
questionable sources of net worth involving
witnesses
a legitimate 'out' in refusing to
the 'big four' (Nunan, Bolich, Mealey, and
testify before the committee on grounds of
Olson). would run to $300,000. And that's a.
self -incrimination.
minimum."
"This circuitous manner of whitewashing
(Pt. 4)
our findings became the perfect dodge. NuWill a. national administration exhaust
nan, Bolich, and Olson all refused to testify
every means to whitewash the sins of its
before the King committee as to their net
bureaucrats?
worth.''
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The Justice Department, too, Mr. Dowling
against Nunan, Bolich, and Olson would go
declared, was carrying the ball like an alldown the drain. Obviously these men
wouldn't testify in public while a grand jury
American halfback.
had their cases."
M'GRATH REFUSES FILES
TOLD TO MOVE FILES
"Of course Justice was hostile," he said
bitterly, "and (then) Attorney General J.
"The committee held an emergency meetHoward McGrath created a bottleneck we
ing in 'Frisco and directed me by phone to
couldn't cope with. He flatly refused our
move the files to Washington the same night
requests for files on pending cases on ~he
(out of the Federal jury's jurisdiction) .
premise it would be unfair to prospect1ve
You carried that story exclusively. The
tax-case defendants.
breach between Congress and the adminis·
"Meyer Rothwacks (former assistant to
tration widened."
Theron Lamar Caudle, now his successor as
Removal of the files halted the committee's
'rax Division Chief) meticulously screened
investigation for about a month when inevery Justice file we asked for. A real rhu·
telligence agents assigned to the probers
barb developed when we requested the file
were ordered back to the Revenue Board.
on the Finnegan case (jailed St. Louis col·
"Another hassle developed," Mr. Dowling
lector) . and heated words came when we
said, "when the Revenue Bureau violently
aired the Delaney case publicly after the
opposed issuing current net-worth and costlatter was indicted. (Delaney, Boston col·
of-living questionnaires which eventually ,
lector was also convicted.)
went to 27,000 employees. Commissioner
"W~ were in the uncomfortable position
(John B.) Dunlap wanted to audit employees'
of· letting the public know how top tax offi·
returns for a 3-year (not a 5-year) period
cials became mired in graft without having
so Bureau morale wouldn't be injured. The
access to all vital information."
questionnaire wrangle went on and on."
While the administration assertedly tried
DELANEY DOSSIER WITHHELD
to jettison the committee findings, the pub·
Mr. Dowling said James Mcinerney, Chief
lie yelled for a better and bigger graft expose.
of the Justice Department's Criminal Divi"Thousands of letters and phone calls
sion, flatly refused to release the Delaney
poured in," the ace investigator said, "and
dossier.
we developed a small army of confidential
"Adrian DeWind (chief committee coun·
informers who aided us in tax probes
sel) next went to A. Devitt Vanech (assist·
throughout the country. Al!long them were
ant Attorney General) and stressed our need
current and former high Government officials,
for the file. Word came back from McGrath,
taxpayers, businessmen, and lawyers. Their
who previously said he was advising the
information, of course, was held in strictPresident not to make any Justice file avail·
est confidence."
able to us. McGrath's answer was: 'No'."
Some recipients of the 1945-50 income·
Irked at the Justice Department brush off,
tax questionnaires, the official declared faceMr. DeWind spread the Delaney saga on the
tiously called themselves members of "The
public record through testimony of two ~os·
5-Year Club." But an amazing dearth of
ton special agents assigned to the comm1ttee
humor developed in their explanations of
probe.
why their incomes soared.
"Did the whitewash work?" Mr. Dowling
FOR WATCHDOG COMMITTEE
asked acidly. "What do you think? Who
Mr. Dowling, a genial, stocky man who beknows today how much Nunan, Bolich, or
lieves a thorough probe of tax graft would
Olson are worth?"
take at least three more years, said soberly:
(Pt. 5)
"I'm convinced there should be a perMonths ago, the King committee probi_ng
manent congressional watchdog committee
tax scandals decided that the most effect1ve
to police the tax-collecting system t>ut this is
way to smoke out tax graft6rs was to lay the
no panacea. Reorganization of the Bureau
record bare at public hearings ..
within its synthetic shuffling of responsibility
"The administration's shoulder-hair bris. · isn't the answer, either.
tied" James W. Dowling, newly resigned
''Actually, there's no Government system
com~ittee chief counse!, recalled today, "and
that can't be corrupted by politicians. How·
the pressure began to stymie public interro.
ever, two basic remedies will greatly assist
gation of such figures as Joseph D. Nunan,
Commissioner Dunlap in restoring public
Jr., Daniel A. Bolich, and James B. Olson.
confidence in the tax service. And, I might
"We wanted the public to know why foradd, a moral rea wakening on the part of taxmer Revenue Commissioner Nunan refused
payers would be of tremendous help.
to reveal the extent of his wealth, why he
"The first remedy is elementary. Top
rfpped up his canceled vouchers as they
Bureau officials must be able, conscientious,
were received from the bank monthly, and · aggressive leaders immune to political
how he obtained a financial interest in the
intrigue. Second, Bureau personnel must
bowling alleys in New York's new bus ter·
be promoted strictly upon the merit system
minal."
and be paid commensurately to eliminate
SPENT $25,000 YEARLY
temptation.
"We also thought the public would be in.
"Deputy collectors and revenue agents,"
terested in learning why former Assistant
Mr. Dowling declared, "make less than $5,000
Commissioner Bolich paid household exyearly while handling returns involving
penses with postal money orders, spent $25,millions.
000 yearly while earning $13,000 and main.
"And," he continued, "as long as there are
tained a fine summer home in New Jersey."
cheating taxpayers willing to pay 'for a fix,
The committee anticipated no trouble in
there will be underpaid Bureau fixers willing
publicly questioning larcenous tax account·
to oblige."
ants who automatically added a fix fee when
He lavishly praised the Bureau's hard·
none was needed or a plethora of revenue
hitting special intelligence unit which has
agents who grabbed small denomination bills
tried to yank grafting personnel from the
in taxis, hotels or congested bars to "p~t
service for years.
in the fix."
"The most unfortunate facet of the Bu·
"These grafters," Mr. Dowling explained,
reau reorganization," he said, "and its prime
"were expendable ....
weakness is dissolution of this unit. Special
The administration's first real roadblock,
agents, expert in detecting internal Bureau
the sleuth said, came when the committee
corruption, have been transferred into the
started its San Francisco hearings and the
inspection service under the direction of
Justice Department moved to set up a speofficials whose experience has been restricted
cial grand jury in Brooklyn.
to audits, accounts, and collections."
"I called Adrian DeWind (chief committee
DEFIED POLITICAL BOSSES
counsel) from New York," Mr. Dowling de"Special agents have unearthed a vast
clared, "and warned that if this jury should
amount of corruption in the Bureau even
subpena our incomplete files, our cases

though they make up a comparative handfUl
in the over-all personnel.
"They defied the wrath of political bosses
to keep the Bureau honest, built cases against
thieving political hacks, and earned a justified reputation as enemies of tax grafters.
Their reward (under reorganization) has
been loss of their 20-year retirement rights
and their identity as one of the Treasury's
untouchabe forces of undercover experts.
"Special agents assigned to personnel in
New York alone," Mr. Dowling said, "made
more than 50 arrests tagged to Bureau corruption last year.
"Under Special Agent Burke Yung," he explained, "the New York squad uncovered
one tax conspiracy that led to more than 30
arrests. The beginning of the breakdown
in processing cases was in 1946, after Bolich·
became special agent in charge of the New
York office. But the breakdown was at
the top."
THIRTY-TWO CASES UNCOVERED
"The Bureau's Special Revie·w Board, which
came to New York in January to dig into
cases involving tax frauds, discovered 32
cases considered to have been closed im·
properly. Each involved taxes of $50,000 or
more."
Praising Representative KING, Mr. De·
Wind, and other members of the committee,
Mr. Dowling added: "The committee tried to
do an honest job in uncovering Bureau dry
rot and graft. We showed how racketeers
feed on the weakness of underpaid agents
and how former tax big shots garnered wealth
at the taxpayers' expense. An alert Con·
gress and enlightened public must carry the
ball from here."

He Thinks the People Are Dumb
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. E. ROSS ADAIR
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. ADAIR. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD, I include herewith
an editorial from the Indianapolis Star:
HE THINKS THE PEOPLE ARE DUMB
It was gracious and forbearing of Senator
HOMER E. CAPEHART to go no further than to
pin a "malicious untruth" label on Harry
Truman's charge that the Republican Party
is the tool of big business. The Senator
could have used stronger language and still
have been altogether fair and accurate in
his appraisal of Truman's Pendergast-style
tirade.
As the Indiana lawmaker noted, "No ad·
ministration under any party has so aligned
itself with big business as that of Harry S.
Truman."
Just as his predecessor in office did, Tru.
man quite properly has secured the governmental services of many of the Nation's biggest industrialists and financiers. A list of
them would fill this whole column.
And just as the Roosevelt regime did, the
Truman regime has dealt intimately and on
the friendliest terms with big business in
building its war machine and spending the
people's money in other ways. The Trumanites have enthusiastically loaned big money
to big business and granted big subsidies to
big business.
Moreover, there is no other business in the
whole wide world which can match the Truman maladministration as a big business.
Truman has collected more taxes than all
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other Presidents put togeth~r. including
Roosevelt. That's really doing big business!
There is nothing wrong with bigness in
private enrerprise, of course, in the sense
that Truman sneeringly associates it with
the GOP. Big business has made this
country great. David E. Lilienthal, whom
Truman surely would not dare tar with his
"reactionary" brush, observes in this week's
comer's that bigness of industry is providing Americans with the things they want
and that business bigness and monopoly are
no longer the same thing.
Truman knows all this. But he evidently
·thinks he can fool the people with the tired
old howls against "big business and Wall
Street" which long hav~ characterized Communist propaganda. We don't believe Americans are dumb enough to fall for that brand
of Pendergast demagogy.

Address by Hon. Francis Case, of South
Dakota, to the Gold Standard League
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANCIS CASE
OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. CASE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
which I made at the annual convention
of the Gold Standard League, at the
Wardman Park Hotel, in Washington,
D. C., on May 5.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
·
LET GoLD Go To WoRK
Mr. Chairman, distinguished guests, ladies, and gentlemen, as your chairman has
said, I do come from the Black Hills of South
Dakota, the home of the Homestake gold
mine. My home town is Custer which gets
its name from the dashing general who
swept into our mountains in 1874 to find out
if there was anything to the reports of gold
in the Hills, even while the region was a
part of the great Sioux reservation and
promised to the Indians for all time to come.
A prospector attached to Custer's troops did
find golden sands in the banks of French
Creek and the efforts of Government and
troops thereafter to keep out white settlers
were without avail. In August 1876, the
Black Hills were opened for settlement, making that region a part of the vanished frontier.
So, I come from a region which has the
rich lore of every mining country. We have
our Homestake and Bald Mountain and our
stories of the .Grand Junction and the Golden Slipper, of the Wasp and the Wild Rose
as the country has its Cripple Creek and
the Klondike, its stories of Sutter's M111 and
Virginia City, and the world its tales of the
Transvaal and the Rand and the bush country in Australia.
The prospector was an optimist-he had
to be. And he was a fierce individualist if
there ever wa.s one. They tell the story of
one such in Custer's early days who was
brought before a miner's court to prove that
hl.s stakes were placed on the proper piece
of ground. his rival claimant sat nearby.
"Now tell the court," the judge said, "just
where your claim is. Describe the land of
your location." OUr hero prospector took a
look about him, fixed his gaze on his rival
claimant, pointed a rugged finger in that direction, and said, "My land is where the gold
is and his is where it ain't."
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There was a refreshing frankness about the
thin air; the franc, the lira and many others
early-day miner who did not mince matters.
depreciate to a shadow of their former selves.
And yet it was this generation which took
We had another such. He found a rich lode
near the town of Keystone. Its assays were
refuge in universal inconvertibility."
fabulously rich. He promptly named it for
The explanation of that phenomenon, Dr.
his wife, called it "The Holy Terror." But
Holloway finds, in the effort to escape a situshe did not appreciate the compliment, I
ation where the conscripted soldiers would
understand, and last I heard that prospector
be found owing money to the civilians for
went on to the Klondike.
the weapons with which they had defended
the civilians. And so governments, he finds
And as to individualism-! like the story
"forced the citizen to take 'promises to pay'
a prospector frie.n d of mine tells of an exbut--at the same time-absolved themselves
perience · he had in the north country of
from
the obligation of paying on demand."
Canada. He went up there looking for gold
In so doing, however, they did not truly
or tungsten or whatever he might find. He
engaged a half-breed Indian as a guide and
take the load off the soldier who had borne
they spent many months together, mushing
the heat of battle. For, by t.a king goods and
around. One night by a campfire the guide
doing things with paper promises to pay,
told him that he had been through that
these governments created huge national
country before and he knew where there was
debts. If the principal of those debts did
a rich lead. Said he had stumbled onto it
not have to be paid immediarely, at least
a few years earlier while cooking for a party
the interest on the national debt did. And
sent out by 'the Hudson Bay Co., and would
so, I might interrupt myself to say, we find
be glad to help locate it. My friend was a
the United States today coughing up $6,250,~
bit skeptical that any really rich find had
000,000 just to pay the interest on the nabeen overlooked by the Hudson Bay people
tional debt when that amount would have
and asked, "But isn't it already taken?"
paid the entire national budget 20 years ago.
"No," the guide s·a id, "Oh, no." "Well, how
The deferment of payment of the princicome that the Hudson Bay people did not do
pal makes it easy to take more goods for
something about it" my friend queried.
more promises and the interest payments
"Oh," the Indian said, "I didn't tell them
grow larger and inflation-competition of
about it. I was just hired to cook."
increasing dollars for decreasing goods-The people who arranged this program
grows apace. I need not labor this point or
did not assign me a topic. They did not tell
describe the process to this audience. But
me what to say or what not to say. You can
I suggest the tracing because if we are to get
prove that by looking at ypur printed proanywhere, if we are to arrest this inflationary
grams. Hence, if what I do say tonight
trend, if we are to avoid further flounderstrikes any chord not wholly in tune with
ing, we must recognize certain facts.
what others have said or may say, you· can
On the news ticker off the Senate floor,
charge it to the freedom given me and the
this afternoon, I read a quote from the adtrace of the frontier's individualism which
dress given to you this morning, by my
may be found in me.
former colleague in the House of Repr.esentaI understand that the general theme of
tives, the much loved and greatly respected
your convention is the need for sound money
DAN REED, of New York. He spoke a very
and the desirability of reestablishing a
great truth when he said that there was no
full-fledged working of the gold standard.
hope for legislation to reestablish a full
I have never wholly accepted the phrase
working gold standard until the people
"restoration of the gold standard" because in
through their Representatives and Senators
so many ways, one finds tacit acceptance of
demanded it. That ls so true that only its
gold as a final measuring stick even while
simplicity will obscure it.
certain people try to deny the validity of
.Why do the people who would benefit
gold by poking their heads, ostrich like, into
from a gold standard not demand it? There
the sands of legalisms.
are many reasons, I suppose. I shall name
The prompt readiness of people in other ' one which seems to me important. It is
countries to accept gold, even to demand
that the people generally think that the $35
it in the settlement of international balances,
price for gold represents some fancy New
proves that there 1s a gold standard. And
Deal experiment that gave ~omething to
the very law which denies to our citizens the
somebody. Nothing could be further from
right to own· gold coins while the· Government
the trutb. I developed this point at some
itself grabs all 1t can get attests the inherlength in a speech on the floor of the House
ent values in the yellow stuff. There is an
of Representatives in 1939. · 'From my reinherent power in gold, if you will permit
marks at that time~ and certain tables
me, to speak 1n any language and in any
supplied from the Minerals Yearbook of the
country regardless of denial by any manBureau
of Mines for 1934, I quote a few
m;ule constitution or law.
quick figures:
But the denial of full use of gold 1n its
In 1932 and 1933 gold was going out of
customary and historic functions places a
the country at a rate which alarmed the
handicap on the United States and upon
Treasury. In 1932 exports of gold totaled
world stability itself that ought not to be.
$446.212,397. The trend continued in 1933
It is a cross which the common people ought
until $173,455,507 had gone and then an
not to be called upon to bear. Possibly the
embargo was declared to stop the flow.
greatest and most ironical tragedy of this
The simple reason for this outward flow
age is that the very generation of men which
was that foreign buyers were paying more
saw paper money destroy one country after
than $20.67 an ounce for gold. Here are the
another should have cast away the very thing
which would have given civilization a secure . average prices paid per month based on the
qaily transactions in the London market,
mooring in time of storm and stress.
translated into dollars from the pound sterDr. J. E. Holloway, one-time South African
ling of that time:
·
Secretary for Finance, delegate to Bretton
In February 19.33, $20.65; in March, $20.71;
Woods and now an alrernate governor of the
in April, $21.71; in May, $24.29; in June,
International Monetary Fund, has said:
$25.36; in July, $28.85; in .August $28.34; in
"This generation which commenced to take
September, $30.68; in October, $30.71; in Nonotice of affairs when the First World War
vember, $33.10; in December, $32.32. And in
broke and gradually receded into the backJanuary of 1934, it went on to $32.87; in Febground when the Second World War
ruary, $34.48; in March, $34.77; and in April,
$34.85.
ended-this generation knew that inconvertible paper money was dishonest; that it
There has been a myth abroad in the coundulled the edge of husbandry; that it always
try, aided sometimes by folks who might
depreciated; that 1t had always been the
know better, that the $35 price which was
source of social upheaval. They saw the
established at the end of January 1934 was
once proud German mark disappear into
an arbitrary, fanciful sort of thing. It may
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be that the decision to make it a round·
dollar price, leaving off odd cents may have
been an arbitrary decision, but the day-to·
day record of bidding for gold in the markets
of the world . clearly demonstrated that the
people who wanted gold valued it at ap·
proximately that point. The rising price did
not suggest stability until it got in the
vicinity of the $35 price.
Now had the Government then accepted
the situation; had it not denied convertibil·
ity at the very time it was recognizing a post.
tion of pragmatic, proven stability, it is my
humble opinion that much of the world's
trials which followed might have been
averted. Indeed, had we not withdrawn from
the London Economic Conference in 1933, it
is entirely possible that some of the stresses
of world economics m ight have been lessened
and pressures for World War II reduced until
they might have been sustained without the
complete debacle that followed.
Now, I do not suggest or rehash this to
this informed audience with any idea that
I am saying anything new or startling; but
I do review it because it may point to the
possibility of repeating the error. We talk of
restoring gold to full functioning; to do that,
we must not only recognize the myth about
the source of the past price change, I think,
but we must take into account what has
happened on the markets of the world where
gold could be bought in recent years.
We have had another world war and with
that, the new upsets in and destruction of
national currencies. We have had-we are
now having a tremendous expenditure of
paper promises to pay for military goods.
These efforts turn loose great quantities of
paper dollars in the form of wages to people
who are not in the market for what their
labor has produced. The workers in munl·
tions plants do not use their wages to buy
TNT, or tanks, or atomic bombs. They use
their pay checks to bid for automobiles and
refrigerators and food, beef, perhaps. And
the prices of the wanted goods rise in terms
of paper dollars, while the national debt
grows ever larger and the annual interest
charges ever greater.
And what happens to gold-ln a world of
tottering values and uncertain futures?
Well, some people would like to get their
hands on some of it. They feel that what·
ever happens to governments, gold will speak
an international language. They know that
paper money is only as good as the stability
of the government that prints it and that
the more it prints without convertibility, the
less stable the government becomes. They
know that gold, whether minted or not, is
worth goods in any country. They know
that Hitler hid hi.s gold and we · looked for
it-indeed, that this Government which seeks
to deny the yardstick that gold is, buries our
gold in huge vaults and guards it with an
Army.
This tribute to the inherent value of gold
spells itself out in the price which people
will pay for gold where it can be bought.
This morning, the gold and silver specialist
at the Bureau of Mines supplied me with
these figures for bar gold in prices recorded
as of September 1951, prior to the action of
the International Fund in giving up control attempts: Beirut-not $35 but $40.63;
Tangier, $40.38, Hong Kong, $43.50; Manila,
$42.25; and Bombay, $49.75.
Minted gold was even higher. Coin sales
on exchange basis sold at these prices: In
B?-irut, $50, in Tangier, $54.40, in Manila,
$~9.50; in Buenos Aires, $53.50; in Bombay,
$58 , and in Paris, $58.50. Occasional sales at
even higher figures have been reported as
anyone who has followed the subject knows.
[I am advised that these figures are available
in publications by Dr. Franz Pick, of New
York.]
So, I venture it tonight as my personal
opinion that any a ttempt to legislate a price
for gold which dcas not talce into account
what has happ e!led in the markets of the

world, what is happening, and what does
happen, will be unrealistic and to a large extent barren and futile.
We cannot determine the price of gold by
legislative fiat-that is, we cannot base the
price of gold on what it was worth before
the devastation and destruction and waste
of human effort that marked World War II.
It is the difficulty of winning gold and the
scarcity of it in relation to the world's goods
which added to its indestructibility and
its beauty and historic respect which de·
termine its value.
In the United States it is hard to know
what gold is worth today. We have no way
to test its true value. South Africa allows
40 percent of her gold to be sold on the world
market. Canada permits her gold miners to
sell on the free market or to take a subsidy
which varies with the mine. Australia per·
mits open sale. The Philippine Islands per·
mit 75 percent of their production to go into
world trade. It is my personal opinion that
true equilibrium, that true workability for
gold requires a testing in the market places
of the world.
Dr. Holloway, in the paper which I quoted
near the beginning of these remarks, says
that society has two alternatives-one is
that of never resorting to final payment of
debts. That route, he points out, would
accomplish Lenin's objective of wiping out
capitalism by the complete debauchery of a
country's currency.
"The cost of living will go on increasing;
labor disturbances will be the order of the
day; these will be more frequent, more
prolonged, more savage, and more destructive
of the community than ever before. The
process of wiping out the provident classes
of the community will grow apace. There
will be no room for private saving. Communism is the inevitable end of this march."
The second alternative, as Holloway sees
it, is what I have tried to suggest by the re·
view of what has happened in the gold mar·
kets. "The second alternative," in his words,
"is that before recourse to final payment,
we go through the preliminary business of
settling the size of the bill • • • this
offers the only hope for a free society to
survive. • • • The mere determination
of the size of the bill is but a preliminary.
It has to be followed by monetary recon·
struction on a sound basis to enable the
community to devote its energies to pro·
duction, instead of dissipating them in end·
less quarrels-strikes-about the way in
which the rising cost of living is to be met."
So, he suggests "the first problem of monetary reform is to find out what our money
of account is worth. • • • That can
only be determined in terms of real value.
The best real value that mankind has
evolved, as a monetary measurement, is the
measure of gold.
"This is only a first step. It will determine national debts in real terms. It will
determine what currencies are worth in
terms of each other, and replace the present
absurd system by which their value is
'pegged' according to the notions of a limited
number· of authoritarian bureaucrats.
"It is only the right of issuing paper
money without any obligation of repayment
that causes it to be overissued. As soon
as the citizen can freely exercise the right
of demanding final, or real, payment for his
goods and services governments will be careful not to issue more than they can redeem
on demand. If, alternatively, they over·
issue, the citizens can force them back in·
side the limits of safety by demanding pay·
ment in gold. The securing of the right to
demand gold is, therefore, a potent weapon
against inflation and against a rise in the
cost of living caused by monetary manipulation."
The speaker before you recognizes that
Congressmen are not economists and I make
no pretense of being one. But under our
system of government, th} Members of the

House of Representatives and the Senate do
make laws. The art of legislation is the
art of the 1 ossible.
Your program committee took its chances
when it invited me to speak here without
a fixed topic or prescribed limitations on
time or treatment. So, I make bold to
suggest the kind of legislation which I think
might be enacted if it should appeal to folks
like you and if it were recommended by you
to like-minded groups and to the country.
First, I would suggest that we legalize
the ownership of gold and minted gold. Is
there any reason why a citizen of France
can own gold and that right be denied in
this land of freedom?
·
Second, I suggest that the producers of
gold be permitted to sell their gold wherever they can sell it-well, at least until
someone proves that our twenty-odd· billion
of gold stocks are inadequate as a reserve for
our currency.
Third, I propose that we authorize the
minting of an ounce of gold as a gold piece
and offering it for sale to see what it will
bring here and abroad. It might be desirable
to fix a floor below which it would not be
sold, perhaps $50 would suggest itself in
the light of the figures from world markets
previously cited. But until the market is
tested, how can anyone truly say what an
ounce of gold is worth today?
Mr. Chairman and members of this con·
vention, I thank you for your indulgence
here tonight. It is my honest belief that
if you and your associates in the field of
sound money can determine the debts of
the world and work out a sound basis for
their liquidation by the creation of dependable money in terms of gold you will have
gone far toward meeting the great challenge
to free society in our day.

How Our Tax Dollars Are Wasted
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GORDON L. McDONOUGH
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952

Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr. Speaker,
never in the history of the United States
has the tax burden been so great upon
each and every citizen. Never have
those whose earnings are in the lower
brackets had to contribute so much to
the Government in the form of income
taxes and all other excise taxes both
known and hidden. Never before in our
history has the average citizen found
that his bills in the face of increased
inflation and the subsequent devaluated
dollar were so hard to meet and that his
tax payments were so high that tax pay.
ments represented a loss of the citizens
purchasing power, not for luxuries, but
for the very necessities of life.
In the face of the sacrifices demanded
of every citizen to build up the national
defense, to contribute economic aid to
Europe in the hope that such contribu·
tions will buy allies, to contribute to the
United Nations and the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization in the hope that
peace can be obtained through such contributions, and to finance all the other
international and domestic functions of
Government, it would seem only right
that the American people could expect
that those in charge of the administra·
tion of the Government would make
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every effort to economize, to cut waste
in every Government department, and
to ferret out any dishonesty in the Government.
But the present administration has
instead presented us with one scandalous
example of wanton waste after another.
And apparently the solution to mounting
costs of Government as far as the Democratic administration has been concerned
is higher taxes, not reduction of waste
in Government.
The average citizen in the United
States can look ·forward to little relief
from burdensome taxation until strict
economy in Government and the elimination of all waste in every department
is put into practice.
The following article concerning the
situation in the Maritime Commission
is just one more example to add to all
the others we have already seen exposed
of waste which is consuming our tax
dollars by the billions :
How OUR TAX DoLLARS ARE WASTED
(By Sidney Shalett)
In all the history of Government bookkeeping in the United States, it is do~bt
ful if anything ever equaled the wart1me
performance of the old Maritime Commission, and its sister agency, the War Shipping Administration, for disregard of logic,
order and responsibility. Here was no peanut ~peratlon involving mere millions. The
Mari~ime Commission and WSA together
handled some $18,000,000,000 from 1940
through 1946. At one point, their books
were so confused that a total of $8,007.163,990.60 in appropriated funds could not
be accounted for by ordinary balance-sheet
methods. After several years of trying to
unscramble the financial chaos, Comptroller General Lindsay C. Warren, of the General Accounting omce, is on record as stating that at least $5,800,000,000 of the wartime shipping expenditures still is not accounted for.
GAO ofllcials emphasize that they do not
allege this $5,800,000,000 was stolen. In fact,
the GAO found itself in an unusual position: The marl-time books were so hopelessly confused that the Government auditors could not state definitely, that there
was fraud, nor could they say there wasn't.
As for the accused agencies themselves, they
blamed it all on the stress of war~ime activities, but made the remarkable admission that "we know, of course, that th<!re
was waste and extravagance."
Evidence was turned up of millions of
dollars in overpayments to contractors, and
scores of instances were uncovered wherein
the maritime agencies failed to collect huge
sums due the Government. For example,
the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Committee was told of one grouping of seven
specific items in which $23,900,000 was owed
the Government. Though some of the accounts were four years .overdue, the hgencies didn't even try to ·collect until GAO
and Congress turned on the heat.
The Maritime Commission even "lost" a
warehouse at Emeryville, Calif., containing
a $2,663,186.22 inventory. "Until • • •
(the GAO) called this to the Maritime Commission's attention," the House Merchant
Marine Committee observed, "the latter's
accounting department did not know of the
existence of the warehouse or the materials
in it."
It was not only in bookkeeping practices
that the old Maritime Commission erred.
The Comptroller General also uncovered what
het charged were serious irregularities in socalled construction-differential subsidies and
allowances for national-defense feat ures
granted by the Commission to shipping lines.

Pointing out that six vessels costing the
Maritime Commission approximately $150,000,000 were to be sold to three shipping lines
for $70,000,000, the Comptroller General
charged that "not less than $25,000,000" of
the $80,000,000 subsidies was excessive. This
brought on new congressional investigations,
in which the House Government Operations
Subcomrilittee sustained the GAO.
.The probing, at least, has not been without result. Congress passed legislation wiping out the old Maritime Commission. A
new Federal Maritime Board .and a Maritime Administration have been created, and,
recently, the new board took steps to slash
$11,000,000 from the subsidies handed out
by the old Commission.

Earl T. Vance
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MIKE MANSFIELD
OF MONTANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. Speaker, I am
today introducing a bill to change the
name of the Great Falls Air Force Base
at Great Falls, Mont., to the Earl T.
Vance Air Force Base.
Col. Earl T. Vance, one of Montana's
pioneers in aviation and an Army flier
ir:. both World War I and World War
II was known as the father of aviati~n in Great Falls. He gave hundreds of Montanans their first airplane
rides; and he taught many who went
on to important posts in military and
commercial aviation.
Vance demonstrated beyond a doubt
that aviation is safe for he traveled in
all types of planes, in all kinds of weather over mountain peaks and rolling
p;airies and yet died of a heart attack
occasioned by overexertion while playing badminton. He was regarded as one
of the Nation's fliers most familiar with
the terrain in the Rocky Mountain area.
Born in Indiana in 1895, Vance came
west with his parents when he was a
child. The family settled in North Dakota, where he was educated. He enlisted in the Army in 1918 and served at
Love Field, Tex., where he received his
preliminary flight training. He completed his training at West Point, Mo.
After World War I he came to Miles
City, Mont., where he operated a flying
school. Teamed with A. W. Stephenson, later vice president of National
Parks Airways, Inc., he barnstormed over
eastern Montana and western North
Dakota.
Vance first came into Montana beadlines in 1923, when he piloted promoters
of the famed Dempsey-Gibbons championship fight at Shelby about the country as they chased Jack Kearns, Dempsey's manager, to get his signature on a
contract for the fight.
In 1927 Vance and his wife, who then
was just a passenger, flew into Great
Falls after a visit to California. He set
their Waco biplane down on the field,
where the State fairgrounds are now located and announced he was available
·for instruction and charter service.
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The late W. W. Cheely, of the Montana
Newspaper Association, was one of the
men converted to flying by Vance. He
chartered Vance's plane for a 1,100-mile
air tour of Montana and returned to
write of Montana as seen from the air
and hail storms resembling "pillars of
marble extending into the clouds."
The fairgrounds' field proved inadequate and in 1928 Vance started his own
field north of Black Eagle in suburban
Great Falls. He added a Stinson-Detroiter to the Waco, and the five-seat
cabin plane then was called a huge
airliner. It would be a midget, if compared to the bombers and transports
that now fly over Great Falls.
Police Officer Howard Hockersmith,
Miles-Felix Murphy, Herbert Holoway,
Vance's wife, Esther, and scores of others
learned to fly at the Black Eagle Field.
Mrs. Vance also was a pioneer in Montana aviation and was the first Montana
woman to become a licensed pilot. She
made her solo flight on March 3, 1928,
and qualified for a limited commercial
pilot's license on June 3, 1929.
Vance helped to keep Great Falls air
conscious with a siren mounted on a
wing of his Stinson plane. When he
came in from a trip, he would dive the
plane toward the downtown Blackstone
apartments, where he and his wife lived,
and the siren would remind Mrs. Vance
either to drive to the field or send a mechanic out with a cart to meet him and
his passenger.
The open Waco ship would come in
from a charter trip to Butte or other
cities in the winter with both pilot and
passenger so cold they almost had to be
carried into a wood building, used as a
hangar, that was later replaced with a
tile building, that was burned on March
3, 1931. After the fire, National Parks
Airways, Inc., used the field to land on,
and Vance later flew for National Parks.
As early as 1930 Vance had over 6,000
flying hours to his credit. He was
granted a transport license in 1937 by
Carl Ben Eielson, noted flier who was lost
in the Bering Straits.
In 1930 Vance entered the service of
the National Parks Airways as an airmail pilot, and he was identified with
this company on the Great Falls-Salt
Lake City run for a considerable time.
Vance's exploits in Montana aviation
were legendary. He made the first
flights over the Glacier Park mountains
and established a "sunrise flight to the
mountains," using a two-seated open
plane.
Vance subsequently became a pilot of
the Western Air Lines, and in 1934 he
went on another barnstorming tour, this
time using an autogyro-probably the
first introduced to Montana. From 1937
until his recall to active service with the
Army Air Corps December 12, 1940, he
directed aerial mapping for the Government.
After reentering military service, he
was stationed at Fort Douglas, Utah, and
later transferred to Gowen Field, Boise,
Idaho, where he served as operations and
executive officer. Promoted to major, he
was transferred to Walla Walla, Wash.,
where on July 2, 1942, he was promoted
to lieutenant colonel and made commanding officer.
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Vance became a full colonel while serving as commandant of the Topeka, Kans .•
Army Air Base, and subsequently he was
assigned as a commanding officer of a
base in Alexandria, La.
He was later assigned to Peterson
Field , Colorado Springs, Colo., headquarters of the Second Air Force, where
at the time of his death, February 17,
1944, he was in a position he had qualified himself for by years of service.
He was executive officer of the search
and rescue section and was in charge of
air rescue work in the western United
States His job was to organize all forces
necessary to find and, if possible, save
pilots · downed by mischance. Army
officers who knew his work declared he
did the job · and that the organization
he perfected would be a safeguard to
pilots not only during but after the war.
Expressions of deep regret were voiced
by ranking air base Army officers in
Great Falls, when word of Vance's death
at Colorado Springs at the age of 48 was
received.
Col. R. L. Meredith, commanding officer of the Great Falls Army Air Base,
said:
He was not only a grand person but an
excellent flier. His loss will be keenly felt
by all who knew him.

Lt. Col. Harry Johansen, commanding
officer of the Seventh Ferrying Group,
said:
I had the pleasure to meet and discuss
postwar aviation with Colonel Vance. He
believed in the great future of air transportation in Montana. I have enjoyed his many
tales of early-day pioneering in the State.
Great Falls has lost an outstanding flier.

Lt. Col. Percival M. Baron, deputy
commander of the Great Falls Army Air
Base, said:
It was my pleasure to know Colonel Vance
in civilian life. He was respected as one of
the great pioneer fliers of the State and his
loss will be keenly felt.

It is my sincere hope that the Congress will give serious consideration to
my bill and will approve legislation to
put it into effect. This honor has been
earned by an outstanding American who
has contributed so much to the development of aviation and the security of our
country.

Defense, Taxes, and lnftation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA
IN TilE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I should
like to include in our REcoRD a resolution
received from the Adams Business Men's
Association in Los Angeles and my letter
replying to same :
RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE ADAMS BUSINESS
MEN'S ASSOCIATION AT AN OPEN MEETING,
APRIL 8, 1952
Whereas the Federal Government · took
· from southern California during the first
a months of 1952 tax collections amounting

to $755,591,761.68 as compared with $646,881,573.65 for the same period in 1951, a
gain of approximately 15 percent over 1951;
and a gain of 43.15 percent over the same
period for 1950; and
Whereas Robert A. Riddell, Collector of
Internal Revenue, reports: "Based on total
figures for other years, it appears that our
total tax collections from all sources in
southern California for the entire year 19.52
will be about $2,000,000,000": Now therefore
be it
Resolved, That we condemn such collections as excessive, unjust, and unnecessary
extravagance and waste, and do hereby instruct our Representatives in the House of
Representatives and the Un ited States Senate, to oppose the levy or appropriation of
any further taxes during the fiscal year
1952, and to strive for a reduction of taxes
for the fiscal years 1953 and 1954; be it further
Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be
mailed by our secretary to each and every
Member of the United St ates Senate and
the House of Representatives of the State of
California at Washington, D. C.; be it further
Resolved, That should our Senators and
Representatives fail, neglect, or refuse to
use their influences to secure a reduction in
our Federal taxes for the fiscal years 1952,
1953, and 1954, we shall hold them responsible for their actions.
Dated this 8th day of April 1952.
ADAMS BUSINESS MEN 'S
ASSOCIATION,
Los An geles, Calif.

By LARRY McVEY.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., May 29, 1952.

Mr. LARRY McVEY,
Secretary, Adams Business M en's Associ£ttion, Los Angeles, Calif.

DEAR MR. McVEY: Thank you for the copy
of your resolution of April 18, 1952. War and
defense costs now constitute approximately
85 percent of Federal expenditures. Regular
departments are being held down, but it is
hard to put a dollar sign on freedom ; We
therefore have to strive for balance between
defense needs and the ability of our economy
to carry the extra load. Many informed persons like, for instance, Bernard Baruch, criticize Congress for what i s termed a "guns and
butter" attitude. They want more guns and
contend we can afford them. Your association looks at the high tax collections and
appears to want less guns and more butter.
The only important cuts that could be
made now would weaken our defenses.
Like myself, many of your members have
children whom we want to grow up in a
democracy strong and capable of defending
itself. We do not want to save dollars unwisely by risking defeat and destruction. On
the other hand, we do not want to unduly sap
the strength of our free economy by placing
too great a strain upon it. Unfortunately,
there is no simple, easy solution like, for
instance, just cutting taxes irrespective of
consequences. If we did reduce taxes and
still vote the necessary defense appropria.tions, the resulting deficit would cause
further inflation which is, among · other
things, a form of hidden levy on the fixed
incomes and fixed assets of our citizens. In
other words, what was not collected in taxes
would be taken away in the form of higher
pri:ces.
In viewing these problems, we must constantly keep in mind the world situation and
the fact that we are drafting young men to
serve in the Armed Forces. We also have to
realize that, while we are carrying a heavy
tax load because of defense requirements,
most of us are getting along comparatively
well.
Believe me, all of us share your desire to
reduce taxes, and this will be done as soon
as conditions permit. Inc.ldentally, while de~

fense costs burden the Federal Government,
the State government of California has more
money than it can spend in spite of a soaring
budget many times what it was only a relatively short time ago. While you are scanning tax collections, which I hope you will
continue to do, it might be well to also look
at the collections of other than Federal
agencies.
I hope this letter will serve to help you
more fully to understand and appreciate the
complexity of at least one of the problems
faced by your representatives.
With kindest regards.
Sincerely,
· SAM YORTY,
Member of Congress.

Legislation Through the Back Door
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES C. DAVIS
OF GEORGIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. DAVIS of Georgia. Mr. Speaker,
the Democratic primary in Georgia was
held on May 14. Two weeks before the
·primary election on that date I went
home to campaign for renomination.
While I was at home during that 2
weeks' period, I read newspaper accounts of action taken in the House of
Representatives in passing a bill to provide that Senators and Representatives
m ay deduct all their Washington rent
and living costs plus travel expenses to
and from their home States from their
income for tax purposes.
I had no idea any such bill would be
considered. No notice of any kind regarding it was given before I left Washington for this 2 weeks' campaigning period. The bill was never referred to a
committee for hearings; there were no
committee hearings upon it; no witnesses were heard either for or against
the measllre.
I do not feel that anyone, Member of
Congress, or otherwise, should be voted
special• tax-exemption privileges. This
is a time when sacrifices are having to
be made by every American citizen. It
is no time for anyone to be asserting a
claim for tax exemption. In my opinion,
action of this kind by Congress sets a
bad precedent. In addition to that, I
feel that it discredits Congress in the
eyes of the people, most of whom are
taxpayers, whose tax burdens are being
increased rather than decreased. I feel
that if the salaries of the Representatives
and Senators are inadequate, the normal,
ordinary steps should be t aken to deal
with the problem, and that it should not
be handled in a round-about or indirect,
hurry-up method, such as was used in
passing this measure through the House
of Representatives.
If I had been in Washington, I would
have voted against it. If I had had advance notice of the measure's consideration, I would have paired ~.gainst it.
The measure is yet to be considered
by the Senate, and I am making these
remarks now to acquaint the Senate with
my position, and to express the hope that
the measure will be killed in that body
when it comes up for consideration.
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My own feelings regarding this legislation are very adequately expressed in
an article by Roscoe Drummond in his
column, State of the Nation, in the
Christian Science Monitor for Tuesday,
May 20, 1952. Under unanimous consent previously granted, I insert that
article herewith, as a part of my
remarks:
STATE OF THE NATION
(By Roscoe Drummond)
LEGISLATION THROUGH THE BACK DOOR
WASHINGTON.-Congressmen and taxesvoters will be interested in this: The House
of. Representatives has just surreptitiously
"voiced through" a piece of legislation which
gives Members of Congress special tax exemptions not available to other citizens.
This bill, which no\1 is before the Senate,
where at least it may be looked at a bit
before it is put into law, would make it
legal for Representatives and Senators to
deduct all their washington rent and living
costs, all their Was~ington expenses, plus
travel to and from their States and districts,
from their income before taxes.
I report that this measure was put through
the House of Representatives surreptitiously-as far as the public is concernedbecause the voters were not allowed to hear
about it until it was all signed, sealed, and
slyly delivered to the door 'of the Senate
with the suggestion: "Come on, boys, your
move next."
"What do you mean 'surreptitiously'?"
some Congressman may ask. "It was passed
in an open session of the House, wasn't it?"
Yes, it was; but the measure never was
referred to committee for inquiry; there were
no hearings; no witnesses were allowed to
testify for or against. There was no debate allowed on the floor of the House,
no arguments were advanced pro or con, and
the vote which rushed it through was not
recorded. Those who voted for this special
class of tax exemption were not willing to
stand up, and be counted; those who were
against it, if any, were not called upon to
do so.
Under this special provision there are
Members of Congress who, in the judgment
of the tax experts, quite possibly could charge
off their entire Government salary-make it
all tax free.
I am not arguing that Congressmen are
either overpaid or even adequately paid. I
happen to be one who believes that congressional saiaries have not fairly been kept
within sight of inflationary costs during the
past decade.
But there is a difference between a straightforward, open, visible, justified salary increase and a hidden, now-you-see-it-andnow-you-forget-it-device to up congressional
pay without admitting it.
Any law which gives special tax exemptions
to one group of t axpayers and refuses tbem
to others is deceptive, dangerous class legislation which comes with special ill grace at
a time when Congress is investigating the
conduct of Federal revenue officials and when
the Treasury Department is making a genuine effort to plug tax-exemption loopholes.
If it is proper for Congressmen-most of
whom live here 10 months out of 12 and many
of whom spend most of their adult lifetime
in Washington-to charge off their Washington expenses from their taxable income, what
about thousands of other Federal workers
who come from their home States to devote
a few years of public service to the Government?
The proposed congressional tax-exemption
blll simply creeps with inconsistencies and
discriminations. I don't think the voters
would object to giving Representatives and
Senators better salaries, but I suspect they
will object to giving Congressmen special
tax-exemption privileges; That prospective
sign over a window in the Treasury: "Queue

up here for tax exemp~ions: politicians only'"
won't set very well.
It wHl be interesting to see what the Senate, on reflection, decides to do about it.

"Free" Medicine: Hard to Drop

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
socialized medicine has now become the
hobby of the Trumanites in Congress.
A clever and crafty attempt was made
to ·introduce this malignant growth into
our social-security program under the
guise of incr Jasing benefits for the old
persons under OASI. The Trumanites
are now sitting tight, refusing to grant
an increase in old-age benefits unless
socialized medicine is given the green
light. The Reed bill, H. R. 7922, provides
for the old-age benefits. but does not
contain the socialized-medicine clause
which caused the defeat of H. R. 7800.
Under leave to extend, I am inserting
an article headed "Free" medicine: Hard
to drop, which appears in the U. S. News
& World Report under date of May 30,
1952, as follows:
"FREE" MEDICINE: HARD To' DROP-BRITISH
POLITICIANS WORRY AT COST, CAN'T LET GO
(Winston Churchill has a political bear by
the tail in socialized medicine. He couldn't
drop it now, even if he wanted. The system is growing. Nine doctors in 10 take
part; 48 out of every 50 Britons are customers of public bealth. Socialized medicine turns out to be inefficient, hit or miss
~nd dangerously costly. But the voters seem
to love it.)
LONDON.-It is clear now that socialized
medicine is here to stay in Britain.
Winston Churchill is finding that the
slightest bit of tinkering with the system
costs votes. After Conservative Party setbacks in recent local elections, he shook
up his cabinet and brought in a new Minister of Health to handle the program that
assures everybody of tax-paid medical care.
The fact is that the health program
Churchill inherited from the Socialists has
Britain's politicians over a barrel. Some of
them say the cost is driving the conntry
toward bankruptcy. And the system itself
is shot through with inefficiency. But public health is so popular that any move to
end it, or even to trim it, invites political
disaster.
After nearly 4 years of experience, there
is no serious agitation to return medical
care to private practice. Roughly 90 percent of all family doctors are enrolled in
the health service. And 48 out of every
50 Britons are getting their doctoring
through the public program.
A close look at public health shows some
of the problems Mr. Churchill is up against
if he ever tries seriously to desocialize in
Britain.
Cost is a major concern. The Socialists,
when they started the plan, guessed it would
cost about $12 per person annually. Real
per-capita cost now is near $26, and it is
still rising. 'l'he system is eating up more
than $1,000,000,000 of general-tax revenue
each year.
There are only the slightest signs of any
let-up in the public demand for medical
care . . Requests for spectacles and false
teeth are slackening, now that the patient
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has to pay half the price. But the national
appetite for . tax-paid pills and medicines
seems almost out of control. Hospitals are
so jammed that 175,000 patients are on the
waiting lists for nonemergency operations.
Family doctors are working under heavy
pressure. Thousands of them are caring for
the maximum of 4,000 regular patients allowed by the law. A recent poll shows what
they are up against:
A typical family doctor is working a 50hour week now. He sees about 30 patients
in his office and half that many on home
calls. New patients requiring examinations
may get 10 or 15 minutes with the doctor.
Old patients get seven or eight. A patient
can get a prescription in 3 or 4 minutes.
Many overworked doctors are adopting
short cuts to handle the crowds. Some leave
signed authorizations for eye examinations
and spectacles in their waiting rooms where
patients can pick them up. When an abscess needs lancing or a sprained ankle
needs taping a family doctor in a hurry
often sends the patient to the hospital after •
a brief diagnosis.
So far as it can be measured, however,
the trend among doctors is to go along with
socialized medicine. For 2 years before the
program started, professional organizations
agitated against it and even tried, unsuccessfully, to rally their members to a general boycott. There is no such talk now,
nor is medicine losing out as a popular profession. Medical schools are packed.
The doctors are buoyed up at the moment
by a substantial boost in pay. A typical
country doctor with 2,000 patients has been
getting about $4,800 a year, before deducting expenses of about 38 percent. Under a
new cost-of-living award he is to get about
$5,600 a year. Specialists on full time with
the health service are getting from $4,760
to $7,700 plus annual merit awards ranging
from $1,400 to $7,000. They also are to get
an increase.
Hospitals are the most acute problem in
the health program, from a financial standpoint. The average cost per hospital bed
occupied in London was $31.25 per week in
1947. Now the figure is almost double, and
many institutions are hopelessly overcrowded. An estimated 10,000 tuberculous
patients are eligible for hospital treatment,
but they often have to wait from 2 to 10
months before room can be found for them.
As to skyrocketing costs, one study blames
the new hospital managers. "There seems
to be almost a race to see how many improvements they can make in the shortest
time, without regard to means."
Medicine for nonhospital patients is being
passed out over the prescription counters in
almost carload lots. Government money
flowing into the drug industry to pay for
public-health prescriptions has reached such
proportions that some Socialists are saying
the industry itself ought to be nationalized.
About 5,000,000 prescriptions a week are
being filled-double the rate before 1948and they cost the Government around 50
cents each.
In the beginning, planners figured the
British public would average about thr ee
prescriptions per person annually. They
were way off. Take this example: In Hull,
England, with a population of 300,000, the
114 doctors issued 600,000 prescriptions in
the year before socialized medicine started.
In the first year of the new progra m, pr escriptions shot up to 1,700,000.
The Government now makes a nominal
charge of 14 cents per prescription for all
patients except those on public welfare, war
pensioners, and persons with war-connected
disabilities. But the prescription trade has
not slackened.
Physical aids and appliances are in less
demand. At the beginning, Britons rushed
for tax-paid spectacles at a pace exceeding
8,500,000 pairs a year. Since mid-1951, they
have had to pay half the price of their eye-
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glasses, v.•ith the result that demand has
leveled off at about 5,000,000 a year.
The same thing is true in the case of false
teeth. Since the patient has been required
to pay h alf, demand has eased off to below:
1,500,000 sets a year.
Dental care, slowing down a bit after the
initial stampede, still represents a big share
of the health program. Ten out of 11 British dentists are treat ing public patients.
Thousands of them devote full time ~o the
work.
In t h e whole health progr am, charges of
professional wrongdoing are comparatively
rare, but it is the dentists who are most
often in trouble. Some have been accused
of overprescribing false teeth, for which they
are pa id the equivalent of $25 a set, of extorting fees and other irregularities. About
100 dentists have been fined. A few have
been barred from the service.
One result of the health program has
been to reduce regular dental checkups in
the schools. Many salaried dentists who
. formerly devoted full time to school examinations have quit for the better pay that
goes with public practice. A school dentist
usually earns less than $2,800 a year. The
same man can double that amount caring
for public patients.
Public reaction to socialized medicine
shows why politicians are wary about curtailing the system, even in the face of
mounting casts. There is an urge in the
lower and middle income groups to "get
something" out of the system. Most people
are more impressed by the fact they get no
doctor bills than they are by the delays and
red tape that often go with public-health
treatment.
The absence of bills does not mean, of
course, that socialized medicine is free. The
system is financed by the taxpayers themselves, whether they use it or not. Eightysix percent of the cost is met by general tax
revenue. Payroll taxes deducted for social
security pay an additional 10 percent and the
balance comes from local property taxes.
The b asic issue that the Churchill government is up against now is the question of
just how much the country can afford to
spend for health.
The Labor Party, which established the
health program in the first place, has been
showing more and more strength in publicopinion polls and in local elections lately.
Its leaders have announced officially that if
the party is returned to power it will cut out
the few direct charges patients now pay and
return to 100 percent socialization.
The Socialists intend to restore a system
that is wholly tax-paid on the ground of
social justice-that full treatment should be
equally available to everybody-even though
some ~uthorities insist the expense of public
health already is outrunning the nation's
capacity to pay.
On the other hand, Churchill's Conservatives, in charge of the program now, are not
inclined to do anything drastic about curtailing it-either in cost or in the scope of
the services available. Just touching the
system causes political explosions the party
cannot afford.
Socialized medicine in Britain has turned
out to be so potent politically that it is going
to be continued, whatever the cost.

Hawksbaws at Idlewild
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON~

ABRAHAM J. MULTER

OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to call the attention of my col-

leagues to the following article entitled
"Hawkshaws at Idlewild," written by
Bob Considine, which appeared in 'n ewspapers throughout the country. It is indeed refreshing to find a columnist talcing time to praise Government officials
in these days when the fashion is to condemn everybody, whether they deserve
condemnation or not. I know from personal experience that the men talked
about by Mr. Considine are a loyal,
hard-working ·group of Government employees. It is only fair to say that not
only are the men who are doing that
work at Idlewild Airport, but at every
other point of entry in the country, are
doing the same kind of good, loyal, honest job, though badly overworked, underpaid and unappreciated. It is high time
that someone took the necessary few
moments to pay them a deserved tribute.

of one particular suitcase. It was of the
same make and design as the one which the
woman of the day before had carried. But
recognition of it was a tremendous feat of
memory. Informant files were searched, but
they contained no finger-poin ting at t h is
particular traveler. But the inspector took
a chance. Sure enough, another $250,000 in
diamonds gleamed in a false bottom.
Now that the big trans-Atlantic airlines
all have put in new low-fare tourist r ates.
Idlewild will handle more p assengers p er
month than the big shipping lines bring to
New York harbor. At least 30 more inspectors are needed to attend properly to
Idlewild's expected 50,000 passengers a
month. Either that, or a lot of high-powered contraband runners are going to have
a field day running their jewels and junk
past some of the most overworked and least
appreciated men on the Government payroll.

ON THE LINE
(By Bob Considine)
HAWKSHAWS AT IDLEWILD
In almost endless passages through customs offices from Abadan to Zanzibar I've
never come across a more efficient and more
courteous crew of harbor hawkshaws than
the inspectors at New York's International
Airport-Idlewild.
This team of 68 sorely overworked but unfailingly good-natured inspectors operates
under the guidance of F. B. Laughlin, Assistant Collector of .the Port of New York; Deputy Collector in Charge of Air Transportation Joseph Burton, and Assistant Deputy
Collector and Administration Officer Dan
Cromack.
Last year, the Idlewild collectors put more
than $14,000,000 in the national kitty, in
duties and head taxes collected from the
quarter of a million overseas travelers who
arrived at the huge air terminal.
That wasn't an easy job, or one calculated
to improve a man 's disposition. A thumping percentage of all those who passed
through the labyrinth that is the customs
office was intent on giving Uncle Sam a fast
- shuffle. But the boys were ready, infinitely
wise as they are in the ways of dealing with
incoming travelers ranging all the way from
bearded and destitute political refugees to
the slickest Park Avenue matrons.

Why is Russia Outstripping United States

'Round-the-clock job

It's a •round-the-clock job at Idlewild, and
seldom if ever in history have guardians of
a port had to contend with such a polygot of
people and parcels as appear here.
Most people passing through a customs
barrier are honest. Those who aren't are
known for taking infinite pains to avoid
payment of duties.
Recently there was the well-to-do American woman, probably a pillar of respectability in her home town, who kept fidgeting
with her mink coat while the inspector was
casually poking through her luggage.
The inspector uttered a sigh, born of
countless brushes with human deceit, and
sent her off to the matron. The matron
found 46 bottles of very expensive perfume
in a specially contrived slip under her dressand 43 additional bottles were found done
up in a soiled corset in one of the bags.
Fines: $651, plus confiscation of the stuff.
Collector Burton's favorite story is about
a woman who tried to smuggle through $250,000 in unset diamonds, concealed in a false
bottom of a suitcase. A European informant had forwarded a tip ahead of time-a
not unusual state of affairs . . The woman
was arrested and the "ice" confiscated.
Feat of memory

The very next day an inspector examining
the luggage of what seemed to be a perfectly legitimate traveler returning to her native
United States was struck by the appearance

in Production of War Planes?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOR C. TOLLEFSON
OF WASHINGTON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker, in
view of all the excuses we have heard
concerning the slowness of our airplaneproduction program, and in view also
of the criticisms directed at the House
action on the military appropriation bill,
I believe the following article by Jlm G.
Lucas and an editorial, both appearing
in the Washington Daily News of May
29, are timely, pertinent, and enlightening:
WHY Is RUSSIA OUTSTRIPPING UNITED STATES
IN PRODUCTION OF WAR PLANES?
(By Jim G. Lucas)
Since 1946-the end of World War I I Congress has given the Air Force and Navy
more than $38,000,000,000 to buy airplanes.
At least twice, it actually forced planebuying money-cash it hadn't been asked
for-into the Air Force's hands.
That $38,000,000,000 was to buy airplanesnothing else. Other money was appropriated for operations, maintenance, construction, food, clothing, and salaries.
And yetSpeaker SAM RAYBURN told Congress last
week we have lost our air supremacy to
Russia.
Red-built MIG's outnumber American
Sabrejets 10 to 1 in Korea.
Defense Secretary Robert Lovett says the
Russians have a 3-year head start (in aircraft production) and are ahead in monthly
production.
Gen. Alfred Gruenther, the Atlantic Pact
army's chief of staff, says we have made less
progress in solving the air problem than in
any other field.
WHY?
In his testimony before the Senate Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee, Bernard Baruch asked the big question:
"Why?"
Why are we behind? Why hasn't our
r-.oney bought more security? Why are we
cutting production instead of forging ahead?
Thirty-eight billion dollars is more than
the Army and Navy combined spent for airplanes in 1943 and 1944-the peak of World
War II production. In those 24 months,
Congress appropriated $33,000,000,000 for aircraft purchases. In 1944, $22,000,000,000
bought 96,36~ military airplanes.
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This year, we expect to build 7,500 military
planes. That's less than we turned out in
28 days during February 1944.
MANY EXPLANATIONS

Our m11itary leaders have many explanation. But Mr. Baruch warns that reasons
are no substitute for weapons.
"Whatever the assurances from those in
high places,'' Mr. Baruch said, "let us not
be deceived. It can never be truly said we
are winning the cold war until this disparity is overcome. • • • No decisive
victory is possible as long as the Soviets hold
as terrifying an edge in military readiness
as they do today. As long as this disparity
exists there is no basis for peace in the
world."
The gap between the east and the west,
he pointed out, "is one of actual weapons
in hand. It can be filled only by the production of weapons. * • • No aggressor
was ever stopped by blueprints."
There are many who agree with him. Vice
Adm. Dewitt C. Ramsey, president of the
Aircraft Industries Association, charges our
build-up is "based on a philosophy of guns
and butter." It is one of "peaks and valleys, of expansion and contraction," he said.
William M. Allen, president of the Boeing
Airplane Co., says our defense effort is "a
form of self-delusion."
Mr. Baruch reduced the issue to its fundamental-" Are we in peril or not?" If we
are--and he is convinced we are--nothing
is impossible, no price too great to pay. If
we aren't, then we should quit fooling ourselves, he says.
The armed services, iri explaining our situation, speak of a shortage of machine tools.
Six to eighteen months are needed to build
them. The tool program was delayed 12
months more because it couldn't get priorities and scarce materials.
The economy program of former Defense
Secretary Louis Johnson also is blamed.
When the Korean war started we had few
production lines in operation. It took time
to start them.
Finally, there is the complicated matter
of lead time. Admiral Ramsey recently revealed that "the first jet planes ordered after
Korea are only now coming off the assembly
lines. • * • These jet fighters, <;>rdered
the month American troops were committed,
were models in production then. Jet plane
production is not yet in high gear. • • •
Substantial production cannot be expected
for another 6 months or a year."
Mr. Lovett says it takes 21 months after
orders are placed for the first jets to be
delivered. World War II fighters-to cite
only one example--had 515 wires totaling
950 feet, he said. Today's fighters have
5,520 wires, a total of 23,970 feet.
Mr. Baruch has a different explanationone the Pentagon won't like.
"We apparently don't want to produce,"
he said.
'l'IME, BOUGHT AND WASTED

In the face of such peril, what have we

been doing at home?
We are falling down on the job.
We are falling down on the job-especially
in the production of airpower-the factor
which did the most to crush our enemies
in World War II, the factor which gave us
initial superiority in Korea.
Since 1946, Congress has appropriated
$38,000,000,000 for planes alone. But we do
not have the planes.
Russian jets outnumber American jets 10
to 1 in Korea. Defense Secretary Lovett says
the Russians have a 3-year head start on aircraft production. All authorities agree they
are far outstripping us. They have a "terrifying edge."
We have the capacity. We have the knowhow. We proved that in World War II. In
one short month of 1944 we produced more
planes than rre are producing in all of this
year.

The money is there. More than we appropriated in the two . peak years of the war.
Yet plane production is a comparative
trickle.
Why? What has become of the money?
From the Truman administration come
many alibis: Bottlenecks in machine tools
(an excuse which became stale months
ago). The higher cost and the more comp,l icated construction of the newer planes.
Inflation.
But the real answer came yesterday from
Bernard M. Baruch, testifying before the
Senate Preparedness Subcommittee.
"We apparently don't want to produce,"
he said.
Aircraft manufacturers back up Mr. Baruch. One points to the "peaks and valleys"
in the administration program. Another
calls the defense effort "a form of selfdelusion."
We are not producing. The administration has stretched out the production schedule, first 1 year, and then still another
year. We are not producing-we are dallying, and playing politics.
American forces in Korea have suffered
more than 108,000 casualties since the Korean war began. The blood and struggle
of those forces bought us months of precious time--months to produce the planes
and the tanks and the guns to stand off
aggression.
Precious time--paid for in lives and sacrifice. And wasted away by the frittering
politicans in the Truman administration
who now are talking tough with nothing to
back it up.

Confederate Memorial Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN E. RANKIN
OF MISSISSIPPI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, under
permission granted me to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I am inserting an
address I made over the radio last night
on the Confederate Memorial. I was
introduced by Mrs. Maude Howell Smith,
a daughter of the Confederacy. The address referred to follows:
Mr. RANKIN. Ladies and gentlemen of the
radio audience, I first want to thank Mrs.
Smith for her flattering introduction and
to say to you that it affords me more pleasure
than I can express to speak to you tonight
at the request of the District of Columbia
Daughters of the Confederacy.
Next Tuesday, June 3, will be the one hundred and forty-fourth anniversary of the
birth of Jefferson Davis. President of the
Confederacy, and one of the greatest leaders
America has ever known.
It has long been the custom of these
glorious Daughters · of the Confederacy to
conduct memorial services on the anniversary of his birth. They have done more to
perpetuate the great principles for which
he stood and to help save this country from
its enemies at home and abroad than the
American people realize. Along with the
Daughters of the American Revolutio·n, the
Daughters of the Confederacy have stood
firm for those principles upon which our
Government was founded and to which we
must return if this Nation is to endure.
The average persori does not seem to realIze it, but the Daughters of the Confederacy
were responsible for the first Memorial Day.
On April 25, 1866, just 1 year after the close
of the War Between the States, the Daugh•
ters of the Confederacy, at Columbus, Miss,.
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1n the district which I have the honor to
represent in Congress, while decorating the
graves of the Confederate dead, also decorated the graves of the Federal soldiers who
had been buried there.
A report of this incident got into the press
and spread throughout the entire country.
It cJ:lallenged the admiration of the people
of every section and brought from the pen
of the Honorable Francis Miles Finch a little
poem called the Blue and the Gray that will
live, as I have said before, as long as the
Stars and Stripes continue to float over a
free people, or as long as the sweet strains of
Old Dixie shall continue to stir the southern
heart with its sweet but melancholy pathos.
This incident took place on the banks of
the Tombigbee River, to which Mr. Finch
refers as the "inland river" in the following
beautiful lines:
"By the fiow of the inland river,
Whence the fieets of iron have fled,
Where the blades of the grave grass quiver,
Asleep are the ranks of the dead;
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment day;
Under the one, the blue;
Under the other, the gray.
"These in the robings of glory,
Those 'in the gloom of defeat,
All with the battle blood gory,
In the dusk of eternity meet;
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment day;
Under the laurel, the blue;
Under the willow, the gray."
In conclusion, Mr. Finch says:
"Sadly, but not with upbraiding,
The generous deed was done;
In the storm of the years that are fading,
No braver battle was won;
Under the sod and the dew,
·waiting the judgment day; .
Under the blossoms, the blue;
Under the garlands, the gray.
"No more shall the war cry sever,
Or the winding rivers be red; .
They banish our anger forever
When they laurel the graves of our dead!
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment day;
Love and tears for the blue;
Tears and love for the gray."
From that incident came our Memorial
Day, which the Nation now observes on May
30, and which the Daughters of the Confederacy observe on June 3, the birthday of
Jefferson Davis.
We stand here tonight as the representatives of a reunited country, and hope that it
w111 ever remain a free and independent
nation. I have often said that if those brave
men who wore the Blue and the ones who
wore the Gray in that unfortunate conflict
could press back the veil that hides us from
that mysterious realm where they have taken
their places "in the silent halls of death,"
and speak to the men and women of this
generation, their plea would be for us to get
together and save our country from destruction at the hands of those subversive influences that are now attempting to wreck our
Government, undermine and destroy our way
of life, and to wipe Christianity from the face
of the earth.
Those brave heroes of the past would admonish us to join hands in combating those
pernicious influences and save America for
Americans. In that way we can perpetuate
the blessings of liberty, freedom, and Christianity which have been handed down to us
by the heroic patriots and statesmen of former generations.
Whenever I pass through Statutary Hallin
the Capitol, it is an inspiration to me to
note that the flowers never disappear from
before the statues of Jefferson Davis and
Robert E. Lee--two of the greatest leadera
ever produced by this or any other coup.~_rJ.,
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Those great leaders were in contact with
each other almost constantly during the 4
years of that unfortunate conflict, and I
have never been able to find where Robert
E. Lee ever criticized Jefferson Davis, or
where Davis ever criticized Lee. They were
two or the greatest leaders of all time, and
their majestic figures in Statuary Hall represent all the brave Confederate soldiers who
went through 4 years of bloody conflict and
20 horrible years of reconstruction.
I repeat what I have said before, that the
world has never seen greater soldiers in
times of war, or greater citizens in times of
peace, than those brave men who wore the
Gray in the War Between the States. Time
will not permit me to call the roll of all the
great leaders in that unfortunate conflict.
In paying my tribute to Robert E. Lee and
Jefferson Davis, I include all their brave
followers, as well as the noble women of the
Confederacy.
Senator B:m Hill, of Georgia, one of the
most eloquent spea!~ers who ever served in
the Senate of the United States, paid this
wonderful tribute to Robert E. Lee. He said:
"When the future historian shall come to
survey the character of Lee he will find it
rising like a huge mountain above the undulating plane of humanity, and he must
lift his eyes high toward heaven ·to catch
its summit. He possessed every virtue of
other great commanders without their vices.
"He was a foe without hate, a friend without treachery, a soldier without cruelty, a
victor without oppression, and a victim
without murmuring."
"He was a public officer without vices, a
private citizen without wrong, a neighbor
without reproach, a Christian without
hypocrisy, and a man without guile.
"He was a Caesar without his ambition,
Frederick without his tyranny, Napoleon
without his selfishness, and Washington
without reward.
·
"He was obedient to authority as a .,;ervant,
and royal in authority as a true king. He
was gentle as a woman in life, modest and
pure as a virgin in thought, watchful as a
Roman vestal in duty, submissive to law as
l::)ocrates, and grand in battle as Achilles."
In the words of Oliver Goldsmith"As some tall cliff that lifts its awful form
Swells from the vale, and midway leaves the
stormThough 'round its breast the rolling clouds
are spread
Eternal sunshine settles on its head."
He stands today as one of the most commanding, the most masterly, the most
serenely inspiring figures upon the horizon
of human history.
In a book written by Maj. Frederick
Maurice, of the British Army, in 1925, he
compares Lee with Wellington and all the
other great English generals, from Marlborough down, and winds up by placing Lee
above both Marlborough and Wellington as
the greatest commander of the Englishspeaking race.
Jefferson Davis was one of the most remarkable men in history. If you remember,
when he was on the battle front as a colonel
in the Black Hawk War, he swore in a young
captain of infantry by the name of Abraham
Lincoln, and together they fought and won
that conflict.
·
If Davis and Lincoln were here today, they
would both join us in combating the evils
of communism, the greatest menace Christianity has ever known.
Hon. Caleb Cushing referred to Jefferson
Davis as being "eloquent among the most
eloquent in debate, wise among the wisest
in counsel, and brave among the bravest on
the battlefield."
He went through the horrors of war and
reconstruction, in which he manifested
courage, wisdom, strength, and ability unsurpassed, and never wavered in his devotion
to those principles for which he fought and
suffered, but stood at all times as-

"•

•

•

constant as the Northern Star

Of whose true-fix'd and· resting quality

There is no fellow in the firmament."
As Bishop Galloway once said of him:
"Marvelous, many-sided, masterful man,
his virtues will grow brighter and his name
be writ larger with each passing century.
Soldier, hero, statesman, gentleman, American-a prince of Christian chivalry, the
uncrowned chief of an invisible republic of·
loving and loyal hearts-when another hundred years have passed no intelligent voice
will fail to praise him and no patriotic hand
will refuse to place a laurel wreath upon
his radiant brow."
So we come today to lay the flowers of
filial affection, not only at the feet of these
great leaders, but upon the graves of that
vast multitude of their heroic followers, as
tributes to their fame that will live and
b-:ighten with the passing years, as a great
southern poet once said:
"Till the sun grows cold
And the stars are old,
And the leaves of the Judgment Book
unfold."
God bless their sacred memories, God save
America, and God help the Daughters of the
Confederacy and all other patriotic Americans to save our country from destruction
at the hands of our enemies at home and
abroad.

Constitutionality of Measures for Local
Self-Gnvernment in the District of Columbia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANCIS CASE
OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
·Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. CASE. Mr. President, on January 22, 1952, the Senate passed Senate
bill 1976, to establish an elected local
government for the District of Columbia.
The bill now is before the House Committee on the District of Columbia, which
has voted to table it. A discharge petition has been filed.
An argument advanced against the
bill in the Senate, and also in the House,
was that Congress cannot constitutionally delegate any of its powers over the
District of Columbia. That argument is
made despite the fact that for 75 years
the District did govern itself under a
charter approved by Congress.
In the January 1952 edition of the
Federal Bar Journal, Mr. Carl L. Shipley, a distinguished member of the District bar, and president of the District
of Columbia Young Republican Club,
published a concise recitation of the
legal basis for District" self-government.
I ask unanimous consent that the article may be printed in the Appendix,
and I commend a reading of it to any
who may have doubts about the constitutionality of local self-government for
Washington.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF HOME RULE FOR
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

(By Carl L. Shipley)
The Congress has recently had under
Consideration several proposals to provide
for democratic election of municipal offi.· ,

clals in the city of Washington, District of
Columbia, and to confer upon the city many
of the powers ordinarily exercised by a local
government.1 At the present time the District is governed by three Commissioners appointed by the President. These Commissioners have very limited ordinance-making
authority; and minor changes in law affecting local administration must be referred to
Congress . .
The question has been raised, in connection with proposals to establish home rule
in the District of Columbia, as to whether
it is within the power of Congress to grant
a local legislature for the District the authority to enact general legislation.2 It has
been argued that the Constitution does not
sanction, and in fact precludes, the establishment of a popularly elected municipal
government. This contention is based upon
paragraph 17, section 8, article 2 of the
Constitution, which provides: "(the Congress) shall exercise exclusive legislation in
all cases whatever over such District • • •
as may by cession of particular States • • •
becomes the seat of government of the
United States.
The argument attaches
special significance to the word "exclusive"
as it occurs in the section.
In construing this provision, however, consideration must be given to the legislative
history of the Constitution as well as judicial interpretations of the po>Jer of the Congress under this and similar provisions. In
the Federalist papers, written for the purpose of urging the ratification of the Federal Constitution, James Madison said, with
reference to the residents of the proposed
Federal District:
"A municipal legislature for local purposes, derived from their own suffrages, will
of course, be allowed them." a
Further, a reading of the above-quoted
section in the context would appear to indicate that the provision was not intended
to deny to the residents of the District a
locally elected legislature but to exclude the
authority of the States which ceded the area
to the Federal Government from the exercise
of legislative power over the area.•
Reviewing the history of the government
of the District, it appears that only in recent
years has doubt been cast upon the authority of the Congress under the grant of "exclusive" jurisdiction to transfer the management of local affairs to a locally elected
legislative body. Citizens of the area exercised local self-government during the
first 75 years of the existence of the District
of Columbia. When the District was first
established it contained two incorporated
cities, Georgetown in Maryland and Alexandria in Virginia, both of which had locally
elected city governments with the usual
municipal powers. When Congress assumed
jurisdiction over the District in 1800, it did
not disturb these local governments.D Two
years later the city of Washington was incorporated under charter granted by the
C.:mgress and it was given a locally elected
government with powers similar to those
which had previously been enjoyed.6 The
first government of the city of Washington
consisted of a mayor appointed by the President of the United States and a city council
elected by the people. Later, in 1812, the city
1
S. 1976, 82d Cong.; S. 1527, 81st Cong.; S.
1968, 80th Cong.
2
Washington Board of Trade pamphlet
entitled "Does the Kefauver Bill Really Provide for Home Rule?" March 1, 1950.
a The Federalist, No. 43.
4
In this connection, the succeeding clauses
of paragraph 17 should be noted. Following
the above-quoted clause, the section reads:
"•
•
•
and to exercise like authority
over all places purchased • • • for the
erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dock.
yards, and other needful buildings."
52 Stat. 103, C. 15, s~. 16.
6 2 Stat. 195, C. 53.
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council was permitted to elect the mayor.
This continued until 1820 when the mayor
was chosen by popular election. The area
of the District located south of the Potomac
River, including the city of Alexandria, was
ceded back to Virginia in 1846,7 but the cities
of Washington and Georgetown continued
as self-governing units until 1871,8 when
Congress provided a territorial form of government.
The territorial government consisted of a
governor and a board of public works appointed by the President, and a legislative
assembly elected by the people, the latter
consisting of an 11-member council and a
25-member house of delegates. The District
also had a delegate in Congress. In 1874 this
form of government was terminated as a
result of threatened bankruptcy caused by
the continued failure of Congress to make
adequate payments to the local budget in
lieu of taxes. 9
While the United States Supreme Court
has never passed upon the question of
whether Congress has the power under the
Constitution to confer on a District of Columbia legislature the authority to enact
"general legislation," it has indicated its
opinion that the Congress does have such
power.10 Also, the office of the legislative
counsel of the House of Representatives has
concluded, on the basis of exhaustive research, that Congress may delegate certain
functions to the local government.n
The legislative authority of the Congress
over the District of Columbia would seem to
be generally similar to the legislative power
with respect to the Territories.12 From the
beginning Congress has delegated genera.!
legislative powers to the various Territorial
legislatures,· and the Supreme Court ·of the
United States has consistently sustained such
delegations.18 Thus, in the Simms case, the
Court said:
"In the Territories of the United States,
Congress has the entire dominion and sovereignty, national and local, Federal and
State, and has full legislative power over all
subjects upon which the legislature of a
State might legislate within the State; and
may at its discretion, intrust that power to
the legislative assembly of a Territory."
In the case of Binns v. U. S.,14 the United
States Supreme Court was seemingly of the
opinion that the power of Congress with
9 stat. 35, c. 35.
2 Stat. 721, C. 75; S Stat. 583, C. 104; and
9 Stat. 223, C. 42 (concerning the city of
Washington); and 2 Stat. 537, C. 30; 4 Stat.
183; C. 111; 4 Stat. 426, C. 229; 10 Stat. 633,
C. 45; 11 Stat. 32, C. 84; and 12 Stat. 405,
C. 82 (concerning the city of Georgetown),
0 Armstrong, "Effect of Federal Ownership
of Real Estate Upon Local Self-Government
in the District of Columbia", 2 National Tax
Journal, No. 4.
10 Welch v. Cook (97 U.S. (7 Otto) 541). "It
is not open to reasonable doubt that Congress
had power to invest, and did invest, the District government with legislative authority,
or that the act of the legislative assembly
of June 26, 1873, was within that authority.
We shall therefore consider the question as
if that act exempting manufacturing property from taxation had been passed directly
by Congress." (The act in question was beyond the sphere of municipal action.)
11 Memorandum With Respect to the Constitutionality of Certain Provisions of H. R.
4902 and S. 1968 Relating to Legislative Proposals of the District Council, United States
Government Printing Office, Washington,
1948, No. 70773.
·
12
Art. IV, Section 3, Paragraph 2, U. S.
Canst.
13
Christianson v. King County (239 U. s.
356, 365 (1915)); Simms v. Simms (175 U.S.
162, 168 (1889)); Miner's Bank v. Iowa (12
How. 1 (1851)); Sere ~· Pitot (6 Cran. 332,
336 (1810)).
H 194 U. S. 486, 491 (1903),
1
8

respect to the District of Columbia is no
different in kind or degree than the power
of Congress with respect to the Territories:
"* • • it must be remembered that
Congress in the government of the Territories
as well as the District of Columbia, b,as
plenary power • • • (and) that the
form of government it shall establish is not
pl'escribed. • • • It may legislate directly in respect to the local affairs of a
Territory or transfer the power of such legislation to a legislature elected by the
citizens of a Territory. It has provided in
the District of Columbia for a board of three
Commissioners, who are the controlling officers of the District. It may entrust to them
a large volume of legislative power, or it may
by direct legislation create the whole body of
statutory law applicable thereto."
The three Commissioners referred to in the
Binns opinion have been appointed by the
President since 1878.15 If Congress has authority under the Constitution to grant general legislative power to these Presidential
appointees, as the United States Supreme
Court has decided, there would seem to be
no legal hindrance to the delegation of similar
legislative authority to a District legislature
elected by the local residents.
A quarter of a century prior to the decision
of the Supreme Court in 1903 in the Binns
case, the highest local court for the District
of Columbia, in Roach v. Van Riswick,111
held that Congress had no such power. It
will be recalled that between the years 1871
and 1874 the District had a local legislature
elected by the people.17 In the Roach case,
the Court was presented with an enactment
of the legislative assembly providing that any
judgment against a person should constitute
a lien on his real estate. In holding that
Congress was without authority to confer
general legislative power on the local legislature, the Court reasoned that the Constitution confers on Congress an express power
to legislate for the District, 18 as distinguished
from the Territories, 19 and that the power is a.
personal trust which Congress cannot delegate. Whatever significance may have attached to the Roach case in 1879, it would
seem to have been nulllfied or overruled in
substance by the Supreme Court in the Binns
and Simms decisions.
The early history of the District as well as
such judicial authority as exists would seem
to support the conclusion -that self-government for the District of Columbia within the
limits generally established for municipali- .
ties would not violate the constitutional provisions. Such self-government would be consistent with the principle, which the Congress has applied to the Territories, of encouraging popularly elected local governments.

Address of Dr. Harris J. Levine, President
of the Jewish National Fund of America
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, the following is an address by Dr. Harris J.
Levine, president of the Jewish National

Fund of America, in connection with the
presentation of a testimonial scroll to
:~.s

Act of June 11, 1878.

:16

Roach v. Van Riswick, 11 D. C.171 (1879),

Act of February 21, 1871.
Supra, note 11. ·
:Ill Art. I, Section 8, Paragraph 1'7, U. S.
Canst.
17

18
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President Harry S. Truman, at the Statler Hotel, Washington, D. C., on May 26,
1952, on the occasion of the celebration
of the establishment of Truman Village
1p the State of Israel:
Mr. President, Mr. Vice President, Mr. Ambassador, Mr. Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen, stand close before a great painting
by a great master and the first impression
you get is of an inchoate mass of color and
lines. It is only after you view the picture
from a proper perspective that the colors
and shapes fall into a design full of beauty
and significance. And as wlth great paintings, so with great historical developments.
Frequently man has attempted to follow the
tide of events that rushed past him only to
find himself at a loss to observe either sense
or pattern in the flow and ebb of historical
happenings. Yet there is logic in events
and sooner or later it makes itself manifest.
It is no accident that each great moment
in history finds its great man. So it has
been throughout the ages.
Such is the
decree of destiny.
In our own lifetime, particularly in these
last few tumultuous years, we have been
witnesses to some of the starkest emergencies
that ever batHed the human mind. Surely
the period in which we have lived corresponds
more closely than any other to that famous
description of the poet who, in viewing hiS
own time, said of it that it-"Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of struggle and
flight
Wher3 ignorant armies clash by night."
But this, too, we can say of our period
in history.
The great moment, when it
came, found its great man, fully vindicating
once again the contention on which rests
all faith and hope of humanity that there
is logic and pattern and purpose in history.
President Truman found a world at the'
cross roads wracked by indecision. With
firm hand he has led this country of ours
along the road of freedom and peace and
resistance to aggression. At the most crucial
moment in human history he saved America
and the world from the peril of tyranny,
Israel is but a symbol of the great urge to
freedom and the release from the ancient
bonds of slavery. President Truman quickly
perceived this, and, guided by this vision,
has acted magnificently and courageously.
The greatest moment in 2,000 years of Jewish
history found in him its greatest champion.
For all this, history will enshrine him as
one of the greatest Presidents of the United
States and one of the greatest leaders of
mankind. We here can only pay him the
tribute which is in our hearts. We of the
Jewish National Fund do it gladly and enthusiastically, rejoicing in the knowledge
that in him we have a. friend who has
deserved well of mankind, of Air.erica, and of
the Jewish people everywhere.
The Jewish National Fund is a peoples'
fund. Out of the mite of the masses and
the little children it has gathered its resources with which to acquire land in
Israel-not as a source of individual gain
but as the possession of the whole Jewish
people--and to redeem it from the ruin and
neglect of centuries, restoring it to its
ancient fert111ty: Uplifted by a high social
vision and the love for the common man,
1t is kindred to the spirit, which through his
tenure of high office, has animated his administration, leading to the greatest social
advance of our times. OUt of the affi.nity of
the Fair Deal and the social ideals of the
Jewish National Fund, Kfar Truman, the
village in Israel bearing his illustrious name,
was born. It is to attest to this historical
connection that we are assembled here today.
It is with a sense of high privilege that
we salute the President of the United States
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and present to him this scroll of tribute,
which is inscribed as follows:
"Tribute to Harry S. Truman, President of
the United States, for his manifold invaluable services to mankind; his outstanding
contribution to the cause of democracy
everywhere-his matchless championship on
behalf of the wea~ and the oppressed
throughout the world-his incomparable
leadership of the peoples of the earth in the
ways of peace; for his brilliant guidance of
the American people in this the most critical juncture in human history; for his unflagging advocacy of civil and religious rights
of the people of the United States; for his
inspiring conduct of the affairs of government; in ~verlasting graditude for his glorious part in the historic drama of the restoration of Israel-for the recognition which he
extended first among all heads of government to the State of Israel-for his gallant
aid in bringing about the admission of the
young state to full-fledged membership in
the United Nations-for his many acts of
friendship, .in war and in peace, to the people
in the Government of Israel; in recognition
of his interest in the Jewish National Fund
land purchasing arm of Israel, its liberai
land policy and social aims, which are in
harmony with his high social vision and
deep concern for the common man-an interest evidenced by his gracious concurrence
in the Kfar Truman project, establishing,
on Jewish National Fund soil, a settlement
bearing his illustrious name; marking the
completion of the Kfar Truman project,
which under the inspired leadership of ALBEN W. BARKLEY, Vice President of the
United States, serving as national honorary
chairman, has fired the imagination of all
sections of the American people.
"In token of our esteem and affection for
him as a great American and humanitarian,
this scroll is presented at the Kfar Truman
dinner, held at the Hotel Statler in the Capital City of our Nation, on this historic occasion which will forever link the name of
our great President and that of America with
Israel's ancient soil.
"In witness whereof we have subscribed
our names and affixed our seal on the 26th
da~.of May 1952 (the 2d day of Sivan 5712),
JEWISH NATIONAL FUND OF AMERICA 1
''DR. HARRIS ·J. LEVINE,
"President.

''MENDEL N. FISHER,
"Executive Director.

('NATIONAL KFAR TRUMAN CoMMITTEE
c:FRED MoNOSSON,
'
"National Chairman.

''MILTON KRONHEIM,
"Washington, D. C. Chairman."

Defense Aspects of Mutual Security
Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that there be printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD a very interesting and illuminating address by
Mr. W. John Kenney, Deputy Director
Mutual Security Agency, who has i~
this speech, illustrated in very graphic
terms the meaning of the defense aspects
of the mutual-security program for the
defense, health, and strength of the free
world.

There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE IMPORTANCE OF EUROPEAN PRODUCTION
TO THE DEFENSE OF THE FREE WORLD
(By W. John Kenney)
I am delighted to have the opportunity to
disc.u ss with you the importance of European production to the defense of the free
world. We have an understandable tendency
to look at our own efforts and overlook those
of others. But since European production
plays so prominent a role in our Mutual Security Program, its importance cannot be
overemphasized.
The Mutual Security Program is not only
the keystone of our foreign policy today.
It is also the cornerstone for building a free
world community strong enough and prosperous enough and cooperative enough to
stand invincibly against all the threats of
S:>viet imperialism.
·
The nations of Western EUrope are vital
to that free world community if it is to
prosper, if it is even to survive. I need not
emphasize to this audience that the success
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
depends not only upon the ab111ty of Western Europe to carry its full and fair share of
the burden of arming against Soviet aggression, but also upon its ability to keep its
economies strong, its governments stable,
and its peoples confident that freedom is
the way to a better life.
With Western Europe on our side, our combined population equals 431,000,000 people
as against a population of 296,000,000 for the
Soviet Union and its European satellites.
Our combined steel production is 169,000,000
tons against their 43,000,000, tons; and our
combined coal production is 1,064,000,000
tons as against their 420,000,000. But what
would happen if the position were reversed,
if the resources of Western Europe were to
fall under Soviet control? The Soviet bloc
with Western Europe added to it, would
then have a population of 574,000,000 as
against our population of 153,000,000; their
steel production would match our output
of 106,000,000 tons a year; and their coal
production would exceed our own by 376,000,000 tons.
The isolationists should ponder the significance of these and similar figures. In a
fortress America-standing alone without
allies-there is not strength but weakness.
Military power depends upon economic
power. Pr oduction wins peace.
There is a very close relationship between
productive capacity and military might,
between productive capacity and economic
vigor, between productive capacity and political health. It is for this reason that defense support is so vital a part of our Mutual
Security Program. So much confusion still
surrounds-and befogs-this concept of defense support that I should like to take a
few minutes to try to spell it out as best I
can.
Defense support is a new term but it is of
great importance to us, and to the rest of
the free world. Defense support is the
method ~y which we help our NATO partners to mcrease both their military and
economic power by expanding their overall production-their total output of everything from tanks to tractors, from trucks to
turbines. It is by defense support that the
United States assists Western Europe to acquire vital supplies that it cannot buy for
itself. These supplies include such industrial equipment as machine tools, such
metals as iron and copper, and such agricultural products as cotton and wheat.
Defense support is based upon a fundamental premise. It recognizes that a drill
press, girders and bread are just as much
weapons of modern war as are aircraft carriers and guided missiles. It recognizes that
the same textile mill looms cloth for uni-

forms and for overalls; that the paratroopers' boots come from the same factory as
do the farmers' shoes. It recognizes that the
textile mill-to be able to produce at practical capacity-may need more electric power
or some wool yarn or a new set of spindles·
that the boot and shoe factory may need
leather, electric motors or repair parts for
stitching machines.
~efense su~port recognizes that everythmg which Is done to maintain and to
increase production in Western · Europe
serves to strengthen the entire economy and
our mutual defense. It enables Western Europe to "deliver" to NATO in full measure
and on schedule without risking that economic breakdown which the Communists
most avidly desire.
Defense support, then, at all times recognizes that many different elements go into
a country's ability to produce. They range
from machinery on the factory floor to raw
materials in the warehouse, to the diet of
the worker. Today Western Europe-in
meeting its quotas under the NATO defense
build-up-can itself provide most of these
elements. But it lacks some of them. The
purpose of defense support is to overcome
that deficiency, to round out the supply of
these elements which Western Europe lacks
and cannot afford to get for itself. In other
words, Western Europe's ability to producein order to carry out its pledges under the
NATO build-up-is ioday like a bridge extending three-quarters of the way across the
river but needing another span to reach the
shore. Defense support is that span. Without it, Western Europe will not be able to
fulfill its commitments either in mobilizing
and training troops, or manufacturing military hardware, on constructing airfields and
communications systems. It will have to
reduce and scale down its defense budgets
to levels drastically and dangerously below
those agreed on by the members of the NATO
alliance when they met in Lisbon last
February.
We can readily see how this would be so
when we realize that defense support is the
yeast of the ~ATO defense build-up-the
small but indispensable ingredient raising
the whole program to its proper size. Some
of the things we furnish with defense support, such as radio tubes for Norway's walkietalkies, and axles and gear boxes for Dutch
artillery tractors, go directly to increase
Europe's own output of combat material.
Still other ~hings, such as coal, electric cable,
or locomotive parts, indirectly invigorate the
Western European economy on an over-all
basis. They ena~le it to produce structural
steel for naval and air-base construction and
for other military installations; to generate
more electric power for industrial plants that
turn out everything from bulldozers to bazookas; to improve rail transportation to
carry machinery and materials that can help
Western European industry to convert from
civilian to military production.
Remember this: All the items we send
to Europe under defense support are items
which are crucial to the European production process. They are items which the
Europeans cannot pay for out of their own
foreign-exchange earnings. Every pound or
ton of raw materials, every bushel of agricult_ural products, every tool or piece of
equipment shipped from us are combined
wit h the European suu ply plus the labor
and the capital and the industrial plant
which the Europeans themselves provide.
Moreover, defense support is extraordinarily good business for us because every dollar spent is an investment that produces
on the average more than $3.50 worth of
NATO strength. In · other words, American
supplies under defense support multiply
Western Europe's increase in the gross national product by at least 3 Y2 times and often
very much more in individual cases. I
should like to give you some illustrations of
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this "multiplier effect" of defense support
which makes it one of the best bargains in
strictly cash terms that the American taxpayer has ever had the opportunity to buy.
Some time ago, for example, the Copenhagen Arsenal in Denmark tooled up to expand its output of .30 caliber rifle cartridges.
But with this increase in productive capacity,
the arsenal found itself unable to purchase
needed components for gunpowder and case
cups. · One hundred thousand dollars in defense support funds was allocated to enable
the arsenal to buy the necessary items. As
a· result, the production rate of the .30 caliber cartridges ·alone rose from 4,750,000
rounds in 1951 to some 17,000,000 rounds
in 1952. In dollars and cents terms, $100,000 worth of defense support is making possible a production increase valued at $460,000. In this case the multiplier effect was
4.6 to 1.
Similarly, England's Rolls-Royce and DeHavilland aircraft plants produce jet engines
of the most advanced type. When both expanded their facilities, they found that t h ey
had to have certain machine tools available
only in the United States. But they lacked
dollars. Hence $2,000,000 in defense support
funds was allocated to make possible the
purchase of 88 machine tools. As a result,
Rolls-Royce output rose from 80 to 180 engines a month, a gain of 125 percent. Concurrently, DeHavilland's monthly output rose
from 35 to 55 engines, a gain of 60 percent.
In dollars and cents terms, this $2,000,000
investment in defense support made it possible to turn out additional jet engines worth
$60,000,000. In this case the multiplier effect was 30 to 1.
However, the importance of defense support goes beyond the direct production of
specific military items. No country, for
example, can produce either tanks or tractors
without steel, and steel cannot be produced
without coke. During the past 12 months,
therefore, $50,000,000 in defense support
funds went to furnish the French steel industry with 2,000,000 tons of United States
coking fines. otherwise plant capacity and
labor in France would have remained partly
unused. The resulting production of 1,500,000 tons of steel was worth $150,000,000,
an eighth of France's total crude steel output. It has formed a vital contribution to
Western Europe's total tonnage of this decisive metal which is the backbone of both
defense and essential civilian industry. Incidentally, the counterpart funds which accrued from this shipment of coking fines
amounted to some 17,000,000,000 francs,
which are being used to build up France's
armed forces.
With these 17,000,000,000
francs the French Government can buy 13,000 French-made jeeps or 12,000,000 rounds
of 20-millimeter antiaircraft ammunition.
Again in France, United States aid in the
form of $250,000 worth of hybrid seed corn
last year helped to boost French corn production by 25,000 tons. The net gain in this
case is worth around $2,000,000, so that the
multiplier effect is 8 to 1. Moreover, if this
added yield of the corn crop bad not been
harvested, France would have bad to import the same quantity of corn in order to
feed French livestock. The foreign exchange
used to pay for such imports would have
been diverted from other important purposes, including defense spending. This is
but anot her illustration of the way in which
American defense support, in forms which
may seem unconnected with the military
bu ild-up, can indirectly benefit the cause of
rearmament.
·
In Italy the munitions industry is just now
moving into regular. product ion after years
of inactivity. It depends heavily on materials provided under our defense support
program. For each million dollars of output,
it has to have from the United States $60,000 worth of copper, $35,000 worth of cotton linters, $15,000 worth of toluene and

other explosives, and $25,000 worth of coala total of $135,000 which in turn makes possible the production of munitions for small
arms, machine guns and light artillery. In
this case the multiplier effect is about 8
to 1.
All these gains in production have a chain
reaction impact which goes far beyond the
immediate advantage of turning out more
goods. For when we step up production in
a primary industry we simultaneously step
up production in other industries which depend on it or are related to it. When, for
example, new and more efficient mining machinery is installed, management and labor
cannot only raise their out put of coal and
iron ore, but this very increase also enables
management and labor in steel mills, in
foundries, in tool and die establishments,
to raise their output as well.
This list of examples could be endlessly
prolonged. Moreover, in doing our research
and studies into defense support, startling
and significant facts about the entire
NATO effort have been brought out. Here
is the other side of the coin. What is the
cost to us if we do not provide Western Europ e with $1,400,000,000 in defense support
or an amount very close to it? NATO will
fall short of its target by 10 European divisions. At the same time, NATO will also
lose 30 aircraft squadrons, that is, 750 frontline planes and their logistic back-up. And
that isn't all. NATO will further lose the
equivalent of 40 coastal minesweepers, and
30 destroyer escorts.
Without defense support 10 NATO countries,
Belgium,
Luxemburg,
Denmark,
France 1 Iceland, Italy, the Netherlands, Nor;.
way, Portugal, and the United Kingdom, together with the Republic of Western Germany, will be compelled to reduce their defense outlays from $13,900,000,000 to $10,600,000,000, or by $3,300,000,000 for fiscal 1953.
This sum represent the ex tent to which
these countries will have to cut their
military budgets if we are unable to furnish
them, through defense support, with certain
raw materials, commodities, and equipment
that they cannot obtain by themselves.
The loss that would result-the loss of
divisions, equipment, planes, and naval vessels which I have cited-has been c~lculated
by our own Defense Department research
people as being typical of the kind of damage and deprivation that NATO would be
forced to undergo. I submit, therefore. with
all the conviction I can command: that any
reduction in funds earmarked for defense
support is not economizing in any real
sense. It is an extravagance-a real loss in
our mutual defense which we cannot afford
at this time.
Some people have asked: "What is the
difference between defense support and Marshall aid? Is it ECA with a different label?"
The answer to any such question is-very
emphatically-"No!" Defense support is not
the same thing. To claim that it is the same
is to confuse the goal with the method, the
end with the means, the vehicle with the
destination.
To be sure, economic aid under the Marshall plan also consisted of industrial equipment, materials, and agricultural products
financed by the United States. These were
used to expand production to achieve economic recovery. Defense support employs
similar tools, but for a different purpose,
namely, to expand production to achieve the
greatest, quickest, and cheapest defense effort possible in Western Europe.
Increased production through Marshall
plan economic aid went primarily into turning out more goods for civilian consumption
and export. Increased production through
defense support goes primarily into turning
out goods that can enlarge Western Europe's
contribution to the NATO alliance, and enable it to sustain that contribution, and exceed it, year by year, 1! the need should arise,
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to the end that the military effort of our a.lUes may be self-supporting.
In our whole approach to defense support,
there is another vital element which, in the
long -run, may prove to be infinitely more
important than any of the other points I
have mentioned. That is productivity as it
is being pushed and promoted by the Mutual
Security Agency's Production Assistance
Program. The Organization for European
Economic Cooperati'Jn (OEEC) bas frequently stressed the need of Western Europe
to enlarge its production by at least 25 percent over the next 5 years--not on ly to m eet
defense schedules but also to answer the demands of its peoples for higher living standards, and to assume again its rightful place
as a leading force in the economic community of the fr~e world. We entirely a gree
with the OEEC's view that a 25-percent increase in Western European product ion is an
urgent necessity. We are confident that the
Western Europeans can do it because t h ey
now believe they can do it.
In technical terms, of course, productivity
means turning out more goods per m anhour with the same amount of labor. But
in Europe today, as in the MSA, the a pproach to productivity goes beyond any such
management ·e nginem·ing concept, narrowly
applied. Prod~ctivity is a pr oduce-andshare program-a program as significant in
its social impact as any advance in the industrial index. The benefits which are derived from higher productivity must be
equitably shared in the form of higher wages
for the workers, lower prices for the consumer and larger rewards for management.
The aim of the productivity program, with
its stress upon modern methods in capital
investment, in plant utilization, in labor relations, is to give all groups in European
society the incentives to produce more to
enable everybody to have more. We do not
expect Western Europe to try to duplicate,
intact and in toto, our own economic institutions and mechanisms. Our hope rather
is that Western Europe can find it useful to
adapt to its own conditions, to its own production problems, certain parts of the industrial lore and know-how which we have accumulated and which account for our own
prosperity.
You will shortly hear in detail from my
colleagues about the operations of the European productivity program. They will d iscuss with you the work of our technical assistance teams, the establishment of productivity centers in France, Italy, Germany,
Austria, and the Netherlands and elsewhere;
the ways in which improvements in plant
lay-out and marketing methods and labor
participation can help the countries of Western Europe move toward new heights of
production and trade. The thought I want
to leave with you is that productivity is an
economic philosophy which is a dynamic
alternative both to Marxist dogma and to
cartelization with its restrictive practices,
high prices, low wages, and the lack of economic opportunity for the individual.
In conclusion let me say that we have
been benefited from our postwar crisis in at
least one way. We have been forced to face
many difficult problems which, even without
Soviet pressures, would have to be solved if
free peoples are to succeed in building a
world order marked by economic prosperity,
and political concord, and encouragements
to individual growth and development.
When wa consider the very existence of the
NATO alliance, the significance of the Schuman plan, and the council of Europe; when
we consider the accomplishments of the
Marshall plan with its European Payments
Union and other devices which have welded
the countries of Western Europe into a new
mutuality, we can with some reason be
optimistic. These trends and social inventions which have come into being within so
brief a time may well mean that Western
Europe can achieve those objectives of mill-_
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-a basis for study. The resolution clearly reflects a distrust of the treaty power,
and of the executive power in the foreign
field. The broad issue thus raised by the
resolution is whether it is desirable to
amend the Constitution now by either
shrinking or codifying the treaty power and
the executive power-for the sake of guarding against a future realization of present
fears in circumstances yet unknown-as
compared with standing on the grants of
power which the Constitution now provides.
Is it desirable to amend the Constitution
o meet these present fears? Most of what
_New York Legal Group Against Proposed .twe
have already said is adequate to express
Constitutional Amendment, Senate Joint our views on this broader issue as well as on
."s enate Joint Resolution 130 itself, but a few
Resolution 130
brief comments may be added as to the
several apprehensions which evidently provide the basis of the resolution.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
( 1) The fear that our freedoms will be
OF
abridged by use of the treaty power or executive power in dealings with foreign countries.
The main problem here seems to be whether
OF CALIFORNIA
there is any reasonable cause to believe that
the Constitution as it stands permits any
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
_s uch abridgment. Believing as we do that
Thursday, May 29, 1952
there is not, an amendment merely declaring
Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, the asso .. that the law is what it is would not seem obciation of the bar of the city of New York jectionable on that ground. The problem of
remain. Should the obhas made a careful study of Senate Joint codificationinwould
the Supreme Court's opinion in
Resolution 130 and has concluded that _servations
Geojroy v. Riggs be transcribed into the Conit is unnecessary and might do more stitution? All -things considered, and bearharm than good. Under leave to ex .. ing in mind that declaratory statements of
tend my remarks, I should like to include · law often have an illusory simplicity and
a letter from the association and also the turn out to defeat their objectives, we believe
·conclusion which appears at the end of that such an amendment would be undesir- a report signed by members of two com .. able.
(2) The fear that some power which our
mittees of the association.
Government now has will be harmfully deleThe letter and conclusion follow:
gated abroad by use of the treaty power: We
THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR
know we have made delegations in the past
OF THE CITY. OF NEW YoRK,
·which have not been harmful but helpful,
New York, May 27, 1952.
and we can be sure that we shall want to be
The Honorable SAMUEL W. YoRTY,
free to do so again-and very likely to some
House Office Building,
·greater degree than before. At the other
Washington, D. C.
extreme is joining a world or regional governDEAR SIR: The association of the bar of
ment! which apparently all agree would rethe city of New York opposes the proposed
_q uire a constitutional amendment. So the
amendment to the Constitution (S. J. Res.
answer is going to be sometimes "Yes" and
130) introduced by Senator BRICKER and _ sometimes "No," depending on the particular
others. We enclose a copy of a report ap'delegation proposed. We cannot imagine any
proved by the association which sets forth
assemblage of words in a constitutional
the grounds of our opposition.
amendment that would provide all the an· We think it would be a mistake to tam·swers in advance. We are content to entrust
per with existing provisions.
these practical decisions to the practical
· The amendment would have barred the
judgmen1i.s of the Preside~t and two-thirds of
treaty ending the Revolutionary War and
the Senate, subject only to the restraints of
the ballot box which elects and defeats them.
the United Nations Charter.
It might operate to prohibit use of inter(3) The fear that by use of the treaty
national arbitration and the International
power the President and Senate will change
·Court of Justice in many disputes. It could -or abridge Federal and State laws in· a way
that the Senate and House would not apbar our setting up a common command in
prove: This concern is adequately met now,
association with allies to combat commusince Congress can legislate against undesired
nism, as was done in the NATO organization.
· It could render illegal the cooperation in
effects of a treaty of which it disapproves,
and can nullify all agreements whose operawar and occupation that allies must have,
tion depends on funds by declining to make
as in SHAEF (Europe) and SCAP (Japan).
appropriations. Further, no treaty need be
It would affect drastically the use of Execself-executing if not ·desired to be. No conutive agreements. For example, it would
stitutional amendment is needed to afford
'have upset in 1949 the Executive agreement
protection in this field.
concluded in 1945 which was the legal basis
·for General MacArthur's occupation of
(4) The fear that the President by use of
Japan. The Executive agreement is an esthe Executive power will make Executive
sential aid in the race to keep atomic forces
agreements with foreign countries which the
from overwhelming civilization and . in the
Senate would not approve if submitted to it
military alliances formed to contain the
as treaties-including the fears that ExecuCommunists.
tive agreements will make harmful delegations abroad (2) and change or abridge do·
For these and other reasons set forth in
mestic law (3) : In appraising these probthe report, we oppose the proposed conlems, we must-recognize that broadly speak·stitutional amendment, Senate Joint Resoing an Executive agreement can accomplish
lution 130.
much that a treaty can, but that on the other
Respectfully yours,
hand an Executive agreement cannot nullify
BETHUEL M. WEBSTER,
Federal law, and Congress can override Executive agreements by legislation as it can
CONCLUSION
treaties, and can frustrate most Executive
We do not wish to confine ourselves to the
agreements because they require either imwords of Senate Joint Resolution 130 or to ·plementing legislation or appropriations. If
avoid meeting fairly its spirit, particularly ·there is a real danger of leaving the Presiwhen the resolution is expressly tendered as · -dent too much power, there is also a real
tary integration, economic unification and
political federation which seemed impossible
only six short years ago. A Western Europe
moving in the direction of a common defense
and joint-political and economic aims necessarily becomes an ever more powerful and
cooperative partner with us in raising the
free world's living standards, defending and
extending the frontiers of freedom, and
.building a secure and durable peace.

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY

danger of taking too much away. In the
field of delegation, the common command of
allied forces is an essential tool in war, in
occupation, and in keeping the peace. The
Executive agreement is an indispensable aid
in our race to keep the atomic forces of destruction from overwhelming civilization and
in the military alliances formed to keep the
Communists within bounds. The change in
this field proposed by Senate Joint Resolu·t ion 130 appears to us to do more harm than
good.
Thus it seems to us all that there are
adequate answers to the first three of these
fears without amending the Constitution.
In dealing with the fear of Executive agreements, the problem of changing or delimiting the relative positions of the Executive
-a,nd the legislature is one of degree and judgment; most of our Members believe it unwise
to incorporate into the Constitution a provision specifically dealing with this subject,
and we are all satisfied that the answer does
not lie in the adoption of Senate Joint Resolution 130. Reluctance to tinker with the
constitutional machinery does not reflect desire to depart from the concept of a Government of laws and not of men. Rather, in the
face of possible new circumstances, the
choice of most of us is of preferring uncodified law to codified prohibitions-of preferring to rely not on shrinking the powers of
our Government but on the careful balance
of the present broad powers.
For the reasons expressed in this report,
the Committee on Federal Legislation· and
the Committee on International Law op.pose the 'proposed constitutional amendment
S. J. Res. 130, and recommend that the
· association do likewise.
Respectfully submitted.
April 28, 1952.
Theodore Pearson, Chairman; Prescott
R. Andrews; N. Philip Bastedo; Nahum A. Bernstein; Robert M. Campbell; Roy M. Cohn; Charles W. Dibbell; Thomas H. Dugan; Saul Friedberg; William D. Gaillard, Jr.; George
Kennan Hourwich; Edmund S. Hawley; 1 Werner Ilsen; Arthur Kramer;
Armand F. Macmanus; Vernon Munroe, Jr.; Arthur L. Newman II; 1 David
M. Payne; William H. Radebaugh; Orville H. Schell, Jr.; Houston H. Wasson; Herbert Wechsler, Committee on
Federal Legislation; Dana Converse
Backus, chairman; Joseph L. Broderick;· Clarence U. Carruth, Jr.; William Tucker Dean, Jr.; Thorold J.
Deyrup; A. Michael Frothingham;
William E. Jackson; Mary Gardiner
Jones; Dorothy Kenyon; Parker McCollester; Paul V. McNutt; Edmund
L. Palmieri; A. J. Gustin Priest; Seymour B. Quel; Gerard Swope, Jr., Committee on International Law.

The Status of Puerto Rico
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN D. JOHNSTON
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, .May 29, 1952

Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the Appendix of the

RECORD an article entitled "In Our Own
BackYard," published in the New York
·naily News of May 26, 1952. This editorial deals with the status of Puerto
Rico.
1

Concurs in the result.
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There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
IN OUR OWN BACK YARD .

The 2,200,000-plus people of our organized
dependency of Puerto Rico recently ratified
a proposed constitution for the island, subject to the United States Congress' approval.
In the main, this instrument follows our
own basic law. Congressional approval
would not make Puerto Rico a State or an
independent nation. It would only enlarge
somewhat the liberal degree of home rule
which the island. already enjoys.
Article 2, section 20, however, as part of
the proposed Puerto Rican bill of rights, is
lifted from the U. N. Declaration of Human
Rights. It says every person has a right to
a job, grade and high school education,
. plenty of food, clothes, housing and medical
care, and "social protection in the event of
unemployment, sickness, old age and disability."
That's a prescription for a hand-out state.
No such goodies are guaranteed by our mainland Constitution. If they were, this would
be a totalitarian country-and on the experience of Russia, Great Britain, etc., the Government would still be unable to furnish
them, try as it might.
The farthest we've yet gone in this direction has been to require child education and
set up social security.
: If we recognize these rights in the Puerto
Rican Constitution, the island government
will shortly be called on to furnish jobs,
houses, medicine, etc., for all its peoplewith Uncle Sam being pressured to pay the
deficit. And if the hand-out state is set up
in one of our dependencies, the mainland
hand-outers will argue that the system must
be extended to all States of the Union.
Thus socialism or fascism, unwanted by
the great majority of Americans, will have
crawled in at our back door.
We think Congress had better refuse approval of the proposed Puerto Rican Constitution and politely ask the islanders to write
themselves a better one. They're fine people, by and large, and it would do them more
harm than good to betray them to the handouters.
·

Address of Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson, of
Illinois, .at McKendree College Com·
mencement
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following address of
Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson, of Illinois, at
McKendree College commencement,
Lebanon, Ill., Tuesday, May 20, 1952:
From personal experience down there in
the audience and up here on the platform, I
have a long-standing conviction that commencement speeches are, by all odds, the
most dismaying to the speaker and the most
~!stressing to the audience of all oratorical
experiences.
All the same, I have. wanted to visit this
pleasant campus of one of the oldest and
most respected colleges in Illinois ever since
I discovered what a healthy effect it apparently has upon politicians. As most of you
are no doubt aware, one of my respected
predecessors, Gov. Charles S. Deneen, was an
alumnus of this college. So was Lawrence
XCVIII-App.--212

Y. Sherman, a former United States Senator from Illinois. And still another of my
predecessors, Augustus French, left the Governor's · chair in 1853 to become a member
of the McKendree College faculty.
I decided that there must be some magic
In the McKendree atmosphere, some alchemy
hereabouts that imparts political charm and
acumen to those privileged to partake of it.
So I decided that as. a politician, if not a.
scholar, I should investigate and here I ambreathing deeply and swallowing hard-and
full of gratitude to President Grow for the
honor and the opportunity of this inivitation.
I have even permitted myself to speculate
that perhaps a friendly fate decreed that I
should be here at McKendree on this delightful May afternoon in 1952 so that the political books could be balanced, so to speak •
You see, Governor Deneen and Senator Sherman both were Republicans and Governor
French was a Democrat. It is obviously time
for the benevolent McKendree influence to
bestow itself upon another Democrat to even
up the accounts.
Speaking of Governor French, I have a.
tender affinity for him and I can readily understand why he sought the refuge of this
college after one term as Governor, even· a.
hundred years ago.
DIFFICULT TO COMMUNICATE THE KNOWLEDGE
THAT COMES FROM LIVING

Now that I am here, I am faced with that
perpetual dilemma of commencement speakers-what to say. I am here in consonance
with that American custom which requires
that a certain quantity of words be offered
up on graduation day for each annual harvest of college men and women. In other
countries it was the custom, in an earlier
day, to offer up on such occasions a certain
quantity of bull's blood. In both cases, it
seems to be the sacrificial act, and not the
thing sacrificed, which counts. The ancients
sacrificed the bull; we sacrifice the students.
Perhaps they were more civilized than we.
And I suspect there have been times when
commencement audiences wished we still adhered to the practice of slashing throatsof the speakers. Moreover, just as the sacrificial blood was consumed by the earth and
wasted, no one intends to gather up the commencement words and preserve them, and
they seldom are preserved or remembered.
I mention this not to complain as a veteran commencement speaker, but rather to
indicate that I am highly sophisticated in
such matters and fully understand and accept my role. It is not a difficult role to accept. What a man knows at 50 that he did
not know .at 20 is, for the mos~ part, incommunicable. The laws, the aphorisms, the
generalizations, the universal truths, the
parables and the old saws-all the observations about life which can be communicated
:readily in handy, verbal packages-are as
well known to a man at 20 as at 50. He has
been told them all, he has read them all, and
he has probably repeated them an before he
graduates from college; but he has not lived
them all.
What he knows at 50 that he did not know
at 20 boils down to little more than this: The
knowledge he has acquired with age is not a.
knowledge of formulas, or forms of words,
but of people, places, actions-a knowledge
not gained by words but by touch, sight,
sound, victories, failures, sleeplessness, lovethe human experiences and emotions of this
earth and of oneself and other men. Perhaps, too, a little faith, a little reverence for
things you cannot see.
Thirty years from now you will know better what I mean when I say it is difficult to
communicate the knowledge that comes
:through living. An example of this difficulty
may be seen by observing the efforts of the
greatest poets to ·communicate it. Between
p. poem ~f Yeats which says, in the twentieth
year of his life, that women a~e beautiful,
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and a poem of Yeats which speaks 30 years
afterward of the beauty of women, there is
a difference, which, to a young man and to
any woman may be no difference at all, but to
a man in middle life is immeasurable.
And so I shall make a confession: I don't
expect to be able to say here anything that
has not already been said not once, but a.
thousand times, and a thousand times better. And I don't expect you to remember
much, if anything, of what I say. I discovered long ago that all commencement
speeches evolve the same way. The speaker
says to himself: "I am not going to tell them
how fortunate they are and what they should
do with their hard-won educational disciplines. I am not going to tell them that the
old order is changing, that the skies are
overcast, visibility low, and that in their still
soft hands lies the making of a better morrow. I am not going to indulge in those old
platitudes; I am going to be different."
And, having .made that splendid .resolution,
the commencement speaker seizes his pen
and with solemn innocence proceeds to use
all the old platitudes, and so will I.
GOOD OLD DAYS NEVER AS GOOD AS THEY SEEM
IN RETROSPECT

Of course, the old order is changing. It
always is. Of course the future is obscure
and full of forebodings. It always is; and
especially on commencement day. Change
is the order of life. Change is disturbing,
because it always seems to be for the worse.
Often you hear people sigh for the good old
days. But the good old days were never as
good as they seem in retrospect.
I graduated from college and you were
born in another hour of change, a happier
hour than the present one. A savage war
to make the world safe for democracy had
ended triumphantly. A nobel concept, the
League of Nations, had emerged from the
chaotic aftermath of that struggle. It was
the twilight of the kings and the dawn
of world-wide democracy. Optimism was
boundless and people proclaimed that we
were on -the threshold of a new era of universal peace and prosperity.
But it didn't turn out that way. It wasn't
a threshold after all. A bitter young man,
Lawrence of Arabia, wrote:
"It felt like morning, and the freshness
of the world-to-be intoxicated us. We were
wrought up with ideas inexpressible and
vaporous but to be fought for. yve lived
many lives in those whirling campaigns,
never sparing ourselves any good or evil;
yet when we achieved and the new world
dawned, the old men came out again and
took from us our victory, and remade it in
the likeness of the former world they knew.
Youth could win but had not learned to
keep, and was pitiably weak against age. We
stammered that we had worked for a new
heaven and a new earth, and they thanked
us kindly and made their peace."
No, there really wasn't much change. It
wasn't the dawn after all, those 20-odd years
petween the wars. By the time you were
born, the bountiful earth was paralyzed
with unemployment and poverty stalked
through the land. No sooner was that crisis
passed than another more terrible arosethe world was shaken by another violent upheaval and they handed your older brother
a gun and told him to fight for his life.
No, those decades between the wars were
not an entrance to a bright new world, but
they were an exit from the old. We couldn't
see it then, but we see it now, that my generation and yours were destined to live in
tumult and anxiety-not merely a critical
hour, or a critical decade, but one of the
most revolutionary centuries in all human
experience.
I'm not trying to frighten you. That's the
last thing I want to do. We have too many
voices of doom and disaster, too many counsels of desp~ir. What I am trying to do is
,t o encourage you to give some serious
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thought, at a memorable hour in your lives,
to the new kind of world in which you are
going to be living and working and playing
for the rest of your lives. It's a new dimensional world and it is important that you
see it in proper perspective; it's important
that you adjust your thinking and your outlook to the demands this new world is going
to make upon you.
I want you to face realities, to understand
the great issues that are being decided in
this revolutionary century. I want you to
think about your individual roles in this
new world, what it will expect of you and
what you can contribute to it,. because if we
can't look to young people like you for lead·
ership, for good judgment, for wise directions for yourselves and the convictions of
our society, where can. we look?
For here at McKendree college, which for
124 years has transmitted from one generation to the next the riches of western civilization, you have acquired some grasp of the
basic principles upon which our culture was
founded-the concept of supremacy of the
.individual, the worth of the individual human being, and the necessity for a climate of
freedom in which these values may find
means of expression. You have the basic
core of a liberal education which can convert
the possession of the influence and power you
attain into a beneficent force instead of an
evil one.
WORLD HAS HAD CRITICAL CENTURIES BEFORE
IN COURSE OF HUMAN HISTORY .

You aren't the first group of young people
who hav:e had to face extraordinary difficulties. We have had critical centuries before
in the course of human history. The era
after the crucifixion of Christ was critical.
The question then was: Would Christianity
survive? It did survive, but only through
the courage, and the indomitable faith, of a
relatively small group of early Christians.
They were an underground, a subversive conspiracy, sustained by a religious faith more
precious than life. They survived and peopled continents.
The century before the fall of Rome was
critical. What would be the future of western civilization? We know the answer-the
loss of courage and vision and leadership,
the abandonment of a universal sense of
justice and morality, plunged the Western
World into a thousand years of darkness.
The revolutionary eighteenth century was
critical too. Could a new nation, built on
untried political foundations, conceived in
liberty and dedicated to the proposition that
all men are created equal, be established on
the thin edge of a new continent with an
ocean at its back and a wilderness at its
front? Could it thus be born and flourish?
We knQW the answer-it was thus born and
it did flourish, but only after · great travail
and only through the stubborn courage, and
leadership, of a handful of revolutionaries
sust ained by a political faith more precious
than life itself.
Yes, there have been critical centuries before, and you were born to live in another
one which, step by step, tumult by tumult,
anguish by anguish, as the years unfold, is
determining, for better or for worse, the fate
of countless millions, including you, for
countless years to come. With that judgment few would disagree since October 1917,
when communism became a national conspiracy, and since August 1945, when the
atomic age was born.
This may be the most critical century of
all because this time everything is at stake,
all we know and cherish, our culture, our
traditions, our institutions, our economy, our
living, the rights of man, indeed our very
survival as rational, self-determinative beings and children of God.
Do we now know the answer? No; o!
course we cannot know what the future
holds. The pattern of this violent century
has been set, but the final judgment is still
to come. We cannot know what that judg·

ment will be any more than the early Chris·
tians, the reformationists, or the revolutionists did. But we do know that we are up
against some of the greatest problexns in
human relations of all time and that solutions must be found for them, because upon
those solutions rest the issues of peace or
war, prc.::;perity or poverty, freedom or submission, and life or death for millions of the
human family.
·
I hope I have not overdramatized it. But
when you try to condense the perspective
backward and forward it seems to me that
you come out at a very uncomfortable and
challenging chapter heading for this century, for our times.
ELECTION-YEAR ARGUMENTS TEND TO DEGE N•
ERATE INTO EPITHETS AND WEAKEN OUR
PERCEPTION OF REALITIES

And we are handicapped as free people
usually are, by our imperfect perception, to
-say the least, of the fundamental issues in
this great struggle and the best means of
dealing with them. Once again, anger and
suspicion are corrupting public debate .
While it is good that there is hardly an important issue on which intelligent and sincere persons do not disagree, argument-especially in an election year-tends to d egenerate into epithets, charges, and counterch arges, on a r ising curve of emot ional irresponsibility which . only weaken our national strength, our resolves, and, worst of
all, our perceptions of the realities.
I am not saying this is a new problem,
because it isn't. It recurs in every time of
stress. And it is not a mortal hazard either,
because every really major threat to U3 has
raised up, thank God, those who were able
and happy to commit themselves to our defense. But it is ·one of the perils we must
recognize and seek to overcome. And it is
here, of course, that the educated man, the
rational thinker, can help to keep the thinking of his fellows in balance.
Another current handicap, or perhaps
more accurately it should be called a hazard,
is a sort of weariness. The American people
have been called upon to make extraordinary
sacrifices in the last 30 years. We had to
lick a depression, win a grim war that ravished half the world; we created a weapon
more fearsome than any that mortal man
had ever dreamed of; we took the lead in
establishing the United Nations as a forum
to conciliate disputes and advance the general welfare, and we offered to give up that
terrifying weapon to the United Nations so
that it would not be used for the destruction
of mankind; we disbanded our war machine,
we helped to rebuild a shattered world, and
we accepted higher taxes as the price of
peace.
And then we discovered after all this that
still we couldn't sit back and relax. We
discovered that we had to make a courageous
decision to face up to another attack upon
law, order and peace in a new quarterKorea. We fo1,1nd we again had to mobilize
the might of America. We discovered again
that we weren't living merely in a critical
decade, but in a critical century-that there
could be no rest, no respite from the harsh
tasks that destiny had thrust upon us.
What I'm saying is that this crisis or
series of crises which has already lasted
a long while and will go on probably much
longer will make it hard for you to live
rational, discerning, useful lives. You will
have perpetual home work on top of everything else to sustain your faith, your understanding · and your patience, which is not a
conspicuous American virtue.
THE SELFISH AND MISGUIDED MINIMIZE DANGER
AND SEEK EASY ROADS TO SECURITY

You will find many who refuse to face
the atomic age-who refuse to accept that we
must be pioneers again. They may even
tempt you. Still others, and I do not ac..
cuse them of lacking courage, know the chal·

lenge is here but are hesitant and prefer to
ignore it and just plod along, looking the
other way and hoping for the best. Still
others, ~elfish or misguided, sing lullabies,
minimizing the danger, telling us that there
are some easy roads to security and peace
and lower taxes all at once.
Whistling in the dark is the greatest
hazard of all, because there are no easy
solutions of war, inflation, hunger, hat e,
communism and the other grave problems
that make this the critical century and the
anxious age. As pioneers in the new atomic
world you face tasks more complex, m ore
d emanding in skill and resourcefulness, than
the tasks of the pioneers who tilled this
prairie and founded this college. The task
of America today-your task in the years
ahead-will be one of finding truth, fighting ideas with bet ter ideas, revitalizing democracy and averting Armageddon.
· The tensions of the struggle are likely to
cont inue for a long time. For the powerful,
restless forces at work in the world are of
many kinds~spiritual, philosophical, scientific, economic and political-and they have
been felt in the remotest corners of the
earth. Ann O'Hare McCormick put it this
way:
"The primeval tom-tom still beats while
the atom bomb ticks. Russia is straddling
the centuries, in victory more than ever
pounding backward to Peter the Great and
r acing to overtake Henry Ford and Henry
Kaiser before she has caught up with Thomas
Jefferson. The clocks of Europe are turning back and the clocks of Asia are turning
forward. And there are places where time
stands still because night does not lift and
there is no tomorrow."
In this new world we can no longer be
provincial in our thinking and in our outlook. I don't need to tell you how the elimir..a tion of old barriers of time and space
has shrunk our world. The day is long past
when we can trust our security to geography,
or escape the responsibilities of the leadership which we don't want but can't escape.
DEMOCRACY

IS

NOT SELF-PERPETRATING--MAN
MUST TEND IT

The very nature of our task ahead demands the leadership of inen and women
who, like yourselves, have the advantage of
education, perspective, and self-discipline.
You must embrace, not shirk, that duty. If
you think it's idle to say that Americans
are shirking their duties as citizens, I would
remind you that in 1900, 73.5 percent of
the eligible voters in this country cast election ballots, but in 1950 only 44 percent took
the trouble to vote. And probably less than
55 percent will vote in this vitally important
year of 1952.
That's just one example of what I mean
when I talk of leadership and civic responsibility. You and others like you must do
more than read the newspapers; you must
make a conscious effort to understand the
fundamental issues, to understand and explain the basic aspects of crisis and controversy. Democracy, like any human institution, is not self-perpetuating. Man created
it and man must tend it--reverently and
constantly. It can survive indefinitely but
only if more and more people are educated
to know what it is, how it works, how to
nourish it, how to protect it.
If I were to offer one bit of advice to you
it would be that you an become politicians.
I don't mean that you should run for public
office, although I hope some of you will do
that, too. What I do mean is that I hope
each of you will take part in public affairs
In your community, whatever It may be;
that you make your voice heard and your
Influence felt; that you help break the unhealthy habit that Americans have of using
the word "politics" as an epithet, and of
looking upon all people in public life with
suspicion or worse. Remember that politics
1s the science of governme'nt, and without
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government we would have no freedom, no
justice, no hope for human happiness.
Just last week a br1lliant theological scholar wrote me that politics is a classic!l-1 arta form of family management a-nd community service, and, therefore, the instrument
of the good life. Our politics would be better, our life would be better, our world would
be better, if more of us thought that way,
thought of politics as the instrument of the
good life. I confess I think of it too often
as the instrument of sudden ·death.
ENEMIES OF DEMOCRACY WILL NOT PREVAIL
AGAINST RESOLUTE FAITH IN OUR INSTITU•
TIONS
I urge you to get in to politics in this
sense of informed participation because the
standards of government must be raised and
respect for public service increased. When
men ~nd women in public life are selfish,
prejudiced, unfair, or unprincipled in their
handling of the people's business, they poison the very heart of our system. Betrayers
of public trust deserve the condemnation
of their fellow citizens; but do not make
the mistake of condemning all public men
for the spectacular sins of a few. The armies
and air forces of the enemies of democracy
will never prevail against us as long as you
have resolute faith in our institutions of
freedom and justice and equality and protect them with jealous and eternal :vigilance.
No enemy from within can ever damage us
as we can damage ourselves by dishonor,
incompetence, and indifference.
And, by the same token, while you fight
evil, you must recognize, honor, and encourao-e
the good in our public life, of which there
0
is none to spare. We are at a disadvantage.
We have no Legion of Honor, we have no
orders of honor, no knighthood, no peerage
with which meritorious service in the public
interest can be officially recognized and permanently rewarded. Here in America we
have only you, the people, your esteem and
your encouragement, to recognize and reward
ftidelity and service. I bid you to think on
this, and soberly, as also participation in
politics in a land where criticism is so free
and easy.
The old phrase "good citizenship" must
mean more and more than it has in the past.
It is something we must work at, all of us,
all of the time. For preservation, continuity
of western civilization in the world rests
heaviest upon the citizens of this country,
the men and women who understand and
cherish the opportunities we enjoy, almost
alone among the peoples of the earth; the
men and women of standing, of influence in
the communities of America.
Unless they become aroused to the gravity
of our times, unless they cast off inertia,
prejudices, selfishness, unless they squarely
meet the challenge of your critical century,
the blessings of liberty may not be secured to
our posterity-for there may be no liberty, no
opportunity, and no posterity.
MAKE THE AMERICAN DREAM COME TRUE
INSTEAD OF HOPING IT WILL
Now is the time that a confident, fighting
faith in freedom counts; now is the time for
you, the sons and daughters of Illinois, to
act like the resolute breed from which you
are _sprung. Don't stand aside, afraid of the
great continuous decisions of your time.
You are the inheritors of a great tradition
born and nurtured in centuries of pain and
effort. You· have received here its best giftan education. Use it, use the equipment
that God and this college have given you, and
that your own industry will each day improvee. Use your heart and your head, not
your prejudices. You are more than the
social animal th at Seneca spoke· of. It is
because we are more than animals that we
can blow ourselves off the face of this planet
in the next 50 years. It is also because we
are more than animals that we can make .·
this world a better place than it has been
before.

So, at the fulltide of this dramatic cen•
tury, look ahead hopefully and confidently.
Be alive, alert, and unafraid. Start thinking now about what you are going to make
happen, instead of worrying about what
might happen. Make up your minds to help
meet the mighty challenge to your faith,
holding fast to what is good, changing, · discarding what is bad.
Don't for a moment think you have learned
all, or even a great deal, of what you should
know, because you haven't. And don't ever
stop learning, because at best you can know
very little. Don't be afraid to live hard
and fast, not dissolutely or intemperately,
but hard and fast and fearlessly. Remember it is not the years in your life, but the
life in your years that counts. You'll have
more fun, and you'll do more good, and
you'll get and give more satisfaction the
more you know, the more you've worked and
the more you've lived.
For this is a great and glorious adventure ·
at a stirring time in human history. Take
it standing erect, boldly, not sitting down
complaining, yawning, and waiting for a
pension. Make the American dream come
true for yourselves, instead of hoping it will.
For this is your time, and you can say with
Emerson:
"If there is any period one would desire
to be born in-is it not the age of revolution, when the old and the new stand side
by side and admit of being compared; when
the energies of all men are searched by fear
and hope; when the historic glories of the
old can be compensated by the rich possi·
bilities of the new era? This time like all
times, is a very good one, if we but know
what to do with it.."

Kern Potato Deal a Nightmare
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.GEORGEH.BENDER
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May

16~

1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, with
further reference to the potato shortage, I should like to insert in the RECORD,
under leave previously granted me, an
article from the Packer concerning the
situation in California:
KERN POTATO DEAL A NIGHTMARE-BUYING
PRESSURE MAKES AREA THEATER OF FRUSTRA•
'!'ION

(By Winston Goss)
BAKERSFIELD, CALIF., May 16.-Buying pressure for California long white potatoes was
beyond description · here this week, making
it a theater of frustration for the record
number of buyers on hand, and also a nightmare for the sellers, beseiged by floods of
mail, constantly ringing telephones, and
swarms of buyers.
Last week, when volume was running better
than 150 cars daily, in addition to an equal
amount going out by truck, the situation
seemed as overbalanced as it could getfar worse than when there were only 10
cars a day going out, but the pressure is still
mounting.
Volume rose only slightly this week, averaging about 200 cars daily and the equivalent
of 100 cars by truck (there would be more
by truck if the trucks could be found). Indications are there will be only a negligible
increase next week, if any increase at all.
The districts later than Edison and Arvin
will not get into volume until the week of
May 26, a week later than was previously expected, a,nd the Edison district is past its
peak, and will be practically finished by the
end of next week.
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Two sheds were operating this week in
Shafter, but not with Shafter potatoes.
Shafter growers who had decided to start
digging this week found their potatoes had
not matured as rapidly as anticipated and
decided to let them continue increasing in
size, and this also applied to other later
districts. It is obvious there will be no
relief throughout May to ease the unprecedented demand and most of the trade here,
buyers and sellers alike, are of the opinion
the wild battle for supplies will not slacken
much even with 1,000-car days in June-a
volume that could be attained some time
during the first half of June.
COME TO SEE WHY
W~tching the Kern County deal get into
carlot volume, firms in all parts of the
country who have formerly been prominent
receivers of long whites hate been wonder1;n.g why they couldn't get at least one car.
Heads of several of these firms have been
flying to Bakersfield, and others talking to
their brokers about flying to the scene, to
see first-hand what the problem is.
Buyers have continued to arrive throughout the season, and most of those who have
been here since the season's start have
stayed on, although some have still not had
even a sack of potatoes.
The Bakersfield inn alone had more than
40 produce people, mostly buyers, as guests
this week with a dozen railroad representatives also on hand to meet the trade; it was
like a convention.
In addition to buyers who ordinarily are
active here during the season, there are a
number of brokers who formerly have
specialized in other commodities such as
lettuce, cantaloupes or deciduous fruits, and
also receivers who usually rely on brokers.
Los Angeles and San Francisco jobbers, with
their trucks on hand, and the usual peddlers, are also among the frustrated. It is
not uncommon for Los Angeles and San
Francisco jobbers to contact every shed
without being able to get a single sack.
This week there was the added demand of
processors and chip firms, who have exhausted their supplies. They were trying,
without much success, to buy anythingNo. 1's or 2's.
The OPS order, published Tuesday, permitting the Quartermaster Market Center
to pay growers the 86-cent mark-up in addition to their base price, made supplies
still scarcer for the regular potato trade.
Previously the Quartermaster Market Center
· had been trying to buy 15 to 20 cars a day
in Kern County and was falling behind
daily. The order probably averted the threat
of a freeze order by the Armed Forces.
Shippers previously had been told a freeze
order might be invoked if the Armed Forces
were unable to obtain the desired volume.
The Quartermaster Market Center, incidentally, is expected tp require larger amounts
of potatoes in June, as the Armed Forces
customarily buy potatoes in June for storage, and storage holdings have been depleted.
PRESEASON DEALS
Record demand, of course, is due to the
national shortage of potato supplies in the
hands of th3 trade, but the difficulty in trying to get supplies at shipping point now is
due to the large percentage of the cropprobably about 75 percent-that is being delivered on the basis of preseason contracts.
This percentage of the potatoes being dug is
no longer owned by the sheds packing them.
Chain stores and some of the larger receivers
figure prominently in the preseason contract picture. Some of the cash track buyers have also made preseason deals. and
their potatoes will be divided among old
customers:
The entire output of many sheds has been
sold in preseason contracts to one or two
firms, whereas these same sheds formerly
supplied numerous customers.
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The few free cars being produced each
day are spread by the packers and shippers
among old customers. Some operators are
reducing this trickle to old customers still
further by special sales to others, as the
Federal-State Market News Service has been
phrasing it. For this area, as in other producing areas of the United States, the Market News Service has been quoting ceiling
prices and then adding "special sales higher."
OPS CHECKING
A number of buyers were reportedly paying $1 per sack above ceiling, but there is
no way to confirm this, as the OPS has found
out so far. OPS agents have been checking
sales records, which are in order. Any such
transactions are cash. There were rumors
here this week that internal-revenue agents
were on the seen~. ·
At any rate, the legitimate buyers or re•
ceiver was still pretty much out of the picture here this week unless he had preseason
contracts, and it is beginning to look more
and more like this situation may continue
on right through the California season.
For several weeks now June acreage has
been moving out of the hands of growers,
indicating that by the time June arrives the
preseason contract arrangement may be as
prominent as it is now. Two classes have
been buying the June acreage--speculators
or firms who have been unable to get supplies from regular channels thus far and
have decided to make sure of some supplies
in June.
Up until 3 weeks ago some of this acreage
was being sold at slightly below ceiling.
Then it turned into a ceiling market, with
acreage hard to find, and this week most
sales were on an average basis, at extremely
high prices, as high as $575 an acre.
The OPS ceillng at grower-level announced
last week as effective May 14 specifically
mentioned several counties in California
where it applied, but did not mention Kern
County, causing uncertainty on the Kern
County acreage buying.
ACREAGE DEALS
Those who pay $575 an acre for June Kern
County acreage could, in many instances, be
payinff over the ceiling. The widespread
buying at high acreage prices was taking
large chunks of acreage away from shippers
who ordinarily handle the acreage involved.
The purchasers were accused of paying above
ceiling to get the acreage with the knowledge
that after the harvest they can go back to
the grower and obtain a refund on the basis
the yield was not sufficient to comply with
OPS ceiling regulations.
Many of the firms or individuals who have
stepped in and bought June potatoes from
the grow~rs are either not in the potato trade
1n ordinary years or are not in it at that level
customarily. This promises to continue the
disruption of movemen1; through normal
trade channels.
You don't hear much about quality this
season. That apparently is not a factor,
with 2's and peewees being as eagerly sought
after as U. S. l's. The quality in general,
however, is good, most lots being more mature than usual.

The McCarran Immigration Bill
EXTENSIPN OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. .Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that there be printed

in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial appearing in the May 10 issue of
America, the national Catholic weekly
review, on the subject How To Amend
.the McCarran Bill. While I do not
agree with everything set forth in this
edit6rial, I think it is a constructive com ..
ment on the immigration proposals
which have recently been before the
Senate.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
How To AMEND THE McCARRAN Bn.L
The Walter omnibus immigration bill (H.
R. 5678) was passed by the House April 25
by a standing vote of 206 to 68. Senator McCARRAN's companion bill (S. 2550) will pass
the Senate as easily unless its opponents
'learn a few lessons from the House debate.
They are:
1. The 1924 quota system used in the bill
cannot be defended without recourse to the
"theory of national origins": By the 1924
law 84 percent of the total quota numbers
were awarded to the countries of northern
and western Europe, and only 14 percent to
those of southern and eastern Europe. Out
of a total of 154,000 immigrants each year,
Great Britain and Ireland were allowed 83,574. Actually, since 1924 these two countries
have used only 194,000 out of the total of
1,587,906 places available. Thus 1,393,906
nontransferable visas went to waste.
In all, 2,151,372 quota numbers were
wasted. In view of the dire need of so many
southern and eastern Europeans, members
suggested during the debate that the numbers left unused at the end of the year be
pooled and offered the following year to the
countries most in need. Mr. WALTER's only
reply was that this would have the effect "of
destroying entirely our theory o:t national
origins."
.
2. The theory of national origins cannot be
defended without recourse to racism: Congressman WALTER, to his credit, did not try to
defend that theory beyond calling it our
fundamental philosophy. But his supporters were not so circumspect. Such rabid
racists as Representatives JOHN T. Wooo,
Republican, Idaho; RANKIN, Democrat, Mis•
sissippi; and HoFFMAN, Republican, of Mich·
igan, were frank to admit their antipathy
toward the non-Nordic races. The men who
first rushed to the defense of the country
1n a crisis, Mr. RANKIN ranted, "were the sons,
grandsons, and collateral relatives of those
brave men who wore the blue and the ones
who wore the gray in the War Between the
States." No one from the opposition rose to
challenge this arrant nonsense. The opportunity remains for a Senator to rise and give
eloquent expression to the ideals of democratic equality upon which our Nation grew
to greatness.
3. Citizen opposition to the McCarran·
Walter bill has not been sufficiently organized or utilized. During the debate, Mr.
WALTER adverted to an advertisement de·
nouncing his bill signed by about 70 leaders
of the so-called minority groups. "Some·
body," he warned darkly, "is trying to force
me to tell what is in back of the opposition
to this immigration bill."
None of his opponents had the wit to call
his hand. They might have quoted the minority report on the McCarran bill, signed by
Senators KEFAUVER, MAGNUSON, KILGORE and
LANGER.
It listed among 24 organizations
opposed to one or other feature of the bill a.
committee of the American Bar Association,
the Synagogue Council of America, the National Catholic Rural Life Conference and
the National Catholic Welfare Conference.
They might have cited, too, an NO release of
March 13, which Senator HUMPHREY placed
1n the CoNGRESSIONAL REco~ for April 23.

Officials of a number of Catholic organiza ..
tions meeting in Washington at the invita·
tion of the NCWC executive department, ac..
cording to the release, had agreed:
"Present laws and proposed. measures are
discriminatory toward certain nationality
groups. Requirements for eligibility to enter
this country and the processes of deportation
should be tempered. · Unused quotas of a
particular year should not be lost, but distributed to other nations where the need is
greatest."
The provision for pooling and later use of
unused quotas is the major distinguishing
feature of the substitute bill (S. 2842) introduced by Senators HUMPHREY, LEHMAN and
others. It takes some of the racist taint off
th~ application of the quota system, and is
about all that can be expected by way of
amendment at this time. If Senator Me·
CARRAN would yield on this point, we feel
sure that the proponents of the Humphrey..
Lehman bill would not try further to replace
his bill by their own.

Prayer for Armed Forces Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ll..LINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, May 16, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, I had the
honor of representing the House Com..
mittee on Armed Services at the third
annual Armed Forces Day dinner held
at the Statler Hotel on Friday evening,
May 16, 1952. On that occasion, Capt.
Paul G. Linaweaver, United States Navy.
district chaplain, Potomac River Naval
Command, offered one of the most stir·
ring and impressive prayers it has been
my privilege to hear. I was so impressed
by the prayer that I call it to the atten·
tion of all Members of Congress by in·
serting it in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
PRA YEll FOR ARMED FoRCES DAY
In the name of the Father, and of the Son,
and the Holy Ghost. Amen.
0 Eternal God, Creator of mankind and
Governor of Nations: We commend this Nation to Thy merciful care, that being guided
by Thy Providence we may dwell secure in
Thy peace. Most heartily we beseech Thee
with ~hy favor to behold and bless Thy
servant, our President, all the om.cers of Government, the governors of the several States,
and all who are in authority over us, and so
replenish them with the grace of Thy Holy
Spirit that they may always incline to Thy
will and walk in Thy way. Give them grace
to execute justice and maintain truth that
peace and happiness, religion and piety, .may
be established among us for all generations.
May all who serve in the Armed Forces of
our country be guarded by Thy gracious
Providence and care. May they not bear the
sword in vain, but as ministers of God, be a.
terror to those who do evil and a defense to
those who do well.
Graciously bless them. May love of country be engraven in their hearts and may their
adventurous spirits and severe toils be duly
appreciated by a grateful nation; may their
lives be precious in Thy sight. Support them
1n the day of battle, and in the time of peace
keep them safe from all evil. Endure them
with courage and loyalty and grant that 1n
all things they may serve without reproach.
Bless all nations and kindreds on the :race
of the earth and hasten the time when the
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principles of holy religion shall so prevail
that none shall wage war any more for the
purpose of aggression, and none shall need it
as a means of defense, through Jesus Christ
our Lord and Savior. Amen.
In the name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Ghost. Amen.

Civil Air Patrol
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOSEPH R. BRYSON
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. BRYSON. Mr. Speaker, the Civil
Air Patrol held its annual congressional
dinner at the Shoreham Hotel in Washington on the evening of May 14, 1952.
Of all agencies rendering outstanding
and unselfish services, surely it is the
Civil Air Patrol. The President, distinguished officials, and visitors spoke at
the banquet. Under unanimous consent,
I include their addresses as part of my
remarks:
REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT AT THE CIVIL AIR
PATROL DINNER FOR MEMBERS OF CONGRESS,
SHOREHAM HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D. C.,
MAY 14, 1952

General Spaatz, Secretary Finletter, Mr.
Speaker, distinguished guests, I certainly appreciate this invitation of the Civil Air Patrol
to come out here to its congressional dinner.
I often say that I spent the happiest 10
years of my life in the Senate, and I am always glad to go to a party where I get a
chance to see some of my friends from the
Congress, both from the House and the
Senate.
You would be surprised how lonesome it
gets at the White House sometimes. You
think that's funny. Of course, it wasn't
lonesome there this afternoon. Mrs. Truman and I shook hands with 1,283 guests
this afternoon. We have been doing that
about every other day for some time. But
along in June she will go home, and Margaret will go on the road, in all probability,
and I will have to sit there and wonder what
in hell Congress is going to do to the defense
program.
Now, I want to congratulate the Civil Air
Patrol on the approach it is making to Congress by having this dinner. I don't know
just what you want out of Congress, but I
will say to you you are going at it the right
way. In fact, I would like to make a deal
with you. I would like to team up with you.
I will help you get what you want from the
Congress-although I haven't got much influence with them these days-if you will
help me get what I want. You know, I have
a little trouble in that regard sometimes.
I have got some wonderful friends in the
Congress who understand what the program
is all about and who fight valiently for it.
But, you know, it is a terrific thing to get
a Congress to work in a presidential election
year. Nobody knows that better than I do.
Take the defense appropriation, for instance. Look what the House and the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the
Armed Services Committee have done to the
economic European rearmament appropriation. Look what they have done to the defense budget. That budget was an honest
budget if there ever was one.
We are winning the cold war, and I fear
very much that ff the Congress continues to
follow the attitude that it has on these immensely important appropriation bills, we

may lose it, and then-and then these defense appropriations will look like a drop
in the bucket. I hope that won't happen.
I think the Civil Air Patrol is doing such
a wonderful job that it deserves the support
of the Co~gress. Now I am lobbying for you
with all these Congressmen and Senators.
You are providing an efficient search and
rescue service for the Nation. You represent
the air arm of civil defense, and you have
a splendid program for training aviation
cadets.
Now, people do not appreciate exactly the
necessity and the·importance of civil defense.
It is one of the most important branches of
our defense program, because the men in the
field who do the fighting can't do that fighting if the production machine behind them
should become destroyed. And you are helping us to protect that production machine.
I know that you put a lot of your own
money into this business, and you render
a real public service, at your own expense.
You don't know how much I appreciate that,
because most everybody who comes to see
me wants something out of the Treasury.
I am especially pleased with your interest
in civil defense. You know how important
a real civil-defense program is, and I hope
you will try to impress that on other people-just as I told you awhile ago.
I am also very much interested in the
work the Civil Air Patrol is doing to interest
young people in aviation. If we are going
to keep up with our responsibilities in the
world, we must have a country that is airminded. We must have more and more
young people all the time who go into the
business of flying. Consequently, I have
been disturbed at the fact that there seems
to be less interest in learning to fiy during
the last few years. Fewer permits are being
issued to student pilots, and fewer licenses
to private pilots. That is not good.
I think one of the difficulties may be that
a lot of the glamor has gone from flying.
The kids that are growing up today have
airplanes all around them, and they take
them as a matter of course. They think it's
just as natural for man to fiy as it is for
birds to fiy, for bees to fiy and for men to
walk. They never will be able to appreciate
the excitement and the wonder that an airplane creates in those of us who grew up
when there was no such thing.
All we heard about when I was a boy was
that Greek mythology story about the fellow who made himself some wings out of
eagle's feathers and fiew close to the sun
and the wax melted his wings and he killed
himself. And we had heard about the flying
machine but they didn't believe there
would ever be a flying machine.
Now I have fiown thousands and thousands of miles, and I still don't believe it
can be done.
The kids naturally just take it for granted.
They just don't realize what a wonderful
thing it was when the Wright brothers succeeding in making that flight at Kitty Hawk.
I remember the first time I ever saw a
picture of their plane in fiight, just a few
weeks after the Kitty Hawk flight, in one
· of these old nickelodeons, where you paid
a nickel to see a picture. Now I would like
to see you get in one now for a nickel. They
had a picture of one of the Wright brothers
flying this biplane. It went up that high.
I actually saw the plane, and as I said
awhile ago, I just didn't believe it, but there
it was.
My first flight is something I will never
forget, either. After the First World War
was over, I was a field artillery officer, and
some smart person up at the top issued
an order that field artillery officers, captains
and lieutenants-and I was a captain in
command of a battery-would go up with
the pilots and learn how to observe.
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Well, I went back as ordered, and got in
the plane with one of those pilots. He
didn't want to take me up any worse than
I wanted to go up. It was in one of those
old Jennies, and he made it do barrel rolls
and Immelman turns and loop-the-loops
and everything else. And I want to say to
you that I left the last three meals all over
France. It was a long, long time before I
got over that experience.
I had another first-time experience that
I think may have been the first time. When
I got back home, I got into politics. That
has been just 30 years ago. Next November I will have been in public elective office
30 years. This was the first time I ever
ran for elective office, and I went out to a
little airfield that had a couple of runways
about a hundred feet long, and got a fellow who had a two-seater, single-wing plane,
and he put me in the front seat and he got
in the back seat, and I took a double armload of handbills and fiew all over the county and the towns in the county and dropped
those handbills, on one side of the plane
and on the other side. And when that fellow went to land he had to land in a pasture
in a little town called Oak Grove, where I
was going to make a speech. He just missed
a barbed wire fence by that much. If that
had happened, I wouldn't be in politics
today.
But that was an interesting experience.
I really think that is one of the first times
that a plane was ever used in a campaign.
And by the way, I don't know whether it
was the plane or not, but I won.
Now we are making a great deal of progress in the science of aviation. In fact, I
think we are at the door of the greatest age
in history in everything.
If we can prevent a third world warand I have been trying 7 years to prevent
that third world war, and I hope we will
be successful at it-the young people today,
I think, will see a fantastic age, an age that
our fathers and grandfathers dreamed about,
but never thought would happen.
I wonder if I could read you a littl.::l something here that I have been carrying around
for nearly 30 years. It is. almost worn out.
It was written in 1842 by a gentleman named
Alfred Tennyson. And here is the way it
goes..:._this is an extract from it:
''For I dipt into the future, as far as human
eye could see.
Saw the vision of the world and all the wonder that would be.
Saw the heavens fill with commerce, argosies
of magic sails,
Pilots of the purple twilight dropping down
with costly bales;
Heard the heavens fill with shouting, and
there rained a ghastly dew [atomic
bombs]
From the nations' airy navies, grappling in
the central blue;
Far along the world-wide whisper of the
southwind rushing warm,
With the. standards of the peoples plunging
through the thunderstorm,
'Til the war drum throbb'd no longer and
the battle fiags were furl'd
In the parliament of man, the federation of
the world."
Now that was written in 1842 by Alfred
Tennyson. That is a prophecy of the age in
which we live now. And we are faced with
a much greater age than the one that Tennyson dreamed about.
If we will just keep our feet on the ground
and our heads level, I am sure that this discovery of the way to break the atom will
bring not only fantastic things for us to
use but it will be used for peaceful purposes,
just as all the other destructive articles that
have been invented have been used for that
purpose.
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I want to live to see that age, and that is
the reason I am quitting as President. I
want to live that long.
Planes are getting bigger and faster and
safer. I think there is no doubt but what
the airplane is a means of transportation
that is here to stay and is just on the verge
of more and more improvement. And I am
sure that flying has not really lost its glamor.
I know you people here tonight will testify
to that-or you wouldn't be here.
What you have to do is to give our young
people a chance to find out what flying
really is. The spirit of adventure is not
dead in this great country of ours.
I wish-! wish all of you could be with
me when I read the citations for Medals
of Honor. On account of the fact that I
was ·the President at the end of the Second
World War, and have been President during the unpleasantness in Korea, I have
hung more Medals of Honor around the
necks of our young men than any other
President. All the Presidents put together
haven't presented as many as I have.
And when you read those citations, it
makes you the proudest person 1n the world.
It shows what the fiber of this country is
made of.
I asked one of the great moving-picture
men why he didn't take some of these wonderful citations and show the people just
exactly what happened with these young
men. "Why," he said, "I can't do it because
nobody would believe it. It's just beyond
belief." And it is. There is no question
about it being beyond belief.
The first time I ever had a meeting for
that purpose, there was a young man in a
wheel chair, with both his legs off, all the
way up-the nicest-looking young fellow
you ever saw. And I said, "Young man, you
have made a tremendous sacrifice for your
country." He said, "Mr. President, I didn't
have but one life to give for my country
anyway, and it can have it yet if it wants it."
I hung a medal around the neck of a great
big captain, 6-foot 2 or 3, and weighed a
couple of hundred pounds. He had captured 160 Germans in a village in the drive
that broke up the ' Bulge. And when he ran
out of hand grenades he threw rocks at the
"houses, and the Germans came out and surrendered because they thought he was
throwing hand grenades.
And I said to him, as I had to stand on
tiptoe to fix the medal around his neck, I
said, "I don't want you throwing any rocks
at me." "Oh," he said, "Mr. President, I
wouldn't think about doing that."
Well now, when our boys and girls have
a chance to find out what an exciting and
useful business aviation really is, they will
be eager to take part in it. That is why the
work of the Civil Air Patrol with its cadets·
is so important. That is why I feel sure
that the Congress and other agencies of the
Government will assist you in every way possible.
Now I hope you will keep up your good ·
work, and keep on making your contribution
to the country's welfare.
We need you. If I didn't think so, I
wouldn't be out here urging you to go on
with it. Please go on with it, and do everything you possibly can-back door, front
door, and any other way you can get to the
Congress to get what you want.
Thank you very much.
ADDRESS

H. L. GARNER, PRESIDENT,
CADET LEAGUE OF CANADA

BY

AIR

Mr. Chairman, very distinguished guests,
ladies, and gentlemen, as the president of
the :Air Cadet League of Canada, it affords
me untold pleasure to be back home with
you here in Washington tonight. I say that
because this has been going on for about 5
years. General Cannon asked me,. a little

while ago, how many people-in this room do
you know. I said I couldn't tell but I will
be conservative and say 60 intimately. I
think I know more than that but that is
fairly close.
I also want to express the pleasure of our
Canadian delegation sitting down here in
front of me for being able to be your guests
at this dinner tonight. It is a real genuine
pleasure, I can assure you, to be here.
As some of you may know, others may not
know, that the Air Cadet 'L eague of Canada
was formed during the last war. It was an
entirely civilian organizatiotl. We raised our
own funds from industry, and we paid for
everything as the war progressed. We found
the burden just a little too heavy so we
appealed to the Royal Canadian Air Force
for their assistance. I can quite well remember our first approaches to the RCAF.
I don't mind telling you that we would go
to Ottawa, we would sit around the ChateaU:
Lauryea and phone, and perhaps get 10 minutes of someone's time over at headquarters.
When I got that staff with the set-up that
we have in Canada today, I can scarcely believe that I belong to the same organization.
The air force have repeatedly on many
occasions referred to the Air Cadet League
of Canada as their partners. Now that is a
far cry from the days when we asked for 10
minutes of their time.
There is one man I think who is responsible more than anyone else for bringing that
amalgamation, I believe. He is not going to
relish this, but I am going to mention him
anyhow. My good friend Douglas Taylor sitting at the table here below ine. The work
that he did at that time has had a very lasting effect and that it has been profitable for
the RCAF. I can say to you that the latest
figures indicate that of all the enlistments
in the RCAF during the past year, 19.7 were
as air cadets. So that after all the amalgamation of these two organizations was not
.a bad thing for both of us.
·
I was very interested this morning in the
remarks of Secretary Finletter. I think back
of what he said, back of the statistical part
of his speech, there was an implying sentimental side and I think the message he
would have liked to have given to you was
what I am saying here tonight-the amalgamation of the two groups to the point where
they are working as partners. But he is asking you, I think, in fact, I am sure, a strong
lhison and more work.
Without the RCAF, as we have it today,
the very ambitious program the Air Cadet
League of Canada has, would not be possible.
We have flying training, we hav~ exchange
visits both with the United States and with
Europe, we have summer camps and we have
the international drill competition which my
good friend General Beau instituted some
years ago. I was going to say something
about that, but I don't think I will. I made
reference to it last year at Colorado Springs
and the results were not very good; however,
I don't mind admitting that I am pulling
for him this year to bring that trophy back
here to the United States.
Ladies and gentlemen, there never was a
time when the work you are doing was more
needed than right at the moment. You have
heard your President. I certainly listened
to him tonight and I think he thoroughly
enjoyed speaking to you-that is my impression. It seems to me that this message he
has given you is a great thing, because it
must bring home to you the importance of
the work you are doing. I said, when '! was
down in Newfoundland in October, that
when I wanted to reinspire myself in this
work, I pictured myself walking out on a
stage in an auditorium with 20,000 seatsevery seat filled with air cadets, and as I
look around these interesting and interested
faces of the youth of our country, I say to
myself, "Gardner, this is your responsibility,

this is the end result of all you are trying
to do, meetings are important and all the
other things you do are important, but after
all it is the boy that counts," and I say it
is important to the boy that you can do this
work, and it is also important to the Civil
Air Patrol for the simple reason this 1s an
organization which is instituted by the Government and supported by the Government
and in helping that, you are helping your
country.
Last of all I feel that in helping your country, you are doing the greatest thing that
you could do. You have a patriotic anthem
which you sing on occasions that starts out
by saying "My country 'tis of thee," and it
finished with the line "Let freedom ring." If
you men and women continue with the good
work that· you have been doing in the past,
you won't have to sing "Let freedom ring,"
freedom will ring and the good work you are
doing to bring that about is the end result
of all you are doing.
ADDRESS OF MAJ'. GEN. LUCAS V. BEAU,
NATIONAL COMMANDER, CAP

Mr. President, Mr. Secretary, Members of
Congress, and distinguished guests, it gives
me much pleasure to present, on the part
of all Civil Air Patrol, this report on our
activities in 1951, our tenth anniversary year.
Nineteen fifty-one was a year of expansion.
Nineteen fifty-one was a year of realization
in many phases of postwar plans and policy
making. Through the year it was evident
that the postwar activities, pursued by the
national executive board, the natJonal head·
quarters, and the 52 wing staffs, were gaining universal acceptance. New units were
activated every week; cadet gains came at
times in the magnitude of more than 2,000
per month.
Expansion was the keynote in 1951, but
it was a spontaneous growth rather than a
concerted recruitment. Nearly 29,000 new
cadets joined the organization during the
year, which, at its close, showed a total
membership of 34,500 adults and 42,383
cadets in the 1,536 groups, squadrons, and
flights.
The new vigor in CAP was reflected mainly
in training accomplished. Our major effort
was directed tOward enhancing our avia·
tion-education program. Aviation education in Civil Air Patrol means that thousands of our young men and women-the
future air-minded citizens of America-were
busily engaged in an intensive study of the
social, economic, political, vocational, and
international facets of aviation, along with
an introduction to such subjects as theory
of flight, meteorology, navigation, and aircraft power plants.
Without doubt, the Civil Air Patrol cadets
were interested in aviation .education; otherwise they would not have spent so many
hours of their ciwn free time studying. Last
year, 6,500 CAP cadets studied in 225 high
schools that offer an aviation-education
course, and nearly 35,500 of our eager youth
studied aviation on an extracurricular
basis.
One major difiiculty we encountered was
finding sufficient qualified instructors. We
took definite steps to lick that problem. In
Puerto Rico, for example, CAP cooperated
with the Univers1ty of Puerto Rico in conducting an aviation-education workshop.
This project has now made it possible for
Puerto Rican teachers to know at least as
much about aviation as their interested
students.
Ladies and gentlemen, I say to you tonight
that if more of our Nation's youth were as
busily engaged in a program such as this,
we would not have cause to be alarmed at
either juvenile deliquency or the threat to
.our air power because of the declining interest of youth in _aviation.
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More than 28,000 cadets received 47,680
hours of flight orientation, pointing to the
day when these boys and girls of CAP would
t ake up flying either in commercial flying
schools or in one of our air services. These
orien t ation flights, which CAP pilots so generously provided for their cadets, was often
the finest reward a cadet could hope for.
America has been given unprecedented responsibilities in this mid-twentieth century
world of ours. No small portion of these responsibilities is due to the advent of aviation on the world scene. We, in Civil Air Pa·
trol, have attempted to utilize the airplaneoften used as a weapon of destruction-as a
pot ent means of instruction and construction with a view of developing the informed
and air-minded citizens that our Nation
clearly needs.
I would like to point out here that if
aviation had been understood to a greater
degree in the past, many of our present
problems, perhaps, could have been avoided.
One brief historical point of significance
needs emphasis here. If the treaty makers
after World War I had clearly understood
the meaning of the term "airpower"-that
1s, the indivisibility of civil and military a via·
tion-many of the tragic consequences of the
ensuing years might have been avoided. The
Germans understood the meaning of air
power, as illustrated by their compliance with
the terms of the Treaty of Versailles insofar
as that treaty pertained to aviation. Their
almost simultaneous launching of a glider
training and commercial air program had,
as we all know, most devastating results in
World War II. All of this resulted because
most Americans and their allies were tragically uninformed regarding the rudiments
of air power. Air power is really the ability
of a nation to fly-either in the civil or military sense. In addition, air power is sup·
ported by and stems from an intelligent and
understanding populace and leadership. I
have no fears about the youthful and adult
members of Civil Air Patrol. They are informed about aviation and its promises and
shortcomings.
But all was not training in CAP, for 1951
was a year of service-volunteer service. To
isolate one instance of prompt, volunteer
service in crisis, Civil Air Patrol was there
with the first relief to fight the vast floods in
the Midwest last summer. Before the emergency ended in July, as the greatest single
disaster loss in this country, more than 500
hours of reconnaissance and evacuation were
fiown by CAP pilots in Kansas, Missouri,
Illinois, and Oklahoma-supp01:ted by CAP
volunteers from neighboring States.
Meanwhile other hundreds of hours o!
ground duty ·were donated by our cadets and
seniors. One of these jobs was to help keep
the Kansas City municipal airport operation
going. That entailed a large detail of seniors
and cadets who worked around the clock for
several days at Grandview, Mo., where the
operation had been evacuated. This momentous undertaking along the Midwest
rivers reflects the spirit of Civil Air Patrol
and its volunteer aspect.
One of CAP's major missions in 1951,
which is perhaps its best known mission, is
that of search and rescue. CAP volunteers
logged more than 9100 hours of aerial search
during the year, in cooperation with the Air
Force's Air Rescue Service, or, in some instances, as the svle searching agency. CAP
aerial search techniques and flying profl·
ciency have added greatly to air safety in
this country.
Now, a forced down or
crashed airplane is found with greatest possible speed, whereas a few years ago, such
victims had no assurance that anyone was
searching for them.
To maintain CAP's proficiency, Air Rescue
Service conducted practice searches known as
SARCAP's, and in these exercises; held in

each of the 52 CAP . wings at least once annually, CAP flew 7600 hours.
Additional hundreds of hours were fiown
in Red Cross bloodlifts, providing simulated
~ ·enemy" aircraft for Ground Observer Corps
exercises, and in all sorts of emergencies as
they occurred throughout the Nation. The
total official flying time for the year exceeded
20,000 hours.
The deaths and injuries suffered by CAP
members on official missions indicate the
hazards frequently encountered. In 1950
and 1951, there were 14 fatal and 10 major
injuries to members.
The unique part of CAP's service to the
public is that the organization pays its own
way. Members p ay for the opportunity to
serve their country. Additiona lly, they donate their hundreds of costly privately owned
aircraft to CAP service. They receive no re·
imbursement, except for fuel and oil consumption of the aircraft on m issions ordered
by the Air Force. Apart from this they
also--these thousands of senior membersdonated their skills to the program so that
we might have supervision and training for
the upcoming cadets. They are the "heart''
of this organization in more ways than this.
Nineteen hundred and fifty-one was a year
of further preparation for service to the public and to the United States Air Force-CAP's
mother organization. We firmed up our
mobile support unit system, cooperated
with the Federal Civil Defense Administra•
tion, and then committed these mobile sup.
port units to State Civil Defense officials to
be used as needed. The CAP mobile support
unit is one package of civil air power and
ground support not to be found in organized
form anywhere else. It is designed to go in
with the first relief to a distressed city, to
serve in evacuation, supply, communications,
first aid, traffic control, fire control-whatever is the need. The CAP mobile support
unit is characterized by mobility. It moves
itself either by airlift or surface vehicles,
both of which are present in numbers in the
unit. Its communications equipment also is
mobile.
The year ended with 350 such units ready
for support to our civil defense. In practice,
the entire CAP structure could be brought
into play, as well as the CAP mobile support
unit.
The CAP radio network, largest in the
world under one head, and so important to
all our activities, had some 9,000 stations at
year's end, about 85 percent of which were
mobile. It was in this field that CAP made
its greatest advance during t):).e year. The
value of such a network, in times of complete breakdown of normal communications
facilities in our coun~ry, cannot be over·
estimated.
CAP's international programs again
brought youth into the forefront. The
international cadet exchange and the international drill competition for 1951 were the
best and the biggest in CAP history. Fourteen countries of the free world exchanged ·
cadets with the United States of America,
as represented by Civil Air Patrol youths,
pointing the way to an even greater youth
exchange for 1952. So important has this
concept of an international brotherhood of
air-minded youth become to our allies that
the NATO countries are now actively plan·
ning to conduct their own exchange pro.
gram, patterned after that which CAP began
5 years ago when we exchanged cadets with
the Air Cadet League of Canada.
We came far in 1951, and as national
commander, I take much pride in the record
as set by these volunteer air patriots. I
believe that we are achieving the goals o!
the CAP founders, who sought only to serve.
We will not lose the volunteer aspect o!
Civil Air Patrol, nor be satisfied with a statio
organization.
I would like to conclude my remarks with
one comment. Normally, the youth of our
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Nation are implored to learn from their
elders and thereby gain knowledge, experience, and wisdom. When it comes to aviation, I dare say, we might all do well to turn
to our American youth who are in Civil Ait"
Patrol, for when it comes to aviation, they
could teach some of us adults a thing or two.
Thus, insofar as aviation is concerned, I. am
more concerned about our generation let ting
down the youth of America than I am about
the opposite possibility. With the continued
cooperation of all of you here tonight, we
will not f ail our youth, or our country.
ADDRESS BY THE HONORABLE SAM RAYBURN,
OF TEXAS

General Spaatz, Secretary Finlet ter, General Beau, members of Civil Air Patrol a n d
their guests, at this hour of the evening I
will not be expected to make any extending
remarks. I was asked here to present an,;.
other speaker, but if you will bear with me
for just a moment, I would like to say it
is my opinion that the Civil Air Patrol is
one of the greatest and one of the most
serviceable organizations in the United
States of America today.
At your own expense you are doing .a service no one else could do and as it has been
said of you by others, the Civil Air Patrol
is the eyes and ears of Civil Defense.
I have been very much impressed here this
evening by some things I have heard. I
don't think I have heard the President of
the United States in better form. I think
he told us some truths that we should certainly know, and made some suggestions that
we should heed. And then Secretary Fin·
letter came along, and in my opinion, in
the same sound and convincing way, laid it
on the line for us.
I am not skeptical-it isn't in my nature to
be. I am not an alarmist-it isn't in my
nature to be, but if there ever was a time in
the history of this good land of yours and
mine, you should listen to the counsel, not
only you, but the Members of the Congress
should listen, to the counsel of your Presi•
dent and the Secretary of the Air Force who
knows world conditions-what they mean;
what they may come to, and what we need.
I am not in a mood to be timid with my
money or .a nybody elses money when it needs
the defense of this country or not. I heard
a very great man say the other day, who
occupies a position of high responsibility in
the Government-a man who pays big
taxes-you know how serious he said he
thought this was, he said "during these
world conditions, it is my duty to do during
our defense as it is my duty to do, I have
come to the conclusion that it is my money
or my life." It is pretty serious. And yet
we quibble in the face of the kind of world
in which we live about a few hundred million
or a few billions of dollars.
Even less than 5 years we expended more
than $350,000,000,000 trying to bring peace
to the world and preserve our democracy and
our freedom. Added to that, because war is
waste, we shot away, we burned up, and we
sank strategical materials that we could have
been using in the wonderful arts of peace
for half a century to make our country better, safer, and a more pleasant place to live.
Added to those $350,000,000,000, because
we were attacked, because our enemies knew
we were not prepared, in addition to the
$350,000,000,000 we expended thousands upon
thousands of the lives of precious American
boys and girls-lives gone, blood spilled,
hospitals dotting every part of the country
for these boys and girls we seek to restore
them back to health. If we spent fifty
billion last year, fifty billion in the fiscal
1953, and fifty billions for the fiscal 1954,
that would be less than half that we spent
in the war of waste, and if by expending
these sums we could preserve the peace o!
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the world and be so strong that no international desperado would attack us, we would
save money, we would save property, we
would save cities, we would save factories,
and we would save thousandS of lives o!
our young manhood and our old manhood,
as far as that's concerned. So it seems to
me that we have come to the point in
our defense of this country and in our
mutual defense program as well, where we
must prepare, where we must help others to
get on their feet, so in time of danger and
in time of war, they can help themselves
and help us at the same time.
But I don't intend to make a speech, but
had I not had anything else here this evening except to have heard this young man
from Georgia, this young man, this cadet
in the Civil Air Patrol, with his splendid
presence, with the fine sentiments he expressed to us, I would have been well paid for
coming here even though it would have been
a pleasure being here.
I have faith in the youth of this country.
Some old foggies always want to say that the
youth of the land has become soft, life is
too easy, that it is a long cry from the hardships and the country schools that many of
us attended . to the marvelous grade schools
and high schools and colleges and universities that the youth of today has at its command, for its convenience, and for its help.
I know the youth of this generation is
smarter than ours, they have a better opportunity to be smarter. I know they are just
as patriotic as I was. I know they are as
clean boys and girls as were ever reared in
this or any part of the land. When the
supreme test of the Nation commands
they will respond with honor, with bravery,
.and with faithfulness in the preservation
of this, the greatest, the freest, and the
best Government that ever existed in all the
time to come.
It is now my pleasure and my privilege to
p;.-esent a sergeant of the Civil Air Patrol, a
lowly sergeant, who happens at this moment
to be the majority whip of the House of
Representatives, who will respond to the
commander's report, the Honorable PERCY
PRIEST.
RESPONSE FROM CONGRESS BY THE HONORABLE
J. PERCY PRIEST, OF 'l'ENNES,SEE
Mr. Speaker, General Beau, General
Spaatz, Secretary Finletter, distinguished
guests, ladies and gentlemen of the Civil
Air Patrol, there are, as many of you well
know, several reasons why I will not detain
you very long. My commanding general
spoke only 15 minutes and I have just been
introduced to you as a sergeant. I certainly
should cut that down at least in half. The
speaker did not use quite that much time
and made a tremendous fine speech-a great
challenge to all of us. There is another reason I will not keep you very long at this
hour. This happens to be the third occasion
on which it has been my very great pleasure
and honor to respond to the report of the
commanding general of the Civil Air Patrol.
I recall that since it is that third occasion,
I recall a few lines that I read somewhere
a few years ago that certainly warn me not
to attempt to tell any stories tonight, and
those four lines go like this: If he can remember so many jokes with all the details
that mold them, why can't he recall with
equal skill how many times he has told
them; so there is another reason why
Sergeant Priest will not keep you very long
tonight.
I do recall the headlines In the press today that recalled to me with rather a sudden vividness the first occasion when I had
this privilege and this honor. Those headlines today indicated that it might soon become necessary, we hope not, for another airlift to be instituted somewhere in Berlin,
and I remember on the first night that I

had the honor of responding to your report,
General Beau, that happened to be the night
that the United States Air Force won its
greatest peacetime victory because it was the
night and the very hour while we met at the
first Berlin blockade and it is because the Air
Force had done such a terrific job with the
airlift-that was the first occasion when I
had the pleasure of responding.
I am sure that all my colleagues here from
the House of Representatives and the Senate
join with me in expressing our very deep
appreciation to you. first of all for the very
fine food and fellowship and friendship we
have enjoyed tonight and also that they join
with me in expressing our very deep appreciation for the tremendous public service
rendered by the Civil Air Patrol during the
year 1951.
I was greatly impressed, as I know you
Members of the House and Senate .were, by
that report given to us by General Beau, and
I felt, as he gave that report, that all the
confidence of the Congress in this great
organization had been more than justified.
The time and effort of all of you wing commanders here on this occasion and the thousands of Civil Air Patrol members throughout the Nation, the time that has been so
generously given as the speaker mentioned a
moment agc:r-volunteered time. And it has
borne fruitful results in our country, and we
are gratified to learn that the cadet program
had been expanded to a point where it has
now become, as I understand it, an important
factor in providing personnel for the Air
Force and other branches of the armed services. It has always been inconceivable to me
that our secondary school systems would
wait as long, for example, to put aviation in
our school system in this air-atomic age as
they have waited to put training in automobile handling, for example, to put it into
their curriculum. I am greatly pleased and
I am sure Congress is pleased to hear that
report of a large number of secondary
schools that now have regular aviation
courses in their curriculum and that other
larger number that have aviation training as
sort of an extra-curricular activity.
Now I am sure that if we had received no
previous indications here of the success of
the CAP cadet program, that the fine appearance tonight of over 52 that stood in our
presence here and that tremendous challenging address by that young Robertson
from the great State of Georgia, would have
convinced us beyond any doubt. We have
here, as I understand it, honor cadets from
each of the 48 States, from Alaska, from
Hawaii, from Puerto Rico, and from the District of Columbia, and I had a real thrill as
-they stood here early in the day.
We commend you, General, we commend
all of you wing commanders and all others
'who had any part in that great training
program during the past year for the excellent results that have been obtained. We
have learned a great deal about your efforts
to building international brotherhood also
with air-minded youth of all the nations. the
free nations in particular, and present here
tonight of our distinguished guests from the
Air Cadet League of Canada and for the Royal
Canadian Air Force, and the report that you
gave us, General Beau, about the International Cadet Exchange program which now
appears to have set in motion and become
an impetus for the NATO countries to follow
suit; they are truly indicative of an internation youth concept whereby aviation is
used as a peaceful instrument rather than
an instrument of warfare.
I am certain that my colleagues join me in
wishing you God's very richest blessings for
all your efforts towards making our youth
better citizens.
We know also and we learn from your report tonight of your great contribution in
providing an air arm to civil defense organ-

izations throughout our Nation. . There ts
no doubt that the Civil Air Patrol has in
many cases, I will say in most instances,
provided the start that has set an example
for volunteer civil defense workers in other
fields to make the great civil defense organi·
zation of the Nation. In no way do we un.
derestimate your effectiveness of search and
rescue. I have been thrilled time after
time by newspaper reports of the search and
rescue efforts of the Civil Air Patrol. I am.
genuinely enthusiastic about this organiza.
tion. I agree with the distinguished Speaker
of the House that it is one of the great organ·
izations in the United States today.
One of the cards that I cherish most and
that I carry now in :iny billfold is one dated
back in 1942 which was my entry into Civil
Air Patrol-the little passport picture on it
might indicate to you that time 'had wrought
some change on this sergeant but I do appre·
ciate that card along with all otherf: that I
cherish a great deal because I am enthusi·
astic about this Civil Air Patrol organization.
I know that inany of you have had to
leave your work and your families and you
have worked on your own time, free time,
and some of it not so very free, that you
have worked in all kinds of weather con·
ditloris, that you conducted well organized
aerial and ground searches under all kinds
of conditions and sometimes in aircraft that
was obsolete, surplus equipment that you
have been able to procure and improve and
put to some good use. I want to say as
one Member of Congress, and believe me
when I say it that many other feel as I
do, that Congress will look very carefully
into your needs for carrying out that most
necessary job and make certain that those
needs are met to the very best of our ability,
and I think I will go ~ll the way out on a
limb and predict that before the second
session of the Eighty-second Congress adjourns we will pass H. R. 557.
•
It has become evident also that CAP is
available wherever and whenever it is necessary, in floods and storms, in helping to fight
forest fires. I know of some instances, in my
own State, I will not enumerate them as
we all know of instances across the country,
some of your members have given their lives;
also General Beau mentioned that tonight
and I was greatly impressed, and I am sure
most of you 1-!embers of Congress were,
because we have not kept up with day-byday happenings, a large number that have
either been vitally or very seriously enjoyed
during the past year. They have lost their
life in carrying out Civil Air Patrol missions requested by the Air Force and by other
agencies and their memory is surely just as
1f they had lost their lives on the battlefield.
I believe, my friends, that we should no
longer delay in providing some sort of protection for the fam1lies dependent on these
people who go out voluntarily at the request
of the Air Force or some other agency to
engage in hazardous flying and rescue missions. I believe that I can assure you also
that the Congress will very carefully study
and act on that measure.
Equally important for the security of our
Nation is the communications system. That
has been a great challenge to me because
I know that it has been set up on a Nationwide basis extending even into the territories,
and that most of it has been done by equipment that would have been <Uscarded and
would have been thrown &way as of no use
had it not been taken and repaired and put
to use by the Civil Air Patrol, and General
13eau has already told you of what a great
system it is and all of us know that it is
one of our most necessary communicating
facilities if an emergency develops requiring
such a system across the country.
I am gratified also to learn that the Civil
Air Patrol has placed into its operation and
into its organization a Chaplains Corps, Gen-
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eral Beau. I think that is of great import ance. We all know, thinking back of old,
that it required years and years to complete
t h e Great Wall of China-that it was finally
com pleted at great ·c ost in money and in
lives. We know that that Great Wall of
Chin a was penetrated at lea st four times
within the first 2 years after its completion
and it was not penetrated by scaling over
the walls or punching holes in the massive
r amp arts. It was penetrated by the enemy
f our t imes within the first 2 years after its
completion because they were able to bribe
the men that kept the gates, and the Great
Wall of China, in all its strength in its day,
was no greater in the end by the moral fiber
a n d strengt h of the men who were set to
guard it s gates, and I congratulate you on
b ehalf of the Congress for t he grea t work
and express deep appreciation for that large ·
number of ministers who have volunteered to
s erve in this Corps.
I could go on gentlemen for a long time,
a n d I assure you that Congress is mindful
of the work you are doing; that Congress
a ppreciates the work you are doing, but this
h as been a long day for you; it's been a
loP..g d ay for most of us who are here tonight
from Capitol Hill, here for this very wonderful affair, and I think that about all has
been said that needs to be said. May I
simply say, General Beau, we accept your
report, we express to you our gratitude for
such a report, we express our appreciation
again, and it is a very sincere appreciation
for t he great work that has been done by
this organization, and we pledge to you in
the future our very best efforts for whatever we can do to help this great organization.
In line with what the Speaker of the House
has said and what Secretary Finlett er h as
said, I found just before I left home and
copied it, three :::entences that Gen. Hoyt
Vandenberg spcke sometime ago and it impressed me a great dc-,al, and I copied them
and I close this response to you with these
remarks along with my deep appreciation by
quoting these words from the Chief of Staff
and may God grant him an early recovery.
Here is what he said.: "Wherever we are, ou r
front ier is above our heads, and it extends
above and over any aggressor who dares
break the peace. There are no barriers between us and any enemy, and the hours that
separate us are very few. Our job is to be
ready to meet an aggressor at any time in
any strength."

Making Use of Our Ex-Presidents
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHESTER B. McMULLEN
OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. McMULLEN. Mr. Speaker, in my
opinion the following editorial appearing
in the St. Petersburg Times, of St. Petersburg, Fla., on May 15 is an excellent
statement as to why the American people are entitled to the continued use of
the great knowledge and information
any man who has served as President of
the United States would have. I heartily recommend this editorial to the Members of the Congress.
MAKING UsE oF OUR Ex-PRESIDENTS
Every" once in a while over the past hundred years or so, the proposal has been m ade
tha t we ought to make better use of our
ex-Presidents.

It is known by everyone that when a man
has served even a single term in the White
House, he has accumulated a vast store o!
knowledge about the United States Government. In fact, except for the current Chief
Executive, nobody has as wide information,
especially as to the administrative branch,
as a former President.
Nevertheless we have always permitted this
valuable national asset to remain completely
unused.
For the past 19 years, Herbert Hoover has
enjoyed the distinction of being the only living former President. But next January he
will be joined in that category by Mr.
Truman.
Therefore, any partisan advantage, real or
fancied, which might have resulted from giving ex-Presidents some official capacity, will
be canceled. Right now would be an excellent time for Congress to remedy this shortcoming in our Government.
Various proposals have been made in the
past as to what to do with our ex-Presidents.
At present, however, Congress has before it
two virtually identical bills to give ex-Presidents the lifetime status of Senators-atlarge. They would have the salaries, allowances, committee assignments, debatin g privileges on the floor and all other perquisites
of Senators with the single exception of a
vote.
One of these bills was introduced by Senator OWEN BREWSTER, Maine, Republican, and
the other by S 3nator HUBERT HUMPHREY,
Democrate from Minnesota. There seems no
reason why support of the m easures should
not generally be as bipartisan as the authorship of these bills.
In fa ct, not even in the past has there
been any really serious opposition to some
such act. They have usually died just because of apathy.
It seems a pit y that some of our forebears
in Congress did not re medy the oversight of
the foundi n g fat hers in makin g some provision for retiring or defeated P residents.
As a m at t er of simple humanity toward
one who has been honored by h is fellow citizens with the highest office in the land, we
should long ago have done bet t er by exPresidents.
Their passage from the pinnacle of public
attention to comparative ob:wurity is so
abrupt as to be shocl>:ing and humiliating.
Moreover, a good many of them, lacking any
pension provisions, have been left in painfully straitened circumstances after their
terms as President.
·
One of the most conspicuous examples of
this was President Grant, wh o reached such
extremes of poverty that he was forced to
pawn his swords and souvenirs to meet his
living expenses and who spent his dying
days feverishly completing his m emoirs so
as to have a pittance to leave to his family.
Moreover, many of cur former President s
h ave been energetic, vigorous men still near
the peak of their abilities when their terms
ended, and they have had no outlet at all for
them. John Quincy Adams, who served 18
years in the House, and William Howard
Taft, who bec~me Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, after being Pr esident were con- .
spicuous exceptions to the rule.
One of the great est values of making exPresident into honorary Senators would be
that of preserving some continuity of the·
programs which they led as President. Even
in the case of a defeated President--as Mr.
Hoover-an effective opposition could be led
b y the hon orary Senator.
It has t aken nearly 20 years for the public
to realize that Mr. Hoover was not personally
responsible for the stock market crash of
1929 and that he did, in his own way, try
to meet the emergency it created. Had he
been in the Senate, with a sounding board
before which to expound his views and defend his administration, the Republican
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Party might have been a far more effective
and useful opposition instrument during its
long years in the minority.
With no vote, and freed from the necessity of ever again running for office, these
ex-Presidential Senators might rise far above
the partisanship which necessarily accompanies the role of party leader. They would
be at liberty to function on a high and disinterested plane.
Knowing the particular problems of the
executive branch as only one who has been
President could, these honorary Senators
might be able often to guide their colleagues
away from creating laws which would be
difficult or impossible to administer.
As infinitely complex as the Federal Government is today, we simply cannot afford
to squander the experience of an ex-President, -e ven if he may have been somewhat
less than a howling success in the White
House. No>\- is the time for Congress to act to
make available to us the knowledge and governmental skill of Mr. Hoover, Mr. Truman,
and all future ex-Presidents.

Cotton Production
EXTENSION OF REMARKs·
OF

HON.E.C.GATHINGS
OF ARKANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. GATHINGS. Mr. Speaker, next
only to steel is the production of cotton
most essential in the Nation's defense
program. The Department of Agriculture, in a recent survey, announced that
the world '::; f:-od and fiber supplies are
in a most cr.itical condition and that
there are only one or two countries outside of the United States in which production is keeping up with the population's demands. We have increased our
a gricultural output some 40 percent duril)g the 5-year period 1939 to 1944.
Since 1944 the production of food and
fiber in this country has equaled or exceeded that of 1944 on four different
occasions. The United States Department of Agriculture advises that due to
the heavy demands, both domestically
and in the export trade channels, the
over-all production goals will exceed the
very highest production ever before attained.
Agriculture continues to lose workers
to industry as well as to the Armed
Forces in ever-increasing numbers. This
.makes the problem of the farmer even
more complex and acute.
In 1951 the cotton farmer was faced
with not only a labor shortage but with
fiooded conditions, drought, and an excessive infestation of boll weevils.· In
addition to all of these pitfalls, the Crop
Reporting Board, in its estimate, missed
the actual production by more than a
million bales of cotton. Because of the
his-h estimate placed on the 1951 crop by
the Crop Reporting Board, the price of
cotton dropped some 5 cents a pound
during the fall of 1951 when the farmer
was moving his crop to market. This
was most unfortunate and has been the
object of investigation on the part of the
Agriculture Committee of the House.
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Twenty-eight million acres, ln round
numbers, were planted to cotton last
year, but due to excessive rains and general unfavorable conditions only some
26,700,000 acres were actually harvested.
More than 1,200,000 acres were abandoned. The carry-over on August 1,
1951, amounted to only 2,278,000 bales.
It is .estimated that the carry-over on
August 1, 1952, will be only a few more.
This estimate for August 1, 1952, is 2,400,000. These figures show cotton is a most
scarce commodity.
The goal for 1952 is the same as was
asked of the farmer in 1951, that is,
16,000,000 bales. The farmer is the most
patriotic of all Americans. He started
out last year to produce the large crop
which the Department of Agriculture
urged him to produce. Enough acres
were planted to get the desired number
of bales. This year the farmer has again
planted a large acreage to cotton. In
conneGtion with the goal for 1952, the Department of Agriculture felt that about
the same acreage should be planted in
order to produce the cotton which the
Department felt was necessary to meet
the needs for domestic users and export.
The Committee on Agriculture approved a bill, introduced by Representative TOM ABERNETHY, of Mississippi,
which·seeks to change the parity formula
and provide that low-middling seveneights inch cotton should be the standard grade in determining parity and
price support for the 1952 crop. Judge
A. W. Oliver, of Proctor, Crittenden
County, was the first to suggest that the
parity formula should be changed to
provide for low-middling cotton as the
standard. The bill will become effective,
if finally enacted into law, only in case
the official reports of the Department of
Agriculture indicate that the estimated
production for 1952 is equaled to or exceeds the 16,000,000 bale goal set by the
Department. At any time during the
year 1952, when the crop estimates are
issued, should the Department feel that
as many as 16,000,000 bales will be produced, the formula set out in the bill
would become effective. One of the
main drawbacks to the legislation is that
it is a temporary proposal applying only
to 1952. Should the bill become e:flective, the support level of cotton would
be increased by about 3.45 cents a pound.
This protection is only just, reasonable,
and fair in view of the great risk involved
in the production of a cotton crop.
Any manufacturer of defense items is
assured by the Government of the United
States that the commodity he manufactures will be purchased at a price which
would cover the cost of production and
give him a reasonable profit. The enactment of the bill, introduced by Mr. ABERNETHY, would go a long way in the direction of offering assurance to the farmer
that his cotton would be supported at a
higher level in 1952.
The main purpose of the bill is to
protect cotton farmers against a disastrous price decline, should the farmers
produce the large goal which has been
requested of them.
Cotton farmers are aware of the evils
of overproduction. For several years

Texac; voluntarily entered the Union as a
State, and were considered to belong to
Texas until a 4-to-3 decision by the Supreme
Court (actually a decision by a minority of
the 9 members) upset a · century of · judicial
interpretation and summarily brushed aside
a solemn contract between the United States
and the Republic of Texas.
I mentioned also that these lands are the
heritage of the school children of Texas
and form a basic endowment for public education in the State. This apparently was the
inspiration for your assertion that a "fellow
down in Texas," in his · letter, was weeping
over what the school children of Texas stood
to lose if the State doesn't get back its offshore lands.
ANSWER IS IN BILL
· I regret, on behalf of Texas and its school
children, that my recital of facts and hisTideland Oil Lands
tory seems to have left you unmoved. Your
public answer, in a speech delivered before a
REMARKS political gathering, was that you had composed-but had refrained from sending-a
OF
letter to this "fellow down in Texas." In it,
according to reports of your remarks, you
asked how about the school children in
OF TEXAS
Missouri and Colorado and North Dakota
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
and Minnesota and Tennessee and Kentucky
and Illinois. Were they to be deprived of all
Monday, June 2, 1952
benefit from the oil resources of the offshore
Mr. LUqAS. Mr. Speaker, no one in lands?
The answer to this lies in the so-called
Texas has shown a greater interest in
the restoration of the title to the mar- tidelands bill itself. It is that the measure,
if it becomes law, would confirm to the
ginal seas, within its acknowledged States
the ownership of only that portion
boundaries, to the State of Texas than of the sea lands traditionally and historically
has Mr. Amon Carter, publisher of the within their boundaries-3 miles seaward in
Fort Worth Star-Telegram; Mr. Carter the case of most States and 10~ miles in the
has been persistent in his attempts to case of Texas; It would grant to the Federal
persuade the President to understand Government the remainder of the underseas
the true facts about this matter which lands to the outer edge of the Continental
Shelf-a far greater acreage than would be
is so vital to Texans, and indeed, all retained
by the States and, incidentally, the
Americans.
area which has by far the greater potential
Therefore, I want my fellow Members production of oil. The revenues from this
of the House to have the benefit of Mr. property would be for the United States GovCarter's views as expressed in his latest ernment to dispose of as it saw fit--for the
letter to the President, and I include it benefit, 1f it chose, of the school children of
Missouri, Colorado, and. any or all of the
with these remarks:
other States.
"'FELLOW DOWN IN TEXAS" REPLIES TO TRUMAN
TRIED TO BE GENEROUS
Hon. HARRY S. TRUMAN,
The fact that you tore up instead of sendPresident of the United States1
ing the letter to the fellow down in Texas
The White House,
is of no great consequence. I am extremely
Washington, D. C.
sorry, however, that you did not accord the
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: In your recent statesame treatment to the public statement
ment that Texas is not going to get back
which sweepingly branded the efforts for
its offshore lands if you can help it, I noState ownership of the offshore lands as
tice that you have mentioned a letter you
"robbery in broad daylight--and on a coloshad received on the subject from a fellow
sal scale."
down in Texas. You did not specifically
During your tenure as President you have
identify this fellow, and I have waited a
been accused of many things. Frequently
we, as a newspaper, have defended you. We
reasonable time to see if anyone would step
have tried to be as generous as possible on
forward to acknowledge authorship, since it
the theory that you were trying conscien may be that you have received numerous
tiously to do what you thought to be to the
letters on a subject so close to the heart of
best interests of the Nation. But, Mr. PresiTexans. No one having done so, I feel safe
dent, when you go to the length of seeming
in assuming that the reference was in a
to intimate that the school children of Texas
letter signed by me as publisher of the Fort
are a party to, or at least a pro..pective beneWorth Star-Telegram, especially since you
ficiary of, an attempt at stealing from the
,made further mention of matters contained
people and robbery in broad daylight, it is a
in a letter, and also in a later telegram I
thing w~ regret very much and for which
forwarded to you.
there can be no justifiable defense.
I assure you that my feelings in this matIN FRIENDL ~ SPIRIT
ter are deep and sincere. As stated before, I
These messages were addressed to you In
have
no personal financial interest in the
a friendly spirit as an effort to try and
outcome of the tidelands controversy-no
· present certain facts and historical backinterest other than that of any loyal Texan.
ground that would justify you in permitI have tried to avoid the intemperateness
ting to become law the measure passed by
which you displayed and to deal in facts inboth Houses of Congress to give the States
stead of prejudice. I have read this message
clear title to their submerged lands. The
two or three times and have decided not to
messages tried to point out that the lands
tear it up but to send it.
for a distance of 10~ miles seaward from
With best wishes, I am,
the shore of Texas were won by the blood
Sincerely yours,
of Texans in their fight for independence
AMON CARTER,
from Mexico, were expressly retained when
Publisher, Fort Worth Star-Telegram,

the farmers have been subjected to acreage control and marketing quota·s in order to keep production in line with demand. The amount of cotton produced
is, to a large degree dependent upon
weather conditions. In a year in which
the farmers enjoy unusually favorable
weather, a crop of some 21 or 22 percent
above the average could be produced.
Should such favorable conditions prevail
this year, a cotton crop of some 18,000.000
bales could be produced. This would depress the market and cause many farme~s to lose money in their operations.

HON. WINGATE H. LUCAS
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Issues
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLARE .l\1AGEE
OF MISSOURI
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Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Speaker, as we approach another general election, we find
that the Republicans have rather definitely set forth their campaign issues.
It is my purpose to discuss these items,
the first of which might be termed "statism and the welfare state."
They speak of statism as if it were
some terrible affliction upon the body
politic. I had heard so much about this
word that I decided to see just what it
meant. I failed to find the word in the
smaller dictionaries, so I went to the unabridged Webster's New International
Dictionary and found that the first definition for "statism" was '.'statecraft."
Of course, no one had ever objected
to statecraft in government, because
that means "statesmanship." However,
I looked more closely and found that
this definition of "statism" was now obsolete, and that the present accepted
definition is as follows:
Belief in a state government as in a republic; in co:il.trast with belief in communism or a Soviet government.

Many times the Fair Deal administration has been charged with catering to
the Communists; but now we find our
opponents accusing us of adhering to a
republican form of government instead
of the Communist form as practiced by
the Soviet Union. In one breath they
charge us with aiding and abetting the
Communists, and in the next they accuse us of statism, which is the absolute antithesis of communism. They
blow both hot and cold at the same time.
Aesop mentioned in one of his fables
about two travelers who were going down
a highway on a cold, wintry day. They
came finally to an old tavern and decided
to have a cup of coffee. As they were
seated at the table waiting to be served,
one of the travelers raised his hands to
his mouth and blew upon them.
Whereupon his companion said to him:
"Why do you blow upon your hands?"
"To warm them," said the other. After
the coffee had been served, the same
traveler who had blown upon his hands
to warm them, raised the coffee to his
mouth and blew upon it. Again his companion spoke: "Why do you blow upon
the coffee?" Whereupon the other answered: "To cool it." "Farewell," said
the other, "I must bid you adieu. I have
no faith in any man who blows both hot
and cold in the same breath."
Now, what about the welfare state?
These captains of capitalism who express
such grave concern over the welfare
state forget that business has been receiving handouts from the Government
since the birth of our Republic. 'A high
protective tariff protected the infant industries and continued even after they

had shed their diapers and swaddling
clothes. ·
The railroads received as an outright
grant about 178,000,000 acres of land.
Subsidies were given shipowners, manufacturers, and other Goliaths of ind~s
try; and those gifts went unabated until
Roosevelt set aside the outrageous airmail contracts early in his administration. We sent troops all over this world
to protect American investments in foreign lands, and this continued until
Roosevelt withdrew the Marines from
Nicaragua.
A mass of legislation has been passed
to strengthen and solidify honest capital and investments. Federal deposit
insurance keeps the banks sound. The
Federal Housing Act encourages private
construction and protects mortgage
loans. The Securities and Exchange Act
safeguards honest business. The RFC
has loaned untold millions to aid big
business in honest expansion.
Let me remind those who prate about
the welfare state that the preamble
to the Constitution gives some reasons
for its establishment, among which are
"to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, promote the general welfare, and secure the
blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
posterity."
On a television appearance yesterday,
Senator TAFT stated that one of the campaign issues is ''liberty versus socialism."
They say we are stifling individual liberty and initiative. Well, under the last
Republican administration there was
plenty of liberty', was there not? Fourteen million men could walk the highways of America unmolested. They
paid no taxes, for they had no income.
They could lay their weary forms under
a spreading che~tnut tree or on a bench
in some city park, and there was no
restraining hand to interfere.
But, my friends, when the opponents
of the Fair Deal talk about liberty, be
not deceived. It is not liberty for the
masses for which they cry. It is liberty
for the captains of industry, the Mellons,
the Morgans, and du Fonts. It is the
kind of liberty that let the workingman
fast become a serf and a slave. It is the
kind of liberty that forced millions out
of employment and allowed countless
other millions only a bare subsistence.
It is the kind of liberty that old Abe
Lincoln feared and fought when he
uttered those historic words:
I see in the near future a crisis that unnerves me and causes me to tremble for
the safety of my country. As a result of the
war, corporations have been enthroned and
an era of corruption in high places will follow; and the money power of the country
will endeavor to prolong its reign by working upon the prejudices of the people until
all wealth is aggregated in the hands of a
few people and the Republic destroyed.

Thanks to two Democratic Presidents,
we have averted the fears of Lincoln.
Since Republican days, the 95 percent
of the people below the top income
brackets have increased their share of
the national income. The top group has
still gotten more money, but a smaller
share.
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Is it socialism to promote the general
welfare? Is it socialism because we
have given the farmers of this country
a chance to have electric power? Is it
.socialism to provide decent living conditions for the people in our cities? Is it
socialism that we seek to care for our
aged and dependent; that we provide a
degree of security through old-age assistance and social security laws? Is it
socialism that our planned economy
guarantees a ·fair income for our
farmers?
But our friends of the opposition want
liberty, the kind of liberty that existed
for 12 long years previous to March
1933; the kind of liberty that existed
before President Roosevelt put into force
the historic words of the great commoner: "Ye shall not press down upon
the brow of labor, this crown of thorns."
Another of the campaign issues seems
to be pres·e rvation of free enterprise.
Perhaps some of you are old enough
to remember the last Republican administration. You may remember when
Hoover was running for President, he
told us that if he were elected there
would be two cars in every garage and a
chicken in every pot. When . he got
through with us, we did not even have
the pot.
No charge is made that business was
hampered from 1921 to 1933, yet every
year witnessed a deeper pallor upon the
faces of the unfortunate. Every year
witnessed a decrease in employment.
Every year witnessed a lengthening of
the bread lines. Every year witnessed
the highways more crowded with the
downtrodden forms of the helpless.
Everything was free enterprise in those
blessed days. There were no New Deal
or alphabetical agencies to stifle business or hamper initiative; yet in the textile mills of the South, in the manufacturing centers of the East and garment
factories of the Middle West, men,
women, and children slaved in despair.
No agencies were dictating to the American farmer; yet he sold his hogs at 3
cents, his eggs at 5 cents, and his corn
at 12 cents, if he found a buyer.
During those great days of free enterprise, about one-half the farms of this
country were operated by tenants. Today, out of 5,400,000 farms, only 1,400,000 are run by tenants. The U. s.
News & World Report stated in its April
issue that in spite of war, taxes, and
prices, the typical consumer is today
living 37 percent better than he did in
1929, a year long remembered for easy
spending and high living. Personal net
savings in the United States rose from
$1,400,000,000 in 1932-when we had free
enterprise-to $17,200,000,000 in 1951while slaves of the Fair Deal.
Again the reactionaries shout that we
must get back to constitutional government.
My friends, when millions walked the
streets and highways of America seeking
employment, while their dependents remained at home fighting the grim spectacle of starvation, the Constitution was
working, was it not., When the farmer
slaved in the field raising a crop and had
to sell the product of his labor at less
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than the cost of production, the Constitution was iu full bloom, was it not?
When the farmer and city man stood at
the auction block and saw their homes
sold out from under them, the Constitution was going good, was it not? When
undernourished girls worked in the
sweatshops at 60 cents per day and were
forced into lives of shame and dishonor
because they could not make enough to
keep body and soul together; and when
thousands of youth roamed the land,
pilfering, plundering, and murdering,
the Constitution was safely in Republican hands at that time, was it not?
When the old, infirm, and indigent of
this country were spending their last
days in the poorhouses of our land, the
Constitution was ruled over at that time
by the individual liberty crowd, was it
not? As a lawyer, I have as great a respect for the Constitution as any ma!l
can have, but I have never seen it recorded where a mere love of this great
document or a close perusal thereof
·would ever wipe out the belly pangs of
hunger.
Next we are charged with high taxes
and wasteful spending.
, I would be the first to admit that in
any enterprise as big as our Government
we have some duplication of effort,
·some waste; but by the passage of the
Hoover recommendations we are trying
to cut down on that. However, the balancing of the budget is riot as easy as one
might think, with the international situation as it is. Lately I prepared a.
breakdown of the 1953 budget. For national defense it proposed an expenditure of 60 cents out of each budget dollar; for military and economic aid to
other nations it was 12.7 cents; for veterans benefits it was 4.9 cents; for interest on public debt it was 7.3 cents; and
for defense production and economic
stabilization, it was 2.4 cents. It will
thus be noted that out of every dollar to
be expended in fiscal year 1953, 87.3
cents would go for the payment of past
wars or for the present national emer- gency, the only exception being that a
part of the interest payments is for debts
not wholly war contracted. Yet t_h is is
a fixed item and cannot be reduced.
Only 12.7 cents out of each budget dollar is left for all the other far-flung
agencies of our Government. Certainly
we cannot save much there, even if we
fired one employee out of each ten. Yet
the Congress has -cut down on these latter items to a far greater extent than
justified. In fact, the Congress, in my
opinion, has so reduced the items for national defense that we might well face
disaster.
None of us likes deficit spending. We
do not like being in debt; but business
has often found it profitable to expand
and go in debt. When you add to the
wealth and welfare of the United _States;
when you are protecting the safety of
this country; then the bugaboo of debt
ceases to be the monster they would have
us believe.
Let us remember, also, that it is not
so much a question of how much we pay
in taxes, but rather what we have remaining after payment of taxes.
We are also hearing much these days
~bout corruption in government.

You will recall that early last year
No sensible person can ever condone
dishonesty in Government. He who Herbert Hoover made his famous speech
violates a public trust is entitled only to in which he advocated, in substance, that
the ignominy of his countrymen and we should send no money or standing
should have visited upon him the full army abroad. He advocated that Amerpe~alties of the law. We cannot gain- _ ica should make itself strong and make
say the fact that too many employees of its stand against communism on our own
Government have been found to be dis- shores. It was perhaps the strongest
honest. Certainly our President has speech made in behalf of -isolation that
been betrayed by some of those holding has been uttered since Washington's
responsible jobs; but other trusting men Farewell Address. Among those who
have been betrayed by those in whom were loudest in their praise of the Hoover
remarks were Senator TAFT and other
they placed faith.
Herod professed a desire to worship, House and Senate leaders.
A short time later, however, another
but when the Wise Men were gone, he
wrote a decree that imbued his kingdom political prophet arose on the horizon in .
with the blood of the innocents. Peter, the figure of General MacArthur.
in one breath exclaimed: "Lord, I will Speaking before a joint meeting of House
follow Thee, even unto death," but later and Senate, he proclaimed the idea that .
in the palace said: "I know Him not." in our effort to contain communism, we
Judas Iscariot pledged fidelity to his must consider it from a global aspect. It
Saviour; but that night, for 30 pieces of was the exact antithesis of what Mr.
silver, betrayed his Master with a kiss. Hoover suggested; yet we find these same
When we think of the vast number of · Republican leaders falling behind the
public servants, we can be thankful that MacArthur banner and virtually advoonly a relatively few have been dis- cating a full-scale war.
These political prophets remind me of
honest-a smaller ratio than that found
in the banking industry of this country the common chameleon, who is able to
er any other great private enterprise. change the color of its skin according to
Let us remember that the committees of its mood or the surrounding conditions.
Congress exposing these grafters are ''Mr. Republican," and a few of his satelheaded by Democrats.
Democratic lites are the only ones of homo sapiens
United States attorneys are prosecuting who can mount a horse and ride off in
these law violators; and, in most cases, two or three different directions at the
·
Democratic Federal Judges are hearing same time.
If press reports at the time were corthe cases and pronouncing stiff senrect, General MacArth~ indicated in .
tences.
Of course, we have heard of some his letter to Representative JoE MARTIN,
fraud and corruption in Republican eras, that in our effort to contain communotably in the Grant and Harding ad- nism, Asia was of primary importance
ministrations. Speaking of Harding re- and Europe secondary. Of course, in
minds me of an incident in his adminis- · his speech before Congress, he took a
tration. He received a letter one day slightly different position by stating that
from a woman in New Hampshire. It the issues were global and that the Comread as follows: "Dear Mr. President: I munist advance in one sector would
hear you have some useless boards and threaten the destruction of all sectors.
bureaus down there in Washington that Basically, however, the general would
you want to get rid of. I'm an elderly have expanded the war, making the Far
widow, don't have much furniture for East the chief hunting grounds, as
my house, and I could use one of them against the U. N. policy of attempting
bureaus." To which the President .re- to isolate the con:fiict in Korea and conplied: "Dear Madam: You are mistaken centrating on the defense of Western
if you think that I want to get rid of any Europe. The general told us that in war
boards or bureaus; but I do have one there was no substitute for victory; and
oil-stained cabinet that I'd like ·to dis- further indicated that if he had been al- .
lowed to bomb the bases in Manchuria,
pense with."
I can say to you that no man is more victory would have been ours, lives could
anxious to stamp out dishonesty in gov- have been saved, and our boys could
ernment than is the President. In all his return home. The fact is, however, the
30 years of public office, there has been general has not always been accurate
no taint of wrongdoing. On the other in his predictions. It was 'his opinion
hand, he has ferreted out fraud and that the Red Chinese would not enter
saved the taxpayers money. As chair- the con:fiict, but they did enter. It
man of the War Investigating Commit- should likewise be remembered that Rustee, he won national acclaim for a job sia and Red China have entered into
well done and one which saved this Gov- a mutual assistance pact; that when one
ernment untold millions. His mother is attacked the other will come to its
once said: "Harry could always plow aid. Russia had loudly proclaimed its
desire for peace, but there was the posthe straightest furrow of any farmer in sibility
she was only awaiting an exthe community." Harry Truman, my cuse to that
get in the confiict while we were
friends, is still plowing a straight furrow;
a straight furrow for the American peo- yet weak. Each month we are becomstronger, and the so-called stalemate
ple, a straight furrow for humanity and ing
in Korea could well save our country
the rights of men, a straight furrow for from
disaster.
decency in government and equality of
A war 1n the Far East would be on
opportunity for all men, regardless of the other side of the earth, where live
race, creed, or color.
five times as many peoples as in the
Again, the Republicans have much to United States and Western Europe.
say about Acheson. our foreign policy, _ Russia, covering the north half of Asia,
and the stalemate in Korea.
would have a great advantage over the
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U. N. forces fighting on that continent.
Nothing would please her more than
having us become involved there. In~
dia would no doubt be alined against
us. That would make the three biggest
countries in the world against us: China,
500,000,000; India, 340,000,000; and Rus~
sia, 181..,000,000, without counting the
iron-curtain countries. China alone
could engage millions of troops. The
way would be open for Russia to seize
Western Europe, with its skilled man~
power and scientists and resources of
coal, iron, and manufacture.
It is no wonder that U. N. .nations
shuddered and hesitated to give MacArthur more troops. They did not want
to encourage him "in any Asiatic adventure. They were motivated by self~
preservation and by fears that world
war III would wipe out millions of hu~
Llan beings, if not democracy itself.
Let us examine the reasoning of our
Republican friends. You who say that
the Democratic Party is a war party and
that Dean Acheson should be fired are
now advocating that we should seek no
peace at the thirty-eighth parallel. In~
stead, you are advocating measures that
would most certainly spread the conflict
all over the Far East.
You who say ·that the Democratic
Party is a war party and that Acheson
should be ousted are insisting that we
support Chiang Kai-shek in his desire to
carry the war to the mainland of China.
You seem to overlook the fact that when
Chiang had millions of men in his armyperhaps four" times as m~ny as in the
Red Chinese armies-he was miserably
defeated, even though he had been
helped with about two billions in money
and materiel furnished by the United
States.
You who say our country is near bank~
ruptcy would oust Dean Acheson because
he opposes our support of Chiang in such
an undertaking. You take this position.
certainly knowing that we would have to
support him with millions of men and
other billions of money. You know, or
should know, that his poorly trained and
equipped troops would not la~t as long
as a snowball in Hades unless we did
support him. You know, again, that
Formosa would then be unprotected and
its defense would fall upon us.
You who say the Secretary of State
should be condemned because American
troops were
t kept in the Republic of
South Korea-you certainly know that
U. N. resolutions in November 1947 and
December 1948 called for withdrawal .of
United States and Soviet forces. You
should know that the President of South
Korea asked us to remove our troops;
that Russia had removed her troops from
North Korea; and that in the psychological war then being carried on Russia
made much of the fact that our troops
remained, arguing that it was proof of
the imperialistic policies of this country.
You who say that Acheson should be
fired because we did not leave South
Korea with sufficient armaments, seem
to forget that we did give it more than
a hundred million dollars' worth of
equipment and left behind a military advisory group of 500 officers and men. It
might also be mentioned that Syngman
fihee had expressed a desire to attack

North Korea, and that he continually
kept the State Department on nettles
in such regard. Certainly it is common
knowledge, also, that President Rhee,
while professing democracy, had done
very little for his people, just as Chiang
Kai-shek had done little for the teeming
millions of China.
You who say that General MacArthur
is the light of the world, further say that
our point 4 program is wasteful spend~
ing-this, in spite of the fact that the
general, in his speech to Congress, stated
that in the war against communism, we
should be mindful of the social condi~
tions in Asia and of the desire of those
peoples to have a fuller life.
You who say we are not taking ade~
quate steps to combat communism be~
hind the iron curtain-you would strip
from the Voice of America the flesh, and
leave only the dry bones.
No man has been subjected to more
abuse and calumny than has our present
Secretary of State. In my judgment,
Dean Acheson is a man of sincerity, abil~
ity, and integrity. When vilification,
diatribe, and slurs have b'e en heaped
upon him, he has stood firm. He has
done his full duty as he saw it. Men
of smaller stature and lesser intellect
might have been cowed-but not he. He
is no more a follower of the Communist
ideology than was the lowly Man of Gali~
lee. The baying of the hounds has scared
him not, nor swerved him from his
course. He knows, in the words of Quin~
tus: "A cowardly cur barks more fiercely
than it bites." He has answered his
critics when summoned to do so. He has
had no time for resonant retaliation.
Through it all, he has kept an even keel;
and this arises to his credit like a white
shaft to the Heavens. It is my opinion
that when history writes its record of
his deeds and accomplishments, it will
be in the words of Him who said: "Well
done, thou good and faithful servant."
In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, let me say
that my concern for the future does not
make of me a pessimist. The interna~
tiona! situation presents terrific problems. No human can know the exact
best course to pursue. As Thomas Paine
once said, "These are times that try
men's souls"; but I find solace in the
words of John Erskine, "Pessimists who
despair as they look at the world forget
the solidarity of our people, the intelligence and wisdom of youth.'' It is
written in Holy Script, "Know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free." I
have faith in the ultimate triumph of
truth over superstition and ignorance. I
believe that goodness and mercy will
some time prevail over the forces of sham
and greed.
Since the world began man has sought
a better way of life. I envision a time
when our late advances in science will
be used solely for the benefit of man~
kind. If the atom bomb could be abol~
ished and the peacetime secret of the
atom shared with the world, it would do
more to change the course of everyday
living than any happening of the past.
Toiling humanity would have lifted from
its shoulder much of the burden of physi~
cal labor. It would give us the greatest
ascendancy over nature, the greatest
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command over our surroundings ever
attained.
I cannot but believe that some day the
iron curtain will be lifted and that somehow the destinies of the people of the
world will be guided by the love and spirit
of Him who witnesses the fall of each
tiny sparrow.
I firmly believe it is the destiny of the
United States to lead the way. Victory
can never come on the battlefields alone.
The fight against false prophets must be
finally won in the factories, fields, and
rice paddies where men labor and strug~
gle for a fuller life. Our people must be
secure, and we must render assistance
to democratic ideals elsewhere. We shall
pay taxes until it hurts; but let us ever
remember that liberty and free government were purchased at a price. That
men might be free, thousands of heroic
souls have lain in dungeons, have felt
the thumbscrew and witnessed the ter ..
rible torture of the gibbet.
I believe it was Lord Beaconsfield who
said:
The man who does not look up will look
down, and the spirit which does not dare
to soar is destined to grovel.

I think the spirit of America is look ..
ing upward. ·
·

Memorial Day Address, May 30, 195Z
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES E. VAN ZANDT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. VANZANDT. Mr. Speaker, it was
my privilege to deliver the following ad~
dress at the annual Memorial Day services of the Altoona Veterans Council,
Fairview Cemetery, Altoona, Pa., on Fri ..
day, May 30, 1952:
It is a distinct honor to have the privilege
of joining with you in paying homage to
those who died to create and preserve this.
great Republic.
The call to arms is a noble tradition that
had its inception at Concord, where the first
shot of the Revolutionary War was fired-a
shot that was heard around the world.
This tradition continues to the present
time, with valiant Americans fighting Com~
munist hordes in Korea.
It is a tradition based upon the courage,
patriotism, and self-sacrifice of the menpast and present-of our Armed Forces who
fought the wars of our Nation.
These great Americans we honor today.
Although Memorial Day did not officially .
begin until shortly after the Civil War, I
like to think that in reality it had its be·
ginning after the American Revolution.
What a tremendous debt we owe those men
of the Revolution who wholeheartedly offered
their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred
honor so that this Nation might be born.
With indomitable courage they vowed to
stand or fall with the principles of government enunciated by the founders of this
Nation.
History proves they did not strive for glory,
but instead they had a burning desire for
liberty and freedom.
They knew the justness of their cause, and
that they were fighting a battle to uphold
the human dignity of mankind.
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Today we find that history is repeating
itself as freemen are banded together in the
age-old conflict of oppression and tyranny
versus liberty and freedom.
·
I wonder whether today, as a people, we
are equal in spirit and courage to those men
of Concord, Bunker Hill, Valley Forge, and
Yorktown.
Or are we taking too much for granted?
Has our freedom in many respects led to
license, moral indifference, and a dulled
sense of public and private duties?
Every American worthy of ·~.he name
should search his own soul for an answer to
the question: "Am I proving worthy of my
heritage?"
In seeking an answer to this question, he
should be mindful of the heroic sacrifices of
our hero dead, which represents the purchase
price of our manifold blessings.
Memorial Day causes the whole span of
American military and civil history to be
regarded as a composite picture because it
is a designated time to honor those who bat·
tled to preserve the mighty structure of state
erected by such master builders as Washing·
ton, Jefferson, and Lincoln.
Therefore, on this Memorial Day we salute
those heroes who successfully defended this
Nation from its birth against those who
would demolish the foundations on which
this Government was built.
In the classic Bunker Hill oration elo·
quent reference was made to the soldiers
slain and the part they played in the battle
·f or human liberty.
Webster said: "Wheresoever among men
a heart shall be found that beats to the
transports of patriotism and liberty, its aspi·
ration shall be to claim kindred with thy
spirit."
In short, Webster pointed out the intense
longing for human liberty and the close rela·
tionship between those who aspire to such
an ideal and those who died in preserving it.
As we honor those who served in the Revolutionary War, we likewise pay homage to
those who preserved the Union.
The memory of their deeds wm never die.
It was 87 years ago that the veterans of
the Civil War, so beloved by the great Lincoln and woven into that great organization,
the Grand Army of the Republic, marched
past the White House.
President Johnson and high officials, with
mourning bands on their arms, took the
salute because the immortal emancipator
had been felled by an assassin's bullet.
On the lips of the throng who witnessed
this awe-inspiring spectacle were the words,
"What a pity that Abraham Lincoln did not
live to see his victorious soldiers come home."
Today flags and fiowers will be laid on
the graves of not only Union soldiers, but
also on the graves of those who fought for
the cause of the Confederacy.
Both the Union and the Confederate sol·
dier were Americans and .fought for a cause
they considered just and right.
Thus we salute the memory of not only
the Union soldiers, but also those men who
served in the lost cause.
In doing so we adhere to the admonition
of Abraham Lincoln who said, "With malice
·towards none, with charity for all."
Truly the~e is after all a common heritage
of American valor.
It took a civil war to give us an inde·
structible union of American States.
Today that union must be forged ever
closer as we prepare for the defense of our
homeland against the world conspiracy of
communism.
There is a close bond between our genera·
tion and those brave men who served in
the Armed Forces during the Spanish•
American War.
Those stirring days bring to mind the bat·
tles of San Juan Hill, Santiago, and Manila
Bay.
Today we salute those splendid comrades
. who, at the turn of the century, fell in ac·

tion following the colors, as well as those
who have departed this life in the half cen·
tury that has elapsed.
They performed their duty and added
their share to the glorious tradition of the
call to arms that had its beginning at Con·
cord, and continues at this moment in the
rice paddies of North Korea.
The victories of those who fought the
battles of San Juan Hill, Santiago, and Ma·
nila Bay effected the emergence of the United
States as a world power in the family of
nations.
We pass on down the corridor of time to
World War I, a war fought with human
ideals, pitted against autocracy and militarism.
When we saw autocracy in 1914 rushing
westward to engulf the world, as a nation,
we became disturbed.
We were finally drawn into the war in
1917 and by our efforts carried to victory
war-weary Britain, France, and Italy.
World War I brings to mind the stirring
memories of the Meuse-Argonne, St. Mihiel,
and Belleau Wood.
We found ourselves fighting for the first
time · in the Old World from whence our
forefathers came, with the result this Na·
tion lost 52,429 men from battle deaths,
with thousands of others left with shattered
bodies and sliadowed minds.
Since the armistice of 1918, many veterans
of World War I have passed to their eternal
reward but their deeds have enshrined them
in our hearts.
The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier 1s the
symbol of World War I-in reality it is a
sacred stone of remembrance.
Finally, for the second time in our generation another world war was fought
against militarism, fascism, communism, in
short totalitarianism.
In the titanic struggle of World War II the
United States and her Allies lost 10,648,474
men, k1lled and missing in action, of which
we lost 295,904; while our enemies lost over
4,500,000 m.e n.
In addition, the United States expended
$350,000,000,000 on World War II, and bll·
lions since for hundreds of causes that resulted from the shattering impact of the
greatest war in the history of the world.
In this great catastrophe, some of the veterans of World War I and a generation of
the flower of our youth and early manhood
offered themselves in defense of this Nation.
As a result, today the whole earth is girdled
with the graves of American dead.
We of this generation and generations to
come will never forget their deeds of valor,
for they are recorded by blood and sacrifice
in letters of gold on the history books of
this Nation.
To those men who have died and are dying
dally, following our flag in far off Korea, we
pay respectful homage.
Already nearly 20,000 of the fiower of Amer•
ican manhood have made the supreme sacri·
fice in the Korean conflict with nearly 80,000
more being listed as wounded or missing in
action.
While there is nothing we can say that
will adequately comfort their loved ones, so
overwhelming is their grief, we want them to
know that our hearts are sorrowful, and that
their loved ones are in our prayers and in
our thoughts of this Memorial Day.
Those gallant Americans who have fallen
in the Korean war are the first battle casual·
ties in our struggle against the most power•
ful foe of western civilization, world com•
munism, a struggle that may continue many
years.
·
Our enemy in Korea is ruthless and not
only does he try to destroy us on the battle·
field, but he is waging a war of attrition in
the hope of exhausting us economically,
spiritually, and from a military standpoint.
Communism is bent on destroying those
political and social institutions which have
made America great thus nullifying the

heroic sacrifices of those who offered their
lives in defense of this Nation, since the
revolutionary war.
The confiict is on, the gantlet is down, if
you do not believe this statement is true I
ask you to pay close attention to a quotation
from the speech of Lenin, the father of communism which he delivered outside of Moscow before World War I.
In that speech, which has been translated
into English, Lenin said: "We wlll win the
Western World for communism without shedding a drop of a single Russian soldier's
blood.
"We will bankrupt the Western World.
"We will create fear and suspicion; we will
work inside by creating racial hatreds, religious antagonisms.
"We will pit father against son; we will
inspire strikes and riots; we will plant the
seeds of turmoil; and we will cover it all
with an inflation that will lead to economic
disaster until we have 14,000,000 unemployed
people on the streets of imperialistic
America.
"We will break their economy.
"We will send their dollar down to where
it is not worth 10 cents.
"We will destroy the future security of life
insurance, of old-age pensions, until a life
annuity that someone felt would be substantial for the last of life w111 buy but a
loaf of bread.
"We will break their currency.
"We will break their spirit.
"We will frighten them,
"We will scare them.
"We will create political chicanery.
"We will confuse international diplomacy.
"We will do all these things,'' said Lenin,
the father of communism, in the speech he
delivered prior to the beginning of World
War I.
I ask you in all sincerity, have not the
events of the past 5 years .followed closely
the letter and the spirit of Lenin's statement?
How can we meet this challenge of world
communism?
In my opinion everyone of us must be
prepared to accept considerable sacrifice, in
the months to come.
We must give more serious thought and
study to the responsibilities and duties of
being good citizens of the United States.
We must be diligent in helping where
and whenever possible, to effect a closer
spiritual and political unity throughout this
Nation.
We must .be careful to vote for leaders of
vision-and courage.
We must be stanch supporters of the
Armed Forces of the United States, and if
called to duty, we must give our best, as did
our fathers before us.
While we accept these responsibilities and
obligations with courage, in lligence, and
deep convictions, let us at t e same time
rededicate ourselves to the principles of our
founding fathers, and to the ideals of those
great Americans who, iri defending this
great Republic, gave the last full measure
of devotion.
Memorial Day would be a day of unspeakable sadness, were it not for the fact, that
our heroic dead did not die in vain.
Their ideals made America a symbol of .
hope among the freedom-lovtng people of
all the earth.
Their sacrifices preserved our heritage of
liberty and freedom, and hurled a challenge
to us, to preserve our priceless bjrthrigllt
for future generations-unsullied and undefiled.
Let us be true to the trust reposed in us,
by keeping faith with our honored dead,
by rededicating ourselves on this Memorial
Day to the task before us-the preservation
of the greatest Government on the face of
the earth * • * the Government of the
United States of America.
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A Model of Labor-Management Relations
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM C. LANTAFF
OF FLORIDA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. LANTAFF. Mr. Speaker, since
last fall, Miamians have been concerned
with a labor-management dispute in the
Miami Transit Co. At one time during
the dispute, Dade County was paralyzed
when bus service was stopped. During
the course of this dispute, tempers had
oftimes run high and at one time there
appeared little likelihood that the differences between the company and the
union could be resolved.
But recently, William D. Pawley,
owner of the transit company, and W. 0.
Frazier, president of the bus union, issued "no-strike" pledges. Both management and labor realized their respon• sibility to the community as a whole
and, in my opinion, their action will do
more to preserve the free enterprise system in America than any action we can
take here in Congress. They are approaching their problem with complete
honesty and sincerity. Through their
action, they have gained the admiration and respect of the community. •
I personally want to commend Mr.
Frazier and Mr. Pawley for their deep
sense of responsibility and for the exemplary manner in which they are conducting their negotiations. Both of
them are two-fisted fighters f<;>r the interests they represent; but they are
fighting for their cause in the best
American tradition.
Here is a real example that the answer to labor-management disputes does
not lie in the passage of punitive legislation by Congress. Other serious disputes in the country today could be settled if both management and labor followed the principles adhered to by these
two men to whom I pay tribute today.
The following is an article from the
Miami Daily News, of Miami, Fla., dated
May 20, to which I have made reference:
PAWLEY, FRAZIER JOIN IN No-STRIKE PLEDGEsBus HEAD LEAVES ON CUBA TRIP
(By Stephen B. Harris)
Miami Transit Owner William D. Pawley
and Bus Union President W. 0. Frazier both
issued no-strike pledges today before the bus
m agn ate left for a 2-day trip to Cuba.
But Frazier, after a friendly confab at
International Airport, would not comment
on the signing of a contract with Miami
Transit now or by next bctober. New demands, 1f any, were a deep secret.
"I am confident that there will be no more
bus strikes-not for a long, long time, and
possibly never," Pawley declared in a new
burst of optimism.
Somewhat more reserved but still hopeful
was Frazier, who declared that "relations between labor and management are so much
improved that I don't think strikes will be
necessary again."
The amiable feeling between the two also
was apparent at last night's dinner thrown
by Pawley to explain to 250 civic leaders the
city's stake in a well-run bus system.
During the affair, held on the Columbus
Hotel roof, Frazier declared that although

relations between Pawley and the union were
very poor a year ago , we now have the best
relationship of any transportation system in
the country.
Pawley said it has been shown to the public, union, and company that strikes do not
necessarily solve problems, and it is his opin·
ion that Miami Transit difficulties can be
worked out without further strikes.
NEW BUSSES NEEDED
The bus owner indicated, before leaving,
that Miami Transit needed 50 new busses by
next winter season to t ake care of bus
transportation traffic.
"It is very apparent they are needed," he
said, "and the passenger load we will sustain
in the next 3 months will determine whether
they will be purchased."
The dinner was a move by Pawley to impress upon leading Miami citizens that mass
transportation was a community-wide problem, and not just a headache for the owner
of a money-losing bus operation.
SUPPORT INDICATED
There was every indication the diplomatbusinessman was successful in enlisting the
sympathy and cooperation of his dinner
guests.
Obviously a large factor in Pawley's nostrike pledge was the strong moral rearmament feeling at the gathering which was
addressed by three prominent MRA representatives.
They were Charles Haines; Bunny Austin,
British tennis star; and Ernest Mitchell,
union shop steward for Pan American World
Airways.

Questions on Social-Security Legislation
and Policy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOMER D. ANGELL
OF OREGON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. ANGELL. Mr. Speaker, Mrs.
John E. McGee, of Milwaukie, Oreg., has
written to me concerning legislation in
behalf of our elderly citizens and also
with respect to the administration of
the social-security law. She poses a
number of qUestions concerning the
matter which are worthy of attention.
Since Mrs. McGee is hopeful that all
Congressmen will read her letter and
give further consideration to the problem, I am including her letter as part of ·
these remarks. The letter follows:
MILWAUKIE, OREG., May 25, 1952.
Mr. HOMER ANGELL.
DEAR SIR: I am writing you in the interest
of the older people of our Nation, because I
know you have always had their interests at
heart.
I want this letter read in Congress, and I
know that you will see that it is read.
Why is it that when a raise in salary comes
up for Congressmen, they never fail to pass
on that, and with it a higher income exemption? !But just let a small increase of $8.50
to $5.00 in social security come up for our
old people (with money already paid in) and
what do they do? Well, we have just had
the answer to that. How would you fellows
like to start living on about $85 for 2 people?
Try it sometime in these high-cost-of-living
days. Some of the old people · are not able
to work to make their $50 a month and don't
even own their own homes. I sometimes
wonder how you can sleep nights with this

on your conscience, or do you have one.
Think this over big shots and next t ime do
something.
Sincerely yours
MARY C. McGEE.
P. S.-Also please tell us what becam e of
the money paid in by the oldsters and their
employers in the last 15 years? Was it not
for this very purpose? This is not charit y,
although you do seem to be very liberal with
charity to foreign countries. Please answer.
M.M.

The Taxpayer Pays
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RALPH HARVEY
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. HARVEY. Mr.· Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following editorial
from the New Castle <Ind.) CourierTimes of May 24, 1952:
THE TAXPAYER PAYS-IS MONEY LENDING
PROPER FUNCTION OF GOVERNMENT?
As taxpayers, we're in the money-lending
business. Let's see how we're doing.
We have $8,554,181,001 that we have taken
out of our wallets and turned over to the
Government in taxes to lend back to us.
That's the capitalization of the 21 Government corporations.
Last year the Commodity Credit Corporation lost $66,698,457, and we had to make
that up; Congress passed what it calls "~u
thorization for the restoration of cap1tal
impairment due to note cancellation."
Don't let all those words fool you; the boys
lost money, and we paid the difference. Year
before last the CCC lost $421,000,000, and
we paid that, too.
You might think that putting up the
original money and paying the losses would
about let us out, but within the past year
both the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and the Export-Import Bank have called
for and received additional capital from us.
To the RFC went another $250,000,000 in
1951, and Congress has authorized it to
expand business loans during 1952 by
$100,000,000.
Last October Congress increased by $1,000,000,000 the authority of the Export-Im·
port Bank to extend loans and guaranties.
As money lenders we taxpayers not only
have a big original investment, but in the
making up of losses and the increasing . of
capitalization, we are continuing to pour
our money into agencies that were established to cope with the emergency of the
1930's -depression.
We've got a lot of money out:
Through the Commodity Credit Corporation we have $779,567,907 lent, and hold
$1,173,721,361 in commodities, supplies, and
materials.
Under our Farm Credit Administration,
our banks for cooperatives have lent $422,830,158, and our Federal Intermediate Credit
Banks have outstanding loans of $698,913,923.
The Rural Electrification Administration
has loans outstanding to the tune of $1,740,889,536. Some of these loans run for 30
years.
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation
has $695,286,432 of our money lent: 66 percent of it to industrial and commercial enterprises; 15 percent to railroads; 13 percent to financial institutions, and 6 percent
to all others.
There is one feature about this whole
money-lending business that we're in that
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should not escape notice: There is no limit
to the funds that can be appropriated under
this system of paying losses and increasing
capital. These agencies don't have to show
a profit or even break even; pay taxes, please
their customers, or take good care of the
money we've put up in order to justify their
existence.
When one of these agencies has a loss or
wants more money for new projects, Congress just passes another authorization, and
the taxpayer pays it.
Is it proper and wholesome that a government shall tax the people in order to
lend their own money back to them?

Memorial Day Observance, Howard, Pa.,
Sunday, May 25, 1952
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES E. VANZANDT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, on
Sunday, May 25, under the auspices of
the local post of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States, the residents of Howard, Pa., observed Memorial
Day. I was honored to have the privilege of delivering the following address
for the occasion:
It is an honor to join you during this
Memorial Day period and to participate in
your annual tribute to those who served
their country in every war in which this
Nation has engaged.
The citizens of this community have always contributed more than their share in
the defense of this Nation every time our
national security was endangered.
This fine spirit o! patriotism is an American characteristic that has come down to us
from the days of our founding fathers, when
the development and maintenance of American ideals were the twin objective of every
red-blooded American.
·
We have made great progress since the
time when the Continental Army emerged
victorious in its mission to establish freedom and liberty for all American citizens,
and from which victory this great Republic
was born.
Since those eventful days that this Nation
in swaddling clothes, we have gone through
a series of wars at home and abroad.
'TWo of these major conflicts were global
wars that greatly taxed this Nation's manpower and natural resources.
In each of these two world wars we emerged
victorious, but we suffered defeat in our
efforts to fashion a just and lasting peace.
This is evidenced by the fact that the lessons we learned from World War I were
promptly forgotten and because of that fact
we and the rest of the civilized world found
ourselves engulfed in a second world confiict.
As proof of the fact that the world refuses to recognize that war is futile, we
have been engaged for nearly 2 years in
another struggle in Korea that has all the
earmarks of being a curtain-raiser for world
war III.
Yet, there are some who term it merely a
"police action" while others, stung by the
criticism leveled at our foreign policy, prefer
to call it a "limited" war.
The painful truth is that in this so-called
police action or limited war, nearly 20,000

young Americans have died on the bloodstained battlefields of Korea and our casualty list of the injured and maimed is now
in excess of 100,000.
In the minds of many thoughtful Americans, the only way you can regard the Korean
conflict as being "limited" war is to realize
that America is fighting 90 percent of it, and
in truth, it is practically "limited" to our
own troops.
During this Memorial Day observance our
thoughts and prayers are with our boys in
the rice paddies of Korea, where for nearly
2 years they have faced an almost endless
stream of Red .Chinese who outnumber them
by the thousands.
In addition, they have endured for many
months the spectacle of fruitless truce talks
deliberately designed by the Chinese Reds
to permit rehabilitation of their armies; the
construction of Red airfields, building up the
Red air force as well as the testing of new
·and fantastic weapons.
We ask Almighty God to hasten the day
when peace can give way to the mass murder
and the dilly-dallying tactics that are being
followed in the so-called police action in
Korea.
We make these prayerful utterances because we realize that taking a page from the
book of experience our participation in two
global wars brought nothing but heartache
and misery since world peace is just as elusive as ever, despite every sort of an approach
on' our part .to achieve it.
Therefore, unless we have complete dependence upon divine providence and recognize the fact that without God's help,
we can accomplish nothing, our efforts to
achieve universal peace are bound to continue to result in a stalemate while human
lives are sacrificed to the god of war.
We nee9, to storm heaven with our prayers
that God may soften the hearts of mankind so that all nations of the world may
sit down and discuss the problems of the
family of nations with due regard to the
rights of every nation.
As we observe Memorial Day this year,
we can pay no greater tribute to our heroic
dead than to reflect upon their supreme sacrifice, and to ask God to bless the world
with the peace and tranquillity that have
been denied it for over a decade, and for
which our honored dead offered their very
lives.
We should also make the Memorial Day
period an occasion for taking inventory of
our moral as well as our physical resources.
If we examine our national conscience we
will find that while we have been victorious
on the battlefields, we have lost the peace
that we had a right to expect should follow the victory.
Meanwhile, we have become a torn and
divided Nation, through internal differences,
that menace our effort to achieve national
unity.
· Such internal differences have reached
serious proportions and are impeding the
future security of this Nation by weakenb::g our common effort to make this great
Republic impregnable from attack by sinister forces abroad that seek to destroy our
form of government.
With such a menace shadowing this Nation, it behooves us to work in unity and
!or the best interests of our beloved country.
In appraising our moral values we should
frankly admit that we have been lax in our
duties as individual citizens.
This is a sin of great magnitude, because
collectively, we the people, are in reality the
Government of the United States.
When we lose sight of that fact, and assume our obligations as citizens in a lukewarm and half-hearted manner, then we

are in truth betraying the sacred trust 1mposed upon us by our American citizenship.
We hear fervent pleas from persons interested in good government that each of us
should discharge his obligation as a citizen
and take an active part in ferreting out those
public o11l.cials who have betrayed the trust
reposed in them.
We hear and read of high government officials being easy prey for those who would
buy influence and power, yet when public
servants yield to temptation we accept it as a
matter of course and dismiss it with a proverbial shrug of our shoulder as if we should
expect such faithlessness and lack of character in those entrusted with the conduct of
the affairs of government.
If the American people took the pains to
go to the polls and express their choice for
public o1Hcials we would not have the sorry
spectacle of only one-half of the eligible
voters of this Nation electing those who preside over its destiny.
Our spirit of national laziness in thought
and manner is revealed by the lack of emotion we exhibited when it was revealed
through the Senate crime invesigation that
the Nation is in the hands of a well organized crime syndicate whose slimy fingers
reach annually into the pockets of millions
of unprotesting American citizens and ex- •
tract billions of dollars in gambling and
other forms of vice and corruption.
We accepted thi.s startling and revolting
el!:posure with hardly a murmur and then
went merrily on our way.
We failed to realize that organized crime
with its far-flung empire peopled by thousands of shady characters of national and
•international repute is the big brother of the
,juvenile delinquency so prevalent in this
Nation and from which as a kindergarten the
gangster element depends upon for new recruits.
We should be giving our wholehearted support to Director J. Edgar Hoover of the Fedderal Bureau of Investigation and to our
church and educational leaders as they
struggle with the problem of curbing juvenile delinquency.
Instead, we rea.d of these juvenile delinquents and forget the fact that every community is a potential breeding ground for
major crimes and corrupting influences unless its youth is surrounded by wholesome
influences.
These shortcomings on our part as citizens of the greatest nation on the face of
the earth are indicative of the fact that
we have allowed our national pride to lull
us to sleep and as a result we have become
infected with the virus of indifference, which
slowly but surely is sapping our strength
and making us a nation of weaklings from
a moral and spiritual standpoint.
T1ese annual observances of Memorial
Day that are taking place throughout t h e.
Nation provide an opportunity for prayer and
reflection.
We should take advantage of this opportunity to look at the record and resolve to
change our attitude toward evils that like
a thief in the night can rob us of our greatest possessions-Uberty and freedom.
Therefore, we should properly commemorate this Memorial Day period by rededicating ourselves to the principles upon which
this Republic was founded and by which we
have become the mightiest nation in the
world.
We should realize during this Memorial
Day observance that unless we cherish and
protect these principles our Nation can disintegrate to a point where we will not only
lose our form of government but with it the
American way of life.
"Please, God, may such a catastrophe never
happen to our beloved land" should be our
fervent prayer.
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Mr.
1\CcGREGOR. Mr.
Speaker,
lengthy debate was held on the foreign
aid bill and I am certain that every member of the Congress has spent many
hours in analyzing the arguments on this
legislation. The problem confronting us
was whether or not we could afford to
continue to send money to foreign countries without jeopardizing our own eco ...
nomic and military position.
This bill called for an expenditure
of $7,900,000,000 foreign aid. It was
brought out during the hearings that on
May 7 there was a net cumulative
amount in this fund available through
the fiscal year 1952 which ends on June
30 next, the huge sum of $26,063,400,000.
It was also brought out that if the ex ..
penditure pregram was continued that
the extended unexpended balance on
June 30, 1953, would be $6,499,400,000. So
the question immediately arose, why ap ...
propriate any more money at this time.
And the question also must be con ..
sidered, how long will we be asked to put
up such enormous funds. Of cou:I:Se, the
question always arises, are our expenditures in foreign countries making us
friends or enemies.
Many figures and statements were presented by authorities on foreign affait:s
and in my mind one was outstanding.
That of Mr. John Foster Dulles who is
recognized by all as being an authority
on foreig:a policy matters, and I quote:

Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, more
than 250 representatives of 12 nations
gathered at the annual conference of the
International Council for Christian
Leadership at the Hotel Huis ter Duin,
Noordwijk-on-Sea, The Hague, the Neth ...
erlands, May 22 to 26.
Her Royal Highness, Princess Wilhel ...
mina of the Netherlands, was chairman
of the convention. The junior Senator
from Vermont [Mr. FLANDERS] was vice ..
chairman. Her Excellency Queen Juliana also attended two full forenoon sessions and participated very actively in
the proceedings of the meeting.
The International Council of Christian
Leadership movement consists of laymen
of different religious backgrounds, poli ...
tics, and nationalities, banded together
to foster Christian faith and action in
all walks of life.
For many years this organization has
been sponsoring lay prayer groups in
many nations, in order to increase the
spiritual power of its membership and
aid others through sharing of experiences
of Christian fellowship, and to learn
how to apply these principles in every
area of life.
This program has been under the very
able direction of Abraham Vereide, sec ..
retary general for the international
council, with headquarters in Washing ..
ton, D. C.
Many outstanding addresses were de ..
livered by representatives of the various
nations, which included members of the
royal family, members of Parliament,
clergy, and laymen.
I had the honor of introducing Gen.
A. M. Gruenther, Chief of Staff of
SHAPE, who delivered a very informative address on the role of SHAPE in
the defense of freedom.
Preceding my introduction of the general, I had the privilege of delivering
an address to the conference, which I
ask unanimous consent to have made a
part of these remarks.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

Our Nation today is spending fabulous
sums for security • • • If money could buy
security and happiness, we should have them.
Yet we have them not. Today we are insecure, we have less good will than ever before
in our history, and our people feel a sense of
frustration.

Mr. Speaker, a great many of us feel
that we are not getting the cooperat.ive
effort of our so-called friends in foreign
countries. They seem to be on the receiving end most of the time and cooperating a small percent of the time.
One concrete example of this lack of
cooperation is the fact that the government of France is charging the United
States $6 in French Port Fees for each
American officer and more than $2
for every American enlisted man landed
in France. 'The tax on one small ship
arriving in France, with these and
other port levies, will run as high
as $5,000. It also was brought out
that the indirect French taxes take $1
from every $5 spent for United States
military construction in France. These
port fees are collected by the French customs service which turns the money over
to each port's Chamber of Commerce.
We just wonder, are we getting the cooperation we should get when we realize
that the money we are sending to these
foreign countries is being collected by
high taxes and sacrificies of the Ameri ...
can people.
XCVIII-App.--213

Mr. Chairman, in these troubled times
there is no more appropriate location for an
international convention of Christian leaders than this city of The Hague. It is a city
rich in the traditions of peace and provides
an inspiring setting for the many tasks before us. Here, where international crises
have been faced so many times with judicial
calm, we can view the overwhelming problems of today in their proper perspective.
Among these problems none, perhaps, is
more . pertinent to the responsibilities of
Christian leaders than the condition of insecurity in which the world now finds itself.
A fundamental tension exists among the
nations, a tension that is reflected in the
universal fear of war. People do not have
confidence in the durability of peace despite
the elaborate machinery for preventing war
that international society has developed.
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The United Nations and other international
organizations have made possible cooperation in fields ranging froni armaments and
astronomy to statistics and soil conservation.
But this extensive international machinery cannot be expected to function properly
in terms of the Christian concept of cooperation as long as any state or group of states is
completely unwilling to work together with
the rest of the international community.
This, unfortunately, is the reality of the
situation with which we are. confronted.
Instead of a progressive world order moving
forward in peace and mutual confidence to
higher levels of human accomplishment,
we have an underlying lack of harmony and
mistrust which poisons the atmosphere and
divides the nations into two groups with divergent aims and with different beliefs as to
the means permissible to attain those aims.
As a result of this basic conflict, people
everywhere are haunted by a very valid and
1ntelllgent fear of war. It is valid because
a third world war, while not inevitable, is,
on the other hand, not impossible; and if
it were to occur it could be as horrible as
we have imagined. It is an intelligent fear
because it leads us to a determination to do
our best to prevent such a war.
In this determination many of our governments have evolved foreign policies which
are dedicated to keeping the peace. We
have taken new steps to build collective security.
In addition to strengthening the United
Nations, free nations have built collective
strengths through regional alliances such as
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and
the Rio Treaty.
Such arrangements, based upon a mutuality of outlook among the participants,
constitute a deterrent to a third world war.
They are the constructive approach to the
fear of war.
There is, however, always the danger that
this fear of war of which I have been speak•
1ng will cease to be an intelligent fear, that
1t can be carried too far, and perhaps precipitate the very catastrophe that we seek to
avoid.
We cannot see any immediate end of the
present conflict. Tension will go on, year
after year. If we are to endure this protracted crisis we shall need strength and
faith in ourselves and in the future of mankind. It is in these circumstances that the
role of Christian leadership is not only desirable, as it always is, but absolutely vital.
And this leadership, if it is to be effective,
must assert itself in the day-to-day handling
of international relations. To the degree
that religious values enter into the conduct
of international relations, the possibilities of
those relations developing peacefully and
equitably w111 be enhanced.
As an example, consider the effect of religion in such basic aspects of international
life as diplomatic negotiations and conferences. If the officials concerned are truly
relig'ious, no matter what their particular
faith, each will be able to trust the word of
the other and all will be working within the
same framework of an honest desire for
peace.
At the same time the peoples of the world
can rest assured that these officials will not
toss around their welfare in a ruthless and
selfish manner. However, when officials of a.
leading power of the world scoff at religion
and ridicule the religious role in civilization,.
negotiations, and conferences in which they
participate, no matter how finely devised in
a technical sense, rest on shaky foundations.
In spite of the difficulties that stem from
such a situation, however, we cannot, as
Christians, accept the reasoning that the
atheistic. carelessness of one power abrogates
the Christian responsibil1ty of the other. On
the contrary, without sacrifice of principle,
Christian leaders must exert more than their
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ordinary share of effort and forebearance in
order to reach settlements which will promot e the welfare of mankind.
There are those who contend that moral
values are out of place in the armor-plated
world of today. Any era of naked power
politics brings with it an atmosphere of
cynicism, in which idealistic values are
ridiculed as "unrealistic," in which sheer
military might is advocated as the sole language of international relations.
Of course military power is necessary at
the present time, but it will not in itself
solve the problems of the world. There are
many situations which call for a power greater than that which the most modern weapons
can provide, a power derived from the human
spirit in harmony with God. It is up to
religious leaders to see that this power is
brought to bear on the problems in as decisive a manner as the factor of defensive
military strength.
Never before has the world needed more
of ·this spiritual power and the Christian
leadership that can marshal it on behalf
of the maintenance of peace.
Through their faith, Christians can prevent that loss of perspective which sometimes causes nations as well as people to
rush blindly into the very holocaust they
fear. Through their faith, they will find the
courage and the patience to do the arduous,
painstaking work that must be done if peace
is to be preserved.
The whole world is searching for renewed
faith and inspiration. Faith in God is essential to mankind, not merely for continued
human progress, but for sheer existence.
Without it we will almost certainly find ourselves in a war which could easily wipe out
the material substance of civilization.
Even if today's uneasy peace is maintained, how long will it take for the present tension to undermine man's will to endure? How long will he be able to bear this
crisis if he does not have the inner calm that
only spiritual strength can give?
Because the need for Christian influence
and leadership is so important in these
troubled times, we need to develop our existing spiritual resources and to discover new
ones. There is no better place to accomplish
this than in a meeting like this, where religious leaders and laymen have an opportunity to worship, to talk, and to work together. Out of such meetings can come concrete ideas for increasing cooperation among
all denominations and all religions.
The increase in power through cooperation
ls just as real for religious bodies as for
other great human entities. As the European states are multiplying their strength
by increasing and solidifying their economic,
political, and military ties, in a similar way
the churches and religious organizations of
the world can develop a greater capacity for
fulfilling their purposes.
The trend in the past few years has been
tn this direction. If this trend continues,
if we, in the churches, continue to work for
greater unity in the propagation of Christian beliefs, we may yet provide the additional weight in the world's affairs to tip the
balance in the direction of a just and lasting
peace.

marks at this point in the 'RECORD, I include, as extraneous matter, two resolu·
tions adopted at the Pacific Coast Ship ..
building Conference held in Long Beach.
Calif., on May 12.
The one resolution again calls atten·
tion to the discrimination against Pacific
coast shipyards in awarding of major
contracts for shipbuilding and ship repair which now exists and has existed
through the years. The resolution is directed particularly at the naval construction and repair program. It calls
for action by Congress to assure a fair
share of work for California, Oregon,
and Washington shipyards in line with
the policy urged by the House ·Armed
Services Committee in Report No. 1681
on the naval ship con.struction authorization bill.
Mr. Speaker, this is a program which
I have been urging on Congress ever
since coming to the House. It is high
time that we do something about it,
particularly by adopting the Armed
Services Committee report and then
policing the award of contracts to be
sure that the congressional directive is
carried out. The United States cannot
afford to let the west coast remain the
stepchild of the shipbuilding industry,
getting only the crumbs while the· east
coast industry eats cake.
The second resolution deals with the
ever-present tendency in the military to
employ military personnel to do work
which should be done by civilian craftsmen and technicians. I have been
fighting a running battle with the Defense Department and the various services to stop this vicious practice-a practice which inevitably leads to greater and
greater encroachments by the military
into civilian fields, and to the undermining of the civilian economy. Cases of
such encroachment continue to come to
my attention in spite of innumerable
protests. In view of that fact and the
information contained in the conference
resolution, I urge that an investigation
of the entire situation be made by the
House Armed Services and House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committees,
acting jointly, to study the problem and
to lay down hard and fast policies from
which the military and other Govern ..
ment agencies will not be permitted to
deviate. There are at present as many
policies as there are agencies, and in the
resulting confusion more and more work
is taken from the local tradesmen and
craftsmen who should do the job.
The two resolutions follow:

Resolutions of Pacific Coast Shipbuilding

Whereas the Pacific Coast Committ.ee for
Shipbuilding for National Defense, representing leaders in civic, industry, labor, and
veterans' groups in the port cities of Seattle
and Puget Sound, Portland, San Francisco,
Oakland, and Richmond in the San Francisco Bay area; San Pedro, Wilmington, and
Long Beach in the Los Angeles area; and
San Diego has repeatedly during the last 3
years called to the attention of the Members of the Congress, the Secretary of Defense, and the President of the United
States, the insufferable discrimination
against the Pacific coast shipbuilding indus-
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Mr. SHELLEY. Mr. Speaker, under
permission to revise and extend my re•.

RESOLUTION ADOPTED AT THE PACIFIC COAST
SHIPBUILDING CONFERENCE, IN CONFERENCE
ASSEMBLED, AT THE WILTON HOTEL, LONG
BEACH, CALIF., MAY 12, 1952

try in the allotment of budgeted funds for
naval and merchant fleet shipbuilding construction, conversion, servicing and repair
work.
Since the end of World War II in 1945,
over $4,000,000,000 has been spent by the
Navy, the Maritime Commission, and its successor, the Federal Maritime Board, and private operators in the construction of new
naval and maritime fleet vessels, but not
one single major navy or merchant vessel
included in this vast program of expenditure was constructed either in the navy
yards or private shipyards on the Pacific
coast. This vast expenditure was concentrated almost entirely in private and naval
shipyards located in a small segment of the
North Atlantic coast.
This insufferable discrimination has resulted in an alarming deterioration of the
shipbuilding industry on the Pacific coast,
and by virtue of its concentration as noted
above, poses a grave peril to our national
security.
This unjust, unfair, and dangerous discrimination is clearly evident not only as it
pertains to the total lack of new construction of major vessels either in naval or private shipyards, on the Pacific coast, but it is
becoming more blatant and more alarming
as it affects the conversion, repair, and servicing side of the Pacific coast shipbuilding
industr~.

Over $150,000,000 in conversion, recon truction, and repair work on Navy vessels has
been diverted since January of this year by
the Navy Department to shipyards on the
east coast. The vessels covered by this large
sum were in mothballs; the cruisers Boston
and Canberra were towed from Bremerton,
Wash., by Navy tugs down the Pacific coast,
through the Panama Canal, and up to yards
on the east coast. Likewise, the aircraft
carrier Ticonderoga also in · mothballs at
Bremerton, was commissioned with a limited
crew and taken to a navy yard on the east
coast. The aircraft carrier Intrepid in mothballs at the Hunters Point Navy Yard at
San Francisco was also delivered to a yard
on the east coast. The diversion of the
above work, and possibly more, was a serious
blow to the economic stability of the entire
Pacific coast and has resulted in the loss of
skilled workers to the shipbuilding industry
both in the naval and private shipyards, and
has also heightened unemployment.
Furthermore, over 1 year ago, after a 3-year
struggle on the part of our people on the
Pacific coast, backed up by the Members
of the Congress, a $40,000,000 contract was
let for 5 marine-type ships, to be built in
a San Francisco Bay area shipyard. This
complement of 5 mariner-type ships was a
part of a 35-ship program, costing $350,000,000. Thirty of these mariner-type ships in
this program are building, or to be built, in
shipyards located on the North Atlantic
coast.
It is significant that while the contract
was let over 1 year ago, the five ships are
not yet under construction in the San Francisco Bay area shipyard which holds the contract.
Also a $3,000,000 Navy smallboat contract
about to be let to a Wilmington, Calif., shipbuilding company, on the basis of the lowest
bid, was nullified by the operation of Presidential Executive Order No. 4, whereas the
President is empowered to transfer work
from one section of the country to another
because of employment conditions, and yet
unemployment existed in the shipbuilding
industry in the San Pedro-Wilmington-Long
Beach area at the time the contract was nullified and transferred to the east coast. It
might be noted here that unemployment
conditions are now existent in the shipbuilding industry in the San Pedro-WilmingtonLong Beach harbor area.
That the Congress is at last becoming conscious of the grave peril to our national
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security because of the concentration of the
expenditure of budgeted funds in the shipyards located in a small area along the Atlantic coast; and likewise conscious of the
utter discrimination toward the Pacific coast
which has resulted in the deterioration of
the Pacific coast shipbuilding facilities and
the loss to the industry of its skilled manpower, is clearly evident.
On April 2, the House Armed Services Committee, headed by the Honorable CARL VINSON, of Georgia, in reporting the new naval
ship-construction authorization bill, appended the following to its report:
"The Committee on Armed Services emphasized most strongly during the hearings
and now repeats in this reports its considered belief that the dispersal of ship construction facilities in the various coastal
areas in the United States, including the
Great Lakes and the inland waterways, is
an essential element of our national security
and that any construction contracts awarded
pursuant to the authorization contained in
this bill should be distributed throughout
these various coastal areas in such manner
as to encourage the dispersal of vital shipbuilding facilities and to prevent undue and
dangerous concentration in any particular
area or areas of the United States."
In the light of the foregoing record-and
vastly more could be added-it is incumbent
upon the citizens of the Pacific coast to press
most vigorously in the interest of national
defense and national security, and in the interest of the preservation of an important
element of Pacific coast economy, the implementation of the policy advocated by the
House Armed Services Committee in its report. Which policy, we may add, has been
long promulgated by the Pacific Coast Committee for Shipbuilding for National Defense.
It is also our considered opinion that the
Congress 'should investigate thoroughly the
use of direct-aid economic funds and. indirect-aid Marshall plan counterpart funds to
the end that our national shipbuilding industry economy will not be seriously disrupted: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Conference representing management
and American Federation of Labor unions,
in conference assembled at Long Beach,
Calif., May 12, 1952, calls upon the Secretary of Defense, Secretary of the Navy, the
Congress of the United States, the President,
the Chairman of the Federal Maritime Board,
the chairman of the Senate Armed Forces
Committee, and the chairman of the House
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee to
take immedi~te action which will assure .t hat
California shipyards and shipyards in Washington and Oregon will receive a fair share
of national defense new shipbuilding construction, and particularly that Pacific coast
shipyards be assigned a reasonable share of
the work of reconverting naval cruisers and
naval aircraft carriers and other naval vessels; a..nd further
Resolved, ·That the Department of Defense
take such action as will assure the shipbuilding industry in California and on the entire
Pacific coast a fair share of national defense
shipbuilding construction, reconversion, and
repair work to the end that Pacific coast private and naval shipyards be maintained at
a standard of efficiency as to skilled-worker
personnel and facilities whicli will guarantee
prompt expansion and full utilization in the
event of a grave national emergency; and
further
Resolved, That the secretary of this group
be hereby directed to transmit copies of this
resolution to the President of the United
States, to the Vice President and Presiding
Officer of the United States Senate, to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, to
each Senator and each Representative from
California, Oregon, and Washington in the
Congress of the United States, the Chairman
of the Federal Maritime Board, the chair•

man of the Senate Armed Forces Committee, and the chairman of the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee.
PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT METAL
TRADES COUNCIL,
By WM. H. WAY, President.
THOMAS A. ROTELL,
Executive Secretary.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
PACIFIC COAST SHIPBUILDERS,
By THEODORE STEPHENS.
HENRY NOLLAN,
R. B. BIVINS,
SEATTLE, WASH.
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American industrial economy: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Conference, representing Pacific
Coast shipbuilders and the Pacific Coast District Metal Trades Council, A. F. of L., meeting at Long Bee.ch, Calif., May 14, 1952, is
on record as vigorously opposing the practices aforementioned, and calls upon the
Federal Maritime Board, the Department of
Defense, the Navy Department, and the Military and Sea Transport Service to institute
a thorough investigation in the port cities
on the Pacific coast to the end that unfair,
unjust, and destructive competition between
trade and craft civilian shipyard workers and
enlisted military personnel, merchant seamen, and certain civilian workers, and between agencies of the Government and private shipbuilding companies be stopped; and
further
Resolved, The conference secretary is instructed to forward this resolution to the
President of the United States and the Members of Congress from the States of Washington, Oregon, and California.
PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT METAL
TRADES COUNCIL,
By WM. H. WAY, President.
THOMAS A. ROTELL,

RESOLUTION ADOPTED AT THE PACIFIC COAST
SHIPBUILDING CONFERENCE, IN CONFERENCE
ASSEMBLED, AT THE WILTON HOTEL, LONG
BEACH, CALIF., MAY 14, 1952
Whereas the Metal Trades Department,
A. F. of L., and local metal trades councils
in port cities on the Pacific coast have repeatedly protested to the Federal Maritime
Board, to the Department of Defense, the
Navy Department, and the Military and Sea
Transport Service against the use of enlisted
personnel, merchant seamen, and certain
civil-service workers in the performance of
repair and maintenance work on vessels
under their jurisdiction; thereby displacing
Executive ,Secretary.
civilian workers in the various trades and
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
crafts.
PACIFIC COAST SHIPBUILDERS,
As a result of numerous conferences durBy THEODORE STEPHENS,
ing recent years, the officers of the Metal
HENRY NOLLAN,
Trades Department, A. F. of L., with the
R. B. BIVINS.
heads of the defense departments a.ffecte<;l,
SEATTLE, WASH.
and also conferences by officers and committees of local metal trades councils with
the responsible authorities in Pacific coast
port cities, assurances have been given that
These Honored Dead
the use of enlisted personnel, merchant seamen, and certain civil-service workers to
displace civilian trades and craftsmen on
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
repa:r and maintenance work on naval, milOF
itary and sea transport, and Maritime Board
vessels would be discontinued.
However, during the past year a number
OF WYOMING
of instances have been brought to light in
port cities on the Pacific coast that such
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
practices are frequently occurring.
Monday, June 2, 1952
These practices are destructive of standards of wages and· conditions of employment
Mr.
O'MAHONEY
. .Mr. President, in
established by our American Federation of
my judgment the editors of the Saturday
Labor Union, and these practices also pose a
Evening Post in the issue of May 31 perserious threat to the interests of the private
shipbuilding industry, since the use of enformed a great public service by publishlisted personnel, merchant seamen, and cer•
ing a Memorial Day editorial under the
tain civil-service workers is. in effect, direct
title "These. Honored Dead."
and unfair competition by defense departThe editorial was written by a lady
ments of the United St;ttes Government.
who is a resident of the city of Cheyenn~
This competition, as it affects the shipyard worker and the private shipbuilding
my home town. I cannot attempt to deindustry, is a flagrant violation of basic
scribe the editorial. It is a poignant and
statutes passed by the Congress establishing
an appealing representation of what I
standards of wages and conditions of embelieve parents all over the world feel
ployment on Government work.
about the loss of life in war. I think it
It is also a serious encroachment by Govshould be read by every Member of Conernment departments into the field of the
gress. I ask unanimous consent that it
private shipbuilding industry on the Pacific
may be printed in the Appendix of. the
coast, and as such, is contrary to the American principle of encouraging private iniRECORD.
tiative and private industrial growth and
There being no objection, the editorial
expansion to meet the needs of 'a sound
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
American economy.
as follows:
It has been brought to the attention of ·
THESE HONORED DEAD
the Pacific Coast District Metal Trades Coun(By Fern Herring)
cil that recently the Federal Maritime Board
has allotted repair and maintenance work
(The Post prints this week as its Memorial
on vessels, owned or operated by the Board
Day editorial this letter from the mother of
a promising and dedicated American boy who
to a craft organization that traditionally
was killed in Belgium in 1945. It is. our behas never done such work either in private
lief that Mrs. Herring's letter will strengthen
shipyards or at repair docks; thus setting
the faith of other American parents who are
up a condition that is highly inimical to
enduring the same tragic experience.)
the 'best interests of the Federal Maritime
Recently I read in the Post When the DocBoard and the trade-union organizations aftors Gave Up: God Saved My Baby, by Samfected.
uel Binder. It was an inspiring article.
It is the consensus of this conference that
If I were a writer, I would write an article
practices above mentioned are a potentially
serious threat to civil liberties, and our free _entitled "I Prayed for 50 Years: My Son Was
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Riddled with Machine-Gun Fire in WaistDeep Snow." After that terrible news, what
could I believe? With the foundations of
faith gone, how could I ever pray?
You see, our son's name was John, and
he was our only child. We had rather a late
start because my husband was in the front
lines all through World War I. John grew
from a roly-poly baby with apple-red cheeks
and blond hair to a tall, lean, serious young
man. Even in high school he was always at
the head of everything worthwhile: commanding officer of the ROTC unit; president
of the student body; good parts in the school
operettas. He went on to the University of
Wyoming. ("I don't want to go east, mom;
I love Wyoming!") We were glad, because
the university was near us and we could bask
in the reflected glory of student activities and
hear him sing the leading roles in the varsity
lhows.
John was never tied to my apron strings.
You can only hold a son by letting him go,
and before he was 12 he had camped with
other youngsters in our mountains. He became inured to physical hardships and loved
the out-of -doors.
One day, during his high-school days, I
heard John at the piano, playing a beautiful
melody in strong chords that fairly climbed
the keyboard. I listened and asked what he
was playing.
"Oh, that is the beginning of my Mountain
~ymphony.
I dreamed it up in the Snowy
Range last week. It has words," he added
shyly. He sang in his soft baritone;
''Someday I'll go
Up the trail to a place I know.
Where a man can talk with God
With his feet on God's good sod."
Then the strong chords changed to a beautiful rippling tune like a mountain stream,
and he sang:
"Where a man can laugh and sing
And never worry about a thing l
Someday I'll go
Up the trail to a place I know ...
That is another side of the sort of boy he
was.
As a girl in Missouri, I had grown up with
great confidence in God and prayer. I didn't
need to be convinced. God was truly in His
heaven and reaching His hand down to me.
And it continued to be that way until that
fateful day in Virginia when my husband
came into our trailer home, and, taking me
in his arms, said, "Our John-killed in action."
"No, no," I cried out in anguish. It
couldn't be true. I had prayed every minute
since he went on that first trip to the Aleutians; then, after a brief respite, to Europe
to the front lines. The Bulge: We lived
through that. Then the drive to Germany
as an infantry lieutenant. I had prayed for
all the mothers in the world-the German
mothers, the Russian mothers. "God help
them to bear it," I had prayed. I had been so
sure it could not happen to me; God was my
friend; He had always been so good to me.
You do not die just because you want to.
You cannot eat; the food is like dust. His
favorite foods choke you as you remember
sending a box of cookies which reached his
fox hole on Christmas Day. You cannot bear
the beauty of the sunset because it recalls a
day when he was 4 that he came tumbling
into the house on a summer evening crying
out, "Mommie, I want to keep the sunset."
One day I looked from the window of my
trailer house into the garden of vegetables
and flowers with which I had surrounded it.
There, stalking majestically through my bean
rows, was a turkey buzzard.
Observing the ugly head of the buzzard at
elose range, I exclaimed aloud, "My, you're
an ugly thing." As if in answer to my exclamation, the bird hopped upon a post and
folded her black wings about her like a cloak

of sorrow-the sorrow of all the mothers in
the world.
Suddenly she lifted those somber wings
and sailed up into the air, her ugliness disappearing in graceful flight. Somehow, I
understood that God was showing me that
my "black cloak of sorrow" could be lifted if
I kept my thoughts high in the blue sky,
where beauty reigns and ugliness disappears.
I tried. I went to church as usual, but
the familiar words sounded vaguely strange
and unsure. "Ask and it shall be given unto
you." Then I remembered that in His scheme
for the redemption of the world, God could
not even save His own Son. I remembered
the pictures of Christ on the Cross, and heard
His anguished cry: "My God, my God, why
hast Thou forsaken me?" Gradually my
prayers became a mumbled: "God help me to
see it right."
Working in my garden, I looked at the
beautiful lilies then coming up through the
ground, having sprung from the seemingly
dead bulb which I had planted the year before, and knew it would be the same lily.
The Queen Anne's lace, now in bloom, would
by winter become a cup full of seed held
above the snow for the birds. If God takes
care of the birds, if He can instill such love
in the hearts of men that they are willing
to die that the world may be better"! go to prepare a place for you • •
that where I am, there ye may be also."
We came to think of John as there too. Now,
after 7 years, although his smile flashes from
every corner of our house and from his
piano bench and from the shade of the trees
he planted, I wonder why I thought I knew
more than God.
I think of all mothers the world 'round
who prayed and whose anguished hearts will
never again awaken in the morning brimming with happiness. And I pray: "God
help them all to bear it. Make them see it
right." Most of all I pray that they, too, can
pray: "Thy will be done."

New York Times Publishes Another
Misleading Book Review
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, the New York Times book review section of March 16, 1952, on page
31, published a review of the book The
Enemy Within. The book review was
written by Stuart Lillico.
Father Raymond J. de Jaegher, the
author of the book, is a Belgian priest
who went to China shortly before his
ordination in 1930 . . He lived like a
native Chinese for 19 years until he escaped from the Chinese Communists in
1949. During this time he spent 12
years under the heel of the Chinese
Communists. As a result, his book is a
graphic first-hand account of Communist terror and oppression, a fact
which Mr. Lilli co in his book review
acknowledges.
The book review, however, disparages
Father de Jaegher by stating that he
"apparently felt little responsibilityand that belated-to communicate his
misgivings on Communist activities to
General Marshall or others in a position

to profit by the information." But, as
a matter of fact, Father de Jaegher did
communicate his information on a number of occasions to various United States
military personnel who accompanied
Gen. George C. Marshall in his futile
mission to China. He also tried to see
General Marshall himself and was refused admittance to see him by the general's Chinese secretary, who was apparently a Communist. These facts are
precisely set out by Father de Jaegher in
his book, and should have been readily
observable by anyone who read the book.
The supercilious comment of the New
Yorlc Times book review that Father de
Jaegher's position is "a trifle equivocal"
because he was unsuccessful in warning
General Marshall of the true nature of
the Chinese Communist is rather sardonic in view of the fact that any of
those who tried to warn our Government about the Reds back in 1946 was
scoffed at and ridiculed into silence by
persons who wrote book reviews for the
New York Times.
I include herewith the book review
from the New York Times and also a
passage from pages 274 to 277 of Father
de Jaegher's book which describes
Father de Jaegher's unsuccessful efforts
to acquaint United States officials and
General Marshall himself with the
treacherous nature of the Chinese Reds:
A RECORD OF HORROR

(By Stuart Lillico)
Raymond de Jaegher, a Belgian, served as
a parish priest at An-kwo, a county seat on
the Hopeh plain some 200 miles south of
Peiping, most of the 22 years he was in
China. When his territory was abandoned
by the Nationalists early in the Sino-Japanese incident, he saw the Chinese Reds move
swiftly into the vacuum. For the next decade he worked under the shadow of both
the Communists and the Nipponese, and
found them both abhorrent. But, he notes
almost clinically, the Reds were the more
bloodthirsty, practicing terrorism for its
own sake, inflicting pain and suffering not
so much on China's enemies as on their own
people.
The distaste was reciprocated. The Japanese put Father de Jaegher in a concentration
camp; the Reds marked him for liquidation
when he began to get in .their way. He left
Shanghai by plane in the nick of time.
The Enemy Within, which has a flavor of
authenticity that is almost unique, tells, of
the nearly unrelieved treachery, terror, and
oppression that followed the Communist advance. Father de Jaegher was forced to
watch a dozen youthful graduates of a particularly disliked Christian agricultural
school beheaded and mutilated . . (The Reds
summarily put to death as an enemy of the
people every graduate they could trace.)
Within 5 years a score of more of his Chinese
friends and coworkers (along with hundreds
of other humble citizens of the An-kwo area)
were dragged into the fields from their homes
a.nd buried alive. The record of horror is
long and detai,J.ed.
.
The Enemy Within is impressively successful in its primary purpose of revealing Cilinese communism as a ruthless dictatorship.
In addition, however, the inevitability of the
Red victory is curiously revealed. The Nationalists, it appears, were unfailingly outwitted by the Communists, frequently betrayed by their own fearful, inept, or dishonest officials, and eventually abandoned by
the common people who had constituted
their original strength.
Father de Jaegher himself, despite his intimate contact with the Communists and his
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unique knowledge of their methods, seems to
have few concrete ideas on · how the Reds
could have been checked. Furthermore, it is
nowhere suggested that he made much effort
to warn the West of the disaster hidden in
this "agrarian reform" movement. During
his frequent contact with members of the
Marshall mission in Peiping in 1946, he apparently felt little responsibility-and that
belated-to communicate his misgivings on
Communist activities to General Marshall or
others in a position to profit by the information. In the light of his scorn for m isinformed American officials, it makes his position a trifle equivocal.
THE ENEMY WITIDN

(By Raymond J. de Jaegher)
The Communists were able to make great
headway during . the period of the Marshall
mission and to. lay the foundation for their
subsequent. take-over of China because they
were otlicially recognized, enjoying equal
status in the executive headquarters with
the Government representatives and with the
Americans. They worked especially hard to
influence American Army officers, inviting
them to parties continuously and talking always against the Nationalists. One of the
American colonels who had been singled out
for special attention, much to his amusement, since he saw through them, kept me
informed about their maneuverings and
machinattons. I had told him of my experiences with them in Hopeh, and he urged me
to see General Marshall and give him a full
account of those 6 years. I was reluctant to
press myself forward, but the colonel convinced me that my information would be
welcome, and I went next day to the executive headquarters to try to make an appointment to see General Marshall. I talked at length to Capt. Juwny Grant,
whose brother, Buddy Grant, had been in
concentration camp with me in Weihsien.
The Grants were sons of a famous PUMC doctor, a specialist in tropical diseases, and they
were real old China hands. They both spoke
Chinese fluently and we:re at home anywhere·
in north China.
Captain Grant and I talked generalities
until I explained the purpose of my visit to
the headquarters.
"General Marshall will be easy to see," the
captain assured me when I mentioned my
reluctance to intrude on his time. "Besides,
you really have stuff he'll want to hear. I'll
see what I can do to set up a date with him
for you, and I'll let you know in a day or so."
I went away and spent some time assembling some notes I thought would be of particular interest to the general while I waited
to hear from Captain Grant. Two or three
days passed and I heard nothing. Then I
read in the newspaper that General Marshall
was leaving Peiping soon. I decided to visit
headquarters and see what had happened to
the appointment.
·
Captain Grant was not at headquarters,
and I learned that he had been sent to Mukden on an emergency mission within an hour
or so after I had seen him earlier in the week.
He had just had time to catch his plane
after getting his orders and had had no time
at all to send any word to me. I was shown
into the anteroom of General Marshall's
otlices. There I found a Chinese civilian,
brusque and discourteous in his manner, with
nothing of the usual Chinese traditionalism.
and all the earmarks of uncivility and rudeness that characterize the Chinese Communist, especially one who has wormed himself into an important post. But apparently
he was the m an I h ad to deal with here, so I
told him that Captain Grant had intended
to make an ~pointment for me to see General Marshall but had been called away so
hurriedly he had been unable to do it. On
the other hand, I explained, he may have
made the appointment and had been unable

to get word to me about it. "I'd like to see
the general before he left Peiping" I told him,
"at the general's convenience, of course."
The Chinese looked me over with curling
Jip and patronizing air.
"The general is very busy. He won't be
able to see you," he said with the faintest
shade of contempt on the "you." "Besides,"
he added, "he knows whatever it is you think
you can tell him."
This gratuitous observation made me quite
angry.
"How do you know what is in my head?"
I asked him. "I don't pretend to know what
is in yours."
He made a sarcastic rejoinder and we had
a small argument, but I soon saw that he had
no intention of checking · on any appointment Captain Grant may have made for me
or making any slightest effort in my behalf.
I made no further attempt to see General
Marshall at this time, since he was leaving
Peiping almost at once.
Generally it was easy to see any American
otlicial, something I had learned in my pleasant contacts after I had come to Peiping from
concentration camp and had had to deal almost exclusively with them in my refugee
work. I found it hard to understand the
otliciousness of this Chinese civlll!in in the
American offices of the headquarters, even
assuming he was a Communist, until sometime afterward when I mentioned it to the
charming and distinguished commissioner,
Mr. Walter Robertson, the No. 1 American
in Peiping. It was at a reception given by the
Chinese Cardinal Tien, who had just been
made Archbishop of Peiping and had come
to take up his residence there. The archbishop was new in the city, and I had helped
him with the guest list of foreign and Chinese officials and residents whom he wanted
to greet. Mr. Robertson and I found a quiet
corner removed from the press of guests and
had a long talk. He, too, was greatly interested in my experiences with the Communists and said earnestly, "You know, you
should see General Marshall." It was then
that I told him of my earlier efforts in this
direction. Mr. Robertson frowned and shook
his head.
"I have had ma:1y complaints from others
along these same lines--other persons who
had had the same experience that you had,
Father," he said. "Perhaps some of the sta1f
around General Marshall are deliberately
keeping certain persons from seeing him."
We did not pursue the discussion further
because it was obvious that Mr. Robertson
was distressed by my story and its implications; and of course it is well known by this
time that General Marshall's most important
Chinese staff member, his translator and
general secretary for all Chinese matters,
was the Chinese Communist Ching Nu-chi, a
returned student from Chicago. Ching wrote
a book which was published by the New
People's Publishing Co. in Hong Kong in
April 1949. It was titled "Secret Report on
the United States-Chiang Kai-shek Conspiracy.

Explosives on the Highways
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOWARD H. BUFFETT
OF NEBRASKA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. BUFFETT. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I am includ:.
ing an editorial entitled "Get the Explosives 01f the Highways," from the Omaha.
World-Herald of May 10, 1952.
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This editorial points up the perils of
this traffic-perils that are an unnecessary danger to the American public.
It is to be hoped that the responsible
officials here in washington will act to
end this menace before-and not aftera terrible tragedy occurs because of this
reckless activity.
The editorial follows:
GET THE ExPLOSIVES OFF THE HIGHWAYS

At One Hundredth and Dodge Streets
Thursday night the tractor section Of a truck
loaded with explosives caught fire. A motor
backfire had ignited gasoline leaking from
the truck's tank.
The quick-thinking driver, C. H. Roche, of
Chicago, unhooked the burning tractor and
drove it 50 feet away from the trailer. The-re
he and three State safety patrolmen fought
the fire with extinguishers and got it out.
Congratulations are due to Mr. Roche and
the patrolmen. By their courage they
averted a disaster. But why on earth were
explosives en route from Hastings., Nebr., to
Portsmouth, Va., being shipped by truck?
Hastings is served by two railways, the
Burlington and the Union Pacific.
Portsmouth is served by nine, the Chesapeake &-Ohio, Norfolk & Western, Pennsylvania, Southern, Atlantic & Danville, Atlantic Coast Line, Norfolk & Southern, Seaboard ·
Air Line, and Virginian.
For several years truckers have been hauling explosives on temporary permits, obtained originally on the claim of urgent and
immediate necessity. The ICC issued the
permits on the theory that, in some instances, rail facilities for the hauling of explosives were not adequate. At Hastings,
for example, there are not rail lines to all
the igloos in which explosives are stored,
and it was argued that it would be easier for
the Navy to let private trucks back up to the
igloos rather than to have Navy personnel
haul the explosives to rail switch tracks.
Now truckers are seeking permanent authority to haul explosives. In hearings last
fall they ran into formidable opposition.
State and municipal authorities argued that
hauling explosives should be done by rail,
wherever possible. On rail lines or in rail
yards, they said, explosives would be relatively safe. On crowded highways ·and
bridges, and in passing through cities and
towns, they would be exposed to all sorts of
hazards. Moreover, if a truckload of explosives went off, the results would be horrendous. Police officials, among them Omaha's Inspector Whinnery, complained too of
the drain on manpower in escorting explosive trucks. In Omaha, Mr. Whinnery noted,
the department is called upon to escort 3
to 10 trucks a day.
We have said before that the ICC ought to
deny the permanent permit, and it ought to
cancel the temporary permits, because of the
peril involved. Thursday night's incident
emphasized that peril. And Omaha had a
narrow escape in July 1946. A+:. that time an
explosive truck caught fire at Sixty-seventh
and Dodge Streets, but this fire also was put
out before it reached the explosives.
The real reason why explosives are moving by truck are two: ( 1) Explosives are a
high-rated cargo, and a very profitable one
for the truckers; (2) the military authorities
sometimes find it somewhat more convenient
to use trucks.
These considerations are far from adequate
to justify such fantastic idiocies as the
Hastings-Portsmouth haul-1,600 miles between two cities that are adequately served
by rail.
Congress ought to start an inquiry into the
hauling of explosives, right now. As a start,
it ought to call on the carpet the men from
the Pentagon who seem to have condoned
and even encouraged the truck traffic, and
ask them what on earth they are doing.
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Everyone Has Two Votes
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CECIL M. HARDEN
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mrs. HARDEN. Mr. Speaker, under
permission to extend my remarks, I desire to call to the attention of the House
an article appearing in the June issue of
the American Legion magazine, monthly
publication of America's lar~est organization of veterans. Entitled "Everyone
Has Two Votes," the article was written
by the Legion's able and distinguished
National Commander Donald R. Wilson,
and it deserves the widest possible circu-·
lation. As Commander Wilson points
out, nearly 50,000,000 Americans failed to
vote in the · 1948 presidential election.
Our President today is a minority President, for he was elected with the votes of
only approximately one person. out of
every four qualified voters in this Nation.
These are disturbing facts, and I feel
that Commander Wilson has gone into
the subject of voter responsibility in a
manner which makes his message a
challenge to every American who believes in the tradition and ideals of our
form of government. A summary of the
article follows:
EVERYONE HAS Two VOTES
(By Donald R. Wilson, national commander,
·
the American Legion)
In the national elections of 1948 more
Americans went to the polls than ever
before.
Even so, nearly 50,000,000 Americans of
voting age did not vote in 1948.
· It is safe to say that most of the nonvoters assumed that their failure to vote made
no difference.
Men and women offer many reasons for
not voting.
"My man is in anyway."
"My man can't win."
"They look the same to me."
"A plague on both their houses."
"I can't make up my mind."
"One vote doesn't make any difference."
. Clearly, even if one vote does not make
that much difference in the naming of candidates to office (and there have been many
important elections where one vote did make
a difference) , 50,000,000 votes might make a
tremendous difference. Just as clearly, the
only way 50,000,000 votes can be thrown
away is one by one.
Not so clear is the fact that there is no
such thing as making no choice on election
day. Besides the vote he may cast for a
candidate for any office, each citizen has another vote which he cannot help but cast.
His other vote is the fact that he did or
did not vote. It is often the most important
vote we have. When election day is over,
each of us is inescapably counted among
either the voters or the nonvoters, and it
makes a tremendous difference in the quality of government that we get.
Any year-and apparently more so this
year than usual-the American people are
anxious not only about the fiavor of the
government we will get but about its quality. You and I not only want our favorite
party or candidates to win, we also want to
protect ourselves against being abused by
our own favorites, if they should win, or by
the opposing candidates if they should win.
Some feel there is no way to find this
protection.

In fact, among the more cynical Americans of voting age perhaps no view is more
common than the belief that, to some extent, their vote is a cruel joke. The most
cynical of all views is one that cannot be
uncommon in a Nation where around half
the eligible voters regularly forsake the polls~
It boils down to a bitter denial of the
power of the vote, and goes something like
this:
"I am offered a lousy choice of candidates,
and don't want any of them. Before election day they promise me heaven and earth.
No matter which one I vote for, he forgets
everything he promised as soon as he's in
office. I am then powerless for 1, 2, 3, or 4
years when the same comedy repeats itself.
If my side loses, my vote is even more effectively canceled, and a bunch of rascals I
didn't even want in the first place to run
things. The little fellow hasn't a thing to
say. To heck with voting!"
Yes. To some extent these things happen.
Who would deny it?
But why do they happen?
One who complains about an unhappy
choice of candidates is complaining about
choices made in advance by major political
organizations. But if we look beneath the
surface h~re, one thing has been consistently true since our Nation's infancy. Political
parties temper and mold their choices of
platforms and candidates with a view to
winning the support of most of the people
who will vote. The people who will not vote
do not count. Their wishes need not be
considered in the formation of party policy.
This spring we have seen the hopes of
various candidates of the major parties rise
and fall in the primary elections of just a
few States.
Every year, a few more people peek under
the surface and come up with the fundamental secret of democratic government that
every politician and political scientist knows:
Nothing makes bad government come easier
than the failure of eligible voters to vote.
Nothing compels bad government as we know
it so much as the failure of eligible voters
to vote.
Does this make sense?
Our political system is as beautiful and
effective as ahy that has ever been devised by
man-as long as it works the way it is supposed to. It is founded on a basic expectation of the participation of each of us in the
selection of candidates and-through candidates-the policies that they represent.
But what good is any recipe if you leave out
the chief ingredient-in this case the participation of the people? There are clear and
compelling reasons why democracy suffers
when the people don't participate wholeheartedly.• These are found in the very foundation of our way of government.
In the narrowing down of the selection of
our candidates and their policies we rely
upon our political organizations (the major
parties) for the most part.
. At their best these organizations render an
!!\dispensable service. How would we vote
at the polls if we were faced with a blank
sheet? How, if we were faced with 10,000
candidates for the major offices? Would we
ever reach decisions as good as the ones we
do reach, without the screening services of
our major parties? Democracy would be
chaos.
Clearly we must leave a lot of the judgment up to the major parties.
At the same time we must recognize that
if we want the best quality of government,
we must use the most effective tools we
have to steer the parties toward good
decisions.
We are all too familiar with what the
indispensable political organizations are like
at their worst. Then, they represent the
acme of everything evil that we mean when
w~ say machine, bossism, or corruption.
What ·is the most effective tool we have
to steer the political parties?

Let's take a look at the worst sort of political organization we know: The intrenched,
corrupt machine.
The political machine at its worst has a
heyday when expert indications are that
few but the faithful will vote. The faithful will win, provided the candidates and
policies chosen by the machine are those
that place the interests of the faithful above
the public interest.
Put it another way. If it seems certain
that the nonmachine vote will be light, then
the machine must cater to the wishes of
its hard-voting inner circle, since it can only
lose by displeasing these sure-fire ·voters.
Thus those who do not vote compel political organizations to follow paths th!).t place
party loyalties above public loyalties.
But what happens when a political machine anticipates a heavy vote? It begins
to look for support outside of the inner
circle. The selectiO~l of candidates and policies is modified to appeal to more people.
Let a political machine resist this step in
the face of a large vote, and it may lose
the election. Or else explosions will occur
within the machine, bringing to the top
those who will improve the machine's policies in order to keep the machine in power.
These are basic facts of political organization and policy making. They are ABC
to every professional politician, to whom
the mechanics of all politics begins with
an estimate of who is going to vote, and
ends with who did vote. The best: no less
than the worst, of political leaders cannot
win if he ignores these principles. Under
our Government, all power stems from the
power of the vote, and the evil machine
at which the gbod citizen rails is, in the
simplest analysis, a combination of men who
have promised each other that they will
vote. Any additional votes cast require of
t,_1 machi~e that it either match them, or
temper its policies to attract them. Thus
one may vote for good or bad Government,
but no vote can be abandoned without making bad Government come easier.
What is true principle for the worst of
political organizations is true of the best of
them. A light vote is a loyal party vote.
and compels the party to emphasize party
interest. A heavy vote is a public votr and
compels emphasizing public interest.
Thus, even before he votes, and even if his
:final vote is on the losing side, the fact that
a citizen will vote has a beneficial effect on
party decisions, choices of candidates, platforms offered and platforms lived up to.
No more powerful support for the principles of good government could be offered
to every political organization than the fact
that every eligible voter will exercise every
voting privilege-in primaries and finals, at
local, State and national levels.
The bosses of some of the strongest political machines in the country have often
pointed these principles out to the public.
In the early days of this century, Ida M.
Tarbell and Lincoln Steffens wrote dozens of
magazine articles exposing the machines in
our major cities; machines which often
served as keystones for State and national
Government. The bosses themselves frankly
told Miss Tarbell and Steffens that their
strength depended on the consent of public
apathy. More recently, Edward J. Flynn, for
many years controller of the dominant political machine in New York's Bronx, has
taken considerable pains to publish similar
information for all who would read it.
The myth that-once elected-officeholders ignore the voters is fully as fascinating
to explore as is the power for good in a large
vote.
When officeholders do ignore citizens, it is
the nonvoters they ignore.
In an election where half the people do
not vote, so that slightly more than a quarter
of the eligible voters become the winning
group, a legislator or other public official
can-and often will-truly ignore what "a
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m a jority of the people want" in favor of what
a m ajority of voters want.
It is not the officeholder's fault if a majority of voters is not a majority of the
people. He knows, that what really makes a
differen ce is that group of people who believe that their votes make a difference.
Oft en the same men and women who complain that public officials don't keep their
pr omises complain in the next breath that
"these politicians just have their eye out for
the next elections instead of doing their
jobs."
The latter observation is at least half true.
I t is just another way of saying that public
officials, throughout their terms of office, are
constant ly influenced in their public acts by
their. estimates of how those who vote will
react. Which, in turn, is a way of saying
that the vote that is actually going to be
cast remains effective not only on election
d ay but every day of the year.
Public officials pay a good deal of attention to small pressure groups. If this makes
us angry, we must concede that it is almost
a dead certainty that come election day the
small pressure group will vote. A small
group that will vote 100 percent one way
may have the political weight of an average
group four times its size, if only half of an
average group will vote and half of them will
vote one way.
Where the strength of pressure groups is
an evil, is it an evil of democracy or of politics or of politicians? It is most often an
evil of the abandonment of their democratic
responsibilities by half of the people. A
pressure group is a group that knows the
power of the vote and uses it. The more
that others deny the power of the vote the
stronger the users of the vote become.
Pressure groups are like political organizations. They are tools for great public
good or great public harm, and the public
bas the power to restrain and guide them
any time it chooses to use that power. Like
political organizations, pressure groups have
a power for evil that grows smaller the larger
the expected vote. This is true because the
relative strength of a pressure group grows
less in the face of a certain large vote. It is
true because if small groups are to get the
support from others· that they need in the
face of a large vote, they must modify and
temper their more extreme policies to attract
outside support.
On examination, nearly every complaint
of the nonvoter is largely caused by not
voting.
"Just votirig"-the best we know how-ls
an important step toward letting candidates
and officeholders ponder the wishes of all of
us and thus is a step toward better government. It is, of course, not the final step
within our power toward the best government. The final step is for all voters to inform themselves on the issues and candidates to the best of their ability, so that
the tremendous influence for good of more
votes would be further enhanced by making
that influence the most level-headed influence possible.
In spite of the difficulties that prevent
every citizen from knowing everything about
government, there is room for tremendous
real improvement that is easily within our
reach.
A full share of our present nonvoters seems
to be among those who are assumed generally
to be well-informed and level-headed. A
survey in Syracuse, N. Y., showed that from
a quarter to nearly a half of professional
men and women, civic leaders, and business
executives had fail.ed to vote in a recent election. A campaign to get out their vote cut
the number fully in half the following year.
It is almost too much to ask a candidate to
put up a strong stand for the best possible
government if those whose support he needs
sit on their hands when the show-down
comes.

More important, perhaps, is the fact that
the means for making wiser voting decisions
are well within the reach of all of us. Few
people realize the extent to which local
politics control State and National Government. Of all our national elected officials,
only two are elected by national vote-the
President and the Vice President. Your
United States Senators are elected by your
State alone. Four hundred and twenty-five
Representatives are each elected by a single
congressional district. Ten represent their
States at large. Practically all of our Government, at all layers, is chosen right around
home-where we live. The decisions on
naming candidates for all elective offices in
this Nation begin with delegates to conventions and public officials representing small
districts. These officials are, in fact, our
neighbors and fellow townsmen. Any of us,
if we wish, can get to know these neighbors
of ours
who aspire to political importance and to have a hand in electing
them. Their character and their sense of
who supports them are the foundations on
which they use their influence to guide
larger policy and fill higher offices. Nobody
can get to know their character or determine
their support better than we who are their
near neighbors-if we will.
Joseph McLean, professor of politics at
Princeton, has written a clear and readable
pamphlet on the means for good government
that are within our reach right around home.
His pamphlet, Politics Is What You Make It,
is available at 25 cents a copy through the
Public Affairs Committee, Inc., 22 East
Thirty-eighth Street, New York 16, N. Y.
Professor McLean points out that "if your
local man (party or public official) is held
responsible by a reasonably large group of
people, it is safe to say that he will support
candidates who are competent and deserving
of widespread support. On the other hand,
if he is responsible to a small minority ·of
party hacks, he will probably support other·
party hacks for important public positions."
It is up to us alone to decide, by action or
inaction, to whom he will be responsible.
This year, perhaps as never before, an unusually large number of lay organizations
is making a united effort to bring our national vote up to its original purpose and
tremendous potentialities, to the end that
the quality of our Government may be the
envy of nations no matter what party wins.
There is hardly a question or problem on
voting, on the structure of government, on
election procedure or on political fact that
cannot be answered factually by officials or
organizations in most communities. All sorts
of services and aids are available to help us
vote and vote more wisely. The American
Legion and other organizations in many
towns even go so far as to furnish babysitters while mothers vote. We can easily
learn, by asking, when and where to register
so that we will be eligible to vote, this coming November 4.
A national get-out-the-vote campaign is
supported by the American Legion, the
League of Women Voters, the Junior Chamber of Commerce, and many of the leading
national fraternal, religious, and trade associations. A large · number of these- groups
have agreed to coordinate their efforts
through the American Heritage Foundation,
With offices at 25 West Forty-fifth Street,
New York 36, N. Y., to the end that they
work together instead of separately in an
organized effort to bring good government
up from the grass roots of this Nation.
Source and reference material related to organizing local get-out-the-vote campaigns,
and basic publicity tools, are available by
writing the foundation. Advertising material is available by writing the Advertising
Council at the same address.
· In addition, most Legion State organizations have already appointed get-out-thevote chairmen who may be contacted through

department Americanism headquarters for
helpful material for local get-out-the-vote
campaigns.
Meanwhile, the first step in voting is to
be properly registered. Are you?
PROCLAMATION

Whereas responsibility for good government in our Nation rests as fully on the
governed as on those who govern; and
Whereas the most desirable conduct of our
public affairs is only possible where all eligible voters are heard;
Therefore, it is hereby urged that all
eligible voters in the American Legion properly qualify themselves in advance to cast
their votes in local, State, and National elections this year and every year; and
It is urged that all Legionnaires inform
themselves to the best of their ability to
make the wisest choice they can among candidates and issues; and
It is urged that all Legionnaires express
this choice to the best of their ability at
the polls on election day, Tuesday, November 4, 1952; and
It is further urged that all organized units
of the American Legion participate and cooperate in civic efforts aimed at achieving
the largest possible rarticlpation of all. American citizens in the local, State, and National elections.
DONALD R. WILSON,
Nati onal Commander, the American
Legion.

Politics Mires ·Civil Rights
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENDERSON L. LANHAM
OF GEORGIA

IN THE HOUSE! OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Speaker, with
leave to extend my own remarks in the
RECORD, I am including an editorial column entitled "Politics Mires Civil
Rights," by Roscoe Drummond, chief of
the washington News Bureau, which appeared in the Christian Science Monitor on May 26. The editorial refers to
the able leadership furnished by our distinguished colleague, the Honorable
BROOKS HAYS, of Arkansas, in an effort
to bring into agreement the extremists
on both sides of the civil-rights issue.
Mr. HAYS. well deserves the compliment
paid him by the Christian Science Monitor in this editorial. I am sure that his
approach to the problem is the correct
and enlightened one and that if the extremists on each side of the controversy
would listen to the voice of reason, a satisfactory solution of this explosive and
politically abused problem would soon
be found.
I am pleased to note that Congressm an HAYS has been na!ned by the Democratic committee to the preconvention
platform committee to draft suggestions
for the National Democratic Convention
in Chicago in July. His personality and
his qualities of leadership will contrib ..
ute substantially to the good influences
that are now tending to unite the party.
The efforts of those who, like Mr. HAYS.
are striving for a reasonable approach
to the problem will mean much in as ..
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suring harmony and a sound program
for our Government.
The editorial follows:
STATE OF THE NATION
(By Roscoe Drummond)
POLITICS MIRES CIVIL RIGHTS
WASHINGTON.-From everything that goes
on here in Washington it is evident that
there are too many politicians who prefer
to keep the civil-rights issue unresolved in
order to use it to try to win the votes of
minority groups in presidential elections.
The extremists on both sides-those who
want to do nothing and those who want to
do everything overnight-are preventii).g
anything constructive from being done at all.
Not just President Truman or Senator
HUBERT HUMPHREY or those WhO talk most
about it but both major parties are explicitly
pledged to exact new measures to safeguard
basic human rights.
The Republican national platform says the
partyFavors "the prompt enactment of legisla·
tion to end the infamy of lynching."
Supports "the enactment and just enforcement of Federal legislation" to protect
"the right of equal opportunity to work and
advance in life" regardless "of race, :?:eligion,
color, or country of origin."
Favors "the abolition of the poll tax."
Opposes "the idea of racial segregation
1n the armed· services of the United States."
The Democratic national platform is even
more explicit in that it spells out the legislation it advocates to protect civil rights.
But nothing happens-nothing but talk
takes place. None of this legislation which
both parties so grandly and firmly announce
they will support is ever in any particular
enacted into law.
Why?
Can you rightly put all the blame on the
filibuster tactics ot some of the southern
Senators?
I don't think so. I think there is evidence to show that the extremist sponsors
of civil-rights legislation use their own form
of filibuster, even as do the extremist opponents of civil-rights legislation. The reality of the political situation is this:
The extremist sponsors of civil-rights legIslation want everything or nothing, while
the extremist opponents of civil-rights legislation want nothing.
And that's what they both get-nothing.
I'm wondering if that isn't exactly what
quite a few in both extremist groups want.
They keep the issue perpetually unresolved,
and then it can be perpetually used 1n the
elections.
This means that a progressive middle-road
beginning in the direction of new civil·
rights legislation is prevented altogether.
This means that a constructive compromise-a compromise, not on civil rights, but
on the proper role of Federal legislation in
behalf of civil rights is never seriously attempted.
And yet there are able and sincere advocates of middle-road civil-rights legislation
in Congress whose proposals would have an
exceedingly good chance of passage if the
extremist sponsors want constructive action
instead of political postponement.
Representative BROOKS HAYS, Democrat, of
Arkansas, is the foremost advocate of the
middle-road beginning and his record in his
home State and in Washington shows that
he is deeply dedicated to safeguarding civil
rights. His proposals, which have some
strong supporters in both House and '3enate,
are for:
1. Abolition of the poll tax by constitutional amendment. Mr. HAYs points out that
four Southern States have abolished the poll
tax voluntarily but· that during the 14 recen• years of congressional agitation, no
other State has followed suit, He considers

an attempt to abolish the poll tax by congressional statute highly dubious.
2. A Federal antilynching law which would
make lynching a Federal offense but which
would encourage the States to enforce their
own laws. The Federal Government would
not intervene if, in any lynching, the State
put its power of enforcement in the hands of
the attorney general and guaranteed that the
trial would be held in a county other than
the one in which the crime took place.
3. An act of Congress which would give the
Department Of Labor the duty to carry on a
voluntary and educational program to promote fair employment practices throughout
the Nation.
Mr. HAYS cites the fact that the white primary already has been almost totally eliminated in the South and that the courts and
public opinion are making important headway toward eliminating segregation in education.
The issue isn't whether this is the best
Federal legislation which could be advanced.
The issue is whether to make a construc•
tive beginning or to continue to do nothing
at all.
Among all the Republican and Democratic
presidential contenders there is only one
whq favors the an-or-nothing approach. He
is Averell Harriman. But President Truman
and Senator HuMPHREY and some others
continue to block a compromise beginning,
I do not suggest that any of these men
are anything less than sincere advocates of
civil rights, but it is hard to see how the
everything-or-nothing attitude helps civil
rights.
And it remains to be seen whether it is
going to remain good politics.

Most Papers Slant and Pervert News
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE M. RHODES
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include an editorial from Labor,
official railroad labor publication:
MOST PAPERS SLANT AND PERVERT NEWS
Labor has often criticized the big daily
newspapers and their "free press" claims,
but never said anything as severe as the condemnation which came this week from three
surprising sources-the editor of a prominent
daily, a leading public relations man, and a
college professor.
The latter is Virgie G. Wilhite, who teaches
economics at the University of Oklahoma.
Its student newspaper, the Oklahoma Daily,
published a column in which Wilhite, among
other things, says this:
"With a few laudable exceptions, the privately owned and controlled newspapers
slant, color, and pervert the news. They
virtually raise an iron curtain against any
evaluations which are contrary to the personal prejudices and private interests of the
publishers.
"Since most owners of newspapers are arch
conservatives, the distortion of the news and
suppression of opposing opinion results in
the progressive side of controversial issues
being minimized, misstated, and ridiculed,
while the reactionary side is whitewashed and
glorified.
"Consequently," Professor Wilhite says,
"the picture of most political and economic
problems presented to the public by the

private press is inaccurate, misleading, one•
sided, and unfair.
"The voters, therefore, are not in a position
to reach factually-supported, well-considered, sound, and safe decisions on public
policy. Distortion of the news and suppression of facts involved in crucial issues undermine democracy, interfere with good government, and m1litate against social justice.
· "It is ironical,'' Wilhite declares, "that
the very people who shout loudest about
'interference with freedom of the press' are
the publishers who have themselves shackled
the press."
Alan Barth, member of the editorial staff
of the Washington Post, addressed a newspaper gathering at the University of Colo·
rado. In part, he said:
·
"When we (newspapers) publish in headlines that Senator McCARTHY, of Wisconsin,
has spewed out wild charges, we do the Senator's dirty work for him anci we inflict on
his victim an irreparable injury.
"We do this often when there is not the
slightest corroboration of McCARTHY's
charges, often indeed when we know them
to be altogether absurd.
"This kind of journalism," said the editor
of a big daily, "makes the press a partner
in corruption of the democratic process."
That many people are getting wise to the
fakery and c~ookedness of most newspapers
is indicated by the answers to a questionnaire circulated by Edward L. Bernays. He
heads a large public relations firm which
serves big business, and w0uld have no reason to exaggerate the faults of the big·
business press.
Bernays sent the questionnaire to daily
newspaper publishers and leaders of labor,
industry, religion, science, finance, social
service, and other groups. He asked them for
their opinions on "whether the American
press of today meets the ideals set by the
great editors of the past."
That question was answered "No" by 44
per~ent of the group leaders who replied.
Even of the newspaper publishers, 25 percent answered "No."
Many of these critics wrote on their questionnaire charges that most daily papers
are guilty of political bias, slanting the
news, and yielding to economic pressure.
Bernays commented that these criticisms
say, in effect, that much of the press is
neither free nor responsible, and that America needs a free and responsib~e press.

Facts Forum Poll
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OVERTON BROOKS
OF LOUIS IAN A
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to revise and extend my remarks,
I include the results of the Facts Forum
poll dated May 28, 1952, the figures indicating the percentage of affirmative answers received. Facts Forum is doing
an excellent job of bringing to the attention of the country solutions of some
of the vital and urgent problems facing
the United States at this time. Facts
Forum is widely read and demands the
respect and commands attention from
all parts of our country. Mr. Robert H.
Dedman, president of Facts Forum, is to
be commended for the excellent job he
is doing.
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· The above-mentioned follows:
Yes
percent

Should price ·controls be extended
June 1--------------------------Will the Madden House Committee
find Russia guilty of the Katyn
Forest massacres -----------------Should Truman keep Congress in session until it passes the bills he requests_____________________________
Does bipartisan policy curtail voters•
control____________________________
Should the Senate ratify the U. N.'s
Genocide Treaty__________________
Should foreign aid be established as a
permanent feature of American
policy---------------------------Can the number of voters be increased
12 million this year over previous
years-----------------------------Does compulsory health insurance
differ from socialized medicine_____
Should the President invoke the TaftHartley Act in the steel-wage
dispute ____________ --------------Are American history and civics adequately taught in the public
schools---------------------------Should the United States declare the
Yalta agreements void____________
Will the United Nations accomplish
its purposes______________________
Should Congress establish its own
budget bureau____________________
Are there Communists in high places
in Government who have not been
named-------------·--------------Should we use atomic weapons in
Korea-----------------------------

28

yes. Are there Communists in high places in
Government who have not been named?, 93
percent, yes. Will the Madden House Committee find Russia guilty of the Katyn Forest Massacres?, 75 percent, yes. Should Truman keep Congress in session until it passes
the bills he requests?, 7 percent. yes.

75

7

The America We Lost

50
32

12
80
29
87
18
78
20
83
93
75

DALLAS. TEX.-Continuation of foreign
aid as a permanent feature of American
policy drew opposition from a big majority
of the voters in the Facts Forum poll just
closed, Robert H. Dedman, president of Facts
Forum, announced today.
· Eighty-eight percent voted against continued financial assistance. Twelve percent
expressed belief that it should remain a part
of foreign policy.
On other international issues, participants
disapproved the Genocide Treaty, and favored
withdrawal of American commitments at
Yalta. Only 32 percent answered "yes" to
the question, "Should the Senate ratify the
U. N.'s Genocide Treaty?" while 78 percent
responded affirmatively to the query, "Should
the United States ~eclare the Yalta agreements void?"
To the question, "Should we use atomic
weapons in Korea?" 75 percent said, "yes."
On a previous poll in January, 74 percent
favored utilizing atomic warfare in the event
peace negotiations failed.
The vote was split on the issue, "Does bipartisan policy curtail voters' control?" Fifty percent believes it does.
On the domestic scene, 83 percent, responding to the question, thought Congress should
establish its own budget bureau. In a poll
last November, 90 percent had expressed belief that the budget bureau should be responsible to Congress.
An increase in opposition to price controls
is indicated in the balloting on the question,
"Should price controls be extended June 1 ?"
Seventy-two percent voted against extension; 28 percent, for. Last March, 61 percent
of the poll voters favored discontinuing price
and wage ceilings.
Other poll questions and results are:
Can the number of voters be increased 12,000,000 this year over previous years?, 80
percent, yes. Does compulsory health insurance differ from socialized medicine?, 29 percent, yes. Should the President invoke the
Taft-Hartley Act in the steel wage dispute?,
67 percent, yes. Are American history and
civics adequately taught 1n · the publia
schools?, 18 percent, yes. Will the United
Nations accomplish its purposes?, 20 percen~ -

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.KARLE.MUNDT
OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday. June 2. l952

· Mr. MUNDT. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have inserted in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "The America We Lost," by
Mario A. Pei, published in the May 31,
1952, issue of the Saturday Evening Post.
. Coming to this country from Italy in
1908, Mr. Pei was enthralled with the
multiple liberties enjoyed by the American people. Of all liberties, he was
most enthused with that liberty which
he so aptly describes as "freedom from
Government."
Couching his remarks in eloquent but
straightforward language, Mr. Pei describes for us the precious freedoms
which we Americans have allowed to
slip away from us during the past 20
years until today our America is little
more than a twentieth century prototype
of any nineteenth century European
country. As an adopted American Mr.
Pei is fearful that the present trend will
carry us back even further on the road
to benevolent despotism.
Seldom have I had the privilege of
reading such an accurate account of the
dangerous path being tread by our Nation during the past 20 years. I hope
my colleagues in the Senate will find
time to read this article, and I earnestly
commend it to those Americans in our
midst who would make Washington the
capital of an American superstate.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD~
as follows:
THE .AMERICA WE LOST

(By Mario A. Pel)
When I first came to America, 44 years ago,
I learned a new meaning of the word "liberty"-freedom from government.
I did not learn a new meaning for "democracy.'' The European country from which I
came, Italy, was at that time as "democratic" as America. It was a constitutional
monarchy with a parliament, free and frequent elections, lots of political parties, and
plenty of freedom of religion, speech, press,
and assembly.
But my native country was governmentridden. A vast bureaucracy held it in its
countless tentacles. Regardless of the party
or coalition of parties that might be in power
at the moment, the government was every ..
where. Wherever one looked, one saw signs
of the ever-present government, in the uniforms of numberless royal, rural, and municipal policemen, soldiers, officers, goldbraided functionaries of all sorts. You could
not take a step without government intervention.
Many industries and businesses were gove:rnment-owned and government-run-railiOads, telegraphs, salt. and tobacco among
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them. No agreement, however trivial, was
legal unless written on government-stamped
paper. If you stepped out of the city into
the country and came back with a ham, a.
loaf of bread, or ;1 bottle of wine, you had to
stop at the internal-revenue barriers and pay
duty to the government, and so did the farmers who brought in the city's food supply
every morning. No business could be started
or run without the official sanction of a hundred bureaucrats.
Young people did not dream of going into
business for themselves; they dreamed of a
modest but safe government job, where they
would have tenure, security, and a pitiful
pension at the end of their plodding careers.
There was grinding taxation to support the
many government functions and the innumerable public servants. Everybody hated
the government, not just the party in power,
but the government itself. They had even
coined a phrase, "It's raining-thief of a.
government," as though even the evils of nature were the government's fault. Yet, I
repeat, the country was democratically run,
with all the trappings of a many-party system and all the freedoms of which we in
America boast today.
America in those days made you open your
lungs wide and inhale great gulps of freedom-laden air, for here was one additional
freedom-freedom from government.
The Government was conspicuous by its
very absence. There were no men in uniform, save occasional cops and firemen, no .
visible bureaucrats, no stifling restrictions,
no Government monopolies. It was wonderful to get used to the American system: To
learn that a contract was valid if written on
the side of a house; that you could move not
only from the city to the country but from
State to State and never be asked what your
business was or whether you had anything
to declare; that you could open and conduct
your own business, provided it was a legitimate one, without Government interference;
that you could go from one end of the year
to the other and never have contact with
the National Government, save for the cheery
postman who delivered your mail with a
speed and efficiency unknown today; that
there were no national taxes, save hidden
excises and import duties that you did not
even know you paid.
In that horse-and-buggy America, if you
made an honest dollar, you could pocket it
or spend it without having to figure what
portion of it J ou owed the Government or
what possible deductions you could allege
against that Government's claims. You did
not have to keep books and records of every
bit of income and expenditure or run the
risk of being called a liar and a. cheat by
someone in authority.
Above all, the national ideal was not the
obscure security of a Government job, but
the boundless opportunity that all Americans seemed to consider their birthright.
Those same Americans loved their Government then. It was there to help, protect, and
defend them, not to restrict, befuddle, and
harass them. At the same time, they did not
look to the Government for a livelihood or for
special privileges and hand-outs. They were
independent men in the full sense of the
word.
Foreign-born citizens have been watching
with alarm the gradual Europeanization of
America over the past 20 years. They have
seen the growth of the familiar Europeanstyle government octopus, along with the
vanishing of the American spirit of freedom
and opportunity and its replacement by a
breathless search for security that is
doomed to defeat in advance in a world where
nothing, not even life itself, is secure.
Far more than the native-born, they are
tn a position to make comparisons. They
see that -America is fast becoming a nineteenth-century-model European country.
They are asked to believe that this is progress. But they know from bitter experience
that it just isn't so.
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The Potato Shortage

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE M. RHODES
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following editorial
from the Trainmen News:

Giant Government: Can We Make It
Efficient?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON,. HARRY FLOOD BYRD
OF VmGINIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to insert in the Appendix of the RECORD a speech made by
THE POTATO SHORTAGE
Dr. Robert L. Johnson, president of
The 1950 crop gave us potatoes to burn.
Temple University, and national chairThe 1951 crop resulted in today's potato
shortage. The planned 1952 potato acreage
man, Citizens Committee for the Hoover
is estimated to be the smallest since 1867, · Report, before the thirty-sixth annual
when we had a national population of less
meeting of the National Industrial Conthan 40,000,000, compared to 155,000,000
ference Board at the Waldorf Astoria
today.
Hotel in New York on May 15.
Why this feast or famine? For the 1950
There being no objection, the address
crops, the Government maintained potatowas ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
price supports and farmers planted 430,000,000 acres. Congress destroyed potato-price
as follows:

supports and in 1951 farmers planted only
326,000,000 million acres of potatoes. Bad
weather reduced the potato yield from 253.4
bushels an acre in 1950 to 240.7 in 1951.
With no price supports, production was in- .
sufficient to protest against always possible
declines in yield per acre.
It is estimated that American consumers
will pay more for fewer potatoes from the
1951 crop without price supports that for the
plentiful 1950 crop, including its entire pricesupport costs. According to Congressman
CLIFFORD G . MciNTIRE, Republican, of Maine,
once an official spokesman for Maine Potato
Growers, Inc., it costs $20 to $25 an acre
to raise wheat, but up to $400 an acre to raise
potatoes. Without price supports, farmers
cannot risk large potato acreages, with surpluses that bring ruinous prices. Hence,
people go without potatoes.
Where do politicians come into this picture
of plenty and scarcity? A good question for
an election year. Reactionary politicians
who ended price supports and quotas, search
for an excuse for their short-sightedness.
They blame Government potato price ceilings, despite the fact that potato prices were
not controlled until January 1952, long after .
the 1951 crop was planted and harvested.
The 1951 crop failed to produce a hold-over
supply adequate to last until this year's crop
is harvested. That is the cause of the present potato shortage.
We can learn a valuable lesson from this.
To be sure, it was not pleasant to observe
Government buying potatoes to burn, although many hungry school children have
been fed and other valuable benefits have
resulted from the farm price-support program. But there is no necessity for either
such surpluses or famines. Quota controls,
managed by democrotic methods by the
farmers, themselves, can limit production at
guaranteed price minimums and avoid both
unreasonable surpluses and bankruptcy risks
for farmers.
Some politicians exclaim that price controls and quotas are socialism, that they destroy American freedoms. To say the least,
these alarmists have destroyed the American
consumers' freedom to eat potatoes. By nature of their industry, farmers cannot establish monopoly control over either production volumes or prices. Those who have the
monopoly approach to economic and social
problems, condemn farm price supports and
quotas. They have more faith in autocratic
control by private monopoly than democratic
control by the free government of all the
people.
While some politicians should be eating
crow, American consumers must eat macaroni and other potato substitutes.

It is hardly necessary, I think, to recite in
any great detail the history of the Hoover
Commission and .its Report to Congress.
This is perhaps the greatest tribute I can
pay to the Commission, its task forces, and
the many good citizens who have worked in
its support. For, by all the odds, the Hoover
Report should now be resting quietly in the
pigeonholes of Washington where its nine
modern predecessors lie buried.
Instead it is a living issue today, the active
subject of many current congressional hearings and much public debate.
This is well worth analysis. Most people
are presumed to regard government as one
dull subject and management as another.
Why, then, should a mountainous, 2-millionword study of the management of government have any appeal whatever to the public
mind?
Certain faptors are fairly obvious. The
Commission was unanimously created by
Congress. It was headed by a former President of one political party and endorsed by
an incumbent of the opposite faith. Its
members were plainly performing a patriotic
public service with no ax of their own to
grind. And its research, produced by 300
highly qualified task force workers, was objective and trustworthy.
Further, I think the time was right. Giant
Government was emerging as a peacetime
reality rather than a wartime phenomenon.
Its impact and its implications were impressing themselves anew on thoughtful minds.
Its huge costs were being more widely felt.
Finally, the Hoover report was, above all
things, specific. It cited concrete, understandable examples of overlapping, duplication, and waste. It pointed to tangible targets of action in terms of legislation. It gave
the individual citizen, long baffled by the
complexity of his Government and bewildered by its size, something he could think
about and something he could do.
These factors, then, were in our favor as
the Hoover Commission's official existence
ended 3 .years ago and our hopeful band of
unofficial citizens took the field. Yet history
told us that the whole notion of imparting
efficiency to giant Government was out of the
question, unheard of, preposterous. One of
the best-informed leaders in our national life
summed up the prevailing view when he told
me that it might take 5 years to get acceptance for as much as 25 percent of the Commission's recommendations.
"But," he added, "if you accomplish that
much it will be terribly worth while."
In the public's response to the committee's formation, however, there was, from the
start, something new, something electric,

something to revere. Volunteers came forward, Democrats and Republicans alike, all
over the country. They were willing to study
and willing to work. All they asked were instructions and working tools. As an example
of their spirit, I might mention our first
speaker's manual. We have every reason to
believe that not less than 80,000 speeches
were made about the Hoover report in the
first 6 months of the campaign. We have a
record, in fact, of individuals who made as
many as 110 talks in 8 months, traveling at
their own expense.
Allin all, I doubt that any civic movement
of our time has brought together so many
outstanding, unselfish, effective people as
those who are today enrolled in our 300 State,
county, and local citizens committees from
coast to coast. They have studied the issues. They have educated their neighbors.
They have made their opinion felt in Washington. They have demonstrated that a citizen can vote every day of his life for better
government with a 3-cent stamp. And they
have gotten results.
At the opening of the current session of
Congress, the scoreboard already showed the
adoption of 46 public laws and 28 Presidential reorganization plans based on the Hoover report. Opinions differ, but we estimate
that these will produce eventual savings in
Federal operating costs of at least $2,000,000000 a year. Taking into account the events
of the last few months, I think it safe to
say that some 60 percent of the Hoover
Commission's 300 recommendations have
been accepted by the Congress and are on
their way to application.
These are the bare statistical bones of
the matter. I wish time permitted a complete review of the many tangible achievements in reorganization and efficiency which
can be traced to the work of the Hoover
Commission.
Lines of authority and responsibility have
been straightened and strengthened at
the top in 17 major agencies and many
smaller ones. The concept of true teamwork in the Defense Establishment has been
dramatically advanced by the Unification
Act of 1949, based on the memorable Eberstadt task-farce report. Extravagance and
duplication still prevail in many military
operations. Yet real strides are being made
in the reduction of millions of items in cataloging systems, the simplification of job
classifications, unified sea and air transport
services, and the pooling of such facilities
as wind tunnels, research projects, printing
plants, and even laundries. The unified
switchboard in the Pentagon reduces by an
estimated 2 minutes a day the telephone
time of 50,000 persons. This may not be a
big thing in itself but it is the symbol of
a trend toward better management and cost
consciousness in the armed services.
Sweeping changes have been made, or are
being made, in the State Department, the
Labor Department, the Maritime Commission, and, perforce, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and the Bureau of Internal Revenue. The new General Services
Administration deserves special mention for
the brisk way in which it is modernizing
civilian procurement, inventory control, records management, and the other "housekeeping" functions of Government.
We have in preparation now a report which
will cite one case after another of all the
little homely improvements, as well as the
big ones, of which reorganization, efficiency,
and better management are made. One department recently reported, for example, that
it had succeeded in abolishing 209 intradepartmental committees. This, surely, is
a boon to those concerned and a beacon of
hope to the rest of us, in and out of Government.
We must note also the by-products.
These include some 28 "Little Hoover Com-
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missions" in the various States, in Hawaii,
Alaska, and Puerto Rico. The idea is spreading to the cities, notably Los Apgeles and
San Francisco, where management studies
are also in progress.
·
Possibly the greatest gain of all, however,
is the one that cannot be measured in efficiency, legislation, or dollars and cents. I
refer to the statement which the Honorable
Herbert Hoover made to the Citizens Committees, at their last conference in Washington in February, when he said: "Moreover, you have given the Nation about the
widest-spread education in civil government
that it has had since the Constitution was
under debate."
Public indifference is the natural handmaiden of extravagance and arrogance in
government. At the turn of the century,
when the cost of the Federal Government
come to $30 per average family per year, 9o
percent of our eligible voters went to the
polls at election time. Today, with the 1953
fiscal budget exceeding $2,000 per family,
barely over 50 percent of us even take the ·
trouble to vote. Making every possible allowance for the costs . of war, depression,
emergency, new social concepts, and infiation, we see here a clear sign of national
surrender to an endlessly ambitious bureaucracy. Anything that turns our eyes away
from the pork barrel and back to the crackerbarrel is a mark of real progress.
For all these reasons we can feel deeply
encouraged by the results of the Hoover report. On the other hand, we do not for one
moment pretend that the job of making
giant government efficient has been more
than begun. Augean stables aren't cleaned
in a day. Much unfinished business remains.
This session of Congress, for example, has
yet to act on six of the major remaining objectives of the Hoover Commission and many
smaller ones. We are working for the modernization of Federal personnel procedures,
the unification of Federal medical services,
the coordination of Federal public works activities, and the reorganization of the Veterans' Administration, the Department of
Agriculture, and the Post Office. Some of
these measures have passed one House or the
other. Hearings have been held on others.
But the Eighty-second Congress will have to
bestir itself mightily in its waning days to
produce a real record on reorganization.
Moreover it will have to rise above political
considerations to support Presidential Reorganization Plans 2, 3, and 4 based on the
Hoover Commission's recommendation that
politics be eliminated from the selection of
postmasters, customs collectors, and United
States marshals.
You will note that the issues I have cited
are among the "toughest" in the entire
Hoover report. Every single reform so far
enacted, in fact, has been bitterly opposed
by some agency and its friends. These remaining measures, however, are of the sort
which can turn a worthy and civic-minded
national organization into a ferocious pressure group overnight. Many potent arguments are being adduced in opposition to
the remaining Hoover report proposals.
The fact remains that the turn-over rate
in the Federal Government was 31.9 percent
for the calendar year 1951. The fact remains
that the Government spent $500,000 in court
costs in an effort to fire a single employee
who, after 4 years of litigation, is back at
his job today.
The fact remains that Federal hospital
programs constitute an -inordinate scramble
for funds. In December 1948, for example,
President Truman cancelled c;mt a proposed
1,000-bed V.A hospital in Houston, Texas,
transferring a 1,000-bed Navy hospital to VA
in its place. Congress went ahead and reappropriated the money. Since Mr. Truman
bas refused to spend it, the House has passed
a resolution which, if enacted, would literally
compel him to do so.

The fact remains that a badly organized,
red-tape-ridden Veterans' Administration
stridently resists reform. VA's educational
program has had operating losses that run
high into the millions. Here is one small
but dramatic example among many, quoted
from a report by Representative OLIN E.
TEAGUE, of Texas: "The school furnished
students with textbooks which it had purchased from the United States Government
Printing Office for 75 cents and other textbooks which it had received free of charge
from Swift & Co., for which it billed the
VA at $1 each, although its contract provided that these should be billed at cost."
The further fact remains that no answer
bas yet been found to the problem of "empire-building," a serious source of manpower
waste as well as inefficiency. Technically no
such thing exists. Yet we all know that, in
practice, supervisors are rewarded in rough
ratio to the number of employees under
them.
The fact remains also that, after 7 years,
the Engineering Manual for Civil Works has
still not been completed although construction of nearly $6,000,000,000 worth of projects
1s proceeding under it. The fact also remains that the Department of Agriculture,
untouched by reorganization, has 105,000
local farmer-committeemen on its parttime staff in addition to almost 60,000 fulltime employees. State committeemen were
paid at an average rate of $28.31 per day in
1951 and worked an average of 124 days.
The much, much graver fact remains that
no fundamental attack bas yet been made on
the problem of reducing the outrageously
wide span of authority which confronts the
President of the United States. The number
of persons reporting directly to the President bas been slightly reduced by reorganization within agencies, but the number of
agencies has actually Increased.
Now, as you probably know, we decided last
winter to bring the activities of the Citizens
Committee to a halt with the close of this
session of Congress in order to avoid involvement in the political campaigns. At the end
of this month, therefore, the committee will
cease its educational and organizational
activities.
At the same time our trained troops in
the field, the thousands of good citizens who
understand the issues and know how to work,
will put on a strong finish drive for the legislation remaining before the Congress in these
final weeks. They wil fight, and fight twice
as hard as ever, to register every last possible
gain on the scoreboard. To serve them and
to complete certain other assignments, the
basic staff of the national committee will remain on duty a little longer.
Now, what of the future? Many letters,
telegrams, and editorials have been received
urging the committee's continuance. The
proposals vary but they all bespel:!-k a widespread feeling that there is need for a bipartisan watchdog group of citizens to work
constantly for efficiency and economy in the
executive branch.
Very probably such a need exists. I think
it is much too soon, however, to determine
what form such a watchdog group might
take. The question cannot be considered
very profitably, in fact, until we know the
identity and also the attitude of the new
President and the composition of the new
Congress. Bear in mind that the relative
success of a reorganization program depends
primarily on the joint support of the administration and of the congressional leaders of
both parties.
This much we can, and will, do now: Before the conventions we will ask for planks
1n the platforms of both parties acknowledging the value of the Hoover report and
promising continuous and aggressive action
on Federal reorganization, efficiency, and
economy. We will also seek similar expres-
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sions from all the candidates, presidential
and legislative, of both parties. After that
we will put the Citizens Committee, as a
legal entity, in "moth balls," so to speak, and
leave it to the executive committ~Je to decide at some later date what course of action,
if any, to recommend for the future.
In this decision, I will not take part. For
personal reasons I shall find it necessary to
submit my resignation as chairman of the
National Citizens Committee on May 31, feeling sure that the Board of Directors will
have no difficulty in choosing a successor to
"go the rest of the distance." My greatest
regret is that I will never find the means of
thanking all the thousands of good citizens
who .bave worked so hard, so well, and so unselfishly for the Hoover report. I know, however, that the only reward they seek is the
satisfaction of real achievement. In that
respect their labors have already been repaid a thousand-fold.
Destiny, I believe, created the Hoover Commission and the Citizens Committee in response to a crucial national need. Destiny,
I also believe, will see to it that their work
is carried forward. Whether this comes
about through a new Hoover Commission, a
new Citizens Committee, some combination
of the two, or ·something else, I cannot now
foresee. But I do feel that new leadership
is needed.
By way of valedictory, then, let me underscore what I believe to be the most significant lessons we have lear-ned in the 3
years since the Hoover Commission made its
historic report to Congress:
1. Giant government can be made efficient.
We now have actual evidence of this fact.
Reorganization, however, is not the work
of a day. It requires far-reaching legislative
changes. It calls for continuously aggressive administrative action.
2. Henceforth reorganization ·and · efficiency must be prime goals of any administration and any Congress regardless of party.
It may be that first-rate administrators can
do a better job with a bad organization than
secot1d-rate administrators with a good one.
But first-raters should not tolerate an obsolete organizatienal set-up.
3. Valid research must precede and accompany reorganization. Much of the force of
the Hoover report traces to the stature of
the Commission and to the fact that it was
congressionally created with Executive approval. But we must not overlook the scope,
magnitude, and authority of the task-farce
reports. They have never been seriously
challenged.
4. The results of reorganization should
be systematically checked. Neither laws nor
directives alone can assure good management. Just as in industry, Government
should have a mechanism for examining the
afiiciency of the departments and agencies.
In operation today is the President's Advisory Committee on Management Improvement, which includes representatives of industry and Government. While quietly fulfilling this function to good effect for over
2 years, the advisory committee has not been
publicized and its findings are transmitted
directly to the Executive. This is probably the best, if not the only, way in which
to make such a group effective. I mention
it now simply as a reminder of the importance of the principle it represents.
.5. The aims of a reorganization program
should be fully understood. Efficiency is a
worthy goal on its own account. It follows
that a well-organized, well-managed, efficient government is less likely to be a wasteful one. The · distinction should be drawn,
however, between operating economies which
are the product of management action, and
the budget economies which are the result
of policy decisions.
The Hoover Commission's assignment was
to survey the organization and management
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of t he executive branch. T h e Commission
did n ot quest ion Federal t ax policy or t h e
amounts and purposes of appropriation s.
These were deemed to be m att ers of policy
to be dec)ded by t h e board of directors, in
other words, the Congress, and t h e stock h older s, in other words, t h e citizens. Efficiency, as su ch, and economy, as su ch, are
related aspects of a f ar broader problem h av!ng its root s in our wh ole n ational concept
gf f-oreign policy and econ om ic policy.
No on e in America h as addr essed h imself
more forcefully to t he question of economy,
as such, t h an the distin guished Senator from
Virginia with whom I h ave the honor to share
this plat form tonight. On any accoun t it
would be presumptuous of me to venture f ar
into his field at this time. I merely make
the point that reorganization and efficiecn y
are necessary elements, but not the only elements, of sound economy in government.
6. One of the grea t intangible goals of reorganization transcends both efficiency and
economy. I refer to the grave necessity for
a well-knit, coordinated government which
can formulate and execute national policy
promptly and effectively. There is a constant and terrible danger to the Nation in an
executive structure so cumbersome and so
loosely organized that policy decisions of the
gravest nature must sometimes be made haphazardly while huge agencies often work at
cross purposes. No one can estimate in millions or billions the losses which bad organization can cause, or the gains that good
organization can produce, in terms of policy
formation and execution.
7. Public understanding and support of a
reorganization program are absolutely necessary to any real achievement even though
Congress and the Executive agree on the
need. This is as it should be. The reawakening of the citizen's own sense of participation in the management of his government is one of the most hopeful results,
to my mind, of all the fine work of the
Hoover Commission.
8. All future efforts in the direction of
Federal efficiency must have the active •support of every national organization with
any pretense to an interest in civic affairs.
The citizens committee owes everything to
the generous cooperation of established
groups. Among these our national business
organizations have played the most vital part
of all.
This, too, is as it should be. Of all the
elements of our national community, industry has the most at stake in Federal efficiency.
The impact of giant government on our productive economy is today a foremost factor
in the calculations, decisions, and policies of
the management of private enterprise. Our
economic machine has withstood appalling
strains so far, thanks primarily to industry's
continued advances in two fields, namely in
technology and in improved organization,·
methods, and systems. If our gains in the
art of m anagement are lost on the Government side of the balance, we will pay a grim
price eventually in loss of productivity and
lowered living standards. Truly, government:
is the business of business today as it never
was before.
It is to the idealism and civic responsibility of all groups, however, that the true message of the Hoover report m akes its basic
appeal. Our free Government must be a
strong government, hard-hitting, compact,
and responsive to the people's own knowledge of their aims. It must be a government
of citizens working and thinking togethernot getting and grabbing in groups.
Jefferson said: "That government is
strongest of which every man feels himself
a part." To this I can only add: We must
make ourselves the masters of this giant
Government of ours or we shall surely become
its slaves.

Now the United States Frontier Is Fixed
at the Elbe
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thurs day, May 15, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I should
like to include in the RECORD the following article by Mr. James Reston, one of
our most distinguished writers in the
field of foreign affairs. The article appeared in the New York Times yesterday.
The ar ticle is an answer by an unbiased observer to the blind, befuddled
mud slingers and gloom dispensers who
refuse to recognize what we have done
right because of their politically motiv~ted desire to convince American voters that everything we have done since
1932 is wrong. When one considers that
we have faced up to and recognized our
inescapable responsibilities as a world
power for less than two decades, it becomes evident that while we have un~
doubtedly made some mistakes, we have
also learned a great deal and made considerable progress toward integrating the
independent nations of the world into an
alliance determined to stand together
to achieve lasting individual security
through collective strength:
Now THE UNITED STATES FRONTIER IS FixED
AT THE ELBE-EVENTS OF PAST WEEK POINT
UP CHANGES SINCE BIRTH OF MARSHALL
PLAN
(By James Reston)
WASHINGTON, May 31.-With General
Eisenhower coming out of the Army and
Willie Mays, of the New York Giants, going
into the Army, it would be less than accurate to suggest that this fun-loving, politicscrazy town was thinking very much about
the great issues of foreign policy.
'Nevertheless, the signing of the West German peace contract and the European Army
agreement this week combined to startle
many people here out of their personal preoccupations. The administration itself followed the two events with extraordinary
interest, and although Congress acted a.
little like the skeptical father at the shotgun
marriage of Little Emma, even on the Hlll
many legislators were conscious of a great
event in the making.
Too many claims have been made on b~
half of too many events for too many years,
however, for Washington to get very enthusiastic, even over the possibility of Germany
and France standing together under the
single command of a revolutionary new
European Army.
When Chancelor Konrad Adenauer's support becomes a little more solid in West
Germany, when the Paris and Bonn Parliaments approve of what was done on Tuesday, and when the hot-foot artists in Moscow indicate just what they propose to do
about it all, then Washington will begin to
think a little more about what it means.
Meanwhile, the European Army plan
serves as a useful pointer on the direction
of United States policy in Europe, especially
since it was signed almost 5 years to the day
after the European recovery program was
announced by former Secretary of State
George C. Marshall at Harvard.

MARSHALL IN 1947
"Any assistance t h at this Government
m ay render in the future (to Europe ) ," Gen .•
eral Marshall said in his Harvard speech on
Jun e 5, 1947, "should pr ovide a cure r athe~
than a mere p alliative."
This is perhaps the b asic difference bet ween the policy m aker s of 1947 and t h e
policy m akers of today. In 1947 some of
them still believed in cures, but now they're
not so sure.
When General !\Iarshall launched his program of economic reconstruction, he was
disillusioned in his efforts to negotiate
peace with the Russians, yet he was still
able to hope that Western Europe could
remain free and stable 1f only we would
give it substantial economic aid for a few
years.
When Secretary of State Dean Acheson, the
persistent matchmaker in this French-German affair, commented on the European
army plan in Paris this week, however, his
· approach was somewhat different.
Mr. Acheson talked of the stability and
security of western Europe, not in terms of
2 or 3 years, as General Marshall had, but
in terms of generations; not in terms of European cooperation alone, but in terms of
trans-Atlantic cooperation; not in terms . of
temporary aid, but in terms of the enduring interests of North America and Europe;
not in terms of economic reconstruction, but
in terms of mill tary power.
Officials here no longer talk of quick cures
but of learning to live with our problems,
and of sacrificing to do for a very long time
to come.
What has led officials here to talk in this
way is that they now see that every move
in the cold war tends to lead to a countermove and that this can go on for a very long
time.
THINGS ACCOMPLISHED
The European recovery program did not
fail; it succeeded beyond the most optimistic hopes General Marshall had when he
made his speech at Harvard.
When the ERP started, the countries concerned set eight targets to be achieved by
the end of 1951. These included restoration
of the prewar bread-grain production of the
Marshall plan cou~tries; an increase of coal
production to 584,000,000 tons a year; an
increase of crude steel production to 55,000,-·
000 tons a year, or 20 percent above prewar;
an expansion of electricity output by nearly
70,000,000,000 kilowatt-hours; and the development of oil refining capacity to two
and a half times prewar.
All these things were done and more. In
the postwar period, Congress appropriated
$35,571,000,000 in foreign aid. Of this, $25,236,000,000 went to the Marshall plan countries, $16,564,000,000 in grants and $8,672,000,000 in credits. In Marshall plan aid
alone, these countries received $9,92,000,000
before the outbreak of the Korean war and
$5,233,000,000 after the outbreak in Korea-and when the Marshall plan ended, largenew supplies of money, raw materials and
finished weapons were available under the
m111tary aid programs.
Nevertheless, the cure that General Marshall and Congress wanted has not appeared,
for the assumptions of that program were
changed by the Communist pressures elsewhere; and just as the Communists' pressures have forced us to alter our policies, so
our pressures have led them to alter their
policies.
JUNE EVENTS
Look, for example, at the great decisions
that have been taken in the month of June
since the end of World War II and t h e
assumptions upon which those decisions have
rested.
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In June 1945 it was the decision to create
the United Nations at San Francisco. This
rested upon the assumption not only that
the Communist and Western Worlds could
coexist but that they could agree on the
political reorganization of the postwar world.
In June 1947 it was the Marshall plan,
and this rested upon the assumption that,
while hostile, the Soviet Union would not
resort to m111tary force, but would seek its
ends primarily by diplomacy and subversion
(hence a $13,500,000,000 United States military budget and priority for economic
recovery in Europe) .
In June 1948 it was the Vandenberg resolution, forerunner of the North Atlantic
Pact, which assumed that a United Sta tes
political commitment to defend Western
Europe would be enough, and that it would
not be necessary to station United States
troops permanently in Europe.
In June 1950 it was the Korean war, started
by the Communists on an assumption as
unreliable as the assumptions listed above,
namely, that the United States would not
oppose aggression in that part of the world.
The Communists assumed that we wouldn't
fight in Korea nor block their thrusts beyond
Baku into Greece and Iran nor oppose their
blockade of Berlin-and they were wrong.
We assumed that they wouldn't use force
tn Korea, or take over Czechoslovakia, or
produce atomic weapons until 1953, or revert
to'the ancient Russian game of plunder-and
we were wrong.
DISPARITY IN ARMS

Both sides, accordingly, are now assuming
the worst and relying on a policy of power
and maneuver. Between June 1945 and June
1948 the United States Armed Forces were
reduced from 12,124,000 to 1,399,000; the
Soviet forces were reduced from 12,500,000 to
4,100,000 in this same period. Since Korea
the trend toward disarmament in the Western World has been reversed, but the disparity between the democratic armies and
the Communist armies has, nevertheless,
increased in the Soviet Union's favor.
In the 5 years between the European recovery program and the European Army program, various other changes have been made
in United States and western policy. Germany and Japan have been encouraged to
try to refill the vacuum create( by their
defeat in ·.7orld War II. The traditional
United States policy of no entangling alliances has been abandoned. The movement
toward economic and m11itary integration in
Western Europe has been pressed.
Coincidentally, the principle of opposing
armed· aggression with force has been defended; the st:·ategy of helping def~>nd Europe on the Elbe with American troops has
replaced the old concept of liberating Western Europe after war breaks out.
PRIORITY FOR UNITY

The basic concept of western policy is
now the creation of military power in peacetime, the integration of that force under a
single command also in peacetime, and the
gradual building of areas of strength from
which, it is hoped, we may one day be able
to negotiate an honorable settlement without war.
Whether this policy will succeed depends,
in the first place, on whether the peoples
of the Western nations can attain the unity
and make the sacrifices necessary to make
it succeed.
A strong coalition is growing in the West,
despite many difficulties. It has demonstrated in Korea and elsewhere that no aggressor-no matter how powerful-can hope
to seize areas vital to the security of the
coalition without a major war.
This is an achievement that escaped French
and British policy before 1914 and again
before the outbreak of war in 1939, but it
is an. achievement that must be sustained

from year to year without much hope of
a cure. That is the difference between the
era of the European recovery program and
era of the European army plan, which is just
beginning.

Polish-American Congress ·Convention
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RAY J. MADDEN
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Speaker, the following is part of a speech which I delivered on Memorial Day at the annual
convention of the Polish-American Congress held at Atlantic City, N.J.:
KATYN

INVESTIGATION

Last Se.ptember Congress authorized the
creation of a special committee of seven
members to officially record evidence, facts,
and data so as to place the responsibility
for the extermination of approximately
14,000 Polish Army officers and intelligentsia
at the beginning of World War II. This
committe.e held hearings in Washington and
in Chicago before asking Congress' permission to secure valuable evidence across the
Atlantic. In holding hearings in London
and Germany, the Katyn Investigating Committee established a precedent in that for
the first time in recorded history a congressional investigating committee held hearings
in a foreign land concerning the commission
of an international crime which was committed by one of two governments, to wit:
the Soviets or the Nazis.
·
History records · a great number of international crimes, mass murders, and atrocities, but the nation who perpetrated the
crime was always known to the rest of the
world, When the bodies of thousands of
Polish officers were found in a mass grave
in the Katyn Forest in the spring of 1943,
the Nazi government accused the Soviets
and within 48 hours the Soviet Government acclaimed to the world that the murders were committed by the Nazis. The
great propaganda machines of both governments immediately carried on a campaign
to place the guilt of these atrocities on the
other nation.
In the 3 weeks which our committee was
abroad, we recorded the testimony of 61 witnesses in England and on the Continent and
recorded 118 exhibits. At the opening of
our hearings in both places we again publicly
invited the Soviet and the Polish Communist Governments to send witnesses before
our committee if they had any factual information they desired to present on the
Katyn Forest massacre. Last February both
the Soviet and Polish Governments publicly
refused our formal invitation. Furthermore, our committee on several occasions
publicly broadcast invitations to any person, groups of persons, or organizations who
possessed any facts regarding the Katyn
massacre to appear before our committee.
While in Europe the iron curtain newspapers
and radio sent out daily propaganda in an
effort to discredit the efforts of our committee. During the 5 days of our hearings at
Frankfort, Germany, where testimony was
taken from key witnesses from all areas of
Europe, the free press and radio of Germany, France, Italy, and other countries
gave our hearings daily publicity.
·
In England we recorded the evidence of
every available witness who possessed firsthand knowledge of the Katyn atrocities.
General Anders, Ambassador Kot, Gen-
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eral Bor-Komorowski, Joseph Dzapski, and
82 other witnesses who testified to facts
directly connected with the Katyn atrocities.
At Frankfort, Germany, we recorded the
testimony of 28 witnesses who came from
various areas throughout Western Europe to
present factual statements which will establish beyond all question of doubt the guilt
of the perpetrators of the Katyn atrocities.
Six medical experts who were on the neutral medical commission which held autopsies on the bodies of the exhumed Polish
soldiers in 1943 also testified before our committee. Our committee could have heard a
great number of other witnesses but, generally speaking, the testimony would have
been repetition and duplication of the witnesses who had already testified.
When our committee sublnits its final report to the Congress of the United States,
the people of the world will for the first
time receive factual evidence from a neutral
commission concerning the Katyn massacre.
This report will establish beyond any question of a reasonable doubt the nation responsible for the massacre and disappearance of over 14,000 Polish army officers and
civilian intelligentsia in 1940. Future historians can establish for posterity the unquestioned guilt of those responsible for
one of the most atrocious international
crimes in world history.
We also clearly stated at the opening of
our hearings across the water that the Katyn
massacre was only one of several atrocious
and barbarous international crimes committed during the period leading up to and
during World War II. Dachau, Buchenwald,
Lidice, and other vicious mass murders committed by Hitler will be historically recorded
on the same black pages as Katyn. Hitler
and his criminal accomplices have already
paid their penalty.
OUr committee was indeed thankful for
the outstanding cooperation we received
from the free press, radio and television
throughout all the free nations of Europe.
On April 25, Congressman MAcHRowtcz, of
Michigan, a member of the committee, and
myself, fiew to B~rlin from Frankfort to address the opening session of a. 3-day conventien of the International Federation of
Free Journalists of Central and Eastern Europe. A great number of delegates to the
convention were journalists who had been
driven out from behind the iron curtain
during the last 10 years. After addressing
this convention of journalists who are carrying on a great work in their fight to curb
the spread of communis.m , we conferred with
some of the officers and delegates. They
stated that the work of the Special Congressional Katyn Committee, .by reason of
the publicity and facts revealed at our hearIngs, relegated the Soviet propaganda machine on the defensive for the first time
since the cold war started. One journalist
showed me · a portfolio containing over 150
clippings and cartoons from iron curtain
newspapers. This typical Communist propaganda was a frantic effort to smear our
hearings and discredit testimony which was
presented before our committee. One editor showed me a 4-page typewritten transcripts of a Warsaw radio broadcast where
the Polish Government endeavored to answer
the hundreds of letters and inquiries it
received from people in Polan(i asking why
Warsaw government did not accept our invitation to testify regarding the Katyn massacre while we were holdings hearings in
Frankfort. The import of the Communist
answer was that our committee was nothing
more than a tool for capitalism and that it
would lower the dignity of the Communist
Government to appear before us. Another
editor stated that the facts and evidence
produced by our committee which was sent
behind the iron curtain through the Voice
of America and Radio Free Europe has con-
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tributed more to exposing the false Communist propaganda than anything that has
happened since the termination of World
War II.
Several delegates stated that the present
false and malicious propaganda coming out
ef Communist China and the Kremlin regarding the alleged germ warfare and Korean
atrocities is nothing more than a smoke
screen to cover up the devastating effect on
tron curtain public opinion brought -about
by the revelation set out in the testimony
before the Katyn Investigating Committee.
They also stated that reports concerning
Communist atrocities inflicted against
United Nations prisoners in Korea suddenly
ceased ·after the Katyn Investigating Committee opened hearings in washington.
The underground working behind the iron
curtain in a number of satellite countries is
accomplishing highly effective work in exposing the fantastic and ridiculous Communist propaganda which is daily recorded in
Communist newspapers and sent over the
iron curtain radio stations. In other words,
the 15,000,000 prisoners in the slave camps
behind the iron curtain and millions of
others who are working for the sole welfare
of Stalin and his henchmen are slowly and
gradually commencing to realize the truth
concerning their economic status and the
conditions under which they exist.
Several of these journalists expressed the
thoughts that time is running against Mr.
Stalin and his world-conquest program.
Economically, conditions behind the iron
curtain cannot improve and eventually an
industrial and economic explosion from
within will release millions from Communist
slavery.
Not only the journalists whom I talked to
at this convention, but other leaders across
the water, all agree that had it not been for
the great sacrifice and efforts, including billions of dollars, that America gave to the
war-stricken countries during the last 6 years
the Communists would control all Europe,
including England, today. Every city in free
Europe with the exception of the city of
Berlin has made remarkable progress in
reconstruction and reestablishment into a
peacetime economy.
.
The city of Berlin, which is 140 miles behind the iron curtain and divided into sectors under control of Russia, United States,
England, and France, is an impossible situation. Almost one-third of the city is under
Communist domination. We drove for
blocks through the business areas of the
British, French, and American sectors and
failed to see any substantial reconstruction
of the devastation caused by the bombing of
10 years ago. Business houses, office buildings, and some government buildings are still
a mass of rubble. Businessmen and capital
hesitate to invest money in the city of Berlin
considering the fact that its future is
extremely uncertain.
One fact is beyond dispute-if the free
countries of the world do not continue their
fight against the spread of Communist aggression, world freedom will not only be
jeopardized in Europe and Asia, but eventually the Western Hemisphere will fall under
the clutches of the communist menace.
Five years of fighting in World War II cost
our Nation $350,000,000,000. The greatest
sacrifice of all was the killing and maiming
of thousands of the flower of manhood and
womanhood. The scourge of communism
has been expanding throughout Europe and
the world since the Bolsheviks gained control of Russia 34 years ago. The leaders of
the democratic nations in the world should
now realize that agreements and promises
made by Communist leaders are worthless.
The basic foundation of the communistic
ritual is to lie and deceive if necessary to
gain their ultimate end. We have learned
throul,l;h bitter experience that Stalin and his

accomplices connive and conspire in their
dealings with other nations and that sincerity
and honor are words which their system
completely disregards. This fact has been
proved in their negotiations at Yalta, Tehran, and Potsdam. If any doubt existed
as to the sincerity of the Communist leaders, the negotiations at Korea during the
last 8 months should ciispel it. The utter
disregard of the Soviets toward her international commitments justifies the democratic nations to throw all agreements made
at Yalta, Tehran, and Potsdam in the wastebasket. Experience has proved that democratic nations could not do business with
Hitler . Stalin's policy toward free nations
is identical with that of Hitler, only more
clever, insincere, and ruthless. The danger
of further Soviet aggression throughout the
world is real and threatening. The one great
barrier against this aggression is that the
free nations make themselves so strong that
international desperadoes will fear to attack. Since the starting of our preparedness program in July 1950, we have made
great strides in bringing our own defenses
and marshaling the forces of free countries
in Western Europe. We know from history
that the spirit of patriotism and freedom
burns unquenched in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Serbia, and other small nations now
under the heel of the tyrant. We can feel
confident that the time has come that substantial parts of the present captive world
can peacefully regain national independence.
No tyrant in world history ever ruled very
long through fear, mass murders, and slavelabor camps. Uprisings from within will
eventually mark the beginning of the end
of Soviet despotism's attempt at world conquest.
The Polish-American ·congress is one of
numerous forces in the free world which is
contributing greatly toward terminating the
Communist rcourge. The Polish-American
Congress was the power and force that pioneered and aided in the creation of the
congressional Committee To Investigate the
Katyn Massacre. You must continue the
fight and follow through. The great sacrifice invorved is indeed small if we can prevent world war III. Truth will eventually
overcome smears, false propaganda, and lies.
Tyranny and slavery in any part of the
world eventually will jeopardize freedom and
liberty throughout the globe.
This fight will continue until Poland and
other satellite nations enjoy self-government
and freedom.
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Arabs Are Prospering in Israel's Little
Triangle
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Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, the following article which appeared in the
May 9, 1952, issue of the publication
Israel Speaks is most apropos:
..
ARABS ARE PROSPERING IN ISRAEL'S LIT'l'LE
TRIANGLE

(By Dvorah Metlitsky)
TEL Aviv.-Israel's "little triangle" is a
stretch of about 25,000 acres just north and
west of the big Jordan-held Arab triangle
which juts into Israel above the Jerusalem
corridor. Ceded to Israel in 1949, the little
triangle boasts 23 villages with a population
of about 30,000, all Moslems. Visiting the
area recently after a year's absence, I found
impressive evidence of improved conditions
for the people, in agriculture, in the labor
market, and particularly in education.
The territory is still under military gov. ernment, chiefly because of security considerations, which become overwhelmingly plain
as one travels down the road to the triangle.
An invisible frontier· of about 40 miles
stretches along the road, crossing fields,
sometimes even dividing houses. One sees
women bending in the fields like Ruth,
dressed in their traditional red, green, and
yellow garb. They are Jordan women in
Jordan fields. One sees a herd of five cows,
they are Jordan cows, but two are "infiltrators," grazing on Israel land. And there is a
donkey with its head in Israel and its tail
in Jordan. Directly before you an erect and
poised Arab, a white kheffiya bound around
his head, crosses the road from east to west,
as one might cross a street in Tel Aviv.
Surely, an infiltrator in broad daylight. But
there is no one to stop him. At night; a few
guards police the road. But to seal this
frontier effectively would require a 40-mile
wall of armed men.
SELF-RULE COMPLEX PROBLEM

Mr. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL. Mr.
Speaker, the prominent southern tier
city of Hornell, N. Y., will be host to
a great occasion next August in the

championship all-breed dog show.

It is expected that this attraction will . e
the largest show of its kind ever held in
southern New York State, and will eventually become one of the largest in the
United States.
Top judges and huge prizes grace the premium list soon to be circulated throughout
the United States and Canada to the elite
owners and handlers of dogdom.
Hornell, nestled in the west-central section of Steuben County, extends a hearty
welcome to all dog fanciers and dog lovers
to visit this outstanding and worth-while
attraction.

I

take pleasure in including the following
description of this popular attraction:
HORNELL, N.Y., SCENE OF LARGEST DOG SHOW
IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK

On Sunday, August 17, 1952, the Southern
Tier Kennel Club will hold a Championship
All-Breed Dog Show in Maple City Park, Hornell, N.Y.

It is this situation which makes self-rule
a complex question. There are few Israelis
who would not like to see military government abolished in all parts of their country.
But in the Triangle, how can this be done
without endangering the State so long as
there is no final peace settlement between
. Israel and Jordan?
The problem has another side easy to understand when you put yourself in the position of the Arab Israelis living in this area.
Their contact with their former countrymen is intimate. Over the radio come the
never-ending threats, the boast that Israel
will soon be destroyed and the Jews thrown
into the sea. Against Israel's 1,600,000 peo-
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pie, the immediately adjacent Arab States
can count a population of about 40,000,000.
The Tr iangle villagers hear every day that
if war breaks out and they cooperate with
Israel, they will be branded as collaborators.
Un der t he circumstances they have comparatively little desire for democratic self-gov•
ern ment.
In t he Knesset the Triangle is represented
by Faris Hamdan, a 40-year-old farmer, mem·
ber of the most influential family in a dis·
trict where family ambitions are the most
important polit ical force. The elections to
the Second Knesset were the first to be held
here, with 10,626 men and women votingthe women for the first time. Otherwise,
the sta tus of the Arab woman has advanced
not at all from her traditional inferiority.
As a brid e, however, her price has gone up
ten- or twenty-fold-evidence of the area's
prosperity. While a wife cost only 50 pounds
2 years ago, prices of 500 to 1,000 are com·
mon nowadays.
"There is no man in the v11lage whose
pockets are not full of money," said the
Mukhtar of Taibeh, which, with the populat ion of 2,588, is the Triangle's largest vn.
lage. Even, if the Mukhtar exaggerated,
profits from agricultural produce are high,
the children in the schools look sturdy, and
employment conditions steadily improve as
permission is granted to more and more la·
borers to travel to jobs outside.
An u n skilled worker employed in a quarry
earns I£1.000 to I£1.250 daily, of which he
spends about half a pound. Most have
auxiliary farms with a goat, a few chickens
and vegetables, which provide them and
their f amilies with basic foods. The going
is n ot as easy for landless laborers who work
only 10 days a month. Recently the Min·
istry of Labor established an employment
office in Taibeh to help. cope with this long·
standing problem.
SCHOOLING

The most remarkable progress can be seen
in the schools, which are now attended by
all children up to the age of 1Q-including
the girls. Among the children between the
ages of 10 and 14, the percentage of those
in school has already gone up to about 70.
Parel\ts pay a school tax of 3 pounds a
month. In the larger villages, ·the buildings
are in good condition, the class rooms ade·
quately equipped, while the class s.tze is
from 25 to 30 students, About 12 teachers
are employed in the Triangle, 3 of them (in
Taibeh), Iraqi Jews.
tHealth services have not advanced as
much, but about a year ago, the Ministry of
Social Welfare opened clinics in five villages.
As elsewhere in rural areas, the shortage of
doctors is keenly felt. Taibeh has a visit
from a government-appointed doctor once
a week. Its clinic is staffed by a much-loved
.elderly Jewish nurse from 'Iraq, who is as·
sisted by an Arab male nurse. There are
still no local Arab doctors.
Undoubtedly it will take quite a while be·
fore the villages of the Triangle reach the
social and economic level of established
Jewish rural settlements. But ·the latter
didn't become prosperous overnight, either.
A more valid comparison would be between
present conditions and those prevailing in
the Triangle before Israel became a state.
Then one realizes that while the few well·
to-do merchants and landowners who did
not run away during the war have lost, the
little man-the worker and the fellah (peas·
ant) -has gained. When I asked how many
of the villagers put their extra money into
the jarrah (a clay water jug) or smuggle it
across the border, Taibeh's Mukhtar an·
swered: "What do you mean? They all
spend what they earn; they need it. Look
at them now-they all have shoes and
clothes and kheffiyehs, while before they
went barefoot."

Mr. Reuther Addresses Conference
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH B. MITCHELL
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following address by
Walter Reuther, president, United Automobile Workers, CIO, before Electric
Consumers Conference, May 27, 1952, in
Washington, D. C.:
Mr. Chairman and fellow Americans, I
learned in coming in here tonight that we
were under investigation. You will note that
I picked the most secure spot on the plat·
form. I put myself between two very re·
spectable Republicans. I figured that that
would give me the greatest degree of protec·
tion when I was called before the committee.
The only thing that bothered me was that
when our good friend Morris Cooke intra·
duced Senator WAYNE MoRsE, he said, "He
is only to the left of me physically." But
then he dropped that, and then he. went on
to introduce the balance of the people. And
that, I think, creates a problem for us when
we appear before the House On-American
Activities Committee.
·
I am very glad to be here. I always say
that there is hope in America when farm·
ers and consumers and working people get
together to deal with a common problem.
Really, we are going to make democracy work
in the world, and we are going to make it
strong to the extent that we are able, as
practical people, to find the common de·
nominators around which we can unite in
doing the work that must be done in the
vineyard of American democracy.
You know, I always like to get together
with farmers. Many people always think of
the auto workers and myself as people who
grew up in the city. I will tell the story
that I told at the farm forum in Minneapolis
a couple of weeks ago. When I went to
Detroit . in 1927, as a boy of 19, I had not
decided what I wanted to be yet. I got a
job at the Ford Motor Co. and I joined the
YMCA. They gave you a long lecture in
which they asked what church you belonged
to and what your education was. Among
the questions high on the list was what yuur
life's ambition was.
I had a problem. I had not made up my
mind yet. So I put down two answers. The
first one was a labor leader and the second
one a chicken farmer. So I have a great deal
in common with farm folks. ·
There have been times in my young llfe
when I was not sure that I had made the
right choice. I have been told by many
management representatives that definitely
I made the wrong choice.
I want to underline and subscribe to every·
thing that my good friend Brother Phillips
said. I want to talk about some of the
broader aspects of this problem in the struggle for public power. I think that it is
really tragic. Just think of it for a minute.
Here we are assembled in the Capital of the
most powerful nation in the free world, and
we are assembled to talk about whether pea·
ple have the right to exploit for their own.
benefits their natural resources. Isn't that
incredible that we even need to meet to talk
about this? That indicates the character of
the problem.
This fight for public power is a part of a
total :fight of people to achieve abundance,
and abundance takes on new and more sit;;•
ni:ficance in the world in which we live, be·
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cause we cannot hope to make freedom and
peace secure in our world if we go on divid·
1ng up economic scarcity, because only eco·
nomic abundance gives democracy the tools
with which to build and expand and defend
the basic values that we as a nation a.re
dedicated to preserve and extend in the
world.
Peace and freedom are not possible in
a world committed to the economics of monopoly and scarcity, because if you divide
America between the have citizens and the
have-not citizens, America cannot live at
peace. And if you divided the world between the have nations and the h ave-not
nations, the world cannot live at peace, because the forces of Communist tyranny will
build their power out of the injustice and
they will ride the backs of those people who
are the have-nots, and they will exploit the
social dynamics and the emotional power
of their struggle to achieve economic and
social justice.
Therefore, this question of public power
really gets to the bottom of this whole qu es·
tion: How do we as a free people work out
our affairs and perfect the economic tools
by which we can achieve abundance?
The power lobby is one of the most vocal
groups in America, one of the highest fl.
nanced groups, and one of the most articu.
late in the struggle to try to commit America
to the economics of scarcity. They are try.
ing to erect major road blocks in the
achievement of economic abundance.
What are the power interests afraid of
when we talk about public power? They
are afraid of the whole basic concept of
public power, which says that we ought to
take our resources and utilize them to the
fullest, applying our most advanced tech·
nology, so that the people can have the bene·
fits of the highest possible volume of power
at the lowest possible cost. That is the con·
cept of abundance translated into practical
achievement. They are opposed to that con·
cept because they have built their industry
on the concept of monopoly and scarcity:
"Keep the production down as low as pas·
sible and the rates up as high as possible."
That is where these two p9ints of view
come into conflict. We in our union have
been saying for a number of years that we
in America need a fifth basic freedom. The
four freedoms are adequate for most of the
world, but we in America, because we are
endowed with such tremendous natural re·
sources, plus the most advanced technology,
need this fifth basic freedom: Freedom from
the fear of abundance.
In wartime we have no trouble. In war.
time we turn on, because we destroy bil·
lions and billions of dollars worth of wealth.
But when you talk about the unlimited
possibilities of the economics of abundance
in terms of our peacetime economy, in terms
of people and their needs, then these apostles
of monopoly and scarcity get frightened,
and they begin to fight back.
But we have to look at this problem not
only as it affects the power situation, but
as it relates to this broad concept of what a
free people must do with their resources in
order to achieve the tools with which to build
and the weapons with which to defend them·
selves against the forces of the world that
would destroy our way of life.
You have to remember that in this strug·
gle between freedom and tyranny in the
world, the people, hundreds of millions that
we are trying to win as partners in peace and
as allies·in war, if war must come-these peo.
ple are going to judge us not by these Sat·
urday Evening Post advertisements, not by
the propaganda on TV, and not by our indus·
trial indexes alone, but by our will as a free
people to translate our natural resources into
tangible, everyday practical human values.
And those things cannot be achieved excepting in terms of the economics of abundance.
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So this whole power fight really is a part
of the total fight to break through this deadening, restrictive, narrow, stupid, limited
economic concept, that says America cannot
expand and America cannot mobilize its productive power and gear -t hat power to the
economic needs of people in peacetime as
we have done in wartime. So we have to
· talk about the ·power problem as a part of
this total problem.
I believe that if you went around the world
tonight talking to people, you would find
that the one thing that disturbs them about
America is the question as to whether or not
we as a free people have the intelligence and
the fortitude and the good common sense to
find an answer to a problem yet unsolved in
a free society, and that is, How do you find
the basis for achieving and maintaining a
full-employment economy in peacetime?
The Communists make much of that problem, because they have history on their side
in their propaganda. And the brutal, simple facts are that to date we have only
achieved full employment making the weapons of war. And the most difficult, funda·mentally unsolved problem of our free
society is to prove that we do know how to
·achieve and maintain full employment making the good things of life for people in
peacetime . .
That again comes right back to the basic
question of abundance, abundance in terms
·o f production and abundance in terms of
distribution.
· We always used to get in trouble· in Amer~ica because the great mass of people -did not
have the money to buy the things that we
were able to . create with our factories and
our farms. So what we have to do is to get
·this ·concept of abundance translated into
our productive efforts, balancing our productive power with comparable purchasing
power. Here again the power flgh t gets back
to that basic idea. The whole concept of
public power is to give the people as much
power as possi~le at the lowest possi~le cost.
That is to spread the use of electrical energy,
to give the consumer an opportunity not
only to have a 50-watt lamp in each room,
·but to have adequate power for light, for
driving power tools on the farms, and for
doing all the other things that must be done,
so that the fight for public power is the
extension of that idea of abundance both on
the production and the consumer end.
We in the labor movement have been
working on this fight. The only trouble
about these kinds of conferences is that we
only come together when there is a fire to
put out. We ought to be together all the
time making this fight every day.
We in the labor movement have been fighting this fight for abundance. Let me just
cite you a few practical examples, because all
of these things tie together.
You cannot solve the fight for public power
in an economic, political, or social vacuum.
You have to solve that in America as a community, as a Nation. Therefore, I raise these
other things to show you the relationship of
this part of the total fight to the balance of
the fight.
Take the steel question. The steel industry is another industry that is committed to
the economics of monopoly and scarcity. In
the last war we were in very serious condition because the steel industry had refused
to expand steel production. Why? Because,
just lil{e the private power companies, they
believe in the lowest possible volume and the
highest possible price. So they held down
the production of steel, and the Government
had to move in to force expansion after
Pearl Harbor.
Then, ·when the war was over, they cried
that there was going to be an overabundance
of steel; the steel mills were going to be
down, rusting away because of excess capacity.

·upon a price increase, because in the kind of
The auto workers, from the end of the war
world in which we live, labor cannot make
to date, never could get enough steel. Why?
progress at the expense of the rest of the
Because there was never enough produced.
community; labor must make progress with
We initiated a study through the Senate
Small Business Committee to get into this ·the community~ and, therefore, we wanted a
·wage increase out of the profits of the comwhole question of basic steel production and
·c apacity.
pany and not out of the consumers' pockets.
Mr. Sykes, representing the American Iron
That basically is the fight in the steel
and Steel Institute, came down to the 1947
thing, and that gets back to this whole basic
hearings and said that all we needed was
question. The steel industry, the private
78,000,000 tons, and that would be adequate
utility companies, the copper industry, and
to meet America's steel needs. We are now
many of these other basic industries are
breaking our necks trying to get 118,000,000
wedded to the economics of scarcity. They
tons to meet the needs of America.
are always talking about overproduction.
So all along the line, you had this resistThey said that was the trouble in ·1929.
·People were going hungry in the midst of
ance of the steel industry to the whole conplenty. And they talked about overproduccept of abundance because they wanted to
-tion. Everyone who knew anything about
gear their economic future to the economics
the problem knew that we were suffering
of scarcity.
from an acute case of underconsumption.
I made a meeting, a national conference
of editorial writers. I do not say that I had
The utility companies said, "We have
any influence on the editorials that they
plenty of power." Out in Bonneville-! was
are writing. But I discussed this problem
out there sometime back-the people out
with Mr. Charles White, president of the
there said to me that if they could genRepublic Steel Co. And when I pointed out
erate all the power that they . could use in
that we did not have enough steel, that
that area, there were 25,000 new jobs that
power projects were being held up, and other
'Could be created, and they in turn would
important public improvements because we
stimulate even greater enterprise and more
could not get the steel-we could not get opportunity for employment, more opportuenough steel for automobile production,
nity to create wealth. And yet the power
refi'igerator production and washing macompanies said that there was plenty of
chine production and freight car producpower before they built that dam. Why?
tion, because the steel industry was wedded _B ecause they do not want to make it posto the economics of scarcity-Mr. White
sible for the great mass of people to begin
stood on the floor of that platform in · Cleveto enjoy the possibilities of unlimited use of
land before about 400 editorial writers and
low-cost electrical power.
said, "We have already got too many autoNow, as my friend Mr. Phillips has said
mobiles; we nave already got too many
here, they do not go out to the public in
'trucks; we have already got too many of
America and say, "This is what we stand
all these other things, and that is why the
for: private power, restricted, at high cost
·steel industry is unwilling to expand its
to the consumer. And this is what the pubcapacity."
lic-power program stands for: maximum volNow, here is a clear demonstration of the
ume, minimum cost."
fact that these people have no faith in th~
They do not put it on · that basis. They
economic future of our country, that they
dress it up.
··
think that you can map the future of
I say that the private-power lobby in this
·America based upon recapturing the past.
city of ours is more responsible for corruptThey live in the past.
ing and lowering · the level of political moWe always joke about the fact in the
rality in this city than any other group in
auto industry that every onc·e in a · while
America.
when one of these monopoly-scarcity-topThey have fed the hate campaign and the
sided industrial executives wants a model
hysteria and the character assassination, and
car made, custom-built, and we make them .they will stop at nothing to destroy people
up in Detroit, and you would not recog.:.
who have the courage to fight for the connize the car that we · make. We put no
sumers and the public goo·d .
windshield in it, because those fellows are
But we have to be practical. We have to
'driving with a rear view mirror. They think
understand that you cannot hope to raise
that America's future lies behind us, and
the level of political morality in Washingthey have no faith in that future.
ton until you first raise the level of politiWe are in a steel crisis. What is the basis
cal consciousness of the people who live
of that argument? They are also competing
back home, because that is where the job
with the private power companies for space
has to be done.
in these slick magazines, because they are
I say that you cannot separate plain peoputting out a lot of propaganda. The arguple and practical politics from the question
ment in steel is not wages. The argument is
of public power and plenty and progress
prices. The steel industry is trying to use
and peace in the world, because in a free
this crisis that· our country is faced with,
society there is no substitute for an alert,
this national emergency, as a springboard fOJ::
active electorate.
hijacking scandalous and unreasonable and
So we have a lot of work to do back home.
unjustified price increases. Why? Because
Now, this smear campaign is rather full
again they are not concerned with high volof success. They have used the old word
ume, mass consumption, and .low prices.
socialism. Mr. Phillips has exposed that
They want this limited concept with producvery carefully. I would just like to look at
tion low and prices high.
it from another angle. It is socialistic,
So all of these things tie together. The
the power industry, but not the part that
labor movement is becoming more and more
we are talking about defending. That is not
conscious of the fact that when we fight for
the socialistic part. I say that the private
wage increases, we cannot fight for wage inpower industry in _<\merica is the most highly
creases inside a vacuum, either. Fundadeveloped form of gold-plated. diamondmentally, what we are trying to do is to help
studded Park Avenue socialism ever dreamed
create this blame between productive power
up in the history of the world.
and consuming power. And that is why in
There yoU: have socialism from the top
the 1945 General Motors strike, we said, and
down, dreamed up in the cocktail bars of
we did what the steel workers are doing, Phil
the Union League clubs all over America.
Murray could make a deal with the steel
Let us look at this from a practical point
industry tomorrow if he were willing to sell
of view. What is the status of the private
out the public interest, we said in our 1945
power utilities? They are Government rrostrike that we wanted a wage increase, but
tected. They are cloistered. Their profits
are guaranteed. They are the nearest thing
we did not want a wage increase predicated
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to a State-controlled and protected indus·try that we have in America.
Now, let us look at the other part of the
power industry, the part that we are talking
·about protecting and expandfng, the public
power. We actually, in defending public
·power, are really the champio:1s of free enterprise. You know the tragedy about these
people who make the most noise about free
enterprise. I am not opposed to free enterprise. Most of the fights I have had against
American industry are because they were not
free and they were not enterprising. And
·that is exactly a true characterization of the
private power industry, because if ever the
dead hand of lack of vision and initiative
and competition made itself felt on an industry, it was the private power industry
before the public power program made them
get off their rusty bottoms and go to work.
Let us look at this a little further. Who
initiated this public-power program? Was it
imported in that well-known little black bag
from the Kremlin? Well, if it was, the bag
was carried by the two most outstanding
American Marxists that we know of: Calvin
· Coolidge and Herbert Hoover, because they
started this socialistic scheme in America.
I suppose that when the power interests
write the history of America, Calvin Coolidge
and Herbert Hoover will go down as the
· Marx-Engels team of American socialism,
because it was in 1928, under Calvin Coolidge,
· that the first project was launched, and it
was completed later on, and they named one
· of the biggest dams after Herbert Hoover.
· But the very fact that they are attacking
this program as socialistic, although it was
launched under two extremely conservative
Presidents, indicates clearly how far back
these people would like to turn the_clock of
progress. They do not want to go back to
Franklin Roosevelt. They want to go back
· much further than that. I do not know how
far beyond Louis XIV, but somewhere in that
period.
Now, they are not opposed to building
public power dams. There are spots where
they would like to object. But on the whole,
it is perfectly all right to spend the taxpayers' money to build the dams, provided
that they distribute the power.
Brother Phillips said that they claim that
they are doing it best. That is right. They
forget to say that it is best for them, and not
for us. That is really the guts of this fight.
Take the St. Lawrence waterway. There is
a very dangerous, narrow concept that is
raised as it relates to that project. Anyone
who knows anything about the possibilities
of the St. Lawrence seaway project knows
that it will open up all kinds of new opportunities for economic dev_e lopment, give
thousands of new industries a chance to get
going, and encourage free enterprise and
initiative and competition. Yet there is this
tragic point of view raised by the power companies and the railroads and some of the coal
interests. They say, "Well, if we do that,
that is going to hurt our industry."
You see, that is that old idea of dividing
up scarcity. There is only so much to do,
and if somebody else does a part of that, you
will lose it.
The genius of the whole American economy
is this idea of abundance, that everyone's
economic welfare is inseparably woven toget her, and that therefore new industry, new
opportunity, will not hurt these other industries, but will expand their opportunities.
The whole history of the economic development of America proves that to be true. And
yet that idea is constantly injected into this
situation.
Then there are people who raise objections
to these projects from the other point of
view, the economy boys. They say we cannot
afford it; we should not do these things. I
think that that is tragic. I have been using
XCVIII-App.--214

some figures for some time that I think in a
very graphic way illustrate this problem.
· The last war, when fully paid for by the
American people, will have cost us $1,390,'000,000,000. Translated into the cost per
day for every day of the last war, it will cost
us $41,000,000 per hour. The Tennessee Valley Authority, that whole development,
which stands today as one of the great monuments of democratic achievement, that total system cost less than 20 hours of conducting the war.
The St. Lawrence waterway, our half, if
we share the cost equally with Canada, will
cost us less than 1 week of what the war
cost us.
Yet they say we cannot afford it.
Isn't there something fundamentally wrong
with the moral fiber of a free people who
will tolerate that kind of point of view that
says we can afford to spend more in 1 week
for the negative ends of war but we do not
have the courage or the vision to spend
that much money developing our· economic
resources for peace?
I say, really, these are the kinds of problems that we have to talk about.
There is another philosophical idea I would
like to throw out here which I think ties
·tn with this whole problem: The pow.e r industry and the other industrie·s in America
who occupy great positions of influence and
responsibility must come to the recognition
·of the simple elementary fact that in a free
·society basic economic groups cannot long
escape their moral and social responsibility
to the people without creating the economic,
political, and social environment in which
the Government as the agency of all the
people is compelled to intervene.
·
We have public power today, not because
Calvin Coolidge and Herbert Hoover were
social pioneers. We have public power today precisely because the power industry,
wedded securely to the economics of m~nop
oly and scarcity, refused to expand to meet
the power needs of our Nation and its people, and the Government had to intervene
as the agency of the people to fill that economic deficit.
I say that industry ought to learn that
lesson, that the only way they can block
these public projects is by doing a better
job, and they cannot do a better job than
the public power field because they are interested in profits, and the public-power program is interested in people and service.
But we have these basic problems, and I
say to you that this conference has meaning.
It has significance, not in what is said here.
but in what we do, what you and I and the
people that we are privileged to represent
in our respective organizations do about
this practical job of carrying on the housekeeping of American democracy, what we
do back home to fight this propaganda, what
we do to carry this message of what public
power means in America to the ·p eople, and
then translate that awakening, that will,
that power of an aroused people in the practical ·channels where its weight will be felt.
I say we h ave come together in . a crisis.
Let us learn to work together on a continuing basis: Farmers, consumers, and workers. And if we can learn that lesson,· I say
that all the full-page ads, all of the hours
on TV and the nat ional networks, and all of
the editorial writers will not stop us in our
forward march in building that better tomorrow that we dream about, that better
tomorrow which is now within our reach be·cause we have the tools of abundance in our
possession.
So let us make this the beginning and not
the end, of the mobilization of the power of
a free people, to see to it that their resource~
are harnessed for the public good. Let u~
use Franklin Roosevelt's old slogan: "We
have just begun to fight."
Thank you. .[Applause.)
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Another Dilemma for Ike
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 2, 19~2

Mr. McCORMACK.
Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following article by
Ernest K. Lindley from Newsweek magazine of June 2, 1952:
WASHINGTON TIDEs--ANOTHER DILEMMA FOR

IKE

(By Ernest K. Lindley)
.The heavy cut in the mutual-security, or
foreign-aid, program made by the House has
important implications in more than one
area.
In the area of domestic politics, it was,
first, and most clearly, an emphatic Republican rebuff to General Eisenhower. Twice
in the two preceding weeks he had warned a
cut of even $1,000,000,00o-made in committee in both Houses-would be felt and
any reduction substantially greater would
have dangerous consequences.
Yet the
House Republicans voted 16 to 1 for further
substantial cuts. These included one o!
$615,000,000 in defense-support funds for
Western Europe, which Eisenhower had
warned would have "a peculiarly adverse
effect.'' Democrats voted approximately 2
to 1 against the further cuts. Most of
the Democrats who favored them were from
the South, and the Democratic vote against
them was reduced by absentees from the
North.
Even after the cuts had been made, a majority of the Republicans present voted
against passage of the bill. The Democratic
alinement on final passage was about 8 to 1.
The Republican alinement on these tests
holds some interesting dilemmas for Eisenhower, both now and if he should be nominated. Most of the conjecture about what
he will say between now and the national
convention has centered on domestic issues.
His supporters h~ve given him conflicting
advice on what to say and are divided in
their views as to whether it is practicable
for him to confine his discussion to gen•
eralities.
But what Eisenhower says about the
Mutual-Security question may be . no less
important. His position is clear. But the
fight over mutual security will still be going
on in the Senate when he returns. He can
emphasize and dramatize the issue, thereby
perhaps widening the basic schism in the
Republican Party. Or he can soft-pedal it
with a view to uniting the Republicans behind him if he wins the nomination. The
latter course, however, would be hard to
reconcile with his known convictions and his
personal stake in the success of the NATO
enterprise to which he has devoted the last
18 months.
The dividing line between a reduction
which can be absorbed and one which cannot
is a matter of judgment. But the bestinformed judges seem to agree that a cut of
the size voted by the House would doom the
NATO program for 1952 agreed upon at Lis-.
bon. Some of our allies might fall short of
those goals in any event. But to keep the
pressure on them, the United States must
be in a position to do its agreed-upon share.
According to the best informed judges, the
House cut is not only serious psychologically
but, if allowed to stand, would actually prevent the United States from doing its share.
A further slow-down would prolong the
period of deep insecurity for the Western
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World. It could lead to a breakdown of the
whole effort. And even 1f 1t should not have
so dire a result it probably would, as Eisenhower has warned, increase the total cost of
building Western Europe's defenses.
The large cut in Mutual Security cannot
be separated from the previous action of the
House in sharply reducing our own defense
program. Both cuts reflect, of course, the
prevailing view of politicians that economy
is popular. Both also recognize that since
national defense and Mutual Security account for most of the budget, they cannot
be left untouched if large savings are to be
made. But the House's cuts were in requests
already screened and reduced-three times
in the case of the defense budget.
Thus some sharp controversies involving
the security of the United States and the
free world are coming to a head. Important
decisions will be taken in the next few weeks
before the national conventions. Despite
the weight of evidence to the contrary, many
will insist and some may conscientiously believe that economy is the chief, if not the
only issue involved in these reductions.
But it is hardly conceivable that Eisenhower,
in these fields in which he is already an
authority, will take that view.

Antiunionism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

uneven. The congressional investigators are
asking for a complete and comprehensive reevaluation of existing labor law. That means
amendments to the Taft-Hartley Act.
In particular, they seek these amendments:
To abolish or reduce the authority of State
and local courts to issue injunctions in labor
disputes.
To study the use of the State militia in
connection with a strike situation unless a
specific court order finds it of public neces-sity.
To curb the use of antiunion propaganda
by employers while the unions are denied an
equal opportunity to present their views.
The first two of these abuses are as old as
antiunionism. The third is a misuse of the
free-speech provisions of the Taft-Hartley
law.
Knowing the habitual methods of union
organizing, we do not doubt for a minute
that the organizers have met this kind of
opposition with their own arbitrary types of
persuasion. Put the two together and you
get the same old, primitive class-warfare
condition that goes back to the horse-andbuggy days of industrial relations.
We have advocated a renovation of the
Taft-Hartley law more than once_. No law,
however, can obliterate the antiunion sentiments of many Southern employers any
more than an FEPC can wipe out racial
prejudice. But a balanced law can make it
_more difficult for the socially unenlightened
to indulge in such ·antisocial luxuries.

OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, !rfay 28, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to call the attention of my colleagues to the following editorial which
appeared in the Brooklyn Eagle of May
19, 1952:
CLAIM

TAFT-HARTLEY LAW REVIVED RATHER
THAN SUBDUED ANTIUNIONISM ·

In the mind of the public, the Taft-Hartley law means just about one thing. The
ability of the Government to stop a strike
in a vital industry for 80 days. There are
thousands of other points in the law. Some
of them good and necessary; some of them
that need amendment.
A senatorial committee, after extensive investigation and many hearings, as long ago
as 1950, has found that the Taft-Hartley
law has revived rather than subdued the
traditional antiunionism which prevails in
many States in the southern sections of the
country.
·
The unbalanced economic conditions
which exist in the various. parts of our country are one of the reasons that make an
over.-all industrial relations law so hard to
enact and to apply. ·
The textile industry is perhaps the most
notorious example of the lack of balance between the South and the North and East.
Union organization has made great progress
1n our section of the country. Union wages
and union working conditions have imI2._l'oved the whole textile industry. Yet, even
today, both labor and management are faced
with serious problems.
By blocking union organization and keeping wages down, the southern mills have a
distinct competitive advantage over the New
England industries, for instance, and no
means are too low to keep that advantage.
In recent years the CIO has expended something like $1,000,000 in an effort to organize
workers in southern mills. The results have
been relatively meager. Three recommendations by the senatorial committe explain in
some degree why the struggle has been so

Commencement Address of Gen. Lewie
Griffith Merritt
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOSEPH R. BRYSON
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 2, ·1952

Mr. BRYSON. Mr. SpeakPr, Carlisle
Military Academy at Bamberg, S. C.,
one of the country's leading military
preparatory schools, held its commencement exercises on Monday, May 26, 1952.
Maj. Gen. Lewie Griffith Merritt, USMC,
retired, delivered the commencement address. Under unanimous consent, I include it as part of my remarks:
3ince the beginning of recorded time rulers and dictators have connived to bring
those about them under stricter and more
e.::ective control-to have among their subJects less individualism and more regimentation. This has been accomplished in the
most part by a curb on free speech. Sometimes this curb has taken the form of law
or decrees, and sometimes it has not been
too apparent, but nonetheless subversive.
The framers of our Constitution embodied
in that instrument four basic libertiesfreedom of assembly; freedom of religion;
freedom of speech; and freedom of the
press. It 1s the .threat to these freedoms
that I wa~t to talk about principally this
morning.
During my lifetime this Nation has fought
three wars, one of which was not as momentous as the last two, but nevertheless
of great importance as setting a new trend
in our foreign policy. We entered the First
World War with an idealistic slogan that
"This 1s a war to end wars." Thousands gave
their lives 1n this hope. When peace was
restored, Woodrow Wilson tried in vain to
form a world organization or League of Nations where aggrieved countries could taka

their problems and have them settled with·
out resorting to bloodshed. His aims were
repudiated and Wilson died ~rokenhearted.
At the end of the same war there came
to light a movement in Russia destined to
threaten the existence of our democracy and
our way of life. Yes; communism manifested itself as bent on world domination,
and during the years between World Wars
I and II, sent in to all parts of the earth
agents which have been so well trained and
so deeply imbued with their doctrine that
many of them, while we slept, found their
way into high positions of our own Government, and today_this same movement threatens to rob the world of its peace for a third
time.
·
Upon the conclusion of World War II we
tried again for world organization and
formed a United Nations. The new organization gave to each member nation the right
to veto any action of the entire body. This
was incorporated in the rules of procedure
at the insistence of Russia. She has, thus
far, so used her veto as to block any worthwhile action of the United Nations at Lake
Success, unless the proposed measure met
with the approval of the Soviet Government.
I believe with all my heart in abiding by
the will of the majority. The veto, as permitted by the U. N., permits the Whim of
one nation to block the effort of all the
others no matter how worthy that effort may
be. This strikes at -the very soul of democracy.
The United Nations has proposed a Covenant of Human Rights which purportedly
guarantees peaceful assembly, freedom of
religion, freedom of speech, and freedom ot
the press. At the insistence of Russia and
her satellites certain qualifications or restrictimis were tied to these liberties. We
find that the freedom guaranties of the covenant are completely abrogated by the insertion of the Soviet-coined restrictions "as are
prescribed by law," or "as are reasonable
and necessary to public safety." The qualifications were inserted aS a result of a resolution passed by the United Nations addressed to the Commission on Human Rights,
requesting the Commission to take into consideratfon ce:rtain views as set forth by the
Soviet Republic when the covenant should
be revised. Thusly the same nation which
keeps millions of people in concentration
and forced-labor camps now receives preferential consideration in formulating these
same rights, the true spirit of which she
does not know. These ties on free speech
and free press were never intended by our
forefathers, who shed their bloOd that we
might have freedom. In fact, our Constitution of the United States specifically forbids Congress to make any law abridging the
freedom of speech or of the press.
These restrictions were-originally proposed
as a policy and as such would not have been
binding on any member nation, but they are
now vigorously urged in the covenant as a
treaty. The treaty, if ratified by the Senate,
will become the law of the land, for the Supreme Court of the United States has held
that a treaty, if adopted, becomes self-operating without the aid of any further national
or State legislation.
We are accustomed to thinking that our
Federal laws are made by both Houses of
Congress. Thus we see that in case of a
treaty the House of Representatives is completely circumvented, and we have a law
brought upon us by the action of one House
of Congress alone. If this covenant, with
those restrictions, is adopted the freedom of
the press and freedom of speech may be suspended at will by the President of the United
States under authority of the covenant
which permits such restrictions on these
privileges "as are reasonable and necessary
to public safety." The President may at
any time declare an emergency or indeed
.just decide that it is necessary to public
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safety, and the next day padlock every newspaper that has voiced opposition to him. If
we permit these restrictions to stand and to .
become a part of the treaty, we will have
made the fatal step toward surrendering
our heritage of free speech and a free press.
In the Argentine recently a newspaper was
tn outspoken opposition to the government
in power. The paper was promptly closed
and padlocked for "reasons of national security." The action of the Argentine Government, while wholly illegal now, would be
entirely legal under the covenant.
We are getting closer all the time here in
the United States to this sort of thing. Witness the ruthless seizure by the President
recently of the steer industry. This is not
just an effort to soak some rich c:.-:-poration.
The steel industry is privately owned and
belongs to its stockholders-it is their property. Steel stocks are owned by our people
in nearly every community and rural district
in America, by the rich and poor alike, and
thousands of our aged and thousands of
widows have invested their small savings
and inheritances in steel and are dependent
upon these very dividends for a living. A
government which will attempt to seize private property in this manner without a law,
will certainly never hesitate to padlock an
opposition newspaper if we authorize it so to
do by law. That is what the proposed covenant, with restrictions, will do.
At a press conference last month in Washington, before the issue became so hot, you
will recall that the President, when asked if
his seizure of the steel industry meant that
he could close radio stations and newspapers,
completely evaded the issue and answered
that under such circumstances the President
must do what is best for the country. If
the time comes when newspapers can be
closed because they voice opposition to the
policy or action of the Government then in
power, the curtain will have come down on
democracy in America. Here in the cradle of
democracy of the entire world, we will have
come under a virtual dictatorship-the identical thing that we have looked so disdain-fully upon other nations for tolerating, and
the very thing that thousands of American
boys willingly gave their lives to erase from
the earth forever.
We have already adopted the United Na-·
tions Charter which has been ratified as a
treaty, and therefore the supreme law of the
land. In this section of the United States,
we still believe in the rights of the States
to settle such problems as are vital to their
prosperity and happiness, without interference by outsiders. In our stand on segregation of the races, many in the State of California have been our bitterest critics. Yet
back in the early twenties, when the Japanese began to pour into that State and offer
serious competition to its citizens, the State
enacted a law forbl.dding aliens who were not
eligible for citizenship from owning land.
Last year the District Court of Appeals of
California held this law invalid in that it
contravened articles 55 and 56 of the United
Nations Charter forbidding discrimination,
because the charter, being a treaty ratified
by the United States, is the supreme law of
the land. This could well provide grounds
for further court action in an attempt to
tear down our school system of separation
of the races.
I cite this to show that if the covenant
becomes a treaty, its provisions automatically
beco]Ue law and supersede any National or
State law to the contrary. I realize that
sometimes the press abuses its privilege;
however, I am convinced beyond any doupt
that the life blood of our Nation depends on
the privilege of citizens to speak out publicly
without fear of reprisal, against any principle
with which they are in disagreement. The
fear of public exposure deters many unscrupulous officials.

I have great faith in the youth of America.
This Nation has always depended on them
and they have never been found wanting in
any crisis. If you will only remember that
this Nation was founded by men who had
experienced life under other types of government, and they deliberately chose the
democratic form. · This has given to us prosperity and happiness such as have never been
enjoyed by any people so uniformly that
history records.
With communistic influences effectively
felt in the United Nations resulting in an
effort to rob us of our precious freedoms
under the guise of guaranties, and with the
same organization at work day and night in
an effort to win our youth, cool heads and
steadY hands are required to see us through
successfully. While the older citizens will
offer advice, the real burden of steering this
country through its most difficult period will
fall on the shoulders of those who form our
youth today. Great responsibilities are
yours. I have every confidence that with a
determined attitude o~ your part, our democracy with all its blessings will survive and
prosper for generations to come. I know
that our youth will meet the challenge.

ity, by salary, by sex, by State, by color, by
creed, by political party. And if you do not
see all the American people in that particular new Washington monument, you will find
the rest of them in similar modern monuments which dot the landscape of our Nation's Capital.
To me it seems that the crucial issue of the
day for us Americans is drawn by this parable
of the two Washington Monuments. Which
way do our elected officials look upon us?
Do they see us as from the summit of the
true Washington Monument, where no distinctions of race, creed, class, or color are
evident-or where all that seems important
is our common relationship in the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man?
Or do they see us as so many cards in a file
to · be shuffled and sorted-and even accidentally or deliberately cast aside or lost?
· Let us stop this dealing with the lives of
the people. We have had deals enough.
Our duty, our opportunity, as Republicans
is to give the Government back to the people.
JOHN MATHER LUPTON.

Congressional Apportionment: Past,
Present, and Future
The Two Washington Monuments
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

OF

OF

HON. EMANUEL CELLER

HON.ANTONIN.SADLAK
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. SADLAK. Mr. Speaker, one of
the candidates for the Republican sena·
torial nomination in Connecticut was a
very fine yo:1ng man, Mr. John Mather
Lupton, of Westport, Conn. Among his
endeavors to attain the nomination was
an unusual presentation which I believe merits the reading and consideration of my colleagues in the House. It is
entitled "The Two Washington Manu·
ments," and under leave to extend my
remarks, I submit it herewith:
THE TWO WASHINGTON MONUMENTS
Although many of the people who live there
don't know it, there are now two Washington
monuments in the Nation's Capitol. One; of
course, is the traditional granite spire that
points to heaven and commemorates the tremendous achievements of the father of our
country. The other Is a new Washington
monument situated just around the corner
from the Sta tier Hotel. Its construction is
entirely different from the old Washington
Monument. It is a vast rectangle of plate
glass and stainless steel several stories high,
gleaming in its ultra-modern architecture.
At the. top of the old Washington Monument is a small observation window. From
there ·you can look out over the Capital countryside and see the works of men's hands
over the last few generations. You can see
the American people. You see them at their
work or play, but from your place at the top
of the Washington Monument, you cannot
tell whether they are rich or poor, white or
colored, young or old, from Arkansas or
Connecticut, union or nonunion, employers
or employees.
·
If you go into the new Washington monument, you can see the American people, too.
You don't see them from the vast plate glass
windows. Nobody pays any attention to the
view from the new Washington monument.
You see the American people there in row
upon row of filing cabinets. You see them
as so many cards in a file-by age, by senior-

OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, April 4, 1952

Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, under
le.ave granted to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include the following ar·
ticle entitled: "Congressional Apportion·
ment: Past, Present, and Future," given
by me and reprinted from the symposium
on legislative reappointment, published
as the spring 1952 issue of Law and Contemporary Problems, Duke University
School of Law, Durham, N. c.:
CONGRESSIONAL APPORTIONMENT: PAST,
PRESENT, AND FUTURE
(By Han. EMANUEL CELLER, of New York 1 )
INTRO,DUCTION
From the debates of the Constitutional
Convention to those of the present Congress
the question of congressional apportionment
has been one of the most discussed problems
in our National Legislature. A mere reading
of the debates on this question of apportionment reveals the conflicting interests of
the large and small States and the extent
to which partisan politics permeates the
entire problem.
Our founding fathers believed they had
obtained a solution to the conflict of interests of the large and small States in the
compromise of equal representation in the
Senate coupled with representation according to population in the House of Representatives.
However, the history of apportionment in
the House of Representatives up to the present day clearly indicates that the solution
of our founding fathers was just a compromise and not a real solution.
Constitutional requirements and existing law

Article I, section 2, paragraph 3, of the
United States Constitution as amended by
the fourteenth amendment provides that
"Representatives shall be apportioned among
1 Member of the bar of tlie State of New
York. Representative in Congress from the
State of New York. Chairman, Committee
on the Judiciary, House of Representatives.
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the several States according to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of
persons in each State, excluding Indians not
taxed.
"The actual enumeration shall be made
within 3 years after the first meeting of the
Congress of the United States, and within
every subsequent term of 10 years, in such
manner as they shall by law direct."
Thus the constitution provides for the
apportionment of Representatives upon the
census of population. While it does not
state that a flew apportionment is mandatory
after each census, it appears that such a
requirement may be inferred. The action
of the Congress in providing for a new apportionment after each census except in the
case of the census of 1920 supports such a
conclusion.
The right of Congress to regulate the apportionment of Representatives and theredistricting of congressional districts stems
tram the provision in the Constitution providing that the times, places, and manner
of holding elections for Senators and Representatives shall be determined by the State
legislatures subject to action by the Congress.2 In its attempts to solve the problem
of apportionment the Congress until 1842
limited the exercise of its legislative power
to changing the size of the House and left
the election of its Members from districts
to the u:J.controlled action of the various
State legislatures. From 1842 to 1929 Congress not only legislated on the size of the
House of Representatives but also, at various
times, established standards for the election
of its Members from congressional districts.
In 1929 Congress, mindfUl of i1;s failure to
reapportion after the census of 1920, concentrated its efforts upon the avoidance of such
a. failure in the future. It enacted a plan for
automatic reapportionment which is the existing law with minor amendments. 3
Under the existing law the apportioning of
the membership of the House of Representatives is automatic. The President is required
to submit to the congress on the first day of
its convening, or within a week thereafter,
a statement showing the number of Representatives each State is entitled to have on
the basis of the decennial census of population. These figures which are presented to
the Congress are based upon the statutory
requirements that the size of the House will
be 435 Members and that the method of computation used is the method of equal proportions.
•
Unless the Congress changes either the
size of the House or the method of computation, the law requires that within 15 calendar days after the reception of the President's message by the Congress, the Clerk
of the House of Representatives shall submit
to the Governor of each of the States a certificate of the number of representatives that
State is entitled to have in the ensuing Congress.
·
That procedUre was followed in 1950 and
the apportionment therein is the basis for
current action by State leg1slatures. 4
The existing statute further provides that
until a state is redistricted in a manner provided by its laws after any apportionment,
th 1 Represe:1tatives to which the State is
entitled shall be elected in the following
manner: ( 1) If there is no change in the
number of Representatives, they shall be
elected from districts then prescribed by the
law and if any run at large they shall continue to be so elected; (2) if there is an in·
c::ease in the number of Representatives,
then these additional Representatives run at
large and the others are elected from the

then prescribed districts: (3) if there is a
decrease in the number of Representatives
but the number of districts is equal to such
decreased number, then they shall be elected
from the district!; (4) 1f the number of Representatives is decreased but the number of
districts is less than the number of Representatives, then the excess of Representatives
are to be elected at large and the others from
the existing districts; and (5) if the number
of Representatives is decreased and the number of districts in the State exceeds that
number, then all are elected at large. It
should be noted, however, that the Congress
may at any time change the statutory provisions.
Furthermore the constitutional right of
each House to be the judge of the elections
and qualifications of its own Members
should be borne in mind. 5
History of congressional action

For many years the Congress escaped the
full impact of the apportionment problem
by enactments increasing the size of the
House of Representatives. Those States that
lose seats are naturally disposed to support
legislation to increase the size of the House
so that they would not lose their representation.
Article I, section 2, of the Constitution
specified the number of Representatives that
each of the 13 States was entitled to. The
total of that allotment was 65 Members.
That epportionment has often been called
the constitutional apportionment.
After the first census of J. 790, which met
the requirement of section 2, article III of
the Constitution, Congress passed an apportionment bill. It is interesting to note in
passing that the b111 was the object of the
first Presidential veto. After a. motion to
override the veto had failed, a new bill, obviating the Presidential objections, was ena.cted.6 That act fixed the membership of
the House at 105 under a ratio of 1 Representative for every 33,000 persons; an fra.c_.
tiona in that quota were disregarded. It
further allotted a number of Representatives
for each State.
The next apportionment act after the
second census in 1800 provided a House
consisting of 141 Members with a ratio of
1 for every 33,000 individuals.' It maintained the practice of disregarding all fractions in the quota.
In 1811 the third apportionment b1ll
altered the ratio to 35,000 and allotted Members to the several States so that the total
w~s 181. 8
The apportionment act enacted after the
fourth census of 1820 provided for quotas
Which totaled 212 Members under a ratio of
40,000.0
The act of May 22, 1832, which was based
upon the fifth census of 1830, increased the
ratio to 47,700, which resulted in a House of
240 Members.1o
After the sixth census of 1840 the Congress
altered the procedure of its predecessors.
The Apportionment Act of 1842 established a
ratio of 70,680 for each Member and provided further "1 additional Representative
for each State having a fraction greater than
1 moiety of the said ratio." Under the
specified method of computation the total
membership of the House was reduced to
223 which was the total number of Representatives specified in the act. 11
The reduction in membership from 1832
was 17 but since 2 new States with 4 Members were included, the membership of the
United States Constitution, art. I, sec.ll.
1 Stat. 253 (1792).
'2 Stat. 128 (1803).
8 2 Stat. 669 (1811).
o a stat. 651 ( 1822) •
10 4 Stat. 516 (1832).
11 5 Stat. 491 (1842).
5

6

United States Constitution, art. I, sec. 4.
8 46 Stat. 21 ~ 1929); 55 Stat. 761 ( 1941),
2 U.S. C., sec. 2a (Supp. 1950).
• Message of the President, H. Doc. No. 36,
82d Cong., 1st sess. ( 1951).
2

previously admitted States was reduced by
21. After the census of 1850 the Congress
adopted what is generally known as the
Vinton method, under which the population
of the country was divided by the number
of Members of the House, resulting in the
number of persons for each district. Then
that figure was divided into the population
of each State in order to give the exact quota
for each State. Then each State was assigned
one Representative to meet the constitutional requirement after which a Representative
was allotted to each of the other States for
each whole number in ·its exact quota. The
unassigned Representatives were then allotted in order to the States having the highest
fractions. 12 The act fixed the size of the
House at 233.
An attempt was made to fix the size of the
House at 233 until the next apportionment,
but a change occurred in 1852 when the size
was increased to 23~ with the provision that
it should revert to 233 at the next apportionment.18
The attempt to limit the size of the House
failed with the changes enacted in 1862.14
This act of 1862 fixed the number of representatives at 241.
The act of February 2, 1872 lG continued the
Vinton method and fixed the size of the
House at 283.
The apportionment act of February 25,
1882 16 provided for a membership in the
House of 325 and specified the number assigned to each State, following the Vinton
method.
The act of February 7, 1891 17 provided for a
House of 356 Members, again employing the
Vinton method.
In January of 1901 an apportionment act a
increased the number of Members to 886
and allotted them under the Vinton method.
The apportionment act of 1911 19 fixed the
House at 433 Members, with the proviso that
should Arizona or New Mexico be admitted
prior to the next apportionment it would be
entitled to one Representative. The admittance of both of these States subsequently
raised the membership figure to 435. In
this act the House adopted a new method
of computation, popularly called "major
fractions."
After the fourteenth census in 1920 serious
·question was raised as to the accuracy of the
census figures. The net result was that no
reapportionment occurred although some
attempts were made. In all, 42 btils were
introduced in the House of Representatives
but none passed.
In 1928 an attempt was made to pass an
automatic apportionment b1ll, but without
success.
In June of 1929 an act 20 was passed which
provided for an apportionment under ( 1) the
method of the last preceding apportionment;
(2) the method of major fractions; and (3)
the method of equal prClportions. It provided that the President should submit to
the Congress the apportionment population
of every State showing the apportionment for
each State according to the then existing
membership of the House under each of the
three methods. Then if the Congress did not
enact a r:ew act, each State was entitled in
the second succeeding Congress and each
subsequent Congress thereafter to the number of Representatives shown by the method
used in the last preceding census.
The requirements of the reapportionment
act of 1929 were complied with in December,
9 Stat. 432 (1850).
1810 Stat. 25 (1852).
u 12 Stat. 353 (1862).
1e 17 Stat. 28 (1872).
1e 22 Stat. 5 (1882).
17 26 Stat. 735 (1891).
1s 31 Stat. 733 ( 1901).
1 9 37 Stat. 13 ( 1911).
20 46 Stat. 21 ( 1929) .
12
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1930 and the Congress took no action. Since
the method used in the last preceding apportionment in 1910 was that of major fractions that method was followed. There was
no change in the size of the House.
Due to the enactment of the twentieth
amendment, it was impossible for the President in 1940 to comply with the requirements
of the act of 1929 to submit a report since
the census had not been taken in January
of 1940. Remedial legislation was enacted 21
by requiring the report to be submitted within 1 week of the beginning of the first session of the Seventy-seventh Congress, and
each fifth Congress thereafter.
The Automatic Reapportionment Act of
1929 was amended in 1941 by changing the
method to that of equal proportions. 22
The President transmitted a reapportionment message to the Eighty-second Congress
on January 9, 1951. 23 At the present time
the Congress has taken no action on the
census of 1950 so that the size of the House
.remains 435 under the method of equal proportions.
Prior to 1842 the Congress in the exercise
of its power under section 4 of article I of
the Constitution limited itself to the apportionment of the membership of each State
and did nothing concerning the election of
the Members making up the quotas. This
policy was maintained even though some of
the States went so far as to petition Cou.
gress for an amendment providing for congressional elections by districts. By 1842
22 States were employing the method of
election from districts.
Finally the Apportionment Act of June
1842 24 contained a provision that the Representatives under that apportionment
should be elected by districts composed of
contiguous territory equal in number to the
number of Representatives to which said
State may be entitled, no one district electing more than one Representative. In approving the enactment of this bill President
Tyler expressed misgivings as to the power
of Congress to command States to make or
alter their existing regulations. In 1850 the
act enacted deleted the provision concerning
election from districts. However, in 1862
Congress restored the requirement that districts be composed of contiguous territory 23
and repeated that same requirement 10 years
later with a further proviso that the districts should contain as nearly as practicable
an equal number of inhabitants. 26 These
requirements were renewed after 1880 and
again in 1891.
In 1901 an additional requirement was
added, to those previously written, by the
act of January 16, 1901, which provided that
districts be composed of compact territory. 27
In 1911 these requirements were repeated. 28
Since 1911 all the apportionment acts failed
to renew or continue the requirements of
compactness, contiguity, and equality of
population.
The question of congressi:mal control over
the acts of the State legislatures regarding
apportionment was first met in 1843 when
objections were raised concerning the elections of certain Members from States wherein the elections were not held by districts.
By parliamentary maneuver the House
avoided the direct issue and the Members
in question retained their seats. In 1901
the power of Congress to regulate districts
54 Stat. 162 (1940).
22 5 ~' Stat. 761 ( 1941), 2 United States Constitution, sec. 2a (Supp. 1950).
2a Message of the President, H. Doc. No. 36,
82d Cong., 1st sess. (1951).
24 5 Stat. 491 (1842).
2
~ 12 Stat. 572 (1862).
2s 17 Stat. 28 (1872).
27 31 Stat. 733 ( 1901).
2s 37 Stat. 13 ( 1911).
21

was challenged in an election case, but this
time the House took no action and the Member retained his seat. In 1910 the House
was faced with a similar issue, but no action was taken.
Although the most direct attack upon the
· power of the Congress to regulate redistricting under article I, section 4 of the Constitution is found in the reports of the House itself, it appears to be well established by the
decisions of the United States Supreme
Court that the Congress has general supervisory power over the subject of the elections of the Representatives, including the
manner in which a State is divided into congressional districts. 20
It should be noted that while it appears
from these decisions that Congress has the
power to regulate districting in the States
of congressional districts the Supreme Court
has never passed directly on the point. The
Court, however, at no time in passing on
these various reapportionment acts ever intimated that they were unconstitutional. In
the case of Colegrove v. Green Mr. Justice
Frankfurter in a majority opinion seems to
invite congressional action in the following
statement: 30
"The one stark fact that emerges from
a study of the history of congressional apportionment is its embroilment in politics,
in the sense of party contests and party interests. The Constitution enjoins upon Congress the duty of apportioning Representatives 'among the several States * * •
according to their respective numbers,
• • *' article I, section 2. Yet, Congress
has at times been heedless of this command
and not apportioned according to the requirements of the census. It never occurred
to anyone that this Court could issue mandamus to compel Congress to perform its
mandatory duty to apportion. 'What might
net be done directly by mandamus, could not
be attained indirectly by injunction.' Chafee,
Congressional Reapportionment ( (1929) 42
Harv. L. Rev. 1015, 1019). Until 1842 there
was the greatest diversity among the States
in the manner of choosing Representatives
because Congress had made no requirement
for districting (5 Stat. 491). Congress then
provided for the election of Representatives
by districts. Strangely enough, power to
do so was seriously questioned; it was still
doubted by a committee of Congress as late
as 1901. (See e. g., Speech of Mr. (afterward
Mr. Justice) Clifford, CoNGRESSIONAL GLOBE,
A}-ril 28, 1842, 27th Cong., 2d sess., App., p.
347; I Bartlett, Contested Elections in the
House of Representatives (1865) 47, 276;
H. Rept. No. 3000; 56th Cong., 2d sess.
( 1901) ; H. Doc. No. 2052, 64th Cong., 2d
sess. (1917) 43; United States v. Gradwell
(243 U. S. 476, 482, 483) .) The Reapportionment Act of 1862 required that the districts
be of contiguous territory (12 Stat. 572). In
1872 Congress added the requirement of substantial equality of inhabitants (17 Stat. 28).
This was reinforced in 1911 (37 Stat. 13, 14).
But the 1929 act, as we have seen, dropped
these requirements ( 46 Stat. 21). Throughout our history, whatever may have been the
controlling apportionment act, the most
glaring disparities have prevailed a~ to the
contours and the population of districts.''
Although doubt may exist as to the constitutional power of Congress to legislate on
the question of State redistricting and as
to the extent to which Congress may go in
the exercise of such power, the decisions of
the Supreme Court clearly indicate that at
the present time there are no Federal statutes
20 Smiley v. Holm (285
Ex parte Siebold (100 U.

U. S. 355 (1932)):
S. 371 (1879)): Ex
parte Yarbrough (110 U.S. 651 (1884)); Wood
v. Broom (287 U. S. 1 (1932)); Colegrove v.
Green (328 U. S. 549 (1946)).
80 Colegrove v. Green, supra, at 554-555.
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limiting the actions of a State legislature in
drawing congressional districts. 31
A question has been proposed as to whether
or not the fourteenth amendment of the
Constitution of the United States, which
provides that no State shall "deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property without
due process of law; nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection
of the laws,'' is a limitation upon the State
legislatures in creating unequal congressional districts. The case of Nixon v. He1·ndon 32 tends to support such a view. The best
that may be said of that argument at the
present time is that there is hope balanced
by uncertainty.
CONCLUSION
In the light of the court decisions and the
legislative enactments the importance of the
problem of fair, equitable apportionment
both by the Federal and State legislatures
is one that demands a final and prompt solution. It must be a solution which goes to
the very root of the problem and eradicates
the sources of the evil. A mere glance at
the contours of various congressional districts and the wide variances in the populations of these districts compels the conclusion that the drawing of congressional
districts cannot be left to the whims and uncontrolled discretion of the State legislatures. The problem is one which involves
the fundamental principle of equality which
permeates our entire Constitution so that
its denial imperils the very heart of our
democracy.
In the hope that a fair and equitable solution to the problem of apportionment and
redistricting may be obtained .in a manner
consonant with both the rights of the States
and the congressional power graned in the
Constitution I introduced a bill in the first
session, Eighty-second Conrgess, H. R. 2648.
That bill simply restores to the Federal
law the requirements of contiguity, compactness, and equality of population, with
the addition of a more specific requirement
for the latter. That requirement is that
the population of any congressional district
cannot vary moJ,"e than 15 percent above or
below the average population for each district within the State; the average district
is determined by dividing the population of
the State by the number of Representatives
to which it is entitled.
The requirement of contiguity is one which
is simply defined and should raise no problem. As to the requirement of compactness,
such elements as economic and social interests of an area, its topography, means of
transportation, the desires of the inhabitants as well as of their elected representatives and finally the political factors should
all be considered. In that regard it appears
that the State legislatures are far better
equipped to determine those factors than
either the Congress or any national agency
it might designate to do so.
The history of apportionment in the
United States, particularly since 1842 when
standards were established for congressional
districts, indicates conclusively that the one
single factor that has always been lacking
has been that of enforcement. Congressional
documents and court cases clearly indicate
and support that conclusion. The bill, H. R.
2648, as originally introduced provides that
no Member shall be seated if elected from
a district which fails to conform to the requirements of the. bill. Further study has
indicated that such enforcement would still
be found wanting. Therefore, an amendment has been proposed which would provide for judicial review of the apportionment acts of State legislatures in the United
a1 Smiley v. Holm, supra 28; Wood v. Broom,
supra note 28; Colgrove v. Green, supra
note 28.
82273 u.s. 536 (1927).
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States district cou.rts. To date the exact
wording of such an amendment has not been
decided. It has been suggested that any
citizen should have the right to have a State
apportionment act invalidated where it violated Federal standards. A proposal has been
mentioned that should not be a defense for
a judicial objection that the issues therein
are of a political nature.
Whatever the final draftsmanship of such
a provision may be, the all-important result that will ensue is that the threat of
judicial review may have a salutary effect
on the legislatures so as to produce a fair
and equitable redistricting.

William A. Purtell
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.ANTONIN.SADLAK
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HO'USE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. SADLAK. Mr. Speaker, since I
returned from the Connecticut Republican State nominating convention,
many Members from both sides of the
aisle have inquired about the nominee
for the Senate, Mr. William A. Purtell.
For a better acquaintance with the gentleman with whom I shall be associated,
because I was also renominated by acclamation for a fourth term, under leave
to extend my remarks I desire to include, in effect, a thumb-nail biography
of Mr. Purtell He was presented to the
convention by Lt. Gov. Edward N. Allen,
and the nomination was endorsed by
Judge Richard Weldon, of Stratford;
State Central Committeewoman Lois
Chidsey, of New Milford; and also seconded by my colleagues in the House,
Messrs. MORANO, PATTERSON, and SEELY•
BRoWN. Under further leave to extend
my remarks, I also include an editorial
from the Wednesday morning, May 28,
Hartford Courant which has reference
to Mr. William A. Purtell, candidate for
Senator.
The article and the editorial follow:
William A. Purtell was born in Hartford 5I
years ago.
He attended Hartford schools but left
Hartford Public High in his second year because of family needs.
He became a wage earner at the age of 8
as a newsboy. At 10 he was newsboy and
grocery errand boy. At 13 he had added the
job of janitor of an apartment house.
When he left school~ at 15, his first fulltime job was as water boy on a construction
Job. Then he became a file clerk in an insurance om.ce, and later a car checker in the
freight yards of the New Haven Railroad not
far from his home.
In World War I Purtell enlisted 1n the
Army. went overseas with the AEP, and was
discharged a corporal.
All during the war he was engaged to
Katherine Cassidy, of Waterbury, a graduate
of St. Francis Hospital School of Nursing,
Hartford, who then was on the staff of the
Visiting NU1'8e Association in Hartford. She
enlisted as an Army nurse; also went overseas and served with the AEF.
They never met in France, but after their
return they were married on December 30.
1919. They are still married and live on
Orchard Road, West Hartford. They have

two children-a boy and a girl-and last year
they became grandparents for the first time.
Soon after his marriage, Mr. Purtell left
the railroad and joined a Hartford manufacturing concern as a salesman. In 1929, on .
the proverbial shoestring, Purtell and a few
friends organized the Holo-Krome Screw
Corp., using several of Purtell's own inventions to improve the quality and quantity
production of screws. TodaY., with Mr. Purtell as president, it is one of Hartford's thriving industries.
In 1939, with World War II imminent, he
was named president of Billings & Spencer,
an old Hartford firm on the brink of bankruptcy. He reorganized and revitalized the
firm, thereby assuring jobs for 400 old employees, and he made Billings & Spencer an
important war industry. At the same time
he carried on as head of Holo-Krome.
For years he has been active in civic affairs. He is a director of the Hartford Red
Cross and a former governor of Hillyer College. For 5 years he was a member of the
State interracial commission, and he is a
director
the Connecticut State prison and
a member of the board of parole.
A few years ago, he was the recipient of
the annual award of merit bY the Jewish
War Veterans for having done most to promote interfaith relations. In 1949 he was
voted Hartford's annual most distinguished
citizen award.
Ever since his World War I days, he has
been active in the American Legion, having ·
served as chaplain of the department of Connecticut and currently as chairman of its
distinguished guests committee.
He is a former director of the United
States Chamber of Commerce and former
president of the Manufacturers Association
of Connecticut. He is a director of the
Hartford, Connecticut Trust Co., Colt's Manufacturing Co., Veeder, Root, Inc., Hartford
Gas Co., National Fire Insurance Co., and
the Sparmal Engineering Corp.
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WILLIAM A. PURTELL, CANDIDATE FOR SENATOR

In a free, open struggle that ended in yesterday's convention, the Republican Party of
Connecticut has selected William A. Purtell, of West Hartford as its candidate for
United States Senator. It is a wise selection. The Republican Party can go to the
people now knowing they have chosen as
their standard bearer a man 'or honor, integrity, and intell1gence. They can say, honestly, that his nomination was dictated by
no one except the delegates themselves. In
thus selecting a candidate who articulatea
the hopes, the aspirations, and the ambitions of the great majority of the American
people the Republican Party has acted in
accordance with its best traditions.
In his acceptance speech, Blll Purtell reiterated his dedication to the restoration of
honesty and integrity in government. It is
a declaration, backed as it is by a lifetime
of forthright decency, that can be accepted
at face value. The people of Greater Hartford have known and liked Bill Purtell for a
long time. They know that in his relations
with his workers, in his relations with his
community, he has exemplified the finest
attributes of a good citizen. Perhaps at the
outset of his campaign he was not well
known elsewhere in the State. But Bill
Purtell put on one of the really successful
campaigns in the history of the State to
come from behind and emerge yesterday
morning as the strongest of the candidates.
Bill Purtell should have a tremendous appeal to voters in all strata. He has earned
the support of workers, not by lip service but
through day-by-day fair .dealings. He has
earned the respect and a11ect1on of minority
groups by his service on the State interracial commtsslon. He 18 known and liked

by veterans throughout the State for the
time and energy he has given in their behalf. Although he is a manufacturer and
enjoys the confidence of his colleagues, he
is a man who has worked with his hands.
What he learned then has not left him, so
that he enjoys the confidence of those who
work with their hands.
If it is corny to say that this candidate
exemplifies the genius of the American way
of llfe, it is nonetheless true. His nomination assures the Republican Party of a hardhitting, sincere, even idealistic campaign.
On his part, for sure, there will be an absence
of rancor, double-talk, or malice, and if there
are any so dumb as to believe that Bill Purtell's role as manufacturer can be used
against him, they do not know the people
of Connecticut.
The campaign for the nomination has
been, so far as the candidates are concerned,
a hard but clean fight. The unsuccessful
candidates have now pledged support. Here
is a candidate worth rallying behind, and if
the campaign is pursued with the vigor that
may be expected, the Republican Party can
look forward to electing a Senator in November.

The Proud Record of Wisconsin,•
Thirty-Second Division
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALEXANDER WILEY
OJ' WISCONSIN

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATEi

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, the people of Wisconsin are indeed proud of the
Thirty-Second Division, whose heroes
have carried our own :flag and the American :flag aloft in two World Wars.
Today, the Thirty-Second is entirely
a Wisconsin National Guard outfit, but
it traces its history back to 1917, when
it was formed appropriately enough, at
Camp MacArthur in Waco, Tex., from
various Wisconsin and Michigan guard
units, some of them dating back to the
Civil War.
On Friday, May 30, Memorial Day, the
people of Wisconsin dedicated Highway
32 in our State as a memorial to the
6,150 men of the Thirty-Second who
gave their lives in World Wars I and n
that this Nation might survive.
Unfortunately, Memorial Day and the
sentiments which it brings with it are
uppermost in our minds on but one of
the 365 days of the year, but I believe,
as I know my colleagues do, that it
would be well if, every day, Americans
were to pause and give thought to the
men without whose sacrifices this Nation would today be in chains.
As senior Senator from Wisconsin, it is
my pleasure to say this brief word of
tribute to the Thirty-Second, to Maj.
Gen. Jim Dan Hill, of Superior, division
commander, and to all other officers and
members of that fine unit.
I send to the desk a news article published in the Milwaukee Journal, together with a feature story on the glorious history of the division, and ask unanimous consent that both items be printed
in the Appendix of the REcoRD.
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There being no objection, the articles
were ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
[From the Milwaukee Journal]
T HIRTY-SECOND DIVISION RIDES ITS ROAD-HIGHWAY 32 DEDICATED AS MEMORIAL TO
6,150 WAR DEAD
(By Robert J. Doyle)
Riding in two motorcades over a highway
they can call their own, Thirty-Second Division veterans were holding brief Memorial
Day ceremonies in 18 Wisconsin cities and
vlllages.
The motorcades, starting at the north and
south State lines, were scheduled to meet in
Green Bay in the afternoon to dedicate Highway 32 as a memorial to their 6,150 comrades
killed in two World Wars.
All along the route, from Kenosha to Land
O'Lakes, the veterans were finding shiny new
Highway 32 signs bearing the division's red
arrow insignia. The signs were authorized
when the last legislature voted to make
Highway 32 officially the Thirty-second Division Memorial Highway.
The southern motorcade started at the
State line south of Kenosha. Stops for ceremonies were scheduled at Kenosha, Racine,
Milwaukee, Port Washington, Sheboygan, and
Kiel. Veterans and national guard units of
the new Thirty-Second Division were taking
part in the brief programs, then joining the
motorcade.
MILWAUKEE CEREMONY HELD
The Milwaukee portion of the motorcade
assembled at a 45-minute Memorial Day service in Cathedral Square, North Jefferson and
. East Wells Streets. Dan C. Donahue, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., national president of
the Thirty-second Division Veterans' Association, laid a wreath of remembrance to the
division's war dead.
The day was dull, but the ceremony was
made colorful by uniforms of participating
units. The Racine drum and bugle corps
wore dark blue uniforms with silver helmets.
A firing squad from the Veterans of Foreign
Wars post 2874, Milwaukee, wore golden uniforms.
· A chorus from the Alonzo Cudworth post
of the American Legion, Milwaukee, sang the
Lord's Prayer.
The motorcade from the south contained
more than 100 automobiles by the time it
left Milwaukee for Green Bay.
Communications between units in the
motorcade was being maintained by mobile
amateur radio units of the Badger Emergency Net, Amateur Radio Emergency Corps,
and the Milwaukee Radio Amateurs' Club.
FOLLOWS MILITARY ROAD
Appropriately, the Memorial Highway 32
follows closely the route of the old military
road between Green Bay and Chicago, the
State's first road. Highway 42 from the State
line to a point near Sheboygan was renumbered 32.
·The northern motorcade started at Land
O'Lakes. Five minute ceremonies were
scheduled at Eagle River, Three Lakes, Hiles,
Argonne, Crandon, Laona, Wabeno, Lakewood, Mountain, Suring, Gillett, and Pulaski.
The official dedication program at Packer
Stadium at Green Bay in the afternoon was
to bring together an all-star cast-six generals, two supreme court justices, and a
bishop, all having some past or present link
with the Thirty-second Division.
At the dedication program, Maj. Gen.
Ralph J. Olson, th.e State adjutant general,
was to present a Thirty-second Division Memorial Highway banner to Walter W. Jennerjahn, Milwaukee, president of the Thirtysecond Division Memorial Highway Corp.
The dedication address was to be dellvered
by Bishop William P. O'Connor of Madison,
once division chaplain.

REUNION PARTY PLANNED
Master of ceremonies was to be Maj. Gen.
R alph M. Immell, Madison, now commander
of the Eighty-fourth Reserve Infantry Division. Highlights of Thirty-second Division
campaigns in the First and Second World
Wars were to be recalled by Maj. Gen. Paul B.
Clemens, Milwaukee, and Maj. Gen. E. F.
Harding, Franklin, Ohio, respectively.
Other generals taking part are Maj. Gen.
Jim Dan Hill, Superior, present division commander, and Maj. Gen. Ralph A. Loveland,
Lansing, Mich., commander in Michigan's
new Forty-sixth National Guard Division.
Justices Edward J. Gehl and John E. Martin of the Wisconsin supreme court were to
help dedicate the Memorial Highway.
The veterans and National Guard men of
the present division were to attend a dinner
Friday night at the Northland Hotel in Green
Bay and a reunion party at Riverside ballroom.
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vided about equally between Wisconsin and
Michigan. Nearly all of the 27,000 men
came from these two States.
They boarded transport ships at Hoboken
in January and February of 1918. Division
headquarters landed at Brest, France. Other
units debarked at many · ports in England
and France, and assembled near Langres,
France, for training. The first 13 men of
the division to die from enemy action went
down with the Tuscania when that ship was
sunk by a German submarine.
Division officers and men were deeply d :.sappointed when greeted in France with the
news that they must provide replacements
for other American divisions as well as labor
crews to work at the ports. But after 7,000
infantrymen had been taken, the division
was permitted to build up again as a full
strength fighting outfit. The Thirty-second
was assigned to the French sector in Alsace.
The first units went into the front lines on
May 18, 1918.
·
POISED FOR ATTACK WHEN WAR ENDED
[From the Milwaukee Journal of May 29,
1952]
For the next 6 months the division fought
in and out of the trenches, barbed wire, and
FROM THE ARGONNE THROUGH BUNA-ROAD OF
shell holes of French battlefields, with the
WISCONSIN'S THIRTY-SECOND DIVISION HAS
perils of poison gas added to those of machine
BEEN ROUGH BUT GLORIOUS IN Two WORLD
guns and high explosives. The major offenWARS, DEDICATION OF MEMORIAL HIGHWAY
sives were Aisne-Marne, Oise-Aisne and
RECALLS
Meuse-Argonne. The division was in action
In all the campaigns that brought them
east of the Meuse, poised for a 7 a. m. atgrief and glory, Wisconsin's Thirty-second
tack, when the war ended November 11.
Division infantrymen never marched down
Division records show 2,915 killed and
a highway nearly so good as the one the
10,477 wounded in Europe, 2,153 prisoners
State is dedicating to them this Memorial
taken and every enemy attack repulsed.
Day.
After serving with the army of occupation,
There were roads of a sort in France, where
the division arrived home and was demothe infantrymen were praised as "Les Terbilized in May 1919, almost 2 years after
ribles" by a French general in the First
it had been formed.
World War. But in World War II, in sodBetween wars the National Guard units
den New Guinea and the Philippines, a jeep
of Wisconsin and Michigan remained linked
trail was a superhighway to the men of the
in
the Thirty-second Division, training at
fighting Thirty-second.
weekly drills and summer camps.
There were times when the first war
In October 1940, with Hitler's victorious
doughboys and the second war GI's would
panzer divisions at the English Channel and
have given a month's pay, gladly, to be able
Britain's cities aflame from Nazi bombs, the
to climb out of the mud and ride over a
Thirty-second Division again was called to
paved highway, even into battle.
duty. At training camps in Louisiana the
Perhaps veterans of the division had that
division's units were reduced to form the
in mind when they suggested that a properly
new triangularized division, with three inmarked Highway 32 across the State would
fantry
regiments instead of four and with
be a fitting memorial to the 6,150 men killed
fewer artillery units. One of the detached
while serving with the division in both
units went on to fight in Africa, Sicily, and
wars.
Italy.
The Thirty-second Division Memorial
Individual units, which left Wisconsin
Highway, part of Highway 42 newly marked
cities at about half combat strength, were
as Highway 32 from Kenosha to Land 0'
filled up with recruits from all parts of the
Lakes, is being dedicated Friday by motorcountry. The division was sent to Fort
cades from the north and south State lines
Devens,
Mass., to await orders to sail to
meeting at Green Bay. The Highway 32
Northern Ireland.
signs carry the red arrow insignia of the
But at the last minute the orders were
division adopted in France after piercing the
changed and the division was sent back
German lines.
across the continent by train. The new
At present the Thirty-second Division is
orders meant a new enemy for the 32d
entirely a Wisconsin National Guard outfit.
-Japan instead of Germany.
It is made up of 110 small units which meet
After sailing halfway around the world,
one night a week in armories in 76 Wisconthe Red Arrow soldiers piled off their ships
sin communities. For 2 weeks each sumin April 1942, at Adelaide in southern Ausmer the entire division goes to camp for
tralia. MacArthur had arrived from Bataan
training and maneuvers. Units are kept at
a month earlier.
about half combat strength, although they
Most of Australia's own tough infantryhave nearly a complete roster of officers.
men were fighting in north Africa. The
They may be called to active duty at any
Japanese
were sweeping southward almost
time.
at will. Australians were talking about tryFORMED IN 1917 .AT WACO, TE.X,
ing to hold a line across the center of their
In both World Wars Wisconsin men served
country when the Japanese invaded. Red
in all branches of the military, but the greatArrow veterans are still talking about the
est concentration of Wisconsin soldiers was
warmth of their welcome in Adelaide.
in the Thirty-second Division.
The division trained there and near BrisThe division was formed in 1917 at Camp
bane. In September MacArthur ordered
MacArthur at Waco, Tex. Nearly all Wispart of the division flown over the Coral Sea
consin and Michigan National Guard units,
some of them dating back to the Civil War,
to Port Moresby to start a flank attack
were shuffled and renamed to create the
against the Japanese who were battling AusThirty-second.
Some proud old cavalry
tralian soldiers in New Guinea. But that
units were converted to artillery. When the · plan was dropped after the Japanese withTexas dust had settled, the infantry and
drew and dug in at Buna, where they had
artillery units of the new division were d1·
been landed by ship.
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demnities the South has paid since the eliminated, let us all join in celebrating
War Between the States, in indirect tomorrow, May 30, as one of the greatest
taxes, high protective tariffs, one-way Memorial Days in the history of our
freight rates, and other discriminations. country.
The one-way freight rate was even extended to take in all States of the Middle
West, and to punish them also.
What It Means To Be an American
Let me give you an idea of what this
discrimination has meant. A citizen of
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
my district was doing business with a
OF
firm· in one of the Northeastern States.
That firm shipped him a consignment of
HON. A. SIDNEY CAMP
goods by mistake. As soon as the error
OF GEORGIA
was discovered, the shipper sent him a
telegram to look out for it and ship it
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
back at once. When it arrived he mereTuesday, June 3, 1952
ly addressed a label to the firm it came
Mr. CAMP.
Mr. Speaker, under
from, pasted it over the one on the package, without even opening it, and shipped unanimous consent to extend my reit back over the same road. It cost twice marks in the Appendix of the RECORD, I
as much to ship it back as it did to ship include a prize-winning composition
written by an honor pupil of the Midit down there.
This same thing would have happened dleburg, Va., public schools.
Little Miss Wendy Whitney, aged 11,
in Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Texas, Georgia, Alabama, or in any other State in is the great-granddaughter of a very disthe South or in any other Western State, tinguished Georgian, the late Congressbetween the Mississippi River and the man William Charles Adamson, who
served many years in the House of RepRocky Mountains.
We brought these facts out in our resentatives from the Fourth Congresfight for the Tennessee-Tombigbee In- sional District of Georgia, and was chairland Waterway and induced the Inter- man of the Committee on Interstate and
state Commerce Commission to investi- Foreign Commerce, author of many acts
gate the proposition, with the view to providing for the building of the Panama
correcting one of the greatest injustices Canal and the Adamson 8-Hour Labor
ever imposed on the people in a ma- Act, the first Fereral labor regulatory
jority of the States of this Union. I got act.
Miss Whitney is a pupil at the Hill
in touch with the members of the Interstate Commerce Commission and urged School at Middl3Qurg, Va., and was the
them to correct this injustice. I also only one there last year who was not
contacted every Senator and practically absent a single day, and she was on the
every Congressman in the punished honor roll. At the commencement exstates and got them to appeal to the in- ercises on May 30, 1952, she was awarddividual members of the Interstate Com- ed, before the assembled school and her
merce Commission to correct this evil. parents, first prize for her composition
The Commission, by unanimous vote, entitled "What It Means To Be an
issued an order to have this one-way Ameri~n." Her composition .is a.S fo1..;
freight rate go out of existence on May lows:
WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN AMERICAN
30. Then certain selfish interests appealed to the Commission to extend that
A lot of people don't realize how lueky
ROBERT DOYLE.
date, and to make the termination of they are to be Americans. America is a
this outrageous discrimination indefi- land of opportunities and free life. Its peo ..
ple have fought for freedom ever since the
nite.
States was created. We are guaranI immediately appealed again to the Un1ted
One-Way Freight Rate Ends May 30teed life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiindividual members of the Interstate ness. In the Constitution, the Bill of Rights,
A Real Memorial Day
Commerce Commission, and got in touch and the Declaration of Independence, we are
with every Senator and almost every insured personal rights and political rights.
EXTENSION. OF REMARKS
Congressman in the punished areas, and
If you were to go to another country and
OF
urged them to appeal to the members of live for a year, you would soon realize how
the Interstate Commerce Commission, lucky you really are. For example, if you
HON. JOHN E. RANKIN
not to grant that extension. I said that were to go to Russia, you would soon feel
OF :MISSISSIPPI
sympathy for the Russian people who
if they extended it once, then they might deep
are against communism. They must work
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
extend it again and again and again.
where they are told to work, live where th~y
Thursday, May 29, 1952
On yesterday the Interstate Commerce are told to live, and they have no part in the
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, tomor- Commission, by unanimous vote, con- government. The government is run by a
row, May 30, will be a real Memorial Day firmed its original order definitely elimi- few powerful people, and it is those people
who are granted all the rights in Russia.
for the people in this country who pay nating this one-way freight rate and fix- The
people who farm have to give all but a
ing
the
date
of
its
expiration
as
May
the freight-especially the people living
very little of the crops to the state. In Rus.
3
0,
1952.
west of the Mississippi River and south
sia, the people work for the state. In
Thus the last vestige of the carpetbag America, • the state works for the people.
of the Ohio.
regime
goes
out,
and
those
Southern
and
The Russian people are not allowed to keep
On yesterday, the Interstate Commerce Commission, by unanimous vote, Western States that have been the vic- for themselves any earned money, land, or
confirmed its recent order to eliminate tims of this unjust discrimination will crops. The United States is trying to make
the people in Russia realize how great freethe one-way freight rate with which the no longer be treated as conquered prov- dom
is by a radio progra.in called the Voice
South and West have been punished for vinces.
of America. Sometime I hope they will
more than 50 years, and have it termi- . It is one of the greatest victories the rebel.
South and West have won since the
nated on tomorrow, May 30.
Though we have many freedoms, it is not
A great economist in Harvard Univer- War Between the States.
easy to live in a free country, and to keep
Now, since the country is reunited and it that way. Our men must fight wars to
sity said a few years ago that no country
that ever lost a war had paid the in~ these unjust discriminations have been keep our country free. We don't fight wara
BUN A WAS TROPICAL "VALLEY FORGE''

The Thirty-second Division's first, and in
many ways worst, campaign of World War II
was at Buna. Soq1E) infantrymen got there
after an almost impossible hike over the
Owen-Stanley Mountains.
Others were
:flown to grass fields near !Buna. They were
pinned down by the first Japanese outposts
and coconut log pillboxes in November.
The Yanks were short of food and ammunition and were supplied at times only by
native carriers, outrigger canoes, and air
drops. They fought the Japanese, malaria,
chiggers, dengue fever, sti:fiing heat and exhaustion in a nightmarish tropical Valley
Forge.
The Aussies and Yanks pried out the last
of the Japanese near Buna early in 1943.
What was left of the division's infantry units
went back to Australia. The rebuilt division went back into action on New Year's day,
1944, to start a series of leapfrog moves up
the coast of New Guinea and finally ipto the
Philippines.
There were battles at Saidor, Aitape, Morotai, Leyte, and Luzon. Probably the fiercest
fighting took place when the Japanese came
out in -the open and tried to break through
tlle division at the Driniumor River, near
Aitape, New Guinea: Division historians say
9,300 Japanese were k111ed by the Red Arrow
men there.
Final assignment for the jungle fighters
was to clear General Yamashita's fanatical
troops off the Villa Verde trail north of Manila. The winding trail extended 24 miles
up into the mountains and was covered by
Japanese fire every foot of the way.
That job took 119 days. When it was
over the Thirty-second Division's record book
for World War II showed · 3,235 killed and
10,711 wounded. It also showed the almost
unbelievable record of 654 days of combat.
Very few men who had sailed from San
Francisco with the division were still with
ft when the war ended.
The division went on to Japan, where it
was demobilized February 28, 1946, 5% years
after the Wisconsin and Michigan units had
been called to duty.
Since World war II the entire Thirtysecond Division has been made up of Wisconsin units. Michigan National Guard men
:tl.OW also have a division of their own, the
Forty-sixth.
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to conquer other countries, but with one
plan in mind. That plan is the hope that
world peace might sometime be reached.
We have learned what a great thing freedom
is, and we are trying to show other nations,
too. The citizens have duties, too, like.
building houses, finding cures for diseases,
keeping our cities clean, but most important of all, electing the people for the Government who will run the country best. So,
when you feel depressed about your income
t axes, just remember, you are lucky to be an
American.

Let us hope that every child in America can grasp the full meaning of American citizenship as this young lady has
done.

Small Tracts and Our Public Land
Heritage
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT E. JONES, JR.
OF ALABAMA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. JONES of Alabama. Mr. Speaker, the following speech was delivered
by Hon. Richard J. McCormick, regional
adjudicator, Bureau of Land Management, Department of the Interior, here .
in Washington recently. It is a most
complete and highly informative explanation of the Small Tract Act and
its workings. As Mr. McCormick says
in the speech, this act "may well be
the answer to every person who has
always dreamed of owning a piece of
land, building a home upon it, and feeling secure as time slows him down.''
Many veterans own homes today because
of the provisions of this act. Many nonveterans have also benefited from it.
Under permission to extend my remarks,
I am glad to make available this inter·
esting talk on this very interesting subject·
I have come here tonight, at the request
of your Mr. Jacob I. Bellow, to review and
discuss the small tract program of the Interior Department's Bureau of Land Management.
It is an occasion which pleases me immensely, because I want to acquaint you
here in the United States Department of
Labor with one of the constructive pieces of
legislation which we administer. The Small
Tract Act may well be the answer to every
person who has always dreamed of owning
a piece of land, building a home upon it,
and feeling secure as time slows him down.
As one looks forward to retiring after years
of strenuous work, he can, by careful planning use this law for the benefit of himself
and his family. But like everything else
worth having, he will have to spend time and
effort on his little plot of ground to make
it a home.
Just how did small tracts, or as some folks
call them, "jackrabbit homesteads," get
started?
Those of you present, who are of judicial
turn of mind, will find the citation for the
Small Tract Act, passed June 1, 1938, in
52 Statute 609 and, as amended in 1945 to
cover Alaska, in 59 Statute 467, 43 United
States Code, section 682a. The regulations
are set forth in 43 Code of Federal Regula-

tiona, section 257.1: also in the. Bureau of
Land Management's Circular No. 1764, ap•
proved September 11, 1950.
Our Director, Mr. Marion Clawson, wants
every qualified citizen to know that the
Bureau of Land Management will carefully
consider each and every application filed under the small tract law and regulations.
Although we will do our best to answer
your telephone and written inquiries, please
don't overwhelm us. We're getting on an
average of 10,000 letters a month now and
we just don't have the personnel to handle
these inquiries and telephone calls as fast
as we would like to.
Quite often, people who did not know
about the Bureau of Land Management's
work until they got interested in a small
tract, ask how come public lands have remained in the possession of the Federal Government down through the centuries; where
are they located; who gave them to us; and
how does one describe them in an application.
The record shows that we started out with
some 260,000,000 acres way back in 1780,
when it was resolved by the Congress of the
Confederation that Uncle Sam ought to receive and care for such unappropriated lands
as might be ceded by States to the United
States. Thus the foundation was laid for
a common ownership to be exercised on behalf of the entire Nation which has been
observed down to the present day.
There isn't time in this brief talk to trace
the beginnings of the public lands. We
often say the story of the public lands is
actually the history of this country. We
have all read in our history books about the
acquisition of Louisiana from France; Florida from Spain; Oregon from Great Britain;
California, Nevada, Utah, and parts of Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico from Mexico; and Alaska from Russia. For many
years the public lands were administered
on a disposal basis. The record will show
that more than a billion acres passed into
private hands under our many public land
laws.
Today we manage the remaining public
lands to conserve and develop their resources for this and future generations.
The lands we dispose of under the Small
Tract Act are remnants which because of
their scattered areas are not economical to
administer in a Federal program. These
lands, of course, are not always located in the
place where all of you want to settle.
S,ome people ask for small tracts in Maine
or Vermont. We do not have any tracts of
land in the Thirteen Original States, nor
in Kentucky, Maine, Vermont, West Virginia,
Tennessee, and Texas. Florida is one of
our best small-tract States in region VI.
This State has some 29,000 acres o! unappropriated lands. You will remember we acquired Florida land by treaty of February 22,
1819, paying Spain $6,500,000 for it.
Now just how does the Small Tract Act
operate in Florida and other public-domain
States? The small tract law provides for
the occupancy and use of lands classified as
a home, cabin, camp, health, convalescent,
recreational, or business site. Lease and
sale may be made to any person who is the
head of a family or is 21 years old and is a
citizen of the United States or has filed his
declaration of intention to become a citizen
in accordance with our Government's naturalization laws. A patent issues only to a
citizen. A married woman is not qualified
to make a small tract application unless she
can show that she is actually the head of
a family. What about single girls-yes, they
are eligible--especially the women who have
been in service. Some of you will be seeking
lands in Alaska or California. Although we
can give you general information, you will
do better to direct inquiries to the regional
office handling those applications.
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We are a decentralized Bureau, as is your
wage and hour set-up here in the Department of Labor. We have seven regions, established in accordance with the President's
reorganization plan of 1946.
Since our decentralization program for
unified management and disposal of the unreserved public domain became effective 5
years ago, we have been able to give on-theSJ: ::>t ::ervlce to the public.
The Bureau of Land Management actually
administers some 500,000,000 acres of land
located in 13 Western States and in Alaska.
We have scattered areas of vacant public
lands in Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, and
Wisconsin. But many of these lands are
already in use for grazing or other multiple
uses. Some of the lands are reserved by the
Army for special military needs.
Now how do you get a piece of public land?
All you. have to do, if you want to file an
application for a small tract in any of the
public domain States, is to drop a post card
or write a letter to Director Clawson or write
to one of our regional offices. If you are
interested in lands located in region VI, write
or call M'r. H. S. Price, Regional Administrator, who is headquartered here in Washington. Our region VI office issues leases for
small-tract purposes in the eastern public
land States.
The Bureau of Land Management doesn't
want you to think you'll be getting an improved piece of farm land right on a railroad
or major highway. Many of our small tracts
are quite remote and require the pioneering
spirit to carve them from desert into livable
homes. There arEJ other lands that are, of
course, well located but most of these have
already been taken.
California in our region II office, has the
largest number of pending leases and areas
classified for small tract. use. Some of the
lands are located out on the Mohave Desert
near Twenty-nine Palms, about 75 miles
southeast of Los Angeles. Established communities have water, telephones, electricity,
schools, streets, sewers, stores, and homes.
But the people who settled these .areas-vet- ·
erans of World War I and 11-made it livable.
Mi'. Paul B. Witmer, Manager of the Bureau's
Land Office, 1512 Post Office Building, Los
Angeles, is the man to write about lands in
California. For general inquiries the Bureau
has a pamphlet which contains facts on small
tracts and the addresses of all of our regional
offices. That pamphlet, together with our
circular 1764 containing regulations, gives
you a pretty good idea of how the small-tract
pr::>t;ram functions. You should read BLM's
Conservation Bulletin No. 40 entitled "Land
of the Free." There is a supply of these
pamphlets on the table near the door if you
care to take them home with you.
Once you acquire a small tract how can
you make it your own? The Bureau of Land
Management stands ready to give a patent
to each lessee who complies with the terms
of his lease and places a permanent home
upon a small tract, acquires water and meets
the local sanitation requirements. You m ay
be interested to know that the depth of water
for domestic use averages 35 feet in Florida.
We are always hopeful that small tract
applicants will be sincere people who want to
keep improving their little piece of land.
The Bureau does not want speculators. To
own the land or to transfer your lease, you
must improve the land. This agency does
not approve assignments of leases unless
and until acceptable improvements have
been constructed upon the lands.
You may ask, /..xe these small tracts worth
the effort of developing them? Some of the
persons who have received patents from our
agency for small tracts, developed their tracts
at costs ranging from $2,500 for a cabin and
water development to $130,000 for motels and
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restaurant. Some of the lessees band together as an association to bring in utilities,
streets, sewers, and schools. A lot of hard
work by the lessees often results in their
getting local authorities to construct roads.
The small-tract law does not provide for
assistance to lessees from the Federal Government in getting roads built. The Bureau
of Land Management's responsibility is to
examine, classify and make the lands available for lease and purchase.
Our agency is constantly studying areas
which will offer community development and
may be classified and opened to lease and
purchase so that enough lands will always
be ready to take care of public demands.
The small-tract law has provided the means
whereby many qualified Americans may lea~e
and own a tract of Federal public land at a
nominal price. Prices on our Florida lots
range from $25 to $450. Their sizes range
from three-quarter of an acre up to 5 acres.
As I have said, inquiries for small" tracts
come to us by the thousands-they come
through the mail, by telegr aph, over the
telephone, or by visits of int erested persons
to the Bureau's offices. In response to mail
requests we send a list of the total acreages
l;>y States and counties known to contain
vacant public lands and ask each interested
person to tell us the name of the particular
county in which he wants to get a piece of
land. When he tells us the name of the
county, we then send him a list of the townships showing the vacant land in the county
selected. We usually include a 5-acre diagram so that the applicant can mark the
exact location of the tract desired. Township lines run north and south; range lines
run east and west. A photostat copy of a
plat of survey covering each township and
range can be obtained from the Bureau for
$1. State maps and quadrangle sheet.:; are
on hand at the United States Geological
Survey of the Interior Department for around
25 cents apiece. The quadrangle sheets contain excellent information about the terrain. Also, the State road departments prepare .
county maps which they usually sell for
25 cents each. Florida, for instance, patterns
her county maps in accordance with the rectangular system of surveys. This public land
survey work is a function handled by the
cadastral engineers of our Bureau. No public
land can be used until surveys are completed.
Sometimes a small-tract area is opened
because a modern pioneer requests a piece
of ground-he has discovered. With a proper
legal description of the subdivision which the
applicant thinks is suitable for small tract
development, the Bureau of Land Management--if the land has been surveyed-is
ready to take his offer of lease of not to exceed 5 acres. Although it is not in the regulations we recommend personal examination
of the land. It helps the individual to know
the exact condition and accessibility of the
land he hopes to lease. It also saves him the
trouble of applying for a lease on land that
may be occupied by one able to assert a valid
color of title claim. By "color of title" I
mean claim to land through previous long
settlement. We, of course, try to help you
locate the land by diagram. We don~t have
aufficient help actually to give this service.
In region VI, over on the third floor of
the Interior Departme1,1t Building, we maintain a diagram folder of each eastern public
iand State for inspection by the visiting
public. Each diagram sheet, which covers
a 6-mile square area, subdivides the township into 36 sections numbered from 1 to 36.
The available lands are colored in red. A
section contains 640 acres or 16 40-acre subdivisions and is a mile square. It often develops that only one 40-acre Governmentowned subdivision (a quarter of a mile
square) exists on a 6-mile square diagram.

Getting back to the pioneer element in small
tracts, the one who files the first small-tract
application in a particular area, starts the
ball rolling. The land if surveyed is placed
under consideration for small tract use as
the result of such filing. The applicant is
ordinarily awarded the first lot if the area
is classified as suitable for the purpose named
in his application.
To get the greatest use of the area by the
largest number of people, the average size
lot offered for lease in the east, is 1 Y-l acres
which measures 165 feet wide by 330 feet
deep. In each project one lot is reserved
for use of the general public. This may be
a bath~ng beach or a picnic ground.
After the original application is filed by ·
our pioneer, a field examination is made
by an offi.cer of the Bureau and his report
and recommendations are carefully considered and analyzed to determine whether the
vacant public lands in the area covered by
an application may be classified for lease
and disposal under the small-tract law.
Even when the land is classified for small
tracts, in the interest of conservation of our
natural resources, we always are obliged to
keep in mind safeguarding the public interest in the lands. We permit lessees to
cut timber which exists upon their leased
tracts. to clear the land so as to . construct
improvements, but they must not sell the
timber for personal profit. They may use
the timber to build improvements.
Now what are other steps in getting the
lease? We have a combination application
offer of lease a1,1d lease form which, if properly filled in and accompanied by filing fee
and rental, will be executed and returned
to the lessee within a reasonable time by
the Government's signing officer. The filing
fee on each application is $10 which the Government keeps if a lease issues. This filing
:fee is returned to the sender if he fails to
get a lease. In addition, a payment of advance rental of $15 is required for a 3-year
residence lease, and $100 rental for a 5-year
lease issued for combination home and business purposes. The executed lease authorizes
the lessee to use the land for the period
specified. It shows the purchase price of
the lot and reserves a right-of-way 33 feet
wide. This right-of-way helps everybody to
get on and off each lot in the area.
We try to make the procedure for obtaining a lease as simple as possible. Because of
the demand for public land and our limited
personnel, it takes patience, understanding,
and cooperation on both the part of the applicant and the Federal employee. As I have
mentioned, the Bureau of Land Management
has a small-tract circular 1764 which everybody interested should read and absorb before he files an application. This will help
us to help the applicants. As we become
swamped with mall inquiries for filing applications and bogged down by visitors, often
we are all required to stop regular duties to
handle the rush.
BLM classification orders, which appear
in the Federal Register, published here in
Washington, receive wide distribution. These
orders usually contain a description of the
land, its general character, accessibility,
climate, avaUable sources of water supply,
development, utilities, and interest in the
area. The Bureau always welcomes a report of this type from persons who have studied an area which they desire to have opened
to lease and sale. Our agency likes to know,
too. if they have looked into the question of
the availability of building material, supplies, how near the tract selected is to an
improved road, school, or trading center.
Our last classification order was accompanied
by reproductions of the plats of dependent
resurvey showing the lay-out of the lots.
The reproduction also contained a location

map showing the nearest tow-u and the roads
which made the land accessible.
Small tracts are serving a useful defense
purpose. Because of the shortage of housing, we have had several requests recently
for information about areas near plants engaged in large-scale production. We hope to
meet the housing shortage in defense areas
by setting up an area under the small-tract
law. This will, however, require a drawing.
Here is about as opportune a time as any to
explain that procedure. When we begin to
get more applications than we have tracts
available, we necessarily plan to hold a drawing. It's the only fair way. The drawing
idea, though not perfect, is certainly better
than an "Oklahoma land rush." The drawing gives everyone an equal chance, and only
the ones who get a lot of pay the filing fee
when a drawing is held.
Drawings for allocation of small tracts are
conducted now in a period of from 1 to 2
hours with a high degree of efficiency by the
use of the special-procedure feature of the
small-tract regulations contained in section
257.8 of Circular No. 1764. The Bureau
dittos the classification order and reproduces
the accompanying plats of survey describing the lands. On request, we are now sending copies of order and plats to the congressional delegation of the State involved, to
veterans• organizations, and to interested
persons, as well as editors of local newspapers. Another copy usually goes to the
postmaster in the county seat for posting on
the post-office bulletin board.
We mail drawing entry cards to all interested parties and warn the individuals that
only veterans of World War II are eligible to
participate in the drawing. The card shows
the name of the individual, his permanent
mailing address, the number of the classification order, the deadline for the receipt of the
card in the office where the drawing is to
be held. The front of the card, which is
prepared for mailing to the addressee, has
lines for the name, number and street, city,
zone number, and State. As the cards come
in they are fi.le"d alphabetically for quick
reference to answer telephone calls and to
catch duplicate filings, since only one card
may be filed by each veteran of World War n.
On the day of the drawing we place all
cards in a large container. They are mixed
together, and we invite a disinterested party
to help us draw the cards. As ':ihey are drawn,
each card is assigned a ·lot number, beginning with "1" and ending with the last lot
number. The lots on the plats of survey
are usually numbered from, say, 1 t . 90. So
that we will have enough applicants to accept
leases offered for signature, we draw 15 alternates. If any one of the original 90 is unable to accept, we take the first alternate
and offer him a lease in lieu of the applicant
who did not accept.
All lease forms are prepared in advance
of the drawing. Thus, only the name and
address of the successful drawee is added on
the lease form prior to its transmittal to
the successful drawee. This saves a lot of
time in processing leases.
A standard-form decision is prepared for
transmittal of the lease form informing the
drawee that he is a successful applicant, that
he must sign both forms sent to him, submit
photostat or certified copy of his honorable
discharge, send filing fee and full rental by
check or money order made payable to the
Treasurer of the United States. The decision contains a 30-day penalty clause for
noncompliance and indicates rights-of-way
where required.
I hope I have answered most of your basic
inquiries on small tracts .. You may have
many more to ask. Now I'm ready for any
questions.
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The Truce Talks in Korea
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. KATHARINE ST. GEORGE
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks in the Appendix of the
RECORD, I include an article by Mr.
George Sokolsky.
The Korean war will have dragged on
for two long years this June 25. During
this time we have lost friends in South
Korea; we have lost face all over Asia;
and all we have accomplished is to give
the Chinese and Russian forces time to
build up their armies, through the interminable talks at Panmunjom.
Mr. Speaker, General MacArthur
was a thousand times right when he said
"There is no substitute for victory."
The article follows:
THESE DAYS
(By George Sokolsky)
On June 25, it will be 2 years that this
country has been at war in Korea. The
United States was in.World War I, 19 months;
in World War II, 44 months; in the Korean
war, we are nearing 24 months.
This has been a do-nothing war because
. this country has no target. Even if the
whole peninsula of Korea had been conquered, it would not hav.e justified the 109,000 casualties, including 20,000 dead, which
have thus far been the toll.
Nothing conclusive, for the United States,
could possibly come out of this war unless
Manchuria were also conquered and Peking
bombed. As that has never been the objective of our strategists, the· war lacked point
and purpose. Therefore, it was called a
police action and as such it has failed. Its
failure was foretold by Gen. Douglas MacArthur, Gen. Albert Wedemeyer, and by every
far eastern authority who · was not involved
in some concept favorable to Soviet China.
The failure has been costly to the United
States not only in casualties but in the loss
of face throughout Asia. An army which in
1948 had no standing has not only held us
in check but has outmaneuvered us diplomatically so that it has _placed us in the
position of negotiating a peace for 11 months
first at Kaesong and then at Panmunjom.
In these talks, we have come off second
best in the sense that we have no way of
penetrating the Chinese resistance to our
proposals. Whatever we propose, they reject.
This is an old Chinese trick, used for centuries_.:_the trick of out-talking and outsitting an opponent until his patience i~
worn down. The Japanese · suffered from it
for decades.
I once was ~ssociated with a Chinese negotiator who was dealing with the Japanese
on tariff questions. He talked endlessly.
He wined and dined the Japanese. He held
them to all-night sessions. Once the desperate Japanese said to me:
"Tell your friend someday that I cannet talk or eat as much as he can. The only
defense against such tactics is to beat him
with a club."
The greatest error of judgment that General George Marshall made was when he
forced Chiang Kai-shek to enter into truce
talks with the Chinese Communists over
Manchuria. It gave the Chinese Communists time to get into a strategic position to

obtain arms and munitions which the Russians had captured from the Japanese, and
to build their forces.
When they were ready, they ended the
truce talks and hit at Chiang, who, deprived
of aid from us, was forced to flee to Formosa.
Precisely such tactics are being used at
Panmunjom and they can go on endlessly,
never reaching a conclusion, unless Soviet
Russia wari.ts a fighting war or this country
takes the initiative against China. It is my
opinion that Soviet Russia does not desire
a fighting war and that we shall not take
the initiative.
For the Chinese Communists and the
North Koreans and the Russians, these truce
talks are an excellent expedient. It costs
them little or nothing. The Russians have
sent none of their own troops; the Chinese
Communists cut their losses and the North
Koreans are gaining time.
The United States, on the other hand, has
about 20 percent of its fighting power tied
down 7,000 miles from home with the necessity of maintaining that long line of supplies of men, materials, and food. This war
is costing somewhere near $10,000,000,000 a
year (it is difficult to get exact figures).
The fixed policy of our Government is to
build the defense of Europe through NATO;
therefore, the Korean war is an advantage
to the Russians, who have forced upon us
a divergent 'task which not only interferes
with the European program but which stimulates differences and dissent within· the
United States.
One objective of the Russians was to create and develop differences between the
United States and Great Britain by offering
the British trade advantages. The Russian
hope was that this might lead to a quarrel
between these countries of such magnitude
that in time it would produce a split on all
questions. The announced withdrawal of
the British from China trade is a Russian
failure.

Protection of Rights of · World War II
Prisoners of War
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ANTONIO M. FERNANDEZ
OF NEW MEXICO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. FERNANDEZ. Mr. Speaker, the
promptness and unanimity with which
the Congress acted in protecting the
rights of World War II prisoners of war
is most gratifying. The Treaty of Peace
with Japan was ratified by the Senate on
March 20, and within 7 days Public Law
303 passed both the House and Senate
without a dissenting vote. Under leave
to extend my remarks, I include herewith
the testimony I gave on this bill before
the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee on October 18, 1951,
when this legislation was before the
committee for consideration:
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity of appearing before the committee on
this legislation. We know this committee has
been very busy with legislation that has been
quite controversial, but we sincerely appre·
ciate that notwithstanding that, this com•
mittee has now, before the recess of Con•
gress, scheduled for hearing the bills intro•
duced by the chairman of this committee,
Mr. CRossER, the gentleman from New York,
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Mr. HELLER, and my colleague from New Mexico, Mr. DEMPSEY-legislation introduced
mainly on behalf of and at the request of the
Bataan prisoners of war. The purpose of the
legislation is to require the application of
assets held by the Alien Property Custodian
to the satisfaction of the unpaid compulsory
labor and inhumane treatment of prisoners
of war and of other enemy violations of the
Geneva Convention respecting such prisoners.
There can be no conceivable objection to
these bills. Their terms, their subject matter, and the facts upon which they rest are
simple. I feel almost like apologizing for
taking the time of the committee by appearing before you with facts and arguments
fully familiar to the committee and which
the committee appreciates even better than
I; and let me say at the outset that I have
the greatest respect for and confidence in
this committee. I appear only because I feel
we owe it to the people of my State, who in
proportion to their numbers furnished the
largest contingent of any State to the heroic
defense of Bataan, where not a single soldier
surrendered but where the entire army was
surrendered by its officers to the overwhelming forces of the Japanese.
It ls well known that we paid to the prisoners of war we captured the aggregate sum
Of $169,000,000, in strict observance of our
obligation under the Geneva Convention.
It is just as well known that our enemy nations in the last war, in total disregard of.
their solemn obligations under the Geneva
Convention, never paid a dime.
It had been assumed, of course, that when
peace treaties were negotiated and signed
reparations would be provided and would
be forthcoming for the satisfaction of those
solemn obligations. However, treaties have
now been negotiated with some of those
countries and we are in the process of negotiating with still another, and in none of
them have reparations for that purpose been
provided. I have no quarrel with that fact.
for no doubt ~t has been thought inadvisable under present exigencies to insist upon
such reparations. In the interests of peace
and cooperation for peace on the part of the
free world, the exaction of reparations
might be waived by those in charge of negotiating the treaties. This obligation on the
part of these countries if necessary might
be forgiven, but the obligation owing to the
prisoners of war by those nations, and our
own sacred obligation to see to it that it
is complied with, is another matter. That
we cannot waive.
It is within the power of this Government
to make collection of that obligation on be·
half of those prisoners of war who are living,
and on behalf of the dependents of those
who are dead. The hell those living and dead
went through has been often described and
decried until it is superfluous to again repeat. To that we should not add the insult
and the injury of failing to collect when it
is within our power so to do by the scratch
of a pen, for we have in our hands under the
control of the Alien Property custodian
assets sufficient to more than pay the $80,000,000 due and owing to these prisoners of
war or their survivors.
·It is up to this committee to set in mo•
tion the necessary legislative processes that
will permit Congress to accomplish that
purpose, to fulfill that obligation, and to keep
faith with those who were sacrificed in the
via crucis of Bataan while an unprepared
nation got ready to defend itself in the last
war.
Mr. BECKWORTH. Mr. FERNANDEZ, the number of people involved that would be benefited by these bills that you refer to would
be approximately how many?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. I do not have the exact
figures, but they are the same people who
have been already processed by the War
Claims Commission and paid $1 apiece under
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a former act that we passed in the last
Congress. I think that the exact numbers
and the figures ought to be gotten by the
committee from the War Claims Commis•
sian.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean $1 a day.
Mr. FERNANDEZ. One dollQ.r a day; yes.
That is right. As to the amount of money
available, the committee of course can get
that from the Alien Property Custodian and
from the War Claims Commission.
Mr. .BECKWORTH. Do you have an estimate
of what these b1lls would cost?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. No. My information is
that it would be about $80,000,000.
Mr. BECKWORTH. Eighty million dollars ad•
ditional?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. That is correct. There are
far more than the necessary funds to take
care of it, provided these funds are not di·
verted to some other purpose. If they are
diverted to some other purpose, I say to the
committee, the obligation will still rest on
Congress, and we will have to call on the tax·
payers to pay it, because certainly we ought
not to permit those moneys to be diverted
and 1et the prisoners of war go unpaid.
Mr. BECKWORTH. It WOUld be $80,000,000
ior American soldiers, many of them who
fought on Bataan and who were incarcerated
for long periods of time: is that right?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. Yes. It includes, also,
other prisoners of war aside from those in
Bataan. "Those are the main ones, and in
behalf of them I appear.
Mr. BECKWORTH. So it would be the prison·
ers of war, many Of them Americans, that
this $80,000,000 would help?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. That is right. I assume
that the $80,000,000 takes care of the Ameri·
cans only. The bill introduced by the chair·
man, Mr. CROSSER, and the bill introduced
by the gentleman from New York, Mr. HELLER,
it is my understanding, includes prisoners
of war who are citizens of the Philippines.
-Mr. HINSHAW. In your bill, you include
not unly those who were taken prisoner by
the Japanese, but likewise those who were
taken prisoner by the Nazi forces, I believe?
Mr. "FERNANDEZ. That is my understanding.
Both the previous law that we passed and
this bill include them.
Mr. JilNSHAW. Do we have records that you
know of in connection with the amount of
labor that was performed by these people
compUlsorily?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. That I do not know, but I
assume ·that it will be presumed that they
were all made to work. I think it would be
mighty difficult to try to determine which
prisoners of war labored and which did not.
Ev.ery prisoner of war that the Japanese had
was made to labor if he could. Some of them
died in the effort.
Mr. HINsHAW. What is the provision of the
Geneva Convention in respect to the amount
that .should be paid for each day 's labor?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. I am sorry to admit that
I do not know what the exact provision is,
but I do know that our country paid the
prisoners of war we captured $1.50 a day.
These bills contemplate $1.50 a day.
Mr. HINSHAW. That iS $1.50 a day for
forced labor?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. That is right. That is
what our country paid, as I understand it.
Mr. HINSHAW. I presume, Mr. Chairman,
that in due course we will have an opportu.
ntty to hear from th'Jse who may have rec·
ords as to how much forced labor was per.
formed.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. FERNANDEZ. May this testimony be
pla~ed in the record at the proper place with
the other testimony otl the War Claims Com.
mission?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HELLER. I simply want to take this op.;,
port unity to compliment the gentleman

:from New Mexico for hls very fine statement
on these bllls.
Mr; FERNANDEZ. Thank you, sir.

Truman Explains His Power: "1, Alone"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.GEORGEA.DONDERO
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, I include therein an
editorial from the Detroit Free Press of
May 29, 1952.
This editorial deals with the President's address before the Electric Consumers Conference held in Washington
on May 26 and 27, 1952. I introduced a
resolution to have this conference investigated and also addressed the House
of Representatives on the same subject
on Tuesday of last week.
·The conference and the President's
address point directly to a desire to socialize the electric-power industry of the
Nation.
The editorial follows:
TRUMAN ExPLAINS HIS POWER: "I, ALONE"
A key to President Truman's confusion re·
garding the '"inherent powers" of his of·
flee may lie in a statement he made to the
Electric Consumers Conference:
"I am the only person who represents the
whole 155,000,000-the people who haven't
any pull or any lobby. I am their pull and
I am their lobbyist."
A man in Mr. Truman's position, whose
heart bleeds for people whose life is being
"skinned" out of them by the private power
companies, as he put it, would be less than
human if he were not tempted to rise above
the Constitution and the laws to rescue
them.
All the more so when tlemagogery is an
effective instrument in practical politics.
The fact is, of course, that the President
represents the Nation only in the limited
area described by the Constitution and the
laws enacted by Congress thereunder.
The assumption that he has the power to
seize anything in this country, from steel
mills to newspapers, if he thinks the public
interest requires it, finds no support in the
law. The Constitution entrusts Congress
with the duty of determining what is in the
public interest and legislating for it.
The President's duty is to see that "the
laws are faithfully executed."
The Constitution does not make him the
tribune of the people. The Rienzi complex
evolves from Mr. Truman's ego.
A demagog can't be bothered with the
truth. The outrageous misrepresentation of
steel profits in Mr. Truman's . speech, an·
nouncing the seizure of the ind::stry, was
outdone in his blast against the power com•
panies.
The companies do not keep one set of fig·
ures for tax purposes and another set ot
figures for rate-making purposes, with intent
to defraud, as Mr. Truman alleged. The
rates they charge consumers are governed by
State regulatory commissions and the courts.
The Bureau of Internal Revenue defines
how they shall keep their books for tax
purposes.

The conference to which Mr. Truman ad·
dressed his remarks was engineered by the
administration, as part of its drive to expand
public ownership of electric power until it
puts private ownership out of business.
What he did not tell his audience is that
where public power projects charge lower
rates to consumers than private companies
do it is because they are comparatively free
of taxes and operate on publicly supplied
capital. The private companies have to borrow their capital and pay interest on it and
are heavily taxed. When these facts, which
Mr. Truman ignored, are considered, the
glowing picture he painted of the benefits
derived from public ownership fades beyond
recognition.
Why should not the power companies put
the case for private ownership before the
people, as long as the proponents of socialized power are free to flood the country
with propaganda at the taxpayer's expense?
Yet, Mr. Truman thinks it terrible for
them to run advertisements in magazines
setting forth their side in the struggle between economic democracy and socialism?
Who paid for the full-page advertisements
denouncing the Taft-Hartley Act as a slavelabor law?"
Who wrote those ads?
The fact has never been denied that they
were written by Lee Pressman, at that time
CIO general counsel and a card-carrying
Communist.
.At least the power companies pay for their
own publicity. The administration doesn't.
When it wants to sell the Brannan plan
to the farmers it pays out of public money
the expenses of delegates summoned to con·
ferences to hear it expounded.
When it wants to beat the tom-toms for
public power as against private power it
has a conference called in Washington. A
permanent committee is appointed to carry
on the battle. Another lobby is born.
The difference between this public power
lobby and the. private power lobby is that
the former is backed with funds derived
from taxing all the people of the United
States.
When Mr. Truman presents himself as the
only man who represents the whole 155,000,000, at least he should not misrepresent
the facts to them.

Credo of Americanism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK E. SMITH
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 10, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Mississippi. Mr.
Speaker, under unanimous consent, I include a column by Mr. Paul Flowers, of
the Memphis Commercial Appeal, which
is devoted to an essay by Miss Maija
Varsbergs, a student at Delta State
Teachers College, Cleveland, Miss. Miss
Varsbergs, who came to this country as
a Latvian displaced person, won first
place in the informal essay division of
the Southern Literary Festival with this
essay:
PAUL FLOWERS' GREENHOUSE
Maija Varsbergs is proud of her Old World
heritage which since the thirteenth century
has placed great premium upon thrift and
industry, but she is prouder of her Americanism, and quite eloquently she has voiced
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that pride. Maija comes from a long Iine of
people who wanted only to fbllow the way of
peace, to be fine craftsmen, to pursue the
arts, and to live as good neighbors among
their fellow men.
Through the centuries, because their land
was small and their numbers limited, they
have been preyed upon by Poles and Swedes
and Germans and Russians, but they never
lost that fierce love of freedom and devotion
to work. No wonder Latvians today are setting an example in the United States which
could be followed with profit by many
thoughtless native-born Americans.
Maija Varsbergs read an editorial in the
Commercial Appeal on February 19, 1952, the
title of which was "Have Not Unlimited,"
and she wrote an answer to that editorial wrote it as an exercise in English classes at
Delta State Teachers College at Cleveland,
Miss., where she ·studies with Miss Evelyn
Hammett. Her English exercise was entered in the informal essay division for the
recent southern literary festival and won
first place in that division. In many respects, it was the best piece of work submitted in the contest.
"I, Maija, am a Latvian D. P.," she wrote
"I hope I can qualify as one of those who,
according to the editorial, are 'thrice welcome, who make substantial contributions
to our way of life • • • who can carry
a reasonable share of the burden." I am
employed in a home as nurse, housemaid,
companion, baby sitter, marketer, as need
arises, to make my living while I attend
a small southern college and prepare myself to be a teacher. My mother is a housekeeper in Senatobia, Miss., where we came
in the Latvian group sponsored by Mr. A. T.
Callicott; my two younger sisters help to
support themselves in the same way that
I do as they attend high school; my brother
is in college in Nebraska, studying for the
ministry of the Lutheran Church.
"We have never felt that we were recipients of charity, • • • we who so often
dispensed charity in the old days. We know
that it was through no fault of our own
that the terror fell upon us. But we are
happy in our comparative good fortune; we
love our new friends, and with all our hearts
we try to be good citizens in our new home."
And then Maija goes on to tell how her
homeland became the victim of Hitler and
his Nazis. Then in June 1940, trouble came
from another direction and the communists
came. And at school, the old verities were
scorned; the Reds said "Latvians have been
liberated from the capitalists. There is no
God. Your Bible is a fairy tale to deceive
you."
Those words outraged a pious, God-fearing people who were consecrated to their
faith in virtue and hard work and thrift.
But the Russians appropriated their land,
stock, and machinery, and Communist doctrine elbowed out what the Latvians knew
to be true. Those were d ark days for people who wanted only peace, freedom, and
the right to work.
So like the Children of Israel long ago,
Maija's people wandered from place to place
seeking a promised land, and at long last
found it, in the fabulous America. Always
they remembered, even when the going was
hardest, to sing Luther's great hymn, which
in Latvian say, "Dievs Kungs ir musu stipra
pils," which in English today they sing as
A Mighty Fortress Is Our God.
And then, "two years after our escape from
the Communists, our family came to the
United States. With joy we were reunited
with some old friends in the Latvian colony
that was already here in Mississippi. Like
them, we had found a home.''
And then, in words which ought to be
at once a reproach to some native-born
Americans and an inspiration to all, Maija
concluded:

"I have learned the wonderful strength
th at comes from a family who love and
support one another. Our home was broken
only by circumstances; it was united in
the t ruest sense, and without that unity
I think we could not have survived. I have
learned the power of a firm religious faith.
Though we were without the help of church
or pastor, nothing else could have so steadied
us. My mother read the words of Job :
'Though He slay me, yet will I trust in Him,'
and we believed her. That was the sum and
substance of our faith.
"And I have learned to work. I know that
one's attitude can make his work a curse
or a blessing. I have tried my hand not
only at factory machines and trench digging,
but at gardening, picking cotton, millting,
typing in an office, even teaching. I find
satisfaction in work well done, whether it
is a floor well scrubbed or a letter well written.
" I have learned and kept a hate for all
things communistic. This hate is founded
on bitter knowledge. I know the methods
of communism, its strength, its subtly
plausible appeals, its utter cruelty, its complete disregard of the rights of the individual.
"And wha t do I like best in America?
Freedom, of course. All the four freedoms.
I did not come to get rich in money; but
I want to stay rich in the unalienable rights
of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. • • • Surely with my history, I
want to serve society, to malte my contribution to the American way of life, and to
share. the burdens of citizenship. I • • •
am really a Delayed Pilgrim."
So this is Maija Varsberg's credo of Americanism. A credo based on faith and hope,
on willingnes·s to work, eagerness to serve
her fellow man, on the determination to
make her new-found home a better place.
America will be a richer place for all of us
because Maija Varsberg came here. Without intending so to do, she has reproved
those of us who take all these blessings for
granted; probably she never suspected that
her words would shame many native-born
Americans who live to complain. She has
seen the other side; for six centuries her
people have seen it. So these Latvians know.
Thrice welcome, Maija Varsberg. May we, ·
born here, give back to you in return at least
a small tithe of what you have brought to
us in faith, in inspiration, in that passionate
love of freedom. Fortunate indeed will be
those native-born American boys and girls
who will sit at your feet as students after
you shall have completed your training under Miss Hammett and others at Delta State;
they will learn something the textbooks don't
contain.
And thank you, Maija, for reminding us
of these things which we so thoughtlessly
take for granted.

Murray's Paper Cow Headed for Overhaul
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM K. VAN PELT
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. VAN PELT. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, ! 'include an
article from the Milwaukee Journal of
Sunday, June 1, 1952. The cow to which
the article refers was emblematic of the
continued efforts of our late colleague,
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Reid Murray, for sound agricultural legislation not only in the dairy field but
in all parts of our great agricultural
economy.
Mr. Speaker, I particularly call your
attention to the paragraphs pertaining
to the action recently taken by the District of Columbia Commissioners last
week placing a ban on bringing fresh
fluid milk into Washington that has not
been inspected by the District health officers. I deeply sympathize with their
concern for the health of our citizens.
This act, however, places a trade barrier
against the great dairy State of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, is this same Commission going to extend its protection of our
health by the inspection of all foreign
types of cheese that are being sold here,
many of which are produced under conditions that fall far below the standards
established under our pure food and drug
laws? The House will soon be considering the extension of the Defense Production Act. The administration is and
has been building a case against the Andresen amendment, which limits imports
of dairy products and thereby contributes
to the health of our Nation as a whole.
Mr. Speaker, will these same protectors
of our health make their voices heard
in support of section 104 of the Defense
Production Act?
The article follows:
MURRAY'S PAPER Cow HEADED FOR OVERHAUL-RoSIE, SYMBOL OF DAIRY INTERESTS, GOES
HOME; KEEFE HosPITAL RuLED OuT BY EWING
(By Laurence C. Eklund)
WASHINGTON, D. C.-The men from the
Holstein-Friesian Association of America
came and got Rosie last week. .They packed
her tenderly in a padded crate and shipped
her back home to Brattleboro, Vt.
Rosie is the life-size, papier-mache Holstein cow used for the last 3 years by the
late Representative Murray, Ogdensburg
Republican, to dramatize the fight of the
dairy interests against the use of dairy substitutes.
Mr. Murray, who died April 29, had Rosie
brought to his office in the new House Office
Building in 1949 to aid in the vain fight
against repeal of the Federal tax on margarine. Later she was used as a symbol of the
fight against all substitutes for ' dairy
products.
Around Rosie's neck Mr. Murray hung a
sign bearing the legend: "Mourn not for me,
but for those who would destroy me." For
visitors from the Seventh Congressional District she was one of the sights of Washington. She was pictured in newspapers from
coast to coast and was one of the most famous cows in America.
Before her most recent tour of duty, Rosie
was sent to State fairs around the country to
demonstrate milking machines. She was
equipped with rubber teats and the milk was
poured in through an opening in her side.
No doubt Glen M. Householder, director of
extension service for the Holstein-Friesian
association, will have some new assignment
for her as soon as she has been refurbished.
KEEFE HOSPITAL DOOMED
With Mr. Murray's death, legislation that
he sponsored dies automatically. But his
bill to name the huge new clinical research
center of the National Institutes of Health at
Bethesda, Md., for his friend, the late Representative Frank B. Keefe, of Oshkosh, was
doomed anyhow.
It was doomed because of an adverse report to the House Interstate and Commerce
Committee by Oscar Ewing, Federal Securit;y
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Administrator, who said it would be 1mproper to name the research center for any
single individual when so many other persons, including scientists, contributed to its
construction.
This opposition was surprising, since
President Truman himself had told Mr. Murray, when he visited him at the Bethesda
Naval Hospital, that there was no reason why
the building shouldn't be named for Keefe.
The appropriation for the research center
was pushed through Congress by Keefe,
whose principal interest was health legislation.
D. C. BANS STATE MILK

Midwest milk producers who, through the
Andresen amendment to the Defense Production Act, were able to restrict importations of foreign cheese, have now had a barrier erected against their own milk.
The District of Columbia Commissioners
last week placed a ban on bringing fresh
milk into washington that has not been inspected by District health officers. That
means no Wisconsin milk may be shipped
bere.
The Commissioners' action revoked a 10year regulation-passed because of wartime
milk shortages here-which permitted "outside" milk to be brought into Washington
for distribution.
Dr. DanielL. Seckinger, Director of Public
Health in the District of Columbia, called
the new ban, effective November 1, a "public
protective measure." He said the Commis&ioners and the Washington Health Department could be held responsible if an epiclemic developed from milk not inspected
by District inspectors. He added there was
no milk shortage in the Washington milkehed now.
Thus Wisconsin is the victim of an artificial trade barrier and is regarded as a "foreign" country by the Nation's Capital. The
late Representative Murray introduced a bill
1n the last Congress to permit Wisconsin milk
to be shipped here since it meets the purity
requirements of the United States Public
Health Service. This measure died in the
House District of Columbia Committee after
an adverse report by the District health department.
The Andresen amendment expires June 30,
but Members of the Midwest dairy bloc in
Congress are fighting for its reenactment, so
as to continue restrictions against importations of foreign cheese. One argument
against the foreign cheese is that it is not
produced under sanitary conditions.

Analysis of Tidelands Veto Errors
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD M. NIXON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. NIXON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the REcORD a statement
prepared by me entitled "Analysis of
Tidelands Veto Errors."
. There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
President Truman in his veto message and
Nation-wide radio speech to the Americans
for Democratic Action made many inaccurate
and inconsistent statements which should
be brought to the attention of Congress.

1. The President alleges the oil lobby supports the States.
Fact: The oil lobby, in sworn testimony
before the Congress, supported the identical
legislation the President has asked Congress
to pass-the O'Mahoney-Anderson so-called
interim legislation. One night he attacks
the oil lobby; 2 weeks later he asks Congress
to pass the very legislation the oil lobby
and the administration support.
2. The President claims national defense
requires Federal control.
Fact: Generals Eisenhower and MacArthur,
two defense experts not under the President's
thumb, both support State ownership and
control as being in the best interests of
national defense.
Oil production historically has been greater
and more efficient on State-controlled properties than on Federal lands. State ownership in no way conflicts with national defense needs.
3. The President charges this legislation
would be a gift, robbery, stealing, and corruption.
Fact: Until the 1947 California tidelands
decision, State ownership was recognized
by the Supreme Court.
To repeatedly mislabel the restoration of
this rightful ownership as a gift is a deliberate distortion strikingly similar to the
technique of the big lie.
To charge that restoration of this rightful ownership is robbery, stealing, and corruption is to impugn the honor, integrity,
and good faith of the vast number of public
officials and citizens throughout the country
who are supporting the States.
4. The President says the Federal Government "owns" the coastal submerged lands.
Fact: The Supreme Court specifically refused to declare that title is in the Federal
Government. At the same time it eliminated the title of the States. The Court thus
caused title to vanish-an anomaly in the
law which is of grave concern to the American Bar Association, American Title Association, and other prominent legal authorities.
5. The President promises the Federal Government will never interfere with State regulation of and rights in (a) fisheries, (b) reclaimed lands, (c) seaward structures.
Fact: The Supreme Court ruled that Federal rights cannot be lost by the "failure to
act" on the part of officials who are without
authority to dispose of those rights. Even
1f the President kept his promise, he could
not bind future Presidents:
(a) The President has already ordered the
preparation of rules, regulations, and zones
for Federal control of fisheries in the ocean
"contiguous" to the Nation's coasts (Executive Order 9634).
{b) and (c) The Supreme Court says this
"great national question is not dependent on
what expenses may have been incurred (in
State, local, and private improvements) upon
mistaken assumptions."
6. The President promises never to claim
lands beneath inland waters such as adjudicated bays.
Fact: In the California case the Justice
Department's brief attacked previous decisions upholding State ownership of tidelands "and lands under inland waters" as
"erroneous,'' "unsound," "fallacy,'' and a
"legal fiction."
For example, the Justice Department right
now is attempting to upset a Federal court
ruling on the size of San Pedro Bay in California. If the Justice Department definition
of this inland water area is adopted, the city
of Long Beach, Calif., will lose ownership and
control of much of its public beach, harbor
district, and ·on resources.
The Justice Department today is suing
literally thousands of inland private property
owners in the Fallbrook, Calif., area. It
claims tt can confiscate their water rights
under the revolutionary theory of ••para-

mount rights,'' which was the basis of the
tidelands seizure by the Federal Government.
The application ·of such revolutionary theory
to established rights of private ownership
should cause citizens everywhere to wonder
whether their rights may next be overridden
by the ever-hungry bureaucrats.
7. The President confuses the value of oil
involved.
Fact: In his speech before the Americans
for Democratic Action he told the Nation
between forty and one hundred billion dollars
worth of oil is involved.
His veto message, however, listed a total
of oil reserves beneath the marginal sea
which at most would return $24,000,000 a
year over a 40-year period. It would be interesting to see how the White House "Bureau of Clarification" would resolve such discrepancies uttered within a 2-week period,
and to see which figure will be used in the
promised whistle-stop campaign.
8. The President opposes the policy twice
approved by Congress.
Fact: Although Congress by substantial
majorities has twice approved the policy of
State ownership, the President attempts to
block that action by saying the Supreme
Court has settled the matter.
The Supreme Court admitted in the California case "For article IV, section 3, clause
2 of the Constitution vests in Congress power
to dispose of and make all needful rules and
regulations respecting the Territory or other
property belonging to the United States. We
have said that the constitutional power of
Congress in this respect is without limitation. United States v. San Francisco (310
U.S. 16, 29-30). Thus neither the courts nor
the executive agencies, could proceed contrary to an act of Congress in this congressional area of national power."
9. The President claims three States would
unjustly benefit at the expense of 45 States.
Fact: The Holland bill applies to and protects the right of all 48 States to their submerged lands.
Although only three States have been sued
so far, a fourth (Washington) already is under attack by the Secretary of the Interior.
Unless stopped by Congress, the paramount
power seizure doctrine can and undoubtedly
will be extended to all States.
By picking oti a few States at a time with
its paramount rights doctrine, the Federal
Government is using divide and conquer
tactics.

Veterans' Educational Assistance Ad of

1952
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS A. JENKINS
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Speaker, I listened
attentively to the debate on H. R. '1656
and am sorry that the bill did not come
up for a vote on yesterday.
I am also sorry that no chance was
given for consideration of the Springer
amendment. If the vote had come up
yesterday I would have voted in favor of
H. R. 7656. I am sorry I cannot be present on next Thursday when the final vote
Will be taken. This legislation is requested by practically all of the veterans' organizations, and it would seem to me that
it is timely legislation and should be
passed.
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"Why Air Force Jet Pilots Might Well
Prefer to Drive a Greyhound Bus"
(Martin Kivel, New York Daily News)
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OF

HON. LEO E. ALLEN
OF ILLINOIS
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Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Speaker,
recently, we have all heard and read a
great deal about the "stay-down" strike
among the Air Force pilots. This subject is one which is very close to my
heart.
Some 6 months ago, my youngest
son-following in the footsteps of his
older brother-gave up his study of law
after 2 years at college to enlist in the
Air Force. He is now in cadet flying
school-and we are both happily anticipating his completing the course and
winning his flying wings in the matter
of the next 6 or 8 months.
How well I remember. 6 or 7 years ago,
when my older son just out of high
school-volunteered 'in the Air Force and
left for overseas. Gen. Carl "Tooey"
Spaatz on that occasion pointed out that
the Air Force "from the very day it was
established, had always relied upon volunteers. You can't draft men to fly," he
said, "it just won't work."
Mr. Speaker, I have just come upqn
a series of short, concise articles written
by Mr. Martin Kivel, special feature
writer and reporter for the New York
Daily News. Mr. Kivel saw considerable
action as a war correspondent with the
Marine Corps in World War II, and
speaks with authority on the military
aspects of the several subjects discussed
in this series of article.
Mr. Kivel's writings are the result of
first-hand, personal investigation of the
circumstances attending the so-called
stay-down strike. Studies were made at
various Air Force installations and reservations across the country. Upon completion in the field, he came to Washington and was here afforded still further
information by appropriate authorities
in the Pentagon.
Mr. Speaker, as I stated on this floor
more than a yea:r ago, the life expectancy
for a military aviator, as evaluated by
the actuaries of all American insurance
companies, is 12 years less than is the
expectancy of all ground troops.
While I feel, with General Vandenberg,
that the recent stay-down strike was
merely a tempest in a teapot, the fact
remains that the 12-year-less expectancy
of life is but one of many reasons why a
flying career in our Air Force is not one
of the choice professions of today's
youth.
In the particular article which I am
going to insert in the record of today's
proceedings, Mr. Kivel factually points
out that the pay received by Greyhound
bus drivers and by civil aviation pilots
on commercial airlines-as of this very

hour-is greater than that of a captain
in the United States Air Force.
Driving a Greyhound bus is a tough job-

Mr. Kivel statespiloting a commercial airliner is no cinch,
either-

He continuesinasmuch as the lives of scores of passengers
depend on both men. But-

He askshow about the Air Force captains who are
driving jets over Korea? The security of a
Nation of 150,000,000 Americans could very
well depend on the ultimate success or failure
of such men. Yet they earn less money than
the bus driver or the airline skipper.
According to some interesting figures compiled by Brig. Gen. Lloyd P. Hopwood, deputy
director of personnel planning for the Air
Force, the salary figures for the three men
involved are: Greyhound bus driver, $623 a
month; civil airline captain, $1,200 a month;
and Air Force captain, $593 .25 a month.
General Hopwood pointed out that the
pay scale was figured on a basis of all three
men having comparable experience in their
respective jobs.
Here is a breakdown on how the Air Force
pilot in Korea earns his $593.25 monthly
pay. For being a captain with at least
eight years' experience, he receives as base
pay $356.25. He gets an additional $120
for hazard pay. Then he gets $75 for quarters, and $42 for subsistence.

Pointing out the vital lack of appeal
on th'3 part of recent college graduates to
join the Air Force, Mr. Kivel states that
this economic consideration and the increased hazard involved in piloting jetpowered planes are probably two of the
greatest factors tending to reduce the
number of volunteers for the cadet aviation program.
Then, too-

He statedthe glamor has gone out of flying. It disappeared in August, 1945, when World War II
ended. Up until then the Air Force had
little difficulty getting volunteers.

Mr. Kivel then skillfully traced the
number of pilots-from the 170 trained
in 1937 to the 1,886 flyers trained in
1940-and on to the high of 81,024
reached in 1944. "Then," he stated,
"came the sharp drop to a mere 416
that were trained in 1946."
Mr. Speaker, the training of Air Force
flyers must be stepped up sharply foreven after a cadet goes into advanced
training and finishes his course with a
completed minimum of 360 hours in the
air-it is not until he has accumulated
1,500 hours that the Air Force considers
him ready for a command function.
This, according to General Hopwood,
normally takes from 5 to 7 years. It is
only after this prolonged period of time
that it is determined a pilot has attained
his peak of combat efficiency.
The article by Martin Kivel is so replete and chuck-full of factual data of
such tremendous interest to the Members of this House that I am placing it
in the RECORD for the personal perusal
of all my colleagues.
The immediate as well as the longrange defense of these United States
from the skies is so vital to the security
and peace of our country that I trust my
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every colleague will a vail himself of this
opportunity to gain a keen insight into
one of the most important questions
affecting the security of our Nation.
Time permitting, I will-in the course
of the next few days-again address
myself to this problem in a discussion as
to just why the lack of flying interest
is of such peril to the United States
Air Force, as disclosed by Mr. Kivel.
The first of the series, heretofore referred to, reads as follows:
To DRIVE BUS
(By Martin Kivel)
Driving a Greyhound bus ir. a tough job.
Piloting a commercial airliner is no cinch,
either. The lives of scores of passengers
depend on both men.
But how about the Air Force captains who
are diving jets over Korea? The security of
a nation of 150,000,000 Americans could very
well depend on the ultimate success or failure of such men. Yet they earn less money
than the bus driver or the airline skipper.
According to some interesting figures compiled by Brig. Gen. Lloyd P. Hopwood, Deputy
Director of Personnel Planning for the Air
Force, the salary figures for- the three men
involved are:
Greyhound bus driver, $623 a month; airline captain, $1,200 a month; and Air Force
captain, $593.25 a month.
General Hopwood pointed out that the pay
scale was figured on a basis of all three men
having comparable experience in their respective jobs.
Here is a break-down on how the Air Force
pilot in Korea earns his monthly pay. For
being a captain with at least 8 years' experience, he receives as base pay $356.25. He gets
an additional $120 for hazard pay. Then he
gets $75 for quarters and $42 for subsistence.
WHY JET PILOT MIGHT PREFER

SERVICE LACKS APPEAL FOR RECENT
COLLEGE GRADS

All of which adds up to another good reason why a career in the Air Force is not one
of the chosen professions. It has no appeal
for the young man fresh out of college. For
him the business world or any other profession offers more money and no risk involved.
This economic consideration and the increased hazard involved in piloting jet-powered planes are probably the two greatest
factors tending to reduce the number of volunteers for the cadet aviation program.
In the event of a real emergency, these boys
might feel differently. But to them the Korean situation is far from being another
Pearl Harbor. Then, too, the glamor has
gone out of flying. It disappeared in August
1945 when World ·War II ended. Up until
then the Air Force had little difficulty getting volunteers.
From a low of only 170 pilots trained in
1937, the pilot assembly line was turning out
1,886 fliers in 1940. The number leaped to a
high of 81,024 in 1944. Then came a sharp
drop to 416 to 1946. There has been a
gradual rise since then to 1,913 last year.
But despite this difficulty in recruiting
flight personnel and congressional cuts in
appropriations, the Air Force has blueprinted
plans that carry its expansion program
through 1960.
"It's hard to crystal-gaze beyond that,"
General Hopwood said. "Our plan is to have
a modern 143-wing Air Force by 1956. We
only had 48 wings when the Korean war began."
PILOT TRAINING MUST BE STEPPED UP SHARPLY

To do this, the Air Force must train 7,200
pilots by the end of fiscal year 1952. After
that the program will be accelerated to
10,000 in 1953 and 12,000 in 1954. The Air
Force would then maintain the 1954 pace
until world conditions become more settled.
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"'These figures may be a little deceiving,"
General Hopwood said. "It takes years to
build up an efllcient air force. While we say
we intend to train 7,200 pilots in 1952 and
12,000 in 1954, that isn't exactly the picture."
The general went on to explain that it
takes almost 2 years to train a pilot fox:
combat. The first year he just gets basic
military pilot training. After that he goes
into advanced training, which lasts anywhere
from 6 to 8 months.
"It's like becoming a doctor," the general
explained. "When he has finished his advanced training he has completed a minimum of 360 hours in the air but he is sttll
serving his internship and has not yet become a polished surgeon."

of the three commands which the Air Force
has set up since the outbreak of the Korean
war.
The commands are:
The Strategic Air Command, which, in the
event of all-out war, will be given the task
of bombing strategic targets-oil refineries,
rail centers, and factory concentrations.
The Tactical Air Command, which is running the show in Korea with fighters and
bombers. It was created to handle the
emergency when tlle North Koreans erupted
over the thirty-eighth parallel.
The Air Defense Command, which has
charge of what's left, and there's plenty
left-the entire United States and a}! its
possessions. The ADC, with bases scattered
throughout the country and the Territories,
is the force that stands between you and
the enemy.

which can be taken by the Federal Government are also bound to come up for
consideration in connection with the
general subject.
Generally, motor vehicle laws and
regulations are considered exclusively a
State problem but the fact that in 1951,
52,000,000 motor vehicles traveled some
465,000,000,000 miles in the United States
and motorists pay an estimated $5,000,000,000 to local, State, and Federal tax
collectors indicates the immensity of the
problem and the necessity for a national
study of it.
State laws vary greatly. For example,
1,500 HOURS IN Am FOR COMMAND STATUS
nearly one-third of the States now deNot until a man has accumulated 1,500
mand regular inspection of motor vehihours in the air does the Air Force consider
cles as a highway-safety measure. One
him ready for a command function.
OTHERS BESIDES PILOTS OFFER AN AF PROBLEM
State-Massachusetts-has a compulsoIt normally takes from 5 to 7 years for a
ry automobile-insurance law. Forty-five
But all the emphasis isn't on pilot trainflier to log that many hours in the air. Aling. The Air Force has an equally great
States have safety-responsibility laws.
though the young pilot with 360 hours is
problem in recruiting other rated officers
These call for compulsory liability insurready for combat, he has a number of years
such as bombardiers, navigators, and radar
ance to be carried by any owner after an
ahead of him before he attains his peak in
observers.
accident involving personal injuries.
combat efficiency.
·
These
specialized
ofllcers,
most
of
them
The majority of the :fliers who have reached
The uniform laws generally in force were
recalled reservists, are discovering that things
this peak in the Air Force today are 31 years
developed by the American Automobile
are
not
so
simple
as
they
were
in
World
old. The Air Force is trying to get the age
Association and the National Committee
War
II.
down to 29.
on Uniform Traffic Laws and OrdiWith the Air Force emphasizing speed,
General Hopwood emphasized the imporspeed, and more speed, they, too, find little
nances. Thirty-five of the forty-five
tance of having RS many peak pilots as possimargin for error in their work.
States include the security provision-reble. The Germans and Japs realized too late
No
longer
can
a
navigator
get
lost
and
quiring participants in accidents to dethe importance of this.
find himself two or three times before reachposit security or otherwise indicate their
When their top aces were shot down, they
ing
his
base
or
objective.
Now
he
must
had no experienced or peak :fliers to replace
ability to pay judgments arising out of
navigate at 10 miles a minute as compared
them. As a result, the Japs resorted to
such accidents which might be later ento
the
3
miles
a
minute
he
operated
at
durkamikaze (suicide) pilots, and the Germans
tered against them-in their statutes.
ing the last war.
used guided missiles. It was a big factor in
Three States require only future proof
their losing the war.
of financial responsibility following
SEEK TO AVOID ERRORS OF NAZIS AND JAPS
accidents.
If America ever gets ·into another major
The National Conference on Street
Automotive Safety Study
conflict, we don't want to make the mistake
and Highway E:tfety and the National
the Japs and the Nazis did. That's why the
Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws and
Air Force insists on a full complement of vetEXTENSION OF REMARKS
Ordinances working with State officials
eran pilots.
OF
and representatives of large organizaSome vets-fresh from the skies over Kotions, like the AAA, have done an excelrea-are teaching the cadets in jet-fighting
HON. JACOB K. JAVITS
techniques at Williams Air Force Base near
lent job in the coordination of traffic
Phoenix, Ariz. To listen to them--some of
control and safety activities and in legOF NEW YORK
them :flew in World War II, also-there is no
islation among the States, but this is not
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
comparison between the job of piloting the
sufficient. For instance, automobile liaconventional fighter plane of those days and
Tuesday, May 6, 1952
bility and property damage insurance
operating the new jet-powered ship.
rates on passenger cars throughout the
First, a jet dog fight takes place 40,000 feet
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Speaker, I have in- country
are currently rising about 20
in the air-nearly 8 miles. Jets fight that
troduced a resolution CH. Res. 650) call- percent presenting to the Nation's over
high because there's less fuel consumption
ing for an investigation by the Commit- 9,000,000 passenger-car owners-66.5
at that altitucie. The pilot wears an oxytee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce percent of all households according to a
gen mask at all times, and there's barely
enough air up there to keep the plane aloft.
of the House of Representatives of auto- 1951 survey-an added insurance bill of
Then, too, the Russian MIG has a big edge
mobile accident rates. and fatalities, $300,000,000.
on the American Sabre jet. To be exact, it's
State laws regulating the operations of
My bill provides that the House Inter50 miles an hour faster.
motor vehicles and motor carriers, auto- state and Foreign Commerce Committee
YOU ONLY MAKE ONE MISTAKE OVER KOREA
mobile liability insurance rates, and make a study and investigation ofSo, the American flier has to rely on his
measures which the Federal Government
First. State and local laws and reguability to outmaneuver his Chinese countershould take in respect of these matters. lations respecting motor-vehicle inspecpart. One mistake and he's a goner.
The dangerously rising rate of death tion, safety responsibility, and compulThe Air Force is hard at work on the problem of matching the MIG's speed. It has
and injuries due to automobile acci- sory liability insurance.
a new plane in the works th'l.t will outfly
dents, many in interstate travel, and the
Second. Effect of such laws on autothe Russian model.
differing laws and regulations in the mobile-accident rates and liability-inBut when it comes off the assembly line,
States requires study by the Congress to surance rates.
it creates another problem for the pilot.
determine what the Congress can conThird. Measures which may be practiHe'll have to get used to fighting an enemy
pilot without ever seeing him. Dog fights at
tribute to bringing about a reduction cably undertaken in cooperation with
40,000 feet are conducted on a radar screenin the 37,100 people killed, 1,962,600 in- the States to reduce such accident rates.
strictly a la Buck Rogers.
jured and the millions of dollars in propFourth. Existing and any desirable
Of all the men coming out of the trainerty damage resulting from automobile reJulation of the operation of motor veing schools at Williams and the other AF
accidents last year. There were a half- hicles in or affecting interstate and forbases around the country, 75 percent are
assigned to jet planes. The other 25 permillion more casualties due to automo- eign commerce.
cent fly such conventional ships as the B-29
A report is to be made not later than
bile accidents last year than there were
bomber.
in 1941 and the toll is increasing each January 1, 1953, and I have introduced
All the B-29 men now are being shipped
year. The increase in automobile thefts a separate bill-House Resolution 651to Korea as soon as they complete their
and of interstate and foreign shipment to provide an appropriation of $50,000
combat course at Randolph Field near San
Antonio, Tex. The jet pilots are sent to one
of stolen automobiles and measures for the purposes of the resolution.
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Congress Should Give Consideration to
Persons With Fixed Incomes, Annuities,
and Pensions
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOR C. TOLLEFSON
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker, no
group of American people have been
harder hit by inflation than those who
are compelled to live on the fixed incomes provided by pensions, retirement
annuities, and the like. Their fixed incomes have long since become wholly
inadequate to meet the cost of even the
barest necessities of life. The ever-increasing cost of living .has presented to
these individuals problems of such magnitude as to make their plight a desperate one. Most certainly their predicament merits the serious consideration of
Congress. Some relief must be accorded
to them before their plight becomes even
more burdensome than it is at present.
Congress must act positively to apply
the brakes to inflationary pressures
which are making conditions so difficult
for these fixed income recipients. It can
do so in several ways. Not the least effective would be to make substantial reductions in the amount of Federal expenditures-thereby reducing the oversupply ·of money, and bringing it more
into balance with the supply of goods.
The pr-essures toward inflation would
thereby be decreased in some degree.
No further increase in income tax rates
should be voted by Congress. Any such
increase would have inflationary effects.
On the contrary, tax relief should be
granted to those people with fixed and
limited incomes. The amount of their
personal exemptions from tax should
be increased. Another effective step ·
that Congress can take would be to give
its immediate attention to the enactment
of appropriate legislation, designed to
place effective and wise controls upon
the inflationary processes which beset all
of the American people.
In addition to anti-infiationary steps
which. could be taken, Congress should
grant direct and speedy relief to the recipients under the Social Security Act.
The-monthly benefits provided by the act
should be increased without delay.
These benefits could be raised without
impairing the solvency of the social security fund, and without increasing the
rate of contributions into it.
In addition to increasing the monthly
benefits of the act, Congress should
eliminate or raise the limit on the
amount of monthly outside income which
the recipients may earn. Social security is not social welfare or a dole. It is
an insurance system supported by payments of both the employer and the employee. It is therefore illogical that the
retired employee under the act should
be limited as to his outside earnings.
Raising the limit, or eliminating it alto-
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gether would help to relieve the hardships presently·experienced by these retired individuals.
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every American boy for 2 years' service in the
Armed Forces, many of them in a war in
Korea which could have been avoided, the
expenditure of $85,000,000,000 a year, the
highest taxes in the history of the Nation,
economic controls which give the President
power to regulate in detail every industry
Radio Broadcast by Bon. Robert A. Taft, and every farm. The Republican Party must
not approve a policy which continues this
of Ohio
tragic situation. Its candidate must not
say that he approves the Acheson foreign
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
policy, but that he will do it better. That
OF
was our fatal mistake in the three last elections. We cannot afford to nominate a candidate who will not condemn the utter failure of Mr. Truman's administration. Is this
OF OHIO
isolationism? Certainly not, if we support a
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
policy which opposes communism throughout the world. Mr. Dulles roundly condemns
Tuesday, June 3, 1952
the Acheson policy. Certainly, he is no isolaMr. BRICKER. Mr. !'resident, I ask tionist. His position in his article in Life
unanimous consent to have printed in magazine and his Pittsburgh speech is very
the Appendix of the REcORD the text of close to my own.
After all, what are the purposes of foreign
a radio broadcast made by my colleague,
the senior Senator from Ohio [Mr. policy? The first purpose it seems to me
be to protect the liberty of the people
TAFT] over the NBC radio network on must
of the United States. The second purpose
Sunday, June 1, 1952.
must be to protect the peace of the people
There being no objection, the text of of the United States while at the same time
the address was ordered to be printed protecting our liberty. tn other words, we
in the RECORD, as follows:
should not engage in war unless it is necessary to protect our own safety. War today
Friends of the radio audience, this week
is utter tragedy. It brings death to more
I have returned from my final primary camcivilians than soldiers. Even the victor napaign trip in South Dakota, and I appreciate
tion may find itself largely destroyed, and
this opportunity of answering some of the
certainly it may lose the liberty of its own
questions on foreign policy which have been
institutions
at home. War creates more dicasked me in many meetings and seem to be
tatorship and destroys liberty-temporarily,
the greatest concern of the American people.
perhaps permanently.
Question: Senator TAFT, what is your forThird, a foreign policy must be so coneign policy? Are you an isolationist?
ducted as to maintain the solvency of the
Question 2: Senator TAFT, are you in favor
country, and prevent the destruction of the
of withdrawing from Europe?
free economy responsible for our tremendous
Question: Senator TAFT, what would you
production, the backbone of our victory in
do about Korea?
two World Wars. The production is the
Question: Senator TAFT, what do you think
arsenal of the entire free world in case of a
of the United Nations, and should we remain
third world war. Certainly we should be a
in it?
good neighbor and give economic aid in
Question: Senator TAFT, would you avail
emergencies. Certainly we should arm those
yourself of General MacArthur's services?
who desire to defend themselves against
Question: Senator TAFT, how would you
Communis~ attack. But the expense of this
finally defeat communism?
·
program
must be within our economic caIn my recent book, a Foreign Policy for
pacity, and hand-outs of money cannot be
Americans, I stated very fully my position on
the key to our foreign policy. As Mr. Dulles
foreign policy, and anyone who is interested
sa_id at Pittsburgh, "Vast grants from one
enough to read it can be certain that I begovernment to another have only dubious
lieve today in everything I so carefully forvalue unless they create the conditions which
mulated in that book. This talk today is a
end the need for further giving."
summary of those conclusions and an answer
The policy of this administration is mainto specific questions.
taining neither our security nor our peace
First of all, in the Republican campaign
nor our solvency. In 1945, when Mr. Truman
of 1952 there must be no hesitation about
became President, the Soviet Union was exattacking the foreign policy of Mr. Truman
hausted. Much of its industry was deand Mr. Acheson. That policy from 1944 to
stroyed. It had no atom bombs, no long1952 has been the most disastrous period in
range bombing planes, no effective navy.
the entire history of American foreign policy.
Its hold on Central Europe was shaky. China
Some Republicans would avoid mention of
was our ally and the Chinese Communists
the subject in the campaign and they critwere hemmed into a small area. President
icize me because I am not being sufficiently
Truman held such power as no man has ever
bipartisan. Of course, bipartisanship today
held before. Our Air Force was incomparais a fraud. When Mr. Truman talks of it,
bly superior to any other. Our Army and
he means that he will make the policy and
Navy were superb fighting forces at the
the Republicans must always go along with
peak
of efficiency. Our industrial plant was
1t. Since 1948 he has not bothered to conintact,
and we alone had the atomic bomb
sult any of the Republican leadership, even
which guaranteed the speedy destruction of
about the fateful step of making war in Koany nation that might dare to risk war with
rea. Mr. Truman has never extended bius.
partisanship to many basic questions o! policy. Even Senator Vandenberg was at no
But our leaders wholly failed to realize
the nature of communism, or that the Soviet
time consulted about Tehran or Yalta or
Government was a predatory totalitarian
Potsdam or Manchuria or China. He indityranny intent on establishing a world-wide
cated his wholehearted disapproval of our
Communist dictatorship. Our left-wing
policy in the Far East. Mr. John Foster
leaders were bamboozled into believing that
Dulles was consulted about the Japanese
communism was just another form of depeace treaty and did a good job, but his remocracy and would cooperate to achieve libcent speeches indicate his complete disaperty and peace throughout the world.
proval of many basic features of Acheson
foreign policy.
Their policies at Yalta and Potsdam esHow can any Republican avoid the foreign
tablished Stalin in full control of Central
policy issue? It affects every feature of doEurope, dominating Europe, and in full conmestic policy. It 1s forcing the drafting of
trol of China, dominating Asia. It is inter-
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esting to note that the metropolitan newspapers and many more of my present critics
swallowed this policy and approved it.
Thereafter, from 1946 on the administration neglected our Air Force with the result
that today Stalin has 20,000 military planes
in organized combat groups. We have about
6,000, and the Soviet Union is building planes
faster than we are. In Europe, Stalin has
175 Soviet divisions and 60 satellite divisions. Our allies in Western Europe have
about 13 divisions, and we have 6. The defense of Western Europe-as General Eisenhower leaves it--consists, therefore, of about
19 divisions on our side against more than
200 on the Communist side, and, in case· of
war, control of the air over the European
battlefield would be in the hands of the
enemy.
The war in Korea continues without any
visible results. Our planes are outnumbered
4 to 1; our ground forces 2 to 1. We could
have won that war if we had followed the
advice of our greatest soldier, General MacArthur. Our President preferred to fire him
and appease Russia and then fall for a false
truce proposal which enabled the weakened
Communists to rebuild their strength. Today our policy in Korea is exactly that of
the French during their so-called phony war
against Hitler from November 1939 to May
1940. The French waited while Hitler built
up his strength. In May 1940, the French
Army was destroyed. I pray God that our
national administration is not preparing
the same fate for our men in Korea. Last
week, on May 27, 1952, Winston Churchill
stated with great solemnity in the House
of Commons that the situation in Korea is
now very grave. That optimistic warrior
does not use such words lightly. Our present · policy has brought neither security nor
peace, nor does it protect our solvency at
home. The President demands the right to
spend $35,000,000,000 in the year beginning
July 1, and also in the following year. This
.will take 30 percent of the people's income
plus 7 percent for State and local government. Many economists feel that we cannot prevent inflation or maintain a free
economy at all if we take more than 25 percent for Government. The tremendous
taxes are a burden on every family and are
reducing our standard of living. They deter
the progress in production which is the basis
of our strength. The Republican candidate
must propose a program to insure our security and maintain peace unless that security
is threatened, and do it by a program which
does not prevent the maintenance of our
liberty and our progress at home.
Foreign policy is deeply involved with
military policy. There is only one foreign
and military policy which will maintain our
security and our peace and our solvency, and
that is the building of an air force sufficiently large to control the air over this
country, over the oceans which surround
this continent, and able to deliver atom
bombs on Russian cities and manufacturing
plants. Such an air force would certainly
be able to prevent the spread of communism
across the sea to island countries. All other
policies must be incidental to that principal
policy, and it is the one thing in which
the administration has completely fallen
down in spite of the appropriation of bil·
lions of dollars. There has been a steady
deterioration in our comparative air power,
which began while General Eisenhower was
Chief of Staff. The tremendously expensive
administration program, $52,000,000,000 for
the Armed Forces and $10,500,000,000 for aid
to foreign countries seems to have been
dominated by two obsessions: First, that
this country cannot be defended unless we
can successfully defend Europe; and, second,
that a war against' Russia can only be won
on the continent of Europe with bayonets.
I do not want to depreciate the importance
of Europe, or withdraw our aid, but I do wish
to point out that control of the air must be

priority No. 1. The administration policy
course, we desire them as our allies in a war
has made the European defense project the
against Russia. Of course, we should be
No. 1 priority after certain necessities for
willing to aid them with arms, but it cannot
:the Korean war, but even their European
be the primary basis of our policy. If we are
commitments have sapped military strength
strong in our own right, many other .nations
which otherwise would have been available
will be begging to be our allies instead of
for Mr. Truman's war in Korea.
having our Secretary of State on his knees
Mr. Dulles points out in his article in Life
begging them for an army to defend us.
magazine that the whole European project,
Control of the air also is the only possible
"justifiable as it is, would only make deinsurance of peace, and Russia must know
fensible 500 of the 20,000 miles which is the
that certain kinds of aggression will be met
length of the free world's frontier with the
by an air attack. Winston Churchill says
Soviet world." He says "that those who think
that it is the threat of atomic bombing
only of Western Europe and of making it imwhich has deterred Russia from attacking
pregnable, without regard to the Near, Midduring the past 5 years. Certainly, it has
dle, and Far East, and Africa, are just as
not been land troops in Europe, for there
blind as those who think only of the United
have been no land troops there. The RusStates and of making it impregnable."
sians could have marched to the English
In fact, our leaders have become the new
Channel at any time during that period, or
isolationists.
They would abandon most
even today. The ability of our Air Force to
of Europe and most of Asia to Russia and
deliver atom bombs on Russia should never
adopt a purely defensive policy which has
be open to question; and today it is being
no hope of bringing freedom to millions bequestioned, even by our own experts. Until
hind the iron curtain, . or even to the 200
it is fully established we cannot be certain
Americans now caught in Red China, or
of peace.
Qatis in Czechoslovakia.
It has been .said that I am an isolationist
"Would I withdraw from Europe?" Cerbecause I voted against the Atlantic Pact,
tainly not. I believe we should continue to
but I made it clear at that time that I was
arm those nations who, in good faith, are
in favor of definitely notifying Russia that if
prepared to use our arms to protect themthey attacked any of the pact nations, they
selves against Communist aggression. I
would find themselves at war with us, a
would leave our six divisions there until the . Monroe Doctrine for Europe. That certainly
Europeans have reached a position where
is not isolationism. My proposal would have
they can defend themselves. But obviously
been more effective than the Atlantic Pact,
if 220,000,000 people in E.'urope, 50 percent
its obligation much more definite and it
more than our whole population, cannot dewould not have involved us in a 20-year oblifend themselves with our arms, we cannot
gation to interfere in every war in E.'urope.
do it.
It would have been even more effective as a
But back of our European-aid program
deterrent to Russia and much less expensive.
seem to be the fallacies of our land generals
Again, I am interested in Mr. Dulles' position
and the theory that we must develop a vast
on this pact. He points out that Senator
army to be transported to Europe as soon as
Vandenberg said of the pact that "It is the
a war starts. This is the theory behind the
warning and the potentialities, not military
promotion of a universal military training
forces-in-being which measure the effect of
program on top of our already tremendous
this knock-out admonition." Mr. Dulles
defense costs. It is based on the often-resays, however, that almost immediately after
peated assertion that a war can only be won
the treaty was ratified, the administration
on the ground, and that the Navy and Air
abandoned the deterrent theory of Senator
Force are merely supporting arms for the
Vandenberg and in the fall of 1949 submitted
Infantry. It is perfectly clear, however, that
a military-assistance program. My whole
we cannot possibly afford a standing army
program was based on the necessity of this
sufficiently strong to engage Russia on Eurodeterrent to Russian aggression. Mr. Dulles
pean soil, where they can outnumber us
points out that he and Senator Vandenberg
10 to 1, the very battleground they would
largely rewrote the administration's bill so
like to select. Certainly, we cannot have
as to reduce greatly the sum appropriated,
such an army ready at the beginning of a
and to require that the program be geared
war without turning this country into a
into European integration. As a matter of
garrison state. In World War II, we had
fact, they reduced the authorization to about
63 divisions in Europe, not 6, and the Rushalf a billion dollars a year. Now the adminsians were fighting on our side. We had
istration wants to spend eight billion a year.
12,000,000 men under arms.
Mr. Dulles does not hesitate to condemn
' We might as well recognize that, except
the European policy. He points out that we
as a very minor participant, we cannot hope
have spent $30,000,000,000 in Western Europe
to match the Red army on the continent of
in 5 years, and that each time the adminisEurope or the continent of Asia, except pertration avowed a constructive purpose, which
haps after a long preparation. Control of the
in fact it has not achieved. Mr. Dulles seems
air and of the sea must be the first priority.
to have adopted almost exactly the position
We could build a wall of men across Europe
on Europe which I have maintained during
and unless we have control of the air over
the last 4 years. He feels as I do that control
the oceans, the Russians could destroy Lonof the air, and the ability to strike when
don and Paris and all of Western Europe
Russia makes a move threatening our secuwith their atom bombs. We could build a
rity, must be the key to our military policy,
wall of men across Europe and this country
that our present program of containing Ruswould not be certain of security. We would . sia throughout the wol'ld is far beyond our
still be open to Soviet bombing attack from
economic capacity.
Russian bases in Siberia and across the
I have been asked what I would do about
Arctic.
General MacArthur. Any Republican adWe must be concerned to be strong in our
ministration that would not make maximum
own right. To admit for a moment that
use of the unique abilities and knowledge
we could not defend ourselves, even if conof General MacArthur would indeed be deretinental Europe were overrun, is a defeatism,
lict in its duty to the American people. The
pure and simple, for there are many uncerbenefits of his wisdom are long overdue, and
tainties about the defense of Europe. Any
I would certainly make available to our
such defense depends on close agreement
military and foreign policies this experiand cooperation between France and Gerence which is nowhere else to be found.
many. If either fails to cooperate, or if
This administration has been ignoring one
Germany is prevented from participating by
of its greatest assets of national defense.
French opposition, it would be difficult, in
We must have a complete restudy and refact almost impossible, to defend Europe
forming of the whole program by someone
against a Russian attack. We must not adwho is not bound by the Pentagon policies
mit that our safety depends on begging
bayonets from Germany or from France. Of
of recent years.
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I am asked whether the policy I suggest
can save money. The best military advice I
receive is that it can save billions of dollars.
The difficulty with the Air Force is not lack
of appropriations today, but lack of interest
and emphasis by 'those led astray by Europe
and land warfare.
It was the same old-fashioned obsession
of our land generals, the belief that we had
to have Russian bayonets in Europe, which
impelled us to make every concession to
Russian military policy at Tehran and Yal·
ta. It was because of the obsession that
we had to have Russian troops to drive the
Japanese out of Manchuria, that at Yalta
we agreed to turn over Manchuria and therefore China to Communist domination. The
same old-fashioned obsession for ground
combat is dominating our policy today. It
threatens our liberty and our free economy.
It is ridiculous to spend $10,500,000,000 next
year for aid to foreign countries without any
assurance that an adequate air force will be
able to protect either Europe or the United
States.
There is another thing to be said about
the administration's foreign policy. It is
purely negative and defensive. It attempts
to contain communism, but does nothing to
answer the question so often asked me: How
would you finally defeat communism? I
believe that finally we can only achieve vlc·
tory by winning the battle against commu·
nism in the minds of men. That can only
be done by active propaganda and the organization of forces of freedom everywhere.
Our propaganda must be far superior to that
developed up to date by the Voice of America.
I never heard of anybody in America being
converted to communism by short-wave
broadcasting from Russia.
Furthermore, our propaganda must be
based on a sincere belief in liberty, and a
determined effort to show that the happiness
of peoples can only be obtained under a free
system of their own choosing. We sold the
whole world on liberty after the Revolution.
ary War which inspired the French Revolution. We can do the same job now. But
to succeed, we ourselves must believe in
liberty.
Certainly the decision of our people in the
1948 presidential election was a mixed and
uncertain one. If they_are willing in 1952 to
take a definite, overwhelming stand against
the trend toward totalitarian government, we
can set out on a crusade and spread the doctrine of individual liberty throughout the
world.
We must marshal the forces of freedom,
both this side and the other side of the iron
curtain, so they are ready to go if a break
in Kremlin strength or unity ever comes.
It would be criminal to attempt today to
foment national revolts in Russia and her
satellite countries since that would produce
only the murder of the anti-Communists by
the COmmunist secret police. Nevertheless,
we should help anti-Communist under·
ground to keep the hope for liberty alive
among their people. Then, when the time
is ripe, opportunities can be exploited, and
we shall find among the patriots_ of the entire
enslaved area men ready to sacrifice all for
freedom.
The peoples of Eastern Europe today are
captive slaves, driven by Soviet satellite governments to serve against their will the cause
of Soviet tyranny. We ought to employ the
native underground agencies in each oppressed country who, with us, believes in
freedom, but knows far better than we do the
means by which its people can be converted
to our side. There are millions of heroic
anti-Communist Russians, Poles, Lithuani·
ans, Ukrainians, Slovaks, Czechs, Rumanians,
Hungarians, Bulgarians, Latvians who desire
passionately to throw off the Soviet yoke and
to achieve once more their independence and
freedom.
Most of those satellite countries and peoples were delivered into the hands of the

Russian Communists by the Yalta agree•
ment. That American diplomatic instrument, never submitted to the Senate, sys ..
tematically violated by the Russians, defend·
ed only by _those officials of the Department
of State who are accessories to the crime,
must be formally discarded by congressional
resolution as a basis for American foreign
policy.
The achievement of American control of
the air, and the very knowledge of that fact,
will weaken the propaganda of communism
and the power of Soviet Russia.
I see that Mr. Dulles also in his Life article outlines a policy based on these principles
and the mQral leadership of the United
States, and says that the United States must
publicly assert "that it wants and expects ,
liberation to occur." I outlined· the same
principle in my book 6 months ago.
In fact, it is reassuring to find that Mr.
Dulles' present position is so close to my own,
and I hope that it indicates that we will have
complete unity in the final development of a
Republican foreign policy plank.
I believe I have answered all the questions su .ted at the beginning of this broad·
cast, except the questions: What I would
do about Korea, and whether we should remain in the United Nations? I am in favor
of remaining in the United Nations, even
though our experience with Communist
China shows that it is a hopeless weapon to
be used to prevent aggression. In fact, we
are about to confirm the aggression of the
Chinese Communists in Korea because we
bave no alternative.
I pointed out when I voted to ratify the
U. N. Charter that the vetc,> power would
prevent it ever being effective as a weapon
to prevent or punish aggression. But it con·
tains many provisions designed to prevent
war by the peaceful means of mediation or
arbitration, or adjudication. I also believe
the open discussion of differences in the As·
sembly, even the vociferous, is a good thing.
At least the possible causes of war are
brought out in the open instead of fester·
ing underneath. So I believe we should remain a member, and do our best to amend
the Charter so that action is based on in·
ternational law and the adjudication of an
impartial tribunal, and the veto eliminated.
· At the present time I would try to com·
plete an armistice in Korea, because our
weakness in the air is such that we could
not hope to resume a successful war until
many months of improvement in our air
power. When the armistice is completed, I
would arm the South Koreans and in time
withdraw American troops. I do not think
that as a permanent policy we should ever
station troops on the continent of Europe or
the continent of Asia.
The position which I have outlined today
proposes an American foreign policy which
will protect our security, insure our peace
as far as that is possible, maintain our solvency and ultimately defeat communism in
the minds of men. It should provide a
moral leadership to the whole world, far
more than the hand-out policy which only
alienates those who have received our
charity.
I have been interested in the fact that my
Republican opponents have spent their
whole time attacking my position whenever
I differed with administration policy-apparently they approve eve:r:ything Mr. Acheson has done, and want to see a campaign
run on a me-too basis. They seem to be
afraid that a direct attack on the adminis·
tration is an attack on General Eisenhower.
I hope that Mr. Dulles and others will
convince them that they are wrong, and that
i am substantially right. I hope all Repub·
licans can combine on a platform and cam·
paign condemning the incompetence and
lack of judgment and pro-Communist sym•
pathies of those who have guided our poll•
cies from Yalta until today; and supporting

a policy designed above all to protect secu•
rity, the peace and the solvency of America.

Inequities of the Social-Security Law:
Public Law 734; H. R. 6000, Social
Security Act, 1950
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES H. MORRISON
OF LOUISIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. MORRISON. Mr. Speaker, at the
request of my constituent Thomas F.
Gessner, of Hammond, La., I insert in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
which he has written on the abovenamed law and the decision that was
rendered by the Social Security Board in
his case. The following are Mr. Gessner's views:·
INEQUITIES OF THE SOCIAL-SECURITY LAW

A law is like a contract-it is in fact a
social contract in tbat it is difficult to write
it so that it will cover every contingency and,
at the same time, be n.o t too restrictive. A
business contract which is vague or not in·
clusive enough may lead to dissatisfaction
and litigation. On the other hand, one t:Pat
is too specific and too detailed may also limit
its effectiveness because of reasonable specifications omitted or some unforeseen inci·
dental that should have been included.
Thus, the social-security law so vast in its
application has defects and contains inequities and injustices. It should be the aim
of the Congress to correct some of these in·
equities as far as possible.
When the plan for the social-security law
was first formulated in the early thirties, one
of its objectives was the retirement of workers at the age of 65 so that younger men and
women could gain employment. Its fundamental idea was to create employment as
well as to provide old-age income.
But this theory underlying the original
social-security law which went into effect
on January 1, 1937, does not now apply. In
the depression days the amounts set up for
pension payments varied from $10 to $80
monthly. It was assumed that after working for a lifetime $80 per month would be
ample to keep one in fairly comfortable
circumstance. Of course, a decrease in the
value. of the dollar has upset this assump·
tion. But the original law was intended
to be an aid to the unemployed just as was
the 40-hour-week law.
Under present conditions the social-secu·
rity law is not and should not be an aid to
the unemployed or for the purpose of re·
ducing employment. There is, at present,
such a demand for workers that unemployment is at its lowest ebb and the unemployed-today-are the incapacitated, those
who work seasonably, those waiting between
jobs and those who do not want to work.
As a matter of fact, there are many over
65 who are working and who want to work.
Our country needs these workers. Since the
payments from the social-security' fund are
not sufficient to enable the average person
to live in comfort or provide for bare necessities, many over 65 are forced to work
in order to sustain themselves. In doing
s~under the new act-they forfeit the annuity which is justly due them.
The revised social-security law, or the
amendment to it, enacted in August 1950,
has remedied this defect only slightly. It
has increased the permissible earning of the
annuitant from $15 to $50 monthly, besides
withdrawing all restrictions on earnings
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after age 75. Thes e two changes have helped
very little. In the firs t place the beneñ-

ciary has to attain the age of 75 to begin
drawing his s ocial s ecurioy if his earnings
reach $600 annually.

How many of thos e

thous ands reaching the age of 65 daily will
ever s ee 75? Hardly over 2 percent. At
age 21 man's life expectancy is around €8.
If and when he does reach 65, according

to American men mortality table, he has

11.34 years ' longer life, allowing him 1 year
and a third in which to collect his pens ion

plus earnings .

A great majority will never

reach 73, thus los ing the earnings of their

payments into the s ocial-s ecurity fund if
they continue to work as they mus t under

annuity at 65 as large or nearly s o as from

the s ocial s ecurity.

But he would receive

this whether he continued working or not,

regardles s of his net earnings .

Should a

worker, aged 25, begin paying $185 annually
to an ins urance company for an annuity, at
65 he would receive $80 monthly as long as
he lived-thes e are approximate figures .

It

is true that in the event of his death after
his annuity payments s tarted no money
would be paid to his es tate or wife, unles s
provided for by accepting a lower annuity
wlth les s er payments to the widow, for her

life.

However, if he died at, s ay 60, all the

premiums he would have paid the ins urance
company for 35 years , plus compound inter.

pres ent conditions in order to s upport them-

es t, would be refunded his wife or his es -

Here is the firs t inequity: A man may work

as well as dis advantages , compared to s ocìal
s ecurity, but cons idering the fact that ins urance companies are operated for proíìt,
beneñts from s uch an inves tment are liberal, compared to returns from the non-

selves.

all of his life, paying his s ocial-s ecurity tax

and may never draw a cent out of it becaus e

he may never reach the point where he can
live on the $70 or $80 per month, the limit of

annuity. Becaus e of the $50 earning res trìc-

tion many attainlng retirement age of 65
have had to continue working and thus be
denied the monthly payments from the
s ocial-s ecurity fund to which ít would s eem
they are entitled.

This res triction als o af-

fects widows with young children to s upport.
They cannot pos s ibly exis t on the money due
them from the fund. On the other hand

they are not permitted to take any worthwhile employment without relinquis hing

their s ocial-s ecurity income.

It is difñcult

to obtain part-time work paying up to $50

monthly. Employers want either a full-time

worker or none at all except during rus h s eas ons or for s pecial occas ions .

The s econd inequity of the s ocial-s ecurity

law is that which concerns the s ingle pers on

who may pay into the fund from the time he
s tarts working, upon reaching 65 ñnds tt
impos s ible to live comfortably on even the
maximum annuity of $80 monthly, continues
to work and at his death, s ay at 67, though he
has drawn not a cent, his es tate or whoever
pays his burial expens es is reimburs ed a

reas onable amount for this outlay. Becaus e

the law is vague on this point he does not
know what clas s of funeral he will have "free
gratis ."

For a $250 or $300 funeral he will

have paid s ome $10,000 over a lifetime, lncluding interes t, and, with his employer's
contribution, a total of $20,000 or more.

(Thes e ñgures are arrived at as follows :
Starting work at 21, dying at 67, the worker

has been employed for 46 years . If his average s alary was $3,000 annually and his s ocial
s ecurity 2 +2 percent-now it is 1 16 percent
but gradually ris es to 314 percent-or $75 per
annum, the total for 46 years would be $3,-

450; with compound interes t, $10,000.)

An-

other inequity is that of the noncoverage of

farmers and profes s ional men.

It is hard to

unders tand why thes e people s hould not be
covered by s ocial s ecurity.

It is true that

members of the profes s ions ,generally s peaking, are in the upper earning brackets , but

many in old age have no money and they
s hould be as s ured-jus t like other pers ons -

of s ome income which they have helped
provide for by payments into the general
fund. Thos e who s hould als o come under
the protection of the s ocial-s ecurity law
particularly are minis ters and farmers, many
of whom are unable to provide for retirement at any age.

Every worker, regardless

of profes s ion, bus ines s , trade, or job, s hould
be covered.
The s ocial-s ecurity plan taxes worker and

employer, collected out of earnings up to
$3,600 annually.

At 65 he will be entitled

to annuity of s o much per month, depend-

ing upon the time lie has worked and his
contribution to the fund, with a maximum

©f $80, provided he ceas es working at 65
and earns not more than $50 monthly in
covered employment. If the worker bought
an annuity from an ins urance company, paying a certain percentage from his s alary for
30 or 40 years , he would receive a monthly

tate.

This ins urance has s ome advantages

proñt-making

pbn.

Government

s ocial-security

Social-s ecurity payments are not an oldage pens ion; they are the res ult of s avings
repres enting payments made into the fund
by worker and employer.

When looked at in

this light the worker is entitled to this money
back, with interest, in the form of monthly
payments , regardles s of his other income;
es pecially s hould this apply to thos e making
contributions under the law and receiving
these payments under the law as originally
provided and prlor to abrogation of this
contract affecting only those who attained
the age of 65 prior to 1950, advers ely. In
fact the present law permits a man to have
any income and s till draw s ocial s ecurity,
except income derived from covered employment.

This means that he cannot work

at any job and receive his social-security
checks which really represent his savings.
The producers are penalized, while there is

a special waiver for those tnheriting property
or with fortunate investments; a person receivìng dividends , rentals , interest, etc., may
have a limitles s income and s till receive $80
monthly from the fund.

Is it fair to penalize

the worker and favor one with an already
s umcient income?
The trouble is that the plan is still in-

ñuenced by thos e economis ts who think that
preventing people from working creates jobs.
The reverse Is true; the more working the

greater the productlon, and the greater the
production, the greater the demand for work-

ers . Thes e theoris ts are us ing the plan to aid
employment. Even if there weren't a fallacy

in their argument, the plan is too big to be

s o limited. It is a greatly needed form of
compuls ory s aving, economlcally s ound, that
Will relieve-under the proper conditions the burden of old age for both=the indi-

Vidual and the State.
In s ome ways , from an actuarial s tandpoint, the law is too liberal. In the begin-

ning it made generous payments to older
workers and their families after having received only limited contributions . The

amendment to the law, abrogating-illegally-as affecting thos e covered originally, the
original now permits a pers on of 63 on January 1, 1951, to pay 214 percent on a maximum income of $3,600-$81 for 1951 and the
s ame amount for 1952, a total of $162-and
on January 1,1953, at 65, to begin drawing

a s lmple funeral.

The point is that if the

social-security law can be so liberal with the
man who paid very little into the fund, why
can it not be more liberal or fairer to the
man who has contributed for many years and
permit him to get his annuity at 65, whether
he works or does not work?
The law s hould be amended, firs t, to reln-

s tate the provis ion permitting all s elf-employed after 65 to continue working, regardles s of earnings , and draw their compens ation for old age as origlnally es tablìshed;
s econd, to cover everybody under 65 who is
gainfully employed.
Actually there s hould be no limit on a

man's earnings or his income after he reaches
65, and he s hould be permitted to enjoy the
annuity which has been paid for over the
years at his own expens e and that of his
employer or employers .

To place the age

limit at 75 for the removal of working res tric-

tions or earnings is ridiculous .

Not many

attain that age and many are not able to
work even if they wis h.

Thos e who can

work and can ñnd s omething to do s hould
not be penalized becaus e they work-a s ocial
good.

Bes ides , even $120 monthly is not s uf-

ñcient nowadays to decently s upport, hous e,
and clothe a couple accus tomed to a fairly
decent living.

Another s erious angle to the amendment to
the Social Security Act of 1950 carries what

might be called an element of the ex pos t
facto. Hundreds of thous ands of s elf-employed writers , accountants , and owners of
s mall bus iness es who, having accumulated
s ome s ocial-s ecurity benefits and having attained 65, were receiving payments from the
fund, s uddenly found thems elves thrown
back, as it were into the ranks of "covered
employment" and their s ocial-s ecurity "dividends " cut off, caus ing s erious financial troubles in s ome ins tances.

This in s pite of the

"covered employment,"

Hundreds of thou-

fact that a contract, dating back to January
1, 1937, was definitely es tablished agreeing
with the contributor that when he attained
the age of 65 he would collect an annuity, the
amount depending on the amount and life
of his contributions , provided the contribu.
tor did not continue working for others in
s ands having reached the age of 65 began to
draw their s ocial s ecurity under this contract and s uddenly found thems elves deprlved of this s us taining income becaus e of a
quirk in the new law whlch, while attempting to bring in millions of s elf-employed for
coverage, neglected to except thos e already
collecting annuities earned by contract.

This change in t] e contract is not only un-

fair, from any point of view, affecting all of
the beneficiaries ; it may be uncons titutional.
The whole point of the s ocial-s ecurity law

îs to help the worker provide for a competence in his old age. If pos s ible, the annuities s hould be large enough to permit annu-

itants to live comfortably.

The s ocial-s ecu-

rity idea is s ens ible becaus e in the eontributions of worker and employer the money

is earned and saved.

Old-age pens ions are s ocialistic, do not

merit the s ame cons ideration as s ocial s e-

curity which is bought by the worker. The
State owes no one a living but the State

can help individuals provide for their old

age through their own efforts.

Extension

He will receive

of the social-security law will eventually
eliminate old-age pensions, a most desirable

wife is the s ame age he is entitled to $40
monthly additional-a total of $120 month-

to remove the inequlties pointed out here :

from the fund $80 monthly.

this annuity as long as he lives , and if his

ly.

A month's annuity check almos t would

eventuality.

The social-security law should be amended

amount to the total amount paid into the

fund. If he and his wife live 20 years -or
until they are 85-they will have drawn

$1,680 annually, a total of $33,600, for which
they will have contributed only $162.
Contras t this with the example given above

of the man who, with his employer, has
contributed s ome $20,000 to the fund over a
lifetime and gets nothing from the fund but
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GESSNER ,

There is
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copy of my decision in your case to the effect
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that your benefits are subject to deduction
from October 1951 retroactive to January
1951, it having been determined that your
net earnings were received as a self-employed
person from a trade or business not excepted
by section 211 (c) of the Social Security Act.
If you disagree with any findings of fact or
application of the law, as stated in this decision, you may request that it be reviewed
by the Appeals Council of the Social Security Administration. Such request, however, must be in writing and filed at any
field office of the Social Security Administration. If you have any question about
this decision, or desire further information
regarding its review, I suggest that you write
to or call at the nearest field office of the
Social Security Administration.
Sincerely yours,
BAsn. D. SARTIN,

.

Referee.
REFEREE'S DECISION IN THE CASE OF THOMAS
F. GESSNER, CLAIMANT, CASE No. 1701-8
CLAIM FOR PRIMARY INSURANCE BENEFITS (DE•
DUCTIONS) OF THOMAS F. GESSNER, WAGE
EARNER,
SOCIAL
SECURITY
ACCOUNT
NO.

163-10-8776

This case is before the referee upon the request for hearing filed on December 13, 1951,
by Thomas F. Gessner, the claimant herein,
who is dissatisfied with .a determination of
the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance, Social Security Administration, Federal Security Agency, imposing deductions
against his benefits from the month of October 1951 retroactive to January 1951. The
hearing was held before the undersigned
referee on March .14. 1951, at Hammond, La.
The claimant was present and participated
in the hearing.
·
·
The determination from which the claimant appeals is one imposing deductions
against his old-age 'insurance benefits under
section 203 (b) of the Social Security Act,
as amended in 1950. The claimant filed application for primary insurance benefits on
October 27, 1943. The Bureau on November 22, 1943, determined that the claimant
was entitled to monthly insurance benefits
of $27.04.
The primary insurance benefits of $27.04
monthly awarded to Thomas F. Gessner were
converted under the new law e1Iective September 1, 1950, to a new rate of $50.01. On
May 24, 1951, the claimant advised the Bureau that he was working but was not engaged in a trade or business within the definition of the Social Security Act. However
the Bureau suspended payments to claimant
during October 1951 retroactive to January
1951 during the development of the coverage
question. Payments were suspended in October 1951 retroactive to January 1951 because the Bureau did determine that the
work performed by the claimant was covered
employment under the Social Security Act,
and that the benefits the claimant was receiving were subject to deduction. He was
notified of this determination on October 19,
1951. With this determination the claimant
disagreed and asked for a hearing before
a referee on the ground that his services
as a self-employed person were performed
as a full-time practicing accountant and
therefore do not require deduction.
Section 203 (b) of the Social Security Act,
as amended, provides in part that at such
times as the Administrator shall determine,
there shall be a deduction of the payment
to which an individual is entitled, for any
month in which such individual is under
the age of 75 and for which month he is
charged with net earnings from self-employment of more than $50.
Section 211 (a) of the act defines "net
earnings from self-employment" as the gross
income derived by an individual from any
trade or business carried on by such indi·
vidual, less allowable deductions.
Section 211 (c) of the act defines "trade
or business" so as to exclude among other

occupations not pertinent to the issue tn
this case, service by an individual in the
exercise of his profession as a certified public
accountant, or an accountant registered or
licensed as an accountant under State or
municipal law, or as a full-time practicing
accountant.
The issue before the referee is whether the
claimant's net earnings after January 1951
were received from work as a full-time practicing public accountant within the meaning of the Social Security Act. If so, such
net earnings are net earnings from self-employment in a trade or business, and no deductions are required.
The facts in this case are undisputed. The
claimant resides in the city of Hammond,
La., where he is engaged in the business of a
public accountant for the past 10 years. He
was born on October 18, 1878, and is now
under 75 years of age. The claimant was
married to Emily J. Manton on September
13, 1945, and Ralph and Jerry D. Manton are
stepchildren of the claimant and were born
on February 17, 1937, and April 25, 1939, respectively.
The claimant produced a city license issued by the city of Hammond, La., showing
that the claimant had paid $5 as a license to
conduct the business of public accountancy
in the city of Hammond, La., during the period ending December 31, 1951, and likewise
an occupational license issued by the department of revenue, St?,te of Louisiana, dated
November 7, 1951, and indicating that the
claimant was licensed to conduct the indicated business, to wit, business accountant,
for the year ending December 31, 1951, and
signed by W. A. Cooper, collector of revenue.
The facts further showed that the claimant
held a university degree in the College of
Arts and Sciences from Tulane University,
class of 1895, but that he held no degree in
accounting and that no degrees were o1Iered
for such work in the South at the time of his
graduation. He had 2 years of study in bookkeeping and accounting from 1896 to 1898 at
Soule Business School in New Orleans, which
was operated by an individual considered
an authority in his field. The claimant had
his own stationery business from 1898 to
1918, and for years kept his own books and
accounting systems and kept accounts for
strawberry growers for a number of years.
From 1924 to 1939 he was employed by the
Curtis Publishing Co., and for 5 years during
this period he was territorial supervisor auditing district offices in Dallas, Houston, Fort
Worth, New Orleans, Memphis, Birmingham,
Atlanta, Jacksonville, and Miami.
In 1942 he opened an office as a public
accountant in Hammond, La. He is not
listed in the classified section of the telephone directory because he considers it nonproductive and more expensive than a regular listing. He holds himself out as a public
accountant in the newspapers, on the radio,
and by mail. His office is in his home. However, he keeps records for a number of · firms
1n that city and maintains cash books and
ledgers and prepares tax returns for 30 firms,
12 of which are considered large local in- ·
stitutions. He also prepares income-tax returns for some 300 persons in a year and
his work on the whole varies from preparing
financial statements to giving advice and
assistance on current matters such as price
regulations and State sales taxes. There 1s
no question as to the amount of his net
income from self-employment which he admitted to be more than $2,000 for the year
1951. Under the foregoing facts the Bureau
found that the claimant was not a full-time
practicing public accountant within the
meaning of the Social Security Act for the
reason that the claimant was not legally
qualified under the law of the State of Louisiana to engage in the profession of a public accountant.
The law dealing with accountants In the
State of Louisiana Is set forth in chapter 2,
pages 256-272, volume 21, West's Louisiana
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Revised Statutes. This law sets out the
manner of licensing accountants in Louisiana, establishes a State board · of certified
public accountants, gives the powers of such
board, determines qualifications of accountan'ts, revokes certificates, suspends members,
etc., and provides other penalties for unlawful practice in the State of Louisiana.
Under the above law the only people who
may be styled as public accountants are
those who have qualified under the 1924 act.
Since the 1924 act everyone must qualify as
. a certified public accountant. Those who
engaged in th"e practice of the profession of
public accountant at the time of the passage
of this act were given 60 days in which to
file 'application and qualify under the same
law. In short, since 1924 everyone must
qualify as a certifl.ed public accountant.
The facts in this case are undisputed. The
claimant is not a certified public accountant,
not a licensed or registered public accountant under the statutes of the State of Louisiana. He has not complied with the laws
of Louisiana as to acquiring the right to practice his profession in such State. He admitted he has not been authorized by the
State board of certified public accountants
to practice the profession of accountancy in
such State and admitted that he had not
applied. for such admission and, further,
knew that he could not be granted permission to practice accountancy in the State
of Louisiana should he make such application before the State board of accountancy
that is authorized to regulate and supervise
such profession.
"Whether a person who received a degree
Issued by the National Association of Certified Public Accountants in Washington,
D. C., was recognized by the laws of
Louisiana and whether it was lawful for
a member of such association to hold himself out as a certified public accountant in
Louisiana, was governed by the statutes regUlating practice of public accountants in
Louisiana" (see opinion of Attorney General 1924-26, p. 20) .
"No person can practice public accounting
1n Louisiana without having qualified as a
certified public accountant, and a person
o1Iering his services to the public and designating himself as 'accountant' or 'auditor'
is e1Iectually a public accountant" (see
opinion of Attorney General 1936-38, p. 3).
Under the laws of Louisiana the sole power
of regulating, supervising, and controlling accountancy in the State of Louisiana is fixed
in the State board of certified public accountants and only such board has the
power to license or to certify public accountants. While the claimant in 1924 might have
qualified as a public accountant in the State
of Louisiana by complying with the provisions of the act within 60 days of the passage of same, the facts are that he did not
do so, nor has he since qualified as a public
accountant under the laws of the State of
Louisiana although he has held himself out
to the public as a public accountant, and for
the past 10 years apparently has performed
this work from his residence. It is not a
question of the claimant's education or his
ab111ty to perform the work of a public accountant, for from his experience and training he is perhaps well qualified to do the
work and to serve the general public in the
capacity for which he advertises. But this
is beside the point and not relevant for it is
clear that the claimant must be legally qualified to engage in the profession of a public
accountant in the State of Louisiana. The
State of Louisiana licenses both certified and
public accountants through the State board
of certified public accountants, and this
agency has not delegated its power to other
political subdivisions of such State. The
licenses that the claimant received from
the city of Hammond, La., and the
State department of revenue are ordinary
licenses to conduct a business enterprise and
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do not certify to his professional competence
to practice in the profession of accountancy.
The legislature of that State unquestionably
has the power to prescribe through the State
board of certified public accountants the
methods and means of selecting those deemed
fitted and qualified to deal with the public
on matters of auditing and accounting, and
having done this, no one could have the
right to engage in such profession or to
claim the benefits under the law that are
given to those who are legally qualified by
said board as public accountants in the .
State of Louisiana. The claimant having
failed to qualify the referee must find that
he is not legally qualified to practice public
accounting in the State of Louisiana. ·Because of his failure to have such license, the
claimant's net earnings are received as a
self-employed person from a trade or business not excepted by section 211 (c) of the
Social Security Act. The claimant's net
earnings from self-employment at all times
after January 1951 were in excess of $50 per
month and his benefits are therefore subject
to deduction. It is the decision of the
referee that the benefits of Thomas F. Gessner are subject to deduction from October
1951 retroactive to January 1951.
BASIL
APRIL

D. SARTIN,
Referee.

10, 1952.

Port Authority, by pooling its profits, has
established so excellent a record rating that
it is able to finance new projects on the most
favorable terms. Had the New York Port
Authority been denied the right to use bridge
and tunnel profits for financing other improvements, those other improvements obviously would not have taken place.
Much as we favor the greatest degree of
prosperity for our own port, we believe that
both fairness and national as well as regional
welfare demand an effective development of
the Philadelphia-Camden port. The way to
assure that development is to permit the use
of Delaware bridge revenue to establish a
prime credit rating for the new agency.
The contention that this would be unfair
because it would require out-of-the-area
bridge patrons to finance local improvements
is farfetched. Most of the bridge patrons
have interests in the area that would profit
from its maximum development.

Nonpartisan Approach to World Affairs
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. WILLIAM FULBRIGHT
OF ARKANSAS

South Jersey Port
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, it
is with pleasure that I make reference
to an editorial entitled "South Jersey
Port" appearing in the Newark StarLedger, of Newark, N. J.
I congratulate the editor and publisher of that progressive and influential
newspaper on the generous attitude
taken by it, and, the forceful and logical
presentation of its views, with respect to
the legislation pending in the Congress
to grant congressional approval to the
compacts entered into between the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the
State of New Jersey to create a Delaware
River Port Authority similar to the New
York Port Authority.
I include, as part of my remarks, a
copy of the editorial to which I have
made reference. It reads as follows:
SOUTH JERSEY PORT

The Newark Star-Ledger says: On selfish
grounds, tlle people of this area might sympathize with attempts by Federal agencies
to obstruct the creation of a Port of Philadelphia Authority patterned along the lines
of the Port of New York Authority.
The creation of an effective bi-State agency
for the Delaware River area would put that
area in a stronger position to compete with
the port of New York. But we believe this
competitive consideration will not blind the
people of northern New Jersey to the unfairness and backwardness of the opposition to
the Philadelphia-Camden proposal, which is
being strongly supported by Governor Driscoll as well as Governor Fine, of Pennsylvania.
The major point in controversy is whether
the new authority is to be permitted to use
income from Delaware River bridge,s to help
finance other improvements. The New York

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD a speech
entitled ''At the Water's Edge," delivered
by Mr. Wilson Compton, head of the
International Information Administration of the State Department, May 21,
1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
In October 1948, just before the last national election, an eminent American who
knew what he was talking about spoke
quietly and proudly of American unity. This
is what he said:
"The important thing to celebrate tonight
is the fact that * * * as the result of
constructive collaboration, we have produced
to a remarkable extent a united unpartisan
voice for America at the water's edge. * * •
We have learned to speak as the United
States, and not as the disunited States."
These are the words of the late Senator
from Michigan, Arthur H. Vandenberg. We
must restore the significance of those words
and fortify them in our action as well as in
our thinking. Perhaps as much as any other
American statesman, Senator Vandenberg
was responsible for political bipartisanship
in Unit«;ld States foreign policy. His was a
vital influence, also, in the alinement of
what he called the nonpartisan support of
the American people behind the United
States course of action in the world.
"This unity," Senator Vandenberg declared, "is the equivalent of many an armed
division upon the land, many a flight of
eagles in the sky, and many a fleet of ships
upon the sea in terms of national security."
A NONPARTISAN APPROACH TO WORLD AFFAIRS

Our fundamental foreign policy, after all,
is not complicated unless we make it so. It
has developed gradually as we have grown
from the simple beginning of a little Republic
on a new continent to the elaborate mesh of
international relations of a mighty nation
in a world united physically but desperately
divided ideologically. Our underlying foreign policy has not much changed with our
frequent political changes at home. It may
fairly be called an American policy. It is
at the point at which we must apply that

policy to the complicated, fast-changing local
conditions throughout a world 1n ferment
that our greatest difficulties arise.
Our nonpartisan approach to world affairs
has been possible, in general, because the
people of the United States have understood
the need of conveying to the world and to
all its peoples the idea of a united Americaunited in purpose, united in action, and
especially, united in spirit.
With this nonpartisan approach to world
affairs, the United States has successfully
engaged in many major international undertakings on behalf of freedom and security
in all parts of the world. Among the milestones in the recent course of these events
have been the ratification of the Charter of
the United Nations, the treaty of Rio, aid
to Greece and Turkey, the Marshall plan,
point 4, the North Atlantic Treaty, and the
Pacific security treaties. We have undertaken these measures in the interest of our
own security and for the protection of those
elsewhere upon whose security also depends
our own. These undertakings would not
have been possible without American unity.
The Smith-Mundt Act, the basic legislation for our overseas information service,
also was initiated with nonpartisan support
of Americans, regardless of religion, political creed, or racial origin. In carrying overseas the campaign of truth, the voices of
millions of the American people speak the
truth to the world. It is not the voice of
any group, any class, any special interest.
Its voice speaks from the principles expressed
in the Bill of Rights, interpreted today in
tl:e way we live, think, and work and, if
necessary, fight. It is a reflection of what
we are as a nation and of what in a world
at peace we hope to be.
A WORLD-WIDE INVESTMENT IN IDEAS

If we want peace and if we expect to attain peace, we must make an investment in
ideas and that investment, I believe, must
be world-wide. It must eventually be a
greater investment than as a Nation we are
prepared to make now.
This is not a sole responsibility of Government. It is a responsibility and an opportunity shared by all Americans who are
interested in what happens to their children
and their grandchildren. I happen to be
the Administrator of our Government's principal undertaking in this world-wide "war of
ideas," the United States International Information Administration. It shares these
responsibilities with other agencies of the
Government. But it is the only one which
has for these purposes a world-wide organization and undertakes these activities worldwide. We are concerned, of course, in the
effectiveness of our own services. We are
equally concerned in encouraging the similar undertakings of American private agencies and of American citizens generally-who
seek mutual understanding among nations
-and among peoples, who seek peace with
freedom.
Historically the Voice of America has been
expressed largely through normal trade and
commerce, travel, and ordinary communications. These channels have been interrupted, retarded, or even choked by wars and
cold wars. Some now have been virtually
closed, such as the road to giant China
which, after a few decades of seeing the sun,
seems to be turning to a new dark age. We
should seek the restoration of these normal
"voices" of America, which, over the years
of our national life, have established the
United States and the American people in
a place high in the understanding, respect,
and confidence of other peoples throughout
the world, including millions who, today,
either willingly or unwillingly, are governed
by rulers hostile to our way of life, who seek
its destruction.
THE STRUGGLE FOR MEN'S MINDS

This is a day of decisions-big decisions.
One of the biggest decisions facing the free
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world today is whether collectively we are
able to make and willing to make the effort
needed to win the contest for men's mindsa decision which may largely determine
whether the "big truth" or the "big lie" will
prevail. The outcome of this struggle may
well mean ultimately the difference between
world peace and world war. Can the free
peoples of the world win with ideas a peace
which can never be won with armed might
alone? It can if we do our par~. We can
do our part if we are ab~e to speak with a
voice united as the water's edge.
This will not be done unless we keep on
trying and unless we are willing to support,
as well as to criticize, the only agencies we
have through which we may even keep on
trying. There is no reason to believe that
we are losing the contest for men's minds.
Also there is no reason to say that we are
winning it. This is not a battle, but a war,
even though a "cold" war. It will last a
long time. It may last indefinitely.
OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERNATIONAL INFOR•
MATION

May we for a moment consider the objectives of our International Information and
Educational Exchange Program and the tools
with which it works within the free world.
A basic premise of American foreign policy
is to build unity and strength among the
free peoples sufficient to deter aggression
and, it necessary, to defeat it. The information program is concerned with the ideological base of . this· movement for unity and
strength; :with the ideas and purposes which
we and the other free nations hold in common. It is seeking to strengthe_n the morale
and the spiritual _ties between ourselves and
like-minded peoples. It is seeking to convert
attitudes of neutralism where they exist
among free peoples into a spirit of determination. There is a vast difference between
opinion and conviction; between wishing
and determination. Among freedom-loving
peoples, who have been numbed by years
of frustration and fear, we are seeking to
strengthen their conviction and to fortify
their determination. Determination is a
product of the mind, not of the factory.
This is a big Job. It is not the job of
America alone. We are big. But we are not
that big.
We must, of course, seek the political and
military cooperation of other free governments. We are doing so. We must seek
also the understanding, respect, _and confidence of their peoples. OUr Voice oLAmerica, therefore, in its expression overseas
stresses the interests which we have in common. It seeks to present an honest view of
an honest America, to express our national
interest in knowing and in understanding
other peoples; to keep other peoples alert
to the menace o! international communism;
and to strengthen the confidence of other
nations that America stands shoulder · to
shoulder with them in the mutual struggle
for a better and safer world. In a word the
Voice of America represents American aspirations. If, as a nation, we do not aspire,
we shall eventually wither.
THE TOOLS OF THE PROGRAM

What are the weapons available to us collectively in this struggle for men's minds?
Insofar as we choose to speak through agencies of our Government, our principal means
are those of the United States International
Information Administration through the use
of radio, motion pictures, the press, publications, overseas information ce:qters, and the
widely publicized exchange Of persons.
Our radio broadcasts, commonly kn.own as
the Voice of America, now are carrying our
message overseas in 46 languages. It reaches
nearly 100 countries. It operates around the
clock, and its potential audience is numbered
in the tens of millions daily.
Our international press and publications
service, including our daily Wireless Bulletin,

reaches more than 100,000,000 readers. Our
motion pictures, produced in 40 different
languages, tell an American story to. an annual gross audience of over 400,000,000 persons. These are effective principally in areas
where most people cannot read.
other countries are learning about the
United States and its ways also through our
information centers located in more than
150 strategic localities overseas, where they
work closely with local editors, radio commentators, and community leaders generally.
In the past year nearly 8,000 students,
teachers, professors, and leaders came to
this country from abroad or went overseas
on United States Government-sponsored
grants. Many thousands more were sponsored through private agencies. We are now
emphasizing the exchange of leaders who
are in a position to be molders ·of opinionjournalists, labor leaders, government omcials-who, if they wish, can spread the truth
among their own peoples when they return
to their homes. There is no more effective
answer to the big lie than to expose it
first-hand. Is there a genuine interest in
these exchanges of persons? Recently in a
single city of India there were available 60
of these grants for study in America, and
for these 60 there were 22,000 qualified applicants.
EF-FECTIVENESS OF THE PROGRAM

These are valuable tools. We are only beginning to use them. Today .the American
people generally regard the Voice of America
as an interesting experiment toward peace.
But they do not know much about it. Some
are dubious. Some are enthusiastic. Some
thinit-it is not a proper function of government in a free society. Others think it is
indispensable unless we wish to abandon the
big truth and leave the war of ideas throughout the world to the mercy of the big lie.
Some think it is all right in principle but
that it cannot be effective in practice. Some
think it is relatively unimportant; others
that it is more important than battleships,
bombs, and guns. I believe that the international information and exchange of persons program, if it is patiently developed,
may eventually make the diiference between
world peace and world war. But its success
depends as much upon public understanding
of it and interest in it here at home a_s upon
the effectiveness of its efforts overseas.
Since the Voice of America is beamed entirely overseas, and mostly in foreign languages, it is rare that anyone in the United
States ever hears it. This is almost equally
true of its International Press Service, which
goes to nearly 10,000 newspapers abroad, -and
to its mobile Motion-Picture Service, which
is one of its most effective means of reaching illiterate populations with a message of .
hope and encouragement from America. The
part of this program · 'most visible here at
home, in fact the only one, is the exchange
of persons which annually brings here thousands of teachers, students, and leaders from
overseas.
THE NEED FOR INFORMED CRITICISM AND
SUPPORT
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political disagreements should stop at the
water's edge, that if we have severe issues
over policies, as we do have, we should fight
them out and settle them at home and not
debate them abroad. just as firmly do I
believe that America's voice overseas should
always be, as always it has been, the voice
of truth. The United States of America,
since the beginning of the Republic, has
made a world-wide imprint as a Christian
Nation with a moral sense, composed of
honorable people, whose word is good, who
value their freedom, their right, and their
chance to choose, who wish to be good neighbors, who would like to help other people
to the same opportunities which they seek
for themselves, who want peace. It would
be wholly out of character for us to use
the immoral propaganda techniques of international communism. We would lose
even if we won, and we would be defrauding
our grandchildren of their greatest heritage.
Theodore Roosevelt tn another period of
turmoil said: "Speak plainly, speak softly,
and carry a big stick." The Voice of America will never be the voice of Americans
unlt:ss it is the voice of truth.
The Secretary of State, in a public address on the strategy of freedom, spoke of
the elements of our national foreigi;l policy
by which we seek to avoid war and to secure
peace. He stated that these elements constitute a national policy and not a party
policy.
·
"It is right and proper," said he, "that
there should be differences of opinion among
us about the execution of [our national]
policy, and about questions of emphasis,
priorities, application, an~ administration.
No one has a monopoly of wisdom; and the
vigor and vitality of a democratic society
derive from free discussion and debate and
the consent which flows !rom understanding. However vigorous our debates may be,
it should be made clear to all that our country is united in its determination to hew
to the strategy of freedom which is our
national policy."
With equal emphasis, his concluding
words may be applied to our actions today
at the water's edge:
"The Nation's peril is our challenge. The
united will of the people must be our answer."

Memorial Day Address by Hon. Hugh L.
Mehorter at Woodbury, N.J.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROBERT C. HENDRICKSON
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. HENDRICKSON. Mr. President,
on last Friday at Woodbury, N.J., it was
my great privilege, as on previous Memorial Days, to stand by the grave of Lt.
William Stokes Bonsai, a fine young offleer from Woodbury, as my <;omrades
and his comrades of the American Legion
and many of my fellow citizens joined
in their annual tribut~ to our heroic dead.
The .address of the day was delivered by
Hon. Hugh L. · Mehorter, a former.
speaker of New Jersey's House of Assembly, and himself a distinguished veteran
of the First World War.
The eloquence with which this address

This program needs criticism, informed
criticism. Also it needs support, informed
support. It needs the understanding of patriot groups, such as your own, which, in
other ways, are seeking the keys to peace.
One of the issues on which particularly we
~eed public understanding is in the growing
contest between the big truth and the big
lie. Recent attempted gigantic swindles of
the people of the world, such as the immoral
propaganda of the alleged use of germ warfare in Korea by United Nations forces, and,
within the past fortnight, the twisted interpretation of the unhappy events concerning
the outbreaks in the Koje-do prison camp in
was delivered and its stirring appeal to
South Korea, have more than ever sharpall who heard it prompted me to obtain
ened the menace of the big lie.
I believe firmly tn the policy so strongly
the original draft thereof, in order that
asserted by Senator Vandenberg that our · it might be recorded for all time.
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To that end I ask unanimous consent
that the address be printed in the Appendix of the RECORD, where I trust that
it will be read by every Member of the
Senate.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

the greatest opportunities for our own, as
well as world-wide security and human freedoms. Above all, that same guidance must
teach us the great obligation that is ours, to
preserve these institutions.
Unfortunately, there are those in high
places who make mock of religion and who
scoff and sneer at patriotism but, ladies and
gentlemen, it wm be you who believe in
God and who love this country and what it
stands for who will provide the firm core
of strength that will resist those who would
destroy us and it will be you who will triumphantly inspire our great Government to
progressively nobler attainments.
You and your fellow citizens must make
certain that those we now honor "shall not
have died in vain."
May I close with the particularly appropriate words of Kipling's recessional:
"God of our fathers, known of old
Lord of our far-flung battle-line
Beneath whose awful hand we hold
Dominion over palm and pine
Lord God of hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget, lest we forget I
''The tumult and the shouting dies
The captains and the kings depart
Still stands thine ancient sacrifice,
An humble and a contrite heart.
Lord God of hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget, lest we forget!

At this time each year, at religious services
aiJ.d civic gatherings, someone is reciting the
story of Memorial Day, telling the history
of its founding and its purpose and from
the mouths of thousands of such speakers,
one phrase will be uttered that I have heard
repeated over and over for the past 40 years,
"They shall not have died in vain."
Today, the citizens of the United States are
sorely perplexed. Again, but a few short
years after the holocaust of World War II,
with it s frightful toll of our youth and
resources, our boys are fighting and dying
on foreign soil while at home, the same evil
forces of state· socialism they are fighting,
persist in their attempts to pit class against
class: to foster centralization of government
and political control and to seek to substitute for our great system of life, one that
will provide everything for us, by strict regulation of our lives and thoughts. How can
we, on this Memorial Day, dedicated to those
who gave their lives that our Nation might
endure, say .once more "They shall not have
died in vain."
"Far-call'd our navies melt away
While all the while we stand by, inOn dune and headland sinks the fire
different to dishonesty; to vicious open
Lo, all our pomp of yesterday
and subtle attacks on our institutions and
Is one with Nineveh and Tyre!
to treason and near treason in our GovernJudge of . the nations, spare us yet,
ment?
Lest we forget, lest we forget!
Ladies and gentlemen, this Nation and the ·
"If, drunk with sight of power, we loose
other free nations of the world are at this
Wild tongues that have not thee in awe
moment in grave military danger. That
Such boasting as the Gentiles use
danger is heightened by our apathy and
Or lesser breeds without the law
the general apparent attitude of our citizens
Lord God of hosts, be with us yet,
of "it can not happen here." The imminent
Lest we forget, lest we forget!
military danger that confronts us should
emphasize the ultimate disaster that we will
"For heathen heart that puts her trust
suffer unless we earnestly and patriotically
In reeking tube and iron shard
revive and put into practice, our faith and
All valiant dust that builds on dust,
trust in Almighty God and our undying
And guarding calls not Thee to guard
belief in the principles upon which this
For frantic boast and foolish word,
Nation was founded. Without these, ladies
Thy mercy on thy people, Lord!"
a,nd gentlemen, all military preparation and
·God · bless you.
equipment is valueless
Fortunately or otherwise, depending upon
the point of view, we are living in an age
when the old barriers of distance and terrain·
have been eliminated. No longer can we
Why Veterans Are Opposed to VA
individually or collectively stand aside and
Hospital Changes
watch the crises of the world appear and pass.
We are committed to and a part of the world
stream. Will we be carried to the calm sea of
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
world peace or to the raging waters of deOF
struction, waters that will surely engulf us
unless we, _the citizens of the United States,
protect ourselves against the hurricane of inflation and the shocking waves of graft, greed,
OF NEW JERSEY
indecision, and communism that assail us
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
today?
"They shall not have died in vain. They
Tuesday, June 3, 1952
will not be called upon again to die on sordid
Mr.
WOLVERTON.
Mr. Speaker, I
fi3ld and barren mountainside.s in inconam in receipt of numerous letters from
clus:ve police actions."
Ladies and gentlemen, cynical as the 40
ex-servicemen, veterans' organizations,
years of repetition of that statement might
and interested parties with reference to
make one, I believe that statement today, but
Senate bill 1140. They express strong
only if we at· home will meet the crisis of . opposition to the provisions of the bill.
faith, as our troops have always. met the
I have made a careful study of the bill
crisis of arms. With an abiding trust in
and I am convinced that its enactmen•
Almighty God and with a genuine love of
in its present form would be greatly
country, we can replace confusion with order.
detrimental to the welfare of our vetwe can properly lead the world in the paths
of peace and progress for all mankind. We
erans.
must be tolerant but firm in our convictions.
The Courier-Post newspaper, pubWe must condemn, not condone, dishonesty.
lished
at Camden, N. J., in its issue of
If we are to survive, we must use our precious
Tuesday, June 3, 1952, carried an editoright to vote to approve or disapprove our
rial entitled, "Why Veterans Are Oplocal, State, or Federal governments. Our
posed to VA Hospital Changes." It
homes, schools, and our churches must by
makes a clear and appealing analysis of
their guidance make plain to us and our
children that our great institutions provide
Senate bill 1140. In strong and logical

HON. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON

language it condemns features in the bill
that any one interested in the welfare of
our ex-servicemen will readily agree
with. As part of my remarks, I include
a copy of the editorial. It reads as follows:
WHY VETERANS ARE OPPOSED TO VA HOSPITAL
CHANGES

Pending in Congress are Senate bill 1140
and companion House measures affecting the
Veterans' Administration which have aroused
intense opposition among veterans' organizations.
Camden County Council, Veterans of Foreign Wars, is one of many organizations that
have gone on record against this legislation.
In a resolution passed last month, the
council called S. 1140 and the House bills
one of the most damaging pieces of legislation ever pres en ted to the Congress of the
United States, and cited the following objections to it:
It would remove the Department of Medicine and Surgery from the Veterans' Administration and combine it with other Feder-al
activities in a Department of Health, and
by so doing destroy the VA's medical and
hospital service that has operated efficiently
for the past 30 years.
It would allow care only to men with serv··
ice-connected disabilities, and eject nonservice-connected tuberculosis, mental, and
surgical patients from the hospitals the new
department would operate.
The VA hospitals would come under full
control of the new department; the VA Administrator would be merely an advisor to
the Secretary· of Health on medical care of
veterans and hospitalization policies.
VA hospital records would be transferred
to the new department, leaving the VA with
no medical service whatever.
No hospital facilities whatever would be
provided for non-service-connected cases,
nor would the VA have any control of hos.
pitalization of service-connecbd cases, even
in an emergency.
The new system would not save money,
would simply transfer the cost of caring for
nonservice cases to States. and counties to
be paid out of local taxation.
The bill, by destroying th'e VA medical organization, would also destroy the yardstick
by which the VA measures compensation and
disability pensions, and eligibility for disability insurance payments.
The resolution asserts that S. 1140 would
bring back the chaos, suffering, and hardships that resulted when the insane, the ill
and disabled veterans were released from
the VA hospitals under the so-called Economy Act of 1933, which Congress later repealed.
Efficiency, economy, and administration
would suffer if the consolidation of veteran
agencies under VA were to be reversed and
its activities •turned over to a number of
agencies, the council contends.
"Your disabilities for compensation, disability pension, or disability insurance benefits would be measured by inexperienced
people," says the resolution.
"Professional interest in you, as a veteran,
would be lost. You would become merely
another number in the great scheme 0f socialized Federal medicine."
Opponents of the legislation say it would
tear down what it has taken 30 years to accomplish for ailing veterans.
Economy is the stated aim of the legislation, but the veterans' argument that it
would not effect any real economies is persuasive, and in any event it is doubtful that
the Nation cares to see economies effected
at the expense of those who have fought
for it.
The objections brought against S. 1140 and
its companion bills are reasonable and valid,
and unless proponents of the legislation can
counter these objections with much better
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reasons for passing it than have been produced up to now, Congress should not approve it.

Mr. Speaker, there is no one who is
more anxious than I em to see economy
in government. However, I am opposed
to that kind of alleged economy that
would result from unfair and unjust
treatment of our disabled veterans.
There are many ways that economy can
be practiced, and should be, in our Federal Government, but it should never be
at the expense of the men and women
who sacrificed for their country in the
hour of its need. It is our duty to care
for them and promote their welfare
whenever the need exists, and in whatever way is within the power of a grateful nation. Do not let it be said that
we have billions to send throughout the
world, but not enough to give proper
hospitalization to our veterans. Furthermore, I am convinced Senate bill
1140 would not produce the savings it is
alleged would ·follow its enactment.
Consequently, it should not be adopted.

Memorial Day Address by Hon. Estes
Kefauver, of Tennessee
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BLAIR MOODY
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. MOODY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a Memorial
Day address delivered by the Senator
from Teru:.essee [Mr. KEFAUVER] at Inglewood, Calif.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
We are met here at a solemn hour in the
history of our country-and of the world.
We are met here, as Americans are meeting
today across the country, to rededicate ourselves to the principles of justice, equality,
indiv~dual lfl;lerty, and national freedom for
which so many of America's finest sons have
given their lives-from the days of 1776 down
to this hour.
Those who gave their lives for our freedom,
for our safety and security, ask of us, fund amentally, only one thing: That we guard
our heritage of freedom and national security with the same devotion they have shown
before us. Their sacrifice is a challenge to
us to find ways of avoiding such sacrifices
in the future.
On Memorial Day, and in this setting, it
is appropriate that we examine America's
present role. in world affairs, that we discuss
the kind of foreign policy which will enable
us to keep faith with those whom we honor
today.
The American blood spilt in two World
Wars has proved that the United States is
iuescapably involved in the fate of the out~
side world. Isolation is no longer possible.
For better or for worse, we are inevitably
concerned with what happens to our neigh~
bors in remote corners of the world. But
. we are not always ready and able to take
the appropriate action.
There is room for honest doubt and dis·
agreement on particular methods and tactics.
Yet to an. extent not commonly recognized
by our 1riends, our potential enemies, and

even ourselves, there is a remarkable degree
of unity in the United States on the proposition that this country has a vital interest in
what happens to peace and freedom in all
parts of the world.
·
An attack on any part of the free world
is, sooner or later, likely to be an attack on
us as well. We know that plain common
sense demands that the United States anci
other free nations stand together for mutual
security and defense. The extent of our
basic national unity on that fundamental
point can be ignored by any would-be aggressor only at his .greatest peril.
At the same time, you and I must recognize
that serious divisions over foreign policy do
exist in this country, that in this election
year the arguments are likely to continue.
I should like to talk about four of these
arguments to illustrate how far we can wander away from reality when we let factional·
ism or partisan feeling get the upper hand.
Each of them is presented, at one time or
another, as an imaginary either-or choice.
There has been a lot of argument over the
question of which area of the world is most
vital to American security. The issue has
sometimes been put in terms of the Asiafi.rsters against the Europe-firsters. This, of
course, is an unreal kind of choice. We have
vital interest both in Europe and in the Far
East. If Western Europe should be lost to
Soviet imperialism, it would not be possible
to hold what remains of free Asia. If all of
Asia were overrun by the Communists, the
safety of Western Europe would be threatened as never before-and our own safety
as well.
We have to maintain a firm defense in
the Far East. We have to help those nations
which are striving to maintain their freedom.
Especially we have to help those people in
South Korea, Indochina, and Malaya who
are fighting against Communist aggression.
Certainly, our interests in Asia are vital.
Certainly, we must be firm and strong in
that part of the world. Yet, at the same
moment, we cannot renounce our interests
and responsibilities in Western Europe.
In this connection we have got to work toward a greater political unity to back up our
military unity. · We are all in the same boat
together and we've got to paddle in the same
direction. •
It is not an "either-or" proposition we
face. There is another great section of the
globe, stretching across Africa and Asia from
Casablanca ·through the Middle East, India,
and on to Indonesia which might become the
next great Soviet target.
In this vast middle zone lives roughly halt
the world's population. It is, for the .most
part, an underdeveloped area. The mass of
the people are impoverished and 1lliterate.
It is an area rich in raw materials essential
to our economy, such as oil, manga nese, rubber, and tin. It is an area almost wholly
lacking in military defense. It is, moreover,
a region where the fires of nationalism have
been burning with growing intensity, where
hatred of anything that smacks of western
imperialism has reached a feverish state.
Here is a huge and strategic area ripe for
Soviet action.
We have lately begun to take an interest
in that great middle zone, as shown by our
new air bases in Morocco and Saudi Arabia,
our military partnership with Turkey, and
our point 4 economic-aid program through
the whole area. It is of the greatest im··
portance that we extend our strength and
influence in that region, and that we not get
lost in an oversimplified "either-or" argument. We and our free world allies must
simultaneously hold a line in the Far East,
in the middle zone, and in Europe .
A second "either-or" argument is whether
the aid we extend to other nations in the
free world should be of a military or an economic nature. The only answer that makes
any sense is that it ·must be both.
·
-
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Of course, we· have to help our allies and
potential allies to build up their military
strength. But surely we can see that it
takes something more than arms alone to
make a strong partner. We have a direct
selfish interest in seeing that our friends
around the world have a chance to improve
their economic conditions, to develop their
industries, to raise their standard of living.
As they raise their productive capacity, they
will need less direct military aid from us . .
What we need is a balanced program of
both military and economic aid to the end
that other nations can be helped to help
themselves. We can do this by sharing our
technical skill and know-how with them.
If we can provide them with enough of an
economic lift, they can move ahead toward
gl"eater productivity and greater security.
And, along the way, we shall make it possible, in time, to reduce our own direct mili·
tary expenditures, to expand our foreign
trade, and to strengthen the whole economy
of the free world.
·
Economic power and military security go
hand in hand. That must be the basis of
any sound foreign-aid program. Here is another case of "both-together," not "eitheror."
Through all of our discussions of American
foreign policy runs speculation about the
intentions of the Soviet Union. What will
Stalin do next?-that is the kind of question
we ask ourselves again and again.
By now we know that there are no infallible experts on this question. Yet in our
doubt and uncertainty we keep hoping that
one will turn up. We know that there are
no omnipotent and all-wise statesmen to
tell us there is a simple explanation to the
Russian problem and a clear, simple formula
for settling it-once and for all-and im·
mediately. Here we run the risk of being
trapped by a third of these "either-or"
analyses of our foreign problems.
Responsible statesmanship demands that
we steer clear of the pat, the glib, the easy
answer. On the one hand, we face plain,
old-fashioned, naked Russian imperialism,
backed by enormous military might. If the
Soviet dictator had been certain he could
have won the world by armed conquest, we
can be sure he would have tried. And we
can be equally sure that if and when he
thinks he has sufficient strength to do that
job, he will try. The minimum price of survival is for the free world to build up and
maintain enough military strength to deter
the would-be aggressor.
But that is only part of the story. The
Soviet problem is also the problem of a
powerful, international revolutionary conspiracy. Its agents roam the world in a great
missionary crusade. They seek out and nurture discontent of every sort.
Where colonial powers have long held sway.
they pose as the champions of freedom and
national independence. Where the masses
are diseased, hungry, and illiterate-as they
are in vast sections of the globe-the Communists present themselves as the organizers
of social and economic progress. Where the
people are weary of international tension and
domestic conflict-as is the case with so
many Europeans-the Communists claim to
be only the defenders of peace and order. ·
Through Kremlin agents and local fifth
columns, the Soviet leaders seek to uL.·1ermine every non-Communist government on
earth. With fiendish cleverness they exploit
every grievance-every class, racial, and reli-.
gious division-every social and economic
injustice.
Against that phase of the Soviet attack'
military strength is not enough. Behind
the shield of American military power, we
must push ahead more rapidly with a positive program to help free nations attack
the various social and economic evils the
Communists try to :harness for their march
to power. This is a long, hard job, g.nd we,
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can easily grow weary in the doing. But
it is a job on which we must not fail.
The free world is much more than a match
for the Communist world. If we only recognize our strength and determine to use it
together. We have the productive capa<:ity,
the manpower, the skills, and the knowhow. But more important than the knowhow is the know-why. We have the creative
imagination, the initiative, the enterprise
that flourish only in a free society.
Though we shall not settle the world's
troubles overnight, America and the advanced democratic countries of the nonCommunist camp can certainly do what the
phony medicine men of communism can
only make propaganda promises about. The
United St ates and its p1ajor partners can
and must do something effective toward
helping other nations achieve better health,
education, industrialization, crop production,
and general social progress.
Had we not given aid to Turkey and
Greece, but for Marshall-plan assistance to
many other countries in Europe and Asia, we
should now be spending far more money
on our own defense and, almost surely, would
have far less security to show for it. Beyond any doubt, United States aid in helping these countries to combat social ~nd
economic evils was a decisive factor in checking the •spread of the revolutionary Comqlunist disease.
There I say, the Russian problem is not
an "either /or" problem. It is not just a
military danger. It is not just a subversive
revolutionary threat. It is both and must
be dealt with on both counts.
Fourth, there is another "either ;or" trap
on whether we unite with other nations
in the face of common danger and how we
do it.
At one extreme, there is an idealistic minority which keeps urging that we make
greater use of the United Nations. As one
who has consistently supported the United
Nations, I want to see that organization
grow stronger and more effective as a maker
and enforcer of international law, as an instrument for keeping the peace of the world,
as a vehicle for promoting genuine international cooperation.
The United Nations has proved its worth
as a forum, as a meeting place where the
varied interests and desires of many nations
can be explored and often reconciled. On
some issues it can take effective action. Yet,
when this is said, we have to face the hard
fact that on the vital question of big-power
conflict, on the horrible prospect of a third
world war, the U. N. has not the resources,
the experience, or the constitutional power
to handle the situation alone.
Does this mean, then, that we should scrap
the U. N. and go it alone? Of course not.
The U. N. is young. It is capable of revision
and growth. It has a useful purpose to
serve as it is.
But let us not place upon the U.N. burdens
too heavy for it to bear. One of our mistakes
has been that we expected too much of the
United Nations-too soon. We should not
now go to the other extreme and dismiss
it as worthless.
On the proposal that America rely on its
own military strength to keep the peace,
two things need to be said. First, the safety
of the United States and of the whole free
world does indeed depend upon the armed
power of America. Take away that power,
and the Soviet Union could and almost surely
would overrun the entire world. But, second, it must be said that we cannot bear
the load of defending the whole free world
and our own vital interests on our own shoulders alone. We need to link our arms, our
manpower, our geographic strongpoints, and
our ;resources to the arms, manpower, geographic strongpoints, and resources of our
friends and allles in various parts of the
world.

We have done this by making arrangegeneral agreement that such an effort would
ments for mutual security with different
be a terrible blunder, which might well lead
not to the freeing of China, but the lo·ss
groupings scattered around the world.
We have created and must maintain an
of Formosa. Yet, for political effect, that
proposal 1s repeatedly made.
understanding and a plan of common action
This is the kind of irresponsible talk which
within the Western Hemisphere. Close partconfuses the American people, bewilders our
nership with Canada and solidarity with our
allies, and contributes nothing to an underLatin American neighbors are essential to
standing of our problem.
our national security and the peace of the
Above everything, we need to lift the disworld. We must never let our good neighcussion of foreign policy above the bickerbors to the south get the idea that we
ing
level of partisan arguments. We must
take them for granted, that we are indiffernot approach these issues like. schoolboys
ent to their national interests and welfare.
trying to score debating points. This is a
We must always act as true friends and partlife-and-death matter, and we need the best
ners, working together with them for the
wisdom we can summon, the soundest judgcommon good.
ment we can marshal, in serious search for
We are also building a strong North Atlight and truth.
lantic community, embracing all the prinIf we approach our foreign policy problems
cipal powers on both sides of the ocean, and
in that spirit, I am convinced that we can
now stretching as far eastward as Greece
build the kind of national unity these danand Turkey. The North Atlantic Treaty
gerous times demand. It lies within our
Organization is part of a vital wall against
power to build a foreign policy to which
Communist aggression.
this Nation can rally, and around which
Soon after the war, a group of citizens
the
free world can work together for peace
both within and outside the Government
and mutual security. Here are six basic
proposed a program for binding together the
principles which the United States can and
nations of the Atlantic community for conshould stand for in the field of international
tinued and united action in peace as they
relations:
had been united in war. Men may disagree
1. We shall support the right of all people
on the details and timing of any particular
to be free and independent, under governprogram. But I say that th-ose of us who
mc::J.ts
of their own choosing.
early saw the need for a close partnership
2. We shall oppose the attempt of any
between the United States and Western
nation to impose its will upon another.
Europe saw the realities of our divided world
3. We shall join with other nations in
in their true light. It is a major responsiany appropriate action to resist the efforts
bility for all of us to see to it that this partof one nation to deprive another of its freenership is developed and strengthened and
dom or its territory.
set in a permanent form.
4. We shall build up and maintain our own
A third regional grouping in which the
military strength and link that power with
United States must necessarily participate
the military strength of other free nations
includes the free nations of the Pacific. We
cannot forget that the attack that brought · for our mutual security.
5. We shall work to build a community
us into World War II came from across the
of free nations capable of helping one anPacific. We shall not forget the price in
other in matters of common economic, soblood and treasure we had to pay to drive
cial, and political concern, as well as comback that aggressor. We have vital interests
mon military defense.
in the Far East. With other non-Commu6. We shall extend assistance to the undernist countries, we must stand firm against
developed countries in order to help them
any new aggression in that part of the world.
help themselves advance toward the kind
In time, it will be possible, I hope, to work
of political freedom and economic well-beout adequate defense arrangements in the
ing we have long enjoyed.
Middle East. Along with Britain, France,
To carry out these principles will require
and Turkey, we have proposed such a repatience, steadiness, courage, and a sure
gional pact. Unfortunately, bitter quarrels
confidence
in our capacity to fill the role
and conflicts have so disrupted that area
of world leadership which has been thrust
that regional solidarity is not now possible.
upon us. We have no ambitions to domiHere we have a great opportunity and renate other peoples, to take their territory, or
sponsibility to help heal deep · and bitter
to make them over into our image. What
rifts between Israel and the Arab States, bewe want for the world is what we want for
tween Egypt and Britain, by playing the role
ourselves-the right to live in peace and freeof friend and peacemaker, in an area of
dom. Therein lies our great moral adgreat strategic importance to the free world.
vantage.
It would, of course, be a wonderful thing
Economically and militarily, we have
if we could organize the strength of the free
achieved formidable physical power and benations by some simple, magic answer.
come, in truth, the arsenal' of the free world.
There is no such simple answer. We have
We have built a strong armored shield for
to build up and preserve our own national
this time of crisis.
strength. We need to use the United Nations machinery realistically and intelliBut let us always remember that our greatgently. We must proceed at the same time
est strength lies elsewhere-in the realm of
with the development of regional alliances
the spirit, in the form of our ideas and
to check Soviet expansion at points of major
ideals. We are the heirs of a great tradidanger in widely scattered areas of the globe.
tion-a tradition of libert y and equal justice
for all. We have built our Nation upon a
In discussing foreign policy, we should be
on guard against the cheap ovE!rnight cures
belief in the inherent worth and di'5 nity of
offered by the political phonies. One such
every man, every human soul. We have
fashioned our democracy around the confake cure that gets peddled around the councept that men of good will can work out
try by the mouthpieces of confusion is the
ways of living together with equal oppornotion that all we have to do to destroy comtunities for all. We have proved that a
munism in Asia and set the Russians back on
great continental community can be created
their heels is to push Chiang Kai-shek into
across the barriers of class, race, nationality,
invading the mainland of China with his
and religious creed . . We have demonstrated
troops in Formosa. This, it is confidently
again and again that deep conflicts can be
stated, would cost us nothing but the fuel to
resolved peaceably.
ferry them over and would completely change
the whole situation in the Far East in our
This is our greatness, and we must prefavor.
·
serve it and hand it on untarnished to our
Not one responsible military man in the
children. We must fight for it with the
same resolve, courage, and faith of those
Pentagon, not one responsible American repbrave men whose memories we honor today.
resentative on the ground in the Far East,
Let us all be as good soldiers a.c: they in
favors such a move at this time. There is
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our American cause, in our democratic cause,
and we shall never fail.
And let us all pray Almighty God in this
hour for the preservation and expansion of
our political, economic, and religious liberties; for the abiding faith and never-slackening fortitude; to fulfill our destiny as the
peacemakers of mankind.

Frea Crawford, an Effective Legislator
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. NORRIS POULSON
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. POULSON. Mr. Speaker, I am
glad to note that the constituents of FRED
CRAWFORD are being fully informed of his
legislative ability. I am inserting this
article from the May 29 issue of the
Saginaw News, of Saginaw, Mich., one of
the leading newspapers in his district.
As a fellow Member with Representative
CRAWFORD on the Interior and Insular
Affairs Committee, I want to attest to the
fact that he is not only well versed in
matters pertaining to our insular affairs,
but he is absolutely sound on all the
economic issues coming before us. He
approaches all problems on the basis of
what·is best for his State and the United
States and he has a record of opposing
all the boondoggling spending projects
which have come before our committee.
The article follows:
HOUSE 0. K.'s CRAWFORD'S PUERTO RICO
MEASURE
(By Will1am F. Pyper)
WASHINGTON.-Though it may have compromised with principle, the House Thurs. day sent to the Senate a resolution approving a new constitution for Puerto Rico.
The Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs has reported a similar bill, but
it hasn't been programed yet for action.
Gett ing the measure through the House
in any shape was a major accomplishment,
a n d much of the credit for such accomplishment is given to Represent ative CRAWFORD,
Republican, of Michigan. Whether it will be
passed by the Senate remains in doubt-even
in the mind Of Mr. CRAWFORD.
The measure would set the possession of
Puerto Rico up in a new commonwealth
stat us. Its government would fall somewhere
between that of a Territory and a State, and
its people would still be citizens of the
United States. Congress in 1950 enacted a
law perinitting the Puerto Ricans to elect a
convention to draft a constitution. It provided that the document be submitted to the
people, then referred to the President and
back to Congress for affirmation. It also provided that the constitution set up a republican form of gover nment and contain a bill
of rights. The convention did its work, and
last March 3 the Puert o Ricans voted, 374,649
to 82,923, in favor of the constitution.
Credited by President Luis Munoz Marin
as the father of the constitution, Representative CRAWFORD worked h ard among both Republicans and Democrats of the House in its
behalf. He was confident when it was
brought to the floor 2 weeks ago that the
House would pass it. Up to that point, it
was presu med to be procedurally impossible
for Congress to amend the proposed constitution.
Represen t ative HALLECK, of Indiana, former
Republican fioor leader, attacked the const it u t ion p articularly in regard to section 20

of article II, the so-called bill of rights. He
believed it was too detailed for basic law
and that it appeared to guarantee to Puert~
Ricans rights mentioned only in statute for
other American s. His objections stymied
the bill until Wednesday.
As · the approval resolution came up, the
committee, of which CRAWFORD is top Republican member, offered an amendment re·quiring that the offending section 20 be
stricken from the constitution and· another
section pertaining to public education be rewritten. In effect, it told the Puerto Ricans
how to write their constitution.
But Representative CRAWFORD indorsed the
amendment as well as the constitution.
"In the adoption of this constitution," he
told his colleagues as the debate concluded,
"the Congress of the United States can still
control the affairs of Puerto Rico the same as
it does those of the States.
"My support of the amendment is that, in
the elimination of section 20, Congress will
be protecting the financial integrity of
Puerto Rico. Every banker in the country
has been interested in this section as a possible threat to the credit of Puerto Rico.
I'm not going to criticize the people of
Puerto Rico for putting it in. It's in. I'm
1n favor of taking it out.
"Puerto Rico is in no position to support
statehood and it is in no position to support
indep~ndence.
I think the credit of Puerto
Rico on the bond market will advance materially as soon as the ticker tape carries the
news that the House has eliminated section
20."
The amendment and the resolution approving the constitution with the changes
passed by a voice vote.
Representative MEADER, Republican of
Michigan, tried a surprise amendment which
he said would guard against delegation of too
much congressional authority to the new
commonwealth, but it received almost no
support.

Huge Sums for Turnpike, Not Enough for
Tunnel
EXTENSION OF. REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, in
anticipation of the passage of the bills
I have introduced to give congressional
approval to the compacts entered into
between Pennsylvania and New Jersey,
there is considerable interest being taken
by the citizens of both States, in the
area affected, as to the type of crossing
it should be, namely, bridge or tunnel.
The opponents of the tunnel type of
crossing have raised objection to it because of the additional cost it is alleged
would be the result over and above that
of a bridge crossing.
The Courier-Post newspaper, published at Camden, N. J., in an editorial
entitled "Huge Sums for Turnpike, Not
Enough for Tunnel," makes an exceedingly strong case against the argument
raised by opponents of a tunnel based on
the additional cost.
The thoughts expressed in the editorial coincide with that of many citizens
and organizations actively interested in
providing an additional crossing of the
Delawa:r:e River, and, it is entitled to
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the serious consideration of those who
make the decision.
The editorial to which I have referred,
and which I make a part of my remarks,
reads as follows:
HUGE SUMS FOR TuRNPIKE, NOT ENOUGH FOR
TuNNEL
The State of New Jersey, through the Turnpike Authority, has just finished spending
$255,000,000 to build its 118-mile toll turnpike between the George Washington an d
Deepwater Memorial Bridges.
Traffic on it has run so far in excess of the
engineers' estimates-as much as 200 percent-that toll revenues are already running
at the rate of $18,000,000 a year, which the
experts had forecast would not be reached
till it was in operation for 15 years.
Naturally the construction costs thus
promise to be paid off long in advance of
expectations.
.
'
And just as naturally, the turnpike is
already proving inadequate for the unexpectedly heavy traffic it is having to handle.
Chairman PaulL. Troast, of the Turnpike
Authority, rejecting request s from north Jersey for toll reductions on sections of the
highway where they are much higher per
mile than on others, now announ ces five
major projects to widen and exte~d the pike.
One plan is to widen from four to six lanes
the 57-mile stretch of the turnpike between
Woodbridge and the Camden-Philadelphia
interchange. Only the 21-mile section between Woodbridge and the Lincoln Tunnel
now is six lanes wide.
This project is planned to start either this
fall or early next year.
The accompanying plan calls for four extensions of the turnpike, linking it directly
with the Holland Tunnel, the New York State
Thruway, the Pennsylvania Turnpike, and
.route 10 at the Livingston Circle near the
Morris County line in Essex County.
The Holland Tunnel and Pennsylvania
Turnpike connections are already well advanced and may be completed within 18
months to 2 years.
The extensions alone will cost an estimated $210,000,00~almost equal to the
original cost of the turnpike. The estimated
cost of the widening has not been announced,
but surely will bring the total to at least as
much as the entire first cost of the highway.
The fact that the Turnpike Authority proposes to spend such a huge sum on improvements-indeed, is already proceeding wit h
them-is of major relevance in connection
with the question of whether the new Delaware River crossing should be a bridge or a.
tunnel.
It is generally conceded that a tunnel
would be the more desirable type of crossing.
But its opponents say it would cost from
$20,000,000 to $23,000,000 more to build than
a bridge--and so, "we can't afford it."
"Can't afford it," even though the cost
will be repaid from tolls and not from the
public treasury, just as the original cost of
the Turnpike and the cost of the projected
improvements will be repaid from tolls.
While arguments are being advanced to
force a less desirable type of project on Philadelphia and South Jersey because of a matter of some twenty-odd-million dollars, the
Turnpike Authority is not turning a hair at
spending 10 times that amount on improvements.
Just as the New York port authority is not
turning a hair at spending $80,000,000 on
adding a third tube of two lanes to the present Lincoln Tunnel, which now has two
tubes of two lanes each.
Why is South Jersey always asked to be
the victim of economy on public projects of
this type when other sections of the State
are not?
Why must South Jersey always take second best on such projects when other sections get the best?
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When will we rear up on our hind legs and
demand , so insistently that our demands will
have to be recognized, that second best no
longer be foisted off on us as poor country
cousins of the rest of the State?

Wh~rte

Do We Go From Here?-A Study
of Inflation

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RUSSELL V. MACK
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 15, 1952

Mr. MACK ' of . Washington. Mr.
Speaker, our country and the world are
confronted today with a greater number
of complex problems than ever before
in history. Some of these problems are
political and others are economic. Upon
a wise solution of ·these problems depends our future prosperity, security.
and peace.
Since ours is a Government of the
people, by the people, and for the people, the average citizen must of necessity play a large part in the solution
of these complex problems. The more
information he has about these problems the more likely he will be able to
decide them wisely.
A large industry in my district and
its employees have undertaken, jointly,
a program to promote a better understanding of the economic problems of
our times. The idea is so original and
holds so much promise for improving
the public thinking about these problems
that I am sure Members of the House
of Representatives will be interested in
my telling them about this labor-management program.
The Crown-Willamette Corp., which
has the world's largest specialty paper
mill at Camas, Wash., and its employees
are authors of this plan, or perhaps I
should call it an experiment, for the
mass dissemination of information relative to the working of the American indust . :ial and economic system.
A committee known as the Know Our
Industry Committee has been organized
among employees of the corporation.
This committee is composed of a supervisory representative of each mill department and four union members, two
of which are appointed by each of the
unions operating in the plant.
This committee takes under study
various subjects and spends a month
studying, discussing, and formulating its
ideas on the subject that is under study
for that month. Material for study is
gathered from various authentic sources.
When the study is completed a paper
is prepared by the committee and distributed to the 2,000 employees of the
company, thereby disseminating the information compiled by the committee
and thus creating further discussion of
the problem, thus making its various
angles better understood by all.
Men may not always be in agreement
as to what is the best solution of a problem but if all have abundant authentic
information upon which to base their

judgment the chances of a right solution
is greatly increased.
• Among problems so far studied by this
committee are employer-employee relations-negotiation procedure-job analysis, managing your income, taxes and
inflation.
The thorough and thoughtful job being done t.y this committee is a fine example of sound Americanism at work
and perhaps the management and employees of other corporations will find
inspiration in this example of cooperative effort.
Anyone interested can secure complete
information on the plan by writing the
corporation or the unions involved in this
joint effort of management and labor.
Recently this study group made a special study of the subject of infiation.
That study report, as made by the committee, reveals deep and sound thinking
on one of our greatest 1952 problems.
Members of a special five-man committee which made this special study
were J. V. Savage, captain; G. A. Atakins; V. Ast; A. W. Naubauer; and C.
Harris, all employees of the CrownWillamette Corp., of Camas, Wash.
The committee's paper on Where Are
We Heading?-which is a study of infiation-I offer for printing in the RECORD
under leave to extend my remarks.
Any reader of this document, I am
sure, will find it a most constructive and
thoughtful piece of work designed to provoke grass-root thinking on a most complex and perplexing subject.
The paper on inflation by the CrownWillamette operational committee follows:
WHERE ARE WE HEADING?

Our subject today is personal to each and
every one of us for it has a direct bearing on
the price we must pay for a· loaf of bread,
an automobile, our house--whether we rent
or own-our insurance program, the education of our children-and in fact it affects
our whole standard of living.
Did you know that the $100 United States
Savings Bond you bought just before the war
is now worth only $55 in purchasing power.
You paid $75 for it.
Did you know the $5,000 insurance policy
you took out in 1939 provides only $2,750
worth of protection for your family today?
· Did you know that the savings account o!
$1,000 which you have is worth only $550
today in terms of 1939 dollars?
These are cold, hard facts.
Yes; our subject today is inflation.
There are perhaps nearly as many definitions of inflation as there are people who
use the term. Webster says inflation is the
disproportionate and relatively sharp and
sudden increase in the amount of money or
credit or both relative to the amount of
business.
Another definition of inflation is: Inflation
1s an increase in the total supply of money
which people have and want to spend that
is greater than the supply of goods available
for them to purchase.
To you and me, inflation means that there
are too many dollars chasing too few goods.
The money supply outstrips the goods
available. The so-called gap between the
two is reflected in price increases. .
HOW

WOULD
YOU
DEFINE
INFLATION?-IS
INFLATION NEW WITH US?

History offers many examples of inflation.
It certainly is not new nor is it just a theory
1n the field of finance. Inflation was recognized by the Greeks before the birth of
Christ. France has several times proven the

inevitable laws of inflation and what they
do to prices, writing the results in blood,
sweat, and tears of her people. Germany
also gave us a classical exam¢e of inflation
during the early twenties. In fact, during its
short history, the United States has experienced inflation in several forms. Let's review the record :
In 1775, the Continental Congress started
printing currency to pay soldiers and buy
supplies. To offset the decline in value of
the currency it was necessary to print more
and more money. Within 3 years of the
first issue, food costs had risen to such fantastic prices as $1,500 for a barrel of flour
and $12 for a pound of butter. Barter generally replaced currency as a means of exchange among the civilian population.
Then there was the inflation that accompanied ~he expansion era of wildcat
banking in the 1830's when the State banks
indulged in vast credit expansion lending
at high rates to those who were buying land
in the West as a gamble. This jjpeculative
bubble burst in 1837 when the Government
required payment in gold or silver for the
purchase of public land. Since most of the
speculation was financed from bank credit
the panic of 1837 followed with a drastic de~
flation involving many bank failures.
During the Civil War, Congress issued
paper money which because of its vivid color
was known as greenbacks. These almost
immediately became worth less than their
gold dollar face value.
Again to finance a war (World War I) the
Treasury had to raise several billion dollars
almost immediately-fourth example of inflation in the United States. Since this
could not be accomplished solely by taxation, the Government tried selling bonds to
the public. It soon found that the current
savings were inadequate to supply funds as
rapidly as required. Rather than increase
taxes greatly, the Government resorted to
selling its bonds to banks who in turn credited the Government's account with the purchase price of the bond. The Government
then drew checks against these accounts to
pay for war supplies and these Government
checks were redeposited in the banks. The
excess credit involved served as purchasing
media for business. The process was continued to meet the war cost and more Liberty
bonds were issued. Naturally as the volume of credit increased, prices rose, and so
forth.
The stock-market boom of 1926 to 1929 is
an example of credit inflation wherein excess
speculation helped to create the boom that
it anticipated. (Speculation is buying or
sellip.g with the expectation of profiting by a
rise (or fall) in price. In other words, speculation is nothing more than gambling that
the price of something will go up or down.)
The rise in stock prices during the market
boom invited further speculation for the rise.
Many who came into the market borrowed
large sums from the banking system and
actually the result was that a boom in business was financed by the speculative profits.
The process was cumulative in effect as long
as the banking system was ready to create
new credit, which first was a way of buying
securities, then profits for the speculator, and
finally appeared as unexpected demand for
many types of goods. (In other words, the
process was something like stacking up blocks
without mortar.) Some of you may remember what happened in 1929 when the market
crashed. You may also remember the bank
holiday in 1933 as well as the fact that some
of the banks did not reopen for business.
Our final or sixth example is the infiation
that is now bedeviling us and which has been
with us for almost 20 years. At first, tts
progress was slow, but it was at this ttme
that we started deficit spending. (Yo·1 will
recall that we discussed deficit spending 1n
our discussion on taxation. As we polnWct
out, deficit spending means spending by going into debt. It means operating on bOr•
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rowed money.) At the beginning of this
p eriod there seemed to be few liabilities in
deficit spending. The basic fact was that
the economic structure of this country and
the world had been rocked and· deficit spending at least kept the people eating. You may
recall that we had the CCC, the WPA, etc.
In the early forties , students of our economy began to realize that the philosophy of
deficit spending had a firm grip on us although the need had long passed. It became
apparent that the end result of this practice
must necessarily be inflation.
You may recall that this spending spree
was attended by other evils which assisted
in the inflationary period. What should this
money be spent for? Each group was conscious of the fact that the "squeaky wheel
gets the grease" and lobbies were organized
at a rapid rate. Farmers, industrial groups,
labor, political machines, etc.-each of them
was convinced that no one had a better right
to this money than they themselves. The
final results were subsidies, special loans,
price supports, Government contracts being
handled on cost-plus basis, etc.
Now let's return to our original themeinflation is too many dollars chasing too
few goods. What does the record say?
Year

National income
all industries

1929.--------------

$87, 000, 000, 000
40,000,000,000
104, 000, 000, 000
184, 000, 000, 000
180, 000, 000, 000
233, ~ oo. ooo, ooo
217,000,000,000
239, 000, 000, 000

1933 ____ - ---------194L ____ --------- _
1944•. ------------1946.-------------1948.-------------1949.-------------1950
______________ _

Money in
circulation
$5, 000, 000, 000
6, 000, 000, 000
9, 000, 000, 000
23,000.000,000
28, 000, 000, 000
28,000,000,000
27,000,000, 000
27, 000, 000, 000

1

11932.

This chart shows the relation between our
national income for all industries and money
in circulation. You will notice that between
1941 and 1950 the national income for all
industries has increased about 2.2 times,
whereas the money in circulation has tripled.
We repeat, too ma~y . dollars chasing too
few goods.
Another interesting chart is this one on
our public debt:
Public debt

Gross debt
Amount
1915--------------------1930 •••• ----------------1939 ____ -----------------

1944.-------------------1948 ••
---------- ----------------1950
____________
1951 ________________ - ----

$1, 200,000,000
16, 200, 000, 000

40, 400, ooo. 000
201, 000, 000, 000
252, 300, 000, 000
257, 400, 000, 000
255, 300, 000, 000

Per capita
$12

132

309
1, 456
1, 721
1, 697

1,694

You will notice that there was a very sharp
rise in public debt per person starting about
1940. In fact our public debt for each of us
is about five times larger today than it was
in 1939.
In 1951 our public debt approximated
$256,000,000,000, which for each person
amounted to approximately $1,700. In other
words, for an average family of four, each
family owes about $7,000.
We have already discussed deficit spending
and how this practice creates money.
We have indicated that inflation may be
brought about by price supports and subsidies. All of you know the classic example
of potatoes, not to mention some of the
other commodities such as butter, eggs,
wheat, corn, oats, etc.
We must also recognize that there is an
inflationary tendency in military spending.
In other words, wages are being paid for material which is not for sale to the general
public and in many instances there is a
direct loss of material; for exa.mple, the
shells or torpedoes which are fired.

One of the early mileposts of the present
inflation was when we went off the gold
standard in 1933. Prior to that time our
paper money was exchangeable for the real
commodity-gold worth $20.67 per ounce. As
all the gold has been turned into the United
States Treasury in 1933, it was arbitrarily
revalued at $35 per ounce.. Moreover, since
we went off the gold standard the Government no longer has to redeem currency in
gold.
HOW DO THESE CAUSES OF INFLATION
AFFECT YOU?
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in the Appendix of the RECORD a letter
from one of the participants of our exchange of students and professors program who is now teaching in Turkey.
As a part of this insertion, I also include
a circular letter which Mr. Ru:fi sent to
some 400 of his friends in the educational field in this country. I think this
letter will be of interest to Members of
the Senate, as it gives a good picture of
the activities of these representatives
and indicates the value of this program.
There being no objection, the letter
and circular letter were ordered to be
printed in the REcORD, as follows:

Still another- point should not be overlooked. Many of you know that many labor
contracts are tied to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics index of consumer's prices, and that
APO 206-A, AMERICAN EMBASSY,
likewise billions of dollars' worth of busiCare of Postmaster, New York, N. Y., May 15.
ness contracts are tied to the Bureau of Labor
Hon.
J.
w. FuLBRIGHT,
Statistics wholesale price index. Frequently
United States Senator,
the delivered prices of new ships, buildings,
•
Washington, D. C.
engines, etc., depend on fiuctuation of this
index from the time they were ordered.
MY DEAR SENATOR FuLBRIGHT: I still re~
A few weeks ago this important index was
call with pleasure our conversations at St.
revised. The Labor Department brought it
Louis (where you addressed our State Teachup-to-date by including scores of new proders Association) and at Christian College,
ucts (television sets, antibiotics, plastics,
Columbia (where you addressed a convocafrozen foods, Orlon, etc.) which scarcely
tion) . Some of the things you said thereexisted when the old index was drawn up
indeed many have turned out to be proin 1932. Listing twice as many commodities
phetic. May I say simply: Would that we
(a total of 1,845), it will provide a more
had many more men in leadership with your
accurate cross-section of present-day market.
integrity and vision.
One change, however, stirred up criticismDue to your sponsorship of the Fulbright
the 1947-1949 average prices were used as
Act I am venturing to mail you a copy of
the index base of 100, instead of the old
the mimeographed letter I have sent to some
base of 1926 prices. Now what was the re400 of my friends in America in an effort to
sult? ·
contribute what little I individually can
When the old index ended, it stood at
contribute to an understanding of what is
174.8 or 74.8 percent above normal while
going on in Turkey, the program of a FUlthe new index began at 111.7 or only 11.7
bright lecturer, the point 4 program here,
percent higher. Accordingly, although we
the Marshall plan here, etc.
have the same amount of inflation in our
Many of these 400 correspondents are in
economy, the change in index makes us lose
positions of educational leadership. All are
sight of the magnitude of it.
old friends of mine. To each I sent a perwe · have discussed inflation, its history,
sonal message. So even though the best
some of its causes· and result.
mimeographing I could get here is wretched,
What can we do about it?
these letters will be read.
Naturally there are many opinions on this ·
I have no ax to grind. I have a very satsubject and there has been a good deal of
isfactory position at the University of Misstudy devoted to it. In report No. 644 of . souri and will return there and resume my
the Joint Committee on the Economic Rework; so you see my only interest is in doing
port issued August 1951 by the Senate comwhat I can to get at the truth here and
mittee staff there are outlined six basic types
report it. May I add that as a Fulbright
of policies which can be used to control
lecturer I have throughout my stay here reinflation:
membered that I am an unomcial ambassa"1. Increase taxes and cut Government exdor to these 21,000,000 people and I've acted
penditures to reduce the purchasing power
accordingly.
of consumers business.
I am sending this report just as I sent
2. Restrict credit so that increases in priit out to my mailing list (to these people I
vate debts cannot be used to obtain funds
also added many personal comments) so
to bid up prices.
you can see how I've handled it. (I hope
3. Place direct controls on prices and
it will help a little with our McCARTHY probwages.
lem.)
4. Encourage increases in personal and
To insure that the letter would be read
business savings beyond the average rate of
I've made certain sections chatty, but as
recent years.
you will see the letter is deadly serious in
5. Increase this Nation's productivity and
its intent, 1. e., to add to accurate inforthe production of goods and services.
mation, understanding, and good will. As
6. Encourage increases in productivity and
a teacher I cannot do less.
industrial capacity abroad to increase the
To save your valuable time, I've marked
economic strength of the · free world and
certain sections which may interest you.
reduce the drain on this Nation's resources.
As
an American citizen I deeply appreciate
The question we have endeavored to prethe great service you have rendered and are
sent is: Do we want stab111zation or inflarendering. If I can ever be of service to you
tion?
do command me.
With kindest regards, I am
Faithfully yours,
Exchange of Students and Professors

Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. WILLIAM FULBRIGHT
OF ARKANSAS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UN:JTED STATES
Tue-s day, June 3, 1952

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed

JOHN RUFI.

From: John Rufl, APO 206-A, American Em~
bassy, care of Postmaster, New York, N.Y.
Subject: Further impressions of Turkey, plus
a personal report.
What are your impressions of the Middle
East? Of Turkey? TUrkish people? Turkish
schools? Turkish food? State Department
representatives there? The point 4 program
there? What 1s your omcia1 assignment?
What do Fulbright professors do? What are
you doing? When will you return? These
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are but samples of the questions that recur
repeatedly in the letters that reach me here.
The discussion of certain of these questions
must be postponed until after I have gath- ·
ered more data, completed my assignment,
and filed my official report with the Turkish
Ministry. Some can be answered now. Let
me comment on a few in lieu of letters I
can't find time to write now.
What does a Fulbright professor do? That
depends upon his classification and assignment. Some, as visiting lecturers, are assigned to teaching positions and carry on
their work much as they would in their home
universities but have no administrative or
advisory duties. Others, as research scholars,
engage in researches of various types. Some
combine these two activities.
My official assignment? I am here in a
dual capacity. Classified as a visiting lecturer, I am also serving as consultant -to
the Turkish Ministry of Education 1:1.nd am
carrying on certain investigations and a prog;.-am of teaching. Upon my arrival last
October I visited and inspected schools intensively for some days and then, until February 1, carried on the· following program:
A. Taught a class 4 hours each week at
Gazi Teachers College. It consisted of some
50 mature, experienced men who are now
undergoing special preparation for work as
school inspectors.
B. Conducted a 2-hour seminar each week
in extracurricular activities for some 40
school directors and assistant directors.
C. Conducted a 2-hour seminar each week
in counseling and guidance for about 50
directors and assistant directors.
D. Met with the Turkish Ministry of Education for 2 hours each week, presented a
report and participated in the discussion.
(This group corresponds to our United States
Office of Education excepting that under
Turkey's centralized system of education, and
since education is broadly defined here this
group has extremely broad jurisdiction.)
E. Addressed other groups to which I was
invited and studied Ankara and its environs.
Professional activities since February 1?
Turkey has 12 cities with populations above
50,000. The three largest are Izmir and Ankara (each with about a third of a million)
and Istanbul with over a million. The Republic is approximately 900 miles long and
300 miles wide and its territory equals Kentucky, Georgia, Tennessee, Virginia, West
Virginia, North Carolina and Sout~1 Carolina
combined. It is predominately agricultural
and of its 21,000,000 people some 80 percent
live in its rural villages of which there are
about 35,000. Wanting to know more about
the country in general, I went to Adana on
the southern coast early in February. There
I visited schools, spoke to a group each evening or night and during free hours tried
to see what might be seen. This section
produces much cotton and the most delectable oranges I have ever tasted. During my
stay I managed to get over to Mersin (situated on a beautiful harbor) and to drive for
some distance along the rich coastal plain
which borders the Mediterranean and is one
of the most fertile areas I have ever visited.
Konya and Izmir: Following my week at
Adana I went by train to Konya up on the
Central Plateau. There I followed my usual
program of visiting schools, conferring with
directors, speaking to groups each evening
and seeing the local sights. Konya has much
of interest. Paul and his friend Barnabas
had come here when the Jews had made it
too warm for them in Pisidian Antioch. (The
town was then Iconium.) Here he made
important conversions but due to further
persecutions he left and went to Listra, a
nearby village. His enemies followed him
and he was stoned and left for dead. So
there is much for the student of Bible times
in this area. While here I was shown
through the famous Mosque of the Dancing

(or Whirling) Dervishes. (I felt quite at
home.) This was one of the most noted
of the many dervish orders in the East. It
was founded by the revered Persian poet
Jelal-ed-din Meviana and the sarcophagi of
him and his father and certain of his followers are prominently displayed there. This
mosque contains many exquisite manuscripts and the· most costly and beautiful
collection of Persian and Arabian rugs I
have ever seen.
Then to Ankara by bus and over the Taurus
Mountains by air to Izmiri. (For 2,000 years
the Greeks had called this city Smyrna.) It
is famous for fine figs, has a splendid harbor
and is Turkey's largest export port. Situated on the Aegean it is flanked by forestcovered hills, and in my opinion, well deserves to be rated one of the beautiful cities
of the Orient. I spent 17 days here dividing
my time between the many local schools
and schools in the nearby smaller centers to
which I went by jeep. In Tire, Orlu, Kudasi, Menemen, and indeed in all of the
plac·es large and small in which I've worked
and visited in this country I have been shown
courtesies and friendly favors that have been
simply heart warming. In all of these
places my hosts not only cooperated in my
work but knowing of my interest in history
arranged splendid guide service to show me
about and make my stay pleasant and
profitable.
On March 11 I came by Turkish liner up
through the Dardanelles to ancient, famous,
and fascinating Istanbul where I am now
stationed. My old and cherished friend
Muhittin Akdik (masters degree M. U. about
1938) is director of all the public schools of
this province. They enroll one-eleventh of
the students of Turkey so we shall not want
for work. I have a good schedule, fine interpreters, work with people I enjoy so the
weeks are now marching along toward the
end of my assignment. There's so much
about Istanbul, the Straits, the Golden Horn,
the many other fabulous places here I'd like
to tell you but time and space limitation
prevent. However, I am taking many colored pictures and hope thereby to bring
home some of the beauty I discover here.
What kind of people are the Turks? I
can't speak for the 21,000,000 because I don't
know 'em. But I have systematically
sampled very broadly among the so-called
big people, the so-called little people ~nd
that great group which we in America call
the common people. I am not wearing rosecolored glasses nor have I lost my critical
faculties. Some of the people I've met here
have proved themselves to be chiselers, snobs,
stinkers and stuffed shirts. I didn't have
to come here to discover people who fit into
these categories. No, I've found some of
'em in every large group I ever knew well.
So I've been neither surprised nor shocked
to find some here. But I am happy to say
that the very great majority of the many
people I've met in the 12 towns and cities
in which I've worked and the other places
I've visited have shown themselves to be
what I call good, substantial people. If I
had an interpreter handy we conversed. If
not we conversed anyway, although in some
of these cases the exchange of ideas was
somewhat restricted. (In one case I needed
a slight shoe repair. I went into a very nice
store and inquired about a shoe shop. No
one could understand English so I pointed
to my shoe which needed stitching. The
proprietor promptly turned the store over to
a clerk, took me by the arm and led me 3
blocks to a cobbler. And he did it in the
most
gracious
fashion
imaginable. I
thought that a very nice conversation. I
can cite many similar instances where people here have gone the "second mile'' with
me and did it happily and graciously.
A vast majority of the many Turks I have
met have shown themselves to be extremely

courteous, gracious, and hospitable. (I
simply cannot imagine a foreigner receiving
more kindness than I have been shown.)
Friendly-(many of them have, on short ac ..
quaintance, done me friendly services and
seemed happy to do them). Generous-(!
learned early not to express my liking for
things I admired lest they immediately give
them to me) . Religious-practically all of
the Turks with whom I have discussed religion frankly stated that they are Moslems.
They did not dodge or evade. They are Moslems and proud of it. Incidentally, it would
not do any harm if the Christian world were
to learn more about the Moslem fait.h. It is
one of the great religions of the world, a
moral force to be reckoned with and these
people are proud to acknowledge their allegiance to it. Tough-minded and realistic(these people 1i ve under the shadow of the
most powerful force for evil that walks
today's world. They know this corner of the
world may blow up any minute. Yet they
realistically face the situation. Approximately l1alf of their national budget goes for
defense and with their large standing army
the strain on their economy and manpower is
terrific. But their realistic attitude is: This
is the situation and we face it). Fearless.
(I surmise that this grows out of several
things: Their tradition as warriors, and their
Moslem faith. I' do not think the Turks fear
anyone and if I were looking for a nation to
push around I would not select Turkey. Conversely, if I were seeking an ally in a war
with Russia I would give this nation high
priority. They made .up their minds about
Russia long before the Marshall plan or
NATO. If this cold war explodes into a hot
one here is an ally that will stick. If there
is such a fellow as a, typical Turk I will bet
he is a good man to cross a river with.)
Eager to learn. (These people have insatiable curiosity and in the main are extremelyeager to learn. They have their serious educational problems. What nation does not.
But the progress they have made in the last
30 years is simply extraordinary. All they
need is a reasonable period of peace.) Independent. (The Turks I have met have a
quality of rugged independence that reminds
me of a lot of the contrary Americans I know.
They can be taught and they can be led but
I would hate to try to drive them.) Proud.
(The Turk is very proud. Many of them are
financially poor but they bear their burdens without whining. Of course this is
one of the sources of their rugged strength.
it also is a source of potential weakness.)
Good humored. (Their humor is robust and
merry and I personally enjoy it much.) I
could mention other characteristics but add
these up and you will have the answer to
your question. You will also see why I
like Turks and enjoy them. Generally
speaking I rate them fine people; many of
them are great people.
What do I think of Ataturk? I had
watched the rise (?) of Mussolini. (Do you
recall how certain Americans went overboard
on him? He made the Italian trains run on
time.) I had observed Hitler. (You remember he ended unemployment in Germany ~nd look at the roads he built.)
Hence, when I came here I was eager to learn
lf Ataturk was as great as I'd heard. Everywhere I've gone I've questioned people whose
opinion I'd value. I've read and checked and
queried. In my deliberate judgment he was
a truly great man. A far-seeing statesman
of exceptional stature. History will I be·
lieve, recognize him as one of the outstanding statesmen and leaders of ali time. Hw
career was amazing; his services to his· country magnificent. His people revere his
memory and well they may. An authentically great and heroic figure.
How's our new Ambassador McGhee work·
1ng out? The international situation is so
serious that I am deeply concerned about
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the quality of our diplomatic service all over
the world and especially in this tinderbox
we call the East. In these times we must
have the best service that our brains,
money, and patriotism can provide.- Feeling
as I do I've made a special effort to size up
our services here, our program, our personnel
and their activities. I've observed widely
and checked my observations. I've been in
our Embassy at Ankara very often and also
used the United States Information and Education Exchange Service there and at I.zmir
and here at Istanbul. I've called on the consulate for services here and these services
have been competently, promptly rendered.
In my judgment, Ambassador George McGnee
and his staffs right down the line are doing
a very high grade job here. Altho;ugh McGhee has been here only a few months he has
taken hold of his job with intelligence and
vigor. He is a hard worker, a competent administrator, and already he and his charming wife have made many friends among the
Turks. I think we are fortunate to have a
man of his capacity in this spot. Incidentally, as an American citizen I resent the attempts of some critics of the present administration to smear everybody or practically everybody in the State Department.
If there are bad men in the Department let's
toss them out pronto. But there are better
ways of doing this than by general charges
(which often are not supported by the facts)
and by verbal stink bombs that smell up
the very many good men along with the very
few bad ones.
The Marshall plan, etc., in Turkey:
Through the Marshall plan and other phases
of our Mutual Security Program, the United
~ States has now extended over $1,000,000,000
in economic aid to Turkey. How has it
panned out? I've been trying to get the
answer to this question since the day I
arrived, and I believe I have the answer and·
that it will stand up. I wish I could send it
to you in detail with the supporting evidence. For excellent reasons, I can't do that.
But I can say: In my judgment, our military missions, our economic missions, our
dollars have done mighty good work here.
I am not talking about Italy or France. I'm
talking about Turkey, where I've observed,
llstened, queried, and prowled about for
some 7 months. The Turkish Government
and people have matched our aid with a
tremendous national effort of their own.
The result? It's a great story, but it will
have to wait. As a tax-conscious citizen, I'm
glad my dollars have had their little part in
what has happened, is happening here. I
am pleased with the job the USIE is doing
here. Its program was set up with imagination and intelligence, and it has able, hardworking personnel. In my judgment, it is
doing an excellent job of representing America at her best, which is, I think, the best
answer to Russia's propaganda.
Other Americans in Turkey: .I was not
happy about certain of the Americans I en- ·
countered in the occupation group in Germany in 1947. Too many loafers, stuffed
shirts, or just plain phonys. So I've scrutinized carefully the Americans I've met who
are working on the Marshall plan, the USIE,
the MSA, etc., here. I've had serious conversations- with a broad sampling of the
Army men, engineers, advisers in agriculture, representatives of the big tractor, truck,
·farm-implement companies, the transportation men, and others. With very few exceptions, I have been impressed by their industry, competence, and conduct. They are
what I call solid citizens, and they are doing
a job that makes me proud I'm a fellow
American. They evidently were carefully
screened in the first place, and, in the second
place, they have ris._en _to the challenge here.
Many of them are proving to be fine unoffi.cial
ambassadors.

Tarsus: The city of Tarsus long has had
a special attraction for me. Some 2,500 years
ago she was a mit;hty metropolis surpassed
in population only by Rome and Alexandria.
Her splendid municipal government attracted
students of civic problems from distant cities.
Her renowned university was rated by some
as superior to the famous University of
Athens. Her people were energetic and
imaginative. They deepened the inland lake,
Rhegna, enlarged the channel to the sea, and
so made Tarsus one of the great seaports of
that area. Her engineers cut a roadway
through the high mountain range to the
north and through these famed Cilician
gates flowed the traffi.c of the huge caravans
the rich Euphrates Valley sent via Tarsus
and Ephesus, to feed Rome's millions. After
Anthony's ~riumphal tour, following his victory at Philippi, he went to Tarsus for a
rest, and to await the arrival of Cleopatra.
You'll recall she had put her money on the
wrong boy (Cassius) and was now told to
come and take ·her punishment. Instead
of humbling herself this gifted and resourceful woman played it the other way, and of
course you know the rest of that story.
While at Tarsus I was shown where this
famous rendezvous is said to have taken
place.
The passing of 20 centuries has brought
many changes to Tarsus. As I walked her
streets I could see the effects of wars, invasions, the malarial mosquito, and centuries of poverty and inertia. The once
beautifullalte and harbor are buried beneath
an accumulation of silt. If the city now
has any special splendor or beauty I, a
friendly visitor, did not discover it. Physically, as far as I could see, Tarsus is now
merely another oriental town. But it has one
rich inheritance, one valid claim to fame
that will endure; it was the birthplace of
a man who changed history. Truly, it must
have been no mean city. It was here that
Saul of Tarsus was born. As I looked and
ioitered I tried to imagine the city as he
knew it. It was he who gave it immortality
and I shall always remember my visit there.
What teaching procedures do I, a foreigner,
use? Any teacher who apprehends that he
may be getting into a rut in his teaching
procedures might well assume for a t ime a
schedule such as mine. Why? Many of the
conventional teaching procedures and devices
are simply out. Required textbooks, printed
syllabi, required outside readings, definite
outside preparation, written-course examinations, final marks-all are out. One lectures
deliberately, using the clearest language at
his command, questions carefully, and in
various ways tries to inform, clarify, and
stimulate thinking. Of course, all this must
be done through an interpreter. Most of my
Turkish students do not know the fi-elds of
English literature or English and American
biography well enough to warrant allusion
to these fields. Illustrations from American education must be selected with care
lest the quite different administrative set-up
serve only to confuse. Humor is difficult to
translate, is likely to lose its point, and may
even offend, so it, too, is out. All of these
eliminations and limitations leave few teaching procedures for the foreigner who attempts to teach here. What are they?
One must rely heavily upon pertinent,
well-organized information; the prompt recognition of student interests and needs; accurate appraisal of national and local prob'lems; questions that stimulate ' individual
and group thinking; and, probably most important of all, stncerity and the demonstrated
desire to be of maximum service. These are
about all of the devices left in the repertoire
of the foreign teacher.
In spite of these limitations, the reception
accorded my efforts to teach has been very
.generqus. During the discussion period the
questions generally come tllick and fast and
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many of them are penetrating. The sessions
nearly always last longer than we had
planned to permit and students linger after
class to discuss their problems. Evidently a
majority of these students are hungry for
information. For many of them schooling is
greatly prized. They want education. Th ey
have fought their way through a selective
process that is severe and, indeed, almost
ruthless. The mortality in Turkish and
middle schools and Lycees is very much
higher than in American secondary schools,
so these are selected students. I am not
indicting the great body of American students who are serious-minded. No. But I
fervently wish that some of our young people
who are merely lackadaisical enrollees could
observe at first hand the sacrifices many of
these Turkish students are making-and
without complaint-to get an education. It
is a privilege to work with them. Truly
t h<>'ts is a fine spirit.

How Our Tax Dollars Are Wasted
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

liON. HORACE SEELY-BROV/N, JR.
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks, I include two more articles of a series being
written by Sidney Shalett in the Saturday Evening P-o st entitled ''How Our Tax
Dollars Are Wasted."
Article No. 4 has a particular interest
at this time in view of the current debate on H. R. 7656.
Article No.5 is particularly significant
to ·those of us who recognize the need for
building a strong merchant marine.
How OUR TAX DoLLARS ARE WASTED
· (No. 4 of a series)
(By Sidney Shalett)
Enactment by Congress of legislation establishing the GI b1ll of rights educational
and training program was the signal for a
mass ganging up on the public till by dishonest institutions, with the connivance,
unfortunately, of some veterans who didn't
seem to mind looting the Treasury of the
country which they risked their lives to de- ·
fend. Already the cost has run close to
$13,000,000,000, and the House select committee appointed to investigate the program
has concluded that there is no doubt that
hundreds of millions of dollars have been
frittered away on worthless training.
Despite reams of publicity and two hardhitting reports by the General Accounting
Offi.ce and the House watchdog committee,
headed by Representative OLIN E. TEAGUE, it
is doubtful that the public appreciates the
full extent of the scandal. The GAO has
reported that it found either fraud or questionable practices existing at 65 percent of
the institutions whose dealings with the Veterans' Administration it probed. Hundreds
of criminal indictments have been ret.u rned.
"In some cases," the GAO reported to Congress, "the record indicated collusion between school operators and VA personnel to
defraud the United States."
As the Teague committee noted: "The
principle of helping a veteran help himself
·remains unchallenged, but we as a Nation
cannot continue to tolerate the graft which
has plagued the World War II program."
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Fully two-thirds of the schools which sprang
accused agencies themselves, they blamed it
up to accommodate the more than 8,000,all on the stress of wartime activities, but
000 veterans who participated in the promade the remarkable admission that "we
gram were fly-by-night outfits not even in
know, of course, that there was waste and
existence when the law was passed. An outextravagance."
raged Congress finally had to take steps to
Evidence was turned up of millions of
shut off expenditures to educate veterans in
dollars in overpayments to contractors, and
such trades as dancing, bartending, and perscores of instances were uncovered wherein
sonality development. Under the lure of
the maritime agencies failed to collect huge
Government gold, even some established insums due the Government. For example,
stitutions resorted to jumping tuition rates
the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries
300 percent.
Committee was told of one grouping of seven
In the trade-school field, five promoters
specific items in which $23,900,000 was owed
invested $4,000 to organize a school in
the Government. Though some of the acWheeling, W. Va.; in 4 years their take was
counts were 4 years overdue, the agencies
$136,871.06. This, however, was chicken feed
didn't even try to collect until GAO and
compared with the chain of Pennsylvania
Congress turned on the heat.
trade schools accused of defrauding the Gov·
The Maritime Commission even "lost" a
ernment of $498,000 through illegal charges.
warehouse at . Emeryville, Calif., containing
There also was the New York City "trade
a $2,663,186.22 inventory. "Until • • •
school" whose operators wound up with jail
[the GAO] called this to the :w.~.aritime Comsentences. They developed the so-called
mission's attention," the House Merchant
"silent-student system"; if a GI wanted his
Marine Committee observed, "the latter's
subsistence check without the bother of goaccounting department did .not know of the
ing to school, he simply enrolled as a "silent
existence of the warehouse or the matestudent," stayed home and kicked back part
rials in it."
of each check to certain employees of the
It was not only in bookkeeping practices
school. The school meanwhile also was colthat the old Maritime Commission erred.
lecting for his tuition and supplies.
The Comptroller General also uncovered what
One ingenious veteran actually got away
he charged were serious _irregularities in
with "training" for 24 months in an estabso-called construction-differential subsidies
lishment where he had worked for 15 years.
and allowances for national defense features
Another ex-GI was hired to teach a veterans'
granted by the Commission to shipping lines.
class; then VA permitted him to enroll in his
Pointing out that six vessels, costing the
own class and paid him $26.25 monthly as a
Maritime Commission approximately $150,"student."
000,000, were to be sold to three shipping
All this is highly important to the taxlines for $70,000,000, the Comptroller Genpayers because veterans' affairs have become
eral charged that "not less than $25,000,000"
big business. The VA already has the larg- · of the $80,000,000 subsidies was excessive.
est individual budget-outside of the miliThis brought on new congressional investitary--of any Government agency. There are
gations, in which the House Government
some 18,813,000 veterans in this country,
Operations Subcommittee sustained the GAO.
and the Korean crop is coming up. Since
The probing, at least, has not been withthe Revolutionary War, veterans' benefits
out result. Congress passed legislation wiphave cost the taxpayers at least $65,500,000,ing out the old Maritime Commission. A
000, and the figure is being added to at the
new Federal Maritime Board and a Maritime
rate of about $5,000,000,000 a year. With
Administration have been created, and reCongress currently faced with the problem
cently the new Board took steps to slash
of extending benefits to Korea veterans, a
$11,000,000 from the subsidies handed out
realistic examination of how the Veterans'
by the old Commission.
Administration has spent the taxpayers' dollars is in order. As the Teague committee
commented: "In view of the waste, abuse,
and inefficiency which occurred during the
American Legion Commands Confidence
World War II program, it would be grossly
unfair to veterans of the Korean conflict,
and to the Nation as a whole, to extend the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
present program without corrective action."
OF

HOW OUR TAX DOLLARS ARE WASTED

(No. 5 of a series)
(By Sidney Shalett)
In all the history of Government bookkeeping in the United States, it is doubtful
if anything ever equaled the wartime performance of the old Maritime Commission
and its sister agency, the War Shipping Ad·
ministration, for disregard of logic, order,
and responsibility. Here was no peanut operation involving mere millions. The Maritime Commission and WSA together handled some $18,000,000,000 from 1B40 through
1946. At one point th-e ir books were so- confused that· a total of $8 ,007,163 ,990.60 in appropriated funds could not be accounted for
b:- ordinary balance-sheet methods. After
several years of trying to um:-ramble the
financial chaos, Comptroller General Lind·
say C. Warren, of the General Accounting
Office, is on record as stating that at least
$5,800,000,000 of the wartime shipping expenditures still is not accounted for.
GAO officials emphasize that they do not
allege this $5,800,000,000 was stolen. In fact,
the GAO found itself in an unusual position:
The maritime books were so hopelessly confused that the Government auditors could
not state definitely that there was fraud;
nor could they say there wasn't. As for ~he

HON. EVERETT M. DIRKSEN
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have placed in the
REcoRD an article from the New York
Herald Tribune of May 19, 1952, entitled
"Roper Study Indicates Role of Groups
ln Swaying Voters," which shows the result of a survey taken by the well-known
public opinion expert, Mr. Elmo Roper.
In this survey, Mr. Roper gives the
result of a poll taken by his organization
which is of particuiar significance during
ihis election year. It points out the role
played by some of the· great national organizations in this country in influencing
. -the vote for candidates for omces from
the President on down. Some of us who
have devoted our lives to politics are
prone to misunderstand the vital role
·played by these nonpartisan groups in
their analyses and evaluations of candidates and issues.

The result of this survey shows that
the American Legion as an organization
ranks at the top of eight of the largest·
organizations in America in this order:
Total
Percent 1
The American Legion__________________ 23
Officials of your church________________ 22
League of Women Voters______________ 17
AFL and CIO__________________________ 16

Farm Bureau Federation and National
Grange----------------------------- 15
National Association for Advancement
of Colored People____________________
8
National Association of Manufacturers-6
Prominent southern leaders supporting
States' rights ----------------------5
None on the list_______________________ 41
1 Percentages add to more than 100 percent
because some respondents named more than
one group.

To those of us who know and understand the American Legion, its unselfish
fight for the things that are good for
America, its adherence to the principles
of patriotism, its relentless, unceasing
campaign against communism, its yearin-and-year-aut demands for a strong
national defense, and its fearless insistence on the proper care of the disabled
veterans places it in a unique position
in the minds of the people of this
country.
It is little wonder then that the results of this Nation-wide survey indicate
the extremely high regard and respect
in which the people hold the American
Legion. It is my hope that the American
Legion in the future as in the past will
be guided by strong and wise leaders who
will continue to keep this, the world's
largest veterans organization, completely
nonpartisan in its approach to all national problems. As long as we have
great patriotic groups of American men
and women, such as the American Legion
and the American Legion Auxiliary with
a membership of approximately 4,000,000
or more, just that long will America continue on the high road to continued freedom of thought, freedom of speech, and
the independent right to vote for the
party and the candidate of our own
choice.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WHAT PEOPLE THINK

(By Elmo Roper)
ROPER STUDY INDICATES ROLE OF GROUPS IN
SWAYING VOTERS

It is often assumed in American politics
that if you know what people's political party
affiliations are, where they stand on the is- sues, and what candidates they are attracted
to, you have the essential elements in understanding what goes into making up people's
minds in an election. But there are other
indirect influences which play an important,
and at times perhaps even a decisive, role
in the outcome of elections.
Our latest survey indicates that there are·
certain groups whose status in the minds of
enough people makes it possible for them _to
be of major importance politically .
Recently we asked a cross section of people in this country:
"Here is a list of some groups· and organizations that aren't directly connected with
any political party. Are there any of 'these
groups whose ideas you'd. expect to be good
on candidates running for office?"
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percents
The American Legion------------------ 23
Officials of your .church_______________ 22
League of Women Voters--------------- 17
AFL and CIO-------------------------- 16
Farm Bureau Federation and National
Grange --------------~-------------- 15
National Association for Advancement of
Colored People______________________
8
Nation al Association of Manufacturers__
6
Prominent ·s outhern leaders supporting
States'rights-----------------------5
None on the list ____________ .:, ________ ..:._ 41
1 Percentages add to more than 100 percent
because some respondents named more than
one group.
Most significant about these results ts the
fact that a decided majority, 59 percent, of
the people in this country indicate that
they have respect for the political judgment
of nominally nonpartisan or nonpolitical
organizations. And since our list by no
means exhausts the possible groupings, it
can be assumed that _th·e number of people
who might look for some guidance in politics
:from professed nonpoiitical organizations
ts probably even higher than 59 percent.
· It will interest many that the American
Legion ranks at the top of the groups we
asked about. This can be explained in terms
pf the widespread and varied respect the
Legion appearS' to have as an organization
whose views, if expressed, on political candidates might be good. For instance, while
particularly strong in the small towns of
America, the American Legion has almost an
equal appeal among business, labor, and
white-collar groups as a potential source of
good judgment on candidates. The Legion is
one of the few groups to achieve substantial
backing from these three somewhat divergent
elements in the population.
But close behind are officials of one's
church. Traditionally, church and state
have been separated in America. Yet it's no
secret that politicans for years have been
running campaigns on the basis of what one
or another denominational group will do at
the polls.
.
Up near the top of the list is the League
of Women Voters, which is a nonpartisan
organization sponsoring good citizenship and
interest in public affairs. Among those who
said they thought the league would have
good ideas on candidates running for office,
there were more Republicans than Democrats
and there was a heavy concentration of those
who are most inclined to call themselves
political Independents, the professional and
executive men and women, and what is
loosely called the white-collar group.
The labor organizations are mentioned
most by their own members and to a lesser
extent by members of their families. '!;.hese
people ~end to be geographically situated in
the big cities of :the country, they include a
good many minority · group members, and
they are more heavily Democratic than most.
However, a full third of the union members
say they are not impressed with the political
astuteness of any organization, and the political influences affecting the other two-thirds
are by no means confined to unions alone.
Much the same is true of the farm organizations, such as the Farm Bureau and
the Grange. Their chief appeal is among
farmers and their families, _though onefourth of them say that none of the organizations on the list is a good source of advice
on candidates running . for office.
Nearly half of the Negroes interviewed
indicated some respect for what the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored
People might have to say about candidates.
This is a special case of an organizatiqn that
e,ppeals to a particular segment of, the population-the Negroes.
_·
' Of course, none of these groups, with the
exception of the CIO and the AFL, takes an
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official stand on the presidency, nor are any
o~ them officially committed to one political
party. But they apparen~ly do have, or col1ld
have, an influence on the political scenejust how important an influence the above
figures hint at.
In the coming weeks and months, I hope
to analyze more closely the role these groups
do play in influencing the decision the people
must make at the polls. It is, I believe, a
singular contribution which public opinion
surveys can make toward understanding
American politics, and the results might well
contain decisive clues as to the outcome
next November.

Memorial Day: A Reminder of Our Sober
Responsibility To Reconsecrate Our·
selves to the Pri~ciples of Freedom for
Which Our Soldiers Died
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.FRANCESP.BOLTON
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mrs. BOLTON. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
an address I made at the meeting of the
Memorial Day Association of Greater
Cleveland on Friday, May 30.
Mr. President, members of the Memorial
Day Association of Greater Cleveland, honored guests, fellow Americans, it is with a
great sense of privilege that I come to you
today, straight from ~~.Lr Nation's Capital,
the beautiful city of Washington, back to
this great cosmopolitan city of whose very
soil I am fashioned as were my parents before me. My roots go deep down irito this
earth to the very beginning of things here
at the Cuyahoga's mouth.
My first memories are of stories told me
by my little Grandmother Payne of the coming of the Indians each spring to the house
that now stands in the middle of what you
know as Perry Parking. They brought their
winter's furs and traded them for cloth and
beads and such other things as.pleased them.
Payne pastures, the Perry farm, was 'j~st a
stone's throw from where we are today in
this great gathering place to which come
thousands upon thousands of our people
every year. At_what a pace we have rushed
through time.
Can it have been but 300 years since this
great continent was opened up-less than
200 years since a new nation of freemen
was born? Can it be possible that this ·great
city had ·i ts beginnings only 150 years ago?
It is not only possible-it is true. ·
Thank you many t~es, friends, for giving
me this privilege of being wit_h you on this
day · of many memories, of talking with you
of matters which in our high-pressure, objective lives we are apt to heed little and spea}t
of seldom; if at all.
: It is of this· great land of ours that I would
speak today-of these United States-this
amazing representative Republic that was
founded upon a dreain and established upon
a vision, this America that stands before the
world as a symbol of strength, progress and
enlightened living.
: Friends, a nation is not a tangible thing,
not a building of bricks and mortar that will
crash to ruins at the first strong blow. A
nation is not its laws. nor its customs, nor
lts behavior, nor is it even its history.
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Rather 1s it an echo of the past and a
whisper · from the future, the whole bound
together with the lives, the hopes and the
endeavors of millions of men and women.
The strength of a nation is the morale,
the restraint of its people. Freedom. rests
upon the devotion, the alertness, the con•
secrated service of the people.
This is our remembrance day. Our Decoration Day. All over this country the Stars
and Stripes fly over our buildings. In our
cities and villages military parades and military detachments are winding their way
through streets and country roads to our
cemeteries to see that the flag flies over every
soldier's grave and to do h im honor. It isn't
just the parading soldiers and veterans that
pay this tribute to qur soldier dead. Crowds
along the flag-lined sidewalks gather to share
in the tribute, to be stirred by the music
and the marching to give full sway to their
memories.
But Memorial Day brings to us a far more
sober responsibility than that of stirring
the embers of patriotic emotion with parades
and the decoration of graves. Unless we
use this day to deepen our appreciation of
the liberty·for which our soldiers died, unless
we renew our allegiance to the flag of freedom placed today upon their graves, unless
we reconsecrate ourselves with high courage
and unconquerable faith to the principles
of freedom that brought America to birth,
:we shall have failed to use well these hours.
Unless there is fresh realization on the
part of every living soul in America that
liberty is not come by easily, and that freedom does not continue unless the people
protect and nourish it, unless they recognize
their individual responsibility to sustain it,
:to be alert to whatever dangers may threaten
it, unless these things be recognized as part
and parcel of the daily living of freemen,
freedom will slip from us and we shall be
rudely awakened by the rattle of our chains.
Unless we the free citizens of this great
Nation which has become the symbol of
liberty to all the world take upon us the responsibility to protect and strengthen it,
freedom will be gone from the world.
. What are we doing to protect the great institutions reared from this soil and drenched
in the blood of its defenders to prevent their
tottering on their foundations and settling
into oblivion?
. I say to you with all the solemnity of these
moments in our life as· a Nation, that unless
we talk less about our rights, -unless we reach
out less greedily to get and remember that
each arid every right-so-called-carries
with it the duty of honest, God-fearing citizenship, freedom will no longer be ours.
This is a day when ·we gather to do honor
to our dead. Unless we strive to build more
truly the structure of the dream for which
they died, we are u_nworthy to join in such
ceremonies.
Let me give you the challenging words
written me in 1945 by a young ensign on 'the
high seas about to go into action: "If you
Will permit .me I would ask you to be strong,
curious, te~acious in your investigations and
:thinki_n g on the :various matters that come
before you. B·e critical of anything that
tends to regulate our lives. Demand facts,
not fine words, from all who sell these things.
Don't be afraid to let us struggle with our
lives, for but of struggle come strong people."
"Don't be afraid to let us struggle for our
lives." There speaks Young America! How
this echoes that strong poem of James Oppenheim written in 1918 which says in part:.
"Would you end war?
Create great peace,
The peace that demands all of a man.
His love, his life, his veriest self;
. Plunge him in the smelting fires of a work
that becomes his child;
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Compel him to serve,
Give him a hard peace: a peace of discipline
and justice;
Kindle him, with vision, invite him to joy
and adventure;
Set him at work, not to create things,
But to create men,
Yes,' himself.
"Go search your heart, America;
Turn from machine to man,
Build, while there is yet time, a creative
peace,
While there is yet time;
. For if you reject great peace,
As surely as vile living brings disease
So surely shall your selfishness bring war."
I say to you here in the heart of this wonderful cosmopolitan city of ours from which
have gone out hundreds upon hundreds of
men in uniform, many of them to return
maimed for all their days, many never to return at all, that we who have been permitted
by a beneficent Providence to continue living, we shall have made a mockery of this
Memorial Day, if we do not take up the torch
that they laid down and carry it high.
What kind of a memorial to our heroic
dead is it to have barely half our registered
voters take the time from their personal,
social and commercial interests to go to the
polls and vote on election day? What a
shameful business it is when we have a
President elected by less than half the
voters.
·
Here is the record of the last few Presidential elections. In 1932, 24,000,000 eligible
voters stayed away from the polls. In 1940,
the records show that 29,000,000 men and
women all wanting their rights avoided their
responsibilities. In 1931, rt was 31,000,000,
in 1948 there were some 40,000,000 who took
no part whatever in the cause of preserving
our constitutional representative way of life.
Yet this is the freedom for which thousands
upon thousands of our men-and our
women-have died. Nor have all of them
given thelr lives in defense of freedom and
unity here at home. They have gone out to
the east and to the west to reestablish freedom. They have given their all.
Nor will going to the polls, alone, cover our
responsibilities, though many see_m to think
it does. Voting is only the begmning, the
lightest part of the load we must take on
our own shoulders. In the last twenty-odd
years we have turned over many of our responsibilities to the Federal Government.
Now we talk about the appalling size of Government. Yes, there are 2,500,000 Federal
employees-far too many-and this year the
Chief Executive asked for $80,000,000,000 to
support Government programs. But whose
fault is it?
Such a monstrous growth of administration hardly can be comprehended. Yet what
do we do about it? When some local need
arises, we weakly look to Washington to help
us out. We talk economy until it hits our
own special wants.
In times of war the process of centralization is always hastened. States must give
over to the Federal Government certain of
their responsibilities and prerogatives in
order to speed production.
But when are we going to take them back,
and how? Only when every village, every
town, every city, and every county, through
the strong action of individuals, strengthens itself again, only then can we regain
those State powers and prerogatives which
we loaned or gave away.
But unless we ·are locally strong we cannot do this. We will not need Federal aid
if we see to it that our own people right here
in Cleveland and its suburbs and surrounding
areas are able to buy homes and rent at
prices they can afford. Then the .Federal
Go~ernment will have no excuse to come in.
But when we neglect our civic needs, then

it is that the Federal Government, in order,.
Russell's Majority Was 82,622
as the Constitution says, "to promote the
general welfare," is almost forced to come in,
forced by our apathy, by o·u r failure.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Take Cleveland and · Cuyahoga County.
OF
Isn't it really our business, rather than Washington's, to keep building schools-for we
do keep on having-babies. Isn't it one of our
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
vital weapons to see to it that their teachers are well trained and well paid? Perhaps
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
we would have to give up a few movies or
postpone buying that TV set several weeks to
Tuesday, June 3, 1952
meet the necessary bond issu~but isn't
Mr.
DORN.
Mr. Speaker, Senator
that better than risking the acceptance of
RICHARD B. RUSSELL received 367,980
more Federal controls through Federal
money?
votes in the recent Florida primary to
Why can't our banks get together with
Senator KEFAUVER's 285,358 votes, a great
bur builders and work out some way to make
majority for RussELL of 82,622.
possible the building of apartments renting
I have never used the CONGRESSIONAL
for $50 to $75 ·o r $100 a month? Isn't that
RECORD for political purposes. Today I
really our local business?
am only bringing the truth to the AmerWhat is true for housing is true for schools,
ican people. Many of our people and
for higher education, for health care. To
protect the freedom this flag stands for we
some publications still refer to the close
must do for our own, and we must be willing
race in Florida. Senator RussELL won
to sacrifice some of our own personal com- . by an overwhelming majority of 82,622:
forts to do so. Freedom doesn't just stay
Senator RussELL's landslide victory is
that way. Freedom is an exact ing and diffitruly amazing when we consider the fact
cult way of life involving everybody.
that he had little money, little organizaI confess I am proud of Cleveland. Here
tion, and little time to campaign. Sen-·
we have so many times proved our capacity
ator RussELL was opposed by the Pepper
for solving our own problems withput outmachine and four of America's best
side aid. I have often said with pride when
some measure of assistance has been proorganized and most powerful pressureposed in the Congress, "Why in Cleveland
groups.
we are already meeting this difficulty. Why
Senator RussELL's popularity with the
don't you come and see the way we have
American people in all sections of our
done it?"
·
country and his forthright· stand for the
Yet there is much, much more to be done:
principles of Americanism can no longer
There are greater depths into which we must
be ignored.
·
delve before. we can say we have done our
part to perpetuate the dream that is America.
. Yes; there il:i much, much more to be done.
What of honor, of integrity, what of honesty
1952 Cotton Parity Standard
of purpose? .w e are utterly weary of these
terrible investigations, each one more tragically revealing than the last, until the world
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
wonders if t:p.ere are any hones~ men in
OF
America. Fortunately, we can still investigate our officials; dishonesty is still not tolerated when revealed.
·
·
I say to you that we Americans everyOF OKLAHOMA
where must challenge first ourselves and the
IN
THE
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OF REPRESENTATIVES
motives that are ours. Then we must begin
facing our public officials and those public
Tuesday, June 3, 1952
employees who are paid with taxpayers'
Mr. WICKERSHAM. Mr. Speaker, I
funds, with a stern challenge, d,~manding
urge the adoption of House Resolution
from them a recognition of the principle on
which there can be no compromise; that
658, providing for the consideration of
public office is a public trust, a basic part
H. R. 5713, to amend the Agricultural
of the very foundations of the freedom repAdjustment Act of 1949, providing that
resented by the Stars and Stripes.
low
middling seven-eighths-inch cotton
Fellow Americans, our memorial will inshall be the standard grade for the purdeed be but a mockery unless it calls forth
pose of determining parity and price
at least from those of us who "gather here and
support for the 1952 cotton crop.
in thousands of other spots across this land
a renewal of our covenant with honor and
I believe that favorable action on this
uncompromising virtue, as far as governbill is necessary in the interests of the
ment w concerned.
entire country, due to the great need for
The responsibility rests upon every free
the cotton for defense. Due to the shortcitizen of this free Nation-man and womage of labor, the high cost of labor for
an-without regard to racial or national
planting, cultivating, harvesting, and the
background or to religious or political faith,
increased cost of farm implements, as
it rests equally upon the shoulders of rich
well as the increased cost of supplying
and poor, of employer and employed, upon
every tiller of the sojl and the owner thereof.
fertilizer and due to unfavorable weath3r
Each of us separately, and all of us together,
conditions, the :armers are faced with
must insist upon fundamental honesty in all
the great problem of produclng cotton.
public service, from the dog catcher to the
Cotton production last year fell far short
President.
of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics'
Then, and then only, can we stand at the
estimate by about 2,00.0,000 bales and
graves of our soldier dead and in such groups
unless this measure is passed, the counas this with clear eyes and upllfted hearts
say to them, You have not died in vain.
try would be short of cotton, which repAnd may the Infinite, in whose being they
resents a great portion of our defense
and we find life and sustenance, give us the
needs.
faith and the courage to take up and carry
This bill requires immediate action behigh the torch of honor and justice that
cause many areas are planting cotton at
there may be freedOIJl upon which can be
built peace.
this time. I urge .its passage.

HON. W. J. BRYAN DORN

HON. VICTOR WICKERSHAM
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"Asia's Resources and Peoples Can Be
Saved from Communism" (William .C.
Bullitt)
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, not long ago former Ambassador William C. Bullitt made a tour of
Asia to investigate first-hand the defenses of Asia.
During the Roosevelt administration,
Mr. Bullitt served as American Ambassador to the Soviet Union, and also to
France, and later as Ambassador at
Large. His wide experience in foreign
affairs coupled with his recent observations in Asia make his remarks particularly worthy of attention at this time.
The following interview with former
Ambassador Bullitt by Mr. Joe Rosenfield, Jr., over Station WEVD on February 27, 1952, is an excellent analysis o(
the true situation in Asia today:
Mr. RosENFIELD. Ladies and gentlemen, tonight we have as our guest Ambassador
William C. Bullitt. Last April the Ambassador made a trip to Turkey, Pakistan, India,
Thailand, Indochina, Malaya, and Australia
in order to see first hand the most recent
developments in Asia. He came back to
this country and then went to the Philippines, Formosa, and ·Japan. Ambassador
Bullitt is passing through New York on his
way to Massachusetts, and through our good
friend, Nicholas Nonnenmacher, president of
the Christi&nform, the Ambassador has honored us by being our guest tonight. Ladies
and gentlemen, I, too, would like to present
to you Ambassador William C. Bullitt. How
are you, sir?
Ambassador BuLLITT. Very well indeed,
thank you.
Mr. ROSENFIELD. Just having left WashIngton and having left Nich Nonnenmacher,
or Major Nonnenmacher, I should say, Ambassador, could you tell us a little bit about
the Christianform, your opinion of it, what
you think of it?
THE CHRISTIANFORM VALUABLE IN FIGHT
AGAINST COMMUNISM
Ambassador BULLITT. I think the Christianform is a very valuable organization.
Ten years ago Stalin ruled 180,000,000 subjects. Today he controls 800,000,000, and
he is moving to dominate an additional
700,000,000. Most Americans understand now
that Stalin won't stop. He can only be
stopped. But many, many patriotic Americans that I meet don't know what they can
do to help as individuals to prevent him
from building up such massive strength outside our country, and inside our country, that
in the end he'll be able to conquer us no
matter how hard we may fight.
In my opinion the Christianform can tell
Americans who want our country to remain
free how to help. Today we Americans are
freemen who submit to no master but God.
Our Nation is based on the belief that man
is a child of God eternally valuable, and
that all men as children of God are brothers,
and have inalienable rights and also duties
to each other. The Communists believe
that there is no God, that man is not an
end in himself, but only an instrument to
be used by the Kremlin to achieve world

Communist dictatorship; and that lies, torture, and murder are all legitimate weapons
if used in the service of Stalin.
The present world conflict, therefore, involves every value that makes human life
worth while; and if we are to win, we must
understand that and act with a courage and
a will as great as our cause. The members
of the Christianform and its president,
Nicholas Nonnenmacher, in my opinion, do
understand that. Therefore, I believe the
Christianform deserves the support of all
Americans who want to keep our country
free.
STALIN MOVING TO CONQUER SOUTHEAST ASIA
Mr. RoSENFIELD. Well, Ambassador, I'm very
happy to hear you say that, because Mr.
Nonnenmacher was here-he was our guest
on the program-and we have had only very
fine reports of the entire movement. There's
something I would like to ask you, sir. You
said that Stalin is moving to dominate an
additional 700,000,000 people. Just what did
you mean by that?
Ambassador BULLITT. He doesn't, of course,
inform you in advance what his plans are,
but his actions make it fairly clear what he's
up to. And what he's up to now is trying
to take over the remaining free countries
of Asia.
If you try to analyze what he wants from
north to south, beginning with Korea, in
Korea he wants a truce, but on terms that
will enable him to rebuild the North Korean
airfields. Of course, the Communists will say
that it's merely for civilian use. Well, inasmuch as there is no civilian use of airfields
in North Korea, that is .pure nonsense. H~
wants to rebuild those fields so that he can
bring his MIG's at any moment across the
border, across the Yalu River. They can get
down there in 10 minutes, and once they're
there they can control the air entirely over
South Korea for t!1.e simple reason that the
MIG-15's today outnumber our F-86's out
there by more than five to one. So that
that is his first objective; and if he can
achieve that by any truce agreement, he
would like to have a truce; otherwise not, in
my ·opinion.
INDOCHINA WAR DRAINS LIFEBLOOD OF FRANCE
The next place that he wants to take over
quickly is Indochina. Indochina, as you
know, is to the south of China, and the war
there is a bloody stalemate. It is costing the
French about a billion dollars-American
dollars-a year, and their lm:ses are so heavy
that they have been losing now for some
years as many officers as they h .we graduated
each year from their West Point, St. Cyr. It
is a terrible war. I've been out there several
times and been all over the fighting front,
and I was there again this summer. The
war cannot be won by either side without
serious reinforcements. Stalin, within- the
past couple of months, has got his reinforcements all ready and on the border.
He has had the Chinese Communists build
a new railroad from a place called Nanning
down to the Indochinese border, and he's
had them station 250,000 troops on the frontier, and build three new airfields on the
frontier. The French air force is antiquated.
All Stalin needs to do to knock it out is
to send down 50, 60, or at the most 100
Migs, and he has at least a thousand out
there at the present time. He knocks out
the air force and then, if he chooses to send
in the Chinese Communists, exactly as he
sent them into Korea, calling them volunteers, he can probably produce a Dunkerque
for the French and the Vietnamese troops
which are fighting very, very bravely up
there in north Indochina.
MALAYA EASY VICTIM IF INDOCHINA FALLS
Indochina is the way of access, the open
doorway to two countries that have even
greater value. The first is Malaya. Now as
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you know, Malaya is the world's greatest producer of n atural rubber, and also produces
about 40 percent of the world's tin. It is
the British possession which produces more
dollars for the British than any other possession. And at its tip lies Singapore, and
just across a very narrow strait from Singapore lies the islands of Indonesia. In fact
it's not much wider across there than the
Hudson River down at the Battery. And
Singapore, of course, controls all access from
the Pacific to the Indian Ocean.
In the jungles of Malaya at the present
time, 5,000 Chinese Communist guerrillas,
armed Chinese Communist guerrillas, are
murdering the people who are running the
rubber plantations and burning the houses,
and cutting down the trees. And the British have had, attempting to blot them out
for the last couple of years, about 30,000
British troops and about a hundred thousand Malay constabulary, and they've gotten
nowhere yet. There are also in the jungle
about 45,000 more Chinese Communists who
don't have any arms, but who are ready to
take arms as soon as they've got them. In
fact, it does no good to kill one of them, unless you get his rifle, because there are 10
men waiting to talte up his rifle. And if
Stalin can get down there so that he can
easily supply these additional 50,000 or
45,000 Chinese Communists in the jungles
with rifles and ammunition, Malaya is not
going to be very long a British asset.
If Indochina goes into the hands of the
Communists, Malaya will probably · go in
fairly short order.
Indochina actually doesn't join onto Malaya; there's a tiny little bit of a piece of
Thailand, or Siam, that comes down in there.
But Thailand, which is unquestionably the
happiest country in Asia at the present
time-it has a thoroughly anti-Communist
government, and everybody in it is extremely
well fed and it's a joy to get in there because
everyone grins so much, and everyone's
happy-like most happy countries, doesn't
enjoy the idea of war very much. And although the Thai Army is there, it isn't strong
enough to stand up against a very severe
Communist attack from Indochina. So that
if Indochina goes, Thailand will probably go
also in short order.
Now, the three countries that produce the
only great rice surplus in world are Indochina, Thailand or Siam, and Burma. And if
Stalin is able to take those three he has the
rice which is vital for all the peoples of Asia,
because China usually has a rice shortage,
India usually has a rice shortage, Japan always has a rice shortage. And if he holds
the rice bowl of Asia in his hands it gives
him a tremendous power. He probably will
move because there's bloody war there, more
strongly against Indochina, but he also can
move into the area very easily by way of
Burma.
BURMA INFESTED WITH COMMUNISTS
Already the whole of north and central
Burma are overrun by Communist and
Karen enemies of the Burmese Government-the Karens, incidentally, are a big
Christian tribe that want independencethey're fighting against the very weak Socialist government of Burma. Much of north
and north-central Burma are overrun by
these enemies of the government to such an
extent that a very small force of Chinese
Communists coming down the Burma Road
could take over Burma with almost no trouble
at all. Already the government is so shaky
that its armed forces simply can't handle
the Communists and the Karens that they've
got in there now.
Now Burma is, of course, on the border of
India, and you cannot organize a defense of
Burma, an effective defense of Burma, without the full participation of India, and the
full acquiescence of India as well. And, unfortunately, at the present time Mr. Nehru
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thinks he can get along with the Commu•
nists, especially the Chinese Communists,
and he's got all the armed forces of India
at the opposite end of the country more than
a thousand miles away, over on the border
mobilized against Pakistan, and the northeast Indian frontier is wide open. These
Communists from Burma go perfectly freely
back and forth into the northeast province
of India, which is called Assam. In the
recent general election in India, the Communists came out with a plurality in one
of the states there, and an actual majority
in the state of Tripura, so that you're going
to have a Communist government sitting up
there very close to Communist-controlled
areas in Burma. And to protect Burma,
you're not going to get any help from India.
The prospect then is that if Indochina
goes, that entire group of states is going to
go with considerable rapidity, Indonesia will
then be enormously threatened and probably
won't last long, and even the days of India
are going to be numbered.
Now, therefore, the fighting in Indochina
is of extraordinary importance.
HUKS TROUBLEMAKING POORLY REPORTED
IN PRESS

There are a good many other spots in the
area that one has to think about very hard.
Japan, Okinawa, Formosa, and the Philip·
pines are now our island shield in the western Pacific. If Stalin takes one of them the
rest probably fall, .or at least if h~ takes the
central ones.
The Philippine situation is really quite extraordinary and is very little reported in the
American press. You'.ve got Huks, who are
bandits, or an army if you choose, led by
Communists who are part of the world Communist movement, running all over the
place. For example, the last . day I was in
Manila living in the magnificent hotel there
on the bay-you look right across the bay
to the Bataan Peninsula-! noticed smoke
going up in the morning, and I didn't think
anything about it, except I thought it was
a big fire in the town across the bay. But
I learned the next morning, just before my
plane went, from the morning papers that
the Huks had come into that town, murdered
their chief enemies in it, burned the town,
and gotten away with $10,000 and all kinds
of supplies. Nobody, no American officer
today, is permitted to leave Manila to go out
either to our air base at Clark Field, or to
our naval base at Sangley Point after dark,
because he's too likely to be murdered by
the Commies.
Mr. RosENFIELD. This is in force now?
Ambassador BULLITT. This was the situation when I left the Philippines on the 3d
day of December of 1951.
That can be handled. That can be handled,
provided the Philippine Governm.e nt pulls
itself together and gets some InOre honesty
in administration than it has, and really
puts some vigor, tremendous vigor, into this
fight to eliminate the Huks. The fight can
be won, because it's very difficult for Stalin
to get any supplies to the Huks. Our Navy
is there, our Navy is extremely efficient and
very alert.
But, there is one condition under which
it would be extraordinarily difficult to hold
the Philippines and defeat the Huks, and
that is if the next big island to the north,
Formosa, should fall. Formosa is so close
to the Philippines that it would be quite
impossible to stop supplies to the Huks. You
know there are 7,000 Philippine Islands, and
when you think of trying to stop smuggling
between 7,000 islands it's out of the question.
There's bound to be some, if you have a
big base.
And if Stalin can get Formosa, I believe,
well, in fact, I know, that the Philippines
Will go, unless in addition to our Navy, we
put ground troops and our Air Force in
th ~re to fight them.
And we'd have to put
a lot in.

HIGH MORALE IN FORMOSA

The situation in Formosa is a rather bright
!pot in the Far East. It's unexpe~ted to
most people I know when they go there,
and it certainly was to me. I have a great
many friends among the Chinese, and I
thought when I went out there that I was
going to find them all in the depths of gloom.
Well, I found that, although they're living
extremely hard, because a population of
7,000,000 is carrying on its back, carrying
with whatever it has, 600,000 men in the
defense forces. Under those circumstances
life is extremely 'hard. But everybody's living hard. Life is no easier for the people
in the government, or very little easier,
than it is for any peasant. For example,
any member of the Chinese cabinet at the
present time, or any full general of the Chinese Army, gets paid one-fifteenth of the
pay of an American sergeant who is there
driving a car for an American general.
Well, under those circumstances it's really
extraordinary that the thing has been held
together, and that you have honest government, and that you still have tremen·
dous spirit. The reason you have it is this.
The basic thing with almost any Chinese
is love of his native place, and he wants
to get back home to his family. All those
men Jn the armed forces know that if they
ever go back except as victors, they'll have
their throats cut right away. So they live
with just one idea of fighting their way back
as victors.
Now they've got in the army about 320,000
infantry, then they have a little navy which
consists of six DE's, our destroyer escorts,
and some LSM's, that's landing craft, and
a lot of smaller boats. They have in the air
force almost no planes left, because we
haven't sent anything to them for a very
long time. But they still have about 2,300
pilots who are quite good, in fact some of
them are just as good as any pilots we have.
They still have about 1,500 pilots trained
in America to fight the Japanese, who did
fight and fought well. They still have more
than a thousand who are just as good as
they ever were, so they have the human
strength-the human element is there, with
a tremendous will to fight.
You don't have to try to buy a will to fight,
which we've been trying to buy very unsuccessfully in a lot of places abroad. And that
is a real force. We promised to equip them.
We promised, for example, to deliver a considerable quantity of arms by the first of
July 1951. As of the 1st of January, 1952,
we delivered only 38 percent of those arms.
COMMUNIST ARMS SAIL PAST AMERICAN FLEET

Another thing which is very peculiar is
this. As you know, the ships that come up
from Hong Kong, Singapore, and points
farther away, in fact ships that come all
the way around from Soviet controlled Poland, from the port of Gdynia with munitions
and all kinds of war supplies for the Communists up in Korea, they sail right past Formosa. And they sail right past the Chinese
fieet, and they sail right past the vessels of
our fieet which are there and our Government
forbids our fleet and forbids the Chinese fieet
to stop them, although they're carrying munitions to be shot at American soldiers up
there.
That I consider probably the queerest piece
of American policy on this earth today. If
we choose, we have there in those 600,000
Chinese on Formosa an element, a plus element in the situation, because they want to
fight, and if they are armed they will fight,
and they'll fight extremely well.
STALIN HOPES TO SQUEEZE JAPAN INTO
SUBMISSION

When you get up farther to Japan you
find a curious situation. People in · this
country, because we're all proud of what MacArthur was able to do in Japan, imagine that

Japan 1s going to be a strong ally-and
quickly. The truth is, that if Japan is cut
off from the continent of Asia, if Stalin controls not only China, but southeast Asia as
well, Indonesia and so on, Japan can never
become self-supporting. She depends on the
raw materials and the foodstuffs of Asia and
on the manufactured products that she can
sell in Asiatic markets, and the only way
she'll be able to live is if she takes each year
enormously large doles from us. Now the
Japanese are proud people and they don't like
to sit around with hand-outs.
Already the pressure to take coal from
China and send back stuff that China wants •
for this war against us is very high. For example, American coal out there costs $20
or more a ton. Chinese coal is much
cheaper. Well, very naturally they want to
get the coal from Communist China and
Communist China says if you want this
you've got to send us what we want for this ·
war, don't you see?
So that Stalin, if he gets the whole continent of Asia, is going to have an almost
irresistible bait in the long run for Japan.
And it is in my opinion vitally important
to us not to allow those 700,000,000 people
to go into Stalin's hands, because, good as
we may be, brave as we may be, wellequipped as we may be, the prospect of
150,000,000 Americans standing up against
1,500,000,000 people is not an agreeable one.
. Mr. RosENFIELD. Well, now, could you tell
us what the solution to the problem is?
Ambassador BULLITT. Well, the question, of
course, is, in my opinion, what we can do
wisely. Our Government has already announced, and so has the British Government, that if Stalin does send these Chinese Communists down into Indochina that
we will help, but that's a general pr~mise.
AIR AND NAVAL SUPPORT NEEDED IN ASIA

Now, in my opinion, we ought to help
by using our Navy and our Air Force. On
the other hand it would be folly, and worse
than folly, to try to send American ground
troops to Indochina. The country is filled
with swamps, rice paddies, small . streams
which are are ideally ill-adapted to American
mechanized warfare, and the climate is ideally ill-adapted to American physique. A white
skin is extremely inferior, I might say, to
a yellow skin in tough climate of that kind.
I've seen the French Foreign Legion there
trying to fight with their bodies absolutely
covered with terrible prickly heat sores and
having had malaria two or three times into
the bargain, and they can't wear anything
except a little pair of underdrawers because
anything itches them so horribly, and it's
just pathetic. So we ought to back the Vie~
namese Army and we ought to equip that,
but I shoUld be very much opposed to sending American ground troops into that place.
It's· just not made for Americans to fight in,
and the · same thing is true, I think, elsewhere. I don't believe in sending American
ground troops onto the continent of Asia.
EQUIP CHINESE ON FORMOSA

I think we ought to equip those 600,000
men in Formosa and let them do the one
thing they dream about doing day and night
which is to go in and fight. There are still
a lot of guerrillas in China, I don't know exactly how many, nobody knows how many.
The estimates run from 300,000 to perhaps
800,000. Maybe there are 500,000, maybe
there are 400,000. But there are a very considerable number, and there is a genuine
chance at the present time when the Communist hold on China is not consolidated,
when the peasants are very discontented,
when almost everybody is outraged by these
murders, these constant killings, these public murders of peoples that the Communists
suspect.
You know the Chinese at bottom is an
extraordinarily moral man, and he really believes in that maxim of Confucius: "Do not
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do to another what you would not have him
do to you." It's the moral complement of
the Ch ristian doctrine: "Do unto others as
you would have them do unto you." And
t h e whole moral sense of China is outraged
by the behavior of the Communists today.
The consequence is, that in China today, the
situation is about what it was in Russia in
1921. It's not consolidated at all, and there
are st ill a lot of guerrillas. If they, the Communists, have 5 years in which to murder
all t h eir opponents, 5 more years, the Communist control of China will be just as
strong as the Communist control of Russia
today, at least in my opinion.
·
Mr. RoSENFIELD. Then you feel we should
arm the:::e men on Formosa now?
Ambassador BULLITT. I certainly do, and if
Stalin starts sending Chinese Communists
down into Indochina, there's no reason why,
if we're not too dilatory in getting the people on Formosa thoroughly equipped, there's
no reason why they can't strike in on the
flank there and turn an invasion of Indochina into a resounding defeat for the. Communists.
Mr. RosENFIELD. Well, you've certainly
given us a very, very clear picture Of the situation in Asia and you've told us your solution of the problem. Ambassador Bullitt,
on behalf of our listeners I want to thank
you for one of the most pleasant interviews
we have ever had and to thank you for stopping off en route.

Tidelands Oil Bill Veto
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES W. VURSELL
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. VURSELL. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I am including a letter from the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States which
strongly urges the Members of the House
of Representatives to vote to override
President Truman's veto of Senate Joint
Resolution 20, the tidelands oil bill:
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF
THE UNITED STATES,
Washing·t on, D. C .., June 2, 1952.
To Each Member of the Congress:

The Chamber of Commerce of the United
States strongly urges you to vote to override
President Truman's veto of Senate Joint
Resolution 20, the tidelands oil bill.
Our more than 3,200 chambers of commerce and trade associations in every State
of the Union repeatedly have voted to support the Congress in reaffirming State ownership of submerged coastal lands and the
resources within their seaward boundaries.
The States owned those lands when they
came into the Union and no State can be
divest ed of title to its lands except by its
own act. The title and use of those lands
h ave been confirmed to the respective States
in no less than 52 decisions of the United
States Supreme Court.
President Truman's charge that Congress is
guilty of "robbery in broad daylight and on
a colossal scale" is wholly gratuitous and
unjustified.
In an effort to give to the Secretary of the
Int erior access to the petroleum deposits in
the t idelands, and t o deny to the respective
States jurisdiction thereof, the Federal Governm en t has created an impasse that has
stopped exploration, development, and new
production of badly needed oil and gas.
Exploration and production of oil and gas
were proceeding in an orderly manner under.

State ownership until halted by a Supreme
Court decision in 1947. The States have
never been charged with poor conservation
practices. No more oil could have been prod u ced under Federal operation.
Furthermore, court decisi,cins have clouded
the titles to billions of dollars worth of private and public improvements on filled lands
along every coastal border of the United
Sta tes.
Congress should now repudiate the unwarranted and dangerous doctrine of Federal
"paramount rights." Our National Government is but a creature of the States. Its
powers are endowed, not inherent.
For these reasons, therefore the national
chamber strongly urges you to vote for .the
passage of Senate Joint Resolution 20 over
the President's veto.
Respectfully yours,
LAURENCE F. LEE.

The Kerr Gas Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CARL ALBERT
OF OKLAHOMA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mr.· ALBERT. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include an
enlightening editorial from the Amarillo
Daily News of May 28, 1952, on the so ..
called Kerr gas bill:
THE KERR GAS BILL
No national issue has been so baldly and
brazenly misrepresented as the effort of a.
group of oil State Senators to clarify the
authority of the Federal Power Commission
to regulate the $8,000,000,000 natural-gas
industry.
When Senator RoBE!~T S. KERR, of Oklahoma, introduced what has come to be
known as the Kerr gas bill, there was little
indication of the storm that was to follow. Similar legislation had been in congressional hoppers, and no great hue and cry
was raised.
But an attack was launched on the gas
industry and the legislators who sought to
clarify the place of the FPC in regulating
the industry, which, for outright distortion
and deliberate misstatement, has seldom
been equaled. The fight was led by certain
professional liberals, abetted by a group of
misinformed columnists and commentators,
and aided by certain coal-hauling railroads
and barge lines, as well as the United Mine
Workers, who feared the competition of pipeline-transported gas.
The attack on the Kerr bill was recently
discussed in a thoughtful article in Fortune
magazine by John Osborne. He spoke of a,
powerful and pernicious dogma, dangerous
to business, dangerous to Government, dangerous to democracy. The dogma asserts
that a regulated indstry and the public are
natural foes, that the regulators muet always decide for one and against the other.
The attack on the Kerr bill is a page from
this doctrine.
Senator LYNDON JoHNSON, of Texas, is one
lawmaker who has caught the full blow of
this "liberal" attack. Earlier in his career
JOHNSON was high in the ran ks of congressional libera ls. Osborne quotes him as
saying:
"Oh, yes; I was a great fellow with the
liberals in those days." But came the Kerr
bill, supported by JoHNSON, an d the colum·
nists took after him. Says he:
"When I am investigating military waste,
for instance, I am a big man in the columns.
~ am a true liberal~ a great friend of the

people. But when I take a position 1n line
with the biggest industry in my State-when
I t ake the position the people of my State
want me to take-! am through in the columns. I am a reactionary, I am a scoundrel
who has sold out to the interests."
The liberal columnists h ave insisted the
passage of the Kerr bill would have freed
the independent producer of gas from Federal regulation and that, as a result, the price
of gas at the wellhead would have been
increased and the public would have borne
the burden. The fact is the independent
producer of natural gas has never been under
Federal regulation and, therefore, neither
the Kerr bill nor any other bill could free
him from something that didn't exist.
Moreover, certain experts have held that the
passage of the Kerr bill would not have
increased the price but would actually have
resulted in a more abundant supply at continuing low prices to the consumer.
Such a uniformly prejudiced picture has
been presented that the layman can hardly
be exoected to understand the fundamentals
of the controversy. For a proper understanding, it is necessary to go back into the
historical background of this legislation.
Prior to 1938 there was no Federal legislation governing transportation of natural
gas in interstate commerce. State regulatory bodies had jurisdiction over production
and public utilities had jurisdiction over
distribution to the ultimate consumer.
However, the business of transporting gas
between the producing and consuming
States was unregulated. It was to fill this
gap, and this gap alone, that the Natural
Gas Act was passed in 1938, and the Federal
Power Commission empowered to regulate
the sale prices of gas in interstate commerce.
The crux of ·the entire legal and constitutional issue is: Does the FPC also have the
right to establish the price the independent
producer shall receive for his gas when sold
in the field to an interstate pipeline and, in
effect, declare him a public utility?
The Natural Gas Act specifically states
that such act shall not apply "to the production or gathering of natural gas." A review
of the legislative history incident to passage
of th~ law is conclusive that the Congress
had absolutely no intention of putting gas
production or gathering by independent operators under Federal jurisdiction.
For 9 years after the passage of the Natural Gas Act no one in or out of FPC claimed
it had been given the power to regulate field
prices of gas and the FPC repeatedly disclaimed such. jurisdiction in official orders.
However, in 1947, the Supreme Court used
certain language in an opinion reviewing an
FPC decision which has been interpreted by
some as giving that body authority over
the original field prices of gas. This was the
beginning of a period of uncertainty among
the independent producers that has threatened to curtail the supply of gas to the interstate transporting companies and made it
more difficult for them to contract additional
gas to meet the constantly increasing demands of the consuming public.
Shortly after this decision was handed
down, the FPC, in an attempt to dispel the
confusion, issued an order declaring:
"The FPC is of the opinion that it was the
intent of the Congress that the control of
production or gathering of natural gas should
remain a function of the States and that the
Natural Gas Act should not provide for regulat ion of those subjects."
Despite this statement of policy, which it
could subsequently alter at any time, considera ble confusion and uncertainty remained, and it was felt that Congress should
correct the doubt and ambiguity created by
the Supreme Court decision.
Congressman PRIEST, of Tennessee, 1ntro·
duced a bill which was supp orted by the
President and the Democratic leadership and
its enactment unanimously urged by the
FPC, including its Chairman at that t~~e~
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Leland Olds. It was Mr. Olds, now with the
Interior Department, whose philosophy of
expansion of FPC authority later became the
bible of the liberals on this and other Federal commissions. It was Mr. Olds who later
led the fight against the Kerr bill. Yet, in
1947, we find him approving the Priest blll.
wh ich provided for the same clarification
later embodied in the Kerr legislation. However, this bill died in the Eightieth Congress
before it came up for consideration.
In the next Congress similar bills were introduced by HARRIS, of Arkansas, and LYLE.
of Texas; and the Oklahoma Legislature
adopted a resolution calling upon Oklahoma's
two Senators, KERR and Thomas, to introduce
such a bill in the Senate. This was done.
The bill passed the House and was submitted
to President Truman to obtain his opinion
of the legislation. After studying the matter
and recommending one minor addition, the
President gave his approval. It was then
that Senator KERR brought up the bill in
the Senate.
The Kerr bill, now so maligned and branded as a steal of billions of dollars from the
public, was merely a rewrite of the Priest
bill, which originally had been sent to the
Congress with approval of the FPC, and in its
amended form had been approved by the
President. The Kerr bill passed the Senate
and the House and then, with a brief and
labored apology for his amazing switch, the
President vetoed it.
Let this be clear. The Kerr blll created no
new exemptions under the Natural Gas Act,
nor did it in any way take from the FPC
any jurisdiction. All the Kerr bill was designed to do and all that it did was to clarify
the law and to restate the original intention
of Congress, making it clear that independent
producers and gatherers of natural gas are
exempted from the jurisdiction of the FPC.
What had happened during the brief period
since the measure was introduced to change
the attitude of certain members of the FPO
and others in Washington from urging its
passage to that of violent attack of the bill
and its sponsors?
Simply this: The liberal and Socialist elements who hold that the Federal bureaus
should control all sources of energy see an
opportunity to expand their power. They
oppose any clarification of the Natural Gas
Act, regarding which there should be no reasonable doubt, and set themseh:es against
the forces of greed as represented by the
independent producers of natural gas.
The fact is that under the proper interpretation of the Natural Gas Act which the Kerr
bill would have continued, the average retail
price of natural gas to residential and commercial consumers declined from 68 cents
per thousand cubic feet in 1938 to 60 cents in
1947. At the same time, coal increased in
price 61 percent and fUel oil increased 79
percent. This matter must be resolved by
the passage of such an amendment as proposed in the Kerr bill if independent producers are to continue their explorations for
new fields of ga.s, confident that they will
be as free to sell it in interstate commerce
as within their home States. Only in this
way can abundant supplies continue to be
available at reasonable cost to present and
future consumers.
The controversy is just one segment of the
attack on business by what Osborne calls
t h e authoritarian liberals. It is a part of
the campaign for Federal control where
State regulation should operate. It is a drive
to deny the independent producers of gas and
their royalty owners a fair price in the field.
and the incentive to explore for new sources.
Senator KERR at the moment is engaged in
the Democratic race for the presidential
nomination. However you rank the Oklahoman in this regard, the entire Southwest
ShOUld support him, and LYNDON JOHNSON
and other legislators in their battle against
the phony liberals who would turn over to
the Federal Power Commission authority over

the gathering of natural gas that the Congress never intended it to have.
We hope the facts in this editorial will be
reprinted by newspapers in consumer areas
up North and back East, where so many
readers know only what the misguided liberal columnists have told them-that the
reactionary politicians and greedy gas producers are conspiring to rob the people
through exorbitant rates.
This is a prime sample of the big lie.

Seizure of the Steel Industry
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ROY W. WIER
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mr. WmR. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to e:l:{tend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include an article indicating the result
of the Minnesota poll~ a poll conducted
by the Minneapolis Sunday Tribune, on
the seizure of the steel industry.
The article is as follows:
STEEL SEIZURE FINDS Goon BACKING IN STATE
Minnesotans who have paid some attention to the dispute in the steel industry
express more approval than disapproval of
President Truman's seizure of the industry,
the Minnesota poll finds.
But sharp differences are found among
various voting age groups in the State.
Democratic-Farmer-Laborites, labor union
members and people on the lower educational level voice decided approval. Republicans and college-educated people markedly
disapprove. Independent voters are fairly
evenly divided.
Three out of five men and women questioned by Minnesota poll interviewers in a
State-wide sampling of opinion May 7-11
have given "a great deal of attention" or
"some attention" to the steel dispute.
About four out of five have fairly clearcut ideas about why President Truman directed the Government to take over the steel
industry temporarily.
Of this latter group, 47 percent approve
of the President's action; 37 percent disapprove; 2 percent give qualified answers, and
14 percent offer no opinions.
The United States Supreme Court is to
pass upon the constitutionality of the President's action. A Federal district court Judge.
David A. Pine, has ruled that the seizure was
1llegal; his verdict was appealed to the supreme Court.
In the survey, interviewers first asked a
representative cross-section of Minnesota
men and women 21 years of age and older:
"How much attention have you paid to
the dispute in the steel industry-a great
deal of attention, some, or only a little?"
The answers:
All

Men ~~m-

-------------1- - - - - P er

Per-

34

31

cent
22
38

Great deaL-----·--·-------·-···-··
Some_______________________________
Only a little________________________

cent
30
35

Per-

cent
15
41
37

None·------------------------------

6

4

7

TotaL.----------------------

100

100

100

Seventy-one percent of the Republican
voters say they have paid a great deal or ·
some attention to the controversy, as compared with 52 percent of the DFL voters giving similar answers. Eighty-four percent
I

of the college-educated people also report
they have given more than casual attention
to the dispute.
The entire sample then was asked:
"As you understand it, why did President
Truman direct the Government to take over
temporary control of the steel industry?"
More than thr~e out of five persons say the
President acted to avert a steel str ike, to
avoid interference with the defense program
or on account of the war. A few say that
he acted for political reasons or he didn't
want to use the Taft-Hartley Act or he acted
as a favor to the unions--in order to give
the steelworkers a raise.
Twenty-one percent don't know Why Mr.
Truman took the action he did, or are unable to explain it.
The following question was addressed to
the 79 percent offering some sort of explanation for the steel seizure order:
"Do you approve or disapprove of the President's action?"
The answers:
Percent
Approve______________________________ 47
Disapprove---------------------------- 37
Qualified_____________________________
2
No opinion---------------------------- 14
100

Several persons say they approve of the
action but disapprove of the way it was
done or approve if it doesn't violate the Constitution, or say that action should be taken.
but under the Taft-Hartley Act.
Men and women who have given a great
deal or some attention to the steel dispu,te
express more disapproval than do those who
have paid little or no attention to the controversy:
Have

Have
paid
little
d~~~r
orn<?
attention a ttentiOn
paid
great

Percent

46 }~

Approve.------------------------Disapprove .. ---------------------

Percent
49

~~a~:!1oi;_:::::::::::::::::::::::

41

ZT

10

24

TotaL __ --------------------

100

100

2~~ ----------

Approval is voiced by 59 percent of the
people with grade school education but only
26 percent of those with college education.
Voter breakdowns show:
DFL

voters

GOP

voters

Ind.

voters

-----------1- -------Approve______________________
Disapprove___________________

Percent Percent Percent

No oprmon___________________

74
10
1
15

22
66
3
9

41
37
1
21

TotaL.-----------------

100

100

100

Quali~e9----------------------

Treaties Can Be Traps
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. KATHARINE ST. GEORGE
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA'IIVES
Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks, I include an article by
William Henry Chamberlain, appearing
in the great Washington Newsletter.
Human Events.
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Mr. Chamberlain's article is entitled
"Treaties Can Be Traps," and indeed the
treaties made during and after World
War II have proved to be exactly that
for our country and our Constitution and
our Bill of Rights.
We had better proceed with caution
before accepting these agreements and
treaties made secretly and in darkness
that work disaster to our people and help
the aggrandizement and power of the
Soviet Empire.
The article follows:
TREATIES CAN BE TRAPS
(By William Henry Chamberlin)
During and since the war, America n foreign policy· has suffered from an acute attack
of a disease which might be described as
treatyitis. It has been assumed that the
more treaties, agreements, covenants, declarations, etc., we could conclude with foreign
nations the better it would be for our national interests and for the cause of world
peace.
Williai:n C. Bullitt, one of Roosevelt's court
favorites until his anti-Communist views
made him fall from popularity, testified in a
magazine article that one of Roosevelt's primary aims was •:to persuade Stalin to adhere
to statements of general aims, like the Atlantic Charter." This was not a difficult aim to
realize. Stalin was always willing to sign
any declaration of abstract principles, so
long as his very concrete objectives of annexation and expansion were not affected;
So an unreal barter of substance for
shadow set in with the Declaration of the
United Nations on January 1, 1942, and
reached its climax at Yalta in February 1945.
Was Stalin showing a clear intention of obtaining from Roosevelt and Churchill all, and
more than all, the territorial spoils which he
had obtained in his deal with Hitler in
August 1939? But he had signed, several
times, the noble principles of the Atlantic
Charter. Had he broken off relations with
the legitimate representative government of
Poland and built up a Red Quisling government, ready made for imposition on Poland
as soon as the Red army entered that
country? But he was always prepared to
say that he wanted a "strong independent
Poland" and had even been known to utter
benevolent sentiments about the four freedoms.
This trade of substance for shadow went
to almost incredible lengths at Yalta. On
the face of it the territorial arrangements
sanctioned at Yalta were a :flagrant and unmistalrable violation of the Atlantic Charter,
with its emphasis on the right of peoples to
self-determination. Almost half of Poland's
prewar territory was handed over to the
Soviet Union and Poland was promised large,
i ndefinite acquisitions of German territory.
But the Yalta declaration is spattered with
pious professions of respect for the Atlantic
Charter.
The Yalta arrangements set the stage for
what happened in Poland later: the transformation of that formerly independent
country, proud of its western culture and
civilization, into an outlying Soviet province.
But.Roosevelt and his apologists were hypnotized by such nice sounding phrases in the
Yalta agreements as "free and unfettered
elections," "democratic institutions of their
own choice," etc.
One might have imagined that the makers
of our foreign policy would have been cured
of this disease of treatyitis by the devastating lessons of postwar experience. ·The Atlantic Charter and the four freedoms soon
became byword and mockery. There was
not the slightest consideration for the wishes
of the peoples in the frontiers which were
drawn in eastern and central Europe. And
one could search diligently without finding
a trace of the four feedoms in the areas of
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examined. Now on such vital issues as freethe world which are under Communist condom of religion, and of speech and press,
trol-areas which expanded immensely after
there are important divergences between the
the late war.
It is now obvious that many, perhaps most,
U. N. Covenant on Human Rights and the
of our wartime commitments about the
Constitution of the United States. Freedom
shape of the peace to come should never
of religion under the latter is simpie and
have been made. The decision at Cairo to
absolute, a natural right which no governtransfer Formosa to China has now become
ment is authorized to withhold or limit or
acutely embarrassing. · There was no sugmodify. The Bill of Rights says:
gestion of consulting the Formosans, who
"Congress shall make no law respecting an
enjoyed much better living conditions as
establishment of religion or prohibiting the
part of the Japanese Empire than their racial
free exercise thereof."
kinsmen on the mainland of China. And it
The language of the Covenant on this subwould be a betrayal of the vital strategic
ject is much vaguer and is hedged with
interests of the United States to hand over
qualifications which could easily be abused
Formosa to a Communist Chinese regime
by a dictatorship intent on persecuting some
that h~ given every sign of being implacably
type of religion, or all religions:
hostile to this country.
"Freedom to manifest one's religion or
Then there was the often announced resobeliefs shall be subject only to such limitalution that Germany and Japan should never
tions as are necessary to protect public safety,
possess armed forces again. This is distinctorder, health, or morals, or the fundamental
ly awkward at a time when effective European
rights and freedoms of others."
and far eastern defense plans depend subThe Bill of Rights in the Constitution simstantially on the willingness of the Germans
ply forbids Congress from making any law
and the Japanese to make a military con"abridging the freedom of speech, or of the
tribution. Many Germans and Japanese now
press." The Covenant again goes into longshow a. tendency tQ take us at our word on
winded qualifications, which could easily
this matter of permanent disarmament.
serve the purposes of dictatorship:
However, the naive idea that it was some"The right to seek, receive, and impart inhow a great triumph for peace, democracy
formation and ideas carries with it special
and world order, if the Soviet Government
duties and responsibilities and may therefore
could be induced to attach its signature to
be subject to certain penalties, liabilities, and
some kind of international agreement, died
restrictions, but these shall be such · only as
extremely hard. - Indeed, it is not yet dead,
are provided by law and are necessary for the
as is evident from the action of President
protection
of national security, public order. ·
Truman in recommending the U. N. Intersafety, health, or morals, or of the rights.
national Covenant on Human Rights for ratifreedom, or reputations of others."
fication by the Senate.
As Senator JoHN w. BRICKER 1 has said:
A good e,xample of the proposition that an
"The addiction for multilateral agreements
agreement with the Communist regime is
is one of the outstanding vices of administra•
always a heads-you-win-tails-I-lose proption foreign policy."
osition was furnished not long · ago when
Two striking examples are the efforts to
the Soviet Government, in a note to the
work out a multilateral agreement on· freeUnited States, protested against an appropridom
of press and information and another
ation in the Mutual Security Act designed to
setting up the ITO or International Trade
aid refugee groups from the Soviet Union
Organization. The convention on freedom of
and its satellites. The Soviet note invoked
the press was so badly distorted by the time
an agreement concluded between Roosevelt
it had passed through the mill of discusand the then Soviet Foreign Commissar Litsion in U.N. committees and subcommittees
vinov on the eve of establishment of diplothat the United States is now eager to bury
matic relations between Washington and
it. The final text, far from assuring freedom
Moscow.
of
international reporting, or alleviating the
Each party to this agreement agreed to
black-out in the iron curtain countries and
prevent the activity on its territory of any
the dim-out in some Asia and Latin-Ameriorganization or group aiming at the overcan lands, would have actually authorized
throw of the other government. If words
censorship in some cases and made the harhad any meaning, the conclusion of this
assed life of the international journalist still
agreement should have been followed by the
more harassed.
expulsion of the Communist International
from Soviet territory. But the Comintern
The ITO agreement, advocated as a means
continued to do business at the old stand
of freeing the channels of international
for 10 more years. Its dissolution in 1943
trade, emerged from the Habana conference
altered nothing in the systematic utilization · so loaded with weasel words and escape
of foreign Communist parties as fifth colclauses that American business opinion is
umns by the Soviet Government.
now generally opposed to ratification.
As this is only one of many ·proofs of the
Treaties and international conventions can
rule that the word of the Soviet Government
be traps. Mutual obligation agreements
in international affairs is worthless, the obviwith Communist regimes have invariably
ous moral would seem to be to conclude no
proved to be bear traps. It is higl1 time to
mutual obligations with that Government.
get away from the illusion of "One World'•
Whenever we have transgressed this rule, as
and from the dangerous delusion that we can
we often have during the last decade, it has
improve the prospects of human rights in
been to our disadvantage.
other parts of the world by giving up the conception, imbedded in the Declaration of IndeAt first sight it might seem that only a
pendence and Constitution, that certain
ch.u rlish curmudgeon would balk at signing
rights and liberties are natural and inaliensomething so apparently laudable as an inable and not subject to government interternational covenant on human rights. But
ference, tampering, or restriction. A prothis is the reasoning of the individual who
gram of action, designed to reverse the danjoins every front organization that sports
gerous trend toward selling historic Ameriin its title some such word as democratic,
can principles for a mess of internationalist
progressive, liberal, or anti-Fascist.
pottage, should include the following points:
It is important to remember that, under
The Yalta and Potsdam agreements should
article VI of our Constitution, "All treaties
be declared null and void, on the double
made, or which shall be made, under the
authority of the United States, shall be the
1 As we go to press, hearings are being held
supreme law of the land; and the judges
in every State shall be bound thereby, anyby a Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Senthing in the constitution or laws of any
ator BRICKER's proposed constitutional
State to the contrary notwithstanding."
amendment protecting American sovereignty
It is clear, therefore, that a treaty, or interand constitutional rights against encroachnational agreement of any kind, is a serious
ment by the U.N., or any other international
. obligation. Its phrasing
should be carefully~ g.rganization, treaty, or executive agreement •.
.
. -
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ground that they are intrinsically immoral
and contrary to American ideals of justice
and humanity and that the Soviet Union has
ignored those phases of the agreements which
it has found inconvenient.
The Roosevelt-Litvinov agreement should
be nullified, on the ground that it has long
been violated, in spirit and letter, by the
Soviet Union.
The Senate should refuse to ratify the U.N.
Covenant on Human Rights in its present
form and reaffirm its faith in the philosophy
of the Constitution, with its many "thou
shalt nots," addressed to the State.
There should be a constitutional amendment assuring that no American citizen may
be deprived of any of his constitutional rights
by virtue of any treaty or international convention or executive agreement.

Veterans' Administration Appropriations
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BEN F. JE SEN
OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

.Wednesday, June 4, 1952
Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following letters:
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HoUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., April 30, 1952.

Mr. DUDLEY WEIBLE,
Department Commander, the American
Legion, Iowa Department,
• Des Moines, Iowa.

DEAR CoMMANDER WEIBLE: Your letter of
April 22 objecting to the action of the House
of Representatives on the Veterans' Administration appropriations bill disturbed me no
end. Hence, I felt it best to let the chairman
of the subcommittee which handled that bill
reply to your letter. Please note his reply,
a copy of which is enclosed.
Fraternally yours,
BEN F. JENSEN.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., June 3, 1952.

Mr. DUDLEY WEIBLE,
Department Commander, the American
Legion, Iowa Department,
Des, Moines, Iowa.

DEAR CoMMANDER WEIBLE: I am pleased
to have your letter of May 16.
Now in order to keep the record straight r
wish to say that I inserted Congressman ALBERT THOMAS' letter Of April 29 in the G-ON•
GRESSIONAL RECORD Of April 30, Without COm•
menton my part.
I shall now ask unanimous consent on the
floor of the House of Representatives to have
your letter to me of May 16 inserted in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD in answer to Mr.
THoMAS (without comment on my part)
in order that both sides of the argument may
have their day in court in accordance with
our American custom.
Sincerely yours,
BEN F. JENSEN.
IOWA DEPARTMENT,
THE AliiiEIUCAN LEGION,
Des Moines, Iowa, May 16, 1952.

l-Ion. BEN F. JENSEN,
Cong1'essman jrom Iowa,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN JENSEN: I have your
letter of April 30 sending me a copy of the
letter of ALBERT THOMAS purportedly at-

Third. Another statement should be comtempting to answer my objections to the acmented on. I quote: "It gives no allowance
tions of the House of Representatives in
for the 21 new hospitals scheduled to be
the Veterans' Administration appropriations
opened in the next year." ·
bill.
In answering my statement to this regard,
- I have gone over the letter of ALBERT
Representative THoMAs attempted again to
THOMAS and I find that it contains merely a
use the same figures with reference to the
series of conclusions which the staff of the
total number of employees, and claims to be
subcommittee got together for Representaable to prove that there will be plenty of
tive THOMAS. These conclusions of the staff
employees to carry on the new hospitals.
of the committee are diametrically opposed
The answer of the Veterans' Administrato the facts and conclusions gotten together
tion, found on page 1 of their bulletin of
for the American Legion by the Veterans'
April
7, is as follows: "Further, the bill makes
Administration and so it is simply a quesno allowance whatever for personnel necestion when you get down to it of who you
sary to staff new hospitals at Louisville, Ky:;
believe.
New Orleans, La.; Salt Lake City, Utah; and
The Veterans' Administration put out two
Boston, Mass.; slated for opening in 1952, or
circulars in which they answered certain
for ~ew hospitals at East Orange, N. J.;
questions for the American Legion, one dated
Birmingham, Ala.; Kansas City, Mo.; Durham,
April 7 and the other dated April 21 and the
N.
C.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Syracuse, N. Y.;
answers found in these questionnaires were
Baltimore, Md.; Salisbury, N. C.; Pittsburgh
entirely different than those given by Rep(NP), Pa.; Ann Arbor, Mich; West Haven,
resentative THOMAS.
Conn.; and Chicago (Research), lll., in 1953.
One question I would like to propose in
Also, in 1953, if no delays are experienced in
the kindest of spirit and that is: Since when
receipt of materials, there will be hospitals
did Republican Congressmen from Iowa
opened in Cincinnati, Ohio; Brockton, Mass.;
·start taking their facts and figures without
Oklahoma City, Okla.; and New York .. N. Y."
questions or independen't research from
Fourth. THOMAS:
"Another statement
someone on the opposite side of the House?
needs clarification. I quote: 'It will necesIt seems to me that this is an important
sitate the ouster of 3,365 veterans who have enough matter to justify an independent inservice-connected disabilities and who are
vestigation and research and study by the
now treated in non-VA hospitals under the
Iowa Congressmen .
contract basis.'
I would, very hurriedly, like to go over the
"There is a total .of 7,011 veterans in nonletter of Representative THOMAS and his anveteran hospitals. Of tbat number 3,020
swers to my assertions and in doing so I
are service connccteq and 3,991 are nonwill refer to the portions of my letter which
service connected."
·
he attempted to answer.
Answer: I do no~ know where RepresentaFirst. "This is the worst cut since the
Economy Act of 1933." Here Representative . tive THOMAS got his figures but in this con- _
nection the Veterans' Administration in their
THoMAs argues that because no cut was made
bulletin of April 7, 1952, makes this state._
in compensations and pensions that no rement: "Some $10,561,000 applicable to conduction was made in veterans benefits. In
tract beds will require a reduction in patient
my mind, it would be hard to determine
load of 49 percent below current February
which is more important, compensations and
experience r>nd will necessitate the removal
pensions or hospitalization for the maimed
of 3,565 patients from contract hospitals by
and wounded.
July
1, 1952. • • • The patient load afWhile the cut made in the particular bill
fected
by the reduction will be primarily
relates largely to hospitalization, my stateservice-connected NP, TB, and G. M. & s.
ment still stands that this is the worst cut
cases."
of its kind since the Economy Act of 1933,
Fifth. THOMAS: "The estimate for all costs
Representative THOMAS to the contrary notfor the care of veterans in non-VA hospitals .
withstanding.
was $24,401,400. This item was not reduced.
Second. "It will cripple every activity of
Not a single veteran will be denied any medithe Veterans' Administration. Among other
cal care. If he is denied any medical care,
things, it will force the dismissal of 8,338
it is not because of a lack of funds but be ..
badly needed employees, 6,380 in the medical
cause of the judgment of the particular
division."
hospital manager."
Representative THOMAS' attempted answer
Answer: In its bulletin of April 7, 1952, the
to this question is simply that there are
Veterans' Administration shows the follow107,000 employees for other services besides
ing: "VA req·uested a sum of money, $56,doctors, dentists, and nurses in the medical
000,000, for contractual services that includes
· program and these are maintenance personnel, .stenographers, etc., and can be easily cut. ' hospitalization of veterans in non-VA hospitals and was allowed only $32,000,000, a
He has entirely overlooked the fact that a
reduction .of 42 percent below the minimum
good ·many of these 107,000 employees are
requirements."
Under the circumstances, I
pharmacists, technicians, dietitians, and atdon't see how Representative THOMAS can
tendants, the latter being the biggest category we have who do the work on the wards , successfully maintain that this item was not
cut in the budget.
and who move the patients. These attendSixth. THOMAs: "Another statement needs
ants are absolutely indispensable, and it is
clarification. I quote: 'Research and teachentirely a matter of judgment and opinion
as to how many of the 107,000 employees can , ing programs and reserve of medical supplies and medicines will be eliminated.'
be cut without affecting service to the sick
and wounded. By the reduction of the
"The committee believes in research, not
Budget Bureau, 2,700 will have to be cut on
only iB medicine but in the whole field of ·
May 1 without any relation to the reducresearch engaged in by the Federal Govern'tion by the House. The House cut will force · ment. As a matter of fact, this year there
the dismissal of 8,338 more employees.
is being spent nearly $2,000,000,000 for reIn answer to the same inquiry, Veterans•
search by the Government. There is much Administration makes this statement: "With
duplication and overlapping in all fields of
the funds made available by the bill as it
medical research in the Government. The
now stands, we cannot avoid separating per- · veterans have a large research program. The
sonnel." This means that they will have
Atomic Energy Commission is doing a lot of
to cut down proportionately on the employees
medical research and so is the Public Health
designated to take care of the sick and disService, the Army, the Navy, and the Air
abled. In their bulletin of April 7, the VetForc~all in medicine.
A reasonable cut
erans' Administration continues with this
was made in the VA medical research prostatement: "The result will be dl."astic regram. That cut CErtainly will not hurt the '
duction in service and facilities available to
day-to-day medical service to any veterans
the sick and disabled veterans."
who r ~ek medical assistance."
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Answer: In its bulletin of April 7 the
Veterans ' Administration in this connection
has this to say: "Medical research proposed
reduction-50 percent of $5,500,00Q-$2,750,•
000 appropriation.
"The $5,500,000 requested was the mini·
mum amount required to carry out the research program of the VA. A reduction of
50 percent of this amount will practically
abolish an essential program which has
accomplished as much if not more than any
other in reaching the present standard of
medical care for veterans.
"A reduction in this program will require
closing 50 percent of the 64 general medical and 17 radio-isotope laboratories due to
loss of approximately 287 employees, many
of whom are not only valuable but irreplaceable professional men. • • •
"In addition to the effect on VA's own
research, the reduction will decrease the
amount available for contractual research
projects to the extent of $873,000. This will
mean the termination of approximately 40
percent of the 90 projects currently under
way. The improvement in medical care 1n
this program has been phenomenal."
Sixth. Continued THOMAS: "Medical supplies and medicines on hand in the various
veterans' hospitals and ·depots amount to
$37,000,000. This inventory is much greater
than it should be. We have reduced funds
with which to add to this presently large
inventory. There will not be a shortage of
medical supplies because the total needs for
medicines in 1953 are estimated by the VA
at $28,000,000."
Answer: The answer to Mr. THOMAS' contention here is fully made in the Veterans'
Administration bulletin of April 7, reading as
follows: "Supplies and medicines proposed
reduction from $57,503,001 to $37,503,001.
"The hearings show VA has an inventory
of medical supplies of $37,000,000, and the
committee made a reduction of $20,000,000
in the amount requested on this basis. The
amount of $37,000,000 is erroneous in that
it represents the total expendable supplies
rather than medical supplies. About $18,•
000,000 of this amount is actual medicine,
drugs, etc. The effect that can be foreseen
on the care of veterans in this connection
would be were items needed that because of
depleted funds were not in stock it would
delay the procurement of needed drugs."
Seventh. THOMAS: "Another statement deserves comment by the committee. I quote:
. 'it will result in the loss of 2,058 administrative employees and the cutting down on
the adjudicating staffs so that the backlog
on claims will become even worse.'
"It should be pointed out again that no
benefits have been taken from the veterans.
Instead, the Congress added in the 1953 appropriation $93,000,000 for new benefits authorized by the first session of the Eightysecond Congress. The veterans along with
other taxpayers of the country, are paying
this bill. The total veterans' bill for 1953
will be in excess of $4,000,000,000 (without
full Korean benefits). I am sure that Mr.
Weible will agree with the committee and
the House that no veterans' benefits should
be cut. In order to insure that no benefits
will be cut and that we do not have an
Economy Act similar to 1933, it is prudent
to reduce administrative costs. Isn't it far
better that a few jobs be · eliminated rather
than one penny of benefits to the veterans
be cut off? The committee has not cut the
benefits."
Answer: It is true that no pensions or compensations are cut. Nevertheless, 2,100 ad·
ministrative employees will have to be dismissed and you can appropriate money for
benefits, but if we don't have enough people
to handle the claims the servicemen will not
get the benefits without the tools.
Eighth. THoMAs: "I note Mr. Weible says,
I quote: 'The American Legion certainly be-

lieves in economy wherever it can be effected.'
"The committee wlil not economize at the
expense of veterans.''
Answer: I call the attention of Representa·
tive THOMAS and the Iowa Congressmen to
the fact shortly after the passage of the VA
appropriation bill, the House appropriated
$250,000,000 for soil conservation when the
Farm Bureau said that $100,000,000 was
enough. We are throwing money away for
soil conservation and cutting down on the
veterans. This appears to me to be economizing at the expense of veterans.
Ninth. THoMAs: "Another statement de.
serves some mention. I quote: 'It will further delay the long-needed program of modernization of buildings such as is needed and
has long been recommended at the veterans•
hospital in Des Moines, Iowa.
"It is a known fact that a good many medical and surgical hospitals of the VA are
having an increase in bed vacancies, some up
to 20 percent. A good many newspapers
have pointed out the surplus of VA general
medical hospital beds. The VA is now in
process of converting a large number of these
general medical and surgical beds into specialized types of beds, such as NP and TB
beds. This program will cost a billion dollars or more before it is finished. It is called
modernization program. This year was the
first year this program was submitted to the
Congress. The budget estimate was for $15,000,000 to get the program under way and
the committee and the House gave every
cent of it. I am sure that the hospital at
Des Moines will be taken care of as it is a
part of the modernization program."
Answer: In this connection, in their bulletin of April 7, 1952, the Veterans' Administration makes the following statements
which seems·to be a complete answer to Representative THOMAS: "Major alterations and
improvement proposed reduction from $9,500,000 to $8,000,000-$1,500,000.
The reduction of $1,500,000 serves to further delay the long-needed program of modernization of buildings which the Veterans'
Administration must begin for the safety of
patients and to maintain sanitary conditions
necessary in the operation of hospitals."
Tenth. THOMAS: "Another statement deserves some comment. I quote: 'In behalf
of the maimed and wounded who have no
one to fight for them except the veterans'
organizations, I request your earnest attention to the matters set f.orth in this letter.•
"No one has a monopoly in his desire to
help the naimed and wounded, and also
the other v.eterans who were fortunate
enough not to be maimed and wounded. I
have observed through many years in Congress that when any veterans• benefit bill
comes up there is not even a small handful
of the Members of the House cir of the
Senate who vote against these benefits. The
VA records show that about 65 percent of
all VA hospital beds are occupied by nonservice-connected cases. Even the nonservice-connected veterans are taken care
of, and certainly, every Member of Congress
will see to it that evei·y wounded veteran
is cared for. The Korean veterans have not
been fully taken care of but I am sure that
the House will vote as it has in the past to
give these veterans the benefits that they
deserve, the additional costs of which will
be tremendous."
Answer: I agree with Representative
THOMAS that no ·one has a monopoly in his
desire to help the maimed and wounded.
It appears that if some people like Representative THOMAS have a desire to help the
maimed and wounded, they are acting entirely contrary to their desire. Representa·
tive THOMAS speaks of the number of serviceconnected cases in the hospital. This, however, ts a matter of law and Congress has
passed the law and said that they shall be
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taken care of. In taking care of them, certainly Congress should not appropriate so
little money that they jeopardize the care
of those who are seriously wounded and
have service-connected disabilities. In this
connection as in connection with other. of
the points, it seems to me that Representative THOMAS (or the members of the staff
·who got the material for him) argue in
pretty much of a circle.
I do appreciate, very much, your placing
my letter of protest to the Iowa Congressman and the purported answers of Congressman THOMAS in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
I am very happy to have my name appear on
the side of the needy veterans of this country and I think that time will prove that
Representative THOMAS' attempted answers
to my inquiries were no answers at all. As
I stated before, I do think it a little strange
for it to appear in the RECORD that Republican Iowa Congressmen have taken the answers, facts, and figures of a member of the
opposition as the gospel truth and accepted
it as an answer to an inquiry from a citizen
of their own State without independent
investigation and research.
For your information, I am informed by
the R.ehabilitation Commission of the American Legion that one of the hospitals that
will be closed if this budget reduction goes
through is the NP hospital at Knoxville,
Iowa.
Very truly yours,
DUDLEY WEIBLE,
Department Commander of Iowa.

Preservation of World Peace
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES W. TRIMBLE
OF ARKANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 4. 1952

Mr. TRIMBLE. Mr. Speaker, the
United States, whether we like it or not,
is the leader of the world. The leadership has been thrust upon us by the
fates of history. Events alone will determine whether we are meeting the
challenge successfully. If there ever was
a time when we needed to recognize
and use the spiritual values which have
come down to us through our forefathers, it is now. We have no time to smear
each other. We have no time to fight
each other. We have no time to hate
each o~~er. It is time for us to concentrate on our efforts for a stable economy and the achievement of world peace.
We in the Congress represent the people of the country, to do for them what
they would do if they were here in our
places. We have the advantage of information which we have gained from
committee hearings, from debate, and
from the counsel of our colleagues who
have seen long service. Our friends at
home may disagree with some actions
we take, and often do. They ask that
we be sincere. They are considerate and
forgiving if they believe we are. They
want us to be on the side of the less
fortunate, the unselfish, and the just.
They want us to be for national security.
It is not always easy for us to know
what course is best or to see where justice lies in the pressure of these times.
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There are honest differences of opinion
about the course which we should pursue to achieve the end which each of
us thinks is right. That is demonstrated
daily in these halls.
We are in trouble with a former allyRussia. We know what she wants. She
wants to dominate the earth. She
wants to t ake Europe, Asia, Africa,
South America, and then drop the iron
curtain down around us and thereby
cut off our trade and commerce, without which we could not long survive.
We would then have to keep a greater
defense force than we have now without the national income to support it.
If war did come, we would have no bases
from which to fly our bombers except
those here at home. In that event, the
two great oceans which have been an
advantage to us in times of trouble would
become handicaps because our planes
would have to fly across them to reach
the heart of enemy territory. We must
have bases overseas and we must have
the Ground Forces to protect and hold
them. We must have the Navy to protect and supply both the Army and Air
Force. This cannot be done easily or
cheaply.
Each of us wants world peace. Each
of us sees, in his hopes and dreams, the
sunlit peaks of peace above the fogs of
hate, intolerance, selflshness, and misunderstanding which hover over the
world. There is, however, a division
among us as to the methods to be employed to reach the sunlight. Some
want to wait for the fog to clear, hoping
that Russia will have a change of heart
and cooperate instead of confuse. Some
want to sail in with all our strength
and fight now before Russia gets stronger. Others want to join hands with the
free peoples of the world and gradually
scale the heights, hoping thereby to
avoid the carnage of a third world war.
Whichever course we take will be expensive and dangerous. I am among
that group who believe that our spiritual,
economic, and military strength must be
pooled with that of the other free peoples of the earth as the safest and best
way to achieve the goal. This course
will cost a lot of money and perhaps
many lives. It will require a lot of patience and courage on our part, but we
can do it. I think it the safest course
left open to us to a void another big war.
Our people do not mind footing the
bills for all this if they get value received
for their money and efforts. They want
no selfishness on the part of anyone
either in or out of public life. They
are disturbed beyond measure by acts
of corruption in Governmen ~ and in
private life. They demand punishment
for those who betray their trust, but
they do not condemn the whole of us
for the derelictions of the few.
As a prerequisite to our world responsibilities, we must be strong at home and
grow even stronger until a just and lasting peace is achieved. We are in relatively good shape. More people are at
work in this'country and at better wages
than at any other time in our history.
In spite of high taxes, business as a whole
is in better shape than ever before; and,
after payment of State, county, national,

and all other taxes, has about 40 percent
more income than at·any other time in
our history. More people own their own
farms than ever before. The conveniences of electricity are rapidly coming
to our farm families. In 1935 very few
farms had electricity; now about 85 percent of ·the farms have electricity, and
we are approaching full coverage. Our
job is to see to it that these farm families have all the electricity they need at
prices which they can afford. More people own homes than ever before. More
people own and operate businesses than
ever before. It is true that the mobilization effort has caused us to be disturbed
and irritated by controls and inconveniences, but we are economically strong
and healthy. Even at that, those of us
at home are having far less controls, irritation, and danger than the lads in the
armed services.
·
We must conserve our soil, develop our
natural resources, and call forth all the
powers of this land that we may leave
a good heritage for our children.
Within a period of 35 years we have
survived two World Wars at tremendous
cost in lives and substance and are engaged in a struggle to avoid another
world war. Mainly as a result of these
wars, our national debt is in the neighborhood of $257,000,000,000, a sum that
passes my comprehension. We were
gradually whittling down this debt until
we made the mistake of almost complete
demobilization after World War II.
Russia took advantage of our military
weakness and began to move in on countries made prostrate by war. In defense
of ourselves and the rest of the free
world, for the third time in this generation we were forced to build up our military strength in a rush. As before, we
have all the attendant waste which haste
begets.
We have cut the budget of the President by billions of dollars. Most of us
have voted for those final cuts with the
hope that the cuts are wise. In the
neighborhood of $7,000,000,000 is being
cut from the budget this year.
Liberty and freedom never did come
cheaply, nor will they be k~pt by disunity and weakness. May I have the
wisdom and courage to do my part in the
difficult days that lie ahead of us all as
we struggle slowly, painfully toward
peace, justice, .and liberty under law for
this troubled world.

Naturai Gas of Texas
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER E. ROGERS
OF TEXAS

. IN THE HOUSE OF REPR.ESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mr. ROGERS of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
the Panhandle of Texas is proud to number among its citizens an outstanding
American whose contributions to this
Nation and to the world in the field of
oil and gas have made him a man of
world renown. The man of whom I

speak is Lt. Gen. Ernest 0. Thompson,
member of the Texas Railroad Commission. To list the many outstanding
achievements of this man would require
more space than is available in several
CoNGRESSIONAL RECORDS. However, as a
Texan hailing from the same district
that produced General Thompson, I do
want to share with the other Members
of Congress and all those who have an
opportunity to read the CoNGRESSIONAL
RECORD the informative and remarkable
speech delivered by the General at Galveston, Tex .. on April 29, 1952. I therefore place in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
this address:
Mr. President, distinguished guests, and
members of the association, I live in Amarillo,
up in the Texas Panhandle where we have
had some experience with natural gas. Ail
you know, there was discovered the largesfj
gas reserve in the world.
We tried to give gas away to get industries
to move to Amarillo. We then tried to get
the price down to domestic consumers at the
burner tip. As a member of the Railroacl
Commission of Texas, it has been my duty
to hear gas-rate cases and set hundreds of
city gas rates so as to yield a fair return
on the facilities used and useful in rendering
the service, attract adequate capital to thEJ
business in order to fully serve the present
needs, and timely prepare for future loads,
and properly protect the consumer.
I have advocated for many years in public
addresses and publications a better wellhead
price for natural gas in the sole interest 'of
better conservation of this clean, convenient
fuel. When I first began saying that 6,000
cubic feet of natural gas from the Panhandle
field had the same British thermal heat content as a barrel of oil, and that gas was
worth 10 cents a thousand cubic feet at
the wellhead, many of my friends thought
and even said out loud that I was a little
"touched in the head." Today 10-cent gas
is hard to locate in large reserves in Texas.
When the Amarillo gas field was discovered1
it was looked upon as a misfortune. They
were drilling for oil and got just gas. The
well was permitted to fiow and roar for a
long period, in the hope she would "blow in"
as an oil well. But she was all gas. That
was before our conservation laws were enacted. Such waste ·would not be permitted
today.
At that time Amarillo was served with
manufactured gas. When talk was made
that the natural gas should be piped into
Amarlllo for domestic use and for possible
industries whose smokestacks we hoped
would spring up like a forest on the plains,
the word leaked out that this natural gas
would blow up, and that it was poisonous
and generally dangerous to man and bea3t,
and deleterious to health generally.
Finally the natural gas was piped into
Amarillo and put into the old lines; and I
remember there was an explosion that blew
the front off from· Sewall's Jewelry Store
right in the heart of Amarillo. So the cynics
said, "There you are." Of course, they found
out the power of this natural gas and the
need to prevent leaks in old low-pressure
lines.
There is nothing new about prejudice
against progress.
"In 1306 King Edward I made it a capital offense to burn coal because it had been
found that the gases of combustion were
poisonous. At least one man was executed
for burning coal.
' "The penalties were finally abolished, but
the prejudice remained" (Energy Sources,
Ayres and Scarlett).
How difficult ·is the progress of science.
Amarillo today is a 100-}Jercent gas-fueled
city. The burner-tip rate is 25 cents per
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When supply of a commodity can get · to
thousand. Of course, it must be remembered
the place of demand in the right quantities
that Amarillo is very close to a big gas fieldat the right time at the right price, everyin fact, almost over it. We have cold
body concerned is pleased with the results.
weather, too, which makes gas consumption
By this I mean the supplier and the cushigh.
tomer are both pleased. In the case of natWe started out in hopeful search for inural gas, the coal and fuel-oil sellers whose
dustries to come to Amarillo to use our gas.
products are displac-ed by gas are perhaps
Our city board of development spent many
not pleased. But even John L. Lewis canthousands of dollars carrying advertisements
not
tie the housewife to a coal scuttle and
in magazines of national circulation, offerthe ashcan when natural gas and a thermoing 5 years' supply of free gas to any industry
stat will heat her home more efficiently.
employing 50 or_more persons in the Amarillo
"Supply and demand" is truly in action.
area.
Attempts at price ' controls generally mean
We did not succeed in getting a single
scarcity and high prices. The attempts at
customer by this offer.
helping
the consumer nearly always go off on
The smelter moved in on its own initiative
governmental overmanagement and arbitrary
during this period of our sales effort. They
dictation.
paid 9 cents per thousand cubic feet for the
The end result is scarcity and higher prices,
gas. So we cannot claim that our ad got even
instead of plenty and fair prices under the
this one early industry.
almost immutable law of supply, when it
We found that manufacturers look more to
is allowed to function without artificial
market availability and freight rates on macontrols.
terials and products than they do to cheap
A few days ago I visited on the King
fuel.
Ranch and saw the fine cattle there exhibited
Later our Panhandle gas got an outlet in
to the members of the American Meat
a pipeline laid to Pueblo and Denver, and
Institute.
then in 1931 a pipeline was laid to Chicago,
After showing the cattle, and serving
quickly followed by other pipelines to great
splendid barbecue, Mr." Robert J. Kleberg
centers of population.
delivered
a most informative address on beef
Today we have many long-distance, highand meat controls and their effects on propressure natural-gas lines that furnish Texas
duction.
gas an outlet, just as we have many oil pipeHe showed how meat controls · in Cuba
lines to the North and to the Gulf coast to
were bringing on meatless weeks, and in the
.carry our oil to market for mankind's use.
Argentine meatless days. Controls here disOil and gas are equally important in furturb the long-time planning.
nishing fuel for the ever-expanding demands
Listen to his words: "The production of
of our peacetime economy and for the defeed
generally requires long-time planning.
fense of our freedom here at home and
And the production of beef requires a very
abroad. Both oil and ·gas are irreplaceable.
A large part of our natural gas had been • long cycle. The imposition of all sorts of
artificial controls disturbs the cycle-planning
discovered as an incident to search and drilland confidence of the producer--confuses
ing for oil, often to the disgust and gross
and stymies the industry-and automatically
disappointment of the driller. There was
decreases
production. The ceiling becomes
no value then to gas because gas had no
the floor-the base-in any regulated marmarket outlet. It was a drug un the market.
ket, and the price moves from there up-It had no sale value.
and out into the black market."
A nation cannot depend on accidental disA vast quantity of natural gas has long
coveries of gas. The wellhead price of gas
been awaiting the transport lines to carry
should be adequate to encourage independit .to the places where people eagerly awaited
ent search and wildcat drilling for gas on
buying this clean, convenient fuel.
purpose.
Progress may be delayed by prejudice,
Let gas prices be self-sustaining.
ignorance, or timidity, but not for long.
A free, fair, competitive price will get the
Fairness and justice will in the end prevail
gas discovered; produced, processed, transif the people get a chance to fully underported, and distributed. The wellhead price
stand the issues.
should not be fixed by law, either State or
Natural gas is worth more today at the
Federal.
wellhead than most producers and landOur Commission is charged by law to preowners
are getting for it. This condition
vent waste of oil and gas under exact statshould be promptly corrected by proper busiutes telling us in plain language what we
ness statesmanship and renegotiation of
are required to do and clearly setting out
contracts where the wellhead contracts are
how we are to achieve this conservation aim
too low for good conscience to continue them
which is the prevention of physical waste of
in force. In 1916 the average wellhead price
oil and natural gas. True conservation does
in Texas was 19.9 cents per thousand cubic
not mean hoarding or locking up our refeet.
sources. It rather means wise use as conIt is to the consumer's vital, long-term
trasted to waste.
interest that the wellhead price of gas be
I suppose we have had about as much to
increased.
do with the preventing and stopping of flareMy inquiries over a period of 25 years have
gas waste as has any other conservation body.
brought me inescapably to the conclusion
We are proud of the results.
that
the consumer's first concern about natWe have acted just as fast as the mateural gas is an assured, long-time, dependable
rials and economic situations have permitted
supply of natural gas for his use in the home.
in stopping the unnecessary flaring of gas
Many homes have been built designed for
produced with and as an incident to the
gas heating. No home owner wants to have
production of oil in Texas.
to change from gas. He is more concerned
Some oil operators perhaps thought we
over supply than price.
were a little drastic and hasty in our action
The average householder consumes from
against flare gas, but I believe even they are
three to five _thousand cubic feet of gas per
now happy over the results in saving flare
month average the year around. An increase
gas and the liquids contained therein. We
in the _wellhead price of gas, if passed on to
have tried to be reasonable and to make it
the average consumer, is almost negligible,
economically feasible. You cannot have conwhereas his benefits are great. A 5-centsfiscation even under the guise of conservaper-thousand-cubic-feet increase at the
tion.
wellhead would amount to about 25 cents a
The better the price for gas at the wellmonth, or less than 1 cent a day, to the
head, the better the conservation practices
household consumer.
can be. That's practical. Price is the best
The effect of the 5-cent wellhead increase
conservation agent.
1s to stimulate further search for gas de•

·,
posits and more drilling to develop these
gas discoveries. Such development must
come from the sale of gas. There is no
other way to get the funds for exploring
for gas.
The consumer gets all the benefit in extended life of his gas supply.
The prevailing wellhead prices on gas today under currently made contracts are from
10 cents to 15 cents per thousand cubic feet.
These prices stimulate the search for natural gas. The proof.is here. Last year (1951)
we met the ever-increasing demands for natural gas, and still ended up the year with
more than a 3,000,000,000,000-cubic-feet net
gain in reserves in Texas.
Certainly such gratifying and reassuring
results could not have been obtained were it
not for the incentive of the 10- to 15-cent
gas at the well.
Had the old prices of 3 to 5 cents prevailed,
there could not have been possible this result
in finding ever greater reserves. In those
old days, the prime search was for oil-not
gas.
Formerly we flared oil-well gas.
No one wants to waste that which can be
sold and used by man for heat and fuel. But
the price must make the conservation economically feasible.
In the last 7 years our Texas gas reserves
have increased from 78,000,000,000,000 cubic
feet in 1945 to 105,000,000,000,000 cubic feet
at the close of 1951. This in spite of increased production from 1,700,000,000,000
cubic feet in 1945 to 3,800,000,000,000 cubic
feet in 1951.
These are the sort of figures the consumer
wants to hear for reassurance and guaranty
of his long-term gas supply.
·
He is not greatly concerned over an added
cost of 1 cent a day for this guaranty.
When the consumer turns on the gas jet.
he wants to see that hot gas fire to heat
his water and cook his food. He is not
worrying about the added penny a day. He
wants natural gas, and he wants it ready
in ample, long-term supply. Don't ever sell
the consumer short. He is fair when fully
informed.
It is the duty of all regulatory agencies
to see to it that price is adequate to render
the continuing service.
This cann-ot be done on a waste or salvage
basis. All these old 3- to 5-cent contracts
were made when there was no alternative.
It was that or nothing. It was salvage. The
consumer wants more and more gas discovered to assure adequate supply. He doesn't
want to be on a salvage basis.
EXPORT OF GAS BRINGS MARKET

I am not one of those who worry about
Texas exporting gas to other States. As
I have stated before, it was the advent of
the put-of-State pipelines that brought the
price incentive and the competition that
has more nearly brought a fair price for gas
on currently made contracts.
Natural gas has just as much right to hunt
for a market as has oil to search for markets. Natural gas is no more irreplaceable
than is oil. Both are natural resources.
We rejoice when an oil field in Texas gets
a pipeline outlet, and we hunt for markets
for Texas oil all over the globe.
So why deny natural-gas producers the
same opportunity to find a market? We
must be fair about this matter of gas export. Who is going to pay the gas producer to hold his gas for some future local
manufacturing demand? The chamber of
commerce? The city? The State? The Federal Government? None of these even contemplate it. If a city wants a gas reserve
it can go out and buy it on the competitive
market and hold it.
Of course, nobody is going to pay the taxes
and· interest on the natural-gas reserves
aomebody might some day possibly want for .·
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some prospective plant that might come
to the area.
We surely do not want any subsidy for
such a situation.
Let the wellhead price be freely competi·
tlve and we will have adequate gas.
DANIEL

m

In 1945 it fell my duty to make a world-

wide study of oil and gas and on-the-ground
survey for Secretary of War Patterson.
Over in Iraq I stood at the fiery furnace
of Ncbuchadnezzar. You will recall that
is where the old king ordered Shadra<:h, Meshach, and Abednego cast after ordering the
fiery furnace made seven times hotter.
The fiery furnace is a gas seep that has
been burning throughout recorded history.
Gas comes up through an extended crack
in the earth around a small hill.
I asked the British oil superintendent
how it could be made seven times hotter.
He replied, "Simply start at each end of the
crack, and pour in sand and gravel and c~n
centrate the flame." Thus one of the Blblical mysteries was explainerl to me so that
even I could understand it.
This Britisher told me that earlier in the
war when it looked like the Germans might
take that area it became known that the
Germans were using the fiery furnace as a
guiding beacon for pl~ne guidance.
The British War Office ordered the fiery
furnace shut in. They accordingly filled in
the crevice with cement and concentrated
the flame to a small area, and then put in
reinforcing steel and poured heavy concrete
into the small remaining opening.
It
worked. The fiery furnace was closed in and
shut. This word was radioed to London, and
a "well done" came back. Then in about 10
days the thing blew out and ignited again;
so today this fiery furnace referred to in
Daniel III is sttll burning. It is not big
enough to present a conservation problem,
but is of some passing interest to gas men.
PRICE FIXING BY STATE STATUTE

We have steadfastly refused on our commission to consider fixing a minimum price
for gas. In the first place, we do not have
a statute expressly directing the Commission to set a price on natural gas as a waste·
prevention measure. I believe that regulatory bodies should refrain from action not
specifically set out in the law. We are creatures of statute, and there is plenty of work
prescribed specifically for us to do without
our stepping out into the ether and trying
to hang our authority on to some idealistic
star in the new-deal firmament. There is
nowhere vested in any official the discretion
to waive the law.
I believe price fixing by statute is undesirable and unworkable in that the price
fixed woUld soon be obsolete:
1. That the increase in field prices of gas
1n the open market, along with escalator
clauses, adjustments in existing contracts,
and the like, have made price fixing unnecessary. I hope .business statesmanship in the
future will bear out this statement. I mean
revising upward the low contracts.
2. That it would repeal the natural economic law of supply and demand under
which our State has prospered, prevent the
free play of normal compe~itive forces in
the highly individualistic Texas gas business, would establish a price-fixing precedent and principle which the people have
opposed, open the floodgates to similar proposals -tor fixing prices of other items a~d
natural resources used in the daily lives of
the people, even to goobers and watermelons.
3. That it would be a step toward Gov·
ernment control of business and industry,
giving comfort to those favoring creation of
a fuel dictatorship to regUlate every phase
of the fuel industry including conditions
under which it could be produced and con·
sumed.

4. That on its intrinsic value and B. T. U.
content, and in comparison with prices for
competitive fuels, the price of gas probably
is still too low, both in the field and at the
burner tip, but. that the way to realize its
true value is in free competition and open
bidding, rather than through either State or
Federal control. A free price will cause new
reserves to be found.
EARLY CONSERVATION DELAYS

One of the great delays we had in our
conservation effort in Texas in the early East
Texas field days was the injunctions issued
by Federal courts and the striking down repeatedly of our orders.
To keep the field from being thrown wide
open, we promptly rewrote our orders after a
defeat in court, and in turn then had that
order restrained and invalidated.
Finally, after years of heartbreaking effort,
we let .one order stand and carried it all the
way up to the United States Supreme Court,
and there our order was sustained. That
was the Rowan and Nichols case--a landmark.
The High Court said that the State
supreme court was the proper reviewing authority, as all our orders were dealing with
property rights and State law as interpreted
by the Texas Supreme Court.
The Texas Supreme Court sustained our
orders, and from that date forward our efforts at conservation have met with results
that have general approval.
There are no pen-ding attacks on our
orders in the courts today.
Next came the long Federal Power Commission investigation covering a great many
subjects such as end-use control, energy resources controls, and coal competition with ·
oil and gas. We felt that there was a possibility of a Federal-control threat or attempt
to come out of this long report, and we tried
always to defend the right of the sovereign
States to control the production and gathering and processing of our natural gas and
oil. It looked like they were trying to take
Federal control of oil through gas control if
they could do so.
Then came the Phillips case where the
Federal Power Commission was looking into
the matter to see if they were to take over
the regulation of that company as a gas
utility under the Federal Power Act.
We intervened for the State of Texas and
gave as an example a particular :fteld where
the gas had been dedicated to use by an interstate gas pipe line.
ThiA gas came frorr_ oil production. Both
the oil and gas production, of course, came
under our State jurisdiction. We claimed
this jurisdiction was exclusive, and we .
showed by this example that here in this
oil and gas field we had ordered the gas returned to the producing horizon to maintain reservoir pressure so as to get greatly
increased oil recovery from that reservofi'.
The clash in auth..>rity uas shown. The
Gas Act clearly said conservation efforts of
the States were not to be interfered with. I
feel this was the controlling point of this
case.
I know that there must not ever be any
conflict of authority on conservation of oil
and gas. This is an exclusive State function.
Each State can best attend to her own internal affairs.
Certainly in a State like Texas, where 55
percent of our State taxes come from oil and
gas, we must not turn over control to anybody outside Texas.
The signers of the American Declaration
of Independence had little more in mind undoubtedly than a framework, the guaranties
and limitations of which were fully set out
tn the Constitution and further strengthened by the Bill of Rights.
By following this limited idea of central
government supported by strong State gov·

ernments, we have grown to be the most
powerful Nation on earth, because we are
the most productive and still reward individual initiative and industry.
May we prove worthy of the heritage of
these founding fathers and bring the gov•
ernment home to the States.

Duty of Eligible Voters To Vote
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDMUND P. RADWAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mr. RADWAN. Mr. Speaker, I have
always pointed with a great deal of pride
to my membership in the American Legion. Ever since I received my honorable discharge from the Armed Forces,
I have always encouraged membership
in either the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
the AMVETS, the Regular Veterans Association, the American Legion, and
other worthy veterans organizations.
More than that, I have encouraged individual activity within the organization.
Participation in any veterans organiza.;.
tion is indicative of good citizenship on
the part of the veteran. The veteran
who is active in his post is usually the
veteran who votes and discharges all
of the duties of citizenship. He votes
in the primaries. He votes at the general election. He corresponds with his
Congressman and other public officials.
However. too many of our veterans
who fought and did so much for this
country, overlook their privilege to par-.
ticipate tn the affairs of our Government". To these in particular, and to all
veterans, I recommend the reading of
an article which appears in this June
edition of the American Legion magazine entitled "Everyone Has Two Votes,"
by Donald R. Wilson, National Com.mander of the American Legion.
Excerpts from this article follow:
Nothing makes bad government come
easier than the failure of eligible voters to
vote.
Does this make sense?
Our political system is as beautiful and
effective as any that has ever been devised
by man-as long as it works the way it is
supposed to. It is founded on a basic expectation of the participation of each of us
in the selection of candidates and-through
candidates-the policies that they represent.
But what good is any recipe if you leave out
the chief ingredient-in thls case the participation of the people? There are clear
and compelling reasons why democracy su!.
fers when the people don't participate wholeheartedly. These are found in the very
foundation of our way of government.
Clearly, we must leave a lot of the judg·
ment up to the major parties.
At the same time, we must recognize that
if we want the best quality of government
we must use the most effective tools we have
to steer the parties toward good decisions.
No more powerful support for the principles of good government could be offered to
every political organization than the fact
that every eligible voter will exercise every
voting privilege--in primaries and finals, at
local, State, and National levels.
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On examination, nearly every complaint of
the nonvoter is largely caused by not voting.
Just voting-the best we know how-is an
important step toward letting candidates
and officeholders ponder the wishes of all of
us, and thus is a step toward better government. It is, of course, not the final step
within our power toward the best government. The final step is for all voters to inform themselves on the issues and candidates.

The Mutual Aid Bill Conference Report
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALEXANDER WILEY
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, yesterday
Senate-House confere~s agreed on a
final version of the mutual security bill,
H. R. 7005.

In view of the numerous differences
between the previous Senate and House
versions, it is almost inevitable that the
resulting final compromises will displease this or that group.
In the process of "give and take" which
always goes on in a conference committee of this sort, one cannot expect that
either side will be totally satisfied with
the ultimate result.
Sometimes a few irrational folks condemn the necessary compromises which
are made in conference committees of
this sort. I for one might not completely
agree with all of the actions taken in
this vast $6,000,000,000 bill. Still in my
judgment, the final version is eminently
sound, desirable and fair, and I know
that my colleagues will agree.
Literally hundreds of individual appropriations and subappropriations are
involved in this significant measure.
Each of us may be particularly interested in some one or more of the geographic areas or types of mutual aid.
But it is up to us to realize that, so, too,
other legislators of equal good faith and
equal strong convictions are interested
in other subtopics, or in economy, or in
some other objectives.
CHILDREN'S FUND

One particular matter in which I have
been especially interested as indicated
in my previous statements in the RECORD,
is the matter of the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund
We in the Senate had authorized some
$20,900,000 for the fund. The final figure however, in the conference version
is S16,400,000, a midway compromise
above the House's $12,000,000 figure.
. At this time, I send to the desk a very
moving article published in last Sunday's New York Times magazine entitled "The Child's Name Is Today."
The article points up the fact that each
passing day involves in a very crucial
way the health and welfare of these innocents-millions of sick and under ..
nourished youngsters throughout the
world.
I ask unanimous consent that the text
of this article, as well as an edi~orial

from the Anniston (Ala.) Star, be print..
ed in the AppendiX of the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
and editorial were ordered to be printed
in the REcoRD, as r-ollows:
[From the New York Times of June 1, 1952]
THE CHILD'S NAME Is TODAY
(By Gertrude Samuels)
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y.-On the island
of Amapala, south of Honduras, beautiful,
quiet and fertile, life was unbearable. The
island was full of insects. Seven-year-old
Geraldina lived here in a hut with her two
young brothers and parents. All suffered
from the fever-malaria-and Geraldina's
father said that the island was cursed.
Then some men came with tins labeled
"UNICEF." They sprayed the walls of the
hut with a fine mist. They sprayed their
neighbors' huts and fields. Geraldina was
doubtful-it was all too easy-but their hut
quickly seemed different. No mosquito
noises were heard. Everywhere insects lay
dead.
And soon all life changed in Amapala. No
one talked of leaving now. At school, the
teacher put a creamy, tasty spread called
margarine on the bread. "From UNICEF,"
she told Geraldina. And the child wrote a
letter for her · teacher to send:
"My house is a humble hut. I live there
with my two brothers and parents. Ever
since you came to our island there is no
more sickness at home. I wish this generous organization, which has done so much
for us children of Honduras, a lot of prosperity."
The letter was addressed to "UNICEF, New
York"-The United Nations International
Children's Emergency Fund. Though it
tells of the plight and recovery of a small
part of the world's children, it sums up better than statistics the remarkable work of
this United Nations group. For the children's fund has been proving that mass
cures for mass suffering are attainable.
Since May 1947, when the fund received
its first contribution-$15,000,000 from the
United States-it has been supported by
nearly 100 countries and territories, raising
some $168,500,000 to help millions of children
in some 72 countries and territories. It has
fought, sometimes alone, sometimes with
governments, to get food, medicine, and
clothing to youngsters victimized by war,
famine, disaster, and ignorance. And, with
the World Health Organization and the Food
and Agriculture Organization, it is fighting
to eradicate disease, on the principle that
the world cannot exist half sick and half
well. Now the fund faces extinction unless
financial support for its broad programs is
again found.
What are the greatest needs of the Geraldinas of the world today? Millions are
still ravaged by that crippler of childhoodundernourishment. Millions are victims of
the great killers which respect no political
boundaries-malaria and tuberculosis. In
all the world's underdeveloped areas, but
perhaps most of all in Asia, where live about
half of the world's population, youngsters
desperately need every kind of help. Theirs
is a need not related to a particular war or
catastrophe; it rises out of problems that
are generations old-overpopulation and
poverty.
The children's fund has never been able
to do more than operate on the periphery
of the problem, for lack of money. Some
60,000,000 youngsters have received food,
clothing, and medical help in these 5 years
of operations; and millions more (with their
parents) have participated in the mass campaigns against tuberculosis, malaria, yaws,
and other diseases. Above all, psychological
_b enefits have often transcended the ma..
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terial-for as the fund combated hunger and
misery it proved to recipient governments
the worth of continuing the programs after
the fund pulled out of a critical area.
The fund's goals have shifted greatly since
the war. Then, it was a postwar emergency
operation, to continue the child-welfare
work of UNRRA, to provide an extra meal,
medicines, shoes to children of Europe's warravaged areas. Then, the aftermath of Hitler's genocidal war had left them on hunger rations, with tuberculosis thriving on
malnutrition. The agency, which found
most governments long on enthusiasm for
its program but short on donations, struggled on limited means to get skim millt, cod
liver oil and canned meat from the United
States, Canada, Scandinavia.
As Europe recovered and the continent reclaimed farmlands and rebuilt the plundered
dairy herds, the fund turl}.ed to areas of
the world whose children had never known
anything but emergency. It is still the fireman-rushing temporary relief to children
and nursing mothers in famine and disaster
areas. (Last year in Korea, I watched hundreds of terrified and orphaned youngsters
crowd into centers for their only meal of
the day-rice and milk supplied by the
fund-and for such as these the milk meant
the difference between life and death.)
The neediest children today are in the
underdeveloped areas. Here the goals are
simple: to lay the groundwork for good public health work by local governments with
"demonstration feedings"; to get quick relief
from sickness and disease with "mass attacks" on the causes; to stir the largely apathetic populations in backward areas to the
realization that, in the words of the Lebanese
delegates, "Their children need not die prematurely."
On the public health aspect, the Fund
works closely with WHO and FAO.
Both of these specialized agencies of the u. N.
have small budgets from assessments on
governments, and have not the wherewithal
to carry out mass campaigns. Thus the children's fund has been procuring and buying
the penicillin, the DDT, the sprayers, needles,
syringes, and, in short, much of the medical
equipment needed by government and WHO
experts to carry out the work.
Perhaps the greatest challenges to this
fringe operation are in Southeast Asia, or
roughly Afghanistan to the Philippines, and
including India and Pakistan. The No. 1
killer is malaria, with tuberculosis and the
tropical disease, yaws, taking great tolls.
Malaria-control teams, with children's fund
DDT, sprayers and equipment, have been going into towns and tiny villages in northern
India, Burma, Thailand, spraying virtually
everyone and everything-people, temples,
schools. (In spme areas, as in Egypt, the
disease-bearing housefly has, over the years,
developed an immunity to some insecticides;
experts say that new poisons will have to be
found for these areas. But WHO doctors
aver that against malaria-carrying mosquitoes DDT is proving a remarkably potent
weapon if used correctly and if the breeding
grounds in swamps and stagnant water are
destroyed.)
In one Thailand district, Serape!, the results are coming in. At a temple pagoda, a
clinic is set up on the steps as teachers,
children and boy priests with shaven eyebrows gather around the Thai and WHO
doctors for examination. They have no fever
now and, they tell the doctors, their families
at home are free of it. The mosquito-hunters search in vain-and with gratificationin the water grasses of the streams for mos ..
quitoes which have brought malaria to this
area. The results have been bought with
pennies-an estimated 15 cents a child to the
children's fund, 20 cents a child to the local
government.
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In the yaws campaign, the fund's reputa•
to Governments or with humanitarian intion has sometimes marched before it, to the
tentions alone: in short, you can't have madilemma of its :field workers. Yaws 1s ter·
laria control unless DDT, jeeps, sprayers, and
ribly teared. It is a crippling organism that
experts are supplied and paid for; you can't
enters the blood and attacks the body with
test and inoculate against tuberculosis unopen sores; while it seldom kills, it makes
less the vaccines, syringes and needles .are
people wish fOF death. With penicillin insupplied; you can't feed without the food;
jections, the most vicious sores have been
you can't stimulate maternal-chUd welfare
healed in 2 weeks and in a month have
without clinics and nutrition centers.
completely disappeared.
Some have criticized the fund on the
ground that the specialized agencies and
When recently word got around near the
Malayan border that a U. N. team to treat. technical-assistant programs are doing longterm jobs.
yaws was coming to a village, more than
Maurice Pate, the tall, white-thatched
2,000 persons came from miles around, traveling night and day, carrying their children
executive director of' the fund , is known to
and, in many cases, each -ot-h er because of
have approached U.N. delegates on the questhe disease. But the team had supplies for
tion of whether they should carry on its
5{)0 and, as one member put it: "You'd have
work. The reaction bas been unifo:rmly conto be an iron man to inoculate some and
sistent: The United Nations needs one
not all." They also feared the psychological
dynamic group in :lits midst which works at
consequences if they picked and chose. They
the human level and operates freely wiith
·u nanimity and voluntary -s upport; the fund
had to leave. ln a few days they returned
with enough penicillin for a tota] injection.
alone, working for children, has the strongest
emotional and nonpolitical appeal to all peaMalnutrition afflicts all the backward
areas, and to move governments to check " pie to bring in the necessary financial support. Recently, the General Assembly in exits disastrous. course, the children's fund has
tending the life of the fund to 1953, asked
been selecting test areas for demonstration
that its future be studied with the object of
feeding~with the fund supplying the im"continuing it on a permanent basis."
portant elements in children's diets, such as
milk, fats, and fish-liver oils, and the local
Meantime, unless new donations arrive
governments the warehousing, distribution,
soon, the fund's opera.tions face disaster.
personnel, and equipment.
After local
It has needed an estimated $30,000,000 a year
workers are trained, the fund moves on to
to continue its present benefits. The Senanother critical area. The remarkable gains
ate Foreign Relations Committee has recfrom this realistic approach are c1ear in "beommended a contribution of $21,000,000; the
fore and after" pictures from Central and
House would whittle this down to $1:2,COO,OOO.
South American republics.
Whatever the· outcome, the fun~ will then
When the children's fund originally went
approach other governments for donations
into Nicaragua, all the Government could :reon a matching principle, including donations
luctantly plan on was a supplementary feedfrom the assisted countries.
ing of 2,000 children. There was milk-but
The Geraldinas of the world and their
it had been unsafe for lack of pasteurization.
strnggling parents and governments look to
The working class rarely bought meat, eggs,
the U. N. and inevitably to us. Some hopes
or fruit, preferring the filling rice and beans.
have been fuifi1led. others wait. Gabriela
Within a year of demonstration feedings,
Mistral, the Chilean poet, puts it for the
the Government saw the amazing effects on
youngsters: ••we cannot answer tomorrow.
children. Today, some 40,()00 children are
The child's name is today."
included in a Government p:rogJ:am which
also includes an allotment for supplementary
(From the Anniston (Ala.} Star}
foods; the fund is helping pro"Vide equipment :for a milk-drying plant. which can keep
CARRYING ECONOMY Too FAR
milk for years.
According to Senator Wn;E.Y of Wisconsin,
Nor are people in the backward countries
this country's contribution to tbe United
indifferent to these gains. In one small
Nations International Children's Emergency
community of El Salvador-with its vicious
Fund constitutes "the most important sincircle of ignorance, poverty and low agrigle humanitarian and constructive work in
cultural production-a number of leaders
our entire international program."
sought out fund and public health offiEstablished in 1947, UNICEF is credited
cials. Some came in good white linen
with having helped more than 42,000,000
suits; others from the fields, strawhatted
children and nursi~g mothers iln 66 counand barefoot. They wanted a center, they
tries. It has supplied food, clothing, and
said, that would show them proper health
medical care, thus aiding hugely in precare. Have a fiesta, they were told, raise
venting expected outbreaks of children's disthe money for fre.e school lunches and the
eases on the European continent and in Asia
United Nations would prqvide one food
during the trying years that have followed
item-milk-on which to center their proWorld
War II.
gram. They raised the money and got a
At the present time, this charitable agency
nutritional clinic started where mothers
is providing milk for some 200,000 children
received health education, were taught how
in drought-stricken sections of Brazil, and
to buy and plan meals, and where their
no less urgent. is the splendid work it is
children came under better medica]! control. Today, there are nutrition clinics in -doing among orphaned Korean children.
The plan under which UNICEF operates
40 communities and 100 more have asked
is unique, its assistance being extended only
for them. As J1:an Allwood Paredes, direcwhen asked for by a particular government
tor general o:f public health of El Salvador
which agrees to pay at least half the cost of
and a WHO delegate, points ()Ut:
the indicated aid. This explains why the
"My country is small and poor. In El
U. N.-sponsored organization presently is not
Salvador, it wasn't a war situation, :l:t wasn't
active
among the suffering masses of China
famine, but an emergency that is decades
and of other Communist-dominated counold. By coming to t-he assistance of the
tries; the powers-that-be · in those countries
ChJ vermhent, the fund showed us how to
have not sought its help.
adopt more courageous and ambitious proWe understand that during the first 3
grams not only for the children but toward
all public health."
years of its existence, UNICEF received a.
contribution
of $75,000.000 from the United
What is the future for these tens of millions in the going programs and the mil- ·s tates. More recently. however, there seems
to have been a change of heart on the part
nons more who must surely be reached?
It is clear from talks with United Natfons
of a majority of Congressmen. The approexperts that the needs of the children canpriation for the fiscal year ending June 3(),
not be solved simply with technical advice
1951, was cut from $12,000,000 to $5,700!000,

and nothing at all has been appropriated
since then.
Since it is doubtful if a. more graphic example than UNICEF could be found to point
up the basic difference between Western and
Communist thinking, the United States will
be indulging in a highly dubious economy if
it does not contribute generously to the
UNICEF program.

Are Private Utilities Subsidized?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH B. MITCHELL
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Speaker, at a
time when misleading information - is
being circulated about the Federal Gov...
ernment's self-liquidating Pacific North·
west hydroelectric power plants, the fol ..
lowing analysis by the Washington State
Public Utility Districts Association of
the possible cost of accelerated amorti..;'
zation on private utility construction in
this power-shortage area is of real in ..
terest:
·
NORTHWEST PRIVATE UTILITIES SUBSIDIZED BY
AMERICAN TAXPAYER
.

Much criticism is being voiced about de·
fense agencies shoveling out billions of dol·
Iars in loans and tax concessions to private
in.dustry. Included in the groups receiving
this assistance from the American taxpayer
are most of ·the Northwest pri~ate utilities
who are just now beginning to build needed
generation and transmission facmties. Cer·
tificates of necessity for accelerated tax
amortization is programed to expand private industry's productive capacity quicklJ
to meet mobilization goals. They are tQ
permit the amortization of. an authorized
amount of a new facility by means of rapid
t ax write-off over a 5-year period.
The percentage authorized for actual amor..
tization varies according to the type of
facility, the postemergency usefulness of the
plant to the owner, and the degree of financial aid deemed necessary to e:.;courage the
expansion.
Possibly there is merit in granting this tax...
s.ubsidization assistance to a plant where the
installation is directly connected to the defense effort, and where there is a possibility
o:f such facility being discarded from use•
fulness in the event of a tennmation or
decline in such defense effort.
Such definition,. however,. could not be
applied even with the most liberal interpretation to electrical energy producing and
transmitting facilities fn the Pacific Northwest where a power shortage under aU estimates will be at band for many years to
come.
Actually, there is a pro-and-con argument
as to the over-an benefit of this speed-up
of amortization, and some insist that it is
merely a gamble of rapid amortization of
a new facility during this period of high
taxes on the basis that taxes will be lower
during the remaining years when the amortization would have taken place under nor•
mal procedure.
However. in actual practice. the case can
be made that such rapid amortization policy
actually creates a cash loan to the private
utility by the American taxpayer. For example, private utility X is building a generation installation. They apply far rapid
amortization of a $30,000,000 plant. The
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Defense Production Administration approves $25,000,000, of which 60 percent can
be rapidly amortized. Thus over a 5-year
period $15,000,000, or $3,000,000 per year,
may be amortized. The joker is that such
amount is deductible from taxable net income, which means that a loan equivalent
to the taxes which would have been paid
to the United States Treasury is given to
the private utility by the American taxpayer.
For example, it is estimated that Washington Water Power Co. will realize a tax savings of $2,350,000 per year for 5 years on
Cabinet Gorge Dam rapid amortization.
There is an additional benefit on the basis
that by leaving this money in the private
utility, it is fur.nished funds which normally
would have to be obtained by a loan, and
thus there is reflected to the benefit of the
utility the necessary interest charge which
would accompany an outside loan.
There is other additional benefit to the
private utility when such amortization reduces taxable net income below the book net
income, because under present tax regulations that portion of common dividends
which would not represent payments out of
accumulated earnings for tax purposes would
be tax-free because such payments would
be considered a return of capital rather
than ordinary income. Thus · there is a
benefit of tax-free dividends to the private
utility stockholder.
From a report by the House Executive
Expenditure Subcommittee, issued May 26,
1951, there is quoted: "The certificate of
necessity program is by far the biggest bonanza that ever came down the Government
pike." Certificates of necessity for tax subsidization (rapid . amortization) to the
Northwest private utilities are as follows:
Utility

Project

Amount
certified

Pacific Power &
Light.
Washington Water
Power.
Portlan d General
Electric.
Idaho Power Co ____
Do_------------

Yale.-~-----

$26, 000, 000

-

Cabinet 34, 425,000
Gorge.
Pelton ______ 22, 260, coo
Snake River~ 20,047,610
Transmis- 1, 558, 557
sian and
substa·
tion.

Percentage
allowed

Percent
75
65
65

50
25

Latest bonanza to a private utility in the
Northwest is contained in the announcement dated May 9, 1952, from the Defense
Electric Power Administration. The Washington Water Power Co. of Spokane, Wash.,
applied for certificate of necessity for the
building of a transmission line and substation to serve the American Smelting andRefining Co.'s Van Stone mine near Aladin,
Stevens County, Wash. The amount requested was $155,240. DP A approved $142,990 -.vith permission for writing off 35 percent
of such amount under rapid amortization.
The interesting fact in this situation is the
history behind this line.
The Van Stone mine is located in north
Stevens County in an area which has been
served by the Stevens County REA cooperative. When information was received that
the mine was to be activated, the co-op proposed to serve the load.
The service could have been provided by
the cooperative by the building of 5 miles of
line from a Bonneville Power Administration substation at Spirit taking service from
a 115,000-volt transmission line. Immediately the. Wa&hington Water Power Co.
proposed to enter the territorly served by the
REA and to serve this load; To do this they
had to construct the line on which they were
given their certificate of necessity and which
is 13 miles in length. From the viewpoint of

saving material alone during a defense effort the REA line would have been more
proper.
This 13 miles of newly constructed line by
WWP ties onto the end of an old 33-kilovolt
line running 20 miles from Colville. (It is
understood the company's application for
the line calls for 33 kilovolt construction in
the 13 miles although locally they are announcing the building of a 69-kilovolt line.)
Visual inspection of the additional 20 miles
of old 33-kilovolt line would make common
sense dictate the rebuilding of such line.
Thus, additional needed defense material will
be used.
Even though the REA gave a lower bid to
the mining company on power service, the
decision was for private utility service, and
construction of the 1:1 miles of new line comme~lCed.
Now the private utility has been
given tax subsidization not for the purpose
of the defense effort, but for the purpose of
competing and serving in the REA area.
The most liberal inteq>retation of the certificate of necessity program could not justify
this subsidization.
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countrymen and inspired their grateful appreciation. Amidst all of their plaudits and
in your wholesome modesty you continuously recognize the cooperation of your colleagues and friends as being essential to the
realization of your objectives.
In recognition of your service to your community, your church, this college, and your
country; upon recommendation of the faculty and by vote of the board of trustees, I,
the president of Wesley Junior College, have
the honor to hereby declare you, JoHN JAMES
WILLIAMS, the recipient of the Wesley award,
in token of which I present to you this
plaque and citation.
Given at Dover, Del., under the seal of the
corporation, this 2d day of June, in the year
of our Lord 1952 and of Wesley Junior College the tent~.
[SEAL)
J. PAUL SLAYBAUGH,
President.

The Crises of Our Times .
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Citation Awarded Hon. John J. Williams,
of Delaware, by Wesley Junior College
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, Wesley
Junior College, at Dover, Del., has
awarded a very fine citation in commendation of our colleague from Delaware [Mr. WILLIAlVIS]. I ask unanimous
consent to have the citation printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objecton, the citation
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WESLEY JUNIOR COLLEGE WESLEY AWARD
CITATION
To the Honorable JOHN J. WILLIAMS.
GREETINGs: It has been said that position ·
makes the man. To put it another way, all
some men need is an opportunity to demonstrate their intrinsic qualities.
You, JOHN WILLIAMS, in a few short years,
have contributed tremendously to the verification of a biblical promise, that he who
seeks first the Kingdom of God and His
righteousness shali have all other things
added unto him.
Like Lincoln, you have proven again that
much formal schooling is not essential for a
good education-rather, there is no substitute for industry and devotion to a worthy
purpose.
You are the product of an environmental
combination perhaps more common in our
society in an earlier day than now-a large
family, a Christian home, and the church
whose teachings you subscribe to without
reservation and which you generously support--as you also support other worthy
causes.
You have confounded your political opponents, and sometimes dismayed your political friends, by your unwillingness to compromise principle for expediency.
As a Member of the United States Senate
you have concentrated your efforts on a
phase of Government which for its preservation needs such attention as perhaps never
before. Your success in that effort has com. manded the highest regard of your fellow

HON. HARRY P. O'NEILL
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcoRD, I wish to include the following address delivered by Dr. Brendan F.
Brown, dean, the School of Law, Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C., at the commencement exerc.'ses at Marywood College, Scranton,
Pa., Sunday afternoon, May 25, 1952.
One hundred and thirty-seven degrees were conferred at the commencement. Thirteen graduates received the
degree of master of arts. Achievement
medals were awarded to those students
who had distinguished themselves in certain courses.
The address follows:
THE CRISES OF OUR TIMES
(Address by Dr. Brendan F. Brown)
I

Your Excellency, Most Reverend Bishop
Klonowski, Right Reverend, Very Reverend,
and Reverend Fathers, Sisters, and Members
of the Faculty, Graduates and Friends, I am
grateful for this opportunity to deliver the
commencement address, at these, the thirtythird, annual graduating exercises, at Marywood College, the first held in this building.
It is a rare privilege to be thus entrusted
with a task of the utmost importance by an
outstanding institution for the higher education of women, chartered as it is by the
great State of Pennsylvania, and conducted
by the Servants of the Immaculate Heart of
Mary, long noted for their untiring and
brilliant service in the cause of Catholic
education. This is indeed an unforgettable
occasion, which will always be a treasured
memory.
Members of the class .of 1952, I am charged
with the duty of briefing you as you depart
today from these hallowed halls and this
beautiful campus. I exhort you to understand fully the unusual advantages which
you have enjoyed during your student days.
Only by understanding the significance of
these advantages, will you realize the urgency of your mission to dispel the darkness
of confusion and error which lead to evil.
Because of inherent defects in parts of
America's educational system, such advan-
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tages unfortunately have been denied to
large numbers of young Americans, who, like
yourselves, will merit the collegiate degree
this spring.
.
Your educational training has been inspired by an intellectual and spiritual culture which is founded on the wisdom of
divine revelation and the profound insights
of a philosophical tradition built by such
masters as Aristotle and Aquinas, Suarez,
and Bellarmine, Chesterton and Maritain.
This eulture was created by combining the
noblest elements of pagan life and learning,
acquired by perception of the natural law,
and its implications, with the truths of divine positive law. You have not just merely
studied the origin, development, and social
effects of this culture on the comparative
level in relation to opposed cultures, with
their resulting modes of life, both individual
and national. You have been taught to believe that immutable and eternal truth constitutes the bed rock foundation of the
Christian-scholastic tradition of thought
and action, and that its survival and propagation are essential for the happiness of
man on earth and for his salvation in the
hereafter.
This tradition produced western civilization by lifting man from the abyss of barbarism, and now alone provides the cohesive
force holding that civilization together, as
it courageously awaits its greatest crisis in
the impending final showdown with communism. It wrote the Magna Carta in
1215, dictated the Declaration of Independence in 1776, inspired the American Bill of
Rights in 1789, and charted the course of
constitutional law in the United States from
the days of John Marshall. It enkindled
maximum faith in the high value of man,
by exalting him to the status of an adopted
son of Almighty God. It alone can give assurance of the existence of an extrinsic authority by way of rational justification of
the egalitarian principle which subordinates
civil authority, and proclaims human rights.
American educationists agree that the purpose of a college education, generally speaking, is to prepare the student for happy and
successful living, with capacity to make personal and social adjustments after graduation. This is to be done by providing a
broad foundation of learning. This, in turn,
is to be accomplished by acquainting the
student in varying degrees, with at least
elementary notions of the literary, rational,
social, and natural sciences, so as to develop skills and disciplines, which will facilitate advanced and specialized study in
any field chosen. General knowledge of the
humanistic sources and of the great books
of the past, containing messages of significance, concerning man, law, the state, the
family, and God, may even be deemed essential.
But your preparation has gon e far beyond
these aims of American college education.
You have been trained to r.ecognize the working of a divine purpose in the drama of the
cosmos. You have been given definite moral criteria for weighing interests and claims,
so necessary in the process of later specialized invef?tigation and creative thinking.
You have studied the basic sciences not
merely in terms of fragmentary facts and
positivistic phenomena, but of ultimately
unified totality, intended to serve the individual human being. These sciences have
unfolded interrelated aspects of a divine
creation, both animate and inanimate.
In addition, the transcendent superiority of the supernatural life, as compared with
the solely natural, has been made known to
you. Ideals of Christian living which summon you to the practice of virtue have
played an important part in your education.
They exceed those of the good pagan, who
relies exclusively upon the natural law for
his guide.

Nothing has been left undone, therefore,
to prepare you fully for a life of fruitful
service to your family and friends, to church
and state, to society, and to your Creator.
Your own personal spiritual improvement,
intellectual benefit, and cult.ivation of
charm and attractive personality were not
the sole objectives intended by those who
have unselfishly dedicated themselves to
your education.
Your futures will doubtless be diverse.
Some will go into the business and professional worlds, others will marry and undertake the task of home-making; perhaps
others will answer the call to ·a religious vocation. But despite this diversity of future
career, your stewardship demands that you
.make the best possible use of what you have
received within the limits of your own talents
and the state of life which you will choose.
u

Thus far I have reminded you of your responsibility to assume..,Ieadership, wherever
you m!l.y be, in the light of the indispensable
contributions which your unique tr·a ining
enables·you to make. I now direct that leadership to the defense and preservation of
those truths which the major religious, political, and economic crises of our times imperil. These crises have resulted from the
unceasing pressures of false and after malicious philosophies, which have created destructive interpretations of what is good for
society and its constituents, and now
threaten to win the support of civil authority for the implementation of those interpretations.
The first crisis is religious, both at home
and abroad. There is no need for me to depict the deadly struggle which has long been
waged and continues to be waged, day by day,
throughout the. captive countries of the
world, between Christianity, indeed all traditional forms of religion, and the ruthless forces of militant, atheistic communism.
In recent years, however, in certain areas behind the iron curtain, communism has accommodated itself to the principle that .oevery
human society requires the existence of a
religious institution. Society has been subordinated to the Communist Party, and
hence thEJ religious institution assumes the
form of a state-controlled church which becomes a convenient tool for Soviet propaganda, supported by Communist civil and
military authority, not because the Politburo believ-es in the divine mission of such
a church, but because it aids communism.
In other words, the pre-Communist idea of
the divine character of the religious institution and the reason for assisting it have been
chan ged in Soviet-dominated countries.
Secularization of the church is not far removed from its liquidation.
But what of the anti-Communist world in
gen eral and the United States in particular?
Is there, even in these areas, an erosion going on whereby false interpretations are being given to the nature and purpose of institutions in the sphere of religion? History records that, at one time, Christendom
was convinced the religious organization
should be a stronger means of social discipline and ordering than the civil. Gradually political authority superseded ecclesiastical as the primary agency of social direction. But generally speaking, the state
continued to regard the church as a divine
institution, and did not exploit it so as to
advance a materialistic philosophy.
A greater crisis began with the advent of
secular, sociological liberalism which considers the religious institution as nothing
more than an expression of the social interest in safeguarding morals and the general security. Should this view ever become
widespread in the United States, and particularly if it should greatly influence the
legal order,. the strongest and surest guar-

antee against Communist penetration and
national retrogression and moral disaster
would be removed. But since there is no
assurance that this will not take place, we
must work ceaselessly to prevent it.
Indeed, a survey of the law of divorce in
the United States, during the past 50 years,
discloses that the legal order of this country
has progressively yielded to the pressure of
secularism. Since the turn of the century,
the law of the land has tended more and
more to facilitate the severance of the marriage bond, by increasing the number of
grounds of divorce in certain jurisdictions.
Evidence of the growing tolerance of the law
toward divorce may also be noted in the
policy of certain States to reduce the period
of residence required for the r,cquisition of
domicile, which is the basis of judicial jurisdiction. The legal order has not resisted the
clamor for easy divorce.
·
This is what happens when the religious
basis is removed from the domestic institution of the family. To endeavor to justify
the continuation of this institution on the
sole grounds of a present social interest in
its preservation is to build upon the sands.
It is true that for the time being, the social
interest is weighed heavily against the individual claims of married persons in most
divorce actions. But this is only a description of a social situation which may change
at any time, unless there is a return to the
Catholic conception of the indissolubility of
the marriage contract.
Other aspects of the religious crisis in the
United States relate to the breakdown of
the home as the center of religious training,
to the fact that the public school is not permitted to assume this responsibility, and to
the debasement of former standards of honesty in public, or quasi-public, ofiice by
highly placed governmental officials, or even
by representatives of a school in an athletic
contest. To these aspects may be added the
situation created by the attempts of pseudo
scholars and quack dilettantes to revive old
religious animosities and hatreds by twisting truth in a hopeless effort to lump together the Pope and Stalin as joint leaders
of an authoritarianism inimical to the American wa;y of life. Still another phase of the
American religious crisis stems from · the
divisive confusion and corroding suspicion
engendered by irresponsible pronouncements
of prominent educators-yes, even of the
president of a great university-that, in
effect, American democracy is not as well
served by the education offered in the private
school as by that given in the public school.

m
The second crisis is political in both the
national and international spheres. Just as
the religious crisis has been caused by deviation from the pattern of the divine positive
law, so the political crisis is the result of the
denial of the natural law which establishes
definite limits to the binding force of human
positive law and the capacity of the human
Will to create rights and duties. Internationally, the rejection of this law as an ideal and
as a springboard of action by the great powers
of the world in the establishment and operation of their major political agencies, such
as the League of Nations and the United
Nations, has proved costly to the cause of
world peace.
I applaud the sincerity, zeal, and good
faith which made possible the creation of
these two organs of world authority. I hail
their accomplishments, however limited
they may have been. It was not to be expected, however, that the measure of their
control and direction should .have been
greater than was the case. To be truly effective, any agency, which hopes to command
the obedience of nations, in the exercise of
temporal authority in the international domain, must ·be conceived as something more
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than a league or union of nations, resting
merely upon a compact between the great
powers. It must be a political institution
which claims to represent, and actually does
represent, world society itself, not merely nations. Its title to world authority must be
sanctioned by those self-evident ordering
principles of justice which precede treaties
and conventions, and which bind nations
juridically, despite their spurious claims to
unlimited autonomy and unrestrained sovereignty.
The recent Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. case will
Ulustrate the erroneous conception of world
society and of international law which
dominates the Security Council of the
United Nations. I shall not pass judgment
upon the merits of the controversy itself.
The Security Council did not support the
interim measures of protection, handed
down by the International Court of Justice,
because of an inherent weakness caused by
a fallacious conception of world society,
which threatens the very existence of the
United Nations.
On July 5, 1951, the International Court
of Justice handed down an order to prevent
irreparable damage to the property involved,
pending a final decision by the Court on the
merits of the dispute in which Great Britain
had instituted proceedings on May 26, 1951,
to redress the injustice claimed to have
resulted from -Iran's nationalization of its
oil industry. An agreement had beeu made
by Iran (then Persia) with the AngloIranian Oil Co., which gave the latter
the exclusive right, or concession, to extract
and refine petroleum in Iranian territory.
The order of the Court was communicated
to the parties and to the Security Council.
Iran ignored it as an interference with its
internal affairs, refusing to comply on a.
theory of absolute political, legal and moral
sovereignty. The Court had no power to enforce its order. Later, Great Britain requested the Security Council to call upon
Iran to comply with the order. Th_e Security
Council voted to discuss the matter, with
Russia and Yugoslavia dissenting. After
considerable debate, however, the Council
refused to support the Court and adjourned
on October 19. Its members were swayed by
a concept of excessive national sovereignty.
No domestic system of law and order could
function if each citizen had authority to decide whether his case came within the jurisdiction of the courts of his country. To
admit the right of any state to decide what
is an issue of international law, and to interpret the extent of its duty to be bound
by the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice would be to destroy the possibility of any effective international judicial authority.
The political crisis in the United States
has been in the making ever since the genesis
of American democracy at the time of the
Declaration of Independence and the adoption of the Federal Constitution with its
Bill of Rights. Since that time, two schools
of political thought have offered confiicting
interpretations of these documents which
launched the Republic on its way. One has
viewed those written guaranties of human
rights as expressive of an antecedent ideal
moral order, existing extrinsically to the
wills of the people and the sovereign, and
of all groups, economic and otherwise. This
order alone can justify the existence of self
evident, inalienable rights, supply just content tor the development of such concepts as
due process and equal protection of the law,
and set limits to the implied and inherent
powers of government.
The other school of thought made the justice of the democratic process wholly determinable by majority vote, considered the
will of the people, as expressed through their
duly elected representatives, morally supreme, and viewed the Constitution as a.
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nism is to be avoided. Communism continues to exploit the grievances of the proletariat, particularly in the large industrial
centers, and to promote the proletarian revolution in the interests of the totalitarian
state.
Modern man apparently will not sacrifice
the great economic achievements of mass
production which gives him an ever-increasing control over the physical world about
him. These accomplishments are greater in
the democratic world of capitalism than in
IV
the
totalitarian world of communism. The
The third crisis 1s economic. A variety
superior economic achievements of the capiof causes has contributed to it. Thus ecotalistic world are inseparably connected with
nomic burdens of rearmament ~ave been
the drive produced by the profit motive and
imposed upon all of the members of the
the institution of private property, with a.
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, to pretheory of production for profit as well as for
pare against potential expansion by comuse, and with the ideas of interest, dividends,
munism through aggression. The burdens
reservoirs of capital, corporate activity, and
of Great Britain and Europe have been inmechanical improvements, advanced by a.
creased by the lessening, or cutting off, of
desire for additional profits. Industria\
trade and commerce with the Soviet Union
capitalism makes possible the. maximum
and its puppets. This limitation of trade
muitipUcatlon of property.
has been largely prompted by their followOwners of capital must be ready to coning the American policy of economically isotinue to make concessions to prevent the
lating the Soviet bloc. As a partial comcoalescence
of economic and political aupensation, the United States has advanced
thority In the hands of the state. They
them billlons of dollars, not only for purmust continue to be content to receive reposes of rearmament but also for the supduced rates of return from investments, to
port of their domestic economies. In so
admit that the social rights referable to
doing, the United States has accepted a great
the members of certain 'classes are matters
economic responsib1lity, which has increased
of
justice, not merely charity, and to contaxes, conjured · up the specter of infiation,
cede that the reasonable freedom to acquire
and raised doubts concerning the possibillty
wealth must not interfere with a. like freeof the continued maintenance of our high
dom on the part of society to share in its
standard of living.
distribution. Thus true economic liberty is
Under article l l of the North Atlantic
neither the unlimited freedom to acquire
Treaty the signatories undertook to "conand retain, nor the freedom of the drone to
tribute toward the further development of
compel
the property owner to guarantee sopeaceful and friendly international relations
cial security for all.
by strengthening their free institutions. by
bringing about a better understanding of
The democratic revolution eliminated the
servitude and serfdom which prevailed in the
the principles upon which these institutions
are founded, and by promoting conditions of
period of feudalism, when ruUng orders, such
stability and well-being." They also agreed
as the nobility, were in the ascendancy.
that "they will seek to eliminate confiict in
Slavery had meant the complete allenation
their international economic policies and
of the work of slaves who received only what
wm encourage collaboration between any
was necessary for the preservation of life,
or all of them." It was partly upon these
apart from the nature of the work performed.
assurances that American economic support
The status of the workers was transformed
was obtained.
into a condition of contract. Bourgeois liberalism wa~ sometimes guilty of injustice in
But the expected economic cooperation was
reference to the alienation of the services
not forthcoming. Such cooperation has been
of the workers by tolerating inequality of
impeded by the maintenance of customs barriers, coupled with bilateral Btgreements and
exchange as to work done and value received.
Within recent years, however, the state has
multilateral cartels. It fail-ed to materialize
when the British Government decided to redone much to reduce inequalities implicit
main aloof from the Schuman plan, proin the succeeding contractual stage by enposed by France, as a step toward European · couraging collective bargaining, and by ineconomic integration. The principal feature
suring the workers a just return for their
of this plan was to create a supranational
services.
authority to pool the steel and coal indusBut now the process of collective bargain·
tries of Europe, with a. free market in that
1ng, in certain key industries, is breaking
geographical area.
down, and resulting in stalemate, and the
Why have not American economic sacristate is being periodically called upon to
fices caused an equally generous response?
intervene, or to stand by and permit an
Can it be that these sacrifices have been
economically wasteful situation. Herein lies
misconstrued because of failure of this counthe economic crisis of our times in the United
try to make it plain that this great outpourStates. It must be met by the establishing of wealth is not ultimately only for the
ment of new judicial organs, permanent in
protection of any particular country, or
character, staffed by trained personnel, engroup of peoples, bound together by cultural
tirely removed from partisan influence, with
ties, but is for the good of the whole in·
jurisdiction to invoke the authority of the
ternational community? Is there a failure
state, after failure of recourse to present
to use properly the dominant authority to
methods and agencies. In other words, the
which the United States is entitled because
arbitrational process must be superseded by
of its gigantic contributions so as to orithe judicial, in a. new sphere, just as it was
entate and even exert considerable pressure
hundreds of years ago in the areas of disupon these peoples, beneficiaries of our aspute in which our traditional judicial syssistance, to induce them to accept a philosotem now operates. Economic sanctions
phy of world brotherhood 'I The Soviet
could be made available to support the deUnion fosters acceptance of its distinctive
crees, which would be handed down, if a.
economic and political theories when it excourt of economic justice were created, with
tends aid, such as in the form of grain or
Jurisdiction restricted to disputes gravely aftechnical assistance.
fecting the national economy.
The use of technology and the perfection
This crisis is essentially one of social jusof the machine have introduced new ecotice. But justice is furthered better by a
nomic problems into contemporary society.
ludi~l process rather than by an arbitraThese must be properly solved if democracy
tional, or collective bargaining, procedure;
is to survive, and if the danger of commuself sufficient instrument which 1s to be de•
tached from the moral order. This unsound view leads to the conclusion, either
that the Constitution is to be construed in
terms of itself, which is obviously a fiction,
or else that it is to be interpreted so as to
secure the interests, as distinguished from
the clearly proved equities, of the politically
dominant class, at any particular time, on
the basis of power, irrespective of the common social good.
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Social justice means equality of respect for
the rights of society by both capital and
labor, as determined by impartial authority.
v
Today's problems are new only with respect to the factual patterns which are involved, not with regard to the factor of
choice of standards or ideals. These problems may be separated dialectically for the
sake of analysis, study and understanding.
But they are not separable in actuality. They
are inextricably connected by the fact that
they all grow out of interferences with peaceful social living. They tend to dissolve the
bunds which should unite men in common
fellowship and good will. They are all associated with human relationships, not with
the struggle of man against tl>3 mighty
forces of nature, imperiling his physical life,
such as deluge, famine or fire, or with his
subrational enemies, such as wild beasts, insects, germs and bacteria.
Man has· indeed proved to be his own
worst enemy. But this was inevitable after
the change in his nature which followed
the fall of our first parents, for the resulting tendency toward evil has made it possible for him to misuse his great endowments, even to the unhappiness of his own
kind. The inner crisis which has precipitated all the others is going on now as
always in the heart and mi.nd of every man.
Psychologists with increasing ingenuity
have sought to find the most basic irrational
mainspring of human behavior and have
clothed their findings in the trappings of
novel semantics and mystifying nomenclature. They are hopelessly divided among
themselves. This is because they have failed
to coordinate a psychiatric study of Lucifer
with that of Adam and Eve, and to concentrate upon the inescapable conclusion. If
they had, they would have decided that exaggerated egotism, or, to descend to the use
of vernacular, the "big head," is the most
powerful disruptive drive in a created mind.
It is this which makes men and angels
aspire to become divine.
But essentially human nature is good. This
is the key to faith and hope in the future
of human destiny. I am convinced that
mankind will outlive all his problems and
all his difficulties, and discover ways and
means of going forward to new heights of
mastery over his environment, and over himself. The goodness of human nature will
stay the hand of evil which would destroy
the human species, by atomic explosion, or
bacteriological warfare, or by the still more
deadly means of race suicide. Every new
weapon of destruction will eventually be
offset by effective means of defense.
Members of the class of 1952, I bid you
:farewell. May your lives be long and happy.
May your every dream come true. May God
bless you.

The Thin Blue Line
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

m

THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled " 'The Thin Blue Line' Fades
but Veterans March On," written by
John M. Cummings, and published in

the Philadelphia Inquirer of May 30,
1952.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
"'THE THIN BLUE LINE" FADES BUT VETERANS
. MARCH ON

(By John M. Cummings)
Many a man in · the newspaper business
can remember when "the thin blue line"
was a standard fixture in any story dealing
with a Memorial Day parade. With the passing of the years the line grew thinner
~nd thinner until it disappeared completely
and was lost as a standby in news accounts
of the annual tribute to the Northern soldier dead in the Civil War.
. In the Inquirer's magazine, Today, in last
Sunday's issue you no doubt discovered the
line is now down to four men-four living
veterans of the Grand Army of the Republic.
Of these the oldest, James A. Hard, of
Rochester, N. Y., is 110.
It was back in 1868 that Gen. John A.
Logan, as commander in chief of the Grand
Army, designated May 30 "for the purpose
of strewing of flowers and otherwise decorating the graves of comrades who died in
defense of their country during the late rebellion."
In the beginning it was known as Decoration Day. Memorial Day was the designation
given it in 1882.
Before the years thinned out the blue line,
Decoration Day or Memorial Day was pretty
much a Grand Army affair. Old soldiers
dusted off their uniforms. To the cadence of
marching tunes by fife and drum corps they
went to the cemeteries, placed wreaths on
the graves of departed warriors, fired a volley
and heard the mournful notes of taps.
Although there is no lack of war veterans
to carry on in the tradition of the Grand.
Army of the Republic, Memorial Day has become a day of remembrance of all the dead.
Veterans organizations, the American Legion,
the Veterans of Foreign Wars and so on, continue the practice of holding appropriate
exercises at the graves of soldiers who have
passed on. Generally speaking, however,
Memorial Day is no longer a day devoted
exclusively to honoring the soldier dead.
Nevertheless, there is no sign of a shortage
of soldiers to continue the military phase of
the ceremony. Even before the Civil War
vets were well thinned out the Spanish
American War lads, relatively few in number, were marching to the cemeteries in their
campaign hats and canvas leggings.
Thousands of veterans of the First World
War are still fit for Memorial Day marching.
A bit on the paunchy side, they find it ditficult to keep in step, but they march and
that's about as much as can be expected of
them.
And we have the great numbers of veterans
of the Second World War. And when they
begin to thin out some 60 years from now,
the ranks will be filled by veterans of Korea.
There is plenty of evidence that the Korean
venture will go on and on and on, producing
veterans to march to the cemeteries and dead
to be honored.
It would be interesting to know how the
old soldiers who never died, but simply
faded away, feel about our handling of the
Korean mess. Could they possibly think of
it in terms of Gettysburg or the Argonne?
Could younger men think of it in terms o!
the great invasion of France, the mighty
movement that broke the back of the German armies?
Come to think of it, the Korean veterans
may not be eligible to carry on at the cemeteries. Those who serve in Korea are riot
engaged in a war. President Truman says
they're in a police action. So there.

Press on the Spot
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL A. REED
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 29, 1952

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
a distinguished newspaper writer has
presented a problem to the country that
should be given thoughtful attention.
Were it not for an untrammeled press
in this country it is a serious question
whether our form of government would
long survive. Men like Washington and
Jefferson realized the importance of the
freedom of the press, and fought to
guard and protect this great boon in the
interests of liberty.
Under unanimous consent, heretofore
obtained, I am inserting in the RECORD
this excellent article by Frank Tripp,
which appeared in the Olean (N. Y.)
Times-Herald on June 2, 1952:
PRESS ON THE SPOT

(By Frank Tripp)
It seems like almost everything that could
threaten extinction of the newspaper has, of
a sudden, massed for the kill. Now comes a
$50,000,000 increase in the annual newsprint
bill. If the newspaper survives the rocketing
costs and fantastic competition it now faces
1t wm truly be indestructible.
And it better survive. An independent,
control-free· press is about all that stands
between complete Government domination
of American life and the God-given rights of
the people.
Through its licensing power, Government
controls all vocal means of communication.
Politically dominated bureaus say who
shall build, buy, own, or operate a radio or
television station. License to stay on the air
must be , renewed at frequent intervals.
Government intimidation and star chamber
censorship of radio therefore exists.
Need a thoughtful citizen know more than
this to realize the vital necessity for an
unfettered, fearless press; beholden to no
administration for its existence, accountable to no one but its readers for its content;
a forum where the smallest man may speak
his mind?
In the last 20 years 749 American newspapers have disappeared through failures,
mergers, and consolidations, in the main
brought about by mounting production
costs, principally labor and newsprint.
Twenty years ago newsprint cost $40 a
ton; $50 at the date of Pearl Harbor. A $10
increase just announced brings it to $126.
Labor costs, largely occasioned by Government extravagance and attendant high cost
of living, have soared, too. The cost of covering world news has trebled, since we took
upon ourselves the welfare of Christendom.
The increase in taxes you all know about.
The price of daily newspapers in that period has risen from an average 3 cents a copy
to an average of 5 cents; many now moving
to 7 cents.
It is conceivable that it will become 10
cents-and for smaller sized newspapers.
The 10-cent Sunday is doomed; perhaps the
15-cent.
Smaller dailies, because advertising rates
must rise. Sellers wlll be telling their stories
1n smaller space. Fewer printers and less
newsprint will be employed. More reporters, editors, and writers, because the newspaper, so long as it lives, will tell all of the
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story. It cannot survive on snatches of
news, acrobatics, sob singers, and commentators.
It must, and will, always be a newspaper.
And most people have to know the news
most important to them; the details of activities in their own community; the movements of their neighbors.
That is what will save the newspaper.
But, it seems to one who has lived with
newspapers since penny paper days, $25
newsprint, $16 a week printers, $15 reporters,
and 48-hour weeks; it seems to such a one
that it's time for publishers, newsprint
:makers and labor unions to sit down together and give a little thought to the goose
that lays the golden eggs.
Else some day the goose will be no more.
Even a newspaper could price itself out of
the market. That wouldn't be so catastrophic if the goose laid tin cans or inanimate things, but this goose lays a vital, living
force for which no substitute is in sight--a
force that exists upon the eagerness of the
people to know, and owes its existence to no
licensing power or demagogic state. ·
The American people have chosen. They
have made new friends but kept the old.
More newspapers are read than ever in history. The people spend more for newspapers
than they spend for books, magazines, and
all other printed matter combined. Fiftyfour million newspapers are read every day.
This could not have happened if their new
friends had met people's insatiable eagerness
to know. They buy three times as ma:py
papers at 5 cents as they bought at a penny;
nearly twice as many as before they had
radio. The more people hear, the more they
read.
At whatever necessary cost, there will always be newspapers-the poor man's university. If they become priced out of the reach
of some they will be passed around as they
were of yore.
The press belongs to the people. The
American economy and way of life wouldn't
survive a year without a free pre~s.
Those who make newspapers, the paper
upon which they are printed, the labor that
produces them, the advertisers who patronize
them, should work together to keep newspapers within the reach of all.
So much that is American depends upon it.

Chinese standard of existence; but no
wife and certainly no growing children
going to school, with the appetites of
hungry children, can be financed on the
sum of $50 per month which totals $600
per year.
As long as the total tax rate was reasonably small, importance of the size of
this exemption was not apparent. As
the tax rate increases, however, every
father and mother is made conscious of
the fact that they are going into the
red on this exemption. The larger the
number of children, the bigger is the
red figure and the greater the burden on.
the American father and mother who
are trying to bring his children up in
the manner that you and I want to see
American children trained and cared for.
This bill to increase personal-tax exemptions is not a new thought of mine.
Several years ago, I made a speech on
the ftoor of the House, urging that consideration be given to an increase of the
personal exemption. This speech received national acclaim, and I think, but
for the coming of the Korean war, might
have produced some definite results. The
new bill which I have just introduced
follows the program set forth by me in
this speech.
The passage of this bill will mean that
15,000,000 taxpayers will be taken off
the tax rolls. It will mean a total cost
"in tax reduction of $8,700,000,000. But
it is a just bill, and if we expect our people to continue to have families,. we must
give them the tax inducement and incentive which will help them care for
the families. A father should not be
penalized taxwise for every child he
brings into this world. Under the present tax system, we cater to the family
pet---the lap dog and the hou-se cat.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

HON. DANIEL A. REED

OF

OF

OF NEW YORK

HON. OVERTON BROOKS

IN, THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

OF LOUISIANA

Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker, I have
introduced a bill for the purpose of increasing the exemption of dependents
for income-tax purposes. The present
exemption is for $600 and the increase
under my bill will be to $1,000. This
means that the husband and wife will
have a personal deduction of $2,000 total and each child would have a further
deduction of $1,000.
A serious need for this sort of legislation exists. The present law does not
face the facts of life . .It assumes that a
married man with a wife and three children can take care of himself and his
wife and send the children to school on
a total exemption of $3,000. This just
cannot be done. It may be done on the

dead by yielding to an appeasement policy that is permitting Stalin and the
Chinese Reds to build up their instruments of slaughter to use in butchering
our boys in blood-soaked Korea? It
may be that President Truman wishes to
outdo his Demo;:;ratic predecessors in
the number of casualties under his administration as compared with theirs.
If the people desire more wars and
more casualties, all that is required is
to vote for the war party. Here is the
record up to date:
Republican battle casualties, 50 years:
Theodore Roosevelt___________________
William H. Taft_______________________
Warren G. Harding___________________
Calvin Coolidge __________ .:,____________
Herbert Hoover-----------------------

0
0
0
0
0

And here are the Democratic battle
casualties in 35 years:

Woodrow Wilson _______________ _
Franklin D. Roosevelt __________ _
Harry S. Truman ______________ _

334,734
994,893
109,000

Total ____________________ 1,438,627

I wonder, in view of the war record
of the Truman administration, whether
the citizens will · by their votes in November 1952 send more and more boys
into the dirty and disease-inftected dugouts to be tied hand and foot until they
are unable to advance by land or air
beyond a line fixed by the State Department?
The answer will come from the sovereign ·people at th~ ballot box.

Can We Upset the Russian Regime?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GORDON L. McDONOUGH
Comparison of BaHle Casualties Under
Republican and Democratic Administrations

Establishment of Realistic Personal Income Tax Exemptions

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952
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Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
in 1944 James V. Forrestal, Secretary of
the Navy, wrote to a friend about the
liberals around him, as follows:
I find that whenever any American suggests that we act in accordance with the
needs of our own security he is apt to be
called a [adjective deleted] Fascist or imperialist, while if Uncle Joe suggests that he
needs the Baltic Provinces, half of Poland,
all of Bessarabia, and access to the Mediterranean, all hands agree that he is a fine,
frank, candid, and generally delightful fellow who is very easy .t o deal with because
he is so explicit in what he wants.

If this distinguished and patriotic man
were now living, what would he say as
he reviewed the tragic Truman program
of slaughter in Korea? What would he
say about Truman, Acheson, and the
other liberals who are desecrating our

OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr; Speaker, the
universal goal of the American people
in these critical days of the so-called
cold war is world peace. At a time when
arms production is being pushed in an
armament race to produce the machines
and ammunition of war for ourselves and
our allies for the preservation of the free
·nations of the world from the spreading
menace of communism and American
industry is geared to top production, the
American people hope and pray for
peace.
It is, therefore, necessary that the
leaders of our Nation recognize that our
national goal is peace, not war, and that
they exert every e:tiort toward an understanding of the problems involved in
reaching that goal, a correct evaluation
of the international situation, and the
formulation of a foreign policy which can
attain that goal.
It is vrell to remember that if we are to
realize our hopes for world peace, then
we must win the Russian people as
friends. We cannot hope to convert the
Communist leaders of Russia, but if
eventual war, or at best an endless stalemate is to be avoided, the Russian people, the average Soviet citizens, must be
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convinced that the United States and
its allies have no aggressive intentions
toward the citizens of Russia.
Careless talk about preventive war and
atomic attacks upon civilians in Russian
cities will not help us to gain the understanding and cooperation of the Russian
people.
If we can reach the average Russian,
convince him that we are sincere in our
desire for peace, and inform him of the
truth about our democratic way of life
and what freedom offers to the individual, we will have done much to attain
our goal of peace.
The following article by Admiral Alan
G. Kirk, former United States Ambassador to the Soviet Union, entitled "Can
We Upset the Russian Regime?" which
recently appeared in the Commercial and
Financial Chronicle is an excellent review of the situation in Soviet Russia
and the methods which must be used to
reach the people of Russia:
CAN WE UPSET THE RUSSIAN REGIME?

(By Admiral Alan C. Kirk, former United
St ates Ambassador to the Soviet Union)
Ever since coming back from Moscow, this
question has often been asked of me: "Can
we reach the peoples of Russia?" So I think,
the first thing we must do is to define our
terms. Some who ask the question are
thinking primarily of the mechanics involved: Can we break through Soviet jamming of broadcasts; can we get printed matter into the hands of Soviet occupation
troops; are there additional methods for getting under, through, and over the iron curtain? Others, however, are really asking
whether 'we can affect the thinking and attitudes of the Soviet population by what we
say. In other words, can we influence them?
Perhaps the question then divides into
two parts:
(a) How can we reach the peoples of
Russia?
(b) In order to influence them?
The problem of getting through the iron
curtain may be considered more or less a
mechanical one, and possibly it is inexpedient to say much more than that there are
means which hold enough promise to justify
the effort. The spoken and written word
most likely can reach enough citizens of
the Soviet Union to have an effect. Whether
its further propagation within that vast area
is possible, remains to be seen. But it is
not unreasonable to assume that messages
of real importance will t r avel-sometimes
fast and far.
JAMMING DISCUSSED WITH STALIN

The more complex question is, How can
we influence the minds and hearts of our
Soviet audience? Back in August 1949, when
I was received by Stalin in the Kremlin, the
subject of the jamming of the Voice of
America broadcasts was raised. The Soviet
dictator turned to Vishinsky to ask: "Are
they saying rude things about us?"
"Yes," was the reply, "very."
"And are we blocking them?"
"Yes," said Mr. Vishinsky.
Then, turning to me, Stalin said that this
was a matter to be handled by the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.
Now, the point of this story is the ready
assertion by the Soviet authorities of their
own right to prevent the peoples of Russia
from hearing any sort of news from the outside world. The masses must only hear what
the Kremlin dares let them hear. There
must be no thoughts that are not those the
Communist Party wishes the people to have.
Therefore, everyti1.ing from the outside world,
written or spoken , is denied to the people-in-sofar as the :[:Olice state can insure. No
newspapers, periodicals, magazines, movies,

posters, radio broadcasts can cross the frontiers-if the Politburo can prevent-and
their control is very, very strict.
RUDENESS

The difference that once existed between the
educated middle class and the backward
masses has been largely eliminated. Workers and farmers whose parents, or at least
grandparents, were mainly uneducated, can
now read-and they have an almost insatiable curiosity for knowledge. The regime has
had to push education for the simple reaf!on
that illiterates cannot operate complicated
factory and farm tools, pilot jet planes or
work in laboratories. But this new knowledge has also enabled the people to read
classics of Russian and world literature,
whose moral values are diametrically opposed to those of the dictatorship. The
writings of Russia's humanitarian nineteenth century literature, which are far more
popular than the tedious tracts of LeninismStalinism, are stimulating independent
thought and reflection among intelligent
young people-and there is little the Kremlin can do about it.

There is another lesson in this story, too:
The instant reaction of Vishinsky to the
word "rude." "Yes," our broadcasts were
rude, said he. And without further question, such was accepted by Stalin. Such
must be the way of dictators, for criticism
of a dictator cannot be permitted-as is well
known. The power of a dictator must be
absolute; otherwise he falls. And freedom
of speech and freedom of the press are unthinkable under such a regime. The party
is always right.
' Now, we do not accept as final any such
dictum, and we do not believe the masses
inside the Soviet Union are prepared to accept it, either. Since the peoples ruled by
the police regime are currently inarticulate,
we hold it is never rude for us to speak the
OUTSIDE CONTACT
truth, to oppose tyrants, and to extend
friendship, sympathy, and aid to their vicThe third vital factor is that since 1941,
tiins. And that is precisely what the Amerimany millions of Soviet civilians and solcan Committee for the Liberation of the
diers have come into personal contact with
Peoples of Russia intends to do, to the utthe non-Communist world. At one stage of
most limits of its capacity.
World War II, the Axis armies held territory
We intend to build carefully, thoroughly,
containing about 40 percent of the entire
but always with this simple democratic obSoviet population. Millions of these were
jective in view. We don't expect to accomdeported, together with Soviet war prisoners,
plish miracles overnight. We don't intend
to work in German factories, mines, and
to operate in a dream world of push-button
farms. Whatever new hardships they sufrevolutions, engineered by American-sponfered here, these millions saw with their
sored radio broadcasts, and we don't intend
own eyes that workers and farmers in other
to risk the .lives of brave men by irresponcountries, including Nazi Germany, lived
sible appeals for revolts that would be quickbetter than they did. They discovered that
ly crushed. To do a serious job, we must . the Kremlin had been lying to them for
begin with a mature understanding of the
many years with its propaganda accounts of
strength and weaknesses of our adversaryunlimited misery in the capitalist world.
the Soviet dictatorship-and of the doubts,
After the war, more than five million of these
fears, and aspirations of the Soviet people,
Soviet citizens were repatriated, including
our potential ally.
over 2,000,000 who had come into direct
Having just spent the better part of 2¥2
contact with American and British troops.
years in the Soviet Union, I know that we
Similar eye-opening experiences were
are dealing neither with an impregnable
shared by Soviet officers and men who
colossus, nor with a crumbling regime already
fought their way into Bucharest, Prague,
on the brink of revolution.
Vienna, Budapest, and Berlin. Here they
Let -us begin by understanding that when
also saw that the average man in the nonwe distinguish between the Soviet oligarchy
Communist world enjoyed higher living
and the people, we merely recognize the prinstandards and seemed less fear-ridden than
ciple that the Communist rulers themselves
the population of the Soviet Union. Red
Army men who met Anglo-American troops
have steadfastly proclaimed. It is they-not
we-who have always insisted that the party
in the spring of 1945 were exposed to an
(whose membership is never more than 2 to
even more virulent infection. Only the blind
3 percent of the population, and often conamong them could fail to contrast their
status with that of the average British soldier
siderably less) is the sole fount of wisdom,
and American GI.
the sole judge of what is right and wrong
for 200,000,000 people. When we look closer,
Since 1945 many hundreds of thousands
we discover that higher still it is the Central
of Soviet occupation troops have seen someCommittee, then the Politburo, and finally,
thing of the outside world. To judge from
the aging Mr. Stalin himself who decides
the unanimous testimony of recent escapees,
what is right and wrong for the party. The
as well as from the extreme police measures
purge is the dictator's instrument for di~pos
the MVD employs to reduce their outside
ing of those party members who disagree.
contacts to the minimum, these new impresWhen we say, therefore, that a vast moral
sions have had a powerful psychological
effect on the troops.
gulf divides the Soviet rulers from the masses,
we only recognize Soviet reality as 34 years
Thus, we see that we are not dealing with
of Communist dictatorship have fashioned it.
a country of illiterate muzhiks nor with 200,000,000 robots who believe everything the
Now let us look, for a moment, at the
Kremlin tells them. Instead, we confront a
people. What are they like? Three imporyoung, hardy people--only the hardy surtant elements stand out in my mind as a
vive-among whom are millions who carry
guide to what we can-and cannot--do when
we speak to them. In the first place, the _some real image of the outside world and
have transmitted that image to relatives and
Soviet Union today is a country of tough,
friends.
vital, young people. Civil war, terror, famines, and World War II have decimated the
These are some of the positive elements
older generation. The former aristocrats,
which give us sturdy foundations on which
landowners, industrialists, and middle class
to build. If we address ourselves to the new
are all gone. Today the average age is somegeneration in simple, human terms-steering clear of pedantry, dogma, and counterwhere between 31 and 35-a new generation
dialectics (of which they've had more than
that has sprung largely from the soil and the
their fill) -they will listen with interest. If
city factories. In the process, the country
we constantly show a sympathetic interest
has been moving rapidly from a peasant to an
in their legitimate aspirations for a freer and
industrial basis. Even in the countryside,
more prosperous life; if by our actions in
the collective farmers are closer to the rest
the world and toward them we prove beyond
of society than the peasants of old Russia
doubt that our quarrel is solely with their
were.
despotic rulers, we will gradually reach
The second big factor is that about 85
them and influence their attitude toward us.
percent of the population is _now literate.
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We wm also bolster their confidence in their

ultimate capacity to shape a better future
for themselves.
PSYCHOLOGICAL OBSTACLES

Let us recognize, however, that we face
formidable psychological obstacles. While
intelligent people in Moscow, Leningrad,
Kiev, and Odessa take Kremlin propaganda
with more than a grain of salt, the constant
hammering home of certain themes, does
leave its mark. The Kremlin has not yet
taught the population to hate Americans,
but many of them do suspect that we harbor
aggressive intentions. Since June 25, 1950,
Soviet propaganda has told them every
single day that the South Koreans attacked
the North Koreans and that we came 6,000
miles across the Pacific to help them do it.
Moreover, the Soviet press and radio constantly turn out a stream of stories about
our so-called brutalities, our bombing of defenseless cities and villages, etc.
· The real purpose of this propaganda is
plain: It is not meant nearly as much to
instill sympathy for the Korean people as
it is to plant the insidious idea that we
intend to wage a war of extermination
against the cities and villages of the Soviet
Union. How much of this the Soviet citizen
believes is not entirely clear, but some of
it does sink in and creates fear and suspicion of America.
Sometimes, some of us here in America
are unwitting accessories to the Kremlin's
anti-American propaganda. A public statement is made or a news story is published
advocating preventive war, the dropping of
an atomic bomb on Moscow, and the like.
Quite naturally, Soviet propagandists reprint these stories, stressing the more lurid
parts, and serve them up as proof of America's sinister intentions. And whlle you and
I know that statements and stories of this
nature are a comparatively rare phenomenon
in this country, the Soviet citizen is given
the impression that they occur daily and
hourly and are representative of the attitude
of American public leaders and the American press.
GRIST FOR THE KREMLIN MILL

There is st111 another type of American
utterance that unintentionally supplies grist
for the Kremlin mm. That is the careless
invective against the Russians as such, when
the Stalin clique is really what is meant.
The Russian people have more reasons than
we can tally for resentment against the
dictatorship which has caused them so much
suffering and bloodshed. But when the
Soviet .press and radio reproduce irresponsible attacks by individual Americans against
the Russians-attacks which disparage them
as a people or describe them as Slav barbarians bent on destroying western civilization-it . is not surprising that they become uneasy, suspicious or even hostile.
If our purpose is to rally them behind their
Georgian dictator, Stalin, for the sake of
sheer self-preservation, 1f we want them to
believe that they must prepare to fight
America with the same grim determination
they demonstrated in the war against Nazi
Germany, then we should, by all means,
conduct all-out propaganda against the Russians rather than against the Soviet dictatorship. We will earn the Kremlin's
thanks.
ENCOURAGE THE PEOPLE

Since that is clearly not our aim, we should
always stress the very opposite, both in our
actions and words. Our aim rather should
be to encourage the friendship and trust
of the Russian people, who very well could
be our greatest friend and ally in preventing war. There is certainly no evidence to
date that the peoples of Russia want to fight
a war against the peoples of America and
Western Europe. We should cert.ainly strive
to support this attitude and do everything
in our power to convince them that we have

only feelings of friendship and sympathy

tor them.

We should also be clear, In our own minds,
that it is not our function to instruct the
various peoples of the Soviet Union how
they are to arrange their relationships toward each other. That is their business, not
ours. There is no surer way for Americans
to arouse new resentments against us,
rather than sympathy, than to meddle in
such matters. The democratic principle of
self-determination by the peoples concerned
is the only sane guide we can follow. Before that right can be exercised, however,
the common adversary of all-the Soviet
dictatorship--must be defeated. That formidable undertaking requires the united
action of all.
The American Committee for the Liberation of the Peoples of Russia intends to promote that united action. We intend to help
Soviet escapees and democratic exiles of all
nationalities to work together in a common effort against the common enemythe Communist dk:tatorship. \\'~ intend to
help them reach their fellow countrymen
on a program that appeals to baste human
values and rights. Our goal must always be
to reach those aspirations for a freer and
better Ufe which the overwhelming majority
of the Soviet population, Russians no less
than others, share with the free peoples
of the world.
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EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EMANUEL CELLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Friday, April 4, 1952

Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I insert the
conclusions of the subcommittee of the
House Judiciary Committee which
studied the subject of baseball:
XIII.

CONCLUSIONS

Baseball is America's national pastime. It
is a game of American origin which has long
exemplified the finest traditions of clean,
vigorous sportsmanship. · Its outstanding
record of honesty and integrity, maintained
In today's chaotic world conditions, is a
symbol to which the people of the United
States may justly point with pride. ·
Professional baseball, however, is not
without its problems. Some of these problems have been brought into focus in the
course of the antitrust investigation conducted by this subcommittee.
Organized baseball has for years occupied
a monopoly position in the business of selling professional baseball exhibitions to the
public, and therefore, has constituted substantially the only market for the services of
highly skllled professional baseball players.
The keystone of the entire structure of
organized professional baseball is ·the socalled reserve clause, together with its attendant rules and regulations. The subcommittee concludes, on the basis of the evidence reviewed in this report, that professional baseball could not operate successfully
and profitably without some form of a reserve clause.
Because the legality of the reserve clause,
and of organized baseball's monopoly position has not been successfully challenged
for decades, this industry afforded the subcommittee an unusual opportunity to review
the basis for our Nation's antitrust policies
as applied to a particular case. The basic
assumption underlying our antitrust laws is
that free competition 1s the best possib.l e
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guaranty of an industry's progress and prosperity and that the general public will be
best served thereby. To a large extent, that
type of economic competition in the baseball industry is foreclosed by a comprehensive and reticulated system of rules and
regulatiollB to which all segments of organized baseball subscribe.
Organized baseball is largely a self-regulated industry. The laws of supply and demand are not the inexorable masters of this
market place. Competition from other
amusement industries, though not without
infiuence, is comparatively ineffective. A
more important substitute for regulation by
intraindustry competition is afforded by
public opinion. Despite the tremendous
popular interest in baseball, however, publicity itself does not afford a complete guaranty that the game will always be operated
so as to serve the maximum public interest.
Public attention is primarily focused on the
major leagues, although organized baseball's
most serious problems lie in the minor
leagues where over 90 percent of its players
are employed. The public has little knowledge of the economics of the industry and
pays comparatively little heed to the intricacies of baseball law. Moreover, even when
the public has recognized the need for important and a1Drmattve changes in industry
policies-changes such as a revision of the
major league baseball map, which would have
taken place long ago if competition were
baseball's only maater-the men in control
of the game have either resisted or been unable to make desirable changes. Examples
such as this have reaftlrmed the subcommittee's conviction that America's antitrust
laws are basically sound becal1Se they are
built on the principle that free competition
best stimulates healthy economic progress.
The subcommittee recognizes, however,
that baseball is a unique industry. Of necessity, the several clubs in each league must
act as partners as well as competitors. The
history of baseball has demonstrated that
cooperation in many o! the details of the
operation of the baseball business is essential
to the maintenance of honest and vigorous
competition on the playing field. For this
reason organized baseball has adopted a system of rules and regulations that would be
entirely inappropriate in ari ordinary
industry.
The legality of these rules and regulations
has recently been drawn into question in a
series of antitrust treble damage actions.
Fearing that these actions might endanger
the whole future o! our national pastime,
friends o! baseball asked the Congress for
legislation granting professional baseball
complete immunity from the antitrust laws.
The problem posed by these lawsuits and by
the bills which were introduced in the House
of Representatives and referred to this subcommittee required careful legislative consideration.
In analyzing this legislative problem the
subcommittee soon recognized that five alternative solutions were available. Conceivably the subcommittee could recommend ( 1)
legislation outlawing the reserve clause; (2)
favorable consideration of the bills designed
to give baseball an unlimited exemption
from the antitrust laws; (3) the enactment
of a comprehensive baseball code to be enforced by a governmental agency; (4) a
limited exemption from the reserve clause;
or ( 5) that no legislation be enacted at this
time. These alternatives will be briefly
discussed.
1. SHOULD THE RESERVE CLAUSE BE OUTLAWED?

Opponents of the reserve clause criticized
It primarily on the ground that it makes
possible certain conditions which are inequitable or contrary to the publlc interest.
It was forcefully argued that the unenviable
status of the minor-league player, the ossi·
flcation of the major league territorial map,
and the tendency of farm systems to en-
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able the richest clubs to engross the player
market are all at least ·in part the result of
the reserve clause. But even assuming that
these and other undesirable consequences
could not exist without a reserve clause, it
does not follow that the clause itself should
be abolished. Witnesses who were most
bitter in their criticism of the reserve clause
recognized that lesser modifications of organized baseball's rules would suffice to correct many of the conditions of which they
complained.
On the other hand the overwhelming preponderance of the evidence established baseball's need for some sort of reserve clause.
Baseball's history shows that chaotic conditions prevailed when there was no reserve
clause. Experience points to no feasible substitute to protect the integrity of the game or
to guarantee a comparatively even competitive struggle. The evidence· adduced at the
hearings would clearly not justify the enactment of legislation flatly condemning the
reserve clause.
2. SHOULD PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL BE GRANTED
A COMPLETE IMMUNITY FROM THE ANTI•
TRUST LAWS?
Four bills have been introduced in the
Congress, three in the House, one in the
Senate, intending to give baseball and all
other professional sports a complete and unlimited immunity from the antitrust laws.
The requested exemption would extend to all
professional sports enterprises and to all acts
·in the conduct of such enterprises, The law
would no longer require competition in any
·facet of business activity of any sport enterprise. Thus the sale of radio and television rights, the management of stadia, the
purchase and sale of advertising, the concession industry, and many other business activities, as well as the aspects of baseball
·which are solely related to the promotion of
competition on the playing field, would be
immune and untouchable. Such a broad
exemption could not be granted without
substantially repealing the antitrust laws.
Moreover, confining attention to organIzed baseball,· it would seem clear that before
recommending a carte blanche immunity.
this subcommittee would have to place its
stamp of approval on every aspect of the
game as now conducted. The subcommittee
would thus be approving important practices
which representatives of organized baseball
have themselves condemned. The restrictions on transfer of baseball franchises, together with the enforcement of those restrictions, have prevented the composition of the
major leagues from reflecting the tremendous
pop'.llation shifts which have occurred in the
United States since 1903. Immunity for such
restrictions would certainly tend to perpetuate the status quo. Similarly, a complete immunity for the reserve clause might
sanctify all of the terms of the standard
minor league contract and all of the aspects
of the farm system which were targets of
· criticism during the hearings.
If a blanket immunity were granted, all
appeal to the courts from a possibly arbitrary decision by the rulers of professional
baseball would be foreclosed. In the past
the reserve clause has been employed as a
"war measure" to fight the development of
competing leagues, sometimes at the expense
of individual players. Although instances
of arbitrary exercise of power have been
rare, they have occurred in the past. The
possibility, however remote, that power will
be misused in the future makes it unwise
perpetually to preclude resort to the courts
tn such cases.
The above considerations are fully recognized by men prominent in baseball. One of
the leading major league club owners frankly
stated to the subcommittee that he "would
not be in favor of baseball being exempt
from the antitrust laws." 1 Other repre•
1

Hearings, p. 734.

baseba,ll has had an opportunity to make
sentatives of baseball management expressed
such modifications as may be necessary.
similar opinions, as did certain players and
Moreover, the type of general legislation.
sports writers. Even the sponsors of the
now under consideration would require a
carte blanche legislation conceded, under
series of court actions before the legality
questioning, that it would be unwise for the
of the various reserve rules and regulations
Congress to enact their bills into law withcould be finally settled. A series of lawout any amendment. Accordingly, the subsuits under such a new statute might not
committee has decided to report unfavorably
differ materially from the situation conH. R. 4229, 4230, and 4231.
fronting organized baseball today. In either
3. SHOULD A FEDERAL AGENCY BE CREATED TO
event, the courts may have to differentiate
REGULATE PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL?
the unreasonable features of baseball's rules
On the assumption that the reserve clause
and regulations from those which are reashould neither be declared illegal nor comsonable and necessary. For these reasons,
pletely immunized, it was suggested that a
together with the subcommittee's earnest
governmental code for professional basedesire to avoid influencing pending litigaball-something akin to the NRA regulatory
tion, it is unwise to attempt to anticipate
codes of the 1930's-might be adopted. This
judicial action with legislation.
.subcommittee claims neither the requisite
Accordingly the subcommittee has detercompetence nor the desire to draft the inmined to adopt the fifth of the alternatives
tricate code which :would be required. Constated above, namely, to recommend no leggress cannot properly, nor should it, enact a
islative action at this time .
. comprehensive code to govern every detail
EMANUEL CELLER, Chairman.
of baseball's business.
EDWIN E. WILLIS.
It would be unwise in the extreme to sadBYRON G. ROGERS.
dle professional baseball with a new governCHAUNCEY W. REED.
mental bureau to control its destiny. The
KENNETH E. KEATING.
substantial expense of creating and mainWILLIAM M. McCULLOCH.
taining such a new Federal agepcy should
not be added to the great burdens which ate
NEW YoRK, N.Y., May 28, 1952.
already being borne by the American taxHan. EMANUEL CELLER,
payer. But, foremost, the subcommittee is
Chairman, Subcommittee on Study of
thoroughly convinced that baseball's best inMonopoly Power Committee on the
terests would not be served by subjecting it
Judiciary, House of Representatives,
to governmental supervision. It will be far
Washington, D. C.
better for the industry to work out its own
MY DEAR MR. CELLER: I have just now comsolutions to the problems confronting it.
pleted my first careful reading of the report
The subcommittee is opposed to the establishment of a new regulatory agency for
of your committee and I would be remiss
indeed 1f I did not express to you my approfessional baseball.
. preciation of a job well done.
.
•. SHOULD A LIMITED EXEMPTION FOR THE
There is much in the report that is of
RESERVE CLAUSE BE ENACTED?
great benefit to all <;>f us an~ I .think· I can
A statute granting a reasonably limited
assure you that every suggest~on made by
exemption for the reserve clause would avoid
your committee will receive most careful and
the principal objections to either a blanket . earnest consideration. Even though there
immunity or a flat condemnation of orwas a divergence of opinions among your
ganized baseball's reserve rules. For this
witnesses at the hearings, I think you will
reason the subcommittee. has carefully conagree with me that all the me~ in baseball
sidered the wisdom of recommending the
showed a keen willingness to do anything
enactment of broadly phrased legislation inthey could to make a great game an even
tended to accomplish this objective. Such a
greater one.
b111 would state in general terms that the
As we undertake the difficult job of studyantitrust laws shall not apply to reasonable
ing our rules and procedure in the light of
rules and regulations which promote compethe committee report, I am hopeful that as
tition among baseball clubs, even though · occasion may require I wm have the privilege
they restrain competition for players' servof counselling with you from time to time
. tees-as does the reserve clause-provided
on some of these matters.
that such rules guarantee players a reasonAgain my sincere congratulations to you
able opportunity to advance in their profesand the members of your committee and the
sion and to be paid at a rate commensurate
staff for doing a difficult job with entire ob•
with their ab111ty. This type of legislation
jectivity and sincerity.
would lay down a rule of reason for baseball,
All good wishes.
It would give no protection to activities deSincerely,
signed to thwart geographic reallnement of
FoRD FRICK,
major league franchises or to arbitrary
blacklisting of players in the course of a
••war" against an independent league. On
the other hand, the reasonable and necesThe Arkansas Plan for Civil Rights
sary utilization of the reserve clause would
be ·protected against successful antitrust atLegislation
tack.
There is, however, no need to enact a special rule of reason for baseball unless such
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
a rule is not already applicable to this inOF
dustry. Organized baseball, represented by
eminent counsel, has assured the subcommittee that the legality of the reserve clause
OF ARKANSAS
will be tested by the rule of reason. Though
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
lawsuits have been filed against organized
baseball in recent years, in none of them has
Wednesday, June 4, 1952
the court yet passed on the reasonableness
Mr.
HAYS
of Arkansas. Mr. Speaker,
of the reserve clause. The Department of
recently I have had several inquiries reJustice has not disputed baseball's position
that the reserve clause is legal under the
garding proposals I submitted 3 years
rule of reason.
ago entitled "The Arkansas Plan for
It would therefore seem premature to
Civil Rights Legislation." This plan
enact general legislation for baseball at this
was outlined in a speech in the House of
time. Legislation is not necessary until the
Representatives on February 2, 1949. In
reasonableness of the reserve rules has been
opposing· the President's recommenda·
tested by the courts. If those rules are
tions I conceded that some legislation
unreasonable in some respects. it would be
Inappropriate to adopt legislation before
would be in order. Also, in the interes'

HON. BROOKS HAYS
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of national unity I urged that proposals the President are not contained ln his mesbe studied in an attitude of compromise. sage at all, and we may not have been meticulous in distinguishing his message from
My own proposals have sometimes been contents
of the Commission report. I am
referred to as a compromise, although I
not pleading that our case as presented to
have sought diligently to work out de- this date has been a perfect one and I as- ·
tailed legislative measures that could be sume my own share of the responsibility for
defended on moral grounds and at the these deficiencies. I would be glad to recall
same time avoid a condition in which some of my own inaccurate statements, but
one group or section might claim to have I can assure the House now that, having
read and studied not only the message but
triumphed over others.
the report itself, I am prepared to apply a
I r ealize that occasional references to more rigid standard to my presentation. I
the idea of compromise carry a degree am aware of the occasional misunderstandof odium, but if fundamental principles ing of an approach of this kind. That is, the
are not sacrificed one need not feel presentatfon of a southern point of view. I
apologetic about seeking solutions pro- do not mean to offend, but because the South
lives in such proximity to the problem of our
duced by the spirit of conciliation. In · largest
and most important racial minorhis famous speech on Conciliation of ity-certainly
the most important when civil
America.. Edmund Burke, one of the rights issues of this type are considered-!
greatest statesmen who ever lived, used believe it is entirely fair and proper to pre.o
sent as a background of my own thinking the
these words:

one decision that the Supreme Court of
the United States does not consider the poll
tax as constituting an impairment. Nothing
less than a constitutional amendment can
accompliSh in a legal and proper way what
the adherents of poll-tax repeal have in
mind, but if the constitutional amendment
is offered-if statutory repeal is abandoned! think there will be no trouble at all in
inducing the people of the poll-tax States ·
to accept defeat gracefully.
ANTIL YNCHINO

The two most difftcult aspects of the civilrights controversy are the antilynching proposal and the so-called fair-employment
practices plan.
The lynching evil has been virtually extinguished. It is not a national problem.
We agree, of course, with the authors of the
commission report that one lynching is too
many, but lynchings are so rare and the
other problems of criminal law enforcement
so tremendous that the agitation over this
tr2.ditional southern viewpoint. Yet I am
All government, indeed every human beneparticular question hardly seems fitted to the
just as sure that the answer we should seek
fit and enjoyment, every virtue an d every
conditions of 1949.
is not the conventional southern answer,
prudent act, is based on compromise and
To advance their cause, the proponents of
nor, indeed, the nonsout hern answer. We
bart er.
civil rights have invoked words that have a
must find the right answer.
rich meanin&" in American life-justice, deIn order to comply with requests for
If an answer to the difficult problem ininformation regarding the Arkansas volved in the proposals is found we must mocracy, equality, opportunity-and yet the
proposed application of these concepts is not
plan and in view of the revived interest study the problem in sections. It is regret- only
vague and unconvincing but, if implein the subject, I include the following table that the recommendations have been mented
by Federal law, would actually obsubmitted as one propoEal-impinging as
remarks, with slight deletions, which I . they
struct
the realization of many of these great
do upon an infinite varietv of human
made in the House on February 2, 1949: relations and involving widc:y different legal principles. In grounding their appeal for
antilynch legislation upon the guaranties of
Mr. HAYs of Arkansas. Mr. Speaker, today
questions.
our judicial system, however, the proponents
marks the passing of a full year since the
The South does not ask any ex':lmptions
have some good arguments. In the realm
President sent to the Congress a message on
from a statute soundly conceived and based
of economics, the references to equality seem
civil rights. I wish to discuss the signifiupon judicial principles· a j plying to our naout
of place since individuals are not equal
cance of events related to this controversy
tional community of 15::>,000,000 people.
in productiveness, but in the realm of law
beginning with the most noteworthy fact of
Furthermore, we have no intention of disreand in the quest for justice there is an auall, namely, that not a one of the President's
garding the legitimate rights of our minority
thentic ring about the claim of equality.
major recommendations has been approved.
citizens, and we deny that our opposition to
One would have to know something of the
It seems to me that it is appropriate to take
some of the proposals conbined in the civil
abuses of Federal intervention in State and
a second look both at the President's message
rights report is due t'O an uncharitable attilocal affairs wherever race relations have been
and the report of the Commission on .C ivil
tude toward the Negro race or any other race.
involved to understand fully wily the invaRights upon which the message was based.
This is not the time nor place to speak as we
sion of judicial functions reserved ·to ·the
The proponents of the civil-rights program
of the majority group often like to speak;
States
and communities is resented. This is
would surely concede that failure to win
namely, of the happy relationship that exists
not legalistic and it is not due to any indifcongressional approval of a single item signigenerally in the South between colored and
ference to the terrible evil of mob violence.
fies that there are valid and substantial obwhite groups. But one reason for our warni know from actual experience. I have lived
ings is the obvious deterioration of the conjections to that program. At the same time,
in communities where lynchings have ocdition of mutual respect and cooperation
as one who has joined generally in the recurred, first as a boy 40 years ago, and as a
which has resulted from political agitation.
sistance, I am prepared to concede that there
young man in another community about 25
are some meritorious features in the report.
The civil rights report, stripped of features
years ago. I have had an opportunity to
Furthermore, I concede that the continued
not related to sectional and intergroup difobserve
the aftermath of mob violence.
agitation for these proposals should be conferences, contains these controversial matEvery sensitive person could feel the pall of
vincing on one point, namely, that the probters: Poll-tax repeal, antilynching legislaanxiety and fears. Residents of States that
lems do exist, but it should be just as clear
tion, and the FEPC. Let me speak of these
have experienced lynchings know enough
that they do not yield to categorical soluin order.
about this to verify our principal point that
tions.
•
•
lynchings are . committed by lawless people
The Commission's report itself carries a
THE POLL TAX
and are in such violent conflict with ·our
misleading label. It deals not primarily with
Now let us look at the poll tax. Here,
ideals that gradually the processes of law
civil rights, although the proposals having
I think, we of the poll tax States should
have been fortified and violence put down.
to do with antilynching legislation are digive ground. We will not withdraw our o'QThe passage of a Federal law would have
rected to the basic and fundamental right of
jections to a statutory repeal by Congress,
little if any effect, in my opinion, on the
every man to a trial according to the great
but I do concede that the rest of the coun~ontinuing struggle to eliminate the evil
traditions of our judicial system. This is a
try has concluded that as a matter of policy,
altogether. The final crushing out of mob
civil right, but the others deal with social
the payment of a poll tax should not be
violence, the depriving of persons suspected
aspirations, some of which are entirely
required for voting in our elections. I do
of crimes of the precious right of a trial will
proper, and are receiving consideration by
not agree with this judgment. I mean by
not be accelerated by a Federal statute.
the leadership of the respective States and
that while I do not like the tax, I think it
Nevertheless, I can see the basis for argucommunities.
is a reasonable exercise of States' rights and
ments that have been advanced by the PresiToday I want to propose to the House
I do not think that there is any substantial
dent's Commission. Thel'e are many people
that we consider compromises based upon
impairment of citizen rights to vote. It is
in Southern States who recognize the soundthose maximum concessions which each side
a policy that might well be left to the deness of some of these arguments.
is willing to make. I do not expect any
termination of the respective States. This
I have written to a number of newspaper
Member to abandon principles, but I would
is my own judgment-! am not arguing it.
editors in the South who, as a group, are genbe less than frank with you if I did not urge
I have heretofore presented it in the debates
f:!rally
alert to social problems and free from
in specific terms that this is a compromise,
in the House, but I realize that we have not
prejudice and political considerations. I
that it springs from a conviction entertained
won many adherents and that the rest of the · have been impressed by what some of these
by many of us that the controversy is divicountry want~:~ the seven States retaining
editors have said about working out, if possive, that it tends to weaken the Nation in
the tax to get rid of it.
sible, a Federal statute that would strengthen
an hour when the need for cooperation and
But
repeal
should
be
by
constitutional
the laws against this evil without creating
unity is great.
methods. The payment of a poll tax as counterinfluences that would retard the
Southern Representatives have been the
a voting qualification is permitted under
movement to eliminate it altogether. I remost prominent ones in opposing this prothe provisions of section 2, article 1, of the
fer, for example, to the distinguished editor
posed legislation. Perhaps otir reaction has
Federal
Constitution,
~d
1s
a
matter
solely
of
the Lou1sv1lle Courier Journal, Mark
been too emotional. Perhaps we have been
tor th.e States to determine. It is asserted,
Ethridge, formerly of Georgia, widely known
inaccurate in some of our judgments. I
however, that it is an impairment-not a
and widely respected. Mark Ethridge writes
note, for example, that on the question of
quali1lcation-but it is clear from more than
me as follows:
segregation views sometimes attributed to

•

•
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"Our failure to have a national policy on
lynching affects us most adversely all over
the world. The Russians use it with great
effect. I personally can't see any excuse we
can make to ourselves for not having anational policy on it and for not making prosecution the business of the Federal Government where State law enforcement breaks
down. Don't you think it's anachronistic
that we are willing to legislate about motorvehicle stealing, about kidnaping, and about
crossing States lines with a woman for immoral purposes, and yet as a nation we cannot bring ourselves to say that the right to
life is sacred enough that it ought to be
protected by the Federal Government? I
think a declaration by the National Government in the form of effective legislation
would have tremendous effect on people all
over the world. It's something we owe ourselves in good conscience, but beyond that
wa do owe it to the world as its leader."
One does not have to agree with this point
of view to recognize the fairness alfd the
social visl.on of the author and the relevancy of his comment. The question of
lynching laws tends to become altogether
a moot question, but since the whole question enters so substantially into the civilrights controversy, I recognize reasons quite
outside the practical considerations of law
enforcement for a declaration by the Congress. The absence of such a declaration
may be misunderstood abroad. If by yielding on this point for the purpose of presenting a solid front to the nondemocratic world
we can symbolize our devotion to the ideal
of equality under law, I, for one, would be
glad to attempt to work out such a declaration.
I do not like to begin with the proposition
that racial groups in other parts of the world
feeling a kinship with certain minority
groups in America are imposing unfavorable judgments upon us or that because
the Communists abroad are exploiting imperfections in our American social structure, we must legislate. It is true, of course,
that the Communists are exploiting isolated
incidents, but our emphasis should be on the
fact that the harmony which prevails among
the races here is much greater than that in
any country with a comparable situation.
The rights and privileges accorded the racial
minorities are so much greater here than
in any other part of the world that I regard the argument as to anti-Communist
strategy as secondary. I do, however, see
value in assurances to members of minority
groups in the United States that every available power will be extended to protect all
civil rights. Consequently, if it can be done
constitutionally, and I am convinced that
it can, and if a proposed statute carrying
the declaration I speak of can be so phrased
as to leave unimpaired the primary responsibility of the States themselves to deal with
the evil complained of, I see no reason why
we should not grant to the racial minority
in this instance the Federal buttress they
regard as essential.
Here is how I think it can be done: Add to
chapter 13, relating to crimes involving civil
rights, of title 18 of the United States Code,
a simple statute making lynching a Federal
crime, but avoid vagueness in defining the
crime so that only a person who knowingly
participates in a lynch mob shall be subject
to the penalty. Leave out all references to
property, limit the jurisdiction to offenses
involving violence upon an individual either
in the custody of a peace officer or suspected
of a criminal offense, and require the Government to show that such violencP. was for
the purpose or consequence of taking the
life of such individual. If such violence results in the person's death, then the motive
is immaterial; otherwise violence, to become
a Federal offense, must be committed for
the purpose of taking the person's life. This

But this is a principle in government which
cannot be compromtsed.
Considering, however, the problem of dis.
crimination, to the extent that it exists,
there is a basis for action that does not
involve compromise of principle-action
that involves no legal sanctions, but a legitimate exercise of governmental powers in the
field of education and human relations. Patterns are ·a lready established in the Department of Labor. We may perhaps do as much
for members of a minority suffering from
discrimination in employment as we have
done for physically handicapped workers,
whose condition has been greatly improved
without breaching the principles of our economic system. I see no objection to the
creation of a division within the Department of Labor, operating under congressional mandate, to c.o unsel with management and labor for the elimination of dis·
crimination and to work toward wider employment opportunities for all groups. In
previous discussions of the problem, I have
commended the wartime FEPC for its han-.
dUng of the Sun Oil Co. case, in which a
satisfactory adjustment of grievance of Negro workers was reached without imposing
penalties or threatening prosecution.
Some of the complaints are understand_.~
able. I think I can illustrate by referring·
to a s~tuation that probably has been corrected. It involves a Negro .mechanic-a
skilled instructor of apprentices in a certain
plant, the location of which is not important
to this discussion. It was the mechanic's
duty to train young white workers who came
into the plant. He must have done a good
job, because having completed their instruction, the trainees moved immediately into
assembly line jobs and began to receive more
than the instructor, although everything
they knew about their job had been acquired
from him. We do not have to have a coercive law to become sensitive to an injustice
of that kind. But I submit to the Congress
that it would be quite in order for a Federal division to «Ounsel for the correction of
such a grievance and this without retreating
from our insistence that nongovernmental
procedures are far more effective in the long
run in working out such maladjustments.
There is nothing wrong with the contention often advanced by proponents that
there should be equal pay for equal performance. It is hard enough, however, to
achieve this ideal, for example, for certain
feminine workers and handicapped workers,
and if we should invoke the great instrumentalities of the Federal Government for
situations involving indefinable elements
such as race prejudice and religious preferences, the powers of the Federal Government would be overextended. Equality of
opportunity is an ideal to be cherished and
the pursuit of the ideal should continually
engage us, but it is better to leave every
·man free to think himself and his group
superior and be wrong than as a matter
of law proclaim him or his group to be the
equal of others in economic activities.
In a few days we will celebrate the birthday of the Great Emancipator. Surely
Abraham Lincoln would not be accused of
race prejudice, yet, in his Peoria speech on
FEPC
October 16, 1854, he said in discussing the ·
Finally, there is the recommendation of a
slavery question and proposals based upon
permanent Fair Employment Practices Comcertain equality concepts:
mission, embodying penalty provisions and
"My own feelings will not admit of this
giving Federal authorities. power to enforce
and if mine would, we will know that a great
regulations invading as no statute in our
history has attempted to do the intimate remass of the whites will not. Whether this
lations that are inherent in our free society.
feeling accords with justice and sound judgThere are basic and fundamental objections
ment is not the sole question, if indeed it is
to this type of legislation and the objections
any part of it. A universal feeling, whether
transcend all racial or sectional considerawell or 111-founded, cannot be safely disretions. The Congress cannot afford to take
garded."
this step toward statism, regardless of the
In my opinion, no utterance of Lincoln's
purposes back of the proposal. The good
1s more timely in its application to the disfaith of the proponents 1s not questioned.
regard of the thinking of the people.

wlll avoid bringing gang fights and rioting
under Federal jurisdiction. The extensive
hearings by the Judiciary Committees of
previous Congresses should be convincing on
the. point that the Federal Government
should not be involved in minor disturbances associated ·with race antagonism.
Leave out of the Federal statute all penalties upon the innocent people living in the
locality where the crime occurs. Stripped of
these extraneous matters, a statute would
provide assurances that the Federal Government will be concerned with the essential
guaranties of organic law.
And finally, Mr. Speaker, in order to proJect Federal authority into only those situations where State instrumentalities are not
functioning, I would add to the statute a
limitation that the Government shall not
have jurisdiction of an offense in States authorizing· the attorney general or the Governor or an a-ttorney acting under the direction of the Governor to direct prosecutions
for lynching and authorizing the State authorities to conduct such prosecutions in a
local g0vernment subdivision other than that
in which the offense was committed. If any.
State agrees to exercise its sovereignty to this
extent by moving into a vacuum that has
been permitted to exist in areas where press-u res and fears in a decentralized judicial
system have prevented effective prosecution,
then that State will be free from any interference by the United States authorities. In
States having this kind of statute the Federal
courts should not be given authority to
institute proceedings unless the Government
could show that the prosecution has been
impaired by willful ·failure of the attorney
general of the State or the Governor to
exercise authority with respect thereto, and,
1f sufficient time has elapsed since the offense
was committed, to enable the State law-enforcement officer to begin the prosecution.
Thus, we would be able to say to any State
complaining of Federal intervention in this
type of offense that if intervention shall become intolerable all that the peqple of that
State would have to do would be to adopt the
statute as described.
Mr. Speaker, this represents some research
and I have consulted with many students of
the problem in an effort to work out a sound
approach, one that can be defended. In
previous debates on the subject we have had
presented only the question of a simple Federal declaration. Under such statutes, it
would be possible for the Attorney General
of the United Stlrtes to .become involved in
lccal situations no matter how bona fide
the local prosecution .. That should not be
permitted by the Congress. Its political implications are apparent, and I will not dwell
upon them. On the other hand, my suggestion does not impair our time-honored provisions for State responsibility in criminal
prosecution. It simply provides for a criterion in determining whether or not Federal
action is justified by reason of failure of
the States to act. This could in all probability be administratively achieved anyway
but there is every reason in this instance for
Congress laying down the limitations upon
action by the Federal Department of Justice.
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In - closing let me quote Mark Ethridge,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of
again, having indicated from his statement: the gentleman from Arkansas has expired.
on antilynching that he does not discard
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. Mr. Speaker, if it is
the civil-rights. program in its entirely. . On- not inconvenient to those having special or- .
the FEPC.case, however, he is emphatic, and: ders following, I ask unanimous consent to
Mark Ethridge knows this subject, for he was. proceed for an additional 10 minutes.
one of the policy makers of the wartime
Mr. HQFFMAN of Michigan. Mr. Speaker,
fair-employment program.
I have the next 10 minutes and I will be very
"If anything at all is to be done about
glad to yield to the gentleman.
FEPC, it ought to be put as a minor section
Mr: HAYs of Arkansas. I appreciate that.
very much.
•
in the Labor. Department. It ought not,
however, to have any coercive powers. It
Mr. HoFFMAN of Michigan. I think the genwoUld be, therefore, very largely an informs.-: tleman is entitled to the attention of every
tion section which might provide ma.nUfaeMember of the House for the statement he.
has made.
turers and others with information, and this
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there ·objecinformation as to the experiences of States
tion to the request of the gentleman from
in handling the problem will be valuable all
Arkansas?
over the country."
There was no objection.
It appears, Mr. Speaker, that a majority of
Mr. HAYs of Arkansas. I appreciate the.
the people who are familiar with this problem
comment
of the gentleman from Michigan
are opposed to a permanent FEPC.
very much.
In the interest of harmony and economic
Mr. H;oFFMAN of Michigan. Mr. Speaker,
justice to all, the civil-rights controversy
wm the gentleman ·yield?
.
should be ·settled, and I believe this can be
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. I · yield. to the genachieved without sacrifice of principle by
tleman
from
.
Michig~n.
either side by, first, limiting Federal nonMr. HoFFMAN of Michigan. , I would like to
segregation policies to interstate movements:
second, repeal by constitutional amendment· ask the gentleman one question speaking
of FEPC, which would bar discrimination in _
of poll-tax requirements for voting; third. a
employment because of race, creed, color, or
modified antilynching bill, leaving primary
state of origin. I recall that several years
responsibility with the States; and, fourth,
ago when the bill was up I offered a similar
abandoning all proposals for coercion in embill but added to it that there $hOuld be no
ployment, but establishing a counseling servdiscrimination in one bill because of sex and
ice to work for nondiscrimination in industry;
in another bill, which was more important,.
Mr. DEANE. Mr. Speaker, will the gentlebecause of membership or nonmembership
man yield?
in any union, but I coUld not find any vocifMr. HAYS of Arkansas. I yield.
·erous ~vocate of FEPC who was willing to
Mr. DEANE. As a southerner, I certainly apaccept that amendment. Has the gentlepreciate the attitude· expressed by the genman any explanation of why, as long as they
tleman from Arkansas.
wanted to do away with discrimination they.
On- Monday, January 31, I Inserted in the
would not let the fellow who wanted to work
REcORD an outstanding editorial, The Task
go to work, in other words provide that there
of the South, from the pen of Jonathan:
shoUld be no discrimination against him.?
Daniels, the ·brilliant editor of the Raleigh
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. I would like to
News and Observer. The Members are insay in that c<;>nnection 1 think that it is a
vited to read this editorial, which in a most
good illustration ..of the diftlculty of invoking
forceful way comes to grips With this subject
law in these matters of employment. It
of ciyil rights.
touches many of the fields which the genOf further iriterest is the fact that this
tleman from Michigan has mentioned. I
editorial receiyed first-place award in the
think one of the best illustrations of the
best-editorial division, as voted by the North
efficacy of the counseling service is what we
Carolina Newspaper Institute, during the
have done With the handicapped workers.
past week.
We have not said that any plant must emAs indicated by the gentleman from Arploy a person who is handicapped. We have,
kansas, it is to be hoped that we can honestly
not said he must employ him, but we have
come to grips With this perplexing subject.
demonstrated to a lot of employers that cerWe cannot evade the issue.
tain handicapped groups are exceptionally
Mr. HAYs of Arkansas. I appreciate the
productive and efficient. It is quite impres ..
remarks of the gentleman from North Carosive to study the statistics of productiveness
lina.
of the handicapped workers. It is remark-.
Mr. DoLLIVER. Mr. Speaker, will the genable what they have done, often excelling
tleman yield?
people who are not handicapped. That is
Mr. HAYs of Arkansas. I yield to the gennot do~e by forcing a nondiscrimination
tleman from Iowa.
policy, but counseling by skilled GovernMr. DoLLIVER. I would like to compliment
ment employees who know how. to bring peothe gentleman from Arkansas for his very
ple together and induce management to do
illuminating discussion of a very d ifficult
things which, when convinced, they are glad
and perplexing problem. In my own disto do.
trict I may say that perhaps we are not conMr. PRIEST. Mr. Speaker, will the gentlefronted with the difficUlties which exist in
man yield?
some other parts of the country. RecognizMr. HAYS of Arkansas. I yield to the gening, however, that this is an acute and dimtleman from Tennessee.
cult situation which must be met, I appreMr. PRIEsT. Because of my personal asso ...
ciate all the more the proposals made by the
elation and very close friendship With the
gentleman from Arkansas.
gentleman from Arkansas I have been aware
I woUld like to ask the gentleman if he
for quite some time of the very studious
will elucidate a little further upon this adand serious effort he has been making in
visory proposal which he suggests in conneca study of this proposal. I think we can
tion with the fair-employment-practices
all appreciate the contribution the gentlematter. I am not clear what he has in
man has made in attempting to approach
mind.
this subject from a broad, unbiased, unMr. HAYs of Arkansas. I may say in anprejudiced viewpoint, recognizing the fact
wer to the question in reference to the nonthat it does present a great many very seripenalty FEPC that in certain measures it
ous problems; recognizing the fact, as he
follows a suggestion of Senator TAFT, of Ohio,
·s tated a few moments ago, that in this rewho said in the early days of the disc~slon
port there may be some proposals that were
that the only proper way to aproach the
objectionable to -various sections of the
problem. would . be through a nonpenalty
country, _but in it also there is the prob~
provision.
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lem, or series of problems, that we must
face. The gentleman, I think, in his study
and in his proposal has compromised and
has made a very valuable contribution to ,
our consideration of this problem. I compliment him on his very calm and unimpassioned presentation of the situation. In
considering the problems presented in the
President's message and in the so-called
civil-rights program, if we can approach
them and consider them in that same unimpassioned, calm, deliberate spirit in an
eftort to arrive at what is best for the country, I think we can make some very good
progress.
I commend the gentleman from Arkansas
for his presentation today.
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. I appreciate the
gentleman's statement very much.
Mr. O'SULLIVAN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. I yield to the gentleman from Nebraska.
Mr. O'SuLuvAN. I have listened with a
great deal of interest to the gentleman's
address today and I believe that it is a new
approach to a very old problem. I remind
him, however, that it is much older than
a lot of people think. My father told me-and he lived in Newport, R. I.-that in various places in the East, when he was a young
m .e.n, particularly in Massachusetts. they had
signs posted which read, "Men wanted. No
Irish need apply." But as time went on it
seems the Irish have solved the~r own problems, and they are sending them now to
legislative halls and putting them in high
positions, because they sought to benefit
themselves and work out their own salvation instead of looking for helpful legislation.
Mr. HAYs of Arkansas. Well, they are doing
the hiring themselves now, are they not?
l4r. TIUKBLE. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HAYs of Arkansas. I yield to the gentleman from Arkansas.
Mr. 'I'anwn.E. Knowing the gentleman from,
Arkansas as I do, I k~ow of his deep sincerity
in what he has had to say. I gather that
his approach 1s on the theory that you can
get the most good out of the civil-rights
proposal with the least emotional strain. Is
that what the · gentleman advocates?
Mr. HAYs of Arkansas. I am very grateful
to the gentleman for stating it just that
way.
Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. Speaker, Will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HAYs of Arkansas. I yield to the gentleman . from Oklahoma.
Mr. MoNRONEY. I, too, would like to compliment the gentleman from Arkansas for
the dispassionate way in which this issue
has been discussed here today. If we can
only ·go through this session with an openminded attitude or willingness to try and
resolve the d11:Ierences, I think we will get
a lot closer to solVing this problem than
we will by the heat of debate or incriminations that have often taken place on this
fioor in the past.
Mr. HAYs of Arkansas. I am very grateful
to the gentleman for that comment.
Mr. TACKETT. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
' Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. I yield.
Mr. TACKE'rl'. Mr. Speaker, I, too, wish the
opportunity of congratulating my colleague
from Arkansas [Mr. HAYS] upon his attit ude
tn his efforts to compromise the serious and
complex civil rights issues, even though he
is willing to go much farther than I could
either commit or permit myself.
The arguments usually advanced by the
proponents and opponents of such legislation are comparable With the often expressed
view that "to prominently promulgate the
congregated diversions of an abstainer of intoxicants .is to dJ~simula.te his true charac-
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ter." For the northern and eastern proponents of such proposed legislation to pick
out only the adverse racial relations and occurrences within the South, and for the
opponents to, in turn, counteract with like
charges against and within the North and
East-each such group failing to give a true
picture of the racial problem as it actually
exists and its effects in each locality of our
Nation, offers no solution.
However, I want to state that because of
my inherent and fundamental belief in
States' rights, I could not and would not
go along with my colleague in his compromise efforts with such proposed Federal legislation.
Mr. BIEMILLER. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. I yield to the gentleman from Wisconsin.
Mr. BIEMILLER. I have always had a very
high regard for the ability and the temperate
approach of the gentleman fro:tn Arkansas.
Today my regard goes even higher. I agree
with those who have spoken ahead of me
and said that if we can approach this civil
rights question in a temperate and easymannered way we may reach a solution for
it. The only point I should like to add at
this moment !s that I do not think any of
us should assume that the civil-rights question is peculiarly a problem of the South. I
think it is a question that exists throughout
the entire 48 States. That shoUld never be
lost sight of.
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. I am glad to have
that comment. I appreciate the statement
of the gentleman very much.
Mr. WICKERSHAM. Mr. Speaker, Will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HAYs of Arkansas. I yield to the gentleman from Oklahoma.
Mr. WICKERSHAM. I realize that this country does need unity. I appreciate the fact
that the gentleman from Arkansas has approached this matter not only from the attitude of a Congressman but as a Christian.
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. I am very grateful
to all the .Members for what they have said.
• In yielding the floor I should like to say
that my primary purpose was to undertake
to state, in a dispassionate way, a position
which I believe is typical of a vast number
of our people, and, secondly, to give the House
the benefit of the study I have made of the
technical side. It will all be in the RECORD.
Mr. CoLMER. Mr. Spealter, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. I yield to the gentleman from Mississippi.
Mr. CoLMER. Unfortunately I did not hear
all the gentleman's discussion. I yield to
no one in my very high appraisal . of the
gentleman from Arkansas. I know that
whatever he said was said with the great
sincerity that symbolizes his usual conduct
upon. the floor of this House. Since I did not
have the benefit of hearing all the gentleman's address, may I ask if I am correct in
assuming from what I have heard here on
the floor that the gentleman thinks this is
a matter that cannot well be solved by legislative edict, that it is a matter that will have
to be worked out?
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. I think that reflects
a portion of my comment. The problem will
continue; no matter how skillful our craftsmanship, no matter how good our performance, there will be a continuing problem in
the realm of human relations; that we can,
however, since the Nation has focused attention upon the problems, find a degree of
legislative authority that might be required.
That is the thing I have pointed to in the
desire to find the basis for a compromise. I
think it is possible for us to find it. But I
agree with the implication of the gentleman
that it is not primarily a legislatve problem.
I am very grateful to the House.

of my Wenatchee business friends have occasionally included in their list.
Anyway, I feel like editor C. J. Doherty of
the Helena· (Mont.) Times, who said he is
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
not critical of those titled people drawing
OF
down such sweet checks for a vain endeavor,
because if they weren't doing it, someone else
would.
OF WASHINGTON
It's the organization-and it's the Fair
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Deal thinking that fathers this type of a
vain endeavor-that needs to be revealed
Wednesday, June 4, 1952
and eliminated. It's but one of the many
Mr. CAIN. Mr. President, on May 8, Federal bureaucratic efforts to meddle with
the Wenatchee Journal printed a column our economic laws and economic relationIt's part of the general pattern debY Mr. Fred Koch which gives an un- . ships.
signed in· college classrooms by people rich
equaled description of the bureaucracy in
book-learning and poor in practical exwhich is growing up around us.
perience.
In his incisive style, Mr. Koch presents
It's one of those plans that doesn't even
a picture which I would like to bring to look good on paper.
Editor Doherty says the OPS salary costs
the attention of the Members of this
Congress, and I ask unanimous consent in the Helena office are nearly a quarter of a
million
dollars· annually.
that the article by Mr. Koch be printed
"That's money in Montana," he writes,
in the Appendix of the RECORD.
"not political marbles as in Washington,
There being no objection, the article D.
C. How did this thing creep up on us?
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, Where did it come from? What good is it?
as follows:
It is one way of buying votes. The method
has been used throughout the Nation for the
ALL .AROUND THE TOWN
past 20 years. • • • It is costing us a lot
(By Fred C. Koch)
of money and not worth the powder to blow
Your neighbors up and down Wenatchee
it to hell."
Avenue who are known to all of us by the
Editor Doherty asks you to please excuse
term "businessm.e n" have been plagued since
liis language, but it is high time someone
early last year by one of the ingredients to
began to get mildly provoked at such outbe found in the Fair Deal's alphabet-soup
landish use of our tax money.
diet which it has cooked up under deluAnyone could tell the Helena editor that
sions of doing good for the country's eco- ·
the businessmen of America have been connomic structure.
siderably more than mildly provoked for
This particular ingredient is called OPS.
some time. It's now time for the voter to
It's a vast organization staffed by everything
get provoked-because he is footing the bill
from amateurs to experts who have been
for all this bureaucratic flailing with windgiven a rule book so confusing in parts that
mills.
you don't always get the same answers to
This column has never conducted any
some of its riddles.
contests, but something came in the mail
The rule book consists of special sections
this week that would make a fine puzzle for a
for the various business categories. Some
quiz of some sort. Here's the brain-twister:
of the sections apply requirements virtually
"We are peaking our program philoimpossible to meet unless the businessman
sophically,
but it is naive to assume the alhires a staff of accountants and bookkeepers
lotment
programs as an equity program, unto inventory and price his merchandise in acless the allotments are so abysmally low that
cordance with the dreamy OPS formula.
they permit the agency to relax and allow
For many a businessman, this one arm
market determination. This is based on use
of our system of Federal controls has been
levels proportionately, and is in the market
a costly imposition. It has cost him money
test sense. We now have a quantitative
to prepare senseless reports, establish price
framework, with marginal qualitative relocaschedules, and balance inventories . .It has
tions to formalize the procedures for the
cost him hours of agonizing frustration and
further refining and implementing of our
hopeless confusion. It has cost him his
objectives."
respect for the kind of administration we
This gem is from a statement made by a
have back there in our present job-making
defense official at a conference with a labor
Government.
group.
This so-called price stabilization effort on
To the first person who can translate this
the part of the Federal Government is also
into either English or sense, I'll award a lifecosting yoit, as a taxpayer and consumer, a
time
subscription to the Wenatchee Journal.
pretty penny. The businessman isn't the
If you think the classic expression quoted
only one who has been paying for this wasteabove is unusual in the field of official
ful futility.
"gobbledegook," ask your nearest businessLast week the Seattle Post-Intelligencer
man to show you his OPS instruction sheets.
reported that .t he Office of Price StabilizaThe Daily Olympian makes the following
tion has an annual payroll of $1,569,279 for ·
appropriate comment on such bureaucratic
its 313 employees in the State of Washingsemantics:
ton. The expenses are not included in the
"In one respect, t:l;le American citizen has
above figure-and the expenses run high.
no reason to find fault with the GovernGlancing over the positions listed in the
ment. As far as indirection, confusion, duPost-Intelligencer's report almost fills one
plication of effort and ambiguity are conto overflowing with awe. There are cost
cerned, the taxpayer is certainly getting his
accountants, business analysts, and informamoney's worth."
tion specialists. There are price economists
There is one compensating !actor in this.
and just plain economists. There are inMany of the officials who put out the "gobvestigators, attorneys, and attorney advisors.
bledegook" also get letters from voters that
There are supervisors, chiefs, and adminisare almost as confused and confusing as the
trators. There are fiscal clerks, file clerks,
stuff these officials put out.
and supply clerks. There are secretaries,
The OPS mess is just one more indication
clerk-stenographers, and classifiers.
that centralized control from the desk of
There are many others-everything from
a Washington bureau is costly, confusing,
telephone operators to economic analysts;
and wasteful. If the salary cost alone of
All these high-sounding titles intrigue the
reader-but in the list of titles I didn't find
OPS operations in this State is over $1,500,any of those rather earthy titles that some
000, what must the cost be to the Federal
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Treasury when you :figure it across. the country and then add the plushy office rentals,
the disregard for operations costs, the expensive gyrations of investigators and officials gallivanting around the country-and
the profusion of paper work, printing, and
"gobbledegooky" programing.
_
The persistency of Federal bureaus toward
expanding controls into every segment of
American life from border to border is constant. It crops up in the most unexpected
places. The very latest is an attempted
wedge that could finally place the control
of our local traffic regulations in the hands
of a bureau 3,000 miles distant from
Wenatchee.

The National Status of Research Today
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.KARLE.MUNDT
OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, June 3, 1952

Mr. MU-NDT. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
entitled "The National Status of Research Today," delivered by Dr. Paul
R. Beall, before the Conference on Research for Small Industry, at Pennsylvania State College on May 27, 1952.
Paul R. Beall, Ph. D., consultant in
scientific management and industrial
communications, is on leave from the
faculty of the Pennsylvania State Col-lege. Dr. Beall has served for 2 years
as Director of Information for the· Research and -Development Board in the
Department of Defense, and is at pres-ent associated with Headquarters, Air
Research and Development Command.
I have been advised by the Government Printing Office that the article will
make approximately two and one-quarter pages of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
at a cost of U89.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:
THE NATIONAL STATUS OF RESEARCH TODAY

(Address by Dr. Paul R. Beall _before Conference on Research for Small Industry, the
Pennsylvania State College, May 27, 1952)
Professor Sparks, gentlemen: One hundred
and seven years ago one of America's most
distinguished sci-entific observers, Henry
David Thoreau, wrote, "No way of thinking
or doing, however ancient, can be trusted
without proof. • • • What old people
say you cannot do, you try anli find that you
can. • • • Old people did not know
enough once, perchance, to fetch fresh fuel
to keep the fire agoing; new people put a
little dry wood under a pot and are whirled
around the globe with the speed of birds, in
a way to kill old people, as the phrase is."
And Thoreau also wrote, "This is the only
way, we say; but there are as many ways as
there can be drawn radii from one center."
Modern scientific research and development is the method by which we discover
some of the many ways. I will report to you
briefiy on the status of research and development in the United States today.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES

How much is being spent? The Federal
Government has spent a total of about $10,000,000,000 for scientific research and devel-

opment since ·1941. This is more than 8
times the direct monetary cost of the Napoleonic Wars, which lasted for 25 years. In
1952 the Government will foot the bill for
over $1,600,000,000 worth of research and development, or more than one-half of the
Nation's total re_search and development,
which is expected to be about $2,900,000,000.
Half of the Government-supported research
wfil be performed in Government installations and the remaining half will be carried
on by industry and universities under Government contract. Of the research done
outside Government laboratories, about
$600,000,000 worth wm be performed by industry and 185,000,000 by universities.
Privately financed research will amount to
$1,300,000,000, approximately. Of this, industry will spend about $1,100,000,000 and
universities and institutions will account for
about $100,000,000 each.
There are at least two major advantages
inherent in the Government's system of
farming out m1lltary. research. For one
thing, this practice permits the use of facilities already in existence, and it helps to
train a larger body of sorely needed research
scientists and engineers as well.
Who . is spending the money? There are
approximately 22 Federal departments and
agencies which include research in some
form 1n their budgets. Examples of these
are the Department of Agriculture, Atomic
Energy Commission, United States' Public
Health Service, and, of course, the Army,
Navy, and Air Force.
In 1952 a little over three-quarters of the
total government research and development
budget, or $1,300,000,000, wm go into defense w.ork, the major portion of which will
be performed by industry. The $1,300,000,000
budget for military research and development is divided among the Army, Navy,
and Air Force, with the Arn1y, by nature of
its needs, receiving a slightly smaller share
than the other two services. Each military
department has its own research and de-velopment and contracting agencies.
Incidentally, you may be interested to
know that a mail survey of some 5,000 industrial concerns known -to perform research
and development ls now being conducted by
the Department of Defense, to inventory industry's total research and development
capacity and the effect of military call-ups
en this capacity.
The results of the survey will be useful 1n
locating possible contractors for the defense
agencies and will also be of assistance to industry. For the first time it wlll be possible
to determine, for each industry and for various size companies and research statfs, the
average cost· per research engineer or scientist and the average percentage of sales put
into research. This data 'Will be used for
estimating the m.a npower needed to carry out
budgeted research prograins and the amount
of research (in dollars) that can be performed by staffs of a given size. I will circulate the questionnaire among you. If any
of you would care to contribute to the study
I shall be glad to tell you how.
Where .i s the research and development
money being spent? As a generalization,
the Nation's research !acUities and activities
are concentrated in large companies . and
large universities near the east or west coasts.
For example, one great university with more
than $10,000,000 worth of Government research contracts in the current year is doing
more Government research than the combined programs of all the academic institutions in 9 other States. Favoritism has had
no 1n1luence upon this concentration of
scientific research and development. The
contracts simply go where the scientists and
facilities for their pursuance are known to
exist. From this can be seen our need to
discover and employ every research potential,
-great or small, industrial or academic.

Large . research installations are maintained by the Army's Chemical Corps, Signal
Corps, Ordnance, and Engineer Corps, the
Navy's Bureau of Ships, Bureau of Aeronautics, and Bureau oi Medicine and Surgery, and the Air Force's Operations Command, to mention only a few. In addition,
the Air Force and the .Navy concentrate a
large number of res.e arch functions in the
Air Research an-d Development Command
and the Office of Naval Research, respectively.
Although the headquarters of such agencies are usually located in or around Washington, their laboratories are widely scattered. Typical installations are the Army
Chemical Center and the Orqnance Proving
Ground, both of which are in Maryland; the
Navy's Underwater Sound Reference Laboratory in Florida and Air Missile Test Center in
California and, of course, the Ordnance Re..search Laboratory here at Penn State.
In addition to the work done in their own
laboratories, the military departments hav-e
prime contracts with about 1,500 industrial
organizations and 150 colleges and universities. These are engaged in work on a variety
of research projects ranging all the way
from .improved food containers to vacuum
tubes. At the present time no figures exist
on the number of subcontractors working on
.military p.rojects.
What is the money being spent on? The
major portion of the military research and
development funds goes into work on electronics, ordnance. guided missiles, and aeronautics. These four fields account for approximately 71 percent of the total military
research and development budget of $1,100,000,000 in 1951. The remainder of the money
goes into research on such areas as medical
sciences, human resources, geophysics, and
geography, atomic energy, equipment and
supplies, navigation, biological warfare
chemical warfare, materials, and fuels and
lubricants. At the present time the -military
departments have about 7,500 projects on
the books.
Who supervises military research? Research for defense purposes is under the
indirect supervision of the Research and
Development Board of the Department of
Defense. The RDB does not let contracts
for research projects, but it revi-ews current
and planned research by each military service and recommends which projects should
be undertaken, which should be droJ:ped,
.and which should get top priority. The
board has a civilian chairman and the Army
Navy, and Air Force are each represented
by two members.
RESEARCH PROBLEMS

Basic research: An important problem concerns basic or "pure"-research. I define basic
research simply as the search for bases. In
other words, basic research provides the
scientific informational platforms upori
which practical hardware items or process
techniques are bUilt. .Little research of this
type was done during the war, because all
scientific effort was expended on the development ot new weapons and devices that
could be produced in time to atfect the outcome of the war. As a result, the accumulated body of new and basic scientific truths
has been considerably depleted.
As one step toward a remedy for the basic
research situation, the Research and Development Board, approximately a year and
a half ago, approved a new policy assuring
support of basic research in the mllitary
program and establishing a minimum level
below which this support shall not fall. According to this formula, at least 6 percent of
the total mmtary research and development
funds (taken over a 5-year period) must
be devoted to basic research. The formula
also provides that the ann,u al basic research
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sum must be at least $30,000,000. This policy resolved a problem which had long confronted the military departments.
The
Army, Navy, and Air Force are users of end.
items such as planes, electron tubes, and
tanks, which are the results of applied research. The basic research scientist, on the
other hand, is not primarily interested in
the immediate practical application of what
he discovers. A military organization may
quite properly be interested in supporting
such research because of its usefulness in
applications; yet it may take several years
before basic research data is exploited in the
design of a new end item. It is essential
that outstanding research discoveries and
information he made directly available to
the Department of Defense, in order to cut
down the lag between a scientific discovery
and its practical application. Conduct of a
certain amount of basic research by the
military departments is one means of reducing this lag.
·
Let me illustrate the role of basic research
by ·noting some of the pure science work
that necessarily predated the atomic bomb.
Dr. Albert Einstein, the great German mathematician who took political refuge in the
United States in the 1930's, produced his
famous theory of relativity nearly 50 years
ago. He predicted then that someday studies
of radioactive substances, such as radium,
would prove his belief that mass could be
converted to energy (E=Mc 2 }. For years
there was little evidence to support this
theory, but Einstein continued with his
mathematical calculations.
During the same period, scientists from
other nations were adding gradually to the
body of basic knowledge about radioactivity,
which had been discovered in the 1890's by a
Frenchman, Antoine Becquerel. In 1932 Sir
James Chadwick, of England, discovered the
neutron-a tiny particle that, by colliding
with an unstable atom, can .cause the atom
to split. Early in 1939 the possibility of
splitting the uranium atom to release huge
amounts of energy was demonstrated by a
group of scientists. The basic knowledge required for the making of an atomic bomb
was then available.
To cite other examples of this sort, the
studies leading to the development of penicillin were carried out in England, beginning with an accidental discovery by Sir
Alexander Fleming in 1929. Radar was developed out of basic work done by German,
British, and Italian researchers, as well as
scientists at the United States Naval Research Laboratory.
But this very productive · European source
()f basic research was devitalized by wartime
casualties among scientists, the destruction
()f laboratories and other facilities, and by
governmental restrictions in large parts of
Europe. Most American scientists agree that
we must do more basic research of our own
and that we should continue to do it even
after European sources are revived. And it
is important to note that the university
laboratory is not the sole fountainhead of
basic research. Industry and Government
have made notable basic science contributions and will continue to do so.
Manpower: Much has already been said
about the shortage of scientific and technical manpower. -However, this problem is
so serious and so deserving of thought that
no resume of the status of research and development is complete without some discussion of it.
It has been estimated that 70 percent of
the total national supply of research scientists and engineers are currently engaged iii
projects under the sponsorship of the Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy
Commission. We are afraid that we may be
pushing the limit on the number of people
who are trained for this type of work. The
number of college graduates in engineering

and the sciences has not kept pace with our
requirements during the past few years, and,
an additional ominous factor, the Russians
seem to be turning out at least as many such
graduates as we are.
Adding to the seriousness of this problem,
our machines of war have become so increasingly complicated that their development requires a commensurately greater
number of man-hours. For example, it was
recently estimated in Science News Letter
that for every engineering man-hour on a
typical World War II plane, there are 100
engineering man-hours on today's typical
guided missile~
MILITARY RESEARCH AND CIVILIAN BENEFITS

I turn now to a most interesting topic.
Few phenomena present such a Jekyll-andHyde aspect as do the results of military
scientific research and invention. The
Devil, speaking in George Bernard Shaw's
current Broadway hit, Don Juan in Hell, a
play written in 1903, says, "I have examined
man's wonderful inventions.
And I tell
you that in the arts of life man invents nothing; but in the arts of death he outdoes
nature herself, and produces by chemistry
and .machinery all the slaughter of _plague,
pestilence, and famine. The peasant I
tempt today eats and drinks what was eaten
and drunk by the peasants of 10,000 years
ago; and the house he lives in has not altered
as much in a thousand centuries as the fashion of a lady's bonnet in a score of weeks.
But when he goes out to slay, he carries a
marvel of mechanism that lets loose at the
touch of his finger all the hidden molecular
energies, and leaves the javelin, the arrow,
the blowpipe of his fathers far behind. I
know his clumsy typewriters and bungling
locomotives and tedious bicycles; they are
toys compared to the Maxim gun, the submarine torpedo boat. There is nothing in
man's industrial machinery but his greed
and sloth: his heart is in his weapons."
Of course there is always some truth in
what the Devil says. We are making awesome progress in the perfection of evermore
destructive weapons. I will mention only
two developments, no longer secret, indeed
developments that you have probably already
noted in your newspapers or that you might
easily have discovered in the latest chemistry and physics textbooks used on this
campus. My examples only illustrate generalities and are in no sense to be taken
as official Department of Defense views or
progress reports.
Nerve gas, developed during World War II
by the Germans, has been brought to a perfection that makes it incomparably more
deadly and quick in its lethal destructiveness than our old-fashioned mustard or
phosgene. Nerve gas is colorless, odorless,
and tasteless, like the harmless water in
this little vial. But if this were nerve gas
instead of harmless water and should I uncork it and spill it on the fioor .the chances
are that all of us here would be painfully
dead, suffocated (since the nerve channels
that control our breathing would be quite
knocked out) long before I had time to conclude these remarks.
You have also read in your newspapers of
eft'or.t s toward the development of a hydrogen
bomb. The hydrogen bomb, as you know,
can theoretically be made more powerful
than the fission bomb because fission bombs
are limited in size by a factor known as
critical mass, whereas the hydrogen bomb,
at least theoretically, can be as large as
any quantity of heavy hydrogen we would
wish to trig_ger off in an atomic explosion;
that is aga1n, if, or when, we learn how
to do the triggering.
We might then, with an H-bomb, as you
have also read in the newspapers, produce
a blast in the order of megatons as contrasted
with puny little 20,000-ton blasts · of the

Nagasaki variety. (Megaton means equal to
1,000,000 tons of TNT.) But I would like
to report at least one encouraging note. It
has been prognosticated,. and again this in- ·
formation is in our latest college physics
textbooks, that it may be useless to build
any bomb larger than of several megatons•
force because such an eruption could theoretically knock a hole through the blanket
of the earth's atmosphere and thus destroy
the theoretical tamping effect of that
blanket. Everyone hopes that this ·prognostication may prove to be true, but I
hasten to add that even a mere megaton
blast would be a severe blast indeed. Explosions that men have created so far have
delivered a shock wave which strikes like a
hammer blow. But a blast in the order of
megatons, say a powerful volcanic eruption,
instead of delivering an instantaneous punch
delivers a continuing pressure impulse or
push for a number of seconds duration.
From only these two illustrations you can
see that we are making impressive progress
in weapons. But, as is ever the case with
the Devil's pronouncements, he tends always
to speak in half truths. The goods and benefits that have come from man's efforts to
build destructive weapons are as impressive
as their awful destructiveness. Let me cite
a number of cases where humanitarian advances have been made at the same time
that the seeds of potential destruction were
sown.
Chemical research: Studies of the action
of nitrogen mustards, developed as a toxic
chemical warfare agent have revealed their
remarkable destructive effect upon white
blood cells, lymph glands, and bone marrow.
These findings suggest their use in the treatment of leukemia, Hodgkins disease, and
lymphosarcoma, and studies have been initiated in more than 120 clinics, with hundreds of cases under treatment. Although
no cures have been effected · as yet, the
response has been favorable in a majority
of cases, with remission of symptoms and
prolonged life. These studies are being
continued.
Penicillin: Penicillin offers a dramatic instance of medical research that has produced
results invaluable to civilians and military
men alike. Although primary credit belongs
to Sir Alexander Fleming, of London, who
discovered the antibiotic, it was only as a
result of unique cooperation among Government agencies, civilian investigators, and
pharmaceutical manufacturers that the wartime advance in its development was made,
In 1941 this cooperative effort to produce
penicillin in quantity was assured the support of the Office of Scientific Research and
Development. In the same year the Committee on Medical Research of OSRD and
the National Research Council initiated and
_c oordinated an extensive study of the therapeutic uses and limitations of this drug.
By 1943 the results of this study were available and proved so impressive that penicillin
was adopted •for service use. The record
after this spoke for itself and led to widespread civilian use Of penicillin in the postwar period, as well as stimulating the search
for other antibiotics.
DDT: Another interesting example is the
development of the insecticide DDT. In_s ect-borne diseases have always been a dominant factor in the fate of armies in war
and civilians in peace. Bubonic plag11e,
typhus fever, and sleeping sickness are insect borne, although they are not always
thought of in that light by the average
person. Malaria, on the other hand, is
usually associated with the mosquito.
In 1941 the Surgeon General of the United
States Army initiated a program of research
1n medical entomology. The urgent need
at that time was for louse and mosquito
control. The following year 1t was dlscov-
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erect that the active agent in a new lnsectl·
cide undergoing test was DDT. This agent
proved so effective against lice that it replaced. all other forms of control. Soon
after, its effect on other Insects, such as
mosquitoes and bedbugs, was discovered. It
is, of course, a common household agent
today.
The importance of these discoveries in the
fields of medicine and sanitation is pointed
up by the fact that during previous wars
the deaths resulting from disease have numbered many times those caused by m111tary
action. In the American Civil War, for example, there were nearly 225,000 cases of
fatal illness in the Union armies, more than
twice the total number of men k11led in
action or dying of wounds received on the
battlefield. And one should also remember
that the large number of deaths from yellow fever, another mosquito-borne disease,
seriously impeded the construction of the
Panama Canal.
Crash injury studies: In 1941 the number
of airplane crashes and injuries in training
exceeded those in combat. Through the
combined efforts of civ111an and m111tary
groups the first intensive studies in this field
were initiated. Early it became apparent
that the majority of cases of serious injuries
were sustained by the head, face, and extremities. The catapult forward motion of
the passenger or pilot striking unyielding
surfaces caused the damage. A high percentage of the abdominal restraining belts
that were being used at that time were found
to have broken with the impact of crash.
Restraining head and shoulder harnesses
and improved abdominal restraining belts
were developed and have markedly reduced
the incidence of injury. These items are
now mandatory in mllitary planes.
This initial work has led to increased
effort by both the civil and military aviation
industry. Studies on the human decelerator
at Muroc Air Force Base in California have
augmented these discoveries and promise
much for the future. Standardization of
controls, improved visibility of instruments,
more comfortable cockpit construction to
combat fatigue, and the installation of rearward facing seats in Military Air Transport
Service planes are all examples of the outgrowth of the initial research studies on crash
injuries.
Titanium: Metallurgical research has
brought to the scene a new metal that may
prove invaluable to the mmtary departments
and the civ111an economy as well. Tills
metal, titanium, sometimes called the "Cinderella metal," has excellent properties of
light weight, strength, and corrosion resistance. In some respects it is superior to
stainless steel. Fourth most plentiful of all
the earth's minerals, titanium's chief "bug''
lies in the dl.filculty of extracting the metal
from the ore. Extensive work is being done
by industry in an effort to overcome this
problem.
Atomic energy for power: Steps are now
being taken to explore the feasibility of producing electric power from atomic energy.
Four industrial groups are financing a 1year study on the possibility of developing
a nuclear reactor that will simultaneously
produce both plutonium and power. Many
other cases could be cited to illustrate how
man's inventions of war have served peace.
This, of course, is no brief for war, but I
think that we have a right to a faith and
hope that our times may not be as ominous
as they sometimes seem.
CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, I have told you something
about the volume of money being spent in
America today on scientific research and development. I have explained who is doing
this work, and where, and have cited anumber. of results.
Thank you.

The Faith and Hope of an American
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WAYNE MORSE
OF OREGON

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a very beautiful statement, written by one of our
former colleagues, Dr. Frank P. Graham,
entitled "The Faith and Hope of an
American."
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
THE FAITH AND HOPE OF AN AMERICAN

In the fulfi:llment of her heritage of freedom and hope of brotherhood may America
more and more be a land in which free people become brothers in the sight of God
and in the human heart. Here the autonomy of the human spirit, the freedom of the
mind, the Uberty of inquiry, speech, publication, association, enterprise, work and
worship, together with a personal sense of
moral and social responsibility, are essential
to the dignity of the free individual in whom
are the security of the state, the welfare of
the people and the progress of civilization.
Here the best answer to the totalitarianism
and tyranny of the police state is not scrapping the Bill of Rights but keeping the
faith of our historic Americanism. In this
land the increasingly equal freedom of people to organize for self-development, coop·
eration and creative participation in the agricultural, industrial, commercial, political,
professional, cultural and religious life 1s
now the advancing frontier of our dynamic
democracy. In the general life the daily toil
of millions of free men and women is above
privilege and power, and the integrity of
simple people is beyond price.
May this America, with faith in individual
liberty, equal opportunity, and human
brotherhood, be a free society in which, under God, the home, as the sanctuary of love,
nurture and faith, is the source and measure of civilization, and the schools, libraries
and playgrounds of the people are a chief
hope of the equal opportunity of all the
children in all the States to develop to the
highest their individual capacities for a
unified and useful life. In the cities, the
towns and the country may the multiplication and acceleration of the mechanical contacts of civiliZation increasingly mean the
enjoyment of leisure and recreation, the
widening of information and sympathies,
and the deepening of the cultural and spiritual content of the lives of the people. The
commonwealth not only means the common
responsibilities for the conservation and development of the natural resources and cultural heritage for this generation and the
generations to come, but also more and
more means the common opportunities of
the people for free information, sound
knowledge, equal suffrage, fair employment,
decent standards of life and labor, social
security against the hazards of modern society, good health and medical care within
reach of the people, and lawful agitation to
broaden the base of the general welfare and
lift the level of human liberty, "in the pursuit of happiness" in America and the world.
In this land of liberty, for which our
fathers died, and for which we would live,
work, and give our all, may America become
a country in which the highest and the low-

est and all the people equally together have
the freedom to struggle ;for the higher freedom of truth, goodness, and beauty; where
democracy is without vulgarity, excellence is
without arrogance, the answer to error is not
terror and the response to a difference in
color, race, religion, ideas, economic condition, or social status is not discrimination,
exploitation, or intimidation. Here is humility of repentance for our own wrongs,
freedom of indignation against injustice and
evil in places high or low, and courage in
action for human decency and fair play.
Our democracy is made fairer and stronger
by the robust struggles of freedom, and life
is made richer by the vigor and variety of
the differences of the people. Where and
when men are free, the way of progress is
not subversion, the respect for the past is
not reaction, and the hope of the future is
not revolution; where the majority is without tyranny, the minority without fear, and
all people hc..ve hope of building together
a nobler America in a freer and fairer world.
These toiling and hopeful people, as
pioneers along the free frontiers of the vast
wilderness of our yet unmastered international society, seek to prevent .b oth the destruction of human freedom and the selfdestruction of civillzation and to share their·
generous strength for peace on earth and
good will among men. In a dynamic world,
·in which a depression or a war anywhere involves human beings everywhere, the people
of the American dream, against the lags of
the conceptions of the absolute state, the
superior race, and the master class, patiently
struggle in the atomic age through the
United Nations, through regional reenforcements of collective security against aggression, through economic cooperation and
larger technical assistance programs, to make
military pacts less and less necessary, to end
all wars and all depressions and to provide
the basis for the self-determination and
equal opportunity of all people. On the
fresh continents of abundant resources,
fronting east and west on the two great
oceans between the old world and and the
new, the people of America are the grateful
heirs of all the ages, races, regions, cultures,
and hopes of mankind. With all their faults,
frustrations, and aspirations these people of
this youthful Nation would rise to the responsibility of their power and the opportunity for their greatness to help give fresh
hopes to stricken peoples for food and freedom and to help organize justice under law
and peace among nations. In creative cooperation with all peoples, east and west,
the American people would share their heritage, their toil, their strength, and their
dream in the unresting adventure of the
human spirit in the long pilgrimage toward
one world neighborhood of human brotherhood in answer to the prayers of the people
for peace, freedom, and :ustice in God's good
earth.

Tidelands Oil Is a National Resource
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GUY M. GILLETTE
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mr. GILLETTE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial

entitled "Tidelands Oil Is a National Resource," published in the Des · Moines
<Iowa> Register of May 31, 1952.
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There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
TIDELANDS OIL Is A NATIONAL RESOURCE
It is our judgment that an overwhelming
majority of American citizens would support
President Truman's veto of the so-called
tidelands oil bill, regardless of party, if the
issue were presented to them squarely.
Why in the world should all of the undersea natural resources in the Nation's coastal
waters be turned over to the handful of
States which happen to border the oceans?
Are these deposits of oil and mineral not
part of the whole Nation's resources?
On three occasions the United States Supreme Court has stated this principle of the
Federal Government's paramount rights over
lands that lie below the marginal seas-that
is, 3 miles· out from low-water mark. Now
Congress has passed a measure to nullify that
principle, and the President would . indeed
have been indifferent to the b est interests
of all the people of the country if he h ad
failed to veto it.
The administration has been trying for
years to pass legislation which would guarantee the title of individual States to all
tidal lands out to the low-water mark, and
all property below inland waters. But the
States like California and Texas and Louisiana, hungry for the oil that lies beneath
their offshore waters, are not anxious for
this solution in the national interest. What
they want is the offshore oil for themselves
and nothing less.
It is puzzling to us why inland States with
so much at stake should cotton up to the
special pleading of these oil States. Private
companies are going to exploit these undersea oil lands in either case. It is just a question of who shall benefit-the Nation, or perhaps a half dozen lucky States through no
special merit or enterprise whatever on their
part.

Protection of Striped Bass
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. L. GARY CLEMENTE
OF NEW YORK

IN THE

HOUS~

OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952

Mr. CLEMENTE. Mr. Speaker, on
June 2, 1952, I introduced H. R. 8067, a
measure designed for the protection of
striped bass.
The following article by Frank· Keating, which appeared in the February 21
issue of the Long Island Daily Press, sets
forth the need for legislation · of this
kind:
HUNTING AND FISHING

(By Frank Keating)
The big push is on to save striped bass for
sports fishermen. Can it be done? Only
time and the mood of the State legislature
will tell.
But the boys are in there trying this time.
Every salt-water fishing club up and down
the island is prodding its membership with:
"Get in there and write your assemblyman
and State senator. We've got to s:trike while
the iron's hot."
The iron is hot right now because of the
intercession of State Senator Jim Fitzgerald.
of St. Albans.
He has sponsored a bill which would exclude
striped bass from commercial fishing. If the

senator's bill can win approval and get the
signature of the Governor, Long Island's
sportiest surf fish-the striper-would be
saved for the guy with a rod.
Fitzgerald would amend the conservation
law so that the fish could be taken by hook
and line only.
Out would go the netters, the haul seiners,
and the other commercial interests who now
enrich themselves on the stripers at the
expense of sport fishermen.
On paper the job seems easy, a mere
changing of phrasing in the section pertaining to these fish. By popular vote of
fishermen, the change would win hands
down. Unfortunately, the wishes of the
many are not always considered in legislation. The influence of the strong is the rock
on which many a well-intended law h as
foundered. In striped b ass legislation, the
sports fisherman has a formidable adversary
in the commercial fish: interests. They will
contend that their livelihood will suffer if
striper netting is denied them.
They will make these charges despite the
fact that many of the so-called commercial
fishermen are not fishermen at all. In everyday life, many are bartenders, plumbers, t axi
drivers and such whose only interest in fishing is the number of bucks they can make
by netting the schools of stripers during the
annual migrations of these fish.
We heard enough about haul seining of
stripers last November during a brief stay
at Montauk Point. · The run was on anj
the tradesmen at Amagansett had dropped
their routine chores to get a whack at the
fish. Seines, kept over the years for just
such event, were broken out and the fun was
on. That is fun for everybody but the surf
fishermen standing aside witnessing the
slaughter.
And the haul seining is slaughter. The
law permits fish only over 16 inches to be
kept. The seiners were fastidious to a fault
in abiding by the law. All small fish were
booted back into the surf. It didn't make
any difference that the fish were so roughly
handled because they were dead anywaydead from the pressure of the net and from
sand in their gills.
The Richmond Hill Rod and Gun Club,
sparked by such guys as Maurice Eschay and
John F. Sweek, have been loud in their condemnation of commercial striper fishing. So
has the Sportsmen's Council of the Marine
District and the New York Casting Club.
The Sportsmen's Council writes:
"It is merely coincidence that striper fishing was so good in both Massachusetts and
New Jersey last year, where netting is prohibited, and so bad on Long Island."
(EDITOR's NOTE.-A recent change in the
Jersey law permits netting of stripers during
the 3-month shad run. Commercial fishermen exerted the pressure for this netting.
It started February 1 and to date has resulted in an appalling destruction of Jersey
stripers.)
The Richmond Hill Rod and Gun Club
did some digging and came up with figures
to show that 23 New York shippers sent
387,114 pounds of striped bass between March
19 and December 14 last year to markets in
New York, Washington, and Baltimore. This
catch was valued at $79,680 to the shippers.
The club considered this an insignificant
sum compared to the estimated $1,250,000
spent by sportsmen seeking the same fish in
the same waters where they were netted
commercially. Most all of New York State
commercial fishing and sport fishing for
stripers is done, of course, around Long
Island.
Also pointed out by the Richmond Hill
group was the fact that Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida
do prohibit indiscriminate netting along
their coastal shores.

There is still time to voice your disgust
with commercial striper fishing. Letters or
personal calls on your State senators and. assemblymen will help and so will letters to
Senator James F. Fitzgerald at Albany .a nd
to Senator Walter W. Stokes, and Assemblyman Leo A. Laurence, both of the conservation committee. Write them ~ at Albany.
One thing about Johnny Anastasio, he
got burnt early in this fishing busineEs so
when he calls to report some phenomenal
turn of events you can be sure he's got proof
and evidence.
·
Here's a sampling of his latest discourse.
"I'm not asking you to believe me, Frank.
I only ask you to come down h ere. I'm
going to show you the fish, then you can
ask the questions. If you want to tal{e my
word for it, then Capt. Chris Specht of the
Margaret got into the blackfish last Saturday.
Five customers got so many fish they lost a
few on the deck.
"We put two of the live ones in a bait
cart. One of 'em died but the other is still
kicking-a little one about 6 pounds. We've
got a bunch of others in the deep freeze.
We'll show •em to anybody."
The trip to Johnny's Fishing Station on
Beach Fifth Street, Far Rockaway, seemed
inconvenient at the time of Johnny's calling.
We declined the invitation but pass it along
to interested blackfish fans.
So, in the absence of an on-the-spot investigation of tl)e facts, we will content ourselves with a recital of what Johnny outlined. We did, of course, confirm the information by chatting with Captain Specht
himself.
The blacks, and there were about 75 of
them in the day's catch, were found on one
of Chris' private wrecks. He has a fathometer aboard ship for just such exploring.
The Margaret got out last Saturday as it does
every Saturday and Sunday, weather permitting, even though only five pa£sengers
showed up.
The captain did some skimmer clam dunking on the Anglers' Banks, nailed 30 codfish,
average size. Because the day was clear
enough to sight the necessary shore ranges,
he then ran to his wreck, dangled skimmers
and conchs.
"Not that I really expected to find the
fish so plentiful," Specht filled in for Johnny.
"But I know that along about this time of
the year blacks move into shallower water in
preparation for the spring spawning."
The fish came overside almost as fast as the
fishermen could bait up. Because it was late
in the day many of the fish were still alive
when the boat reached the dock-accounting
for the two placed in the live-bait well.
Specht doesn't promise that this is going
to happen every time he sails from now on
but he sees a trend that bodes for good fishing whenever weather conditions are right.

Keynote Speech by Hon. Guy M. Gillette,
of Iowa, at Iowa Democratic Convention
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LYNDON B. JOHNSON
OF TEXAS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD
an address delivered by the very able
and distinguished Senator from Iowa
[Mr. GILLETTE] before the Democratic
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state Convention at Des Moines, Iowa,
on May 28, 1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Mr. Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen, it is
needless for me to state that I feel greatly
honored in being asked to make the keynote
speech for this convention. My pleasure,
however, is modified by the realization of
the difficulties of such an effort. Every campaign is of great importance. ~ery . presidential campaign is of surpassmg Importance. Our election campaigns in America
are the means by which the will of the
people is translated into action thru the
selection of their governmental representatives. Anything that distorts, restricts or
hampers the free expression of choice by the
people of· our electorate is a threat to representative government. During the past few
years, without our seeking the position, we
have been catapulted into leadership of the
free world.
Every person in this convention knows that
the whole world is engaged in a titanic struggle between two great forces representing
diametrically opposite views of governmental
philosophy: democracy and communism.
Everyone know that this clash of ideologies
has brought destructive war in a half dozen
areas throughout the world, with immense
destruction of life and property, and with the
possibility of broadened and more destructive war in other areas. Everyone knows
that the support of the Armed Forces already
engaged in battle areas and the preparation
to meet added threats has disrupted private
industry, has threatened financial stability
and is now threatening political stability in
every civ111zed nation. Everyone knows that
even more importantly it has affected the
lives and future of each of us as individual
citizens.
The fact that the world problems of worldshaking importance pave been added to o~
domestic issues immeasurably has added to
the need for the fullest of information as to
facts, the fullest possible information as to
goals and purposes.
·
During the periOd that this transition into
world leadership has taken place, the Democratic Party has been in control of the executive department of the Government and
in control of the legislative branch, excepting for a period of 2 years when the Eightieth
- Congress functioned with a majority Republican control.
·
The election this fall will .determine
whether the American people wish to approve the stewardship of the Democratic
Party by continuing them in the control of
national affairs, or if they prefer to entrust
the great problems facing our Nation to the
Republican Party for the next 4 years. In
making this determination it is right and
proper that the Democratic Party should
answer for its stewardship during these years.
It is right and proper that it should receive criticism for shortcomings or failures.but 1t is equally sure that it is entitled to
credit tor its accomplishments and service to
the Nation. It is further true that in assessing blame for inadequacies or failures,
the responsibility shoUld be placed where it
belongs and not charge e~ery mistake to the
Democratic administration simply because
it happened to be in power.
Time will not permit a discussion at this
time of all the great problems, foreign and
domestic, that face our Nation. After the
selection of the nominees and the adoption
of the party platforms, the · issues will be
more clearly outlined for decision at the-polls
a n d, of course, wlll be fully debated and
discussed by the speakers during the campaign. I must be content with a more general discussion of the issues at t-his time.
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I am going to take advantage of the opnumbers in the Republican Party of today
·portunity, however, to speak of three outand unfortunately, in a minor segment of
standing fallacies which I believe will be
the Democratic Party.
persistently presented by our opponents in
The second school of thought is opposed
the coming campaign, and which I am equalto highly centralized government and mainly sure are without truth, basis, or validity.
tains that the control of the people's affairs
These three fallacies are as follows:
should, so far as it is possible to do so, be
handled locally and that no powers be grant1. That there is no major difference beed to a central government excepting those
tween our two great political parties, that
that cannot readily be the responsibilit-y of
they have become as tweedledum and tweelocal agencies. The members of this school
dledee and have degenerated into·mere politof thought have been called Liberals, Radiical machines for securing control of pubcals,. Socialists, Free Thinkers, New Dealers,
lic jobs and political patronage.
Fair Dealers, Lunatic Fringe, Left-Wingers,
2. That after any party has been in office
and various other designations in the vari·
for · an extended time the national interest
ous countries. This school readily admits
will be served by a change. Therefore, rethat the people are often swayed by their
gardless of type of service rendered by the
prejudice and that they will undoubtedly
incumbents, continued tenure of office makes
make mistakes, but insist that these misfor either laxity of the officials in their duties, or the assumption by the incumbents
tak.es will be recognized by the people themthat they have a vested and established
selves and corrected by the people themright to the offices and that this latter
selves. This school, likewise, has had outassumption inevitably tends to build up parstanding supporters throughout +.he history
tisan political machinery through this conof our Nation. Thomas Jefferson, James
trol of patronage.
Madison, James Monroe, Andrew Jackson,
and
many others.
3. That under the 20-year Democratic regime there has been a steady growth of
I think it cannot be readily disputed that
power in centralized Federal Government
the Democratic Party of today, in major
which has become a well-established trend
membership, is representative of this second
toward what these critics call a socialist
school of political thought. And we have
state, or a welfare state, or simply statism.
voting with us, on most major issues in
I wish to consider these three fallacies in
the United States Senate, a group of eight or
turn and, of course, briefiy.
nine Senators who call themselves Republicans, but · who are thoroughly in accord
Let us look at the first fallacy. The allewith the basic principles of our party.
gation that there is no great difference now
between the two principal parties. When
Perhaps it would not be amiss at this
we realize the fact that there has been a
point, and before passing to the second faltremendous growth of independent voting,
lacy, to call attention to a bit of history
especially among our young people, this docshowing how our Democratic Party has aptrine is especially dangerous. When we
plied its principles in governmental affairs.
realize that recent polls and checks have
The Democratic Party is not only the oldest
shown that approximately one-third of our
continuously existing political group in
eligible voters disclaim any hard and fast
America, but it is the oldest political party
party alliance, this threat becomes even more , in the entire world. Our party has had an
apparent.
. unbroken life of 159 years, almost as long
Appeais by the Republican candidates will
as the life of the Nation itself. Since the
certainly be made during the course of the
birth of the party in 1792, it has produced
coming campaign to these independent or
more outstanding and infiuential national
new voters urging them to make their selecfigures than all the other parties combined.
tions at the polls on a personal basis and
None other can begin to boast such a roster
every possible effort made, ~hen talking to
of illustrious names as Jefferson, Madison,
these independent voters, to minimize the
Monroe, Jackson, Cleveland, Bryan, Woodrow
important political ideological differences.
Wilson, Franklin D. Roosevelt, to mention
I can understand their anxiety to do this,
only the more eminent from the past history
but no Democrat should allow them to get
of our party.
away with this fallacy.
To become the oldest political party in
From the time of the institution of repthe country, it had to be built on solid founresentative government there has been a
dation of principle and belief. These princlear line of demarcation drawn between
ciples of our party were first formulated in
two different schools of political thought.
the famous Virginia and Kentucky resoluThe first school has supported the thesis
tions of 1798 and 1799. They were drafted
that the . great mass of the voting public,
in Virginia by Madison and for Kentucky by
because of lack of education; experience and
Jefferson. Let me list these five declarations
judgment, and because of its proneness to be
from which all our party platforma and proswayed by bias, by prejudice or by temporary
grams have derived:
·
issues, cannot be trusted to make lts own
1. All political power is originally in the
determination for the national welfare, but
people themselves and they are the repository
that these d·e cisions can better be made for ·. of power in reserve.
them by those who ·by long training, educa2. Governments have no power excepting
tion, business or other special ab1lity are
such as is voluntarily delegated to them by
better able to form judgments in the na- . the people through . their selected agen.t s.
tional welfare.
·
3. In case of dispute as to where power
This political group with this political
lies, the doubt must be resolved by the
thinking has appeared in every democratic
strictest interpretation in favor of the people.
nation. They have been called Tories, Con4. Unalterable opposftion to a national
servatives, Standpatters, Reactionaries, or
bank under Federal control. This is the very
various other party designations, but the
root of democratic economics.
basic concept is a strong centralized govern5. Strenuous opposition to the establish·
ment dominated ·by the wealthy or otherment and maintenance of a large standing
wise powerfUl . business and professional
military force excepting in times of national
classes-sometimes through heritage and
emergency.
sometimes through tbeir control of wealth
Historians have come to regard these reand big industry. I am not questioning the
solves as the first party platform in Ameri·
patriotism of the members of .this group.
can politics. The Bible quotes the Master of
In our Nation, it has had such distinguished
Men as using the phrase, "On this rock I
advocates as Alexander Hamilton, George
build my church," and it is on the rock of
Washington, John Jay, John Adams, George
the Virginia and Kentucky declarations that
Mason, and a host of others. It finds its
counterpart members in great majorlty
the Democratic Party has been built. So
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· when :anyone attempts to tell us that there
· is no basic difference between our two principal political parties, let us bear in .mind
: these five declarations. on which our party
. structure has been built and compare them
; to the pronouncements of the other school
of political thought.Alexander Hamilton; the chief of the Federalist Party, from which has descended the
· Republican Party of our day, said:
"Take mankind as they are and what are
they governed by-their passions. It will
. ever be the duty of a wise government to
avail itself of these passions in order to make
· them subservient to the public good. All
communities divide themselves into the few
. and the many. The first are the rich and well
· born-the other the mass of the people,
· turbulent and changing. - They seldom
· change or determine right. Give, therefore,
· to the first class a distinct and permanent
· share in the Government."
·
· . While, of course, there are thousands of
. Republicans who do not subscribe to this doc. trine, yet the fact remains they ·represent
the Republican Party that has been built
· and maintained on this basic doctrine. We
find today that the vast majority of thos.e
of. our . people who have wealth, power, and
· social position are alined with the Repub: lican Party of our day. ·
· ·
Let us now turn to the second fallacy of
· which we shall hear over and over again in
·.the coming campaign. This is the statement that the !>emocr.atic Party has be'en in
: power too long and it is time for a change,
that it is in the natH:mal intere-s t to· make
· that change and put an entirely new group
· in charge of Government affairs. In reply to
. this allegation, I feel it is sufficient to say
· that if · a political party or its agents has
proven false to their trust or unwise in their
· stewardship, they should be turned out of
. office at the very earliest. opportunity, and not
on the basis of extended tenure.
The illogical reasoning behind this second
fallacy can be illustrated by comparing it to
employment in business or professional life.
Whoever heard of a competent and experienced employee being discharged from a private business and a new one selected in his
place simply because of the assertion that he
had been employed for many years and it was
· time to fire him? Is there a private employer
anywhere who would disregard :years of'faithful and competent service and stewardship,
eliminate an employee who had given this
faithful service, and replace him by a new
and untried employee simply because the
employer wanted a change? I repeat, if an
· employee is incompetent, dishonest, unfaithful, or incapable of dischargi'ng his du. ties he should be replaced whether he has
served 20 years, 20 days, or 20 minutes.
This argument in favor of using extended
tenure of service as a yardstick for public
employment is dangerous because it sounds
plausible, but it certainly will not stand the
scrutiny of fair analysis.
Now let us turn to the third fallacy which
will be repeatedly presented by our political
o-p ponents in the coming campaign. This is
the statement that the Democratic Party has
· become the agent of political groups who
'wish to turn the Nation away from the stability of 'representative democratic government and into the pattern of a socialistic
state. They repeatedly call this statism, and
· the Democratic Party is accused of building
· up a Federal bureaucracy which has been
taking over the functions of the States and
of local commun~ties, with the consequent
· multiplying of huge Federal agencies by add. ing tens of thousands of Federal employees
with the expenditure of hundreds of millions
of dollars.
This accusation does not sound well or
welcome in the ears of those of us who have
for years loyally supported the party of Jef-

--ferson; with its doctrine Of~'fequal rights for
'Progressive legislation has · been · placed on
· all,, special privileges for.none," and wi'th our
our statute books that has ever been enacted
continuing opposition to centralization of
b-y any pa.rty in any -country at any time.
power. ·
·
In the first session of the First Congress,
Once again, our accusers, who use this ·. the Jeffersonians forced through the first
. argument; have a measure of plausibility in
10 amendments to the Constitution which
their accusation, but again it cannot stand
we proudly called· the BUl" of Rights, and
. the full light of honest study and analysis. · they forced these amendments to enactIt is true that in the last ·20 years we have : ment against the determined opposition of
. greatly expanded governmental . functions
the Federalists. For 60 years after the elec. under Federal control. It is true that these
tion of Jefferson in 1800, the destinies of the
· functions have made necessary the creation · country were directed mainly by the Demoof new agencies and the employment of tens . cratic Party. · The first homestead bill was
· of thousands to carry on the work of these · introduced in 1846 by the I;>emocrat, Andrew
agencies. It is true that there has been
Johnson; the Federalists favored selling pub. waste of public money through duplication
lic land to corporations, syndicates, mining
of· functions and the continuation of functrusts, and other special-interest groups, but
. tions beyond the time they were necessary, · we proposed the Homestead Act in order to
. but there is no instance, and I challenge
build a Nation of sturdy farmers owning
· these accusers to name any instance, where ' their· own l-and. Mter the Civil War, with
a Federal agency was created, expanded, or · the ~ Republican Party in power, there de~
clothed with additional powers excepting
veloped a period where great corporations
through the demand of our people them- ' were organized. These corporations grew
. selves act_ing through their own duly ele.cted
into great trusts and still greater monopolies
agents in the Congress.
which fiourished until they controlled the
· . It is true that as our economy has become
principal business interests of the country
more complex and local communities have · and the workingman and the farmer suf· l;>een UJ:lable unaided to render certain needfere-d as a consequence.
. ~~ public services that the people have
There are scores in this convention hall
: turned, to the national resources made a:vail- · who have personal recollection of this dom. able through cortgressional enactment to
inance by big business interests of the af. aid ·the people in their need.· · A clear infairs of this Nation, but in the Cleveland
stance of this .s ervice ,by the Federal . Govadministration the enactment of the Inter- ernment ~as ·the creation · during the ·disstate Commerce Act, the establishment- of a.
. tress years of ·1932, 1933, -and ~934 of such
Department ·of Agriculture, the passage · of
Federal agencies as the Farm Credit Admin- . antitrust legislatibn, and a host of other ·en;istration, the Home Owners Lo~~tn Corporaactments were evidence of triumph of the
tion, the expansion of the Reconstruction · Democratic Party and the return of its op. Fin~nce .C 9rporation, and a number of others . portun,ity to assert its doctrines. Also_ in
. for the purpose of extending to. millions of
this. period before 1933, to which I have been
our people in distress · the jo~nt credit of
referring, we placed on the statute books
. the whole Nation at a time wpen they were · such forward-looking enactments _as the
absolutely unable_to secure necessary credit . Federal Reserve Act, the income-tax amendthrough private or local sources.
. ment to ' the Constitution, the popular elecEvery one of these emergency measures at . ti~n of Senators, fr.ee city mail delivery •. the
· the time of its enactment carried a proviestablishment of the Federal Trade Comsion fixing a limitation of the powers dele·mission, the Clayton Antitrust Act, and
. gated and the limitation of the time during
the rural free delivery of mail. Each and
. which they could be exercised. ·
every one of these forward-looking legisla· It is true that in almost every instance
tion accomplishments were enacted during
these powers have been extended from time
Democratic administrations.
to time, but in every case the extension of
Now when we refer to the last 20 years;
time has been because the people have dethe list of humanitarian welfare and other
manded the extension of the service through
progressive legislation is almost endless.
their chosen representatives. In none of
Farm legislation, social security, insurance of
these enactments has there been a purpose
bank deposits, minimum-wage law, Security
or intention of expanding Federal power exand Exchange Commission, Farm Credit Adcepting through the demand of the people
ministration, the Wagner Act, the TennesthemEelves, and in each and every instance
see Valley Authority, the Rural Electrific·athey can recapture the delegated power
tion Administration, the Holding Company
whenever they wish to do so.
Act, votes for women, Farm Tenant Act,
This -is not socialism; that is democracy,
Federal Housing Authority, and so on and
and whenever the public wishes to recover
on and on. All of these highlight the
these powers, let them return to the legisstewardship of the party of the Nation's aflative Halls of Congress their agents carryfairs during these last 20 years.
ing a mandate for the recapture of the deleI cannot begin to cover in full this field
gated power and specifically setting out th~
of accomplishment in service to the Nation,
services they wish curtailed or abandoned.
but it is a record of which every voter, reI have been discussing the three gre.at falgardless of party, should be proud. Our
lacies which I know our opponents in the
Republican friends talked of consideration
.. coming campaign will advert to over and
for union labor, but we placed on the statute
over again. In the limited· time available
books labor legislation which recognized the
to me, I wish to speak briefly of the marvelright to collective . bargaining and which
ous record of service to the Nation by the
eliminated Government by court injunction
Democratic Party when it has been clothed
in labor disputes. Our friends talked a great
with power by the American people. Our
deal of aid to the farmer, but we put on
party has endured and repeatedly made its
the statute books the only body of effective
contribution to American life because it aplegislation for stabilizing agriculture that
plied its basic philosophies to the every day
was ever written into law in our United
task of governing this vast country. I have
States. Our friends also talked of protection
made many of the following statements be.
for small-business enterprise, but we, with
fore and they would sound incredible if
a minimum of talk, wrote into legislation a.
they were not backed up with incontrovertlong list of statutes to protect small-business
ible historic fact. At least 80 percent of all
interests, both in manufacturing and in the
the major progressive legislation which was
distribution field. They talked of financial
written into our statute books up to the time
of the first administration of Franklin D.
stab111ty, but we wrote into law the stabilizRoooevelt was enacted under Democratdo
ing machinery of the Federal Reserve and the
administration. Since the inception of our
securing of depositors from the loss of life
- party and up untll 1933, the greatest body of
savings through .bank failure.
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I anticipate that many will say, "But, Sen-

ator Gn.LETTE, this is all past history. What
we want to know is what are you going to
do with present-day problems, national and
international?" And you and I will answer
that if there is any merit in the years of
honest and caTeful discharge of our responsibilities in go.vernmental affairs it is certainly justification for expecting that we will
continue this high type of public service
in future responsibilities entrusted to us.
Others will say that · we have become involved in wars during the Democratic administration, that our debts have been increased
tremendously, that our taxes have become so
heavy as to impede industrial expansion, and
that the cost of living has been reaching
new heights through inflationary trends.
We can reply that there is no doubt that
these domestic situations have developed and
threaten us today, but let the public remember that there has not been a war in which
the United States has engaged through all
this period that was not endorsed and supported wholly and completely and overwhelmingly by the American people. We
have fought against aggressors in two great
wars; we are fighting against aggressors in
Korea today, not because we like war involvements, God forbid, but because we know
that the aggressions are aimed at us.
There are those who designate the Korean
conflict as "Truman's war." Those who make
this statement either inadvertently or intentionally forget the fact that we approved
the United Nations Charter by a near unanimous vote in the United States Senate and
that in assuming these obligations under the
charter we became obligated to meet the
Korean aggression: We became obligated to
contribute to efforts to stop aggression anywhere in the world. They actually or willfully forget that we cannot build military
strength at hoine and abroad on the scale
demanded by the American people without
the expenditure of huge sums of the Nation's resources. No appropriations for these
purposes have been made without the overwhelming endorsement of both branches of
the Congress and of both parties. No tax
bill has been written on the statute books
without majority support of the membership
of both Houses and both parties. True
there has been waste and most surely the
waste must be eliminated, but it is not
chargeable to any one party alone. Our
party, being in control of the administration,
must carry the heavier part of the burden
of responsibilities for waste, but not the
entire burden.
We know how disturbed and concerned our
people are over the course of the Korean
conflict and the stalemate which exists
there at the present time, but I wonder if
any of our Republican friends can point to
a single reasonable or plausible solution that
any Republican candidate for President has
suggested.
Just last week the leading contender for
the Republican nomination, Senator TAFT,
stated in a speech on the west coast that he
would urge the invasion cif the Chinese
mainland by the troops of Chiang Kai-shek.
How can anyone seeking the Presidency make
such an irresponsible statement?
It is said that there are 350,000 or more
troops of the Chinese Nationalists on Formosa ready to invade the Chinese mainland. Even if they were well trained and
effective, which they are not, how could
they be transported except on American
transports protected by the American Navy
and a sky-screen of American planes? Even
if they could be held together on the Chinese mainland, did ·not disintegrate and put
their equipment into the hands of the Chi•
nese Communists, they could not possibly
effectively assault Communist strength.
And then how could they be evacuated, as
XCVIII-App.--218
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Senator TAFT suggests, unless again the rem1tary aid has been turned over to the Comnants be ferried back in American transports
munist regime and . turned against the
with American sea and air protection.
United States. When men ask the Ameri•
The whole suggestion has no basis for
can people for support in election to ·the
I!!Upport militarily or politically, .a nd yet here
:P,ighest office in the land, at a time so filled
is a statement of the candidate who . now
with danger to the free world, they should
holds the top position for the Republican
be able to define their policies and assert
presidential nomination as to how he would
their convictions with more depth than is
exercise leadership in the Far East. He has
evidenced by these two leading contenders
also suggested the bombing of Manchurian
for the Republican nomination for Presibases and every military man of standing
dent.
and ability at home and abroad, with a pos. I wonder if either of these eminent cansible exception of General MasArthur, knows
didates are ready to agree with Gen. Matthat such action would not only bring upon
thew Ridgway when he said last week in
our Korean forces the immense air power
Washington, commenting on our involveof the Soviet Union and loose the hundreds
ment in the Korean war:
of submarines in an attack on our supply
"There is not now nor can there be in
lines, but would throw the whole world into
the future any question of the validity and
the turmoil of a full scale third world war.
purpose of the American stand against that
Are we ready to turn the Nation'a affairs
deliberately planned, unprovoked aggression.
over to those who make these irresponsible
To have done otherwise than meet the chalstatements?
lenge in Korea would have been a repudiaCan anyone, anywhere, make a clear, contion of every principle we had previously
cise and understandable statement as to
professed. To do otherwise than oppose ag-;
what Senator TAn's foreign policies would
gression in the future, within our c~pabili
be should he become President of the United
ties, will be to acknowledge as sterile every
States?
sacrifice America has made since it obtained
But, let us pass to the Republican canindependence."
didate for President having the next high· And in connection with our foreign policy
est number of delegates at this time, Gennow and in the future, it was certainly reeral Eisenhower. Can anyone, anywhere
freshing to read the plank adopted by the
make available to the people of the United
late Iowa Republican · convention in which
States a clear-cut statement as to what
the statement was made "we cannot ·retreat
General Eisenhower's foreign policies wolll.d
to our own shores and abandon other peace
be if he should become President of the
loving nations." I hope this belated recogUnited States?
nition by our Iowa Republican friends of
It could be urged for him, that should 'the bipartisan support to our international
he be nominated, there would be plenty of
policy w111 "be adopted by the Republican
tline for him to announce such a policy, National Convention. No clearer endorsebut it most certainly is not enough. He
ment could be· made of the magnificent efis a candidate now openly seeking the presi- forts that we have been making tc>gether
dential Republican nomination, his succeswith· our allies in the international field to
sor in Europe has been assigned, there is
preserve the peace and security of the world.
nothing in reason or custom, or military
I wish that I had the time to discuss our
rule~. to prevent his making such a proeconomic situation here at home. While
nouncement as to hi$ views on the Nation's
time does not permit this, yet I must quote
all-important problems.
from one of our great farm organizations
Former Senator Dulles has made statewhich stated within the past few weeks in
ments, and Governor Dewey has made statea statement filed with our Senate committee
ments, Senator LODGE has made statements,
as follows:
·
and other supporters of General Eisenhower
"We in the United States are currently
have made statements. These are in great
producing and enjoying the highest standard
degree in disagreement with each other.
of living in our whole history. No other
They suggest, even where they do not openly
nation now or at any time in history has
assert, that they are speaking the viewpoint
had so comfortable an income so well disof General Eisenhower. Crediting the gentributed among the people."
eral with the superb job he has done as a
I must also quote from a great meat
military officer, the American people will and
packing concern testifying before the same
should insist that if a military man is to
committee, when they stated that even after
seek the Presidency of the United States,
paying heavily increased wages in their operhe should clearly present his views so that
ations, and after paying the heaviest burden
the electorate may know that, if elected, his
of taxes that they had ever carried, there
acts and administrative policies are not to
remained for them by far the greatest net
be colored by a lifetime of military service . profit that they had ever experienced in their
with a military view.
industry.
Clear evidence of military thinking was
But, ' the passing time shows that I must
shown by the general when in response to
bring this talk to a close. In so doing I
a request of a popular magazine recently
shall refer to some matters that every Amerhe announced his favorite quotation from
ican, be he Democrat or Republican, deeply
the Scriptures. He announced his favorite
deplores. There have been officials, minor
to be the twenty-first verse from the elevones and major ones, who have been false to
enth chapter of St. Luke, "When a strong
their official trust and their responsibilities.
man armed keepeth his palace his goods are
If they are Republicans we are ashamed of
in peace." There is no doubt that this quothem. If they are Democrats we are more
tation from the Master was designed -to jusdeeply ashamed of them, because they have
tify huge expenditures for military preparedproved unworthy of the trust and confidence
ness, but the able general would have shown
of the American people. There is not a true
Democrat, in or out of official life, who is
both a broader concept of national need
not ready to condemn and urge the bringing
as well as a fuller knowledge of the Scripto justice of every one of these men who
tures if he had quoted the following verse
have dishonored their responsibility and the
as well; then the quotation would have
party
whose name they carried. And, there
read:
is not a Democrat, in or out of office, who is
· "When a strong man armed keepeth his
ready to excuse or condone these contemptpalace his goods are in peace, but when a
ible crooks when they have proven themstronger than he shall come upon him and
selves unworthy. I believe that former
overcome him, he taketh from him all his
Justice Charles Evans Hughes, once a Repubarmor wherein he trusted and divided his
lican candidate for President, stated that
spoils."
more clearly than you or I could state it
This is what has happened in Communist
when he said: ·
China and other areas where American mll-
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"Neither political party has a monopoly of
virtues or of rascals; there are crooks in
every party and in every community. Now
and then one gets into oftlce. Let his wrong
be exposed and punished, but let not partisan pecksniffs affect a holier-than-thou
attitude. One who is corrupt is as faithless
to his party as to his government. Guilt
is personal and corruption knows no party."
You and I subscribe wholeheartedly to
that statement with our condemnation of
anyone who has been accorded public trust
and proven himself unworthy, be he Democrat or Republican, or be he high or low in
official life.
So with full confidence in the everlasting
truths on which we have built our party,
and with a great and justified pride in the
magnificent service which we have rendered
to the Nation whenever trusted with st ewardship, and with confidence that the Democratic Party, in the State and in the Nation,
will present as candidates those of whom
we are proud and who are worthy of full
support at the polls next November, we are
ready to meet our opponents in the coming
campaign. We are ready to dispel fallacies
with ccnfidence that the sound judgment of
the American electorate, which has for the
past fifth of a century weighed us and found
us not wanting, will express anew their confidence in the great Democratic Party on
election day next November.

The Impact of Atomic Energy on the Law
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CARLT.DURHAM
OF NORTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. DURHAM. Mr. Spzaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following remarks prepared by Gordon Dean, Chairman,
United · States Atomic Energy Commission:
THE IMPACT OF ATOMIC ENERGY ON THE LAW

I have chosen to speak tonight on the
subject of the impact of atomic energy on
the law.
I believe it might be more accurate to turn
that title around and call these remarks
''the impact of the law on atomic energy"or, to be perhaps even more accurate, "the
impact of lawyers on atomic energy."
I say this because as of today atomic
energy is still largely removed from the normal channels of commercial intercourse between corporations and individuals and
from the normal legal procedures which govern them. Atomic energy has therefore not
yet had too great an impact upon the law
and the legal profession.
But just as natural scientists, political
scientists, mil1tary scientists, engineers, and
medical doctors have had their measure of
influence on the course of atomic energy
development, so have lawyers.
I suppose there are plenty of people who
would be just as well pleased if this were
not the case, but I am not one of them.
I hold this view because--both as a public enterprise, and as an enterprise which
has great meaning in the lives of every
American citizen-atomic energy is something that must be conducted in accordance with public policy, and public policy
is expressed in terms of the law.

The law, therefore--and lawyers-play a
dominant role in the development of atomic
energy. And I think it falls upon those who
are skilled in legal procedures and techniques to do what they can to see that the
law at all times reflects the "!(rue policy of
the public toward this still-new, yet highly
significant enterprise.
Those of you who have had occasion to
look into these matters doubtless are as
familiar with the provisions of the basic
atomic energy law as I am. But for the
benefit of those of you who have not, and as
a basis for a discussion of some of the legal
aspects of atomic energy, I should like to
summarize very briefly some of the more
fundamental provisions of this law-the
Atomic Energy Act of 1946.
I realize that to attempt to summarize
something so complex as the atomic energy
law is a somewhat unlegal thing to do, but
I shall att empt it anyway, in the interest of
time, and if I oversimplify or blunt a fine
shade of meaning, I hope you will forgive
me.
The Atomic Energy Act at its outset undertakes to set forth in general terms the public policy that its subsequent provisions are
designed to implement. I think this statement of policy is sufficiently interesting and
important to quote in its entirety. It reads
as follows:
"It is hereby declared to be the policy of
the people of the United States that, subject at all times to the paramount objective of assuring the common d!;!fense and
security, ·the development and utilization of
atomic energy shall, so far as practicable,
be directed toward improving the standard
of living, strengthening free competition in
private enterprise, and . promoting world
peace."
Thus the duality of atomic energy-that
is its value in both defense and human
welfare--fs recognized at the outset of the
law-and, if there is any doubt in anyone's
mind as to which of these two objectives
has first priority under the law, it is resolved
ln clear and definitive terms by the language
of this declaration.
The remaining provisions of the law, while
encouraging peaceful development as much
as possible, are clearly designed to permit
implementation of that portion of the statement of policy which makes assurance of
the common defense and security the paramount objective.
Under these provisions, for example, no
one within the jurisdiction of the United
States Government, except the Atomic
Energy Commission, may own fissionable materials, and no one except the Commission
may own any facilities in which fissionable
materials can be produced in quantities useful for anything but research and develop:.
ment.
·
The full meaning of these provisions
emerges, I believe, when we recall that these
substances called fissionable materials are
the heart of any atomic-energy program.
By this I mean that they are the materials
that can be made to release atomic energywhether for weapons, or for power, or for
the production of radioactive materials for
use in medicine, industry, agricUlture, and
science.
Through these provisions, then, the Commission is given the right--and the dutyto control the fundamental ingredients of
the atomic-energy industry-not through 11·
censes and ·regulations, but through outright
Government ownership and management.
It is the most direct method of control there
is, and I do not think there is anyone who
will say that it has not been effective for
the purposes it was designed to achieve.
As a necessary corollary to this outright
Government ownership of the basic ingrepients of an atomic-energy program, there
are also provisions in the law which pre-

elude the granting of private patent rights
for any ·inventions or discoveries to the extent that they are used in-or are useful
solely in-the production of fissionable material, the manufacture of atomic weapons,
or the conduct of atomic-energy research
and development.
As another necessary corollary, the Commission is given the right--and the dutyto control all information concerning the
manufacture or utilization of atomic weapons, the production of fissionable materials,
and the use of such materials in the production of power, except that information
which the Commission finds may be freely
published without affecting adversely the
common defense and security.
To supplement and buttress the authority
of the Commission to control through ownership the essential ingredients of the
atomic-energy program, the law also bestows
upon the Commission the right and duty to
control through licenses and regulations
many atomic-energy activities which need
not, under the law, be publicly owned.
Two important examples of this kind of
activity are:
1. The transfer of possession of any material, such as uranium ore, which is peculiarly essential to the production of fissionable materials; and
2. The export of devices and equipment.
such as Geiger counters and particle accelerators, useful in the production of fissionable materials.
To do either of these things, a license is r£quired under regulations issued by the
Commissio~ by virtue of authority granted
by the Atomic Energy Act.
There are, of course, a good many other
provisions in the law, and they have to do
with such things as organization, security
clearance requirements, penalties for violations, and the right of the Commission to
conduct exploratory operations for deposits
of raw materials, to carry on research and
development work, and to distribute such
byproduct materials as ·radioisotopes.
Taken all together, they add up -to a rather
impressive list of powers and prerogatives.
Anyone readin"g this iaw cannot possibly
mlss the point that here is a state monopoly
that is exceeded by no other Federal operation in the tightness and rigidity of its controls. To highlight what I mean, let me list
just a few of the things that private enterprise cannot do under the atomic energy law
of this country:
1. It cannot own a nuclear reactor capable
of producing power.
· 2. 'rt cannot own a nuclear reactor cauable
of producing radioisotopes . in commercial
quantities.
3. It cannot own any fissionable material
for any purpose whatever-whether to produce weapons, power, or radioisotopes, or
for research purposes.
4. It cannot own a plant like Oak Ridge or
Hanford where fissionable materials are produced.
5. It cannot own any patent rights in inventions or discoveries to the extent that
they are used in the production of fissionable materials-and most things useful in
the production of atomic power are used in
the production of such materials.
6. It cannot-except with the permission
of the Commission-sell or transfer or buy
uranium ore or metal.
7. It cannot-except with the Commission's permission-manufacture or export
any of a long list of instruments and devices
useful in the production of fissionable material.
8. It cannot-except with the Commis•
sion's permission-buy or \lSe reactor-pro•
duced radioisotopes.
In any discussion of what the Atomic Energy Act means in terms of the restriction
of free private enterprise, the question nat-
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u rally arises: Are these restraints, which
are so obviously counter to the traditional
Ainerican way of doing things, really necessary ?
I think my own answer can best be
summed up as follows: In the world as we
find it today, the need for keeping these restraints is greater than the need for doing
away with them.
I don 't think this will always be true, and
I don't think it should always be true, and
I don't mean to imply that, even in the world
as we find it today, there should not be occasional modifications and relaxations in the
law, as strains and stresses develop and
reveal profitable areas for change.
We recently h ave had, for example-as
some of you may recall-an amendment to
the act which permits greater exchange
of information with foreign countries in
certain nonmilitary fields. A clear need for
this amendment developed; we explained the
need to the Congress, and the act was modified accordingly.
But fr.om the over-all point of view, I
think the law is fair and workable as it
stands. I say this because at the present
time we need to produce all the fissionable
material we can; we need to use virtually
all of that fissionable material in weapons
or for military reactors, and we need to protect the security of information concerning
weapons and the materials that go into them.
We have been able to do these things under
the present law. And in spite of the ' clear
priority we have had to assign to actions
which have to do with assuring the common
defense and security, and in spite of the restrictions that have necessarily been imposed upon private enterprise, I think the
peaceful development of atomic energy has
substantially advanced.
This progress has been possible for two
reasons:
First, because it is the clear intent of the
law to encourage peaceful development insofar as practicable, and
Second, because the Atomic Energy Commission, since its inception, has attempted
to administer the law in such a way that
peaceful development and the participation
of private enterprise is stimulated.
To illustrate what I mean, let me cite a few
examples of some of the things that can and
have bel:ln done under the atomic energy law
as it now stands:
1. Virtually all of the Commission's business is performed through private contractors. Although atomic energy is a Government monopoly, private enterprise is in it all
the way. It is true that private enterprise is
not in this business in all cases in a freely
competitive way, but it is in it. And private industrial concerns and private research
institutions are learning about atomic
energy development, and are contributing
to atomic-energy development through direct participation in the program.
2. Cleared representatives from eight industrial concerns have been permitted to
come into the Government's program to
study the status of our nuclear reactor work
to determine what industry might be doing
to advance the development of reactors that
can produce both plutonium for the Government and power for commercial use. The
first concrete result of these studies was the
Commission's acceptance a few days ago of a
proposal by the Dow Chemical and DetroitEdison Co., of Michigan, for further research
and study to be financed jointly by industry
and government.
3. A small but flourishing private business
has been built up to take Commission-produced radioisotopes and to put them into
useful chemical compounds, to pack and
ship them to users, and to provide consultant
services to users.
4. Another flourishing private business in
which more than 75 companies are engaged

· has been built up to manufacture instruments and equipment useful in atomic
energy work and the utilization of radioisotopes. This industry operates under
Commission license, but; general licenses are
issued fm· manufacture and sale within the
United States, and specific licenses are required only for export.
5. An arrangement has been worked out
with an educational institution-North Carolina State College-whereby Governmentowned fissionable material will be loaned to
the college for use in a privately financed
research reactor.
6. Radioisotopes are sold freely by the
Government to private · users and the only
controls which follow them out in private
enterprises are those that have to do wit h
health and safety. I think .it is worth noting in this regard that the Commission has
ruled that inventions made in the course of
work with these radioisotope compoundsif it is not financed by the Commission-can
be patented by the inventors in accordance
with normal industrial procedures and without any rights being reserved for the Commission.
7. A great body of scientific and technical
information, including all the information
one needs to know to build a low-power research reactor, has been declassified and
placed in the public domain.
These are but a few of the things that
can and have been done to accommodate
the needs and desires of private enterprise
under the law as it now stands. And for so
long as the law can continue to accommodate these needs and desires-now relatively
modest in view of the early stage of atomic
energy development-there has been no compelling reason for a major revision.
This situation, however, will not always
prevail, and it would be an unhealthy situation at best if it did. There will obviously
come a time, as the state of the atomicenergy art advances, and as industry recognizes more opportunities for free competitive
participation-particularly in power-when
the desires of industry can no longer be
accommodated under the law's present provisions.
. The law takes this likelihood into account,
and includes a "safety valve" provision designed to go into effect when this time is
reached. It reads as follows:
"Whenever in its opinion any industrial,
commercial, or other nonmilitary use of :fissionable material or atomic energy has been
sufficiently developed to be of practical
value, the Commission shall prepare a report to the President stating all the facts
with respect to such use, the Commission's
estimate of the social, political, economic,
and international effects of. such use, and
the Commission's recommendations for necessary or desirable supplemental legislation.
The President shall then transmit this report to the Congress togther with his recommendation."
We do not feel today that we have reached
this point in time. We do not feel we have
reached it because of the state of the world,
because of the great demands that our
weapons program makes upon our supplies
of fissionable material, and because we do
not believe that atomic energy development
is yet far enough advanced to constitute an
undue strain on the present provisions of
the law.
But when we do reach this point-as we
surely will-some highly important and provocative questions will inevitably arise.
Let us suppose, for example, that the
Commission, at a point in time we shall call
X, were to :find that the use of fissionable
material to produce power had been sufficiently developed to be of practical value.
In this circumstance, should the Government divert a share of its production of fissionable materials to get private enterprise
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started in the production of power? If so,
how much fissionable material should the
Government so divert?_How could this material be fairly and
equitably distributed in the interest of both
the taxpayer who paid for it and the industrial concerns that would utilize it?
What rights, if any, should the Government retain in this material as a national
resource vital to the national security?
What effect would these rights have on the
willingness and ability of private enterprise
to raise private funds for the construction
of atomic power plants?
On the assumption that in the early stages
atomic power will be produced economically
only in reactors that also produce fissionable
material for use by the Government in weapons, what should the Government pay for
the fissionable material it uses?
Should it pay more than it costs to produce similar material in its own plants in
order to stimulate private power development? And, also, what is the responsibility
of the Government, on national security
grounds, to enforce efficient production of
weapon material in privately owned reactors,
regardless of the effect of this on power production efficiency?
Then there is the broad question of
whether private industry should be permitted as a matter of public policy to own
facilities in which atomic-weapon materials
can be produced. Is ownership the only
method of effective control, or can some
other method be developed that would be
just as effective? Could the dangerous aspects of atomic energy be controlled through
regulation, for example?
Related to this is the question of the
measure of the Government's responsibility
in the matter of health and safety. Should
the Government permit purely economic
forces to operate in the matter of the location and operation of atomic power plants,
or does it have a responsibility to the public
to protect it from unusual hazard? If so,
what effect would the discharge of this responsibility by the Government have upon
the ability of private enterprise to raise
capital for investment in atomic power
plants, the location and cost of which might
be influenced by other than purely economic
factors?
•
There is also the matter of patents. Can
the Government afford to transfer to private
enterprise all patent rights in a field so
vitally related to the national security? If
not, where is the happy medium? What
rights can be transferred, without risk, to
stimulate private development, and what
rights must be retained by the Government?
There is yet another important factor that
must be taken into consideration. This
country is today committed to a foreign
policy calling for the international control
of atomic energy through direct management by an international agency. In view
of this policy, how many rights can the
Government transfer to private enterprise
without either tying the hands of the proposed international agency or giving something to industry that some day might have
to be taken away?
These are just a few of the provocative
questions that occur to me that will some
day have to be answered, and the answers
will significantly influence the future course
of atomic-energy development in this country.

In the meantime, however, we in the
Atomic Energy Commission are aware that
there are things that we might be doing by
administrative action-and which we are
trying to do-to increase industrial participation in our program as much as possible under the ·law.
One of these is to attempt to spread our
contracts as widely as we can throughout
industry so that as many industrial concerns
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as possible can become fam111ar with atomic
energy even though it is today a Government
monopoly. This is often not easy to do,
particularly in those areas which are related
directly to our weapons work and where
such factors as time and money have a virtually overriding importance. But outside
of these areas-in such fields as reactor development, for example-! believe we have
had an encouraging measure of success in
our efforts to "spread the work."
Another example of our effort to increase
the participation of industry under the
present law is the policy under which we
permit industrial participation studies by
groups of interested companies, and which
has already led to one firm agreement with
the Dow Chemical and Detroit-Edison companies for a joint government-industry research and development project.
We also currently have under examination
the problem of what, 1f anything, needs to
be done in the way of administrative action
to make the patent policies of the Commission conform realistically with the legitimate requirements of industry.
.
We have not considered the patent policies
of the Commission to date to have been a
particular hindrance to our operation. But
I think it is obvious that as industry finds
more e:1d more areas in which private fi·
nancing 13 called for and appropriatesuch as, for example, industrial participation
in power development--there w111 be an increased interest on its part in obtaining
certain patent rights to inventions and discoveries which occur from the private investment of money and know-how:
This is a problem which we in the Commission recognize, and we hope to determine
within the relatively near future just what,
if anything, needs to be done in the way of
modification of our present patent policies.
In this effort, we have the advice and assistance of our Patent Advisory Panel, composed of members of the legal profession.
I am sorry that I do not have the time to
go into some of the other more interesting
and important legal aspects of atomic energy
today, but I hope I have touched upon just
en· .ugh to illustrate the intimate relationship between the law and this · new and
growing industry-and to suggest some areas
in which future inquiry and interest by the
legal profession wo.uld be profitable to the
Government, to industry, and to the American people.
The impact of atomic energy upon the
body of American law is still not too great,
but this impact will increase henceforward
with each passing day. I would hope, therefore, that you-both as lawyers· and as responsible citizens-will interest· yourselves
in this new field and make an honest attempt
to exercise leadership in it.

The Jewish Labor Committee
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHRISTOPHER C. McGRATH
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. McGRATH. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REc ..
ORD, I include an editorial contained in
the New York Times of May 16, 1952.
I wish to join· in extending congratulations to the Jewish Labor Committee.
The editorial follows:

THE JEWISH LABOR CoMMrrrEE

In 1933 a group of American labor leaders
headed by B. Charney Vladeck set to work
in a one-room omce to aid the victims of
Nazi and totalitarian persecution. Since
that time the Jewish Labor Committee, as
this organization was called, has been in
the forefront of groups establishing new
frontiers against racial and religious discrimination, furthering an understanding
of the workings of democratic institutions,
giving aid and comfort to displaced persons
and orphans. Its work in the field of education has been lauded highly and its audiovisual aid materials have been used by the
ECA and other agencies to train people under
their jurisdiction.
This important work, which had long been
carried on in cramped quarters, has at last
been housed in a five-story building better
suited to the committee's needs. This building is the gift of Frank Z. Atran, the refugee
philanthropist, at a time when the work of
spreading democratic ideals and aiding the
victims of totalitarianism is at its greatest.
We join with other well-wishers in extend·
ing congratulations to the Jewish Labor
committee on the acquisition of its new
home and the continuation of its excellent
work.

But most of the credit goes to the class
members themselves. They were good
students throughout the school year,
and worked particularly hard preparing
for the State test.
Students of today are our leaders of
tomorrow. These students have proved
their ability in that field, and I am confident they will exhibit the same ability
when their time comes to be among the
leaders of their community and the
Nation.

Memorandum to Senate
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL J. FLOOD
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952
~.~OI>.

Washington Visit of Wooster Township
(Ohio) Junior High School
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK T. BOW
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, May 19, 1952

Mr. BOW. Mr. Speaker, I had the
good fortune this week to be visited by
the finest eighth-grade -class in the State
of Ohio-a group of 24 young Americans
who this year posted such an outstanding scholastic record that I consider it
deserving of the attention of my col ..
leagues.
This group to which I refer is the
eighth-grade class of Wooster Township
Junior High School, near Wooster,
Wayne County, Ohio, which is in my
district.
My 24 young visitors were among 47860 students throughout the State of
Ohio who this spring took the eighth ..
grade scholarship test given annually by
the State department of education.
One-third of the class placed in the
upper 1 percent in the State on this
test-an accomplishment which any
educator will tell you is remarkable.
One member of the class scored 187
out of a possible 200 points in the test.
And the entire class placed in the up ..
per 50 percent in the State.
Some of the credit for these accomplishments must go to Mr. Ralph Ely,
superintendent of the excellent Wayne
County school system.
Further credit is due Mr. Earl B.
Walsh, superintendent of Wooster Township Junior High School, who accom•
panied the class to the Nation's Capital.

Mr.Speaker,underleave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wish to include the following article
taken' from the Times Leader-Evening
News, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., on June 3, 1952,
entitled "Memorandum to Senate":
MEMORANDUM TO SENATE

The memorandum the Polish-American
Congress addressed to the United States
Senate at its quadrennial convention, calling
for the repudiation of the Yalta agreements,
withdrawal of recognition from the puppet
Polish Government in Warsaw and reestablishment of American foreign policy on the
basis of the principles of the Atlantic Charter
and United Nations Declaration, was not a
hastily conceived protest, but a carefully prepared appeal, completely documented. The
presentation required 21 typewritten pages.
The officers and members of the Polish
American Congress spoke as American citizens, deeply concerned over the fate of Poland and of other nations, engulfed or
threatened by the tide of world communism. They made it clear they were thinking in terms of American security, self-respect and national honor.
The story of Yalta is a fam111ar one.
Promises and assurances were given repeatedly to guarantee Poland's future. President
Roosevelt told the Polish Government-inExile: "The United States stands unequivocally for a strong, free and independent
Polish state." Winston Churchill declared
that "having drawn the sword in behalf of
Poland against Hitler's brutal attack, we
could never be content with any solution
that did not leave Poland a free and independent sovereign state." The third memb'er of the Big Three, Joseph Stalin, added
this: "It is necessary that Poland should be
free, independent in power; therefore, it is
not only a question of honor but of life and
death for the Soviet state."
Inspiring words, these, but they were
meaningless in the light of history. The
tragic consequences of Yalta are a blot on
the proud record of the United States, for
decisions were taken there that were in
contradiction to our ideals and to the assurances our representatives had given.
A lot of water has gone over the dam since
Roosevelt, Church111, and Stalin met at Yalta
on February 4, 1945. Time waits for no man.
If we are able to make a fresh start, it will
have to be done soon.
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Chicago's Bills for More Diversion of
Lake Water
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD H. VELDE
OF n.LINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. VELDE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include the following editorial from the
Sunday Journal-Star, June 1, 1952, entitled "Chicago's Bills for More Diversion
of Lake Water":
CHICAGO'S Bn.LS FOR MORE DIVERSION OF
LAKE WATER
Two Chicago representatives appeared last
week before the House Public Works Committee with identical bills calling for the
diversion of 3,500 cubic feet of water per
second from Lake Michigan through the Chicago River and sanitary canal into the Illi·
nois River. The present maximum diversion
ls an average of 1,500 cubic feet per second.
It was established by an order of the United
States Supreme Court in 1930.
Both representatives appeared to testify
before the committee. Anthony A. Olis,
president of the Chicago Sanitary District
Board, and a board engineer also testified.
Most of the testimony of these witnesses
\vas phony, as Chicago's propaganda for
greater diversion has been these last two decades. This can easily be demonstrated.
Chicago has wanted a greater flow of water
through the sanitary canal for one reason
only; that is, to flush its sewage more efficiently down the Illinois River. But, as reported in a Chicago newspaper, this reason
was not even suggested in testimony before
the House committee last week.
Here are the reasons advanced by the Chi·
cago people for increasing (more than doubling) the average diversion of lake water
into the Illinois River:
1. Greater diversion will help lower the
dangerously high lake levels which threaten
lake shore property.
But a resolution adopted by the Great
Lakes Harbors Association at Chicago May 16,
1952, declared that "diversions from or into
the Great Lakes are of minor importance
and are of no help in solving the problem of
high lake levels." The association went on
record as opposing any increased diversion
at Chicago, although it is deeply concerned
about the problem of stabilizing lake levels.
2. Greater diversion would improve navigation conditions on the Illinois River.
Chicagoans have harped hypocritically on
this theme for at least 15 years. We .say
"hypocritically" because Chicago is little interested in Illinois River navigation. If the
people in the big city up-State were really
interested in the Illinois River and valley,
they would also give some thought to our
flood problems and how increased diversion
m ight complicate them.
3. Greater diversion would bring, with
fresh lake water, more oxygen into the Illinois River water, thus reducing the organic
nitrogen and purifying the water.
In other words, more fresh water mixed
with Chicago's sewage would reduce the concentration of the sewage, while flushing more
of it away from Chicago's back door. It is
another way of saying that Chicago regards
the Illinois River as its 273-mile open sewer
and proposes to flush a greater volume of
sewage of less concentration through it.
But obviously Chicago is not interested
in what happens to its sewage once it is

washed away from Chicago. Getting rid of
it is the No. 1 objective.
We would be much more willing to consider increased diversion to help the Chicago
sanitary district if Chicagoans were honest
in their approach to the problem. But as
long as they continue pretending to want
greater diversion to lower the level of Lake
Michigan, improve Illinois River navigation,
and purify the river, we shall continue to
be suspicious and to call on all Illinois valley
people to protest.
We look to Senator DIRKSEN and to all
Illinois Representatives from Illinois valley
districts to oppose the bills for increased
diversion.

Letter of John W. Edelman on Behalf of
Textile Workers Union of America,

CIO
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANK T. BOW
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. BOW. Mr. Speaker, on May 27,
1952, I spoke in support of House Resolution 655, which had been introduced by
our distinguished colleague from Michigan [Mr. DoNDERO]. My remarks appear
on page 6082 of the CONGRESSIONAL REC·
ORD of that date.
I received a letter from John W. Edelman, Washington representative of the
Textile Workers Union of America, CIO.
I do not agree with his interpretations
of my remarks or with many of the conclusions he has reached. Nevertheless,
I feel that in fairness to the gentleman
and to his views, his letter should be
extended in the RECORD so that both sides
may be judged fairly:
TEXTILE WoRKERS UNION

OF

AMERICA,

Washington, D. C., June 3, 1952.

Hon. FRANK T. Bow,
Member of Congress, House Office Build·
ing, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. CONGRESSMAN: Because of the
rather intemperate tone of your attack on
the national CIO in supporting Representative DONDERO's motion for an investigation
of the electric consumers' conference, the
precise point you were making was not entirely clear.
We assume, however, that you were accusing the officials of CIO of misrepresenting the
views of the membership on the question
of the generation and transmission of electric power.
:r.Iight we point out that one or two Republican Representatives in Congress voted
against the Taft-Hartley Act; does this mean
that the Republican Party as a whole misrepresents the feelings of its followers on the
matter of labor relations?
The Utility Workers of America is the one
affiliate of CIO which takes a position different from the rest of the organization on
public power. We are sorry that we cannot
have a completely united front on this question, but we recognize that a union, like
anyone else, has a perfect right--and, indeed,
a duty, if it is a sincere conviction-to
dissent.
If you will read the verbatim report of the
last two annual conventions of the national
CIO, you will see that the utility workers
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attempted to have the body as a whole adopt
their .point of view. After the question was
debated, they were overwhelmingly outvoted.
CIO stood firm on its long-held public-power
position.
At some recent State CIO conventions the
utility workers have also been outvoted on
this point.
The Textile Workers Union of America at
its recent convention held in your State
adopted the attached resolution on power,
which spells out a position which, though
it condemns the current campaign of the
private utilities, is still not socialistic in the
correct sense of the term. We are for the
yardstick policy, public transmission of
power developed at publicly constructed
dams, the preference clause, etc. This is not
socialism. It is common sense and sound
statesmanship; incidentally, it is also the
public policy of the United States as enunciated by the Congress in laws on the statute
books.
At the TWUA 1952 convention there was
no opportunity for full discussion of the
power resolution herewith attached. But at
the previous convention rank and file members took the floor to support a similar resolution. Mill workers who have experienced
the benefits of TVA power gave actual facts
and figures respecting their own homes.
Other workers from Northern States told of
losing jobs partly because costs of power supplied by private utilities in their States are
too high.
Speaking for my own union, I can say with
assurance that the rank and file understand the implications and purposes of the
formal resolution adopted at each convention, and warmly support what is proposed.
We have about 900 local unions in 34 States.
Almost every local has a legislative committee. I mail information on legislative problems regularly to each of these committees.
Every so often a member who gets this material will differ with me on some point. No
one has questioned any analysis or policy I
have circulated dealing with any phase of
the power problem. I have been needled
once or ty.rice for not doing more on power.
Many of these local legislative committees
visit Washington each year for intensive sessions with Members of Congress, to listen to
hearings and floor debates, and hear talks by
governmental people and various experts.
Each year, during the summer months, a
thousand or more of our active members
attend week-long educational institutes frequently held on college campuses. Usually
I attend these gatherings. Often we have
differences of opinion; never in my recollection on the question of power.
The TWUA is a much larger union than
the utility workers. The great majority of
CIO unions having the bulk of our millions
of members have taken positions at their
individual conventions along the· same lines
as TWUA and, of course, in concert with
over-all CIO policy as adopted at our annual
conventions.
You will recall, Mr. Congressman, that the
Congress legislated a few years ago on the
theory that union members, if given a chance
to vote in free elections, would be against
the union shop. The results proved, of
course, an overwhelming majority voted for
the union shop. Congress, last year, eliminated that requirement of law which worked
out so as to make many legislators look a
bit foolish.
If it were possible to put a question like
this matter of power to a referendum, we
would be more than willing to undertake
such a test. For the time being you should,
as a reasonable man, accept our assurances
that labor-union officials do express their
members' views and wishes on most fundamental questions as accurately as we predicted how they would vote on the question
of the union shop.
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AB a believer in sound democratic principles, we suggest you insert this letter in the
RECORD.
Very truly yours,
JOHN W. EDELMAN,
Washington Representative,
Textile Workers Union of America, CIO.

Dairy Month
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM K. VAN PELT
WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 5, 1952
OF

Mr. VAN PELT. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
an editorial taken from the Fond du
Lac Commonwealth Reporter of June
2, 1952. The author of this editorial
should be commended very highly for
his efforts to ill~trate not only to the
people of Wisconsin but to the Nation
as a whole, the importance of our national dairy industry, and particularly
what it means to our economy in the
State of Wisconsin. It further illustrates the necesSity for keeping the Andresen amendment in the Defense Production Act, for section 104 in its entirety has protected not only the dairy
industry but in a large measure it has
also protected the health of our citizens
by limiting the imports of dairy products
many of which are produced under
standards far below the pure food and
drug requirements.
It is true that section 7 of the Trade
Agreements Extension Act of 1951 is a
form of escape clause written into law
for the first time on June 16, 1951. It
authorizes import controls under certain
conditions when serious injury is threatened by increased imports which result
in whole or in part from a concession
granted in a trade agreement. . Here
again, the time element makes the procedure wholly ineffective. The Tariff
Commission has a year in which to make
an investigation and report to the President.
To illustrate, in June of 1951, the National Cheese Institute applied to the
United States Tariff Commission for relief for the American blue cheese industry under the terms of section 7.
Not until April14, 1952, would the Commission stage a public hearing. The
escape clause in the trade agreements
has not proven effective. It has been
in the agreement since 1947, and many
applications for relief under it have been
made. However, relief was actually
granted in only one instance, and that
action was protested.
Mr. Speaker, it should not be necessary for the United States to support the
dairy industry both at home and abroad
if we limit imports and continue to maintain our high standards of production.
The editorial follows:
IT's DAIRY MONTH AGAIN
June Is Dairy Month in Wisconsin and
this year, it seems, we ought to pay a little
more serious attention to it than we have
in the past.

The State department of agriculture hands
out a great amount of promotional material
and this year it proclaims:
"Wisconsin leads all other States ln the
production of 14 important dairy products-America's most valuable foods. Let's be
proud of that record, and let's not forget
our responsibiUty ' for maintaining it. Wisconsin's huge production of top-quality
dairy products is an important contribution we make to the good health of the
Nation."
We've written editorials year after year
and occasionally the Representative of this
district would either read them in Congress
or obtain permission to have them inserted
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. We are still
extremely interested in trying to figure out
how much good, if any, we have accomplished.
We have broadcast far and wide that there
are upward of 160,000 dairy herds in Wisconsin valued at well over $500,000,000.
There are more cows in Wisconsin than
there are people.
We have approximately 2,300 processing
p~ants in the State and 6,000 milk trucks.
Income from breeding stock was around
$150,000,000 last year and that represents
a pretty large portion of the State's total
income. Milk production continues to gain
and we are placing more veal calves on the
market than ever before.
It is generally acknowledged that Wisconsin supplies more than half of the cheese
received at the Nation's leading markets.
Wisconsin's position in the national cheese
markets, in the evaporated milk, the powdered whole and skim milk, and the butter
markets are far more favorable than any of
the other States in the Union.
Wisconsin each year produces many thousands of pounds of Swiss cheese, American
cheese, brick cheese, and a vast variety of
foreign cheese. In fact, Fond du Lac and
adjacent counties form the foreign-type
cheese capital of the world.
But in spite of all of these things and all
of these records and everything else we reluctantly admit that we are doing everything
but a good job. Unfortunately, Wisconsin
residents, themselves, have not yet been sold
on the importance of the dairy industry.
You and I go into a grocery store or a meat
market and ask for cheese. We don't care
what quality cheese lt is, so long as it is edible. The same is true of butter and a vast
variety of other dairy products. Sure, we'll
buy oleomargarine because lt is cheaper and
forget all about our own farmer neighbors.
And in a lot of cases, unfortunately, the
farmers even forget about themselves.
We have convinced ourselves that if we
could really sell Wisconsin on Wisconsin
dairy products we might do a much better
job on the national and the international
market.
Perhaps you are one of those individuals
who consider dairying as a secondary industry in Wisconsin. But consider the fact that
there are close to 1,000,000 men, women, and
children in Wisconsin who are pretty close
to being wholly dependent upon dairying and
allied industries for a livelihood. Millions
of dollars are being poured in to the city of
Fond du Lac and other urban trade centers
because of the success of the dairy industry
in Wisconsin.
June usually is proclaimed for special
recognition because it is during this month
that the peak production of milk is reached
after cows go out into pasture feeding.
We have emphasized this statement year
after year and feel that lt is well appropriate
to repeat it:
"Wisconsin dairymen, including those in
Fond du Lac County, have spent millions of
dollars in developing quality. They have
created products which are ln demand
throughout the world.

..June ls the month to emphasiZe our appreciation of dairy products to the end that
our health may be improved, our financial
well-being increased, and our gratitude to
the Great Giver expressed."

The Court and the Steel Case
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
011'

HON. LEVERETT SALTONSTALL
OF

l!4ASSACHUSETTS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June

5~

1952

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "The Court and the Steel Case,"
written by Walter Lippmann and pub ..
lished in the Washington Post of today.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be ·printed in the RECORD
as follows:
TODAY AND TOMORROW
(By Walter Lippmann)
THE COURT AND THE STEEL CASE
In his dissenting opinion, which supports
President Truman's seizure of the steel mills,
the Chief Justice says that some members
of the Court are of the view that the President is without power to act ln time of
crisis in the abs~nce of express statutory
authorization. And when he arrives at what
might be described as the peroration, the
Chief Justice is declaring that the broad
Executive power granted by article l l to an
officer on duty 365 days a year cannot, it is
said, be invoked to avert disaster.
If that were a correct a-ccount of what
was said in Mr. Justice Black's opinion or in
any of the concurring opinions. the Government of the United States would indeed
be in a sorry position. The position would
be absurd enough to "justify the Chief Justice in saying of his Court that they have
a messenger-boy concept of the office of
President.
No one, however, has said or implied that
the President cannot act to avert a national
disaster unless there is express statutory authorization for the measures he believes he
must take. If the disaster, which has to be
dealt with, is of a kind which no one has
foreseen, if therefore there is an absence of
statutory law, there is no doubt at all that
the President could act according to his
best judgment, that it would be his duty to
act according to his best judgment, until
Congress can convene and can legislate.
But such an imaginary situation has nothing to do with this steel controversy. It is
the very essence of the controversy before
the Court that the threat of a steel strike
'was not an unforeseen emergency, that on
the contrary it was the kind of emergency
which Congress had considered at length and
has legislated about. The queston before the
Court was not whether the President could
act 1n an emergency which was not already
covered by express statutory law. The judgment of the Court wa-s that there is an express statutory law for this emergency and
that the President has ignored it.
This comes out plainly in the short and
lucid concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Burton: "The controlling fact here is that Congress, within its constitutionally delegated
power, has prescribed for the President
specific procedures (exclusive of seizure), for
his use in meeting the present type of emergency. Congress has reserved to itself the

..
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right to determine where and when to authorize the seizure of property in meeting
such an emergency."
Mr. Justice Frankfurter, in his powerful
concurring opinion, points out that "Congress in 1947 was again called upon to consider whether governmental seizure should
be used to avoid serious industrial shutdowns. Congress decided against conferring
such power generally without special congressional enactment to meet each particular
need. Under the urgency of telephone and
coal strikes in the winter of 1946, Congress
addressed itself to the problems raised by
'national emergency• strikes and lock-outs.
• • • A proposal that the President be
given powers to seize plants to avert a shutdown where the 'health or safety' of the
Nation was endangered, was thoroughly canvassed by Congress and rejected. No room
for doubt remains that the proponents as
well as the opponents of the bill which became the Labor Management Relations Act
of 1947, clearly understood that as a result
of that legislation, the only recourse for preventing a shut-down in a basic industry,
after failure of mediation, was Congress.
Authorization for seizure as an available
remedy for potential dangers was unequivocally put aside. The Senate Labor Committee, through its chairman, explicity reported
to the Senate that a general grant of seizure
powers had been considered and rejected in
favor of reliance on ad hoc legislation, as a
particular emergency might call for .it."
No great and new constitutional questions
are involved, therefore, and there is no need
to argue at all what would be the President's
powers if something disastrous were happening which Congress had not made laws
about. This is a case where the President
seized the steel mills to avert a strike after
Congress had expressly decided not to give
him the power to seiz~ the mills. The law
as Congress made it in 1947, as Congress
made it expressly and deliberately, was that
there should be no seizure of the steel mills
unless Congress gave specific legal authority
to do it.
"Congress," says Justice Frankfurter, "has
expressed its will to withhold this power
from the President as though it had said so
In so many words. The authoritatively expressed purpose of Congress to disallow such
power to the President and to require him,
when in his mind the occasion arose for
such a seizure, to put the matter to Congress
and ask for specific authority from it, could
not be more decisive if it had been written
into sections 206-210 of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947."
This being the law, we must ask whether
Congress was right in refusing to authorize
seizure to avert strikes of this sort. The
event has shown, I think, that on this crucial question the fundamental principle of
the Taft-Hartley law is sound. For if it
were known in advance that when labor and
management have failed to agree, the plants
will be seized, the side that has the most to
gain by the seizure will be hard, probably
Impossible, to bargain with.
In this particular dispute Mr. Murray and
the steel workers union had every reason to
believe that they would have the better of it
1f President Truman seized the steel mills.
But that was an accident. That was merely
because in this particular dispute Mr. Truman has agreed with the steel workers union.
According to the brief submitted by the railway brotherhoods, who have intervened in
this steel case, the seizure worked the other
way in the railroad dispute: After the seizure the negotiations refiected the carriers•
attitude that they had no reason to make
such concessions as the employees requested
because the carriers were operating their
roads to their profit while their workers had
lost their right to strike for the duration of
the seizure.

Congress in passing the Taft-Har,ley law
foresaw that there would be no true collective bargaining 1f seizure on terms known In
advance would follow failure to arrive at a.
collective bargain. Instead of bargaining
there would be a calculation as to which side
had the most to gain by the seizure. That
side would then impose its will. By refusing
to authorize seizure in advance, Congress was
sincerely and wisely protecting the process
of collective bargaining.
It was insisting that the terms of the
seizure, if that was the right remedy, should
not be determined until Congress had before
it the reasons for the failure of the negotiations in a particular dispute. This would
enable Congress to fix the terms of the seizure so that they would become a penalty for
the failure to agree. The seizure would not
become, as it did in the steel dispute, an
Incentive, and indeed a reward, for not
agreeing.

Mines Continue Toil as Congress Delays
Safety Action and States Again Fail
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL J. FLOOD
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in th.e RECORD, I
wish to include the following article that
appeared in the United Mine Workers
Journal entitled "Mines Continue Toll
As Congress Delays Safety Action and
States Again Fail":
[From the United Mine Workers Journal]
MINES CONTII ~UE TOLL AS CONGRESS DELAYS
SAFETY ACTION AND STATES AGAIN FAn.
Time waits on no man. In the last fortnight, while the mine safety bill providing
enforcement powers for Federal inspectors
has been languishing in the United States
House of Representatives, time ran out on
scores of American coal miners.
Newspaper headlines chronicled a disaster
at an anthracite mine in which two mine
workers were killed and four injured. The
daily toll that never makes the headlines
continued to mount. In the latter category
was series of gas explosions at coal mines
in three States which resulted in the death
of one man and burns to five others.
In the anthracite tragedy, six men plunged
100 feet down a steep slope, crashing into a
wall of solid rock, when a car cable broke
May 26 in the Mahanoy City (Pa.) colliery
of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
Co. The two dead, Charles Concernis, 54,
of Shenandoah, and Joseph Puck, 40, of Mahanoy City, were killed almost instantly..
One of the injured, Michael Gnall, 44, was ·
reported in serious condition. The other injured are Joseph Gnall, 34, a brother of Michael; Philip Keirn, 47, and Frank Millard, 35.
The victims were on their way out of the
mine at the end of the second shift. A company statement said that the cable on the
slope is inspected daily and was inspected
in the morning on the day of the accident
and believed to be in sound condition. The
big anthracite colliery employs about 3,200
men. Federal authorities have not yet completed their investigation.
GAS EXPLOSIONS IN THREE OTHER STATES
Meantime, reports of localized gas explosions in West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and
Utah, all due to violations of State or Federal
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safety standards, or both, were piling up at
UMWA safety division headquarters.
A 35-year-old section foreman, doubling as
a fire boss, was killed by an explosion while
making a preshift examination in the No. 1
mine of the Alaska Coal Co., at Beelick Knob,
W.Va. The victim, Herman Flanagan, married and the father o:Z four children, was
alone in the mine. His badly burned body
was discovered by the mine pumper early
May 12.
Background history of this mine illustrates
the gulf between Federal and State safety
regulations, as well as the way in which State
laws are broken and bent, regardless of their
adequacy or lack of it. The West Virginia
Department of Mines classes the Alaska Coal
Co. No. 1 mine as "slightly gassy" and, although State law requires preshift examination of every mine liberating gas, the department in actual practices does not_ require
such inspections at mines it tags as "slightly
gassy."
Under the Federal code the mine has · a
"'gassy" rating. Federal inspections have
turned up wholesale, repeated violations of
both State law and the Federal code. In December 1950 the local safety committee filed
a formal protest against the company's failure to make regular fire-boss runs. In May
1951 a Federal inspection disclosed 34 violations of State law and the following December a subsequent inspection revealed 46
violations. Meantime, the State department
of mines claimed variously that the "necessary corrections were made" and, after the
December 1951 Federal inspection, that "alleged violation::; involving danger to life and
limb have been corrected."
West Virginia was the scene of another
local explosion, May 23, in which four men
were burned at the Pursglove No. 15 mine,
at Pursglove, a 390-man operation run by a
subsidiary of the Pittsburgh Consolidation
Coal Co. Details of the accident were not
available.
At Dixonville, Pa., a pumper was burned in
an explosion May 26 at the Barr mine, Clearfield Bituminous Coal Corp. This mine,
which has been idle for 6 months, is classed
as "nongassy" under Pennsylvania law. No
other details were available, except that the
explosion was presumably caused by gas, and
the injured man, the only employee, was able
to make his own way out of the mine.
On the same day, the firing of an unconfined shot-a practice prohibited by State
law as well as the Federal code-ignited coal
dust in a pillar section at the Kenilworth
mine of the Independent Coal & Coke Co., at
Kenilworth, Utah. Miraculously, no one was
injured, according to sketchy reports fron1
the ccene.
The United States Bureau of Mines released
its investigation report on a "gas ignition"
at another Utah operation, Sunnyside No. 1
mine of Kaiser Steel Corp., at Sunnyside,
Utah. In 1945 a major disaster (gas explosion) at this mine killed 23 men. No one
was reporteq hurt in the latest ignition May
9, but less than 2· months before, on April 18,
two men suffered burns under similar circumstances.
FAILURE OF VENTILATION CITED
Federal reports on the two recent ignitions
are almost identical in several respects. Repeating virtually word for word their finding
as to the cause of the April accident, Federal
authorities state in the latest report that:
"Failure on the part of the mine supervisors
to maintain an adequate volume of air in the
affected area to carry away flammable gas
was the cause of the ignition."
COAL-MINE FATALITIES IN APRU. 1952
Coal mining accidents claimed the lives of
55 mine workers in April 1952, bringing the
total number of fatalities in the first 4
months of the year 221, the United States
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Bureau of Mines reported. The 4 . months'
toll was close to being the equivalent ot
West Frankfort disasters.
In April, 45 bituminous miners suffered
fatal injuries, while in the anthracite region.
10 men were fatally hurt. This was almost
an exact duplication of the March record of
45 bituminous fatalities and 11 anthracite
deaths.
Falls of roof or face claimed 35 lives---and,
significantly, there were five such accidents.

two

at bitu:zpinous mines, in West Virginia and
Alabama, which took multiple toll. Two men
were killed in each ·instance-10 fatalities
due to five accidents.
Underground accidents .ki11ed 51, surface
mishaps resulted in 3 deaths, and there was
one stripping fatality. Haulage accidents
took a 13-man toll, including one fatality on .
the surface. Other causes, underground and
at surface works, were: explosives, 2; electricity, 1; machinery, 3.

Production of coal and. number of fatalities for first 4 months of 1952

Bituminous
Production
(short tons)

Pennsylvania anthracite
Production
(short tqns)

Killed

Total
Productit>n
(short tons)

Killed

Killed

January_-----------------------February-----------------------.
-March
____ ----- _______ -___ -_---_--

49,900,000
43,770,000
41,100,000
39,095,000

M
38
45
45

3, 974,000
3, 162,000
2, 959,000
3,123,000

8
10
11
10

53,874,000
46,932,000
44,059,000
42,218,000

62
48

TotaL~---------------------

173,865, ()()()

182

13,218, ()()()

39

187, 083, 000

221

ApriL.---------------------------

WHERE STATES FAIL, GOVERNMENT MUST AcT

fBbiTOK's Non:.-In answer to editorials
opposing the Federal mine-sa_fety bill appearing in the Chi-cago Tribune and the
Washington Times-Herald, President Lewis
wrote the follo'Wing letter emphasizing the
necessity for the enactment of this lifesaving legislation.)
·
.
Your editorial of April 30 attacks Federal
coal-mine safety bllls now before the Congresa. It ts my judgment that the attack
is unjustified and that the viewpoint expressed reflects, too much, the nonconstructive thinking of some of our coal operators;
The attempt by these elements to depict
safety legislation as socialism is sophistry.
Assuredly, you are aware that I am opposed
to un-American doctrines, even as you are.
The United Mine Workers of .America,
through the years since its founding in 1890,
has fougnt vigorously for the freedoms that
are basic in our Repnblic. I am most sincere
when I say to you that coal-mine safety
legislation has not the remotest relation to
any anti-American doctrine.
.
The mine workers stand for the passage of
this legislation because the 28 coal-mining
States, for nearly a century and a half, have
failed to do the jop of protecting the lives
and limbs of the men who toil in our most
basic Industry. America has the greatest
coal production and the worst safety record
of any civilized country.
You must know also that I am, in general,
opposed to the extension of Federal bureaucracy, but passage of Federal legislation for
coal-mine safet y would not interfere with
States' rights in any manner. This problem
Is a national one and where the States have
failed, the Feder al Government must act,
lest our most essential industry be depleted
of its skilled m anpower. Federal legislation would merely set minimum standards
to be enforced 'by our thoroughly competent
Federal coal-mine inspectors. These men
are career, civil-service employees, with no
political axes to grind, which, unfortunately,
cannot be said for many of our State in- ·
spec tors.
Coal-mine safety is a matter of most vital
concern to America's 500,000 coal miners and
the members of their fam1lies. Because of
1.11e basic nature of the industry, it also is
a matter of utmost importance to the economic welfare of the entire Nation. The record of slaughter in American coal mines is
nearly three times as great as that of any
other civilized country in which coal mining exists. Ignoring the economic factors,
surely the moral considerations involved are
of sufficient importance to justify a possible reconsideration of attitude on mine
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safety by the Chicago Tribune and its asso•
ciated publications.
JOHN L. LEWIS,

President, United Mine Workers
of America. ·

(From the New York Times of June 5, 1952]
MlNE ' SAFETY BILL

President Truman reminds us that last ·year
industrial accidents took 16,000 lives, disabled 2,000,000 workers, and cost almost
$5,000,000,000. By themselves these figures
cannot bring home to us the individual
tragedies they represent. As the President
told the ·Annual Conference on IndU.strial
Safety, the statistics disclose a shocking national tragedy.
With these figures in mind it is obvious
that there is vast room for industrial management and workers to· adopt improved
safety methods and introduce safety ideas iri
industry, where neglect has unfortunatelybeen the rule.
.
·
We join ·wfth the President in hoping for
quick pa.Ssage in the House of Representatives of the McConnell mine safety bill, al•
ready approved by a House labor subcommittee vote of 6 to 3. The House bill, like
the one already passed by the Senate, would
permit Federal mine safety inspectors to
close-down mines which they have examined
and found to be dangerous. Today their
findings are merely recommendations. The
congressional b1lls appear to provide safeguards for appeals by the operators against
arbitrary Federal action. · No major coal
mine disasters have occurred since the explosion that took 120 lives last December at
West Frankfort, Ill. But day by day fatalities
continue and add to the long roll of tragedy
in American industry.

Explorations of the Year
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STYLES BRIDGES
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
on the subject Explorations of the Years,
written by Commander Wendell Phillips
Dodge, well-known explorer and editor

of the Explorers. Journal of the Ex-.
plorers Club, New :York. The article appears in the Book of Knowledge Annual
for 1952, published by the Grolier SocietY, Inc., New York; Its list of contributors, containing many leading authorities in all fields of endeavor, sets
forth that "Commander Wendell Phillips
Dodge is one of the very few men now
living who has circumnavigated the
globe on a square-rigger. He was also
· one of the first white men to cross the
Syrian and Arabian deserts by camel
caravan to Persia." Commander Dodge
is a native of the State of New Hampshire.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Most exploration is carried out a long way
from the place where the expedition 1s
formed. In the old days this meant that explorers often had to journey for months,
sometimes years, by land and sea to get to
the place they wanted to explore. Today the
airplane can speed them in almost no time
to their base or jumping-off spot. Moreover,
unexpected discoveries are sometimes made
from the air that might easily be overlooked
by travelers on the ground.
An example of this occurred in June 1951,
1n the northwest territories of Canada. The
crew of an RCAF search plane, ·while hunting
in the wilderness for a missing bush pilot,
saw what was ·believed to be a cairn built
130 years ago by Sir John Franklin. In
182Q-21, years before his tragic death in
the Arctic, Sir John had explored the northwest from Hudson Bay to the mouth of th&
Coppermine River. Photographs were taken
of the cairn; or heap 'of stones, under which
the explorer is believed to have· stored scientific instruments. FUrther investigation wa.S
plamied.
During the same month, a United States
Nav~-sponso~ed expec:U tion wi~h four Harvard anthropologists set out for Point Barrow, Alaska, on the Arctic Ocean. Its object
was to hunt for the bones of the earliest inhabitants of our continent. Many authorities believe that the first residents of North
America, forerupners of the Indians, came
to this continent across the Bering Sea from
Siberia. In 1948 an expedition from Har-·
vard's Peabody Museum decided that no
migrations had been made from Siberia by
way of the Aleutian Islands. The new expedition was sent out to find whether the
first inhabitants used a route farther north
and landed near Point Barrow.
A year before, Dr. H. B. Collins, of the
Smithsonian Institution, and J.P. Michea, of
the National Museum of Canada, had ex-·
plored Cornwallls Island in the Canadian
Arctic Archipelago. There, in the stone
ruins of a vanished northern culture, they
found, among other relics, a picture on
whalebone of an ancient Eskimo whale hunt.
Collins' excavations were the first to be
made in the northern part of the Canadian
Archipelago. They showed that the villages
were built, perhaps about 500 years ago, by
whale and walrus hunters who were doubtless ancestors of some of the present Eskimos. To Eskimo ethnologists, these represent what is known as the "Thule Culture,"
which had its beginnings in northern Alaska.
Although the Arctic regions have been of
especial interest in recent years, the southern
polar area has not been neglected. By April
1951, French explorers-Expeditions Polaires
Frangaises, Missions Paul-Emile Victor-had
set up the first human habitation intended
to be permanent in man's "last frontier,"
the Antarctic continent. Up until now the ·
only permanent inhabitants of any sort have
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been emperor penguins. No other birds and
not even whales remain there after the long
winter night sets in-only the penguin, truly
the emperor of all he surveys.
A few months earlier the NorwegianBritish-Swedish Antarctic Expedition had
set up a base on the shelf ice at Maudheim,
due south of. Africa, for a 2 years' study of
that Queen Maud Land area. This base was
visited in the season of 195Q-51 when the
expedition ship Norse! spent 3¥2 weeks there.
The wintering party was to remain until
January 195"2. The chief org_a nizer of this
expedition is Dr.-Prof. H. U. Sverdrup, director of the Norsk Polarinstitut, Oslo, and an
active member of the Explorers Club.
H. R. H. Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark, also an active member of the Explorers Club, is taking part in the third
Danish expedition to Central Asia. Headed
by Dr. Carl Krebs, the expedition is studying
the family, marriage, and other customs of
various groups and tribes in places as far
ap:1.rt as Ceylon and Tibet.
Farther west, in southern Arabia, the second season of an expedition sponsored by the
American Foundation for the Study of Man
was completed in midsummer. The expedi·
tion, led by Wendell Phillips, president of
the foundation, had its headquarters at the
Wadi Beihan, a dried-up river valley in the
Western Aden Protectorate. In this wild
and almost inaccessible valley there are
buried cities 2,000 years old. Much interesting and valuable information was gained
through the work at four archaeological sites.
Several tons of wonderful specimens, including bronzes, alabaster heads and statues, and
a beautiful gold necklace were shipped to
the Carnegie Museum of Pittsburgh to be
placed on exhibition.
· One of the chief objectives of Arabian
exploration in the last hundred years or so
has been to reach the Queen of Sheba's
capital at Mareb, Yemen. This remained
a dream for a long time because the rulers
of Yemen did not encourage explorers or,
indeed, any other visitors from the outside
world. Thus, today, Yemen is one of the
world's ~ east known and least explored lands.
It is a country of high; snow-capped mountains, of rivers and forests, with natural resources altogether different from what one
would expect of southern Arabia.
In the spring of 1951 Wendell Phillips, who
was still at Wadi Beihan, received an invitation from His Majesty the Imam of Yemen,
which would have brought joy to the heart
of any archaeologist. He was asked to bring
a small party and visit the Imam at his
mountain fortress of Taiz, the present capital of Yemen. After 3 days of constant meetings and conferences, the Imam gave Mr.
Phillips the first foreign concession ever
granted for exploration and research in
Yemen.
Outfitting a small reconnaissance party
with two trucks, Mr. Phillips set out to cross
the Ramlat Sabatein, which is an extension
of the Rub al Khali, or great "empty quarter." After an extremely difficult journey,
surmounting sand dunes as high as 150 or
200 feet, the expedition reached Mareb.
There the inhabitants stared at the expedi·
tion members in wonderment. The natives
had never before seen Europeans or Americans and they had never before seen motor
vehicles.
The Queen of Sheba's ancient city extended for several hundred acres, layer upon
layer of alabaster palaces and temples sticking up through the sand and debris. Parts
of the city were over 70 feet in thickness.
Nearby was the great circular Temple of Bllquis, with a huge monumental inscription
running near the top. Not far off was a
temple dedicated to the moon god, the No.1
deity of ancient Sheba.

Far older, though much less glamorous
than the city of the wise Queen of the
South, were the discoveries made by an anthropological expedition to northern Iran.
These were the bones of three pinheaded
cave men. The men who found them were
Dr. Carleton S. Coon, curator of the Medi·
terranean and far eastern section of the
University of Pennsylvania Museum, and
Louis Dupree of Harvard. They say that
these bones may have belonged to ·the oldest
human beings ever found. If so, their discovery may upset generally accepted theories
about early man.
The three skeletons were found at a
depth of 30.2 feet, · after workmen had dug
through three gravel and three sand layers
belonging to the ice age. The layers indi-cated that the cave men had lived near
the end of the third interglacial period,
roughly 75,000 years ago. One of the skulls
was shattered to minute pieces by the collapsed roof of the cave. Dr. Coon, however, said that fragments of the other two
skulls, when pieced together, show the men .
were of what is called the Homo .sapiens
type. They had most of the physical characteristics of modern man, except that their
brain chambers were smaller. Evidence
found about the scene seems to show that
they lived about the same time as, or even
before, such species as bulging-browed Neanderthal man.
The National Geographic Society, of Wash•
ington, D. C., engaged in several exploration and research projects during the year.
One of the most interesting of these is the
sky survey on which the society and the
Palomar Observatory are working together.
This 4-year undertaking in celestial photomapping has been going on for nearly a
year. Its purpose is to map the entire visible sky from Mount Palomar, Calif., with
the wide angle 48-inch Schmidt telescope.
The finished sky atlas will include some
2,000 reproductions of photographic plates.
It will record some 500,000,000 stars, and
perhaps 10,000,000 stellar systems-nebulae
out beyond our Milky Way galaxy.
The University of Miami and the National
Geographic Society are continuing their
studies of the mysterious plankton "pastures" of the sea. Besides increasing our
knowledge of the tiny creatures of the sea,
these scientists are also finding information
of general value to the commercial fisheries
in the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico.
Another result of the work of this expedition
h~s been to g·ain new knowledge of the behavior of the Gulf Stream, which affects
Europe as well as North America. The research ship Megalopa and other ships ply
the Gulf Stream off the coast of Florida for
regular seinings and observations.
The Smithsonian Institution had several
active explorations in the field during 1951.
One covered zoology near Mount Kinabulu
in British North Borneo from July 1 to September 1. Earlier in the year two other
expeditions collected birds in Panama. and
Colombia, an-d a third studied insect life
around the Inter-American Institute of Ag•
ricultural Sciences at Turrialba, Costa Rica.
Botany expeditions were sent to Honduras
and to the Ryukyu Islands and ·okinawa in
the Pacific. Geological explorations were
carried on in Herrera Province, Panama, during the winter, and during the summer in
western Wyoming, where lower Eocene and
Paleocene fossils were collected around the
Green River.
Scientists .from the Smithsonian Institution and the National Geographic Society
worked together studying the archaeology
and ethnology of Panama. ·Other groups
from the Smithsonian Institution went to
Yucatan to study the Mayan language, and
to the Blood Indian Reservation 1n Canada

to interview aged Indians about the lore and
history of their people.
The building of dams and the backing
up of huge reservoirs to provide for power,
irrigation, and flood-control projects has
given rise to "archaeological salvage" projects. Many of the projected reservoirs, especially in the western United States, will
flood areas that are rich in Indian lore.
Indeed, it has been feared that some of the
diggings now going on in Nebraska, Oklahoma, Arizona, New Mexico, and California
might be cut off before they had yielded all
their archaeological data.
To keep this from happening, United
States Govermnent archeologists have been ·
racing the steam shovels to rescue history
before it disappears beneath the waters. The
Department of the Interior and the Army
Corps of Engineers have been working with
a Smithsonian group at this salvaging project. Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, chief of the
Smithsonian group says:
"The archeologists found a number of old
Indian sites in the area.. indicating a long
story in the development of the Indians from
a simple hunting people of about 9,000 years
ago, who progressed to a sedentary agricultural people and then had their whole pattern of life changed by the coming of the
white man and the introduction of the
horse."
The United States Government has taken
an interest in exploration of another kind
and. for other than historical reasons. The
Defense Production Administration has established a fund of $10,000,000 to encourage
exploration for strategic and critical metals
and minerals in the United States and its
Territories. Under the preparedness program this is ·being made available to mining ·
industries in the form of loans. The Department of the Interior lends the money to
the mining companies if they put up an
equal amount of their own money. The
loans are to be repaid from the royalties on
the metals round and produced from newly
discovered sources.

The Omnibus Immigration Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

SENATOR WILLIAM BENTON
OF CONNECTlCUT

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, later
today in company with two of my distinguished colleagues, the Senator from
New York [Mr. LEHMAN] and the Senator f~:om Minnesota [Mr. HuMPHREY], I
am going to the White House for the
express purpose of asking President Truman to veto the McCarran immigration
bill which, in our judgment, is the kind
of discriminatory and restrictive legislation that helps undermine faith in our
leadership among many peoples of the
world.
Before leaving, however, I ask unanimous consent to insert in the Appendix
of the RECORD a news story from the
Bridgeport <Conn.) Telegram of last
Monday, June 2, reporting the unanimous views on this same subject of three
eminent educators on the faculty of
Fairfield University as expressed in a
recent radio forum in my State.
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The forthright opinions and wellreasoned analysis set forth in this broadcast by the Reverend Gabriel Ryan, S. J .•
chairman of the Sociology Department
of Fairfield; and by John A. Meaney, pro ..
fessor of rhetoric; and Arthur R. Riel,
professor of English literature, at the
same institution, deserve the attention of
the Members of this body.
At the same time, I wish to congratulate these three scholars for the deep
understanding they display of the problems the new immigration bill will create and to pay tribute also to their
humanitarian motives and their leadership in calling attention to the real dangers of its undemocratic provisions
which, as they well state, "will, unless
vetoed, rock the hope of the world in
United States leadership.''
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
·
IMMIGRATION BILL DISCRIMINATORY, SAY FAm•
FIELD UNIVERSITY FORUM SPEAKERS

"No one expects America to open our doors
to any and all newcomers. But . there is no
excuse for insulting whole peoples by telling
them that we regard them as inferior or as
hard to assimilate and so can admit only a
selected few of their kind," declared the Reverend Gabriel F.yan, S. J., chairman of the
sociology department at Fairfield University,
on a broadcast over Station WICC last night.
With two other faculty members, Father
Ryan discussed the subject What About Immigration Now? on the last of the university's
1951-52 series of faculty-student programs
on current news entitled "Fairfield University Interprets the News."
WILL ROCK HOPE OF WORLD

Other faculty members taking part were
John A. Meaney, professor of rhetoric and
moderator of the program, and Arthur R.
Riel, professor of English literature. Both
agreed with Father Ryan that the McCarran
bill is undemocratic and will, unless vetoed,
rock the hope of the world in United States
leadership.
"Today's world is small indeed, for those
who have the opportunity to move about in
it," said Father Ryan. "But for most of the
dispossessed and despairing, opportunity is
barred beyond hope by restrictive laws. For
a while th,ere was some hope that the strong
arguments put forward in the recent great
debate in Congress on revising United States
immigration policy jn behalf of a more generous, humane, and far-sighted immigration
law would be heeded, but the matter at•
tracted far too little attention.
"Now," he warned, "unless the President
vetoes the so-called omnibus bill, we shall
have what amounts to a continuation of our
former discriminatory and restrictive immigration law-and that at a time when America's moral leadership cannot afford such
let-downs."
HAS INSULTING RESTRICTIONS

"Granted that the McCarran-Walter b111
has made a few badly needed improvements,"
Father Ryan continued, "it retains in substance the insulting restrictions on the peoples of southern and eastern Europe. It
discriminates against colored peoples. It
threatens thousands with arbitrary deportation. For a quarter of a century we have
turned our backs on the truth that America's marvelous unity in diversity was born
in spite of fears and hatreds; that it became
the firm foundation of our national strength.
Now we dare to share only with limited
numbers the privilege that our parents and
grandparents found so free.
"After the war, we did modify our restrictive policy somewhat to admit an apprecia-

ble number of displaced persons from Europe,
and perhaps we thereby made some reparation for our share in the awful injustice of
Potsdam," he said. "Yet the displaced persons coming into this country were made a
charge on the quotas of the countries of
their origin, and these quotas have thus been
mortgaged for long years ahead."

One Democratic Senator Demonstrated
Moral Courage
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. W. J. BRYAN DORN

PRAISES RESE'rl'LING JOB

"The various American voluntary groups
which undertook the responsibility of resettling these persons have written a noble
chapter in history. The achievement of the
war services of National Catholic Welfare
Conference, for example, which resettled
120,000 . displaced persons in the United
States, is without precedent in history."
Joihing in the discussion, Prof. Arthur
Riel stated, "The basic problem behind the
immigration bill is the nature of the idea of
democracy as applied in international relations. All men have basic rights and a
personal value independent of salary and
economics. Democracy is based on this basic
equality of all men; all men, not merely
Americans, not merely whites, not merely
northern Europeans. •All men' means no exceptions; consequently, we must face such
facts individually in our daily lives and as
a nation in our international life.
"We are now facing a responsibility to
the rest of the world; we are now trying to
teach them the value of democracy," continued Professor Riel. "Yet, absurdly enough,
we treat them in a discriminatory way."
CITES TREATMENT OF ITALY

"No wonder, then, that the Communists
can appeal to the Italian people, for instance. We want to sell to them, yet we
erect trade barriers to buying from them;
we help precipitate an economic problem
in their land and then insist that they may
not come here except in very restricted numbers. We have not the courage or the bravery to make a sacrifice to see it through that
all men are created equal; we cannot face
the truth.
"The people who will not be democratio
except when it helps their profits, the people who love all men as their brothers except when brotherly love requires real
painful sacrifice," concluded Professor Riel,
.. these are the people who are the closest
kin to the Communists; they are the more
dangerous spies within our country, they
produce the Alger Hisses."
Professor Meaney stated that "hunger has
been brought about by cultural rather th~
natural forces; it results," he said, "from
grave errors in social organ~tions; nations
have been reduced to hunger to fill the cof-·
te.rs of greedy expansionists."
PLEADS FOR PUERTO RICANS

"The solution presupposes the almost universal interest of nations as well as of individuals in the common good of mankind.
But, unfortunately, the great powers have
not shown their readiness to banish starvation and destitution as they have to wage
war. Consequently, I am afraid that our
present policies will be taken by those who
are hungry to reflect the egotistical sentiments of people living well, terrified by the
disquieting presence of those who are living
badly."
In closing the program, Professor Meaney
made a plea for the Puerto Ricans who live
in Bridgeport. "Though they are citizens,
and should not be considered immigrants,'•
he said, "they are misunderstood as all im·
migrants before them. If we were to reflect on the experiences of our own people.
we should not make the mistake of judging
them in the unjust way that our people were
judged. They do not want pity; they want
respect, understanding, and the opportutunity to be accepted by us as our brotbersin
Christ. This we should give them.'•

OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. DORN.. Mr. Speaker, it was with
pleasure that I noted that South Carolina's distinguished junior Senator, OLIN
r . JoHNSTON, was the only Democratic
Senator who voted against the foreign
give-away program.
None of the things promised by the
advocates of this foreign-aid program
have materialized. The advocates of the
Marshall plan stated that it would help
prt:vent war and keep young Americans
from being sent overseas. These leaders
said the give-away program would make
friends. We have spent billions of dollars overseas, but we are in a desperate
war in Korea with thousands of young
men being destroyed. Every visitor to
Europe reports that we have less friends
tt.an ever before. We are building up a
rich plum for R1:ssia to grab.
I am proud of Senator JoHNSTON'S
stand on this international scheme to
destroy America through bankruptcy.
The following editorial is from the
Times-News, of Hendersonville, N. C.
It reflects the thinking of grass-roots
America. The editor is to be commended
·
for his Americanism.
ONE

DEMOCRATIC

SENATOR

DEMONSTI'.ATED

MoRAL CoURAGE
senator OLIN D. JoHNSTON of South Carolina, the only Democratic United States Senator to vote against the foreign-aid bill when
it was passed, lined up with nine Republicans in opposition to that measure. The
Senator's reasons for opposing the bill were
stated by him, as follows:
"I have consistently voted against these
outlandish appropriations because the United
States cannot continue to arm the world
and to support the world. The American
taxpayers are paying more taxes today than
ever before.
"The average working family in this count:r;y is suffering because of high taxes, and
the American businessman is losing all inctmtive to produce because a dollar earned
is just another dollar for taxes.
"In my opinion it is absolutely imperative
that national expenditures be reduced in
every way possible, and I think this foreignaid program is the very place to start.
"When the foreign program first began,
the people were hoodwinked into thinking
that a few million dollars would avert a third
world war and set our allies on their feet
economically. After 7 years plus the war
years, we have spent more money than will
probably ever be appropriated to help our
own American people, yet the war clouds
are growing darker.
"OUr allies are not prepared for war, if it
should come, regardless of our help. Many
of our materials have found their way to
iron-curtain countries through black market
transactions and through legitimate business
transactions by some of our allies.
"We are up to our necks in a so-called cold
war and we are suft'ering from delusions that
we can buy friends and pay our way out of
a war."
·
Whether Senator JoHNSTON is right or
wrong in opposing the foreign spending
policy o! the Truman administration, he
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offers some very strong and .practical reasons
for that opposition.
This newspaper is In agreement with Senator JoHNSTON'S opinion that the United
states cannot continue indefinitely to finance
a large part of the world, economically and
militarily, to the extent that it has been
doing.
The Senator is also right in his opinion
that the people of this country are suffering
because of high taxes. That statement is
applicable to workers and to businessmen.
Taxation is a heavy burden on wage earners
and salaried people; and has reached proportions where it may be fairly said that
taxes are robbing these people in a manner
that is no more reasonable and right than
plain highway robbery would be.
More dangerous to the welfare of the country, however, than tax robbery of the working
classes is tax robbery of business. Senator
JoHNSTON is right when he states that
American business is losing all incentive to
produce and earn because a dollar earned is
just another dollar for taxes.
Other statements of the South Carolina
Senator are expressed with equal force and
clarity. Yet, with all of the facts before
them, only one Democratic and nine Repub·
lican Senators had the moral courage to vote
against a clearly wrong and dangerous foreign policy of an administration that has
brought this country to the brink of bank,;,
ruptcy by its irresponsible and foolish fiscal
policies-both foreign and domestic.
And it should be remembered by the
voters that there is no authority in the
American Constitution to support or justify
the appropriation of money of the people of
the United States for the use of foreign
countries.

Mayor of Snob Hill Heads Wealthy
Southern Tier Political Machine Mo·
bilizing AgainSt the People's Congress·
man, Edwin Arthur Hall
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 21, 1952
Mr. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL: Mr.
Speaker, if ever there was a campaign
where issues are clearly drawn, it is the
one now raging in the new Thirty ..
seventh Congressional District of UP·
State New York.
The mayor of Snob Hill, a fashionable, select, though numerically small,
subdivision of a certain city thereabouts,
has come out of mothballs and now com·
mandeers the boss-ridden political hacks
sharpening their. hatchets for my scalp.
In so doing he is attempting to prejudice the Republican voters of my district
in an unconstitutional way and in a
manner about as un-American as can be
conceived.
The political machine is as dangerous
to American liberty as were Hitler's
storm troops or the GPU. Its tin-horn
dictators attempt to poison the voters
against honest men by using the same
method of character assassination employed by the Nazi leaders. In fact, their
. methods are one and the same, and they
have no place on the American scene.
They should be obliterated once and
for all.

Yeats ago, the p eople of New York
State gained power to nominate men of
their own choice in the party primary by
a direct vote. Prior to that, candidates
were named by a handful of bosses in
a smoke-filleJ room. The people had
no voice in the election, but had to take
what the big shots gave them.
The party primary offers the people
a fighting chance to choose the right
men, if the bosses keep hands off. It
is tragic to allow such monsters to in·
terfere w1th an American. election, when
the voters should have the constitu ..
tianal and legal right to decide for them·
selves.
The political bosses of the southern
tier are attempting by their interference
to change this American election which
is to be held August 19 into a Nazi pleb·
iscite.
I warn the mayor of Snob Hill and his
ruthless henchmen throughout the
length and breadth of the great American counties I will be running in, not
to tamper with this free American elec-tion. I will resist their efforts to pres·
sure my fellow Americans into a Joe
Stalin election. I will work day and
night to prevent such a tragedy coming
about.
Already there is evidence that my ef·
forts to keep the August 19 primary
American are bearing fruit. I have
many plans to deal with these little Hitlers and will disclose them from time
to time in the next few weeks.

Private Citizens' Gift to Charitable
Groups
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALEXANDER WILEY
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 5, 1952
Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, one of
the great glories of the American system
of free enterprise has been the inspiring
extent to which private citizens, partner·
ships, and corporations have contributed
to charitable, health, and welfare serv·
ices on a community, State, and Na·
tiona! level.
·These days there are more and more
requests, of course, on government to
.t ake over this or that welfare service.
The willingness of private enterprise,
however, to help fulfill existing needs
serves by just that much to reduce the
pressure on government. This serves
to prevent government from overex·
tending and overcommitting itself and
thus risking ~ore and more deficit
spending and extension into areas which
might better be left to private enter·
prise.
Government, of course, has a definite
~ole to play in certain welfare fields, but ·
thanks to the fine hearts and minds of
our private citizens, the job is not being
left entirely to Government.
I am particularly glad to call atten·
tion to that provision of the law giving
a 5-percent deductible limit to corpora·
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tions for charitable contributions. The
National Planning Association has fo·
cused attention on this important pro·
vision of the law, and Mr. Beardsley
Ruml, the distinguished economist, in
particular deserves great credit, for
awakening men of industry to the avail·
ability of this provision. No doubt there
are still further changes in the Nation's
tax laws which can encourage the philanthropic spirit and action and on a
sound, realistic basis.
At this time I send to the desk an in·
teresting article published in the May 30
issue of the Milwaukee Journal describ·
ing a meeting of the National Confer·
ence of Social Work. This article
pointed up this problem of private dona·
tions as well as the issue of package so·
licitation drives for all types of com·
munity welfare services.
I ask unanimous consent that the text
of this article be printed in the Appendix Of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD~
as follows:
BusiNEss ToPs DoNoRs TO HEALTH AND WEL•
FARE-FIRMS ARE NEW GIANT IN UNITED
STATES PHILANTHROPY, CONFERENCE ON SO•
' CIAL WORK Is TOLD
CHICAGo, ILL.-The National Conference o:r
Social Work took a look during its annual
meeting this week at who is paying the bills
for private health and welfare services and
found two developments:
The "new giant" in philanthropy is ·the
corporation, which is contributing eight
times its prewar gifts.
The growing method of selling philanthropic appeals to the general public is the
single package drive.
A preview of a Russell Sage Foundation
study revealed that 537,000 corporations in
1948 (the last year for which Government
figures are available) gave $239,000,000 to
charity. F. Emerson Andrews, New York City,
foundation director of publications and phil.a nthropic research, said a sampling indicated that gifts had mounted substantially
1n the last 2 years, because of high profit$
and encouraging tax laws. Small corporations (with assets of a million dollars or less)
bad the highest rate of giving.
Andrews said that corporations sent 44
cents of every gift dollar on welfare services, chiefly through community chests.
Health got 27 cents, with 15 cents of that
going directly to hospitals. Education got
21 cents. Religious agencies, difficult for
corporations made up of persons of many
faiths to support, got only 4 cents.
With honorable exceptions, Andrews said,
this giving was not based upon efficient organization. Most requests went directly to
the top executive, while 3 percent o:r the
corporations had contributions committees.
MOTIVES ARE ANALYZED
Every large company is "bombarded" with
appeals for money.
"The harried president gives in to the
squeezes when they begin to hurt," said Andrews, "or he takes refuge in causes he has
heard about year after year."
These motives were listed by corporate
givers: Benefits to the company, duty to
community, public relations or customer
pressure and tax purposes. A minority ( 8
percent) responded that they gave to keep
Government from edging further into the
welfare field.
Will corporations attempt to control ageD•
cies which they support heavily?
·
Andrews told of one corporation which
tries to have a major executive on the board
of every agency or school to which it gives.,
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Bringing the hard headed giver into a field
where sentiment and good intent have some·
times resulted in little practical accomplish•
ment can produce much good, he believed.
The Russell Sage study also found, however.
that many agencies reject gifts where even
the suspicion of influence might drive away
other contributors.
UCUrrent tax rates on net incomes and excess profits offer remarkable bargains to gift•
minded corporations," Andrews said. A cor•
por.ation with normal profits can give away
$1,000 at a net cost of $480, with the balance
representing taxes saved. In the excess·
profits bracket, a gift of $1,000 costs_only $180.
The National Planning Association recently
pointed out that 1f all corporations gave to
the 5-percent deductible limit, their 1951
contributions should rise to $2,200,000,000.
"They didn't and aren't expected to until
corporations have more experience in wise
giving," said Andrews. He cited two possible
dangers in an abrupt increase: Congress
might regard the resulting loss in tax revenue
as ser1ous enough to warrant rescinding the
5-percent provision. Agencies, supplied with
so much more money, might indulge in fool·
ish, wasteful, or obviously selfish enterprises.
ASKS NATIONAL CHEST

"The postwar movement to cut the number
of direct appeals to givers through united
eampalgns is still highly experimental, with
no central direction," said Lyman Ford, New
York City, associate executive director of
Community Chests and Councils of America,
Inc.
The big issue now is, Can agencies with
large scale national operations enter into
local level federations?
A spokesman for the National Travelers
Aid Association, traditionally supported by
community chests or other joint funds, said
they could. Conrad Ven Hyning, New York
City, general director, went further to sug·
gest a national community chest which
would certify the programs and budget re·
quests of national agencies to local community chests, which "have no machinery to
determine properly what is an appropriate
national request."
Speaking for the American National Red
Cross, which from the 1940's until last year
hewed an independent line in fund raising,
Robert Shea, Washington, D. C., national
fund-raising director, said he was content to
stop with concurrent campaigns among em·
ployer and employee groups until the expert·
mental period 1n federation was over.
"Last autumn, 71 local Red Cross chapters
joined forces with federated drives in their
communl.ties," Shea said. He expects that
number to doUble this year. The results
in money obtained were all in favor of
united funds, he said. Just over half of
the chapters actually conformed to national
policies requiring them to set their own
budgets without outside review, stage separ.ate drives in March for other contributors, hold special disaster appeals and get
equal billing during the joint drive.
"The Red Cross cannot relinquish program
control," he said, "because it must be able to
act on national and international requests
without first consulting all 3,700 chapters.
The Red Cross also depends on fund-raising
to recruit volunteers for programs," Shea said.

St. Lawrence Seaway
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OJ' PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 5, 1952
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent to have printed in

the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "White Elephant." published in
the Oil City Derrick, of June 3, 1952. It
deals with the proposed St. Lawrence
seaway.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD
as follows:
WHITE ELEPHANT

Labor, a national weekly newspaper published in Washington, D. C., has gone solidly
on record in opposition to the St. Lawrence
seaway. In a r~cent editorial, it said, "The
present national emergency is no time to
launch a huge project which would take away
vast amounts of critical manpower and ma•
terials needed for defense.
"With economy in Government so urgent,
tt would be a squandering of the taxpayers•
money to authorize a project the cost of
which is estimated at up to a billion dollars.
"The project would in no way bolster
America's present program since it would
take 5 or 6 years to complete. Further·
more, its locks and dams would be 'sitting
ducks' for bomb attacks.
"Effect on the railroad and other Indus·
tries of this subsidized waterway would be
disastrous; thousands of railroad workers
would lose their jobs. Furthermore, the sea•
way would be frozen over 4 to 5 months of
the year, and the railroads would have to
maintain standby facilities adequate to carry
the tratnc during such a shutdown.
"For these and many other reasons, the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee should
reject this uneconomic white-elephant
project."
The argument that the seaway ls necessary
to bring iron ore from Labrador is not validexpert factual testimony has shown that the
railroads are perfectly capable of handling
that job. Neither is the argument that
we need the electric power that would be
produced-the utillties in the region are pre·
pared to meet that demand. The St. Law·
renee would represent a needless waste of
money, manpower, and materials at a time
when rigid conservation of all these resources
should be practiced.

America Needs a Strong Air Transport
System; J. H. Carmichael Speaks of
Its Development
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, there are hundreds of the Members
of Congress who use the scheduled airlines for necessary travel. We are increasingly aware of the problems and
possibilities of this industry. It is our
hope · to intelligently relate the growth
of the air-transport business to the economy of not only our own country but
to the position of the United States in
world commercial aviation.
My attention has recently been called
to a very enlightening address, cover.
ing this important development, given
by J. H. Carmichael, president of Capital Airlines, to an audience of industry
leaders at the Milwaukee Executives
Club, in that city, on April 22. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my re·
marks, I am including portions of this

speech by one of the Nation's most able
air-transport leaders:
WHY A STRONG AIR TRANsPORT SYSTEM?

Whether you travel by air or ship your
goods and products by air, whether you or
your merchandise remain earthbound, you
have a real stake in the development of a
sound air-transport industry.
The importance of our airline system today is so penetrating that it bears a direct
influence on the very patterns of our lives.
In 25 years, the airlines of America, Uke
Topsy, have grown from virtually nothing to
a major industry-a billion-dollar industry.
In the past, all of us have assumed that
the basic mission of our air carriers was
essentially to perform a public service-but
recent events have dramatically disclosed
tht the need for a strong air-transport arm
goes beyond that.
We read a lot about the effects of avla·
tion upon our mOdern-day theories of geography. The old chestnut about the shrink.
ing of the globe, however, has been so carelessly tossed about that it has become commonplace and its implications have been
lost in triteness.
But hidden behind this cliche is a new
concept of aviation which intrusts us with
another and more important reason for a
powerful air-transportation system.
This new concept embraces a multitude of
issues both national and international. It
has a direct effect on Milwaukee-its trade
and commerce-and it carries a lot of weight
ln our foreign policies.
What is happening can best be described
in one word: "mobllity." And mobility
has-among other results-eliminated one
of America's most priceless possessions: a
cushion of time.
AIRLINES

MOBILIZED QUICKLY

There is an interesting story which clearly
1llustrates this mobility versus a cushion of
time:
It is a little known fact that on one occasion during World War n, the security of
the Panama Canal was jeopardized by a local
revolution which threatened to spread to
dangerous proportions.
Within a few
hours after the orders were issued, the airlines of the United States mobilized a fleet
of aircraft large enough to transport an entire division of infantry to the Panama Canal
in approximately 36 hours, thus securing our
Canal defenses.
That is mobility without a cushion of
time.
America is legitimately proud of this and
other triumphs. But too often the fact
that any strong potential enemy is capable
of taking the same action is overlooked.
All of which scraps our consoling cushion
of time-that period of grace which gave
us time to build a strong defense and offense in World Wars I and II before meetlng
the enemy on an established front. Our
only real strength now lies in mobility.
Time and distance are no longer members
of our team.
Time and distance were contributing faC·
tors to the successful application of the
doctrine of Alfred Thayer Mahan, famous
American naval historian. In sum and substance, the Mahan doctrine of sea power
was lifted !rom the basic principles of Brit•
ish imperialism. Its formula was founded
on the theory that the foreign policy of
the United States follows the Nation's commercial expansion. The foreign policy, in
turn, was supported by a strong Navy serviced by a string of overseas bases. National
power relied on a sea power potent enough
to keep the ocean's shipping lanes open and

protected.
This 1s a very cozy theory; protection of
commercial expansion-strength in time of
war. It is simple and easy to understand
because it is so logical. It worked well for
the British because they were isolated from
foreign threats by the English Channel-no
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borders to invade. The wide expanse of the
Atlantic Ocean made it work even better
for us.
But air power has sunk the Mahan doctrine. The English Channel was no fortress for the English in the last war and,
for all practical purposes, the Atlantic Ocean
is now no larger than the English Channel
so far as America is concerned. By air the
most remote city. in the world is only 40
hours away from here. Moscow is literally
within commuting distance. Our period of
grace is gone.
The late James Forrestal realized this as
early as 1948 when he was then Secretary
of Defense. He was convinced that the
principals of the Mahan doctrine could be
applied to the air. Together with Lt. Gen.
Laurence Kuter, he proceeded to create an
air power with foreign bases which would
give America the control of the sea Mahan
espoused and the mobility that a strong defense demanded.
The Military Air Transport Service was
probably the first tangible expression of this
new concept of national defense. This vast
military airline embraces the world. It is
a vital supply line to the Korean front.
AIR POWER CHANGES POLICY

But this concentration on air power has
brought about a new strategy in the field of
diplomacy and has forced a revision of our
foreign policies. Air power-as regards international relations--differs from sea power
1n one important respect:
Whereas sea power involves only a surface operation between ports which border
the countries in question, air power requires
passage of our planes over the lands of the
countries affected. In addition, air power
implies the use of inland cities which historically have been isolated from any direct
association with foreign trade. In a sense,
American planes must trespass over the
properties of foreign countries in order to
fulfill their mission.
With a free trade, it is conceivable that
the same result will occur in our country.
Although foreign commerce is no stranger
to Milwaukee, it has never been a real municipal problem. That has always been the
stock in trade of New York and our other
great seaports. But with air commerce expanding, with the airlines of all nations
spreading their wings across oceans and over
continents, and because of this new concept
of air power, Milwaukee may feasibly find
herself an important aerial port of world
trade and national defense.
The implications go far beyond the meaning of a shrinking of the globe. The world
obviously is smaller when transportation is
faster. That has been a natural outcome
1n the growth of air transportation. The
important factor is that the whole tone of
local and community affairs js likely to take
on a cosmopolitan aspect. Milwaukee now
is participating in world affairs to a far
greater degree than she ever has in her history.
Traditionally, transportation in America
has been primarily of a domestic nature unaffected by foreign entanglements. That
thinking went out with the Maginot line, a
part of history that teaches an outmoded
lesson.
·
Consider, for example, the part the airlines play in our efforts in Korea:
A few hours after a request from the Department of Defense, the airlines of America had materially supplemented the Pacific
airlift operating from this country to Japan
and Korea. A vital lifeline of supply was
established within time limits that defy any
parallel in history. During the first 4
months of the Korean airlift, when another
Dunkerque was threatening, the scheduled
airlines made 586 crossings of the Pacific
with personnel, munitions, serums, plasma,
and essential supplies for a total of 36,000,000 ton-miles. This is mobility.

AIRLINES FORM AIR LIF'I' RESERVE

The greatest air-lift reserve in the world
fs found today in the fleet of our scheduled
airlines. This fleet could move the population of Detroit to the west coast in 1 week
or fly the entire population of Wasnington.
D. C., to St. Louis in a single day.
It is not generally known that the airlines today are offering our Government
$350,000,000 worth of this equipment for
modification so that these planes can be
quickly converted into long-range military
aircraft in the event of an emergency. Behind these aircraft are millions of dollars
invested in shops, hangars, tools, maintenance, and the best know-how in the world.
This is a powerful armada consisting of
358 four-engined transport planes. It is a
sound investment for America with very little
cost to the taxpayer.
It would be a startling revelation to compare that cost with the appropriations which
would be necessary if that fleet of aircraft
were to be duplicated without the aid of the
scheduled airlines.
There is a lot of talk currently about subsidies or the deficit incurred by the Federal
Government from payments to the airlines
for the carrying of mail. Right now that
subsidy is negligible-SO percent of the air
mail transported by the airlines is carried
without any element of subsidy on a service
basis or rate.
Prior to this new rate formula-between
1938, when mail subsidies were first introduced, and 1951-the total deficit incurred
by the Government through air-mail payments amounted to $74,000,000. In other
words, in 13 years the United States Government lost an amount to the airlines that is
only slightly more than one-third the cost
of a single aircraft carrier of the .ForrestaZ
class.
The famous little penny post card-before
ft joined the inflationary fad-annually created a greater loss than did air-mail payments to the domestic airlines in any given
year. Ironically enough, the loss in air mail
over the past 13 years is $19,000,000 less than
the ECA is reported to have granted Marshall-plan countries for assistance in aviation development over a 3-year period.
I raise these points merely to emphasize
that the taxpayer is footing only a relatively
small part of the bill covering the cost of
our air transport system.
Nevertheless, whether we like it or not, we
are an integral part of the air age. We do
not have to accept internationalism as a
policy to recognize that a strong air transport arm is essential to the security of our
future welfare. The important point to
realize is that our cushion of time is gone.
but the strategic value of mobility must be
protected and nurtured as an indispensable
factor of defense.
WE ARE IN GROWTH PERIOD

The age in which we are living-,.-an age
of technology, of science-is not a settled
age in the same sense that the Victorian era
was settled. It is a robust, healthy, restless
age seeking progress and the achievement
which will make this world a better pl!tce in
which to live.
It is one of the reasons that safety in the
air has been such a dominant question.
There is always danger in motion-and we
are a people ~onstantly on the move. Wherever there is ·activity, there is a chance of
ali accident.
But because of these accidents we cannot
go back to horse-and-buggy days. I firmly
believe, however, that if some people reacted to the staggering total of deaths on
the highway in the same way they react to
the story of just one airplane accident, the
horse and buggy would be quite a popular
mode of transportation.
Which really wouldn't help matters much.
Believe it or not, on the basis of 100,000,000

miles traveled, there were 23 times as many
people killed during the horse-and-buggy
days of 1909 horse-drawn carriages as were
lost in scheduled airline accidents last year.
So the good old days weren't so good after
all. But few of us wish to go back to the
snail-paced days of yesteryear . . The more
than 27,000,000 passengers who used the
United States domestic airlines last year, by
the end of February, testify to that-and
they traveled 13,000,000,000 passenger-miles.
These people flew because they knew that
they were being handled by a big industry
which could ill-afford to be incautious with
a human life.
They realized that there was a small statistical hazard connected with their flights •.
But they knew that this hazard was trivial
as compared to the risk involved in many
of th-eir other activities which occurred daily
and which they called routine.
They flew because the airplane is the fastest and most comfortable means of all transportation. They flew because they knew that
our future is in the air.
Obviously, I am biased. Aviation has been
my business for many years. But I am talking to you tonight as a businessman, asking
you to analyze what I have said, urging you
to form your own conclusions. If you find
that my point is well taken, if you are ready
to accept this new concept of aviation as an
unvarnished fact, then you have already
made our mission easier to accomplish.
But whether or not you endorse this new
national policy, you are faced with one undeniable and inevitable fact: Our cushion
of time has vanished and our principal defense now lies in the strategic factor of mobility.

Lool<ing Ahead in the Steel Controversy ,

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. R. WALTER RIEHLMAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. RIEHLMAN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I insert recent editorials from the Syracuse Herald-Journal and the Syracuse PostStandard reviewing the decision of the
Supreme Court in the steel seizure case
and discussing the courses of action open
to the President, the Congress, labor, and
management in the steel controversy and
in future labor-management disputes.
I commend these thoughtful analyses to
the attention of the Members of Congress
and other readers of the CoNGRESSIONAL
RECORD:
(From the Syracuse Herald-Journal of June
3, 1952]
SUPREME COURT SHATTERS "INHERENT RIGHT' 0
THEORY

The Supreme Court decision is very clear
and to the point-President Truman had no
legal authority to seize the steel industry.
"The Constitution· limits his (the President's) function in the law-making process
to the recommending of laws he thinks wise
and the vetoing of laws he thinks bad," says
the majority opinion written by Justice
Black, with concurring opinions by Justices
Frankfurter, Douglas, Clark, Jackson and
Burton. "And the Constitution is neither
silent nor equivocal about who shall make
laws which the President is to enforce."
"The power of Congress tp adopt such public policies as those proclaimed by the President's order is beyond question," the majortty opinion adds.
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· "'It (the Congress) can authorize the taking of private property for public use. It
can make laws regulating the relationships
between employes and employers, prescribing
rules designed to settle labor disputes and
fixing wages and working conditions in cer•
tain fields of our economy. The Constitution did not subject the law-making power
of Congress to presidential or military super•
vision or control."
There you have it--the President did not
have the legal right to seize the steel industry, but Congress does possess the right
to proceed in that way if it deems such action
necessary for the welfare of the country.
This is certainly a historic decision that
:unquestionably will exercise a profound
effect on Government procedure in the years
ahead. One of the interesting angles is that
five of the siX justices ruling against the
President are members of his own political
party-Justices Black, Frankfurter, Douglas,
Clark, and Jackson. Burton was the on~y
Republican. Hence any attempt to make 1t
appear that politics played a part in this
decision would be obvious nonsense.
AI?. far as we are concerned, we believe that
the Court was entirely justified.
But the fact remains that, unfortunately,
Philip Murray, head of the steel workers•
union, promptly precipitated a Nation-wide
strike, as had been threatened in case the
Court ruled against Truman.
The important thing at the moment obvi·
ously is to find a means of ending that strike
which, if it were to continue for any considerable period of time, would wreck the
national defense effort, perhaps even cause
us to lose the war in Korea.
President Truman should invoke the TaftHartley law which he has been sidestepping
ever since the dispute developed in the steel
industry.
That would provide a breathing space during which a settlement of the differences
between the employers and employees pre·
sumably co1,1ld be negotiated.
It seems to us that there is very good
reason to believe that a settlement ultimately
could be arranged. The differences between
the two parties are not too great and never
have been. Indeed if the Wage Stabilization
Board had not entered the picture at the
wrong moment with recommendations that
the steel companies apparently could not
meet without substantial price concessions,
the probabilities are that the whole dispute
would have been settled before this.
In any event it would be absurd to conclude that the Supreme Court decision shooting full of holes the "inherent power" argument invoked to support Truman's steel
seizure, means that Uncle Sam is helpless to
deal with this untimely dispute.
AI?. pointed out above, the high Court specifically upholds the right of Congress to
take the most drastic action, if necessary, to
provide whatever new laws are needed to
resolve this "muddle that never should have
been."
[From the Syracuse Post-Standard of
June 4, 1952]
THE RoAD AHEAD

The Supreme Court ruling returning the
steel mills to their owners and the CIO
workers' walk-out focus the country's attention on the next move in the vital ste~l
dispute.
The first step-the invoking of the Taft·
Hartley Act--is the obvious requirement,
although Mr. Truman declined to use it at
the beginning of the trouble last December.
Regardless of the President's personal predilection against the act, it is difficult to
see how he can avoid invoking it at this
time.
It was broadly implied in the majority
ruling of the Supreme Court that a President cannot invoke extraordinary and unconstitutional powers so long as a remedy
1n law remains to him. President Truman

failed to exhaust · all remedies when he
bypassed the Taft-Hartley Act.
While it is quite true, as Chief _Justice
Vinson stated in his dissent, that a Presi·
dent can act to avert disaster, the Court
very obviously felt that the President was
interpreting the law not as it was but as
he thought it should be when he embarked
on the abortive WSB move.
AI?. for Taft-Hartley, it seems obvious there
are many pitfalls, unfortunately, in its way.
The union, first off, feels that they have
waited more than the 80 days required in
the act. Reply might be made that the
union has certainly waited 80 days, but not
80 under the machinery of the act, during
which fact-finding machinery would be moving toward a fair decision. To a worker
wanting more money this is probably a
legalistic argument, but it is true, neverthe·
less.
The second drawback in the way of the
Taft-Hartley Act is the fact that the steelworkers, rightly or wrongly, are now convinced by the unfortunate and extralegal
ruling of the WSB that they are entitled
to 26¥2 cents and are disinclined to discuss
the point further.
This is the same weakness which will be
true of collective bargaining. The worker
will blandly say "26¥2 cents or else," and the
company team will have two strikes on it be ..
fore it even sits down to the table.
This is also a deterrent in the way of a
little known but highly desirable section of
the Taft-Hartley Act which requires that the
best company proposition must be submit·
ted to the workers before a strike can be authorized. This, of course, has not been done.
There were considerable indications early
in the negotiations that a company offer
would have been acceptable to a large group
of the workers. Whether it still will be in
the face of the astonishing WSB 26'12 cents
v:erdict, which vastly exceeded the hopes and
expectations of the CIO itself, is a very
debatable question.
Obviously, the President has enormously
complicated the issue by not doing what he
should have done in the first place. The only
solution we see for the problem, other than
requesting specific authority to act in this
matter, which the Congress would be disinclined to give in view of the President's fail. ure to exhaust existing legislation, would be
for the President, as a starter, to discharge
and thereby discredit the WSB.
Congress at the moment is moving in the
direction of clipping its wings. The President should start by discharging Nathan P.
Feinsinger and the others who participated
in the unfortunate and extraordinary verdict. This will tend, as much as anything
can, to wipe the slate clean and give some
hope to collective bargaining, and hope to
eventual solution under the remedies provided by law.
Unless Mr. Truman discharges the WSB and
then makes every effort to invoke and make
effective the existing machinery of law, he
is derelict in his duties under the Constitution. AI!. a patriotic citizen sworn to uphold
the Constitution, he can have no other
choice.

Behind Tito's Iron Curtain in Yugoslavia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. L. GARY CLEMENTE
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 27, 1952
Mr. CLEMENTE. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I am inserting an informative article about present
conditions in Yugoslavia. It was writ·

ten by Torbert H. MacDonald, a Boston
attorney, who visited Yugoslavia last
year, and it appeared in the Pilot, the
Boston archdiocesan Catholic newspaper,
on May 31, 1952·:
THE

PILOT PEERS BEHIND TITO'S IRON CuRTAIN
IN YUGOSLAVIA BUT SEES MANY THINGS THAT
DIFFER WITH THE MARSHAL'S STORY IN LIFE

(The following article was written by Torbert H. MacDonald, a Boston attorney, who
visited Yugoslavia last year. His observations are based on that visit which included
selected travel through that country and an
interview with Marshal Tito.)
Even the most casual reader of Life magazine these few weeks has had thrust upon
him an official Yugoslavian brochure-official because its author was no less a personage than the absolute dictator of that country, Marshal Tito. This same casual reader,
exposed as he has been to the efforts of
modern propaganda, might well wonderWhat of this story? Is this really the story
of Yugoslavia and its problems and relations
with the rest of the world? Or is it, instead,
merely what Tito wants to have thought of
Yugoslavia? Or is it-here is a third alternative-a story in which truth is told-but
most definitely not the whole truth.
To one who has but recently returned
from Yugoslavia, and who had, in the course
of his trip, talked with Tito himself, as well
as many members of his Government at
length, the incomplete story told by the Life
story was particularly evident. The grievous
fault lay not so much in what Tito said, it
lay precisely in what he neglected to say.
For Tito's story in a sense is a masterpiece
in the best tradition of so-called public
relations and contemporary advertising
methods. It must well be remembered that
one sins not only by commission but by
omission. And the sins of omission in the
Tito tale are many.
·
RECENT TRIP

Recently I made a trip through Europe to
see what progress, if any, had been made by
the European countries seeking our financial and military aid to defend themselves
against the possibility of Russian aggression.
The itinerary, which included France, Italy,
Germany, and Spain, also took me to Yugoslavia, during which stay I had the opportunity to see for myself the effects on the
ordinary citizens of a Communist system
of government at work. Incidently, the impressions of Tito and communism at work
are my own individual reaction and in no
way necessarily reflect the opinions of those
with whom I traveled.
The largest sin of omission in the Life
articles is the complete absence of even a
hint as to the hard, tedious, and unrewarded
life lived by the vast number of his subjects.
The standard of living which obtains in
Yugoslavia today is, without doubt, the lowest in Europe. No doubt reasonable explanations exist as to the why of this substandard living-a war-ravaged country was
forced into economic dependence on Russia,
who subsequently bled her, as she does all
satellite countries; an uneducated mass of
peasants and industrial workers; a terrible
year-long drought; and the inevitable Communistic bureaucratic red tape, all played
their part in Yugoslavia's present position.
EMPTY STOMACHS

Whatever the reasons, the fact is that the
average Yugoslavian has a hard time keeping
his own and his family's stomachs full.
Everything is rationed; not only food but
all other commodities as well. Wages are
paid partly in dinars (the Yugoslavian monetary unit) and in part in script which may
be used to purchase consumer goods in the
state-operated stores. These rationed goods
my be supplemented by goods purchased In
the so-called free market if one has enough
money, and,· more important, if the goods
are available. However, the prices on the
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"free market" are absolutely prohibitive, being · anywhere from 10 to 20 times higher
than the same article purchased in the state
·s tores.
Why then does anyone purchase on the
free market? The simple answer is that a
bearable standard of living cannot be maintained on the ration system. There just are
not enough consumer goods available for
decent living, Indeed, many necessities are
unobtainable, for example, soap and combs
are great treasures and a traveler with either
needs to Y.:eep them under lock and key, if
he wants to keep them. Even pins, and
especially needles are priceless even in urban
Belgrade, the New York City of Yugoslavia.
A full scale black market exists but, unlike
most European black markets, there are no
luxury goods. The chief products dealt in
are food and household staples. Black market prices for food are high, but not much
higher than the prices charged in Belgrade's
restaurants. While breakfasting at one such
. eating place, I ordered an orange as one of
the few recognizable items on the menu,
without paying particular attention to the
price. I was somewhat startled to find that
it cost me $1.60. Eggs cost $1 apiece, regardless of age.
The peasants or farmers cooperate wholeheartedly in black marketing of food, not for
profit but as long-time foes to the collectivism farming operations which have proved
such a headache to Tito's government. They
have met the Government quota demands
with stoic passive resistance, blaming their
failure to meet the quotas on the drought
and the bureaucrats. As Yugoslavia is fundamentally an agrarian country, there is
little Tito can do about this inbred resistance, except loosen quotas and reward, to a
more or less greater extent, private initiative
and enterprise on the State-owned farms.
This he has often promised to do, but the
only concrete result to date is a policy of
nonexporting of wheat and fats, which has
been instituted.
Even when goods are available, the prices
charged in relation to wages earned makes
the obtaining of these goods very difficult indeed. An average wage for urban workers
would range from approximately $60 to $80
per month. With this figure in mind, a
quick look at prices will show why the Yugoslavian has such an m..:kempt, ragged, and at
best shoddy-looking appearance.
These
prices are as copied down by me in the main
Government store in downtown Belgrade:
Women's rough underwear, $20; knee-length
sheepskin coat, $88; padded coat, ankle
length, Asiatic style, $165; metal saucepan,
18 inches diameter, $25.
Of course these prices are computed from
dinars to dollars by me at the official rate of
conversion, and it is true that very few people, outside of our own Embassy, trade dollars for dinars at the official rate.
FALSE PROPAGANDA

The clothes and appearance of the people
of urban Yugoslavia bear out the prohibitive nature of these prices. The rural population looks more warmly dressed, for homespun clothes are the rule, but even among
these the majority have only the crudest of
footwear. I was therefore somewhat sur·prised to see Life caption a picture with "Traditional costumes are worn by peasants in
rural areas" and a highly colorful group picture of smiling peasants is shown over this
typical chamber of commerce blurb. I can
only say that any similarity between the
clothes, demeanor, and general attitude of
the peasants pictured there and the average peasant in present-day Yugoslavia is
purely coincidental.
Indeed, the pictures which show life in
the country's earlier years show a people who
are very much more prepossessing looking
and much better dressed than are their
present-day phototypes now to be seen on
the streets of that country.

However, there is one segment of the population where warm clothes, adequate footwear, and full stomachs are the rule and
not the exception. This fortunate group is
the highly-touted Yugoslav Army. They
are a well-dressed, healthy, rugged-looking
lot whose morale seems very high. They are
seen everywhere, in groups, singly, and in
ever-marching squads. Belgrade, capital
city of the country, resounds from dawn to
dusk with their stirring marching songs.
Although the words of their songs are no
doubt of a boasting nature, (remember
Deutschland Uber Alles?) the soldiers look
rugged and determined enough to attempt
.at least to make their words come true.
ARMY EVERYWHERE

It comes as no ·surprise that the army
has little trouble in finding recruits for its
not inconsiderable army, now estimated at
about 35 divisions of 10,000 men each, many
of whom are veterans of course, of a military
draft, but the army, we are told, is not dependent on its annual crop of conscripts.
This I find easy to belie~e. inasmuch as it
appears that Tito, like all dictators, favors
the main source of his power. They surely
have a higher standard of living than the
nonmilitary. They have their own Staterun stores scattered throughout the cities of
Yugoslavia, where their families may purchase a more plentiful supply of goods at
lower prices. The general public is barred
from even entering t_hese stores, where special army script and ration cards are honored. These stores are not on army bases
but in downtown sections of the cities. I
was permitted to enter one of these stores
in Belgrade, no doubt by error. For as soon
as I was observed by a sergeant, I was respectfully, smilingly, but firmly requested to
leave, and was directed to the regular State
stores on another street.
Even more important, it would seem that
they are favored politically. The main cogs
in Tito's government are all ex-Partisans,
veterans of the guerilla warfare of World War
II and its coincidentally run and unpublicized civil war, and membership in the party
is held in large measure by those who have
been graduated from Tito's branch of the
Yugoslavian army.
FREEDOM

This, I think, may g!ve you an idea of the
errors of omission in Tito's life story. But
there is still another omission, and this one
seems to me to be even more serious; for in
the life of Yugoslavia is to be found the
complete absence of freedom-even freedom
of the most elementary kind. For example,
there is no mention made by Tito in his
account of h is wanderings about Yugoslavia
of the fact that the present-day populace
has no freedom of movement. Permission
mus:t be obtained from a reluctant government for passage from one city to another,
with all necessary documents stamped with
all the necessary governmental seals. There
is no genuine freedom of the press, as only
the official line is followed in all publications.
There is no freedom of assembly, with the
consequent result that there is only one
party, the People's Front; and only members
of this party are eligible to run for election.
The lack of religious freedom is too well
known to bear repeating here. Suffice it to
say that, although churches are tolerated,
every inconvenience is put in their way.
Worshippers are encouraged not to attend,
and especially among the youth of the country matters are arranged to dissuade those
who have inherited the faith of their ancestors. It is only fair to point out that the
attitude toward religion varies within the
complicated territories and nationalities of
the country itself.
In our interview with Tito, he was asked
the direct question concerning religious and
civil liberties in his country. His answer.
given with a sort of impassive forthrightness,

yet, in my mind at least, given with tongue
in cheek-was that "Our country is living
in troubled times which require stern measures. It has always been our hope to relax
governmental restraints on personal liberty
as soon as possible." Whether this feeling
is as sincere as seemed this delivery of the
words, or as cynical as my view of this apparent sincerity, only time will tell. However, it is my feeling that as long as his government 1s in powe:r, there will be troubled
times present, at least as far as an internal
loosening of restrictions is concerned.
However, it is entirely possible that the
strictly physical welfare of the people will
improve. This is based primarily on the
fact that nothing short of war can happen
by which it could be worsened. It is hard
to conceive of conditions remaining static
and there is only one direction left to go.
In addition, material aid, in the form of
loans, food, and military supplies from the
Western World cannot but help aid the physical cause of the Yugoslavs. There also has
started to appear in the Yugoslavian planning a basis of a type of individual reward
for individual effort. If the more classically
minded Communist Party inner circles do
not divert this plan, · it is possible that increased individual production may result in
both industrial factories and the collective
farms. A gradual raising of the standard of
living may result.
However, it is my opinion that the time
will never come under this present form of
government where an individual will be able
to say truthfully that he is not a captive
of the state. What is easily forgotten about
the present Government is that the hard core
of important leaders are all die-hard Marx1sts. Edward Kardelu, second in importance
to Tito himself, is an early Communist who
was jailed on hundreds of ·different occasions
for spreading the revolutionary doctrine
throughout middle Europe. Lt. Gen. Milovan
Djilas is of the same background. This man,
the Marshal's personal deputy was the first
permanent secretary of the Cominform and
was a devoted Kremlin follower.
Mosa Pijade, with whom I talked at length,
is the chief political philosopher of the Yugoslavian Party. He has lived in Russia, was
jailed in Czarist Russia for subversive activity
and was an early associate of many presentday Russian Communists.
STRANGE BARGAIN

The attitude of such men toward civil and
religious liberties and toward the dignity
and rights of the individual in relation to
the state, is the absolute opposite of that
which we share as Catholic Americans. It
is surely an anomaly that many people claim
that we have struck a rare bargain, when in
exchange for $200,000,000 worth of economic
and military aid we now have Tito as an
ally. It is indeed a strange political world
in which we live that in order to contain
the further spread of Communist aggression, the United States taxpayers give these
sums of money to countrymen who pridefully declare themselves to be the only true
Communists left in the world.
This should not be taken as a condemnation of the military-aid program for Yugoslavia. It is my opinion, which is shared by
many other observers, that in Yugoslavia
w~ will receive a dividend on money and
effort invested there, at least in a military
sense. Perhaps we should lend help to any
and all countries who can be a source of
military aid and comfort against Russia.
However, I hope that we do it on a practical
basis and not repeat our idealogical mistakes of World War II, when Russia was
our "brave ally" and were "all brothers under
the skin." I hope that in giving such aid
we realize that Yugoslavia needs the West
more than the West needs Yugoslavia, and
therefore that we use such influence as our
aid obtains for us, to further within Yl.!goslavia our own ideals and to try to bring a.
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modicum of freedom to a people who have
had but little of that very much desired
commodity.
Let us be wary in dealings with this JtlOSt
realistic of governments. Let us not extend
friendship and gifts in warm-hearted fashion, but give aid on a strictly quid pro quo
basis, with as many strings attached as the
diplomatic tratfic will bear. Such aid should
be given only for as long as genuine, material return is either present or immediately
foteseeable.
Let us, most of all, recognize the cold.
hard facts of life concerning our relations
With Yugoslavia, 1. e. they are not on our
side; we are, at least temporarily, on the
same side. There is, in my opinion, a great
deal of difference in the two, which difference should be constantly borne in mind.
There is an eastern proverb which sums up
our relative positions very well-it says, "The
enemy of my enemy-is my friend." To this
I would add rather thoughtfully-but not a.
very deep or true on~.

Tribute to Jose Rizal ·
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, as the
19th day of June approaches, I am privileged, indeed to place· in the CONGRES•
SIONAL RECORD the brief. outline of the
glorious life of Jose Rizal, the patriot
martyr and national hero of the Filipino
people everywhere. For this modest
tribute I am indebted to His Excellency
Carlos Romulo, the Ambassador of the
Philippine Republic, so well and favorably known to the American people.
The name of Jose Rizal, like his burning patriotism, courage, and fame, in its
deathlessness, will live on to stimulate
forever men of noble and sacrificing
impulse.
JOSE RIZAL, PATRIOT, MARTYR, HERO

Jose Rizal, the national hero of the Philippines, universally revered as the pride of
the Malay race, was born of Filipino parents
of modest means in Calamba, Laguna, PhiUppines, on June 19, 1861. From his father
he inherited a profound sense of dignity and
self-respect, sobriety, and self-possession;
from his mother the temperament of the
poet and dreamer and courage for sacrifi-::e.
In nobility of character, breadth of culture
and gifts of intellect, Rizal belonged to the
type of universal man exemplified by Leonardo Da Vinci and Goethe. He stood out
above his contemporaries because of his rare
endowments, and would have done honor to
any race. A doctor of medicine by profession, he was by avocation a poet, novelist,
historian, anthropologist, painter, and sculptor, in addition to being a philologist and
linguist who was fluent in more than a.
dozen languages, including Spanish, German, French, English, and Italian.
Receiving his degree of bachelor of arts
from the Ateneo de Manila, a Jesuit college,
with highest honors in 1877, he left for
Europe in 1882, where 2 years later he graduated from the Universidad Central de
Madrid with the degree of bachelor of philosophy and literature, and the following
year, with the degree of doctor of medicine.
He subsequently took up varied studies in
Paris, Berlin, Heidelberg, and Leipzig, con-

slstently hewing to the line of high scholar1!hip he had set for himself in Manila and
Madrid.
Meanwhile, working among the members
of the Filipino community in Spain and in
Paris, he engaged in propaganda work for
the purpose of obtaining reforms in the Philippines from the Spanish Government. It
was at this time that he thought of writing
a novel depicting conditions in the Philippine3, which was to do for his people what
Uncle Tom's Cabin had done for the Negro
1n America. In spite of financial ditficulties
and the certainty of reprisal by the authorities at home, he succeeded in having his
first novel, Noli Me Tangere, published in
Berlin in 1886. It was an incisive attack
against the abuses of the authorities in the
Philippines·. The book did not immediately
achieve an improvement of the conditions it
exposed, but it sowed the seeds of revolution. Showing the impact of the book,
Rizal's relatives were persecuted, and he was
compelled to leave the Philippines soon after
his return home J.n 1887. He successively
lived in China, Japan, the United States,
England, and France, and finally established
himself in Hong Kong, where he practiced
medicine.
His dream of Philippine freedom never left
him, and he continued to write. In 1890, he
published an annotated edition of Antonio
M<>rga's Sucesos de las Islas Filipinas, to
support his contention that the Filipinos
had a high degree of indigenous culture before the coming of the Spaniards. The following year his second novel, El Filibusterismo, a sequel to his first, appeared. Returning
to Manila in 1892, against the advice of
friends and relatives, he was arrested by the
authorities and deported to Dapitan, a small
town on the island of Mindanao. He continued to write even there.
In 1896 he was allowed to go to Spain and
volunteer as an army surgeon in Cuba. Plans
for a full-scale revolution, which his writings
did much to inspire, were under way at that
time and when Rizal reached Barcelona he
was ordered back to Manila, where he was
given a farcical trial and executed as the
instigator of the revolt and founder of secret
revolutionary societies.
In retrospect, Rizal's heroic death and
martyrdom on December 30, 1896, started the
chain of events that led to the emancipation
of the Filipino people from tyranny and the
end of a world empire.

their youth and promise. What civic prog~
ress, literary genius, or social advancement
has been lost to this Nation, State, and city
by their untimely deaths no man will ever
know. The only thing we can be certain
of is that the departed friends and comrades
willingly made the supreme sacrifice that we
might continue to live and breathe in the
clean, sweet air of American liberty. They
gave up their lives that we might live and
we are fulfilling but simple duty in meeting
here to pay tribute and honor to the heroes
of all our wars. It is also most fitting that
we offer OU":' humble thanks to the parents,
wives, and famtlies who bravely carried on
despite f7eat personal sorrow and hardship.
It will be a sad da.y for this great country
if we ever forget our material obligations
to the surviving dependents of our dead
comrades.
The atmosphere of memorial service to
military heroes is perhaps the most thought·
provoking of any individual's experience
especially those who have themselves been
members of the Armed Forces.
It brings at once glorious reflection of the
highest qualities that divine providence has
bestowed upon man and invokes a hateful
antagonism tow.a rd the evil spirits who compel the waste of such godly qualities in useless destruction.
The strange restlessness of the human
mind requires us to ask for what did these
men die and the quick answer is that they
died to promote peace. We are then further driven to Inquire If the terrible price
of peace must (!.lways be death and if we
look back to the time of our forefathers' establishment of this land of liberty then the
echo brings back the clear command-yes,
U need be.
The foundation of this rock of freedom
is the blood of our ancestors. It was their
blood that gave birth and continuing life to
the institutions and agencies of self-government so treasured by us today, so envied
by friendly allies and so diabolically hated
by one godless totalitarian state.
The story of our national origin reveals our
fore~athers as men and women of simple,
abidmg faith. They erected and dedicated
our Government institutions to the protection of freedom of the spirit and the pres·
ervation of the dignity of man. This sturdy
group of immigrants came to these shores
with fire in their souls and initiated the
American dream of liberty under the law
and of equal op'portunity to all. ·
The seeds of freedom, justice, liberty, and
democracy they planted developed the
The Real Russian Challenge Is to the
strongest citadel of recognition of human
rights the world has ever known. Through
American Soul and Spir!t
the generations the faithful sons and
daughters of our ancestors have repeatedly
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
proved the heritage of courageous hand and
heart that is theirs. We have triumphantly
OF
marched from war to war with thousa nds
upon thousands of our American sons
matching the blood of their fathers in suOF MASSACHUSETTS
preme devotion to the Christian democratic
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
principles they were taught to believe in.
At this very moment our soldiers, sailors,
Thursday, June 5, 1952
and marines are heroically dying in a forMr. DONOHUE. Mr. Speaker, under eign land under perhaps the worst hardships
leave to e~tend my remarks, I wish to our troops have ever been forced to endure.
include the address I delivered at the Though it often appears in great measure .
Memorial Day exercises on May 30, 1952, they are forgotten, the deeds and achievein the city of Worcester, Mass., spon- ments of our Korean comrades are among
the highest in the pages of our military hissored by the Willie Grout Camp, Sons of tory.
Let us pause and pray that bloody
Union Veterans of the Civil War.
conflict will soon be honorably concluded.
The address follows:
From Valley Forge to the Korean hills our
It is a particular privilege· to join with
fighting men have shown their superiority
you this morning in these exercises in reover the best trained and equipped soldiery
the enemy has produced. Each challenge
membrance of the war dead of our Nation
and our own city.
to the hand and the heart and the material
resources of these beloved United States has
Within the lifetime of most of us two ter·
been decisively repulsed.
rible World wars have been fought. In both
It may then well be asked, in the light of
of them many of our friends and neighbors
our military record, if any sensible enemy
gave up their lives at the fullest vigor of
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can easily entertain the purpose of armed
attack against a prepared America and, if
some accident should provoke such an attack should we have any fear of the physical result.
There is _little doubt, in my opinion, that
as a national unit we are becoming better
prepared each day to defeat any armed aggression. As an individual I have no great
fear of the enemy abroad. However, as your
United States Representative in the Congress of the United States, I have grave fears
of our self-destruction from within. I would
be treasonable in my duty as a public officer
if I did not reveal my conviction that the
challenge today is not to the hand and the
heart and the might but to the soul and
character of America. The Russian leaders
withhold their direct fire because they know
the unparalleled material strength of this
great Nation of ours. The devilish rulers of
Russian communism well realize their own
subject slaves have little stomach to test the
arsenal of democracy; they also appreciate
the revelations of history showing the cancerous ravages wrought by greed and avarice
when it runs rife in a wealthy nation in a
rip t ide of unrestrained individual and organizational • selfishness. They heed the
warning advice of Abraham Lincoln that this
Nation can only be destroyed from within.
My fellow comrades our serious problem
today is how best to guard our democracy
against the perils of its own success. There
are too many currently disturbing signs that
the private American citizen and particular
groups are thoughtlessly neglecting their
patriotic participation in equality of sacrifice
whicL is the primary obligation of American
citizenship.
The acceptance of personal and organiZa~
tiona! responsibility is the basic means
through which we may yet avoid disintegration and disaster. It is not preserved by
selfish concentration on individual riches,
special legislative privilege for group business profits, nor evil schemes for political
party advantage. Ease and indulgence in
self-interest pursuits promote lethargic detachment from the common good.
It is so easy then to forget the fact that
ln a nation. as with a person, there is either
progress or decline and each advances or
retreats by the measure of our individual
contribution.
The accelerated pace of modern American
life requiring severe adjustments of personal
living, stupendous economic changes, unparalleled Government complexities are
enough to try the soul of any man. Adaptations to these changes and solutions to the
grave problems accompanying them must be
made and they will be made. They can be
successfully achieved, however, only by measures and programs founded on the democratic soul and spirit for which our comrades
died on the field of battle. In our bond with
the dead our primary duty is to unite in
prevention of the threatening pervert use of
our democratic instrumentalities of Government against their historical purpose. Of
vital importance in this task is personal
fidelity to the fundamental laws of our institutions and cooperative effort to defeat
actions and proposals, no matter by whom
sponsored, which are hostile to the very concept of free Government itself.
Instances of corruption in administrative
offices and legislative halls are nothing new
in the pages of history but the hour has come
for it to stop in this temple of national
justice and equality. The unbridled seeking
by the various factional interests for special
rights in cold disregard of sacred duties is
tearing the moral fibre of this country apart
by the roots.
A return to the patriotic soul and spirit of
a morally operating democracy is essential.
to our national security and the peace of
XCVIII-App.--219

the world. We will not successfully encourage such reform by intemperate blanket
condemnation of every public officer or society group. Passions and prejudices of reck·
less charges and accusations are not the ingredients to promote a wholesome moral re•
armament.
The heroes we honor today did not die to
permit us to quarrel with bitterness and rancor over the inheritance they left behind;
such conduct would desecrate their memory.
The elimination of questionable practices
and corrupt tendencies must be conducted
with calm resolve and tempered impartiality.
We ·c an best begin by each searching out our
own ·defections and deficiencies. Your capable mayor and conscientious city manager
and I can testify there is not an hour of
the day in which we are not solicited to exercise our official trust in a special direction
too often for a selfish advantage in subtraction from the common good.
It would seem to be quite simple for a
public officer to faithfully meet his representative responsibilities and by doing so
realize the satisfaction of honorable service.
It would seem to be so natural that it could
almost be taken for granted but experience
teaches us sad lessons to the contrary. Persistent group efforts to secure and hold improper privilege is a plague on your honest
public servant today. However, all the victories of democracy have been won against
privilege. Our constant struggle must be
to keep our institutions free from the blight
of favoritism and special grants at the expense of the general welfare. To anyone
occupied with public affairs it frequently
seems as if the security of the common interests is surprisingly difficult to maintain.
A working democracy must be a Government
of law. Its first essential is obedience to
its rule.
The soul and spirit of our Christian democracy can only be maintained through
patriotic obedience to its laws and rules.
Freed of vices of corruption and favoritism
our Governmental institutions will work as
they were intended to work.
Where laws are imperfect constitutional
means are at our command to amend them.
Where administration may be faulty orderly
measures can be taken for correction. But
in doing this we must ever be mindful that
more important than any hasty change is
the retention of the disposition to obey the
laws and to safeguard the integrity of public
authority without which no reform can be of
lasting benefit.
· In the words of the great Chief Justice
Charles Evans Hughes, "Democracy must;
prize its public life. It has placed the public officer in a position of power to be used
for service. He is the servant of all and,
bound by obligation, is master of none.
Having surrounded him with none of the
pomp which makes appeal to the thoughtless
and ignorant, it must invest him with the
higher honor which should be the reward
of fidelity. Those who cultivate the true
democratic spirit will be as earnest in their
support of faithful officers as they are unsparing in their condemnation of the faithless. Untruthful accusation and reckless denunciation are an injury not only to the individuals who may suffer from them but to
the Government itself."
In this challenging hour of our destiny the
real test we face then is from within and
not from without. Divine providence has
placed heavy burdens upon the American
people and Government in these troublesome times. But as a person has the kind
of life he chooses so does a people have the
integrity of government they truly desire;
the driving moral force of enlightened public ·
opinion is the directing guide toward honest
political activity and commercial endeavor.
In dealing with the ever-expanding complexities of our social, industrial and bust-

ness relations there is no substitute for intelligent analysis and just solutions. OUr
glorious triumphant example of American
self-government is perilled with annihilation if we abandon our individual selfrestraint as a people.
To the task of continuing this Christian
democracy in moral health the best thought
and the most unselfish effort of united Americans will be demanded. From our leading
citizens of intellectual strength, trained
ability, developed acumen and sharpened
foresight we shall ask for something more
than exhibitions of shrewdness and technical skill in the management of their private
ambitions; we will require something more
than demonstrated proficiency in constant
advancement of personal concerns. From
them we have a right to expect unwavering
loyalty to the survival of self-government
and a vigorous participation in unselfish
public service surmounting the pride and
fruits of commercial success. From every
citizen enjoying American blessings and
privileges we have a right to ask personal
allegiance and willing devotion to the common good and the national interest.
The path that lead!'! to eventual victory for
us and all free peoples of the earth is filled
with personal sacrifice and national hardships, but there is no other alternative. If
we do not willingly return to zealous observance of the first moral principles of our
Christian forefathers the end of our path
is the valley Of historical oblivion. The road
our service comrades were asked to take in
defense of our national honor led them to
their graves. Let us pray Almighty God
for the strength of soul and fire of spirit
necessary to preserve the sacred trust that
they left 1n our hands.

Federal Tax Burdens Per Capita, by States
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. ALLEN FREAR, JR.
OF DELAWARE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. FREAR. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a statement
and tabulations entitled "Federal Tax
Burdens Per Capita, by States."
There being no objection, the ~tate
ment and tabulations were ordered to
be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
FEDERAL TAx BURDENS PER CAPrrA,

BY STATES

The attached tabulations may be of particular interest at this time, when our Federal Government is collecting far more taxes
than at any time in history-war or peace.
It will be noted that, on the average, Federal income taxes alone now amount to more
than 25 percent of income payments.
State, municipal, and local taxes will increase the Federal total by around $20,000,000,000, so that aggregate ·t axes now being
paid are not far from 35 percent of the estimated national income produced.
It will be noted that in many States the
amount of taxes directly collected by the
Federal Government is well above 25 percent
of the per capita income of the same States.
Relatively, the little State of Delaware furnishes to the Federal Government an
amount of taxes-corporate and personalalmost equal to the entire personal income
received. As ln many other States, however,
some of these taxes are assessed against business which is conducted outside the State.
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Per capita Federal taxes collected, by States, calendar year 19511

Amount

(1)

Alabama •••• ---------------.•••••••• -----••••••••••••••• -----•••• __ •• ____ •
Ariwna ..• __ •• --.•••• ------ _•••••• ___ •••••••••••• ------- ______ • ___ • _______ _
Arkansas •••• -- •.•••••••• ___ .---••• ---- •••••••••• __ .----------. __ ••• --••••.
California••••••• ____ ••••• ------•••••••• __ .----------••• _. ___________ . _____ _
Colorado .. _.••• -----.••••• --- ••••••• ---••••••••••••••••• -----•••• _.•.•••. _
Connecticut. ••• ----------••••••••••• ------------- •••.•••••• ------ ___ ••• __ _
Delaware_ .•••••••••••• ------------.-------- -----.-.-.-.-.-.---•• ~ -.------
Florida •• ---------••.•••••• __ •••••••• _•••.•••••• -------•.• __ •• _._ •. __ • __ ._.
Georgia.•• _•••• ----------- ____ •• __ • ______ ------- ______ • ____________ • __ ••• __
Idaho ..• ___ •• ---•••••••••••• __ • ____ .---•••••••••• _. ___ ._. _____ ._ ••••••• ___ _
lllinois. ----- ____ ---•• ----------- •••••••• --•••. --••• _. _•••••••••• --.----••••
Indiana.••••• ----- ••••••••• ----. ___ ••••••••••• --_._ •••.•••• -------••••••••.
Iowa .. _------------------------------------------------------------------Kansas ..••• ---.---.-------------------------------------------------------

f;~fs~~~'[_-_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Maine .........•. _.•• _.•.......•....•.•...• _. __ .---- __ ._---- __ ••••••.•.• __ _
Maryland (including
District of Columbia)--------·- -----------------------_
Massachusetts
____________________________________________________________
Michigan· -----------------------------------------------------------------

~ii~Y~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Montana ••••.•.
•••..•.•• -------- •.• -- ••••••••• --------------------~------

Nebraska ..•... _. __ ._ .•..•••••••••••••••• _•••••• ---•••••• ----•... ------•• -Nevada ......... ..•• __ .---•••••• __ ••••••••. ____ •.•••.•••.•.••.••••••••• ---.
New Hampshire•••••••• ---- ••••••• -----------------.•.•.•• _•••.•.•••• ----.
New Jersey ..... ----------------------------------------------------------New Mexico .• ------------------------------------------------------------New York.. ----------------------------------------------------- __ •••••••.
North Carolina.----------------------------------------------------------N orth Dakota .•• ___ .----------- •• ----------------------------------------Ohio ___ .....••.• ------ ••••• __ •••••••••••••••.••.•...•.••••••••••••••••.•...
0 klaboma •••...••• _•.••• __ • _. ---.••• _•••..•.•• _••••••• -------- •.•.•.••••••
Oregon _._ .. ---------------------------------------- .•.. ------------------Pennsylvania .•••••.•••••.•••.•••• __ .. __ ••.•... _... __ .-----------•.••.. _._.
Rhode Island .....•••••. __ •..••.•.•.••••.••.•••• ---- ••.• ------......••••••.
South Carolina .• --------------------------------------._ .• ---------------South Dakota ••• ------------------------------------- -------------. __ ----Tennessee •• ---••••• ------ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• _•...•. __ •.. ----._ .••• Texas ...••••• __ ----•••.• _._------------- _____________ . _____ •••••.•.........
Utah_._ •• -----------------------------. __ ---------------------------------

~f;~f!~:-:: =:::::::::::::::::=·=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~r:!!!!~~i~~~~~;;~=~~~~~~;:::::::::::::::::::::·
:::::::::::::::::::::::
Wyoming ______ ---_ ••••• __ •••••• __ .----•• --- •••• --••••••.•••••••.•••••••••.

$106.70
151.14
74.94
367.74
295.49
459.57
1, 892.00
178. 29 '
157.72
168.70
543.93
311.28
176.96
217. 49
372.02
161.29
152.60
4RO. 99
342.23
708.75
287.32
57.11
411.39
163.88
270.57
328.22
182.35
336.30
127.58
686.74
328.61
96.55
462.90
242.99
262.99
410.66
333. 90
100.15
99.94
132.50
234.90
175.10
142.55
269.98
284.01
134. 50
308.40
174.65

Relative posi on of
States

Classification of taxes per capita

Total Federal taxes per capita

Individual
income and
Corporation
Percent of Percent of employment
· taxes
income and All other
national
taxes
Delaware (including
profits
average
withheld
taxes a
by employers) J
(3)

(2)

29
41
21
101
81
126
618
49
43
46
149
85
48
60
102
44

42
132
94
194
79
16
113
45
74
90
60
92
35
188
90

26
127

67
72
112
91
27
27

36
64
48
39
74
78
37
84
48

(4)

6
8
4

19
16
24
100
9
8
9
29
16
9
11
20
9
8
25
18
37
15
3
22

9
14
17
10
18
7

36
17
5
24
13
14
22

18
5
5
7

12
9
. 8
14
15
7

16
9

$71.10
116.32
50.97
241.64
174.74
289.08
639.34
122.32
90.54
118.08
287.73
139.98
123.54
138.08
82.71
95.28
97.08
315.88
209.78
268.28
168.58
40.28
237.00
119.82
178.71
237.52
131.55
196.93
101.23
349.50
84.49
78.92
240.13
120.47
184.96
221.12
210.43
62.45
78.15
84.39
152.56
113.90
101.73
109.33
197.75
84.01
161. 27
132.44

(5)
$28.11
24.38
18.16
76.85
75.15
114. 84
1, 205.96
31.51
39.82
40.78
174.18.
69.71
40.94
60.26
43.70
40.14
44.86
73.32
96.09
304. 52
83.95
11.00
116.01
31.42
48.90
45.86
38.42
81.80
17.29
248.58
50.46
11.58
158.94
76.87
61.89
123.78
96.81
31.75
14.27
35.21
58.11
42. 03
29.04
44.06
62.38
39.07
91.93
27.35

1---------l----------l-----------l--------·l----2
3 107.90
National average ...•. -----------------------------------------------------• 365. 25
100
19
195. 54
a 16, 565
Total internal revenue collections ($1,000,000) 5----------------------------'56, 093 ------------ -----------J 30,046
27,000
Indicated corporate tax liabilities for 1951 approach ($1,000,000) ••••••••••••• ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------

Percent of
total Fed- Percent of
eral taxes total popcollected ulation in
each State
in each
State

(6)

(8)

(7)

$7.49
10.44
5.81
49.25
45.60
55.65
46.70
24.46
27.36
9.84
82.02
101.59
12.48
19.15
245.61
25.87
10.66
91.79
36.36
135.95
34.79
5.83
58.38
12.64
42.96
44.84
12.38
57.57
9.06
88.66
193.66
6.05
63.83
45.65
16. 14
65.76
26.66
5. 95
7.52
12.90
24.23
19.17
11.78
116. 59
23.88
11.42
65.20
14.86
61.81
482

0. 59
.21
.2!\
7.19
• 72
1.68
1.10
.92
.9R
.18
8.58
2.23
.84
• 75
1. 98
• 78
.25
2.90
8.23
1. 55
.22
2. 94
.18
.65
.10
.18
2.96
.16
18.50
2.43
.11
6.67
.97
• 74
7. 78
.47
.38
.12
• 79
3. 29
• 22
.10
1. 63
1. 24
.49
1. 92
.09

2. 02
• 51
1. 25
7.15
.89
1. 33
.21
1.88
2.28
.39
5. 77
2.61
1.73
1. 26
1. 94
1. 78
.61
2.09
3.09
4.25
1. 97
1. 43
.61
.39
.87
.11
.35
3. 22
.46
9.84
2. 70
.41
5. 26
1. 46
1. 02
6.93
.52
1.40
.43
2.18
6.11
.46
• 25
2.20
1. 59
1. 32
2. 28
.19

100.00

100.00

~75

------------ ----------------------- ------------ -----------6 9,

1 Internal revenue collections by States, as reported by Bureau of Internal Revenue, divided by estimated July 1., 1951, population excluding about 975,000 Armed Forces overseas not allocable by States. Population estimates by States are based on Bureau of the Census estimates of July 1950 extended to 1951 by interpolating recent census projections
by States to 1955.
.
·
.
2 Beginning 1951 withheld old-age employment taxes (on employer and employee) and withheld individual income taxes are paid into U. S. Treasury in combined amounts
without separation as to type of tax. Other data of the U S. Treasury indic.ate that individual income taxes were $25,847,000,000 and employment taxes were about $4,200,000,000.
Our estimate of the total internal revenue collections paid by individuals, including estate and gift taxes (included in all other taxes) and the employee share of old-age taxes, follows ($1,000,000):
Individual income tax withheld ....• __ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· $15, 485 .
Individual income tax not withheld .•••..•. -------------------------------------------------- •• ---------------------------------------------------------------.... 10, 362

Total individual income tax.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 25,847
Old age (employee share)------- .• ------------ __ --------------- --------------._ •••• -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1, 981
Estate and gift taxes ••••.•• __ .----•••••••• ----.•.•••••••••••••••••••• -------••••••••••••...•• -- •• -------- •••• ---- •• -- •• --.--------------•• ------.--...............
801
Total (about $187 per capita) .••• --------- •• ------------------~- ••••• -------------------------------- -.--------- •• ------------------------- ••• -----"---------- 28, 629
3 Since most employment taxes are probably paid by corporations, the total amount of internal revenue collections paid by corporations, including old age insurance (em·
ployers' share) and unemployment taxes, can be estimated approximately as follows ($1,000,000):
Corporation income and profits taxes (above).-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $16, 565
Old
age
(employer
share)
_____________________
.
___
--------...
______
...
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Unemployment taxes (including $238,000,000 in internal revenue collections) _________________________ ____________________ _:_________________________________________ 1,
1, 981
747
Total ($132 per capita)_------------------------------------------------·------------------------------.-------------------·- -------------- •••••••••••• ------- 20, 293
4 (6) Including $1,509,000,000 "employment taxes" paid by employers to State unemployment agencies, Railroad Retirement Board, and U. S. Treasury other than as internal
revenue collections, the total is approximately $57,600,000,000 (about $376 per capita). In addition to internal revenue collection, U. S. Treasury receipts for the calendar year 1951
included $603,000,000 customs and $1, 733.t0JO,OOO other receipts.
5 Includes $116,000,000 collections in Hawaii.
e Includes tbe following taxes (Hawaii and Alaska collections included because inseparable from totals):
Total
($1,000,000)

AlcohoL_ .• _•... _... _••• _____ .----------•••• -----. __ -----~-.----- ••••••• __ ----•• ------- •••• ---------- ••• ---••• ------------.---------•• ------.
Manufacturers' excise.• ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tobacco ..•....••.•. ____ •• ---••.•••• -----.-----.-- ---·- ------------------ -· ---------------------------------------------------------- • ·-·--- • ·
Estate and gift.• ·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------··-----------------------------------------Retailers' excise.·---------------------······--------------------------------------------------·----------------------------------------------1viiscellaneous •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Per capita

$2,460
2,319
1,446
801
470

1, 986

$16.05
15.13
9.44
5. 23
3. 07
12.95

9, 482

61.87

NorE.-Federal tax receipts are credited to the States in which 'the collections are made. Receipts in the various States, do not necessarily indicate the exact tax burden of
the respective States, since some of the taxes may be eventually borne by persons in other States.
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Relation of per capita Federal taxes collected tn 1951 to per capita income, by States
Individual income and
employment taxes

Total Federal taxes

Per capita 1 - - - - - r - - - - - 1 - - - - - r - - - fncome
Percent of
Percent of
by States,
capita
per capita
1950 1
Per capita, per
incomes Per capita, incomes
1951
1951
{col. 2+
{col. 4+
col. 1)
col.1)
'(1)

{3)

{2)

(5)

(4)

12.8
8.5
$71
9.4
12.2
116
51
6.2
9.1
13.8
21.0
242
1, 751
21.2
175
12.6
26.0
289
16.4
1,
99.1
33.5
639
14.7
122
10.1
Florida
•••• -----------------------------------------1, 969
210
178
Georgia______________________________________________
158
16.3
91
9.4
13.1
9.2
118
Idaho_---------------------------------------------1, 287
169
Illinois______________________________________________
1, 752
544
31.1
16.4
288
Indiana_____________________________________________
1, 451
311
21.4
140
9.6
124
8.8
12.5
Iowa._---------------------------------------------1, 417
177
16.2
138
10.3
Kansas·--------------------------------------------1, 338
217
40.8
9.1
83
Kentucky------------------------------------------911
372
Louisiana___________________________________________
1, 045
161
15.4
95
9.1
.Maine_______________________________________________
1, 161 .
153
13.2
97
8.4
Maryland (including District of Columbia)__________
1,657
481
29.0
315
19.0
13.1
21.4
210
Massachusetts--------------------------------------1, 600
342
16.9
44.8
268
Michigan-------------------------------------------1, 583
709
21.5
169
12.7
8.2
40
5. 7
29.3
16.9
237
10.2
7.5
120
Montana-------------------------------------------1, 605
164
18.5
12.2
179
Nebraska.------------------------------------------1, 467
271
12.7
17.5
238
Nevada ___ -------------------------------~---------1, 875
328
14.2
132
10. 3
New Hampshire·-----------------------------------1, 282
182
197
11.7
19.9
11.5
101
9.1
18. 8
36.9
350
New York·-----------------------------------------1,864
687
North Carolina______________________________________
951
329
84
8.8
34.6
7. 5
6.1
79
North Dakota.-------------------------------------1, 298
97
15.2
29.3
240
Ohio._---------------------------------------------1, 582
463
Oklahoma___________________________________________
1, 070
243
120
11.2
22.7
12.1
17.3
185
Oregon---------------------------------------------1, 523
263
14.5
27.0
221
Pennsylvania---------------------------------------1, 523
411
Rhode Island________________________________________
1, 561
334
21.4
13.5
210
South Carolina______________________________________
831
100
12.0
62
7.5
7.6
6.0
78
South Dakota.--------------------------•----------1, 308
100
13.8
84
8. 7
Tennessee ______ --------- ______ ------- _________ .----962
133
18.4
153
12.0
Texas_---------------------------------------------1, 278
235
114
9.0
13.8
1, 271
175
102
12.1
8.6
Vermont-------------------------------------------1,184
143
Virginia_____________________________________________
1,158
270
109
23.3
9.4
' 198
12.1
17.3
Washington (including Alaska)---------------------1, 642
284
West Virginia_______________________________________
1, 049
135
84
8.0
12.9
Wisconsin___________________________________________
1, 431
161
21.5
308
11.3
Wyoming ___________________________________________ ___1_,509_. _ _ _1_7_5_ _____
132 ____ 8. 7
11.6 _____
Alabama ••••••••••••••••••••••••••----·····-···----Arizona .•• -----------------------------------------Arkansas .••• ---------------------------------------California ••••••••• ---------------------------------

~~l~~e~~~=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Sl[i!~E::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$836
1, 240

$107
151
75
368

825

t~

~~

: !~

~:: ~~~~==:::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::

jf

~: ~

~~

Utah------------------------------------------------

National average______________________________
~ational totals ($1,000,000) _-------------------

1

1, 436
217, 245

1

3 365
• 56, 093

1

25.4

1

f196

1

13.6

'30,046

1 Department of Commerce estimates (Survey of Current Business, August 1951) covering residents of United
States, including net pay to Armed Forces in this country allocated to State of duty. Income payments include
salaries and wages after deducting employees' contributions to social security programs; dividends, interest, and net
rents; net income of proprietors, including farmers; and other incopie including relief, social insurance benefits,
veterans' pensions, mustering-Out payments to discharged servicemen, family allowance payments, voluntary allotments of pay by military personnel to their dependents, and State government bonuses to veterans.
2 1951 taxes are compared with 1950 per capita income because 1950 State income payments are the latest available.
The resulting State percentages of taxes to income are overstated on the average by roughly 10 percent because the
J>6! capita national personal income increased about 10 percent from 1950 to 1951. Lookin~ ahead, however, since
mtemal collections will probably increase quite substantially relative to national personal mcome, the percentages
of 1952 State collections to 1952 State income may average 10 percent over tnose shown above.
a Including $1,509,000,000 "employment taxes" paid by employers to State unemployment agencies, Railroad
Retirement Board, and U.S. Treasury other than as internal revenue collections, the total is approximately $57,600,000,000 (about $376 per capita). In addition to internal revenue collection, U. S. Treasury receipts for the calendar
year 1951 included $603,000,000 customs and $1,733,000,000 other receipts.
• Our estimate of the total internal revenue collections paid by individuals including estate and gilt taxes (included
in miscellaneous) and the employee share of old-age taxes, but excluding the employer share of old-age taxes, is
$28,629,000,000 (about $187 per capita) (see footnote 2 of orevious table).
NoTE.-Federal tax receipts are credited to the States in which the collections are made. Receipts in the various
States do not necessarily indicate the exact tax burden of the respective States, since some of the taxes may be
eventually borne by persons in other States.

House Billll68, ROTC
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES .

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. SIEMINSKI. Mr. Speaker, I re•
spectfully list below the views today received of Mr. Lewis Webster Jones, president of Rutgers University, New Bruns•

wick, N. J., relative to House bill 1168,
concerning extension and expansion of
the ROTC formula:
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY,

New Brunswick, N. J., June 3, 1952.

The Honorable ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI,
Congressman from New Jersey (Thirteenth District), House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. SIEMINSKI: I should like to call
your attention to and urge your support
of the so-called ROTC btil, H. R. 1168, which
has been referred to the House Armed Services Committee for hearings.
It 18 my hope that the committee will
conduct the hearings and report the blU

out for action prior to adjournment, since
1t 1s my considered judgment that this proposed legislation will provide the trained
junior officers so vitally necessary to the Nation at this particular time.
I am certain you will agree that, had it
not been for the ROTC-trained officers in
World War II, this Nation would have been
confronted with an almost insurmountable
problem of trained leadership. Extension
and expansion of the ROTC formula under
H. R. 1168, which will provide a more democratic selective pattern and far superior and
less costly training than officer-candidate
schools, will prove to be the major source
of procurement of junior leaders for our
Armed Forces not only in this critical period
but in the years ahead.
It is my hope that when H. R. 1168 comes
before the House you will give it your support.
Sincerely yours,
LEWIS WEBSTER JONES.

Basic Reasons for a Navy With Aircraft
Carriers
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES E. VAN ZANDT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, to
those who are interested in a strong and
all-round national defense, I want to call
to their attention the following basic
reasons for not only a Navy but aircraft
carriers also:
(A) BASIC REASONS FOR A NAVY

1. The principal centers of the world's

population are located along the seacoasts.
The basic reason for this is the fact that the
seas have always served as the principal avenues of transport for .the commerce of the
world, and will continue to be so in the
future.
2. The sea areas comprise seven-tenths of
the world's surface. Ninety-nine percent of
the overseas commerce of the world is moved
in ships.
3. The North American continent is an
island surrounded by the Atlantic, Pacific,
and Arctic Oceans.
4. The prosperity of our Nation, in peace,
is dependent upon the ability to use the seas
to obtain raw materials and to transport our
exportable surpluses to othllr nations ( 10
percent).
5. The security of -our Nation in war depends upon our ability to project our Armed
Forces overseas and sustain them in combat
with the enemy.
6. The basic reasons for having a Navy are:
To insure our economic survival and keep
the Nation secure from invasion by controlling the seas and denying their use to
the enemy.
7. These tasks can only be accomplished
through the medium of mobile bases of
operations floating in the liquid; that is,
ships.
(B) BASIC REASONS FOR CARRIERS

1. The composition of naval forces has al-

ways been and must continue to be geared
to the current and prospective threats to the
control of the seas.
2. The principal threats today to the control of the seas come from ( 1) submarine,
(2) aircraft, (3) surface craft.
3. The offensive power of the aircraft 1s so
great that 1n order to control the seas anation must control the air over the seaa.
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4. In recognition of these facts, the Con•
gress in the National Security Act of 1947
specifically charged the Navy with the re·
sponsibility for gaining and maintaining
local air superiority in areas of naval opera·
tions.
5. Air superiority over the seas must be
obtained if (a) our shipping losses are to
be held within acceptable limits; (b) we
are to be able to project our armed might
overseas; (c) critical raw materials are to
be provided to our industry in support of
civilian economy and war effort.
6. Air superiority over the seas can only
be obtained by having a fighter aircraft of
superior performance.
7. The absence of land areas and short
combat radius of the fighter aircraft demand
the£e fighter aircraft be sea based, in order
to do the job.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Today, the aircraft is the dominant
weapon for controlling the seas. Without
a carrier, capable of handling large numbers
of aircraft with performance superior to the
enemy, the task cannot be done.
2. If the Navy is to continue to be able to
discharge its responsibilities to the Nation,
to protect our shipping and to support our
armies and air forces overseas, it must not
be deprived of the principal means of ac·
complishing those. The freezing of carrier
development will impose upon the Navy the
necessity of freezing plane development as
well.
3. A restriction on the development of new
carriers would have the same effect on the
Navy as would a restriction on the size of
airfields and lengths of runways for the Air
Force.
4. Both would result in air forces inferior
to the enemy-a second best poker hand.
5. For these reasons, it has been wisely de·
termined that the development and modifi·
cations of the weapons of each service is
an individual responsibility of that service.
In the final analysis, the question becomesis the Navy to be deprived of the means
which it considers vital to carrying out its
mission?

The Korean GI Bill, H. R. 7656
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN F. KENNEDY
OF

MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. Speaker, I want
to take this opportunity to be recorded
as supporting fully and vigorously the
Korean GI bill, H. R. 7656, now under
consideration.
Close to a million Americans have par·
ticipated in the Korean struggle. They
are justly deserving of the same consideration that the veterans of World War
II were accorded.
The assistance in obtaining educational training which the Korean veterans will receive under this bill will ben·
efit not only the young men and women
themselves. It will help insure for the
future of America an informed citizenry,
which will be capable of guarding well
the priceless American heritage of
freedom.
Had I not been necessarily absent because of an injury, I would have voted
for this bill providing for veterans' education and training.
·
-

Let There Be Humility
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MORGAN M. MOULDER
OF MISSOURI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. MOULDER. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent, I include in the Appendix of the RECORD the following article entitled "Let There Be Humility,"
prepared by Dr. George S. Reuter, Jr.,
Mrs. G. s. Reuter, and Mrs. Fred Miller,
messengers, 1952 Southern Baptist Convention:
LET THERE BE HUMILITY
(By Dr. Georges. Reuter, Jr., Mrs. G. s. Reuter, Mrs. Fred Miller, messengers, 1952
Southern Baptist Convention)
The Southern Baptist Convention held the
largest annual meeting in its 107-year his·
tory May 14 to 18, 1952, at the Dinner Key
Auditorium in Miami, Fla. There were 11,063
messengers and 10,000 guests and spectators:
It was a great convention with wonderful
interest.
There are now 7,373,498 members of the
Southern Baptist Convention, which is a
growth of 293,659 in members since 1951.
Dr. J. D. Grey, pastor, First Baptist Church,
New Orleans, La., and president of the convention, said: "The glory of this achievement.
is greatly reduced when we consider that
it took 19.6 of us working the whole year
to bring one person to the confession of
Christ as Savior."
Missing from the convention's program
this year were such outstanding Baptists
aJ President Harry S. Truman, former United
States Senators Josh Lee and Claude Pep·
per, and United States Senator RoBERT S.
KERR, but other outstanding laymen and
ministers served well. Dr. Loren R. Williams
was director of music, Dr. Wilbur F. Martin
and Mrs. Evelyn M. Faucher were organists,
and Forrest H. Watkins was pianist. SerV•
ing with Dr. Grey as officers were Dr. Forrest C. Freezer and Dr. W. R. White as vice
presidents, and Dr. Porter Routh and Dr.
Joe Burton as secretaries. Dr. Grey was re·
elected president for 1953 with Dr. Casper
C. Warren and Rev. E. V. Peyton as vice
presidents, George B. Fraser and Joe W. Burton as secretaries, and Dr. Porter Routh as
treasurer.
Florida was well represented by such lead·
ers as Dr. C. Roy Angell, Dr. J. Powell Tucker,
Dr. E. J. Daniels, and Rev. J. R. White, but
Missouri ranked high in leadership too with
Dr. T. W. Medearis, Dr. Earl Harding, Dr. C.
Oscar Johnson, Dr. W. Ross Edwards, Rev.
A. G. Hause, Dr. Chester Pillow, Dr. James
F. Heaton, Dr. Luther Harris, and Rev. C. J.
Ford. Dr. Allen W. Graves and Dr. Harold
Graves, of that noted team were leaders, and
Rev. Dennis Barnes and Rev. J. B. Maxwell
were there. Yes, and former presidents Dr.
Louie D. Newton and Dr. Robert G. Lee were
present, but the convention missed the serv·
ice of the other three living former presidents, Dr. Fred F. Bhown, Dr. M. E. Dodd.
and Dr. W. W. Hamilton.
Outstanding addresses came from Dr. W.
Douglas Hudgins, Dr. Monroe F. Swilley, Dr.
S. F. Lowe, Dr. Kenneth S. Latourette, Dr.
T. L. Holcomb, Dr. Walter R. Alexander, Dr.
Frank Tripp, Dr. C. H. Bolton, Dr. Carl E.
Bates, George W. Schroeder, Dr. J. B. Law·
renee, Dr. Court Redford, Dr. W. A. Criswell,
Dr. R. Orin Cornett, Dr. H. Leo Eddleman.
Edward A. McDowell, L. S. Sedberry, Dr. James
W. Middleton, Thomas T. Holloway, Dr. James
L. Sullivan, Dr. T. C. Gardner, Dr. J. Norris
Palm,er, Dr. J. M. Daws~n. Dr._Hugh A. Brimn;,
Dr. Norman W. Cox, Dr. John L. Hill, Dr.

Austin Crouch, Dr. J. Howard Williams, Dr.
J. E. Lambdin, Dr. C. E. Matthews, Dr. Baker
James Cauthen, and Dr. Billy Graham. Miss•
ing but not forgotten was the late Dr. George
W. Truett.
After the convention many of us had the
opportunity to visit Cuba-beautiful, friend·
ly Cuba-and to visit Baptists and their mis·
sions. The work in Cuba is progressing
under Dr. Herbert Caudill and Rev. A. C.
Queen. It was Dr. Earl Harding who had
three conversions the day he preached in
Cuba. Whether it is the Friends of Israel
in Louisville, Ky., under the able leadership
of Rev. and Mrs. C. J. Jacobson, or the work
in Cuba, or the Christian leadership of Judge
J. Waites Waring, southern Baptists are
proud of their work but, at the same time,
humble.

To 99 Mothers, Among Others, of Mount
Carmel Parish, Bayonne, N. J., Whose
Sons Lost Their Lives in World War II
and in Korea
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON·. ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. SIEMINSKI. Mr. Speaker, truly.
tears of the angels were falling. It was
on a recent rain-swept Sunday morning
in Bayonne, N. J.
Ninety-nine young and brave Americans of Mount _Carm~l parish lost their
lives in World War II and in Korea.
Their memory was being honored on
May 25.
Mothers, · fathers, brothers, sisters,
sons, relatives, comrades, and friends
were attending memorial services for the
fallen. Would I, Congressman of the
Thirteenth District of New Jersey, of
which Bayonne is a part, accept an invitation not only to the services, but with
the Right Reverend Monsignor Tralka,
be so kind, during the services, as to
unveil the tablet on which the names of
these 99 courageous Am~ricans were enscribed; of course I would, and gratefully so.
It was pouring rain. As I walked the
three blocks from the boulevard to the
gathering hall opposite the church, the
memory of the day elements of my in·
fantry division landed in Italy came back
to me. It rained that day. It was raining now. It rained in Korea. Memories
of lost comrades passed through my
mind. Tears of the angels were truly
falling.
In the hall I shook hands with more
than 50 mothers whose boys laid down
their lives. They were mothers who
were born in Poland. Their sons fought
and died for the United States.
We lined up, walked down the steps,
across the street, through the courtyard,
and into the church.
Taps were sounded. Rifles were fired.
Memories pierced our hearts.
At a luncheon after the solemn cere·
monies, I, for my part, promised the
mothers that their boys had not died in
.vain; that my work in Congress, to the
extent possible, would be dedicated to
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carrying out the hopes and blessings for
all for which their sons gave their lives.
It is with quiet pride, Mr. Speaker, that
I list below excerpts of two addresses
made that day by the Reverend John
Olszewski, post chaplain. Between the
first and second address is listed the
names of the 99 brave American boys.
.MEMORIAL ADDRESS BY REV. JOHN OLSZEWSKI,
AT OUR LADY OF MOUNT CARMEL, BAYONNE,
N.J., MAY 25, 1952

Today we rededicate this new memorial to
pay tribute to the memory of departed
friends and comrades.
Our intention is not to reopen old wounds.
We appreciate the sorrowful hearts of those
who lost in battle a son, a brother, or a.
husband, and our syJppathy is with them.
It is our obligation, we feel, to pay public
respect to those who gave their lives for us
that our way of life remain safe and secure.
Their names are revered and respected;
their spirit, the spirit of self-sacrifice, should
permeate our dally lives and influence our
thoughts and actions. We keep their mem·
ory alive so that all might better appreciate
our American way of life, a way of life bought
and kept at such great cost.
·we would like to do more. A name in
bronze is but a. poor substitute, a poor ex·
change for the many sacrifices made for us;
we are at a loss how best to fully express
our gratitude. We have .not forgotten.
Each name in bronze is our way of saying
we appreciate what each fallen comrade has
done for us.
To the mothers and relatives of our fallen
comrades we offer a word of consolation
and of hope. The men we honor today laid
down their lives in a just and honorable
cause. They went to war not to seek their
own glory, nor for their personal benefit, but
to defend their country and the ideals it
represents. They went to fight for the rights
of men, rights men possess under God.
No great war today is purely political. It
takes on religious implications, because
when the natural rights of men are attacked,
when ihe freedom man enjoys under God is
restricted or abolished, God and religion
enter the picture. War, then, becomes a
sort of holy war, a crusade to defend the
inherent God-given rights of men.
These dedicated men fought and died for
a great cause. Call it the American way of
life; call it the four freedoms, or by any
other name; still, they fought and died for
good and honorable motives--to defend the
cause of God and the rights of men. For
this reason, we believe, God will be merciful
to them, God will not overlook the sacrifices
they made, He will temper His justice with
mercy when He judges them, He will render
them a just reward for their services and
everlasting peace in the next life.
~ Because of our faith we believe that one
,day we will be reunited with our departed
loved ones. They are now separated from us
by death, but one .day it is appointed for
each one of us to die. They .m.erely went
before us and are awaiting us in another
life. This thought should give us hope that
one · day we will be reunited with those we
love. With this in mind, we should always
remember to keep them in our prayers. We
want to do so much for them. This is the
best way that we can be of service to themto offer up our prayers and our good actions ·
in their behalf so that they might enjoy
eternal peace with God. At the same time
we will be keeping their memory alive and
be united with them in thought and in spirit
until we meet them in the next life.
To the veterans may I offer a word of encouragement so that you might continue
to work for the ideals for which you fought
and for which your brothers-in-arms sacrificed their lives. In all probab111ty you are
expressing today your gratitude to God for
having been spared the supreme sacrifice o!

war. You came back whereas so many
others were less fortunate. Did you ever
consider why you are here today, alive, and
not buried in some foreign land under a
simple white cross? Did you ever consider
why your name is not one of those on the
memorial? The answer, I believe, is that
God has other plans for you. He wants you
to further .the ideals and the principles for
which you have fought and for which others
have died and are still dying. And this, I
believe, would be the wish of your fallen
comrades, lest their sacrifices be in vain.
And so, today is not so much a day of
mourning for the dead, but rather a dedication of the living. You are asked to dedi•
cate yourselves to the ideals and principles
for which you fought and for which others
have died: that you will continue to fight
for and to work for the cause of God, for our
country, and for your family; that, although
your garb may have changed from a uniform
to civilian dress, your ideals will not change;
and that you will continue to defend the
cause of God and of our country against
every enemy, be he behind a gun, a microphone, or behind a typewriter. This is the
pledge you are asked to make today, this is
the wish of your departed friends and fel·
low veterans; this is the task God is en·
trusting to your care--to dedicate yourselves
to the good and noble things our religion
and our country represent. May God bless
your efforts so that our country might pros~
per and enjoy a just and lasting peace and
true happiness under God.
MEMBERS OF OUR LADY OF MOUNT CARMEL
PARISH WHO LOST THEIR LivEs IN SERVICS
DURING WoRLD WAR

n

Bolesiaus Babula, Phillip Bajarski, Henry
Baginski, Victor Bandurski, John Bastek,
Joseph Bejgrowicz,Henry Bilendy, Sigismund
Bobinski, Joseph Bokiniec, Joseph Bielicki,
Edward Bilicki, Alfred Chrzanowski, Theodore Chmiel, Joseph Ciesnicki, Ladislaus
Czarnecki, Edward Derlinga, John Dabkowski,
Vitold Dombrowski, William Drumheller,
Edward Felczak, Eugene Fryczyniski, John
Gadek, Benjamin Godlewski, Joseph Go·
mulka, Edward Gorecki, Walter Gursky, John
Grzybowski, Stanislaus Gutowski, Walter
Gadziala, John Hudak, Richard Jackowski,
Edward Jackowski, William Gadziala, Raymond Jostenski, Henry Jozefiak, Joseph
Jadach, Charles Kosiorowski, Steve Kosi·
orowski, Frank Karolkiewicz, Stanislaus
Kazmierski, Edward Kilkus, Stanley Kowal•
czyk, Anthony Kozikowski, Henry Krasno•
borski, Frank Kozacki, Casimir Kaplan,
Joseph Kryak, Andrew Loch, John Lapinski,
Valentine Larwa, Stanley Lesiak, Stanley
Losiewicz, Stanley Lukowski, William Lukowski, S~dney Maciag, Stanislaus Mankiewicz,
John Melnick, Stanley Moniuszko, Ladislaus
Niemiec, Lucian Nowinski, Edward Orlowski,
John Ostrowski, Chester Pagurek, Stanley
Protnicki, Thaddeus Protokowicz, Henry
Plunges, John Powell, Carol Pytlik, Walter
Piotrowski, Frank Rogalski, John Rakowski,
Felix Rybinski, Leon Ruszkowski, Stanley
Selobyt, Joseph Siostrzewski, Henry Skowronski, Edward Skowronski, Raymond Sliwka.,
Henry Skadorwa, Edward Stanislawski,
Joseph Sutowski, Francis Szczepanek, Ed·
ward Szutowicz, Frank Stepanek, Walter
Trymers, John Wolan, Francis Wilczek, John
Wilczek, Joseph Wilczek, Marion Zajac, Zygmund Zebrowski, Joseph Zientek, Henry
Zienkiewicz, Edward Moskal, William Merrick, Casimir Sepanek.
KOREAN WAR DEAD

Walter Maciorowski, Mathew Matasovsky,
Joseph Janeczko.
.ADDRESS BY REV. JOHN OLsZEWSKI AT THS
MEMORIAL DINNER, POLISH-AMERICAN ·HoME•
BAYONNE, N.J., MAT 25, 1952

This afternoon, I would like to appeal to
you and to all veterans, and to emphasize
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what may be quite obvious to you-and that
is the need for more Christian charity in the
world, more brotherly love whether it be between individuals or between nations.
You will admit that the underlying cause
for much of the trouble in the world is selfishness. Why is there trouble at home?
Why cannot a husband and wife get along?
Selfishness. One person is thinking only
about himself, with little or no regard for
the other person. Why are there arguments
between neighbors? Quarrels, distrust and
even war among nations? Selfishness. They
are thinking only about themselves with no
concern for what others think or do.
A friend of mine relates the following
incident to show how callous and indifferent
some people can be. It seexns he lived next
door to a Christian family who were regular
churchgoers and well respected in the
neighborhood. One day, a Jewish family
moved into the neighborhood, and immediately that Christian family visited my
friend to bewail the fact that a Jewish
family lived nearby. The following Sunday
it rained and as was their custom, my friend
and his family had to walk some distance to
the church. The Christian family, as usual,
drove by in their new car, honked the horn
and waved. .A few moments later, the Jewish family drove by. They stopped their car
and offered to take my friend and his family
to church. I'll let you decide who was selfish
and who practiced Christian charity.
It's a strange fact but as the world comes
closer together physically, it is drifting further apart spiritually. The wonderful means
of communication and transportation, the
airplane, the telephone and the radio, keep
us in close contact with the different parts
of the world. You can now fly to Europe in
but a few hours. A few days ago, a mother
told me she spoke to her son in Japan over
the telephone. With all these advances, you
would think that this would unite the peoples of the world, th.at they would learn to
cooperate with one another. Instead, the
world is drifting further and further apart
s:riritually. Why? Because the people of
the world are forgetting the first law of
God: To love God and to love your neighbor as yourself. Almost everyone admits
the doctrine of the brotherhood of man
but how many practice it. Just imagine
how many problexns, how many quarrels,
even wars, would be avoided if people re·
membered to follow the principle of loving
thy neighbor. Then, selfishness would go,
and instead of fear, jealousy, and distrust, we
could all live in peace and contentment.
Now, why am I directing such thoughts to
you? Because, as veterans, you know more
about brotherly love than most people.
War produces many evils but it does teach
soldiers how to get along with one another.
Living together and fighting together instills
in them a wonderful spirit of comradeship
and teamwork and a deep sense of loyalty
which are but expressions of brotherly love.
A few months ago I spoke with a veteran
and his complaint was that this spirit of
loyalty, of cooperation, and of comradeship
should continue in civ111an life. While he
was in the service he felt that he could approach any member of the service and that
person would be willing to give him a helping hand. Now he works in a factory with
many fellow veterans but he would not dare
ask any of them for a favor. As he put it,
in the service everybody pitched in and
helped each other, but now everybody is
thinking only of himself.
His plea and mine is that the same spirit
of cooperation and comradeship which men
developed in the service continue in civilian
life; that veterans show others how to live
in peace and harmony for the benefit of
everyone concerned. This is another way of
saying to show more Christian charity to
your neighbor.
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Now, charity does not mean only tossing
a dime to a beggar or loaning your friend
a few dollars. What your friend may need
more is a kind word or a helping hand. It
does not mean to deny the differences that
exist among people, but to tolerate, to overlook these differences, and to emphasize what
people have in common. It means not to be
selfish, but to think more in terms of the
other person. It means to curb the ego
that is in us and to consider the rights, the
privileges, and the feelings of others.
As veterans you have a better understand·
tng of what Christian charity means. You
were trained in its spirit during the war, and
this is the spirit that is needed in our com·
munty life. You are to lead the way in
teaching others the meaning of brotherly
love. You are to show them what it means
to cooperate; what it means to share the
burdens of life as well as its joys. You are
to show the world how men can live in peace
and harmony for the better good of all con·
cerned. Put this spirit into practice in your
family and community life so that others
might learn what it means to be kind and
charitable to one another.
We appeal to you and to all veterans to
continue the spirit of cooperation and of
comradeship in civilian life. Show the
world that many of our problems would be
eliminated if the people of the world practiced more Christian charity, more brotherly
love, if there were a better spirit of understanding and of cooperation between people
1f they would only follow the Golden Rule of
doing unto others as they would have others
do unto them.

Die Casters Oppose Pressuring for Funds
for Own Local Communities
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF ·

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN

lenge of aggressors who desire the destruction
of our system of government; and
· Whereas the combination of government
as usual and the defense emergency involve
expenditures of such magnitude that our
Nation is threatened by the shadow of eventual material and moral bankruptcy; and
Whereas there exists the obvious opportunity to realistically reexamin~ and reevaluate the present activities and programs
of Federal Government agencies by the single
yardstick of absolute need both during the
present emergency and in light of the future
economic well-being of our country; and
Whereas nonessential Government activities or programs not consistent with emer•
gency defense demands are utilizing both
manpower and money that could and should
be diverted to the defense effort: Therefore
be it
Resolved, That the Congress of the United
States is hereby requested to fully meet its
responsibility to all citizens by objectively
screening every appropriation with the goal
of eliminating wasteful operations and reducing unnecessary spending; and be it
further
Resolved, That the midwestern group of
the American Die Casting Institute will continue its policy of not exerting pressure on
Members of Congress for the appropriation of
funds to be expended for the selfish benefit
of any group, our community, or our State;
and be it further
· Resolved, That the midwestern group of
the American Die Casting Institute calls
upon all organizations and citizens to act
upon and support a similar policy of governmental economy in the interest of preserving
our American heritage.
MIDWESTERN GROUP, AMERICAN
CASTING INSTITUTE.

DIE

The Oldest Living Thing in the World
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

OF WISCONSIN

OF

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 29, 1952

HON. RICHARD M. SIMPSON

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, the Midwestern Group of the
American Die Casting Institute met at
Milwaukee last month. This group
demonstrated its civic sense of responsibility by urging that it continue its policy of not exerting pressure on Congress
for the appropriation of funds to be expended for the benefit of their.locafcommunities and States. This is a most
healthy change from the usual attitude
of "cut the other fellow, but do not cut
us," which seems to prevail so widely
today even among those who are most
vocal about their opposition to huge
Government spending.
If everyone in the United States had
the ~arne attitude as the die casters, I
am sure that Congress could make
much more progress in reducing the
huge Government budget.
I include herewith the resolution
adopted May 13, 1952, by the Midwestern
Group of the American Die Casting Institute, Inc.
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Whereas the United States of America, de·
riving its strength from the individual lib·
erty possible only under our type of free
economy, is the leader of the free nations of
the world; and
Whereas our free economy must remain
strong and be further strengthened if we are
to meet successfully the continuous chal-

OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. SIMPSON of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include an article
written by Albert B. Mickalitis, senior research forester, Department of Forest
and Waters, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. This article appears on page 45
of the March-April issue of the official
publication of that department.
The box huckleberry referred to in the
article is approximately 13,000 years old,
according to findings of scientists. The
single plant spread by underground roots
and covers an area of 1% miles. It is located in Perry County, Pa., within my
congressional district, and is the oldest
living thing known to date in the world.
The article follows:
BOX HUCKLEBERRY, MOST UNIQUE SHRUB
NATIVE TO PENNSYLVANIA

(By Albert B. Mickalitis)
A rare native shrub that is estimated to
have been about 11,000 years old at the time
when Christ was teaching His disciples in
Galilee, grows today in Pennsylvania.
In 1918, the box huckleberry was considered a relic of a former age whose origin had
been lost in the antiquity of preglacial
periods.
Although, from 1790 to 1918, six colonies
of this shrub had been reported in four

States, only one patch of natural growth
near New Bloomfield, Pa., was known to exist
in the world during the later date.
During 1920, another larger area of this
evergreen was discovered 9 miles northeast
from the New Bloomfield site.
This colony covers an area of about 100
acres and is believed to have originated from
a single plant that spread by underground
roots for a distance of 1%, miles. Botanists
estimate that this colony is approximately
13,000 years old, which would make it the
oldest living thing in the world, known to
date.
Additional occurrences of natural growth
of this handsome shrub have since been
found in six other States: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, and
Tennessee. These rare and distant growths
are found from sea level on the Coastal Plain
to 3,000 feet on the Appalachian Plateau.
Pennsylvania foresters, botanists, and
others who have deep appreciation of flora,
continue to consider the two colonies of the
evergreen box huckleberry shrub that grow
in Pennsylvania's Perry County as biological
wonders.
Botanically, the huckleberries (Gaylussacia spp.) differ from bluebeiTies (Vaccinium
spp.) chiefly in the structure of the ovary:
huckleberries normally having 10 seeds, each
in a separate cell, while blueberries have
four .or five cells, each with several small
seeds.
There are nu:r,nerous species and varieties
of each genus in the Northern Hemisphere.
The box huckleberry is the only evergreen
shrub of the genus Gaylussacia; Vaccinium
includes a number of evergreens, none of
which are founq growing natura:lly in Pennsylvania.
Two common kinds of deciduous huckleberries, the rare evergreen box huckleberry
(Gaylussacia brachycera), and five deciduous
species of blueberries are native to the State.
The box huckleberry is a low shrub, with
creeping and ascending stems and spreading
~:~ongled branches.
Leaves are evergreen, oval,
glabrous, obtusely serrate, and one-half to
1 inch long and resemble those of some
of the species of "box" shrubs or small
trees.
.. Recemes are short, with white or pinkish
flowers appearing in May and June and the
blue fruit ripening in July and August. The
obovoid-pyriform-shaped berries suggest the
consistency of form of fruit found on plants
reproduced from cuttings or by grafting.
The berries often lose their interior portions
before maturity and a large number are
empty shells.
Attempts at reproducing the plant from
seed have proved almost futile and the few
seedlings that were developed from thousands of sowed seed proved to be decidedly
weak.
It was in 1846 that Prof. S. F. Baird, of
Dickinson College, Carlisle, reported the discovery of the 8-acre colony near New Bloomfield, in Centre Township, Perry County. It
is located one-half mile south of the Borough
of New Bloo~field and inay be reached by
traveling one-third of a mile on a dirt road
that progresses west from Highway Route 34
at a point several hundred feet southeast of
the borough line.
The plants grow on a slope facing west and
the loam soil of acid reaction is t ypical to a
large portion of the oak forests of the region.
Chestnut had previously been one of the
principal trees but major species at present
are several kinds of oak and red maple.
Shrubs in the area other than the box
hucKleberry include mountain laurel, witchhazel, blueberry, wintergreen, trailing arbutus, pipsissewa, sweet fern, and purple azalea.
Dr. Frederick V. Conville, chief botanist of
the United States Department of Agriculture,
examined the plants in 1919 and said that it
is very likely that this patch would have been
larger if cultivation~ road-building, and a
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small stream had not impeded its progress
on all sides but the south. The extinction of
this colony was threatened in 1918 when a
commercial nursery dug some of the plants.
The department of forests and waters now
owns 4 acres qf that area in Perry County
acquired by gift in 1929 from Lillian A. and
Earl R. Kimmel. This section includes the
best plants of the colony. Concrete posts
have been placed along boundaries and a
metal sign at the southwest corner has the
following inscription: "Hoverter and Scholl
box huckleberry area, maintained by the department of forests and waters, Harrisburg,
Pa."
·
This colony recently examined by department foresters was found to be in good condition.
Mr. H. A. Ward, a botanist and an official
of the Harrisburg Natural History Society,
discovered the largest known tract that supports the shrub on July 18, 1920, ·in Watts
Township, Perry County.
The colony is located on the northeast
side cf the Juniata River and highway routes
22 and 322, opposite the Pennsylvania Rail•
road flag station known as Losh's Run, which
is on the southwest side of the river. The
distance northwest ·from Amity Hall on this
highway to the area is 2 Y:z miles.
The property is owned by Mrs. Ida B.
Doyle who resides at her place of business
less than one-half mile northwest from the
area. Mrs. Doyle, who was 83 years old in
1949, stated· that the plant had been known
locally as Jerusalem huckleberry for over 50
years. During earlier daYJ!, she had gathered
quantities' of the berries for eating purposes.
There were few trees overtopping the shrub
at that time and the berry crops were heavier
at that time than they are today.
- This group of plants covers an area of
about 100 acres and is found· on northern
slopes in four ravines. The plants spread
by suckers from underground roots. No
seedlings have been found. Seed from the
shrub has been found to be almost infertile
and it is very likely that this colony originated from a single plant. If this is true,
it required about 13,000 years for the colony
of plants to cover the entire area, according
to reported estimates of reputable botanists.

The Korean Fiasco
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL B. DAGUE
OF PENNSYLVANIA
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Mr. DAGUE. Mr. Speaker, in the

administration's feverish activity to dehide the American people into .believing
that peace is possible in Korea they are
purposely, I think, ignoring the insult
that such contentions :fling in the faces
of the loved ones of those who have suffered and died in the prosecution of a
military campaign that is without comparison in the annals of American history. The administration has clearly
shown that it does not intend to consider
the action as the war it really is and
that they are not going to :fight it to the
victorious conclusion that always has
been the patriotic objective of every conflict in which this Republic has heretofore been engaged. Indeed, the Commander in Chief in his role as the political hatchet man of his party is apparently determined to ignore loss of pres-

in

tige, loss of self-respect, and
fact loss
of human life, in order that a phony
peace can be maintained in this election
year.
In my search for a concise summation
of events leading up to Korea I chanced
upon the following article appearing in
the current issue of the National Republic which I command to your attention:
THE KOREAN FIASCo-A TRAGEDY OF ERRORS

(By'Herbert G. Moore)
. In June 1950, hordes of fanatical Communists in North Korea swept across the
thirty-eighth parallel and by so doing involved us in the most unnecessary, the most
purposeless, the most unpopular, and at the
same time one of the bloodiest conflicts in
our history. This was a Truman-made
war-and let no one tell you differently;
without the blunders of the Truman-Acheson-Marshall-Lattimore-Hiss clique, such
aggression would have been impossible.
Now, 2 years later, the administration is
desperately trying to sell the American people a bill of goods. Having embroiled us in
a costly but senseless war, the powers-that-be
in Washington are now promoting something that bears the label of peace. For
unless something resembling peace can be
established-and that soon-the Democrats
know that their chances of victory in Novem•
ber will be slim indeed.
Unquestionably there are some gullible
souls among us who wlll be persuaded into believing that they are being oifered the genuine article, that something practical will
come out of · these long dr~ wn-out negotiations, and that delivery can be made. But
let us take a more realistic view and see
what it is we ~re being urged to buy. First
of all, the label "Peace" is misleading; it is.
in fact, a fraud, and the Whl~ House, the
State Department, the Pentagon, and the
truce negotiators know it's a fraud. For
there Is not the slightest hope of peacereal peace--in Asia now. True, peace was
well within our grasp once. But the policy
followed · since 1945-if indeed such a thing
can be called a policy-has for.e stalled whatever chance there once was. Ahead of us
today lie only years of war and tension. This
may be a gloomy view to take, but what
other view is possible under the circumstan<ies?
Indeed, a Korean settlement now-it woUld
have to be a compromise although the administration undoubtedly woUld refer t0 it
as peace--might well be the worst 1.hing
that coUld happen to us. For Korea is only
part of a much larger picture, and a Korean
truce would probably mean that the fighting simply would be transferred elsewhereIndochina, Burma, India, Formosa, possibly
even Japan. And all these areas are far
more important strategically than Kore:1,
and would involve us in far more difficult
operations and more costly sacrifices. No;
under existing circumstances it might be
better to drag on the present stalemate in
Korea rather than invite aggression in some
other theater. It all adds up to the fact
that, due to the most tragic series of errors
ever committed, there is now no satisfactory
solution to the Asian problem, and it's high
time the American people realized it.
How did we allow ourselves to be maneuvered into this predicament? Let's take a
look.
First of all, we bought Russia's aid in the
war against Japan-paying a price in strategic territory and bases without which the
present Communist aggression would have
been impossible. And the bribery was unnecessary-and for two reasons. First, Japan
was practically on her knees at the time and
we did not need Moscow's assistance for the
knockout blow. Second, Russia would have
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~ntered the conflict without any Inducements whatsoever, for the Kremlin could not
have afforded a victorious Japan in Asia. For
6 days of military assistance against a beaten
Japan, we may have bought a lifetime of
strife. Already more than 100,000 American
boys have paid for this deal in blood.
Our second major error was in allowing
Russia to occupy Korea above the thirtyeighth parallel, and thus giving the Stalinites the opportunity to organize a Communist regime. There was neither rhyme nor
reason to such a partition. It was an open
invitation to disaster.
Perhaps our greatest and most inexcusable
blunder was in withdrawing support from
Chiang Kai-shek. True, the Nationalist Government was corrupt and inefficient, but it
was our one best hope for saving China from
Communist enslavement. If we had given
Chiang the supplies and particularly the
leadership and moral support he needed at
the proper time--and the cost then would
have been small compared with what we
have since had to pay_:.Mao and Stalin would
have been stopped and there would be no
problem in Asia today. But, incredible
though it seems, many of the same men.
who chose to regard the Chinese Reds as
harmless agrarian reformers, are still guiding our far-eastern policy.
Our next mistake--a fatal mistake--was
tn removing our troops from South Korea
with first giving the South Koreans the
means for defending themselves. We left a
vacuum there into which the North Korean
Reds later poured. It's difficult to comprehend such stupidity in high places; it's impossible to excuse it.
These errors, combined and compounded,
paved the way for Communist aggression.
They handed over China to Stalin-lock,
stock, and barrel. They made an attack in
Korea inevitable. But the tragedy of errors
was ~till to run its course. For America.
which in 1945 had been the most powerful
nation in all history, able to enforce a just
peace, had by 1950' deteriorated into a second-rate power. Our fleet had been put in
moth balls; our Army had been demobilized;
our weapons had been scrapped. And all
this in the face of a mounting world crisis.
True, our chair-borne command in the Pentagon was overstaffed, but we could barely
muster two or three divisions for combat
duty in Korea. That was the kind of leadership with which we were cursed in one o.t
the most critical p-eriods in our history. .
But an administration, which had bungled us into this tragic predicament, was by
no means ready to correct its errors. The
first great mistake, after we had actually
committed our troops to the battlefield, was
in refusing to allow the bombing of Manchurian bases-or the blockading of the
Chinese coast. In other words, our boysour sons--were forced to sit back and be
killed while the enemy massed troops and
supplies in their sanctuaries across the border. By this decision, we denied our fighting men all chances of victory. From this
point on, the most they could hope for was
a stalemate. Americans have never before
fought that kind of war-and may God grant
that they never be asked to again.
Outside of the Koreans themselves, the
people most concerned in this bitter struggle
are the Chinese. And a trained army of
nearly 500,000 Chinese Nationalists stands
ready to :fight. But the White House and
the State Department have neutralized this
great force on Formosa, while American boys
are asked to travel 5,000 miles from home
in order to spill their blood I History records
no parallel.
.
And the crowning error, of course, was in
:tiring General MacArthur. Here was our
greatest military leader, our greatest strategist, our greatest authority on Asia, the one
man who held the respect of all Asiatics.
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And yet the administration deprived us of
the services of this brilliant commander at
the very time when his leadership was sorely
needed. It took the President of the United
States to inflict the severest blow ever administered to American prestige, and to supply America's enemies with their greatest
incentive.
Adding it all up, what do we find? Bungling set the stage for aggression. Bungling
lit the fuse. Bungling deprived us of the
fruits of victory. Bungling will commit our
sons to the battlefields for years to come. A
Korean truce? A Korean settlement? A
Korean peace? Don't get your hopes up.
For peace, the kind of peace we want, is not
now possible. We have demonstrated to
Stalin that we are content merely to contain his ruthless force, not to defeat it. We
have put on display our weakness, our indecision, our lack of determination. The
men in the Kremlin now know that they can
carry on this war of attrition indefinitely,
without fear of the consequences. In the
seven short years since V J -day, Truman,
Acheson & Company have forfeited the one
great chance for world-wide peace, and have
plunged us into .a decade, perhaps a lifetime, of continued strife. Generations yet
unborn will remember the Korean fiasco as
the sorriest chapter in American history.
Let us pray to God that through some
miracle we may yet be able to undo this
tragic series of errors before the final accounting.

Civil-Rights Program
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OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF

REP~ESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Speaker, I am
today introducing a bill entitled the
"Civil Peace Act of 1952," which I hope
members of both parties and all parts
of the country will consider seriously.
It should be, I believe, an integral partand perhaps the very first part-of the
civil-ri&hts program whicl_ I hope the
Congress will no longer delay adopting.
Of all the measures yet proposed to deal
with the rights and the responsibilities
of our American groups to one another,
this one will, I feel, find the readiest acceptance in every part of the Nation.
- My views on President-Truman's civilrights program are well known; I hav~
stated them on this floor and in many
other places. I have introduced bills to
put it into effect. It is a fundamental
article of my faith as a good Democrat,
and, I hope, as a good American, that
the Congress must take the lead in
adoptir..g effective laws to secure fairemployment practices, the end of the
poll tax, the end of lynching, and to
strengthen Federal legal action on civil
rights. This Civil Peace Act of 1952 is
in no way intended as a substitute for
any part of the rest o( the civil-rights
program. I intend to contint&e to fight
for that program-:-all of it-until it is
adoptecl by the Congress and signed into
law by the President.
The opponents of the civil-rights program have carried the day in this Con-

gress. For this and for continued delay
in the enactment of these laws, we may
yet pay a fearful price. The force of
our appeal to hundreds of millions of
people in Asia, in Africa, in the Near East
and in Latin America cannot help but be
diminished. Totalitarian demagogues
have continued to use the sharp weapon
of our civil rights shortcomings against
us; they have done this before and will
use it again, and yet again, to cast doubt
on the motives and goals of our struggle
for human decency and freedom. I do
not say that we ought to adopt the civilrights program because of the yapping
of Communists abroad; I do say that we
ought to adopt the civil-rights program
to achieve more fully the American ideal
of freedom and equality of opportunity.
And I do say that this achievement will
be a great source of strength in our
crusade to teach the people of the world
that it is democratic government that
is the best hope of mankind.
In the Voice of America program we
have adopted a "Marshall plan of ideas''
and I have supported that proposal since
I believe it to be an indispensable part
of our present international responsibility. I have no doubt that our information technicians are as competent as any
in the world; I am sure that they will
present the cause of America and of
our allies with telling effectiveness. But
a "Marshall plan of ideas" to back up
the mutual security program for defense
support and economic assistance, and a
straight-out program of military help,
are still not enough. The harassed peoples of the world have also been offered
all of these by the totalitarians-guns,
bread and fine words. They want more.
They want proof by way of action that
the words, the bread, and the guns are
being used in a good cause. What will
win for us in the end is a "Marshall plan"
of constructive achievement in our own
land to dispel forever the doubts of our
motives that our enemies spread so as. siduously.
These things seem self-evident. to
those of us who have fought, and who
will continue to fight for the civil-rights
program. What of those··who have opposed that program? I shall spend no
time on the dema;iogs who see in opp-osition to civil rights a chance to pander to the ignorant and the fearful for
votes. Nor shall I spend time on these
unprincipled allies of the demagogues
who see in this issue a way to defeat
the will of the majority for economic
progress. But there are opponents of a
Federal civil-rights program whose sincerity I respect. I believe they are wrong
in opposing Federal laws to guard
against discrimination in employment,
lynching, and indispensable restrictions
on suffrage. These sincere opponents
do not say they are against civil rights,
or against equality in the availability
of those rights. What they oppose is
Federal action to secure those rights.
They say: "Leave it to the States and
the communities; it is their job, and
they can do it best to meet the varying
needs of different localities."
To those who make this argument, the
measure which I am introducing today

will provide a welcome opportunity to
prove their good faith. It provides precisely what they say they want-an instrument to strengthen State and local
action to expand the freedoms, opportunities and the mutual respect of Americans of all races, creeds and colors.
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Mr. SEELY -BROWN. Mr. Speaker,
in connection with leave granted me to
extend my remarks, I should like to introduce a magazine article which discusses
factually arid authoritatively a most useful resource which our economy has at
its command, to add literally billions of
barrels to the availability of our petro·
leum supplies.
The article, which appears in the June
issue of True magazine, is entitled
"Change Your Oil, Mister?" and the author is Jack Harr~R,on Pollack. The subject matter, the utilization for regular
commercial and defense purposes of reclaimed and rerefined lubricating oil, is
of interest to everyone, in this day when
we are going to the ends of the earth and
to the waters under the earth, in our
search for oil.
The article is as follows:
YoUR OIL, MISTER?
(By Jack Harrison Pollack)
If you drive a car, the cha:nces are you're
a gullible partner in one of the most appalling wastages of a national resource in this
country today. Is this because you're a dope?
Not necessarily.
Every time the mileage meter on your car
rolls up another thousand or maybe 2,000
miles, you go looking for somebody to swindle you. You always find him. You've been
doing it for years.
· It wouldn't be so bad if it were just a
simple personal con involving nothing more
than you and your money.
But this gyp is much worse than that.
This is costing the United States and the
free world an · essential and irreplaceable
asset. In World War II, it was one of the
most critical materials on the whole list.
Without it, our Army and Navy literally can't
move an inch. But you went right on wasting it then, as you've been conditioned to do
for most of your life. You're still wasting
this vita~ resource today.
It's oil.
You are having your oil changed because
you have been led to believe that the old
stuff is no longer an efficient lubri'cant. To
put it another way, you think it has lost its
viscbsity.
It hasn't. What's more, it never will.
Here's a statement on that from the Standard Oil Co. of New York itself: "Many times
the question is asked, 'Does lubricating oil
wear out?' The question should be answered
in the negative.'! Another statement, United
States Air Force: "Despite the popular notion
that oil 'breaks down' or 'wears out' and 1a
unfit for further use, its permanent lubricating value has been well known to the
USAF since World War I." United States
Bureau of Standards: "Oils do not wear out
CHANGE
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July 12,- 1933: "Satisfactory automobile enmechanically. • • - "' "· The viscosity 9!
gine lubricating oils can be made from crankoil is, literally, indestructible.
case drainings • • • rerefined lubricatThen why does that old stuff look so black?
ing oils should be equal to or superior to the
Largely because when it was new and looked
virgin oils from the standpoint of chemical
as good as the stuff you're putting in now,
stability." Petroleum Age: "When properly
it was not 100-percent pure. No commercial
treated by approved methods, reclaimed oil
oil is. The impurities aren't important
is considered by many authorities the equal
enough to affect significantly the efficiency of
the oil as a lubricant, but they're there.
of new oil; in fact, it often displays superior
Under the heat and pressure of engine operqualities in respect to free carbon and resiation those impurities break down. They
due." Oil and Gas Journal, March 31, 1949:
leave a residue. Like the original impur"• • • there is no reason why [ rerefined]
ities, the residue doesn't amount to enough
oils should not be equal or superior to newly
to spoil the usefulness of the oil, but the
manufactured oils."
oil turns black. It still does its job wellThough other Government agencies have
the engine troubles that may arise from black
not been alert to this situation, taxpayers
substances and gums found on pistons, valves
should be grateful that the Air Force has
and head come mainly from gasoline, not oil.
been. The Air Force not only praises rereIf that was all there was to it, the oil
fined oil for economy but for actual performfilter in your car might keep the residues
ance in aircraft piston engines. "USAF enreasonably in check-assuming it's an efgines have been fiown over 20,000,000 hours
fective filter and the cartridge is replaced at
without any difficulties which could be atintervals-and the oil would last forever.
tributed to rerefined oils," an official has
The problem isn't solvecl quite that easily.
stated. Moreover, the demands on aviation
Small quantities of gasoline may seep into
oil are much great~r than . on automotive
your oil and dilute it. ~metimes this and
motor oil. "You can't get out and look under
some constituents of the original oil, under
the hood if something gDes wrong," one pilot
operating conditions, are transformed into
remarked.
acids. Dilution and acidity can eventually
The Air Force never changes its lubricating
grow to proportions that really do lessen luoil until engine overhaul time, which may.
bricating efficiency.
be as long as 1,200 hours. (In that len14th
That's where the process of rerefining oil
of time, a motorist's car, running at a 25comes in.
mile per hour over-all average speed, would
It isn't new, and it isn't mysterious. The
travel 30,000 miles.) The aircraft oil is then
business of salvaging crankcase draini~gs
drained and shipped out for rerefinin2:.
and treating them for reuse is about 30
The Air Force in 1942 systematically beyears old. In its early years it was often,
gan having its used .oil refined in order to
to tell the truth, a fairly shifty dodge. Many
(1) save money, (2) help conserve the Naan enterprising fellow simply collected bar:.
tion's oil resources. The USAF learned that
rels of crankcase drainings, filtered them
a gallon of rerefined oil could be delivered
until they looked clean, and then sold them
to an air base at one-third to one-half the
for further use as reclaimed oil. This was
cost of a gallon of new oil. During World
a work of some value, but not much. To a
War II the Air Force saved more than
modern rerefiner, it is only the beginning.
$6,000,000 annually by using rerefined oil.
In a good rerefining plant today, the
Even now, on a peacetime basis, it is savcrankcase drainings are filtered and are then
ing taxpayers $600,000 a year on aviation oil
put through many of the same processes used
used in the continental United States, and
by any major oil company in refining crude
is considering extending its rerefining pr6.;.
oil. The oil is treated with alkali to neugram to a world-wide basis. Next year it extralize the acids, washed with water to repects to net approximately 3,000,000 gallons
move soaps, run through special clays, such
of oil for reuse. An estimated 72 percent of
as fuller's earth, to bleach it, distilled to
Air Force crankcase drainings can be reget rid of gasoline, blended to the desired
covered to meet the rigidly top-grade Air
viscosity. A side result of this treatment
Force specifications.
is a small amount of fuel oil for burner
So successful is its rerefining program
use, but the bulk of the drainings are rethat the Air Force recently began to include
claimed for lubrication.
in it the used oil from the engines of its
Is the final product as good as new oil
trucks and other ground equipment. Exthat has just been refined from crude? No;
periments on automotive engine oil are now
it isn't as good. It's better.
being conducted at Tinker Air Force Base
The impurities have. been burned out long
in
Oklahoma. In a confidential preliminary
before, their residues eliminated. What you
memorandum seen by a True investigator,
have is an oil that has been through not
excellent results are reported.
one refining process but three--once origiUnderstandably, this Air Force trail blaz•
nally from crude petroleum, once in your
ing has scarcely overjoyed the oil industry·;
engine, and again in the.rerefining plant.
A leading-spukesman, Dayton P. Clark, then
In 1940, R. H. Macy & Co., the biggest dechairman of the American Petroleum Instipartment store in the world, ran a test with
tute's
lubrication committee, in May 1949
two identical trucks, doing. the same sort
charged that, "While the Air Force mainof work. One truck had its crankcase filled
tained rigid inspection of virgin oil, it rewith rerefined oil, which was never changed
quired no inspection of reclaimed oil.''
except by addition of more rerefined oil when
Clark was invited to Wright-Patterson Air
necessary to keep the level up. The other
Force Base 'in Dayton, Ohio, to see for himtruck was run on new oil, its crankcase being
self
the Air Force's severe and extensive in•
drained. and. refilled every 500 miles. At the
spection tests. Promptly critic Clark pub•
end of 100,000 mil~s. both engines were taken
licly apologized.
down. The engine that had been using the
Commercial airlines also rerefine their
new oil was sludgy, gummy, and considercrankcase drainings, finding they add many
ably worn. The engine that had been runfi.ight hours to the life of their engines.
ning on refined oil was whistle-clean.
American Airlines have been doing 'this for
Have a few authorities. In 1930 a Bureau
more
than 20 years, rerefining up to 84,oo·o·
of Standards physicist, Dr. WinslOw H~ Hergallons a year at less than half the cost of
schel, stated: "Repeated laboratory tests show
new oil. American does its own · rerefining;
that (erefined oils are distinctly better than
new oils." The Society of Automotive En-. . at its Tu.lsa maintenance center, and East-.
ern Airlines do it at their · Miami base.
gineers: "There is much theoretical data and
Pan American Airways and others send out·
considerabl3 practical evidence that when
their drainings to be laundered by comoil has once been used and r.e claimed, it is
'
more stable and a 'better lubricant than. mercial rerefinets.
·Leading -railroads have their used Diesel
that sLme oil was when first put. into the
engine." National Petroleum News, issue of . lubrication and oar-wheel journal oil re•
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claimed over and over again. Owners of big
automotive truck fieets, taxicab companies,
and automobile sales agencies are finding
that use of rerefined oil cuts their oil :bills
to as little as one-fourth of what new oil
woulcl cost. Some do their own rerefining;
others send out tbeir drainings to rerefiners
on a custom basis where the yields run as
high as 90 percent; some merely buy rerefined oil outright. For instance, rerefined oil produced by the Mohawk Refining
Corp. is used in several thousand door-todoor milk trucks, as well as in a fieet of
1,800 package-delivery trucks, and in fieets
carrying beverages and other items.
You can hardly ride on a bus in the United
States without traveling on rerefined oil.
For example, Public Service Transport of New
Jersey uses commercially rerefined oil exclusively in most of its 3,000 busses and
trucks.
Many industries and factories, making
products ranging from small arms to big
tractors, likewise use rerefined oil. General Electric, one of the industrial giants,
has been doing so since 1925.
To meet this growing demand, nearly .150
commercial rerefiners have sprung up.
Last year they turned out approximately 50,000,000 gallons; this year it will be nearer
60,000,000.
.
But these strugglbg rerefiner.s would be
much bigger if the great oil companies (the
"majors") didn't actively oppose them.
Recently a bank checked a rerefiner's
credit rating with a major, even though the
major wasn't given as reference. "So he
wants a $100,000 loan to expand?" grunted
the top oil executive. "Well, as long as I
live I'll never let that little rat grow."
Another major executive snorted, to a big
customer, "You wouldn't really use that rerefined crap in your car?"
And another once remarked contemptuously, "Why, those little squirts can only
produce three kettles an hour."
Why this attitude? It should come as no
news to anybody that the major oil companies are in business to sell oil. Volume
counts. Obviously, the oil producers have
no use for rerefiners.
The battle of the oil sales ls waged nearly
everywhere. It is often undercover warfare
that takes devious forms.
A rerefiner gets his oil chiefly from filling
stations and garages where drainings accumulate in pails, drums, and tanks. He pays
from 1 to 7 cents a gallon, depending on
quality, quantity and whether he furnishes
the pickup service. But if he becomes too
active in a territory, his sour~es may abrupt ..
ly dry up.
·
Or his outlets may be blocked. A servicestation operator who decided to push a rerefiner's oil had two dozen customers lined
up one morning-each of them, by an odd
chance, wanting merely one quart of oil, but
having a $20 bill to ·change. "I don't know.
who sent all them customers with $20 bills, ...
the serviceman said later', "but it was easier·
for me to take down my oil sign."
Fantastic lies somehow get about. When
a rerefiner took an account away from ·a,
major oil company recently, the new customer confronted the rerefiner with: "Say,
what's this I hear about your outfit being
owned by a gangster?"
Discussing his shadowy adversaries, a re- ,
refiner conceded, "Some of them are nice
fellas. But if a nice elephant · steps on you
he'll squash you just as fiat as a mean one."
Occasionally, the battle has moved out in
the open. Back in 1938, the Federal Trade
Commission filed a complaint against a.
major oil company for . unfair-trade practice~.
Sneering at rereftners as unscrupulous operators, the major had urged its ·
dealers not to sell crankcase drainings to
them. "You and all our dealers who are
depending on legitimate motor-oil sales for
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a livelihood are losing gallonage and profits
that rightfully belong to all of us," the
major's circular read. The FTC concluded,
after examining the facts, "Many reclaimed
motor oils are as good as the so-called virgin
lubricating oils. The reclamation a:q.d sale
of motor oils is a legitimate business engaged in by many honest and reputable corporations, partnerships, and individuals.••
The case was dismissed by the FTC when
the major agreed not to send out any more
such circulars in the future.
One important battlefield in the war of
the refiners against the rerefiners is the Federal Government itself, despite the FTC
decision and the Air Force's example. It
is sad to observe how the major's influence
has reached some departments and bureaus,
where attitudes toward rerefining range from
cautious neutrality to covert hostility. "I
wouldn't stick my neck out one one-hundredth of an inch on this issue," a Government lubrication man recently told me.
"The oil companies would be down my
throat if I did." An idealistic armed services officer who tried to break the rerefining story during World War II was overruled by his superior officer-in civilian life,
an executive of a m:1jor oil company.
About a year ago, the United States Department of Commerce's Office of Technical
Services issued a publication entitled "Application, Reclamation and Rerefining of
Used Automotive Crankcase Oils." Though
pretending to be impartial, it ignored known
scientific facts about rereflned oil. Soon
afterward, the blue-chip Pennsylvania Grade
Crude Oil Association, of Oil City, Pa., widely
circularized it. But there was a slip-up. The
sources of information listed in the publication as being able to furnish further details that would presumably back up the
publication refused to oblige when queried.
In fact, one such source, R. A. Cattell,
Chief of the Petroleum and Natural Gas
Branch of the United States Bureau of Mines,
protested, "That Department of Commerce
pamphlet does not necessarily reflect the
views of the Bureau of Mines. There are
in operation today a number of very efficient rerefining plants that market entirely
acceptable products." Another reference, the
Independent Petroleum Association of America, in Tulsa, described the Commerce publication as completely in error. What is
the explanation for it then? Rerefiners will
heatedly tell you, "Somebody in the Department of Commerce was stooging for the
majors in that phony bulletin."
•
The Army and the Navy do not specifically bar rerefined oil as such, but their
policies work out that way in practice.
Regardless of how well a rereflned oil may
meet their specifications for viscosity, flash
point, fire point, pour point, carbon residue,
sulfur content and other physical and performance characteristics, they require that
the origin of the oil-the field from which
it ·originally came-be established. Naturally, this joker means that they don't buy any
rerefined oil. Says the Army, "There is almost no way of assuring that one batch is
the same as the preceding." Says the Navy,
"Rerefined oils may vary from one batch
to another."
In accepting this unscientific premise, the
Army and Navy are echoing petroleum-industry spokesmen who argue that a mixture
of crankcase drainings from Pennsylvania,
midcontinent, and coastal crudes is a chemical potpourri. Declaring that rerefiners
can't possible clean a mixture thoroughly because they don't know what they collect, a
critic contemptuously dubs their products
"Mulligan's stew."
All rerefined oils aren't of the same qual!ty, of course. Neither are all virgin oils,
even those produced from the same crude.
John L. Ray, New England's leading rerefiner, points out, "Lubricating oils of the
major companies are made from many dif-

ferent sources of crude. The majors can
produce a uniform lubricating oil from these
varying crudes by blending together the
finished end product-just as we do."
Some rerefiners have taken the offensive
by contending that the majors don't even
refine their oil properly to begin with. Pennsylvania crude, with its high-percentage paraffinic base, generally considered the best oil
on the market, is cited as a case in point.
"It's such a good crude that they do as little
refining as possible," insists one rerefiner.
"They don't get all the impurities out because they're doing it the same way today as
they did 25 years ago. Pennsylvania has the
highest carbon content of any oil in the
United States, but they could cut it down by
tenacious treatment. In oxidation and corrosion characteristics, it's inferior to a good
rerefined oil."
In Congress, bills are continually up to
tax rerefined oil. Two measures have been
introduced by Pennsylvania Senator EDWARD
MARTIN and Pennsylvania Representative
LEoN H. GAVIN, both of whom have infiuen- ·
tial oil constituents.
During the past few years, though, the
battle has shifted to the State legislatures,
where bills are pressed which rerefiners
. complain are discriminatory. These bills,
insist the rerefiners, are not only sparked
by but actually drafted in the majors' offices,
and most are written in identical language.
Today 10 States require that perefined
oil be labeled in some way on cans before any
retail sales are made: New York, California,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland,
Texas, Ohio, Wisconsin and Georgia. Many
other State legislatures are being besieged to
adopt similar laws.
In North Carolina it is now proposed that
the words "Reclaimed Oil" be as large as any
other words on the container of a can of rerefined oil and also be printed in l-inch
red letters.
The Ohio law requires a sign saying "Reclaimed Lubricating Oil" in letters at least
3' inches high.
In California, rereflners are being pushed
to the wall by the exacting law. It not only
requires a "label of rectangular ·shape not
less than 4 by 6 inches containing the words
'reclaimed motor oil' or 'lubricating oil, reclaimed' in red letters of gothic type over a
white background," but it also requires service-station operators to keep a record of and
report to the State every sale of this oil.
The State inpection is tough, too. As
Fresno rerefiner William Siegfried explains
it, "The State inspectors have been harassing all of our distributors and marketers by
constant surveillance, numberless samplings,
derogatory remarks and even threats. But
they are hardly checking on any other lube
oil." California's punch-drunk rerefiners
tried to soften the law. "We cleared with
everybody except the majors," reports Siegfried. "That is where we learned where the
real power lies. Our bill had to go through
the Petroleum and Manufacturing Committee of the lower house as our first step. We
found that the majors owned this committee
body and soul and there was no possibility
of acceptance unless the lobbyist for the
majors okayed it."
The word "reclaimed" undoubtedly prejudices many motorists against the oil.
Many years ago the Bureau of Standards' Dr.
Herschel recognized this used-merchandise
stigt:q.a when he said, "People think it is
shoddy goods, like reclaimed rubber and
things of that kind which are inferior. If
one says reclaimed oil, they immediately
jump to the conclusion that such oil is poor
oil. So I prefer to say the process is rerefining instead of reclaiming."
Rerefiners naturally object to a scarlet
letter on their products. They argue that
if their rerefined oil must be branded "reclaimed" or "used," it will be even harder
to teach the public the truth about lubri-

cation. "Labeling ought not to be on a rerefining basis but rather on the qualifications, characteristics and the lubricating
power of an oil," reasons William L. Ashby,
vice president of the Mohawk Refining Corp.
"The petroleum industry has developed
scientific methods to determine an oil's
quality. A law requiring the labeling of oil
on the basis of such standards-applying to
all oils, refined or rereflned-might be of
value. It would compel proper labeling
and the consumer could then choose through
furnished specifications. Many present labeling laws, instead of protecting the public, only protect the big companies against
small competitors."
Ironically, some of the biggest users of rereflned oil are the major oil companies
themselves. When oil is in short supply,
they often buy it from the upstart rerefiners. Recently, a leading oil-company
official's blood pressure rose when discussing
rerefined oil.
"Have you ever used any?" a rereflner
pointedly asked.
"Of course not."
"Are you sure?"
"Absolutely."
"Well, I sold you a lot of it a few years
ago."
In the opinion of one petroleum chemist,
"If the majors controlled all the rerefined
oil in America, they'd dump it in with their
own and nobody would know the difference."
To battle discriminatory State laws and
to raise their own standards, rereflners
recently banded together into an Association
of Petroleum Rerefiners. One of their goals
is to work out a plan for marketing a highquality rerefined oil under a uniform label,
trade name, or association seal of approval,
to be advertised nationally and sold on its
merits.
-APR President is Vern Worthington, of
Arlington, Va., who collects crankcase drainings from Washington, Baltimore, and Richmond. A former Department of Commerce
official, Worthington answered so many
queries about rerefined oil that he explored
the subject further and decided to go into
the business himself. He started modestly
-with a 5-gallon portable unit. Today his
plant can rerefine 10,000 gallons a day.
In the middle of this controversy is the
poor motorist, a beaten Milquetoast who pays
and pays needlessly for oil changes and seldom is offered the chance to buy back his
good oil. In areas where he can do so, he
saves money-rerefined oil sells ord-inarily
at 25 or 30 cents a quart, compared to 35 or
40 cents for new oil. Where he cannot do so,
he can hasten the day of his liberation by
asking his filling station to carry it.

Responsibility for the Maintenance of
Peace
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. NORRIS POULSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. POULSON. Mr. Speaker, maybe
some of my colleagues in Congress think
they are the only ones who have given
any thought to this international problem and that they are probably the only
ones qualified to act thereon. Let me
state that that is not true. The fact is
that the entire Nation is alerted, and the
people have come to the conclusion that
we have been letting them down and
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that we are not doing our job. ~n the
elections just concluded this week in
California, in the senatorial race the
Democratic organization made the main
point of their argument against the foreign policy of Senator KNOWLAND and the
results wherein he won the nomination
of both the Democratic and the Republican Parties, should be conclusive evidence that the people are not satisfied
with this slip-shod foreign policy and
the idea that we can take care of, protect, and support the whole world. This
article, which follows, is well worth your
reading:
THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE MAINTENANCE
OF PEACE

(By William DeF. Mann)
The United States of America is at war.
The conflict in Korea may be going under the
guise of a United Nations war, but in strict
fact our forces are engaged in a policing operation of the United States Government ordered by our President. General MacArthur
on April 19, 1951, in his address to the joint
meeting of Congress, mentioned "The President's decision to intervense in the support
of the Republic of Korea" and refers to "our
forces." That he did not once in that address refer to the United Nations or to the
United Nations forces is significant. The
campaign in Korea has not been directed by
United Nations authorities but by our ·o wn
Joint Chiefs of Staff at Washington. While
our population is far less than the combined
population of the other United Nations member nations we have furnished about 90 percent of the non-Korean combat personnel,
more than 90 percent of non-Korean casualties and practically 100 percent of the
munitions and supplies consumed in the operation. The other member governments
have rendered only token assistance, and
that reluctantly. They regard the war as
ours.
The people of the United States are at war.
They are at war without their consent. The
unilateral action of our President in ordering our troops into Korea was an arrogation
of congressional power. Under the Constitution, Congress alone has the right to authorize the employment of our Armed Forces
in warfare, the only exception being that the
President may act In case of invasion of our
country or insurrection within our country.
The power to declare war may not be delegated by Congress. The engagement of our
troops in open warfare in a foreign land by
order of the President cannot be rationalized
by asserting t hat there h as been no d eclaration of war. To contend that the Pr esident
may thus circumvent the Constitution is
childish n onsense. Th e wise foresight of t h e
framers of the Constitution is ver y clear.
Above all, they sought to preclu de any possib1lity by which one man might t ake it upon
himself t o decide wh.e ther or n ot our cou n try should engage in war; but just t hat ver y
thing has com e t o pass.
Beginning with and ever since the address
of General MacArth ur to the joint session of
Congress on April 19 of last year, the American people have witnessed an astonishin g
and fantastic exhibit ion staged in Washington by our governmental leaders of bot h political parties. These men to whom we h ave
committed the government and the safet y
of our country have failed to indicate any
sensible measures to resolve our present dangerous situation, with the lives and physical
well-being of thousands of our young men,
to say nothing of very serious depletion of
our national resources and possibly the survival of our economic system, at stake. They
have consistently dodged· the main issue.
They have failed to even consider and discuss, at least, insofar as the record shows,
the fundamental .question, "Where rests the
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responsibility for maintaining peace and for
Further, there can be no lasting peace or
determining and quelling aggression?" If
security until various international problems
of an economic and social character are
the responsibUity for maintenance of world
peace and the determination and quelling of
solved and measures of necessary adjustment
taken.
Only through an international
aggression does not rest upon the United
States alone and in its sovereign capacity,
agency such as the United Nations can these
objectives be attained. And only by an
then why and how did we get into this mess
exercise of an exclusive sovereignty, at least
in the first place? One purpose of this
to the extent necessary for the performance
article is to examine into that question.
of its functions and the accomplishment of
The attempt of the administration to
its purposes, can such an agency succeed.
rationalize Its original blunders and to conUnfortunately, it is only with reluctance
ceal them by bravado and bluster have
that great powers will relinquish any part
proved costly. It would have been · more
of their sovereignty or their right to act
constructive to admit the mistakes and start
independently. It is clear that our own
all over again rather than to continue comGovernment has refused to concede to the
pounding the errors. That, it seems, is
United Nations the degree of sovereignty
where we stand now. Are we going to rerequired for the freJ exercise by ito! its dele examine the basic problem and start anew,
gated powers. Our President has repeatedly
or are we going to continue to sacrifice our
ignored and circumvented the United Nayoung men _and expend our material retions instead of leaving where It now belongs
sources in attempting to enforce the granthe responsibility for determining aggression
diose "ukases" of Mr. Truman and In saving
and
formulating policies and taking action
his face? The positions which may be taken
for suppressing aggression. He has comas to the problem are limited to three:
mitted the United States to foreign policies,
1. That the United States recognize the
programs and actions without reference to
power and authority of the United Nations
and action by the United Nations. First he
as to those responsibilities and functions the
announced the so-called Truman Doctrine,
assumption and exercise o! which by the
certainly a . unilateral act. Then came the
United Nations was the reason for and purMarshall plan, then Greece, then Palestine,
pose of its formation, and then limit and
then the North Atlantic Pact, then Korea.
content ourselves to participation and coThese are but a few examples of international
operation as a member in the deliberations
matters which Mr. Truman has seen fit to
of the Sacurity Council and of the General
take into his own hands, acting outside of
Assembly, and that our Government disconthe United Nations or else by subjecting
tinue its domination of the action of those
other member nations to high-pressure
bodies, and of the other member states, by
measures.
threats of withholding benefits or by other
The paramount purpose of the United Nameans of undercover persuasion. It would
tions,
as expressed In its Charter, is to mainmean further that Mr. Truman and other
tain international peace and security. The
spokesmen for his administration must
responsibility for making all decisions on
henceforth submit their views and arguthat subject should have been left to that
ments to the United Nations in its regular
organization. I recollect that shortly folsessions for the consideration and action of
lowing the announcement by Mr. Truman
that body instead of issuing to the world
of his so-called doctrine, a junior official in
their personal provocative manifestos, decthe
French Foreign Office said to me in Paris
larations, and plans.
substantially these words, "Why, he wants
2. That we continue in our present course
the United States to take over the functions
of unilateral judgment and action. Advo of the United Nations. There goes the
cacy of this alternative can be based only on
Charter." He said it. The Truman Doctrine
the premise that the United Nations is inwas in:tlammatory and provocative. By his
adequately constituted and that its memberimpetuous, confused, and short-sighted poliship cannot be trusted, and on the further
cies
and acts, Mr . Truman has gotten his
premise that it devolves upon the United
country Into a position of grave danger, and
States t o assume the obligations of mainhis bypassing In some instances of, and in
taining peace and freedom throughout the
others his domineering over, the United Naworld, of determining and quelling aggression wherever it may occur and of "saving . tions, has resulted in loss of confidence in,
and loss of prestige and influence by, that
democracy" the world over, which after all
organization, and the r ousing of suspicion
is pretty imperialistic and besides Is quite
and r esentment against us on the part of
an impossible task for more r easons than
on e.
many member states.
3. That we withdraw entirely from parIn one of his r ashly Impetuous moments
ticipation in world affairs. This is isolationMr. Truman ordered United States forces into
ism. Application of any such policy is imKo1·ea before the United· Nations had acted,
practicable, if not impossible, f or so many
and without t he authority of Congress. The
r easons that it does not warrant discussion.
record shows this. True, soon t hereafter the
An intelligent appraisal of t he United NaUnited Nation s ratified the action, but the
t ions is Impossible wit h ou t a clear coneepUnited States h aving already stepped in what
else could the r epresentatives of other memt ion of the reasons u nderlying its formation
and the considerations by which it was genb er n ations do and stlll hope for continuat ion of subsidies from the United States?
erated. Six thousand years of h istor y have
Furthermore they h ad no intention of fur d emonst rated t hat the promotion and mainn ishing either m en or supplies. They looked
t enance of world peace and t h e development
u p on t he undertaking as a United States
of Internat ional cooperation In the solving
oper at ion, which It was and still remains.
of problems of an econ omic an d social charThe venture has not turned out well for u s.
acter can n ot be accomplished by u n ilateral
The President's irr esponsi ble gambling with
action of any on e nation or any one bloc of
our m anpower and resources has.been costly.
n at ions. Recognizing this, the n ations of
Our battle casualties now number more than
t h e world assembled In San Francisco In the
100,000. Casualt ies from disease Will probsummer of 1945 for the purpose of delegating
ably number as many more. We wm lose
to a central organization representing all
thousands more of our young men. We have
of the member nations the responsibUity
spent billions of our dollars. We have de·
of maintaining international peace and sepleted our natural resources, treasures that
curity and of handling matters involving
economic and social questions. The United c&nnot be replaced. MUltary authorities call
lt a stalemate. We are where we started. Mr.
Nations was there organized and its Charter
Truman stuck our neck out. And now he is
adopted.
trying to save his face. Bad he permittec:l
All thinking people must agree that no
the
United Nations to take the initiative in
•ecurity, no peace achieved by or depending
the Korean problem, committing the Unitedi
upon arms, can long survive. Those who
question th1s should read their h1story books. _ _ States, U and when he obtalnecl the ~nsen1JJ
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of the Congress, to furnish only its pro rata
quota of military personnel and supplies
and the United Nations forces had failed in
its mission, at least we would not now be
in the position in the eyes of the world of
having started something we cannot finish.
Very probably the United Nations, if left to
1ts own initiative, would have taken no military action, but then at best we would not
have come to the tragic predicament in which
we now find ourselves. Instead, our President rashly picked up a bombshell and
handed it to the American people. Sooner
or later it will go off in our hands. Even
though we come out 100 percent victorious
in the present Korean encounter we will have
gained nothing. Inevitably the conflict will
be renewed. It is inconceivable that the fight
will not be renewed sometime in the future
if we attempt to permanently maintain a
base on the mainland of Asia. We certainly
will be obliged to try to maintain such a
base if we are intending to dictate and control the political and social destinies of South
Korea indefinitely. And if we are not planning to establish and maintain a military
base there for that purpose, then what are
we doing there anyway and why have we been
called upon to make such sacrifices?
Who generated the deplorable predicament that now threatens our welfare? The
inst:gator can be very definitely identified
as Mr. Harry Truman, foolishly seconded by
his then Secretary of State, General Marshall, who unwisely carried his military proclivities into his civilian office. Unfortunately both for the Nation and for himself,
Mr. Truman was precipitated into a job for
which he was neither temperamentally fitted
nor intellectually prepared. Analytical
thought and discriminating judgment have
never been among his category of virtues.
He seems to have an irresistible propensity to
"sound off" without first measuring the full
purport and possible consequences of his
words. He is a bold practitioner of political
quackery. He has but one thought and that
is to elect Democratic candidates to office.
He is completely indifferent to the welfare
and future of the people as a whole. It is
reasonable to conclude that his early grandiose manifestoes were political falderal and
bombast meant primarily for home political
consumption and calculated, as he hoped, to
increase his political stature. He thought
his words might bring him renown. He
could not have stopped to consider that his
course of conduct was. belittling to the
United Nations, that he was undermining
the very foundations of that organization
and sabotaging its influence and power.
Strangely enough, at the same time, he was
diEarming the United States, immobilizing
our Armed Forces, selling for pennies our
military equipment and stores. Mr. Truman's two concurrent policies ( 1) bypassing
the United Nations and pledging the United
States to the policing of the world and the
protection of all democracies and ( 2) h is
disarmament program, were fantastically incompatible. Mr. Truman's doctrine and his
subsequent declarations and acts without
implementation at all times by a large, welltrained and well-supplied Army, Navy, and
Air Force were and remain utterly stupid.
Then came Korea and to make good on his
rash pronouncements and prior circumvention of the United Nations he proceeded
!rom bravado to downright foolhardiness.
On his own initiative and without reference
to Congress, he ordered our troops into Korea, when as a result of his disarmament program we were pitifully unprepared for such
an undertaking. He could not have reali7ed
that he was taking a dangerous course whic4
would result in many thousands of young
American lives being wiped out and that his
rash leap might well land both horse and
rider in the ditch. However, while he was
the ringleader and instigator all of the blame

for the continuation of his policies cannot
be placed upon him. Many Republican
leaders, both in Congress and out, have from
time to time advocated various procedures,
all involving continuation in one form or
another of our present role of world moderator and policeman. Very probably they
were actuated by fear of some temporary loss
of prestige by the United States if we failed
to fulfill Mr. Truman's foolhardy commitments. · Is the hazarding of another 100,000
casualties in Korea or on some other foreign
battlefield and the risking of the economic
security of our homeland worth it?
One result of the reluctance by great powers to relinquish sovereignty is evidenced by
the provisions of paragraph 3 of article 27
of United Nations Charter requiring the concurring vote of the permanent members, that
is, France, Great Britain, the United States,
China, and the Soviet Union, on all decisions
of the Security Council other than as to procedural matters. The word "veto" does not
appear in the article but nonconcurrence by
any permanent member has, of course, the
same effect. To correct a mistaken impression which seems to be prevalent, this provision is not a cunning contrivance of the
Russian Government. It was originally submitted by President Roosevelt at Yalta, for·
obvious reasons was promptly approved by
Churchill and Stalin, and later was accepted
by China. At the San Francisco Conference
the Yalta voting formula was vigorously opposed by the smaller powers but the great
powers, led by the United States, insisted
upon the adoption of the formula and it was
ultimately accepted by the Conference without ch~nge. It is unfortunate that the provision is in the Charter, but our own Government proposed the formula; it is in the
Charter and we must do the best we can with
it.
Another thing which has weakened the
United Nations, and we are certainly partly
to blame for this, is the total failure of members to implement the provisions of article
43, chapter VII, of the Charter. Paragraph
3 of that article required that agreement or
agreements be negotiated as soon as possible
with the member nations for contribution
of armed forces necessary for the purpose of
maintaining international peace and security, to be subject to call by the Security
Council. It was specifically provided therein that such agreements be negotiated as
soon as possible on the initiative of the Security Council and be subject to ratification
by the signatory states in accordance with
their respective constitutional processes. So
far as I have ever heard, our own Government has never advocated compliance with
that article. Here again the question of
sovereignty comes in. We did not desire to
place any of our troops under the command
of the United Nations. But without armed
for ces of its own the United Nations is powerless to take steps to quell aggression.
True, we are the most powerful Nation on
earth. But after all we are only 150,000,000
people out of 2,000,000,000, about one-third
of whom are already alined against us. We
cannot hope by unilateral action to preserve
the peace of the world. We have joined in
an organization of an agency for that purpose. By working as a part of the United
Nations, and not trying to dominate that
organization, as Mr. Truman has · done, we
can contribute materially to the advancement of international peace. It may take
many years to accomplish but it can be done.
If in fact the United Nations is inadequately
constituted and cannot be depended upon to
fulfill its prime purpose, then we are right
back where we started and we had better get
out of Europe and Asia as quickly as we can.
He is a fool who contends that we can do
the job alone. The United States simply
cannot take on single-handed the policing
of the world. ·It is an impossible task and

eventually would result in our ruin. The
people of Western Europe whom we are trying to help cannot be depended upon for
very much. Even though they furnish the
divisions recently promised to General Eisenhower, it isn't enough. Would a long continuation of nationalistic participation in
minor wars the world over result in lasting
peace or on the other hand would such a
program eventually impoverish and possibly
destroy us?
The men who ran the last Republican National Convention had an opportunity to
make a smart and honorable issue on this
responsibility for peace question. Instead
they chose to say, in effect, "We approve and
adopt all of Mr. Truman's policies relating to
foreign affairs."
They missed the boat.
However it is not too late now. The American people would welcome with open arms
a plank in the Republican platform to be
adopted in the next convention reading
something like this: "We adopt and advocate
the principle that all matters and questions
relating to international peace and the determination and quelling of aggression be
left in the first instance to the United Nations and that our Government make no
commitment or comment and take no action
relating thereto other than in the course
of the deliberations and actions of the
United Nations under and in accordance
with its Charter." Mr. Truman's impulsive
and unilateral action in sending our troops
into conflict in a foreign land, without sanction· of Congress, and which has resulted in
more than 100,000 battle casualties, are not
very popular with most of our people and
they would like to have the opportunity to
vote on .the issue.
There is one way in which we might have
helped to promote peace without infringing
on the authority and responsibility of the
United Nations, but we muffed it. Any in•
telligent appraisal of the problem must include recognition of the basic controversy~
The problem is neither military nor political.
The challenge is an economic one and we
have done nothing to meet it. It is extremely doubtful if the giving away of our
money and natural resources touches the
underlying trouble at all. In any event we
cannot continue much longer our give-away
program or it will ruin us. Mutually satisfactory and profitable international trade
relationships are the most important sales
agencies for lasting world peace and the indoctrination of democratic ideals. The administration, by encouraging inflation and
in failing to extend the operation of price
and wage controls immediately after the
cessation of World War II hostilities, has a
big responsibility for the disruption of world
trade. Other · nations have been unable to
buy from us goods they desperately need
excepting at exorbitant prices which their
economy cannot afford. We are pricing ourselves out of the market. Not only are we
discouraging consumption of our industrial
exports, but in so doing we are incurring resentment, ill will, and suspicion of our
motives. Eminent economists have repeatedly pointed out that if we continue in our
mad course of inflation and waste, economic
chaos in our land is bound to follow. Then
inC.eed will we lose stature ac a model for
democracy and as an example of the benefits of the free-enterprise system and our
power to effectively cooperate in any plan at
all for the preservation of peace.
The United Nations was designed for particular purposes. It can be developed into a
strong and virile agency, but only if we are
content to cooperate rather than dominate.
A lasting world peace cannot be accomplished
in a day or a year. It will take many years,
and only then through the collaboration of
all nations, great and small, through a
,.central body in which all have confidence
,and equal voice. Already the United Na-
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.t ions has proved its value in coordinating
and determining some problems of an eco.nomic character. We have a good frame,.work to build on. We must not subordi.nate, belittle, or abandon the United
,.Nations.
I for one am well satisfied with the concept of democratic government as set out
in our Constitution. I am satisfied with
our economic system and our way of life.
I want to see them preserved. The overwhelming thought that possesses my imagination is that if we regard socialism in any
form as a menace, then we should have none
of it in our own institutions. At one time
I believed in public ownership of public utUities. However, developments during the
Roosev-elt and Truman regimes have demonstrated that such a theory may well lead us
into all-out socialism. Many people do not
stop to think that the present world controversy is merely a phase in the old conflict
between the socialistic and the free enterprise systems. Striking at some socialistic
governments and at the same time financing
and assisting others and adopting socialistic
practices in our own land is fantastically
absurd. Those in our own Government who
promote socialistic theories and ventures are
just as great a menace to our free enterprise
system as are Mr. Stalin and his crew.
"Our country right or wrong," yes. However, I do not think that this historic motto
should be extended to include passive acceptance of, and unquestioning adherence
to, the impulsive whims of an incompetent
and shallow-thinking President who has
arrogantly gone beyond the bounds of his
constitutional authority. We must turn
back to the United Nations that which belongs to the United Nations if we are to
save further losses in Korea and elsewhere.
Continuation of our unilateral action in Asia
can only ·be at enormous cost with no indication of any lasting success or gain. Furthermore, if a major contUct develops even
the cheapest victory imaginable in an atomic
and bacteriological war would only leave us
triumphant amid the ruins of western civiUzation, facing an impossible task of reconstruction and the consequent ruin of our
moral character, physical well-bein_g, and
economic structure. Remember, we would
have to wage such a war with very little
outside assistance, if any at all.
(NoTE.-This article was prepared prior to
the announcement by President Truman that
he would not accept the Democratic nomination for President. This does not change
the principles involved. Others will attempt
to forward the role of world policeman which
Mr. Truman has created for us. We must
be alert to stop the continuation of that
movement.)

The Need for an Air Base Should Not
Close a Liberal-Arts College
EXTENS.I ON OF REMARKS
OF

HON.F.D.ROOSEVELT,JR.
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952
Mr. ROOSEVELT. Mr. Speaker, I am
very concerned that the need for an Air
Force base in the vicinity of Plattsburg,
N. Y., does not result in the closing of
Champlain College now located at that
city.
I would like to introduce in the RECORD
a number of letters I have received and
written in connection with this problem

and a statement by a committee of the
board of trustees of the State University
of New York to Se.c retary of the Air
Force Thomas K. Finletter. As of today
I have received no reply from Governor
Dewey to my letter to him mailed May

22.
The matters referred to follow:
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
. New York, N. Y., April 17, 1952.

The Honorable

FRANKLIN

D. ROOSEVELT, Jr.,

House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C. •

DEAR MR. ROOSEVELT: In response to your
letter of April 15 I am writing to state that
the board of trustees of State University has
been concerned about the possible loss of
C~mplain College through the desire of the
Air Force 'to develop a bomber base there.
As a result, at a meeting held on Tuesday
the following resolution was passed:
"Resolve4, That the president, by letter,
communicate to Hon. Thomas K. FJnletter,
Secretary of the Air Force, (1) the sentiment of this board that Champlain College
is an institution of higher learning which
should be preserved, and that the taking of
its campus for an air base would place serious,
if not permanent, obstacles in the way of its
preservation; and (2) recognizing the preeminence of national defense, the request
of this board that if there is any other site
whicl} the Air Force can select for such air
base, that it do so in preference to the recapture of the campus of Champlain College."
This states in mild form the feeling of the
board members. It was so stated · to make
certain that the Air Force would not consider it at effort to oppose the action if it
were deemed necessary to the defense effort.
In addition to passing the resolution, it
was voted to send a committee of the board
to Washington to confer with Mr. Finletter
about the matter.
Yours sincerely,
0. C. CARMICHAEL.
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
Albany, N. Y., April18, 1952.

The Honorable FRANKLIN D. RoOSEVELT, JR.,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN ROOSEVELT: I appreciate greatly your letter of April 15 on my appointment as president of State University
of New York, and on other educational matters of interest to the people of New York.
With regard to Champlain College, a 4year liberal arts college of the State University'establlshed ·at Plattsburg, you are correct
in noting that the State legislature authorized the reconveyance of the Plattsburg property if the Congress appropriates the large_
sum of money necessary for the construction
of an air base. There have been three sites
considered, one north of Plattsburg, one west,
and one adjacent to the campus. We are informed that the inspecting officers recommended the last because of the existence o"f
the facilities formerly owned by the Federal
Government.
At the monthly meeting of the State University board of trustees on April 15, 1952,
the following resolution was adopted:
"Resolved, That the president, by letter,
communicate to Hon. Thomas K. Finletter,
Secr-etary of the Air Force (1) the sentiment
of this board that Champlain College is an
institution of higher learning which should
be preserved and that the taking of its
campus for an air base would place serious,
if not permanent, obstacles in the way of
its preservation; and (2) recognizing the
preeminence of national defense, the request
of this board that, if there is any other site
which the Air Force can select for such air
base, that it do so in preference to the re-
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capture of the campus of Champlain College."
This resolution answers, in part, the questions you ask. It suggests, however, that I
cannot give you a completely satisfactory
answer to the question as to what the State
university would do in the event of a dislocation. Prior to my taking office, the acting president stated that every effort W{)Uld
be made to relocate students and faculty in
other units of the uiversity. Admittedly this
is a temporary answer. The administrative
staff has been studying the situation, keeping in mind the variables. Champlain has
been a residential college and about half
the students have been from around New
York City. It is not easy to create a new
residential college for, say, 1,000 students,
in a matter of months, and be sure that, in
another site, you could rapidly attract that
attendance. This, of course, assumes that
appropriate accommodations could be found.
I stand ready to try to answer any further
inquiries that you make about this or other
matters relating to the State University.
Sincerely yours,
WILLIAMS. CARLSON,
President.

PUBLIC EDUCATION AsSOCIATION,
New York, N. Y., April 21, 1952.

Han. FRANKLIN D. RooSEVELT, Jr.,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAr. MR. ROOSEVELT: We were glad toreceive your letter dated April 16 and to know

of your active interest in. the Champlain College problem.
Mrs. Henry Goddard Leach, the chairman
of our college .committee, has discussed this
with Dr. Oliver Carmichael and we have had
some other correspondence concerning the
possible closing of the college. Our interest in this case stems fr.om two .sources: our
concern with education generally, and our desire that the colleges of New York State be
available to New York City students whose
needs require them.
We feel strongly that the general principle
of closing a college to further military needs
is detrimental to both the defense effort and
to education. Certainly the need for an air
base does not preclude nor lessen the need
of college training. We believe the issue not
to be "either-or" but "both-and." 1t would
seem to be sheer folly to close Champlain
unless no other w_ay could be found to build
an air base.
We understand that Mr. Finletter did not
know that it meant closing a college. It
would appear to be doubtful that the policy
of the military is to expand at the co-st of
reducing educational facilities.
As you know, crashes of planes wlthin
greater New York have caused consltierable
civic protest. It would appear to be doubtful whether or not the townspeople would
welcome the noise and hazard of such a
base.
We understand· too that the college buildings would house only a minor fraction of
the proposed air-base personnel and that
there is real doubt as to wbether a reduction
in expenditures would result in any case.
Champlain College is the only 4-year State
college in that part of the State and we feel
it would be an irreparable loss to the people
of the region and to the State were it to be
closed.
The support of the defense effort depends
upon more than money. It also depends
upon the morale and welfare of the people.
To open a base and close a college is, we feel
sure, a poor way to defend ourselves. The
base is a protection against an external
enemy but the college is a protection against
an internal one.
Respectfully yours,
HUBERT C. ARMSTRONG,
Director.
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STATEMENT BY A COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
YORK TO THE HONORABLE THOMAS K. FIN•
LETTER, WASHINGTON, D. C., MAY 2, 1952,
RELATIVE TO THE REQUEST OF THE AIR
FORCE FOR THE SITE OF CHAMPLAIN COLLEGE
AT PLATTSBURG, N. Y.
This statement on the present and future
needs of the people of the State of New York
-f or Champlain College as presently situated
is made in the hope and belief that the Air
Force will determine that there is an alter•
native and more suitable location for the
proposed air base in Clinton County. The
trustees and administration of the State
university of New York and the students,
faculty, and staff of Champlain Collegeas well as the hundreds of persons repre•
sented by the Plattsburg Citizens' Commit·
tee--do not minimize the requirements of
the Air Force. The trustees know that only
compelling demands of the m111tary in ana·
tional emergency can be put into the scales
with the present and long-time values which
flow from an educational endeavor of con·
sequence in our democratic society.
Colleges cannot be built overnight. They
cannot be relocated overnight. The extraor·
dinary conditions which enabled the emer·
gency college to go quickly into operation in
Plattsburgh in 1946 are not present today.
The trustees of State university established
the 4-year unit in Plattsburgh on a
permanent basis because there was a need
for it, because there was a "going concern"
in operation, and because a large attractive
site was available without charge. The
former Plattsburgh Barracks had been abandoned after the Army, the Navy, and the Air
Force had declared they had no use for the
property. It is, of course, true that the deed
of transfer to the State contained the standard recapture clause in case of a national
emergency with provision that the property
revert to the State for educational purposes
when the national emergency was over. The
enabling 1'lgislation, passed in the 1952 session of the State legislature permitting the
trustees to reconvey the property absolutely,
was made in response to an Air Force request.
The reconveyance will be made, of course, if
the Federal Government asks for the property after appropriations are made by the
Congress.
Champlain College was opened in September 1946 as one of four 2-year colleges
known as the Associated Colleges of Upper
New York. More than 5,000 students enrolled at Champlain in the following 4
years. All but a handful were World War
IT veterans unable to obtain collegiate edu·
cation elsewhere.
Beginning in 1946 the State of New York
studied the demand for broadened State responsibility in higher education through a
temporary commission on the need for a
State university headed by Owen D. Young.
The report of that commission was followed
by legislation in 1948 creating State University of New York with a definite responsibility for extending educational opportunities
to the youth in New York State. Notice has
been t o..ken of the fact that at the time
State University of New York was created
some 17,000 young men and women left the
St ate to attend college-and two-thirds of
them went to publicly supported institutions
in other States. The State university took
over two recently established liberal arts institutions, Champlain, and a college in. Endicott, N. Y., in the south central part of the
State; and acquired and doubled the size of
t wo medical schools in the State. All told,
S ~ate university is comprised of 33 colleges
and institutes, serving more than 40,000 students annually.
When Champlain College became part of
the State University of New York on July 1,
1950, its program was extended from 2 years
to 4 years, leading to a bachelor's degree.

The emphasis at Champlain has been upon
ing any provision for relocating the vital
providing adequate facilities for liberal studyoung educational institution that is Chamies for as many as possible of the thousands
plain College. Furthermore, the law which
of citizens denied such an education by eco· . passed the legislature went far beyond the
requirements of the "recapture clause," I am
nomic and other barriers. The program of
informed, and offers to return to the Fedliberal education also makes adequate proeral Government the entire fee in the Plattsvision for training for a wide range of par·
burg Barracks site, while the most that
ticular careers. Champlain is making every
could have been required by the Air Force
effort to provide its students with the founwould have been the control and use of the
dation necessary for leadership and fruitful
premises for the duration of an emergency.
endeavor in modern society.
I believe that the State and community
Courses are offered in the following fields:
should thoroughly explore the use of alterArt, biology, business, chemistry, economics,
nate sites for the Plattsburg Air Base. I
English, history, mathematics, modern lanwould like to know what you have done in
guages, music, •physics, philosophy, political
this regard. If the Air Force, for example,
science, psychology, and sociology.
·
considers the Point Au Roche site acceptable
One purpose in establishing Champlain
for
this air base, I would like to know if you
College as a part of the State {.Tniversity of
would recommend that the State acquire
New York was to provide liberal arts educatitle to the land and offer it to the Federal
tion for students from throughout the .enGovernment, the cost at $100 per acre
t~ re State of New York.
That this has been
would be about $400,000.
true is shown by the fact that 90 percent of
It has been stated that the duplication of
the Champlain enrollment is from counties
the facilities and buildings of the college
outside Clinton County in which the college
at another location would cost the State
is located. Champlain students come from
$30,000,000. By making it possibie for the
47 counties in New York State as well as
Air Force to use one of the other sites
from other States and a half dozen foreign
available near Plattsburg, the State would
countries. The college population represents
save this important educational institution
many races and creeds and all economic
as well as its investment of many million~
levels-a cross-section of urban and up-State
in the college buildings.
population. The importance of this service
to the entire State is made clearer by
I would also like to know what assurances
reference to the fact that the State univeryou have received from the Federal Governsity's other liberal arts college has no dormiment that, if the Champlain College site i.s
tories and is presently unable to take care
taken by the Air Force, New York State will
of students outside its immediate area.
be compensated for the $1 ,500,000 it has
spent for the conversion of the buildings to
- In the autumn of 1951 enrollment - at
college use.
Champlain was 956 s't udents. Furthermore,
applications of new students for the -next
I realize that an appropriation for $36,academic year have been about twice as
000,000 for a Plattsburg air base is now benumerous as a year ago (436 to 224). This
fore the House Armed Services and Approis believed to be the result of the great inpriations Committees. The Air Force has
terest o"' high-school officials throughout the
been asked to testify concerning the costs of
State in the idea of public low-cost liberal
the alternative sites and it is, therefore, very
arts education.
important for New York State to assist constructively so that the air base may be built
The high birth rate of the late 1930's and
without the loss of Champlain College. I
early 1940's means that inevitably all colleges
enclose a copy of a letter I have, today, sent
(including Champlain) will be faced with
to
Secretary Finletter.
much larger enrollments beginning about
1956 and continuing for at least a decade.
I hope you will take prompt action in this
matter.
The need for Champlain which existed when
it was established in 1946 will be even greater
Very truly yours,
in the years to come.
FRANKLIN D. RoosEVELT, Jr.
The conclusion of the trustees must be,
therefore, that if Champlain College is taken
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
as a site for an air base, many thousands of
HOUSE OF REPRESENTTATI~S,
young men and women this year and in the
Washington, D. C., May 22, 1952.
years to come will be denied the educational
The Honorable THOMAS K. FINLETTER,
opportunity which the State University of
Secretary of the Air Force,
New Tork has been able to make available.
The Pentagon, Washington, D. C.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D .. C., May 22, 1952.

The Honorable THOMAS E. DEWEY,
The Governor of New York,
Albany, N.Y.

MY DEAR GOVERNOR: I am very anxious
that every effort be made to save Champlain
College.
As you probably know, I have heartily supported the full program of four 4-year liberal arts colleges and 14 2-year community
colleges throughout the State, as recommended by the Young Commission. I have
watched with interest the establishment and
development of the 4-year colleges at Endicott and Plattsburg and the 2-year colleges
at Jamestown and Middletown. It is to be
regretted that so little of the State university program to provide low-cost higher education on a nondiscriminatory basis has
been realized, just 4 of the 18 units pr oposed
having come into existence.
Now everything must be done to prevent
the closing of one of these colleges. I was
disturbed that your administration proposed
and you signed legislation to return the
Plattsburg Barracks to the Federal Government without, at the same time, mak-

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: It has been reported
to me that the three possible sites for the
projected· bomber base at Plattsburg, the
Plattsburg barracks site has many undesirable features such as: high cost of runway construction and relocation of railroads, etc.; many hazards to pilots and to the
city; no room for expansion; in addition to
ending a fine young college.
Champlain College, is as you know, one
of the only two liberal arts 4-year colleges
of the New York State University, low cost
and nondiscriminatory.
The officers who testified for the Air Force
on May 19 in support of the $36,00D,OOO appropriation for the Plattsburg base, in H. R.
7694, did not present to the Armed Services
Committee relative cost figures for the alternative sites. I understand they have told
the committee they will supply this information in a few days.
I am vitally interested in seeing that the
need for a new military base does not m san
the elimination of a college so very importan t to the community, State, and Nation.
Therefore, I respectfully request you to direct your staffs to investigate sympath'-'ltically the possibility of using the municipal
airport at Point Au Roche sites, without reacquiring PlattEburg barracks.
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I am asking Governor Dewey whether New
York State will offer to acquire the land at
either of the alternative sites in order to save
the college. I will let you know as soon as I
hear anything from him.
I hope that you will continue personally to
interest yourself in this matter.
Very truly yours,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Jr.

Activities of the Ordnance Corps
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD M. SIMPSON
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. SIMPSON of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include an address by Maj. Gen. E. L. Ford, Chief of
Ordnance, Department of the Army, before the St. Louis Post, American Ordnance Association, St. Louis, on May 5,
1952.

General Ford in his speech outlines the
activities of the Ordnance Corps, and in
particular emphasizes the aim of the
corps which is to procure the most efficient equipment for our fighting men
while at the same time, making certain
that the funds appropriated ar.e being
spent wisely.
His address follows:
I would like you to think of my remarks
this evening as a sort of · "report to the
stockholders."
As taxpayers, you're all
stockholders, you know, in one of the world's
largest businesses-:the Army Ordnance
Corps.
Incidentally, I am a taxpayer, too, and it
may be of interest to you to know that last
year military and civllian personnel of the
Army paid an estimated billion dollars in
taxes.
We in Ordnance feel a strong obligation to
you, the American taxpayer. We, therefore, like at every opportunity to give you
a report on how your money is being spent
and what is being accomplished.
Two weeks ago we were able to announce
a new medium gun tank, the M47. Members of the press, and others, went to Aberdeen Proving Ground to get a first-hand look
and watch a demonstration.
They all liked what they saw, there were
even those who applauded.
Now, we are not looking for applause but I
admit that favorable recognition of our
efforts is always welcome.
Since our primary motives in Ordnance are
to produce the best ordnance materiel in the
world for the finest group of men in the
world-our American soldiers-our ears are
most closely attuned, not to the comments
from the side lines, but from the front lines.
The verdict we await most anxiously is that
of the men who need and use our weaponsthe field soldiers and the men at the fighting front.
Mnre pleasing · to us than any applause is
the verdict of acceptance of our ordnance
ma·~eriel by the Army field forces.
The requirements which they lay down, and the
rigid standards of excellence upon which
they insist, present the highest challenge to
our abilities. Our customers, the troops, set
the most exacting standards in the world,
and considering the men for whom we build,
this is as it should be. None among us would
have it otherwise.

Now, in the period · since the outbreak of
hostilities in Korea, almost 2 years ago,
there has been some general misunderstanding with regard to the defense program. No
doubt much of this can be attributed to the
tension of the times and to the uncertain
climate of world affairs.
Nevertheless, I would like this evening to
attempt to clear up some of these misunderstandings with regard to Ordnance.
It was just 7 years ago this week that
America and her allies celebrated their victory on the European continent. Though
our job in the Pacific was yet to be completed, the end of the costliest war in history was in sight, and our Nat ion, with great
rejoicing, turned with relief to thoughts of
peacetime pursuits.
So relieved was everybody with the end
of this long and terrible struggle that
thoughts of continued preparedness were all
but put aside.
And yet, today, 7 years later, we are spending a large · part of o·.1r income under a
program for national security for ourselves
as well as for certain friendly nations.
Only a few predicted this tragic turn of
events, and to t h ose few, hardly anybody
listened. A great cry went up to put away
our guns, to bring our boys home, and to
turn our production facilities to making
those· modern convenience.J which were in
short supply and which the American people
have come to expect as a necessary part of
their everyday lives.
Yielding to popular pressure for rapid demobilization a vast majority of our troops
were brought home so quickly that guns
and tanks and other military equipment had
to be left practically where they lay-in
scattered locations throughout Western Europe and at island bases all over the Pacific.
Hardly enough men were left of the greatest military force ever built to pick up the
pieces, and our budget for military preparedness was sharply reduced.
And yet, the dust of World War II had
not even been allowed to settle before we
began to hear the rumblings of another
eruption. Faint at first, but unmistakable,
these warning symptoms of danger were confirmed by the sudden outbreak of hostilities
in Korea.
With the beginning of the Korean confilet began a new period of frenzied activity to restore our military preparedness and
to repair and rebuild our military machine.
This period since June 1950 has been a.
very trying one for all of us-and particularly so for Army Ordnance. In full-scale
mobilization such as we had in World War
II, our job was to get all-out production in
as short a time as possible. But in this
uncertain period of partial mobilization we
have had the twofold problem of producing
enough material to satisfy the immediate requirements of our Armed Forces and of establishing a broad production base capable
of multiplying our present measured output
many times, if the need should come.
Stated in broad and general terms, the
objectives of Army Ordnance, under the conditions existing today, are:
1. To produce and procure new, modern
ordnance materiel for the expanding Army,
Navy, and Air Forces, and to some extent for
our allies overseas.
2. To reconstitute our reserve stocks in
storage and in the · hands of troops-worldwide.
3. To continue and increase our progressive research and development program; and
as I have already mentioned.
4. To get industry into production on a
broad base, so it will be in a position to expand rapidly to meet our needs in an allout mobilization.
To accomplish these objectives we have
been voted tremendous amounts of moneyamounts so large as to stagger the imagina-
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tion. This money comes from the taxpayers,
and a question is therefore in order as to
what is being done· with it. What are we
buying? What have we bought?
On the credit side of the ledger, for one
thing, we have greatly expanded our production base. This has been accomplished
through: (1) The reactivation of over 30
stand-by plants, most of these to make
powders and explosives for ammunition or
ammunition components, and to load tlle
components to provide complete rounds of
ammunition; (2) by mobilizing industry,
big business and small business alike, to
handle the bigger production requirements;
(3) and by the employment and trainin g of
the procurement and production personnel
necessary to carry the bigger workload.
In addition, on the credit side, we have
increased the number and capacity of our
depots and shops to handle the increasing
flow of supplies and to carry the maintenance load.
We have rebuilt and reconditioned vast
amounts of ordnance materiel left over from
World War II and made 1t available for combat use. We have also recovered much damaged materiel from the Korean battlefield,
rebuilt it and returned it to action.
Our research and development program
has been revitalized and intensified by increasing the number and scope of our contracts with commercial laboratories, educational institutions, and industrial research
con cerns.
Considerable quantities of new materiel
have already been produced and these are
coming off the assembly line in ever-increasing numbers.
In this I do not mean to imply that the
stage is all set for an immediate fiood-tide
of arms production. We still have a big job
ahead of us.
However, as some measure of the Ordnance
p osition today, let me tell you thatWe spend nearly 25 cents of every defense
and foreign military aid dollar.
We spend about 50 cents of every Army
dollar.
We are the largest technical service in the
Army-there being in excess of 160,000 of
us-military and civilian-in Ordnance today.
We function in over 100 installations and
activities all over the country.
Our procurement orders are averaging more
than 20,000 a month.
The dollar value of these orders for the
current fiscal year will amount to at least
$7,000,000,000.
Tonnage delivered this fiscal year at the
rate we're going will be six times that of 1950
and twice that of last year.
While I am on the subject of production,
I would like to say something about the contribution of the St. Louis area and the St.
Louis Ordnance District to the Ordnance
program.
This district is playing a very vital role in
the production of arms and ammunition in
the present emergency, just as it did during
World War II. At the peak of activity, in
the Ordnance small arms ammunition
plants here, some 46,000 people were employed around the clock.
The notable thing about this area is the
way in which manufacturers of specialty
products, and many small companies with
little Ordnance experience, met the production challenge during World War II.
Few of these firms had complete engineering staffs capable of carrying a new product through from the developmental stages
to the accomplishment of a mass-production
line. Yet somehow the conversion was successfully made-from such things as weather-stripping to such unfamiliar new products
as mortar shells-and it was done with all
the skill and ingenuity of an ingenious
people.
And in recognition of your work in this
area, I must say that from its beginning,
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the Army Ordnance Association, now the
American Ordnance Association, has been
very close to us, particularly in the technical
fields of ordnance.
The scientists and engineers of industry
working with us through the organization
of the technical committees of your association are making an outstanding contribution in the mobilization of our scientific and
industrial capacity. It is they who are lending assistance to provide superior ordnance
equipment in adequate quantities in the
event our country must mobilize all its. resources for an all-out war.
It was in large measure because of the
industrial potentialities of this region and
its fine record of accomplishment during
World War II that when we decided to set up
a commodity center for small-arms ammunition, St. Louis became the chosen site.
: Charged with the responsibility for procurement and production supervision of all
small-arms ammunition for our Armed
Forces, the center opened its doors just 1
year ago today.
The procurement of small-arms ammunition in the quantities we need is a tremendous job. There is none of more vital importance to the support of our troops on the
battlefield. And I am proud to say that the
results of this first year of operation have
been very gratifying. Since December 1951,
our acceptance of the ammunition items of
procurement through the center have met or
exceede0 the production schedule.
. From time to time we in Ordnance have
been the subject of some discussion on matters concerning the lag in arms production,
or the use of weapons and equipment of
World War II vintage or waste in our procurement.
These are topics that are quite properly
of interest to you and about which I welcome forthright discussion with you.
In the production of arms, it's a long and
difficult road from the drawing board to the
battlefield. This is especially true of ·the
major items of equipment which our Armed
Forces require.
It takes a long time, for example, to develop and build a new combat vehicle. To
do the best job we ought to have 3 years
at least--think of that-3 years. And even
more time, if new types of weapons and firecontrol equipment are to be included. Of
vital importance, too, is a continued source
of funds with which to pursue experimental
work without interruption and to keep
abreast of the latest developments of modern technology.
Perhaps you can better appreciate the necessity for a long lead time for major items .
of· ordnance with the knowledge that the
average combat vehicle requires about 6,000
separate engineering drawings and that it
has somewhere between 80,000 and 90,000
parts as compared with 17,000 parts for the
average automobile.
In one postwar year, a leading automobile
manufacturer had a research budget that
was five times greater than Army Ordnance
had for its entire tank-automotive program.
And such a program as ours includes tanks,
trucks, tractors, and all kinds of self-propelled artillery.
In those lean years after the war, trying
to stretch our research and development dollars, we preferred not to risk our funds on
a few brand new tanks which we felt would
become obsolete in a couple of years. We
preferred instead to apply the major portion
of our allotment on the development of
major tank components, such as engines and
transmissions, guns, and fire-control equipment. In these times of revolutionary de- .
velopments in technology and in the applied
sciences there is always the danger of obsolescence· setting in before the paint is
thoroughly dry-as some of you may have
experienced.

At any rate, we found ourselves in a situation in which we had no new tanks much
beyond the design stage. The best way out
of this predicament seemed to be to gamble
on a short cut by telescoping our normal
development and service tests which would
have consumed many precious months.
We took this gamble with the M47 medium tank and it has paid off. It took only
10 months-not 3 years-from the initial decision to build, until the first production
models rolled off the assembly line. Then
came the job of eliminating the inevitable
"bugs," which has now been accomplished,
and necessary modifications to those already
produced will have been completed in the
near future.
This gamble has given us new tanks and a
lead on production of about a year-thereby
greatly strengthening our military posture.
In the M47 we have a tank that is more
heavily armored, and armed with a gun of
higher velocity, than any other medium tank
known. Its improved ordnance-continental
air-cooled engine of 810 horsepower, in combination with the Allison crossdrive transmission, give it a flexibility of operation
which will enable it to outmaneuver any
known enemy tank on the battlefield.
We do not, however, regard the M47 as the
best tank of which we are capable. It is
more accurate to say that it is an interim
vehicle and a prelude to better things to
come.
Now, when the outbreak came in Korea,
we were saddled with large stocks of materiel left over from World War II.
Most of this was good equipment. It
could be reconditioned for service. As a
part of our general rebuild program, we
began our op~ration roll-up in the Pacific
in 1948, long before the Korean action.
· Through "operation roll-up" we recovered
and rebuilt enormous quantities of ordnance
materiel that had had to be virtually abandoned on World War II battlefields because
of too-rapid demobilization.
This operation has enabled us to supply
our forces in Korea with 84 percent of their
general-purpose vehicles, 38 percent of their
tanks, 68 percent of their artillery, and 70
percent of their infantry weapons.
The importance of these supplies to our
forces in Korea at their most critical time
cannot be overemphasized, and the savings
in equipment costs and in transportation
from the United States can be measured in
billions of dollars.
With respect to m111tary waste, we in
o.rdnance have made mistakes, and it is
probably inevitable that we may make more.
A certain amount of waste in any operation is almost certainly unavoidable. We
have it in the service-just as you have it
i~ industry, and as the scope of our Defense
efforts has expanded, the sources of waste
have become proportionately magnified.
However, to those of us responsible for
any phase of the Defense effort, waste, in
any form, is an exasperation. It dilutes the
effectiveness of our efforts, and it costs us ·
money.
, The Army has always had a continuous
program for the elimination of waste and
the increase of efficiency.
Though much of current program is therefore not new, our efforts at economy have
been augmented with a -special "cost con-.
sciousness" campaign which was launched
last spring.
, Studies relative to the elimination · of
waste had indicated that much could be
accomplished by development of a certain
attitude toward costs on the part of all
personnel. .
In developing this attitude we have sought
to create in the minds of all an awareness
of the need for securing the maximum value
out of every military dollar.·

The results from these efforts have been
most encouraging, and it is expected that
we will continue to reap good benefits from
the program for a long time to come.
As I see it, though, when we are talking
about economy and "cost consciousness,''
we are really talking about good management. Good management means economyand when we practice good management, we
are striking at the heart of the problem of
waste-elimination-at the same time solving many other problems as well.
We are practicing good management when
v:e engage in our program of standardization
of vehicles and equipment--we are practicing good management when we attempt to
repair and rebuild all the equipment for
which there is a potential need-we are
practicing good management when we engage in salvage operations through which
we reclaim any materials for reuse, and sell
that which is otherwise waste.
Good management means the thrifty control and administration of the small as well
as the large amounts of money. It means
supply discipline with respect to the screwdriver and the wrench, as well as the rifle and
the truck. It means the right number of
people assigned to each task, not too many,
not too few. It means the full utilization
of aU· personnel and a full day's work. These
things we practice in ordnance today.
Now, in our production for defense, coordination has been a great challenge because we have wanted to do a lot of things
all at once.
One of our goals has been to get production without undue interference with our
national economy and to avoid, insofar as
possible, any undue dislocations to industry.
Another of our goals has been to so ac:..
curately estimate our material needs, particularly for the scarce strategic materials,
that no more is diverted from our peacetime
industries than is absolutely essential. We
want enough .to meet our requirements, but
no more.
We have attempt~d ~o gage our production so that immediate requirements will
be met but not exceeded to an extent that
our resources will be squandered on obsolescence.
We have attempted to prepare a budget
that is economical, yet sufficiently adequate
to do the job in the face of rising costs of
production and materials.
We have sought to build an expandable
production base that will be sufficiently adequate to cope with any future need.
In all of these endeavors, the furnishing
of superior ordnance on a timely basis, at
the most economical cost, has continued to
be our prime objective.
To be able to do all of these things at
once has demanded the highest skill in coordination.
In surveying the results of our efforts to
do these things during the past year-and-ahalf, there is no question but that our position in ordnance has vastly improved. We
have accomplished much .in the way of production, but what is more important, we
have accomplished much in the way of "making ready." We have accomplished much in
the way of designing and engineering, of
tooling up, of organizing and recruiting, of
t_esting and modification, of starting materials through the production process, and
of all the other preliminary tasks that }lave
to be done before the production lines can
roll.
·
As we gain in experience, we improve in
management. As we gain in management,
'\\'e improve in efficiency. As we gain in efficiency, we improve in coordination. And as
~e improve our coordination, we pick up
speed.How much of the total distance have we
covered~ Well, -that depends upon what is
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considered to be the end of the -:road. Our
responsibiilties to our Armed Forces, and to
our Nation, have been and wtll continue to
be heavy for some time to come. · But byworking together with you in industry-in
the future as in the past-1 have no doubt
but that we will win.

Another Grandiose Boondogg_le 1
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAROLD C. OSTERTAG
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. OSTERTAG. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I wish to
call to the attention of this House a.
project of the New York-New England
Interagency Committee which has all the
earmarks of a boondoggle of monstrous
proportions.
The project is ostensibly a survey of
county needs and related data for conservation and improvement of farm land
and for certain water-utilization practices, and is being conducted through
the Production and Marketing Administration and Soil Conservation Service of
the United States Department of Agriculture. The United States Department
of Agriculture, as Members of this body
know, is .one of the cooperating agencies
of the interagency committee, the
others being the Departments of Commerce and Interior, the Corps of Engineers, the Federal Power Commission,
and the Federal Security Agency-a
behemoth of a committee if ever there
was one.
Farmers in my district who have been
asked to cooperate in this latest project
of the interagency committee have writ-

ten to me in dismay ·and exasperation.
Mr. Speaker, they are being asked to fill
out a questionnaire which includes more
than 120 questions, and every one of the
questions requires answers under 8 to 10
or more different headings, so that in
the aggregate the farmers are required
to make and set down _from 1,000 to 1,500
calculations. Moreover, every one of
these questions requires exhaustive
studies, measurements, analyses, observations, forecasts, and slide-rule calculations, so that a farmer who wished to
answer them accurately would be obliged,
I believe, to devote at least a month's
time to this questionnaire alone.
I wish to append at the close of my
remarks, Mr. . Speaker, a single page
from this questionnaire, in order that
the Members of this body may have an
idea as to what this mammoth interagency committee, through the United
States Department of Agriculture, is requesting that the farmers do. I want to
emphasize that it is one page only, of a
nine-page questionnaire. In all con..:
science, I do not see how a farmer could
possibly have time to plant and harvest
and market his products, let alone keep
the books he is required to keep for other Government purposes, including his
income tax, if he is also required by his
Government to supply ·such fantastically
exhaustive figures -and information
about his farm.
·
First, however, I wish to include at
this point a typical letter from a farmer
in my district, who is genuinely alarmed
about the steady expansion of Federal
power over the farmers of America, and
whose alarm has risen several degrees as
a result of this questionnaire. '
My constituent writes in part:
This is in regard to the enclosed survey,
which is being promoted by the New
England-New York Interagency Committee
through the PMA and the Soil Conservation
Service.

After looking this survey questionnaire
over, I think you will agree with me that it
1s one of the most asinine and misleading
things that has been brought up yet. There
:Isn't a question in it that can be answered
accurately, but they can be interpreted any
way that anyone might see fit.
It is a crime that Federal money and personnel is being used for such purposes. It is
strong grounds for a thorough investigation.
I thought that the Family Farm Policy Review was about as misleading and worth·
less as anything could get, but this survey
makes that look like a sissy.
I was asked to meet with the PMA Committee when they filled out the water-basin
survey. They all agreed (orally) that 1t was
worthless, but \ rent right ahead and filled it
out. They asked me some questions. I told ·
them that the questions could not be answered accurately, but they put down information anyway. · Things are getting pretty .
bad when farmers (who, of · course, are being paid) will do anything they are told to
dO;

I wish that the United States Department
of Agriculture could l;>e broken down and
decentralized and that it be required that
anything pertaining to agriculture be routed through the State college of agriculture.
State committees could be appointed that
have no strings tied to them. Very little
good is ever going to. come out of straight·
line paid lo~al committees. • • • I hate
to see agriculture undermined as it is being
undermined tOday.

That is the end of the letter, Mr.
Speaker, and I wish now to include one
page-a single page, of the nine-page
questionnaire about which he is writing,
I would not take the Government's money or the space in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD to include the entire questionnaire, just as I do not believe we should, ·
at this time, when this country is stag.
gering under a burden of unavoidable
taxes, divert bureaucratic time and money . to the perpetration of a gigantic
boondoggle such as this appears to be.
The first page . of the questionnaire
follows:

County needs and related data tor conservation and improvement ot farm land

Date--- State--- County· --

Practice

Amount
needed as
of Jan. 1,

Estimates and basic data

1952

(a)
1. Terraces:

-

2.

Standard Terraces are channels or
systems of channels, with supporting
ridges on the lower side, constructed
across the slope 'to control the flow of
water, conserve · moisture, red-uce
erosion to a minimum, or to prevent
excess run-off from flowing on lower
lying land. (Exclude all terraces built
for drainage. Re)ort these in Table 1,
Form N-A-IV-1.

(b)

-(c)

·XCVIII-App.· -220

(d)

(c) x (d) Established Establish(not for
to Jan. 1, ment next
county
1952
20 years
office use)
(e)

(g)

(f)

-

I. % of 1949 cropland still needing standard
terraces: (a)-% x (b)
.. Acres
1949 cropland
II. Average feet per acre terraced feet
-.
.

Diversion.s (ditches, dikes; terraces):
Diversions are channels with a supportI. Linear feet still needed
--in.g ridge on-the lower side constructed
II.·-Averagenumber cu. yds. per ft.- cu. yds. ·
across the slope to intercept and divert
excess run-off and reduce erosion to a- III. % on cropland-- ·%
minimum, or prevent excess run-ofi IV. %on noncrop pasture-- %
from flowing on lower lying areas.
(Exclude all diversions· built for drainage only. Repqrt these in Table 1,
For~ N-A-IV-1.) .

3. Spreaders (ditches, dikes and terraces):
Spreaders are devices !or distributing
water uniformly from a channel. They
may be single structures or a series of
structures.
·
· ·

Installation cost
per uilit

I. Number of structures still needed
II. %on cropland--%
III. % on non crop pasture-- %

--

~.

1i'eet

Structures

..

Percent of
cost
needed as
incentive
assistance

(b)
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County needs and related data for conservation and improvement of farm land-Continued
(c) x (d) Established Establish(not for
to Jan. 1, mentnext
county
1952
20 years
office use)

Practice

Estimates and basic data

Amount
needed as
of Jan. 1,
1952

Installation cost
per unit

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

4. Permanent sod waterways:
4A. Natural:
Natural sod waterways are watercourses or draws allowed to remain
under permanent vegetative cover in
order to provide a safe means of runoff disposal and guard against the formation of gullies at these locations.

I. Acres of natural sod waterways still needed
on all cropland.
II. Average width of waterway---- feet

Acres

XXX

XXX

4B. Established by seeding or sodding only:
These are watercourses or draws established by seeding or sodding to permanent vegetative cover in order to
provide a safe means of run-off disposal and guard against formation of
gullies at these locations.
4B (1). On cropland

4B (2). On non crop pasture

40. Established by IDling or shaping and seeding or sodding:
These are drainageways established by
filling or shaping as necessary, or
constructing earth channels, built in
accordance with a designed crosssection and grotecting by seeding or
sodding wit permanent vegetative
cover, to dispose of surplus water
including run-off from erosion control
facilities such as ditches, diversions,
terraces, etc., with a minimum
amount of erosion.
40. (1). On cropland
40. (2). On noncrop pasture

lets for water channels:
These are constructed channels or structures therein for the purpose of disposing of run-oft from erosion control
facilities1 such as diversions, terraces,
etc., Wlth a minimum of erosion.
(Exclude all channels and structures
built for drainage only. Report these
in Table 1, Form N-A-IV-1.)

6. Erosion control dams:
Erosion control dams are artificial constructions considered to be of a permanent nature, used for channel
stabilization, gully control, and impounding water
6A. Storage type

I. Extent of this kind of waterway still needed
on noncrop pasture.
II. Average width of waterway
feet

(2)

Small checks and gully plugs

7. Riprap:
Riprap is broken stone placed on earth
surfaces such as the face of a dam or
bank of a stream for their protection
against the action of water; also applied
to brush or pole mattresses, or brush
and stone, or other s1milar materials
used for soil erosion control.
8. Stream or shore control (exclude navigable
streams):
SA. Stream channel improvement:
This is the preparation of a stream
channel that has been properly designed in accordance with specific
standards.
lB. Stream bank and shore erosion control:
This is the vegetative or mechanical
control of erodible stream banks and
pond, lake, or ocean shores to prevent loss of valuable farm land and
to eliminate siltation of downstream
water facilities. It includes support
measures adjacent to stream banks.
Exclude riprap (practice 7) and
woody plantings (practice 28E).

(h)

XXX

Acres
Acres

I. Acreage of cropland (on av.) which can be
served by one acre of this kind of waterway
acres ..
II. %of 1949 cropland which still needs this kind
of waterway installed:
-(c). _ _ _
(a)_% X (b)
1949 cropland
· .Acres
III. Need for this kind of waterway on cropland
(lie+ I)
IV. Linear feet of this kind of waterway still
needed on cropland
feet

I. Extent of this kind of waterway still needed
on non crop pasture
feet

I. Linear feet of channel still needed

:'

Acres

.Acres

Lin. ft.

II. Number of structures still needed

Number

III. % on cropland _ _ _ %
IV. % on non crop pasture _ _ _ %

I·

I. % of 1949 farm land still needing storage
type erosion C(lntrol dams:
- (c) _ _
(a) _ _% X {b)
1949 farm land
.Acreage
II. Average acreage benefited per dam_ _acres
III. Number dams needed (Ic +II)
IV. Av. size dam needed (earth)
cu. yds. per dam

6B. Nonstorage type:
(1) Rock and brush dams

(g)

(f)

I. Acreage of cropland (on av.) which can be
served by one acre of this kind of waterway
____ acres.
II. %of 1949 cropland which still needs this kind
of waterway installed:
=(c) _ _
(a) _%X(b)
1949 cropland
Acres
III. Need for this kind of waterway on cropland
(lie+ I).
IV. Linear feet of this kind of waterway still
needed on cropland
feet.

II. Average width of waterway

ts. Flumes, chutes, and other constructed out-

Percent of
cost
needed as
incentive
assistance

Number

.

I. Total number of dams still nE.'.eded
II. .Average amount of rock
needed per dam
cu. yds.

Number

I. Total number of these still needed
II. Average amount of construction
material needed per structure_ _ _cu. yds.

Number

I. Number of projects still needed
II. Average size of project __________ sq. yds.

Number

I. Miles of channel improvement still needed

.

Miles

I. Number of projects still needed (if both banks
of a stream, count as 2 projects)
IL Average number of rods of stream bank or
shore line per project •••••••••• rods

Number
'

-

..
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Limitation of Debate in State Legislatures
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM BENTON
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have inserted in
the Appendix of the RECORD a chart summarizing the rules on limitation of debate in each of the State senates and the
unicameral chamber in Nebraska. This
very excellent summary was prepared by
Mr. Will Maslow, director of the American Jewish Congress' Commission on
Law and Social Action. It is ironical to
note, Mr. President that many of the
States whose Senators have opposed effective limitation of debate here in the
Senate, have most effective rules limiting debate in their own upper chambers.
LIMITATION OF DEBATE IN AMERICAN STATE
SENATES

Forty-five out of the forty-eight States,
either by the previous question or other
parliamentary devices, forbid filibustering in their upper chambers.
The motion for the previous question
by majority vote is specifically authorized in 22 States-California, Colorado,
· Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, New York,
Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Washington,
West Virginia, and Wyoming. In an additional 15-Arizuna, Arkansas, Idaho,
Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Massachusetts,
Mississippi, New Hampshire, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, ·Rhode Island,
Virginia, and Wisconsin-the previous
question is specifically authorized but the
rule does not state the size of the majority required. It is apparent, however,
from the other rules in these State manuals that a simple majority is all that is
required. In addition to these 37 States,
one State-Nebraska-prcvides for the
previous question by the vote of the
majority of those elected.
In four States-Delaware, Florida,
Maryland, and Maine-there is no rule
fixing debate but there are provisions
that standard manuals of parliamentary
procedure shall govern when not inconsistent with the standing rules. Robert's Rules of Order and other comparable manuals forbid filibustering or obstructive techniques and give the presiding officer effective powers to prevent
such tactics. Two States-Utah and
Vermont-specifically forbid the previous question but Robert's Rules of Order is specifically made applicable so
that they might be added to the four
States listed above which effectively prevent filibustering.
Finally, South Carolina, which provides for limitation of debate by a twothirds vote, limits debate to 2 hours on
any one bill, an effective protection
against obstruction.
Of the remaining three States, Alabama has a rule which is almost identical with that of the United States Senate, namely, providing for limitation · of

debate by a vote of two-thirds of all
elected members. Connecticut forbids
the previous question and has no other
rule to ·limit debate. New Jersey likewise has .no effective rule except perhaps the provision that no State sena tor may speak more than three times
on any subject.
The annexed chart summarizes the
relevant rules for each State senate and
the unicameral chamber in Nebraska.
There being no objection, the summary was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, ·as follows:
LIMITATION OF DEBATE IN STATE SENATES

1. Alabama ( 1951) : Debate may be limited
by a vote of two-thirds of all the elected
members upon a motion to that effect offered by the committee on rules (rule 19).
No member shall speak more than twice on
any question under debate, and none shall,
without leave of the senate, consume more
than 1 hour each time (rule 37).
2. Arizona ( 1951) : Previous question authorized (rule XVII). Presumably requires
majority vote. Jefferson's Manual 1 gqverns
when not inconsistent (rule XXIX).
3. Arkansas ( 1951) : Previous question authorized if seconded by at least five members
(rule XV:). Presumably requires majority
vote. Dilatory motions forbidden (rule XIV,
sec. 19).
4. California (1951): Previous question
authorized by majority vote (rule 41).
5. Colorado ( 1951) : Previous question au. thorized by majority vote (rule IX, subdivision 2). Debate may be limited not less than
1 hour after adoption of motion to that effect by majority vote (rule IX, 3).
· 6. Connecticut (1951): No previous question allowed (rulings, p. 39). No member
may, without leave, speak more thl\n twice
on same question (rule 11). Remarks must
be germane (rulings, p. 44).
7. Delaware (1951): Robert's Rules of Order, Revised, 1 to settle all parliamentary pro- .
cedure (rule 38).
8. Florida ( 1951) : A senator may not speak
longer than 30 minutes nor more than twice
on any one question without leave of the
senate (rule 20). Jefferson's Manual 1 governs whenever applicable and not inconsistent with standing rules (rule 77).
9. Georgia · (1951-52): Previous question
authorized by majority vote (rule 58). All
individual speeches on bills and resolutions
shall be limited to 30 minutes unless by
leave of the senate (rule 15). The president
of the senate "shall in his discretion suspend irrelevant debate and command silence
whenever he may deem it needful" (rule 1}.
10. Idaho (1947): Previous question authorized (rule 4), presumably by majority
vote. General rules of parliamentary practice 1 to govern in all cases not provided for
(rule 23} .
11. Illinois ( 1951) : Previous question authorized (rule 54). No senator may speak
more than 15 minutes at any one time without the consent of the Senate (rule 33).
Robert's Rules of Order 1 govern provided not
inconsistent (rule 72).
12. Indiana (1949): Previous question authorized (rule 17), presumably by majority
vote. Jefferson's Manual 1 applies to all
points not covered (rule 52).
13. Iowa (1951): Previous question authorizec by majority vote (rule 12). Robert's
Rules of Order 1 govern where not inconsistent (rule 42).
14. Kansas (1949): Previous question authorized (rule 27), apparently by majority
vote (rule 20). No senator may speak more
than twice on the same day on the same subject without leave of the Senate (rule 7).
Robert's Rules of Order 1 apply whenever
Senate rules do not apply (rule 76).
1

See appendix for releva·n t excerpts.
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15. KentucKy ( 1950) : Previous question
authorized by majority of sen~ttors voting
(sec. 50).
16. Louisiana (1948): Previous question
authorized by majority vote (rule 17). Debate may be limited by majority vote so that
no senator shall speak longer than 1 hour at
one time without leave (rule 9).
17. Maine (1951): No rule on limitation of
debate but Reed's Rules and Cushing's Law
and Practice to govern whenever applicable
and not inconsistent with standing rules
(rule 37).
18. Maryland (1950): Jefferson's Manualt
to govern when not inconsistent with standing rules (rule 92).
19. Massachusetts (1951-52): Debate may
be closed not less than 1 hour after adoption of motion to that effect (rule 47}.
presumably by majority vote. Cushing's
Manual shall govern when not inconsistent
with standing rules (rule 62).
·
20. Michigan (1951-52): Previous question _authorized by majority vote of the senators present and voting (rule 65).
21. Minnesota (1951): Previo-us question
authorized by majority vote (rule 24). Jefferson's Manual 1 to goveJ;n when not inconsistent with standing rules (rule 51).
. 22. Mississippi. (1948-52): Previous question authorized (rule 65), presumably by
majority vote since Rules of United States
House of Representatives govern on all f!Uestioris not in conflict' with rules (rule 59). ·
. 23. Missouri ( 1951) : Previous question authorized by msjority vote (rule 76).
24. Montana (1951): Pre\·ious question
authorized by majority vote (rule XIV). No
Senator shall speak more tha. twice in any
one debate on the same day and r.t the same
stage of the bill in exclusion of those who
have not spoken (rule XII, 4).
25. Nebraska (1950): Previous question authorized by majority of elected members
(rule 10, sec. 9). Gregg's Handbook shall
govern when not inconsistent (rul 1). ; .o
member shall speak more than twice upon
any one question during one legislative day
(rule 4, &ec. 10) .. Each day shall be considered a legislative day unless majority votes
otherwise (rule 7, sec. 6).
26. Nevada (1951): ?re71ous question authorized by majority vote (ru~e 18). Mason's
Manual shall govern (rule 55).
27. New Hampshire (1951): Previous question authorized (rule 9) presumably by majority vote. No member shall speak more
than twice on same question on same day
without leave (rule 4).
28. New Jersey ( 1951) : No senator shall
speak more than three times "on any subject of debate" without the leave of the senate (rule 47}.
29. New Mexico (1951-52): Previous question authorized on demand of majority of
members present (rule 54). Robert's Rules
of Order 1 to govern in all cases not inconsistent ·vith standing rules (rule 74).
30. New York (1951): Debate may be limited by majority vote wherever any bill,
resolution or motion shall have been under
consideration for 2 hours (rule XIV, sec. 3).
31. North Carolina (1951}: Previous question authorized (rule 57), presumably by
majority vote (rule 63).
32. North Dakota (1951) : Previous question authorized (rules 18, 21), presumably by
majority vote. Ordinary member may speak
only 10 minutes on same subject, then 5
m~nutes, until every other member choosing
to speak shall have spoken, without unanimous consent (rule 13). Robert's Rules 1 to
govern when applicable and not inconsistent
(rule 77).
33. Ohio (1951): Previous question authorized on demand of three senators (rule 89),
presumably by majority vote. No senator
shall speak more than twice on the same
1

See appendix . {or relevant excerpts.
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question except by leave (rule 74) and may
read relevant matter "of reasonable length,.
(rule 75). Any recognized standard authority on parliamentary procedure may be received as authority for all cases not provided
for (rule 117).
34. Oklahoma ( 1951) : Previous question
authorized by majority vote (rule 39). No
senator shall speak more than 20 minutes on
any question without the unanimous consent of the Senate, and only 10 minutes during debate in considering bills on general
order (rule 107).
35. Oregon (1951): Previous question authorized (rule 38) by majority vote (rule
69). No member shall speak more than
twice on any question without leave (rule
25) • After fiftieth day of session, member
may not speak longer than 10 minutes but
may yield his time (rule 26). Robert's Rules
of Order, Revised, 1 to govern.
36. Pennsylvania
(1951-52):
Previous
question authorlzed by majority vote (rule
41). Jefferson's Manual 1 to govern whenever applicable (rule 34).
37. Rhode ISland (1951): Previous question
authorized (rule 21). Debate may be closed
on motion (presumably by majority vote)
after any matter shall have been considered
for 2 hours (rule 23).
38. South Carolina (1951): Debate may be
limited by two-thirds of the Senate (rule
14). No senator may speak more than 2
~ours in any one legislative day on any one
bill or resolution (rule B).
39. South Dakota (1951): Motion for previous question authorized but must be seconded by one-seventh of the members elected
and approved by a majority of those present
(rule 53).
40. Tennessee (1949): Previous question
authorized by vote of two-thirds of members
present; if rejected, committee of rules may,
upon demand of a majority of the members
of the senate, submit rule :fixing or limiting
time for .debate for adoption by majority of
senate (rule 20).
41. Texas (1949): Previous question authorized by majority vote (rule 101).
42. Utah ( 1945) : Previous question specifically forbidden (rule 45). No senator
shall speak more than twice in any one debate on the same day, and at the same stage
of the blll without leave (rule 42). Robert's
Rules of Order 1 govern whenever applicable
and not inconsistent with senate rules.
43. Vermnnt (191>0): Previous question
forbidden (rule VIII, 55)'. No senator shall
speak more than twice to same question
without leave (rule X, 65). Robert's Rules
of Order,1 shall prevail (rule XIII, 82), on
parliamentary questions not covered by the
rules.
44. Virginia (1950): Previous question authorized i! seconded by majority of senators present (rule 50), presumably by majority vote. Jefferson's Manual 1 to be used
to construe rules (rule 68) .
45. Washington ( 1951) : Previous question
authorlzed by majority vote (rule 30).
46. West Virginia ( 1951) : Previous question authorized by majority vote (rule 53).
47. Wisconsin (1949): Previous question
authorized by majority vote (Manual, p.
40) on demand of stx senators (rule 82).
48. Wyoming (reprinted 1951): Previous
question authorized when seconded by three
members and approved by majority vote (IJp.
19, 20).
APPENDIX

Prevention of obstructive tactics
Robert's Rules of Order, Revised (1943):

Debate may be closed by a two-thirds vote
of the assembly or by adopting the motion
for the previous question which requires a.
two-thirds vote of those present and voting
(sec. 44). No dilatory, absurd, or frivolous
motions are allowed (sec. 40) • ''Whenever
1

See appendix for · relevant excerpts.

the Chair is satisfied that members are using
parliam.entary forms to obstruct business he
should either not recognize them or else rule
them out of order" (sec. 40) •
·
Jefferson's Manual (1797): "No one is to
speak impertinently or beside the question,
superfluously or tediously" (see XVII). No
man may speak more than once on the same
bill except to clear up a matter of fact or
to explain a material part of his speech (sec.
XVII). Previous question authorized by
· majority vote (see XXXIV, XLI).

Blood Bath in Red China
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CHARLESJ.KERSTEN
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 15, 1952
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin.

Mr.

Speaker, no accurate estimate can be
made of the number of Chinese who
have been slaughtered by the Reds. But
one conclusion is certain that the number is so tr-emendous that any estimates
are bound to be subject to wide amount
of error. Mr. Hans R. Reinhardt, who
was a free lance journalist, in China,
from 1946 to 1948 .has written a recent
account of liquidation in China. Mr.
Reinhardt has .also been a news editor
of United Press' Hong Kong bureau and
since 1951 he was correspondent for the
Neue Zuercher Zeitung, of Zurich, Switzerland. I include herewith the article
by Mr. Reinhardt which appeared in the
April1952 issue of the Christian Register,
publish-ed by the American Unitarian
Association:
UNDER TOTALlTARIAN TERRoR

(By Hans R. Reinhardt)
More Chinese died violent deaths during
the first 8 months of this past year than during the 3 years of civil war that preceded the
establishment of the Chinese · Communist
state on October 1, 1949.
The Communists' :flna.l b!:i for power from
1946-49 cost an estimated 1,000,000 lives
among some 5,000,000 combatants of both
sides and the civilian population. A compilation of oftlcial Chinese figures giving the
number of counter-revolutionaries executed
since the bloody purge of anti-Communist
elements started at the beg.lnning of April,
reaches 1,200,000. Independent estimates
place the number of :firing squad victims at
well over 1,500,000.
The Peking government brought to the
campaign against the counter-revolutionaries all the fanfare and high-pressure political salesmanship of its efficient propaganda machine. By summer 1951, the domestic
anti-Red had been blown up to a stature of
horror equal only to that of the United
States.
Together with the Victory Bond drive-which helped to stabilize China's chaotic
currency-and the Oppose America--Help
Korea campaign-which supplemented the
Chinese m111tary etfort in Korea by putting
the nation's morale and economy on a war
footing-the purge of counter-revolutionaries
ranks among the three big campaigns waged.
by the Mao Tse-tung government to implement its Communist policy against political
economic and mllita.ry opposition.
A CBINA-WmE WITCH-HUNT

That the counter-revolutionary ts more
than a mere scapegoat--a bogeyman creation

of the Chinese Communist dictatorshipbecame apparent last summer, when governments of the village, county, provincial and
regional levels gave in their reports to the
central authorities equal prominence to the
purge and to such major policy aspects as the
land reform and the donations drive for
planes and heavy equipment for the Korean
front. To the Chinese Communist, the elimination of the counter-revolutionary is a
task of prime importance--because, although many innocent people have died in
the current purge, the counter-revolutionary
exists. He is very much alive, showing his
active or passive opposition to the Chinese
revolution by undermining morale, the economy, and the Red war effort in Korea. The
present frantic China-wide witch-hunt,
therefore, amounts to a public admission by
the central people's government that it is
encountering considerable opposition among
the people, while the indiscriminate nature
of the purge and the resulting deaths of tens
of thousands of innocent Chinese must be
taken as proof that the Communists are
tackltng this problem with determination.
MAO, THE "JUGGLER"

As early as summer of 1949, when the
Nationalist armies were :fleeing south and a
Chinese Communist victory was assured, Mao
Tse-tung let it be known that the future
Chinese Red government would bridge no
opposition.. In his book On People's Democratic Dictatorship (published on July 1,
1949) he wrote:
"'You are dictatorial.' My dear sirs, what
you say is correct. That is just what we
are. All the experiences of the Chinese people • • • tell us to carry out a people's
democratic dictatorship. This means that
the reactionaries must be deprived of the
right to voice their opinions, only the people
have that right."
And elsewhere.
"'You are not benevolent.• Exactly. We
definitely have no benevolent policies toward
the reactionaries or the counter-revolutionary activities of the reactionary classes. Our
benevolent policy does not apply to such
deeds or such persons who are outside the
ranks of the people, it applies only to the ·
people."
EXTREME LENIENCY

It was this apparently quite innocuous
dialectic juggling with law of the unity
of opposites-a favorite Marxist pastime,
which, according to Lenln, is "the salt of
dialectics," and on which Mao based his
paradoxical concept of a democratic dictatorship-that led to the blood bath of 1951.
The preoccupation of Mao's army with domestic m111ta.ry matters lasted until summer
1950, shortly before the outbreak of the Korean war. The remnants of Chiang Kaishek's Nationalists, now turned guerrillas,
had to be tracked down in the mountainous
areas of south, southwest, and northwest
China; about 2,000,000 ex-Nationalist troops
had to be integrated into the People's Liberation Army, the island of Hainan, off the south
China coast, was "liberated" after an extensive amphibious campaign; and preparations were under way for an ambitious amphibious assault on the last Nationalist
bastion-Formosa. There was as yet no talk
of counter-revolutionaries. On the contrary,
a policy of extreme leniency was followed.
Ex-Nationalist oftlcials and oftlcers were
allowed to retain their jobs after undergoing a 3 to 6 months' indoctrination course.
People inside and outside China concluded
that the new Chinese government had decided to let bygones be bygones. Former ·
Nationalist oftlcials who had :fled to HongKong in 1949, were returning already to the
mainland in June 1950 in the hope of not
only being left in peace but of rejoining
their former government departments, when
on July 23, 1950, the Red government promulgated a set of "Regulations for the Sup-
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pression of Counter-Revolutionary Activlties." The keynote was still on guerrillas.
Death penalty was reserved for "bandit bands
who are armed." But already there is mention of "espionage rings, and assassination
gangs opera ting with counter-revolutionary
objectives and for the murder of public servants and the people in general, the sabot age of factories, mines, warehouses, communications, and other public assets." Like
all previous official references to counterrevolutionaries, these were ignored.
FROM TOLERANCE TO TERROR

which heard cases of counter-revolutionaries,
became increasingly perfunctory in their
administration of the regulations, and since
a person sentenced as a counter-revolutionary was denied the right of appeal, there
were no legal obstacles to a speedy dispatch
of potential enemies.
ORIENTAL DANSE MACABRE

From Anril 1 onward, the executions were
carried out in public. At the so-called
"public accusation meetings," the condemned were paraded on a platform before
thousands of spectators-50,000 on ·one occasion in Shanghai-and alleged victims of
the counter-revolutionaries were allowed to
spit at the criminals and beat them. There
was usually music and speech-making before the doomed men and women were driven
in trucks to the execution ground, where
they met their end kneeling, while a soldier
shot them one by one from close range in
the back of their heads.
Under the guidance of political workers,
accusation meetings and subsequent executions were turned into occasions for rejoicing.
Colorfully dressed dance teams, beating side
drums, performed a danse macabre at a
Tientsin execution ground in May. In
smaller towns, students were given a day off
to attend accusation meetings and executions.
On at least three occasions, accusation
meetings were broadcast.
Among those executed in Chungking in
. April was one Chen Yusheng, a one-time
chief of the censorship section of the Kuomintang Department of Propaganda in
Chungldng in 1940. His crime: "lie was responsible for obstructing the development
of the progressive press."
In contrast to the fanfare and merrymaking which accompanied the final stages
of the "judicial" process were the didactic
minds of the fanatics behind the scenes. A
glimpse of these minds can be had in this
definition of the execution of counter-revolutionaries, taken from the Current Affairs
Journal, published in Peking:
"Execution means the fundamental physical elimination of counter-revolutionaries
and is, of course, the most thorough and
severe measure for depriving the counterrevolutionaries of their conditions for coun•
ter-revolutionary activities."
When the purge reached its climax in May;
the government, surveying the situation;
observed:
"Now the deviation towards 'inordinate
magnanimity' has been in general rectified.
• * * As a result of the persistent suppression of counter-revolutionary elements,
the people are rejoicing, and eulogies are
uttered by every mouth, saying it was 'an·other revolution.'"

The sudden reversal of policy from one of
tolerance to one of terror coincided with
China's entry into the Korean war in December 1950, when the Peking People's Daily,
the mouthpiece of the Chinese Communist
P arty, called on officials to rectify the "deviation of boundless magnanimity."
Certain cadres, the newspaper complained,
"did not understand clearly and integrally
the government policy. A part of our cadres
confused the severe suppression of counterrevolutionary activities with the consolidation of the united front" (the Communist
term for cooperation of Communist Parties
with other political groups), "confused the
objection to indiscriminate arrests and killings with the severe punishment of arch
criminals, confused suppression with magnanimity, with the result that the deviation
of boundless magnanimity was not corrected
in time and unnecessary damage has been
done."
For the first time, the United States Government is officially linked with anti-Communist subversion in China. "These saboteurs," the Peking People's Daily said, "become Fifth Columnists of the American invaders (of Korea) and hinder the Chinese
people from carrying out more effectively the
struggle to resist America, aid Korea, protect
their homes and defend their country."
Officials throughout China took this upbraiding to heart, and the purge began with
arrests, trials, and executions. But there
were no indications as yet of excesses. At this .
juncture, the few innocent people who were
put to death as counter-revolutionaries can
be considered as victims of miscarriages of
justice. Officials still tried conscientiously
to limit the purge to active opponents of the
Red regime.
The pseudo-legal framework of the 1951
mass slaughter was promulgated over the
signature of Mao Tse-tung on February 21,
1951, in the form Of "Regulations of the People's Republic of China for the Punishment
of Counter-Revolutionaries." These regulations were so framed as to make virtually
every Chinese suspect to charges of spying
and to subsequent execution. "Looting or
wrecking" of forests, for instance, became
punishable with death if done "with counterSLAVE LABOR REALITY
revolutionary purposes."
By midsummer, apparently realizing the
These regulations shO\Yed a significant adpossibilities of slave labor, the government
dition to previous directives and laws dealissued a directive to military tribunals dealing with counter-revolutionaries. For the
ing with counter-revolutionaries; urging an
first time, the subversive is identified with
"expansion of reform by labor." The directive
foreign powers. According to article 3, . said: "All counter-revolutionaries who can
"Those who collude with imperialism in
either be sentenced to death or otherwise
rebelling against the fatherland shall be dealt with, should not be executed, but should
punished by death sentence or life imprisonbe disposed of by means of imprisonment;
ment." Another section of the regulations
with hard labor or labor reform.''
provides death penalty for disturbing marIn accordance with this new policy, death
kets or undermining finance at the order of
sentences became rare.r and were replaced by
an enemy inside or outside the country.
hard labor sentences. It is quJte impossible
Red China was taking cognizance of its
to assess the number of counter-revolutionde facto state of war with the United Naaries doing slave labor in various parts of
tions, and was strengthening its internal
China. Many of these unfortunates appear
security.
to have been sent to the northwest, where
In March, the. Communists extended their
large-scale irrigation projects and railway
purge from actually active opponents of the
building is being pushed under the direction
Red regime to potential enemies. Large
of Soviet advisers and technicians. Others
numbers of ex-Nationalist civil and military
have remained in China proper. According
personnel were hauled up before tribunals,· to independent reports from the Chinese
in some cases sentenced for crimes allegedly
mainland, working gangs of several thousand
committed as far back as 1927, and sumconvicts have been seen in Kwangtung, Kimarily execute.d. The . military tribunals
angsu, and Anhwei provinces, as well as in'
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the northwestern provinces of Sinkiang and
Kansu.
A novel twist in enforcing the "expansion
of reform by labor" policy was the introduction of the "suspended death sentence."
Rather than rush the condemned m an to the
execution ground and blow out his 1: ·ains,
he is put to productive use as a slave laborer,
If, after 2 years, he is found to have benefited from "reform by labor," the death sentence is commuted to life imprisonment.
An approximate indication of the percentage of counter-revolutionaries who
were executed was given last week by the
Deputy Governor of Kwangtung Province in
a report published in the official Chinese
Communist press. Out of 89,701 persons
indicted since October, 28,332 were given the
death penalty. If these figures are indica tive of condi.t ions elsewhere in China, the
percentage of death sentences would be
around 80 percent, leaving some 70 percent
of the accused to do slave labor.
These figures do not include anti-Communist guerrillas, of whom the Communists
claim to have wiped out 52,620 since October
in Kwangtung Province only.
DEATH AS YOU CHOOSE IT

There have been very few acquittals of
persons accused of counter-revolution. The
security authorities claim uncanny precision
in their choice of suspects, and since there
is no right of appeal and the military tribunals mete out their peculiar brand of Red
justice in close secrecy, it is anybody's guess
what the number of acquittals should have
been.
Surveillance is carried out by the police
as well as by the counter-revolutionary himself. He reports daily to his local police station with a diary in which he sets down all
his movements, the names of callers, and
outlines of the conversations he had during
the day. Persons mentioned as visitors in
the diaries of counter-revolutionaries under
surveillance are known to have been summoned by the security authorities to give
an independent account of the conversation
conducted.
After less than a month, the paroled
counter-revolutionary will find himself ostracized and shunned, since even perfunctory contact with him can lead to unpleasant
encounters with the police, to endless crossexaminations and to possible suspicions and
arrest. Some paroled counter-revolutionaries have wealthy families to fall back on for
financial support and lodging. Others, finding that no landlord will run the risk of
letting a room to one under surveillance,
drift from hotel to hotel until their money
is spent and they are either allowed to join
one of the labor corps recruited from former beggars and prostitutes, or commit suicide.
During the past half year Chinese newspapers repeatedly carried statements by
wives and children denouncing their husbands and fathers as counter-revolutionaries.
Although it is conceivable that in fi ts of
fanaticism or bad temper such denunciations were actually made, dozens of absolutely reliable reports from all over China are
available in Hong Kong telling how coercion
and torture were used to obtain the signatures of wives, sons, and daughters of counter-revolutionaries for this purpose. In certain instances the unfortunate relatives of
anti-Communists were forced to read out
accusations over the radio or at public meetings.
Chinese youth magazines carry glowing
accounts of vigilance training given to members of the Young Pioneers, the Communists'
youth organization, under the campaign
against counter-revolutionaries. Teen-aged
sleuths not afraid even to denounce their
own parents, and eavesdropping on private
conversations were depicted as glowing examples for China's youth. Under article 19
of the regulations dealing with the purge,
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''Any person has the right to expose and denounce counterrevolutionary criminals but
m ay not make false charges out of personal
grievance." Whether this article is applicable to children intent on the thrill of a spy
hunt is dubious.
WILL IT END? ·

The wa ve of blood and hysteria sweeping
China is not expected to subside. According
to a Government report on Political and
Legal Work, issued in May of this year, "This
ts a long-term complicated struggle, and
must be carried out continuously. It is necessary to continue persistently the suppression of counterrevolutionaries and the opposition to complacency and imprudent emotion in dealing with the enemy.''
If one accepts the accuracy of the o.fiicial
Chinese Communist figures of 1,200,000 executions and about twice that many sentences
to hard labor terms, the Chinese people do
not appear to have taken kindly to communism, for, in addition, almost 2,000,000 guer._
rillas were claimed wiped out during the past
year. Nor does the purge show any signs of
subsiding, although . the number of executions has decreased during the past 2 months.

Su cess of Chester Bowles as Ambassador
to India

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM BENTON
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. BENTON.

Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to insert in the Appendix of the RECORD a brief summary of
American press opinion which brings out
the success with which former Gov.
Chester Bowles is performing his duties
as Ambassador to India. Although I am
sure that Ambassador Bowles would be
the first to admit that the wide gap in
understanding between the United
States and India has not been bridged,
it is abundantly shown from this survey
that since his arrival there tremendous
strides have been made in that direction.
Still further steps are urgently required
as we look ahead. Fortunately, we have
an eminent and distinguished Ambassador to help guide American policy toward
these urgently required forward steps.
There being no objection, the summary was ordered to be printed in the
REcORD, as follows:
SUMMARY OF PRESS 0PimON ON AMBASSADOR

BOWLES

As early as his first fortnight as United
States Ambassador to India, Mr. Bowles was

commended by a variety of commentators
who felt that he had started "with the best
foot forward." To such internationallyminded observers as Time, St. Louis PostDitpatch, Boston Herald, New York Post,
Elmer Davis (ABC), and Des Moines Register,
Mr. Bowles' "unorthodox diplomacy" was
gratifying evidence of a common-sense approach to the job. These editors and others
stressed with particular satisfaction the
Ambassador's rejection of the mansion-sized
Embassy for a modest bungalow, and his
decision to send his three children to a
public school. Among several who adverted
to Senator TAFT's vigorous opposition to the
Bowles appointment, the St~ Louis PostDispatch demanded: "U this is not the record of a natural-born diplomat, what is it?"

Admitting that there is more to being a.
,e nt oon"eded, "but 1f it ls applied to the
successful ambassador than getting along
Indian people at large, it is considered here
with the people to whom one is accredited,
to represent the gravest kind of wishf ul
the Boston Herald nevertheless maintained
thinking." Graham went on to cite observthat "at the moment good public relations
ers 1n Bombay to the effect that the present
is one of our greatest needs in the East, and
hopeful upswing in Indo-American cordiat the start at least Mr. Bowles seems to be
ality can be assessed accurately only against
supplying it. • • •"
a background of undiminished interest in
Blase Indian journalists emerged sympaSoviet affair among the Indian people.
thetic from their first encounter with Mr.
Criticism of the Bowles mission has been
Bowles. One observer described the new
limited almost exclusively to those q u arters
Ambassador as informal, at once shrewd and
objecting to "the newest project for more
sincere, lucid and tactful.
global give-away." Thus George Weller,
On the occasion of Mr. Bowles' return to
Chicago Daily News correspondent in Ceylon,
Washington in Ja nuary, Eric Sevareid (CBS)
charged 1n Februa ry that Mr. Bowles' "acdeclared: ''Here is Ambassador Bowles, who
ceptance of the double standard practiced by
somehow would look more nat ural in a
Nehru has been unrelieved, so far as can be
sweatshirt than in a cutaway, Mr. Bowles,
judged by his speeches, by any marked atwho in 3 months, has flown 7,000 miles
t empt to clarify American mistrust of
around India, driven 1,800 miles by car, visNehru's friendship for Red China.'' Edgar
ited in a hundred dusty villages, sat crossAnsel Mowrer wrote in a similar vein that
legged with the farmers of a dozen more,
th~ Ambassador "went off to New Delhi wontramped along miles of irrigation ditch~s,
dering what he could do to help-the United
hammered out financial, agricultural, indusStates?-no; India.''
trial plans over governmental and business
The only proponent of the aid program to
tables. This is your new American diplomat
rebuke Mr. Bowles was the Washington Post,
and there are others like hlm, engaged a
which in January took the Ambassador to
little in what we think of as pure diplomacy
task for allegedly ignoring an Indian interbut up to his ears in what is really -social
national industries fair at Bombay, to which
engineering on a prodigious seale."
the Russians had sent buyers and sellers by
During Mrs. Roosevelt's visit to India, the
the score.
New York Times' New Delhi correspondent,
Robert Trumbull, reported that "bringing
her here was a project of Ambassador Chester
Bowles to advance Indian-United States relaForeign Economic Aid
tions." Trumbull added: "The most spectacular gains in India's friendship for the
United States have coincided with the enerEXTENSION OF REMARKS
getic and unconventional envoy's 4-month
OF
tenure."
Recently Indians themseves have testified
to Mr. Bowles' accomplishment. Mr. Ghosh
OF LOUISIANA
(an Indian visiting the United States under
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the auspices of the State Department) stated
that since Mr. Bowles' appointment as AmThursday, June 5, 1952
bassador "and since Mrs. Roosevelt's triMr. ALLEN of Louisiana. Mr. Speakumphal tour in India, the climate of Indian
er, I have felt for some tim-e that the
opinion toward the United States has
changed.'' This viewpoint was echoed in . many nations in different parts of the
the New Yorker of May 3 by Santha Rama
world who have been receiving economic
Rau, who wrote: "The Indian attitude toaid from us should be able to stand on
ward the Americans has changed dramatitheir own feet. I so voted when the
cally since the arrival of Chester Bowles.
recent foreign-aid bill was under conAlready the Indian press has warmed up to
sideration in this House. The Natchithe Americans and on the whole seems willtoches Enterprise. Natchitoches, La., one
ing to believe in American friendliness.
among the oldest papers in Louisiana,
Mrs. Roosevelt's tour of India turned out to
be an excellent job of public relations."
spoke out editorially last week on my
One of a number of American journals
position and I include that editorial
Which have welcomed recent signs of a more
herewith:
cooperative attitude toward the United
CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME
States on the part of the Indian Prime MinElsewhere on this page in b.is weekly
ister, the Washington Post thought that Mr.
Washington Newsletter, Congressman A.
Nehru's "present friendliness" could be exLEoNARD ALLEN points out that, in his opinplained in psychological terms. "Ambassaion. the time has come for ending the enordor Chester Bowles, in particular," the Post
mous economic foreign-aid program.
continued, "seems to have brought a spirit
This writer agr~s fully with the Eighth
of equal partnership and mutual respect into
District Congressman as far as he goes, It
American dealings wltl:l India."
·
1s
time to bring an end to all of the present
High praise ior Mr. Bowles came from
tax, spend., give-away schemes endorsed and
Ralph McGill of the Atlanta Constitution,
demanded by the Truman administration.
when he described the Washington's BirthThese self -same sChemes are heading this
day party which the Ambassador gave to
Nation toward sure economic sulcide,
offset the propaganda of the Chinese "culCharity begins at home. And as Repretural" mission to India. McGill stated:
"Chester Bowles, a down-to-earth New Engsentative ALLEN points out, we here in
America are being deprived of many things
land yankee, with all the shrewdness tradirightfully ours because we, the richest Nationally attributed thereto, has done a magtion on e·a rth, can't afford tb.em. According
nificent job as Ambassador to India. He
to the Congressman, not a single Federal
inherited a bankrupt situation. In less than
Post omce building has been erected 1n the
6 months he has reversed it untu there is
whole United States for a number of years.
less Communist infl:uence in India than at
Reason: No funds. We have skimped in our
any time since the war's end.''
flood-control
program With disastrous reOn the other hand, writing prior to the
sults. Witness the recent havoc wrought by
Nehru press conference, the Christian
raging torrents in the Middle West which
Science Monitor's Bombay correspondent,
should have, and most probably would have,
Gordon Graham, suggested that the Ambeen curbed with proper controls.
bassador was mistaken in declaring that
No argument under the sun can be ofIndia had lost her sympathy !or the Soviet
Union. "What 1m'. Bowles said may be true
fered to justify bankrupting this country
of some government circles," the correspond1n a foolish attempt at buylpg so-called se-
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curity from a bunch of hungry foreigners.
The Washington crowd calls it saving them
from communism. But who will save us or
them after we have become destitute, our
economy ruined?
· Representative ALLEN is right-an imme•
diate end must be brought to this method·
leal destruction of the American economy.

Campaign Address by Hon. William F.
Knowland, of California
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. \VILLIAM F. KNOWLAND
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an address
which I made at a final campaign rally
in Oakland, Calif., on Monday evening,
June 2, 1952.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Mayor, Congressman
ALLEN, and fellow Californians, it is good to
be here in my home community for this final
campaign rally and to meet with so many of
my boyhood friends, with early supporters
of my first campaign for the State assembly
20 years ago this month and with both Dem·
ocrats and Republicans who have given such
wholehearted support to my present campaign for reelection to the Senate of the
United States.
At this late hour preceding the opening
of the polls tomorrow morning, I prefer to
t!:~.lk about our obligations as citizens of a
gl'eat Republic of free men and women
rather than an·y personal appeal for support. What happens to any of us as individuals is secondary to the survival of our
Nation as part of a free world of freemen.
When World War II came to an end 7
years ago there were less than 200,000,000
people behind the Communist iron curtain.
Tonight as we are meeting here in Oakland,
there are over 800,000,000 human beings
within the Communist orbit. An evil and a
ruthless force has expanded its totalitarian
power at the rate of almost 100,000,000 people a year.
From the Elbe to the China Sea a series
of events have been taking place that must
cause concern to every responsible man and
woman in the Nation. In my judgment the
events in Paris, Berlin, Tokyo, and Koje
Island are not isolated coincidences, but
rather a well-planned testing out of the free
world by Stalin's agents overseas. ·
This totalitarian power which threatens
expanded aggression is based on the violent
overthrow of free governments, the destruction of religion, the instigation of class warfare, the liquidation of property rights, the
assassination or execution of constitutional
leadership and the terrorizing of the people
to make them the disciplined robots of a
Communist dictatorship.
Today the San Francisco's People's World,
spokesman of the communist Party.line, had
this to say in a front-page editorial,
"KNOWLAND cannot be permitted to win both
the Democratic and Republican nominations." The people of California will give
their answer when 5,250,000 are eligible to
vote tomorrow.
One way of showing our belief in our constitutional system is by voting tomorrow

and in every election. At the polls, every
voter is the equal of the highest magistrate
in the land. When the individual has his
ballot and the curtain drops behind his back,
he is a free man in the fullest sense of the
word.
No political, labor, or business boss can
intervene between the citizen of the United
States and his vote when he stands alone in
the voting booth with only his God and his
conscience to guide him. Many have died
that we might live to exercise this right of
franchise and it is a heritage that must not
be lightly abdicated.
The stay-at-home vote could easily have
changed the 1948 presidential vote and
brought an end 4 years earlier an administration that subsequently entered the Korean
war without requesting a declaration by
Congress as provided for by the Constitution
and has required men to fight and die while
denying them the right to win.
The people who failed to vote as much as
those who did are responsible for the continuation of an administration which for 5
year followed the catastrophic "wait for the
dust to settle" policy in China while looking
upon the Chinese Communists as agrarian
reformers and which ignored the clear signal
of danger in the statement of Lenin many
years ago that "the road to Paris is thr~ugh
Peking."
Regardless of the controversy which has
swirled around his head, I believe that the
American people owe an everlasting debt of
gratitude to Gen. Douglas MacArthur. Yet
for advocating negotiations by the field commanders, with a clear warning that we would
not in the future continue to tie the hands
of our Armed Forces if a peace with honor
was not reached in a reasonable period of
time, General MacArthur was removed from
his command.
Substituted for his proposal was a State
Department and United Nations political
decision which has led to 11 months of stalemated farcical negotiations while the Communists built up their reinforcements, their
artillery, and their motor transportation.
Their air power has been built up to the point
where they now threaten to take superiority
in the air over Korea away from us. Even
tonight as we meet here American jet flyers
in Korea are outnumbered by Communist
jets on a ratio of better than 4 to 1.
It was not for want of taxes from the
American people or appropriations from the
Congress that this great Nation of ours, pioneer in aviation and on VJ-day 7 years ago
with the greatest Air Force the world has
ever known finds itself threatened by
Korean and Chinese Communists using borrowed planes from the Soviet Union. It was
the President himself who froze the funds for
building up our air power in 1949 after they
had been provided by the Congress.
Our policies have been vacillating. We
agreed to leaving Berlin as an island in a
Soviet sea of territory and invited the extortion practiced upon us during the 1948 Berlin blockade and which threatens us again in
1952. Vienna was left in an equally vulnerable position by the executive branch of
the Government. At a late date we began
to close the door to communism in Europe
while leaving it wide open in Asia.
On May 28 of this year the President denounced the rulers of Russia as liars, as warmongers, and as mass kidnapers of children
and adults on both sides of the iron curtain.
He only told the American public what they
had known through a free press and radio
and as a result of Members of Congress breaking down the wall of silence surrounding the
secret deals of Yalta, Tehran, and Potsdam
and subsequent suppressed events.
Yet on · June 11, 1948, at Eugene, Oreg.•
this same leader of our foreign policy said,
..I got very well acquainted with Joe Stalin.
and I like ole Joe-he is a decent fellow"
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Shades of Heartbreak Ridge and 108,000 Korean war casualties-are we not entitled as
a great free Republic to more competent and
less naive leadership than that?
This administration in 7 years w111 have
taken in more taxes and expended more
money than all the administrations from
George Washington through that of Franklin D. Roosevelt. The American people are
entitled to a fUll accounting from an administration which has been in complete
control of the executive branch through
these fateful years.
This administration which has seized our
submerged lands and threatens our water
resources under a doctrine of paramount
power shows its lack of proper constitutional concept of the Presidency of the
United States by claiming inherent power
to seize an industry without authority of
law. By a 6-to-3 vote the Supreme Court
today denied such power exists. Had such
action not been challenged it would have
been the opening wedge for this or some fu.
ture administration seizing and socializing
our entire economic system. If a business
could have been seized under any such doctrine of executive power so could a labor
union and that would be the road to totalitarianism which our founding fathers tried
to protect us against.
As long as I have a voice and a vote in
the Senate of the United States, · I shall
oppose any such usurpation of power by any
President of the United States, Democratic
or Republican.
We are weakened at home and abroad by
an administration that no longer commands
public confidence. We must put our own
house in order without delay if we are to
gain a peace with honor which we do not
now have. A leadership of firmness and
courage in the Theodore Roosevelt and Grover Cleveland tradition will have a better
chance to impress the Kremlin than the
vacillating policy that has encouraged our
enemies and discouraged many of our
friends. On several occasions off-the-cuff
Presidential remarks such as that alleging
an ultimatum never delivered has even embarrassed our own State Department.
Our domestic problems of higher taxes,
economic controls, selective service demands
on manpower, inflationary pressures on our
economy, and lack of funds for great reclamation and flood-control projects because
of the needs of desperate and threatened
friends al.Jroad will not, in my judgment,
be cured until new leadership gives us what
this administration lacks the capacity to
furnish.
Neither an individual nor a nation can
buy friendship. It must be based on mutual
respect and confidence.
We must not spread ourselves too thin or
overextend our commitments. For if America should go down, we would take the
whole free world down with us.
Our help should go only to those willing
to do their utmost to help themselves and
to those willing to stand shoulder to shoulder with us if Soviet aggression comes.
I am fed up with our resources being
given to those playing "footsie" with the
Kremlin while waiting to see which way the
struggle goes between the free world and the
totalitarian.
By the secret deal of Yalta, the executive
branch of our Government gave to the Soviet
Union that which was not ours to give. It
was done without the knowledge or consent
of the American people or of the Congress.
It was a fateful meeting for milllons o!
formerly free people of Poland and China,
living and dead. Sitting as part of the
American delegation was Alger Hiss.
One of the first acts of the new Administration taking omce next January 20th
should be the repudiation of the Yalta
executive agreement and a pledge to the
American people that future negotiations
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with foreign powers wlll follow the Constitutional process requiring ratification by the
Senate of the United States.
To combat the destructive force of international communism reqUires more than
Armed Forces in the air, on the land and on
the sea. It also requires a solvent Government and a sound national economy. But
even this is not sufficient. We need to seek
divine guidance as Washington and Lincoln
did in other dark days of our Nation's history, and we need to dedicate ourselves to the
· American ideal of freedom with the pledge
of the founders of our Nation as expressed
in the concluding words of the Declaration
of Independence when they said: "With a
firm reliance on the protection of divine
providence we mutually pledge to each other
our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred
honor."

Lifting Social-Security Earnings
Limitations
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JACOB K. JAVITS
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Speaker, as one of
the sponsors of legislation to raise from
$50 to $100 the monthly earnings limitations now placed on recipients of so·
cial security, I believe the appended article from the New York Post by economist
Sylvia F. Porter should be of special interest to all Members. It also directly
relates to the effort in which I join to
afford much greater employment opportunities for older people and my bill H. R.
4731 against discrimination in employ ..
ment opportunity on account of age.
Persons living on fixed incomes, as our
retired senior citizens do, feel the keenest
the increasing cost of liVing and it is
a great injustice to impose upon them
restrictions preventing them from earning the few extra dollars necessary to
maintain adequate living standards.
The article follows:
CRUEL PENSION LAW
(By Sylvia F. Porter)
There's one brutally unfair, stupidly uneconomic, obviously archaic provision in our
social security law that cries out for correction by Congress at once.
That's the clause saying a 65-year-old receiving social-security benefits cannot. earn
more than $50 a month in addition; for if
he does hold or get a job paying over that
piddling sum, he forfeits his old-age pension.
Even if Congress does nothing else to 1m·
prove our old-age pension system this session, it should-in fact, for the sake of
common decency, it must-knock out that
cruel clause.
It's a peculiar thing but I've found that
relatively few Americans under the socialsecurity system for years but not yet at retirement age, are aware of this joker in the
law. It very well .may come as a complete
surprise to you.
Yet, millions of men and women who have
reached 65 and. who are now drawing benefits
are painfully awar.e ·of it.
Recently, when I was in St. Petersburg,
Fla.-a. city with a large percentage of older
folks-! heard this provision bitterly condemned again and again. ·
The law declares that we are entitled to
old-age benefits when we reach 65; about

46,000,000 of us are under the system and
already are or wm be entitled to the pensions.
But the law also declares that 1f we want
to keep working between 65 and 75, we must
not earn more than $50 a month-or we will
lose our benefits. If you can't make ends
meet on your pension plus $50 a month extra,
well, that's too bad for you.
You might ask "why was this clause included in the first place? What could Congress have had in mind?"
Perhaps you have forgotten that the social security law was a depression baby, a
product of the mid-thirties. At that time,
one of the law's aims was to help remove
older folks from the working force in order
to make room for younger workers. (The
original limit on earnings was $15 a month.)
Another strong theory was that a 65-yearold was ready for the scrap heap, wasn't
capable of earning much, if anything.
A third idea was that an indlvidual receiving a Government pension shouldn't
have the privilege of working too.
But surely it is clear how far we've outgrown these three theories. We're not trying to slash our work force today; we're discarding the concept of aged at 65; we're recognizing that the idea of either work or get
your pension is uneconomic.
And the inconsistency of the clause should
make any observer wince. In addition to ·
your pension, you can get any amount from
. securities-$500 a month if you're that
wealthy. But you can't earn $51.
Under the social security bill just defeated
in the House, the earnings limit would have
been raised to $70 a month.
That would have been some improvement-and if Congress retrieves the bill from
the ashcan, it will be an improvement.
But $70 is still an unsatisfactory limit.
The average payment to a retired worker
now is $42 a month; the average for an over65 couple is $70 a month. The earnings
ceiling just doesn't permit enough leeway
in this era of high prices.
Actually, social security experts I've
queried would have aU maXimums abolished.
Let a · man or woman earn what he or sh~
can.

A Way To Spend Wisely
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN L. McCLELLAN
OF ARKANSAS
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article entitled "A Way To Spend Wisely,"
written by Roland Sawyer, and published in the Christian Science Monitor
of June 4, 1952.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:
AN

MESSAGE FROM WASmNGTON
(By Roland Sawyer)
A WAY TO SPEND WISELY
WASHINGTON.-This Congress is being critiCized as even a :more "do-nothing" Congreso
than the famous Eightieth. On one important issue, however, this Congress can do
something that will have immense and lasting value .. The Senate already has acted and
now this matter rests in the House Rules
Committee. It has to do with the budget,
that great document, thick as a metropolitan telepho!le _b_Qok_. _w hiqh ·shows how the
taxpayers' money is spent, but which few
INTIMATE

people, many Members of Congress included,
can understand.
A proposal 1s before Congress to give the
lawmakers a real budget bureau of their
own. The purpose is to enable Congress to
have its own ihdependent estimate of Federal expenditures. The plan seeks to save
money, both by having a squad of fiscal
detectives solely responsible to the legislators-who appropriate-and also by revising the tedious process by which Co~
gress now determines what it shall authorize.
On my desk as I write I have seven books.
All are as thick as novels. They represent
the hearings held by the House Appropriations Committee on 1953 appropriations for
the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force.
This is the testimony Congress has to wade
through. every year before making up its
mind what to appropriate.
It does this not only . once, but twice.
The House Appropriations Committee does
it. And the Senate Appropriations Committee does it. The time required for administrative officials to testify on behalf
of what they want is enormous. The time·
required by the legislators is likewise
enormous.
Witnesses come asking money for their
own particular programs and some of these
are complex matters requiring experts to
appraise. The witnesses do not testify in
any regard on the over-all budget, but just
their own. Each makes the strongest possible case he can for funds. Congress is left
with the job of . sifting out who gets how
much.
Now this may not sound unduly axduous
when read while one is ensconced in an
armchair. But suppose you add the annual
income of General Motors Corp., American
Telephone & Telegraph, Atlantic & ?acific,
Standard Oil of New Jersey, Sears, Roebuck
& co., Swift & Co., and Chr.t 1 er Corp.-the
seven largest business corporations in the
United States. You wculd expect that their
income would compare about equally with
the Federal Government. You would be sure
that these corporations know every dollar
they spend. Well, their total income for the
year 1950 or 1951 is almost exactly half the
Federal Government's income for 1951. The
dollar comparison is $27,100,000,000 for the
corporations to $53,370,000,000 for the Federal
Government.
Just to nail down the staggering size of
the problem, here's one more example. Forty
years ago, the annual expenditure of the
Federal Government was about 2¥2 percent
of the total national income. Today, the
annual Federal expenditures are about 25
percent of the national income. Yet the
procedure by which Congress examines the
Federal budget and makes its appropriations
has not increased· in efficiency by any ratio
of 2¥2 to 25, or anything like it.
Congress can, to be sure, draw upon the
valuable services provided by the Budget
Bureau and the General Accounting Office to
get additional facts. But these agencies are
administrative agencies. They work for the
President, or the executive branch primarily. congress has a few investigators of its
own to examine some portions of the budget,
but nothing like a budget agency responsible
exclusively to itself.
So it comes about, after years of various
proposals to improve "!;his inefficient haphazard system, that the Senate at last has·
voted to establish . a joint congressional
budget bureau, which would, as ·the Denver
Post said, enable Congress "to post agents
in the Pentagon and in: all the ctviUan departments-men who would spend most of ·
each year collecting information for the congressional Appropriations · Committees on
what could be cut, and where."
Additionally, the cumbersome procedure of
the dua.l budget. hearings. in the House and
Senate. would be Jtbolished, and a joint committ{le on the budget established in its place,
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where Members of the House and Senate
would sit together-as they do in the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy, for exampleto hear testimony once by administrative
officers, which would be published once.
And Congress, under this plan would be
equipped to challenge intelligently testimony on what was needed, or not, as never
before.
The Senate has passed the act to effect
this reform and it now rests with the House
Rules Committee, which must decide if the
m atter goes to the House itself for general
debate. Testimony to the Senate by many
independent agencies specializing in such
reforms, as well as by such a wise counselor
as Lindsay Warren, Comptroller General.
stresses the advantages of the plan as the
best hope for Government economy yet offered to Congress in an era of unbridled
growt h in bureaucracy and spending.

We Must Preserve the Grass Roots:
Village Approach in the Technical Cooperation Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN PHILLIPS
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, May 20, 1952

Mr. PHILLIPS. Several weeks agoon March 17, 1952, to be correct-! inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a
statement from the Board of Consultants
to the Food, Agriculture, and Resources
Development Staff of the TCA. I have
asked consent to extend my remarks now
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD in order to
include a further statement by the same
Board on the same subject.
It indicates clearly that the value of
the Technical Cooperation Program lies
in personal work, not in the amount of
money appropriated. To many of the
nations, this wor~ is identified by the
name of the technical advisor sent from
the United States. In reply to inquiries,
the nations say that they do not want
money, they want specific individuals.
On this basis the program will be successful and worth while, and the cooperating nations can increase their food
supplies and improve their methods of
agriculture.
The second statement follows:
MAY 2, 1952.
To: Clayton E. Whipple, Director, Food, Agriculture, and Resources Development
Staff, Technical Cooperation Administration, Department of State.
From: Board of Consultants to the Food,
Agriculture, and Resources Development
Staff, Technical Cooperation Administration, Department of State.
Subject: Recommendations.
The chief purpose of the TCA program is
to help people help themselves, in a simple, direct way, rather than to be _utilized
as an expedient to attain political and/or
military policy objectives. TCA should not
be required to administer funds not contributing directly to its fundamental aims.
TCA programs can only succeed 1f governments and people have confidence in the
sincerity with which such help is offered.
In carrying out the projects it is necessary that TCA adopt a "grass-roots village"

approach. Such an approach will give maximum results with minimum expenditure of
appropriated funds. This will require a staff
possessing imagination and determination
inspired by a spirit of service.
The desire for assistance should arise from
a need recognized by a community as important for the achievement of better living.
The full participation of the community
should be sought through the utilization of
locally available human and natural resources, local institutions and organizations,
local leaders, and local labor supply, toward
the end of developing local initiative and
competence to continue and expand programs.
In the field of agriculture, TCA should emphasize a few key projects that are quickly,
economically and widely reproducible.
In many of these countries there exists a
rich fund of proven knowledge and proven
practical application of that knowledge Which
desperately needs to be disseminated to all
of the people.
The accomplishment of only a few projects
Which are simple and already proven will
solve the immediate food problem in the
underdeveloped countries.
Typical projects are:
Proven varieties for high-yielding crops
and improved livestock.
Small farm tools for use with hand and
locally available animal power.
Savings of food from loss through proper
methods of rodent and insect control, and
through efficient methods of storage.
Immediate implementation of plans to
eradicate rinderpest, foot and mouth disease
and desert locusts.
We believe attention should be given to
sound evaluation of water resources and
planning for proper control and use of this
vital resource through simple methods of application and;or drainage.
·In order to provide incentive to farmers
and secure to them a greater proportion
of the results of their labors we believe that
better methods of marketing and distribution should be instituted everywhere; As an
example, in the East this has been amply
demonstrated at Hong Kong.
We believe that emphasis on these types
of projects represents the basic philosophy
and concept of TCA and, furthermore, that
the American people will wholeheartedly support a program of this nature.
In the development of this program we
urge the closest possible collaboration with
the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations.
HAROLD B. ALLEN,
Director of Education, Near East
Foundation, New York, N. Y.

L. G. LIGUTTI,
Executive ·Director, National Cath·
olic Rural Life Conference, Des
Moines, Iowa.

WILLIAM A. SCHOENFELD,
Dean Emeritus and Organization ·
Consultant, Corvallis, Oreg.

E. B. EVANS,
President, Prairie View Agricultural
and Mechanical College, Prairie
View, Tex.
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The Payless Payday
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. ROONEY
OF

NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following article by
Joseph Young, which appeared in the
Evening Star, Washington. D. c .. on
Wednesday, June 4, 1952:
THE FEDERAL SPOTLIGHT
(By Joseph Young)
THE PAYLESS PAYDAY
The payless payday situation involving
Government employees could have been
avoided easily if Congress had shown some
foresight, Federal officials say.
The House is not blamed, but the Senate
could have prevented the situation, if it had
wanted to.
Of course, now that House-Senate conferees have agreed on the third supplemental
bill, the threat of payless paydays has vanished. Final enactment by the House and
Se_late is regarded as a mere formality and
shot:ld take place tomorrow.
For the last week or so Federal employeea
have been subjected to a severe case of jitters
regarding their pay.
And more than 500,000 postal workers.
most of them in the lower salary brackets,
who live from pay check to pay check, already have missed out on their pay this
week. At best, their pay checks will be from
3 to 4 days late.
Cll!l.irman CANNON of the House Appropriations Committee, sought to have the
House act today but this move failed because
of lack of a quorum.
These postal workers are hard working and
conscientious. To deny them their pay was
a shabby way for Congress to show its appreciation of their loyal service to the Amel'•
lean public.
Fortunately, most other Federal departm ·::mts and agencies don't have their paydays until next week. Thus, most Federal
workers were spared a payless payday. Employees in several agencies, among them the
Small Defense Plants Administration and
the Railroad Retirement Board, were not so
fortunate and have missed a payday.
The entire situation could have been
avoided, if the Senate had approved the
House-passed emergency resolution that
would have permitted regular paydays while
the third supplemental bill containing the
funds was tied up in conference.
Over a month ago, the House prepared
for this contingency by approving the emergency resolution. But the Senate Appropriations Committee, for reasons best known
to itself, refused to act on the resolution.

ABNER BOWEN,
Farmer and Businessman. Delphi,
Ind.

JOHN H. REISNER,
Executive

Secretary,

Agricultural

Missions, Inc., New York, N. Y.
RAYMOND W. MILLER,
Consultant, Food and Agriculture
OrganiZation, United Nations, and
Lecturer, Harvard Graduate School
of Business Administration, Lin•
den, Calif.

C. LEIGH STEVENS,
Agricultural Engineer and Manage·
ment Consultant, Yemassee, S.c.

The Need and the Chance for Equality
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June

s. 1952

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that an article
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fully propelled by Negroes themselves. They
have vigor and are using unassailable American instruments, the ballot box, the courts,
and the printed word. For reasons of conscience or self-interest, the white majority
has supported Negro demands in sufficient
strength to have achieved these results over
the past two decades; the practical disappearance of mob lynching, peonage, and
forced labor; the admission of 1,500,000
Negroes into trade-unions; a wide recognition of the rights of equal opportunity and
equal pay for equal work in industry; baste
THE NEED AND THE CHANCE FOR EQUALlTY
changes tn segregation practices in the Armed
Forces; and significant enlargement of op(By Malcolm Ross)
portunities for Negroes in sc.h ooling, voting,
Soviet distortions of the ills suffered by
and public housing.
American Negro citizens are among the most
Against these dynamics of change stand
difficult to meet of all the "big lies" circuthe very great number of Americans who
lated by Russia for the purpose of winning
intend to remain immovable. White owners
the colored races of Asia to its side. Lies
North and South largely resist Negro enabout American germ warfare in Korea make
trance into their housing. Many southern
us angry, but reports that the newspapers
politicians and labor leaders, fearing the loss
of India have headlined the racist bombings
of constituents, voice anti-Negro attitudes
in Miami must strike home, for we know
with
more fervor than they may personally
that they happened. White Americans and
feel. An apathy born of indifference, or
Negro Americans agree that relationships beof fear that Negro gains are going too far,
tween them are far from perfect. The
keeps millions of comfortable Americans in
thoughtful ones of both races note the suba state of disapproval of the whole business.
stantial gains in citizenship made by Negroes
Hate organizations, and doubtless some
over the past two decades, yet are fully aware
Communist provocateurs, keep alive in rural
of the progress still to be made before the
communities and crowded cities that fierce
United States can make its basic tenets of
fair play jibe with its practices.
· anger against Negroes which combusts so
easily the hearts of insecure whites.
No credit for progress is allowed us by the
These complex imponderables of racial reSoviet propagandists. They hammer into
lationships make themselves felt ·tn the
the minds of colored Asia that imperialist
struggle for full Negro citizenship; their reUncle Sam maltreats his Negro citizens and
sults appear on record in the balance sheet.
will do the same to Asiatics if given the
Negro gains over the past two decades, and
chance. OUr very honesty of disclosure
the elements standing against further adworks against us. No confession of Soviet
vances can be tabulated in the three broad
error ever was printed in Pravda. We, on
categories of industrial relationships, status
the other hand, strain every press facility to
in the Armed Forces, and status as citizens.
get world-wide circulation of our damaging
In the industrial prOduction race Soviet
racial incidents. Observers in the Far East
Russia has a heavy advantage over the United
agree that America has been by those means
States
in numbers of workers. This is more
successfully maligned. Our friends in westthan counterbalanced by the greater proern Europe are similarly bemused.
ductive capacity of individual American
The conservative papers of France, Belworkers. It follows that to maintain or ingium, and Western Germany complain that
crease our lead we must be diligent in traintheir own Communist nationals have a
ing and upgrading every last able-bOdied
potent argument against cooperation with
American we can spare to industry. To add
the United States because of "the insincerity
to that statement of fact the words "irreof American democracy."
spective of race or color" would merely be
"One cannot appear before the world as a
acknowledgment that we have a barrier.
fighter for freedom and right," declares the
racial discrimination, which prevents trainanti-Communist editor of the Arbeitering and upgrading of needed workers, parZeitung, "when one ts unable to eliminate
ticularly among our 15,000,000 Negro citizens.
injustice in one's own house."
No tally of gains and their countervailing
Eliminate injustice? Erase on the current
opposition can be made without notice of
page all the attitudes engendered through
the
dual legacy left by the wartime Fair
300 years of slavery, secession, reconstruction,
Employment Practices Committee. The efand strivings for adjustments? The most
fects of this Roosevelt-appointed agency to
militant fighters for full justice for Negroes
bring key Negro workers into World War II
realize that occasional violent racial inciindustry were on the whole successful as
dents cannot be avoided.
shown by the fact that at production peak
Outraged by mendacious Soviet exaggeraevery tenth worker in war industries was a
tions of our racial maladjustments, hurt by
Negro. The device of creating statutory
the inab111ty of our European allies to see
agencies
to bar discrimination survived the
the picture entire, we have no alternative
abolishment by Congress of the Federal
but to keep on improving our domestic relaFEPC. The practical efforts continue, but
tionships, in an ever intensifying race toward
so does the unhappy political squabbling
a goal wh}ch in the perspective of perfecwhich began when FEPC's wartime advertion must always recede, yet nevertheless
saries took the stand that the ultimate purserves to determine the direction of our
pose was to destroy white supremacy and
efforts. Hitler in a last prewar conference
undermine the social structure of the South.
with Sumner Welles defended his treatment
Arguments on the two levels--one, the
of Jews by citing American lynchings of
practical means of utilizing the skills of all
Negroes. Welles replied by asserting a
American workers, and, second, the emobasic dtfference between a national Nazi
tional plane set in turmoil by prejudices, repolicy to be unfair to Jews and a basic
sentments and economic selfishness-seem
American policy to provide equality of treatstill hopelessly entangled in this election
ment for Negroes. Inconclusive as that
year of 1952. Nevertheless, through these
answer may be, at least our balance of decent
fogs new accomplishments are emerging, as
practices toward Negro citizens is becoming
a tableland of improvement in the Negro's
more favorable each year.
industrial status in the South, as peaks of
Affirmative forces are at work. The enrollment of 128,000. Negroes in American unipositive corrections of abuses in the rest of
the country.
versities and colleges indicates an educational
advance which is producing Negro profesThere are today 11 State FEPC's, 4 on a
persuasive basis and 7 with fUll enforcement
sionals, businessmen, teachers, and leaders
capable of commanding respect. The thrust
powers. New York's has operated without
of the demand for civil rights is being powerviolent repercusions since World War II.

which appeared in the New York Times
magazine on May 25, 1952, entitled "The
Need and the Chance for Equality,'; be
printed in the Appendix. Malcolm Ross,
the author, now university editor at the
University of Miami, was head of the
President's Committee on Fair Employ ..
ment Practice.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:

Last year the agency adjusted 76 percent of
the cases of discrimination investigated and,
in reviewing 344 previously handled cases,
found 85 percent to be in compliance. Fair
employment ordinances are in effect in 20
cities, all outside the South. Education in
the value of fair practices is carried out, wit h
enforcement held in reserve for recalcitrants.
Every state FEPC has survived initial criticism and become an accepted branch of local
government.
There are no. FEPC's Jn the cities or States
of the South, nor are there likely to be so
long as the role of providing equal industrial
opportunity remains confused with the nonpertinent social equality aspects. Behind
much Southern thinking is the concept that
Negroes, once given equal wages and places
beside white workers, will wish to use stores,
restaurants and park now barred to them.
On these points the South must eventually
make its own choice. Meanwhile there are
a growing number. of instances where
Negroes are finding jobs hitherto reserved for
whites, such as the case of taxi company in
Baltimore which hired 14 Negro drivers as an
experiment in the beginning of 1951 and
wound up the year with 161 Negro drivers,
without any incidents occurring.
Government defense installations in the
South also raise the problem, since there
exists a President's Committee on Government Contract Compliance which already has
in hand charges of discrimination in atomic
installations and which, perforce, must attempt to see that the national policy is enforced wherever Government contracts are
performed.
The contracts compliance committee is
headed by Dwight R. G. Palmer, one of those
industrialists who adopted nondiscrimination in work practice during World War II.
Singlehanded, Mr. Palmer in 1944 ended a
strike threat by successfully introducing
Negro girls on production lines alongside
A..·T-:ansas white girls at his St. Louis plant.
He subsequently opened all positions to Negroes in seven other northern plants. He
served on the President's Committee Against
Discrimination in the Armed Services, the
only agency to date which has successfully
put through fair employment in its field
and dissolved itself.
Since every defense contract bears a nondiscrimination clause, the Contracts Compliance Committee has a field almost as wide
as American industry itself. Lacking final
('nforcement powers, its ultimate accomplishments will depend both on the energy
with which it embraces its task and on
the support which it receives from Capitol
Hill and the White :aouse.
There is an impressive number of industrialists and employees who have hired Negroes in many job classifications and have
been pleased at the practical re.sults and in
their own consciences. The National Conference of Christians and Jews for 3 year!i
has stimulate~ seminars in large industrial
p~ants where workers themselves examine
· their personal relationships to fellow workers of different color and religion.
Powerful infiuences are operating against
statutory adoption of FEPC measures. In
the immediate postwar period such bills
managed to reach the floor of Congress.
Since then, cloture procedures have been
made so inoperative that all civil-rights legislation must await an unfreezing of a tactical situation in which southerners on Capitol Hill have joined hands with some northerners to shut off even discussion of the
issues.
Economic opposition to FEPC comes from
employers either too timid to make the effort to integrate Negro workers or too concerned with keeping Negroes below white
wage rates. The job monopolies and higher
rates held by some unions also add weight
to social antipathies and political tactics as
drags against lowering the employment bars
to competent Negro workers.
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In the Armed Forces striking steps have
been taken against racial favoritism.
A decade ago the Navy believed that the
general enlistment of Negroes would lead
to disruptive and undermining conditions.
The only Negroes afloat served in the mess.
The imperative which began the change was
the Navy's war need for hundreds of thousands of men. In 1942 the Navy opened
general enlistments to Negroes. In 1944, 25
auxiliary ships sailed with mixed crews. A
year later segregated boot training was abolished. After the war a Navy order lifted all
restrictions on Negro eligibility and banned
unusual provisions in housing, messing, and
other facilities."
The policy of the Navy has been followed
by the Army and the Air Force in separate
pledges to maintain equality of treatment
and opportunity for all persons without regard to race, color, religion, or national origin.
This pledge has been fulfilled in Korea, where
the Army abolished its separate Negro regiments and is gradually changing over to a
policy of complete integration. Officers and
men in all services retain something of their
local attitudes. The integration program is
still part paper, part practice. Yet into
whatever adventures in world defense Soviet
aggression may lead us nondiscrimination Js
the principle upon which we are committed
tr organize and employ our armed might.
As citizens American Negroes are achieving new rights in all sections of the United
States, although their present positions must
be measured in relation to some originally
very low water marks.
· Recent gains in the right to an education
ar'e particularly impressive. Negroes are
now admitted to State-supported graduate
schools in 8 of the 14 Southern States and
at the ·college level at the University of
Maryland. This change was effected by
suits to compel State-supported colleges to
admit Negroes whenever they did not have
facilities equal to those of white students.
While the courts have so · far refused to
change the equal-but-separate doctrine, the
fact of about 200 Negro graduate students
being accepted without violence in southern
institutions is in itself revolutionary. The
first Negro to enter the University of Arkansas Law School was at the beginning segregated in the basement, later placed behind
barriers in a schoolroom, and finally accepted
by students as an eating companion and
member of their baseball team.
Twenty private white colleges and universities in the South now admit Negroes.
The first integrated primary schools are at
Federal installations in Virginia and South
Carolina, one school in the latter State having a Negro teacher. Several southern State
universities are still hold-outs against accepting Negro graduate students. In Georgia
there is a threat to withhold all legislative
appropriations for schools should the courts
force acceptance of Negroes.
Perhaps the most explosive area in whiteNegro relationships is that of housing.
There are now 150 public housing authorities following a policy of nonsegregation.
The peaceable living together of Negroes and
whites in many of these projects is affirmative proof that it can be done, but that violence m ay occur at the first attempt to move
into white areas is all too well illustrated by
recent incidents in Northern and Southern
cities. Last year's riot in Cicero, Ill., brought
on by the admission of one Negro tenant,
lasted for 3 days, caused destruction of the
building by a mob of 4,000 whites, and ended
with the indictment of the apartment owner
for renting to the Negro. In Miami, dynamite bombs wrecked a new apartment when
the owners announced Negro occupancy.
Dallas and Atlanta have also had bombings
for the same cause. The balance of credit
and debit in housing is a precarious one.
tn the 1944 presidential elections, 1,500,000
Negroes cast ballots; in 1948 the number had

increased to 3,500,000. Conscious that they
are often the balance of power between
Democrat and Republican voters in key
Northern States, Negro voters are making
themselves a factor with which politicians
must reckon. This is increasingly true in
the South, where, during the last 20 years,
all States but five have removed the polltax requirement. The abolishment of white
primaries in the South has given Negroes a
voice in affairs. In last summer's gubernatorial primaries in Mississippi 20,000 Negroes
voted, and there was the further innovation
of no race-baiting in the campaign speeches.
Negro candidates were elected last year to
city councils in Tennessee and North Carolina, the majority of those voting for them
being white people. Obstacles to exercise of
the franchise still exist for Negroes, yet the
post bellum device of making Negroes answer
complicated questions in order to qualify has
almost disappeared.
While violence is still used to intimidate
Negroes in both the North and the South,
the practice of mobs engaging in public
lynchings has disappeared. Public orgies of
the Ku Klux Klan have likewise been laughed
and legislated out of existence. Florida,
Georgia, and South Carolina recently passed
and are upholding antimasking legislation.
In mid-May a Federal district court in North
Carolina struck a new blow against the Klan
by invoking the antikidnapping law.
What violence remains )las gone underground in the form of secret dynamitings,
such as that in which the Negro leader, Harry
T. Moore, and his wife were killed in Florida
last Christmas eve. The sort of violence
which police officers can do under the secrecy
of custody has recently had a disturbing increase. Negroes country-wide were a majority.of these victims. Thirty-three Negroes
and seven whites were killed· last year while
in the hands of police.
On the credit side, for the South, 81 cities
in 13 Southern States now employ 441 uniformed and plainclothes Negro police officers.
Many streets· in the South have been made
vastly safer for both whites and Negroes
under patrol of the Negro in uniform.
No accounting of Negro citizenship can
make sectional generalities stick. It is more
absurd, perhaps more dangerous, for the
North to damn the South_entirely as racist
(or vice versa) than it is for Russia to peddle
indictments against us. Evidences aplenty,
scattered Nation-wide, exist to reveal a yearning to earn self-respect by adjusting old
wrongs done Negroes. There are wheels
within wheels.
The American Red Cross last year eliminated race notations from blood donations.
Memphis balked, yet white citizens of Memphis in turn balked at the local refusal to
accept the national ruling.
State officials breathed defiance at opening Georgia white schools to Negroes, yet
Atlanta permitted an unsegregated meeting
of the NAACP.
Miami knew the shame of bombs thrown
to intimidate Negroes, Jews, and Catholics.
Yet Miami twice voted for clearance of Negro slums, sat unsegregated to hear Marian
Anderson, has the largest Negro police force
in the South, has opened its new library to
Negroes, is petitioning its county commission for a community council, has a university whose football team played against Negroes on the University of Iowa and Pittsburgh teams, and which offers its students
the only full undergraduate curricula in human relations in the country.
Less than 1 percent of the Christian congregations in the United States list a mixture of racial groups on their membership
. rolls, yet the southern branch of the Presbyterian Church last year admitted Negroes
into church business meetings for the first
time in 91 years.
The sum of it is a multiplicity of advances,
constantly challenged at local and national

levels, even sometimes met with violent resistance. The record, however, is not what
Communists, local and Muscovite, say it is.
But neither is ·it a good enough record to be
complacent about in our endeavors to win
the good will of the sensitive and suspicious
colored peoples of the world upon whose alliance with us the future so closely depends.

Tidelands Resolution Adopted by Board
of Governors of the American Bar Asso- ·
dation
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Mr. WALTER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave granted to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include the following tidelands resolution adopted by the Board
of Governors of the American Bar Association at Washington, D. C., May
19-20, 1952:
Whereas since the formation of the Union
the States have claimed and exercised dominion and control over the lands under
their navigable waters both inland and offshore upon the coasts, and such titles of the
States have been recognized and upheld by
.the courts and by the executive departments
of the Government for 150 years; and
Whereas in the recent tidelands cases,
United States v. California (332 U. S. 19
(1947));

United States v. Louisiana

(339

U.S. 699 (1950)); and United States v. Texas
(339 U. S. 707 (1950)) in which the Federal
Government sued the States for title to or
paramount rights in and powers over the
lands and other resources underlying such
land and for. injunction against trespass in
the marginal belt along its coast, the Su-preme Court without adjudicating title to
· such lands in the Government held that in
the absence of "congressional surrender of
title or interest" and because of the paramount rights the Government has to defend and protect such property, it has also
the "full dominion" over such lands and
"full dominion over the resources of the
soil"; and
Whereas we feel that the - Government's
recognized paramount interest in such
marginal belt lands, as well as in the lands
under nav!gable inland waters, may be exercised completely without the necessity of
depriving the respective States of ownership
rights, so long recognized; and
Whereas the new concept that the Federal
Government has tlie "paramount right" to
take property without compensation because
it may need that property in discharging
its duty to defend the country and conduct
its foreign relations can have no logical
meaning, except that the Federal Government may take over all property, public and
private, and under this theory the Federal
Government could nationalize all of t :C.e
natural resources of the country without
paying the owners therefor, wholly in disregard of the fifth amendment; and
Whereas it has been the sense of the American Bar Association since 1945, as expressly set in 1945 and in 1948 by the resolu tions adopted by this association, and by .reports of its various committees and special
committees, that legislation confirming ownership by the States of these lands should be
enacted into the law of the land; and
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Whereas the Senate and the House of Rep-resentatives recently have passed .t he socalled tidelands bill, Senate Joint Resolution
20 (the Holland bill), by a substantial majority in both Houses of the Cohgress: Now,
therefore, in harmony with the continuous
policy of the American Bar Association since
1945, be it
Resolved, That the American Bar Association . urges the National Congress to take
immediate action to confirm to the respective States their historic ownership of these
submerged lands by enacting into law the
so-called tidelands bill, Senate Joint Resolu·
tion 20, and in the event of a Presidential
veto, that same be passed over such veto.

A False _Issue
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER

United States Businessman Paved Way
for Visit to Oatis
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN V. BEAMER
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. BEAMER. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent, I include in the Appendix of the RECORD, a copy of an article in the Marion <Ind.) Chronicle under date of May 26, 1952. Incidentally,
Marion, Ind., is the home city of William
Oatis, and the people there who know
Bill Oatis are appreciative of every kind
of assistance that is given in behalf of
him:
UNITED

STATES BUSINESSMAN PAVED WAY FOR
VISIT TO OATIS

An American businessman rather than the
State Department paved the way for the interview which the American Ambassador to
Czechoslovakia had with William N. Oatis,
Thursday, June 5, 1952
imprisoned correspondent, recently.
This
Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, permit was revealed at San Francisco where Royce
me to direct the attention of my col- Brier, reporter for the San Francisco Chronleagues to the following editorial which icle, interviewed the businessman, Oliver
appeared in the May 26, 1952, issue of Vickery, following his return from a trade
in Moscow.
the Congress Weekly, published by the conference
The State Department hurried to reveal
American Jewish Congress, of which , that
the Ambassador had been permitted to
Rabbi Israel Golds~in is president:
interview Oatis, a Marion native, in the
Prague prison where he has been confined
A FALSE IssUE
for 13 months. The Ambassador reported
The case of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg,
he was in goOd health and asked only for
convicted more than a year ago by a Federal
some books. Several prison omcials were
jury of espionage and sentenced to death,
present
during the conference.
has lately been taken up by a group ·calling
The San Francisco businessman obtained
itself National Committee To Secure Justice
permission from the Czechs to visit that
for the Rosenbergs. This committee has
country but the American State Department
been circulating material drawn chiefly from
refused to consent to his trip even though
pro-Communist sources, in an attempt to
he had been assured that he would be permislead the public into believing that the
mitted to see and talk with Oatis.
issue of anti-Semitism was a factor in the
At the Moscow Conference, Brier related,
conviction of the atomic spies. Careful exVickery met Dr. Otakar Pohl, the president
amination of all the facts and proceedings
of the Bank of Czechoslovakia and chairman
in the case has failed to reveal the slightof the Czech delegation. All Vickery knows
est validity for the charge of anti-Semitism
of Pohl is that he must be the first breadin connection with the Rosenbergs. The
and-butter man in Prague.
conclusion is inescapable that the commit"Why," inquired Dr. Pohl at once, "don't
tee is deliberately spreading this false propthe Americans understand the importance
aganda not in order to secure justice for
of
this conference? Do they not like Czech
the Rosenbergs, but to confuse and manipuglassware and textiles any more? They used
late publJc opinion for ulterior political purto like these fine things." For this was the
poses.
subject of his own address to the conferIt should be noted that the attorneys for
ence-we want to trade with everyone, rethe Rosenbergs have at no time suggested
gardless of politics.
that the question of anti-Semitism was per"Oh yes," said Vickery. "I believe Ameritinent to the case. Ev-en the Communist
cans still like the fine products of your counpress was silent on this point throughout
try. But do you want the truth?"
the trial and for a whole year after the con"Of course.''
viction. It was only last March that the
"William Oatis." .
cry of anti-Semitism w~ raised by the Civil
"Eh?" interjected the banker sharply.
Rights Congress and then taken up by all
"I believe you don't understand how
the Communist propaganda agencies in what
Americans feel."
has now become a major effort to give sub"But, a spy. Do they condone this? Do
stance to an artificially created Jewish issue.
you not jail spies?"
"Shall we not discuss semantics, or even
There can be a legitimate difference of
ideologies?" Vickery said. "You asked me
opinion with regard to the severity of the
a practical question. I gave you a practical
sentence imposed upon the Rosenbergs. It
answer. I don't choose to argue about Oatis.
may well be argued that the death penalty
I
only say Americans believe his trial was
1n peacetime for the crime of espionage confaked, that he may even be dead, an innocent
stitutes an unprecedented and unusual punman.''
ishment. But there can be no doubt that
"Impossible."
the Rosenbergs have had a fair trial with
"I only say why I believe Americans won't
all the protection that the judicial processes
trade. Why can no one see him. Why can't
afford. There is no civil-liberties issue inI see him, and talk to him."
volved in the case; certainly there is no issue
"Hmmmm," murmured Dr. Pohl. "We will
of ·anti-Semitism. To inject this false issue
discuss this matter tomorrow, eh?"
is a mischievous attempt to besmirch the
The next day Pohl said casually to Vickery:
Jewish community.
.. You will be admitted to Czechoslovakia,
OF NEW YORK
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and you will be permitted to see and talk
with Oatis."
.
Since July 4, 1951, when Oatis was ~en- .
tenced to 10 years in prison, no Amencan
had seen him. All July and August the
American Embassy pressed, to meet stony
silence. All winter State toiled at the puzzle, Congressmen inveighed, and Prague
stared and was silent. In March there was
a little flurry that Prague might deal, but
the silence had closed in again.
Vickery now went to an attache of the
American Embassy in Moscow, because Vickery's passport read: "Not goo~ fo~ travel in
Czechoslovakia.'' The attache wrred State,
where the Russian desk sat on it a couple
of days. The answer was a refusal to alter
Vickery's passport.
.
Informed of this, Dr. Pohl said: "Why, this
is .not your State Department's business.
This is our business. Wait another day."
Vickery waited. Dr. Pohl came up with
a permit to visit Czechoslovakia. Pohl reiterated that Vickery would see Oatis.
Now Vickery asked for time. No legal
penalty attached to use of the Czech permit,
but he would be going at his own risk. But
Vickery felt that the State Department was
in continual delicate negotiation regarding
Oatis, and that his, Vickery's visit, might upset it. State possibly thought it was a trap.
Vickery had considered this, but discarded it
on the .ground that Soviet prestige was bound
up in the trade conference, that the hierarchy would not jeopardize this by entrap-:
ment of .an American delegate, whether his
name happened to be Vickery or Doakes.
.
But the decision hard as it was to make,
was not to go.
Less than a fortnight after the conference
closed, Ambassador Briggs at Prague. was
permitted to see Oatis. This was April 29, .
and no reason for the demarche was given.
Briggs reported noncommittally that · Oatis
appeared well. It seems entirely likely that
the trigger for the Briggs visit was the PohlVickery series Qf conversations.
It seems Ukely, too, that the Oatis case
has taken a different turn in the last 60 days.
Vickery believes the hierarchy is reluctantly
coming to believe that Oatis, whom they
initially regarded as an immense asset in his
"spy" status, is gradually turning into a
liability.
As. in all authoritarian accusatory ventures
on the grand scale-"spies" or "traitors"there is a limit to the propaganda value.
This value rises after arrest and as trial
approaches, reaches a zenith with open "confession" in court, then is subject to a kind of
law of diminishing buman zeal. Time takes
away its fine edge.
In this belle! Vickery after his return -to
the United States, sent a cable to Pohl saying he believed Czech trade would benefit
only "if your government releases William
Oatis." Many cables are sent behind the
"iron curtain," and few are answered. But
last Monday Vickery received the following:
"Your cable received and delivered to competent authorities-Pohl."

Cultural Relations Interchange in Action
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JACOB K. JA VITS
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Speaker, the appended article from the May 29 issue of
the New York Times illustrates the best
kind of cultural interchange, a :field in
which we have not really done the job
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we are capable of doing. It is very gratifying to bring to the attention of the
Members this article illustrating the possibilities of such interchange with the
other free peoples and showing that one
of my young constituents is not only engaging in it but is winning competitions
in the process:

•

NEW YORKER WINS $3,000 PIANO PRIZE-LEON
FLEISCHER, 24, CAPTURES FIRST PLACE IN
FINALS OF BELGIAN MUSIC CONTEST
(By Olin Downes)
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM, May 28.-Leon Fleischer, 24-year-old pianist, who lives at 851
West One Hundred and Seventy-seventh
Street, was the winner of the first prize of
$3,000 in the final tests of the Quc-"l Elisabeth of Belgium International Musical Competition held here this evening in the Great
Concert Hall of the Palais des Beaux Arts.
Two other Americans, Lamar Crowsoft of
Tampa, Fla., and Theodore Lettvin of Chicago, were sixth and seventh, respectively,
out of the 12 competitors to whom medals
and prizes totaling considerable sums of
money and considerably more artistic prestige were awarded.
The occasion was one of brilliance and impressiveness manifested by no other musical competition that this writer has witnessed. The Great Hall was packed to the
last inch with an excited and demonstrative audience that had its own ideas concerning the merits of the performances and
made no secret of them. The greater was the
pleasure and the heart-warming sensation at
the wild shouts of approval that came from
the whole house when Marcel Cucelier Domma, president of the competition, announced
that Mr. Fleischer was the winner.
ALL ENTRANTS DO WELL
The pianist indeed had given a superb
performance of the Brahms D Minor Concerto and had fairly won his spurs. Of
hardly less distinction were the performances of his compatriots. In fact, the members of the jury, as this writer can testify,
had great difficulty in their markings, since
so many of the competitors were of nearly
equal capacities.
As a whole, it was an evening of playing
of very high standard; and the decision was
a product of very scrupulously and impartially conducted judgments by jurists constituted in a majority of some of the world's
most famous pianists and teachers.
The other winners of the evening were
Karl Engel, of Switzerland; Mario Tipo, of
Italy; Frans Brouw, of Belgium; Laurence
Davis, of Australia; Yury Boukoff, of Bulgaria; Jacques Coulaud, of France; Philippe
E.'ntremont, of France; Hans Graf, of Austria; and Janine Kinet, of Belgium.
Twenty-one nations as far apart as Cuoa
and Australia were represented by the seventy-five pianists at this competition. Of
the 75, 50 were eliminated at the first examination and 13 at a second.
In the second elimination, the contestants
each had to interpret a new sonatina composed for the occasion by the Belgian musician, Francis de Bourgignon, and other works
of their own choosing.
ONE WEEK TO REHEARSE
At the finals they had to play with orchestra a very difficult concerto, of harshest
atonal counterpoint and the most involved
and irregular rhythm, by another Belgian
composer, Raymond Chevreuille. This work
the finalists had been given 1 week to study
in complete seclusion and with no hint from
anything but the notes on the paper as to
how it should go.
It was a task calculated to stay the bravest, an d it was met with astonishing competence. The second concerto was of the
competitor's choice, which ranged from those

of Brahms and Liszt to concertos by Chopin,
Rachmaninoff, and Ravel.
The jury was composed of Olin Downes,
Rudolf Firkusny, Arthur Rubenstein, of the
United States, Walter Kerschpaumer, of
Austria, Eduardo de Pueyo, of Spain, Robert Casadesus, Mme. Marguerite Long and
Mme. Magda Tagliaserro, of France, Miss
Kathleen Long, of Great Britain, Carlo
Zecchi, of Italy, Willem Andriessen, of the
Netherlands, and Emile Bosquet and Rene
Desossez, of Belgium.
A high light of the occasion was the moment when the Dowager Queen Elisabeth of
Belgium, who is the generous and fars~eing
patron saint of this competition, rose in her
box to bow and to receive the acclamation
of the audience.

Probationary Appointments in the Post
Office Department
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
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Mr. WHITTEN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following letter:
UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,
Washington, D. C., May 29, 1952.

Han. JAMIE L. WHITTEN,
House of Representatives.
DEAR MR. WHITTEN: This Will acknowledge

your letter of May 23 in regard to the Commission's press release dated May 16.
I can well understand your reaction to this
press release and wish to express to you my
regret over this incident. It was one of those
errors which sometimes occur, notwithstanding .efforts to prevent them.
The press release was written prior to my
leaving Washington to cover a speech which
was not prepared, and, frankly, I did not read
the press release until after my arrival in
Galveston on May 20.
I did not make the statement which you
have quoted from the press release.
I did tell the postmasters that I was reasonably sure we would soon authorize probationary appointments in the field service of
the Post Office Department within the limits
contained in your amendment.
The regulations to authorize this action
are being prepared, and the delay has been
caused by difficulties in arranging for the
conversion of indefinite employees who may
be entitled to conversion to probationary
status.
You have my permission to release this
letter to the press if you wish to do so.
With best wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT RAMSPECK,
Chairman.

Social Security Pensions Should Be
Liberalized
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RUSSELL V. MACK
OF WASHINGTON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. MACK of Washington.
Mr.
Speaker, I introduced a bill yesterday in
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the House of Representatives to improve
the present social-security law by increasing the monthly pensions of all who
come under this legislation.
My bill, H. R. 8092, proposes two important changes in the present socialsecurity law. They are:
First. To increase by $10 to $15 a
month the pensions paid to all persons
who are now receiving these pensions or
who may become entitled to the3e pensions in the future.
Second. To permit persons who draw
social-security pensions to earn up to
$100 a month in covered employment
without such earnings depriving them of
their pensions.
Under present law, if a social-security
pensioner earns more than $50 in any
calendar month, he forfeits his pension
for that month. My bill would permit
the pensioner to earn $100 a month
without these earnings depriving him
of his pension.
Both of the increased benefits proposed by my bill would go to all persons
now drawing social-security pensions
and to all who may become eligible for
these pensions in the future.
MACK BILL HELD SOUND

The Ways and Means Committee of
the House of Representatives recently
announced itself as favorable to increasing social-security pensions by $5 to
$7.50 a month. I hold that this meager
increase is too small and inadequate.
Considering the great increase which
has occurred in living costs during recent years, this $5 to $7.50 increase proposed by the committee is, in effect, no
increase at all.
My bill, quite properly I think, proposes to increase pensions by $10 to $15 a
month, or double the amount of increase
proposed by the committee.
Careful study has convinced me that
the social security fund can provide this
$10 to $15 a month increase without injury to the long-range soundness and
solvency of the social security fund.
I have discussed my proposed pension
increase bill with officials of the Federal
Social Security Administration, who have
been administering these pensions for the
past 15 years. These officials tell me that
the $10 to $15 a month increase to pensioners proposed by my bill can be paid
without necessitating any increase in the
withholding tax schedules of the present
law. In other words, these social security
officials believe the $10 to $15 a month
pension increase proposed by my bill can
be paid out of present withholding tax
revenues.
At the present time, the withholding
tax levied to finance the social-security
pension fund is 3 percent on all wages
and salaries up to $3,600 received by
employees. This 3 percent withholding
tax is paid one-half by the employee and
one-half by the employer.
This 3 percent withholding social-security tax last year collected $3,367,000,ooo. Benefits paid out in monthly pensions to pensioners last year totaled $1,885,000,000. In other words, social security withholding tax collections last
year were $1,482,000,000 larger than the
total amount paid out in pensions.
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The statisticians and actuaries of the
Social Security Administration say that
the $10 to $15 a month increase in pensions proposed by my bill can be met out
of pr esent social security withholding tax
receipts. This $10 to $15 a month increase in the pension rate, therefore,
means no new or additional taxes will
have to be imposed to pay this h igher
rate of pensions.
This being the case, it seems to me only
just and fair that this $10 to $15 a
month increase in pensions should be
granted. A total of 4,512,000 persons are
now drawing social security pensions.
All of these persons will benefit by this
pension increase. So, also, will all workers who become eligible in the future for
social security pensions.
Social-security pensions are not gifts
and are not charity. The worker pays
for these pensions by withholding taxes
taken out of his pay check every paydaY.
He is not getting something for nothing.
He is paying for what he gets. He is,
therefore, entitled to his pension as a
matter of right.
Every cent that goes in the socialsecurity fund is paid into that fund for
the purpose of financing these pensions.
All of this money should be paid back to
those who have paid into the fund.
Those who administer the social-security fund say $10 to $15 a month in additional pensions can be paid now without
endangering the soundness and solvency
of that fund. Therefore, there is no
excuse for failing to pay these larger
pensions.
QNE HUNDRED DOLLARS A MONTH EARNINGS

The second major reform proposed by
my new social-security bill would allow
the pensioner to earn up to $100 a month
in covered employment without these
earnings depriving him of his pension
in that month.
You will recall that when the first social-security law was enacted in 1936 it
provided that any pensioner who earned
more than $14.99 in any calendar month
would be deprived of his pension for that
month.
This provision, it always seemed to me,
was most unfair and unrealistic. In effect it penalized pensioners for doing any
work of any kind, even odd jobs, to supplement their meager pension income.
I was one ot many Congressmen who
believed this $14.99 limitation should be
removed. I believe that since the pensioner, through withholding taxes, had
paid for his pension, he should get it
without regard to how much his monthly
earnings were just as he would had he
carried a retirement policy with a private insurance company.
There was, however, considerable opposition to the proposal that pensions be
paid a pensioner regardless of how much
his earnings were. Eventually, we had
to compromise on this idea. I was one
of several Congressmen who introduced
a bill to raise the amount a pensioner
might earn from $14.99 to $50 a month.
This proposal was accepted by Congress
and is now the law.
While the $50-a~month limit on earnIngs was inadequate still it was the best
tha.t could be done at the time and certainly was a vast improvement over the
$14.99limit on earnings which previously
had prevailed.

Now, the time has come when this $50
Politically Padded Payrolls
limit on earnings should be increased.
The Ways and Means Committee has
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
proposed that this limit on earnings be
OF
raised to $70 a month. My bill proposes
to raise it to $100 which, considering the
HON. RUSSELL V. MACK
present high cost of living is, it seems to
OF WASHINGTON
me, a much more realistic figure.
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In my opinion, it is not good publics
Thursday, June 5, 1952
policy to discourage persons from working by the threat of taking their penMr. MACK of Washington. Mr.
sions away from them if they work. Speaker, the number of civilian emAfter all, the more people who work the ployees on the payrolls of the executive
greater our national production of goods departments of the Federal Government
will be. The more goods produced the on April 30, 1952, numbered 2,549,714.
more goods there are to divide up among
This is almost five times as many peoall the people of the country and the ple as were employed by these same dehigher the living standards of the Na- partments in 1939. The number of such
tion. will become. That which increases employees in 1939 was 570,000 compared
the production of goods improves living to toftay's total of 2,549,714.
standards. That which discourages in· There is no excuse for this extravacreased production of goods decreases gant padding of the public payrol1s,
living standards. Therefore, it is most thereby increasing the cost of the Govdesirable that the $100 earnings a month ernment to the average taxpayer.
be permitted without the pensioner losIn 1939, the total Federal tax burden
ing his pension benefits.
on
the American people was less than
Adequate care of the aged is one of $5,000,000;ooo.
Today it is more than
the great and growing problems of our $70,000,000,000, or
14 times what it was
times.
in 1939.
We live in a machine age. Machines
If this Nation is to remain strong it
require young hands and minds in their must
be operated on a basis that is ecooperation. With the expansion of this nomically
and financially sound. The
machine age and the tendency of indus- higher Federal
are the more
try to be centralized in great factories, the people willexpenditures
be taxed and the more
it has become increasingly difficult for inflation the Nation
will experience.
the person past 60 years of age, or even
Waste and extravagance in Govern50 years of age, to secure a new job once
he loses his old one. Employers in most ment must be stopped wherever found.
cases give preference to younger workers. That is the only way our Nation can be
This tendency has increased the neces- kept solvent.
sity for adequate old-age pensions.
Social-security pensions offer a long
range, economically sound solution of
the economic difficulties involved in the Independent Slovakia Should Not Have
old-age problem. Under social security
Been Destroyed
every worker during the earning years
of his youth pays, through withholding
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
taxes, into a fund from which he, at 65,
OF
can draw a pension. In this way the
worker in the earning years of his youth
HON. EVERETT M. DIRKSEN
sets up and supports a fund from which
OF ILLINOIS
he can get his old-age pension.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
It is almost as if the worker were, by
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these withholding taxes, paying a premium to a private company for retireMr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, I ask
ment insurance. The system is simple. unanimous consent to have printed in
It is not costly to operate. It keeps the the Appendix of the RECORD an address
worker from becoming dependent in his delivered by Hon. CHARLES J. KERSTEN, a
old age either upon relatives or the State Member of the House of Representatives
for his support. Since the worker by from Wisconsin, at the Conference of
withholding taxes has paid for his own Americans of Slovak Descent, sponsored
pension he gets one as a matter of right by the Slovak League of America, at the
and not .of charity.
Hotel Washington, Washington, D. C.,
I do not contend that the social- May 23, 1952.
security system, as now constituted, is
There being no objection, the address
perfect. New laws seldom are. The was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
social-security law is not perfect. It is as follows:
filled with imperfections, injustices, and INDEPENDENT SLOVAKIA SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN
DESTROYED-BLUNDERING PoLICIES RESPONinequalities. These can be, should be,
SIBLE FOR TERRIBLE PLIGHT OF SLOVAKS AND
and must be corrected as rapidly as
OTHER IRoN CURTAIN CoUNTIUEs-TRUE REPpossible.
RESENTATIVES OF SLOVAK NATION SHOULD BE
If the monthly pension rates are subHEARD AND RECOGNIZED
stantially increased, and they can be
The Slovak League of America, a civic and
without endangering the long soundness cultural organization founded 1n 1907 by
of the plan,- and if pensioners are per- Americans of Slovak descent, has made some
mitted to earn $100 a month, instead of fine contributions to the American way of
$50, without losing their pensions, two life. And so have the Slovak organizations
with it. I am perfectly satisfied that
big improvements in social security -will atnliated
the people 1n the league and the organizabe accomplished.
tions atnliated with it are God-fearing peoIt is upon the basis of these arguments
ple, loyal citizens of the United States of
that I ask support for my bill, H. R. 8092. America, who are ready and willing to make
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any sacrifice for the welfare and security of
our country. I appreciate the fact that
Americans of Slovak descent are interested in
the fate of the nation from which they are
descended, because it is only natural that
they should be.
The terrible plight of the Slovak nation today, just as that of other nations of Central and Eastern Europe, who had been "liberated" in 1945; is in a large measure due to
the blundering, undemocratic policies adopted and prosecuted and the secret agreements
concluded by men of so-called democratic
governments. Our Government, or more correctly the present administration in Washington, cannot escape its measure of responsibility for the inhumanities suffered by
the nations behind the iron curtain. And
since the present administration in Washington has initiated a campaign of truth to offset the vicious campaign of lies of the Soviet
Union, let us be honest with ourselves and
the rest of the world and admit that it was
morally wrong and contrary to every democratic and Christian principle to surrender
the Slovaks and the other peoples of Central
and Eastern Europe to the men of the
Kremlin.
Representatives· of the Slovak League of
America made many trips to .Washington to
visit people in the present administration
and tell them the truth about the Slovak
nation, about the righteous struggle of the
Slovak people for freedom and inde~ndence.
Evidently it availed them nothing. Despite
the claim of our State Department that the
United States has never opposed the aspirations of any people in Illurope to determine
by their own free choice the state or form
of political organization under which they
wished to live, the fact is that the present
administration never recognized or respected
the right of self-determination in the case
of the Slovak people. If it did, the independent republic of Slovak, established by
the Slovak people through their duly elected
representatives on March 14, 1939, would not
have been wantonly destroyed in 1945 with
the help of our administration.
The Slovak Republic was recognized by 27
various governments, including the Governments of Great Britain and the Soviet Union.
Why was it not recognized by the Government of the United States of America? It
was not recognized because F. D. Roosevelt
and his administration believed Dr. Edward
renes, the leader of the Czech National Socialists and resigned President of Czechoslovakia, who was violently opposed to Slovak freedom and independence. And the
present administration still favors the followers of Benes, many of whom were members of Gottwald's regime and, therefore,
collaborated with the Reds in the Prague
Government. Birds of a feather flock together. No matter what the circumstances
under which the Slovaks gained their indep:mdence, the Republic of Slovakia never
should have been destroyed against the will
of the Slovak people.
The right of political asylum has always
been regarded as something sacred by the
people of the United States. Why was this
right violated by our administration in the
case of Dr. Joseph Tiso, President of the
Slovak Republic? Did our State Department
do the humane thing, did it act in accordance with Christian and democratic prin•
ciples when it ordered o-qr Army to surrender Tiso to his political enemies--and
certain death? The Slovak League of America, representing the overwhelming majority
of organized Americans of Slovak descent
protested strongly against the order, but this
again availed it nothing. Then it requested
the present occupant of the White House
to protest against the hanging of Tiso, but
even this decent thing he refused to do.
Since the calamity of 1945, the present
administration has consistently ignored the
just demands of Americans of Slovak descent
to g::ant a hearing to Slovak patriots, the

true representatives of the Slovak nation.
But it did give ear and aid to the Slovak
renegades and others from Czechoslovakia
who always were and stlll are opposed to
Slovat. freedom and independence. You can
find them in the Voice of America and other
Government agencies; and these Slovak
renegades and enemies of Slovak freedom
and independence, mind you, are being paid
wlth your money, with the money of American taxpayers.
It is high time that people in Government
and the general public of the United States
realize at long last something that the
Czechs and Slovaks themselves have known
for centuries, that is, that the Czechs never
were, are not, and do not want to be Slovaks-and the Slovaks never were, are not,
and do not want to be Czechs. This has been
clearly demonstrated by the two nations
especially during the past 34 years, that is,
since the establishment of Czechoslovakia.
Why, then, should the present administration, or any administration for that matter,
insist that the Slovak nation and the territory it has inhabited for the past 1,500 years
must continue to be exploited by another
nation? Such a policy certainly is not in
accord with our beliefs and is absolutely
opposed and contrary to au ·christian and
democratic principles. In short, it is immoral and criminal.
You, my fellow citizens, and your organizations have been slighted and insulted for
many years by people in .Government who
are supposed to represent you. Your people in Slovakia in all their history have
never suffered more than they have since
their liberation by Benes and the Red armies in 1945. Of course, it never should have
happened, just as it should not have happened to the Poles, the Ukrainians, Lithuanians, Estonians, Latvians, and many
others. But the fact is that it did. All because of the blundering policies of governments, including our own.
The Slovaks have ever opposed communism; and they strongly resist it today. Slo- .
vakia should not have been wantonly destroyed, because it could have served us in
good stead today on the side of the democratic world. It is in the interest of America
that all nations of the earth, including the
Slovak nation, have the right to self-determination and, if they so desire, to be free
and independent. It is in the interests of
justice and peace that even the Slovak nation be free to choose the form of govern:.
ment under which it shall live, so that the
Slovaks, too, might enjoy the blessings of
a government of their own people, by their
own people, and for their own people.
My dear people, during the past two decades the people in American Governmentand I mean specifically .our administrations- have wandered far from the straight
and narrow path of righteousness, the road
marked out by our Constitution · and the
Ten .Commandments. You can help right
the situation in November. For the sake of
America and for the sake of the Nation you
are descended from, see to lt that you do.

Representative Hope's Own Farm
Program
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
qF

HON.ANDREWF.SCHOEPPEL
OF KANSAS
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, June 6, 1952

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, on
May 30 of this year, in the Garden City
(Kans.) Telegram, edited by Jervis Reed,

there appeared an editorial entitled
"HoPE's Own Farm Program." The editorial points OUt that CLIFFORD R. HOPE,
Representative from the Fifth Congressional District of my State of Kansas,
wrote an article for the June issue of
Country Gentleman, in which he
sketched his outline of A Farm Program
for '52 and the Future.
I ask unanimous consent that the editorial be printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
HOPE'S OWN FARM . PROGRAM
Congressman CLIFFORD HoPE, in the June
issue of the Country Gentleman, sketches his
outline of A Farm Program of '52 and the
Future. And in so doing he makes plenty
of sense. Cliff appears quite optimistic for
the farmers' lot.
The Garden City farm expert's idea for a
farm program-and it should be given considerable national study because he might
well become the Secretary of Agriculture
should General Eisenhower be elected President-is both smart and simple.
HoPE espouses three aims: (1) Stability in
farm prices and a fair exchange value for
farm products, (2) insuring of continuing
ample food supply, and (3) enabling farmers
to assume all responsib111ty possible in planning and operating farm programs.
Pure and simple that third aim is to take
the Government's farm program out of the
political arena where it has been used for
vote getting purposes for so long.
Now let's look at what CLIFF HoPE says he
stands for in a straightforward 1-page article.
First off, Cliff points out that the population of this country is increasing at the
rate of 2,500,000 persons annually, which
should require an extra 6,500,000 acres of production annually to feed. There is no more
farm land to put into production. The Congressman points out that our farm program
must adopt a long-range view which provides
for ample food for a growing population on a
constant or declining acreage. And it's a
point which must not be overlooked.
Next, the Congressman says stable farm
prices are in everybody's best interests, not
just agriculture and he comes out flatly for
the loan-storage program of price supports
on nonperishables. "The present price-support system, inaugurated in 1938 and revised
from time to time, has been well tested,"
HOPE wrote. "Farmers should have the ·opportunity to say ·what clianges, if any, they
want in it."
The Congressman gives strong support to
farm cooperatives. Their importance, he
says, must be recognized iri any real farm
policy. · "They are a practical and legitimate
part of the free-enterprise system and are
necessary if farmers are to have an equal
position in our highly organized economy.
Moreover, cooperative action (citing farm
credit system and rural electrification as
examples) enables farm people to achieve
many things that would otherwise not be
possible."
Then Cliff sticks in the sticker: "Cooperation should be encouraged for the further
reason that it is a way by which farmers can
do the job themselves instead of depending
on the Government."
Mr. HOPE makes a lot out of turning over
to the farmers as .much responsibility as possible for their farm program and getting it
out of tlie hands of the Federal bureaucrats
in Washington.
The Congressman's other major point is
that the Government can best assist the
farmers in a quite nonpolitical way. That
is farm research. "A foresighted farm policy," writes HOPE, "will rely more heavily on
agricultural research. One of the major
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which nation should supply its senior offactors _ln malting possible the high production and efticlency ot American farming has
ficer.
been the scientific and applied research work
B1:t even this matter, which involved Great
of the United States Department of AgriBritatn•s amour propre as a historic sea
culture and the State experiment stations." -power, wa'S settled without a serious rift beHoPE sees "greater potential advantages
tween the ames.
·
ahead" ln research and cites it as a must to
When General Eisenhower went to Paris
keep increasing farm product'\on at a pace
the European defense community was a hope,
to keep abreast of expanding population.
and little more than that. The economic
The Republican Party-and the Democrats
fabric of Western Europe had been patched
as well--<:oUld save themselves a lot of July
up, and the NATO member countries had
.sweat in the hot Chicago convention com-pretty well recovered from the effects of
mittee rooms by adopting Mr. HOPE's farm
wartime destruction.
program for 1952 and the future in one con- .
But their recovery was too recent for most
else bundle. And they would come out with
of them to have organized their military
a much better program than either is liable
resources of manpower and industry. Eisento write in July with politics uppermost in
hower's first work had to be done with these
their collective minds.
m111tary fundamentals-systems of r~>crult
ment and training of men, plans for neces- .
sary installations, and for industrial and
budgetary support. ·
A year is not a very long time where
Congratulations, Ike, for a Superb Job
such matters are concerned. Yet in that
year Eisenhower succeeded in getting naEXTENSION OF REMARKS
tions as diverse as Norway and France to
acknowledge their capacities and begin to
- OF
realize them.
As these capacities were 'better understood
the basis for a general plan emerged, and at
OF MINNESOTA
Lisbon a plan was completed and approved.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The fact that a plan coul.d be approved at
Thursday, June 5, 1952
Lisbon testifies to the thoroughness of Eisenspade work.
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave hower's
Two important steps in . the realization of
grant~d to extend my remarks in the
that plan have been taken since the Lisbon
RECORD, I include the following editorial meeting. A peace contract· with Western
from the Minneapolis Star of Monday, Germany has been signed, and so has a
June 2, 1952.:
European defense community treaty. Ratification of the contract and the treaty must
CONGRATULATIONS, IKE, FOR A SUPERB JOB
still take place, but this is a political matter
Because of the intense interest here and
entirely beyond General Eisenhower's reabroad in General of the Army Dwight D.
sponsibilities.
Eisenhower's candidacy for the Republican
While Eisenhower had no responsib111ty ·for
nomination there may be less interest . in
it, the Schuman plan for integration of the
summing up his year's work at SHAPE than
coal and steel industries of northwest Europe
there would otherwise be.
4as moved long steps closer to acceptance
If this is true it is unfortunate. A great
during his year in Europe. There can be no
deal depends upon the outcome of the naquestion that the atmosphere of cooperation
tional political conventions and the ·election
to which General Eisenhower made such subnext November. But more may depend upon
stantial contributions made acceptance of
the success of the design for Western Eurothe Schuman plan easier.
pean defense that General Eisenhower has
It ls true that much remains to be done
created since last June~
before the European defense community can
In assessing General Eisenhower's achievebe considered an ad~quately effective reality.
ments at SHAPE it is well to get clearly in
And, because of the urgency of raising determind what Eisenhower's responsibilities were.
rents to possible Soviet aggression, the EDC's
Essentially his Job was military.
Politically responsible officials of the gov- .present inadequacy is painfUl.
But, looking backward over a single year, lt
ernments of the North Atlantic Treaty Or1s difficult
see how any human being could
ganization countries made the decision that
have accomplished more than General Eisena European defense community should be
hower accomplished.
created. Eisenho:wer's task was . to draw up
Entirely aside from considerations of doplans for the raising, organization, and
mestic partisan politics, he richly deserves
logistical support of EDC.
th~ congratulations of hls countrymen for a
This task was basically technical-a job
Job well done.
for a soldier who understands the problems
of large .m111tary organization. Nevertheless,
the task required a good. deal more than
technical skill, judgment, and experience.
India's 5-Year Plan
Almost all of the decisions that General
Eisenhower had to take had political implications, and the organization of EDC reEXTENSION OF REMARKS
quired a leader who could take account of
OF
these political implicatiQil.s without becoming involved in the political decisions that
necessarily paralleled military decisions.
OF NEW YORK
General Eisenhower's experience in successfully directing coalition armies during
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
World War II uniquely qualified him for
Thursday, June 5, 1952
this side of his job at SHAPE. He was that
rare thing in public affairs, the indispenMr. JAVITS. Mr. Speaker,
apsable man for the assignment he was given
pended
editorial
from
the
New
York
by NATO.
Times of June 6 -refers to House ResoluThe measure of how well he filled the astion 668, introduced on June 5, 1952,
signment is the fact that not a 'Single one
of the ugly disputes that usually mark the
by a bipartisan group consisting of Senrelations of Allied military forces has arisen
ators RALPH E. FLANDERS, BRIEN McMAwhile General Eisenhower has been in Paris.
HON, WAYNE MORSE, H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
At a point or two disputes threatened.
JOHN J. SPARKMAN, CHARLES W. TOBEY,
There were some early difficulties about the
and ALEXANDER WILEY, and Representacreation of a joint North Atlantic antisubmarine command, and over the question of
tives FRANCEs P. BoLTON, JAMES G. FuL-

HON. WALTER H. JUDD

to

HON. JACOB K. JAVITS

the

TON, CHESTER.E. ,MERROW, EDNA F. KELLY,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT. Ja. •.CLEMENT J.
ZABLOCKI, and my.self:
INDU'S 5- YEAR PLAN
The bipartisan group of Congressmen who
have offered a resolution showing interest in,
and pledging support for, India's 5-yea.r plan
are being helpful and sensible. It ·is especially encouraging· to see in1luential names
like Senator Wn.EY's and Senator McMAHoN's
on th~ list.
The importanoe of India to the free world,
and therefore to the United States, cannot
be stressed too often. With China lost from
the democracies, India has become the major bulwark of freedom in Asia. However,
freedom without enough food to eat, with
disease, ignorance, and poverty, can have
no appeal to Indians or any other people.
India's 5-year plan is reasonable and
modest. India aims to raise the rupee
equivalent of ~0,000,000 each year for 5
years and she hopes for about $630,000,000 in
foreign aid for the period as a whole. This
would be in addition to any grants-in-aid
or loans that the United States might make
for special projects or for emergencies like
this year's food .shortage.·
· As witli all Indian plans and all aid
projects, the 5-year plan concentrates on
increasing food production and improving
agriculture. The idea is roughly to raise
the low standard of living by 1 percent a
year over and above the increase necessary
to take care of Innia's frighteningly high rate
of population increase. Investments wlll go
into public projects like tube wells for Bihar
state, railways. irli,gatton, and water power.
Insofar as industry is helped there will be
special emphasis on steel production. As
with all national economic planning, there
will naturally be a considerable degree of
central direction, but the plan nevertheless
insists on the maximum of free enterprise.
The 5-year, $50,000,000 contribution by
Washington toward Indian economic development, which was agreed to in January,
is to be coordinated with the 5-year plan,
and so Is the Commonwealth Colombo Plan.
Up to a point we are already hel_pin,g, but
some of our Congressmen wish to help still
more, and it is to be hoped that they succeed in their purpose.

The Unforgotten Man
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RUSSEU V. MACK
OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tnursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. MACK of Washington. Mr.
Speaker, the Wlforgotten man in the
United States is the automobile owner.
The tax collector never forgets him.
The automobile owne-r pays and pays and
pays.
To begin with, the automobile owner
pays a Federal Government gasoline tax
of 2 cents a gallon, in addition to his
State gasoline tax, which in Washington
.State is 6~ cents a gallon. Every gallon of gasoline the motorist buys costs
him 81,6 cents in taxes. If he has his
tank filled with 15 gallons of gasoline,
his tax on that 15 gallons ·Of gas is $1.27.
In addition to his gasoline tax. the
motorist pays a 10 percent Federal tax
on the wholesale value of every new car
purchased and of every tire and automobile accessory bought. On top of these
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he pays a 3 percent State sales tax on
the retail value of his purchases.
How much do these taxes yield?
The Federal Government this year will
collect $800,000,000 from its 2-cent Federal gasoline tax. It will collect an estimated $1,400,000,000 from its taxes on
new cars, tires, and accessories. From
these two taxes alone, our Federal Government will collect, this year, more than
$2,000,000,000.
Most people think this money, taken
from the automobile owners, goes back
into building roads. It does not, at least
not much of it. While the Federal Government will collect more than two billions in special Federal taxes from the
automobile owner, it will spend only
about one-half of a billion dollars in
building highways. In short, out of
every dollar collected in Federal taxes
from automobile owners, less than 25
cents will go into highway improvements. The other 75 cents is being diverted for other purposes---such projects
as building power dams in France and
Italy, highways in Central American
countries, and to finance the waste and
extravagance in our ever-expanding
Federal bureaucracy.

Action of American General on Koje
Destroyed American Political Victory
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

1ble screening of prisoners-thus apparently conflrmlng the communist charge that
our previous division of prisoners into Communists and anti-Communists had been
forced.
Finally, they revealed the existence o~ an
appal11ng situation at Koje-United States
Army guards afraid to enter the camp they
are supposed to be guarding.
All these things are being effectively used
against us. Already the word is running
throughout Asia-the United States is not
only a paper tiger afraid of Communist
China., but afraid of disarmed prisoners.
Gen. Mark Clark, who unluckily inherited
this situation from Gen. Matthew Ridgway,
has argued that since the concessions were
made under duress they do not have to be
carried out. The Defense Department has
issued a bold repudiation of the generals.
HARM HAS BEEN DONE

Both too late. The harm has been done.
It cannot be undone even if each Communist kidnaper 1s given the personal punishment he deserves. If the concessions wrung
from the generals are carried out by us, then
we reveal an appalling weakness. If they
are not, then the U. N. is a double-crosser.
The Communists win either way.
Generals Dodd and Colson apparently do
not-or did not-understand this. Consider the former's written statement:
"During my entire stay [meaning captivity) I was treated with the utmost respect
and courtesy [how sweet-what a pity the
Communists did not succeed in sending the
general back wreathed in flowers as they
planned] and my personal needs were looked
out for. The demands made by the POW's
are inconsequential and the concessions
granted by the camp authorities were of
minor importance."

OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF :MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
granted to extend my remarks in the
REcoRD, I include the following article
by Edgar Ansel Mowrer:
ACI'ION OF AMERICAN GENERAL ON KOJE
DESTROYED AMERICAN POLITICAL VICTORY

(By Edgar Ansel Mowrer)
In precisely 78 hours, two United States

generals, Brig. Gens. Francis T. Dodd and
Charles F. Colson, virtually destroyed the
magnificent moral and political victory that
we achieved by our recent refusal to return
unwilling captives to their Communist
masters.
In order to save General Dodd's skin, both
officers together have inflicted grave damage
on their country.
First, they entered into a contractual relationship with their own prisoners-something no United States officers have ever done
before. It is-it was-inconceivable that
American officers woUld consent to bargain
with prisoners of war, still less, with ruthless Communist enemies of mankind.
Next, in the prqcess of their bargaining,
our officers, in the name of the United Nations, yielded to prisoners' blackmailing
threats not only to kill Dodd but to riot
and revolt. (One can imagine how Gen.
William Tecumseh Sherman would have
answered.)
Then the two generals acknowledged that
we had previously used violence against prisoners and promised that this would ceasethus seeming to justify the Communists•
charge that we mistreat our prisoners.
CONFmMS RED CHARGES

Again, Generals Dodd and Colson, once
more in the name of the United Nations,
promised that there would be no more fore•
XCVIII-Ann.--221

AIDS PROPAGANDA

Dear God! So inconsequential were these
demands that as a first result the communists have now stated that they wm continue coming to Panmunjom whether the
U. N. representatives show up or not-and
use their presence for propaganda.
Furthermore, these concessions of "minor
importance" have brought the United Nations into a situation where, at some not too
distant day, we shall have either to withdraw
ignominiously from Korea or to reunite
Korea by force while smashing Red China.
This disagreeable choice may seem of
"'minor importance" to Generals Dodd and
COlson. Yet I sincerely believe that one
would have to dig deep into military history
to find two American general officers who
have done their country so much harm in
so short a time, however unintentionally.
When two Americans can reach the rank
of general officers without reallzing that no
United States officer has a right to save his
life at the expense of the honor of the
United States, then, indeed, something is
wrong with our armed services.

Utah's Indians Point the Way
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALLACE F. BENNETT
OF UTAH

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, June 6, 1952

Mr.

Mr. BENNETT.
President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "Utah's Indians Point the Way"
published in the Deseret News of June 2,
1952.
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There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
UTAH'S INDIANS PoiNT THE WAY
The Utes had a bonus pay day last week.
Every member of the Ute Indian tribe in eastern Utah, some 1,700 men, women, and children, received a check for $200, an installment on oil leases bonuses paid by oil companies that are finding oil under tribal lands.
Pay day was significant from two standpoints: The manner in which the payment
was administered, and the way in which it
was spent.
As would be expected of any group of people who received extra money, the Indians
went on a mild shopping spree. But for the
most part, it was intelligent spending, with
the :::ndians buying the necessities of life or
the items they needed to raise their standard of living. Most of the men bought new
western hats and cowboy boots, items they'll
wear every day. The women bought new
dresses, brightly colored blankets and clothing for their chfidren. Some of the families
purchased automobiles, others refrigerators,
sewing machines, stoves. Many of them
headed for the nearest trading post and paid
their bills. Others drove to Roosevelt or
Vernal and plunked money in the bank.
There were some purchases of luxury goods,
and a few Indians apparently bought liquor
from bootleggers. But for the most part,
pay day was a happy day for the Utes, a day
1n which they showed they can take money
and use it intelligently.
Those who had occaslon to watch the In·
dians spend their money in Roosevelt reported that nowher~ did they see indications
that the town's merchants were out to take
advantage of the Utes, many of whom haven't
had the schooling to detect a swindle in the
offing. Merchants in eastern Utah dealt fairly with their native customers, giving the
Utes their money's worth. That sort of business is worthy of commendation.
The manner in which the Ute Tribal Business Council administered the payment also
merits attention. This council is the mod•
ern version of the old Council of the Chiefs.
It has the major voice in determining how
money that is reaching the Utes .from sev•
eral sources is to be spent. It's an important job. Utes are collecting from oil
bonuses, leases, and royalties, besides the
installments on a $32,000,000 judgment won
for them from the Government by Dr. Ernest
L. Wilkinson and his associates.
Money that is due the tribe is placed in
a tribal fund. The Tribal Council then decides how it wlll be spent. In the case of
the judgment funds, the Indians must draft
a long-rangE! blueprint, detailing tribal projects and individual payments. Then the
United States Bureau of Indians Affairs must
approve and Congress must give its 0. K. and
appropriate the m~mey. Congress, please~
with spending proposals advanced by the
tribe, has advanced a part of this judgment.
Money that reaches the tribe from oil leases
or royalties can be allocated at the discretion
of the Tribal Council.
The tribe has used its money chiefly to .
improve living and working conditions, moving many families from tepees and shacks
to livable houses. It has brought electricity
and water to scores of homes. Land has
been cleared for development. Indians have
learned new farming and stock-raising
methods. They've purchased modern equipment. A vital education program is progressing more rapidly than even the most
optimistic tribesmen predicted. Thus, a
once-destitute people seemingly is headed
for prosperity, for a new standard of Uving, a
whole new life.
Much of the credit for this progress can
be traced to efforts of men like Dr. Wilkinson,
F. S. Stone, superintendent of the reservation, and two Indians, Francis McKinley and
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Rex Curry. McKinley, who holds a master's degree from George Washington University, is the Indian coordinator. curry, a
Brigham Young University graduate, is
chairman of the Tribal Business Council.
There are others, of course, who have helped
guide a downtrodden people toward a new
and better life.
This sensible beginning of rehabilitation
of the Utes is an event that Utahans, Congress, the nations of the world-and particularly Marshall plan administrators-might
note and applaud.

Congress Wants To Hear From You
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JACOB K. JAVITS
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave granted to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include the following article, entitled "Congress Wants To Hear
From You," which was written by me
and published in the American magazine
of June 1952:
CoNGREss WANTS To HEAR FRoM You
(By JACOB K. JAVITs, United States Representative· from New York)
The next time you ·are tempted to throw-up
your hands in horror over a Government tax
scandal, a "hot" mink coat. or 'the soaring
cost of living, don't do it. Use your hands
instead to write a letter to your Congressm~.

.

Although many people still seem surprised
at the idea, paper and pencil in the hands
of Mr. and Mrs. Average Citizen are, by all
odds, the most effective weapons we have in
the war for good government. Since not
everyone can run for, and get elected to,
office, he can-and should-at least tell his
Representative what's on his mind. In this
crucial year of 1952 there is still time for
you to get Congress to do what you want-Just by writing letters.
How do I know?
I see daily what letters accomplish, not
only in my own office, but in the offices of
other legisiators around me.
The other day a veteran Representative
was asked by a newspaperman what he
thought was the most powerful lobby in the
country. The Representative :replied, "The
people back home."
That statement was no sop to the ego of
the voting public. It was based on a hard
,political fact. Washingtonians have often
been told tha t the reason young Bob LaFollette of Wisconsin was defeated for reelection to the Senat e by JOSEPH R. McCARTHY
in 1946, was because he was so busy with
legislation that he couldn't p ay enough attention t o the letters from back home. And
Representative RoBERT L. DauGHTON, of North
Carolina, who at 88 (he has been in Congress
continually since 1910), recently revealed the
secret of how to stay in office: "I read my
mail," he said. "That's why I've been
around here so long."
Some Congressmen are so anxious to know
What their constituents think that they have
not waited for them to write. They have
initiated the correspondence themselves. I
am one of them. I write two letters a year
to each of my constituents, reviewing what
has been done and soliciting his opinion.
This amount s to 180,000 letters a year. I
know of at least 20 legislators who go to the
expense of conducting public-opinion polls
among the registered voters of their area.
They do this because they consider it vital

to know what their people feel concerning
the important issues of the moment.
With the enormous speeding up of communication, transportation, and our lives in
general, legislators no longer feel that it is
wise . for you to wait until election day to
register your approval or disapproval. Between elections, Congress can commit you
to war, to inflation, to the destruction of
civil rights, and to many other things. Senators and Representatives want to know now
how you feel, what you will back up, even
what you suggest in the way of legislation.
Letters can accomplish more than you
think. Even single letters. A woman recently said to me, "I' never write my Congressman. It wouldn't do any good. He
probably wouldn't even read the letter." Such
a statement amazed me. I know of single
letters that by themselves have saved millions of dollars; sent high officials to · jail,
changed the thinking of key Congressmen,
and resulted in legislation affecting the lives
of hundreds of thousands of people.
Let me give you a few examples:
Senator PAUL H. DouGLAS, of Illinois, recently received a letter from an unknown
man protesting that too high a price was
being paid for military housing in his area.
The Senator looked into the situation, found
it to be so, and introduced legislation, based
. on the letter, which ultimately saved the
taxpayers $30,000,000.
On another occasion a constituent wrote
to Senator IRVING M. IVES, of New York,
protesting the Air Force's request for bids on
supplying 1,500,000 pairs of dress gloves.
"How can dress gloves in such huge quantity help the war effort we hear so much
about?" asked the writer. "These gloves
• are surely an expensive luxury,
costing in excess of $2,000,000, and, in my
opinion, represent a sinful waste of the taxpayers' money. You gentlemen have just
passed another big tax bill. If this glove
contract is a sample, then many millions
could be saved all around."
Senator IvEs turned the letter over to the
Senate Preparedness Investigating Committee, which got in touch with the Air Force.
The contract was immediately canceled. The
taxpayers were saved another two millions
through the action of a single letter writer.
Many laws are the direct outgrowth of
single letters. I am not talking about private bills that are introduced daily for the
benefit of single persons-generally to take
care of specific hardship cases-but bills that
affect the lives of masses of people-you and
me.
Here is an instance of what happened in
my own office only a few months ago, and
it must be remembered that I am only 1 out
of 435 Members of one House of Congress:
One of my constituents, who had been
stricken with polio as a child but who is now
working and has a family, wrote in to say
that he thought legislation should be introduced which would give the physically disabled some sort of dispensation in their income taxes. He pointed out that it is almost
impossible for such persons to get insurance,
and argued that the money saved on taxes
would enable disabled people to build up a
fund to help them when they were old or if
they should become sick.
. I read the letter, felt the arguments valid,
and accordingly introduced legislation during the last session of Congress. The bill
called for the same $600 additional exemption now granted to the blind to be extended
to the physically disabled. A total of 100,000
persons would benefit as a result of that
single letter.
Another person . wrote ln, suggesting that
1t would be a good idea to sponsor a bill
admitting orphans to this country for adoption. The arguments seemed equally worth
while, and Senator lvES, of New York, and
I, sponsored just such a piece of legislation.
· It was a single letter (followed by many
others later) which led to the bill, now before

the Committee on Banking and Currency,
to aid small business. "Thousands of small
manufacturing establishments are today
competing for the empty distinction of becoming exhibit A in the National Museum of
Mobilization Mismanagement,'' said the
writer, who addressed himself in this case to
Senator HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, of Minnesota.
Pointing out that about 30 percent of small
businesses had failed in World War II, the
man urged creation of a governmental board,
under the direct supervision of the President,
to utilize the productive capacity of small
business to the fullest extent in the present
national emergency. The bill does just this.
Another letter protested th~ unfair civilservice procedure regarding men in the
Armed Forces. An Air Force captain, who
was registered with civil service, wrote his
Senator saying that he had been notified his
name had come up for a permanent position
but, because he was in Korea, he had automatically been passed over. "In effect,'' he
wrote, "I am being penalized for being in the
Armed Forces." This letter got immediate
action.
The Senator introduced legislation to continue civil-service eligibility even though
citizens are in service. This will affect not
only the Air Force captain who wrote, but
thousands of others.
In another instance, youthful Representative SIDNEY R. YATES, of Illinois, received a
letter which may lead to important consequences for our aging population. Urging
that the whole problem of people over 65
be examined on a national scale, the writer
said:
"Because of the increasing difficulty older
people find in getting jobs, there is a general scrapping of the useful skills and ripened experience of an important segment of
our national community. These men and
women were the principal producers for this
incredible half century. • • • For them
tomorrow is another day of doing nothing,
talking to no one, and too often eating too
little because of a pitifully inadequate in•
come."
This letter started Representative YATES
thinking. Other letters, of course, followed.
Recently he introduced a bill to form a -select
committee of Congress to examine the whole
problem. What that committee does will
affect the lives of 8 percent of our entire
population, or 11,500,000 people. This is a
subject which is close to my heart and I,
too, as a result of letters rece~ved, ·have introduc~d ~egislation making it illegal to discriminate against those over 45 in the matter of getting jobs.
Sometimes a letter may not lead to legislation, but will a,{:COmplish its purpose just as
effectively. ·
Last month a high-school principal wrote
to her Senator protesting a poster which was
sent out by the Treasury Department, using
free Government postage, to 25,000 high
schools in the United States. The poster
purported to urge the sale of Government
bonds, but actually was much more concerned with advertising a new movie.
"To me this poster is nothing more than
a motion-picture advertisement," said the
writer, "with 90 percent of t)le copy devoted
to the film and 10 percent to defense bonds.
It is an effective way · of advertising the
movie at Government expense. To have sent
it through the mails in the usual way would
have cost 6 cents. The Treasury Department
has thus saved the film company about
$1,500."

The Senator publicly condemned the practice. The story was carried by the big wire
services, and the practice was discouraged
for the future.
In the matter of changing the points of
view of legislators on important issues, letters have all but moved mountains. Especially "good letters,'' letters which analyze
an issue objectively and give valid reasons
for or against it.
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Senator WAYNE MORSE, of Oregon, for example, is on record as saying that "good mail"
has more than once persuaded him to change
his point of vlew. He has cited the change
in his thinking that came about from veterans' letters on universal military training.
"When I first came to Washington," the
Senator said, "I didn't favor UMT. But when
I studied the facts and arguments put forth
in the letters I received, I decided the veterans were right."
Many other Congressmen have told me
that letters have caused them to chan,ge
their position on specific bills. Most Members insist, how,ever, that "pressure mail''
has less weight with them than spontaneous
mail. Senator Hlmm:RT H. LEHMAN, of New
York, recently said on the fl.oor of Congress
that he has "always been affected by letters
and telegrams from people I thought were
serious and sincere,'' but that the mere volume of mall has never in:tluenced him.
It would be impolite to question the assertion that Members of Congress are not influenced by the volume of mail. I do not
think they like to admit it, but my own
opinion is that they are a lot more in:tluenced
by weight than they will say. I personally
pay real attention to so-called pressure
mail. It represents a person's opinion, even
though the opinion has been organized and
directed. Otherwise, that person would not
write. It is true, however, that most of us
are more 1nfiuenced by a letter that seems
to be a spontaneous expression of an individual voter's wishes or beliefs.
In the matter of clean Government, single
letters have often touched off a fuze that
lighted a bonfire under some official.
Senator JoHN J. Wn.r.IAMS, of Delaware,
whose revelations of corruption in our taxcollecting agency have rocked the Nation,
admits that a single letter from a citizen
has more than once led him to make an investigation resulting in the firing of a high
official. Naturally, because of the necessity
for secrecy in his work, the Senator has been
unable to reveal either the names of the
writers or the contents of such letters.
It was another anonymous letter, of course,
that started the ·f .. mous investigation of war
contracts between the Government and the
Garsson brothers a few years ago. As a
result of that letter, Congressman Andrew
J. May, of Kentucky, chairman of the House
Military Affairs Committee, was convicted
and served 9 months on a charge of bribery.
Although single letters have accomplished
dramatic and far-reaching results, lette1·s en
masse have ·naturally accomplished much
more. It is important to express youl' feelings on a vital issue, even though you .k now
your letter will be one of many. If the
volume gets so great that your Congressman cannot read your individual letter, you
can be sure that someone in his office reads
lt, replies according to his wishes, and passes
your sentiment along to him. The eumulatlve effect is sure to be felt.
An example of this occurred last year,
when the greatest avalanche of mail to hit
Capitol Hill sinee the firing of General MacArthur resulted from President Truman's
announced intention of appointing an ambassador to the Vatican. Although most
people had thought there would be little
expressed opinion on the subject, the response was staggering. The big majority
of it has been against the Vatican appointment. As a result of this, tt is a fairly
safe guess that such an envoy will not be
approved even if the .P resident puts forward
another name.
And 1f Congress does not increase taxes
this year, I think the major part of the
re1"pons1blllty belongs to the letter writers
who have urged their legislators to vote
against any further rises.
Mol!it Senators and Representatives get in
the habit of referring to letters as good or
bad. They assert that they are more influenced by the former than the latter. ;t

consider a lett~r good if it takes a definite
st.:md and gives a logical reason for that
stand. "Dear Sir: I urge you to support
(or oppose) such and such a bill because,
etc." If it has a spark of originality, so
much the better. Such a one was received
by a colleague of mine the other day;
"Dear Sir:" it read, "I regret that I will
be unable to vote for you in November. By
that time, I will have starved to death because of the high cost of llving."
By a bad letter, I mean one that 1s
vituperative, overlong, or illogical. For example, a colleague of mine received one recently which protested the high cost of living in the most heated terms. Unfortunately, the letter was dictated while the
constituent was wintering ln one of the Nation's most expensive resort hotels.
Most Congressman discount the avalanche
of mail that comes when the country is going through a supercharged emotional experience. They tend to wait until the heat
of the moment has subsided, and then try
to evaluate the situation. Such an example
was the firing of General MacArthur. That
event caused a veritable blizzard of mail on
Capitol H111. One Senator received 65,000
letters within 10 days on that issue alone.
It was one of those rare periods when Congressmen were unable to answer their constituents. Some omces needed 10 persons,
working all night, just to open and read
the correspondence.
Unless there is a crisis of some sort, you
will probably get rapid service from your
Congressman. I try to give my constituents
24-"hour service, and letters in most offices
get answered within the spa~-- of a few
days. This is all the more remarkable when
you consider that both the Senate and the
House of Representatives get ~lmost 100,000
pieces of mail daily. The rapid processing
Is due to the efficient omce staffs which
. most Members have working for them.
Form letters must be used, of course, In
answering such a volume of mail. I receive
an average of 100 letters a day. Senators
get as many as 2,000. To read a letter, dictate a reply, and sign tt takes about 5 minutes. In other words, handling each letter
on an Individual basis would take me 500
minutes each day, or a full working day.
There would be 11ttle time left to carry
out my prime function in Washington,
namely, to legislate. Conseque1:tly, when
there are more than 20 letters on a subJect,
I usually draft a form letter. I am. however, kept fully informed of the daily volume on specific subjects, and the letters
received are filed away, to be reviewed when
legislation on the particular subject comes
up for the approval of Congress. Letters
which deviate in any way from the usual
ones on a specific issue are given individual
consideration.
I am told of only one man, ·a Representative, who insists on handling all his mail
personally. He doesn't seem to think there
'I s anything inadequate about his reoord in
Washington which consists solely of reading
and answering his mail. His constituents
may have a dandy pen pal, but they are
definitely being short-changed in the matter
of a legislator.
Senators and Representatives are called
upon, by letter, to perform almost every service imaginable, and they try to obllge lf they
can.
A few weeks ago a colleague of mine in the
House got a. letter from a staff sergeant in
Chicago.' "Dear sir:" it said. "The Air Force
ts unable to supply me with a pair of lowblack dress shoes, .size 14C. I have no trouble
getting that size in civilian life, and since
there may be others in my predicament, will
you please look into the situation? I leave
tomorrow for France with special permission
from the C. 0. to use my old, wor.n-out oxfords. They won"t last long. and sinee I don't
want to be embarrassed at formal functions,
I am counting on you to help me." The Representative took the matter up with the Air
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Force, and the sergeant now has his dress
shoes.
Occasionally, of course, you may want to
brighten the life of your Congressman with
a phrasing and a style that are unique. If
you are so gifted he will be delighted. In
that case, your letter may be passed around.
the Halls of Cong.·eos for all to read, Just as a
letter foro a distant relative is passed around
for a whole family to enjoy. Such a letter
was received not so very long ago by a Representative from the State of Washington.
"Dear Sir:" it read. "Everybody on Lopez
Island has a book called 'Keeping Livestock
Healthy' but us. Our cows are .sick. Please
send us one quick. P. B.: Gawdamighty, our
pigs just took sick. Send us two." (Keeping
Livestock Healthy is a Department of Agrieulture yearbook which Congressmen can
send to their constituents free.)
But whatever your problem-whether your
pigs al'e ailing, your shoes don't fit, or, most
important of all, you want to express an
opinion on the important issues of our timewrite your Congressman. It is you who are
paying his salary. 1t 1s you who are · paying
the cost of the law.s he enacts.
It is important, however, that you write
briefly, clearly, and sincerely. Do not write
the kind of letter that a friend o! mine in
Congress received the other day from one of
his female constituents:
"Last night I was at a lodge meeting," she
wrote. "We were told to write you about
something, but rve forgotten what it was.
Will you please take care of it anyway? I
have to hurry now because the postman is
waiting."
'
Such a letter may bring a smile to the lips
of your CongressmaJ:L but little else.
On the other hand, honest letters. written
simply and from the .heart, often work
miracles-the miracle, for example. of getting
Congress to do what you want in 1952.
HOW TO WRITE --rQ YOUR CONGRESSMAN
1. Write legibly.
2. Don't write more than one page unless

absolutely necessary.
3. List the subject at the top of tlle page.
It expedites filing.
4. Don't write a Congressman who isn't
yours. It's a waste of time. If you don't
know who your Congressman is, call up your
local newspaper.
5. Put your name and address at the top
of your letter. Don't feel it necessary to
threaten him with your vote. He's aware
of that power as soon as he sees the address.
6. Don't scold and don't be abusive. A
Congressman wants to be persuaded, not
dictated to.
7. Telegrams are not more effective than
letters, unless there's a real need for speed.
8 .. Phone calls are useless. Congre~men
are too busy to spend much time in their
offices.
9. Write your Representative and your two
Senators. If you have time for only one
letter, write your Representative.
.
10. If your Congressman deserves a pat on
the back. give it to him. It may sweeten his
outlook on humanity and make him all the
more determined to tight f()r it.
THE AUTHOR.

Problem.s Posed by Prisoners of War in
Korea W o Refuse To Be Repatriated
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HO . WALTER H. JUDD
OF llrUNNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under unan- 1
imous consent to extend my remarks in
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the RECORD, I include the following article by Carroll Binder, editor of the Minneapolis Tribune:
POW's CoNFRONT U. N. WITH MAJOR DILEMMA
Three women whose husbands are prisoners of the Communists in Korea have handed
me a resolution unanimously adopted by the
American Ex-Prisoners of War Association at
its annual convention on May 8.
The resolution calls upon the United Nations to try to make a deal with the Communists whereby all Communist prisoners in
its custody would be surrendered in exchange
for surrender of all Americans in their custody. The proposal that the U.N. give in to
the Communists on the principle of voluntary repatriation is based on the assumption
that the Communists are holding some 3,000
more Americans than they have admitted
holding and that they can be induced to
hand over these unreported prisoners if we
hand over all our prisoners regardless of their
wishes.
The resolution was adopted after Mrs. Genevieve Miller, wife of an American missing in
Korea, had appealed for support for her crusade to create a public opinion favorable to
a bargain with the Communists.
Since the Communists refuse to concede
the right of defection, it is proposed to
cease upholding that right. "Shall we as a
nation," Mrs. Miller argues, "place the lives
of enemy prisoners of war before the lives
of our own men who were ordered into
battle and were unfortunate enough to be
captured?"
GENEVA CONVENTION IS CITED
Mrs. Miller cites the Geneva Convention on
Prisoners of War in support of her demand
for an abandonment of the principle of voluntary repatriation. This convention, she
contends, "clearly states that all POW's held
by both sides will be exchanged at the cessation of hostilities."
When the psychological warfare branch
of the Far Eastern Command dropped leaflets
on the enemy urging them to surrender and
guaranteeing safe conduct and humane
treatment, that was not a legal contract, according to Mrs. Miller. The deserters were
well aware of the chances they were taking
1f they should be returned to their own
forces. "A government which places the
welfare of its own citizens second to the welfare of citizens of an enemy nation is guilty
of treason," Mrs. Miller contends.
Similar arguments are being made in letters to the Tribune and other newspapers in
the United States and Great Britain.
I hope what is said here will not seem
lacking in compassion. Eight years ago this
week my elder son was reported missing in
action. I know something of the anguish
experienced by those with a loved one missing or in captivity.
The Communists, who have not signed the
Geneva Convention, cite it constantly in
their demands that the 99,000 Chinese and
Korean prisoners who say they would die
rather than return to the Communists be
surrendered along with the 70,000 Chinese
and Koreans who want to be repatriated.
The Communists give the impression that
only u. N. refusal to force the 99,000 to return to their former masters stands in the
way of a cease-fire in Korea and the liberation of 12,000 U. N. prisoners, 3,200 of whom
are Americans.
Whether the Communists have several
thousand unreported American prisoners in
addition to the 3,200 whose names they have
handed over and whether they would give
those names on the ·terms favored by the
Ex-Prisoners of War Association is not ascertainable at present. Nor is there any way of
knowing whethe! the Communists woui<i end
hostilities and hand over all prisoners in
their custo:Iy if the U.N. yielded to them on
_the repatriation issue.

U. N. WOULD BE BLAMED FOR DEATHS
of 20,000 Chinese prisoners who refuse to
return clearly are deserters.
Such a surrender by the U. N. would have
This view of what the U. N. should do
far-reaching consequences. It would repreabout prisoners who do not wish to return
sent the greatest moral victory the Commuis
officially supported by Clement Attlee,
nists ever achieved. The President and Secleader of the Labor Party. The London
retary of State of the United States, the forTribune, organ of Aneurin Bevan's left-wing
eign ministers of Great Britain and CanSocialist movement, says, "No Socialist can
ada, General Ridgway and many other rethink otherwise." Norman Thomas, Amersponsible officials ·w ould have to go back
ican Socialist leader, says, "the United States
on cat egorical declarations. The U. N. comshould not buy a truce by selling men into
mand would have to repudiate the promises
slavery."
That is President Truman's posiit made to obtain surrenders by members of
tion.
the Communist forces. The United States
In addition to rejecting the right of dearmed forces probably would have to use
fection, the Communists reject the idea that
bayonets to prod men faced with death (posover half their people refuse tp return volsibly scores of thousands) into the hands of
untarily. They insist that pressure is being
their executioners. Some of those men probused to prevent captives from returning,
ably would attempt to commit suicide while
The
U. N. is willing to have mixed commisstill in our custody. Their deaths would be
sions,' on which Communist and U. N. replaid at the door of the U. N. by Communist
resentatives would have equal representapropaganda as well as by many non-Commution, handle the exchange of prisoners.
nists who would feel an involuntary guilt by
That would enable the Communists to see
association in such a forced repatriation,
for themselves the attitude of the prisoners
It would demonstrate to people living under
on repatriation. Such a screening, not the
communism that there is no hope of escapprevious one carried out by the U. N., would
ing from such tyranny and that anti-Comdecide who returns and who remains.
munist propaganda is not to be believed.
The Communists thus far have tried to
This is not fantasy. At the end of World
limit the choice to surrender of all prisoners
War II large numbers of prisoners and disor indefinite continuation of the war. This
placed persons were forced to return to their
is . a terrible choice. It is understandable
former Communist masters in accordance
that many with loved ones in Communist
with agreements made by the allies with
hands should feel that the universal interRussia. The horrible fate of those involunest should be sacrifled for the sake of the
tarily repatriated persons rests on the conindividual. The trouble with such a policy
sciences of many people in the free world.
is that it does not guarantee succor for the
The present insistence on the right of volindividual prisoners. It would doom great
untary repatriation grows out of a desire to
numbers
of men who put their trust in U.N.
avoid a repetition of such horrors as well as
promises and do irreparable harm to the
the desire to demonstrate to people living
cause of freedom with justice.
under totalitarianism that escape means
asylum in freedom.
This is a new concept in cease-fire and,
indeed, in international relations. The Communists seem prepared to prolong and perThe Federal Budget and You-Director of
haps even to enlarge hostilities rather than
Bureau of Budget Comments on Asserpermit it to be established.
Since Americans eager to end hostilities
tions
o~ San Francisco Chamber of
and repatriate American prisoners without
Commerce
regard for other circumstances also base their
demand on the Geneva conventions, accurate
information about those conventions is
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
essential to all discussions.
OF
The first thing to be noted is that Communist China and North Korea are not signatories to the conventions. The United States
OF CALIFORNIA
signed the 1949 revision, but the Senate has
not ratified it. Thus, as a treaty, it is not
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
technically binding.
Wednesday, May 28, 1952
The United States contends, however, that
Mr. YORTY. Mr. Spea}{.er, it is easy
it is not violating the convention when it
refuses to agree to forcibly repatriate pristhese days to demonstrate the obvious
oners who say they would rather die than be
enormity of the Federal budget and derepatriated. Those who say the United
mand that it be drastically reduced withStates is bound to hand back all prisoners
out indicating the reasons for the
cite article 7 which precludes prisoners from
enormity and the risks involved in illrenouncing "the rights secured to them by
considered curtailment of some Federal
the present convention," among which are
activities. Every Congressman wants to
the right to repatriation. They also cite
article 118 which says "prisoners of war shall
cut expenditures and taxes, but no Conbe released and repatriated without delay
gressman wants to jeopardize the secuafter the cessation of active hostilities."
rity and future of the Nation by false
The United States, with the concurrence
economy. Persons or organizations who
of the British and Canadian Governments,
simply demand cuts because the budget
says these provisions were meant for the prois enormous are not helping. In fact,
tection of the interests of prisoners and not
they only cause confusion. Congress
to enable governments to lay hands on them
needs help in finding ways to cut ex.against their will.
penditures while still preserving vital
INDIVIDUAL HAS RIGHT TO ASYLUM
functions and maintaining reasonable
Article 7 clearly was not intended to sweep
security. That is our problem. Deaway the right of a state to grant asylum
mands for meat-ax cuts will not solve it.
to persons exposed to persecution on political
Protests, however loud, will not solve it.
grounds. That is one of the most ancient
principles of international law. Article 14
Closing our eyes to world conditions or
of the Universal De-claration of Human
trying to a void the responsibilities of
Rights of the U. N. reaffirmed the right of
world leadership will not solve it, We
individuals to seek and enjoy asylum from
need calm, reasonable counsel condupersecution. ·Moreover, international praccive to united progress, and not mere in~
tice has long recognized the right of a belfiammatory and misleading propaganda.
ligerent to refuse to hand over to certain
Recently the San Francisco Chamber
execution or punishment deserters from the
armed forces of the enemy. The 15,000 out ~ of Commerce sent me some of its widely
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circulated material about the Federal
budget and taxes. I sent it to the Bureau
of the Budget for analysis. The material
and the comments of the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget are set forth below:
RESOLUTION RE FEDERAL TAXATION AND ECON•
OMY AS .APPROVED BY BOARD OF DmEc'I'ORS,
SAN FRANCISCO CHAMBER OF CoMMERCE,

APRn. 24, 1952
PREAMBLE

Our country is seriously threatened by the
continuing spendthrift Government fiscal
practices. The latest example is the proposed Federal budget for 1953 calling for
expenditures of $85,400,000,000 against collections of $71,000,000,000, thus adding
$14,4<JO,OOO,OOO more to the present national
debt of $260,000,000,000.
It is estimated that San Francisco's share
in taxes to finance this budget amounts to
$638,000,000-a levy of over $800 upon every
man, woman, and child in our city. This
staggering amount is equal to 30 percent of
all the income received by all San Franciscans in 1950.
Such an enormous tax burden, accompanied by flagrant examples of waste, extravagance, and mismanagement in Government spending, has destroyed public confidence in the ability or desire of Government
to live within its means.
There is no swifter or surer way to undermine our free enterprise than to destroy by
taxation the incentives on which it is
founded.
The plain fact is that the only way to
ease the burden of the national debt and
to curb inflation is to reduce Government
spending. This simple truth must be emphatically brought home to Government.
Our citizens can and must bluntly and forcefully make their views known ..
RESOLUTION RE FEDERAL TAXATION AND EcoNOMY AS APPROVED BY BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
SAN FRANCISCO CHAMBER OF COMMEllCE,

APRn. 24, 1952

Now, therefore, it 1s
Resolved, That the San Francisco Chamber
of Commerce does hereby respectfully recommend to Congress and our Representatives in
Congress that1. There be no increase in tax rates.
2. Federal expenditures to be made during
the fiscal year 1953 be limited to $71,000,000,000-thus achieving a balanced budget.
3. Reduction in spending be accomplished
by( a) Cutting domestic civilian expenditures
to bare essentials through elimination of
proposed new programs such as aid to public
school districts, public housing and enlargement of social-security programs, and the
reduction of the ever-spawning Federal bureaucracy;
(b) Scaling down international assistance
appropriations, recognizing that many recipient nations are now able to maintain and
build their own economic and military
strength;
(c) Curtailing
military
expenditures
through reduction of excess personnel, elimination of wasteful procurement practices
and needless duplication, and by tightening
congressional co!l trol over spending practicE's of the Milltary Establishment; and be
it further
Resolved, That the San Francisco Chamber
of Commerce will refrain from seeking ln.creases in Federal appropriations for support of local or regional benefits not urgently
required for essential governmental services,
or for national defense, and will present to
its members and San Franciscans generally
information regarding Federal taxes and fiscal practices so that, as an intormed articulate and militant citizenry, they may make
their views known to their elected representatives,

THE FEDERAL BUDGET AND You
LET'S DO SOMETHING ABOUT RISING TAXES

These two pages on the Federal Budget and
You were prepared to inform you of the
seriousness of our Nation's tax spending
policy.
Extravagance by our Government has contributed in large measure to inflation and
has been an important factor leading to
higher and higher taxes, resulting in less
and less incentive to invest. This threat to
our whole system of private enterprise can
only be halted by an aroused citizenry demanding good government at a reasonable
cost.
We all know that to reduce taxes and ease
the burden of national debt requires a cut in
government spending. This means that it is
essential to forego waste, extravagance, and
needless public expenditures. Your chamber is attacking the tax spending problem
directly at the congressional level. We urge
you to make your views known to your
elected representatives.
This is a job calling for teamwork-you
and your chamber working together on a
vital problem. I trust you will help.
W. P.

FULLER, 3D,

President, San Francisco Chamber
of Commerce.
SAN FRANCISCO'S SOARING PER CAPITA TAX
RESPONSIBn.ITY

The rapidly increasing Federal expenditures and tax burden are crushing the Nation's econl>my. They are the hidden pressures behind the wage and price spiral and
the reduced purchasing power of fixed income. They are reflected deeply in the welfare of every citizen of San Francisco.
San Francisco's tax responsib111ty of $842,000,000 for next year's local, State, and Federal spending now looms as a giant of personal responsibility.
Here's what you'll be paying, if the proposed Federal budget of $85,400,000,000 1s
approved by Congress:
Eight hundred and eight dollars Federal
per capita tax bill (compared to $86 in 1940).
One hundred and sixty-two dollars State
per capita tax blll (compared to $60 in 1940) •
Ninety-six dollars local per capita tax bill
(compared to $54 in 1940) .
One thousand and sixty-six dollars grand
total per capita tax bill for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1953-if the pending budget
is approved.

completely absorbed the exorbitant taxes it
must pay.
Since 1940, the Federal individual income
tax take has multiplied more than 33 timesfrom $1,000,000,000 -to the now proposed $33,000,000,000 for the next fiscal year. 'l'he corporation tax take has multiplied 25 timesfrom $1,100,000,000 in 1940 to the proposed
$27,800,000,000.
Wasteful spending

Because the army of Federal budgeteers
has been unable to visualize projected receipts equivalent to soaring expenditures, the
Federal deficit of $8,200,000,000 anticipated
by June 30, 1952, is expected to advance to
$14,400,000,000 by June 30, 1953. The $14,400,000,000 deficit will lift the total publics
debt to $272,900,000,000.
.
This total anticipated public debt seems
very remote and impersonal.
But it is not impersonal. The annual interest on that debt which is charged to current taxes would amount to $6,200,000,00Qa sum $535,000,000 greater than just 2 years
ago.
It will require $40 in tax dollars per capita
just to service this interest. A family of
three will pay $120.
Who can stop this?
You, Mr. and Mrs. Citizen

Whether you are a business man or woman,
housewife, school teacher, Government employee, stUdent, farmer, Industrialist--whoever you are-taxation is vital to you.
You're footing the bills. The campaign for
control of Federal spending can pay big dividends-in expenditure cuts--if Congress 1S
firmly convinced that the people back home
demand economy in Government.
Do

tt

now

Write your Congressman and encourage
others to do the same. Tell them how runaway Government extravagance is atfecting
your business and your homoe. Express your
opinion as to the necessity for pruning the
Federal budget.
(Following is the text of a. resolution
pa5sed this week by the board of directors of
the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce and
transmitted to the Congress of the United
States):
Your chamber has resolvedA. "That the San Francisco Chamber of
Commerce does hereby respectfully recommend to Congress and our Representatives
in Congress that-Greatest tn history
"1. There be no increase in tax rates.
"2. Federal expenditures to be made durOne thousand and sixty-six dollars, coming
the fiscal year 1953 be limited to $71,000,par-ed to $200 in 1940.
000,000-thus
achieving a balanced budget.
Let's do something about it.
"3. Reduction in spending be accomplished
If we don't, San Francisco's responsibility
by:
on July 1, 1952, w1l1 be the greatest in the
"(a) Cutting domestic civilian expendihistory of this city.
tures to bare essentials through elimination
it will require about 38 percent of all inof proposed new programs such as aid to
come received by all San Franciscans in 1950.
public school districts, public housing and
The aggregate tax responsibility for San
enlargement
of social security programs, and
Francisco will bethe reduction of the ever-spawning Federal
More than -two times the total value of
bureaucracy;
exports and imports of the San Francisco
"(b) Scaling down international assiscustoms district in 1950.
tance appropriations, recognizing that many
More than two times the "value added by
manufacture" in all of San Francisco's 2,000 · recipient nations are now able to maintain
and build their own economic and military
manufacturing industries in 1947.
strength;
Almost the total value of retail sales in
" (c) Curtailing
military
expenditures
12,000 licensed retail outlets in San Franthrough reduction of excess personnel, elimicisco in 1950.
nation of wasteful procw·ement practices
Thousands in hidden taxes
and needless duplication, and by tightening
The Federal tax bill alone for San FranCongressional control over spending practices
cisco, estimated at $638,000,000 ($808 per
of the Military Establishment.
capita) is based on 11.6 percent of Califor· B. "That the San Francisco Chamber of
nia's share which amounts to $5,500,000,000
Commerce will refrain from seeking increases
out of the $85,400,000,000 Federal budget.
in Federal appropriations for support of local
If the budget 1s approved, the tax bill for
or regional beneftts not urgently required
a. San Francisco family of three will soar to
for essential govermental services, or for na$2,424. This will not, of course, come in
tional defense, and wm present to its mem•
the form oi an outright statement. Much of
bers and San Franciscans generally informa•
it will be in hidden taxes--passed on to the
tion regarding Federal taxes and fiscal pracindividual in the services and products he
tices so that, as an informed, articulate and
purchases because of th~ simple fact that no
militant citizenry they may make their views
business could long remain in existence if ~t
known to their elected representatives."
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Recent trend of Federal Government finances

BUDGET RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30
[In billions of dollars]
1950
actual

Budget receipts:
Direct taxes on individuals----------------------------------Direct taxes on corporations---------------------------------Excise taxes--------- -------------------------------------- - -Employment taxes------------------------------------------Customs_--------_------------------------------------------Miscellaneous receipts----------------------------------------

1952
estimate

1951
actual

1953
estimate

30,064
33,005
24,095
22, 900
27, 800
14, 388
9, 046
9, 744
8, 693
4,
857
5,000
3, 940
575
575
624
1, 598
1, 613
1, 629
1---------1--------1--------1·-------69,040
77, 737
TotaL __ --------------------------------------------------41, 311
53, 369

Deduct:
Appro priations to Federal old-age and survivors' insurance
trust fund-------------------------------------------------R efunds of receipts (excluding interest)_______________________

18, 115
10, 854
7, .597
2, 892
423
1, 430

l=======l======i======i======
2,106
2, 160

3, 850
2, 510

3,120
2, 106

foreign relations, the development of atomic
energy, defense production and economic
stabilization, civil defense, and maritime
activities. An additional 12 percent will go
for paying the cost o:t: past wars, in the form
of benefits and services to our veterans and
interest on the public debt.
These programs not only amount to 88
percent of the total 1953 budget, but they
also account for the major part of the total
increase in Federal expenditures since 1910,
as the following table indicates:
Federal budget expenditures, fiscal years
1940 and 1953
[ln millions of dollars]

4, 030
2, 709

1940
actual

1---------1--------1--------1·-------Total budget receipts __ ------------------------------------

37, 045

48, 143

62,680

70,998

39,753
5,166
7,196
2,680
881
238
1,408
3,082
2,153
751
240
1, 353
5, 955
25

51, 163
4,197
10,844
2, 662
678
624
1,478
3,237
1, 643
833
246
1, 484
6, 255
100

1=======:======1======1=======

Budget expenditures:
Military services--------------------------------------------12,303
20,462
Veterans' services and benefits_______________________________
6, 627
5, 339
International security and foreign relations___________________
4, 803
4, 727
Social security, welfare, and health___________________________
2, 213
2, 380
Housing and community development_______________________
261
602
Education and general research __ ---------------------------114
115
Agricultural and agricultural resources_______________________
2, 784
650
Natural resources __ _----------------------------------------1, 554
2, 051
Transportation and co=unications_________________________
1, 752
1, 685
Finance, commerce, and industry---------------------------227
176
Labor ______________ ---------------------------------------___
263
228
General government_________________________________________
1,108
1, 209
Interest___ ___ ____ ____________________________________________
5, 817
5, 714
Reserve for contingencies ____________________ ----------------- ------------ -----------Adjustment to Daily Treasury Statement basis______________
+330
-705

-----------1---------1---------1---------1-------------------

Total budget expenditures _____·- --------------------------40, 156
44,633
70,881
85,444
Budget surplus-------------------------------------------- ------ ---- -3, 510 ------- ----- -----------Budget deficit---------------------------------------------3, 111 -----------8, 201
14, 446
Public debt:
Public debt at beginning of year __ --------------------------Change due to budget surplus or deficiL---------------~----
Other changes in public debt--------------------------------Public debt at end of year-----------------------------------Interest on public debL-------------------------------------~an

252, 770
-3,111
1, 476
257,357
5, 720

257,357
-3,510
1, 375
255,222
5, 615

Francisco's soaring per capita tax responsibility (for local,
expenditures)
1940 fiscal year ended
June 30

1950 fil!cal year ended
June 30

255, 222
8, 201
-3,201
260,222
5, 850

~tate,

and Federal

1953 fiscal year ended
June 30

Tax source
Amount

Per
capita

Amount

Per
capita

Amount

260, 222
14,446
254
272,922
6, 255

Per
capita

1953 per capo
ita relation
to 1940

LocaL ________________ ---_
State _____________ -------FederaL_----------------

$34, 100, 000
37,847,000
54,766,000

$54
60
86

$68,415, 974
109, 450, 000
324,187,000

$88
141
418

$75, 745, 580
127,887,000
638, 000, 000

$96
162
808

1.8 times.
2.7 times.
9.4 times.

TotaL_------------

126, 713, 000

200

502,052,974

647

841, 632, 580

1,066

5.3 times.

WRITE YOUR CONGRESSMAN
Here's how you can do something about
rising taxes: Write your Congressmen--now.
Ask their support of the points outlined in
the resolution at the top of this page. Ask
them to be sure to be present in Congress
when crucial votes are taken and to vote
for economy. When both the Senate and
House have acted on a bill and it goes to
conference to work out a compromise, urge
them again to hold the line.
California Senators: The Honorable WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND, Member of Congress, Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.; the
Honorable RICHARD M. NIXON, Member of
Congress, Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.
San Francisco Representatives: The Honorable FRANK HAVENNER, Member of Congress,
House Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.;
the Honorable JOHN F. SHELLEY, Member o:t:
Congress, House Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.
Write them this week.
ExECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,
Washington, D. C., June 4, 1952.

Bon. SAMUEL W. YoRTY,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR MR. YoRTY: Thank you for calling
to my attention the resolution on Federal

taxation and economy passed by the board
of directors of the San Francisco Chamber o!
Commerce on April 24, 1952.
All of us in the Government are concerned
with the problem of - keeping Federal expenditures at the minimum level consistent
with national security and the essential
needs of the Nation. I am glad that organizations such as the San Francisco Chamber
of Commerce are interested in this problem
too, because public understanding and public cooperation are necessary 1:t: the problem
is to be met successfully.
There are, however, certain misleading inferences in the preamble to the Chamber of
Commerce resolution and in the accompanying material on "the Federal Budget and
You," which tend to hide, rather than clarify, the true nature of the problem. These
inferences suggest that Federal expenditures
are high because of "waste, extravagance,
and mismanagement" on the part of the
Government, and that the increase in Federal expenditures since 1940 is largely due
to "wasteful spending." Neither of these
inferences is correct.
The truth of the matter is that Federal
expenditures are large because the cost of
national security is large, and the ·cost of
past wars is stlll with us. More than 76
percent of the 1953 budget will be spent for
six major national security programs--military services, international security and

1953
estimated

Major national security programs:
Military services______________
1, 500
International security and
foreign relations_____________
50
Atomic energy- --------------- ---------Maritime activities____________
99
Civil defen~e __________________ ---------Defense production and economic stabilization __________ ----------

51,163
10,845
1, 775
164
339
811

Total, major national security programs ____________ _

1, 649

6.'i, 097

Cost of past wars:
Veterans' services and benefits_
Interest __________________ -----

551
1, 053

4,197
6, 256
10,453

Total, cost of past wars _____ _

1, 601

All other Government programs __ _

5, 930

9,894

Total budget expenditures __

9,183

85,444

As the above table indicates, expenditures
for major .national security programs have
increased 3,848 percent since 1940, and the
cost of past wars has increased 552 percent.
Expenditures for all other programs have increased 67 percent since 1940. During the
same period, the base pay rate o:t: classified
Government employees has increased 80 percent, construction costs 135 percent, and the
general level of wholesale prices 115 percent.
I am returning herewith the copy of the
chamber of commerce resolution and the accompanying material.
Sincerely yours,
F. J. LAWTON,
Director.

Address by Mrs. William Lawrence Fulton
at the University of Mississippi
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN.C. STENNIS
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

, Friday, June 6, 1952

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, on May
14, 1952, on the occasion of Honors Day
at the University of Mississippi, Oxford,
Miss., Mrs. William Lawrence Fulton,
of Washington, D. C., paid splendid and
inspiring tribute to Miss Eula Deaton,
the first dean of women at the university,
at a convocation of women students for
the dedication of the new Eula Deaton
Dormitory for Women. Mrs. Fulton is
the daughter-in-law of Dr. Robert B.
Fulton, esteemed and beloved chancelor
of the university from 1892 to 1906. I
·ask unanimous consent of the Senate to
have printed in the Appendix of the REC·
ORD the rich and inspiring address of Mrs.
Fulton.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORO ~APPENDIX
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,.
as follows:
Dean Hefley, Mrs. Taylor, Chancelor Williams, friends, and students of the university,
to be invited to one's college is a heartwarming experience; to come here in May the
nostalgic longings of years are soothed by
the old-time beauty of the campus coupled
with the signs of growth and progress the
university has made in meeting the needs
of the state. Finally, to come on a day when
a distinguished teacher and well-loved dean
is being honored is a happy privilege for me.
I have no illusions about my ability to
inform, entertain, or inspire you-indeed I
am reminded of a Shakespearean passage I
learned and declaimed along with other selections in Miss Isom's classroom, second ftoor
of the old Law Building, almost 48 years ago.
It goes like this :
"I am no orator as Brutus is;
But as ye know me all, a plain blunt man
That loves my friend; and that they know
full well
That gave me public leave to speak of him.
For I have neither wit, nor words, nor worth,
Action nor utterance, nor the power of
speech
To stir men's blood; I only speak right on,
Tell you that which you yourselves do know,
Show you sweet Caesar's wounds, poor dumb
mouth,
And bid them speak for me."
And so if I bring you any message worthy
of your remembering it wm be from ~e
lives of others who served this university
with di.s tinction and devotion.
As you know, Mississippi was never unmindful of the educational needs of its women. There were many female institutes and
academies founded by private individuals
and churches that served well for various periods of time. But today we remember with
pride that in 1882 in response to a recommendation of the State teachers' a.ssot::iation,
and a growing sentiment in favor of establishing a State school for the education of
women, the trustees of the university opened
its doors to women under the same conditions and te1'IDS as men. This ls all the more
noteworthy because the University of Alabama, for example, did not admit women until 1898. Then the trustees said: "Women
must be 18 years old, of good moral character, and prepared to enter the sophomore
class." (Dabney's Universal Education in
the South.)
Dr. Franklin L. Riley, in his History of
Mississippi, says that 23 women students
were enrolled the following year. In fact,
Mississippi was far in front of many States
in giving opportunities to women. In 1884
the State College for Women was founded
at Columbus. While it was the first college
in the United States chartered to give industrial training to women, it was from the beginning characterized by strong emphasis on
scholarship.
Of the type of young women attracted to
the university we may be sure there were
all kinds, but certainly there were many
ambitious, serious students. Prof. Addison
Hogue, for many years professor of Greek
here, and later· at Washington and Lee University, 53-id in Washington that the best
Greek students he ever had were two sisters-women students at the University of
Mississippi.
While women were adm1 tted to classes
there was no provision made for them to live
on the campus. and no plans for their recreational or social life. They just found a place
to board in some private home or boarding
house in Oxford, although some lived with
friends or relatives.
This was the situation 20 years later when
I entered the university. I had come to the
university largely because I wanted to study
under Miss Sarah McGehee lsom, who had
been made instructor in elocution and ora-

tory in 1885, only S years after women had
been admitted to the university. As L. Q. c.
Lamar said, "It was an exceptional recognition bestowed upon her in consequence of
her rare abilities." Her genius was recognized early in life and she was judged by her
instructors in dramatic schools in Philadelphia and Boston as a reader of great power
and talent. Mr. Murdock, of Philadelphia,
said her equal is found only in Julia Marlowe, who, as you know, was the Helen Hayes
of her day. When elected to the faculty of
the university and for almost the entire
period of her senice, Miss Isom was the only
woman in the United States holding a regular chair of oratory. She read in London,
and in many parts of her own country, always with success and distinction. She was
invited to give the opening address at the
Shakespearean jubilee at Stratford on Avon;
she met and became the friend of many leading actors and writers, especially the great
Shakespearean editors and critics of the day.
Her production of Shakespearean plays on
this campus gave prestige to the university.
When she was preparing to give Julius
Caesar here in 1903 she spent the Christmas
vacation in Boston where ~ichard Mansfield,
whom ·she kriew· personally, was playing
Julius Caesar,. and saw his performance five
nights in succession. She arranged for the
scenery and costumes on that trip, .and her
own production was really wonderful-!
know, I was in the mob scene.
She did all this---and she lived at Mrs.
Durley's where I Uved my first year at the
university. It was probably d ifficult for .her
to live where students did, but it was a
wonderful opportunity for me. I have never
seen a Shakespearean play, or gone to the
Folger Library in Washington, that I have
not thought of Miss Isom, and again and
again been profoundly grateful for the privilege of studying under her. She couldn't
give her students talent but she could develop in them appreciation of the dramatic
art. She never taught or tolerated anything but the best in literature. She trained
her pupils with diligence, filled them with
enthusiasm and cultivated in them an ease
and grace that enabled the men in her
classes to win many State and interstate
oratorical contests. Many of the women who
were her students taught in the high schools
of the State, and passed on t<> others some
of the vigor and naturalness of her art. She
preferred to teach boys, we always knew, but
I found her understanding and sympathetic
with all serious students. She had no patience for those who were taking her classes
for easy credit hours. In daily association
we learned much of her .personality and her
philosophy, and in our uninhibited conversation we asked her many questions which
she answered wisely and sincerely. 1 remember a sharp rejoinder I had from her
one day as we drove in her phaeton up North
Street. She had been pointing out interesting houses and telling us of interesting
people who had lived in Oxford and I asked
some inane question, I suppose. Her reply
was "I do not remember that, there are some
things in Oxford older than I am, the hllls
for instance."
When she died suddenly in April 1905,
there were many students who sincerely
mourned her passing and we dedicated our
annual, Ole Miss-1905, to her memory. !twas
with gratification that we learned that a women's dormitory had been named Isom Hall.
The need for a dormitory for women on
the campus was met in 1903 and the women's
hail-as it was then ca lled-was ready for
'OCCUpancy in September. Miss Eula Deaton, graduate of the I. I. & C. and the first
woman to secure a master's degree at the
university, was made dean of women. Miss
Deaton had taught in the Chicago high
schools, had been assistant professor of English at the I. I. & C., and professor of mathematics at Converse College, South Carolina.
She became, in addition to dean ot women,
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at times instructor in both the English and
mathematics departments, teaching both
men and women. Again this was unusual
for there were few women in any university-north or south-who taught men students at that time.
As the first dean of women it was her responsibility to set standards for living conditions and proper conduct for women students. This had to be done with tact and
understanding and she accomplished it with
such persuasive methods that she led the
women int o an excellent form of self-government. Until then there were no organizations for women, not even a YWCA. This
was organized at once, followed by a women's
athletic association, and because the Hermaean and the Phi Sigma societ ies h ad
played such a prominent part in t he life
and development of the men students, we
organized a literary society-the Part h enic
Literary Society.
Thus women entered into a fuller life as
the university, guided by Miss Deaton , ·w ho
frequently reminded us that this was not a
boarding school, but that to us was being
given the opportunity and the responsibility
of creating a university atmo~phere, and
that we were sel:ting the tone of the women 's
hall. Another favorite expression of h ers
was that we "must remember what we represented."
·
With the exuberance of youth these phr~ ses
were bandied about, and when in m y senior
year, I was selected to go to Atlant a to a
YWCA student conference I was sen t fo::-th
truly representing the universit~ · for I hed
some article of clothing from a lmost cve::y
girl's wardrobe. A borrowed fur scarf W RS
the crowning contrib.ution, and cam:e.1 me
no end of worry for, never having owned one
or worn one before, I forgot that it belonged
to me and nonchalantly left it in plain view
on the pew in front of me in the ch•rrch
where we met. Fortunately I came to and
made a hasty return to the church claiming
my friend's scarf. It wasn't worth it.
A cartoon appeared in one of the student
publications about this time, Miss Deaton
surrounded by bags marked "university atmosphere," but Miss Deaton met these incidents in a friendly manner and with a saving
sense of humor. Her personal dignity and
integrity of character did much to win the
loyalty of the students, and when she represented the women at faculty meetings, or
university functions, y/e knew that she did
so with loyalty to our best interest and di.s.
tinction to her office. In all the responsibilities she assumed or that were placed upon
her, she served with emciency and effectiveness and always she was the cultured Christian gentlewoman.
Through the house committee meetings,
instituted by Miss Deaton, such rules were
made as were conducive to study and comfortable living. Other matters were taken
up at times and once, at least, we overstepped
our authority; that was when we solemnly
voted to name the women's hall for Mrs.
Fanny J. Ricks. Miss Deaton promptly infOrmed us that naming dormitories was solely the prerogative of the board of trustees.
Sometime later it was announced that Rick's
H all would be the name of the women's residence. We never knew how it was done,
but the power of suggestion is strong. Cer·
tainly it must be aweed that that was a
fit ting name when we remember that Mrs.
Ricks gave generously for several years to
finance the summer sessions thus enabling
thousands of Mississippi teachers to attend
that term during their vacation.
I met Mrs. Ricks in Washington many
years later and told her I had lived in Ricks
Hall, and ~ow we helped to furnish it, for
those were days of plain living and higli
thinking and no deficiency appropriations.
She was interested and interesting, had real
charm and was much sought after socially;
yet she impressed me as a very versatile per.J.
son--energetic, tactful, witty, and practical.
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I remember she was asked about her portrait
which was being painted by a Washington
artist to hang in the public library in Yazoo
City (I think). She said, "Well, I saw it this
morning and I told Miss Burdette I never
wore gloves that dirty no matter how high
the price of gasoline."
In speaking of these three women to you
women students I am not forgetting that
long line of scholarly men who have served
the university and inspired its students to
some measure of scholastic accomplishments
while shaping their ambitions and building
character. Each had his par1r-strengthen1ng here, beautifying there, adding to the
traditions and legacies left succeeding generations of students. Their list is too long
to enumerate and too personal in some cases
for me to trust myself to speak of them, but
we as women claim a portion of the heritage
they left. This is the first time I have ever
been on the campus that Dr. Hume was not
here to remember and welcome me. I miss
him greatly as will all other alumni, men
and women.
I have tried to make these three women real
to you because, although differing in many
ways they had one fine quality in commona spirit of love and loyalty .to Mississippi.
We hear much of loyalty tests and loyalty
boards these . days. These women I'd say
met every test. However they do not exhaust the list; others have been, and others
will be added. Our present faculty, able and
consecrated to the tasks of their day, will
lengthen this list. Some of you may serve on
the faculty, or the board of trustees. Many
of you may find avenues of service to your
university and s .t ate. I ask you to look for
them. Mississippi ha;; invested a lot of
money in you as it did in me. There is only
one way to repay that investment-by being
a good citizen. These are difficult times;
that is said so often it is trite, but still true.
I know many of you are thinking about
what you will do with your lives, what will
the interests be, the emphasis. Believe me,
it is not so important what you do as what
you are.
Be loyal, accept responsibility. Women
are not being drafted-not yet--but volun-teers are needed in civic, political, and
church organizations. Work with the men
as you have worked with them on this
campus. You are intelligent, educated
women, you are American women, the most
privileged women in the world. You have
obligations as well as privileges. We have
the vote whether we want it or not: It should
be used and used wisely. Ever since I can
remember I have been hearing of the New
South-the changing South. The whole
country is changing-two World Wars and
a depression have taught us that we are an
integral part of the Nation. Mississippi
men have died defending places all over the
world that they, nor we, had never heard
of--<:ould not pronounce the names, much
less spell them; but they died for human
freedom. In sharing that freedom with
other countries let us guard it at home.
Surely, the South is changing but surely
there is need for change in other sections.
Sometimes we resent their holier-than-thou
attitude, but are not we too impatient of
criticism, reluctant to explain our way of
life? Let us ask and seek understanding
of their attitudes. Let us be patient in explaining why we oppose a compulsory FEPC:
Not to discriminate against anyone but to
retain our inherent rights. ShoUld we not
show in the discussion of our domestic differences the patience required of our military leaders in trying to negotiate a truce
in Korea; or the long suffering required of
our representatives in the General Assembly
of the United Nations in their telationships
with Communist Russia? Oan we not have
more patience and less passion in our think•
ing? Intolerant minds and intemperate
speech are not the mark of educated or in·
formed people.

Our own William Alexander Percy says 1n
one Of his poems:
"Too much is said too loudly, I am dazed
The silken sound of whirled infinity
Is lost in voices shouting to be heard,
I once knew men as earnest and less shrill."
Race prejudice and sectional hatred are
the meat upon which demagogs feed in ancient Rome or present-day America. They
lead to division and disunity and our world
has too much of that. Women can help in
bringing about understanding, can help in
applying the principles of our Christian
faith to our economic and political problems.
Christian love is the only solution.
My generation should not pass on its prejudices to yours; there· is .desperate need of
clear thinking. You should not have to
face twentieth century realities with nineteenth century ideas. What can we do?
Even in an election year, or should I say especially in an election year, we should redirect our emotions away from the petty
and personal and study the principles involved. In the tragic days of World war II
Mr. Percy prayed for "not heroes' hearts but
brains."
.
A lovely queen, Juliana of the Netherlands, came to Washington recently. You
know her story and that of her people. The
sum of her · message to the Congress and to
the people of America was "We must all do
the best we can." Yes, it is a difficult world,
but it is still God's world. Go out, my
young friends, and live seriously, unselfishly,
br~vely, in these dangerous days, and in the
words of Eula Deaton "Remember what you
represent."
r

It's Time. We Had a Revolt Against Fair
Deal Waste
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. WILLIAMS
OF DELAWARE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, June 6, 1952

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I ask
ULanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD the editorial appearing in
the May 3, 1952, issue of the Saturday
Evening Post entitled "It's Time We Had
a Revolt Against Fair Deal Waste." This
article comments upon the series of articles which have been written by Mr.
Sidney Shalett entitled "How Our Tax
Dollars Are Wasted."
I ask unanimous consent also to have
printed in the RECORD at this point the
first article of this series by Mr. Shalett
which deals with ·the irregularities and
waste which have developed over a
considerable period of time under the
operations of the Commodity Credit
Corporation.
There being no objection, the editorial
and article were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
[From the Saturday Evening Post of
May 3, 1952)
IT'S TIME WE HAD A REVOLT AGAINST FAIR DEAL
WASTE
With this week's issue, the Post begins
publication o! a series of short horror stories
on the general subject of Government waste
and extravagance, and the relation of all this
to individual Americans who pay for it all in
taxes, high prices, and eventually in restraints on their liberties. The articles are
written by Sidney Shalett, a Post writer, who
has done an enormous amount of research ~

their preparation. They will appear in successive issues of the Post on page 12 for a
considerable number of weeks under the
general heading, "How our tax dollars are
wasted."
By this time most Americans understand
that Government finance is no abstract preoccupation of professional economists. A
profligate Government reduces the standard
of living of every citizen, frustrates the careers of ambitious young people, destroys
savings already accumulated, stifles plans for
future security, and imperils the national
defense. In his swan-song address last
month, President Truman declared that it
was "just as immoral to use the lawmaking
power of the Government to enrich the few
at the expense of the many as it is to steal
money from . the Public Treasury. That is
stealing money from the Public Treasury ....
Such immorality is certainly rare compared to another type which Mr. Truman refuses to restrain or even condemn. This is
the conscienceless squandering of public
money on projects only remotely related to
the general welfare or to the emergency
under whose aegis so many dubious boondoggles are defended. Congress must share
the blame for our perilous situation. The
part too frequently played by Members of
Congress on the economy issue is summarized in this sentence from a recent Washington story by George W. Combs, of the Baltimore Sun: "The work of the Maryland congressional delegation this week was, as usual,
concentrated on getting Federal aid for various projects in Maryland."
· Nevertheless, had ' Mr. Truman shown any
Inclination to insist on economy and to resist extravagance, the tone and temper of
Congress would undoubtedly be different.
Instead, men lilte Senator BYRD, Representative CANNON, and Senator PAUL DOUGLAS, WhO
have fought for reduction of Government
costs, are met with Executive indifference
and even derision. It is small wonder that
there is little stomach on Capitol Hill for
leadership in the economy brigade.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, of Virginia, who
has made a long and mostly unrewarded
fight for economy in the Federal Government, dramatizes what is now going on by
saying that "the Federal Government is
spending your money at the rate of $2,000
every time the clock ticks • • • and
collecting taxes from you at a rate of nearly
$1 ,600 every second of every day and every
night." We know that taxation at all levels
takes nearly 30 percent of the national income and.that .the Federal debt stands at the
unprecedented figure of $260,000,000,000. Already taxed and mortgaged to the limit, we
face the possibility of world war lli-and the
actuality of vast expenditures for rearmament. The peril to our solvency and our
ability to play our part in the defense of
the free world can hardly be exaggerated.
The public is at last aware of the fact that
the cost of Government could be cut substantially all along the line. The Hebert
committee has shown that vast economies
could be effected even in the supposedly untouchable military budget. Demands for
foreign aid are out of line with reports of
recovery from the Marshall plan's beneficiaries. But no leadership . to avert financial disaster comes from the White House.
Instead it is predictable that any possible
slack in military spending will quickly be
absorbed by point 4 or some of the gingerbread projects under mutual security.
With the best will in the world, which is
now lacking, Government extravagance cannot be eliminated until the machinery for
appropriating money and spending it has
been coordinated and simplified. As the
Hoover Commission's exhaustive researches
made clear, this is no easy task. But the
harassed citizens can hardly stand by to
await its completion. A regime which has
spent more money in the 5 years from 1947
. to the present time than the total Federal
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expenditures from the administration of
George Washington to the beginning of
World War II must be checked by less de":"
liberate measures. The only check on an
extravagant administration is the people.
That sounds simpler than it is, because
the poople are irresolute and divided, and
the interests which want Federal money, including the ballooning Federal agencies, are
united and persistent. Government bureaus
emp!oy more than 4,000 public-relations people whose major task is to keep the rest of
us convinced that the agencies they represent are essential, emro-gency-sanctified, and
nom-educible. Senatol' PA1IL. DoUGLAS. Cll! nlblois, has testMied that a. Senator always
hears from the ooys who want the money,
but the apostles of economy are inarticulate.
The bureaucrats planned it that way.
It is our hope that Mr. Shalett•s pieces
will light up some of the dark. corners of
Government ineflicie.ncy, waste~ and extravagance. and give the ordinary citizen at least
a primary-school course in what happens to
his money when GoverlliiMlnt grows so big
and irresponsible that nobody knows much
about what Government does except tbat it
costs more and mo:re to run.
How Otnt TAX DoLLARS A:RE WASTED
(By Sidney Shalett)
Waste in Govel"nment can be more than
waste of the taxpayers' dollars.. Extravagance and mismanagement edge into fraud
and corruption, and. finally, the moral bankruptcy of faithless public officials infects the
public itseU.
The Commodity Credit Corporation is a
self-contained case study of haw· waste m
Governme:nt extends its contaminating influence. Created by Presidential order in October 1933, CCC's original funetion was to
aid . depression-hit farmers through pricesupport loans. Today a. tool of the Department of Agriculture the CCC not only bolsters the administration's agricultural policy
with commodity loans, but b-uys and stores
billions of dollars' worth of commodities.
In its handling of moretltan $14,250,000,000
of public funds, CCC's operating loss, by its
o.wn figures, has exceeded $1,000.000,000.
Despite thi!; loss-and a record of bungling
which some critics consider remarkable · even
for Washington-Congress, in .June 1950, increased CCC's borrowing authority by a cool
$2,000,000,000 to a. total of $6,750.000,000.
The first public inkling of CCC's postwar
irregularities was touched off by Senator
JOHN J. WII..LlA.Ms, Re}:ublican. Delaware, the
Senate's one-man investigating bureau.
WILL.IA.MS caught onto the fact that CCC was
nearly 4 years delinquent in furnishing th&
General Accounting Office information on
which to submit to Congress an audit re-.
quired by law. In March 1949 he ·charged
that, if such an audit were made, $350,000,000 would be unaccounted for on CCC's
books. Immediately, Secretary of Agriculture Charles Brannan and other administration stalwarts began denouncing WILLIAMS as
if he were the village simpleton. It wasn't
so, they insisted. The clay after Brannan's
hot denial comptroller General Lindsay c.
Warren submitted an audit to Congress. attesting that there was, in fact, $366,643.129
on cccrs books which ..could not be supported nor verified." Furthermore, the
Comptroller General said, that "accounting
deficiencies encountered were so substantial'•
he couldn't ten whether CCC's figures were
true or false.
The argument rocked along tor a year~
Finally, CCC's books were brought ••tn balance" by an ingenious bit of bookkeeping
that would intrigue private businessmen.
After "'adjustments" and collections had 'been.
made, there stili was $96,440,497 that couldn't
be accounted for. So that anwunt was simply
"deducted" to bring the books in . balance.
Today the protesting Senator WILLIAMS notes

that approximately $81,000,000 of the $96',·
440,497 still is "lost."
More recently, Senator WILUAMS, GAO, and
two congressional committees have been
checking CCC's handling of grain storage.
Here the waste definitely edges into corruption, though Secretary Brannan inSists that
the crooks are on the outside and his people,
at least most of them, are innocent, despite
evidence of gifts ranging from Bibles and
shrimp to cash bribes in one instance. The
sordid story has been wen publl:d.zed: Wuehousemen, to whom CCC has been paying
:fancy prices tn st.ore Gove:rnment grain, have
been selling the grain, hoping, by speculating
on the commodity market, to profit amd
cover up.
Secretary Brnnnan struck out 1n all direc,tions when this one broke. Among other
things, he said "the actual excuse :for circulating" news about the gram thefts was that
"the political season has induced my opponents to launch an all-out attack on the
grain-storage program:• He hinted darkly
that it was aU a plot against the American
farmer.
The public still does not know how hlgh
the grain shortages will run.· Brannan once
estimated "$5,000.,000 to $7,000,000''; Senator
WILLIAMS thinks $1.0,000,000. wm be nea:rer
the target. Brannan says we probably won't
actually lose more than $1,000,000 through
the thefts and implies that a me:re million
1s a pittance compared with the magnitud~
of the multibillion-dpllar stcrage program.
WILLIAMs retorts that a million dollars of the
tax.payers' money looks pretty big to him~
and he's skeptical about that estimate anyway.

Distributive Education
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Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, the Senate a few days ago provided
for the continuation of the very worthy
distributive education program in whicb
the Government has participated during the last few years. An excellent ar..
ticle concerning this program was re ..
cently published in the magazine section
of the Houston Chronicle. It is· entitled "Early Birds in Business." and was
written by Mr. Pete Gilpin, staff writer
of the Houston Chronicle . . I request permission to insert this article i:J. the Ap.;
pendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection,. the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
EARLY BIRDS IN BuSINESS-DlSTlUBUTIVE-EnUCA'l'ION STUDENTS GET A FAST START TOWARD

SUCCESS
~By Pete Gilpin)
Young Jack Malone doesn't plan on marryIng the boss' daughter. Nor has the 18-yearold Jeff Davrs High School senior any ideas
of sraving for years before realizing somet
slight promotion in the business world.
The fa:ct is that Jack's already at work in
a downtown department store learning merchandising-and getting high-school c:redit
for it, too.
Like some 4,500 high-school students in
Texas. be has found what looks llll:e a s:urefil'e way; to get o1l to at quick start in the
business world, a unique and prac:;ti~
teaching program called distributive education.
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It's a :national schoolfng pla:n which per~
mits high-sehool a:nd junior-college students
to receive firltt-hand experie:nce in retailfng
fields while they are attending school. And
they get paid' !or their work, too.
"The idea of distributive education stems
from the fact that most of the men-and
many of the women as well-will have to
ear:n a liVing when their education bas been
compreted," Plaseo Moore, State supervisor
of distrlbuth'e education, says. "And many
Of them wtU be working iii retail firms, such
aS' grocery and department stores, and the
like."
By getting ln at least l and possibiy 6
years of' experience prior to completing t:ftefr
education. the distributive education youngsters should bave a big advantage over other
young g7aduates.
·
The progra.rp is now installed in 129 Texas
high schoolS', fneiuding 6 in Houston. Further distributive-education tl'aining is avan- ·
able on 8 junior-college level at the University of Houston, Lamar Junior Coilege ~t
Beaumont, San Angelo Junior College, and
Paris .Junior College.
The average student enrolled In the program Will s~d 9 to 4 hours of his jnnfor
and senior years tn classroom studies including one counre on distributive education itself. When ~ternoon rolls around, he'll
pack his books away and head fo:r his training station to put the ."book larnin' " to
practice. It may oo a l'a rge chain grocery,
a department stozoe, or even a flower shop,
but you can het the student will learn the
principles of ~Hing and' store management
from the bottom upward.
It isn't required that tbe student stay
with the fum. where he receives his training, although that frequently happens to
the benefit of both the company and the
employee. And it isn't unusual to see an
employee who's barely finished his high
school studiee a.Iready holding down an
executive po&i.tion.
A quick che~k down the roster of local distributive education graduates shows the program is paying dividends as far as the young..
sters are concerned.
There"s T. W. Kirk~ 8 22-year-old Milby
Hig,b School graduate, who's assistant manager of a Houston grocery, part of 8 national
chain. Frank Bacha.s, a Jeff Davis grad:uate
just last spring.~ is development superintendent for a north sine real estate addition.
At 22, J-erry Carver owns his own bakery,
1s putting himself through school at the.
University of Texas. During his absence;
his parents help operate the shop.
But the boys don't have 8 corner on the
success market. The gals are doing just
as. well in their own fields. Miss Ann Markey,
a San Jacinto High senior, is assistant bookkeeper for the Retail Merchants Association
here, plans on becoming a certified public ac-·
coun tan t one day.
These kids al'e just a few of the younger
generation who are taking advantage of an
educational "jet- assist" to go places in the.
business world--juniors and seniors in high
scllool, freshmen and sophomores in college
who are earning whlle they're learning.
~he Houston business firms-or distrtb..
utive education training stations-working
witb the program are also sold on it. An
advisory board .a! nine Houston merchants
counsels the D~ E. prog,raan and local businessmen have pl'Ovided 75. stations employing students.
"We in the retail industry belteve that dis·
t:ributive education in the high schools and
on a college level will do much to solve the
shortage o1 trained personnel,'• R. B. Elliott,
chairman ot the advisory board and store SU•
pedntendent of a large Houston clothing
firm says. "Students in the program wha
aEe i<J?.terested in a retailing career have un•
limited opportunities."
..
The same feeling is shared by J. C. Morton,
personnel director of a large local chain,,
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can only sell them if people overseas have
grocery, who also points out that D. E. gives
dollars to use for buying them.
the boys and girls "a feeling of responsibility
There are two ways we can get those dolthat otherwise might not be afforded them."
Nor are adults already in the business
lars into the hands of our customers in
foreign countries. We can give them the
world forgotten by the D. E. program.
money out of the pockets of our taxpayers.
"In addition to student trainees, we gave
That amounts to a subsidy which the taxtraining to more than 42,000 adults last
payer forks up for the benefit of American
year," Brice Cecil, chief consultant of the
exporters. It keeps foreign nations on a
State distributive education division, reports.
permanent
dole.
This adult education might take the form of Houston's Institute of Retail Training
The only other way to get dollars into the
offered by the University of Houston's downhands of our customers is to buy their prodtown school and sponsored by the Houston
ucts. That sets up a much healthier relaRetail Personnel Association.
tionship. Our very substantial foreign aid
"Old hands" in the business world-men
since the war has been based on the theory
and women who have for some time been
that we would help friendly countries to
engaged in the retailing business, study and
boost their production, and let them earn
attend lectures of the institute. They brush
their way for the future by selling some of
up on the . latest advances in their own
that production to us.
fields, gain further knowledge of specialized
That is the theory, and a good one. But
work within their businesses and, just inciwhat is the practice? The American Con. dent~lly, pave the way for salary boosts and
gress is moving back toward the old Chinese
promotions by their increased "know-how."
wall of protective tariffs. We want to keep
Areas of adult instruction range from funselling our exports to foreign nations, but
damentals of retail selling to advanced winwe don't want to buy from them in return.
dow and interior display techniques.
Take cheese for an example. Denmark and
Classes are held in the evenings and thus
Italy, two countries whose economies we
don't conflict with the working hours.
have tried to help since the war's end, have
been earning about 10 percent of th_e ir dollar needs by se~ling us their cheeses. So
what does the American dairy industry do?
The Stake Kentuckians Have in Foreign It lobbies through Congress a bill that practically prohibits the import o{ foreign
Trade
cheeses. It tacks this souvenir onto the Defense Production Act, which has no conceivable connection with cheese. Denmark
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
and Italy lose dollars they need to buy
American products (including Kentucky toOF
bacco), they lose their investment in an industry they have built up for export, and
they lose faith in the logic and consistency
OF KENTUCKY
of the American mind.
The dairy lobby introduced testimony that
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
foreign cheeses were dangerously threatenFriday, June 6, 1952
ing the prosperity of the whole industry.
The only concrete example cited was the
Mr. CLEMENTS. Mr. President, I ask
close-down of a single blue-cheese plant in
unanimous consent to insert in the ApWisconsin, with a lay-off of 19 workers. The
pendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled spokesman for the Cheese Institute admitted
"The Stake Kentuckians Have in Our
freely that there was no reason why the
Foreign Trade," which appeared in the blue-cheese manufacturer cannot shift to
some other kind of cheese.
May 25 edition of the Courier-Journal,
_':'he same kind of action is threatened
Louisville, Ky.
by other American interests. The Trade
There being no objection, the editorial
Act gives producers a chance to
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, A~reements
a:;k for relief from the United States Tariff
as follows:
Commission if lowered tariffs interfere seTHE STAKE KENTUCKIANS HAVE IN OUR FOREIGN
riously with their business welfare. Right
now there are official complaints from the
TRADE
producers of watches, maraschino cherries,
This.· is Foreign Trade Week.
bicycles, clothes pegs, fish, and garlic.
This is a statement with a dollar-andThese people have every right to be heard.
cents value to every tobacco grower in KenBut have they a right to stop the flow of
tucky, and more than half of Kentucky's
foreign trade unless they have -made every
farms grow tobacco. Tobacco is a big export
effort to adapt their product to a changing
product. Foreign countries want to buy
market?
Producers of a score of other prodKentucky tobacco, and the only thing that
ucts
have come betore the Tariff Commisholds them back is lack of dollars.
sion without any convincing proof that their
When a Kentuckian buys a product from
business is about to be submerged by a thin
a foreign country, he puts dollars in the
trickle of imports.
hands of that country. Some of those dollars
America is no longer the weak debtor nawill come right back to Kentucky in purtion of the early nineteenth century, which
chases of tobacco. All the dollars we spend
had
to protect its producers from powerful
for foreign products flow straight back to
exporting nations. We are now the great
America, to buy the many things foreigners
export nation. We are the creditor nation
need and want here.
of the world. We can only prosper by keepA lot of other Kentucky agricultural proding open the world channels of trade.
ucts flow into foreign trade. They include
American producers who want protection
corn, hogs, dairy prod1,1cts, eggs, and fruit.
from imports are always heard· from. Why
Kentucky manufactures some of the imdo we never hear from producers who want
portant items America sells abroad. These
to protect foreign markets for their exports?
include machinery, tobacco products, furWhy
do we never hear from the growers of
niture and fixtures, heating and plumbing
tobacco, the producers of furniture and
equipment, products of steel works and rollplumbing fixtures and a thousand other proding mills, and others. There were over 72,ucts that seek a market abroad?
000 Kentucky workers employed in these inForeign Trade Week is a good time for
dustries back in 1947, the last year for which
these Kentuckians, and these millions of
these figures are available.
Americans, to start raising their voices good
It is to the interest of all these Kentuckians to sell their products abroad. They
and loud.

HON. EARLE -C. CL-EMENTS ·

British Learn the Facts About Mao
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Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include the following editorial from the Philadelphia
Inquirer of May 21, 1952:
:W.L!'.

JUDD.

BRITISH LEARN THE FACTS ABOUT MAO

Withdrawal of British business firms from
Communist China constitutes a sobering lesson-to the British and to wishful thinkers
in other countries as well-that may be worth
all the assets the British trading companies
seem bound to lose by the move.
Tl.e lesson is this: you can't do business
with Stalin, or with any of Stalin's imitators
in other Red-controlled countries.
The British have learned the hard way.
They tried to placate the Chinese Reds by
recognizing the Communist regime of Mao
Tse-tung more than 2 years ago. They
suffered vast indignities at the hands of the
Reds. They paid extortionate taxes and
other tribute to l;lold their commercial outposts in China. And the end result is that
the British firms have to withdraw.
Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden's sober
statement to the House of Commons that
"we have done everything we ceuld" contains a pathetic note of truth. For the British did everytthing in spite of the strain on
British relations with the United States, in
spite of the clear evidence that it was hopeless to expect decent treatment from a Communist government.
It may be too easy for us on this side of
the Atlantic to condemn the British. We
tend to forget that the British Empire is
but a shell, that it is in dire economic straits,
and that it desperately needs to maintain
foreign trade if it is to survive.
But the British also forgot something.
They forgot that hope is no substitute for
hard facts. Because they needed to maintain trade with China, whether it was Communist or not, they clung to the belief that
Mao Tse-tung and his cohorts were reasonable people and would deal honorably with
other reasonable people.
Now, after two bitter yea"rs, the British
know better. They know there is no such
thing as free commerce within a Communist
country. They now have proof-which may
cost them nearly $700,000,000 in assets of
the firms involved-that Chinese communism is just like Russian communism, and
neither has any place for the commerce that
is taken for granted in free countries.
Eden indicated he still has :_~lopes for trade
with Red China, but it will be on the same
basis as trade with Soviet Russia. The deals
will be made with the Government, not with
private organizations within the country.
Mao will buy and sell to further Communist
imperialism, and for no other reason.
That is something the British should have
foreseen in 1950, when they recognized the
Peipiilg regime in high hopes that trade
with China could help them out of their
economic difficulties. Mao, the stooge for
Moscow, cares nothing about helping the
British, or even about helping the Chinese
people, through beneficial trade.
Unquestionably, this development means
new and grave problems for the British and·
the rest of the free world. Great Britain
will have to seek other marlcets &nd sources
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of raw matrrials to offset the loss of Chinese
trade, probably in southeast Asia. That, in
turn, is likely to complicate the problem for
Japan, now also looking for new commercial
opportunities to enable her to become selfsustaining.
But these problems would have come anyway, so long as the Communist regimes continued their present policies. And if they
must be faced, it is better to face them on
the basis of facts as they are, not facts distorted by hope or need.
The British have come up against one
fact: You can't do business with Communists-except on Communist terms. This
harsh and costly experience ought to lead
the British to reconsider their diplomatic,
as well as commercial, relations with Red
China. It also should emphasize once more
to the rest of the world the nature of the
Communist threat.

Address of Hon. Joseph W. Martin, Jr.,
of Massachusetts, Before Illinois Bankers' Association
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
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Mr. ALLEN of Dlinois. Mr. Speaker,
under .unanimous consent, I include in
the RECORD an address of Hon. JOSEPH
W. MARTIN, JR., Republican leader of the
House of Representatives, before the
annual convention of the Illinois Bankers' Association at Chicago, on Tuesday,
June 3, 1952:
It is a high privilege to come to this association of thoughtful men and women, who
assemble for the purpose of better grappling
with the serious problems of life. There are
many people who do not stop and think; who
rail at bankers and businessmen and would,
1f they had the power to do so, exterminate
every one of them. Yet if these people would
only pause and think they would see on every
side the stark realism that the bankers and
the businessmen are a necessary force in our
economic life. Upon them, in a large measure, depends our country's future, the opportunity to get a job, and the progress of our
great Nation.
These mistaken people would substitute
for our free enterprise system complete Government operation and control of business.
Nothing would be more unfortunate for the
great masses of our people who work, plan,
and hope for a better day for themselves and
their children.
Government in business sounds alluring.
But the sad facts are that Government in
business bring-s high costs of management,
inefficiency and extravagance, a poorer service, and ultimately higher prices, either in
the direct charge or in higher taxes.
There are four great menaces before the
people today-communism both at home and
abroad; confusion in our leadership; corruption in government; and confiscation of property earned un~er what we have proudly
called in the past the American free way
of life.
Much of our confusion in Government
arises from the steady encroachment. of the
Government in our personal lives and in
our business objectives. The larger the bureaucracy grows, the more powerful it becomrs; the greater the expansion of the
Government's power, the more difficult it

becomes for men and women to go ahead in
the old American way and provide work and
Jobs for the people.
I need not tell you men of :finance how
difficult it is today to .s tart a new enterprise, to build a new factory, or get the raw
material for either the maintenance of the
old productive value or any expansion.
Men and women working in Washington,
fearful of criticism that may bring about
the loss of their jobs, will not make the
prompt and judicial decisions reqUired, and
if we are to have more rigid Government
controls over business, it will get worse. The
safe way, they think. is to make no decision-let things drag. As a result, we are
facing a serious dilemma right now.
Let me Ulustrate, if I may, With one ex~ple.
As you know, New England has considerable unemployment. A good part of
our section does not happen to profit, except indirectly, from the billions poured out
for national defense. Now, of course, we all
realize defense must be given preference.
We do not complain about that. We support that position. B~t we do insist that
there must be reasonable concern about the
plight of a sizable part of our country. This
responsibility certainly is as necessary as it
is to be concerned over the millions of people who live in other lands.
A little business concern in New England
got a contract for work in the aViation field.
It could put 150 more people to work. with
the construction of a small new factory in
the rear of Jts present one. lt applied to
the Government, as have thousands of
others, for 5-year tax amortization on the
new factory. This was done over 7 months
ago. The application has been approved by
a dozen examiners, but it is still held up.
This new shop would take up some of the
unemployment slack in a jewelry-manufacturing district. but the men in Washington
fiddle around. They Will probably act when
it is too late. That was the case -of a similar application in the same district. The
favorable answer came after a year, and by
that time the concern had made other arrangements. The new enterprise was lost.
In the meantime, billions after billlons
were being granted under the same law to
the giant industries of our country, many
. of which were not in such financial need
as the two smaller concerns I have mentioned.
Now, I would not charge partiality or even
excessive favoritism for big·_ business. But
I do say little business does not have an
equal chance with big business when the
Government directs the decisions. Big
business has its high-priced legal talent and
.special representatives to press their claims,
while the little f.ellow's application languishes by the unconcerned bureaucrats.
These lncictents point a serious menace to
our country if we are to have continued
Government controls over business. Nearly
every big business was once a struggling
small concern. They grew because there
was an incentive to grow. Under Government domination, there is little chance for
small business. And as they are stifled and
held back, the growth of America will · be
retarded. The touch of Government in business can well be the touch of death.
The administration constantly seeks expansion of burea ucraey. It seeks increased
activities at home and abroad. It presses
for more and more tax money to spend. The
leadership falls to take into consideration
the fact that the American people are already bearing an oppressive load of taxation, when 31 cents out of every dollar
earned is eXpended for government--city,
State, and Nation. The red fiag of danger
is flying. It is time we put our financial
affairs in order.
Because we realize the seriousness of our
Government spending and the dangers
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ahead, Congress has stoutly informed the
President it will not give him the five
billions more tax money he insists upon at
this session. We will not give it to him
because it would be dangerous to do so. I
hope we wm be supported in our position
by the people whom we seek to aid.
America, if it is to be a solvent, progressive
Nation, can exact only a limited amount o!
money from its citizens, and we must plan
carefully and spend prudently what we believe is within our capacity to pay in taxes.
We are a world empire, with world responsibilities. No American would wish to fail
to meet our just responsibilities, but we
must recognize the true facts-there is a
limit to our resources and to go beyond
that limit is to invite disaster. We must
go forward realistically if we ate to achieve
our aspirations.
The confusion of little men with little
vision has brought us to a position where
we are fearful of the future. There are
signs that our spending and Utopian policies
have brought us to the brink of a sharp
recession.
Some say this recession is a short distance
ahead, and it may come in the early part of
1953. I believe if we can restore confidence
in the American people, it can be avoided
through intelligent planning and the protection of the value of the American dollar.
Certainly, spendthrift and reckless .government is not the cure. It can postpone the
day of reckoning, but it makes the crash
more -severe when it finally comes-as it
must some day.
We have all been shocked at the corruption that has appeared in some of our departments in Washington. These scandals
are the inevitable result of a bureaucracy
grown so large that it cannot be properly
screened. Big government and government
in business go hand in hand with corruption.
Corruption and confusion are the twin
evils of big government and administrations
so long in power that they have lost their
vigor, vitality, and responsibility.
We have had to face the fear of confiscation through excessive taxes and Government decree. Men of little knowledge have
had the say as to the future of American
business. And unfortunately, that power
has not been exercised too wisely.
Lately, confiscation has become a new and
graver menace.
What kind of a day has dawned in America when the Department of Justice can argue in Federal Court that the President of
the United States is above the Constitution
and above the law?
The issue of Government seizure of the
steel companies fades into insignificance
compared to the fundamental issue raised in
these arguments to justify the President's
action.
Clearly, a wholly alien philosophy of government is being propounded which would
scrap all precedents, all legal teachings, and
176 years of basic tradition in America.
If, as the executive branch now contends,
this is due process as regards property, then
what about life and liberty?
Who longer can be secure if the President
can surround himself with the unlimited
powers of a lord high executioner by the
mere utterance of the word "emergency"?
Homes, farms, crops, herds, stores, inventories, plants, products, savings, jobs, and
yes, lives, become mere pawns subject to
Presidential whim.
The incredible argument now being set
forth by the executive branch turns the
pages of man's struggle for liberty back to
the czars, emperors, kings, and despots of
the dark ages.
The Constitution was dellberately designed
by the founding fathers to protect the people from capricious acts by their Govern-
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ment. When it is officially contended that
they no longer enjoy that protection insofar as the executive branch is concerned,
then I say to you, it is time for the American people to act.
I do not have to tell you in Tilinois that
American Presidents do not have unlimited
power. No American President ever before
became so flushed with power that he dared
claim openly and in court inherent powers
to seizure in time of peace.
The President's power is limited by ·the
Constitution, just as the power of Congress
is limited by the Constitution. One of the
main purposes of . our Constitution was to
make it impossible for one man, or for any
group of men, to seize dictatorial powers
over liberty-loving Americans. The President
is further limited by laws under which to
act. Without a specific law to cover a specific case, he cannot act. If he deems a law
necessary, then he must appeal to the chosen
representatives of the people to write and
enact it. The President's job is to execute
laws, not to write them by edict, based on
imagined powers and inspired by sudden
whim.
Article V of the Constitution says, and I
quote, "No person shall be deprived of life,
liberty, or property without due process of
law." That protection is for all of us, big
or little, rich or poor, corporation or union.
There are no if's, and's, or but's, no quali•
fying whereases, about it. It means everybody--every American.
The value or the nature of the property involved has nothing to do with it.
That article was written into the Constitution to guard against illegal and arbitrary
actions of any of the various branches of our
Government.
It was written to set a limit on the powers
of the Congress.
It was written to set a limit on the powers
of Federal officers and the military.
It was written to set a limit on the powers
of the President.
It was expressly and specifically written
to insure "due process" and prevent any
misguided and dangerous claims of inherent
personal power, and we as Americans should
think no sacrifice too great to preserve it.
Lawyers will recall the language of Justice
Davis in Ex parte Milligan, which has been
accepted as sane, sound constitutional common sense doctrine for nearly 100 years. The
Supreme Court said: "The Constitution of
the United States is a law for rulers and
people, equally in war and in peace, and
covers with the shield of its protection all
classes of men, at all times, and under all
circumstances. No doctrine, involving more
pernicious consequences, was ever invented
by the wit of man than that any of its provisions can be suspended during any of the
great exigencies of government."
The Constitution is more than a mere
piece of parchment. It is the supreme law
of this Republic. It must be preserved at
all costs or· else all of us are in great peril.
Let there be no mistake about it--what
we h ave here is the inevitable product of
the pernicioUs doctrines sown during the
last 20 years. It strains our memories to
recall that throughout these 20 long years,
the Americans have not known peace of
mind for so much as 1 minute.
For a score of years, we have had one
emergency after another, one crisis after
another, and now it is one war after another.
The nerves of the American people have
been rubbed raw day after day by fresh
proclamations from Washington of new and
bigger emergencies, bigger and better crises.
The American people have literally been living on the razor's edge.
And the tragedy of these nerve-wracking
years h as been the fact that for every true
emergency proclaimed, there have been 10
ph~my emergencies that were no more than

the prOduct of the blunders of the proclaimers themselves.
There has been no mystery about the
motivating forces behind the never-ending
parade of emergencies.
For each new emergency, the White House
could be counted on to· claim a new power.
And in most of these years, for each new
emergency, the Congress could be counted
on to grant the White House the new power
it sought.
The fact is that, under the guise of emergency, our Government has been chang.e d
almost beyond recognition.
We find the Congress shorn of powers that
it has long since delegated to the executive
branch.
We find the judiciary packed in many instances with no more than political errand
boys.
How can we wonder that an arrogant
executive branch can now claim inherent
powers to seize the press or radio?
As a result, we find that we are steadily
building a Government further and further
away from the people. We are setting up
Government by bureaucratic decrees instead of a Government of laws enacted by
the elected representatives of the people,
the Congress of the United States.
Today, most of our regulations and restrictions, with all the law of the land back
of them, are not the work of the legislative
branch, but of a bureaucracy that has never
once faced an election. It is time indeed
that this bureaucratic lawmaking cease
completely.
The founders of our Republic wanted to
make sure, above all else, that control of the
public purse rested with the Congress--with
the people. Yet, the fact is that the Congress has gra:dually liquidated its power of
control of the purse, and today vast sums
are given the executive branch to spend in
any way it may determine.
There is a fourth menace which could
. well be graver than the other three--confusion, corruption, and confiscation-if that
is possible. Through short-sightedness, we
find ourselves face to face with communism.
This awful ideology menaces us both at home
and abroad. It threatens to dominate the
world and at home it is out to destroy the
great heritage of all Americans-liberty,
peace, and security.
For 800,000,000 human beings, every last
vestige of dignity and freedom has already
been wiped out by communism. Year by
year since the end of World War n, when
there were 170,000,000 persons under the Red
banner of slavery, the number has grown.
Just listen to the roll of countries that
have fallen to communism-Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Albania, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Eastern
Germany, Eastern Austria, China, Manchuria,
Mongolia, and North Korea.
No one knows where the Reds will strike
next. Their conquest of China has put them
in a position to launch attacks on any part
of Asia. On the continent of Asia, China
is situated like the palm of your hand.
The other countries--Japan, Korea, Indochina, India, and the others-are like fingers. That is why the fall of China to the
Reds was such a terrible blow to the entire
continent of Asia. Will Japan be next-or Indochina-or India? And tf that Red
blow succeeds, will an attack on the Philippines or Australia come next, or will there
be still later blows against Hawaii and the
mainland of the United States?
No; this possibility is not a fantastic one.
It is just as real as the war we are now
fighting in Korea. This threat will continue just as long as the administration in
Washington persists in a policy of appeasement and vacillation in the Far East.
Only seven short years ago the United
States had a power that was unprecedented

in the history of the world. Who would
have believed at that time that the United
States would soon find itself in a war which
the administration was unable or unwilling
to bring to a victorious conclusion? Who
would have believed that despite the untold billions being spent on the armed services, ammunition would be rationed to the
men on the front lines of Korea? Who
would have believed that United States officials would accept the humiliations and insults of a Koje prison camp? Who would
have believed that an American general could
be captured by his own prisoners?
These blunders and tragedies have taken
place, and new blunders and tragedies will
happen in the future. unless there is a drastic change in the prevailing attitudes in
Washington. The administration must realize the true ·nature of communism-that it
is a world conspiracy directed from Moscow
and that its number one target is the United
States.
The Kremlin knows that a strong United
States is the main barrier to its plot to rule
the world. Hence, its every move is aimed,
directly ·o r indirectly, at tightening the
pincers on the United States. An all-important part of the Kremlin's master plan is
the Communist apparatus in the United
States. By this I mean the Communist Party
members, both open and secret; the fellow
travelers; the dupes, and all the others who
permit themselves to be used in the cause
of communism.
Just as it has failed to meet the Red
threat abroad, the administration has failed
to meet this equally serious threat here at
home. Its standard formula. has been to call
the Red investigations "red herrings" and
then launch violent attacks on the patriotic
men and women who were trying to save
their country by exposing the Red fifth
column.
It wasn't red herring that Klaus Fuchs,
the Communist spy, was stealing and shipping to Moscow. It was our innermost secrets about the atom bomb plus vital information about the hydrogen bomb. Today,
all the signs point to the Russians having
a. stockpile of atom bombs, and they may
even be ahead of us in producing the Hbomb.
If you give a Communist an inch, he'll
take a mile. The administration has given
the Communists so many miles they've gone
a long way toward taking the world. Already
the hour is late. While the Communists
expand and gain strength, we hesitate and
waver in a fog of confusion and faint-heartedness. When what is left of the non-Communist world looks to Washington for a sign
of constructive leadership and positive action, it sees only the same men of little
minds floundering hopelessly in a sea of
problems that are too much for them.
There is only one way to eliminate the
great menaces to our country. The control
and the direction of Government must pass
from the hands of those who have toadied
to communism, created confusion, sponsored
corruption, and advocated confiscation.
Seldom in the world's history has a nation needed a new leadership as does the
United States today.
For 19 long years, the people had a Government operating by guess, by gouge, and
by gun. And the people are sickened of it.
If our country is to persevere and our Government is to be operated in the best interests of all of our people, great changes must
be made. There can be no hope for stability, for a sound and durable prosperity and
a real peace in the world unless there is a
clean.:up and clean-out in Washington.
What we must have, if a real job is to be
done, is a leadership composed of statesmen,
a leadership with vision, with backbone
fortified with responsibility and integrity.
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There is a challenge before us, a challenge
which we all must accept. In the fight in
the months ahead, there is a part for everyone. In this spirit and with courage and
conviction, we will see to it that our country gets the new kind of leadership which
must come to preserve America.
We cannot, we shall not fail, for 1952 is
a year of destiny for America and for the
world.
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Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, the following editorial from the Youngstown
Vindicator pays a deserved tribute to
our able and distinguished friend and
colleague the Honorable MIKE KIRWAN,
of Ohio:
CoNGRESSMAN KIRWAN's DAY
Hundreds of Congressman MICHAEL J. KIRWAN's constituents met today at Craig Beach,
Lake Milton, to reverse the adage that · "a
prophet has no honour in his own country."
The tribute is thoroughly deserved.
The Mahoning Valley naturally is interested particularly in what Mr. KIRWAN has
done for his home district. His work in obtaining the Berlin and Mosquito Creek Reservoirs has frequently been acclaimed, but
cannot be recalled too often. These works
have assured and prolonged the whole valley's economic life, besides helping to protect
it from flood and drought. For complete
fulfillment of our water needs still another
reservoir is essential, and the community
relies heavily on Mr. KIRWAN in its effort
for the proposed Mahoning-Grand River
flood way.
Mr. KIRWAN's services to the Nation are
as distinguished as those for his home district. He is a friend and confidant of high
figures in national life, and they delight to
honor him as in tOday's telegrams from
President Truman and Secretary of the Interior Chapman. Mr. KIRWAN's constituents
should recognize that his work in conservation, the basis of today•s meeting, constitutes a far-sighted piece of statesmanship.
In this connection an article in Architectural Record, by Thomas S. Holden, president
of the F. W. Dodge Corp., has recently been
given wide circulation. It is entitled "The
Big News Is the Birth Rate." It points out
the significance of the 1951 baby crop,
3,900,000 new Americans or 445 every hou:-,
and of the estimates that by 1960 the country will have a population increase of
10,000,000 to 28,000,000.
A rise of 14 percent in United ·states population, Mr. Holden observes, is "larger than
the present combined populations of Australia and Canada." He asserts truly that
the real key to the potential prosperity of
our rapidly growing economy "will be the
nature and extent of future expansion of
the country's productive fac111ties."
Meeting the need will require increasing
development of America's natural resources,
as well as expanded industrial and business
facilities of all kinds. Indeed the latter
depend on the former. Mr. KIRWAN recognized this truth years ago; he also saw that
the expansion of natural resources must take
place largely in the still undev.eloped West.
His success in putting western land and
water to work for the Nation is a long-run
benefit to every part of it, including the
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Mr. SHORT. Mr. Speaker, the Honorable JAMES P. KEM, the senior Senator
from Missouri, delivered the keynote address at the Missouri Republican State
Convention at Kansas City on June 2.
Under leave granted to extend my remarks, I include Senator KEM's ·e:ffective
and vivid speech on that occasion:
Mr. Chairman, fellow Republicans, it is
good to be back in Missouri-in the fresh,
clear, clean air of grand old. Missouri.
Clouds stirred up by the political party
so long in power hang low over Washington.
Senator McMAHON is running against
Stalin.
Senator RussELL is running against Lincoln.
Senator KEFAUVER is running against sin.
Vice President BARKLEY is running against
time.
·
President Truman is running for cover.
We are gathered here for a patriotic purpose-to discharge a civic duty. Ours is the
proud privilege of declaring in a critical hour
the prlnciples of the Republican Party of
Missouri.
We know that our cause is just. We
know that our cause is right. We of the
Republican Party stand steadfast on the
principles of the Constitution of the United
States. Here are the guideposts to the
American way of life.
Once again the Republican Party has a
rendezvous with destiny.
To defend the Constitution of the United
States, to enforce our laws, to maintain our
form of government, and to preserve the
right of men and women to live their lives
in freedom, is our party's province. And
never was the need for safeguards greater
than now. In this spirit, we dedicate our
efforts to the welfare of our country.
Here in the heart of the Nation, we see
the Republican trend. Jefferson once ·said
that he would like to see a revolution every
20 years. This is the twentieth anniversary
of the New Deal. Its death bell is due to
strike on Jefferson's own clock. We discern
an uprising of the people. Their unconquerable purpose is to end the miserable misrule we have had to endure for lo, these 20
years.
For several years past, Jefferson City, Mo.,
and Washington, D. C., have had much in
common. The fumbling in the Governor's
office has kept pace with the bungling in
the White House. Mr. Smith has played
Harlequin to Mr. Truman's Proserpine.
A spendthrift Chief Executive has run hogwild with the people's money, aided and
abetted in one case by a Democrat-controlled
Congress, and in the other by a Democratcontrolled legislature.
In both cases, only a militant Republl·
can minority has prevented even more wanton squandering and sinful waste of the
people's money.
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In both Washington and Jefferson City,
machine bosses and self-seeking grou ps have
found receptive ears, greedy hands, and
avaricious hearts.
Yes, the time is ripe for a change. And
the peopl~ome November-are going to
make a clean sweep. In the process they
are going to put a Republican in the Governor's office-a Republican who will consider the needs of the people of his State, instead of a State machine-one who will
work for the betterment of all Missourians,
instead of a few party hacks, and self-seeking hangers-on.
THE STATE OF THE UNION
Let us, therefore, be about what is an essential part of our deliberations. Let us
consider the state of the Union.
First there was the New Deal.
Then there was the Fair Deal.
Now we have the ordeal.
The domestic policies of the misnamed
"Fair Deal" have brought us to the brink of
financial disaster.
Bureaucratic squandering of the public
money has driven our national debt to the
staggering total of $260,000,000,000.
To help pay the costs of this spending spree
the tax rates have soared to the highest peak
in our history. The middle class and poor
among our people are forced to assume the
major burden of this back-breaking tax
load.
Planned inflation and unsound currency manipulations have reduced the value
of the dollar to 53 cents, working untold
hardships on our people with fixed incomes
and pensions.
Within the Federal executive agencies we
find an orgy of corruption that eats at the
very foundation of the Ship of State-an
orgy of indefensible graft that is without
. parallel since our country came into existence.
Boring within some of the most vital Federal agencies self-seeking Benedict Arnolds
have betrayed America for a mess of Communist pottage.
And in the White House we have as President a man who claims he has the power
to do what he thinks is good for the people-what he thinks is good, regardless of
the law or of the Constitution, or the warnings of the wisest of our citizens-a President who speaks the language dictators and
tyrants have used since the dawn of his:.
tory.
THERE IS NO PEACE
We have in the White House a man who
talks of peace, but who makes war.
Scarcely a day passes but what Mr. Truman or Mr. Acheson talk about preventing
a war. They prate of peace while our boys
die in Korea.
How can Mr. Truman talk of maintaining
the peace when there is no peace? How
can Mr. Acheson talk of preventing a war
when there is already a war?
How can Mr. Truman call it peace when
thousands of Americans just out of high
school come home-if they come home at
all-with wounds received on the battle
front? Can Mr. Acheson call it peace when
flag-draped coffins are on their way to homes
throughout the land?
Almost every day there is delivered to my
office in Washington a mimeographed casuaJty sheet from the Defense Department
containing the names of Missouri boys-our
own Missouri boys-listed as "killed in action" or "wounded or missing."
Sometimes the list is short--sometimes it
is long.
The lists are coldly official. But for every
name on those lists there are tear-stained
pillows in Kansas City, or St. Louis, or Joplin, or Poplar Bluff, or Kahoka, or Tarki o-pillows that hold sleepless heads of fathers
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and mothers, brothers and sisters, wives and
children of brave young men-young boys
that never had a chance to live a normal.
peaceful life.
No one can deceive our people with rosy
talk of a "peace" that does not exist. They
know we are in a war-in an undeclared, unconstitutional war that has been underway
nearly 2 years-a war into which the Nation
was plunged without the consent of their
elected representatives in the Congress, as
required by the constitution.
In one generation, the American people
have been plunged into three major warsthe worst wars in the history of our Nation.
Vle cannot too often ask: Can the same
pa:-ty and some of the same men who have
led us three times into war, be trusted to
lead us into a just and lasting peace?
THE ISSUE OF TRUMANISM
Mr. Truman recently declared that the
Democrat campaign will be conducted on
the issue of "Trumanism." Mr. Truman, as
usual, was inaccurate. He was led into error. As my friend, Representative HALLECK,
has said, whoever the Democratic candidate,
he is going to be saddled with the Truman
record. He isn't going to be running on it.
He is going to be staggering under it.
Certainly the issue is going to be Trumanism, and all that Trumanism has come to
mean:
The Red herring drawn across the trail of
Alger Hiss.
The mink coat wrapped around RFC loans.
The cynical come-on of Oscar Ewing and
his socialized medicine plan.
The vote-bait scheme of the Brannan farm
program.
The reckless spenders and the high lax
boys.
The stalemate, treadmill, yo-yo war in
Korea.
The philosophy of government by men ·
instead of government by laws which has led
to the unprecedented seizure of private
pro:oerty under the guise of "inherent power."
That, my friends, is Trumanism. We don't
need Mr. Truman to tell us that will be the
issue in the coming campaign. The American people will take care of that.
It is true the Republican Party has not
been perfect. But unlike the present administration, the Republicans moved swiftly
to clean house, when there was need to do
so.
When the Teapot Dome affair shook the
country, President Coolidge moved immediately to expose the affair. He did not cover
up. He did not brazenly ask: "What do you
mean? My house is clean." He did not call
the disclosures "asinine." He did not refuse information to Congress. He did not
try to whitewash. He kept faith with the
people.
President Coolidge ordered executive dep 1rtments to cooperate fully with congressional investigating committees. Senator
Burton Wheeler, of Montana, who was one
of the leading Democrats investigating Teapot Dome, stated factually in the Senate
that he was given every facility by a Republican President and a Republican Congress to expose the oil scandal. And when
that scandal was over and the culprits prosecuted there were no others. Compare with
this the steady stream of disclosures of corruption, unethical practices and easy morals
dinplayed by the Truman administration in
our time.
We Republicans believe fervently in America and her institutions. We believe in
America and her people.
American history teaches us that the Republican Party has always held with high
fidelity and devotion to the principles on
which our Nation was founded and has applied them effectively and courageously at
the critical points in our national life. And
we face such a crisis today.

A CONSTRUCTIVE PROGRAM
So, my friends, the issues are drawn. We
Republicans of Missouri are ready for the
battle. The question has been raised: What
will we do if we win? What would any
tidy housewife do if she inherited a house
that hadn't been swept for 20 years? We
shall sweep the place clean.
1. We shall dedicate ourselves to maintaining a government of the people, by the
people, and for the people. We shall halt
the trend toward one-man government.
Never again should the President of the
United States be permitted to order the
Armed Forces of the United States into war
without the consent of the elected Representatives of the people. Never again should
the President be allowed to seize private
property without due process of law. We
have seen what dictators have done to Germany, Italy, Russia and Argentina in our
time. It must not happen here.
2. We shall chart a firm, clear, positive
consistent foreign policy with peace as the
objective. We deplore secret treaties entered into in the name of the people without their knowledge. We demand that foreign commitments or agreements be ratified
by the Senate of the United States, as required by the Constitution. In its conduct
of foreign relations, the Republican Party
has always held the American national interest to be the · prime concern. We recognize that the world-wide movement in the
direction of international law and order is
one of the noblest of the hopes and aspirations of mankind. We are in favor of the
United States bearing its full share of the
load in the effort toward this objective.
But we should do this within reason. We
must maintain our own solvency and nurture our own way of life. We must never
forget the Russian program laid down by
Lenin "to cause the Americans to spend
themselves to their destruction." History
is strewn with the wrecks of governments
whose misguided generosity with other people's money destroyed all the good they
sought to accomplish.
3. We shall once again balance the budget.
An honest, efficient government can cut expenses in a thousand places without .impairing essential military and civilian services.
It can use part of the savings to reduce the
monstrous national debt and fight inflation
at the source. With the rest an honest, efficient government can cut taxes. The Republican Eightieth Congress balanced the
budget. A Republican Eighty-third Congress can do it again. The Republican
Eightieth Congress· cut the taxes. A Republican Eighty-third Congress can do it
again. Our people would like to try spending a little more of their own money themselves.
4. Graft and corruption is inevitable when
an overgrown government is engaged in
large-scale wasteful spending. Cut big government and cut big spending and we will
go far toward ridding the Federal executive
agencies of crooks and grafters. We must
retire to private life the "borrowcrats" and
the "taxocrats" and the unnecessary bureaucrats and, yes, aristocrats of the New D~al.
We must sweep out the blunderers, the
plunderers, and the squanderers.
5. We believe in fair and just relations be.t ween labor and management.
6. We shall support farm programs that
will insure opportunity for prosperity to the
farmer and recognize his contribution to our
national well-being.
7. We shall drive out the Communist rats
that have been and are now undermining
the foundation of our Government.
8. We shall throw open the blinds of censorship and let in the pitiless light of public
scrutiny to our public affairs.
In short, we shall reestablish in Federal
and State government principles that are as

lively as the oceans-as eternal as the hills.
These are truth, justice, honor, integrity,
and the Golden Rule.
This, then, is the keynote of Missouri's
Republican State convention: To move forward to peace, to stability, to a free America.
In carrying out this high mission, we welcome the aid of all loyal Americans, Jeffersonian Democrats, independent voters-all
those who love the Republic of our fathers.
Let us raise a standard around which the
wise, the honorable, and the courageous will
join us. Then let us march forward to victory.
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Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks,
I am including the following letter by
an outstanding economist, Mr. Chester
D. Tripp, in which he points out the
chaotic condition that prevails in the
domestic copper situation:
HoNORABLE Sm: I am sending this letter
to those Members of Congress who receive
the Economic Trend Line letters from my
office. I think it covers a matter in which
you may be very much interested. I am
communicating with you with mixed feelings, because I happen to be a member of
the Primary Copper Producers Industry Advisory Committee, and some people might
assume that my entire obligation was advisory work. However, I feel as an American
citizen that our whole copper problem is
rapidly taking the form of organized chaos.
Certain bureaucrats, imbued with the idea
that price fixing and controls can cure anything, have steadily followed the policy of
price fixing here and price fixing there without either an understanding or a regard for
the delicate balances involved in this great
industry. We have one price for domestic
copper, another for foreign, another for scrap,
still another for imported copper, and then
price controls on the end products, all of
which have been pretty much pulled out of
the hat. As a result, domestic production
is declining. Marginal material is being
wasted or left unused. Chile is in a turmoil,
and may very well end up trying to nationalize the mines. This is all very dangerous
and very stupid. Day after day, we find
some unworkable relationship which we try
to correct, only to find that more controls
are necessary to keep the structure from
falling to pieces.
It is my unqualified advice that the base
metals should be eliminated from any pricecontrol bill passed or extended by Congress.
It may be necessary .to control the use for
the time being, but we must try to get back
to a one-price market for the whole world.
It is not going to be easy, but the longer
we wait the more repercussions we are going
to face. I think we have reached a point in
our complications where these man-made interferences with normal price relationships
have got to stop, or we m•ay face serious
trouble.
It is not my intent to urge or influence
legislation, but I thought you might be interested in my point of view. I am discussing only the question of copper. There may
be many others, but I can assure you the
difficulties in regard to that vital metal are
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increasing dally and the avallab111ty of supply is decreasing, largely, in my opinion, due
to the fact that a few theorists still believe
they can pull figures out of a hat and make
them work whether there is an economio
reality connected with them or not.
Yours truly,
cHESTER D. TRIPP,
Chairman, Economic Trend Line Studies.

velopment, and the United Nations) in order to keep our membership and the community informed and in order to take action on legislation.
·
I would like to urge you not to give up
trying to get your bill introduced and to
keeping stressing bipartisanship and publio
participation. This would be an important
advance in our foreign policy.
Sincerely,
Mrs. H. RICHARD BLACKWELL.

Economic Development of Underdeveloped
Areas

The Real Meaning of Memorial Day

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

OF

OF

HON. GEORGE MEADER

HON. JOSEPH W. MARTIN, JR.

OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. MEADER. Mr. Speaker, under
the ieave to extend my remarks in the
REcoRD, I include the following letter:

Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, under leave granted to extend
my remarks in the RECORD, I include the
address of Francis A. Adams at the
Memorial Day ceremonies held by Harold ·
JoJ;ms Post, No. 62, of Stuart, Fla., on
Sunday afternoon June 1, 1952. Mr.
Adams is a tenth generation representative of the Adams family, which came
to· America over 300 years ago and conspicuously served the country in the
early days.
The address follows:

ANN ARBOR, MICH.,
May 27, 1952.

The. Honorable GEORGE .MEADER,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. MEADER: Thank you very mUCh
for your consideration of my letter and for
the reprint of your remarks upon introducing a bill for a bipartisan Commission on
Economic Development of Underdeveloped
Areas.
Although I had not read the details of your
1951 speech, I had read the sketchy newspaper accounts of it, and I wish to say that
.I think it an excellent proposa! and one
which I would be very enthusiastic about
having carried out. There is no doubt in my
mind or in the minds of the members of
groups studying the point 4 program that
the bold new program has not been very bold.
It is true that Government and United Nations funds must be used for some phases
of the program such as health, education,
and many aspects of agriculture which would
not yie~d a profit to private capital, but there
is an enormous area in which private capital
could be extremely effective and in which it
alone could provide adequate funds to make
the development what it must be to be effective in raising the standard of living to
a point where communism will have less appeal and markets will be made available to
world trade.
However, I think it should be pointed out
that in addition to making conditions safe
for private investors to go into these countries, something must be done to make these
countries feel more secure about accepting
foreign investment. Many of the countries
most in need of foreign investment have a
long-standing fear and hatred of foreigners
and fear what has been called economic imperialism. Something must be done to
avoid situations such as have occurred in
the Middle East oil controversies both as
safeguards for the foreign investor and the
nation invested in.
As chairman of international affairs for
the League of Women Voters of Ann Arbor, I
am very much interested in the effectiveness
of the administration of the mutual-security program. You suggest that it could be
much better, and I am sure you are correct.
If you have any information on this, I would
appreciate having it.
In addition, I would appreciate being put
on your mailing list to receive the fUll text
of your press releases as I have discovered
that the condensations in the papers are
often misleading. Our group is trying to
keep up to date on all legislation dealing
with mutual security (pacts, economic de-

THE REAL MEANING OF MEMORIAL DAY
(By Francis A. Adams)
"Time does not wither nor custom stale"
our infinite love and appreciation for those
who have fought to defend the Republic of
the United States of America.
This is a day when every living American
must feel humble in the thbught that others
have given their lives that we may be free
and enjoy the blessings of a land ruled by
the people.
All honor to America's past defenders.
They sleep in graves that are strewn with
garlands of remembrance.
They sleep with the Stars and Stripes
floating over them.
Let us trace the story of Memorial Day.
The first Memorial Day was on May 30,
1868.
Four score and four years ago the commanding officer of the Grand Army of the
Republic issued an order establishing Memorial Day. This move to pay tribute to
the defenders of the Union of the United
States of America helped to heal the wounds
of Civil War. In all the years that have
followed a grateful people have paused to
give evidence of their appreciation that we
have remained "one nation-indivisible, now
and forever."
Let me read the short General Order No.
11---dated May 5, 1868, Headquarters Grand
Army of the Republic, Washington, D. C., as
issued and signed by command of John A.
Logan, commander in chief, and attested by
N. P. Chipman, adjutant general:
"1. The 30th day of May 1868, is designated
for the purpose · of strewing with flowers or
otherwise decorating the graves of comrades
who died in defense of their country during
the late rebellion, and whose bodies now lie
in almost every city, village, and hamlet
churchyard in the land. In this observance
no form of ceremony is prescribed, but posts
an_d comrades will in their own way arrange
st!ch fitting services and testimonials of respect as circumstances may permit.
"We are organized, comrades, as our regulations tell us, for the purpose, among other
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:things, of preserving and strengthening
those kind and fraternal feelings which have
bound together the soldiers, sailors, and marines who united to suppress the late rebellion. What can aid more to assure this result
than by cherishing tenderly the memory of
our heroic dead, who made their breasts a
barricade between our country and its foes?
Their soldier lives were the reveille of freedom to a race in chains, and their death a
tattoo of rebellious tyranny in arms. We
should guard their graves with sacred vigilance. All that the consecrated wealth and
taste of the Nation can add to their adornment and security is but a fitting tribute to
the memory of her slain defenders. Let no
wanton foot tread rudely on such hallowed
ground. Let pleasant paths invite the coming and going of reverent vistors and fond
mourners. Let no vandalism of avarice or
neglect, no ravages of time, testify to the
present or to the coming generati.ons that we
have forgotten, as a people, the cost of a free
and undivided Republic.
"If other eyes grow dull and other hands
sla , and other hearts cold in the solemn
trust, ours shall keep it' well, as long as the
light and warmth of life remain in us.
"Let us, then, at the time appointed,
gather around their sacred remains and garland the passionless mounds above them
with choicest flowers of springtime; let us
raise above them the dear old flag they saved
from dishonor; let us in this solemn presence
renew our pledges to aid and assist those
whom they have left among us as sacred
charges upon the Nation's gratitude-the
soldiers' and sailors' widows and orphans.
"2. It is the purpose of the commander
in chief to inaugurate this observance with
the hope tha·:; it will be kept up from year
to year, while a survivor of the war remains
to honor the memory of his departed comrades. He earnestly desires the public press
to call attention to this order, and lend its
friendly aid in bringing it to the notice of
comrades in all parts of the country in time
for simultaneous compliance therewith.
"3. Department commanders will use every
effort to make this order effective.
"By command of:
"JOHN A. LoGAN,
Commander in Chief.

"N. P. CHIPMAN,
"Adjutant General."

The simple admonition to strew flowers on
the graves of departed comrades spoke the
spirit of this order.
It was one of love, consolation, and good
will.
Women and children understood what it
meant.
They could go to a country churchyard or
a city cemetery, kneel at the grave of. a departed father, brother or near kin, place a
floral token and say a reverent prayer that
freedom and unity were ours to enjoy.
Memorial Day, as the years passed, took on
the spirit of decoration of the graves of the
departed with flags, and became an active
feature in the growing Republic.
It became recognized in all States and possessions of the United States of America.
North, South, East, West, every section of
America came to participate in this day of
commemoration.
Our freedom is not a jewel to be kept in
a casket.
It is a living function of a brave people.
We have had to fight to retain our cherished rights.
We exercise our right of peaceable assemblage here today.
We have the right of free speech. We have
our flag to love and honor.
When the United States went to war with
Spain in 1898 to avenge the sinking of the
battleship Maine, 400,000 men volunteered
to serve in our Armed Forces.
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They kept the faith 1898 to 1902; liberated
When Decision Was Reached for StretchCuba and set the Philippines on the · road to
ing Aircraft Production So That · .143
·freedom. ·
Their honored dead are remembered on
Wings Would Not Be Achieved Until
Memorial Day.
Again in 1917 American marshalled 9,000,Late 1955 or 1956, I Protested to Our
000 men to defend our country against the
Defense .Heads-"Where/' I Asked,
attacks of Germany and Austria.
The ·nearly 65,000 who gave their lives in
"Have Risks of Aggression Been Suf·
that World War I are remembered and hon6ciently Reduced To Justify Such a
ored on this Memorial Day.
What can a nat ion do to let its sons and
Let-Up?"
.
·daughters know that the people have hearts
and memories?
It is by dedicating a day for formal tribute
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
to our honored dead, that our thoughts are
OF
given visible expression.
The hand of time moves on and almost
every generation of men have to face new
OF ALABAMA
· conditions.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
We did not provoke Japan into attacking us
at Pearl Harbor December 7, 1941. That blow
Monday, June 9, 1952
·put us in World War II. Again America moMr. BOYKIN. Mr. Speaker, few
bilized for battle and drew a total of more
speeches e·ver made on the floor of this
'than 16,000,000 men into the armed defense.
The 160,000 and more who died in that
House moved me as much as did the talk
war-are honored on Memoi"ial Day.
made on Friday last by the Hon. JoHN
And now we meet this 1952 Memorial Day
W. McCoRMACK, our distinguished major· with heavy hearts. War .is upon us again.
ity leader.
For more than a year America's armed forces
The subject of Mr. McCoRMACK's. talk
have been engaged in battle, by land, sea,
concerned the cuts in the military budget
and air, in distant Asia.
In this comparatively short period of time
made by this House. More particularly,
over 100,000 men have been listed as casual- .however, Mr. McCORMACK emphasized
ties in action. Over 25,000 are dead. The
the reductions made in the approprialiving and the dead fought to uphold the
tions for the Department of the Air
freedom of America.
On this Memorial Day we bow our heads -Force in each of the several major activities, tqe procurement of aircraft, in
· and say a prayer for the departed. They
maintenance and operations, in the
have joined the great army of the Nation's
major procurement of items other tllan
defenders and have won eternal fame.
But it is not enough that we pay tribute
aircraft, and for enlisted and officer
to our heroic dead. War calls for action.· , personnel.
War is the last resort of a nation to exercise
All who know JOHN McCORMACK and
the right to exist. We cannot let war drag
heard that talk were moved by the deep
along. We cannot count the cost in comfort
feeling and genuine sincerity with which
or in dollars that is needed to end war. ·
As a nation we must be at peace with the . our colleague addressed himself to that
· world or, when inevitable, we must be at . subject. Personally, in the years I have
war. In times of peace we count our blessbeen in Congress, I have never heard any
ings and enjoy them to. the full.
·
statement, either pro or con, made on the
Now. in war, we must wage it to complete
:floor which so fully comprehended every
victory.
last point of issue under discussion.
Th&e is nothing in' our natures that makes
At the very hour Mr. McCORMACK, unu·s willing to accept' humiliating terms of
der special orders, _was addressing this
peace.
body-the newspapers, the radio, and
There is nothing in all our history that
suggests that we are afraid to fight for what
the television were telling of the drawe deem just and right.
matic appearance of Mr. Bernard BaOn this Memorial Day 1952 it is appropriate
ruch before the Senate Preparedness
that Americans should call upon the ·ConSubaommittee on Armed Services.
, gress of.the United States to assert that this
Mr. Speaker, this country has never
. country is, in fact, engaged in war and that
had a citizen who has enjoyed the co:q.. we x-e determined to wage battle to complete
fidence of and acted officially and un. victory.
The living who are in uniform deserve to
officially as adviser to so many Presiknow that they are not fighting in vain.
dents-as has Mr. Baruch. For decades
The dead deserve to know that they did
past he has exerted a profound infiuence
not give their lives in a fruitless undertaking
on the thinking of all Americans on
to pacify a godless aggregation of Commatters of vital concern to them in their
munists who are out to dominate the world.
daily lives-and is, in truth, the greatHere in this gathering, as in thousands of
est of the elder statesmen in our counother cities, towns and villages, we, the
American people, gather to pay tribute to the
try today. Learned, astute, and conser•ead of other wars.
·
. vative-he has · the wisdom, the prudWe must not be unmindful of the stark
ence, and the sagacity that can only
fact that as we assemble here, minute by
come with age.
minute men are sacrificing their lives for this
When Bernard Baruch speaks his
country.
countrymen listen.
They recognize
Let us ·give substance to our tribute and
that he speaks as a great American-a
promise those who are in battle, that we will
great patriot-not with the fiery ambidemand this war be ended by victory for our
cause.
tion of youth, but as a man at whose
It calls for an all-out effort.
back is a lowering sun. They know him
America has never shrunk from battling
to be of great affluence-a man who has
to win.
flourished in the sunshine of a benefi"Onward Christian Soldiers" is a battle
cent life-and one who has achieved all
anthem to which our men have always re·
of the great memoriums that we mor.tals
aponded.
can bestow upon our · fellows-a man
What are we waiting for?
now facing his God.
Speak up, America!

HON. FRANK W. BOYKIN

. Tire testimony given by ·Mr. Baruch
before the Armed Services Committee of
the Senate corroborates every statement
made by the Honorable JOHN MCCORMACK
in telling of the rieed to provide all departments of the· Air Force with the
funds necessary to adequately secure the
defenses of the Nation.
Let me now read-briefly and in small
part-what Mr. Baruch told the Preparedness Subcommittee of the Armed
Services Committee of the Senate just
72 hours ago:
Ours is a fearful dilemma because we are
not in all-out . war. with the whole. globe
aflame, it is tempting to ·nibble at the defense budget-to lift controls-to shirk even
the relatively mild denials which rearming
requires.
When the budget now before Congress was
submit~d early . this y_
e ar, it called for
stretching, out aircraft production-among
other defense ·items-so that 143 air wings
would not be achieved until late 1955 · or
1956, instead of mid-1954. When this decision was announced, I protested to our
defense beads. Slowing our preparations! warned-would ·invite our allies to slow
their effort&. Where in the world-! askedhad the risks of aggression been sufficiently
reduced to justify such a let-up?
The heads ·of the defense agencies testifying before Congress early this year called
the stretch-out o{ our plane production "a
-calculated risk."
.
But was the risk really calculated? By
whom? By the Joint Chiefs of ·Staff? If
we were acting on the basis of their ex. pressed judgment, the new bud'g et should
have called for intensifying, not relaxing,
our production effort.
·Is it any wonder that the Am·e rican people are confused wheri their highest mill. tary authority states .that we will ·be lucky
if we have ' more than the next 2 years
for preparedness, and yet no program for
achieving readiness within that time is ·even
advanced?
·
Is it surprising that Members of Congress
should conclude that if building our Ail
Force can be deiayed a year or tw~wh~
cannot the whofe defense program be· relaxed proportionateiy?
·
Mr. Speaker, disinterestedly, studiously, and dispassionately-Mr. Baruch
sums up the conditions which exist in
· the world today when he stated th~tTragically unpleasant as it is, we have
· been forced into an arms race--with our
very survival at stake. Do the reports from
. Russia tell of a let-up in arming? Far from
it. Only last February the United Nations
· Economic Commission for Europe stated that
the Soviet Union is making a greater mili·
tary effort today than in 1940, when the
Second World War was already under way.
Other reports, some based on official Soviet
announcements, have told of tractor factories being shifted to making tanks and
of other conversion from civilian to military
production.
Logical and factual analysis of the
problem was advanced by the gentleman
from Massachusetts, Mr. JoHN McCoR- MACK, in opposing the House reduction
iii the defense budget. Mr. McCoRMACK's arguments-as supported by Mr.
Baruch-make me wish that in behalf
of national economy as well as national
defense-that their combined voices
could have been heard by every Member
of the whole Congress.
·It is because of the above that I take
occasion to point out that Mr. McCoRMACK'S speech wili be found on page 6262
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of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD Of May 29,
1952-and that the complete text of Mr.
Baruch's statement-as yet unpublished
by the Senate Subcommittee on Preparedness-as introduced by Senator
MAYBANK will be found on page 6229 of
the Senate RECORD of the same date.

and promises to do these things for us is
our man, and we will follow him to ruin.
· Meanwhile, in Korea, there are Americans
engaged in a desperate struggle, but let's
not worry about them because they are behaving as we should behave-doing their
duty as citizens and soldiers.
We have got a new watchword now. Not
~·Lest We Forget." It's "Let's All Forget."

Let'.s All Forget
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Recognition of Organizations of Postal
and Federal Employees

HON. EDITH NOURSE ROGERS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

HON. GARD~ER R. WITHROW

Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts.· Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my .remarks in the RECORD, I include the following editorial from the Boston Post
of June 7, 1952:
LET's ALL FORGET
Eight years ago yest-erday Americans went
ashore on the Normarndy beachheads to lib- .
erate the -European Continent from the iron
grip of the Nazis. The soldiers went in
through the rising waves with the hopes and
prayers of million!'! of people for the gallant
fighting men from Amercia and the British
Commonwealth of Nations.
That glorious assault upon a fortified continent was not then as now stained by the
mean impulses of men quarreling over who
· did what. It was a vivid, dedicated operation,
·hanging in the balance of raw courage. The
quarreling of the victors would come later.
· War was not then a way of life for the
American people. They had not learned to
regard war as a normal condition. It took
8 years for the American people to forget
how much of themselves went' into the
struggle for the Normandy beachheads.
Today the American people have a very
much different attitude towards war. Hundreds of thousands of their sons, brothers
·and fathers can drag out their days in the
grim monotony of conflict in Korea while
the folks at home go their own carefree wayunheeding.
War has become a normal way of life.
Korea is far away. Men fight and die, men
exist in the filthy bunkers along the Korean
ridges endlessly alert against an attack by
the Communist enemy-but small concern
is felt for their sacrifice. If there is concern
for the Korean struggle here at home it is
a mockery whipped up by phony and misleading political debates . . No one gets wildly
excited over the fact that the Air Force
fights with inadequate weapons and planes,
that prisoners of war stockades cannot be
properly policed because there are not
enough troops available to contain the Reds
at the front and guard· the prisoners as
well. No one seems to care that some kinds
of ammunition are still rationed to our men ·
in Korea.
This is what has happened to the world's
greatest and most powerful democracy in
eight short years. This is the Nation that got
up off the floor after Pearl Harbor, fought
global conflicts on two vast fronts and
emerged victorious. Today, because victory
hasn't been swift in Korea, because we are
so busy proving that we are poltroons that
the Communists say we are, we try to put
the struggle in Korea out of our minds, forget it. ·
We, the American people, know what we
want. We want more and more money, and
are willing to strike industries and wreck
our economy to get it. We want· to pay less
and less taxes because we will go bankrupt
all the faster. Any jack-in-box who pops up
XCVlli-App.--222
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Mr. WITHROW. Mr. Speaker, a subcommittee of the House Committee on
Post Office and Civil Service headed by
our distinguished colleague, Mr. KARSTEN
of Missouri, has made a favorable report
to the full committee on the bill introduced by my fr-iend the gentleman from
Pennsylvania [Mr. RHODES] and myself·
which has for its : purpose an . amendment to existing law with respect to the
recognition of. organizations of postal
and Federal employees. Last Thursday,
June 6, the full committee approved the
legislation with only one dissenting vote.
- Aside from the fact that we believe the
Federal Government should treat its own
employees at least equally as well as the
Federal Government requires private employers to treat the employees of private industry, we have found a number of instances which indicate that in
some departments or · agencies at least
any normal approach to the problem of
labor management relations is absolutely nonexistent.
As an example, under date of September 6, the Post Office Department
submitted an unfavorable report on this
legislation. In ·brief, their report was
based on the contention that proper
labor-management relations exist and
that regulations previously set up provide employees with an opportunity to
present grievances in an orderly manner. - While such regulations have been
printed; everything points to . the c'Onclusion that they are most often observed in the breach rather than in their
application.
As an example, under date of October
31, 1951, almost 2 months after the report of the Post Office Department, the
officers of local No. 360 of the National
Federation of Post Office Clerks, in my
home city of La Crosse, addressed a
communication to the postmaster, Mr.
Wenzel M. Dvorak, requesting a meeting with the postmaster with respect to
a matter involving one of the employees
of that office. To the best of my
knowledge that requested meeting has
· not yet been held, although I am informed the matter has been taken up
with the national organization involved
and by them with the Post Office Department. Despite the fact that the
regulations of the Post Office Department provide that the o:fflcialin charge

shall hear the aggrieved if the hearing
is ·requested, and despite the fact that
the regulations further provide that the
aggrieved will be advised in writing of
the decision within 20 days from the
date the grievance is presented, the
postmaster has not to this date even so
much as acknowledged the communication addressed to him by the employee
or the request for a meeting addressed
by the officers of the union, and what
is even more important the Post Office
Department has apparently taken no
steps to compel him to do so.
If such a thing had happened in private industry, all of the great powers of
Government would have been used in an
effort to settle the dispute and here we
find that same Government procrastinating and delaying, if not actually refusing to attempt to make a satisfactory
adjustment. This is only one of the
many reasons why I believe that enactment of this legislation is long overdue
and. I hope that the House will have an
early opportunity to act on this very impo~tant meas~re.

GOP Boner
- EXTEN~ION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN·D. DINGELL
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
REcORD) I include the following edito.t'ial
from Newsweek:
. GOP BONER
The Democratic leadership of the House
had what it thought was a neat electionyear package. To 4,500,000 recipients of old·
age and survivors' benefits, it promised fatter checks by adding a series of amendments
to the Social Security Act which provided
for a 12Y2-percent increase; or at least $5 a
month, in benefits; liberalized retirement
qualifications; protection of the insurance
rights of those going into military service
and of those in civilian life who become
totally and permanently disabled; benefits
to those who retire but still earn more than
$50 a month; coverage of people participating in State and municipal pension systems.
Certain that an election-conscious House
would approve, the Democratic leadership
brought the measure to the floor under a
shortcut procedure which banned amendments but required a two-thirds vote. The
bill would have passed without opposition
had not American Medical Association lobbyists decided that one of its provisions was
socialized medicine. The AMA began writing
and phoning Congressmen.
Before the bill came up for a vote, Republican leaders JOE MARTIN and CHARLES HAL•
LECK spread the word to vote against the bill.
Lacking the required two-thirds, it went
back to committee.
But within 24 hours, the Republicans realized that they had pulled a boner. The disputed provision actually had been written
by a Republican, Representative RoBERT W.
KEEN> of New Jersey, to protect the Government against malingerers. They began to
plead with the Democratic leadership to
bring the bill out again. The Democrats
were gleeful: Whether or not they reported_
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the bill out again, they could blame the GOP
for ga nging up on the old folks of America.
Last week also, the Senate confirmed the
appointment of Judge James P. McGranery as
Attorney General by a vote of 52 to 18. One
f act in the unexpectedly favorable vote:
Senator PAT McCARRAN's private word to the
Senators that McGranery had promised to
keE'p his hands off the FBI.

Questions Posed by Potato Price Rise
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EUGENE I. McCARTHY _
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following article by Alfred D. Stedman from the St. Paul Pioneer Press of June 7, 1952:
STEDMAN ANSWERS QUESTIONS POSED BY
POTATO PRICE RISE
(By Alfred D. Stedman)
Here are the Pioneer Press farm editor's answers to some questions about the potato
situation:
Question. Has this been a rigged potato
market?
Answer. An acute shortage of supplies of
anything always plays into -the hands of the
holders, including speculators, and insiders.
Question. Has there been black marketing?
Answer. The Government says so. There's
black marketing when price ceilings are imposed on scarce commodities with no system of consumer rationing. The market is
full of unconfirmed stories about tie-in sales,
side money inducements, etc.
Question. Why didn't the Government stop
1t by enforcement?
Answer. The Office of Price Stabilization
hasn't the army of agents or sufficient money
required to regulate the whole complex system of potato marketing. It did attempt enforcement, and some violation cases are
pending.
Question. Will the rigging of the market
continue? Will the situation improve?
Answer. Improvement is certain.
No
market can be rigged very long against continually increasing supplies like those now
coming.
Question. Do you mean that potato prices
will break?
Answer. Break or slide.
Question. Is this rigging all there is to the
situation?
Answer. No. Basically it goes back to the
short potato crop of 1951 and the rather late
new crop of early potatoes, especially in California.
Question. How much short was the 1951
crop?
Answer. About 100,000,000 bushels, or onefourth below the 1950 crop.
Question. What caused the drop in 1951
production?
Answer. Mainly a cut of one-fifth in potato plantings. Yield an acre fell 15 bushels,
or about 6 percent.
Question. Did the Government's potato
program, or Federal destruction of surplus
. potatoes, have anything to do with the
shortage?
Answer. No. There was no Federal program on the 1951 crop, is none on the 1952
crop and no Federal destruction of potatoes
has been or will be involved in either one.
Question. Were potato price ceilings a
factor?

Answer. Since they did not go into effect
until January 1952, they could not have discouraged production of the 1951 crop. But
by restraining prices, they did take off the
brake on consumption that higher prices
would have exerted.
Question. Wasn't there a shortage of 1950
crop potatoes?
Answer. No. The supply was fully adequate with some to spare.
Question. Were Government price supports a factor in that larger production?
Answer. The Government supported potato prices at 60 percent of parity. With
that amount of price protection, farmers produced plenty of potatoes in the crop years of
bot h 1949 and 1950.
Question. Did the Federal Government
hold potato prices of those crops down with
ceilings?
Answer. No. Ceilings weren't necessary.
The adequate supplies held prices down to
the Government support levels. The sufficiency of the supply did the job.
Question. Which yielded farmers the mas~
money-the adequate crop of 1950 or the
short crop of 1951?
Answer. The short crop of 1951 resulted
in farm sales of $432,000,000. The adequate
crop of 1950 resulted in farm sales of $322,000,000. The short crop of 1951 brought
$110,000,000 more.
Question. Did consumer costs of the
smaller crop go up, too?
Answer.- Yes, much more. The Government figured that, in February, retail potato
prices averaged 2.3 cents a pound more than
a year earlier. At that time, consumer costs
9f potatoes were rlJ.nning at an annual rate
of more than $300,000,000 above the rate of
a year before.
Question. How much did consumers as
taxpayers save in Federal money by not ·supporting potato prices in 1951?
Answer. Sixty to seventy-five million dollars were the amounts spent in 1950 and 1949.
Question. Will potato prices of the 1952
crop fall back to 1950 levels?
Answer. Time will have to answer that.
Right now it looks doubtful. A big jump
in plantings is reported in Maine. But elsewhere, without price supports, acreage
changes have been moderate.

HUDSON COUNCU.,
Boy ScOUTS OF AMERICA,
Jersey City, N. J.

DAVID A. NIMMO,
President.

DEAR FELLOW SCOUTERS: Hudson Council,
Boy Scouts of America, came a long way in
the last couple of years. There has been
no magic in jt, but hard work and h armonious team action. There were m any discouraging moments but with a faith in one
another we pulled together. While those on
the council board tried to do their best, those
in the field did no less.
Today your council is free of debt. There
is not too much in the council treasury, but
it is a going concern. We now have an
executive and two field executives. The new
council headquarters is something to be
proud of, and is adequate to serve all. Our
annual budget is much more than it was
when the council was reorganized yet financial matters are current and debts paid.
It was a responsibility as well as an honor
to serve as council president for the past
2 years. I claim no special credit for our
success as it was the cooperation of all that
made .it possible, for if anything I was just
the focal point and tried _to call the signals
for the play as I saw it.
Any organization with the same officers
year after year becomes stagnant. In my
opinion no one person should serve as President more than 2 years. Experiences in the
past tend to prove that. Therefore I am
not a candidate for reelection as your president. There are many good men in the
council who can serve in that capacity with
credit to the organization. Whoever is
selected, do give them the full measure of
cooperation that you gave me.
I will always be interested in the Boy Scout
movement and the Hudson Council in particular and stand ready to serve as a soldier
in the ranks.
To the board, the office staff, the sponsoring institutions, the CUb mothers and leaders, the commissioners, district leaders,
scoutmasters and all the boys, thanks for
making possible a complete reorganization
of our Hudson Council.
Sincerely,
DAVID A. NIMMO.

Good luck, Dave. It was an honor to
have worked with you in Scouting. I
will never forget your "Cavalcade."

Hon. David A. Nimmo and the Hudson
Council, Boy Scouts of America

HON. ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI

Tennessee's Kefauver Can Lead the Democratic Party To Victory; Senator Kefauver Thinks Only in Terms of Victory
apd Not Defeat

OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. SIEMINSKI. Mr. Speaker, this
is a salute to Han. David A. Nimmo,
judge, juvenile and domestic relations
court, Hudson County, N. J. He has
done a magnificent job in pulling the
Hudson council, Boy Scouts of America,
out of a deficit of more than $14,000 into
the black, in 2 years. "Dave" Nimmo
saved Scouting, and thereby a great
American tradition, in Hudson County.
Hudson Council faced Boy Scout charter
revocation. Dave Nimmo blocked the
move. Hudson citizens are grateful.
Listed below is a letter recently sent
out by Judge Nimmo to fellow scouters.
It shows the caliber of the man, and the
reason for the success he enjoys:

OF

HON. JOE L. EVINS
OF TENNESSEE
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. EVINS. Mr. Speaker, the steady
march to victory of Senator EsTES KEFAUVER, leading candidate for the Democratic nomination, has captured the imaginations of the people of the country
who see in him a man of great stature
and high qualification for the office of
President.
A recent editorial appearing in the
Nashville Tennessean, issue of June 8,
last, tells the dramatic story of Senator
KEFAUVER's latest victory in the Cali-
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fornia primary and the vast popular
popularity which has greeted his candidacy and I ask consent to have this fine
edit orial, entitled "Democracy Has Its
Leader," included with my remarks in
the Appendix of the RECORD.
The editorial follows:
DEMOCRACY HAS ITS LEADER
For the Democratic Party, the question o:t
who shall be its new leader with new ideals
now is as good as settled.
Sweeping victoriously through the primaries of California and South Dakota while
officially acquiring the already pledged votes
of Maryland, Senator ESTES KEFAUVER assumed a commanding position which even
the professionals cannot shrug off.
Once more the people have been heard, as
Senator PAUL DouGLAS, of Illinois, declared
to be necessary, and once again the result
h as been a vote of confidence in the tall
Tennessean who entered the presidential race
without asking anyone's permission, and
placed his hopes in the hands of average
folks.
The 94 addHional votes thus gained on
one memorable day give Senator KEFAUVER
a grand total of 244 and justify his predic- ·
tion that he will go to the convention with
over 300. His nearest rival is Senator
RICHARD RUSSELL Whose campaign has badly
bogged down since his machine-supported
victory in Florida. The Georgian has 86Y2
votes.
Friends of the southern crime buster have
every reason to be elated over the California
result, in view of the smashing rebuff to
State organization "stoppers" who boasted of
sl·pport from the national administration in
Washington. It was nothing new for Senator
KEFAUVER to have the professionals gang up
in an effort to check his steady progress
toward the nomination. But he was confident that the people would rally to his
standard when the situation was made clear,
and this they did in overwhelming numbers.
Also in the midwestern heartland, South
Dakotans turned against an uninstructed
ticket to register their emphatic view that
the State's eight votes should be cast for
the man from Tennessee. Maryland's 18
votes, already won in a primary contest, were
• formally turned over to him in keeping with
the people's mandate.
Now that ·the series of primaries are at
an end, Senator KEFAUVER has received a
vote of confidence from approximately 3,000,000 Democrats in all parts of the land. Unlil{e some of his opponents, he has not shied
away from any test of strength.
From New Hampshire he has marched
steadily ahead until now he towers above
ail others as the one who, having proved his
right to the nomination, can lead the party
to victory.
Possessed of a fighting heart, he has wasted
no time in speculation as to who the Republicans will nominate. He is not one of those
who would welcome the chance to run
against Senator TAFT while doubting the advisability of opposing the supposedly stronger
General Eisenhower. As a believer in the
principles of democracy and the party's progressive record, he will carry its standard,
under any circumstances, with courage and
confidence.
Fresh from his victories in the West, this
younger leader conferred with President Truman today in the White House.
Save for his assertion that "we will discuss
what I'm finding throughout the country"a ground swell of support for himself-the
trend of that conversation cannot be safely
predicted. But we know that the Senator
has never asked for anything but neutrality
on the part of the President, and that he is
d efinitely entitled to that consideration as
the convention draws nearer.

We think that Mr. Truman will be wise
enough, and sound enough, to see the wisdom of refusing to interfere in any way with
the candidate who has such a strong hold on
the American people and who, according to
every sign and test can restore to the party
the public confidence that has been shaken
by the revelations of corruption in some important circles.
On another occasion, before he announced
his candidacy, Senator KEFAUVER paid a
courtesy call at the White House and was
assured of Mr. Truman's interest in younger
men with new vigor and ideals. Since then
he has proved to the satisfaction of most
thinking people that he is the one who fills
this bill.
Defying traditional rules which govern the
action of politicians, he has met every issue
as it was presented, and has even gone so
far as to have confessed that he may not
always have been right.
The Democratic rank-and-file want him.
Millions of independents are ready to enlist
under this banner. He thinks in terms of
victory, rather than defeat.
He is the brightest symbol of the kind of
leadership. the party membership not only
seeks, but demands.
The voice of the people, we confidently believe, will be as effective in the national convention hall as in the primaries. In this
year, of all years, the popular will could not
be ignored without disastrous results. It is
destined to prevail.

Development of Hydroelectric Power
From the Niagara Falls and River by
Private Enterprise
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a resolution adopted by the
Home Builders Association of Westchester, Inc., Mount Vernon, N. Y., in
support of the Capehart-Miller bill, providing for the further development of
hydroelectric power from the Niagara
Falls and River by private enterprise.
The resolution follows:
HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION
OF WESTCHESTER, INC.,
·

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

We should like to call your attention to a
resolution adopted in support of the Capehart-Miller bill (S. 2021; H. R. 3146) at the
regular monthly meeting of this organization, held February 4, 1952.
We earnestly enlist your support of this
bill, which would permit private industry
to develop the addi tiona! electric power from
Niagara Falls made possible under the 1950
treaty with Canada.
Our local association is made up of 203
members who are engage.d in building construction, manufacturing and supplying
building materials and accessories, as well as
subcontractors, banks, architects, engineers,
and real-estate brokers.
As businessmen, we like to think of our
Government as the servant of the people
and not as a competitor advocating the use
of public funds for the elimination of our

treasured free-enterprise system. Furthermore, it makes us small-business men wonder just how much farther our Government,
both Federal and State, will encroach on
private fields of endeavor formerly established and operated by its citizens.
Again, we urge your support of the Capehart-Miller bill.
.
Very truly yours,
JAMEs E. GooK,
Secretary.

Recognition of the West
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. Tll\10THY P. SHEEHAN
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. SHEEHAN. Mr. Speaker, bearing
out the fact that America's financial
empire and the country's major financial tradings are no longer exclusively
centered in New York, is the progressive
experiment which was inaugurated by
the Midwest Stock Exchange in Chicago
and the New York Curb Exchange last
week in extending their closing time by
1 hour. Robert P. Vanderpoel, the wellknown financial editor of the Chicago
Sun-Times, · has made some interesting
observations on this innovation in the
investment and financial picture in his
editorial of May 29. The editorial is as
follows:
LONGER STOCK TRADING HoURS CALLED REC•
OGNITION OF WEST·
(By Robert P. Vandepoel)
Beginning next week the Midwest Stock
Exchange and the New York Curb Exchange
will remain open one-half hour longer each
afternoon. The closing hour will be 3:30
p . m. in New York and 2:30 p. m. in Chicago.
The extension of the trading hours is an
experiment.
If successful the New York
Stock Exchange probably will find it necessary to follow, although earlier this year
members turned down such a proposal.
During the war the Chicago Stock Exchange extended its trading period a half
hour. The venture was a failure and was
abandoned. With the broader interests of
the Midwest Stock Exchange there are those
who believe that it will be possible to conduct a successful market during the added
time even with the big board closed.
Considerable differences of opinion exist as
to the likely results of an extension of trading hours. There are those who declare that
with the market almost entirely of an investment character and facilities nowhere
near t axed during the current 5 hours of
trading, little additional business can be
expected through an extension of the trading
time.
Homer P. Hargrave, chairman of the Midwest Stock Exchange and senior Chicago
partner in the firm of Merrill, Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Beane, disagrees with this assumption. He argues that continuity of the
market is an important factor in activity and
that an extension of the trading hours thus
can be counted upon to improve the turnover and make for greater liquidity.
MIGHT PRODUCE HIGHER PRICES
Coincidentally Hargrave believes that
higher prices also will result. Personally,
I am one of those who believe that higher
prices are desirable only when the market in
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general or individual stocks in particular are
clearly underpriced.
John J. Mann, chairman of the New York
Curb, in announcing the plan for extending
the trading hours, emphasized that the move
was purely experimental, adding: "It is- the
first clear recognition by a major securities
market of the marked westward shift of our
centers of population and wealth and of the
impact of the variance of time zones within
this country on securities trading."
Unquestionably, Mann has a strong point
there. The old trading hours of 10 to 3 in
New York were 9 to 2 in Chicago and 7 to
noon on the Pacific coast. A trading period
of 11 to 5 in New York might better represent
t : e best interest of the country as a whole.
It is refreshing to know that New York at
long last is awakening to the fact that there
are other parts of the country.
Three years ago Merrill Lynch made public
a geographical break-down of its customers,
revealing that 17.7 percent were in the
Western States, 20.5 in the Midwest States,
17 in the South Central States, 22.1 in the
Southeastern and 22.7 percent in the Northeastern States.
There has probably been a further shift
toward the West in the last 3 years. The
New York Stock Exchange certainly has been
slow to recognize this trend and act in the
interest of those who make the market.
The lengthening of hours on the Midwest
Stock and the New York Curb Exchanges next
week will coincide with the beginning of the
summer period during which the exchanges
remain closed on Saturdays.
THE WAY TO CREATE NEW INVESTORS

"The best salesman for creating new investors is a currently interested, satisfied
share owner," said Charles H. Percy.
STATE CHAMBER FAVORS BIG GIVE-AWAY

The Illinois State Chamber of Commerce
is asking its members to write to their Senators and Congressmen urging them to override the anticipated Presidential veto of the
tidelands oil bill. The chamber favors giving
the $50,000,000,000 asset, which now belongs
to all the people of the United States, to the
three States-California, Louisiana, and
Texas.
I have stated that it was obscure to me why
anyone, other than the three States for purely selfish purposes and the oil companies who
might hope to make a better deal with the
States than with the Federal Government,
would favor this colossal give-away scheme
The State chamber says first that for
over 100 years it was the opinion of the legal
mlnds that the States owned these lands.
Inasmuch as the question was not raised because there was no problem until great oil
deposits were found under these lands, it is
clearly beside -the point what legal minds
may or may not have thought about a question that was never raised.
The facts are that the Supreme Court has
now ruled that these lands belong to the
Federal Government. That is the law. The
give-away advocates want Congress to change
the law. It should take very powerful reasons to persuade our representatives in
Washington to hand over willy-nilly an asset estimated to be worth $50,000,000,000.
The State chamber says in effect, "Ah, 1f
title to the tidelands is left with the Federal Government, it may later claim rights
below an navigable waters, including those
under the lakes and rivers of Illinois and that
portion of Lake Michigan within the Illinois boundaries."
The Federal Government might then, the
chamber asserts, "Confiscate State property
without the payment of just compensation."
One would gather from this argument that
the Federal Government is going around
grabbing the assets of the various States.
The facts, of course, are quite the contrary.
Three States have attempted to grab the
assets which the supreme law of the land

has declared belong to the Federal Government.
The chamber i_s doing a disservice to its
members in favoring this steal from the
American people. Its arguments attempting
to justify its position are weak and unconvincing. I should say they come very close
to being an insult to one's intelligence.

Puerto Rican Constitution
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN F. SHELLEY
OF CALIFORNIA

own Constitution, and the inspiration for
free government all over the world. Are
we to let our~:elves be construed as repudiating those principles today when we
attempt to deny to the people of Puerto
Rico the right to fully express their own
declaration of rights--a declaration fully
consonant with the Declaration of Independence?
Mr. Speaker, I deeply deplore the attempts to force removal of Puerto Rico's
bill of human rights from the new constitution. I urge on my fellow Members
of Congress the impropriety of such action on our part as completely inconsistent with our own proudest traditions
and most preciously guarded liberties.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. SHELLEY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave granted to all Members to extend
their remarks on the adoption of the new
constitution for Puerto Rico, I wish firstly to express my own great personal
pleasure at this forward step in self-government for our fellow Americans there.
This action by the Congress of the United ·
States is in line with our sound policy of
granting -the utmost possible freedom to
the peoples of those Territories and possessions dependent on us. The adoption
of the Puerto Rican Constitution should
be quickly followed by the admission of
Hawaii and Alaska to full statehood as
a further rebuke to the Communist-inspired charges of imperialism on the part
of the United States.
Secondly, I should like to address myself to the action by Congress in withholding approval for section 20 of article
II of the new constitution-the human
rights section. I am personally most
strongly opposed to requiring the Puerto
Rican people to withdraw that declaration of their ultimate aspirations. The
argument that a guaranty of the right
to work, the right to education, and the
right to social benefits has no place in a
constitution but should be the subject of
statutory enctment can hardly hold water in a Congress which has at one time
or another approved amendments to our
own Constitution banning alcoholic
liquors, and setting up new systems of
taxation. Further, I am firmly of the
opinion that it is only by positive declaration of our undivided support for these
basic essentials of a really free way of
life for the underprivileged people of the
world that we can hope to undermine the
allure of the glib promises of the Kremlin. Our refusal to support this declaration by the people of Puerto Rico is a poor
answer to their hopes for a brighter
future.
If we look back at our own history we
find preceding our Constitution a Declaration of Independence. In that timeless document the free spirit expressed
itself-not only for the colonial revolutionists who signed it, but for us today
and for our children tomorrow. In section 20 the Puerto Rican people have attempted to do much the same thing for
themselves and for their future citizens.
It gives our fellow Americans in Puerto
Rico an opportunity to proclaim their
adherence to the same kind of principles
which our forefathers pronounced for us,
and which were the foundation of our

New Russian Ambassador Should Be
Rejected
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks, I
am including a news release on the subject of the new Russian Ambassador
Georgi N. Zarubin. He is the same individual who pulled the strings on subversion in Canada. I cannot see how be can
possibly be accepted by Mr. Truman, at
this time:
In approving Russia's selection of Georgi
N. Zarubin to be the next Soviet Ambassador
to Washington, the White Hous~ and the
State Department have followed their usual
policy of kow-towing to the Reds and to
Stalin.
It was this Zarubin who was the Soviet
Ambassador to Canada in 1946 when the
Kremlin set up the huge Canadian spy ring
which operated from the Embassy in Ottawa.
Russia's spy ring in Canada secured -vital
atomic secrets through its links in both the
United States and Canada.
A Royal commission reported that Zarubin
did not know of the activities and the espionage operations of the Russian spies. Be that
as it may, nevertheless the fact is he was the
responsible diplomatic omcial in Canada.
Are we in America always expected to fall for
the old Communist trick of innocent fronts?
Just yesterday the Christian Science Monitor disclosed that Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Y. Vishinsky told a -secret United Nations conference in Paris that there were no
more atomic secrets in the world today.
This is further proof of the successful
operations of Russian spies in the United
States and Canada who worked in cooperation with Canadian and American-born Communists-traitors-while Zarubin was in
charge of all of Russia's affairs in the Dominion.
The selection of Zarubin is an insult to the
United States. It is clear, however, that the
people cannot expect anyone or any agency
of the present administration to show any
kind of backbone or any of the old, real
rugged American spunk as long as the present administration is in power. Zarubin may
be "persona grata" to Harry Truman and
Dean Acheson but he is not acceptable to the
overwhelming majority of our peop!e and I
call upon the White House and the State
Department to reverse the approval of Zarubin's appointment to Washington.
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Veto Message on the Tidelands Measure

•

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOR C. TOLLEFSON
OF WASHINGTON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. TOLLEFSON. Mr. Speaker, a taxpayer of this community, Miss E. A.
Kendall, has some very interesting comments to make about the President's veto
message on the so-called tidelands oil
measure. I hereby insert. it in the Appendix of the RECORD. for the benefit of
the Members of Congress who are interested in. the matter:
The the~e of the veto message on the socalled tidelands measure is that the whole
Nation will lose valuable resources and revenue if the individual States retain rights to
underwater resources. This whole argument
amazes me as a taxpayer for the simple
reason that the whole Nation stands to lose
far more extensive and probably richer resources and revenues in another way and
very few persons in the Government are giving heed to this point at all.
The veto message refutes itself, as it were,
when full light is thrown upon Federal indifference to Antarctic resources that should
belong to the United States citizens. It is
clearly against the national interest to maintain apathy in regard to Antarctic resources
and possibilities; yet instead of looking after
this, the Federal Government would reach
into the pockets of the States and seize resources from them. That is not only highly
irregular, it is quite unnecessary.
The tidelands measure was vetoed because
it makes a free gift of immensely valuable
resources, which belong to the entire Nation,
to the States which happen to be located
nearest to them. However, as far as this
citizen knows, there was no United States
official protest when on May 22 and 23 this
year Peron in Argentina said that Argentina
and Chile are the only countries having
rights in Antarctica, his contention presumably being on the basis of contiguity or
being located nearest to them-that is, nearest to the riches of the Antarctic. Why does
the Federal Government, the administration,
think location of resources does not relate
to possession in the one case and make no
protest in the other case? Bath are of im·
portance to the United States taxpayer's
pocketbook.
Again, the Canadian Almanac and Directory, 1950, says the main portion of Antarctica is under the authority of the Commonwealth of Australia. Yet, while Australia is
closer to Antarctica than the United States
and can base some claim on that point, why
d oes the administration not protest that
that is no reason for Australian claims to
Antarctic resources, if the administration
believes nearness to the resources in North
America on the part of certain States is no
reason for possession?
(The above points are not meant to promot e Argentina or any other claims, but
merely to spotlight the old argument in the
·veto message.)
Maybe the United States refrains from
claiming her rightful Antarctic resources because she is distant, yet it is held that her
own States shall not claim their offshore
resources because they are located nearest
to them. There is something all wrong
wit h the thinking here. There seems to be
a turning in upon itself of a great Nation,
rath er than an expanding, a natural growth,
a courageous development ()f new resources
available to it under its own rightful herit age through the work of its own explorers.
There are vast new frontiers. It is not nee-

essary to feel a sense of bondage or limitation. It is not necessary to resort to an
unnatural twisting of facts and traditions to
secure new resources and revenues.
"Robbery in broad daylight" and on a
supercolossal scale is perpetuated by the
administration when Antarctic lands rightfully belonging to the United States citizens
are not protected for these citizens, but
rather are tentatively offered to the United
Nations or to a condominium administration (see State Department press release No.
689 of August 28, 1948).
Moreover, we have before us during the
same week as the veto, the Bonn peace treaty
with Germany. Our Nation has given lives
and money to humble an aggressor twice in
a generation, yet when an agreement which
is to all intents and purposes the peace
treaty is signed with the only responsible
political body of that conquered country,
the United States permits said country to
retain rights to a great tract of Antarctic territory upon which the flags and emblems of
the conquered nation rest today, so that
with returning sovereignty the conquered
nation has full permission apparently to
pursue her Antarctic interests. (Not having
a copy of this deeply hidden text I am relying on the digest available May 26, 1952.)
So, with respect to the tidelands veto, it may
be asked, How can that veto be based sincerely on a desire for revenues for the United
States citizens as a whole when these same
citizens see a nation they have twice conquered receive on a silver platter a huge
tract potentially rich in resources?-not that
that particular tract would otherwise belong
to United States citizens, but its disposition
and future revenues from it might well be
arranged to the advantage of United States
citizens in lifting the heavy burden of foreign
aid. But, no, that has not been done and
the Federal Government persists in reaching
for the States' treasures "in the national
interest."
The veto message says that the offshore
lands are enormously valuable and a
priceless national heritage and that there
seems "no good reason for the Federal Government to make an outright gift, for the
benefit of a few coastal States, of property
worth billions of dollars-property interests
which belong to 155 million people."
This is substantially the argument that
should be used for pressing United States
claims to her rightful Antarctic territory.
By not doing so, this Nation is making an
outright gift to foreign nations of property
interests worth billions of dollars which
belong to all the people of the United States.
Stewardship is in truth a function of the
Federal Government, but the performance
needs redirection.
Miss E. A. KENDALL.

Should Let Them Go Ahead
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives an editorial as it appeared in
the Morning Gazette, Billings, Mont.,
March 24, 1952. The editorial follows:
SHOULD LET THEM Go AHEAD
Private utility interest~ are ready and willing to invest $350,000,000 in a hydroelectric

plant at Niagara Falls. New York. and Federal Government leaders refuse to grant the
necessary permission. Those leaders insist
that the plant be built with public funds .
In one case, whichever government finances
the enterprise would receive absolutely nothing in taxes. In the other, several million
dollars a year would be paid by the owners
of private built plant into a public treasury. The claim made in favor of public
ownership is that it would protect the users
of electric energy generated by the plant
from being robbed by a power monopoly.
This despite the fact that utility charges
are fixed by public-service agencies of State
and Federal Governments. It is just another phase of the unceasing fight between
advocates of a socialistic system of government and the proponents of private enterprise.

Korean Sink Hole: There Will Be No
Victory in This Political War
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker under leave to extend my remarks, I am including an article by an
outstanding journalist, Mr. John s.
Knight, editor of the Chicago Daily
News, and which appeared in his paper
on May 31. Mr. Knight analyzes the situation clearly and I recommend it to the
attention of all Members of this House:
KOREAN WAR DRAGS ON WITHOUT HOPE OF
VICTORY
On Friday, most of our 48 States observed
Memorial Day, a day set aside to honor the
memory of those war veterans who gave their
lives that the Nation might live.
In modern times, Memorial Day, or Decoration Day as it is inappropriately called, has
become a sports holiday rather than a period
of sober . reflection.
The true purpose of the day has ·been engulfed in waves of pleasure and commercialism.
We like to believe that our sons have not
died in vain, that their heroism in the wars
of the Republic has preserved and strengthened our national heritage.
Still, as we recall such slogans as "making
the world safe for democracy" and "saving
the free world against communism," the
sonorous cliches of our holiday orators resound emptily from a thousand microphones.
Their messages reveal little of the resolute courage for which Americans have long
been noted. They tend, instead, to represent
a mass apologia for expediency and indecision as exemplified by our faltering and
bungling course of action in Korea.
FAR EASTERN POLICY GUIDED BY EXPEDIENCY
The Korean war is nearing its second anniversary.
It has been an epic of dP.ath and destruction invited by the failure of our statesmanship and written in the blood of 108,977
American casual ties.
The records show that the failure of American policy in the Far East must be attributed
to expediency rather than ignorance. The
Russian design for world conquest has always included China, Korea, Japan, and India with utili~ation of their manpower and
raw materials.
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In November of 1944, Gen. Douglas Macwho testified that "Korea is not part of our
strategic long-range defense."
Arthur advised Washington:
Statements such as these, coming from
"The history of the world will be written
men who held important positions within
1n the Pacific for the next 10,000 years. The
our Government, were an open invitation to
lands touching the Pacific with their milwar and the North Koreans struck with full
lions of inhabitants will determine the course
force on June 25, 1950.
of history. stalin also knows this Pacific
picture and while fighting in Europe is actuAt that moment, President Truman, withaUy looking over his shoulder toward Asia.'"
out consulting Geu~ral MacArthur, reversed
our declared ·foreign policy and ordered MacIn May 1945, Averell Harriman said that
Arthur to give the .Republic of Korea cover
"in Stalin's view the only satisfactory govand support. A .few. days later, American
ernment for Korea would unquestionably be
troops were in Korea, and the rest is tragic
a Bolshevik or Soviet government."
history.
Still, at the Potsdam conference in July
President Truman was warmly comof 1945, it was agreed that both Russia and
mended in the summer of 1950 for moving
the United States would share the responsipromptly to halt Communist aggression.
billty for the surrender of the Japanese
But, either through ignorance or chararmles in Korea. This agreement resulted
in the now famous decision by the military
acteristic stubbornness, be failed to correctly
to draw an arbitrary line at the thirty-eighth
appraise the Communists' strength. What
parallel, with the Russians operating north
w· s launched as a mere police action has
since proved to be one of the most costly
of the boundary and the Americans south
and bloody wars In American history.
·
of it.
In his book Seven Decisions That Shaped
Even when General MacArthur held the
initiative, he was forbidden to use his air
History, Sumner Welles offers this revealing
power against the vulnerable areas of Mancomment:
churia from which the Communists were
"I am told this line was fixed because
being supplied with arms.
it seemed convenient. Certainly it was fixed
by officials with no knowledge of what they
The State Department was determined not
were doing. • * • It is important to reto risk an operi break with Russia, but its
member that this step was not taken upon
restraining hand also removed any hope of
the initiative of the Soviet Union. The mis-· ultimate victory.
take might well have been corrected by proper
Under these conditions, MacArthur sought
remedial action. Yet neither the White
a truce in the field. One day later, he was
House, the State Department, nor the War
relieved of his command.
Department moved until it was .far too late.
But within 4 months, when a spokesman
The artificial barrier thus set up in Korea
for the Soviet Union suggested that truce
rapidly became • • • an impermeable
talks be held, we began negotiating with the
barrier."
enemy, and have been doing so futilely ever
When Russia entered the war against
since.
Japan only a few days before the Japs ofRUSSIANS SATiSFH:D TO BLEED AMERICA
fered to surrender, Russian troops immediOur early objective of unifying the Koately invaded North Korea while elements
reans as a free people has long since been
of the American forces moved into South
forgotten.
Korea.
Our military leaders no longer talk of
But, as Alice Widener writes in the Amerivictory. ·
can Mercury, "The Russians had a plan; we
For political reasons, the administration
did not. Thus Korean Communists, who had
1s seeking any kind of a truce, no matter how
been training in Moscow even before the war
shameful
or degrading it may be.
started, moved in with Russian troops and
The disgraceful prl:son riots on Koje Island
at once organized a Communist 'Korean Peoare a direct result of civilian intervention
ple's Interim Committee.' "
by the State Department lnto a military
In a situation where there was no comproblem.
mon command, Lt. Gen. John R. Hodge, of
While our representatives at the truce
the United States forces, attempted to offset
talks were being insulted and abused for
Russian looting and infiltration by forming
months upon end, the Communists suca Korean Advisory Council with the assistceeded in building up their strength to the
ance of the Korean Democratic Party.
point where there is no lo:n,ger any chance
From then on, North and South Korea
for
us to launch a successful offensive.
were divided both militarily and politically
The United States forces are outnumbered
with the Communists forming the People's
tn the air and on the ground.
Democratic Republic of Korea and the fol.U. S. News & World Report says in its
lowers of Syngman Rhee establlshing the
current issue that the war itself will drag
Republic of Korea, which was immediately
on, with no true, no big offensive, no try for
recognized by the United States and the
. _a win, just slow, draggy fighting and no end
United Nations.
1n sight.
When the United Nations ordered all forThat means continued fighting for half a
eign troops out of Korea, both the Russians
million American youths; casualties averagand the Americans complied, but the Coming 1,000 a month; plane losses of about 1,000
munists had a well-trained army in North
a year and a dollar cost ot $7,500,000,000 a.
Korea while the official Korean Republic posyear.
sessed only a constabulary force equipped
Such a bleeding operation can go on for
with small weapons.
years. Some military authorities predict 10
The Congress of the United States approyears of inconclusive confiict.
·
priated $10,000,000 for military assistance to
During the first 2 years of war in Korea,
South Korea but when the Communists at1,000,000 families have had sons in that war
tacked in June of 1950, only $200 worth of
zone; 17,000 American boys have been killed
signal wire had actually arrived.
1p.
action and $15,000,000,000 has been spent.
OFFICIAL STATEMENTS AN INVITATION TO ATTACK
And what actually has been achieved?
On the diplomatic side, our judgment was
Containment of Russia or Communism?
even worse. In several speeches, Secretary
Not at all
of State Dean Acheson dismissed Korea as of
Russian-directed Communist forces can
no particular importance, stating that our
stage an end run around Korea any time
defense perimeter "runs along the Aleutians
they choose and push ahead to richer reto Japan and then goes to the Ryukyus.''
:wards.
Senator Tom CoNNALLY, chairman of the
But it suits the Soviet Union to pin down
·Senate Foreign Relations Committee, shared
most of our battle-trained troops 1n Korea.
Acheson's view as d~d. Gen. Omar Bradley.
and drain our economic atrength.

Having gotten into this mess through a
combination of political expediency and fat.
headed diplomacy, how do we extricate ourselves?
Even though we stay in Korea, there can •
be no victory.
If we pull out at this stage, we are admitting defeat and probably wrecking the effort
to build a defense army in Europe.
There seems to be no solution in sight.
But, as angered and frustrated individuals,
we can at least express our feelings at the
polls next November.
JOHN

S.

KNIGHT.

Further Development of the Niagara Falls
and River
EXTENSION OP REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. 1\fiLLER of New Yo1·k.
Mr.
Speak~r, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a resolution which was
adopted by local No. 310, International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Utica, N. Y .• at its Flebruary 19, 1952,
meeting, in support of the Capehart~
Miller bill for the development of hydroelectric power from the Niagara Falls
and River by private enterprise. The
resolution follows:
Whereas more water is available for electrical energy from the Niagara River equivalent to 1,000,000 kilowatts; and
Whereas the five privately owned New York
State electric companies which have exper.ience, engineering knowledge, and financial
resources are willing to undertake this work
of developing this. water power at no extra
cost to the taxpayer and make substantial
contribution to Federal, State, and local
taxes; and
Whereas the five mentioned New York State
electric companies serve practically all of
New York State, and whose 46,000 employees
have the experience and knowledge for such
an undertaking. and these companies can do
the Job at no cost to the taxpayer; and
Whereas an estimated $23,000,000 a year in
taxes will be paid on this development, in
addition to the $160,000,000 Federal, State,
and local taxes which are now paid; and
Whereas the International Brotherhood of
Electrlca~ Workers, Local Union No. 310, comprised of 700 members, enjoy satisfactory
wage and working conditions with the Niagara Mohawk Power Corp., Utica district,
which is a private enterprise: Be it
Resolved, That the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local Union No.
310, Utica, N. Y., urges passage of the Capehart-Miller (private enterprise bill for Niagara power development); further
Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be
sent to every member of the Committee on
Public Works in the United States Senate
and House of Representatives and to each
United States Senator and Member of the
House of Representatives.
LAWRENCE McLAUGHLIN,

President, Local Union No. 310~
International Brotherhood of Elec•
trical Workers.

RoY F. CARAHER,
Recording Secretary. Local Union.
No. 310, International Brotherhood oj Electrical Wo1·kers.
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Edgar Ansel Mowrer Commends on Con·
gressman Henry Jackson's Speech on
Atomic Weapons
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MIKE MANSFIELD
OF MONTANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent, I am inserting
in the RECORD the commentary of the
well-known and highly respected Edgar
Ansel Mowrer on the speech on national
·security delivered by our colleague, the
Honorable HENRY JACKSON of Washington, on the floor of the House on
June 5, 1952.
Congressman JACKSON's speech was
outstanding in its clarity, its knowledge,
and its effectiveness. It was particularly
important at this time and I know the
Congress will, as always, give every
consideration to what he had to say. The
gentleman from Washington is to be
commended for his statesmanship and
foresight as well as for the fine service
he has consistently rendered in behalf of
our country:
ON WoRLD AFFAIRs
(By Edgar Ansel Mowret)
SAVE DOLLARS ON ARMS, LOSE NATIONAL
SECURITY
The stream 6! protest rising throughout
the United States against American military
leaders who lag behind the Communist bloc
1n the armament race reached a new crescendo in the House of Representatives last
week.
Then Congressman HENRY M. JACKSON, a
quiet and competent lawyer from Everett,
Wash., arose and charged these military leaders with not wanting "all the atomic and
hydrogen weapons we can have." They are,
he revealed, asking for an appropriation
adequate to maintain only a "half-way program" "half what we can do and even the half
is not to go forward at top speed."
"Last fall I stood on this spot," Mr. JACK•
soN stated, "and called it unthinkable that
we should manufacture fewer atomic weap·
ons than we are able to. And now the unthinkable is about to happen."
Something is wrong

As a good administration Democrat (most
of the time) , Congressman JACKSON insisted
that there is nothing wrong with our mili·
tary leaders. But there is something the
matter with our plans for defending the free
world. There is something very, very wrong
when-despite our industrial and scientific
preeminence-we can do little more than try
to keep up with Russian military progress.
There is something amiss, terribly amiss,
when our military say: "No, we do not want
nearly as many atomic and hydrogen weapons as the Atomic Energy Commission can
give us."
Moreover, Representative JACKSON, as one
of the 18 members of the Joint Congressional
committee on Atomic Energy, knows exactly
what he is talking about and the other United
States Representatives know that he knows.
All-out atomic program needed

He asked the House to vote about $7,000,·
000,000 to be spent over a period of several
years for an all-out atomic program. Atomic
weapons are, in terms of effect, the cheapest
that can be built. Atomic power alone has
deterred the U. S. S. R. in the past. Atomio

and hydrogen weapons will slowly replace
expensive conventional armaments to a very
consi.d erable extent. "Up until now our preeminence in atomic firepower has canceled
out Russia's superiority in conventional firepower and numbers of men under arms."
Yet "at this very moment, the Kremlin has
more-far more-people working at its
atomic program than we have in ours.
• • *" It requires no access to top-secret
1nteligence reports to realize that the day is
coming when Communist rulers will have
an entire family of atomic weapons of its
own. • • • "Russia may beat us in the
race for hydrogen supremacy. Today Moscow outstrips us in raw manpower and conventional firepower. If we falter, tomorrow
will see Moscow outstrip us in atomic and
hydrogen firepower as well."
Terrifying picture

All in all, Mr. JACKSON painwd a terrifying
picture.
To paraphrase Mr. JACKSON, there was
something the matter when a United States
President refused to increase the air arm
from 45 to 70 groups, as Congress had
voted.
There was something very wrong when
our leaders meekly acquiesced in the loss
of air supremacy to our deadly enemies, the
Communists, in the name of false economy.
And there is something amiss, terribly
amiss, when a civilian patriot like Mr. JACK•
SON has to plead with his fellow legislators
and the military planners to maintain that
atomic preponderance which is our last
shield.
Mr. JACKSON may feel sure of the competence of the present Joint Chiefs of Staff.
- But all over the country, simple citizens are
beginning to wonder.

War Prisoners To Be Paid
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOSEPH P. O'HARA
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following editorial
from the Wadena (Minn.) Pioneer Journal dated April 10, 1952, entitled "War
Prisoners To Be Paid":
WAR PRISONERS To BE PAID
Congress has provided that Americans who
were war prisoners in Germany and Japan
shall be paid for the forced labor they performed. They were brutally treated, half
starved, and never paid, although both guilty
nations had subscribed· to the rules of war
which require captors to pay prisoners for
labor.
The money to pay these American veterans
will come from enemy funds in custody of
the United States.
The State Department, taking orders from
Truman and Acheson, did not wish to use
this alien-property fund to pay war-prisoner
veterans and their families. The Department urged Congress to hand over the money
to holders of German and Japanese bondsspeculators who bought up worthless securities of bankrupt nations and then pulled
wires successfully with the Acheson crowd,
inducing them to ask Congress to order these
bonds paid at face value.
Everybody remembers General Wain·
wright, hero of Corregidor, who fell into
captivity and was brutally treated. He is a
type of the forgotten veteran-forgotten by

Truman and Acheson. The thousands of
former war prisoners now to be paid off,
thanks to Congress, are among the voters who
have good reason to throw out the Truman·1tes and Achesonites and replace them with
real Americans.
Minnesotans are noting that JosEPH P.
O'HARA, of Glencoe, Representative from the
second district, was active in committee and
on the floor of the House, working for passage of the bill that does justice to former
war prisoners who would have been robbed
if the State Department had been able to
hoodwink Congress. Mr. O'HARA deserves
the thanks of all former war prisoners and
of veterans generally, for the reason that
the bill he worked for establishes a precedent
that may prevent suffering and injustice
hereafter to veterans who may fall into
enemy hands.

Consumer Credit: Regulation W
EXTENSION OF REMARKS.
OF

HON. BURNET R. MAYBANK
OF SOUTH CAROLIN A
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. MAYBANK. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a letter
dated May 29, 1952, addressed to me by
Mr. Francis J. Myers, counsel for the
National Foundation for Consumer
Credit.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.,
as follows: ·
MAY 29, 1952.

Hon. BURNET R. MA YBANK,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR SENATOR .MAYBANK: On Monday,
May 19, I appeared before the House Banking
and Currency Committee as counsel for the
National Foundation for Consumer Credit
and requested the committee to delete from
the Defense Production Act that part of title
6, which provides the underlying legislative
authority upon which regulation W rests.
That was the only purpose for my appearance before the committee and my entire
testimony was devoted to that purpose.
In my testimony I made reference to statements which Governor Arnall had recently
made before a business group, and you will
find that reference on pages 5 and 6 of my
statement, a copy of which is enclosed. At
the bottom of page 6 I indicated the reason
for that reference, namely, that the Federal
Reserve Governors were apparently quoting
from the same erroneous data as was the
Governor. I then continued my argument
against regulation W and the legislative
authority upon which the regulation was
based.
The reports in the press of my appearance
before the House Banking and Currency
Committee dealt only with my references to
the erroneous data which Governor Arnall
had used in his talk with the business group
the week before. Taking this statement of
mine out of context, it would appear that I
was arguing for the repeal of price controls.
Nothing could be further from the truth,
for I am convinced that there is still need
for such controls, particularly when the full
impact upon our economy of the Government's tremendous expenditures for military
materiel has not yet been felt.
Quotations out of context of~times result
1n implications that were never intended by
the writer, and that is certainly true in this,
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instance. I bring this to your attention :for
the reason that it occurred to me someone
might quote me as being against the continuation of price controls during the floor
aebate on the Defense Production Act.
With kindest personal regards and hoping
to see you in the near future, believe me to be
Sincerely yours,
FRANCIS

J. MYERS,

The Steel Seizure Decision
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE MEADER
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE

0~

REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. MEADER. · Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following editorial
from the Jackson Citizen-Patriot, Jackson, Mich .• of Thursday, June 3, 1952:
THE

SUPREME CoURT' STRIKES
Fai:EDOM.

A

BLOW

FOR

In the steel seizure decision the Supreme
Court of the United states struck a blow for
freedom which wm ring down through
history.
The decision will take its proper place ln
the annals of America beside McCulloch v.
Maryland, which established the principle of
implied powers of Congress, and the Dred
Scott decision which almost destroyed public
confidence m the Supreme Court.
The steel strike, called within minutes
after the decision, is a great tragedy for
America, but is much less of a catastrophe
than the destruction of constitutional rights,
which would have resulted had the high
court sustained President Truman's assumption of inherent powers to seize private
property without due process of law.
These words of the opinion will be remembered long after the steel strike is forgotten:
"In the framework of our Constitution,
the President's power to see that the laws
are faithfully executed refutes the idea that
he is a lawmaker."
The decision · put&. the President in his
place.
It does not deny the Government the
power to deal with the emergency presented
by the steel strike.
The President still has the Taft-Hartley
law to use in stopping the strike.
The Congress stnl has the right to pass
laws giving the President the power to take
steps--including seizure-to put the steel
mills back into operation.
The court ruled only on the President's
claim to "inherent powers,'' and verified the
language of the Constitution, which makes
Congress the law-making body of the Federal
Government.
It sustained the validity of tlie system of
checks and balances which is the key to the
American fOl'm of representative government.
The decision reinforces the basic principle of American freedom: That this is a
government of laws, not men.
This case fills a. void in the judicial rulings
on the powers of the di1ferent branches of
Government. It is an essential corollary to
McCulloch v. Maryland.
That pioneer decision, written by Chief
Justice Marshall, expanded the power . of
Congress to enact laws not specifically provided for in the Constitution.
The implied powers of Congress have been
stretched and abused, but the sword of the

Supreme Court :always hangs over the · legislative branch, ready to cut swiftly when the
abuses become too great. A case in point
1s the NRA decision.
From time to time the Court baa ruled
on Executive powers, but never has there
been such a. clear-cut case as that presented
by the steel seizure.
Other Presidents have wandered into the
field of "inherent powers" without being re-buked by the Court as has Mr. Truman.
Franklin D. Roosevelt took broad liberties
under the Constitution, but was skillful in
avoiding a show-down. His seizure of the
North American Aviation Co. plant probably
was unconstitutional, but the Nation was in
great danger, and there was evidence that the
aviation strike was Communist-inspired. His
powers were not tested.
President Truman's handling of the steel
seizure was such that a court test could not
be avoided. He forced a showdown on the
matter of Presidential powers in an emergency and forced the Court to rule that lawmaking power is "entrusted to the Congress
alone both in good times and bad." Incidentally, this decision comes :from a New
Deal-appointed Court.
In recent years the public has come to look
upon the President as holding special powers
in a time of emergency. The Court holds
that this is not true.
·
This portion of the opinion has many precedents. As early as 1871 the Supreme Court
held that the existence of a state of war does
not abridge the freedom of the citizen and
his right to normal procedure. In United
States . v. Russell, the Court held that
the constitutional rights of property must be
respected. The principle applies in the steel
seizure case.
America will survive the steel strike, tragic
as it may be. The Government still has
power to deal with it or that almost forgotten
institution. collective bargaining, may be
revived.
But America might not survive the estab·
lishment of a government of men such as the
President demanded-unwittingly perhaps-in his claim of dictatorial powers.
The Supreme Court has erected a new and
solid barrier against dictatorship within the
framework of a Constitution, which was
drawn 165 years ago for the specific purpose
of ending in America for all time the tyranny
of government by men instead of laws.
There are those who would risk· the precedent of a Presidential seizure leading no one
knows where to the suffering, inconvenience,
and danger of a strike in );he steel industry.
But they would trade our entire system of
government with the protection and the liberty which it grants for the treatment of a
tempotary m.
.
To them the Supreme Court might well
have quoted Benjamin Franklin: "Those who
would give up essential liberty to purchase a
little temporary safety deserve neither
liberty nor safety."

Memorial Day Address of Bon. Claude .I.
Bakewell, of Missouri
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

BON. THOMAS B. CURTIS
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. .CURTIS of Missouri. Mr. Speak·
er, pursuant to unanimous conSent.to ef(•
tend ·my ren;tarks, I pre~ent herewith, a.
talk made by my colleague the gentle"'

man from Missouri the Honorable
CLAUDE L BAKEWELL, in St. Lou1s on
Memorial Day, May 30, at the St. Louis
Soldiers M.emorial at the observance of
Memorial Day under the sponsorship of
the Memorial Day Observance Commit..
tee, which is as follows:
Mr. Chairman, we are gathered here today
on a solemn occasion. It is also an occasion of sadness for those whose loved ones
have given their lives in the defense of their
country. We can feel a sense of genuine
pride-pride in the men and women of the
United States who, unmindful of personal
difficulties or hardships, will stand shoulder
to shoulder for the defense of the United
States, our constitutional form of government, and the freedom which it guarantees.
Too often under the stress of the daily
problems which beset us we are apt to forget the great sacrifices which have been
made ·by our forebears at Bunker Hill, Yorktown, and Brandywine, at the Battle of Lake
Erie, at the Alamo, at Bull Run, at Santiago
Hill, in the Argonne Forest, and halfway
around the world from Bastogne to Attu
and to Guadalcanal, and at the Battle of
Midway in · World War II. It is appropriate
that we should pause amidst the turmoil of
the fight for existence and think of the sacrifices which have been made in order that
we, the living, may stand here today and
freely express our views without fear of
censorship by a state police force. Too many
of us take our heritage too lightly and for
granted. It is not given to us by divi~e
right. It must be fought for in order to be
won. It must be fought for in order to be
preserved.
At the end of World· WE¥L ·II many of us
became complacent and thought that the
last enemy of freedom and of. constitutional
government had been eliminated from the
earth. How wrong we were. Today we find
ourselves confronted with a. threat to our
way of life and to our freedom more mei,lacing and more powerful than has ever confronted us before. . Seven years is a short
time in the history of nations. And yet in
seven short years we h~ve watched this
threat, this menace to us, to our families,
and to all we hold dear grow in potency
while we complacently stood by and . disarmed.
Victory in World War II was won by all
Americans of every race, of every creed, by
our allies, and freedom-loving people everywhere. To those charged with the responsibility for our Government and for world
affairs, we entrusted a. legacy of peace won
at a terrific cost in life, sacrifice, and suffering. The fact that we are ~enaced today
indicates that our hopes were somewhat too
optimistic. It is not my Intention on
this occasion to indict the custodians of the
peace and of our well-being. I would like
only to pay tribute to those who have sacrificed their lives in order that we may be free
·and to emphasize to you that freedom can
be retained only by continuing vigilance.
Aggressive world communism is a dynamic
force. More than that, it is a philosophy of
government which can never achieve its objective until all men are subjected to the
will of an all-powerful state. I say all men
advisedly. The concept of aggressive world
communism embraces every creature in the
world. Its goal can never be achieved until
·an governments are subjected to and dominated by its all-powerful will. As evidence
of the fact that communism seeks world
domination, I would like to quote a. statement made by Lenin: "We live • • • not
only in a state but a system of states, and
the existence of the Soviet Republic side by
side· with. the imperialist states (1. e., nonCommunist states) for a long time is unthinkable. In the end. either one or the
other will conquer. And until that end
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comes, a series of the most terrible collisions
Ratification of the Puerto Rican
between the Soviet Republic and the bour- .
Constitution
geois states is inevitable."
Stalin, Lenin's heir, said: "Thus in the
course of further development of internaEXTENSION OF REMARKS
tional revolution, two centers will form on a
OF
world scale. • • • The struggle of these
two centers for the possession of the world
will decide the fate of capitalism and comRESIDENT COMMISSIONER FROM PUERTO RICO
munism in the whole world."
Just as we have a Bible, so do the ComIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
munists. Their bible is the writings and
Monday, Jurie 9, 1952
the utterances of Marx, of Lenin, and of
Stalin. When Hitler, while a prisoner, wrote
Mr.
FllRNOS-ISERN.
Mr. Speaker,
Mein Kampf and set out a complete blueon May 28 the free world watched while
print of everything that Nazism sought to
the House of Representatives passed
achieve, people wouldn't listen. They said
House Joint Resolution 430, ratifying the
that such a program was unrealistic and
fantastic. They labeled the utterances of
Constitution of the Commonwealth of
Hitler as the fulminations of a madman, and
Puerto Rico. ·· House Joint Resolution
yet everything that Hitler stated as his ob430 will give full self-government to th'e
jective in Mein Kampt came ~loae to realizaPuerto Rican . people who for 54 years
tion. Had the Facist powers won Wprld War
have lived and who will continue to live
II, we would have today in reality all the
under the American fiag.
things that Hitler advocate¢[ in Mein Kampf.
The impact of this legislation will be
So let us not be blind. Let us not be
tremendous. Spanish-speaking peoples
fooled again. Let us not shed American
blood needlessly.
everywhere are very. much aware of its
We will never start a war. That is against
great significance.
our principles and against our traditions.
On June 2, 1952, there appeared in
That is one of the pri.ces which we must pay
El Mundo, a leading newspaper in
for a free representative form of GovernPuerto Rtco, an editorial in connection
ment. But let us not mislead the potential
with the Hou~e approval of House Joint
enemy by being weak and vacillating. He
Resolution 430 which I believe will be of
knows that the free peoples of the world
interest to all the Members. Under
possess the inherent power of defeating an
unanimous consent to extend my reaggressor. He will start his aggression only
when he is confident we have lost the will
marks in the RECORD, I include the
and the capacity to fight in defense of our
editorial:
liberties.
THE HOUSE AND THE CONSTITUTION
We are faced with that awful dilemma. We
The proposed Constitution for the Comare confronted with ever-increasing taxes
monwealth of Puerto Rico was passed a few
and threatened insolvency of our Governdays ago by the House of Representatives of
ment. The easy way out would be to econothe
United States. The document is now
mize on our defense establishment. We must
not take the easy way out. On the other · pending action in the Senate.
In giving its approval to the constitution,
hand, we cannot go into full mobilization,
written and confirmed electorally by Puerto
as that would be ruinous of our economy.
Ricans, the House made two reservations.
The difficult problem,ls timing and balance.
It did not give its approval to section 20 of
There is no magic formula. The answer lies
article II of the constitution, the final sec1n a reasonable approach by intelligent and
tion in the bill of rights. The House, morefair-minded men. For Congress at this time
over,
asked the Puerto Rican people to modify
to make a serious cut-back in defense apsection 5 of the same article to the end that
propriations would, I fear, be fatal. It
it will be understood clearly that there will
would be a mistake which would have to be
be no prohibition of .the functtonin:: of eleredeemed in the blood of free men throughmentary schools established by nongovernout the world.
mental agencies.
We, as a Nation, have been blessed by God.
The House took another action in relation
We have a land that is possessed of greater
to the constitution, one which has not been
natural resources than any equal area of the
given the importance it merits here on the
world's surface. We are an enlightened,
island. The House rejected overwhelmingly
intelligent people who have the highest
an amend~ent proposed by Representative
standard of living and the highest standard
MEADER, of Michigan, an amendment that
of education ever known in the history of
would have read as follows: "Provided, That
world civilization. We must utilize these
nothing herein contained should be underassets lest we lose them. During the constood as being an irrevocable delegation,
tinuing threat of aggressive world commutransfer, or release of the powers of Congress,
nism we must remain strong. We must seek
as stated in article 4, section 3, of the Conand fortify potential allies, the free peoples
stitution of the United States."
of the world. We must put our own house
There are some on the island who have
1n order and utilize our skills and education
advanced the conclusion that the House of
Representatives, in making the two reservaand training and intelligence in order to
tions referred to above, have brought hustrike the desired balance between defense
miliation and harm on Puerto Rico.
and a balanced budget.
This paper did not rush to form an opinion
It has been a privilege and an honor to
on this matter, but waited until it could
speak to you today and to memorialize the
better
understand and weigh the circumuntold thousands of American dead who
stances under which the constitution and
have been willing to sacrifice everything,
the two reservations were passed by the
including their lives, in order that we might
House.
enjoy the heritage of freedom. Ours is a
After having studied the text of the debate,
sacred trust. Let us conduct ourselves in
and after having received other information
such a manner that we may pass on this
on the attitudes that prevailed in Congress
priceless heritage to our children and to
in relation to the Puerto Rican document,
yet unborn future generations. May it be
we are convinced that the way in which the
said of us by them that we were good
House passed the constitution showed nothstewards. May God bless our efforts and
ing amounting to contempt or bummaguide us on the way.
tion of the people of Puerto Rico.
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On the contrary, we believe that the Members of Congress, especially those who are on
the committee responsible for studying and
making recommendations on the Puerto
Rican Constitution, have demonstrated an
enormous interest in the welfare of our
island and have given testimony of their
great desire of promoting that welfare.
The debate that developed on the constitution left no doubt that the Congressmen
gave great importance to the project. The
speeches that were made revealed that effort
had been made to understand the situation
of the island better and that very close looks
had been taken of the different aspects involved in the approval of the document.
The words of the Congressmen, even of
those who offered amendments to the document, are spiced with repeated eulogies for
the people of Puerto Rico. Moreover, it is
clear that there prevailed a desire to respect
in fundamentals and in every way possible
the intentions of the Puerto Rican people.
The idea that Congress should not make
nor propose amendments to the constitution,
but should limit itself to determining if law
600 had been complied with, and in accord
with this approve or reject the document,
has prevailed in some sectors of opinion on
the island. This idea was also robustly defended in the House by those Congressmen
who believe in absolute insular autonomy in
local matters, and who wanted to see the
constitution passed with no amendments
whatsoever.
.
We do not believe that there has been
error, and much less, offense, in the cour.s e
that was finally followed. It would have
been easy for the House to have rejected the
document and to have postponed all action
on the case of Puerto Rico. Instead, an effort
was made in the direction of constructive
action for the good of the island, for the
good relations between Puerto Rico and the
continent, and for the good of the position of
the United States in the Americas and in the
rest of the world.
Not to have accepted the constitution, at
this time, would have appeared, indeed, as a
rebuff to the island. It was accepted, with
slight reservations, but care was taken to
establish clearly that this same course of
action had been previously taken in cases
of the constitutions of States, which certainly have autonomy and full rights in their
internal affairs. It was also emphasized that
the purpose of the people of Puerto Rico in
framing section 20 was not one with communistic or socialistic ends, but, rather, a recognition of ideals that, in practice, function in
the States of the Union. Nevertheless, it was
decided to eliminate the section to avoid
wrong interpretations, at this moment
when the world is bristling with explicable
susceptibilities in the matter of extremist
ideologies. And, so far as modifications to
section 5 go, no one questioned the Puerto
Rico purpose in writing the section 3 which
never was intended to eliminate private
schools. All that is proposed is that the idea
of the section be better expressed.
We believe that, on this occasion, the
House has made an effort, even greater than
that it made when it passed Law 600, to correspond to the desires of Puerto Rico and to
stimulate the island to continue making use
of its own initiative to face its problems,
political and otherwise.
The Meader amendment, which would have
stressed the right of Congress to annul insular determinations, did not prosper. The
House thus rendered tr~bute to the desires
of Puerto Ricans to manage local affairs, and
recognized the good faith of the island to act
within the framework of Law 600, of the Constitution of the United States, and of the
pact agreed upon. This is the time when
there has been expressed in the Congress of
the United States the greatest respect toward the will of the people of Puerto Rico.
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It is, then, clear that there has been no
Proposition B is the name of the measure that would force upon the taxpayers at
purpose of minimizing the Puerto Rican Conleast a $205,000,000 burden to build 10,000
stitution, but rather of putting it to work
Government-owned · and operated housing
rapidly and of avoiding conflicts. The Resiunits.
dent Commissioner, Dr. FERN6s-IsERN, exEverybody knows we are an overtaxed
pressed his conformity with the course o!
·
Nation already. If we are going to spend
action that was taken.
this kind of money, just where do we get it?
Later information shows that the amendAt a time when the most patriotic thing we
ments referred to will have to go to a refcan do is to save Government money, is it
erendum in · Puerto Rico. The people will
have the same opportunity as they had be- · justifiable to spend hundreds of millions f<?r
public-housing projects? You not only are
fore with the whole text of the constitution.
asked to spend tax money to build public
The island, in all dignity, can reject or achousing, but then you must help pay the
cept the changes.
rent of the families living in them for the
We hope now that the Senate of the
next 40 years.
United States will show the same interest
Here are the facts:
as has the House, and that it will act on the
1. Public housing is pure socialism: The
bill soon. So that the island will not be
Government would own the land, bulld the
slighted in a thing to which it has devoted
units, collect the rent, select the favored
so much determination. So that those few
tenants, decide how much or how little
obstructionists, who have acted solely on
rent the tenants pay, and decide how much
personal motives, may not boast of a preof the rent you must pay in tax subsidy.
tended triumph.
That is socialism, pure and simple.
2. It will increase taxes by hundreds of
millions: The city housing authority offica!
estimate, as of August 15, 1951, set the
Los Angeles Voters Reject Federal
total cost of $205,000,000. Now there is an
Public Housing
election coming, so city housing authority
has revised the figure downward. Nonetheless, here are some of the figures involved:
REMARKS
They want $110,000,000 ·for land and con•
OF
struction.
They want -$53,968,000 for interest to bondL.
holders.
OF CALIFORNIA
They want $124,3.20,000 for the 40-year
expense of their bureau.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
They want $67,274,000 subsidy from Los
Monday, June 9, 1952
Angeles (tax exemption).
They want $137,856,000 Federal subsidy
Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr. Speaker, beto cover operation losses.
cause public housing has been a matter
(AU figures are those of the housing auof controversy and a subject of long
thority published August 15, 1951).
debate in the House of Representatives
3. These projects will not clear slums: All
on several occasions, I am sure the Memof us hate slumB---'So the public-housing
bers of the House would be interested in
bureaucrats advertise their program as slum
the vote cast by the people of the city
clearance. Yet only a few of the 10,000
units would actually replace substandard
of Los Angeles on this question at the
dwellings.
These 11 new projects would be
primary election on June 3.
built on that averages 80-percent vacant.
The proposition submitted to the peo4. Slum clearance under way without pubple of Los Angeles to v<;>te upon was prelic housing: The city department of build- ·
sented in very understandable terms. A
ing and safety reports that approximately
"yes" vote meant that the Los Angeles
3,500 substandard dwelling units can be
City Housing Authority would be authorrehabilitated annually under present conditions by- proper enforcement of the law.
ized to continue with its contract with
Last year 3,500 units were so rehabilitated at
the Federal Government and to build
the owners' expense. With only 10 new
10,000 low-rent public housing units, and
inspectors and 3 other new employees, the
a "no" vote meant that the people of
department plans to initiate a compreLos Angeles wanted to terminate any furhensive program to eliminate substandard
ther contract with the Federal Governdwelling units at a trifling inspection cost,
ment to build any low-rent Federal
compared with the untold millions which
housing units in the city of Los Angeles.
public-housing projects would devour.
5. Adoption of this program would furThe vote of the people was as follows:
ther entrench a dangerous bureaucracy: The
"No," 387,343; "Yes," 258,718, or a macity housing authority at present operates
jority of 128,625 of "no" votes over "yes''
some 10,000 units as landlord of 45,000 tenvotes.
ants and maintains more than 500 emIn order to further remove any doubt
ployees. This bureaucratic empire would
that the people knew exactly what they
instantly double if proposition B passes. Yet
were voting upon, under the California
the city housing authority is under no direct control by Congress, the State legisElection Code, it is permitted to include
lature, the board of supervisors or the
in the sample ballot to each voter on any
city council. The city housing authority
proposition submitted to the people to
tells you and your representatives where to
vote upon a statement from the proget off. It sued, in the courts, to prevent
ponents urging support of the proposithe people from voting on proposition B.
tion and a statement from the opponents
In every country where public housing was
urging opposition to the proposition.
allowed a good start, public housing ended
up by taking over all housing.
The following is the statement sub6. Public housing breeds crime and other
mitted to the voters by the opponents to
social
evils: Chief of Police W. H. Parker
public housing:
wrote to Samuel Leask, Jr., city adminisDoN'T PAY SoMEBODY ELSE's RENT, VoTE "No"
trative officer:
ON PROPOSITION B
"A high percent o! delinquents in this
On June 3 the people of Los Angeles are
area reside in public-housing projects. It
to decide whether they want to saddle themis estimated by the division that 40 percent
selves with the socialized public-housing
of the total juvenile investigation time in
scheme rejected and canceled by their city
Hollenbeck division is spent in public-houscouncil December 26, 1951.
ing projects. By contrast, the Wyvern-
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wood private-housing project shows no arrestees residing in the project, and the slum
area known as The Flats also reflects a
lower number of resident delinquents."
Calls per police car are higher from publichousing projects, the chief said.
Police calls per 1,000 population for
November 1951, were as follows: Private
housing project (Wyvernwood}, 0.8; temporary housing, 6.75; Flats (slum area),
7.0; public housing project, 13.75;
We find permanent public housing projects
reflecting almost twice as much crime as an
adjoining slum area, and 16 times more than
Wyvernwood, an adjoining private housing
project.
7. Cancellation of these projects is legal,
moral, and financially practical: The city
council canceled the housing agreement in
compliance with Public Law 137, passed by
Congress August 31, 1951, granting homerule powers t;o the governing bodies of Los
Angeles and other cities to cancel public
housing agreements. We have no sacred duty
to maintain a contract to spend money, particularly when Congress set up the procedure
for cancellation.
Public housing proponents contend the
city will lose money by abandoning the project. The city housing authority has invested some $12,900,000, of which $9,000,000
went for land. This land can be sold at a.
profit on today's market, which will guarantee recovery of the $9,000,000, and conceivably could recover moneys spent by the
housing authority for salaries and other expenses. The legal procedure is to get an outside appraisal, which would constitute the
minimum acceptable bid and then sell the
land in open auction.
. 8. This scheme does not provide low-.rent
housing for the poor: The lowest income
families generally are not accepted in public
housing. Families receiving allotments are
almost uniformly excluded. In practice, only
families with steady jobs are admitted.
Maurice Saeta of the housing commission on
February 12, 1951, put it in writing that
out of 10,123 families, only 29 percent were
required to have a minimum income to
live in public housing. The city administrative officer reported that 23 percent of the
families earned f_rom $3,000 to $4,199 a year.
A later survey, limited to Rodger Young Village, showed nine families earned better than
$600 per month. Yet thousands of other
Los Angeles families with identical incomes
are required to help pay the rent of the
favorites of the housing authority.
9. Thirty-four height-limit buildings are
planned: Concrete and steel buildings 13
stories high are included in the housing authority plans for Rose Hills and other areas.
This is what the social planners conceive
to be ideal housing for families. Packed into
these "tenement towers" will be approximately 15,000 men, women, and children
needing playgrounds, schools, sewers, police
and fire protection, garbage collection and
elevator service--all at your expense.
No one has been able to explain just why
conr.rete and steel construction should be
provided at public expense by taxpayers who
themselves live in frame and stucco houses.
10. We do not need 10,000 new units: surveys show a vacancy factor of up to 8 percent in Los Angeles. There is more housing available today than in 1940, a year of
surplus. Analysis of the 1950 census shows
that we have more low-rent dwellings than
there are low-income families. One-fifth of
our citizens live in dwell1ngs renting for less
than $30, and two-fifths of them live in
dwellings renting for less than $40. Hal! of
them pay rent of $43 or less.
The history of public housing is that it is
socialistic, it imposes huge tax burdens on
the people, it does not clear slums, it gradually displaces the private home, it entrenches dangerous bureaucracies in power,
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lt breeds crime and social evils, and 1t destroys the spirit of self-reliance which made
America great.
It has been proved that we have no need
for such a program at the present time when
we have a housing surplus and also have a
successful program of slum clearance through
rehabilitation of substandard dwellings at
owners' expense by enforcement of existing
laws and codes.
Proponents of public housing are attempting to misrepresent the facts and mislead the
public through emotional propaganda methods. Under no circumstances should the
city of Los Angeles add a $205,000,000 socialist housing program to the fires of inflation
and soaring taxes in the critical year of 1952.
Vote "no" on proposition "B."
Issued by:
Frederick C. Dockweiler; James L. Beebe;
J. P. Bradley; Rupert Hughes; Mrs.
Leiland Atherton Irish; Mrs ..Justus A.
Kirby; Mrs. James K. Lytle; Russell W.
Starr, M. D.; Rev. Jesse Randolph
Kellems, D. D.

Here is the statement submitted by the
proponents of the proposition:
Do NOT BE FOOLED INTO A $1310,000,0(10 TAX
INCREASE
Housing proposition B is deliberately
worded to mislead you. Actually, a "yes"
vote costs you nothing; a "no" vote will boost
your tax rate considerably.
Proposition B reads: "Shall initiation or
reinstitution of a low-rent public housing
project • • • be adopted?" thus leading you to believe that you are merely voting
on whether or not to begin a new publichousing program.
This is not the fact: The low-rent, slumclearance housing program was begun 2 Y2
years ago: Land has be:m acquired, some of
it under condemnation proceedings; families
have been removed; a great many slum
structures have been destroyed; approximately $13 ,000,000 has been spent-none of
it city funds. The program has cost you
nothing to date.
If you vote "yes" on proposition B-if the
program is allowed to proceed in a normal
manner-it will continue to cost you nothing.
If you vote "no," all action on the program
will cease and the Federal Government will
immediately institute suit to get its money
back. It will cost you, as a local taxpayer,
$13,00U,OOO added to your property taxes
and/ or your city sales taxes.
There is no question that the city w111 be
liable for full damages under its breach of
contract. Even those opposed to public
housing have conceded that.
There is likewise no doubt that the misleading wording of the ballot question is deliberate. When the resolution to put the
matter on the ballot was before the city
council, Councilman Timberlake, speaking
for the seven councilmen who voted against
breaching the contract, asked that the proposition be presented to the voters in its true
light : That it be in the form of a bond issue,
repaying the Federal Government the money
that had already been spent.
This honest suggestion was shouted down.
Indeed, one councilman openly stated: "We
can't put it on like that. The people would
never vote for a bond issue."
But that is what you are voting on. You
are voting on whether or not to assess yourself $13,000,000 in order that the city may
breach a legally binding contract-something no reputable businessman would
dream of doing.
Do not be misled by loose talk that the city
can sell the land and recover the money it
will lose. The city cannot sell the land.
Land that has been assembled for a public
purpose, ty condemnation and under threat
of condemnation, cannot be sold to private

speculators for a private profit. No court
would allow that. And while litigation over
the disposal of the land stretches out for
years, you will pay the $13,000,000.
Do not be confused: The slum-clearance,
low-rent housing program does not compete
with legitimate private business.
The
people cared for in public housing are too
poor to afford decent accommodations offered
by private landlords. The program will cost
you nothing for the off-site costs provided
by the city will be more than repaid by the
first year's taxes from the new program. And
slum clearance will mean lower taxes for you.
Remember a "yes" vote costs you nothing
and clears your city's slums; a "no" vote
costs you $13,000,000-for the privilege of
denying homes to poor families.
Vote "yes" on proposition B.
W. J. BASSETT,
Secretary -Treasurer, Los Angeles
Central Labor Council, AFL.

GEORGE A. BEAVERS, Jr.,
President,
League.

Los

Angeles

Urban

ALBERT T. LUNCEFORD,
Secretary-Treasurer, Greater Los
Angeles CIO Council.

WILLARD MCCASLAND,
Commander, Los Angeles County
Council, Veterans of Foreign
Wars.

With the above information, every
voter was well informed as to just what
he was voting on and the results of the
election indicate that the people of the
city of Los Angeles definitely do not want
any Federal low cost housing projects
subsidized with Federal funds built in
the city of Los Angeles.
Los Angeles is the third largest city
in the United States, and if public housing is needed anywhere in the Nation, Los
Angeles with its great increase in population, the greatest of any large city in
the Nation since the 1940 census, is the
type of city that would need it, but the
people of the city of Los Angeles deft·
nitely said "No" they do not want it.
The following is a statement from the
Los Angeles Times which indicates that,
the vote by the people of the city of
Los Angeles on public housing on June
3, was of Nation-wide interest:
EYES OF UNITED STATES ON VOTE
For some weeks it has been conceded that
the eyes of the Nation, as far as the future
of public housing is concerned, would be on
Los Angeles yesterday as it voted upon the
highly controversial issue. Predictions have
been made that the further development of
subsidized housing schemes throughout the
country would probably be vitally affected
by the verdict of the voters here.
Dissension began after the city council
voted unanimously on August 8, 1949, to enter into an agreement with the Federally
sponsored city housing authority for construction of the 10,000 units. This agreement was represented to be a cooperation
agreement.
Attached to the ordinance approving the
contact was an emergency clause which
made it effective immediately. There was no
move to submit the action to a vote of the
people and there were no public hearings
held regarding the move.
Following a rising•tide of opposition, the
city council last December 26 voted 8 to 7
to cancel the contracts after a bitter · and
stormy parliamentary battle.

Following the vote on June 3, several
civic leaders and city councilmen expressed themselves as to what the vote
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of the people indicated. I submit herewith some of these public statements:
City councilmen and civic leaders who
were in the forefront of the hotly controversial battle to depeat proposition B, the
public-housing scheme, last night were
unanimous in their acclaim of the vote repudiating the Federal project.
Harold A. Henry, president of the city
council and a leader in opposing the scheme.
led the parade of comment with:
"On the basis of returns up to this hour,
it appears that the people of Los Angeles
have rejected the proposed federally subsidized housing program.
VERDICT CONCLUSIVE
"The city council submitted this question
to the people for decision in accordance with
State law. The verdict by the voters should
be conclusive and no official or Government bureau should attempt to null1fy it
or set it aside.
It represents a vote of confidence in the
city council in halting this program and
moving to solve the problem in the American way under our free-enterprise system."
CONSIDERED MANDATE
Other comments on the proposition's defeat included:
City Councilman John C. Holland: "The
people have weighed Government-owned
and operated public housing and found it
wanting. I consider this vote a mandate
to the mayor and the city council to move
full speed ahead in the slum-clearance program proposed as a substitute for the
public-housing scheme."
City Councilman Charles Naarro: "Mayor
Bowron has been saying that no matter
which way the vote turned out, he would
personally go to Washington and negotiate
a settlement with the Federal Government.
The mayor has been one of the strongest
advocates of public housing and I for one
believe that the city council should participate in negotiating for the people."
WANTS COUNCIL ACTION
"The majority members of the council are
the ones who fought to save the city from
this mess and we take it for granted that the
mayor would not think of any such trip to
Washington without at least two of the
majority members of the council participating in it."
Attorney James L. Beebe, civic leader who
moderated the antipublic housing conferences at the chamber of commerce: "Determination has been expressed by the people to back their city council in its cancellation of the 10,000-unit federally subsidized
public housing project. It now becomes the
duty of Mayor Bowron and every city councilman and the city housing authority to
execute this mandate of the people. The
way is now clear for the renegotiation of
this contract to the end of its total abandonment."
CONGRESS ACTION URGED
Donald B. Ayers, president of the Los Angeles Realty Board: "If the public housing
bureaucracy · refuses to accept the mandate
of the people, Congress should take immediate action which will protect the rights and
wishes of local communities. The voters of
Los Angeles are to be congratulated for their
opposition to this costly and socialistic
scheme administered by ucontrolled bureauCl'ats. The Los Angeles Realty Board pledges
its full support to the program now under
way by the building and safety and health
departments of the city to rehabilitate slum
and substandard dwellings."
Attorney Frederick c. Dockweiler. chair- ·
man of the committee against socialist hous..
ing: "It now becomes the duty of the mayor.
city council, city housing authority and the
public housing administration in Washing•
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ton to execute the wlll of the people by negotiating the abandonment of this project.
It becomes also the duty of the proper city
agencies to proceed with the slum clearance
program announced last week by the department of building and safety. The committee against socialist housing pledges its
continued efforts for slum clearance by private enterprise."

I also submit herewith an article from
a recent edition of the Christian Science
Monitor which is an excellent review on
this who1e controversial issue:
Los ANGELES VoTERS SPIKE PUliLIC-Housmo
PROGRAM
(By Klmmis Hendrick)
Los ANGELES.-By popular vote the people
o! this city overwhelmingly have repudiated
their most ambitious public-housing program.
This does not necessarily mean that Los
Angeles turns its back forever on public
housing. But it does mean that one of the
country's largest, and perhaps its fastestgrowing city, emphatically has reopened the
debate on the concept's essential merits.
Before the question was voted on here, it
had been referred to the Supreme Court of
the United States. In all likelihood, the
awaited decision by that court, not the voting, will settle at least the immediate issue.
ELEVEN SITES API!ROVED

Thltt issue is the right of the city council
to cancel a cooperation agreement it signed
with the Los Angeles Housing Authority in
1949.

On that agreement the authority proceeded
to obtain Federal financing for a $110,000,000
building program. So far, 11 sites have been
approved, obtained and cleared.
Should the program be stopped, it would
leave the housing authority _operating other
projects which it has developed since early
in World War II and against which no objections currently have been voiced.
The California Supreme Court has ruled
that the 1949 cooperation agreement is a
binding contract which the city council cannot cancel. Its status therefore is in suspension pending a ruling by the Nation's
highest tribunal.
Public-housing opponents say the latter
could be influenced by the Los Angeles vote.
EXPLANATIONS OFFERED
Whatever happens, Los Angeles long will
be looked upon by students of political
science as a fascinating study in what makes
a city anopt a program enthusiastically and
then repudiate it vigorously a bare 5 years
later.
One obvious explanation is that the 1949
action by the city council did not reflect the
people's attitude toward public housing.
But suen an explanation calls attention to
numerous others. One is the determination
with which the whole public-housing concept has been lately attacked by a national
real-estate lobby. It became evident last
year that Los Angeles was to be made the
country's most significant battleground for
this offensive.
Although the program was adopted on the
national level largely due to the efforts of
Senator RoBERT A. TAFT, Republican, of Ohio,
who called it an essential subsidy to free
enterprise, Los Angeles critics characterize 1t
precisely to the contrary.
WIDE PUliLICITY EMPLOYED
They used every available means of publicity for calling it a socialistic burden on taxpayers, and sought to identify it in public
thought with corrupt bureaucracy, and even
communism.
Advocates found it diffi.cult, or apparently
impossible, to convince the public that lowrent public housing is a cure for slums and
for the huge tax burden imposed by slum
conditions.

It ts argued here that opposition to the
city housing authority's newest and biggest
program developed at about the time the private real-estate industry began to sense the·
end of the postwar bullding boom.
This could mean it would have to face
public-financed competition at the low-rent
level.
The view was expressed that private enterprise ought to do the whole slum-clearance job. Many who supported the publichousing program in the recent election, including Mayor Fletcher Bowron, have said
this would be the ideal answer.
Like Senator TAFT, however, they came to
feel that this was neither a likely nor a
feasible course.
AMENDMENT SOUGHT
One upshot of the heavy local controversy
over the question has been agreement by the
city council, the mayor, and various city
departments that Los Angeles can effect
much slum clearance by strict enforcement
of safety and sanitation laws.
Another is the indication that the legislature will be asked to amend its act constituting housing authorities to make them
more responsive to local policy and government.
It is felt that the Los Angeles Housing Authority's determined insistence on its virtual
autonomy, perhaps more than anything else,
explains the opposition to it that developed
in the city council.

Mr. Speaker, I believe that the results
of the vote of the people of the city of
Los Angeles on the highly controversial
question of Federal low-cost public housing should be very revealing to the Members of the House of Representatives, and
should serve as a guide to them in their
future considerations on this controversial subject.

New Process of Newsprint From Bagasse
Is Reported
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HENRY D. LARCADE, JR.
OF LOUISIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 26, 1952

Mr. LARCADE. Mr. Speaker, under
previous leave to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I wish to call to the attention of the Congress and the country a
new discovery for the utilization of ba- ·
gasse for making newsprint.
I am sure this announcement will be
of great interest to the country, for if the
new process attains the predictions made
it will alleviate the newsprint shortage
and will be a means of relieving our dependency on foreign sources for this important product.
The following news release gives more
detailed information with respect to this
new discovery, as follows:
(From the Times-Picayune of June 6, 1952]
NEW PROCESS OF NEWSPRl.'NT FROM BAGASSE IS
REPORTED-VALITE ANNOUNCEMENT Is SEC•
OND REcENT S-:t:EP
A process by which "high-grade newsprint"
1s produced from whole sugar cane bagasse
has been reportedly developed by the Vallte
Corp., of New Orleans and Lockport.
Will J. Gibbens, Jr., president of Valite,
and of Valentine Sugars, Inc., an affiliated
company, announced the development

Thursday, and said that engineering reports
indicate the feasibility of industrial production.
However, Gibbens said, no announcement
"as to specific plans for manufacturing exploitation of the newly announced newsprint
and bleached-paper products is ready for
release at this time."
The newsprint from bagasse, Gibbens said,
culminates 12 years of intensive technical
investigation and laboratory development of
an idea born in New Orleans in 1936.
He said that samples of the fine-finish
newsprint-type white paper have been distributed this week to leading citizens and
several Louisiana sugar-belt newspapers for
printing tests on various types of presses used
in the area.
The paper, Gibbens said, contains 100 percent whole bagasse, "including all pith, ana
notable for total absence of clay filler."
SECOND PROCESS
The Valite announcement was the second
dealing with newsprint from bagasse in recent weeks. On May 17, the Savannah Morning News printed part of an edition on paper
made from sugar-cane waste under a process
developed by Joaquin de la Roza.
Both announcements came on the heels of
declarations of Canadian newsprint producers of additional price increases.
"Satisfactory manufacture of bleached
paper and cellulose products from bagasse
should make possible volume usage by an
established industry of great tonnages of
a waste agricultural material which presents
a disposal problem each year in the sugar
belt as a result of the grinding of sugar
cane," said Gibbens.
"The establishment of a paper mill enterprise using bagasse in Louisiana would help
achieve newsprint independence of foreign
suppliers and a new and profitable industry
for the State."
Gibbens said that under the Valite process, book, bond, coated, and other types of
white papers and cellulose products can also
be made from pith containing whole bagasse.
RESEARCH STARTED IN 1936

Gibbens said that Tesearch into processing of bagasse for various commercial uses
was started in 1936 by the late John W. Jay,
of New Orleans, and his partners in Valentine Sugars, Inc.-the late Frank L. Barker
and Samuel I. Jay and Gibbens.
Valentine Sugars became the first licensee
of public service patents developed for bagasse by Government research at Madison,
Wis., and Ames, Iowa. One of the Government scientists was T. R. McElhinney, who
later became technical director of the newly
created Valite division of Valentine.
Gibbens said that Valite never operated
under the license as McElhinney developed
new and improved processes at Lockport for
industrially
valuable semithermosteting
plastics resins.
Valite took out the first of its own United
States and foreign patents on the new resin
produce. Research into bagasse paper possibilities resulted from Valite's use of the
crushed cane residue as a filler for its bagasse resins in the production of plastic
molding compounds.
Gibbens said that unbleached pulp for
corruga_ting paper and similar products became a new Vallte research project. Pulping processes were developed which gave
high yields of pulp per ton of bagasse, he
said. Later, methods were devised to extend the basic pulping economies into the
bleached pulp and white paper field.
Valite is operating a new research labora·
tory at 1001 Charbonnet. Executive offices of
the corporation are in the Whitney Building,
and the manufacturing facilities are at
Lockport.
Officers of Valite include Gibbens and McElhinney, who is also a vice president; W. J .
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Amoss, executive vice president; Thomas M.
Barker and John B. Molitor, vice presidents;
and Lester c. Gerard, secretar.y-treasurer.

The 1952 Presidential Campaign
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. ALLEN FREAR, JR.
OF DELAWARE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, June 9, 1952

·.Mr. FREAR. Mr. President, I ask
unanr~1ous consent to have printed in the
Appendix of the REcORJ) an address de ..
livered by the senior Senator from Okla ..
homa [Mr. KERR] at the National Press
Club of Washington on Thursday, June 5,
1952.

There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
I am greatly honored to have the opportunity to speak to you. I am impressed by
the fact that you are here. In fact, as I
realize what's going on in Abilene at this
time, I am amazed that you are here.
A lot of newspapermen are out there,
I understand an additional special train was
required to carry the overflow. I think they
discriminated against the newspapermen.
They had to pay their own expenses. I think
each reporter felt that if he could get Ike
to answer one pointed question, he might
thereby win a Pulitzer prize.
It is not impossible that such an opportu: .ity is available here. If the elements.
are present which I think exist; if events
develop as 1 think they might, and if some
bold reporter were to write the story as it
may easily happen, I don't think he could
miss a Pulitzer prize.
I was out in California the other day. I
had the opportunity of visiting with representatives of the delegations pledged to
Brown and KEFAUVER. I told them how glad
1 was to see them and explained to them
that I am devoting my time primarily to two
objectives; one, to become the first choice
of as many delegates as possible, and then,
to become the second choice of as many more
as possible.
I told both groups how much I thought of
them, what fine people I knew they were.
·However, I advised them I knew one group
would be keenly disappointed Tuesday, June
3. I was equally frank to tell them of my
conviction that the other group would be
just as disappointed at Chicago.
I assured them, however, that I would be
there to hold their hand in their hour of disappointment, and comfort them in their
sorrow. I advised them that I hoped thereby
to be accepted as their warm friend, whereupon the~· could be nearly as happy winning
with me as their second choice as they would
have been had they succeeded in nominating
their first choice.
In view of the fact that there are going to
be so many of the delegates disappointed by
the failure of their first choice, I am convinced that this procedure not only has a lot
of merit, but it just might make me the
second choice of enough delegates to get
the nomination.
Of course, if I were not a confirmed optimist, the unanimity of opinion expressed
by reporters, to the effect that I have no
chance to win, might discourage me. However, 1 take great confort in the knowledge
that in the past such forecasts have not always been entirely accurate.
In 1936, predictors told us that Roosevelt
couldn't win, that Landon couldn't lose, and

thereby the tale of the Literary Digest and its
poll was told. In 1944, Truman's chances to
be nominated for Vice President were said to
be so scant as to be almost nonexistent.
Then, in 1948-well, I won't go into that.
Frankly, when I analyze my own chances
and count the specific votes now pledged to
me, I don't know how I can win. Yet when
I analyze all the other candidates, and appraise their chances, and recognize the solid
opposition against them, I don't see. how I
can lose.
Now, I at:l going to make this sincere admission. I don't know who the Democratic
nominee will be, but I have been around reporters and commentators so much lately
that I feel a prediction coming on. So, here
it is: the Democratic nominee will not be
either of those candidates currently listed
by the newspapers as the three top runners.
I do want you to know how grateful I am
to you fm: one little courtesy you have shown
me here today. I haven't seen a coonskin
cap since I arrived. In the last few months,
I have really become a little bit allergic to
fur. In Washington, it was mink. In Nebraska, it was coonskin.
As a young man, I also had quite a little
experience hunting coons, and here's one
thing I learned. Around the first of April
they .are in prime condition. Their skins
are at their very best, but boy, oh boy! you
should see how ragged, and forlorn they look
when they get through shedding in the
latter part of July.
My experience in Nebraska reminded me
of the old boy in western Pennsylvania who
got beat for sheriff. He summed it up in
these words:
"I campaigned east; I campaigned westan over the Allegheny.
I stuck my 'fanny' in a hornet's nestand got it stung a-plenty."
However, Nebraska sure was a lesson to me.
Politically, I found out that you can't always
beat "nothing'" with "somethin'." Journalistically, I found out that if a candidate
wasn't careful, the press just might persuade
themselves and the people that he had lost
the war, when, actually, he hadn't done
any worse than get a draw in the first skirmish for delegates.
Now, KEFAUVER beat me about 20,000 votes
in the popularity contest, but r got at least
twice as many of the delegates as he did.
Whereupon, reporters, columnists, and editors, with but few exceptions, announced
that he h ad eliminated me completely from
the race without any possible chance for me
to get back in.
Then came Florida. DICK RUSSELL beat
KEFAUVER 82,000 votes in the popularity contest, and got four times as many delegates
as KEFAUVER did. Whereupon, the same
group of journalists immediately hailed the
results as a . "moral victory" for KEFAUVER.
It reminded me of how even good reporters,
reported the reports of careless reporters, instead of reporting the facts to the American
people about the Kerr gas bill. Somebody
who should have known better, and I think
did, reported that the bill would strip the
Federal Power Commission of · some of the
regulatory power it had exercised, and cost
domestic gas consumers hundreds of millions
of dollars per year, when just the opposite of
both was true.
The bill didn't strip the FPC of any regulatory power it had ever used, or claimed
to have, and the bill's passage, or the affirmation of its principles, was the only way
that present and additional consumers could
be certain of ample supplies of gas at continuing reasonable prices. Yet, the original
erroneous report was reported and repeated
by other reporters until both they and the
people accepted the errors as facts. I now
remind you that I predicted at the time
·that unless the bill was passed or its principle applied there w:ould be less gas and
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the prices higher. That prediction has become a reality.
That experience reminded me of the sergeant who was responsible for firing the
retreat gun at exactly 5 p. m , each day. The
colonel noticed that the gun was being fired
15 minutes early. He called the sergeant
in, and asked him why. The sergeant a~
sured the colonel that the gun was bein g
fired on the dot at 5 and showed the colonel
a very fine watch that he used to tell the
exact time. He said he checked his wf.'.tch
every day with the chronometer in the \\Tindow of the leading jeweler in the town.
On investigation, the colonel found the
jeweler knew .his chronometer was accurate
because he checked it every day with the
retreat gun at the Army post.
Now, a few weeks ago, I read a column
by a very lovely lady, in which she made
the following statement: "Senator KERR is
running against Hoover, Senator KEFAUVER
again.:;t sin, Senator McMAHoN against Stalin,
and Vice President BARKLEY is running
against time. But, Governor Stevenson is
running against the world crisis as it is
today."
For some reason, this lady columnist ignored my good friend, DICK RUSSELL. Or,
perhaps, her intent was to spare the charming Senator. Of course; both she and he
are single, you know.
Now, I can't speak for the other candidates mentioned by the columnist, but I do
knew that not only the Democratic Party
but the country must continue to run
against both Hoover and Stalin. If we are
going to keep prosperity, we must keep running against Hoover and what he stands
for. If we are going to have security, we
must keep running against Stalin and what
he stands for. I have the greatest respect
for Governor Stevenson and his ideas, but I
am convinced that if we can continue to
win against Hoover and Stalin, then the
world crisis will take care of itself.
Of course, we have other Democratic candidates today than those just referred to.
Our good friend, Averell Harriman, has gotten
into the race, and certainly he is one of the
finest gentlemen I know, and an outstanding
American. Before he actually announced, he
was talking with a group of associates and
asked what they thought he should do to
become a candidate for the Democratic
nomination. One practical fellow advised
him that he should first become acquainted
with the Democrats and assure them of his
democracy.
In doing this, he was making a speech to
one such audience at the conclusion of which,
he invited questions. He was asked, "Mr.
Harriman, what is your position with reference to the precinct groups?" After a moment of serious deliberation, Averell replied:
"I think they are entitled to a lot of consideration. I do not believe there is any
way for them to be eligible for ECA assistance, but I will do the best I can to get
them in under the point 4 program."
Now, I have been asked frequently about
my wealth being a political liability. I have
been greatly encouraged by seeing that so
many regard Harriman's far greater wealth
as a real political asset.
Of course, his wealth was forced . upon
him, and it may be that if a man has no
intent to acquire it, and just can't avoid it,
that makes him a free agent; that is, free
to be a great liberal. But, if somebody goes
out with premeditation and malice aforethought, and on his own, makes one-tenth
as much himself, that makes him a representative of the vested interests.
When I started this campaign, I thought
that the fact I had been born in a log cabin
would be a great political asset, and I think
that if I had never been able to get out o! 1t,
1t might have been.
Of course, I will admit that if a man has
to be either sensational, sectional, or single
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to be eligible,. I ean't qualify. But .I do claim
that I am safe and sound. And tbiB beoomes
a matter of :m.ore aru1 mure concern to more
.and more people.
Even the average income wGrker today
:finds a lbig bite cut of .hi:s take-.home pay going to the Federal Go-vernment in the form
cf taxes. He mows that somebody who has
proved he ean save money in .his own busine.as might be able to save tax money far
him.

Of course, the:re appear ro be ·some who
think that a fellow who never .made either a
private payroll, or as Gow.er.ru:Jr su_pervised a
State payroll would be the best expert to be
in charge of spending over ~0.000,000.000 a
year. It is true that while he wvuld not have
had the benefit of either training or experien.ce. neither w.ould he be handicapped
by .such.
It may be that .some fellow whose survival never depended on being able to balance hls own bud,get would be the best able
to .balance the Federal budget. It may be
that baving learned the hard· way ihow to
get the most v.alue for the dollars spent
wo'J.ld be too great a handicap for a fellow
who seeks .responsibility in connection with
the biggest buslness on earth. but I don't
tbink so.
.
Now, I am aware that the Democr.atlc
Party has some Republican opposition. Not
much more, however, than exists between
·groups witb1n the Repubncan Party. I want
to say bere and now, if the Republicans don't
·want Dewey to lead them agaln to defeat, ln
1'952, as he did so success1'ully ln 1944 and
1948, I know of no man better quallfied to
·do it than 'TAFT, unless it would be Eisenbowe:r, afte:r TAFT and MacArthur have
stripp-ed 'Off all his glamour and e-,qJosed him
as just anothe:r partisan Republican candidate running for President.
Now, the Tl\Fl' boys say the Republican
-convention won't nomin~te anybody that
Isn't a :rock-ribbed, dyed-in-tbe-wool, longtime Republican. Ike"s men say that the
American people won't elect anybody that is.
1 think, if<ll' onoe, they are both right.
You know, one thing about TAFT and Ike
that bas puzzled me ts how much TAFT has
talked and how little Ike has said ·a!trout
military strategy. I nevt!r -saw a man work
any ha:rder to get out of a general's uniform
than Ike has. Nor did I ever see 'a man work
-any harder to get into one than TAFT has.
Of course, TAFT has become a great political moralist. He ts getting himself tn perfeet 'Shape to m<a"ke purity in politics the
biggest issue in the fall campaign. He has
made tt perfectly clear that the Republican
National Convention, controlled by his credentials committee, wili :refuse to recognize
11.ny delegation from either Texa'S or Louisiana Uil,less they are purely for TAFT.
Now, last nlght I tuned in my radio to
Usten to Ike. What I bea:rd 'SOUnded strangely
familiar. The more he said, the more doubt
I had as to wbether it was Teally Ike doing
the talking. I went to the television. SUre
enough, it wasn't Dewey, after all. I was
final!ly convinced that it was the face and
voioe of Ike but just as certain that the
'Words were Tom's.
Then, of course, the:re is Warren, and there
was Stassen.
But tt all adds up to the great American
game of polities, played in the American way,
'8.6 it ls nowhere else in the world; 'but regardless of poiitical '81Hliatton or prediction, we
ean all join in one unanimous mental pledge:
When the Democrats get through .flgbtlng
~aCh other; when the Rej!)ubllcans have .fin1sbed off each other; wben tbe two parties
get through with the great quadrennial political war this fan, we will unitedly serve
notlee on the whole Wide world that we will
tb~n be as we now are--one country~ wor>Shiplng one God, maTChing under one 1lag.
determined and able to keep our blessed
country safe and secure against any danger
or enem-y on this earth.

Church Forces Continue To Fight McCar·
raa Bili-T
Senate Passes tM
McCarran Bill
EXTE SION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEH A
<ll'F NEW 'YORK

IN THE .sENATE O.F

TBE

UNITED STATES

Morl1Jd.ay, June 9, 1.95'2
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimoliS consent oo have printed in
the .Appendix of the REooRD two edi'OO-

rials from the Christian Centu1·y, a widely known and wide y read Prot~stant

publication. These editorials deal with
the MoCarran bill and immigration legislation in general.
There being no objection, the editoriails
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,

as follows:
tF.ron:. the Christian Century of May 28, i9'52}

CoNTINUE To FIGHT
McCARRAN BILL
Maybe we were wr.on,g. In .supporting enactm~nt o! the McCarran-Walter immigratlon bills we said on May 14 that "it is a case
of this or nothing, and the bill ln its final
form bids fair to be a good deal better than
nothing." 13ut tbe bricks are coming so
thickly. and being tbrown by so many
whose views on public policy command respect, that we begin to wonder whether this
nm.y be another of the tim'es when the Christian Century's perspicacity has been a little
less than astounding. Our crltics insist that
the McCarr.an bill now before the Senate,
and the Walter bill which has passed the
House, only pretend to do away with discriminations against orientals. Tc be sure,
these bills place an oriental countries on the
same quota basls which has been in effect
since the existing 1mmlgration laws were enacted 28 years ago. .But they .rig up a discriminatory rule for applying tests of racial
ancestry to orientals which which will be entirely different from the .c ountry-of·birth
test applied .to others. And they drag in discrimination against Negroes for the fust
time ln immlgration legislation by .amending
the prevatllng quota .regulations in such .a.
way as to cut to next to nothing the entrance
of colored people from the British West
Indies. Our critics do not agree that it is the
McCarran bill or nothing. but they say that
1f it is, it had better be nothln.g. They
would prefer to see present racial discriminations continued rather than see .a bill
passed which is a phony in its .repeal of such
discr1mlnatlons-and that they Insist the
McCarran bill ls. They think it is too eacly
to give up trying to substitute the Lehman
for the McCarran 1;>111, or so amending the
McCarran blll that by the tlme it passes its
own rather wouldn't know it. They may be
right. We said in our earlier editorial that
the Walter and McCar.ran bills a.re full of
shortcomings and dangers. lf the church
groups .and the little band of about a dozen
Senators who are fighting the McCarran bill
think lt can be lmprovingly amended, more
power to them. We are .not yet eonvmced,
however, that we want to .see the McOarran
bill totally defeated. We can anticipate too
easlly what Communist propaganda in Asia
would do with total .rejection of a United
States Immigration blll which woulcl place
all A.slans uncler the quota prvvisions we
bave hltherto denied them.
CHURCH FoRCEs

manent -policy for the control of lmmigr.at'iQn 1md naturalization. All-efforts to amend
the b111 f-ailed. In fact, none of tlle amendments offered by the HUMPHREY-LEHMAN
forces got as much -as SO votes. Shortly before passage Senator McCARRAN accepted a
group .of atnelildments. the most important
curbing tbe deportation powers of the attorney generaL .But when the showdown
came on the bi'Il, the opposition did not
even demand a ron call. The hopes . of
church anti other groups thus 'SUffered a
severe blow, for rlgbt up to the end they had
believed drastic mendment, if not recommit&l, of the .McO R&N measure possible.
Now that the bill has passed, and in a form
so similar to the W-alter bill al'l'eady passed
by th-e House that it is certain iJo emerge
from eonf.erence committee virtually unChanged. its op;>onents are hoping that
Presldtmt 'Truman wlll -v.eto it and that th'ey
can muster enough votes in the Sen-ate to
13Ustain hi-s veto. But the circumstances
under whleh the bilil passed the Senate make
that look very doubtful. If the WalterMeOa:r.r.an blll. which we expect w1li soon be
the Walter-MeCarran law. is a bad law, the
thing for its opponents to do is not to waste
time in lamentations but to begin the long
_p:rooess of etiucating the American people to
what an intelligent and just 1mm1grntion
and natura'tlzatlon law shoul'<i 'be. That wi11
take some doing, for .aU sorts of sectional
and cultural prejudices enter ln to distort
tbe picture. We believe. however, tbat 'it can
be dune, given a sufficiently persistent and
wisely conducted educational campaign.
When that campaign has reached enough of
the JYeople, we have confidenoe that their
.sptrli( 'Of fair play wi'l'l then force Congress.
to wr'ite another law correcting the injustices
of the one that is so soon to await the
President"s signature.

:Eco

y

Experts

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
-OF

BON. J HN L. Md1ELLAN
OF ARKANSAS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, June 9, 1952
Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RE<:ORD an edi-.
torial -entitled "Economy Experts," published in the Washington Post of June
9, l952.
There being no objection. the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,

as follows:

·

EcONOMY 'ExPERTS
One bit of advice that Bernard .Baruch
gave to Congress .ought to strike a .sympathetic note regardless of what one may think
about his views on the· .state of our defense
program. He pointed out to Congress that
it is crippling J.tself 1n the struggle for economy by not blring experts who can keep i .t
informed as to whel'e expenditures can be
tr1romed without cuttln,g into real ftesh. Hls
passing remark oll,g.ht to have the effect of
reviving the .almost iorgotten bill to create
a ]oint committee on the budget.
When hearings were held on this measure
a year a,go, Senator McCLELLAN pointed out
that the Budget Bureau bad more tban '5DO
employes working an year TOund at a. cost
of about .$3,412,000. This army or experts
has .a personal and oJncial interest m securlF.rom the C.hr.istian Century ,o f June4, 19521
ing from Congress all tbe .approprlatlon:a
THE 'SENATE PASSES %HE McCARRAN BILL
requested by the Administration. The COD•
On the nlgbt -of May 22 the Senate passed
gresslonal committees sllpervlsing this spend·
th'e Me'CaTren biB. -establishing a new pe:r- _ lng ha-ve only a few experts, who are lost in
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the magnitude of current-day budgets. Consequently, busy Congressmen vote billions
for defense, public works, social welfare, aid
to veterans and so forth without really
knowing what they are doing. In the last
analysis they have to fall back upon the
justification given by the Budget Bureau
and each spending agency for the money
they are seeking.
The proposed joint committee on the
budget would have a staff of 25 or 30 experts
who would give full time to studying requests for appropriations and to investigations into how agencies actually spend their
· funds. It would become the eyes and ears
of Congress in the appropriations sphere.
We suspect that it would save many times
the cost of its own operation and probably
bring greater efficiency into governmental
operations as well. It is incredible that
Congress continues to deny itself this expert
service year after year in the face of mounting expenditures and increasing pressure on
legislators' time.

Address by the Honorable Perle Mesta,
American Minister to Luxemburg, at
the Overseas Press Club Luncheon,
·New York, N. Y., Thursday, June S,

1952
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PETER F. MACK, JR.
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. MACK of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, a
few months ago I returned from a goodwill tour which took me into over 40
cities in many countries of the world. I
had an opportunity to meet many peo. ple in every country and to get a firsthand impression from the people on the
streets regarding their feeling for Americans. In Luxemburg I found that we
had as our diplomatic representative
truly a goodwill Ambassador. Our Min. ister with her charm and smile, knowing
no strangers, and with a pleasant wave of
the hand for every person she meets, was
winning many friends and creating a
good will wherever she went.
Madam Mesta realized the importance
of spreading friendship and realized the
full significance of winning friends, not
with dollars, but by being friendly, It
is through our Ambassadors and Ministers that the people of foreign countries formulate their opinions about
America a'nd our people. We direly need
more good-will Ambassadors like Madam
Mesta. We need more people spreading
good will throughout the world and I
hope that we will use fewer top hats and
striped trousers and more typical Americans to create good will and friendship
among the people of the world. ·
It was apparent to me that Perle Mesta
had moved from Washington society into
the role of diplomatic representative in
a few short months and while some of
us were a little dubious when she was
first appointed, we now agree that she
has done one of the most effective jobs
of winning friends and creating good will.
She has proved her ability, but more im-

portant has proved to us that we should
invest in friendship while we are investing in arms. Friendship is much more
economical.
Mr. Speaker, I include as part of my
remarks, an address by the Honorable
Perle Mesta, American Minister to Luxemburg, which typifies her interest in
spreadin3" friendship:
FRmNDSHIP Is A Two- WAY STREET
This has been lots of fun. Good food,
pleasant talk, attractive surroundingswhat more could one ask?
I am afraid, however, that I am about to
make a poor return for your hospitality. I
propos~, in fact, to violate one of the first
principles of being a proper guest. I am
going to make my hosts uncomfortable.
The truth is that ram very worried these
days. And I am going to share my worries
with you.
I have been home 2 weeks. And with each
day I have become increasingly unhappy
over what seems to me to be a growing feeling of-well, impatience with our friends
overseas-impatience and irritation.
I appreciate, of course, that this is an
election year. A lot of this is, I am sure,
nothing more than "campaign oratory."
But it distresses me that it should be considered good campaign oratory to berate and
belittle our friends.
Friendship-to quote the title of my talkis a two-way street. The way to have
friends is to be friendly.
And, no matter what happens in November, this country needs the friendship of the
free Europeans. I repeat, we ne·e d it. It
· isn't just a question of its being nice to
have them as our friends. We simply must
have them.
I am not saying that we shouldn't talk.
Or even that we shouldn't criticize. But,
for heaven's sake, let us be objective in our
criticism--constructive not destructive.
This haphazard throwing of verbal brickbats at the English, the French, the Italians,
is dangerous and stupid.
Whatever we say, let it be as friends.
Friends can say a lot of things to each
other without arousing resentment.
· I am not speaking as a diplomat-as
Madam Minister. I speak as an American
citizen vitally and deeply concerned in maintaining the bonds between the Nations of
the North Atlantic community.
This should be the concern of all Americans. It should be the concern of all free
Europeans. Our very survival as free peoples is involved.
I, perhaps, am being selfish when I bring
in my special interests. But I am going to
be frank.
For many years, as most of you know, I
have been intimately associated with the
steel industry of this country. It is, in fact,
my bread and butter.
From the very first days of our marriage
my husband used to take me every Sunday on
the tour of his steel mills. We talked steel
at breakfast, luncheon, and dinner. He
wanted me to know the subject from the
ground up. And he saw to it that I did.
Steel is important to me. But it is important to you, too; to everyone in this room;
in this country.
Think what it means to you in the matter
of your daily life. Your apartments house.
Your car. Your kitchen implements-farm
implements-everything. There is hardly
an hour in the day that each of you does
not use something into which steel has gone.
Think of steel in terms of our defense
program. Translate that car of yours into
tanks, ships, airplanes, guns, etc. Steel 1s
all-important to us both in peacetime and
in times like these-when we are trying to
build up our defenaea--to safeguard our national existence.
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All right. My friends, the steel industry of
this country would fall fiat on its face tomorrow--or, at least, in a very short timeif it were not for the materials we import
from our friends of the free world. Our
friends, primarily, of the North Atlantic
community.
I am not going to be too technical. But
when I talk steel, I am dealing with a subject familiar to me for practically my entire ·
adult life. It was for this reason that our
good President sent me to Luxemburg,
which is, as you know, the seventh greatest
steel-producing country in the world. The
President knew that I . could talk steel to
steel people. And that I would have a good
solid foundation for understanding steel
talk.
I do not claim to be an expert. Believe
me, I do not. But I think one of the greatest compliments of my life was the comment of a Luxemburg steel manufacturer
who said to me, "Why, Madam Minister, you
know steel."
I spoke of the need of the steel industry
for imports. Let me be a bit specific.
Steel-making requires, primarily, quantities of coal and iron ore. There are, however, other materials absolutely essential to
the production of steel-any kind of steel.
In addition, there are still further materials
absolutely essential to the production of the
special steels required in the manufacture
of a vast number of items both for defense
and peacetime use.
Just to mention a few, there are ~manga
nese, :fluorspar, graphite, chrome, nickel, cobalt, tungsten, vanadium. It is an impressive list, and I've only mentioned a few
materials.
Now nature, I will admit, has been very
generous in bestowing her gifts upon this
country. We have, for example, coal and
iron in abund<tnce.
But we do not have these other materials,
Or, at least, not in the quantities or in the
qualities necessary to meet our needs.
And without them we cannot produce
steel.
The NATO nations themselves lack these
materials. But their dominions and colonies do have them. These areas are our chief
sources of supply. The countries of the
British Commonwealth and the overseas
territories of France, Belgium, Portugal, and
the Netherlands, together with the United
States, are completely self-sufficient in all
these materials. What one lacks, the others
have .
We have them together, however, and this
1s what we must remember.
Recently, I saw an article which spelt out
this mutual dependence of the free world
in detail. I'll quote bits of it.
Of the 32 chief critical minerals the Britisll Commonwealth has a surplus of 24, is
deficient in 7, and lacks 1.
Of the same materials, the United States
is deficient in 18 (yes, 18) and has a surplus
of 9. Five we lack.
Of the 18 in which the United States is
deficient, 13 are abundant in the British
Commonwealth. And all five that we lack
are in excess in the Commonwealth.
Conversely, several of the materials in
which the British Commonwealth is deficient are surplus in the United States.
Thus we complement each other. In
other words, as long as we remain friends
we are 0. K. We must, however, remain
friends if we are to maintain our security
and if our . industries are to function. If
either of us fell, it would be disastrous for
both.
I have spoken only of the British Commonwealth. This is equally true in varying
degrees of other members Qf the Atlantio
community.
If you are interested, I have several little
charts which will demonstrate this in more
detail.
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Moreover, the dominions and colonies of
the NATO nations include vast areas with
enormous deposits of these materials as yet
hardly touched. This is a rich storehouse
for the future. The future, let me emphasize, not only of the NATO nations but of
the world.
I have talked tn terms of steel exclusively..
Chiefly because it is my :field. but, also, be·
cause steel is a basic necessity for any industrtal nation.
H I had time, however, I could expand
this discussion to include the need of the
NATO nations for each other in practically
all industrial :fields. Copper, lead, and zinc,
tor example, are three basic industrial materials. Aluminum is another. The United
States is deficient in all four. Our friends of
the North Atlantic community supply ou;needs.
I have heard people say, complacently,
that we could develop substitutes. Perhaps
we could. Perhaps we will some day. Bnt
it takes time to do such a job. And in the
present world crisis we just do not have that
time. Our need is now.
.Maybe I ·s ound lUte an alarmist. But I
assure you, my friends, that those in this
country who lmow this subject share my
alarm.
We cannot close our ears to the experts.
And that, it seems to me, 1s exactly what
many of us are doing.
I do not think this 1s very smart of uselection or no election.
Just remember this when you hear this
campaign oratory. Alone, the United States
could not support itself as an industrial Nation. We need our frtends just as they need
us.
These are the reasons, materialwise, why
the unity of the North Atlantic community
is important.
Let me quote Prof. Alan
M. Bateman, chairman of the Department
of Geology of Yale University. He wrote
recently:
"If Europe should be overrun by an unfriendly power that could control the destinies and resour·ces of the European dominions and colonies, our industrial life would
wither. Our aid to Europe therefore is not,
as many infer, a purely one-sided affair; it
safeguards our future industrial development and security."
Remember that was not "campaign oratory." It was a world-recogn.i2ed authority.
It was the voice of authority. And a voice
to which we all should. listen. It should
drown out oratory of any kind-campaign
or otherwise.
I am not denying that there could beand are-honest differences of opinion about
our foreign policy. But these are facts-not .
opinions. These facts should be ~learly understood by the American people.
I am not underestimating the importance
of our friendship to the Europeans. They
cannot survive without us any more tha n
we can survive without them. OUr friendship is, indeed, a two-way street.
In this connection an old English ballad
comes to mind. It goes something like this:
"Clapping is not made by one hand alone.
Your hand, my beloved, must answer my
own."
Friendship answers friendship.
Responsible persons, both in this country
and in Europe, are keenly aware of this fact.
But the irresponsibles, on both sides of the
Atlantic, are doing serious damage to the
structure of friendly cooperation we are
both building as our defense in these perilous times.
I find the Europeans a very friendly people. And this, I assure you, does not mean
only the important personages with whom
my job brings me into contact. It means
the people-the people in the streets and
in the towns and villages. And, of course,
on the farms.
·

I would like to speak in particular just
a little of the . people I know best in Europe-the people of Luxemburg.
Luxemburg is a grand country. The people are fine, courageous, and eager to do
everything they can to keep the free world
free. Let me tell you a little story.
General Elsenhowet:: was my guest in Luxemburg City shortly after be took over his
assignment ln SHAPE. A lot of people
wanted to see him, and 1 arranged a series
of conferences with individuals and groups.
Among these was a delegation from the steel
industry. They .said to him:
"General, you will need steeL Here is
ours. It is all yours."
Not. you note, Just a certain amount. Or
a certain percentage of their production.
&L

.

Tilat is the way they are-my friends of
Luxemburg. They are with us with everything they have.
There was an amusing little incident at
a dinner I gave for the general. He is, as
you know, a rare raconteur and was in good
form. He told one particular hilarious tale
and one of the other guests, the wife of a
distinguished Luxemburger, was highly
amused. She laughed delightedly.
Later I mentioned to her husband her
enjoyment of the general's story. His eyes
twinkled.
"To tell the truth. Mme. Minister,'' he said,
"my wife doesn't understand a word of English. She just wanted to make your honored guests happy."
That, I thought, was the height of friendly
courtesy.
The Luxemburgers know, only too well,
what the loss of freedom means. They have
known the shame and degradation of occupation. Refugees from the iron curtain
br~ng almost daily reports of new horrors.
·The tales we bear are almost unbelievable.
Believe me, the free Europeans are most
willing to cooperate in the defense ptogram.
They are cooperating.
Cooperation means, however. far greater
sacrifices for them than we have been called
upon to make. It promises to demand still
greater self-denial in the future.
Remember this when you hear others
criticize our friends of free Europe. Add
your voices to those who are trying to ce:rnent our friendship. Make th1s friendship
of ours, indeed, a two-way street.

Who Owns the Water?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH BUTLE
OF NEBRASKA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

. Monday, June 9_. 1952
Mr. BUTLER .of Nebraska. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have

printed in the Appendix of the REcoRD
an article entitled ''Who Owns the
Water?" written by Paul Friggens and
published in the June 1952 issue of the
Farm Journal.
There being no objection, tne article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WHO OWNS THE WATER1

(By Paul Friggens)
Callfomla farmers are trying to buy back
their freedom. This is the story of how they
lost it on a trip to Washington.
Years ago California dreamed and blueprinted the world's greateBt irrigation
scheme-they were going to make the Sierra

snows "walk.. 500 miles down hill, to water
5,000,000 desert acres and 200 crops in the
great Central Valley.
The people voted •170,000,000 in bonds.
Then depression hit. California farmers
"went to Washington." On September 10,
1935, President Roosevelt told them: "rll
give you $20,000,000 relief funds to start the
Central Valley project~and we'll take over."
California has been in hock ever since.
Today the State 1s rarin' to hand the
United States $200,000,000 for the half-finished project, kick the Fed.er.a ls out, and run
its own affairs. The State contend.. that it
will pay out in 50 years, and save the taxpayers millions on a mighty mistake.
To show that it means business, the legislature voted a $10,000,000 "down payment."
Governor Warren okayed it.
The legislators were spurred on by the
Bureau of Reclamation, which attempted to
block the State's action. Only a few days
before, it had moved to withdraw tens of
thousands of acres of public land-make then
unavailable for dam sites-:<>n seven California watersheds. Thus it warned, in
effect:
"If we can't develop California's water
and power, we'll see that the State doesr't
either."
Angry lawmakers blasted by resolution
this "unwarranted interference with the
sovereign right of California," and went on
to vote the $10,000,000.
The project that started out to cost $170,000,000 threatens to balloon ttl ~700,000,000,
and some foresee a billion dollar boondoggle.
Even so, there probably won't be enough
water, and the water there is won't be cheap.
Overhead may run to 35 !Jercent to 50 percent. instead of the customary 8 percent t.o
10 percent. There's .a borde of nearly 3,000
Bureau of Reclamation employees on this
project in California alone. · Their salaries
total $12,0"l:l,OOO a. year. That's more than
one-third of the $34,000,000 CVP appropriation this year.
Put another way, these salaries eat up the
entire power profit of mighty Shasta Dam,
and then some.
(Note: California has more Federal employees than there are in Washington, D.
c.-believe it or not.)
One of $10,000,000 pipelines that the Proj~
ect engineers designed leaks so badly that it
has become a .sca.adal. At Delano I found
farmers up tn arms over the discovery of
184 leaks in one day. The Bureau rushed
to pl-ug the pipe with 40 tons of horse manure. The st0ry got into the papers, and
Congres.., is investigating. Farmers claim
they were warned that "any more bad pub.
licity and the water may be shut off."
But the thing that burns up California
farmers worse -·,L an this waste and extrava.
gan ce is less of their own rights and freedoms.
If you want to see what a mess a State
can get into by leaving it ail to papa, come
to California.
The fundamental issue is: "Who owns the
water, anyhow?"
,
State irrigation law has said that water
1s "appurtenant" to the land when a man
starts using it. On former reclamation projects, and 1n many today. a farmer gets a
water right-recognized by the courts--whE-n
water comes to his land. The value of his
land, the whole structure of his farming,
depends on it.
.
A farmer pays something each year for
operation and maintenance, and a fixed
sum for construction charges, but ls credited far those payments, just as in buying
a farm on payments.
Now what happens? The Federal Government claims the water, wants to throw
out the rights on which farmers have built
their businesses, and says lt wt!l rent the
· · water to those same farmers. The Federals
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claim that water is a "utility," which the
Bureau of Reclamation, headquartering back
in Washington, will manage.
The Bureau is trying to ram an irrigation
contract, called 9e down farmers' throats,
and hundreds of farmers are involved in lawsuits.
. I attended the main one. At Visalia a 60year-old fruit grower, Courtney McCracken, is
providing the test case.
Here's what McCracken's lawyers claim will
happen to him under 9e:
He will "rent" his own water.
He'll never own a water right-it's expressly prohibited.
He gets no specific credit for project repayment-he · could be obligated for a lifetime.
He'd have to cut his 309-acre fruit farm
in two and sell half-no water for more than
160 acres. (More about this deal later).
Every farmer in California is watching this
case. It may decide the issue for the rest
of the country. In court I heard the Bureau's
answer:
"Farmers are just looking under the bed
for trouble. They haven't any case unless
their water should be shut off. Talk about
rights is premature."
The Bureau aims to push this utility-type
contract all over the West-has already begun in the Missouri Valley.
"If they get away with this,'' says· an
eminent water attorney, "there is no limit.
The Federal Government can 'wheel' water
like power. It can sell an Oregon farmer's
water in California, and California's to
Mexico."
Farmers are forced to sign these contracts.
A State legislative committee finds that they
were frantic for water-"they had no alternative." A rancher told me: ·"I couldn't have
made it another year." A weekly editor: "We
don't fight with the Bureau while our crops
burn."
Another fighting issue is that the Government makes little farms out of big.
It has gone back to a 1902 law, designed
for newly developed areas, and is trying, to
apply it in California, where farms of various
sizes have long been established.
The Federal Government now says that
you can get water for only 160 acres (320 if
you're married). And because you are declared a part of the irrigation district, and
all land within it gets water, you can't own
more than that much land. You must sell
the balance by recordable contract-at a price
set by Government appraisers.
As a ~moke scre:m the Bureau has attacked
California's "corporation" farmers.
Scores of big farms are involved . But the
average size of Central Valley farms is smaller
than Iowa's. And I found farmers, big and
little, fighting this 160-acre limitation.
Farmers claim that is is nothing but con·fiscation of private property, and violates the
Constitution.
A Swiss immigrant was among the first to
go to court. Phillip Albonico got his 80-acre
home place back in 1917, and, like a lot of
ambitious farmers, built it up to 3,000 acres.
He is a dry grain farmer, right on the edge
of CVP, but happens to have 1,240 acres under it. He wants to get out. Mad as a Concord Minute Man, he spouts his story:
"I can't use the water on this rough land.
I couldn't stand the tax. If I could use it
they wouldn't sell it to me. I want to get
out, but no, I have to get rid of my land."
Albonico shakes his head. "For 27 years
I pay taxes. Now I got no rights. I don't
understand."
A California court has declared the 160acre limitation unconstitutional in the Albonico case. It may affect the entire CVP
and reclamation law.
California is fighting the Federals on at
least three other fronts. They won't be able
XCVIII-A~.Jp.--223

to irrigate, cook, shave, or bathe in the Santa
Margarita Valley, if the brief-case army of
the Justice Department wins its paramount
claim to all the waters of the Santa ·Margarita. They demand them for a $100,000,000 Marine base.
Thousands of farmers are being sued by the
Federal Government on a show cause action
as to why they shouldn't vacate, and the
State is spending $150,000 to defend them.
Down in the Imperial Valley the Bureau
finished a project 10 years .ago, but refused
to turn it over and get out.
Then there's the Federal fight for the oilrich tidelands.
California now dares to buy back the CVP
and go ahead with its own giant projects.
Will it succeed?
No doubt that the State's got its back up.
The State Farm Bureau, the Irrigation Districts Association, and State Chamber of
Commerce back state ownership of CVP.
But there's the question whether Congress
will let go of this juicy morsel from the pork
barrel.
Countless Californians shudder at going it
alone. They point out that if California
turns down Central Valley funds, it may be
cut off from other Federal aid. Many argue
that California pays $3,500,000,000 United
States it's got something coming back.
Finally, there's the terrifying thought that
if California takes less, some other state
may get California's share. The Sacramento
Bee asks: "Would it be good business for
California to kick a gift horse in the teeth?
Right now there's nothing California farmers would like better I

For Future Reference
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL. Mr.
Speaker, under unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include the following letter:
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., June 7, 1952.

Mr.E.P.,
Erie, Pa.

DEAR FRIEND: May I offer my ·profuse apologies for not being in the office when you
called?
As my secretary explained, I was out of
town and did not anticipate such an early
visit from you.
However, I must see you, as I really need
the information you have before the campaign is finished. This man is determined
to continue use of the press for his murderous designs upon my good standing at home.
Consequently, I must obtain the affidavits
you promised me when we first met. Assuredly, your name will be withheld, but I
will be fortified as never before against
hatred and intolerance as unreasonable as
they are blind.
If you are not able to get to Washington
again within the month, I would be willing
to come to Erie.
Please wire instruction or call me collect
at LOckwood &-5274.
Awaiting your early reply, I remain, with
best wishes,
Most sincerely,
EDWIN ARTHUR HALL,
Member of Congress.
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Kansas Wheat Crop To Be Total Lou
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.ANDREW F.SCHOEPPEL
OF KANSAS
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President,
Wichita Magazine for May 29, 1952, published an article entitled "Kansas Wheat
Crop To Be Total Loss." The information contained in that editorial report
is so far-reaching, as it relates to appropriations and many other matters
being passed upon in the Senate, that I
ask unanmous consent to have it printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
KANSAS WHEAT CROP To BE TOTAL Loss
The United States Department of Agriculture is forecasting that the Kansas wheat
crop, on basis of May 1, conditions, will be
254,550,000 bushels. That's enough wheat to
provide the flour for 85,000,000 people, or
more than one-half of all the people in the
United States.
Kansas has 14,552,000 acres in wheat. It
has abandoned 664,000 acres, which is more
acres than 29 other States have sowed. Kansas will harvest more than the next two
wheat States together.
And what will Kansas get if the wheat
yield is equal to the forecast? At the Government load figure of $2.20 a bushel that
will amount to $560,252,000, or more than a
half-billion dollars-a whale of a crop and a
whale of a lot of money.
But the Kansas share of the administration's Federal budget of $85,347,000,000,
which has not yet been adopted and apparently will be trimmed slightly, will be $1,101,973,000. The Kansas share is arrived at by
the per capita income of Kansas last year as
compared with the per capita income of the
Nation at large. That figure of more than a
billion dollars includes what Kansas must
pay in direct Federal taxes, indirect taxes
concealed in the price of everything we buy,
and the part Kansas must· assume of this
year's increase in the national debt.
The Kansas wheat crop, therefore, will pay
a little more than one-half of the Kansas
share of the proposed Federal budget.
Where will we get the rest of the money to
pay our share?
For · one thing the Kansas oil production
last year was 107,338,000 barrels. This year's
production will be somewhere near that
figure. The prices as this is being written
is $2.59 barrel of crude, which multiplies
out to $277,905,000. Add the value of the
wheat and oil production together and wa
have enough to meet 76 percent of our share.
Figure out some way to pay the other 24
percent to the Federal Government, and then
Kansas may keep what else it earns for the
payment of State and local taxes and for the
use of the people.
If you object to the Federal Government
taking such a big bite out of the Kansas
income, write at once to the Members of
the Kansas delegation in Congress. Tell
them you appreciate what they are doing
to cut the Federal budget. Tell them to
stan~ fast and fight even harder to cut out
wastefulness in foreign aid as well as in
domestic programs. Tell them not to be
stampeded by cries of emergency.
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The Immigration Bill Hits Harsh Note
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, June 9, i952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD an editorial from the New
Orleans Item of May 26 entitled "The
Immigration Bill Hits Harsh Note." I
would also like to include a statement
and resolution adopted by the Baltimore
Conference of the Methodist Commission
on World Peace pointing out the dangers
inherent in the McCarran bill, and urging the President to veto this bill when
it reaches him.
There being no objection, the editorial,
statement, and resolution were ordered
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
[From the New Orleans Item of May 26, 1952]
A PRODl:;TCT OF FEAR?-IMMIGRATION BILL HITS
HARSH NOTE
The New Orleans unit of the Catholic Committee of the South makes some worth while
points in its statement on the Walter-McCarran immigration bill.
This bill, with slight variations, has now
been passed by both House and Senate. But
conflicting details have yet to be ironed out
by a conference committee-and it is still
subject to a Presidential veto.
The measure has some good features. It
revises and brings under one heading all of
the various immigration laws of the past 30
years.
But, as the CCS group notes, it also contains several harsh and unfair provisions.
The bill improves on our present immigration rules by setting up at least token
quotas for Asiatic areas.
It would allow 185 Japanese to enter this
country annually, plus 100 persons each from
Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, Indonesia, Korea,
Laos, Libya, Pakistan, Somaliland, Vietnam,
and Yemen.
And for the first time Asiatics would become eligible for citizenship.
But the United States can hardly use
these facts to convince Asia that we are
a friendly and democratic nation-because
a later clause of the bill openly discriminates
against orientals.
In general, quotas under the bill are set,
as they should be, according to place of birth.
But for orientals, quotas are fixed by racial
origins.
Thus a Japanese who was born in England
and had lived there all his life would not be
allowed to enter this country under the
British quota of 65,000, which is usually not
filled. He would have to try to find a place
among Japan's paltry 185.
The Catholic group calls this provision
unfair and urges that it be struck out.
Other defects pointed out by the CCS group
are these:
The bill penalizes countries that bore the
brunt of the recent war by charging their
displaced persons against normal immigration quotas.
Some countries do not use their entire
quotas. But the Walter-McCarran measure
would not allow other nations to benefit by
pooling the unused portion of these quotas.
The bill has also been criticized for the
's mall total of immigrants it allows-only
155,000 a year. This figure is based on the
United States population of 1920, instead of
the 1950 census.
And some observers have objected to sections allowing the deportation of aliens with

after his entry into the United States, regardless of whether. the breakdown occurred
because of factors arising after the alien's
entry into the United States (sec. 241 (a)
(3) ) . No exception is made even if the
alien enters a private institution at his own
expense, or if he can recover and become a
healthy, useful, and vigorous member of the
community.
(e) The McCarran bill establishes 20 new
grounds for deportation and makes all these
retroactive, which is foreign to our system
of justice. An alien can be deported for
acts in the past, acts which, in the past,
when committed, were not ground for deportation.
For example, speeding (sec. ·
241 (d)).
.(f) In 41 places, the bill makes the power
to exclude or deport dependent on the opinON THE McCARRAN IMMIGRATION BILL
ion of the consul or the Attorney General.
The Baltimore Conference Commission on
There are 30 additional places in the bill
World Peace presents the following digest
where deportation, exclusion, or other overt
on the McCarran-Walter omnibus immigra- · action in regard to aliens and even naturaltion and nationality bill (S. 2550):
ized citizens, is dependent on "the so.tisfacI. It will effectively strangle immigration
tion of the consul" or "the satisfaction of
except in a few narrow, restricted classes.
the Attorney General," rather than a ju-·
(a) It fixes permanently into law the presdicial proceeding under due process of law.
ent wastage of almost two-thirds of the
Under Anglo-Saxon law restraints are impresent quotas which go unused, being asposed on the exercise of arbitrary authority
signed-to countries like Great Britain, whose
by the Executive and the power of judicial
people do not want to emigrate to the United
review is given to the courts. This tradiStates (sec. 202). Instead of reassigning the
tion is seriously impaired in the McCarr.an
unused quotas to worthy refugees from the
bill where a man's fate as to entry, deportaCommunist terror and to desirable aliens
tion, or naturalization will depend solely
from surplus-population countries like
upon the opinion of the Attorney General.
Greece, Italy, Western Germany, etc., the
There is danger in granting such arbitrary
McCarran bill discards the unused quotas
power to any executive official. The Attorney ·
(sec. 201 (c), (d), sec. 207).
General is a busy man. He will have to
delegate this power to his subordinates.
(b) The McCarran bill looks backward to
Thus some bureaucrat in the Immigration
1920 and uses our population. of 30 years ago
and Naturalization Service will decide
as a basis of computing quotas today (sec.
whether or not a person is a desirable alien
201).
and whether or not he sho.u ld be taken from
(c) The McCarran bill bars aged parents
his home and friends and banished from the
and grandparents of American citizens from
United States forever.
entering the United States, unless the parents and grandparents in question can pass
III. Creates new discriminations between
a literacy test (sec. 212 (a) (25)). Even
native-born and naturalized American citiunder the present law, aged parents and
zens and against natives of certain areas
grandparents are exempted from the literacy
of the world.
test.
(a) Section 202 (a) (5) classifies aliens
II. Vests new and arbitrary powers for
for the purposes of immigration according
exclusion and deportation with administrato the country in which they were born,
tive officers.
except orientals. A person of oriental or
part-oriental descent who comes from within
(a) Section 24 (a) (4) provides for the
an artificially designated area of the world
deportation of aliens at any time convicted
called the Asiatic Pacific Triangle does not
of any criminal offense if the Attorney Genqualify for admission to the United States
eral concludes that the alien is undesirable.
on the basis of the country of his birth, but
What does this mean? A man convicted of
rather on the basis of his racial origin and
a traffic offense is guilty of a criminal of.
he is arbitrarily assigned to the m.inimum
fense. Under the laws of the McCarran bill,
or near minimum quotas for those countries
once an alien has been convicted of such a
within that so-called Asiatic Pacific Triangle.
violation his whole future is at stake. His
Thus a person born in London of a British
wife and children, if American citizens, will
father and an Indian mother would not
depend on whether the Attorney General
qualify for immigration on the British quota
will or will not conclude that the alien is
as any other London-born child would. Beundesirable. This provision would, for all
cause
of his racial origin he would be aspractical purposes, authorize the Attorney
signed to the smaller Indian quota. The
General to oppose at will the sentence of
McCarran bill tells this person, "You who
exile from the United States on almost any
may have 50 percent Indian blood in your
and all aliens if at any time he feels they
veins are not as good as the other people
are for any reason undesirable.
in London. We don't like your mother's
(b) The bill authorizes any consul to
race. We want to be sure that we get as
refuse a visa, or any immigration inspector
few as possible of your kind into our counto turn back at Ellis Island, any alien who,
try." There is no similar restriction for any
in the opinion of the consul or the Attorney
European, African, Australian, or South
General, might at any time in the future
American, or any other so-called race.
become a p-qblic charge (sec. 212 (a) 15) ) •
(b) Section 202 (c) provides that not more
This is exclusion by sheer and naked predicthan 100 persons may enter annually from
tion.
any one colony. Under existing law we have
(c) The bill authorizes any consul or imbeen assigning colony immigration to the
migration inspector to refuse a visa, or to
total quota available to the mother country.
exclude any alien who in the opinion of the
Within that quota a native of Martinique,
consul or of the Att9rney General might
for example, had the same standing as a
later become a member of a Communistnative of Paris. Vnder the McCarran bill
front organization (sec. 212 (a) (29)). This
again, is exclusion by prediction.
this would be changed. To the people of
(d) The bill authorizes the deportation of
these islands in the Western Hemisphere so
any alien, who, after entering the United
important to us for bases during World War
II, so important to our defense of the PanaStates-; has a nervous breakdown and is hospitalized, if the breakdown occurs in 5 years
ma Canal, and so vulnerable to Communist

only an administrative hearing or with no
hearing at all.
In short, many ·p arts of the bill would
seem to justify the New York Times' comment that its "whole spirit • • • is
restrictive and exclusionist."
We are a prosperous Nation, built by immigrants. We need manpower. We have
found that most immigrants make good
citizens.
But we are inviting the world to conclude that we are either frightened or inhumane.
For we are only willing to take in 1 immigrant a year for every 1,000 United States
citizens, and we're surrounding .the entry of
that one with all kinds of red tape.
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propaganda and subversive activities, we are
saying: "V;le are discriminating against you.
We think you are not as good as others in
the Western Hemisphere and that you are
.. not as good as Europeans.
IV. Establishes scores of new vague and
tyrannical grounds for exclusion and deportation entirely beyond those necessary to
screen out and deport subversives, criminals,
and other undesirables.
(a) The bill places obstacles in the way of
refugees from the iron curtain countries
(sec. 222 (a)). Under present law, a political refugee can go to the nearest United
States Consul and apply for a visa. The
McCarran bill requires him to file an application with the consul for the district of
which he is a resident. This provision would
hit opponents of Communist oppression wh o,
in the darkness of night, without exit or entrance visas, flee to the sanctuary of the free
world. Mikolajczyk, former Premier of Poland, fled at night. Nagy, former Premier
of Hungary, resigned while visiting Switzerland. When these and others like them
arrive in a new country they have no permanent status in the country which granted
them asylum. They have no residence, no
right to work or earn a living, looking desperately for a country to take them in.
Is it the intent of the McCarran bill to force
these people to return behind the iron curtain to see the American Consul and apply
for a visa? What justification can there be
for such a requirement?
{b) The bill would keep out anotheJ.: kind
of refu gee from Communist and other totalit arian states: The person convicted of violating the many oppressiv,e and restrictive
laws of the police states. Section 212 (a)
(10) would exclude aliens convicted by
Nazi, Communist, or Fascist courts. Within
the Soviet orbit a man can be convicted for
changing his job without permission, for
being late for work, for failing to meet his
production quota, or for moving from one
city to another without permission. Such a
man might well prove to be a very welcome
addition to the United States. Under the
terms . of the McCarran bill, however, he
would have been convicted of crimes and
would be barred from entering the United
States. While the McCarran bill does exempt
crimes of a purely political nature, Cardinal
Mindzenty, of Hungary, for example, was
convicted by the Communist courts for
illegal speculation and illegal dealings in
foreign currency. These are not political
crimes, and the Cardinal and other framed
victims of · iron curtain persecution could
be barred from entering the United States
under the McCarran bill.
(c) Sectio,n 212 (a) {28) (C) (vi) bars
from admission the members of predecessors
and successors of Communist and other
totalitarian associations. The Christian
Democratic Party of East Germany was organized in 1945 by sincere believers in democracy and by fervent opponents of communism. Today the leaders of that party
have fled and it has become the puppet in
the Communist-dominated national front.
Under the terms of this bill these anti-Communist leaders would be barred from entry
into the United States because they be·
longed to an organization which was the
predecessor of a Communist association.
The same can be said about the Polish
Peasants Party, the Social Democratic Parties, and all the other parties in Eastern Europe that the Communists have taken over
by force and violence. All of them are
predecessors of Communist associations or
parties. It is unjust, unfair, and unwise to
bar the anti-Communist leaders of those
associations who fought Communists and
left only. after they were defeated by them.
v. Makes our immigration policies a
source of international discord and recrimination instead of a contribution to peace and.
good will.

(a) We need the friendship and good wlll
of many peoples and strategic nations if we
are to prevail in the struggle against Communist ideology. So;me of these same peoples will interpret the McCarran bill as a.
gesture of discrimination against them and
may seriously question the sincerity with
which we espouse the principles in our own
Declaration of Independence.
(b) The bill does not abolish racial discrimination. It discriminates against people living in southern and southeastern Europe, colored races, and orientals and partorientals.
(c) Our standards for admission ought to
be based on qualifications of health, morality, adherence to principles of democratic
government, evidence of economic support;
America needs Christian compassion for
human suffering and the desire to reunite
broken families. They should not be based
on race or on nationality.
RECOMMENDATION

We call upon the President to veto this
bill. We further call upon the Congress to
enact immigration legislation which will uphold the principles and ideals of democracy
and Christian citizenship and avoid unfair
discrimination.

Transportation and Democracy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES I. DOLLIVER
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. DOLLIVER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following address of
James K. Knudson, Defense Transport
Administrator, before the Omaha
Chamber of Commerce, Omaha, Nebr .•
on May 22, 1952:
TRANSPORTATION AND DEMOCRACY

(By James K. Knudson)
One of the truly heartwarming Msignments which a Washington ofllcial hopes for
but seldom has is mine today-that of
commending a gathering of fellow citizens
for their part in adding a bright new page
to the Nation's book of golden deeds. Your
great actions will always speak louder than
any framework words into which they are
put, but since words are the medium by
which we recount our deeds, I am proud to
be the one by whom the words are spoken.
A little more than a month ago, the valley
of the Missouri underwent ordeal by water.
Combination of winter ice, heavy snow, the
too sudden emergence of spring, and man's
present incapacity to curb the angry caprice
of nature, sent the Mighty Mo rampaging out
of its banks and surging across your rich
lands, bursting grain storehouses, devastating farms, washing away bridges, drowning
animals, and swirling angrily through the
gates of some of your great cities.
To some it must have seemed akin to the
flood of Noah when "the waters rose exceedingly -upon the earth • • • and flesh
both of fowl, and of cattle, and of beast, and
of every creeping thing • • • were destroyed."
But man was saved, shall we say, because
he had faith-yes. But I say faith without
works is dead. You backed up your faith
with mighty work, and the waters prevaUed
not against you.
That your levees held, has been called a
miracle throughout the land-but to me, like

all miraCles, the real explanation lies in the
fulfillment of a natural law-in the selfless
effort of men to save each other. The Good
Book says that in the aays of Noah there
were giants in the earth, and that the daughters of men bare children which became
mighty men, men of renown. The same
could be written about the men and women
of the Missouri Valley who cast self aside
and overcame a flood. Particularly in the
transportation field, I'm told that this was
so. There were many who labored night and
day, without rest and without compensation,
in the work of rescue, evacuation, and the
titanic job of shoring up the dikes.
Emerson once said "the compensations of
calamity are made apparent to the understanding • • • after long intervals of
time. A fever, a mutilation, a cruel disappointment, a loss of wealth, a loss of friends,
seems at the moment unpaid loss, and unpayable. But the sure years reveal the deep
remedial force that underlies all facts."
As to this ordeal through which you have
just passed, I do not believe that the tollin g
of years is necessary to reveal the undimin1shing compensations of your experience. All
about you, during that period of tension
and danger, you witnessed the capacity for
unselfish service inherent in the nommon
man. That alone should renew your spiritual faith for all years to come.
But you also beheld the inspiring drama
of democracy in action-a demonstration to
all the world of the mighty power of individual and private enterprise in a time of
national emergency and proof that free men
can work with one another and for one another . . That should renew your political
faith.
Like many others in Washington, I followed your tribulations by newspaper, radio,
and television, and in the daily reports relayed to me personally from our own field
agents who were on the scene and helping
you. Many of the Omaha, Council Bluffs,
Sioux City, Des Moines, and Kansas Cit y
papers -found their way across my desk.
Through them, along with many of my staff,
I watched (and prayed), as the waters rose
from 22 to 29 feet and up toward a 31-foot
crest, inundating towns, sweeping across
railroad tracks, roads, and airports, and disrupting all normal means of transportation.
This was our personal worry. But if the
levees breached at Omaha and Council Bluffs,
we knew the makings of an even greater
calamity were in the ofllng, not only for you
but for the Nation.
We came to know what sandboils meant,
and how your trucks would rumble across the
rough tops of the levees with loads of sandbags for the danger spots. We learned that
"white water" seeping up behind the levee
meant little hazard, but that the cry of
"yellow water" meant that the muddy river
had succeeded in cutting a deadly fistula
beneath the bank, which could expand into
a disastrous break in a matter of minutes.
We read how men and women from every
walk of life turned out to help shore the
levees. Students, factory hands, clerks, soldiers, farmers from as much as 150 miles
away-all to111ng shoulder to shoulder, sometimes as much as 20 hqurs a day, until their
hands were blistered and raw and their backs
askew from handling sandbags.
Human interest stories transpire<;! dallylike the 50 Winnebago Indians who filled
30,000 sandbags in one 8-hour stretch; the
ingenious Rube Goldberg contraptions which
workers rigged up to fill the sandbags fasterfunnels made from old stove pipes; church
women of Council Bluffs gathering old nylon
stockings to use in tying up sandbags; the
three farmers who made their way down river
to help at Omaha because their own farm
houses were awash to the eaves and, in their
own words~ they "couldn't do no good back
home. but wanted to help somewhere...
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As we received these daily reports, naturally to us in charge of the Nation's transportation, the transportation aspects loomed
particularly large and serious, for, as you
well k n ow, your Omaha-Council Bluffs area
is one of the Nation's important hubs of
transportation. Immobilize that hub and
one of the great wheels of our transportation
system breaks down.
The more we read, the more our admiration grew for the resourcefulness, ingenuity,
and capacity for unselfish work exhibited by
all elements of the transportation industry.
Long-standing competitive differences between rail and motor carriers went overboard; the higher the waters rose, the closer
their cooperation became. Air and water
carriers pitched in tirelessly, too.
It was as heartwarming an exhibition of
democracy in action as this Nation h as produced in many a day, and that exhibitionall Communist countries please note-was
put on by private enterprise and free workers, subordinating their self-interest voluntarily for the good of the people as a whole.
Here we have in miniature the formula for
world peace-men of good will, free to choose,
working together in a common cause.
With this in mind and confining my comments p articularly to the field of transportation, I would like to refresh your recollection
today concerning some of the contributions
of the various carriers to the fight against
flood, and at the same time pay the respects
of Washington for their meritorious record.
When predictions indicated that flood conditions on the Missouri would present increasingly serious problems to this section,
the people of Omaha and Council Bluffs
looked to the transportation facilities as
their firet line of defense.
Many rail and motor carrier officials were
key men in your local civil defense organization. In cooperation with the military,
Federal Civil Defense Administration, Defense Transport Administration, the Interstate Commerce Commission, and other Government agencies, the Red Cross and Salvation Army, the carriers made plans to evacuate residents and their property from the
threatened nrea.
Motor-carrier labor and management combined to form a motor pool, with central dispatching headquarters manned by experienced personnel. Through this motor pool
the Civil Defense, Red Cross, and other Government and relief agencies channeled their
requests for rescue and evacuation service
by truck. A stockpile of over 500 reserve
truck units from cities and towns as far as
150 miles away was kept in constant readiness. Operating around the clock, by phone,
radio-equipped trucks and taxicabs, and
truck teletype service, this pool did yeoman
service in the orderly and swift dispatch of
thousands upon thousands of trucks and
drivers in flood service.
I would like particularly to point out that,
although some motor-carrier operators and
their union employees were engaged in tense
negotiations over a labor contract, with flood
disaster threatening, they laid aside their
differences and went to work together. Another example for the Nation to behold and
profit by. The owners donated their time
and equipment, and · the workmen donated
their time and labor. Through such unselfishness, combined with the ingenuity and
know-how of these experts, the great, mobile
utility of truck equipment was used to maximum effect.
Flat-body trucks, vans, pickup trucks,
tractors, semitrailers, farm trucks, busses
and taxicabs, and every conceivable kind of
motorized equipment--all m ade possible the
colossal job of evacuating some 39,000 people
and their household belongings in less than
a week.
As hun dreds of trucks brought in loads of
furnitu re an d household goods, streetcar
companies offered their car barns for storage,
truck-t r ailer
companies
their
trailers,

churches their halls and vestries, and schools
their classrooms and auditoriums.
At the same time, trucks were being called
on to move thousands of cubic feet of dirt
to raise and reinforce the dikes. Built for
a crest of only 26 feet, when 31 was due, the
task seemed impossible; but it was accomplished, and much of the credit for that
accomplishment should go to the trucksters.
Filing in unbroken lines day and night,
dump trucks and other open-top trucks
were volunteered for service on the levees.
This was hazardous work, for the heavily
laden trucks had to traverse the uneven,
slippery top of the levees, moving fast because minutes were precious. In one instance, at Council Bluffs, trucks hauled in
112 loads of dirt in 60 minutes to build a 2block supporting levee at one end of the
Ak-Sar-Ben bridge.
Trucks hauled countless numbers of livestock, tons of food, merchandise and mail,
and brought in 5 times the normal amount
of gasoline used in the area to fuel the
heavy machinery and vehicles protecting the
dikes. Noah had his Ark, Omaha had its
trucks!
Your railroads, too, were pillars 0f strength
tn this emergency. As soon as the flood
alert was sounded, all rail lines, intensely
competitive though they are in normal times,
worked closely together to meet the situation and to provide equipment, facilities,
and other services necessary to combat successfully the expected emergency. A meeting
of railroad officials resulted in prompt agreement to embargo inbound shipments and
to providP. cars to aid in the evacuation of
people and property from endangered areas.
Gondolas and closed cars were furnished
to move valuable machinery and mechandise
to points of safety. The railroads ran
refugee shuttle trains and placed box cars at
the disposal of the homeless in which to
store their household goods, then moved
these cars to high ground. In all, in the
Omaha-Council Bluffs area, the railroads
evacuated some 15,000 people, together with
their personal effects and furniture.
They brought hundreds of cars of sand and
rock to the levees and arranged for the filling
of sandbags at out-of-State points, moving
them into the flood area. They moved grain
from storage bins in stricken sections.
Railroad crews labored 24-hour shifts,
throwing up earthen dikes across tracks at
numerous critical points, until many a railror.d dike became a stanch defense line
against the oncoming waters. When the 130acre shop facilities of one railroad at Omaha
were faced with imminent peril of inundation, nearly its entire personnel turned out
to reinforce the dikes around its plant and
other industries in the vicinity. Toiling
around the clock, they laid as many as 200,000
sandbags a day, an ultimate total of 1,400,000
bags in the area of dan,ger.
When a shortage of chlorine for purification of the Council Bluffs water supply developed one railroad located a supply of
chlorine 120 miles away and rushed it to
the area.
With portable railroad communication
equipment, such as walkie-talkies, railroad
communication workers helped to maintain
a constant and vitally necessary patrol of
endangered dikes, spotting dangerous sandboils and underminings.
The immediate
availability of this modern communication
equipment, which was in use two full days
before Army engineers arrived with additional units, was an outstanding factor in
preventing the dikes from breaking. It
proved of spectacular service at Omaha, near
the crest of the flood, when a sewer exploded
behind the dike. Three portable and two
other radio units brought to the scene summoned crews of workers in a matter of minutes, staving off a serious calamity.
The railroads performed unusual service,
too, in establishing a central emergency

kitchen at the Union Station in Omaha to
feed flood refugees and workers. Food for
this kitchen was furnished direct from railroad commissaries and kept in abundant
supply. Some 26,000 hot meals, 25,000 box
lunches, 15,000 gallons of coffee, 68,000 gallons of milk, 12,000 sandwiches, and countless other i terns were furnished by the
railroa ds.
In addition, the railroads worked diligently on the hourly changing problems
of diversion and rerouting in order to minimize the delay to through traffic which could
be moved around the flooded areas. St eam
locomotives were pressed into service to wade
through wherever necessary.
Flexibility of alternate routing was a primary factor. Continuation of freight and
passenger service where tracks or bridges of
one line were under water was assured by
the ready availability of the facilities and
tracks of other lines. All of this was highly
important, because in any local disaster,
we must never lose sight of the national
welfare.
Right on top of the muddy river crest itself, water transportation did its share.
Barges plied the river bringing loads of
rock and sand to the dikes, and in other
cases carried food and equipment to riverside workers. Smaller watercraft of all
kinds ferried and patrolled and scouted.
In the air, as the Missouri rose higher,
planes maintained an alarm patrol, armed
with signal flares and sirens to warn in case
of a "levee break. Helicopters dropped feed
to isolated farm stock. Lt. Gen. Curtis Le
May, who directed the famed Berlin airlift, and was in charge of air transportatiOL'.
during this emergency, had another smaller
Berlin lift on his hands. His 0-124 Globemasters flew in over · 384 tons of supplies in
100 flights to the flooded area.
Altogether every kind of transportat!on
was represented, and each can be proud <.f
the cooperation, coordination, and humanity of spirit which it displayed in the great
endeavor.
Nor is their wotk finished. The slow,
difficult task of helping their fellow citizens clean up and- build up and get things
back to normal again, is still under way.
There is also before them a big job of planning for the future.
For the lessons learned in a great national
disaster such as this must not be lost.
Particularly they must not be lost in these
perilous days when, as yet, the _many dikes
of freedom and unity and military strength
which we are building around the world are
still unfinished.
The American Trucking Association's
booklet about the Kansas City flood of 1951
was called Rehearsal for Disaster. It seems
to me that this present ordeal which you
have surmounted so courageously should be
thought of in that light-a rehearsal for disaster. For should atomic attack come to
any of our great cities, the situation created
would parallel in many ways the one
brought on by the angry river which decended upon you. There would be certain
exceptions, of course, chief and most deadly
of all-a short forewarning, if any. Atomic
attack, should it come to this Nation, will
arrive with the swift unexpectedness of another Pearl Harbor. But the difference will
be, we hope, that we will be prepared. If
we plan ahead for such a catastrophe, we
can be prepared. I urge you in the field of
transportation to profit and plan from such
a lesson as the flood h as t aught.
It occurred to me when I was following
the progress of your raging river in the early
days of April that it was just about this
time, 40 years ago on April 14, 1912, that one
of the world's greatest disasters occurred.
On that night, at .11 :40 p. m ., the British
liner T i tani c, then the largest ship afloat,
hit an iceberg 500 miles off Newfoundland
on its maiden transatlantic voyage. Just 2
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hours and 40 minutes later it sank 1n the
worst maritime disaster in history. However, despite the 1,517 lives which were lost
that dark night, one great good came forth
from this terrible experience.
At the instigation of the United States, a
preparedness program for the future was
drawn up between the North Atlantic
nations in the form of an international ice
patrol. All subscribing nations share in the
supervision and cost of this patrol, which
our Coast Guard cutters and planes operate during the iceberg season. Thus,
through foresight, planning, and cooperative
effort born in the labor pangs of a great
disaster, untold loss of life and property has
been prevented. We can do JikewisP. if we
let the transportation lesson learned in this
recent :flood guide us in making plans for
future emergencies- and making them now,
while the lesson is stm fresh in our minds,
and we st111 have time.
It has been the general consensus of opinion, from competent observers working in the
vortex of the Omaha-Council Bluffs flood
area, that as far as transportation is concerned, a definite rule should prevail that in
any major disaster-rescue and evacuation
work by the carriers should be conducted by
specific control gi"oups in full charge of directing and dispatching the movements of
motor, rail, and water units-and that these
control groups should be composed of specialists in their particular transportation fields.
On a local level, they would operate as important and efficient cogs in the local civildefense organization. Calls for use of their
all-important transportation facilities would
he cleared t:lilrough a transportation unit
properly staffed by competent men from the
rail, motor, and water carrier industries. All
of this local activity would of necessity have
to be coordinated with the national need.
Our lives are filled with complex problems
and worries and uncertainties in these days.
But in some respects, this great :flood of 1952
has been a ray of light in a shadowed world.
It has focused the spotlight once again on
the simple goodness of freemen in free enterprise.
The ability to put aside all differences,
competition, and self-interest which the
railroads and motor carriers, labor and management, showed in this emergency, has given
the world a shining example of what -real
neighborliness can mean in a democracy like
ours. For just as nations have moved nearer
each other in this century, so all Americans
live closer together today, dependent one
upon the other for the very means of survival.
We Americans have always been transportation-minded. We've had to be; and
we've never been indissolubly wedded to
any one form of transport. As each new
medium has emerged on the economic horizon we have rushed to accept it. Immediate
results have sometimes been disastrous to
large sectors of the business and social fabric. But inertia, tradition, social customs,
nostalgia, even legislation, cannot long stay
the march of transportation progress.
Each mode of transportation has given
way or adjusted to another at a pace which
may have seemed slow at the time but which
in a century-long view is amazingly swift,
as the forest trail, stage coach, covered
wagon, canal boat, steamboat, railroads, the
automobile and finally the airplane, have all
had their day. But no form of transport
quite fades away. There are places where
the horse and the mule are still essential.
The primary problem in mastering transportation then, is how to make the most
economic use of each of the existing transportation media, new and old, to harmonize
or combine them for the maximum convenience of the shipping and traveling public, and to the profit of the carrier.
The principle is laid down in the Interstate Commerce Act that the national trans-
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portation policy . is designed to "the end of
developing, coordinating, and preserving a
national transportation system by water,
highway, and rail, as well as other means."
And this doctrine conforms not only with
the public interest but also with the en..lightened self-interest of the commercial and
industrial community. For no matter what
Government may prescribe, no matter what
high pressure advertising may proclaim, people will in the long run use-and carriers,
for their own profit, will provide-that mode
of transport which affords the quickest, sur ..
est, safest, most convenient, and most economical service.
Thoughtful people all through the country are becoming more and more conscious
of the increasing variety and complexity of
the Nation's transportation problems, and
of the necessity of their being solved in the
interest of the Nation as a whole. I am sure
you agree with me that their solution calls
for wise and informed, Federal, State, and
local regulation. It calls also for cooperation
on the part of the various associations and
organizations in transport and allied fields
of endeavor. It calls for the cooperation of
the individual, whether he be a shipper, a
traffic or transportation man, a traveler in
his own car, or a passenger in bus, train, or
plane.
Many remedies for transportation ills are
being advanced. It might be that some of
the proposed remedies would be worse than
the disease. And it may be that some of
these transport ills will heal themselves naturally with the passage of time and events.
But the point stands out that it behooves
all transportation-minded men in these
critical times to lend a helping hand to finding the best possible solutions of our Nation's
transportation problems, not merely for the
sake of the transport industry, but for the
well-being of the country as a whole.
The example set by the transportation
facilities ln working as a team to defeat a
:flood presages a day of coop~ration in defeating all enemies and solving all problems.
I am reminded of the father who, each day,
sat watching his small son trying to move a
heavy stone which lay beside the walk.
Finally, he asked the boy, "Are you using
all your strength?"
"Yes; I am," cried the boy. "Of course,
I am."
"No." replied his father. "You're not.
You haven't asked me to help you."
In this awesome experience with the
mighty Missouri, the people of Omaha and
Council Bluffs were wiser than that small
boy. When they needed to move mountains,
they used all their strength. They called
in the carriers to help. It was, ·i n a large
part, from their united efforts and out of
their common strength, that the power was
derived to turn back one of the greatest
floods in history.

Do We Have a Policy on . Emerging
States?

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, one of
the major difficulties in American for-

eign policy is our position with respect

to such nations as Korea, Tunisia, the
Philippines and similar emerging states.
In Tunisia, we have adopted a stand
which alines us with the French Gov-
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ernment. This means that we are exerting every effort to check the "nationalist" sentiments of the native population. In the Philippine Islands, our interests have invariably been lined up
with the current national government,
sometimes to the detriment of our prestige. On the other hand, in Korea, our
policy of playing ball with the powersthat-be has now back-fired. Mr. Rhee,
President of the Korean Republic, has
imposed martial law on his capital and
jailed 12 members of the National Assembly, a performance designed to give
substantial aid to the Communists.
We are frankly in a dilemma of major
proportions on this problem. Until we
have decided just what we are trying to
do, it is difficult to develop a policy. Are
we committed to the maintenance of existing governments in their seats of authority, or are we seeking to advance the
economic and social well-being of the
people in each country through a policy
of direct American intervention? The
determination of our answer to this
question may influence the future of
Asia and Africa as decisively as the policies of Great Britain throughout the
nineteenth century.

The Case for Eisenhower

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF

MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, during the
last few months I have been privileged to
speak on behalf of the candidacy of
Dwight Eisenhower for the Republican
nomination for the Presidency, in meetings and broadcasts from New Hampshire to the State of Washington.
Now that Eisenhower is out of uniform
and can speak for himself, this preliminary job of his supporters is ended.
Perhaps it is of interest to record the
major reasons which caused me last year
to join the movement to nominate Eisenhower and which I have used to try to
convince others to do the same. A typical speech follows:
WHY EISENHOWER?
(Address by Hon. WALTER H. Junn, of Minnesota, Fort Wayne, Ind., May 28, 1952)
Never since the Republican Party, under
the inspired leadership of Abraham Lincoln,
was first called into power in 1860 to rescue
once before a divided and floundering Nation, has it been so important for our country that the Republican Party be returned
to power as it is in this fateful election year
of 1952.
The paramount issue confronting all
Americans today, as it was in 1861, is preservation of our heritage of freedom.
Our freedom is threatened on two fronts.
From outside our borders, it is being challenged by ruthless armed communism pursuing skillfully its unchanging goal of world
conquest. In this election year our first
order of business is to choose that man for
our President who is best able to organize
and carry out that resistance. Our survival
as a truly independent Nation is at stake.
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The other threat to our freedom originates
right within our own country.
It is the
never-ending expansion of the Federal Government and its power over the life of every
American citizen. Relentlessly Washington
takes over more and more functions that
heretofore have been handled at State and
local levels. The inevitable result is more
and more dependence by the individual on
the Government and less and less on himself.
This is portrayed in glowing terms as progress, as liberal reform. In reality it is sheer
reaction.
Most of us here tonight belong to the
Republican Party because we believe it is
the instrument through which we can best
serve our country and the true interests of
its citizens. We have joined it because we
think the basic philosophy of the Republican
Party is nearest right on the most important issues.
But the first fact of politics is this: No
matter how right our platform and policies
or how sound our leaders may be, we cannot
save the Nation if we do not win this coming
election.
Who is the best man to lead our party to
victory in the election and then to victory
over both the internal and the external
threats we face?
There is no other question of greater importance to our country and to the whole
world. Therefore, I examined it long and
carefully before making up my mind, as people all ove~ the Nation are doing in these
weeks leading up to our national convention.
The more I studied the leading candidates
of both parties, the more convinced I became
that the best way to advance the causes that
most of us consider most important, especially our freedom, our security, and our
solvency, is for the Republican Party to
nominate as its candidate for the Presidency
of the United States-and, believe me, we
can elect him-Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Let me make clear at the outset that I am
not interested in trying to tear down or work
against any other Republican candidate. All
of the principal ones are my personal friends.
I have great admiration for the particular
superior qualities each has in varying degrees. Any one of them would give our
country so much better an administration
than the present regime in Washington that
all Republicans ought to be able to work
hard for the election of the ticket chosen at
the Republican Convention in Chicago.
Nothing could be more stupidly suicidal than
for Republicans to campaign against each
other.
· Rather, let each of us set forth positively
the virtues and advantages of the candidate
he favors and seek to win as many voters
and delegates to the support of that candidate as he can. Then after the convention
we can close ranks and fight as a united party
for the Republican ticket.
But we do want and must have the best
and strongest possible ticket-because we
dare not take any chance of not winning.
A sensible person when playing cards, tries
to win with whatever is the highest card in
his hand. Republican kings, queens, jacks
are all mighty good cards. Maybe we could
finesse one of them by-if the opponent will
just play badly enough. But dare we gamble
once more on the opposition's blunders? No,
indeed. In that trick which decides the
whole game-the life-and-death trick for our
country-! want to have and to play the ace.
Ike is the ace.
Fellow Republicans, the campaign ahead
of us this year is no ordinary fight just to
lick the Democrats; this is a fight to save
the United States-and human freedom.
Let us not again, through short-sightedness, or overconfidence, or apathy, or too
ardent personal loyalties, fail to select that
Republican candidate whom we are surest
to elect.

That means the one who will get the most
votes.
And that means the one who will get all
the Republican votes and far more of the
troubled independents and disgusted and
homeless Democrats than any other candidate. Let's not fool ourselves. We cannot
win the election without the votes of millions of those independents and Democrats.
It is my conviction that Eisenhower is
better qualified from the over-all standpoint
to be our President at this particular juncture in our national life than any other candidate being proposed by either party.
Why?
1. He has a clearer understanding of the
military dangers with which armed world
communism threatens us. Let us remember
it is military dangers that are responsible
for your boy being in the Armed Forces and
for the cruel taxes you are paying.
2. He has a clearer understanding of its
skillful use of psychological and economic
weapons against us. He has had more firsthand intimate experience with its tricks and
maneuvers than any other American, both
during the period when it was the policy of
the Democratic administration to coddle
communism, and after the inevitable disastrous failure of that policy.
3. He has had enormously greater administrative experience than any other candidate and has demonstrated extraordinary
organizing ability. How desperately we
need such qualities in the White House
today.
4. He has a clearer understanding of the
real secret of the greatness of America and a
deeper dedication to the basic faith on
which it was founded and grew strong.
5. He has the capacity to unite and inspire
and lead our people out of the wilderness of
confusion on to the main highway of sound
and solvent government, the only road to
peace and progress and prosperity.
Let us consider some of his qualifications
by taking up the arguments raised against
him.
It is said that Eisenhower should not be
our President because he is a general. Now,
if he were a militarist, as some generals are,
I would agree. But Eisenhower is completely
nonmilitaristic. His first reaction is always
that of a Kansas farmer, which is just about
the same as that of any other farmer or businessman. Someone has described him as "a
civilian with military traintng." That is
accurate--and it is precisely the kind of man
America needs today as President.
The truth is that Eisenhower's greatest
contribution during the last war and during
the last year in Europe was not as a military
strategist but as a political leader. The details of plans and operations were worked out
by the brilliant men he gathered around him.
His really spectacular success was in getting
all kinds of people of all nationalities and
interests to work with him and with each
other as a team. He even got the American
Army, Navy, and Air Force to work together.
That ability to lead and inspire and to get
people to work together, not by tricks or
bribes or compulsion but by persuasion, is
the very thing which is so desperately needed
in our country today.
Eisenhower's military training can be a
great asset rather than a handicap to him
as a civilian President. One of our most
urgent concerns must be to keep the Pentagon from taking over the country during
this period of expanded mobilization when
roughly three-fourths of every tax dollar is
spent for military purposes. I doubt that
any mere civilian can even find, let alone
eliminate the places and practices where the
fat and waste in our military establishment
are the greatest. Furthermore, I wonder if
any civilian without extensive military experience will be able ever to cut the military
down to manageable proportions again.

I

Those who want to keep it big and dominant, I
along with veterans' organizations and other
sincere patriots, will start the cry, "This
civilian in the White House is endangering
our country because he doesn't know anything about military matters." I happen to
know that Eisenhower is as anxious as you
and I, perhaps even more so, about the intolerable burden which an overgrown military establishment places on our economy.
No one can block his efforts to secure greater
economy with the charge that he is wrecking our security because he doesn't understand our defense needs.
But would not Eisenhower continue the
present Administration's disastrous error of
tying American policy exclusively to Europe?
It was that policy which allowed-yes,
helped-Stalin to make gains in Asia that
inevitably imperiled the success of our costly
efforts for European recovery and security,
and put American forces into a war in Asia
which they were not permitted to win when
they could? I can assure you categorically
that I would not be supporting Eisenhower
if I haA not determined in advance that he
is quite as concerned about Asia as about
Europe. He said to some of us in Patis last
June: "Gentlemen, it is not East or West;
it is East and West."
He knows and has always insisted that our
policy must be global or it cannot succeed.
He knows that neither Europe nor Asia will
.long be free if the other is enslaved. A truly
American policy must be one designed to succeed not by our indefinitely supporting other
countries with our dollars or defending them
with our troops, but by getting them in condition so that they have the will and the
ability to stand on their own feet and defend themselves. That is Eisenhower's waythe only one with hope fbr peace for ourselves.
But would Eisenhower be a real candidate?
Would he fight for victory? Well, I know
that he has not sought and does not seek the
nomination. However, I am equally sure he
will be a powerful crusading candidate if the
majority of the members of our party choose
him as the man the country needs at this
critical juncture. Has he ever failed to put
on a brilliant, hard-hitting, and successful
attack, on any mission yet assigned him?
Certainly it would be easier and better for
him personally-as it would for most of usnot to be drawn into politics. On the other
hand, I believe that the determining factor
ought to be not his welfare but that of the
country. If he is the man who is most certain to be able to interrupt the corrupt, in;filtrated, and demoralized dynasty now ruling
in Washington which has brought our country within 6 years from its all-time high to
its all-time low, then I believe our party on
behalf of the country has the right and duty
to draft him for this further service.
Some people have criticized him because
he steadfastly refuses to make political statements while on a military assignment. To
my way of thinking, that increases rather
than decreases his worthiness for the most
important post in our land. Dwight Eisenhower is a mari of honor-and how sorely we
need such persons in high office today. One
of the things about which he has firm convictions is that a man while in the uniform
of his ccuntry should be the servant of the
whole country and its duly elected officials,
and not of any one party. He took an oath
to be such a servant, long before the people
elected Harry Truman to the post of Commander in Chief. He believes in keeping his
oath. He would rather not be President than
dishonor his uniform or sacrifice his integrity. That causes me to respect him and
want him as our candidate a great deal
more--not less.
But some ask, "How do we know what his
views are? Where does he -stand? How do
we know whether be is a good Republican?"
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There are two ways to find out:
One is to take the trouble to read his
words while a civilian. He stated his views
on many occasions on specific issues and,
more important, he has set forth his basic
philosophy of Government, in plain and unequivocal terms. Quotations from those
speeches are not as arresting, I grant you, as
it would be to have him appear before you
and say them in person, but his view~;~ are
available to all who really want to know
what they are.
The fact is that on domestic matters he
ls more middle of the road and anti-Big
Government than are some who have been
accepted as dyed-in-the-wool Republicans
but who, in fact, have gone alone with many
Truman proposals. If the facts are examined, it will be found that it is not Eisenhower who has been. playing around with the
New Deal nostrums.
His words are clear as to his views, but
more important than words in a campaign
speech or platform, are deeds. The measure
of Eisenhower's devotion to Republican
principles is this: He could be President of
the United States without turning a hand,
if only he were willing to forsake his Republican faith and convictions and let himself
be nominated as a Democrat. But that he
will not do.
· The Democrats play politics for keeps:
They want Ike because they want to win.
After all, it is a lot of fun to spend in a single
year $70,000,000,000 of other people's moneyeven 50-cent dollars. They have pursued
him on bended knee for months, beseeching
him to be their candidate. They know a
good thing when they see one. They know
that with your money and their machine,
with control of the executive branch of our
Government with its 2,500,000 officeholders,
with a lot more Democrats than Republicans
in the country-and with Ike as their candi- ·
date-they would win in a walk. Is there a
Republican that doesn't know that, too?
Only one thing they lack to have the winning combination-Eisenhower. Why won't
he be their candidate? Because he is so
strongly opposed to the New Deal and its
ever-growing extension of control by the
Federal Government over the life and the
liberty and the pocketbook of every American
citizen.
My fellow citizens, Eisenhower's levelheaded Republicanism is the thing you can
be surest of in the whole picture. How many
men who could have the Presidency of the
United States by merely playing ball with
the New Deal, would deliberately let it go
rather t_h an give up their Republican principles?
After all, what do you most want to know
about a man whom you are considering for
selection for an important job? Promises
in words which can be used to convey different meaning to different peoples? If that
is what we want, why turn out the present
incumbents? We cannot outbid the Democrats.
Now, what we want to know about a
man is:
First. What kind of character does he
have?
Second. What kind of brains and ability
does he have?
Third. Has he made good in his previous
posts?
Fourth. Can he work with people and get
them to work together and with him for
our common good?
Fifth. Why is he a candidate for the position? Does he want public office to further
his own career? Or is he a man who has made
good in his own career and is willing to sacrifice his career to take office as a public service and duty-just as we ask men to sacrifice
their careers to enter military service as a
public duty?
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By any of the standards I have discussed
good reason why we should take a. needless
or any others that I can think of, Eisenhower
chance?
1s eminently well qualified for the Presidency
My friends, it is not Eisenhower or some
of the United States. I personally think he
other Republican whom some Republicans
is the best-qualified man for the job at this
may like better. More likely, it is Eisenhower
particular time in our national history.
or a continuation of the New Deal. Can any
But even if it were a toss-up between Ike
Republican hesitate when these are the aland some other Republican candidates-as
ternatives?
far as qualifications are concerned, the facLet's not make any mistake. 1952 is our
tor which I mentioned at the outset-his
last chance. I urge you to continue clear
capacity to win votes-should tip the scale.s
across the Nation the pattern started in New
overwhelmingly in his favor as our nominee.
Hampshire, of sending to the Republican
Suitability plus electability are the reNational Convention delegates who will
quirements. Ike has them. Every opinion
strike a mighty blow for the freedom and
poll has shown him far in the lead when all
future of our country by voting to nomina.te
voters are considered. And it is all voters
as our Republican candidate for the Presiwho decided elections.
dency, that great American leader who is so
Far more important than the newspaper
matchlessly well-qualified for the job and
polls is the verdict of the people at the ballot
who is surest to win-Dwight David Eis~n
box where they have had a chance to vote
hower.
for him. The sweep for Eisenhower in New
Hampshire and New Jersey and Massachu-·
setts, where alone his name was on the ballot with the others, has settled the arguWhat's Happening to Our Forests
ment as to vote appeal. If no other candidate, campaigning in person, can get as many
votes even from Republicans, as Eisenhower
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
gets when his name is on the ballot, alOF
though he is not present in person, then how
can we hope to win with any other Republican when all of the Americans vote in the
OF WASHINGTON
fall?
It is said that most Republicans over 35
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
years of age seem to prefer a certain other
Friday, June 6, 1952
candidate. The results where Ike has been
on the ballot do not support that statement.
Mr. CAIN. Mr. President the Seattle
But even if they did, the hard fact is that it
Post-Intelligencer recently carried an
doesn't make any difference whom we Repubimportant series of articles which tell
licans prefer. There simply aren't enough cf
the story of forestry in the State of
us. It is hard for us to realize that we are
Washington and the Pacific Northwest.
a minority party-and to think and act acEvery citizen of that great section of
cordingly. No Republican can win unless he
gets at least two-thirds of the independents
our Nation knows that these articles
and a lot of Democrats. These are the people
speak the truth. I know these articles
who will decide this election. I have looked
to speak that truth in a way which is
long and hard and haven't been able to find
inspiring and of great promise for the
any evidence that the supposed favorite of
future. These articles may help conRepublicans can get any substantial support
vince the uninformed that timber is a
from independents and Democrats.
crop which I believe will continue to be
Why don't we Republicans get smart and
harvested forever for the good of citizens
start asking not just whom do we Republicans want, but Whom do we want that the
wherever they may live. I ask unanipeople also want? If we will keep that quesmous consent that the first of these artition foremost in our minds, we will nominate
cles about timber which were written
Eisenhower in July and win in Novemberby Mr. E. P. Chalcraft be printed in the
and thereby save this Nation and our freeAppendix of the RECORD.
dom.
There being no objection, the article
Even if one of the other candidates might
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
squeak into the White House because of the
public's loss of confidence in the ad~inis
as follows:
tration, it is foolish for us not to nommate
WHAT's HAPPENING TO OUR FORESTS: GOAL OF
our strongest vote getter-because it is essenSUSTAINED YmLD FOR STATE'S TIMBER IN
tial that we get also a Republican House and
SIGHT--BATTLE FOR CONSERVATION HAS BEEN
Senate-and the strongest possible ticket is
LONG AFFAIR
necessary to achieve that.
(By E. P. Chalcraft)
Fellow Republicans, our party has not yet
(Seattle and the whole Puget Sound area
won a national election in 20 years. This
grew and flourished largely because of the
year we have available a candidate who is as
wealth of forests which covered the hills and ·
certain to win the Presidency and a Repubmountains of western Washington like
lican Congress as anything can be. Is it posgreen gold. They still are a big part of our
sible that we will not have sense enough to
basic economy.)
nominate him? I cannot believe that.
One final thought: If we Republicans do
Something is happening in the forests of
win this fall it will be due largely to the
Washington.
character of Dwight Eisenhower-whether
The wind still sings in the tree tops, the
or not he is our candidate. For if he is our
mountain streams shout in a babel of voices
candidate, our victory will be because of the
and the wildfolk, unaware of impending
larger number of Democrats and independchange, continue their unremitting battle
ents who will vote for him than for any ·for survival.
other candidate.
But there's another battle-this one, too,
If some one else is our candidate and wins,
for survival-which within the last decade
it will only be because Dwight Eisenhower is
or so has developed from sporadic skirmishes
so good a Republican and an American that
into a major campaign. It's a fight to the
he refuses to be the candidate on the ticket
finish to perpetuate the millions of acres of
of the present-day Democratic Party.
forest which Washington is endowed and
Since any victory we get we will owe to
which constitute a major block in the founEisenhower, let's be wise enough and fardation of the State's economy.
sighted enough to get together and nomiAnd, the men in the front lines say, sucnate him overwhelmingly. Is there a single
cess is in sight.

HON. HARRY P. CAIN
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Within the foreseeable future, they assert,
the forests will be on a sustained yield basis
for the first time in history. That is, the
an nual growt h will equal or exceed the annual toll from logging, fire, insects and disease.
Logging was a ruthless business when, in
the early 1850's, men first went into the
Washin gton woods with ax and saw. Anyone
could see that here was an inexhaustible
supply of timber.
So why be careful?
Why worry about waste?
Inst ead, be choosy. Take only the best
and never mind what happens to the rest.
And so it continued for a good many years.
But, as population and demands for lumber
increased, the time came when it was apparent that the forests were not inexhaustible. Farseeing men began to talk about
"cropping" instead of "mining" them. Gradually better forest practices were put into
effect. Less wasteful methods of logging were
employed. More efficient fire protection was
developed. But still the yearly take by man
and n ature far exceeded the annual growth,
and the forests continued to shrink.
So the conservation battle, with the loggers and lumbermen themselves sharing the
brunt with the Federal and State agencies,
was pressed the harder, until today the
goal of sustained yield is closer than even
the most optimistic had dared to dream a
few years back.
To get the picture of one ·p hase of what's
happening today let's go to any one of a
hundred high points in Snoqualmie National
Forest.
Far below stretches a deep valley; its drainage stream pausing momentarily to form
an unbelievably blue lake. Miles of thick
virgin forest carpet the valley. The green
confers march up the surrounding mountainsides to stand · at attention in magnificent phalanxes, like soldiers on guard against
intrusion by man.
"Won derful," you say, "and they'll never
be logged, because this is United States
Forest Service land."
But don't be so sure. Let's take another
little trip, this time to a ridge in Snohomish
County, from which we can look across the
South Fork of the Stillaguamish River toward
Mount Pilchuck.
This, too, is largely Forest Service land.
Here, however, trees are being felled and
stripped of branches and huge logging trucks
are speeding through the scarred C!trcasses
to the mills.
You feel depressed. You thought the national forests belonged to the people. To
you. And that they rhould be preserved
"as is."
Now notice this: See the checkerboard
effect where the logging is being done? See
how, when one area is cut, the adjacent one
is left standing?
That's what they call staggered settings.
Those are seed blocks that are left to reseed
the sections that are clear cut. In time the
logged areas will be covered with young trees
by nature. When these newcomers have
grown to saw-timber size, the original seed
blocks will be cut and in turn will be reforested. This is one form of timber cropping. It's just one of the current forest
practices.
And it's in today's enlightened programplus certain legislation with which to prod
the laggards_:_that -lies the future of the
great forests of Washington.
SET-UP IN FINE BAI;ANCE AS TO OWNERSHIP

(Second of a series)
(By E. P. Chalcraft)
Statistics being what they are they should,
in our opinion, be approached warily.
Much depends on how they're used. If
they are employed in an attempt to "prove"
a preconceived notion, that's one thing. If

to evaluate a given situation and provide
Let's listen to B. L. Orell, State supervisor of
a factual basis for objective conclusions,
forestry, on this vital point.
that's another.
It is estimated, he says, that the volume
The figures we shall give you in these reof timber forests of all classes of ownership
ports fall into the latter category. So now
in the State is 208,200,000,000 board feet.
let's take a look at the forest resources of
"Our current annual cut is averaging
Washington and their importance to you
4,200,000,000 board feet," Orell report s.
and me.
"Leaving out entirely the factor of annual
We asked B. L. Oren, State supervisor of
growth, we have sufficient saw timber today
forestry, who certainly is in a position to
to sustain the forest industries of this St ate,
know the facts. Here's what he said:
on the present average annual cut, for 50
"The history of the State of Washington
years."
has been so closely interwoven with the
But, . he hastens to point out, "ou r basic
development of its forest industries that the
industry cannot be thought of in the ligh t
progress of the two cannot be separated.
of continuing for 50 years more, but it must
Nearly 50 percent of every dollar that is
continue in perpetuity."
made in this State can logically be said to
The amount of timber cut is important
be made of wood.
because it is the raw material from which
"This industry, along with agriculture,
the products that go to make up the basic
supports the largest part of our economy and
economy are processed.
our future. Every citizen, regardless of his
"Of far greater importance, of course, is
occupation, should be deeply concerned with
the comparison of annual cut to annual
what is happening in the forests of this
growth," Oren declared.
State, in their management and protection
"The current annual growth is 1,741,000,from fire, insects and disease, and what the
000 board feet." On the surface this looks
prospects are for sustained yield of this
very bad compared to the annual cut ( 4,200,great resource.
000,000 board feet.)
"In order to develop a clear picture of the
"The board-foot measure, however, is based
prospects of a continued sound economy for
on trees of 15 inches and more in diameter
the forest industries and thereby for the
and does not consider the growth that is
State, certain statistics must be used."
being put on my trees smaller than this in
size, primarily because the small tree cannot
The total forest land area of Washington,
be measured effectively in board-feet. The
Oren told us, is 24,100,000 acres. Of these,
growth is there, however, and must be con19,874,000 acres are classified as commercial
sidered
when comparing total drain to total
timber land. Now let's break this down a
increment."
bit and see what gives.
Oren suggests that a more accurate measure
We find the 19,874,000 acres of commercial
is in cubic feet, and gives the following
timber land consists of saw timber, 9,584,000
statistics:
acres; pole timber, 3,544,000 acres; seedlings
The 1949 cut, 550,000,000 cubic feet;
and saplings, 3,643,000 acres, and forest land
growth, 584,000,000 cubic feet; gain, 34,000,M
either not stocked or poorly stocked, 3,103,000
000 cubic feet. The 1950 cut 637,000,000
acres.
cubic feet; growth, 584,000,000 cubic feet;
And here's a surprising (to us and perhaps
to you) figure-of the 9,584,000 acres of saw · deficit, 53,000,000 million cubic feet.
There are a number of factors that lead
timber torest, 6,615,000 acres, or more than
to encouragement, he says, providing the
two-thirds is virgin stand.
managing
fore,sters, the timber companies,
It's clear, then, that there's a pretty suband the people of the State carry out an instantial supply of commercial forest in Washtelligent long-range forest management proington. But how about the ownership?
gram.
·
Again we quote Orell:
"The growth calculation of 584,000,000
Privately owned, 9,779 ,000 acres; national
cubic feet per year is based almost entirely
forests, 5,811,000 acres; State owned, 1,698,000
on the second growth timber and pole, seed·
acres; Indian lands, 1,649,000 acres; national
ling, and sapling sizes of timber," he exparks, public domain, etc., 301,000 acres,
plains. "Very little if any growth is being
and county and municipally owned, 636,000
accumulated on the 6,615,000 acres of virgin
acres-total, 19,874,000 acres.
growth stands. These trees have passed their
All these figures, Oren said, are from the
peak. The growth they are putting on just
forest resources statistics of the United
barely equals the attrition of insects, disStates Forest Service for 1945-the latest
ease, and old age.
available for the State as a whole.
"As the virgin timber is cut ahd the land
"The State of Washington is in the · most
returned to the growing of young, vigorous
favorable position of any Western States,"
trees, the growth potential will increase maOren says. "There is a very fine balance in
terially."
ownership between private, State and Federal holdings that augurs well for the tax
GOAL FOR FORESTRY Is SUSTAINED YIELD
base of local government and for continued
production of timber products. In some of
(Fourth of a series)
our Western States, Federal ownership of
(By E. P. Chalcraft)
land is as high as 80 percent of the total."
Today let's look at the forest · picture
Now that we have a general picture of the
through the eyes of private industry.
extent of Washington's forests, how much
No one has a bigger stake in Washington's
merchantable timber do they represent?
forests, surely; than the industrial owners
How much are we cutting and how long
whose existence depends upon a continued
will they last?
supply of timber.
And no one, we were told, is better inRATIO OF ANNUAL CUT TO YEARLY GROWTH Is
formed on the situation than W. D. HagenLEADING FACTOR IN REFORESTATION
stein, forest engineer for the forest conservation committee of Pacific Northwest
{Third of a series)
Forest Industries.
(By E. P. Chalcraft)
So we hopped down to Portland to see him.
Frankly, we wouldn't recognize a billion if
We found a tall, athletic, dynamic man
we saw one.
who lives and breathes forestry. And no
Dollars, doughnuts, or board feet.
wonder, for he's been in the business most
We do ~now that a billion is a whale of
of his life, except for the war years. Started
a lot of anything, so when we're told that
out in the woods as a logger. Just before
Washington's yearly timber cut is up in the
his present assignment, he was chief forester
billions of board feet we can comprehend that
for the West Coast Lumbermen's Association.
the commercial toll on the forests is terrific.
Hagenstein's statistics relate mostly to the
But how much is the cutting of timber
Douglas fir region of Washington and Oreeating into this great natural resource, and
gon, because that's the operating locale of
how long can the forests be expected to last?
the West Coast Lumbermen's Association
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and the forest conservation committee. But
the facts and figures concerning fir closely
parallel those for the forests in general.
After considerable discussion .of what's
happening in the woods, we tossed in the
$64 question.
"When, if ever, will the Douglas fir forests
of western Washington be on a sustained
yield basis?" we asked.
"About the year 2007," he replied without
hesitation.
'
Then Hagenstein showed us a table he has
worked out, from 1947 to 2020. He used
4,400,000,000 board-feet as the annual cut.
He said this represents the average annual
cut for the previous 20 years of logging in
western Washington.
His table shows the annual growth reaching ·4,400,000,000 board feet--equalling the
average cut--in the year 2005. And the
growth definitely passing the cut by 2007.
A sustained yield is the goal of ·everyone
in forestry today. It's not a brand new
concept, though only in recent years has ·it
gained real headway.
The idea is that timber must be croppednot mined. Just collect the ar.nual interest
and 1eave the principal intact.
T: ~ big thing that's happening in the
forests of Washington and elsewhere today
is that through the cooperation of all interests-private and public-the forest conservation and us program is rolling along
under a full head of steam.
·
Better fire control, cievelopment of tree
farms, artificial reforestation, more efficient
utilization of forest products-these and
many other factors must receive due credit.
We'll take them up in more detail later.
FIRE MENACE IN 1951 MET AND CoNQUERED BY
HEROIC EFFORTS
(Fourth of a series)
(By E. P . Chalcraft)
Though few city dwellers were aware, the
future of their children and grandchildren
rested with a very few brave and hardy fire
fighters. Each of us owes these men a debt
we can never repay. The one thing we can
do, however, is to increase our efforts to prevent all needless man-caused forest fires in
the ·future.
Organization to prevent and to fight forest fires is not new. Private, State and Federal groups have been working hand in hand
in this effort for many years. The Washington State Division of Forestry, the United
States Forest Service, the National Park
Service, the Washington Forest Fire Association, and others have been carrying on the
fire suppression program as effectively as
manpower and funds permitted:
But with organization of the Keep Washington Green Association in 1940, a powerful
new factor was brought into the picture.
"Our most valuable natural resource, and
one of the few that ·can be replaced, is our
forests," Director Lazara says. "Statistically, 9 out of 10 forest and range fires are
man-caused. This is the field in which the
Keep Washington Green Association works.
"Through education of the public--youngster and adult alike-the association carries
on its prevention program. The movement
has been adopted now by 31 States and some
foreign countries. It now is so large and
widespread that it has become a concerted
effort of the people to protect their forests
and their wildlife from fire.
"People are becoming forest fire conscious.
Picnickers who used to leave from a roaring
fire now douse every spark with water.
Farmers who used to burn lqgged-off land
every spring now sell Christmas trees from
that same land. Even cigaret flippers are
becoming more careful."
And he adds:
"Federal, Sta'te, and private forestry interests promise help, but only you can prevent
forest fires. If every person in the State is

careful with fire, we can cut our losses to 10
percent of the present total."
Let's keep Washington green.
INSECT PESTS PERIL TREES IN NORTHWEST
(Sixth of a series)
(By E. P. Chalcraft)
Little suspected by most of us is the threat
to forest trees by insects.·
Their ~nroads are not spectacular, like fire,
but they are high-powered destroyers, nevertheless.
Of the six insect forest pests the spruce
budworm is the major offender in the Pacific Northwest. An idea of the extent of
this undesirable is gained from the fact .that
in Washington and Oregon alone 2,128,000
acres of forest were sprayed during the years
1949 to 1951 in the spruce-budworm-control
program.
As a result, according to report compiled
by the Oregon State Board of Forestry and
the Bureau of Entomology and Plant
Quarantine of the United States Department
of Agriculture, the spruce-bud worm outbreak
was reduced from a peak of 2,276,000 acres
in 1949 to 1,651,000 in 1951.
"The budworm-control program has
reached what should be its concluding
phases, providing natural control factors take
full • effect within the next 2 or 3 years," the
report states.
"The problem now is to protect t .h e gains
that have been made and to extend control
to those stands that are currently heavily
defoliated."
The kllling of timber by the budworm has
been kept to less .than 10,000 acres, according to the report. Total control work on
this pest, including the aerial spraying has
been $2,300,000, it is stated.
Other insect destroyers, all serious threats
but with lesser acreages infested than the
spruce budworm, include the mountain pine
beetle, western pine beetle, Douglas fir beetle,
fir engraver beetle, and the hemlock looper.
In recent years there has been extensive
damage by the fir engraver beetles, the report says, largely to silver fir stands in northwest Washington. In 1951 a survey showed
129 centers of infestation totaling nearly
243,000 acres extending throughout the
Washington and Oregon Cascades and on the
Olympic Peninsula.

Public Housing. Held To Improve Tenant

completed last month in Buffalo, reporting
the status of all tenants moving out of lowrent public housing projects during the last
2 years. These families generally had increased in size during tenancy, their average
earnings had risen from $1,350 a year to
$3,405. or about 250 percent, most of them
upon leaving had moved to better neighborhoods than those from which they had come,
and· more than one-fifth of the tenants who
moved out had purchased their own homes
and proved to be excellent new customers for
the real-estate business.
Mr. Xerwick said that this showing in Buffalo proved that the low-rent housing program is actually doing the things it was
created to do-improving the social and
economic lot of low-income families, and
raising the general standards of the entire
community. The Buffalo data also were held
to contradict critics of the public housing
program who say that it might tend to encourage dependence and hamper individual
initiative.
As a partial offset to this optimistic report,
the current issue of Headlines, weekly publication of the National Association of Real
Estate Boards, tells of the defeat of a requested public housing project in Canton,
Ohio, by a 13 to 2 vote in the city council.
After analyzing the fiscal plan, the council's
judiciary committee concluded, according to
Headlines, that it would be cheaper to m ake
an outright gift of a .$15,000 home to each
public housing family. The report also said
that the project would constitute unfair discrimination against most taxpayers.
The Plattsburg project started yesterday
in the twenty-sixth federally aided low-rent
project in the State, and raises the State total
to 14,705 dweUing units. The 150 units will
be of 3lf2 to 6% rooms, located in 2-story
garden-type buildincs of 4 different styles.
Mr. Kerwick reported that he had just
made an inspection trip to 6 localities in
the Albany area, where 10 ·· projects are in
contructi.an or being planned in Albany,
Troy, Cohoes, Watervliet, Mechanicsville and
Saratoga Springs. Other programs recently
applied for, Mr. Kerwick said, have been approved for Herkimer and Watertown, and
projects are in the construction stage in
Binghamton, Buffalo, Port Chester, Tarrytown, Tuckahoe, Yonkers and New York City.
Within a year, Mr. Kerwick estimated, some
75,000 residents -of substandard and slum
housing in New York will be enabled to move
into decent wholesome homes, where chi!..
dren may be brought up in an environment
more -conducive to healthy growth and good
citizenship.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER

There Should Be a Better Way for Steel

OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 5, 1952

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, the following item which appeared in the New
York Herald-Tribune of May 29, 1952,
written by Richard B. Lyman, is indeed
apropos. I commend it to the attention
of my colleagues:
PUBl-IC HOUSING HELD To IMPROVE TEN ANTBUFFALO SURVEY INDICATES FORMER REsiDENTS MADE SOCIAL, FINANCIAl:- GAINS
(By Richard B. Lyman)
Evidence that public housing can achieve
one of its intended purposes of improving
the social and financial status of its tenants
was cited yesterday by John A. Kervick, New
York Field Office Dir.ector of the Public Housing Administration, at ground-breaking exercises in Plattsburg, N. Y., for a 150-family
project.
The benefits from public housing to which
Mr. Kervick referred were shown in a study

GF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
W.ednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speakerj out of
the currents and cross currents of the
steel dispute, there has already emerged
one salutary result, the reaffirmation of
the Supreme Court that ours is still a
Government of laws and not of men.
What is still needed, if the bitterness of
this controversy is to result in any lasting good, is the formulation of a better
process to meet these recurrent industrial crises than the conventional resort
to devastating strikes.
Certainly, we have reach-ed a stage in
our economic development when we
should be able to treat these problems
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with a degree of maturity not now evl- ·
dent anywhere. A strike ought to be regarded in an intelligent society as the
complete breakdown of responsible
judgment. Both sides to the steel dispute know that it must end in some form
of compromise. The effort of big Government to intervene as a factor has
now been repudiated by the courts.' Under these circumstances, it is up to · the
parties themselves to settle the issue. If
an increase in steel prices is to be granted, the Government will make this determination clear when the parties have
reached some agreement as to the wage
question.
Meanwhile, Congress must be thinking of new techniques to avoid recurrence of these aggravating problems:

They represent instead, the unusual, the un..
common, the extraord~nary one-ninth of the
Americans of their age group.

Commencement Address by Congressman
· Glenn R. Davis, Wisconsin State Col·
lege, May 29, 1952

We live in a country where the individual,
every individual-and that means you-has
greater responsibility than in any other nation on the face of the earth. This is partially because of the world-wide position of
leadership of our Nation. It is true also because we are one of the few nations in which
the individual has a great measure of lfreedom, which in itself entails a greater responsibility. The subject of a totalitarian nation-whether it be Fascist, Communist, or
Socialist totalitarianism-doesn't need to be
particularly intelligent, doesn't need to use
good individual judgment, doesn't have to
decide for himself the measure of his responsibility, doesn't have to be able to winnow
the social right from the social wrong. Some
one or some few do that for him. The major
requirement of a subject of such a country is
obedience. How easy, but how terrible. A
horse, or a dog, or an ox can learn obedience,
and I think that if God had intended that
our lives should be dominated by that traitobedience-he would have made something
more akin to animals of us. Instead he gave
us more freedom, and he gave us more intelligence, in order that we might use the latter
to maintain the former to preserve our heritage as free American citizens.
As free American citizens, we need to recognize the obligations of democratic citizenship. We need to be aware that eternal vigilance is indeed the price of liberty, that freedom unprotected will soon be lost, that failure to perform the duties of citizenship will
soon lead to the loss of privileges of citizenship.
You can duck out of the work of making
your own decisions and from thinking your
way out of your personal and governmental
problems. Every generation can always find
politicians who are eager to take those problems off their hands and do their thinking
for them. In this way, they can reach out
for the kind of security that provides sometbing for nothing. But everything you get
in this world is balanced off by something
you give up, and in order for you to get this
relief from worrying about your problems,
there is naturally something which you have
to give up, and that something which you
give up is freedom.

SIGNIFICANCE OF COMMENCEMENT

Because they represent a small minorit]
who have accomplished something ·worth
while, they are deserving of the attention
and the honor which we pay them here this
morning. They have a right to feel proud
of themselves, we have a right to be proud
of them.
Yes, this morning, May 29, 1952, is graduation morning. But it is also commencement
morning, and this latter designation is most
appropriate. For commencement means to
start, to begin, and that is the proper place
for the emphasis on this occasion. As important as your college training has been to
you to this hour, members of the graduating class, it has been in fact and in truth
a period of training for the responsibilities
Which you are now expected to assume.
THE AMERICAN CITIZENS' RESPONSIBILITY

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
.oF

HON. GLENN R. DAVIS
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. DAVIS of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker,
on Thursday, May 29, it was my honor
to address the graduating class at my
alma mater, Wisconsin State College at
Platteville.
In accordance with requests that my
remarks be made available through inserts in the Appendix of the RECORD, I
include them herewith:
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS, WISCONSIN STATE
COLLEGE, PLATTEVILLE, MAY 29, 1952

One of the nicest compliments that can
be paid to a graduate of any college is the
invitation to return to share in the commencement exercises of that college. I am
appreciative of the opportunity to be here
to share with you in honoring this very
select group of young men and women who
are graduating today from the Wisconsin
State College at Platteville.
COLLEGE GRADUATES A SELECT GROUP

Most of you here are personally acquainted
with one or more members of the class of
1952. All of us here have had an opportunity to watch them assemble here-we've
had a chance to see them, and we've concluded from our observations that they are
a select group.
And Nation-wide figures bear out the
unique position which these graduates hold.
They are a part of 315,000 college graduates
in America this year. This represents but
11 percent of the young people in their age
group. For every one of the members of
this class, and graduates elsewhere in our
country like them, there are eight who have
failed to reach the educational milestone
which these commencement exercises mark
for them.
More than half of America's young people
are graduating from high school in these
years, as compared with the 11 percent of
college graduates. That means that in the
last 4 years, for one reason or another, 4 out
of 5 have dropped along the wayside somewhere-4 out of 5 have failed to keep the
educational pace which has distinguished
the members of this class. These graduates
are not the usual, the common, the ordinary.

BALANCING THE LEDGER

Until today, in the nature of things, you
have received more from society than you
have been able to give to society. Your family, your friends, the taxpayers of Wisconsin
have contributed toward your training for
citizenship. Now they, and other Americans,
have a right to expect, and they will expect,
only that you shall make an honest effort to
make the most of the great opportunity that
is yours-that yours shall be an honest effort
toward a life of accomplishment, of success,
of service to your fellowmen. Your college
diploma is not a certificate guaranteeing your

success. In another and more true sense, it
imposes a special obligation on you. It raises
the standard by which your accomplishment,
your success, your service will be measured.
You will find yourselves in positions of leadership where many things that you do will
have an influence on others, and that is particularly true of those of you who select the
teaching profession. It will be your responsibility, just as it has been the responsibility
of every generation of American citizens, to
preserve and expand upon the heritage of
free men and free women under a free government.
When Benjamin Franklin, the sage of the
Constitutional Convention, left Constitution Hall at the close of the deliberations in
September of 1787, he was accosted by a
friend who asked him: "Dr. Franklin, what
kind of a government do we have now?" Dr.
Franklln 's answer was: "A Republic, if we
keep it so." Some 50 years later, the wen.:
known French historian Guizot visited this
country, and while here he asked his friend
James Russell Lowell, whose name is familiar
to students of American literature: "How
long will the American Republic en~ure?"
Lowell's answer was: "So long as the ideals
of the founding fathers continue to dominate."
DANGER OF GOVERNMENT BY DECREE

The essential feature, the basic feature, of
the republican form of government is that
the governing shalJ. be done by the elected
representatives of the people, that there shall
be government by law, and not government
by men. The trend, in our generation, of
.government by appointed officials, with authority to issue decrees that have the effect
of law, is directly contrary to this fundamental principle. The responsibility of the
appointee is only to his appointor. He is not
responsible to the people. His very act of
issuing orders that have the effect of law
soon cause him to believe that the decrees
which he issues constitute the law. Thus
does government by bureaucracy compete
with, and supersede government by the laws
which stem from the people. Government
by the decree of even the most well-meaning
official represents danger to the republican
form of government, for it inevitably paves
the way to government by whim or caprice,
and breaks down those broad principles of
conduct which form the basis for · equality
under law.
It is equally fundamental to our system
of government that the majority shall rule;
that they shall rule through the establishment of broad principles of law which apply
to majority and minority alike. The tolerance of minorities is what makes a free
government and a free people really free.
Today, our natural tolerance as a democratic people is being sorely tested by an insidious and vicious minorit y which is a part
of and is aided and abetted by, a great international conspiracy. There are many
honest, tolerant Americans, well meaning
though misguided, who look upon the Communist minority in this country as simply
another political minority. But this, it has
been amply demonstrated, is not the fact.
This minority seeks to change our society,
not through the normal political evolution
of the republican form of government, but
instead it seeks to destroy that very framework which would protect its rights as a
political minority. The rule of tolerance recognizes the right of self-preservation. It
applies in full force tc all groups which seek
to improve our society within the framework
of the republican form of government.
Surely, the respect and freedom of action
engendered by tolerance cannot be extended
to those whose loyalty is to some other form
of government.
But a democratic government need not be
destroyed in form to be destroyed in substance· and in fact.
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There is always the danger that a government such as ours will be perverted by a
willful man or by a group of w1llful men.
POST-REVOLUTIONARY CRISIS
Even before our Constitution was adopted,
if the Commander 1n Chief of our Army in
the · post-Revolutionary period had been a
lesser character than George Washington, it
is doubtful whether American free government could have survived its tender infancy.
In this critical period of American history,
several thousand ill-clothed, 111-fed, ill-paid
soldiers were stationed at various points
'throughout the Thirteen Colonies. Some o!
them had received no pay for many months,
and most of those .who had been paid, received that pay in continentals, the paper
currency issued by the Continental Congress.
Infiation had become so rampant that this
paper money was almost worthless. Barbers
papered the walls of their shops with it.
The phrase that you hear rather infrequently
today "not worth a continental" had its
origin in that period. In this fertile seedbed
of unrest, a Colonel Nicola circulated a petition among the officers of the Army urging
that General Washington should use the
Army to become a dictator just as Oliver
Cromwell had done in England. When
Washington heard of this, he called a group
of his officers together. As he rose to talk
to them, he took a pair of spectacles from
his pocket, the first time that he was wearing
them in public, and his opening remark was,
"I have grown gray in your service, and now
I am growing blind." Then he proceeded
to severely rebuke them for suggesting something which he said (and these were his
words) was completely abhorrent to his
ideals. Thus was representative government
saved. A lesser man might have yielded to
the temptation to destroy it.
In our Nation's history, there have been
other attempts by men to set themselves up
as superior to the law. There was the period
after the Civil War when, under President
Grant, the Federal Government . almost
completely bogged down. There was th~ period following World War I, when many responsible American citizens wondered
whether the Government actually sat in
Washington or whether in fact and in truth
it was in the center of the underworlds o!
New York and Chicago. Efforts to undermine the substance, if not the form, of the
republican form of government are afoot
today. Similar efforts will be made again,
but they must not succeed.
The only effective antidote to this poison
which would destroy our .Government -is effective participation in civic and political
affairs by individual citizens. A well-known
French writer aptly said, "A society of sheep
must in time beget a government of wolves."
The sheep of American society are those who
fail to exercise the privilege and responsiblllties of citizenship and then bleat day and
night about the wolves who are running the
Government.
PRIVILEGE OF VOTING
It is a privilege to vote in free elections, a
privilege that too few of the people of the
world enjoy. Like all privileges, it entails
responsibility. Mere voting in itself is not
enough. It must be intelligent and considered voting if we are to have the proper
elected officials to man a republican form o!
government.
DUTY OF PUBLIC SERVICE
Beyond and above this elementary duty
Is the duty of public service. How often do
you hear the remark made, among the ranks
of people of high social, educational, and
economic standards, "I don't want to have
anything to do with politics." Such political drones had better learn quickly that every
citizen in this country is in politics whether
he knows it or not. Politics is the sicence o!

government. We better have something to
do with government. Government, these
days, is doing more and more to us.
The success of our form of government demands that public service, once embarked
upon, shall be conducted on the highest
standards of responsibility and morality. Individual citizens have a right to expect that,
and a responsibility to insist upon it. We
have a right to expect that honesty, decency,
and fairness wlll characterize the trustees
and servants of our Government. A public
office is a public trust. Public morality
means something more than simply being
other than crooked. It means the conduct
of public affairs with the same meticulous
care as would characterize a diligent man's
conduct of his personal affairs.
THE IMMORALITY OF FEDERAL DEFICITS
Aside from the personal morality of the
conduct of public affairs there is the moral
responsibility of passing on to future generations as sound an America as our generation has received. The financial irresponsibility of our generation in the conduct of
the affairs of the Federal Government is a
grievous moral wrong. It is a moral wrong
because it represents a weak shifting of great
financial burdens by those who have created
the burdens and have their chief beneficiaries. Thomas Paine, in Revolutionary
times, said, "If there be trouble, let it be in
my time that my children shall have peace."
'!'hat might well be paraphrased in our generation to 13ay, "If there be financial burdens, let them be paid in our time that my
children shall have solvency."
We would certainly question the moral integrity of the man who dressed himself and
his family in the finest clothes, built the
biggest and fanciest home in the community,
drove the biggest automobile, pampered his
children the most, and then when the day of
reckoning came turned to his family and
said, "I did all these fine things for you. I
knew I couldn't afford them. You and your
children are going to have to pay for my
generosity, but think of all the fun we have
had." It seems to me that the United States,
our Uncle Sam, under the trusteeship of our
generation, is in the same po::ition as that
man.
VIRTUE, CHECKMATE FOR AMBITION
This selfishness of people, the unscrupulous ambition of men, must be held in check
by the morality and righteousness of a responsible citizenry if the republican form of
government is to endure. It was said of
Napoleon that he was as great as any man
could be without virtue. He destroyed the
French Republic. Julius Caesar, because he
lacked virtue, because he was selfish, because
he was overambitious for himself, marched
his army across the Rubicon to Rome and
destroyed the Roman Republic, thus paving
the way for dictatorship under his nephew,
Augustus. This could happen in France,
and it could happen in Rome, because the
people had permitted the republican government to grow weak. As citizens they had become wicked and soft. Virtue was lost. Selfishness was everywhere. "Fun" and circuses
and brea(l became more important than
morality and civic virtue. They ceased to
be citizens of a rE:public. They became subJects of a totalitarian state.
GREAT RESPONSmiLITY, BUT A LIGHT LOAD
The privileges of American citizenship and
the responsibilities of that citizenship, for
which you have now completed your basic
training, are greater than those of the citizens or subjects of any other nation on
earth. These responsibilities are not to be
taken lightly; but 1! viewed with the proper
attitude, they will weigh lightly upon you.
A small boy was carrying his younger
brother, almost as large, almost as heavy as
he, along the roa<L It was a. hot day and

they had come a long way. Finally a friendly
man took pity on the boy's heavy burden
and asked, "Can't I carry this boy for you?
He must be very heavy for you." To which
they boy replied, "No; he's not heavy. He's
my brother." Your fellow Americans are
your brothers.
POSTERITY
Honored graduates of the class of 1952,
you have been good citizens of your college
community. Your diploma certifies that.
You have every right to be proud of your
achievement.
You have played your part and played it
well. Others, too, have contributed to your
success. Your teachers and your parents
have expended themselves in your behalf.
Your fellow citizens have made this publicsupported institution ayailable to you and
have delivered a great American heritage
into your hands. You can best express your
appreciation and you can best repay and
reward their efforts in your behalf by carrying high the torch of freedom and honorably
wearing the badge of responsibility as citizens of the great American Republic.
Disraeli said, "The youth of the nation are
the trustees of posterity." As unusual, uncommon, and extraordinary young Americans, as college graduates, your opportunity
is the greatest that your country can offer,
and your trusteeship is the greatest that
your country can demand. We who have
gathered to honor you this morning are
proud and happy and content. We are satisfield that, insofar as you are concerned,
America's posterity will be in the hands o!
earnest and capable trustees.

Exchange of Prisoners in Korea
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BEN F. JENSE~
OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REC•
oRD, I include the following letters:
EXIRA, IOWA, June 5, 1952.
Hon. B. F. JENSEN,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR FRIEND BEN: Mrs. Minnie Seidleman,
whose boy is a prisoner of war in Korea
handed me
letter from a man in Little
Rock, Ark., urging her to get names on a
petition to be sent to our President or Secretary of State urging them to use steps to
get these prisoners released.
Of course, she is anxious to do all she can
to get her boy home, and still she doesn't
want to do something that might hinder his
coming home in any way.
I told her I would write to you and get
your reaction. We feel you are in a position
to Judge what good a petition like the abovementioned might do.
Sincerely,
JULIUS.

a

JUNE 10, 1952.
Mr. JULIUS BREDAHL,
Exira, Iowa.

DEAR JuLros: I have your letter of June 5
and in answer to same I can only say that
generally speaking petitions have little ef•
feet since most people sign to please the
person who circulates the petition without
too much thought as to the issues at stake.
However, in this instance I feel it is im•
portant that a lot more of the American
people have this vital question of prisoner;
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exchange brought more forcibly to their attention, as I have now come to the conclusion that until the American people become
aroused to a much greater degree than they
are at the present time about the stalemate
negotiations at Panmunjom, and insist on
an exchange of prisoners, all for all if necessary. Only God can know the destiny of
our boys in the Communist prison camps.
So I sincerely believe that Mrs. Seidleman,
who has a son in the Communist prison is
entirely justified in circulating a petition demanding that our American boys be rescued
on the basis of all for all if that be necessary
to effect a speedy exchange.
Sincerely yours,
BEN

F.

burgh, which wants to use the threat of
importing foreign ore and coal as a price
weapon against domestic producers. That
it represents more of a threat than a facility
is to be found in the indisputable fact that
the seaway would be ice-bound approximately 5 months of every year.
When opposition to the seaway is represented as stemming entirely from the selfish
and reactionary interests of railroads, East
coast ports and the coal industry, it is well
to remember that its proponents are acting
also from selfish interests. And they want
to spend a few billions of the taxpayers' dollars to satisfy their appetites for profit.

JENSEN.

There Is Common Sense in the Arguments
Advanced Against the Proposal To Con·
struct the St. Lawrence Seaway
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Vast Natural Resources-Abundance of
Coal, Hardwood Timber, Electric Power,
Gas, and Oil in Southeast Kentucky
Make This Section of the United States
an Ideal Location for t.~e New Proposed
Atomic-Energy Plant

OF

HON. JAMES E. VANZANDT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 7, 1952

HON. JAMES S. GOLDEN

Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, despite the all-out effort to destroy the
validity of the viewpoint of those opposed to construction of the St. Lawrence seaway, there are sound and compelling reasons why the proposed international ditch should not receive the approval of Congress.
The following editorial appearing in
the February 29, 1952 issue of the Albany <N. Y.) Knickerbocker-News exposes the fallacy of the pressure campaign now in progress in the hope that
Congress can be prevailed upon to place
its stamp of approval on the proposed international skating rink which is in reality what the project will be, since it is
not denied that it will be frozen over
5 months of the year and not navigable
during that period.
The editorial follows:

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

SENSE IN SEAWAY OPPOSITION

A representative of the Association of
American Railroads went before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee this week to
argue against the St. Lawrence seaway. Admittedly he was partisan, as who isn't on
this subject. But his partisanship doesn't
destroy the sense of what be had to say.
Gregory S. Prince, assistant general counsel for the association, told the Senators
that there is no assurance the project would
be self-liquidating, that its construction
would require the expenditure of huge sums
of money and important quantities of strategic materials and manpower, and that it
would be vulnerable to air attack and sabotage.
There are additional and equally compelling reasons, it seems to us, why the project
should be abandoned. Canada's threat for
example, to go it alone is so much poppycock. Canada can't go it alone. Part of the
territory through which canals would have
to pass is American. Dams could hardly be
constructed without being anchored to the
American shore.
What the Canadians
have suggested is that, if Congress turns
down the project, they be allowed to negotiate with another American agency-presumably the State of New York.
The seaway is largely the brain-child of
the steel industry in and around Pitts-

OF KENTUCKY

Mr. GOLDEN. Mr. Speaker, while
many portions of the United States are
enjoying boom times with work opportunities for millions more of our people
than is normal, yet there is a large section in southeast Kentucky that is in a
severe depression. One of the principal
industries in this section, the mining and
marketing of bituminous coal, has been
and is suffering one of the worst depressions in many years. Many thousands
of men who formerly worked in the mines
are being laid off; coal mines that have
operated profitably throughout the years
are being closed down and there are
practically no other industries outside
of farming in this section of Kentucky;
and all of the elements that are necessary for the building and operation of
an atomic-energy plant, as proposed by
the Federal Government, are present in
abundance in our section of Kentucky.
In addition to this, any industry in the
United States that wishes a new location will find hearty cooperation among
the citizens in southeast Kentucky.
Skilled and unskilled labor is present and
most of it unemployed, and opportunities
unequaled anywhere else in the United
States are there in abundance for farsighted businessmen that either wish to
establish new industries or expand already existing industries, and this section is truly the neglected part of · our
great country, insofar as industrial development is concerned.
From experiments made by the Department of the Interior through the
Bureau of Mines, it is now known that
coal can be converted into gasoline and
oil and a score or more of byproducts
essential to the national defense at a
cost almost equal to producing these
vitally needed fuels and chemicals by
former processes. The bituminous coal
of southeast Kentucky can be converted
into the very highest type of gasoline
and this coal is abundantly rich in by-

products and chemicals. The supply of
coal is almost unlimited, with reserves
sufficient to last more than 200 years.
We have a loyal and patriotic people
that are desirous of having new industries come into this section of Kentucky.
The cooperation and support that would
be given to the Federal Government in
installing new defense plants in southeast Kentucky, or to businessmen who
wish to invest in new factories and industries among us, will receive support and
cooperation unexcelled anywhere else in
the United States.
There appeared in' the Louisville Courier-Journal on June 6 a very graphic
article, written by Mr. Joe Creason, that
truly tells of the ailing plight. of the coal
industry and sets forth the fact that this
section of the country has been long neglected by industrial development, and,
under leave to extend my remarks, I
quote herein this article by Mr. Creason:
WITH KING COAL AILING, EASTERN KENTUGKY'S
PLIGHT WOULD WRING YOUR HEART

(By Joe Creason}
(The unemployment problem is worsening
as many mines shut down or cut down to
operating only a few days a week. Families are moving away. The area is losing
its young people because it has no opportunities to offer them. Location of Government defense projects in the area would be
a great help, but the mountain section bas
been pretty well snubbed so far.}
I wish all of you could have been along
with ~e on a 700-mile trip through eastern
Kentucky last week.
The trip would have left you somewhat
depressed. But it would have been worth
while because it would have pointed up the
tremendous and rapidly increasing economic
problems of those counties in the mountains where coal is king.
It might even have made you-like mewish you could do something constructive
to help that section help itself in times
lilte these.
For these are indeed times that make
the bluebirds bluer in the coal country.
Poor marketing conditions and high operating costs have curtailed the mining of
coal to the extent that unemployment has
reached alarming proportions, and a serious depression seems just around the corner7if not already arrived.
Some few mines still are working normal
5-day weeks, but most have cut back to 3
days or less a weelt. Many operationsgenerally small mines but nevertheless hiring men who need work-have closed down
entirely.
A vast, populous portion of Kentucky is
suffering from the misfortune of having its
economic lifeblood come from a single
source--coal.
UNDERSTANDING LACKED

Too often, perhaps, the rest of Kentucky
thinks of its mountainous eastern quarter
as being far removed, almost another State.
Too often western and central and northern Kentucky can't understand the peculiar
problems facing the mountain region.
A trip, then, through eastern, Kentucky at
this time would have a sobering infiuence.
The things you would see would impress
upon you the realization that eastern Kentucky folks are no different, that they look
to tomorrow for that bright new day just
like the rest of us.
You would see eastern Kentucky as it really
is-a ruggedly beautiful section of nearly
half a million fiercely proud men and women
who are being strangled by lack of economic
opportunity.
As you drove through towns like Hazard
and Corbin and Harlan, you would see the
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unhappy sight of long lines of men outside
the State economic security offices, the first
sign of unemployment.
You'd see "No work" signs outside mine~;
which 5 years ago were going 24 hours a day.
You'd stop at roadside stores where business
is off 50 percent, maybe more-from the same
time 2 years ago. You'd see the rotting
remains on almost every hillside of wooden
coal-loading tipples, each the gravestone of
another small mine that has shut down.
And you'd see still other things that would
make you feel even closer to and more sympathetic for eastern Kentucky.
FAMILIES MOVE OUT
You'd see house after house standing
empty in the coal camps that border the
highway-the former occupants gone elsewhere to look for jobs when the mines shut
down or cut back to only a few dayn of work a
w~~

.

You'd see a one-legged man still in his
SO's hobbling along the side of the road, his
working days over because cripples can't
mine coal and mining coal is practically the
only employment.
You'd see small peckerwood sawmills
valiantly trying to make a living for the
operator and a helper or two in an area where
the good timber was gobbled up by big concerns years ago.
You'd see whole families out planting potatoes and corn in tiny cleared patches bordering creeks, the only flat land in an otherwise steeply mountainous country.
You'd see a father and his son throwing a
tape-covered baseball up on the railroad
track, the only flat place big enough for play
that isn't planted with something to supplement the family diet.
You'd see whitewashed, one-room schoolhouses perched Jauntily on hillsides, the educational facility of the mountain boy and
girl.
You'd see tiny churches, · with adjoining
graveyards, up almost every hollow, the
havens where the men and women of the
mountains come to christen their young and
pay final respects to their dead.
You'd see children, as bright-eyed as children everywhere are, playing alongside the
roads or in the shallow creeks that follow
the roads through the narrow valleys where
the coal camps are located.
You'd see all this and much more.
A. LETTER MAYBE?
It would leave you deeply sympathetic. It
might make you want to write a letter, or a
newspaper article, that would dent every
brass hat in Washington and impress upon
them the necessity for doing something to
relieve a situation that recurs every time the
use of coal begins to dwindle.
Eastern Kentuc~y doesn't want charity:
nor is charity the solution. About $100,000,000 was spent on relief in Pike County alone
during depression of the 1930's without doing
more than relieve an unemployment problem that now has developed again.
What the section needs, and wants, is more
job opportunities, industry that would keep
its young people at home. For, as it is now,
eastern Kentucky is losing one of the basic
resources it and the rest of the State need
most--its human resources. Every year most
of its high-school graduates pick up and
leave to find work in other localities.
Many parts of eastern Kentucky would
seem, to those not experienced in such
things, almost ideal for a defense industry,
especially one needing a vast stock of coal
and an almost limitless supply of workers.
It has been said the area is so solidly
union controlled that industry is scared
away. However, that argument holds no
water; because even before a nail ·has been
driven on a defense industry these days it
has been decided which unions are to represeDt which class of workers.

Washington never has lent exactly a sympathetic ear to the overtures of eastern Kentucky. Those in high places have shown
little concern about canalizing its rivers or
helping it help itself. But this time it would
seem the Government could help itself by
seriously considering the mountafn-encased
valleys of eastern Kentucky, removed as they
are from metropolitan centers of population,
for a defense plant or plants as part of its
dispersal program.
Anything that would stimulate coal mining and produce more jobs would be a terrific shot in the arm, relief in the form of
work-not a dole-for a problem · that
worsens every day.

One Hundredth Anniversary of the Visit
of Louis Kossuth to St. Louis, Mo.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CLAUDEI.BAKEWELL
OF MISSOURI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. BAKEWELL. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following address:
REMARKS OF HON. CLAUDE I. BAKEWELL,
ELEVENTH MISSOURI DISTRICT, BEFORE THE
HUNGARIAN CoMMUNITY OF ST. LOUIS ON
MAY 30, 1952, ON THE OCCASION OF THE
DEDICATION OF A PLAQUE COMMEMORATING
THE ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
VISIT OF LOUIS KosSUTH TO ST. LoUIS,
Mo.
Mr. Kaldor, Mr. Chairman, fellow St.
Louisans, when I received the invitation of
Mr. Kaldor to be present today to honor the
memory of Louis Kossuth, I was indeed sincerely flattered. It has been my ;,>rlvilege
to know Mr. Kaldor for many years. I have
admired his integrity, his ability, and his
leadership of many ethnic groups in St.
Louis.
We are gathered here today as Americans
to honor the memory of one who believed
in the basic principles of freedom and selfdetermination of peoples throughout the
world.
As you know, Louis Kossuth was born in
Hungary in 1802. Early in his life he manifested an interest in politics and was appointed as a deputy in the National Diet.
He also was a brilliant journalist and developed a considerable following. Attempts
were made through censorship to still the
voice of this national patriot, but he contined to chronicle the debates ·of the county
assemblies and for that was arrested on a.
charge of treason. He spent several years
in jail as a victim of censorship. He was
the opponent of Count Metternich. After
his release from jail, he again took up the
torch in behalf of a free press and a. free
government.
Finally, in 1847 he was elected as a member for Budapest to the Diet and immediately became leader of the Liberals. He was
the leader of the resistance of 1848. In a
magnificent speech he demanded a parliamentary government for Hungary. Ultimately Metternich was overthrown in
Vienna. Eventually Kossuth became President of the Committee of National Defense.
When Hungary was invaded in 1849 by foreign forces under the leadership of Count
Windischgratz, he became the personal custodian of the Holy Regalia of St. Stephen.
Kossuth and his followers predominated and
in 1849 he issued a declaration of independence for Hungary.
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Kossuth was overthrown by Russian intervention. He fled to Turkey and was
evacuated from that country by the United
States Navy on an American man-of-war.
Eventually he made his way to the United
States in 1852 and was received with great
enthusiasm. During that period he came to
our beloved city, where he was received with
great hospitality.
When I received the kind invitation of
Mr. Kaldor to speak here today, I went to
the archives of the Library of Congress and
looked up the St. Louis daily papers for
March 1852, the month in which Kossuth
. visited St. Louis. From those papers I find
that he arrived in St. Louis via river packet
from Louisville on March 10, 1852. He was
greeted by a distinguished delegation of
citizens, including the mayor, and by a large
and enthusiastic crowd.
Responding to the welcoming committee,
Kossuth said, "Gentleman, I construe the
attention you are extending me, not as a
compliment to myself, but in sympathy to
the suffering cause I advocate. My condition of exile falls into insignificance. I
myself am nothing.~but my country has
been downtrodden, the cause of freedom and
of right has been grossly, shamefully outraged."
On March 13 there was a triumphant parade from his hotel, the old Planter's House,
to an open field west of Lucas's Market between Olive and Chestnut Streets. The line
of the parade was flanked by cheering
throng.:; and the crowd was estimated at
about 5,000, which was a substantial crowd
in that day.
In his address Kossuth said:
"Wh ;n the struggle is about the principles, indifference is suicide. Nay, indifference is impossible: for indifference about
the fate of that principle upon which your
national existence and all your future rests,
1s passive submission to the op:.- osite principle, it is almost equivalent to an alliance
with the despots. He, who is not for freedom, is against freedom. There is no third
choice."'
On another occasion Kossuth spoke these
prophetic words:
"Oh could I cast one single glance into
the book of futurity. No, forgive me God,
this impious wish. It is He who hid the
future from men, and what H~ does, !s well
done. It were not good for man to know
his destiny. The sense of duty would falter
or be unstrung, if we were assured of the
failure or success of our aitns. It is because
we do not know the future, that we retain
our energy of duty. So, on will I go in my
work, with the full energy of my humble
abilities, without despair, but with hope."
Indeed ij; is fortunate for Kossuth that
on the occasion of his visit to the United
States he could not foresee the fate of his
beloved Hungary today. Had he been able
to do so, his brave heart would have been
saddened and perhaps his resolute will may
have faltered.
After leaving the United States to return
to Europe and continue his fight for freedom and independence, he was elected to
the Diet of 1867, although absent from the
country. As one who has been a candidate
for public office, I can appreciate the tribute
paid to him by the Hungarian people who
elected him although he was not a candidate and was absent from the country. Although elected by the people, he refused
to take his seat because he disapproved of
the g~wernment then in power.
It is interesting to note the parallel between the forces working against independ·
ence and freedom in Kossuth's day and at
the present time. Kossuth's government
was overthrown by Russian intervention.
In his latter years Kossuth advocated a federation of Danubian nationalities in order
to resist the aggressive forces of the East,
including the Ottoman Empire and Russia.
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Kossuth died in Italy in 1894. He was
buried in Pest 'midst the mourning of the
entire Hungarian nation. It would be to
our profit as free American citizens to speculate upon the course of action which Kossuth, the great champion of independence,
of freedom, and of Hungarian nationalism,.
would desire if he were alive today. Undoubtedly Kossuth, in common with all of
us here who love and are devoted to freedom, would weep tears of sorrow for the
fate which has befallen his beloved Hungary. The proud Magyars have through the
centuries resisted domination by Asiatic
hordes, by the Russians, by the Turks, and
finally established their independence from
other nations of Europe. They survived the
benevolent despotism of the Hapsburg Empire only to fall to the more terrifying and
devastating forces of aggressive world communism. Today, as never before in her
proud history, Hungary stands subjected and
dominated by a foreign force. .The red flag
of Communist imperialism fiies over the
city of Budapest. It is appropriate that
we free citizens of a free Nation today resolve that in our deeds, in our thoughts,
and in our prayers we will dedicate ourselves to the liberation of Hungary and of
the peoples in Eastern Europe who are the
victims of the cruelest, but yet the most
successful, tyranny which the world has ever
known.
On several occasions since I have been in
Washington I have had the privilege of meeting Premier Nagy, the last head of a free
Hungarian Government who, fortunately,
was able to escape from the advancing Red
hordes and who has carried the torch of
Hungarian independence with him to the
free soil of the United States, just as did
Kossuth 100 years ago.
Let us here determine that our ceaseless
and untiring efforts shall be directed towards that day when once again the torch
of freedom shall burn brightly on Hungarian
soil. May God look with favor upon our
efforts and grant that in the not-too-distant
future they shall be crowned with success.
Let us hope that when the iron curtain is
raised over Eastern Europe the free peoples
will stand solidly together in order that in
the future national differences may never so
divide them as to make them the easy prey for
f.orces of tyranny and aggression.

Free Men Can Demonstrate That It Pays
To Be Free (Adlai Stevenson)
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following address by
Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson at the commencement exercises of Hampden-Syd ..
ney· College on Monday, June 9, 1952:
My great-grandfather, Dr. Green, who was
president of Hampden-Sydney College just
100 years ago, has always interested me.
He studied at Yale, at the Princeton Theological Seminary, and in Europe. He was a
college president in the great nineteenth
century tradition-a classical scholar, an ordained and gifted minister of the Presbyterian Church, an intellectually and spiritually
whole man. I often wish I had inherited
more of his characteristics. He once wrote
in a lett er to his daughter, my grandmothe:t·,
that "the love of ap)lause is essentially an

unhealthy stimulus to the human mind."
And here I am a politician.
So you will see that in spite of the interval of 100 years, I do not feel altogether
a stranger at Hampden-Sydney, and I am
deeply grateful for the honor and the opportunity you have afforded me to come to
the home of my ancestors here in Virginia.
But what am I to say to you who have
completed your undergraduate work that
has not been said to you before and bett·e r
said a hundred times? Well, obviously,
there is nothing, or very little, that I can
say or that you will remember, on this important symbolic day in your lives, unless
perhaps it's this bit of nonsense that I f'pied
in a newspaper last week:
"Gentlemen of the graduating class:
Seldom have I looked into so many young
faces expressing complete perplexity. From
your countenances there leaps the question,
'Now what?' My answer may be wrong,
but talre consolation from the fact I am not
sending it collect.
"You are stepping forth into a world under
conditions in which even a compass, barometer, nonskid tires, a self-winding watch,
and a rugged constitution are no longer
dependable.
"These are curious times. The world
seems m~d, your country acts queerly, leaders
of city, State, Nation, and the continents
behave weirdly. Who am I to get critical
if you, too, show psychopathic symptoms?
"These are grave times. This summer you
will be subject to the special peril of political convention speeches. If you have jobs
as lifeguards and are under water during
July it will be a break.
"You are graduating in a period of war,
inflation, wrong answers, potato shortages,
economic chaos, and the 20-cent cup of
coffee. Nothing is certain in the immediate
future but nuttier popular songs sung more
loudly, higher taxes, longer commercials, and
continued assurances from Washington that
allis well.
"One thing is in your favor today: you
are young, possess all your hair and have
charm. This makes you eligible at least
for a job of some kind in television. If you
are beyond question not quite bright you
can become Government economists.
"Hail and farewell. Also good luck and
plenty of aspirin. May you never refuse to
testify on the ground it may incriminate and
degrade you. The world is your oyster.
Don't settle for clam bisque."
Somehow that piece reminds me that the
annual admissions to mental hospitals equal
the graduations from college. But maybe
it's as good a text as any, because it is a
strange, disordered, anxious world you face.
Yet doesn't the world always look that way
on commencement day? Isn't the old order
always changing? Are not people always
yearning vaporously for the good old days
when everything seemed more certain and
secure? But those days were never as good as
they seemed. And this, in spite of all the sin,
sickness, disorder and head cracking problems
we face, seems to me an exciting, exhilarating
time to be alive. The important thing is to
be alive, to be a part, a positive, active, participating part of your generation.
Let me talk to you a few minutes, tiresomely I'm afraid, about your turbulent era.
There are many interpretations of the
crisis but there is no disagreement that this
is a conclusive period in human history, "an
age between the ages." The era of absolute
national sovereignty is over but the age of
international order with political instruments powerful enough to regulate the relations of nations and to adjust their differing desires is not yet born. The era is past
in which a technical and industrial civilization could be counted on to regulate itself.
But the age in which justice is achieved
within each nation, and yet freedom maintained, by a wise and responsible regulation,

is still ahead. This is a period of transition
and as John C. Calhoun some time ago reminded us: "An age of transition must always necessarily be one of uncertainty, confusion, error, and wild and fierce fanatcism."
A physician said recently to a patient:
"What you need is a few months' vacationon another planet." Maybe so. But none of
us will get that vacation. We will stay right
here and with the help of Providence make
some sense o-.:t of this turmoil.
We see pretty clearly what ought to be
done to bring order and peace, but somehow mankind lacks the capacity to do it.
At the start of the century it was widely
assumed that if enough people realized what
needed to be done, it would be done. Your
fathers were taught that peace could be confidently expected if only enough people were
convinced the world was really one, and that
world wars would cease once their horror
was widely advertised. Now, after two World
Wars, a cold war, a half war, and who knows
what to come, we are tempted to forget
that mankind will certainly one day find the
moral resources and political instruments
adequate for a wholesome communal life on
a world-wide scale. Our task is to pick up
the problem in the form which history presents it to us, and push the answer as far as
our fingertips can reach, counting on those
who come after us to carry it further.
Our problem, your problem, is peace, peace
in the community of the world-a community crowded with people of great diversity
of views, of aspirations, of wealth. Even
before the close of the last war, most of our
people had seen clearly that isolation from
the rest of the community was no answer to
the problem of our security in this contracted world. In launching the United Nations
organization they evidenced their decision
that the safest way to avert further discord
in the family was to discourage the aggressor
before he gets started, by organized community action. This conviction was reinforced as the threat of the Soviet Union became clearer. And because we are so rich
and powerful no combination of free states
is adequate to meet the challenge that does
not include us, and we cannot meet that challenge alone. We cannot hope to save ourselves without saving a good part of the
world as well. Isolation has not lost all its
emotional appeal, but it has lost its intellectual respectability.
In a very brief time America has been
thrust into a position of enormous responsibility. Indeed, anyone who understands
what is now required of our country finds
himself saying, "Can we do it?" This first
reaction of awe and humility is probably
sound. Whoever starts in that mood has
some realistic comprehension of what is asked
of us, and takes our monstrous responsibilities seriously.
But if we start with doubts, we had better
not stop there. Fortunately most of us don't.
And your job will be to see how well America
can exercise responsibility by helping her to
exercise it.
This rivalry with Russia is not the source
of all of our problems. The present crisis in
world affairs has deep origins in the social
and economic changes of our century, in the
revolution in communication and transport
that has poured the entire planet into one
container, in the development of new and
ever more lethal weapons, in the decline in
previously accepted standards ::.nd values.
But the depth and severity of the crisis does
not alter the immediate difficulties. Unless
we handle the challenge of the Soviet Union
wisely we cannot guide the world toward
more enduring international arrangements.
How then is the world going to handle
its social, economic, and political problems?
Obviously they are going ,to be handled on
some basis. The nations will live together
in one fashion or another. Is it to be on
the basis of domination and subordinationin accordance with Soviet precedents? Or is
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It to be on the basis of consideration and
adjustment of mutual interests-in loyalty
to the central convictions of democracy? Is
the world of tomorrow to be run by a n ation
that demands a monopoly of power, or will
we stand resolute and keep open the possibility of a cooperative world?
Our statesmen are absorbed these days in
developing military strength to deter attack because it does not pay. We have accepted the appalling cost of rearmament
and military assistance as the immediate
condition of security. But the mere existence of power in the free world can only
lead to an uneasy security. The arms race
must end before it ends us. Power is not
peace and we need to do a lot more thinking
about what is required beyond the immediate necessity of strength. We correctly
read the lesson of the past that a policy of
weakness in this sort of world is disaster.
But we have not yet seen clearly where the
policy of strength is going.
Obviously full-scale war is less a way out
of trouble than a way into more trouble.
Our problem is to devise the means for
making coexistence with a ruthless, inscrutable, tyranny tolerable. There is no escape
from the perennial problem-to develop
moral and political means of peaceful communal life among the nations.
We will not beat the Soviet Union except
by beating them with a better idea. We can
show up tyranny as a method of handling
international problems by making cooperation work, at least in that part of the world
in which we have influence. Free men can
demonstrate that it pays to be free.
We will not get an international system
for disarmament or control of atomic energy
with foolproof safeguards, except by negotiation and cooperation with the Russians.
Other problems cannot be successfully handled before such cooperation is possible.
We do not know when our growing strength
may make serious negotiation with the Soviet Union possible. We cannot be sure what
fundamental changes must take place inside
Russia. But we must keep the · door open;
we must make manifest our intention, our
desire, our implacable purpose, to negotiate
and to cooperate. We must not give up trying to find the means of tolerable coexistence.
And it must be abundantly clear that we
are concerned not simply with our own
safety but with the future of all those who
work in company with us. We must continue to concert our policies with our allies.
If we prove that international cooperation
gets results, then the case for tyranny is further weakened.
There are a host of positive tasks for you.
How to attract the allegiance of millions
throughout the world who have not yet
decisively rejected the false promises of
communism, particularly in the Middle and
Far East. That rejection will be largely
shaped by positive performance, the American performance in particular; by our ability
to avoid the disruptions of depression, to
guarantee equality of opportunity, to d iminish prejudice and discriminatory practices,
to root out corruption, to preserve freedom
of thought and speech.
Shakespeare may be right when he says in
Macbeth: "* • • secur ity is · m ortals'
chiefest enemy." But certainly the insecurity and anxiety of this era has taken a heavy
toll. We doubt our beliefs and believe our
dou bts. Many of our citizens have padlocked
their minds. They cannot act confidently,
much less reasonably. They are submerged
in irrational nightmares. They suspect their
neighbors and guard their tongues. Is it
possible that fear, hysteria, witch hunts are
the ugly spawn of a century of progress,
prosperity, and security? Are they producing
a state of society in America where it 1s
dangerous to express an opinion? Can you
imagine Thomas Jefferson afraid to express

an opinion? Or Tom Paine? Or Hamilton,
or Jackson, or Adams? Can you imagine
these men afraid of the opinions of anyone
else?
I would suggest that you remember well
Algernon Sydney, a defender of religious liberty in another troublous time, and James
Madison and Patrick Henry, the earliest
trustees of Hampden-Sydney, and their native passion for liberty, liberty for the human min d everywhere. There is no watchword more worthy of the eternal devotion of
civilized man than that.
There is trouble ahead, of course. There
always is. Our need is not simply to face
the somber elements of the future but also
to be sure we do not let those elements
obscure the future. For what lies ahead is
rich with promise, too.
In 1786, an English philosopher, Josiah
TUcker, prophesied that Americans could
never be united "under any species of government whatever." "Americans" would be,
he said, "a disunited people till the end of
time; suspicious and distrustful of each
other, they will be divided and subdivided
into little commonwealths or principalities,
according to natural boundaries, by great
bays of the sea, and by vast rivers, lakes, and
ridges of mountains." Yet look at America
today. One people under one constitution.
Prof. Mortimer Adler, of the University
of Chicago once said that it would take 500
years for mankind to achieve the conditions of a :::table peace. That is exactly the
time Thomas Jefferson wrote in his Notes
on Virginia, that it would take American
civilization to get to the Pacific coast. Jefferson wrote that less than 150 years ago
and we have been on the Pacific coast for
100 years. Perhaps Professors Adler's timetable of 500 years can be beaten, too.
It will fall to some of you, all of you more
or less, to help us make the many fateful
decisions about some of these problems I've
mentioned, decisions that won't be made in
time for you to escape the responsibility,
because the conflict between liberty and tyranny is as old as human history and the
decisions are continuous decisions that must
be made over and over in each generation.
Of one thing I think you may be sure.
Whether America stands fast now and measures up to the crisis of this critical century
is a decision that is upon us. John Milton,
still in college, attacked the English clergy
for its failures by declaring, "The hungry
sheep look up, and are not fed." The eyes,
ears, and hearts of a world are attuned to
America. Will historians record that the
hungry sheep looked up to us in 1952 and
were not fed with clear, decisive leadership?
As surely as we sit here today in this ancient college in the soft woods and meadows of Virginia our historic mission, however distasteful and unsought it may be, is
to lead the way step by step out of this
ugly, dangerous darkness into the light of
peace and freedom. If we fail, if the hungry
sheep look up to us and are not fed, nothing
. can ever erase the failure, but western civilization will be erased.
I have kept you too long and taUced too
dolefully. The future, your future, is bright.
We h ave made the r ight decisions in the
past; we can m ake them again. Man is not
a n aked runner lost in a storm of spears.
You are more than the social anim al that
Seneca spoke of. You can m ake this world
an ever better place to live in. None of us
can lfflorQ. to stand on the side lines, least of
all you who have jobs and wives and families ahead of you. Don't be afraid of the
great, cont inuous decisions of your age. You
are the inheritors of a great tradition born
and nurtured in centures of pain and effort.
You have received here its best gift-an education. Pay your debt, man the ramparts
of the humane, ind~vidualist tradition, the
undying faith in the eternal nobility and
dignity of man. Defend it against its
avowed enemies, its covert foes, and its
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frightened friends who would surrender it
to save it.
You have the components of good judgment and wise decision. Many of your decisions "\"'7111 be executed through the instrument of government. Of one thing now I
can assure you. If responsible citizens don't
make that government good government,
responsive government, there will always be
irresponsibles, and rascals, ready to usurp
the positions and leadership which should
be yours by every consideration · of intelligence, integrity, and patriotism. And remember that if you fail to do the chores
of organized society in your township, your
city, your county and your State the power
of tho Central Government will expand. As
it doGs it beckons to the dictator, the demagog to come and organize its vast intricacy.
For these tasks and these existing opportunities, use the equipment that God and
this college have given you and that your
own industry each day improves. Don't be
afraid to live and to learn-to live hard and
fearlessly. It is not the years in your life,
but the life in your years that counts.
You'll have more fun, you'll do more good,
you'll get and give more satisfaction the
more you know, the more you've worked and
the more you've lived.
For you are on the threshhold of a great
adventure at a stirring time. Peril is one
of· the major stimulants in human history
and out of dangerous situations the finest
things have come. As Hotspur said, "Out
of this nettle, danger, we pluck this flower,
safety." Across long, evolutionary ages
human advance has depended on finding in
danger not paralysis and panic, but positive
stimulant and incentive.
So face the perils standing erect, boldly,
not sitting down complaining, yawning and
waiting for a pension. For "This time like
all times is a very good one, 1f we but know
what to do with it."
And I would commend to you this little
prayer :
"God give me the patience to accept that
which cannot be changed.
"Give me the courage to change that which
can and should be changed.
"And, above all, give me the wisdom to
know which is which."

Eisenhower Quoted on Arms Cost CutHe Is Said To Favor Lower Ou~Day To
Balance Budget-Meets Four Delega•
lions
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FREDERIC R. COUDERT, JR.
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. COUDERT. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
interesting excerpts from a st ory appearing on the front page of t h e New
York Times of this date, J une 10. It
would appear from the story that General Eisenhower supports the position
taken by the House on the· Armed Services Appropriation bill in April.
The excerpts follow:
EISENHOWER QUOTED ON ARMS COST CUT-HE
IS SAID TO FAVOR LOWER OUTLAY To BALANGE
BUDGET-MEETS FOUR DELEGATIONS
(By Leo Egan)
_ General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower
was quoted yesterday by Representative
CHRISTIAN A. HERTER of Massachusetts as
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favoring a reduction of military expendi·
tures to bring the Federal budget into bal·
ance. such a stand places the general, now
an active candidate for the Republican President ial nomination, in direct conflict with ·
the Department of Defense and President
Truman.
Representative HERTER, chairman of the·
Massachusetts Eisenhower for President
Committee and a potential Republican candidate for Governor of Massachusetts, said
the general had given his views on military
spending in the course of an hour-long
meeting with Massachusetts delegates and
alternates to the Republican National Con•
vention yesterday.
With respect to cutting military expendi·
tures to bring the budget into balance, Mr.
HERTER quoted General Eisenhower as saying
in substance that it was safer to be sure of
American solvency by adjusting military expenditures to w~at the Nation's economy
could bear· than trying to meet a target
date based on a guess as to when Stalin
will perform.
.
What was involved, Mr. HERTE'R explained,
was a slowing up of the rate of the American
military build-up. Such an adjustment has
been described by the Pentagon as a stretchout and has been strongly opposed by the
Defense Department, the Representative
said.

New Isolationism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN P. SAYLOR
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, the preassemb y conference of the Presbyterian
Church in the United States of America,
which was held at the Fifth Avenue
Presbyterian Church in New York City,
was high-lighted by an address by one
of the country's outstanding laymen, the
Honorable BROOKS HAYS, of Arkansas.
Representative HAYS' address was particularly interesting because it was addressed to the laymen of the church.
Mr. HAYS in his speech called attention
to the "new isolationism" which is growing in the world.
This very practical approach of Mr.
HAYS to the present-day problems of the
world should be of interest to every
Christian citizen. Excerpts from Mr.
HAYs' address are as follows:
Laymen find many outlets for their interest
in building a Christian world. Their service is often rendered in the political community; indeed, the distinction between a re'ligious and a civic service is sometimes vague
and unimportant.
Considering obligations growing out of
physical changes in our world, a new emphasis must be placed upon world relationships.
As Christians, we must deal with common
errors in the complicated world community
'o f which we have suddenly become a part.
-Isolationism must be resisted.
We must not retreat from our responsl•
bility as the world's leading nation. The tremen dous productiveness which no people
in history have ever before achieved carries
with it commensurate duties. This is a
moral matter. The discharge of these duties
will in many instances find expression·
through church and nongovernmental activities rather than political channels. In
both realms we must meet the responsib1lity
that goes with power. We cannot renounce

power. As the archbishop of Canterbury,
the great William Temple, said, "since we
cannot renounce it we must consecrate it."
It means strengthening our missionary
enterprise; it means in effective ways to carry
our strength into the far places of the earth
where there is poverty and disease and hunger, and to give assistance and aid to stricken
people. In this way we show concern for
the real values of life that are bound up in
the aspirations of disadvantaged peoples.
This, of course, transcends considerations of
world stability and national security; it has
to do with eternal values, with larger goals,
but our own narrow national interests are
quite compatible with the necessities of
leadership as a favored people in a distraught world.
Second, we must be on guard against giving false impressions of our purposes in the
world. Some who are no longer isolationists in their thinking, who recognize that
we have become involved in the affairs of
other nations and continents-in other
words, that the concept of safety in physical
separation is no longer valid-nevertheless
entertain a new isolationism. These persons
would withdraw us from the decisions that
are so significant for the world and create
an indifference here to the views and aspirations of others. This attitude-which I am
glad to say is still not widespread-would
eventually carry a sense of superiority into
world councils that would make it impossible
for us to live in Christian fellowship with
other nationalities. With this fallacy we
could never share in extending the ideal of
"government by consent of the governed,"
a principle that we should share with all.
This idea of man's capacity, with all of his
frailty and his need of redemption, is so-fundamental that we must stand for it with
the persistent attitude of Christians before
an the world.
There are practical ways of achieving a
Christian peace. We must stand by the
United Nations. It is only a beginning and
it has weaknesses which must be corrected,
but the hopes and the imagination which
produced it must be retained. Until Russia
joins us in a more faith ful devotion to the
ways of peace and justice in the world and
accepts the universal principles- that assure
them, we muot build within the framework
of the United Nations a fellowship that
is restricted and limited but essential for
survival. We must, in other ·words, identify
ourselves with nations that are, in their
political policies, devoted to the things for
which we stand, the ways of freedom and
justice and human service. This justifies
the North Atlantic and Pan American or·ganizations. These treaty arrangements have
moral significance. They bring us into effective and practical defense operations against
potential aggression that might result from
materialistic and antireligious forces. I do
not believe that war is inevitable. And the
best hope that aggression can finally be mastered, just as many other evils of the past
have been conquered, springs from our
Christian faith. It is the message of hopefulness that accompanies the conviction that
God has committed to us the affairs of this
planet, the governing of ourselves.

Graduation Addl!'ess ai ~h! Naval Academy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. n.ANSDAlE G. SASSCER
OF MARYLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. SASSCER. Mr. Speaker, last
Friday I had the privilege of attending
the graduating exercises at the United

States Naval Academy. I wish that
more Members of Congress could have
been there because it was most inspiring
to see this fine group of young Americans receive their diplomas following
their education, training, and indoctrination for 4 years amid the atmosphere
of the Naval Academy. On that occasion the graduation address was delivered by Admiral William M. Fechteler, the Chief of Naval Operations.
This address was so full of sound and
helpful thought and logic that I felt it
should be preserved in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD. I therefore asked the admiral to send me a copy, so, under unanimous consent to extt>nd my remarks,
I include therein the admiral's address:
A FORMULA FOR SucCESS
Admiral Hill, distinguished guests, members of the class of 1952, ladies, and gentle·
men, I suppose that from time immemorial
it has been the aim of those who address
classes of graduates to make an attempt at
presenting .them with a formula for success.
It has been my observation, I regret to say,
that such attem pts to chart the path of the
future for young feet to follow usually meet
with something less than complete accomplishment.
There are probaply many reasons why this
is so. Only one reason is necessary to explain it, however. The reason is that the
graduates are almost certainly thinking of
other things. The en tire future of the young
men lies before them; and already the plans
for its enjoyment are being formulated in
their m inds.
It is inevitable that this be so.
INTRODUCTION
I have a deep abiding interest in the progress and future happiness of the members
of the class of 1952. Indeed, the whole naval
service shares my interest. I am glad, therefore, to have this opportunity of speaking
to you on one of the most important days of
your life.
You who are graduating today have acquired t h e basic ingredients for full, happy,
and useful careers. What you have learned
and absorbed here will remain with you
throughout life. Your attainments, however,
must be wisely employed and constantly developed if they are to serve you and your
country well. The use and development of
your talents are now in your hands. From
this day you become the responsible party.
Integrity

The essentials for your success consist not
alone of techniques, skills, and knowledge.
The first and the priceless ingredient of
success is integrity.
Integrity is that quality of mind and spirit
which we associate with honesty and good
faith either in public or in private life. It
implies a moral state of mind in which high
principle and good character are inherent.
Preserve your integrity. Do not lose your
sense of decency.
Without these things you cannot serve
your country well; you cannot even live a
happy personal life.
However brilliant you may be, however
high may be your professional attainments,
without integrity you will certainly fail of
greatness.
Industry
I may seem a little old-fashioned, but I
shall remind you that you must work hard.
Industry is, I think, the second ingredient
of success.
Industry may be defined as the application
of one's efforts to a task or business. It was
once the established pattern of our society.
I hear that hard work is no longer regarded
as the virtue which it was once considered
to be.
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Of this I can assure you, however, it. is still
a virtue in the Navy and in the other services as well; and you will never reach such
exalted rank that you can dispense with the
business of hard work.
All of the world's benefactors, the truly
great men and women of all time, have been
consecrated to their work. I know of none
who was not diligent and persevering.
Thrift

The third essential to success is thrift.
Like integrity and industry, it, too, is an
old-fashioned word.
Thrift can be defined as the wise use of
human and material resources. It is important to all of you in your personal affairs
and it is important to your Government that
you do not waste its money or its resources.
The essence of thrift is to spend less than
we receive. "If you know how to spend less
than you get," said Franklin, "you have the
philosopher's stone."
Thrift requires the determination to hold
to purposes r.nd to keep first things first. It
' requires foresight and self-denial.
Professional competence

Your attendance at the Navy Academy has
put you well on the road to professional competence. This competence I regard as the
fourth essential to success.
Never overlook an opportunity to increase
and exercise your professional skills. This
is preparation for ultimate usefulness.
, It may well be true that the achievement
of extraordinary success with consequent advancement is largely a matter of opportunity.
No man can make his opportunity. He
can only make use of such opportunities as
occur. Many persons retire after years of
solid achievement without having had any
great opportunity to distinguish themselves.
However, so far as I know, no one has ever
distinguished himself in high places without
long and -faithful preparation. Even should
opportunity come to the man who is unprepared, he will be unable to take advantage
of it.
Although no one can make his own opportunities, success is not an accident.
The surest way of rising to the top of
one's profession is by thoroughly mastering
the details of each duty as it is reached.
When a man does that, fame, if it comes
to him, is but an episode. His mind is fixed
solely upon the full development of his
powers and the effective performance of his
· appropriate work.
·
One's whole life may well be a preparation for a brilliant success which, so far as
the world knows, was earned within the
scope of a few days or a few hours.
Service

Integrity, industry, thrift, and professional competence. These with one other
attribute are the essentials of your success.
The remaining attribute, and the most
important ingredient of all, is the concept of
service-a deep and selfless devotion to your
country.
You must approach your work with the
zeal and earnestness of a clergyman. Yours
is a service and a responsibility which requires dedication.
It is not merely a job-or even a position.
n is a status.
You must regard your career as an opportunity to serve. It is not a question of
"What does the service have to offer me?"
But rather it is a question of "What have I
to offer the service?"
As the years pass, you will find the path
of duty complicated not only by heavy
responsibilities but also by conflicting advice, and sometimes by heavy pressures from
men who earnestly believe themselves to
be right.
Let me urge that throughout your careers
in the service, you adhere steadfastly to the
simple virtues which have given character to
the lives of our great leaders.
XCVIII-App.--224

I commend to you as guidance the words
of Theodore Roosevelt when he said:
"Let us see to it that we neither do wrong
nor shrink from doing right because the right
is difficult; that on the one hand we inflict
no injury, and that on the other we have a
due regard for the honor and interest of our
mighty Nation; and that we keep unsullied
the renown of the flag which beyond all
others of the present time or of the ages of
the past stands for confident faith in the
future welfare and greatness of mankind."
The service of your country is a stern
taskmaster. It will make many demands
upon you and may be less than tolerant of
serious shortcomings. Remember that you
are entering active service at a crucial time
in your country's history. You are to be depended upon and you cannot afford to make
mistakes.
Although .the service is rigorous, in it you
will find a life of satisfaction, a life so attractive that those who leave it will carry
with them, more often than not, an· abiding
nostalgia for the service and its ways.
Whatever you do, whatever happens to you,
there is always one thing over which you will
have absolute control. It is that you can
always do your best. Usually your best will
be good enough.
What I mean to say may be stated thus:
"Whether a man accepts from fortune her
spade and looks downward and digs or from
aspiration her ax and cord and looks upward to scale the ice, the one and only
success which it is his to command is to
bring to his work a mighty heart."
CONCLUSION
To you young gentlemen of the class of
1952 and to all of you who are gathered
here, let me affirm my unwavering faith in
the glorious future of our country. You are
privileged to play a part in it.
To you who are graduating today and who
are about to take the oath of high and honorable office, let me remind you again that
America looks to you for leadership in a
troubled time.
I have every faith that in peace and in
war you will serve your Nation unselfishly,
faithfully, courageously, and well; and that
you will set an example to every American
in the responsibilities of citizenship.
My congratulations and good wishes go
, with you as you leave your alma mater.
May God bless you every one,

Delaware River Port Authority Compacts
Should Have Congressional Approval
Before Congress Adjourns
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, the
importance of having congressional approval given to the New Jersey-Pennsyl·vania compact bills, providing for the
Delaware River Port Authority, before
Congress adjourns, cannot be overemphasized.
The development of the Delaware
River area in the vicinity of th~ city of
Philadelphia, is a progressive step that
has been recognized by the legislatures
of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Consequently, the necessary legislation has
been passed by them and approved by
the respective Governors. It has the
backing of all forward looking business
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groups. Authority to provide this port
area with facilities to meet the need for
more and better transportation and to
handle the ever increasing commerce of
the port is urged by all political and civic
groups. There is not, so far as I know,
a dissenting voice. It is a unanimous
demand.
It seems strange that bureaus of the ·
Federal Government should be the only
dissenters. The lack of justification for
any such opposition becomes all the more
apparent when it is realized that there
is no cost or obligation placed on the
Federal
Government.
Furthermore,
there is no denial of the fact that the
facilities provided will be immensely
beneficial not only to the citizens of
both States, but will promote the movement of interstate commerce in a most
substantial way. The Federal bureaus
now objecting provide no suggestions as
to , how the Federal Government could
provide the same facilities. In fact it
is well understood that it has no intention of doing so. Therefore, if Pennsylvania and New Jersey are not permitted
to do so by means of a port authority,
then, it will not be done. The Federal
Government, if not in a position to do it,
should encourage rather than oppose
Pennsylvania and New Jersey from doing
so. The approval should be given without further delay.
As to the necessity of immediate action
before Congress adjourns, I include as
part Of my remarks an editorial entitled "Get Port Bill Action Before Congress Adjourns," appearing in the Philadelphia Inquirer, issue of June 9, 1952.
It reads as follows:
GET PORT BILL ACTION BEFORE CONGRESS

ADJOURNS
Even though the United States Bureau of
the Budget has assumed a "neutral attitude''
on the pending project for congressional ratification of the Delaware River Port Author·
ity compact, certain latent opposition from
that agency remains in the picture.
Both the Budget Bureau and that of Pub·
lie Roads have been backfiring this vitally
·important agreement between Pennsylvania
and New Jersey. A particular aim has been
to deny the authority the same freedom and
facilities possessed by the New York· Port
Authority. That body can use bridge and
other tolls to finance new improvements, for
instance. The two bureaus want the Delaware Port Authority barred from doing so.
This opposition is so inexplicable, so ut·
terly unfair, that it has raised suspicions as
to what hidden interests may be back of a
palpable effort to emasculate the compact.
However that may be, there is an obvious
need for all its supporters to be on their
guard against the crippling amendments or,
-almost as serious, delays in getting any action because of a rush toward adjournment
in Congress.
The Budget Bureau's "declaration of neutrality" is coupled with an indication it will
not appear before the hearing proposed for
·this week by the House Committee on Public Works to press its strangely unfavorable
recommendations. But those recommendations are in the record, being contained in a
memorandum lodged with Senator DENNIS
CHAVEZ, chairman of the Senate Public
Works Committee, which is also considering
the port compact.
The House group intends to invite the re•
maining open objector, the Federal Bureau
of Public Roads, to come into this week's
bearings and state its views.
· Urgency of the · port authority compact
situation as it stands today should impel a
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full and alert attendance of its supporters at
the forthcoming House committee hearing,
"first to get rid of the Federal bureaus' crippling amendments and second to speed the
compact to the fioor of both Senate and
House for early approval.
Such action is needed to get started on
the huge tasks of making the Philadelphia
metropolitan area the great port it must be
• to serve present swift growth of industry and
population.

Fishy Bureaucracy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN P. SAYLOR
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, the people of Alaska are the ones best qualified
to handle their own natural resources.
The Honorable E. L. BARTLETT, Delegate
from Alaska, has introduced a bill to
turn over to the citizens of Alaska control of their own fishing industry. This
bill would not have been necessary if
the Territory of Alaska had been admitted to statehood.
It gives the people of Alaska the same
rights to regulate the fishing industry
that the States have.
The office of the Secretary of the Interior not only sat on the side lines during the hearings held on this bill, but
stated that the Subcommittee on Territories of the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs was capable of handling the bill. This it did and reported
the bill to the full committee. I sincerely hope that the full committee will
take immediate action on this measure
and th~,t it will be enacted into law at
this session of Congress.
The editorial of the Washington News
on Saturday, June 7, is in further ex..
planation of the bill and the fishy bureaucracy of the Department of the Interior and its Secretary, Oscar Chapman:
FISHY BUREAUCRACY

Fishing is the greatest industry in Alaska,
and the people of Alaska want to regulate it
themselves, just as the various States do.
Alaskan fishing, mostly controlled by big
companies in Seattle, is regulated by the
Fish and Wildlife Service, a part of the
United States Interior Department.
The efficiency of its regulation may be
judged by the fact that Alaskan fishing hauls
have fallen off sharply in recent years and
that the Fish and Wildlife Agency permits
the use of "salmon traps" in Alaska-a ruthless, plundering practice comparable with
using dynamite in a trout stream. These
traps long since have been outlawed by the
st..tes. Alaskans want to outlaw them, too.
They so voted in a referendum, which the
Int€rior Department has blithely ignored.
E. L. BARTLETT, the Alaskan Delegate to
Congress, wrote a bill to give Alaska control
of its fisheries. The Interior Department,
which has 4,400 people on its payroll in
Alaska and is by law responsible for the Territory, was notified of a hearing on the bill
but failed to send either a witness or an
opinion of the bill.
A spokesman for the agency lamely explained that it wishes to "sit on the sidelines" in the matter.

This must confirm the rumor that Interior Secretary Oscar Chapman is running for
Vice President, because it places this favorite of President Truman's on both sides of
a controversial question. He paid eloquent
lip service to statehood for Alaska when that
question was before Congress, and now he
refuses to support a bill granting Alaska a
right statehood would give it automatically.
The House subcommittee wisely approved
the Bartlett bill despite Mr. Chapman's attitude, and Congress should do likewise.
Alaska deserves statehood and doubtless
will get it in time. Meanwhile, it should be
granted all possible freedom from Washington bureaucracy. Mr. Chapman's clumsy
effort to keep Alaska under his thumb is
convincing evidence that it should not be
there.

House. The punishment meted out by re·cent tenants has not served to callous my
sensitivities, but to abrade them. I have
felt impelled to act in self-defense. As President, I shall do as little to injure myself
as possible, and the benefits of this enlightened policy will, by extension, of course,
be yours.
I am inclined toward a mild trust in my
capacity to satisfy myself in this role by
reason of the indisputable fact that I am
not twins. We are in an age described as
that of Gemini presidential candidates.
This identical twinning (distinctive especially with the armadillo), began with the
Messrs. Roosevelt and Willkie and has persevered through succeeding campaigns, so
that now it achieves its apotheosis in the
design to couple a five-star yes man with
the spiritual legatee of 20 years of the most
ineffable misrule since the consulate of Caligula's horse.
As the adherent of a party which someMy Temporary Friends
times has conceived it to be the duty of an
opposition to oppose, I shall not profess to
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
admire what I despise, even though to do so
might earn me the approbation of certain inOF
fluential organs of carbon-copy opinion.
These may persist in the clamor that the
way the Republican Party should seek to
OF WISCONSIN
prevail is by placing a Trojan elephant withIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
in the city of donkeys; but as one who still
credits himself with the ability to distinTuesday, June 10, 1952
guish between label and content, I reject
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Speak- the
suggestion. Faust for a time profited
er, I am including as part of my remarks by his bargain, but there is no dispute about
an article by Mr. George Morgenstern who wound up in custody of his soul.
entitled "My Temporary Friends," which
So, by easy stages, we arrive at the alappears in Human Events of June 4. He ways vexing subject of foreign policy. Let
us
face it: American essays in the regulalevels a serious charge against those of
us who are in public life when he says: tion of world morals have demonstrated that
don't have the brains for the job. Con"The only thing you have to fear is the we
sequently, I shall not enshrine the late Vanpolitician himself." Perhaps Mr. Mor- denberg as a model. He who is enticed to
genstern is correct. The article follows: the bipartisan connubial couch need not be
surprised when the denouement is another
It is perhaps expected that a candidate
traveling salesman's story in deplorably ba'd
for the most corrupted office within the betaste.
·
stowal of the people should adopt an ingratiating approach toward the voters, who,
In fiscal matters I should be inclined to
after all, possess the power to do him the
keep the household allowance in the sugar
most mischief. Thus it has been the habit
bowl and to be modest in my expectations.
of some politicians to murmur such introThe global monitory mission is not profitductory endearments as "My friends" to
able~ although sometimes so on a parochial
their natural enemies (and prey). These
scale, as we learn from the history of
disingenuous saluations are said to have inO'Dwyer's police. On the world beat the
spired a weepy emotional response. I trust
policeman at length becomes too impovthat we need not mutually visit such indigerished to replace his uniform. As Korea
suggests, he also may be badly roughed up.
nities upon one another.
In other particulars I fear that I must
It will seem academic to rational citizens
appear a most eccentric candidate. My hat
to discuss domestic affairs as long as they
is of an ordinary sort, not composed of the
are subordinate, as now, to overriding forskins of nocturnal carnivorous animals. My
eign commitments. We have been assured
apparel is a business suit, of a type recalled
often enough by the administration which
from the days when a system of free entervisited the existing tax calamities upon us
prise still prevailed. Its buttons are of bone,
that 90 percent of the swag is dedicated to
payment of past wars and preparation for
not of brass.
new wars. If I were responsible, that is not
No career in Wall Street investment banka confession I should care to make.
ing has sharpened my concern for the underprivileged. I have never benefited from ·
If, however, the attempt be made to divorce domestic matters from foreign policy,
a 27¥2 -percent-tax write-off on a casual million made in oil, nor ·have I, through my
the first pitfall to avoid is that of confusing
inattention, contributed a single horse to the
the velocity of the dollar with what is known
meat ~rinder. If I am known as Mister anyas an expanding economy. Some citizens
thing, it is simply as Mr. Elphinstone.
are misled into thinking that they glimpse
an unparalleled prosperity simply beThese are admittedly serious defects in a
cause money is moving with the speed of
presidential candidate. Are they necessarily
puffed rice subjected to a betatron. It •is
fatal? Possibly not; When, following his
only necessary to hold the head still for a
diplomatic triumphs in China, General Marmoment to discover that the dollars do not
shall fiew to a distant city, the local press
pause in flight. Those which find a temremarked with astonishment that the Secreporary lodgment on your person are gone
tary of State had come unaccompanied by
again before you can say "John Snyder."
bodyguards. The truer miracle, perhaps,
was that he had arrived without benefit of
It is equally hallucinative to believe that
wardens. So far, I am deemed sufficiently
every farmer can continue receiving Governlucid to be allowed at large, and I shall
ment checks until his Monel-metal silo is
stretch your tolerance by suggesting that, in
completed, or that he should be encouraged
view of the character of my immediate predto collect conservation payments on enameled wooden nest eggs. The practice of shelecessors in high office, this is a sufficient rectering sure votes at the expense of political
ommendation for your consideration.
dissenters in those warrens known as pubIn any event, it is not your feelings, but
lic-housing projects does not commend itmine, which prompt me to seek the White
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self to me. Nor would I perpetuate for
another day the long-standing dispensation
whereby the landlord's presence is barely tolerated on his own premises.
In brief, the bad news is that all benefits,
bounties, and rackets of whatsoever sort will
go glimmering, and a million Federal check
writers will be placed at liberty to practice
the art against their own bank accounts, or,
ltcking these, to turn to forgery. Those who .
have been on the receiving end may consult
McGuffey and rediscover the forgotten joys
of virtuous toil. They also have my consent to experience, for a change, the heady
sensation of risking their own money.
It has been customary of late to offer the
public a political deal of one sort or another,
as if these penniless profiteers, the offi ce
seekers or officeholders, had something to
offer in exchange for the voter's soul. The
gullible who feel richer for having robbed
their own pockets have not had the wit to
see that such deals are backed with their
own money. I must disappoint them by
proposing no deal at all.
While it is axiomatic that the State 1::; an
institution forced by a victorious group upon
a defeated group, and having for ~ts object
the exploitation of one class by another, it is
apparent that the day is fast approaching
when the Treasury, like the quondam rich,
will offer little better pickings than Mother
Hubbard's cupboard. We are at the point
of the Roman Empire at the end of the
second century, when it cost so much to
support the state that there was not enough
production to pay the bills.
So it is that the lesson on the wall reads:
"The locusts have slept here." In these circumstances, it is the likely destiny of anyone
assuming the Presidential office to preside
over a rather glum congregation. We shall
all gather in the parlor, with the drapes
drawn, to hear the reading of the will, only
to Jearn that Uncle Franklin and Uncle Harry
took the cash and let the credit go, so that
there is nothing for any of us but sharing
the funeral expense.
As another perspicacious superfluous man
once observed, driving jobholders out of office
is as unrewarding as the discredited practice
of driving prostitutes out of town, for their
places are immediately taken by others precisely like them. Albert Jay Nock, whom I
quote, long ago observed that the talk of
liberalizing the Republican Party mere:y
meant that if those of this disposition h 2.d
their way the New Deal would be here to
stay, as a permanent resource of waste and
theft, and that the Republican Party would
simply be seeking to compete for the ·management of it.
This is an ambition which I must confess
I do not share. Let others promise you
four freedoms, or a baker's dozen; the one
freedom which I seek for my own benefit
is the freedom to be left alone. I shall not
confer upon you circuses or war, the nirvana
of security, or welfare by promissory note.
It is my unique ambition to be a weak
President--the weakest possible. It will be
my object-barring the possibility that I
must deal with a Congress of loons-to dismantle the gingerbread castle of government; to demolish the trappings, the retinue
and the power of the state; to destroy its
capacity to interfere in your lives. In this
way the ideal of justice will be restored to
the Republic-that justice of which Chief
Justice Jay said that it "is always the same ·
whether it is due from one man to a million:
or from a million to one man."
To attain this end, I shall adopt the outlook of Mr. Nock: "In my view, which I believe is the historical view, no good ever
came from the application of one injustice
to the cure of another. No good ever came,
nor I believe can ever come, of a mere shifting of preponderance among economic
groups or social classes; nor yet out of any
change from one economic system to another
which does no more than shift the incidence

of injustice. I cannot see that this has
anything in common with radicalism or conservatism. I should say it is about equally
far from both."
The politician in America has hitherto
served as an extension of the insufficient
citizen's ego. "We won" is enough the day
after election for the multitude which attains its highest fulfillment by identification
with crass and crafty robbers hungering
for the combination to the safe. Such people Uve their dream through the spurious
symbols of candidates and parties who are
always indifferent to their existence, except
in November, every fourth year. I shall try
to spare you the opium of this substitute
religion. I shall endeavor to save you from
yourselves, incident to the attempt to save
myself from you. The only thing you have
to fear is the politician himself.

Congress and Its Responsibility
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JACK Z. ANDERSON
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June·1o, 1952

Mr. ANDERSON of California. Mr.
Speaker, I am including with my remarks· a very timely and pertinent communication from my good friend, Bill
Alder, of Aptos, Calif. What Mr. Alder
has to say is only too true and I commend his statements to the attention of
my colleagues:
APTOS, CALIF., June 2, 1952.
lion. JACK Z. ANDERSON,
Member of Congress,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN: The Senators and
Congressmen whom the citizens of the United
States of America send to its Congress are
trustees of the freedom and welfare of that
citizenry.
These legislators are vested with a sacred
duty to serve as individuals in administering that trust as defined in our Constitution.
Under all tenets of established law and
ethics, no trustee may delegate his powers to
another without the expressed consent of
those who . invested him with such responsibility.
Such delegation of power goes beyond
malfeasance, for it involves a violation of his
oath of office. It is both illegal and immoral.
The Supreme Court has, today, June 2,
1952, handed down an epochal decision which
affirms the constitutional tenet that Congress alone has the sole power of legal directive--of law making-which under delegation to another, results in Executive ukase
or directive having the force of law, and is
therefore a usurpation of congressional trusteeship.
Failing in his attempted usurpation ot
congressional prerogative, the Chief Executive will now bring extraordinary pressure to
bear on Congress to enact a law which will
give h im the discretionary power the supreme Court has now expressly denied his
right to exercise.
He will ask congress to delegate to him its
sole and sacred right of ultimate decision.
This Congress must not do.
Consonant with the foregoing, the electorate has a right, and duty, to demand of
Congress that it deny to the Executive and
his appointees all right or privilege in the
formulating or issuing of personal directives
Which have the force of law.
As a lay citizen, I ask each and every Mem•
per of the House and Senate to respect the

trust which we have invested in him to the
end that Congress may recapture that which
has been progressively drained away, the
sole r~ght of definitive decision in all matters
governing our lives and well-being.
Respectfully yours,
W. F. ALDER.

Bishop Cameron J. Davis
. EX'rENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDMUND P. RADWAN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. RADWAN. Mr. Speaker, the citizens of western New York have suffered
a great loss in the passing on June 6
1952, of Bishop Cameron J. Davis of th~
Episcopal diocese of western New York.
The work of this tolerant clergyman
Will leave its deep imprint on the life of
our community. I want to join with men
of all faiths, as well as Buffalo newspapers, in paying just tribute to the memory of Bishop Davis. I submit herewith
editorials from the Buffalo Evening News
. and the B'!lffalo Courier-Express:
[From the Buffalo Evening News, June 7,
1952]

BISHOP CAMERON J. DAVIS
The Episcopal Church in the United States
was bereft of a learned elder statesman and
Buffalo of an understanding neighbor and
beloved friend when the Right Reverend
Cameron J. Davis, retired bishop of the Diocese of Western New York, died Friday night.
In a long and busy life, Bishop Davis' activities were extended beyond ecclesiastical
frontiers to embrace scores of movements
and projects in the welfare of of the western
New York community. His gift as an administrator was early recognized by his church
and he served it well nationally and locally.
In the role of a national Episcopal leader
he was best known for his wise guidance of
the Joint Commission on Holy Matrimony
which was appointed to revise the marriage
canon of the church. He was also president
of the church pension fund and the Church
Life Insurance Corp. They expanded and
prospered under his leadership.
Bishop Davis' active clerical life in Buffalo
spanned more than half a century. It had
its beginning in 1897 when he was ordained
a deacon and became assistant pastor of
Trinity C'hurch and continued until 1948
when he was retired after 18 years as bishop
of the diocese. His was a distinguished
career. Beyond churchly duty, he was concerned with all good works in what he
called his "neighborhood." He was a
founder of the Buffalo and Erie County Tuberculosis Association and a pioneer in many
other religious and welfare movements.
A clergyman of tolerant wisdom, Bishop
Davis was accorded the respect and affection of fellow churchmen of all faiths. His
cooperation in activities for the betterment
of the · whole community was never withheld whoever originated them. The death
of this deeply religious good citizen and
loved pastor leaves a void in his community
and his church. His full life of service will
be an inspiration to his neighbors and fellow
clergy who must carry on his works.
[From the Buffalo Courier-Express of June
8, 1952]

BISHOP CAMERON J. DAVIS, WISE AND GENTLB
SHEPHERD
It was a blessed day for the Episcopal diocese of western New York when a 14-year-old
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boy named Cameron J. Davis came from
Watkins Glen to DeVeaux School, Niagara
Falls, more than 60 years ago. And it was
a day of sorrow for countless western New
Yorkers of his own and other religious affiliations when Bishop Davis died on the
eve of his old school's commencement, at
which he had been designated to present
diplomas and awards.
~ost of the sixty-odd years between were
spent by Cameron Davis in the faithful service of this diocese. Immediately after his
ordination in 1897, he came to Buffalo as
curate of Trinity Church, of which he became rector in 1901. More than 3 decades
in Trinity parish were followed by almost a
score of years as bishop of western New
York. Probably no clergyman in the history of this area combined so many years of
service with so gently persuasive and beneficent an influence on the community.
That influence reached out beyond his
own church and did much to bring about
more cordial interfaith relations in western
New York.
In the Episcopal Church, Bishop Davis
was a recognized national leader. As president of the Church Pension Fund and as
chairman of the Commission on Holy Matrimony, he displayed qualities which impelled
his successor as bishop of western New York,
the Right Reverend Lauriston L. Scaife, to
describe him as "one of the ablest statesmen" of the Episcopal Church in America.
The beauty and strength of Bishop Davis'
character have been described by Bishop
Scaife far better than we can describe them:
"Cameron Davis had a high conception
of manhood. He was possessed of a cheery
spirit and was brave in his determination
to good action. He was unselfish, friendly,
not ashamed of being religious, yet never
advertising religion; not ashamed of emotion, yet free from sentimentality; strong 1n
all the joy of living and seeking men for
their own sakes. • • •
"Such a man inspires other men to love
perfection and to strive after it. Such a
man was Cameron Davis."
To this we can add only that the memory
of Bishop Davis will live on as an inspiration
and a benediction.

The Late Archbishop Thomas Joseph
Walsh
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH J,, ADDONIZIO
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. ADDONIZIO. Mr. Speaker, the
priests and people of the archdiocese of
Newark mourn the death last Friday of
their beloved archbishop, the most Reverend Thomas Joseph Walsh. Their sorrow is shared by their neighbors of other
faiths because Archbishop Walsh's love
and charity for mankind endeared him
to all the citizens of New Jersey. One of
his outstanding accomplishments was
the establishment of the Mount Carmel
Guild, a charitable organization for the
assistance of needy persons regardless of
race, color, or creed. The caliber of his
priestly labors over the past 52 years can
best be measured by the universal sense
of personal loss and grief that his passing
has evoked in New Jersey.
Archbishop Walsh was bishop of Trenton when he was named bishop of Newark in 1928 and became an archbishop

when the archdiocese of Newark was rest in a crypt in that cathedral, which no
created in 1937. He had served for some doubt will soon be completed in fulfillment
his dearest wish.
years after his ordination in 1900 as of During
his many years as the leader of a
chancelor of the diocese of Buffalo. As great
religious faith, Archbishop Walsh
leader of a steadily growing archdiocese, played an important role in the shaping of
now the fifth largest in the Nation, in a many lives and was a vital influence in the
highly industrial area, the archbishop's development of the whole community. In
duties were many and onerous, but he recent years, his retiring nature was further
discharged them with superb competence emphasized by the trials of declining health,
and vigor. The numerous schools and but those who had the privilege of associatwith him directly marvelled at his pachurches built under his leadership will ing
tience, understanding and consideration.
be lasting monuments to his zealous conHe has left his stamp on many people,
cern for his flock. In spite of his heavy many institutions and on the whole commuresponsibilities the archbishop never lost nity. His memory will be universally
his warm interest in the human problems honored.
of his people. His work among the foreign born was of inestimable value in
helping them to adjust to American life
The Growth of a New Industry
and will be gratefully remembered by
them and their children. He was the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
real shepherd, wisely guiding his flock
OF
and comforting them in their spiritual
and temporal trials and difficulties. The
HON. LOUIS B. HELLER
outpouring of affection and esteem which
OF NEW YORK
marked the celebration of his golden
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
jubilee in 1950 must have deeply touched
the archbishop as evidence of the love
Thursday, May 8, 1952
and gratitude in which he was held. We
Mr.
HELLER.
Mr. Speaker, those
are grateful that h~ was spared to enjoy who are in mortal fear
that competition
this honor and that he remained active in our economic life is dying
out or that
to the end.
America is no longer the land of ecoThe archbishop's brilliar1t service won nomic opportunities, will be pleased to
him many notable honors, but he re- discover how a new industry is being esmained a simple and humble priest, His tablished and how nearly a quarter of a
Holiness, Pope Pius XII, commended him million new jobs have been created in
upon the occasion of the twenty-fifth an- this industry.
niversary of his elevation to the rank of
The noted columnist Sylvia F. Porter,
bishop. He was appointed assistant to who specializes in problems on business
the pontifical throne by Pope Pius XI in and labor, describes the growth of this
1922, and made many visits to Rome.
industry in very concise language. This
He was named a knight grand cross of interesting article, which appeared in
the Order of St. Humbert of Lorraine and the New York Post of May 19, 1952, reads
Bar in 1946. The Italian Government
a warded him a commandership of the as follows: LABOR AND BUSINESS
Order of the Crown of Italy, a command(By Sylvia F. Porter)
ership of the Order of SS Maurice and
HOME SEWING BOOM
Lazarus and the Italian Star of SolidarMrs. America, you and your neighbor are
ity in appreciation of his services to those
going in for home sewing on a scale that
of Italian birth and heritage.
anything ever.
The cause dearest to the archbishop's beats
And Mr. America-this new occupation of
later years was the completion of the your wife's is not only a reflection of today's
beautiful Sacred Heart Cathedral, and high cost of living, is not only part of her
those of us who mourn him today could effort to cut your family's new clothing and
pay no more fitting tribute to him than alteration expenses.
It's also a story of international and nato realize his dream of completing the
edifice in time for the centennial cele- tional significance in which you'll be as interested as she.
bration of the Newark diocese.
as a result of this provocative trend
The following editorial in the Newark 1nFor
our Nation, thel)e things are happening:
Star-Ledger of Saturday, June 7, eloAn entirely new industry, made up of the
quently expresses the general sentiment so-called independent sewing machine makon the passing of this great soul:
ers who import basic machines for finishing
ARCHBISHOP WALSH

Archbishop Thomas J. Walsh, who died
early yesterday at the age of 78, had been the
spiritual leader of more than a million members of his faith in New Jersey since his installation as an archbishop in 1938. During
those 14 years and for 20 years preceding
them as bishop of Trenton, he had achieved
great renown as a builder of schools and
inspirer of education. His crowning achlevement in this respect was the expansion of
Seton Hall into ~ great university.
A man of retiring disposition and unworldly outlook, Archbishop Walsh was astonishingly vigorous in supporting his
favored projects. As recently as two years
ago when he celebrated his fiftieth jubilee
as a priest, he launched a $5,000,000 campaign
to bring to completion the 50-year effort to
complete the interior construction of Sacred
Heart Cathedral. NO\\', his remains are tQ.

and sale here, is being created.
These imports are providing vital dollars
to Japan, Germany, Italy, Sweden; thereby
helping these lands to attain economic stabil1ty and thus helping to relieve all of us
from the burden of foreign gifts and loans.
Almost a quarter million new jobs for
Americans are being developed in the plants
that assemble the imported heads into finished sewing machines.
A century-old monopoly in the sewingmachine industry is being badly cracked.
And prices of sewing machines are being
pushed down by the new, live competition in
the industry.
All this you're achieving, Mrs. America, as
you turn a quick hem on your portable.
Only 5 years ago, the sewing machine industry was a high-priced, closed market.
There were just three big domestic manufacturers-Singer Sewing, White Sewing, and
Free Sewing Machine Co. There was vir•
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term is bandied about in casual conversatually no competition; all were costly
tion these days and a multitude of people
products.
discourse upon the subject with an air of
Then the men who had been in the busipositive authority, it is far from being a
ness of servicing and rebuilding old machines
simple matter. As most of us know, there
got together, decided that the end of World
War II gave them the perfect chance to crack ·is a great mass of conflicting thought to be
found hidden behind this facile phrase.
the m arket.
Even a cursory glance at the literature and
They went abroad, made arrangements
current news on the subject would convince
with foreign manufacturers to import maanyone
as to the explosive potentialities of
chines for finishing and sale in America.
In 1947, the independents brought in 10,000
this topic.
sewing machine "heads," completed them,
Let me say at the outset that I have little
sold them all. In 1948, they raised their
hope of stepping, in my relative innocence,
imports to 50,000. In 1949, the total soared
into the welter of debate which this subject
to 100,000; in 1950, to 200,000; in 1951, to
entails and coming up with any unique or
500,000; and this year, the estimate is imcomplete exposition of the problems involved. I should like, however, to make a
ports will reach 750,000.
The m arket, in short, has been doubling,
few generally relative comments on this mattripling, quadrupling by the year.
ter on the basis of a long career in GovernIn a half decade the independents have
ment and my recent experience in the financaptured 30 to 40 percent of all sales.
cial community generally referred to as Wall
Where there was no competition, there are ·Street. Some of my remarks may surprise
now 75 to 80 firms in the business-in addiyou and even prove unpopular. Let us hope
they may to some degree prove informative.
tion to the Big Three.
Where styles had been stabilized for years,
I should like to begin by asking what
there are now major changes in design and
seems to be the general question raised by
the small imported portable is ideally styled
the conference, Whero do we go from here?
and priced for the middle-income family.
None of us knows the answer. Too many
Where prices had been fixed at the $150imponderables block any clear view of the
$200 level, good modern machines capable of
path that lies ahead of the country and ourturning out advanced work now can be had
selves in the coming years. Consequently,
for $60 to $7Q-within the range of the averour fiscal policy, as well as every other genage housewife.
eral policy of Government and private busiWhere foreign producers had been begging
ness, must of necessity lack clear delinea~
for a chance to produce, to sell to us, there · tion so far as any extensive program for the
is now an established, eager American market
future is concerned, and must be surrounded
for them to probe and develop further.
and ' hedged with reservations to provide for
So keep sewing, Mrs. America. And as you
contingencies whicli none of us can possibly
watch her machine whir away, Mr. America,
control. In trying to meet the major conlet your imagination ponder the wide implitingencies, the Government's program, of
cations of her seemingly minor feminine
necessity, takes on the appearance of wasted
thought, motion, and money.
activity.
Many view this situation with a sense of
hopeless foreboding. And there are some
who insist upon and expect a prophetic.
power on the part of our leaders in GovernGovernment Fiscal Policy
ment-an assurance of infallibility in these
indecisive and unsettled times. As a fellow
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
who started his economic life as a newsboy,
OF
at the age of 8, more or less as a matter
of necessity, I believe I have acquired a reasonably practical approach to life's problems.
I do not expect any such assurances. And,
OF NEW YORK
more importantly, when it comes to the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
American way of doing things, I am an incurable optimist-convinced in my own mind
Thursday, May 8, 1952
and heart that in the main our country's
Mr. HELLER. Mr. Speaker, some general and fiscal policy will be effective and
sober thoughts and observations on Gov- that the money being expended and proernment fiscal policy were expressed re- posed to be expended is and will, by and
cently by one who, by the very nature of large, be well spent. I believe that out of
this present period of doubt and fear we shall
his highly important position in the fi- emerge
with a durable peace and a better
nancial world, must be aware of major and fuller
life, not merely for ourselves but
trends and developments in the economic for our neighbors . throughout the world.
life of the country. I refer to Mr. EdThere are those who might say that such
ward T. McCormick, president of the predictions and convictions border on fanNew York Curb Exchange, who present- tasy-of the things that dreams are made
ed a very keen analysis of the various of-but, they are less fantastic by far, and
factors influencing the Government's much .more plausible, than would have been
the prediction 50 years ago of our present
fiscal policy.
of living and of our present record
Mr. McCormick takes· a very progres- standard
of economic and productive achievement,
sive and optimistic viewpoint of the
accomplished through two terrible world
problems involved. He explains the wars and unprecedented periods of economic
whys and wherefores of the Governboom and bust.
ment's huge expenditures, its budget for
To my mind it would be practically imthe coming fiscal year, deficits, taxation, possible for anyone, however skeptical ~e
m
ight
be, to examine our record of posiand similar problems. He makes some
very plausible suggestions which de- tive achievement over the past 50 years, and
be anything but reassured and even glowserve to be considered by the appropri- ingly
optimistic. From a weak and tremuate committees of Congress.
lous birth, we have, in a relatively brief peHis interesting and informative ad- riod of time as the lives of n ations are
dress was presented before the fourth an- counted, grown to giant size in the family
nual management conference on April of nations, and have assumed our rightful
18 at the School of Business and Pub- position as leader of the free countries of
lic Administration, Cornell University, the world. In times fraught with danger
when men throughout the world are given
Ithaca, N. Y. It is as follows:
the soul-searching choice between the conThe topic for this morning's discussion is
flicting ideologies of fear and freedom, we
Government Fiscal Policy. Although the
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have taken upon ourselves-or, rather, I
should say by force and circumstances have
had thrust upon us-the grave but welcome
respons~bility of seeing to it that fundamental rights and freedoms are preserved, not
merely for our own posterity but for that of
mankind.
This, then, is not the time for contraction,
for drawing the reins too tightly. This is
the hour for continued expansion-for progress, not retrogression-for optimism, not
pessimism-for positive, not negative thinking.
I have no patience, personally, with those
who make a profession of criticism, who delight to stand on the sidelines and carp at
the efforts of others trying as best they might
to play a highly competitive game to the
best of their ability. True enough, there is
a proper place for critics and for criticism,
but only if the criticism is constructiveonly if it is made in good faith-in a sincere effort to improve and not destroy the
game. This world needs builders. I do not
say that we must not be alert to attack and
destroy wrong and evil, but let us be doubly
sure we know that we are not crumbling
the temple of good.
This country is now engaged in running
the biggest business the world has ever
seen, branching out not merely through our
own 48 States, our Territories, and possessions, but into all corners of the earth. The
variety, complexity, and cost of its present
functions could not have been conceived
of by economists in any previous generation.
At times, I doubt they are fully appreciated
by many economists in our own generation.
To run such a business successfully-and
on the whole, it has been run successfullyrequires more than ordinary ability, more
than ordinary thought, more than ordinary
effort, and, at times, more than ordinary
courage, to make the momentous policy decisions required not only on a national but
on an international level. And of these decisions, that as to future fiscal policy, complicated and weighty though it may be, is
only a part of the massive burden.
Our budget for the fiscal year 1953 is estimated at $85,400,000,00o-a seemingly astronomical figure-one which has been
seized upon as a standard of comparison with
cost of Government in previous years and
centuries, in an attempt to prove that the
Government is spendthrift and bent upon
dissipating our assets in improvident ven·
tures.
·
It is truly an extraordinary budget but
it was drafted , for extraordinary timesdrafted under conditions part peace and
part war-with the· aim of preventing a total
war and achieving a permanent peace. To
accomplish this end, a great part of the
budget is allocated-and such expenditures,
far from being improvident, are both wise
and essential.
More than three-quarters of the Federal
budget expenditures for the fiscal year 1953
is reserved for major national security programs, both domestic and foreign. Expenditures for other Government programs have
in fact been reduced 9 percent since the
fiscal year 1950, even though the cost of
goods and services purchased by the Government have been on the increase.
Large though they may be, and growing
though they are, we cannot gainsay the wisdom of these defense expenditures. Sixtyfive billions of dollars is a tremendous sum,
but in my opinion, it will be money well
spent. Paradoxical though it may sound,
every dollar spent for guns is a dollar spent
for peace, for we can be secure only so long
as we are too powerful to be attacked. If
there be errors in this figure let us hope
that the errors shall prove to be those of
spending too much rather than saving too
much for security. I should m u ch pref er
to allocate a little more to defense, and dis·
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cover I had allocated too much, than to al·
locate too small a sum and discover too
late that the sum provided was inadequate.
Of the approximately $65,000,000,000 to be
expended for major national security programs, ten and one-half billions, about 12
percent of the total budget, are reserved for
our Mutual Security Program-to lend a
helping hand to other nations less fortunate
than ourselves who may have been roughed
up a bit more than we during World War
n-to provide those nations with the arms
they need to withstand attack, armed insur•
rection and subversion, and to help them
combat and overcome the prevailing disease.
hunger, poverty, and ignorance which proVide so fertile a soil for the propagation of
communism. This, too, is money well spent.
We all must know by now that we cannot
forever survive alone on our little "island.'"
We need allies in the present struggle--allies
who are not merely militarily strong, but
physically and economically sound, able to
stand with us in the universal fight for
freedom.
In addition to the sixty-five billions for
mllitary services, international security.
atomic energy, defense production, and other
defense expenditures, the budget includes
"major fixed and continuing charges" of
more than ten b1llions, largely attributable
to the cost of past wars. Of this, approximately six billions will be spent for interest
on the national debt, and four billions for
war veterans' services and benefits. These
are obligations with which our economy is
already saddled, and which no amount of
sharp penc1ling can remove from the balance
sheet.
Apart from the expenditures for major
national-security programs and the fixed and
continuing charges, the proposed expend!·
tures for other governmental functions are
relatively conservative. In fact, as has been
previously noted, such expenditures have
been reduced approximately 9 percent since
the fiscal year 1950, notwithstanding the in·
creased costs of goods and services to the
Government. This, I believe, is a strong in·
dication of the fiscal conditions under which
we would be operating were it not for the
present disturbed state of international af·
fairs. As a matter fact, it is my own per·
sonal reaction that the purse strings, if
anything may be drawn a little too tightly
upon these other governmental operations.
If my own long experience with the Securities and Exchange Commission is any
criterion of what the budget policy has been
and is to be with respect to other independent offices, there is a real danger, by
reason of continual unplanned or general·
1zed reductions in appropriations, of reducing the effi~ ·.ency of this and other agencies
to a practical nullity. The appropriation
for the operation of the Securities and Ex·
change Commission, for example, has been
cut so drastically over the past few years,
and has caused such a reduction in personnel in consequence thereof, that administration and enforcement of the various securities statutes has been seriously affected
with resultant inconvenience and costly
delays to essential financing and diminution
in the protection which should properly be
afforded to the public.
Of course, it is extremely difficult sometimes to satisfy even the minimum needs
of normal governmental operation. In times
of stress such as these are, the most essential functions, such as defense operations,
must be given by far the larger part of the
purse, and other so-called nonessential or
peacetime operations must be cut to the
bone. This is particularly true when defense
and related expenditures are estimated at
so high a level that deficit spending is required. As you all have probably noted,
expenditures for the fiscal year 1953 will
exceed estimated receipts by about $14,500,·
000,000. A deficit which may or may not
ultimately occur depending upon the exactl•

tude of what necessarily must be rough
estimates. For example, the estimated
budget deficit for the current year is generally expected to be no more than $5,000,•
000,000 instead of the $8,200,000,000 predicted
in the budget message of the President.
At a mere mention of budget deficits many
economists and businessmen throw up their
hands in horror and demand to know why
the Government cannot pay as it goes. We
all agree that that would be the ideal way
to run this gigantic business, and it would
be one of the best possible prophylactics that
could be found against inflationary pressures. But in the light of the present world
situation and, barring a decided improvement, I believe there is very little hope of
our achieving the blessed state of pay as
you go in the immediate future.
Similarly, I see very little hope of reduc•
tion of the h igh taxes which the Government must needs collect to meet these extraordinary expenditures. We must continue
to spend for defense. None of us knows how
long we shall have to do so. We cannot
possibly afford to be unprepared. These
huge defense expenditures both for ourselves
and for others, and the high taxes which
they entail in a period that is technically
known as peace, are economic facts which
are novel in the extreme to Americans, but
they are facts of life to which we must become adjusted. In my mind, it is pure day
dreaming for anyone wishfully to think of
substantial reductions in the prevailing tax
load. If we want to win the ideological con·
fiict in which we are now involved, we shall
have to meet the costs: Regardless oi the
administration that may hold forth in Washington, taxes wm have to be kept at a high
level for a long time, and we mlght as well
get used to that fact.
So long as the taxes are necessary, equi·
tably and reasonably imposed, and collected
. without fear or favor, without loopholes for
the benefit of a few, none of us can have
any justifiable cause for complaint. No one
can seriously dispute that high taxes are
essential at present and will be for the fore·
seeable future, not only as a means of meet·
1ng the extraordinary costs of Government
but also as a means of cambating inflation·
ary pressures by reducing the total supply
of money.
I have stated that taxes should be equl·
tably imposed. And in this connection I
wish to make a few comments and to express some criticisms of our present tax
structure which have been brought forcefully to my attention in my analysis of our
corporate life. I make no wild complaint
against the heavy tax rates in general; to
do so would be but crying in the wilderness, so far as real hope for relief is con•
cerned.
There is, however, ample cause for com·
plaint and justifiable basis for demanding
prompt remedial action, when a specific tax
1s clearly inequitable, or when it militates
against the maintenance and preservation of
our capitalistic system of free enterprise.
As an example of patent inequity, consider
the double tax on corporate dividends-a
shareholder not only being taxed on the net
income of the corporation in which he holds
his shares but again when a portion of that
income ls distributed to him as a dividend.
No other form of individual income, whether
it be rents, royalties, interest, or other, is
subject to such a dual assessment.
If Congress were intentionally to seek for
a means of destroying the incentive of investors to place their funds in eqUities.
1t could not have devised a better or more
effective means for accomplishing that purpose. To many investors in the middleincome group and above, those who can
afford to take the risks that equity investments involve, the prospective returns in cor·
porate earnings is so Inequitably taxed that
-the gamble is not worth the candle.

To keep our free-enterprise system healthy
and growing, it is essential that it be able
to draw upon a continuous supply of fresh
venture capital. Retained earnings will not
last forever. Since the war undistributed
corporate profits and depreciation allowances supplied about 60 percent of the total
requirements of domestic corporations for
new plant, equipment and working capital.
But the high-tax level combined with unusual cost of production is gradually reducing this source of equity-a source which
is not available to new enterprises In any
event. The danger, it seems to me, is that,
with equity funds reduced in supply, corporate enterprises will be forced more and
more Into the debt market with resulting
unfortunate consequences in the event of an
unforeseen business recession or depression,
or, forced to obtain their funds from the
Go·.rernment, which we all agree should be
only the last resort.
Pr obably no greater stimulus could be
given to that system of free enterprise than
to abolish this ill-conceived, and unfortunately perpetuated double taxation. If such
abolition is not possible, or politically practical, at least, the Congress might, as a
temporary expedient, follow the ·example of
our Canadian neighbor, and allow Investors
a tax credit In some appropriate percentage
of the dividends received on common stocks.
Such a tax credit would provide an important equity-investment stimulus.
While on the subject of equity investments
I should like to make one further constructive suggestion. I believe that the existing
capital-galns period should be reduced from
the present 6-months' requirement to some
shorter period, such as 8 months. Here
again, without asking for relief from equitable taxation, it is my opinion that a more
than 100-percent increase in the revenue
now obtained from long-term capital-gains
t r ansactions would result. Of course, it goes
without saying that adoption of this proposal would be beneficial not only to the
Treaeury, but to investors, the securities
business, and our corporate enterprises generally. To the extent that the period is
shortened, to that extent will investment
risk, In this period of domestic and international uncertainty, be reduced; the liquidity of equity investments be magnified, and
the volume of such transactions multiplied.
The advantages to be gained by adopting
these proposals so far outweigh the benefits the Government presently enjoys under
existing tax laws that it is difficult to see
why such amendments have not been
adopted. It is to be sincerely hoped that
in the near future, the Congress will do
something about lt, not in the interest of
the securities business, the incidental beneficiaries, but in the interest of the public
and of free enterprise which now stands in
need of confident equity investors to buy
the plants and wheels and tools which supply the jobs we need and to preserve and
increase the high standard of living to which
our people have become accustomed.

A Likely Prospect
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
011'

HON. FREDERIC R. COUDERT, JR.
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. COUDERT. Mr. Speaker. under
.leave to extend my remarks, I include
an editorial which appeared in the New
-York World Telegram and Sun of June 9
in support of H. R. 7704:
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A LIKELY PROSPECT
We hope no Congressmen will vote a gainst
the bill of Representative FREDERIC R.
CouoERT which would give permanent resi·
dence in this country to Mrs. Keiko Inouye.
Judging from her pictures, she would be a
decorative addition. And on her record she
is a likely prospect for . citizenship.
From childhood this country has been her
goal. Her father, a physiology professor in
Tokyo, sent her to American schools in Japan
because "he wanted to open a wider world"
for his daughter. She married a native-born
American Japanese, a news photogra.p her who
was !tilled in Korea. That tragedy took away
the right of residence that would have been
hers as wife of an American citizen until she
could attain such citizenship for herself.
Here on a student's visa and studying at
Columbia, she wants to remain in "the country my whole life has . been leading up to."
Representative CouoERT's bill would make .
that possible. It should quickly be passed.

Unity of All Free People
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LOUIS B. HELLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 8, 1952

Mr. HELLER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include E..n address made on Armed
Services Day, May 15, before the United
States Naval Supply Activities at Brook·
lyn, N. Y., by the Honorable Louis Goldstein, one of our ablest and most eminent
jurists.
Judge Goldstein in his speech outlines
the activities of the United States Naval
Supply, and the splendid performance
of the men and women of this fine organization. His speech typifies what he
as f', great patriotic American believe<:!,
and should serve as an inspiration to all
Americans in contributing to the unity
of free people all over the world.
The text of Judge Goldstein's speech
follows:
The third observance of Armed Forces Day
finds the people of the United States marching arm in arm with the other free people
of the world, realizing as never before that
where there is unity there is strength.
Armed Forces Day proved in a concrete way
that we are determined to achieve unity in
our defense effort. Under the slogan of
"Unity, strength, freedom," as announced by
Secretary of Defense Robert A. Lovett, this
day provides an admirable opportunity to
demonstrate the close working relationship
of the armed services. It gives the public
a broad view of the Nation's defense strength
and emphasized the democratic ideals to
which our efforts are dedicated. We all know
that the unification of our Armed Forces has
added to the strength and effectiveness of
our military services. But a more inclusive
unity is needed if we are to attain and maintain freedom-a unity of purpose and effort
in the area of .defense that will join all our
people together, both military and civilian.
Our goal is permanent peace, but peace
founded on freedom and justice. The Na·
tion is making great progress toward that
goal, but there is much to be done before
freedom is secure. We are still threatened
by brutal aggression. The slogan for this
Armed Forces Day is a specific guide to our
goal of permanent peace....:."Unity, strength,
freedonl."
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It is a rare privilege for me to address you
he built for himself in the field of supplies
splendid men and women on this important
throughout 30 years and more has accom·
occasion. With your United States Naval
panied him here. Before arriving in Brook·
Supply Activities, Brooklyn can boast of pos·
Iyn, Admiral Batchelder served at practically.
sessing the largest organization of its kind
every naval station in the United States,
in the United States. Brooklyn is proud of
outfitted ships of all sizes, and classes, served
your accomplishments. The United States
on many of these and participated in the
Naval Supply Activities has played a strategic
Sicilian campaign and the Normandy invarole in the winning of more than one war
sion, winning for himself the Legion of Merit
and is destined to play a vital and victorious
with Gold Star from our Government and
part in any future conflict. It is a tribute to
the Croix de Guerre with Palm from the
you men and women, individually and collecGovernment of France. The 150 naval officers
tively, in uniform and out, that your con•
and men under his command have helped
tribution to the defense effort has always
contribute in a marked measure to the efbeen magnificent.
fectiveness of this outfit.
Your United States Naval Supply Activi·
As you an know, and indeed as the entire
ties may be a new organization as such, but
Nation now knows, your Research and Dein name only, for each of its seven compovelopment Division has won wide acclaim.
nent activities and seven common services
Tlie. specific contribution made by Mr. Saland departments have had a long, rich, and
vatore V. Gianola and Mr. Dominick E. Magdistinguished history. The specific contrilio, who received the highest award which
bution that has been made by each unit of
the Navy can award to civilians, hardly rethis vast outfit may be found ta the ma·ny
quire words of praise from me. But their
impressive victories over nations that would
contribution typifies the sort nf thing that
have weakened us and robbed us of our
you men and women can do and are doing.
precious heritage of freedom. Every single
In fact, I understand that at this moment
unit here has played an equal part on the
the Division is now working on a complete
team both in war and in peace. It would be
cold-weather uniform that will also have a
hard to find anywhere an organization of
multitude of civilian applications. Your
comparable size and effectiveness having as
two able coworkers managed to apply pracit does over 3,500 men and women connected
tical, every-day knowledg~ to a baffiing task.
with the control and distribution of mateWhat all the learned professors couldn't
rials valued in the hundreds of millions of
solve in the classrooms and on the drawing
dollars.
boards, these two self-made men discovered
by the application of hard-headed knowledge
Not only is every color and creed repre·
sented here but very likely every nation of gained from every-day experience. With the
threat of frostbite and its maiming and cripthe earth. A large number of you fine men
pling effects eliminated by their new cold·
and women are the descendents of people
weather boot, our fighting men will battle
who fled tyranny abroad to seek freedom
more effectively on the cold rims of the
here. The abillty of so many people of diearth. And instead of hobbling home on
verse origins working together in unison in
crippled feet, they will walk again with
a democracy is a never ending source of
steady gait along a great path of freedom
amazement among visitors from foreign
that all of you have helped to create.
lands. The high morale of this plant is due
But have no doubt, that that path of freein large measure I am reliably informed to
dom is a dangerous one. Stated bluntly, we
the very active work of your Industrial Reare threatened from without. That threat
lations Department.
originates in the determination of commuYour Clothing Supply Office not only
nism to rule . the world. The intentions of
houses the largest single clothing factory in
communism
are stated .p lainly and painfully
the world for the manufacture of all naval
clear in the writings ·of Lenin and Stalin.
uniforms but also keeps a running naval in·
The many hushed-up bloody purges of comventory on a world-wide basis. It is a note·
munism, its unprovoked aggression in Korea
worthy commentary that in the early years
and Indochina and in Malaya, serve to show
it was the custom to send cloth out to be
the inhuman lengths to which communism
fabricated into clothing by the widows and
will go to submerge freedom. Human lives
orphans and children of sailors away at sea
mean nothing to the Communist machine
duty. This is an interesting note in conbecause they believe the individual is crenection with the subject of unity-for the
ated to serve the state. In our democracy
plan managed to keep families together.
we maintain that the state exists for the
And that is just what all this activity is dogood of the people.
.
ing today, but on a vastly larger scale, for the
Communism rules with an iron hand the
annual payroll of $13,500,000 is spent almost
fate of nearly 800,000,000 people. But these
entirely as you know on the building and
people are not free. They are the slaves of
rearing of families of American cpildren who
the master of the Kremlin. Our combined
will enjoy the freedom of a united people.
forces equal half that number but we are a
One could go on forever outlining the con·
free people. We have many more advantages
tributions of each department but time does
than they could ever hope to attain. The
not permit. I will say that the Naval Maso-called limitless hordes that could march
terial Catalog Office has made a significant
from the East are not limitless at all. Sciencontribution to the total achievement in the
tists have concluded that since everyone
Armed Forces in the field of cataloging. Almust eat, these hungry hordes must be prothough a relative newcomer in the large
vided for. It is estimated that one Russian
family of defense activities located in the
farm family can raise but enough to feed
Brooklyn area, the Naval Material Catalog
two families. Farm production in this counOffice is nevertheless one of the most imtry, on the other hand, and in England, is
portant. Its operations have saved vast sums
such that one farm can feed six. In terms
and make for greater simplification, effiof efficiency, western workers produce four
ciency, and preparedness. Not the least of
.
ttmes
that of the Russian workers. But the
its accomplishments is the publication of
very nature of the Communist machine
the world's largest catalog.
makes for a potentially explosive situation.
As I say, a list Qf activities on the part
The peoples of the Communist world have
of the several units is endless. Most of your
been forced .to accept an extremely low
fine people, loyal Brooklynites all, have a
standard of living which cannot be mainright to say, as in most everything, "We're
tained forever. Dictators have always used
the firstest with the mostest of the ·b estest.••
their war machines before they fell apart.
Your commanding officer Rear Adm. Robert
Otherwise they could not long maintain
F. Batchelder is deserving of high praise for
the grand morale of this huge organization.
them.
It would be foolhardy to think for one
Although not long on his present assignment,
second
that the defense of this country is
Admiral Batchelder has already become a
welcome fixture. The enviable reputation · on the sands of Coney Island or on the docks
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of San Francisco. Our first defense is overseas. If the Soviets were to conquer all of
Europe, they would double or even triple
.their prodUctive power so that. it would exceed that of the free world. By moving into
undeveloped areas of Asia,· Africa, and the
Near East, they would take control of virtually all the world's supply of natural rubber, more than half the world's tin, half the
petroleum production of the world and the
bulk of uranium, chrome, industrial diamonds, and countless other products. In
time of war these things would be invaluable
against an enemy. In time of pea~e they
could be used as a blackmailing bludgeon
against us. It 1s therefore only through
international cooperation that we can retain
and use the preponderance of power which
now rests with the free peoples. The security of the United States requires. u·s to
adopt a policy of international cooperationto seek unit_y with other free peoples. We
are so dependent on materials which originate outside this country that it is impossible for us to hide within a synthetic
shell. Four-fifths of the manganese, the
tin, and the chrome which goes into the
making of one naval destroyer or jet fighter
comes from outside our hemisphere. ·If w~
were to turn our backs to our friends overseas, we ;would not only lose these precious
resources so necessary to our own security,
but we would be adding to the Soviet military
strength.
The Korean conflict demonstrates that if
we don't stop aggression when and where
it starts we may not be able to stop it at all.
The only "peace in our time" can be achieved
on the bas~s of reality and recognition of
communism's true intentions. We know that
the free nations haven't the slightest intention of attacking ·t he Soviet Union or its
satellites. Yet the Soviet continues to build
up its military might a.B never before. In
the east communism has more than 5,000,000
men under arms and 150 mobilized divisions
threatening Europe as well as 300 to 400 submarines. This is anything but a peacetime
task force when we recall tha:t Germany at
the start of World War II possessed only 50
submarines. In addition, our intelligence
knows that Russia has 100 more submarines
under construction and 1,000 in the planning stage. Russia's air force is larger than
ours and rapidly expanding. And its stockpile of atomic bombs is mounting. There
can be only one explanation for this buildup of military power, and that is the intention of launching further armed aggression.
To think otherwise and let down our defenses even for a moment would be fatal.
But we are not ·asleep at the switch. Since
the Korean attack and the need for free nations to rearm for survival, we have more
than doubled the personnel of our military
forces and its combat effectiveness has been
increased in far greater proportion. This
build-up is designed only to deter aggression
and to put up enough resistance so that full
mobilization can be undertaken more effectively. The Navy has already returned to
duty 526. vessels from the mothball fleet.
Several improved and new ships, some of
radical design and objective, have been or
are being constructed. The free nations have
an advantage of between 3 and 6 to 1 over
communism in coal, steel, and power production. These are the basic elements in
all industrial production and we are enlarging our basic capacity to produce every
day.
The financial help that we have given
abroad to our friends has. helped renew their
strength to weather the critical periOd whim
they are most exposed to Communist economic subversion. Now, we are helping them
to create an effective military force in Europe
and in other threatened areas to provide
a shield against aggression. We know that
World War II left most of our friends In
Europe exhausted and with little will to re ..

sist further aggression. We must continue
to aid in bolstering their strength where the
forces of communism seek to gain ascendancy. Even if the Korean conflict were to
end tomorrow, the need for rearmament and
individual sacrifice would continue because
no one knows when and where communism
may strike tomorrow. In our daily lives we
work on the princ.iple of fair play and justice
and honesty. But communism has its own
self-made fraudulent principle which says
that the end justifies the means. If ever
we lose sight for a moment of the danger
of communism or allow ourselves to stray
from the path of security by discord and
confusion, we will not only face the catastrophe of a third world war but run the possib111ty of the ultimate catastrophe of defeat.
As a member of the Advisory Council of
the Department of Defense, I have participated in the last two orientation conferences
held under the direction of the able and efficient Cotru;nander John Paul Floyd at the
Pentagon in Washington, the most recent
one concluding last month. It was my privilege to receive confidential reports from
Under Secretary of the NaVy, Hon. Francis
P. Whitehair; Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral William M. Fechteler; Secretary of the
Air Force, Hon. Thomas K Finletter; Secretary of the Army, Hon. Frank Pace, Jr.; General of the Army, Omar N. Bradley; Chiefs of
Staff, Gen. J. Lawton COllins and Gen. Hoyt
S. Vandenberg; and Deputy Secretary of
Defense for Atomic Energy, Han. Robert Le
Baron. I can tell you that those responsible
for mapping out our global defenses are extraordinarily well qualified and thoroughly
informed concerning the threat which faces
the democratic nations of the world. I am
not. at liberty to disclose m111tary secrets,
but I can tell you that the threat of aggression hangs over the land and to survive in
this terrible world of uncertainty we must
be alert and devoted to the task Qf defense.
We are passing through a troubled era and
1t is appropriate that you should feel proudthose of you in a position to help protect our
future destiny. An adequate and durabl.e
defense for America can be built only on the
unity of our people. To falter in our active
opposition to aggression would be to acknowledge as worthless every sacrifice otir
country has ever made in achieving independence. The future peace and happiness
of this great Nation is assured when a vast
and influential organization of patriotic men
and women such as yours contributes its
strength in the direction of unity. I speak
the sentiments of the people of Brooklyn
when I say that we are proud of each and
every one of you employed at this great base.
I congratulate your commandirig officer, Admiral Batchelder; his executive officer, Commander Fa:hlbusch; and his special assistant,
Lieutenant (junior grade) Bockover, as well
as every man and woman here. for the great
work you are doing. The best way to safeguard that freedom which you and your
children and your children's children deserve
1s to love your God, abide by the Golden Rule,
and defend your country to the utmost.

Farley's Words of Wisdom
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PHILIP J. PHILBIN
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN' THE BOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, .May 28, 1952

Mr. PHn..BIN. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to ·extend my remarks, I include
in the RECORD a recent thoughtful and
penetrating editorial from the Boston

Post, favorably commenting on a recent
statement by my distinguished friend,
Hon. James A. Farley:
WORDS OF WISDOM

The Democratic Party should take to heart
the fine lecture delivered to it by James
Farley, past master of politics, on his de·
parture for Europe recently. The former national chairman of the party presented such
a skilled analysis of its shortcomings and
blessings that it could well lead the way to
victory this November if heeded in time. As
he pointed out, the party has made mistakes-not 1rom any weakness in its principles, but rath~r from weakness and vanity
in its leadership. He stressed the need of a
cleanup and lauded President Truman for
recognizing that new men and new ideas
must come to the fore.
There are many men of high ab111ty within
party ranks, but they must be recognized
· and given the chance to move forward, to
become known by the p~ople, if they are to
have the chance to serve t:1eir Nation, and
that is where the party has been remiss.
The time is short to build up these · potential leadem, and the process must be started
at once if there is to be any chance of sue-·
cess at the polls. The party has a proud
record of accomplishment in many avenues
to show for its 20 years in power. It has
given the people the highest standard of
living they have ever known, while withstanding our enemies ~broad. But if it
wishes to hold the public confidence, if it
wishes to remain a living, vibrant instrument, it must show now that it has the
resiliency and vision to make the changes
in direction and policy needed to keep. in step
with the times.

National Maritime Day Address by Hon.
Robert W. Williams
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT R. O'CONOR
OF MARYLAND

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. O'CONOR. Mr. President, recently in connection with·the observance
of National Maritime Day by the Propeller Club, Port of Baltimore, a very
thoughtful address on the importance of
the merchant marine to the local and
national economy was delivered by
Robert W. Williams, of Baltimore, member of the Federal Maritime Board.
Because of what I honestly believe to
be a lack of realization generally among
our people of the urgent necessity of
positive steps to aid the shipping and
shipbuilding industries I believe that the
facts cited by Mr. Williams should be
given the widest publiclty possible.
I therefore ask unanimous consent
that the address be printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
senator O'CONOR, Mr. Wheeler, and gentlemen, I am particularly glad to be with my
fellow citizens and friends in Baltimore on
Maritime Day. You have done me an honor
and I consider it a privilege to be with this
gathering of men, every one of whom is vitally interested in a strong United States-flag
merchant marine.
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operation. In the last year 59 new tankers
Our merchant marine is a basic part of our
have been contracted for or are under concity economy and our national economy.
struction, some as large as 45,000-ton caOn e out of every four breadwinners of Balpacity, and this building program has pretty
timore earns a livelihood from our shipping
well committed the capacity of yards in
industry or from the allied building, rethis country and abroad.
p airing and supplying industries that supports it. It is said that 10 percent of our
More important even than the strengthennational product goes abroad. Without this
ing of the American fleet has been the
our n ational life cannot prosper. In peacestrengthening of the relationship between
t ime our ships insure the regular flow of
Government and industry in the field of
shipping. In the earliest days of our Ret h is commerce. In case of war our merpublic, Government was dependent on the
chant ships are the fourth arm of our deresources of its shipowners. I have recently
fen se upon which the other arms must rely
run
across the will of William Patterson, a
if we are to keep the fighting away from our
Baltimore shipowner of Revolutionary days,
hom eland.
for whom Patterson Park is named. This is
Since Maritime Day a year ago there have
what he wrote in 1827.
been important developments affecting our
"Having lived beyond the common period
m erchant marine-in the field of strengthallotted for man, being now in the 75th year
enin g and modernizing the fleet, and in the
of my age, and having seen much of the
field of strengthened relations between Govworld, it may be gratifying to some and useern ment and industry.
ful
to others of my descendants to give them
Our fleet has been strengthened in the
some account of my life as well as to notice
three principal vessel types so important
some cursory remarks that struck me in the
bot h in peace and in war.
course of my-life. I have, therefore, thought
I n the field of larger passenger ships suitit not inconsistent or improper to commence
able for troop carriers, the Independence and
this, my last will and testament, with the
Const ituti on have been placed in actual opfollowing sketch."
eration, the United states is about ready for
The testator then describes his birth in
delivery, not to speak of the three passenger
Ireland in 1752 of English-Scotch ancestors
liners which, at the request of the Departwho settled there after the conquest of the
m ent of Defense, are being completed as
country.
transp orts for operation by the Navy. I spent
He states that at the age of 14 years he
3 days on the United States last week and it
arrived in Philadelphia to seek his fortune,
was indeed a thrilling experience. She is the
and continues:
largest United States merchant ship Her design is in many ways revolutionary-func•
"I was placed in the counting house of Mr.
tional, not luxurious, with utmost emphasis
Samuel Jackson, an Irish merchant, who was
pretty extensively concerned in the shipping
on safety . She has an unusual number of
business and who, in company with others
bulkheads with watertight doors. She is
of his friends, usually built a new ship or
made of fireproof material throughout. It is
vessel almost every year. This gave me an
said that the only wood on the ship is in the
early knowledge and attachment to the busigrand piano and the butcher's chopping
ness, a passion that has followed me through
block. Her speed has not yet been fully
life, and although I may be said to have
tested or disclosed, but my colleague, Adbeen fortunate, I would not advise any
miral Cochrane, has said we can expect her
young friend to engage in or to follow the
to do better than any merchant vessel or
shipping business without great caution and
large nava~ vessel ever built.
in a limited degree to gain experience, withIn the field of dry cargo ships, the Governout which it is impossible to succeed. Comment has built and put in operation the
merce, in the shipping line, is one of the
Schuyler Otis Bland, a vessel of advanced demost dangerous pursuits that can possibly
sign and considerable speed, with special embe engaged in. I have known the trade of
phasis on improved cargo-handling gear.
this country for upwards of 60 years, and I
There has been considerable interest on the
am persuaded that in that time not 1 in 50
part of industry for the construction of more
shipping merchants has succeeded either in
of this type, and plans are on hand in event
New York, Philadelphia, or Baltimore. This
an emergency brings about their need in
is a lamentable consideration, but I believe
larger numbers and in a hurry.
no less true. I was interested in sea vessels
Of perhaps greater interest in this same
in Philadelphia as far back as the years 1773
category are the Mariner ships, of which 35
and
1774, and have continued very largely
are now being built. These vessels are, you
in the business since, with various success.
might say, the contribution of Admiral
I have transacted business as a shipping
Cochrane, whose skill and experience in ship
merchant under four different governments;
design and construction is recognized
namely, the British at Philadelphia before
throughout the world. Designed as speedy,
the Revolution, the Dutch at St. Eustasia,
large cargo carriers for the Armed Forces, the
the French at Martinique, both in the early
Mariners represent the fastest and largest
part of the Revolution, and, lastly, at Balticlass of dry-cargo ship on the seas. Their
more, from my arrival in the year 1778 to
speed and other defense features permit
the present time. When the American Revthem to sail without convoy, and as peaceolution commenced, in which I took great
time carrier:, they will provide our shipping
interest, it appeared to me that one of the
lines with the means to compete successfully
greatest difficulties we should experience
for the premium cargoes of world trade.
was the want of powder and arms in conseThe great number of Libertys in our requence of the great precaution taken by the
serve fleets may perhaps be called on again
British Government to prevent their being
in wartime, but if submarines are around,
the Liberty's are "sitting ducks," wasteful . brought to this country from other places.
This induced· me in the year 1775 to embark
of lives and cargo . . The first of the mariall the property I then possessed in parts of
ners have already been assigned to operattwo
vessels and their cargoes destined from
ing companies to handle as agents for the
Philadelphia to France for the sole purpose
Government, and already some lines have
of returning with powder and arms, and in
shown interest in possible purchase for prione of which I embarked myself. One only
vate operation. But as yet the price has not
of these vessels got safely back to Philabeen fixed and the usefulness of these ships
delphia where she arrived in the month of
to industry will depend on comparative reJune 1776 with the cargo intended, and at
sults with existing types. We must remema most critical time when it was said that
ber the "C" ships are a:bout 10 years old, in
General Washington, then before Boston
midlife, and these will before long have to
with the Army, had not powder sufficient to
be replaced.
fire a salute."
In the field of tankers and ore carriers,
The advice is conflicting-first, caution
private industry has been able to order large,
high-speed ships that make for economical
and a limited investment, then boldness-
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embarking all he possessed. Perhaps the
old gentleman's success was because he followed both courses, each at the proper time.
Now, Government and industry are mutually dependent, and in some instances
their relationship is virtually a partnership.
Government requires in peacetime a modern fleet manned by American citizens to
ply regularly over our essential trade routes;
in wartime the same fleet to be ready for
instant use for military needs. Government's·
arrangements with subsidized and unsubsidized lines vary materially, but are designed to accomplish the same over-all purpose.
· Government grants an operating bUbsidy
to those lines who will agree, year in and
year out, to operate on a fixed route-and
who will agree to a reconstruction program.
And the subsidy contract is really a partnership contract, for all profits over a 10-year
period above 10 percent, must be divided
equally between the operator and Government until the full amount of the subsidy
is repaid. The operating subsidy arrangement entails drastic obligations on the operator but guarantees no profit.
Government relationship with those lines
operating without subsidy has also become
closer in the last year.
Tanker operators by voluntary agreement
have allocated to the Government such ships
as the Government has needed for military
use at a reasonable rate, all without the use
of the power of requisition. Here was real
patriotism. Further, in the dry cargo field,
as the demand for ships has increased, Government has pulled out of the reserve fleets
war-built ships and chartered them to industry at a standard monthly rate plus a share
of any profit earned after computing the
fixed charter hire. This was done only after
a public showing under Public Law 591 that
a needed service was lacking, and that no
suitable ships could be chartered in the private market on reasonable terms and conditions. Industry "Was by this procedure assured that Government ships would not be
chartered out unless available private tonnage was fully occupied. Finally, Government and industry have been drawn together during the last year in the operation
of National Shipping Authority Victorys and
Libertys carrying full cargoes of military and
economic aid to our allies abroad. Shipping
lines, both subsidized and unsubsidized, have
acted as general agents for the Government
so that at one time over 550 extra vessels
were last winter operating from all ports of
this country. At the peak of this movement,
a 10,000-ton ship loaded with coal set sail
on the average of every 2 hours, most of
them Government-owned ships. This NSA
operation was accomplished with smoothness, not because it was an easy operation,
but because Government was able to draw
on the experience of capable management
and able officers and crews. And it is important here to stress that the best ships will
not make a going merchant marine, without
trained and experienced merchant officers and
seamen. It should be pointed out that at
no time did the operation of the National
Shipping Authority compete with privately
owned vessels. Cargoes were accepted for
transportation by NSA only after a survey
had been made to determine that privately
owned ships w~re not available for the businesL
.
In all relationships, actions speak louder
than words. Three hundred and seventy-five
of the five hundred and fifty ships taken
out of the Reserve fieets for NSA operations
have been ordered back. Government which
entered the picture to aid, is not staying to
compete.
Before closing, I want to refer to the
great achievement of the port of Baltimore
during the last year. When strike conditions
closed the port of New York, Baltimore kept
going and ships diverted here were able to
turn around with minimum delay, Port
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efficiency is of the greatest importance. What
is the use of more speed at sea if the time
in port at home and abroad makes the total
voyage time longer? The appointment of our
new port commission and the possibility of
a city credit of $30,000,000 for port development show that this city is alive to the
need for better facilities to keep Baltimore
in the front rank of east coast ports. The
p;roblem is not an easy on e. The interest of
ships, railroads, and trucks must be considered and reconciled so that the very best
new piers and terminals can be built. We
in Washington have pier experts with knowledge of the best work that is being done all
over the country. They will gladly consult
with Baltimore's experts and planners.
The Mutual Security Agency, formerly ECA,
is working to build up 'the facilities in foreign ports where conditions are worst, with
dredging, docks, and warehouses. This can
be a use of United States tax dollars in foreign fields that should p ay dividends to
American ship operators, and supplement the
work for improved port facilities in this
country.
The point I wish to stress is that in the
field of shipping-labor, industry, and Government must work closely together for a.
strong United States-flag merchant marine.
There is and can be no dividing line between
its commerCial importance in peace and its
military importance in war.

Social-Security Beneficiaries
EXTENSION .OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM H. HARRISON
OF WYOMING

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tue~day,

June 10, 1952

Mr. HARRISON of Wyoming. Mr.
Speaker, I cannot help being a little bit
suspicious of the Democrat leadership's
actual sincerity in their self-proclaimed
desire to assist social-security beneficiaries.
My colleagues on the other side of the
aisle long have trumpeted their claim
as the "party of the people." However,
recent political shenanigans by leaders
of that same party make me wonder
just how sincere they are in this claim.
The Democrat leadership makes a great
to-do about wanting to help the Americans who are drawing-or are eligible
to draw-social-security benefits. They
claim they want to increase those benefits.
Well, I will not quarrel with that high
purpose. I, too, want to do everything
I can to help these people whose pri- ·
mary or sole means of existence lies in
receiving social-security payments. In
this day of high costs and devalued dollar, these people really need assistance
and the only place they can turn is · to
this Congress. We owe it to them to
permit them to receive higher benefits
from the social-security fund to which
they have contributed during their years
of peak productivity. They contributed
to the fund; they are entitled to the
greatest possible benefits from the fund.
But the Democrat leadership is nat
content to increase the benefits and stop
right there. A bill was brought to this
House some weeks ago which, on the
surface., was designed to aid social-:

security beneficiaries-but there was a
joker in it. This bill contained provisions which would make it serve as an
opening wedge for further socialization
of our Nation; it would give broad powers to the Federal Security Administrator to write legislation in determining
disability qualifications, and thereby
leave in his hands the power to tell each
individual beneficiary whether he was
entitled to benefits and how much. Another provision empowered the FSA Administrator to provide for examination
of individuals, thereby opening the door
to socialized medicine.
Fortunately, the joker was detected,
and the bill was sent back to the committee. There now are indications that
the same bill. or a similar one, may be
brought to the House again .. I sincerely
hope that this time the bill will be a
clean one, one which does not contain
provisions politically designed to force
controversial socialization upon the
people.
I am just as interested as many other
Members of Congress in helping socialsecurity beneficiaries; but I will con·tinue to oppose all efforts to further socialize this Nation, in the field of medi•
cine or elsewhere.
There is an opportunity open to the
Democratic leadership to prove their
party's sincerity in their claims of wanting to help these people. They can fol·
low either of two courses: Bring out a
clean bill, or support one already introduced by Representative DANIEL REED.
I prefer the Reed bill, since it would accomplish two companion purposes. The
Reed bill would increase social-security
benefits by $5 a month, or 12.5 percent,
whichever is higher. The Reed bill also
would permit beneficiaries to ea:rn $100
a month without loss of social-security
benefits. The earlier, recommitted bill
would restrict earning capacity to $70
a month instead of the $100 provided in
the Reed proposal. The present limitation is $50 a month-far too low.
I dislike intensely the playing of politics with the livelihood of thousands of
our fellow Americans-such as has been
displayed by the Democrats in this instance. I am of the belief that the D2mocratic leadership was doing nothing
more than that-playing politics-in
their handling of the recommitted bill.
This belief is strengthened by the very
manner in which it was brought to the
House for consideration. Debate was
limited, and efforts to amend were prohibited. This is a poor procedure· for any
important bill, and especially when it
concerns the livelihood of our fellow
citizens.
The very fact that this procedure was .
attempted signals that the sponsors knew
the bill contained objectionable matter, and it was their nope that the bill
would be given a hasty glance and passed
on the strength of the meager relief it
would offer in increased social-security
benefits.
There was another feature of this bill
which demonstrates the politics involved
in its handling. When the bill was
drawn it was made to contain several
other noncontroversial bills having to do
with social security which had been in•

troduced individually, as separate bills.
One of my own was included among this
number. These several bills were incorporated into the omnibus bill for one
reason, and only one: To attempt to gain
support for the whole bill by the sponsors of the individual, noncontroversial
ones. This did not work. Sponsors and
supporters of these other bills-including some members of the Ways and
Means Committee itself-put principle
above politics and voted to recommit the
omnibus bill because of its objectionable
provisions. They risked losing their own
proposals, and their action was admirable.
The House committee originally had
agreed to report my bill out individually,
but, despite this agreement, it was made
a part of the omnibus bill. After the recommittal action I was successful in having my own bill reported out separately,
as originally agreed, and it already has
passed the House and now is in the
Senate.
I repeat, Mr. Speaker, that I ·hope the
Democratic leadership will prove their
sincerity by either bringing out a bill free
of any socialization sleepers or by supporting the Reed bill or one providing
simply for increasing the social-security
benefits.
It is time to stop playing politics with
American livelihood and to start acting
like the fair-minded public servants we
are supposed to be.

Address of Charles Rozmarek, President
of the Polish-American Congress
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.ANTONIN.SADLAK
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. SADLAK. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
a stirring address delivered at the opening session of the third national convention of the Polish-American Congress
by its reelected president, Mr. Charles
Rozmarek. The convention was held at
Atlantic City, N. J., and was attendt:d
by many delegates who came from all
parts of our country. This. fine address
reflects the frank opinion of all Americans of Polish ancestry on issues of the
day and is commended to my colleagues.
It follows:
The third convention of the Polish-American Congress meets at a momentous time in
history, when the forces of destruction are
hemming in the free nations of the world
and all mankind is anxiously awaiting decisions which eventually will determine the
future of the world.
In the 4 years since we last convened in
Philadelphia the world has seen its troubles
multiplied. Humanity has faced one crisis
after another. Slavery in Poland led to
slavery elsewhere. China and other nations
went the way of Poland and other Eastern
and central European countries. Hardly had
the Second World War ended when we found
ourselves fighting again. Our boys have died
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and are dying in a bloody battle raging for
on the field of battle. They were cheated out
almost 2 years in Korea.
of their liberty by a foreign policy that was
Evil pours in from every corner of the
shaped to Soviet purposes.
world. The curse of Yalta haunts us at
The realization of the tragic influence
every step ..
American Communists had on our foreign
Wh o was right about our foreign policy?
policy suggests the wisdom of drastic action
We Americans, affiliated with the Polishto curtail the power of Communists in this
American Congress, were far ahead of our
country.
Government in the correct appraisal of ·
The adoption of a stiffer policy toward
Soviet aims. Our fears of Russia were comAmerican Communists is essential. The
pletely justified. We were the first and the
FBI should hunt down all Communist
most consistent critics of appeasement of
spies in this country. We cannot afford to
Russian aggression. We didn't hesitate to
have in our midst people who will destroy us,
say that disaster would follow our policy of
Communists don't deserve any freedom.
appeasement. Even official disapproval could
They would tear us apart if they could.
not stop us from speaking the truth.
Soviet propaganda against the United
While many discovered, only after the
States is vicious and false but unfortunately
very
effective. Some positive steps must be
Korean attack, what they should have known
before, Americans of Polish descent were
taken to stem anti-American sentiment
manufactured in every country by the
never tricked into the mistaken notion that
Soviets. Should not the Voice of America,
Russia was a friendly ally.
which has spent over $220,000,000 of AmeriThe Second World War, won at such a
can taxpayers' money be more effective in
terrific cost in American lives and American
making friends for America? . Something
wealth, was a victory-a victory only for
must be done to counteract America's unRussia. All the colossal sacrifices of the
popularity both in Europe and Asia.
Second World War were in vain. Russia
Through the Voice of America, bold action is
annexed Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia,
needed to spread the gospel of American
Rumania, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria,
freedom across to millions of people behind
Albania, China, and North Korea. In addi·
the iron curtain from whom the truth is
tion, Communists are inciting a wave of nanow concealed by Stalin. The Voice of
tionalistic revolts in India, Egypt, Iran,
America must have a message of hope for
Pakistan, Indochina, Africa, and elsewhere.
these people. Let them know that we are
America today faces the greatest danger in
their friends·. Let them know that while
all its history. With almost one-half of the
democracy protects all human liberties, comworld's population committed to slavery it
munism destroys them. Let them know that
becomes increasingly clear that the master
hunger,
cruelty, exile, execution, slavery and
of the Kremlin intends to become master of
destruction of freedom constitute the Rusthe world. While in 1939 the Soviet Union
sian theme of liberation. Let them know
embraced about 200,000,000 people, today it
that communism is an instrument of evil
rules over nearly 800,000,000 people. It is
and that from this evil they must be
now in a stronger position than it has ever
delivered.
been in its entire history.
If Russia's goal is to dominate the world,
The road to peace will now be long and
what measures should be taken to prevent
difficult. In these dark days one of the most
such
a catastrophe? The gravity of world
encouraging signs is the awakening of the
events, calls for vigilance buttressed by suAmerican Nation to the grave dangers· of
perior military might.
Communist aggression. Since the Korean
It also calls for:
war a profound change has taken place in
Severance of diplomatic ties with Russia
American public opinion. Fortunately for
and all her puppet governments.
all concerned, the policy of appeasement has
Elimination of all Communist governbeen supplanted by a policy of sound realments from the United Nations.
ism toward Russia.
The
use of Nationalist Chinese and South
Do not underestimate, however, CommuKorean troops to help American soldiers on
nist influences in this country. Soviet spies
the Korean front.
are everywhere. Beware of Judases in our
The cancellation of the infamous Yalta
midst.
pact. This would do more than anything
There is no doubt that American Commuelse to restore hope in the hearts of all nonnist s played a paramount role in the framing
Russian people sold into Communist slavery
of American foreign policy. The fifth coland
who will some day arise to throw off the
umn had penetrated into high administrayoke of the oppressor.
tive circles. An American Judas, Alger Hiss,
In the matter of foreign aid, the exercise
chief adviser to a very sick President, was
of caution so as not to squander the wealth
the master mind of the Yalta Pact which
of America. Spending ourselves into banksold Poland and so many other free countries
ruptcy would help Stalin to conquer us from
into Russian slavery. The crime of Yalta is
within. It is important that we get our
doubly horrible because these countries were
money's worth for all our vast expenditures.
never Nazi satellites. On the contrary they
In the case of Poland, a positive declarawere our best friends. Another Russian
tion by the Government of the United States
lover, a resident of the White House, Harry
Hopkins, was instrumental in giving Stalin
relative to its freedom, its ancestral western
boundaries along the Neisse and Oder Rivers,
$11,000,000,000 of American lend-lease, thus
and the return of the lands in the East
contributing to Russia s spectacular rise
stolen by Soviet Russia. A Poland, within
from a third-rate into a first-class military
its rightful eastern and western borders,
power.
would be freedom's best guaranty against
Americans, in the service of Moscow,
future German or Russian aggression.
turn ed over the secret of the atomic bomb
Our greatest and most immediate need toto Russia. The same forces that placed Alger
day is an overwhelming superiority of AmerHiss into great power, instigated the withican arms. It is reported that Russia has
drawal of American troops from Korea which
more and better planes than we have and
invited the Korean war. It was upon their
that her navy is second to that of the United
advice that American fighting equipment of
States and England. It is also estimated
World War II was dismantled and our milithat our plane losses so far have been three
tary defenses were permitted to deteriorate
times as great as those of the enemy. These
while Russia systematically built her war
are ugly facts but let us face them.
m achine until it now threatens our very
America's weakness is Russia's strength.
lives.
American planes, ships, and atomic bombs
How close our own Nation came to being
must
be tripled. We have to win the armabetrayed into Communist slavery-God only
. ment race with Russia.
knows.
P oland, China, and other CommunistThere is a great deal to worry about but
controlled nations did not lose their freedom
the darkest hour is always before the dawn.

We are going to win but it is going to cost
us a loss in blood, tears, and money.
Liberty is worth all the sacrifices involved.
In rededicating ourselves today to the
principles for which America stands, let us
all rally around Old Glory. Stand by America. Stand by your Government. Be vigilant. Be ever watchful. The future of the
world is dependent upon a free, mighty, and
prosperous United States of America.

Happenings in Washington

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD the text of
program No. 61 of the series entitled
"Happenings in Washington," broadcast by me to the people of Pennsylvania.
There being no objection, the text of
the broadcast was ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
HAPPENINGS IN WASHINGTON, PROGRAM No. 61
This is En MARTIN speaking to you from the
Nation's Capital and bringing you another
discussion of Happenings in Washington.
In this broadcast I want to speak to you
about one of the most important subjects
that has been mentioned over and over again
in my recent mail from Pennsylvania.
I refer to the scarcity of potatoes. My mail
from back home reflects anger, indignation,
bitterness, and plain puzzlement over this
situation.
Most people find it almost impossible to
believe that potatoes could virtually disappear from the market. There are no potatoes in the bins of most grocery stores. They
have been omitted from the menus of many
restaurants.
We all know that potatoes have always
been an important part of the staple diet of
millions of Americans, rich and poor. Their
high food value and low cost made potatoes
a highly desirable item for the housewife
who had to prepare nourishing meals on a
small budget.
Not long ago, just a year or two, we were
buried under a tremendous surplus of potatoes.
We-that is the Government-had bought
so many thousands of tons that it took all
the brain power of the Agricultural Department to find ways of getting rid of them.
We couldn't allow them to be used for
food. That would depress the market and
would send prices down. So we dyed them
blue to make them unfit for human consu~ption. We let them rot in the fields.
We plowed them under for fertilizer. We
fed them to the hogs. We piled them up in
high mountains and burned them.
About 160,000,000 pounds of good eating
potatoes were shipped to Europe, Africa and
South America. They were sold for 10 cents
a hundred pounds-an d each hundred
pounds was in a bag that cost the Government 25 cents apiece.
Summing up all the costs we find that
the Administration spent about $500,000,000
in 8 years, buying up and getting rid of
potatoes in its price-support program.
Yet suddenly we are thrown into a potato
famine. This plentiful, inexpensive food 1s
no longer available. The housewife can't
go into the corner grocery st or e and buy a ·
few pounds of potatoes.
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Incidentally, I want to call your attention
to the fact that potato growing is an important agricultural industry in our Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Many of our city folks may not know it
but Pennsylvania ranks fourth among the
States of the Union in the production of
potatoes. Potter County, up in the northern
tier, is one of the great potato-growing areas
of the United States.
Now, what is the reason for the sudden
scarcity? I've looked into it and I want to
report to you just what I have found.
The present scarcity of potatoes is due
mainly to blundering incompetence by the
Office of Price Stabilization.
This agency laid down a rigid and stupid
price ceiling regulation which has done
what neither you nor I would have believed
possible just a few months ago--made the
common white potato disappear from the
American table. That is only one of numerous blunders and many acts of poor administration by this agency.
But it happens to be a particularly good
example because it hits right into every
home and brings up a problem that the average citizen can clearly understand.
The fantastic story of potatoes is an impressive lesson in what happens under bureaucratic mismanagement of price control.
At this point, I expect some one might say:
"Well, ED MARTIN is probably opposed to
all controls. That's why he's blaming OPS
for the potato shortage."
Let me clear up that point without further
delay. I am not against all controls-price
controls or any other kind. I have never
been against necessary ·and properly administered con.t rols. My record in the Senate
proves that.
F.or example, shortly after the North
Korean attack in June 1950, when our soldiers had been committed to the defense of
South Korea, I warned again and again in
speeches and statements that we must prepare for all-out controls or face all-out inflation.
In August 1950, I was one of those who
helped to put the Defense Production bill
through the Senate. It gave the President
power to mobilize the productive capacity of
our Nation for national defense. It gave
him authority to fix prices and wages and
to control consumer credit as a barrier
against infiation.
When this bill became law I urged that
the President use these powers immediately.
But, it was months later, not until 1951,
that the President moved to do anything
with the price controls and other powers
Congress had given him. By then we were
in a strong inflationary spiral.
In one of these radio reports to the people
of Pennsylvania, which I made in August
1950, I told you-and I quote directly from
that talk:
"I hope that the President will use the
powers granted in this immediately. Unless
controls are put into effect at once, clear
across the board, we will have a race between
prices and wages that will mean dangerous
inftation. Let me ·say that we cannot have
wage control without price control. Neither
can we have effective price control without
wage control. They must go together."
I think the quotation I have just read
should make it clear, beyond any question,
where I stand.
It should answer the question, in case
any of you have raised it in your minds,
whether ED MARTIN was opposed to all controls.
The fact is I took an active part in having
the control law enacted in the llope that
it would check inftation.
Only the other day Mr. Bernard M. Baruch
testified before the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee. He said that more than $20,.000,000,000 are being wasted because the administration failed to put into operation the

system of antiinflation controls voted bY,
Congress after the Korean outbreak.
These are Mr. Baruch's words:
''These powers were not used for months
during which living costs soared, all savings
were cheapened and the real purchasing
power of every defense dollar was slashed
by one-fifth.
"This needless inflation already has cost
us $12,000,000,000 in higher costs of defense
and is likely to exact another $10,000,000,000
in needless tribute over the next fiscal year."
WheD I advocated controls clear across
the board I had hoped that these controls
wouid be administered with simple common
sense, with a proper understanding of the
problems and a proper degree of flexibility.
To my deep regret, they were not.
The Federal price control agency seemed
to have learned nothing from the experiences
and mistakes of its OPA predecessor agency
in World War II. And it seemed to have forgotten none of their stupid blunders.
And so; my fellow Pennsylvanians, here
we are again. In this instance, we have an
artificial potato shortage brought about by
bureaucratic controls. And we also have an
active and flourishing black market in potatoes.
Incredible, isn't it?
How did it all happen? Let me tell you.
All over the Nation, the public rebelled at
the absurdity of the Government subsidizing
potato farmers to raise surplus potatoes
which the Government had to buy up and
destroy under the support program.. In
many areas, including Pennsylvania, the
farmers agreed that the Federal policy had
been a foolish and wicked thing.
Congress then repealed the potato subsidy
program and put potato growing back on a
free, competitive basis. Last year was the
first year of this new policy. As you will
remember, there were plenty of potatoes
around. They were sold in normal retail
che.nnels and at a fair and moderate price per
pound. The only difference was that the
farmers did not grow a surplus to sell to the
Government.
But there was no scarcity. In fact, the
United States Department of Agriculture reported that on January 1, 1952-that's the
beginning of this year-there was a carryover in storage of 97,000,000 bushels of potatoes. That was only 5 percent less than
was carried over for consumer sale the previous winter.
In other words, under the free, competitive
system, the carry-over for consumers was
practically the same as it had been when the
subsidy program was in operation.
So far, everything was going flne. There
were plenty of potatoes. They were selling
for 9 and 10 cents a pound in stores all over
the country.
Then, suddenly, the OPS decided to step
in and control the price of potatoes. It
acted, despite the warning of just about
every expert in the field. The OPS clamped
dawn a ceiling price which would yield the
growers considerably less than the agricultural parity base. ·
One of the first things that happened was
a heavy exportation of potatoes to Canada.
Our farmers discovered they could sell their
potatoes in Canada at a higher price than
they could get in the United States, under
the OPS ceilings.
This is a most unusual situation. We almost never ex_port potatoes to Canada. In
fact, the normal procedure is for the Canadian fa.Fmers to ship potatoes to the United
States.
That's No. 1. That's where some of our
potatoes went.
No. 2, the very early southern crop of potatoes. Down in Florlda and other parts
of the deep South, they didn't wait for the
potatoes to grow to full size, since they
couldn't raise them profitably under the OPS
ceilings. So they dug their potatoes before

they were ready for the market. The result
is, according to the agricultural experts, that
the yield per acre down there was 15 percent
under normal.
There there's point No. 3. Many farmers
have curtailed or completely eliminated their
potato growing for this year, because the
OPS ceiling would prevent them from making a normal profit. In addition, there is
a certain a.mount of hoarding by those who
hope to clean up on potatoes a little later.
There there is point No. 4, and I want to
discuss this at some length. It is the black
market that has developed in potatoes, normally one of the commonest and cheapest of
all foodstuffs.
Today, many big wholesalers who normally
deal in potatoes by the carload, have shut
down and gone out of business. They are
legitimate merchants who have been put out
of business by the black-market operators.
Today, the big dealers report, if you want a
carload of potAtoes, you have to pay someoJ;le
side money-you may remember that term
from the black-market days of World War II.
They tell me you have to pay side money
of between $400 and $500 per carload over
the OPS ceiling prices. Across the country,
hundreds and hundreds of legitimate produce dealers have flatly refused to handle
potatoes at above the legal ceilings. They
are losing this business to others who have
no· such scruples.
What happens to the grocer? Let me tell
you how he is squeezed if he wants potatoes.
In many cases, he buys his sacks of potatoes
over the ceiling. He keeps these sacks in a
back room and sells them only to his regular
customers, limiting them to 4 or 5 pounds
at a time.
Usually he sells to these customers at the
OPS ceiling price, which means that he must
take a loss on every pound of potatoes he
sells.
In conclusion, I want to read just one
sentence from a statement issued by the
then Price Administrator, Michael DlSalle.
when he imposed the price ceiling on potatoes last January. He said:
"We believe that the brake this regulation
will apply to the accelerated rise in potato
prices will save the consumer millions of
dollars."
My fellow Pennsylvanians, it hasn't worked
out that way at all. It hasn't worked for
the benefit of the farmer, the wholesaler, the
grocer, or the consumer.
And the only choice the housewife has
now is between no potatoes at all, or pota..
toes priced at the black-market level.
This is Eo MARTIN, speaking to you from
the Nation's Capital. I will be with you
again in 2 weeks. Thank you for your attention.

Pre-sidential Celebrations
REMARKS
OF

HON.EUGENEJ.McCARTHY
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, I
agree with the gentleman from Texas
that we Democrats have to be somewhat
concerned about whom the Republicans
shall nominate. Recently one of the
prominent Republican sponsors of one
of the Republican candidates made the
statement that the one important thing
in this election was the saving of the Re ..
publican Party. I think it ought to be
saved as a minority party. I would like
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to raise this further question. We Democrats are continually observing anniversaries of our Presidents. We hold
testimonial dinners and celebrations in
honor of Democratic Presidents. We
celebrate the memory of Wilson and of
Roosevelt, and observe Truman days. I
have often wondered why the Republican
Party never celebrates the anniversaries
of Harding, Coolidge, or Hoover.
Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. How
about Lincoln?
Mr. McCARTHY. Yes; Republicans
do go back to Lincoln, but if you recall,
you Republicans impeached .Andrew
Johnson, who succeeded Lincoln and
tried to carry out his program. Why do
you not have testimonials to Harding,
Coolidge and Hoover so that the American people will be reminded of your great
leaders?
Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. That is
because Teapot Dome has been so much
overshadowed by the present administration.
Mr. McCARTHY. You might bring it
up now. I think the people should review the Harding administration as well
as those of Coolidge and Hoover.

Report by Paul Ginsberg, National
Commander, Jewish War Veterans
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD B. RUSSELL
OF GEORGIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. RUSSELL. Mr. President, Paul
Ginsberg, the national commander of the
Jewish War Veterans of the United
States of America, returned recently
from a trip around the world, where he
visited 19 of the Free Nations, and held
102 conferences with practically all of the
military and political leaders of the free
world.
Commander Ginsberg is from Atlanta,
Ga., and I am happy that I can count
him as a close personal friend of more
than 20 years.
Commander Ginsberg is a World War
II veteran, having served in the Southwest Pacific with distinction, and has an
outstanding combat record. He was retired as a captain for permanent injuries
1·eceived in enemy action, and won several awards for meritorious services in
combat, among which are the Purple
Heart and Cluster and the Bronze Star.
Commander Ginsberg exemplifies the
type of American of whom we can all
be proud. He is truly a credit to Georgia
and to the United States.
I am happy to present herewith Commander Ginsberg's report on his trip
around the world, which is interesting
as well as informative.
·
Mr. President, the manuscript, entitled
"Report by Paul Ginsberg, National Commander, Jewish War Veterans, United
States of America," is estimated to make
6% pages Of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
at a cost of $525.

I ask unanimous consent· that thereport may be printed in the Appendix of
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the report
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
I have just completed a trip around the
world, during which I visited 19 of the free
nations within a period of 87 days; · having
conferences with practically all of the military and political leaders of each country
I visited, including top officials of the United
States in such countries.
A detailed list of the world leaders with
whom I had conferences is attached hereto,
but some of the best known were Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway; Gen. James A. Van Fleet;
Katsuo Okazaki, Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Japan; Generalissimo Chiang Kai .. shek; Ramon Magsaysay, Minister of Defense, Philippines; Jawaharlal Nehru, Prime Minister of
India; David Ben-Gurion, Prime Minister of
Israel; a special audience with the Pope of
Rome; Marshal Tito, Yugoslavia; John J.
McCloy, United States High Commissioner
of Germany; Theodore Heuss, President of
Germany; M. Antoine Pinay, Prime Minister
o~ France; Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower; .Anthony Eden, Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, England.
I made a practice of talking to at least
10 people a day of the rank and file, the
waiters, taxi drivers, bus boys, porters, etc.
As I toured the world, I viewed with alarm
the sqrious threat to world peace. The economic and military aid given by our country
to friendly nations has unquestionably
strengthened world security and certainly
placed the world in a much more secure
position today than it was 2 years ago. Even
with such aid, a serious threat still faces usa threat so presently serious that it is alarming.
Some 18 months ago, because of the . serious condition in the Far East, the women
and children of the representatives at our,
embassies and consulate offices were sent
home. So serious was the threat, our Government refused to permit the wives, women
and children to remain in these countries.
They have now been returned, and are permitted to remain as it is felt that, while
the position is not yet secure, it is reasonably safe for the present as these small
nations in the Far East and the Orient have
been made somewhat more stable.
I am convinced that in order to advance
world peace and in order to protect the security of the United States, our organization
should press the continuance of the Mutual
Security Program. Under this program, supplies, equipment, and technical know-how
will enable friendly nations of the free world
to carry out their programs to bring security
to the democratic world, resulting in these
nations becoming stronger militarywise, and
in their economic program.
The countries concerned are war-tornyoung democratic nations striving to accomplish those things inherent to the American
way of life. They are now overshadowed by
the big bear of Russia and Communist
China. These young nations are in a posi·
tion where war damage, poverty, 1lliteracy,
land systems and hardships make fertile
territory for Communist propaganda. We
must have the combined strength and
friendship of these countries if we are to
have a free world and, selfishly speaking,
security for the United States.
It is apparent, speaking from the seHl.sh
view that investment in building the free
nations of the world will bring greater dividends to us, insuring security and peace.
The burning question, if the problem is approached from this angle is, whether it will
cost more to rely on ourselves alone than it
will to use these funds to build these na•
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tions to prevent war and secure peace. I
think it wise to build the free nations.
Money can be made and lost, and made once
again-but a human life, lost in battle, or a
boy maimed for life from the enemies' bullets, cannot be remade. In my opinion,
which seems to be shared by all I saw, the
risk of spending money for rebuilding the
free nations is well worth the risk, as this
might be the solution to world peace. The
risk is well worth the gamble.
I believe that in order to secure the peace,
we must have strength and I shall amplify
this statement and elaborate thereon later in
this report.
The two oceans on each side of the continent are no longer the "buffers of security."
We cannot afford to gamble our national
safety by withdrawal to our own shores.
Further, we must not lose sight of the fact
that tj:le greatest amount of critical and vital
materials needed for the manufacture of our
war materials comes from some of these
countries. A loss of these countries will not
only cause them to be lost to us, but will add
· to the military strength of our enemy.
At another point of this report, I shall
comment on the situation in each country
I visited. There are several cardinal points
that as an American, I wish to emphasize to
my fellow Americans.
First. We must make ourselves so strong,
that no nation will dare attack.
Second. In countries where we give military aid, we must insist on the right o!
command function.
Third. We must revise our USIS (U. S.
Information Service) program and increase
this program, as 'well as provide by legislation that this program become more flexible
and more effective.
There are only two real world powers today-the United States and Russia. The
sooner this is recognized and accepted by
other WE:stern Powers, the nearer we will
be to world security. Many of the leaders
I conferred with recognized this, as they
used the words "United States" and "Western Powers" interchangeably. Yet England
and France do not recognize this fact.
The question of whether or not the stability of our country will be affected by
mllitary and economic aid to the free nations is one of concern, but our first concern · must be peace-peace on an honorable
basis. As yet, even though we have expended large sums of money, our stability
has not been effected, and we are building
a machin~ for our security. Having visited
many nations, I am willing to recommend
further extension of the military and economic aid, hoping and trusting that our
Nation will not be threatened with that
·which is confronting those nations. We
must insist that those we help do what they
can to help themselves. The program must
be mutual, not consist solely of our giving.
The entire free world is in great tension.
Fear of war is everywhere. Freedom from
insecurity is the current topic. Where to
flee next, is constantly on the lips of those
of our faith. ·
After being where I have been, and seeing
what I have seen, and hearing what I have
heard, a chill runs up and down my spine
every time I think back. The dark clouds
of war and the threat of communism hang
heavily over th,e free world.
The Communist propaganda system is extensive and effective. It is working. If the
Russians had what we have to sell, it would
have been sold a long time ago. Thus, we
must increase with vigor and speed over
USIS program, and more firmly and more
vigorously counteract the Russian propaganda machine. We have many showcases
with good merchandise to sell. We must
build up this sales agency quickly.
The USIS program must be increased and
Congress must give it more funds and cor·.
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rect, by legislation, the handcuffs on this
program. One of tlle most important hand ..
cuffs holding back this program is limi ta..
tion on the employment of the number of
personnel in an USIS office, without regard
to salary. By that I mean, a USIS office
is limited in the number of people it can
employ. Certain positions are created and
salaries fixed for these· positions. Thus, in
some countries where people can be em ..
played at lower rates and more people em..
played and the program enlarged, the leg ..
islation creating the USIS program is cur ..
tailed, and no greater number can be em ..
played and more offices cannot be opened.
Thus, our propaganda system is hampered,
while the Communist propaganda system
increases.
With aggression threatening on many
fronts, the world is faced with an entirely
new problem. This time the job alone is
not to dislodge an entrenched enemy in
Korea, but to join with our allies of the
free nations in making the free world so
strong in advance that no aggressor will
dare to attack. Our country has proved that
it is not seeking conquest. We are striving
merely to create good will and security for
the free world in which free people can live.
We realize that the United States cannot
pick up the world on its economic and military shoulders and carry it alone. We must
have the other nations-the friendly free
nations of the world-each to do its part
to overcome that threat of aggressive imperialism that has announced its hostility
to a free world.
In my travels, I visited 19 of the free na ..
tions, and I give you now brief digest:

a

JAPAN

Unquestionably Gen. Douglas MacArthur
did an outstanding job in setting up the
occupation forces and the administrative
machine in Japan. This was followed
through by some splendid work on the part
of General Ridgway, who has done a remark ..
able piece of work. There is no doubt in
my mind that General Ridgway knows the
entire situation in this theater 6f operations. I am convinced he is fully capable
of meeting every emergency. I found that
the troops in the field admire him and hold
him in high esteem. The GI is the best
salesman for democracy. The Japanese people are humble and thankful for the United
States aid and the manner in which the
United States treated the conquered country.
Japan is one of the vital links in the
Pacific .defense barrier. Russia is trying to
dominate Japan through infiltration of released Japanese POW's who are doctrinated
in the Communist ideology, and have infil..
trated northern Japan with released prison ..
ers of war in hopes of causing confusion,
disruption, and dissatisfaction with the present way of life in Japan, hoping to turn Jap ..
anese people against the United States.
The Japanese people are faced with the
difficulty of freeing themselves completely
from the hazards that follow in the aftermath of Army occupation. While the occupation forces have been extremely helpful in
guiding the Japanese in the right direction,
they are faced with the threat of inflation
and economic instability. Poverty still exists
in the farm areas, and it is to these areas
that the Kremlin devotes · its propaganda
guns.
The Japanese people have to undergo fur ..
ther educational processing in the demo ..
cratic way of life and be further oriented in
their responsibilities, duties, and conduct.
With proper guidance in the right direction
and assistance of the right kind, the ulti·
mate result will be beneficial to the free
world. The younger generation wants to be
like the Americans. They act like Americans.
They dress like Americans. They like de ..
mocracy.
While Japan does not have its own army,
there are no restrictions against the police

force. Thus Japan is training a very large
police force which, in my opinion, is the
same as an army, and can be converted into
an army in a short period of time. The strategic location of Japan makes that country
very important to our security.
KOREA

As much as I hate war, as much as I deplore

the loss of life in Korea, as much as I sympathize with the widows, orphans, wives, and
families of the deceased and with those
maimed, I am convinced that our entry into
the Korea war was in the interest of our na ..
tiona! security and world peace.
Russia has been seeking out weak nations; yes, weak spots in the world, then
seeking to exploit them for her own selfish
interest. When the conflict started in Korea, there were many other places .that the
Kremlin could have pushed the button. It
could have been Germany; or maybe Yugoslavia; or Iran; maybe Indochina-yes, many
other countries, but, why did they pick
Korea? Here is the answer to that question.
The mountainous country of Korea has
no important raw materials, nor is it impor ..
tant from an industrial point of view. Thus,
the Kremlin felt that the free world would
not 'rally to its support, and since Korea was
divided, it could be charged to a local civil
war, with no aggression labeled to Russia.
Yet, if successful in Korea, Russia would be
in position to threaten Japan, controlling
the north Pacific. One look at the map reflects that northern Japan is practically surrounded by Communist-dominated islands,
which would simplify the Soviet's position.
Further, since the Republic of Korea was a
special commitment of the United Nations,
the fall of Korea would have posed a serious
blow to the prestige and success of the United
Nations. Further importance about the Korean conflict is the way this conflict was
watched and eyed by the other small powers,
since if Korea was permitted to fall, unde·
fended by the United Nations, other nations,
' dominated and threatened by Russia would
have felt that Russia was the only world
power and they might have yielded to Russia, and the newly established free nations
thus might have been lost to the free world.
America's entry into the Korean war has
served to postpone--if not to eliminate en ..
tirely-the outbreak of a third world war.
The Korean conflict represents a probing
attack by Russia. If the attack had succeeded, I am convinced that Japan would
now be under imminent threat of armed assault. Moreover, Russian success in Korea
would have spelled the virtual doom of the
United Nations as an instrument for preventing another world war. A Communtst
victory in Korea would have wiped out the
last hope for ultimate liberation on the part
of millions of people who are living under
Russian domination in Soviet-controlled
states in Europe. Similarly, the will to resist Russian absorption of states not yet in
the Soviet orbit would have been materially
w-eakened.
With reference to the peace talks, we
should keep a firm position on the following
three points:
1. Not to permit the inclusion of Russia
as one of the neutral powers responsible for
the permanent inspection of the Armistice,
since her admission would admit that Russia is a neutral, and g!ve them further ammunition for their very powerful propaganda
machine.
2. Not to permit the building of airfields,
in the event of an armistice, the fields are
now out of range for figh~er escort.
8. To stand pat on exchange of prisoners
only as to those who wish to return to a
Communist domination, or be sure that we
do not modify this stand to a point where
we will send thousands of prisoners to their
death should we force them to return. Many
prisoners have - tattooed themselves with
words, "I hate communism" and such. To

return these prisoners will mean death to
them. At least, let's not return prisoners
who have denounced communism and do
not want to return.
FORMOSA

Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek told me
he was ready to send a minimum of &5,000
men to Korea or any place else the United
Nations directed, provided the troops were
equipped. He stated this offer was made
and was declined. The military aid to Formosa is coming in very slowly. He contended he could raise an army of 600,000
men ior an attack on the mainland, but
they must be equipped. The Chinese Nationalists want to go home to the mainland
of China. They seem to have a great military potential and are eager to :fight, as they
will be fighting for their homeland. They
have the spirit and something to fight for
as Communist China is their enemy. They
are poorly equipped, need training, clothing
and military supplies. They resent the fact
that they were not permitted to participate
in the signing of the peace treaty with Japan
at San Francisco. They feel that an announced program by the .United States to
help the Chinese Nationalist, given proper
publicity, with a determined effort to ~ee
the Chinese Nationalists return to the roamland would bolster the morale of the pea ..
pie ~n the mainland to an extent that, if
a landing was made on the mainland of
China, there would be uprisings and revolts
against the Communist regime. Formosa
is one of the strongest links in the defense
chain in the Pacific.
The British appeasement of Red China is
apparent for the purpose of permitting Hong
Kong and Singapore to remain under British
domination, since, in opinions of qualified
experts, I am told any time Red China wanted
to take these two cities, it could do so with
little difficulty. In my opinion, thro~gh the
smuggling route Red China is obtaining more
benefits by having these two ports open than
it would if it captured these two ports and
they were closed. Look at the slow death
of Shanghai as a world port since Red China
assumed control.
There is some thought that if enough mmtary aid could be given to Nationalist China,
there is every probability that they could
raise an army of 1,000,000. But because of
lack of funds, material, and equipment, they
are merely keeping a defense force and are
not recruiting or inducing any citizens of
Formosa into the Nationalist Army, as they
are unable to feed and clothe them.
It is the threat of our Navy in the Pacific
waters which prevents Red China from in..
vading Formosa.
HONG KONG

Hong Kong is a British crown colony. I
went to the frontier where I saw·the Chinese
Communist troops patrolling the border just
a very short distance from Hong Kong. It
was an experience to see the Communist
flag flying.
On the streets of Hong Kong, the topic of
discussion is "smuggling." Almost openly,
ships come into the harbor laden with all
kinds of materials. These materials usually
find their way to Communist China through
the smuggling route. It is no secret that
the British openly trade with Communist
China. The British contend that the Communists do not want and won't take Hong
Kong, and are using a program of psycho!..
ogy in that they are erecting buildings, fix..
1ng roads, and spending money in and about
Hong Kong In the hope of keeping down the
fears and talks of an invasion. Tension is
high, and there is much unrest among the
population. The thought is that at any time
the Communists elect to take Hong Kong
that they will pull a general strike through
the Communist-dominated labor unions,
paralyze the city with some uprisings in and
about the city, spread terrorism-and the
city will fall. The British are very critical
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of the United States restrictions placed upon
the shipping of critical war material through
this port. They contend that the United
States has placed an embargo on shipping to
Hong Kong.
It is apparent that there is a fifth column
movement on the China mainland by antiCommunist Chinese, who do not want the
present Communist regime. These loyal anti-Communist Chinese, whenever captured,
are put to death. Atrocities on the mainland of China are numerous. Forced labor
gangs are being used by Communist China
in an intense drive for increased production.
Large-scale arrests are being made of all
Chinese whom they do not consider to be
dupes. There is great evidence that Red
China fears a revolution from within and is
having difficulty in controlling . the peopl~
on the mainland.
It is interesting to note that in Hong Kong,
as well as the entire Far East, all of the
American women and children were evacuated about 18 months ago. Only recently
have they been permitted to return, which
may be an indication that the Far East has
become somewhat more secure because of
the economic and military aid we have given
them.
MACAU

Macau is a small Portuguese province in
Kwongtung Province, China. I went to Macau and had a conference with its Governor.
The frontier is just at the city limits. I saw
the Communist China troops guarding the
border, and all through the harbor were
ships flying the Communist flag. I took
pictures of these ships. I would estimate
there were at least 100. Macau is only about
5 hours by boat from Hong Kong, so you
can see that the Communist ships stand by
waiting to take shipping out of Hong Kong.
Communist China could take Macau in 24
hours, but this is another port from which
they benefit more so long as it remains neutral. It is common gossip in Macau that
Chinese Communists want Macau to remain
a neutral port so that it will be an ideal
place for peace negotiations for world war
III.
PHILIPPINES

One of the most powerful world leaders
is in the Philippines. He is Ramon Magsaysay, secretary of defense. He is highly
regarded, loved and respected by the Filipinos. It can · be said that he alone is responsible for any success attributed to the Phil·
ippines since it became an independent country. He has set up many programs, all of
which are working, and he is overcoming
the threat of the Huks. He was a guerrilla leader against the Japanese forces during the days of Japan's occupation, and is
highly regarded as a great patriot. The
world will hear from Magsaysay.
Economic conditions in this country are
not good. The cost of living is very high.
The country is filled with robbers, holdups,
bandits and smugglers, and it is not considered safe to walk the streets at night. The
Government cannot afford an adequate police
force and the small pay given to policemen
breeds corruption. Smuggling is the pasttime in which the high ranking members of
the Government are said play an important
part. It is Magsaysay who is breaking up
the corruption, smuggling, and graft, even
at the expense of exposing high ranking
members of his own government.
There is a sore spot against the United
States and that is the claim of veterans for
compensation. It is unfortunate that the
situation regarding veterans' claims is very
confused. An attempt to explain the entire
matter at this time will not be made. However, it is unfortunate that there are instances where a person received at least three
medals from the United States Government
a·nd received his back pay as a soldier, and
then.ls denied compensation because he was
unable to prove service-connected disab111ty.

The Filipino people · will always be loyal
to the United States. They will always be
a strong ally.
MALAYA

There is great tension and unrest in Singapore as there is in Hong Kong. While it is
estimated that there are less than 5,000
Communist guerrillas, the jungle country
makes the task of combating them extremely
difficult. The Communists are thriving on
the propaganda that the British promised
the. Malayan people their independence, but
set no time. limit, and refused to give Malaya
its independence. Thus you find anti-Communist Malays joining in the fight against
the British forces and siding with the Communist forces on the theory that they are
fighting for their independence.
A man may be a barber during the day
and a guerrilla at night. In 1948, the British
put into effect a policy against the Communists which drove them underground.
They attempted to stop the continual protest
for independence and against British colonial
rule. Thus, at the fear of prosecution the
loyal Malayan operates from the undercover,
joining hand in hand with the Communist,
and thriving on the Communist propaganda.
Then, there is a racial problem. There are
now more Chinese in Malaya than Malayans.
Together with language difficulty, lack of
educational facilities, and with the Chinese
more aggressive commercially, the Chinese
demand more rights. The Chinese came to·
Malaya many years ago as traders, and settled there. Generations of Chinese have
been born in Malaya and they feel that they
are Malaya citizens. The British contend
that the new Government is unstable and
must be operated by the British until such
time as the Government becomes stable.
This caused many organizations to be
formed-independent Chinese organizations
demanding full rights . and recognition as
citizens. Thus, the demand for independence by the Malay people, plus the demands
for independence and recognition by the
Chinese in Malaya, has caused turmoil and
made it a fertile breeding place for the Communist propaganda which operates on the
theory that they will never get their inde·
pendence and should overthrow the Government by force of arms; that they should become loyal to the Communists, who will help
them obtain their independence and recogniti.o n.
The British do not call those whom they
are fighting on Malaya Communists or enemies. They refer to them merely as "bandits." There are two schools of thought as
to how to proceed to fight the terrorists.
( 1) The iron-fist method-martial law-forget independence for the states and the
people on the theory that the people cannot
govern themselves; (2) give political and
citizenship rights to the Chinese and win
them o"Ver by showing that the British mean
to give the states and the people their independence.
Rubber and tin for the world come from
Malaya; 60 percent of its products are rubber,
12 percent tin: It produces one-third of the
rubber used in the world. Thus, Malaya is
an important place to the free world, as these
critical materials are needed for every military machine.
The British have established resettlement
areas. That is what they call them-resettlement areas. They take groups anywhere
· from 400 to 5,000 families, put them
in an area, guard the area, and do
not let any people in or out.
The
people within the area are permitted . to
carry on their own enterprises from within.
These people are forced into these areas at
the point of a gun. The Communist propaganda is strong that these resettlement areas
are nothing more than concentration camps
as used by the Nazis in World Warn. They
refer to them as "slave labor camps." It is
estimated that there are over 500,000 people
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in these resettlement camps, scatter.e d all
through the Malaya states. The British refer
to them as protective measures. But the
people of Malaya do not like them and do not
want them. This makes good breeding
ground for Communists who infiltrate the
camps and agitate the people, using every
possible means to keep up a civil war and
urging them to join the ranks of the rebellion.
·
A unified miJitary command for southeast
Asia might be . the solution to the Communist problem as it would then take out of
civilian colonial control the countries involved.
INDOCHINA

There is a war going on in Indochinaa civil war. A bitter struggle is in progress
between the Communist forces and the
French Union ·troops, who are supported by
Vietnam forces. This war has been going
on for 6¥2 years. The situation here is
similar to that of Malaya. During the Japanese occupation, many Vietnamese fled to
the jungles to resist the Japs. They were
led by Ho Chi Minh. After the war, the
people, discontented with the prior French
rule and not wanting to be ruled by a foreign power, sought their independence,
which was promised them by the French
Government. French Indochina was divided
by the French into three states, namely,
Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam, to be called
the Associated States. Vietnam is the most
important of the three.
In Indochina I had conferences with Jean
Le Tourneau, Minister of State of France,
who happened to be at Saigon; President
Tran Van Huu, President of the Government of Vietnam, the Governor of the Associated States and High Commissioner, as
well as the American military there and our
diplomatic representative.
I was told that for a long while, even
after the civil war started, the people of
Vietnam did not even know what the word
"communism" meant. They were only interested in establishing an independent
country of their own. They had little confidence in the French Government because
they felt that France could not even defend itself in time of war. After the war,
the people clamored for independence. The
French sought to regain control. Over 10
independent revolutionary organizations
were formed. The Vietnam Independence
League adopted the name "Viet Minh." The
minh has no connection with the name of
Gen. Ho Chi Minh. Ho Chi Minh was a
leader in the fight to resist the Japs. He
fled to the hills; he fled to the jungles, and
resisted the Japanese. He was supplied by
the Allies. His background is as follows:
He is a Moscow-trained Communist and
was a member of the Communist Party in
Hong Kong in 1930. Then became a member
of the Comintern. He became head of the
Vietnam forces, and as far as the people
are concerned, gave up his Communist background as he rose to a Vietnamese hero--a
local hero, and not a foreign-controlled figure. He appealed to the desire of business
to be relieved from taxation, to the popular
wish to be rid of the feudal system of land
control, of poverty-and tried to impress the
people that they should have their independence and stressed political liberty. His
program was appealing to the people. His
group was the only group to fight the Japanese during the war days and they were
supplied with ammunition and military
equipment by us to fight the Japs. When
the Japanese surrendered, Ho, with his guerrillas, moved into Hanoi and proclaimed
himself and his followers to be the new government: That was August 1945. Many Vietnamese declared their allegiance to Ho and
he was elected President. Bai Dai, the for•
mer designee of the French, was given the
post of Supreme Advisor. When the French
forces returned to Indochina, they found this
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that if these · groups could be assured of
government in pow~r. France then recogtheir independence upon the formation of
nized the Republic of Vietnam as a free state
a stabilized government they would probof the Indonese Federation. Ho agreed with
ably be quick to turn against the Commu- ·
the French demands and let them reoccupy
nists and could provide manpower in great
the area, but fighting broke out by those
strength which would be helpful to the free
Vietnamese who were afraid the French
world.
would not give them their independence.
THAILAND
The first major battle was fought December
19, 1946, when the Viet Minh launched a
This small country is very friendly to the
surprise attack at Hanoi-the Viet Minh
United States. It is reported that a large ·
forces being well organized, well trained, well
Red Communist army is in and about the
supplied, well disciplined, and with a large
frontier, and while the people of Thailand
army.
are stanch anti-Communists, they could
It was not until January 1950 that Ho
not possibly resist a Communist invasion.
Chi Minh dropped his friendly attitude to·
Our military and economic aid to that
ward the United States and went over openly
country has greatly increased the confidence
to the Red China forces and Russia. Shortly
of the people and is strengthening their ·
thereafter, Russia and Red China recognized
position. Just what this strength will
the Ho Chi Minh government instead of the
amount to remains to be seen.
government that the French set up. Ho
BURMA
calls his government the Democratic RepubMost of Burma has not recovered from
lic of Vietnam. This makes fertile breeding
World War II. This war-torn country, with
ground for the Communist propaganda.
illiteracy and poverty, is struggling for existThus, the Communists are keeping even
ence. Our aid is welcome, desired, and
anti-Communists stirred up against the
needed. But this country too is having its
Western Powers, where once again you :find
difll.culty, with a small civil war with the
the barber by day and soldier by night fight·
Karens. It should be noted that Burma was
ing for his independence. This is another
the first Government to recognize Red China.
case of civil war by people seeking their
The
tension is very great, as no one quesindependence because they are tired of cotions the fact that Red China could walk
lonial rule. If a unified military command
into Burma and take it overnight. The
for southeast Asia could be formed, the situBurmese people realize that this might be
ation in Indochina might be more quickly
. the beginning of the third world war. They
cleared up.
fear Red China, since it is reported that Red
Indochina is known as the rice bowl of
China had an army of approximately 200,000
the country. If it falls to the Communists,
men
poised at the Burma border. This the
however, the free world will lose much·
Burma
omcials admitted. They fear an in-·
needed rice, rubber, and tin, while the Comvasion. Our aid has been very helpful to
munists would gain these much-needed supthis small country. While it would be difplies. It might even cause the closing of
ficult to move troops east and west across
the port of Singapore. One of the most imthe mainland of this country because of
portant factors would be the effect on the
the mountainous terrain, nevertheless troops
morale and confidence of the people all over
could easily be moved north and south.
the world, and some of the small newly found
This country, too, has several political parties
countries might lean toward communism as
and is struggling for existence. Recently the
a world power that cannot be repelled.
Communist Party went underground. It is
It is reported that the Communist forces
said the British still maintain certain facil·
have approximately 350,000 troops 1n Indo·
1ties in Burma under the theory that they
china, the greatest portion of which are peoare going to guide Burma to stability and
ple who lived in Vietnam. The Communists
that although Burma is an independent
control slightly over two-fifths of the councountry, certain trade and commerce rights
try. As a protest against colonial rule and
are retained by the British Government for
seeking independence, religious groups have
the protection of British trading firms. It
been formed. The Caodai, with headquaris this that has stirred up the insurgents,
ters in Saigon and led by General Thanh,
who contend that they have been promised ·
is a group which has its own pope. It is
their freedom with no strings attached,
similar to the Catholic religion. It claims
The Communists play heavily on this point,
a membership of approximately 2,000,000. It
contending that the United States is furnishis the best-organized group. It has a uniing aid in order to help Britain maintain its
formed army and there are approximately
stranglehold on the country.
75,000 soldiers. Their motto is freedom
INDIA
and independence for Vietnam. They have
always been opposed to French colonial rule.
The Communist-propaganda program has
During my stay in Indochina rumors were
made great headway in India. While the
prevalent that this group was changing its
Congress Party was successful in winning
tactics because of the United States military
control of Parliament at the last election,
and economic aid and was leaning toward
nevertheless the Communist Party won 36
the fight against the Communists, having
seats out of 140. India is a poverty-stricken,
confidence that the United States would see
illiterate country. As you go through the
that they would get their independence once
streets in Calcutta, hundreds upon hundreds
the war could be ended. As yet they have
sleep in the streets, beg all day long, refuse
not committed their army in either directo work, and are dying by the thousands from
tion, but merely march in protest. Many
starvation. The country isiri pathetic shape.
soan encounters have been attributed to
In many of what we would refer to as
this group.
county and city elections, the Communists
Another substantial group is the Rao-Hao.
won the important elections.
They also have a uniformed army, led by
Southern India, where all of the educa-·
Gen. Tran Van Soai, a Vietnamese. They
tional institutions are located, and which
are a Buddh~st group. They claim a memis considered the intellectual center of India,
bership of two and one-half million and are
contrary to all of the theories, was stronger
openly non-Communist, but occasionally
in its Communist vote than the northern
they revolt and resort to terrorism, bombing
part of India, which 1s considered the un·
and fighting, in an effort to get the French
educated section.
to leave Vietnam. They, too, have not com·
The Communists are. conducting a very
mitted their army in either direction. There
strong propaganda campaign. in India urging
are many other groups, some of which have
the people to try the Communist program on
as many as fifty or sixty thousand members,
the theory that if it 1s not better than what
all protesting against French rule and de·
they have now, they can always return to
manding independence. They are also anti·
what they have now. This sounds very ap·
Communists. Thus, it Is important to note
pealing to the average citizen of India. our

point 4 program is just starting to operate in
that country. Talking to some Americans
who were in India to handle the point 4 program, they seem to think that if the point 4
program will reach at least 150,000,000 people before the next election in 5 years, and
then, if the program is successful, they think
they have 40 percent chance to beat the
Communists in India. If the Communists
capture India through politics, the remaining countries of Burma, Thailand, Indochina, and Malaya will collapse, as India will
seal them otf.
The people of India speak 15 different
principal languages. The caste system and .
the feudal land system are two drawbacks
to the success of the government. The ~n
dian ofll.cers are British-trained and are firstrate fighting men. But today, the Indian
army could only defend itself against smaller
neighbors, such as Pakistan and Burma.
The birth rate is another problem which
faces India. There was widespread talk of
birth control.
The Communist leaders have been driven
underground, although the Communists still
control most of the unions. The Indian
army, in World War II, was a fine fighting
force of over 2,000,000, but its weapons were
furnished by the British and the United
States. The political leaders of India have
great respect for the United States, and although at first they were skeptical about
accepting United States economic aid, they
realized that India desperately needed
United States economic aid, and Nehru decided to cooperate. While Nehru is not a.
Communist, he is a Socialist. Nehru recognized the Communist government in China
before Great Britain. He refused to permit
India to sign the Japanese Peace Treaty as
he feels that Red China should have possession of Formosa.
The Kashmir dispute is sapping a. substantial amount of money.
PAKISTAN

This young nation, only 4 years of age, is
struggling for its existence. Being a Moslem
state, they would like to join the Arab States,
but because of the various controversies
among the Arab States themselves, it is
doubtful whether Pakistan will tie up with
the Arab States in the immediate future. The
Prime Minister told me that he would like
to see the Kashmir dispute settled so that
both India and Pakistan could devote their
military strength to their borders facing the
Communist threat and not expend their
strength against each other. The settlement
of the Kashmir dispute would add materially
to the security of the free world.
ISRAEL

Israel, I believe, will rise to be a military,
economic and industrial pillar of the Middle
East. Israel wUl never go communistic.
There are too many people in Isra.el who have
faced the atrocities of one lunatic and will
never permit their homeland to fall under
the domination of any other lunatic.
Israel has a well-trained army but is faced
with the difficulty of food shortages and is
in need of economic aid.
I toured Israel from its northern boundary
to the southernmost part of the Negev, from
its waterfront to its eastern frontier. In the
Kibutzim, which are located at strategic
points along the frontiers, will be found
farmers by day and soldiers by night, each
Kibutz led by a m1lttary leader as the :first
line of defense against its Arab neighbors.
The collective farms form the second line of
defense on the same theory. I have every
confidence that the spirit and will of the
people of Israel will carry them forward to
the fulfillment of the Biblical prophecy. See
Micah.
ITALY

Mussol1n11s not dead in Italy. His name
and bust appear ln many places. ~hUe
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tascism has disappeared, communism 1s taking its place. The people of Italy want
Trieste. The rank and file of Italy is not too
pleased with the present government. Al·
though Italy is a conquered country, one
traveling through Italy would never know
that it went through a war or that it was a
conquered nation. While communism as yet
has not gained a dominating position in
Italy, it must not be permitted to do so.
But, the Communist propaganda machine
continued to work, and what it is grinding
out is fast being absorbed by the people.
The religious influence is a great factor in
the fight against communism.
YUGOSLAVIA

In a country of 16,000,000 population, less
than 500,000 belong to the Communist Party.
Yet this country has a very large membership in the Communist-front movements.
Marshal Tito told me that he had the second
largest army in Europe, that he would not
request any outside forces to ·defend his soil.
All he would need is mllitary aid to equip his
army. He said that any attack or aggression
anywhere, would bring on a third world war.
He stated that he was fully capable of hold·
ing Yugoslavia against the Russians as, in
the event of aggression anywhere, it would
mean a third world war, and Russia, being
the aggressor, would have to commit her
armies all along the frontier and also keep a
good force at home for police purposes. Thus,
she could not commit a very large force to
Yugoslavia, and he believed any force she
could commit could be held by his army. He
stated that his break with Russia was definite
and he appreciated the aid given by the
United States at a time when it was needed
and that he would never turn his back on the
United States and would never forget what
the United States did for his people. I was
impressed by his sincerity. He permitted the
issuance of the following statement to me,
which statement is as follows:
"Give my greetings to the people you represent, and assure them that Yugoslavia will
always remain in the ranks of the progressive forces and democratic countries of the
West who are fighting for world peace and
against aggression.
Yugoslavia wUl stand
with those countries that are for the preservation of peace. Yugoslavia wm :fight against
aggression with those who are struggling
against aggression and are striving for democracy and the establishment of the rights
of man.
"In conclusion, I should like to say a few
words in connection with the rumors to the
etl'ect that Yugoslavia policy at present
might be only a temporary maneuver. Our
policy is no maneuver. We are not hiding
behind any kind of a mask. These rumors do
not correspond to the truth. Yugoslavia's
stand and policy is completely in accord with
the aspirations and policies of those with
whom we have aligned ourselves. We think
that it is only in this way that our country,
which has sutl'ered so much in the past and
during the last war, can build a better future
for its people. During a time in 1950, when
Russia was trying to choke us, the United
States came to our aid and gave us food. It
saved us. This can never be forgotten."
I then pursued the question further and
asked him 1f there was any danger of Yugoslavia's policy changing in favor of Russia.
He answered me by the following: "It is the
Soviet Union that should change its policy,
not only toward Yugoslavia but its foreign
policy toward all countries. If such a change
were to take place, this · would be of great
benefit to the free world because it would
mean that then there would be peace and
there would be cooperation between all nations. Russia holds the key. Only tn this
event will Yugoslavia go along with Russia
because then Russia's policy would be the
same as that of the United States policy."
XCVlli-App.--225

Almost everywhere I went and almost
every person I spoke to wanted to know
why Mr. Artukovich was permitted to remain tn the United States although he entered this country 1llegally. Artukovich is
well known to our organization. He ts a
mass murderer and should be tried as a war
criminal. We should exert every pressure
to have Artukovich deported to where he can
get his just desserts.
GERMANY

Germany presents a great and serious
problem. I am not in favor of the rearmament of Germany. I do not think that the
time is yet ripe when the free world can
permit Germany to rearm. Integration of
German troops into a Western European
army might be the answer, but even as to
that, I am not fully convinced that full controls and safeguards can be maintained to
prevent the loss of life, casualties, and heartaches that twice in our lifetime we found
ourselves confronted with. One thing 1mpressed me very much. That was a portion
of the ninth quarterly report on Germany
issued by the High Commissioner for the
period of October 1 to December 31, 1951.
Particularly did I note a quotation therein
contained which was as follows: "Napoleon
in exile stated that the greatest mistake he
made was in permitting the rebuilding ot
Germany." I hope we have not made the
same mistake. I hope we are not building a
Frankenstein. Nazism is very much alive
in Germany. Anti-semitism is still strong
against the remaining handful of Jews. I
had some personal experience which I do
not desire to relate, which was very disheartening.
I went through the eastern sector of Berlin where I observed a tremendous ditl'erence
between the Russian sector and the western
sector. The western sector has been rebuilt;
business is thriving; and had it not been
for an occasional bombed-out building, one
would never know that there )lad ever been
a war in Germany from this view of the western sector. But, in the Russian sector, the
contrary appears: dull, drab, a ruined city
not rebuilt, no enterprise thriving, a dilapidated area.
The Germans are still arrogant. They are
st1ll the Germans of old. Unfortunately,
among those of our own faith still exists a
strong breach between the "German Jew"
and the "Polish Jew," as they call it. No
sooner had the war been ended but that the
German Jew sought to establish himself in
a society aloof from his corellgionists. The
ideology of "Germany tiber alles" has been
reborn.
Even High Commissioner McCloy admitted
to me that there was a hazard in the rearming of Germany but contended that there
was a greater hazard of leaving a vacuum for
Russia to take Germany if we did not permit
the rearming; that the hazard of permitting
Russia to take Germany 1f we did not rearm
Germany was a much greater hazard than
the rearmament of Germany; and that he
did not think that the hazard involved in
the rearming of Germany would ever be ·
brought to a crisis. Which is the lesser of
two evils?
On one day I spoke to 10 Germans of the
rank and file and asked them all the same
question. "Do you think Hitler is dead?"
The answer was "No." They think he is
alive. One German said to me: "If Hitler is
dead, why hasn't the great United States
with all of its wealth and wonderful FBI
at least found one of his fingers?" There is
also a danger in the neo-Nazi group even
though their appeal is limited to a lunatic
fringe.
The military and po11t1cal leaders of West
Germany contend that they can raise an
army of 300 to 400 thousand to contribute
to the western defense of the planned European army. And, they further contend that

Europe cannot be defended without the rearmament of Germany. They look forward
to what they think is a substantial contribution from the German people in its rearmament program.
The only person to cancel an appointment with me was Dr. Adenauer, of Germany. The appointment was canceled just
prior to the time I was to see him-after his
protocol officer had telephoned me a day before that the appointment was set up. I was
firmly convinced that in canceling the appointment there was a design since I had
seen the President of Germany and Adenauer
knew the type of questions I would ask.
The military leaders feel that the contribution made by the Marshall plan in the rebuilding of Western Germany will act as a
showcase to the people of Eastern Germany
at a time when Russia permits free elections.
Our propaganda is working to show the people of the Russian sector what is being done
in the western sector.
Germany · has considerable natural resources, productive skill, scientific knowhow, and technological success. These resources are important for a free world. On
the other hand, these same resources are of
importance to Russia. It must be remembered that the Soviet controls the bulk of
land on the European-Asian continent, with
unlimited masses of manpower, and is in
need of industrial, scientitlc, and technical
power. Adding Germany as a satellite, Russia would be even more dangerously strong
and be closer-very much closer-to world
conquest.
EUROPE

The Lisbon conference was far more successful than most Americans realized. The
Kremlin was shocked into realization that
the free world was closing ranks rapidly
against the threat of aggression. Russia's
fear of this move for western unity took the
form of a loaded proposal for German unification, including the cynical provision that
would permit'the Germans to reestablish an
independent military machine. The reaction in Germany fulfilled the fondest hopes
of the Kremlin. The German dream now is
to unite and rearm, enabling Germany to
become the balance of power in Europe and
ultimately to strike the bargain that would
best suit reviving German dreams of conquest.
The recent meeting of the Foreign Ministers in Paris was a step in the direction of
cementing European unity. '1'he hard fact
Europe must face, however, is that it cannot
gain in strength and security as long as it
is made up of a group of independent economies. A European Federation offers the
best hope for deterring Communist aggression. The commitments made by European
nations at Lisbon, if lived up to, will desperately crowd their productive capacity.
Although some gains have been scored in
production, the increases have been far short
of the requirements for etl'ective defense of
the area and the maintenance of a healthy
European economy. The principal hope for
a level of production that will insure economic and military health for Europe lies
in a pooling of European production resources for common security.
SUMMARY

So, as spring comes, the spotlight will be
focused on the Orient instead of Europe;
yet 1952 will still be a crucial year for Europe
for what we do in Europe today or fail to
do in Europe today may hold the key of fate
for Europe tomorrow.
We are in the midst of building a military
machine capable of meeting the strength of
any further Communist aggression. Soviet
leadership dominates the destiny of 800,000,000 people, the greatest potential strength
1n the world today. It is a threat we must
consider. But, also we must consid~r that
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two-thirds of the world's population live in
countries that can still be the masters of
their· own destiny 1f kept free, and these.
up to now, have escaped Soviet domination.
Further, the 275,000,000 people of free Europe
and the 150,000,000 people of the United
States are the most skilled and most productive peoples in the world. Working through
free institutions, they can give the free world
a productive capacity that far overshadows
anything that the slave world can produce.
We must take advantage of these facts. We
must see to it that the resources of the free
world and the raw materials necessary to
save the free world from the iron claw of
misery are available .to do the job. History
has given us the opportunity to give the
leadership. We must not fail the opportunity.

Death of Fulton Oursler
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT R. O'CONOR
OF MARYLAND
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. O'CONOR. Mr. President, on Saturday, May 24, our Nation was saddened
by the death of Fulton Oursler, a man
who has reached into the hearts of people throughout our Nation with his vivid
portrayals of the true meaning of Christianity.
Mr. Oursler acquired the unique ability to present, in a manner understood
by all, through his famous book The
Greatest Story Ever Told the respect
that each man should have for his fellow
man.
I am very proud to say that he was
born in my own native city of Baltimore,
and while he was not fortunate enough
1n his early life to have the advantages
of higher education, he was awarded,
2 years ago, an honorary degree from
Loyola College in Baltimore, the school
he had longed to attend.
I join with his many friends throughout the country in extending my sympathy to his family and ask unanimous
consent to have appear in the CoNGREsSIONAL RECORD the New York Times news
account of his outstanding life.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
FuLTON OURSLER, AUTHOR, DIES AT 59-8ENIOR
EDITOR OF THE READER'S DIGEST SINCE 1944
WROTE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD--KNOWN
AS RADIO LECTURER-NOVELIST TURNED TO
POPULAR VERSIONS OF RELIGIOUS THEMES
AFTER VISIT TO HOLY LAND
Fulton Oursler, author of The Greatest
Story Ever Told and similar popular versions
of religious subjects, died early yesterday
of a heart ailment in his apartment at the
Hotel Navarro, 112 Central Park South. His
age was 59.
Mr. Oursler became 111 in his apartment
after dinner on Friday. A SO!\, Will, a writer,
and a daughter, Mrs. Grace April Armstrong,
were summoned and remained with him
until his death. The last rites of the Roman
Catholic Church were administered by the
Very Reverend William T. Greene of St. Patrick's Cathedral.
Mr. Oursler, who was senior editor of the
Reader's Digest, had been a prolific writer on

a variety of subjects during his career and
also was widely known as a radio lecturer.
An article written by him in the current
Reader's Digest about William O'Dwyer.
Ambassador to Mexico and former mayor of
New York, has been the subject of widespread comment in recent weeks. The ar•
ticle is entitled "Is O'Dwyer Blameless?"
Mr. Oursler owed much of his popularity
to· his widely syndicated newspaper articles
in which he treated religious subjects with
popular simplicity. In a 1951 interview with
Harvey Breit of the New York Times, he
spoke of his earlier interest in religious
subjects.
"I was born into a very religious Baptist
family, but when I was 15 I thought religion
was a hoax and called myself a contented
agnostic. When I visited Nazareth and the
Sea of Galilee it was like a warm memory. I
was tremendously moved. I came home and
wrote a book called A Skeptic in the Holy
Land. Well, I started out very skeptical,
but in the last chapter I was nearly converted." This book was published in 1936.
Mr. Oursler later became a Catholic.
Charles Fulton Oursler (the Charles disappeared early in his career) was born in
Baltimore on January 22, 1893, a son of Wil·
liam Clarence and Lillian Philips Sappington Oursler. After studying in the public
schools, he became a reporter for the Baltimore American in 1910.
From 1912 to 1918 he wrote music and
drama criticism, but soon began to find a
ready market for his talents as a short story
writer. After an interlude as an editor of
a musical publication, he became editor in
chief of the Metropolitan Magazine in 1923.
He had an eye for popular and salable material as well as the ability to turn out this
type of writing with ease. He wrote 32 novels and nonfiction books as well as several
plays.
From 1931 to 1942 Mr. Oursler was editor
of Liberty Magazine and after 1941 he held
the title of vice president and editorial di·
rector of the Macfadden Publications. He
became senior editor of the Reader's Digest
in 1944.
The range of his popular writings was unusual. He wrote several widely read mystery stories, among them The Spider, and a
series with titles beginning "About the Murder of-." However, in later years the trend
of his writings changed. His book Three
Things We can Believe In was published in
1942 and The Greatest Story Ever Told was
published in 1949. The next year his book,
Why I Know There Is a God, was published
under the pseudonym of Anthony Abbot.
His The Reader's Digest Murder Case appeared recently.
Mr. Oursler's more serious books frequently
appeared serially in newspapers before they
were published in book form and these syndicated articles have been considered among
the influences that assisted in the popular
postwar interest in religion.
In the Easter period of 1949 circulation in
several midwestern newspapers registered
gains of from 5,000 to 10,000 on the publication of The Greatest Story Ever Told. A
Chicago newspaper carried the serial on the
front page under news headlines for 40 days.
After the success of this book Mr. Oursler
began a syndicated column on serious subjects entitled "Modern Parables."
In one of his columns he retold the Biblical story of the man who once entertained
certain· strangers in his house and did not
learn until after they had left that they had
been "messengers of God." He wrote in
comparison that a certain Philadelphia hotel
man had once given ·his own room to an elderly couple, an act of kindness that resulted
in the hotel man being made manager o!
Manhattan's new Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
Mr. Oursler had many interests outside of
his editing and writing duties. An ardent

anti-Communist, he wrote and lectured in
opposition to communism. He was formerly
a trustee of the Andrew Carnegie Fund for
Needy Authors and was president of the
Catholic Institute of the Press.
He was also a member of the Alcoholics
Anonymous Foundation, the Dramatists
Guild, the Magicians Guild, The Players, the
Dutch Treat Club, and the Baker Street Ir·
regulars, an organization of Sherlock Holmes
devotees.
Mr. Oursler married in 1911 Rose Keller
Karger by whom he had two children, Mrs.
Helen Balaber and Will. In 1925 he married
Grace Perkins, a writer, who survives, as does
another son, Charles Fulton Oursler, Jr., a
student at Georgetown University.
A high mass of requiem will be offered in
St. Patrick's Cathedral •at 11 a. m. on Tuesday. Burial will be in Gate of Heaven Cemetery, Valhalla, N.Y.

Business Contributions by Corporations to
American Charitable, Educational,
Scientific, and Welfare Organizations
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALEXANDER WILEY
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday. June 10. 1952

Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, last
Thursday I commented in the CoNGREsSIONAL RECORD on the vital matter of corporate contributions to the great mass
of private groups in the United States
performing welfare. scientific, educational, and charitable work. I stated
that such corporate contributions serve
to reduce pressure and demands on the
Federal, State, and local governments to
step in and do what private enterprise
might not be doing.
Today, I am happy to supplement my
previous comments by offering for the
REcORD a press release issued by the Na~
tiona! Planning Association with regard
to the publication of a new book entitled
"The Manual of Corporate Giving." The
manual has been prepared by editors and
24 other authors, each of whom is expert
in the mat~er of private aid.
I congratulate the National Planning
Association as well as all those who have
participated in this manual project. It
is one further symbol of the American
free-enterprise system at work to meet
American problems in the American way.
The press release points out that by
bipartisan action in 1935, the Congress
made specific tax exemption up to 5
percent for legitimate corporate contributions. This is the counterpart of a
similar 15 percent deductability on
individual charitable contributions.
I respectfully commend this manual to
the corporations-large and small-of
the United States. To the extent that
these corporations on a sound, wellplanned basis fulfill their responsibilities
to their own communities and to national
and State needs-to that extent, the
Federal Government, faced by a $14,500,000,000 deficit a $265,000,000,000 national
debt, will be the better able to meet its
own responsibilities in other fields.
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Throughout the 1930's and 1940's, the
cry often was "look to the Government,
turn to the Government, demand of the
Government." By means, however, of
the realistic suggestions of the National
Planning Association and like-minded
individuals and groups, we are the better
able to change that theme to: "Look to
private enterprise for fulfillment of the
basic needs of America."
I ask unanimous consent that the text
of this NPA press release be printed in
the Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD.

There being no objection, the press
release was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
Practical do's and don'ts for use in planning business contributions under the 5 percent tax exemption privilege of the Internal
Revenue Code are presented for the first time
in readily accesssible form in the Manual
of Corporate Giving issued by the National
Planning .Association. The 398-page handbook was edited by Beardsley Ruml, Chairman of the NPA Business Committee, in
collaboration with Theodore Geiger, NPA
chief of research.
H. Christian Sonne, Chairman of the NPA
Board of Trustees, in releasing the manual,
urged corporation otftcials to plan carefully
their programs of corporate giving for educational, scientific, and welfare activities.
Pointing out that every corporation, large
or small, makes some tax deductible gifts
each year, he stressed the need for assuring
maximum benefits--to business givers, the
recipients, and the Nation generally-from
this huge potential annual expenditure.
Messrs. Ruml and Geiger were coauthors
of an NPA pamphlet, the Five Percent, issued
in August 1951, which inspired many requests from businessmen and other individuals for more detailed guidance on how
to operate a 5-percent program. The manual, prepared to answer such inquiries, pools
the suggestion of the editors and of 24 other
authors-each of them either an experienced
donor, an expert in one of the main fields
to wt..ich corporations make gifts, or a recognized authority on legal and administrative problems involved in organizing and
operating a 5-percent program.
Mr. Sonne said that NPA's purpose in
issuing the manual "is not to argue the case
for corporate giving or to plead the needs and
merits of any field of activity or type of
recipient organization." Instead, he explained, it is to provide objective advice to
the corporate donor who has already decided
to give. "Our interest in the 5 percent, and
how it is spent, springs from the conviction
that the maintenance of private educational,
scientific, and welfare organizations and
activities is vital to the continued health of
our democracy. More private support of
such activities is imperative today when private institutions are increasingly confronted
with the dilemma of fixed incomes and rising
costs. • • • Moreover, an important
benefit of adequate private support is that it
will preserve and strengthen local decision
making and control so vital to the maintenance of effectively functioning democratic
institutions in our country."
Part I of the manual includes three chapters by the editors and Harry Rudick, member of the NPA Business Committee and a
partner of Lord, Day & Lord, covering
general aspects of corporate giving-the history of a 5-percent provision, the administrative problems which corporations must
face in setting up and operating a 5-percent
program, and the legal asp~cts of such giving.
Part II, comprising the major portion of.
the handbook-with 17 chapters to which 21
authors have contributed-presents special-

ized information on virtually every field of
corporate giving: Community chests, hospitals, museums, libraries, music; health and
welfare agencies, public health activities;
higher education, public and independent
schools, corporate scholarships and fellowships, adult education and lectures, the natural sciences, medical research, the social
sciences, the humanities and creative arts,
public policy organizations, and education,
welfare, and economic development abroad.
For each the authors summarize the main
characteristics of each field; mention types
of projects in which corporations have been
interested; outline various methods of making contributions and what safeguards
should be attached to gifts; describe which
recipient organizations are active, how they
should be chosen, how to detect ..racketeering," and where information and advice can
be obtained.
Beardsley Ruml, author of the chapter on
policy and administration of a 5-percent program, concisely summarizes guides for individuals who have the responsibllity for corporate programs. The do's and don't's he
stresses, in general, are applied to each particular phase of a program in the specialized
chapters on the separate fields of activity.
Major emphasis is placed by Mr. Ruml on
the need for explicit policy and administration, and for rigid tests of disbursements
under the 5-percent provision. "The casual
handling of disbursements under the 5-percent provision," he says, "which all too frequently characterized corporate behavior in
the past is no longer a matter of minor concern. Even more serious are those instances
where possible net benefits to a company are
permitted to go by default." The only good
reason for failure to act under the 5-percent
provision, Mr. Ruml states, is "the inab111ty
of management to find something to do that
1s worth to the company more than it costs."
A company's program, Mr. Ruml says, can
be no better than the qualities of idea
forming and decision making that go into it.
Responsibility must be fixed so that both of
these elements of a 5-percent program are
present. ''The greatest possible wisdom at
the point of decision will be of no avail if
there is nothing forthcoming that is worth
the deciding; and skillful, imaginative, and
sincere development of ideas will be frustrated if the point of decision is stubborn,
timid, frivolous, or incompetent."
It is in the choice of fields of activity and
of the scale of operations that the "genius of
a corporation's management will be expressed," according to Mr. Ruml. While responsib111ty to the community normally has
first call on a corporation's 5-percent funds,
beyond such commitments, the corporate interest can be broadly or narrowly defined to
take advantage of the vast opportunities offered to private initiative. "A narrow fi ~ld
will be more concrete, more obvious, and
more certain as to benefits received in relation to amounts disbursed. The broader
field will be more uncertain and will require
greater skill in its selection. But if wisely
chosen, the broader field will be more enduring and in the end more rewarding."
Mr. Ruml and a number of the authors
point out that some companies may do well
to consider setting up a company foundation or trust or using an independent community trust to assure that administration
of the program is kept separate from main
operations of the company. A d.e scription
of the services which can be rendered by
community trusts, prepared by Ralph Hayes.
executive secretary of the New York Community Trust, is appended to Mr. Ruml's
chapter; and sample charters for corporate
foundations and trusts form an appendix to
Mr. Rudick's chapter.
Common-sense principles apply to the
choice of methods of support. Among those
pointed up throughout the manual are:
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1. A smaller contribution made regularly
1s more useful to many organizations than
a larger contribution which cannot be maintained.
2. While one-time contributions for onetime purposes are practical and can be
undertaken with Ettle risk either to the
corporation or to the recipient, they cannot
be justified for continuing purposes.
3. A gift for a building or equipment
should take into consideration the ability of
the recipient to maintain it.
4. Donors should remember that many
products and special programs impose a
financial burden on the recipient institution
over and above the direct costs of the activity itself, and they should make provision
in their allocations of funds for meeting the
indirect overhead and administrative costs
of such projects.
6. If the grant is of significant size, the
donor may legitimately require an independent auditing of its expenditure in cash
where funds can be administratively segregated for some clearly defined purpose.
6. Donors should not warp an institution
with their gifts. There is a sutHcient variety
of institutions in the country so that a corporate donor is almost certain to find at
least one which naturally suits the purposes
he has in mind, however specialized these
may be.
"Hesitancy about setting up 5-percent programs and using them aggressively," Mr.
Ruml says, "commonly springs from two
principal sources--concern about stockholder
criticism and the repeal of the 5-percent provision." The concern about stockholder
criticism is justified, he states, only if the
corporation's program is not worth more
than the program costs. Apprehension as
to the possibility of repeal seems groundless, because the law is in the public interest and because any such action "would
cripple the educational and welfare activities in every State and community throughout the country."
The likelihood of continuation of the tax
exemption for corporate giving is indicated
further by Theodore Geiger in his ~hapter
discussing public policy and the 5 percent.
The proposal, he notes, was passed by a large
majority in Congress, with Democratic and
Republlcan support, in 1935. Since then
there has been general agreement that taxexempt corporate giVing is both an obligation and an opportunity. Both corporate
stockholders and the public at large are coming to realize that if a degree of private
initiative and decentralization are to be preserved in educational, scientific, and welfare
fields corporations must make more extensive use of their 5-percent priVileges.
There are occasional contentions, Mr.
Geiger notes, that the 5-percent privilege
constitutes a tax loophole. It is not, he reports, when judged by any of the common
definitions of the term. The law expresses
the intention that corporations use the privilege and it is only a smaller counterpart of
the 15-percent tax deduction permitted individuals for similar contributions.
Harry J. Rudick presents carefully documented opinions on the legal aspects of corporate giving, analyzing what the revenue
laws permit from the standpoint of eligible
recipients, the relationships of gifts to business expenses, the question of gifts in excess
of 5 percent, and the real costs of contributions. The main legal problem for corporations, Mr. Rudick points out, is the question
of stockholders' rights. Under common law,
corporations have the power to make contributions only when such gifts directly advance the corporate interest. However, the
common law decisions are more than 30 years
old, and in recent specific tax cases--which
he cites-the powers of the corporation to
act have been 'broadened.
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Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. President, last night the Washington Evening Star carried a commendatory editorial on the subject of our colleague, the
senior Se:aator from Wisconsin [Mr.
WILEY] on the subject of his continued
appeals for a bipartisan foreign policy.
I ask unanimous consent that this editorial be printed in the Appendix of the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
.as follows:

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
leave to have printed in the Appendix
of the RECORD a very interesting article
recently published by the Cleveland
Press, a Scripps-Howard publication,
containing views of various nationality
leaders on the McCarran bill and calling
on the President to veto it.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
·

SENATOR Wn.EY'S POSITION
A strong and persuasive Republican voice
1n favor of bipartisanship in our handling of
foreign policy was raised in the Senate last
:week by Senator WILEY, of Wisconsin.
In line to be chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee if a Republican
administration should be elected in November, the Wisconsin Senator has recently · returned from an inspection trip to Europe.
As the ranking minority member of that
committee, the Senator already has made
clear by word and action that he favors in
its broad outlines our present commitment
to strengthen ourselves and the free world
against the menace of communism and Russian imperialism. In implementing this position he has cooperated with the administration and the Democratic majority by supporting the necessary legislation. It has
been a course which has drawn criticism to
him by some Republicans who think differently about foreign policy, but even more
pointed criticism by some Republicans who
are more irrevocably committed to partisanship. It was against this background that
the Senator arose to renew, in his own words,
"my personal dedication to bipartisan foreign policy" and to urge his party colleagues
to follow a similar course.
Senator Wn.EY expressed his personal respect and admiration for both General
Eisenhower and Senator TAFT as the major
Republican Presidential candidates, but appealed ·to both and to their supporters not
to permit the foreign-policy issue to become
a political football. Actually, he made clear
his own disapproval of the Taft thesis that
our contribution to West European defenses
should be limited primarily to air power with
its implied suggestion that we should not
attempt to hold a ground line at the Elbe.
The voicing of · such a theory, he described
as reckless talk not likely to gain allies or
hold Europe.
In the Senator's opinion the present key
to success of our efforts in Europe lies in
bringing Western Germany fully into the
defense community. To this end he urged
prompt Senate ratification of the Bonn peace
contract and the NATO protocol by which
all members of the alliance would be pledged
to consider an attack on West Germany as
an attack upon all.
The Senator's view is a realistic one; his
expression of it was politically courageous.
Coming from one in his position in his party
and in the Senate, his appeal should bear
weight with the Republican Presidential
aspirants and with his colleagues in the
Congress. It should likewise be given the
respectful attention of the Democratic administration and remind it that the proffer
of bipartisanship implies a responsib111ty
upon the majority as well as the minority.

NATIONALITY GROUPS CALL McCARRAN IMMI•
GRATION BILL Too STRICT, LEADERS DEMAND
VETO
(By Tom Black is tone)
Cleveland nationality leaders today unanimously condemned the immigration bill
sponsored by Senator PAT McCARRAN, Democrat, Nevada, and passed by . the Senate last
Thursday.
The McCarran measure is a revision in
name only of the 1920 law, they said. Calling for President Truman to veto the measure and Congress to reconsider it, they said
it is far too harsh and unduly restrictive.
"Senator McCARRAN's measure retains all
the racial bias and flaws of the 1920 law," said
Zoltan Gombos, editor of Szabadsag, the
Hungarian daily newspaper. "The quotas
are very unjust.
"England has an unduly large quota which
It has never exhausted and never will. Middle European countries, on the other hand,
have a quota which is never enough."
.
The new Asian quota is "merely a show
that all racial bias has been put aside,"
said Gombos. "It really hasn't been."
FAVORS LEHMAN vmws
John Reban, editor of the Navy Svet Czech
daily newspaper, believes the views of Senator HERBERT LEHMAN, Democrat, New York,
are more modern and just than those contained in McCARRAN's antiquated bill.
"The Asian quota is too low," said Reban.
"Communist propaganda will make good use
of it against the United States.
"Congress and the public did not show
enough interest in getting a more lenient
measure when it was being debated by Congress," he said. "They didn't act strongly
enough in behalf of Senator LEHMAN's bill.
A more lenient immigration law also is
favored by Rev. Father Joseph P. Hanulya,
pastor of Holy Ghost Greek Catholic Carpatho-Russion Church, 2408 West Fourteenth Street.
"Senator McCARRAN's bill will not change
the present law," said Father Hanulya. "If
this country can help the poor peoples of
Europe and Asia it should do so. Quotas
should be more equal and Asian peoples
should be treated the same as European
peoples."
Other countries should be permitted to
send more people to fill England's unused
annual quota, he added.
HITS 1920 PLAN
All groups should have proportional representation, not representation based on the
1920 United States population, according to
Z. B. Dybowski, editor of the Polish Daily
News.
"It is very unfair that middle European
countries cannot take advantage of England's unused quota," he said. "Senator
LEHMAN's proposal is much more lenient
and equitable. Senator McCARRAN's b111 has

f?Ome good points, but they are heavily outweighed by the bad ones. We hope that
President Truman will immediately veto the
measure and that Congress will reconsider
lt."
As many people as possible should be admitted, said Andrew Zalota, president of the
Slovak Cultural Gardens. "The Asian peoples should be· treated as fairly as other national groups," he said.
The Europeans and Asians should be given
an opportunity to better themselves if they
have the chance, said Mrs. Rose Fischer, president of the Patronat, governing body of the
Czech Sokol Hall, 4314 Clark Avenue. "These
people do make fine and true Americans," she
said. "Those who have been admitted are
very thankful to be in America."
"Passing the McCarran measure was a bad
political move especially in light of current
Italian elections," asserted Rev. Father Ferdinand Tamburri, pastor of Holy Rosary
Italian Catholic Church.
"A more lenient bill with larger quotas
would have been a definite blow to communism. The McCarran measure will aid
communism's spread among the working people of Europe."
CITES CASE OF ITALY
"It makes a definite distinction between
northern and southern Europe. Italy's quota
of 5,000 is absolutely nothing. Italy is a
nation of 45,000,000 starving workers.
"Instead of spending billions of dollars on
European aid, it would be more wise to pass
an amendment granting larger quotas to
allow more of the starving workers to enter
this country and contribute their skills."
"Senator McCARRAN's measure is not sound
Americanism,'' said Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver
of the Temple.
"The measure has a racial discriminatory
taint that we ought not to tolerate in this
country. I deeply regret that a proposed
amendment to the immigration law has been
passed in this form."

Our Generous House
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WAYNE MORSE
OF OREGON
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a very fine
editorial entitled "Our Generous House,"
published in the Oregon Daily Journal
of May 17, 1952, in opposition to the joint
resolution which seeks to give the socalled tidelands to the States.
There being no objection, the editorial was orde.r ed to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
OUR GENEROUS HOUSE
The House of Representatives was in a
generous mood Thursday.
It voted 248 to 89 to give California, Louisiana and Texas $50,000,000,000 worth of oil
land along the Continental Shelf-oil land
which the Supreme Court has decided three
times is the property of the United States.
Oregon Congressmen went along on this
giveaway.
Then the House, while it was in the mood,
voted its Members and Members of the Senate a nice little tax reduction-or a backdoor
salary increase, depending on how you look
at it. This particular bill would make it
possible to charge off all Washington living
expenses to "business expense" on income
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tax returns. It is estimated that this is the
equivalent of a $2,000 raise for the brave lads.
Nice going, boys. A good day's work all
around.
We don't blame oil-rich States too much
for trying to grab the rich marginal seas oil
property-if they can get away with it, making the most of the States' right issue. But
we do blame the Congress for falling for it,
at the expense of all the people of the United
States.
We don't blame our ·congressmen for
wanting a raise or wanting a tax reduction.
Who doesn't? And Washington-we know
from sad experience-is an expensive place
to live. We do think it unseemly, however,
for Members of the House who have been
yelling economy for others to give themselves
a raise (in the form of a tax cut) by indirection. And. by voice vote, so no one can tell
how they voted. If they deserve a raise,
they should vote it openly, not by subterfuge.
·
As we say, the House was in a generous
mood Thursday-generous with our tax
money and our national oil resources.

The Headmaster's Letter of the
Mercersburg Academy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN P. SAYLOR
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, one of
the outstanding preparatory schools in
the United States, Mercersburg Academy, is fortunate in having as its headmaster, Dr. Charles S. Tippitts.
In the headmaster's letter to all old
Mercersburg boy&, contained in the
spring jssue of the AlUmni Quarterly, Dr.
Tippitts has made certain comments
and analysis concerning a speech by Dr.
James B. Conant, president of Harvard
University relative to private and public
schools. According to Dr. Conant private schools should be done away with.
Dr. Conant's arguments were continued
with regard to colleges and universities.
Dr. Tippitts' letter deals, in part, with
this matter and should be seriously considered not only by the alumni of private schools, but private colleges and
universities, and every person who is interested in continuing our present educational system. A portion of the headmaster's letter dealing with this subject
is as follows:
The presidency of Harvard has long been
recognized as one of the most distinguished
educational positions in the entire world.
Whenever the president of Harvard speaks
his words and thoughts attract wide attention, and justly so. A recent address by Dr.
James B. Conant has stirred much controversy. Addressing a meeting of educators,
the _:)resident of Harvard launched a severe
attack on private schools and the privateschool system. While most of his remarks
centered around the denominational private
school, he did not exempt any part of the
private or prepar a tory school system from his
criticism. The -c entral par t of his argument
was that if an increasing number of boys
and girls went to private schools rather than
to public h igh schools it would destroy the
democr at ic unity of our school system. You
have two systems side by side, which is un-

desirable. It would be wiser, he implied, to
develop the public schools to the point where
all boys and girls of high-school age could
be taken care of.
One cannot help but wonder why, if all
education on the secondary level should be
in public, tax-supported institutions, the
same argument might not apply to colleges
an d u n iversities. Dr. Conant thought it was
desirable to go to a public high school because there you associated with all kinds
of people. Why could not the same argument be brought forward in the support
of State universities and State-supported
education? Anyone reading his address
could not help but wonder whether Dr.
Conant realized he was arguing not only for
the abolition of private secondary schools
but for private universities like Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, Brown, MIT, RPI, Dartmouth, Amherst, WilUams, Duke, Northwestern, Stanford, Chicago, Columbia, Van ..
derbilt, Tulane, Haverford, Colgate, Kenyon,
Hamilton, Allegheny, Bowdoin, Carlton,
Franklin and Marshall, Lehigh, Lafayette,
Washington and Lee, and many similar colleges and universities. We could prepare a
similar list of women's colleges.
This is a grave matter, and if taken seri·
ously could go a long way toward undermining one of the most important attributes
of our individualistic, free-enterprise sys ..
tem. We forget that when public schools
were first recommended their advocates were
all called Socialists. The system of public
schools ·and of State universities for years
was criticized as a product of socialistic
state, and yet here is a president of Harvard,
whose famous institution has the largest
endowment in the country because of the
gifts of its alumni and friends who made the
money they contributed under a capitalistic
system of private profit and free enterprise,
criticizing private education. This is the
American system and the American way, and
if those who direct the destinies of these
great private educational institutions believe
that the state should take over we have
fallen into sorry ways indeed.
To the argument that our present system
of private schools destroys democratic unity
we might reply, "So does the private college and private university." But the fact
of the matter is that it might not be difficult
to show that the average high school is not
as democratic as the average private pre ..
paratory school. There are many fine high
schools as good as many private schools, and
some are better than most, but I am talking
about the average. Many high schools just
cannot get boys and girls ready for universi ..
ties with high admission requirements. I
went to a public high school before I came
to Mercersburg. In that school was a secret
sorority and a fraternity whose members did
not associate with the other boys and girls
any more than was absolutely necessary.
From what parents tell me, the same thing
1s true in many high schools today. There
are groups and there are cliques, and many
youngsters are being regarded as not being
sociably desirable because they come from
what might be called the other side of the
tracks. Boys and girls are sometimes given
grades high enough to get high-school di·
plomas because their parents have influence.
Anyone who knows muc.h about our private
schools will have to admit that in some there
is snobbery, but if you tal{e the most famous
ones you will probably find more real democracy than exists in many public schools.
Certainly at Mercersburg and many other
schools what a boy does is far more impor·
tant than who his parents are and how much
money they have.
But more than that, parents have a right,
no matter what church they belong to, to
educate their children in places of their own
choosing. If this right is taken away we
shall no longer have the America we knew.
These mothers and fathers pay taxes to sup·
port public schools without complaint. It
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has been one of our sacred American prin·
ciples that men and women should be al·
lowed to worship as they choose. With it
goes the fundamental right to place their
children in denominational or other private
schools should they choose. To the life of
the country such schools have contributed
much. Certainly few would desire to abolish
the fa;mous private colleges and universities
I have mentioned above. Every argument
for the abolition of the private preparatory
school lends strength to the argument of
those who believe that all education should
be public-tax supported, or, if you will, "socialistic." There was once a president of
Harvard who called Exeter "one of our most
precious institutions." Why should anot her
president of Harvard wish to destroy it?

Exiles in New York Mold Leaders for Free
China
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WAYNE MORSE
OF OREGON

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "Exiles in New York Mold Leaders for Free China," published in a recent issue of the Christian Science
Monitor.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
EXILES IN NEW YORK MOLD LEADERS FOR FREE
CHINA

(By Mary Hornaday)
NEW YoRK.-Based on a confidence that
China someday will be emancipated from
Communist domination, a group of exiled
Chinese scholars is meeting regularly at the
China Institute here to help build up a reservoir of democratic leadership worthy of
the free China of tomorrow.
Dr. Li Chi-mei, president of China's Tsing
Hua University, is chairman of the group of
a dozen renowned Chinese scholars who not
only are blueprinting urgent projects for a
liberated China but are seeing to it that
Chinese students stranded in the United
States are developing the necessary technical skills to handle such projects.
FEW GO BACK HOME·

Since the entrance of Communist China
into the Korean war, few Chinese students
have returned to China and a number of students and professionals have fled to the
United States. With the $10,500,000 appropriated by the United States Government in
aid now tapering off, many are living from
hand to mouth.
Because as Edwin N. Clark, president of the
institute, says, "just a job" isn't the answer
especially for 2,409 highly trained professionals and intellectuals among these exiles,
the institute has set up a Free China Education and service program through which it
assigns individuals and teams to research institutes, laboratories, industries, graduate
schools, and government for research and
further training under an integrated plan
and centralized direction.
BROAD SCOPE

OF STUDY

"Although it is not possible to foresee the
end of this period of crisis and emergency 1n
China, this program is geared to the time
when the Communist overlords will be e&.peHed/' says Dr. Chih Meng, director of the
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China Institute. "It is designed to provide
leaders who will be prepared to reinstate
China in the brotherhood of free nations."
Some of the areas of study into which the
Chinese scholars will delve include: land reform, agriculture and food processing; industrial management; labor problems and relations; communications and transportation;
flood control and soil conservation; public
utilities, including water supply; public
health; mass education for literacy and citizenship; audio-visual education and the institutions and techniques of democracy."
The institute program is not being aimed
at aid to the Formosa Government of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek both because of
that government's lack of funds and the political turmoil involved.
The institute's free China education program supplements a placement and scholarship service it is operating for the benefit of
the 2,997 attending 511 American colleges
this year
With the financial aid of the National
Committee for a Free Asia, the institute has
just opened a Pacific Coast branch adjoining the University of California campus in
Berkeley.

The Omnibus Immigration Bill

tinued American policy of offering refuge to
oppressed people, based upon the principles
which made America great.
Mr. Rosenwald, president of the American
Council for Judaism, received national recognition 2 years ago for his indefatigable
efforts which contributed substantially to
the extension and improvement of the Displaced Persons Act.
Now the McCarran-Walter bill threatens
to reverse this liberal and intelligent approach to the refugee problem. The McCarran-Walter bill will give comfort to the
forces of communism which, on a world scale,
hope to divide men along the lines of race
or creed. The Humphrey-L<;l;.;nan bill would
be consistent with our Nation's over-all policy of supporting liberal forces everywhere,
regardless of race or creed, in the common
effort of all free men to maintain and extend
their freedom in the face of new forms of
totalitarian aggression.
I earnestly hope that you will do everything consistent with the functions of your
high office to prevent the passage into law
of the McCarran-Walter bill and to encourage
the adoption of some such liberal immigration policy as that formulated in the Humphrey-Lehman bill.
Very respectfully yours,
HENRY A. LOEB,
Treasurer.
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HON. MELVIN PRICE

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to insert in the Appendix of the RECORD certain communications I have received in regard to im•
migration legislation shortly to be submitted to the President for his consideration.
There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 5, 1952

THE AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR JUDAISM,
May 23, 1952.

The Honorable HERBERT H. LEHMAN,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR SENATOR: I enclose herewith for
your information copy of a letter sent to
President Truman by Henry A. Loeb, treasurer of this organization, indicating the
stand this organiz.ltion is taking in regard
to the McCarran-Walter and HumphreyLehman bills.
Sincerely yours,
GERALD BLANK,
Publicity Director.

THE AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR JUDAISM,
New York, N. Y.

The Honorable HARRY S. TRUMAN,
President of the United States,
The White House, Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: In Mr. Lessing
Rosenwald's absence from the country, I am
writing you in behalf of the membership of
the American Council for Judaism and in
my capacity as treasurer of that organization.
We observe, with profound regret, the Senate defeat of the Humphrey-Lehman immigration bill and the Senate support for the
McCarran-Walter bill.
The American Council for Judaism's agreement with the Humphrey-Lehman bill and
vigorous disapproval of the McCarran-Walter
bill is consistent with our long-standing encouragement of United States immigration
laws that avoid discriminations based upon
race or creed-laws which facilitate a con-

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include herewith an article from Air
Force magazine, June 3, 1952, issue. The
article supports the position taken by
our colleague, Hon. HENRY JACKSON of
Washington, in an address delivered in
the House June 5, 1952. The article
follows:
THE INEXCUSABLE RISK
(By John F. Loosbrock)
"Soon a few men in one airplane, flying
at sonic speeds and never seeing the ground,
will be able to drop anywhere on the face
of the earth a. single bomb containing an
explosive power far greater than the total
dropped during World War II."
Considering that the AAF alone dropped
more than 2,500,000 tons of bombs during
World War II, the above statement is staggering in its implications and profoundly
disturbing as well. But it was made recently
by an eminent authority before a congressional committee. At his request it was
placed in the record although subsequently
stricken ·from the published account of the
hearing. Assuredly it is not the voice of a
crackpot.
Not long afterward it was reported in the
press that the atomic tests scheduled to be
held at Eniwetok this September were for
the purpose of testing the first United States
prototype of the hydrogen bomb, the only
conceivable weapon that could approach a
destructive capability of the magnitude described in the opening paragraph. The assertion has neither been confirmed nor
denied.
At about the same time, on Capitol Hill,
the House of Representatives slapped a
spending ce1ling of $46,000,000,000 on defense
spending for the forthcoming year. This
mea,t-ax approach to defense spending fol-

lowed hard on the heels of a Presidential
slash in the military budget that already
had postponed our achievement of minimum
security from the 1954 date arrived at by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff to sometime in
1956. The House ceiling, unless removed by
the Senate, would further postpone the time
at which minimum, and only minimum, security could be obtained.
It all added up to what Gen. Carl A. Spaatz,
testifying before the Senate Preparedness
Subcommittee, called an inexcusable risk.
To examine this risk and its implicattons
falls well within the province of . this magazine. And in the examination certain inescapable conclusions stand out with startling clarity.
Russia, as of now, may well possess atomic
weapons in sufficient quantity that would,
if delivered upon this country, seriously
cripple our ability to strike back, wound
grievously our productive centers and inflict
such casualties upon the civ1lian population that its will to resist would be badly
weakened, if not broken. And there is a
mounting body of evidence to indicate that
the U. S. S. R., is as near, or nearer, than
the United States to the attainment of the
almost infinitely devastating hydrogen bomb.
Russia has the capability to deliver these
weapons successfully against the United
States in a surprise, one-way attack.
If our retaliatory power were knocked out,
or seriously impaired, we would be virtually
helpless against further blows, since we have
no air defense worthy of the name.
In the face of the above we are stretching out our air-power capability, we are
still preparing to buy less rather than more
of the defense we need and to pay more for
it.
Whether or not the prototype of what
William Laurence of the New York Times
calls the hell bomb is actually scheduled
for detonation this fall, the President did
direct the Atomic Energy Commission to
begin work on the hydrogen bomb back in
1950. Our nuclear scientists and engineers
have been working hard-but not all outon the project since then, despite incredible
nai:vete in certain influential scientific
quarters about Russian H-bomb capabilities
and intentions. It's a good guess that we
are making progress and are not too far away
from our H-bomb goals.
But, it will be said, Russia was about 4
years behind us in exploding her first known
atomic weapon. Isn't she probably just as
far or farther behind us in the development
of the infinitely more complex hydrogen
bomb?
The answer to that, categorically, is, "It
ain't necessarily so." Here's what Senator
BRIEN McMAHON, Democrat, Connecticut,
chairman of the Joint Atomic Energy Com:mittee, said in February 1950, shortly after
the President's directive to the AEC:
"Let me warn, with all the solemnity at
my command, that building hydrogen bombs
does not promise security for the United
States • • • Do not for a moment overlook the obvious-that Soviet Russia broke
our atomic-bomb monopoly sooner than we
expected, and she would break any hydrogenbomb monopoly with equal or greater speed."
Sen a tor MCMAHON said further in the same
speech, "Kapitza, the great Soviet physicist,
and German scientists imported into Russia
are noted for their special competence in
the technical problems relating to hydrogen
weapons. Densely populated American cities
are made to order for an explosive that will
level hundreds of square miles. Communism suffered a defeat in prestige when our
democracy completed the earliest atomic
bombs, but this prestige defeat would be
more than recouped, assuming that Russia
were to complete hydrogen bombs soonest.
Furthermore, if the Kremlin believes that
it cannot outproduce us in ordinary weapons • • • its logical strategy is to excel
1n the thermonuclear field."
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There are indications that the Senator
may have been a better prophet than he realized, even though he might have erred on
the side of optimism. (See The Atomic Illusion, Air Force, January and February 1952,
the Editors.) For the "logical strategy" to
which he referred is now ~nown to be based
on far more than considerations of prestige.
For a long t ime Russia has possessed the
working knowledge on which to base the
production of a hydrogen bomb, through
Klaus Fuchs, British nuclear scientist now
serving a prison term for espionage. It is
known that American and British authorities have been far more concerned about the ·
amount of data concerning the. hydrogen
bomb that Fuchs passed on to his Red masters than about any conventional A-bomb
data he possessed. The extent of the information that Russia so received was indicated
by the types of directives Fuchs received
from Moscow.
There ts reason to believe, then, that
Russia may be endeavoring to close the gap
that still lies between her and the United
States in the nuclear field by concentrating
her effort in the thermonuclear field while
we expend an unreasonable portion of our
effort on "baby" A-bombs and atomic artillery. It is true that tactical A-bombs have
important applications in surface warfare,
particularly in the defense of Western
Europe. However, neither atomic artillery
nor atomic-propelled batttleships in vast
numbers are apt to satisfy the forlorn hope
of those nuclear knights who feel that modern war has become "too messy" to be waged
anywhere but on the battlefield. Unfortunately, Communist aggression is a messy
problem.
And what better way could Russia choose
for catching up with us? One hydrogen
bomb has the destructive power of some 100
conventional A-weapons. Thus, the matter
of relative size of stockpiles becomes academic. Similarly, the possession of vast
productive fac111ties, in which we have prided ourselves that we can never be bested,
becomes lees essential as time goes on, given a Russian capability for producing limited amounts of fissionable material.
A solid hint that Russia might be further
along in the thermonuclear field than previously calculated is found in General
Spaatz's testimony before the Johnson preparedness subcommittee in which he said:
"I think that time is running out as far
as we are concerned. We have been rather
lucky in our wishy-washy policy in getting
away with it. We have not faced the fact
that Russia is acquiring a stockpile of Hand A-bombs. Ruthless as they are, when
they have that stockpile they will use it to
get whatever they want. The due date for
that you can put anywhere, whether 1954 or
1955."
And when the Russians do go after whatever they want it appears that the United
States will have little with which to stop
them, at least on the basis of present plans
and appropriations. Our air defense at the
moment is pitifully weak, we are turning
out all-weather fighters in driblets, our radar
warning system is far from complete, and
our guided-missile program, while promising, is still a long way from the kind of perfection that will be needed.
Testifying before the same committee that
h as quizzed General Spaatz, retired Lt. Gen.
E nnis S. Whitehead laid it on the line.
"I think," he said, "that a well-planned,
well-executed surprise attack on the United
States would succeed beyond the fondest
hopes of its commander. Such an attack
would have to be a one-way mission and the
commander of such a force could be entirely cold-blooded about it and only be interested in getting as many bombs as possible
on American targets."
But does Russia have the capability for ·
such an attack? All indications are that

she does. · She is known to possess the TU-4.
a B-50-type bomber, in quantity. The TU-4
can hit any target in the United States from
bases in Russia (except, perhaps, the littla
White House at Key West). It would be
a one-way mission, of course, but it is important to remember that one-way does not
mean suicidal. The crews could drop their
bombs and continue on to internment in a
neutral country like Mexico or take their
chances on parachuting over the United
States. (Soviet aircrews must know that
prisoners of war of the United States enjoy a standard of living considerably better
than that of the average Russian comrade.)
One-way missions are not unheard of, as
witnessed by the famous Doolittle raid on
Tokyo.
"In good weather and in daylight, in areas
where we have concentration.g of high-performance day interceptors," said General
Whitehead, "we would be lucky if, today, we
got a quarter of the attackers. The overall average would be closer to 10 or 15 percent. And at night, or under instrument
conditions, the chances are that 95 to 99
of P.very 100 bombers would get through to
their targets." His figures, of course, are
based on the state of our defense as of
July 31, 1951, when he retired. They have
since improved, but not enough to change
his figures by more than one or two percentage points.
It is easy to figure out what these statistics might mean, although hardly encourag.
ing. Assumed that we had found a miraculous method of beefing up our air defense
to the point where we might intercept half
of the attacking bombers. Out of a force
of 200 airplanes taking off from bases witbin
the Soviet Union, 100 could be expected to
deliver their bombs to within one nautical
mile of 100 United States targets. In such
a surprise attack, only a dozen or so bombers would be required to knock out the bulk
of our atomic retalia.tory force. The remaining 88 bombers could be assigned to
lucrative population and industrial centers.
We would be whipped before we could get
started.
That is what people are prone to forget
when they would have us find refuge in the
comfortable assumption that our retaliatory
strength. is so great as to make atomic war
unprofitable for an aggressor. This is what
the respected newspaper pundit, Walter
Lippmann, forgot when he wrote, in February 1952:
"The American capacity to strike hard
blows immediately and to mobilize the full
military capacity of this country has now
been brought to a point where any war of
aggression could be anything but long, indecisive, and infinitely destructive."
For if our retaliatory power is our sole
deterrent to war and is knocked out, what
then? That is why the Japs aimed for our
fleet at Pearl Harbor. Not because its loss
represented a knockout blow to the United
States, but because it represented the only
deterrent force to hamper Japanese freedom
of movement in the Pacific. Today, with
the Air Force as our first line of defense,
the atomic retaliatory striking forces of the
Strategic Air Command must play a similar
role in an enemy's thinking.
The Air Force had no other alternative
but to pour the lion's share of its lean
budget into retaliation during the postwar
years, when Russia's air fleet lacked an in.;.
tercontinental capability and we enjoyed a
monopoly on the bomb. Today, when the
reverse is true, the air defense of SAC becomes fundamental to the defense of the
country at large.
Time, long considered to be on our side, is
beginning to run out. When asked by Senator JOHNSON how much time we had to
create the minimum 126-group Air Force
recommended by the Joint Chiefs, General
Spaatz replied that no one could guess what
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went on in Stalin's mind. Instead of talking about a stretchout and the impossibility
of meeting certain objectives, he said, "Our
aircraft manufacturers should be forced to
produce high quality planes at the most
rapid rate they can until our Air Force more
nearly approximates that of Russia. I think
if we start now we may not have any more
than enough time."
Time, then, has become our most precious
commodity and the air power stretchout,
bally.hooed as an economy measure, is likely
to become the greatest waste of all-far
greater, for example, than the investigators
have been able to turn up in all their scrutiny
of the defense effort. It is now conceded
that the stretchout will not result in economies to the taxpayer. General Spaatz has
testified that it is likely to add as much as
$2,000,000,000 tc. our total spending. It will
cost more to build the same number of planes
in 4 years as it would to build them in 2.
The American public has been fed many
plausible arguments to justify both the administration's original stretchout and the
House of Representatives' subsequent dragout of the air power program. Among them
is the contention that the original production schedules, set up by the Air Force to
meet its requirements, were unrealistic and
could not possibly have been met. Part and
parcel of this argument is the claim that
numerous design changes have caused unwarranted delays.
Neither of these contentions, or perhaps
excuses is a better word, will wash. Additional testimony before the Senate Prepm·edness Subcommittee made this very plain.
The witness was Lt. Gen. K. B. Wolfe, retired,
former Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for
Materiel, who demolished both complaints in
short order.
With regard to schedules, General Wolfe
testified, "In my opinion the ·schedules
were realistic.
•
In
approximately March or April of 1951 it became apparent that the assumed conditions
around which we and the industry had built
the program would not be inet • * •
the industry told the Air Force that they
were not getting delivery on machine tools;
their priorties for material were not coming
through; that the arrangements for the constructions of ~ew plants * • • were not
coming through as we had originally
assumed.''
On the subject of design changes General
Wolfe pointed out that we had many des~gn
changes during World War II and still managed to produce quite a few airplanes. As
he put it, " • • • thank God, we did,
because that gave us the most modern equipment at all times. * • * The worst
thing that we could have happen to us
would be to completely freeze the program."
He· then pointed out that frozen designs
would not meet the requirement of various
theaters of war and would not meet the
competition of the enemy air, concluding,
" • • • I just can't go along with saying that design changes one, held us up, or,
two, that they can be stopped."
In this connection it is interesting to note
that the inadequacy of pre-World War II
military research and development was
largely responsible for many design changes
during that conflict. We just weren't "ready
to go" with suitable prototypes at Pearl
Harbor time.
There are collateral harmful effects of the
stretch-out, and for the first of these the administration will have to pick up the tab.
For the plain fact is that the stretch-out,
upon which Congress has not yet voted, is
already in effect.
Just to name a few actions resulting from
the announcement of the stretch-out budget,
the Fairchild plant at Chicago was closed
before it could open for business; a General Electric plant at Louisville now will
produce home appliances 1nstead of jet en-
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glne parts; 20,000,000 pounds of aluminum
originally scheduled for use in the first two
quarters of this year were turned back to
the Defense Production Administration.
And there are many other indications that
the proposed stretch-out already is in effect.
Perhaps the most stunning blow of all
to our national defense posture is that the
sense of urgency has flown completely out
of the window. After all, if the President
doesn't mind missing the Joint Chiefs' target date by a couple of years why should
Congress balk at missing it by a few additional months?
But we are stretching out far more than
our production of planes. We are stretching
a period of explosive tension which needs
only a spark to set off a third world war.
And we are stretching out all these things
at the very time that the enemy is not only
maintaining but increasing her capacity.

Life Is a Pageant
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WAYNE MORSE
OF OREGON
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a portion
of a lett~r addressed to its clients by
the Pioneer Service Co., of Eugene, Oreg.,
entitled "Life Is a Pageant."
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:
PIONEER SERVICE Co., INC.,
Eugene, Oreg., April 1952.

LIFE IS A PAGEANT
TAXES, BAD WEATHER CONDITIONS, THE HIGH COST
OF LIVING, THE KOREAN WAR, POLITICS
To Clients of the Pioneer Service Co.

GENTLEMEN: These are five major episodes
in the pageant. Part of these are virtually
in the past, but the high cost of living, the
Korean war, and politics still make us go
round and round in circles. When one reads
the morning papers, listens to our own commentators, and reads the articles written by
our columnists, and listens to the political
speeches, pro and con, one thinks, Is it any
wonder that our m .e ntal institutions are
crowded to overflowing?
PAST AND PRESENT CONDITIONS AS THEY APPEAR
TO ME TODAY
This may be a strange way to start a letter, but one has to start with the fundamental things that are creating this disturbance-a maelstrom that whirls us
around and around until it almost seems
as if we are whirling in space. Thank the
. Lord for gravity that holds the planets in
space and holds us down to the solid earth.
We have one other thing to be thankful for.
Several years ago I attended a chamber of
commerce meeting at which the main
speaker was Frank Branch Riley, one of our
noted lecturers in the Northwest. When
he told us that we should be happiest when
things appear to us to be the worst, one
gentleman at the table got up and asked
him why he said that. Mr. Riley replied,
"When things seem to be at the worst, you
should be happy because they cannot get
any worse."
THERE IS GOING TO BE MORE MONEY IN
CIRCULATION
The Federal Government from here on out
will be paying out more money than it has
been taking in. That will makes this dif-

terence: it will put more money into circulation; and the authorities claim there
will be no more Federal taxes this year such
as we have just gotten through paying. The
military program also is getting under way,
and at a faster clip, and that will prime the
pump still more. It is even claimed that
the high cost of living has begun to drop.
BUSINESS WILL PICK UP THIS SPRING AND
SUMMER
Over here, west of the Cascades, where the
lumber industry is the big thing, some of the
mllls are beginning to operate better because
they are beginning to get logs down from the
mountains; and as the spring weather advances logging can resume its full momentum. Logging is the lifeblood of the Pacific
Northwest and the Rocky Mountain States,
all of which are more or less in our trade
area. Sickness and the deep snow in the
mountains have qealt a heavy blow to the
country in general, and especially to Nevada, Utah, parts of Idaho, the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon, the Cascades, and
the coast range. Where lumbering thrives
and where the cattle industry has taken a
hard beating in the past, the prospect is
now bright.
At the time these improved conditions are
gaining momentum, the Government has released more steel, copper, and other metals
to the building and other construction industries, the automobile industry, and the
manufacturers of electrical appliances. This
will soon put all labor to work again. With
prices remaining quite firm and an abundance of crops (to which the weather this
winter has been a godsend), and the general
public working, with plenty of everything
they need to buy (now that there is no lack
of materials to make them), how can anyone
fail to be optimistic-even in an election
year, with the presidential campaign and
election just around the corner?
~OW IS THE TIME FOR THE BUSINESSMAN TO
TAKE STOCK OF HIS RESOURCES
Now is the time for you to pick up your
hand and look every card over carefully. Be
sure that when you make a move you know
that move is going to be for the betterment
of your business. Undoubtedly the depression we have just gone through during the
past several months has left you quite jittery.
Now, as you take stock of conditions, you will
realize that different departments of your
business should be strengthened. Whether
people call it a depression or not, I feel it
has been just that, because the · high cost of
living and this bad winter and the storage
of money among the white-collared class, and
others who have been making only from $150
up to $300 a month, have put an awful strain
on what resources people had. Drugs and
doctors, also cost money.
COMPETITION
Competition is the life of business; and
business is like a river. If you have ever
watched floodwaters as they roll by, and
seen houses and even livestock sucked in,
you have seen how the fit survive. Tt.at is
like the business world today. If you are
strong and capable, and use your head, and
play the right cards, you will stay on top.
If you don't, you sink.
OUR COUNTRY AS A WHOLE IS IN GOOD SHAPE
This United States-your country and
mine-is the greatest country on earth. Today, according to United States News and
other trade journals and newspapers, from
statistics I have been able to t].nd, and after
talking with a lot of our leading bankers, I
find there is more money on deposit today
than ever before. Almost all city property,
farms, and other property, are in better shape
to accept mortgages. More new cars are being driven than for a number of years pastif you don't think so, look out the door.
There are more electrical contrivances on the
market, such as refrigerators, washing ma-

chines, radios, and other electrical equipment. The farmer is in the best shape financially that he has ever been in; and the cattle and sheep men have had a wonderful 3
or 4 years. (I can remember when there was
mortgage on virtually every flock of sheep
and herd of cattle throughout Oregon and
Idaho.) With the demand for labor picking
up every day, and the Government predicting that a shortage of labor will be felt definitely by midsummer, you can see what the
businessmen have to look forward to.
PRESENT-DAY POINTERS
Competition is the life of business, as
we said before, a fact that is being demonstrated quite fully by our newspapers and
our broadcasting stations throughout the
country. Now is the time, gentlemen, to
really spit on your hands and. say, "Here is
a job to be done, and I am not going to be
caught napping when spring and summer
unfold." Note these points carefully:
1. Under no circumstances let this past
depression we have Just been through get
you down.
2. Whatever you do, let our politicians do
most of the politicking.
3. Keep your eye on the ball by watching
your own business and letting the politicians
watch theirs. Read the papers, but don't let
somebody sell you a lot of propaganda. Try
to pick out the facts and act upon them.
4. Don't let somebody tell you how to vote.
This is going to be rather hard as time goes
on, because the State elections we are having now will look like small-town baseball
beside what the big league will present later.
· You men who have weathered the storm
thus far have been able to get a good line
on your inventory-what you need, and what
you don't need. A lot of you have been oversold; an,: it has been heartbreaking to
finance your business and keep up with your
personal accounts as well as your insurance
and your taxes. Those of you who have
been able to do this have accomplished two
things: (1) You have built up a credit rating
with your wholesale houses; and ( 2) you
have shown your banker that you are entitled to the loans you have been compelled
to ask · for from time to time. Experience,
gentlemen, is the best teacher of all; and
you get experience by battling the elements,
whatever they may be.
CREDIT CONTROLS AND WHAT THEY MEAN TO YOU
AND YOUR BUSINESS
You businessmen, if you have read carefully, ought to be able to see the handwriting on the wall. Regulation W is being
weakened more every day. As Government
controls go off, watch consumer credit pyramid, as it did before the Government stepped
in. The national consumer debt at that
time was virtually $21,000,000,000-and that's
not hay. Consumer credit is terribly bard on
the small businessman who has to compete
with the big business houses and chain organizations. The big organizations work not
just on th ' profit on the merchandise they
sell, but on the finances they get on their
own paper that they handle themselves, and
they are not forced to go to the banks as the
small-business man has to do.

The Omnibus Immigration Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF .NEW YORK
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to insert in the REcORD an excerpt from a resolution adopted
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on June 1 by the third convention of
the Polish-American Congress meeting
at Atlantic City, N. J. This resolution
deals with pending immigration legis·
lation, and urges the President to veto
the McCarran bill.
There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
The third convention of the Pollsh-Amer·
1can Congress in Atlantic City urges that
the next executive board continues their endeavors for the reopening of the gates of the
United States to thousands of Poles stlll remaining in exile. In connection with the
pending legislation in the Congress of the
United States, which might decide the fate
of the future immigration of Poles to this
country, the convention recommends appealing to the President of the United States
to veto the McCarran bill which not only preserved the present, discriminatory quota system for countries in middle-eastern Europe,
but introduces new restrictions and limits,
contrary to the sentiment and tradition of
the United States.
Efforts of Communist followers in the same
direction should be rejected as just a diversion. Servants of a foreign dictatorship
and tyranny do not have the right to appeal
for freedom and the rights of man.

Truman's Atomic Expansion Plan
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include articles from the daily press
which supports the position taken by
our colleague, Hon. HENRY JACKSON, of
washington, in an address delivered in
the House June 5, 1952:
[From the Har.t ford Times of May 30, 1952}
TRUMAN'S ATOMIC ExPANSION PLAN HELD TOO
MODEST
WASHINGTON.-Advocates of "atomic firepower unlimited" endorsed President Truman's $4,200,000,000 atomic expansion program today but suggested that it isn't big
enough.
Senator BRIEN McMAHON, Democrat, of
Connecticut, first to plug for "an atomi.c
Army and an atomic Navy and an atomic
Air Force," said the President's program "is
absolutely vital to our national security."
But he called it a bare minimum program
which he said does not call for "doing as
much as we can • • • as fast as we
can."
McMAHON, chairman of the House-Senate
Atomic Energy Committee, has urged
atomic expansion at the rate of several billion dollars a year. The President's proposal, however, envisages annual expansion
spending in the hundreds of m1llions only.

•

•

The President asked Congress yesterday
for $3,341,000,000 to finance an expansion
program the ultimate ,cost of 'which; he esti·
mated, will be $4,200,000,000. Mr. Truman
said the expansion is needed to "maintain
and increase our leadership" in the atomic
arms race with Russia.
Actual spending on the new atomic pro.
gram in the :fiscal year· starting July 1 would
be only $650,000,000. Of that, the Tennes·
see Valley Authority would spend $50,000,000

for a start on steam power · plants to run
the proposed new atomic facilities.
The rest would be spent in the next t
years.
McMAHoN and other members of his com•
mittee long have contended that atolnic fire·
power, because of its greater destructive effect, is far cheaper than conventional kinds.
There also have been warnings that Rus·
sia may be cutting down America's atolnic
lead· faster than anyone untU recently
thought ·p ossible.
Despite a $2,000,000,000 United States ex·
panslon project now well advanced, Repre•
sentative MELVIN PRICE, Democrat, of Illinois,
asserted that we have been lax in building
our atomc stockpile. PRICE is a member of
the McMahon committee.
Endorsing the new program, PRICE said:
"The threat of Russian nuclear suprema•
cy continues to provide us with a grim warn·
ing. It would be inexcusable neglect for us
to fail to expand our own production."
The United States already is making
atomic weapons of many different kinds for
use by all of the services in tactical as well
as strategic warfare. It is expected this
year to test a hydrogen bomb, a super·
weapon capable--in theory, at least-of de•
straying a metropolis in a flash.
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buildings of Moscow. Around this shrine
other men wm walk. On days such as this
they wm gather there. Amid parades and
pomp and fanfare, salvos of artillery will
crash against the sky, wreaths will be laid.
Speeches will echo in the square. But no
word will be spoken of God. No mass will
be offered there; no hands joined in prayer.
The contrast between these two scenes,
a national memorial service charged with
religious significance and a national memorial service bereft of all religion, 1s not a
mere contrast of customs. It is a contrast
of two political philosophies. For us, religion is so basic to our political life that a
great civic event 1s unthinkable without religion as its heart, its central theme. We
are not only a people deeply religious in our
individual lives but a people who realize the
absolute necessity of religion to preserve the
life of the body politic which is America. We
know religion alone can solve the basic problem in political life.
What precisely is this problem in political
life which we call basic? Perhaps it may help
our understanding of it 1f we eliminate the
problems on two levels of political life in
which religion and the church have no direct
interest.
When we speak of politics or political life
what first comes to mind are the rivalries of
political parties within the fabric of a com[From the Washington Daily News of June 7,
monly accepted form of national govern1952]
ment. Many and diverse are the problems
ATOMIC
that here confront the practical politician
WASHINGTON.-Representative
CARL T.
and the people and even more numerous and
DURHAM, vice chairman of the Congressional
varied the solutions which ·can be offered.
Atomic Energy Committee, said America will
Tariffs, :fiscal policies, natural resources,
lose its lead in the atomic arms production foreign relations-all give rise to a bewilrace to Russia only if Congress refuses to
dering variety of particular questions. With
appropriate funds for the Nation's atomic
most of these religion has little or no part.
program. The North Carolina Democrat
This phase of political life is fundamentally
said the country would never stand for it if
s~cular, not in the sense of being inimical
the lawmakers should do this.
to religion, nor in the sense that particular
solutions are not within the great domain
of morality which religion alone can safeguard, but in the sense that religion does
not
provide direct answers to the burning
Liberty, Authority, and Religion
questions on this level of political life. In
the words of one of the greatest of modern
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
popes, when neither of two contending politOF
ical parties offer menace to the sacred character of civil authority itself the church
must "hold herself apart from all strife of
rivalry and continue to pursue her work for
OF MARYLAND
the common good, embracing all in her maIN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
ternal love" (Leo XIll, Cum Multa, DecemThursday, June 5, 1952
ber 18, 1882, A. S. S. XV, 242).
The second meaning of political life is
Mr. O'CONOR. Mr. President, con·
more profound than that which signiflicting political philosophies are the far
fies the contentions of political parties. On
basic cause of world troubles today. Un· this level we have the contentions between
der the title, "Liberty, · Authority, and various systems of government--democracy,
Religion," the Most Reverend Francis P. aristocratic oligarchy, monarchy. Yet here,
Keough, archbishop of Baltimore, dis- too, religion has no direct role to play. Whatcussed this basic cause of world unrest ever form of government may best suit the
at the military memorial Mass held in particular economic, cultural, and historical
of a given people is a purely civic quesArlington Cemetery on Sunday, May 25, life
tion to which religion offers no answer. The
1952.
church has flourished under several forms of
The views the reverend archbishop government and the attempt to aline her
presents, depicting the conflict between with any particular kind has been called
the two systems, one based upon religion, by one of the supreme pontiffs "an imthe other upon denial of God and moral moderate abuse of religion" (Leo XIII, Savalues, make ' a distinct contribution to pientiae Christianae, January 10, 1890, A.
S. S. X.Xll, 396). For us Americans as
discussions on this vital topic today.
the democratic republic to which
I ask unanimous consent that the ad- Catholics
we owe our complete and unwavering aldress of Archbishop Keough be printed legiance is a. good government. For us Cathin the Appendix of the RECORD.
olics as Americans it is the best government .
There being no objection, the address But among all the forms of government conwas ordered to be printed in the RECORD, ceivable religion will not decide which is the
better. That decision depends upon the
as follows:
genius of a particular people in a particular
Beneath the full glory of the risen sun,
environment-upon factors other than re!n the midst of the graves of our heroic
ligion. "The Church does not consider as
dead, we stand here this May morning. We
her affair what form of government a peo·
have come to conduct a memorial service.
Five thousand Iniles from here stars cast ple may choose or by what institutions the
«ivil government of nations is conducted,
their cold light upon another grave, another
memorial. T.he huge pile of masonry tha~ Qf tlle d11ferent types of government there
bears up the body of ~nin towers over t~ _ ils none which the church does not approve!..

HON. HERBERT R. O'CONOR
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provided it be not destructive of religion or
of moral discipline" (Leo XIII, Sapientiae
Ohristianae, January 10, 1890, A. S. S. XXII.
396).

What then is this fundamental problem
1n political life to which religion alone provides the answer?
Beneath ·the shifting sands of party rivalries, underlying every form of government
is the profound principle of national life,
the principle that makes one nation of many
persons. This principle directs the members of a particular civil society to the purpose of all civil society. It welds their seve~al
actions into one activity. It insures an orderly surrounding and provides all the environmental conditions wherein each member can work out his legitimate material and
spiritual goals. This principle is absolutely
necessary for unity. Without it a nation is
either united by brute force or it is an
anarchic chaos-no nation at all. The principle of which we speak is the principle of
authority, the right to command. Authority
1s the basic principle from which every state
derives its unity and its life-and authority
cannot exist without religion.
When our Divine Lord stood before the
tribunal of Pontius Pilate, He spoke a word
which should ring in the ears of every ruler
and every subject to the end of time: "Thou
shouldst have no authority over Me were it
not given thee from above." This is the
truth that religion and religion alone can
proclaim and inculcate and defend-all authority is from God, a sacred and a holy
thing.
Without this realization which religion insures, and hence without religion, authority
degenerates into tyranny. He who will not
have God for a master must accept man as a
master. Religion alone tells us that the authority of civil society 1s based upon the natural and ennobling subjection of the creature to his Creator. When we obey legitimate
authority we obey God Himself who is the
author of civil society. We perform an act of
religion. Without this realization which religion gives, what motive is left us for the
acceptance of authority? Fear of the police
power of the state? But that is slavery and .
the reverse side of the coin of slavery is
tyranny. Expediency? But expediency, enlightened self-interest is a weak motive. It
can rarely inspire the daily sacrifice which
obedience to lawful authority entails. It can
never inspire the supreme sacrifice which
those who lie all around us have made. The
history of nations and reason itself teach us
that where the higher motive of reverence for
divine authority in the authority of the state
fails only the fear and terror inspired by
tyranny can substitute.
Without religion, authority tends to corrupt those who wield it. Absolute power
was never intended for finite beings and
without religion, without the realization of
a higher authority from which all power
is derived and to which even the rulers must
bow, the one who wields authority wields
absolute, unlimited power. With what infinite pains did not our founding fathers
endeavor to frame a governm-ent in which an
exquisitely adjusted system of checks and
balances should prevent any man or small
group of men from seizing this absolute un·
fettered power. Yet all these carefully drawn
plans are utterly futile, so many scrawls
on so many scraps of paper, without the one
really effective check, the one really perfect
balance which lies in the acceptance of divine power over the administrators of divine
authority.
Without religion, without its teaching and
its potent influence, authority corrupts subject and ruler. The man who bows to another human being as to a last source of
authority degrades himself and loses his dig·
nity as a person created equal with other
men, The man who wields authority as if it
were his absolute possession becomes· an evU
tyrant for it is the ironic law of the universe

that he who begins to play at being a god
ends by being a devil.
If religion be necessary for a true concept
of authority, it is equally necessary for a true
concept of the rights of man. This truth
we find proclaimed in the Declaration of Independence: "Man is endowed by his Creator
with certain inalienable rights among which
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." The whole complex of these rights de·
pends upon the very notion of right itself.
But what is a right? Whence is it derived?
Rights are merely the inevitable accompaniment of obligations. So a parent has rights
over a child because the child has obligations toward its parents. A depositor has
rights against a bank because the bank has
obligations to the depositor.
Wherever
rights are found, obligations or duties will
be found. Rights are derived from duties.
Whence the·n are the rights which we call
inalienable, which no one can take from
us? Like all other rights they are derived
from an obligation, but unlike all other
rights, they are inalienable, rooted in the
very depths of human nature, dependent for
their existence on no man or collection of
men or contingent fact other than life
itself. The singular character of these rights
depends upon the singular character of the
obligation that gives birth to them and that
is the supreme obligation to seek and to find
God our Creator. Because man needs the
right to life and liberty and the number of
rights which are summed up in the phrase
"pursuit of happiness" in order to find God,
he has those rights. Because his duty, his
obligation to come to God is absolute and
inalienable, those rights are absolute and
inalienable. Without religion, without God,
these precious rights we call our heritage
have no meaning, no inviolability, no absolute character.
It is not difficult to see that there is a
potential conflict between the liberty and
the rights of man and the authority and
right of the nation. So long as they are
bath founded in God, so long as they are
both permeated with a spiritual and religious meaning, a balance will be maintained. Authority will not become tyranny
because it is a limited authority derived
from God. Liberty will not become license
because it is a liberty curbed by the end for
which it exists-the attainment of God. But
dispense with religion. Forget God as the
Supreme Authority and the Supreme Author of rights. The entire balance collapses.
Anarchy or tyranny sweeps into the vacuum.
The nation as we conceive it ceases to exist.
The fundamental problem of political life
then is how to conciliate the exercise of
authority, indispensable to the existence of
the state, with the liberty and rights of.
man, indispensable to his dignity as a human person, indispensable to the attainment
of his goal. Only religion which teaches
that all authority comes from God can implement the power of civil government with
a motive worthy of the dignity of man.
Only religion can inculcate and defend the
inalienable rights of man. Only religion
can prevent the corruption of the ruler by
unlimited power. Only religion can safeguard liberty without destroying authority.
Because we realize the importance of this
bond between religion and the body politic,
because we appreciate the religious foundation of our Nation, we are conducting a national memorial service which is religious.
It is altogether fitting that we do this. For
those whom we commemorate today, those
who gave their lives for this Nation and
here sleep the long sleep of heroes, gave all
they had not only for home and family, not
only for the soil they loved and the way of
life they believed in-they gave their lives
1n obedience to the voice of Divine Authority
on the lips of men, They gave their lives
for rights derived from their Creator. They
gave their lives for a Nation built upon
religious foundations.

Perhaps they did not avert to this very
frequently. Perhaps many of them felt that
those placed over them might have acted
more wisely, thought more deeply and prayed
more honestly to the God whose authority
they wielded. Perhaps as they charged
across pock-marked earth and crawled from
muddy foxholes they had little time to meditate upon the high purpose behind the
screeching inferno, the mixture of blood and
fear and rage that is battle. And perha:_--s
before God who reads the human heart and
sees the wellsprings of human motivation,
that is not important. What is important is
that they gave their lives in obedience to
the voice of God as God gave them to hear
His voice. What is important is that they
died defending a Nation founded upon the
religious conviction that only divine authority can unite free men, a Nation founded
under God, a Nation which publicly proclaims its trust is in God. They spent their
lives, long or short, in this belief. And so
their lives and their deaths have a religious
meaning. Th&ir lives and deaths were for
God.
We have come here to remember ·:·hem.
Yet our remembrance can make little difference to them now. We have come here to
honor them. Yet the honor we pay them
cannot thrill their hearts or bring tears to
their eyes. We have come here to proclaim
our appreciation, our thanks for their sacrifice. Yet our paltry thanks fall upon deaf
ears. Why then have we come? Perhaps
we have come to hear them speak to us.
Perhaps if we listen closely we may hear
them say: "I am an American soldier, I
walked once along the streets of the cities
you call yours. I come from a little town
along the Mississippi. I come from the woods
of Maine. I come from the shores of the
Great Lakes. I come from the East and
West, the North and the South. I belonged
to many races. I come from mansions and
from cold-water flats. I was a lawyer, a
doctor, a laborer and business executive. I
volunteered for my country's service and I
was drafted. I accomplished many missions
and I died on my first. I died for my country. It would be impossible for you to understand the reasons why I died. They are ·
many. I did not know them compl tely myself until afterwards. Perhaps, then, before
I died, I would have said that I would die
for the American way of life, for freedom.
In a sense that is true, but now I see a larger
meaning in that word 'Freedom.' Now l
know that as the whole meaning of life is to
find God, so the whole meaning of a nation
is one that permits a man to fulfill that high
destiny. Before I died I had another name
for that destiny. I called it my God-given
rights, my freedom, my dignity as a person.
But really, all the time those rights were
but another view of my destiny-to be with
God for eternity. That is where my rights
and my freedom came from-God and His
plan for me. Because the foundations of my
country were religious, I had liberty which
no government could take away. Because
the foundations of my country were religiou::
I could obey authority without cringing to
a mere man. Because the foundations of
my country were religious those who exercised authority feared to exceed their rights
and infringe mine. Because the foundations
of my country were religious no one could
put himself in the way of my eternal destiny. This is the kind of Nation I died for.
This is why I died. If you who are left ever
forget the religious foundations of that Nation, you will have robbed my death of all
significance, you will have betrayed me, you
wm have betrayed yourselves, you will have
betrayed your country.''
Five thousand miles from here is another
grave, another memorial. It is the last resting place of a man, a man who would not
accept religion as the foundation of the
state, a man who rejected God as the author
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of rights, a man who sought for the source

of authority apart from God. The huge pile
of masonry that bears up the body of Lenin
towers over the buildings of Moscow. This
is the shrine of a nation professedly irreligious. It is also the shrine of a nation of
slaves.

Commencement Address of Secretary of
Air Force Thomas K. Finletter at the
United States Military Academy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BROOKS HAYS
OF ARKANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following excellent
address of Mr. Thomas K. Finletter at
the commencement exercises at West
Point, June 3, 1952:
General Irving, distinguished guests, and
gentlemen of the ·corps, this year's graduatIng class of the Military Academy will carry
particularly heavy responsibilities. But you
will have your rewards. Seldom has there
been such an opportunity for service to your
country as now. So, 1f your tasks will be
heayY, you . wm have the satisfaction of
knowing that what you are doing is an indispensable · part of your country's effort at
a time of one of our greatest crises.
The classes that have immediately preceded
you have paid a heavy cost; and the coun-.
try pays tribute to their sacrifices. Let us.
pray that similar sacrifices will not be called
on from you. But whether they are or not,
you must realize, as I am sure that you do,
that the country expects great things from
you in her time of stress.
·
From a strictly military point of view, your
task will be more ditficult than that of any
of your predecessors. You receive your commissions and take up your work at a time
when the greatest arms revolution in history is in progress. Often in the past there
have been plateaus in the military art, times
when the advances in weapons have been
proceeding at a ·slow and evolutionary rate.
But this is no slow and gradual evolution in
which we now are. This is a time when the
development in the striking power of weapons and, correspondingly, the changes in
strategy and tactics are jumping forward by
mutations, by leaps and bounds. It is your
responsibility to see to it that our strategy
and tactics keep apace with the dazzling development of science as applied to the development of weapons.
In your first years, you will not be dealing
with the broader aspects of how we are to
keep up with this arms revolution. You will
be dealing with the weapons themselves, and
that of itself is no small task. But during
these early years you will have to be preparing yourself for the time when you will
assume the greater responsibilities, when
you will have to make the decisions which
will determine whether or not our military
thinking is keeping apace with the incredible
advances in science and weapons.
This will not be easy for you to do. There
fs a certain orthodoxy in all professions.
Daring thinking does not always make a man
popular. But daring thinking in a daring
age is the only kind of thinking that is
aoing to do the job.
How you develop yourselves during the ·
first years of service as officers will determine
whether you will be good enough to handle
the greater problems as you move to field
Brade and then to general rank. ·

For as you leave West Point, your education
in the broad sense will be only beginning.
An education has failed if it has not put into
the mind of the student the incontrovertible
fact that he knows very little; for a man who
thinks he knows has ceased to learn. What
a good education, such as 4 years at West
Point, must put in a man's mind is the imperative and the urge to go on learninglearning not just the techniques of his job
but the broader and thoughtful things that
make a man really capable of the grand decisions. Your education will fail if it has not
given you an insatiable urge to learn the
broad things of this great civilization of
ours-what is in the great books of the past,
in the newspapers of today, in art and music
and in philosophical thought. I have had
the privilege of knowing many of the great
military leaders of World War n, and it is no
coincidence that the men who have had the
great battle records are men of deep interest
in culture. The man who captured Cherbourg is likely to be-in fact he is-devoted
to the great acts and culture of the west.
There may seem to be no connection between the two talents, but I assure you that
there is and that the great military leaders
of World War II are case studies which prove
the point. They prove, I think, that the
commander who fails to see why a study of
politics is indispensable to a study of war, or
why an otficer shQUld know something about
the origin and development and basic assumptions of. his own society and of other
societies will also fail to grasp the importance
of his own job of military leadership.
It is not enough, though, to drive on just
with your intellectual education. You have
been told for 4 years now, rightly, that you
must be leaders. And the first requirement
for leadership is character. This is again
something that, though you may have it now,
you must fight to keep and build in the years
to come.
When I was here recently at your sesquicentennial, one of the professors-an Academy graduate-told me that the toughtest
job a graduate of the Academy has to face as
he goes out in the world is the change in
standards which he knows. At West Point
honor is the prevalent standard. If you ask
a man a question you are sure to get the
truth in reply. You can count on integrity
of speech and act. If a man says he is going
to do something, you can be sure he is going
to do his best to do it. And there are no concealed tricks in the relationship of men to
men. But this is not, unfortunately, the
way it always is in the world you will meet
when you graduate. It will be hard to keep
up your standards in an atmosphere which
is not too sympathetic to them.
I imagine this will be the toughest problem you will face. And, again, as in the case
of your intellectual education, the job will
be to realize that these standards of honor
will have to be fought for 1f you are to keep
them. For standards are the sort of thing
that go either up or down. They don't go
sideways.
When I say that during your early years
of service you will have to be preparing
yourself for your future tasks I am not
speaking of what you will have to do if the
tragedy of war should come upon us. I am
talking about the decisions of a military kind
which are to take their part in the great and
new foreign policy which this country is now
embarked on.
It is important to realize that the military
aspects of our foreign policy are of the very
highest importance. And it follows from
this that if our foreign policy is to succeed,
all parts of it and, so far as you are concerned, the military part of it must be done
unsually well 1f we are to achieve our great
objective. Let us look a moment at the nature of this foreign policy of ours and at the
high military content in it; for you must
understand clearly what we are trying to do
1f ·you are · to play your part in doing ·it.
-
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The fundamental purpose of our foreign
policy is to establish a world in which war
will not exist-in which war and armaments,
the things without which war is not possible,
are controlled.
This keystone of our foreign policy, in a
sense, has been forced upon us. In the past,
the nature of armaments was such that war
was a bearable institution. It is true that
war often was the method whereby one nation blotted out another; and usually the
concentration on war led to the eventual destruction of the victor as well as the vanquished. But within recent history-say
within the last 500 years-wars have not
necessarily meant the destruction of the nations which participated in them. Indeed,
some nations have regarded war as a mere
extension of foreign policy, and have so
stated in their writings. They have said that
war was the way to accomplish their destiny.
And then, too, we passed through a phase,
largely during the colonial period of the
great powers and during the rule of the
family dynasties in Europe, when war was a
device for the expansion of the power of a
vigorous nation. It is within the memory
of all of us that wen-meaning men have
even spoken of such a thing as good wars
and bad wars.
I submit that all this is no longer tenable.
The advances in science, and particularly the
advances during the period from 1939 to
date, have been at such a fantastically rapid
rate that the great powers now have weapons
so devastating in their nature that it is
highly likely that both sides w111 destroy
themselves, or at least the essence of their
civilization, 1f they should ever go into allout conflict.
Necessity, therefore, has made it imperative that the prime objective of the foreign
policy of this country be the doing away of
the institution of war as such. But more
than this, such is the wish of the American
people. The American Nation was founded
and built by people who wanted to get away
from tyranny and from the constant bicker1ngs of rival states and, protected by the
peculiarly happy geographical location of
this country, we have been able to do so
from the birth of the Nation until the beginning of World War I-with the unhappy
exception of the Civil War among our own
people.
So that when the United States was unWillingly driven into the two great World
Wars of this century and reluctantly took up
the role of world leadership, she did so w-ith
the firm determination to create a world of
peace.
It was a great American who insisted at
the end of World War I that the nations
should bind themselves together in an international organization to see to it that this
dreadful thing should not happen again. It
was under American leadership at the end
of World War II that the successor to this
international organization-again with the
fJRme high ideals-was set up.
Unfortunately the great powers of the
world did not see eye to eye on this problem
of peace.. Now we are facing a time when the
building up of American and free-world military power is an indispensable element of our
policy. But still the keystone remains. It
is still our prime purpose to create that world
of peace which we sought at the end of
World Wars I and II. The President of the
United States has come back to this theme
again and again. Not only did he take the
leadership in the fall of 1945 in the great
attempts to control the weapons of mass
destruction, but, this effort failing, he reverted to it again in the fall of 1950 and the
fall of 1951; and at this moment representatives of the United States are pushing forward in the United Nations to carry out h1a
instructions to seek this high ideal.
.This keystone policy of the President and
of th~ American people is no fuzzy ideal.
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There is no nonsense in it. There is no
thinking that we are going to get a world of
peace by mere pieces of paper or, indeed, by
anything less than what has been called a
foolproof enforced system of disarmament in
which no nation will have the physical power
to break the covenant controlling arms.
And so this country simultaneously with its
efforts to get rid of the institution of war,
is building up a mighty military force, in
concert with our friends of the free world,
to malte it clear to any possible enemy that
he had better not take our desire for peace
as being any evidence of any sign of weakness.
Now the theory back of this military force
we are building is of controlling importance.
And, to come back to my original point, this
theory must be understood by you, the future military leaders of America, if you are
to do your military job.
This military force is being built on the
hope that it will never be used. Indeed, if
it has to be used, it will have proven to be
a failure. We often hear the phrase "deterrent force." These are cold words and
do not represent the intensity of the ideal
which is behind them. What we are trying
to do is to have in being at all times a force
so strong and capable of such immediate
application of power that an enemy seeking
war would look at it and say, "This is not a
good thing to take on. It will hit us too
bard if we take it on, and we wouldn't be
able to destroy it anyhow. I guess we had
better not try it." And back of this force is
the ideal that if we keep it long enough and
steadily enough, the world--even the most
unlikely parts of it--will see that there is no
go in trying to conquer by force and will
come around to sanity and to . this enforced
foolproof system of disarmament of which
the President spoke.
The idea of having such a force is, as far as
I know, unique in history. The nations in
the past which believed that their military
force should be used as an extension of their
foreign policy-which is a euphemistic way
of saying that it was a good thing to take
other people's land and property and lives
by forc~reated powerful military establishments and they created them in time of
peace; but they built their forces for the
offense. They intended to use their force
whenever they chose to use it to destroy and
rob their neighbors.
Peacefully inclined peoples-that is, peoples whose civilization has advanced to the
point where they had an understanding of
what was decent and good in life-also had
their armed forces. But they built them
in a half-hearted way. They foresaw no
Der Tag on which these forces would be used
for the glorification of themselves. They
therefore went about their military business
with reluctance and inadequately. They
built forces not strong enough to defeat an
enemy, but merely forces which they hoped
would be strong enough to buy time under
which they could mobilize.
The free nations were able to do this in
the past--or at least to try to do it--because
of the nature of the weapons which existed
at the time. The French, in the early part
of this century, and the British with their
navy, did manage to create forces which
were able to hold the German attack of
1914 and to give the French and British
nations, and eventually the United States,
time to mobilize their superior industrial
potential.
·
In 1939 this formula didn't work very
well. The Germans swept over aU of France
and were prevented from conquering Britain
only by a magnificent last ditch air battle
by the British. The weapons of 1940 made
obsolete this old technique of building only
a delaying force back of which we would
mobilize. The weapons of 1952 make any
such strategy the same as national suicide.
We of the free world therefore have built a.
new strategic concept--a concept of the de•

terrent force-a force which must be constantly alert, constantly ready to accept a.
time not of our own choosing on which to
act; and constantly ready to inflict a ·b low
so terrible that those who think about it
will reach the decision I have mentioned
above-namely, that it would be a very poor
idea to attack us.
Perhaps these generalities may seem to you
to be mere philosophy, but I have missed
my whole point if I am not making clear
that the nature of this general policy will
have the most serious effect upon the plans
which you will, later be called upon to make
in the preparation of your military establishment and that you cannot build a military establishment with wisdom unless you
have debated fully and have understood the
fundamental purpose of what you were
doing.
The nature of this deterrent force has
great implications also in the fields which
will not be your responsibility-in the political and economic areas. And here the military, political and economic considerations
are interdependent.
As a military matter, for example, if your
great purpose is to deter a possible enemy
from attacking, it follows that the state of
readiness of your military force must be on
an even keel. It won't do any good to have
a force which is good for 5 years and then
soggy for the next 5; for the t.tme of attackby very definition-lies not with us but with
those who might attack us.
Certain important policies follow from
this need for steadily maintained deterrent
power.
The first is that we must beware of great
changes in military capabilities caused by
new developments in science and in military
art. It is quite possible that a technique or
a weapon which was good for, say, 1954,
might have lost much of its value by 1957
because of the coming in of some other technique or weapon. And we had better realize
that we are not at all sure that it is we who
will always have that new and better weapon.
This will, as you come to make these decisions in the future, force upon you certain
policies. One of them is, I believe, that you
will insist on the quality of your Military
Establishment as being more important than
its quantity.
You will meet with opposition on this
point. You will have people who will say to
you that numbers are the important thing
and, in the business of tanks and ships and
airplanes, that you must freeze models, because only by freezing models will you get
more of what is needed. But you may want
to resist these pressures. You may feeland I think you will be right in doing sothat it is much more important to keep
ahead of the other fellow in the quality of
the machines of war than it is to merely
pile up a paper record Of vast quantity.
And then, too, it will not be possible for
you to be oblivious of the political scene. I
am not suggesting that you should intervene in the political decisions. For there is
a constitutional division of labor in the
American system which is based on deep and
wise concepts which have prevailed in free
countries si1,1ce the birth of freedom. But
I am saying that for all of the division of
labor as between military, political and
economic matters, that there must be an
understanding and a breadth of comprehension by each of the specialists as to the roles
of the other. For this is, after all, a partnership of effort of America, and as full an understanding as possible by the political men
of the economic and military considerations
1s necessary, as it is the other way around.
This is a subtle point.
It means that the m111tary leader must
have as full an understanding as possible of
politics and economics and of the compll·
cated problems of history and of national aspirations that form a. part of them. It means

also that there must be self-denial by each
of the specialists with respect to the primary responsibilities of the other.
Let me give you an example of what I
mean. It surely will not be your responsibility as future leaders of the armed services to decide what the fiscal policies of this
country shall be. It will not be your responsibility to determine the tax policy, the
Government bond policy, or the percentage
of the national product that must go into the
military effort or into any other effort. But
it is, I think, your responsibility to be alert
to these things, and the reason for it is a
military one. It goes back to this point
about continuity in the striking power of
our force, to which I referred a moment ago.
The people of this country will, I believe,
support the kind of military force that I
have been talking of, and they will support
it for a very long time, provided t.nat they
believe that this force is being wisely and
economically built and is properly constructed with respect to the great task which
it is supposed to fulfill.
But I think that we might as well face up
to it that this country is by no means convinced at the moment that our military
forces are being built and managed with
proper efficiency.
I think that much of this talk about waste
which has filled the papers and the radio
waves is exaggerated and in many instances
incorrect. But I think also that we have a
particularly difficult job in the military services to conduct our affairs with a deep regard for the burdens which an establishment
of this size puts upon the people. We in the
military services have no profit motive which
imperatively drives us to efficient operation.
We have, indeed, if anything, an opposite
impulse, which is to constantly seek greater
striking power. But here is where great
wisdom is going to be required by the future
le~ders of our Military Establishment.
You
will have to persuade the people of this
country that you are conducting your affairs
with the very highest order of efficiency in
relation to the dollars spent and in relation
to the objective to be followed. This is going to require management and the most
difficult kind of leadership. And the stakes
will be very high. For if you fail to persuade
the people of the very high order of your
management and of your planning the great
objective of. this deterrent force may be destroyed.
Similarly, too, in the political field. Military and political considerations crisscross
in a kind of gray area. It is as import~nt
for you to understand the problems in the
political area as it is for the leaders in our
foreign policy to understand the facts of the
Military Establishment and what it can do
and what it cannot do.
In short, the military leaders of the present
and of the times to come must be multithreat
people. They must stick to their last--to
the military job. They must not interfere
with the other fellow's business, but they
must understand his business and see to it
that he understands theirs. These generalities may sound easy, but they are not, for
stated in other terms what they mean is
that the graduates of our great academies
are going to have to be the best the country
can produce. They will have to be men of
the widest type of culture and, applied specifically to the next few years of your work,
they will have to be men who are constantly
striving to prepare themselves !or these great
responsibilities.
Soon th3 Air Force will have its own
academy. The necessary authorizing legislation should, and I believe will, be enacted
in this Congress. The standards of the new
academy will be those of its two great predeecessors. In preparing for our academy we
have considered many innovations; we are
starting afresh and that is a good time to
start new things. The more w& look in to
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the standards of West Point and Annapolis
the more we become convinced that if we
could create an air academy and could produce the results that the two older academies
do, we could ask no better.
You have had the best preparation you
could get for the duties ahead of you. I
wish you the best of luck and happiness in
your careers.

The Kerr Gas Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER E. ROGERS
OF TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. ROGERS of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
under unanimous consent, I include in
the RECORD an editorial published in
the Amarillo Daily News on the morning
of May 28, 1952. This is the best article
that I have seen on the subject, and I
think the other Members of Congress
should have the opportunity of knowing
the true facts about a much-misrepresented issue:
THE KERR GAS BILL
No national issue has been so baldly and
brazenly misrepresented as the effort of a
group of oil State Senators to clarify the
authority of the Federal Power Commission
to regulate the $8,000,000,000 natural gas industry.
When Senator RoBERT S. KERR, of Okla.•
homa, introduced what has come to be
known as the Kerr ga,s bill, there was little
indication of the storm that was to follow.
Similar legislation had been in congressional
hoppers, and no great hue and cry was raised.
But an attack was launched on the gas
industry and the legislators who sought to
clarify the place of the· FPC in regulating
the industry, which, for outright distortion
and deliberate misstatement has seldom
been equaled. The fight was led by certain professional liberals, abetted by a group
of misinformed columnists and commenta•
tors, and aided by certain coal-hauling railroads and barge lines, as well as the United
Mine Workers, who feared the competition
of pipeline-transported gas.
The attack on the Kerr bill was recently
discussed in a thoughful article in Fortune
magazine by Jphn Osborne. He spoke of a
powerful and pernicious dogma, dangerous
to business, dangerous to Government, dangerous to democracy. The dogma asserts
that a regulated industry and the public
are natural foes, that the regulators must
always decide for one and against the other.
The attack on the Kerr bill is a page from
this doctrine.
Senator LYNDON JoHNSoN, of Texas, is one
lawmaker who has caught the full blow of
this liberal attack. Earlier in his career
JoHNSON was high in the ranks of congressional liberals. Osborne quotes him · as saying:
"Oh, yes; I was a great fellow with the liberals in those days. • • •" But came
the Kerr b111, supported by JoHNSON, and
the columnists took after him. Says he:
"When I am Investigating military waste,
for instance, I'm a big man in the columns.
I'm a true liberal, a great friend of the people. But when I take a position in line with
the biggest industry In my State-when I
take the position the people of my State
want me to take--I'm through in the columns. I'm a reactionary, I'm a scoundrel
who has sold out to the interests."

The liberal columnists have Insisted the
passage of the Kerr bill would have freed the
independent producer of gas from Federal
regulation ~nd that, as a result, the price of
gas at the wellhead would have been increased
and the public would have borne the burden.
The fact 1s the independent producer of
natural gas has never been under Federal regulation and, therefore, neither the Kerr bill
nor any other bill could free him from something that didn't exist. Moreover, certain experts have held that the passage of the Kerr
bill would not have increased the price but
would actually have resulted in a more abundant supply at continuing low prices to the
consumer.
Such a uniformly prejudiced picture has
been presented that the layman can hardly
be expected to understand the fundamentals
of the controversy. For a proper understanding, it is necessary to go back into the historical background of this legislation. .
Prior to 1938 there was no Federal legislation governing transportation of natural
gas in interstate commerce. State regulatory
bodies had jurisdiction over production and
public utilities had jurisdiction over distribution to the ultimate consumer. However, the
business of transporting gas between the producing and consuming States was unregulated. It was to fill this gap, and this gap
alone, that the Natural Gas Act was passed
in 1938, and the Federal Power Commission
empowered to regulate the sale prices of gas
in interstate commerce.
The crux of the entire legal and constitutional issue is: Does the FPC also have the
right to establish the price the independent
producer shall receive for his gas when sold
in the field to an interstate pipeline and in
effect declare him a public utility?
The Natural Gas Act specifically states ·that
such act shall not apply "to the production
or gathering of natural gas." A review of the
legislative history incident to passage of the
law is conclusive that the Congress had absolutely no intention of putting gas production
or gathering by independent operators under
Federal jurisdiction.
For 9 years after the passage of the Natural
Gas Act no one in or out of FPC claimed
it had been given the power to regulate field
prices of gas and the FPC repeatedly dis·
claimed such jurisdiction in official orders.
However, in 1947, the Supreme Court used
certain language in an opinion reviewing an
FPC decision which has been interpreted by
some as giving that body authority over the
original field prices of gas. This was the
beginning of a period of uncertainty among
the independent producers that has threatened to curtail the supply of gas to the interstate transporting companies and made it
more difficult for them to contract additional
gas to meet the constantly increasing demands of the consuming public.
Shortly after this decision was handed
down, the FPC, in an attempt to dispel the
confusion, issued an order declaring:
"The FPC is of the opinion that it was
the intent of the Congress that the control of production or gathering of natural
gas should remain a function of the States
and that the Natural Gas Act should not
provide for regulation of those subjects."
Despite this statement of policy, which
it could subsequently alter at any time,
considerable confusion and uncertainty remained, and it was felt that Congress should
correct the doubt and ambiguity created by
the Supreme Court decision.
Congressman PRIEST, of Tennessee, Introduced a bill which was supported by the
President and the Democratic leadership,
and its enactment unanimously urged by
the FPC, Including its Chairman at that
time, Leland Olds. It was Mr. Olds, now
with the Interior Department, whose philosophy of expansion of FPC authority later
became the bible of the liberals on this and
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other Federal commissions. It was Mr. Olds
who later led the fight against the Kerr
bill. Yet, in 1947, we find him approving
the Priest bill, which provided for the same
clarification later embodied in the Kerr
legislation. However, this bill died in the
Eightieth Congress before it came up for
consideration.
In the next Congress similar bills were
introduced by HARRIS, of Arkansas, and LYLE,
of Texas, and the Oklahoma Legislature
adopted a resolution calling upon Oklahoma's two Senators, KERR and THOMAS, to
introduce such a bill in the Senate. This
was done. The bill passed the House and
was submitted to President Truman to obtain his opinion of the legislation. After
studying the matter and recommending one
minor addition, the President gave his approval.
It was then that Senator KERR
brought up the bill in the Senate.
The Kerr bill, now so maligned and branded
as a steal of billions of dollars from the public, was merely a rewrite of the Priest bill,
which originally had been sent to the Congress with approval of the FPC, and in its
amended form had been approved by the
President. The Kerr bill passed the Senate
and the House, and then, with a brief and
labored apology for his amazing switch, the
President vetoed it.
Let this be clear. The Kerr bill created
no new exemptions under the Natural Gas
Act, nor did it, in any way, take from the
FPC any jurisdiction. All the Kerr bill was
designed to do, and all that it did, was to
clarify the law and to restate the original
Intention of Congress, making it clear that
independent producers and gatherers of natural gas are exempted from the jurisdiction
of the FPC.
What had happened during the brief
period since the measure was introduced to
change the attitude of certain members of
the FPC and others in Washington from
urging its passage to that of violent attack
of the bill and its sponsors?
Simply this: The liberal and Socialist elements who hold that the Federal Bureaus
should control all sources of energy see an
opportunity to expand their power. They
oppose any clarification of the Natural Gas
Act, regarding which there should be no
reasonable doubt, and set themselves against
the forces of greed as represented by the
independent producers of natural gas.
The fact is that under the proper interpretation of the Natural Gas Act which the
Kerr bill would have continued, the average
retail price of natural gas to residential and
commercial consumers declined from 68
cents per thousand cubic feet in 1938 to 60
cents in 1947. At the same time, coal increased in price 61 percent and fuel oil increased 79 percent. This matter must be
resolved by the passage of such an amendment as proposed in the Kerr bill if independent producers are to continue their explorations for new fields of gas, confident
that they will be as free to sell it in interstate commerce as within their home States.
Only in this way can abundant supplies continue to be available at reasonable cost to
present and future consumers.
The controversy is just one segment of
the attack on business by what Osborne
calls "the authoritarian liberals." It 1s a
part of the campaign for Federal control
where State regulation should operate. It is
a drive to deny the independent producers
of gas and their royalty owners a fair price
in the field, and the incentive to explore for
new sources.
Senator KERR at the moment is engaged in
the Democratic race for the presidential
nomination. However you rank the Oklahoman in this regard, the entire Southwest
should support him, and LYNDON JOHNSON
and other legislators in their battle against
the phony liberals who would turn over to
the Federal Power Commission authority
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over the gathering of natural gas that the
Congress never intended it to have.
We hope the facts in this editorial will
be reprinted by newspapers in consumer
areas up north and back east, where so
many readers know only what the misguided
"liberal" columnists have told them-that
the reactionary politicians and greedy gas
producers are conspiring to rob the people
through exorbitant rates.
This is a prime sample of the big lie.

Russia's Newest Threat: A-Bomb
Supremacy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, on Thursday, June 5, Mr. JACKSON of Washington.
addressed the House on the urgent question of maintaining our atomic supremacy and of holding Russian aggression in
check.
I would like to insert the followingarticle which substantiates his position
and lends it additional support. The article is from the June 3, 1952, issue of
·
Look magazine:
RUSSIA'S NEWEST THREAT: A-BoMB
SUPREMACY
(By Stephen White)
Russia has an atom-bomb stockpile right
now that is beginning to match our own.
Somewhere behind the iron curtain, that
stockpile is steadily growing. It is piling
up at a rate that would have been unthinkable even in our own country a few years
back. The Kremlin keeps tabs on its growth
with great satisfaction.
This does not necessarily mean that the
Russians have achieved, or are about to
achieve, equa~ity · in numbers of bombs.
They may achieve that some day soon, or
they may never achieve it. But it does mean
. a Russian threat to devastate the United
States with A-bombs in the first few months
of a war. After that, it wouldn't make much
difference if the Russians had run out of
bombs while the United States st111 had a
few left.
American policy never has faced such a
grave problem. For 6 years the people of
the United States have thought of the atom
bomb as their shield and their weapon. The
vast and costly Strategic Air F.o rce was built
upon this theory. Foreign policy has been
dominated by this concept. Internal policies have been distorted by the compulsion
to keep this shield and weapon intact.
Now, suddenly, America must face a new
situation. The shield is crumbling. The
weapon is being turned against us.
Just as the Russians stunned Americans
by revealing the MIG jet plane and with it
winning mastery of the skies over the Yalu,
so they may soon be in a position to threaten
America with America's own weapon.
This is not the sort of thing that can be
announced one day from the Pentagon in a
terse sentence: "The Russians have matched
us in A-bombs." For one thing, no one
is ever quite certain of the facts. The only
positive way of knowing how many A-bombs
the Russians have is to count them as they
drop.
Even the hints must be guarded. Atomic
energy is so wrapped in secrecy that no offl.-

cial feels free to speak of it except in vague
and remote allusions.
But the hints are there none the less.
The uneasiness of the Nation's atomic scientists is something that no one who spends
time with them can fail to sense. The fantastic sums used and sought by the Atomic
Energy Commission are evidence enough
that we are no longer walking alone. We are
in a race.
The Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, Gordon E. Dean, has said as much,
and said so in language that is almost blunt
in comparison with the usual statements of
the AEC.
"We are in a life-and-death race with the
Soviet Union," Gordon Dean said. "It taltes
money and materials to stay in the lead,
but it seems to me a cheap price to pay for
ultimate safety when compared with the
dangers of falling behind."
At first glance, this may seem like just
another speech with an appropriations committee in mind. But, from the AEC, it is a
new note. It was the American lead, and
the American monopoly, that formed the
basis of AEC spee-ehes not long ago. The
thought of falling behind is a new one.
This reporter has asked blunt questions
about the new state of affairs. He asked
them even though he knew that no responsible official would give him a direct answer.
The law forbids talking for the record.
But there was one significant comment
each time. When he described the story he
planned to write, he was invariably told
grimly, "Print it."
And even the vague answers provided
something to chew on. Consider a remark
by Prof. I. I. Rabi, of Columbia University.
Nobel prize winner, a leader in the American A-bomb project and a member of the
general advisory committee to the AEC:
"The Americans who built the bomb," said
Dr. Rabi, "knew from the outset that the
American monopoly was good only for a few
years, and they said so. They have been
proved correct. They are equally correct
when they maintain that the Russians have
the scientific knowledge and the skill necessary to build bombs.
"And it doesn't take a scientist to point
out that a major power, if it has the raw materials, is capable of building any weapon, in
any quantity, that it thinks desirable.
"Now," said Dr. Rabi, "all you have to do
is to decide whether you think Russia ts a
major power."
EVIDENCE OVERWHELMING
Dr. Rabi can scarcely be expected to say
any';hing about details of the current state
of affairs. He can't talk. He knows too
much.
Since the rest of us are cut off from accurate information, we can only fall back
upon a study of the evidence available to us.
It is overwhelming. It leads to only one conclusion, which even the willfully blind must
see.
Here are the facts:
Russian progress in atomic energy is
known to be fast. They exploded their first
bomb much sooner than the experts expe-eted.
Afterwards, it took them less time than ·it
toolt us to test later models.
Every year since 1942 has brought the
growing realization that making an atom
bomb is not nearly so difficult as was once
supposed. Here in America, achievements
have been officially announced or broadly
hinted that were thought earlier to be decades in the future.
Tile early belief that uranium was a scarce
m "aterial has been proved false. The AEC has
released enough information to make it
clear that uranium ore in workable concentrations is widespread. No nation need run
short.

The Russians have spared no effort to
catch up and go ahead. Atomic energy is
their No. 1 project. One of their most important men-a man who may succeed
Stalin-is in charge. They have literally
millions of men and women working on
atomic energy. In the satellite countries
alone there are probably more uranium
miners than there are miners of all kinds
in the United States.
Much more can be said about each of these
bodies of fact. Let us take them up in further detail, one by one.
First, the speed of Russian progress to
date: The United States decided to go allout for atomic energy in December 1941.
The first bomb was detonated in July 1945.
Interval: a little more than 3% years.
ATOMIC TIMETABLE
Presumably, the Russian all-out effort began about January 1946--as soon as the
country was partly dug out from the immense physical destruction of the war. The
announcement of the first bomb came in
September 1949 and the bomb itself had been
detonated perhaps a month earlier. Interval: a little more than 3% years.
The United States used essentially the
same bomb against Japan and at Bikini, then
tested a new model at Eniwetok in April 1948.
Interval between less than 3 years.
The Russians tested their new model in
October 1951. Interval: a little more than
2 years. They were already catching up.
That speed has been surprising even to
those who warned us to beware of the Russians. There was, for example, Prof. P. M.
Blackett, of Great Britain-another Nobel
prize winner and the father of "operational
research" which for the first time intimately
bound science to war. Professor Blackett has
never been one to underestimate the Russians. Writing in 1948, he predicted that
Russia would detonate its first bomb in 1953.
He was wrong by four big years.
.At about the time when Professor Blackett
was making his calculations, the President's
Advisory Commission on Universal Training,
under Dr. Karl T. Compton, tackled the same
problem. The Commission was in favor of
UMT; Its basis, if it had any, was on the
side of pointing up the danger. It selected
1951 as the Russian target date. It was
wrong by 2 years.
And the Commission went on to say that
it would take 4 years for the Russians to get
their first bomb into mass production. The
least we can add is that 3 Of these 4 years
already have passed.
In this connection (since speed is a relative thing), it is worth mentioning that the
years from 1945 to 1949 were years in which
the United States dragged its feet. The immense efforts the AEC is making now (and
which the Russians presumably were making from 1916 on) could have been made in
this country the moment the war ended.
Instead, little was done. In 1950, the United
States had once more to begin getting up
momentum. Russia was under a full head
of steam.
RUSSIA DIDN'T DALLY
The plants that the United States is building today in Georgia and Kentucky and
Idaho and in the Ohio Valley could just as
well have been built between 1945 and 1949.
We failed to build the plants then because
we had faith in our ability to build a peaceful world instead. Who believes that Russia had the same faith and that Russia, too,
was dallying?
The next item of evidence lies in the fact
that it is a great deal easier to make atom
bombs than anyone ever believed. Strangely, enough, this had been true from the outset. E'very difficulty had a way of vanishing
just as it began to seem insurmountable.
The United States, for example, beg'.m by
investing huge sums in each of three meth-
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ods for making the uranium 235 and the
plutonium which are the heart of the bomb.
The reason for that prodigality was never a
secret. It was then extremely doubtful that
any of the three ways would work. The only
thing to do was to try them all.
They all worked.
Even then, there was no assurance that
a bomb could be manufactured. Moments
before the test, there were still many who
doubted.
The bomb exploded.
NO DUD AT BIKINI

Just before Bikini, one of the leading scientists, who like most of the great names of
the bomb project, had left it directly after
the war, said grumpily to this reporter that
one of the Bikini bombs probably would be
a dud, which would prove that "you can't
m ake these things go without good men."
He was as wron g as could be. The Bikini
bombs exploded and bombs have been exploding ever since-even without good ;men.
But this is history. In recent months, an
even greater truth has become known. It is
now no secret that the United States has
learned to make small atom bombs that can
be flown in quantity from a carrier. The
Navy already has announced such plans.
Maneuvers carried out regularly by the Army
simulate conditions under which atom
bom bs are used tactically.
It is clear that such achievements are today run of the mill. We can make big bombs
or little ones, long or short, wide or narrow.
We can shoot them out of a cannon, if we
ever want to, or load them into guided missiles, if we ever have guided missiles.
Not long ago, some of this was feared
impossible, and all of it was thought to be
years or decades away.
The important consideration is that
achievements that have been proved easy
here are easy in Russia as well. The laws
of nature know no geography. It is no harder to make a small bomb in the Urals than
in the Rockies.
It might have been consoling if we could
have continued to believe that building atom
bombs was so tricky, so ditficult, so exhausting that the immense reservoir of wealth
and brains in the United States was an absolute essential. We don't have that consolation. Any 'nation that can build plenty of
MIG's can build plenty of A-bombs. We
must face that fact.
PLENTY OF URANIUM
Of course, you need uranium. For a long
time it was believed that uranium was so
scarce that the limitations of the ore supply itself would limit the production of
bombs. We were complacent because we
thought it was at least possible that the
Belgian Congo-open to us, closed to the
Russians-was the only major source of
supply.
That complacency too has vanished. Uranium has been discovered, in greater or
smaller quantities, wherever we have looked.
The Colorado plateau is full of it. The AEC
already has been able to announce that,
even if cut off from foreign sources, the
American program-the huge, expanded program-could carry on from domestic sources.
At a high price, it is true, but who is so
naive as to believe that price will make any
difference?
It is now conceded that Russia contains,
as America does, ·enough uranium ore to
make the matter of supply a small problem.
It may be low-grade uranium, but the Russians need only to enslave a few more hundred thousands of satellite people or arrest
a few more hundred thousand political offenders to make up the difference.
And this leads directly to an additional
body of evidence.
The will to build an atom bomb is an
important part of the picture. The Germans,

for. example, tried to build one and failed.
But when the nature of their attempt is
studied, the reason for their failure becomes
clear. The Germans never put their full
strength into the effort. The atom work they
did-and it was good work-was done with
their left hand. Their right was working on
pilotless aircraft and guided missles, both
of which they produced in quantity before
the war ended.
The Germans held back because they were
afraid the task was impossible, and their resources didn't stretch to include the impossible. Ours did. The Russians riever have
had that problem. We didn't tell them ari
at om bomb was practical-we didn't have to.
Hiroshima showed them. Once they knew it
could be done, they put their backs into
doing it.
We have no otficial indications of how large
an atomic-energy effort is being made within Russia. We know that Lavrenti Beria is
running the show. Berta is a big man in
Russia. He is one of the two or three from
among whom Stalin's successor may be
chosen when Stalin dies. He is head of the
secret police. Anything he runs has first
priority.
And we know that, in East Germany alone,
about 300,000 men and women are slaving in
uranium mines. This can be, at most, a
trifling proportion of the total Russian effort.
All this shapes up into a grim picture. It
is tempting to look for a pleasanter conclusion; to say, for example: "No matter. We
can always stay ahead. As many bombs as
they can make, we can make more."
ODD SORT OF SECURITY

This may be true--although it should be
remembered that we do not really know.
There is every reason to believe that this
country is now manufacturing atom bombs
at a rate that would have seemed fantastic
a few years ago. In September 1951, I wrote
in Look that this country was making bombs
at the rate of perhaps 250 a year and that,
in a year or so, the rate might double or
triple. It probably has doubled or better already. New plants still on blueprints will
mean still more. It is possible that production at the rate of thousands a year is within
reach.
But this is an odd sort of security. The
atom bomb-particularly the new atom
bomb-is so powerful that it is possible to
stockpile enough of them to wipe out every
major concentration Of people or power in
the enemy country, even counting misses and
losses. After that stockpile is built, extra
bombs are a luxury, a luxury, it must be
granted, that most armies would enjoy having, but hardly essential.
Some figures might help to bring this out.
Measured pur~ly in terms of explosive power,
175 Hiroshima atom bombs are equivalent to
the entire American production of conven:..
tiona! bombs during the entiie course of
World War n. Of course, explosive power is
not the whole story, since, after a certain
point, many small bombs might be more effective than a few large ones. But, even
after taking this correction into consideration, Professor Blackett has estimated that
the entire bomb load dropped on Germany
during the war was equal in effectiveness to
no more than 400 A-bombs.
WATCH AGAINST SUNDIAL

Consequently, when stockpiles begin to
mount into many thousands, a few bombs
one way or the other make little difference.
A lead of 100 bombs was tremendous when
Russia \yas only beginning. A lead of 1,000
when Russia has its own thousands means
very little.
· And it must be realized that Russia doesn't
need as many bombs as the United States
needs. We live in a highly organized country. Russia is generations behind in organ1·
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zation. That is our strength, and our weakness.
A watch runs a good deal better than a
sundial in the garden. But two grains of
sand in the works wm ruin a watch; to put
a sundial out of commission, you must take
an ax to it. America is like a watch-a few
bombs at vulnerable spots could create chaos.
Russia is a sundial-not nearly as efficient
as we are, and not nearly as vulnerable.
It may be that Russia will never match
this country in atomic energy. But if they
come close enough to strike a killing blow,
what more do they need? What more will
they seek?
If there is any solace to be found, it lies
in another field. Delivery of the atom bomb
is still a problem. There is little reason to
believe that Russia is yet capable of striking
across the oceans at this country. This country itself has learned how diftlcult it would
be to strike at Russia, even from European
bases. It is an open secret that American
planes, by accident and design, have probed
the Russian radar screen and have discovered that fast Russian fighter planes rise
into the skies long before the probers reach
the borders of Russia.
But this lag in the technique of delivery
is a breathing space, and nothing more.
Work on fast, long-range bombers and on
guided missiles is being pressed in both countries, with the United States out in front with
bombers and the Russians, aided by German
brains, leading in guided missiles.
NO ONE CAN WIN
The time is only a few years off, at most,
when the two countries will face each ot her,
each capable of smashing the other in a
matter of hours or days.
If that time arrives, with both countries
as hostile and distrustful as they are today,
there can be only one outcome: a war in
which civilization .w ill perish and the word
"victor" will be an even greater irony than
it is now after the last war.
It is clear that something must be done
to avert the danger of an atomic war. It
also is clear that the best and most earnest
_plan for doing exactly that-the Baruch plan
that the United States laid before the
United Nations-was a plan based for the
most part on misconceptions and mistakes.
They were not mistakes arising from failure to understand the problem. They were
not mistakes or misconceptions at all, 1n
the light of the knowledge that was available when the plan was drawn up. They
became misconceptions and mistakes only
because the advances of atomic science have
outstripped the imagination of the scientists themselves.
The Baruch plan assumed that uranium
was scarce. It is abundant.
The Baruch plan assumed that atom
bombs were extremely ditficult to make.
They are relatively easy to make.
The Baruch plan assumed that atom
bombs would be made 1n relatively small
quantities. They are being made wholesale.
The Baruch plan assumed that the peace:time uses of atomic energy would be of such
major importance that the nations of the
world would yield the privilege of making
weapons from tbe atom. But the peacetime
uses have proved largely an illusion. For
the most part, the atom is useful only in
battle.
WE HAVE NO MONOPOLY
The Baruch plan assumed that the United
States had a monopoly of atomic know-how
and, to some extent, could lead the other
nations down a favorable road by offering
to share the monopoly. But the monopoly
has long since vanished and with it a good
deal of America's bargaining power.
The Baruch plan, sincere as it was, belongs to a less-informed era. Today we
know th~t. while there is dang~r of war be-
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tween the United States and Russia, there
ls no conceivable method of preventing
atomic war. Control can no longer be limited to a single area. A settlement of the
atomic problem alone is impossible; only a
settlement of the entire problem will mean
security against this most horrible of man's
weapons.
How is this settlement to be reached, and
what form will" it take? No one knows. No
one has given it any thought. American foreign policy h as been based on the assumption
that the atom bomb stands as the American
answer to any Russian pressures. It never
has faced the realities of a world in which
the American atom bomb can be answered
by the Russian atom bomb. It is based on
an ability to hold Europe, an assumption
which the Russian atom bombs makes nonsensical.
TIME IS SHORT

One thing is certain: We are on the edge
of a period of extreme gravity, in which decisions must be made here and abroad that
will determine the survival of modern civilization. And this period will be as short as
it is grave. It begins now, when we must
assume a powerful atom stockpile in the
hands of the Russians. It ends in a few
years, when both Russia and the United
States are confident of their ability to deliver
their bombs. In those few years, means must
be found of permitting the two nations to
live at peace. If, at the end of those few
years, the means have not been found, we
are all destroyed.

How Men and Women in the Advertising
Field Can Advance Good Will Through·
out the World
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THEODORE FRANCIS GREEN
OF RHODE ISLAND

IN THE ·SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, I desire
to offer for printing in the Appendix of
the RECORD an address delivered by Hon.
·P erle Mesta, United States Minister to
Luxemburg, at the forty-eighth annual
convention of the Advertising Federation of America, at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York City, on June 8, 1952.
The address is entitled "How Men and
Women in the Advertising Field Can Advance Good Will Throughout the World."
'This address is on a subject of such importance, and it expresses the American
policy with so much common sense that
.I think it should have a much wider
audience.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
You and I have much in common. We
are, in fact, in the same business. And
there is nothing I like better than "shop"
talk.
Consider for a moment. Your job is to
advertise a certain product. So is mine.
Your product may be-well, soap, cigarettes, a new cosmetic.
Mine is the United States.
A diplomat has many jobs. But the first
and most important is to make friends for
his country, to advertise his country, in
other words.
I like my job,

Its great appeal to me, I think is that it
has to do with people. And I like people.
All kinds of people.
I like meeting people. I like talking to
them. Best of all, I like having them in my
own home, around my table, around my fireplace, having a good time.
This job of mine has to do with people.
That is why I like it.
The Luxemburgers are wonderful people
I like them. It gives me a terrific thrill to
hear them shout "Perla" as I go around the
streets of Luxemburg City or through the
beautiful Luxemburg countryside.
They do, you know, and they smile. Such
beautiful, heart-warming smiles.
The Luxemburgers like Americans. One
of their cherished stories has to do with
President Roosevelt and their beloved Grand
Duchess. The Grand Duchess, you know,
was in exile during World War II.
She met President Roosevelt. I wish you
could hear her tell of that meeting. The
President listened to her story, his eyes
grave and so understanding. Then he said,
"You shall go home some day, my child."
The Grand Duchess says that after that
she knew she would go home-some day.
That her people would again be free.
The Luxemburgers love to tell you that
story. Their eyes dim. Their voices choke.
"You will go home, my child." Those words
are printed on their hearts.
Luxemburg is just a small country. But
lt is an important country.
It is, for one thing, the seventh greatest
steel-producing country in the world. In
this industrial age steel is always important.
Today, in the free world's struggle to maintain its freedom, it is all-important.
· General Eisenhower was in Luxemburg
shortly after he took over his assignment at
SHAPE. The steel people of Luxemburg said
to him: "General, you need steel. Here is
ours. It is all yours."
Not, you note, just a certain amount. Or
a certain percentage of their productionall.
That is the way they are-my friends in
Luxemburg. They are- in this fight on our
side-and with everything they have.
I said that I loved them.
By them, I mean my good friend, the
Grand Duchess Charlotte and the Prince
Consort Felix, her husband. I mean her son,
Prince John. I mean the Prime Minister, Mr.
Dupong. I mean the Foreign Minister, Mr.
Bech. I mean the steel people, shopkeepers,
the miners, and the farmers.
A lot of people will tell you that Europeans do not like Americans. Don't you believe it. Some may not, of course, but the
people-the great masses-do.
The ones that do not make a great deal of
noise. We hear that noise. We are too apt
to judge all Europe by it.
We can't, however, ignore these noisemakers. The unity of all the free peoples is
today our only hope of preserving our freedom. That unity must be real and solid.
We can depend upon our friends. We
must do something about the others.
The leaders of the Soviets take care of
opposition very effectively. They liquidate
it. They kill, torture the leaders. The lesser
peoples are sent off to die in slave-labor
camps. We can't do that. We would not 1f
we could. Our way is to change unfriends
into friends.
How?
Tne first step, as I see it, is to find out why
these people do not like us. Recently I
picked up a bOok which dealt with this prob, Iem. It was Is. Anybody Listening? by
William Whyte, Jr., one of the. editors of
Fortune. No doubt you have seen it.
Mr. Whyte devotes a chapter in his book
. to a discussion of why America is not popular with some Europeans.

He feels it was our fault. He says, for one
thing, that we Americans have done a poor
job of selling ourselves-advertising ourselves-to the rest of the world.
· He says in his book that one day it might
very well be written that the free world destroyed itself ·b ecause of a myth. It would
not be the big lie o.f the Russians; only
fools believe that. It would be something
more-the myth that for all our bathtubs
and our cars and our skyscrapers, we were
without moral purpose; that we are all money
and no spirit; that we are, in short, a country without a soul.
I disagree with Mr. Whyte when he brushes
off the big lie of the Russian Communists.
That big lie is important. I'll come back to
it later.
But he is very right when he speaks of
this myth that we are a country without a
soul. That myth exists. It does -us much
harm.
Mr. Whyte thinks-and again he is very
right-that we have failed in making the
moral basis of our national philosophy clear
to the world.
He finds this inexcusable. We know better ourselves . . But we have never bothered
enough to make other peoples understand."
We even paint ofuselves very frequently, as
material-minded.
But that, you and I both know, isn't all of
America.
Recently I picked up another book. A
trav·e l book by an American writer. The
author devoted two or three chapters to
French plumbing and just two lines to Notre
Dame Cathedral. And a line and a half of
that was a lament over the lack of central
heating in Notre Dame.
I know, of course, that hundreds of travel
books do full justice to Notre Dame. Thousands and thousands have done justice to
its beauty, its grandeur.
I don't think for a moment that . the
writer, himself, failed to appreciate Notre
Dame. He had eyes. I assume a heart.
No, it was just that he was sold on this
picture of a material-minded America. He
thought his fellow Americans would not
understand how he felt. He assumed that
his book would sell better on those chapters on plumbing.
We Americans are-well, shy about talking about our deepest feelings. We are
like children who just can't tell mother
how much we love her.
"Oh, gee, Mom," and we wiggle away from
her embrace; worrying for fear the "fellows"
will see and laugh.
We just aren't articulate about th.ese
things. We die for our ideals but we can't
talk about them.
Mr. Whyte thinks we should. I agree.
Let us go back to that big lie of the Russian Communists.
Mr. Whyte rather
brushed it off. I can't. Some of their lies,
yes. But the Russian Communists are very
clever with their big lies. And it isn't just
fools who swallow them. ·
The Communists, for example, make
much of the charge that Americans are military-minded. That we are heading the
world straight for world war III.
War is a living memory to the Europeans.
Twice within the lifetime of many of them
they have suffered the horrors of war. Their
cities still bear the scars of World War I.
They are just emerging from the rubble of
World War II. They have known the shame
: and the terror of occupation. The Russian
Communists rub in every tragic memory.
They point to the military build-up in the
_United States; To qur efforts to help other
nations to arm.
We know it is for defense. The Europeans
· know, too, but they have their moments of
doubt. They forget how rapidly in ~945 we
demobilized our armies. Remember-"get
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the boys out of uniform" "sell the war supplies" "get back to peacetime production."
All of us felt that way in 1945. And we
did it. We know now we made a mistake.
We were sincere in our determination to put
war out of our minds. And we are still
hoping and working for an everlasting peace.
Many Europeans understand exactly what
we are doing. We must make the purpose
of the defense program crystal clear. A recent Danish visitor writing for his magazine
had this to say:
"In America almost every uniformed person looks like a disguised civilian. Is there
any better guaranty that the Americans
do not threaten a troubled world with an
aggressive war, than just this helplessness
to convince you of their military vanity?"
The same Dane felt we were remiss in not
giving other peoples a better picture of our
home life. He wrote:
"And what was the question asked by
other Danes after my return to my own
country? Is there any home life in the
United States? Are they not running around
all the time, afraid of not earning money,
or spending it in fancy, crazy ways?"
This particular visitor traveled all over
the United States. He made a point of seeing something of our home life for himself.
He was enchanted with it.
We need to give the world a picture of
this America. How?
Well, you all know something of the Voice
of America program and that today it is
being broadcast in some 46 languages. Radio
Free Europe and the Armed Forces Network
are also doing a magnificent job of bringing
true facts to the people.
State Department press materials with
straight and honest news, periodicals and
'pamphlets are available to millions of
readers.
Last year, our Government films, covering
every aspect of American life, business, education, re·c reation, home life, etc., gave their
audiences throughout the world a better understanding of the American way of life. In
'the past year nearly 8,000 students, teachers,
professors, and civic leaders came to this
country from abroad under the educationalexchange program. Six thousand of these
came to the United States and returned or
will return to tell America's story to the
home folks.
The response to these programs has been
very good. It will be increasingly better
as stories of what has been seen, heard, and
read are spread. But the Voice of America
is more than just the State Department. It
is all of us. It is our businessmen, newspapers, magazines, the films Hollywood sends
overseas. It is our tourists abroad. It is you,
the advertising people of America. Think
of this sometimes when you are writing your
ads. You are selling your goods. You are,
also, selling America. Those ads of yours
are read abroad. You can't imagine how
eagerly. The people love them.
I would like to see the advertising people
participate more fully in both the Government's programs and those of private organizations. You can bring a knowledge of
selling to these programs that would be of
inestimable value.
You know people. Use that knowledge in
putting these programs over. You say how?
There are many ways.
There is, for example, the educational exchange program. I think we could do ·a lot
more than we do with these exchanges.
:They are our best salesmen when they return. We should make sure that they see
the real America. That they understand the
meaning behind all these cars of ours, our
bathtubs, telephones, etc. You advertising
people should put your minds to that
problem.
There are dozens of ways in which you
·could help.
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· Mr. Whyte was greatly disturbed over the
lack of information overseas on American
literature.
I, personally, have been distressed over some of our books most widely
read. Grapes of Wrath is not a true picture of American life today and yet it
is one book that can be found almost invariably in the book stores of Paris. Of
London, Rome, Berlin.
I have often thought of what I would
think of America if I were a European and
the Grapes of Wrath were the only story
on American life I found available. Even
John Steinbeck in an interview in Spain
not too long ago said he would not have
written Grapes of Wrath today.
The Russians, you may be sure, are not
missing any opportunities of getting their
books into Europe-and certain ones of ours;
USIE libraries springing up at our posts
everywhere are helping to ease this lack of
American literature abroad.
It would be wonderful if you advertising
people could inspire American publishers to
flU the book stores of Europe with books
that present a full view of American life.
I should like to see American private enterprise providing funds for textbooks and
other equipment for schools in areas where
formal education is still new for the masses.
We must make every effort to counter the
Soviet "big lie" for they have poured slanted
texts into schools wherever the opportunity
arose.
I should like to see something done about
the type of films Hollywood sends to Europe.
We produce good pictures. You rarely see
them, however, along the boulevards.
These are a few of the spots where I think
advertising people can be useful.
We cannot depend, however, upon just
telling the other peoples of the world what
nice people we are. It is 10 percent what
we do. We talk an awful lot about cooperation between the free peoples. We ask them
to cooperate with us. And at the same time
we raise barriers against the only hope of
making free-world unity work. I am talking, of course, of the increasing tendency to
shut out foreign goods from our markets.
We talk about the beauties of free enterprise. And then we put shackles on theirs.
This is hurting us overseas. And I don't
think it is doing us any good at home.
I am not going to put my finger on any
particular products. You know what they
are.
Luxemburg has not been particularly hurt
by the shut-outs. But Luxemburg is hurt
when its neighbors suffer. It is a part of
Europe. Its prosperity depends upon the
prosperity of the whole.
In this country we are too apt to think
of international trade as a matter of concern
only to the traders themselves. We fail to
see its part in the complete picture.
I am not talking about flooding American
markets with foreign goods. But what is a
~mall percentage to us is often of tremendous importance to other countries.
This growing tendency in America to
close the doors to imports is having a most
unhappy repercussion abroad. It is also a
situation which the Soviets are quick to exploit. It has created fear in the hearts of
all those who are working to build a solid
economic foundation to the political and
,military unity of the free world. It is difficult for a European manufacturer who is
having an increasingly hard time selling his
products in the United States to resist offers
made by Soviets-and many haven't.
I honestly do not believe, for example,
that the American housewives buy less
American cheese because, occasionally, they
like to pick up a half-pound or so of Swiss,
Dutch, or Italian cheese. They like a
·variety. The American way to meet this
situation would ' be to increase our over-all
cheese appetite.
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I said I would not mention any particular products. I apologize for bringing in
cheese. But it is a good example of what
I mean. And I have talked to Swiss, Dutch,
and Italian cheese producers.
The objective of what we Americans are
trying to do in the world is clear. We want
peace. We want social and economic progress as a basis for that peace-the only possible basis if that peace is to endure.
I suggest that you advertisers can influence American thinking greatly. Look
what you have done with-wen, I could
name a dozen products. You have done a
marvelous job in improving the American
way of life. In adding to our enjoyment of
life. ·
You can make an equally substantial -contribution to the big job before us now.

A Rule of Thumb for All
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL C. JONES
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. JONES of Missouri. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following editorial
from the Washington Sunday Star of
~une 8, 1952:
A

RULE OF THUMB FOR ALL

President Truman has said a lot of timely
things, and he has said them excellently, in
his address at Springfield, Mo. He has
spoken not as a politician looking for votes
but as a national leader appealing to all
Americans-regardless of election-year partisanship-to act in keeping with the cold
fact that we are still in great danger. This
is not empty talk. It is a statement of hard
reality, and its chief meaning for the United
States and the allied nations is that they
must make very sure, if they are to be safe,
that they do not relax now in the common
defensive build-up against the undiminished
menace of Red aggression.
That build-up, as the President has said,
has made great progress since the Kremlindirected Commrunists attacked southward
across Korea's thirty-eighth parallel 2 years
ago. Within the intervening period, the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization has
strengthened itself impressively. And it will
be further strengthened when the six-nation
treaty on the European Defense Community ·
and the peace contract with Bonn are effectuated and thus pave the way for West
German participation in the collective effort
to right the continental balance of power
vis-a-vis Russia. As for what our own country has done since June 1950 Mr. Truman
has struck hard at loose talk describing
our rearmament program as a failure. The
figures he has given on that score have a
convincing ring to them: Our Army, Navy,
and Air Force are incomparably stronger
today than they were at the outbreak of the
Korean war.
But Mr. Truman has been at pains to emphasize that the build-up is still only at
about the halfway stage and that a long road
must be traveled and a great deal of work
done during the next 2 or 3 years before we
and our allies "can create the kind of strong,
free world that we need to guarantee security
and peace." Meanwhile, what all of us must
guard against is apathy and complacency.
As the President sees the situation, some of
us, having lived in the middle of a world
crisis for 2 years, are beginning to relax, grow•
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tic production were sufficient to take care of
ing indifferent to the grave dangers around
all the country's needs, defense and civilian,
us, forgetting about national safety "and
it might be possible to keep the domestic
thinking how nice it would be to economize
price in a strait-jacket, while the rest of the
and have lower taxes." His warning against
world remained free. That, however, is not
this attitude, which he finds running
the case. While we only produce 38 perthrough labor, industry and Congress, is very
cent of the world's total, we in the United
much to the point, for it is an attitude that
State$
consume aQOUt 50 percent of all the
is perilously unrealistic in relation to the
copper that is used in the world. We are a
magnitude of the threat confronting us.
net importer of foreign copper, and about
The President has summed up the threat
one-third of the amount that is consumed
1n these words: "We cannot tell what the
here comes from abroad.
Kremlin is planning. There may be new ofThese are the basic facts that faoed the
fensives in Korea. There may be new Koreas
NPA and the OPS when Chile abrogated its
1n other parts of the globe. The Communists
contract
to sell 80 percent of its production
may even be planning greater attacks than
to the United States at 27¥2 cents a pound.
we have seen up to this point. We do not
What motivated Chile to abrogate the conknow. We cannot be sure." Certainly, in
tract, whether she acted wisely or not is
such circumstances, he is altogether r ight in
·b eside the point just now. What is imporsolemnly warning against relaxation and in
tant is the solution that Mobilization Dideclaring that slashing appropriations for
rect or Steelman evolved, a solution that has
defense, or for foreign aid, is not economy,
created more problems than those 1t was supbut playing with fire, and that dollars saved
posed to solve and, besides creating more
in that way "aren't going to help us much
problems, it has so confused and befuddled
if we lack the planes, or tanks, or allies we
the situation that nothing but chaos appears
need in the critical hour of danger." This
to be in the offing.
is wise and much-needed counsel, and so is
One can almost predict with certainty that
his plea against election-year politicking on
if there is a straightforward, businesslike
the issue of national security.
and logical solution to an industrial or mar~
Wit h considerable eloquen~e. Mr. Truman
ketin~ problem, officialdom in Washington,
has laid down a rule of thumb that all of us,
espeClally t~e OPS, will take an opposite
Republicans and Democrats alike, could folcourse of actwn. If the domestic fabricators
low with profit in t hese days of very real
of brass and copper products are to be perd anger: "No false economy. No fooling
mitted to pay the world price for that portion
around with the security of this country for
of the copper that . they need to supplepolitical gain. No trifling with the mighty
ment the domestic supply, it would seem
effort of this great Nation to lead the world
logical that to ayoid confusion and complito peace." Given adherence to such princated price formulas, to avoid hardships on
ciples, America, together with its allies, need · large as well as small copper consumers, the
not fear the outcome of the present fateful
domestic price of copper, of copper products,
struggle with the forces of Red totalitarianof copper alloys, and of scrap copper, should
ism.
have been decontrolled. .
Because such a solution would have been
simple and effective, because it would have
been equitable. to an fabricators and to all
Copper Controls ·
primary producers, it was discarded. In its
place a tortuous procedure has been evolved
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
whereby the NPA will allocate a -definite tonOF
nage to fabricators and they will be permitted to buy 60 percent of their allocation from
domestic producers at 24.50 cents a pound,
OF MICHIGAN
and for the remaining 40 percent of .their
allocation, they will have to compete in the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
world's markets and pay the world price.
Tuesday, June 10, 1952
After having paid the world price for the
foreign
copper, they will then be allowed
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my re· to add on to their products 80 percent of
the cost in excess of 27.50 cents a pound.
marks, I desire to include a reprint from The
wlll have to absorb 20 peran editorial in the Daily Metal Worker, cent fabricators
of the increased . cost of the foreign
issue of June 4, 1952.
copper in addition to absorbing the increased
This editorial illustrates the ridiculous cost of 3 cents a pound, the difference beand nonsensical position that the bu· tween the domestic price of 24.50 cents and
reaucrats inOPS and NPA have gotten the erstwhile foreign price of 27.50 cents.
If t~is formula sounds complicated and
us into by lifting all price controls on
imported copper, while retaining a ceil· confusmg, it is crystal clear in comparison
some of the other situations that will
ing on copper domestically produced. It with
be created if the NPA goes ahead with its
is obviously an unworkable solution to present
plans of allocating on a 60-40 basis,
what otherwise could be a relatively sim· and the OPS proceeds with its pricing forple problem.
mula.
The above-mentioned editorial fol·
For the sake of the record it should be
stated that NPA officials are believed not
lows:
to be sold on this half-controlled, half-free
A COPPER MARKET HALF-FREE AND HALl'•
copper market. It is learned on good auCONTROLLED CANNOT LONG ENDURE
thority that 1f they could have had their
Abe Lincoln once said that a nation halfway, they would have price decontrolled
free and half-slave cannot long endure.
copper, from scrap to the finished product
What the martyred President said about a
retaining allocation controls. The OPS, how~
nation can also be said about copper; a marever, is understood to have been the roadket that is half-free and half-controlled canblock to such a solution.
not long endure.
Bureaucrats thrive on controls even
Of all the copper that 1s produced in the
though such controls may sap the vitality of
world, exclusive of the iron curtain counindustry.
tries, the United States accounts for about
There is one consolation-the confusion
38 percent. The OPS has placed a. price ceil1n copper is likely to become so confounded
_ing of 20.50 cents a pound on that 38 percent
by the allocation and price plans, that these
of the world's output, while the remaining
pl~ns wm probably fall by their own weight·.
62 perc~nt is tree of any control.
In the meantime, however, industry wm
If the United States were self-contained
suffer.
with-respect to copper, that is, if our domes-

HON. JOHN B. BENNETT

Comments on Senate Bill 2550, the
Immigration Act
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STYLES BRIDGES .
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, on behalf of the Senator from Washington
[Mr. CAIN] I ask unanimous consent to
have printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD the text of a letter written by
the Senator from Washington to Mr.
Nathan Cowan, of the CIO, with refer·
ence to the immigration revision bill
which was recently passed.
'
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD
as follows:
'
MAY 16, 1952.

Mr. NATHAN E. COWAN,
Director, CIO Legislative Department,
Congress of Industrial Organization s
Washington, ll. C.
•

MY DEAR MR. ·CowAN: This is to express my
appreciation Jor yqur letter of May 14 on the
immigration legislation presently before the
Senate. The substance of your letter is that
inadequate study has been made of th1s legislation, and that the m at t er should be returned to committee for further study.
I ?-m happy to have this opportunity to give
you the facts of the case, since you have
obviously been misinformed. The facts',
which you yourself can determine in the
official :records of the Congress and its committees,· are as follows.
The immigration legislation, which has
culminated in S, 2550, has been the subject
of the most extensive study in both the
House of Representatives and the Senate.
The Senate authorized a comprehensive restudy of o~ ent.ire immigration system by
Senate Resolution 137 of the Eightieth Congress, first session, and has continued for approximately 3 years. The many thousands of
pages of testimony taken have "come from
well over 400 witnesses, representing all
shades of opinion for and against the present
legislation and its predecessors. Two hundred and sixteen Federal employees from nine
agencies of the Government have participated
1n the formulation 'Of this legislation.
·
I would like especially to call . to your attention the folloWing excerpt from the letter
written on behalf of the Secretary of State
which very clearly indicates the real natur~
of s. 2550:
"The department considers that the revised
bill is in many respects an improvement over
the existing law."
·
Among . the important research studies
which this committee has presented to support its legislation is Senate Report 1515 uf
the Eighty-first Congress, second session.
It presents over 900 pages of monumental
analysis of the problems and facts involved
in our immigration and naturalization
system.
S. 2550 was presented in its original form
on April 20, 1950-2 years ago. An opportunity was offered for all parties and agencies to be heard by both the Senate and the
House Judiciary Committees .. S. 3455 of the
Eighty-first Congress was circulated among
various agencies. As a result of the suggestions made, S. 716, a modified version of the
original bill, was introduced in January 1951.
This bill, too, was the subject of extensive
hearings, the published volume of which covers nearly 1,800 pages. This volume presents
the testimony of approximately 95 persons,
including the Chairman of the House Judi-
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ciary Committee, and covering all sha des of
opinion. An opportu n it y was offered t o an
r esponsible persons to make their views
known.
If you will r efer to page 5098 of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD of May 13, 1952, you Will
see t hat n one of the sponsors of t h e movem ent t o recommit this bill made any effort t o
appear before the Judiciar y Committee on
s. 2550 or its predecessor s, even though one
of them, Senator KEFAUVER, is a member of
the Judiciary Committee.
If you would be interested in having available to you the 7,000 pages published on the
immigration legislation presen tly before the
Sen ate, I shall be happy to m ake it available to you. It will very quickly convince
you, as it must every responsible and reasonable person, that the allegation that adequate study has not been given to S. 25 50,
is com plet ely unfounded. This is merely a
device being used by the opponents· of a
sound and systematic immigration system to
avert certain defeat in the Senate-the same
defeat that they suffered by a vote ·of 206 to
68 in the House of Representatives. This
tactic of misrepresentation is a corollary to
the filibuster by ameJ}dment which the opponents of S. 2550 have launched in the
Senate. It is perhaps a matter of interest
to Americans everywhere that those who ~re
now engaging in filituster maneuvers against
S. 2550 are the pious champions who most
often enter the lists of congressional debate
against filibuster.
These are the facts. They can be determined by you or any other reasonable perso~1. I know that you will want to correct
the erroneous impression which you have inadvertently created with your letter of May
14.
With every good wish, I am
Most cordially,
HARRY P. CAIN.

Amazing Editorial
EXTENSION OF REMARKS .
OF

HON.E.C.GATHINGS
OF ARKANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. GATHINGS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following editorial by
Mr. Joseph A. Breig, which appeared in
the May 30 issue of the Los Angeles newspaper, the Tidings:
AMAZINll EDITORIAL
(By Joseph A. Brelg)
This is truly out of this world. I have before me an editorial from a Scripps Howard
newspaper, criticizing the House of Representatives for voting to investigate alleged
indecency, obscenity, and criminality in radio, TV, books and magazines.
The writer of the editorial argues in this
fashion:
"But 1f the House tries to censor magazines,
it might try to censor any other medium,
newspapers, say.
"And it might decide it is 'immoral' for the
papers to publish reports on some of the
ridiculous behavior in Congress."
At this point, I am at a loss for words. I
appeal to Westbrook Pegler for the loan of
his expression, "wonderful nonsense." I beg
Hen ry L. Mencken to relinquish, for a moment. his special claim to the term "ineffable." I pray Lewis Carroll to send me a
message from beyond the grave, pointing to

the appropriate passage in Alice in Wonderland .
An d even so, I do not feel prepared to
express a dequately the full flavorful preposterou sn ess of the editorial · wr iter's statement.
NONSENSICAL LOGIC
If words h ave n ot entirely lost t heir m eaning, wh at he is saying is that we sh ou ldn 't
pass laws against indecent liter ature because
t hey might lead to laws a gainst decent literatu re.
Tha t is like saying that we should not
have laws against reckless drivin g b ecause
they might encourage laws against careful
driving.
It is like saying that to outlaw poisoned
food is all wrong, because to do so will probably lead to the outlawing of good food.
I am constantly fascinat ed by this kind
of ineffable, wonderfully nonsensical, Alice
in Wonderland logic. I see it all the t ime
in newspapers and magazines. I hear it in
political speeches. I find it everyw:here.
The Communists are past m asters of the
method. (No reflection on the Scripps Howard newspapers.) The Reds are everlastingly
trying to panic us out of p assing laws to
control communism by saying t hat the next
thing you know, the legislators will be passing laws against Americanism.
POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS
Three possible explanations of that kind
of talk occur to me.
F irst, the man is covering up. He doesn't
really believe what he is saying; he knows
better. He simply wants to fright:m us into
not doing something that he, for his own
private and personal reasons, doesn't want us
to do. The idea is to paralyze us with indecision while he goes his own way, unchecked.
Szcond possible explanation is that the
man has a weird notion that a law is something alive and evil and wriggling, like a
snake. Once it exists, it will bite anybody
and everybody, without distinction. S::> he
imagines; whereas the whole point and purpose of law is to make distinctions; to punish the guilty and protect the innocent.
Third possibility is that the chap who uses
this form of argument is a man who simply
has never lea·r ned to think. I am inclined
to believe that this explanation covers the
present case.
Consider. The Scripps-Howard writer
warns us, in sepulchral and menacing tone,
of what happened the last time Congress
tried to legislate morals. That produced
the institution of prohibition.
TOUCH OF PURITANISM
There is more than a touch of the Puritan
In our Scripps-Howard friend; and it vitiates
his reasoning. Prohibition was not an attempt to legislate morals. It was an attempt to prevent people from drinking beverages which are no more immoral than milk
or coffee.
It is fantastic to compare the outlawing
of pornographic literature with the outlawing of beer. Beer is neither moral nor immoral. Pornographic literature is immoral.
Outlawing pornographic literature is like
outlawing murder.
The Scripps-Howard chap has one more
argument left, "In this free, competitive
country, the public takes care of those who
serve them poorly and wrongfully-through
radio, television, magazines, newspapers, or
whatever media-by putting them out of
business."
How young and naive is this editorial
writer, anyway? If what he says were true,
there would be no indecent literature to investigate, and the question would never have
arisen at all. In which case, the wonderful
and ineffable editorial would never have been
written; and neither would tJ;lis column.
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Here's to the Murphys, John and Carolyn
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 9, 1952

Mr. SIEMINSKI. Mr. Speaker, Mr.
John Murphy-Murph-the best congr essional secretary on the Hill, was
married here to Miss Carolyn BradyCarrie-last Saturday morning, June 7,
at St. Patrick's Church.
F'ather John Flanagan, brother o{
proud and smiling Bill, performed the
beautiful ceremony.
Mr. Cornelius E. Gallagher, my top:fiight residential secretary, was John's
best man.
John is from Jersey City, N.J., Carolyn,
from Arizona. They are honeymooning
in Bermuda. The courtship was truly a
winning of the west. Carolyn is on
the staff of the Honorable HAROLD A.
''PGRQUE" PATTEN, Democrat, of the .Second District of Arizona.
After the wedding, a delightful reception was held in the Hotel Du Pont Plaza.
Mr. and Mrs. Brady were hosts. Punch,
tequila, and champagne :flavored the
wedding cake.
One of the pleasanter high lights of
the reception, in addition to the beautiful
and exquisitely · gowned bride, bridesmaids, and other ladies was the leading
in song, by John Kelly, of the toast listed
below.
I have a copy of this toast, Mr. Speaker,
and on it is listed names of many of those
who attended the reception.
The toast follows:
Here's to the Murphys!
Lift glasses high
To a real lady,
To a swell guy.
Always remember
In peace or strife,
We are your friends, folks,
Today-and all through life.
If we have our way, folks,
You'll never grow old.
You'll live on forever,
For years yet untold;
With good friends around you,
Day after day,
Friends so true,
Friends true blue,
Just for you,
May God always bless you
And with all good things
Fill your cup of joy to the brim.
You will always enjoy
Life's best gifts
A girl and boyIf we have our way.

Those who signed their names on the
paper containing the song are:
Bill Mcintyre, Tom Hays, Marie Sieminski, Corinne Michel, John Kelly,
Loretta Kelly, Myles Clark, Auntie
Loretta, M. Carlin, ABC, Bill Flanagan,
Ann Flanagan, Catherin~ T. Beirne, F. X.
Beirne, Ben M. Horweck, Tom Carlin,
Frank Henry, Kathleen Delaney, Rita M.
De Cenzo, Harold A. Patten, Robert E.
Riordan, Frank Smith, Cornelius E.
Gallagher, Arthur H. Murphy, Conr ad J .,
Vuocolo, Rosemarie Vuocolo, Anne ~.;on-
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nors, Mullins of Hoboken, Mrs. Mary
Mullins, Joseph T. Darcy, Frank Coyle,
Evelyn Darcy, Stella Sabella, Mrs. F.
Smith, Bill Foley, Aileen Curran Foley,
W. R. Lee, Jeanne Fleist, David Fleist,
Robert H. Michel, Helen Lee, Mary Patten, Colleen Edwards, Jennie Hayes,
Mary Malone, Alf;red D. Sieminski, Jim
Brady, Jr. Mary Wagner, Connie Frank,
H. P. Muliins, G. A. Hoffman, Katharine
Ward Horne, Richard J. Horne, Beatrice
w. Bunitt, J. J. M. Mullen, Father John
Flanagan, Jos. M. Volk, Wallace E. Greer,
Sally Greer, Rick Gallagher, Genevieve
Gburczyk, Joe Chiofii, Bernie Benny,
Tom Deevey, and others.
Many, many more kind people were
there Mr. Speaker, including Senator
and Mrs. McFarland of Arizona, the Honorable Marguerite Church, Congresswoman of Dlinois, and lovely Miss Mary .
Cowley and her fiance.
All came to wish John and Carolyn
the best.
Here's to the Murphys. None better.

If any of us needed a reminder of that fact,

we were given it the other day when a comparatively unknown man overthrew, temporarily, at least, President Truman's seizure
of the steel industry.
For me-and, I think, for every other
American citizen-the importance of Judge
Pine's decision is not that the industry concerned wat; the great and vital steel industry
of this country, nor that 650,000 steel workers
were promptly called out on strike by their
union bosses in order to force a Government
seizure. To me, the decision was important
because it serves to remind us that no administration of the United States and certainly no one man or no one organization is
omniscient. In that sense, the steel case is a
milestone in our history.
The other day, one of the steel workers is
reported to have said, "The President has
given us a raise, and the Supreme Court has
said we can't have it until the case is decided.
Who the hell's the boss, anyway?"
I think I can answer that question for the
benefit of this man and for the benefit of
Vice President BARKLEY and Secretary of
Labor Tobin, who have so proudly announced
that there is no longer any need for them
to remain impartial in this controversy.
Their bosses, and the bosses of all of us, are
the 156,000,000 American citizens living together under the privileges of a Constitution,
Let;s Keep It the Workshop of Liberty
protection of which is the responsibility solely of the Supreme Court.
In that sense, too, the steel case gives us
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
a chance to look at things in their proper
OF
perspective. It gives us a chance to decide
just how much control over the welfare and
safety of the Nation we are going to keep in
the hands of all the nation, rather than as
OF KANSAS
the sole possession of any one faction or of
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
certain appointed o1Hcials who seem to feel
Tuesday, June 10, 1952
that by their appointments they acquire
rights.
Mr. COLE of Kansas. Mr. Speaker, divine
More than a hundred years ago, James
under leave to extend my remarks in the Madison-from
retirement--wrote
these
REcoRD, I include the following address words to a friend:
delivered by Ernest R. Breech, executive
"Our country, if it does justice to itself,
vice president, Ford Motor Co., at a will be the workshop of liberty to the civilized
world, and do more than any other for
meeting of the Aircraft Club, Detroit,
the uncivilized."
Mich., Friday, May 23, 1952:
Today we are indeed, in a very literal sense,
LET's KEEP IT THE WoRKSHOP OF LIBERTY
the workshop of liberty. But we are in a very
This month marks the start of the eighth
sad way of forgetting that the· only way to
year of the so-called cold war-that strange
preserve liberty throughout the world is by
twilight zone of stealthy and unceasing atmaintaining and enhancing the freedom we
tack on human liberty which, for us, has
already enjoy in this country.
lasted nearly twice as long as World War II
Today, I am exercising my own personal
itself.
right and freedom to protest against the acHow long it will last, no one knows. _The
tivities of appointed officials and bureaucrats
one thing most governments of the world
who try to persuade us that we can take some
seem to be agreed upon is that it may last
short cuts along this road by surrendering
the rest of our lives. If that is so, a whole
more and more of our liberties and submitnew generation, by the time it ends, will have
ting to more and more of the controls they
grown up to take our places in Government,
would like to be able to apply.
in industry and in all phases of our national
I believe that any and all controls breed
life.
power and are incompatible with freedom.
I, for one, do not believe the governments
They become power in themselves and their
are right. I believe that when they talk
administration creates the need for more
about a generation-long struggle they are
and more officials. These officials, in turn,
talking with the voices of despair.
feel the need for further controls, in order
But, however long this struggle does conto be able to plan the directions in which
tinue, I believe there are some important
they guess the Nation should go. And make
touchstones we must always keep at hand.
no mistake about this: these first tiny rivuSome of our liberties we may have to surlets of controls and controllers meet and ·
render temporarily, but there are other libmerge until they become the :flood-stream
erties-other rights of free men-we must
which erodes the very foundations of freenever give up under any pretext, no matter
dom.
how plausibly those in power speak to us.
Let's take a look at the stream in full
One of those is the right to protest and to
spate today.
have our protests made effective.
In the field of foreign affairs, we have
Gentlemen, I am here today to exercise
given up·the idea of isolation not merely bethat right.
cause we know there is no defense in being
I said just now that today's governmentsisolated, but because we have grasped the
our own Government among them-seem to. concept that the only way our standards can
despair too easily. In t imes like these, one
be defended is by helping other nations to
of the most heartening and inspiring lessons
obtain for themselves the peace, prosperity
of history is that the course of human affairs,
and productiveness we have known in this
time anct again, is influenced not by governcountry. It was never so important for
ment s nor by the great figures in the world
Americans to understand other peoples and
spotlight, but by obscure men and women.
to help them to understand us. Yet the day-
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to-day control over the things we say as a
Nation to other nations, even the very way
we speak to other peoples, has been assumed by an agency of the Executive, the
Voice of America-and not one American in
a hundred thousand ever has an opportunity to know or to hear what the "Voice" of
his country is saying.
• I am sure that the men and women who
work for the Voice of America are loyal and
conscientious, skilled in their · respective
fields of communications. But the fundamental fact is that this is yet another important and, so far as anyone knows, a permanent assumption of exclusive authority by
the executive arm of the Government-exclusive authority to explain our way of life
to the people of other lands.
We might ask ourselves how long the
shareholders of a company would tolerate
an advertising department that conducted
its affairs in such a way that the owners of
the company never had an opportunity to
see or hear the final merchandising campaign designed to sell its product--let alone
a chance to check proofs or scripts, in advance.
You might ask whether or not such Government control over our communications
with other people.s threatens to abridge our
own freedoms in the same field. Quite recently, before a three-judge District Court
in Washington, D. C., a suit was brought in
behalf of an American citizen who is now
living and working in France as a free-lance
writer. Her passport had been cancelled
without a hearing and without specification
of any reasons.
Her attorney stated in court that she belongs to no subversive organizations and is
loyal to the United States. The counsel for
the State Department admitted that the
Department had no information on which to
base any belief to the contrary. The inference is that the only possible ,reason for
cancellation of the passport was that the
State Department disapproved of what she
had written during her sojourn abroad.
Small wonder that the Washington Post
commented, "If citizens of the United States
are to. be denied the right to travel on such
grounds-by the exercise of unchecked and
unreviewed discretion on the part of a State
Department official-then a curtain will have
been thrown around this country uncomfortably similar to the curtain imprisoning Soviet citizens within the confines of
Russia."
I said controls and bureaucracy feed upon
each other. The Hoover Commission found
that out of 59 major departments and agencies throughout the Federal Government, nv
less than 46 were involved in foreign affairs
_in one way or another.
Whenever two Government departments
start taking an interest in the same subject,
they have to set up what Government language calls coordination, through an interdepartmental committee. The Hoover Commission found there were at least 30 such
committees, with ·about 140 subcommittees,
at different levels, dealing with foreign affairs alone. That was 4 years ago. It is a
safe guess that there are more now. To me,
that doesn't sound like "coordination" so
much as it does wasteful duplication.
But it is in our own internal affairs that
constant loss of liberty has taken its most
exaggerated form. And I don't see bow we
can be a workshop of liberty if, while we
are attempting to sell the idea and the blessings of liberty abroad, we continue blindly
and almost without protest to surrender
more and more of our freedoms at home.
Today there- are 1,470 people employed 1n
the Executive Office of the President. At
the turn of the century, during the admi;niStration of Theodore Roosevelt, there were
only 20 such people. Even Franklin D.
Roosevelt, at the height of his responsibili-
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ties in World War II, had less than 600 people
A great deal of the legislation enacted by
in his Executive Office.
the Federal Government to regulate indusIn 1929 the Federal Government had 596,trial disputes, for instance, can only be re000 civilian employees. Before World War II
garded as experimental at this stage, while
the Government is feeling its way in the
this figure had a peacetime growth to about
1,000,00Q-more than even at the peak of the
use of the extraordinary powers it has acFirst World War. During the second war
quired. Some of this legislation has obvithe total rose to more than 3,500,000. It did
ously been unsuccessful and is in open dandrop to 2,000,000 in the postwar period, but
ger of breaking down. The creation of socalled emergency boards, for example, has
last year it had risen again to 2,450,000. Add
to this about 4,000,000 civilian employees
actually created real emergencies-because,
of State and local government and you have
in effect, they have discouraged both ema grand total of somewhere between 6,500,000 ployers and unions from settling their differences by negotiation or arbitration. If we
and 7,000,000 civilian government officials in
the United States .today-one controller for
had not had all these boards, isn't it reasonevery nine producers in the whole country.
able to assume that the steelworkers and the ·
Even in a regimented economy that makes a
steelmakers would have gotten together-as
they have many times before-and settled
pretty small platoon.
their differences through the normal proMore alarming still-for those who are not
cedures of collective bargaining?
afraid to see the signs-is the extent to
which government power is being centralSince the end of World War II it has beized. In 1929 the Federal Government had
come clear that controls are no longer reless than a quarter as many civilian emgarded by the Government simply as a
ployees as the State and local governments
temporary expedient in time of emergency.
had. In 1949 that proportion had increased
With the vast control mechanism that was
to well over half as many. And it's still
developed to meet war requirements, the
going up.
present administration in 1946 decided not
It would be amusing if it weren't serious
only to retain a substantial part of that
for the Nation to find that some of these
machinery but to reach out for still other
controllers sometimes can't agree among
and stronger powers. EVen when the rethemselves as to just what their responsimaining wartime powers had finally been
bilities are.
abolished and the transition from producEarly this month the House Banking Comtion for war to production for peace had
mittee tried to find out from the Governbeen accomplished, the President periodment's economic controls chiefs what they
ically requested their restoration.
mean when they talk about stabilization of
The difference between Government conthe economy.
trol of production and distribution facmEconomic Stabilizer Roger L. Putnam told
ties and Government ownership of these
them, "My definition of stabilization is to
same fac111ties is not very great. So far as
preserve the value of the dollar. It doesn't
the individual and private property are conmean a freeze."
cerned, it makes very little difference. AlloPrice Stabilizer Ellis G. Arnall said that
cations, price fixing, priorities, wage regulaas soon as he was appointed he looked the
tions, and a profit-grabbing tax-take on corword "stabilization" up in the dictionaryporations that now goes as high as 82 pernotice that he took the job first, thoughcent are all limitations on the uses to which
and he found that it meant, he said, "to keep
private property can be put.
relatively in balance or equilibrium • • •
The essence of the free market economy
to try to keep prices and wages and the econis that you can do what you want with your
omy in balance."
own 'within reasonable limits; the essence of
Wage Stabilizer Nathan P. Feinsinger said,
the controlled economy is that you cannot.
"One definition is that a stabilizer is a subWhat
Government control does is to change
stance added to an explosive to render it less
the content and meaning of "ownership." If
liable to spontaneous decomposition."
controls are sufficiently extensive, the GovIt seems to me that our stabilizers themernment might as well own the property as
selves are somewhat confused-too confused,
far as the individual's liberty to use it in
perhaps, to prevent decomposition in a syshis own way is concerned.
tem which has managed to grow very healthy
One of the earliest postwar attempts to
in freedom, despite all the other explosions
expand
the
Government's
peacetime
in its past. Isn't it just possible that our
powers-and
one of the most dangerous
growth came because of that freedom?
threats
we
have
had
to
individual
freedom
1
Of course, controllers do not make a direct
in this country-was the so-called ecoonslaught on the principle of freedom. That
nomic stabilization bill introduced by Conwould expose all planning theories for what
gressman SPENCE, of Kentucky, early in 1949.
they really are. But their actions, if not
That bill would have given the President
their words and intentions, show that indiunprecedented and far-reaching powers.
vidual freedom and private enterprise are
To pave the way for its passage, the coneach year being restricted more than the year
trollers tried to scare the public with the
before. The theory is that by substituting
looming danger of inflation.
some form of centralized, omniscient planBut no inflation came. Instead the
ning for the normal pattern of our free econthreat turned out to be one of defiation and
omy, a way will be found to insure more rapid
Government pressure for the bill had to be
economic progress, to head off depressions
dropped.
and to spread more evenly the fruits of proEven planners, however, are sometimes
duction.
like good men-you can never keep them
It can be made to look like a good case--€sdown
for long.
pecially in times of emergency-until we reSo, a new bill was prepared-this time to
member that planning involves decisions by
combat deflation. Needless to say, it was a
the few instead of by the many, and that no
revised edition of its still-born brother. It
people can retain their liberties if they once
called for even more grandiose economic
give up the responsibilities of malting deplanning and huge Government spending.
cisions-responsibilities which, to the inCongress, thank God, once again refused to
dependent man, are opportunities for progbuy the package and the bill was defeated.
ress.
Then, with Korea, came the real emerInstead, our Government today is taking
gency and the need for Federal legislation to
an increasing role in determining what shall
deal with it. Inevitably, the persistent
be produced, how ,it shall be produced, who
planners seized this opportunity to get into
shall produce it, what price can be charged,
the Defense Production Act of 1950 many of
and how much will be paid those who prothe powers that Congress had twice refused
duce--€ither as owners or workers. It has
to give them.
even undertaken to produce goods or services
The inftation campaign failed to panio
in areas that are or could be covered by pri•
vate enterprise.
" the people's representatives. The defiation
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scare didn't work. But in the very real
emergency of June 1950, the Congress was
pressured into granting the same controversial powers on the grounds that rigid and
extensive controls were needed.
But do we any longer need price and wage
controls or a controlled materials plan?
What are the dangers in maintaining these
controls beyond a point where they are truly
effective?
Within about 2 months after the price
freeze of January 1951, wholesale prices began to decline and retail prices began to level
out. OPS and Economic Stabilization officials repeatedly claimed that this was due
to their price controls. And yet, by the fall
of 1951, most prices were actually below
ceiling. Obviously forces other than price
controls were responsible for the price declines and the stability.
Just how necessary price controls are can
be seen frqm a new despatch from the WashIngton Star on November 15, 1951, which
stated: "The OPS today rolled back ceiling
prices of used automobiles 6 percent below
levels of last January in an order that fixes
new ce111ngs at about current market levels."
Now, what I want to know is why we, SB taxpayers, should finance public officials who
are so unessential that they must spend their
time fixing ceiling prices "at about current market levels."
In a survey published a few days ago by
the National Industrial Conference Board,
157 manufacturers reported that, with few
exceptions, OPS ceilings are exerting very
little influence on their current prices.
Three out of four of these manufacturers
are selling at least a part of their output
below ceiling prices, with several quoting
their entire line below ce111ngs. One textile
producer wrote that, at no time since the
price freeze of January 1951 had his fabric
prices even approached permissible ceilings.
And yet his company had been led, like all
others, through the whole maze of ceilingprice regulations, supplementary regulations,
amendments to supplementary regulations,
and detailed cost studies required by the
OPS teams in Washington.
Isn't it about time somebody in Washington realized that infiation was checked in ·
the spring of 1951, more than a year ago,
and has stayed checked ever since? This
was accomplished primarily through tax increases, credit controls, increased savings,
the inability to spend Government appropriations on schedule-and by no means the
least important-the self-discipline of the
consumer who always cuts down his purchases when prices get too high.
In spite of repeated Government predictions, shortages of consumer goods have
failed to materialize. Thus, one of the main
reasons given for price and wage controls
does not exist. In fact, many items--durable goods as well as soft goods-are in oversupply. The textile industry for example,
is operating considerably below capacity.
Retail trade generally is in a buyer's market.
In spite of strenuous merchandising-and
this is something you in advertising can
vouch for-inventories continued to mount
during the past year. The pipe lines are full
of goods.
In this country we have some 4,000,000
separate business establishments producing
more than 8,000,000 different items. Even in
a single company, there may be as many as
200,000 different products. And in just one
product like an automobile, for example,
there may be as many as 15,000 different
parts. Many of these products and parts undergo constant change, improvement, and
adaptation.
No price control system can possibly allow
currently for such factors as these. Anything so complicated, under such constant
change and so responsible to human and
business needs is not subject to even a simple
control mechanism. All experience shows
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came only last week, given by no less than
that simple controls become steadily more
Mr. Truman himself in his speech at a Decomplicated, not because the controllers are
partment of Agriculture ceremony in Washinvolved in any plot to make them so, but
ington, D C.
because a highly technological society cannot
He accused his critics-and I guess this
be confined to strait-jacket rule-making and
puts me among them--of spreading "bunk
control and remaln dynamic and progressive.
and hokum." And then he went on to say
Controls over a nation's economy do not
come cheap. They bring with them direct
that the Roosevelt and Truman administraand indirect costs that must be paid by all
tions have proven that a planned economy
of us as taxpayers and consumers. All of
works, in agriculture and in every other asthese added costs are · an added charge on
pect of our national life. He defied anyone
the actual and potential output of the
to call this socialism and said he was proud
economy.
.
to accept the name "Trumanism" for his
Business and industry are forced to take
program.
on a heavy load of additional work and costs
Let's not get into a baby-naming contest,
in order to comply with many regulations
for if there is one art the planner has le.a rned
dealing with price and wage controls. Manit is that of changing his label according to
agement is diverted from its productive tasks
circumstances. In the conception of their
and must spend a great deal of time interfunctions, in their personalities, in their mopreting control measures and planning op•
tives and in the ends they pursue, the men
erations with the controllers 1n Washington.
who seek to plan the American economy no
Let me make it clear right now that by
more resemble the British Socialists than the
condemning these so-called emergency conlatter resemble the men of the Politburo.
trol med.Sures and attempts. to plan the na·
The real point is that all these men, in
tiona! economy down to the last detail, I
their difi'erent ways, have accepted the conam not, in any sense, attacking the orthodox
cept that a centralized government power is
methods we have developed over the years
the guiding motive for the Nation. And
to level o1f the peaks and valleys of in1lation
when we say that the Soviet system has failed
and deflation. The Council of Economic Ador that British socia.llsm has come near to
Visers to the President, for instance, is a
destroying the economy of Britain, what we
very necessary adjunct to the Executive Ofmean is that planning has failed-because
fice. The fiscal powers of the Congress and
it is impossible for controls and the free
the Treasury are tar reaching and should
independent spirit of humanity to exist tobe widely used. The Federal Reserve Board
gether in the same national community.
has been vested with monetary and credit
The struggle must always end in the defeat
responsibilities which can be widely applied
of one or the other.
to maintain the value of the dollar.
For those who believe that America is
OUr Canadian neighbors, for example, seem
somehow an exception to this lesson, let me
to have gotton along pretty well with only
tell you about an incident involving a man
orthodox controls-and their dollar is at a
who made his stake in your profession. In
premium right now.
a recent television broadcast, Senator BENTo deal with temporary and abnormal
TON was debating with other eminent poliscarcities of commodities such as copper
ticians the pros and cons of the steel dispute
end nickel--or of machine tools-we need
and, since he is an ardent supporter of the
only a simple system of priorities on defense
present Admintstration and its policies, he
contracts.
was backing up the steel seizure and criticiZBut these very orthodox powers and reing the industry for its efforts to defend itsponsibilities in themselves demonstrate unself. Then, at one point in the debate, he
mistakably that the mounting body of
held a newspaper before the camera. and
emergency controls with which we are faced
said, "The steel industry is running plenty of
today were conceived in panic, applied in
paid propaganda today-these full-page adhaste and are as strangling as weeds in a
vertisements which the companies pay for
garden.
out of their excess profit taxes at a high cost
I will make this prediction. If NPA conto the taxpayers."
trols as to the number of cars each company
I've known BILL BENTON for some years,
may build were to remain In effect for too
but I was deeply disturbed to find that his
long a periOd of time, or if the management
emotional involvement in the basic issues
of each company thought these controls were
was so great that he apparently felt the steel
to become permanent, the automotive indusindustry should not be permitted to carry
try would cease to make progress. Such a
its case before the court of public opinion
state of affairs would automatically kill the
through the medium of advertising. And ·
competitive system and it is this highly
1f that feeling is typical, I think we are
competitive society of ours that bas given
entitled to suspect that Government power
the fullest rein to the ambition, initiative
has reached the point where it would like
and resourcefulness of the individual and
to abridge even our right to protest.
has made America great.
And that right we must never give up, if
Furthennore, I believe that unless conAmerica is to fulfill the role James Madison
trols are abandoned within a relatively short
defined for his country-"a workshop of libtime, they will begin to destroy the very
erty" for all mankind.
freedoms we are committed to defend. Yet
the spokesmen for controls today violently
BIOGRAPHY OF ERNEST R. BREECH
accuse anyone who protests as being reactionary, selfish, greedy, profiteering, defeatErnest R. Breech has been executive vice
ist and worse. These same spokesmen for
president and a member of the board of
controls point to the Constitution as a dedirectors of the Ford Motor Co. since May
fense for freedom and, at the same time, at1946, when he resigned as president of Bentempt to circumvent it through a series of
dix Aviation Corp.
accomplished facts such as the seizure of
Since the late twenties, Mr. Breech has
the steel industry. And, continually, in
held many important positions in the avi.
order to panic at least a semblance of public
ation and automobile business. Prior to his
support for further controls, they tell us
association with Bendix, he was a vice prest..:
that the so-called emergency may last a lifedent of General Motors, and for a number
time.
· of years served as director and chairman of
Of course, as the boy who cried wolf disthe board of several aviation and air transcovered, the cry of "emergency" eventually
poration companies, among them North
loses its appeal. Pretty soon, the planners
American Aviation, Inc .• and Transcontiwho say they want planning only tor an
nental and Western Air.
emergency are going to say they want planFrom 1933 to 1935, Mr. Breech was presining for still another rea.Son. As some of
dent of North American Aviation, Inc., which
you may have observed, the change of signals
operated TWA, Eastern Airlines, and West-

em Air Express, and remained a director of
North American Aviation unt111942. He also
served as a director of Yellow Truck & Coach
Mfg. Co., Kinetic Chemicals, Inc., Yellow
Mfg. Acceptance Corp., and Pan American
Airways.
Mr. Breech was born in Lebanon, Mo., Feb·
ruary 24, 1897, the son of a blacksmith. He
attended Drury College, Springfield, Mo.,
where he was awarded an honorary LLD de·
gree and where he is now a trustee. In 1921
he was awarded the gold medal in the n.
linois State examination for the degree of
certified public accountant. He began his
business career in 1917 with Fairbanks,
Morse & Co., in Chicago as an accountant.
He entered the automobile manufacturing
business January 2, 1923, as comptroller of
Yellow Cab Manufacturing Corp., Chicago,
which merged in 1925 with General Motors
truck and coach division. He became gen·
eral assistant treasurer of General Motors
Corp. in 1929 and vice president in 1939.
Mr. Breech is married and has two sons,
Ernest R. Jr., and William H. Breech, both of
whom were officers in the Army Air Force
in World War II.
He is a member of the Society of Automo·
tive Engineers, vice president of the Eco·
nomic Club of Detroit, and a member of the
board of directors of the Manufacturers National Bank of. Detroit. In September 1948
Mr. Breech became a member of the Anglo
American Productivity Council of the European recovery program.
Mr. Breech is a member of the Bloomfield
Hills Country Club, the Detroit Club, the
Recess Club, and Detroit Athletic Club. He .
also serves as a member of vestry of St.
James Episcopal Church, Birmingham. His
home is in Bloomfield Township.

Address by George H. Duncan Before New
Hampshire Elecbic Cooperative, Inc.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
0~

HON. CHARLES W. TOBEY
01' NEW BAKPSHIRE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, June 9,1952

Mr. TOBEY. Mr. President, I ask ·
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an address
delivered by Mr. George H. Duncan, president of the New Hampshire Electric Cooperative, Inc., at the annual meeting of
the cooperative, on June 3, 1952. Mr.
Duncan is one of the ablest men ir. our
State on economics and finance in gov.
ernment. Mr. President, the manuscript is estimated by the Government
Printing Office to make approximately
2% pages Of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
at a cost of $189. I think it is well worth
that amount.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
It gives me pleasure to welcome the members of New Hampshire Electric Cooperative,
Inc., to this, the thirteenth annual meeting
and the ninth over which I have had the
honor to preside as president.
On the whole, the year has been reasonably successful. I hope you will study the
annual financial report as contained in the
la:st issue of the Party Line, which gives the
principal details of operation. However, on
account of the difference in the accounting
methods of cooperatives as prescribed by the
Rural Electrification Administration and
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those usually followed by similar private corporations, some explanation is necessary.
On the operation side, if we strain out the
items of depreciation and principal and interest payments, we find the following condition as compared with the previous year.
For 1950 we received for current sold, $297,000, while operating expenses including taxes
were $236,000, showing a profit of $61,000.
For 1951 revenue was $351,0CJ, a gain of $54,000, while expenses increased only $26,000
to $262,000, leaving a profit of $89,000. For
this. showing the management and the operating force deserve our hearty congratulations.
For the over-all financial picture of the
year, members should refer to the figures under transferable to surplus, which show for
1950 a deficit of $46,000, but in 1951 only
$13,000. While, of course, we should be glad
to see a real surplus at this point, to have
the deficit for a year reduced by $33,000 is
tremendously encouraging; and if nothing
unfortunate occurs this year we may look
for a considerable black figure.
Another figwe to examine closely is that
of the depreciation reserve for 1950, $485,000;
for 1951, $555,000. This is reflected in the
deficit figures, accrued margin for 1950, $606,000; for 1951, $619,000. This deficit figure
is more apparent than real owing to the conservative policy of REA in accounting.
The usual private corporation secures its
funds by issuing stocks and bonds which
for t he most part never are intended . to be
retired. Thus if all profits were distributed
annually in interest and dividends, while
the physical property is wearing out, a time
would come when the property would have
disappeared while the obl'igations still existed. Thus it is essential that a depreciation reserve be maintained roughly comparable to the rate of deterioration.
In REA cooperatives all obligations are
to be repaid with interest during the life of
the property. But since depreciation only
can be estimated, REA has adopted to sound
policy of requiring a depreciation reserve
alongside payment of principal and interest.
Thus in effect cooperatives are paying twice
for the same property during the same
period-once by depreciation reserve and
again by interest and amortization.
To reduce this situation to exact figures
is difficult, since your cooperative has borrowed REA funds at various times. The
rate of repayment is 4.1 percent annually,
2 percent being applied to interest and 2.1
percent to the retirement of principal. Socalled level payments are required, i. e. the
same amount each year on each loan. Thus
any payments in any year will vary in the
proportion of credit to interest and principal.
As payments accrue, the proportion to interest will decrease and that to principal
will increase, thus further reducing interest. The life of the property is variously
estimated dependent on its type; but overall life is estimated at 35 years and the
annual repayments of 4.1 percent will complete repayment in the same period.
A simple illustration will show that despite annual payments thus made on principal, accrued margins will show a deficit
balance during the whole life of the loan,
increasing during earlier years and later decreasing, until at the end of the 35 years,
depreciation reserve will equal the original
loan; all indebtedness will have been repaid
and the deficit balance will disappear.
Theoretically, also, the physical property will
have disappeared although it is probable that
much value still will remain. But if not,
cooperative will be in no different case than
at the beginning-no property; no debt.
Assume a loan of $3,500, with depreciation of $100 annually and payments of principal and interest at 4.1 percent. The annual payment will be $143.50, divided the
first year, interest, $73.50; principal, $70.

Thus at the end of the year indebtedness
will be $3,430, although since the property
has depreciated $100, its book value will be
only $3,400, showing a balance-sheet deficit
of $30.
For the second year depreciation again
will be $100 and payment $143.50; divided,
interest $71.40, principal $72.10. Indebtedness then is $3,357.90; the book value of the
property will be only $3,300 and the balancesheet deficit will have mounted to $57.90,
although all required payments have been
made. And the process will continue until
at the end of 35 years the depreciation reserve will be $3,500, but since there is no
debt the deficit balance will have disappeared.
I have gone into the matter at some
length because all too frequently persons
hostile to cooperative point to the balancesheet figures showing a deficit of over $600,000 as proof that we are on the brink of
bankruptcy when actually we are in arrears
on principal only $89,000 with all due interest paid as of December 31, 1951. I may
add that during the debate in the New
Hampshire House of Representatives last
year on the bill to place cooperatives under
the jurisdiction of the utilities commission,
such a statement actually was made.
DON'T LOSE YOUR COOPERATIVE

Peculiarly enough as the financial condition of cooperative improves and it grows
older, the danger to its continued existence
increases. All you original members well
remember the days when you were dependent on the kerosene lamp for light and on
muscular effort for all power. You know
how long you waited for electric service
while existing agencies demanded excessive
payments or denied service altogether. So it
was not until the advent of Cooperative that
you were serviced.
You never will forget the efforts of your
neighbors, like Charles A. Rollins, still our
director; our first president, William J. Neal,
who left to become Deputy Administrator
of REA; our long-time State Commissioner
of Agriculture, Andrew L. Felker; Fred A.
Barton; Curtis D. Perkins, and Charles H.
Chesley, in telling you what might be accomplished, now borne out by our existence.
But as time goes on, those who lived in
darkness will pass out of the picture and
their places taken by others who have little
conception of earlier difficulties. Newcomers
establish themselves on cooperative lines
who, having been served elsewhere by utilities, fail to realize the difference between
cooperation and these other agencies. Even
the act of the last legislature defining cooperative as a utility tends to create the
impression that because electricity is provided there is no real difference between
sources. You as cooperative members know
that the property is yours, subject only to
the mortgage to REA; and when that mortgage is paid, you will be the sole owners.
Utility customers, no matter how long they
pay for service, never will have any share in
the property.
Most of your present directors are original
members and realize· the situation. I have
no doubt that for many years successive directors will appreciate their obligations to
cooperative. But the time may come when,
tired over their duties virtually unpaid-for
except for the satisfaction of service, they
will seek release by advocating sale of your
property to some utility.
Already several attempts of this type have
been made in other areas. The usual procedure is for the utility to approach the directors with an offer to take over the property upon assumption of the mortgage. In
our case even now that would be a good bargain for any utility since most of our property was constructed at costs far less than
present. Since such an offer cannot be accepted without approval of two-thirds of the
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members, decrsion is in your hands. Arguments will be presented perhaps on the
ground of lower rates. Whatever the claims
made, experience has shown that they are
only specious and should not be accepted
by cooperatives members. The best way
to avoid any such unfortunate end is· for
members to take the utmost interest in the
affairs of cooperative at all times.
So far as I know, no REA-financed cooperative has yielded to such an appeal, although two or three small ones in the West
have been forced to sell on account of refusal of utilities to supply adequate power.
But right here in New Hampshire occurred
the instance of the sale of a municipal plant
under similar circumstances.
The little town of Hancock for years had
sought to induce some utility to supply 1i
with electric service without result. Finally,
led by public-spirited citizens, it was voted
to establish a municipal plant which over
the years proved successful, cost being fully
paid from earnings without tax contribution. Current was purchased at wholesale,
and even maintenance, reading of meters,
and billing was done by contract with a
utility. Even so, after the debt was paid,
some $3,000 annually was turned into the
town treasury.
As time went on the commissioners chosen
by the town felt the burden of their duties
and advocated selling. Certain plant improvements were necessary, entailing the expenditure of a few thousand dollars, which
looked big. The matter being presented to
the voters, all too few of whom were informed of the actual situation, it was voted
to sell the whole plant for approximately
9 years' earnings. Please don't let that happen to New Hampshire Electric Cooperative.
The longer we go on, the more valuable will
be your property.
To be sure, Cooperative rates are slightly
higher than comparable utility rates in New
Hampshire. That is not strange, when we
learn that consumer density on our lines is
only about three to the mile. Cooperative
also must supply and maintain its own
transformer stations and buy all power.
Compare that situation with Public Service
Co., which, according to its last report, has
125,040 customers on 4,673 miles of line, an
average of about 27 to the mile, and generates most of its power. Yet even Public
Service claims its rates are too low, despite
three increases in the last year.
CAPITAL CREDITS

Sometime in the future you will be asked
to vote on the question of establishing the
capital credits plan. Capital credits are
closely associated with the matter of depreciation and surplus mentioned earlier.
At the end of some year in the near future, perhaps even this year, the "Statement of Income and Expense," will show a
favorable balance instead of a deficit. This
surplus, not needed for payment of principal and interest, will belong to members, but
for sound financing should be kept in the
treasury against emergencies. But there will
come a time when it safely can be distributed to the members in cash. Already this has
taken place in some cooperatives more fortunate than we. Only last April a cooperative in Indiana distributed over $29,000 to
its 2,252 members on the basis of their payments for service in 1946, being a refund of
about 25 percent of total payments that
year. In March a Texas cooperative distributed over $59,000 to 3,567 members.
As you will understand, a cooperative
services its members at actual cost; but that
actual cost cannot be determined until the
end of a period such as a year. So it clearly
1s safe policy to make initial charges somewhat higher and later return the overcharge
to members. Thus, while on the books it
appears as profit, actually it simply is the
amount of previous overcharge above actual
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corporation financed 100 percent by a lending
agency. In fact, my experience has been
that REA has been an exceedingly helpful
banker, far more so than usual bankers are
even in small matters. For instance, REA
periodically audits all Cooperative accounts,
thereby saving us thousands of dollars for
auditors. The advice of REA's engineers.
accountants, and legal staff is available to us
at all times free of charge. And this type
COOPERATIVE AN ASSET TO NEW HAMPSHmE
Qf service is rendered to all the 900 cooperaI doubt if Cooperative members realize
tives in the country at an administrative
how much of tangible dollar value our lines
annual cost of only about $8,000,000. Where
have- added to the State. From the New
will you find a banker which will make and
Hampshire map before you you can see that
service loans to the amount of over $2,500,our 1,700 miles of line service homes in 109
000,000 at such low cost? And that the servof the 234 cities and towns, from Sandown
ice is efficient is shown that thus far only
near the Massachusetts border to Pittsburg
about $45,000 of loan funds have been lost
on the canadian line, and from Wakefield · in its 15 years of life, while repayments in
advance of requirements exceed amounts in
and Freedom bordering on Maine to Charlestown and Lyme next to Vermont. Beyond
arrears by more than 20 times. All this record speaks not only for the careful manner
that, White Mountain Power Co. serves all
in which REA has performed its obligations
or parts of 30 towns. In 26 of these towns
but as well shows faithful service of the
Cooperative also serves, but the other four
directors and management of all these cotowns added to the 109 served by Cooperaoperatives.
Some people call this socialism.
tive brings the total to over half the towns
but I call it a wonderful exhibition of rugged
of the State. We know that these cooperaindividualism.
tive lines have increased the taxable valuA majority of the common stock, and
ation of the towns in which they are built
therefore complete control of Public Service
to an amount of over half a million dollars
Co. of New Hampshire, is owned by New Engon which, in 1951, -we paid $26,245.41 taxes.
land Public Service Co., of Augusta, Maine,
Everyone recognizes that electric service
commonly
called Nepsco. But you never
increases the value of adjacent property. If
hear its officers or stockholders call the Pubwe estimate that the average value of the
lic Service Co. "Nepsco," although there is
6,000 served locations is the modest sum
far more reason for it than to call Cooperaof $2,000, the total is $12,000,000; and if
tive "REA." There is an REA, certainly, but
again, we estimate that our service has init is assuming much for us to call ourselves
creased the value of adjacent property only
10 percent, there is a gain of $1,200,000 on
by that name. And it is easier to say "Co-op"
than it is to say "REA." So I suggest that
this account.
you always refer to your organization as
A few years ago Mr. Philmore B. Wass, then
"Cooperative"
or "Co-op," and in that modest
an instructor at Plymouth Teachers' College.
way impress on those who hear you the true
chose as the subject for his doctor's thesis
situation-that "Cooperative" is your baby
at Columbia University, "New Hampshire
and not the nephew of Uncle Sam.
Electric Cooperative." His rather comprehensive Spot check, supported by many perWHITE MOUNTAIN POWER CO.
sonal interviews (and some of you may reYou certainly will be interested to know
call being his "guinea pigs,") showed that
something of the operations of White Mounif his sampling was representative, some 800
tain Power Co. for the first full year since
new residents had come on cooperative lines
Cooperative has owned all the stock and
during 10 years, few of whom said they
bonds of that company. While a full exwould have come in the absence of electric
planation would require more time than now
service. And his study further showed that
is available, the following are some of the
on the average these newcomers had spent
important points:
about $2,500 each for improvements and faThe operating results for 1951 have been
cilities in addition to the purchase price.
affected adversely by a considerable increase
While no one claims exactness for these
in
wages to all employees except the agent,
figures, they indicate that something like
who also is manager of Cooperative, and by
$2,000,000 of new money has been expended
an increase in the cost of wholesale power
by private persons.
and favorably by an increase in rates of
Adding these figures: $500,000 taxable
about 5 percent-the first increase since
property of cooperative; $1,200,000 increased
1936-all three changes having been effecvalue of adjacent property; $2,000,000 for imtive for only a part of the year.
provements, we arrive at $3,700,000 in all.
The present cost of White Mountain to
Since all cooperative construction has cost
Cooperative is shown by the figures, "Investabout $2,900,000, it well may be true that
ments,
$1,619,410.92," in the balance sheet.
if we could appraise all the advantages in
covering initial cost and subsequent admoney, it would be found that they exceed
vances for improvements. This amount will
all that has been spent. So we don't need
be repaid to REA over a period of 35 years
to apologize for what we have done but on
on the same basis as other REA loans-level
the other hand we can brag a little on our
annual
payments covering 2 percent interest
achievements.
and 2.1 percent on principal. Thus, the
CALL IT CO-OP
annual carrying charges, without additional
Let me suggest a rather small matter which
investment, will be about $68,000.
may have an important influence on your
To meet this share there was received from
thinking, and that of others, about CooperaWhite Mountain during the year 1951, $58,tive. I have noticed that sometimes mem751.28 for dividends and interest as shown
bers speak of our organization as "REA."
in the statement of income. Thus it will
Those hostile to us refer to it frequently as
be seen that for that year there was a bala Government agency, thus seeking to creance sheet deficit of about $10,000 on this
ate the impression that the Federal Governaccount, which makes its appearance in the
ment 1s seeking to extend 1ts authority.
cooperative balance sheet where a deficit for
You know and I know that Cooperative 1s a.
the year is shown as $12,962.28. But since
New Hampshire corporation, organized unnearly $35,000 of the $68,000 paid by Cooperder New Hampshire law and managed by its
ative on account of White Mountain went
New Hampshire directors elected by its
to a reduction of the debt, it will be seen
members. It is subject, of course, to conthat actually ownership of the company by
siderable control by the Rural Electrificacooperative was of advantage to the latter
tion Administration, but no more so than
without additional cost to White Mountain
would be the case with any individual or
customers. Since a depreciation reserve 1a

cost. This, rather simplified, is the capital
credits plan. Just as soon as Cooperative.
after adoption of the plan, shows a profit in
any year, that profit will be credited to
members in proportion to their payments
for ,eervice in that year, to be retained in
the treasury until such time as the financial condition of the organization makes it
safe to distribute.

carried in company -accounts in accordance
with Commission requirements, this does not
affect cooperative.
At about the time cooperative acquired
White Mountain the hydro plant at Goodrich Falls became incapacitated. Since then
a loan has been secured from REA of a sufficient amount to rehabilitate this plant at
a higher capacity; contracts for the work soon
will be let and it is expected that it will be
completed during 1952. Thereafter the output from Goodrich Falls will serve to reduce
somewhat the over-all cost of electricity to
the company.
A study of the map referred to before will
show that in the 26 towns in which both
the company and cooperative serve, in general the latter covers the outlying districts
and the former the centers. It thus is clear
that separate maintenance entails a tremendous amount of travel, much of which
could be avoided if the two organizations
could be integrated. Also a consolidation of
billing and accounting procedures would
afford further savings. However, since by
law cooperative is limited in the number
of nonmembers it may service, a substantial
number of White Mountain customers must
become members before integration can be
accomplished. It is hoped that in time these
customers will come to realize that no disadvantage can come to them by becoming
cooperative members but rather considerable
adv~ntage in the prospect of becoming joint
owner~ with their neighbors of the agency
which serves them.
CONCLUSION

I have dealt with these matters at perhaps
unreasonable leng_th. The reason for that is
that today is the last time that I shall speak
to you as president or director and I wanted
to impress upon you strongly some of the
things I have learned from a service of 13
years as a director and 9 years as your president.
I am not giving up my connection willingly. You know the good book says, "The
days of our years are three-score years and
ten; and if by reason of strength they be
four-score, yet is their strength labor and
sorrow." I now have reached the half-way
point between these ages. Fortunately, I
have been so blessed by a measure of he:1lth
that I have experienced none of the "labor
and sorrow" mentioned. Yet I know full
well that at my time of life I cannot expect
to carry on with previous vigor. Also, my
home being an even hundred miles from
our office, it is impossible for me to maintain the close contacts with operations expected of a director. Beyond that, by a
strict interpretation of the bylaws I am not
even eligible to be a member since I am not
a user of cooperative service. In the course
of a few years it is inevitable that someone
else should take over the responsibilities of
president; and I am sure that now someone
Will be chosen who will be more helpful than
I have been. Nonetheless, you may be sure
that I never shall lose interest in the welfare of Cooperative and will do everything in
my power to help you.
I would be remiss did I fail to mention the
pleasant contacts I have had with my fellow
directors during -the years. A review of the
record shows that in all there have been 23
directors from 9 counties and 21 towns. One,
Mr. Sargent, failed to qualify on account of
employment by White Mountain; Mr. Deyo,
Colebrok, never attended a meeting on accnunt of distance; Mr. Hook unfortunately
passed away after attending only one meeting. To the other 19, omitting myself, you
are deeply indebted for the faithful and
constant interest they have exhibited in your
behalf. Their service was not due to any
expectation of financial return. UntU acquisition of White Mountain 2 years ago, the
fee for directors was $3 for attendance at
monthly meetings plus 5 cents per mile for
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travel. With the increase of responsibilities
due to acquisition it seemed not unreasonable
to increase payments to $10 for attendance
and 7-cents-per-mile travel. Some of the
directors assumed a dual position as directors of both organizations, but no double
pay was given, simply the fees and expenses
of those holding dual positions were divided
between the two. I assure you that I have
enjoyed the friendly contacts and helpful
suggestions of all these men during the years.
And you never should overlook the service
of the employees. You who receive service
know far better than I how prompt and
efficient they are in the performance of their
duties so important to all members.
I close by wishing New Hampshire Electric
Cooperative and its members all possible
success and · prosperity.
GEORGE H. DUNCAN.
JUNE 3, 1952.

Port Security
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STYLES BRIDGES
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, on behalf of the Senator from Washington
[Mr. CAIN] I ask unanimous consent to
have printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD a letter addressed to the Senator from Washington by Mr. Harry
Lundeberg, president of the Sailors'
Union of the Pacific, and the accompanying resolution concerning the very important problem of port security.
There being no objection, the letter,
with attached resolution, was ordered to
be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
SAILORS' UNION OF THE PACIFIC,
San Francisco, Calif., May 16, 1952.

Hon. HARRY P. CAIN,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR CAIN: Attached hereto find
a resolution adopted by the membership of
the Sailors' Union of the Pacific, an organization affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, which is engaged in supplying American-flag ships on the Pacific coast
with merchant seamen.
We feel the present condition on the Pacific coast waterfront insofar as security is
concerned is absolutely deplorable and . in
view of the fact th.at a law has been passed
by Congress for the specific purpose of taking
care of such a situation, we deem it important that the Federal authorities see to it
that the law is enforced properly without
letting the Communists run loose on the
waterfront because someone in the Government is afraid to tackle a job which should
have been tackled years ago.
Very truly yours,
HARRY LUNDEBERG,
Secretary-Treasurer, Sailors' Union of
the Pacific (A. F. of L.).

Whereas under the Magnuson Act, or the
National Security Act, certain rules and regulations have been established on the American waterfront by the United States Coast
Guard which has been designated the Government bureau to handle this act by the
President; and
Whereas the Coast Guard has promulgated
rules prohibiting any American seaman from
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signing on or working on ships or on the
These associations have done more to
waterfront unless they have validated secuprovide loans at low rates of interest to
rity papers, and on February 15, 1952, the folbuild homes and to provide a safe place
lowing regulation was issued by the Coast
for the average citizen to deposit his
Guard to all unions and employers and
earnings and receive a fair rate of interGovernment agencies engaged in waterfront
est throughout the Nation than anymatters:
thing heretofore done by the Federal
"The requirement of specially validated
merchant mariner's document will apply to
Government in these two important
seamen on all merchant vessels of the United
fields of our economy.
States of 100 gross tons and upward, enCharters have been granted to 1,552
gaged in trade, whether at anchor or made
associations since 1933 by the Home
fast to a dock, loading or unloading pasLoan Bank Board, and loans totaling
sengers or cargo or merely in an idle status
$17,250,000,000 have been made up to Deawaiting passengers or cargo.
cember 31, 1951, to finance 4,381,000
"By 'employed' is meant the engagement
American homes. Eight billion eight
of any person to fill any licensed or certifihundred and seventy-five million dollars
cate berth on board ship whether or not
under articles and include those engaged
were on deposit in these 1,-552 associafor standby, relief or other capacities. Any
tions on March 31, 1952.
person who accepts employment on any vesThere undoubtedly was good reason to
sel after being declared ineligible and furgive the Home Loan Bank Board almost
nished written notice thereof, is subject to
unlimited and rigid control over the
a penalty of imprisonment for not more
operations of these associations in the
than 10 years or a fine of not more than
legislation which established them in the
·$10,000. The owner, agent, master, officer
or person in charge is liable to the same
beginning, when they were in the expenalty." and
perimental stage, but time and circumWhereas the Coast Guard and the operstances have proved that because of the
ators associated with the Pacific Maritime
large number of depositors, or shareAssociation insist that the Sailors' Union
holders; the importance of these associof the Pacific abide by their laws and rules
ations to their communities; and thereto the letter on one hand but on the other
liability of and the high type of men
hand the same Coast Guard and the same
managing these associations, some conshipowners are allowing screened off Comsideration should be given to relaxing
mies to go aboard the ships and to work
standby, particularly in the case of the Matsome of the rigid authority of the Home
son Navigation Co. and the American Presi- · Loan Bank Board over them, and give
dent Lines where these companies are hiring
some recognition to the rights and privthese screened off Commies as baggage
ileges of the depositors and management
handlers and are allowing the officials of
in these associations.
the National Union of Marine Cooks &
I have consequently introduced a bill,
Stewards who have not been able to get valiH. R. 7699, to amend the Home Owners'
dated security papers to board the ships to
hold meetings and to carry on general disLoan Act of 1933 to provide some of the
ruption and subversive activities, such as
relief that appears necessary to both
acting as carriers between United States ports
management and depositors in these
and Oriental ports, etc.; and
associations, which has been referred to
Whereas the Sailors' Union of the Pacific
the House Banking and Currency Comconsiders this type of activity which is
mittee.
winked at b.Y the Coast Guard and the ShipMy bill has already become a matter
owners as a violation of the safety rules of
of national discussion among persons inour agreement by allowing subversive elements to board American vessels; now, thereterested in Federal savings and loan
fore, be it
associations. To these persons the· neResolved, That the Sailors' Union of the
cessity· of legislation of this nature is
Pacific officially notify the United States
universally recognized, and, indeed, the
Coast Guard and the PMA and the press that
bill itself is the result of much sober
the SUP will deem these conditions unsafe
discussion and analysis of existing legfor our members to work under and will take
islation relating to savings and loan
proper action, if necessary to protect our
associations.
country and ourselves.
I should like briefly to set out the probMAY 22, 1952.

Federal Savings and Loan Associations
Need ~e Protection Provided by H. R.

7699
REMARKS
OF

HON. GORDON L. McDONOUGH
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr. Speaker, one
of the most important, useful, and beneficial Government institutions to the
American home owner and to the gen..
eral economy of the Nation is the Fed..
eral Savings and Loan Association.

lems which this legislation attempts to
meet and the manner in which it attempts to solve them. The bill defines
limitations of Government control over
savings and loan associations. It is a
matter of no little amazement even to
many persons otherwise well versed in
financial matters· to learn that as a
practical matter there are almost no
limitations now in Government control
over the 1,500 community Federal savings and loan associations. No other
major financial system in the country,
State or Federal, has ever been subject
to such undefined Government power as
that contained in paragraphs 5 (a) and
(d) of the Home Owners' Loan Act of
1933. The Government is not limited
to regulating these institutions. It can
substitute its business judgment for that
of the management. For whatever cause
the agency may itself prescribe, it can
take them over and operate them.
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FEDERAL POWER SHOULD BE LIMITED AND
DEFINED

Yhave heard no one attempt to argue
that these provisions should not be
changed. Argument has been made,
and to this date successfully, that such
changes should not be made until possible without prejudice to certain litigation pending in the Federal courts in
California. It would appear that a recent decision in that litigation removes
this obstacle.
There are two major aspects of this
present unlimited control of a Federal
agency over these 1,500 community institutions which this bill would correct.
First, the present statute gives the Government agency undefined authority to
provide for their operation, and in effect
to substitute its business judgment for
that of the elected management. Secondly, the law now permits the Government to take over and operate the associations for such cause, if any, as it shall

Government agency in paragraph 5 (a)',
this complete lack of any means short
of physical seizure for resolving ordinary
differences of opinion between the supervisor and management is absurb. My
bill will correct this. It empowers the
Government agency to issue orders to
the supervised institution, which orders
can direct that a questioned practice or
procedure of the institution's management be terminated or corrected. The
institution, which believes that it is right
and the Government agency wrong,
would no longer need to subject itself
to the danger of physical seizure in
order to prove the rectitude of its position. Instead it would have the right
to g-o to the local Federal district court
and ask that court to decide whether
the Govermnent agency or the association's own management is right.

him from the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation in the event of
the default of the institution in which he
has placed his savings. In most cases,
savers in savings and loan associations
have small holdings and it would be a
gross injustice to require an insured
saver to litigate the question of jurisdiction or to come to the District of Columbia to sue. Accordingly, H. R. '7699
would require the Federal Savings and
Loan Insurance Corporation to accept
service of process in any court of law in
the United States, State or Federal.
JUDICIAL REVIEW AND ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
AUTHORIZED

H. R. '7699 also makes it possible to
bring the Home Loan Bank Board into
court. Other housing agencies of the
Government- are already suable. The
Comptroller of the Currency can be sued
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF IN SERIOUS . CASES
by a national bank in its own district.
Of course, over a period of years, there H. R. 7699 would thus extend to savings
may be a few cases in which the appoint- and loan associations - the equivalent
pres~ribe.
ment of conservators and receivers will right to sue the board in the district in
H. R. 7699 PROTECTS AGAINST SEIZURE
still be necessary. But H. R. 7699 care- which the association is located. Also
My bill would correct this situation. fully sets forth the causes for which such the Home Loan Bank Board would be
appointments could be made. A conser- empowered to go to court to seek court
It would write into law the charters
which have already been granted these vator could not be appointed unless the assistance to enforce its rules and reguassociation were insolvent or impaired lations and orders .. There seems to be no ·
associations. For years the associations have been operated under these or had violated a previous valid Board fair reason why ·the matters that come
charters by their elected directors and order or had continued an unlawful before the Home Loan Bank Board
officers. There is no reason why an manner of operation after the issuance should not be fully subject to judicial
agency of the Government should J:iave of two or more valid Board orders. A scrutiny in the Federal judicial district
latent power to change this corporate receiver could not be appointed unless of the institution most directly con- structure and manner of operations. the association were insolvent or im- cerned. Administrative hearings too,
H. R. 7699 would take away that latent paired, or unless one of the other under H. R. 7699, would normally be held
Government power. Nor should this grounds for the appointment of a con- within that district.
Both management and supervisory
Government agency have latent statu- servator existed and the Home Loan
tory power to substitute its own busi- Bank Board also found that the institu- authorities should agree that the manness judgment for that of the officers , tion could not usefully continue in agement should be responsibie for the
everyday business judgments in the op ..
and directors of the association in the existence.
Under my bill, the Government eration of a savings and loan association,
everyday management of its affairs.
The concern of a government supervi- agency could issue its orders, and could and that the supervisors should have -·
sory agency should be that the associa- even appoint a conservator or receiver, adequate sta-t utory authority to protect ·
tion maintain its solvency and operate without the necessity of going to any the association, its members and the naaccording to law, its charter and the court. The association involved is, how- tional insurance fund, to be exercised
rules and regulations of that agency. ever, given the right and opportunity to according to uniform rules and without
both administrative hearings and court discrimination. When supervisory auAccordingly, H. R. 7699 so states in a
few simple words. In effect, the law review before such drastic action is thorities have a different statutory powwould be rewritten to conform with the taken. Even in building and loan as- er, one to take over and operate an aspractice.
· sociations, which do not maintain large sociation according to their own pre.;.
scription, orderly operation is not proBut the second of these unlimited Gov- commercial accounts and are not nor- moted
even though that power is for
ernment powers with which my bill seeks mally subject to the same pressures as the most
part latent and unexercised.
to deal is also vitally important. Some : commercial banks, there may, in rare '
I am convinced that my bill, H. R.
limitation should be imposed by legis- instances, be a necessity for immediate
7699, will remedy deficiencies that now
lation on the power of a Government action by the Government supervisory give
the Federal agency almost unlimitagency to take over and operate these authorities before an administrative ed power
over the savings and loan busicommunity financial institutions. A hearing can be offered the institution ness. It will serve to prevent lengthy
local association may be pursuing a pol- involved. To take care of such a rare litigation and other controversies from
icy to which the Federal agency objects, case, which the history of the ~ederal developing, by affording a practical
but which the association's manage- savings and loan system has shown to be means of supervision by the Government
ment believes to be compatible with good practically nonexistent, H. R. 7699 in lieu of the present Government power
business judgment and otherwise prop- specifically empowers the local Federal of take-over. I firmly believe H. R. 7699
er. In such a case, under the present court to issue ex parte orders on the re- will prove to be an important step forlaw, the Federal agency must appoint quest of the Board authorizing instan- ward for the industry, which is playing
a conservator or do nothing. The as- taneous action.
such a vital role in making this a Nation of home owners. · Nothing offers
sociation's management, in turn, must
OTHER ADVANTAGES TO FEDERAL SAVINGS AND
more hope for the future of America
elect between not exercising what it
LOAN MEMBERS
considers a proper prerogative of manH. R. '7699 has other important pro- than the fact that millions of the citiagement, one of its duties, and on the visions for the protection of savers in zens of this country are becoming homeother hand, causing the institution to both federally and State-charter~d sav- owners, and as homeowners are active,
be subjected to the danger that it will ings and loan associations. As the law loyal stockholders in the United States
be taken over by the supervisory author- now stands, it is questionable whether Government. I llrge the early and faities. Considered in the light of the such a saver can resort to his local courts vorable consideration of this much-needpractically unlimited authority given the · to collect the money that may be due to ed legislation.
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Eisenhower Exceptionally Well Qualified
To Lead the Nation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
granted to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following editorial
published in the Minneapolis (Minn.)
Morning Tribune of June 5, 1952:
EISENHOWER AT ABILENE

In his first speech as a civilian Dwight Eisenhower convincingly demonstrated that
he possesses the qualities most essential to
top civilian leadership of the world's foremost democracy in these troubled times.
The Abilene address showed keen awareness of the great issues confronting the
American people and the resources available for successfully coping with these issues. It was conspicuously free from cant
and demagoguery but reflected deep spirituality and lofty patriotism; Only a man who
had been nurtured from his earliest days in
the belief that he is a child of a provident
God and the heir to great political institutions could speak as Eisenhower did yesterday. His is a faith that casts out fear and
carries with it a contagious sense of confidence.
Forty years in uniform have not made a
militarist or an authoritarian out of the
man who returned to his boyhood home as
Mr. Eisenhower rather than General Eisenhower by his own choice. Eisenhower relies on voluntary action by freemen placing their trust in free institutions to maintain a free United ·states and a free world.
He wants the arms program kept under
rigorous and constant scrutiny along with
other governmental activities to avoid waste
and hold down expenditures. He wants to
keep as much authority and responsibility as
possible in subordinate units of government
so as to avoid dangerous and costly concentration of power in a centralized government.
Eisenhower's analysis of four major threats
to survival in freedom and prosperity showed
that he has done some very searching thinking about political and economic. matters in
the midst of his military preoccupations.
He put his finger on issues which must be
successfully dealt with by the American people if they are to conserve their present
wellbeing and find larger fulfillment in the
future.
Eisenhower summarized these threats as
disunity, inflation, excessive taxation, and
bureaucracy. He has seen other nations
lose their freedom because sections of the
population were pitted against other sections in a short-sighted struggle for advantage at the expense of the whole. The
struggle ended in regimentation of all the
workers and bureaucratic control of all means
of production.
He has seen other nations lose their freedom through inflation and taxation that destroys the incentive to excel in skill and in
production. He correctly argues that excessive concentration of power iii the Federal
Government has facilitated the processes by
which these insidious forces have worked
their destruction.
In order to have the financial and economic resources necessary to maintain a sound
economy and strong defenses Eisenhower
calls for the elimination of waste duplication and extravagance at all levels of government. One of his ways for fostering austerity in public expenditure would be to curb

•

so far as can be done efficiently the spread
of governmental functions into new and
overlapping fields.
These are not novel ideas and they are
easier to express than to apply sucessfully.
But Eisenhower's well-reasoned presentation
of the urgent need for such approaches warrants the belief that he would do a lot toward implementing them if he should be
made the Nation's Chief Executive. Eisenhower's views about the United States' role
in world affairs and cooperation with other
freedom-loving nations had been made
known before he went to Abilene. Yesterday
he integrated those views with his views
about domestiq issues in statesmanlike manner.
Eisenhower stands revealed at Abilene as a.
man who understands the aspirations of the
American people and the dynamic character
of our rapidly growing country. He gives
the impression that he is exceptionally well
qualified to lead the Nation in its quest
for peace with honor and security with national solvency.

Suggestions in Connection With Celler and
Hendrickson Bills
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE

S~NATE

OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to insert in the Appendix of the RECORD a memorandum I
have' received from the Estonian Relief
Committee, Inc., containing certain sug ..
gestions in connection with the Celler
bill and the Hendrickson bill now pend ..
ing in the House and Senate Judiciary
Committees for the admission to this
country of certain refugees and other
persons. This is the so-called emergency
immigration program.
There being no objection, the memorandum was ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
ESTONIAN RELIEF COMMITTEE, INC.,

New York, N. Y.

The Estonian Relief Committte, Inc., the
largest Estonian organization in the United
States, was established to assist displaced
persons in securing assurances and obtaining
employment, to give emergency relief, and
loans without interest, and other services in
this country and abroad.
The Estonian Relief Committee, Inc., is
actively interested in the new bill concerning: (a) Refugees from Communist-occupied
and dominated countries, and (b) people
from overpopulated areas in Europe.
According to the information available to
us the new bill can rely upon the full support of all Estonian organizations and American-Estonian colonies in the United States
in general.
SUGGESTIONS REGARDING THE PRESIDENTIAL MES•
SAGE OF MARCH 24, 1952, AND THE BILL H. R,
7376, INTRODUCED ON APRIL 3, 1952, BY THE
HONORABLE EMANUEL CELLER
(CHAIRMAN,
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY)

The President of the United States in his
message asks the Congress to authorize a.
program that will provide aid for the unfortunate victims of oppression who are escaping from Communist tyranny behind the
iron curtain (I), and authorize additional
immigration into this country on a limited
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basis, to aid in alleviating the problem created by Communist tyranny and overpopulation in Western Europe (III).
The Presidential message of March 24, 1952,
repeatedly refers to the Baltic States, and
it has been generally understood that these
States should be included in the recommended program.
General suggestions: 1. Special attention
should be paid to those displaced persons
under the DP Act of 1948, as amended, who
were eligible, but remained without visas as
the deadline of December 31, 1951 arrived.
2. A problem of a tragic nature for .a large
number of refugees is awaiting a proper
solution on the legislative way. The resettlement activity of the IRQ which was carried out under difficult conditions has
caused a number of cases in which young
people were sent to Australia, Canada, etc.,
their elderly parents had to stay in the camps
and were later brought to the United States
under the DP Act. There are cases in which
husbands and wives are separated. The
American way of life has always had a deep
appreciation for family life and family unity.
The Congress of the United States has now
an opportunity to help those who have lost
for the sake of their democratic principles
their home countries to live and work
together with their closest relatives in
this land of liberty. Legislative measures
should be taken that in those cases in which
one member of a family has legally entered
the United States, his immediate family
members would be given the opportunity to
come to the United States.
Special attention should be paid to elderly
parents in this country whose only existence
is dependent from the admission of their
children.
3. The question of those refugees who
were sent to Great Britain on the basis of
temporary working contracts awaits a righteous solution. Thousands of homeless refugees able and eage:· to work used the opportunity to follow the call of Great Britain
for urgently needed manpower. They signed
their working contracts under the clear understanding that they would not lose their
DP status and that they would have full
rights to return to Germany, Austria, or to
immigrate to overseas countries.
About 5,000 Estonians together with members of other nationalities used this opportunity and were sent to Great Britain to
work in British hospitals, sanatoriums, farms,
mining, and industry. They have been refused the opportunity to immigrate to the
United States in violation with their official
working contracts and promises they had received. They do not consider themselves
firmly resettled. Through the fact that they
have been restrained in their immigration
to the United States or other countries of
their preference, they should be given special
consideration and preference.
THE BILL H. R. 7376 INTRODUCED BY THE
HONORABLE EMANUEL CELLER

1. A close study of the bill H. R. 7376 gives
the impression that the refugees from the
Baltic States have no opportunity to come
to the United States under this bill. The
refugees from the Baltic countries are practically excluded, because the number of
escapees from the Baltic States after May 8,
1945, has been very small.
Therefore we cordially suggest that the
present date May 8, 1945, in section 2 {b) of
the H. R. 7376 be substituted by September
1, 1939.
2. According to section 4 (f) of the H. R.
7376 only refugees residing in the German
Federal Republic, Italy, Austria, Greece,
Turkey, and the Netherlands are eligible for
admission.
This excludes refug~es who
moved in 1946 and 1947 from Germany to
England, Belgium, etc., on the basis of temporary employment contracts after having .
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been assured that they keep their DP status
and have not lost thereby the eligibility for
emigration to overseas countries.
In addition, many thousands of refugees
residing temporarily in Sweden are excluded
by the present wording of section 4 (f).
Therefore we suggest that the limitations of
the present residence of refugees be changed
so that among the countries of present residence of eligible refugees be included also
Great Britain, Belgium, Sweden, France, and
Denmark.
3. It seems to be a general feeling in this
country that an emergency legislation is
ur~ently needed for the refugees from Communist tyranny, including refugees from the
Baltic States.
In the bill H. R. 7376 introduced by the
Honorable EMANUEL CELLER only 21,000 visas,
or 7 percent of a total 300,000, has been reserved for refugees.
The large immigration quotas of Germany
and Italy are oversubscribed .only for about
2 or 3 years. On the contrary, the immigration quotas of the Baltic States are oversubscribed for two or three centuries. It is ·
to be suggested that the totai number of.
refugees to be admitted would be increas~d
to 65,000 instead of 21,000, as shown in the
present bill (sec. 4 (f) ) .
4. In order to reunite separated families a
new subsection should be added to section
4 of the bill, authorizing the admission of
refugees from any country of their present
residence (including Canada, Australia, ap.d
New Zealand) if one or more members of
their iamilies have been admitted into the
United States prior to the effective date of
this bill.
We hope that the honorable Members of
the Congress wm give to these suggestions
favorable attention and consideration.
I
ALEXANDRA. BERG,
Vice President.
HUGO KURMAN,

Vice President.

Rev.

RUDOLF

KIVIRANNA,

President.
ALFRED

J.

ANDERSON,

Executive Secretary.

The Late Archbishop Thomas Joseph
Walsh
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PETER W. RODINO, JR.
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, it is with
a great deal of reverence that I include
under leave these remarks with respect
to the passing of a great and good man,
Archbishop Thomas Joseph Walsh.
This man of the cloth, who had been
a priest of God for 52 years and a bishop
for 34 years, passed into the great beyond last week. Regardless of their particular faith, those who knew the late
archbishop recognized in him a spiritual
leader whose faith, action, and conduct
were an inspiration for a better way of
life. Archbishop Walsh dedicated every
moment of his life to the service of. his
God and his country. As such he can
truly be called a great priest, and a great
American. His work among the poor
and the underprivileged and among
those who sought spiritual and moral
comfort will be a living monument to
him.

As the spiritual leader of the fifth
largest archdiocese in the Nation, the
late archbishop administered to the
hopes and the needs of a great flock.
And, like a true shepherd of God, he led
them wisely, gently, and well. Having
had the honor and privilege of knowing
His Late Excellency, Thomas Joseph
Walsh, Archbishop of Newark, I shall
always remember him for his tolerance,
his great understanding, and the great
etrort he put forth in bringing about
good will ar..d cooperation between peoples of all faiths.
In the heart of the city of Newark,
the Sacred Heart Cathedral will stand
as a monumental achievement of his
planning. It is regrettable, however,
that death prevented him from seeing·
the completion of this, his greatest
ambition.
A great churchman and a great citizen has taken the journey into the great
beyond. However, his spirit and the influence of his work for God and country
will live forever.
The following editorials which appeared in the Newark Star-Ledger and
the Newark sunday News pay eloquent
tribute to the passing of this great man.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
include them herein:
[From the Newark Star-Ledger of June 8,

to help the foreign-born adjust themselves
to American life.
His compassion for the poor led him to organize the Mt. Carmel Guild, one of the
most effective of charitable organizations.
He helped spread among his people an _appreciation for the great music of the church.
His was a practical mind and he understood the importance of adequate plant.
Construction of churches and schools and
expansion of training for the priesthood kept
pace with the growing Catholic population
of his jurisdiction, the fifth largest archdiocese in the Nation. Death prevented him
from achieving hi:;; greatest ambition, the
completion of the Sacred Heart Cathedral,
but so great was the impetus he gave to the
project that other hands wil~ have no difficulty carrying it on.
He had been a priest 52 years, a bishop 34
years. They were years of gruelling work
and heavy burdens, but at 78 he was still
alert and energetic, discharging his many
duties with customary industry. He was
spared the incapacities of age and the end,
when it came, was swift and merciful, the
grace for which all men pray:

"All-Out War Coming Up?"
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLARE E. HOFFMAN

1952]

OF MICHIGAN

A GREAT COMMUNITY'S LOSS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

While the late Archbishop Thomas J.
Walsh inspired the creation and expansion
of many institutions and edifices that may
now be regarded as his memorials, his
greatest achievement is reflected in · the
wholehearted expressions of mourning and
sympathy from innumerable community
leaders, non-Catholic as well as Catholic.
Under his strong leadership, a Catholic
population in four counties of the metropolitan area now numbering more than a
mlllion people, contributed enormously to
the cultural and civic as well as religious
life of New Jersey's largest community. His
progressive and aggressive leadership was
thus reflected in every facet of community
life.
This tremendous fact is now universally
recognized by the many people of all faiths
who regard his passing as an event of great
historic importance as well as a personal
loss to all who were even indirectly affected
by his great labors.
Under his leadership, the Newark Archdiocese grew to be the fifth largest in the
United States. And thanks largely to his
efforts, no community in America excelled
this in community good will and neighborly
cooperation between peoples of all faiths.

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. Mr.
Speaker, in spite of the fact that the Federal Government continues to spend billions of dollars upon a so-called national
defense program, there are indications
that, in some industries, demands for
production are ltssening. There has also
been a recent lowering of prices in some
commodities in daily use. Advertisements-at least here in Washingtonwould seem to indicate that in some lines
of electrical equipment, especially in television and radio, dealers are overstocked, anxious to sell. Whether this
apparent t~·end is real is a question which
I have no way of answering.
But, on the other hand, increases in
wages where there is Nation-wide collective bargaining would seem to indicate
that prices of merchandise to the consumer will not be drastically lowered. If
Phil Murray gets anywhere near the
wage he is demanding for 650,000 steelworkers, and the steel industry gets a
comparative increase in prices, those increases will be reflected in all items[From the Newark Sunday News of June 8,
from fishhooks to trucks, tanks, planes,
1952]
ships, and back to bobby pins.
ARCHBISHOP WALSH
It has been suggested, and again I
On the twenty-fifth anniversary of his
have no accurate information, that the
consecration Archbishop Thomas Joseph
administration fears a depression similar
Walsh was felicitated by Pope Pius XII as a
to that which followed World War I; that
competent and vigilant shepherd. It was
it is attempting, by increases in wages
because he saw himself as a simple shepherd,
and devoted himself with single-minded
and the spending of billions of tax dollars
purpose to his task, that he was able to bear
both in Korea and elsewhere, to increase
the burden of responsibility for a million
purchasing power and in that way avoid
souls.
an economic collapse here at home.
Competence and vigilance were chief
What does the administration intend
among his characteristics. As an administo do with reference to Korea? When
trator he was firm, vigorous, and resourceful,
neglecting no detail of his office. He was · MacArthur proposed to meet the Communist generals in the field, give them
zealous in promoting education, both ecclethe choice of either making peace or
siastical and secular, and worked earnestly
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fighting to a finish, our Armed Forces in
Korea were superior to those of the
enemy. Apparently, because of his insistence that we adopt a positive, aggressive policy of some kind, which was contrar y to Acheson's views, he was fired.
The so-called peace talks have given
the Communists the opportunity, of
which they have availed themselves, to
strengthen their armed forces until today it is admitted their air force is superior to ours. There is ample evidence
that, notwithstanding the billions appropriated, our men on the combat line do
not have sufficient reserve supplies of
ammunition, without which a war cannot be successfully fought.
Recently General Ridgway stated, in
substance, that though the Communists
were better prepared than ever before the
armed services had a plan which would
in his opinion carry defeat to them. But,
he said, whether that plan would be used
depended upon the decision of the politicians, presumably meaning Acheson
and United Nations.
So today there in Korea our men stand
and fight without adequate munitions
and equipment, not knowing whether
they are to fight, stay put, or get out.
They fight; some are wounded, some die;
while "politicians" argue.
May I ask, without suggesting, whether
all the sp:mding here at home for equipment for war, all the billions for forei gn
aid, is merely for the purpose of avoiding
temporarily the disastrous results which
- heret ofore have followed every major
war?
Is it not time that the p3ople elected
a President, a Congress, with a determin ation to do for the United States of
America what those in control in ev~ry
other nation do for their own country,
i. e., that our every act, every program
be formulated to serve first the best interests of our own country rather than
accepting and following the advice of the
politicians who, in United Nations, are
serving the interests of other countries?
May I ask, are we giving billions
abroad, spending other billions here at
home, carrying on without objective the
war in Korea, building up an armed force
in central Europe, just to avoid a depression which might adversely affect the
administration in November?

Visitor From Manila
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GORDON CANFIELD
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. CANFIELD. Mr. Speaker, when I
was in Manila last month I was impressed by the young Republic's Defense
Secretary, Ramon Magsaysay, and his
determination .to resist communism.
Mr. Magsaysay told me the Communist-led Huks in the south had planted a
clever operative in his own establishment but he had been apprehended before any damage could be wrought.

Today the New York Times, under the
caption "Visitor from Manila," pays the
following editorial tribute to Mr. Magsaysay:
Americans will be delighted once more to
welcome Ramon Magsaysay, Defense Secretary of the Philippines. Mr. Magsaysay will
receive a friendly reception from all those
who are interested in the welfare of the
Philippines, and will deserve high praise for
his successful campaign against Communist
rebellion and subversion.
The Philippine Defense Secretary is not
yet as well known in this country as have
been some of his compatriots. His reputa tion, however, has preceded him and it is
a reputation founded upon solid accomplishment. The fight against the Communistdirected Hukbalahaps has been carried on
at several levels. There have been successful operations in the field. There is now
an imaginative program for land resettlement that carries the battle into the ideological realm. The struggle is intense and
unremitting, but Mr. Magsaysay has shown
that it can be won and has shown how it can
be won.
On our side in the present alinement of
the forces of freedom ;tgainst the minions of
enslavement we need good leaders. We need
men of integrity, imagination, courage, and
simplicity. Mr. Magsaysay is that sort of
leader. It is a pleasure to have him here and
to get the chance to know him better.

Sorry U. N. Chapter Ends as Britons Quit
China
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HO"'QSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD,
I include the following article from the
Philadelphia Inquirer of May 21, 1952:
SORRY U. N. CHAPTER ENDS AS BRITONS QUIT
CHINA
(By Ivan H. Peterman)
NEW YoRK, May 20.-British commercial
investors in China, despite the support of
both their Labor and Conservative Governments, who have urged "getting along with
Peking" have finally tossed in the sponge.
Pushed to the wall by the brigand bargaining
of Mao-Tse-tung's "agrarians," they've decided to get out, and will take whatever
Peking is willing to pay for approximately
$840,000,000 worth of property seized or under pressure by the Commun ists. London
concedes it won't be much, if anything at all.
Britain's foreign office spokesmen hasten to
say this doesn't mean any change in British
policies toward Peking. Although Red China
has not even acknowledged presence of the
British diplomatic representative, the situation with respect to Hong Kong, and a desire
of the British to keep up a semblance of good
relations, will maintain this strange tie, although most of the profit motivation is now
swept from China proper.
This news, with a British request for exit
visas for 120 Britons still trying to do busi·
ness with Peiping's brigands, ends one of
the sorriest chapters ever to echo in United
Nations' repetitious halls.
The British,
backed by India, Burma, and sometimes
Australia and Canada, were Mao Tse-tung's
best advocates in U.N.'s debating circle. He
has repaid them with usual Commie ingrati•
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tude, stealing their properties, ousting or
imprisoning their nationals. Sic semper
saporinos.
Although there is no public file on Britain's business operations in China, it is
known that extensive blackmail h as t aken
place. When 10,000 Britons were still there,
declining to admit the Reds were too tough
to deal with, some had to be ransomed
before they escaped. The entire Asiatic Petroleum Co. was grabbed for the Br itish
sequestering of one Nationalist China tan ker.
The British don't talk about such a ffairs.
In this they differ only slightly from Dean
Acheson's policy in the Unit ed St ates State
Department. Secretary Acheson tallced at
the wrong time. When the Reds were pushing Nationalist China's armies farther sout h,
Acheson twice declared the United States
would take no stand in the strif e.
When the Reds in 1950 announced seizure
of all alien properties, the United States
made no objections, asked no rest itution, but
stood blubbering on the sidelines, like a big,
fat kid whose ball and bat have been swiped
by the tough brat from over the tracks. Mr.
Acheson added little to our st at ure in that
crisis. His policies, once General MacArthur
was removed, have continued that way on
China.
During the Yang-tse campaign, the British
attempted the old gunboat technique for
protecting their holdings. The Reds with
Russian field guns, blasted the ships, killed
plenty and forced them back down the river.
They paid for nothing.
The United St ates Government, neither
directly nor through a neutral, has ever put
up a claim for the hundreds of millions of
dollars stolen by China's revolutionaries.
During the Boxer Rebellion we levied on
Peiping, but used the money to educate and
make friends of Chinese students. This
time we let the Red regime take over our
dollars to finance the campaign against
Ch!ang Kai-shek. At this moment, Acheson
is trying to divert military aid into economic
aid, although Congress has voted the money
and help to Nationalist China. Meanwhile,
scurrilous r ags are publisned and circulated,
especially on ou: cam pu ses, to b acloud the
issue and mak e Chiang seem our enemy, and
Mao, the new Genghis Khan, to be still worth
cul ti va ting.
From Dr. Charles Ernest Scott, Ardmore,
a long-time missionary in China, head of
the North China Theological Seminary, and
lecturer on f ar eastern affairs, C:)mes information that not 1 penny was ever paid for
seizure of missionary compounds, properties
and buildings by the Commies. Nor h as
there been any restitution or attempt to repay for American business investments,
amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars.
"That money was used to finance Mao. In
fact, when he took a city, he impounded every
bit of foreign exchange, and the owner was
warned not to use it, on penalty of death,"
said Dr. Scott.
American industries, import-export companies, shipping concerns, refineries, and
long-established mission schools, churches,
and hospitals have gone down the Red drain
with hardly a word of official prot est. We
are not officially at war with China. The
truce fakers at Panmunjom still refer to
"their volunteers" in North Korea. Eut the
State Department hasn't made a sin gle overt
motion toward Peking. They argu ed halfhearted here in U. N., but then retired and
let the appeasing Allies call the tunes.
This policy operated against the appeasing
British as well. While the Reds funneled war
materials from the Crown colony, Hong Kong,
they stole British buildings, goods, ships, and
merchandise in Tsing-tao, Tientsin, Hankow,
Canton, and Shanghai. The latter city is
a Russian citadel today, disguised commissars running everything, while loyal Chinese
have to take it off the roof every day.
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So much for appeasement, which ls surrender by installment.
When will the American public demand its
State Department get on the ball about all
this? Why don't we counter Peking's lies
and propaganda by itemizing the damage bill
for burglary, theft, and illegal seizure? Why
doesn't the United States put on a truth
campaign about the millions of Chinese dead
in purges since Mao took over? Why don't
we really rearm Chiang's forces on Formosa
and give them flame-throwing tanks and
guns with which to sizzle their enemies-not the short-range, outmoded, throw-away
stuff sporadically loaded at Philadelphia
piers?
How can a policy maker remain so unmoved by American casualties in Korea that
a willing ally remains ignored?
Can't
Chiang Kai-shek at last create a diversion
on China's mainland?
In short, what are we waiting for?

Statement Concerning Watersheds in
Kansas
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD H. REES
OF KANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. REES of Kansas. Mr. Speaker,
under unanimous consent granted by
the House, I am including a statement
made by Dwight Payton, president,
Kansas Watersheds Association, at a
meeting of the Missouri Basin Survey
Commission at Topeka, Kans., June 3,
1952.
Mr. Payton has taken an active and

effective interest in the problem of :flood
control and soil conservation in the
Middle West, including the State of
Kansas. I believe Members of the
House who are particularly interested in
this important problem will be interested in reading Mr. Payton's statement
which follows:
I am Dwight Payton, president of the
Kansas Watersheds Association. I publish
a weekly newspaper in the little town of
Overbrook, located on the ridgepole of the
watersheds between the Kaw and Marais des
Cygnes Rivers. From this vantage point I
concern myself with public affairs because
of a deep conviction that we Americans are
legatees of the greatest trust and blessing
ever bestowed this side of heaven-that of
individual freedom.
The matter of conservation of our topsoil,
prevention of and protection against floods,
is the most important issue facing this region. I got into the battle-and battle it
has been-with the twofold purpose of preventing wrong and forwarding right as I
saw it. It speaks well for our State that
practically the entire population has taken
a similar interest.
We have argued our way through just
about every aspect of the multiple complexity that is agency flood control, and opinion
is formed as to the kind of program Kansas
people wanir-the big majority favor what is
known as watershed engineering and detention dams. Unless it is forced on us by royal
decree of some sort, the Pick-Sloan plan iS
dead for Kansas. The death notices haven't
appeared as yet, but on the count it can
only be a matter of time. In spite of industrial advancement in recent years we are

still, basically an agricultural State, and lt
is only natural that Kansas people would
choose a flood-prevention program that
promises to protect both our cities and our soil and at the same time increase agricultural production. The idea of flooding
thousands of our best bottom-land acres
with huge mainstream dams in the name of
flood control just doesn't make sense.
It is not my purpose to belittle the big
dams for, as I say, that issue has been decided. Nevertheless, for the record, I would
call attention to an editorial in the Ellsworth
Messenger on May 24 headed "Big disappointment." The editorial is a sad sum-up
of dam facts in comparison with the 10,000watt brilliance of preconstruction promises.
"We were among those," confessed the editor, "who had high hopes for Lake Kanapolis
as a real asset to Ellsworth County and
central Kansas. Maybe, in years to come
it will be, but to date it has been a liability."
And he goes on to cite lost evaluation for
the county, lost enthusiasm for the lake's
recreational facllities, lost production. The
rest of the story is of an over load on the
county for road building, unsightly mud
banks, and a problem from blowing silt. So
much for so much.
Kansas knows the -kind of program it
wants, but still to be decided is the question of how to go about getting what it wants
and who is going to pay the bill. I understand you gentlemen are seeking to find answers to these same points.
I can state the position of Kansas watersheds quite simply-we want a program that
establishes authority at the local level. In
Kansas one hears spoken the phrase, "the
trinity of people, soil, and water," with the
claim that they are inseparable in sound
watersways planning. Today I would add a
fourth element for the record-private initiative. This is the source of our inspiration and genius as a Nation, the goldenegg-laying goose, the glory of our past and
the only real hope for our future. Many of us believe that it is of even greater
importance that we control our Federal Government than that we control floods. Our
experience with Federal agencies has not
been conducive to trust. Representative
CLARENCE CANNON recently made the statement that the job of flood control is too
big for the Corps of Engineers and I heartily
agree. It likewise is too important and intimate to individual citizenship to be trusted
to any Government agency in any but minor
role. It is a job that can only be rightly
done by the people themselves. Compare
the Ohio projects, Muskingum and Miami,
with almost endless record of waste and unfilled promises of the agencies--Kanapolis,
the Fort Peck Dam in Montana, the Bluestone in West Virginia, Reclamation's Big
Thompson in Colorado, the Elephant Butte
Reservoir in New Mexico and so on.
Our work up to now through the agencies
has mostly been to upset nature's balance.
I believe we most clearly see and know God's
wisdom through nature and that the natural
laws are God's laws. We can violate them,
but we can't change them. Those who try
themselves suffer the results of change and
seldom to their liking. I'm not saying there
are no good men with bureaucracy's ranks,
but I do doubt that good bureaucracy within
the ranks of men is other than a rarity.
A woman from Garnett, Kans., recently
wrote a letter published in the Kansas City
Star citing the fact that while the need for
fiood control is realized, many citizens feel
that Government is rapidly getting out of
hand and that taxes are too high. "Surely,"
she wrote, "the people of this Midwest region have the know-how to accomplish their
goals of flood protection themselves." My
own conclusion is that we've got more Government now than any of us know about,
more than we can pay for, more than free-

dom long can bear. Actually only a relative
few live in the floOd path and floods like
the 1951 monster only come by at 50- and
100-year -intervals. On the other hand bureaucracy with its manipulations in multuplicate is with us daily and taxation hits on
everything we buy and at flood crest every
year. We can recover from floods but I defy
anyone to show me a civilization that ever
recovered from loss of freedom.
Kansas Watersheds Association speaks up
for local control and from that point all
patterns shape themselves. If we want to
face facts, we would have to admit that we
can afford exactly as much flood control as
each area can pay for direct. It is blue-sky
financing to claim reimbursement for expenditure by protection against loss. It
isn't preventing loss that makes us wealthy,
but rather investment for production. One
insures against loss within a.1fordable limits,
certainly, and if he goes beyond that limit
he risks loss from another source-bankruptcy. That rule applies for individuals
and multiplication by 150,000,000 in no way
changes it.
On the local level we can gage and det.e rmine such factors as actual costs against
actual benefits, degree of reasonable insurab111ty as against the point where zoning becomes the only economical answer. We can
exercise the flexibility that is needed for
best results and that is impossible to rulebound agencies. We can establish responsibility at exact points and demand and get
maximum results and accountability.
In closing, I would wish the commission
well, regret if my words have offended as
that was not my intent, and would pray
that fullest wisdom be yours in deriving
final conclusions and offering recommendations.

Forestry in the State of Washington and
Pacific Northwest
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STYLES BRIDGES
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, on behalf of the Senator from Washington
[Mr. CAIN] I ask unanimous consent to
have printed in the Appendix of the REcORD the second of a series of articles on
forestry in the State of Washington and
the Pacific Northwest.
There being no objection, the articles
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
TREE FARMS SWIFTLY INCREASING IN STATE
(Seventh of a series}
(By E. P. Chalcraft}
There's considerable confusion in the
minds of many _persons about tree farms, we
find.
For instance, we're told that the Clemons
Tree Farm in Grays Harbor County was the
first in the United States. And yet it is well
known that caring for new forest growth, selective cutting, and other farming practices
in the woods go back much further than
that.
These apparent inconsistencies stem largely, however, from a matter- of definition, a
lack of understanding as to precisely what
is meant by tree farm. Best clarification of the subject we have
been able to find is in an article written recently by Col. W. B. Greeley, chairman of the
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American Forest Products Industries and former Chief Forester of the United States.
"The tree farm brought nothing new in
forest science or technique to the United
States," Colonel Greeley wrote.
·
"Tree growing on farm lots and industrial
lands began long before its arrival. Gifford
Pinchot and Henry S. Graves made working
plans for the forests of Adirondack paper
companies in 1902. The extension service
of New York and Michigan began preaching
farm forestry about 1915.
"Forest Service missionaries like Austin
Cary and w. w. Ashes were selling selective
logging in the southern pineries soon after.
In the early twenties Maj. Everett Griggs put
markers through his cut-overs on the westerly slopes of Mount Rainier which told
passersby that new forests are growing here.'
And in 1924 the Clarke-McNary Act made
cooperation in protecting and growing trees
a major forest policy of the country."
But, Colonel Greeley points out, the organized tree farm movement, which began
with the Clemons tree farm, did add something.
"It was a pledge by forest industries of
their sincerity in restoring the forests which
had created them," he explains.
"The tree-farm sign was a dedication of
the land which carried it to the business of
growing timber. There also was added, by
the name itself, a living spark of public interest and understanding."
The American tree farm, Colonel Greeley
says .. may be a 10-acre lot on a farm, or it
may be a 500,000-acre holding of a pulp or
lumber company.
"The essential thing about every tree farm
is that it be land in the business of forestry,"
he emphasizes. "The sincerity of the owner
as a grower of trees is the heart and soul of
the movement."
Certified tree farms are inspected by some
responsible agency which verifies their actual
forest practices. Tree farm certificates are
canceled for failure of the owner to live up
to the principle of continuous forest production.
Western Washington alone now has 2,492,419 acres in certified tree farms, and the
movement is growing at an accelerated pace
each year.
"In the aggregate," says Colonel Greeley,
"tree farms significantly reflect the changing
attitude of American land ownership, of all
degrees, toward the forest.
"The timber mine is passing out-the
timber crop is taking over.''
GROWING TIMBER Is FASCINATING,
BUSINESS, ExPERTS SAY

COMPLEX

Growing forest trees isn't as simple as
growing carrots.
It's a fascinating, complex business and
man hasn't learned all about it yet.
But great progress has been made in the
program to place the forests of Washington
on a permanent sustained yield basis.
There's · more involved than just the
planting of trees on cut-over forest land, it
is pointed out by Dr. Philip G. Haddock, assistant professor of forestry at the University of Washington.
"More consideration must be given for
instance, to the water production role of the
forests than has been given in the past,"
Dr. Haddock told us. "Water is needed, of
course, for power and irrigation.''
Forest trees are greatly affected by their
environment, he pointed out, and hence
it is difficult if not impossible to formulate
a set of hard and fast rules for the regeneration of any given species--Douglas fir
for example.
Topography and character of the soil
in relation to erosion when the trees are
removed are typical factors that must be
taken into account in any logging and re•
forestation project, he explains.

Incidentally, have you any idea how
rapidly a Douglas fir grows? As we said, it
depends a great deal on environmental conditions, but studies show that in dense forest a Douglas fir will, in 100 years, attain a
height of from 90 to 110 feet and a diameter
at breast height of from 10 to 30 inches.
While heartily in favor of modern scientific practices designed to perpetuate the
forests while they are providing annual
crops of timber for man's needs, Dr. Haddock strongly believes that some virgin areas
should be left untouched forever.
"Relatively small areas of virgin forest,
which might be called natural areas, are regarded by foresters concerned with the
growing principles of trees as desirable for
control areas or museums," he said.
"Such areas have a scientific value to the
silviculturist entirely separate from and in
addition to their value esthetically. This is
very important in timber regeneration.''
In this State we have an unusual diversity
in forest lands-areas so different from one
another that each poses its special problems
when it comes to reforestation. There are
three principal regions-the west side Douglas fir, the east side ponderosa pine and the
mixed pine types of northeastern Wash·
ington.
While tree farming and other scientific
forestry practices are gaining encouraging
headway on a volunteer basis, the 1945 State
legislature deemed it advisable to pass what
is known as the Forest Practices Act.
· Under this law, which became effective in
1946, the operator on State or private forest
lands is required to leave a good source of
residual trees in the form of seed blocks, staggered settings or long corners in the Douglas
fir region or scattered trees in the pine
sections.
"This leaving of seed trees permits nature to restock the adjoining cutovers,'' says
B. L. Orell, State supervisor of forestry.
"This legislation establishes the minimum
standards necessary to assure the practice of
good forestry."
REGULATIONS

NEEDED

To

CONTROL

CUTTING

If all hands are doing sueh a good job

to see that Washington's forests are placed
on a sustaiiJ.ed-yield basis for posterity, what
need is there for regulation by law?
Specifically, why was it necessary to pass
the State Forest Practices Act? This, as
we pointed out previously, sets minimum
mandatory good forest practices.
B. L. Oren, State supervisor of forestry,
has one answer:
"We in the division of forestry feel very
strongly that there is a need for regulation
of forest practices,'' he says.
"For the most part, forest owners are doing
a good job of forestry. For most of these
industries there would be no real need for
con trois of cutting.
"There is always a segment of any population, however, which does not conform,
which will always be recalcitrant and for
which there must be regulation to make
certain that our forest lands will be productive in the future.
"As regulatory rules cannot be selective,
it is necessary that they apply to all in
order to require proper practices on the lands
of those who will not comply unless forced.''
Oren said he is convinced that this regula•
tion should be on the State and not the Federal level.
"It is important that the administration of
any regulatory act that deals with a profession as variable and complicated as minimum
sound forest practices,. be reasonably close to
the people and to the industries it is directing.
The approach of the Forestry Division to
the act has been one of education. Rather
than clamping down the hard heel of 1m•
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mediate strict enforcement, a continuing
effort has been made to sell the operator and
landowner on the real long-range advantage
of adherence to the minimum standards required. We will not hesitate to use the lawful means given us to carry out the provisions
of the act, but have had to use disciplinary
action in surprisingly few cases.''
Under the State Forestry Practices Act, an
owner or operator must obtain a permit to
cut timber. Before this is issued the land is
examined by a forest warden and the applica..
tion must be approved by him.
From then on a forest practices forester
watches the activities of the operator. The
forester works with the operator to establish
the position of the required seed block, burn
slash with proper protection for the seed
source and see that all other provisions of
the act are complied with.
The important thing is that the cutting of
the trees must be done in a manner to insure regeneration of the forest logged.
Should the operator want a clear cut, he may
post bond to guarantee artificial planting if
nature falls down on the job. If, at the end
of 5 years, there has not been adequate reforestation or stocking, the bond is forfeited
and the money is used to plant the cut-over.
Results of the Forest Practices Act, after
5 years in force, are now being surveyed to
determine whether it should be amended in
order to more fully achieve the results for
which it was designed.
"The Forest Practices Act, properly administered, assures us of continuing crops of
trees, lessening problems of erosion and flood
and a sound economic base on which our
future and that of our children can be
planned," says Oren.
"TREES FOREVER" BATTLE SLOGAN IN FIGHT FOR
STATE TIMBER
.

Trees forever I
That's the battle slogan heard throughout
Washington's woods today, blending with the
ring of the faller's ax and the traditional
cry of "timber-r-r-r-r.''
Trees forever?
Well, no man can give the answer now for
sure. The verdict will be brought in by
future generations who will have to live
with the results of today's policies and practice.
As we have seen, industry and Government
are cooperating on a conservation program
which, it is hoped, will eventually make the
forests self-sustaining. They're working toward the day the annual growth will equal
or exceed the annual toll by logging, fire, insects, and disease.
Industry and Government, it is clear, do
not see eye to eye on all points. But they're
genuinely seeking the same goal, and what
differences there are may be classed, we be•
lieve, as minor.
We have presented the latest facts and
figures on Washington's forest resources and
the annual cut. We have shown how on
every front the fight to insure perpetuation
of the forests is being carried on.
A good many persons have questioned the
increased sale of national forest timber. Sale
of such timber is authorized in the act of
June 4, 1897, relating to the purpose of national forests. One section reads :
"No public forest reservation shall be es•
tablished, except to improve and protect the
forest within the reservation, or for the purpose of securing favorable conditions of water
flows, and to furnish a continuous supply of
timber for the use and necessities of the citizens of the United States."
Loggers have no hesitation in admitting
they eye some of the fine timber in the national parks with longing. But every time a
move is made in this direction there's strong
opposition from conservation and outdoor
groups.
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One thing is sure-something is happening
1n the forests of Washington and the Nation.
From the eminence of a half century's
experience, Col. w. B. Greeley, chairman of
the American FOrest Products Industries and
former Chief Forester of the United States,
sound an encouraging note as he looks at the
forest picture.
"The most significant thing I have witnessed during 50 years spent in and out of
the woodlands," he wrote recently, is the
coming of one new force after another into
the field of forestry.
·
"It is as though some great field marshal
were mob111zing allied armies and sending
them into the battle for conservation, corps
after corps, each strengthening and broadening the campaign of the groups that preceded
them.
"For many years the drive for forestry was
almost wholly national. Theodore Roosevelt
and Gifford Pinchot gave us the national
forests, a great Federal service and a public
awakening. Then the States came into the
lists with forest-protection laws, forest nurseries, educational programs, and a great di·
versity of ways for promoting growing of
trees.
"And now private enterprise, allied with
economic forces, new technologies and the
American genius for industrial organization,
has moved powerfully into the fray."
As we said in the beginning of this series,
there's something doing in the forests of the
State. Something that affects you and me.
Industry and Government are doing their
part. Now let's do ours. Nine out of ten
forest flres are man-made. That's where we
come in.
Let's really keep Washington green.

Faith Can Steady the Politician
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, one of the
men who commands the highest respect
and regard of every Member of this
House of whatever party or profession
or point of view, is our colleague from
the Fifth District of Arkansas, the Honorable BROOKS HAYs. Those of us who
have been privileged to know him more
intimately through work on a committee or for a common cause hold him in
sincere affection.
He has written the following article
as one of a series in the Christian Century on How My Faith Has Helped in
Decisive Hours.
Only a man with his warm Christian
faith and kindly humility could write so
simply and revealingly and helpfully regarding his own religious experience. In
a time of great confusion and frustration, who of us does not need the inner
courage and calmness that are available
to those who "put their trust in the
Lord" as does BROOKS HAYS.
The article follows:
FAITH STEADIES THE POLITICIAN

(Third article in the series on How My Faith
Helped in Decisive Hours, by Hon. BROOKS
HAYs, of Arkansas).
It is dlfilcult for a politician to speak
naturally and. without embarrassment of hil

faith. Some members of our profession have
exploited religion, and the understandable
reaction to this offense is to view with suspicion references by individual politicians
to religious experience and conviction. I
wish we might recapture the atmosphere,
once prevailing in America, in which responsible officials could discuss religion without inhibitions.
Early in my own career I determined that
I would not identify my candidacy with "a
righteous cause." This is not to say that
from the standpoint of moral values, political campaigns do not present clear choices.
In many races "the right" is distinguishable
as favoring - one side over the other. I am
pointing out, however, that Invoking divine
approbation for the purpose of gaining favor
at the polls is not in our tradition and should
be repudiated, as I believe it generally will
be. (I recall seeing in a political advertisement in the campaign of 1950 the words
"Vote Christian" above a candidate's name.
He was overwhelmingly defeated.)
Whlle I believe strongly in the practice of
prayer in political matters, I question the
use of prayer to seek victory for oneself or a
favorite. I prefer the example of one of
country's great pugllists who was once asked
1f he prayed for victory in the ring. His reply was, "Would that be fair? With God on
my side the other fellow really wouldn't have
much chance; would he?"
HELP IN DECIDING WHAT IS RIGHT

It is the individual determination of grave
policy decisions and political judgments that
religious guidance has chief significance.
My political course has been full of frustration, yet I believe that God has made His
strength and His counsel available in the
major decisions. I have not sought to determine through prayer a course of expediency
and success but rather to find in resort to
spiritual resources the answer to the question that stirs the heart of more public men
perhaps than the people know, namely,
"What is right?"
One of the most difficult problems confronting a public person is how to relate
re!igion to his profession. It is not always
easy to escape a self-righteous feeling that
comes from applying moral judgments to
the tremendous issues a public official must
decide. Identification with the church often
focuses attention upon a man's religious
views. It may embarrass him in some situations; on the other hand it may give him a
false sense of virtue. In any event not many
of his reflections can get into political documents with propriety. It is not always easy
to distinguish political utterances from those
that belong strictly to private testimonies.
I am still smarting from an unkind public
reference to something I did as an ostentatious display of reverence.
Even we hardened political workers are
entitled to an occasional retreat to the
household of faith. When I am privileged
to be out Of range of political shafts in the
cloisters of faith, I have an opportunity in
fellowship and in prayer to gain strength
for the dilemmas that politics inevitably
provides.
PARAPHRASING ST. PAUL

It fs with the hope that these personal
meditations in a sensitive area of my life will
help to conVince readers that politics should
not be religion's neglected field, that I attempt to express them. From the standpoint of statesmanship the idea was effectively stated by George Washington in his
farewell address, in pleading for public morality which he knew coUld not be maintained without the inspiration of religion.
Every useful political career brings one at
some stage to an appreciation of the sentiment expressed by St. Paul, and in such a
aituation we should be permitted to para-

phrase his words, "Neither count I my political life dear unto myself."
The most meaningful expei"ience of my
professional life followed one of my early
political campaigns in a succession of defeats. Before I was 32 years old I had twice
been defeated for Governor of my State, but
in a special election for a congressional seat
3 years after the second attempt for the
governorship I tried to r ~trieve something
from the efforts I had expended in the intensive campaigns. It was a crucial race for
me. I had angered the political leaders of
one county in the district &nd they found
an opportunity to punish me. With a registration of only 1,632 they reported 1,850
votes for my opponent, who was the beneficiary rather than the perpetrator of the
scheme, and 616 votes tor me.
DEFEATED BY FRAUD

A fraud had obViously been practiced.
(Outside of that county I had a lead of 595
votes.) It became the subject of a long and
tedious lawsuit. Technicalities blocked my
efforts for a recount at every stage, and when
at last the judge, a sincere, honest man who
wanted to correct a wrong that showed on its
face, had to dismiss my case because of
higher court rulings, I struggled against human reactions that would impair my faith.
But my faith in God and in my fellow man
survived that bitter experience. Indeed it
was that faith that pulled me through.
SAVED BY PRAYEB

On the personal side the court declition
meant the obliteration of my investment in
public life--the denial of an office I had
finally Wi:>n. On the idealistic side it was
the frustration of efforts in which I had
joined with many people in Arkansas for a.
purging of corruption from the elections.
In this mood I sat down on the fateful morning in a beautiful walnut-paneled courtroom
to hear the judge deliver what I knew would
be a ruling against me. I prayed. It might
be more accurate to say I talked with God.
I asked him not to desert me. I felt that he
was on my side.
Here was suffering which was doubly bitter because it was unjust. But I did not
want to be embittered or to develop cynicism toward the political system or the peo- ·
ple embraced by it. I knew the truth in
Henry L. Stimson's words, "Cynicism is the
only deadly sin." I asked God to save me
from it. I felt at the moment that he was
answering my prayer. His presence was as
real to me as the judge. The assurance I
had as my case was dismissed, that nothing
could hurt me if I was not hurt inside, was
complete, and I walked out of the room as
calm and unperturbed as I have ever been
in my life. I hope I can be as sure in future
crises that God hears us and provides the
strength we need to carry on.
I said good-by to my friends outside the
courthouse, some of them tearfully aware of
the extent of my misfortune, and then
walked alone to my office. A newsboy
stopped me. "All about the election contest. Hays loses lawsuit. Want to know
about it, don't you?" he asked as he took my
nickel, one of my last ones. I said, almost
audibly, "You'd never guess how much I do
know about it." The most important thing
about it I am sh.a ring now for the first time.
VOTING UNDER PRESSURE

There have been other situations in which
I felt the need of falling back finally upon
the resources of faith. One of them came
soon after I was elected to Congress, 10 years
after the experience· I have just related. It
in valved legislation of a highly controversial
character and there was considerable feeling
about it in my district. I listened atten•
tively to the debate because I was anxious
to cast the right vote. I was convinced
finally that I should vote against the pend-
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ing bill. Several of my closest friends used
of a military man getting mixed up in
phone calls to urge me to support it. One . politics.
of them who had been prominent in -,ny
After the Abilene events were over and
campaign was a friend to whom I felt such
Ike had put hixnself on record for General
a strong obligation that it caused me real
MacArthur and criticized the loss of China,
pain to have to say "no" to him. It was a
one friend recalled an incident in World
matter about which he held a strong conWar II when Gen. George Marshall, then
viction and I knew that it might mean the
Chief of Staff, summoned Eisenhower.
Marshall personally had planned the north
severance of our political ties, though not
African campaign, but without telling Eisenof our friendship. His protests made me rehower what he had ln mind, he called him
alize that I might have to pay with defeat
in and showed him a map on which was
for my own convictions. But I recalled that
charted the north African strategy.
many others in places of governmental re"What do you think of it?" Marshall
sponsibility had faced even greater tests and
asked.
h ad subordinated personal interests. Their
"It looks 0. K. to me," replied the younger
examples encouraged me.
man.
There was the incident, for example, in"You'd better think so," shot back Marvolving my friend from a populous State who
shall. "You're going to be in command."
stood almost alone against his colleagues beThat
was the biggest break in Eisenhower's
cause he thought they were wrong. As he
life. It put him on the road to being a naleaned against the back rail in the House
Chamber as the roll call began I asked, "How
tional hero and the Presidency.
are you voting?" He said, "I don't knowMAC ARTHUR VERSUS MARSHALL
! just know how I ought to vote, and how
Yet, at Abilene, Ike's old comrades pointed
I vote will prove whether or not I am fit to
out, Ike blasted United States China policy,
be a Member of this House." I was proud
knowing full well that General Marshall,
of him when I heard him vote against his
as Ambassador to China, had first set that
political interest. · More of that occurs, perpolicy; then later, as Secretary of State,
haps, than our people realize. My friend's
had carried it out; and finally as secretary
reward for his courageous vote will come not
of Defense, had vigorously opposed the Macin providential interference with his State's
Arthur policy of arming Chinese National·
election but in the satisfactions of an honists, building up Formosa, and going an-out
est heart and a consciousness of God's ap·
for Chiang Kai-shek.
proval.
Old military friends of Ike's and Marshall's
In the situation confronting me in this
also recalled that the bitterest feeling exists
early congressional experience it was exbetween MacArthur and Ike's old benefactor
tremely difficult for me to vote against what
Marshall; and that Marshall supported
I knew to be the prevailing opinion in my
President Truman in firing MacArthur. Yet
district. I wanted to remain in Congress, so
at Abilene, Eisenhower, his mind on politics,
the pressures were both political and perindicated
that he would place great weight
sonal. Most of my closest friends-those
on MacArthur's views and would consult
who had taken greatest interest in my camwith him as President.
paign-were for an "aye" vote. · I was- unMilitary men, of course, don't understand
convinced by the arguments, and voted "No."
politics. If so, his old friends in the PentaAgain I had help in prayer. Sitting by an
gon might have been more charitable. But
old friend in the House Chamber who renot being politicians, and being fond of their
mained silent as the roll was called, perhaps
old
chief, General Marshall, they also rebecause he knew of the conflicts troubling
called that the most vicious attack ever made
me, I asked God to help me-to give me the
on him was a 60,000-word diatribe on · the
inner peace that comes from doing what
floor of the Senate by McCARTHY of Wisconon3 knows he should do. Millions had done
sin.
it before and would do it again. As in the
Under the cloak of privilege, McCARTHY
election crisis, I received the assurance that
called Marshall every name in the book,
an answered prayer provides. I walked from
the Capitol with the same calmness and
even accusing him of cowardice. Later, Mcpeace that had come in the earlier experiCARTHY collected enough money to have the
ence. From these two experiences I have had
speech privately printed in book form, and
my most convincing proof that the Eternal
it's now being circulated throughout WisGod is indeed our certain refuge, and underconsin.
neath us are the everlasting arms.
Yet, when Eisenhower was asked about
the Senator who so bitterly castigated his old
friend, Ike refused to engage in personalities.
WHAT LOST CHINA
Et Tu Brute! Politics Paramount With
Those who sat in on the strategy meetEisenhower Now
ing of World War II know all too well what
it was that chiefly lost us China. In large
part, it was the natural tug-of-war between
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
different theater commanders for guns, men,
OF
and materiel when there weren't enough
guns, men, or materiel. Eisenhower in the
European theater was burning up the wires
OF ILLINOIS
to Washington for more men, more guns,
more gasoline. Churchill was supporting
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
him.
Thursday, June 5, 1952
Simultaneously, MacArthur in the Pacific
Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave was burning up the wires !or more ships,
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I guns, men; while in the China-Burma-India
include herewith the following article theater, Chiang Kai-shek was pleading for
more guns, men, munitions, with General
which appeared in the Washington Post Stilwell
supporting him.
on June 10, 1952, from Drew Pearson's
It was the American failure to support
column:
Chiang adequately during this period which
OLD COMRADES WATCH
really began "the loss of China." The head
of a nation cannot be in virtual exlle too
In the Pentagon, some of Eisenhower's old
long without losing face and without making
comrades-at-arms watched his Abilene
it extremely dimcult to stage a comeback.
speech and press conference with the keenest interest. They were interested not only
Actually, it was Ike's good friend Winston
because they favor Ike personally, but also
Churchill who more than almost anyone set
because they are a bit worried over the idea
back our China policy. Churchill bucked
XCVIII-App.--227
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like a steer whenever Marshall urged more
support for Chiang and more supplies for
the Burma Road. Churchill wanted to concentrate on Eisenhower's campaign in
Europe.
And it was George Marshall more than
anyone else except Gen. AI Wedemeyer who
urged more support for China. He was so
vigorous that in the late summer of 1943,
the astute Churchill urged Roosevelt to ap.point Marshall commander in chief of the
Allied armies for the big cross-channel invasion. He knew that with Marshall absorbed in the European theater, he would forget his efforts to push the campaign in
China.
Had Marshall encouraged that proposal, he,
not Eisenhower, would have been the hero
of Europe, and there would have been no
speech at Abilene last week.

Wickersham Fights for Korean Veterans
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
QF

HON. VICTOR WICKERSHAM
OF OKLAHOMA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday,. May 13, 1952

Mr. WICKERSHAM. Mr. Speaker,
we have many young men, who are veterans, whose military service dates since
the Korean war began on June 27, 1950.
I feel that these veterans of the Korean
conflict have suffered handicaps and
made sacrifices comparable to those of
the veterans of World War II, and I feel
that they should be given the same benefits as those veterans of World War II.
Many thousands of servicemen are now
being discharged from the armed serv.
ices and returning to civilian life. These
veterans are in many instances desirous
of availing themselves of on-job training and college training, and I feel to de~ay schooling benefits wo'uld place such
returned veterans at a disadvantage. I
also feel that the hundreds and thousand~ of National Guard men and reservists called back into uniform should
be entitled to consideration. I feel that
those, for example, who bought homes
under the old GI bill and had to sell them
when they were recalled to active duty
should be given loans to buy new homes
when they are discharged.
I believe that it is the duty of the present Congress to provide for benefits for
veterans of the Korean emergency, and
I urge the passage of the legislation
known as the Korean veterans GI bill of
rights.

Know Your Postal Se"ice
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. TOM MURRAY
OF TENNESSEE
IN THE BOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD~ I include the following address of
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Hon. Jesse M. Donaldson, Postmaster
General of the United States, at the annual convention of the Ohio Chapter of
the National Association of Postmasters,
Columbus, Ohio, Monday evening, June
2, 1952:
KNOW YOUR POSTAL SERVICE

It is, indeed, a genuine pleasure for me
to meet with my good friends, the postmasters of the great State of Ohio, in their
annual convention here in Columbus.
In addressing you here tonight I am deeply grateful for this opportunity afforded by
the Columbia Broadcasting System to also
talk to a vast number of postal officials and
employees representing many categories of
our ·field personnel who are listening in.
In the limited allotted time to discuss
the subject Know Your Postal Service, I
want to state facts that you postal people
in the field service, and more particularly
the public, have little opportunity to know.
This can best be done under four headings,
namely: (1) Fiscal condition of the postal
service; (2) operating costs; (3) postal rates,
and (4) criticisms of the postal service and
our problems of today.
FISCAI. CONDITION

At the present time the Post Office Depart•
ment is doing an annual business of approximately $2,000,000,000 gross and finds itself facing a deficit of ne~rly $670,000,000 in
the fiscal year 1953. The deficit is the dif·
ference between the amount of money appropriated by the Congress for the cost of
operating the Postal Service in any fiscal
year and the total revenue taken in from
the public through rates and fees charged
for the service performed. The amount of
the deficit is withdrawn from funds in the
United States Treasury raised from general
taxation. Each of us contributes to the payment of this deficit through general taxation whether we be large or small users of
the postal service.
For the fiscal year 1946 through 1952 the
cumulative deficit will exceed $3,000,000,000.
This should be of grave concern to all of us
at a time when the security of the Nation is
threatened and this large amount must be
withdrawn from funds raised from taxation
and urgently needed for the national defense.
What has caused these large operating
deficits? They reflect the failure of the
postal rates to keep pace with huge postwar increases in operating costs. Briefly
stated, the wide discrepancy between the
revenues and expenditures of the Department is due to two major factors; first, the
unprecedented but unavoidable increases in
the cost of operating the postal service since
1945 notwithstanding the measures adopted
by the Department to effect economy through
improvement and modernization procedures
and increased production, and, secondly, the
fact that during the same period postal rates
have not kept pace with rising costs.
OPERATING COSTS

Now, let us take a look at the increased
operating costs. Five well merited salary increases have been given to the postal people
since June 30, 1945. The present annual cost
for salaries and wages is more than $1,000,·
OOO,OGO in excess of the annual cost for the
fiscal year 1945. The total pay to railroads
for transporting mail in 1945 was $130,000,·
000. In the coming fiscal year the total pay
will be $394,000,000, an increase of $264,·
000,000.

There has been increased cost for transportation of mail by air since the close of
World War II. Rentals on buildings occupied by post offices and stations thereof have
greatly increased since 1945. The expenditures for post office equipment, trucks, and
supplies have doubled since 1945.

The Congress fixes salaries and hours of
employment for postal people. The Department has no control over the total cost for
salaries and wages except in the number of
persons employed, and that is determined
by the volume of mail handled and the special service transactions or, in other words,
by the amount of business given to us by
the public.
The Interstate Commerce Commission and
the Civil Aeronautics Board operating under
congressional mandate fix the rates of pay
to railroads and airlines respectively for
transportation of the mail. We have no control over those costs.
The annual rate increase for salaries and
transportation costs since July 1, 1945, is
$1,443,638,000. That is not the annual cost;
it is the present annual increased cost.
This is about equal ·to the total revenue in
the fiscal year 1949, just 3 years ago.
During the same period the annual rate
increase in revenue was $390,038,000. The
annual rate of expenditures or costs since
July 1, 1945, to date exceed the annual rate
of revenues by $1,053,600,000. In the coming fiscal year beginning July 1, 1952, the
amount paid for salaries will approximate
$1,995,000,000, the cost for transportation
will be about $697,000,000 and the expenditures .for rentals will run around $44,•
000,000, for a total of $2,736,000,000. Approximately 97 cents out of each dollar spent
in operating the postal service goes to cover
the cost of salaries, transportation of the
mail, and rentals.
The annual deficit could be more than
$1,000,000,000 had we not by management
effected savings of around $300,000,000, a saving in annual taxes of about $2 to each
and every man, woman and child in the
country. I am sure that the taxpayers do
not criticize that effort.
POSTAL RATES

As previously stated, the large deficit in
the operation of the postal service is due
to the fact that the charges made to the
public for the service performed have not
kept pace with increased costs.
In the coming fiscal year only one class of
mail will pay its way; namely, first-class
mail, on which there is an expected $66,000,000 excess of revenues over expenditures.
While postal and post cards are in the firstclass category, the Department will still sustain a loss of approximately $20,000,000 a
year notwithstanding the fact the postage
was rai:sed from 1 to 2 cents effective January 1, 1952.
In each and every other class the rates
fixed by Congress are admittedly inadequate
to meet the costs of such services. During
the coming fiscal year the revenue derived
from second-class mail (magazines and newspapers) will be approximately $53,000,000,
while the cost of handling this class of mail
wll be about $308,000,000, or a loss of around
$255,000,000. During the same period the
revenue derived from third-class mail (cir•
culars and advertising matter) will approximate $194,000,000 and the cost will be
about $367,000,000, or an annual loss of
$173,000,000. The subsidy given to the
users of these two classes of .mail amounts
to more than two-thirds of the entire postal
deficit. The rates on these two classes of
mail namely, second and third class, are fixed
by the Congress far below the actual cost of
handling. The Post . Office Department,
therefore, has no control over the losses
sustained in granting these large subsidies.
The rates on fourth-class mail (parcel
post) were raised effective October 1, 1951,
and at that time the rates were fixed on a
basis to make this class of mail pay its way.
Since that time there have been salary increases for postal people and the rates for
transporting the mail by railroad were increased by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission. In the light of these increased
costs there will be a loss of about $84,000,000
ne~t year in the handling of fourth-class
mail.
The Congress authorized increased rates
on certain classes of mail and increased fees
on special service transactions last year,
some of the increased rates to tak3 effect
January 1, 1952, another to take effect April
1, 1952, and still another to become effective July 1, 1952. The increJLSed rates will
produce about $200,000,000 in additional revenue on a full year basis. At the same time
Congress authorized increased salaries for
postal people and the Interstate Commerce
Commission authorized increased pay to
railroads. The total increased cost amounts
to a little more than $400,000,000 on an
annual basis. You will, therefore, note that
while rates were increased to produce around
$200,000,000, the annual costs were increased
by more than $400,000,000.
Even though the fees on special service
transactions were raised effective January
1, 1952, at the time sufficient to make these
transactions pay their way, the increased
costs imposed upon the postal service, which
were twice as much as the increased revenue
provided for, the fees in the coming fiscal
year will be insufficient to pay the cost by
approximately $70,000,000.
The subsidy for domestic and foreign air
mail will be about $75,000,000 in the next
fiscal year.
The loss in revenue through .the use of the
penalty mail by other Government departments and the use of franked mail by the
Congress will approximate $77,000,000 in the
next fiscal year.
There are those who believe that if the
various departments of the Government and
the Congress paid postage and if the subsidy
for · air mail were taken out of the postal
service, the deficit would be eliminated. The
total of these two items is $152,000,000, and
that is far from meeting the deficit of
$670,000,000.

The Post Office Department is not, as some
believe, an independent organization, capable of setting its own policies, instituting
its own reforms, and managing itself as it
sees fit. On the contrary, it is to a very
large degree dependent for what it can, and
cannot do, upon the action or inaction of
the Congress. The costs of operating the
postal service are substantially pegged and
fixed by acts of the Congress and by agencies
operating under congressional mandate,
such as the Interstate Commerce Commis·
sion and the Civil Aeronautics Board.
The Congress makes a final decision with
reference to the amount of money appropriated for the conduct of the service. The
management of the postal service cannot exceed in expenditures the amount appropriated by the Congress. In fact, management
cannot obligate expenditures in excess of the
amount appropriated without being subject
to removal and prosecution. It does not
make any difference as to what the annual
revenues may be, the cost of operation must
be within the appropriation authorized. If
the postage rates on the low-revenue producing mail were increased to make these
classes of mail pay more of their proportionate share in the cost of operating the
service, then the deficit would be greatly
reduced and there would be sizable savings
to the taxpayers.
CRITICISMS OF THE POSTAL SERVICE AND OUR
PROBLEMS OF TODAY

During the past few months there has been
criticism of the postal service occurring in
the press. Some of the complaints were
Justified but most of the stories occurring in
the press were largely embellished and exaggerated.
A great deal of this criticism stemmed
from the readjustments made ln the pos~al
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service in conformity With my order of
April 17, 1950. The readjustments author•
ized took effect not later than July 1, 1950.
These readjustments were made necessary
by the reduction in the amount of money
appropriated for the operation of the postal
service and, in one particular, by an expressed mandate by the Appropriations Committee in the House of Representatives.
During World War l l there was a great
shortage of manpower.
Approximately 60,000 of our postal people
were taken into the military service. Dur·
ing that time our postal forces were maintained by the addition of temporary employees of all ages from 18 to 75 years. Due
to thl.s shortage of manpower, it was not
possible to maintain our normal delivery
services.
For the most part only one delivery trip
was provided in residential sections during
this emergency. At the close of the war and
upon the return of our postal people to their
old positions, it was our purpose to restore
deliveries and this necessitated increased appropriations and costs over and above those
during the war period. In obtaining the
additional appropriations necessary, there
was urging on the part of the Appropriations
Committee in the House to retain the deliveries as provided during the war and save
the money. Members of the committee
pointed out the fact that deliveries by department stores and by the milk industry
were greatly reduced during the war and
had not been restored following the .close of
the war. However, ·that year and years fol·low1ng money was appropriated to restore
the service, but in 1950 the Appropriations
Committee again urged that there be service
readjustments to reduce the cost of operating the postal service. Nothwitbstanding
my opposition, the Appropriations Committee bad this to say:
"The committee has discussed with the
Postmaster General certain proposals for
effecting economies, and realizes that probably all of the suggestions made will provoke
some complaint from one source or another.
Nevertheless, the financial condition of the
United States Treasuiy is such that every
step possible must be taken to save money.
The committee believes that sizable savings
could be made by a reduction of the number of deliveries per day to many 81l'eas. particularly on those routes serving residential
areas. Residential areas receive from one
to three deliveries a day; rural patrons receive one delivery a day. The committee
urges the Postmaster General to provide for
the rearrangement of city delivery service so
as to reduce the number of deliveries wherever possible."
The amount of the appropriation for the
fiscal year beginning July 1, 1950, had been
reduced by the Budget and by the Congress
by approximately $"70,000,000. Therefore it
was necessary to readjust the services in
order to save this amount of money, and that
is what was done.
There was much agitation in the House
for the restoration of the delivery service in
residential areas, but by a sizable majority
the House refused to appropriate the money
for that purpose.
Last year a provision of a rate bill in the
United States Senate provided for the restoration, and this was voted down by a vote
of 47 to 1"7.
Since the service was readjusted in 1950
the entrane.e salary for postal people has
been increased .by ·$600 a year. Therefore it
would require an additional expenditure of
$600 for each SJ;ld every employee added to
our present force in the readjustment of the
service. In the readjustments no regular
employee or no classified substitute employee was reduced or discharged. The eiiJ.ployees separated from the service as a result
o..t the readjustments ~ere temporary and

they had no security or permanency. In the
light of the increased costs it would require
a-pproximately $150,000,000 a year to restore
the service. This would increase the annual
deficit by that amount aQ.d would be $1 1 .L
additional taxes to every man, woman, and
child in the country.
Regardless of my opposition to taking
away from the public any kind of service to
which they have become accustomed, I have
no criticism of the Congress at all. It must
be remembered that 39,000,000 people in this
country receive their mail by rural and star
routes and they are provided with one delivery a day and in a great many instances
three deliveries a week. Out of the more
than 41,000 post offices, a little more than
4,600 have city delivery. Therefore more
than 36,000 -post offices in this country are
provided with no delivery service at all.
There the postal patrons go to the post office
to get their mail and pay rental for lock
boxes. The population of these more than
36,000 communities, not including the rural
population, is approximately 35,000,000.
This iact is well known to the members of
Congress, who feel that no serious injury has
been done to the people residing in residential sections of cities where city delivery
service is performed.
Time will not permit me to discuss many
of the unfair statements that have appeared
in the press. It must be realized that the
author of any article expresses his own opinion, which he has a right to do, but it is not
fair when he states his opinions as though
they were facts, with the thought that many
people will believe them. It is not fair to
write an article where the subject matter
is obtained from one source only.
· An informed public l.s said to be the solid
basis of our democratic government. Sometimes, however, the public is led astray by
propaganda di.sgul.sed as information. The
public has a right to expect reasonably efficient postal service but the opinions of the
patrons vary so greatly as to what is reasonably efficient service.
Now, let us take a look at the substance of
some of t-his criticism. It has been stated
that the postal serv-i ce has slow.ed down to
a snail's pace, that it is not as good as it
was in the stage-coach days, and that all
of this comes about by poor management
of the postal service. You and I kr..ow that
such statements are ridiculous. In the stagecoach days referred to (1.830) the annual
revenues of the postal service were approximately $4,500,000 and we served a population of 16,500,000 people through .8,450 post
offices. We might as well compare our today's electric light system with the days
Qf the kerosene lamp.
Quite recently an article on the postal
servlce appeared in a weekly magazine and
a subcaption appeared therein reading as
follow.s: "During recent months, the post
office has come in for an increasing-and
increasingly bitter-criticism, not only from
business.men but from Americans generally."
One of the writers of thl.s article called upon
me pe1•sonally and submitted a number of
questions which were to be used as the basis
for writing the article. Nothwlthstanding
the fact that these questions were answ.ered
honestly and it was pointed out that the
statements proposed to be .made in the article
were not factual, the article was written
containing statements known to be false.
Among other things it is stated:
"The United states postal system began
deteriorating 2 years ago, in April 1950, when
Postmaster General Jesse M. Donaldson
started cutting down the service because, he
satd, Congress hadn't appropriated enough
to maintain it any longer in -the .style to
which Americans were accustomed.
"Cutting deliveries in residential areas to
one a day has done the most harm of all.
Over the Y.ears, two deliveries . had be~ome
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standard. Donaldson made one delivery a
day to residential areas the rule. He cut
deliveries in business districts from six a
day to three."
It is true that deliveries were reduced from
two to one in residential areas but the readjustment of the service provided for no
changes in the service given to business districts. It is absolutely false and it was
known to be false, when the statement was
made that deliveries in business districts
were. reduced from six a day to three. There
has been no change in the delivery service
afforded the business districts since I have
been connected with the Post Office Department in Washington.
The article went on to say:
"Even worse, the cut-back in deliveries has
vastly increased the postman's load. Post
office regulations limit the load a mailman
must carry to 35 pounds, but mailmen today
actually carry between 70 and 100 pounds,
because they cannot split up the day's load
as they used to when they were making two
deliveries."
It is not true that the postman's load has
been increased. Prior to 1948, city letter
carriers were required to carry loads up to
50 pounds, and mail in excess of that weight
was relayed to convenient points on their
routes. On September 14, 1948, I issued an
order reducing this load limit from 50 to
35 pounds. No carrier is required to carry
more than 35 pounds of mail at any one
time. That regulation was not changed by
my readjustment order of April 17, 1950. As
a matter oi fact, instructions accompanying
that order directed postmasters to provide
additional relay points and facilities for the
carriers in residential areas in order to make
sure they would not be overburdened under
the one-trip delivery system. If any letter
carrier is carrying more than 35 pounds of
mail, he is doing it deliberately and on his
own volition. Certainly he is not required
to do so under departmental regulations.
The article also goes on to say:
"Moreover, they (letter carriers) no longer
have tlme for lunch, but must grab a bite
while they are making their rounds.
"The result not only is that postmen are
slower ln delivering the mail but that many
are .b reaking down from overwork."
This statement is manufactured out of
whole cloth and the writer well kn.ew that
the statement was false. Most of the carriers
in the city delivery service work 5 days a
week, They are compensated by time o:ff for
any service performed on Saturdays, Sun·
days, or holidays. The work day is 8 hours,
which service must be completed within a
period of 10 hour.s. Generally, the service o!
a city delivery carrier is confined to 8 hour.s
work within a period of .8 hours, 30 minutes.
The carriers are required to take a minimum
lunch period of 30 minutes but in cases where
it is necessary for them to have a longer
lunch period, they are permitted to extend
the lunch period up to a maximum of 2 hours
if necessary, and in cases where the carriers
serving on delivery routes are required to
use public transportation to reach a satisfactory eating place, the Department has
provided them with carfare for that purpose.
Of the retirements among the letter car•
riers in 1949, 40.6 percent of such retirements
were for disability. During the fiscal year
Ul50, 30..5 percent of all of the letter carriers
who retired were retired for disability. Dur·
ing 1951, 27 percent of the total retirements
of clty letter can-iers was for disability.
In this connection an article recently .appeared in a Chicago newspaper to the et!ect
that the recent deaths in Chicago oi five
active letters carriers under the age of 58
occurred in 1 week due to overwor)t. The
records of the Chicago post ofllce show that
eight carriers died during the period .from
january 2 to April 7, 1952, over a period of
13 weeks. Only four of these carriers served
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residential areas. The other four served
business districts where the delivery service
was not affected by the l"eadjustments of
service. The ages of these carriers ranged
from 36 to 59 years. The causes of the deaths
had no relationship to their occupation.
The article in the weekly magazine contains the statement, "And Donaldson, disagreeing with the Hoover Commission findings, insists that his operation is just about
as efficient as his funds permit." This state~
ment, as well as many others occurring in
the press, indicate that the Post Office Department has done nothing about the recommendations made by tr.e Hoover Commission.
As a matter of fact, I received a letter just
the other day in which the writer stated:
"What are you doing about the Hoover Commission reforms, particularly with reference
to a business-type accounting system?"
There has been a complete absence of facts
in the dissemination of information concerning the action taken .bY the Post Office Department on the Hoover Commission recommendations. The writer just referred to apparently does not know that a new accounting system was put into effect through legislative action in line with the Hoover Commission recommendations on November 15,
1950. Many statements had· been made to
the effect that if a new modernized accounting system were instituted in the postal
service, as much as $250,000,000 a year could
be saved. You can well see how ridiculous
this statement is in the fact that at no time
did our accounting system cost in excess of
$25,000,000 a year. How can you substitute
for a system that costs less than $25,000,000
a year, a new system which would save
$250,000,000 a year?
The report of the so-called Hoover Commission contained nine recommendations.
Five of these recommendations have been
put into effect through reorganization under
the President's Reorganization Plan No. 3 of
1949, one other recommendation is pending
before the Congress under the President's
Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1952, and two
which require legislation are pending in the
Congress. As a matter of fact, most of the
recommendations made by the task force for
the Hoover Commission and the Commission
itself were in line with suggestions made by
officials of the Post Office Department.
Most of the criticism appearing in the
press is general and not specific. Some of
it does relate to specific instances of delay
in the handling of mail. We do not object
to constructive criticism and we will try to
correct all errors that are called to our attention. However, the public must be mindful that our postal people are human beings
and in handling the billions of pieces of
mail, some errors wi!l creep in, some pieces
of mail will be mishandled. That was true
20 years ago, it was true 15 years ago, it
has always been true in the operation of
the postal Eervice. The greater the volume,
the greater the possibility for a larger number of errors. We may expect to receive a
complaint from the mishandling of one letter; yet, at the same time we seldom receive
any praise for the correct and prompt handling of millions of pieces of mail daily.
Some of the criticism is made in comparing our postal service with the service of
foreign postal administrations. The statement has been made that a letter mailed at
the general post office at Paris, France, as
late as noon, or 30 minutes after noon, will
be delivered anywhere in Paris the same day.
They say this is not true in the United
States postal service. In making this statement they do not tell you that the letter
mailed in Paris must contain postage for
special delivery, and neither do they tell
you that in our postal service we deliver
special delivery mail from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
and that a letter mailed in a general post
office in the United States as late as 8 p. m.

will be delivered the same day if the special
delivery fee is paid.
Again, it has been stated th-' the postal
service in London, England, is 1.1r superior
to the postal service in the United States.
It might not be amiss to quote verbatim
from a statement made by Assistant Postmaster General Gammons of the E nglish
postal system before the House in March
of 1952 in connection with the bill to provide the money required for operating Great
Britain's postal service:
"Many honorable members wonder whether
we shall ever again get back the penny post
and the prewar midnight collections of letters in London. The answer to both of these
is 'No.' The penny post is gone with the prewar purchasing power of the pound. As to
midnight collections of letters in London and
the very late collections in other districts,
they were based upon standards of working
on the part of postal officers which I do not
believe either side of the House would accept
today. * * * To restore deliveries and
collections to the prewar scale and still maintain the present-day standards of working
would require an additional 10,000 men. It
is quite clear that the country could not
afford that today."
The United States postal system produces
60 percent as much revenue as the combined
revenue of all other postal administrations
and the United States postal system handles
more piecE."s of mail than all of the other
postal administrations of the world.
Now, let us take a look at the problems
encountered in the management of this vast
postal service. Our postal service is beset
with more paramount problems than at any
time in my connection with the service,
which extends over more than four decades.
They are not insurmountable but some of
them are most difficult to solve. The postal
business in terms of revenue has doubled in
10 years and quadrupled in 30 years. In fact,
since I entered the postal service, the business has increased ten-fold. We do have
growing pains. The amount of low revenue
producing mail, largely bulk mailings of pub1! ..tiona and parcel post, has greatly taxed
the facilities of the postal service. There
has been no Federal building program since
1939 and there is a woe!ul lack of space in
the postal buildings of all large centers.
There is also a shortage of terminal facilities
in every large center. During the past 25
years there has been a 65 percent withdrawal
of passenger trains which formerly carried
mail. This has required the Department to
look to other forms of transportation such
as the highway post office, short haul of mail,
and extension of star route service. Therefore, we have plenty of problems with respect
to volume, space, and transportation.
Most of you are familiar with our personnel problems incident to the so-called Whitten rider and regulations promulgated by
the Civil Service Commission whereby we
have been prohibited from making permanent appointments in the postal service since
December 1, 1950. At the present time we
have more than 87,000 temporary employees
in the field postal service who, without security, could hardly be expected to develop
the required amount of ambition, energy,
and application to duty that would be developed under permanent appointments.
We are trying to bring about an exception
to the field postal service so that permanent
appointments can be made up to the level
of authorized positions on September 1, 1950,
which would permit the filling of all vacancies in the regular force that existed at ·that
time or that have occurred since that time.
You postmasters must live with these problems day in and day out and I want to express my heartfelt appreciation for the
splendid cooperation you have given to the
Department and your continued efforts to

provide a good postal service in the face of
all of these problems.
However much we may do and however
great our problems may be, we must not take
the attitude that the postal service does
not need to be improved or that little or
nothing can be done about it.
The public is conscious of the fact whenever they are required to pay more postage
but they are not conscious of the fact that
through legislative action or action taken by
regulatory bodies outside the postal service
the cost of operating the service has greatly
increased. Therefore, in the face of all of this
criticism, we must ever be alert to the things
that can be done within the limit of the appropriation to provide a good postal service.
Let me commend each and everyone of
you for your loyalty and your application to
duty and the good job you are doing under
most adverse conditions.

Tidelands Veto
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REconn I include the following editorial
from the Washington Post of June 10,
1952:
TIDELANDS VETO

The very title of the so-called tidelands
oil bill is a fraud. It purports to be a joint
resolution to confirm and establish the titles
of the States to lands beneath navigable
waters within State boundaries and to the
natural resources within such lands and
waters * * •. But the resolution adopted
by Congress, and vetoed a fortnight ago by
the President, has nothing to do, in point of
fact, with lands within States boundaries.
It has nothing whatever to do with inland
waters or with tidelands-a term which is
properly applied only to the narrow strip of
land lying between high tide and low tide.
It deals, rather, with land lying seaward of
the tidelands, beyond the inland waters and
wholly outside State boundaries-the strip
between the low-tide mark and the 3-mile
limit properly called the marginal sea.
Now, it is impossible for Congress to confirm • * • the titles of the States to
these lands for the simple reason that the
States, as component parts of the Federal
Union, have never had any titles to them.
Our authority for this assertion is the Supreme Court of the United States-a body
created by the Constitution for the express
purpose of settling controversies of this sort.
The Supreme Court, although it has held
repeatedly that the States do indeed have
title to their inland waters, ruled unequivocally in the California case of 1947 that California had no title to the marginal sea and
that paramount rights in and full domain
over the area rested in the United States as
sovereign nation. Texas enjoyed such
rights and dominion during the decade of her
independence but relinquished them upon
relinquishing her national sovereignty when
she joined the United States.
What Congress attempted to do, therefore, in its tidelands resolution was to give
away to three coastal States, California,
Texas, and Louisiana, lands and mineral resources which belong to the people of the
whole American Union. President Truman
sent this resolution back to Congress with
a forceful and compelling veto message be-
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cause, he said, "I do not believe such · an
action would be in the national interest, and
I do not see how any President could fail
to oppose it." For our part, we do not see
how any Congress acting as a legislature of
the United States could fail to sustain a veto
on these grounds.
A strange sort of frenzy seems, however,
to have taken hold of the officials of a great
many interior States of the Union which
have nothing to gain and everything to lose
from quitclaim legislation.
They have
allowed themselves to be bamboozled into a
belief that somehow or other the Supreme
Court's ruling in the California, Texas, and
Louisiana cases has cast doubt on the status
of lands beneath their navigable inland
·waters. ·The fear is, of course, an altogether
groundless one. Its groundlessness was
ma'de abundantly clear by the President
when he declared in his veto message, "If
the Congress wishes to enact legislation confirming the States in the ownership of what
1s already theirs-that is, the lands and resources under navigable inland waters and
the tidelands-I shall, of course, be glad to
approve it. But such legislation is completely unnecessary, and bears no relation
whatever to the question of what should be
done with lands which the States do not now
own-that is, the lands under an open sea."
Apart from the constitutional issues involved, the President pointed out in his veto
message the importance of keeping the oil
of the marginal sea under Federal management in order to conserve it for nationaldefense purposes. He pointed out, too, the
tremendous benefits that could accrue to the
Nation as a whole by devoting the revenue
to be derived from exploitation of the marginal sea to a program of Federal aid to education in the manner proposed not long ago
by Senator HILL. These ought to be compelling considerations to Members of Congress whose business it is to serve national,
not merely local or sectional, interests. The
Senate will be tested as a national body when
It votes this week on a motion to override
the President's veto. We hope that the veto
will be sustained.

Three Minutes a Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GORDON

CANFI~LD

OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. CANFIELD. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following article by
Rev. James Keller, from the Paterson
(N. J.) Evening News:
THREE MINUTES A DAY

(By Rev. James Keller)
When baseball's colorful Frankie Frisch
was piloting the Pittsburgh Pirates, he was
often the recipient of grandstand advice.
One particular Sunday afternoon Frankie
found himself hounded and heckled by a man
directly in back of home plate. All afternoon
the loud-voiced patron found fault with
Frankie's decisions. He denounced his every
move and shouted instructions as to how the
game should be played.
When it was all over Frisch walked over to
the amateur with pencil and paper in hand,
and asked him his name and business
address.
Proud and flattered, the ·c ustomer answered
Frankie, and then asked why he wanted the
information.

"Because," Frankie replied pleasantly, "I'm
gonna be at your office bright and early ·tomorrow morning and tell you how to run your
business."
·
It is easy to sit on the sideline.s and complain. But it is far more important to get
in the thick of things and correct the evils.
No sphere of influence can ever be any better
than the people in it-just as no team can
be any better than the players. The only
way to improve the vital fields of Government, education, labor relations, and communications is to get people with a high
sense of purpose to go into them on a career
basis.
"Endeavor to be patient in supporting the
defects and infirmities of others of what
kind soever; because thou also hast many
things which others must bear withal."
(Imitation of Christ XVI:2).
0 Lord, help me to do something more than
Just find fault.

The Case of the Missing Carrier
EXTENPION .OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following editorial
from the Boston Traveler of Saturday,
June 7, ~952:
THE CASE OF THE MISSING CARRIER

Something akin to the weird nonsense of
Alice in Wonderland is threatening national
security today.
It lies in the fact that the House of Representatives stubbornly refuses to allow the
Navy to build aircraft carriers big enough
and strong enough to handle modern planes.
No Congressman with half a brain would
try to put 4 gallons of gasoline into a 3-gallon container. Nor would he try to launch
a Viking rocket from the rear seat of a model
T Ford. Nor would he expect the Air Force
to carry its 1952 bomb loads in 1940 medium
bombers.
Yet none of those things is any more ridiculous than what the House of Representatives has done to the Navy. It has blocked
the modern carrier-building program, setting
up a situation whereby ships that were designed 12 years ago are supposed to handle
the planes being designed today.
They just won't fit, that's all.
The Navy admittedly is bewildered by this
attitude. It keeps trying to locate the congressional blind spot, in order to clear up the
view. It hasn't had much luck up to now.
Navy Secretary Dan Kimball has tried.
Admiral WilUam M. Fechteler, Chief of Naval
Operations, has tried. John F. Floberg, Assistant Secretary for Air, has tried. They've
discovered they might as well be talking to
the cornerstone of the Washington Monument.
·Congress apparently was beginning to see
the light 1 year ago when it authorized the
60,000-ton carrier Forrestal, now under construction. Then its vision grew fuzzy.
Secretary Kimball has said we should have
at least four of this Forrestal class "under
construction right now" and that what we
really need is one such carrier each year for
the next 10 years.
A second carrier was sought this year when
the Navy made a list of its requirements.
The Secretary of Defense and the President
0. K.'d the funds to bulld the ship, and it
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was included in the President's budget. The
House Committee on Armed Services unanimously approved the request.
Less than 3 weeks later, however, the admirals were blinking with astonishment.
The Appropriations Committee had sliced
the carrier out of the budget and the House
had passed the defense appropriation billwithout providing for the carrier, of course.
Meanwhile, the Navy had been trying to
get the Appropriations Committee to change
its mind. The admirals had pleaded that
other ships be dropped to equal the cost of
the carrier, but, for the "luvva" Pete, to
leave the new carrier where it belonged, at
the top of the priority list.
The Appropriations Committee had replied
by chopping six items from the bottom of
the Navy's priority list-and once again
knocking the carrier off the top.
That's the way the situation stands today,
with the Navy still hoping to get the carrier
restored when the Senate takes action on
the appropriation.
The big carriers that played their part in
World War IT belonged to the Essex class, designed in 1940. We built 24 of those ships,
and we still have them all, 9 with the active
fieet and 15 in moth balls.
The Essex class has been modernized to
some extent, of course. But from here on
the 1940 hull cannot be changed enough to
handle the 1953 airplanes.
Three Midway class carriers, much bigger
than the Essex class, were built after World
War II, but their design dates back to 1943.
When modernized, these can handle the
planes of today, but they'll be out of date
tomorrow.
Action on a program of the Forrestal class
would give the Navy what it needs for handling modern planes at sea, and would not
in any way .cost any of the other services a
dime.
This is strictly an issue between the Navy
and Congress, and has no effect on the progress of other military arms. The Air Force
budget and the Army budget would not be
altered one way or another, even if the Navy
won an okay to put every nickel it gets into
Forrestal carriers.
Admiral Fechteler summed up the facts at
a speech before the Bond Club of New York
earlier this spring, when he said:
"Modern carrier aircraft are heavier and
larger in size than their predecessors.
"Being jets, they consume more fuel.
Their landing speeds are greater. The effectiveness of jet fighters depends upon their
being catapulted rather than fiown from the
flight deck.
"Their bomb load is greater than the older
planes. They require a bigger ship to servIce and operate them.
"There are seven major reasons why we
must build these large modern aircraft carriers:
"First, increased weight of aircraft.
"Second, need for increased fuel capacity.
"Third, · need for more catapults for
launching.
"Fourth, need for more aviation ordnance
space.
"Fifth, increased dimensions of modern
aircraft.
"Sixth, increase in aircraft landing speeds.
"Seventh, need for better ' protection
against torpedoes, bombs, and other weapons.
"To deny the Navy this type of ship is to
deny the Navy the use, in a very few years,
of the best plane industry can build for
purposes of carrier attack.
"It is as sensible to prohibit the lengthening of runways on shore • • • as it is
to deny the Navy a carrier sutncient to handle the planes now available."
The Navy does not claim that the aircraft
carrier is the win-all weapon Of modern warfare. It doesn't claim this any more than
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the Army would claim it for atomic artillery,
or the Air Force for the Sabre jet.
It does claim-and has proved-that a
modern carrier task force does a man-size
job in a world where 70 percent of the surface is covered by water. The carrier today
is the mainspring of the Navy's punching
power, but if it isn't allowed to handle modern planes it might as well be taken apart
and handed back to the steel mills.
During World War II, the Navy had 110
carriers at sea. Combining their days in
action, they spent a total of 78 years in combat areas. At the end of that time, only 11
had been lost-all small ones, at that.
In 13 days off the coast of Japan, they
knocked out 2,000 enemy aircraft on the
ground.
Statistics like that could be quoted to the
end of the page. But they wouldn't alter the
fact that today a majority in the House of
Representatives must believe it's possible to
put 100 tons of ammunition into a 50-ton
magazine.
They must believe that. They've already
told the Navy to do it.
The German Navy, operating chiefly in the
Atlantic, almost won World War II before
we even got into the fight.
In explaining why it failed, Grand Admiral Raeder in 1943 declared:
"We lacked a naval air force. We fought
bitterly for one, but we lost out.
'History will decide whether a naval air
force is essential for a Navy that wishes to
operate at sea."
History decided long ago that a man can't
get a size-nine foot into a size-seven shoe
and still deliver a kick.
Maybe Congress would like the Navy to
build its carriers out of rubber, and stretch
them to fit.

Training for Citizenship
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. CALEB BOGGS
OF DELAWARE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. BOGGS of Delaware. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks
in the Appendix of the RECORD, I include
an address by Mr. Kenneth Richter,
of Felton, Del. Mr. Richter was a
member of the 1952 graduating class of
Felton High School. He was valedictorian of the class, and this splendid address was the valedictory address delivered by Mr. Richter on the occasion of
the commencement exercises held in
Felton High School auditorium on the
evening of June 6, 1952.
Mr. ·Richter in this fine speech, most
ably delivered, tells how Felton liigh
School and the community are training
their boys and girls for good citizenship.
It was my great privilege to be present
on the occasion of this commencement,
and I not only felt very proud of the
splendid training being conducted in the
Felton school, but I was especially happy
to note the great interest and support
given by the community to the public
school and its outstanding educational
program. This fine valedictory address
by Mr. Richter should be most encouraging to us all as we look and think toward
the future.
The address is as follows:

TRAINING F0R CITIZENSHIP

Distinguished guests, members of the
board, faculty, parents, and friends, Miss
Brittingham has given you our concepts df
the obligations of citizenship. To meet these
obligations requires the proper education.
It is my privilege to tell you how Felton
is training its boys and girls for citizenship.
We are living in an age where there is a
continuing crisis. Some of the factors in
this crisis are the rapid social changes
around the world and the degree of world
interdependence in which the fate of one
man may be linked with that of any other
man. Public education must give constant
attention to its role of developing democratic
citizenship if democratic institutions are to
survive this crisis. It is the duty of each
and every school to do its utmost to train
students for citizenship, so that we, as a
nation, may not weaken and fall into the
grasping hand of the Soviet and its threat
of aggre's sive imperialism. We must all contribu te our small part to this vast Nation
in order to make it function properly; so,
therefore, we need individual training. We
must learn to respect authority, to work
together as one, and to realize that someone
else may be right besides ourselves. If we
are set and stubborn in our ways, it becomes
impossible for us to function as one nation.
When a child enters school, he thinks of
himself as an individual rather than as a
part of the class. He hasn't had to work together with others. He has lived at home
with his parents and possibly one or two
brothers or sisters. He has not had the need
for combined work and association with
maybe 30 other children.
Here in Felton in the first grade his training begins. He learns cooperation, fellowship, and respect for authority.
As we advance through the first eight
grades there are other things we learn concerning citizenship. We learn that the stars
and stripes are symbolical of our Nation.
We learn the four freedoms. We learn selfpreservation. We learn that our bodies need
proper attention. We learn the basic skills
and fundamentals of citizenship-reading,
writing, and arithmetic. We learn the fundamental facts of the history of our Nation
ar.d the world and a clear concept of the
geographical relationships of the nations of
the universe with special emphasis on the
geography of our own country. We learn
cl.esirable habits and attitudes related to getting along with other people. The essential
elements of the democratic principles are
taught and practiced even in our elementary grades. Even these little people have
their room officers, conduct mee~ings, levy
taxes in the form of dues-the proceeds of
which are used for various room activities.
The high school carries this principle of
democratic government to a :higher degree.
Many of the social and extra-curricular activities carried on in the school are conducted and orcanized by the student council and student court. Candidates are nominated in school conventions, deliver campaign speeches, and are elected by secret
ballot. The purpose is not merely to create
a student organization which will serve the
best interests of the school, but also to establish habits of interest and participation in
political activities and procedures. Those
who qualify for, and are elected to these
legislative and judicial organizations, get
valuable training for leadership and for public office in later life.
· In panel discussions conducted in school,
we learn to reach agreements in a democratic way. In literature we learn to reason
and understand what we read, so that when
W3 go out into the world, as we are about
to do tonight, we shall be able to read and
m ake decisions regarding the welfare of our
Nation.

"Into each life some rain must fall." From
this we learn that there will be some days in
our life when things are not as we would
like them. It prepares us for such days so
that they will not take us by surprise. Thus,
a study of literature is a preparation for
future life.
Another form of training for citizenship is
the social-studies classes in which we are
taught our form of Government and the
obligations of citizenship.
The human relations classes help us to
better understand ourselves, as well as
others, and to improve our personality traits
for the betterment of our homes, our communities, and our country.
American education is dedicated to producing a world of living men, who breathe
freely even in their own minds and spirits.
This is the consequence and nature of the
job of developing an active citizenship on
democratic principles.
We each live the lives we do because we
were born into a land with a heritage of
freedom. It is, therefore, the obligation of
our public school to train the young citizens
along the lines of these inherited freedoms,
so the Nation will be secure and be able to
maintain these freedoms for generations to
come.
We learn here in school to adjust ourselves
to the scientific changes taking place, to be
good sports and to take a loss in our stride,
to care for our bodies and health, to cooperate and get along with others, to respect
authority, and to use our minds for the good
of our Nation.
American schools are doing their part to
train youth for effective living in a democratic world. If American homes and American churches cooperate in this mighty project, if our adult leaders and officials in Government set us an example which does not
mock the ideals and attitudes which our
schools strive to inculcate in us, the youth
of today will be responsible and worthy
citizens of tomorrow.
We, the class of 1952, in behalf of today's
younger generation and generations yet unborn, thank all those who have dedicated
their lives to the training of young people in
the home, in the school, and in the church.
We pledge ourselves to assume our share of
that task, and we ask the continued cooperation of the adult generation. The destiny
of civilization itself depends upon how well
we discharge that responsibility.

Extension of Social Security
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THADDEUS M. MACHROWICZ
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. MACHROVviCZ. Mr. Speaker,
there has been inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a letter from the treasurer of the State of Michigan indicating
opposition to H. R. 7800, which would
increase old-age benefits and permit social security to Government employees
covered by retirement systems.
In order to dispel any erroneous impressions that through the letter the
State treasurer was expressing the views
of the people of Michigan, under leave to
extend my remarks, I am including a
letter received by me from Gov. G. Men-
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nen Williams, of Michigan, expressing
his support for H. R. 7800:
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,
Lansing, June 6, 1952.

The Honorable THADDEUS M. MACHROWICZ,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MACHROWICZ: It has
come to my attention through the CoNGREsSIONAL RECORD that the treasurer of the State
of Michigan has addressed a letter to Members of Congress protesting against passage
of H. R. 7800, which would increase old-age
and survivors benefits and permit extension
of social security to government employees
covered by retirement systems.
According to the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
this letter is being cited as justification for
the refusal of the House to adopt these
amendments and for the return of the bill
to committee.
·
I feel it is my duty to inform you that, in
expressing such an opinion, the State treasurer was not speaking for the State of Michigan, and I do not believe he was expressing
the views of the people of Michigan.
H. R. 7800 would increase old-age and
survivors benefits by 12 percent or $5, whichever is the greater. This increase would affect about 175,000 Michigan citizens who are
now receiving these benefits. Of this total,
about 10,000 receive State old-age assistance
to supplement their Federal social-security
benefits. This bill would reduce the amount
of State aid needed by these 10,000 beneficiaries, and would permit maintenance of
present benefits with lower cost to Michigan
taxpayers.
The objection of the State treasurer was
specifically directed at the provision to permit extension of social security to those
under State retirement plans. The fact is
that present retirement systems for Michigan State employees carry no survivor benefits whatever for those who die in service.
The Michigan State police commissioner
recently retired for the reason in part that
he had reached retirement age and no survivors' benefits would be available for his
dependents if he died while in service. In
another case, a State employee of long service died while in cfilce, leaving a widow and
two small children. This employee's survivors are entitled to no benefits whatever
from the retirement plan to which he contributed over a long period of years, except
the return with interest of the amount of
his contributions. It is difficult to understand why public employees under the circumstances should not be granted the benefits of social security which would protect
their dependents.
It is my opinion that the people of Michi·
gan want such legislation as embodied in
H. R. 7800. The State treasurer's charge
that this measure is socialism should not be
permitted to stand in the way of its adoption.
Sincerely,
G. MENNEN WILLIAMS,
Governor.

Praise for Doughton Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERMAN P. EBERHARTER
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. EBERHARTER. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following letter

which appeared in the Washington Evening Star of Monday, June 9, 1952:

Knights of Columbus. I offer it in tribute to Mr. Sherwood and his work:

PRAISE FOR DaUGHTON BILL
Defeat of the Daughton bill in the House
of Representatives, engineered by the lobby
of the American Medical Association, reveals
the avarice that lies behind organized medicine's opposition to social progress.
The Daughton bill provides that the Federal Security Agency be authorized to make
determinations of total and permanent disability for persons seeking such status under
the bill. This is the same power possessed
by the Veterans' Administration, which has
worked successfully in the case of veterans'
benefits.
There is nothing socialistic in Congress
granting to an executive agency the power
to make administrative decisions, but a condition worse than socialized medicine exists
when organized physicians use political influence to prevent an increase in social-security benefits to the aged and unfortunate
because the doctors are not guaranteed a
professional fee for certifying that totally
and permanently disabled persons are in
distress.
Everyone who knows of Mr. DauGHTON's
record of service to the American people for
over four decades in Congress is aware that
he never would introduce a bill providing
for socialized medicine. It seems to me that
if the members of the AMA shared Representative DauGHTON's devotion to duty and
passion for the public good, they would support rather than oppose his efforts to alleviate the lot of the old and helpless.
The fact that the doctors maintain such
a lobby on Capitol Hill is in itself evidence
that medicine is no longer a profession of
dedicated men. The ministry of healing has
become just another business. Success of
medical practitioners is now measured in
tenns of income and property, prestige and
power.
Unless organized medicine cleans its own
house and ends its opposition to progressive
social legislation, it is inevitable that the
socialized medicin{l that the doctors fear will
become a reality instead of a fiction.
CHARLES R. HILL.

THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTION PASSED BY
UNANIMOUS VOTE AT THE STATE CONVENTION OF THE K. OF C. HELD IN CLEVELAND,
OHIO, MAY 18 AND 19, 1952
Be it resolved, That the Knights of Columbus, Ohio State Council, meeting in Cleveland, Ohio, May 18 and 19, 1952, for their
annual State convention, wish to convey
to the Committee on Un-American Activities, United States House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C., and its chairman, JoHN
S. WooD, of Georgia, the following message:
We commend and encourage the Un-Amerlcan Activities Committee on its magnificent
job of fact finding and reporting of subversive activities in this country during the
past year.
The committee has at all times functioned
as a fact-finding group, intent on enlightening the American public and letting them
take appropriate action. They have repeatedly asked intelligent Americans to be guided
by the public record before passing judgment on any individual or group.
We concur with the committee in their
opinion that evidence as presented by former
Communists is of vital importance and that
we should treat these former members of the
Communist conspiracy as loyal Americans
after they have in a sense martyred themselves to make amends with God and country.
We endorse without reservation the recommendations made by the Committee on
Un-American Activities as presented in their
annual report to Congress for the year 1951
and urge the incoming Congress to draft
proper legislation which will follow the above
recommendations and thus place a better
control over subversive activities in America.
We heartily urge all Americans to check
carefully and think when they read or hear
about some person or group smearing or deriding the work of the Un-American Activities Committee. We feel certain that it will
be discovered that the smear is coming from
the Communists, left wingers, or confused
liberals.
Submitted May 8, 1952.
.
ROGER E. SHERWOOD,
Chairman, Anti-Communist Committee, Knights of Columbus, Council
lfD. 1610.

Roger E. Sherwood·, Anti-Communist

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PAUL F. SCHENCK
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. SC,HENCK. Mr. Speaker, with
our attention focused on our fight
against communism abroad and here in
washington, we seem recently to have
forgotten the home-front counterpart of
that struggle, and the men and women,
of private status but public spirit, who,
in that struggle, work so splendidly for
democracy at home.
One of these citizen-soldiers of democracy is Roger E. Sherwood, of Middletown, Ohio. Mr. Sherwood is chairman of Anti-Communist Committee,
Council No. 1610, of the Knights of Columbus. For the past several years he
has worked untiringly against the spread
of communism in his own and other
Ohio communities. The following very
commendable resolution, prepared by
Mr. Sherwood, was recently passed by
the Ohio State Convention of the

Our Foreign Policy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THADDEUS M. MACHROWICZ
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. MACHROWICZ. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks, I am
including herewith a resolution adopted
unanimously at the third national convention of the Polish-American Congress assembled in Atlantic City, N. J.,
on May 30, 31, and June 1, 1952; also
a statement of policy presented to that
convention by seven Members of the
House of Representatives:
We, the undersigned, Democratic Members
of the United States Congress, mindful of the
need for unity and action, do hereby declare
and reaffirm our policy and determination to
continue our efforts for a just and permanent peace based on the following principles:
1. In order to maintain world stability and
to save our civilization from destruction, we
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shall continue to advocate a strong and
united America, strong in moral and spiritual leadership of the world, strong industrially, and strong in military power.
· 2. We shall continue to support justifiable
aid to our true allies, who are ready and
willing to join with us in the struggle to
stop the threat of totalitarianism in the
world.
3. We are firm in our conviction that a
just and permanent peace is dependent upon
freedom of human and religious rights and
freedom of all peoples from oppression Consequently, we support the policy, not only of
containment of communism, but also of liberation of all nations now under subjugation
and enslavement behind the iron curtain,
and a policy which will return these nations
the right to be represented by a free government of their own choice, without domination from the outside.
4. We are proud of the fact that under the
Dzmocratic President, Woodrow Wilson, Poland regained its independence in 1919, and
we shall actively support a continuation of
these policies of friendship and aid to all
democratic nations.
5. We believe that the Communist regime
of Soviet Russia has flagrantly violated its
obligations and commitments undertaken
at Yalta and Tehran, and particularly so in
relation to Poland. We therefore maintain
that the United States is no longer bound
by the provision which took from Poland
one- t hird of its land on the eastern border
and which have, through Soviet abuse, resulted in an oppressive puppet government
which does not represent the true will of the
people.
6. We deplore any suggestion of a change
of the western boundaries of Poland and
declare that such changes would not only
be a cruel injustice to the .P olish Nation, but
would endanger, rather than promote, peace
and stability in Europe.
7. We are proud of the work being done
by the special Congressional Katyn Massacre
Committee, which was created under Democratic sponsorship and Democratic leadership. This committee has already made
great contributions in placing the blame for
the inhuman massacre at Katyn; in stressing
the injustice to the Polish Nation; in exposing Communist barbarism, and the intent of the United States wit h its spiritual
heritage to assume governmental leadership
of the world that will bring about permanent peace. It has also contributed to the
safety of our own American boys in Korea,
who may now be prisoners of the Communists.
8. We shall insist that a spokesman for
these principles be named to the platf orm
committee of the Democratic National Convention, and that a plank be adopted by
that convention which will include a policy
based on t he principles set forth above. We
shall also insist that whoever becomes the
Democratic nominee for President shall mak e
a forthright expression of his views on this
subject.
We pledge our continued and united front
to accomplish the purposes and reach the
objectives set forth above, as well as all other
object ives consistent with the hopes and aspirations of free men and women.
JOHN D. DINGELL, THOMAS S. GORDON,
CLEME NT J. ZABLOCKI, THADDEUS M.
MACHROWICZ, JOHN C. KLUCZYNSKI,
JOHN LESINSKI, ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI,
WAS H I NGTON, D. C., May 27, 1952.
RESOL U T ION

The third national convention of the Polish American Congress assembled in Atlantic City, N. J., on May 30, 31, and June
1, 1952, representin g more than 6,000,000
Americans of Polish descent, deeply conscious of its responsibilities, particularly in

this crucial year of vital decisions at home
and abroad, hereby resolves to submit to
the President of the United States, the Senate, and House as well as to the national
conventions of both political parties, the
following statements of principles, beliefs,
and recommendations :
1. The Polish American Congress pledges
its full and determined support of our Nation's defense mobilization program to prevent Soviet Russia's further imperialistic expansion. In this connection, we urge the
Senate and Congress to extend the Defense
Production Act to maintain a stable American economy during the present emergency.
2. We pledge ourselves to continue to oppose the infiltration of Communists and
Communist-inspired ideologies, which are
foreign and hostile to American principles
and to the American way of life, with every
means at our command.
3. Morality and international justice demand that all nations now enslaved by Soviet
Russia be given their freedom and independence and be permitted to join the community of free nations.
4. The Polish American Congress calls
upon the United States Senate and Congress
to repudiate the infamous and unjust agreements made at Yalta arid Tehran which
handed over Poland, America's faithful ally,
into Soviet Russia's slavery.
5. The United States and Great Britain
have separately and through the Atlantic
Charter solemnly declared before the world
that we shall not recognize any territorial
changes made by aggression. Soviet Russia
invaded Poland and incorporated half of
the count ry, including Wilno and Lwow, into
the U. S. S. R. The United States, in rejecting the Yalta agreement, should renew
its pledge and recognize Poland's eastern
boundaries of 1939.
6. We appeal to the United States Senate
to amend the treaty with Western Germany
b : fore ratifying it, by a clear stipulation that
Germany should not be paid with the ancient
Polish soil bordering on the Oder and Niesse
R ivers for expected military participation in
the defense plans of Western Europe. It is
not only a matter of justice. It is also a
lesson we must learn from the consequences
of the Yalta agreement, where for the sake
of expediency we sacrificed principles and
jeopardized the future of the world. It is a
tragic irony that Poland today is enslaved
while G<lrmany and Japan regain their freedom. The United States should not champion a barter that would be deeply resented
by 100,000,000 people behind the iron curtain
and all the freedom-loving people of the
world.
7. The act of exposing an entire nation
with its culture and religion to annihilation
by a ruthless and godless dictatorship; mass
murders and tortures of an entire nation,
and other inhuman acts upon a subjugated
people are today known as the international
crime of genocide. We urge the immediate
ratification of the Genocide Convention as
originally submitted to the United States
Senate and the application of the sanctions
of the Genocide Convention against the Soviet criminals at the next General Assembly
of the United Nations.
8. We urge the United States to sever diplomatic relations with the U. S. S. R. and the
satellite regimes now ruling the captive nations for Soviet Russia, thereby making it
unequivocally clear to the oppressed peoples
that the United States is interested in their
f re adom and welfare, and that our Government recognizes the fact that none of the
captive nations is being governed with the
consent of its people.
9. We are grateful to the Select House
Committee for the Investigation of the
Katyn murders. This horrendous crime has
now been brought before the conscience of
the world. We believe .the findings of the

congressional committee should be presented
to the United Nations and whenever the commissars raise their voices to speak of justice
and freedom may they be reminded of the
Katyn murders as only one of their many
crimes.
10. We Americans of Polish descent have
behind us a tradition of unswerving devotion to the Christian faith. We resolve to
abide faithfully by the religious precepts of
our forefathers and to bring up our future
generations in the same spirit of our unbounded faith in Ohrist.
11. We hope and pray that the war in
Korea will end soon. Many of our sons have
found a final resting place on this heroic
battlefield against communism. Americans
of Polish descent, since the early days of our
Republic, have not stinted their blood, their
efforts or their very lives for the cause of
American freedom, and we shall not fail our
beloved countr.y under any circumstances.
S igned for the resolutions committee:
Karol Piatkiewicz, Chairman; Peter P.
Yolles; Charles Rozmarek; Judge Blair
F. Gunther; John Stanek; Frank J.
Wrobel; Joseph Tysowski; Adam S.
Kwasiebor<ki; Stephen Bielicki; John
Konstrubala; Steven Mierzwa; Rev.
Bernard Ciesielski.

Enforcing Mine Safety
EXTENSION OF REMARKS I
OF

HON. AUGUSTINE B. KELLEY
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRE3ENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. KELLEY of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, with your permission I am inserting in the RECORD today ar1other editorial from the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
of June 7 on the subject of enforcing
mine safety.
This is a most pertinent topic today,
and the Committee on Education and
Labor is striving to complete the bill so
that the House may have it some time
within the next week or 10 days.
The editorial follows:
ENFORCING MINE SAFETY

The President has again asked the House
for early approval of legislation that would
put teeth into the Federal mine safety code,
pointing out that "Every day of delay invites further disasters." Unfortunately for
miners, it seems to take a major tragedy to
arous-: the public and especially Congress to
the need for stronger safety measures.
Thus, it was largely as a result of the West
Frankfort, Ill., mine explosion last December in which 119 men lost their lives, that
the Senate finally voted a bill to give Federal
mine inspectors the power to enforce the
safety code.
But what should be realized :s that though
only the big disasters like that at West
Frankfort capture the headlines, the day-today death toll from mine accidents continues. "The coal-mine fatality list of the
first 4 months of 1952," Senator NEELY, of
West Virginia, recently pointed out, "completely overshadows the Orient explosicn.
Two hundred and eight men have been killed
in this period by falls of rock and coal,
haulage accidents, electrocution, suffocation,
drowning, or by explosions."
Giving Federal mine inspectors power to
enforce the mine safety code where now
they can only recommend, will not, of
course, end all mining accidents. But it uz:"
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nity a better place in which to live. He
The Polish-American Veterans' Associadoubtedly will go a long way tow~;~.rd reducasks himself what he can do about this, and
ing their number. The Federal safety' code · tion of Spr¢gfield, Inc., is proud and han:.
is stricter than the codes of some States, and
ored to be post. at t:Pe. fourth ru1nual con-: doesn't often find the answer to be "nothing."
in a· number ·of past cases-including the
ven,t~on of the Polish;.American Veterans of . For example, U there are a lot of old houses
that would be like kindling if fire broke out,
MassacJ;:msetts.
fatal West Frankfort mine-Federal inspecwe should try to do something about it. If
tors have spatted, but could do no more than
our town contains unoccupied and unsightly
rep<;>rt the existenc~ of hazards which later
buildings
which endanger the health and
resulted in disaster.
safety of its · citizens, we can request health
Everything that can possibly be done to
Obligations
of
Citizenship
and safety officials to condemn such buildreduce the loss of. life in the Nation's mines
ings and require their owners to tear them
should be. done. The House can do its part
down or make them fit for human dwellings.
now by promptly following the Senate's suit .
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
A good citizen seeks to be better prepared
and approving a bill that will give Federal
OF
for service to his community. If we want
inspectors the authority to see that proper
to
be better prepared to serve our commu·noN~
mine safety standards are met.
nity, we have to know and to be able to do
OF DELAWARE
a great many different things. A person
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
who is ignorant of the laws of hygiene isn't
History of Polish-American Veterans of
much help in maintaining public health in
Wedn.esday, June 11, 1952
his community, nor is a reckless and speedMassachusetts, Inc.
Mr. BOGGS of Delaware. Mr. Speak- ing driver much help in enforcing traffic
er, under leave to extend my remarks laws.
A good citizen feels a personal concern
in the Appendix of the RECORD~ I include
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
an address by Miss Marie Brittingham, · about problems_even when he does not per~
OF
of Felton, Del. Miss Brittingham was a. · sonally suffer. Even if he is enjoying life
a comfortable home, he should share
member of the 1952 graduating class of in
the· feelings ot those living in slums and
OF MASSACHUSE'ITS
Felton High ·school. This address on pover:ty.
Those who live in these condithe Obligations of Citizenship was made tions should not have the wrong attitude
IN THE HOU~E OF REPRESENTATIVES
by
her
as
salutatorian
of
the
class
on
either.
They
should try to find ways. to imTuesday, June 10, 1952
·
the occasion of the commencement ex- prove their surroundings.
Mr. FURCOLO. Mr. Speaker, on June
The good citizen keeps in touch with ·
ercises held in the Felton High School
8 I had the great pleasure and privilege Auditorium on the evening of June 6, what is going on so he can play an effective
part in it. To do this he listens to the
of being the· speaker at. the fourth an- 1952.
radio, reads the newspapers, and attends
nual State convention banquet of the
Miss Brittingham with great care and movies
that are worth while.
Polish-American Veterans of Massachu- ability interestingly presents the obligaCitizenship is also · applied in recreation.
setts, Inc.
tions · of citizenship. It was my priv- We have to know how to get along with the
I was tremendously impressed by the ilege to be present on the occasion of th~ other participants.
enthusiasm, -p atriotism, and spirit of the commencement exercises in Felton High
We must take an active part in our gov· members of the Polish-American Vet- School, and it was indeed a most encour- ernment and in our local affairs. Everybody
erans. They are a very sincere group.
aging and heartening ·experience to see has and should use h~s right to have a s'a y
I want to pay them the honor and trib- and hear this young lady present in the government. In this way we keep
ute of bringing to the attention of Con- thoughts which all of us may do well to our democracy.
When we go out into the world to start
gress the h1story ·of their organization. remember. The youth of our country is ·
our life work, we'll have to know how to get
It is as follows:
prvbably oUr Nation's greatest asset, and along with others. We'll need certain charHisTORY OF POLISH-AMERICAN VETERANS
when we realize the youth of America acter traita, such as honesty, punctuality, ·
OF MASSACHUSETI'S, iNC.
recognizes the great obligations of citi- truthfulness, and dependability.
A good citizen is one who has some kind ·
The Polish-American Veterans of Massazenship, we all may well have hope and ·
of useful work to do. Often we find somechusetts, Inc., was initiated in 1948 at a · confidence in the future.
one who is unable to do good work either
meeting in Boston. The original incorpoFelton High School, the faculty, and because
he is 111, or because he is unable ·
rators of this organization were the posts
community may feel justly proud of their · to
find the kind of work he is trained for.
in New Bedford, Lowell, Worcester, Fall
splendid and outstanding educational This often leads to idleness, which in its ·
River, and Springfield. After several meetprogram.
turn leads to bad citizenship.
ings a set of bylaws were drawn up and appliThe address is as follows:
cation was made for a State charter.
I! we want to be good citizens we should ·
In June of 1949 Gov. Paul A. Dever prenot obey laws simply because they are laws,
OBLIGATIONS OF CITIZENSIDP
sented the State charter to the Polish-Ameribut because we realize why we should obey
Distinguished guests, members of the
can Veterans of Massachusetts. The posts
them and why they were made.
board, faculty, parents, and friends, we, the
from Lawrence and Clinton joined at this
A truly democratic community is one
class of 1952, welcome you to this siXty-third
time to make a stronger unified body. In
where all people are respected, regardless of
annual commencement.
1950 a post in Boston joined the P AV ranks.
race,
creed, language, occupation, or reliTonight we mark the termination of 12
Today the Polish-American Veterans of
gion. No community can be a perfect deyears of education which have made us
Massachusetts enjoy the respect of all Polish
mocracy, but we can always try.
aware of the grave obligations of citizengroups in the State. Their members rank
Therefore in order to be good citizens we
ship. Solemn d"li~ies rest on our shoulders.
among the top legislative, professional, and
are obligated to try to discover the different
OUr Nation, our State, our town, are looking
judicial citizens of the State. They have the
ways to help our community, to seek to be
to us, tod·a y's youth, to preserve and further
finest of objectives and ideals in supporting
better prepared to serve our community, to
build the traditions which are already ours.
the individual posts and Polish-American
respect our community and its traditions,
What do we mean by citizenship? Is it
Veterans of Massachusetts.
to
feel a personal concern about other peoworthwhile? Is it something that everybody .
With the closing of the year 1951-52, the
ple's problems even when we do not suffer,
has?
PAV of Massachusetts can be rightly proud
to respect people in all groups in our comYes, everybody has citizenship, since everyof what has been accomplished and achieved
munity, to use straight thinking when solvone is a citizen of some country.
since their origination. May the future
ing a problem, to keep in touch with what
Citizenship is something we use every day,
years of the Polish-American Veterans of
is going on in order to play an effective part
everywhere. Citizenship is the right and the
Massachusetts be crowned with equal or
in
local affairs, to look to organizations and
responsibil1ty of everybody.
greater success.
their leaders for needed help, to use recreaCertain characteristics of the good AmerDuring these years a Polish-American Vettion to become well-balanced and happy,
ican should be considered. He believes in the
erans of Massachusetts auxiliary was formed. · vitality of political democracy. He underto take an active part in our government
Today they are equally active in their reand in life, to develop skill in some vocastands the basic strength and soundness of
spective posts and State organization. To
tion, and to discipline ourselves and not be
our political system. He is aware of the weak
them much credit must be given for their
disciplined by others.
spots and political malpractice.
work and etfort.
It is up to us, today's youth, to prepare
"Actions speak louder than words." CerWith the present conflict taking veterans
tainly there are ways of acting that tell us
for the future. We can do this by becoming
by the thousands into uniform, the Polishwhether or not a person is a good citizen.
the right kind of citizens now. By being
American Veterans of Massachusetts can feel
A good citizen makes an etfort to discover
good citizens we hope to guide the world to
proud that they have contributed a large
the ditferent ways he can help his commuits final destinatlon~a united globe-one in
share of these members in the defense of the
nity. As a part of his responsibilities he
which every person, no matter what his race
must help lq the job of making his commuideals of our country.
or creed, will have a fair and equal right .

J. CALEB BOGGS

HON. FOSTER FURCOLO
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to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happl..
ness. We accept this challenge.
MARIE BRITTINGHAM.
MAY 1952.

Fare well to the Graduat~s
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD H. REES
OF KANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. REES of Kansas. Mr. Speaker,
under consent granted me by the House,
I am including an address delivered last
week by Dr. Franklin D. Murphy, chancelor, the University of Kansas, to the
graduating class at the commencement
exercises.
Dr. Murphy is respected as one of the
outstanding educators in America. I
am sure you will be interested in reading this interesting and splendid statement.
The address follows:
FAREWELL TO THE GRADUATES
Governor Arn, Mr. Stauffer, members of
the graduating class, members of the faculty, parents, and friends, it is my responsibility in the name of the university and its
faculty to deliver to this graduating class
our charge and best wishes for the future.
But first I must express gratitude and appreciation.
.
This past year has been a notable episode
of achievement in the long and distinguished history of K. U. By your academic,
athletic, and cultural accomplishments you
have not only reflected great credit on your
university and its faculty-you have helped
write an exciting and significant chapter in
the continuing story of the university, and
in so doing you have more than justified the
people of our State in their generous determination to provide for their youth edu·
cational opportunities second to none.
I know that I have your enthusiastic ap·
proval when I express to Governor Arn and
through him to the people of Kansas our
profound gratitude for their vigorous interest and support of their State university.
We proudly point to this class as documenting our belief that we are keeping the faith.
Yes, young men and women, we are
proud of you. In a world torn with anxiety
and frustration we find you quietly determined. Yours has been called the silent
generation by apprehensive experts. And
yet I think that you have simply decided,
and quite properly, that there is already far
more blinding smoke than produ ctive fire.
At a time when our own apprehensions
and paranoia threaten the basic freedoms
of speech, thought, and inquiry, we find you
aggressively insisting that our free institutions can well withstand, and indeed require
for their continued health, constructive
scrutiny. You have real faith in the future
and the inherent vitality of the principles
of free government. You remember that
your Nation and your State were not created
by tired, frightened people, preoccupied with
the so-called "good old days" of the past.
You Jmow that these were men and women
who dared to lift up their eyes and dreamcreatively, courageously, but constructively-the same men and women who chm:e for
their State motto that phrase which is such
a remarkable blend of faith, creative determination, and practicf'.l reality-To the Stars
Through Difficulties. You are aware of the
unusually high number of graduates here
before you who did learn to look to the stars,
and who now occupy positions of great leadership in the State and in the Nation.

As students of government and history
you realize that your hopes and aspirations
are intimately bound up with the principles
of human freedom. You are all participants
in the endless struggle to free the minds and
hearts of men from bigotry and intolerance.
In the last analysis the continuance of your
own priceless heritage of economic, political,
and social freedom must be related to the
success of other less fortunate peoples in
achieving their own freedoms.
You note with dismay that in the last
general election 50 percent of our citizens
failed to exercise their privilege and obligation to vote, and you properly wonder how
long the process of self-government can
survive the disinterest of half of the citizenry. You recognize the enormous contribution your generation can make to the
American story by restoring vitality and
meaning to the democratic concept of selfgovernment.
You will remember that men are innocent
until proved guilty by a jury of their peers,
and you will insist that our traditional principles of justice for all be vigorously maintained as an integral part of American life.
You have learned how easy it is, in moments of insecurity, fright or hysteria, for
people to give up some or all of their freedoms, and how difficult, if not impossible, it
is to win them back. And I suspect you have
begun to sense the fundamental difference
between enlightened self-interest and responsibility on the one hand and the use of
our democratic freedoms to camouflage reckless, selfish, and irresponsible action on the
other.
But above all else I hope you have clearly
understood that it is the responsible individual on whom free government depends.
The history of mankind is essentially a story
of man's determined and continuing, if not
halting, drive for human freedom. There
may be some who would hold that I give
you too much credit. I think not. For it is
my firm conviction that in this class are
men and women who are prepared and willing
to assume more than their share of the hard
but satisfying responsibilities required to
mamtain a climate of freedom and creative
opportunity. Until proved otherwise, I remain convinced that you are truly spiritual
descendants of those who wrote the bill of
rights and the territorial constitution of
Kansas.
Now permit me one personal moment.
Your last year as an intimate member of
the university family has been my first year
as chancelor. I shall always be grateful for
the warm and friendly manner with which
you greeted and accepted me. You have
helped malte my first year a happy, exciting,
and rich experience. For all of this, I can
only offer heartfelt thanks.
Tonight you leave Mount Oread to join
the ranks of the thousands of devoted K. U.
alumni, and like them we hope you will
never forget that this is your university, now
and always.
As you begin your journey to the stars,
may God bless and guide each one of you.

A Newspaper Which Substitutes Lies and
Smears for Truth Covers Its Talent
With a Bushel and Only the Slothful.
Servant Remains
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 5, 19§2

Mr. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to . extend my re-

marks in the RECORD, I include the following letter:
Mr. PAUL L. MARTIN,
Chief of Bureau, Gannett News Service,
National Press Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. MARTIN: Had I not felt the

scourge of intolerance which some of your
papers have dealt me, I might be more enthusiastic in supplying you with praise of
your informed voter campaign.
Such a program as you propose is worthy
enough but can never be carried out impartially by at least one of your editors in
the southern tier.
Newspapers owe to the public a presentation of facts plus figures in their true light,
without color, slant or propaganda. The
hypocrite cannot perform this unbiased
service.
The Gannett papers in my section are not ·
living up to their public trust in conducting
as they are a smear campaign against me and
giving a false emphasis of greatness to the
mediocrity of my opponent.
They disqualify themselves in attempting
an informed voter movement insofar as the
congressional fight here in the Thirty-seventh
District is concerned. The hour is too late
for them to try with honesty and fairness to
undo the wrongs they have committed
against decent, accurate reporting.
I presume they . could do a good job in
connection with the Presidential race. They
should stick to that because the rank hatred
they bear toward the people's representative
in our section will prohibit all sanity and
justice in giving to our voters any rational
information whatsoever in the congressional
contest. They have prevaricated steadily for
the last 10 years about my record and it
would be hoping for too much to have them
change.
·
The newspaper which screams, "Freedom
of the press," for a cover-up to smear and
assassinate the character of defenseless officials elected by the people is not worthy of
its existence.
Such a newspaper is hardly qualified to
assume the awful and stupendous task of
properly presenting constructive information
to our voters.
To paraphrase from the Old Testament, a
newspaper which substitutes lies and smears
for truth covers its talent with a bushel and
only the slothful servant remains.
Most sincerely,
EDWIN ARTHUR HALL.

W. Averell Harriman and Soviet Russia
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLARE E. HOFFMAN
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. Mr.
Speaker, under permission to extend my
remarks, I include a resolution submitted
by our former colleague, Representative
Hamilton Fish, of New York, and adopted by the Republican County Committee
of Orange County, N. Y., by a vote of
200 to 1.
Mr. Fish was chairman of the Hom:e
Committee to Investigate Communist
Propaganda and Activities in the United
States in 1930-31, and was a pioneer in
the movement to expose the evil menace
of world communism.
He speaks with authority on foreign
affairs, having served for 20 years on the
House Committee on Foreign Affairs. a.nd
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his knowledge of communism, both at
home and abroad, is unsurpassed by any
American.
His resolution is particularly enlight..
ening in view of the past activities of
w. Averell Harriman who was never
elected to any office, but was the New
Deal pet of Harry Hopkins and the
stooge of Franklin D. Roosevelt and his
"one world,'' internationalist and
squander-mania policies.
The resolution follows:
GosHEN, N. Y., June 5, 1952.
"Whereas w. Averell Harriman, a candidate for President on the New Deal-Fair Deal
ticket, has bitterly and unfairly attacked
Senator TAFT as playing Stalin's game by
voting to reduce foreign aid along with most
Republicans in Congress, including our own
distinguished Representative, from $10,500,000,000 originally asked by President Truman; and
·
"Whereas Mr. Harriman is one of the few
living officials to have attended the Tehran,
Yalta, and Potsdam conferences, both as our
Ambassador to Soviet Russia, and as an adviser, and was one of the main architects of
the betrayal of Poland and China into Communist slavery and, on his record, one of the
greatest living appeasers of Joseph Stalin
and world communism; and
"Whereas Mr. Harriman, while our Ambassador at Moscow, remained strangely silent
about the mass murder of 15,000 Polish
officers in Soviet prison camps: Be lt

overshadowed an issu·e of deeper concern
to every American, and that is their in ..
sistence of the United States Government to keep faith with the people on
pledged obligations.
I feel that the Honorable BoB PoAGE,
of Waco, Tex., has brought this matter
very forcibly to the surface in his recent
letter to the editor of the Washington
Post which appeared in the June 11 edition and follows these remarks:
TIDELANDS AND THE VETO

The apparent inability of so many people
to realize that honesty on the part of the
United States as a Nation requires a complete and scrupulous adherence to the terms
of the annexation resolution under which
Texas became a State and gave up her existence as an independent nation, is to me a
matter of grave concern.
In a recent speech, I reviewed the fact that
the United States had, in 1845, made a definite and specific offer to the Republic of
Texas, then a small independent nation; that
the people of that Republic accepted this
proposal, relying on the honor and honesty
of the United States; that this agreement in
so many words gave title to all unappropriated lands to the State of Texas-and did
so after the United States Senate had previously refused to ratify an annextation
treaty which would have given the lands to
the Federal Government along with the obligation to pay the debts of the republic.
I called attention to the fact that the
. "Resolved, by the Orange County Republi·
United States did actually assume the pay
can Committee, That we denounce Mr. Harrithe prestatehood debt of every other State
man, a former Republican from· Orange
as it entered the Union. Under these cirCounty, and repudiate his untruthful and
cumstances, there is no basis for the claim
malicious slurs on Senator TAFT and the Rethat Texas entered the Union "on an equal
publican Members of Congress, and consider
footing" with other States-a phrase withhim, on his past record, an even worse apdrawn from the opinion of the Supreme
peaser of Stalin and communism than Dean
Court, but stlll used by the President in
Acheson, Truman's Secretary of State, and
spite of the fact that these words do not
having . done more than any living public
appear in the terms submitted to and acofficial to strengthen Soviet Russia, which
cepted by the people of Texas when they
everyone today realizes is a menace to our
consented to annexation.
freedom and to all free nations of the world."
I sought to emphasize the fact that the
Adopted by the entire Orange County Regreat, the rich, and the powerful Government
publican Committee of 228 members, with
of the United States can ill-afford to place
one dissenting vote.
its observance of treaty obligations on the
In urging his resolution, Mr. Fish stated
low level of Kaiser Wilhelm's scrap of paper.
that Mr. Harriman was largely responsible
If the United States of the twentieth century
for the enslavement of 40,000,000 Poles and
is to command the respect and the coopera4:00,000,000 Chinese, both of which had been
tion of the small nations of the world, it
our traditional friends. He claimed that
must carry out the contractural obligations
Mr. Harriman's name was included in the
of the United States of the nineteenth cenYalta Treaty and that he was authorized
tury-even when they were made with weak
with two other nationals to set up a provineighbors and even when time (and oil) has
sional government of Poland and provide for
proven that the Yankee traders of 1845, who
free and unfettered elections. Actually he
insisted that Texas keep her lands and pay
helped establish a government of Commuher debts, were not as shrewd as they thought
nist stooges who turned Poland over to
they were.
Soviet Russia and world communism. GenIt was my further purpose to expose the
eral Eisenhower in his speech yesterday de·
despicable character of the effort to remove
nounced the secrecy surrounding the tragic
the curse of broken contracts by dedicating
Yalta Conference which helped to betray
a portion of the proceeds of the 111-gotten
China.
gains to a worthy cause. The proposal to
endow a program of Federal aid to education
by the use of property which belong to the
school children of Texas, or to the general
Tidelands and the Veto
taxpayers of California, is no different in
principle from the practice of highwaymen,
aggressor nations, and common gamblers
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
since the beginning of time to salve their
OF
conscience by giving a part of their take to
som e worthy cause.
Proponents of the submerged lands grab
OF TEXAS
h ave repeatedly tried to smear our insistence
on the sanctity of treaty obligations by reIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ferring to it as the work of what they call
Wednesday, May 28, 1952
the oil lobby. Regardless of whether these
Mr. TEAGUE. Mr. Speaker, everyone lands are owned by the States or-by the Fedknows the stake the State of Texas holds eral Government, development must be by
of oil companies. The only selfin the tidelands ·issue. Every Member operating
ish financial interest of any oil company is
of the House knows of the interest and to lease the land as cheaply as possible.
the work done by . the Texas delegation whether it be from the State or the Federal
on this controversial issue. However, Qov.ernment. The record is that the State
tha theory. of -paramount rights - has - of Texas .has_leased 1ts land for a.n average o:f
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about $20 per acre on competitive bids. At
the same time, the Federal Government was
leasing oil lands for 25 cents per acre.
Actually the only oil lobby which has a
selfish interest in this contest consists of
those claim-jumpers who have sought to locate claims and Government script on the
already developed oil fields, particularly oif
the California coast.
This assortment of vermin stands to reap
billions where they have not sowed. They
are the oil lobby which should excite the
President's fears, yet many of them have
turned up with close connections with the
crusaders who are so anxious to forget that
Texas actually paid $13,000,000 of debts because the United States did not then want
these lands.
Nor can the humblest homeowner assume
he is not affected, no matter how far he is
from the seacoast. In his veto message, the
President said he would not take lake and
river beds. He said this principle of paramount rights will not be extended to individually owned property-the homes and
farms of our people.
Of course, he gave Texas the same soothing sirup just before the election 4 years
ago, but today he repudiates the Texas
Treaty, and the Federal Government is presently suing to take the inland water rights
of the farmers of the Santa Margarita Valley under the same claim of paramount
rights.
The time is now here when the Congress
and the people of all America should repudiate this arbitrary theory of paramount
rights, and insist on the simple and honest
performance of our country's pledged obli.
gations,
W. R. POAGE,
Representative from Texas,
WASHINGTON.

Address by Carlton S. Proctor at Com•
mencement Exercises of University of
Kansas City, Kansas City, Mo.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES P. KEM
OF MISSOURI

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesda1J, June 11, 1952

Mr. KEM. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD the com ..
mencement address delivered by Carlton
S. Proctor, president of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, at the com ..
mencement exercises of the University of
Kansas City, in Kansas City, Mo., June 1,
1952.

This address is a challenge to our time.
I hope it will be widely read and
thoughtfully considered.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
The privilege of making a university commencement address is one that seldom comes
to an engineer. It is a privilege that I deeply
appreciate, because I believe tha.t the engineer's viewpoint is important in this highly
mechanized age when t;he materialistic is
dominating so much of world thinking and
action. For the engineer's approach is a
factual approach; all factors must be assembled and the answer reached independently
of emotion, expediency, or compromise.
When I sat in your place 32 years ago, I,
too, felt the deep thrill of anticipation for
new worlds to conquer. War was under way
Sn Europe and I, .with the cocky fervor. of mr ,
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generation, was eager to get into it. It was
to be the war to end all future threat of
war. When I came out of the Army, back
to civil life, to a world where jobs were scarce
and competition keen, it was my good fortune to be able to enter the life of my boyhood dreams, that of the engineer, where
I could feel myself a part of the constructive
forces that were set on the rebuilding of a
shattered world. The fact that my job for
the next 15 years was to demand a 12- to
14-hour workday, 6 and frequently 7 days a
week, was so much in the American tradition and so much of the pattern of that boyhood hero of mine, the pioneer engineer, that
it wasn't really work at all-but rather an
exciting game of creating and building the
things of which my dreams were made.
From then till now, even though I have
fought through another and much bloodier
war, which took my most precious possession,
my son, I have never felt that I would change
my iot with any_man.
But if I could today choose that generation in all of history of which I would be
a part, I would choose yours, because to. you
and to your generation has come a great
responsibility for decision-a great opportunity for good or for evil.
One hundred and fifteen years ago Ralph
Waldo Emerson said: "If there is any period
one would desire to be born in, is it not the
age of revolution, when the old and the new
stand side by side and admit of being compared; when the energies of all men are
searched by fear and by hope; when the
historic glories of the old can be compensated
by the rich possibilities of the new era. The
time, like all times, is a very good one if we
but know what to do with it."
Yes; if we but know what to do with it, and
1f we have the courage and the freedom to
d') those things that will influence peoples
in the right direction in times of crisis.
Because this is the age of revolution; all
that I and my generation have accepted as
fundamental is being challenged. Principles
on which this country was founded and by
which we have grown to be the strongest
social structure ever known or ever envisaged
are today being attacked by forces offering
a politico-economic philosophy that opposes
all of the accepted standards of our political,
economic, cultural, and spiritual past.
1
Whether you are a future doctor, lawyer,
industrialist, banker, businessman, or ordi' nary citizen, I suggest that you apply hn
engineering approach to the consideration of
this dilemma because I think that an equation of · cause and effect should be readily
' solvable.
I After the two mightiest wars of history,
we stand at the·brink of a third, a condition
largely induced by the collapse of moral and
political leadership and by man's fears of
man's inventions. Our Western World with
a technological development that has produced living standards, creature comforts,
facilities of communication, travel, and
amusement, and labor-saving mechanizations, until very recently undreamed of, is
so unsure of the permanent values of its
innovations that we stand quaking in fear
of philosophies whose roots are pagan.
Our Western World no longer fears the
ravages .of nature, storm, flood, hunger, and
cold. Science, technology, and engineering
have dispelled those fears. But today men
fear, far more desperately than they have
ever feared before, the consequences and
the potential of the inventions of modern
science. They see science advancing beyond
its ability to control its discoveries and to
regulate its threats of destruction.
Having developed an industrial capacity so
strong that this country has largely supported two world wars, through production
of materials of war and financing of our
allies and so wealthy that we are now supporting the rebuilding and rearming of the
entire )Vestern World, we find our world

neighbors accepting, indeed clamoring for,
our money, but refusing our leadership.
This great country of ours was built on
the principles of hard work, the dignity of
labor, and the assurance of a fair return for
diligent effort. We have been a nation
dedicated to the principles of integrity and
morality; principles that have encouraged
the acceptance of responsibilities for public leadership by men of gifted capacity, education, and training. Now we see in our
midst a determined group bent on the destruction of that edifice and offering in its
stead a vacuous philosophy based on the
premise that increasing returns may be obtained for decreasing efforts, and on the
promise of state support for indigence and
incompetence. Our standards of morality
in public office and our precepts of integrity
in private endeavor are openly flaunted by
the complacency of compromise and the rule
of expediency.
Coincident with our national policy of
spending billions in foreign lands for the
declared purpose of demonstrating the
strength and permanent value of our American way of life and our competitive enterprise system with its basic freedoms for the
individual-for which we have fought each
of our wars, we see our own Government
embracing more and more of socialism-our
freedoms being progressively sacrificed at
the altar of the paternal state-and our
much vaunted democracy becoming discredited through the exploitation of the indifference and the lethargy of a large segment of our electorate.
It is this conflict between statism and
our long-cherished freedoms that creates
the condition of revolution. But I repeat
that these conflicts are susceptible of analy- ·
sis and solution, and I am confident that the
solution will be accomplished by you and
your generation. In that solution must lie
civilization's future-for freedom and progress or for retrogression to the all-powerful
paternal state with the subjugation of its
citizen to mass action and vassal status.
When we set down the terms of our equation we find that its two principal factors
·are missing, and in their place imaginary
values have been substituted. The first of
these factors, fundamental to the growth
of this Republic, is our tradition of religion; our innate understanding that man
standing alone is in a bottomless quagmire,
but that man in partnership with his God
can reach any heights to which he sets his
aspiration and his determination. There is
no field of human endeavor that exemplifies this principle better than that of engineering. For the engineer to succeed must
work with and constantly employ the divine
laws of nature. As his knowledge of those
laws improves, his capacity to employ them
increases and his work for the increase of
man's enjoyment and fullness of life approaches fulfillment. He knows that all
forces in nature follow exact laws and since
he can prove this was no accident, he also
proves that they are laws of the Creator.
Hence the engineer should feel himself in
partnership with his God and under constant dependence on divine guidance.
But as our mechanizations have improved,
as we have come more and more to a matter of fact acceptance of succeeding technological advancements, we have forgotten
the basic precepts of man's place in the
eternal plan and have assumed man as selfsufficient. We have supported and we are
supporting an unprecedented material mobilization at a time when we need most a
spiritual mobilization.
So the first requirement to a solution to
our equation is to introduce that essential
spiritual component which will produce men
of dependable spiritual stature.
For the second missing factor, I think we
must look to our institutions of higher education and to their alumnae. During the
formative periods in the healthy growth of

our country, our centers of advanced educational training were operated for the primary purpose of producing leaders to our
political, economic, religious, and cultural
developments. Higher education was geared
to the acquisitive, determined mind, where
education was the foundation for wisdom
and for continuing mental growth.
One product of the machine age was a sudden increase in leisure time, before we were
prepared for its cultural employment, and
with our rapid industrial growth, our entire
economy prospered. College attendance
doubled and quadrupled, and education
lowered its sights to meet increasing demands for specialized vocational training.
Respect for disciplined educational training
decreased as acceptance of the mediocre increased. The moral and ethical standards
of our political institutions gradually degenerated as our public leadership slipped from
dciicated hands to those of political expediency.
But the utter inadequacy of mediocrity is
today so generally apparent that there is
widespread revulsion and a ground swell of
demand for a leadership that merits our respect and our confidence-for a renaissance
of high standards of morality and integrity.
Hence, competent, honest, leadership and
spiritual mobilization are the two missing
factors to our equation. Restore them, and
see how direct is the equation's solution.
Because these factors cancel out the imaginary values offered by statism's promise of
increased profit 'for decreased effort in return for submission to its centralization of
power and its insatiable ever-growing bureaucracy. And they clearly expose the deadly parallel between all forms of the paternal
state's totalitarianism and that of the Communist state. Both demand the immediate
or the ultimate cancellation of individual
freedoms and the denial of man's hope of immortality. Both must control industry, must
discredit the value of creative effort and independent inventive intelligence; they deify
mediocrity and encourage public acceptance
of the unethical and the expedient. Both
must rely, immediately or ultimately, on a
police state dictatorship to enforce their
controls.
But statism endeavors to outbid communism by offering us indolence and abundance,
at the cost of our self-respect, our freedom
and our hope of immortality. We are asked
to accept the pagan philosophy of the allpowerful paternal state with its insignificant
mass citizen, in exchange for our traditional
concept that government's function and
prime purpose is to secure and protect the
sovereignty of the individual and to recognize him as the possessor of an immortal
soul.
If you will each formulate your own equation to determine where you stand in this
relation to the opposing forces in this revolution of ideology, I am certain that you
will oppose with all of your strength and
vitality, the present-day threats to our most
cherished traditions and standards.
But to be effective in this most critical issue, you must first repudiate the insidious
appeal being made to our youth today, that
of socialized security. Far too many of our
young people are taking the apparently easy
road to security, as a shield against conditions which they instinctively abhor and
had no part in creating.
Back in 1937 Dr. Harold Dodds, president
of Princeton University, my alma mater, dedicated his baccalaureate address to the subject of the perilc of security. I was deeply
impressed by that talk 15 years ago and I
think it is even more timely and compelling today. So I will quote a few paragraphs
from that address:
"The insecurity of which millions are today so conscious, is the consequence of human folly and perversity, in that it springs
from man's struggle with man rather than
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from the age-old familiar struggle with na·
ture. The paradox of the hour is man's uni·
versa! confidence in himself in respect to
technology and science, as against his feeling of insecurity in respect to his relations
with others, colored by a profound ·skep·
ticism as to his capacity to resolve his self·
made difficulties. Under such circumstances,
it is not surprising that the world should
be grasping at numerous and contradictory
formulas for attaining security, to the point
that in our quest for happiness, we are in
danger of elevating security from the minor
position in which it belongs to a dominant
place in the scale of human values. The
very emphasis on security so prevalent today is not only retarding progress but is actually militating against it. By confining
its eyes to the limited horizon of security,
a nation may not only wither its own soul
but may act positively to defeat the economic as well as the spiritual security which
it seeks. Preoccupation with security breeds
insecurity. We shall find that in our eagerness to render ourselves secure we have be·
come merely the inert and unwitting victims of change rather than its masters. The
ostrich with its head in the sand is seek·
ing security. And when we make the mis·
take of placing our hope in measures of security rather than in a willingness to ven·
ture toward larger growth, decay has be·gun.
"One of the strong appeals of the author!·
tarian state is its plausible promise of security without personal responsibility. All
history shows that once the state has received great power it will use ~hat power to
mask its mistakes and to force people to act
as it deems they should, in order that the
promises of the state may appear to be accomplished. No authoritarian state can af•
ford to make mistakes, or rather to permit
the people to know that is does make mistakes. It must resort to crude force and
pagan philosophies to preserve its .prestige,
until at last the people realize that the security promised is no security at all, and
that for human beings, liberty and freedom
of growth are basic to everything. Hence,
the individual who lives primarily for security is simply throttling his powers and
starving his soul. Like happiness, security
at best 1s a byproduct recovered in the process of living. Courage is a better motto than
security and offers far brighter prospects of
social stability and self-realization."
Benjamin Franklin said, "He who sells
freedom for security, loses both." Dr. Dodds
says, "If you are to make anything of yourselves, you must be willing to face the risks
of insecurity." One of the tragedies of life
is the readiness with which a natural and
proper attention to elementary security in
this world shades off into a craven occupa·
tion with considerations of material self·
interest, forgetful of the security of the
soul. The courage to venture material welfare in this all too materialistic age, to turn
one's back upon ambitions of power or social
position 1n favor of the unseen life of the
spirit, to face the dangers of the moment
in order that one may capture the certainty
of the eternal, is the highest expression to
which the ambition of man may aspire. Our
world will be saved, not by masses but by
individuals; not by mass demands or mass
movements exerting the pressure of num•
bers."
This concludes my suggested basis for the
formulation of your equation to the essential values in the life ahead of you. If this
reasoning does not suit your reasoning, then
I urge that you formulate your own balance
sheet, based on your own scale of life's values.
Because you have inherited the challenge to
solve this equation; just as it has been the
heritage of each generation in our history.
and the legacy of each to its successor generation, to apply the cumulative knowledge
of our experience as we penetrate new
frontiers and expand our horizons.

How I wish that I were in your position to
compete for the honors of this new leadership. Because inequitable and imperfect as
our socio-economic structure undeniably is,
it is still the greatest achievement of human
effort. It unequestionably holds out the
best hope of any land for the perpetuation
and enlargement of those freedoms of religion-thought and individual effort that
have attracted the creative, independent
thinker since Plymouth Rock. Though still
undermined by the sordid erosions of our
intolerances and our cruelties to minority
groups, our path has been tortuously but
continuously upwards.
Whatever your equation may indicate to
you, don't let anyone persuade you to sell
this great country of ours short; don't permit
incongruities of the moment to shake your
faith in the ultimate destiny and high purpose of this land of ours. For regardless of
the fluctuations in our Nation's progress as
o.u r leadership has been strong or weak, the
real strength of our country always has, anct
always wm. abide in the innate intelligence,
the all pervading decency, the pride of country, and the moral stamina of the vast majority of our citizens. Everywhere in our
land there are compelling evidences that the
average citizen is demanding the conservation of the products of our forefathers' sacrifices in producing this social structure for
us and is insisting upon a return to those
standards and principles that form our na·
tional foundation stones.
The foundations of our national structure are resting too soundly on the bedrock of proven principle to be undermined
or destroyed by the termite attack of a
pagan ideology. How easy it will be for
you to demonstrate that our increasing concessions to the empty, soul-destroying
threats of communism are but leading to
the creation of a state monster that will
include the evils and the moral bankruptcy
of the very communism that we oppose.
~ow easy it should be for you to prove that
1t was loss of faith in God and man, the
degradation of human values and the de·
struction of their -own anemic egos, that
produced our Alger Hisses and his sordid
clan of parasites, nourished by the very free ..
doms they aimed to destroy.
My generation fought too many wars and
met too many economic and industrial crises
to have retained its balanced sense of values.
It permitted the materialistic to subjugate
the spiritual. As a result, our country and
o'ur civilization are upon the threshold of
our Nation's most important decisions. We
pass the gauntlet to you, in full confidence
that 1n this moment of decision, you will
rl.se to those heights traditional to our Amer•
ican youth in times of crisis. The challe:lge and the threat is to you and to the
generations of which you will be the parents.
Take off your coats, forget the effemina<:y o!
ambition-destroying security, repudiate the
godless, pagan appeals of statism, take your
place and your chance in the American tradition and meet the challenge; then experience the thrill of kinship with the immor•
tal, the rich reward of a life fearlessly lived.

Commencement Address by Hon. D. M.
Ladd at North Dakota Agricultural
College
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

. HON. PAT McCARRAN
OF NEVADA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, June 11. 1952

Mr. McCARRAN. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
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in the REcORD a commencement address
delivered by the Honorable D. M. Ladd,
assistant to the Director of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, on the occasion
of his being awarded the honorary degree of doctor of laws by the North Da ..
kota Agricultural College at Fargo,
N. Dak., on June 2, 1952. At the same
ceremony the chemistry building at the
college was rededicated as Ladd Hall,
in honor of the father of the commencement speaker, the late Senator E. F.
Ladd, of North Dakota, who, prior to
his election to the Senate of the United
S.tates in 1921, had been dean of chemistry and president of the North Dakota
Agricultural College.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE CHALLENGE You FACE
(Address of Mr. D. M. Ladd)
It is indeed a privilege to be here today
and to accept, with a sense of deep humility
and gratification, the honor which you will
confer on me. I shall, of course, cherish this
honor all my life, as it is bestowed by a
college which has a deep meaning for me.
The true significance of North Dakota AgriC1].ltural College as a citadel of learning was
impressed on me very early by my father, who
lovingly devoted almost 30 years of his life
as a professor of chemistry and as president
of this great institution. I am proud the
college has seen fit to rededicate its chemistry bui:ding in his honor, and as long as this
hall st:mds it will remain as a high tribute to
his memory and a symbol of his hopes and
aspirations.
North Dakota Agricultural College ha.s
played an important role in the life of this
Nation-sending its students far and wide,
into every field of endeavor. You, as students and members of the faculty, represent
a great heritage, a heritage of integrity, devotion to truth and faith in democratic liv·
1ng. These are the ideals-so badly needed
in the world today-which have made North
Dakota Agricultural College one of America's
greatest educational institutions.
I must confess, also, that it's wonderful to
be back in North Dakota. There's something
about North Dakota, its alertness, invigorating strength and cordiality, which never
leaves a native son. I can remember many
happy days as a youth in Fargo: hiking along
the banks of the Red River, flushing pheasants out of cornfields, shoveling snow after
an all-night blizzard. These are wonderful
memories. The hand of time shall never
erase them.
You, as college graduates, along with
thousands more across the Nation, are now
ready to embark on a great journey-the
journey of life in mid-twentieth century
America. Life, in fact, is a great succession
of swinging doors. The doors of college are
now shutting. These years have been vital
years, years of preparation, challenge, and
discovery. New worlds have unveiled themselves with the teaching of vital principles
of living. You have worked hard. You have
met the scholastic challenge and now stand
ready to cross a new threshold and enter the
world of everyday life.
This world will make severe demandsand also offer great opportunities. In college
you traveled under watchful and friendly
eyes. Your teachers; with skilled and expe·
rienced hands, guided you down the scholastic path. But in everyday life, the road
ahead will be more difficult. Helping hands
may be few, guideposts confusing or nonexistent. You will meet new tests-tests
challenging your intelligence, ingenui·ty, and
moral integrity. To keep alive the heritage
of your college days, the ideals of democratic
life, is your challenge.
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This generation all too often has suffered
a confusion of values. The basic concepts
of truth, justice, and fair play which have
created the America we know have, in many
instances, been distorted, diluted, and
weakened. Moral values have been redefined, artificial standards formulated. The
false gods of substitution, in many areas,
have even replaced the only true and real
God, the Divine Creator of the universe.
· In the days ahead you must keep the light
of moral integrity ever burning brightly.
Many individuals today lack the ability, most
unfortunately,
to distinguish between
what is true and what is false. They lack
an internal set of moral values, a spiritual
compass to guide them down the true path.
They have forfeited their opportunity to
serve this great Nation.
I have seen, time after time, in my 23 years
as a member of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the tragedy of a young life-of
a boy or girl, lacking spiritual values, drift
into a career of crime. First comes the
temptation-an unattended purse, an automobile parked on a side street, an easily entered service station window. The lure of
"easy money" is great. The youngster takes
the step, then another, and another, until
his career is blighted. He stands as a
criminal.
These individuals, the criminals of America, lack faith in democracy. They have not
appreciated the true meaning of free government. They want something for nothing.
They are willing to trample spiritual values
to enhance their own personal advancement.
These individuals make their own law.
They define human relations with a gun, a
blackjack, and a bag of burglar tools.
There are many other men and women,
members of the Communist Party, USA, and
their sympathizers, who also lack faith in
America today. They despise the principles
of liberty, equality, and justice. They would
build upon these farm lands a vast Soviet
empire. They would, by force, terror, and
compulsion reorder your lives into a regimented society. Everything we hold dear,
they would obliterate.
These individuals, like the criminal, are
victims of a bitter delusion. They desire
to take the law into their own hands, create
their own standards of conduct, define their
own values. They scorn the principles of
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and
Abraham Lincoln. They are disloyal to this
Nation.
Your task, as graduates in this year 1952,
1s to keep faith with democracy. Free government is the creation of many hands. A
dictatorship may represent the will of one
man, or of a small clique, but democracy is
the blossoming of the talents of many races,
creeds, and nationalities. Free government
is your government--your fathers, mothers
and countless ancestors have contributed
their shares. The pioneering hands of North
Dakotan-, have labored long in the erection
of the temple of democracy in this Nation.
Sometimes the belief is expressed that
democracy is a vast reservoir. Freedom of
the press, freedom of speech, the right to
worship freely-these are rights guaranteed
by the Constitution. You don't have to
worry about these privileges, some people
say, as they are guaranteed by' the basic
laws of the land.
This reasoning is fallacious-and highly
dangerous. Democracy is not a reservoir, a
storehouse of inherited rights, constantly to
be exploited. Democracy is a running river,
sweeping majestically through the generations. But, like a river, its sources can run
dry, its channel become narrowed, its depth
more shallo~. Constant replenishing is
needed-with your energies, talents, and
work-to keep it living, dynamic, and meaningful. ·

Think for a moment what would happen
to your wheat fields, your acres of corn, your
growing rye, if you did not protect the soil.
Sooner or later erosion, for example, would
wreak untold damage. Fertility would decline, the crops would be stunted. Look
across the seas, for a moment, at other coun- ,
tries of the world where free government
rested on unbelief, lack of unthusiasm, and
moral decay. The seeds of subversion
sprouted freely, and the war chariots of an
alien power swept freedom away. Millions of
people behind the iron curtain today cry
for the liberties which we in this Nation often
take for granted.
In the years ahead you, as America's youth,
will shoulder an ever-increasing burden of'
responsibility. Democracy, in the last analysis, is what you make it. Cherish it, love
it, work to make it more perfect. In a
healthy democracy the criminal and the subversive, the twin brothers of decay, will find
little opportunity to ply their evil trades.
If every citizen sincerely believed in the
orderly processes of law, had faith in democratic endeavors, and contributed his share
to making free government work, we would
have nothing to fear from the enemies of
society.
We in the law-enforcement profession are
acutely conscious of the vital need ·of protecting America's liberties. The FBI today
stands as a living symbol of the faith which
one man, J. Edgar Hoover, had in democracy. In 1924, when appointed Director, he
infused the organization with new spirit,
vitality, and meaning. He completely reorganized the FBI, emphasizing the timeless
principles of merit, honesty, efficiency, and
devotion to democratic ideals. The FBI is
today working, as your servant, as a protector of freedom, and an upholder of the
concepts of free government. We of the FBI
time after time have denounced the idea of
a national police force. We believe that
local, State, and National law enforcement,
working in fraternal cooperation, can solve
all problems. That faith of 28 years ago has
proved entirely correct.
The path ahead will be difficult. I know
of no paved roads of gold, velvet, or leisure.
At times the immensity of the task may ov"erwhelm you. There are no short cuts. Hard
work, always a virtue, beckons more than
ever to the young man or woman who would
achieve. But the future can be won, as the
past has been conquered, by faith in an
ideal. You, as college graduates, must do
your share. You have a great role to playmake the most of it. By trust in God, and
with loyalty to His principles of conduct, this
great State and the whole Nation can remain
free.
This is Americanism. This is to what we
are loyal. This, then, is the heritage of
America which today is passed on to you
graduates.
You will not fail this heritage. You will
enrich it. You will, in turn, one day pass it
on to others, having carried it to greater
heights than when first received by you.

Honorary Degree Awarded Dr. Frederick
B. Harris, Chaplain of the Senate
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES P. KEM
OF MISSOURI

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. KEM. Mr. President, pursuant to
permission given me during my remarks

on the floor today, I present for printing
in the Appendix an article entitled "Senate Chaplain Hits Lack of Personal
Honor in United States," regarding Dr.
Harris' thought-provoking address, and
also an editorial entitled "Senate Chaplain Harris Talks Plain to Graduates,"
both of which were printed in the Tampa
Daily Times of June 2, 1952.
There being no objection, the -article
and editorial were ordered to be printed
in the REcORD, as follows:
SENATE CHAPLAIN HITS LACK OF PERSONAL
HONOR IN THE UNITED STATES

The lack of personal honor among the
people of the Nation is appalling and the
corruption of individuals has seeped into
public, sports, and commercial life, Dr. Frederick B. Harris, United States Senate Chaplain, told members of the University of'
Tampa graduating class yesterday.
The Nation is being swept by a fatal ethical
disease of "doing what may be morally wrong
but is legally · right--so what?" attitude, and
he prescribed the advice of Phillips Brooks,
"to do nothing which one might not do out
in the middle of Boston Common at noonday," as the cure.
Dr. Harris was presented by Honorary
Doctorate of Letters Dr. William H. Kadel,
pastor of Palma Ceia Presbyterian Church.
Dr. E. C. Nance, university president, gave
the address of welcome, and others assisting in the service at First Christian Church
were Dr. Paul Wagner, pastor, Palma Ceia
Presbyterian Church, and Rabbi Henry B.
Wernick, of Rodoph Shalom Synagogue.
Lashing at a group who feel "life is largely
a matter of deals rather than ideals," the
Senate Chaplain said:
"The second half of the twentieth century
has come in with a veritable barrage of
charges and countercharges, in high places
and low-charges of bribery and double dealing, of chicanery, crooked schemes, and ugly,
undercover practices, indicating a lack of
personal honor to a degree that is positively
appalling. The personal corruption in individuals has seeped into public life, into sports
life, into commercial life.
"We are reaping the bitter harvest of a
vicious philosophy whose chief objective
seems to have been to make life easier instead of stronger. The great delusion of a
dangerous minority in our so-called civilization is that because we can run high-powered
cars and bring to pass that which seems like
magic in the realms of seeing and hearing by
simply pressing buttons and turning dials,
and because we can rocket through the skies
with incredible speed, therefore, we must be
superior persons.
"Many in our day seem to think just because they have so many mechanical slaves
working for them that they themselves are
masters. Too often they rate being clever
as a higher attainment than being clean; to
sell shoddy goods or shady propositions more
important than to tell the truth-to stay
within the legal limits of a deal is the chief
concern. In fact, to them life is largely a
matter of deals rather than of ideals. What
used to be called the proprieties do not
matter very much.
"Recently, I heard a well-known member
of the legal profession, related to high Government levels in the Capital City, remark:
'The malady of today is indicated in the attitude Of too many who, faced with facts
that make their action and attitudes questionable by the old standards, retort: "What
I am doing may be morally wrong, but it's
legally right--so, what".'
"That is the symptom of a fatal ethical
disease because it makes life a desecration,
rather than a consecration. The greatness
of any nation, including ours, lies in the
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number of its citizens who yield obedience
to laws that no policemen can enforce. Always honor is a harder master than the
written law. • • •
"The hallmark of dishonor is concealment.
Phillips Brooks once put it in unforgetable
words: To keep clear of the need for concealment, to do nothing which one might
not do out in the middle of Boston Common
at noonday, I cannot say how, more and
more, that seems to be the glory of a young
man's life. It's an awful hour when the
first necessity of hiding comes. In these
strong words that moral giant was pleading
with those of his generation to keep honor
bright.
"What a standard that is to lift up in
Government departments, sports arenas, in
marketplaces where men barter and trade.
Never do anything you would not do under
the scrutiny of a crowd. If what we think
of and speak of so often as our way of life
is to survive, somehow there must be brought
back great moral imperatives, a belief in
ultimate values which cannot be bartered
for any allurements or emoluments of temporary expediency. • • •
"The Master Teacher, who spake as never
man spake, told of a man enmeshed and immersed in things. He came to a place where
he thought entirely in terms of bigger crops
and bigger barns. Finally he said to his soul:
'I have much laid up for the days to
come'-many things, plenty-enjoy yourself, 'take your ease.' Think of any man
thus talking to his soul, as if he could wrap
his soul in a bank account or house it in a.
barn. • • •
"One. of the most dangerous psychological
tricks our minds often play on us is to have
us so engrossed in our concern for the problems Of the world that we forget that always
the chief problem is in ourselves."
Georgia Reed Danahy, member of the class
of 1952, sang the Lord's Prayer and Nella
A. Crandall, organist of First Christian
Church, played the processional and recessional.
SENATE CHAPLAIN HARRIS TALKS PLAIN TO
GRADUATES
The moral decay of Americans 1n recent
years, spotlighted by the stories of graft,
corruption, and greed which have filled the
Nation's newspapers in recent months, is a
subject for keen public interest and concern.
A man competent to talk on this subject
with authority is Dr. Frederick B. Harris,
Chaplain of the United States Senate.
Dr. Harris made the baccalaureate address
to the graduating class of the University of
Tampa yesterday. In an appealing and
compelling speech, he pointed out that moral
degeneration was Nation-wide and much of
it was attributable to a philosophy which
has grown to prominence in the twentieth
century viewing anything as fair game which
is legal.
The morals involved seem to be of little
consequence, Dr. Harris told the graduates.
"Many in our day seem to think because
they have so many mechanical slaves working for them that they themselves are masters," Dr. Harris emphasized. "Too often
they rate being clever as a higher attainment than being clean, to sell shoddy goods
or shady propositions more important than
to tell the truth. To stay within the legal
limits of a deal is the chief concern. In
fact, to them, life is largely a matter of deals,
rather than ideals. What used to be called
the proprieties do not matter very much.''
With these words, Dr. Harris sharply criti·
cized the present-day growth of this new
philosophy of gain. It was appropriate that
he spoke to a graduating class, because those
youngsters in cap and gown who heard him
yesterday will be Tampa's leaders tomorrow.
They shou~d benefit from Dr. Harris' evaluation.

Library Service in Rural Areas
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "Extending Library Service,"
published in the New York Times of May
25, 1952. The editorial points out the
need for greatly extended library services
in the rural areas of our country.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
EXTENDING LIBRARY SERVICE
Those of us who live in large urban areas
expect public-library service somewhere in
the neighborhood. Therefore, it must come
as a distinct surprise to find that some
30,000,000 citizens in the United States,
largely in rural and sparsely-settled areas,
are, without any library service whatsoever.
Bookmobiles or some other form of extension service would help bring library privileges to those without them, but as yet
not enough of them have been put into
use.
Several bills have been introduced in Congress to give funds to the various States
on u matching basis so that library demonstration programs serving our rural citizens
can ~e implemented. Bills such as S. 1452
call f9r a mere $7,500,000 in each of 5 years
to aid the States in developing this necessary
service.
Libraries are an important adjunct of our
educational system. They provide sources of
information, stimulate and aid the development of good reading habits, encourage and
conduct discussion groups, aid students in
broadening their educational horizons i:md
continue the education of our citizens after
formal schooling has been completed. The
Senate bill, if passed, would assure our rural
citizens of service comparable with that being
offered by libraries in urban areas. The
cost is not great, but the returns from an
informed and educated citizenry are incalCl lable.

The Great Issue of Our Times
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES P. KEM
OF MISSOURI
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. KEM. Mr. President, I ask unani ..
mous consent to have printed in the Ap ..
pendix of the RECORD a sermon entitled
"'The Great Issue of Our Times," delivered by George E. Stringfellow <an
officer of the Shrine of North America),
at the Simpson Methodist Church, Pater..
son, N.J., September 9, 1951.
There being no objection, the sermon
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
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THE GREAT IssUE OF OUR TIMES
(A sermon by George E. Stringfellow, vice
president, Thomas A. Edison Industries;
past president, Kiwanis Club of New York
City; and Kiwanis International representative to the United Nations; imperial second ceremonial master, AAONMS, at the
Simpson Methodist Church, Paterson, N.J.,
September 9, 1951)
May I pay my respect to Dr. William C.
Cope, assistant rabban, Salaam Temple, subsequently elected Potentate, who is today in
the audience, and who is, in my opinion,
one of the outstanding leaders in the civic
life of the Nation. Dr. Cope graced this
pulpit with his presence, his logic, and his
eloquence 2 weeks ago. His sermon, "The
World Does Get Better" was inspiring and
memorable . .
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the presence of Congressman GoRDON CANFIELD, who
has represented this district well during the
last 12 years.
I am grateful to your distinguished pastor,
Col. Carl C. E. Mellberg, one of God's noblemen, who, before leaving to visit his daughter, in Frankfort, Germany, extended to me
the honor of addressing you today.
My text this morning is taken from the
third verse of the twentieth chapter of Exodus: "Thou shalt have no other gods before
me," and from the twenty-eighth verse of
the twenty-second chapter of Proverbs: "Remove not the ancient landmark, which thy
fathers have set.''
Amid •the hills and valleys of rugged New
Hampshire a visiting minister scanning the
time-worn inscriptions on the old tombstones of a cemetery read these words: "My
son, that which thy father hath bequeathed,
you must earn anew if you would keep."
Would that these words of truth, carved in
old New England granite, were etched today
in the minds and hearts of every American.
No people in the history of the world have
ever enjoyed as great a physical heritage of
treasure and wealth as bas been given to us.
Resources of mine, son, water, field, and
forest have been given to us in seemingly
prodigal extravagance. The scope of power
and industry that has arisen from the utili·
zation of these resources is beyond comprehension. It is unsurpassed in the history of
the empires of all times. Every American
has a material heritage the equal of which
is to be found nowhere in the world. Truly,.
God has been good to us.
We are, however, the possessors of a spir·
1tual heritage of morality, character, and religion which transcends our physical heritage as the sun surpasses in all its glory and
splendor the faintest star.
One aspect of this priceless gift from the
heroic past is brought into focus by the immortal lines from The Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers:
"What sought they thus afar?
Bright jewels of the mine?
The wealth of seas, the spoils of war?
They sought a faith's pure shrine!
Aye, call it holy ground I
The soil where first they trod.
They have left unstained what there they
found
Freedom to worship God."
The Mayflower Compact was the first of the
notable documents which marked the birth
of this Republic. Its memorable opening
sentence, "In the name of God. Amen!" is
followed by the profoundly solemn covenant
in which appears these words of spiritual
significance and conviction: "We have undertaken for the glory of God and the advancement of the Christian faith."
In those wild, stormy days of 1620, in the
bitter cold, haunted by privations and fearsome anxieties, God was their ref'lge and
their everlasting hope.

0
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It is difficult for us today in our comparaA general accepts gifts from those with
tive comfort, ease, and prosperity, to underwhom he does Government business.
stand the hardships endured by those first
A general diverts Government property for
settlers in New England.
his own private use.
our Pilgrim Fathers established the right
Connection between the underworld and
and freedom to worship God in accord with
Government officials hus been established.
the dictates of their conscience. Moral conMink coats and deep freezers given to invictions motivated their every decision.
fluence RFC loans.
They were determined to build a society dedWhen some of these abuses were called
icated to the worship and service of God.
to the attention of the President, he reThat moral reservoir gave vitality and life
marked, "These men have not violated the
to their every activity. On that rock-like
law.''
foundation our way of life was born.
One would assume he had in mind manA century and a half later the signers of
made law. I would remind him and other
the Declaration of Independence, the majorpublic servants that there are God-made
ity of whom were freemasons, held that
moral laws which until recently transcentled
moral laws were beyond the power of governin the minds of our public servants' manment to alter or override.
made laws.
In the opening sentence of that passport
George Mason, distinguished author and
to freedom, our forefathers fixed as the heart
leading lawyer of his generation, who had
of their justification in declaring independmuch to do with composing the famous
ence "the laws of nature and nature's God · Virginia bill of rights in 1776, said:
must prevail." In the final paragraph of "The laws of nature are the laws of God, ·
that great document the signers appealed
whose authority can be superseded by no .
to the Supreme Judge of the world for the
power on earth. A legislature must not obrectitude of their intentions. In its closing
struct our obedience to Him from whose
sentence the signers' belief and faith in God
punishments they cannot protect us.''
was revealed in words which will ring
The President doesn't seem to understand
through the corridors of time or as long as
that all citizens are in conscience bound
men cherish freedom and worship God:
·
to obey the laws of God as well as of man,
"And for the support of this Declaration,
and that when man-made laws conflict with
with a firm reliance on the protection· of
those of God, Hi.s laws must prevail.
Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to
"For an answer to the deepest questions
each other our lives, our fortunes, and our
of policy which face us in dealing with our
sacred honor." Their honor was sacred-a
friends
and our enemies,'' said Walter Llpppriceless ingredient for a happy life . .
man, "we must return for guidance
In the summer of 1787, when our courato • • • our spiritual heritage."
geous and wise founding fathers were deFormer President Herbert Hoover recently
bating the Constitution of the United States,
called for a return to the Ten Commandthey realized the need for Divine guidance
ments and the Sermon on the Mount as
and therefore opened every session during
the guiding principles for men in high office.
the 85-day conference by invoking the blessThe Nation's only living ex-President deing of Almighty God.
clared that America's gravest danger lay in
Although it is not commonly known that
public tolerance of scandalous behavior and
Washington took part in the constitutional
dishonor in Washington.
.
debates, it was he who, in one of the critical
"No nation ev~r falls never to arise,•• said
moments of the convention, rose from the
Carl Sandburg, "unless it forgets from
President's chair and exclaimed, "Let us
whence it came." Let us, therefore, be ever
raise a standard to which the wise and honmindful that our Nation is a gift from God.
est can repair; the event is in the hand of
God." ·
"We are watchers at a beacon
Whose light must never die.
God had a hand in the development of that
We are guardians of an altar,
great instrument that made us a free and
Which shows Thee ever high."
prosperous people.
Gladstone described the Constitution of
That was uppermost in the fertile mind
the United States as "the most wonderful
of Thomas A. Edison who, in his last radio
work ever struck off at a given time by the
broadcast said, "Be ru:; brave as your fathers;
brain and purpose of man."
have faith and go forward.'' That is a wise
In 1796, almost a ·decade later, in his fareadmonition. We can do no better than to
well address, Washington reminded his felfollow it.
low countrymen that "religion and morality
Our forefathers built on this continent a
lead to political prosperity."
civilization which for prestige, wealth, and
Our fair land was born and nurtured as a
power, has no equal in the annals of history.
religious community under the overarching
Our material success has brought with it
sovereignty of God. It was founded upon
gains we have suffered important losses.
the concept of human liberty and the dignity
It was divine guidance that gave them
of man. Our founding fathers were brave · the faith and courage to push forward the
because they were God fearing men-they
frontiers of world commerce and thus inwere on God's side. They were steeped in
crease the living standards of all peoples.
intellectual integrity. They prayed to God
hazards of great magnitude. In our material .
and their work brought forth a form of govSadly lacking-but not without hope of
ernment that free men hold dear. reviving-are those religious convictions
We are the possessors of ·a great spiritual
that put granite into the character of our
heritage. That heritage, if it is to ·endure,
forefathers.
must be earned anew by every generation.
"This Nation, under God," said Abraham
What have we done with our spiritual heriLincoln, "will be free-tear down the Christage? Have we earned anew that which was
tian flag and Old Glory will sink of her own
bequeathed to us?
weight.'' The Communists and fellow travWe need only to compare the moral and
elers in our midst would tear down the Stars
ethical standards of many of our present day
and Stripes and replace them with their Red
political leaders with that of our founders
flag.
to realize how they have drifted from the
When our representatives met in 1945 to
basic principles that made this a great
develop the Charter or Constitution of the
country.
United Nation to preserve the peace of the
Congressional investigations reveal appalling abuses and misuses of political power:
world-to appease Communist Russia-they
Double dealing in the collection of income
did not invoke God's blessing.
taxes.
The Constitutfon of the United. States was
The sale of political patronage.
conceived in a religious atmosphere where

the presence of- God was always felt. The
United Nations Charter, or Constitution, was
conceived in an irreligious atmosphere where
the presence of Stalin was always felt. Lit. tle wonder the United Nations has not
worked well for God's forces.
Russian paganism, known to us as communism, holds that pelief in God is an opiate
of the people and that the infiJience of religion must be exterminated everywhere before
communism is safe anywhere. Thus the
Communists indict th.e mselves when they
proclaim that their way of life cannot exist
in the atmosphere of the Ten Commandments.
_
"People who are not governed by God,"
said William Penn, founder of Pennsylvania,
"will be ruled by tyrants." Penn's statement has proven to be true from Herod to
Hitler.
.
. The great issue of our times is, will those
forces which deny the existence of God enslave their fellow man? If we get the Communists and fellow travelers out of our Government, and we can if we first throw out
those elective and appointive officers who
are responsible for their being on our payrolls; if we stop compromising the basic
principles that made this a great country;
if we renew our spiritual heritage and practice religious beliefs in our dally lives as our
forefathers did, we can successfully meet the
greatest challenge to our way of life since the
Declaration of Independence.
We who have faith . in God know that
"With Him all things are possible.'' Apathy .
can be changed to action. . With God's help,
fraud in men's minds can be eradicated -and
the decay of their souls removed. We can
make this a better country and a better
world for our children and for posterity. We
can, if we will, "earn anew our spiritual
heritage."
We, who would save the world for decency,
must emulate St. Paul who, crying that the
days were evil, labored to improve them. We
must not follow Hamlet who cried that the
days were evil and cursed them.
Here are hopeful signs for a better life:
The Boy and Girl Scouts enrollment is up.
Church attendance is increasing. In the 5year period from 1945 to 1950 the total number of church members in the United States
increased from seventy-two mlllion to
eighty-two million. This represents a 14
percent increase as compared with 9 percent
increase in the Nation's population. In 1945
52 percent of the population were church
members. In 1950 it had increased to approximately 55 percent. And there are now
more than a quarter of a million church
buildings in the United States in which man
may worship God as he elects.
If we are to retain and be worthy of our
spiritual heritage there is much for each of
us to do. We must place God first in our
lives. We must obey God and man-made
laws and when they conflict, work for the
repeal of the latter. We must give our
churches our time, our talent, our treasure.
We must discharge our duties as citizens always putting the welfare of our fellow man
ahead of our political parties. We must
concern ourselves with what is right rather
than who is right.
The increase in church attendance, the
increase in church membership, the increase
in the Boy and Girl Scouts enrollment and
the disgust which the public is registering
with putrid politicians who, like Tallyrand,
use words to conceal rather than to reveal
their thoughts, have conditioned our citizens
for a moral crusade-a crusade which will
lift moral and ethical standards to the level
of our economic advances. Will you join
that crusade and help to "earn anew that
which thy Father hath bequeathed.'' There
is an urgent need for Paul Reveres today;
will you be one?
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Women's Bureau of the Department of
Labor
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN.
OF NEW YORK
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "In Defense of Women," written
by Murray Kempton and published in
the New York Post of May 27, 1952, in
which he points out the excellent work
done by the Women's Bureau of the
United States Department of Labor.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
IN DEFENSE OF WOMEN
(By Murray Kempton)
This year the Women's Bureau of the
United States Department of Labor expects
to spend a total of $360,000.' It is likely
to spend something less next year, the House
of Representatives having already cut 10
percent off its budget.
The Women's Bureau has always been a
small and decorous agency; at the moment
it has only 70 employees. Most of them
are professional experts; their main task is
to survey the 17,795,000 American women
who work for a living and do what they
can to improve their job conditions.
But the Women's Bureau is blessed with
an extraordinary constituency. It includes
an estimated 2,000,000 American women
who are the sole support of fam111es. 'l:hose
women have the responsibilities of men; in
most cases they can hardly expect the economic rewards of men; and the only longrange instrument the Government has for
improving their chances is the Women's Bu•
reau. And $360,000 a year doesn't seem precisely extortionate for maintaining that in·
strument.
The other day the Women's Bureau issued
a 116-page pamphlet carrying the title
"Women Workers and Their Dependents." It
was the latest of some 70 studies of the Amer·
ican woman as a major supporter of her family. This time the Bureau did not concern
itself with the lower depths; it took a sample
of 9,124 women mem~ers of unions, some of
them upper bracket outfits like the AFL
machinists and others of somewhat lower
status like the AFL restaurant workers.
The booklet isn't constructed · of the kind
of prose that moves mountains or even Congressmen; it is in large measure a string of
statistics showing that more than a quarter
of the women who work are over 45, that 96
percent work because they have to, that
roughly, half have dependents.
But, every now and then, the Bureau drops
the statistics and gives you a report on a
typical constituent.
An Ohio AFL hotel worker reported that
most of her earnings are contributed to her
disabled son and his three children. Her
daughter-in-law is, she says, "able and willing to work, but I prefer to work so that she
may stay at home to give them the training
they need." This woman is obviously a Mollie
Pitcher, unnamed, unsung, and unnoticed by
Congress.
A 30-year-old CIO textile worker supports
her mother and her two children; she is, of
course, one of those sheltered southern wom·
XCVIII-App.--228

en Senator FULBRIGHT ·is currently striving
to save from nationalization.
A New England machinist uses_all her income to support her sister and her. five_
children.
.
One woman over 60 is jerking sodas in an
Ohio city, the sole support of a blind 70-y~ar·
old husband.
A 65-year-old Rhode Island textile worker
is taking care of her crippled 33-year-old
daughter.
A micidie-aged member of the AFL railway
clerks reports that she reared her three
younger brothers through 20 years on the
iob and is still the only support of an SO-yearold mother.
None of these people is material for soap
opera; their stories are too typical and easy
to multiply. They exist, of course, as a living
reproach to the 'theory that the American
woman is bored and · fiabby. For, as time
goes on, there are more and not fewer women
like them.
They enter the market at a disadvantage:
most of them hold jobs down in the lower
brackets without hope of advancement. It
is for them that we write minimum wage
and maximum hour laws, and it is their· kids
who don't see them when they come home
from school. They are the wards of the
Women's Bureau of the Department of Labor,
and $360,000 a year isn't very much to pay
for the welfare of a constituency like that.

Inquiry Into the Art of Politics
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOMER THORNBERRY
OF TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. THORNBERRY. Mr. Speaker,
the art of politics as practiced by many .
distinguished Members of Congress is
the subject of an illuminating article by
an outstanding writer for the New Yorlt
Times, William S. White.
"Bill" White, as he is known in Wash·
ington, in his native Texas, in Europe,
Asia, and Africa, where he has worked
as a correspondent in war and - pe~ce
times, exhibits his penetrating insight
into unusual characteristics that go into
the make-up of the master politician.
:Mr. White recognizes politics as both
a science and an art. But he stresses in
his article, appearing in the Times' magazine on June 8, that the successful politician possesses vast tolerance for the
views; beliefs, and behavior of his fellow
man.
This important characteristic is often
Korea_: Forgotten or Ignored?
overlooked by less astute reporters of
political developments and the men that
EXTENSION OF REMARK~
make them. This characteristic is inOF
frequently observed by less understanding editorial writers and cartoonists ap- ·
HON. EDWARD MARTIN
parently are unable to perceive it at all. ·
OF PENNSYLVANIA
While another vital chracteristic of a
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
master politician is implied by Mr.
White, I wish that he might have ex·
Wednesday, June 11, 1952
panded on it. It is the reference to his
. Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask belief that most men seeking or serving
unanimous_consent to have printed in in public office possess an innate desire
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial and great willingness to serve their felentitled "Korea: Forgotten or Ignored?" . low men.
published in the Philadelphia Inquirer
Mr. White's article is of particular inof May 31, 1952.
terest at this time when the voters of the
There being no objection, the editorial Nation are preparing to choose their powas ordered to be printed in the RECORD, litical leadership for the coming 4 years.
as follows:
Since this is so, Mr. Speaker, I insert
KOREA: FORGOTTEN OR IGNORED?
Mr. White's article in the CONGRESSIONAL
Diversion of combat pla-nes to Korea, Air
RECORD:

Force Secretary Finletter told the Senate
Preuaredness Subcommittee, has brought
"da~ger of a numerical shortage in the Air
Force at the present time."
In blunt words, we are short on planes
right now.
That's bad enough. Worse is Finlett~r's
statement that our program for building
United States air strength to 143 wings by
mid-1954--2 years from now-has made no
allowance for the Korean fighting.
Apparently the program is geared only for
defense of Western Europe. Any additional
calls were not allowed for.
We have been at war in Korea for almost
2- years. Why on earth hasn't our air program been stepped up to meet that situation, to keep us fully prepared to meet the
commitments which the Truman adminis·
tration has undertaken?
That is something the Senate committee
should find out.
One more colossal blunder seems to have
put Uncle sam behind the eight-ball in a.
tense and menacing world. But that the
Air Force, even now, should have left Korea.
out of its calculations-that will be tough
to explain to the families of the boys who
are fighting and dying over there.

INQUIRY INTO THE ART OF POLITICS
(By William ~· White)
WASHINGTON.-Like a play long in re•
h~arsal, the master work of the politician.
the old drama of a Presidential election year
is about to be staged again before 170,000,000
spectators, the caring, the uncaring, the in·
tent and the uninterested.
The house lights, so to speak, have been extinguished for 4 years, though of course the
low working lamps around the stage area
have been burning faithfully. The lines have
changed, of course, from the play of 1948,
and some of the personnel are new, too.
Still, most of the great stars-the great "personalities," as the real stage folk put itstay on, changeless in form and face and attitude.
It seems, therefore, a due season in which
to examine the art and folkways of the politician as he stands at bay before his vast
a11dience of critics, the professionals of the
political writing trade and the throngs of
amateurs who confront him, for the most
part with sadly too much skepticism, from
the public seats and stalls.
This inquiry, in which nobody has been
polled about anything, is based almost
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wholly upon the politician who flourishes in
the Congress of the United States; first because there are so many of his type forms
there and then because it is this group with
which the writer is most familiar.
It is the good politician-good in the sense
of able and enduring-who is under survey
here. And it should be said straightaway
that whatever else he is, a really good politician is a great actor, whether sitting in
frock coat and wing collar like silve1-haired
Senator HoEY, of North Carolina, or unconsciously slouched in the attitude of the
grimly devoted, rather . dramatically beleaguered, public servant like PAUL DouGLAS,
of Illinois .
As in the profession of acting, the politician's act is expressed in the infinite variation of the individual artist. One is Barrymorean, where every scene is overplayed and
voice and rhetoric are rich and overpowering.
· Another is like the Briton newly arrived in
Hollywood--:-restraint is heavy, the lines are
"thrown away," the face is nearly immobile
and the gestures are as hoarded as are the
votes in a wickedly controlled "organization"
ward on election night until the extent of the
need to bring them forth is fully measured.
And then there are the heretics, like Senator TAFT, who are actors precisely for the
reason that they do not act at all, but move
1 brusquely about the stage in attitudes so
belligerently untheatrical as to steal the
scene from the conventional thespians.
i
In any case, however, it is expressed in
detail and regardless of techniques, the politician's life is primarily the life of an artist
and not primarily a man of ~ffairs, no matter
· how the individual practitioner may bellow
at those he suspects of being impracticallike the bureaucrats in propaganda who are
accused periodically of sending abroad mere
American paintings to 11lustrate American
life when they might so easily be sending ·
sound brochures, full of American knowhow, on our factory production.
t
The politician, to put it another way, is
one of the last genuinely individual men,
1n spite of the fact that his whole life depends on appeals to men in mass, abroad
upon the American scene.
· However fondly he may proclaim the
values of the industrial concept and the
.v irtues of being wholly businesslike at all
cost and in everything whatever, he would
1n fact be in lost disenchantment if ever :tle
wound up on a corporation board of directors. He does not really want to disengage himself from anything important,
apart from the fact that graphs and earning
statements bore him anyhow. He cannot
easily meet the first test of the executive,
that is, the ability to delegate some authority to those about him. Similarly, he would
never be a blocking back on a football squad;
1t is in his necessity to run with the ball,
simultaneously to knock out the opposing
tacklers alone, and, from time to time, even
to wander over and lead the cheers from
the side lines.
He is, therefore, as he must be, a man of
diverse and profound skills. He is, as the
best of his tribe always is, his own board
of directors, his own legal counsel, his own
public relations and advertising man. And
no matter how many rooms of offices he may
acquire as he rises in the profession his real
office is always in his own hat.
This is true whether he is Speaker of the
House of Representatives and thus the second most powerful man in the United
States, as is SAM RAYBURN, of Texas, the
present Speaker, or whether he is the youngest Republican Senator newly arrived.
Mr. RAYBURN does his almost incredible
amount of work and bears his vast responsibilities in a kind of casual at mosphere that
is, in its outward manifestations, remarkably like the atmosphere about the work of a
country lawyer who is perhaps engaged also
In a small way in count ry banking. He is a
~reat deal easier to see than any third as-

sistant vice president of a New York corporation-and he is far more laconic than
the common run of such !1-SSistant vice presidents.
The Rayburn touch, which many in the
political world regard as the touch of ultimate mastery, is to underplay it, whatever
it is, all the way. He never goes down into
the arena to speak to the House unless he
regards the issue as a capital one and unless he has good reason to suppose that he
is going to do some good. When he does
speak he holds his voice so determinedly
casual and low as to force every ear to strain.
As the undisputed boss of that noisy assembly, he likes things to be quiet. He stands
most of the time severely apart from the
House and wnen he wishes to indicat e displeasure he can do it with · a single movement of his hand. He understands the secret
of command-and every enduring politician
has that secret-as well as any professional
military officer this correspondent has ever
known.
The Rayburn way of saying no to importunities to which he cannot accede is to
grunt rather painfully and turn and stare
sadly out his window. It is entirely prob- .
able that he has to do this sometimes even
to Harry S. Truman.
One must cross the Capitol to the Senate
to find any sort of counterpart to Mr. RAY•
BURN and here it is found in Senator RICH•
ARD B. RussELL, of Georgia, a softer version
of the same basically lonely man engaged
in what is erroneously thought by so many
to be simply a trade in gregariousness. Senator RussEI,L is, not to shilly-shally about it,
the most powerful man in the United States
Senate. As head of the southern bloc he
holds control on every issue in which he
chooses to exert himself, a control so quiet
and soft that it takes time even to sense it.
He is another underplayer, all player, all the
way. Whether the Russell technique will
have to undergo a change to accommodate
his aspirations for the Presidency is something that RussELL's admirers await with
rather mixed feelings.
·
The basic way of the Rayburn-Russell type
1s to overcome difficulties either by a silence
in which there is a certain cold menace to
trespassers or simply by long planning in
advance of a kind that encircles the enemy
before he can act overtly. It is in the Senate also where are found the antitheses of
the Rayburn-Russell type. Here are the
great combat prima donnas, whose method,
is in the famous French phrase, "the attack, the attack, always the attack."
TAFT is a practitioner. But the most fabulous in this field is ToM CoNNALLY of Texas,
the greatest character actor in politics, a
savage mimic, a man with a bitter tongue
whose bitterness never really lasts, and a
man whose matchless service for 30 years
to internationalism is often overlooked in
the deliberate colloquialisms that so offend
the ears of the Ivy Leaguers in the State
Department.
The Connally method is never to look into
the fine print-but simply to pound the opposition over the head. It is the method
of striking down the issue by striking down
the man who utters it, as ToM CoNNALLY
once struck down the pro-Chiang Kai-shek
Senate Republicans with a single thunder
from the Senate floor:
"The trouble with ol' Chiang is that he
don't generalissimo enough." ·
The next Congress, the Eighty-third, will
assuredly be a less lively and colorful body
now that ToM CoNNALLY has decided to retire.
Then there is what might be called the
Millikin technique, after Senator EuGENE D.
MILLIKIN, of Colorado, a stout, bald member
of the Republican leadership who carefully
hides a high intellectual quality and a philosophic cynicism behind a bland, opaque face.
Mr. MILLIKIN participates in no passing

brawls; stands often, rather like a guilty
schoolboy smoking a forbidden cigarette,
while he keeps open the door between the
Republican lounge and the Senate Chamber,
peering out in vast amusement at the scene
before him.
He emerges to combat only when he is overwhelmingly prepared and, thus armed, few
can stand against him. From the wry, detached observer he is suddenly transformed,
on these occasions, into a sort of Shakespearean tragedian, rolling out his voice of
doom. The Millikin tactic is the tactic of
limited risk that, once undertaken, is carried
on to the end.
While it is thus seen that there are many
variations in it, a quality of combativeness,
no matter how dissimulated at times, is
found in all good politicians.
Any politician may be justifiably a long
time in making up his mind on an issue, but
to remain in the trade he must; at some
point, not simply make it up but he must
express it clearly, even defiantly, and he
must not allow philosophic hesitations to
stand in the way of a certain oversimplification.
The veterans, knowing this so well and
knowing so well the disquiet that comes to
every elected man when he must make some
people angry in order · to please others, tends
as he goes along to make his decisions quicker
arid quicker. They have got to come anyhow,
he reasons, so why not now? By much painfill practice he knows that perfectly valid
qualifications, even such qualifications as
are really ·necessary to a completely objective
presentation of an issue, confuse and annoy
most voters.
This circumstance, the fact • that politicians must generally deny themselves the
intellectual pleasures of discussions over illdefined areas, goes a long way to explain the
delight the United States Senate sometimes
shows in the one area where even the most
exquisite hair-splitting is safe-the area of
the Senate's own rules and dusty precedents.
The public's somewhat evangelical view of
issues, and of men in public life, likewise
makes understandable the vein of cynicism,
though of an essentially kindly sort, "that
runs so strong in master politicians and
sometimes is expressed with a harshness not
really meant. Old Senator Jim Watson, of
Indiana, is said to have thus answered a
question as to what was going to happen in
an election of the next day:
"We'll lick 'em-if they don't buy us."
Then, in much the same tone, there is the
incident, often considered apocryphal but
an incident that in this writer's own knowledge in fact occurred at least once, of an
exchange between a professional politician
and a reformer follower. The reformer, discovering to his shock that a supposedly unworthy local character of one day had become a faithful campaign associate of the
next, complained to the boss:
"Why, you told me a week ago that fellow
was an S. 0. B."
"Yes, son," said the boss, "but now he's our
S.O.B."
The boss had not really meant that designation to be accepted literally in the first
place; he replied with that fact in mind.
The moral of these not-too-pleasant little
tales is not at all that politicians don't know
right from wrong, but rather that the good
politician had almost as soon be caught dead
as forced into labored explanations. As he
sees explanations and alibis, they are more
tricky objects lying u pon the ladder
that he is climbing. The older he is in the
trade the fewer explanations he m akes-and
the briefer they are when he makes them at
all.
This quality of some-time reticence is understood also by many masters of the trade
in the smaller things. The old orators of the
Senate-and this is uniquely the habitat of
the great politician, with all his skill and
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shortcomings-usually proceed on the sound
.buman assumption that the easier a thing is
come by the less it is valued. Accordingly,
when they are going to make a speech they
tend not to send copies to the press gallery
but to let every man fend for himself. A
reporter who has an advance handout simply isn't as interested as is one hanging on
every word over the gallery rail. The iate
Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg was one of
the foremost followers of this system of "no
copies for the press."
All this sort of thing-hostility to selfexplanation or to any defensive position, a
habit of withholding at times-sum up to
change of pace, and this, too, is the attribute
of the successful politician. Involved in it is
the careful cultivation of the technique of
surprise. Charles Evans Hughes, running
against Woodrow Wilson for President in
1916 when the war issue was strong, employed that technique in Louisville. "What,"
a reporter asked him, "would you have done
when the Lusitania was sunk?"
Mr. Hughes, who had been preparing for
this question for months, retorted as though
it had all just occurred to him:
"Why," he said, "if I had been President,
the Germans wouldn't have dared to sink
her."
To knock an interrogator off his balance
1s not so easy as it seems, especially in the
Senate, where a man must maintain a central theme in the face of a skilled and suave
heckling that goes under the name of "de·
bate." But the old-timers, like Senator WAL•
TER F. GEORGE, Of Georgia, have a way of
squelching these interruptions, in the Senate or on the stump, with the grave, pained
forbearance of the long suffering man whose
dignity forbids him to put an upstart in his
place.
There are many like Senator GEORGE-who;
incidentally, is a perfect symbol of another
characteristic of good politicians, that is,
strong clannish feeling toward other good
politicians. In this clan party lines and
private ideology make no difference at all.
It is simply that in this as in any other trade
one "pro" knows another, instinctively and
happily . .President Truman, for example,
simply cannot remain angry for long at any
man he regards as a really good politician,
even if that man would like to put the
torch tomorrow to every detail of the Fair
Deal.
This is so because beyond a certain point
the · man of politics is singularly disinterested; this is where his artistic streak clearly
manifests itself. He can admire perfection
in a performance the central meaning of
which he profoundly dislikes; he can be
filled with distaste for a poor performance
directed toward an end in which he profoundly believes.
Finally, the last and the most attractive
trait of the good politician, and a trait found
in the genuinely able and long successful
ones with scarcely an exception, is the trait
of personal tolerance.
The good politician is and r'emains basteally kind, as he is basically generous, whether
he is a marked introvert--and dozens, perhaps surprisingly, are that--or the most robust of extroverts. This is not to say that he
is soft in action, or ready to tolerate what he
believes to be grievous error. It is only to
say that he has, almost always, been a long
time in this world and has learned, as perhaps no other than priest, rabbi, or minister
has learned, to pity and even to accept the
innate cussedness in mankind.
The politician who lasts is a man in compassion, a man of sentiment-and sometimes
of sentimentality-who is engagingly different about the fact that not acquisition of
things but altruism itself, however poorly
it may come out, is his life drive. He is a
man also who strongly suspects that there
may be a good deal, after all, in what the
other fellow has to say.

The really embittered do not last. First
the stage lights only illuminate, but then
they burn, and the real face comes, unlovely,
through the grease paint.
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Section 7 of my bill (Prevention of Unlawful Employment Practices) provides that
when a discrimination charge is filed by a
person who feels he has been discriminated
against or by a representative of the wageand-hour administrator, the administrator
shall investigate the charge. If he determines, after a preliminary investigation, that
A Square Deal for Older Workers
probable cause exists for the charge, he must
try to eliminate the unlawful practice by informal
methods-conference, conciliation,
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
and persuasion. If these methods fail, the
OF
administrator will order the employer to desist from his discriminatory practices and to
rehire any employees who may have been
OF NEW YORK
affected by the company's actions. If an
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
employer refuses to comply with this order,
the administrator may obtain a court order
Tuesday, June 10, 1952
against him. Failure to comply with this
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Speaker, under will subject him to appropriate penalties.
leave granted to extend my remarks in
Won't enforcement of the act be" difficult?
the RECORD, I include the following
The best answer to that question, I think,
article published in Lifetime Living, issue is the F·EPC record in the 10 States which
have statutes prohibiting discrimination in
of July 1952:
employment on account of race, creed and
A SQUARE DEAL FOR OLDER WORKERS
national origin. These laws have been suc(A bill that would make it 1llegal for an
cessful in notably diminishing discriminaemployer or labor union to discriminate
tion, and few enforcement problems are now
against a properly qualified worker because of
being encountered. Also, there has been
his age is now pending in the House of Rephardly any need for recourse to the courts
resentatives. Because we feel that this bill
in enforcing FEPC laws; compliance gen(H. R. 4731) is of major interest to our
erally is obtained by mediation and arbitrareaders, we submitted a list of questions to
tion.
its sponsor, Congressman JACOB K. JAVITS
Don't you think many employers would
(Republican-Liberal), of New York. Here,
try to evade such a law? Isn't public edu1n Mr. JAVITS' own words, is the story be•
cation essential to make the law work?
hind his bill: )
Again I must refer to the success of the
First of all, Congressman, will you briefly
FEPC statutes in 10 States. Education is
describe your bill?
essential and must be undertaken, but there
By bill, the National Act Against Age Dishave been few objections from employers
crimination in Employment, is in effect a . in these States. Many concerns, observing
fair-employment-practices bill for older
how well a policy of nondiscrimination
workers. It makes discrimination against
works for their competitors, have gone out
workers over 45 years of age an unfair em·
of their way to employ members of minority
ployment practice which can be redressed
groups in important positions. An antiby court injunction and recovery of back
age-discrimination law would itself be a
wages. Judicial review is provided, and the
major part of the educational process necesbill emphasizes conciliation and investigasary to help employers realize that hiring
tion. Administration is vested in the Wage
workers over 45 will be a help, not a hinand Hour Administrator of the Department
drance, to business cperations.
of Labor·.
Under this law, how will a nondiscriminatWhat led you to introduce this bill?
ing employer or union be able to guard
I believe that my bill is a logical developagainst the charge of age discrimination?
ment in a long campaign against all forms of
The employer or union has a full oppor•
discrimination and all forms of waste in the
tunity to state his case during formal proemployment of our human resources. New
ceedings before the administrator. Further
York City Welfare Commissioner Henry L.
protection is extended by a provision for
McCarthy attributes the steep rise in the
judicial review in a United States Circuit
number of older employables on the relief
Court of Appeals and by the United States
roles to prejudice against hiring workers over
Supreme Court upon writ of certiorari.
40. The 1949 report of the New York State
Wouldn't the cost of administering your
Joint Legislative Committee on Problems of
law be enormous?
the Aging lists wide-scale prejudice against
No. The loss to our economy of these
hiring workers over 45 as the first of five
experienced older workers!> far greater.
basic shortcomings in current employment
Do you believe your law would be immepractices concerned with the aged.
diately effective, would win jobs for millions
We're going to need 3,500,000 additional
of older pe:.:sons?
workers in the next year or two, and one
It is impossible to predict the exact efprincipal way this need can be satisfied is
fects this bill would have. But I do feel it
through the employment of older workers.
will fulfill the purpose for which it is inWorld War II should have been a lesson to
tended: To secure proper recognition and
those employers who still believe that the
opportunity for the worker over 45 in Americomplexity of modern business and induscan business and industry. I emphasize the
trial operations excludes the employment of
words "re-c ognition" and "opportunity."
people over 45. During the war many indus.
What do your colleagues think of your bill?
tries employed older workers and discovered
Two of my Republican colleagues in the
there is no substitute for experience, the
House of Representatives have joined me in
older worker's stock in trade. And many of
the sponsorship of this legislation. They
these same companies still continue to give
are Representatives JAMES G. FULTON, of
equal opportunity to older workers because
Pennsylvania, and ALBERT P. MORANO, of Conthey know they can do the job.
necticut. Other members of both parties
Why did you set the base age at 45? Why
have expressed interest and support. Reprenot 40 or 35?
sentative SIDNEY YATES, Democrat, of Illinois,
The 45-year age limit was set after consulhas been a pioneer in this field. We are entation with officials of the Department of
deavoring to secure early action from the
Labor. While in some industries workers at
House Committee on Education and ·Labor,
40-and even 35-are considered old, the genbut at this time no hearings have been
eral practice in American trade and industry
scheduled on the bill.
mal{es it advisable to use the 45-year basis.
How would a case of alleged discrimination
What support have you had in your efforts
be handled under your law?
to get your bill passed?

HON. JACOB K. JAVITS
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I have had a great deal of support for my
bill. For example, the public relations di•
rector of the department of industrial rela·
tions of one of our large midwestern States
wrote me stating he would request his State's
Representatives in Congress to support my
measure. Several labor organizations have
interested themsel\Tes in this legislation and
have given it wide coverage in their publi·
cations.
Would any industries be exempt from the
provisions of your law? Aren't there some
~ndustries-coal
mining, for example-in
which the work is too rigorous for older
workers?
My bill allows no special exemptions for
industries. The requirements of each job
would be the determining factor. I note you
mention the coal-mining industry. Coal
mining has b€en suffering from a lack of
. younger workers, and today about 40 percent
of the country's coal miners are over 45.
Is there in your b111 an age ceiling at which
its provisions would cease to operate?
No. A worker's age ought not be meas·
ured by his years but by his ability to per·
form a specific job efficiently. Look at the
man and his skill and diligence, not at his
age.
Doesn't the Government practice age dis··
crimination ir! employment?
The Government must serve as an exam·
ple to private enterprise. The requirements
of our present defense mobilization effort
demand that the Government join with pri.
vate business in utilizing the experience and
ability of our older workers. our country
needs them to man the industrial front, just
as it needs younger men for the military
front, in the struggle for human freedom.
The Independent Offices appropriation bill
(H. R. 7072), which passed the House on
March 21, 1952, and is now pending before
the Senate, contains a provision prohibiting
age discrimination in employment under
Federal Civil Service.
Would younger workers feel that such a
law was unfair to them because older work·
ers have already had their chance?
Our economy is great enough to absorb
both younger and older workers seeking em·
ployment. This is especially true during
the present period of defense mobilization.
During a period of recession there is greater
competition for jobs, but so long as positions
are filled on the basis of merit--not arbitrary
standards of age, race, color or creed-there
should be no real cause for complaint.
Do you think your law would have any
effects outside the employment field?
The enactment into law of the bill which
I have proposed will focus attention on other
problems of our older citizens-rehabilita·
tion, retraining, housing, recreation, pen·
sions and social security. These are directly
related to economic status and opportunity.
It is estimated that only about half of our
citizens over 65 are self-supporting. My bill
should materially increase their number.
Other legislation and, more than anything
else, community action will also be needed,
but my bill is vitally necessary to lead the
way.

Vocational Education in Massachusetts
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, May 22, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
tu extend my remarks in the RECORD,
1 wish to include a very interesting arti-.

cle on Vocational Education in Massachusetts, which appeared in the Amer.
ican Vocational Journal of May 22, 1952:
MASSACHUSETTS: CRADLE OF AMERICAN Lm•
ERTY-PIONEER IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

One hundred and seventy-six years ago
a Massachusetts silversmith, Paul Revere,
te-sted his patriotism and versatility in a
daring ride which inspired one of the best·
known American ballads: "Listen my chil·
dren and you shall hear." Of Revere,
throughout the period of the American Revo·
lution, it has been written: "During all this
time, he might be said to have held the
sword in one hand and the implements of
mechanical trade in the other, all of them
subservient to the great cause of American
liberty. Whenever anything new or ingen.
ious in the mechanical trades was wanted
for the public service, the public looked to
him for the consummation of the design.''
Paul Revere, an outstanding citizen, was
a great master craftsman in a Common.
wealth which was 41nd is proud of both the
skill of its artisans and the civic fervor of
its populace. This combination has become
a pattern, not· only in Massachusetts life,
but in its program of vocational education
as well.
For Paul, as for most boys in 1748, school·
1ng was over by the age of 13. He then be·
came an apprentice, since this was the only
way skilled trades were taught in those days.
But it became evident that advances in
scientific and mechanical production · had
far outstripped the ability of industry to
train its own skilled workers.
In Massachusetts public recognition of the
problem was in evidence as early as the year
1870 when the Commonwealth's legislative
body required that towns of 10,000 or more
should establish evening classes in industrial
and mechanical drawing.
Fifteen such
classes thus established in seven municipalities became, some years later, State-aided
vocational schools. Additional legislation,
en~cted in 1872, permitted any city or town
to establish vocational classes in other oc·
cupational activities.
Evidently this legislative action was some•
what ahead of the ability of single munici·
paliti-es to embark upon such an enterprise.
Springfield independently inaugurated its
evening school of trades in 1898 and thus has
the distinction of being the only city to
avail itself of the permissive law. However,
the conviction that a publicly supported sys·
tern of vocational education was needed did
not abate.
The Magna Carta of vocational education
1n Massachusetts is the report, in 1936, of
the Commission on Industrial and Technical
Education appointed at legislative behest by
Governor Douglass in the preceding year,
1905.
The 1906 report linked agriculture with
domestic and mechanic arts in a threefold
recommendation for schools of strictly voca·
tiona! nature. The report urged that vocational schools be permitted to have their
birth and growth in strict independence of
existing systems, and entirely outside the
influence of their traditions. It advocated
State-aid as a necessary encouragement toward the establishment by cities and towns
of vocational schools whose infiuence and
value would never, in the very nature of
the case, be restrictedly local.
·
The nine persons comprising the Douglass
Commission named as chairman a former
United States Commissioner of Labor, Carroll D. Wright (at the time president of
Clark College at Worcester, Mass.). The sec.
retary chosen was John Golden, president
of the United Textile Workers of America.
The farsighted vision of the Commission
fixed the basic principles which have con·
trolled vocational education 1n Massachu·
setts. Its recommendations were given sub·
stance in enabling legislation in 1906. This

enabling legislation created a Massachuset~s
Commission on Industrial Education to ini-·
tiate and superintend the establishment and
administration of State-aided vocational
schools and classes by local communities.
Dr. Paul H. Hanus, professor of education
at Harvard University, headed the commission as chairman. Serving with him were:
A. Lincoln Filene, world-renowned mer·
chant and economist; Charles H. Winslow,
vice president of the Massachusetts Federation of Labor; Carlton D. Richardson, member of the Massachusetts Department of
Agriculture and prominent official of the
Massachusetts Grange; Mrs. M~ry Morton
Kehew, president of the Women's Educational and Industrial Union; and Milton P.
Higgins, president of the Norton Co. of
Worcester. Somewhat later, Miss Emily G.
Balch, professor of economics and sociology
at Wellesley College, was added to the group.
On July 1, 1909, the work of the Commission was taken over by the Massachusetts
Board of Education. Names still respected
and known throughout the field of vocational education were associated with this
change in administration. Dr. David Snedden became commissioner of education and
Charles A. Prosser, he of the famous Prosser
resolution, was appointed deputy commis·
sioner of voca tionaJ. education. Charles R.
Allen, affectionately called "the Skipper,"
and Rufus W. Stimson. father of the Project
Method ln Agricultural Instruction, com·
pleted the team which gave not only to
Massachusetts but to the whole country, a
sound philosophy and solid pattern for voca-tional education. Their philosophy and
the1r definite pattern of vocational education have formed the core of the vocational
education system in the Commonwealth as
it has been carried forward by the only two
other men who have followed as director of
vocational education: the late Robert Orange
Small, and the present director, M. Norcross
Stratton.
The State-aided vocational schools of Mas·
sachusetts in 1952 thus are conducted to
present directly functioning occupational
training to selected groups. The training
is based on occupational methods, meets
occupational standards and is administero:l
by instructors with practical employment
experience in their respective fields. Established and managed through local initiative,
these schools are directly supervised by the
(State) Department of Vocational Education. One-half of their net maintenance
costs is reimbursed from State funds.
The basic statutory law (Massachusetts
General Laws, chapter 74) is simple in its
definition of vocational education-training
for profitable employment. In its implications and by interpretations, this simple
definition becomes quite inclusive. It includes (a) training for entry in profitable
employment and (b) training for promotion
ox: advancement in profitable employment.
It includes training for trade and industry,
for agriculture, for homemaking and for distributive occupations.
In each of these fields several types of
opportunity are offered. There are full-time
all-day schools of secondary level-both for
boys and for girls; part-time schools in
which pupils give a part of their working
day to vocational training · which need not
be specifically related to current employ·
ment; part-time cooperative schools in
which one-half the pupil's total training
time is given over to organized and school·
supervised work experience; and evening
trade extension and apprentice classes for
workers already fully employed.
WE SALUTE MASSACHUSETTS FOR TRUE
VOCATIONAL STANDARDS

Vocational education in Massachusetts is,
as it should be, an integral part of the whole
educational program-but it is, as it should
be, a distlnctive unit. Under the legal provisions, vocational schools were establishe<l
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and have been maintained for the one purpose of training for profitable employment,
not forgetting "that agriculture and homemaking are vocations from which all other
vocations have their roots." To this end
Massachusetts has: Vocational schools and
classes, under public control but distinctive
in both organization and management; and
vocational schools equipped with the stand·
ard machines and tools (a capital investment
of over $50,000,000) as well as vocational
schools which have held fast to the productive work instruction method. (Last year
the value of product and service involved in
the program exceeded $3,900,000.)
Work is the open door both to vocational
competency and to good citizenship in Mas·
sachusetts vocational education.
No attempt is made to solve the problem
by simply developing attitudes and leaving
out marketable skills. No surer way could
be devised to destroy vocational values
achieved than to submerge basic vocational
aims in other educational aims no matter
how desirable those other aims may be.
WE SALUTE MASSACHUSETTS FOR ARTICULATION
WITH AREA OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS

The 12 leading vocational courses in terms
of enrollment bear a very significant rela·
tionship to the 12 leading wage-earning oc·
cupations of Massachusetts in terms of num·
bers employed. For example, the manufacturing of electrical and electronics equip·
ment has recently taken third position in
terms of numbers employed. Vocational
school enrollments !.n electrical and electronics courses have at the same time taken the
same position in an enrollment classification.
Other significant data concerning articula·
lation with employment opportunities are
found: (a) in the statistics of placement of
graduates (85 percent of the 1950-51 group·
ings are now employed in the occupation
trained for), and (b) in the enrollments in
adult classes. Approximately two-thirds of
all persons pursuing vocational education
courses in Massachusetts are enrolled in
adult classes in various fields.
Articulation with industry and occupations is further illustrated in the location of
some of the more unusual courses found in
Massachusetts vocational schools.
Thus in Lynn, a New England center of
shoemakers, there is the only shoe school in
the world where shoemaking is taught by
manufacturing shoes.
In Pittsfield, a center of General Electric
activity, a program of technical training is
carried on in association with General Electric.
The city of Attleboro, famed for high·
grade jewelry manufacture, points the program of its vocational school toward prepar·
ing boys to enter that type of manufacturing
employment.
Leominster, with important plastics manufacturing industry, offers vocational cour·s es
in plastics fabrication and mold making.
At Waltham, the watch city, and in quarters right in the home plant of the Waltham
Watch Co., the vocational school operates a
full-fledged watch repair training program.
Boston, as well as the rest of the State,
could present other illustrations of the relationship between the vocational school
programs and specialized local employment
situations. Those who attend the 1952 AVA
convention in Boston will have an opportunity to explore this matter further.
WE

SAL UTE MASSACHUSETTS FOR GEOGRAPHIC
SPREAD OF OPPORTUNITY

The Massachusetts program is further
recognized as State-wide through the statutory provision for State reimbursement of
50 percent net maintenance costs. The emphasis is on making the opportunity' avail·
able to all citizens on the same basis and
treating all alike, rather than determina·
tlon by ability or inabllity to pay.

Economy of organization usually dictates
the centralization of vocational schools in
the larger cities and towns. Each of these
schools normally serves a territory extend·
ing far beyond the municipal limits. During the past 45 years only 31 of the 351 cities
and towns in Massachusetts have failed to
take advantage of the State-aided vocational
program. These 31 communities fall into
that category largely because of sparse settle·
ment and geographic isolation.
WE SALt/TE MASSACHUSETI'S FOR MAINTAINING
AUXILIARY SERVICES

In addition to the regular programs offered
in 377 distinctive administrative school units,
the local vocational schools and the State
department of education engage in the fol·
lowing auxiliary services:
The Massachusetts Vocational Association,
an active association in full support of the
American Vocational Association's activities
from the State level.
Vocational guidance to help youth select
vocations wisely, find the right training op·
portunity, the right job, and growth through
follow-up service on the job.
Approval, supervision, and program devel·
opment of on-the-job training programs for
veterans, to date involving 40,000 establish·
ments and literally thousands of enrollees.
Licensing and approval of private schools
for GI and other trainees, approximately 150
big and little schools all over the State.
Institutional-on-farm training for veterans of World War II, nearly a thousand of
them to date.
Supervisory training for foremen and su•
pervisors in hundreds of establishments and
diversified fields-banks and hospitals, man•
ufacturing and sales institutions, schools
and insurance offices.
Public service occupations upgrading by
specialized training for fire fighters and similar groups of public employees.
Supervisory certification of minors for em·
ployment in 351 communities-involving the
issue of 160,000 employment permits per year.
Teacher-training- preparing prospective
vocational teachers for appointment, and
planning courses for their professional im·
provement after appointment, including provisions for earning the bachelor's and master's degrees in vocational education.
WE SALUTE MASSACHUSETTS FOR GROWTH AND
EXPANSION

Vocational education is, relatively speak·
1ng, a new phase of the total picture of edu·
cation even in a commonwealth so directly
associated with its beginning. Therefore,
the picture still involves facts of promotion
and expansion. The following is a summary
as of January 1, 1952, of a few of the current
happenings involving substantial capital in·
vestments by local municipalities who there·
by show their faith in the programs.
Expansion projects in old established centers

Attleboro: A $50,000 replacement of the
present plant (includes provision for a new
trade plus 1-nproved facilities for jewelry
trade work).
Brighton Cooperative (auto): A doubling
of previous facllities at a cost of $225,000 for
new building and new equipment.
Greenfield: A new, superbly equipped
$60,000 automobile shop as replacement for
somewhat makeshift quarters formerly in
use.
Haverh111: Construction of a $50,000 shop
for auto instruction adjacent to main build·
ing-completely up-to-date in layout and
appurtenances.
Northampton: A completely new plant for
established trade and industrial offerings at
the oldest of the Massachusetts vocational
schools-investment, $300,000.
New Bedford: A major expansion of an
already larg.e and outstanding school-new
construction costing $600,000.
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Quincy: A half-million-dollar project
which, in the form of new construction, will
more than double present facilities and per•
mit establishment of needed new courses.
Worcester: Improvement-expansion program to make still more useful a school which
is notable for its service to students and the
industries of the area-$900,000 appropriation.
New projects in communities establishing
vocational education for the first time

Abington: Part of a $940,000 secondary
school building program includes provision
f0r State-aid vocational program to begin
with an automobile maintenance course.
Swansea: A new building to house avocational unit of automobile repair and a complete unit of industrial arts.
WE SAL UTE MASSACHUSETI'S-ITS PROGRAM OF
INDUSTRIAL ARTS

This program is fostered and supported by
local communities without direct stimulation from State and Federal funds. Aided
and abetted, however, in the planning, pro·
motion, standards and usage by the State
department of education and by the industrial arts section of the State teachers' college
at Fitchburg, industrial arts holds an im·
portant place in Massachusetts' publicly supported system of education.
Excellent standards of mutual respect and
cooperative effort mark the relationship
existing between the vocational and the in·
dustrial arts forces. This respect and cooperation is splendidly illustrated at the
State level in the vocational summer conference held at the Fitchburg college and in
the development of the service by the col·
lege of the vocational degree courses.
WE

SALUTE MASSACHUSETTS FOR VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY

Significantly, vocational education, par·
ticularly from the national viewpoint, is
directly connected with national security as
natlonal security relates to ( 1) military security and (2) economy of peacetime production security. 'rhere is no other organization with staff and plant equipment ready
to train workers either for war production
or peace production.
At the beginning of World War II, the
national security planners asked each State
to inventory its resources in the vocational
education field in terms of training stations,
plant equipment, and trained teachers.
Massachusetts reported resources of $50,•
000,000 and over in plants and equipment;
training stations for 7,500 persons (which,
expanded for three 8-hour shifts would mean
22,500 persons) ; and 2,000 experienced trade
persons who had been prepared by the divi·
sion in the techniques of teaching.
This picture is similar in the present
emergency with somewhat greater resources
in plant and equipment.
In this respect, Massachusetts still, as in
the days of Paul Revere, stands ready when
anything new or ingenious in the mechani·
cal line is wanted for the public service to
supply modern Paul Reveres, competent
workers and good citizens.

The Steel Situation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES ·c. AUCHINCLOSS
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. AUCHINCLOSS.

Mr. Speaker, I

am gratefut for this opportunity to express my views and reactions to the
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President's message on the steel situation, which he delivered in person to the
Congress yesterday, June 10, and I may
add that his appearance before the Congress came as a surprise to many of the
Members. I have read the President's
address carefully and I am disturbed by
the statement made in the fifth paragraph of his address where he says:
Meanwhile, some of the steel companies
bad instituted court proceedings for the purpose of challenging the President's power to
keep the steel mills in operation. This case
reached the Supreme Court and on Monday,
June 2, a majority of that Court decided that
the President did not have the power. in this
instance, to operate the mills.

This is not an accurate statement because the challenge was whether the
President had the power to seize private
property and had nothing to do with the
operating of the plants. The Court decided that the President had no right to
seize private property without appropriate legislation enacted by the Congress.
It is a pity, in view of the seriousness of
this whole situation, that the President
was not more scrupulous in the accuracy
of his statement.
While I listened attentivelY to what
the President said and while later I read
in a studious frame of mind his entire
speech, I cannot get away from the feeling that political expediency prompted
his sudden appearance before the
Congress.
The facts in the present situation are
that the negotiators have agreed on all
the principal matters in dispute except
the imposition of a union shop in the
steel industry, and I can readily understand the reluctance of the industry to
agree to compulsory union membership
before a man can get a job. To me. that
would be un-American and would
abridge the rights and privileges of free
labor. Another fact is that there is a law
on the statute boooks known as the TaftHartley Act. which the President refuses to put into operation, and such
an attitude of nonlaw enforcement
comes pretty close to violating his oath
of office. It should be pointed out that
the Taft-Hartley Act provides for a vote
by a secret ballot on the part of employees as to whether they wish to ·a c..
cept, or reject, the final offer of the operators. This, of course, is the truly
democratic way of doing business~ and I
regret that it seems repugnant to the
union leaders. A strike in the steel industry is serious and, of course, it should
be settled as promptly as possible, but
I venture to state that it wouid be settled
under the normal process of collective
bargaining if the meddlesome and biased
attitude of Government officials had not
interfered and injected partisan politics into the situation.
I append to these remarks a statement
on the situation made by Ernest T. Weir.
chairman of the National Steel Corp., on

June 10, which clearly sets forth the
attitude of the steel operators:
On request today, I gave the following
statement to the United Press:
"President Truman. in his statement today, gave no recognition to the fact that only
one real issue remains in the Steel ease.
"That 1s the issue which woul~require steel
companies to impose compulsory union membership on employees who do not want to

join the union. The steel industry can never
be a party to such an action.
"We in the steel industry certainly believe
that any employee has every right to become
a union member by his own free choice. But
we do not believe that steel companies or
anyone else, including the President of the
United States, has the right to force on him
the alternative of joining a union or losing
his job.
"The wage increase and other benefits included in the third and final offer of the
steel companies yesterday amount to a total
cost of 24.6 cents per hour. This is more
than 80 percent of the total amount recommended by the Wage Stabilization Board.
This would be the largest wage advance in
the history of the steel industry.
"Obviously, the only reason that the union
has rejected this offer, which goes so far
toward meeting its economic demands, is
because the steel companies refuse to become
parties to the imposition of compulsory
union membership.
"In View of these facts, it 1s my opinion
thAt the real reason behind Mr. Truman'.s request for statutory authority to seize the
steel industry is to obtain the power for Government to grant the union's demand for
this imposition of compulsory union membership.
"In today's statement, as on previous occasions, President Truman chose to ignore the
fact that one of the main provisions of the
Taft-Hartley Act calls for a secret ballot v<fte
by employees on whether they wish to accept
the companies' final offer.
"I believe that this is the democratic
process which should be employed rather
than the autocratic course of Government
seizure."
ERNEST T. WEIR.
Chairman, National Steel Corp.

Qaestiou of the Week
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, is your
television set ready for July 7?

Ferruson-Sadlak Amendment to DPA
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.ANTONIN.SADLAK
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. SADLAK. Mr. Speaker, one of the
most controversial amendments on Capitol Hill today is the Ferguson amendment included in the Senate version of
the Defense Production Act extension
now nearing a :final vote in that body.
An identical proposal, H. R. 7157, was
introduced by me on March 2~. 1952, and
I urged the House Banking and Currency
Committee in personal testimony on May
28 to add the amendment to the bill
which it will report shortly for action in
the House to extend the DPA.
In order to acquaint the House with
the reasons for this corrective proposal

it is believed that the report which I submitted as chairman of a special committee assigned to study the effects of
International Materials Conference actions on the electrical industry, particularly from the standpoint of unemployment, should be made available at this
time. Associated with me in the preparation of this report were my colleagues,
Messrs. ADAm, of Indiana; BRAY, of Indiana; BUTLER, Of New York; CORBETT, of
Pennsylvania; DEVEREUX, of Maryland;
MORANO, of Connecticut; SCHENCK, of
Ohio.
The report charges that if the United
States were allotted its rightful share
of the free world copper supply, this
country would receive 55.6 percent of the
total. Instead, the United states allocation by IMC, as the supercartel is
known, is only 49.1 percent-a deficiency
of 6.5 percent resulting in a staggering
loss to American industry and American
workingmen of the u.se of some 214,000
tons of copper a year.
The Fergu.son-Sadlak amendment will
make ineffective the International Materials Conference which is operating
without statutory authority and will
make more eopper available to all American industry and American workingmen.
Permission having been obtained, th~.
committee report i.s attached:
On March 10, 1952, some 70 Republican
Members of the House of Representatives met
at the· call of Representative JosEPH W. MARTIN, JR., of Massachusetts, House minority
leader, to discuss the International Materials Conference and the unemployment and
hardship the conference has brought about.
The Members present represented areas where
unemployment has resulted because of materials shortages, which in turn were largely
traceable to the actions of the International
Materials Conference.
At the <Jlose of the meeting, Mr. MARTIN
appointed Jour committees to study and report on various aspects of the problem that
had been created by the International Materials Conference. These committees were
to examine the electrical manufacturing industry, the automotive industry, various
consumer industries, and the question of the
legality of the International Materials Conference.
Following a month of study of the IMC
and its many ramifications, this committee,
which was assigned to examine the electrical
industry, has reached certain conclusions..
Before stating the conclusions, however, it is
necessary, for the sake of a clear understanding of the problem. to start with the background of the IMC itself and outline its
development since its start more than a year
ago. In this report, emphasis 1s placed on
IMC .actions affecting the supply of copper.
the basic material which has been the major
determining factor with regard to tbe production rate and employment in the electrical industry.
BACKGROUND OF IMC

The story of the International Materials
Conference goes back to December 1950.
when Clement Attlee, then Socialist Prime
Minister of -Great Britain, came to Washington to visit Pres.ident Truman and request
a larger share of the world's key commodities. Messrs. Truman and Attlee agreed to
form an intergovernmental organization
specifically designed to handle the problem
of raw materials. The F~ench Government
was then consulted, and on January 12, 1951,
the United States State Department issued
a release announcing the formation of what
was to become the International Materials
Conference.
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The purpose of the new organization, ac·
cording to the release, was to "bring about
cooperation among the free countries of the
world to incl'ease the production and avail·
ability of materials in short supply and to
assure their most effective use." Thus, the
IMC's birth was accompanied by a flow of
vague, high-sounding verbiage that gave
little hint of the damage the organization
would eventually cause in the electrical and
many other important industries.
However, the third paragraph of the State
Department release gave a strong indication
that the IMC was intended to wield worldwide power in dividing up the resources of
the various countries. The release stated
that "commodity problems cannot be dealt
with on a regional basis but must take account of the needs and interests of the whole.
free world."
The release also disclosed that it was the
Government of the United States, under the
prodding of Socialist Prime Minister Attlee,
that was taking the most prominent role in
organizing the IMC. The release stated that
"the Government . of the United States has
agreed to send invitations immediately to other interested friendly governments" for the establishment of committees
to deal with key raw materials.
ORGANIZATION OF IMC

IMC headquarters were established in
Washington, initially in a State Department
building at 1778 Pennsylvania Avenue NW.,
and now in the new Cafritz Building, 1625 I
Street NW.
IMC now consists of a headquarters body
called the Central Group and seven standing
committees. The Central Group consists of
representatives of the three original mem·
bers-the United States, the United Kingdom,
and France-plus Canada, Italy, India, Aus·
tralia, and Brazil. Also represented on the
Central Group are the Organization of Amer·
lean States and the Organization for Euro·
pean Economic Cooperation.
Each country has one representative plus
alternates on the Central Group. The present United States representative is James F.
King, who also has the title of Deputy Administrator for International Activities and
Defense Materials in the Defense Production
Administration. Mr. King was appointed to
the Central Group on April 23, 1952, succeeding Gabriel Ticoulat, who returned to the
0!.'own Zellerbach Corp. Mr. King has been a
Federal employee since 1938.
Participating countries have one representative plus alternates and advisers on the
various commodity committees. Committee
meetings are held in Washington.
So far, seven committees have been formed.
They are: Copper, zinc, and lead; sulfur;
tungsten and molybdenum; manganese,
nickel, and cobalt; cotton and cotton lin·
ters; wool; pulp and paper.
According to a recent speech by Edmund
Getzin of the Nonferrous Branch, Office of
Materials Policy, United States State Department, memberships in each committee are
limited to those countries "which have a
substantial production or consuming interest in the commodities concerned." Twentyeight countries are now represented on one
or more committees. Mr. Getzin stated that
"for most commodities, member countries
together account for between 80 and 90 percent of production and consumption in the
free world."
However, it is important to note that the
allocations drawn up by IMC apply to non·
member countries just as to member countries. As Mr. Getzin bluntly said in his
speech, the seven committees "are virtually
autonomous bodies free to consider any aspect of the problem of world shortages in
the commodities concerned." This is a frank
statement that the IMC committees have, in
their own opinion at least, unlimited power
over the raw materials of the entire free
world.
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mittee on March 21, 1952, to discuss IMC,
he stated the following regarding IMC alloIMC committees have placed seven basic
cations:
materials under allocation-sulfur, tung"The share of world supply recommended
sten, and molybdenum beginning in the
for the United States has in every case corthird quarter of 1951, and copper, zinc,
responded closely with the share the United
nickel, and cobalt beginning in the fourth
States secured for itself in the days of free
quarter of 1951. New allocations have been
competition
for supplies in the years of 1948,
ordered for succeeding periods.
1949, and 1950."
Other commodities studied by the com•
Then Mr. Fleischmann went on to give the
mittees have not been placed under alloca·
following explanation of how IMC allocations
tion so far. Supply and demand in manga·
were computed:
nese, according to Mr. Getzin, were judged
"The basis of allocation in most of these
to be about in balance. Cotton and cotton
metals
is this: The defense production, the
linters, while in short supply last year, were
mobilization
contribution of each country,
expected to be much easier. The wool com·
is assessed as carefully as can be by us, and
niittee could not agree on how bad the wool
that amount of copper for the mobilization
shortage was and what should be done about
effort of each country is first set aside. That
it. The pulp and paper committee, while it
is a preferred use, you see, in each one of
has made relatively small allocations of
the countries that is contributing anything
newsprint, has not imposed an over-all allo•
to
our mobilization effort. After that, an
cation system.
estimate is made of the available balance
EFFECTS OF IMC ON THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY
of the world supply in accordance with the
A principal effect of IMC has been to di·
estimates of probable supply, and that
vide up the resources-and the jobs-of the
amount, which is the amount going to the
American people and to lower their living
civilian economy, is then divided on a hisstandards.
torical basfs."
This is shown clearly in the case of copper.
Then Senator BRICKER made the following
An IMC news release of December 20, 1951,
comment:
announced that the United States allotment
"This International Conference is distrib- ·
of copper in the first quarter of 1952 would
uting the copper and other strategic minerals
be 366,000 metric tons, or 403,000 short tons.
to countries who are taking no part in the
It turns out that this is also the approximate
defense program."
amount of primary copper that the National
Mr. Fleischmann replied:
Production Authority authorized for United
"They are sharing only on a percentage
States usage in the first quarter of 1952. So
use, based on their civilian use. In other
it is apparent that United States consump·
words, unless they are contributing to the
tion of copper-and this means jobs in fac·
mobilization program, they get no recogni·
torH~s throughout the United States-is be·
tion in the mobilization effort."
ing controlled by this supercartel called the
Both of Mr. Fleischmann's explanations
International Materials Conference.
· cannot be correct. If there is a preferred
The IMC release announcing the copper
allocation for defense, as he says, the United
allocations spoke of an "entitlement for conStates would logically get the largest share
sumption" for each country. This is a
of such an allocation. Therefore, our total
strange new term that has been dreamed up
share would be larger than in the years 1948by the people who like the idea of trying to
1950. Yet Mr. Fleischmann has just declared
rule the world. It is this entitlement for
that the United States share under IMC
consumption that determines whether thou·
corresponded closely with the 1948-1950
sands of workingmen in Massachusetts, Con.
share.
necticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
THE FIGURES ON COPPER
Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, and other metal·
When Mr. Ticoulat, then Deputy Adminfabricating States will have jobs or will go
istrator of the Defense Production Adminis·
on the dole.
tration, appeared before the Senate Banking
It is the entitlement of consumption that
Committee with Mr. Fleischmann o.n March
bars electrical manufacturers and other en21, 1952, he stated copper was allocated by
terprising businessmen from sco'\lring the
IMC on the following basis:
markets of the world to find a relatively
"A priority for direct defense requirements,
small amount of copper that would mean the
provision for minimum strategic stockpiles.
difference between the job and the dole.
and the distribution of the remaining supply
On January 9, 1952, Charles E. Wilson, then
for civilian requirements on the basis of
Director of Defense Mobilization, speaking
consumption in 1950."
of the possibility of going out into the world
Mr. Ticoulat gave the following figures on
market to obtain whatever copper we need,
United States copper consumption prior to
said: "In the case of copper, it isn't worth
IMC:
it for this Nation to go out and to pay higher
[In short tons]
prices and to get only a minor addition of
the material." He said that "efforts are un·
United United States
Total
der way to get a better allocation of copper
States
consumption
free
for the United States from the International
in percent
conworld
sumpof total
Materials Conference."
supply
supply
tion
Mr. Wilson ignored the fact that the bar·
rier is not one of price, and Manly Fleisch·
mann, Defense Production Administrator, · Quarterly average:
296,250
47.6
1949 .• ---------- 622,250
bas taken the same pof?ition as Mr. Wilson.
354,250
47.3
1950 .• ---------- 749,150
The crux of the matter is that the people
338,330
46.5
1951.----------- 727,500
who need copper are absolutely prohibited
froJ;n trying to buy it in world markets re·
Then Mr. Ticoulat gave the following fig·
gardless of price. Messrs. Wilson and
ures on "the results of the IMC recommen·
Fleischmann, through the domestic allotdations as they affect the United States":
ment system set up by their agency, have
provided the mechanism that prevents AmerTotal
United
ican manufacturers from using any more
United
free
States
materials than the IMC says they are en·
States
world
percent
share
titled to use.
supply
of total
WHAT IMC HAS DONE

IS IMC'S COPPER ALLOTMENT TO UNITED STATES .
FAIR?

This question can best be answered by
applying the very yardsticks which Mr.
Fleischmann says his agency uses. When
Mr. Fleischmann, representing Mr. Wilson,
appeared before the Senate Banking Com·

Fourth quarter, 1951....
First quarter, 1952______

749, 100
820, 800

367,900
403,400

49.1
49.1

(The United States share for the second
quarter of 1952 is also 49.1 percent ot tl;le
total supply.) .
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the Federal Government has found it necesWHAT A LARGE UNION SAYS
sary to impose tight controls on copper usage.
Another view of the etfects of the coppe~
This is done through the controlled-mate.;
shortage was presented to the Senate Firials plan-a system whereby the National
nance Committee by Harry Block, vice presiProduction Authority makes detailed allotdent of the CIO International Union of
ments of copper, steel, and aluminum to fabElectrical, Radio, and Machine Workers, on
ricators. Fabricators are forbidden to use
February 22, 1952. Mr. Block testified there
materials from any source for which they
were over 47,000 unemployed in the indusdo not receive a CMP allotment.
tries covered by his union as of the end
Mr. Fleischmann admitted on March 24,
of 1951. Of these, about 15,000 were in
1952, that copper is in shorter supply than
radio, television, and related industries;
the other basic materials and "is consequent8,000 in appliances and lamps; and 24,000
ly the greatest s~ngle limiting factor on the
in household electrical equipment. This
extent of civilian production."
was equal, Mr. Block said, to about 11 perTo show specifically just what the IMC·
cent of the total employment that existed
imposed copper shortage means to American · in these areas a year earlier. Most of this
industry and workingmen, this committee
unemployment had lasted at least 6 months,
has made a study of copper allocations to
Mr. Block said, and in the case of the lastvarious consumer-type products. These · named two groups, it was growing.
studies show that the companies producing
Mr. Block stated that one of the three
a wide variety of consumer products are
major causes of unemployment among elecbeing allotted only a small fraction of their
trical workers is the following:
normal usage of copper products.
"The reduction .in allocation 1n critical
The figures that follow apply to the follow~
material to consumers' electrical goods. This
ing items: Small household electrical apin turn has been due to the f'hortage of
pliances, washers, vacuum cleaners, floor
materials, principally copper."
polishers, electric fans, freezers, refrigerators,
In discussing the allocation of materials,
electric stoves, electric razors.
Mr. Block said:
. In the first· quarter of 1952, the above
"The copper problem is the key and virproducts received the following percentages
tually the limiting factor in the shortage
of their normal consumption:
of critical materials. It is largely responsiPercent
ble for unemployment in our industry.
Copper brass mill products____________ 35
• • . • The electrical industry is the largCopper Wire mill products_____________ 40
est consumer of copper in the country, using
Copper foundry products______________ 35
about 30 percent of the Nation's supply.
Copper is our life blood for production and
During the second quarter of 1952, the
unemployment, and these drastic reductions
percentages were even lower:
in copper supply ·have been a major cause
Percent
of the current unemployment."
Copper brass mill products___________ 30
·To show how even small changes in the
Copper wire mill products____________ 35
copper supply cause large changes in emCopper foundry products--------------- 30
ployment, Mr. Block cited the following:
The base or normal period in the above
"A pound of copper goes a long way in
allocations is usually an average quarter in
our industry. For example, 10 workers can
the first half of 1950.
be employed with one ton of copper a year
Radio and television sets have been cut
in the radio-television industry; 6 workers
even more. Their allocations of copper founwith one ton on domestic electrical applidry products for the first and second- quarances."
ters of 1952, respectively, were 20 percent and
In testifying regarding a bill for supple12~ percent.
UNITED STATES SHORT-CHANGED BY 214,000 TONS
mental unemployment insurance, Mr. Block
Allocations of copper brass mlll products
OF COPPER PER YEAR
pointed out that the only real solution of
to portable lamps were only 10 . percent in
unemployment is jobs--not the dole. He
Under IMC allocations, the United States
both
quarters
of
1952.
said:
gets 49.1 percent of the total free world supLighting outfits received only 10 percent
"We wish to make it perfectly clear that
ply of copper, as shown in the table above.
of their normal usage of copper brass mill
we do not consider the provisions of the
Therefore, the United States total for mil1products and no allotment of copper foundry
present blll as any substitute for returning
tary needs is 40 percent of 49.1 percent, or
products.
these unemployed workers to useful and
19.6 percent of the total free world supply.
The stringent restrictions on copper congainful employment."
Since budget figures give a fair ratio of ·
sumption,
of
which
the
above
are
just
a
military requirements, according to Mr. GetWhile Mr. Block did not make any mensmall sample, have led inevitably to produczin, the NATO countries' defense needs
tion of the IMC, and did make several sugtion
curtailments,
layoffs,
and
unemploygestions which are not covered here, this
amount to fourteen sixty-fourths of 19.6, or
ment. This has been especially true in the
committee wishes to point out that much
4.3 percent of the total free-world supply.
electrical manufacturing industry because
of the responsibil1ty for the unemployment
Therefore, total defense needs of the United
these companies have a basic dependence on
States, plus NATO countries, are 19.6 plus
which Mr. Block described rests on the Incopper as a raw material.
4.3, or 23.9 percent. The remainder (100 perternational Materials Conference and its seA
recent
survey
of
major
labor
markets
·
cent minus 23.9 percent) of 76.1 percent is
vere restrictions on United States consumpby
the
United
States
Department
of
Labor
for civilian use.
tion of copper.
provides a representative sample of the cities
United States consumption of copper in
COPPER SHORTAGE UNTIL 1955?
that have already undergone some distress
1950 (from Mr. Ticoulat's statement) was
While the supply situation in aluminum,
because of curtailments in electrical manu47.3 percent of total free-world supply.
steel, and several other materials has been
facturing. The cities include the following:
Therefore, based on 1950 consumption (which
easing in recent months, the same cannot be
Connecticut: New Britain.
is the method prescribed by Mr. Ticoulat).
said of copper. . Mr. Fleischmann told the
IDinois: Herrin-Murphysboro-West Frankour civilian allocations on an historical basis
fort area.
. ·
Senate Banking Committee:
should be 47.3 percent of 76.1, or 36 percent.
"I can make no optim1stic prediction about
Indiana: Evansvllle, Fort Wayne, IndianConsequently, the total United States copcopper. I have told this committee before
apolis, Vincennes.
per allocation should be 36.0 percent, plus
that the aluminum and steel situations are
Massachusetts: New Bedford.
19.6 per cent, or 56.6 percent. However, IMC
improving very rapidly, and by the end of
Michigan: Grand Rapids.
has given us an allocation of only 49.1 perthis year we will be out of the woods on both
Missouri: St. Louis.
cent. The d11rerence ( 55.6 percent minus
of them, in my opinion. With copper
Ohio: Cincinnati, Lima, Lorain-Elyria.
49.1 percent) or 6.5 percent is therefore being
Pennsylvania: Lancaster, York.
• • • it just is not true. We get no adallocated outside the United States.
ditional supply of copper domestically."
The committee wishes to emphasize that
This is a staggering loss to American inthis list is far from being all-inclusive. It
Mr. Fleischmann then was asked: "Could
dustry and American workingmen inasmuch
you make a 1955 prediction?" His reply:
1s intended to be merely a cross section that
as 6.5 percent of 820,800 tons amounts to
"Mr. Larson (Jess Larson, Administrator,
53,500 tons quarterly, or 214,000 tons per .shows the effects of the IMC actions with
regard to copper and the electrical industry
Defense Materials Procurement Agency),
year. In other words, the United States is
are
felt
throughout
the
length
and
breadth
who
knows more about the supply situation
being short-changed 214,000 tons of copper
of the United States. In some areas the
than I, predicted that in 1955 we would be
per year.
problem is becoming worse. In Connecticut,
about even on copper, that we would have
SHUT-DOWNS, LAY-Oli'FS, AND UNEMPLOYMENT
tor example, a. considerable segment of the
enough increased supply. There is not much
Because the IMC has, in effect, ordered a _ brass industry- has recently gone on short
other supply that can be brought in, but
severe copper shortage in the United States;
work-weeks because of the copper shortage:
he predicted we would be about 1n balance.

The following facts are available upon
which to make a check of IMC's copper al·
location to the United States, based on the
formula described by both Mr. Fleischmann
and Mr. Ticoulat:
1. In the above-mentioned speech by Mr.
Getzin of the State Department (made before the American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers in New York on
February 19, 1952), he said:
"The (IMC) committees have generally
given a priority for direct military requirements, and metal has been set aside to meet
such requirements before distribution is
made for civilian requirements on an agreed
basis. The problem of screening military requirements is one that has also been dif·
ficult to cope with. No standard method of
calculating military requirements has been
developed.
Reliance must therefore be
placed on other criteria such as the relative
proportion of military requirements to total
requirements and upon budgetary figures
for military expenditures."
2. On March 13, 1952, W. Averell Harriman, Director of the Mutual Security Agency, testified before the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, and the Senate Armed Services
Committee. He told the committees the military budgets of the European countries in
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, including Germany, for the coming year would
be ~14,000,000,000. He further stated that
the corresponding United States budget figure for security programs would be $64,000,000,000.
3. Mr. Fleischmann told the ·Senate Banking Committee on March 21, 1952, that the
military received 40 percent of all the copper
used in the United States today.
Using these facts and the methods of allocations described by Messrs. Fleischmann
and Ticoulat,. it is possible to make an approximate calculation of what the United
States copper allocation should be and to
compare that figure with the actual allo·
cation.
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I will only add a footnote to that prediction.
I will predict we will not be in balance
before that."
Asked about expansion of copper mining
in this country, Mr. Fleischmann replied:
"We have tapped most of the sources
• • • The bringing in of any mineral is
subject to a very steep law of declining returns. As you get down further, it costs
more and more to get less and less of any
mineral. Now, that is true in copper. We
are bringing in some high-priced copper
which will not be in until 1954 or 1955. It
is the judgment of those who know better
than I , including Mr. Larson and Mr. Young
(Howard I. Young, Defense Materials Procurement Agency) that we have about exhausted the possibilities in this country for
getting copper at any economic price."
Thus, the Administration is flatly predicting the copper shortage will remain severe
for 3 more years and that nothing can be
done about it in the meantime.
CONCLUSION

As long as the Government's present phi-

losophy prevails, its only answer apparently
will be to make the copper shortage still
worse by placing artificial restrictions on the
amount the United States may import and
consume. Under the conditions, there can
be no permanent solution to much of the
widespread unemployment in the electrical
industry. Manufacturing companies will
have no choice but to continue to operate
at only a fraction of their potential, and
consumers who want and need their products
will have to do without them. While some
companies have recently reported softening
markets for their products, other employers
declare the only limiting factor on their output is the copper supply.
A particularly ironic fact is that as long
as the IMC is allowed to continue in business, the United States will receive only
about half of whatever additional copper is
produced by our own high-cost mines, such
as those in northern Michigan, which are
now being opened with financial aid from
the United States Government. The American taxpayers will foot the bill for the Government aid to these mines, but the same
American taxpayers and workingmen will
receive, under the present IMC allocations,
only about half of their output.
So far, the administration has not said a.
word or taken a single action in the direction of getting rid of IMC, despite its dire
effects. In fact, the administration's plans,
by its own words, are to transform IMC into
an even larger and more powerful supercartel. Mr. Getzin's speech, made on February 19, 1952, charts clearly the course the
administration would like to follow. Discussing IMC's future, he said:
"If the allocation work of the committees
is judged successful by participating countries, there is no reason why more ambitious
programs relating to conservation, development, and prices should not be considered."
This is plain warning to the unemployed
electr ical workers and to every other American who has been damaged by IMC that
this is only the beginning as far as the IMC
is concerned. The only possible result, if
IMC's grandiose plans for the future materialize, will be more production curtailments, more lay-offs, a declining standard of
living, and weakened security for the United
States.
A copy of this committee report is being
transmitted to the committee which has
been assigned to study the question of the
legality of the International Materials Conference. When the latter committee receives copies of the reports of the two additional committees which are studying other
aspects of the IMC, it is expected that the
legality committee wlll make recommendations regarding whatever corrective action
is deemed most suitable.

Archbishop Cushing and the Rent Problem
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD,
I wish to include herein several articles
which appeared in the following Boston,
Mass., newspapers on Monday, May 26,
1952, concerning the stand on the rent
control problem of Archbishop Richard
J. Cushing, D. D., of Boston: Boston
Daily Record, Boston Post, the Herald,
Daily Globe, and the American. Also
attached is an article from the Catholic
Messenger, of Davenport, Iowa, on the
same subject.
'!'he articles follow:
RENT

[From the Boston Daily Record]
RUSE Is EXPOSED-PRELATE CITES

HUB

HIKE PERIL

Warning that if the measure passed, a
majority of Boston tenant families would
find their rents soaring 50 to 100 percent,
Archbishop Cushing charged yesterday that
a proposed amendment to the Rent Control Act, pending in Congress, "is -actually a
clever attempt to fool the people and Congress."
Similarly hit would he rent payers in every
industrial city of the Nation, the prelate
told members of the St. Vincent de Paul Society in the Hotel Statler at the annual
communion breakfast of the society's archdiocesan central council.
"Those rent increases," he said, "would
completely wreck the Nation's stabilization
program and start a new and more vicious
inflationary cycle that lJlight do to us in:ternally what the Communists are trying so
desperately from without."
WARNS OF DECONTROL

After praising the manifold works of
mercy being done by the St. Vincent de Paul
Society's 25,000 American members and the
200,000 throughout the world, Archbishop
Cushing advised that they must be ever
sensitive to the unjust legislation which
leaves the poor poorer.
"For example," he continued, "the Senate
will probably begin debate next week on
a bill which will decide the future of price,
wage, and rent controls. There will be an
amendment offered to decontrol all communities unless they are critical."
FOOLING THE PEOPLE

"Now that sounds like a very sensible
amendment and looks like an attempt to
get rid of controls where they are being kept
on merely to keep more people working for
the Federal Government, and many Senators
might vote for the amendment on that score.
"But this is actually a clever attempt to
fool the people and the Congress-and here
is why:
"Most people would assume any city that
had rent control, because that city was engaged in defense work and had a housing
shortage, was critical. But the word 'critical'
in the present rent control legislation has
a very limited meaning.
"A city, to qualify for the critical designation, must meet four standards. There has
to be defense work going on, there must be
a substantial immigration of defense workers
into that city, there must be a housing shortage and, finally, rents must have risen excessively or are threatening to rise excessively."

CITES HUB CASE

"Let us take Boston or Philadelphia or
Chicago. They are all doing defense work
and they all have a serious housing shortage, particularly in the lower and middle
income brackets, but they could not show
a substantial immigration of defense workers.
"So, if the amendment were to become law,
these cities on July 1 would suddenly find
themselves without the protection of rent
control. If that should happen, rents for
the great majority of tenants in every major
industrial city of the United States would
rise anywhere from 50 to 100 percent.
"Why? Because there is no new housing
being constructed 1n these cities renting for
less than $80 per month in most and $100
per month in some.
"There is no substitute for shelter. Tenants cannot choose cheaper housing as they
can sometimes choose cheaper foods when
meat gets high, or make the old suit do when
the price of the new one gets out of reach.
"Tenants must pay whatever they are
asked, even though it means cutting down
on essential food or clothing, or the dentist,
or gas for the car."
·
[From the Boston Record]
DANGER IN RENT BILL STRESSED-ARCHBISHOP
WARNS PENDING ACT To CAUSE RISE

In a bluntly worded warning to the people
of Boston, Archbishop Richard J. Cushing
said yesterday that the Rent Controls Act
pending in Congress is actually a clever attempt to fool the people and Congress. He
added that if it is passed rents in Boston
and other major cities may rise anywhere
from 50 to 100 percent.
VOICES WARNING

The archbishop voiced his significant
warning in a speech before members of the
St. Vincent de Paul at their communion
breakfast at the Hotel Statler yesterday.
The archbishop said that most people
would assume that any city engaged in defense work and a housing shortage would be
classed as critical.
"But the word 'critical' as used in the present rent control legislation has a very limited meaning," he said. "A city to qualify
for the critical designation must meet four
standards. There has to be defense work
going on, there must be a substantial immigration of defense workers into that city.
there must be a housing shortage and,
finally, rents must have risen excessively
or are threatening to rise excessively.
"Now let us take Boston, or Philadelphia,
or Chicago. They are all doing defense work
and they all have a serious housing shortage
particularly in the lower- and middle-income brackets, but they could not show a
substantial immigration of defense workers.
So, if these amendments were to become law,
these cities, come July 1, would suddenly find
themselves without the protection of rent
control.
RENTS WOULD RISE

"If that should happen, rents for the great

majority of tenants in every major industrial
city in the United States would rise anywhere from 50 to 100 percent.
"Why? Beceuse there is no new housing
being constructed in these cities renting for
less than $80 per month, in most of them,
and $100 a month in some. There is no
substitute for shelter. Tenants cannot
choose cheaper housing as they can sometimes choose cheaper foods when meats get
high, or make the old suit do when the price
of the new one gets out of reach.
"Tenants must pay whatever they are
asked even though it means cutting down on
essential food or clothing or the dentist or
the car.
"This amendment, if it should become a.
part of the ·law, would effect a third of the
population of this country and these rent
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increases would completely wreck the Nation's stabilization program and start a new
and more vicious inflationary cycle that
might do to us internally what the Communists are trying so desperately to do from
without.
"Communism, the greatest menace of our
times, uses poverty, abandonment, discouragement, confusion and unjust social
conditions as its greatest weapon of propaganda. One of its oft repeated mottoes is
'Christianity has failed.' "
[From the Boston Herald]
PRELATE BLASTS PLAN To LIFT RENT CURBsARCHBISHOP CITES INFLATION DANGER
Lifting of rent controls in cities such as
Boston would "completely wreck the Nation's
stabilization program and start a new and
more vicious inflationary cycle that might
do to -as internally what the Communists
are trying so desperately from without,"
Archbishop Cushing declared yesterday.
DIFFICULT CONDITIONS
Placing himself on record as opposed to an
amendment to the controls bill which will
be debated by Congress soon, the Boston
prelate said the amendment to decontrol all
communities unless they are labeled critical
areas "sounds like a very sensible amendment and looks like an attempt to get rid
of controls where they are being kept on
merely to keep more people working for the
Federal Government.''
However, he told nearly 1,000 attending the
annual communion breakfast of the St.
Vincent de Paul society's archdiocesan central council at the Hotel Statler, the amendment is "a clever attempt to fool the people
and the Congress of the United States."
The archbishop pointed out that a city
qualifying for the critical designation under
proposed legislation must meet four standards. There must be defense work going on
in the area; there must be a substantial
immigration of defense workers into the city;
there must be a housing shortage and rents
must have risen excessively or threaten to
do so.
Cities such as Boston, Philadelphia, and
Chicago cannot show a substantial immigration of defense workers, and should the proposed legislation become law, they would
"suddenly find theinselves without the protection of rent control," he said.
"If that should happen, rents for the great
majority of tenants in every major industrial
city in the United States would rise anywhere from 50 to 100 percent," the archbishop
said. "If the amendment becomes part of
the law, it will affect one-third of the population of this country."
SOCIETY PRAISED
Archbishop Cushing praised members of
the society for their "manifold works of
mercy which serve to protect, promote, and
preserve the spiritual life of both benefactor
and beneficiary.
"St. Vincent de Paul men respect their
own limitations;'' he said. ''They have a
hearty respect and a rich enthusiasm for the
full-time professional social workers as godfearing associates in the work of charity.
Eut they also appreciate more than all others the effectiveness of their work in opposing the misleading claims and false hopes of
subversive forces and they are sensitive to
the unjust legislation which leaves the poor
poorer.''
The breakfast followed a 9 a. m. mass at the
Cathedral of the Holy Cross celebrated by
the Reverend Thomas H. Kennedy, newlyappointed pastor of St. Joseph's Church.
Needham, and former director of Catholic
charities.
Felix carr, of Peabody, presided at the
breakfast and John w. Roberts, chairman
of the breakfast committee, was toastmaster.

[From the Boston Daily Globe]
RENT RAISES FEARED BY ARCHBISHOP CUSHING--WARNS OF BOOSTS lF DECONTROL BILL
AMENDMENT WINS
Rents for the majority of Boston tenants
will skyrocket 50 to 100 percent 1f a bill now
pending in Congress calling for decontrol is
approved. Archbishop Richard J. Cushing
warned yesterday.
In a denunciation of the proposed measure, he predicted its passage "might do to
us internally what the Communists are trying so desperately to accomplish from without."
Archbishop Cushing was addressing more
than 1,000 members of the Society o! St. Vincent de Paul of the Boston Archdiocese at .
the Hotel Statler.
Among other things, he forecast, the approved bill would "affect a third of the population, completely wreck the Nation's stabilization program, and start a new and more
vicious inflationary cycle."
The measure, on which the Senate is
scheduled to begin debate next week, would
decide the future of price, wage and rent
controls, he said.
Boston and every major industrial city
would find itself without the protection of
rent control July 1, if the bill becomes law,
he continued.
"Tenants must pay whatever they are ask~d
even though it means cutting down on essential food or clothing, on the dentist, doctor, or gas for the car."
An amendment to the bill, he cautioned,
is cleverly veiled because it reads to "decontrol all communities unless they are critical."
"Now that sounds like a very sensible
amendment and looks like an attempt to get
rid of controls where they are being kept on
merely to keep more people working for the
Federal Government, and many Senators
might vote for it on that score.
· "But this is actually a. clever attempt to
fool the people and the Congress of the
United States.
"Most people would assume that any city
that had rent control because it was engaged in defense work and had a housing
shortage, was critical," he declared.
"But the word 'critical' as used in the
present rent-control legislation, has a very
limited meaning. A city to qualify for the
critical designation must meet four standards. There has to be defense work going
on, there must be a substantial migration
of defense workers into that city, there must
be a housing shortage and, finally, rents
must have risen excessively or are threatening to rise excessively.
"However, take Boston, Philadelphia, or
Chicago, for example. . They are all doing
defense work and they all have a serious
housing shortage particularly in the lower
and middle income brackets but they could
not show a substantial migration of defense
workers."
Therefore, Archbishop Cushing said, these
cities would not be critical and would be
without rent-control protection.
Prior to the communion breakfast members of the society, led by Felix Carr of Peabody, archdiocesan president, attended mass
at Holy Cross Cathedral.
[From the Boston American]
ARCHBISHOP WARNS STATE OF RENT LAW TRAP
The Massachusetts congressional delegation had a blunt warning today from Archbishop Cushing against a proposed change in
the rent control law which he claimed might
wreck the American economy and give victory to communism.
An amendment which will come before
the Senate within the next 10 days would,
the prelate maintained, boost rents from 5()
to 100 percent for most Boston tenant fami·
lies and set off a new cycle of inflation.

Maintaining that the change which the
Senate will be asked to approve is actually
a clever attempt to fool the people and Congress, the archbishop struck sharply at the
meaning of the word "critical" as used in the
bill. Speaking at the annual communion
breakfast of the Archdiocesan Central Council of the St. Vincent de Paul Society, he declared:
"Most people would assume that any city
that had rent control, because that city was
engaged in defense work and had a. housing
shortage, was critical. But the word 'critical' in the present rent-control legislation
has a very limited meaning.
"A city, to qualify for the critical designation, must meet four standards. There has
to be defense work going on, there must be a
substantial immigration of defense workers
into that city, there must be a housing
shortage, and finally, rents must have risen
excessively or are threatening to rise excessively.
"Let us take Boston or Philadelphia or
Chicago. They are all doing defense work
and they all have a serious housing shortage, particularly in the lower and middle
income brackets, but they could not show
a substantial immigration of defense workers."
Thus, the archbishop maintained, they
would find themselves without rent control
after July 1, if the amendment became law.
If rent controls were lifted in cities such as
Boston, he continued, it would "completely
wreck the Nation's stabilization program
and start a new and more vicious inflationary
cycle that might do to us internally what
the Communists are trying so desperately
from without."
He urged members of the society to be
ever "sensitive to the unjust legislation
which leaves the poor poorer."
(From the Catholic Messenger, Davenport,
Iowa, of May 29, 1952]
ARCHBISHOP CUSHING WARNS OF SHARP RENT
RISE IF SENATE AMENDS PRESENT LAwSAYS TENANTs WILL BE AT MERcY OF OwNERS IN INDUSTRIAL CITIES
BosroN.-Archbishop Richard J. CUshing
today warned more than 1,000 members of
the St. Vincent de Paul Society of the necessity of being constantly alert to what is taking place in Congress in relation to their
work of serving the needy.
Addressing their annual communion
breakfast at the Statler Hotel here following
a solemn pontifical mass at the Cathedral,
the prelate, head of lay organizations of the
National
Catholic Welfare conference,
praised the men for their outstanding work
in helping the poor.
Asserting that situations that would affect
the welfare of working people and the economy of the country should be of prime interest to Catholic men and women, the archbishop declared:
SOUNDS SENSmLE, BUT"lt is necessary that good citizens be constantly alert to what is going on in Congress.
For example, the Senate will probably begin
debate next week on a bill which will decide
the future of price, wage, and rent controls.
There will be an amendment offered to
decontrol all communities unless they are
critical.
"Now that sounds like a very sensible
amendment and looks like an attempt to get
rid of controls where they are being kept on
merely to keep more people working for the
Federal Government, and many Senators
might vote for the amendment on that
score. But, this is actually a clever attempt
to fool the people and the Congress of the
United States--and here is why:
"Most people would assume that any city
that had rent control because that city was
engaged in defense work and had a housing
shortage, was critical," he continued. "But
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the word 'critical' as used in the present rent
control legislation has a very limited meaning. A city to qualify for the critical designation must meet four standards. There has to
be defense work going on, there must be a
substantial immigration of defense workers
into that city, there must be a housing shortage, and, finally, rents must have risen excessively or are threatening to rise excessively.
"Now, let's take Boston or Philadelphia or
Chicago. They ar e all doing defense work
and they all h ave a serious housing shortage,
particularly in the lower and middle income
brackets but they could not show a substantial immigration of defense workers. So, if
this amendment were to become law these
cities, come July 1, would suddenly find
themselves without the protection of rent
control.
"If that should happen," the archbishop
warned, "rents for the great majority of tenants in every major industrial city in the
United States would rise anywhere from 50 to
100 percent. Why? Because there is no new
housing being constructed in these cities
rent ing for less than $80 per month in most
of them, and $100 per month in some.
"There is no substitute for shelter. Tenants cannot choose cheaper housing as they
can sometimes choose cheaper foods when
meat gets too high, or mal~e the old suit do
when the price of the new one gets out of
reach. Tenants must pay whatever they are
asked even though it means cutting down on
essential food or clothing or the dentist or
gas for the car . .
"This amendment," he cautioned, "if it
should become part of the law, would affect a
third of the population of this country and
those rent increases would completely wreck
the Nation's stabilization program and start a
new and more vicious inflationary cycle that
might do to this country internally what the
Communists are trying so desperately to do
from without."
PERSONS, PLACES, AND OTHER THINGS
FAMILIES AND RENTS

Although we are not a tenant and not a
landlord (we live in the house that we own),
we are more than a little concerned about
the local housing situation and the rent control aspect of it which boils to the surface
at periodic intervals.
Housing is one of the three basic necessities of man. Housing is shelter and decent
shelter is one of the necessities of family
living. As Archbishop Cushing notes on
page 3 this week, a family cannot do without shelter, as it can do without certain
foods or certain clothes.
Now the question of whether rents should
be controlled by the Government depends
upon the answer to this question: "Is there
a housing shortage in Davenport?"
We think there is a housing shortage in
this area, a shortage severe enough to justify
continuation of rent stabilization controls
until the shortage is solved. As we have so
often observed in this space in the past, no
American wants controls imposed upon him
any longer than is absolutely necessary.
Government controls, by their very nature,
diminish human freedom and discourage hum an r esponsibility.
The Government's obligatory function,
however, is to safeguard the common good
of our human societ y. And if, for example,
a housing shortage exists, then no government interested in preserving the common
good, can stand idly by while wage-earners
compete against each other, bid against each
other in their frantic efforts to secure ·adequate housing for the raising of their families. A factory worker earning $65 or $70
a week simply cannot afford to pay $85, $100,
or more a month for shelter.
We have been doing some investigating
into the family housing situation in Davenport and have discovered a number of things

which convince us that such housing is in
acute short supply and, consequently, that
tenants must be protected.
First a personal experience. A young college graduate, married and with three children under 5 years of age, is planning to
move to pavenport next week. For the past
5 weeks, we h ave been scouring the town
trying to find some sort of shelter for his
family. We have contacted realtors, pastors and others who might be in a position
to help us in our search • • • but
everywhere the answer to our question has
been the same: "We simply do not know of
any family housing available at this time."
Second, Mr. Paul Ryan, chairman of a
citizens committee to help the residents of
Cook's Point (facing eviction) find housing,
twice called on the Quad-City Property Owners Association (the landlords' group which
declares there is no local housing shortage
and that therefore rents do not need to be
stabilized by any Government agency). In
both instances Mr. Ryan asked the Property
Owners Association to give him a list of existing rental vacancies into which the Cook's
Point families could be moved. In both instances, Mr. Ryan was told that there are
no existing rental vacanies for families in
Davenport.
Third, personnel directors at ·the Rock
Island Arsenal, J. I. Case Co., Aluminum
Corp. of America and French & Hecht declared 3 w~eks ago that family housing is in
short supply in this area; that they cannot
hire the workers they need because they
cannot guarantee these workers · suitable
housing facilities; and that many of the
workers at these plants find it necessary to
live as far as 45 miles from Davenport, commuting every day to their jobs here.
Fourth, while the for-rent listings in the
want-ad sections of the local daily papers
outnumber the tenants' wanted-to-rent
listings, closer inspection of the type of
rental units advertised as vacant reveals that
the great majority of them are available only
to adults. The few rental units offered for
family living are unsuitable on either of two
grounds: Either such units are priced beyond the means of the ordinary wage earner
or else the units are unsuitable for the raising of a family by normal, decent standards;
shared bath, for instance; or two and a half
rooms.
The family which needs six rooms for
normal living will find small comfort in the
knowledge that a two-room fiat is available,
nor will they derive much comfort from the
imposing statistics that a relatively large
number of such two- or three-room fiats
are available. The statement has been made
by those favoring rent decontrol that a
housing unit is a housing unit. The plain
fact of the matter, of course, is that a tworoom housing unit is not a housing unit for
the man with a wife and three, four, or more
children. For such a man, ther·e is no genuine housing unit. The availability of a
two-room fiat leaves him firmly lodged in his
desperate predicament.
Now, under any system of controls that
has been set up to safeguard the common
good of the majority of the citizens, there is
always the possibility that individual citizens may suffer individual discomfort, if not
hardship. The landlord, for example, who
has made extensive improvements in his
rental property, should not be forced to rent
h is improved fiat at the low, preimprovement level. Wherever possible, the Government must seek to reduce to a minimum
these instances of individual hardship under
t he law.
As a matter of record, since rent controls
were restored here last September 21, the
Office of Rent Stabilization in Rock Island
received from local landlords 6,669 petitions
for rent increases over the established ceiling. The ORS oftlce granted 89.6 percent of
these petitions involving 7,639 rental units.
In granting these petitions from the land-

lords, the Rent Stabilization office allowed
the landlords to increase their rents an
average of $9.74 a month, or a 23.5 percent
average rent increase to each landlord.
If these figures mean anything, and we
think they do, they meant that the Government agency is not the Socialistic monster
some people pretend that it is. It seems
to us that, off of. this record, the Rent Stabilization people are showmg extreme solicitude for the individual rights of individual
landlords. It also shows that the ORS office
is trying desperately h ard to hold down the
lid on rents, a lid which continually threatens to blow sky high.
These are some of the reasons why we
believe rents must continue to be stabilized,
why rents must not be allowed to shoot up
to peaks established by the h ighest bidders
among ·desperate family tenants competing
against each other in a jungle warfare for
shelter.
The rent control problem is all bound up
with human, family and moral problems and
it would be unfortunate for all of us if rent
control is handled as if it were only a commercial issue and under the morally insensitive slogan that says: "Let's get what we
can while the getting is good."

Honesty in Tidelands
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. SAMUEL W. YORTY
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. YORTY. Mr. Speaker, I desire
to include in our RECORD a letter written
to the Washington Post by our distin:..
guished colleague from Texas, the Honorable W. R. PoAGE. As the letter so
aptly points out, the position of the
State of Texas in the tidelands controversy is unique, and only by the most
strange and strained interpretation of
the California case could the Supreme
Court use it as a precedent against Texas.
The Texas decision is a monument to
political as opposed to sound impartial
application of the law. The 4-to-3 decision against Texas was handed down by
less than a majority of the Court. Justice Frankfurter, who dissented, as he
did in the California case, described the
inexplicable transfer to the United States
of rights possessed by Texas as a puzzle. That is a mild word to describe
what was done to Texas by two branches
of the Federal Government acting in
concert, one laying claim and the other
passing on the claim. The third branch,
the legislative, is called upon to remedy
the wrong perpetrated against Texas,
Louisiana, and California. It will do so
before the final curtain comes down on
the controversy.
The letter follows:
HONESTY IN THE TIDELANDS
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D. C., June 7, 1952.
EDITOR, THE WASHINGTON POST,

Washington, D. C.

SIR: The apparent inability of so
many people to realize that honesty on th~
part of the United States as a nation requires
a complete and scrupulous adherence to the
terms of the annexation r.esolution under
which Texas became a State and gave up her
DEAR
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existence as an independent nation, is to
me a matter of grave concern.
In a recent speech I reviewed the fact that
the United States had, in 1845, made a definite and specific offer to the republic of
Texas, then a small independent nation;
that the people of that republic accepted this
proposal, relying on the honor and honesty
of the United States; that this agreement in
so many words gave title to all unappropriated lands to the State of Texas-and did so
after the United States Senate had previously
refused to ratify an annexation treaty which
would have given the lands to the Federal
Government along with the obligation to pay
the debts of the republic.
I called attention to the fact that the
United States did actually assume and pay
the prestatehood debt of every other State
as it entered the Union. Under these circumstances, there is no basis for the claim that
Texas entered the Union "on an equal footing-.' with other States (a phrase withdrawn
from the opinion of the Supreme Court, but
still used by the President in spite of the
fact that these words do not appear in the
terms submitted to and accepted by the
people of Texas when they consented to
annexation).
I sought to emphasize the fact that the
great, the rich, and the powerful Government
of the United States can ill afford to place
its observance of treaty obligations on the
low level of Kaiser Wilhelm's scrap of paper.
If the United States of the twentieth century is to command the respect and the
cooperation of the small nations of the world,
it mus.t carry out the contractual obligations of the United States of the nineteenth
century-even when they were made with
weak neighbors and even when time (and
oil) has proven that the Yankee traders of
1845, who insisted that Texas keep her lands
and pay her debts, were not as shrewd as
they thought they were.
It was my further r- urpose to expose the
despicable character of the effort to remove
iihe curse of broken contracts by dedicating
a portion of the proceeds of the ill-gotten
gains to a worthy cause. The proposal to
endow a program of Federal Aid to Education
by the use of property which belongs to the
school children of Texas, or to the general
taxpayers of California, is no different in
principle from the practice of highwaymen,
aggressor nations, and common gamblers
since the beginning of time to salve their
conscience by giving a part of their take to
some worthy cause.
Proponents of the submerged lands grab
have repeatedly tried to smear our insistence
on the sanctity of treaty obligations by referring to it as the work of what they call
the oil lobby. Regardless of whether these
lands are owned by the States or by the
Federal Government, development must be
by operating oil companies. The only selfish financial interest of any oil company
is to lease the land as cheaply as possible,
whether it be from the State or the Federal
Government. The record is that the State of
Texas has leased its lands for an average of
anout $20 per acre on competitive bids. At
the same time, the Federal Government was
leasing oil lands for 25 cents per acre.
Actually, the .only oil lobby which has a
selfish interest in this context consists of
those claim-jumpers who have sought to locate claims and Government "script" on the
already de..,eloped oil fields, particularly off
the California -coast. This assortment of
vermin stands to reap billions where they
have not sowed. They are the oil lobby
which should excite the President's fears, yet
many of them have turned up with close
connections with the crusaders who are so
anxious to forget that Texas actually paid
$13,000,000 of debts because the United
States did not then want these lands.
Nor can the humblest home owner assume
he is not ,affected, no matter how far he is
from the sea coast. In his veto message,

the President said he would not take lake
and river beds. He said this principle of
paramount rights will not be extended to individually owned property-the homes and
farms of our people. Of course, he gave
Texas the same soothing sirup just before
the election 4 years ago, but today he repudiates the Texas Treaty, and the Federal Government is presently suing to take the inland
water rights of the farmers of the Santa
Margarita Valley under the same claim of
paramount rights.
The time is now here when the Congress
and the people of all America should repudiate this arbitrary theory of paramount rights,
and insist on the simple and honest performance of our country's pledged obligations.
Sincerely yours,
w. R.POAGE,
Congressman.

Senator Wiley's Growth
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THEODORE FRANCIS GREEN
OF RHODE n;LAND

IN THE SENATE O"F THE UNITED STATES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, I tried
unsuccessfully yesterday for a moment
or two to obtain unanimous consent to
have something printed in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD. It is an editorial entitled "Senator WILEY's Growth," an
editorial in honor of one of the most
distinguished Members with whom we
are privileged to sit in this Chamber.
From time to time in the . past, both
here and el~ewhere, I have sung paeans
of praise in his honor, and I feel justified
in them now, because the leading newspaper in my own State, or at least the
newspaper with the largest circulation,
has come out with an editorial in his
praise, joining the chorus which I raised.
The gentleman to whom I refer I have
known well. He has been my colleague
here on the fioor, and a comember of
the Committee on Foreign Relations. He
has proved a delightful companion on
the many errands upon which Uncle
Sam has sent us abroad. He is a good
friend. I desire to place in the RECORD
this leading editorial in the Providence
Journal of June 9, which praises him as
a far-seeing, progressive, and able
statesman-the senior Senator from
Wisconsin [Mr. WILEY].
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SENATOR WILEY'S GROWTH
Senator ALEXANDER WILEY, of Wisconsin,
is the ranking Republican member of the
Foreign Relations Committee and if that
party wins the Presidency and is able to organize the Senate, he will be one of the influential voices in the world.
What this small-town banker, businessman, lawyer, and dairy-farm operator of
Chippewa Falls thinks on international
problems and what his general attitude is
toward the relationship of the United States
to the world beyond the water's edge become
of increasing importance.
In a talk before the Senate taking issue
with the nee-Nationalists who would concentrate American military strength in
devastating air power, Senator WILEY showed
a depth of understanding of Europe's position that will help offset Russia's propa•

ganda exp~oitatio:ri of the ' reckless talk o'f
the air-minded Americans.
What do our European associates, now
including West Germany, think of the emphasis on air power? They conclude that
we do not plan to hold on the Elbe and
that our strategy contemplates a sanctuary
of security behind the Pyrenees, from which,
in case of war, we will attack with air power.
But whose cities are to be bombed? What
countries are to bear the force of this attack? Ours, they say; we shall be caught
between the might of two great nations, one
trans-Atlantic, the other removed from the
centers of historic European civilization.
This is hardly a way Senator WILEY believes,
to win friends and influence people.
He thus stresses a point that has not been
extensively developed in the United States
and that the air-minded people have evaded.
It is the point upon which European neutralism bases its major case. Europe wants a
joint and strong defense; it prays to be
spared another liberation.
There is in Senator WILEY's talk an imaginative grasp of popular European thinking
and a psychological penetration that commend his insight. Moreover, he is sincerely
committed to a bipartisan management of
foreign relations that holds out high hopes
for the future, in a continuation of the attitude of Senator Vandenberg that was so
decisive in a tense moment of our history.
The United States has been unusually
fortunate in the past that men from the several sections, frequently with training,
mostly in practical politics and winning
elections, have grown into statesmanship
under the pressure of events and have come
through with good and sound instincts.
Senator WILEY is shaping up as that sort of
man.

Publ!c Housing Program in Los Angeles,

Calif.
REMARKS
OF

HON. NORRIS POULSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. POULSON. Mr. Speaker, I am introducing today a House concurrent
resolution which has as its object the
rEquest by the Congress to the Public
Housing Administrator that he abandon
the pending 10,000-.unit federally assisted
public-housing program in Los Angeles,
Calif.
In order that there be no misunderstanding as to the purpose of this resolution, I am submitting herein a chronological resume of what actually occurred
in Los Angeles and why the voters of
that great city voted 3 to 2 in favor of
abandoning this public-housing program.
On June 2, 1938, the City Council of
Los Angeles declared the need for a housing authority to function in the city and
shortly thereafter the housing authority
of the city of Los Angeles came into existence.
On August 8, 1949, following the enactment of the Housing Act of 19 ~9. the
city council applied to the Public Housing Administration for a preliminary
loan to make plans and surveys for a
public-housing
project.
10,000-unit
Without waiting for the results of any
such plans or surveys, and at the insist-
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ence of the Public Housing Administra·
tion that such be done immediately, the
city council on the following day, August
9, 1949, executed a cooperation agree·
ment with the Housing Authority,
On August 17, 1949, a program reser·
vation was issued from Washington cov·
ering the 10,000 units.
On October 27, 1950, and again on November 7, 1950, the city council and the
.Housi~g Authority signed annual contribution contracts providing for loans.
not in excess of $44,694,800 to assist in
the development of this project. Advances to the Housing Authority under
these instruments to date aggregate approximately $12,000,000 evidenced by
short-term notes with annual interest at
1.19 percent, sold in the market and held
by local banks.
In November of 1950, the voters of the
State of California approved overwhelmingly proposition 10 which provided a
public referendum and approval by a
majority of the voters before a public
housing agreement could be executed by
a Housing Authority and a local governing body. Although proposition 10 did
not affect the Los Angeles agreement, it
nevertheless focused attention on the
unpopularity of public housing. More
and more the people were becoming
aware of the implications of public housing; that is, the effe~t on local taxes by
withdrawing of the property involved
from the tax rolls; the municipal services
that would be involved and the fact that
most of the cost of these would have to
be borne by property owners and taxpayers other than public-housing tenants; the concern of the people that the
Housing Authority, by becoming the
'dominant landlord of the community,
would wield an impressive political bloc
of tenants part of whose rents would be
paid by the taxpayer but whose allegiance would be directed to the Authority.
On December 3, 1951, the city council,
heeding the growing tide of resentment
and opposition to public housing adopted
a motion requesting the Housing Authority to desist from taking any further
action with respect to the 10,000 unit
public housing program pending a further study, and requested advice from
city attorney as to what legal steps
should be taken to stop the public housing program until it could be submitted
to the electors of the city.
1
The city council was prompted to a
great extent in taking this action by the
encouraging statement made in the Senate by Chairman BURNETT R. MA YBANK,
Democrat, of South Carolina, on the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, on
August 16, 1951. Addressing himself to
the program faced by Los Angeles and
other communities desiring to cancel
previously entered into public housing
agreements, Senator MAYBANK said:
If a community desires, through its governing body, to vote not to have housing
projects, it may do so; provided further, that
they m ay, if they wish • • • and I desire to make this perfectly clear, so that
there will be no misunderstanding • • •
cancel a contract which has been made for
public housing. But, of course, they will be
responsible for any money which the Government has put into the project ( CoNGRES•
SIONAL RECORD, VOl. 97, pt. 8, p, 10105) •

On December 26, 1951, the city council
adopted a resolution evidencing a purpose to abandon the undertaking, development, and administration of the
10,000-unit public housing program, to
abrogate and cancel the cooperation
agreement of August 9, 1949, and tore·
scind all action taken thereunder.
On January 17, 1952, the city council
adopted a·resolution submitting to a vote
of the people at the election to be held on
June 3, 1952, the question whether the
10,000-unit housing program, previously
rescinded by the council, should be reinstated.
Subsequently the housing authority of
the city of Los Angeles brought proceedings in Mandamus to compel the city of
Los Angeles to perform specified acts
contemplated by the cooperation agreement of August 9, 1949. On April 30,
1952, the California Supreme Court ruled
that the city of Los Angeles had no right
to abrogate its agreement with the housing authority notwithstanding the city's
willingness to respond to damages for
the breach of contract, which damages
were easily ascertainable representing
the money advanced by the Federal Government pursuant to the contract less
the value of the land already acquired
for the project. In so ruling the court
failed to take into consideration the
above-quoted statement of Senator MAYBANK which was certainly expressive of
the intent of Congress that a city had
the right to cancel its contract for public housing.
However, amidst all this legal and administrative discussion and argument,
there was one witness not heard from as
yet. That witness was the voice of the
sovereign citizens of Los Angeles. With
the full knowledge that cancellation of
the public housing project might involve
the city with a debt that would have to
be paid by these same citizens, never ..
theless on June 3, 1952, these citizens
went to the polls and voted 3 to 2-a
majority of approximately 130,000-in
favor of cancellation of the public
housing project.
Surely, under our democratic system
of government, the will of the voters of
a community to reject Federal assistance
for a housing problem, which by its
very nature is a local problem, must not
go unheeded. We are today appropriating billions of dollars in excess of anticipated revenue. The people of Los
Angeles would spare the Federal Government 40 years of subsidies to tenants;
and would spare our troubled economy
the results of another issue of tax exempt public housing bonds attracting
money that would otherwise find its way
into regular mortgage market channels.
The House concurrent resolution I am
introducing today would do little more
than express the sense and purpose of
the Congress that the people of Los Angeles, having spoken so decisively at the
polls, deserve the opportunity to get out
from under a burdensome agreement
with its housing authority, at the same
time repaying costs to the Federal Gov ..
ernment. I speak for the hundreds of
thousands of citizens of Los Angeles
when I urge speedy and favorable ac-.
tion on this resolution.

Mr. PHILI.JPS. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. POULSON. I yield.
Mr. PHILLIPS.• The strangest part
of it is that when they appeared before
our subcommittee the representatives of
the Housing Authority said that they
had no intent in the Washington office ·
of trying to force the Los Angeles people
to continue a contract that they did not
want and that they were willing to reimburse the Government on. Now they
contend that the local agency is the one
that is doing all this enforcement, with
which I disagree and I think the gentleman does too.
Mr. POULSON. The city council by
a majority voted it down, so did the
people of the county. These bureaus
come up here and always have two
stories, one which they give to the Congress and one which they give out to the
public.

Margaret Galassi, Heroine
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PETER F. MACK, JR.
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. MACK of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, it
Js with a great amount of pride that I
call to the attention of this body the fact
that one of my young constituents has
been honored by being a warded one of
the first three Young American medals
for bravery, an award created by the
Congress only a year ago.
In honoring Miss Margaret Galassi, of
Springfield, Ill., for her heroism, the Naa
tion is also honoring her parents, her
teachers, and her community, for all of
them have had a part in building her
character. So long as there are young
citizens like Miss Galassi, I feel that we
may safely lool~ to the future of our
country.
Under leave to extend my remarks, I
should like to include here an editorial
from the Illinois State Journal of June
4, which expresses the high regard of her
community for her action and I should
like to add my complete endorsement of
the sentiments expressed:
MARGARET GALASSI, HEROINE
"Heroism is the brilliant triumph of the
soul over the flesh-that is to say, over fear;
fear of suffering, of sickness, and of death"
(Henry Frederic Amiel).
Miss Margaret Galassi, 17, like many other
girls of her age, was working out as a baby
sitter during the week ends and vacations
to earn money for school. She was a student at Sacred Heart Academy. When she
received a call to stay with the seven children
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pitt, of Buffalo, on
the night of November 4 last year, she aca
cepted the responsibility without forea
thought of what it entailed. But she was
to find out.
A few hours after she had arrived at the
Pitt home she thought she smelled smoke
in the house. Investigation confirmed her
fears and hardly before she could get the
children rounded up the house was enveloped
in smoke and flame. Six of the children were
led out of the house, but in the excitemen1>
the 14-month-old Pitt baby was torgotte~,
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1n her crib. Joyce Pitt, 12, tllou_ght of her
sister and ran into the building, but when
she failed to return Margaret entered the
flaming building and brought both Joyce and
the baby out to safety. •
Such is the stuff of heroism. To Margaret
1t was merely duty, but performance of duty
sometimes goes beyond the limite of 1ntegri ty, and in this case Margaret Galassi risked
her life to save that of others. As a result
of this act of heroism. she has been named
to receive an unusual and highly significant honor-the Young American Medal for
bravery. She and three other young Americans will receive the medals at a special
ce::emony soon-the first three ever to be so
honored since the awards were created by
Congress only a year ago. The President
himself will present the medals to the youths.
Springfield shares the honor Miss Galassi has
so well earned.

To Meet Communism, End Poverty
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, in all the
discussions of our etrorts to contain communism, or to develop sufficient military
strength overseas and at home to repel
it under attack, the one big problem is
often obscured. This spring, dozens of
reports out of Europe make it evident
that the answer to communism will not
be found at the ideological table but "3.t
the market place. If conditions in Europe and Asia and Afl:ica can be altered
sufficiently favorably so that the average man can provide food, clothing, and
shelter for his family out of his income,
the threat of Soviet. subversion, aggression, or conversion will be allayed.
This must be the goal of every form
of economic aid planned by our Government. More than anything else.. more
than guns, ammunition, and military assistance which must be provided, too, as
the earnest of our determination to meet
any force with more powerful force, the
provision of aid which will enable our
allies to raise their standards of life will
prove the decisive factor in the long run.
Toohnical assistance, economic aid in
the form of machinery which will make
for greater productivity, are the clues to
the future. They will prove cheaper and
far more profitable to all of tnose concerned with the preservation of western
civilization than the endless outlay of
funds for weapons destined to become
obsolescent.

New Republican Movement in
Louisiana-Part 1

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH D. SCOTT, JR.
OF PENNSYLVAN:!A

lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. HUGH D. SCOTT, JR.. Mr.
Speaker, the fight for a Republican Party

in Louisiana has gone on for a long time.
The neophytes are just getting their feet
wet; others have courageously battled
for over 20 years. National Committeeman John E. Jackson has permitted none
to join the official ranks of the partyhis party-unless they weFe carefully
screened against independence of mind
and devotion to building a party,
Over the years. many thousands of
Louisianans have shown an interest · in
a two-party system but were given the
brush-off or the silent treatment. People who eagerly contacted Jackson were
not even advised to register as Republicans.
Candidates were advised not to run because it was hopeless; money was collected only to send North. Between
Presidential elections the party was dead.
It showed signs of life every 4 years, and
then only to put up the semblance of a
campaign. It was indeed obvious that
the Republican Party of Louisiana was
personal property, belonging to one man,
and outsiders were not invited.
The party machinery was filled with
hand-picked, do-nothing cronies, or,
just as often, party offices were left
vacant. Where could the sincere Republican go if he were interested in
local party development?
There were three organizations, the
Republican Club. the Women's Republican Club, and the Young Republican
Federation. These groups had no official standing in the Louisiana party
although the latter two are affiliated
with well-known national organizati-ons.
Those who were determined to expand
the party resolved 4 y.ears ago to use
the three clubs as springboards of activity. It was necessary to win over the
Young Republiimns. That was easy to
do. Its ghost was resurrected once
every 4 years, and for purposes of window dressing. But there were many
younger men and women of the community reared exclusively under Democratic administrations who wished an
aggressive Republican Party. They were
glad to come along.
The Republican Club and the women's
group maintained offices during the 4
years, keeping the rooms open with paid
or volunteer workers. All Republicans
were encourag-ed to hold their meetings
there. The enterprising women wrote a
New Orleans cookbook which sold widelY
over the Nation, and which provided
revenues for operation.
Thus, an
aroused and ardent group of men,
women, and young people, calling themselves Republicans, set about to build
a party.
ONE-MAN PARTY

Besides a few family members and a
few personal friends, the national committeeman regards the rank and file of
L<>uisiana Republicans in the class of
hangers-on. They are not entitled, in
his judgment, to the dignity of full party
membership.
When out-of-State Republican leaders
come to town, Jackson is careful not to
have them meet Republican voters.
They are kept under heavy wraps, but
are generally escorted to meet Democratic leaders of the community. He
builds up his own prestige but not that
of the party.

Every 4 years the rumor is started that
Mr. Jackson is to be placed in the President's Cabinet. A publicity man started
the rumor four campaigns ago, and it
has persisted.
No caucuses or ward organizations
meet to make cooperative plans. In
short, there is no party organization
worthy of the name. Ukases and dil·ectives issue from Jackson's law offices in
the Canal Building. The party is carried around in the pocketJ>f one man.
The statement of a Jackson hopeful
typifies the attitude:
Jackson doesn't go hat 1n hand to Washington. He arrives. He gets a room and a
sitting room at the Mayflower, lays out a big
basket of fruit, whisky, hospitality, for the
press boys, the politicians.
They come to him, not him to them. He
phones the Hill-"I'm in town"--everybody
wants the opinion of Jackson, so they come.
(Quoted in New Orleans Item, April 29, 1952.)

Jackson contends his Republican Party
is the real party; all others are imposters
despite their numerical superiority. He
calls his group the Regular Republican
Party.
,
The new Republican leadership is
often chided. "Why don't you join tbe
party?'' Apparently there is something
illegitimate about any Louisiana Republican who does not receive the accolade
from the national committeeman.
RUNNING CANDIDATES

Occasionally, Jackson did qualify candidates, but they withdrew before the
people could vote for them. He urged
Republicans ·to refrain from running for
State and local omces. We quote a statement made before the State central committee:
There is Uttle chance of any Republican
being elected 1n Louisiana. (Times-Picayune, September 8, 1947.)

One year later, one Republican had
the audacity to offer himself for the
United States Senate, and polled 25 percent of 408,667 votes cast. At the same
time a Republican candidate for Congress received 33.4 percent of the Third
District vote. In the first instance the
Jackson organizatiun gave little or no
support, either financial or political. In
the second case, John E. Jackson himself took the trouble to go to the Third
Congressional District in order to personally excoriate and repudiate this
candidate, who is an outstanding, successful citizen. No wonder political scientist Alexander Heard, in A Two-Party
South?, 1952, speculates what might
happen if the Louisiana Republicans seriously contested every local election.
Harrison Bagwell, Baton Rouge attorney, recently ran for Governor on the
Republican ticket. What does Mr. Bagwell say about the cooperation he received?
The position assumed by John Jackson
with regard to an ~n1arged Republican
Party in this State is both indefensible as
to party principles and traitorous insofar
as the political needs of the State are concerned. His unwavering hostility to any plan
not conceived and sanctioned by him, of
course, precluded cooperation with him by
any self-respecting person, though at the
outset I did attempt to meet hlm halfwa~.
·Mr~ Bagwell's candidacy was met with
nonsupport .and outright hostility..
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Why does Mr. Jackson have this aversion to running Republicans for public
office? The answer is simple, if one is
able to think along his lines. The candidate, if popular, might turn the spotlight away from Mr. Jackson, and, of
course, Mr. Jackson must remain supreme. What a tragedy it would be to
the one-man party if a Republican candidate in Louisiana were ever elected.
The primary is the heart of any functioning party. Professor Key asserts
that if the Republicans want a southern
party they must run candidates in pri·
maries:
A complacent leadership skilled and secure in con vention management, could be
challenged in the primaries. A political
show in the Republican primary would attract t h e attention of politically alert citizens a t a time when they are politically
alerted, the period of the Democratic primary.
A prim ary contest now and then might get
Repu blican politicians into the habit of
regarding politics as a calling concerned with
the solicitation of votes (p. 442).

The new Republican leadership is
planning to run candidates for Congress
this fall. Chances for local Republican
successes are good this year, especially in
the Second District-constituting, in the
main, the uptown wards of New Orleans.
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STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEE

Mr. HUGH D. SCOTT, JR. Mr.
Speaker, National Committeeman Jackson still retains control of the State central committee through his postoffice
crowd. These persons held postmasterships in their communities at the time
the Republicans went out of office in
1933. Many of them are getting quite
old, and their ranks are thinning. However, at the Republican State central
committee meeting in January 1952, the
secretary was still calling out the name
of one man who had been dead for 2

~rears.

One woman was a member of the State
central committee for years and did not
know it--thirteenth ward, Orleans Parish. She said that occasionally a man
would drive by and have her sign her
name at the bottom of a paper-proxy.
That was all she knew.
Perhaps other members of the committee are equally in the dark, or else
they are not interested in party affairs.
Frequently as few as four members have
attended important meetings of the
committee, that is, the meeting of 1947.
At the meeting which declared the January 15, 1952, primary null and void,
there was a total of 13 persons present,
an unusually large number for a State
central committee meeting. Twenty.
• nine were represented by proxies, most
of them lleld by Mr. Jackson.
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There is a potential membership of
100 on the State central committee but
only 53 seats are filled. No attempt is
made to fill vacancies; otherwise the
committee might get out of hand. Jackson likes it the way it is. There are at
present 47 vacancies. With an armful
of proxies, Mr. Jackson can go into a
closet, lock the door, call the meeting to
order, appoint himself or one of his
henchmen to the credentials committee,
make resolutions and nominations, vote,
and adjourn. Mr. Jackson's party is, in
reality, a very exclusive club, and the
main prerequisite for joining is inactivity.
Professor Key generalizes for the
southern Republican leaders, but amen
can be said to these remarks:

Even the major candidates for theRepublican nomination really have no dif·
ference of opinions or issues, accord.ing
to Mr. Harris: They, too, are in on the
deal.

The form8J organization of most southern
Republican Parties is a paper affair. State
leaders will brandish a list of county chairmen and State committee members but then
readily concede that only a few of them are
active (p. 294).

The big figures always have too much in
common to fight-they go through the motions.
In the show-down, they "wheel and deal."
(Quoted in the New Orleans Item, May 2,
1952.)

The State central committee has made
no effort to foster the setting up of
parish committees. At the committee
meeting of March 14, 1952, five parishes
reported they had set up organized parish committees, and asked that their
elected State central committeemen be
recognized. They were David Burnett,
of Jefferson; R. R. Stone and Charles J.
Ernst, of Calcasieu; R. E. Abell, of Jefferson Davis; W. H. Clark, of Beauregard; and Mrs. J. W. Gidlow, of Allen- .
reported in New Orleans Times-Picayune, March 15, 1952.
Chairman James rejected their memberships, but took their credentials. He
said that a legal committee would study
their eligibility, but, of course, nothing
further was heard.

To these people, there are never any
genuine issues or points of view. Everyone deals from under the table. Everything is stacked in advance. To them,
the Republican Party is not a serious
movement to be built up, but a commodity to be bartered and sold. EXpedi·
ency is the only consideration.

HOLDING MEETINGS IN OBSCURE PLACES

Part of the Jackson policy of discouragement is to hold official meetings
at obscure or hard-to-find places. The
population of the First and Second Congressional Districts is largely concentrated in New Orleans, but the First
District meetings were regularly held in
the remote town of Pointe-a-la-Hache,
and at the little-known settlement of
Edgard, La., for the Second District.
A Jackson stalwart lives in St. Charles
Parish, and this year his mass meeting
took place in his fishing camp, in back of
a plantation, at 11 o'clock in the night.
Henchman Brittmar P. Landry holds
a master's degree in hiding public meetings. He usually gives the address of a
spacious building or home, but no onei. e., the opposition-can find in which
room or apartment the meeting is being
held. "Up in Brittmar's bathroom" has
become a stock phrase, a humorous, .but
tragic, depiction of Old Cuard practices.
Recently he announced that he might
hold a meeting of the first district at
Pilottown. This is a little town on piling, at the mouth of the Mississippi
River, accessible only by boat or helicopter. When reporters pinned him
down he flushed and said he was only
kidding.
Another dodge used by the Jackson
professionals includes the mailing of
notices to meetings to arrive 1 day late.
Packing the meeting with Democrats is
run-of-the-mill stuff.

THE DEAL

The Jackson minority has never worried about the wishes of the people because they are in on the deal. Listen to
Van Buren Harris, executive director of
the Old Guard, sizing up the way the
credentials committee in a Republican
national convention works:
Do you think that a credentials committee
at a convention examines these disputes?
"Okay, buddy, tell your story. That's all.
Okay, thank you; next case." That's what
wisdom will get at the convention. (Quoted
from the New Orleans Item, April 29, 1952.)

WHY THE PARTY IS KEPT SMALL

· The pocket-sized parties of the South
are notoriously known as patronage
agencies. In the event of a Republican
victory, they will be entitled to Federal
jobs in exchange for their part in the
convention. For that reason, it is better not to have too many to reward.
The fewer around when the pie is cut,
the larger slice each patronage seeker
will get.
It is difficult to explain to people in
other sections of the country why the
palace or bureaucratic politicians of the
South strive to keep their parties in capsule size.
Should the party grow, it might get
away from the personal control of the
one man. Especially is this the objection to running candidates for public
office. If a Republican candidate should
be elected, he would sqddenly loom into
importance and overshadow the boss.
PARTY COMES TO LIFE EVERY 4 YEARS

The national committeewoman of Louisiana, Mrs. Julia Grimmet Fortson,
rivals the national committeeman in
lack of party achievement. Mrs. Fortson
is not a member of the Women's Republican Federation and has never shown
even the most rudimentary interest in
Republican activity. Once, when asked
for advice and assistance by a group of
Republican women, she replied that she
was not interested in politics. She went
on to say that she did have strong outside interests, but that politics was not
one of them. Mrs. Fortson has not attended a meeting of the national committee in many, many years. She is a
lively lady and a woman of charactzr
and standing in her community; but no
one at national headquarters can honestly testify whether she is dead or alive.
They have .not seen her or heard from
her. Where Mrs. Fortson is concerned,
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Judge Judson Grimmet, Shrev port Republican leader, is not without a sense
of humor. At the Louisiana State convention in Alexandria he was said to
have announced that he had the unique
distinction of being the only national
committeewoman who was a man.
It is ironic that John E. Jackson, with
his long do-nothing record, should have
been appointed leader of a committee to
establish a "forceful and effective Republican Party" in the South-reported
in New Orleans Times~Picayune, December 8, 1951. What he did to justify this
appointment no one has been able to
find out. Only one known meeting followed this appointment when he returned from Washington, and that was
held in a funeral parlor, with a dozen
select people present.
REASON FOR PRIMARY

Many Republicans were looking forward to the primary election on January
15, 1952, when they could offer candidates
and put the issue of an expanded party
up to the people. However, they had
little idea of what was in'store for them.
The Jackson faction was extremely resourceful and ingenious in pulling tricks
to a void this election.
Fortunately, Louisiana has a compulsory primary law. Every 4 years State
and party officials must. submit to an
election. In following the law, the Republican State central committee on
October 2, 1951, was obliged to issue a call
for a primary to be held on Janu~ry 15,
1952.
On October 22, 1951, the committee certified to the Secretary of State the names
of opposing candidates--for parish committee and State central committee
within Orleans Parish-together with
· the names of those who had no opposition.
At this point it must be stated that the
reason for the scarcity of candidates for
party offices, especially in the country
parishes, is due to the 5-year law. To
run for the parish or State central committee in Louisiana a candidate must be
affiliated with his party for five consecutive years prior to his filing. This law
has no effect on the Democratic Party
since they do not suffer from any lack of
candidates. But the 5-year ruling does
have a disastrous effect on a growing
Republican Party. New Reublicans, including those who have been Republi·
cans all their lives in other States, must
wait 5 years before they can take an active role in party affairs. One can see
the fine hand of John E. Jackson in
sponsoring this law which was passed by
the State legislature in 1940.
The new Republican leadership is today endeavoring to have this law
amended or repealed. We are hopeful
of cooperation from the new governor
and members of the legislature.
CANDIDATES DISQUALIFIED (PRIMARY)

Harrison Bagwell, prominent Baton
Rouge attorney, offered himself as candidate for governor. Two members of
the Women's Republican Club, Mrs. Violet B. Allen and Mrs. Mary Veith, qualified as candidates for lieutenant governor. Apparently, no objection could be
found to their candidacies, and they
were qualified.

The situation was not quite the same
in Orleans Parish. When candidates for
the State senate and representatives
tried to qualify with tbe parish committee, they were vetoed on fiimsy grounds.
Most of the applications were thrown
out because they did not contain a written oath that the $5 fee put up by the applicant was really his own. Mrs. John
Minor Wisdom, who has a large personal
following in her district, and who had a
real chance to be elected, was disqualified because she had not stipulated that
the $5 was really hers.
_
Other applications were turned down
because they were dated at the top instead of both the top and the bottom.
The Jackson controlled Orleans Parish
committee wanted no candidates, and
went to extreme lengths to throw applicants out.
RUSES TO AVOm ELECTION

Now the Jackson-dominated parish
committee made its first move to stop
the election. The secretary of state
asked the chairman of the parish committee to furnish him with information
necessary for the printing of ballots.
The chairman refused to supply the information. For a while, it looked as
though the dodge would succeed. The
secretary of state announced there
would be no election.
Referring to the refusal of the Orleans
Parish committee to supply necessary
data to hold the primary, Harrison Bagwell, Republican candidate for Governor,
said:
The abortive attempt on the part of certain New Orleans stooges of John E. Jackson

to prevent a Republican primary election by
their failure to cooperate and supply certain
requested information to the seeretary of
state reveals all too clearly their desire to
keep the party small for personal reasons
and a complete lack of interest in a stfong
Republican Party of Louisiana. (Reported
in New Orleans Times-Picayune, November
24, 1952.)

Nothing amiss could be found in the
applications for parish committee-except the tenth ward-and the State
central committee.
A group of new Republicans motored
to Baton Rouge and urged the secretary
of state to see that we not be robbed of
our franchise privilege. The secretary
of state, a fine public servant, then ordered the election to proceed, and obtained the necessary data directly from
the registrar of voters in New Orleans.
That round was won, but the Jackson
faction soon let loose with another trick.
The chairman of the parish committee mailed an official-looking letter to
all those Republicans who had submitted
their names to be drawn as commissioners. Quoting from the document:

This letter, signed by Allen Cambre,
parish committee chairman, stating the
lack of party funds, was irrelevant and
deliberately misleading, but it was circulated to discourage those persons who
could not afford to lose a day's wages. It
spread the pall of defeat and discouragement by announcing that the party was
broke, and could not afford any sort of
election.
When it became evident that the primary would be held, Jackson et al., notwithstanding, various kinds of last-minute tricks were pulled. For example, the
morning before the election our headquarters was swamped with phone calls
by anxious voters. They had been telephoned by unknown persons the night
before saying that the election had been
called off and not to go to the polls.
On the Sunday morning prior to the
Tuesday election, in a broadcast addressed to Negro voters, the Old Guard
told their audiences over the air that we,
the opposition, were affiliated with the
Ku Klux Klan. At the same time the
Negro's mind was being poisoned against
us, the opposite was the approach used
on white voters. They were told that
the new Republicans were "nigger-lovers," interested only in sponsoring the
Negro. Two days before election, Negro
voters of the twelfth ward-Jackson's
home ward-were offered money by goon
gangs to stay away from the polls on
election day.
The election was finally held, and the
results were disastrous to the Jackson
faction. The new leadership won 11 of
the 12 contested seats on the State central committee, and 15 of the 20 parish
committeemen-with 2 of the seats resulting in a tie. We had won complete
control of the Orleans Parish Republican
executive committee, and we had driven
a wedge into the State central committee. Even a wedge was too much for
the national committeeman. His fragile
party could not withstand any free
voices.
The State central committee met 15
days after the primary-11 days after
the day set by law for promulgating returns. Jackson's henchman, Brittmar
P. Landry, read a resolution declaring
the entire election null and void. The
committee adjourned without promulgating the results. Newly elected committeemen were declared out of order
when they attempted to speak from the
fioor.
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At the drawing the question of the com-

pensation will be discussed in view of the

fact that the Republican Party doe$ not
have the necessary funds with which to
finance the primary.

The Louisiana election law specifically
provides that the expense of printing
ballots and the furnishing of election
supplies for all primary elections are
borne by the State, and payment of the
commissioners is borne by the municipality-Revised statutes. title 18. section
314.
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REASONS

FOB

NULLIFYING

ELECTION

Mr. HUGH D. SCOTT, JR. Mr.
Speaker, the resolution set aside the
election on two grounds. First, that a
Pl'imary was held only in Orleans Parish, •
discriminat9ry against the other 63 par-
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!shes; and second, that five commissioners did not serve in each precinct
whe:re there was a registered Republican.
It was a strange sight to see the committee shedding crocodile tears over the
lack of election opportunities in the
oth~r parishes of the State. N. B. James,
chairman of the committee, testified under oath that in his 20 years on the
committee he never attempted to organize a. parish committee; and further, that
he d1d not know of any effort to organize
parish committees anywhere in the
State.
.
We may digress for a moment to explain that under Louisiana law a parish
committee must be organized in the parish to supervise elections and qualify
candidates. Otherwise, the party is not
able ~o hold primaries. When parish
committees were actually organized in
five parishes, their elected representatives were thrown out by the State central committee. Not only did Jackson
refuse to organize parish committees
but he objected to anyone else doing so~
This reason for annulling the primary
was poor because every parish has the
right to organize its own parish committee, and the State central committee
possesses broad appointive powers and
could have appointed temporary chairmen to call parish organization meetings.
In meeting the second objection, namely that five Republican commissioners
did not serve in every precinct the committee knew well in advanc~ of calling the election that it was a physical
impossibility to find five commissioners
for every polling place.
T~e qu~ta of five commissioners per
pollmg place was written into the law by
a Democratic Party which does not suffer
from shortage of help at the polls. It is
not clear whether the five-commissioner law sets a maximum or minimum.
Moreover, the new Republican leadership
put five commissioners in those precincts
where the Republican voters were heav1ly concentrated. In every contested
ward there were precincts with five registered Republicans, and most of the vote
was cast in those precincts.
Where there were precincts with only a
few registered Republicans those who
wished to vote were able t~ do so provided they swore themselves in as commissioners. Every vote was counted regardless of 'the number of commissioners.
DECISION

~N

FAVOR OF NEW REPUBLICAN
LEADERSHIP

Judge G. Caldwell Herget, of the
Nineteenth Judicial District Court
listened carefully to all arguments and
ruled "that the committee was, and is
unaer a ministerial duty to promulgat~
the returns and the committee was without right to inquire into the legality of
the election." It was a free expression
of the people for their preferred officials.
When the Louisiana Court of Appeals
upheld JuC:ge Herget's decision Judge
Hugo Dore remarked of John E. Jackson
"He got beat and r.ow he's sore"-Ne,;
Orleans Times-Picayune, March 1, 1952.
There had been a charge of fraud.
The vote was close to 100 percent in
many precincts. The will of the electorate had been accomplished. Jackson's ruse was evident and the court
XCVIII-App.--229

ordered the committee to seat the elected members.
BOTH SIDES PARTICIPATED

The very persons who called the election null and void participated in the
election as candidates and as commissioners. Mr. Jackson, himself, was a
candidate and a commissioner. He was
elected to the State central committee
and defeated for the parish committee.
Before the Jackson minority decided
that the election was null and void, four
Old Guard attorneys filed suit in civil
district court on behalf of Mr. Jackson
against the two candidates who had de~eated h~ for membership on the parIsh committee. The petition stated that
he "submitted to the will of the voters,"
that the vote must have been fraudulent,
or that the machines had failed to operate correctly. He declared that while he
received a large vote for the State central committee, he had received none
for the parish committee.
Mr. Jackson did not know that under
the law two votes must be cast for the
parish committee, and when it was explained that a voter could not ''single
shot," the suit was hurriedly withdrawn.
Several days later Mr. Jackson wanted
the entire election thrown out. It was
odd to find the national committeeman
completely unacquainted with the voting laws of his State. Such innocence
must have resulted from his unfamiliarity with Louisiana elections.
ELECTION mREGULARITIES

There were two election irregularities
worthy of note. In ward 12, precinct
18, where Mr. Jackson himself served
as commissioner, the tally sheet; signed
by Mr. Jackson, showed two votes for
him for parish committee. Photographs
of _the machine show none for Jackson.
Evidently Mr. Jackson felt that the machine was wrong, and tallied what he
thought it should be. In the fifteenth
precinct of the same ward, the tally
sheets .showed votes for Jackson for the
parish committee, although the machine
showed none. Photographs of machines
and photostats of tallies are on file in
the New Orleans distriet attorney's
office.
MASS MEETINGS

Louisiana is a convention State. Ward
and parish mass meetings are held in
which qualified voters who are afiili~ted
with the Republican Party may participate. Delegates are elected to district
and State conventions, wher.e, in turn,
delegates to the national convention are
chosen.
The State central committeeman from
each ward or parish is designated as temporary chairman by the district chairman. Where there is no committeeman
the district chairman appoints someone
to a~vertise and open the mass meeting,
The Importance of winning State central
committee seats is apparent. It gave
the new Republicans the chance to hold
the mass meetings with the strictest legal
propriety.
Advertisements were inserted in daily
newsl?apers 10 days in advance giving
the ti~e and location of the meetings.
Accessible places were selected where all
registered Republicans could conveniently gather.
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It was expected that the national committeeman would set up contested delegations wherever he l<:st the mass meeting. New Republicans knew that he
~ould seize upon the ·slightest irregularIty as an excuse to call his own meetings.
Because the new Republicans held meetings in the strictest legal fashion. Mr.
~~ckson could only yowl about irregularIties based upon :flimsy or artificial
grounds.
The following precautions were taken·
Fi_rst. Lists of registered Republica~
certified by the registrar of voters were
obtained after 4 p.m. on the date of the
meeting. A list of all bona fide voters
was. in the hands of the temporary
chairman before the meeting began.
. Seco:t?-d· ~ch voter was asked to bring
his registratiOn certificate as an added
precaution. This was a check against
the old Jackson practice of packing mass
meetings with unidentified persons.
Third. During the meeting order had
to be preserved at all costs; The New
Republicans did not want to take the
chance that the Jackson group, once they
found themselves on the losing end,
would break up the election and turn the
meeting into a general melee. Therefore, one policeman, and sometimes two
'
were detailed to each ward meeting.
Fourth. Written evidence was obtained
In various ways. In the fourteenth ward
for example, all registered Republicarui
signed their names as they entered the
door. In other instances, as in the seventeenth ward, voters signed their names
at the bottom of each vote cast. Photostatic copies of all written evidence are
available for inspection.
Complete written evidence does not
exist for every ward. In the early mass
meetings, the Jackson minority signed
ballots and registration lists, but when
they found they were losing the majority
of ward contests they refused to sign
thei~ names any longer.
However, a
considerable amount of written evidence
is available to reveal their tactics of creating contests.
The national . committeeman had
everything to gain from illegality and
confusion. In the event of disorder, he
doubtless felt that the credentials committee at the convention would favor
the Louisiana faction already in the
s~ddle. His henchman, Van Buren Harns, has stated this to the press.
RULE OR RUIN OF SIXTEENTH WARD

The sixteenth ward meeting belongs
to a special category because it was the
first one held, and therefore all eyes were
upon it. When the meeting was called
to order, the Jackson faction believed
they had a chance to elect their delegates legitimately,
The temporary chairman called for
nominations for permanent chairman
and there were several minutes of ten~
sion while the ballots were counted. The
New Republican . leadership elected its
chairman by a vote of 46 to 20. Thereafter, the Old Guard refused to vote by
wri~ten ballot. · However, photostatic
cop1es of the balloting for chairman are
kept for public examination.
Then began a series of disturbances
obviously designed to break up the meeting, A handful of agitators led by Rob ..
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ert Corder, son-in-law of John E. Jackson, screamed out protest after protest
based on the flimsiest grounds. They
wished to depose the chairman to get
control of the meeting, but the chairman
held firm.
Outside, a Jackson goon gang, infu·
riated because they were refused admit·
tance, tried to stir up a brawl. Passersby, as well as Republicans, were vicio:1sly
insulted. The policeman on duty was
obliged to telephone for a squad car.
We quote from a newspaper account of
May 2, 1952:
One Taftite caused a disturbance at a
ward meeting in a building housing a barroom.
When the police came, he passed a pair of
brass knuckles to the bartender to hide for
him.
He went back and collected them the next
day.

As the New Republicans did not scare
easily, they proceeded to elect their slate
of delegates. A handful of Jackson people remained after the meeting was ad·
journed, and set up rump delegations.
OUTVOTED, SO RUMPED

In the seventeenth ward, outvoted 50
to 12, the opposition manufactured a
number of protests to justify the policy
of a rump delegation. They protested:
First. The refusal to elect a tempo ..
rary chairman before the permanent
chairman. This election is needless
since traditionally the State central
committee man acts as temporary chair·
man. Moreover, Robert's rules of order
prescribes that anyone who steps to the
head of a meeting may act as temporary
chairman.
Second. Three people came late to the
meeting. Their eligibility was not ch'al·
lenged, only their tardiness.
Third. The fact that the policeman
stood inside the door instead of on the
outside.
The creation of rump meetings by the
Jackson group began to follow a pattern.
When they found themselves outnum·
bered, 27 to 6, in the fourth ward their
handful withdrew to the front porch
and elected a set of delegates. Later, in
one of the infamous 5-minute cases before the credentials committee at Alex ..
andria, the splintered six testified they
were unable to find the location of the
meeting. Yet they were present when it
was called to order.
The tenth and eleventh ward meetings
were held in garages at the duly adver·
tised addresses. At the tenth ward
meeting the Taft forces said they
couldn't find the meeting, yet Mrs. An·
ieda Joubert and another Taft backer
walked in and out of the meeting place
several times before joining a group of
about eight persons who held a rump
meeting in the front yard. This group
ignored attempts by three ushers and a
patrolman to direct them to the official
meeting, attended by 38 registered
Republicans.
The same scouting took place at the
eleventh ward meeting. Witnesses verify
that several Taftites cased the joint to
gage the opposition. The scouts then
signalled a group of some 17 persons who
held a rump session on the front steps.
They refused to join the 55 Republicans
who voted in the legal meeting,

In the thirteenth ward, the Old Guard
was swamped 55 to 16. Apparently not
energetic or resourceful enough to find
a new meeting place, they moved off to
a corner of the meeting room and held
their meeting in undertones, simultaneously with the main meeting.
Sometimes the opposition never bothered to offer a reason for holding a meeting of their own. In the important fourteenth ward, which elected six delegates
to the district and State conventions, the
new Republican leadership won 116 to
49. Immediately thereafter, 8 to 12 of
the defeated minority went into a huddle.
Carroll Montet, one of the opposing
candidates who lost, showed independence of mind and delicacy of stomach
when he publicly stated that he had lost
fairly, and would take no part in a
splinter meeting,
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they elected a slate of new Republican
delegates.
HIDDEN MASS MEETINGS

The first ward meeting was advertised
to be held at 1629 Coliseum Street, New
Orleans, by a temporary chairman of
Jackson sympathies. The new Republi·
cans arrived at this address, but they
found the building to be a large apartment house. As no particular apartment
had been specified in the chairman's
call, the voters went from door to door
seeking the meeting,
Finally, ·they learned from one of the
tenants that Mrs. Fred Chase, the State
central committeewoman who had called
the meeting, lived at 1434 Euterpe Street.
The new Republican voters hurried over
to this address, but were told they had
arrived too late to participate as the
delegates had already been chosen.
The meeting in St. James Parish was
strictly private, admission was by invitation. State Central Committeeman
Guy Caire called the meeting for 11
o'clock p. m. at his fishing camp, in the
rear of a large plantation. The new Republicans could not attend because they
had no way of learning the precise spot
of the meeting.
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Wedneseay, June 11, 1952

The twelfth ward deserves special
treatment because it is the home ward of
the national committeeman. Satisfied
with token forces in other wards to create
contests, Jackson could not put himself
in a ridiculous light in his own neighborhood. In all fairness, it must be admitted that here Jackson put forth some
hard political campaigning, a rare performance in his 20 years as leader.
However, he was not going to take any
chances of losing the ward. One of his
men held firm control of the certified
list, and refused to call the roll when the
meeting started. Three members of his
faction who arrived late for the meeting
were admitted and participated in the
voting, but late members of the new Republicans were refused admittance.
Sample ballots distributed by Jackson
showed that delegates to be elected at
the meeting were for a district convention to be held on April 18. The chair·
man of the Second Congressional Dis·
trict had advertised the meeting for
April 22.
When a registered Republican asked
for clarification, he was ruled out of order. This is typical Jackson procedure.
Anyone is ruled out of order when he
stands in the way of the steamroller.
The Old Guard shied away from written ballots and called for a standing vote
on the election of a temporary chairman.
Making a quick count around the room,
they announced their candidate the win·
ner, 69 to 50. A slower and more accurate count was refused. Also, it was
noted that voters moved from place to
place and could have been counted twice.
Now there was a division of opinion as
to whether to have a written or standing
vote. The Old Guard at first said there
would be a written vote, but later had a
change of mind. When put in motion
form the meeting voted 64 to 60 to follow the Old Guard stand. It was obvious
that their margin was cut down considerably, A number of people who had

ARBITRARY BEHAVIOR

Mr. HUGH D. SCOTT, JR. Mr.
Speaker, in cases where the State cen ..
tral committeeman for the ward was a
member of the Jackson clique, and there·
fore op~ned the mass meeting, procedure
was not along democratic lines.
When temporary chairman, W. J.
Galleaud, Sr., called the sixth ward meet ..
ing to order, a tabulation of written ballots gave the new Republicans a margin
of one vote for permanent chairman.
An Old Guard member took two voters
into an inner room of the house for a
talking and after he returned tore up the
ballots. A new balloting gave the Old
Guard an edge of one vote.
Upon an examination of the certified
list, the new Republicans discovered four
perst:ms at the meeting who were not on
the list. Later, when checked by the
registrar of voters, these persons turned
out to be registered Democrats. The
new Republican group, which formed the
majority of registered Republicans in the
sixth ward, adjourned to the front steps
and elected a legal set of delegates.
Another opposition chairman, Lucien
L. Cambre, refused to permit the three
members of the Harold P. Crane family
to vote in the third ward meeting on the
ground they were not on the certified
list of Republicans. Actually, Mr. Cam·
bre knew them· to be Republicans. In
the course of the meeting a registered
Republican appeared with a written
statement signed by Registrar of Voters
William Farrell stating that the Cranes
were bona fide Republicans and had
been omitted by clerical error. Still
Chairman Cambre would not permit
them to vote.
The meeting broke off without ad·
journment, and 14 persons, forming the
majority of those present, resumed the
meeting at 214 St. Charles Street, where
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been voting with the. Old Guard were so
disgusted by the steam-roller tactics that
they began to vote with the new Republican leadership.
At this point Jackson evidently became panicky. Another vote, and the
tide could have turned against him.
Thereupon, William Dane, a Jackson
henchman, declared their slate of delegates elected, and switched off the lights.
Signed statements from 47 people attest
that an election of delegates did not take
place. The Times-Picayune reporter
stated in his report that no delegates
were elected at the meeting.
Using a flashlight, indignant voters
adopted a resolution to continue the
meeting at another date. The continuation of this meeting was properly advert ised to be held on April 17, and at this
mee:ing the new Republicans elected
their slate of delegates.
WEST BATON ROUGE CREATES NATIONAL STm

· The whole picture· is adequately
summed up by an account in the New
Orleans Item of May 2, 1952:
The Taft faction has fiatly- refused to
abide by the majority vote in many ward,
parish, and district meetings which went
against them. * * * This statement is
not made in any sense ·as side-taking or condemnation, but as a statement of what has
happened.
DISTRICT CONVENTIONS

Victory in the Orleans Parish primary
gave the new leadership the majority of
State central committeemen necessary
to elect the officers of the First and Second Congressional District committees.
These committees supervise and arrange
the district conventions.
At meetings held on Wednesday,
March 26, 1952, the Jackson minority
was utterly defeated. The chairman
and secretaries of both districts were
elected from the new leadership. At
both the first and second district meetings subcommittees were appointed to
set the time and place of these conventions. In both cases these subcommittees failed to report back to the chairmen in time for the 15 days' notice required by the GOP call. Both district
chairmen then polled their committeemen and were instructed in writing by
majorities of each committee to set the
date for Apri122, in order to comply with
the necessary 15-day notice. At each
ward and parish mass meeting in the
first and second districts this change of
date was explained to the voters. The
Jackson minority seized on this cnange
of dates as an out. Their rump delegates met on the tentative. unadvertised
dates at some undisclosed spot and no
notice was given to new Republican uncontested delegates.
The chairmen of the two districts complied with the call of the national committee in advertising the date, place, and
time of the conventions in newspapers
of general circulation 15 days in advance.
The Jackson grOUJ? met in unadvertised
clandestine conventions, using the excuse of a different date. Some other excuse, or none at all, would have served
them just as well.
Gerald E. Westcott, independent
chairman of the second district, made
the following statement at the conclusion of the convention in his district:

The meeting in West Baton Rougtf
Parish falls into a prize category. It surpasses in rawness anything pulled by the
Jackson crowd to date.
There were five people present at Port
Allen for this meeting; four members of
the new Republican leadership and one
Taftite who had been appointed temporary chairman. This solitary Old Guard
man, in rapid order, called the meeting
to order, nominated himself for permanent chairman, closed the nominations,
and declared himself elected. Without
pausing for breath, he nominated himself as delegate to the district and State
conventions, closed the nominations, and
declared himself elected: Then he closed
the meeting over the protests of the
others.
The one-man steam roller has drawn
national attention. Drew Pearson reported it over his Sunday, April 13,
broadcast; Marquis Childs wrote it in
his column of April 24; and a New Orleans Item editorial of Monday, May 5,
referred to the West Baton Rouge meeting as a "political hold-up :n broad daylight.''
There is a sequel to this amazing story.
At the State Republican convention in
Alexandria, the Jackson-dominated credentials committee seated this lone Republican as the official delegate from his
parish.
·The will of the Republican electorate
I was elected permanent chairman of this
was unequivocally expressed in the mass district
at a meeting March 26, in which
meetings. In Orleans Parish, for ex- both !actions participated. We tentatively
ample, the new Republican leadership selected April 18, for the date of the conelected 13 of 18 delegates in the First vention. We ap-pointed a three-member
District, and 25 of 27 delegates in the committee to set the final place and time of
the convention. The committee did so, seSecond District.
The Jackson minority participated in lecting these premises at 4866 Magazine
(a building which formerly served as
the mass meetings., and in many in- Street
Kennon Ward headquarters).
stances signed all ballots. When they
We were required by State law to advertise
were defeated at substantjal ratios, the convention 2 weeks ahead of holding it.
ranging from 2% to 1 to 7 to 1, they We did so. We advertised in the afternoon
papers of April 7, and the morning paper of
held rump meetings.
The new Republican leadership, tak- April 8, setting the meeting for today.
conducted the whole procedure in
ing its cue from the opposition, could ·theI have
strictest legal fashion and have no offihave set up contests where it lost, meet- cial knowledge of the meeting held by the
ing phony delegatioi1S with phony dele- Taft group on April 18. (Times-Picayune,
gations of their own. However, in a few March 27, 1952.)
wards and parishes where new Repub- PRELUDE TO STATE CONVENTION (STATE CENTRAL
COMMITTEE)
licans lost fairly, no rival delegations
were created. They refused to meet
When it became known that the State
crookedness with crookedness.
central committee would meet at 10 a. m.

on the same day as the State convention
at Alexandria, La., it was evident that
Jackson was setting the stage for a contested delegation. Again, he was going
to use his majority on this decrepit, rotten-borough body to stymie the will of
the people.
In quick succession, the supine group
voted approval of the following:
. First. The temporary roll of the State
convention was to · be composed of uncontested delegations only. The new
Republican delegations in Orleans Parish, 38 in all, plus delegations in the
Lake Charles and Baton Rouge areas,
all elected by substantial majorities,
were excluded fro:rp seats.
Second. N. Bryant James was elected
as temporary chairman of the conven-

tio~

-

Third. A resolution was passed empowering James to name a credentials
committee of five to pass on contested
delegations. The new Republican leader, John Minor Wisdom, moved that the
credentials committee be composed of
three persons from the Jackson group
and three from the new leadership. As
might be expected, the motion lost.
Jackson had no intention. of giving a
just hearing to delegations. The five
members of the credentials committee
turned out to be five of Jackson's most
obedi~nt henchmen.
The rightfully elected delegates represent the thickly populated sections of the
south and west. The uncontested delegates, who were admitted to the. temporary roll of the convention, represent
roughly the sparsely settled extreme
north, under the thumb of proconsul
Judson Grimmet.
Every inch of the steam roller was protested. John Minor Wisdom asked
Chairman James if the committee possessed any rules governing contests. Mr.
Wisdom knew that his que,stion was
rhetorical because the State central committee has never had rules or bylaws
governing anything. Bylaws would
only hamper their type of politics.
Grimmet kept interrupting Wisdom who
said:
I am asking the chairman for this information, Judge Grimmet.

Grimmet replied:
And I am telling the chairman what to

say.

New Republican Movement in Louisi·
ana-Part 5
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUGH D. SCOTT, JR.
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952
STATE CONVENTION

Mr. HUGH D. SCOTT, JR. Mr.
Speaker, by noon, the city hall at Alex-·
andria was packed with independent Republicans, newspaper reporters, and radio commentators. There were many
who wanted to see at first hand how
Jackson and his accomplices operated.
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They got an eyeful. The dean of the
political science department of Tulane
University was there with several assistants. The proceedings of the convention will be written up in the annals
of the American Political Science Association. The account will make interesting reading judging from what the
professors said off the record.
The relatively small number of uncontested delegates were seated in the front
while the mass of contested delegates
were sent to the rear. The temporary
chairman recessed the meeting while
contests were heard before the alleged
credenitals committee. The new Republicans asked that the contests be held
before the general membership, with the
press present. They turned thumbs
down on this suggestion, and the credentials committee heard its cases in a
building a half mile away.
Each contested delegation was given
a maximum of 5 minutes to present its
case. Reporters for the press and radio
were barred. No written record of the
proceedings was allowed. All 40 contests were ruled in favor of the Jackson
crowd. Had they been clever they might
have ruled a few the other way, just to
give an appearance of legality, But
Jackson was too worried to be artful.
The new leadership went over to see
the credentials committee at work with
its 5-minute deliberative sessions. After
sitting through a half -dozen kangaroo
courts, they decided that it was no m:e.
The Jacksonian Republicans had set a
new low in politics.
The phony credentials committee was
too much for one of the TAFT people to
stJmach. Mrs. Murray Hurley, of New
Orleans, was represented in her contest
before the committee by Attorney Tom
Stagg, of Shreveport, an ardent TAFT
supporter. Mr. Stagg, indignant at the
hearing which Mrs. Hurley's case received, stated to the press:
The credentials committee's action is unfair. It did not really hear evidence presented by Mrs. Hurley in her claim to be the
rightfully elected delegate. (New . Orleans
Item, May 2, 1952.)

A reporter on the scene wrote:
Observers who have watched this process
know that a 15-member pro-TAFT delegation
has not been elected in Louisiana in any
framework of American fair play or all the
other ideals and traditions of democracy and
popular government. (New Orleans Item,
May 2, 1952.)

We do not think that Senator TAFT
would condone a meeting of this kind,
even in his behalf.
There was nothing left to do but to
call together a convention of the rightfully elected delegates, and to elect four
delegates at large, four alternates, and
two electors.
A week after the convention, LeRoy
Smallenburger, chairman of the credentials committee, was asked by the editors
of the New Orleans States to make public
the briefs filed by the contesting delegation. Mr. Smallenburger passed the
buck to Mr. James, who, when asked
about the briefs, said:
I'd rather not say whether I have them
or not. (New Orleans States, May 2, 1952.)

The public is entitled to, but will not
receive, the arguments fabricated by the
pitifully outvoted Jackson rump delegations as to why, they should have been
seated. They do not like inquiring
newspapers. They thrive in dark corners and in places away from the public
eye. On the other hand, we believe the
entire Republican picture in Louisiana
should be given a public airing. The
public deserves an accounting, and open
air and sunlight will kill most harmful
bacteria.
RIPE FOR REPUBLICAN PARTY

There are a great many free and independent voters in Louisiana. This section of the country is not as solidly Democratic as is commonly supposed. In the
1948 Presidential election, Governor
Dewey received over 5,000 votes in one
ward of the city of New Orleans. Figures have already been quoted to show
substantial votes rolled up by Republican candidates for State offices, even
when unassisted by the Republican national committeeman.
The old reasons for clinging to the
Democratic Party no longer exist. The
principles of the Republican Party express the sentiments of many southern
people more accurately than those of the
Truman Democrats. We can see this
plainly in the Dixiecrat movement, which
refuses to go along with the Trumanites.
In A Two Party South? published this
year, Prof. Alexander Heard sees theRepublican Party as the sure avenue of political expression for many southerners:
This book expresses the belief that in the
long run southern conservatives will find
neither in a separatist group nor in the
Democratic Party an adequate vehicle of
political expression. If this is true, they
must turn to the Republican Party. A separate group cannot reasonably expect to influence the making of national policy more
than conservative southerners already do in
Congress. It is precisely if and when they
lose this avenue of political expression that
they will feel the greatest compulsion to
break away, to seek redress through the Republican Party.

sentative of Louisiana Republicans, will
go to Chicago in July. Jackson hopes
that hts long record as national committeeman will save him. He is also
banking heavily on support from a particular presidential candidate.
It is expected that the men and women
who will make up the credentials committee at Chicago may have their personal preferences for the Republican
nomination. However, these men and
women, whatever their inclination, will
justly and honestly weigh the evidence
that will be placed before them in the
Louisiana case. The new Republican
leadership of this State has concrete and
irrefutable evidence to back up everything that has been written in these .
pages. They ask for a fair hearing.
LOUISIANA IN NATIONAL SPOTLIGHT

As shown by the West Baton Rouge
mass meeting, Louisiana Republican politics is already in the national spotlight.
l'he story of Jacksonian Republican perfidy has reached every part of the country. Senator ToBEY, of New Hampshire,
puts it bluntly:
The stage is thus set for brazen thievery
of the Louisiana Republican delegates.

A large New Orleans newspaper editorializes "the story of what has been
happening in Louisiana is spreading
across the Nation." This observation
declares if the credentials committee at
Chicago accepts the bogus delegates of
the few monopolists, "it will seriously
weaken the Republican cry that "we're
the boys to clean up Washington"Monday, May 5, 1952.
Ralph McGill, editor of the Atlanta
Constitution, writes of Old Guard tactics
in Louisiana and other Southern States:
Not ·merely lifelong Democrats who ha~e
lately joined the GOP, but lifelong Republicans as well as have been physically ejected
from meetings, shouted down, steamrollered, tricked, and abused by the State
organizations.
RIFE FOR REPUBLICAN PARTY

The new Republican leadership believes that there are thousands of Republican sympathizers who will actively
Moreover, the economic and social join the party when rotten borough taccomplexion of the South has changed tics are ended, and when a leadership is
vastly in the past decade. Industries provided which will encourage party
have moved to Louisiana, especially into growth and elections.
the southern part. Prof. V. 0. Key, Jr.,
Jackson has not liked the numbers
of Harvard University, puts it:
of Republicans that have just entered
the Republican ranks during the past
Concurrently with the growth of the numyear. He calls them overnight.
ber of urban workers there are coming into
being, of course, industrial and financial in· It is true that many Republicans have
terests that have a fellow fe,eling with northbeen registered in Louisiana within the
ern republicanism. • • • At each recent
past year. A year ago there were only
Presidential election the results of that
some 300 in the city of New Orleans, and
strain have been perceptible in the open
now there are about 1,500. We mainsupport of Republican Presidential canditain that these persons have always been
dates by southern personages formerly of
Republican in symp:tthy, but that they
prominence in Democratic councils.
were waiting for a leadership to take inCONTEST, JACKSON'S SURVIVING HOPE
terest and to show activity. They got
When Jackson was decisively beaten in none from Jackson.
the primary, he realized that he had
The obstacles which a growing Republost favor with the majority of regis- . lican Party has to face .call for superior
tered Republicans. Further, he is los- leadership. We cannot speak for every
ing ground daily, as fast as RepublicanSouthern State, but the quotation from
minded persons register their political Prof. Alexander Heard's new book, A
convictions.
Two-Party South? applies neatly to
If he were to survive, he knew that
Lousiana:
he must deliberately create a contest.
The political ability and vision need~d for
His set of delegates, utterly unrepre- Republican leadership in the South exceeds
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the needs for party leadership anywhere else
in the Nation. The numerical superi<lrity of
the Democrats, the handicaps of history and ,
rigged election laws, the inevitability of long .
periods of defeat, and the indifference of the
national party must be accepted and overcome if the p arty is to grow. • • • To a
greater or lesser degree in every sout hern
State there must be changes in the high
command if the party is to grow.

Southern editor George Fort Milton
writes aggressively on the poor Republican leadership in the South:
Despite these and other ready-made element s of opposition, the present southern
Republican Party is generally recognized as
b eing as bad in its practices and as corrupt
in it s leadership as are even the most insolent of the Democratic rings. • • • Before a rea l opposition party can grow in the
Sout h, such cormorants must be dr iven
forth. No real anti-Democratic party could
be built up under such Republican leadership-t he cure would be worse than the·
d isease (p. 118, Culture in the South).

These are not hand-picked quotations.
In all books written on the South and its
problems, there is no known quotation
which praises established Republican
leadership for making any effort to overcome obstacles of party growth.
CONCLUSION

It would be wrong to diagnose the sit-

in Louisiana as simply a series of
party squabbles over which the rest of
the Republican Party can stay neutral:
It is agreed that each State must solve
its own political problems, but let us not
forget there are principles underlying
party life in America. In a democracy;
the first and most important rule · is to
put factional representation up to the
people, and -to let them decide. If democratic government is to mean anything,
pa'r ties must abide by the decision of the
electorate.
In Louisiana, the issue was put
squarely before the Republicans. They
were asked to choose between the Jackson faction which monopolized the party
for 30 years and a new leadership which
was activating the party. They clearly
chose the new leadership, but the defeated faction has refused to abide by
the people's voice. They hope they can
somehow override the democratic processes in the credentials committee of
the national convention, and wangle
their seats against the overwhelming
wishes of the Republican electorate of
Louisiana.
It is a very cynical point of view. If
this cynical attitude is permitted to prevail, it would serve notice on Louisiana
Republicans, as well as on all southern
Republicans, that it is utterly hopeless
to try ever again to hold elections, to
win popular support, and to win voters
to the Republican cause.
There are new and awakened groups
throughout the South who are demanding to be heard. Their goals · coincide
with Republican goals, but they want to
take part in a functioning party. They
demand to be heard, and they should be
h sard. It is a movement which transcends the party candidates of this year.
It is the real opportunity for the Republican Party in the South.
u:~.tion

Confusing Jhe Foreign-Aid Issue
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, the administration is currently hard c,t work
at a most familiar stunt--obscuring the
issue by restating the opposition viewpoint in a way which is deliberately misleading. Both the President and his
spokesmen in the Congress have been
representing the Republican attitude toward foreign aid as if it were hostile to
the entire principle. Nothing could be
further from the truth.
American taxpayers know that assistance to foreign nations must come ultimately from their definitely limited resources. Even with the best will in the
world, it is impossible for our country
to go on indefinitely in the effort to feed,
clothe, shelter, and reconstruct the backward nations of the earth or to rebuild
the shattered economies of Europe. We
want to help, in our own enlightened selfinterest as well as in the desire to extend
the hand of friendship.
Nevertheless, there are places where
monetary assistance is not the whole
answer. Moreover, there are clearly
areas where wise cutting of the total
requests submitted by the administration to Congress is proper and efficient.
An economical housekeeper is normally
admired-Mr. Truman would have the
Nation believe that an economical Congress is Satan's best friend.

Address of Hon. Frances P. Bolton,
of Ohio
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE 01" REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, on May
19, 1952, Brooklyn enjoyed the honor
of a visit from our distinguished colleague, the Congresswoman from Ohio,
Mrs. FRANCES P. BOLTON. The occasion
of her visit was to deliver an address
to the graduating class of the Nursing
Training School of the Jewish Hospital
of Brooklyn.
It was most appropriate that Mrs.
BOLTON be chosen for this pleasant task
in view of her many years of activity in
public-health nursing, nursing education, and social service.
. I am pleased to place in the REcoRD
the very inspiring address she delivered
on that occasion, as follows:
Mr. President, distinguished guests, members of the graduating class, it is quite impossible for me to draw you a true picture of
the pleasure you ha.ve given me by asking
me to take part in the graduating exercises
of this fine school of nursing.
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During the 12 years in which I have represented the great Twenty-secor.d District of
Ohio in the United Etates House of Representatives, I have, of necessity, been forced to
give up my intimate work with and for nursing education and nursing interests. Yet no
one can ever quite part from his first love; and
so I find myself joyously making direct contact whenever, as tonight, opportunity is so
cordially given me. I confess, also, that it is
a deep satisfaction to me that the long years
of my service to nursing have made it po::sible
for me to be the channel through which have
been made such vital contributions to the
care of our sick as the Army School of Nursing of World War I (of whose alumni I am
an honorary member) and the Cadet Nurse
Corps of World War II. But such hours as
these are refreshing indeed and I than k you
with all my heart.
Mr. President, you and all those associated
with you, have great reason to be proud of
the splendid institution you have m ade possible. May I congratulate you upon the success that has been yours in this field of human service.
It is no small u1atter, this responsibility
for a great hospital-652 beds-with all the
wear and tear of quick turn-over, of rising
costs and of teaching responsibility.
When I learned that in 1951 below-cost
ward care had been given 51,162 patients with
more than 100,000 out-patient visits, I began
to get the picture not just of the care itself
and what tbat means by way of staff quality,
but also of the quality and capacity of your
board of trustees. Again, Mr. President, I
congratulate you and rejoice that the great
Borough of Brooklyn is so well cared for.
Your great city of 3,000,000 people, your
Brooklyn, gives so much to this country. Do
you know that you send to the United States
House of Representatives, in which I serve,
nine Congressmen: as many as do 29 of the
48 States. With your museums, your great
seaport, your millions of useful products,
your baseball team (the Dodgers), there is
reason for you to be proud. And now once
more Brooklyn gives, gives nurses, with the
best of training; and more nurses than most
hospitals can boast.
You could not do so did you not have
traditionally a rare quality of leadership not
only on your board but within the hospital
itself.
It goes without saying that you have a
most able executive director in Dr. Freedman. A man must have many fine qualities
including tolerance, courage, and r, deep love
of humanity to carry the load. Of these Dr.
Freedman has, I see, full measure.
That you chose a woman trained for nursing in the Philadelphia General School when
you brought Miss Heller here, once again
shows the sound . judgment which is apparent in all you do. In the early years of
my work with the nursing profession, it was
my great privilege to know Lillian Clayton,
prime mover in the Philadelphia school. No
one who knew her could fail to appreciate
her sterling qualities. A disciplinarian? '
Yes, but she never asked of anyone what she
had not long demanded of herself. It is no •
wonder your school has qualities not always
found. With Miss Heller at the helm, and
Miss Koderl at her right hand, your school
cannot fail in its mission of preparing young
women for a successful life of human service
through nursing I am sure Mr. Jacobs and
the ac;tvisory board find their duties very
pleasurable ones .
Members of the graduating class, I have not
forgotten that I have come here tonight to
talk very especially with you at this thrilling
moment when your actual student years are
over and your real study begins of life and
all it contains. Let me congratulate you on·
your successfUl arrival at this gateway. It
has been arduous, I know, this learning, this
practice of techniques, this discipline o:! body,
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of brain and of heart. You will have had
dark hours when you didn't quite know
which of the three hurt most, body, brain,
or heart. But I am sure you will have had
many, many joyous hours as well that have
more than compensated for the growing
pains.
Isn't it amazing how much can happen to
you in 3 years? Have you looked back over
your experience here as you have come to
this milestone?
How young you were when you came. Your
bodies still in the process of maturing, your
minds but beginning to find themselves, your
hearts probably in a state of constant explosions of emotion. How inexperienced you
were and how idealistic, with wonderful
dreams of being ministering angels. Now
your inexperience has begun to be experience,
your ideals will, I hope, have taken on a new
meaning even as your dreams will have
fashioned themselves into practicalities, as
all dreams should-ministering angels still,
but trained in the techniques of ministration.
I imagine that you found yourselves at
first deprived of your normal outlets, divorced from accustomed counsel. During
the process of becoming one of a group you
felt a bit lost, aching in body, dazed in mind,
seriously cold at heart. Some of you will
probably remember that you agonized in the
clutches of homesickness surrounded by
utter darkness. And you learned that no one
really cared overmuch how you, the individual, fared, so long as you the student
learned.
Do you remember your first experience on
night duty?-the terrible stillness, with the
strange, weird sounds that the sick make
during sleep and in the long, hard hours of
their wakefulness, the creeping cold, the insidious desire to allow your normal longing
for sleep to slacken your attention. Perhaps you recall how you conquered this
by making an extra round of the beds in
your charge with words of reassurance to the
patients whose dread of the dark really increased your own. Perhaps you can feel once
again that strange sense of having all your
personal weaknesses rise up to overwhelm
you. But you forgot them and won-an experience that no one who has had it ever
really forgets. It is perhaps the most immovable foundation stone of character that
you will ever build.
These student years have been filled with
the pressures of going from one service to
another, some intensely interesting, others
indescribably horrible. How different life
and death from what you had imagined.
How difficult to meet the demands of the
classroom and the exactions of ward practice,
and you had to do well in both or flunk out.
Of course you have had fun, too, and your
social, your personal horizon has stretched
itself out in all directions. That, too, hasn't
always been too easy, has it? Changes never
are.
And now you have come to the end of these
student days, and life reaches out to you,
asking what you have to give in return for
the privilege of living in this extraordinary
• age of change that is ours.
It is my earnest hope that as you cross
this threshold that lies between learning
and doing, between being told how and taking the responsibility for everything you
do, you will find within you that indescribable, intangible something which is the keystone ·Of the arch that spans the road to
happiness and .success.
How shall I describe this quality that you
may recognize it when, in the quiet of your
own heart-searchings you discover it with
surprise, with wonder and with a strange,
new humility? It is a curious selflessness,
this of which I speak, the "carelessness of
self" which John Buchan, Lord Tweedsmuir,
long Governor General of Canada, considered
one of the eseentials of leadership. In one
of his great adventure novels he described

leadership as "wisdom and courage, with a
great carelessness of self." ·
You have chosen a profession of service
which at the same time is one of leadership;
for will it not be part of your task to lead
your patients out from sickness into new
health and deeper understanding? Surely
such a form of leadership is successful only
when it is based upon increasing desire to
ease pain and suffering in whatever form
it is to be found. You have known, whether
consciously or unconsciously, that the "you"
that you have been, the one with sore feet
and aching back, the one that would normally complain and be sorry for herself,
has just had to take a back seat. You have
learned that th; "you" that is to be one
of the best nurses in the profession will be
too busy taking care of other people's aches
and pains to be very conscious of her own.
I know from long experience that one's personal aches, whether of body, mind, or heart,
have a way not only of lessening in intensity
but of actually disappearing under a nonregistering procedure. But be glad you have
known these things for without them you
could not have become the woman and the
nurse you are. Without the experience of
suffering somewhere along the road you
would have missed one of the greatest lessons of all.
To understand the workings of the human
heart and to minister to its needs in joy
and sorrow, in pain, and in the ecstasy that
comes when pain has ceased-can there be
a greater privilege?
So it is my hope that each one of you will
remember that the keystone of the arch
that spans the road to success and happiness is selflessness.
To have come successfully to this graduation moment is a splendid achievement. It
is indeed the commencement of experience
in a world that needs your skills and the
deeper sense of the value of health which
your years here must have given you.
What sort of a world is it that lies before you as you stand poised upon its
threshold? Everywhere there is upheavaleverywhere there is change. Nowhere is this
more true than in the field of sick care.
The family doctor no longer jogs over country roads with horse and buggy, his simple
(but amazingly effective) remedies in his
wen-worn black bag. Modern medicine with
its many mechanical means of diagnosis and
its specializations, has changed most everything. The doctor's growing need of a more
scientifically trained and highly skilled nurse
to aid and abet him on every hand has been
perhaps the major factor in lifting nursing
training out of the purely apprentice area
into the field of education. Schools such
as this one are preparing a very different
product today from that of even 25 years
ago. The increased demands upon .the nurse
of today are such that there must be changes
made all along the line of sick care, both
in and out of hospitals, if these expensively
acquired skills are to be used economically
and to the best advantage.
Let me remind you all of the many things
the doctor now delegates to others in the
course of his day in order to be able to use
his own complex knowledge to bring every
possible modern principle to bear upon the
recovery of as many people as possible.
X-ray, fluoroscope, new drU6S, laboratory
tests of every sort and description are at his
disposal. He does not need to do them himself; assistants and technicians do them for
him. This not only assures a broader basis
for diagnosis but makes it possible for him
to care for more people, a most important
matter in these days of almost unbelievable
growth of population and wider use of
trained sick care.
And the nurse is the doctor's deputy in the
sick room. She must talk his language and
be ready and able to carry out his orders with
knowledge and understanding.

So change comes into the field of the actual
daily care of the patient and the nonprofessional bits and pieces are being woven into
new shapes. Nurses no longer clean the private rooms as they did for a long time after
the ward cleaning was turned over to the
auxiliary group of ward maids. In the most
forward-looking hospitals other auxiliary
groups carry trays, change the drinking
water, arrange and care for the flowers, and
do the hundreds of little things quite separate from actual nursing care.
Perhaps the most important of all the assistance given the nurse in a hospital is that
of secretarial service to do much of the paper
work, a most time-consuming and necessary
part of a day's work. All this makes for economic use of skilled personnel.
Just as the doctor has his corps of assistants and technicians who make it possible
for him to use his scientific knowledge in
behalf of a larger number of patients, so the
scientifically trained nurse can be used more
economically and effectively if given assistants trained to do for the patient under her
supervision such things as do not require
what, for lack of a better word, I shall call
professional skills.
Perhaps the greatest contribution to the
release of the highly trained nurse for a more
economic use of her skills is given by the
trained practical nurse, who is rapidly being
recognized as a vital part of a team. Many
hospitals are training their own and using
them most successfully and effectively. This,
however, does not answer the national need
for a duly licensed group whose functions are
recognized as both important and necessary
if our sick are to have the care they need.
It is significant that the Army has begun
to train WAC's and ward men at Walter Reed
Hospital in Washington as practical nurses
with a view to extending these schools to
other major installations, using a standard
that will meet the requirements of State
licensure.
It is also significant that the splendid National Association for Practical Nurse Education, headed by Miss Hilda W. Torrop, and
· made up of doctors, nurses, practical nurses,
educators, and laymen, is making itself increasingly felt across the Nation. It should
have the unqualified support· of every registered nurse and qualified doctor and of every
hospital board member in every State in
the Union.
You are now entering a profession, and this
means entering a group, a body of skilled
people. Your group has its particular and
peculiar needs. It has its own purposes and
its special concerns. Because of the flow of
changes which I have stressed, your group
needs constantly to take stock of its position
and to provide for the future. Sometimes
this takes more than working among yourselves. Sometimes it takes legislation-national legislation. That is where I, the Congressman, come in, and that is where we are
working now.
During the First World War there was a
desperate need for nurses, and we set up the
Army School of Nursing at Federal expense.
During the Second World War again the
stress of the need was greater than the norm:l.l system would bear, and many groups
cooperated to back up and put through the
bill which I introduced in the Congress erea ting the Cadet Nurse Corps. All this is
little enough for us to do who are not nurses,
but who know how great the nurse's contribution is.
Just now, since Korea began, more than
ever your skills are in great demand and
short supply. With the best estimates at
hand today indicating that we are some
60,000 nurses short it seemed the moment
when once again the Federal Government
should lend a hand. Even the 50 or 60
thousand nurses added since 1949 to the
275,000 then on active duty, have not met
the new needs.
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This figure of 60,000 is not a numerical abstraction. This is an actual shortage of
desperately needed services to the sick, a
poignant reality that is spelled out in closed
hospital wards, in vacancies in the publichealth field and most of all in patient need.
This is due to a number of causes, not the
least of which are the constantly increasing number of hospitals and the growing
recognition on the part of our people that
hospital care is a vital factor in a faster
return to health and so to the job.
In Cleveland, for instance, where we are
some 1,000 nurses short today, we anticipate
the opening of four new hospitals totalling
perhaps 1,200 beds within the next 3 years.
How are they to be staffed?
Recognizing that some inducement must
be found to make nursing training possible
to young women who would gladly seek it
were the cost of the training not on their
shoulders, I am introducing a bill into the
House in the very near future with the idea .
of meeting the challenge presented by the
needs of our sick. It is now at the point
where I shall seek counsel with certain p:rofessional groups and with members of the
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, who felt an earlier bill unwise, so that
they will give me their help in putting it
through.
From the very nature of her work, which
is both confining and exhausting, it is dif- ficult for a nurse to keep in touch with
these rapidly flowing changes even in her
own professional work. But if she keeps
out of the backwater, if she keeps in the
great stream of vital living, she must not
let herself be separated from that great
tide which, today, has reached a speed and
a strength never before see):l on this earth.
Elasticity of mind, a willingness to meet
changing conditions head on and adapt to
them while at the same time giving them
leadership-these the successful nurse must
possess even more than most women.
Incidentally, did they teach you a most
fascinatingly interesting fact about women:
that . in our actual structure we are more
pliable than men, and that our bones even
don't harden until some years later than
our brothers'.
If the individual nurse needs this constructive adaptabillty how much more the
profession as a whole needs it.
But once again, I am deeply conscious of
the fact that it is you of this fine graduating class to whom I am speaking, you who
are about to step out of a world of preparation into a world of action. Into this new
world you can carry with you only those
things that you have made your own-a
part and parcel of yourselves. To step
blithely over the threshold takes an inner
courage, a faith in oneself and a confidence
in the future. These I wish for you with
all my heart.
Difficulties will come, for they are part and
parcel of life, but they need not bring discouragement-indeed they must not. In
this regard let me pass on to you a very
wise word given a small group of women
several years ago by Stella Reading, head
of the Women's Voluntary Service in B.i"itain, the Dowager Marchioness of Reading,
widow of that wonderful man, Rufus Isaacs,
once Viceroy of India and later on Chief
Justice of England. Speaking of those who
have come to positions of leadership, Lady
Reading said, "No one in a position of responsibility has any right to be discouraged."
So when difficulties press hard upon you
as you take up your responsibilites as full
fledged nurses, as adult women, as free citizens of this great free land, just remember
those wise and solemn words.
You have chosen a life of service. You
will not belong to yourselves anymore, for
you have chosen· to belong to suffering hu-

manity, which as never before has need of you
here and across the world.
You have taken an oath to serve mankind.
In so doing you have asked the God within
you to stand close, to give you judgment, wisdom, and courage. He will not fail you if
you call upon Him.
What a marvelous opportunity lies before
you, carrying with it not only the responsi•
bility of your profession, but in addition, the
responsibility of leadership as privileged
Americans. What you do professionally will
give relief and help to many. But friends,
what you live, what you do as women, as
citizens of this our beloved country, that
matters most of all.
The fact that you have come through successfully this specialized training sets you
apart. Your influence will re.a ch farther
than you know. Decisions of every sort
await you just across this golden threshold.
Judgments, defeats, victories, misfortune,
and good fortune--all are there waiting for
you. Whether you marry, whether you find
close companionship in work or play, one
thing is certain: the moment has come when
you must live with yourself, accepting the
consequences of your actions, taking full
responsibility for them. You have chosen a
profession which is based upon a · constant
giving of yourself, a continuation of learning
by doing, a never-ceasing outpouring of your
own need to appease suffering and to teach
ways of life that mean health and happiness.
Many times I have seen girls like you rise
to meet the challenge of your profession. In
1944, during the war, I remember seeing a
young woman in France. Perhaps she was
a year or two older than you, perhaps not.
It was nighttime, at what they called an
evacuation hospital-really only a group of
tents on the grass, a stopping-off point on
the long journey back from the front to the
security of hospitals in the rear.
That night I was going around with the
head nurse from tent to tent, trying to take
in all I could of the work being done, so
that I could come back and report to our
people.
In one large tent the wounded were on
litters, 90 of them in rows on the ground,
and more constantly being brought in.
There were no beds because the men weren't
supposed to be there long.
·
A little blond nurse came toward us, stopping at the litters, tending to each one.
Finally she came to where we were, and the
chief nurse said to her, "I think I can get you
some relief in about an hour."
She looked up and said, "Please don't trouble, Captain. I am really all right. I have
only been on 16 hours, and I can perfectly
well stay through the night."
I believe, I know, that every one of you
would rise to a challenge lil!::e that, and treat
it as part of the day's work, too.
But what faces you is in many ways more
difficult. Our times are no longer times of
momentary heroism. We no longer see one
near goal, victory, toward which we can direct
all we have. We are in the long pull, where
our patience and deep understanding must
stay by us through not one, but many years
of persistent striving. To stick to the won·
derful work for which you are trained, to do
it well, may at times be slow and difficult,
but it will bring you farthest in the long run.
Little did I think when years ago I went
out from a little group of girls called the
Brownies to carry supplies for the visiting
nurses in Cleveland, that I would one day sit
in the Congress of the United · States, and
use there the experience I had gained in
working with nurses to put through legislation for nurses' training.
·
I have thought, when it has been my privilege to confer with 'the women who have
reached high places in your profession, that
what has brought them there has been their
rare combination of two things; persistence
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1n sticking at their work in the long, slow
pull, and their vision of the great beliefs
which lie behind their work, the beliefs and
the ideals which have made our country
great.
What a strange picture we see as we look
at this, our country. .A seething cauldron
into which have been poured people of all
races from an climes. By whom? Surely
by the great . force which, for a moment, I
shall call evolution, to rub against each
other and so to generate new sparks of life,
new and different phases of living. To what
end?
Who knows save the Eternal One
within whose life we live and move and have
our being. It isn't necessary that we know
why. It is supremely necessary that we
know what we as Americans believe and
what faces us in the strangely confused and
struggling world into which you must now
go forth.
Surely, as Americans, we believe profoundly that the individual is important, not just
important of himself, but becau::e he is a
part of the very being of the Living God,
created in His image, indestructible.
As
such he shares with every other individual
the responsibility to keep America strong,
to keep her free.
Out there in the world of armed truce and
continuing wars, we are pitted against an
adversary whose fundamental principle is
that the individual is of no importance at
all except as he serves the state-that there
is no force, no power higher than the state,
and that all must bow before it and do its
will. And what constitutes that state?
Fourteen men who have taken control with
a ruthlessness never before imagined.
This struggle that is going on is not one
between nations. Friends, this is a struggle
between darkness and light, between the
man who says "There is no God; all power
belongs to the state" and the man who
knows that he of himself is part of the
eternal creative energy, the all-pervading
power that is life, ever-changing and indestructible.
·
What in the world is going to come out of
all this struggle?
I believe in the end there will be a deepening, an enrichment,- a sense of wonderful
achievement in all our lives. You, by your
very profession, have in you the seeds of
construction. By your dedication to the
profession you have chosen, by what you do
with your lives, you will give hope to many.
All of us together must press on toward
greater understanding. Where do you think
we are going"EARTH

"'Where do you think we are all going?
I will tell you:
Towards happiness that is beyond dreams
.Towards truth that surpasses thought;
Towards realization of something that is
both within and beyond you;
Towards freedom, peace and love."

Memorial Day
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS J. LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, May 23, 1952
Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wish to include herein very appropriate
remarks made by Rev. Father James M.
Hurley, 0. S. A., pastor ot St. Mary's
Church, Lawrence, Mass., at the annual
Memorial Day Mass at the Immaculate
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Conception Cemetery on May 30, 1952,
in that city:
"It is a holy and a wholesome thought to
pray for the dead" (Hebrews 10, 27).
We are gathered here today to honor those
who h ave gone before us into the valley of
deatli an d who rest in the peace of Christ.
It is fitting that we should do so, for this
is Memorial Day-a day of memories, a day
for remembrances. Today we ·seek out the
final resting place of those we loved in life;
we decorate the graves; perhaps we leave a
wreath or a flag upon the tomb; and we return home.
But to the Catholic heart this demonstration of filial piety or loving respect is not
enough. In our hearts resound the words
from the Book of Maccabees, words that have
come down the centuries even from the days
before our Savior: "It is a holy and a wholesome thought to pray for the dead." And
so we Catholics come with supplication to
the Throne of the Almighty Father, beseeching Him to have mercy upon these His
chosen ones-upon these whom He has
chosen through the Grace of the Sacrament
of Baptism, whom He has annointed with
the sacred oils of confirmation and extreme
unction, into whose bodies He has come in
the sacrament of the Eucharist. We ask for
them today that those loving moments of
union with Jesus in the Sacramental Presence may be prolonged and enhanced into
complete and eternal union with Him in
Heaven.
We know how to supplicate Him. "On the
night before He died, Jesus took bread and
blessed and broke and gave it to his apostles
and said to them: 'Take ye and eat. This
is My body.' And taking the chalice of the
wine, He blessed and said, 'This is My blood.
Do this for a commemoration of Me. As
often as ye shall do this, you shall show
forth the death of the Lord until He shall
come.'"
On this Memorial Day of 1952 we once
more take bread and wine and consecrating
it into the same body and blood of the
Savior, offer it up as a worthy sacrifice to the
Heavenly Father, tha~ this memorial of the
passion of Christ may serve us as an unspotted offering of impetration and supplication.
What other memorial of our love could
compare with this? The Eucharist is the
sacrament of love. As our divine Savior
offered himself for us, so we, too, in the same
spiirt of unselfish love, offer this sacrifice
for others. Today we are not praying for
ourselves. We do not ask that God may
bless us. Rather, with Him we pray for
others: For those who have gone before us
with the light of faith and sleep in the peace
of· the Lord. The very unselfishness of our
prayer shall rise as incense before the throne
of God, to please Him, to appease Him.
We offer this sacrifice on hallowed ground,
on consecra ted ground. Have you ever
noticed t h e liturgy of the church at the funeral service? The body is brought before
the altar of God. It is incensed. It is
sprinkled with holy wa ter. It is prayed
over. This is the same liturgy used to bless
churches, holy palms, sacred ashes, all holy
grounds, all holy buildings. The church
treats the body of the deceased as a holy and
consecrated thing. Has it not been the
temple of the Holy Spirit, the tabernacle of
the body and blood of Christ, the annointed
of the Father? Finally, the blest body is
interred in blest ground. Upon such hallowed ground we stand today.
We look about us and see row on row of
white stone markers-all so much alike, yet
all so very different. They speak to us of the
friend who lies beneath; each so like the
others, yet each so very different. "It is
appointed once for man to die and after
death the judgment." What judgment the
all-seeing eye of God has passed upon those

buried here only the final judgment day
shall tell.
We cannot know about them; but only
the senseless man would stand here upon
this hallowed ground today and not look
upon the day of his own reckoning. For it
is sure that some other Memorial Day will
come, and loyal friends will come into this
graveyard to look upon the grave of each and
ev-ery one of us. Upon a headstone they will
find inscribed some data of limited historical
importance. It will be recorded that we
were born and that we die. But what report will be inscribed within their hearts;
and what judgment will be recorded in the
books of God?
Each of us can know the answer in some
small way. Of these, our beloved dead, we
know that He recorded their love of Him
and their obedience to His commands. "If
any man love Me, he will keep my word,
and My Father will love him, and we will
come and abide with him forever.'' Love
and obedience are God's measure of earthly
success and his judgment is based upon
them.
In the twenty-fifth chapter of the Gospel
according to St. Matthew, we have our Lord's
own description of a judgment, and espec ially of the verdict: "Come, blessed of my
Father, take possession of the kingdom prepared for you from the beginning of the
world; for I was hungry and you gave me
to eat; I was thirsty and you gave me to
drink; I was a stranger and you took me in;
naked and you covered me; sick and you
visited me. Then the just will ask Him:
'Lord, when did we see thee hungry, and
feed thee; or thirsty and give thee to drink;
etc.'? Amen, Amen, I say to you, as long
as you did it for one of these, the least of
my brethren, you did it for me.'' The love
and service of others is a measure of the
judgment God passes on us all.
Of the honored dead lying beneath the
green sod of St. Mary's and the Immaculate
Conception Cemeteries, which of their many
activities do we remember? It is the loving
conversations; it is the loyal assistance in
need; it is the many little kindnesses of
daily friendship. Here lies a Father James
O'Reilly, a Father Driscoll, a Father Loomis,
a Father Kelly, the Leonards, Father O'Mahoney; loved, each and every one of them,
for devotion to duty and the loving kindnesses they so lavishly poured out upon
their parishioners. Here lie the saintly Sisters of Notre Dame; unknown, too many of
them; whose life was hidden in God, but
whose work was dedicated wholeheartedly to
befriending others. Here lie mothers who
have died that their children might live,
who have lived that their children might
secure be in peace and in their love. Here lie
the unsung fathers whose daily toil was
dedicated to the task of supplying the daily
bread and proper shelter for his loved ones;
dedicated lives, all of them, lives lived for
others.
Here lie too the bodies of those who
fought for peace and freedom and security
for us all. Here they lie, some brought
home from foreign field, to lie upon the
peaceful hillside of their beautiful Merrimack Valley. They gave, as President Lincoln said, the last full measure of their
devotion. They felt the call to duty; they
offered, they risked, they gave their allfor us. Upon them may the words of the
Master fall: "Well done, good and faithful
servant."
On that future Memorial Day, when
friends shall come to look upon our graves,
why shall they come? Shall it be only their
own goodness, their loyal devotion to us;
or shall it be the loving hold we have upon
their hearts? It is for us today to dedicate
ourselves to the cause for which God made
us: to love the Lord, our God and our neighbor as ourselves.
We are here because we are thinking of
others. We come to honor our loyal dead

and to pray for them. "It is a holy and a
wholesome thought to pray for the dead.''
Let us pray. 0 God, the Creater and Redeemer of all the faithful, grant to the souls
of Thy servants departed the remission of
~ll their sins, that by our pious supplica·
tions they may obtain the pardon which
they have always desired. Through Jesus
Christ, our Lord. May their souls and the
souls of all the faithful departed through
the mercy of God rest in peace.

If the Guns Go Off
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. SIEMINSKI. Mr. Speaker, if the
guns go off and an advance is made
against iron-curtain countries, how ready
will we be to handle the following possibilities:
First. Escapees from iron-curtain
armies who will want to fight against
the foe.
Second. Escapees fighting with freedom's forces, wounded, being given medical aid by the military.
If the guns go off in Europe, and we
have the advance against iron-curtain
countries, many escapees from their
armies will want to join the fight against
the foe.
Are plans and regulations flexible
enough to snow-ball these escapees into
counter-attacking units, guerrilla, or
otherwise? And if wounded, are plans
and regulations flexible enough to allow
them on-the-spot military medical aid?
Mr. Speaker, in the fall of 1939, the
Soviets, Nazi allies, knifed Poland,
slaughtered and ·jailed its officers and
men. Later these jailed POW's voluntarily reverted to the command of General Anders and his Polish II Corps.
They fought against the common foe.
On Koje Island, 100,000 men have renounced the Communist foe. Is there
no counterpart to General Anders' command in Korea? Of course there is, the
fighting forces of the Republic of Korea,
U.N. approved.

Right Way at Koje
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. TEAGUE. Mr. Speaker, all of the
Texas delegation is familiar with the
Agricultural and Mechanical College of
Texas in my district, and in my 6 years
in Congress, I feel that many of those
Members of Congress from other States
with whom I have come in contact, are
now familiar with it. In the 4-year
course at A. and M. there is a basic
philosophy in their teachings that there
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is only one way to do anything or any
job, and that is to do it right and not to
lay down on the job until it is completed
and it is done right.
Recently, Brig. Gen. Hayden L. Boatner was named commandant of the POW
camp on Koje Island. General Boatner
was formerly a commandant of the cadet
Corps at A. and M. and more recently assistant division commander of the Second Infantry Division in Korea. I visited with him during my recent sojourn on
the front lines in Korea, and in my short
stay concluded that he was as fine a
leader of men in combat as he was at
A. and l'.tL in Texas. Today, he is currently carrying out the philosophies of
the teachings at A. and M. on Koje Island as is evidenced by the fine editorial
which appeared in the Washington Post
of June 11 following these remarks:

son with General Van Fleet, but responsible
directly to General Clark in Tokyo. Such a
command would relieve General Van Fleet
of the job of supervising ·m any functions not
directly connected with the fighting. It
a lso should help assure the kind of supervision that would avoid a repetition of the
fiasco at Koje.

KoJE
Army troops- under Generals Boatner and
Trapnell showed extraordinary finesse in
cleaning up the prisoner mess at Koje Island.
It is of course a sorry commentary on past
Inattention to c:mdltions at Koje that an
airborne regiment had to be sent in to break
up t h e prisoner compounds into smaller
groups. But General Boatner, with a firmness backed by force, has gone a long way
toward atoning for the foolishness of Generals Dodd and Carlson.
Perhaps the most remarkable thing about
the dispersion is that it was accomplished
without firing a single shot. Despite the
ambitious plans of the Communists and the
variety of crude weapons they had accumulated, they seem to have folded up meekly
enough when their leaders were captured.
No doubt the Communist propagandists will
indulge in an orgy of distortion, particularly in view of the full press and pictura
coverage of the Koje affair. Nonetheless, we
think General Clark was right in recognizing that the public interest called for participation of the press.
The capable ·handling of the situation
ought also to reassure our allies who previously were disturbed by what the Manchester
Guardian termed "scandal without representation." Actually, the Canadian protest
to the United States about the dispatch
o! Canadian troops · to Koje without prior
approval from Ottawa was more than a
tritle silly. The request reportedly was
cleared with the British Commonwealth
commander in Korea who .s eemingly neglected to inform Ottawa. It would be ridicUlous, of course, if a field commander had
to seek governmental approval for every tactical disposition of troops. Either Canadian troops are part of aU. N. army or they
are not. If they are, then the principle of
international command must apply just as
it applies to other troops in Korea.
· What the Koje affair does illustrate is the
need for a rearrangement of behind-the-lines
responsibilities. It is too much of a burden
on General Van Fleet as a fighting leader to
expect him to worry about such things as
control of prisoner-of-war camps. In the
war in Europe, : ;upport operations of this
sort were the responsibility of a separate
communications zone commander heading
up to the supreme commander. In Korea
such activities are under Brigadier General
Yount-who, despite his reprimand for what
happened at Koje, is accounted a fine officer-but General Yount reports to General
Van Fleet. ·The top responsibility has remained with the Eighth Army because of
the guerrilla -activity in rear areas and the
fear until recently that rear areas coUld again
become a battle zone.
)low, however, the situation appears to be
sufficiently stabilized to permit the est ablishment of a s eparat e communications zone,
with the commander maintaining close liai-

Mr. WICKERSHAM. Mr. Speaker,
many home-seeking veterans and builders have complained to me about the
recent ruling of the Veterans' Administration which instructed its field officers not to act upon loans for veterans'
homes located within 4 miles of any airport. The Veterans' Administration has
requested that all applications for homes
to be built closer to airports than 4 miles
be sent to Washington for final approval
or rejection. A spokesman for the VA
has stated that this action came about
following a series of crashes in New
Jersey.
It is a well-known fact that the airports in Oklahoma are not crowded and
in congested residential areas as they are
in New Jersey. I fiew back from Oklahoma today not only to vote for the
abolition of regulation X but also to urge
that the Veterans' Administration remove this ban on building within a 4mile limit of airports as it applies to the
State of Oklahoma.

RIGHT WAY AT

Vet~rans'

Administration Should Change
Ruling

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. VICTOR WICKERSHAM
OF OKLAHOMA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

In Most Places We Honor Our Dead
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOSEPH R. FARRINGTON
DELEGATE FROM HAWAII

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. FARRINGTON. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I present herewith a column by
Arnold Burnett in the Peoria Journal, of
Peoria, lll.:
IN

MOS'l' PLAC.ES WE HONOR OUR wAR DEAD

(By Arnold Burnett)
Mem-orial .Day, and in all parts of the
world, as well as here at home, Americans
will pause to pay tribute to those who gave
their lives for their country on the battlefields of the world.
In national cemeteries throughout this
Nation, from big Arlington, across the river
from Washington, where 73,166 are buried,
to the tiny Custer battlefield cemetery, where
265 lie at rest near the Little Big Horn in
Wyoming, graves will be visited and decorated.
Atop a green hill ln the quiet countryside at Maddingley, near Cambridge, England, 3,800 Americans sleep-Americans who
helped defend Britain in those dark days of
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World War II; who died in the air raids;
whose planes crashed on the English countryside.
Gleaming white marl;lle crosses mark these
graves, and 468 other graves of Americans in
a little cemetery at Brookwood, England.
In North Africa, at Tunis, and ancient
Carthage, 2,830 Americans rest, after giving
their lives fighting the enemy in the bloody
batt les of the Kasseri!).e Pass and El Alamein.
Anzio Beach, Italy, was drenched with the
blood of the brave Americans who fell there.
There are 7,859 of them resting in a cemetery beside the beach--4,500 more of them in
a cemetery outside Florence. White marble
crosses trace gently curving rows where they
lie. Among them are 12 American girls,
WAC's who also died in the service of their ·
country.
And in France thousands more of our boys
and men rest in cemeteries in many parts of
that nation, resting in honored glory beside
their buddies and their allies.
And their resting places are marked with
marble crosses which gleam softly over their
graves-over the graves of more than 100,000
Americans who will never come home; who
rest eternally thousands of miles from the
land for whose liberty they died.
In the Punchbowl Memorial Cemetery in
Hawaii, 14,000 Americans are buried; those
who were killed while fighting their way
ashore on the many bloody islands of the
Pacific during World War II.
From all parts of America they came; from
Kansas and llllnois, from Florida and Massachusetts, from Alaska and Hawaii and Idaho
and the Virgin Islands. And now they lie
peacefUlly in the Punchbowl on Hawati's
"hill of sacrifice," overlooking the blue Pacific, with Honolulu on one side of them and
Pearl Harbor on the other.
No crosses here. No white marble crosses
for the Christians, no white marble stars of
David for the Jews. There were white
wooden crosses there last Memorial Day, but
these are gone now. Rooted up by the Army.
Too expensive to maintain, the Army explained. Economy, says the Army.
So on this flat plain, with no monuments
except the fiat grave markers, with no memorials, no symbols of their faith, sleep 14,000
Americans in the soft beauty of Hawaii.
The people of Hawaii are putting 50,000
flower leis on the graves today. Sweetscented circlets of ginger blooms, orchids and
jasmine and hibiscus and the many, many
lovely flowers that grow in profusion in Hawaii.
Last Memorial Day the 50,000 lilies were
draped gently and lovingly on the gleaming
white crosses. Today they are lying fiat
on the fiat graves in the Punchbowl.
Gleaming white marble crosses for American war dead all over the world, but not
even wooden crosses for those in the Punchbowl. Too expensive, says the Army. Economy, says the Army.

Correspondence Between Hon. Joseph C.
O'Mahoney, of Wyoming, and Secretary Chapman With Relation To Leasing
of Oil and Gas Deposits in the Continental Shelf
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOSEPH C. O'MAHONEY
OF WYOMING

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, I
am in receipt of a letter from Secretary
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of the Interior Oscar L. Chapman,
which makes it clear that no effort will
be made to use the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act for the leasing of oil and gas deposits in the Continental Shelf. The Secretary advises
me that he has recommended to the
President that no further consideration
be given to this possibility and that the
President has concurred in this judgment. This means that the Executive
order of September 28, 1945, by which
the President committed the submerged
area to the custody of the Department
of the Interior pending legislative action by the Congress will not be changed.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD
Secretary Chapman's letter to me of
June 11, as well as his letter to me of
June 9, both in response to my letter of
June 7, which was printed in the body
of the RECORD of June 10, 1952.
There being no objection, the correspondence was ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
·
UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington. D. C., June 11, 1952.

Han. JosEPH

c.

O'MAHONEY,

Chairman, Committee on Int~rior and
Insular Affairs, United States Senate.

DEAR JoE: I am writing to you further with
reference to the possibility of undertaking
a program under the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949 for the
leasing of the oil and gas deposits in the Continental Shelf.
As you know, this is not a new proposal.
On the contrary, the exploration of this pas•
sibility was begun more than a year ago.
The fact that the Department was considering the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949 in this connection was
publicized by the press rather widely in 1951.
and Members of Congress who made inquiry
were informed that the Department was exploring the possibility of utilizing the provisions of existing legislation for the leasing
of the oil and gas deposits in the Continental
Shelf. However, as I stated in my letter tp
you dated June 9, 1952, the prpposal never
progressed beyond the tentative stage.
In view of the public controversy that has
arisen over the possibility of leasing the oil
and gas deposits in the Continental Shelf
under the provisions of the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act of 1949, it
seems reasonable to assume that, even if such
a program were to be undertaken, the existing controversy would adversely affect the
bidding for, and the development under.
such leases. Consequently, I have recom•
mended to the President, and he has concurred, that no further consideration be
given by the executive branch to the possibility of inaugurating such a leasing· program.
It is expected, therefore, that the oil and
gas in the Continental Shelf will continue to
be reserved and set aside, as stated in Executive Order 9633, pending the enactment of
specific legislation to govern the development
of these resources.
Sincerely yours,
OSCAR,
Secretary of the Interior.

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMEI;T OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D. C., June 9, 195Z.

Han. JosEPH

c. O'MAHoNEY,

Chairman, Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs, United States Senate.

DEAR JoE: I appreciate the time and effort
that you devoted to the preparation of your

letter dated June 7, 1952, regarding the possibility of inaugurating under the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act of
1949 a program for the leasing of the oil
and gas deposits in the submerged lands of
the Continental Shelf.
I am in complete agreement with you that
the inauguration of such a program would
be inconsistent with the statement in Executive Order 9633 that the resources of the
subsoil and sea bed of the Continental Shelf
are "reserved, set aside, • • • pending
the enactment of legislation in regard thereto." Throughout the consideration by this
Department, over an extended period, of the
possibility of utilizing the provisions of the
Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 for the purpose of leasing the
oil and gas deposits in the Continental Shelf.
it has always been understood by the Department that the possibility depended,
among other things, upon securing the prior
approval of the President, evidenced by a
revision of Executive order 9633. As of the
present time, the President has not given his
approval for the inauguration of a program
looking toward the leasing of the oil and
gas deposits in the Continental Shelf under
the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949; and the Department
has not presented to the President any proposal for the revision of Executive Order
9633. (The Department, in conne<:tion with
its consideration of this problem in 1951,
prepared in rough-draft form a proposed
amendatory Executive order along that line,
but the rough draft was never transmitted
outside the Department.)'
If at some future time the President
should revise Executive Order 9633 so as to
remove the inhibition contained in the present language of the order with respect to
the development of the resources of the subsoil and sea bed of the Continental Shelf,
the legal question as to whether the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act of
1949 could properly be applied to the oil
and gas in the Continental Shelf would then
become real rather than academic, as it is
at the present time.
With regard to this legal question, I am
advised by the Solicitor of the Department
that the primary problem is whether the oil
and gas in the Continental Shelf come within
the meaning of the term "property" as used
1n the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949; and that Congress has
defined the term "property" in that act (sec.
3 (d)) as meaning "any interest in property
of any kind," with the exception of certain
categories of property which have been expressly removed by Congress from the scope
of the act, such as the public domain, national forests, national parks, etc.
The Solicitor adheres to the view that he
expressed in the memorandum dated September 10, 1951, to the effect that the oil and
gas in the Continental Shelf constitute prop·
erty in which the United States has an interest. In support of his view, he refers to
the fact that the majority opinion of the
Supreme Court in the case of United States
v. Texas (339 U.S. 707 (1950)), makes it plain
that the United · States has both imperium
(governmental powers of regulation and control) and dominium (ownership or proprietary rights) in the lands and minerals of the
portion of the Continental Shelf underlying
the m arginal sea; and that the clear implication in the Texas decision, as well as in
the Supreme Court's decision in the case of
United States v. Louisiana (339 U . . S. 699
( 1950) ) , is to the effect that the United
States has the same rights in the lands and
minerals of the Continental Shelf lying seaward of the marginal sea as it has in the
lands and minerals of the Continental Shelf
underlying the marginal sea.
If the Solicitor is correct in his view that
the oil and gas in the Continental Shelf constitute property in which the United States

has an interest, then the related legal question arises as to whether such property has
been expressly excepted by the Congress from
the provisions of the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949. In particular, the problem here is whether the lands
of the Continental Shelf and their mineral
deposits are included within the public domain exception prescribed by the Congress.
With respect to the problem mentioned in
the preceding paragraph, it has long been
held by the Supreme Court that the term
"public domain" or "public lands," when
used in Federal provisioils of law relating to
the disposition of land, does not include land
lying seaward of the line of high tide along
the coast. Mann v. Tacoma Land Co. (153
U.s. 273, 284 (1894)). This holding was not
overruled by the decision of the Supreme
Court in tha case of Hynes v. Grimes Packing
Co. (33"' U. S. 86 (1949)). That case involved, among other things, the interpretation of section 2 of the act of May 1, 1936
(49 Stat. 1250; 48 U.S. c .. 1946 ed., sec. 358a).
which authorized the Secretary of the Interior to designate as an Indian reservation
any "public lands which are actually occupied
by Indians or Eskimos" within the Territory
of Alaska (as well as other lands specified in
the section). Under the authority of this
section, the Secretary issued an order which
established the Karluk Indian Reservation
on Kodiak Island and, where the reservation
fronted on Shelikof Strait, placed within the
boundaries of the reservation coastal waters
to a distance of 3,000 feet from the shore line
at mean low tide. The Court held that the
statutory phrase previously quoted authorized the Secretary to include the coastal area
within the boundaries of the reservation.
The Court expressed the view that an interpretation of the statutory language so as
"to describe only land above mean low tide is
too restrictive in view of the history and
habits of Alaska natives and the course o!
administration of Indian affairs in that territory" (pp. 110-111). The Court stressed that
section 2 of the 1936 act "gives no power to
the Secretary to dispose finally of Federal
lands" or "to convey any permanent title or
right to the Indians in the lands or waters of
Karluk Reservation" (p. 102); and the Court
indicated that it was the temporary character of the reservation, and the circumstance that the governing statutory provision was part of a series of legislative enactments designed to improve the economic
condition of Alaskan natives, that distinguished the Hynes case from other cases
holding that the term "public lands" does
not include lands below the high watermark
along the coast (pp. 115-116).
If the oil and gas in the Continental Shelf
are property in which the United States has
an interest, and if they are not within the
scope of the public domain exception prescribed by Congress in the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act of 1949, then
the problem concerning the possibility of disposing of such oil and gas under that act
would become one (assuming a previous revision of Executive Order 9633 by the President) of determining, first, whether such oil
and gas could properly be declared to be
excess property, and, second, whether such
oil and gas could properly be declared to
be surplus property. These would be administrative problems, because the Congress
has defined the term "excess property" to
mean "any property under the control of any
Federal agency which is not required for its
needs and the discharge of its responsibilities, as determined by the head thereof" (sec.
3 (a) ) ; and the Congress has defined the
term "surplus property" to mean "any excess property not required for the needs and
the discharge of the responsibilities of all
Federal agencies, as determined by the Administrator" of General Services or his delegate (sees. 3 (g), 205 (d)). Thus, the determination .as to whether oil or gas in the
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Continental Shelf could properly -be regarded
as "excess property," as that term is defined
ln the act, would be made by the Secretary
of the Interior as the head of the Federal
agency having control of such oil and gas
under Executive Order 9633; and, if the
Secretary's determination on this point were
in the affirmative as to any of the oil or gas
in the Continental Shelf, then the determination as to whether such excess oil or
gas could properly be regarded as "surplus
property," as that term is defined in the act.
would be made by the Administrator of General Services (or his delegate) after consultation with the heads of other Federal agencies.
In particular, it would be necessary to consult
with the Secretary of Defense in connection
with any proposal to declare that oil or gas
in the Continental Shelf was "not required
for the needs and the discharge of the responsibilities of all Federal agencies." There has
been no consultation thus far with representatives of the Department of Defense, or
with representatives of other Government
agencies, on this point.
As you will see from the foregoing discussion, the argument as to whether the pro•
visions of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 could be applied
to on and gas in the Continental Shelf is
academic, because the President has not indicated that he would revise Executive Order
9633 so as to remove the present inhibition
against the development of the resources of
the subsoil and sea bed of the Continental
Shelf pending the enactment of legislation
on this subject, and because there has been
no consultation thus far with the Department of Defense or other Federal agencies
concerning the question whether any of the
oil or gas in the Continental Shelf is "not
required for the needs and the discharge of
the responsibilities of all Federal agencies."
I agree with you that the Congress ought
· to furnish adequate guidance for the executive branch by legislating expressly with
respect to the administration of the submerged lands of the Continental Shelf and
their mineral resources.
If you or your committee should desire
further information or clarification on any
phase of the question discussed above, or on
any other matter pertaining to the admin·
1stration of the submerged lands of the Continental Shelf, I should be glad to appear
with Solicitor White for the purpose of
attempting to furnish the desired informa•
tion or clarification.
Sincerely yours,
OSCAR,

Secretary of the Interior.

Address of Dr. Ralph J. Bunche
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLAUDE I. BAKEWELL
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. BAKEWELL. Mr. Speaker, my
alma mater, St. Louis University was
founded in 1818 and was the first c~llege
established in the great Southwest area
of the country. Within the past week
at its annual commencement the graduating class of St. Louis University was
addressed by Dr. Ralph J. Bunche, Director of the United Nations Trustee Department, former professor at Harvard
pniversity, and winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize. Dr.. Bunche has attained

d~stinction in the fields of education, of
diplomacy, and .of mediation.
l!nder leave to extend my remarks,
I mclude herewith excerpts of Dr.
Bunche's address to the graduating class
of St. Louis University on June 3 as
printed in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch of
June 8:

It is truly said that the United Nations is
the world's best hope for a peaceful, free,
and secure world. But it is equally true
that the United Nations cannot finally succeed in building firm foundations for world
peace and stability, nor can any international
mechanism or diplomacy, unless and until
there is a sound moral foundation for its
effort.
This foundation, acutely lacking today,
can be found only among the peoples of
the world-in their minds and hearts. Man's
greatest challenge, therefore, is posed in
human attitudes and relations.
Preparing the world for a peaceful existence is a mammoth educational process.
Peoples who long for peace-and I believe
that there are no peoples in the world who
do not, whatever the motivations and policies
of some governments may be-must learn
and apply the elemental lessons which are
indispensable to peaceful relations among
men. In this regard, every community, every
institution, every individual has a serious international responsibi11ty.
For example, we in this democratic society
are accustomed to responsible and responsive
government. It is fundamental to the effective operation of our system of govern.
ment that the people shall be alert and weninformed on the issues and problems con·
fronting the society and its government.
The new role of leadership in international
affairs now assumed by the American Government, marking a radical departure from
its traditional policy of aloofness, involves
new burdens and responsibi11ties for the
American citizen. It is essential that the
American citizen be equally as well-informed
and capable of formulating his views and ex-·
;pressing his wishes on international as on
domestic issues. As never before in our history, his well-being, present and future, is
directly involved in the foreign policy of his
Government.
· The representatives of the Government who
sit in the organs of the United Nations, in the
specialized agencies and other international
.bodies, are acting on behalf of the American
.people. They regularly take positions and
.vote on a wide variety of questions which
relating vitally to the establishment of ~
peaceful, just, and stable world order are
of utmost concern to the American citiz~nry.
They are, in effect, our representatives in the
international parliament, and they need the
guidance of the people's will.
The imperative horizon of the American
citizen has thus vastly widened within the
past few years. His knowledge and active
interest, his understanding of other peoples
must expand correspondingly if our demo~
cratic structure is to continue strong and
effective.
In assessing the prospects for peace or war
nowadays, one inevitably thinks primarily in
terms of the possib111ty of resolving-or at
least easing-the conflict between west and
east. This conflict is much more than the
traditional struggles for m111tary, political
and economic power.
'
It is als~ an ideological conflict, involving
the necess1ty of winning men's hearts and
minds as well as physical control over them.
People are the major stakes at issue. Its
outcome cannot be deterinined solely on
battlefields. Ideas cannot be fought decisively with guns, nor can minds and hearts
be won with them.
In th.is momen_tous struggle, earnest, active concern for human progress and the
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well-being of people everywhere, of whatever race, religion, or culture, will prove
by far to be our most effective weapon.
Indeed, the conflict between West and
East is nurtured and sharpened by the stark
fact that substantially more than half of the
world's people for long have lived and still
live under miserable conditions. In varying
degree, poverty, hunger, squalor, disease, ignorance, and oppression comprise their typical way of life. But they are now awakened
and aroused and clamorously demand a
much better life.
In Asia, the Middle East, and much of
Africa, there is vigorous ferment--not over·
ideologies, not over the relative merits of
free versus authoritarian systems of government and economy, but simply over intolerable conditions of life. This is the outstandin~ phenomenon of our times, overshadowmg in its ultimate significance even
conflict with communism.
Indeed, these peoples may prove to be the
decisive factor in the ultimate outcome of
that confiict. They can be won to the cause
of peace and freedom if there is understanding and sympathy with their aspirations and
if the true hand of equality and fellowship
1s extended to them along with the technical
and material assistance they require.
The United Nations well understands this
and seeks greater social justice, larger freedom, and a better life for all peoples.
In this regard, I might most appropriately
quote from the statement made by the Delegate of the Holy See to the United States on
May 21, on the occasion of his first visit to
the United Nations Headquarters in New
York for the purpose of signing the Convention relative to the Statute of Refugees. Af·
firming that the Supreme Pontiff, His Holiness, Pope Pius XII "has not ceased to point
out to the peoples of the world the way to
lasting peace and social restoration by
mutual cooperation and by recognition of
the supreme moral values," Archbishop Cicognani went on to say:
"With ardent hope the world turns to the
United Nations and anxiously follows the
struggle of its distinguished leaders to overcome tremendous obstacles and to restore
to forsaken people peace, home, employment
and justice."
'
The crisis now confronting mankind is a
world-wide crisis in human relations. It is
the menacing culmination of centuries of
human greed and callousness. It cannot be
resolved by guns and bombs. It can be re•
solved without guns by understanding generosity and firm espousal of the right of all
people to freedom, equality, dignity, and the
enjoyment of at least those minimum standards of living to which all human beings are
entitled.
In this connection, let us also, as Ameri•
cans, never forget that in our own society we
have a grave problem of human relations, as
yet unresolved despite the great progress
that has been recorded. It is today a more
serious and costly problem than ever before.
In the contemporary world, democracy as
we conceive of 1t, our way of life, is being
severely challenged. We believe, and rightly
so, that democracy, insuring the freedom,
equality, dignity, and initiative of the indi·
vidual, is the best blueprint for living ever
devised for self-respecting men.
It is vital not only to our own future, but
to the cause of freedom throughout the
world, that we afford a convincing dem·
onstration of the vir111ty of democracy aa
a way of life for all people, irrespective of
color or creed. We must practice democracy
as vigorously as we profess it.
Surely nothing could be fairer or simpler
than that all Americans shoUld be accepted
and appraised as individuals on the basis
of their individual merit. Democracy the
spirit of brotherhood, and Christian ~thics
demand no more than this; nor doea the
Negro,
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The Work of the Christian Layman
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks, I am happy to
include a radio talk given by Douglas
Auchincloss, associate editor of Time
magazine as one of a series on Faith in
Our Time presented by Mutual Broadcasting System. Mr. Auchincloss is the
son of our genial colleague from New
Jersey, the Honorable JAMES C. AucHINcLoss.
A great historian has said that one of
the lessons of history is that whenever
it becomes dark enough the stars come
out. Seldom in history have materialism and trust in brute power seemed to
black out spiritual insights and overshadow spiritual forces more than in our
time. Such messages as this by a Christian layman demonstrate that the stars
are already coming out. Man's pessimism about himself may at long last give
.God his chance.
The article follows:
One day a week this program presents a
layman, and it is because I am a layman,
that I am here apparently to talk to you
about religion. Perhaps it would be well for
us to ask ourselves what, in the religious
sense of the word, a layman actually is.
What, if any, is his function? What is the
difference between a layman and a clergyman?
The first answer we think of is very likely
to be conditioned by the physical organization ot" a church. The layman comes there
and sits down. Then the clergyman takes
over; he reads the prayers, performs the rituals, and finally delivers a sermon telling the
layman how he should be thinking, or behaving, or aspiring. The layman listens.
In the work of the church or religious
group in the community, it is again the
priest or minister or rabbi who is doing
things, the layman who is having them done
to or for him. When the sick are to be
visited or the bereaved comforted, it is the
man in the black suit who is expected to
go around and call. When someone is
troubled, it is the clergyman who is supposed
to do the listening and advising. In most
phases of religious activity, the layman is
the man on the receiving end. Except, of
course, for one thing-raising money to make
t'>e clergyman's activities possible.
This, then, is the most obvious, visibleto-the-naked-eye difference between the layman and the clergyman. If this were the
true or proper state of affairs, I, as a layman,
should perhaps confine my remarks to you
today to the problems of fund-raising. Of
course, it isn't the proper division of func;.
tion at all, as any minister or priest or
rabbi knows. In fact, any religious body in
which the layman is entire~y on the receiving end is perilously close to being no religious body at all. But because we are all
so busy with the complicated business of
making our livings and taking care of our
families and seeing our friends, it's always
a temptation for us to let the hard-working
clergy be the church, while we content ourselves with raising the money for him and
sitting still and respectful while he talks.
• To combat this temptation I think it is
valuable for us to remember not t h e differ-

ence but the similarity between clergymen
and laymen.
There is an old idea in the Christian
church that has an important bearing on
this. It is usually known as the idea of "the
Priesthood of All Believers." In other words,
it is the idea that every man and woman
who acknowledged God as a need and a
power in his life, who is a member of a religious community is, in a sense, a priest or
a minister of God, whatever may be his
wordly calling.
Among the earliest Christians, this was not
an idea but a simple fact. The first Christians in Jerusalem and the men who served
in the churches set up by the Apostle Paul
around the shores of the Mediterranean were
both laymen and clergymen at the same
time. They wore ordinary clothes and
worked at ordinary jobs. Some of them were
appointed to perform certain parts of the
rituals of their faith, but this did not set
them apart from the other members whose
gifts lay along other lines. In the hostile
world of that time, when the churches were
tiny brotherhoods, everyone had plenty to do,
preaching and teaching and helping each
other. The Christians of those days were
much more what Paul called "members of
one body."
Naturally, this couldn't last. As the
churches grew big and burdened with power
and administrative responsibilities, and as
the rituals and teachings became more and
more complicated, the line between laymari
and clergyman necessarily grew sharper .
Sometimes it grew so sharp as almost to destroy the church itself. There have been reforms and divisions and corruptions and
more reforms. But somehow, all through
Christian history has run this idea that each
believer is in fact a kind of minister or
priest, with commensurate authority and
responsi'b ility.
This idea becomea clearer to us, perhaps,
when we remember what, in essence, a clergyman is. Whether he is performing a ritual,
or expounding the fiCripture, or visiting the
sick, he is playing the role of middleman.
"He is a channe~ through which something
fiows-a vehicle, when he is successful, for
the Grace of God.
The ritual he performs is a special privilege for which he is authorized and trained.
Laymen may perform rituals too; the Roman
Catholic Church permits anyone to baptize
another h certain emergencies. One of the
great strengths and beauties of the Jewish
religion is the great priestly role allotted to
the father of every family. But whatever
the ritual or whoever performs it, his func~
tion is to be, as it were, a window between
God and man. This is the sense in which
all of us as believers must consider ourselves
also priests to one another.
Religion is not capital and churches are
not banks in which it has been deposited to
our accounts for us to draw on and tap
according to our needs. Religion is something we must spend in order to have.
It is in spending it that we as laymen
are also priests and ministers of God.

Veteran's Readjustment Assistance Act
of 1952
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HAMILTON C. JONES
OF NORTH CAROL IN A

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. HAMILTON C. JONES. Mr.
Speaker, since the Korean war veterans

and the public are so generally interested
in the bill just recently drawn by the
Veterans' Affairs Committee of the House
and the committee members, who participated in the drawing of the bill, have
been given the right to file any remarks
with reference to same within the usual
5-day period by motion of the chairman,
I am taking the opportunity to express
my general satisfaction and the satisfaction of a number of the people in my district with the type of bill which emanated
from the Veterans' Affairs Committee,
known as the Veterans' Readjustment
Assistance Act of 1952.
We sat in the hearings on the bill from
February 6 to March 11, 1952, and
weighed very carefully the different features of the bill which we felt were of
particular interest and importance to the
veterans and endeavored to work out in
their behalf as fair a bill as could possibly be drawn at the same time considering the public interest as well.
The bill in my opinion has a number of
improvements over the bill which was for
the education of World War II veterans
and still has lost none of the general
advantages of the said bill to the
veterans.
First. Stricter standards are set for
schools to bar fiy-by-night schools. At
least one-fourth of the students must be
nonveteran and the schools must have
been operated for 2 years before receiving
Federal aid with specified exceptions.
Second. A veteran can change his
course only once in 4 years and not' hop
around from school to school as many did
under the Servicemen's Readjustment
Act of 1944. The hearings before the
committee showed very clearly that the
Government was being imposed upon in
many cases by the veterans changing
from one school to·another and not concentrating on any one course or any one
school. This is all removed by the provisions of the Veterans' Readjustment
Assistance Act of 1952.
Third. The tuition and allotments
allowed the veteran will be paid to him
instead of to the school which he is
entering and he will in turn pay his expenses to the institution and decide just
what school he desires to enter. This
provision brought much argument before
the committee, but it was finally agreed
in the last analysis that the payment
should be made to the veteran direct and
that he should be given the choice of the
institution which he preferred. The
statistics show in this instance that most
veterans enter schools in the general
vicinity of where their residence is.
Fourth. There is no revival of tne 52-20
club which paid unemployment checks of
up to $20 a week for a maximum of 52
weeks for any serviceman of World War
II. Under the 52-20 club provision, the
Government was frequently defrauded
and lost substantial money which could
not be true under the Veterans' Readjustment Assistance Act of 1952 since the
whole provision has been abolished.
The education provisions call for maximum monthly payments of $110 to qualified veterans without dependents while
those with dependents would get up to
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$150 per month. Scaled-down grants
are allowed for veterans who take only
part-time school or on-the-job training.
Benefits would be given on the basis of
1% days of training for each day of service since June 27, 1950, with a maximum
service credit of 36 months.
The bill would also extend home and
business loan guaranties, social security
credits and mustering-out pay for the
new veterans.
For the World War II veteran who returned to military service since Korea
and again was discharged the bill would
provide additional education and training benefits up to a maximum of 48
months, restore eligibility for home or
business loans providing original loans
have been repaid and permit him to
receive mustering-out pay for his new
service in lieu of unemployment compensation at the rate of $100 for those
who serve less than 60 days, $200 for
those with more than 60 days' stateside
service, and $300 for those with more
than 60 days' service who also had overseas assignments.
Since many of the veterans were reservists they will not need the educational benefits, but will find that provision has been made for them to receive
home loans similar to those allowed
under the old bill and also social security
credit at the rate of $160 per month for
their service since June 27, 1950.
The bill provides that reservists who
lost their homes as a result of recall to
service in Korea will be entitled to a new
home loan.
The bill as drawn by the committee
has received favorable comment from
many newspapers. A typical comment
is found in the Washington Evening Star
of June 10 from which I quote in part
under the editorial entitled "Equity for
Korean War GI's." The editorial says:
The new GI bill of rights legislation just
approved by the House will give veterans of
the Korean war benefits comparable to thos.e
awarded World War II veterans, but with an
important difference. This time there would
be none of the :flagrant abuses which
brought the previous program into disrepute.
The House bill rules out the much-criticized "52-20 club" which was a discreditable
part of the World War II law. This was the
"club" made up of veterans who, while able
to work, made no effort to do so while drawing a special unemployment stipend of $20 a
week for as many as 52 weeks. The bill provides for the same mustering-out pay as veterans of the other war received.
Nor would the House bill encourage establishment of fly-by-night schools for GI training, as the expired statute did. Before a
school could be certified as eligible to participate in the program, it must have been
in business at least 2 years.

The editorial concludes with the following paragraph:
Whatever the plan finally adopted by
Congress, it will remain the responsibility of
the Veterans' Administration to guard
against abuses wherever they might arise.
Congressional investigators found that the
VA was sometimes lax in policing the former
program. There must be no laxity in the
Government's vigilance against waste in this
new billion-dollar program.

Budget of the Federal Government
REMARKS
OF

HON.EUGENEJ.McCARTHY
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, I have
today introduced a bill in the House of
Representatives to provide for more effective control by Congress over the
budget of the Federal Government. The
Constitution places on the Congress the
responsibility for the expenditures of the
funds of the Federal Government. Previous to World War I Government operation was relatively simple and the
amount of money involved in the Federal budget was relatively small. Congress, under these circumstances, could
exercise effective control over the Federal budget. The expansion of Government activity during World War I, and
the period following, during the depression years of the thirties, and again during World War II and in the postwar
period has created a serious problem
concerning congressional control over
the expenditures.
Under the procedure which is followed
by the Federal Government today a
budget is :first prepared by each of the
agencies of the departments of the Government. These governmental or agency budgets are then consolidated in the
comprehensive budget by the Bureau of
the Budget. The Bureau of the Budget
is a part of the executive branch of the
Government. The Bureau itself has well
over 500 employees who work in preparing the budget. In addition, large numbers of agency or departmental officers
participate in the work of preparing the
budget. Following the preparation and
the approval of the budget by the Bureau, officials of the Bureau of the
Budget and the various executive agencies which are affected appear before the
Appropriations Committees in order to
testify in support of the budget requests.
Under this procedure, no adverse or
critical governmental witnesses are
called. Adverse testimony may be offered by nongovernmental personnel or
organizations or by Members of Congress who may have some special information regarding the operation of the
specific agencies. The principal responsibility for examining the recommendations of the Bureau of the Budget rests
on the Appropriations Committees of
the House and of the Senate.
The House committee is assisted by a
staff of approximately 40 people, 50 percent of whom are nonprofessional, clerical, and stenographic persennel. This
means, in effect, that as far as the House
of Representatives is concerned, a thorough analysis of the budget must be accomplished by a staff of 12 to 15 experts, plus the members of the Appropriations Committee. The Senate Appropriations Committee functions with
a staff of or 12 people, including the
clerical and stenographic personnel.
Obvious~y it is impos$ible for the Appro-
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priations Committees, with their limited
staffs to examine thoroughly the requests of the Bureau of the Budget.
In recent years, widespread attention
has been given to this problem and various reorganizational plans, intended to
solve the problem, have been proposed.
The major accomplishment, insofar as
Congress was concerned, was the passage
of the Legislative Reorganization Act of
1946. Despite the excellent provisions
of this act, it has not provided adequate
control over the expenditure of Federal
funds.
The Legislative Reorganization Act of
1946 authorized the chairman of the
House and Senate Appropriations Committees to pool their staffs and to set
up a kind of joint committee on appropriations so that duplication of the work
between the House and the Senate could
be avoided.
The Senate bill (S. 913) which recently passed the Senate and is now before
the Rules Committee provides for the
establishment of a joint committee on
the budget which would employ a staff
of 30 to 40 people to undertake a thorough study and analysis of the budget
and make reports to the House and Senate Appropriations Committees. It is
my opinion that each of these proposals
has some merit, but that neither is adequate to solve the problem which faces
the Congress.
Under the terms of s. 913, the joint
committee staff would be an addition to
the existing staffs of the House and Senate committees. Unless some provision
were made for coordinating the work
of this special staff with the regular
staffs of the two committees, duplication and over-lapping would inevitably
result. Even if duplication and overlapping were eliminated, the additional
staff of 40 people would still be wholly
inadequate to carry out a thorough anal·
ysis of the budget and make the necessary report to the Appropriations Committees.
The bill which I have introduced authorizes the Comptroller General, as
head of the General Accounting Office, to
analyze the budget requests submitted
by the Federal departments and agencies and by the Bureau of the Budget
and to bring the results of his study
to the Appropriations Committees of the
House and Senate. There are a number of reasons for placing this power
and responsibility in the hands of the
Comptroller General.
First, the Office of the Comptroller
General and the General Accounting
Office is not an agency in the executive
branch of the Government, but rather
is the instrument of the Congress itself.
Second, the General Accounting Office
either has, or can secure, adequate personnel. At the present time it employs
approximately 6,000 people. . Third, the
General Accounting Office is prepared,
both in terms of staff, training, and experience, to carry on this important
work. The General Accounting Office,
as a matter of fact, already performs
functions which are similar in nature
to that which would be required under
the terms of the bill I have introduced.
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'A nd what do we mean by the command to
love within this frame of reference? The
love we mean is a deep, abiding concern for
the general good-for the weak, for the
weary, for those in want-and, as well, a pride
in the progress that makes all of us happier,
healthier, and more intelligent-a sense of
moral responsibility for the community; a
personal sense of duty that accepts the privilege of citizenship with a full measure of
obligations. This is what we mean by "love
thy neighbor."
The association of man with his neighbor
naturally comprises three fascinating fields .
of study-economics, pol\tics, and sociology.
All three are closely related and all are divisions of philosophy.
During the past decades we have heard
varied interpretations of the relationship of
our economy to the social system, and we
are beginning to pay increased attention to
the relationship of our economy to that of
the rest of the world. We have read much
Price of Security
of the classification of the various types of
economies and of the social patterns loosely
or strongly connected to each other. We are
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
told
that the American economy is an exOF
treme capitalistic economy and that its place
is far to the right. The economy of the
Soviets is generally regarded as to the exOF NEW YORK
treme left. Some students place the British
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
economy somewhere in the middle.
I recognize that we must be inordinately
Thursday, June 12, 1952
careful in discussing the various types of
Mr. KEOGH. Mr. Speaker, under economies and especially so when we come
leave to extend my remarks in the REC· to definitions and to terminology. But to
ORD, I include the following address by
arrive logically and rapidly at our classificaAndrew S. Roscoe, president of the South tions we may employ the terms end result
Brooklyn Savings and Loan Association, or ultimate result to indicate a final sumat the Rotary Club of Brooklyn on June mary of the results of each type of economy.
Let us illustrate these classifications.
3, 1952:
It would seem reasonable .to assert that
President Homer Bartlett, my ladies, fellow
all power over production in distrtbution,
Rotarians, when such friends as you Rotarincome, and expense, over personal property
ians say "Call again," one knows that you
and even life in Russia, is concentrated in
mean it. And so it is that I have a second
relatively few hands. It would appear that
opportunity to visit with the Rotary Club
no feudalistic family of princes, no potenof Brooklyn. Some of us find the opportates, kings, emperors, or rulers in history
tunity of speaking a great and a rewarding
ever possessed the power now exercised by
part of our jobs. Some of these speaking
the dictator of the Soviets. If our inforassignments have brought me far and wide,
mation is correct, the common man has no
in places large and small, but I have always
voice in the communistic empire.
felt that the privilege to appear before my
Hence we say that the end result of the
neighbors is a true honor and that to be
Russian economy appears to represent an
judged by my neighbors was a real test of
extreme feudalistic capitalism, and as such
one's true measure.
belongs not to the left but to the extreme
The current issue of the Rotary Felloe
right.
says I am to speak about the price of seBritish economy, on the other hand, was
curity. Security means freedom from exon its way to the left, but apparently the
posure to danger, protection, feeling of, or
voters in Great Britain have elected to alter
assurance of safety or certainty, means
this trend in free elections.
shelter, guaranty, but guaranties are prediThe pattern in the United States is quite
cated upon conditions, assumptions of obdifferent. A larger percentage of the stock
ligations.
of
our enterprises is owned by the people.
Mankind enjoyed the benefits of great
The employees of our corporations and the
guaranties, the greatest of all the Ark of the
consumers of the corporate products and
Covenant, and assumed the obligations of
services c 3 shareholders in the business.
the great commandment.
While our legal machinery provides control
I mention the great commandment with
for management purposes, the benefits of
temerity. Let me tell you at the outset that
our productive capacity accrue to the conI do not intend to transgress the borders of
sumer and the worker. Both are sharepropriety by a discussion of the Decalogue.
holders.
That sacred field belongs to those more
Hence, the end result has a broad base of
thorough ly prepared and more expertly
work and reward.·· The end result is a
qualified.
mutual and free economy that cannot be
My subject could be centered about that
placed accurately in terms to the right or
simple code of the conduct of life, the code
to the left.
that says "Love thy neighbor."
I make the bold claim that our economy
This is a simple code, but let us make its
defies the classic descriptions left or right
terms even simpler. By neighbor, whom do
for the pattern does not resemble any other
we mean? Men and women who dwell next
form of economy in the world. Our way,
to us, people who labor with us, folk who
I repeat, is not a way to the left or a way to
interchange their services, individuals we
the right. Our way is truly the American
know-the college professors, judges, bankway.
ers, industrialists, politicians-workers from
We play a different kind of ball in an
all walks of life whom we meet up and down
entirely different league. The foundation
the road-people who are the directors or
the servants of our economy and our body · of our economy is precision built, built to
withstand great pressure. It seems to resist
politic-the people who comprise our great
society. These are our neighbors.
damage; it is vigorous, yet resilient. It haa

The General Accounting Office now conducts studies of the expenditure of funds
for the purpose of determining and reporting to Congress whether or not the
funds are expended by the various agencies in conformity with the provisions of
law and in an efficient and economical
manner. These post-expenditure audits
by the General Accounting Office have
been most helpful to Congress. The effect
of my bill is, in a sense, to authorize the
General Accounting Office to make what
might be called, preexpenditure audits
of the Federal budget, and on the basis
of this examination of the budget to
make recommendations to the Congress
regarding the proposed appropriations.
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the capacity to renew itself, to grow, and
to adjust. It seems truly indestructible.
Closely allied as are cause and effect ts
the relation between the economic and the
social structure. For, as we have said, neighbors are molded by economies, social structures and politics.
Not too many years ago our economic theories, as well as our business practices, were
based upon price and market factors. Today
we base our activities on family income.
Thus there has been a change, not only
in our academic thinking, but also in our
marketing policies. Even our professors have
had to accept and to admit this change.
The story of the American social order,
starting with the early settlers, developed on
the basis of a good-neighbor policy and was
built on the strong foundation of the great
commandment. Neighbors took good care of
neighbors. AE the progress of our economy
and our social order began to accelerate, the
responsibilities of neighbors began to be expressed by way of organized social-welfare
services, organized community activities and
charities.
Of these, perhaps the most significant and
the greatest is the American Red Cross.
Voluntary hospitals, health and welfare institutions, supported by private gifts add to
the pattern of good neighborliness. Today
we enjoy the benefits of private)y supported
schools, colleges, and universities, in which
ideals of faith and goodness as well as of
intellect, give to the community men imbued with the great command of service to
their neighbors. Yes, indeed, long before
the phrase "welfare state" was known we had
developed a welfare society.
Yes, indeed, our social order is in a class
alone, entirely different from any other pattern in the world, and it was based on the
Great Commandment in large degree.
And here. I ask you, my listeners, a' question.
If the pattern of our economy, our political strength and our social order seem so
nearly per.f ect, what are the factors causing
mental anguish and apprehension to millions of Americans?
What are the sources of a feeling of insecurity?
We must all recognize that the international situation is exposing our way of life to
great peril. Permit me, please, to command to your generous attention the recent
;Report of the Committee on Present Dangers, of which our own Tracy Voorhees was
vice chairman. The reading ·or that report
will bring the bipartisan foreign policy closer
to your hearts. But the international situation is a broad subject and we might leave
its further study to the experts in geopolitics.
Certainly, the problems of our own home
front merit careful analysis and serious attention.
We have said and we see that the economic order and the social structure here
at home are sound. Perhaps we must further question our political organization.
The men who direct and who service
tJ:.e destiny of our country within our Government consist of three classes: ( 1) civil
service, (2) our elected Government officials,
and representatives, and (3) the appointed
executives and administrators, the men
holding the so-called exempted jobs.
Let us study briefly, the civil service first.
Students of employee performance testify
that the group of people comprising civil
service are the same kind of people that
are engaged by private enterprise. When
employment is plentiful, a small fraction
of both acquire a tendency to take things
easy. When employment opportunities are
somewhat lessened, performance is much
more efficient in both groups.
Our elected representatives and other public servants constitute another and a most
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important segment of our political order.
They have earned their positions in the
democratic processes of political election
and are presumably outstanding citizens,
answerable to their communities.
Here in the United States, with people
from every part of the world to contribute
to political ideas and ideals, we have added
characteristics strictly our own. One of the
strangest phenomena of the American way
of life is the elected public servant. We
may name a plain man to Congress, even
take a. man out of smoke-filled halls and
make him an assemblyman or State senator,
or elevate a modest lawyer to the bench.
And in the main, these men make good Congressmen, State senators, assemblymen and
judges, responsible to the people, who are
their masters. Indeed, our body politic is
in a class by itself. .
Our civil service and our elected officials
constitute outstanding groups. Both are
public servants; both are answerable to the
people.
But a third source remains-the appointed
administrators and executives, the men with
the so-called exempted jobs. Let us look at
the origin of this phenomenon. ·
During the late twenties and thirties, Congress, the board of directors of the United
States, recognized the need for reforms.
Many Federal agencies were created and the
need for administrative talent became enormous. Under normal conditions, the offices
of the administrtators and executives of the
various agencies, the so-called exempted jobs
·should have been filled from a list of aspirants by our political leaders-our own neighbors. In plain language, these jobs rightfully
belong to men who work for their respective
political parties, who earn their jobs politically. And, under normal conditions, these
men serve at the pleasure of elected leaders
who are our neighbors. These neighbors
have sought through the democratic process
of nomination, campaign, and election the
approval of their neighbors and they remain
throughout office answerable t<;> their
neighbors.
A quick glance at the bureaus and agencies
directed by exempted administrators and
executives will reveal another phenomenon.
Those who have been named by our political
leaders keep in close contact with their jobs,
performing necessary public service.
But in many cases, these positions were
apparently filled without the advice or consent of leaders.
Where did many of these appointees come
from? No one is advised. What was their
political background at the time of their appointment? No one can tell. What was
their concept of the social order, the economic order, the political order? No one
seems to know. What kind of neighbors are
they to us?
Bureaucracy 1s a creeping danger. Our
philanthropies, our soci!il-welfare organizations, and educational institutions are not
immune from the impact of this peril, this
creeping expansion. With the promise of
more and more Federal aid comes more and
more Federal control. The Federal Government, not the neighbor, provides the money
and writes the rules. Neither neighbor nor
taxpayer nor political leader has any voice
in the rarefied atmosphere of bureaucracy.
It is my belief that bureaucracy consti·
. tutes an ominous menace to free economy,
to free society, and to free neighborliness.
The problem of bureaucracy demands the
concern of commerce and industry. It looms
as a challenge to the thinking of responsible
folk within the community who are charged
with leadership and with the burdens and
the weight of leadership.
The great commandment? Love thy neigh·
bor. Must it be left to Federal bureaus and
the twilight zone of public agencies, whose
first ambitions is to perpetuate themselves,

to assume the common responsibilities of
neighbors?
Our program 1s a simple, easy one. We
must support and continue to support our
worthy educational and social-welfare agencies. Neighbors support the American Red
Cross, with its vast services to veterans, servicemen, and civi11ans ·a nd their families,
without aid from the United States Treasury.
We must consider giving greater support
to our local political leaders, who are, or
should be, real neighbors. This support
should be both moral and substantial, especially at the time of elections.
There should be no apathy in our political
system, the best in the world, but rather
full support to elected leaders who repre·
sent us.
What we have here is worth preserving,
worth supporting, worth sacrificing for.
·
The irony of this address is this: Years
ago in school I always considered it dubious
logic for the teacher to scold those students
present in class because three or four were
absent. The absent lads seldom heard the
scolding. Fellow Rotarians, you whose very
careers in Rotary represent the goal of community service, forgive the error of lecturing
you on neighborliness.
·
But my message can be heard by your
neighbors and mine. It's just this: "If we
want to belong to the wonderful social club
called American free economy, and if we
want to stay in the game, we must buy more
chips. We must love our neighbors."
We must abide by the great commandment.
It isn't too great a price to pay for security.

Video's Effect on Political Campaigning
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EARL CHUDOFF
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. CHUDOFF. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent I include in the Appendix of the RECORD an article written
by Suzanne F. Roberts, published in the
TV Digest edition of June 14, 1952, which
should be of interest to everyone:
VIDEO'S EFFECT ON POLITICAL CAMPAIGNINGNow THERE'S A BOOK PUBLISHED ON How A
POLITICAL CANDIDATE CAN GAIN TV APPEAL
"No cold · fish need worry about being a
dead duck on television," says Suzanne F.
Roberts in her new booklet titled "The Candidate and Televi~ion." According to Mrs.
Roberts "a political candidate can make himself appealing to viewers even if he does not
possess the friendliest personality or is not
dynamic as a speaker."
That's a rather large statement but Su•
zanne F. Roberts proceeds to prove her
points. She says that:
"1. A candidate can forcefully present
philosophies in a form that is thoroughly
understandable by all groups of voters.
"2. A candidate can secure personally the
concentrated attention of tremendous num·
bers of people at one time.
"3. A candidate can project his person•
ality in the best possible light • • • he
can do it as though he were talking to each
voter individually, in person."
Suzanne Roberts' book can well be con·
sidered an authoritative one, since she is one
of the earliest and most successful independent producers of political television programs. The candidates for whom she worked
state that she was instrumental in winning
some of the most difficult political fights in
the country.
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She also has the distinction of being the
only woman political television producer who
has been in the business continuously for
over 4 years and in four separate campaigns.
A successful culmination of her work occurred last November when the Democrats
swept Philadelphia for the first time in 67
years. Both JosephS. Clark, Jr., mayor, and
Richardson Dilworth, district attorney, depended upon Mrs. Roberts to produce their
television shows during their campaign. Today, she is producing Reports to the People,
a. city of Philadelphia show which appears
on TV regularly.
PLAIN SPEECH MAKING WON'T DO
Mrs. Roberts believes that political shows
should contain subject matter that is visually
interesting to attract viewers, retain interest, and help drive home every point made
by the candidates. Just platn speech making is out. Her book indicates by actual programs how political shows can be entertaining as well as persuasive.
Much of Mrs. Roberts' political know-how
was gained when she was asked to dramatize
a lecture series given by a nonpartisan political school. Following the theory that
"seeing is believing" she collected a group
of actors who staged typical election frauds,
outlined the duties of committeemen, showed
the restrictions of election laws, among other
similar subjects. A wide variety of political
topics was handled and the classes were a
huge success. Mrs. Roberts employed ballets,
musical sketches, songs, and pantomine.
Many of these shows could today be classed
as excellent television. Nonpartisan groups
throughout the United States have requested
these shows for inclusion in their own educational programs.
The strikingly attractive Suzanne Roberts
has been writing, acting in, and directing
radio shows in Philadelphia for many years.
She has produced special programs for industrial plants, on such subjects as absenteeism, quality control, job interest, and
safety.
TIMELY BOOK
Because of the timeliness of the subject
matter, the desire to encourage new uses
for television, and with full realization of
the valuable service The Candidate and Television offers to the entire TV industry, TV
· Digest is publisher of Suzanne F. Roberts'
book. People interested in television and its
effect on the selection of individuals pJ:esented to the electorate will want to read
The Candidate and Television.

1952: Will the Barriers Go Up Again?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HpN. EMANUEL CELLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave granted to extend my remarks in
the REcORD, I include the following arti·
cle from Business Week of May 10, 1952 :i
1952: WILL THE BARRIERS Go UP AGAIN?
Ever since Congress passed the Reciprocal
Trade Agreements Act in 1934, the United
States has been steadily paring its tariffs.
The trend has run pretty continuously away
from economic isolationism. But this year
it looks as if the trend is going to hit a few
bumps.
It may be that resurgent protection talk is
only a temporary reaction to today's fast
pitch and roll of the world economy. Or it
may actually mark a turning point 1n the
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trend. But whatever it comes to in the
future, it looks plenty big right now. The
stru~mle over United States import policybetween partisans of freer trade and defenders of tariffs and other barriers to foreign products-has spread to every nook and
cranny of Washington.
Madhouse: This week the Capitol was
jumping with nervous activity. A bake(s
dozen of restrietionist measures-more than
at any time in United States history-were
pending in Congress. The understaffed,
overworked Tariff Commission was wrestling
with a score of applications ·for tariff hikes.
The Department of Agriculture was forging
an armory of new protection measures under
the Agricultural Adjustment Act. A bill to
simplify archaic customs regulations was
bogged down in the Senate Finance Committee. Generals, admirals, and lesser military
procurement people ·were tiptoeing cautiously
through the entanglements of buy American
laws.
Contestants: The lines of battle are firmly
drawn. On the one side are the administration, fearful of the effect of heightened trade
barriers on our allies' economics; foreign diplomats, mindful of their nations' need for
dollars; importers and exporters who depend
on free-flowing world trade. On the other
is a growing minority of manufacturers who
feel that their slackening business is threatened by f-oreign competition.
In the middle, by and large, are Congressmen, backing and filling under the heavy
pressures of election-year politics.
Long fight ahead: There will be no early
let-up or show-down in the contest. It's
one of the most crucial issues in the evolution of United States foreign policy (Business Week, May 3, 1952, p. 160). And it
won't be settled overnight. After all, the
question of protection has been with us
ever since the first Tariff Act of 1789.
The outcome of the 1952 debate, however,
could change the course of the cold war,
with its effects on our own and our allies'
economies. Moscow is already exploiting
United States trade barriers (Business Week,
April 26, 1952, p. 152), crowing that the
United States will never let its allies get
a fair share of its market. Worried foreigners can only hope that the present
United $tates talk of protectionism is temporary.
I. NEW BARRIERS BUILDING
Temporary or not, present demands for
protection measures have thrown a chill into
foreign exporters and United States importers. Here's the present status of the campaign:
There are 16 new applications for relief
under section 7 of the Trade Agreements Act
before the Tariff Commission. (Sec. 7 lets
a manufacturer demand hearings whenever
he feels imports cause or threaten serious
injury.) There were only two applications
on the books last fall. Present applicants
want increased protection for watches and
parts, bicycles and parts, wood screws, chalk
and plaster of paris, motorcycles and parts,
table and kitchen chinaware, clothespins,
dried figs, candied cherries, briar ·pipes, blue
cheese, garlic, fish fillets, tuna and bonita in
brine, bonita in oil, and pregnant mares'
urine (used in estrogenic compounds).
More relief applications may be coming-in
textiles, machine tools, sewing machines.
Of course, the Tariff Commission won't act
on all these requests, and, when it does act,
tariffs won't necessarily be boosted so high
es manufacturers ask. Also, any increases
the Commission does recommend will have
to be 0. K.'d by the President.
Indicator: It's hard to tell now how the
Commission will react. The best indicator
of which way the trade winds are blowing
will be the decision on the motorcycle case,
due in June.
Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Milwaukee,
Wis., has asked for a boost in the motorcycle

tariff from 10 to 40 percent ad valorem, in
the tariff on parts from 15 to 50 percent.
Pending the tariff, it wants a quota of 10
percent of domestic production slapped on.
The company says rising imports are damaging its business, vital for national defense.
Cycle importers say that this kind of protection would cut imports to zero. Imports
now equal 50 percent of home production
(most of it from Harley-Davidson). The
British send the lion's share-last year some
8,195, worth about $2,700,000. London considers the motorcycle case the most urgent
from its point of view.
Importers argue further that foreign competition won't hurt Harley-Davidson if it
buckles down and starts competing. After
all, company output has risen steadily. And
importers say the light, fast British models
have expanded demand for all kinds; that
the potential market is big enough for all.
Protection: The cycle and other applications for increases fall under the escape
clause of our Trade Agreements Act. United
States trade de-ars contained no such outs
until 1946, when the Republican-dominated
Congress insisted on them. Last year the
Trade Agreements Extension Act broadened
the escape clause through section 7, making
hardship hearings mandatory.
Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act is another protection gimmick. It allows
for a 50-percent duty--or a 50-percent
quota-whenever the Secretary of Agriculture rules that imports are interfering with
a domestic farm program. A heavy fee was
imposed under this legislation last year on
Italian almonds. Now Agriculture is getting
ready to crack down on other products.
More protection: But the strongest restriction offensive is being pushed on Capitol
Hill. Here are some of the more important
of a . dozen or so bills now pending in
Congress:
Senator CAPEHART, Republican, of Indiana,
is sponsoring a measure that would slash
imports containing any materials now under
allocation or priority in the United States.
Iinpm;ts would be cut to 50 percent of 1947-49
levels. The cut would be mandatory if a
substantial portion of United States industry
asked for it. It could affect a whole raft of
manufactured items.
An amendment to the Appropriations Act
for the Defense Department would stretch
buy-American legislation to cover wool, as
well as clothing, bought for the armed services. That would mean that not only would
all uniforms have to be home-made, but that
uniforms, blankets, etc., would have to be
made out of home-grown wool.
A bill to broaden the requirement that 50
percent of all mutual security program goods
travel in United States ships. The bill would
extend this rule to any goods financed by
loan or grant by any United States Government agency to any foreign country.
A bill to raise tariffs on tuna and fig paste.
Legislation to limit the amount of chinaware that can be imported duty-free by tourists from the present $500 to $35.
A bill saying that any foreign exporter who
benefits from multiple exchange rates shall
be considered as having received a bounty or
subsidy from his government and be subject to countervailing duties in the United
States.
ll. PLENTY TO BUILD ON
Existing United States trade barriers look
formidable enough to m any foreign businessmen even though the tariff wall has been
shaved down a lot in the past 18 years. The
average tariff on dutiable items (about onethird of all imports) is about 15 percent,
compared with a sky-high 59 percent in
1932.
But the figures don't tell the whole story.
Many low-duty goods are on the list and this
makes the average look deceptively small.
Actually, a lot of tariffs are high by and large
on manufactured goods that the United

States makes. That tends to penalize our industrialized European allies. There are low
tariffs or none at all on raw materials the
United States needs and doesn't produce.
· Here's a random list of some tariffs:
Leather gloves, 25 to 40 percent; fur-felt hats,
40 to 55 percent; hand tools, 45 to 50 percent; bicycle bells, 70 percent; textile machinery, 40 percent; toys, 50 to 70 percent;
scientific instruments, 40 to 50 percent;
clocks and other measuring devices, 65 percent plus.
Other barriers: The tariff structure is only
one of our trade fortifications. Section 104,
a rider on the Defense Production Act, slaps
quotas of up to 40 percent on imported dairy
products, fats, oils. (Dairy men claimed
they had a vital defense industry, hence
came under DPA.) Section 104 is the socalled chees..J amendment, which has raised
such a hue and cry among Dutch, Canadian,
Swiss, Danish, Italian, and other producers.
The dairy imports account for only 5 percent of United States consumption but add
up to big hunks c:>f smaller nations' dollar
earnings.
Bias: Buy-American legislation, passed
during the· depression, forbids the Federal
Government to buy from foreign suppliers
unless their prices are 25 percent under domestic quotations, after tariffs.
That has cut Government procurement
·abroad almost to zero, despite an escape
clause that allows Federal agencies to ignore
it. What's more, it gives procurement officers ·a psychological bias that often keeps
them from buying abroad even when the
goods are 25 percent under United States
prices. An Italian firm recently bid on an
Army microscope contract. Its bid was more
than 25 percent below quotations from
American Optical Co. and Bausch & Lombdespite a 45 percent tariff on imported ~
croscopes. Army buyers wrung their hands,
finally split the order between the Italians
and the United States outfits. Saving to
the taxpayer on the one Italian contract:
$40,000. · Recently, after · much soul-searching, the Bureau of Reclamation bought two
foreign generators. Saving: $700,000 per
generator.
Rule book: Quotas and embargoes are also
built into United States protective machinery. The United States maintains a tight
quota on sugar. Butter, rice, flaxseed, and
peanuts ·are embargoed completely.
United States customs regulations, perennially up for revision, manage to stop a lot
of foreign products. A snarl of marking rules
often discourages manufacturers from even
trying to sell itl the United States. Some
imported razor blades are excluded because
they can't be die-stamped strictly according
to the book without breaking.
Classification of products for purposes of
duty evaluation creates headaches. Speedometers, for examgle, are classed as measuring instruments rather than auto parts. So
they get a 65 percent levy instead of a 13
percent. Rugs and carpets pay 25 to 40 percent. But they are classified as "fringed
objects"-paying 75 percent-if there's any
perceptible fringe on them.
A worse fate is in store for articles that
aren't specifically mentioned by name in our
regulations (United States lists of dutiab~e
items haven't been revised since 1930). They
have to be taxed on the basis of what they're
made of-practically impossible in the case of
some plastic items.
III. PRO AND CON
Classic arguments of defenders of import barriers are that the barriers are needed
to protect domestic industries essential to
defense, and to maintain high living standards for United States workers. Tariff partisans argue that there's no point in ruining
a United States industry-precisely when
United States industry, and its strength, is
the hope of the free world.
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Reply: The gist of the rebuttal that the
administration is pushing now is this: Most
industries that cry loudest for protectionwith the possible exception of the watch industry-aren't vital to defense. As luxury
industries, they might go by the board anyway during wartime. As for United States
wages and employment, administration people contend that it has always been their
aim to protect business from sudden, jolting tariff cuts. It admits that, in some cases,
readjustment to foreign competition might
require Federal or State assistance. But the
need for such help, says Washington, hasn't
been decisively proved in any industry.
Other answers: Most arguments put forth
for freer trade, however, are positive. The
United States, according to the antitariff
forces·, must import if it is to continue exporting without public subsidies. Foreign
countries already owe us some $10,000,000,000.
They'll be forced to default on loans unless
they earn dollars to pay off.
Our export industries employs nearly
3,000,000 workers. Falling exports would
create greater unemployment, the argument
goes, than rising imports. And, too, United
States taxes and prices tend to rise with tariffs. The price of domestic Swiss cheese has
bounced up 16 cents a pound since the
"cheese amendment" was passed last year.
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Mi'. FOGARTY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I would like
cto include an address by the Honorable
.Maurice J. Tobin, Secretary of Labor, at
·. commencement exercises · at Catholic
University, Washington, D. C., on June
11, 1952:
The shoemaker who is privileged to be with
you this morning in the person of the Secretary of Labor gives you liis word of honor
'that he wlll stick to his last, insofar as it is
·humanly possible to do so. He will not talk
about the philosophy or the methodology of
higher education. He is not qualified to do
so in his own right, and he is too sensitive
to the amenities of the occasion and has too
'much respect for the intelligence of this
distinguished audience to plagiarize the
scholarly conclusions of a Cardinal Newman,
a Bishop Spalding, or a Chancelor Robert
Hutchins.
If, however, the Secretary of Labor cannot
and will not pretend to be a professional
educator, perhaps he can legitimately claim
to be a professional student of the art of
government. More specifically, because of
his earlier and very practical experience as
chairman of the Boston School Committee,
mayor of the same metropolis, and Governor
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, perhaps he can legitimately and modestly claim
to be a better-than-average student of the
relationship between Government and education, both public and private, in the United
States of America.
A year ago if I had been speaking under
these same auspices, I would have felt no
particular compulsion to talk about the important subject of Government and education. This year, on the other hand, I feel
that I have a personal responsibility to talk
about one parti-cular phase of the problem~
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however inadequately and however reluctantly-if only because of the fact that one
of the most distinguished citizens of my
own city .a nd my own State has recently
projected it into the headlines of the metropolitan press, thereby touching off a national
controversy, the long-range significance of
which cannot possibly be exaggerated.
Dr. Conant, the president of Harvard University, has unexpectedly and let us hope
unwittingly-become the symbol of a point
of view which does violence not alone to the
American tradition of education but to the
very concept of democracy itself. He is not
the first American, nor will he be the last,
to misunderstand the meaning of democracy
in the field of elementary and secondary education. He is not the first American, nor
will he be the last, to suggest that national
unity can only be purchased at what you and
I and millions of our feUow-citizens of various religious denominations rightfully deem
to be the exorbitant price of educational uniformity or standardization. He is not the
first, nor will he be the last, to cast aspersions, however delicately and indirectly,
upon the private schools which you and l and, curiously enough, Dr. Conant himselfwere privileged to attend. What he had to
say recently about private schools in general
and parochial schools in particular has been
said before, sometimes more crudely and
with less urbanity, if you will, but never, to
the best of my knowledge, by an educator
who is himself so intimately associated with
the cause of private education.
Doctor Conant is the graduate of a private
high school and is now the president of his
own collegiate alma mater, one of the oldest
and justifiably one of the most highly respected private universities in the United
States. How he can possibly reconcile his
latter-day aversion for private sc,hools at the
elementary and secondary levels of education with his own admirable record of distinguished service to a private university
which, for better or for worse, has always
drawn a large proportion of its student body
from private high schools and academies is
a question to which I have not heard and do
not except to hear a satisfactory answer.
Doctor Conant's . rather casual distinction
between elementary and secondary education on the one hand and so-called higher
education on the other is only superficially
plausible and must be characterized, in my
opinion, as an irrelevant and perfectly ~ean
ingless distinction in the present context.
If the private grammar school and the private high school are divisive-and presumably, therefore, un-American or, in any
event, somewhat less American than the
public grammar school and the public high
school-so is the private university· divisive
and un-American. As a matter of fact, if
unif9rmity is to be made synonymous with
democracy at any level of education-in
other words, if it is to be regarded as an
indispensable prerequisite to the democratic
way of life-it would be logical to conclude
that the private university is the most dangerous enemy of democracy in the United
States, much more dangerous, in the ultimate analysis, than the private grammar
school or the private high school. The logic
of this conclusion is unavoidable if the validity of Doctor Conant's premises is accepted
for the sake of the argument. To a very
great extent it is the university that sets the
intellectual and cultural tone of the Nation
and educates the men and women who are
to teach at the elementary and high school
level. Obviously, therefore, anybody who
seriously believes that educational uniformity or standardization is the hallmark of
democracy is necessarily constrained by the
logic of his own premises to try to guarantee
the maximum degree of standardization or
uniformity in the universities of the United
States from which it can then be transmitted
in all its purity (or, more accurately, in all
its sterility) to the unsuspecting children
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of the United States at every level of elementary and secondary education from the
nursery school to the junior college.
Let me be more pointed and more specific
even at the risk of appearing to take the
anti-private-school philosophy too seriously.
If the private academy which a Franklin
Delano Roosevelt attended for his secondary
educatio:..l is a divisive influence in the United
States (the very suggestion is ludicrous, to
say the least) so is Harvard which he later
attended for his college education and so
is Columbia, another highly respected private institution at which he eventually matriculated for the study of law. By the same
token, if the beautiful new Hebrew academy
on upper Sixteenth Street in northwest
Washington is divisive, so is Yeshiva University in New York State. If the Quakers
cannot be trusted to impart the democratic
philosophy of life at the elementary and
secondary level 0f education, neither can
th::ly be trusted to do so at Swarthmore College in the neighborhood of Philadelphia.
And, last but not least, if the pride and
glory of the archdiocese of Washington, the
new Archbishop Carroll High School at the
upper end of Harewood Road, is a divisive
influence in American life, the Catholic University of America, at the other end of the
road, is presumably even more divisive and
ultimately more dangerous to the cause of
democratic unity because of the tremendous
influence which it inevitably brings to bear
upm1 the entil·e Catholic education system
in the United States.
I have deliberately carried Dr. Conant's
premises to their logical conclusion, not for
the purpose of being contentious or argumentative-and much less with any intention of being uncharitable toward a prominent educator for whose integrity and ability I have the highest possible respect, but
simply for the purpose of dramatizing, if
you will, the exceedingly mischievous and
ultimately very dangerous implications of a
pasically false philosophy as to the relationship between the Government and education.
I mean no disrespect to the public-school
system of the United States or to any other
institution of higher learning, of whatever
denomination, when I offer the opinion that
the Catholic Urliversity of America, far from
being a divisive influence in the American
community, is the best of all possible refutations of the thesis now associated (only
temporarily, let us hope) with the name of
President Conant. The Catholic University
of America-the apex of the Catholic educational system in the United States-has
a glorious tradition of Christian democracy
of which the Catholic people of this country
are justifiably proud.
I told you at the outset that the shoemaker would stick to his last. I would be
less than honest 1f I were now to renege on
that promise and pretend to know very much
about the academic history of the university
in all its various departments. I am neither
an educator nor an archivist. Long before
I ever came to Washington, however, and
long before I had ever visited your very hospitable campus, I had come to associate the
Catholic University of America with the
memory of Gibbons, Spalding, and Irelandthree of the greatest Americans of the past
100 years and three of the founding fathers
principally responsible for the university's
enviable tradition of Christian humanism
and Christian democracy. I am very happy
to learn incidentally, that one of your professors is preparing to publish the definitive
biography of Cardinal Gibbons within the
very near future. I can think of nothing
better calculated to interpret the American
Catholic tradition accurately and sympathetically to our fellow citizens than the .
biography of this remarkably great man and
nothing better calculated to dramatiZe the
beneficient influence of !eligion in general
and Catholicism in particular upon the CUB•;
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toms, the institutions, and the laws of this
great republic.
The story of Cardinal Gibbons' defense of
the Knights of Labor-a story which has
been written definitively by another member
of the faculty of this university-is the per·
feet symbol, in my opinion, of the Catholic
social, political and economic tradition in
the United States and, more specifically, of
the unbroken tradition of the Catholic University of America, of which the eminent
Cardinal Archbishop of Baltimore served as
chancellor for so many years. .I have no
hesitation whatsoever in stating that there
1s not another university in the United
States which has a better tradition in the
field of social justice.
Social reform is a relatively popular cause
in the second half of the twentieth century,
but you and I know that it was not a very
popular cause when my distinguished predecessor of happy memory, Dr. Charles P. Neill,
professor of economics at the Catholic University of America, was appointed United
States Commissioner of Labor. We know
that it was anything but a popular cause
when the late Msgr. John A. Ryan--one of
the greatest men the church in the United
States has ever produced-took up his professorship in moral theology at this uni·
versity in the year 1916. Thanks be to God,
however, the university was not interested
in popularity. It was interested in justice
and truth and therefore, to its eternal credit,
it not only permitted but encouraged Doctor Ryan to carry on his courageous battle
for the political, social and economic rights
of the common man. The university was
perfectly wil11ng to take the inevitable consequences of sponsoring a professor who was
25 years ahead of his time in a very controversial field of study.
Let the memory of this courageous priest
and the memory of the hospitality with
which his radical program of social reconstruction was received on this campus as
well as on the neighboring campus of Trinity College give pause to those who are now
inclined to question the validity of educational freedom and the value of educational
diversity in a democracy such as ours.
The Ca thollc Uni verslty of America had
providentially prepared the way for a Dr.
John A. Ryan by recruiting from France
for its original faculty another remarkably
great priest, whom, I am ashamed to say.
I had never heard of until I began to pre·
pare for this commencement address. I refer to Father Thomas Joseph Bouquillon,
professor of moral theology at the university from 1889 until his death in 1902. Even
if we knew nothing more about Fat~er Bou·
quillon than what John A. Ryan has told
us about him in a single paragraph of his
own autobiography, we could instinctively
recognize his greatness. Monsignor Ryan,
who was not addicted temperamentally to
exaggeration in language, pays him the fo1·
lowing magnificent tribute:
"The most fortunate · experience in my
student life at the university-Monsignor
Ryan tells us in his autobiography-was
association with the Very Reverend Dr.
Thomas Joseph Bouquillon, professor of
moral theology from 1889 until his death in
1902. He was the most erudite man that
I have ever known. He was also one of
the most conscientious and most scientific
in the best sense of the term.
He
had a passion for exactness, for accuracy, and
for thoroughness, and he constantly emphasized the importance of these qualities.
His lectures and seminars were especially
helpful to me because they gave comprehensive attention to social problems. • • •
My indebtedness to him • •
is much
greater than I can describe."
If Dr. Bouqu111on prepared the way for
a John A. Ryan, Dr. Ryan, in cooperation
witb- a Kerby, a Cooper, a Johnson, and a
Haas-I mention only those with :whose

names I am personally familiar-prepared
the way for a number of national Catholle
projects in the field of social action and
social welfare which have contributed 1m·
measurably to the glory of God and to the
welfare of the American people and the
Americn Republic. If I may cite but one
example out of many, they prepared the
way for the University's Commission on
American Citizenship, which has already
done so much to integrate the progressive
social teaching of the church into the basic
curriculum of the parochial schools of the
United States. If those of our fellow-citizens who are beginning to question the compatibility of the parochial school with democracy would take the time to examine the
Commission's three-volume curriculum on
Christian social living together with its magnificent manifesto, Better Men for Better
Times, and its incomparable series of elementary readers, I feel reasonably certain
that their lack of confidence in educational
freedom and diversity would eventually give
way to a feeling of admiration and virtuous
envy of the contribution which the parochial schools of the United States are making to the cause of democracy.
I have the highest admiration and respect
for the public schools of the United States,
and I consider it a privilege as well as a responsibility to defend them against the unwarranted and demagogic criticism of certain reactionary organizations, one of which
was publicly denounced, and rightly so, a
week ago Monday morning by Dr. Magdalene
Kramer, of Columbia University, in her commencement address at Trinity College here
in Washington.
The private school is not the enemy nor is
1t the unfriendly rival of the public school.
Public and private schools are coequal partners in the ·common enterprise of educating
the children of the United States and preparing them as well as possible for intelligent citizenship in the democracy to which
all of us owe so much and to the successful
functioning of which all of us are expected
to contribute to the best of our ability.
The parochial schools of the United States
have already contributed greatly to the success of this common enterprise and can be
expected to contribute to its success even
more effectively as time goes on. Thanks to
the far-sighted and technically very compe·
tent program of the Commission on Ameri·
can Citizenship, the parochial schools are
going to make even greater progress as the
years go on in educating better men and
better women for better times-men and
women who can be counted upon to contribute more than their share to the advance·
ment of social justice and political Uberty
for all of God's children, regardless of their
race, creed, color, or national origin.
If I have concentrated on the more practical aspects of the university's distinguished
record in the field of social justice, it 1s not
because I underestimate the importance of
the disinterested scientific pursuit of the
truth for its own sake. I fully recognize the
importance of technical competence and scientific objectivity in the social as well as in
the physical sciences. Perhaps you will forgive me, however, as a practitioner rather
than an academic student of the social sci·
ences if I express the earnest hope that this
university will never become so preoccupied
with the technical as to forget the example
of a John A. Ryan, who managed better than
any of his contemporari~s to combine a passion for technical accuracy with a courageous passion for social justice and a very
Christlike compassion on the multitudes.
If I must have an academic authority to
justify my boldness in lecturing a university
audience on the importance of social action
as opposed to a one-sided emphasis on theory
and technical competence, I have found him
in the person of Kenneth Boulding, a very
brilliant and very highly respected non•

Catholic economist from the University of
Michigan. ''The atmosphere of our institutions of higher learning," he has written, "is
so overwhelmingly favorable to scientific
competence that the professional, as opposed perhaps to the amateur, economist is
not in much danger of sacrificing his scientific integrity to moral fervor. It is the opposite danger which threatens him-that of
becoming so engrossed in the refinements of
scientific abstraction that he forgets the ills
of society and becomes deaf to the cry of the
hungry and blind to the misery of the
oppressed."
Dr. Boulding reminds us that "it was not
the economists w..ho liberated the slaves or
who passed the factory acts, but the rash
and ignorant Christians." "Those who have
knowledge," he tells us, in conclusion, ""have
a peculiar responsibility to be sensitive to the
ills of the world; for if they are not, then it
will be the ignorant who will be the movers
of events, and the value of knowledge will
be lost."
"Those who have knowledge have a peculiar
responsibility to be sensitive to the 111s of
the world • • • ." My dear graduates,
this was never more true than it is today.
All over the world there are millions of economic and political slaves to be liberated.
This time, however, they cannot be liberated by "rash and ignorant Christians" without the assistance of technicians and other
intellectuals any more than they can be liberated by scientists and technicians who are
not inspired by the charity of Christ. They
can only be liberated by :-. technically competent international crusade for social justice. God grant that the alumni of the
Catholic University of America may assume
their rightful share of responsibllity for the
success of this international crusade. After
the example of the American hierarchy, may
they be inspired more by the positive love of
God and neighbor than by the negative
hatred of communism. Father Wilfrid Parsons, a distinguished member of your own
faculty of political science, has recently published an exhaustive analysis of the social
teaching of the American hierarchy from 1919
to 1951. "It may surprise some," Father
Parsons concludes, "that communism did not
come in for extended consideration as it did
in the Catholic press during the period under
study." This writer himself was surprised at
this. Communism . is mentioned only three
times-and Soviet Russia twice. "The omission is, I think, highly significant," Father
Parsons observes. "It means that these
bishops were more interested in a positive
program which would make communism impossible in this country than they were in a
sterile negative anticommunism. The lesson
should not be lost."
Father Parsons did not mean to suggest
that the bishops of the United States underestimated the danger of the Communist
menace or underestimated the absolute necessity of adequate military preparedness.
Neither do I. Military preparedness is a
matter of life and death. But surely the
alumni of this university can be expected
to remember until their dying day that justice and charity are the principal weapons
in the arsenal of Christianity.
In conclusion, let me say that if I have
concentrated on the university's record in
the field of social justice to the apparent neglect of the arts and other sciences, it is not
because I underestimate the importance of
the latter, but simply because of the fact
that my own competence, for whatever it may
be worth in the intellectual currency of the
academic world, is limited almost exclusively
to the practical application of the social
sciences. Even as a layman, however, in the
field of higher education, I fully recognize
the importance of all the arts and sciences,
and the necessity of integrating all of them
around the queen of sciences, which is the
science of theology. That is the reason I
attach so much importance "to the Catholic
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University of America, and the reason I feel
so deeply flattered to have been invited to
participate in its annual commencement
exercises.
Somebody has said that a university in
which theology is not the center of the curriculum is a "city of God that is all suburbs"-a welter of isolated academic specialties sincerely but aimlessly searching for
center of unity, not knowing their relationship to the God of all truth, and therefore only dimly discerning their relationship
to one another. The Catholic University of
America, by contrast, is a well-ordered community of learning in which the suburbsthe various arts and sciences-are centered
harmoniously around the study of God Himself, and reverently dedicated to His greater
glory and service. It is one of the most important and potentially, at least, one of the
most influential universities in the world.
To be associated with such an institution,
however remotely and undeservedly, is an
honor and a privilege for which I am deeply
grateful.
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Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in
the REcORD, I would like to call to the
attention of the House of Representatives an article by George E. Mahin,
executive secretary of the Taxpayers'
Federation of Illinois.
The article follows:

chambers of commerce, the Taxpayers• Federation of Illinois, and its counterparts
throughout the country, all are dominated
by reactionaries who put dollars rbove country.
·
Only the advocates of public power and the
socialization of the power industry represent
what the people back home actually want.
Is this true, Dr. Gallup? We wish you'd
find out.
There are now three bills pending in Congress that offer an ideal test of sentiment as
to who should construct and operate a · Niagara River power project. The cost will be
at least $350,000,000. This project is 250
miles away from the controversial St. Lawrence seaway and power project, has nothing
to do with it. The Niagara River power project does not involve navigation, flood control, irrigation, or sanitation. It's a power
project, pure and simple.
The Lehman-Roosevelt bill provides for
Federal construction and operation of this
power project. This is the Federal power
socialization bill. The Ives-Cole bill provides for New York State construction and
operation. This would still be government
ownership, but State instead of Federal. The
Capehart-Millar bill would permit privately
owned public utilities to construct and operate the power project. Under this bill, power
· would be distributed at regulated rates on
a cost-of-service basis. It would produce tax
revenue for the Federal Government, and for
the State and local governments in New York.
Do the American people want private enterprise or socialism? Who in fact represents
what the people back home want, the public
power advocates or the "reactionary" organizations like the Taxpayers' Federation of Illinois that still believe in the American system
of private enterprise? It's high time these
questions were answered.
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(By George E. Mahin)
Dr. Gallup, attention. You could render
a service to Congress if you would find out
what a cross section of the American people
thinks on this question: When private enterprise is ready, willing, and able to construct
and operate a power project, do the people
back home believe that such a power project
should be constructed and operated by private enterprise or by the Government?
President Truman, speaking to a conference of Government-ownership advocates
under the name of Electric Consumers,
warned privately owned public utilities to
shut up or else-threatened them with an
investigation by the Attorney General for
spending money to arouse the American people against socialization of the electric power
industry.
It's all rig~t. of course, for taxpayers'
money to be used for publicity agents, printing, free postag_e, travel expenses, and salesmen to convince the people that the power
industry should be socialized-that the
Government should construct and operate
power projects even though private enterprise is able to and wants to do the job.
Of course it's all right for Interior Secretary Chapman and a horde of other Federal
payrollers to lobby and propagandize for public power projects without registering as lobbyists or reporting such expenses to Congress.
It's vicious and criminally wrong for privately
owned public utilities to tell the other side
of the story.
The newspapers don't represent the people.
They, of course, are bought off by the advertising they get from the privately owned
pu.blic utilities. The electrical workers' and
utility workers' unions are selfishly trying to
protect their jobs when they oppose public
power projects. Lions Clubs, Kiwanis Clubs,
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HON. PAUL F. SCHENCK
OF OHIO
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Mr. SCHENCK. Mr. Speaker, the
problem of fulfilling draft requirements
and at the same time protecting our
supply of skilled industrial manpower is
a perplexing one.
· Top quality tool and die makers are
highly essential to our defense effort, for
upon their skills we depend very heavily
in the production of the hard goods of
war.
At present, there is a scarcity of young
men available for apprenticeship to this
trade. I offer the following article by
William L. Sanders, staff writer for the
Dayton Daily News, dealing with this
important topic:
TOOLMAKERS
FOR
SECURITY - APPRENTICE
CRAFTSMAN SHORTAGE SEEN AS LOSS TO TRADE
PRESTIGE

(By William L. Sanp.ers)
Dayton's position in the tool and die field
is in peril. Known nationally as a merit
city industrially, Dayton faces the loss of
some of its prestige in the tool-making art
because young men are not entering the tool
and die h1dustry in sufficient numbers to
offset the normal withdrawals. Unless more
competent prospects join the little band of
apprentices currently learning this trade, this
city will lag in its ability to produce quality
tools and dies, Dayton tool manufacturers
affirm.
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The reason for this shortage of qualified
apprentices is twofold: The long period required to attain competence, and the higher
pay offered in assembly line production.
Present Government ceilings on the toolmakers' pay operate negatively-these journeymen are not so enthusiastic about their
opportunities as they once were. Accordingly, they are not "talking up" their craft
as they once did.
Toolmakers are drawing good pay, but they
point out that overtime accounts for their
ability to earn an income comparable to
some other craftsmen, bricklayers, for example. Tool craftsmen who, heretofore, were
happy in their work ~ave become restless because they see craftsmen in less strategic
fields making more money for less work.
That the situation is serious, both tool
manufacturers and toolmakers agree. ·W hat
to do about the peril is worrying both groups.
The possibility of a breakdown in toolmaking here carries national implications.
Dayton-made tools and dies go to industries
all over the country. Spokesmen for the
toolmaking industry have said repeatedly, "It
is unbelievable what Dayton toolmakers are
able to produce." In short, hundreds of
American industries have looked to Dayton
as a city possessing the toolmakers who can
make superior tools to produce any kind of
product, however complicated.
That the Government recognizes toolmaking as a key industry is clear from its willingness to exempt young toolmakers from the
draft. Stated another way, the Government
recognizes that the defense effort rests
squarely upon the toolmakers' ability to
make tools, without which armament mass
production would be impossible.
Engineers may knock themselves out designing new and better armament and the
tools to produce it, but unless toolmakers are
available to "carry on" from that point, the
defense program fizzles. The same may be
said for production of civilian equipment.
The toolmaker is pivotal in modern industrial
enterprise.
Let's take a look at the Dayton toolmaking
craft's contribution to defense in the production of one item, machine-gun clips. A
Dayton shop produced a tool that will turn
out those clips at the rate of 420 a minute.
They pour from the machine so fast the
operation resembles a stream of water. To
make that kind of tool required the best
efforts of highly skilled toolmakers. Suppose Dayton hadn't been able to do that job.
Or suppose we lag nationally in our ability
to produce such tools. The obvious answer
is that we shall become dependent upon European toolmakers, not a happy prospect.
Toolmaking is more than a trade; it is an
art. Like any other art, its perfection requires time and talent. Ho..,. to draw young
men with talent into this craft should not
present insuperable difficulties, provided the
advantages enjoyed by the toolmaker are
clearly explained. Let young men note the
following:
1. The toolmaker, as perhaps no other
craftsman, joins an exclusive group. Upon
his reaching the status of journeyman, he
becomes a member of a "charmed" circle.
(United States toolmakers do not exceed
30,000.) He won't have to worry about a
job-good toolmakers always are in demand.
2. The toolmaking craft offers its members unlimited opportunities to create something that is of inestimable benefit to the
community and the Nation. Beginning with
a block of steel, the toolmaker, like the
sculptor, fashions something new. Unlike
the sculptor, the toolmaker must work to
very close tolerances. Toolmakers take enormous pride in their creations and reap the
satisfactions that accrue from a creative job.
3. Toolmaking presents a continuous challenge-there's always something to learn.
There's little that is humdrum in this field.
Each job calls for a new application of the
toolmaker's art.
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4. Toolmaking leads to other responsible
jobs. Toolmakers may step up the ladder
rapidly because their knowledge of industry is basic. It's natural for a good toolmaker to become a master mechanic in a big
enterprise. For those who have managerial
ability there's always the opportunity to
open ~P a new tool shop. Many of the city's
best tool manufacturers worked at that trade
before entering business for themselves.
For the young man who does not aspire
to operating a business toolmaking still
opens an attractive career. Imagine the
satisfaction inherent in creating a tool that
will produce something that has never been
made before and at a price the masses of
people can buy. By the same token, imagine
a responsibility big enough to challenge
every bit of ingenunity the toolmaker can
command. This is a challenge to the strong,
the resourceful young man.
Dayton has scores of tool shops in which
young men can get an aU-round experience. Toolmakers say these small shops provide the best opportunities to learn every
phase of the art. Dayton's shops need apprentices and are ready to open their doors
to promising young men who are interested
in preparing themselves for a fruitful career.
The top toolmakers say there's so much
to be learned in their field it's important
to start young men in their apprenticeships
early. Young men who take productionline jobs and later decide in favor of toolmaking lose important years. Moreover,
many of them assume family responsibilities which make it difficult for them to work
at lower income levels during their apprenticeships.
Apprentice wages cannot equal the rates
offered to young men on production lines
but, in the long run, the apprentice in this
field will outrun the production worker not
only in financial rewards but also in personal
satisfactions. Equally important is the employment opportunities which the craft will
open to him. Anywhere he goes, he will
find a demand for his skill.
If Dayton tool shops can secure enough
promising apprentices, American industrial
leaders will continue to beat a path to their
doors. If, on the other hand, young men
pass up the opportunity to learn toolmaking,
the time is not far off when the tool jobs
will be placed elsewhere.
Dayton is full of metal-working industries. All of these are, in varying degrees,
dependent upon toolmakers. In fact, as one
tool manufacturer pointed out, everything
in industrial production begins with tools.
Such major industries as the National Cash
Register Co. and the five divisions of General Motors in Dayton rely upon the small
tool shops for a lot of machine tools, he
emphasiZed. A prospective shortage of competent toolmakerll, therefore, gives all industry pause.
Any sizable failure of Dayton to train a
competent corps of toolmakers will mean
pulling the rug from under the city's industrial prestige. Even more important, it
will mean, by that much, America's inability
to continue its industrial preeminence, the
foundation of the Nation's security.

marks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a most informative article by
Hilton Hornaday, which appeared in the
Wednesday, May 28, 1952, edition .of the
Buffalo Evening News, Buffalo, N. Y., relative to the furthtr development of
hydroelectric power from the Niagara
Falls and River by private enterprise as
covered in the Capehart-Miller bills.
The article follows:
MANY GROUPS FAVOR PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT
OF NIAGARA PROJECT

(By Hilton Hornaday)
A few weeks ago, the New York State Association of 'Electrical Workers, with more than
130,000 members in some 167 local unions,
endorsed in no uncertain terms the construction and operations of the Niagara Falls
hydroelectric projects by the five major utilities of the State.
Clubs and organizationc; from one end of
the State to the other are passing resolutions on the subject-some of them emphatic and demanding. They do not want
Niagara Falls to become a TVA.
The agitation for hydrodevelopment at the
Falls is not limited to New York State.
Resolutions have been adopted by many
groups throughout the country. Some are
powerful and influential, like the Mississippi Valley Association which has come out
strongly for private power development.
PREDICTS FASTER COMPLETION

The Kansas State Chamber of Commerce
says private construction, ownership, and
operation "would complete the project more
quickly."
The Chicago Federation of Labor has
thrown in a real punch, proclaiming its complete devotion to private enterprise.
"We are for private enterprise from top to
bottom," said President William Lee.
The Chicago federation is an association
of 500 American Federation of Labor unions
with a membership of 550,000.
The New York Federation of Labor has
gone on record as opposing public power
development. Labor's argument is that it
gets along far better, has more rights and
earns better wages when it deals with private power interests, instead of Government
agencies.
LETTERS SENT TO CONGRESS

Many resolutions specifically urge passage
of the Capehart-Miller bill in Congress,
which proposes development by private enterprise, without cost to taxpayers, Federal or State, and with power made available to all at regulated cost-of-service rates.
S:>me of the resolutions were sent to Senators E..nd Representatives in Washington.
In other instances, letters were written to
Members of Congress. Copies of these resolutions and some copies of letters which
went to Washington have been gathered by
the Niagara Mohawk Power Corp.
New York State Farm Bureau Federation
directors have declared: "We favor redevelopment on a private-enterprise basis.''
PRIVATE POWER CALLED CHEAP

Many Groups Favor Priv~te Development
of Niagara Project
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 12. 1952

Mr. MIT.,LER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to· extend my reooo:

The Empire State Association of Commerce, Inc., declares that "private power is
as cheap as public power," and that "public
ownership is State socialism and contrary
to our basic governmental philosophy."
The Ithaca Chamber of Commerce declares
that the Lehman-Roosevelt bill, providing
for Federal development, and the Ives-Cole
bill, providing for the development of the
project by the New York State ,Power Authority, would result in the socialization of
the electric-power industry in New York
State.
The Buffalo Chamber of Commerce, favoring private development, asserts:
"Private enterprise has the resources, the
willingness, and the ability necessary to ef•

ficiently construct and operate the proposed
development. The taxpayers would pay no
part of the cost.".
WOULD GAIN ON TAX!!:S

"On the contrary, some $23,000,000 ln direct taxes, in addition to taxes on stockholders, would flow into local, State, and
Federal public treasuries. There is no logic
in the Government initially spending $300,000,000 to $400,000,000 for this development,
foregoing more than $23,000,000 in tax revenues, and then increasing tax rates to offset
the combined cost and loss of revenue."
Directors of the Rochester Engineering Society declare:
"We believe that this proposed undertaking by Government is a furtller encroachment of Government into competition with
private enterprise along the road of nationalization of all industry."
The Chamber of Commerce of the Borough
of Queens says:
"When private enterprise is ready and able
to undertake a project of such magnitude as
the Niagara River power plan, it should be
allowed to do so."
FALLS RE30LUTION CITED

"Only in ca.Ees of emergency, where private
enterprise lacks the facilities to tackle so
gigantic a development, should the Government be called in."
The Niagara Falls Chamber of Commerce,
strongly opposed to public development, asks
that electric power, developed by private enterprise, be made available at the earliest
possible date.
The Chamber of Commerce of the State of
New. York observes:
"The plan of the five-power companies is
clearly superior either to Federal or State
development."
The New York State Young Republican
Club governors:
"Private corporations can produce electric
power at as low a cost to the consumer as can
Federal or State government."
MANY ADOPT RESOLUTIONS

Village ~rustees of Margaretville, N. Y., declare "private enterprise has many advantages over the development by State or Federal agencies."
The Building and Construction Trades
Council of Poughkeepsie: "Private utilities
of the State have demonstrated in the past
their ability to adequately supply the public
and industries with sufficient and economical power."
Many clubs and organizations in the New
York metropolitan area have adopted similar resolutions. The Bronx Chamber of
Commerce, supporting the Capehart-Miller
bill, points out that the five companies which
seek to develop Niagara Falls power paid
4136,000,000 in taxes in 1950.

Memorial Day Address of William J.
Regan
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDMUND P. RADWAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. RADWAN. Mr. Speaker, I want
to pay honor to my American Legion
county commander. In doing so, I also
pay tribute to all county commandets of
veterans' organizations throughout this
country.
One does not become a county commander overnight. :The county commander of the Amerfc~n L~gion is usual-
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Iy an individual who has long been
active iri his post. In most instances
he has held various assignments including that of post commander. He serves
on various committees, both civic and
patriotic-all for the well-being of our
Nation. He holds other offices in the
county set-up and finally becomes
county commander-usually a year of
activity and of considerable personal
sacrifice-dinners at 8 at this post or
another, and away from the family.
Not only Legionnaires, but all veterans
and all citizens, owe a debt of gratitude
to our county commanders.
In behalf of the people I represent,
and myself, I say to our County Commander William J. Regan, ''Thanks,
Bill. You did a swell job. We are grateful for your effort. Keep up the good
work."
I submit an excellent address delivered
by William J. Regan, retiring Erie County commander of the American Legion,
on Memorial Day, May 30, 1952, at memorial services, Forest Lawn Cemetery,
Buffalo, N. Y.:
Memorial Day 1952. It's more than a day
when you simply are privileged to go to a
double-header baseball game and hope that
the local baseball team will do something
about its long losing streak; it's more than
a day when you just take a ride in the country, the youngsters have a day off from school,
perhaps you may not have to work; it's more
than a day when you can just go and visit
with your family. It is a day that is important to all America, if you just stop to
think about it for a few moments. If you
look at the thousands of flags in this cemetery and take a walk up to any flag and
read the name of the man or woman who
lies buried under that flag, you will know
that Memorial Day 1952 means a great deal
more than that to these Americans. It cost
them a great deal to .b e an American, and
it seems to me that on this· Memorial Day
we might well pause for a few moments and
think about what this Memorial Day is really
all about.
We should pause for a few moments and
think of the errors of omission in the past;
think of the obvious errors of commission;
think of our errors of isolatinism; our errors
of lack of preparedness. We need but think
back a few years, because after all many of
you listening to my voice within your own
lives have seen three major wars. It's true
that technically the present conflict in Korea
is not even dignified with the name "war,"
but to 19,000 Americans, it means their death,
and I don't know what more you need to
have it called a war.
In any event, many of you remember that
back in World War I that we led against the
Kaiser with great weakness; we had no great
fighting force and yet America rose up and
won that war in spite of our lack of preparation, but everybody forgot about the fact
that we fought a war and that we had to be
prepared. You remember the history of the
twenties and the thirties and our lack of preparedness. You remember that a few days
before Pearl Harbor they were debating
whether or not we should even have a draft
act, and when the Japs struck at Pearl Harbor in the latter part of 1941, we again led
from weakness and it is only through the
grace of God and the force of our allies that
we were able to get the necessary time to
prepare; · to train our men and win that war.
But we of World War II were just as
guilty. We all clamored to get out of service; to get home; to take up the normal
way of life. And partially through our efforts, America again demobilized. We gave
up our fighting force so that we had no
equipment; we had no large fighting force

when the horde led by the Communists
moved into Korea, and again we led · from
weakness in Korea. We had the almost inconceivable situation where men who had
just fought a war were called back from
their newly built homes and their new,
young families, to again fight in the cause
of America. We had a situation that, despite the history of World War II, even at
this late date we had been unable to have a
universal military training law become the
actual working law of this land.
Yes, on this Memorial Day, we should
pause for a few moments and think about
these things. We should also think about
the fact that America today is threatened
by two great forces: one, the Communist
horde all over this great world. However,
I thin!t we cau fight this overt force, the
Communist, the Soviet wherever they move
in. Yes, we can fight them in Korea; we
can fight them if need be in the European
theater; we can fight them wherever the
fight must be, and that fight I think we will
win. We can fight something we can see.
We will, in spite of our history, I am sure
get America prepared and the American
Legion promises the men and women who
have died in the service of this country,
that they will spend every minute of every
hour seeing that America becomes physically
strong.
However, we are threatened on this Memorial Day with a second very .important
problem, and that is the political indifference and the religious indifference of Amer·
ica on this Memorial Day 1952. It is fantastic that the people of America are not
more concerned about who runs their Gov•
ernment; are not more concerned about who
declares their wars or who makes the
treaties; who decides when their young men
should fight; who decides what they are
going to do about making this great de·
mocracy of ours really tick. It's amazing.
It's just fantastic to the American Legion
that so many Americans do not take their
basic right, the right to vote, more seriously,
and we assure the men and women who lie
buried under those flags on this Memorial
Day that we are going to attempt to arouse
all America, regardless of their politics, be·
cause the American Legion does not have any
allegiance to any political party. It is by
its very constitution divorced from politics
completely. None of its elected officers can
have any elected political office or be a candidate for those offices. But the Legion feels
that all America, regardless of politics,
should take the time and trouble to vote
and on this Memorial Day we can pledge
ourselves to do no less.
And I think finally that America is threatened with something that is more serious
than all of the other things I have mentioned, and that is the fact that apparently
we have forgotten that Almighty God, our
most powerful ally, is on our side if we would
only take the time and trouble to recognize
that fact.
And so the American Legion this year
throughout this great country has been urging men and women of all faiths to return
to Almighty God; to go to their churches or
their synagogues to get the force of prayer
into our homes and into our daily thinking
and into our Government. We have urged
all Americans, regardless of their particular
faiths, to go to their church or their synagogue, and I cannot too strongly urge you
this Memorial Day that the finest way I know
for you to honor the men and women who
lie buried under those flags here in this cemetery and throughout the country, would be
sometime today to pause for a few moments
in your church or your synagogue and thank
God for the blessings of being an American;
ask the help of God on this Memorial Day for
those kids that are in Korea; ask the help of
God in bringing peace to this great, mixed-up,
and confused world, and ask the b~ssing of
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God on those men and women, our comrades,
who are no longer with us.
I think that the thinking of the American
Legion on this day can be summed up partially in the words of Fairfax Downey as they
appeared in the Buffalo Evening News a year
ago last Thanksgiving Day, and I think, as
you stand next tn one of those graves, you
might well think of these words:
"Thank Thee, 0 God, for this my bed,
For my roof unbombed above my head.
Thank Thee for my daily bread.
Why is it, 0 God, that we must come to
know
Belatedly from other's woes
The gratitude to Thee we always owe?"
And I recommend to you that you think
gratefully of all the Americans who lie under
all these flags. And I think that you might
well pause and reflect for a few moments
today on the things we have discussed in
these few moments, in this single ceremony
at a single cemetery, and you might well ask
yourself how you measure up to the sacrifice
made by all those men and women from the
very early days of our country right down to
Korea, who lie buried throughout this land.
And I recommend to you very challenging
words written by a young man who, according to legend, ·during World War II thought
that he was dying in the European theater,
and that somehow these words are supposed
to have been penned and delivered to one of
our Congressmen, who in turn had them
printed. In any event, I ask you, before you
leave this cemetery, to pause at any grave,
read the inscription on the stone lying under
that American flag, _and ask yourself these
questions:
"What did you do today, my friend
From morning until dark .
How many times did you complain
The rationing is too tight?
•:when are you going to start to do
All of the things you say
A soldier would like to know, my friend
What did you do today?
"We met the enemy today and took the town
by storm
Happy reading it will make for you tomor•
row morn
You will read with satisfaction, the brief
communique
We fought, but are you fighting?
What did you do today?
"My gunner died in my arms today
I feel his warm blood yet
Your neighbor's dying boy gave out a
scream I can't forget
On my right a tank was hit-a flash and
then a fire
The stench of burning flesh still rises from
the pyre.
"What did you do today, my friend
To help us with the task ·
Did you work harder and longer for less
Or is that too much to ask?
"What right have I to ask this
You probably will say
Maybe now you'll understand
You see, I died today."
And I ask you, my fellow Americans, when
you ask yourselves these questions on Memorial Day; when you look at these thousands
of flags over thousands of graves, if it isn't
very obvious to all of us that this is more
than just a holiday; it's a day on which you
should reflect on these many things I have
mentioned here today and many others that
are very obvious to you.
And I can't help but think that the finest
way you could let them know that you
remember what they sacrificed for, would be
to drop in to your church or your synagogue
today and every week for the rest of your
lives and simply say a prayer of thanksgiving for the blessings of America. Ask the
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help of the God Lord.for those youngsters in
Korea; say a prayer for our departed comrades and ask the Grace of God in making
it possible that when we assemble 1 year
from today in our cemeteries throughout
this great land that there may be truly peace
on earth and good will among men.

0. K. Blind, But Why So Slow? Need for
Judges
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EMANUEL CELLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave granted to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include this following editorial published in Collier's magazine
of June 14, 1952:

tricts embracing .other major cities is from
.
This delay is more than an inconvenience.
Federal cases, of course, aren't confined to actions involving the Government and large
corporations, although those are numerous
and use up an enormous amount of court
time. There are also a lot of small cases
between citizens of different States who can
111 afford the long waits involved. For instance, a man might have a clear case for
damages. But the costly delay which accompanied the disposition of his case could compel him to settle for a fraction of his claim
in order to save money in the end.
Justice can't be done if the machinery of
justice is stalled for months or years on end.
And there is no prospect that the machinery
can be speeded up until a new Congress is in
office. We hope that the new Congress will
act, and quickly. In the meantime we can
only say that the result of the present legislators' tactics is much like the consequence
of a national strike in a key industry such as
steel, coal, or transportation. In both cases
the principal target--be it President or company-is hardly hurt at all. It's the innocent bystanders who suffer most.

1 Y:z to 2 years.

o.

K. BLIND, BUT WHY So SLow?
Resentment and politics won the decision
over good sense and statesmanship when the
House of Representatives killed a bill which
would have created 23 new Federal judge.
ships. As a result, thousands of litigants
in United States courts can look forward to
even greater delay and expense before their
cases come to trial. Or they may choose the
option of an out-of-court settlement at a
considerable financial sacrifice.
The resentment which influenced the Rep•
resentatives' judgment is understandable.
Two weeks before their vote on the judgeship bill Mr. Truman seized the steel industry without consulting Congress, a~d
without resorting to the law which Congress
had passed to deal with just su_c h emergencies as then existed. The legislators seem
to have reacted in a mood of "You bypassed
us, so now we will bypass you."
We can also understand the part that
politics played in the House vote, though we
can't say we applaud it. Mr. Truman had
announced his retirement at the end of his
present term. Republican legislators were
hopeful of a victory for their party in November, and they evidently wanted to leave the
Federal judiciary in its present understaffed
state until a Republican President could
name the needed additions. It also seems
that some Democrats were willing to leave
the situation as it is for the present, and use
the patronage of new judgeships as votegetting bait in their own party's presidential
race.
But neither Mr. Truman's announced re•
tirement nor his ignoring of Congress in the
steel case had a.nything directly to do with
the matter at hand. This must have been
as obvious to the Congressmen as it is to
anyone else. Yet, because it is the President's duty to appoint United States judges,
they did nothing to remedy the unhealthy
condition that confronted them. So, today,
the Federal dockets are in as bad or worse
shape than they were 3 years ago when Col·
Her's asked Congress to take some necessary
action in an editorial titled "Break the Legal
Log Jam."
At that time new cases were being filed at
the rate of about 40,000 a year, and court
calendars were running from 1 to 3 years behind. Shortly afterward, Congress authorIzed the creation of 27 new judgeships. That
helped, but not enough. In the last 6
months of 1951, new cases were filed at an
annual rate of 55,000. Federal court cases instituted in the Southern District of New York
at the present time won't come to trial for
about 3 years. The waiting period in dis·

River water be made by private enterprise;
and be it
l
Resolved further, That the NYSSPE recom•
mends that the Capehart-Miller bill (S. 2021,
H. R. 3146) sponsored by Senator HoMER
CAPEHART, of Indiana, and Representative
Wn.LIAM E. MILLER, of New York, proposing
the development by private enterprise with·
out cost to the Federal or State taxpayers,
be passed by the Congress of the United
States; and be it
.
Resolved further, That the NYSSPE in·
struct its directors to introduce a similar
resolution at the National Society of Professional Engineers' Tulsa meeting in June; and
be it
Resolved further, That a copy of this resolution be transmitted to the Honorable
HOMER CAPEHART, to the Honorable WILLIAM
E. MILLER, and to the other Members of Con·
gress.

A Classic Address
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.CLARENCECANNON
Niagara Fails and River Hydroelectric
Power

OF MISSOURI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, under
leave granted me to extend my remarks
in the RECORD, I include a timely and
thought-provoking address, delivered by
Prof. V. C. Coulter, professor emeritus
of English, University of Wyoming, at
the annual alumni banquet of the Cen ..
tral Missouri State College, June 6, 1952:

OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Rep·
resentatives a resolution which was
adopted by the New York State Society
of Professional Engineers, Inc., at its an·
nual membership meeting held on May
3, 1952, in . support of the CapehartMiller bill, which provides for the further
development of hydroelectric power from
the Niagara Falls and river by private
enterprise. The resolution follows:
RESOLUTION ON DEVELOPMENT OP' NIAGARA
RIVER POWER-ADOPTED AT ANNUAL MEM•
l!ERSHIP MEETING, MAY 3, 1952
· Whereas three b1lls were introduced in·the
Eighty-second Congress to authorize the further development of the Niagara River power,
namely, the Capehart-Miller b111, called the
private enterprise bill; the Lehman-Roosevelt bill, called the Federal b111, which proposes that the Federal Government construct the project from public funds; and
the Ives-Cole bill, called the State bill, which
proposes that the New York State Power
Authority construct the project with funds
provided by tax-free revenue bonds; and
Whereas, among other things, if private
enterprise is permitted to develop the Niagara River project it has been estimated
that t-axes would be paid by such private
enterprise in the amount of $23,000,000 annually; and
Whereas the Monroe County and the Erie
County chapters of this society are on record by resolution to be in favor of the private
enterprise b111: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the New York State Society
of Professional Engineers, Inc., in meeting
assembled May 3, 1952, in New York City,
does hereby aftl.rm its judgment that any
additional development of power by Niagara

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

EDUCATION AND OUR Civn. LmERTIES
The topic assigned to me is Education and
Our Civil Liberties. As long as you or I can
remember, th~re have been people who feared
that we are f:;.st losing the liberties and
freedoms won for us by the founding fathers in the eighteenth century. The current
scene suggests that we may well keep in mind
today the statement made by John Philpot
Curran in 1790: "It · is the common fate
of the indolent to see their rights become
the prey to the active. The condition upon
which God hath given liberty to man is ete_rnal vigilance; which condition if he break,
servitude is at once the consequence of his
crime and the punishment of his guilt."
We remember the violation of human
rights and the dignity of the. individual in
the ill-advised removal of the Japanese from
the west coast in the early forties, and capture of the machinery of a state government by the Klan. We are aware today of
continuing racial discriminations, of class
antagonisms, bigotries, and the childishness
of academic loyalty oaths. We do not forget
the vicious attacks on individuais and groups
in violation of our ideals of civil liberties,
the organized attacks on the schools and
ignorant efforts at censorship of textbooks
and of teaching, especially in what we call
the social sciences.
As a school man I, of course, have especially deplored these ignorant and misguided
attacks on the schools. I am not suggesting
that the schools are above criticism. They
must be constantly criticized if there is to
be the necessary development to meet present educational needs, which are in many
respects di1ferent from the needs of the generation in which our school system was established. I refer to ignorant fault find•
1ng by people who do not know the processes
which we call education. Many of these people assume that education is telling pupils
what to think, and that they wlll ever after-
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ward think what they have been told. As
a matter of fact, it is not always a disadvantage to have in a text some controversial opinions. They give an opportunity
to analyze the statements, and to break
the all too prevalent attitude of subservience
to authority. People who expect every text
statement, or every suggestion of an instructor to agree with their own opinions
are living in the mental middle ages. It is,
perhaps, difficult for us to understand that
people who attend the same schools we attend, who dress as we dress, who drive the
same kind of car--or better, may still be
thinking in the terms of the prescientific
era.
On the basis of their attitude toward the
pr9blems of the dignity of man and what
we call his civil rights, in our own country
and over the world, people divide themselves into three groups.
The largest group is made up of people
who are indifferent to all general problems
related to human rights. They can be
aroused only when they find some of what
they consider their own rights removed,
or the rights and freedoms of the small group
to which they belong.
·
The second group includes the men and
women of good will who understand and
value their own freedoms and also their
own obligations to society. They respect the
rights and freedoms of others, and understand that our civil liberties are not absolute
and that no liberty may be claimed which
denies equal liberty to others. These people do not, for the most part, speak of the
"attacks" upon our civil liberties, but
understand that, while much has been done,
much still remains to be done before we
attain the as yet unrealized ideal of a more
just and humane society in which "man's
inhumanity to man" may be eliminated.
This group includes a number of organizations whose time and money are placed at
the service of anyone whose civil rights have
been attacked. It includes those who prepared the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights which was adopted by the General
Assembly of the United Nations December
10, 1948. We might also mention the lectures on the William J. Cooper Foundation
at Swarthmore College, and similar groups
on other campuses, and the work of some of
the committees of the American Association
of University Professors. Even more important are the many men and women over the
country who are not considered newsworthy,
but who live quietly in the enjoyment of
their own rights and freedoms, who respect
the rights of others, and who assume their
own responsibilities and obligations as members of their communities.
The third group is the vociferous group.
They are the attackers. They assail the
schools, the Communists, the reactionaries,
and the Government-if it does or if it
doesn't. They attack and vilify individuals
and groups with .whom they think they do
not agree, in the name of our unalienable
rights, of the Constitution, of a free America.
For them the world is rapidly going to the
dogs, to the Communists, to the labor unions,
or to the National Association of Manufacturers.
Recently a popular magazine of wide circulation featured a page written by a member of the faculty of a great university.
The title of the article is "The America We
Lost." The writer came to this country in
1908 from what he calls the "governmentridden" country of Italy. He was glad to
find himself free from constant supervision
by government functionaries. At that time,
in America, "if you made an honest dollar
you could pocket it or spend it without having to figure what portion of it you 'owed'
the Government." But he has "seen the
growth of the familiar European-style government octopus along with the vanishing

of the spirit of freedom and opportunity and
its replacement by a breathless search for
'security' that is doomed to defeat in advance
in a world where nothing, not even life
itself, is secure."
This article needs attention because it has
been given wide circulation, because it was
written by a member of the faculty of a large
university, and because it follows the pattern
of much protest writing of today.
The writer came to the United States 1 year
after the financial crash of 1907, when many
people lost their money and their jobs. At
the time, our economy operated under a
philosophy of laissez faire. Wage and working conditions in many factories and mines
were deplorable. Child labor was a blot on
our national life. Sweatshops were in operation in many cities. During the next few
years, many of our railway systems were bled
b~· their managements and thrown into receivership, causing many investors to lose
their money. We have attempted to remedy
some of these social ills. That process has ·
increased necessarily the number of social
regulations and the number of administrators-"governmental interference with
business," in the language of the protestors.
He speaks of being able to spend an honest
dollar "without having to figure what we
'owe' the Government." But he seems to be
unaware that the honest dollar was taxed
by the corporations, made possibly by the
high tariff of the time. And that tax was
just as large as the tax he has to figure today.
He seems not to understand that we do not
owe the Government anything. Our taxes
are merely our proportional share of the cost
of services we perform cooperatively rather
than individually. These services would be
mt~ch more expensive if we tried to buy them
for ourselves. It may be that the machinery
set up for accepting our proportional contributions to our common undertakings is
not always the most effective, and. it seems
to be a fact that some of the money we contribute is squandered or spent unwisely~
These matters need constant attention. But
it is still a fact that we receive more from
our tax dollar than from any other dollar
we spend.
It has long seemed to me that we should
make some more effective effort to show
people what they receive for the taxes they
contribute to the common effort of Government. You seldom pick up a magazine that
does not carry a cartoon or a number of
wisecracks about taxes. Why cannot we
sometimes present the facts?
This writer is a linguist, yet he descends
to one of the shabbiest linguistic tricks of
the demagog, argument by epithet, when he
speal{S of the "Government octopus." He
also regrets the loss "of the spirit of freedom and of opportunity." Only cloistered
ignorance could think we have lost our sense
of freedom, or that opportunity has vanished
from this country. He regrets the "breathless search for 'security.'" Why breathless?
Another shoddy linguistic trick. Why object
to an effort of people to find some security
in life? When the colonists came to this
country from Europe, they were searching
for more security than they had found at
home. When a man in this country bought
a farm, or established a business, he was
seeking security. When this writer came to
the United States in 1908, he came in search
of security, and as a member of the faculty
of a great university, he has done pretty well
by himself. The simple fact is that some
time ago, some fuzzy thinker began this
hubbub about the search of the younger
generation for security, and the word
mongers were impressed and have echoed
the imbecility ever since.
A few weeks ago, while turning the dial
of my radio, I picked up one sentence from
a radio commentator of the tribe of Jeremiah. In the somewhat sepulchral voice
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and urgency of enunciation and rhythm of
the old-time camp-meeting exhorter he told
his audience "that every extension of the
powers of government means a reduction of
our freedom."
Now it is a simple fact that in my brief
life I have seen some of the freedoms we
used to have disappear, as society, through
voluntary associations or through official
organization and machinery, has extended
regulatory controls over many of our actions.
For example, when I bought my first car,
I did not have to buy a driver's license, or
an inspection slip. There were no stop signs,
traffic lights, or speed-limit signs. I could
get out on the highway and scorch (that's
the word we used) down the road at 35
miles an hour with no fear of being stopped
by a traffic cop.
In the nineties, food processors were under
no sanitary controls. As a boy, I sometimes worked in the grocery store owned by
an uncle. When we opened a crate of
canned fruit or vegetables we looked to see
whether the ends of the can were rounded.
If they were, the food was fermenting and
we threw the can away. Cans stacked on
the shelves frequently tumbled over as a
bottom can fermented and swelled. At that
time anyone could slaughter uninspected
cattle ·in an uninspected barn and sell the
meat to the public. Anyone could milk uninspected cows, could employ Typhoid Mary
to take care of the milk, and sell it to the
customers. Or one could take some alcohol
and water, add some vegetable extracts to
give a distinctive color and taste, paste on a
label saying that the concoction was good for
everything from fallen arches to fallen hair,
and sell it to the public. The country was
dotted by diploma mills which turned out
untrained doctors to "practice"-! always
liked that word in that connection-upon ·
helpless humanity.
Then came along Dr. Wiley in the first
decade of the twentieth century and final. ly induced the Congress to pass a pure food
and drug law, and to interfere with our freedoms. I leave you to decide whether the
freedoms lost were the freedoms of the untrained doctors, and of the food and drug
dispensers to kill us, or our freedom to be
· killed by ignorant doctors and poisoned foods
and drugs-at our own expense.
These are not idle words. When I was
torn, life expectancy in this country, I have
read, was about 40 years. Now it is about 68
years. One of the "unalienable rights"
listed in the Declaration of Independence
is that of life. We have added 28 years of
life to the coming generation. We sometimes have to decide between rights when
some rights conflict with others. So we
have, gladly I suppose, given up the right we
enjoyed in the nineties of having the filthiest
towns in what we then called the civilized
world, in favor of more sanitary living and
eating.
Another magazine of national circulation
recently published an article which was supposed to review the results of an opinion
poll in which 15,000 teen-agers were queried.
The results of this survey of teen-age opinion
are characterized in the article as "amazing,"
"shocking," these young people "seem capable of falling for the hysterical pitch of a
home-grown Hitler or Stalin." The magazine boxes four examples of the shocking
opinions of these young people :
"Forty-nine percent believe large masses
of people are incapable of determining what
is good for them." We are not given the
question upon which this statement rests.
I do not know what the statement means.
Did these students take the question to
mean that, within our population, there are
large masses of people who do not know
what is best for them? If so, then these
students are right. Otherwise, why prisons
and hospitals for the feeble minded~ Did
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they think of the number of times we, as
a whole people, have chosen unwisely? If
so, they were right. In running World War
II, we added to the national debt about
$240,000,000,000. People had more money
than they ever had before. Many people
paid off mortgages on their property or their
businesses. Within the framework of the
economic policies of the time, they were
wise. During that period, bank deposits and
savings accounts rose to an all-time high.
Again, individuals acted wisely. But the
mortgages paid off and the bank credits established by individuals all appear in that
$240,000,000,000 of public debt. During the
war, trains were crowded, vacation resorts
were filled as never before, theaters could
not take care ·of the people, gambling was
at an all-time high. And all that money
shows up in the $240,000,000,000 public debt.
We as a people did not show as much intelligence in the way we financed the war as a
14-year-old future farmer shows in the haiLdUng of a farm project. If we had been wise
enough to know what was best for us in
the long run, we should have met the expense of the war at the time. If the students were thinking of this example of the
lack of wisdom of the great mass of the
people, they were evidently correct.
"Seventy-five percent believe obedience and
respect for authority are the most important
virtues children should learn." Good for the
children. Again we do not have the question asked. We do not know what other
virtues were listed. And one cannot place
much weight on the superlative most. ·One
cannot expect teenagers to give weight to
that superlative when we use superlatives
every day for most ordinary things. The
encouraging thing is that the students place
these virtues high.
"Thirty-three percent believe that foreigners visiting the United States should not
be allowed to criticize the Government."
The word "criticize" to most people implies
rather excessive faultfinding, the type of
comment which newspapers publicize. And
the passive ''be allowed" does not call attention to the machinery of the prohibition. About all this vote means is that many
students feel vaguely that it is not cricket
for a foreigner who is enjoying our hospitality to find fault with our Government.
Again, it seems to be a rather wholesome
attitude. Its limitations can easily be eliminated.
"Thirty-four percent believe the Government should prohibit some people from making public spee&1es." Again, good for the
children. We do not normally permit convicted criminals to make speeches in public,
nor patients in mental institutions. And
police protect:o::J. for the public sometimes
demands deni~l of the privilege of making a
public speech.
In short, on the showing of this arti<:le,
the youngsters a:.-e more intelligent than the
pollsters.
I have often been asked why the gloom
spreaders spre~d gloom. There doubtless are
many reasons affecting the attitudes of many
people. One or two may be worth thinking
about.
In a normal life the mere excitement of
physical living in youth and ignorance of the
world furniEh drive and hope. After middle
age, when the physical fires begin to fade,
the mental life should have become rich
enough to carry on and furnish interest and
motivation. But for many people the mental
life is retarded, does riot develop. These people look back upon their own youth as the
golden age of the world, anC. they wonder
what the young generation is coming to.
Many of them write and make speeches.
This nostalgia of the mentally retarded for
the golden age of their youth has often been
noticed throughout recorded history.
In other people the attitude of protest or
ut gloom may come from some imbalance

of glandular fUnctioning. There 1s an unfavorable blood chemistry which affects their
reactions to life. Among animals, the same
causes produce an animal that we sometimes
call "just naturally mean."
Som-e children learn from a pareni to verbalize life in cynical terms, or in negative
terms. They grow up with a negative verbalization which determines their "agin the Government" attitudes. Most of us act in much
of our lives according to the way life has been
verbalized for us, or in recent generations,
the way life has been pictured for us. You
have noticed that when the newspapers give
an account of some horrible crime, other
similar crimes are likely to occur soon. When
there is a riot in one penitentiary, others are
likely to occur. Children, following the pattern of their elders, the way life has been
verbalized for them, strike against their
schools, to secure the will of a minority
through force.
I am sometimes told that this compelling
force of a vivid mental picture controls the
actions only of the mentally retarded and of
children. What about the wave of lingerie
raids on campuses all over the country?
Have these boys ever been shown that their
mob activities place them on the intellectual
level of the rioting inmates of the penit-entiaries?
I have said enough, perhaps more than
necessary, to suggest that I am more interested in education as an instrument for the
further development of humane attitudes toward our civil rights and freedoms than I
am in some other approaches. Our civil liberties depend more upon how people think
than upon how laws read. My interest is
analogous to an interest in preventive medicine rather than in hospitalizing the ill, while
still understan!fing the necessities for both
approaches to matters of health. And ·that
interest is not merely the result of one school
teacher's limited. experience.
In 1950, the United Nations published a
small volume called These Rights and Freedoms. The volume gives an account of the
making of the text of The Universal Declaration of Human Rights as adopted by the
General Assembly on December 10, 194B. In
the preamble to this instrument, the General
Assembly "proclaims this universal declaration of human rights as a common standard
of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every individual and
every organ of society, keeping this declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by
teaching and education to promote respect
for these rights and freedoms." In the general statement by the editors of this volume
are these sentences: "Fundamentally, while
legislation and juridical practice play an important role, the task of promoting the observance of human rights is an educational
one. • • • Human rights are promoted,
guaranteed-or violated-in actual human
relationships, in actual communities" (pp.
168-171).

No one knows just the kind of education
whieh might be expected to- further the realization of these ideals. Evidently the recognition and implementation of the civil
rights of all peoples would not be furthered
by keeping the present ge~ration of school
children in the present schools until each of
them acquired a doctor of philosophy degree.
Perhaps the first thing to be understood is
that only a small part of the education of a
child takes place in the schools. We can admit that fact and still think that the schools
have an important role to play.
For one thing, it seems to me that the
schools can do much to train young people
to judge and evaluate the materials presented to them in newspapers, in magazines,
over the radio and from the platform, materials like those I have reviewed this evening.
Another thing which seems evident to me
1s the fact that the recognition of social
injustice has. not awaited the hysteria of

the more vocal of contemporary advocates.
It is as old as the oldest writings of China
and of India and of Palestine. It comes to
us directly from our founding fathers. And
the first suggestion I had to make for the
reorganization of the English departments
of our high schools was that we should introduce into the reading lists books picturing
the way peoples live and think all over the
world. At the turn of the century, the reading in our high schools centered around a
list of what were called classics. The list
and the methods of teaching were determined by teachers in English departments in
a small number of eastern colleges and universities-men who had not the first glimpse
of knowledge of the function of literature in
the education of youth. That English course
made many students, especially boys, hate
anything called literatUre.
In 1907, before a meeting of English teachers at the University of Chicago, I outlined
the broadening of the work as here suggested
and gave the social and psychological reasons. The discussion which followed my
paper was almost entirely adverse. And I
find many high schools still following that
old course of reading and demanding the old
book reports. Many teachers have not
changed their approach. But the students
have not been so slow to change. In the
early part of the century, they could buy a.
book which gave a short digest of each book
of the required reading list. The students
bought that book and wrote their reports
quickly from it without reading the books.
They do not do that any more. Now they
buy comics which have been prepared for all
the r-equired books and the children write
their reports from these comics. No one can
complain that the schools do not progress.
There -are a few other suggestions which
I have often made for the improvement of
the work of the schools, suggesti{)ns which
have seemed to me to look toward a fuller
recognition of our freedoms, freedoms that
can be attained only by minds which liave
been trained to conscious analysis of our
heritage and our possibiUties as human
beings.
I early advocated the introduction of
journalism courses into our high schools and
colleges. The object in mind was the training of young people to evaluate what they :
read, to distinguish between legitimate a.nd ·
specious argument. In fact, the course I .
wanted might almost be called a course in .
sales resistance, resistance to the propaganda
of self-appointed mental dictators.
I
I have also suggested the unification of the
work which has been given in separate
classes as history and literature, so that students could receive one unified view of the
history of the thinking of our race, especially
during the past three or four hundred years;
thinking in government and human rights, 1
thinking in science, literature, art, education,
and philosophy. A teen-ager can derive much
more from such a course than most people
have been willing to admit.
Recently, I have been aware that all highschool youth should have an elementary
course in law. Just as the doctors 50 years
ago were hostile to the introduction of
health work into the curriculum, I suppose
lawyers will not be sympathetic toward the
introduction of courses in elementary law.
And yet, they are the ones who should prepare the texts and, sometimes, become the
teachers.
The last suggestion I shall offer has to do
with the teaching of the English language.
Perhaps that has been the weakest element
in the work of the schools to date. Students
of high-school age should be taught, not only
something of the history of our language, but
the function of language in the history of
civilization and in the development of the
individual mind. That involves the process.
es of generalization and abstraction, under-'
standing how words get meaning and hovZ
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those meanings change. It involves understanding how language can confuse thinking
as well as how language may clarify thinking.
I shall give only one or two examples.
Primitive peoples, and children, tend to assume some thing as a referent for all abstract words or for words which have been
associated in their experience with things
they do not understand. It is said that they
personalize words, or substantialize words,
or deify words; that is, they assume a person
or a thing or a mysterious force as the
meaning of a word. From this habit has
grown up the pantheons of all races.
But we do not need to go to the ancients
for examples of this mental habit. Immediately after V J -day. there was a demand
for the removal of all price controls. The
argument was that with price controls removed, the law of supply and demand
would assure just prices. Most people think
that the word "law" here means some force
which controls prices and the supply of commodities. Their thinking is on the same intellectual plane as the thinking of the
Greeks who invented the gods to control the
sun and the sea and the wind. The fact is
that the law of supply and demand is a
simple, generalized statement of what happens to prices in very simple economic transactions. It is almost inapplicable to any
present economic functions. The misunderstanding of this phrase by many people
cost us, the consumers, millions of dollars.
In the universal declaration to which I
have referred, the word "conscience" occurs
two or three times. And we use the word
in the phrase "conscientious objector." To
most people, that word suggests some mysterious power we have of knowing what is
right and what is wrong. People often say
"Let your conscience be your guide." But
the original meaning of the words was approximately that of our word "consciousness," it was "awareness." In a sixteenth
century cycle play, Abraham is represented
as building an altar to sacrifice his son according to the command of God. And he is
represented as saying, "My conseons ys
strongly steryd." He does not think it is
wrong to sacrifice his son, but the feelings
of the father for his son are stirred. Now,
the fact is that men have killed and tortured their thousands with no pangs of
conscience. An ignorant mother who permits files to crawl over her child's food, may
weep as a mother if the child sickens and
dies. If she, a few generations ago, had kept
an asafetida bag tied around its neck she
might have thought she had done all she
possibly could for its health, and her conscience would not have bothered her. But
if she had omitted the bag, she would have
had pangs of conscience. The only possible
meaning for the word is the feeling of selfapproval for following the patterns of conduct approved by the group, and the feelings
of self-condemnation one may have for violating the group moral code. There is nothing that tells the ignorant man what is
wise or what is unwise in any situation not
covered by the accepted convention.
It possibly may seem that what I have
been saying is far from the loud vocalizations of some advocates of civil liberty today.
But I think of a poem by Thomas Hardy,
called Mute Opinion.
"I traversed a dominion
Whose spokesmen spake out strong
Their purpose and opinion
Through pulpit, press, and song.
"I scarce had means to note there
A large-eyed few, and dumb, .
Who thought not as those thought there
That stirred the heat and hum.
"When, grown a Shade, beholding
That land in lifetime trode
To learn if its unfolding
Fulfilled its clamored code.

"I saw, in web unbroken,
Its history outwrought
Not as the loud had spoken,
But as the mut~ had thought."

Living With Ourselves
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EARLE C. CLEMENTS
OF KENTUCKY
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. CLEMENTS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a most
scholarly and illuminating address· delivered by the junior Senator from Oregon [Mr. MoRsE] on the occasion of the
commencement exercises of Centre College, Danvill~ Ky., on Sunday, June 1,
1952.

There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
LIVING WITH OURSELVES
(Speech delivered by Hon. WAYNE MORSE,
of Oregon)
Mr. President, distinguished guests, members of the graduating class, and friends,
the honor of occupying this rostrum on this
occasion would be cherished by any speaker,
and I wish to assure you that it is deeply
appreciated by me. The added honor of receiving a doctor of laws degree from this
great historic college moves me deeply, and
the memory of this occasion will always be
one of my happiest experiences. On many
occasions I have sat in a commencement
audience and during a commencement speech
pondered over the wherefore and the whyfor
of the much abused commencement-speech
tradition. Once for an hour I listened to a
scholarly commencement dissertation by a
learned historian on the stimulating subject Customs and Costumes of the People of
Ancient Rome. It was then that I resolved
that if I were ever called upon to make a
commencement speech I would substitute
brevity for boredom, or at least for longendured boredom. I propose to keep faith
with that resolution tonight by discussing
with you for just a few minutes the subject
Living With Ourselves.
I submit that the subject is a very appropriate one for a commencement speech because it is broad enough to cover almost
any text that might strike one's fancy at
the moment.
Seriously, though, I think the grave problems which confront us as individual citizens and as an American population call
upon us to give some thought to the problems presented by the topic Living With
Ourselves. I do not mean living unto ourselves, although I fear that too many people these days are living unto themselves
rather than living with themselves. The
degree of selfishness which permeates the
American society today is disturbing and
ominous.
A spirit of self-centeredness
among individuals is so prevalent in America today that I think it threatens our national well-being. To my way of thinking,
the greatest problem that must be solved
by, the individual who seeks happiness
. through living with himself is learning how
to be true to his own conscience. For many
people that requires discovering that they
have a conscience. It requires the developing of a set of ethical standards which reflect selfless spiritual values. It is a view
of mine that the ethical standards of Gov-
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ernment can be no higher nor stronger than
the ethical standards of the individuals who
comprise our American society.
Therefore, I desire to discuss with you for
a few minutes this subject of Living With
Ourselves as individuals and as an American population, from the standpoint of
some problems of ethical standards in Government as I experience those problems.
My major promise is that we must improve
ethical standards in Government if our Nation is to survive. The tests of time in the
attaining of that goal require that we as
individuals do a better job of living with
ourselves by keeping faith with high ethical principles of conscience.
Our true wealth is not our material
wealth but our human wealth. After all is
said and done, the most important objective of self-government is to promote the
welfare of our people in keeping with the
property rights and human rights guarantys of the Constitution.
I ain not asking you to agree with me,
because that is not important. I happen to
be one who is not nearly so interested in
the question of whether people agree with
me on an issue as I am in the question of
whether they are" thinking about an issue.
Let us never forget that Jefferson was right
when he pointed out that a democracy can
be no stronger than the enlightenment of
its people. However, enlightenment involves
the exercise of one's thought processes. If
our citizenry is to be enlightened on the
great issues that confront our country in this
dark hour of crisis, then each individual in
our citizenry must do more individual thinking about the problems which confront us.
One of the sad facts I see on the American
scene today is that millions of our people
have stopped thinking for themselves. In
this age of ready-made goods and mass production too many people have placed padlocks on their own minds and have closed
up their own intellectual workshops. They
are buying their intellectual food of low
political nutrition value for what they think
is a great bargain at the cafeteria propaganda counters of a varied sort of political
soup kitchen. Their taste for facts is being
destroyed by the spices and relish that are
being used to cover up the tainted, spoiled,
insidious propaganda that is being fed into
the American body politic these days. The
result is that the American people are starving for the want of a diet of high political
ethics.
It is sad, but true, that they have only
themselves to blame because they are trafficking in the drugs of smear politics and
gorging at the counter of personal greed and
materialistic values. Too many of our people do not live by the biblical commandment:
Chapter 8, verse 36, St. Mark: "For what
shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the
whole world, and lose his own soul?"
I am sure .you recognize by the figures o!
speech which I have used that I think there
is a great need for improvement of ethical
standards in government. You are right.
You should also be right if you concluded
that I think the first step necessary for the
improvement of ethical standards in government is to improve ethical standards at
the grass roots of America. It is not only
true, as Jefferson said, "That democracy can
be no stronger than the enlightenment of
its people," but it is also true that the
ethical standards of the officials and employ~es of a democracy will not rise above
the ethical standards of its people. Oh,
yes. There will be exceptions among individuals in government as there are among
individuals in the local communities, but by
and large it is true that the ethical values
of politicians in and out of Congress, 1n and
out of the executive branch of government,
are accurate reflections of the ethics of our
people generally.
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In a very real sense, the composite picture
of the ethics of your Government today is
made up of the individual brush strokes
dipped from the ethical standards of our
individual citizens. The picture of eithical
standards in government we see hanging
before us these days is far from being a great
masterpiece. I doubt if we can improve it
very mu-h by retouching it. We need to take
a new canvas, a clean brush, .and some pure
paint and go to work in keeping faith with
our true political talents and appreciation
of the art of good government. We must
remember that if our picture is to have depth
and substance there are certain forms we
cannot ignore or violate.
Thus leaving the field of allegory, I want
to stress a point of form here this evening
which I hope you will remember if you carry
nothing else away from my speech. It involves a rule of procedure which I tried to
drill into the heads of my law stujents from
the first week they came into the law school
right up to my final speech to them at· the
end of their final year when I spoke at the
law-Echool banquet in honor of the graduating class. It involves an abstract principle
of procedure, and I am afraid because it is
abstract in its implications is the main reason why it is so difficult to get people to recognize its importance to their daily lives and
to their liberties and rights. I always said
to my students, week in and week out with
the repetition of a clock tick, that they shou~d
never forget that the substantive legal rights
of their clients before any tribunal or governmental agency could never be any better
or stronger than their procedural rights.
That is a rule of form that we as individual
artists must never forg:lt as we try to paint
a masterpiece of good and clean government.
Let me determine the procedure of any tribunal, agency, or parliamentary body, and
I will at the same time determine all of
the substantive rights which any citizen
can receive and enjoy at the hands of that
institution.
Our founding fathers did not set up a
constitutional system of government based
upon the principle that the public will, even
if one could be sure of its determination in
connection with any specific issue, should
prevail irrespective of right or wrong, irrespective of truth versus falsehood. To the
contrary, our founding fathers set up a representative republican form of government
which placed the ethical duty upon the
shoulders of the representatives of a free
people in a parliamentary body to act on
tbe basis of the facts, to keep faith with
the truth, and to stand up against a temporary wave of public opinion that is characterized by an emotional reaction to propaganda, misrepresentation, and unsound public policy.
Edmund Burke put this principle of representation in eloquent language when he said
in his great speech to the electors of Bristol
on .November 3, 1774:
"It ought to be the happiness and glory of a
representative to live in the strictest union,
the closest correspondence and the most unreserved communication with his constituents. But his unbiased opinion, his mature
judgment, his enlightened conscience, he
ought not to sacrifice to you, to any man, or
to any set of men living. These he does not
derive from your pleasure; no, nor from the
law and the constitution. They are a trust
from providence, for the abuse of which he is
deeply answerable. Your representative owes
you, not his industry only, but his judgment;
a11d he betrays, instead of serving you, if he
sacrifices it to your opinion. * • • To
deliver an opinion is the right of all men;
that of constituents is a weighty and respectable opinion, .which a representative ought
always most seriously to consider. But authoritative instructions; mandates issued;
Which the member is bound blindly and implicitly to obey, to vote, and to argue for,

ence that one best represents the people of a
though contrary to the clearest conviction
of his judgment and con-science--these are
State when he places the national interest
things utterly unknown to the laws of this
first."
land, and which arise from a fundamental
There is another direct relationship bemistake of the whole order and tenor of our
tween political procedures and ethical standards in government that I want to call to
constitution."
your attention. The methods and proceLet me assure you that keeping faith with
that basic principle of representative govern- . dures that we use in our country in nominating men for high political office have a
ment many times, is not the best way to mal{e
direct bearing upon the resulting product
political friends and influence your political
of ethical standards in government. Do not
party. Yet I hold to the view that, unless one
overlook the fact that in a majority of the
keeps faith with that ethical principle, he
States in this country, the voters themselves
will time and time again sell his constituents
do not exercise a freedom of choice in selectshort in the matter of ethical standards and
ing the men and women who are nominated
values. Why do I say that? I say it because
frequently public opinion is wrong, frequentto run in a general election for high poly public opinion is based upon misrepresenlitical office. In a majority of States the
tation, misinformation, and misunderstandcandidates for high office are selected in
smoke-filled rooms, in politically machineing of the facts. One of the obligations of
statesmanship, as I see the problem, is to sit
controlled caucuses and conventions and too
in the Congress of the United States and exfrequently in accordance with the dictates
ercise an honest independence of judgment
of powerful economic groups who contribute
on the merits of issues in accordance with the
most of the campaign funds of both the
facts as one sees them and vote accordingly,
nominees and the party. Here is one of the
even though at the time a wave of public
most evil sources of unethical conduct in
opinion in one's State and throughout the
government and it springs, as you see, from
country seems to hold to a contrary point of
bad political procedure. It is sadly true that
view. However, if one is right on the facts
in too many States the voters in the general
and will keep faith with his duty of political
election are given a choice between and
leadership, he need have no fear as to what
among the bad choices which political mathe final decision of the people will be once
chines select as their nominees in the first
they· come to understand the facts which
instance. This is even true of presidential
form t :"le basis of their representative's vote
conventions, because unfortunately too many
and action. However, too many of our polidelegates to our presidential conventions are
ticians act and vote on the basis of governnot elected by the direct popular vote of the
ment by Western Union and Gallup poll.
people of their States. One of the reasons
Too many of them sit in municipal, State
why I am such an ardent advocate of the
and National legislative bodies representing
direct presidential primary is because I think
not the public interest primarily, but the insuch a procedural reform in American polterests of selfish pressure groups, powerful
itics would help root out some bad nominatenough to determine to too great a degree-ing procedures in many of our States. It
so at least too many of these politicians
would also givP- greater assurance that the
think-the results of the next election.
presidential nominees of the two major parTo you citizens, let me urge you to rememties would become the choice of the qualified
ber to watch out for the officeholder who is
registered voters within the two parties,
afraid to be defeated. Watch out for the
rather than the choices of the professional
politician who thinks that his reelection is
p<;:>liticians who too frequently control the
more important than the public interest.
political conventions.
·
Watch out for the politician who scratches
Now let me turn for a moment to an enyour back, tells you he agrees with you on
tirely different phase of the problem of
every controversial issue, sends you a greetethical standards in government. During
ing on your birthday, becomes a perspiring
the past few years there has swept across this
errand boy and chore boy in helping you
country a technique of smear politics which
with your personal business affairs with the
is doing great dam<age to clean government.
Government for the transaction of which you
It is making it increasingly difficult for us
should hire a lawyer, and votes for every
to live with ourselves as a people. It too
special privilege which the economic group
is the direct product of bad procedure. It
to which you belong and which every other
has polluted the procedure of many congreseconomic pressure group that he thinks
sional investigations. It involves a repucontrols some votes may want. I say watch
diation of a basic inalienable American right,
out for him, because he has ceased to be
namely, the presumption of innocence. It
your true representative. It is this type of
substitutes trial by accusation for trial by
representation in public office that is weakp~oof.
It shifts the burden of proof on the
ening ethical standards of government beissue of innocence or gull t to the shoulders
cause it constitute placing politics above
of the accused. It denies those basic proceprinciple. It makes a virtue out of political
dural guaranties of the courtroom such as
expediency, and a liability out of intellecthe right to be confronted by those who
tual honesty. It propagates political hypoctestify against the accused, the right to the
risy and prostitutes political morality. It
protection and advice of counsel, and the
1s rampant in Government today.
right to cross-examine those who testify
When I first ran for the Senate in 1944, we
against you, the right to make a full and
started a political experiment in keeping
complete statement and presentation of your
with the principles of political science, which
side of the case. It has taken the form of a
I studied not only as a student, but tried
political weapon and it has struck political
to put into application in my teaching of
pay dirt. Get it out of your heads if you
law. Thus, I said to the voters of my State
think smear tactics are not paying off in
in 1944, "Do not vote for me for the Senate
American politics today. Some great Ameriunless you want to send me to the Senate a
cans have been defeated in elections in recent
free man." By a free man, I mean free to
years by smear tactics and the Communist
exercise an honest independence of judgbig-lie . technique. The smearmongers are
ment on the merits of issues. Also I said to
working in both political parties and the
them in that campaign: "Remember, if you
prey they are stalking is every liberal in
elect me to the Senate from Oregon, I want
American P9litics._ I am confident that once
to sit there not as a Senator from Oregon for
the American people come to see that smear
Oregon, but I want to sit there in keeping
tactics in American politics not only violate
with the true meaning· of representation in
the spirit and intent of the Bill of Rights
the Senate of the United States intended by
of the American Constitution, but destroy
the writers of the Constitution-namely, I
freedom itself, they will repudiate at the
want to sit there as a Senator from Oregon
ballot box such unethical political conduct.
for the Nation. I want to be free to put into
The last topic I want to mention in this
speech on the subject of ethical standards
practice the sound principle of political sci•
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in Government is the relationship between
ethical standards in Government and foreign policy. At first thought you may not
see that a relationship exist s, but I think it
is a direct one. I think that underlying the
whole issue of American foreign policy is a
fun da men tal issue of ethics and morality.
It involves the question of our keeping faith
with the spiritual values upon which our
form of government is founded. It involves
keeping f aith with the great moral tenets
of the religious principles which were woven
into our Constitution as political principles
as well. Ours is a governmental system of
self-government based upon a recognition
of the dignity of the . individual and the
sacredness of human life. Let us not forget
that our founding fathers were deeply religious people who appreciated the fact that
man cannot live unto himself alone. Yet
there are millions of people in our country
who are victimizing themselves with the
thought that we as a nation can live unto
ourselves alone and that attitude is having a tremendous effect on national moral
values related to the field of foreign policy.
It is my view that the ethical standards not
only of our Government, but of our people,
will greatly suffer if the isolationist philosophy comes to dominate American foreign
policy. It is a philosophy in which selfishness predominates, although the isolationist
does not reco~:rnize it as such. It is a philosophy which is °Characterized by feelings of national antagonisms, nationality discrimina·
tion, and a sense of national superiority
which is bound to arouse world-wide opposition. It is a denial of the spiritual teach·
ing that we are our brother's keeper and
that the Golden Rule is just as sound a political principle to be applied in international policy as it is a principle of guidance
for individual conduct. Oh, yes. I know
the reaction of the critic to my point of
view is that it is too idealistic, but I respectfully suggest that the critics should
refresh their memories of history and recall
that the pages ol. history are strewn with the
wreckages of civilizations which sought to
live unto themselves alone.
Thus, in closing, I would suggest that if
we are to meet the clmllenge of high ethical
standards in government upon which the
very survival of our democracy is so dependent, then we as individuals must develop and be true to a high code of personal
ethics. It requires no prophet to point out
that one cannot live with himself in happiness if he is unfaithful to the high ethical
standards of his own conscience.
I am confident that as members of this
graduating class leave the halls of this great
institution today and tackle the problems
of living in the world of their chosen pursuits, they will also discover that th.eir
training here has prepared them to live Wlth
themselves, if they will be but true to them-·
selves.
My sincere good wishes and hearty congratulations to each one of you.
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OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in

the Appendix of the RECORD an address
which I prepared for delivery at a dinner
of the New York County Democratic
Committee in New York City on the evening of June 10, 1952. I was prevented
from delivering this speech in New York
because my official duties in the Senate
made it impossible for me to leave Washington that day.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Fellow Democrats and fellow delegates, I
have just come from Congress. We are working to dispose of all our so-called must
·legislation before the session ends. The result of our work is not very encouraging to
me. Indeed that among other things, is
what I came to New York tonight to talk
about.
Never have we been at a more critical point
in our history, more demanding of our
energies and dedication, than today, as we
face the national elections of 1952.
In that election, I am convinced-and I
know you are convinced-we are gofng to
win. The simple fact is the country cannot afford for us to lose. The Democratic
Party today, as in 1932, 1936, 1940, 1944, and
1948 is the standard-bearer of the people's
hopes. The people are going to win.
During the past 2 months, Congress has
been considering vital measures: First, to
authorize and pay for building up our military strength and that of the free world, to
preserve peace and repel vrorld communism;
second, measures to revise drastically our immigration and naturalization laws; third,
measures to continue economic controls
needed to insure defense production and at
the same time protect our people against
inflation and economic chaos; and fourth,
measures to reorganize the machinery of
Government in the interests of efficiency,
economy, and integrity.
In the consideration of all these measures,
and many others, the majority of the Republicans in Congress have voted persistently, down the line, for politics-as-usual in
Government reorganization, particularly in
the Internal Revenue Bureau, for penny-wise
and pound-foolish economy in regard to military and other defense measures, and for
drastic cuts in expenditures needed to preserve the welfare of our own people, and the
peace, freedom and unity of the world
abroad.
·
The Republicans have voted against proposals for humanizing and liberalizing our
immigration laws and in favor of measures
to dehumanize our immigration laws still
further.
Finally they have voted against effective
price control and effective rent control, and
in favor of provisions to give free license
to inflation and excessive profits, while curtailing and restricting the essential rights
of labor.
·
This has been the tone and theme of the
Republican attitude in Congress. This dom·inant Republican block, if given its way,
wou ld destroy the unity of the free world,
weaken our defenses, strip us of our allies,
and at the same time plunge us into hopeless and endless military adventures in Asia.
The Republican prescription for peace and
prosperity is isolation in the Atlantic, fullscale war in the Pacific, high profits, high
tariffs, low wages, runaway inflation, and the
Taft-Hartley Act.
Of course, these Republicans have not been
able to have their way altogether. They have
had the support of some so-called Democrats,
but they have lost the support of some liberal Republicans. But their chief obstacle
has been the fact that we have a Democratic
President, a man of courage and conviction,
of vision and decision. For all the clamor
and complaint against our President, we
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must be grateful to the good providence
which gave us, after that mighty gia nt,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, that gr eat huma n
being, President Harry S. Truman.
As for the liberal Republicans, the trou ble
with them is that they are in the wrong
part y. They try to sta nd for the principles
of Abraha m Lincoln in a p arty dominat ed
by MARTIN, McCARTHY, and TAFT.
The Democratic Party is the pa rty of liberalism. On those few occasions in the p ast
when the Democratic Party h as tried to resemble t h e Republican Part y, and has traded
its crusading an d liberal heritage for t h e
comfort of conservatism a n d reaction, the
Democratic Party has suffered total and
smashing defeat.
We have not always won, in the past, even
with a liberal candidate. But even in losing,
when we have fought for liberal principles,
our party has remained a powerful factor in
the political life and decisions of the Nation,
You may be interested to know that out
of 39 partisan presidential elections since
the birth of our country, Democrats have
won 22. In 20 of those elections, the Democratic candidate has been the liberal candidate. And with a liberal candidate, and a
liberal platform, we are going to win again,
this year.
The great heights of Democratic Party
leadership and achievement in our country's
history have been those periods when our
party was fired by a crusading and liberal
ideology, and led by men who understood
and reflected the aspirations of the great
masses of the people. The age of Jefferson
and the age of Jackson were heroic epochs
in our history. In modern times, great triumphs and achievements have been recorded
under Grover Cleveland, under Woodrow
Wilson, under Franklin D. Roosevelt-again
and again and again-and under Harry S.
Truman.
It is a further fact of our history that a
Democratic candidate for the Presidency
must not only win the support of the majority of the voters, but must also win in
those States with large electoral representations-the big States of the North, Middle
West, and Far West.
That is why a Democratic candidate must
be a liberal candidate, running on a liberal
platform, appealing to the masses of the
people.
Not only at election time but throughout
the year we must actively and vigorously
support the cause of labor, of the farmer,
of the trail breaker, of the thinker, of the
youth, of the new citizen, of all those who
seek wider horizons, greater freedoms and
more opportunity.
We must passionately espouse the cause
of the underprivileged, of those groups which
do not yet enjoy all the fruits, privileges
and opportunities which, we firmly believe,
are the inalienable birthright and heritage
of every · American.
·
As far back as my memory goes, the Democratic Party of New York has stood for these
principles. And we have done so 12 months
in every year. Indeed, we of New York have
been privileged to contribute a full measure
of leadership, both in the formulation of
program and in candidates, to the Democratic Party of the Nation.
I need not go very far back into history.
The national Democratic Party of today is,
in its major structure and manifestations,
the product of the inspired leadership of two
great New Yorkers, first of that great American, Al Smith, and more recently, of that
mighty man, the greatest of them all,
Fran klin D. Roosevelt. We of New York may
well be proud of these two resplendent
names which will stand out brightly in the
p ages of American history as long as the
story of our country is told.
We need not travel much further back
into the past to come to the name of Grover
Cleveland, the sheriff of Buffalo and Governor of New York, the man who, on each
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of the three occasions on which he ran, won
We must rally around those leaders and
the votes of a majority of the people for
candidates who will fight for these printhe Presidency, but due to the vagaries cit
ciples-who wm fight for them sincerely and
the electoral college system was elected
without reservation-not only because these
President only twice.
principles are politically expedient, but beAnd then we come to the man who
cause these principles are altogether true
and right.
brought the Democratic Party out of the
We are fortunate in having in our own
shadow of its Civil War eclipse, Samuel J.
State, from among our own fellow citizens
Tilden, another great Governor of New
York, who in 1876 won a majority of the
of New York, such a candidate. I have had
the privilege of becoming the honorary napopular votes for the Presidency and a mational
chairman of the committee organized
jority of the electoral votes, but was counted
out by a special electoral commission after
to secure the nomination of that man, our
friend and fellow New Yorker, Mr. Averell
a demonstration of Republican Party chicanery, bribery, corruption, and ballot-box
Harriman. Although Averell Harriman an· stutftng which makes the very pages of hisnounced himself as a candidate only very
tory blush with shame.
recently, and our efforts have had a limited
And now, in this year of 1952, we in New
time to be felt, I can tell you now that we
are going places. This great and disYork and in the Nation are faced with the
tinguished man is putting on and will conchallenge of another Presidential election.
tinue to put on a fighting campaign.
The air is full of Repub1ican charges and atHe is showing the American people and the
tacks. Certainly we Democrats must not
retreat in the face of those attacks. We
delegates who will assemble in Chicago that
must advance. We must meet the challenge
he is a man who does not pull punches, does
not ret reat, does not equivocate.
boldly, in the best traditions of our party.
We must take the offensive.
He believes in the ideals of Franklin D.
I do not believe that the American peoRoosevelt and in the programs of Harry S.
ple will be misled by the cries of alarm raised
Truman. He believes in translating these
by the Tafts, the Martins, and the McCarthys
ideals into action. He will work for the
rights of all the people and for the welfare
that our country is on the brink of ruin
through insolvency or on the brink of disof all the people. He is a world statesman,
integration through disloyalty.
of experience and wisdom. His sincerity and
It is much too obvious that the great
depth of conviction is his mark patent in
the public arena today.
democratic administrations of Roosevelt and
Truman have led this country through the
He will be, I predict, a fine candidate and,
if elected, a great President of the United
most difficult era of modern history toward
unprecedented heights of productive power
States. But win or lose, Averell Harriman
and prosperity and have led the free world
will represent the highest and finest ideals of
in successful and unified opposition, first
the Democratic Party. The Democrats of ·
against the threat of Fascist domination and
New York County who have endorsed and
more recently against the relentless thrust . strongly supported him have reason to be
proud.
of Communist aggression.
The whole world envies and marvels at
My friends, we are embarked on a great
crusade. Our crusade is not only to nomithe standard of living of the American peonate and elect Averell Harriman as Presiple. The whole free world follows and supdent, and to reelect a Democratic adminisports the United States in its increasingly
tration-our crusade is also to keep faith
successful opposition to the terrible power
with the American people--with our counof Communist totalitarianism.
·
try's great past and with its even greater
But we must not be satisfied merely to
future.
point with pride to the record of the past.
When we say we believe in America, we
We must pledge ourselves to continue our
mean that we believe in the America defined
efforts for a better world, and to raise still
further the standard of living of our people . by Thomas Jefferson, democratized by Andrew Jackson, preserved by Abraham Lincoln,
and especially to improve the conditions of
represented in world affairs by Woodrow Wil- .
our own underprivileged, of our own illson. alld brought to its present pinnacle of
housed and ill-fed groups of people.
greatness and world leadership by Franklin
The Democratic Party in this year of 1952
D. Roosevelt and Harry S. Truman. That is ·
must continue to advocate such programs
the America in which we believe. That 1s
and measures. We must press forward,
the America to which, in these coming
marching toward new heights of progress,
months, we must pledge all our efforts and
justice, equality, and prosperity, not only
energies.
for ourselves but for all the world.
·
Anything less than our total efforts will
The Democratic Party must have a platnot suffice. ·Anything less than our total deform which boldly and clearly sets forth
votion will not win. Anything less than a ·
these principles and programs. It must be
forthright appeal to the American people,
a platform of vision, tempered with practiwith faith in their wisdom·, on the issues, on
cality. It must be a bold platform, a liberal
the record, on the platform, and on the qual·
platform, a progressive platform.
ifications an:-t sincerity of our candidate,
In the matter of civil rights which has
Will be in vam.
become the symbol of Democratic Party deThis is the challenge. If we accept it ;:~.nd
termination to achieve justice for all men
carry it forward, we will prevail.
regardless of race, color, or creed, we must
not retreat one inch.
First of all, we must advocate a change
1n the rules of the Senate to permit cloture
to be effectively invoked, so that civil-rights
Juvenile Delinquency
legislation c~n be brought to a vote.
Then we must support all those practical
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
civil-rights measures which were recomOF
mended by President Truman's historic Civil
Rights Oom.mission, including an FEPC
with enforcement powers.
Certainly we, the Democrats of New York
OF WASHINGTON
State, must serve notice of our determinaIN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
tion that the Democratic Party shall not
Thursday, June 12, 1952
become a party of compromise, a party of
retreat, a party of surrender. If we seek
Mr.
MAGNUSON.
Mr. President, the
to buy victory at the price of principle, if
distinguished senior Senator from West
we betray the faith of those minority groups
Virginia [Mr. KiLGORE] has prepared a.
who until now have reposed their confidence
very interesting series of articles on ju1n us, we will not oniy lose the election, but
we will lose our integrity.
. .venile delinquency, one of the most difliooj .

HON. WARREN G. MAGNUSON

cult and complex problems confronting
modern society. The articles are currently being published in several West
Virginia newspapers.
The Senator from West Virginia long
has been interested in youth and edu- ·
cational problems. As a criminal court
judge in Raleigh County, he achieved
wide acclaim for his work in helping
rehabilitate juvenile delinquents. He
h elped organize famed Mountaineer
Boys' State in West Virgina.
When he came to the United States
Senate he continued his great interest
in youth and educational problems. He
has been in the forefront in the fight
for Federal aid to education, and for
le,1islation to combat adult illiteracy.
Every State might well study the Federal Youth Cor_·ections Act, sponsored
by the Senator from West Virginia. This
legislation has been described by Chief
Judge Bolitha J. Laws as one of the
greatest steps forward in criminal justice, and Director James V. Bennett, of
the Federal Prisons Bureau, says it will
enable the Bureau to rehabilitate many
youthful offenders.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Appendix
of the RECORD the articles by the Senator from West Virginia on juvenile delinquency.
There being no objection, the articles
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD
as follows:
·
'
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
(By United States Senator HARLEY M.
KILGORE, of West Virginia)
(EDITOR's NoTE.-This is the first of a series ·
of three articles by United States Senator
HARLEY M. KILGORE on juven+Ie delinquency,
on of the most difficult and complex problems confronting modern society.)
WASHINGTON.-Juvenpe delinquency, one
of the most complex and difficult problems
confronting modern society, is on the increase all across the Nation.
Dr. Martha Eliot, Chief of the Federal
Children's Bureau, informed me recently on
a radio broadcast that the number of youngsters coming before juvenile courts last year
was 10 percent greater than in 1950, and this
year some courts are reporting as much as
38 percent over the same month last year.
Reports covering delinquency cases in
juvenile courts in 54 of West Virginia's 55
counties, according to Dr. Eliot, show that
the number of cases in 1951 was 14 percent
above 1950, or 4 percent above the national
increase.
One of the disturbing facts is that this
increase far exceeds the increase of our
population of youngsters- tO through 17 years
of age. In other words, not only more boys
and girls are coming int o court but a larger
percentage of them are in trouble.
Unless we are able to tackle this problem .
in an effective manner now, we can count
on a greatly increased number of youngsters
in juvenile courts in the next few years.
This is based upon census reports showing
that increased birth rates in the 1940's will
mean approximately 50 percent more children of the juvenile age in 1960 than we
had in 1950.
Not only for the sake of today's children
but for the greater number of youngsters in
the years ahead we need to give special attention now to this difficult and complex
problem.
Dr. Eliot, a ·children's doctor who has devoted ·her life to the service of children, informs me that approximately 1,000,000·
youngsters will gr:t into trouble with the-
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law this year, and some 300,000 of them
will v. ind up in court.
The troubles of some, of course, can be
cleared up fairly easily, but many of these
youngsters will have to be sent to institutions for delinquent children. Years ago we
called them reform schools. Today we call
them training schools.
Unfortunately, we have seriously neglected
these very important training schools. Today they house about 35,000 youngsters, and
judging by past records, a great many of them
will leave these institutions mad at society.
· Approximately $1,000 is spent each year
on each pupil. This is the worst possible
kind of economy. It simply means that we
buy very inadequate treatment and training
for these young offenders.
Dr. Eliot described it in these words:
"I am afraid too many of these training
schools are neither reformatories nor schools
for training youngsters to fit themselves responsibly and happily into society.
"Too often, our training schqols are breeding grounds for a lifetime of lawlessness and
rebellion against society."
This is a serious indictment, and one that
should arouse civic-minded citizens to look
into the training schools in their own areas,
and find out how they are being operated.
Improvement of these training schools is
a must, but no one should assume that this
step, however large it might be, would mean
an end to juvenile delinquency. Even if we
could improve our training schools and our
parole systems overnight, we still would face
a major task.
"We have jobs to do on many fronts, both
in improving the way we handle youngsters
already declared delinquent, and in making
the violation of laws unattractive to youngsters," according to Dr. Eliot.
I am convinced that we have a very grave
responsibility, in dealing with all young offenders, to make sure that the way we handle
them does not add to their rebellion-that it
does not encourage them to follow a life of
crime.
Even if we should forget the humanitarian
aspects of this problem, our Nation would
save millions of dollars annually by exerting
greater effort to salvage these wayward
youths, and I will ·attempt to show why in
the next article in this series.
Juvenile delinquency is a national problem, but it must be dealt with at the community level. It is time that civic-minded
citizens everywhere recognized the scope o+
this problem, and started doing their utmost
to help these juvenile delinquents fit into
society instead of fighting it all their lives.
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
(By United States Senator HARLEY M.
KILGORE, of West Virginia)
(EDITOR's NoTE.-This is the second of a
series of three articles by United States
Senator HARLEY M. KILGORE on juvenile delinquency, one of the most difficult and complex problems confronting modern society.)
WASHINGTON.-The Department of Justice
estimates that the Nation's annual crime bill
comes to approximately $20,000;000,000.
Just think of it. Twenty billion dollars.
Whenever you hear someone say we cannot afford to improve our training schools,
whenever you hear someone say we cannot
afford to modernize our parole systems, just
remind them of that figure.
Today this Nation spends approximately
$1,000 per year per youngster in a training
school, according to the Federal Children's
Bureau. There are approximately 35,000
youths in these schools, and that means a
total of $35,000,000.
This provides, in most cases, very inade•
quate training, and as a result we pay a
much higher price later when these youths
leave these scnools "mad at the world" and
. 1ta:i a life of crime.

We desperately need better institutions,
and we need well-trained people to operate
them, but these steps, in themselves, will
not cure the problem.
We learned our lesson, or at least we should
have, in world War II when there was a
great deal of alarm about juvenile delinquency and all kinds of pet schemes were
offered as solutions. Some helped, but none
were positive cures.
Dr. Martha Eliot, Chief of the Federal
Children's Bureau, gives the reason:
"When you deal with delinquency, you
deal with a very complicated thing. So
many young delinquents are children who
are emotionally disturbed, and the thing that
is disturbing them is usually different in
every child.
"Just as doctors do not have a single
medicine, or even any two or three medicines, that will cure all physical diseases,
there is no single magic for the cure of juvenile delinquency."
Dr. Eliot also emphasized to me that passing a curfew law, or organizing a teenagers' canteen, may help some youngsters,
but "single cures like these aren't going to
work for every youngster."
Dr. Eliot added: "Just as scientists have
to be endlessly inventive about finding the
right medicine for each illness, so we have
to be inventive in dealing with the special
problems of each delinquent child.
"Then, too, we have to concern ourselves
not only with the child already judged delinquent. We want to keep other children
from getting into trouble. In fact, the prevention of delinquency is almost as complicated as the prevention of war."
When I asked Dr. Eliot what we should be
doing for these youngsters brought into
court, she emphasized these points:
What do we know about the policeman
who brings children into court? Do policemen know how to handle youngsters? Only
a handful in our country are ever given the
chance to get training in children's problems.
Every juvenile court should have a good
probation service to work with the judge.
Today less than half the counties throughout the Nation have a juvenile probation
service, and many of these are inadequate.
We need judges who not only know the
law but also know something about the way
children grow, what happens when they get
cheated of the love and support they need,
how to win such children back to good emotional health.
We need good detention facilities where
·youngsters can be placed while waiting for
court decisions. It is heartbreaking to
think of the thousands of children this very
day who are being held in jails along with
adult criminals simply because there is no
better place to send them.
For another thing: Training schools are
sometimes used as a kind of dumping ground
for all kinds of delinquents-children who
are mentally retarded, children with epilepsy, children who are emotionally very
sick. These children are lumped together
with perfectly normal youngsters. We
should have special facilities for children
with special problems.
We should have plans for helping children
after they have been released from institutions, but few communities have such plans.
Up and down the line we need more and
better trained personnel.
We should pay better salaries so as to attract more skilled workers.
We must do much more research on all
the many aspects of juvenile delinquency.
Why is it, for instance, that some children
grow up under miserable conditions and
never rebel while other children feel they
have to fight it out?
There are just a few of the many things
Dr. Eliot firmly believes that should be
looked into if we are going to stop breeding repeaters •
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Check that list again. How does your
.community measure up to this grave
responsibility?
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
(By United States Senator HARLEY M.
KILGORE, of West Virginia)
(EDITOR'S NOTE.-This is the third, and last,
in a series of articles by United States Senator HARLEY M. KILGORE on juvenile delinquency, one of the most difficult and complex problems confronting modern society.)
WAsHINGTON.-Where does a community
start in tackling its own problem of juvenile
delinquency?
I posed that question to Dr. Martha Eliot,
Chief of the Federal Children's Bureau, and
she responded with a story about a highschool boy who "practically turned the town
of Alexandria, Minn., inside out." Here is
that story:
This boy wrote a letter to the governor
several years ago when Alexandria had become aroused over its juvenile-delinquency
problem.
Some residents had suggested a tighter
curfew law, but this high-school student
thought that was going at the problem backward. Instead, he proposed that the town
organize a youth council to take a good look
at the problems of youngsters.
Thanks to his initiative, representatives
from 45 groups in the community-and keep
in mind that this is a town of 6,500 people-formed such a council.
"This council made a survey of what the
community had to offer young people," Dr.
Eliot related-, "and it uncovered a lot of
things that should have been but weren't
there." ·
The results:
The community organized a recreation department with a year-round director, the
high school provided a full-time guidance
counselor, police salaries were raised and
better personnel secured, and special programs and clubs were organized for the boys
and girls.
"Lots more has happened in Alexandria,
Minn., because the citizens got together and
looked at their own you;ngsters and their
own provisions for these youngsters," Dr.
Eliot said.
"The first, the biggest, and the most exciting step to take: organize a communitywide look-see at what you have and don't
have, to offer young people," she added.
That's the wonderful story of what a.
high-school boy started in a small town in
Minnesota. The same thing can happen in
any city or town. It only takes initiative
and hard work.
Every person who has ever come close to
the problem of juvenile delinquency recognizes that every ounce of energy put forth,
every dollar wisely spent on a correction program is a great investment in the future.
Some communities have made outstanding records, but far too many have failed
to seriously tackle this complex problem.
In my opinion the reason lies not so much
in indifference as in a Jack of understanding
where to move in.
The story of Alexandria, Minn., should
help. I also think civic groups would benefit from a study of the Federal Youth Corrections Act, signed by the President in
September 1950.
This legislation, which I sponsored, establishes a new and more flexible system
for the treatment and rehabilitation of
youth offenders . against Federal laws.
It might well be a model for possible State
legislation to promote the rehabilitation of
youngsters who have violated State laws.
When this legislation was enacted into
law, Federal Judge Bolitha J. Laws of the
District of Columbia described is as "one
of the greatest steps forward in criminal
lustice."
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The purpose of the bill is simple. It gives
Federal judges the authority to prescribe
special treatment for speci.a~ cases. In
places of imprisonment or other penalties
provided for Federal offenses, an offender
under 22 years of age may at the discretion
of the judge be sentenced for treatment and
supervision calculated to accomplish his rehabilitation.
James v. Bennett, Director of the U ited
States Bureau of Prisons, describes the law
as "one of the most significant pieces of legislation dealing with the correction of young
offenders that has ever been put on the
statute books."
It will be several years before we can
make an adequate appraisal of the effects
of this legislation, but, I am confident it is
a real step forward--one that civic groups
should consider.
In conclusion, I wish to emphasize that
the real fight against juvenile delinquency
must be waged at the community level. We
will win or lose our fight there.
The challenge is great. But keep in mind
that we have tackled tough problems before
and achieved success. We can do the same
with juvenile delinquency if we will co ..
ordinate our efforts and give our wholehearted support to this important work.

Fair Trade Legislation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ANDREW F. SCHOEPPEL
OF KANSAS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. President, an
address on the .subject of fair trade legislation was delivered by Mr. George J.
Burger, vice president of the -National
Federation of Independent Business, at
Kansas State College, Manhattan, Kans .•
on June 9, 1952.
This excellent address is of such im·
portance at this time with reference to
related legislation that I ask unanimous
consent that it be printed in the Appendix Of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Mr. Chairman, members of the panel com ..
mittee, ladles, and gentlemen, I want to
thank you for the great privilege of being
on this program today, to discuss our reasons
for favoring strong national and State fair ..
trade laws.
I am not here to plead for any special
selfish interest. Tb.e position which I am
taking is founded in the desires of independent business and professional people
in all lines of endeavor. It is not founded
in the desires of any one man, or of any
small group of men or of any particular
vocation.
Our membership is composed of small, in ..
dependent businessmen-retailers, whole ..
salers, and manufacturers-in all lines of
endeavor, and of · professional people. We
have the largest individual, directly sup ..
porting membership of any business organ..
1zation in the Nation.
Our position on legislative activity is de ..
cided directly by vote of our members. Each
member has one vote. Each ballot voted is
signed by the member and sent to his Con ..
gressman. The returns are recorded and
tabulated in a national summary to shape
our legislative activity.
In our mandate No. 177 (July 1951) we
asked our members: "Are you for or against
immediate congressional action to restore

the fair-trade laws?" As recorded in our
The bald fact is that for continued sucmandate No. 178 (August 1951), the vote
cessful operation, for continued incentive to
was 68 percent . in favor of such action, 28
remain in private enterprise, small indeagainst such action, while 4 percent re ..
pendent firms need the protection afforded
frained from indicating any opinion on the
by an effective ~air-trade law~
matter. This vote reflected sentiment ex ..
Essentially they need it for protection
pressed in several earlier membership polls
against the unc~ained monopolistic strength
by the federation.
of some giant firms ~ho do from 5 percent
Now, our members have not taken this
to 10 percent of their volume on branded,
position because they selfishly wish to se- · natioJ:?.ally advertised items, on which they
cure some special privilege exemption from
have equal or slightly larger margins than
the laws of this land. They have done so
~heir small, independent competitors, while
because of their conviction that the purpose
doing from 90 percent to 95 percent of their
of our laws is to protect and promote fair
volume on private or unbranded goods, o.n
and free competition, freedom of economic
which their margins run at times one-hunopportunity for all, in or.,!ier to safeguard all
dred-fold the margins on their branded
citizens of our land. They have done so
products.
because they are convinced that the interSmall, independent businessmen by and
ests of .the general consuming public-and
large do not have access to this private or
they are consumers, too-are best served by
unbranded low-cost merchandise.
They
the most widespread possible free, competicannot, as their giant rivals have in the past
tive distribution of goods and services.
and may in the future, juggle prices on naBefore going further, there are two points
tionally advertised goods, and offer phony
I must make clear.
pargains, · to lure trade to purchase vast
First, by direction of its ·membership the
amounts of the lucrative private or nonfederation is now, as it has always been in
branded goods.· In a few words, when the
the past, a backer of free, fair competitive
giant begins to juggle, the small firms canenterprise. We have insisted and we still
not compete. Small-business men cannot
insist, that all of our antitrust laws be used
run loss-leader sales on nationally adverfor the preservation and promotion of this
tised goods to decoy people in, and then sell
competitive enterprise. In this spirit we
them private-brand merchandise for their
have appeared before congressional commit ..
profit.
tees to testify in favor of strict and whole ..
I do not speak from theory. I owned and
hearted enforcement of the antitrust laws,
pperated an independent retail establishment
and to testify against legislation which, in
for over a quarter of a century, and I know
our opinion, could work only to hamper
from experience-costly experience-how
enforcement of these laws and annul them.
naked the small, independent establishme~t
Second, the House of Representatives has
is without the protections afforded by an
·s hown its appreciation of this fact, by its
effective fair-trade law, in the absence of
overwhelming vote in favor of a strengthened
effective, continuous enforcement of all other
fair-trade law- several weeks ago. We befair-trade laws. I was an independent busilieve the record of debate and action at the
nessman myself in New York during the
time furnish nothing but even more arguthirties, and for 25 years before that time,
ment in favor of action to strengthen the
and I know first-hand the agonies created
~~
.
among in<;lependent businessmen by giant
Now as to the fair-trade issue itself.
firms which used ruthlessly loss-leader tac ..
tics in order to peddle their private and un ..
It is obvio"Qs that a majority of this Na ..
branded goods. ' In my trade-association
tion's small, independent businessmen are
work I saw the same thing happening in
interested in the maintenance of effective
almos:t all other parts of the Nation-in
fair-trade legislation: Else our members,
books, in, drugs, in groceries, in cigarettes,
engaged in all vocations of business, would
in tires, in electric appliances, and in all
not have voted as they did. Else, other organizations, representing individual voca ..
the vocations of business that make ·up the
American economy.
tions of business, would not be petitioning
for action.
I remember how this situation continued
right up to the time that a group of bust ..
It is obvious also that the question raised
nessmen and trade association people-in1s one deserving of the deepest and most
cluding John Dargavel, of the National Assosympathetic consideration on the part of
ciation of Retail Druggists; Roland Rowe, of
all our people, and therefore on the part
the United States Wholesale Grocers' Assoof Congress and the administrative branch
ciation; and myself-visited with the late
of Government. For what affects the welPresident Franklin D. Roosevelt at the White
fare of small, independent business inti ..
House to urge approval of the Miller-Tydings
mately affects the lives and daily welfare
Act. I well recall how the President told us
of all the people in this Nation.
he had l;>een apprised of the condition even
However that may be-entirely apart from
while Governor of New York State. And well
consideration of ideals-and small business
do I recall the rejoicing and hope when the
is, as you well know, the concrete expression
Congress :finally passed the fair-trade law.
of our American ideals of free, competitive
In our estimation the relative stabilityenterprise and freedom of opportunityrelative because at no time has independent
small firms collectively are one of our Na ..
enterprise ever been entirely free of the dep ..
tion's largest employing segments. Accordredations of monopoly--of small, independing to the United States Department of Com ..
ent business from that time to the present
merce, Bureau of the Census, there were in
has been due in great part to the existence
1939 about 2,600,000 small, independent firms
of an effective fair-trade law.
operating in the retail, service and whole ..
sale categories. These firms employed (inAt this point, I think it is necessary to
cluding proprietors) about 10,000,000 people
comment on several allegations current on
(about 25 percent of all employed in private
fair trade.
enterprise at the time) with an annual pay..
· It is said that conditions today are radi ..
roll (excluding proprietors' salaries and
cally different from those which existed in
profits) of about $10,000,000,000. We do not
the depressed thirties, that the present so ..
touch here o:n. independent enterprise escalled prosperity makes fair-trade protec ..
tablishments, employment, and payl'olls in
tions unnecessary. It is also said that it is
the fields of agriculture and manufacturing.
unlikely the Nation will ever return to the
It is obvious that the United States su..
conditions which existed during the last de ..
preme Court's interpretation of the Miller ..
pression.
Tydings national fair-trade law last year all
In regard to the first, we are on the tail
but knocked the props from under the law,
of inflation. But we must also tell you that, ·
and that litigation in the Masters and Wentby and large, small independent businessling cases has but further undermined the
men aren't making, huge profi.t s. The fact
law, to the point now where it is all but
is that for them. this prosperity has been, and
meaningless.
·is, largely profitless, and is be<:<oming less
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favorable day by day. Roughly these people
are divided into two classes-those in the
fields of abundance, where costs have risen
while their sales were lagging, and those in
the fields of short supply, who just weren't
doing business, and are therefore making
verv little or no money at all.
In regard to the second, I pose as no economic prophet. But it seems to me that
there are real elements of disaster in our
present economy. From all I can see, it
wouldn't take too much to send our Nation
into a real tailspin, right back to where we
were during the depression-ridden thirties.
If such were to happen I needn't tell you
that remedial action by Congress, by way of
enacting fair-trade legislation, would be
much like the action of the man who locked
the 'barn after the horse was stolen.
In any event, I would like to point out
that the experiences of early last summer
indicate that there is little, if any, need for
a depression to bring on a situation necessitating effective fair-trade protections for
small, independent firms. Check the records
of merchandising and so-called merchandising in New York City and other large centers at that time to see what I mean. Check
these records today, when much less publicity is being given the subject, to see what
I mean.
It is said that the fair-trade law is an
abridgment of the right to compete. But,
in much the same way it might be said that
the traffic law abridges the rights of the
individual to operate a car. For the fairtrade laws do no more than further clarify
the rules of the competitive game, and protect the law-abiding citizen-businessmen
pedestrians from being run down violently
by the economic roadhog.
It J.s said that the fair-trade law eliminates competition, though with what logic I
cannot comprehend. All sound thinking
indicates clearly that it is just the reverse.
For under such law, as we desire it, the right
to set minimum prices will be reserved to
the manufacturer-seller and his dealers to
apply only to those nationally advertised
goods sold by that manufacturer-seller
through his dealers. True, other manufacturer-sellers may be expected to use the
same privileges for minimum prices on their
products. But this law will be used only
in those fields where there is competition
between nationally advertised goods. And
in those fields it is assumed that there will
always be sellers, large and small, dealing
in private and unbranded goods. And it is
assumed and expected that the antitrust
agencies of our Government will be ever
alert to guard against misuse of the law for
purposes of collusion to fix prices on an industry or product-wide basis.
I concede that this last may become, from
time to time, a problem, but we depend on
vigilant enforcement of other antitrust laws
to prevent misuse of the needed strengthened
fair trade law. We will insist, as we have
insisted in the past, on such enforcement.
It is said that the fair trade law eliminates
the need for efficiency, though it is difficult
to see how such could be the case to any
significant extent under the conditions outlined above. For where there is competition,
as there will be, there must be efficiency, for
the inefficient will perish. I believe the very
sincere and intelligent people who use this
argument fail in their lack of realization that
( 1) there will be competition, but the competition will be primarily at the manufacturing level, where it belongs to a great extent
in a mass-production economy, and (2) that
in order to sell even at the fair trade price,
which certainly cannot be set too high without cutting into the sales potential, the individual merchant will have to be, and toremain, an efficient operator.
lt is said that fair trade deprives consumers of fair prices. Fair prices on what, I ask.
On nationally branded goods? On private
unbranded goods for which the national

brands are used as bait? Let the consumer
who going into one of these giant monopoly
outfits to buy, and who does save, say 50
cents on a nationally branded item, figure
just how much he has saved after he buys
some private or un-branded merchandise.
Let the buyer who trudges to the supermarket to secure below-cost-cigarettes figure out
her savings after she has picked a couple of
cans off the shelf, where they are laying
innocently, bearing a price 2 or 3 cents above
list. Fair prices? Monopoly fixed prices
that pick the pocket, rather.
At this point, I would like to note that
opposition has been offered to a strengthened
law by gentlemen representing some labor
and farmer organizations. Frankly, I have
enjoyed, despite some differences of opinion
not reconciled, quite friendly relations with
both groups, and with their representatives.
But I cannot understand how this labor organization can oppose this effective protection for small-business men, when it has
a history of seeking, and receiving, from the
United States Government support for progressively higher fixed minimum wages, fair
wages if you would call them. Certainly it
seems that profit, which is the wage of the
enterpriser, is entitled at least to equal protection when threatened by monopoly forces.
Neither can I understand how these farmer
organizations can oppose this effective protection for small-business men, when it has
a history of seeking and receiving from the
United States Government price supports on
his products, which supports demonstrably
hold prices up. My comment along these
lines is qualified in important measure later
in this statement.
Here let me make several points clear as
an officer of the federation. And allow me
to make one point clear as to my own view.
First, we of the federation want a strengthened fair trade law. We do not, however,
want any law written so it will be used for
collusion among competitors. Along these
lines we recommended to the House that it
provide safeguards along this line by ( 1) increasing the appropriations for the Justice
Department and the Federal Trade Commission, if necessary, to provide for closer policing of fair trade agreements; (2) policing ·
the agencies more closely to see that they
perform this task; and ( 3) possibly enacting
into the statute a provision to deprive businessmen convicted of violating the law of
their future right to fair trade.
Second, we believe that had the antitrust
agencies carried out their duties fully over
past years there might be little need for fair
trade legislation. Had the Justice Department enforced the Sherman Act fully,
monopolistic practices would not be as attractive as they are . and have been. Had
the Federal Trade Commission enforced section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
which prohibits ales below the sellers' coat
where the effect is to promote monop11ly,
and had both agencies enforced R•JbinsonPatman Act sections dealing with price discrimination fully, the functions of a fair
trade law would be cared for to a great extent. But the antitrust agencies have not
given such enforcement. Do not rely on our
word only. Heed the statement of former
United States Assistant Attorney General
Wendell Berge, who told the Senate Civil
Service Committee in 1947, that for the past
35 years succeeding administrations had
given the antitrust laws but "lip service."
Third, we do not believe that exclusive
reliance on the laws indicated above would
be an adequate substitute for fair trade legislation now. For the time is too late. The
job that has accumulated over the years is
too big, the corrections to be made too many.
We urge that the Congress and the antitrust
agencies get on with the work that must be
done to get the Nation out of its monopoly
morass. But meanwhile we urge the Congress to afford small, independent business

the necessary interim protection of a
strengthened fair trade law.
Fourth, while we want a strengthened law
to back existing State statutes, we do not
want a law which would permit the fixing
of maximum as wen as minimum prices.
The reasoning behind our opposition to such
a law is obvious. In the first place, if it
were fixed too low it would hobble the freedom of opportunity of the businessman to
open the exceptional place of business. Such
a merchant might desire to set his shop up
in a high-rent area, or to employ such various sales aids as charges, deliveries, and othex
different services, not generally available
from his competitors. He should be entitled to open such a place of business, and
if he desires to charge more than minimum
prices in order to support his operation, he
should be permitted to do so. If there is,
as he judges, a real demand, he will succeed. If there is no such demand he will go
broke fast. Either this, or in the second
place, if the price were fixed high enough
to cover t:'lis merchant's requirements, all
consumers would be forced to pay for the
special services, while not receiving them.
Fifth, we believe that such a law should
prevent price cutters operating out of nonfair-trade areas from mail ordering into fairtrade areas, thereby wrecking the minimum
fair-trade price structures in fair-trade
States. Otherwise, fair trade might only tpo
easily become a farce, a boon to those who
would cut the independent merchants'
throats.
Sixth, I believe that the fair-trade contract should be exclusively between the
manufacturer-seller and his outlets. I do
not believe it is wise for the States or any
other agency to enter the picture, either asoriginating or enforcing agencies. I may be
entirely wrong, but it seems to me that such
type of origination and enforcement is too
conducive to pure and simple price fixing.
I believe that origination should be between
the manufacturer-seller and his outlets, and
that enforcement should rest with the manufacturer through the courts.
In summation, I have only this to say:
Those who oppose fair trade on grounds that
it may promote high .Prices must remember
that when businesses are in free and open
competition both manufacturers and retailers must compete, and competition will
bring prices down to reasonable levels. Under fair trade there will be such competition.
But the competition will be such as to permit small, independent businessmen-those
businessmen who inject needed competition
into our economy-fair chance to survive.
The question, long range, seems to be
simply whether we, as a Nation, want the
illusory benefit of cutthroat prices today at
the expense of our free, competitive enterprise system, or will permit the safeguarding
of small independents who inject competition into our economy, now and over the
countless tomorrows.
I thank you.

Omnibus Immigration Legislation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that there be
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD a
number of written materials dealing
with the problem of immigration legislation. First, there is a letter from the
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Michigan Committee on Immigration, to
which is attached an editorial from the
· Michigan Catholic in opposition to the
I McCarran-Walter omnibus legislation.
Next is an article which appeared recently in the Catholic Interracialist for
June 1952, in favor of the HumphreyLehman bill. Finally, there are editorials from the Milwaukee Journal of May
23, 1952, and the Indianapolis News of
May 23, 1952.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MICHIGAN COMMITTEE
ON IMMIGRATION,
Detroit, Mich., June 3, 1952.

Han. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
United States Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.
1

DEAR SENATOR HuMPHREY: Now that Walter-McCarran omnibus immigration bills
are in conference, we think that the enclosed leading editorial from the May 22,
1952, issue of the Michigan Catholic would
be of direct interest to you.
The sentiments expressed in the attached
editorial are not limited to the editors and
readers of the Michigan Catholic. They are
shared wholeheartedly by representatives of
many different religious bodies, social and
fraternal organizations, and nationality
groups cooperating with the Michigan Committee on Immigration, and· by similar organizations and groups in other parts of the
country. We feel that the Walter-McCarran bills, 1f they become law, will furnish
the Communists an additional potent maligning argument against the United States
because it will serve as a proof of the alleged
insincerity of American democracy.
Sincerely yours,
B. M. JoFFE, Chairman.
CHARLES N. DIAMOND,
Vice Chairman.

FLORENCE G. CASSIDY,
Secretary.

[From the Michigan Catholic of May 22, 1952)
URGE CoNGRESS VoTE "No" oN McCARRAN AND
WALTER BILLS
This is a call to readers of the Michigan
Catholic to join Detroit religious, civic, and
nationality groups in an expression to opposition to the McCarran and Walter omnibus
immigration bills now pending in Congress,
S. 2550 and H. R. 5678.
These groups have voiced protests of these
measures because of "their racist provisions
and harshly restrictionist policies, plus their
unheard-of retroactive deportation provisions
and elimination of judicial review which are
not only unfair and contrary to the best
American traditions but will do irreparable
damage to United States prestige in the
world-wide struggle against communism."
There is no denying the fact that a
new immigration and naturalization bill is
needed, since_our present immigration statutes go back to the quota act passed in 1924,
This act permitted 162,000 immigrants to
come to the United States in any one year.
In 1929 the national origins formula bill
reduced this annual number to 153,000.
The only notable exception to these two
acts was the Displaced Persons Act of 1948,
as amended in 1950, which permitted approximately 325,000 so-called displaced persons to be admitted to this country over the
past 4 years.
Our immigration law quotas are based on
the foreign-born populat ion of the United
States in 1890. They permit 2 percent of
this base population to receive entry visas
to this country. The unfairness of this proportion may be seen in the instances of Italy,
Germany, and Great Britain. By law, the
Italian quota is some 5,000 persons a year,
• the German quota is 26,000, and the ·British

is 65,000. In the last 18 years less than 44
percent of the quotas for northern European
countries have been used. At the same time,
smaller countries, or countries with small
quotas, could not make up the difference.
The net result is that about a half of the
people permitted to come to this country
were able to do ·so.
The McCarran bill aims to change some
of the ancient clauses of the quota act by
apportioning the quotas on 1920 population
figures. However, this bill includes elements of racism and discrimination, especially against Asiatics, and it has arbitrary
provisions in its naturalization and deportation sections.
In defense of his bill Senator McCARRAN
says it is "essential to the preservation of
our way of life." This, we think, is a complete misunderstanding of the aims and
policies set by our founding fathers. To
deprive good people of other lands a new
home on our soil is not fair to them or to
us, whose forefathers came here seeking
asylum from religious and/or political persecution, freedom · of speech, freedom from
fear, want, and hunger.
The measure is not in keeping with
sound Christian principles which teach us
to love our neighbor as ourselves.
In recent· years Pope Pius has stressed the
idea that all of us are children of our
Heavenly Father. He has pointed out the
universality of our church, the universality
of its charity and its concern for all mankind. To set an example, the Pope's charitable organizations have helped Catholics,
Protestants, Jews, Moslems and pagans, regardless of their race, nationality or the
color of their skin.
As true Americans we should have a rightful concern about the passage of the McCarran-Walter omnibus immigration bill.
If anything, the b111 should provide for increased quotas, especially for overpopulated
countries. God has been good to America
and America should be good to God's chil·
dren. "The charity of Christ urges us," said
St. Paul. This same love should urge us and
our legislators to be charitable to others.
We urge our readers to write their Senators and Representatives, asking them to oppose these discriminatory measures of Senator McCARRAN and Representative WALTER.
Senator MooDY expressed his views on the
measure when he said he would vote against
it. A letter of thanks to him will be in
order.
[From the Catholic Interracialist
of June 1952)
IMMIGRANT BILL HAS RACE BIAS
The McCarran immigration bill, although
a slight improvement over present policy,
fails miserably to lessen the desperate need
of better population distribution in the
world and also this country's need for skilled
manpower. Canada admits yearly 1 percent
of its population, Australia 2 percent, while
this bill would admit to the United States
only one-sixth of 1 percent of our population in 1920. And that last figure excludes
Negroes and American Indians from the
count as if they were not citizens. The bill
allows 154,657 immigrants a year from all
countries combined, only 380 more than existing laws admit.
This bill improves upon the present policy
in several ways. First, it codifies the great
mass of immigration and naturalization laws
of 150 years. Second, it abolishes racial barriers to citizenship. The present law denies
citizenship to natives of Japan, Indonesia,
Burma, Thailand, and some Pacific islands.
Third, it abolishes the ban on immigration
from Japan, Korea, Burma, Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Ceylon, Indonesia,
Pakistan, Libya, Somaliland, and Yemen.
This ban is admitted to be one of the root
causes for anti-American feeling in the Far
East.

But only 185 Japanese are allowed to come
and 100 a year from each of the other
lands mentioned. This is a ridiculously
small number. It is made even smaller by
the provision that any person born in the
Far East or some parts of the Near East
who can trace his ancestry back as much
as 50 percent to the new Asia-Pacific quota
shall be charged against that area's quota.
(A Filipino resident of Chicago told us recently that the present Philippine quota of
100 was taken up by Filipino wives of American soldiers. He says he is continually getting requests for Filipino houseboys but
there are none available here.)
Another objectionable feature of the bill
is the provision that not more than 100 immigrants from the colonies or other dependent areas of mother countries may be chdtged
to the quota of mother countries annually.
This prevents colonies from using up a governing country's quota. In the case of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland this quota is
65,361 immigrants. Only about half that
number come in. Many British West Indians will be excluded by the new bill.
Senator McCARRAN is openly in favor of
preferring immigrants from north and west
Europe against those from east and south
Europe, east Asia and the Middle East. That
is the reason for choosing the 1920 census
figures and excluding Negroes and American
Indians in that count, as well as allowing
a smaller number of immigrants.
Opponents of the bill include President
Truman, who is in favor of admitting 300,000 European refugees to the United States
over a 3-year period. ·It is hoped that the
President will veto the McCarran blll if it
passes the Senate.
Pledged to fight for enactment of the
President's plea for admitting additional immigrants to the country is a national group
representing 35 foreign language and immigrant aid groups. Temporary chairman of
the group, known as the American Committee for Special Immigration, is Msgr. Edward
E. Swanstrom, executive director of War Relief Services, National Catholic Welfare Conference. Surplus population is a serious
problem in Germany, Greece, Italy, and the
NetherlandS, and more people are continually coming in from countries behind the
iron curtain.
A better immigration b111 was sponsored
In the Senate by Senators HuMPHREY and
LEHMAN. It includes the good features of
the McCarran blll. In addition it would
pool unused immigration quotas and allow
four groups to come in under these quotaspersons persecuted for their religious or political views; relatives of residents of the
United States; skilled persons needed in the
United States; others on a first-come, firstserved basis. '.i'he Humphrey bill would use
the 1950 census figures as a basis for immigration.
Most of us know some of the human story
behind these statistics. Probably all our
ancestors were immigrants. They worked
hard, loved their new freedom and became
loyal Americans. Those of us who have been
in other countries, whether as members of
the armed services or as tourists, know that
there are many fine, hard working people
there who want to come to work in America.
We may have seen what they could grow on
a plot which an American farmer from the
Midwest wouldn't touch. Our immigration
laws take only the cream of these other countries. Even from a material point of view
these people will add to the power of our
country. And their fresh view of our freedom and abundant opportunities will give
us a new appreciation of our Government.
The many blessings which America has enjoyed may have been given us because we
welcomed new settlers.
What can we do? Let us write to our
representatives in the House and Senate
that we want the Humphrey blll passed to
admit more immigrants. If this b111 fails,
~.
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let us keep after the Government tO take
out racial discrimination from our immigration practices.
[From the Milwaukee Journal of May 23,
1952]
VETO THE MCCARRAN BILL

Both Houses of Congress have now passed
the extremely reactionary 302-page McCarran
immigration control bill. A much more
progressive alternate measure did not even
get consideration by either House. Because
of what is involved for the future of our immigration, naturalization, and deportation
policies, the McCarran measure should, it
seems to us, be vetoed by the President.
The last general revision of these laws
was made in 1924. There may not be another general revision for many years to
come. It is vital, therefore, that changes
made now be in the right spirit and be
sound.
The McCarran measure retains most of the
ultrarestrictive features of the present law
and adds to them new restrictions not at
all in accord with democratic principles.
It gives our consuls new and arbitrary
power to refuse visas on a mere hunch that
an applicant may someday become de~endent
or yield to Communist blandishments.
Surely such barring by prediction is not
sound practice.
The measure requires that aged parents,
even 1f joining their children here only to
die, must pass a literacy test in English. It
provides that an alien, convicted of a criminal offense even after 20 or 30 years of rest ..
dence here, may be deported, even 1f it is a
minor offense, involving no moral turpitude.
It provides that a person confined to a mental
hospital within 5 years of his arrival may be
deported, even though the illness is due to
recent causes and the patient is able to pay
his own way. It creates 20 new grounds for
deportation, most of them trivial, and all of
them retroactive.
There are some 400 differences between the
McCarran measure and a sounder measure
which received so little attention. Most of
them are grounded in a quite un-American
philosophy of fear, suspicion, and distrust of
aliens who seek entry, of aliens who are already with us, and of naturalized citizens
who have become pa::tt; of our civilization.
It is a measure calculated to reduce immigration, to put all immigrants on perpetual
probation, and to revoke citizenship for
minor reasons. It surely is not the kind of
control law that a nation, made up almost
entirely of the descendants of immigrants,
should adopt so casually and with so little
regard for common fairness.
Only a veto by the President .can now give
Congress a chance to redeem itself in this
important matter. Neither of these immigration bills was given committee hearings.
Let's start over and do the revision job as it
should be done. Surely it is less important
to get revision out of the way than it is to
provide sound changes.
[From the Indianapolis News of May 23,
1952]
Do WE HOARD LIBERTY?
Unfair restrictions which are fronts for
racism and hysteria are contained in the
McCarran bill to overhaul the Nation's immigration laws. The Senate--which rejected two substitute measures that would
have accomplished the essential purpose of
bringing this country's immigration policy
into line with new world conditions, but
without intolerance--now has passed the
McCarran formula. A similarly restrictive
bill has been passed by the House.
In an era in wh~ch American responsibility
1s clearly that of assuming its fair share of
refugees from• war and oppression, emphasis
is being placed on immigration tests which
would bar a great portion of those who
might otherwise be admitted on a quota
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basis as loyal and useful citlzens. Safeguards, of course, should be set up against
the admission of subversives, but to subJect immigrants to scrutiny for years after
their admission is to mak.e them secondclass citizens, and to negate our own democracy.
The House-Senate conferees still have
an opportunity to rectify the discriminations
which becloud this important legislation
with crass departures from traditional American concepts of civil rights and fair play.
But if they do not, the President should
veto the measure and call for one that does
justice to the national concept of equality
of freedom.

Koje and Washington
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STYLES BRIDGES
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 12, 1952
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of ·the RECORD an article
entitled "Koje and Washington," written
by Walter Lippmann, and published in
the New York Herald Tribune of June
12, 1952.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
TODAY AND TOMORROW

(By Walter Lippmann)
KOJE AND WASHINGTON

Anyone inquiring about the Korean prisoners of war will find it impossible, I think,
to learn who has been responsible for forming our policies. He may conclude that no
one has been responsible.
Consider, for example, the state of a:ffairs
in the compounds on Koje Island where the
Communist prisoners ruled the roost until
General Boatner took measures to separate
them into smaller and more manageable
groups. He would not have had to do this
if anyone in authority had foreseen what
would happen if prisoners were congregated
in an unmanageable mass. Was this something that could have been foreseen? It
was. Although very little has ever been
printed about it, owing to the wartime censorship, the fact is that there were prisonerof-war camps in the United States which
were terrorized and ruled by Nazi prisoners,
camps where American soldiers were unable to enter and where non-Nazis were
tried, executed, and buried without our being
able to enter the camps to assert our own
authority.
There was, therefore, recent and impressive experience -to show that prisoners of war
from a totalitarian country were likely to
include fanatics who would stop at nothing.
But if anyone in the Pentagon made it his
business to study this experience the lessons
were never passed on to General MacArthur
or General Ridgway, much less to the commanders on Koje Island itself. Those hapless men were left. to learn the lesson all over
again, and in what was for them and for this
country the hardest possible way.
Nobody in Washington or in Tokyo, moreover, seems at any time to have made it his
business to consider seriously the great political and moral questions posed by prisoners of war in modern ideological confiicts.
Yet we had just finished negotiating at great
length new Geneva conventions intended to
deal with the novel and thorny issues of the
prisoners of war in such ideological conflicts.
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Thus our field commanders in Korea were
instructed to invite enemy troops to desert
to our lines. Yet when enemy soldiers did
desert to us, the officers who were responsible
for handling them seemed to have had no
instructions to take account of the promises
which the field commanders were making.
Nobody, apparently, thought of telling the
two sets of American officers--those commanding the fighting troops and those handling the prisoners of war-to carry out the
same policy. So instead of protecting the
deserters, to whom we had made promises,
we treated them not as refugees but as ordinary prisoners of war, and proceeded to send
their names to the enemy, not stopping to
think what this might mean to their families
at home if they did not go home when the
fighting ended.
One would have supposed that this was
enough blundering, and that the President
would then have been advised to see to it
that somebody in high authority-in very
high authority-put his mind seriously on
the mounting and ever more complicated
problems of the prisoners of war. The problem was how to honor our commitment to
the prisoners and to do this within the
framework of international law and the
bounds of a wise policy-and to do nothing
that could be avoided which would make it
more difficult to get back the American and
other U. N. prisoners of war now in Communist hands.
We are in honor bound not to repatriate
all the prisoners. The problem has been
how to select-in Army language to screen
out-the individuals whom we could not
honorably send back. This screening raises
questions of the greatest importance and of
extreme delicacy. It involves the Geneva
conventions, the usages of international law,
and the vital interests of American and
Allied soldiers who are now prisoners of war
and of those who might become prisoners of
war in the future. Yet believe it or not, the
formulation of the questions for the screening-and the grave legal issues involved in
the questions-were left to the officers out
in Korea or in Japan.
The seven questions which they formulated consisted in telling each prisoner that
if he said he would forcibly resist being
repatriated, · he could stay with us and we
would take care of him. We had an obligation to grant asylum from punishment and
persecution. These naive questions transformed that obligation into a ,helter-skelter
plebiscite which showed not who needed
asylum but how many of the prisoners would
rather stay with us than go home.
The procedure used in Korea amounted to
telling each prisoner that if he said he would
forcibly resist being sent home, he would,
even without testing his resistance, becom-e
the ward of the United States acting for the
United Nations. This was a strange way for
a government to behave. We do not find out
whether an immigrant should be deported
by asking whether he would forcibly resist
if we started to deport him. We institute a
legal process to determine whether under
the law he is subject to deportation. We
do not excuse drafted men from the Army
by asking whether they would forcibly resist
being inducted. We compel them to show
the reasons for being exempted or deferred.
In the case of the prisoners of war the
question is not: Does a man say he will resist repatriation-knowing that if he says
it, he will be excused from going home?
The question is whether he ought to be
granted the privilege of asylum. The answer to that question can be given only by
humane and impartial judges. They must
decide whether the prisoner should be
granted asylum because we induced him
to desert or because he is ideologically
marked and committed, or because for some
other reason he would be in special danger.
The prisoner himself is an important wit·
ness in reaching this judgment. But the
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crucial principlE' 1-s that his preferences and
his opinions. eannot, as they have been in
the Koje al:lreening, be treated as final. The
final decision must rest with some kind of
tribunal set up to distinguish within the
limits of human fallibility whether a prisoner is in fact a refugee in need of asylum.
The principle is, I believe, in accord with
interna tional law and with our own obligations of honor. It is also, I submit, a matter
of vital interest to the whole free world
that the Korean war should not establish
a precedent under which repatriation of
prisoners of war rests not on an objective
rule but on a subjective test of what the
prisoner says he wants. Let us remember
that any extension of the war anywhere in
Asia or Europe is almost certain to mean
that there will be masses of prisoners in
Communist hands. Let us remember how
men "confess" in Communist prisons.
Could anything be more dangerous than to
make it the law than if the detaining power
can induce its prisoners to "refuse" repatriation, they may never come home?
Now that the mess in the Koje camp is being dealt with, and a measure of authority
and discipline restored, it is high time that
something serious and responsible was done
by the White House, the Pentagon, and the
St ate Department to clear up the muddle
of policy.

A Challenge to Freedom
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY

OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE U:NITED STATES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President,
nearly 2,000 guests representing a crosssection of the top economic, civic, and
political leadership of the Nation, honored Dwight R. G. Palmer, chairman of
the board of General Cable Corp., and
1951 chairman of the Urban League
Fund, at the annual dinner of the National Urban League and the Urban
League of Greater New York, on January
21, 1952, at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
Mr. Palmer, in his first public speech
since his .appointment as chairman of
the President's Committee on Government Contract Compliance, acknowledged the annual award of the Nation's
oldest interracial social service agency
working for equal economiC opportunity.
I ask unanimous consent that the remarks incident to · the presentation of
the scroll, and Mr. Palmer's responding
speech, be printed in the Appendix of
the RECORD.
There being no objection •. the address ·
and remarks were ordered to be printed
in the REOCRD, as follows: .
TRANSCRIPT OF REMARKS INCIDENT TO PRESENTATION OF THE SCROLL TO MR. PALMER
Mr. GARRISON. As a part of this program,
which is being broadcast, Mr. James Felt,
able, dynamic, and devoted president of the
Urban League of Greater New York, who in
less than 2 years ·of his incumbency has won
the affection and admiration of all of us, will
present a scroll t-:> Mr. Dwight Palmer. Mr.
Felt.
Mr. FELT. Dwight, we in the Urban League,
as you know, are dedicated to the principle of
equal economic opportunity. You have demonstrated in monumental proportions that

work, that such considerations do not tell
the whole story. The real motives reach a
lot deeper than cold logic and economic
horse sense. They are to be found in the
realm of the human spirit and can be conveyed only. in the language of moral values.
What is involved, in other words, is not
only our minds but our consciences: our instinct for self-preservation recognizes the
same instinct in others, and our training
is to avoid inflicting a hurt we would ourselves not wish to sustain. We are civilizednot barbaric-fair play and decency are becoming instincts-the mark of the civilized
human being-the conscience which fore•
tells our progress in the ladder of evolution.
Yet a man may pass from cradle to grave
without opening his eyes to the evil piled
high all around him. It is so commonplace,
so habitual, that it can go almost unnoticed
for a lifetime. But once he does become
aware of it, he can no longer be fully at peace
with himself. Forever after, the familiar
phrases about democracy and equality, about
loving one's neighbor, and the brotherhood
of man, as so often applied in our everyday
life, seem edged with hypocrisy. He is driven
to do something. Outwardly he may be
doing that something for others. But, actually, it is also for his own peace of mindto ease the discomfort of his own soul.
Permit me to speak personally for a moment. I was born and spent my formative
years in a city which lies, so to speak, in the
twilight zone between North and Souththe city of St. Louis. My father gave h is
devotion to the Confederacy. Together with
ADDRESS BY DWIGHT R. G. PALMER
many of my contemporaries I grew up in
an atmosphere of social distinctions and
Mr. Chairman, Governor Stevenson, disrestrictions, absorbing the ideas of my partinguished guests, ladies, and gentlementicular group.
all of you, friends, I am deeply touched by
But I was more fortunate than most. As
the role in which you have seen fit to cast
a young man, I worked in a lumber camp
me tonight, and the generous sentiments
in Louisiana. I was thrown into close day.
with which it has been garnished. From the
to-day relations with men of nearly all rac3s.
bottom of my heart I thank you.
Rather to my own amazement, I made friends
You all understand, I'm sure, that I am
with rank and file fellow workers more easily
here as a symbol-a symbol of the growing
than I did with the so-called upper crust of
number of Americans dedicated to the task
the camp. Lumberjacks I found could boast
of improving human relations in the land
of good men and bad, likeable and otherwe love. Why do these men and women, so
wise. The ability of these men to do their
many of whom are gathered in this hall,
job, I discovered, ·had nothing to do with
devote their energies and resources to this
the color of their skins, the faith of their
cause? Ask any of them and you are more
fathers, or their social background.
likely to get a reasoned and a reasonable
It was a crucial discovery-the same one
answer, frequently supported with statistics.
thousands of young Americans have been
They will tell you, for instance, that intolmaking
on the battlefields of Korea. Even
erance is a drag on the national economy;
at that, it took me a great many years to
that you cannot hold down a tenth of the
break through the jungle of "do's" and
population without in the long run penal"don't's" in which I was raised. There are
izing the other nine-tenths. And they are
those whose attitude cannot be handled leni•
entirely right. Racial discrimination does
ently, of which I ·am well aware. On the
take a terrific toll in economic terms, · It
other
hand, I . do not find it in my heart to
breeds slums and disease and crime, for all
wholly
condemn those who have as yet failed
()f which the entire community pays.
to escape from their particular · jungles of
Others will assure you that we must clean
prejudice. It seems to · me that they are
house at home if we are to be effective in
normally prisoners of their personal histories,
our leadership abroac'; that we cannot afqr trapped by their surroundings, and that
ford the ravages of prejudice in the pres.ent
we must bring patience and education to the
world conflict. And again they . are entirely
right. On the one hand, barriers to employ-. job of liberating them.
An alerted c6nscie'nce. is the first step in
ment and insufficient training are depriving
that process. It is a step that millions of
.A,merican industry of sorely needed man:.
Americans have taken in oui generation, as
power and skills for the rearmament program. On the other hand, the injustice · the challenge of group injustice. to group
visited upon · fellow Americans of - Negro · becomes more ~idely recognized. · Tlie second step 'is more difficult. It is to "make
origin is item No. 1 in the "hate parade"
one's sentiments articulate-to stand up and'
against the United States being plugged 24
be counted among ·those for whom the
hours a day by Communist propagandists all
brotherhood of man is not a Sunday phrase
over the world.
but a round-the-week fact. That step calls
Yet I know, from my own feelings and
for moral courage. The courage to swim
from my contact with others engaged in our
upstream, to protest aloud against iniquity,
to do the right thing, even as a minority of
1 The scroll ends with this passage from
one.
The Prophet: "There are those who give and
The heartening fact is that more and more
know not pain in giving, nor do they seek joy
Americans, with the passing years, are develnor give with mindfulness of virtue • • •
oping that kind of personal valor. They are
through the hands of such as these God
giving their personal and financial support
speaks and from behind their eyes He smiles
to enterprises like the Urban League. They
upon the earth.''
are entering the arenas of public discussion

equal economic opportunity can be achieved
on the industrial scene.
You have created an enviable record in
race relations for your General Cable Corp.
You have traveled throughout the land as a
champion of equal economic opportunity,
meeting with Government officials, community leaders, with labor and with management, preaching the gospel of equality. And,
you did not seek easy victories. You have
spoken with the same directness and with the
same courage in Missouri and in Tennessee
and in Kentucky as you do in New York.
Mr. Palmer, you have been our exemplar
and you have been our supporter. The brilliant page of Urban League history which
Lester Granger and Edward Lewis have written in 1951 would not have been possible
without your aid as chairman of the Urban
League Fund. Although we claim you as our
own, we realize that you have done splendid
work for other community causes . . And so,
Dwight, we hand you this scroll with our love
and with our affection, and with a prayer for
your well-being. May I read the scroll to
you, please?
"In appreciation to Dwight R. G. Palmer
for his unselfish, untiring, and inspiring
leadership in advancing the cause of democracy through promoting 'equal economic
opportunity' for all Americans. His social
vision and dynamic energy combine to create
the highest type of enlightened citizenship
and constitute a symbol of ~he best industrial statesmanship." 1
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and identifying themselves openly, conspicuously, with the crlll'ofl,de for a finer America.
In our anger and distress over continuing
anpects of intolerance and occasional outrages, we are in danger of overlooking the
extent .to which these sordid things have
already been curbed. The growth of the
Urban League is in itself a fair measure of
achievement in this area and a portent of
greater achievements ahead.
Because progress has been painfully slow,
there is a tendency to underrate its magnitude. We need to look back to 1910, when
the National Urban League was founded, to
realize how much has been accomplished.
The picture of race relations in the United
States being painted by Stalin's minions
rests largely on the outlived past. Insofar as
the present is concerned, it is so grotesquely
false that it could be ignored-except for
two sad truths.
The first is that the caricature is widely
believed, especially among the so-called nonwhite races of the earth, with harmful effects
upon American prestige and moral authority.
The second is that there is usually enough
fact under the propaganda fantasies to make
a self-respecting American squirm. All the
same, it remains a caricature. It seems to
me that especially those of us active in the
struggle against discrimination are dutybound to refute the exaggerations.
While bigotry continues to be the worst
blot on our civilization, the great ·progress
being made in peaceably and intelligently
overcoming its effects speaks well for democracy as a way o! life. It stands in sharp
contrast to the situation in totalitarian
countries, where. persecution of declassed
minorities is state-sponsored policy, and
protest is punished as treason.
We must not deny or soft-pedal the unsavory realities. At the same time we have
no reason to yield to despair. Our society,
admittedly, is far from perfect. But we are
increasingly conscious of the imperfections
and increasingly determined to ·erase them.
In that determination, the Urban League
has for over 40 years served as a most effective instrument. Indeed, aside from its
direct accomplishments, the League must be
credited with setting a pattern of effort and
with developing useful techniques, which
are being emulated by others in tbis field.
We have need for calm, considered, and
effective effort. In general this is the kind
of effort to which the Urban League is
geared. It has produ,ced a thousand small
gains; no one of them startling in itself,
but decisive in their cumulative effect. The
League labors at the grass roots, where the
evils we seek to eradicate are most real and
urgent, where they impinge on the lives
of . millions.
Plowing and preparation o! the soli of economic independence and equality-that is
the assignment which the men and women
associated with the league, from 1910 to date,
have taken upon their shoulders. At times
it has been a tough, soul-testing, often undramatic burden. Their primary interest
has been in down-to-earth everyday facts
like more and better jobs, more and better
health service, a constantly wider and more
normal adjustment of the Negro to our economic system.
As an employer in intimate touch with
numerous other employers, I can attest that
the assignment is being carried out in an
increasing number of plants. In the .second
World War, as in the first, the sheer hunger
for working hands in many instances helped
crash doors to employment for men and
women barred by reason of their color or
n ational origin. But there is one ~ghly
significant difference.
After the First World War, most of those
doors were again closed, while in the present
postwar period the gains have for the most
part, 1f not entirely, been maintained. I do

know that in the · plants and offices of the
corporations with which I am associated
there are more Negro employees today than
during the war, and I know this to be true
also of other large corporations.
The importance of this fact can ha.r dly be
overstated. It means that the ground conquered is being held. It means that additional thousands of our citizens, in every
part of the country, are learning to live together by working together. And I know
of no better school for mutual tolerance and
understanding that the factory, the mine,
the office, where people earn their livings.
The key word for America, the very hallmark of its dynamic civilization, is opportunity. It is at once the product and the
test of democratic institutions. It sums up
the fundamental contrast between static.
societies of privilege where men are condemned to remain always in the class into
which they were born, and a free society like
ours. By this basic test of greater opportunity, progress in improved human relations has been real, and let us hope, permanent.
Credit belongs not only to dedicated organizations such as the Urban League and those
stalwart citizens who devote themselves to
civic problems, but also to leaders in labor,
industry, and Government, and to individual
businessmen by the thousand. Again, there
is no cause for smugness-the territory still
to be opened up is larger than the territory
already accessible. But we must not, In
blaming the recalcitrants, fail to give praise
where it is due. A new wind of freedom
and equality blows through American economy, clearing away ancient cobwebs of prejudice and habit.
Do not think for a moment that the beneficiary of this new spirit is any particular
segment of our population. The benefits
are being reaped by the country as a whole.
The fact is that great reservoirs o! labor
power and technical talents, heretofore left
to stagnate and waste, are at long last being
made available to the national economy.
This is no small matter. Remember that
in the great contest now under way between
the free world and communism, the advantage of numbers is on the Communist side.
The Politburo has at its command some 800,000,000 people-a third of the human race.
True, that advantage is to a large .measure
canceled out by our superior productivity.
Nevertheless, we cannot afford the luxury
of intolerance in the industrial area.
Thus it is, my friends, that in fighting for
equality of opportunity, we are not merely
engaged in helping minorities. In the final
check up we are laboring . to lift both the
material and the moral level of the entire
country. Decency and justice, like peace,
are indivisible. We cannot sin against them
in one area of national life without ·doing
them irreparable harm in all areas.
Men of good conscience, and that I dare
beUeve _means the majority of Americans,
face a twofold obligation. The first is to
safeguard the large measure o! progress that
has already been made; to guard against
backsliding and complacency. The other is
to accomplish constructive gains such as improved living conditions, greater access to
a wider variety of jobs, better housing, and
higher standards of private conduct as between man and man-all of which are the
essence of enduring progress.
I shall feel that I have not imposed on
your time if I can leave you with a somewhat firmer pride in what we have already
attained in the domain of human relations-anQ. with a firmer resolve to extend
those victories month by month and year
by year.
Stalin and his cohorts cannot, when all is
said and done, defeat free men. Free men
can only defeat themselves, through failure
to cherish their treasures of human dignity.
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If our moral fiber is continually strengthened, if the precepts of our democratic faith
are constantly translated into the daily lives
of all our people, we shall be immune to the
germs of Communist infection.
Let's not permit the external menace to
undermine our determination to deal courageously with internal weaknesses and dangers. On the contrary, the threat from outside must serve to tighten our ranks at
home, through removal, one after anotb,er,
of the habits of thought and practices that
tend to divide us and to squander our
energies.
Whatever our background of race or creed,
·we are equally proud to proclaim "I am an
American." That pride should apply not
merely to 80 or 90 percent of America-but
to all of it.

Citation For Commisioner Earl J.

McGrath
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CARROLL D. KEARNS
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. KEARNS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include a citation for Commissioner Earl J. McGrath at Allegheny
College, Meadville, Pa., where the Commissioner was the commencement speak·
er on June 9, 1952:
The dual system o! public and privately
contro'tled education .is an American phenomenon. It is one of the deep roots of our
freedom charged with responsibility. To
guide that system we need leaders who understand its nature. Our Government was
wise beyond its knowing when in March
1949, it brought you to Washington to become United States Commissioner o! Educa·
tion.
Born in Buffalo, educated in its distinguished university, successful teacher there,
and dean of administration; dean at the University of Iowa, and officer in charge of educational services in the United States Navy;
these and other experiences schooled you in
the statesmanship of our profession. If politics brings out the special genius of the
Irish, you have proved this in reverse; for
during the 3 years of ·an increasingly lustrous administration, not one shadow of political influence has been permitted to cross
the threshold of United States Office of Education. This you vowed upon entering the
position in 1949, and this you have kept.
By serving continually as member or chairman of international committees to bring
the lamp of learning to other corners of the
globe, you have_ brought to your office the
recognition due it in terms not only of national but of world educational leadership.
To a college of liberal artS your leadership
in the field of general education has meant
much. We look upon you as prime spokesman of an education not only for our common life, but for the good life, enriched by
humanity and understanding.
A decade or more ago on this campus
you helped Allegheny College during the
second of four successive periods of curriculum experimentation. To the recognition of
an educational statesman, then, we are delighted to add a warm welcome to an old
friend. Now by action of the faculty, the
board of trustees concurring, I confer upon
you the degree of doctor of laws, honoris
causa. In token of our action I present you
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with this diploma and ask that you be invested with a hood appropriate to your
degree.

Fair Employment Practices Legislation

Management Day, was introduced. The
National Association of Foremen wrote
me the following letter dated June 10,
1952, setting forth their position on this
matter and requesting that it be included
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
JUNE 10, 1952.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial on fair employment practices legislation, which appeared in the Catholic
Interracialist for June 1952.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CATHOLICS ENDORSE FEPC
WASHINGTON, D. C.-George K. Hunton,
secretary of the Catholic Interracial COU:tl·
cil of New York, urged the present Congress
to fulfill past promises by enacting a fair
employment practices law immediately. In
his testimony before a Senate labor subcommittee he also pointed out that Catholic interracial groups on both State and national
levels have resolutely supported legislation
against discrimination in employment in the
past, and he asserted that the undemocratic
filibuster which has previously stopped such
legislation in the Senate must be broken.
The subcommittee, under the chairmanship of Senator HUMPHREY, of Minnesota, is
holding hearings on two bills which it hopes
to merge into one establishing a Fair Employment Practices Commission. Both bills,
one of which is sponsored by Senator IvEs,
of New York, and the other by Senator
HuMPHREY, would provide the Commission
with authority to hold hearings on complaints, make findings, and resort .to the
courts if ·necessary to enforce its decisions.
This procedure is similar to that used successfully in New York and Massachusetts.
Neither bill carries any criminal penalties
and both provide for a full judicial process.

National Association of Foremen on
Management Day

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.PAULF.SCHENCK
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

. Mr. SCHE~CK. Mr. Speaker, the National Association of Foremen had its
beginning many years ago in Dayton
Ohio, and through all these years ha~
maintained its headquarters in that city.
This association of men, now numbering more than 50,000 members is constantly striving to improve and better
the ~merican system of industrial productiOn. Much of this is accomplished
through an exchange of ideas on the
pages of their magazine entitled "Manage"; through meetings of local clubs
an~ district conferences; and through
their annual national meeting.
Recently, House Joint Resolution 464
calling for the annual observance of ~

Hon.PAULF. SCHENCK,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR Sm: As president of the National
Association of Foremen, I am writing you in
regard to a speech made before the House of
Representatives on May 26, 1952, and to the
Joint Resolution 464 calling for the annual
observance of a Management Day. The National Association of Foremen is a 27-year-old
association of men representing all segments
of management--assistant foremen to chair·
men of the boards of directors-working to
bri?g about better foremanship in industry,
umty among all members of management,
and preservation of our free enterprise system.
In the speech before the House, it was
stated that the idea for the resolution for
the observance of Management Day originated with an independent publication which
just started in business in the past year. In
the supplemental remarks to the address, as
carried in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the
proceedings of May 26, 1952, it was stated that
the National Association of Foremen wished
to cooperate toward the passage of this particular resolution. This is contrary to fact.
Since 1946, the National Association of
Foremen has earnestly worked to promote
American Management Day observances in
its approximately 320 foremen's and management clubs throughout the United States
and in the communities in which these clubs
are situated. We have a total membership
of 52,000 men of management who represent
over 1,200 of the Nation's most successful
management-built industries.
On September 20, 1947, the National Association of Foremen did in Los Angeles, Calif.,
officially launch its American Management
Day program, dedicated to telling the story
of the essentials, principles, and opportunities of the competitive, capitalistic system led
by good managers. That dedication of the
National Association of Foremen to promote
American Management Day was broadcast
over two radio networks and heard by an
audience estimated at 12,000,000 t0 15,000,000
people.
After 5 years of work at progressively developing American Management Day, the
National Association of Foremen on Thursda~, September 27, 1951, in Chicago, proclaimed the first official American Management Day, with Mayor Martin H. Kennelly,
of Chicago, participating. On the third
Thursday of September of this year in Cleve·
land, Ohio, the National Association of Foremen will keynote the observance of the second annual American Management Association of Foremen and its 52,000 individual
members have been working on individual observances of American Management Day on
that date, and as originally devised by the
National Association of Foremen.
The National Association of Foremen sincerely regret that the speech and resolu·
tion were made even though the facts concerning the true origin of American Man.
agement Day had been called to the attention of the proper parties. The National
Association of Foremen has been greatly embarrassed by the publicity resulting from
the speech and proposed resolution.
The National Association of Foremen has
followed the policy of working to establish
first in the hearts of the citizens of the
United States a desire to honor management with an American Management Day.
We believe that is the American way, working first at the grass roots, and we further
believe that is the w_ay management should

be honored-and not at this time by action
of a governmental proclamation.
The basic principles upon which the members of the National Association of Foremen
have founded their national observance of
American Management Day are: ( 1) The
freedom to work; (2) the freedom to create;
(3) the freedom to enjoy the fruits of one's
efforts.
The National Association of Foremen, representing 52,000 mana gement men from all
levels of the profession, respectfully calls
upon the Judiciary Committee of the House
of Representatives to consider our plea for
freedom to continue to promote American
Management Day in the manner we sincerely
believe is worthy of the management profession. We make this request on the basis
that the National Association of Foremen
has already spent 6 years in molding public
support of this observance and because the
National Association of Foremen, as the largest organization of management men in the
world, has the moral support of the entire
management profession in this plan, which
is in keeping with the American way of doing
business.
Because, Congressman ScHENCK, our national headquarters is located in Dayton,
the Third Congressional District of Ohio,
this letter is being sent to you because we
of the NAF feel it is your responsibility to
read it into the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD and
before the House of Representatives on
Thursday, June 12, 1952. We strongly urge
you to do this in order to help counteract the
adverse publicity mentioned before in this
letter.
In closing, we of the National Association
of Foremen, although we greatly appreciate
t~e interest and support of the Members of
the Congress of the United States, wish to
make it absolutely clear that we who have
originated American Management Day and
who believe in it most sincerely, do not ask
any governmental assistance nor do we request any governmental proclamation.
Very truly yours,
RAY A. ARDUSER,
President.

The Case for Fair Trade

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "The Case for Fair Trade," re·
cently prepared by me.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
I am for fair trade. As a Senator, I am for
fair trade because it serves the public interest. As a former druggist, I am for fair
trade because it enables sufficient small business to survive by promoting fair competition in the market place. As a consumer, I
am for fair trade because it keeps pric€s
down.
Abstract economic theories on the fancied
advantages of unbridled competition are being widely aired in the present debate on
fair trade. I don't see fair trade in terms
of economic abstractions. I see it in terms
of people, of human beings with hopes and
ambitions and needs and fears. I think it's
about time that we stopped playing around
with the adjectives of geometry in trying to
label resale price maintenance as horizontal
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I think the readers of Tide are fully faor vertical price fixing, and started thinking
miliar with A. C. Nielsen Co. They're a repin terms of the human equation instead.
utable, independent research agency. They
Those of us who have . had the over-thegather figures for the Nielsen Index-not to
counter experience with fair trade know the
prove or disprove anything about fair trade.
relevance of the hmnan factor. We know
Upon request, they put· their 1949 and 1951
that the predatory pricing practices which
price figures back in the mM machines in
prevailed before fair trade brought insecurity
order to ascertain what consumers in the
and bankruptcy to thousands upon thou45 fair-trade States, taken as a whole, paid
sands of families whose livelihood depended
for a list of the best known national brand
on the breadwinners' small businesses.
drug products, as co~pared with the price
I am for fair trade because I believe in free
paid by consumers in the non-fair-trade
competition, not free-for-all competition. I
States for the same products. Over all, in
believe in full and fair competition, not in
1949 the consumer in the fair-trade States
unfair competition. I want to see businesspaid one-tenth of a cent less, on the average,
men competing in the market place on the
per
product than did her non-fair-trade sisbasis of sk111s, efficiency, ingenuity, hard
ter. And in 1951, during a 6-month period,
work, and service--but not on dollar power
the fair-trade State consumer paid 1.4 cents
alone. And I might say that fair trade is
less per product, on the average, than the
not the only law on our statute books that
non-fair-trade consumer did. I can well unlimits unbridled unfair competition. Take
derstand why these facts, reflecting scientific
a look at the antitrust laws, the Robinsonresearch, have brought dismay to the oppoPatman Act, the Federal Trade Commission
nents of fair trade. I can also understand
Act, and many others. They definitely, like
why they have been flustered by the price
the fair-trade · laws, curb certain types of
behavior of drug-store products during the
unfair competition in order to promote fair
past dozen years. These products went up
competition, and thus prevent the growth of
16.4 percent in price since 1939; the Conmonopoly power. I can understand th!tt
sumer Price Index of the Bureau of Labor
soJUe businessmen don't like to be curbed.
Statistics shows an increase of 90.2 percent
I can understand that some don't like to be
for the same period.
fenced in. I can understand that some would
I am for fair trade because I am against
prefer to do as they please even when what
discrimination. The guiding principle of
they p1ease to do harms society. But the
history of free peoples is the history of refair trade is resale price maintenance. This
straints on unbridled freedom in the interest
is called -price-fixing by opponents of fair
of all.
trade who, however, studiously avoid pinning
that opprobrious label on resale price mainI am for fair trade because I am for free
enterprise, not free-for-all enterprise. 'When
tenance having other legal frameworks. It
free enterprise ceases to be free, in the enis very significant to me that newspapers can
lightened sense, and becomes free-for-all,
run edit<Jrial lobbying campaign, which they
business very quickly transforms into mocall crusades, against fair trade; yet these
nopoly, into a situation where 99 percent of
same papers-and all newspapers and magathe people are forced to work for the remainzines-require their dealers to maintain coning 1 percent. Such a condition would not,
sumer prices on their publications. Newsobviously, last long. Government would
papers don't use fair trade because their legal
take over, and we would have statism.
permission for resale price maintenance is
I am for free trade because I believe in
consignment selling. Nor do the opponents
giving consumers the lowest economic prices,
of fair trade complain because resale price
not bait prices on a few items and high
maintenance is practiced in the automobile
prices on most others. I suppose that mass
industry and in .many others through anproduction is the basic factor in bringing
other le~al framework called exclusive franprices down and in raising the standard of
chises.
living. But mass production doesn't operate
No one calls them into question. They are
in a vacuum. It needs mass distribution.
used, as fair trade is used, to guard the value
It needs thousands and hundreds of thouof a producer's trade-mark and the stability
sands of dealers, independent and chain, in
of his distribution system against the havoc
great cities and small towns, to handle and
created by price wars.
sell to 150,000,000 people the output of mass
Many manufacturers, however, cannot use
production. Most manufacturers of nathese other methods of resale price maintetional brand products depend very heavily
nance because, in the interest of keeping
for their mass distribution on smaller stores
prices down for the consumer, they sell
across the Nation. Such manufacturers
through wholesalers and thousands of indewould see their sales decline if their dispendent dealers. Their need for effective retribution were concentrated only in the giant
sale price maintenance is just as great as that
stores. Most smaller stores depend for their
of the producers who use the other legal
livelihood primarily on national brand prodmethods; and the need of their distributors,
ucts. The smaller merchant must make a
the small businessmen of America, is, if anyprofit on those items or go out of business.
thing, even greater. It is sheer discriminaPredatory pricing practices by competitors-tion to deny all these people access to effecoperations in the red to eliminate competitive fair trade because it is resale price
tion-w111 kill off smaller merchants by demaintenance; and at the same time permit
priving them of their fair profit on the very
other producers to use other forms of resale
items on which they depend for their liveliprice maintenance with complete equanimhood. Loss of distributive outlets means deity.
clining sa:ies for the manufacturer and evenFair trade is to the small-business men
tual higher prices for the consumer.
what minimum wages and fair labor standLet's look at prices more closely. This is
ards are to labor, and what price parity is to
a favorite topic of fair trade's opponents, and
the farmer. Fair trade is a process which is
it's mine, too. Opponents have come to
designed to provide minimum compensation
Washington with supposedly sensational
to the distributor for the handling of the
disclosures that fair trade costs the Ameriproducts of labor and the farmer who by law
can people some fanciful figure. How did
are assured of minimum wages and costs of
they arrive at that figure? Simple enough.
production. It is a process which seeks to afThey shopped for certain merchandise in
ford equal opportunities for one to engage in
certain stores at certain times, picking out
the field of distribution without being subbarga in-bait merchandise. This they have
jected to the onslaught of sly and deceptive
labeled surveys. They would have been unpractices of a few giant resale price manihappy if others had shopped the same stores
pulators in the field.
at the same times for certain other merLet us make no mistake about it. Our free
chandise, picking out the exceptionally highenterprise cannot long endure if economic
profit items. Neither method constitutes a
power is concentrated 1n relatively few
survey by any standard that could command
hands. We · must have large numbers of
anybody's respect.
. businesses, and we mus~ ~ake it possibl_,

for men to have a fair chance of success in
business enterprise, if we are to avoid the
statism about which there is so much fear.
Accordingly, the restoration of effect ive fair
trade, as a bulwark for the preservation of
our competitive small-business economy,
should have the support of every American
citizen who believes in free enterprise.
Supreme Court Justice Brandeis remarked:
"The competition attained by prohibiting
the :producer of a trade marked article from
maintaining his established price offers
nothing substantial. Such competition is
superficial merely. It is sporadic, temporary, delusive. It fails to protect the public where protection is needed.
"Americans should be under no illusions
as to the value or effect of price cutting.
It has been the most potent weapon of mC?nopoly-a means of killing the sn ail rival
to which the great trusts have resorted
most frequently. It is so simple, so effective. Far-seeing organized capital secured
by this means the cooperation of the shortsighted unorganized consumer to his own
undoing. Thoughtless or weak, he yields,
to the temptation of trifling immediate gain;
and selling his birth-right for a mess of
pottage, becomes himself an instrument of
monopoly."
Supreme Court Ju.stice Oliver Wendell
Holmes, in one of his dissent opinions said:
"I cannot believe that in the long run the
public will profit by this Court permitting
knaves to cut reasonable prices for some
ulterior purpose of their own and thus to
impair, if not to destroy, the production and
sale of articles which it is assumed it is
desirable that the public should be able to
get."

Foreign Aid-British Coal Production
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RICHARD B. WIGGLESWORTH
OF MASS4CHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. WIGGLESWORTH. Mr. Speak•
er, under leave to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include the following
article from the Tablet, a weekly newspaper and review, published in London
under date of May 27, 1952:
CoAL-THE KEY TO PROSPERITY
(By Geoffrey Lesson)
Britain's population is now such that
something like one-third of its food must be
imported. Whether this third can be substantially reduced, and in what manner,
raises big problems of politics of domestic
farming. On the assumption, however, that
we shall be dependent on food importation
for many years to come in substantially the
same proportion, the question must be faced,
how we are to pay for those imports. In
fact, of course, there is only one way, by
the export of raw materials or manufactured goods. But coal is the only raw material which could be produced in this country in such quantity that there is a substantial surplus available for export. Last
year it fell to 3.5 percent of the total output
of the mines.
But it was not always so. Up to the outbreak of the last war, over a period of some'
60 years, Britain supplied many countries
of Europe with coal, particularly France and
Italy, as well as countries farther afield, like
Argentina. The surplus available for export reach a record of 75,000,000 tons in the
early twenties, of which more than fourfifths went to Europ~
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The export of even half this volume today
would solve our balance of payments problems for many years to come and, incidentally, would release many goods for the
home market now being sent abroad, and so
help to raise our standard of living. But,
probably more important than this, it would
provide a much needed blood transfus~on
for the sick economies of our western allles.
With the danger of a real slump in tex~
tiles, with an increase in imports necessitated by the rearmament program, with a
stiffening of competition in world markets,
in these circumstances a bigger surplus of
coal for export would be manna from heaven
to a harassed chancelor. What chances are
there?
Let it be said right away that the coal ls
there, a little more difficult to get, maybe,
than 20 years ago, but nevertheless there and
workable.
Again, whilst new shafts are
being sunk every year, there are enough
collieries in regular production for output
to be substantially increased right away provided the labor force is increased and capital
investment speeded up, that is, increased
mechanization, new haulage systems, new
coal-cutting plant, reorganization of the
workings.
In the thirties, when the labor force was
in the region of a million, the output averaged about 225,000,000 tons with no opencast mining. Last year (1951) an output of
226,000,000 tons was achieved with a labor
force of 700,000, but included 11,000,000 tons
from open-cast workings which were not
exploited before the war, and will soon be
exhausted if continued at the present rate.
Output of deep-mined coal last year was still
about 15 percent below the output of 1937,
the best year of the thirties. A 5-percent
increase in the present labor force, viz, another 35,000, would produce. probably an
eJttra 10,000,000 tons of coal and be worth
their weight in gold to Britain and to Eur<;>pe.
The increase in juvenile labor of recent
months has been a most encouraging sign,
for this is probably the ideal form of recruitment. During 1951, juvenile entrants
reached a postwar record of 19,300. But
these figures, good though they are and reflecting, as they do, the progressive policy
of the Coal Board, do little more than replace
wastage from retirement and transfers out
of the industry.
The obvious connection between the decline in British coal exports and the postwar shortage of coal in the rest of Europe
is traced in the United Nations recent economic survey of Europe. Throughout the
whole of Europe there is at the present time
a considerable excess of demand for coal
over its supply. During 1951, serious consequences were averted only by resorting to
imports from the United States which, after
having fallen away to nothing in 1950, rose
during the following year to no less than
26,000,000 tons, of which Britain had the
ignominy to account for 1,000,000. This enforced dependence on the United States had
two unfortunate effects on European economies: the high cost of American coal, due to
transport charges, resulted in a general rise
in coal prices in many of the importing
countries, Austria recording a price-jump of
no less than 75 percent inside 12 months.
Secondly, it accentuated the dollar gap, placing a heavy burden on the balance of payments, the more so since the greater part
of the fi·eight had also to be paid in dollars.
Continental Europe wants coal urgently
now. A ton of coal now is worth 2 tons
in 5 years' time. No single contribution from
a British industry would have such a wonderful tonic effect on our own economy and
on those of our struggling allies in Western
Europe, as a doubling of our coal exports.
The Government, the Coal Board, the miners
and their unions really must put their heads
together and find a solution. So much depends on our finding one. Every ship leav. ing our shores bunkered with coal is another
_step toward prosperity and another rivet in

Europe's armor against the communistic
evil. Short of compulsory direction of labor,
every scheme for an increase in the labor
supply must receive serious attention shorn
of prejudice and out-of-date conventions.
Short of seriously increasing the inflationary menace, the Treasury and the Coal Boa!,'d
must review again the capital investment
program for the mines with a view to expenditure getting a little nearer that envisaged in the Board's own long-term plan.
Meanwhile, the Minister of Fuel must continue to concentrate the attention of his
Ministry and of public opinion on the possibilities of fuel economy, although, as he
pointed out recently in the House, quick results must not be expected from this quarter, apart from considerable capital expenditure being involved.
Probably the field which offers the biggest
dividends within the immediate future is the
labor supply. How can we increase present
numbers in the industry by, say, 5 percent?
Firstly, can we recruit them here in Britain?
Juvenile recruitment, as already stated, is
encouraging. And the more industries begin
to feel consumer-resistance and the vicissitudes of world trade like the textiles industry, the more workers will tend to flow
into the mines, where employment is as;:;uredly now as safe as the Bank of England.
One taste of unemployment, or even shorttime, is all that many workers have needed
to tip the scales in favor of the mine, and
there is little doubt that the experience in
textiles will have been noted with some anxiety in many other fields of employment. AlJ;eady there are indications that collieries in
the northwest have benefited to some extent
by recruitment of textile workers. But it
would be unwise to attempt to prophesy if
these transfers into the mining industry are
likely to be so substantial in the future as
to relieve the industry of its greatest worry.
All political parties are committed to a policy of full employment, it is true, but no government can change the fundamental ebb
and flow of trade, nor the relative rise or decline of -different industries, so that there
will always be movements out of some industries and into others. Whether the mining industry will benefit in the long run
from this movement of manpower depends
essentially on the relative attractiveness of
employment in the mines compared with
other jobs. It is the Coal Board's task to
see that the earnings of the miner are always sufficiently in advance of similar employments where the dangers and the discomforts are less.
Yet although increased recruitment of
British workers is the only real answer to
the problem of bigger output, the introduction of more workers from continental Europe would be a most useful complement at
the present time. It would have the added
merit of reducing unemployment in the
country of origin. Italy, for example, has
no less than 15 percent of unemployment
compared with 2 percent in Britain. Is it
not economically sound to transfer labor
from where it is idle to where it is urgently
needed? Within this country no one would
deny it. Then why not within Europe?
The common peril which, in 1940, led
Churchill to offer common citizenship to all
Frenchmen should surely, in 1952, when the
peril, though disguised, is not less deadly,
impel us to take action which will at one
and the same time put this country and Europe back on the road to economic and
financial statility and help our less fortunate
friends across the Channel. Yet after a good
beginning in the early postwar years, when
getting on for 10,000 voluntary workers,
mostly from displaced camps in Europe, were
recruited, the flow in recent years has almost dried up, the target of 5,000 Italians
. by the end of 1951 being reduced to a trickle,
only 750 actually reaching the pits. Despite
full support from the unions the schemes
have, in the main. received a chill reception

from the British miners, if not undisguised
antipathy, although since 1947 some 18,000
foreign workers have been placed in the
mines. These figures look ludicrously small
compared with, say, Belgium, where in 1951
no less than 66,000 workers from other European countries were at work in her mines,
representing two-fifths of her total manpower.
Under proper safeguards for the British
workers' interests it is difficult to conceive
a cogent argument against the introduction
of foreign workers. Yet the feelings of the
British miner are understandable. The older
workers who may be assumed to have the
greatest influence in the miners' lodges, still
have a dread of unemployment and short
time, born of the terrible 'thirties. It is a
very real dread, however inappropriate today, and can be dispersed only by enlightened
education. Coal Board officials are probably
the very last persons for this task. Mining
communities are clannish and proverbially
skeptical of officialdom. A new outlook must
be inculcated and it is not going to be easy.
The only way is for the miners' leaders to
earn and retain the men's trust. The recent
happenings at Bullcroft colliery have shown
very clearly that the relationship between
the miners and their leaders leaves much to
be desired. That the antipathy toward
foreign workers is not greater gives rise to
hope that, with infinite patience and good
will, the miners may yet be won over to
reason and European brotherhood. If the
matter is put before the miners in a languag~
they can understand, with promise of full
safeguards for their own interests, and by
men they know and trust, there should be
few obstacles in the way of our most vital
industry getting some new lifeblood with
which to make its own blood transfusion into
the European economy while there is yet
time.

Rhee Regime Stops Voice of America
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STYLES .BRIDGES
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
appearing on the front page of today's
Evening Star. The headline on the front
page reads, "Rhee regime stops Voice of
America." The subhead reads, "Koreans
attack United States broadcast as in ..
suiting."
Mr. 'President, it is a very interesting
article. I have been sitting on a committee in which we have been considering the appropriation of enormous
sums of money with which to carry on
the Voice of America. There is no question that we must conduct this propaganda campaign, but the article does
raise the question of whether the method
of conducting it is right or wrong, when
we see a cooperating country stopping
the broadcasts.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
RHEE REGIME STOPS VOICE OF AMERICAKoREANS ATTACK UNITED STATES BROADCAST
AS INSULTING-GOVERNMENT OBJECTS TO
TRANSMISSION OF FOREIGN CRITICISM
PUSAN, KOREA, June 12.-The South Korean
Government has banned Voice of Amer;.ca
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brimmed campaign hat. He carries a forest
fire fighter's spade and from his broad face
there comes an expression of kindly but firm
warning. Some 20,000,000 times this yearpeering from placards in 95,000 busses, streetcars, and subways, from posters on the side
of every United States mail truck, from highway billboards, from magazine and newspaper pages, from inserts in railroad timetables, from stamps, blotters, calendars, and
bookmarks-Smokey wm rumble his multimillion-dollar message: "Remember, only
you can prevent forest fires."
On television and radio, too, and inevitably from the pages of comic books, the
QUESTION OF AUSPICES
friendly bear reminds Americans that 9 out
"However much we may question the taste
of every 10 forest fires start from human
and judgment of the persons responsible for
carelessness, stupidity, or malice.
such broadcasts," Dr. Rhee told newsmen,
This week, as his two-footed friends began
"we do not dispute the airing of such opintheir annual vacation-time stampede to the
ions under other auspices.
Nation's woodlands, Smokey faced his busy
"But in this case the auspices were the
season with a mixture of hope and resignaRepublic of Korea Government radio itselftion.
used to carry bitterly antigovernment criticLast year, 164,090 blazes burned 10,781,039
ism, obviously insulting.
acres of forest lands, destroying almost $50,"I am aware that this can stm be done by
000,000 worth of growing timber. At that,
the Voice of America from abroad and
the gray ashes and blackened snags reprebrought into Korea, but I am determined
sented only an insignificant fraction of the
that the Korean Government station will not
total damage.
·
be used to tear down its own sovereign state."
No balance sheet could reflect the fatal
searing of several billion seedling trees, the
PRAISES UNITED STATES AS FRIEND
forests of the future; the agonized deaths of
He said that for the government to conhundreds of thousands of large and small.
tinue carrying foreign criticism on its own
wild creatures; the scorching .of lush pasradio would be "like lending a man a pistol
tures; the soil erosion of land stripped of its
to shoot you."
protecting vegetation; or the choking of resDr. Rhee said it pained him "for any agener\'Oirs and streams with silt cascading from
cy of the great United States Government,
burned-over areas. Nor did the ledger show
our gallant and sincere friend in time of adthe loss in loggers~ wages and tourist trade.
versity, to be a party to smearing a sovereign
Conservatively, Americans had thus unally."
thiilkfngly incinerated $1,000,000,000 in 1951.
A United States Embassy official confirmed ·Horrendous
as this figure might seem, it nevthat the Voice broadcasts were suspended
ertheless demonstrated clearly that Smokey
last night. He said no protest was planned
had become one of his cou~try's most valuhere; that if any were made it would have
able cit:Zens. ~or since he started his cruto come from Washington.
sade in 1945, forest fires have· decreased to
Dr. Rhee said the use of the government
90 percent of the normal prewar level, denetwork would be restored . to the Voice at
spite the fact that 45 percent more human
once if the Korean Government is assured
beings have taken to the woods.
that the agency would not use the facilities
Not since the early days of Mickey Mouse
improperly.
· ·
and Bambi has any cartooned animal made
RHEE ADHERENTS MASS
such an impact on Americans. And the
story of how Smokey was born and how he
Editorials carried on the Voice programs
grew is a prize example of wholesome and
had criticized President Rhee for declaring
energetic cooperation between government
martial law May 25 and for ignoring demands
and business.
of the National Assembly and United Nations
representatives here to lift it.
In 1942, at the behest of the United States
Forest Service, the Advertising Council added
More than 10,000 supporters of Dr. Rhee
forest-fire prevention to its list of worthy
massed here today and demanded that the
promotions, including blood-gonor camAssembly be dissolved.
paigns and bond drives. Two years later, the
Dr. Rhee and the Assembly are at odds over
council commissioned animal artist Albert
the manner of selecting a president. Eleven
Staehle to create a poster personality that
assemblymen were arrested under martial
would be the special champion of the Forest
law for questioning in connection with govServi~e men and their close ;friends, the State
ernment-alleged bribery.
foresters.
Staehle came up with a shy brown bear
dousing a campfire with a bucket of water.
Ever since, Smokey bear (named after a famSmokey Bear
ous New York fire chief, Smokey Joe Ryan)
has been the national symbol of forest-fire
prevention.
EXTENSION .OF REMARKS
Through the years, Smokey has matured.
OF
From a potbellied and faiptly comic character, he has grown to the sensible and authoritative bear on the cover of this magazine,
OF MASSACHUSETTS
whose image this summer will be distributed
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
as the 1952 Smokey poster. As symbolical
firewarden over 630,000,000 acres of forest
Tuesday, June 10, 1952
lands, public and private, he commands reMr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave spect and attention.
The Forest Service suggests that you can
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I .
help Smokey's campaign by tearing off News.wish to include the following very interesting article which appeared in News- week's cover and displaying it in your home,
office, school, or any woodland where it is
week magazine, June 2, 1952:
permissible.
·
FABULOUS BEAR, FAMOUS SERVICE FIGHT
Through the Advertising Council, AmerANNUAL BILLION-DOLLAR FIRE
ican industry has supported Smokey like a
favorite child.
Payments for advertising
America's best animal friend is a sturdy
space and radio and TV time have totaled
brown bear named Smokey. A sensible
dresser, he is invariably clad in blue jeans
$25,000,00Q-$6,000,000 in 1951. Not the least
and an old-time -forest ranger's broadeontribution has come from the advertising
broadcasts over the 10-station Government
network, accusing it of "bitterly antigovernment" and "obviously insulting" remarks.
The Voice has included in its three daily
broadcasts editorial excerpts from many
American and other foreign newspapers attacking President Syngman Rhee and scoring recent political developments here.
The State Department broadcasting agency
has been using the South Korean Government network for 2 years as a courtesy and
not on a contract, said Dr. Clarence Ryee,
Director of the Government's Office of Public
Information.

HON. THOMASJ.LANE
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firm of Foote, Cone & Belding, which has had
direct charge of Smokey since his birth ..
Each year, Foote, Cone & Belding plows into.
the job more than $35,000 of time and effort,
gratis.
SMOKEY'S LAW

Such a talented publicist as Smokey is
in universal demand. The Forest Service has
unhesitatingly lent his services to fellow foresters in Canada and Mexico (where he wears
a sombrero). Naturally, many manufact urers would like to have Smokey boost their
products. To keep the bear from being commercialized, a bill signed last week by President Truman provides fines and imprisonment for Smokey's use other than in the
public service.
Although the poster Smokey is still head
bear in the fire-prevention campaign, he is
no longer the only bear in the business.
In 1950 he was joined by a brown cuo rescued
from a fire in the Lincoln National ·Forest,
N. Mex., and now living in the National Zoo
. in Washington, where he does his part to
make visitors forest-fire conscious.
While -smokey has become a bright national institution, his friends of the Forest
Service have often been obscured in the
fumes of Washington's boiling tureen of
alphabet soup. Ask any reasonably well informed man what the Forest Service does,
and he Will likely mutter something about
Yellowstone Park. He couldn't be more
wrong.
PARKS AND FORESTS

The National Park Service, part of the
Department of the Interior, has charge of 171
. national parks, historical parks, monuments,
memorials, military parks, cemeteries, battlefield sites, battlefield parks, historic sites,
parkways, a memorial park, and the National
Capital parks in and around Washington.
These 20,775,000 acres are strictly reserved
for recreation and sightseeing. Interior administers an additional 169,000,000 acres of
grazing lands.
The Forest Service, part of the Department of Agriculture, supervises the country's 151 national forests, which have a
combined area of 181,255,449 acres. Although 30,000,000 AmericanS visited these
forests in 1951, they are immensely more
than mere playgrounds.
Collectively, the national forests comprise
almost a tenth of the Nation's land. But
commercially speaking, two-thirds of their
area is almost worthless--the bare tops of
high mountains, inaccessible wildernesses,
precipitous slopes overgrown with brush, or
. unfathomable swamps. Almost 15,000,000
acres are set aside as wilderness or wild areas
so that Americans will always know the
natural primitive splendor of their country.
This year, nevertheless, 10 percent of the
Nation's lumber will come from its national
forests. A total of 9,000,000 animals-11.6
percent of all beef cattle and 24.8 percent of
all the stock sheep in the United States--will
.graze on forest pastures. Some 2,500,000
big-game animals live within national forests and provide sport for hunters. Almost
every important western river, the source of
drinking and irrigation water, rises on carefully protected watersheds within national
forests.
In short, the national forests are geared
for production in every way that woodlands
can conceivably produce.
PINCHOT'S VISION

Through the nineteenth century, Ameri.ca's woodlands were being plundered and ·
burned over by loggers. But what of it? A
few miles farther west a man could always
find virgin stands of timber. Always? A
handful of provident men led by a gangling
young Yale woodsman, Giiford Pinchot, saw
that the era of waste had to be halted.
Pinchot had studied forestry in Germany.
where _trees had been scientifically grown
for 400 years or more. He re~arded a stand
of trees as a crop, to be t~nded.• parvested
wisely, and replanted when necessary• .
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Among Pinchot's converts was another great
lover of the out-of-doors, Teddy Roosevelt.
Finally in 1905, when Roosevelt was President, Congress set up the Forest Service
and gave it a sizable empire to manage: all
the remaining wooded public lands of the
West.
The credo of the Forest Service is contained
in a letter dated February 1, 1905. It was
undoubtedly composed by Pinchot, but officially it is addressed to him as the first
chief forester and signed by his boss, Secretary of Agriculture James Wilson. In part
it reads:
"In the administration of the forest reserves
where conflicting interests
must be reconciled, the question will always
be decided from the standpoint of the greatest good of the greatest number in the long
run."
Sound programs and lofty ideals were not
enough to win popularity contests for the
men of the infant Forest Service. Still, the
Service prospered, and its domain slowly grew,
thanks to the Weeks law (1911) and the
Clarke-McNary law (1924). The first authorized the purchase of forest lands to protect the headwaters of navigable streams.
The second made it legal to buy land for
timber production as well.
Good times or ·bad, the Service has stuck
to its business of working the forests and
making the forests work. Most Congressmen would as soon abuse their own mothers
as be unkind to the Forest Service. Although the annual appropriation has never
been lavish ($52,500,000 budgeted for the
fiscal year now ending), it has increased
fairly steadily.
FUNDS FOR FORESTS

This spring when one Member of the House
of Representatives suggested a $600,000 cut
in next year's allotment, 34 of his fellows
leaped to their feet, vying to orate against
him. With only two dissenting votes, the
economy-minded House killed the slash.
The Forest Service is one Washington
agency that doesn't have to worry about next
fall's election. Nor will the next administration have to worry about the Forest Service. In 47 years, the foresters have been
untouched by scandal.
No one ·can deny that the Forest Service
is one of Uncle Sam's soundest and most
businesslike investments. It is the only
major Government branch showing a cash
profit and a growing inventory. This year,
through timber sales, grazing permits, and
other fees, the foresters will turn back to
the United States Treasury a net surplus of
$10,000,000. At least $17,000,000 (25 percent
of gross receipts) will go to counties which
include national forest lands. If privately
held, the forests would not yield half that
much in local taxes.
AMERICA COLLECTS

The $10,000,000 profit is tidy, but it is only
a pittance compared with the benefits that
don't show up in the bookkeeping. The annual value of free recreation, wildlife management, increase in the value of timber
stands, and particularly the pure and abundant water, easily tops $500,000,000.
The Forest Service owes much of its phenomenal efficiency to two policies: decentralization and cooperation with anyone who
will cooperate.
In all but three States, the service works
closely with State foresters. Kansas, Nebraska, and Arizona have almost no State
· or private woodlands and, therefore, do not
participate. Elsewhere, the Forest Service,
under the Clarke-McNary law, helps support
fire control, forest management, forest extension, and tree planting. The funds this
year amounted to $10,750,000, to which the
States added $30,000,000 of their own. These
grants were not mere hand-outs; in every
State the Federal foresters chipped in with .
advice and helped make sure that the money
was spent wisely.

Beyond this direct aid, friendly foresters
1n the field are always willing to take time
out to show people, through example and
professional advice, how to make the most
of their woodlands.
Decentralization started with a bang in
1908. Gifford Pinchot shot a curt memorandum to his Washington staff; Get out
into the woods or get out of the service.
Today only 2 percent of the entire staff, including clerical workers, are stationed in
Washington. This compact headquarters is
so well organized that letters almost always
get answered within 2 days.
ON THEIR OWN

The system works because the Service's
2,500 foresters are spoon-fed from the
junior-forester stage on a diet of responsibility and intense loyalty to the organization. For example, the regional forester,
who is head man in the Northwest, can on
his own hook negotiate any timber sale up
to 50,000,000 board feet. Thus, without any
referral to Washington, he can, and often
does, carry out a million-dollar deal.
The man who rises through the Forest
Service is of a peculiar breed. He is a woodsman, a scientist, an engineer, an economist,
an accountant, a public-relations expert, and
something of a nomad. Typical is the history
of Lyle Watts, the sixth and current Chief
Forester. He got a degree in forestry from
Iowa State College in 1913, passed the civilservice examination, and started his career
in Afton, Wyo. From there his itinerary
took in Ogden, Utah; Logan, Utah; Ogden
again; Boise, Weiser, and McCall, Idaho;
back to Ogden; Logan for the second time;
Ogden; Missoula, Mont.; Milwaukee; Portland, Oreg.; and finally Washington. During this trek he served as district ranger,
assistant supervisor of 1 national forest,
supervisor of 2, silviculture and watershed
researcher, head of an experiment station,
and boss of 2 of the Forest Service's 10
regions. This list, Watts admits, does not
include several temporary assignments for
Which he did not move his family.
The foresters love their Service as an old
grad reveres his college. The pay is much
lower than that offered by lumber companies,
pulpwood outfits, and other private industries. District rangers, with a minimum of
6 to 8 years' service, get between $5,000 and
$6,000. None of the six assistant chiefs on
Watts' staff draws down as much as $13,000.
Just the same, the Service loses few men to
the lure of bigger money.
Some men in the Forest Service have won
public recognition, generally only those involved in the spectacular job of fire fighting.
Before the war the Service organized and
trained smoke jumpers, who dropped by parachute to put out blazes in otherwise inaccessible places. The Army Air Force later
adopted the Forest Service's methods to train
its own parachutists. Fire watchers (who
are not professionally trained foresters) also
get their reward in publicity for lonely vigils
in high observation towers.
Says Kenneth 0. Maughan, district ranger
on the Wasatch National Forest in Utah: "I
often wish the public's thinking about
rangers was right-that we spend half our
time perched on a tower and the rest of it
hunting or fishing." Actually, Maughan
has less forest leisure and more paperwork
than many a resident of Salt Lake City.
DAY'S WORK

One typical day this month Maughan was
awakened at 5:30 by a motorist who had
lost his bearings. The ranger then breakfasted with his schoolteacher-wife in the
white clapboard, two-bedroom house which
he, like all other rangers, rents from the Government. He visited the doctor for his annual typhoid and Rocky Mountain spottedfever (tick) shots; by short-wave radio re•
ported to his supervisor a rising fiood that
was threatening a highway; and checked his
$100,000 worth of fir~. e.q uipment-enougb,

to equip 100 men with five· trucks, a jeep, gasoline, Pulaskis (combination grubbing hoes
and axes), field rations, water bags, hand
pumps, first-aid kits, weed killers, and saddle
gear.
Next, Maughan strolled down the main
street of Kamas to make sure that the lodgepole pines which the local lumber company
was sawing were properly marked, and ticketed. By lunchtime, he was engrossed in a
deer census report. His figures showed that
5,638 hunters had killed 4,308 deer on his
district last season. But overbrowsing of
the pastures indicated that the season ought
to be extended this year. He would recommend this to State authorities and tell them
when roads could be opened to nearly 1,000
upland lakes and trout streams.
After typing a letter to the regional Boy
Scout council to report snow damage at
one of their camps, Maughan palavered with
cattlemen and sheepmen about grazing fees
and grazing-permit transfers. The matters
were amicably worked out, but they took
time. "They're usually easy to settle in the
field, when we get interested parties out on
the range to see its condition-its carrying
ability-for themselves." Come summer,
Ranger Maughan will begin to mark for cutting some 7,000,000 board-feet of standing
timber.
He gets paid for a 40-hour week, no overtime, but like all other rangers he is on duty
around the clock.
ONE HUNDRED FIFTY-ONE PROBLEMS

Different forests present different problems.
The Francis Marion, near the seaport of
Charleston, S. c., bristles with loblolly and
longleaf pine-thrifty trees with "room to
grow and none to spare." The main trouble
is incendiarism. Berkeley county law still
permits cattle and hogs to range freely over
the unfenced forest. And local citizens regularly set the woods on fire to burn away oak
brush and release forage for their beasts.
Forest Supervisor Joe Riebold estimates
that 77 percent of the fires on the Marion
start when some local resident rides his horse
through th0 woods, dropping lit matches as
he goes.
While attempting to convince the country
folk that the forest means more money to
them if it doesn't burn every year, Riebold
and his rangers indulge in a little incendiarism of their own. They have mastered the
trick of controlled burning when the wind is
just right. They use their fires to remove
worthless brush, destroy accumulated pine
needles which harbor brown-spot fungus or
constitute a fire hazard, or to prepare a clean
seedbed for new trees.
In Riebold's other forest, the Sumter in the
mountainous northwest part of the State,
watershed protection, recreation, and wildlife management are predominant activities.
This spring ranger Lester P. Schaap of the
Sumter's General Pickens District closed a
deal that was very important to a dozen
girls, aged 10 to 16. The girls, members of the
Rosebud Jul}.ior Garden Club of Walhalla,
wanted to sponsor a picnic table at a spot
alongside State Highway 107. As is customary, the Forest Service agreed to build the
table and maintain it, but the club would
first have to supply the money. The signed
agreements show that in January, the &osebuds' sponsor, Mrs. Clyde c. Brown, deposited
$11 with the service's regional fiscal agent in
Atlanta. Two months later, a cake sale added another $15 to the kitty; so the girls are
over the hump toward their goal of $40.
Meanwhile, they have worked hard to clear
away underbrush, plant some azaleas, and
rake up sticks and dead leaves. To the Forest Service, business dealings with the Rosebuds are just as solemn as those with big
lumber companies.
Perhaps the strangest of all the national
forests is the Tonto in south central Arizona.
'f'onto means fool in Spanish. And only a
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fool, or- a very wise man, would call the
still inadequate for research on such pressing problems as oak blight, pine beetles, and
Tonto a forest. It is the size of the State
forest genetics, the breeding of better parent
of Connecticut, yet only about 15 percent of
trees for seedlings. As it is, the 470 research
the land bears wood. Fully half of Arizona's
foresters do 90 percent of the delving in their
citizens depend on the Tonto for the water,
field at experiment stations and at the Forwithout which much of their rich farm land
est Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.
would revert to desert.
. Private timber owners are learning that it
Forty years ago 100,000 cattle feasted on
pays to keep woodlands perpetually bountiand trampled lush grasses belly high to a
fUl. The large timber and pUlpwood comhorse. Gradually stream-clogging erosion
panies usually employ their own foresters
took over and left the pastures a network of
and manage their timber well. But the
gullies. Under Forest Service management,
the range started to recover. Today 108
farmer w;ho owns a small wood lot is still
ranchers graze 26,000 cattle and 24,000 sheep
too likely to have it cut ruthlessly clean
on the Tonto.
whenever he needs cash. The Forest Service
In private hands, the Angeles National
is urging States to regUlate timber manageForest would be a white elephant to its
ment. A few States already have good laws
owner and a menace to his neighbors. Just
but don't enforce them strictly; the rest have
18 miles from downtown Los Angeles, this
lax laws or none at all.
forest is a stomping ground for 3,000,000
Another worry is the gaping loophole in
campers, picnickers, hiker~, hunters, fisherthe ancient mining. laws. A man can still
men, and skiers. Its slopes, covered with an
stake a phony claim on national forest land
unmerchantable snarl of chaparral-mixed
just to grab the standing timber or build a
scrub oak, cactus, thorny shrubs, and stunted
resort hotel.
trees-are explosively flammable. Yet that
The Forest Service has a few enemies,
bushy growth must be nurtured as carefully
mainly disgruntled hunters, livestock raisers,
as any stand of trees. ' For without cover
lumbermen, and others who feel that their
the steep land would silt up reservoirs and
special it~t.erests rate higher than the greatleave Los Angeles a thirsty city.
est good of the greatest number in the long
The Ocala in north central Florida is anrun.
other fire hazard. There a few islands of
Most people who have dealt with the forlongleaf tower above a sea of feathery-foliests would, however, endorse a statement
aged sand pine. The sterile white sand is so
made by H. 0. (Hoss) Stabler, one of the
worthless a soil that much of the Ocala reoriginal Pinchot boys, who retired 5 years
mained in the public domain until it became
ago to his Maryland wood lot.
a national forest. Yet Forest Supervisor
A fellow forester asked Stabler what he
Frank Rasor and his rangers now have Ocala · considered his greatest contribution to forpaying its way, largely through sand pine
estry. The veteran til ted back in his chair,
for pulp. ·
pursed his lips, and replied quietly: '~For a
NAVAL STORES
considerable period, I helped the American
Another of Rasor's forests, the Osceola,
reople get their money's worth."
west ·of Jacksonville, is rich in slash and
longleaf pine, the sources of naval stores.
At the adjoining experiment station, Researcher Al Snow has developed a revoluArmenian Independence
tionary way of milking these trees of their
sticky wealth. He merely chips off the bark
and releases torrents of gum with a sulfuricEXTENSION OF REMARKS
acid spray. The savings are half the labor
OF
formerly involved plus valuable butt logs
free of the usual turpentining scars.
The Siuslaw on the Oregon coast is one
of nature's busiest wood factories. Sitka
OF CONNECTICUT
spruce, for example, grow to 36 inches in
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
diameter in 30 years. Fires are few in this
damp young forest, where the rangers stick
Thursday, June 12, 1952
pretty closely to growing and harvesting
trees.
Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, on June
On the Pisgah, loftiest watershed in the
1 I had a most moving experience. I met
Appalachians, Forest Supervisor Don Morris
with 400 Americans of Armenian descent
caters to hunters, fishermen, and tourists.
in New Britain, Conn. They were celeIn the Pisgah district, Ranger Bill Duncan
cooperates with State and Federal fishmen
brating Armenian Independence Day.
keeping the cold streams swarming with
I know that my colleagues in the Senate
trout. The forest's annual receipts, now
will recall that Armenia established her
$500,000, will soon rise to $800,000, thanks
independence
on May 28, 1918, but that
largely to new stands of prize yellow poplar.
this independence was short-lived.
The Nicolet in northern Wisconsin was the
These great people, with their unusual
scene of perhaps the most disastrous forest
cultural traditions, were able to mainconflagration in history, the Peshtigo fire of
tain their freedom and self-rule-after
1871, which burned over 1,280,000 acres and
killed 1,500 persons. At thE: time, the dis543 years of tyranny and human bondaster attracted little more than local notice,
age--for only 2% years. They then fell
for on the same day Mrs. O'Leary's cow
victims to Communist aggression, the
proverbially kicked over the lantern that set
first such victims in a long and tragic
Chicago ablaze.
line which has extended from Armenia
A prize exhibit on the Nicolet is a 275to Czechoslovakia and Korea.
acre tract of Norway pine, planted by CCC
boys when the Forest Service bought the
The chairman of this unusual meeting
Nicolet for $2.50 a:Q. acre. In 1948 a cutting
in New Britain-and,· of course, such
of Christmas trees paid for the cost of plantmeetings were being held all through the
ing. About 1960, the plantation will start
United States by the 300,000 Americans
yielding $2.50 per acre in annual thinnings
of Armenian ancestry-was Mr. Martin
of pulpwood. Finally, a century from now,
Soovajian. '£he toastmaster was Mr.
mature trees will be felled for saw logs; at
Sergius, of New Britain.
current prices they should bring $400 an acre.
ROADS AND RESEARCH

Light on money, but rich in ingenuity
and devoted men, the Forest Service has its
domain pretty well under control. Loggers
and fire fighters need more roads. Funds are
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RECORD the speech by Mr. Beglar NavaSaadian. Mr. Nava-Saadian works for
the Voice of America, as script writer
and broadcaster. His father is a famous
Armenian patriot who was forced to flee
Armenia when Beglar Nava-Saadian was
only 2 years old. This young man, now
in his middle thirties, born in Armenia
but brought up in the United States, is
continuing the fight for Armenian freedom through his work in the State
Department.
Finally, Mr. President, I ask unanimous c'lnsent to insert in the Appendix the formal text of my own speech,
as prepared for the occasion. I confess that I was so moved by this meeting, partly because of my own family
background which gives me a special interest in the Middle East, that I covered
considerably more ground than my prepared text would indicate.
I am sure the Senate realizes that
there is probably no country in the world
which has suffered so much tyranny
and conquest, and over so many centuries, as has Armenia, the first of the
world's nations to embrace the Christian
faith as a national religion. Armenia
suffered under the Assyrians,· the Persians, the Babylonians, the Macedonians,
and more recently under the conquest of
Genghis Khan, Tamerlane, and the
Turks-and now under the twentieth
century tyranny of the U.s. s. R. It is
a tribute to the vigor of this great though
tiny race that it has survived for so
long and has contributed so greatly to
the world's cultural traditions and its
history.
There being no objection, the addresses
were ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:

HON. WILLIAM BENTON

OPENING ADDRESS BY MARTIN J. SOOVAJIAN,
OF EAST HARTFORD, CONN., CHAIRMAN OF
.ARMENIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY COMMITTEE,

I ask unanimous consent to insert in
the Appendix of the RECORD the moving
speech by Mr. Soovajian, which opened
the meeting. I also ask unanimous consent to insert in the Appendix of the

JUNE 1, 1952
Thirty-four years ago this last Wednesday-May 28-was a glorious day for all
Armenians.
It was glorious because-after 543 years of
Human Bondage--our people were freedthis was Independence Day.
Our people were happy. Gone were the
days of conquest, invasions, persecution,
massacres, struggle and hunger.
This day was the restoration of all the
virtues-possessed and cherished by all people throughout the entire free world.
This day was the cause for the first introduction of the democratic form of government by the Republic_of Armenia to the
eastern world-the crossroads of Europe and
Asia.
This day was the cause for recognition by
President Woodrow Wilson who went so far
as to ask the United States Senate for a
mandate.
This was approved and diplomatic recognition was granted including that of her
Eurooean allies.
Yes; these were days of rejoicing by our
Armenian people-after 543 years we were
freed of alien foreign subjugation.
Our happy days of rejoicing were short
lived. Hardly ZY:! years had passed when
the Republic of Armenia-"the little ally"
was the first to fall to the onslaught of Russian Communist aggression.
We are all gathered here today to commemorate May 28, 1918, the date of Armenian independence.
All Armenians living outside
the iron curtain have been commemorating
this date for the past 34 years.
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All free nations have fought and are pres·
ently fighting in the Far East for the preser·
vation of democratic principles.
We Americans and our allies are confident
that the fight for so good a cause will be
victorious and all forces of evil will be per·
manently destroyed and all the countries
within the orbit· of the iron curtain will be
restored their respective independence and
honor in the now free world-including
Armenia.
Thank you.
28
(By Mr. Beglar Nava-Saadian)
On the road which marks man's pilgrim·
age toward light, no phenomenon that keeps
faith with that pilgrimage is "national" in
the narrow and limited sense of the word.
The heroic defense of Thermopylae in 480
B. C., the conquest of the Magna Charta in
1215, the fire of spirit on July 4, 1776, were
Greek, English, and American victories
respect! vely.
And yet, they were not really "national,''
for though the victories were achieved by
Greek, Briton, and American, the victor was
over the same-man in his pilgrimage
toward light.
And so with May 28, 1918, when the Ar·
menian people achieved their independence
and created the free and sovereign Republic
of Armenia.
The outward garb might have seemed
"'national," yet May 28 was no less than a new
and eloquent expression that man-be he an
Armenian, a Korean, or a Russian-will fore·
go all treasures and beyond that, will lay
down his life even, rather than survive in
the abject degradation of bondage and
servility.
Indeed, May 28, 1918, was like a voice tri·
umphantly reaffirming that the spirit of man
will remain undaunted, that darkness and
evil will go and "leave not a rack behind."
And on May 28, from the womb of free·
dom a new democracy, the infant Republic
of Armenia, was born.
And yet, the world today is such that only
for a few outside the Armenians themselves,
does May 28 represent any significance.
The reason for this may seem simple in·
deed; ye~ it will bear analysis and will not
be without moral profit for the inquirer.
And thus, we may ask: "Is May 28 un·
known to the public at large because its
ideals were of meagre mien, bearing but
selfish content"?
History tells us .that the ideals of May 28.
~ere the very same tha}; inspired those who
stormed th~ Bastille or those who died at
Bunker H111.
But then perhaps May 28 remains un·
worthy. of notice because even _though its
ideal13 were lofty, yet they failed to bring
forth that total sacrifice which alone will
command the respect and admiration of
the .world.
Here- again the facts categorically deny_
any such assumption. For by the end of the
First World War, ·the Armenians had paid
with the incredible sacrifice of fully one·
third their total population, as a price for
freedom and Uberty. ·
But there may yet linger some doubt in
oHr minds, since we might f~el that May 28,
though of lofty ideals and achieved through
great sacrifice, was the transitory triumph
of a people new to the political arena with
no iong and steadfast record: proving a deep·
rooted and consistent love for freedom.
'£his last supposition is the easiest to re·
:tute, for the effort of the Armenians to at.
tain and retain liberty, dates to the very
dawn of history. From the days of the bib·
Heal Noah and the Hittites, through the ages,
down to this our day, the Armenians have
been on the scene, unwavering in their

THE INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF MAY

readiness to die for their faith in freedom,
their faith in man, their faith in God.
But if these afore-cited assumptions are
groundless and do not carry historical truth,
why then is May 28 in the deep shadow of
things forgotten as though unworthy of
serious heed?
No doubt, the answer is obvious. It is be·
cause Armenia is a small country and the
Armenians a small people.
Well-informed and learned men of music,
poetry, and architecture know that this
"smallness" is not measured in terms of
"quality," but in those of "quantity."
The Armenians are not "small" because
their treasurehouse of intellectual and spirt.
tual creations is void or only partly full.
On the contrary, that treasurehouse, de·
spite the holocaust of never-ending in·
vasions and persecutions, is rich and full
with gems of rare beauty.
No, the Armenians are indeed "small"
because their number has never grown be·
yond 6,000,000 and because they have never
cared for mighty armies that would go out
in covetous conquest, seeking to appropriate
the wealth and property of others.
The Armenians are truly "small" because
upon the altar raised to truth and freedom
and justice they have shed blood profuselyalways their own blood, never that of others.
And that has been and has remained the
measure of their "smallness."
It is our tragic fate that today, when
the eternal pilgrim man, striving toward
light, perceives dark clouds gathered at his
horizon, those cloud3 are nowhere darker
than over a vast land of which Armenia is
a part.
THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Across this immense expanse there spreads
a uniform sable darkness. For the sun that
set on that last fateful day of October 1917
refused to rise again, whilst the stars and
the moon have hidden their faces.
For nowhere and at no time in history
has there been such a perfidious betrayal
against the spirit of man.
Nowhere and at no time have deceit,
treachery, and crime spread, unchecked and
unrestrained, stifling all things decent, good,
and noble.
Nowhere and at no time have the ideals of
~an been mocked with such false and cyn·
leal dogmatism.
Three decades have gone by, whilst man·
kind h!'LS been li&tening .to a deafening up·
roar about the infallible teachings of Marx •.
about the overwhelming logic of dialectical·
materialism, about the practical doctrines
Lenin bequeathed.
But why this" labyrinth of tenet within
tenet, of maxim within maxim, of dogma .
within dogma? Why this hair-splitting.
complexity when it fails to answer everi the
simplest, the most ~lementary needs of life? :
The needs of faith, of friendship and loyalty,
of freedom and . security, of love and the ·
right to unhampered creation;
· The Communist rulers came to power tn ·
the name of equality, and today there ismore "equality" between a mountain and
a molehill, than there ·is between the arro. :
gant ·o verlords of th.e Kremlin and. their
comrade citiz·e ns in J;)ondage.
· The· Communist rulers spoke of freedom,
but there will be found more freedom at the
bottom of a well, where a man may die or
drown in peace, than in the Soviet Union
where not only life, but even the choice of
death has been taken away from man.
The Communist rulers made promise of
justice, but there was more justice when the
hordes of Genghis Khan ravaged Central
Asia, than will be met today over an area
that stretches from the Katyn Forest to the
frozen wilderness of Siberia's concentration
camps.

And so today, over the length and breadth
of the Soviet Union and in that land which
is Armenia, men are hunted down for the
faith that is in their hearts, are tried be·
cause of the love they bear for their native
soil, are executed because they refuse to
bow to the godlessness of Communist ty·
rants.
The miracle is that these millions are and
will remain unconquered.
And the eyes of these millions are ever
glued to the horizon, while they try to
pierce the darkness and catch a glimpse
of the light beyond.
They know there is a free world.
And in that free world no name holds
greater promise or more profound magic
than that of America.
For never before has there been held out
from any shore a torch whose glow should
have been purer, brighter, more penetrat·
ing.
·
America.
The focal point of all hopes, all dreams,
all prayers . The land of faith-the great
faith of that man, the eternal pilgrim of
the age.,;, will not, shall not be vanquished.
It is current p:r;actice to try and explain
the magic and the might of America.
Some say she is strong because of her
great development in industry. Others point
to her. ships, her planes, her guns. So many
think they have the solution in three redic·
ulcus words: "the atom bomb."
How shallow and trivial men can be.
There is but one factor that can and
does explain the might' and magic of Amer·
lea. All others are its derivatives.
It is Am'e iica's deep-rooted and ever-present concern for moral rectitude.
In all matters-be they social, economic
or political.
.
This and this alone is the hope of ultimate
sa~vation in an era fraught with the deepest
misgivings and with almost infinite uncer·
tainty.
This-the moral rectitude of America is
the one stable, steadfast rock upon which
the hopes of all peoples ma:r rest secure.
A great and true son of America, Grover
Cleveland, once said:
"Our ·pec~le when their sympathies are
touched, when their humane instincts are
challenged, and when their hatred of op·
pression is aroused, are not afraid to ·s peak·
and in such circumstances it is not the~
habit to smother or cautiously soften their
words."
· ·
No, the people of America are not afraid
to speak and their words are never smothered
or cautiously softened. They are clear and
hard and direct.
For the people of America know that the
day must come when freedom will triumph
over bondage, when justice will defeat in·
justice, when darkness will be p-ierce·d by
light.
.
· When ·that day comes, as come it will, the
moral code of the American people will elimi·
nate the· foul standards that judged merit
]?Y size, worth by numbers, value by strength
Qf arms.
·
. When darkness is pierced and true eqJ.lality.
established · the freed and freedom-loving
peoples of the world will come up one by
one and stand before a great international
court that will mete out real justice.
· And from the ranks of those still waiting;
there will also move forward, in all humility
~nd solemnity, an ancien~ land of invincible
faith-Armenia.
On her frail body there will be the scars
of her innumerable wounds, and her face
will be l~ned with the deep sorrow of her
lost sons.
Yet she will be upright of stature and will
take her own modest place in the great con·
cord, for which all of mankind is today
striving-the true and lasting international
brotherhood of man.
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I am glad to join with you today, 3 days
late, in celebrating the thirty-fourth a?-niversary of the independence of Armerua.
All over America and indeed over the free
world, those of Armenian descent are gathering to observe this day, a day when ancient
Armenia proclaimed her freedom and independence as a nation after 543 years of
alien domination.
On May 28, 34 years ago, the first and most
democratic parliamentary government in the
east was create.d, with its president, minister, and parliament.
All of us can be proud of the role President
Wilson played as forthright champion of
Armeni[..n independence, in the brief but
glorious months of independence.
I join wholeheartedly with all Americans
of Armenian descent in observing the thirtyfourth anniversary of the proclamation of
independence.
I wonder if any people in the world's history can compare with the Armenians in
their struggle for independence. Has any
people ever fought so long, so steadily,
against such overwhelming odds?
Armenia's history as a nation dates-or
what we now regard as a nation-extends
a full 2,000 years before Christ. The Encyclopaedia Britannica says:
"The earliest history of Armenia has to be
gleaned chiefly from Assyro-Babylonian records. It may be said to have existed in a
continuous struggle for independence.
• •
This struggle has been preserved
in the historical memory of the Armenians
themselves."
Armenia, one of the first--if not the first
nation to adopt Christianity as a national
religion, today lies prostrate under the heel
of its Soviet conquerors. She is crushed
physically. She cannot be crushed spiritually. Armenia's history shows that she can
never be subjugated permanently and not
even the horrible massacres of 1895 and
1896-in which 86,000 Armenians lost their
lives-nor the massacres of 1915 could crush
that spirit. They only forged the spirit of
independence to a harder st.eel.
May this observance of · Armenian In-d ependence Day serve as a message of hope not
only to the Armenians behind t:pe iron curtain, but to all enslaved peoples that the
day of their deliverance from Soviet tyranny must surely come.
Tragically, there is today little hope that
Armenia under the Soviet yoke can send
emigrants to America. But we hope the
day will come when- Armenia can join with
the other free nations of the world in the
interfiow of peoples. Thus, all or you here
today must have some interest in this whole
subject of immigration.
With all my strength I fought the McCarran bill which was passed a week ago
last Thursday. I stood on the floor of the
Senate for 3 hours to expose the manifold
weaknesses of that bill. It is a most flagrantly inexcusable bill.- I have seeD: the
President. I shall see him again this week.
I · think he wlll veto the bill. I predict he will. You may be sure the conferees of
the two Houses, when they nieet together,
wm soften the McCarran blll just enough to
try to win over the ·few votes which may be
needed to override ·the President's ·veto. I
predict we shall sustain his veto, but the
danger is grave. · This past week, on the two
votes on the b111, we only mustered 28 and
27 Senators.
This bill, the McCarran bill, introduces
302 pages of highly controversial, inhumane,
and administratively unworkable legislation
into our statute books. Hundreds of proposed changes in otir laws are hidden--deep- .
Iy-in the p ages of this lengthy bill. Most

of these changes are neither necessary nor .
desirable. They turn our immigration officials into bureaucrats on the totalitarian
model. They turn our immigration laws,
already ·confused, into a veritable maelstrom
of confusion. They erect an iron curtain
around our own United States-an iron curtain of arbitrary standards which will mark
us for the rest of the world as a Nation
which declines to practice the principles
which we preach.
You who are here today know, as well as
I, that the United states was founded and
developed in the realization of a revolutionary dream-and not merely to achieve physical security and economic independence.
What our American founding fathers
sought was a security of the spirit that comes
with the liberties we cherish. They sought
also a peace of mind that springs from the
sense of justice and decency.
The sentence I most liked in Britannica's
history of Armenia is this: "There bad never
been any race feeling or hatred."
We Americans put no .'aith in a master
race. We scoff at supermen and at party
elite--whatever their trappings or their
propaganda. We Americans are the inheritors of the American dream. Ours bas been
a land in which men and women of all 1 aces,
-all creeds and national origins, ·could live
and work together. Ours is a land where all
could seek a place of dignity, where each
could try to make a contribution of importance, where all may strive for fundamental civil rights, where each can seek to
develop through his own voluntary effort
the best that is in him. Americans by birthAmericans by choice--we are Americans all.
It is these goals and these ideals, rather
than our vaunted industrial efficiency or our
znuch envied standard of living, which entitle us to our preeminent world position
as a lesson to the oppressor and an example
to the oppressed. It is these goals and these
ideals which make our American way of life
the great dynamic factor in today's world
struggle. These ideals of ours give the lie
to Communist propagandists who appropriate 'to the·m selves the labels of revolution
and brotherhood, which are rightfully ours,
aild who then corrupt them to enslave all
who come within their reach.
Our goals and ideals have their roots ln
the Old and :1\~ew Testaments. They are
beautifully expressed in the prayer for social justice in the Book of Common Prayer,
which involtes God's grace upon our efforts
fearlessly to contend against evil and to make
no· peace with oppression; and that we may
reverently use our freedom, help .us to employ it in the maintenance of justice among
men and nations.
In America's century and a half of national
existence prior to World War II, it is said
that more people who left their homelands
caine to us than to any other country. As
recently as 1940, one American resident in
every four was foreign born or the child of
a foreign born parent. I would guess that a
majority of those "Americans by choice" in
the last half century originated from the
very
lands
where dictatorships
now
tyrannize.
_
Yes, America knows full well the contribution of these exemplary citizens of oursin time of peace-and their sacrifices in time
of war.
Many years ago Justice Brandeis said with
prophetic visions, "No peace which is lasting
can ever come until the nations, great and
small, accept the democratic principle that
there ls -and shall be no super nation, - to
rise through subjection of o~bers, and the
truth that each people bas in it something
of peculiar value which it can contribute
to the civilization for which we are all
striving."
··
That great pronounce:nent holds good to
this day. It will !1old good a hundred years

from now. It will continue tQ be a permanent challenge to our efforts and to the efforts
of our sons and daughters and to their
descendants. It is a goal for our striving.
It is more than that. It is a goal even for
our surviving.

A Fight Against Power
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WAYNE MORSE
OF OREGON

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, June 12, _1952

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "A Fight Against Power," published in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch of
May 3, 1952. In my judgment, the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch is one of the greatest newspapers of this country and always places human values and the welfare of the people of the country above
the selfish interests of greedy groups.
There being no objection, the editorial was ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
A FIGHT AGAINST PoWER
The Idaho Power Co.'s fight with the Bureau of Reclamation for control of the electric-power resources of the Snake River is
being portrayed in procompany propaganda
as a fight between private enterprise and
socialism. Actually it is a struggle to determine whether a minimum or a maximum
of power shall be developed for a powerhungry region.
There is a severe shortage of electric power
in the Pacific Northwest, has been for several years, and will be at least through next
year despite all the new production that
can be brought in. The severity of the shortage has been attested by the Defense Electric
Power Administration and by Dr. PaUl Raver,
Bonneville Power · Administrator. It is a
retarding factor on the normal growth of
the region and seriously jeopardizes the Nation's defense program, particularly in the
production of aluminum.
In the face of these needs, the Idaho
Power Co. wants to make a minimum development for power on the Snake. It proposes
to build five low dains which would, altogether, possess a capacity of 487,000 kilowatts.
The Bureau of Reclamation and its Bonneville Power · Administration, which administers (among others) the power plants at
Bonneville and Grand Coulee Dams on the
Columbia River, want to build a high dam
on that same part of the Snake. The high
dam would have an installed capacity of
688,000 kilowatts, some 40 perce~t more than
the Idaho Power Co. would install at its proposed five dains. But thts 40 percent is only
part of the story.
Idaho Power's five low dams would function by themselves. The Reclamation Bureau's _one high dam would function as part
of a system, regulating the flow of the Snake
River at two other dams of the Bonneville
Power Administration farther downstream, .
and at six other dams to be built by the
Government on the Snake or the Columbia
River, into which the Snake flows.
This regulation would increase the power
capacity of these eight dams by 742,000 kilowatts-an increment earned for working
together instead of separately. This earned
increment would amount to half as much
again as the Idaho Power Co. proposes to
install at its projected five low dains.
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tain our supremacy and superiority over the
Soviet Union.
As a member of the Armed Services Committee of the Senate, I tell you it is my sober
judgment that the security of our Nation, if
we are to keep ahead of Russia in the great
contest between freedom and enslavement,
depends upon the maximum development of
kilowatt-hours anywhere and everywhere in
America.
I intend to continue my pledge to the consumers of America that my vote will always
be counted on the side of any sound economic
program that seeks to develop more kilowatt
energy for American security.
That is why I stand shoulder to shoulder
with the great Aiken of Vermont in the
development of the St. Lawrence waterway,
because the St. Lawrence waterway is needed
for America's security, as well as for the development of American private enterprises.
As each one of these projects becomes
developed by the Government and private
enterprise moves into the economic environment of any given project, you will
then find the true private enterprisernot the monopolist, but the run-of-themill business men of America, thanking us
for having the vision to see one of the
primary objectives of a free government
such as ours. Tha.t objective is to do for
the people what needs to be done and
what they themselves cannot do, or do so
well, for themselves.
If we only keep faith with that basic principle of political philosophy, we will have
Elecbic Power and National Security
the answer to this smear campaign against
those of us who urge development by the
Government of these great multiple-purpose
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
dams.
OF
. We will have the answer to the charge that
we are advocating a socialistic program for
America.
OF OREGON
To the contrary, we are advocating the
development of the people's resources by the
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
people's Government so that free enterprise
Thursday, June 12, 1952
can enjoy the great economic potential that
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask comes from the development of tho&e elecprojects.
unanimous consent to have printed in tric-energy
We have not scratched the surface of the
the Appendix of the RECORD an article possibilities
of the capitalistic economy of
entitled "Electric Power and National this country. But the capitalistic economy
Security," published in the St. Louis to be successful is going to have to have the
Post-Dispatch of June 7, 1952.
electric energy that makes it possible for
There being no objection, the article · small business to expand into large business
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD~ and create the new jobs that are going to
be needed if we are to keep up with the
as follows:
great population trends, not only in our own
ELECTRIC POWER AND NATIONAL SECURITY
country but in the world.
(By Senator WAYNE MORSE)
Development of the electric power resources of this country happens to be vital if
The private-utility lobby is publishing
America is to remain secure and at the end
large advertisements against the bill I inOf the century find most of the people of the
troduced in the Senate some weeks ago for
world on the freedom side of life rather than
development of the Hell's Canyon project
pitted against us on the enslavement side
because that bill seeks to prevent the deof life.
velopment of a monopolistic control of the
The solution of that problem is at the balSnake River by the Idaho Power & Light Co.
lot boxes of America.
They would prefer to have a private monopoly build a series of low-head dams that
would not begin to develop the maximum
power resourCJlS of that great river network,
we will limit the security possibilities of our
Testimony From Greece
Nation in the great atomic era into which we
are going.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Where do you suppose we would have been
OF
in World War II if we had not had the TV A,
Grand Coulee and Bonneville for the development of atomic energy and the production
OF NEW JERSEY
of aluminum, upon which control of the air
ultimately rests?
IN THE HOUSE ~F REPRESENTATIVES
We must somehow get across to the AmeriThursday, June 12, 1952
can consumers the basic fact that these great
multiple-purpose dams so sorely needed for
Mr. HOWELL. Mr. Speaker, the folthe development of our maximum security
lowing editorial from the Trenton Times
potential will not be built by any combinaof June 11, 1952, comments upon the
tion of private utilities.
observations made by Archbishop MiOnly through the building of these great
chael, leader of the Greek Orthodox
multiple-purpose dams are we going to have
Church in North and South America at
in the decades ahead that electric power
energy we are going to need in order to mainthe twenty-first annual convention of

So the total contribution of the one high
dam which Reclamation proposes to build,
plus its enhancement of other power plants
downstream, would be 1,430,000 kilowatts, or
almost a million kilowatts more than Idaho
Power would contribute. Some notion of the
immensity of the power resource that is at
stake here may be gained by a comparison.
The world's largest generating plant, at .
Grand Coulee Dam, has an installed capacity of 1,600,000 kilowatts.
The Snake River controversy is part of a
Nation-wide effort on the part of a number
of privately owned utilities to destroy the
unity of Government power systems by picking some key project right in the middle
and trying to take it over. President Truman denounced the Snake River tactics recently as a "grab." Similar tactics are being
used by the Virginia Electric & Power Co.
on the Roanoke River in Virginia and North
Carolina, and by the Pacific Gas & Electric
Cb. in the Central Valley of California-in
both instances, unfortunately, with the
blessing of a confused Federal Power Commission.
In none of these instances is the issue a
simple one of private versus public power.
All are issues of minimum versus maximum
use of the resource of water power, with
the privately owned utilities invariably on
the side of the minimum.

the Fifth District Order of Ahepa held
in Trenton.
Greece, says the archbishop, was
saved from chaos by American assistance
following World War II. He further
states that all of free Europe would be
behind the iron curtain were it not for
our program of aid. It is heartening to
hear a man with the first-hand knowledge of Archbishop Michael bearing testimony to the effectiveness of the measures the United States has undertaken
to restore stability in Europe. The editorial follows:
TESTIMONY FROM GREECE
Archbishop Michael, spiritual leader of the
Greek Orthodox Church in North and South
America, gave the people of Trenton, during
his recent visit here, a first-hand report on
the efficacy of at least one of our foreign
policies.
It was the economic and military aid of
the United States that saved Greece, he declares. All of Europe was saved, thanks to
American assistance, he adds.
"Without your help after World War IT,"
the archbishop says, "Greece and all of free
Europe would be complete chaos. Without
it, all of Europe would be behind the iron
c1,1rtain."
For partisan reasons, criticism of foreign
policy will continue and will be intensified
a~ the presidential campaign progresses.
Unquestionably, there is some basis for
criticism; but, on the whole, it was inspired
and courageous. And it saved Europe from
the Reds.

HON. WAYNE MORSE

HON. CHARLES R. HOWELL

Tax Deductions for Members of Congress
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD L. SITTLER, JR.
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. SITTLER~ Mr. Speaker, the editor of the Democrat Messenger, of
Waynesburg, Pa., has, it seems to me,
. done some rather straight thinking on
a recent House action which, in my opinion, is worth calling to the attention of
the other Members. I present it here
for their consideration, not as a criticism, but to bring to their attention some
ideas that probably had not occurred to
all of them:
THINK TWICE, SENATORS, BEFORE PASSING
HOUSE SNEAK TAX PLAN
Reports from the Senate indicate the new
House-approved proposal to give Members of
Congress special tax exemptions may get a
couple of sidelong glances before passage.
That's more than the thing got in the House.
It may well be true that Members' salaries
have not kept pace with rising living costs.
It may also be true that they have a problem
in trying to maintain two residences, one in
Washington and one back home.
If these things are so, why be afraid to
discuss it? Why not draft legislation to increase salaries, or to renew and possibly expand the $2,500 expense allowance due to
expire next year?
Instead of sailing into the problem openly,
the House executed a sneak attack. A plan
was drafted that would allow Members to
deduct for tax purposes all their Washington living costs, including rent, plus travel
charges to and from their home States.
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But this measure never was submitted
to a formal House committee for study, or
to any other group. Thus, no witnesses
spoke for or against it. Nor was there ever
a moment's debate on the House floor.
The proposal was tacked on as an amend•
ment to another bill. This was done by a
quick voice vote, with no Members being formally recorded as to their stand. Anyone
who has ever watched the House amend or
pass bills in this fashion knows it can be
accomplished so fast that few in the Chamber are aware of the action except those
engineering it.
It's pretty clear why the House resorted
to legislative sleight of hand. The Members
undoubtedly feel they might be embarrassed
to discuss increasing salaries and expense
accounts in an election year when they're
busy hollering economy.
The distinguished gentlemen of the House
could hardly have been more foolish, since
they ought to have realized that a tactic
like that, once discovered, usually backfires
loudly.
These are the men, remember, who constantly chide the Government for being too
secretive, for not tell1ng the American public what it is doing.
And here they are snapping through a
bill that would, in the judgment of some
tax experts, permit them virtually to charge
off their Government salary by making it tax
free.
A great many Members of Congress live
10 months a year in Washington, and some
have had a lifetime of service there. There
might be more sense in giving them an allowance or pay boost to defray some of their
costs back home, since these probably would
be far smaller in most cases. Strictly speaking, it is this residence and not the Washington home that is the extra establishment.
The current proposal, as a matter of fact,
includes a rental allotment for hometown
office space. Yet it is difficult to argue that
this should be granted in addition to tax
exemptions for all Washington expenses.
The Senators who now have this problem
1n their laps ought to think hard before
making themselves party to the House's deception. 'Where money matters are concerned, voters often have long memories.

tion. Evezy candidate should make his
position known. I am opposed to any
program leading us down the road to
socialism and communism; I oppose the
present administration's policy of placing under Federal bureaus powers which
rightfully belong to the people back
home. I oppose socialized medicine, unnecessary Fede:r;al expenditures, and will
continue to strenuously oppose graft and
corruption.
We are faced with the greatest battle
of all time to preserve our form of government, to restore real stability in our
domestic and our foreign affairs, and to
win the war and make a lasting peace.
This calls for outstanding leadership,
careful planning, and judicial administering of the law.
Be sure to vote Tuesday, November 4.

The High Cost of Low Living
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD L. SITTLER, JR.
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. SITTLER. Mr. Speaker, I submit
herewith, for insertion in the Appendix
of the RECORD, a sermon by Dr. John Paul
Pack, minister of the University Chris-·
tian Church of Seattle, Wash., which, it
seems to me, carries a message that a lot
of us can take to heart. While the event
that gave rise to the sermon occurred '
some months ago, reading and rereading the sermon on three different occasions persuades me that the fundamental principles expressed by Dr. Pack
are really timeless and worthy of the
consideration of every Member of this
House:
THE HIGH COST OF LOW LIVING

The Importance of the November Election
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. HARRY McGREGOR
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Speaker, November 4, 1952, election day, is a day of
decision. At this time we must prove
to the world that Americans value their
right to take part directly in the election
of Government officials and in the management and control of our Republic.
It is the duty of every qualified voter to
exercise · his franchise in this election.
The number of ballots cast will demonstrate to the world how much we value
that privilege and responsibility and will
convince the world the American form
of Government marches forward with
determination, vigor, and strength.
Everyone should carefully analyze the
candidates to determine whether or not
they believe in the philosophy of government that has made America a great na-

(By Dr. John Paul Pack)
I am indebted to my friend Dr. Stanley
MacNair for the subject of this sertnon, the
High Cost of Low .Living. It is a phrase I
heard him use. The object of the sermon is
to show that selfishness is far more expen- .
sive than we ordinarily suppose. Selfish living is what we mean by low living. All
manner of evil is rooted in ordinary selfishness. Dishonesty, impurity, hate, jealousy,
envy-these spring from our kind of selfishness. The root sin is a selfishness. The
trouble with the world is selfishness. Our
kind of selfishness. The trouble is not
merely that there are worse people in the
world than ourselves; the trouble is that
most people are not any better than we are.
We do not often enough consider this fact.
We think of low living in terms of certain
disreputable behavior and we overlook the
obvious fact that we ourselves can be thoroughly selfish and entirely respectable.
This fact was dramatized on the hill called
Calvary. In the center was crucified the
Master of life who lived above the level of
respectability. And crucified on His right
and on His left were men who had lived below
the level of respectability. They were criminals. But everybody else on that hlll were
perfectly respectable. "Were you there
when they crucified my Lord?" Of course
we were there and we are still there. Now
let me assure you that I do not like this
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kind' of talk any more than you do. But if
it is the truth we must face it because only
the truth can set us free. In my judgment,
our society today is in the predicament of a
man whose physical condition calls for radical surgery and without it he has very little
chance of survival.
Recall the story of the children of Israel
in the Book of Exodus. How human they
were to want to break away from the exacting leadership of Moses while he was off
communing with the Eternal on the moun.tainside. How human we are. And how
very naturally and easily, in this secular
world, we forget the demands of the Master
of life and go on our own selfish way.
Moses exploded in anger when he returned
and found to what a low level the life of the
people had fallen and his anger did not
abate when .A aron said to him in substance,
"Now, Moses, don't be mad at us. You know
how unstable these people are." And he did
know that, but he also knew that by letting
these people off Aaron had let them down.
There has always been two kinds of leaders
in the church, those typified by Moses and
those typified by Aaron, the prophets and the
priests, and God knows we need them both.
But in my judgment, a part of the tragedy
of man's predicament is that too many have
been like Aaron. We have let the people
off and so we have let them down.
Now let me give you a concrete instance
of what I mean by low living. Here is a
story that appeared on the front page of
last SUnday morning's Times. The headlines read, "Chinese loses gamble on democracy. Whites vote against him as a neighbor." "A former Chinese Nationalist intelligence officer today gambled on American
democracy-and lost."
Residents of the all-white Southwood residential district voted 174 to 28 to express
their objections against Sing Sheng, 25, his
American-born wife, and their small son becoming their neighbors.
Sing, who h~mself suggested the unofficial
ballot, said before the balloting that he
~auld abide by the result-despite the fact
he already had made a $2,950 down payment
on a Southwood home and there is no legal
bar against his moving in to the district.
The United States Supreme Court last
year ruled that racial restrictive covenants
on real estate cannot be enforced.
Jack Denison, who sold Sing the house,
said he would refund the money.
.
Just before the votes were counted, before
some 100 assembled homeowners, Sing asked
to be allowed to speak and declared:
"If the balloting is against me, it will prove
we are fighting in vain in Korea."
Afterward, as his pretty wife shed a tear,
he said: "We'll have to sell the furniture
we bought and go somewhere else to live. I
hope the people are happy now and will live
secure in the knowledge their property values
will continue to rise."
None of the assembled home owners would
be quoted on why he voted against Sing.
Many even refused to tell reporters their
names.
But their remarks indicated they feared
property values would fall if Sing moved
in. One man was overheard to remark that
he understood dozens of orientals planned
to move to Southwood if Sing were accepted.
Fourteen voters marked their ballots "no
opinion." Six ballots were voided because
the· outer envelopes in which they were
returned did not carry the required homeowner identifications. Thirty-one Of the two
hundred and fifty-three declared eligible to
vote did not return ballots.
After Sing, a graduate of Earlham College,
Richmond, Ind., made the down payment,
he said, he started receiving protests from
neighbors who said his living there would
lower property values.
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"At first," Sing recalled, "they tried to use
a little bit of threat. It was suggested little
children might throw rocks and dump garbage on the house if I bought it. I was not
born in America and didn't understand."
But Sing said he met with Southwood
home owners, discussed the matter and proposed a vote, "because I was sure everybody
really believed in democracy."
The Southwood tract, bordered by the
fashionable California Golf Club, formerly
was covered by an all-white covenant writ;.
ten into land deed.
An omcer in the Chinese Army, Sing came
to the United States in 1947 to study for
diplomatic service. But when the Communists took over his homeland, he stayed on
to become an airline mechanic.
Sing and his family now live in an apartment in San Francisco's crowded Chinatown.
It was a very appropriate story to be on
the front page of the paper on brotherhood
sunday. This is a good point, I think, for
us to remember the old saying that "People who live in glass houses shouldn't throw
stones " or even the words of the Master, "Let
him w'ho is without sin cast the first stone."
The vote was 174 to 28 against the Sings.
What was behind the vote? What were they
thinking about? Perhaps a prior question
should be "How did they feel?" because certainly emotions play a great part in this kind
of thing.
I must confess that I was a grown man
before I got over the feeling that there is
something sinister about all Orientals and
I have no idea where I got this feeling except that I breathed it in from the atmosphere in which I was reared. All of us are
filled with prejudice. I know now that people are people regardless of their race, color,
or creed. Fundamentally we are all alike,
the Chinese heart beats just like ours. To
paraphrase the words of Shakespeare's Shylock. Sing might have said, "I am a Chinese.
Has not a Chinese eyes? Has not a Chinese
hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affection,
passion?" Of course, his blood is just like
our blood. Indeed Sing's blood could be used
to save any one of us. God has made of one
blood all nations of men. God is our Father.
The first words of acceptable prayer is "Our"
and the word "Our" includes the last man
upon earth.
It's possible that some of the 174 felt
about the Chinese as Jonah did about the
Ninevites. Jonah held that the only good
Ninevite was a dead Ninevite and when the
Lord told him to go there and preach repentance he traveled in the opposite direction as fast and far as he could. It wasn't
long though until he ran into trouble and
he sank to the roots of the mountains before he got out of it, and changed his mind.
He changed his mind about going to Nineveh
but he did not change his mind about the
people who lived there. So he preached repentance and the people did repent and it
made him mad as fire. He went out to the
edge of the city and sat down. He could not
feel comfortable even with repentant Ninevites. One day as he sat there he was feeling sorry for a gourd that had wilted in the
sun. The Eternal said, "Jonah, you feel sorry
for this gourd. Should I not feel sorry for
the 120,000 babies who know not the right
hand from the left? Babies, Jonah, babies,
who did not ask to be born and yet in whose
hands the future is held?" The Sings have
a little boy. A good assignment for all of
us would be to write them a letter suggesting how they ought to explain the situation
to that little boy.
No:w all this comes under the head of emotion but there was not anything emotional
about the way in which these people explained the reason for their vote. It was all
very simple. If a Chinese family moved into

the neighborhood, property values would
diminish overnight. Some of these people
had spent a lifetime saving enough money
to have a nice home and they would say to
me at this very minute, "You can call us
selfish or anything else you want to-we
voted to save the value of our homes and we
would do the same again." And in answer
I would say, that even on the basis of selfishness, the 28 people made a wiser decision.
And this is why I think sa. I am convinced
that our future security depends on winning
the war against communism. And I am also
convinced that we cannot win it by arms, by
military might alone. The battle must be
won in the hearts and minds of people. And
the Communists are winning in that realm
today simply by putting the spotlight on this
kind of undemocratic behavior in the United
States of America. If we caught any of these
174 residents in the Southwood District in
San Francisco smuggling arms to the Communists we would protect ourselves by
putting them in jail and we might even
execute them for treason. And yet they furnish the Communists with weapons more effective than the atomic bomb and we shrug
our shoulders and go about our business as
though nothing had happened. This is the
sort of thing which causes the Communists
to split their sides laughing at us. Here,
they say, not only to the Chinese, but to
the 1,700,000,000 hungry and ignorant and
wretched masses of people all over the world,
"Here is anot_h er example of what I have been
telling you all along. The western white man
lives for himself. He preaches democracy
but doesn't practice what he preaches. This
is the way they have always acted, they have
pushed you around and held you down and
treated you like the scum of the earth. No
matter how cultured and educated you become you cannot expect to become more than
a second- or third-rate citizen in their presence." They tell the Chinese about the
opium war, how in 1839 when China was
making an honest attempt to stamp out the
opium traffic Britain declared war upon her
because she had seized opium from British
ships and by military force compelled her to
cede Hong Kong to Britain as well as pay a
large indemnity and open up five ports to
foreign trade.
This is the sort m thing behind the pent
up bitterness and hatred out in the Middle
East. Our great industries out there have
reserved the top positions for our people,
even when the natives were available and
had the talent. They have had one wage
scale for the natives and another for our
own people. The natives hate us for that.
All the rioting and irrational behavior : :1
the Near East is not directed by logic but
by deep and pent-up emotions. We are not
dealing with machines out there. We are
dealing with men's wills and emotions. The
problems of the world are not mathematical
and they are not going to be solved by addition and by subtraction. At bottom, the
problem of the world is religious. It's :·eligious; it's matter of faith; it's a matter of
what men love and hate and want in this
world. The Communists are not going to
declare war, I think, any time soon. They
could if they wanted to. They have more
divisions in the field right now than we r~an
to have by 1954. They spent more money
on armament last year than they did in
1940. But I don't believe they will start a
hot war. Why should they? They are
winning without it. They took over China
without declaring war. It was as easy -.s
shooting fish in a rain barrel. Why should
they start a war? They are winning, don't
make any mistake about that. In the minds
of people they are winning. We ought to
face that fact. A returned Chinese missionary showed some pictures last Sunday, pic•

tures of fine Chinese young people who · vere
members of his church and before he left
China some of them had already become
Communists and now a great many more of
them are Communists.
Here is a remarka:Jle letter from a 21-yearold Chinese brought up in a Christian mission which was received by Dr. Elton Trueblood. He said, "I am no longer the former
man you knew. Apart from my body which
is the same, my whole mind and thought
have changed. I have become a new man
in a classless revolution pioneer corps, a
loyal believer of Marx-Leninism. I shall
never live for myself alone but for the masses.
What satisfies my aspirations no:w is the
progress of a happy socialism in a Communist state. In this new teaching I ha- ,
found unimagined blessings and happiness.
I am very sorry that I must inform you that I
no longer believe in God or worship Him. I
can no longer address you a3 a religious
brother but I send you my revolution~~·y
love."
As I see it, these 174 people have strengthened the hands of communism. The Communists could start a hot war tomorrow and
if they did I am sure there is not a parent
in the 174 who wouldn't gladly give up
his home to keep his boy from going to that
war and he would certainly give it if he
could keep his boy from being killed in a
war. But if and when this war comes such
thinking will be in vain. The boys will go
to war and some of them will be killed and
some may bring bombs to rain upon those
174 homes. If the real issue is property
values I say to you that the Christians of
America should divert some of their foreign
missionary money to pay these people in San
Francisco the amount that they would lose
if they 'Y"elcomed the Sings. We should beg
them to welcome them in the name of Christ.
Or to be purely selfish, why not say to Congress that they should appropriate the
money out of the tax dollar, taking it from
military appropriation. I think it would
be a good investment. The whole bill would
be less than building and equipping and
manning and loading one or two big bombers with atom bombs and such an investment would certainly do more to prevent
war than one or two more big bombers. ·
Dr. Arthur Compton spoke here last week
and he said that in developing atomic chain
reaction we had to get rid of the poison
atoms; they were the ones that took and
did not give. He made a wonderful analogy. He said we must have a human chain
· reaction, people who are bound together by
love and have gotten rid of the poison of
hate and fear and prejudice. Well that is
what we need in the world and he believed
that we could do that.
I was facinated recently by the way the
Board of Trade functioned in Chicago. The
traders buy and sell with hand signals accompanied by shouts which keeps every
transaction on the record. They are so efficient that a man owning wheat in Spokane
at 10:59 a. m. decides to sell 50,000 bushels.
He will call up his broker and have his
broker advise Chicago to have the order
executed in the wheat pit and receive a confirmation of the sale by 11 a. m. Just 60
seconds for a transaction involving 12 steps
in all and covering nearly 4,000 miles. Meanwhile news of the sale has been recorded in
every major city in the world. That takes
less than 10 seconds. Now when we really
want a decent world and we seek to understand and to apply the laws of the moral
universe to achieve that end with the same
eagerness and determination and persistence as we use the laws of the physical
universe to sell wheat it will not make sense
for a preacher to be talking about the high
cost of low living.
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Dr. John R. Steelman, the Man Closest ·must be derived from profits on produc .. dispute between the rail unions and the
tion, and that any imperious balance carriers which r·e sulted in governmental
to the Chief Executive of the United would
be altogether destructive of com- seizure of the railroads, it was John
States, in an Article Entitled "So You petition· and all benefits derived there- Steelman who, after more than 600 hours
spent in direct negotiations, settled the
Want_To Be President," Tells What It from.
He is not that type of economist that disputes and caused the return of the
Takes To Do "the Toughest Job in All is solely content with bringing the rep- railroads to private industry.
We all remember the circumstances
resentatives of management and labor
the World"
together to effect a settlement for the under which, in addition to his regular
benefit of merely resolving wage and duties, Dr. Steelman was made Director
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
other disputes without regard to the in- of the Office of War Mobilization and
OF
terest of the consuming public in that Reconversion, Director of Economic StaHON. J. PE~CY PRIEST
bilization, Chairman of the President's
problem. With a tremendous knowledge of and Scientific Research Board, Chairman of
OF TENNESSEE
background in both sociology and the the President's Commission on Higher
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
humanities Dr. Steelman is a labor Education, Liaison Officer for the InterThursday, June 12, 1952
departmental Committee on Scientific
economist who comprehends every fiMr. PRIEST. 'Mr. Speaker, I do not nancial, industriaL fiscal as well as hu· Research and Development, Chairman of
believe a single Member of this House man right that enters into disputes be- the National Security Resources Board,
and, only 60 days ago, upon the resignawill dispute my statement-that no man tween labor and management.
in the executive department of GovernJohn Steelman believes that the inven- tion of Charles E. Wilson of General
ment could have brought more direct tive genius of man should not alone cre- Electric fame, was assigned the directoraction, energy, acumen, and wisdom, to ate mor~ production and profits for man- ship of the Office of Defense Mobilizathe fulfillment of the complex tasks as- agement; but better working conditions tion, one of the most important posts in
signed him than Dr. John R. Steelman, and a more abundant life for all pro- Government today.
Mr. Speaker, it seems that hardly a
the Assistant to the President of the ducers and consumers.
United. States.
He is expert in the ascertainment of fortnight passes but that a new name is
His personal attention to duty and the the profit that should prudently be al- presented as .f . likely candidate for the
drive which he has given to his work for lowed private investors in order to in- Pr·esidency of the United States. Bemany years seemingly has in no manner sure continued industri-al production cause of this fact, it seems to me that Dr.
affected his great physical strength. How that has long distinguished the growth Steelman's article, So You Want To Be
well I recall the days when the vast and of this Nation. Equally he knows the President, is appropriate and timely to
overwhelming series of sit-down strikes, dietary, the medical, the surgical, the the people of the United States, regardlock-outs, and work stoppages · were al- ethical, and the cultural needs of the less of party.
This brief, totally dispassionate exmost daily occurring in thousands of various groups of producei"<s that must
manufacturing plants and other indus- be available to all if Americans are to pose of the life of our Chief Executive,
tries concerned with the production of continue to live a happier and more en- of such tremendous and timely interest,
defense materials.
lightened existence in the American way reads as follows:
The year of Pearl Harbor found this of life.
So You WANT To BE PRESIDENT
country facing the greatest peak of labor
More perhaps than any person in the (By John R. Steelman, Ph. D., LL. D., the
unrest that had ever engulfed this Na- United States, Dr. Steelman realizes
Assistant to the President of the United
States)
tion. While the whole Congress and the the tremendous problems which con..
American people everywhere .were both fronted the President not alone in suc(EDITOR's NOTE.-The author of thts article
concerned and actually alarmed with the cessfully concluding World War II but 1s the only person ever to hold the title:
problem of how best to solve impaired · in redressing the entire civilized world "The Assistant to the l'resident of the United.
defense production, silently and effec- to the tremendous problems, domestic States." After occupying this top position
the past 6 years, Mr. Steelman is eminenttively, John Steelman kept working at . as well as foreign, that came out of the for
ly qualified to tell readers about the world's
his desk from 10 to 24 hours a day, 7 aftermath of global warfare.
most important and. exacting job-the job
days a week, as Director of the United
Prior to our entry into Korea the free every American mother dreams her son might
States Conciliation Service. Probably nations of the world were poised await- one day hold.-E. V. H.)
no man in history has ever handled a ing some incident that would test the
Would you answer this ad?
more difficult task.
strength and determination of the
"Wanted: Man over 35 to work for 155,000,Few people in the United States know United Nations to resist aggression. 000 bosses; 105-hour minimum workweek;
that, during the 7 years he served The Communists in tlie Kremlin had 7-day week year around; 4-year contract.
his country in that capacity. he in- taken over and dropped the iron curtain Must be willing to sac.rifice all the freedoms
of private life. Must supervise one or two
duced the embattled protagonists in in front of more tban a dozen satellite million
employees. Must be wintng to make
more than 80,000 cases involving labor- nations in Eastern Europe.
decisions that affect the course of history
management shut-dowDS and other disThey then looked to the Far East with and untold millions of people. Must be will·
putes to settle their squabbles without a view to duplicating that achievement. 1ng to accept loneliness as constant comlay-offs or strikes.
It was generally recognized in all parlia- panion. Must be strong physically. Must
To call John Steelman a labor expert ments throughout the world that if the be gifted leader. Must like intense social
is, if ·anything, an understatement. military forces of communism were by life as job calls for constant receiving. Applicants are warned. that this job is often,
Leaders of both labor and industrial default permitted to cross the 38th par- literally,
a man-killer. Address: The People,
management have been calling him that allel that all of southeast Asia would United States
of America."
for many years. I recall that several fall easy prey if not to their propaThose few words in the above "ad" will, I
years ago I heard statements made on ganda then to their arms.
hope, give you a picture of the highest honor
the floor of this House to the eft'ect that
Already we know that the decision to and the hardest job America offers. If you
John Steelman, the Assistant to the enter Korea has checkmated the ambi- would be willing to answer that ad, then you
President of the United States, had tions of both the Russians and the Chi- really do want to be President, and more
been characterized by the important nese Communists to overrun their fel- power to you!
Let's examine two or three of the points in
head of some billion-dollar industry as lows in the Far East. Already the free that
ad, the line, "must be willing to sacrione of the most able men in all the world. and democratic peoples have builded a fice all the freedoms of private life," for
He is without question of doubt one military union of nations on the Con- example.
of the Nation's greatest labor economists. tinent of Europe in order to forestall
Recently the President, who like 50,000,000
He is not the type of economist, how- aggressive ambitions in that sector of other Americans, is a proud and devoted
ever, who, with a sharpened pencil, the world.
. parent, wanted to go to Pittsburgh to hear
When there is a tough ·Pederal job to his talented. daughter in a concert. Much
merely works to balance the productive
wages of one group of labor against those . be done it is often John R. Steelman as he wanted to go, he didn't, as he felt it
of another group. He knows that wages who is called upon to do it. In a recent "would cause a disturbance."
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For you see, the President, whoever he is,
is the Nation's No. 1 celebrity, and the man
and .the job are never divisible.
Now let's take up the matter of hours.
While most Americans enjoy a 40-hour
week, the President works an average of 15
to 16 hours a day, week in, week out, year
'roun d.
Where does the time go?
The President must direct his Cabinet and
the activities of the many departments, commissions . and agencies. This is time-consumin g. As chief architect of foreign policy
under the Constitution he must make farreaching decisions establishing our policy
in regard to other nations.
He is Commander-in-Chief of the Armed
Forces. He is called upon by the Constitution and by statute to keep the peace. Fire,
flood, drought--the very elements-are often
his direct concern.
As President he is the ceremonial head of
the Government. This in itself would be
a taxing full-t ime job for most men, with its
long list of public duties ranging from greeting and entertaining distinguished visitors,
conferring Government decorations, making
holiday proclamations and opening fund
drives with coast-to-coast broadcasts.
Time, a great deal of time, is taken up by
one simple chore-the signing of hundreds
of bills each session of the Congress, and
many thousands of other documents and
letters throughout the year. He signs his
name on the average of 600 times each day,
365 days a year.
Every day is paced with exhausting details-and if you don't like details, you
wouldn't lik e being President. ·
Take an ordinary day for example: First
there is a daily meeting of the White House
staff to plan for the day, and ·for weeks
ahead.
After this session come the daily appointments with Government officials, Members of
Congress, foreign officials, labor, industry, and
civic leaders. All through the week there
are conferences with individual members of
the Cabinet, and at least once a week a
. regular meeting with all the Cabinet and the
Vice President. There is also the weekly
press conference 2.3 well as the daily preparation of news to be given to the press.
The appointment schedule is a heavy one,
running from 9:30 a. m . to 4 o'clock in the
afternoon or later, lunch frequently being
spent with dignitaries or staff members on
business.
Following the day's appointment schedule,
the President works till the wee hours on
reports, official documents, and public messages.
And the next day it starts all over again.
Then there are the decisions that must be
made. Many executives consider a day heavy
1f they are called on to make a half dozen
major decisions. But the decisions they
make concern only their own business, or a
segment of the people. I have seen the day
when the President had to make scores of
decisions-affecting everybody.
Many of his decisions influence the future
course of the world. If you think they are
easy to make you'd better think again.
If you answer the ad, and if the American
people accept your application, you're in for
a 4-year prison sentence. From the time a
, President is elected until he leaves the White
House-and even then-his life is not his
own.
He is the head of gov~rnment, yet in many
respects he is not his own boss. For there
are some matters in which he must yield to
the judgment of his rrotectors, the Secret
Service. He must be shielded from the assassin's gun, from the public gaze to a certain
extent, and from the attention that would
inevitably be his if he could come and go
as he pleased.

Even when the President takes

an early morning walk, plenty of Secret Service agents go along with him.

Even such a . simple thing as the friendly
in our history, and every loyal American
handshake has had-to be curtailed drastically
should observe Flag Day and give
to ease the strain. Once when life was simthoughtful consideration to our national
pler, the White House doors were always open,
emblem and to the principles for which
and those who wanted to call upon the Presiit stands.
dent could do so.
The ftag of the United States of Amer~
Today, to conserve his strength for the
ica is an emblem which stands for free~
vastly multiplied official duties, many of these
pleasant informal opportunities to greet and
dom from oppression to people of every
be greeted by the President have ceased to be.
other land on earth. It represents a
With all the clamor, curiosity or adulation,
Nation where there is equal opportunity
in many respects the President is a lonely
for every citizen, where there is complete
man. He walks alone, despite the millions
freedom of religion, where a free press
who watch his every step. He is alone in his
can publish the truth to the people unthoughts, for while others may cbunsel and
censored by government dictatorship.
advise, he is the one who has the responsibility and the awful burden of making the fateWe seldom hear of a citizen of the
ful, final decisions.
United States renouncing his native land
Another thing that's difficult about the
and leaving America to take up citizen~
Presidency is pleasing people. He is a target
ship
in some foreign land.
from all sides. He is criticized for what he
But millions upon millions of people
does or the way he does it. He is criticized
from all other parts of the world are con~
just as frequently anc1 vocally for something
he doesn't do, or for the reasons he doesn't . stantly seeking admission to the United
do it. So, if you are thin-skinned, you'd betStates, eagerly awaiting the day when
ter think twice before applying for the job.
they can leave their native lands to come
However, the personal sacrifices and the . to America where they may enjoy the
personal inconveniences, exasperating and
benefits found nowhere else in the world.
restricting as they may seem, are just part of
The ·t;nited States has established in
the price a man pays for serving his country
the world a unique experiment in human
as President. It is the responsibility-greater today than in any previous period-that is · relations. Here under the Stars and
so overwhelming.
Stripes, the American people established
I do not believe that anyone can comprea Nation dedicated to the individual lib~
hend the dimensions of th!s load. But those
erty of every citizen. This is a far cry
of us who have been close to the President,
from many other parts of the world
working to the best of our ability to lighten
where men for gene·r ations have been
his load, know that it is the decisions Presiruled by monarchs or dictators, and have
dents must make, the acts they must perform, the policies they must chart, and the · never known true freedom.
visions they must keep before them that
Today it ·is of vital importance, if we
make the job so tremendous and demanding.
are to preserve our Nation and our Amer~
I said at the outset that the job is a manican way of life, that our citizens be
killer. In that connection, not since the
aware of the blessings that are our heri~ ·
time of Van Buren has an ex-President lived
tage, and that we realize that only
for more than 20 years after leaving the
through constant vigilance can we mainWhite House, although our only living extain the freedoms which were guaranteed
President, Herbert Hoover, is nearing and we
hope will surpass that record. Seven Presito us by our Constitution and Bill of
dents have died in office, three of them by the
Rights when the United States was
assassin's bullet, and everyone remembers the
founded.
recent fanatical attempt on the President's
Our ftag is the symbol of all that
life.
America represents, of the op{>Ortunity
Yet, God willing, there will always be paoffered to us in this Nation, of the wealth
triotic, high-minded American leaders ready
to take on the toughest job in the world deof our land which supplies our food and
spite its soul-searching, back-breaking, and
daily needs, of the freedom which makes
killing demands. · For they know that it is . each man the master of his own destiny.
the highest honor to which one can aspire~
Flag Day is observed each year on the
and its rewards are no less than its costs.
anniversary of the adoption of a resolu~
It is healthy in a democracy such as ours to
tion by the Continental Congress on June
have so many applicants. In this country
14, 1777, which stated that "the ftag of
anyone-many-can apply, but only one can
be chosen. The American people can be . the 13 United States shall be of 13 stripes
trusted to screen carefully and sele·ct the best
of alternate red and white, with a union
candidate for this toughest, man-killing,
of 13 stars of white in a blue field repre~
grandest job in the world.
senting the new constellation."

The American Flag: First, Last and
Always
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GORDON L. McDONOUGH
OF CALIFORNIA ·

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 2, 1952

Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr. Speaker, on
June 14 it has become the custom
throughout the United States to observe
Flag Day, and to hold special patriotic
services on that day in honor of our tlag.
I believe this is an important occasion,
more so today than at any previous time

This resolution was not promulgated by
the Secretary of the Congress, however,
until September 3, 1777.
Since that date the Stars and Stripes
has . proudly ftown as the official em~
blem of our great Nation. It was first
carried into battle in the Battle of the
Brandywine on September 11, 1777, and
has gone with our troops into every battle· since that day on land, on sea, and
in the air and from our own shores to
the far corners oi the earth. ·
It was not until 1889 that the anniversary of the adoption of the flag was
observed. In that year Prof. George
Bolch, principal of a free kind~rgarten
for the poor in New York City decided to
hold patriotic exercises on that day. His
inauguration of this program aroused
such interest that the. State department
of education in New York arranged to
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have the day observed in all the public
schools, and not long afterward the State
legislature passed a law providing thatIt shall be the duty of the State superintendent of public schools to prepare a program making special provision for observance in the public schools of Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day,
and Flag Day.

H. R. 7992, a bill which would establish
Flag Day on each 14th day of June .as a
legal public holiday.
We need loyal citizens today who love
the United States of America and honor
our Stars and Stripes. Love of country
is not international treason, though the
internationalistis abhor the patriot who
places his own nation first and pledges
his allegiance to Old Glory.
As President Theodore Roosevelt declared in 1910:

In conforming with this law, the superintendent of public schools in the
State of New York ordered that the flag
should be displayed on every public
I believe that a man must be a good paschool building at 9 o'clock in the morn- triot before he can be, and as the only posing and that there should be patriotic sible way of being, a good citizen of the
exercises with a history of the flag and world. * * • However broad and deep a
man's sympathies, however intense his acthe singing of songs.
tivities, he need have no fear that they will
Eight years after the observance of the be cramped by love of his native land.
first Flag Day, in 1897, the Governor of
The glory of America, the developNew York issued a proclamation ordering the display of the flag over all public ment and growth of the United States
buildings in the State. This was the first · came about through the unceasing toil,
the courage and sacrifice of American
official recognition of the anniversary of
patriots, men who lived and died for the
our flag outside of the schools on a StateUnited States of America.
wide scale.
Today we can rededicate our own lives
Several years earlier, the mayor of
to the service of our Nation as we honor
the city of Philadelphia, in response to
a resolution of the Society of Colonial the Stars and Stripes on Flag Day. It
is my hope that the Members of Congress
Dames of Pennsylvania, ordered the display of the flag on the public buildings will join with me in recognition of the
imoortance of the observance of this
in the city.
day to commemorate the adoption of our
Flag Dag finally received Nation-wide
recognition when President Woodrow flag by enacting legislation as proposed
Wilson issued a proclamation for the in my bill, H. R. 7992, which will estabobservance of Flag Day on June 14, 1917. lish Flag Da:Y as a legal holiday in the
In this proclamation President Wilson United States:
H. R. 7992
stated:
I call your attention to the approach of
. the anniversary of the day upon which the
:flag of the United States was adopted by the
Congress as the emblem of the Union, and
• * • sug~est to you that it should this
year and in the years to come be given special significance as a day of renewal and
reminder, a day_upon which we should direct
our minds with a special desire of renewal
to thoughts of the ideals and principles of
· which we have sought to make our great
Government the embodiment.
I therefore suggest and request that
throughout the Nation and if possible in
every community the 14th day of June be
observed as Flag Day with special patriotic
exercises, at which means shall be taken to
give significant expression to our thoughtful love of America, our comprehension of
the great mission of liberty and justice to
which we have devoted ourselves as a people,
· our pride in the history and our enthusiasm
for the political program of the Nation, our
determination to make it greater and purer
with each generation, and our resolution
to demonstrate to all the world its vital union
in sentiment and · purpose, accepting only
those as true compatriots who ·reel as we do
compulsion of this supreme allegiance.
Let us on that day rededicate ourselves to
the Nation, "one and inseparable," from
which every thought that is not worthy of
our fathers' first vows of independence, liberty, and right shall be excluded and in
which we shall stand with united hearts, for
an America which no man can corrupt, no
influence draw away from its ideals, no force
divide against itself-a Nation signally distinguished among all the nations of mankind for its clear, individual conception alike
of its duties and its privileges, its obligations and its rights.

Since 1917, Flag Day has been observed with appropriate ceremonies
throughout the United States, but has
not been designated as a legal holiday.
In my opinion it shuuld be designated
as a legal holiday, and I have introduced
XCVIII-App.--232

A bill to make Flag Day a legal public holiday
Be it enacted, etc., That the 14th day of
June in each year, being the day customarily
set aside to honor the flag of the United
States, is hereby made a legal public holiday
to all intents and purposes and in the same
manner as the 1st day of January, the 22d
day of February, the 30th day of May, the
4th day of July, the first Monday of September, the 11th day of November, the fourth
Thursday of November, and Christmas Day
are now made by law public holidays.

Emergency Powers Continuation Act
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. VICTOR WICKERSHAM
OF OKLAHOMA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. WICKERSHAM. Mr. Speaker,
House Joint Resolution 477 ,'for the most
part, continues and extends statutory
authorizations which now exist. It does
not deal with war powers which have
already ceased to exist, lapsed, or been
repealed. It continues only those authorizations in the interest of national
security on a temporary status to be
effective until June 30, 1953. The enactment of this resolution will eliminate
any legal uncertainty in respect to the
following legal assumptions: First, that
the military action in Korea does not
constitute a state of war within the
meaning of the statutes conferring authority in time of war and, second, that
when the state of war with Japan was
terminated the emergencies proclaimed
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by the President in 1939 and 1941 would
also be terminated by reason of the
terms in which those emergencies were
originally proclaimed. A brief summary of the powers to permit the President, in his discretion, to make certain
recommendations which would impose
certain duties upon the various departments of Government and on private
facilities are itemized as follows:
First. Provision for the acquisition and.
operation of buildings and facilities by
the Navy.
Second. Prohibition against sale of
Tennes£ee Valley Authority products for
use outside the United States, except to
its Allies in case of war.
Third. Authority of governmental officer or agency designated by t'.1e President to inspect plants and audit books of
war contractors.
Fourth. Authorization to destroy records situated abroad during war or when
hostile action appears imminent.
Fifth. Authorization for detailing
Armed Forces personnel to the Veterans'
Administration.
Sixth. Contracts for Army and Navy
defense facilities.
Seventh. Entertainment and instruction of Army and Air Force enlisted personnel and authority to acquire land and
interests therein without regard to certain restrictions.
Eighth. Recall to wartime duty of retired Public Health Service officers.
Ninth. Foreign Claims Act: Claims
Commission need not be composed of
officers of the service concerned .
Tenth. Authority to operate farms and
plantations outside the United States of
America for the provisioning-of troops.
Eleventh. Missing Persons Act.
Twelfth. Provision for uniform allowance of $250 for certain officers and warrant officers serving on active duty in the
Army and Air Force.
Thirteenth. Certificates of officers of
Armed Forces for pay and allowance accounts to be acceptable without substantiation.
Fourteenth. Suspension of the prohibition against payment of deposits, and
interest thereon, of enlisted men until
final discharge.
Fifteenth. Provision permitting voting
by mail of persons serving in the land or
naval forces.
· Sixteenth. Prohibiting photographing,
sketching, mapping, and so forth, military and naval reservations, properties,
equipment, and so forth.
Seventeenth. Continuation of authority under the Lanham Act needed to
operate or reactivate existing housing
projects.
Purpose of the continuance of this ·
item is to remove any doubt about continuing the operation of the Lanham
Housing Act, particularly the rehabilitation and reactivation of any units that
have been placed on an inactive status.
In addition, thousands of condemntion
proceedings, some of which were com·
menced as far back as 1940, would other.
wise have to be refiled and started anew.
Eighteenth. Sales to civilians at naval
stations and post exchanges within the
Continental United States when private
services are not available.
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Nineteenth. Use of Veterans' Administration vehicles for transporting employees.
Twentieth. Authority for foreign · exchange transactions for benefit of Armed
'.Forces personnel.
Twenty-first. Free importation of personal and household effects brought into
the United States on Government orders.
Twenty-second. Payment for use of
wharves and landings under control of
the Territory of Hawaii.
Twenty-third. Rights under public
land laws of persons serving in the armed
forces of the allies of the United States.
Twenty-fourth. Veterans' preference
under the homestead and other land
laws: (a) Any person who has served in
the military or naval forces of the United
States for a period of at least 90 days,
at any time on or after September 16,
1940, and prior to the termination of the
present war, and is honorably discharged
and thereafter makes homestead entry
shall have the period of such service, not
exceeding 2 years, construed to be the
equivalent of residence and cultivation
upo:.1 the land for the same length of
time.
Twenty-fifth. Veterans' preference
with respect to lands within the Boulder
Canyon project: <a> In connection with
lands reclaimed by irrigation within the
Boulder Canyon project preference right
of entry on lands of the United States to
all persons who served in the United
States Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or
Coast Guard during World War II or
certain enumerated previous wars or
insurrections.
Twenty - sixth. Utilization of the
American National Red Cross in aid of
Armed Forces.
Twenty-seventh. Priority of transportation for troops and materials of war.
Twenty-eighth. Authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission, upon
certification by the President, to establish preferences and priorities in transportation.
Twenty-ninth. Application to freight
forwarders of the authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission, on certification by the President, to establish
preferences and priorities.
Thirtieth. Emergency acquisition of
domestic or foreign merchant vessels.
Thirty-first. Penalties for disclosing
defense information, committing sabotage, manufacturing defective war materials, and spreading false reports to
interfere with the Armed Forces.
Thirty-second. Restrictions and pro·
hibitions upon the entry into and departure fr<Jm the United States of aliens
and citizens.
Thirty-third. Adjustment of royalties
for use of inventions in aid of prosecution of the war.
Thirty-fourth. Restrictions on appointment of Army and Air Force Re.serve officers.
Thirty-fifth. Use of retired personnel
as Reserve Officers' Training Corps instructors.
Thirty-sixth. Naval Aviation Cadet
Act: Employment of Navy and Marine
Corps aviation Reserve officers in time
of peace.

Thirty-seventh. Purchase of discharge
by enlisted personnel.
Thirty-eighth. Suspension of the provisions of the Neutrality Act which prohibit financial transactions with Governments at war with each other.
Thirty-ninth. Continuation of appointments of warrant officers and of
Reserve component otncers of the Army
and Air Force.
Fortieth. Extension of time limit for
filing of claims by Armed Forces personnel when the loss occurs in time of war.
Forty-first. Extension of time limit for
filing of claims arising incident to the
noncombat activities of the Armed
Forces in time of war.
Forty-second. Providing for compensation to civil employees of the United
States or its contractors outside the
United States for injuries or death resulting from war-risk hazards.
Forty-third. Where a Government
employee suffers death or disability after
capture or detention by the enemy, such
disability or death shall be deemed to
have resulted from performance of duty.
Forty-fourth. Preference of veterans
and families of deceased servicemen for
loans in connection with improvement
of farm houses and buildings.
Forty-fifth. Preference for veterans
for whom federally owned housing is
available under the provisions of the
Lanham Act.
Forty-sixth. Eligibility of veterans for
farm loans and mortgage insurance.·
Forty-seventh. Rights and benefits of
officers of the Coast and Geodetic Survey
when assigned with the Armed Forces on
hazardous duty.
Forty-eighth. Claims which arise out
of combatant activities of the ·A rmed
Forces during time of war are excluded
from administrative adjustment under
the Tort Claims Act and from the district courts.
Due to the importance of this legislation, I flew back from Oklahoma to assist in its passage. I firmly believe that
this measure is essential to our defense
program, servicemen, and veterans.

Boston's Mr. Money ·

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. THOMAS J. LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wish to include an excellent write-up
which appeared in the business magazine entitled "Systems for Modern Management," in the June 1952 edition concerning Mr. Charles J. Fox, city auditor
of the city of Boston, Mass., written by
A. C. Hancock, not a resident of Boston
but who has followed with much interest the work and the accomplishments of
Mr. Fox. This article contains a true
picture of the accomplishments of the

Boston city auditor. He has retained
his position in that city through a number of administrations and has always
rendered valuable and etncient service,
not only to the mayor of the capital cf
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
but also to the thousands of taxpayers
and citizens of that progressive municipality.
The article follows:
BOSTON'S MR. MoNEY-A PROFILE OF CHARLES
J. Fox, WHO HAS BEEN GUARDING THE FiscAL
INTERESTS OF THE HUB CITY FOR .ALMOST A
THIRD OF A CENTURY

(By A. C. Hancock)
There is an eternal triangle that plagues
a good many government officials throu3hout their civic lives: malfeasance, misfeasance, and nonfeasance.
But to Charles J. Fox, auditor of the city
of Boston since June 1, 1934, these · bug-aboos of so many city, county, State, and
Federal administrators are strictly academic
terms.
It was exactly SO years ago last month
that this Irish-American native Bostonian
first hung up his hat in historic, but dilapidated, city hall, and began to concern himself with the job of running a municipality
on the same kind of efficient business basis
that every so-called profit-making organization in this country runs its debit-andcredit affairs.
Two important (and essential, according
to Fox) assets that this 33-year-old. Harvard
graduate, ex-school teacher, ex-football
~oach, ex-Federal revenue agent brought tQ
his new assignment as Boston's budget com-.
missioner were carry-overs from his athlete
days: Nimbleness of foot and agility of
mind.
Says Charlie Fox (now 63 years young) :
"These facilities are necessary because the
finance officer cannot anticipate the probability of differences of opinion between the
executive and legislative branches of the
city government, and if he cannot help to
eliminate many of these occasions of friction, he may emerge from the ensuing fracas sans dignity, sans friends-and sans
portfolio."
This burly, genial Irishman has succeeded
not only in helping to bring executive and
legislative thinking into the same channels
time after time, but along with this hardto-believe accomplishment he has made it
possible for Boston to operate its intricate
and voluminous affairs on a realistic basis,
It has talcen a good many hours of midnight whale oil, a good deal of diplomacy,
and an extremely unusual amount of shrewd
Irish Yankee common sense.
And it has accomplished Charlie Fox's goal
in life: A business basis for busy Boston's
bursary bookkeeping.
HOW NOT TO RUN A BUSINESS

Example: When Boston's Mr. Money came
to work at city hall back in 1922 as Mayor
James M. Curley's budget commissioner it
did not take this World War I veteran very
long, in the light of his experience as a
Navy chief yeoman along with his 3-year
stint as traveling auditor for the Federal
Bureau of Internal Revenue, to realize that,
in a sense, the city fiscal affairs were being
operated under a procedure which might
properly be called nonfeance.
In other words, Charlie Fox looked back
on his intimate knowledge of managerial
duties in the textile plants and brokerage
houses of New England that he had acquired
while checking their income-tax returns for
the Federal Government and decided that
the city of Boston for the whole period of
its 118 years of corporate existence had been
controlling the horse after it had escaped
from the pasture.
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Tp.e regular p~acti~e, followed for years,
was to spend the money and pay the billsand then look at the appropriations for particular types of expenditures to see if the
budget provided for them. To Fox this presented a visual, simplified picture of how not
to run a business.
Then one early spring Sunday afternoon in
1934, Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield called up
Budget Commissioner Charlie Fox and asked
him to come on downtown and talk about
budgets.
"Charlie," said Mansfield, "What's wrong
with our budgetary control?" "The answer
is simple," said Charlie, "We haven't any
budgetary control. We spend the money before we get it."
So by a simple, factual answer to a knotty
question, Charles J. Fox became auditor of
the city of Boston on May 1, 1934.
But Fox did not accomplish sweeping reforms overnight. There are as many ramifications to the operations of a municipality's
affairs as there are to raising successfully a
son or daughter under all the tribulations
of mid-twentieth century psychoses.
Fox knew that the manual accounting
methods in current use were outmoded, impractical, cumbersome, and labor-lavish. He
had a problem, however.
"A finance officer," says Mr. Fox, "is the
focal point from which radiates the administration of the activities of the city. In
the everyday execution of the city's formal
policies, he is the alpha and omega in all
concerns involving the expenditure of money.
He must never, through nonfeasance, permit
mista~es to occur which may prove embarrassing to the administration and costly to
the city."
·
But to do a truly efficient job, the finance
officer must sell his own people, the rank and
file of employees, on what he is trying to accomplish. And, just as in private industry,
change is often looked upon with some askance by the average worker, so it is in city
administration-perhaps a little more so.
Go back to 1945 when Boston's auditor decided he had to do something drastic about
the antiquated methods of accounting. Take
the payroll of 20,000 people for instance.
Up until then, the three payroll categories: weekly, semimonthly, and monthly
were completely recapitulated each pay period. The payroll lists were printed each pay
period, and by the time all the neces'sary
changes had been made on the printed sheets,
1t was not always easy to find them legible.
Said Fox: "Why don't we practice accounting-by-exception, machine accounting, put
the payroll on punched cards, handle the
85-percent constant group by routine, and
spend our valuable productive time only on
the 15-percent variable group?"
And it was not long before city employees
began to realize that the streamlined methods and procedures, the m achine-accounting
practices that Charlie Fox had instituted
were not only making their jobs easier, their
work more efficient, but were also saving
their money as taxpayers. They rallied behind him 100 percent, and they have been
behind him ever since.
BUSINESSLIKE METHODS
Th en the bane of all payroll departments
began to raise its head: Deductions, withholdin gs, insurance, retirement, etc., etc.
That's when the flexibility of Remington
R and's 90-column punched card accounting
equipment caught the attention of Boston's
Mr. Money. Insta llations were made in the
payroll section, then in the assessor's office,
and then in the collector's department. And
as another proof of Fox foresight, the outright purchase of the equipment and the
amortizat ion program developed by Mr. Fox
is currently demonstrating that the old adage
of penny-wise and pound-foolish is still completely true.

"There is no other way to run the financial
affairs of a city," says Charlie Fox, "except
to use the same techniques that have made
private corporations of this Nation so successful.
"Although there is a difference, of course,
between running a city and running a profitmaking business.
"THE FINANCE OFFICER'S JOB
"When a corporation begins to show a
marked decrease in revenues, retrenchment
is the order of the day. When revenue falls
off for a corporation, it is because of a general financial stringency. But because of
that general financial stringency usually
additional duties and subsequent expenditures become the city's lot. The reasons for
this are too obvious for me to take the time
to discuss.
"That's when the municipal finance officer becomes the local Rock of Gibraltar, the
. paragon of financial wisdom, the individual
who can gaze into the future and predict
with precision and uncanny accuracy the
arrival and disposition of every dollar that
goes through his city's treasury.
"The finance officer is, of course, only
human. He can err in judgment; he can
make mistakes. But years on the job make
him right a good deal oftener than he is
wrong.
"THE CITY'S FISCAL PILOT
"And cities are finding that they are smart
to take one page at least from private industry's book and retain these finance officers
on a permanent basis so that regardless of
administration changes there will be a man
in the municipal fiscal pilothouse who knows
all the eddies and channels and shallow rapids and can guide the ship of city s'a fely
through to the haven of financial stability.
"That's why," concludes Fox, "I derive the
personal satisfaction and humble pride that
I do from my job. It is a constant challenge
to meet today's problems with today's weapons, and yet never lose sight of the responsibilities of tomorrow."
And that's why in 1941 the citizens of
Boston broke a tradition and voted Charles
Fox into civil service (by an overwhelming
5-to-1 majority) to make him life incumbent
of his highly responsible job as city auditor.
New Englanders know when they have a good
thing.

Bitter lntraparty Sniping Can Wreck
GOP Chances
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CHARLES A. \VOLVERTON
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRE3El':TATIVES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, the
opinion expressed in an editorial appearing in the Courier-Post, a newspaper
published at Camden, N.J., issue of June
11, 1952, entitled "Bitter Intraparty
Sniping Can Wreck GOP Chances," is
entitled to serious consideration.
It is unfortunate whenever personalities, based on smear tactics, takes the
place of sound discussion of issues and
qualifications of the respective candidates. The disastrous results that can
follow to any political party that indulges
in any such technique can be readily
understood. We believe in the two-party
system and open primaries within political parties to choose candidates for public
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office. But this does not require or
justify the use of tactics that often approach mud slinging. The people in
general do not approve of it. Consequently, the party or faction within a
party that indulges in it runs a good
chance of losing the confidence of serious-minded people.
The same is equally true with reference to any party or faction that adopts
any procedure that gives any evidence
of unfairness. The people like fair play.
Public confidence can be of tremendous
help in any election. This can be lost by
the use of unfair tactics. There is every
reason to gain and retain the confidence
of the voting public. To do so ~t is necessary to avoid smears and unfair tactics
and let the best man win.
The editorial to which I referred reads
as follows:
BITTER INTRAPARTY .SNIPING CAN WRECK GOP
CHANCES
With the Chicago convention fast approaching, the bitterness that has developed
in the fight for the Republican presidential
nomination is an increasing threat that the
nomination will be worthless to whoever
gets it.
The bitter feuding within the GOP, the
tactics being employed by some of the backers of leading contenders are in sharp contrast with the lack of acrimony among the
Democrats.
If the dirty fighting now being waged by
some of the Republicans continues, the
party can be wrecked and what now appear~
a good chance of victory for the first time
in 20 years can vanish.
Former Governor Edge is one of the
numerous party leaders who are becoming
alarmed at this treat and warning against it.
"It is high time to call a halt on recrimination and abuse," Edge says, deploring
"vicious
and unsportsmanlike charges
against fellow Republicans," regardless of
whose corner they come from.
Like many others, Edge sees a close parallel in the present situation with 1912, and
wants to avoid extending the parallel to
what happened after the split that the 1912
convention produced.
The unsportsmanlike and unintelligent
personal attacks now being witnessed are
not confined to any one camp. They are
not being made by the candidates themselves, nor for the most part by the responsible lieutenants of the candidates.
They emanate from a "lunatic fringe" of irresponsible enthusiasts for one candidate or
another, but the damage they can do to
party unity is nonetheless great.
Such sources, for instance, as related by
Joseph C. Harsch, Washington correspondent
of the Christian Science Monitor, have called
General Eisenhower, in print, "pro-Communist, Swedish Jew, lecher, husband of a
dipsomaniac, warmonger, militarist, product
of a Communist-Jewish plot, British stooge,
waster of public funds, New Dealer, and tool
of Wall Street.''
More of this personal vilification has b een
directed at Eisenhower than at any of the
other candidates. Nevertheless, all have received some.
The Taft camp, on another hand, has the
right to be as incensed at the oft-repeated
charge of his foes that he "can't win" if
nominated as if his personal integrity were
under fire. The rep et ition of t h is qu ite suppositious statemen t ad ds needlessly to the
bitterness of the campaign.
The n ational con vent ions will be covered
more fully by television an d r aclio this year
than ever before. Far more persons will
witness the goings-on through the visual
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medium than in the past. They will be looking for fair play in the selection of the candidates, and they will be able to detect foul
play more easily than before.
Steam-roller methods to win votes, which
are evident now in some quarters as the
lining up of delegates enters the final stages,
will be visible to the Nation if they are utilized at the conv&ntion. A candidate nominated by such methods will go into the campaign against the ·opposing nominees under
a tremendous and probably fatal handicap.
The Courier-Post is not trying to advise
the GOP as to how to win the election, but
as a believer in the two-party system wants
to see the party avoid the trap yawning
before it, toward which some elements in it
seem to be steering it, and which might result in its permanent destruction.
The Democrats up to now are keeping the
fight among themselves clean, and promise to
go into the November campaign united and
harmonious.
The Republicans had better do the same
U they are wise.

Appeasement in Korea Undermines United
States Morale
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WALTER H. JUDD
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 11, 1952

Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, ·I
include the following article by Edgar
Ansel Mowrer:
APPEASEMENT IN KOREA UNDERMINES UNITED
STATES MORALE

(By Edgar Ansel Mowrer)
Eleven months of military inaction while
politicians negotiate an impossible armistice
is enough to take the morale out of all but
the stoutest hearts. One can therefore understand the defeatism of Maj. Gen. Daniel
H. Hudelson, commander of the Fortieth
(National Guard) Division, back in his home
in southern California from service in Korea.
General Hudelson declared he did not see
how the United Nations could win the Korean
war. "We simply don't have the· manpower
to stand up against the Communist hordes,
even though our equipment is the best there
is," General Hudelson is reported to have
said, and our resolute warrior added:
"I am not even sure why we are fighting."
There are unquestionably a lot of bewildered U. N. soldiers in .Korea who share
General Hudelson's doubts. Obviously, this
does not justify the general for expressing
opinions that will give aid and comfort to
the enemy. A cynic might even suggest
comparing the demoralized United States
general to those die-hard Chinese Communists on Koje who fought a totally hopeless
battle a.gainst a United States airborne
division merely to set an example of heroism. It is doubtless high time the United
States military returned General Hudelson
to civilian life.
DEFEATISM SPREADING

Nor can one be surprised to note that defeatism over Korea is spreading among
United States civilians. A day or two ago,
one of the best-known American newsmen
calmly expressed his belief that we should
return the unwilling anti-Communist Chinese prisoners to their Red torturers rather
than continue fighting "at a cost of another
120,0{)0 United States casualties." Since
such an act would not only be an infamyco:usidering the promises we made to the

Chinese soldiers if they would come over to
us-but it would in addition cost us all our
Asian allies. For who would ever again
trust Uncle Sam? Yet there you are.
Such demoralization, like General Hudelson's, results pretty normally from 11 months
appeasement of Red China-just as the heroic gangsterism of the Red prisoners is the
result of a dauntless attitude at home.
Not many soldiers anywhere and almost
no United States soldiers can keep enthusiastic about a war that their Government
manifestly has no stomach for winning.
This being the case, once our administration, however mistakenly, decided to seek an
indecisive armistice,· it ought to have moved
heaven and earth to replace United States
divisions by other fighters, preferably Asian.
Such soldiers are potentially available.
Recently, I ventured to support the Quirino
plan for an all-Asian army of 30 to 40 divisions to be equipped by the United States.
This brought a call from a friend in government.
NOT ENOUGH ARMS

"You should know," he volunteered, "that
our inferiority in Korea is not the result
of any shortage of manpower. We could
recruit and train enough Koreans without
calling on the other Asians to hold that
country against all the Chinese hordes. We
simply have not got the arms with which
to equip them."
This is the answer to General Hudelson's
boast about our superior equipment. What
we lack is quantity-as I have been vainly
stressing here for many months. Because
of a military rearmament policy that put
floor space in new factories ahead of weapons
in being, however old-fashioned or conventional, the United States is unable to
equip a million or two able-bodied and
capable Koreans to take the place of our
own battle-scarred boys.
Here is the second tragic error of our
military leaders, not to understand thatas Bernard Baruch stated-blueprints and
reserve factories never yet coped with an
existing military problem.
PENTAGON TO BLAME

By refusing to produce an abundance of
arms--enough for all our conceivable allies
as well as for ourselves--our Joint Chiefs of
Staff assumed a stern responsibility. If the
Red Chinese should attack and drive us out
of Korea it will be almost exclusively the
fault of the Pentagon. In my judgment, it
is their fault that we have not long since
driven the Red Chinese back over the Yaluand kept them there.
Yet, before we become too bitter, we may
reflect on one circumstance. Demoralization
generally occurs toward the end of a long
struggle. Victory is his who can resist it
5 minutes longer. The Indian cultural delegation that has just returned from Red
China paints a picture of a war-weary people
whose government is only waiting for an
opportunity to negotiate a face-saving peace.
Perhaps if we can silence our generals and
keep our shirts on we may win after allby the time-tried method of outwaiting and
outsutfering the enemy.

Question of the Week
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, can
somebody say something without offend·
ing anyone?:

Stabilization Controls in an Election Year
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN E. FOGARTY
OF RHODE ISLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. FOGARTY. Mr. Speaker, all of
us in the Congress are anxious that in
our votes on forthcoming legislation of
national importance, we reflect the will
of our constituents and vote in the best
interest of the Nation. One of the most
important issues which will be coming
before us shortly is the question of renewing the Defense Production Act con•
taining the broad authority for mate•
rials, price, wage, salary, rent, and credit
controls and also broad authority for
various programs to spur defense production.
For sometime now we have been hearing that our economy is in pretty good
shape and that many of the inflationary
pressures have been reduced. To a large
extent that is true. But r think it is true
only because we have had the authority
in the Federal Government to- act
promptly to hold down prices, wages,
and rents wh€re that is necessary. This
flexibility has given the people of the
United States confidence in the stability
of the dollars that they earn and this
confidence has resulted in one of the
highest levels of savings that we have
ever experienced.
Unfortunately, some pressure groups
have seen in this favorable development
an excuse for getting rid of all of the
emergency controls at this time-or
rather, on June 30, when the present act
expires. It is as if to say that because
the stabilization controls have been doing a good job, we should not have them
any more.
Recently the Chattanooga Times discussed in an editorial this issue of
getting rid of the controls. It stated
that relaxation of burdensome controls
sounds good in an election year. But the
editorial adds:
But mobilization's plateau of spending .is
yet to be reached, and with it still further
drains on the civilian economy. We enacted
control legislation to prevent runaway inflation; it has largely succeeded. To discard
or seriously weaken the control apparatus
at the first sign it is accomplishing what it
was intended to do without having eliminated the pressures which need controlling
would be foolish indeed.

This newspaper has outlined the issues
involved in the extension of the Defense Production Act in a very clear,
understandable and able fashion, and
I submit for the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
and for the attention of all Members of
Congress the full text of that editorial
as follows:
THE CASE FOR CONTROLS

The Government's present authority to
impose wage and price controls expires June
30, just over 6 weeks away. Congress is
begining to show some progress on writing
legislation to replace the existing law. Fortunately, there seems to be little support so
far for abandonment of all controls so eagerly
sought by several pressure groups.
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The Senate Banking Committee recommended continuation of wage and price controls until next March 31, and extension of
rent control and of authority to allocate
scarce civilian materials through June 30,
1953.
As Senators DouGLAs, of Illinois, and
MooDY, of Michigan, pointed out, that is"better than nothing," though not much.
"The dikes against inflation are being weakened • • •. The committee's action
shows the consumer's voice is woefully weak
and that all too little attention is paid to
his interests."
The Senators obviously are mindful of the
economic situation as it exists today-a mixture of bright spots and obvious danger
signs.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics has figures to show that the dangers 't>f inflation
are far from past. Most retail and wholesale prices are either at or very close to OPS
ceilings-which are high, as all of us very
well know. Of the major items that affect
the cost of living, 58 percent were at the
time of the BLS survPy at their all-time
high, 80 percent were within 2 percent of
that high and 86 percent were within 5 percent. Only 8 percent were as much as 10
. percent below their all-time high selling
prices.
Bread, milk, and potatoes, men's work
shoes, women's nightgowns and several items
of children's clothing were selling at record
prices. Round steak, ice cream and baby
food, girl's street dresses, men's rayon socks
and toothpaste were within 2 percent of
their highs. Pork chops, nylon hose and
television sets were 10 percent or below
ceilings.
Most of the soft spots perceivable in the
economy were in raw materials. But that
doesn't always mean the consumer benefits
to the same extent. For instance, hide prices
were 45 percent below their ceilings, leather
was 25 percent below, wholesale shoe prices
7 percent below ceilings. But look at retail
shoe prices: Children's shoes and 1:1en's
work shoes were at all-time highs, men's
street oxfords were within 1 percent and
women's shoes within 3 percent of their
high.
Relaxation
of
burdensome
controls
sounds good in an election year. But mobilization's plateau of spending is yet to be
reached, and with it still further drains on
the civilian economy. We enacted control
legislation· to prevent runaway inflation; it
has largely succeeded. To discard or seriously weaken the control apparatus at the
first sign it is accomplishing what it was
intended to do without having eliminated
the pressures which need controlling, would
be foolish indeed.

President Truman's Address to Congress
on the Steel Situation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN V. BEAMER
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. BEAMER. Mr. Speaker, -under
unanimous consent, I include in the Appendix of the RECORD my remarks over
the Mutual Broadcasting System, Washington local station WDDC. This is my
parsonal answer to President Truman's
talk on the steel situation to the joint
session of the Congress on June 10:
The President's speech in joint session of
the Congress today should · serve to emphasize the argument that many of us have been

insisting as important and pertinent today.
I refer to the division of powers between the
three branches of the Government-the executive, judicial, and the legislative, and the
resultant necessary balance of powers.
The Constitution clearly provides that the
Congress, the legislative branch, make the·
laws; that the judicial branch, the courts, determine the constitutionality of the laws and
to invoke penalties for the violation and infraction of laws; and that the executive
branch, the President on the national level,
execute the laws.
Thus, it ill-suited a President of this country to refuse to use a law made by the Congress, a law that never has been declared unconstitutional by the judicial department.
It may be his right and privilege to express disapproval of a law, but it is his duty
to attempt to use the law and to enforce it ·
instead of telling the Congress to make a
law that suits his own political purposes.
It is time that the Congress insist upon this
clear understanding of its rights and preroga ·; ·.ves, and it is time to consider and enact
legislation for the welfare of all of the people instead of attempting to legislate for political purposes only.
If the President's speech was not purely
political, then it was another demonstration of the overworked "Wolf Wolf" cry.
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tribute to that combination of personal faith
and community knowledge and scientific
pioneering which is the best hope of this
generation in all its endeavors.
The personal satisfaction which John Kirkman and his parents must feel at the ribbonwrapped diploma he will hold in his own
hand tonight is a reflection of the satisfaction which the community about him
also feels in his achievement. By his own
strength and courage in a boyhood sadly bare
of many normal pleasures, by their strength
and courage at a task requiring unremitting
love and care, John Kirkman and his parents
have contributed to a growing reservoir of
strength and courage and hope for other
parents and other handicapped children.
They are pioneers on a new frontier of human
knowledge and human effort, and their trail
is one that many more will want to follow.

Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the Ordina·
tion of Rev. Francis Warunek to the
Holy Priesthood
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. DANIEL J. FLOOD
Graduation Salute
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN A. McGUIRE
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. McGUIRE. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks I wish to
include in the RECORD an editorial entitled "Graduation Salute" from the
June 11 edition of the New Haven
(Conn.) Evening Register. This fine
editorial is a most fitting and richly deserving tribute to John Kirkman who
was graduated from Wilbur L. Cross
High School in New Haven last evening,
John, who is 19, is a cerebral palsy
patient. For the full 4 years of his highschool course and for 6 years in elementary grades he received instruction
at home under the New Haven Board of
Education's program of providing teachers for home-bound children.
I had the pleasure of visiting with
John at his home some time ago and was
impressed by his fine spirit and warm
personality. His graduation is a testimonial to his perseverance, determination, and courage.
As the editorial suggests, not only
John and his parents, but the entire New
Haven community should be proud of
this inspiring achievement.
GRADUATION SALUTE
Only in recent years has the public gained
any understanding of the problems associated with cerebral palsy. And it is still an exciting and cheering experience to learn of the
successful fight that increasing numbers of
youngsters-and parents-are waging against
this difficult handicap.
For that reason the graduation of John
Kirkman from Wilbur L. Cross High School
this week had a significance that went beyond the circle of John and his family and
the classmates whom he had never seen until
graduation day. John's triumph over the
crippling obstacles of cerebral palsy is a

OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENT_o\TIVES
Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, it is a great
honor to bring to the attention of the
House the twenty-fifth anniversary of
his ordination to the holy priesthood of
Rev. Francis Warunek, now of St. Hedwig's Church, Kingston, Pa.
This is an occasion of great joy to this
holy man and his legion of friends and
for all of these I wish the good father
great happiness in his service of Almighty God-ad multos annos:
Ordained: June 9, 1927, at Mount St.
Mary's Seminary in Emmittsburg, Md., by
Most Reverend William J. Hafey.
First appointment: St. Ann's Church,
Toby~:1anna, Pa.
Second appointment: St. Mary's, Plymouth, Pa., on October 4, 1927. While at
Plymouth he organized a bowling league representing the Catholic churches of Plymouth
and Larksville. Likewise a basketball league
the same year. Under his supervision, St.
Mary's basketball team, a member of the
Catholic league, won the first-class amateur
championship of the valley by winning the
YMCA tournament in 1931. (Wilkes-Barre
Record, p. 19, A£ril 13, 1931; Evening News
and Sunday Independent, p. 16, April 13,
1931; Times-Leader, p. 19, April13, 1931; Sunday Independent, April 12, 1931.)
A testimonial dinner given as a successful
completion at St. Stephen's auditorium, with
attendance of 350. (Wilkes-Barre Record,
May 14, 1931, front page; Times-Leader, p.
28; Evening News, p. 20.)
Third appointment: On May 23 was transferred to St. Joseph's Parish in Port Griffith
as administrator in the absence of Father
Ladislaus Ziemianski for 6 weeks.
Sunday Independent, May 24, 1931:
"Father Warunek was popular with all classes
of people and he could daily be seen participatip.g in a conversation with young people of the various denominations. He was
interested in them and it was entirely
through his efforts that the combined parishes of Plymouth and Larksville joined in
the field of sports. He had already made
plans whereby the various parishes would
enjoy some interesting debates for the fall
season. Appreciative of his service that he
rendered to Larksville and Plymouth during
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his stay here is not to be forgotten and bring
the popular priest back for a testimonial
dinner to be given in his honor. Details of
this event will be announced later.
Fourth appointment: Upon the return of
Father L. Ziemianski, he was appointed pastor of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, in Lake
Silkworth, with an adjoining mission, St.
Martha's Church in Fairmount Springs.
At Lake Silkworth, he was appointed director of the Lake Silkworth Protective Association. During his tenure as chairman of
this committee, police protection was obtained and electric lights were extended to
all the cottages.
A paved road of macadam was extended
from West Nanticoke to Lake Silkworth during the administration of Gov. Gifford Pinchat. (Evening News, June 30, 1932.)
As a result 75 men were given jobs on
8.77 miles of macadam road costing the State
$151,179.
(Evening News, November 17,
1934.)

Fifth appointment: From Lake Silkworth
transferred to Holy Cross Parish in Buttonwood, of Hanover Township, where he remained for 2 years. From there he was
transferred to St. Mary's in Eynon as pastor.
During his pastorate he gave the St. Mary's
baseball team an undisputed first-class diamond championship in northeastern Pennsylvania in 1935.
Taken interest in farming many young
ball players to various farm leagues. Said
the first Mass ever said in the Lackawanna
County jail.
Sixth appointment: Transferred to Transfiguration Church, West Hazelton, Pa. "Rev.
Francis Warunek, assistant pastor of the parish, entered the smoke-fl.lled church to take
out the Blessed Sacrament. Twice his attempts to enter the church failed as smoke
and flames drove him back, but on the third
try he reached the altar." (Standard Sentinel.)
Active in Catholic War Veterans, traveling
at his own expense to the various · veteran
activities throughout the entire United
States; interested in the terminal-leave pay.
Named chairman of clothing drive from
June 3-17, 1944, and the second drive likewise.
The second drive collected 5,363 articles.
weighing 5,260 pounds.
·
Present at the return of each veteran's
body for burial, regardless of .creed, color, or
race at the Lehigh Valley Railroad station at
Hazleton, Pa.
Through his intercession a resolution was
passed by the borough of West Hazleton to
have borough flags at half-mast in honor of
the borough's war dead to be brought home.
Followed by other communities (November
20, 1947).

Under his leadership the Transfiguration
Church sold $37,200 in the third loan of World
War II, passing their subscribed quota of
$25,000; then $20,000 in the fourth.
These bond drives had nothing to do with
any industry or employment, but were on
a cash basis, excluding pledges; likewise,
$4,600 war stamps sold by the schooi children.
Was treasurer for the borough cigarette
drive, which netted the sum of $584 (November 16); canned-goods drive (December 18,
1945), 22 cases, or 1,335 pounds.
Because of rheumatoid arthritis in the knee
joints and overweight, at present his activi-.
ties are curtailed and limited at St. Hed·
wig's since his appointment the last 3 years.
These incidents and countless others have
been a great ilispiration to serve God, country, and home on this celebration of his silver
jubilee in the holy priesthood as the young~
est of the class of 13 in the diocese of Scranton, as well as the ordination class of 1927 at
Mount St. Mary's, Emmittsburg, Md.; born
August 8, 1903.
In 1918, in the second year of high school
at St. Thomas ·college in Scranton, he won
the first prize. in . an essay contest on the

Fourth Liberty Loan drive held by the board
of trade among the high schools of the district of Scranton. Enrolled in the SATC
during World War n. Truly a great and good
American and dedicated priest.

Vital Issues for the New England
Economy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.THOMASJ.LANE
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. LANE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
wish to include herein a letter addressed
to the editor of the Christian SCience
Monitor by Mr. Seymour E. Harris of
Cambridge, Mass. The letter appeared
in the June 10, 1952, edition of the
newspaper:
VITAL ISSUES FOR THE NEW ENGLAND EcoNOMY

To the Christian Science Monitor:

I shall not try to explain the reasons for
Alfred C. Neal's intemperate review
(Christian Science Monitor, May 13) of my
Economics of New England, just published
by the Harvard University Press. The reader
will be more interested in some of the substantive aspects of the problem.
1. The relation of primary, secondary, and
tertiary (service) industries: My position is
that New England's survival as a strong economic region depends on the maintenance
of a competitive and viable manufacturing
sector in the economy. Unless we do so, the
Income recipients ln tertiary (service) industries will not be able to command the goods
and services required, for it is New England's
manufactured goods, exported out of New
England, that ·primarily pay for the raw
materials and food which we need and could
not obtain otherwise.
In stressing the point that our manufacturing must decline to offset gains in tertiary industries, Dr. Neal is indulging in some
wishful thinking. The fact is that the gains
in service employment reflect not only a
rising standard of living, hut also the exodus
of workers from manufacturing and the inability of manufacturing to absorb new
workers. The gains in tertiary industries
reflect distress as well as progress.
Dr. Neal would do well to compare Connecticut with other New England States; for
Connecticut has been able to maintain its
position in man_u facturlng. All of New England lost jobs in manufacturing from 1919
to 1947 (the date of the last census), while
New England's population rose by about one ..
quarter.
·
2. The new industries:
Dr. Neal stresses time and again the new
industries and the miraculous gains therein.
In the last issue of his Monthly Review,
much was said about the rise of New England's chemical -industry. Who would guess
from his article that New England's gains in
chemistry as a percentage of the Nation's
were less than one-half of New England's
proportion (9 to 10 percent) of manufacturing employment?
Part of this campaign of exaggerat'i on re-st~
on Dr. Neal's choice of years to study. The
emphasis is on 1939-1947 or 1939-1950.· But
why not take a longer periOd, say 1919 to
1947 (the last census), a . period not so
dominated by war'f Dr. Neal might learn
something from a table submitted by his
bank for use in the report on "The New England Economy" (p. 2·2, CEA Report to the
President, signed b-y both of us), where, for
Dr.

example, it is shown that from 1919 to 1947
in chemicals the Nation gained 233,000 jobs
and New England lost 8,000 jo-bs. In the
10 industries which registered the largest
absolute gains, New England obtained 162,000 additional jobs, or but 4 percent of the
total gain, as against a loss of 203,000 jobs
J.n textiles and shoes, and despite a gain in
population of almost 2,000,000.
Does this not explain in part the trek to
service industries? I see no inconsistencies
in the passages quoted by Dr. Neal (pp. 9,
4, 45). In an advancing society, tertiary
employment becomes more important, but
as I said, the gains may stem from weakness as well as strength.
3. New versus old industries:
We should do everything possible to attract new "industries; but let us face the
facts and ndt exaggerate. We need both old
and new industries. This excessive emphasis on new industries has contributed toward the failure to do everything possible
to save old industries. No large textile or
shoe town has solved its problem despite
30 years of vigorous efforts to get new industries. Excess labor, loss of investments, in·
flux of parasitic industries, high tax rates,
all are the lot of these cities.
I have not "generalized from the weak•
nesses of these industries," as Dr. Neal claims.
The fact is that textiles have special advantages which other industries do not have:
the distance from raw materials and markets
does not disadvantage textiles as these factors do most of the newer industries. And
after 30 years of attrition, management in
textiles ls good. It would be well to temper
the ballyhoo (not the crusading spirit) about
new industries with some solid attempts to
save what we have.
We can have a healthy economy; but only
by keeping or greatly slowing up the exodus
of establtshed industries, New Bedford, Fall
River, Lowell, Lawrence, Woonsocket, Manchester, Nashua, Lewiston, are as much a part
of New England as Springfield, Worcester,
Pittsfield and Hartford.
4. The problem of government:
Dr. Neal seems critical of my insistence on
the importance of Federal drains out of New
England. I seem, however, to have convinced Congressmen HERTER and KENNEDY
and 204 members of New England trade associations (7 disapproving and 47 no comment)
of the importance of Federal drains. This is
apparently to be an election issue.
No one who has examined the New England economy can fail to be aware of the
fact tnat a more friendly· and more aggressive attitude of government and communi.;
ties is an indispensable ingredient in maintaining our 1ndustries. But having said that,
I do not approve of the attempts of many
(inclusive of Dr. Neal) to blame government
excessively.
·
Dr. Ne!tl needs only examine (1) tlie relative amounts of labor costs (related to wage
rates, workloads, management, equipment)
and (2) taxes of a large textile firm to see
that the tax differential is only·a minor irritant. For example, the m111 payroll of one
northern textile mill
$979,000; State and
local taxes, $76,000; and 85 percent of cost
differential between north and south for virtually identical plants was in labor costs,
inclusive ot fringe benefits, and but 2 percent
of the difference is related to higher State
and local taxes In New England-this is
typical . .
May I remind Dr. Neal of_ a statement
which he signed as a member of the Committee on the New England Economy ( CEA
Report, p. 118) : "As will appear below, it !s
the ·c onclusion of this committee that the
actual magnitude of the differential tax burden has been greatly exaggerated."
Agaln, as I said, the trouble with our tax
system is in part the weaknesses of our competitors' systems. South Carolina offers our
textile manufacturers an assessment ·of 10 ·
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percent of true value on a new mill. Is this
a weakness of New England's t ax system?
5. Miscellaneous:
I have answered the major points raised
by Dr. Neal. Why reply to a charge that I
have done no original research? What is
original research? Ideas? Or merely reclassifying census figures? Is it sinful to quote
Harvard doctor of philosophy theses? I
could suggest many to Dr. Neal which would
help him.
May I conclude by repeating what I said
in my book: That in view of our handicaps
New England has done remarkably well. We
can do better. All we need are facts, analysis, an awareness of our problems, and a
determination to practice therapy. Dr. Neal
and his bank can help greatly, as they have
in the past, but not by petty attacks andrecourse to California boosterism. Like Dr.
Neal, I welcome the NPA report (which, unlike Dr. Neal, I consider complementary, not
competitive). I hope that the vast sums
spent (against the less than $1,000 spent by
the writer on his book) will help clarify
many of the problems on which light is
needed. There will be no intemperate review
of the NPA report by this writer.
SEYMOUR E. HARRIS,
CAMBRIDGE, MAss.

House Leader Rayburn Gets A Quiet
Build-Up For Presidential Post
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANCIS E. WALTER
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. WALTER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following article from
the Wall Street Journal of June 10, 1952:
HOUSE LEADER RAYBURN GETS A QUIET BUILD•
UP FOR PRESIDENTIAL POST-CAPITAL POLITI•
cos THINK . HE HAs GooD CHANCE TO CoP·
NOMINATION BY DEMOCRATS-"A TENTH•
BALLOT PROPOSITION"
(Alan L. Otten)
WASHINGTON. There's one· presidential
campaign being carried on without speeches,
banners, buttons, big TV and radio broadcasts, even without any tussling for convention delegates. It's the one being conducted for-and the word's "for" not "by"H ouse Speaker SAM RAYBURN.
Yet veteran Capitol Hill lawmakers think
Speaker Sam is one of the better bets to ·cop
the Democratic nomination in Chicago next
month.
·
The Speaker's hat isn't formally in the
ring. What's more, it will not be before the
convention starts. This rather unusuai
technique is the key to the entire strategy
of a growing group of Democratic Representatives and Senators who are pushing
the popular House leader for the country's
top job.
HE'D COME FROM BEHIND
They do not want Mr. RAYBURN to have
any delegates pledged to him. They want him
to remain aloof from all the throat-cutting
that will be going on between Kefauver, Kerr,
Russell, Harriman and all the other avowed
candidates. Their strategy is that when the
others have shot their bolts, Speaker Sam
will be put over as the man on whom all
factions can agree.
"Ours is a tenth-ballot proposition, nqt a
first-ballot one," says Oklahoma's Senator

A. S. MIKE MONRONEY, a former House Member and one of the leading Rayburn rooters
in the Senate. "When a few ballots have
gone by, and it becomes obvious that none
of the candidates is going to get past first
base, the delegates will be ready to switch to
someone who can hit a home run."
Representative FRANCIS WALTER, Of Pennsylvania, one of the leading House baclters
of the Speaker, puts it a little more conservatively. "A spot might come at Chicago where
Mr. RAYBURN would be the natural candidate,'' he says.
BACKERS WILL BE READY
The supporters of the veteran Texas lawmaker aren't leaving matters to chance,
either. "Should the occasion arise where it
seems timely to make a drive for Mr. RAYBURN,
we'll be ready for it," says young Representative LLOYD BENTSEN, of Texas, who is not a
delegate to the Chicago convention but plans
.to be at Chicago "just in case."
What Mr. BENTSEN has in mind is this:
Representatives WALTER, BENTSEN, LYLE, of
Texas, PATTEN, of Arizona, and a few others
are building an impressive stand-by organization that could be a potent force at Chicago. They're not concentrating on delegates so much as on men who know and have
influence with the delegates.
Over 80 Democratic Members of the House
have promised to stand by to assist the Rayburn push. Many former House Members,
still active in home-State politics, have been
lined up. Also pledged to the cause are many
local political leaders whom Mr. RAYBURN has
met and won in many years of Jackson Day
dinners and other political speech-making
around the country.
OUT OF EARLY BALLOTING
According to the grand strategy, all these
men are to keep in touch with their State
delegations at Chicago. Mr. RAYBURN's name
is to be kept out of the balloting in the early
stages. Then, when all the other candidates
have failed to make any· substantial gains
from their initial strength, the word will go
out to all these keymen.
"Swing them to Sam," the message will be.
And these Congressmen and former Congress~en and other Rayburn admirers will contact
their delegations and the surge to Sam will be
on. His backers feel he is one man on whom
the North and · South; the Kefauver and the
Kerr and the Russell an,d all other factions
can unite.
What can go wrong· with this picture? Mr.
RAYBURN's backers fear only two men: pri:rp.arily; Illinois Governor Adlai Stevenson,·
and secondarily, Vice President ALBEN BARKLEY. They fear a deadlock among present_·
candidates might br~ng a swing to Stevenson.
and his nomination before they can get the
'Texan's ·ca_ndid;:tcy across:
:
BARKLEY'S SIMILAR STRATEGY
As for the Vice President, they realize tha,t
his strategy.is much the same as their ownto lie back and emerge as a final, compromise.
candidate. To this extent, they are happy
over Mr. BARKLEY's recent announcement·
that he welcomed the endorsement of the· ·
Kentucky. Democratic delegation and would
take the nomination if offered him. "That·
puts BARKLEY somewhat ou~. in the open with
all the others," say~ on.e House supporter of
Mr. RAYBURN. "The Veep will have delegates
pledged to him and may look just as bad a8
the rest of the candidates. who don't gain
strength right away. Then the Speaker will
be the only one who has been out of the catand-dog fighting."
Speaker Sam-for the record-denies he is
a candidate. He's quite satisfied with his
present job a:nd doesn't want any delegates
beyond the one-half vote from Maine that
is already pledged to him. That's his story,
anyway.
But newsmen and Congressmen who've
been seeing and talking with Mr. RAYBURN
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for years are sure his protestations are purely perfunctory-and that he, too, has visions of life in the White House. They no
longer doubt that if the spontaneous surge
should develop, Mr. RAYBURN would be a
good soldier and accept a Presidential draft.
What's on the Speaker's side besides the
powerful behind-the-scenes organization
headed by Messrs.
WALTER, MONRONEY,
BENTSEN, and others? A lot, his supporters
feel.
For one thing, they think he's very well
known throughout the country. "People in
Washington underestimate how much the
Speaker's name gets in the papers and on
the radio," one backer says. "Every school
kid knows the Speaker's name almost as well
as the President's."
Another supporter points out that Mr. RAYBURN has had his name before the country
for a long time~in Congress since 1913;
chairman of the powerful House Commerce
committee during the early New Deal days
and originator of such Roosevelt measures
as the Rural Electrification Act, PUblic Utility Holding Company Act, Securities and Exchange Act and Federal Communications
Act; majority leader for 4 years; minority
leader for 2 years; Speaker for almost 10.
Also in his favor, his backers claim, is his
quality as a middle-of-the-road candidate,
acceptable to all wings and factions in the
party and also giving hope of being able to
attract independent voters in the final election. They say his southern background and
stand on civil rights, offshore oil, and a few
other questions should make the South happy with him. On the other hand, they declare, his record in support of such city
measures as public housing, economic con-.
trois, and the like should make him acceptable to the North.
Then, too, he'll be the permanent convention chairman, right before the delegates all
the time. "He'll be standing there with the
klieg lights bouncing off that bald dome,
looking as solid and substantial and trustworthy as the rock of ages," one senatorial
partisan declares.
A POWERFUL ORATOR
"If Sam gets a chance to make a speech,
it will be a walk-away," says another backer.
He claims-and few Members of Oongress ·
challenge him~that the Speaker is one of
the most powerful orators in politics today.
What's against -him? For . one thing, his
age. Mr. RAYBURN, at 70, is younger-but·
not a great deal-younger-than the almost
75-year-old Veep. "When people bring thai
up," says 50-year-old Senator MoNRONEY, "I
tell them I'd hate to get in a riding or roping
contest with Sam. And if anyone could
make ·a whistle-stop campaign, he's the boy."
· Another stumbling block is that some more
ardent New Deal northerners may object to
his record on civil .rights, ·offshore oil, and
natural gas. The Rayburn clique has sev- .
eral answers to this one. They - say that
any candidate, , to . be sucessful, -. must be . a ·
middle-of-the-roader and hence objectionable to the extremists. They count on many
New DeaL .Rayburn-rooting congressmen .to:
overcome the objections of nopcongiess.ional
New Daalers. - They point out .t hat h~'s nev.e r
resorted to filibuster or .other "undemo-·
cratic" . technique.s . to bloc_k civil-rights leg-.
islation, and while he's been Speaker, many.
civil-rights bills have passed the House, only
-to die in the Senate.
They ciaim that it's only natural for a
Texan to vote in favor of State's rights on
oil .and gas matters and say Mr. RAYBURN's support of tidelands legislation and
the Kerr natural gas bill is not to be compared with Senator KERR's support of these
measures. What hurts KERR in his stand
is the fact that due to his own oil and gas
holdings be might benefit from the legislation,'' one neutral says. "Mr. RAYBURN is
not going to benefit personally."
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Conditions in Western Germany

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.KATHARINEST.GEORGE
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks in the Appendix of the
RECORD, I include two more articles by
Dr. John B. Crane on conditions in Western Germany.
Mr. Speaker, something is radically
wrong in our relations with Western Germany when a majority of the Germans
in our zone, in a recent poll, signified
their desire to remain neutral in any
east-west dispute and this same majority
went on record as being against going in
with the ·western Powers.
In the British and French zones the
feeling was not so strongly against the
west. All this in spite of the money
we have been literally throwing around.
Again we see that you cannot buy
friends or popularity with dollars.
Dollar diplomacy has always been and
always will be a failure and a joke.
ONLY

THI.an

OF GERMANS FAVOR THE WEST

(By Dr. John B. Crane) .
Only one out of ~very three Germans favor siding with the West against the East,
according to a survey just released by the
American High Commissioner's Office.
Tile results shown are even worse for the
American zone of Germany where only 2.7
percent of the Germans interviewed, or about
one out of every four, favored siding with
the West.
The survey was made by a German public
opinion polling organization which does
contract surveys for the American Government here. The most recent poll, based on
a sample of 800 Germans, was taken between April 28 and May 6.
In addition to finding that only one-third
of West Germans are in teres ted in siding
with the West, the survey indicated that
nearly half of all Germans prefer remaining
neutral, and keeping out of the East-West
struggle.
In the American zone, a total of 56 percent of all Germans want to remain neutral.
This is a rise of 17 percent over the poll
taken a year ago. At the earlier date· only
48 percent of American zone Germans favored remaining neutral.
Equally significant is the fact that 1 year
ago in the American zone 39 percent of all
Germans favored siding with the West. Today it has dropped to only 27 percent.
Such facts lead one to ask whether Ameri·
can foreign policy toward Germany, as car·
ried out by High Commissioner John J. McCloy and his staff, has been a success.
If the aim of American policy has been to
persuade the German people in our zone to
side with the West against the East, it would
appear to have been a dismal failure.
BRITISH AND FRENCH SUCCESSFUL

The British and French during the past
year had more success in persuading the Germans in their zones to support the West.
In the British zone in June 1951, a survey
showed that 50 percent of the Germans
wanted to avoid taking sides, while in May
of this year a survey showed that only 41
percent wanted to avoid taking sides.
Conversely, in June 1951, in the British
zone, only 35 percent of the Germans favored

Much of the economic recovery in Europe
since 1948 has been the result of stiff shots
in the arm of Marshall plan dollars from
America. industrial production last year
was 142 .percent of the level when the Mo.r·
shall plan first got under way in 1948.
Must further economic progress in Europe
and the maintenance of political stability,
depend upon · huge financial subsidies as
large or larger than those America has
granted during the past few years? Appar·
ently this is the view of the Truman admin·
istration. For when Congress wanted to cut
the proposed $7,900,000,000 foreign-aid bill
recently, Averill Harriman accused the supporters of the cut of playing into Stalin's
hands and doing just what Moscow wanted.
America's foreign policy of pouring bilGERMANS DOUBT RUSSIAN SINCERITY
lions of free aid into European hands is
The current survey also revealed the fact
likely to be continued for several years more,
that few West Germans have any faith in
if the present Government in Washington
the recent Russian proposals for German
remains in power.
_
unification. Only one in five of those interThe time has come for Americans to assess
viewed favored the Western Powers acceptthe
results
of
the
lavish
pouring
of billions
ing the Russian proposals.
into Europe during the past 7 years. Has
Of those who had any opiliion about the
American generosity secured us a victory
contractual agreements, the majority favored
over the Communists in Europe, which was
their acceptance rather than their rejection.
the professed objective of the Marshall plan?
But a shocking number of Germans .had
In a negative sense the answer is, Yes, but
never even heard of the contractual agree1n a positive sense we have failed. We have
ments.
contained communism in Western Europe,
The number of Germans who had never
but we have not defeated it. In both Italy
even heard of the contractual agreements is
and France the Communist parties remain
almost unbelievable. Of over 800 Germans
exceedingly powerful, and are even more efinterviewed in various parts of Western Ger.
fectively organized than when the Marshall
many, 45 percent had never heard of the
plan began.
agreements. In the American Zone the numAdded to this continuing political threat
ber was 47 percent, and in the French ~one
from the Reds, is the rise of a new threat.
50 per<;ent.
which is largely the result of the postwar
If nearly half of all Germans have never
blunders of American, British, and French
even heard of the contractual agreements,
policy-makers. This is the rapid rise during
one may question whether it would be wise
the past year and a half of neo-nazism and
for the Bonn Government to attempt to
facism.
ratify them this summer. Maybe it would
Both in Germany and in Italy elections
even pay the American Senate to postpone
during the past year have witnessed the
a vote on ratification, for the German people
alarming growth of extreme right-wing nain the general elections next year might
tionalist parties. In both countries, the
elect a new government which would repudineo-Nazis and Fascists polled more than 10
ate the agreements. Such an event is being
percent of the total votes in local and rewidely predicted.
gional elections.
The most ignorant about the contractual
In ot.h er words, extreme right-wing and
agreements were the German housewives.
extreme left-wing groups are gaining in powOnly 26 percent had heard of them. Semier in France, Italy, and Germany at the
skilled workers came next. Only 44 percent
expense of the moderate, middle-of-the-road
of these had heard of them. Professional
parties.
men ranked highest, 77 percent having heard
Although America has poured billions unof the agreements.
stintingly into France, Italy, and Germany
Those with the lowest incomes showed
since 1947, the rise in the combined power of
much greater ignorance than those with the
the leftists and extreme rightists has conhighest incomes. Only 40 percent of those
tinued. The only solution Washington prowith incomes under 150 marks a month
poses is to pour further billions of American
had heard of the agreements, while 74 peraid into thesP. same countries.
cent of those with incomes over 400 marks
Certainly prudence demands that we ask
per month were familiar with the fact that
ourselves why neo-nazism and fascism are
agreements were being discussed between ' growing rapidly in Germany and Italy, in
the German Federal Government and the
spite of huge financial gifts from America.
three Allied High Commissioners.
Perhaps there is something wrong with the
The $64 question: How could so many
policies we have been following with regard
Germans remain in complete ignorance of
to these countries since the war.
something as vitally important to their '"uThis much is certain: During most of the
ture freedom and welfare as the contractual
postwar period many of our policies toward
agreements, which were signed in Bonn on
Germany have been punitive and destrucMay 26 and which provide for the end of the
tive. They have consisted of efforts to deAllied Occupation and for German rearmacentralize the German state politically and
:Keep it weak, and to decentralize Germany
ment?
industrially. Many of Germany's biggest and
DOES EUROPEAN STABILITY DEPEND ON M{)RE
most efficient firms have been broken up into
AMERICAN Bl'LLIONS?
small comparatively inefficient units, while
(By Dr. ,Tohn B. Crane)
hundreds of factories have been dismantled
The expansion of prOduction in Western
and shipped to Russia and her satellites.
Europe has been steadily slowing down durThese policies have contributed to the rise
ing the past year. By the end of 1951, proof strong nationalist sentiments in Germany,
duction was running less than 4 percent
as anyone could have foreseen.
ahead of the corresponding period the year
But these are not the only policies which
before.
America has followed which are leading to
This raises the question wh~ther Western
the rise of neo-nazism and anti-Americanism
Europe is threatened with economic stagnain Germany. The policy of keeping in jail
tion and perhaps increasing political instahundreds· of German leaders of the last war,
bility.
especially military officers, many of whom

siding with the West. Last month this had
risen to 39 percent.
In the French zone, a similar trend during the past year has been observable, al·
though not so strong. A year ago 50 percent
of the Germans wanted to avoid taking sides,
while last month only 35 percent wanted to
keep out of the struggle. The number who
favor siding with the West is the same as a
year ago-38 percent.
The over-all results for all West Germany
show only 34 percent of all Germans wanting to side with the West at present, com-.
pared with 37 percent a year ago. The decline is due exclusively to the striking loss of
support of the Germans in the American
Zone.
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the Germans believe to be innocent, is caus.
ing much hard feeling. The sentences of
these men must be reviewed, if the full co·
oper at ion of the Germans in a European de•
fense com munity is to be assured.
Fortunately, the peace contract signed at
Bonn last month provides for a mixed com·
mission to review these sentences. This ap·
pears a wise move, in view of the fact we have
invited the Germans to become equal part·
ners in the fight against communism.

The Granddaddy of Schoolhouses
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HORACE SEELY-BROWN, JR.
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Speaker, in
connection with leave granted me to
extend my remarks, I should like to
comment briefly about a proceeding in
my district, the restoration arid perpetuation of the oldest schoolhouse in the
United States in continuous use, and to
insert in the RECORD three clippings
about the Quasset School of 1748, one
from the national magazine, Newsweek,
one from the largest daily newspaper in
my State, the Hartford Times, and one
from the nearby weekly paper which
serves my own town, the Putnam Patriot.
They present the subject matter and
the background about the "Grand-Daddy
of the Little Red Schoolhouses," and I
will only say in addition that a most
significant ceremony was held at the
Quasset Schoolhouse on May 24, 1952,
at which I had the honor to be one of
the speakers, and to read a message for
the occasion from the President of the
United States.
I hope, Mr. Speaker, that the efforts
to raise sufficient funds to preserve this
granddaddy of litle red schoolhouses will
succeed, and I am sure that it will if, as
a Baltimore Sun editorial writer said,
"only half of one .percent of those who
speak with sentimental interest of the
little red schoolhouse, contribute."
[From Newsweek of June 9, 1952]
KEEPING UP. QUASSET
In the early days, the boys and girls who
trudged 700 feet up Wabbaquasset Hill had a
good excuse for being absent from the little
red schoolhouse at its top: Indian raids.
The one-room school in Woodstock, Conn.,
was built in 1748, when Woodstock was still
part of Massachusetts. After almost two
centuries of continuous use, Quasset School
closed down in 1943 when Woodstock's new
elementary school was completed.
Last week, the small brick-and-wood build·
ing in the apple orchard was reopened, and
som e 500 visitors from New England States
wat ch ed 22 pupils reenact the last class ses·
sion. The modest pageant was the start of
a campaign to raise $10,000 to preserve the
school as a living museum. If the sum is
not raised in 6 months, the little schoolwhich local residents believe is the oldest
of its kind in the Nation-will be demolished.
Saving the Quasset School from being sold
or demolished was suggested at a town meet·
ing last year by Albert H. Williams. The
72-year-old farmer, dairyman, and bank director was promptly voted chairman of the

restoration committee, which includes a
teacher who taught at the school for 5 years,
a college president's son, and executives of
the American Optical Co. and the American
Cranberry Association. Williams holds the
school dear. He was a pupil there in 1886,
his three children also attended, and his
wife served as school marm for a year in
1901.
Woodstock residents were heartened by
encouragement from old students and en·
dorsement from President Truman and
United States Commissioner of Education
Earl J. McGrath. By last week's end, the
committee had already received $1,400 toward
a fund which will make it possible to move
the old school down the hill next to the new
one.
Whether or not the full amount is raised
to preserve what President Truman called a
"part of the old American tradition," Quasset's memory will be handed on. Lewis S.
Mills, 78-year-old- author who specializes in
history and legends of Connecticut, will
write a history of Quasset. At the school
from 1897 to 1900, Mills taught 40 children
ranging in age from 3 Y2 to 18. He took the
job at Quasset because it paid $7.25 a week$1.25 more than he was offered in his home
town of Canton, Conn.
[From the Hartford (Conn.) Times of
May 24, 1952]
WOODSTOCK LAUNCHES DRIVE To SAVE
HISTORIC SCHOOL
WooDSTOCK, CoNN.-With the clattering of
an ancient hand bell, the door of Quasset
School opened again today. Hundreds of its
graduates, former teachers, and townspeople returned to the one-room brick building
which still stands-a sturdy monument to
the beginning of American public-school
education.
The oldest one-room schoolhouse in the
Nation in terms of continuous use, Quasset
was built in 1748, 27 years before the Revolution. Every year since, until 1943, Woodstock children trooped across its stone
threshold to learn their "three R's."
With a costumed pageant and reunion
ceremony, the townspeople gathered today
to save the historic building from dest.,ruction. School and lot will be sold unless the
Quesset School restoration committee can
raise the funds to restore it as a museum
to early education.
Launching the func;i drive today, chil_dren
and former teachers, in the nineteenth-century dress, reenacted old schooldays and recalled the place of the little red schoolhouse
in history. For Quasset, that history dates
back to when this rural town was part of
the Colony of Massachusetts. It was not
until a year after the school was built that
Woodstock and its surrounding territory was
annexed to Connecticut.
In those early days the town was still
troubled by Indian raids, and public educa, tion was just beginning to be organized into
schools and districts. Quasset was placed in
the center of the community, built of bricks
home-made at a nearby clay pit and stone
from the town quarry. It served Woodstock
well until the last decade. By then, isolated
and outmoded, it was closed, and the children moved to a modern central elementary
school.
Once again today Quasset came out of its
isolation as guests at the ceremony drove
their cars where once many of them had
walked over the rutted dirt road to Wabaquasset Hill. There the school stands overlooking Quasset Pond and surrounded by
forest and farmland, a half-mile from the
nearest hard-surface road. They parked
their cars in what is now an orchard-50
years ago an open play field.
There to take part in the program were
Connecticut Commissioner of Education
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Finis E. Engleman; Congressman HoRACE
SEELY-BROWN; Dean P. Roy Brammel, head
of the education department of the University of Connecticut, and Col. William B.
Smith, representing Governor Lodge.
There were letters of encouragement for
the fund drive from other dignitaries: From
President Truman; United States Commissioner of Education Earl J. McGrath, and the
Lord Mayor of Woodstock, England, original
home of many of the town's early settlers.
Noting the Bay State's claim in the ·origin
of the school, Massachusetts Gov. Paul Dever ·
also sent a message praising "the educational
advantages which Quasset gave to our section in those early days of our Nation."
In his message, Mr. Truman declared that
"schools like this are part of the American
tradition." It is fitting, he declared, that
the contributipn of the one-room school to
our American culture should be commemorated by preserving the old school building."
Quasset's oldest living teacher, Mrs. Annie
Weaver Lyon, who taught there in 1877,
was unable to attend. But on hand was
the oldest living pupil, Mrs. John Whitney,
of Putnam, who attended in 1872. A score
of former teachers and school board members
were in the crowd, which represented four
generations of schoolboys and girls.
One of the former pupils, Albert H. Williams, who still lives a half-mile from the
building, heads the restoration committee.
He attended from 1886 to 1893. Quasset's
old box stove is the same one he chopped
wood for and at which he warmed his feet
by as a child. There have been some
changes; a frame entryway is added, more
blackboards,
composition
shingles for
wooden ones, newer desks and beaverboard
ceiling all came in after 1900. Such comparatively modern fixtures are slated for
removal in the restoration.
The rest of the school is intact: the
wooden outhouse shows signs of wear after
200 years, and some of the bricks are looser
than they were, but the building is substantially the same as in 1748-original
plaster, bricks, stone step and oak-plank
moulding.
The teacher's desk, too, is original: a
simple piece with a lifting top "which was
quite inconvenient, I found," says Lewis S.
Mills, 56 Broad Street, East Hartford, who sat
at it from 1897 to 1900. He came there to ,
teach, fresh out of Collinsville High School,
accepting the job "because I was offered
$7.25 a week, which . was $1.25 more than I
was offered at Burlington School.
Quasset now stands in a shaded grove of
three tall pines and a red maple, planted
there by Mr. Mills on Arbor Day, 1898. Under those trees today he recited a poem he
originally wrote in honor of the school's
first American flag when he raised it on a
new staff in 1899.
When he first came to Quasset, "there was
no particular curriculum. It was all up to
me, subject to the inspection of the school
visitor each term. I taught 40 children my
first year in that room. They were from
3¥2 to 18 years old-not so many regulations then. For discipline, I used a birch
switch, but I didn't have to use it much.
I had a busy task, believe me, but we all got
along very nicely. Some were a little mischievous, but they would not be good for
anything if they weren't.
"At recess, I'd play games with them, and
after school the big boys used to come over
to my house to study: I've never seen anything like that since. In those days, they
didn't have radio or television for distraction."
During his term at the school, Mr. Mills
was "supposed to saw the wood-and I had
to buy my own saw." Mr. Williams' wife,
who tatlght there in 1901, noted an improvement during her regime: "The school board
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hired a man to cut and saw the wood." But
"I still had to be my own janitor," she says.
One of Mr. Mills' first pupils, Miss Anna
Nelson, returned there in 1908 to teach for
6 years. She is still teaching at West Middle
School after 31 years in the Hartford school
system. When she took over at Quasset,
they were just beginning the grade system
in rural schools. Before that a pupil went
through school as fast as he could. She
taught from 45 to 50 in grades 1-8 each
year there.
· Looking back, Miss Nelson finds that teaching methods have improved and so has the
school plant. But in those days we had
good materials, too; and then, we had the
whole out of doors. We accomplished a good
many things with the children then. Of
course, we've grown with the times. Nowadays teaching is more pleasant, but I don't
know whether we accomplish anything more.
Plans of the restoration committee are
undecided on the issue of moving Quasset.
Some feel it should be placed at a more
accessible location near the new central
school, others ·want to leave it in its original
surroundings. Even in the old days it was
a long walk for some students.
In bad weather in the 1880's, Mr. Williams
recalls, "sometimes there were only a third
of us here, but that made it all the more
enjoyable; we could all gather round the
stove and warm up.
"In the warm days, twice a day the teacher
sent two boys to the well, about half a
mile or more away. They'd fetch a pail of
water and pass up and down the aisles,
letting everybody drink with a dipper.
"At that time," says Mr. Williams, "the
school generally hired lady teachers for
spring and fall terms and a man for the
winter term. That's because the older boys
came to school in the winter, after the farm
work, and they were sometimes pretty
rough.
"The big event of the term was when the
school visitors came. The teacher drilled us
for weeks preparing answers for the questions. The visitor would talk to us and
tell us how fortunate we were to be living
in such a wonderful country, where every
boy had the -opportunity to be President."
None of the graduates of Quasset ever grew
up to be President. But that doesn't dim
the place of the school in the history of
Woodstock and the annals of American education. After 204 years, the townspeople
want to keep its memories alive.
[From the Putnam (Conn.) Patriot]
GRANDADDY OF SCHOOLHOUSES

Albert Williams, chairman of the Quasset
School Restoration Committee, revealed· this
week that the fund to preserve the building
has now reached the $1,400 mark and was
greatly impressed with an editorial which appeared Friday, May 23, in the Baltimore, Md.,
Sun. ·T he concluding paragraph is most
forceful and straight to the point: "If half
of 1 percent of the people who wax sentimental over 'the little red schoolhouse' were
to chip in, the fund ought to be raised
easily."
In speaking of the "grandaddy" of them
all the Sun editorial revealed:
Among the Nation's hallowed institutions
the little red schoolhouse stands close to
the top. But its doom was sealed when
the autobus came in and children began to
be transported to school instead of going
under their own steam.
One that held out longer than most was
the little red schoolhouse at Woodstock up
in the northeast corner of Connecticut, a.
State so famous for schools that were it to
push its own product it might reasonably
have a little red schoolhouse emblazoned on
its auto license.
To be exact this schoolhouse is 1 mile west
of South Woodstock Center, 3 miles west of

Putnam and 10 miles east of Phoenixville on
Route 91. It has been there since 1748,
which is to say that it considerably antedates
route 91. In fact it is a wonder that, in the
early days, Indians didn't tomahawk the
children on their way to school, for it was
in an exposed position up there on Wabaql,lasset Hill.
The foundations of the school were fashioned from stones from an adjacent quarry,
while a clay pit nearby furnished bricks for
the walls. The job evidently was a good one
since the building served for a few years
short of two centuries.
Eventually the urge for consolidation and
expansion hit Woodstock and a new consolidated elementary school was erected. So
Quasset School closed its doors in 1943. By
then successive generations of Woodstock's
young people had learned to write and cipher
inside its walls for a matter of 195 years.
WoOdstockians claim that this gives Quasset
School the title as the oldest little red schoolhouse of continuous use in the Nation.
The editorial was written a day before the
gala program to help raise funds for the
campaign and continued in this fashion:
Tomorrow surviving teachers and pupils will
meet at the school to launch a drive to save
the building. The proposal is to move it
to the grounds of the new school and furnish it appropriately as a memorial to all
little red schoolhouses. The cost: $10,000.
Won't you please help?

Lafayette had not been here long before he was fortunate enough to be shot
through the leg at the battle of Brandywine. That wound, though relatively
slight, was as good as official naturalization. After that no one could deny that
he belonged.
Like many Frenchmen, Lafayette was
very voluble, and like many Frenchmen,
he could achieve as well as talk. In
military staff meetings he repeatedly expressed the opinions and offered the
counsel that Washington realized was
best. Eager as he was for action and
glory, the young foreigner was not foolhardy. He was able to appraise correctly the military possibilities in every
new situation. He was brave but not
rash. Washington could trust him.
And he did trust him with as large a
force as could be gathered for the purpose and sent him to the South. Here
Lafayette soon found himself facing Lord
Cornwallis, one of the most competent
generals England had sent to America.
The British lord thought that he could
capture the young Frenchman easily, but
he never did. And I understand that
their maneuverings back and forth in
Virginia are the delight of military
scientists. Finally, as you know, Lafayette and the Americans encouraged
Cornwallis to maneuver himself into
Marquis de LafayeHe
Yorktown, and so the war ended.
Lafayette returned to France to plead
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
our cause during the peace negotiations;
OF
and, being wealthy and generous, he
refused his American military pay. He
HON. L. GARY CLEMENTE
had also used his personal funds and
OF NEW YORK
credit, perhaps $200,000 worth, to obtain
IN THE HOUSE OF REPREsENTATIVES
military supplies for America, and paid
the notes after coming of age, selling
Wednesday, June 4, 1952
some of his estates to do so. Years later,
Mr. CLEMENTE. Mr. Speaker, it is when his resources were less and ours
a happy· privilege to recall that just 175 were greater, Congress voted him some
years ago today the Marquis de Lafayette money and much land.
first landed on American soil. This
When the American Expeditionary
young nobleman, not yet of age accord- Forces went to France in the First World
ing to French law, had left wife and War, and on July 4, 1917, Col. Charles
family, to fight the British in America. E. Stanton dramatically announced
Far from receiving open permission from "Lafayette we are here,, the world aphis Government, he felt it necessary to plauded. And rightly so. It is fitting
depart in secrecy in a ship which he had that we should remember our benefacpurchased with his own money.
tor with gratitude and honor his memHe landed June 13, 1777, near George- ory with action as well as words.
town, S. C.; and from his first taste of
But perhaps there had long ago been a
southern hospitality at the home of Maj. · large
measure of repayme!lt in better
Benjamin Hug-er, Lafayette fell in love . coin than
that of the mint. For Lafaywith America. It is well that he did, for ette and his
compatriots who came to
adversity lay ahead. He had a. rough
time getting accepted into the army. America saw freedom in action, learned
Others had come, some with little of , what it was, and came to love it. They
value to contribute, but wanting every- sailed over here to free America and
thing for themselves. Lafayette was returned to free France. They took the
different, and so was the brave General seeds of freedom back to France and
there they grew. There were many other
De Kalb, who came with him. Lafayette
came to help, and asked. nothing but the influences at work, of course, but while
opportunity. The great·e st testimonial France was helping us attain freedom
to his worth is the high regard and ad- she was absorbing from that contact
miration in which George Washington the spirit of democracy which has resulted in a liberal modern France.
held him.
If Lafayette could come again to our
Lafayette's letters became an effective
Voice of America beamed back toward shores after these 175 years, I am wonFrance. French intervention at the dering, would he find as keen a flame of
crucial moment owed much to his enthu .. liberty glowing as he found in 1777?
siastic propaganda. Later he made a Perhaps in some way more-perhaps in
trip home and urged that an effective some ways less. He visited America
army be sent to America at once. France twice after our war was won and he
sent 6,000 men and a fleet superior to seemed well pleased with the progress he
that of the British.
noted. He helped us obtain freedom.
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How much of it have we retained? How
much of it may we have lost? Would
we be proud or ashamed after these 175
years if Lafayette could visit us again?

· Labor's Big Test: Clean-Up
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE H. BENDER
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 28, 1952

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, workingmen and the general public alike will be
watching with keen interest to see what
happens inside the American Federation
of Labor during the next year. The decision of the executive council of the
A. F. of L. to appoint a special committee
authorized to compel the elimination of
racketeering inside some of the local
unions comes on the heels of widespread
and unfavorable publicity given to some
of these locals in recent months. ·
These conditions have been commented upon frequently in the past and
notorious figures have been identified,
only to have the ultimate decisions postponed until the first indignation had subsided. If the A. F. of L. now demonstrates a sincere desire to establish topnotch personnel in its local leadership,
and to purge its ranks of police-record
figures, the whole labor movement will
be raised in the eyes cf its own membership and the community at large to a
new level of respect and dignity. Labor
has shown signs of real maturity. This
may be one of its crucial tests.

Investigate the China Lobby
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED E. BUSBEY
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. BUSBEY. Mr. Speaker, for the
·past few months there has been an outbreak of speeches and articles in a certain quarter of the press about a sinister
organization called the China lobby.
This outpouring of fear propaganda includes repeated demands for a congressional investigation.
I have always felt that the investigation for which these people piously
called should be made. I have supported the investigation. I support it
today. But there is just no resolution
reported out of committee upon which
we might have an opportunity to vote.
The resolution calling for an investigation is hidden in committee. I have
wondered why, with so many administration supporters calling for an investigation, nothing was done. A full
answer, Mr. Speaker, has been provided
to us in one of the best-documented
speeches I have ever seen in the CoN-

GRESSIONAL RECORD by the junior Senator
from Washington, Mr. CAIN-CoNGRESsroNAL RECORD, June 6, 1952, pages 6736
to 6809. As the Senator so ably pointed
out, the reason why the administration
has refused to allow the China lobby investigation to come up for action while
its sponsors were chanting in unison
about the horrors of the China lobby is
the old, old line of self-incrimination.
The major pillars in the China lobby,
the major profiteers out of the China
war, come from the same ranks as the
purveyors of 5-percent influences, the
corrupters of the Bureau of J11ternal
Revenue, the dealers in defense secrets.
To put it simply, Mr. Speaker, the moving power in the so-called China lobby is
a collection of present and past New
Deal bureaucrats. That explains why
we have had no investigation of the
China lobby.
As one who has watched with growing
concern the cumulating Truman-Achesan disaster in Asia, I have considered
the loss of China as the greatest defeat
America has suffered in its international
history. I have always been aware of
the existence of a tremendous propaganda network which the Communists,
. their sympathizers, and our State Department have created in order to persuade the American public that the Red
dictatorship of China was nothing but a
collection of agrarian reformers. This
is the real China lobby. This is that
great conspiracy which paralyzed American assistance to the Republic of China,
while the Soviet Union poured unlimited aid into the Comm:unist camp. This
is that sweet-voiced siren which persuaded the President of the United
States to fire his most competent general
in the far-eastern field.
Let us have an investigation of the
China lobby. Let us give those who oppose commnr.ism, who believe in freedom, who want the war in Korea
brought to a successful conclusion, a
chance to be heard.
Mr. Speaker, there has been a resolution before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee for almost a year authorizing
and directing the committee to .make an
investigation of the China lobby. I cannot help but feel that if the administration were sincere in its de~ire to have
such an investigation it could have been
done many months ago.
The Communists in the United States
have been screaming for an investigation of this so-call€.d vicious China lobby
since 1949. The fact that the administration has not pushed for the investigation is ample proof of self-incrimination. In my opinion, an investigation of
the China lobby is the last thing the administration would want and is further
proof of the insincerity of the propaganda that has been put out on the subject over a period of years.
Mr. Speaker, the unadulterated truth
of the matter is that President Truman
and his henchmen and hatchetmen who
have been making speeches and putting
out press releases calling for a congressional investigation of the vicious China
lobby did so to grab some cheap publicity
for themselves and smear those who have
exposed the Democrat administration
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in the biggest sell-out to communism in
our history. The administration has
been running a China lobby to cover
up its treasonable acts in letting Soviet
Marxist Russia take over all of China
from the only group fighting communism in that country. Yes, Mr. Speaker,
I challenge Mr. Truman to show one
act on his part where he has as much
as lifted a little finger to have a congressional investigation of the China
lobby. The truth is that the Democrats,
and the President in particular, did not
want an investigation. In fact, I challenge them to have an investigation.
This is just another in a long chain of
politics on the part of the President in
cheap, smear tactics to grab the headlines. It is the lowest kind of Pendergast . ward-level politics. Did someone
say something about character assassins?
The junior Senator from the State of
Washington is deserving of a vote of
appreciation from all patriotic Americans for bringing this very valuable information to the attention of the people.
·

Railroad Retirement Legislation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON.KATHARINEST.GEORGE
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June

p, 1952

Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker,
under unanimous consent to revise and
extend my remarks in the Appendix of
the RECORD, I include a copy of a letter
on railroad retirement legislation.
This letter is signed by a good friend
and constituent of mine, Walter E.
Stratton, and the thoughts expressed are
those that he had and many of my
friends, among the railroaders, subscribe
to.
Mr. Speaker, I also agree that the
question raised as to the railroad retirement fund at this time should be answered and that the rank and file, who
have contributed over the years, should
know the exact status of the fund.
To Hon. PAUL DOUGLAS, Hon. LISTER HILL,
Hon. WAYNE MoRSE, United States Senators, Senate Office Building, Washington,
D . C.; Han. CHARLES WOLVERTON, Han.
LINDLEY BECKWORTH, Han. OREN HARRIS,
United States Representatives, House
Office Building, Washington, D. C., members Advisory Council of the Joint Committee of the House and Senate To Make
a Complete Study of Railroad Retirement.
GENTLEMEN: The study being made at this
time by the committee of Members of the
House and Senate regarding the modernization of the railroad retirement system in
light of present economic conditions, is, as
you know, of vital concern to over a million
railroad employees. These men and women
were compelled by law to be stockholders of
this system and, as stockholders. should be
kept informed as to the financial status of
the fund; how and where the money is spent;
whether it is earning any interest and
whether the trend is toward increased surplus or a deficit, etc. These are some of the
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rights usually circulated freely among the
stockholders of any organization. But, in
comparison, the average railroad employee
might as well be buying a "pig in a poke".
About the only definite thing he has ever
heard about the management or financial
stability of the railroad retirement system, is
that the rate is being increased so and so
from time to time.
Some figures at hand indicate that the surplus in the fUnd amounted to $2,600,000,000.
in 1951, or an average increase of $185,000,000 yearly for the 14 years of its existence.
The original calculations did not anticipate
this sum until 1963. Therefore, the original
planning seems to be in error by about 90
percent. While the original estimates took
account of the escalator rate of contributions, they could not anticipate the fact that
the average pay had doubled. Contrasted to
this, the benefits have been increased about
38 percent. This is far less than the increased income even with the so-called fringe
benefits added to the law. The wisdom of
adding some of these fringe benefits to the
law, is doubtful, as are their value and real
cost when compared to the estimated provision for same.
Fears expressed in certain quarters regarding the solven.c y of the fund, do not fit in
well in the light of the foregoing.
Since it is our fund, we, as contributors,
should be informed regarding the basis of
any recommendations ·made by the committee at present studying the subject, to
the end that we may decide whether the opposition to modernization is merely stalling
for selfish reasons.
It is our money-if at all possible, we want
the following (strictly pension provisions) included in the new railroad retirement billwhich all railroad workers want the present
Congress to complete before adjournment
this year.
1. Retirement with 35 years of service regardless of age; or 30 years of service at 60
years of age for all employees. Wives, or
widows, to receive annuity benefits at age 60.
Retirement under this plan is not to be compulsory.
2. Retirement annuity to be based on 5
years of highest earnings.
Respectfully submitted by:
.

WALTER

E.

STRATTON.

A Vote To ·Save the American Republic
From Economic Ruin
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOWARD H. BUFFETT
OF NEBRASKA

IN THE HOrSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 12, 1952

Mr. BUFFETT. Mr. Speaker, today
I was one of the few who voted "no" on
H. R. 8120. Ordinarily I feel no urge to
offer any comment on my vote, but in
this instance I am constrained to outline my position briefly.
The current administration military
and economic foreign policy, so far as
I can ascertain the facts about it, generally constitutes an attempt to enforce
on a global scale American determinations of the physical border and the
political conditions that shall prevail in
all nations. It is my conviction that
this policy cannot succeed, and if persisted in, will destroy this Republic.

Consequently, I cannot, in good judgment, vote for any measure designed primarily to implement that perilous venture.
I dislike to use strong language, but I
am unable to find a word more appropriate than that used some time ago by
John Bassett Moore when he described
our foreign policy as insane.
The obvious attempt of the United
States State Department to manage the
world in recent years has been a sorry
succession of failure and tragedy to
America and the world. H. R. 8120 implements and continues this impossible
policy. I can only vote "No."
I favor a strong national defense.
Likewise I am convinced that a so-called
defense program that overloads America's capacity is a most dangerous and
reckless policy.
In my judgment, our Nation is over-'
extended militarily and econemically.
That condition is a greater menace to us
today than any foreign foe. If my
analysis is correct, I earneslty hope its
accuracy will be generally recognized before it is too late.

Messages From State of Jsrael Officials
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

·uoN. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF N.E.'W YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, at the
dinner of the Jewish National Fund,
held at the 5ttatler Hotel in Washington
on May 26, 1952, to honor Presl~nt
Harry S. Truman, on the occasion of
the dedication of Truman Village in the
State of Israel, it was my privilege to
present to the very distinguished audience the executive director of the Jewish National Fund, Mendel N. Fisher,
who read two messages. One from Dr.
Chaim Weizmann, President of the State
of Israel to President Harry 8. Truman,
was as follows:
It has been a source of deep pleasure to me
to know that the name of President Truman is perpetuated on the soil of Israel
through the village of Kfar Truman, The
memorable support which the State of Israel has received from the President, the
Government, Congress, and the people of
the United States of America at every decisive stage in its establishment and recent
development will never be forgotten in the
annals of our people. It is none the less fitting that a living token of President Truman's constant personal sympathy should
arise here in the form of a village of pioneer
men and women who were homeless a few
years ago, and who have now built their
homes in freedom in an area they reclaimed
from desolation. I feel, indeed, that no project could more appropriately have symbolized
President Truman's association with Israel.

The other message, from Dr. Abraham
Granott, world chairman of the board
of directors of the fund to President
Harry S. Truman, follows:

It is my great pleasure to extend to you
the respectful greetings of th~ Jewish National Fund in Jerusalem, on the conclusion
of the Kfar-Truman project. Our institution was, indeed, highly honored when you
agreed to link up your name with our ancient
land, through a village situated on the soil
of the Jewish National Fund. We have always been heartened and encouraged by the
warm interest which you took in the progress of our activities here in Israel-as a
patron of this project, as a champion of our
work, and as a friend of the Jewish people.
I am happy to report of a fine development
of the Truman Village, which is rising white
and gleaming in the midst of the rolling
fields of the Lydda Plain. One hundred and
eighty ex-servicemen have made their homes
in this new community, which now comprises 74 dwellings and 5 public buildings. A garden plot is attached to each
house, and the settlers make their living
from mixed farming.
The Jewish people have neither orders nor
decorations to bestow. But there is no
greater sign of their affection and respect
than to associate the name of a great friend
with the development and future of their
age-old country. On hill and dale, throughout the length and breadth of Israel the
names of statesmen and leaders will live
forever, in terms of fields and forests, farms
and orchards, filling the Holy Land with the
glory of old. It is only fitting and proper
that you-the first among all the heads of
governments in the world who recognized
the State of Israel, and one who consistently
has encouraged its growth-will through
Kfar-Truman be associated forever with our
la;nd. May the day not be . far off when you
Will be able to visit the village bearing your
name and evincing the democratic traditions which your great country, the United
States of America, and Israel carry :lorward
to ever-greater horizons.

On the same occasion we were honored by 'the attendance of our own Vice
President ALBEN W. BARKLEY, whose remarks in part were as follows:
We are interested in the welfare of the
State of Israel because, along with other free
peoples of the world, it bears direct relationship to the welfare and security of the United
States.
We speak frequently of the frontiers of
freedom. The frontiers are, in a sense, outlined by artificial barriers such as rivers and
mountains and arbitrary lines. But in truth,
the frontiers of freedom are in the hearts
of men and women all over the world wherever they long for freedom and independence.
Whether these boundaries be at the Jordan,
the Rhine, the Yalu, or any other boundary
line in the world, we know that beyond them
in the hearts of individual human beings' ·
there is a longing for free institutions which
we hope some day will be realized.
The importance of the State of Israel from
every standpoint cannot be overestimated.
· Many peoples have lost their freedom since
the end cf World War II; others have seen
the revival of their freedom after long years
of hopeful aspiration. By strengthening the
position of Israel from every standpoint we
strengthen· at the same time our own position
and the position of the free world in a strategic era. This has been my attitude for
many years, even long before the establishment of the state of Israel or a homeland
for Jews in Palestine. Events of recent years
have served to confirm me in the views I
have long .e ntertained.
I was, therefore, delighted to· see that the
appropriation for Israel, as provided under
the mutual security program, was left untouched, despite the many unfortunate
slashes made in the program thus far. Israel
is one of our most dependable allies and it
would be unfortunate if anything that we
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should do should weaken her, and any of
our other friends who have the same basic
love of human liberty.
The military, social, and economic strength
of Israel are inseparable. Her ability to absorb unusual numbers of people who come
there from other countries, and to defend her
institutions, is indispensable. Her resources
have been strained by the reception and absorpt ion of more than 700,000 immigrants
In the past 4 years. Our efforts in her behalf
constitute not me1ely the humanitarian concept, but also constitute part of the American global program of strengthening democracy. When we extend economic aid to Israel at this time, we are helping a small but
fervently free people in fortifying her financial and economic foundations.
The aid we extend to Israel, whether private or public, is to be expanded in behalf
of a freer and more secure world.
I have long been an admirer of the work
done by the Jewish National Fund. Its social vision under which the work is attempted
for the benefit of the whole people rather
than for private gain, has appealed to me as
it has appealed to all Americans.
When the national chairmanship of the
Kfar-Truman project came to me, I accepted
it because I believe there is a strong connection between President Truman's Fair Deal
program and the social program of the Jewish National Fund. I am happy that this
project has proved a success and that a vnlage bearing President Truman's name, already made up of more than 75 families, is
now a part and parcel of the Israel landscape
and the welcome addition to Israel's progress.

Dollars Alone Won't Help Italy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. L. GARY CLEMENTE
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 4, 1952

Mr. CLEMENTE. Mr. Speaker, the
problem of convincing the world and all
its people of the democratic line of thinking is a bit more difficult than previously
anticipated. It is always a question of
dealing with people of diverse beliefs and
customs. This is one of the many problems involved in the rebuilding of Italy
as described by David Lawrence in the
following article which appeared in the
Evening Star, June 11, 1952:
DoLLARS ALONE WoN'T HELP ITALY-PREMIER
DE GASPER! CALLS FIRST PROBLEM PSYCHOLOGICAL IN SUSTAINING MORALE VITAL TO
REBUILDING OF NATION
(By David Lawrence)
RoME, June 11.-Maybe there are folks
b ack in the United States who think that
running a European country, keeping its
economy in balance, avoiding unemployment,
and restraining the ever-present Communist
Party from taking over the government is a
simple matter that requires only the giving
away of a few more American dollars. But
that isn't the case here at all.
T a-lking with Alcide de Gasper!, Premier
of the Italian Government, this correspondent got a picture of the various problems
that confront this country and noted that
first and foremost were those which might
be called psychological. This, of course, is
related to political and economic stability
but it can best be described as reviving
and sustaining the morale of the people.
For Italy has had Mussolini and the Fas-

cists, who squelched democracy for more
than 20 years of iron rule and Italy has
seen her railroads, her bridges, her factories,
and tens of thousands of homes ruined by
bombs, first from the Allies and later from
the planes of the retreating Germans.
How does one go about rebuilding such a
nation and giving it the liberties of a republic under a constitution? Who are the
experts-in America or elsewhere-who can
say just what is the r ight dose of financial
aid and what is the right contribution of
political support? And when a constitutional democracy is set up, what does one do
about the old-time Fascists who arise to stab
in the back the very government which has
been and is administering to the Communists
their most severe defeats in Europe?
American economic aid has, of course, been
a life saver. Premier De Gasper! is grateful,
and he rarely makes a public speech that he
doesn't mention the gratitude of Italy for
what the United States has done. But the
emphasis here is more on the moral support
given by America now, for the aid has dwindled to about $167,000,000 a year, though
the total postwar help of all kinds has been
around $2,000,000,000.
What the Premier would like is to be able
to say publicly that not another dollar of
American financial grants is necessary. He
would rather see a normal economy established; with the customary channels of trade
in operation, than to see grants continued
and an unsound situation perpetuated. How
can this be done? The answers are readlly
given, but the solutions are not palatable to
American political interests.
Thus the Italian Government faces an unemployment of about 2,000,00Q-just enough
to give the Fascists and Communists the
campaign ammunition they need for agitation-and a balance sheet on trade which
shows that Italy is producing more goods
than she can sell abroad because of tariff barriers. The American tariff has its justifications up to a point, but it certainly raises a
question as to whether it is better for American firms in some isolated lines to have a
bit lower duty to compete with, or whether
it is better for conditions to be created
abroad which must eventually disintegrate
these free nations and force them into the
hands of Communist Russia, with all the military armament and possible war that is
implied in the long run.
Italy not only cannot export goods as it
desires but it cannot even export people.
It has an excess of population, and in the
old days sent out about 400,000 emigrants a
year. Now the number is around 150,000.
Many Italians are ready to join their kinfolk overseas and, while it is realized that
the United States permits only limited
quotas to enter, there are other places. in
the world ready to receive new population.
But here, too, restrictive conditions are encountered and international agencies would
do well to study what can be done to alleviate this problem.
Then, there's the question of compromise
with Tito over Trieste, the failure to settle
which has given the Fascists a powerful
issue for agitation.
American policy from an economic standpoint has on the whole been well carried
out, but an example of how little the problems here are understood back home is the
criticism voiced in washington over the
building of the new railroad station in Rome.
It cost about $5,000,000, paid for out of
Italian funds. It is probably the most artistic railroad station in all Europe. In
America it might have been criticized as too
luxurious. But the purpose behind it was
sound. The ItaliaJ::ts are impressed by art
and beauty and, since this station sees more
of the traveling public than any other rail
terminal in the country, it was a psychological move that helped convince a frus-

trated and worried people that normal times
are coming back and that the nation can
build as many fine things under a republic
as were built under Mussolini.
The problem of Premier de Gasper! is backbreaking. The success of the Fascists in
the recent elections merely emphasizes that,
with the totalitarian influences moving in
from both the right and the left, the center party will need the moral support of every
freedom-loving element in this country and
abroa d. The outlook is far from pessimistic,
but the job is a long, uphill pull, and it's
going to require infinite patience both here
and in the United States.

Molten Lava Goes to War
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. SIEMINSKI. Mr. Speaker, as a
salute to Al Abrams, crack reporter for
a brace of papers, who followed up a
lead and interviewed me on the possi- ·
bilities of harnessing lava in war, I
should like to list below his story as it
appeared on June 10, 1952, in the Jersey
Journal.
It is interesting to note the many leads
man has taken from nature-birds and
airplanes, lightning and electricity,
thunder and cannon fire, Vesuvius and
lava shells. Who knows?
The article follows:
SIEMINSKI HAS IDEA FOR ARTILLERY-WOULD
HURL MOLTEN LAVA
WASHINGTON.-A Jersey City Congressman has told President Truman and top
Army brass of his idea to revolutionize warfare through artillery shells containing
molten lava.
Representative ALFRED D. SIEMINSKI, Jersey
City Democrat, told the Jersey Journal yesterday that these shells immobilizing an
enemy in strongholds now difficult to overcome would prove a greater deterrent to
war than the atomic bomb.
Sieminski, who conceived the plan whtle
an Army major in Korea, disclosed he was
offering it as something to be explored for
the good of the country.
SEES MANY USES
The Congressman said it would enable our
forces to seal bunkers, close up tank slits,
divert water fiows, smother railroad tracks
and throw up road blocks in a manner unattainable even with today's advanced weapons.
He said it would convert warfare from a
principle of shell fragmentation to coalescing.
Truman, Gen. J. Lawton Collins, Army
Chief of Staff, military officials at Pearl Harbor, and Gen. James Van Fleet's chief of
staff in Korea have all been informed of
his scheme, either by word or in writing,
SIEMINSKI explained.
Here is what the lawmaker visualizes as
a possibility: a type of artillery shell with
an electronic device capable of converting
solid or powdered lava or pumice into a redhot, flowing liquid which would engulf military objectives now difficult to knock out.
SIEMINSKI said:
"Napalm bombs are not effective against
knocking out solid bunkers burrowed in t h e
sides of a hill. Flamoa throwers may be e!-
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legislative vehicle other than the McCarranWalter bllls. But Mike has no choice, and
he wouldn't dare utter any such preference.
ME-FIRST OPPORTUNISM
The JACL-ADC battle cry, as Min Yasui
puts it, "half a loaf is better than none."
On the strength of that, I wrote a letter to
my Congressman some time ago and urged
him to support McCarran-Walter.
Now I'm not so sure that was a good thing
for me to do.
The Nisei are losing respect of a lot of
their tried-and-true wartime friends by going
so completely all-out for McCarran-Walter.
The Quakers have opposed McCarranWalter. I have a feeling that the Quakers
are looking at the Nisei posturing on the
McCarran coattails as a demonstration of
self-seeking opportunism and me-first behavior of a low order.
But so long as that is what the constituency wants that's what Masaoka and Company are apparently out to deliver.
LET'S HAVE NO ILLUSIONS
But none of us ought to have any illusions
about the character of the victory-if victory
it is to be-or of the nature of the defeat,
if the bills fail.
To avoid getting querulous, I'll let someone else explain why:
(By Alex Brooks)
The Omnibus Immigration Bill
"The McCarran-Walter bills purport to
eliminate racial discrimination and to tighten naturalization and denaturalization proEXTENSION OF REMARKS
cedures.
OF
"Actually, they embody more than a hundred changes which would weaken the rights
of immigrants and aliens.
OF NEW YORK
"The most blatant hypocrisy of the bills
is their claim to eliminate racial discrimIN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
ination.
Friday, June 13, 1952
"They make a gesture in this direction by
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask admitting a sharply limited number of
Japanese,
Koreans, Indonesians, and Burunanimous consent to have printed in
·
the Appendix of the RECORD two columns mese.
Japanese are given a quota of 185.
appearing in the Colorado Times on May In"The
addition, all orientals, many of whom are
5 and 12, 1952, on the subject of the at present ineligible for naturalization,
McCarran-Walter immig:;,·ation bill. would be allowed to become American citi- .
These columns were written by Mr. T. W. zens.
·"This would enable 85,000 first-generation
Tanaka, an American of Japanese descent, and I believe he presents an im- Japanese already living in this country to
their dream of citizenship.
· ·
portant Japanese-American viewpoint achieve
"Though they make this partial conceson the McCarran-Walter immigration sion
to racial equality, the bills retain many
bill, which has not been previously obsolete and obnoxious discriminations and
heard in the debate on this subject. It add a number of new and unwarranted ones.
is well for us to know that there are
"For instance, the retention of the 1920
some Japanese-Americans who have census figure as a base for determining the
strong doubts about this proposed legis- rate of immigration perpetuates a discrimination against the southern and eastern
lation.
who have contributed the bulk
There being no objection, the articles · Europeans,
of our immigration in the last 30 years.
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
"It is these people who are in dire need
as follows:
of asylum in this country.
"All their quotas are oversubscribed. Some
[From the Colorado Times of May 5, 1952]
of them are mortgaged into the next cenPOST SCRIPT
tury by recent DP legislation.
(By T. W. Tanaka)
"The framers of the McCarran-Walter
IF AND WHEN
bills make certain that orientals will be
strictly
limited to their quotas by expanding
If the McCarran-Walter bills become law, .
an already enacted racist measure to provide
thousands of Issei will rejoice. The Nisei
that any immigrant who is attributable by
who have borne the brunt of the battle for
as much as one-half of his ancestry to a
the JACL-ADC will deserve acclaim: Mike
people or peoples indigenous to the AsiaMasaoka, Sam Ishikawa, Dick Akagi, Tats
Pacific triangle is to be charged to the quota
Kushida, et al.
of the country of his ancestry, regardless of
The going has been rough all the way.
his
place of birth or citizenship.
When you read the ADC dispatches, you
"Total immigration from this group is.
will undoubtedly get a proclamation of a
limited to 2,000 a year.
major congressional victory.
"This discriminatory provision, strikingly
BUT HE HAS NO CHOICE
reminiscent of Hitler's abhorrent NuremBut if the bills fail to pass, don't mourn.
berg laws, was openly fashioned to exclude
There are sound reasons for even hoping that
ail but the bare handful of orientals prothe McCarran-Walter bills fail.
vided for under stringently limited quotas.
As a constituent who h as given his two
"Under this rule, a citizen of Great Britain,
bits to the JACL-ADC, I suspect that Mike
born in that country of a British father and
Masaoka would prefer if he had any
a Chinese mother, would not be admitted to
choice -;;o get Issei naturalization via some
the United States as a member of the British

fective against an enemy holed up in caves,
but at a cost in personnel manning those
weapons. There is a great waste of artillery
shells by throwing them against bunkerlike
strongholds under present conditions."
IMMOBILIZING ENEMY
"Molten lava, hardening quickly, would
immobilize an enemy and his resources. It's
a new concept but I think it could be
worked out. It would act as prison bars. It
would be like smashing an egg on your
forehead with the contents dripping down
over your face--only lava would solidify,
bury, and immobilize."
SIEMINSKI said there are 18 inches of lava
"'top soil" through much of Alaska. Pumice,
a type of lava, is mined in the United States,
he declared.
He said lava warfare worked by accident at
least once in history. In 1795, a Hawaiian
Army was wiped out in a natural lava eruption.
SIEMINSKI said he has discussed his idea
with congressional sources, received some
favorable attention and has not drawn any
final reply from military sources to the
scheme which, he said, he threw out as
something to play around with and think
about.

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN

quota of 65,000, but would be shunted to
the Chinese quota of 105.
"The McCarran-Walter bills go still further
1n discriminating against Negroes.
"They have the intended effect of reducing Negro immigration from the West Indies
by about 90 percent.
"In order to further enlarge the grounds
for exclusion, deportation, and denaturalization, the McCarran-Walter bills eliminate
the nonquota status of professors.
"Restrictions are also tightened against
the victims of religious persecution, who
were formerly granted an exemption from
literacy requirements.
"A similar exception for close relatives of
legally admitted aliens and citizens of the
United States has also been dropped.
"When the Walter bill was reported out
on the floor-it has subsequently been
passed by overwhelming vote--Senators
LEHMAN and HUMPHREY and Representative
RoosEVELT, alarmed by congressional apathy
concerning the b111, altered others.
"In the meantime, a substitute omnibus
immigration bill has been introduced by
Senators HUMPHREY and LEHMAN and Representative ROOSEVELT.
"This bill, cosponsored by Senators BENTON, LANGER, KILGORE, DOUGLAS, MCMAHON,
GREEN, PASTORE, MORSE, and MOODY, is everything the McCarran-Walter bill is not.
"It would codify, simplify, and humanize
the present law in many ways.
"It would modernize the quota system by
basing the quotas on the 1950 instead of on
the 1920 census-thus increasing the total
quota-and would provide much greater flex-·
ibility in the operation of the quota system
by allowing for the pooling of unused quotas.
"The total flow of immigration would be
enlarged by as much as 75,000 each year.
merely by the intelligent use of the quotas
conceived appropriate when our present immigration law was enacted.
"Unlike the McCarran-Walter bill the
Hump~rey-Lehman-Roosevelt .bill actually
eliminates all vestiges of racial discrimination.
"It provides, for instance, for proportional
quotas to Japanese, Burmese, Koreans, and
other Asiatic groups who at present have
no quotas, and also . for prop,ortional quotas
for !)Uch groups as the Chinese, who have
been limited to approximately 100. Furthermore, the concept of nationality by ancestry instead of by birth is eliminated."
[From the Colorado Times of May 12, 1952]
PosT ScRIPT
(By T. W. Tanaka)
OPEN LETTER TO MY FELLO:W TEN ANT IN THIS
SPACE, MIN YASUI
CHICAGO, ILL.
DEAR MIN: Thanks for your charity.
I refer to what you said last week: "Opposition to the McCarran-Walter bills has been
a campaign of misrepresentations and halftruths. We think our friend Togo has been
'took'."
I'm glad you didn't bash my soft head any
harder than that.
You seem to feel I have been taken in by
the Quakers because I have lost some of my
whoop-it-up enthusiasm for McCarranWalter.
The Quakers have opposed McCarranWalter.
You say: "The Quakers don't fully understand the implications of the l\t!cCarranWalter bills. Or, perhaps, they are being
too idealistic in this present-day world of
politics."
Well, one thing at a time.
Let's not kid ourselves about who is sending qut half truths.
I have read all of Raymond Wilson's carefully edited Quaker newsletters from the
Nation's Capital.
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I have read most of the Washington ADC
hire evacuees so they could get out of relocadispatches. I also have every issue of the
tion camps.
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD for this session.
People everywhere looked on them as a
wacky, impractical, idealistic bunch of goofs
As a Nisei who is just as hell-bent for
when
the Quakers said in 1944: "All this will
Issei naturalization as you are, and also as a
one day end, and the Japanese will return to
const ituent of the JACL-ADC, I blush whenever I compare ourselves with the Quakers.
their west-coast homes."
But, by golly, who was right?
In the half-truth propaganda parade, I'd
Impractical idealists? The Quakers, it
say that we'd take the prize away from
seems to me, don't sell their souls or their
the Quakers hands down 7 days a week.
principles. When they say they want justice
More mishmash and hogwash than I'd
for
everybody, they mean it.
care to admit.
Now, once more, don't get me wrong, Min.
Please don't ask me to enumerate. It's
I'm all for taking care of ourselves.
that painful at times.
Issei naturalization means an awful lot to
Remember? I am a stanch Min Yasu1
us Nisei. And maybe no price is too high to
fan from way back.
I am not a Quaker, nor do I ,b elong in any · pay for it.
But let's stop short at calling the opposi- .
way to the Friends (Quaker) Committee on
tion bad names.
National Legislation, which has been urging
I think you'll agree with me that we Nisei
its constituents to oppose McCarran-Walter.
aren't fit to keep company with the Quakers
You write from time to time that we must
on this particular issue. They're too noble
have decent principles to live by. So do
for us.
the Quakers. You say freedom and justice
We're fighting for ourselves.
and decency should be for everybody, not
They're fighting for everybody. And with
just for yourself. So do the Quakers.
the whole truth.
You condemn Earl Warren's political opportunism during evacuation. No decent
principle, you say . .So do the Quakers.
Now, let's put you and the Quakers to
lmportan·ce of Dairy Industry in
the test: action.
About . McCarran-Walter, you say: "AdNew York St~te
mittedly it is not a perfect piece of legislation, but let's support it."
The Quakers say it is so bad it ought to be
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
defeated.
OF
Why the difference?
You-and !-will settle for McCarranWalter because we've been doped into be•
OF NEW YORK
lieving it's enough to take care of our own
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
necks. It takes care of the Japanese, doesn't
-it? And in the next breath, we say : That's
Friday, June 13, 1952
enough fornow.
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I ask unaniYou and I and the rest of the Nisei who
mous consent to have printed in the
have campaigned for McCarran-Walter pay
lip service to the noble principle of justice
Appendix of the RECORD the text of a
for everybody.
proclamation issued by Gov. Thomas E.
But along comes a real test. And nobody
Dewey noting the importance of the
can hear us because our actions drown out
dairy industry in New York State and
our words.
declaring the month of June to be Dairy
We're not really interested-like the
Month.
Quakers are--in justice for everybody-only
There being no objection, the proclafor ourselves. We call this being realistic.
mation was ordered to be printed in the
· Let the Jamaicans and the Italians and
the Poles and the Jews and everybody else
RECORD, as follows:
take care of themselves. We've got ours by
PROCLAMATION
the tail, so hang on everybody, and the devil
STATE OF NEW YORK,
take the hindmost.
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER,
· But what about the Quakers?
Albany.
- They're peculiar _ people. Never want to
New York State's oldest and most wideleave anybody out. Want to make sure there
spread industry is agriculture, and, although
is equal justice for everybody-Japanese, Koour state is often looked upon as being .prix:eans, Burmese, Jamaicans, Italians, Germarily industrial and commercial, our dairy
mans, French-everybody-that's America,· industry ranks second in the -Nation.
i·s n't it?
.
.
_
. At the start of the current year there were
They are positively ·and ·firmly against Mc1,411,000 milch cows in New York State,
Carran-Walter. ·
whose ann~al output was valued at $363,They are positively and firmly for Lehman000,000 at the point of original delivery, and
Humphrey-Roosev:elt._
whose care provides -income and employment:
T:P,e Quakers are m_~ture ~mericans. They
for more than 158,000 rural residents of the
know that histofy has caught up with
State on nearly 91 ;000 farms.
America:
The dairy industry is important economi-·
They are serenely confident. that our r.acist
cally to New York State in many other ways:
immigration and naturalization laws are due
In addition to the hundreds of pasteurization
for great changes. Tb,ey want it done right:
~nd bottling plants ·throughout the State
. Are they idealistic and impractical? Well,
which process th'e ·fluid milk so necessary for.
let's examine -the record.
· a healthy diet, there are 3,395 other plants
In 1942 the Saturday Evening Post called
in the State where fluid, milk is converted
us Issei-Nisei-Kibei (behind- barbed wires)
into butter, cheese, ice cream·, dried, con"The people nobqdy wants." The· .Quakers
densed, and evaporated milk, and other dairy
replied quietly: "We want them." They went
products. The number of persons who find
to work to get us out of barbed wire camps.
employment at such plants and the value
Once, Min, you were thrown into prison
added by manufacture is tremendous.
for defying a racist decree on the west coast.
It is most important that the people of
The Quakers said: "We believe in justice and
New York State know and appreciate the
freedom and equality for everybody, includbenefits which derive from the dairy indusing Min Yasui." Was that idealistic and imtry. Milk is nature's most complete food
practical?
and the cheapest and most nutritious comTen years ago when Senator McCARRAN was
ponent of a healthy diet.
It is well, therefore, to set aside the month
predicting dire things for us Japs, the
Quakers were asking Chicago employers to
of June, in which milk production in New .
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York State is greatest in both quantity and
quality, as a time in which to acquaint the
people better with the great dairy operations
as well as the nutritional value of milk.
Now, therefore, I, Thomas E. Dewey, Governor of the State of New York, do hereby
proclaim the month of June 1952 as Dairy
Month throughout the State of New York,
and I urge the men and V'.'Umen of the State
to become better acquainted with the benefits derived from the dairy industry.
Given under my hand and the privy seal
of the State at the capitol in the city of
Albany this 28th day of May in the year of
our Lord 1952.
[SEAL]
THOMAS E. DEWEY.
By the Governor:
JAMES C. HAGERTY,
Secretary to the Governor.

Return of Ex-Governor Murphy, of New
Hampshire, to Republican Registra·
tion
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. STYLES BRIDGES
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, June 13, 1952

Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, I hold
in my hand an article which is of particular interest in New Hampshire and
New England, and, for that matter, gen·
erally over the country. This article
shows the trend of the times. It is entitled "Ex-Governor Murphy Back in
GOP Ranks."
The article states that former Gov.
Francis P. Murphy, of New Hampshire.
who was the Democratic candidate for
the United States Senate in 1942 against
the· present senior Senator from New_
Hampshire, who has served as Democratic national committeeman for the·
State of New Hampshire, and who is a
very prominent, outstanding citizen, has
now changed his registration, and is
back again as a registered Republican:
I think that fact is ·worthy of note, and
I ask unanimous consent that the arti.;
· cle be printed in_the App~ndix of · the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be ·printed in the REc·
ORD, as follows:
Ex-GoVERNOR MURPHY BACK ·I N GOP RANKS
. NASHUA ..::_Former Republican · Governor
Francis P ; Murphy, who bo~ ted ·the GOP
tanks . in 1940 ana subsequently became
Democratic national committeeman from
New Hampshire, has formally returned to the
· Republican Party, it was re:vealed here -today.
Murphy, who was · defeated as the Democratic -candidate for United -States Senate in
191:2 by United States Senator STYLES
BRIDGES, · served as Republican Governor ..of
New Hampshire for two terms from 1937 to
1941. .
His latest shift of party affiliation was discovered here today when checklist changes in
. ward 1 disclosed that the prominent shoe
manufacturer had changed his party designation from Democrat to Republican.
Asked for his reason for changing parties
again, Governor Murphy told Nashua newsmen that it was the only way and that the.
party in power in Washington had forced his
move.
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Economy Too Complex for Controls To

Work
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE A. SMATHERS
OF FLORmA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, June 13, 1952

Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled "Economy Too Complex for
Controls to Work," which appeared in
the Tampa Daily Times of Tuesday, June
10.
.
One of the distinguishing features of
this editorial is the fact that it quotes
generously from a speech made to the
Dallas Chamber of Commerce. by Earnest
R. Breech, executive vice president of the
Ford Motor Co. In my experienc~ I do
not know of any man who is more qualified to speak on the subject of this Nation's economy than is Earnest Breech.
While still a youthful, vigorous, and active young man, he nevertheless has
worked his way to the top of American
industry by virtue of his keen analytical
mind and thorough understanding of
the system of free enterprise. Mr.
Breech has had a remarkable career in
almost every phase of our American
economy, during which time he has always made a distinct and worth-while
contribution. It is because of this man's
remarkable career that his opinions on
the complex subject of the control of
our American. economy are of such im·
portance to us all.
There bein.g no objection, the editorial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

every company in the country, it still could
not do this job properly."
Mr. Breech also pointed out: "Now that
more materials are available for civ111an
goods than was at first thought likely" restrictions on civilian production are continued that were originally adopted for a
short-haul emergency.
Mr. Breech's comment on the complexity
of the American economy preventing controls from ever being truly effective is a very
significant point, It has been true in every.
Government effort to regulate the economy
that there creeps in a strong tendency to
manipulate the controls to favor one segment against another, such as the series of
events which led to the present strike in the
steel industry.
Efforts at rigid price controls while trying
to appease the Murray steel union workers
with Government-forced wage increases are
still disrupting that industry and consequently all industry.
The depressing effect of the housing restrictions has been protested vigorously for
months by the building industry because
controls have curbed new construction even
in the face of the fact that materials are
and have been available.
Government-applied controls, imposed in
haste as Mr. Breech pointed out, and often
exercised by willful officeholders who want
to make their authority felt are not the solution to the economic problems of the
Nation.
The sooner the heavy and deadening hand
of Government can be stripped away, the
sooner the free play of the competitive system can stimulate a resumption of prqduction in keeping with consumer demands.

day's Democratic presidential primary, according to A. L. Wheeler, Democratic central
committee chairman.
Wheeler said the detectives will keep tab
on the ballots from the printing presses until
they are distributed to the polling places.
Wheeler would not disclose the name of the
printer. Ballots will be counted Tuesday
night in the District Building board room
with .police in attendance.

ARE HIRED FOR DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY
The Burns Detective Agency has been hired
· to guard the ballots to be used in next Tues·

States an even better co-untry to live in, work
in, and enjoy its God-given and man-made
advantages. This may all sound too prosaic
and too coloi"less. Yet this democratic ap-

Elimination of Racial Intolerance
EXTENS!ON OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALEXANDER WILEY
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, June 13, 1952

Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, in its
June 2 issue, the New York Enquirer
published an able editorial on the subject of the splendid progress which has
been made in elimination of racial intolerance.
·
This is truly an American theme, and
one which is of world-wide importance
in view of the fact that the eyes of th~
whole globe are upon us. ·
Tpe editorial rightly points out that
while our country is far from perfect
insofar as present relations betwee~
races and religions are concerned, still·
we are ever moving forward, we are ever
progressing toward better understandEmployment of Detectives in Connection ing between all men as children of the
same Creator.
With District of Columbia Democratic
Not so long ago it was my privilege to
Primary
have a chat with the able new publisher
of the New York Enquirer, young Mr.
Generoso Pope, Jr. He is the namesake
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
and son of a distinguished father-a
OF
now-departed pioneer in the American
newspaper world, whose noted paper, n
HON. STYLES BRIDGES
ECONOMY Too COMPLEX FOR CONTROLS To
Progresso Italo-Americano, avidly read
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WORK
in my own and other States, has done so
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Easing of restrictions on housing this week
much to uphold American ideals, to inwas another indication of the administraFriday, June 13, 1952
tegrate Italian-Americans so successfultion's awareness of the political expediency
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, I ask ly into our society, and to eliminate prejof pleasing consumers in the coming months
leading up to the election.
unanimous consent to have printed in udices against them or any other group
There are many signs to point up the fact . the Appendix of the RECORD an item pub·
just as other fine sources have similarly
sharply that the return of controls on wages
lished in the Washiilgton Post of this helped with other Americans of every
and prices following the outbreak of the
morning to the effect that the Democrats nationality and of every religious belief.
Korean war was the typical reaction of a
have had to hire detectives in the Dis. But Gene Pope, Jr., in the American
bureaucratic form of government evertrict of Columbia to protect one another way, has settled upon his own career,
anxious to ftrengthen its hold on the Amerfrom fraud in the balloting going on standing on his own feet, and making
ican people.
·
here for delegates to the Democratic his own contribution in his recent asThe fact that the effect of the imposition
National Convention.
of controls failed to accomplish the purposes
sumption of the task. o' publishing this
which the administration set for them likeI think that is a rather deplorable sit- nationally distributed newspaper.
wise was to be expected. The net effect of
uation, to exist in the National Capital.
I ask unanimous consent that this New
controls has again been to disrupt rather
The candidates for President on the York Enquirer editorial be printed in the
than aid the economy, just as happened
Democratic ticket so disgust each other Appendix of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
during World War II when controls fostered
that they must resort to the hiring of
There being no objection, the editorial
artificial scarcity and black markets.
Burns Agency detectives. I hope the . was ordered to be printed in· the RECORD,
An executive vice president of the Ford
detectives will be alert, and that there as follows:
·
·
Motor Co., Earnest R. Breech, in a recent
will be no fraud in the balloting. I hope
speech before the Dallas Chamber of ComRACE PREJUDICE RECEDING
merce calling for an early end to all controls,
that the candidates representing the will
Ours 1s a constantly changing country.
made this very sound point:
of the people will be named as delegates. It is constantly changing for the better.
"It is time to face the fact that most of
I think it is commendable that someone That is what makes America truly progresthe emergency controls under which we opon the Democratic side was so alert.
sive.
erate today were conceived in panic, applied
We are not a perfect country. But we
There being no objection, the article
in haste, and are as strangling as weeds in a
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, consciously seeking to overcome our impergarden."
fections
and shortcomings and seeking,
as follows:
He declared emphatically that the Amerithrough trial and error, to make the United

can economy is so complex that vast central
management of it is il:ppossible, adding that
.. if the National Production Authority were
manned with the best trained men from

DETECTIVES
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proach, free from the terrors and tortures
of what is paraded as profoundly revolutionary, does spell out solid progress and lasting
human betterment.
If we take a look at our race problem, we
will have clear-cut confirmation of the
soundness of the American approach and
way of doing things. Of course, there is
still too much race discrimination and race
prejudice in our country. If there is prejudice against even a single human being because of the color of his skin, the creed to
which he adheres, or the country of his
birth, it is too bad for America and is a blot
on our national escutcheon. That is axiomatic with us. We begin with this viewpoint; we remain with it and shall continue
with it-unshaken, unshakable, and unwavering.
It is because this is a matter of inviolable
principle with us as Americans that we welcome the slow but sure progress that is being
made by the American people in overcoming
this pernicious evil of racialism. American
progress is real and one of growth. It, therefore, does not come in a straight line; it has
its ups and downs. But the basic trend is
upward and for the better.
·
Moreover, though there is still altogether
too much racialism in our midst, there is
already far less of this evil than in many
countries whose propagandists have been
slandering the American people as ridden
with color and creed prejudice and discrimination.
For instance, in Russia the
chauvinistic Kremlin rulers who rave so
much against race prejudice in America,
have annihilated entire non-Russian minority nationalities and have, in recent times,
reverted to anti-Semitism of a most vicious
and inhuman brand.
Indicative of the real progress that is being
made in gradually eliminating the dread
disease of racialism in our country is the encouraging headway that is being achieved
in wiping out racial restrictions in our Nation's housing projects. This year 42 out of
every 100 public housing projects will be
interracial. Of course, this is not perfect.
But it is welcome progress. It is most encouraging. And practical, living, progress
is always far better than imaginary, idyllic
perfection. That is why every American
should hail with real satisfaction the following recent statement made by Raymond M.
Foley, Federal Housing and Home Finance
Agency Administrator:
"While, of course, by no means satisfied
with the total results achieved to date, we
believe we have made more progress in 5
years toward having private builders and
lenders accept this challenge than in a generation before."
This is well put and in the proper perspective. Let none be complacent. We still
have a long way to go in uprooting every
vestige of racial prejudice and discrimination in our midst. But we are trying, doing,
and getting results. Such patient, plodding
progress is what c·o unts. Noisy impatience,
loud demagogy, and reckless promises by the
millions are not worth even a single solid
achievement. They strangle rather than
stimulate real progress.

Editorial Comment on Candidacy of
Averell Harriman
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERMAN WELKER
OF IDAHO
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, June 13, 1952

Mr. WELKER. Mr. President, I hold
in my hand an editorial entitled "The
XCVIII-App.--233 ·

Trained Seal," published in the June 9
issue of the Boise Daily Statesman, of
Boise, Idaho. It is a discourse on the
candidacy of one Averell Harriman for
nomination as President of the United
States. I commend it to the reading of
my colleagues.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE TRAINED SEAL
One of the techniques used to train circus seals is to toss each performer a small
fish after he does a stunt. After a while, the
seal goes through his act in the happy anticipation of receiving a tasty favor.
There is a remarkably well-trained seal
running for the Democratic presidential
nomination these days. His name is Averell
Harriman, sometimes referred to as the New
Deal's tame millionaire.
Harriman has long been well housebroken
to the ground rules laid down by F. D. R.
and H. S. T., eagerly performing the tasks
which have been from time to time assigned
him, and gratefully accepting the rewards
he has been given. Long a Roosevelt errand
boy, Averell Harriman finally graduated to
higher rank as Ambassador and all-around
master of the basic New Deal function of
spending tax dollars.
Now Averell says he wants to be President,
running on the common-man ticket, which
means mouthing the well-worn phrases about
the Taft-Hartley law being a slave-labor
statute and how the Democratic Party is
the party of peace. Trained-seal Harriman
has learned his spiel well over the years, and
is now hopeful of getting a final payoff of
sizable proportion.
As President, Averell Harriman would be
what he has always been, the willing captive
and flunky of the Socialist clique now dominating the Democratic Party.
He would continue to be just a trained
seal, going through his paces when ordered
to do so.

Tidelands Oil
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, June 13, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a letter I
received some weeks ago from Mr. William Green, president of the American
Federation of Labor, on the subject of
tidelands oil. This is a fine expression
of the stand of this great labor union
on the subject.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
.AMERICAN FEDERATION OF

LABOR,

Washington, D. C., May 6, 1952.

Hon. HERBERT H. LEHMAN,
United States Senate,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR LEHMAN: It is heart-warming to have your letter referring to the final
vote on the amendment to Senate Joint Resolution 20, the measure to grant funds from
oil royalties for educational purposes. Only
a few months after you and the other 17
original sponsors of the Hill amendment
subscribed to the proposal, 36 Senators voted

not to pigeonhole the amendment. This, tn
my opinion, means a rock-bottom minimum
of 36 votes for the amendment, a number
sufficient that the opponents preferred not
to have a direct record vote on the proposition.
The American Federation of Labor is .extremely intent upon continuing this crusade that the rising and the future generations of this Nation shall be direct beneficiaries of mineral wealth deposited within
reach of all the citizens of the United States.
Truly, the proprietors of such untold resources are the 48 States.
I thank you for commenting upon the
efforts of the A. F. of L. in this campaign.
After the anticipated veto of the quit-claim
bill, we can re-form our lines to increase the
num·b er of senate votes from the 36 already
in hand. This is a great cause which is
bound to triumph.
With kindest personal regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
Wn.LIAllrt G'REEN,
President, American Federation oj Labor.

Sports of the Times
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOMER E. CAPEHART
OF INDIANA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, June 13, 1952

Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, for
the Senator from Washington [Mr.
CAIN], I ask unanimous consent that
there be printed in the Appendix an
article entitled "Sports of the Times,"
written by Arthur Daley, and published
in the New York Times of June 10, 1952,
together with a brief statement by the
Senator from Washington, which he had
prepared for presentation on the :floor of
the Senate in requesting that Mr. Daley's
article be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement and · article were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR CAIN
Not many of us will be able to travel to
Helsinki this summer to enjoy and be
thrilled by the Olympic Games, but we can
easily, if we so desire, become a shareholder
in the success of the team to be sent to
Helsinki next month by the United States.
Arthur Daley, in his splendid column,
Sports of the Times, which appears daily in
the New York Times, tells how, where, and
why --ve can and should assist in sending
the strongest possible team to the Olympic
Games. Mr. Daley's advice and information
ought to be brought to our attention, and I
therefore ask unanimous consent that his
June lOth column, which speaks to the subject Every Little Bit Helps, be printed in
the Appendix to the RECORD.
SPORTS OF THE TIMES
(By Arthur Daley)
EVERY LITTLE BIT HELPS
The Olympic pace already has started to
gather momentum and in less than a m .:m th
the United States Olympic team will whisk
across the ocean by plane for the big
international show in Helsinki-unless those
planes are grounded. It won't be bad
weather which w111 do the grounding, but
lack of funds. Treasurer Owen Van Camp
made a disturbing revelation the other day
that" the United States Olympic committee
was approximately $500,000 short of lts goal.
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The Olympic movement is supported entirely by contributions, and the richest Nation on earth, which squanders billions, can't
kick in even $650,000.
Of course, there is one simple alternative.
Instead of letting our Olympians hold out
their hats like beggars every 4 years, we could
let the' Government pick up the tab. The
Federal authorities never would notice a
sum like $650,000. But when that time
comes, we should quit the Olympics.
Sports lovers-and this applies to all
sports-want nothing from the Government-money, advice, controls, interference
or bureaucrats. Can you picture what it
would be like with Washingt on running the
show? Virtually every official who now
makes the trip with the athletes pays his
own way. At least, that's been the pattern
since 1896.
It's on the house

But if the Government took over, no
Olympic Stadium would be big enough to
hold all the free-riding bureaucrats. The tail
would wag the dog. No, thanks. The
Olympic people want not a penny from
Washington and you must admire them for
their attitude.
However, it means that the man on the
street has to do the financing. No one need
make a large donation, although big checks
always are welcome. It's a steady stream of
dollar bills which provides the financial
backbone to this quadrennial scramble for
funds. It gives the little fellow a chance
to say proudly, "That's my team." Maybe he
owns only a little part of it but there's an
immense feeling of satisfaction to it.
If you should be wondering where to send
contributions, here it is: United States
Olympic Committee, Hotel Biltmore, New
York 17, N. Y.
Unawed by Reds

The surprising part about the slow trickle
of contributions to date is that not even
the Russians have acted as the expected spur.
It had been felt that mail sacks would
bulge with donations once it was learned
that the Soviet would be represented in the
Olympic Games. The United States has to
have its strongest possible representation
just to teach the Red brothers a lesson that
can't be excused or concealed. Yet it hasn't
worked out that way.
Maybe the American public oelieves that
our athletes can lick the Commies lefthanded. The chances are that we can, but
there is no more sense in taking too much
for granted in sports than there is in politics. We learned the hard, the painful and
the expensive way there. That's why our
decadent capitalists should take no chances
in the Olympics. We shouldn't send over a
skeletonized team but should be loaded to
the hilt, adequately represented in every
sport.
The Soviet formally has entered every
Olympic sport except field hockey, and the
Russians never venture anywhere unless they
have better than a reasonably good chance of
winning. Are they entrapped by their own
penchant for self-delusion or are they really
loaded? Never again should we leave ourselves open to charges of two little and
too late.
Our best team

We will undoubtedly have the strongest
Olympic team in our history because that's
the way we do things. Each one invariably is
better than its predecessor. We've reached
such a point of progression that we h ave even
a couple of javelin throwers who rank with
the best, Bill Miller, and Bob Allison. The
javelin is the only field event never won by
an American.
This test long has been the property of the
Finns and Swedes. It's only in the last half
decade that we've learned enough about the
spear-throwing art to threaten. Lee Bartlett
was the first to learn the trick. This reporter
was standing with Bartlett in the Olympic
Village outside Berlin in 1936 while Matti

Jarvinen, the defending champion, was
teaching his brother, Akilles Jarvinen, the
decathlon star, how to toss the spear. There
was a low whistle of despair from Bartlett.
"Great grief," he moaned. "I've been
throwing that dang thing a dozen years and
I just learned the proper way of doing it."
Matti had .gone down the runway in stifflegged, jerky fashion before he let fly. The
American of today also comes down the runway in stiff-legged jerky fashion.
There will be 71 nations in the Olympics
at Helsinki. The United States would like to
beat all of them, but the only one that counts
is Soviet Russia. The Communist propaganda machine must be silenced so that there
can't be even one distorted bleat out of it
in regard to the Olympics. In sports the
Red brothers have reached the put-up-orshut-up stage. Let's shut them up. Let's
support the United States Olympic team.

The Court's Decision
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. NORRIS POULSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. POULSON. Mr. Speaker, I am
inserting in the RECORD this editorial
from the Los Angeles Tidings of May 2,
1952, which speaks for itself on a very
important subject:
THE COURT'S DECISION

"We are a religious people whose institutions presuppose a Supreme Being." Justice Douglas abandoned his confreres Justice
Frankfurter and Justice Black and wrote the
majority decision of the Supreme Court
sustaining New York State's release-time
program of religious instruction. The dissent was joined by Justice Jackson.
The decision had its misgivings on the
educational and community advantages of
release time. But on constitutional grounds,
it gave little comfort to the clamor of those
who would read into our Bill of Rights an
attitude of hostility to religion. The court
effectively rebuked the inroads of secularism
in our national life:
"When the state encourages religious instruction or cooperates with religious authorities by adjusting the schedule of public events to sectarian needs, it follows the
best of our traditions. For it then respects
the religious nature of our people and accommodates the public service to their spiritual needs."
We can at least be grateful that something has been salvaged from the unfortunate McCollum affair.
Release-time programs of religious instruction reach some 2,000,000 children in some
3,000 communities across the land. They
were started about 15 years ago primarily
through Protestant initiative after the collapse of the Sunday-school movement.
Catholics went along heartily with the program even though half our children were
in parish schools and another goodly company in confraternity classes. The Jews
too entered on the scene after some initial
hesitancy and delay. Here religion · was
united in presenting to the public schools
· the opportunity of at least partially remedying a deficiency in religious and moral
training, a deficiency for which the public
schools could not be blamed since it was
imposed by law.
School systems throughout the country
entered into sincere and whole-souled cooperation with religious groups in the release-time program. Los Angeles was conspicuous in the number and scope of the

classes. In a few places, as in Champaign,
Ill., qualified teachers for the sake of convenience entered the schools and conducted
classes on the premises. This was the extent of public-school participation. An
avowed atheist, Mrs. Vashti McCollum, challenged the program, and the Supreme Court
sustained her in a novel and newfangled
interpretation and extension of the doctrine
of separation of church and state. Representative jurists were shocked and dismayed
not alone with the legal technicalities of a
fatuous decision but with the spirit that
seemed to range the power and prestige of
government on the side of atheism and unbelief.
Elsewhere interested religious groups marshaled the children at centers neighboring
the schools, and these now became the target of a vicious and concerted attack. It
was argued that the school machinery of
compulsory attendance facilitated the
classes and that this was tantamount to
union of church and state. This brazen
effrontery found a hearing before the Supreme Court. The Court, no doubt sobered
by the outcry that followed the regrettable
McCollum decision, not only denied the allegation but found some good words to say
for the religious sensibilities of the American people.
The decision assures the continuance of
off-school premises, release-time religious instruction. It is to be hoped that these programs will now be improved and expanded
so that more children may receive regular
training in those sound moral and spiritual
values that will fit them for decent participation in the blessings of a democratic society. None will hail this decision with
more enthusiasm than the rank and file in
the public-school system, who will recognize, in this minimal margin of cooperation,
a belated attempt to rescue our schools from
a secularism that threatened ultimately to
destroy them.

Grass Roots Comment on President's
Seizure of Steel Industry
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLARE E. HOFFMAN
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. Mr.
Speaker,-from the Zeeland Record, published at Zeeland, Ottawa County, Mich.,
comes an editorial by George Van Koevering, which reads as follows:
JUST LIKE A MULE

President Truman's action of Tuesday, in
which he asked Congress for authority to
seize the Nation's steel mills, reveals that the
little man from Missouri is remaining true to
the heritage ascribed to the Missouri-born.
That characteristic is stubbornness.
It must be remembered that the steel strike
and its consequent turmoil are the direct result of the little man's sell-out to the CIO,
and his violation of the laws of the land.
In the first place, it is about time that the
President of the United States tries to be
President of all the people, not just the pressure groups. It is about time that the welfare of the Nation as a whole comes firstnot politics. And you have never seen
politics played to the hilt as they are being
played today.
President Truman's flagrant disregard Of
the Taft-Hartley Act, passed by Congress to
deal with just such situations, is a matter
of record. He ~ouldn't apply that act and
stay friends with Philip Murray, boss man
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of t he steel workers. So he viol ~ted the law,
in order to be a puppet of t he union.
In seizi:..1g the steer industry, Presiden t
Truman not only went outside the Taft·
Hartley Act but the Constitution of the
United States. What is more, the little man
knew it.
The decisions of Judge David P ine in Fed·
eral Court, an d the l ater decision of the
United States Supreme Cour t, were very dis-concerting to the President and his gang of
power-mad totalitarians, but the courts
could have given no other rlliing, even
though most of our court s are tooay New
Deal-packed. The violation of the Consti·
tution was too :flagrant to pass.
Mr. Truman's plea to Congress Tuesday was
based on the premise that to apply the T aft·
Hartley Act now would be grossly unfair to
the workers. He refers to the fact that the
act requires an 8.0-day no-strike, cooling-off
period before a strike may occur after notice
of intent is IDed. The President points out
that while negotiations have been going on
for strike settlement in the past several
months, the steelworkers have already held
ofi striking for more than 80 days at the
President's request.
Given only O:;:}C side of the picture. it might
appear that the steelworkers have indeed
been patient enough.
But the President fails. to tell the real
facts. He does not mention that the only
reason Murray and his henchmen held off
on the strike is because they have an '"in"
through the back door of the White House,
and that the President is so politically indebt<:ld to Murray's CIO that Murray can
name his own price any time and the Presi·
dent jumps to his time.
The President does not point out that in
avoiding use of the Taft-Hartley Act, he and
the Steel Union. trust deliberately staked
their chances on an Ulegal end run which
didn't work. They don't have much call for
sympathy. They should have obeyed the
Jaw in the first place.
Incidentally, we would like to know how
the Truman administration can be in a posi·
tion to decide what is fair. The little man
from .Missouri makes a great play on those
words, but the corruption-ridden record of
his administration, in which he has been
glaringly revealed as throwing every con·
ceivable obstacle into th~ paths of those
seeking to ferret out the evil and corrup.tlon,
leaves him 1n no position to sa:y what fair·

ness

is.
But, like the mule from his home State,

the President persists in stubbornly sticking
to his position. His request should be
slapped down by the CongreS& with the de·
cisiveness it deserves.

Federal Trial Examiners
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EMANUEL CELLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday. June 12, 1952

Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I insert an
address I made before the Federal Trial
Examiners Conference annual dinner on
June 11, 1952:
FEDERAL 'l'R!AL EXAMINERS

(Address of Hon. EMANUEL Cl:LLER, of New
York, Federal Trial Examiners Conference
annual dinner, June 11, 1952, Hotel 2400,
Washington, D. C.)
Today as you all know is the sixth anniversary of the Administrative Procedure Act.
sometimes called the "bill of rights "!OJ: trial
examiners." We never anticipated when we

drafted section 11 of that act to insure lit.;
1gantis fair and impartial justice from high·
ly qualified hearing officers that it would
f a ll upon the hearing examiners themselves,
rather than the litigants before Federal
a gencies whose interests were directly af•
fected, to attempt to enforce this section.
Be that as it may, we of the Judiciary
Committee had much to do with the evolu·
tion of the piece of legislation now known
as the Administrative Procedure Act. We
were under considerable pressure from the
Bar Associations to insure that the average
litigant before the Government Administrative Agencies, whether it be big business
seek ing a new license or to prevent a new
company from obtaining one, or a poor em·
ployee fired from his job because of union
activity-whatever the cause--gets what he
deserves, a fair hearing on the merits. There
is no feeling more disheartening than to go
into a hearing believing that no matter h ow
good your case is, the cards are stacked
agairu;t you. Some of my constituents have
complained bitterly about .the unbridled
power and its arbitrary exercise by some of
the regulatory agencies and all too often
w:ith good cause. One of the remedies Un•
dertaken to remedy the situation was tore·
quire the agencies to give adequate notice
of their activities by publication in the Fed·
eral Register so that knowledge of adminis·
trative procedures and agency actions there·
under was made available to the general
practitioner outside of Washington. We
also require the regulatory agencies to give
adequate notice of allegations of violations
in more than mere statutory language, and
to afford the alleged violator an opportunity
for compliance before prosecution is insti·
tuted. We further strengthened the tenure
and security of the trial examiner so that
men of ability, integrity, and independent
spirit would be attracted to make examining
their life's work. We hope that these men
would bring to that work the courage to decide Lssues on their merits without bias in
favor ot the litigating agency to whom they
owed their appointments and promotions.
We also tightened the provisions relating to
judicial review so as to guard against abuse
of administrative discretion.
Since the passage of the act we have kept
close contact with its administration and
particularly with the problems raised by the
appointment and qualification of the trial
examiners. More recently, the Honse Judi·
c1ary Committee bas become aware of your
struggle to improve the position of the trial
examiners which has now found its way into
the courts. I am sure you will appreciate
that, as a Member of Congress, it would be
improper for me to discuss the merits of a
matter which is in litigation. However,
bearing in mind the objectives of the Ad·
ministra.tive Procedure Act as I have outlined them we are interested in the mainte·
nance of complete independence and free·
dom of decision on the part of the adminis·
trative hearing officer. We owe an obliga·
tion to the people wh<l are subject to prose·
cution or those whose investm.ents in radio,
television, airlines, railroads, motor carriers,
or securities are daily subject to regulation
and adjudication by administrative agencies
to insure that these agencies qo not control
the decision of their hearing officers either
by hope of reward through selective promo·
tion, or through imposition of sanctions by
discriminatory assignment of cases. or, worse,
through arbitrary budget manipulation so as
to cause reduction in the trial examiner
force. I am not suggesting that the agencies
have done any of these things. However, it
is important that the litigating agency not
be in a position to infiuence the trial exam·
iner functions in any manner whatsoever.
The cornerstone of democracy is an inde•
pendent, fair-minded, and intelligent judiciary. We expect no less from the hearing
officer who parforms judicial functions as a
part of tl;;le administrative process. But th~
is a two-way street. In return for the spec1a~
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position that the trial examiner holds, the
security of tenure, the upper-level salary, the
respect accorded to judicial authority, we
look for high-quality decisions, concisely
reasoned and expeditiously rendered. Jus·
tice before the heavily burdened administrative agencies often depends upon the ren·
dition of a final decision within a reason·
ably short time. The applicant for a television license or an airline route who must
wait 5 years or more before the ultimate result is known· may not be able to earmark
his resources for such a period. Delay in
processing always favors the "haves" at the
expense of the "have-nots."
And so on this sixth anniversary of the
Administrative Procedure Act, let us remember our obligations to the American people
who come before us craving justice. They
pay the taxes which support our families.
They are entitled to the best job that we can
do at all times. As I observe the members
of the Federal Trial E'xaminers Conference
gathered here this evening I am confident
that you will honor the commitments under·
taken upon acceptance of your appointments.
I sincerely trust that when the time for
your annual banquet rolls around next year
the litigation will be a thing of the past and
that this fine organization will be intent
upon devising ways and means to improve
the administration of justice in your respec·
tive fields. I look forward to worthy contributions stemming !rom the unique ex·
perience and abilities which are yours. Until
then, thank you for allowing me to meet with
you this evening. It has indeed been a great
pleasure.

Arm of Foreign Policy
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF n.LINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF .REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5. 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave ·
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I in·
elude herewith ·an editorial which ap.
peared in the Washington Post on June
13, 1952, entitled "Arm of Foreign
Policy":
ARM OF FOREIGN POLICY

Ten years ago today President Roosevelt
launched the Government into unfamiliar
waters by creating the omce of War Infor·
mation, with Elmer Davis as its director. By
this act the United States became the last
great power to see the need of a world-wide
information and propaganda service, and to
make it an arm of foreign policy. From that
day to this, in war and peace, the need has
been clea-rly apparent. Yet those in charge
of the work have had to fight an unending
battle against public suspicion and misunderstanding. Mr. Davis had to spend at
least half his time defending his agency
against attack, and his successors in the
St ate Department have had to do the same.
Informed, intel!igent criticism has been justified, and has benefited the program year
after year. What cannot be just~fied is the
persistent ignorance about overseas information, even after 10 years, on the part of those
who ought to know better.
One who ought to know better is General
Eisenhower. In wartime he saw the value of
propaganda as as weapon. He wrote at the
end of the war:
"I am convinced that the expenditure of
men and money in wielding the spoken and
written word was an important contributing
factor in undermining the enemy's will to
resist and supporting the fighting morale
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of our potential allies in the occupied
countries."
The same kind of effort is essential today,
when the United States is fighting a cold war
against formidable enemies and is trying to
rally friends throughout the world. Yet
when General Eisenhower was asked the
other day what he thought of the value of
the Voice of America, he made a reply that
simply does not bear analysis. He said, correctly enough, that the official Voice "has a
very limited function," but then he added:
"I believe that the general aspirations,
feelings, and convictions of the American
people as a whole should be broadcast to the
world through the media of expression that
we have--our newspapers, our private television, radio, and all that sort of thing, and
by our people who are traveling abroad. I
think the Voice of America has the job of
keeping crystal clear before all the world
what is the official governmental position
about any particular thing. And it has to
do that by iteration and reiteration."
No doubt it would be pleasant for the taxpayers, and for overworked officials of the
State Department, if "our media of expression" could do most of the job of information and propaganda abroad. But private
American news agencies offer only a limited
service to foreign customers;· American books
and magazines happen to be written in Eng":'
lish, which most of the billion and a half
citizens of the free world cannot speak, read,
or understand; American radio serves American tastes and interests; and all "our media
of expression" are necessarily tailored to
American, not foreign, psychology. Although
two or three private publications do useful
work with foreign-language editions, we
know of no others that could afford the expense of serving foreign publics on the scale
required.
.
As for the idea that official broadcasts
should only iterate and reiterate official
policy, there would be an ear-splitting click
of millions of radio sets being switched off
throughout the world if the United States
were to sterilize its propaganda in this way.
Official radio programs are dreary enough, by
their very nature; tney would become an
utter bore to listeners, and a waste of money,
if they did not also try to give foreigners a
better sense of the general aspirations, feel·
ings, and convictions of the American people.
At best, the Voice of America and its related, activities, such as documentary films,
libraries, and news dispatches, can be only
an auxiliary of American foreign policy; at
best, the program cannot be perfect. The
taxpayer may well wonder why the State
Department today is spending about $86,000,000 on such activities in this fiscal year,
and why it uses about 11,500 employees in
this work at home and abroad, when the old
Office of War Information never spent more
than $54,000,000 in any year nor employed
more than 9,000 at the peak of the war.
The Bureau of the Budget and the next
Congr ess might well take a closer look at
what some of these thousands are doingespecially those who sit in the rabbit-warren
of committees that write fussy guidances,
directive and analyses here in Washington
and contribute little or nothing to the effectiveness of the work in the field. The heart
of the entire operation must be in the field
offices abroad, where information officers
know the problems of their areas far better than any guidance-writers in Foggy Bottom. The effort should constantly be to
adapt information techniques to local conditions, and not to what someone in Washington thinks the conditions ought to be.
Beyond all such details of the problem it
is baffiing that a country which pioneered in
the science of public relations and public
opinion research should have so much
trouble in conducting effective propaganda.
This much is sure: That if the United States
does not tell its story abroad, it will throw

away a potent weapon in the struggle :for
the minds of men. And since nobody else
can do the job, the Government will have
to go on doing it-with more support and
understanding, we hope, than it has had in
the past 10 years.

·Reporters and Lawyers at Congressional
Investigations
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD J. THYE
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, June 13, 1952

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
Appendix of the RECORD an address entitled "Reporters and Lawyers at Congressional Investigations," delivered by
Nat S. Finney, editorial editor of the
Minn~apolis Star, at the University of
Minnesota Law School banquet on April
28; 1952. This address was published jn.·
the ·June 1952 issue of Bench and Bar
of Minnesota, official publication of the
Minnesota State Bar Association.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD
as follows:
REPORTERS AND LAWYERS AT CONGRESSIONAL
INVESTIGATIONS
(Address by Nat S. Finney, editorial editor,
the Minneapolis Star, at University of
Minnesota Law School banquet, April 28,
1952)
It would be difficult-perhaps I should say
impossible-for me to tell you how flattered
I am at your invitation to talk to you tonight. It seems to me, when I think back .
across the years since I left this campus and
ask myself where I have been all my life,
that the major share of it has been spent
listening to lawyers. The opportunity to
talk back, if for only a half hour, is a poignant opportunity-one that I approach with
mixed emotions. Forgive me if I feel a little
like Cinderella waiting for the clock to strike
and send me back to where I belong, hunched
over my typewriter, struggling with my journalistic chores, consumed once more with
envy of a profession that lays down the law
while others listen.
This envy that I feel toward the legal profesSion is not, however, bitter. The many,
many hours I have spent in courtrooms and
at hearings where counsel addressed Government boards have been rewarding. I have
found wit, wisdom, pathos, drama, and-may
I say it?-art at the bench and bar. And
humor, too. I became convinced, long since,
that yours is a great profession. Not only
is there room within its conventions for men
of large and reaching minds: There is comfortable room . . From what I have seen of
bench and bar in my 25 years as a journalist,
I think any member of the legal profession
can say: "I am proud to be a lawyer."
The years I have spent sitting at the feet
of your proud profession have taught me
several things. I need mention only one
of them tonight. I have learned-! hopethat there is no such thing as an amateur
-lawyer. I am sure you know this better than
I do, and I trust you will have it in mind
if I make a few generalizations about laws
affecting congressional investigations.
It
was Robert Benchley, I believe, who said that
all generalizations about women originate
with men under 5 feet 4. My stature in the
law is something less than that. So I pray
your indulgence in the spirit that inspired

Alex Kantor when he told the late Judge
Dickinson that what his client needed was
not justice, but mercy.
FOUR GENERALIZATIONS
I have four generalizations in mind:
First, that Congress has exclusive power
to determine the rules of its procedure.
Second, that for any speech or debate in
either House-and this has come to mean,
committee meetings as well-no Congress•
man can be questioned in any other place.
Third, that congress contr<;>ls the publi•
cation of the record of its deliberations.
And, fourth, that this record is a privileged
record and cannot in any ordinary circumstances be used as evidence to support a
complaint of libel or slander.
These generalizations add up to two broad
propositions which are the basis of what I
shall say tonight.
Congress, in the exercise of its investiga·
tive functions as well as in its debates, is
responsible to no external restraints upon
how it proceeds or what it puts upon its
record.
The press, because of the privileged character Of CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, is not re•
strained by the laws of libel and slander
from publishing any charges or allegations
contained in the RECORD.
These propositions can be restated in a
more homely way. Congressional committees are perfectly free to proceed in ways
that must, and often do, offend the sense
of order and propriety bred in good lawyers
by strict administration of the rules of evi•
dence by the bench. And, in fairly sound
parallel, congressional committees can, and
often do, offer the shelter of a privileged
RECORD to slanderous hearsay that no competent reporter or editor would think o!
publishing under any other circumstances.
When lawyers go to Congress-and many
of them do-the freedom of congressional
committees from the restraints of the bar is
something of a wrench. I have talked with
many Members of Congress, and know that
this is true. And I can assure you from my
own experience, which squares with that of
many other reporters who have covered Congress, that a journalist who has reported
courts and learned something about what
the press is ordinarily safe to publish, feels
a deep sense of shock, when he hears, as I
once did, the name of a woman traduced on
the floor of Congress.
So, in a fair sense, I think the bar and
journalism share an ethical interest in this
difficult problem of the use and the abuse
of the congressional investigative powers. I
fear that the good name of both professions
is indirectly involved; and that both would
be wise to to reach some conclusions about
what attitudes they should take. I believe
it was the late Senator Henry Fountain
Ashurst who once told his colleagues that a
time arrives in almost every legislator's
career when the necessities of the moment
require him to rise above principle. I am
sure Ashurst would not have objected had
some other Senator finished the colloquy by
adding that there are other moments when a
return to principle is in order.
THE ETHICS OF POWER
To a journalist like myself it seems clear
that what we are dealing with when we talk
about congressional procedures is not justice,
but polity. And that, therefore, we are dealing with the ethics of power-large power.
I think we must soberly admit that the im•
memorial question of how far the ends justi•
fy the means requires a different answer
when the ends instantly involve the welfare
of 150,000,000 people than when the ends involve 1 person, or at most a few individuals.
I realize, I think, how difficult it is for
many people to acknowledge that the great
motto "Equal justice under law," is not uni·
versally applicable. But the sense of polity
of this country's constitutional founders
told them that an exception must be made
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by extending certain immunities to a legislative body and its members. , The extension
of these immunities from personal 11ab111ty
for libel and slander w~s, Of course, a grant
of special power to Congress--in effect the
power to suspend ordinary judicial processes
in the public interest when such processes
fail for ·any reason to satisfy the general
welfare.
Most of us, I believe, will agree that this
grant of power was wise. But a lot of us
feel the case is a good deal like that of the
colored bootblack who was given a bottle of
cheap whisky by one of his white patrons.
When the patron asked the darky how he
liked the whisky, he replied: "Boss, it was
just right."
"What do you mean, just
right?" "Well, 'Qoss," the bootblack said,
"if it had been. any better you wouldn't
have give it to me, an' if it had been any
worse, I couldn't have got it down." I suppose we would all agree upon some instances
where this great power has been greatly
used. Upon other instances we might disagree because of differences of social and
political philosophy and persuasion. I might
feel that the prewar merchants of death investigation was an ugly abuse of power; and
you might feel that the TNEC investigation
was also. In these matters, as in others, it
makes a difference whose ox 1s gored.
I hope we could agree that the use of
this power to achieve partisan political objectives is not inherently wrong if the purpose of such investigations is to hold officials accountable for mistakes or abuse of
power, and the methods do not destroy institutions they are intended to preserve. I
do not think we should shrink from politics.
Some of you on the campus may remember Prof. Cephus AUen, who was chairman
of the pol1ttcBtl-science department when I
was in s-chool.· He was, in my · experienC?e,
one of the very few so-called political scientists who imved politics as the greatest expression of human genius. He once told
me: "Young man, you can take the politics
-out of .power just about ·a s easily as you can
take the -economics . out of trade." I don't
often find myself agreeing with President
· Truman, but- I do see eye to eye with him
on the pr<:>position that tendermindedness
about politics comes clmse to being our national curse. We should embrace it, not
spurn it.
WHAT'S WRONG WITH INVESTIGATIONS?

If politics isn't what's wrong with congressional inv-estifgattons, what is it that
has brought them into ·s erious disrepute?
I think-better say I hope-I can put my
finger on what's wrong with them. They .are
a painful !blemish in our body politic because we-and here I include the press and
bar-have fa!lled so miserably to supply
them with a backbone of tradition, custom,
and ethics. Somellow or other American
political g,enius, which has been enormously
prolific in other fields, has iJ..argely passed
this institution by. This is an institution
which, by its inh'ere:m.t nature, must be regulated by .custom, by unwritten law, if it is
to be respected and effective. Yet today in
Washington there are a dozen different investigations, each drifting to tp.e whim of
some committee cllairman or counsel and
fair prey for the next exhibitionist who wants
to turn them into a Roman circus.
l visited Washington 10 days ago, and
while t:r.ere talked at some length with one
of the most brilliant and sensible young
lawyers who .has turned -up as committee
counsel in some time. .He's Bill DeWind,
and with Representative KING's Ways ami
Means Subcommittee, has been doing !'tn extremely useful and fair job of relieving the
Bureau 'Glf -Internal Revenue of dozens of
adult delinquents. DeWind acutely feels
the neetl !or guidelines of procedure. His
preliminary inquiries in executive sesSions
have been decently ha:ndled. Copies of the
record have been delivered to witnesses for
such use as the-y desire to make of the record.

But the committee has kept its secret record
secret until the committee knew where a.
public hearing would take it. Generally
speaking, the King committee has been conscientious in ex-ercising its powers, and one
senses a determined reaching out for fair
and effective methods. Yet I am pained to
say that when I asked DeWind how the committee decided to move from executive session to public hearings, he answered that
sometimes it felt compelled to do so to avoid
cries of whitewash from Congressmen who
feel the committee has probed too long without producing another sensa'tion.
Across the Capitol Grounds I talked to
another committee counsel whose arrival in
Washington some months ago was hailed as
promising a new and more reasonable pattern of investigation. I shall name him or
his committee because he isn't to blame for
.the fact that not even a Charles Evans
Hughes could conduct an effective inquiry
under this committee's chairman. I found
the fellow in the dumps. He's a man in the
prime of his powers, and he has the most
adequate concepts of investigative procedure
I have ever encountered. He brought a real
reputation to Washington. He won't take
it with him when he goes.

that those of you who have to deal with
:appellate proceedings would be astonished.
I have tried to make it clear that I am
not one of those who weeps over the bruises
politicians accumulate in their rough and
tumble. Citizens do not become public men
1nvolunta;r1ly, and controversialists such as
those who have given .their Government bad
advice about policy might well remember the
old saw that "nobody ever listened himself
into trouble." I'm inclined to agree with
George Allen's political maxim that "if you
can't stand the heat you better stay out of
-the kitchen."
I firmly believe that congressional investigating committees are an indispensable feature of democratic government, and that they
would remain indispensable even if their
<&buse were twice as bad as it now seems to
be. But, by way of cor.ollary, I think they
could be many times as valuable if they discovered and followed some simple canons of
procedure and some moderate standards of
craftsmanship.
I shan't attempt anything like a complete
prescription of what ought to be done. I
shall mention only one or two obvious things
and suggest how the press and bar might
help to get them done.

UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

REFORM SUGGESTED

I don't want to deal ·at any length with
the best known of all congressional investigating committees-the House Committee on
On-American Activities. I will mention only
two of its peculiarities because they affect
both the legal profession and the press.
Counsel for this committee has, over the
years, developed an amazing talent for turning reporters into committee ti-pstaves and
amateur investigators. I have noticed at
first hand tllat these reporters progressively
10se their capacity for objective reporting, until finally they_ come to accept as fact the
wilde.st and most preposterous rumors--incredible fantasies that a few minutes' check.ing would disprove. I hate that sort of thing
with all my heart, out of bedrock conviction
that the vitality of the press depends upon
all the detachment and impartiality the reporter can muster.
The second peculiarity of the On-American
Activities Committee worth mentioning is
tllat no one knows with any clear certainty
what part of its record is otficial and therefore privileged and what part is simply undigested files. To me, this is a monstrous
situation. It reminds me of -t he story of the
two men riding on the motorcycle. The man
on the back seat inquired where they were
going and the driver replied, "What the heck
do you care? We're making good time, a;ren't
we?" Some of you may remember Victor
Hugo's story about the cannonball that got ·
loose on the deck of a small wooden ship
during a storm. Life in a congressional com,mittee can be something like that.
Procedures which cannot well b~ regularized by a .framework of law in the usual sense
have not been regularized either by the rules
of .Congress itself or by custom, convention,
a sense of institutional decorum. There is
almost literally no standard by which the
success or failure of committee staffs and
counsel can be judged, and there is no accepted way of judging whether one Member
of Congress is competent for membership on
an investigating committee and another is
not.
There is one way in which you, as members
of the bar, can judge the effectiveness of any
congressional committee. Is the committee,
working as a committee with all its staff and
counsel, able to make an orderly and coherent
record? Is there a showing of craftsmanship
in the product it turns out to inform other
Members of Congress and to leave a record
for the future? !'suggest that if you want to
get a clear index of the shortcomings of n1.any
congressional investigating committees you
read some of the records they publish-at
substantial cost to the. taxpayer. I !Venture

The first reform I have in mind-and I do
not hesitate to use the word "reform"-is for
Congress to put a stop to the abuse of its
privileged record by witnesses who enjoy congressional immunity from suits for libel only
because Congress lends them that immunity.
Some thoughtful attorneys 1i1 Washington
are now trying to draft an acceptable' bill
that w.ould authorize any person injured
by the testimony of a witness to hale that
witness into Federal court. Current thinking is that it would not be necessary to allow
the plaintiff in such an action to collect
damages for the injury done him. All he
could seek would be exoneration by the court
:to clear his name. I should '·hink that an
honorable press would feel obliged to publish a statement that the original charge
had been held false, although, of course, no
statute could require it to do so.
It will be argued that such a statute would
inhibit the willingness of witnesses to talk
freely, and that a conflict might develop
between the committee's power to compel
testimony and the witness' subsequent responsibility before a court for what he told
the committee. But if the witness' liability
is not great, I do not think the argument
against 1t is strong.
In my opinlon Congress would be very wise
to adopt such a statute as an aftilm.at;ive
answer to just such criticisms as were leveled against it last week at a meeting G>f
Methodist bishops. Newspapers should support such legislation as an earnest of their
desire to deal fairly with victims of false
and irresponsible accusations. And I think
the bar has a substantial interest in the
matter, too. The publlc does not, in my experience, clearly distingui~h between quasiperhaps I should say pseudo--legal proceedings and the proceedings of the courts. The
good name of justice can be tarnished by
loose dealing with the rules of evidence in
Congress and abuse of the shelter of official
record.
This reform, desirable as it may be, is a
small thing and essentially negative. The
constructive possibilities lie mainly in a different direction. I venture to explore them
only very tentatively, and because of my
conviction that the bell tolls for us in this
matter.
BAR SHOULD TAKE INITIATIVE

I was reading a review of Merlo Pusey's
new biography of Charles Evans Hughes in
the Atlantic Monthly the other night and
came upon this assertion: "The American
·bar has played little or no part 1D the
struggle against the degradation of the investigative process." You will know· much.
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better than I whether this statement is true.
I do not accept it in any accusatory sense.
It is not my observ~tion that the matter
has been brought before the bar. But is it
not fair to ask whether this is a matter in
which the bar should take some initiative?
Many of you will remember the story about
the elderly judge who was fishing with his
young nephew on the bank of a swift-running stream when two strangers hurried up
to a bleached out skiff, threw it into the
river and tried to p addle across. The boat
leaked so badly that it filled and capsized
at midstream where the water was deepest,
and the two strangers were drowned in the
rapid below . . The lad turned to his uncle
and said: "Why didn't you warn those poor
fellows? You knew that boat would sink."
To which the old judge is said to have replied: "Son, the matter was never brought
before me."
I h~ve my nerve to charge you with responsibilities . . You might very well push
me into a corner and m ake me listen to the
story of the two roommates in the cheap
theatrical hotel who had a falling out.
Both were out-of-work old-time vaudevillians with animal acts, and one complained
to the room clerk that he simply could no
longer stand the odor of his roommate's
performing dogs. "Then, why,'' asked the
long-suffering room clerk, "don't you - open
the windows and air the room out?"
"Why, I never heard of such a thing,'' the
complaining tenant .answered. "Do you
think I want to lose my pigeons?"
The reason I am willing to charge the bar
with its responsibilities is that the bar's
dogs and the press' pigeons are mixed up
1n this thing together. The newspapers, I
think you must agree, have done a good
deal of protesting about the degradation of
'the investigative process. But I am afraid
you might say with good reason that our
protests have not been accompanied by
many constructive suggestions. The intricacies of the problem are not the press' dish.
Journalists are, as I suggested earlier, amateurs at law; and this is a problem that will
be solved by great lawyers, if at all.
I think that the press-and a great .many
other estates in our society-are ready ·to
accept good legal counsel in the handling of
this problem. And I feel sure that Congressmen are more anxious about it than
any of us realize. Speaker SAM RAYBURN
did not, I can assure you, ban telE:ivision
from investigative hearings because he
sought popular-ity with the radio and television networks. He did this because he is
deeply worried about the ·good name of the
legislative branch of Government-in which
he has served his whole life with great distinction.
I believe, very sincerely, that the time has
come for members of the bar who do not sit
in Congress to make common cause with
·those who do . . I am satisfied that, together;
these two segments of the bar can find· most
of the answers to what should be done.
And I am equally confident that when
these answers are discovered the press will
join you wholeheartedly in insisting that
they take good root in our country's great
tradition.

Federal Judgeships the Patronage of Local
Politicians
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. NORRIS POULSON
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, June 5, 1952

Mr. POULSON. Mr. Speaker, under
\leave granted to extend my remarks in

the·REcoRD, I include the following letter
and resolution:
·
UNITED STATES COURT OF .APPEALS,
NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
San Francisco, Calif., June 10, 1952.

Re Federal judgeships the patronage of local
politicians.
Han. NORRIS POULSON,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. POULSON: Herewith is enclosed
for your consideration a resolution concerning the repeat~d justice denying delays to
litigants in a Federal court, due to the submission of the Department of Justice to the
disputes of local Democratic politicians in
the distribution of what they claim as the-ir
judicial patronage.
The resolution was unanimously adopted
··by all the seven judges of the Judicial Council of the United States Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit.
·
· It will be noted that with four vacancies
waiting from a year to 20 months for the
settlement of the patronage disputes of these
local politicians, when Congress in June
1946 placed a 15-day limit for an appointment, it was made in that time.
It has become evident that only by a public discussion of the facts can the wrongs
to these litigants be alleviated.
Very faithfully yours,
.
WILLIAM DENMAN,
Cftief Judge.

RESOLUTION OF THE JUDICIAL CoUNCIL OF THE
NINTH CIRCUIT RESPECTING POLITICAL PATRONAGE IN FEDERAL JUDGESHIPS, ADOPTED
JUNE 6, 1952
Whereas 6,000,000 people, practically
double the population of Norway, have moved
into the ninth circuit in the last 12 years
causing the greatest increase in docketings
in the United States district courts in the
history of Federal litigation; and
Whereas Congress to make possible the
adjudication of the increased litigation in
the United States District Court for the
Northern District of California has created
in the last 6 years three additional judgeships
in that district; and
.
Whereas there are in that district many
outstanding members of the bar, competent
and eligible for appointment to fill the vacant judgeships in that court; and
Whereas a vacancy in one of the judgeships of that court occurred on the 30th day
of July 1947, which was not filled until over
20 months thereafter, causing arrearages and
delay to many litigants in that court; and
Whereas another vacancy in such a judgeship occurred on the 3d day of August 1949,
which was not filled until over a year had
elapsed, causing further arrearages and delay
to that court's litigants; and
Whereas another vacancy on August 3,
1949, was not filled until 16 months had
elapsed causing further arrearages and delay
for the litigants; and
Whereas another vacancy, occurring on
March 18, 1951, now over 15 months thereafter has not been filled, causing other arrearages and delays to the litigants; and
Whereas in addition to the delay which
denies justice to litigants able to wait for
adjudication are the unjust and enforced
settlements of the weaker litigants who cannot wait, to those stronger who can; and
Whereas, in interesting contrast to the
above the statute creating a judgeship on
June 15, 1946, required the vacancy to be
filled before July 1, 1946, and the appointment was made before that date; and
Whereas because of the many able attor·neys eligible for appointment, the impression
has been created at the bar and with the
public that Federal judgeships are but a
part of the patronage of politicians who, in
all of t~ese four denials of justice to litigants, have taken from a year to 20 months
to settle between them the question of which

politician shall have the appointee, thus
bringing great disrepute to the Federal
bench: Now, therefore be it
Resolved, That this Judicial Council of
the Ninth Circuit strongly urge that · the
wronged Federal litigants of the Northern
District of California be promptly accorded
the justice due them by the appointment
of a judge to fill the precent vacancy in
that court.
WILLIAM DENMAN,
Chief Judge.

CLIFTON MATHEWS,
Circuit Judge.

ALBERT LEE STEPHENS,
Circuit Judge.

WILLIAM HEALY,
Circuit Judge.

HOMER T. BONE,
Circuit Judge.

WILLIAM E. ORR,

.

Circuit Judge.

WALTER L. POPE,
Circuit Judge.

Address of the President of the United
States at the Ceremony in Connection
With the Laying of the Keel for the
First Nuclear-Powered Submarine at
Groton, Conn., on Saturday, June 4,

1952
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MELVIN PRICE
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, J-u ne 16,

19~2

Mr ..PRICE. Mr. Spe~ker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include the following addres~ of the President of the United States at the ceremony in connection with the laying of
the keel for the first nuclear:-powered
submarine, at Groton, Conn., on Saturday~ June 14, 1952:
·
· Mr. Chairmarr, Governor Lodge, Mr. Secretary of the Navy, distinguished guests,-! am
Nery glad to be here today in Groton, Conn.
You see, I got the right town this time.
Somebody told me last week that this ceremony was going to be held in New London
over on the other side of the river. I referred
to it in the speech I made Saturday out in
Missouri. Very shortly thereafter I was set
. right in no uncertain terms.
I am glad to see the people of Groton are
proud of their home town. I know how they
feel. I somethnes get pretty tired of Kansas
City taking all the credit for the things that
happen in Independence, Mo. I can understand why the people of Groton should be
proud of what is happening here today.
Today is .Flag Day, the one hundred and
seventy-fifth anniversary of the adoption of
the flag of the United States of America.
Flag Day, 175 years ago, the united colonies,
afterward the United States, adopted the
flag which. flies over us today.
In 1905, 47 years ago, I celebrated Flag Day
by joining the National Guard as a private. I
bocame a corporal, a sergeant, a captain, a
major, a colonel-and finally the Commander in Chief of the whole works.
As we celebrate this Flag Day, it marks one
of the most significant developments of our
time.
We are assembled here to lay the keel of a
Navy submarine, the U. S. S. Nautilus. The
ship will be something new in the world.
She will be atomic-powered. Her engines
.w ill not burn oil, or coal. The heat in her
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boilers will be created by the same force
that heats the sun-the energy released by
atomic fission, the breaking-apart of the
basic matter of the whole universe.
Think what this means.
Just 7 years ago next month, down in New
Mexico, our scientists released the energy of
the atom in a gigantic explosion of incredibly
destructive force. The desert at Alamagordo
was lighted for 70 miles, by a white light,
brighter than the sun.
That was a terrible moment, and it was
a wonderful moment too, for mankind. It
was a terrible moment because it heralded a
new weapon of war, a new weapon of destruction more nearly absolute than anything ever
known to man before. It was a wonderful
moment because it opened up for all men
enormous possibilit:es of peaceful progress,
of industrial development and economic
growth and better lives for human beings
everywhere.
In 1945, the whole world learned that the
vast power of the atom could be put into a
bomb. After the first shock and amazement,
all men asked themselves: What is this awful
new force? Can it be used only to destroy
men, or can it be harnessed to help them?
For 7 years we Lave been working to find
the answer. And now we have found it.
This vessel is the forerunner of atomic-powered merchant ships and airplanes, of atomic
power plants producing electricity for factories, farms, and homes.
The day that the propellers of this new
submarine first bite into the water and drive
her forward, will be the most momentous
day in the field of atomic science since the
first flash · of light down in the desert 7
years ago.
Then we knew we had a bomb for war.
Now we will have a working power plant for
peace.
The Nautilus will be able to move under
the water at a speed of more than 20 knots.
A few pounds of uranium will give her ample
fuel to travel thousands of miles at top speed.
She will be able to stay underwater indefinitely. Her atomic engine will permit
her to be completely free of the earth's atmosphere. She will not · even require a
breathing tube to the surface.
The military significance of this vessel is
tremendous. The engine of the Nautilus will
have as revolutionary an effect on the navies of the world as did the first oceangoing
steamship 120 years ago.
But the peaceful significance of the Nautilus is even more breathtaking. When this
ship has been built and operated, controllable atomic power wm have been demop.strated on a substantial scale.
I wish I could convey to everyone what
a t"emendous and wonderful thing has been
accomplished. It is amazing what our scientists and engineers have done. Think
what was involved in creating the engine
tl:"'. t will go into this submarine.
New metals had to be produced. Wholly
new processes for refining and using these
metals had to be invented, tested, and put
into production.
All sorts of new machinery had to be designed and built to spectifications more rigid
than anything ever attempted by American
industry before.
The whole complicated mechanism required to make atoms break apart had to
be designed to fit into this vessel's hull.
Safety devices had to be worked out to protect the ship's crew from harmful radiation.
Special controls had to be developed so that
the speed and intensity of atomic fission
can be regulated instantly by the flick of a
switch. And all this intricate mec::J.anism
had to be rugged enough to withstand combat shock from depth charges and from other
attacks.
The power plant that wlll go into this
submarine is not just being planned on
paper. The Atomic Energy Commission and
the Navy have actually gone out and built
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and inefficient as the steamboat of R3bert
a submarine hull on dry land at Area, Idaho.
They are putting into it a full-size working
Fulton.
engine, complete in all respects--the same
If we could devote a full share of our
kind of engine that will be used in this ship.
energies to the peaceful development of the
That engine on dry land is almost complete
atom, it should soon be possible to bring
r !ght now. Soon they wlll start it running
this new source of power into daily use.
and give it the most thorough tests. And,
Self-contained power plants, able to run albelieve it or not, when they are through
most indefinitely without refueling, and caworking with that model it will be perfectly
pable of being moved from place to place,
possible to hitch it up to and turn out elecwould be within reach of our industry, our
tricity, like any other dry-land power plant.
transportation systems, our cities, and our
All this has been accomplished in an
farms. Ruch a possibility would revolutionamazingly chart period of time. When it
ize the technological basis of our civilizawas started 4 years ago, most people thought
tion. It could provide the answer to the
it would take at least 10 years, if it could
crying need for sources of power in the
be done at all. But one tough problem
under-developed areas of the world. It
after another has been conquered in a fashcould mean industrial development for areas
ion that seems almost miraculous, and· the
now held back because they have no supply
work has forged ahead.
of coal, or oil, or waterpower. It could set
Thousands of people have participated in
man free from servitude to geography and
designing, developing; and building . the
climate.
power plant of this ship. In the process,
And such a development would bring
they have learned what is takes to put
other, unforeseeable benefits along with it.
atomic energy to work. And they have
The use of radio-active materials in the delearned how to work together to create usetection and treatment of disease has already
ful atomic power. Men from the Navy and
shown startling results. Such materials
the Atomic Energy Commission, from Govhave also been used in remarkable research
ernment and industry, from management
experiments in the development of foods
and labor-all have worked and learned toand fibers. All these advances are still in
gether.
the primitive stages of exploration. NoNow the men and management of the
body knows what marvels lie ahead of us.
electric boat division are joining the team
We stand on the threshold of a new age.
to carry forward this remarkable project.
But the question is: When shall we be alIn view of the long record of good relations
lowed to enter it?
between your union and your company, I
These great developments depend on the
know you men and women will do your full
creation of a free and peaceful world. So
part in leading us on into the age of atomic
long as there is the threat of conquest an,d
power.
war, we must devote the greater part of our
An engine to use in a ship under water is
scientific resources and of our budget to dea very difficult kind of engine to design and
fense. So long as there is a danger from
make. But having done this difficult job, our
atomic weapons, we must apply the greater
scientists and engineers should not have
part of our fissionable materials to atomic
too much trouble finding ways to build
defenses. Before we can enter the atomic
simpler and cheaper power plants in the
age, we must achieve peace.
future.
That is our goal. That is what we are
Now I do not want to be misunderstood.
working for. That is why we have underWidespread use of atomic power is still years
taken the great projects of collective defense,
away. But with this vessel we are making a
in the East and in the West. By building
giant stride ahead.
our defenses we are trying not only to make
It is a paradox that most of our progress
war impossible, but to turn the tide toward
toward the peaceful application of atomic peace through agreement.
energy has come under the pressure of miliEven as we build these defenses, we are
tary necessity. We tackled the secret of the
seeking to find some way to reach peaceful
atom to build a bomb that could secure our
settlement of the world's differences. We
military victory in World War II. We are
have offered a plan in the United Nations
building the first atomic engine to power this
for effective international control over
warship, so she may help secure the seas
atomic energy and for outlawing atomic
against the danger of aggression.
weapons. We want an end to atomic armaWe have no love for war. I hope and pray
ments-we want an end to every kind of
with all my heart that the day wm never
armament-and we have never ceased to
come again when we have to use the atomic
hope that the Soviet rulers might come to
bomb. I pray that this ship, this first atomic
entertain the same desire and might join
submarine, wm never have an enemy to fight.
us in constructive measures for disarmaI hope she will be tied up someday as a
ment.
historic relic of a threat of war long passed.
But this they ·have not done. They have
I know that all Americans will join me in
shown no willingness to work out honest,
this. For we are a peaceful people, not a
fair solutions for the problems of the world.
warlike people. We want peace and we work
Instead, they have sought to sow disruphard for peace. This is a great day for us,
tion and distrust among free countries; they
a day to celebrate-not because we are starthave used threats and riots, bloodshed and
ing a new ship for war, but because we are
outright aggression, in their attempt to exmaking a great advance in the use of atomic · pand their empire.
energy for peace. We want atomic power to
They have left us no choice except to
be a boon to all men everywhere, not an inlook to our own defenses. They have made
strument for their destruction.
us understand that only great strength to
offset their own can keep the· peace. That
Today, we stand on the threshold of a new
is why the free countries of the world have
age of power. In 10 short years, we have
banded together for greater strength. We
bridged the great gap between the first disare building strength for security. And this
covery of a new source of power and its peaceship Nautilus is a part of that great effort.
ful use. Never before in history has manShe is designed to patrol the seas and thus
kind made such rapid strides. Between the
protect our land. She is an answer to the
first application of steam by Hero, of Alexthreat of aggression in the world.
andria, and the steam engine of James Watt
Now, I want to turn to a phase of this
lay almost 2,000 years. Between Franklin's
matter
than cannot be ignored. That 1S
experiments with electricity and the first
the fact that atomic developments cost
successful incandescent lamp there intermoney-indeed, they are very expensive.
vened almost a century and a half.
Only a few weeks ago, I had to ask the ConNo man can foresee what breath-taking degress for an additional sum of more than
velopments in atomic energy will take place
$3,000,000,000 for expanding our atomic enin the next 10 years. The power plant of
ergy work. All national security programs
the Nautilus ~ay soon seem to us as crude
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are expensive and we might as . well face
up to it.
I think efforts are being made to sell the
American people on the idea that there is
some cut-rate, bargain cou,nter route to national security, and that route is a very
dangerous one. The people of this country
have faith and courage and patriotism
enough to do what is required for our national survival. They are willing to do what
is necessary even though the way may be
long and hard.
The difficulty is that the American people
are getting all kinds of foolish advice from
people who know better. This is a political
year and politics does funny things to people
who are seeking offic~and I know from
experience. Now the air is filled with promises to strengthen national security and to
cut taxes all at the same time. I even heard
the other day that somebody was talking
about a $40,000,000,000 tax cut. That would
leave us with only about half enough money
to support our ·Armed Forces .even if we
didn't spend a dollar for anything else.
This passion for economy regardless of
the consequences is raging in the Congress.
That is where the greatest danger lies, because the Congress can wreck our chances
for world peace if it takes the wrong kind
of action. Very fortunateiy, there are many
men in the Congress who recognize the serious danger that confronts our country and
who are not yielding to political pressures
for false economy. I hope and believe that
there are enough of these men so that we
will get through this election-year session
with our national defense reasonably intact.
Two of the best of them, I want to say
to you, are your two Senators from Connecticut.
BRIEN MCMAHON has done SO much to
guide the development and control of atomic
energy, that people sometimes lose· sight of
the other good work he does. l3ut I want
you to know that he is doing much-all
across the board-to keep the United States
on the right road, and is doing as much
as any man in the Senate in that direction.
Then there is BILL BENTON. Bill is always
on the right side of every tougli fight that
comes along. And the thing I admire about
him most is his courage. He has stepped
right up and tagged JoE MCCARTHY for what
he is, when a lot .of other people were running for ·cover-or were even doing a little
sordid coattail riding.
I want to thank the people of Connecticut
for sending men like this to the Senate. I
hope you will keep it up.
We must have men in office who have the
courage and the wisdom to choose the right
course whether it is popular or not.
We may hav~ to live in a half-peace, halfwar condition for a long time to come. We
must lay our· plans accordingly. If we are
to maintain peace, we must be prepared to
defeat aggression. And we must be prepared to make the long-term investment in
national security that t:his requires.
But clearly this does not mean that we
should pay attention only to military matters. Far from it. What we must do instead-what we are doing-is to make use
of every opportunity we have to advance the
arts of peace and respond to human needs.
That is why this ceremony here today holds
great hope for the future. We are here, in
a true sense, pioneering to bring the world
new advanc.es. We are, at one and the same
time, fortifying the cause of freemen every_
where against aggression and taking a long
stride toward the day when man can reap
the material benefits of the atom.
But think how much more we could do
1f we were able to devote all our atomic
knowledge to peaceful purposes. If the attitude of the Kremlin should change, if the
Soviet Union would cooperate in building a
better world instead of standing in the way
of all progress, think what vistas would open
up. Think what could be done for the betterment of mankind with only ·a fraction

scattered all over the United States, as well
as practically the entire Mississippi Valley,
inland waterways, Atlantic and Gulf seaports
and too many other organizations to mention.
Of course railroads and other carriers do
not want to be put out of business or to
suffer heavy economic loses because a limited
area of the country clamors for the St. Lawrence seaway. They have a perfect right to
defend themselves against attempts to destroy them or to .take business away from
them. But that is not even half the story.
At a time when a "tax rebellion" is declared
to be "sweeping the Nation" it is again proposed that the United States embark upon
a multimillion dollar undertaking which
would probably cost more than a billion dollars before it was finished; divert manpower
and materials to it needed for national defense and otherwise 'dissipate national resources. It has never been proved that the
St. Lawrence seaway is essential to the welfare
· or defense of the United States.
Mr. VAN ZANDT found that "vested interThe So-Called Vested Interests Referred ests" do support the St. Lawrence project.
They consist of six Midwest steel companies
to by Advocates of the St. Lawrence that put up $49,000 of the $58,104 raised in
1950 to lobby for the seaway. The lobbying
Seaway as Opposing the International fund
for the first 6 months of 1951 was $58,Ditch Reveals the Desperate Plight of 622. These steel companies own ore deposits
Labrador-Quebec area.
Those Who Seek Approval of Such an in Athe
subsidized seaway paid for by the American people, which may never pay for itself
Economic Monstrosity
by tolls, would enable these six steel companies to transport ore at a lower cost,
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
thereby giving them an advantage over eastOF
ern and southern steel companies.
The Midwest steel companie!? and their
allies may be properly called "vested interOF PENNSYLVANIA
ests." They do not care what happens to
the. rest of the country, or the billions of
IN THE H9USE OF REPRESENTATIVES
dollars invested in other forms of transportaMonday, June 16, 1952
tion, just so they get what they want, a
seaway
at public expense of which they
Mr: VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, for will be built
the beneficiaries.

of the money now going into military
strength.
No wonder men look with bewilderment
and dismay at the bitter stream of lies and
threats that comes from Moscow. No wonder millions of men, on both sides of the
iron curtain, look to the Kremlin and ask,
"When will they let us have peace?"
For the people of the world know that .
men have within their reach today the means
of a better life than they have ever had
before. With the tools of modern scienceof which the most marvelous can be this new
thing, atomic energy-and with the ancient
moral truths of religion and philosophy,
mankind can build a world in which poverty, hunger, and war are banished once
and for all.
This is the vision we should keep before
us as we strive on toward peace, justice, and
freedom for all mea.

HON. JAMES E. VANZANDT

over 50 years the St. Lawrence seaway
has been presented to Congress; and yet,
despite the frenzied efforts of its proponents to justify its construction, the
arguments advanced in its behalf are
noted for their shallowness.
Recently I discussed the subject of the
so-called vested interests that are said
to be the chief opponents of the proposed international ditch. My remarks
Which appeared in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD are the subject of an enlightening editorial that appeared in the March
19, 1952, issue ·o f the Beaumont (Tex.)
Enterprise.
The timely article is as follows:

VESTED IN'J;ERESTS FOR SEAWAY
Advocates of the St. Lawrence seaway
make much ado over the vested interests
who oppose this project. The idea is to
arouse prejudice by trying to make the
American people believe a sinister conspiracy
is afoot to deprive them of all the blessings
that will flow from the construction of a
seaway connecting Great Lakes ports with
open water.
Representative VAN ZANDT, of Pennsylvania, recently had something to say in the
House of Representatives about these socalled "vested interests" who are accused
of stand.i ng in the way of national progress.
Incidentally, the seaway has been under discussion for about 50 years and still cannot
muster enough strength to win congressional approval.
The "vested interests" who oppose the St.
Lawrence seaway are not a group of railroad
barons, bankers, and capitalists, primarily,
although railroads and capitalists do not
want anything done that would be injurious
to their own investments, without compensating benefits for the country as a whole.
Opponents of what Mr. VAN ZANDT calls
••an economic monstrosity" include labor,
civic, business, and t~~rxpayers' organizations

Williamsburg Declaration of 1952
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks l.n the
RECORD, I include the following text of
the Williamsburg Declaration of 1952,
signed June 12, 1952, by exiles' leaders
from Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Rumania, and Yugoslavia, printed
in the New York Times of June 13, 1952:
TEXT OF DECLARATION BY 10 EXILED LEADERS
The Communist governments and constitutions which have been forced on our native countries have trampled freedoms and
perverted the very meaning and symbol of
the human principles embodied in truly revolutionary documents such as the Virginia
Bill of Rights. Since it has long been evident that the social, economic·, and human
reforms which they have proclaimed were
mere propaganda intended to deceive our
peoples and impose upon them Communist
governments through the agency of a godless, totalitarian, reactionary, and imperialist military conspiracy, whose practical effect is to take our countries backward ln
time to the conditions of slavery; we, the undersigned representatives-in-exile of 10 ancient countries,. oppressed by regimes which
deny to our peoples independence, and de·prive them of the blessings of their homes,
their liberties, their national traditions and
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their democratic institutions, being met in
the House of Burgesses, in which the Virginia Bill of Rights was signed on June
12, 1776, do hereby signify on this anni ..
versary of that historic event our endorsement of the principles set forth in that great
human document.
Among these principles we especially enshrine the free and equal birth of man, his
inalienable right to enjoy life, liberty, and
property, and to pursue happiness and safety;
we repeat that power is derived from the
people, and the government is the people's servant; that the end of government
is the production of the greatest happiness
and safety; and that when any form of government becomes destructive of those ends
it is the right of the people to alter or abolish
it and institute a new government; that the
judiciary shall be independent of the executive; that elections shall be free; that laws
may not be suspended or enacted without
the consent of the governed.
INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

We proclaim the right to public judicial
proceedings, to know the cause c.nd nature
of every charge, and to be free from compulsion to give evidence against oneself, to be
free from arbitrary search and seizure; that
freedom of the press shall prevail; that the
military shall be subordinated to and governed by the civil power; that no free government can be preserved without firm adherence to ethical principles; that all men are
equally entitled to the free exercise of religion.
We know that our peoples can reach safety
and happiness only through the implementation of these great principles, which cannot be made effective except through liberation from tyranny. We ·hereby declare that,
once our people are liberated, secret police,
concentration camps, for ced labor, trial by
torture, and intimidation, extortion, arrest,
genocide, and deportation shall be immedi·
ately abolished; discrimination because of
class, national or racial origins, religious or
political beliefs, persecution pf religion and
churches, and the domination of any nation
by a foreign power shall be eliminated.
Stakhanovism and punitive laws on the
discipline of labor shall be abolishE!d forthwith. The peasants shall be liberated
from forced collectivization and kolkhozes.
We pledge that tyranny over the mind of
man shall be abolished from c. ur countries-tyranny of any minority clique over the
majority, or tyranny of the majority over the
minorities.
We pledge that rule by terror will be replaced by liberty under law, and that the
principles and freedoms enumerated above
will become the foundation of government
of the people, for the people, and by the
people. Man, and not the state, is the true
measure of progress, and the form of political, social, and economic organizations
shall be chosen by the people, in such manner that an order of social justice will be
established.
PRIVATE PROPERTY RIGHTS

We pledge that the right of private ownership of land shall be restored, and that
land and other property taken from the
peasants for collectivization shall be given
back to. those who till the land. Cooperative and other forms of association, voluntarily entered into by the peasants for economic ends, shall be free from government
interference.
Free and independent voluntary trade
unions and labor organizations shall be the
guardians of workers' rights anq interests.
The workers shall be free to choose their
employment and the places where they wish
to live and work. The rights and dignity
of the worker shall be truly protected, and
his opportunities _f.o r social and economic
progress including the right to ownership
of property, shall be inviolate.

We know that the peoples of Central and
Eastern Europe are firmly resolved upon
their liberation to join the community of
free nations, and that they are eager to
take their natural place in the great movement of free peoples toward better relationships and closer union. The free peoples
will establish between themselves strong regional ties and by this join in the formation
of a United States of Europe.
Many of these principles were once included in the constitution of our countries before
those were supplanted through the rise of
totalitarianism. We pledge ourselves to
propose to our nations to incorporate aU
the rights and principles herein set forth
in the future constitutions of all our nations.
We undertake further, . with the help of
divine providence and of those loyal citizens who today suffer under the yoke of
communism, to insure that, once these
rights and principles are embodied in the
new constitutions of our peoples, they shall
be safeguarded and respected, !or the common good of European civUization and for
the cultural heritage of mankind;

Who Is To Blame?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD L. SITTLER, JR.
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. SITTLER. Mr. Speaker, one of the
later expressions of a thinking citizen
with regard to the constant appeal to
Washington as the source of all funds
is admirably expressed in an editorial
written by Dr. Hayes Farish, of the
Woodland Christian Church, Lexington,
Ky., in the June 12, 1952, issue of Woodland Echoes:
WHO Is To BLAME?
Characteristic of every group, formal or
informal, is to critically discuss extravagance in Government and public spendthrift
methods. The practice of profligate methods
of spending is condemned but the underlying
causes are never considered. Every politician wants economy produced in every territory except his own. This attitude results
1n no economy at all.
What underlies astronomical spending ot
public money? Well, what began as a depression emergency measure on the part of
the Government has been retained by public
demand as national practice-running to
Washington for money. The military budget
is the largest of all. Defense production
organizations are scattered all over the Nation. Now, try to ·close up one of these
defense production units, regardless of how
litt~e it may be needed.
Labor organizations, the chamber of commerce, merchants,
and the public demand of their Representatives in Congress that the established production unit continue.
Where schools and colleges have been getting financial subsidies the demand is for
larger appropriations. An entering wedge
for larger financial support is sought for
grade and secondary schools in the sum of
$300,000,000. The distribution is not to be
made according to needs in less privileged
areas but a straight-across-the-board appropriation on school population basis regardless of the needs. The safe guess is that the
$300,000,000 appropriation for public schools
would be merely an initial draft.
There is a steady march to Washington
for solicitation, special appropriation to sub-

sidize industry, business, education, public
works in grants, or some form of hand-out.
In the marching columns are found those
who cry the loudest against extravagant
public spending. And who is to blame for
this? The public, of course.
When all public interests and private enterprises stop digging into the Na.tional
Treasury as though it were composed of acres
of diamonds and begin searching right at
home for the rich value basic to wealth and
the supply of the needs of every community,
then will there be consistency in personal
and public demands that economy in Government spending be practiced.
Search for values at our own doorsteps,
conservation of material worth, development
of untouched resources, some good, hard.
honest, rugged thriftiness will make available such vast wealth right at home that
extensive demands upon the Public Treasury
will be unnecessary.
The public demands extensive public
spending. The public can curtail this
spending by a practice of thrift.

Pendergastian Philosophy Purposely Propounded To Pollute the Public With
Phony Political Patronizing Propaganda
REMARKS
OF

HON. GORDON L.·McDONOUGH
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr. Speaker,
President Truman's recent statement
that States' rights to tidelands is "highway robbery in broad daylight" is as
phony as a 7-doll~r bill.
The real question in the tidelands case
is: Who is robbing who? The Federal
Government cannot be robbed of something they do not own. The States
cannot be charged with robbing the
Federal Government of something that
belongs to the States in the first place.
This makes the recent statement
made by President Truman that the
States were robbing the Federal Government both illogical and phony. It
sounds like Pendergastian philosophy
propounded purposely to pollute the
public with phony political patronizing
propaganda.
It will not work, Mr. President. It is
as wrong as your letter to me about the
marines.
_
Here is an editorial from tlie Saturday
Evening Post which sheds new light on
the tidelands issue:
EVERY STATE HAS A STAKE IN THAT TIDELANDS
FIGHT

The science of semantics has advanced so
far that it is now possible to permit the thief
to change places with his victim. For example, Fair Deal columnists and statesmen have
of late been denouncing the 'tidelands grab."
The inattentive reader might suppose that
these gentry had really experienced a change
of heart and were against tl,le effort of the
Interior Department to upset land titles all
over the country by moving into the Stateowned oil lands along the shores of Texas.
Louisiana, and California. But read on, and
you find out that the boys haven't changed
their minds at all, but only their vocabularies.
What the antitidelands people mean by a
grab is the effort of the States to get back
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what the Federal Government has grabbed
from them. In view of the fact that the
States' titles had gone unchallenged since
the founding of the Nation, and indeed had
been confirmed by a series of Supreme Court
decisions, it is extraordinary that even a
Fair Deal commentator should have the
nerve to describe the efforts of the St ates to
resist Federal encroachment as a grab.
President Truman, in his provocative
speech before the ADA (Americans for Democratic Action) last month, described the
efforts of Congress to protect the American
system of land ownership as a scheme to rob
the people of their oil. He said he could understand why the representatives of States
like California and Louisiana, which have
tidelands oil, voted as they did, but he was
bafHe.i b:V the attitude of the Members from
the other States. The possibility that every
State might be concerned for the validity of
property t itles issued under their authority
did not interest Mr. Truman at all. At any
rate, this crass appraisal of the motives of
Congressmen is 100 percent Truman. ·
Unfortunately some conservative newspape.!'s like the New York Times, ordinarily
sensitive to attacks on property rights, fall
for this Fair Deal propaganda. The Times
accused Congresc of attempting to hand
over to the States of California, Texas, and
Louisiana a multi-billion-dollar asset that
now belongs to the United States. If the
so-called tidelands do belong to the United
States, so does a lot of territory in and about
New York. As Gov. Allan Shivers, .of Texas,
puts it, "I hav~ been told that New York,
its political subdivisions and citizens have
more money invested beyond low tide in
ports, piers, playgrounds, and Long Island
homes (on reclaimed land) than any other
State." In a letter to The New York Times,
Robert Moses, New York's construction coordinator, declares that the grab of the tidelands from the States has clouded titles to
New York's municipal parks and recreational areas, and put us on the legal road to
Federal ownership in the Hudson and Mississippi, in Lake Michigan, Lake George, and
Lake Tahoe, in New York Harbor and San
Francisco Bay."
The truth is-and we're back to Governor
Shivers again-that the
governmental
philosophy reflected in the tidelands cases
is cause for concern on the part of all who
are opposed to overcentralization of government at state expense. The effort to represent the States' defense of their long-time
rights as a grab is as phony as a seven-dollar
bill. It is depressing to see the defense split
by such obviously dishonest tactics.

Williamsburg: 1776-1952
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN W. McCORMACK
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following editorial
from the New York Times of June 13,
1952:
WILLIAMSBURG: 1776-1952
One hundred and seventy-six years ago
yesterday t h e Virginia Convention, meeting
at Williamsburg, approved a Declaration of
Rights. Most of the ideas of this declaration
appeared in the Constitution of 1787 and
many of the words appeared either in that
document or in the Declaration of Independence. Yesterday the words and ideas were

again recalled when exiled leaders of 10 forcibly communized countries met in Williamsburg's restored House of Burgesses to record
their protests against tyranny and to reaffirm
their faith in freedom.
One by one men from Latvia, Rumania,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Lithuania, Estonia, Albania, Hungary, and Poland
rose to tell their stories. The narratives
scarcely varied. In each country people had
dreamed of freedom. In each there had
been, for a brief or prolonged period, an approach toward freedom. In each freedom
had been lost. In every one of the 10 countries except Yugoslavia Russian pressure
maintained the existing slavery.
The delegates at Williamsburg, like their
predecessors, declared their belief in the
great fundamentals: Equality before the law;
the "right to enjoy life, liberty, and property"; the people as the source of power, free
elections; freedom from arbitrary search,
seizure, and imprisonment; freedom of the
press; the abolition of rule by terror; freedom of the worker to organize and to choose
his place of employment. The phrases and
applications may vary, The mighty principles abide.
A handful of men in a small hall cannot
change the world. Or can they? Surely the
strong, true word is worth many battalions.
And these men at Williamsburg can be certain that opinion in this country and
throughout the free world stands behind
them. It is tragic that the axioms of freedom are again questioned after 176 years,
bl,lt it is magnificient that they are again
eloquently declared.

Social Security Act
REMARKS
OF

HON. MORGAN M. MOULDER
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. MOULDER. Mr. Speaker, I want
to call attention to the Members of Congress to the urgent need for changes
and improvement of the benefits derived
from the Social Security Act.
H. R. 7800, as reported by the Ways
and Means Committee, is a good bill in
the right direction. I hope it can be
brought up and presented again today
for consideration and subject to further
amendments. If the bill is again presented on motion to suspend the rules
the Members of the House will be deprived of the opportunity of making
amendments which would further improve the bill and provide greater benefits and more adequate protection to
those who come within its provisions.
However, as I have stated, H. R. 7800
is a good bill, and I will support and vote
for it, even though .it is presented on
motion to suspend the rules, thereby
precluding amendments on the floor of
the House.
H. R. 7800 raises benefit amounts under the old-age and survivors insurance
program. This certainly is a step in the
right direction. We must continually
adjust benefit levels as wages and living
costs rise. Such changes in the insurance program are required to keep it
abreast of the times. People who contribute their working lives to provide re-

tirement ·benefits must find these benefits adequate when they actually retire.
So long as the present benefit structure
i::; retained, it will be necessary for the
Congress to repeatedly review the benefit level and adjust it to keep it in line
with living costs. I am glad that this
fact has been recognized in the present
legislation.
The bill, H. R. 7800, provides for seven
urgently needed changes in old-age and
survivors' insurance:
First. Benefit increases.
Second. Liberalization of the retirement test.
Third. Insurance protection for servicemen for the emergency period.
Fourth. Preservation of the insurance
rights for those permanently and totally
disabled.
Fifth. Removal of barrier to coverage
for certain persons under State and local
retirement systems.
Sixth. Correction of defects in benefit
computation provisions.
Seventh. Correction of defect in aidto-the-blind provision.
All of these changes require immediate
attention. They are within the scope of
previous studies made by the Ways and
Means Committee at the time of the 1950
amendments; they do not require prolonged consideration now. They do not
in any way change any of the fundamental principles of the program. They
do not require any amendment of the
present contribution schedule, nor will
they disturb the self-supporting basis of
the system. Other changes in the act are
undoubtedly desirable~ however, I will
speak briefly and emphasize the important changes and additional benefits provided in H. R. 7800.
First. With respect to the benefit increases, the rapid rise in wages and
prices during the last few years make
immediate benefit adjustments necessary.
These payments are now obviously
rather low. The average for a retired
worker is only $42 a month.
The bill provides that they should be
raised $5 or 12% percent, whichever is
the larger. For those coming on the rolls
in the future under the new formula, the
benefit would be 55 percent of the first
$100 of average monthly wage plus 15
percent of the next $200, rather than 50
percent of the first $100 of average
monthly wage plus 15 percent of the next
$200, as under present law.
The increases in benefits and other
changes provided in this bill can be
made without any tax increase whatsoever.
The schedule of contributions in existing law was based on a 1950 estimate,
which showed the levE-l-premium cost
of the present program to be 6:05 percent. These estimates were based on
the wage levels of 1947. Based on 1951
wage levels, which are some 20 percent
higher, the level-premium cost of the
program after the adoption of this bill
would be· about 5.8 percent.
Second. Liberalization of the retirement test which is commonly referred
to as the work-clause provision: Rising
wages have also made it necessary that
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we adjust the retirement · test, and . out•
side income from employment in . the
program. - It is now $50 a month; this
additional income allowance from employment should be increased to $70 a
month or more.
Third. Insurance protection for servicemen: The Korean conflict has . made
urgently necessary a 'third adjustment
in the program. In the 1950 amendments to the Social Security Act, we
provided that military or naval service
during World War ll would _be credited
as covered employment. Wage credits
of $160 were given for each month of
such service. No credit was provided
for any month after the end of World
War II. The millions of men and
women who have served their country
since World War ll, especially those who
have fought in Korea, have every moral
right to credit for- that service. They
should have the same opportunity to
build up old-age and survivors insurance
rights as people in covered employment
and those who served in World War II.
Fourth. Preservation of - insurance
rights for those permanently and totally disabfed: The people ·covered by oldage and survivors insurance have come
to place a high value on the advantages
of social insurance benefits. Yet. they
know that if they become disabled, theix:
retirement and survivors' protection will
be reduced, and it may disappear altogether. The bill meets this problem by
a provision like the disability waiver
provision in private life insurance.
Under it a person who stops contributing because he becomes permanently
and totally disabled would keep the same
status for retirement and survivorship
purposes as he had when his disability
began.
,
There can be no question of the need
for and the feasibility of such protection. The waiver of premium in the
event of disability is a part of the majority of life-insurance policies. Long
experience has demonstrated that such
provisions can be administered without
substantial difficulty.
Fifth. Removal of barrier to coverage
of certain persons under State and local
retirement systems: The 1950 amendments to the old-age and survivors insurance program bar the coverage of
members of State and local retirement
systems. The bill permits the coverage
. of such employees under strictly defined
conditions. These include the condition
that coverage of members of a retirement system cannot be obtained unless
approved by a two-thirds majority in a
special referendum.
Sixth. Correction of defects in benefit
computation provisions: The bill contains several technical and administra-.
tive amendments. The most important
of these would correct inequities in the
benefit computation provisions which
have their greatest effect on benefits
computed in 1952.
Seventh. Correction of defect in aidto-the-blind provision.
CONCLUSION

The Congress has a right to be proud
of our old-age and survivors insurance
program, to which we have given so

much attention ·and whiCh now plays
so important a role in the lives of so
many Americans. Through this program we are well on the way toward
Otlr goal of security for our people
against the .risks of death and· old age,
This bil~. H. R. 7800, will help the oldage and survivors insurance program
catch up with the changes in our economy, which have taken place since we
amended the Social Security Act in 1950,
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Their masters gave in to the extent of -allowing them to work 2 days per week for themselves. We still get to work for ourselves
4 days out of 7.
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OF

Mr. FOGARTY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following article by
Edward J. Milne, from the Providence
Evening Bulletin of June 13, 1952:

HON. J. HARRY McGREGOR
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Speaker, under
unanimous consent to extend my own
remarks, I include therein ·my weekly
press release for June 16, 1952:
During its consideration of 10 appropria·
tion measures, the House has shown a real
desire to cut Federal spending. These bills
provide for expenditures of $66,800,000,00Q-a
reduction of $7,800,000,000 from the $74,600,•
000,000 requested by the President. Here is
the breakdown:
Appropriation measure
Treasury-Post Office _____
Independent Offices______
Labor-F.ederal Security__
Interior-----------------District of Columbia_____
Civil Functions__________
State-Justice-Commerce..
Department of Defense ___
Agriculture.------------Foreign Aid-----------·---

President's
request

Passed by
House

$3, 515, 145, 000 $3, 438, 565, 000
6, 978, 687, 043 6, 254, 215, 628
1, 983, 410, 861 1, 783, 242, 968
486, 248, 253
626,001,800
12,000,000
9, 600,000
692,977,800
492, 434, 900
1, 242, 822, 309 1, 016, 923, 731
50, 921, 022, 770 46, 207, 077, 554
724, 585, 699
749,040,828
7, 900, 000, 000 6, 174,600,000

It is noted that a substantial cut was made
on foreign aid. Many · discouraging things
relative to the manner in which our foreignaid .money is being spent were presented and
which a number of the Members felt Justified this cut. As for instance, $452,453,000
was spent by the Mutual Security Adminis·
tration to purchase tobacco for foreign nations. This expenditure for free tobacco for
those countries equaled approximately 9 percent of all tobacco taxes collected by the
United States Treasury during the same
period. The Mutual Security Administration also announced the purchase of 40
reams of blotters, 100 reams of mimeograph
paper, 2,000 reams of white paper, 190,000
notebooks, and 2,000 boxes of stencils for
Indochina. These items seem to be inconsistent with other items needed in our attempt to fight communism.
MAY 19, A RED-LETTER DAY
Tuesday, l.!ay 19, was a red-letter day for
you, the average American taxpayer. It was
the first day this year on which you could
call your pay check your own. In 1952 it
took over 4¥2 months for the average man to
earn enough to cover his Federal, State, and
local tax bill. Government this year is taking 38 cents out of every dollar we earn. It
is taking 23 minutes of pay out of every hour
we work. The present tax situation reminds
one of the concession granted to Russian
serfs. several centuries ago at a time when
they were clamoring for greater freedom.

CRITICS OF UNITED STATES DISARMING SANG
DIFFERENT TuNE IN FORTIE&-RECORD OF
THOSE DAYS COMES BACK To HAUNT TAFT,
DEWEY, SOME LAWMAKERS
.
(By Edward J. Milne)
(This is the second of two articles on the
factors that shaped some United States-postwar defens~ policies and their relation to the
1952 presidential campaign.)
WASHINGTON.-In mid-September 1945,
shortly after the Hiroshima and Nagasaki
A-bombs had brought Japan's capitulation,
the Army Deputy Chief of Staff reported that
Members of Congress had received some
80,000 letters urging a more rapid demobilization of the Armed Forces and more thousands were pouring in daily.
A little later Representative CANNON, Democrat, of Missouri, chairman of the Appropriations Committee, called demobilization a
red hot political issue.
"I don't think I have ever seen so many
letters coming to Members of Congress • • • of such fervent and bitter
tenor as they are getting protesting about
men being kept in the Army when, as they
express it, the war is over and there is nothing for them to do except to sit down."
On a single day in the week before Christmas that year the President received an estimated 60,000 post cards demanding that he
"bring the boys home by Christmas."
Such was the predomin.a nt temper of the
day, it is doubtful that the words of responsible officials ever fell on deafer ears
than the words of President Truman, Secretary (then Under Secretary) Acheson, and
General Marshall warning against overhasty demobilization and pleading with Congress and the people to accept, in Marshall's
words, a new "conception of world responsibility" imposed on the United States by the
war and its aftermath.
REPRESENTATIVE REED FILED BILL
Representative REED (Republican, of New
York), now the ranking Republican on the
Ways and Means Committee, filed a bill to
release automatically from the Armed Forces
all who had served 18 months. He said:
"I am here to speak, whether it be demagoguery or not, in behalf of all those who
are interested in getting the soldiers back
home to take part in the adjust!'~ents and
the reconversion of the country now that
combat service is over, both in Europe and
Asia."
The CONGR,ESSIONAL RECORD Of the period
bristles daily with sharp statements on the
subject. Some accused the administration .
of foul motives, as when R:mm charged "the
administration does not want the soldiers .
released because it would be offensive 1iO
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radical labor leaders who do . not want job
competition from returning soldiers."
But deeper down lay a fundamental difference of viewpoint as to America's role in
the postwar world-both ~rom the standpoint of what she must do as a member of
the community of free nations and from the
standpoint of her own national defense.
DEWEY'S STATEMENT
In the 1944 campaign, Governor Dewey
had urged the swiftest possible postwar demobilization and said the United States need
have no fears of a new war in the next 10
years because all the great powers will be
too depleted and exhausted.
That was a recurrent theme. Representative SHORT (Democrat, of Missouri), then, as
now, opposed to universal military training,
attacked administration proposals for such
a program:
"Well," he asked in the House, "if we do
not have to arm against Germany and
Japan within the next few years, and since
Russia has been devastated largely and will
be occupied for a quarter of a century in
rehab111tating herself • • • why should
we in view of those facts, and they are facts,
start a program such as this that would
challenge Russia or any other power to compete with it, or outmatch us?"
Thus the administration, now under attack for not maintaining a m111tary strength
that would allow us to speak to Russia from
a position of power, was under attack in
those days on the ground that there was no
foe in sight and the United States had better
not go around with a chip on its shoulder,
~exing its muscles.
POSITION OF TAFT
In that connection the position of Senator TAFT, Republican, of Ohio, bears examination. In a Wisconsin primary speech
past March 1, TAFT said in one breath that
1f our Military Establishment is permitted
to go on growing it "threatens to wreck our
whole economy" and in the next that the
Korean war was an unnecessary war brought
on by the failure in the period immediately
after World War II to strengthen our depleted defenses "in the mistaken notion that
Russia really wanted to be friendly with us."
In a major foreign policy address June 1the one in which he said "a steady deterioration in our comparative air power" began
while General Eisenhower was chief of staffhe accused the administration of letting our
military might decline because "our left·
wing leaders were bamboozled into believing
that communism was just another form of
democracy. • • •
"Our leaders wholly failed to realize the
nature of communism," he said, "or that
the Soviet government was a predatory totali·
tarian tyranny intent on establishing a.
world-wide Communist dictatorship."
VOTING RECORD
TAFT was maturing as "Mr. Republican"
as World War II came to an end, but it is
advisable to trace his views back to his
lusty political adolescence before the out·
break of war . In a recent study of his vot·
ing record on foreign policy and national
defense measures, the Christian Science
Monitor pointed out that he voted against
the first peacetime draft law in August 1940.
"This," said the account, "was the beginning of a long, consistent TAFT record in
opposition to the draft. Even under the
threat of war he was opposed, but Mr. TAFT
minimized the threat of war right down to
Pearl Harbor.
"When the initial12 months 1940 act came
up for renewal in August 1941, Mr. Roose·
velt appealed for indefinite extension. Mr.
TAFT offered an amendment limiting exten·
sian to 6 months. The Senate rejected this
l>O to 27, August 5. The Senate then ap·
proved 18 months extension, with Mr. TAFT
voting nay. • • •

"Mr. TAFT had been notably optimistic
about the chances of peace before Pearl
Harbor, and he is a man who holds to his
views tenaciously. On April 14, 1940, he
opposed selective service, because he felt
'no necessity exists' for such drastic action.
On February 16, 1941, he said: 'It is simply
fantastic to suppose there is any danger of
an attack on the United States by Japan.'
On September 22, 1941, he commented:
'There is much less danger to this country
than there was 2 years ago; certainly much
less than there was 1 year ago.' Then came
Japan's sudden attack."
SEES CHALLENGE REMOTE
The invasion of Normandy had not yet
occurred when TAFT told an audience at
Gettysburg National Cemetery that once
Germany had been conquered, "even if we
should fail temporarily in our plans for a
future peace organization, it wm be long
before anyone again would dare to challenge
the United States of America."
It is obvious that his foresight was not so
sharp as his hindsight on the subject of the
Communist colossus' intent to establish a.
worldwide dictatorship.
Not only that, but he plainly differed with
the administration's views on tne need to
maintain m111tary strength as the comple·
ment of economic and moral strength in
organizing a durable world peace after the
war.
His notion of our postwar role as expressed before D-day, was this:
"(The American people) want this war
won and they want. the boys home again just
as soon as they can get home. They don't
want to run the world and the boys don't
want to run the world. They see no reason
for occupying Germany longer after every
military weapon has been destroyed. • • •
I believe it is important that the President
make it perfectly clear that when this war
ends it really does end; and that we give
up ruling the world or telling other countries how to manage their own affairs."
HIS ESSENTIAL VIEWS
TAFT not only wanted the United States
to quit Europe but he bucked the admin·
1stration on numerous Draft Acts and uni·
versa! military training and service votes
right down through last year. His essen·
tial views on the question seem to be
summed up in a 1945 speech in which he
said:
·
·
"It seems improbable to me that the train·
1ng of a million and a quarter boys a year
would ever be necessary. • • • MU1tary
conscription is essentially totalitarian.
• • • It is said it would insure peace
by emphasizing the tremendous military
potential of this country. Surely we have
emphasized that enough in this war. No
one can doubt it. On the contrary, if we
establish conscription, every other nation
in the world will feel obliged to do the same.
It would set up milltarism on a high ped·
estal. Militarism has always led to war and
not peace."
Nobody can quarrel with TAFT's conclusion
on the consequences of milltarism, but from
George Washington on, many responsible
Americans have agreed that a trained citi·
zen reserve army is not militarism but pre·
paredness from which should flow peace
through strength. Certainly it seems to 1m·
ply aggressive intent far less, for example,
than TAFT's 1952 thesis (most recently expounded in his June 1 address):
"There is only one foreign and military
policy which will maintain our security and
our peace and our solvency and that is the
building of an Air Force sufficiently large
to control the air over this country, over
the oceans which surround this continent,
and able to deliver atom bombs on Russian
cities and manufacturing plants. • • •
The ability of our Air Force to deliver atom
bombs on Russia should never be open to

question, and today it is being questioned,1
even by our own experts. Unless it is fully
established, we cannot be certain of peace.'~ 1

The Muddled Talk About Seizure
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN MARSHALL BUTLER
OF MARYLAND
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

. Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. BUTLER of Maryland. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD an
editorial entitled "The Muddled Talk
About Seizure," written by ·Mr. C. P.
Ives, and published in the Baltimore Sun
of Monday, June 16, 1952.
Mr. Ives is a very careful and thoughtful writer, and I hope that his editorial
will be read and pondered by the leaders
of both labor and industry.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE MUDDLED TALK ABOUT SEIZURE
(By c. P. Ives)
In a time when labor trouble forces an•
other reluctant survey of the general situation, one significant theme persists in the
discussion. It is the insistence that the new
seizure legislation, if any, must maintain or
improve labor's position in the controversy
as against management.
The political merits of this suggestion to
men who live politically by the favor of the
labor magnates are obvious. The point that
needs emphasis, however, is the gross fallacy
of the underlying economics of such proposals. This fallacy infects all the 1933 labor
policy and goes far to explain our fix.
The fallacy, t() state it bluntly, is the idea.
that the labor union must have power exactly equal to or greater than that of management. Collective bargaining, it is ar•
gued, means that the unions must be able
to balance or outbalance the management
when its people sit down to the bargaining
able.
Undoubtedly we owe this delusion to the
modishness among our rulers of what is
known as semantics. · Semantics in this vul·
garized form is the idea that words don't
really have any fixed meanings.
It was this kind of semantics which must
have blinded the planners of labor policy to
the dictionary meaning of the word "management." To manage, says the dictionary,
means "to control and direct; to conduct;
guide; administer.'' And in the intransi•
tive form it means "to direct affairs."
Now if that definition of management is
kept in mind, then the flaw of the labor
policy becomes apparent at once. To raise
one of the factors which management must
manage to equal or greater power than management means that management as such
must come to an end.
Business by committee takes its place,
business by conversation or business by collaboration or cooperation. But that is only
when the equal parties agree. When they
do not agree, stalemate sets in, deadlock and
paralysis.
If this deadlock and paralysis set in in a
basic industry, if paralysis sets in that
basic industry in time of war, one result is
certain. The deadlock will be broken by
the intervention of a power which is supe·
rior to either of the deadlocked parties.
This power is, of course, that of the Government.
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Thus, in brutal fact, the choice ' before
the unions 1S not between a private management with power to manage, and a private management counterweighed or outweighed and thus paralyzable at wm by
union P9Wer. The actual choice is between
a private management with power to manage and Government management.
But will not Government management
serve the union interests better than does
the private management which the unions
seek to counterbalance or outbalance? At
first, quite likely. Of this the histori~ example will now forever be Mr. Truman with his
hand in· the steel industry's till (until the
high court slapped it down) to pay off his
labor friends in the election year 1952.
As the years go on, however, it is hardly
open to doubt that the Government managers will gradually take over the point of
view of the private management they have
displaced. This is because the function of
management is basic and imperious; so much
so that its requirements wlll stamp an identical character on all those to whom they are
entrusted.
Already the liberals complain that in the
American railway industry the Government
body entrusted with control-the Interstate
Commerce Commission-takes on ' more and
more the point of view of the private managers. And for their part the private rail
managers are in the lead in urging greater
Government intervention by way of compulsory arbitration.
Nothing is clearer, indeed, than that if
the trends of the time continue more and
more private managers will lose their distrust of Government intervention. The tax
laws already impair or deny their chance to
build up private fortunes.
More and more they will welcome the opportunity to substitute for this passing form
of economic status the new glory represented
by high place in the politico-economics of
government. The commissar for heavy industry in Socialist Russia has powers considerably in excess of those of the president
of the American Iron and Steel Institute.
It goes without saying that the new Government management will be at once harsher
and clumsier than the supple, limited, and
nuanced management of private ownership.
But Government management will be better
than the no-management-at-all imposed by
the 1933 labor policy in this hour of desperate
crisis in, say, the American steel industry.
Recognition of this fact explains the sad
resignation with which many people accept
the onset of socialism in its several versions,
from the strike-emergency plant seizures in '
America to the outright nationalization of
mi:hes, etc., as in Britain.
The thing is that so many liberals and
labor people do not see that the paralysis of
private management must ultimately precipitate the onset of tough Government
management. That is why the melancholy
taint of folly and delusion muddies all their
talk of a seizure law in which labor's power
will continue to counterweigh or outweigh
that of management.

State, Federal, and International Problems of Vital Interest to Every Citizen
EXTENSION OF REMARKS.
OF

HON. WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, June 16, 1952
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I

ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD a copy of

an address delivered by me at San Diego,
Calif., on the evening of May 26, 1952.
There being·no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD~
as follows:
Fellow Californians, one week from tomorrow the voters of California will make their
choice for United States Senator. As one
who has served California in that capacity
for the past 7 years, I want to talk to you
tonight about some of the State, Federal, and
international problems of vital interest to
every citizen regardless of his partisan affiliation.
Our State is now second only to New York
in population. California has more diversified agricultural oproblems than any other
State in the Union and we are one of the
leading industrial States. Water is the life
blood of this western empire and without
an adequate and assur~ supply our future
growth would be retarded and much of our
productive land · would return to an arid
condition. Mining . played an important
part in our admission into the Union in
1850, and down through the years contributed to an honest gold standard before
our currency was debased by deficit financing and astronomical debts passed on ,to generations of Americans now living and yet
unborn.
When the Truman administration comes
to an end on January 20 next, it will have
expended over $320,000,000,000 or more money
than all administrations in the entire history of our country from George Washington through the Presidency of Franklin D.
Roosevelt.
Not even this great Nation with all its
resourc'es can afford four more years of the
Truman administration or of a successor
administration which has to stultify itself
by endorsing deficit financing, Pendergast
standards transported from Kansas City,
Mo., to the Nation's Capital at Washington,
and a naive foreign policy by a President
who spoke of the Communist dictator Stalin
as "Good, old Joe," and who allowed his
State Department (in which Alger Hiss held
a high position) to follow the catastrophic
"wait for the dust to settle" policy in China.
In this present age in which we live, it is
not possible to disassociate foreign policy
from the impact it has upon ·our domestic
economy and our day-to-day bread-andbutter problems. Taxes are now taking so
much from our people that we are undermining the American system of competitive
free enterprise that brought this Nation
from a former colony of 3,000,000 to a great,
free nation of 150,000,000. Our country was
built by men and women motivated by faith
and not by fear, and who, by the sweat of
their brow, by their investment of funds
acquired by thrift and by a conviction that
we had constitutional guaranties that prevented the seizure of private property without due process of law and who had the
normal humar. desire to leave to their chil·
dren a better life than they themselves enjoyed.
They were able to build to the point where
this Nation today, representing but 6 percent of the area of this world and approximately 6 percent of its population, is the
leading Nation in industrial productivity and
has an agricultural economy that not only
feeds our own growing population but has
been called upon in two great wars to help
meet the needs of the rest of the world as
well.
The American Constitution under which
our competitive free enterprise system has
grown has made a better life for the American worker, organized and unorganized, the
American farmer and the American businessman than any · other political or economic system has as yet produced. We are
at one and the same time the inspiration
and hope of the free world and the target ·of
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the totalitarian. The Socialists abroad may
·continue to condemn our economic system,
but they also continue to want grants and
loans from a Government whose source of
income is derived from taxes on. the people
who believe in our system and who do not
intend to allow its destruction by either
overt aggression from without or by economic or political collapse from within.. The
realistic men in the Kremlin would be
equally served by our liquidation by the
violent method of attack or by the somewhat slower poison of Marxian socialism injected into our way of life.
No individual can continue to spend, year
1n and year out, more money than he receives without a disaster to himself and his
family, nor can a business, a farm operation
'or a ·government.
For 20 years out of the last quarter century the Federal Government has spent more
than it has taken in. As a result our Federal
debt has increased from approximately
$16,000,000,000 in 1930 to over $260,000,000,000 today. Our per capita debt of $1,680
for . every man, woman, and child in America
is higher than any of the Nations to whom
we have given or are giving foreign aid.
Here are the facts:
Austria has a per capita debt of $90, Belgium $553, Denmark $302, France $302, Germany $92, Greece $23, Iceland $145, Italy $110,
Netherlands $634, Norway $457, Portugal $45,
Turkey $28, United Kingdom $1,421. Again I
point out that our per capita debt is now
$1,680.

Last year the people of California alone
paid in Federal taxes over $3,500,000,000,
which was more than all the taxpayers of
the 48 States paid in Federal taxes, as late
as the year 1934.
This year the Federal Government will
receive ·over $62,000,000,000 from the American people in taxes. This is the largest tax
take in the history of our Nation. It exceeds the high point of World War II by over
$17,000,000,000.

Yet the President continues to say that
no expenditures must be cut from his $85;000,000,000 budget (either domestic or foreign) and more taxes must be provided. Such
a policy is the road to disaster. If Congress
becomes the rubber stamp for any such executive policy, it will mean a debased currency, permanent OPS controls, the ultimate socialization of American business, agriculture, and labor, and a lowering, rather than a rising, standard of living for the
American people.
The--concentration of power in the Federal
Government or in the executive branch of
the Government is not good for oux: constitutional system, for the rights of our States,
or for the liberty of our people.
Recently the President has claimed inherent powers to seize private industry without authority of law. I believe he has no
such power. As long as I have a voice and
a vote in the Senate of the United States, I
shall oppose the usurpation of power by any
President, Democratic or Republican. No
man has a right to set himself up above the
Constitution of the United States.
The American farmer should not have
been taken by surprise by this arbitrary
Presidential action, because this same Executive in October of 1946, during the OPA
debate, told how "long and serious consideration" had been given by the administration to the seizing of the cattle on the
ranges but had been decided against because
they were so spread out that it was "im·
practicable to do so."
The American worker should not have
been surprised because a few short years ago
he asked for power to draft the railroad
workers into the Army during peacetime.
The rank and file of members of organized
labor will recognize, even if some of their
leaders do not, that any inherent ·Presiden-
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tial power that can seize industry without
due process of law can likewise seize labor
unions. Such a doctrine leads to totalitarianism and is the gravest constitutional
crisis our Nation has faced since the Civil
War.
The American businessman knows that
arbitrary power used in seizing one industry
can be used as a precedent for the seizure of
others, both large and small. This or some
future administration could use this dangerous precedent to socialize our entire economic system.
Californians should not have been taken
by surprise because we have had a taste of
arbitrary Federal action in seizing our submerged lands within the 3.-mile seaward
boundaries of our State, which have been
recognized as ours since our admissio~ into
the Union in 1850. In this case they used
the doctrine of the paramount power of the
Federal Government to ride roughshod over
the rights of this and other States.
There are indications that this same doctrine of paramount rights of the Federal
Government may be used to gain control of
our water resources. This we shall resist to
the utmost.
For 20 years this administration and its
predecessor have held control of the executive branch and have had a majority of
both House and Senate for 18 of those 20
years.
When President Truman took office shortly
before VE-day there were less than 200,000,000 people enslaved behind the iron curtain.
Now 7 years later there are over 800,000,000
people who have lost their freedom. By what
yardstick are the American people to meas-·
ure success of a foreign policy?
For 5 of the last 7 years the State Department and the President foliowed the catastrophic wait-for-the-dust-to-settle policy in
China. As a result 400,000,000 people who
had been our friends for more than half a
century and our allies in two World Wars
have lost their freedom.
Every member of the State Department
and other agencies of the executive branch
who participated in this vascillating far
eastern policy has been advanced or recommended for other positions of responsibility, whereas the man who more thari any
other was responsible for the changing of
. 80,000,000 former enemies into 80,000,000 potential friends was removed from his command.
Regardless of the controversy that . has
swirled around his head I believe that the
American people owe an everlasting debt of
gratitude to Gen. Douglas MacArthur.
- President Grover Cleveland stated that a
public office is a public trust. It is as true
today -as it was then. When mink coats,
deep freezes, and five percenters were discovered · in the shadow of the White House
the revelations were ignored or laughed off.
Is it any wonder that those holding lesser
positions throught Pendergast standards had
been moved to the Nation's Capital.
It shall be my purpose, as long as I have
a voice and vote in the Senate of the United
States, to oppose socialization of our economic system or the usurpation of power by
any President.

Dismantling of United States War
Machine
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN E. FOGARTY
OF RHODE ISLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. FOGARTY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend -my ·remarks in the REc-

tragic mistake was the failure to recognize
the inherently aggressive nature of international communism. Fresh from the free
world's failure to recognize Hitler's intenDISMANTLING OF UNITED STATES WAR MACHINE
tions, the Truman administration ignored
LAID TO BRING-BOYS-HOME CRY AND CON•
the century-old avowed intentions of the
GRESS
Marxists to establish communism by force
(By Edward J. Milne)
and violence."
More recently a television interviewer put
(This is the first of two articles)
it up toW. Averell Harriman, long-time forWASHINGTON.-On September 23, 1945, the
eign affairs adviser to the Roosevelt-Truleading articles in the national affairs secman administrations and now a candidate
tion of the New York Times' Sunday news
for
the Democratic nomination for Presireview bore the caption "Bring the boys
dent, in these blunt terms.
home."
"We had the largest Air Force, the largest
The article reported:
Navy, and the largest Army in the world.
"To Congressmen under high pressure to
We had all the cards in our hands to make
bring the boys home, the man who built
a real peace, and yet we threw them away.
America's 8,500,000-man Army last week exNow you knew the menace (of Soviet Rusplained how the War Department planned
sia's aggressive intentions) and you told
to disband it. Facing 350 Senators and RepRoosevelt the menace, and you knew the
resentatives in the Coolidge Auditorium of
menace and you told Truman the menace.
the Library of Congress, Gen. George C. MarWhat I want to know is why didn't our leadshall outlined a demobilization program by
ers J.isten to you?"
which the total personnel will be reduced to
a maximum of 2,500,000 by next July.
HARRIMAN'S EXPLANATION
"The general's ·appearance before ConHarriman replied: "I think they did. But
gress followed weeks of sharp criticism
I don't think at that time you could pos• • • Congressmen, who returned -to
sibly have gotten the people of the United
Washington more than 3 weeks ago after a
States to .maintain the necessary large milimonth of fence-mending found that the pre- -tary establishment. All I'm saying is that
ponderance of their mail began with variaTruman tried and was not successful • • •.
tions of the theme 'Why can't you get niy
There was a great demand on the part of
boy Joe home?'
everyone to break up our military power.
"Marshall said not all his mail was light
Don't let's forget that President Truman
reading either."
demanded of the Congress UMT, universal
The Times said Marshall's unprecedented
military training, in October of 1945, and
appearance had been in response to what was
stated at that time that we must remain
"virtually a summons" and added that "res- .strong to. fulfill our responsibilities in the
tive Members of Congress • • • had been
world. Congress would not act."
showing a tendency to take matters out of
Seven years later Congress still has not
the hands of the military and bring about
acted on UMT.
pell-mell demobilization in response to a
AN ISSUE FOR DEWEY
torrent of letters from constituents."
Demobilization actually became an issue
It is against the background of public
before the end of the war in Europe and
opinion 7 years ago--a public opinion
Asia. During his 1944 campaign for the
shaped at once by the historic democratic
presidency,
Governor Dewey seized on what
revulsion against militarism and by the
was a remar;kably . stupid statement by the
deep personal yearnings of millions of Amerdirector of selective service to the effect that
ican families-that thoughtful and fairdemobilization would have to be gradual beminded United States voters may want to
cause it would be about as cheap to keep
examine one of the rising issues of the
men in the Army, as to create an agency,
1952 presidential campaign.
apparently a WPA-type relief agency, for
Is it true that the present administrathem when they came out.
tion-as its opponents have said, are saying,
President Roosevelt promptly repudiated
and doubtless will continue to say-either
the notion, 'but Dewey made an issue of it
· deliberately for partisan political advantage
and belted away at it during the weeks beor with criminal negligence allowed our
fore election for all he was worth. Per. great military strength to disintegrate and
' so destroyed our position of power vis-a-vis . haps his attacks on such a policy were nat' ural enough in a political campaign, but
Soviet Russia?
they are less important in revealing his estiOr is it not rather true that the shortmate of what lay ahead after the war than
sighted demobilization policy which, did,
this statement in one of his 1944 addresses:
unquestionably, result in a reduction of our
"But we must remember that we are not
international bargaining strength was a
worrying about another war in the next 5
product of the longings of almost all Ameror 10 years. All the great powers will be
icans-and that the administration resisted
too exhausted and depleted to wage a great
the policy with some spirit at a time when
war
then."
some of those who are now most bitterly
RUSSIA TOO WEAK
critical were most stridently espousing it?
There, from the lips of the leader of the
The extent to which the United States can
opposition then and for the next 4 years,
expend its resources to arm ltself and its
were words that reflected a great body of
allies against Communist aggression without
popular, if wishful thinking-that with
courting domestic economic disaster is a
legitimate issue of the 1952 campaign. The
war's end we need have no fears of a victorious but badly weakened Russia.
record of the immediate postwar period is
A search of the record confirms that it
the best answer to those who would becloud
that issue by raising the phony one of
was largely opponents of the administration,
assigning to the administration exclusive,
including some Democrats, who cried out
the loudest for swift demobilization just
or indeed even principal, blame for the letdown in preparedness that came with war's
after VE- and VJ-days in 1945. Remarkably
end.
few men in Congress replied with real vigor.
A speech some months ago by Senator
Most of the words of caution came from
BRIDGES, of New Hampshire, Republican floor
the executive branch, which undoubtedly
leader, provides an example of the "they
was closer to military and national defense
wuz blind" approach.
realities but somewhat further removed
from
political realities.
"The essence of government," BRIDGES said,
"is to foresee the future. Certainly, one of
In his final report as Chief of Staff, Genthe fundamental errors of the postwar planeral Marshall-later to emphasize much the
ners was the speed with which they
same ideas as Secretary of Defense-wrote:
liquidated the military might of America
"We finish each bloody war with a feelfollowing VJ-day. Certainly, an equally
ing of acute revulsion ·against this savage
ORD, I in<~lude the following article by
Edward J. Milne, from the Providence
Evening Bulletin of June 12, 1952:
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form of human behavior, and yet on each
a transfusion from a blood bank can be
remember that, after the First World War, a
occasion we confuse military preparedness
grateful to this university. For it was the
wave of hate and violence and Ku Kluxism
with the causes of war and then drift al- · work of a distinguished Howard University
swept over the country. The problem we
most deliberately into another catastrophe.
professor, the late Dr. Charles Drew, that
faced after the Second World War was this:
• • • It no longer appears practical to
made possible the very first blood babk in
Would we have to go through another excontinue what we once conceived as hemithe whole world.
perience such as that, or could we hold fast
spheric defense as a satisfactory basis for
This is a practical 1llustration of the fact
to the gains that had been made?
our security. We are now concerned with
that talent and genius have no boundaries ·
We did neither. Instead, we went forward.
the peace of the entire world. And the
of race, or nationality, or creed. The United
In many lines, we have made gains for
peace can only be maintained by the strong."
States needs the imagination, the energy
human freedom and equality of opportunity
and the sk1lls of every one of our citizens.
that go far beyond anything accomplished
STIMSON'S FORESIGHT
Howard University has recognized this
during the war. And most of these gains
In June of 1945, Republican Henry L.
from the beginning. It has accepted among
have been permanent. They have been writStimson, Secretary of War, with keen fore- . its students, faculty, and trustees, representten quietly, but firmly, into our basic laws
sight, told a congressional committee:
atives of every race, every creed, and every
and
our institutions. They will never be
"We hold accumulated today an immense
nationality.
undone.
lnvestment .in equipment of all kinds, both
I wish I could say to you ~ho are graduat- . These things have been accomplished
arms and implements of war, camp installaing today that no opportunity to use your
without dividing our people. No11e of the
tions and training grounds, and the millions
skills and knowledge would ever be denied
talk about the country being torn apart has
of trained men now under arms. This inyou. I can say this: I know what it means
come to pass. These things were done bevestment has today what is known in innot to have opportunity. I wasn't able to go
cause people wanted them to be done. There
dustry as a going concern value. Disband
to college at all. I had to stay at home and
has
been a great working of the American
and' junk this organization and that value
work my family's farm.
conscience. All over the land there has been
is completely lost. To reestablish once more
a growing recognition that injustice must go,
WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION
such an organization would involve our
and that the way. of equal opportunity is
You have been able to get the college educountry in a cost comparable With that inbetter for all of us.
cation that is so important to everyone in
curred in preparing for this war."
•
The civil rights report and the civil rights
this country. Some of us are denied opporThat was before the last shot had been
program give voice and expression to this
tunity for economic reasons. Others are defired. A few months later, with the clamor
great
change of sentiment. They are the
nied opportunity because of racial prejudice
for demobilization rising as the thunder of
necessary instrument of progress. They are
and discrimination. I want to see things
cannon died away, General Marshall felt
the trumpet blast outside the walls of Jeriworked out so that everyone who is capable
forced to say:
cho-the crumbling walls of prejudice.
of it receives a good education. And I want
"For the moment, 1n a widespread emoAnd their work is not yet done. We still
to ~;iee everyone have a chance to put his
tional crisis of the American people, demohave a long way to go.
education to good use, without unfair disbilization has become, in e:ffect, disintegraI should like to turn to the record now,
crimination.
tion, not only of the Armed Forces but apand speak of the progress that has been
Our country is founded on the proposition
parently of all conception of world respon•
made,
and the tasks that still await us.
that all men are created equal. This means
sibility and what it demands of us."
First, in the field of political rights. In
that they should be equal before the law.
the last 5 years, two more States, Tennessee
They should enjoy equal political rights.
and South Carolina, have abolished the poll
and they should have equal opportunities
tax. Now there are only 5 poll-tax States,
for education, employment, and decent living
President Truman's Address on Civil
where there were 11, not long ago.
conditions.
Opportunities for all our citizens to parRights
This is our belief, and we know it is right.
ticipate in our political life have increased
We know it is morally right. And we have
steadily
and rapidly. Court decisions have
proved by experience that the more we pracEXTENSION OF REMARKS
given protection to the right of equal partice that belief, the stronger, more vigorous,
OJi'
ticipation in primary elections.
and happier our Nation becomes.
These are notable advances. . But there
That is why 6 years ago I created the
fs stm a lot to do. The poll tax and other
President's Committee on Civil Rights.
OJi' MINNESOTA
discriminatory restrictions on voting should
Nearly 5 years have passed since this com·
be removed 1n all the States.
mittee made its report to me and to the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Second, let's take the field of ~ducation.
whole American people. Today I want to
Monday, June 16, 1952
I am glad to say that the principle of no
talk about some of the progress that baa
discrimination-the principle that has al·
Mr. WIER. Mr. Speaker, under the been made 1n those 5 years.
ways been followed here at Howard UniverBack in 1947 a good many people advised
leave to extend my remarks in the REcsity-is the law of this country today in in·
me not to raise this whole question of civil
ORD, I include the following Commencestitutions of higher learning supported by
They said it would only make things
ment Day address by President Truman rights.
public funds.
worse. But you can't cure a moral problem
at Howard University, Washington, or a social problem by ignoring it.
Since the · court decisions outlawing disD.C.:
crimination, more than a thousand Negro
It is no service to the country to turn
graduate and professional students have
away from the hard problems-to ignore
COMMENCEMENT DAY ADDRESS BY PRESIDENT
been accepted by 10 State univ~rsities tliat
injustice and human suffering. It is simply
TRUMAN AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY
were closed to Negroes before. In the last
not the American way of doing things. Of
I am happy to be here at this Howard
5 years, legislation has been passed in 10
course, there are always a lot of people whose
University commencement.
other States to abolish segregation or dis·
motto is "Don't rock the boat." They are
Dr. Johnson ha~ asked me to come to your
crimination in schools and colleges.
so afraid of rocking the boat that they stop
commencement several times and I am glad
rowing. We can never get ahead that way.
PROPHECIES HELD UNFULFILLED
that I was able to do it before the end of my
If something is wrong, the thing to do is
term in office.
And the gloomy· prophecies of the oppo..
to
dig
it
out,
find
out
why
it
is
wrong,
and
You who are graduating here today can
nents of civil rights have not been fufilled.
take sensible steps to put it right. We are
always be proud of this university. This
The universities have not been deserted. On
all
Americans
together,
and
we
can
solve
our
institution was founded in 1867 to give
the contrary, the faculties and students of
hard problems together, including the prob·
meaning to the principles of freedom, and to
the universities which are now open to all
lem of race relations.
make them work.
have welcomed and accepted the new stuThe experience of the last 5 years demonThe founders of this university had a
dents on their merits as individuals.
strates clearly that this is true. Instead of
great vision. They knew that the slaves
This is only one instance of the way edumaking
things
worse,
our
efforts
in
the
field
who had been set free needed a center of
cational opportunities have been opening up
of
civil
rights
have
made
things
betterlearning and higher education. They could ·
to Negroes in recent years. Since 1930, the
better in all aspects of our national life and
foresee that many of the freedmen, if they
enrollment of Negro college students has gone
in all parts of our· country. One of my
were given the chance, would take their
up eight times. Just stop and think what
southern friends said the other day, "The
places among the most gif~ed and honored
that means. For every 100 Negro college
last 5 years are the best years in race relaAmerican citizens. And that is what has
students enrolled in 1930 there are 800 today.
tions this country has ever had." And the
happened. The long list of distinguished
In the field of housing, w~ have also been
record proves it.
Howard alumni proves that the vision of
making progress. The congested, segregated
Of
course,
the
forward
movement
did
not
those who established this university was
areas in our great cities are breeding grounds
begin With the civil-rights report. It was
profoundly true.
of poverty, delinquency, and poor health.
already
in
motion.
It
had
been
started
in
This university has been a true institution
We have been trying to improve conditions
the nineteen thirties and had gained momenof higher learning which has helped to ~n·
1n these areas. A major step was taken in
tum during World War n.
·
rich American life with the talents of a
this direction when the Supreme Court out·
POSTWAR PROBLEM CITED
gifted people.
Jawed the enforcement of restrictive covFor example, every soldier and every
It looked for a while in 1946 and 1947 as
enants, which so often make bad housing
civ111an who receives the life-saving gift o-f
1! this progress would come to an end, You
conditions worse.

HON. ROY W. WIER
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We have begun to make progress in pubunits. But our experience has proved that
this was nonsense.
lic housing also. In 1950, 177 local public
Quite some time ago, the Navy and tpe Air
housing projects were freely opened t9. fami. lies of all races and creeds. This is an eight- · Force eliminated all racial distinctions, and
the Army has been moving step by step
fold increase in 8 years. And in the last
few years, nine States and eight cities have
toward this goal. For over 2 years, every
forbidden discrimination or segregation in
soldier coming into a training unit has been
assigned on a basis of individual merit with. public housing.
Another problem is that of protecting the
out racial distinction.
In the Far East, when General Ridgway
right to safety and security of the person.
There is no more important duty of gov- 'took command, he ordered the progressive
integration of all the troops in his comernment. We must protect our citizens
mand, and you have seen the results in the
from mob violence. And here again we have
wonderful performance of our troops in
been moving forward.
Korea. Only recently, a similar order was
In the last 5 years, two States have . enissued by the European command at the diacted anti-lynching laws, and four States
rection of the s,ecretary of the Army. From
and six cities have passed laws against wearTokyo and Heidelberg these orders have gone
ing m asks in public. The civil rights secout that will make our fighting forces a more
tion of the Department of Justice and the
perfect instrument of democratic defense.
FBI have used their powers to reinforce
All these matters have been taken care of
the State and local law enforcement agencies.
in a quiet and orderly way. The prophets
The latest instance was in Illinois, where
the State governor stopped an outbreak of · of doom have been proved wrong. The civil~
mob violence and the ·Federal authorities
rights program has not weakened our country-it has made our country stronger. It
brought to justice the local law enforcehas not made us less united-it has made
ment officers who abetted the mob.
us more united.
This kind of actio~ hasn't interfered with
States' rights or upset our system of govMUCH REMAINS TO BE DONE
ernment. Most of our citizens, wherever
The progress we have made so far is - a
they live, have welcomed it. They want to
source of deep satisfact~on to all of us. But
be helped in suppressing lynching. And
that does not mean we have reached the
they would be helped by Federal legislation
goal or that we can stop working. Much reto safeguard the rights of individuals when
mains to be done.
local law enforcement officers fail in their
Voluntary action can carry us a long way,
.duty. Such legislation ought to be on the
and we must encourage it. State and local
books.
. legislation is a necessity, and we must
ANTI-BIAS BOARD SET UP
have it.
Now I would like to speak of something
But let us remember this: The President's
tha.t gives me considerable pride . . That is the
Committee on Civil Rights led the way. ·The
progress in fair employment in Federal
debate over the civil-rights program has
service.
stimulated much of the · progress of the last
If there is any place where fair employ5 years. We still need the . legislation I recment practices ought . to prevail, it is the ·ommended to the Congress in '1948. Only
Federal Government. But experience shows
two af the recommendations I made in my
that the departments and agencies of the
civil-rights program have been adopted so
Federal Government, no less than other orfar. I shall continue, in office or out, to urge
ganizations, need to be helped and encourthe Congress to adopt the remainder. ·.
aged. Sometimes they need to be compelled.
I am .not qne of those who feel that we
In 1948, I set up a fair employment board
can leave these matters up to the State alone,
in the Civil service Commission. This board
or that we can rely solely on the efforts of
has gone· about its task quietly and effectivemen of good will. Our Federal Government
ly, and has done a great deal to insure the
must live up to the ideals professed in our
success of our nondiscrimination policy.
Declaration of Independence and the duties
The Federal Government makes billions of
imposed upon it· by our Constitution. The
dollars worth of contracts every year to buy · full force and power of the Federal Governthe things it needs. The money to pay for
ment must stand behind the protection of
these contracts comes from all the people;
rights guaranteed by our Federal Con.stiwithout discrimination. It should be spent
tution.
in the same way-without discrimination.
In this country of ours that we all love so
For over 10 years we have had a policy that
much, we have built a way of life that has
every Government contract must contain a
brought more satisfaction to · more people
clause binding the contractor and his subthan any other that has ever been devised.
contractors to practice nondiscrimination.
. Our American way of life is the envy and
But it is not always easy to be sure that
the admiration of people everywhere in the
such a clause is being followed in practice.
world. But this fact should not make us
To meet that situation, I set up a committee
proud and arrogant. It ·places a heavy-a
on Government contract compliance last
critical responsibility upon us.
year. It is the duty of that committee to · The technical skills and knowledge that
work with the contracting agencies and to
have been hrought to such perfection in our
help them get better compliance with the
country depend upon scientific discoveries
rule of nondiscrimination.
that have come to us from all over the world.
States and cities have also been going
We have used this knowledge to build for
ahead to see that fair employment practices
ourselves a prosperous and happy country,
are followed in their jurisdictions. In the
but we know that we hold these skills in
last few years, 11 States and 20 municipalities
trust for all mankind. It is not our way to
have adopted fair-employment laws. Unions
use the power that has come to us to oppress
·and employers in many places have volun- · or victimize others. Our way is to use the
:tarily done away with the color bar. And - power that has come to us to lift up the weak
,the results have been peaceful and beneand the· downtrodden.
1ficial. None of the disorder that was so
In many countries of the world, misery,
"freely predicted has taken place.
. poverty, and poor health are widespread.
Some of the greatest progress of all has
Some of these countries were formerly pos·been made in the armed services. Service in
session·s or colonies. Their people are now
the Armed Forces of our country is both a
determined to improve their welfare and to
·d uty a nd a right of citizenship. Every man
preserve national independence.
or woman who enters one of our services is
And we can help those new countries reach
certainly entitled to equal treatment and - their
goals.
equal opportunity.
TELLS. OF POINT 4 AID
" There has been a great deal of talk about
the need for segregation in the armed servOne of the means to do this is our point 4
ices. Some of our greatest generals have
program, through which we are helping to
said that ou,r forces had ~ o have segregated
bring better health, -more- ~ducation, __more

•and better food to millions of people. Graduates of this university are working on point
4 teams in many countries throughout the
. world .
Negro professional workers from this and
other universities are helping to cure sickness in Burma and Lebanon, to increase farm
output in Liberia; to improve ~ducation in
Ethiopia and Iran. They are working in
India, and Thailand, and Indochina. In
these · and other countries, Americans are
:working together, regardless of race, creed, or
ancestry, to help the progress of mankind.
This American Nation of ours is great because of its diversity-because it is a people
drawn from many lands and many cultures,
bound together by the ideals of human
· brotherhood. We must remember these
· things as we go forward in our efforts for
world peace.
·
· We should realize that much of the trouble
in the world today is the result of false ideas
of racial superiority, In the past the conduct of the democratic nations has too often
been marred by a racial pride that has left
its scars on the relations between east and
west.
Today, as we reach a fuller understanding of the brotherhood of man, we are laying aside these old prejudices. We are working with the new nations of Asia and Africa
as equals. Anything less would be a be. trayal of the democratic ideals we profess.
· Better than any other country, the Pnited
· States can reach out, through our diversity
of races and origins, and deal as man to
· man with the different peoples of the globe.
In this way-in this spirit--we ~can help
other peoples to build better lives for themselves. We can show that free peoples working together can change misery to happiness.
There are those who have said that this
is America's century, b"qt we want it to be
more than that. We want it to be humanity's century.
If all the people of the world, including
the people of the Soviet Union, could know
and appreciate this fact, ·lasting peace and
universal justice would hot be a ,jream. T.uey
would be a reality. With courage, with vision, and with God's help we will yet make
these ideals a reality around the world• .

Flag Day Addresses by Hon. Edward
Martin, of Pennsylvania
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. EDWARD MARTIN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, June 16, _1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD a Flag Day
address delivered by me at Warren, Pa.,
and a press release regarding a Flag Day ·
address I delivered at Johnsonburg, Pa.
There being no objection; the address
and release were ordered to be printed in
the Record, as follows:
ADDRESS OF UNITED STATES SENATOR EDWARD
MARTIN, OF PENNSYLVANIA, AT THE FLAG DAY
CELEBRATION OF WARREN LoDGE No. 223,
BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ORDER OF ELKs,
AT WARREN, ·PA., JUNE 14, 1952

i: am sincerely and deeply grateful for the
privilege of addressing· these patriotic exercises.
We meet to honor the one hundred and
. seventy.:fl.fth anniversary of a memorable gar
. in the history of .the . ~erica~ Republ~o ,.¥
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We meet to rededicate ourselves to love of
On this day, dedicated to the glory of the
Their ideal was a government of law and
our Flag and reverence for the sacred prinStars and _S tripes, it is appropriate to relate
not of men. Tlieir aim was to assure everciples of our national faith.
an incident that took place when Teddy
lasting protection for the individual against
We meet to renew our pledge of unselfish
Roosevelt was President. Some of us can
misuse of power by the central government.
recall that he sent the. United States fleet on
Recently we had a glaring example of misservice to our country a]1d devotion to the
a trip around the world.
. · use of power by the administration now in
freedoms proclaimsd in the Declaration of
power at Washington.
Independence and the Constitution of the
The British decided to honor the fleet with
United States.
a review of the world's naval powers at GiI refer, of course, to the seizure of the
braltar. Many non-English speaking posteel mills in violation of the Constitution
No organization in all our broad land has
tentates of the British Empire were present,
and without authority under any act of
been more faithful to the ideals of real
with their interpreters. American naval men
Congress.
Americanism than the Order of Elks. Belief
were detailed to assist the visitors and one
in Almighty God and loyalty to the Flag are
Fortunately for the future of freedom in
young sailor was assigned to an African
fundamental principles of its doctrine.
the United States this illegal seizure of priqueen.
vate property was blocked by the Supreme
It preaches and practices brotherhood,
As the fleets passed in review the sailor
Court.
good will, tolerance and obedience to the
kept up a running commentary.
laws of God and man.
Fortunately for the future of free governThe first ship, a superdreadnought of the
ment the courts still stand as a bulwark
Its work of benevolence reaches out a
British Navy, came into view and the young
of our liberties.
helping hand to the unfortunate and brings
sailor announced that its flag was the flag
cheer into lives saddened by adversity.
The decision of the Supreme Court in the
of
His
Imperial
Majesty,
the
King
of
England;
steel-plant . seizure case will be recorded in
The Elks take leadership in Flag Day cereThen
several
cruisers
came
into
view,
the
history
as a monumental landmark in conmonies in order to teach the glorious story
first belonging to Spain. The Queen asked
stitutional government.
of American achievement under God's great"Whose flag is that?" and the boy replied:
est gift to mankind, freedom of the indiIt is a historic decision which should be
"It is the flag of His Majesty, the King of
read and reread by our citizens. It should
vidual.
Spain."
be taught and discussed in our schools beIt is the story of magnificent victory over
Next was a Turkish ship and its flag, the
cause it supports the basic American prinstruggle, hardship, and conflict.
boy said was the flag of the Sultan of Turkey.
ciple that the will of the people is the source
It is the story of sturdy, God-fearing pioThen came a Russian naval vessel and the
of all governmental power and authority.
neers-brave men and women-who battled
flag
flying
at
its
masthead
was
described
as
It serves notice upon all who would
against terrific odds to clear the savage wilthe flag of the Czar of all the Russians. This
undermine the Constitution that .we are still
d~rness that they might live and worship in
went on for some time.
a· government of the people, not subject
freedom.
·
Finally the flag ship of the 1American fleet
to the tyranny of a dicta tor.
It is the story of those courageous patriots,
came into view. .
It sets up a barrier against usurpation by
the Founding Fathers, who pledged their
The young sail~r told the Queen it was a
the executive department of lawmaking
lives, their fortunes, and ·their sacred honor,
battleship of the United States Navy, but
powers granted. by the Constitution excluto establish a new Nation, the first in all
he did not say its flag represented an emsively to Congress.
·
the world that recognized the divine origin
peror, a king, a sultan, a czar, or even a
· In recent years we have seen the extent
of mankind's right to "life, liberty, and the
president.
pursuit of happiness."
to which government has interfered in' the
"That is my flag," he said with pride~
lives of its citizens.
It is the story of washington, Jefferson.
Those
simple
words
signified
that
everyand Lincoln.
We have been led into a time of grave
thing the flag represented belonged to him
danger by oppressive taxation, extravagant
It is the story . of Lexington, Bunker Hill,
as an individual and to each and every and wasteful spending, unsound fiscal poliValley Forge, Gettysburg, Chateau Thierry,
other American as an individual.
cies, unbalanced budgets, deficit financing,
the Argonne, the Normandy beaches, Iwo
His remark expressed the real significance
and a staggering national debt.
Jima, and Korea.
of our God-gi~en freedom-that the flagLoyalty to the flag calls upon us to
If we . turn back. the pages of history to
the flag of our country-is the flag of free
abandon our easy going attitude toward the
June 14, 1777~175 years ago today-we find
citizens of a free land, subject to no king or
so-ca:Ued welfare proposals that look so ata time of dfscouragement and gloom.
sovereign, but each a ruler in his own right.
tractive but conceal the deadly poison of
· We · were then completing the · first year
Since our flag was born our Nation has
state socialism.
of independence. We were in the second
expanded
from
the
Atlantic
to
the
Pacific.
Eternal vigilance is still · the price gf
year of the Revolution.
In less than 200 years of independence we
liberty.
The outlook for the infant Republic was
have achieved greatness unparalleled in
Constitutional government is still under
far from bright. The Continental Congress
world history.
attack from dogooders and fuzzy-minded
had no money. Washinp-ton's ragged and
Our great cities, our fertile farm lands,
planners who doubt the wisdom of the
half-starved Army was inadequately armed
our giant industries stand as monuments to
founding fathers.
and poorly disciplined. It was falling back
American initiative, thrift, skill in produc' before the trained regulars of the' world's
Once more it is our solemn duty to "watch
tion and inventive genius.
most powerful empire. Only the military
· o'er the ramparts" with hope anct prayer
We have developed our natural resources
genius and faith of General Washington
that "the dawn's early light" may aga~n refor - the benefit of mankind. Our atomio
veal the Star-Spangled Banner "gallantly
saved the small patriot force from total
scientists have delved into the secrets of
disaster.
streaming • • • o'er the land of the
nature and have developed new sources of
free and the home of the brave." ·
Meeting in the old State house in the
energy and power that may revolutionize the
May· the love of the Stars and Stripes
city of Philadelphia the Continental Conworld.
gress adopted a resolution directing that the
be our steadfast guide to better citizenThrough God's mercy and guidance we
ship, better Americanism, and a deeper apflag of the United States be 13 stripes, alternate red and white; that the Union be 13
have been victorious in two World Wars.
preciation of the rich heritage we are privstars, white in a blue field, representing a
ileged to enjoy.
We have the best living standards and the
new constellation.
highest level of cultural and spiritual attainments of any nation on earth.
Thus the Stars and Stripes came into beJoHNSONBURG, PA., June 15.-United States
ing, a new emblem of human liberty, the
Yet we are not free from danger.
Senator EDWARD MARTIN, Republican, of
banner of a free people who put their trust
In spite of all our magnificent achievePennsylvania, told a Flag Day audience here
in God and placed "firm reliance on the
ments we are exposed to grave peril because
today that no nation that exports critiprotection of divine providence" in their
we have departed from the fundamentals of
cal materials to the forces of world commustruggle for independence.
government so wisely laid down by the
nism should be given economic or military_
Today, with the passage of 175 years, the
founding fathers.
assistance by the United States.
Stars and Stripes is the oldest, the proudest,
We are threatened by the present tendency
He spoke at the Elks North District Flag .
and the best loved flag in the world.
toward an all-powerful centrai government,
Day Services attended by Elks Lodges from
In many dark corners of the world freemaintaining and extending its control by
Johnsonburg, St. Mary's, Ridgway, Cleardom loving men and women look to the
unrestricted and extravagant spending.
field, Punxsutawney, Bradford, and ReyAmerican flag as their last remaining hope
The founders of our Republic recognized
noldsville.
of liberation from persecution and enslavethe dangers of government grown too big
Senator MARTIN expressed regret that Conment.
and too powerful. They realized that freegress, in passing the Mutual Defense Act
How proud we can be that in all its glorious
dom of the individual could not long survive
of 195.2, had eliminated the Kern amendhistory the Star-Spangled Ban~er has never
when the state became supreme. They knew . ment, forbidding financi~l aid to countries
been carried in a war of aggression. It has
that government could in time become opthat permit trade with the Soviet Union and
never led our forces in ambition for conquest
pressive and could deprive the people of their
its satellites in commodities likely to be used
or territorial gain. It h as never brought
liberties.
in the production of military arms and
equipment.
·
tyranny or oppression to any people on earth.
In their determination to prevent enWherever Old Glory has been unfurled to . croachment upon the liberties of the people
"I am opposed to spending billions of dollars taken froin the American taxpayer to
the founding fathers limited the powers of
the breeze its noble and inspiring message
help nations that furnish ·Russia with war
the Government.
has been: Here men shall be free.
;x:cvin-App.--234
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materials they need to fight us," Senator
declared. "I believe the American
people are opposed to such spending. I am
sure our boys who are fighting against Communist aggression in Korea are opposed to
such spending. Their lives are too precious
to be traded for commercial advantages
financed with American dollars or for profits gained at the cost of American blood."
Senator MARTIN warned that constitutional government is still under attack from
do-gooders and fuzzy-minded planners who
doubt the wisdom of the founding fathers.
"We are exposed to grave peril because we
have departed from the fundamentals of
government so wisely laid down by the founding fathers," Senator MARTIN said.
"We are threatened by the present tendency toward an all-powerful central government, maintaining and extending its control
by unrestricted and extravagant spending.
"Recently we had a glaring example of
misuse of power by the administration now
in power at Washington. I refer, of course,
to the seizure of the steel mills in violation
of the Constitution and without authority
under any act of Congress.
"Fortunately for the future of freedom in
the United States this ille.gal seizure of private property was blocked by the Supreme
. Court.
"Fortunately for the future of free government the courts still stand as a bulwark of
our Uberties.
"The decision of the Supreme Court in the
steel-plant seizure case will be recorded in
history as a mo1lumental landmark 1n con.stitutional government.
"It is a historic d~.- ~ision which should be
read and reread by our citizens. It should
be taught and discussed in our schools be. cause it supports the basic American principle that the will of the people is the source
of all governmental power and authority.
"It serves notice upon all who would undermine the Constitution that we are still a
government of the people, not subject to the
.tyranny of a dictator.
"In recent years we have seen the extent
to which government has interefered in the
lives of its citizens. ' We have been led into
a time of grave danger by oppressive taxation, extravagant and wasteful spending, unsound fiscal policies, unbalanced budgets,
deficit financing, and a staggering national
debt.
"Loyalty to the :flag calls upon us to abandon our easygoing attitude toward the socalled welfare proposals that look so attractive but conceal the deadly poison of state
socialism. Eternal vigilance is still the price
of Uberty."
Senator MARTIN praised the Order of Elks
for their leadership in observing Flag Day
with patriotic exercises.
MARTIN

Corresponden~e With Reference to Alien

Property
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ALEXANDER WILEY
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday. June 16. 1952

Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, I have
before me certain items with respect to
my continuing efforts to secure for the
public the full facts on the administration of the Office of Alien Property in
the United States Department of Justice. These items are as follows: ·

<a> The text of a letter which I wrote
to Attorney General McGranery on
June 4, respectfully asking the Attorney
General to supply me with certain information which I had requested and for
which I had waited since the very start
of this year.
(b) The text of the Attorney General's reply.
Since receipt of that reply, the Attorney General has announced a new
appointment for the directorship of the
Office of Alien Property. It is my
earnest hope that under this new Assistant Attorney General, Dr. Rowland
F. Kirks, dean of the National University School of Law, there will be an end
to various conditions to which I have
repeatedly called attention since last October.
It is my earnest hope, too, that the
Senate Jud~ciary Subcommittee, under
my colleague the Senator from North
Carolina [Mr. SMITH] which has been appointed to look into this alien-property
situation, will be able to begin intensive
work very shortly on <a> a considerable
list of individuals who I feel should be
subpenaed for testimony-at their own
·request, or at ours; (b) a considerable
series of constructive 1eads which have
come to me from known and anonymous
sources.
I ask unanimous consent that the
text of my exchange with the Attorney
General be printed in the Appendix of
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD .
There being no objection, the correspondence was ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as -follows:
UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
June 4. 1952.

Hon. JAMES P . McGRANERY,
The Attorney General of the United
States, Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR MR. ATTORNEY GENERAL: I can
appreciate the tremendous number of subjects which you have had to review during
these first few weeks in omce.
I am writing to you today concerning one
particular subject-the Alien Property Office-in which I am considerably interested
and in particular, the attitude of that unit
of the Department of Justice and of the
Department as a whole in relation to questions which I have submitted, particularly
since the first · month of this year, on the
jurisdiction of that unit-OAP.
I am asking today basically whether the
Department under your administration intends to reverse Department and OAP tactics which might be characterized as simply:
"stall 'em," "smear 'em," "refuse 'em"-tactics which the Department and the omce of
Alien Property have regrettably followed to
date in numerous instances.
I am asking as to how much cooperation
may be specifically expected from your Department with the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee authorized to investigate OAP.
. This question of cooperation is somewhat
akin to that which confronts you in relation to the House Judiciary Subcommittee
headed by Congressman CHELF, and yet ther e
are certain unique aspects in the review of
the Alien Property 011lce-a review Which
inevitably is going to be far more detailed
than the broader scope of our House colleagues.
.
On March 17 of this year I wrote to the
Honorable Harold Baynton, Assistant Attorney General in Charge of the Alien. Property
· 011lce, asking "how come" certain specific
letters which I had aent to him and to the

Attorney General asking various questions
about the Allen Property omce and vested
corporations under its control had not been
answered.
Some or the questions which I had submitted were comparatively simple and could
have been answered in a few minutes, tl had
there been a willingness to do so. Other
questions were more detailed and complex.
The series of letters which I had sent over
beginning in January supplemented previous
letters which had been sent last year. The
previous letters had been answered, but those
sent this year were not even acknowledgeda fact not only of extreme discourtesy to the
ranking Republican of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, but infinitely more important, of
discourtesy to the people of my State and
the United States in whose service I had submitted these questions.
Four days later, on March 21, the then
Attorney General chose to reply to me that
he did not propose to furnish me with any
additional answers to questions. He contended that the preparation of the answers
involved excessive work on his Department.
Obviously such a :flimsy alibi reply was
wholly unsatisfactory and unjustified.
In the past, congressional· committees and
the members of those committees have al- .
ways ·used discretion and· judgment insofar
as not overburdening Government departments with excessive or trivial questions.
As a matter of fact, there was no contention
on anyone's part that my particular questions were either not significant or not relevant or were motivated by some arbitrary
feeling. On the contrary, the questions were
based on detailed interviews and letters with
and from: (a) Present and former o11lcials
of OAP; (b) present and former o11lcials of
the vested corporations; (c) other qualified
observers.
·
These questions were carefully prepared,
sifted, and submitted.
I asked questions which might have shed
light on situations in1. Company A where it had•been reported
to me that the total amount of (huge) legal
fees paid out to a particular attorney had
been more than half of the ultimate amount
recovered by Uncle Sam from liquidation of
the whole company itself.
2. Company B where a former o11lcial of
· the company had written to me of numerous
reports that money had exchanged hands
underneath the table in return for favors.
3. Company C where I had been informed
that its products (some of which were purchased by the armed services) were of
grossly inferior technical quality.
I asked questions which might have shed
light on "the exceedingly poor administration" of OAP (this description is not mine
but that of the House Appropriations Committee in 1948); political appointments to
"chosen sons," etc.
But the light that was sought was not
shed. A deliberate attempt has for months
been made to perpetuate the darkness.
I think that any ff!,ir-minded observer
would feel that I have been exceedingly patient in waiting five solid months for a
single substantive report during the 1952
fiscal year.
I thin}- that any !air-minded observer
would agree that the Department of Justice, and in particular the 011lce of Alien
Property, have acted in a mysterious manner
which has raised the deepest suspicions in
the minds of the American people--suspicions that much of the $500,000,000 of former
enemy assets has been handled in a secretive manner so that the boys could enjoy
the juice and the gravy in maximum privacy.
In an effort to be absolutely fair, I have
not thus far named a single vested company
p'.lblicly nor virtually any single person.
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Now, apparently certain misguided individuals in the Department have assumed
that I would continue indefinitely to observe
this policy of not naming names, and that
all OAP had to do was stall and stall until
the heat blew over.
These individuals are -wrong.
The Judiciary subcommittee investigation
is now getting under way. Its members had
- · been exceedingly busy to date with other
responsibilities on the full committee and
on other subcommittees.
_ The Senate Judiciary Committee has, as
you know, one of the heaviest workloads
in the Senate-approximately one-third of
all the Senate bills.
Now, let me ask, specifically:
(a ) Does your Department intend to fur-nish myseli , and/ or the ·chairman of the
Senate subcommittee with the answers to
the que.-tions which I have raised?
(b) If so, when do you propose to answer
those questions, insofar as any approximate
schedule of answers can be set
(c) If not, what are the reasons why you
do not propose to answer these questions?
Let me point out that the questions predate the formation of the subcommittee.
Even if the subcommittee had not been set
up, an individual Senator would be entitled
to have the answers, much less if his resolution (S. Res. 245) had been subsequently
unanimously approved by his colleagues. ·
If any of the questions which ! _submitted
need clarification or adaptation or limitation as to scope so as to permit greater ease
and promptness of response, I should be
h appy to consider changing tpe inquiries, as
I had previously repeatedly advised -the Department.
Let me point out, too, that I have publicly stated that the handling of some alien
property seems to have been exe~plary;
that management of some. properties seems
to be exceedingly fine; that in many instances sacrifices have been made by extremely conscientious personnel.
On the other hand, an opposite situation
obtains in many instances.
·
The evidence as to cooperation by some
of the personnel involved is often conflicting.
I had submitted an invitation to one
otherwise cooperative executive for s~me
constructive suggestions on amending the
alien property law. The suggestions were
promised by him many months ago. I am
still waiting for them.
·
I suppose if i were not to ask and reask
for them, they would come along within a
decade or two.
Such is the situation which I have faced.
I submit these comments and questions to
you in frankness and sincerity-with no
rancor toward anyone (notwithstanding the
personal attacks which OAP had previously
· "planted" against me?
I have nothing in mind but that the American people be furnished the facts.
I began my review of the Alien Property
Office last October-trying to get pertinent
recon!s. But OAP does riot seem to have
kept some of the most elementary records
so as to be able to· reply to a Member of Con.gress promptly or fully; and where its records
are a vailable, it has deliberately censored
them.
It has not displayed a willingness to cocperate, a willingness to admit error, a willingness to come forward with the goods.
I trust that your own administration of
the Department of Justice will be featured
by a more public-minded attitude.
I have made this prolonged effort on behalf of all Americans and in particular the
interest of American ex-prisoners of war who
will be the ultimate beneficiaries of the
sums turned over to the War Claims Fm::.d.
The time 1s long past when the Senate
would be content with glib promises in pious
generalities. Specific action is needed. A

great many serious, specific allegations are
.in my files-as forwarded to me by expert
individuals. Refutation of them can only
be made by specific. responses in the course·
of the subcommittee's investigation.
I for one have scrupulously limited my
activity as one individual Senator on the
subcommittee. I do not presume to ask
more than is appropriate, but neither w111 I
ask less.
The gravy train is headed for a stop.
The American people intend to find out
its occupants and its record.
With all good wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,
ALEXANDER WILEY.
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
Washington, D. C., June 6, 1952.

· Han. ALEXANDER WILEY,
United States Senate,
Washington, D . C.

MY DEAR SENATOR WILEY: I just received
your le ~ ter of June 4 in which you advise
me of the difficulties you have had in the
past in connection with your asking for
information concerning the Office of Alien
Property Custodian.
.Please be advised that I have today designated Mr. J. Edward Williams, special assistant to the Attorney General, to act as
liaison with both the Senate and House
committees that are now inquiring into these
matters. I have instructed Mr. Williams to
discuss the general situation with Mr. Sapp,
who, .! understand, has been appointed counsel for your committee.
Let me assure you that there will be no
·tactics described by you as "stall 'em,"
"smear 'em," "refuse 'em," but on the contrary I give you my personal assurance that
I am in thorough wholehearted accord with
the aims and objectives of your committee.
With sentiments of esteem, I beg to remain,
Sincerely,
JAMES P. McGRANERY,
Attorney General.

The 1952 Presidential Campaign
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON~

EDW·ARD MARTI-N

OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, John
M. Cummings, political writer for the
Philadelphia Inquirer, has made some
very interesting comments on a meeting held in Gettysburg, Pa., last Friday.
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD his article
Either Way, General Ike Will Have a
Pruning Job, published in the Phila- .
delphia Inquirer of June 16, 1952.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
EITHER WAY, GENERAL IKE WILL HAVE A
PRUNING JOB
(By John M. Cummings)
No matter where General Eisenhower winds
up as a result of his current ·activities-in
the White House or retirement on his Adains
County farm-he will have plenty of pruning to do. There 1s, as most folks know, any
amount of deadwood in the National Gov.ernment. There 1s deadwood, too, on the
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farm on the edge of the famous Gettysburg
battlefield.
The two wide-spreading ash tree;; which
provide ample shade for Ike's farmhouse
porch, are badly in need of pruning. Deadwood hangs from their far-reaching branches.
On the steps of this porch and in the
comforting shade of the ash trees, you could
see last Friday where Governor Fine stood.
Yet it was not the complete answer to the
big political question of the hour. This has
to do with his final choice among the two
leading candidates for the Republican presidental nomination.
There, before 58 of the State's delegates
and 60 alternates, Fine for the moment stood
with General Eisenhower. On the other side
of the general s~ood Senator JIM DUFF, who,
later in the ceremonies would be given full
credit for initiating the moye that brought
Ike into the presidential campaign.
As Governor of the State and as chairman of the delegation, Fine spoke highly of
the general. He said he hoped that the
meeting, unusual in presidential campaigning, would be of help to the delegates in
performing the functions for which they have
been chosen.
Just before Fine presented the candidate,
photographers had a field day "shooting" Ike
with delegates .froni various counties. Example: Ike sandwiched between Arthur
Thro~e and Mrs. Rae V. Biester, of Delaware
County.
While all this was going on three influential delegates, oblivious of the milling around
in the farmhouse yard, talked earnestly at a
table a bit removed from the crowd. Senator Ed Martin and National Committeeman
G. Mason Owlett and Joseph N. Pew had
their heads together. Owlett, of course, is
for Bob Taft; Pew likes MacArthur but would
settle for the Ohio Senator; Senator Martin
is o:g. the fence, but teetering in the direction of Taft. So there they sat and there
they talked, quietly and earnestly.
Now Ik~ is speaking from the front steps.
Joe Pew moved over toward the center of
the yard the better to see and hear. At his
side was Martin. Mr. Pew listened intently during the Eisenhower speech and during
the question and answer period. He sat on
his hands while standing. A difficult trick
until you know the secret. Mr. Pew's hands
were stuck in his hip pockets. He refrained
from joining in the applause which now and
then punctuated the remarks of Ike.
But he showed interest in what the candidate was saying. Several times he nodded
his head in approving fashion. Martin
Joined in the applause.
This method of campaigning by bringing
the candidate to delegates impressed many
of those present. Russ Crawford, a Montgomery County delegate, said he was skeptical when he arrived, but was going home
enthusiastic. He was speaking of the method of campaigning.
Austin Meehan, the former sheriff of Philadelphia, an Eisenhower supporter, thought
meetings made little difference. "Few people ever have a chance to meet the candidates," observed Mr. Meehan. "We are for
people we know. We know Jim Duff. Jim
Duff is for Eisenhower."
Meehan is one of six Philadelphia delegates
for Jim Duff and therefore for Ike.
Now, with Governor Fine it's different.
He's interested in principles, not personalities. He said later in the day at Henry
Scharf's Hotel Gettysburg that the field of
difference between him and Ike had narrowed.
This could mean much or little. Not to
be outdone by Joe Pew, who sat on his hands
while standing, Fine went back to Harrisburg 1n an automobile while still sitting on
the fence. Next stop: With BoB TAFT at
Hershey •
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Present Air Force Difficulties in Filling
, Aviation Cadet Vacancies
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
. 01' .

HON. EDWIN C. JOHNSON
OF COLORADO

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Mr.
President, the importance of encourag' ing civil aviation in every community is
made plain by present Air Force difficulties in filling hitherto-coveted aviation
cadet vacandes. But I do not believe
the young people hav lost interest in
aviation as some have been suggesting.
Of the tnillions of enthusiastic airplane
model builders, surely large numbers
would like to go on to flying real planes,
if given a chance to grow up in hometown aviation.
Since the war, our Government has
taught many thousands of veterans to
fly under the GI bill, but has done nothing to attract more young people. The
consequences are now seen in the shortages of air pilots and technicians, both
for military and civil flying.
I have here an editorial from the aeromodelers' magazine, Air Trails, giving
their views on this important subject,
and I ask leave to have the editorial
from Air Trails of July 1952, entitled
''Young People in Aviation," printed in
the Appendix of the RECO~D.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD#
as follows:
Gentlemen. you've got to put jam on their
bread.
"Has American aviation lost the American
boy?" the editor of a contemporary 100 percent "full-scale" aviation publication asks.
He is alarmed-and rightly s~at the tremendous decrease in the number of student
pilot permits, the trickle of private licenses,
the picayune number of personal aircraft being produced and the alarming specter of
closed airports. The warning cry is heard echoing through
the halls of Government in Washington.
"The need is upon us to develop a whole new
generation of flying men," declares USAF's
Chief of Statf Gen. Hoyt A. Vandenberg.
_
Has American aviation lost the American
boy? Not by a long-shot. But it sure has
given the youngster a swift kick in the pants.
The fact that thousands of air-minded
youngsters build and fly model planes, study
ground courses within the Civil Air Patrol
as cadet students and scrape together precious dollars for an occasional flight lesson is
not to the credit of the multi-million dollar
American aircraft industry.
These "air
youth" are carving out careers in aviation in
the face. of an almost complete lack of interest and assistance on the part of the aircraft
interests. and Government aviation officialsmost of whom seem to have forgotten they
were once air-minded youngsters themselves.
Air Trails, the magazine of air progress and
aeromodeling, edited for and largely written
by the youthful aviation enthusiasts, has,
since its inception, been requesting recognition and help from the adults in aviation
for air-modeling programs, gliding and soaring training, lightplane flying and collegiate
aviation activity.
The result? Practically complete silence
on the part of America's aviation interests.

Thfs Is not a we-warned-you tirade. You
can't stop the youngsters, gentlemen.
They're going to get into aviation in spite of
you. But will they get in fast enough, 1n
great enough numbers and with the proper
type of training to insure America's place in
the air?
The answer is up to you leaders of .aviation.
We do emphasiZe this important point:
You've got to put jam on bread to change it
from a staple dish to a dessert. Classroom
ground studies are not enough. You've got
to let the American teen-ager handle the
stick, swing the prop, shoot a landing.
You've got to get him out of the hot-rod and
into the cub. He'll meet you more than
half-way. His heart is already in the skies.
His spirit is willing, gentlemen, but your
sponsorship has been mighty weak.
·

after newspapers gave publicity to the shortages and Congress began to investigate.
In the recent flurry of exposure, the Justice Department took away this authority to
whitewash irregularities. That's a doubtful
guaranty of prosecution, in view of the Justice Department's record of reluctance to
prosecute in the tax scandals.
But, it's some kind of progress. The Agriculture Department has been partly beaten in its attempt to cover up crookedness and
its failure to punish the guilty.
It toak months of exposure in the newspapers and in Congress to force this much
of a clean-up. The job will not be completely done until a new administration gets
into power in Washington and into possession of all the records of corruption.

The ·Grain Shortage

Our Immigration Policy

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. WILLIAMS
DELAWARE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
OF

Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled "$8,000,000 Grain Shortage
Confirms Cover-up Cl..arges," which appeared in the Cleveland News of Thursday, May 22, 1952.
There being no objection, the editorial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
EIGHT-MILLioN-DOLLAR GRAIN SHORTAGE
CONFIRMS COVER-UP CHARGES
It took the Department of Agriculture a
long time to come clean on the story of grainshortage swindles
Maybe it hasn't yet. The Department admits to an $8,000,000 shortage, and says
that's all it knows of. Several times in the
past it has reestimated the number of cases
and total dollar loss, each time upward.
When Senator JoHN J. WILLIAMs and others
first started investigating the situation, Secretary of Agriculture Brannan angrily protested that no important money was involved.
Now the Department says the shortages
total 131 known or suspected cases of theft,
for the $8,000,000 loss.
These are cases where the Government
stored ill private warehouses vast quantities
of grain it bought to help keep prices up.
Some warehousemen stole the Governmentowned grain. Others have shown up with
shortages that might have resulted from
either dishonesty or carelessness.
In many cases, individuals with a political
pull got contracts to store grain, and then
hustled around looking for a place to put it.
The :financial stability of these fly-by-night
operators was insecure. Inspection was loose.
No wonder m1llions of dollars of grain somehow disappeared.
There's another aspect of the belated admission cf Secretary Brannan that the shortages did in fact involve suge sums. That is
confirmation of the failure of the Agriculture Department to prosecute persons in·volved.
. The solicitor of the Department conceded
to a Senate committee that under an arrangement with the Justice Department he
screened cases. Some he sat on for a year,
sending them to the Attorney General only

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
. OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
QF NEW YOR!t

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD excerpts
from an article entitled "Emigration and
Ports," written by Rev. Father Dinis da
Luz, which appeared in the April22, 1952,
issue of the Diario De Noticias, a Portuguese-American publication published in
New Bedford, Mass. The subject of this
article is immigration, and the article
has a bearirig on the consideration which
we are giving this problem even today.
There being no objection, the article,
together with its translation, was ordered
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
PosTAL AgoRIAN~EMrGRAc;!o E PoRTOS
(By Pelo Padre Dinfs da Luz)
Vico em Lisboa, ha cerca de treze anos,
mas procuro sempre acompanhar, mais ou
menos perto, os problemas dos Ac;ores. Um
problema de sempre para os Ac;ores e o problema da emigrac;ao. Sem ela, os Agores estao
realmente ameac;ados no seu nivel de vida,
devido principalmente ao excesso de populac;ao que se faz sentir sobretudo em s.
Miguel. ·
Anteontem, 16 de Abril, embarcaram de
Lisboa para o Brasil 1.500 portugueses. Num
s6 dial
S6 se veem em Lisboa, bichas de emigrantes portugueses, dia ap6s dia, mea ap6.s mes,
as portas da Junta de Emigrac;ao e das Companhias. Regra geral esses emigrantes destinam-se ao Brasil e alguns deles a Argentina.
A America do norte, no entanto, continua
praticamente encerrada para a emigrac;aq
Portuguesa. Um amigo meu, da Uha da
Graciosa, esta na cota desde 1945, a espera
de vez. Ha pouco, informou-me que estao
ainda mats de 1,500 pessoas a frente dele!
Se calhar: ja Eisenhower ou quem vier a ser
o novo Presidente este ano, tera deixado a
alta magistratura da nac;Sq, quando chegar
a vez de ele 1r para a America.
(Entre parenteses: Nao acham que Eisenhower devia ser candidato democratico? Se
o fosse, tinha as .eleic;oes ganhas.)
E' um pesar que a America do Nore tenha
a sua politica externa aetualmente tao ligada
as potencias ocidentais europeias e nao modi:flque as suas leis de imigragao conforme essa
politica.
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E' um pesar que a America do norte esteja
tao ligada a Portgual e aos Agores-os
Agores tao pr6ximos dela-e nao modifique
os reguliamentos de imigragao de modo a
beneficiar Portugal e os Agores.
Oxala os parlamentares norte-americanos
que recebem o voto dos luso-americanos nao
se esquegam de fazer ver quao acertado seria
para os Estados Unidos adaptar um pouco a.
sua politica de imigragao as condig6es
existentes na politica externa de Washington.
Um problema de agora nos Agores e o
problema dos portos, principalmente no ilha
Terceira e na ilha de Santa Maria, c;:rue
desempenham papel primacial na defesa do
Atlantica e nas comunicag6es entre as
Americas e a Europa.
Ja vimos, neste jornal, o que sucede em
Angra (ilha Terceira) e Vila do Porto (Santa
Maria) : as navios ficam, as vezes, dias e
dias a espera do bam tempo ou passam sem
fazer servigo.
Pensa-se em fazer um porto de abrigo na
Terceira. Em Angra-a cidade-parece dificil , pelo custo. Talvez se faga alguma coisa
no Fanal, dando condig6es de seguranga ao
Cais da Silveira. Ao que consta, esta pasta
de parte a ideia de fazer o grande porto da
Terceira na Praia da Vit6ria, pais isso darla
autonomia (digamos) excessiva aos servigos
americanos do grande aeroporto das Lajes.
0 Governo Portugues colabora lealmente
com os Americanos, mas nao se deseja que
estes Sejam Tentados a ficar nos Agorespor tOdOS OS seculos dOS seculos.
Dmis DA Luz.
TRANSLATION

(Excerpts from an article entitled "Emigration and Ports," written by Rev. Father Dinis
da Luz, that appeared in the April 22, 1952,
issue of the Diario de Noticias, published in
New Bedford, Mass.)
I am living in Lisbon these past 13 years,
but I always endeavor to follow closely the
problems of the Azores. An eternai problem
of the Azores is emigration. Without it, the
stan lard of living of the islands is always
threatened, in particular on the Island of
San Miguel, where the population surplus is
greatest.
On one single day, April 16, 1952, 1,500
Portuguese emigrants sailed from Lisbon for
Brazil. Flocks of would-be emigrants appear
each day at the offices of the emigration board
and the steamship companies. Generally,
most of these emigrants go to Brazil, and a
few to Argentina.
North America, however, continues closed
for practical purposes to Portuguese emigrants. A friend of mine, living on Graciosa.
Island in the Azores, is on the quota waiting
list since 1945, waiting his turn. Recently,
he advised me that there are still 1,500 people
ahead of him. It may well happen that the
term of Eisenhower, or whoever else will succeed to the Presidency of the United States,
will already have expired by the time he can
proceed to America. (By the way, why
doesn't Eisehower run as the Democratic
candidate. In that case, he would already
have won the election.)
It is strange, indeed, that the United States,
being so closely linked to Western Europe in
foreign affairs, does not modify their immigration laws to conform with this policy.
It is strange, indeed, that the United States,
so closely linked to Portugal and to the
Azores-with the Azores so close to Americadoes not modify the immigration regulations
in a manner to benefit Portugal and the
Azores.
Let us hope that the Members of the United
States Congress who receive the votes of
Americans of Portuguese descent shall not
forget to bring their immigration policy
somewhat more in line with the foreign
policy practiced in Washington at the present
time.

Exclusion Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRED A. SEATON
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They ought to be based upon current census
figures and they ought to be liberalized. This
Nation has grown to greatness through enrichment of its culture and its population
from the Old World. It would be tragic to
forsake its great traditions for the spurious
protectionism of a McCarran wall.

OF NEBRASKA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. SEATON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial
entitled "Exclusion Bill," published in
today's Washington Post.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD#
as follows:
EXCLUSION BILL

Despite the superficial tidying up done in
conference, the McCarran-Walter bill codifying and revising the country's immigration and naturalization statutes remains a
profoundly disappointing and dangerous
measure. It makes numerous changes in the
unsatisfactory existing laws dealing with
aliens. But it retains and intensifies the
underlying exclusionist philosophy which
characterized the Immigration Act of 1924.
Moreover it authorizes harsh and summary
proceedings in the treatment of aliens-proceedings altogether inconsistent with American institutions. In general the bill is no
better, and in some respects it is worse, than
existing law. We urge the President to
veto it.
As we see it, there are three major defects
tn the McCarran-Walter bill. First of all, it
transforms naturalization into an uncertain
and inferior class of citizenship. Under its
terms, if, within 5 years of his naturalization, a citizen joins any organization
which the Attorney General considers a
Communist front, the mere act of joining,
regardless of the motive or intent, may be
taken as prima facie evidence of fraud in
obtaining citizenship and may be penalized
by denaturalization . . It also provides that
a naturalized citizen may lose his citizenship if, within 10 years of obtaining it, he
should refuse to testify before a congressional committee investigating subversive
activities. Neither of these punitive provisions applies to native-born citizens; a
naturalized citizen would be less free than
one who was native-born. The effect is not
only to make naturalized citizenship uncertain but also to frighten and intimidate
and thus restrict the rights of naturalized
citizens. We think the distinction between
classes of citizenship profoundly un-American.
Second, the bill would in some instances
harshly limit the discretion of the Attorney
General to temper justice with mercy in
dealing with aliens and in other instances
would put into his hands-or into the hands
of consuls and immigration officers-arbitrary power to exclude or deport aliens, with
inadequate opportunities for appeal to the
courts. The United States ought to deal
with aliens no less justly than with citizens;
and judicial review, we have learned, is a
necessary means of assuring justice.
Finally, the bill is animated by xenophobia. It treats immigration as an evil and a
liability rather than as an asset and a source
of strength, as it has been in the past. It
not only sets up numerous new groun·ds for
exclusion and for deportation-even abolishing statutes of limitation in deportation
cases-but it restricts immigration to the
trickle of the past couple of decades. The
number of aliens admissible under the proposed law would be virtually identical with
those admissible under the present law.
This is accomplished by basing quota provisions, as in the past, upon the 1920 census.

Walter-McCarran Immigration Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HERBERT H. LEHMAN
OF NEW YORK

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
from the Protestant weekly the Christian Century, issue of June 4, 1952,
on the subject of immigration and morality. This column was written by the
eminent Prof. Halford E. Luccock, of the
Yale University Divinity School, who
wx:ites under the pen name of "Simeon
Stylites." I believe all who have followed the consideration of the WalterMcCarran immigration bill can read
this column by Professor Luccock with
profit.
There being no objection, the column
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD#
as follows:
PILATE'S WASHBOWL
EDITOR, THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY:

SIR: Have you ever read Walter Rauschenbusch's account of what happened to Pilate's
washbowl? Rauschenbusch's piece is never
out of date; in. fact it is every day more
and more pertinent in its picture of the excuses which people and organizations give
for doing nothing even to try to block any
kind of wrong.
Rauschenbusch's is one of many speculations about what happened to several symbols which appear in the story of the trial
and crucifixion of Jesus. Lloyd Douglass
did it with The Robe. A hardy medieval
parable on the 30 pieces of silver dramatizes
the idea that whenever there was a dark
betrayal of the commands of the Master, it
was paid for by one of the original pieces of
silver given to Judas, which came down
through the centuries.
Here is Walter Rauschenbusch writing 60
years ago:
"On the eve of the day (of the crucifixion]
the washbowl disappeared from the palace.
Nobody knows who took it. Some accused
Judas Iscariot of selling it; but that is plainly
a libel, because Judas was honest enough
to go and hang himself. At any rate, ever
since that time, the washbowl is abroad in
the land, carried by infernal hands wherever it is needed, and men are constantly
joining the invisible choir which performs
its imperceptible ablutions therein. The
statesmen who suppresses principles because
they might endanger the success of his
party; the good citizen who will have nothing to do with politics; the editor who sees
a righteous cause misrepresented and says
nothing, because it might injure the circulation; the deacon who sees a clique undermining a pastor's position and dares not
create a disturbance; the preacher who sees
dives exploiting Lazarus and dares not tell
him to quit, because dives contributes to his
salary; the Sunday school superintendent
who sees a devoted teacher punctured by
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pinpricks of well-bred jealousy and dares
not champion her; all these are using Pilate's
washbowl. Listen, do you hear the splash
of water near to you? The devil is pouring it."
We do not have to strain our ears today
to hear the dripping water of people wash..;
ing their hands in Pilate's bowl: "I don't
like this racial discrimination or segregation. But what can I do? It isn't my fault.
My hands are clean." "Sure, the McCarran
immigration bill smells to heaven. It is
treason to all that has been best in American history. But I didn't write it. It isn't
may fault."
Please pass the washbowl.
Yours,
SIMEON

STYLITES.

The Walter-McCarran Omnibus lmmigra..
tion Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANCIS E. WALTER
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. WALTER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following resolutions:
Whereas the sentiment of the American
people, as expressed by the Congress of the
United States, overwhelmingly approves the
Walter-McCarran omnibus immigration and
naturalization bill;
Whereas the Walter-McCarran omnibus
bill, despite the misrepresentations of a
highly vocal and well-organized handful,
initiates much needed reforms in the field
of imrpigration and naturalization;
Whereas the omnibus me.asure eliminates
racist practices from our immigration and
naturalization laws;
Whereas the Walter-McCarran legislation
strengthens immeasurably our relations
with the peoples of the Far East, by repealing the remaining portions of the Oriental
Exclusion Acts of 1924;
Whereas the Walter-McCarran bill is proof
to the rest of the world of the sincerity o:t
our advocacy of democratic ideals;
Whereas the Walter-McCarran bill refutes
in the sharpest way possible the Communist
propaganda in the Orient;
Whereas tl).e Walter-McCarran measure,
while it is not perfect, substantially improves present law;
Whereas any delay in enacting this legislation will seriously cripple our foreign policy
in the Far East;
Whereas the present and future well-being
of our Nation demands the enactment of the
Walter-McCarran omnibus immigration and
naturalization bill: Be it
Resolved, That the Japanese American
Citizens League, convened in its Midwest
district council meeting in Milwaukee, from
May 30, 1952, to June 1, 1952, strongly urge
the Honorable Harry S. Truman, the President of the United States to sign the Walter•
McCarran omnibus immigration and na ..
turalization bill, thus bringing into effect for
the first time in American history long overdue legislative reforms.
Whereas all persons of Japanese ancestry
have been savagely victimized by the racially discriminatory laws in immigration and
naturalization;
Whereas the legal resident alien Japanese
in the United States and Hawaii have been
disfranchised and disabled by the racist restrictions in our nationality code;

Whereas this racial bar in our naturalization procedures, by stigmatizing our Japanese parents with the label of "ineligibility,"
has reduced us, the American citizens of
Japanese ancestry, to the level of secondclass citizens;
Whereas the racist prohibitions in immigration now particularly categorize the nationals of Japan, Korea, and Southeast Asia
as inferior, since they are the only peoples
now excluded under our laws;
Whereas Japan, Korea, and the countries
of Southeast Asia are the very nations that
we Americans are counting upon to stem
the Communist tide in the Far East;
Whereas the Walter-McCarran omnibus
i:qunigration and naturalization bill, by abolishing these vicious and undemocratic practices from our immigration and naturalization statutes, is an unmistakable gesture of
friendship to the countries of the Orient;
Whereas the Walter-McCarran omnibus
measure assures Japan, at the very moment
that that nation is assuming her place as a
sovereign power among the free governments
of the world, of the sincere good will of the
United States toward the people of Japan;
Whereas the House of Representatives
passed on April 25, 1952, the Walter omnibus bill (H. R. 5678) by a tremendous margin of 206 to 68;
Whereas the Senate of the United States
decisively approved the Walter omnibus bill.
as amended, on May 22, 1952, thereby indicating overwhelming congressional support
of this measure;
Whereas the Walter-McCarran b111, despite
its imperfections, is a marked improvement
over existing law;
Whereas the failure to enact the omnibus
legislation will have disastrous international
consequences: Be it therefore
Resolved, That the Northern CaliforniaWestern Nevada District Council of the Japanese-American Citizens League strongly
urges the President of the United States to
sign the Walter-McCarran omnibus immigration and naturalization bill.
·

· :aut what a milk-toast affair the two-party
system would be if the parties which com.;
prise it didn't have family scraps.
Party harmony is desirable up to a certain extent, but too much of it can become
cloying. A political party can wither on a
diet of sweetness and light. It's the infighting which develops party muscles and fresh
blood. Ambitious men and women, seeking
power and position, are apt to act generally
in the public interest.
What would one expect a political leader
to do when he has- control? Just fold up, or
backtrack, when someone strong challenges
him?
If Senator TAFT's friends control the national GOP committee, what is wrong about
them choosing national convention officers
who also mtght lean toward TAFT? What if
the shoe was on the other foot? Would an
Eisenhower-favored
national
committee
hand out any plums to Taft men? Don't be
foolish.
TAFT 1s being opposed by smart political
operators who twice before have thwarted
his attempts to gain the presidential nomination. Can anyone blame him for pitching
everything he has into this third and perhaps final try?
TAFT sincerely believes he can be elected
President 1f nominated. Certainly a man
who has opposed the New and Fair Deal to
the point where he became the recognized
leader in the Senate and earned the title of
"Mr. Republican" wouldn't care to be the
nominee if he didn't believe he could win.
Of course, the situation now is that a lot
of people disagree with the Ohio Senator.
They think he bears too many legislative and
former campaign battle scars to wa.ge a winning presidential election battle.
But still you cannot deny TAFT the right
to his own personal opinion. He has campaigned over the country like no other top
poll tical leader in history.
So the Eisenhower people want him to retire. Well, those things Just don't happen
in politics. Particularly since the general
has been more or less an employee of the
New and Fair Deal for many years.

The Taft-Eisenhower Contest
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM H. AYRES

Long-Range Atomic Capability of the So..
viet Union Continues To Grow-United
States Must Take Steps To Control the

Air

OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Monday, June 16, 1952

OF

Mr. AYRES. Mr . . Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following newspaper
article by H. H. Harriman:

HON. MELVIN PRICE

POLITICAL PARADE

(By H. H. Harriman)
WILL TAFT-IKE FIGHT WRECK THE GOP?-SCRAPS
NATURAL IN POLITICS

The fever pitch to which the Taft-Eisenhower contest has mounted will send Republican delegates to the national convention in an atmosphere electric with tension.
Don't be surprised if there are some smokefilled room fist fights.
The. bitterness of the scrap, in which even
trickery is being employed to win delegates
to one camp or another, has caused loud
outcries to be raised by political writers,
columnists, and commentators.
The battle will leave political scars which
·will never heal in time for the Republicans
to wage a united campaign this fall, they are
saying; the Republicans seem more interested in fighting among themselves than in
winning the election, the public is advised.
:Well, maybe so. It has happened.

OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, May 12, 1952

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include herewith an article which
appeared in the 1952 issue of Aviation
Age, written by the Secretary of the Air
Force Thomas K. Finlet~ :·
A WARNING TO THf'NATION
General Bradley, speaking for the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, recently informed Congress
that, in the opinion of the military leaders
of this Nation, the United States would enter upon a new period of grave strategic vulnerability beginning in 1954.
Among the principal reasons influencing
the Joint Chiefs of Staff was the Soviet
Union's rapidly growing stockpile of atomic
weapons and their expanding long-range
bomber force. The Soviet Union already
possesses today a capability of directing
against this country a powerful long-range
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atomic attack. Such an attack, unless effectively opposed and countered, could seriously cripple the military capacity of the
United States.
This long-range atomic capability of the
Soviet Union continues to grow. The time
is therefore not far distant-it could arrive in the near tomorrow-when this adversary will have the means to deal a devastating and possibly fatal blow to our own
military and industrial resources in the
opening phase of aggression.
To put the situation another way, we are
fast approaching the tiJ;ne when the world
balance of military power could shift against
us unless we act with resolution and energy.
Whether the bal&nce will remain with us will
depend upon our controlling the air.
As to the weight of the air arm in the
balance of military power, the professional
judgment of our military leaders was
summed up in General Eisenhower's recent
statement that: ".\ir power is the dominant
factor in war today. It cannot win a war
alone, but without it, no war can be won."
From what we now know of Soviet ~ircraft
production, it is evident that the leaders of
the Soviet Union also have grasped this
fundamental truth. And what is more important, they have transferred their realization into action.
During the past 5 years, the Soviet Union
has been engaged in a forced-draft development of military air power. They have produced five times as many military aircraft as
we have. At the same time, they have largely
converted their aircraft industry to the production of jet equipment, a sample . of
which-the MIG-15-has been revealed in
Korea.
Also during this period they have. built,
practically from scratch, a long-range bombing force which in size already approaches
the peak strength of our B-29 force when
it was destroying Japanese industry with
conventional bombs . . And, as mentioned
previously, this Soviet long-range bombing
force, like the Soviet atomic · stockpile, is
steadily growing.
These were the compelling facts that
caused the Joint Chiefs of Staff, together
with the civilian Secretaries, to recommend
that our Air Force be exp~nded to 126 combat wings, equipped with modern first-line
aircraft by mid-1954. For reasons other than
the purel3 military, it was subsequently decided on the ·highest Government level to
extend the completion data of this proposed Air Force program to the end of 1955.
This was the program embodied in the President's budget for the fiscal year 1953.
Even under this program as recommended
by the President, the United States Air Force
still faces odds. To illustrate:
In the tactical, or short-range component,
the Soviet- air forces in 1954 would probably
outnumber the NATO tactical air forces by
about 3 to 2. This ratio is all the more
disturbing when one considers the already
great odds that confront NATO ground
forces .
Also by mid-1954, the Soviet long-range
bomber force capable of carrying atomic
weapons will probably be over one-half again
as large as our strategic air command is
today. Our long-range bomber force, however, will contain a much higher percentage
of jet equipment than the corresponding
components of the Soviet air force.
In the light of these and other realities
the proposed· 126 combat wing program was
the very minimum that the Department of
the Air Force could endorse. Even so, it
involves a considerable degree of military
risk. Numerically, we will be heavily outnumbered and therefore we must depend
upon the quality of our equipment and the
superiority of our airmanship to close the
margin in our favor.
The Air Force is acutely conscious of the
high cost of even this minimum_ program ..

There is no escaping the hard fact that the
cost of controlling the air comes high. But
neither can we escape the harder fact that if,
by default, we should allow an aggressor
nation to control the air, the cost would be
immeasurably higher.

Hebrew Sheltering aod Immigrant Aid
Society
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to direct the attention of tpe
Congress to the fact that a noted philanthropic and communal leader has been
elected to the 68-year-old global Hebrew
Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society,
which is better known as HIAS, an organization that has done a tremendous
amount of good through the years.
Ben Touster, 59, of 41 Park Avenue, a
leader in New York philanthropic and
c~mmunal activities, has been elected to
succeed Samuel A. Telsey as national
president of HIAS, the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society.
Mr. Touster, owner of the Cinderella
HJ.t Co., and the Knit-Knacks Co., in
New York, leading resource for juvenile
·headwear, becomes the first native-born
American to 1. ead the 68-year-old global
migratio:tt agency which functions in 44
countries throughout the world. He succeeds Mr. Telsey, who retires after serving 5 years as the society's head.
Founded by immigrant Jews in 1884,
the society has during the past six decades always had as its presidents immigrant Americans who rose to leadership
in this country. With the election of
Mr. Touster, members of the HIAS
board of directors indicated that the
second generation of immigrants to this
country are assuming the responsibilities which heretofore had the special
interest and concern of first-generation
immigrant Americans.
Mr. Touster returned May 22, aboard
the steamship Liberte, from a tour of
Europe where he surveyed the Jewish
refugee and displaced persons problems.
He is rated in Who's Who in Commerce
and Industry as a foremost industrialist
in the United States in his special line.
He was elected to the HIAS presidency
while returning from abroad.
A veteran of World War I, he became
active in charitable and communal activities some three decades ago. He has
been a member of HIAS since 1920, and
of its board of directors for the past 5
years. He has served on the HIAS executive and public relations committees and
headed the society's finance committee.
The newly elected HIAS head is also an
outstanding leader of the New York Federation of Jewish Philanthropies, now
serving as a member of the federation's
board of trustees, as chairman of the
functional committee for community
centers, and as vice chairman of the
Brooklyn divi.sion of the organization.

For the past 4 years, Mr. Touster has
been president of the YMHA and YWHA,
of Borough Park, Brooklyn. He is a
member of the executive committee and
finance steering committee of the American Jewish Committee.
During the 1951 campaign of the
United Jewish Appeal, he was chairman
of the Borough Park section of the drive
and a leading .f igure in the UJA trade
campaigns. He is a member of the
board of trustees of the Home for the
Aged and Infirm Hebrews, .the National
· Planning Council of the Jewish Theological Seminary, the National Council of
the Joint Distribution Committee, and
the National Council of the New York
City Cabinet of the Joint Defense Appeal.
Mr. Touster is extremely active in
Jewish religious and cultural organizations. He is also a contributor to many
nonsectarian social welfare agencies in
addition to Jewish charities.
The new HIAS head is a member of
many fraternal and civic organizations,
including the Advertising Club, 23 Park
Avenue, and the Grand Street Boys Association, 106 West Fifty-fifth Street,
New York.

Omnibus Immigration Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRANCIS E. WALTER
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. WALTER. Mr. Speaker; under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following article by
Earl H. Voss, from the Washington Evening Star:
Times have changed since Emma Lazarus
wrote her now-famous American invitation
to the huddled masses. When those words
and the Statue of Liberty were dedicated in
1886, America was filling up with people who
were to make her great. Immigration was
building up to the point where, in the early
1900's a million people a year were being
taken into the country.
For the past quarter of a century, however,
this land of opportunity each year has been
shunning thousands, some say millions, who
would like to move here. From 1941 to 1950,
the average yearly number of immigrants was
only 100,000, and this included the unexpected influx of postwar displaced persons.
In the previous decade, immigration averaged 53,000 annually.
Congress has just voted to keep the damper
on. Last week the Senate passed a Houseapproved codification of all the country's
controls on immigration, deportation, and
naturalization scattered through the lawbooks of the past generations. This is the
so-called McCarran bill. Its sponsors claim
that , beyond assembling all. the rules between two covers, it also liberalizes the
American attitude toward admitting foreigners. Opponents contend that the net
effect of the liberalization is small. They
fought a bitter though losing battle against
what they called the "racist philosophy" of
the measure.
President Truman is known to be dissatisfied with many provisions of the bill, but
has not committed himself on a possible
veto. House-Senate conferees now are ironing out minor differences between the two
Houses' versions.
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NUMBERS NO'l' THE ISSUE

The debate about this legislation had ver"f

little to do with the number of immi~nts
to be 'admitted each year. No one in Cong~ess advocated much of an increase in persons to be taken in.
The bill, sponsored jointly by Representative WALTER, of Pennsylvania, and Sen ator
McCABRAN, of Nevada, raises the annual 1mmigrant quota by a microscopic 380 persons,
to 154,657. Foes of the measure advocated
modifications which would have raised the
quota to 214,000. Measured against. the
country's 155,000.000 population, such quotas
almost get lost. The range Of opinion on
how many people should be admitted to the
United States annually, then, varies from
0.10 of I percent to 0.14 of 1 percent of the
present population. Actually, not even this
small number of people gets into the country.
HISTORY

It was the 1847 potato famine in Ireland

that touched off the great movement to
America.
Germany's · political troubles
swelled the fiow 2 years later. In that first
spurt, which lasted 9 years, 3,000,000 persons
arrived, double the number 1n the preceding
70 years. The tempo increased-with brief
periods
of recession during economic
slumps-until it reached its peak in 1907.
when 1,285,000 persons were admitted. Since
1820, some 39,000,000 immigrants have been
taken in, 33,000,000 of them direct from
Europe.
Before 1875 there were no bars to immigrants. Even as late as World War I, Congress had passed only mild restrictions so
far as nonorientals were concerned, prohibiting an influx of criminals, paupers, and
physical and mental defectives. The ban
on Chinese had been established since 1882,
and was not to be lifted. until 1943. Contract
laborers, who pledged their future wages to
pay for their passage, had been banned in
1885. Anarchists and persons advocating
overthrow of the Government were first proscribed in 1903.

·

But not until the First World War did
restrictionists cain .e nough backing to throttle down the general fiow. First they tried
to reduce it by making qualitative restrictions. such as prohibiting the entry of illiterates. When this failed to stem the tide.
they resorted to a selective quota. system.
This scheme, refined over the period from
1921 to 1929, still is in etiect today.
QUOTA SYSTEM

An Individual country's quota was to be
one-sixth of l percent of the numbt:r of
persons of that national origin already living
in America, as shown in the 1920 census, or
100, whichever was the greater. The total
came to a little more than 154,000. There
was no quota for Negroes.
This quota system had the effect of establishing preference for immigrants from the
British Isles and Germany, because British,
Irish, and German stock predominated in the
1920 American population. To a lesser degree, the national origins quota system also
favored persons from Italy, Poland, Russia,
and Sweden.
The present quota, almost unchanged for
the last twenty-odd years, allots 65,361 places
to Great Britain and Northern Ireland; 25,814to Germany; 17,756 to Ireland; 6,488 to Poland; 5,645 to Italy; 3,295 to Sweden; 3,136
to Holland; and 3,009 to France. Asiatic exclusions, with the exception of blocks of 100
each for China, India, and the Philippines,
are still in effect.
This distribu tion Is one basis for the
racism charge against the McCarran measure.
For advocating a continuance of these proportions, supporters of the bill are accused
of indulging a Hitler-type preference for
Nordic and Anglo-Saxon strains.
In actual practice, this 25-year-old quota
scheme has been twice as restrictive as it
looked. Countries with the largest quotas

ponents of the bill attack this. as a restrf~
tl¥e maneuver~
s. Badal discrimination: The old Oriental Exclusion Act already has been whittled
clown in the last decade to admit some of
our allies of the last W8l-the Chinese, the
hidians., and the Filipinos. But other orienM'CARRAN BILL
tals, like the Japanese, Koreans, and SouthThe McCarran-Walter bill has been subeast .Asians, still are barred. The McCarranjected to persistent criticism by a small but
Walter bill would eliminate this discriminavocal band o! liberal Senators, seconded by
tion witb the oriental group.
influential sections of the press. While the
The bill does use two discriminatory demeasure is largely a codification-an . omvices against Asiatics, aside from the 1920
nibus-it does make significant revisions in
base for computing quotas. First, a 2,000basic immigration policy. McCA.JUlAN likes to
man-a-year ceiling is placed on immigration
remind his critics that the bill represents
from
an oriental cOllntries. No such limit
some 2%. years.' work by a. large Senate subts. placed on any otber race.
committee strur, working with the advice of
The other device "to prevent any influx of
several hundred Government advisers. Ofoi· ntals," as &nator MCCABRAN puts it, is to
ficials of the Immigration and NaturaliZacharge to oriental quotas other nationals
tion Service, the Visa and Passport Divisions
who are as much as 50 percent Asiatic in
of the State Department, and other affected
origin. Thus, citizens of Brazil, born of
agencies participated in the project.
Japanese or Chinese parents, would be
NONCONTROVERSIAL ITEMS
charged to quotas of Japan or China if they
were to emigrate to America. No such proThere are. of course, some noncontroversial
vision is applied in the btU to any other race.
polfcy revisions In the bill that draw applause
aU around. These are the principal ones:
In spite of these unique restrictions aimed
1. Ali discriminations because at sex are
at them, Asiatics themselves can be expected
eliminated. Up to now, preference has been
to welcome the McCa:rran bili as a great imshown to men.
provement over past legislation. They
2. All Asiatics. are made eligible for imwould consider a Presidential veto a slap in
migration and citizenship.
the face. Critics of the bill, however, insist
3. Reformed totalitarians, such as former
that Asiatics should receive the same treatCommunists who have become anti-Comment as any other foreign nationals under
munists, could be admitted. This lowers
our Immigration laws.
slightly the ba:m e:rected in 1950.
There also have been charges that the Mc4. A selective system for picking immiCarran bill discriminates against black races
grants is introduced,. showing preference to
in colonial areas like Jamaica, Trinidad,
persons who fill special needs in this country.
Martinique and other colonies. Under presScientists, doctors, professors and skilled
ent law these natives have been eligible to
workers, for instance, get top priority. This
fill quotas of their mother countries. This
principle of selectivity is not a matter of
technically has provided them with opporcontroversy. But the critics do complain, as· tunities to take over unused quota space,
we shaH see, about the way the selection is
which in the case of Great Britain amounts
effected under the McCarran bill.
to 30,000 to 40,000 annually.
The McCarran b111 t"emoves such colonial
CONTROVERSIAL ITEMS
peoples from mother country quotas and
Having agreed that the above revisions in
assigns them minimum blocks of 100. This
the American immigration and naturalizahas the effect of reducing the number o!
tion system are steps forward, critics of the
colonials eligible for entry.
bill go on to enumerate a long list of con4. Mortgaging quotas: Under the postwar
troversial changes and deliberate avoi.d ance
Displaced Persons Act, about 415,000 refugees
of change.
The following are some of
!rom Europe were ·allowed to come to Amerthe principal controversial issues in the bill.
Ica. They are being charged against future
1. National origin quotas; The 1920 popuquotas of the countries in which they were
lation is retained as a basis for computing
citizens. The result has been that half the
quotas, and transfer of unused quotas to
quotas o! some East and South European
oversubscribed countries is stm prevented.
countries are mortgaged Into the next cenThe Senate•s two most prominent critics of
tury. For instance. Greek refugees have
the bill, I...I:HMAN, of New York, and
been admitted 1n silch numbers that future
HUMPHREY of Minnesota. wanted to '"pool'•
Greek immigrants are limited to one-half
unused places in the total quota. and to use
the normal quota until 2013. The Latvian
these to admit religious. or political refugees.
quota is 50 percent mortgaged until 2274,
and certain displaced persons. Such a poolthe Hungarian to 1985, the Estonian until
ing arrangement would admit an additional
:u46,
and the Polish until 1999.
50,000 to 70.000 persons annually, although.
Senators LEHMAN and HUMPHBEY led a
of course, it would be within the proposed
:fight to wipe out these mortgages and start
quotas.
over. But Congress upheld Senator McCAB.The same two Senators also wanted to
BAN's insistence on retaining the mort.retain the quota. system but to use the 1~50
ga:ges.
census as a basis. They also wanted to pro5. Deportation~ The Justice Department's
vide quotas for African Negroes--in order to
powers to deport aliens and naturalized citiadd to the size of the unused quotas pool ..
zens
always have been broad. The McCarran
which other nations could use. These
bill, tn rewording some of the old laws, added
changes would have increased the quota by
passages which seemed to senatorial critics
about 60,000, they estimated.
to increase those powers and to threaten
Senator McCAKRAN blasted these schemes.
some aliens' basic human rights.
He said~ ..If we scrap the national origins
Purple denunciations were traded on the
formula we will, in the course of a generation
fioor and in the press. But when the two
or so, change the ethnic and cultural comparties to the disput e finally got together
position of this Nation. The times • • •
last week they wound up being much closer
are too perilous !or us to tinker blindly with
in their thinking than was at first apparent.
our basic institutions.••
Senator McCARRAN's committee characterized
2 . Nonquota categories~ The present law
ali amendments accepted as minor, although
provides "nonquota categories" :tor groups
this probabiy would be disputed by many.
whose admission, for one reason or another.
Here are some of the settlements reached~
is considered particularly desirable. The
(a) The McCarran provision to deport
McCarran bill reduces the nonquota categoaliens who became mental cases within 5
ries, and gives these ~oups preferential treatyears
after arrival here was hedged. At the
ment under the regular quotas. The effect is
suggestion of Senators LEHMAN and BUM·
to reduce the number of persons who may be
PHREY, proof was required that the ment~
admitted from an1: given country. Op-

never send more than half of the numbers
they are allowed. Great Britain, for instance, with 65."121 places. sent only 17.194
in 1950. Since quotas are not transferable,
the unused. portion of the total quota has
averaged well above 50 percent.
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deficiency had existed before the alien came
into the country. This conforms to pres~Jnt
law.
(b) The McCarran bill would have removed the 5-year time limit on the Attorney General's power to deport an alien for
going on relief. It was agreed to restore the
5-year limit.
(c) Critics ·also succeeded in convincing
Senator McCARRAN to remove from his bill
the provisions that elderly parents and
gran dparents sent for by their citizen children must pass a literacy test.
Some of the strict · provisions on controlling subversives or potential subversives,
anathema to liberals when they were enacted
in McCARRAN's Internal Security Act, are
carried into the present bill. The Humphrey-Lehman attempt to modify these
got nowhere. Here is one typical provision
attacked to no avail: The Attorney General
can deport an alien if he finds that the alien
at any time in the past "had a purpose" to
engage in "activities prejudicial to the pubHe interest." The liberal critics wanted to
have the courts decide such cases instead of
the Attorney General.
6. Exclusion: Next to the Justice Department, United States consular officials abroad
are probably the most powerful figures in
the administration of our immigration program. They have broad discretionary powers
to accept or reject aliens' applications for
visas.
This concentration of power is largely unavoidable but critics of the McCarran bill
advocated setting up an appeals board which
would give aliens Who were turned away a
chance to complain. The Senate rejected it.
The most celebrated beef about the exclusion provisions of the McCarran bill was the
one critics applied to Cardinal Mindszenty.
Under the bill, aliens with two criminal convictions against them-even by Fascist or
Communist governments-would be denied
entry except if the offe:..1ses were purely
political. This exception was intended to
cover trumped-up charges such as those of
which Mindszenty was convicted. But besides treason, the cardinal was sentenced for
dealing illegally in foreign currency and for
speculations.
By some people's definitions, these are not purely political
crimes and could be used to bar Cardinal
Mindszenty, Senator McCARRAN contends,
however, that definitions of "purely political" already established in legislative history would cover the Mindszenty case.
The Senator told his colleagues indignantly that if the cardinal could be excluded,
"then black is white."
PERSPECTIVE
In historical perspective, the McCarranWalter bill is undeniably a step forward. As
indicated, the critics of the omnibus measure think it has been a baby step, and should
have been a stride.
Whether the present bill represents a fair
answer by the country to the world population problem is a question that is bound to
be debated for a long time to come.

Whereas during the month of April 1952,
·an unprecedented flood occurred on the
Missouri River causing great daml:l-ge to property and particularly to agricultural land
in the bottoms along said river; and
Whereas the United States of America,
through the Corps of Engineers of its Army,
had caused an agricultural levee to be constructed, among others, on the right bank
of the Missouri River immediately north of
Atchison, Kans., which project is . known
as Agricultural Levee 440-R and which levee
was constructed in cooperation with certain municipal corporations now represented
by Drainage District No. 15-45, of Atchison
and Doniphan Counties, Kans.; and
Whereas the unprecedented flood aforesaid endangered the said agricultural levee;
and
Whereas the Corps of Engineers of the
United States Army provided emergency help
and supervision, looking to the protection
of the aforesaid levee during such emergency; and
Whereas Sidney C. Davis, of the Kansas
City district of said Corps of Engineers, acted
in close. supervision of said work and Lt. Col.
J. B. Meanor acted as project engineer during said emergency; and
Whereas the aforesaid agricultural levee
was the salvation of the lands protected
thereby during said. emergency and the work
ot the aforesaid Corps of Engineers during
the emergency gave compleLl protection to
the levee: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Board of Supervisors of
Drainage District No. 15-45 of Atchison and
Doniphan Counties, Kans., That--

1. Its gratitude and. appreciation is hereby
expressed to the United States of America,
its Congress, and the Corps of Engineers of
the United States Army for the installation
of the agricultural levee protecting lands
lying in this drainage district;
•
2. The Congress of the United States of
America and the Corps of Engineers of the
United States Army are hereby commended
for their intelligence and foresight in authorizing the construction of the levee protecting the lands of this drainage district
and the lands of other districts along· the
Missouri River;
3. The Corps of ·Engineers of the United
Statee Army and in particular Col. L. J.
Lincoln, District Engineer, Sidney C. Davis,
of the Kansas City district of the Corps of
Engineers, and Lt. Col. J. B. Meanor, be and
they are commended for and this district is
grateful to them for their splendid, intell1gent and untiring work during the recent
emergency.
Adopted this 29th iay of May 1952.
KIRK MCFARLAND,
Chairman.

Attest:

PAUL W. ROOT,
Secretary.

Trailercoach for Defense Housing •
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Flood ProteCtion on the Missouri River
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

OF

HON. B. W. (PAT) KEARNEY
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

HON. ALBERT M. COLE

Monday, June 16, 1952

OF KANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. KEARNEY. Mr. Speaker, about 1
year ago the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee issued a report on the deplorable housing situation around many
of our newly expanded Army, Air Force,
Navy, and Marine Corps installations.
One of the several recommendations
made by this subcommittee was "that
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Mr. COLE of Kansas. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include the following resolution:
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the Department of Defehse should immediately initiate to the fullest extent
of its powers and resources, the utilization of any vacant or unused property.
for trailer parks."
The objective, of course, was to encourage the purchase of trailercoaches
as temporary military housing by our
servicemen.
I am pleased to note that th3 Department of Defense in the past year has
made considerable progress in utilizing
mobile housing. Approximately 3,900
trailercoaches, were purchased by the
Housing and Home Finance Agency for
use at armed services installations. On
the other hand it is estimated that during the past year more than 15,000
trailer coaches have been purchased by
servicemen themselves, most of whom
have been able to park their units on
on-base trailer parks constructed by the
armed services.
The Trailercoach Dealers National Association has contributed materially to
the role which the trailercoach industry
plays in our defense housing effort by
making available adequate temporary
mobile housing in areas where permanent on-site public housing would have
been uneconomical. This morning there
was called to my attention a very appropriate article appearing in the June
1952 issue of Trailer Travel, by Don L.
Weber, entitled "United States Airmen
Roll Their Own." Under unanimous
consent, I insert this article in the Appendix Of the RECORD:
UNITED STATES AmMEN ROLL THEm OwN
(By Don L. Weber)
. The next time you see a sleek house trailer
rolling down one of the Nation's highways,
don't shrug your shoulders and say, "another tourist headed for the sunny South."
The chances are it is a member of the United
States Air Force en route to a new assignment, taking his quarters with him.
·
Plagued by the ever present bug-a-boo of
insufficient housing and frequent changes of
station, many married airmen have turned
to the house trailer as the answer to their
housing problems.
To the harassed service ·wife; weary from
years of following her airman husband from
air base to air base; packing up the children
on an instant's notice; seeing her precious
furniture become shoddy and worn from
constant crating and shipping; enduring
long separations until her husband finds
quarters for her at a new station; the house
trailer has, indeed, become a gift to the
serviceman.
"There isn't anything to moving now,"
a sergeant's wife commented. "When my
husband comes home brandishing a sheaf
of travel orders, I just stuff the pillows into
the dish closet, put the table lamps on the
davenport, the potted plants in the sink,
whistle for the family pooch, pick up junior
from his crib and climb into the car. As
simply as that I am ready to roll half across
the country."
No more cringing as careless packers drop
a. hammer on the antique dish Aunt Martha
gave her as a wedding present. No more
nerve-wracking explanations to Junior as
to why he can't sleep in his own bed during
overnight stops in tourist courts. No more
pleading with prospective landlords about
Fido. The service wife can now remain
calm and serene throughout the whole move.
In fact, being a service wife, she will probably
relax and enjoy the whole thing.
Air Force families are not alone 1n realizing the advantages of trailer living for ser~-
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tee personnel. Installation commanders in
many 6f the critical housing areas of the
country have been quick to aid their trailerowning personnel in establishing trailer
parks on their bases.
Recently a section of an abandoned prisoner-of-war camp located in a secluded spot
on a Florida air base was turned over to a
group of airmen for a trailer park. It was
surrounded by a high barbed-wire fence
overgrown with brush and populated by
rattlesnakes and scorpions, but it contained
toilet and washroom facilities that had been
erected for the prisoners.
The airmen went to work during their offduty hours and in a few days the fence was
torn down, the brush was cleared away, and
the reptiles either killed or evacuated to an. other area. The base commander then sent
electricians and plumbers into the cleared
plot and Ehortly the necessary power, water,
and sewage "lines were installed, and the
trailer
spaces
established. Then
the
trailers moved in.
In· short order the new residents drew up
a set of regulations, elected a mayor, a !3ecretary and treasurer, and a councilman for
each 10 i;ra1lers in the park. ~he mayor, assisted by the other officers, enforced park
regulations, maintained duty rosters for the
care and sanitation of the park, ironed out
minor complaints, and acted as go-between
for the tenants and the· base commander:
Sinc_e the care-taking and greater part of
the maintenance of a park of this sort is
performed by the men themselves, there is
very little overhead to be met. Consequently, airmen are charged a small utilities
fee and nothing more.
Aside from the morale factor involved in
having Air Force families together as much
as possible, commanders have encountered
other instances where they had cause to offer
thanks to the trailers. One such instance
was evidenced during the recent move of an
Air Force headquarters unit into an area
where housing was inadequate to say the
least.
With less than 3 days in which to make
the move, the more than 50 airmen trailerites in the command had ample time
to make the 400 mile haul, find trailer
space, get set up, and report for duty with
a minimum of interruption of their normal
.routine.
Less fortunate nontrallerites required additional time from their duties to secure
housing for dependents left at the old station, and many of them were still separated
from their families months after the move
was completed.
.
Whife the Government will ship the
household effects of officers and the top four
grades of noncommissioned officers from
one p·ermanent station to another, no provision hal:! been made to reimburse the trailer
·owner for transporting his trailer. However, such items as porch or lawn furniture, portable patios, tool boxes, dog houses,
et cetera, that trailerites find necessary
·for more comfortable living, can be shipped
at Government expense.
Commercial trailer park owners have
been quick to welcome the military trailerite into their parks. They have found
that the airman keeps his trailer and his lot
in the same neat and orderly manner as
he must keep himself at all times. Having
lived in all parts of the country and under
all sorts of conditions, he has learned to
respect the rights of others. Having formed
the habit of discipline, he adheres strictly
to park rules.
Although initial cost of a trailer is pretty
steep .for the average airman, officers and
noncommissioned officers who are paid a
quarter's allowance, are finding it ample to
make the monthly payments, once the down
payment is obtained.
Aside from the convenience of trailer
living during frequent moves, the airman

trailerite finds himself financially better off
in the long run. As one noncommissioned
officer explained it-"The way I see it, I can live in my trailer
for less than 3 years and then give it away
if I want to and I won't be out a dime. The
money I put into it would have to be spent
for rent, anyhow. All I would get out of it
would be a handful of rent receipts, a landlord-soured disposition, and a bunch of gray
hair fr9m sweating out quarters every time
I moved. As it is, I'll still have a roof over
my head if I have to park it in a corn field."
That many of his fellow airmen are thinking along the same lines was proven in a recent survey of an Air Force unit containing
approximately 360 married airmen, 60 of
them or more than 19 percent of whom were
found t J be trailerites .
Two widely separated circumstances should
increase this figure rapidly.
First, the new long-term contracts offered
by some of the lar.ger trailer manufacturers
are bound to attract airmen of the lower-pay
brackets.
Second, the present Air Force policy which
maltes it almost mandatory for an airman
to change stations every 4 years, makes the
purchase of a . permanent home impractical.
From the above information, it can readily be seen that trailer manufacturers and
dealers would do well to investigate the market for their product among mllitary personnel.
For the United States airman is out to
prove that whoever said "you can't take it
with you,'' was not referring to his hoine.
Because now as l)ever before he is "rolling
his own" across tbe Nation, and finding out
that one can take home with him.

fession's own definition the practice of
medicine is-Stedman's Medical Dictionary-"the art of preventing and curing disease; the science which treats of
disease in all its relations."
Medical authorities have long recognized that visual difficulties are about
93-percent nonpathological. Thus the
treatment of disease cannot by any
stretch of imagination be the reason why
orthoptics-eye exercises-is medical
domain.
The definition as so stated in the editorial clearly delineates the optometric
procedures that are optome~ric, nonmedical domain. Optometrists are fully
trained to recognize pathology and to
refer to competent ophthalmologists.
The medicaJ society points out that
"the problem then belongs to neurology:
it is medical, not mechanical." The fact
has been sufficiently established that it
is neither neurological nor mechanicalit is psychological. The · work of Dr.
Arnold Gesell at the Yale. Clinic of Child .
Development; Dr. Samuel Renshaw, of
Ohio State University; Dr. John Paul
Nafe, of Washington U:..liversity in St.
Louis; and a host of others have proven
that vision-seeing-is a learned act,
just as walking, talking, or reading is a
learned act. It is dependent upon one's
experiences, individual normal growth
and development, and utilization of eyes.
It is no more neurological than any educational program and thus comes under
the category o:f' psychology. The nervous
system may be a part of the modus
·Revision of Laws Relating to Optometry operandi, but -the end result is visual
activity. If there be pathology in the
in the District of Columbia
nervous system then it -falls within
medical domain and the optometrist will
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
be the first to refer it for adequate pathOF
ological care.
If the claim that "the sane prescripHON . .E. Y. BERRY
tion of eye exercises depends upon analOF SOUTH DAKOTA
.ysis of brain function" holds, then every_
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
athletic coach, music teacher, and acMonday, June 16. 1952
tivity guidance director throughout our
Mr. BERRY. Mr. · Spea!:-er, under modern civilization must be replaced by
specially trained physicians. When
unan~mous consent to extend IPY remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD this statement is examined semantically,
with regard to S. 106, I am advised hear- every action of the human body would
ings have been completed by the sub- be thus controlled and whence cometh
committee but no action has been had all these specially trained people?
Since the society feels these technicaliby the District Committee.
It seems that pressure is being brought ties are important some cold facts are
to bear both inside and outside of Con- worth considering. There are at least
gress in an effort to defeat this measure. 17,000 optometrists especially licensed
An editorial appeared in the Washington and actively engaged in practice. Their
Times-Herald last week seriously con- .present standard of education demands
testing the passage of this bill. I would 4,000 hours of thorough and complete
ask you to consider this opposition and training in the detection of pathology
the po$Sible cause f{)r such opposition. of the uye in physical problems and aspects of vision, in the function of physiIf this bill is carefully examined, several factors will become unquestionably ology of vision, ·and the psychology of
seeing or the interpretation of our enapparent to the thoughtful examiner.
First. Any .c ontrol of misleading, bait vironment through vision and the apadvertising is in public interest. It is plication of these sciences to the visual
ver!' interesting that the District Medical problems of human beings. In the field
Society has no opinion whatever as to of refraction, and of visual trainingthe sections restricting the advertise- orthoptics--there is no question but that
ment of eyeglasses. Does no opinion the oP,tometrists are the most completeimply condonement of such practices ly trained of -any group practicing in
vision.
not in the public interest?
George B. Pegram, Ph. D., Sc. D., exSecond. The objections are raised over
the definition of optometry. The defi- ecutive officer of the department of
nition repeats "optometric methods" Physics at Columbia Universit~ says:
which of and by itself avoids the pracI should like to help bring about a law
tice of medicine. By the medical pro- that would require physicians . practicing
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'optometry, that is the testing of vision and
the prescribing of glasses or. visual training,
receive substantially the same training·'in
and knowledge of optome-try· as is· required
of optometrists.

On the basis of history, Supreme Court
decisions, legisl~tion, and education,
optometry is a completely independent
profession. Visual training, contact
lenses, preventive and corrective eye care
by optometrjc methods are all the out·
come and the development of nonmed·
ical research and philosophy. A very
few years ago both orthoptics and con·
tact lenses were disclaimed by medicine,
and labeled quackery. In 1944 the Wil·
mer Eye Institute of Johns Hopkins Hos·
pital made statements to the effect that
the visual training done by optometrists
for over 35 years was of no value. They
stated that vision was not trainabletoday they have courses in both, for oph·
thalmologists, which . follow and utilize
optometric concepts.
What they disclaimed less than -10
. years ago, they now claim as their in·
. vention and sole property.
Optometrists are.the only persons who
are specifically and exclusively trained
. and specially examined and licensed to
care for human vision. ·
There are two other groups which care
for vision. O:ne of these groups is com·
posed of ophthalmologists: An ophthal·
. mologist is a physician who has special·
ized in eye diseases and who has taken
and passed an examination given by the
· American Board of Ophthalmology.
--There are only approximately 2,600 of
this group diplomated in the United
· States. Ophthalmologists confine their
··practice exclusively to the eye and the
great majority of their time is devoted .
to the treatment of diseases and surgery
of that organ. In the opinion of most
ophthalmologists, refraction · or . the
analysis of vision and prescribing of cor·
rective lenses, visual training, or both,
are only an incidental part of the prac.
tice of ophthalmology.
The other group is known as oculists.
The oculist generally does not confine
his practice to the eye, but. extends it to
cover the ear, nose, and throat. Thus,
only a small fraction of their time is de·
voted to the eye. There are approximately 7,000 of these so-called eye,
ear, nose, and throat specialists in the
country.
The usual general practitioner who
prescribes glasses has had an average of
only 64 hours in classroom and clinical
ocular subjects, compared to the. 4,000
hours of the optometrist.
The committee of costs . of medical
care-whose chairman was Ray L. Wil·
ber, M. D., of the Department of. the
Interior-made an exhaustive study of
this problem and published its finding in
1929 in Monograph No. 15, by Louis S.
Reed, Ph. D., a member of the commit·
tee. It states:
The training received by the medical stu.;.
dent doe;:; not qualify them to do refraction
(of the eye) . · The curriculum devotes relatively little time to the eye-all the optometry laws exempt physicians from their restrictions. While optometry is not . considered the practice of medicine, any physician
is considered qualified to practice optometry.
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Optometry is a profession which medical
men have e:notered by exemption, never prov·
ing to the public or to anyone at all, their
fitness to do the work. In the meantime all
optometrists are examined by State boards
before they are permitted to examine eyes
and prescribe for visual abnormalities ,of
pat~ents.

The question of who is specially
trained must no longer be cast about
without cognizance of the facts as they
now exist.
The medical society need no longer'
place the Congress and .t he public on
warning as to legislation "which admits
untrained persons to the practice of
medicine." This is red herring. It is not
the question of the moment, nor the in·
tent · of the bill before Congress. The
. real question is whether or not all re·
lated and supposedly interested and sincere professions wish the public to be fur·
ther duped and baited by unprofessional
and unethical hangers-on. Professional
groups pledged and bound to the best in':'
terests of the public will cease internal
bickering and sniping and cooperate to
. the benefit of the public. Such an at·
tack as this editorial implies "stay out
of my field or the public take the hind·
·most." No ethical optometrist will pass
himself off as a physician because of the
title ''doctor" because he is sincerely in·
terested in having the public know the
difference between the oculist with 64
hours training and the optometrist with
at least 4,000 hours training. Since it is
optometry that wishes to clean up OP·
tometry, why should the medical society
so vehemently object? Do they want
optometry in the District of Columbia
to stay dirty so they look cleaner by
comparison?

The Case for Equal-Pay Legislation
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF .

HON. KATHARINE.ST. GEORGE
OF NEW YORK

IN Tl:t:E HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker,
under unanimous consent to extend my
remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD,
I include an article by Miss Bess- Blood·
worth.
This article is entitled ·"The Case for
Equal Pay Legislation." Miss Blood·
worth states her case forcibly and well.
But, it seems quite evident that women
will never get equal pay for equal work,
until they are declared equal as citizens
under our Constitution. This will not
happen until we pass the equal-rights
amendment, to which our two major
parties have subscribed in their respec·
tive platforms, but to which they pay
scant attention after election.
The article follows·:
THE CASE FOR EQUAL-PAY LEGISLATION

(By Bess Bloodworth)
Wanted: Bookkeeper, male or female, high
school graduate, minimum 2 years' expert. ence. Beginning salary: Male $50 per week,
female, $40.
It is incredible in this day of supposedly
enlightened management that a requisition
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such as this should be placed with an em·
ployment agency. Nevertheless, in the 35
States where no equal-pay law exists, hun·
dreds of such requests are received each week
both by public and private agencies.
What is the reasoning that can cause an
employer to make such a distinction? While
admitting that the work could be done
equally well ei'ther by a man ·or a woman, he
would probably state that he expected the
man to be.come a permanent employee who
might develop into an executive, whereas the
girl would probably stay only a short time
and leave to marry or have a family; therefore, he was really investing the additional
salary for a potentially permanent super·
visory employee.
·
If . the requisition were for a mechanical
job, an employer would probably say that the
man would be better able to ~ake care of and,
when necessary, repair the machipe. If it
were for a window display decorator, he would
say that the man could carry manikins and
climb ladders when necessary, whereas the
girl would need a porter to do the lifting and
other heavy work.
If such reasoning were supported by fac·
tual job analysis, one might be willing to
accept at least the sincerity of the .premise.
Howe:ver, where scientific management has
established proper job classifications, and
wages are set for the job content regardless of sex, such differentials are so rare that
they constitute few problems. Fortunately
modern scientific management and some
labor union contracts have wiped out wage
. ine~~uities for identical or comparable work
based on _sex. This type of management.
however, exists mainly in large corporations •
many of .which are also covered by union
contracts with equal-pay provisions. There~
fore, the millions of workers unprotected by
any such company policies or union contracts
. suffer great injustices when wage rates ate
established by sex for comparable work. For
. them there is no recourse except (a) to at.' tempt to educate their employer to the injustice and bad business policy of. such a.
practice; (b) to join a labor union and get it
to bargain out the inequities; (c) to work for
the enactment of leg~slation, at a Federal
and State level, which will forbid this prac' tice.
There are many people who think education is the proper method to use. They
, maintain that legislation, especially at the
Federal level, constitutes bureaucracy. and
'regimentation. If the educational pro·
cedure alone is followed, most of us who are
today ·workfng under these inequities will
have passed to the Gre'at Beyond before job
classification and proper wage and salary
setting have become a universal practice.
Even though profitable in the long run,
scientific management is expensive and cannot be afforded by thousands of employers.
Furthermore, the traditional idea still exists
in millions of male minds that "a woman is
just not worth what a man is worth." Many
employers still use the specious argument
that a man is responsible for the family and
should earn more; yet they do not set one
rate for the bachelor and another for the
~aml.ly man.
Many resort to the arg-qinent
that men are more likely to be permanent
and to develop into executives, despite the
fact. that they possess no facts as to the
number of men they have trained and lost
to other companies or other locales. There
is no question that education is needed, but
unless education is augmented by the posi·
tive leadership of legislation, equal pay for
equal work will be a long time coming.
For those who think that unionization is
the answer, attention is called to the facts
that there are millions of unorganized
workers for whom the process of organizing
may be almost as long drawn out as the
education of the employer, and that many
sections of industry, commerce, and the professions may never be organized. Further-
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more, wage inequities are not always immediately eliminated by union contracts.
The dl1ferential between rates for men and
women may be too great to be wiped out in
one bargaining agreement~ For instance, it
may be dlHlcult for a union to get in one
contract p. $5 per week increase for the men
and an $8 per week increase for the women
to eliminate a $3 inequity which often exists.
Sometimes it takes years of bargaining before such rates are equalized.
·The enactment of Federal and State legislation to provide for equal pay for comparable work regardless of sex seems to me
the most logical procedure. Legislation enacted by a majority vote in Congress or at
the State level is our democratic process of
obtaining justice; it f9llows our traditional
pattern that the Government sets .standards
for intelligent leadership through legislative
process. Most Americans are law-abiding
citizens, even when they do not entire~y
agree with the terms of the law. Sound
legislation will often eliminate immediately
practices based on prejudice and injustic'e,
especially when these practices are contrary
to good business procedure and their elimination resUlts 1n better operation and increased production,
.First, we ne3d to enact Federal legislation
for equal pay tor comparable work. This
legislation wm cover all employees engaged
in interstate operations in manufacturing,
banks, insurance companies, public utflities,
liDd many other ·fields. This will mean protection ~or mllllons of employees all over the
country. Such Federal ·legislation will act
as a guide for effecting whatever State legislation will be necessary to cover employees
of urtr.astate commerce, such as retail and
wholesale establishments, hotels and restaurants, laundry and dry-cleaning plants,
and other so-called service industries.
Toda-y 13 States and the Territory of
.Alaska have equal pay legislation applicable
to privAte intrastate employment. These
laws vary greatly. In one State the law
applies to public as well as to private employment. ln two States, it limits the coverage of manufacturing. Some States exempt
certain industries and employers of a small
number of employees. There are weakne-sses
1n these laws, and attempts are being made
to strengthen them and provide for better
administration. · Federal legislation covering
equal pay would speed up this process and
bring about an improvement in the State
law.s. However, even where the law is faulty,
great benefits have resulted to workers who
were suffering from wage inequities based
on sex and not on job content.
.For many years it has been the practice in
some retail est!!.t.lishments to pay one base
rate ilo men salesmen and another to women,
even in the same departments where th3y
serve the same trade and sell identical merchandise.. This exists in such departments
as men ls furnishing and shoes where men
and women sales clerks are qually acceptable
to the public. As a personnel executiv~ in a
retail store where such a practice existed for
man-y years, I found it very difficult to eliminate this practice, even on t!le basis of proper
job classification, for the reason that merchandise managers were so traditionally imbued With the idea that men are worth
more. It was argued that since the salesmen themselves wore shirts, ties, pajamas,
they should be able to sell these garments
more effectively than women. Even in the
face of · facts showing that some of the
women outsold the men, this traditional attitude persisted. However, when the equal
pay law was passed in New York State, it
was only necessary to point out to these
executives that it had become illegal to differentiate in pay solely because of sex, and
immediately inequities of long standing were
eliminated. This also happened in many
banks in New York where women tellers and
men tellers drew different salaries for the
same jobs. While legislation does not always

cure ills immediately-and there may be
many places in New York where inequities
still exist--the fact remains that thousands
of law-abiding employers voluntarily ad·
justed salary inequities, thus rendering unnecessary resort to outside enforcement of
the law. .Also thousands of dollars were
recovered through the process of law for employees sUffering from inequities when the
employer did not voluntarily make the
necessary adjustments.
Only recently I · heard of differe~t rates
being quoted by an Ohio store for men and
women college graduates, both for part-time
work .and for college trainees, the women
being offered less money for identical positions. And this same condition undoubtedly
exists in stores, banks, insurance companies,
hotels, and many industries throughout the
Nation.
While we realize equal-pay legislation cannot be expected to wipe out traditional attitudes toward the ''men's job" still closed to
women which carry a high rate of pay, it
will encourage proper job classification and
education of management along the lines of
se1ectlng the proper applicant for the job at
a salary based on job content without regard
to sex.
Equal pa-y for comparable work is a principle or good personnel administration and results in better personnel relationship and
therelore increased production. Equal pay
by Federal, State, and municipal governments has resulted in fair-pay standards for
women, with a consequent improvement in
personnel relations and practices. This
practice has also been followed in many
States in public and private educationa'l institutions. Although action in its favor is
increasing, ma.!D.y inequities still exist in the
educational field.
·
We are facing a crucial time in the history
of our country, and the probabilities are that
we will be engaged in some kind of defense
mobilization program for the next 10 to 20
years. Consequently all our manpower resources need to be developed and utilized to
the highest degree. If our defense mobilization is to have a solid foundation, equal job
and training opportunities for the womanpower of the Nation need to be opened up.
As military service cuts deeper into our
available .manpower, equal-pay legislation
and equal-job opportunity will stimulate the
interest of women in entering fields where
they may be badly needed.
Since equal pay for equal work is important to every business woman, members of
business and professional women's clubs
throughout the Nation should be well informed in regard to the . need for Federal
legislation. Further, they should work with
their organizations to educate the public to
this need, should acquaint themselves with
the status of bills pending in Congress at· the
present time, and should support their clubs
by active participation in the planned program to speed the enactment of this legislation.

Children's Home ,Marks Anniversary
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. S. J. CRUMPACKER, JR.
OF ![NDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENT.Ali'IVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. CRUMPACKER. Mr. Speaker,
on Sunday, June 15, a remarkable
Hoosier institution, the Children's Aid
Society of Indiana, marked the seventieth anniversary of its founding with
an open-house celebration at its home
in Mishawaka, Ind.

A private nonsectarian agency, the
Children's Aid Society was established
in 1882 by the WCTU as a "temporary
place of refuge for homeless children
with a view to ultimately establishing
them as members of families."
Since that time approximately 6,000
children have been cared for by the society, and today this institution is serving some 100 children. daily and some
30 to 40 in foster and adoptive homes.
Two years after its founding control
passed from the WCTU and ever since
has been under the auspices of a board
of directors. At one time it was known
as the Northern Indiana Orphans' Home.
The Children's Aid Society is the only
private child-care agency with an institutional program in Indiana that is a
member of the Child Welfare League.
Its work is financed by the community
chests of South Bend, Mishawaka, and
Elkhart, all in -the Third Congressional
District, and interested organizations
_and individuals throughout ·the State.
Very few orphans are served by the
society today. Most of the children
come from broken homes, necessitating
greater need for skilled professional
case work, psychological and psychiatric
services.
The children live under a cottage system, with a man and wife serving as
cottage parents. The groups are small,
and individual attention is given to each
child. The children attend community
schools and community churches. They
take part in community affairs and have
normal social· and entertainment contacts with children outside the institution.
The people of northern Indiana are
proud of the accomplishments of this
modern, progr-essive child..,care agency,
and I am happy to join in extending anniver,sary congratalations to ·t he
officers and directors pn this important
occasion.

Socialized Ads
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. GEORGE M. RHODES
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my 'remarks in the REcORD, I include herewith an editorial from
the Trainmen News:
SOCIALIZED ADS

This is a year of national elections. By
institl:ltional advertising, to induence public
opinion on social, economic, antl political
issues and candidates, rather than to -sell
the advertiser's products or services corporations are evading the law . prohibiting ex-·
penditure of corporate funds on Federal
elections.
For many years railroad corporations have
been doing their collective bargaining largely
by way of newspaper advertising. This gives
them double value. In gratitude for the
lush revenues received from full-page ads,
newspaper publishers publish, without cost
to such advertisez:s, favorable news stories
and editorials.
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The Taft-Hartley Act equally limits cor·
porations and unions on political expenditures. The falsity of this equality has been
too little noted, even by labor unions. It is
basically illegal and immoral to collect mon·ey on representation it will be used for one
purpose and use it for another. Likewise, a
corporation which sells stock for the ostensible purpose of manufacturing steel and
spends stockholders' rr-oney for political
propaganda is m isappropriating stockholders' money. Hence, legal restrictions against
corporate spending for political purposes are
highly appropriate and desirable.
Labor unions are entirely different. Political education is one of their basic and open
purposes, a purpose exercised by the Broth. erhood of Railroad Trainmen for nearly
three-quarters of a century. Any organization, such as the NAM or AAR, as well as a
newspaper, is, and should be, free to engage in such democratic activities. Freedom
of press for or against candidates or issues
is basic to our free way of life and must be
preserved. But such a freedom does not
justify taking stockholders' money for one
purpose and using it for another. That is
not only dishonest, it is also unfair, since
such advertising is deductible as business
expenses. So much of this is paid for by the
consumers or taxpayers that it might well be
called socialized advertising.
Any effort to limit such institutional advertising would be met with emotional cries
of unconstitutional limitation of free press. ·
To say the least, such a perversion of the
principle of honest business advertising
should not be paid for, in large part, by
those having no control over the propaganda
.their money is used for.
Laws do not make men virtuous. Those
who, by lack of virtue and personal responsibility, violate the plain and obvious spirit
of law, contribute to the loss of liberties protected by law. We hope corporation executives may understand this truth before their
continued perversion of their right of free
expression results in loss of the legitimate
right of free expression for all of us.

If U. N. Is To Mature Along the Lines
That the West Genuinely Desires, Then
Its Possibilities of Strength as Well as
Its Existing Weaknesses Must Be
Realized
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. FRAZIER REAMS
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. REAMS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REcORD, I include the following editorial
from the Toledo Blade, June 13, entitled
"Is U. N. Neglected?":
Is U. N. NEGLECTED?
In resigning after 6 years as press officer
for the American delegation in the United
Nations to become director of the Chicago
Council on Foreign Rellitions, Porter McKeever, ex-newsman and psychologist warfare specialist, has put on record an inter ..
esting criticism of alleged United States fail•
ure to make proper use of U. N. machinery.
Mr. McKeever asserts, among other things,
that a decline in the American use of the
U.N. as a major instrument of foreign policY.
began with the announcement of the Truman doctrine of aid to Greece and TurkeY,

in 1947 with no advance notice either to the
world organization or our representatives in
it. This neglect became more pronounced
in the case of the Marshall plan, he says,
and even the North Atlantic Treaty Organization is not properly linked to U. N.
But even if it were conceded-which is
not the case at all-that the United States
could have more effectively tied the Truman
doctrine, the Marshall plan, and NATO to
U. N., Mr. McKeever seems to ignore substance in criticizing procedure. For these
actions, which were major steps in buttressing the free world against Soviet aggression,
have had the effect of immeasurably
strengthening the voice of democratic nations at the conference tables.
Rather than undermining U.N., America's
refusal to admit that the democratic nations
could be paralyzed because of the Soviet
Union's unwillingness to endow the world
organization with needed power and authority has actually preserved it from utter fail·
ure. Conspicuously absent in the com·
ments attributed to Mr. McKeever, one
notes, was any reference to the fact that it
was American action in Korea which, for a
time at least, raised U. N.'s stature to per·
haps its highest peak of popularity.
Yet it is probably true that in an entirely
different sense, the United States preoccupation with the military defense of the free
world has caused it to neglect U. N. In this
connection, Mr. McKeever makes some suggestions that are at least worth considering
both because they are intended to strengthen
the world organization and our own cause.
Three of his proposals have to do with
using U. N. more effectively as the proper
forum in which to acquaint the rest of the
world, particularly the neutrals who want
no part of a "power" struggle, with the true
nature of the dissension between Russia and
the West. Why not, he asks, file a complaint
with the Security Council, now under the
chairmanship of the Soviet representative,
against the "monstrous falsehood" that
U.N. forces used germ warfare in Korea? Or
call for an extraordinary session of the Council with heads of states present as a substi·
tute for an exclusive Big Four conference?
Or support an expansion of U.N.'s information services, especially its radio facilities?
Mr. McKeever's fourth suggestion, of a
more material nature, is that the United
States would be well advised to put more of
its broad economic aid program ''nder U. N.
administration. Two facts, certainly, support such a course, one being the effective·
ness of p. N.'s point 4 program, and the other
the reluctance of many nations to accept
economic aid with what they consider strings
attached.
If U. N. is to mature along the lines that
the West genuinely desires, then its possi·
bilities of strength as well as its existing
weaknesses must be realized. The U. N., as
Mr. McKeever says, represents one blueprint
for world unity. The Russians have another
and vastly different . plan. The former
shouldn't be neglected in the course of western opposition to the latter.

Economic Progress in South Carolina
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOSEPH R. BRYSON
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. BRYSON. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REC·
QRD, I attach hereto an editorial from
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the Spartanburg <S.C.) Herald-Journal
of Sunday, June 15.
The astounding farts revealed by this
editorial should prove of interest not
only to the people of our own State but
to the country generally. This record
confirms the fact that South Carolina
and the South are coming to their rightful places among the more progressive
parts of our country. It is with pride
that I call my colleagues' attention to
this almost unbelievable record:
THE STATE'S ECONOMIC STRIDES

Again the Charleston District Office of the
United States Department of Commerce is
providing South Carolinians with a story of
the State's economic progress within the· last
10 years. It is a story of gains in all lines
of financial, agricultural, and industriial activities, proving the State's prosperity and
progress within the decade.
In the field of financing, bank deposits
went from $190,900,000 to $660,117,0JO, a
rise of 245 percent.
In manufacturing, the number of employees went from 126,408 to 193,052, an in·
crease of 52 percent, salaries and wages paid
in such employment from $103,171,000 to
$459,658,000, 345 percent, and value added
by manufacture of goods produced, from
$169,294,000 to $854,925,000, 405 percent.
In the trade field, retail sales went from
$332,224,000 to an estimated $1,378,474,000,
an increase of 314 percent, number of em·
ployees engaged in retail trade from 41,119
to 65,144, 58 percent, and wages and salaries
paid retail employees from $29,093,000 to
$100,684,000, a rise of 246 percent.
In wholesale trade, sales went from $297,211,000 to $1,011,118,000, a gain of 240 per ..
cent, number of employees from 8,241 to
14,253, 73 percent, and salaries and wages
from $9,994,000 to $38,568,000, 285 percent.
In the service trades, receipts rose from
$15,656,000 to $58,062,000, an increase of 270
percent, number of employees from 8,747 to
13,922, 59 percent, and annual payroll from
$4,963,000 to $19,659,000, a gain of 296 per·
cent.
The number of business firms increased
from 26,000 to 37,800, or 45 percent, telephones from 86,141 to 178,000, 103 percent,
and life insurance in force from $7'91,930,000
to $1,955,602,000, 146 percent.
Postal receipts increased from $2,832,000
to $5,958,000, a rise of 110 percent.
Internal revenue collections went from
$16,731,000 to $214,717,100, an advance of
1,183 percent, and State revenue collections
from $42,065,000 to $151,846,000, 261 percent.
Electric energy produced skyrocketed from
1,718,000,000 to 4,687,800,000 kilowatt-hours,
an increase of 172 percent.
The number of motor vehicle registrations
rose 46 percent, or from 396,023 to 578,802,
and motor vehicle receipts 1,238 percent or
from $2,749,000 to $36,781,000.
Construction contracts awarded expanded
174 percent, or from $48,833,000 to $134,229,000.
'
Some 10 years ago, income payments to
South Carolinians approximated $545,000,000,
and in the decade these payments had risen
to $1,762,000,000, a 223-percent gain. At the
same time, per capita income payments increased from $287 to $831, or 189 pe:-:cent.
The effective buying income, or buying
power, of South Carolina's last year was estimated at $1,911,607,000 and 10 years previ·
ously it was placed at $655,000,000, which is
a 191 percent increase, the per capita buying
income rose from $345 to $877 in the same
period of 154 percent, and the per family
buying income went from $1,506 to $3,549,
_a gain of 135 percent.
On South Carolina's farms, while the num·
ber of farms themselves showed a progres·
sive decrease, due largely to the migration
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from rural to urban areas, the per farm value
of farm lands and buildings rose from an
average of $2.,4.61 to $5,648, 12.9 percent, the
value of all farm products sold went from
$8"1',3'10,200 to $213,529,000, a gain of 144 pel"cent, and the value of livestock a::1d its products sold from $10,481,000 to $40,258,0{)0, a
rtse of 2.84: percent.
The 11-percent increase in population in
the decade and 66-percent rise in urban resi:dents was attended by a proportionate gain
in nmnber of dwelling units of from 458,899
to 559,203, a 21-percent advance.
Finally, South carolina's trading w~th
other countries of the world received a llke
stimulus, its exports goirig from a dollar
value of $5,918,000 to $110,400.000, an increase of 1,765 percent and its imports from
$5,913,000 to $55,400,000, an 836-percent jUmp.

After presenting three German witnesses
at the trials, Dr. Stahmer in his final
argument maintained that the Russians
had "no proof." The findings of the
tribunal did not refer at all to Katyn.
Dr. Stahmer was asked whether or not
the Americans participating at the Nuremberg trials made any effort to drop
or not to prosecute the Katyn indictment,
to which stahmer replied in the negative.
A second witness who appeared before
the committee on April 24 at Frankfurt,
Germany, was Robert Kempner, a lawyer, formerly of Lansdowne, Pa., who was
born in Freidburg, Germany, and who
lectured in various United states universities, including the West Point Military Academy. Mr. Kempner was connected with the War Department during
the war years and was on loan to Justice
Katyn Forest Massacre and the Nurem- Jackson at Nuremberg, being a memher
of the prosecuting staff.
berg Trials
Mr. Kempner told the committee that
in dividing up the prosecution of the Nazi
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
war criminals under the London agreeOi'
ment which set up the International Military Tribunal, that the Russians were
HON. TIMOTHY P. SHEEHAN
in charge of war crimes and crimes
OF ILLINOIS
against humanity which were allegedly
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
committed in the eastern areas, which
means the Soviet Union, Poland, and also
Tuesday, June 10, 1952
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria. and CzechosloMr. SHEEHAN. Mr. Speaker, the av- vakia. At these trials, each nation hanerage American in thinking aoout the dled the cases which affected its nationNuremberg trials thinks~! them in light als, except that when the matter of
of our own criminal trials that we are Polish soldiers came up, the Russians
familiar with here in America, wherein it handled it. With reference to Katyn.
is assumed that the parties to the action Mr. Kempner said that "the Katyn affair
have their day in court and that an im- was a clear-cut Russian affair and was
partial trial is held in which all witnesses handled right from the beginning by the
get full benefits of standard accepted Russians." The Russians drew up the
court procedures.
indictment of the Katyn massacre and
A review of the Nuremberg trials will presented Document USSR-54, which
reveal that there was no attempt.to pun- was the report written by the Extraordiish all of the people guilty of war crimes
nary Russian State Commission on
but, by the very definition of the interna- Katyn.
tional military tribunal, the trials and
According to Mr. Kempner's testimony,
punishment were limited only to the Nazi after the Russians presented the charges.
war criminals and no other war crimes nothing at all was done on the part of
were considered.
the other governments because, as he
A review of the record of the Katyn
said: ··we had no right to interfere in
Forest massacre of over 10,006 Polish of- any way.'' In the trial, Mr. Kempner
ficers at Katyn Forest in Smolensk will served as the American observer at the
also tend to bring out the fact that, from
court during the Katyn phase of the
the evidence submitted before the Select trials, and the Americans did not take
Committee To Investigate the Katyn any part at all in the court proceedings.
Forest Massacre, the Nuremberg trials He stated that the German final arguwere very limited in their scope and were ment was that there was no proof of the
used only for the purpose of indicting, Katyn a1fair, and when the Russians
trying, and convicting the Nazi war
made their final statement, they didn't
criminals and no otbers.
mention Katyn at all. Mr. Kempner
On April 24, 1952, Dr. Otto Stahmer stated that the court itself made no find..;
testified before the select committee at ings at all with reference to Katyn.
Frankfurt, Germany. Dr. Stahmer is
Mr. Kempner was questioned if any
the former president of the Bar Associa- of the other countries to the agreement
tion in Schleswig-Holstein, and was de- brought up charges against Russia for,
fense counsel for Reichs-Marshal Her- first, breaking the nonaggression treaty
man Goering at the war crimes trials in with Finland in 1930-39; second, breakNuremberg. Dr. Stahmer was selected by ing the nonaggression treaty with LatHerman Goering from a list of names via; third, breaking the nonaggression
which were supplied to him, and previous treaty with Estonia; fourth, breaking the
to his selection, Dr. Stahmer had no nonaggression treaty with Lithuania;
contact with Goering.
fifth, breaking the nonaggression treaty
From the testimony of Dr. Stahmer, with Poland and the attack on Poland
the following facts were brought out: with Hitler. Kempner stated that no at'I'he indictment drawn up in Nuremberg tempt was made to bring up any of those
contained but one short sentence regard- charges and that "the only charges of
ing the Katyn Forest Massacre which aggression and treaty violation that the
was, "In September 1941, 11,000 Polish United States and Great Britain brought
officers, prisoners of war, were killed :in before the Nuremberg trials were tho8e;
the Katyn Woods near Smolensk:' · which were committed by the Germans."

Although the Russiims had the right'

to make a minority report, they did not

do so, and in the final report they did
not mention Katyn at all, which would
tend to prove that they had a very weak
case and preferred to forget the Katyn
massacre.
Mr. Kempner said he never saw the
Polish white book on the Katyn massacre
entitled "Facts and Documents Concerning Polish Prisoners of War Captured by
the United Soviet Socialist Republics in
the 1939 Campaign," which was presented to the American staff at Nuremberg, and he said there was no way in,
which the Americans could have presented that document.
From the testimony of witnesses presented before the Select Committee To
Investigate t:he Katyn Forest Massacre,
there seems to be little need to check into
or investigate the reasons why any action w.as not taken against the Russians
for the Katyn massacre at the Nuremberg trials. From the testimony, we had
no right to interfere in any way with the
Russian charges and prosecution and,
secondly, from the records we were only
there to prosecute the Nazi war criminals and no others. In the proper
American sense, the Nuremberg war
trials were not an effort to bring justice
and reveal all the instances of war
crimes, but only those that concerned
the German Nazis. An impartial observer, after reading the records of ihe
Nuremberg war trials and the reports of
the London Conference in June 1945,
where the international military tribunal
was set up, would come to the conch:sion that the Nuremberg war trials were
staged more or less to justify on the
pages of history our entering World War
II, and to impose a victor's justice on tne
defeated nations.
One of the American judges who presided over the war crimes trials of German generals summed up his impression
of the Nuremberg trials as follows:
What I have said of the nationalist character of the tribunals applies to the prosecution. The high ideals announced as the
motives for creating these tribunals have
not been evident. Tbe prosecution has failed
to maintain objectivity aloof from vindictiveness, aloof from personal ambitions for
convictions. It has failed to strive to lay
down precedents which might help the
world to avoid future wars.

Connecticut Democratic State
Convention
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. BLAIR MOODY
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, June 16, 1952
Mr. MOODY. Mr. President, the Sena tor from Connecticut has been ill for

some time, and his absence has, of
eourse, been a great loss to the Senate.
Just the other evening the Senator from
Connecticut delivered by telephone from
his bedside in Washington what I con-;
sider to be a most statesmanlike address
to the Connecticut ·Democratic State
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Convention, meeting at Hartford, Conn.
I ask unanimous consent that this ad ..
dress be printed in the Appendix of the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
PARTIAL TEXT OF ADDRESS OF HoN. BRIEN
MCMAHON, OF CONNECTICUT, TO THE CON•
NECTICUT DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION,
HARTFORD, CONN.

(Delivered by telephone from Washington,
D. C.)

You, as my friends, know that I believe the
issue is survival. The issue is the survival
of our country against the threat of war and
the survival of our free economy against the
threat of bankruptcy.
Most of us agree that the issue is survival,
but we act as though we don't believe what
we say. People ask me why I insist on talking about this issue. My reason is simple:
Until we meet and solve the problem of liv·
ing in the same world with aggressive com·
m1-:nism armed with weapons of mass destruction, we can't beat inflation, we can't
lower taxes, we can't balance the budget, we
can't stop drafting our young men, we can't
end price control, we can't abolish fear.
Every action to be taken in the next few
years-not only by the Government but by
each of our citizens-will be colored and
conditioned by this problem. Practical politicians have often said to me that they wish
I would talk less about the issue of survival
and more about the price of pork chops. I
always reply that I'm worried about whether
anyone is going -~o be around to eat pork
chops.
The other candidates seldom dwell upon
the issue of survival-and, frankly, I think
they steer away from it because they feel
hopeless and baffied and cannot come forward with a definite program that might
work. I myself .do have some proposals-some proposals which reflect years of studying this problem-proposals which I think
are sound. These are proposals which, it
seems to me, can build the moral strength
and the moral leadership to which everyone
pays lip service, but about which hardly anyone is very definite.
What I want to try to do is bring the
American people not only an estimate of the
seriousness of our situation but also a concrete policy-a specific program-which, if
pursued with vigor and faith, can, in my
judgment, prevent war and lead toward real
peace and justice.
There is only one way to win real security
in a mill tary sense and only one way to win
real security in an economic sense, and that
is by substituting cheap atomic firepower
for expensive conventional firepower.
About 75 cents in every tax dollar now
goes for national defense. I estimate that
if we build the atomic Army, the atomic
Navy, and the atomic Air Force that I advocate, about 50 cents in the tax dolla1· will
purchase us the same security as 75 cents
buys today-with the result that we can
save billions and billions.
I had the honor to be first tv point out
that, dollar for dollar, atomic and hydrogen
explosives are vastly cheaper than ordinary
explosives. I have long contended that we
cannot go on indefinitely spending fifty and
sixty and seventy billion dollars per year
upon military defense without threatening
to break the backbone of our economy.
The American people want relief- from
crushing taxation, but they aiso want to
keep our defenses invincible. I say to you
that this is the only practical answer: All
the atomic and hydrogen firepower we can
build, plus the abil.i.ty to deliver it against
the enemy in case of need.
Like all Americans, I hate the hideous
atomic weapons which our country has been
forced to produce. But the simple truth is

that we are today engaged 1n an arms race,
though we have not wished it and though
we have done our utmost to avoid it. Part of
the price of survival is supremacy in armed
strength, and this means supremacy in
atomic strength. It is this or extinction.
We have no alternative.
Today we are face to face with decisions
at least as momentous as the one President
Roosevelt took, hardly 10 years ago, when
he decided to develop the atomic bomb. We
are crossing the threshold into the hydrogen
era, the age of H-bombs.
Two world wars have been fought in this
century because the wielders of autocratic
power underestimated the strength of their
victims. First the Kaiser and then Hitler
and then Tojo started wars they mistakenly
thought they could win. Will the powerblinded men of the Kremlin make the same
mistake?
I fear they may, unless our own capacity
to retaliate remains so obvious, so unmistakable, and so overwhelming that even Sta..
lin and his cohorts cannot delude themselves. There is before us a new way to
achieve such deterring power, through hy·
drogen weapons.
It has been said that the tactical atomic
bomb, although revolutionizing the defense
of Western Europe, could not stop invading
soldiers who advanced EO yards apart. I do
not think invading soldiers will advance 50
yards apart against the tactical hydrogen
bomb. Neither do I think Stalin will order
his Red army to march against this weapon.
It has been said that aircraft parked
around a base can be so widely dispersed
that only a few would fall victim to the
tactical A-bomb. I do not think that any
aircraft parked near enough to a base for
realistic operations could escape the tactical
H-bomb. Neither do I think Stalin will send
his Red air force against this weapon.
It has been said that naval ships in port
would be anchored at such wide intervals
that the tactical A-bomb could sink only
one or two. I do not think the tactical Hbomb would sink only one or two. Neither
do I think Stalin would risk his Red fleet
against this weapon. ·
Picture any military target, from ammu·
nition depots to submarine pens, and from
build-up areas to missile sites. In each
case, I believe you will agree and I believe
Stalin will agree, the H-bomb could knock
out such a military target more swiftly and
surely and permanently than its forerunner,
the A-bomb.
There can be no greater deterrent to war
than our capacity to launch a countering
offensive against the airfields and staging
points and naval bases from which Stalin
could launch an atomic attack against American cities and industry. We are told that
vigorous and effective civil defense may re•
duce our casualties by one-half-a large percentage and yet a percentage not nearly
large enough to deter Stalin from war. We
are told that superb continental antiaircraft defenses might intercept and shoot
down as many as 30 enemy bombers in every
100-again a large percentage and yet again
a percentage not nearly large enough to de·
ter Stalin from war.
If he should strike, our best and surest
means of halting the blows against our cities
lies in countering blows aimed at his atomic
bases. This means an all-out counterat·
tack-a counterattack compressed in time
to the absolute maximum. Every day that
an enemy atomic base were to stay in existence might mean a lost American city-a
city that could be saved if the base were at
once destroyed with finality. The hydrogen
bomb, 1f available to us in quantity, could
do this job as nothing ever before conceived
by man could do it. The prospect would not
be lost on Stalin.
Five years ago neither the professional sol·
diers nor the atomic scientists foresaw what
will turn out to be the great military revo·
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lution-the use of atomic energy as fire·
power in the hands of troops, sailors, and
airmen against enemy troops, sailors, and
airmen. It was this revolution that brought
about the requirement for great numbers of
atomic bombs. No matter how many we
might come to possess, we would need and
could profitably use far more--in the event
we were attacked. I feel very sure the same
will be true of hydrogen bombs-a conclusion which should be accepted now, not later.
There is a lead time in the development
of tanks and guns and planes, and there
is also a lead time in the development of
military concepts and ideas. It seems to
me perfectly obvious that the hydrogen
weapon will have, in case of conflict, a revolutionary impact upon the conduct of warby reason of its tactical uses. We must cut
down the lead time in our thinking.
But I uolemnly say to you: If we can build
the H-bomb, Stalin can build it. If we
can produce the H-bomb in quantity, Stalin
can produce it in quantity. If we devote
greater resources to the . race for hydrogen
supremacy, we will get there first. If Stalin
devotes greater resources to the race for hydrogen supremacy, he will get there first.
It is as simple and terrible as that.
I must therefore emphasize that even
great numbers of hydrogen weapons in our
hands will never guarantee lasting peace.
On the contrary, these weapons will merely
serve to deter Stalin from war for an added
period of years. They will merely permit
us to stay ahead in the arms race for a
longer time, and with less strain upon our
economy, than would otherwise be possible.
To build H-bombs, even numbered in four
figures, is not in the least a solution. It is
only another emergency stop-gap measure
that will keep open the future for peace yet
a little longer.
If I have said once, I have said a thousand times-over the past half decade--that,
in history, arms races always lead to war.
No sudden surge forward in the grim art of
weaponeering can alter this historic lesson.
It should be obvious to all that, with the
prospect of hydrogen weapons in large numbers-and probably on both sides of the
iron curtain, the world crisis is entering a
new and far graver phase. ·To my mind this
is plainly a time to reexamine and to rethink the problem of international control
over weapons of mass destruction.
Six long years have now elapsed since
we went before the United Nations and offered to share with the world all that is
good in atomic energy. We asked no special boon for our own country--except the
boon of peace, which one and all would
share alike. We asked others to accept no
controls that we were not willing and eager
to accept ourselves. We sought only to banish forever the evil in atomic energy and
to harness its elemental power for the enrichment of human lives everywhere.
Again and again my thoughts go back to
the stark assertion of our delegate to the
United Nations Atomic Commission. On
June 13, 1946, Bernard Baruch said-and I
quote-"We are here to make a choice between the quick and the dead." That assertion is still the awful truth. It is still the
awful truth even though the choice of the
Soviet Government has thus far been deathnot life.
Yet tilere is the additional fact that 6
years have passed. In those 6 years important factors bearing upon the control
problem have evolved and shifted.
At the time we first advanced our atomic
proposals in mid-1916, the United States
enjoyed a monopoly of the bomb. Furthermore, we had only a few atomic weapons,
and the basic problem was then one of
abolishing these few weapons and making
certain that more weapons could not enter
into existence anywhere on earth. Today
the United States no longer enjoys an atomic
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monopoly> That monopoly was broken by
the Soviet Union in mid-1949. Today, in
addition, the United States possesses a very
considerable stockpile; the Soviet stockpile
is itself by no means insignificant in size;
and a third country, Great Britain, is em' barking upon the manufacture of atomic
weapons.
In mid-1946 many of our planners assumed that uranium raw materials would
remain scarce and severely limited. Many
planners assumed that a handful of
A-bombs--10 or 2Q-could infiict paralyzing
damage in a surprise attack. Many planners
assumed that the atomic control problem
must be considered separate and apart from
the problem of regulating conventional
weapons. Today, 6 years later, we know that
uranium raw materials are plentiful, not
scarce. We know that a handful of A-bombs
cannot bring a major nation to its knees.
And what is more, our thinking has evolved
to the point where we now believe that control of atomic and conventional arms must
be considered, not separately, but together.
In mid-1946 our ·proposals were carefully
framed to take into account the possibility
of hydrogen weapons. Yet, today, we know
more about the technical aspects of these
weapons than we did then. There is now
hope, for example, that possibly there may
develop--years hence--important peacetime
applications of hydrogen principles. This all
amounts-or may amount--to a basic change
in the focus of the control problem.
I have yet to mention what may be the
most vital change that 6 years has produced.
This change may have been foreshadowed
in an address which I had the honor of
deli¥ering before the Senate on February 2,
1950, at which time I proposed a plan for
peace based upon fool-proof disarmament
and the use of funds diverted from weapons
to wage a world-wide war against human
misery and want.
It seemed to me then, as it does today,
that the only realistic way to conquer poverty lies in taking the huge resources which
both the free world and the Communist
world now devote to sterile armaments andthrough the United Nations-devote a big
share of these same resources to helping
hungry and sick and underprivileged people
wherever found. Such a program, of course,
means that the United Nations must control all armaments-in every country-to the
point where violations would be impossible,
Such a program, of course, means, in addition, that the Soviet Union must contribute
to the United Nations world development
fund the same share of the resources which
it now spends upon armaments as our own
country would contribute.
If these two conditions could be met, I
estimated, when I addressed the Senate 3
years ago, the United States should be willing to make available $5,000,000,000 per year
for 10 years or fifty billions all told. This
money, matched by money contributed from
Soviet Russia and from every country, would
carry forward dramatically enlarged point 4
programs. This money would carry forward
great projects to develop atomic energy for
peace. This money would bring the suffering and the hungry bread and medicine and
clothing and shelter.
I am human enough to remember that
1n early 1950 my proposal was derided by
some as a global give-away program. Today
we are spending fifty billions, and more,
not over a period of 10 years to raise world
living standards, but in 1 year, all for armaments that cannot feed or school or clothe
a single underprivileged child.
Today, .in the United Nations, we advocate not merely disarmament but disarmament plus the use of weapons money for
human advancement. Today, in the United
Nations, we seek not merely the negative
goal of banishing weapons but also the
positive goal for substituting weapons a.
better life everywhere.

We need, I think, a little group of dedicated men, men of the stature and ability
of Bernard Baruch, the chief architect of our
original proposals, to take a fresh look at
the control problem. It would be fitting if
these men were appointed by the President.
It would be magnificent if President Truman,
when his term of office expires next january
20, saw his way clear to serving on this
commission himself, for no man has worked
harder for peace than President Truman.
The new commission, as I envisage it,
would prepare a single detailed plan both
for controlling weapons and for using the
money saved to raise world living standards.
The commission, in other words, would plot
the strategy and spell out the tactics of a.
combined war on weapons and on want.
Part of the job would consist in reviewing
the technical requirements !or regulating
armaments. I tend to doubt that the commission would find that our original atomic
proposals can safely be revised in any of
their essentials. But with the passage of 6
years and with the threat of hydrogen bombs
running amok, I feel there is a moral duty to
look again.
The main job confronting a new commission would consist in proposing the terms
and conditions and time table whereby our
Nation could offer to take money saved from
armaments and contribute it, along with the
money of other nations, to a world-development fund. What percentage of the fifty
billions we now spend annually on defense
would it make sense for us to consider allocating, after fool-proof disarmament had
taken effect? Would a new United Nations
agency be necessary to administer the world
development fund? According to what
standards would we ask other countries to
make their contributions? These are some
of the questions which I suggest need to be
studied.
But if we are to take a fresh high-levellook
at the control problem, should we not call
upon the Soviet Government to do likewise?
That government has forced us to amass our
present atomic stockpile. Will it now inevitably force us to ama,ss a hydrogen stockpile as well? I do not know whether the
prospect of an arms race in H-bombs may
help bring the men of the Kremlin to their
senses. Yet again I feel that we have a
moral duty to do every last thing within our
power to find out.
These suggestions are merely the fruit of
one man's thinking. I deeply hope tha1t
other candidates niay come forward with
constructive ideas because, believe me, if
the situation seemed desperate after Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 1t is now many times
more so.
For my own part I would like to look
forward to a meeting of the United Nations Security Council, a meeting to be
attended by chiefs of state, a meeting called
for the sole and single purpose of considering means of regulating all armaments
and using portions of the money today,
poured into military budgets for bettering
the lot of men.
If I were elected President of the United
States, I pledge that my fl.rst official actions would be these:
1. I would wage peace by appointing a
Commission to rethink the twin problems
of world disarmament and world development.
2. I would wage peace by delivering to
Stann a formal diplomatic note, calling upon
him to appoint a similar commission in Russia to formulate proposals for a concerted
campaign both against weapons and against
want.
3. I would wage peace by bringing about
a meeting of the chiefs of state--within the
United Nations Security Council-to consider ways and means of disarming this
-earth and developing this earth.

4. I would direct the United States
Atomic Energy Commission to manufacture hydrogen weapons numbered in four
figures. This would prevent war and win us
time to wage peace.
5. I would direct that we substitute cheap
atomic and hydrogen firepower for expensive
conventional firepower. This would permit
us to reduce taxes and balance the budget
whlle we wage peace.
This, ladies and gentlemen, is my fivepoint program for security, solvency, and
peace. This is my program for survival.
Are there obstacles to the success of such
a program? Yes, thousands of obstacles.
Are there difficulties? Yes, and they are
sharp and almost insurmountable. But I
say to you that we will either get behind
and push such a program or else we may
perish.
A policy of merely checking and holding
back the spread of communism solves nothing. This policy is negative. It is defensive.
It is static. It does not keep either Russia or
ourselves from building ruinous stockpiles of
atomic and hydrogen bombs. COntainment
alone ~ not enough.
The program I have tried to present today
1s positive--it is dynamic-it goes somewhere--and it meets head-on the root problem of competing stacks of atomic weapons
rising higher and higher on both sides of the
iron curtain.
I am fully conscious that many people will
say that here is a man obsessed with a single
idea. I am fully conscious that they will say
here is a man who ignores many things of
interest to our public. I concede this. I
will gladly sacrifice whatever political advantage I might gain through discussing such
issues if I can help awaken the American
people to the one issue that supremely
matters.
Each day in this political campaign we
debate--with eloquence and often with passion--questions of real significance in one
sense and yet questions which, when measured from the vantage point of history, can
command at most little more than a footnote. It is our solemn obligation, I think,
to lift our eyes above the lesser problems that
seem to monopolize our time and to discuss
and act upon what, by any standard, is the
supreme problem before our country and the
world.
Our children will little remember us for
the political party we elect to office next
November or even for the identity of the
President we install in the White House.
Our children will little remember us for our
views on this or that political issue, however important it may seem today. Our
children will remember us according to how
we met the issue of survival.
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Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. President, on June 8, Americans of Greek descent in the State of New Jersey and
neighboring States who are members of
the so-called Order of Ahepa, held their
annual convention in Trenton, N. J.
The guest of honor on that occasion was
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Archbishop Michael, of the Greek Orthodox Church of North and South America.
The convention was attended by officials
of the city of Trenton and the county
of Mercer professors from Princeton
University' and other distinguished
guests. I 'had the honor of being the
guest speaker on that occasion. I ask
unanimous consent that my remarks delivered at that time be printed in the
Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
Your grace, Mr. Chairman, reverend fathers, honored guests, ladies, and gentlemen it is indeed a privilege to address the
conv'ention of an organization which represents so very many outstanding Americans
of Greek background. Just as the inspiring
influence of classical and Byzantine Gre~k
culture is felt on art and architecture in
the National Capital and here in Trenton,
so the progressive influence of Greek
thought and our citizens of Hellenic origin
has been felt throughout the Nation and
here in New Jersey.
Ambassador Politis of Greece had this in
mind when he spoke in Atlanta, Ga., last
March. Referring to the civic-mlndedness
and love of freedom typical of Americans of
Greek descent, he said: "The contributions
that they have made and are making toward
strengthening American democratic ideals
is a natural consequence, almost a command, of their centuries-old cultural background."
Whether in Greece or abroad, the Hellenes
and their descendants have valued freedom
and independence. It is ironic that a nation, which in antiquity gave birth to democracy, has known since then so much
tyranny and foreign oppression. From ancient times, through the middle ages and
into the modern era, Greece has known
domination by the Roman, Eastern Roman,
and Ottoman Empires. The Greeks, however, constantly reminded of their democratic past by the remains of Ancient Hella.s, and, as rugged as their countryside, continually strove for freedom. Their war for
independence, which began in 1821, resulted
in the birth of modem Greece 6 years later.
People of the freedom-loving world, and
particularly the United States, felt then as
now great sympathy for the Greek nation.
Americans less famous than the herotc Lord
Byron, but equally devoted to Greek freedom,
fought and died on that victorious struggle.
Perhaps they recalled that during the American Revolution Demetrios Ypsilanti and
several companions left their oppressed land
to fight for freedom here in New Jersey at
the Battle of Monmouth. It was appropriate indeed that his descendant and namesake gained such fame leading Greek forces
against the Turks that his name be chosen
for a town in Michigan. And it was also
appropriate that your great order, a little
more than 100 years later, erected a. statue
to this hero in that town.
Because of their devotion to Greece and
freedom, Americans throughout the Nation
and in all walks of life did whatever they
could to support the Greek cause 130 years
ago. In Congress great orators like Daniel
Webster, of Massachusetts, and Henry Clay,
of Kentucky, pleaded for aid to Greece.
Citizens held mass meetings demanding
recognition of Greece and aid for that country. College and university students collected funds. Clergymen like the late Rev.
William W. Miller, of Newark, exhorted their
congregations in behalf of Greece. In Newark, $1,000 was collected for Greek aid, and
in Orange. $600--not inconsiderable amounts,
considering the purchasing power of the dollar in those days. Americans also adopted
and educated a number of Greek orphans.
xcvm-App.-235

Free at long last from Ottoman oppression, Greece struggled toward internal peace
and security. Gradually she gained more
and more of her rightful territory, some as a
result of World War I, when Greek soldiers
fought bravely with the All1es. It was in
World War ll, however, that the courage and
fighting sklll of the modern Greeks against
great odds most inspired the entire free
world. Mussolini's well-equipped troops Invaded Greece in 1940, expecting that tiny
country to be a push-over. The small Greek
army, however, not only drove out the invaders, but pushed them well into Albania.
~eing this, Hitler sent powerful forces to
Mussolini's rescue and, in bitter fighting
subdued the out-numbered Greeks. For
their patriotism and courage, the Greeks
were made to pay. They were persecuted
and starved, and their country was ravaged
and looted. Finally British forces liberated
Greece. Liberation, however, did not bring
peace to the weakened Greek ·nation. Communist forces resorted to political sabotage
and finally revolution with the aid of satellite countries. Britain, weakened by the
war, was unable to cope with the situation.
The United States came to Greece's aid with
supplies and military counsel, and by October 16, 1949, host111ties had ended.
Victory over the Communist threat, however, was costly for Greece. According to
the Greek Government, Communist forces
in a year and a half .killed or wounded 57,383 civilians. In a little more than 3 years
49,720 members of the Greek armed forces
were killed or wounded by the Reds. A total
of 1,187,176 men, women, and children were
either forced by the Reds into Communist
countries, guerrilla forces, or away from their
farms. Perhaps the worst crime committed
by the Reds during the civil war, however,
was the kidnaping of an estimated 28,000
Greek children and their virtual imprisonment behind the iron curtain. Despite
numerous • appeals frot heads of the free
world, the leaders of various religious faiths,
the United Nations, and the International
Red cross, these children have not been returned. The obvious purpose of this
atrocity is to weaken Greece and, by indoctrinating the children, prepare a fifth column
for future Communist control of Greece.
True to the American ideal of freedom,
and conscious of America's responsibtuty as
the strongest free nation, forward-looking
Members of Congress supported a blparti·
san foreign policy which enabled this country to give Greece financial and technical
aid through the. ECA and TCA _programs.
Greece has forgotten past animosities, and,
with modern Turkey, has contributed an
efficient army to NATO, which was organized, as we all know, under the inspiring
leadership of General Eisenhower. These important programs have done much to save
Greece from political and economic collapse.
Much remains to be done, however. Al·
though Greece bas escaped, for the time, at
least, becoming an iron-curtain country, she
faces an uneasy future. Only about a fifth
of her land is arable. Her population is increasing, her international trade balance 1s
critically serious and her political future uncertain. On top of this the Communist
threat forces Greece to maintain an army
of 147.000 men, instead of the peacetime
80,COJ, resulting in a drain of 43 percent of
state expenditures.
Solutions to Greece's economic plight must
be found soon. Ways must be devised to
encourage foreign capital to invest in Greece.
InU.ustry mus.t be developed and agriculture
improved. Political parties in Greece must
not allow factionalism to supplant the cooperation necessary to Greek progress. In
Greece, as in this country, governmental efficiency and economy must be increased.
Economic improvement might be provided
by economic union or federation with countries of the Near East or, when they become
free, the Balkans.
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Here in the United States Americans of
all backgrounds must realize that while this
Nation cannot indefinitely subsidize foreign
economies we must never fail in our international responsib111ty for leadership of the
free world. We must elect to national office
men who, by their record, have shown definitely that they understand liberty to be
indivisible; men who have clearl..,. indicated
their belief that American friendship and
cooperation with all free people is demanded
not only by our national conscience but by
world security and self-preservation. We
must elect men who are convinced that what
a man eats, wears, and thinks in Athens,
Tokyo, or Bombay is no longer important to
idealists alone, but is a matter of immediate concern to realists--to all of us.
The freedom and independence of peoples
in other nations is vital to our own freedom
and independence. A Greek, Pericles, had
the word for it 2,383 years ago. He said: "We
are happy in a form of government which
cannot envy the laws of our neighbors, for
it hath served as a model to others, but is
original in Athens. And this, our form, as
committed, not to the few but to the whole
body of people, is called a democracy."
As an essential part of the program for
the collective defense of Western Europe, we
have recognized that the Mediterranean is
of first importance. Greece and Turkey, at
the eastern end of the Mediterranean, are the
key areas that must be defended. It was,
therefore, a great gratification to me . as a
member of the Foreign Relations Committee
of the United States Senate to have an active
part in the admission of Greece and Turkey
to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
This means that all of the eastern end of
the Mediterranean area is now united to
resist Communist 'aggression.

Learning To Live Together
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OF
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Mr. IDNSHAW. Mr. Speaker, in the
words of Mr. W. H. Melch, of Glendale,
Calif., who sent it to me, I take pleasure
in submitting to you this essay attached
hereto, by Mary Therese Casey, of St.
Robert Bellarmine High School, Bur·
bank, Calif., entitled "Lear!ling To Live
Together." Miss Casey bas rendered
this before numerous service clubs, and
also preserted it last Sunday evening at
a program in Burbank's municipal Starlight Bowl, and has won wide acclaim
for its rendition on each occasion. I, too,
think her essay very timely to a nation
such as ours, with a Christian heritage
so holy that our founding fathers saw fit
to inscribe this belief in God upon our
coinage, with the pledge: "In God we
trust," as well as insert into the Declaration of Independence ''that we are endowed by our Creator with certain inalienable rights."
In this day when the undercurrent of
secularism is cutting at our grass roots,
it is most wholesome for us as a people,
and Nation, to pause and acknowledge
the fatherhooG of man in order to insure and secure his blessings upon the
brotherhood of man, of which you and
I and all good Americans are a part.
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clear, conquer-the-world attitude, you are
also wrong. There is an ever-growing minority that views the grown-ups war it has
to fight as teen-agers with skepticism and
disgust. Perhaps it is the fault of the indiVidual youth, but much of the blame lies
with his rulers, his teachers, his parents,
who view world crises with a sort of pseudointellectual scorn. They scorn peace efforts,
with no love, no faith in their hearts. They
have not even a minimum of tolerance. And
LEARNING To LIVE ToGETHER
with mockery they send their youth to die
(By Mary Therese Casey)
because they have not learhed to live together in peace.
On this wide and vast earth why is there
This "togetherness" of which we speak
need for hundreds of miles of barriers to
does not, of course, mean global proximity,
separate man from his brother? Why should
but proximity of ideas and ideals. Solving
there be barriers of any kind between chilthe problem of living together is no longer
dren of the same Father? All nations, all
a question of convenience but a question of
cultures, and the national works of all
the survival of ourselves and our children.
peoples should be open to the world. But
This solution will affect vitally the people
through the ages this idyllic existence has
living generations from now simply because
proved practically impossible. Man is mo1f we do not find the answer there will be
tivated many times by greed and prejudice
no people living even a few decades hence.
and to live together with his fellow man
these motives must be suppressed or abolThe cause for concern is evident. New
weapons of destruction are being conceived
ished.
every day. Not, perhaps, because we wish to
Barriers are made to keep out evil. To
destroy, but because we are afraid if we do
abolish the barriers we must abolish the
not invent it another nation will. We are
evil. You say this cannot be done. Are
mobilizing for war. We think, talk, act, feel
we then to live in continual chaos and
war. We are on the brink of a pit of desolawar? The thousands of years of man's belligerent existence seem to point only in this' tion. Is there no choice but to tumble in?
Is our warring status a proof that living
direction. Who can forget the Bible story
together peacefully is in the realm of storyof Cain and Abel? If a handful of people
book lands? I think not.
could . not live together in peace is there
any hope for the billions alive today?
Man can live together with his fellowman. It is possible. Many are inclined to
To find the answer we go back to that
subscribe to the theory that there are infirst story of brother against brother. It is a
surmountable barriers such as those of race
violent picture, with the reds and blacks
or religion. This theory has proved false in
of passions splashed clashin:;ly against the
the great experiment-America. The solucan vas of the infant world ~ But the picture
tion, then, has been found in America; the
is not wholly ugly. The gold of divine love
answer must be found for the world.
etches itself starkly into view. The menthe murderer and the forgiver were both
We cannot deny that solutions have been
created by God. To be created by a God
tried. Through the ages man ha& built up
whose outstanding attributes is goodness
governments only to have them tumble as
these creatures must have had some goodso many sand castles. But the force that
ness in themselves.
broke them was never wholly from the outside. Recall Rome and ancient Greece.
This inherent goodness is the elemental
The cracks in the walls of their castles were
factor that will enable men to live together.
on the inside and only slight pressure from
And man must live with his fellow man.
the outside was needed to collapse them
Man is a social being. He cannot be isolated.
completely. The mars were spiritual faults.
He must live as part of some group. And
These nations were rich in material rebe that group as small as a family or as large
sources and yet they fell.
as a nation, in ·a ll groups he must exhibit
the same traits.
Therefore the trouble was hardly material.
It was wholly spiritual. In the beginning
He must learn faith. He must learn faith
when the infant nations were young its peoin his fellowman, faith in his age, and faith
ple lived together in harmony because their
in his ability, with the help of God, to make
~earts were filled with love for their young
the world a better place for his having lived
t~ibe, and they were spiritually vigorous1n it.
ready to share, possessing the qualities of a
He must learn tolerance. He must learn
good people. But the~?- fear crept in. They
what tolerance is-It is not a superior lookhad no faith. They jealously guarded their
ing down, but a just sizing up.
rights, their lands, from even the most de. He must learn love. Love can grow out
serving.
Jealousy breeds war and war they
of tolerance. First we tolerate a person, '
soon
r.e sorted to. After wars of conquest
tP,en we become interested in him, then we
C!'Lme ease, b~t a distrustful, unbalanced
begin to love the good in him. But love in
e!l-se, .a nd soon they toppled-victims of their
this sense is not a sentimental heart-flutown vices.
tering. In fact, most of the time it is scarce: The beginning of their trouble was a lack
ly a perceptible emotion. But its fruits
ot trust-a spiritual thing. The material
pervade the works of a man and are manicomforts
did not lessen their grief. So it
fest in his generous inter'e st in his fellow
workers, his family, and his concern for oth- · is easy to see the problem o~ living together
is reasonably attacked only from the spiritual
er's lives and works. The loving man is not
angle.
a silly Pollyanna type_individual, but a man
Speaking of this faith and love we must
strong in his mature responsibility as his
brother's keeper.·
·
acquire, you may wonder . "Just how am I
to make them a part of my life?" Although
· To live together peaceably today there are
the answer is beginning to be made moanifest
also certain modern evils the man· of today
on radio, on television, and on the bestmust overcome.
seller
lists, it may surprise ;you. You must
He must unlearn cynicism. There are
pray. Only by acknowledging the fatherfar more cynics today than at many periods
hood of God can you make the principle
of history. This skepticism is creeping into
of the brotherhood of man permeate your
our youth and attacking the power for good
life.
within the individual before he ever reaches
Yes; to live together peacefully this world
maturity. If you think of a cynic as a hardneeds a spiritual rejuvenation. Nothing maened, embittered, old man, you are wrong.
terial can save us from our own destruction.
And if you think that all of the youths graduating from our high schools and colleges
Before bombs are buried and weapons are
are going out into the world with a fresh,
destroyed and men sent home to their fami-

I take pleasure in having this spread
On the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD as a record
for posterity and as a tribute of reverence
and honor to our founding fathers for
this great Christian heritage that is yours
and mine to preserve forever.
Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my
remarks in the RECORD, I have the honor
to include the following:

0

0

lies, the heavens must resound with the
penitential "Father, forgive me." The world
must get off its speech-making feet and on
to its prayer-making knees. For faith and
love can only come from their Author-God,
and prayer alone can obtain for us these
virtues we must have to live with our neighbor. The prayers of a nation can alone obtain these virtues for our Nation.
But a nation is made up of individuals.
Before our America as a nation kneels down,
individuals its length and breadth must lead
the way. You and I are the individuals that
must bring America to its knees. And when
the heavens do resound with the prayer of
a nation on its knees then, and only then,
will men live together in peace.

The Omnibus Immigration Bill
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

SENATOR WILLIAM BENTON
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. BENTON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the Appendix of the RECORD an article
entitled "The McCarran Immigration
Bill," published in the June 20, 1952, issue of the distinguished magazine the
Commonweal.
This article is by the Right Reverend
Monsignor John O'Grady, secretary of
the National Conference of Catholic
Charities. Monsignor O'Grady gives us
a penetrating analys~s of the weakness
of the McCarran bill. I pray that my
colleagues will study his analysis. I am
anticipating a veto of this bill by the
President. I believe that many Senators who have no: had time to study
the complex 302 pages of the bill will
want to review their previous positions on it, in view of the reasons expected to be given by the President for
his veto. This fine article by Monsignor
O'Grady will help in this review. I recomm~nd it to my colleagues, and I urge ·
upon them the defeat qf this measure,
through upholding the veto of the President, to keep open for the · American
people the humane, just, and nondis-·
criminatory immigration · legislation
which we and the world so urgently
need;. as I have repeatedly pointed out
on the floor of the Senate.
Monsignor O'Grady says, among other
things:
I doubt if there has ever before been a piece of l~gislatlon passed by Congress so ·
capable of jeopardizing our international relations as the 'McCarran-Walter bill.

Mr. President, I also ask unanimous
consent to have printed in the Appendix
of the RECORD an excellent editorial entitled "Exclusion Bill," published in this
morning's Washington Post.
There being no objection, the article
and editorial were ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
THE MCCARRAN IMMIGRATION BILL-THE PERPETUATION OF THE DOCTRINE OF NORDIC
SUPERIORITY IN THE BASIC QUESTION

(By John O'Grady)
The Senate debate preceding the passage
of the McCarran omnibus immigration bill
was the first real discussion we have had on
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1mmlgration for 2'7 years. The exchanges
on the :floor of the Senate brought into the
open most of the implications of our restrictive immigration legislation. Able speeches
were made by Senators LEHMAN, BENTON,
HUMPHREY, DouGLAS, O'MAHONEY, PASTORE,
McMAHON, MOODY, IVES, and others, Which
should be studied by anyone who wants to
erase the basic prejudices now contained in
our immigration legislation.
I do not see how any fair-minded person
can examine American immigration legislation since 1921 without being aroused by the
prejudices involved in it. I do not see how
anybody can study the McCarran omnibus
bill and its companion, introduced by Representative WALTER and recently passed by
the House of Representatives, without being
greatly disturbed by th.e m. This legislation
has been debated in a period in which the
world is most sensitive ·to the thinking of
the people of the United States. I doubt if
there has ever before been a piece of legislation passed by Congress so capable of
jeopardizing our international relations as
the McCarran-Walter bill.
It had been hoped during the past 5 years
that the new world position of the United
States would induce it to take a more Christian and more humane attitude toward immigration. The passing of the Displaced
Persons Act in 1948 and of its amendments in
1950 contributed to this belle!. The fact
that the United States has offered a haven
to nearly 350,000 displaced persons since the
beginning of 1949 was certainly encouraging.
But now the McCarran-Walter bill, which
contains more inequities than any immigration bill ever passed by Congress, threatens to close our doors tighter than ever.
The strongest criticism that can be leveled
at the McCarran bill is its injustice to the
peoples of southern and eastern Europe.
Take, for example, what this measure
would mean to the people of Italy. The McCarran bill perpetuates against the Italians
all the injustices originally included in the
Quota Act of 1924 and the national origins
formula adopted in 1929, really designed to
bar people born in southern and eastern
Europe. At the time we heard the old stories
against them-that they were unassimllable, that they were clannish, that there
were higher rates of delinquency among
them. But underlying all these claims was
the real reason for the restrictions-a new
philosophy of Nordic superiority. Without
saying it in so many words, our immigration was framed in the belief that the peoples of Anglo-Saxon and Teutonic origin
were superior peoples, and that peoples of
southern and eastern Europe were inferior.
Therefore, the legislators reasoned, everything possible should be done to keep people from southern and eastern Europe out of
the stream of United States life.
This perpetuation of the doctrine of Nordic
superiority I regard as the basic question
involved in the discussion of the McCarran
bill. The bill makes our national origins
legislation even more rigid and more exclusive, and this is the point that should be
emphasized all over the country.
The National Quota Act, with its new national Oi'igins formula, went into effect in
1929. How it worked out can be seen in the
case of Italy. For the period from 1900 to
1910, Italian immigration amounted to 2,045,·
877, or an average of over 200,000 a year. By
the act of 1921, it was reduced to 42,000 a
year. Under the national origins legislation
it was further reduced to 5,800 a year.
The McCarran bill will, I believe, make it
diftlcult to admit even this number, and
what has been said about Italy might also
be said with equal truth about Greece, Austria, Hungary, Poland, and Yugoslavia. In
the case of nations like Estonia, Latvia, and
Lithuania, it may be said that there is no
need for concern at the present about immi·
gration since these countries are behind the
iron curtain.. But we . are concerned about .

refugees from those countries and about the
fact that in the displaced persons legislation their quotas have been frozen for years
to come.
Under our regular immigration legislation,
not a single Austrian can get into this country before 1955. Not a single Latvian can
get in before 2074. No Lithuanians can get
in before 2087, and not one Pole before 1999.
The only•hope of the refugees who are still
coming out of these countries is special legislation to remove the immigration restrictions; the McCarran bill continues the principle of freezing all quotas originally included in the Displaced Persons Act.
In a speech before the Senate on May
19, Senator PAUL DouGLAS of I111nois, pointed
out:
"When the Irish came to this country in
the 1840's and 1850's, the native white stock
pronounced them to be unassimilable and
inferior, and organized against them. ~ • •
Some pretty rough tactics were used against
the Irish, and some pretty rough things
were said about them. We have now had
a century of experience. I think the Irish
have established themselves as a worthy element in American life."
In speaking of the different waves of im•
migration, the able Senator went on to say:
"Differences do not mean inferiority. I
believe that at times America is enriched
by the fact that there are differences. Tllink
of the contributions which the southern
and eastern Europeans have made in the
field of art and music. We Yankees are a
somewhat dour people. We have never been
accused of having within us a high percentage of artistic qualities. If America had to
depend upon the people of my stock to fill
lts symphony orchestras, write its music, and
provide its painters and sculptors, it would
be an aesthetically barren country."
And then the Senator added a sad note:
"At each stage in American history the
recent comer has been looked down upon
by those who were already here. • • •
The tragedy is that sometimes those who
came here and were oppressed when they
were new immigrants, once they established
themselves, looked down upon the recent
immigrant."
All Americans should study the Implications of Senator DouGLAS' remarks. Certainly the attitude he describes is very like
that of many Catholic leaders toward the
national origins legislation of 1924. From
It developed one of the saddest chapters in
Catholic history in the United States and
the frame of mind of many Catholic leaders
toward the McCarran bW is equally sad. If
we had worked band in band on this matter
with other religious denominations, the
McCarran bill would never, in my opinion.
have passed the Senate.
In his omnibus bill, Senator McCARRAN
does make what at :first sight looks like a
generous gesture toward Oriental countries.
including the Ph111ppine Islands, Japan, In·
dia, China, and Pakistan. To each of these
countries he would assign an annual quota
of 100. But follow through and see how
this works out in the case of the Filipinos.
Heretofore, F111pinos have had no quota;
they were free to come to the United States
without any restrictions as to numbers.
Now they are going to have a generous annual quota of 100. But, if a _F111pino who
was born in Brazil wan ted to come to the
United States, he would have to come in
under that quota of 100. This ruling would
apply if he were ·only 50-percent Filipino,
and the same would be true of Filipinos living in any other country in the world.
Colored people can st111 come in from
Brazil without any restrictions, provided of
course they can pass the literacy test and can
establish the fact that they will not become
dependents. Within the past few years the
United States has been leaning somewhat
on Jamaican labor for the harvesting of
crops. From 2,000 to 3,000 Jamaicans -have ·
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been coming in each year. Since Jamaica
Is a British colony, these workers came in
under the unused British quota. Now, this
British colony is placed under its own quota
of 100 a year. The same is true of Trinidad
and other European colonies in the Caribbean.
Those who back the McCarran bUl claim
that these new restrictions on immigration
from British and other European colonies
are designed to prevent the migration of large
numbers of people from these colonies to the
United States. But despite the fact tha-t
they could have come in under the quotas of
the mother countries, the fact is that no
large numbers have ever come In, probably
because not many of them could pass the
literacy test or demonstrate to the satisfaction of the American consul that they
could be self-supporting.
An important limltation of the omnibus
Immigration billls its failure to provide adequate protection for people who are threatened with deportation. In deportation cases
the McCarran bill authorizes the Attorney
General to appoint an examiner. But this
examiner has no independence; he is a part
of the staff of the Bureau of Dnmigration.
He may be hearing cases today and working
up evidence for deporting people tomorrow.
What this procedure virtually amounts to is
that the immigration b111 really makes no
effective provision for hearings in deportation cases.
This lack is one of the great defects in the
administration of our immigration legislation. The oftlcials of the Immigration Bureau are subject to constant pressures for
more rigid administration. If the McCarran
bill becomes law, the provision for fair bearing and judicial determination of cases of deportation wlll become doubly important.
But in fact this blll makes it easier for the
Immigration Bureau to deport people. It
shows a drift toward a time when it will be
relatively simple for the Attorney General to
deport an alien for any one of a variety of
causes, or to denaturalize a person who may
have been a United States citizen for many
years.
All proponents o! decent, humane immigration legislation had hoped that such legislation would attempt to eliminate, at least
In part, the injustices of the National Origins
Act. They had hoped that any new longterm legislation would provide for the pooling
of the unused quotas under the National
Origins Act, which are largely those of Great
Britain and Ireland. The National Origins
Act set the British quota at 65,721, but in no
year have the British used more than a third
of this number. The Irish quota was set at
17,853, but from 10,000 to 12,000 of this quota
has not been used each year.
One proposal included in the LehmanHumphrey bill would pool the unused quotas
of from 60,000 to 70,000 among the countries
with very low quotas. This provision would
be of great importance in the Italian situation. The Lehman-Humphrey bill would
base the quotas on the 1950 census instead of
the census of 1920. Since the population in
this period has increased by 40,000,000, this
would mean considerably increased quotas
for the ·various countries. The LehmanHumphrey bill would also include Indians
and Negroes in computing the population on
which quotas are based. This would have
the effect of upping the British quota very
greatly and increasing the number of immigrants who could be admitted from 153,000
to 263,000.
Those who have been interested in promoting a Christian philosophy of immigration,
in keeping with the attitude of Pope Pius
XII, were greatly distressed to read the statement to the press, dated April 26, 1952, by
Mr. Bruce Mohler, director of the Bureau of
Immigration of the National Catholic Wei•
fare Conference. In this statement Mr.
Mohler announced that the NCWC had SUP"'"
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ported the omnibus immigration bills, and
he referred to certain provisions of the proposed legislation as a milestone in American
history. Again, in a letter to Senator McCARRAN, dated May 8, 1952, Mr. Mohler virtually states that the NCWC has supported the
legislation.
'
In my opinion,.Mr. Mohler's statement and
his letter do not represent the considered
thinking of the bishops of the United States.
They are certainly at variance with the attitudes expressed by representatives of Catholic organizations at a meeting held on March
3, 1952, to discuss policies of immigration
legislation. It is hard to understand why
the statement was madP- or the letter written.
The legislation proposed by Senator McCARRAN deserves no such support.
EXCLUSION BILL
Despite the superficial tidying-up done in
conference, the McCarran-Walter bill codifying and revising the country's immigration and naturalization statutes remains a
profoundly disappointing and dangerous
measure. It makes numerous changes in
the um;atisfactory existing laws dealing with
aliens. But it retains and intensifies the
underlying exclusionist philosophy which
characterized the Immigration Act of 1924.
Moreover, it authorizes harsh and summary
proceedings in the treatment of aliens-proceedings altogether inconsistent with American institutions. In general the bill is no
better, and in some respects it is worse,
than existing law. We urge the President
to veto it.
As we see it, there are three major defects
in the McCarran-Walter bill. First of all,
it transforms naturalization into an uncertain and inferior class of citizenship.
Under its terms, if, within 5 years of his
naturalization, a citizen joins any organization which the Attorney General considers a
Communist-front, the mere act of joining,
regardless of the motive or intent, may be
taken as prima facie evidence of fraud in
obtaining citizenshi:O and may be penalized
by denaturalization. It also provides that
a naturalized citizen may lose his citizenship
if, within 10 years of obtaining it, he should
refuse to testify before a congressional committee investigating subversive activities.
Neither of these punitive provisions applies
to native-born citizens; a naturalized citizen
would be less free than one who was nativeborn. The effect is not only to make naturalized citizenship uncertain but also to
frighten and intimidate and thus restrict the
rights of naturalized citizens. We think the
distinction between classes of citizenship
profoundly un-American.
Second, the bill would in some instances
harshly limit the discretion of the Attorney
General to temper justice with mercy in dealing with aliens and in other instances would
put into his hands-or into the hands of
consuls and immigration officers--arbitrary
power to exclude or deport aliens, with inadequate opportunities for appeal to the
courts. The United States ought to deal
with aliens no less justly than with citizens;
and judicial review, we have learned, is a
nec·essary means of assuring justice.
Finally, the bill is animated by xenophobia.
It treats immigration as an evil and a liability rather than as an asset and .. source of
strength, as it has been in the past. It not
only sets up numerous new grounds for exclusion and for deportation--even abolishing
statutes of limitation in deportation casesbut it restricts immigration to the trickle of
the past couple of decades. The number of
aliens admissible under the proposed law
would be virtually identical with those admissible under the present law. This is accomplished by basing quota provisions, as in
the past, upon the 1920 census. They ought
to be based upon current census figures and
they ought to be liberalized. This Nation
!las grown to greatness through enrichment

of its culture and its population from the
Old World. It would be tragic to forsake its
great traditions for the spurious protectionism of a McCarran wall.

The Offshore Oil Bill
EXTENSICN OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LISTER HILL
OF ALABAMA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. HILL. Mr. President, I ask unanimous· consent to have printed in the
Appendix of the REcORD excellent editorials from the New York Times of May
20, 1952, and the Washington Post of
June 10, 1952, with reference to the socalled tidelands oil joint resolution which
was recently vetoed by the President.
There being no objection, the editorials
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the New York Times of May 20, 1952)
THE OFFSHORE OIL BILL
The offshore oil bill, nullifying three supreme Court decisions which held that the
Federal Government has paramount rights
over the lands beneath the marginal seas,
has now passed both Houses of Congress.
The President has vetoed similar legislation
once before and we hope and expect that
he will do as much again.
The pending measure, known as the Holland bill, would definitely grant to the coastal
States title to underwater lands out to their
historic boundaries-3 miles in most cases
but up to 10V2 miles in others. The issue
of Federal versus State control became acute
only after the discovery and development
of huge oil deposits under the marginal seas
off the coasts of California, Texas, and Louisiana, and it is the fight over this estimated
reserve of 15,000,000,000 barrels of oil that
gives this interesting legal battle an immense practical importance. The States
claim that they always had owned the areas
in dispute; but the precise question had
never been adjudicated by the Supreme Court
until 1947, when a decision was rendered
in favor of the Federal Government, a decision twice repeated in 1950.
One of the most widely employed arguments for overturning the decision of the
highest court is this: To grant the Federal
Government paramount rights in the offshore oil lands is to threaten State ownership of all navigable waters, including the
land underlying all bays and harbors, all
navigable rivers and lakes, as Commissioner
M:oses puts it. We do not think for a moment that this is what the Supreme Court
decisions imply, and the Federal Government throughout the long history of this
litigation has n0ver remotely advanced such
a far-fetched claim. In fact, its spokesmen have repeatedly disavowed it.
But even if the historic background to the
dispute be ignored there is and for years has
been an entirely adequate legislative remedy
at hand. Administration bills have repeatedly and vainly been introduced explicitly
to grant to the States title to underwater
land shoreward of low-water mark, for the
express purpose of removing once and for all
this irrelevant argument from the fight over
offshore oil, which is properly a fight over
ownership of land seaward of low-water
mark.
A similar provision 1s in the Holland bill;
but it surely is not necessary . for Congress

to quitclaim tremendously valuable property
beneath the marginal seas that the Supreme
Court says is under dominion of the Federal
Government in order to assure the States
that the Federal Government has no design
on property beneath inland waters or on
State-owned water-front developments.
No; the real issue is whether the Federal
Government or the States will control this
great offshore reservoir containing one of
the Nation's most valuable natural resources.
The exploitation will be carried on by private
companies in either case. If the quitclaim
bill stands each of the coastal States lucky
enough to find oil beneath its marginal sea
will develop the oil in its own way, and a
multi-billion-dollar asset will be used principally for the bE.nefit of the people of three,
or perhaps half a dozen, States. If the quitclaim bill can be beaten back, and the Congress can be persuaded to pass the O'Mahoney
bill allowing the Government to supervise
the oil reserves under one nationally consistent policy, we think that the major benefit would go where it should go, to the people
of all of the 48 States.
[From the Washington Post of June 10, 1952)
TIDELANDS VETO
The very title of the so-called tidelands
oil pill is a fraud. It purports to be a joint
resolution to confirm and establish the titles
of the States to lands beneath navigable
waters within State boundaries and to the
natural resources within such lands and
waters. But the resolution adopted by Congress, and vetoed a fortnight ago by the
President, has nothing to do, in point of fact,
with lands within State boundaries. It has
nothing whatever to do with inland waters
or with "tidelands," a term which is properly
applied only to the narrow strip of land
lying between high tide and low tide. It
deals, rather, with land lying seaward of the
tidelands, beyond the inland waters and
wholly outside State boundaries, the strip
between the low-tide mark and the 3-mile
limit properly called the marginal sea.
Now, it is impossible for Congress "to confirm • • • the titles of the States" to
these lands for the simple reason that the
States, as component parts of the Federal
Union, have never had any titles to them.
Our authority for this assertion is the Supreme Court of the United States, a body
created lJy the Constituti:m for the express
purpose of : ettling controversies of this
sort. The Supreme Court, although it has
held repeatedly that the States do indeed
have title ~o their inland waters, ruled unequivocally in the California case of 1947 that
California had no title to the marginal sea
and that paramount rights in and full domain over the area rested in the United
States as a sovereign Nation. Texas enjoyed
such rights and dominion during the decade
of her independence but relinquished them
upon relinquishing her national sovereignty
when she joined the United States.
What Congress attempted to do, therefore,
in its tidelands resolution was to give away
to three coastal States, California, Texas,
and Louisiana, lands and mineral resources
which belong to the people of the whole
American Union. President Truman sent
this resolution back to Congress with a
forceful and compelling veto message, because, he said, "I do not believe such an action would be in the national interest, and
I do not see how any President could fail to
oppose it." For our part, we do not see how
any Congress acting as a legislature of the
United States could fail to sustain a veto on
these grounds.
A strange sort of frenzy seems, however,
to have taken hold of the officials of a great
many interior States of the Union which
have nothing to gain and everything to lose
from quitclaim legislation. They have allowed . themselves to be . bamboozled into a.
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belief that .somehow or other the Supreme
Court's rullng in the California, Texas, and
Louisiana cases has cast doubt on the status of lands beneath their navigable inland
waters. The fear is, of course. an altogether
groundless one.
Its groundlessnesf! was
made abundantly clear by 'the ·President
when he declared in his veto message, "If
the Congress wishes to enact legislation confirming the States in the ownership of what
ls already there--that is, the lands and resources under navigable inland waters and
the tidelands-! shall, of course. be glad to
approve it. But such legislation is completely unnecessary, and bears no relation
whatever to the question of what should be
done with lands which the States do .n ot now
own-that is, the lands under an open sea."
Apart f.r om the constitutional issue involved, the President pointed out in his ve~
message the importance of keeping the oil
of the marginal sea under Federal management in order to conserve it for national defense purposes. He pointed out. too, the
tremendous benefits that coUld accrue to the
Nation as a whole by devoting the revenue
to be derived from exploitation of the marginal sea to a program of Federal aid to education in the manner proposed not long ago
by Senator HILL. These ought to be compelling considerations to Members of Congress whose business it ls to serve national,
not merely local or sectional. Interests. The
Senate will be tested as a national body when
it votes this week on a motion to override
the President"s veto. We hope that the veto
will be sustained.

Forces Day luncheon of the Seattle
Chamber of Commerce be printed in the
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percent of the plants are located inside the
central cities of industrial metropolitan

ar~.we· look at the investment value of
these plants, the dispersion picture is even
better.
Dollarwise, out of 900 plants with a total
investment of $'7,'150,000,000, only 12 per.AMERICA'S 8EcuJnTy RESOURCES
cent
are going inside the central cities o!
It is a privilege to join with the Seattle
industrial metropolita.q. areas. Porty-two
ChambeY of Commerce in observing Anned
percent of the investment is going into the
Forces Day.
suburban areas and the remaining 46 percent
No region of America has given more meanis located in the outlying sections.
ing to Anned Forces Day than has the
Actually, under the national industrial
Pacific Northwest.
dispersion standards, most of the plants in
We salute the men and women of the
the
subUl'ban areas are dispersed. Many of
military services-our land. sea, and air
the metropolitan areas, as designated by the
forces. Observances such as this demonCensus Bureau, include several cou--ties surstrate the unity of American civilians with
rounding a central city. There is plenty
those who are under arms in these critical
of room in most of these metropolitan areas
times.
!or new industrial facilities to locate-and
More than 3 years in Washington-on-thestlil be 10 miles or more from any congested
Potomac has impressed me that Seattle is
section.
perhaps mme aware of these critical times
Does this mean there is no need for furthan many -metropolitan centers in the Nather dispersion?
tion.
·
·
Not at aU. There still are 19 central
To those of us with national security recities which contain more than half of the
sources planning responsibility. Seattle has
Nation's defense production capacity. We
been of tremendous help. I do not think
still have certain industries of w.h ich far too
you will ha-re difficulty in recalling the shock
great a proportion iS located in one or two
3 years ago, when the question was raised
cities. 'Ole Defense Production Adminisas to whether the Pacific Northwest was safe
tration still is receiving new applications for
as an industrial location. With the help of
:t&x amortization certificates at the rate of a
yolll' eivic-minded leaders, a. plan was dehundred or more per week.
veloped to answer this question. ·
There Is a very vital need for oontinuing
I refer to the accomplishment of the inour efforts to encourage the location of
dustrial dispersion task force sponsored by
even more new plants in places which will
the Seattle Chamber of Commerce. TheSenot enhance the attractiveness of our cities
attle plan led to the establishment of a naas targets for enemy attack.
·
tional industrial dispersion poUcy by PresiThat Js the job which is being «one by
dent Truman. Up to now. 57 of the most imthese local industrial dispersion committees.
portant metropolitan areas which produce
America'a Security Resources
There is another side to the results of our
the bulk of our defense needs have commitsurvey. It proves that the · trend toward
tees operating under this plan. .Many more
dispersed locations is economically sound.
EXTENSION OF' REMARKS
are in various stages of organ1z:ation.
·
It proves that this program, which you in
OF
The important work of these committees
Seattle developed in conjunction with the
is now really under way. Just last week. the
National Security Resources Board is fair
Defense Production Administration adopted
and practicable, as well as in the best ina new procedure-developed after months of
OF WASHINGTON
terests of national defense.
careful
consideration.
It
requires
each
perIN THE SENATE OF THE UNlTED STATES_
This is a Federal program in which the
ron applying for a certificate of necessity for
major responsibility has been handed to the
MondayJ June 16, 1952
mpid tax amortization to submit a ·statepeople of the communities themselves.
from the local Industrial dispersion
Geographically, the Pacific Northwest is
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, last ment
committee as to whether the plant site concloser to the Soviet Union than any other
Friday in Seattle, Wash., the chairman forms
to national dispersion standards.
region of the United States. Within the
of the National Security Resources
What DPA is asking for is advice-advice
boundaries of Washington and Oregon is a
Board, Mr. Jack Gorrie. made what I befrom the local committee. If the oommittee
multi-billion dollar national stake in mililieve to be a Significant report to the can say "we have checked the location of ~ tary
bases. posts. and installations, in shipcountry on the state of America's secu- plant and find that it is anequately dispersed yards, hydroelectric power houses. dams.
with respect to the national standards." DPA
rity resources. It is a report which I
atomic energy plants, aluminum and magWill accept the committee's word for lt.
think could well be read by every Senanesium works, the production and processing
If, however, the plant site happens to be . of food, lumber, plywood and other wood
tor a.nd Representative.
within a concentrated area, or too close to it,
products.
Of particular importance is Mr. Gorthere may be a gOod and necessary reason for
Speaking as a native son. when we ln the
rie's report on the trend toward selec- that. In such cases. the local industrial dis- Pacific
Northwest industrialized in earnest.
tion of dispersed sites for new American persion committee may advise DPA of the we experienced
one of the greatest economic
industrial facilities. This is true be- justification for-granting an exception to the booms in recent national history. When
dispersion
standards.
Then
the
otficials
in
cause our national industrial dispersion
prophets of doom predicted the collapse of
policy is based on voluntary site selec- Washington who have the responsibility for our industry with the end of World War U,
carrying
out
this
program
can
.make
:Wintion by the businessman who wants to telligent decision-based on local adv1ce---as we confounded them by adapting ourselves
to new conditions, and continued with our
build a new plant, and upon community to
whether the site shoUld be approved or the
boom. We are still industrializing. and we
· cooperation in the designation of dis- applicant advised to seek another location.
know
that materials will be made in our
persed industrial areas.
·
We have been getting a great deal of disown industrial plants. By the same token.
As an advisory body to the President, persion ln the location of new defense plants we are pressing for completion of new power
the National Security Resources Board since the Korean conflict began-and we projects in the Columbia River Basin. so
is necessarily a comparatively anony- have had this disper.son without any cothat we won't again be faced with a brownmous organization. Nevertheless. this ercive · action whatever on the part of the out threat, as we were a little less than a
Federal
Government
.
report of the Board's Chairman shows
of a survey of the exact location,
ye~l ~~· this means. of course, that this
how broadly and bow clearly it covers its of Results
plants in the 48 States have been most
region offers prime targets for an aggressor.
statutory assignment of advising the gratifying.
Is such an attack really possible?
President on the coordination of miliIt is true that some important plants
Let us examine the nature of the only
tary and civilian mobili-zation programs. have gone into some of the more congested state from which an unprovoked attack is
Jack Gorrie has performed an excellent
areas. In many cases. that was unavoidto be feared. We know that the Korean aggression 1s only one salient in the Kremlin
service in rebuilding the Board staff and able.
But
our
survey
shows
that
49
percent
of
offensive toward world domination. . The
bringing its work up to the stature indefense expansions costing $1.000,000
Soviets will strike with political or military
tended for it when Congress passed the the
br more were located outside the industrial
weapons, wherever they think they have the
National Security Act of 1947.
metropolitan areas (those having 40,000 or
capability to win. We know that thelr straMr. President, I ask that the address
more workers) . Just 33 pe'rcent are in the
tegic objectives - remain the same even
of Mr. Jack Gorrie before the Armed suburban metropolitan areas. And only 18 though their tactics and the settings may

HON. WARREN G. MAGNUSON

RECORD.

There being no objection, the address was ordered to be printed in the
REcoRD, as follows:
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vary. Although they might like to achieve
their goal by subversion and bloodless conquest, they are capable of blundering and
plunging us all into a full-scale global war.
The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Gen. Omar N. Bradley, last week told a congressional committee that, "If the present
trend of Soviet activities continues, the military considerations which today deter our
enemies from war may have lost their deterring effect by the 1954 period. Our enemies
• wm have capabilities of endangering our
country--doing it most critical damage-at
that time."
General Bradley stated also that "Apart
from our superior atomic capabilities, here
is perhaps one of the reasons why Soviet
Russia has not attacked before this. It is
the effort she has had to make to rebuild
her industries, and relocate a sizable part of
them in the less vulnerable area, behind the
Urals. This re\)uilding has been going on
for years now."
And he added "Obviously, a satisfactory
strategic stockpile is one condition a nation
must reach before she can risk a sustained
conflict. Every indication shows that she
is reaching that stage, both from a basis of
industrial capacity and .industrial location."
How are we to cope with their tactics
ahd strategy? The answer, 1 think, is
strength and perspective.
We are attempting to build up and maintain the strength necessary to protect ourselves on a continuing basis. Heretofore, we
have had only two speeds for our great defense production machine-wide open and
shut down. The prime objective of the present mobilization assignment is the development of a base for military production-a
base that will let American production move
into full gear quickly, if that becomes
necessary.
We are rapidly rounding out that base.
What has developed is a sort of cruising
spel;ld, during which we can simultaneously
rearm and provide an expansible industrial
base without damaging the national economy.
We know too well that modern war can
strike anywhere without warning. So far,
we have been fortunate in being able to establish a production base without enemy
interference. If war is thrust upon us, it
follows that we would have to maintain and
expand that base while under enemy attack, here at home.
Our present mobilization policy gives us
the benefit of moving into M-day with a
minimum loss of time. One vital lesson we
have learned is that one of our primary
resources is the continuity of experience and
know-how acquired up to now. It would be
folly to waste such a resource. -One of the
most important elements in this primary
resource is the experienced executive personnel-the business and engineering executives-who can st!:p into key jobs without
delay, and direct the expansion of the mobilization program.
These men have been on leave from their
· businesses to take part in the partial mobilization job. They comprise a current
roster of executive talent. When these men
have served a tour of active duty they are
thoroughly familiar with current plans and
can carry them out in time of disaster.
Once these executives return to their normal pursuits, they should be kept informed
continually of new developments in mobilization plans and programs. There is thus
being built up a reserve executive force
which can spring into action and take over
key mobilization posts, just· as reserve military personnel are available instantly for
service in the Armed Forces.
Maintaining long-range strength involves
many other problems. We must close the
gaps in our resource availabilities. The
military equipment to be produced and de-

livered in the next 2 or 3 years must be constantly modernized.
The mobilization base must be completed.
we· need many more engineers in this country than we now have and unfortunately the
graduating classes are growing smaller and
smaller in this field. We are seeking means
of overcoming this problem along with many
others in the field of manpower.
But merely building up our industrial
might is not enough.
We must also take firm and adequate
measures to protect that industrial baseour people, our communities, and our
homes-against the threat of enemy attack.
No section of this country is completely
safe. It would be the height of folly, therefore, if we were to build all these new factories-these power plants, mills, and transportation facilities-and leave them wide
open to attack.
There are a n'\lmber of ·things we are attempting to do-to sustain ·the power to
produce, which is one of our most potent
weapons.
.
First of all, we must reduce the vulner•
ability of our industrial sytem to enemy attack. The national industrial dispersion
program is one of the measures we are taking
toward that; end.
·A strong civil defense organizationtrained and equipped to meet the threat of
repeated attacks-is essential to tlce continuation of community life and the production
of material needed by our Armed Forces.
We are seeking to eliminate potential bottlenecks in the form of concentration of key
facilities by creating alternate sources of
supply.
Besides reducing our vulnerability to attack, we must plan now for the complex
job of restoring production in the wake of
attack-whether it be visited upon a single
city or, as appears more likely, against a
number of our principal production centers
at one time. The National Security Resources Board is working with 24 agencies
of the Federal Government for the purpose
of developing plans to facilitate rehabilitation-such 2 :: material and manpower allocations for production requiring first priority.
But military defense and production
strength alone are not enough.
To achieve ultimate victory in this world
struggle for freedo'm, we also need to be
guided by a sound historical perspective.
We must look at the political, economic, and
ethical bases of our democracy, and keep before us the way in which . the years have
given increasing content and meaning to
these values.
We must see ourselves in the perspective
of the future. We must see the United
States increasing its effectiveness in its role
of world leadership.
We have gone a long way toward understanding the meaning o:( this leadership.
At home, we have remained strong economically. Without such a demonstration
of the success of our own economic system,
the world would not long heed our call to
freedom.
Since Armed Forces Day . last year, our
economy has gained in strength and soundness. We have proved that our way of life,
even in time of wOrld emergency, can support a steady rise in living standards. Today, 62 million Americans are gainfully employed in offices, shops, mills, mines, factories, and forests, on farms, on docks, and
on the high seas.
We have never enjoyed such widespread
prosperity as we have today. Farm income
and labor income are higher than ever before. Corporate income and dividends are at
a peak range. In spite of high taxes and
high prices occasioned by a defense program,
more Americans are able to live better now
than ever before. For the first time in world

history we are engaged in a precedent-shattering partial mobilization, adapting our
economy to the uncertainties of world conditions, yet continuing our . traditional way
of freedom under law.
But leadership is comprised of other elements as well. Because we are fighting
"stomach communism" we must help other
peoples in other parts of the world to raise
their living standards, too. We have seen
how the Soviets in one generation have extended their sway to 800 million people.
Our experiences in Europe in meeting the
Kremlin offensive have .demonstrated that an
empty stomach is as likely to cause trouble
as a loaded rifle; and empty stomach is even
more likely to turn desperate people to the
false promises of communism.
A generation ago, Lenin said, "The road
to Paris lies through Calcutta and Peking."
The communists have already built the road
to Peking. It behooves us, under these circumstances, to keep the long-range perspective before us, to oppose the building of
Communist roads into India, Burma, Siam,
Malaya, and Indo-China.
We are already prepared to take on this
nonmilitary campaign in these five nations
in Southeast Asia. Our Government is arranging to send a task force into that part of
the world, 795 American technicians, in an
offensive against hunger and disease-the allies of communism.
You know that in great areas of Asia, Africa, and south America, peoples live in dire
poverty in the midst of vast and untouched
natural resources. The lives of these people are threatened by diseases we long since
have brought under control. These peoples
look either to us, the advanced forces of the
free world, or to the Communists, for technical help, for small quantities of capital
goods to start the self-generating process of
imt>roving their own condition.
The Soviets are promising aid, although
they are poor on delivery. But if we hesitate to take the initiative and show strong
leadership, we abandon helpless · people to
the mercy of communism .. Where we have
moved to help, the world has been astonished by the ensuing results. To do the
things that require doing in making this aspect of our foreign policy effective, we need
the support of all Americans, and particularly . of such businessmen as those who helped
hammer out the Seattle plan as a ;national
policy for industrial disp·ersion.
War is not the ultimate answer, of course.
Those nations which failed to recognize the
full measure of the responsibility that goes
with leadership have all failed in that role.
While we need the. protection of· a strong
military shield, we must go beyond that.
Let us not forget that 94 percent of our
total national debt of $258,000,000,000 is attributable to past wars in which this country has been engaged. At the close of fiscal
year 1930, the debt resulting from war was
$16,200,000,000. Between the close of fiscal
year 1939 and May 1952, this debt increased
$218,000,000,000, for a total of $234,200,000,000'
attributable 'to wars.
From the standpoint of insurance for
peace, and our own economic self-interest,
our fight against stomach communism in the
Pacific, Asia, and Africa promises much bigger dividends. Looking at this issue from a
businesslike perspective, we find there is no
sounder investment. For more than half of
our imports, notably imports of strategic
materials that are absolutely essential to
our economy, comes from the world's underdeveloped and most impoverished regions.
Virtually all our natural rubber, manganese,
and tin, a fourth of our zinc and copper,
two-thirds of our bauxite, the lion's share
of the uranium ore needed for our atomic
production-all these commodities must be
imported. One of our aluminum producers
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in this Pacific Northwest region has been importing aluminum and steel from Japan in
the past year to help overcome domestic
shortages in certain categories of these
metals.
In boosting living standards in underdeveloped areas and thereby creating new markets, we also will be building certain competitive pressures. The manner in which we
react to these pressures will be a crucial
test of our world leadership. There will be
need for the kind of civic spirit which
prompted Seattle leaders to offer to national
defense agencies an industrial dispersal plan
which was not merely acceptable to the rest
of the country, but workable. The Seattle
plan was a means of heading off dislocations
which would have resulted from an unwise
dispersal for increased security. We must
think of plans and policies which will cushion the Nation against the temporary dis;locations and strains occasioned by the efforts 9f long-hungry and impoverished peoples to increase their productivity, improve
their economic welfare, and acquire political stability within the framework of representative government under law.
In the market places of the world we Americans are competing against other ideas and
ideologies. We are not trying to foist our
own way of life on any other peoples. But
we have a sound product in our philosophy
of "can do," of living in freedom under law,
of representative government. Our programs
of technical, economic, and m111tary aid are
the best products we can offer for a peaceful
and more prosperous world.
We must, above all, make clear our national alms. These alms have been stated
over and over again:
"We are an independent nation, and we
want to keep our independence.
"We attach the highest importance to individual freedom, and we mean to keep our
freedom.
"We are a peaceful people, and we want
to see the time when war and the threat of
war are abandoned as instruments of policy
by all nations.
"We are a friendly people. We have no
traditional 'enemies.' We want to s.e ttle
our di~erences with other peoples as 'good
neighbors.'
"We believe in justice. A peace based on
justice is the only peace which can endure."
Throughout our history we have learned
that the moments of greatest danger are the
moments of greatest opportunity. In the
face of the present danger of another world
war, we are · on the brink of an era of peace
and enlightenment. This idea and ideal can
be sold if we are united in dealing with the
responsibiUties of world leadership in a spirit
of enlightened self-Interest.
If we keep this goal in mind, acting confidently, but without complacency, we should
be able within the next few decades to raise
the bench marks of civilization.

America Is Everybody's Business
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

HON. J. CALEB BOGGS
OJ' DELAWARE

IN THE HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June

16,

1952

Mr. BOGGS of Delaware. Mr. Speaker, under leave granted to extend my
remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD,
I include an essay entitled "America is
Everybody's Business."
In placing this essay in the CoNGRES·
SIONAL RECORD~ I do SO on behalf of

the Delaware congressional delegation,
which includes United States Senators
JOHN J. WILLIAMS and J. ALLEN FREAR•
JR . .
This splendid essay was the winning
essay in the State of Delaware in the
Americanism Essay Contest sponsored
this year by the Ladies Auxiliary, Department of Delaware, Veterans of Foreign Wars. Miss Michele F. Rudolph, a
14-year-old girl who just completed her
freshman year at Dover High School,
Dover, Del., won this lively and most
competitive essay contest. She received
a cash prize as well as a medal awarded
by the Ladies Auxiliary to the Department of Delaware, Veterans of Foreign
Wars. This essay will compete in the
National Veterans of Foreign Wars Essay
Contest.
On the occasion of the annual encampment of the Department of Dela·
ware, Veterans of Foreign Wars and the
ladies auxiliary, held recently at Lewes.
Del., Miss Rudolph delivered this essay
in a very magnificent and impressive
manner. The Delaware delegation in
Congress was present at the encampment
and were so impressed with this timely
and significant essay that we asked permission of Miss Rudolph to have it included in the CONGRESSIONQL RECORD.
We are most proud of Miss Rudolph
and all the young people of Delaware.
We believe that this essay is an example
of the understanding and appreciation
which young people have for our country, our form of government, and freedom. We certainly want to congratulate not only Miss Rudolph but all of th~
other young people who competed in
this essay contest in Delaware and the
Ladies Auxiliary of the Veterans of Foreign Wars upon their outstanding success in developing among our young
people interest in and appreciation of
our type of government.
The essay is as follows;
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cause our blessings have come to us so
easily we are so quick to forget the necessity
of defending them. All of us are both eager
and willing to accept the benefits of a free
nation. How few of us assume our share of
responsiblli ty.
Soldiers have taken on their duties.
Statesmen have carried on their work.
These figures in the public eye are not the
only figures of importance. The strength of
our beliefs and the firmness with which we
defend them in the face of tebuff greatly
lntluences our over-all strength. We must
be quick to defend and support every person, law, and dream of America.
Our predecessors began something we
can't forsake. After 800 years of progress,
we must not turn back now.
T~is is our duty.
No one else can assume
our roles. We may fight or fall; and we
must not fall our Nation when it needs us
most.

The Ninety-seventh Annual Commencem~nt of Elmira College
EXTENSlON OF REMARKS
01'

HON. W. STERLING COLE
01' NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. COLE of New York. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks iii
the RECORD, I include the following edi":"
torial from the Elmira Star-Gazette of
June 9 regarding the commencement
ceremonies at Elmira College held that
day:
ELMIRA COLLEGE YEAR ENDS WITH TRIBUTES

The tradition and dignity that go with 97
years of active leadership in higher education of women make memorable the Elmira
College commencement held today.
In addition to the usual events, the gathering of the alumnae, the planting of the
ivy, the class reunions, and the customary
AM:l!:RICA Is EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
commencement functions this year tribute
America needs us today. In our roles of
was paid the memory of the late Dr. Elmer
student, clerk, or roan-on-the-street we are
W. K. Mould, professor o! Bible and religion
as necessary to our Nation's welfare as are
at the college for 31 years, 1919 to 1950.
soldiers and statesmen.
A plaque was dedieated.
Two centuries ago early Americans fought
A dinner marked the retirement of Dr.
for a nation not then born. People knew
John R. Tuttle, an instructor at the college
and accepted their responsibil1ties then; . since 1913. President Lewis Eldred spoke
why can't we?
feelingly of the excellent service he has renWe must realize that our Government 1s
dered the college as teacher, preceptor, and
the best in the world. A'Blde from merely
exemplar and of his in:fluence in the combeing one of our blessings, this pattern of
munity in many effective ways.
Government is a theory-in-practice demonToday in the Park Church the class of
stration before the eyes of the world.
1952 received its degrees; and with the enShould we fall, it would not be America's
couragement a.nd admonitions of Thomas J.
!allure, but the !aUure of a democracy. In
Watson, Jr., fresh i~ mind, left collegiate
this struggle for a free world, America must
halls to go out in the world and have a try
at applied education.
survive.
Never was there greater need of wellBecause of this dual imPortance, it 1s
trained, well-balanced women-and menespecially important that we be strong. The
and we wish for them unflagging determistrength of our Nation must be derived
nation and the persistence that bring high
from the strength of tbe people. If our
hopes to full fruition.
country is to be free of prejudice, our peoAn Elmira College diploma is accepted
ple must be free of it. While equality is
everywhere as the hallmark of excellence in
one of our goals, our people must accept and
education. In Elmira College the citizens of
support it.
this community take great pride as one of its
These people must be educated. An infinest institutions, one deserving support in
telligent person is not easily enslaved. A
every way.
learned man will fight oppression and behind him will stand the little men who have
Mr. Speaker, I includ~ the · following
awaited a leader.
masterful address of Thomas J. Vlatson,
We are free. In one way this serves as a
delivered by his son, Thomas J. Watson,
disadvantage. Had we fought for our freeJr., on the occasion of the commencedom or thrown off a yoke of oppression, we
might hold it more dearly. Perhaps bement exercises of the ninety-seventh
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founders of this Institution-those educa·
tionl\,1 pioneers through whose efforts was
laid the ground work of the future usefulness
President Eldred, distinguished members of
and service of this college. While other colthe board of trustees and of the faculty.
leges claim to be older, Elmira was the first
members of the graduating class, and friends
women's college to grant degrees. It is
of Elmira College.
through the steadfast purpose and vision of
I deeply appreciate the high honor that has
those early pioneers that we, today, are priv·
been accorded me here today at Elmira Col·
1leged to share in the educational benefits
lege, and I consider it a great privilege to be
which flow from this institution. I want to
present with all of you at these ceremonies.
pay tribute not only to the founders of this
I pay tribute to your president, Dr. Eldred.
and other education institutions, but also to
Throughout his career he has devoted his
those who have followed after them.
time and unusual talents to our youth and
We are still pioneering today-and pioneer·
to increasing educational opportunities for
lng means improving. The founders, or
them. :Piis record here as professor of educa·
pioneers, always play a big part in the de·
tion and as president since 1949 is outstand·
velopment of every undertaking. The found·
ing, and has increased his already great
ers of Elmira College had the real pioneer
.prestige in the world of education.
spirit, and today the people interested in the
I also pay tribute to the trustees, officers,
continued growth and progress of Elmira
and faculty of this great institution. Your
have the same pioneer spirit that those
great work iS" reflected in the fine, capable
young ladies whom you send out into the . founders had. This is true of education in
general.
world.
As I view the situation today, I put my
I am tremendously interested in the young
faith
in the two things on which we must
men and women of our country and the part
depend
for the preservation of the type of
they will play in the future of America and
civilization we stand for. They are spiritual
the world. That is why an occasion such as
values and educational values.
this is a great inspiration to me and SUS•
We, in the United States, can take pride
tains my faith and confidence in what lies
in the increasing emphasis and assistance
before us.
we are giving to both.
Here at Elmira you young ladies have
Our permanent investment in the physical
taken full advantage of the splendid oppor·
property and equipment of our churches,
tunity of receiving a liberal education under
public schools, and institutions of higher
the guiding influence of an institution that
learning has constantly been growing, until
for nearly a century has been dedicated to
today it stands as well over $26,000,000,000.
the finest cultural and spiritual values.
And we are spending annually more than
You young women who will go forth from
$13,000,000,000 for religious and educational
here today will carry the high standards.
purposes.
enthusiasm and knowledge gained at Elmira
But, far more important that our financial
College to become our hope for the future.
backing is the fact that, in the past 30 years,
We often hear the expression, "It's a man's
membership in our churches has increased
world." Nothing could be further from the
at a rate nearly double the rate of increase
truth. It is as truly a "woman's world" as
in our population. And our Sunday School
it is a " man's world."
attendance is increasing · even faster.
Perhaps a century ago it was a "man's
In the year 1950 alone, an average of 10
world," but the fact that it is no long~r is
new churches per day were constructed in
attributable to the efforts and achievements
th~ United States.
of great women leaders who pioneered and
In the period since 1920, enrollments in
made outstanding contributions in every
major field of endeavor.
our elementary schools have increased 17
percent; in high schools 147 percent; and in
Time does not permit my paying tribute to
institutions of higher learning 272 percent.
all of the women who have pioneered in makAt the same time, our public school exing a place for women in religion, education,
penditures per pupil have risen from $48.01
science and industry, and all phases of
annually to $256.48-an increase of 434 per·
American life. I do want to mention, how·
cent. And our investment in school and
ever, one who lived in this vicinity and who
college facilities and equipment has in·
devoted her life to the cause of woman
creased 589 percent.
suffrage and who added great strength to
all American institutions, and she is Susan
I look upon the money being spent for
B. Anthony.
educational purposes not as an expense, but
as an investment--the finest investment we
. In my own case, in addition to my father
can make of our taxpayers' money.
y.rhose training and guidance have remained
with me all my life, I share whatever success
We must constantly plan to increase great·
ly not only the money we invest in educa·
I have been able to achieve with the women
tional facilities and equipment, but also the
who have had such a fine influence on me,
salaries we pay our· officers, faculty members,.
beginning with my mother, my sisters, and
and teachers in the schools and colleges who·
my . wife. My mother helped me write my
are devoting their lives to educate our chil·
first speech, and today I never make a speech
dren.
·
·
·
on any subject without going over it with
Mrs . .Watson, . who always improves on it.
The young people are our most important
And I share with all of them the great honor· human assets, and our schools are playing
you have paid nie today.
the vitally important role of provid~ng the_
means to increase their knowledge and un. It .is- a very .happy occasion for me to be
derstanding of the nature of their cultural
pere because Elmira brings back memories to
heritage, to extend their vision, and to make
:p1e which I have carried through the years
them more useful citizens in their respec··
with affection. My father was a friend of
tive
communities.
the late David B. Hill, and the first time I
· The almost unbelievable developments
visited Elmira, it was_niy father who brought
me with him to hear GDvernor Hill make an
which have come to the human race
address. He brought me to Elmira on
through educational advancement and sciother occasions, too. One which stands out
entific progress should not be taken for
in my memory was when I rode on the elecgranted. We should never forget that they
tric trolley, which Elmira was among the
have been brought about by the vision, labor,
first cities in America to install. And it was
sacrifice, and pioneering of adventurous
here in Elmira, at the Miller School of Com·
men and women. Each generation has
merce, where I gained from Mr. Miller, Mr.
picked up the developments of former gen·
Meeker, Mr. Estes, and others a foundation on
erations, added to them and passed on to
their children more advanced developments.
which I have built my business education.
Thls responsibility, which has been accepted
On behalf of those interested in Elmira
by your fathers and mothers and by their
College today, I want to pay tribute to the

graduating class of Elmira College, Elmira, N.Y.:

fathers and mothers, is now yours because
progress is not automatic.
Whenever I speak on the subject of edu·
cation, my mind goes back to the early settlers and pioneers of our country. They had
nothing to back up the power of their brains
except their own physical power. With only
the power of their hands and limited animal
power, they cleared the forests, cleared the
land for seeding, harvesting their crops, and
threshed their grains.
The blacksmith shop was their only man·
ufacturing industry. But the women carried on industry in the home. They carded
wool, spun it into thread, wove it into cloth,
and made it into clothing, and in doing so
were engaged in four different types of man·
ufacturing right in the home.
Their only means of communication was
the handwritten letter, carried by the stagecoach or pony express.
But by. the use of their brain power, they
left us a wonderful heritage.
They saw here a land of opportunity, and
they established and fought for a system of
government based on freedom of the individual.
They established for us freedom of wor·
ship, freedom of speech, and freedom of the
press.
Truly, it is the relentless effort of the
pioneer which has made our civilization.
In our own country, because of the vast
Wilderness to be conquered and the distant
territory to be molded into statehood, we
have associated the pioneer most often with
westward migration-with the problem of
bringing an uncharted continent under
man's control. But, we must not forget that
the man who conquers in the realm of business, of the intellect, and of the spirit is
just as true a pioneer as one who explores
and opens an undeveloped territory, or
bridges a swirling river, or defeats a tractless
desert, or rugged mountain range.
Today, through our expanded educational
system, our scientific knowledge and research, and our free-enterprise system, we
have developed a country which, with only
6 percent of the world's population and 7
percent of its land area, before the war, produced 47 percent of the world's manufactured
goods, and consumed 90 percent of that production within our own borders.
We hear a great deal about the development and improvement of machines and
power. Many people refer to these developments as the machine age or power ae,-e.
We know that men have conceived the ideas,
carried on the research, invented, developed,
and improved the machines and power and
that they are of no value without men to
operate them. ;Every. age since primitive
PJ.an has· been a man age. · This is a man
ag~the greatest man age mankind has lived.
through, despite the fact that production
machines in the factory and business ~a
chines in the office are being used in the
United States. and foreign countries to a
far greater degree than in any other period
of the world's history-.
Human power,- using better mechanical
aids, is back of every successful organi~ation
and institution, whether engaged in - manufacturing, production, or other lines o!
business. A company may have good products, but unless those products aFe backed
up with trained and efficient human power,
that company will not travel far on the
road to achievement.
Men and women, individually and collec·
tively, are doing bigger and better things
today than in any other age recorded in
history, and the machines we hear of are
incidental to man. They are simply the tools
which human power has devised to help m an
to do a better job. The present age holds
forth far greater opportunities than eV3r
before for the young men and women who
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desire to succeed and are willing to put
forth efforts to reach their goal.
As our civilization has developed, men
and women have developed themselves
through education. They have learned to
study through reading, listening, discussing, observing, and thinking, so that today
the United States is a great powerhouse for
generating ideas, ideals, and improved machines and methods for the betterment of
mankind. This powerhouse has brought to
the people of the world during the pas.t 120
years more of the comforts and conveniences
of life than came during the previous 5,000
years of civilization.
It has been said that a citizen of the
Roman Empire would have felt more at home
visiting George Washington than would the
Father of our Country in a visit to a modern
home of today. Most 'of these changes have
taken place since the founding of this college.
It is true that we have many present-day
problems to solve, but solutions to all our
problems al'e going to be found. We must
:find the right answer through religion, education and research. Dr. Charles F. Kettering has defined research as "Finding out
what you are gomg to do when you cannot
keep on doing what you are doing now."
Every educational institution is really a
research laboratory, and every educator and
individual is a research engineer, ~ause
no one has the desire to keep on doing things
permanently the same way he is doing them
today.
·
If we consider what the future holds for
ourselves and our children, we must remember to think in international terms. The
accomplishments of our modern world have
increased the mutual dependency of nations
and have brought them clos~r together. The
mutual exchange of goods and services, of
men and methods, of ideas and ideals is the
common bond between nations. We must
become vitally aware of these things and
strive to expand them if we are to attain
mankind's highest hope-a free and peaceful
world.
In the United Nations we have the means
to implement these necessary practices. I
look upon this world organization as a great
university with a faculty made up of men
and women from the member nations who
are developing a new curriculum for study
by the people of all countries, a curriculum
which must be studied and worked upon not
only by this generation but hy generations
to follow. That job is never going to be
finished because changing world conditions
will naturally call for improved methods.
Some people wonder why the United Nations is not accomplishing more. They fail
to reflect on the fact that it is dealing with
the problems of a vast, complicated world of
many languages and diverse customs. They
fAil to review . its record of substantial
achievement during the seven short years it
has been in operation. Here in the United
States, when we became an independent
Nation it took us nearly 20 years to agree
on a Constitution, and we have amended
it 22 times since. We must have faith in
the United Nations and do everything we
can to support it.
.My mind goes back to the last time I heard
the late Elihu Root speak. He was past 91
at the time, and the occasion was the twentyfifth anniversary of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, just a few months
before he died. I have often repeated his
words, particularly to young people. He said,
in closing his remarks, "Gentlemen, keep
looking right out in front. Things look better out there than they have ever looked
before ln the history of the world. We are
making a great many mistakes, but we have
always made mistakes. Your job is to correct the mistakes, and you cannot do it by

sitting down and finding fault. You have to
study and work to find the right answer."
You have been guided on the road toward
the right answers here at Elmira College.
The future belongs to you young people, and
I know that you will meet the ever-expanding opportunities for good which it holds.
I know that all of you young ladies who
are graduating today when you return to
your respective communities will always represent Elmira College in the way it is entitled
to be represented. I know that in your work
you will reflect credit and honor on yourselves and this institution of higher learning.
Again let me say how much I have enjoyed
being with you today. I am happy to have
received your honor, and happier yet to have
received your friendship. I extend to each
and every one of you my kindest regards and
very best wishes for good health and happiness and success.
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Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks in the
REcoRD, I include an article by Alexander P. de Seversky entitled ''We Have
No Air Power."
Major Seversky is an acknowledged
expert on air power, and his findings in
this article, which appeared on June 16
in the Freeman, are little short of appalling.
Our .people back home are beginning
to ask more and more insistently what
has been done with all the money voted
for the Air Force by the Congress, and
taken from the taxpayers.
Mr. Speaker, this question should and
must be answered. The parents of our
soldiers in Korea have a right to know
why the air power of the United States
is not the strongest and mightiest in the
world.
The article follows:
WE HAVE No AIR POWER
(By Alexander P. de Seversky)
The essential optimism of the American
people has been put under severe strain by
the lessons of Korea. It grows apparent that
our air striking power is steadily deteriorating in that theater in relation to the enemy's.
Because we never have lost a foreign war,
the general assumption is that we will not
lose the next one; that we can defeat any
nation, 1. e., the Soviet Union, or any combination of nations that the Kremlin can
bring against us. Our self-assurance is in
general justified, yet we cannot win a war
against the Soviet world empire without
global command of the air. Given the Soviet Union's overwhelming superiority in
manpower and its favored position in the
great Eurasian heartland, command of the
air is the sine qua non of our war-making
potential.
Such command we do not have; and, as we
study the dismaying reports from Korea, we
may well doubt whether it is attainable
without a drastic revision of our whole military philosophy, QUr strategy, and concept
of weapons.
What have we learned in Korea? We have
learned that, although we have the greatest
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industrial potential in the world, we have
allowed ourselves to be outnumbered in the
air by the Soviet enemy, who is taking an
ominous lead over us both in quantity and
quality of his fighting tactical aircraft. Our
command of the air over Korea is threatened.
So far in Korea the Communists have not
chosen to attack our ground forces from
the air; they have not bombarded our targets with determination. In my view this
is because the Soviet overlords do not wish
to unmask their true power until they are
ready for a decisive showdown, in order to
exploit to the maximum the elem~ent of
surprise.
The only advantage we now have in the ·
Korean air grows out of the superiority of
our pilots. This advantage, however, will
dwindle as more Communist pilots gain
combat experience. We may gather from reports of enemy action that the air over the
Yalu River is being used as a proving ground
for testing equipment and tactics and
schooling pilots under combat conditions.
Should the enemy bring his numerical superiority to bear against us in the skies, our
air forces will be so busy with air combat
for mere survival as to be of little use to
the riflemen on the ground. Even if their
forces remain qualitatively inferior, the sheer
weight of numbers may absorb our air potential so completely that it will be unable to
give close support to the ground forces. In
such event we shall, if hostilities are resumed, risk a military disaster in Korea.
We have at the moment an edge over the
Soviet forces plane for plane. I have already
noted that our pilots are better trained.
We have better sighting devices and a small
advantage in ·firepower. Our jets are primarily equipped with 50-caliber machine
guns firing nonexplosive, solid slugs which
do very little damage to the enemy MIG's
but, because of their high rate of fire, do
score frequent and occasionally vital hits.
In most cases we inflict only superficial damage and the MIG is able to streak home at
700 miles per hour to fight again.
The Soviet aircraft, by contrast, are
equipped with 20-millimeter and 37-millimeter cannon firing explosive shells. A di~
rect hit by such a projectile is enough to
destroy an airplane. But because their rate
of fire and muzzle velocity are low, their
sighting devices inferior, · the MIG's score
relatively few hits. That is why we shoot
down more aircraft than the enemy does.
We should assume that this situation will
be rectified in time, but not necessarily to
our advantage. The Am~rican sighting devices will no doubt soon appear on Russian
planes, perhaps with improvements, as in
the case of their adaptation of the British
jet engine. They have had ample opportunity to copy our sights from shot-down
planes.
What we see ln Korea today on both sides
is obsolescent aircraft. We know that we
have better engines and airframes, improved
technical equipment on test. We must take
it for granted that the Russians likewise have
superior fighting craft on the way. I think
it obvious that the Kremlin is not giving the
Chinese its latest types, keeping those for
itself in case of major hostilities.
_ If we were outnumbered only in Korea,
we might view the situation with more equanimity. But the Soviet Union outnumbers
us in fighting planes generally. According
'to such authorities as Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, Secretary Thomas Finletter, and
Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg, the Soviet Union has
something like 20,000 airplanes available for
combat. True, the Russians at present concentrate production on interceptors, whereas
we divide our production among a number
of types. The Russians primarily outnumber us tactically. They have no alternative.
Their first job is to secure their base of
operation-to take possession of vital areas
on their own continent-and that can be ,
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done only by ground forces. To provide
close air support of their mass land army,
their strategy demands great masses of tactical aircraft for command of the air over
battlefields.
American air-power deficiency is far more
serious than generally acknowledged. Indeed, I feel compelled to make the assertion,
based on a life-long study of military aviation, that the United States for all practical
purposes today has no air power. Worse,
unless radical changes are made in our strategic judgments, it will never have real air
power.' If we persevere along the present
lines, we shall have a large number of m iscellaneous aircraft, but this amorphous mass
will not constitute air power in the strategic
sense-to achieve command of the air.
THE NATURE OF Am POWER

Gen. Omar Bradley, speaking recently in
Pasadena, Calif., stated:
"Americans will have to fight on the ground
3,000 miles from home if we are to provide
an ultimate protection to New York, St. Louis,
and Pasadena. Some prefer the dramatic
vision of American power sitting securely in
the Gibraltar nest of the North American
continent, with our eagles flying out to defend the nest, and to attack the enemy if
war should occur. This Gibraltar concept is
a selfish and a defensive one."
In a subsequent magazine article he enlarged on this theme :
"Because we Americans prefer quick and
easy solutions to difficult problems, we are
vulnerable to a theory of defense which
catches our imagination. A military concept, popularly known as the Gibraltar
theory, places reliance mainly on air power
and sea power and contemplates the withdrawal of our ground forces from the continent of Europe to our own North American
Gibraltar. The adoption of this policy by us
would leave our friends in Europe to face
aggression by themselves, while we bombed
the enemy from afar, and we would soon
find ourselves without allies, and going it
alone."
Either General Bradley does not grasp the
basic pr.inciples of aerial warfare, or he distorts them against his own better judgment
in his zeal to please those who dominate our
foreign policy.
What, after all, is command of the air? It
is the ability Of a nation to navigate through
the air at will anywhere over the face of the
globe, and the ability to deny this freedom of
air navigation to any enemy. To illustrate:
Thousands of tactical aircraft built to sup·port ground forces, to be fired like so many
shells to clear a path for an advancing army,
do not by themselves constitute air power.
Such a tactical air force cannot give strategic command of the air. It is part and
parcel of the ground forces-another weapon
added to the array of ground weapons such
as tanks and cannon.
True strategic air power can be expressed
only by air forces designed and built specifically to achieve command of the air, that
1s to say with the capacity to win the air
battle by destroying the enemy's air forces in
being as well as his sources of air power on
the ground. This is the . kind of air power
that can deliver atomic bombs and other explosives at the right time and place to destroy the enemy's capacity to wage war; the
kind that can deny our air to the enemy so
that the American industrial heart will maintain its healthy beat; the kind that can shield
European rearmament through its power as a deterrent; the kind that can assure
us friendly skies over the ccven seas so that
our overseas supply lines may be maintained;
the kind that can protect the vital sources of
strategic materials from destruction by the
enemy's long-range aviation, so our own
war machine can be sustained.
It is a military truism that air power is
only as good as its base. If we plan air
power based on the soil of Europe or its en-

virons, within easy reach of overwhelming
Soviet ground forces and tactical air force,
it could readily be neutralized through destruction of its bases. Thus it ·stands to
reason that the air power to give us global
command of the air ought to be located primarily here on our own soil, on a secure base
inaccessible to the Russian Army and its
tactical air force.
General Bradley told us last November
that "in the Strategic Air Command, we
have the finest fleets of aircraft in the
world." This is simply not so. Outside of
some 100 obsolescent B-36's, we have no
equipment to lmplement a true strategic air
force. What is coming from production
lines for that purpose, such as the B-47,
hasn't the necessary range to do the job.
Refueling in the air to extend range is, in
my opinion, highly dubious under combat
conditions for sustained offensive. Moreover, through some unexplained and fantastic blunder these new jet bombers are Virtually unarmed, having only two 50-caliber
machine guns in the tail firing backward.
We are having difficulty shooting down
MIG's with our Sabre jets equipped with six
50-caliber machine guns. It is absurd to
imagine that a big bomber can defend itself with only two such guns. Should these
bombers attempt to invade hostile air defended by the latest Soviet fighter planes,
they will prove clay pigeons for the enemy's
defenses. The tragic probability is that
Russia is no longer deterred by our great
stockpile of atomic bombs, because we lack
effective means of delivering them on a decisive scale.
As matters stand, I doubt that outside of
the B-60, of which we have only two, our
new jet bombers are proper weapons with
which to win command of the air over Soviet
Russia. In spite of spectacular speeds, they
will be intercepted by enemy fighters, and
not having · adequate or proper d 1fensive
power or electronic countermeasures, they
will be easy prey. The error of the last war
is being repeated. At that time our Chief
of Air Force stated: "My bombers are going
to fiy so high and so fast that nothing can
intercept them." As a result, armament
was neglected, and his bombers were shot
down in droves. Only toward the war's end
did they carry sufficient firepower to win
command of the air over Germany.
· Our strategic air force is well conceived,
well manned, superbly led, but it is only a
token force. Should it be called upon to
carry out its missions, this precious nucleus
of gallant men will be lost, without inflicting
decisive damage or even seriously impairing
the Soviet capacity to make war.
WHY WE ARE OUTCLASSED

Why are we so decisively outclassed by
the Soviet Union in the air? Why have we
no genuine air power in being or in sight?
The answers may be grouped under two general headings: technological and political.
Let me deal first with our technological
shortcomings.
At the end of World War II the Germans
were at least a decade ahead of the world in
the development of jet engines and supersonic aerodynamics. The British were ahead
of us by many years. We had to win an air
war and therefore sacrificed research to mass
production. After VE-day our scientists and
engineers had the opportunity to survey German technological progress. Having secured
the necessary data, they came home satisfied
that they would be able to start where the
Germans left off. Only on rare occasions did
they bring with them German scientists to
profit by their know-how. On the whole we
ignored the experience of German engineers,
designers and manufacturers. In some cases
we deliberately excluded German scientists
from the very work in which they excelled.
This was due to false psychology and false
pride. We considered ourselves leaders in
the technological field and were loath to ac-

cept advice from yesterday's enemies. Yet
the German know-how on production of jet
engines (· ·mld have been invaluable. Such
experience is the product of many years of
effort. Starting on our own, it took us 3
years to retrace German scientific steps, so
that it was 1950 before we found ourselves at
the German level of 1945. Besides, our en·gine industry, having tremendous inventories of production of reciprocal engines,
was apparently reluctant to make a changeover. Thus Pratt & Whitney secured a
license from Rolls Royce for its Nene engine
as late as 1948, a year after the same engine
was sold to the Russians. Wright Aeronautical, after spending scores of millions on
developing its own jet engine, finally secured
a license for the British Sapphire engine,
which will not roll from the production line
in any substantial quantity before 1954. In
short, we lost 5 years of precious time.
The Russians, on the other hand, frankly
admitted that they were ignorant on the subject. Having no high quality aircraft engine
industry to speak of, they invited (or kidnaped) the German scientists, gave them all
the necessary facilities and left them free to
continue their work; provided them with
comforts and took good carE: of their families
in Germany to allay anxieties and boost incentives. As a result, the Germans in Russia
have made extraordinary progress in the
techniques of design and production of jet
engines. They managed to improve the British Nene engine, both in performance and
simplification of production through metallurgical and other innovations. Why the
United States did not avail itself of the Nene
engine before it was sold to the Russians defies explanation.
As for the British, their policy was somewhere between the American and the Russian. They did not turn the German scientists completely loose but succeeded in
welding them into an effective team with
their own. That policy also proved helpful,
and today there is no question that the
British are ahead of us in the quality of their
jet engines. Barring some remarkable discoveries, it will be very difficult for us to regain the lost time, unless a tremendous concentration of wealth and effort is made with
an A-1 priority of funds for research and development facilities, plus national recognition of a state of emergency in this field.
Now as to the political obstacles to the
fullest development of a vast air program.
Since World War II there have been changes
in the industrial life of the Nation that have
impaired our productive efficiency. A large
part of this impairment may be laid to what
may be termed the marriage of capitalistic
and socialistic industrial policies. Our massproduction lines are not as efficient as in the
past. They are plagued by all kinds of new
regulations and new attitudes on the part of
both labor and management. We have lost
the accelerating effect of full incentive.
Production today is being handled primarily
on a cost-plus basis through continuous renegotiations, with the Government carrying
the burden of additional expenses. Therefore, there is no incentive for anybody to
produce more units in a given time. Everybody is more interested in the gross business
transacted than in how many units are produced.
These factors-lack of competition, lack of
profit incentive, and lack of efficiency, together with the much greater complexity of
the aircraft themselves-result in fewer units
produced per dollar and per diem. For example, one factory that during World War II
was producing 10 fighters per day is today
producing only half a fighter a day. In my
judgment, we may never again produce, as 1n
the last war, 100,000 aircraft a year.
But at bottom we have no air power because we have no over-all strategy. In line
with the political policy of containment, we
are building all kinds of forces and weapons
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to meet the enemy's initiative at any possible
At the top we require military men who have
point of his own choice. This makes for
been nurtured in this new type of technologprofligacy. In aircraft, we are designing and
ical air warfare, so that their insights and
building everything conceivable for strategic · philosophy may permeate our entire Military
Establishment. We have plenty, of such men
and tactical use-from small puddle-jumpers
in our Armed Forces. We need only the
for artillery observation to artificial rocketpressure of an enlightened public opinion
driven satellites to be hung in the sky. Our
on this issue to put them in command.
Air Force today begins to look like Noah's
America can win a war against a nation
Ark-a pair of ev'e rything and no concen_traor comLination of nations-but it cannot win
tion of numbers to implement any definite
"in any old way." There are those who
mission. To quote General Bradley again,
assert that in our military preparations we
"Our strategy must meet the various capabilhave passed the point of no return. I disities of our potential enemy, and any method
agree.
We still have a choice between the
of attack which he might choose; and must
current strategy of so::.called balanced forces
meet the attack at the time and place of his
and strategy resting on air power.
choosing."
The balanced-forces strategy is bound to
MAIL-ORDER STRATEGY
deteriorate into a surface struggle with the
We have set ourselves an impossible task.
aim of destroying Communist armies. Since
It is a mail-order approach to strategy; an
we ourselves lack the numbers to generate a
attempt to build in advance ready-made
victorious
force for that kind of struggle, we
packages of weapons and forces for every conare laboring to create a kind of international
tingency the enemy may force upon us. A
army to do the necessary. In such a ,plan,
mail-order house at least has a fairly good
our survival depends on the ability of an
idea of what its customers want, whereas by
array of other nations to defend themselves
General Bradley's admission we haven't the
and, in a sense, to defend us. If any of them
slightest idea what the Communists will
falters,
the whole scheme collapses. In eforder from our military department store.
fect, our fate is tied to the internal political
(I want to make clear that I am not imvicissitudes of those foreign countries.
pugning the good intentions or patriotism of
The alternative strategy is to make Amer•
General Bradley, but simply citing him as
1ca strong in its own right. That can be
spokesman for our military leadership.)
achieved only through air power which can
That is why we are attempting today to
guarantee us global command of the air.
build the biggest army, the biggest navy,
Only in the air can we bring to bear against .
the biggest air force, the biggest marine
the Soviets not only better quality but overcorps simultaneously-and for good measure,
whelming numbers. If America is strong in
trying to rearm not only the free world
its own right, we shall not have to buy the
but some nations whose loyalty to freedom
loyalty of allies with dollars. Strength atis dubious, while feeding the whole world
tracts allies. They will climb on the band
and giving industrial aid to backward
wagon of freedom not only because our side
nations.
One hundred and fifty million
is right, but because our side has might.
Americans cannot hope to support such a
program without weakening themselves to
the danger point. Insofar as this confusion
amounts to a strategy, only one thing seems
Unique: The Capitol Page School
clear. It is grooming us for a climactic
ground-bayonet struggle, where the advantages are overwhelmingly on the enemy's
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
side.
OF
The outworn concept of the last war apparently still prevalent, namely: to have a
small strategic air force designed only to
OF FLORmA
soften the enemy in order to enable our
Army to win a land battle. But a small
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strategic air force will not suffice to achieve
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command of the air over Russia to do the
necessary softening. Only a genuine and
Mr. BENNET!' of Florida.
Mr.
preponderant strategic air force can do the
Speaker, I rise to pay tribute to the
job. And that cannot be created unless
pages who serve their country so well in
we drastically cut down our land and sea
their daily duties among us, and also to
forces, and especially their tactical air compay tribute to those who teach them
ponents, so that the released facilities may
in their school and help them to achieve
be assigned for production of strategic aircraft. More than ever it becomes obvious
greater capacities for future service. I
that we must take inventory, reshape our
know of no better way to salute them
strategy, determine which force is decisive,
all, pages and teachers, than to include
which is within our· manpower and our inhere the following splendid article by
dustrial capacity, and concentrate on this
Miss Jessie L. Williams, one of the teachforce as our A priority. Air power is, in
ers in the Capitol Page School, the origimy opinion, that essential force.
nal printing being in the May edition
Global command of the air is an absolutely indispensable precondition to victory.
of the bulletin of the High School Teach. Once we have such global command, we can
ers Association:
take our time in creating the other forces.
UNIQUE: THE CAPITOL PAGE SCHOOL
As it is, we are ·putting the cart before
(By Jessie L. Williams)
the horse-and starving the horse to death.
It is generally admitted that our surface
Among Washington's unique features is
forces cannot win a battle without air comthe Capitol Page School. It is the only
mand. So, if the worst comes to the worst,
school in the District for which a particular
it is better to win the battle of the air,
job is a requisite for enrollment; it is the
and then consider possible exploitation of
only District school for which the District
that victory, than to build great surface
does not supply space; its graduates have
forces and lose them because we lack the
the rare honor of receiving a presidential
air power to give them friendly skies. But
certificate in addition to the regular diploma;
it has elevator service for students and facI fear that such a new strategy can never
be put into being by men whose whole exulty-and these singular features multiply.
perience is that of past wars. Military men
The students qualify for this school by way
can never implement a new approa.ch that
of an appointment as page in the Supreme
Court (4), the Senate (21), or the House
is beyond their technological knowledge, experience, philosophy, and professional en(49). Most people assume erroneously that
each Member appoints a page, but congresvironment.
sional decision limits simultaneously the
If we are to implement a genuine air strat- egy, we must have entirely ;new leadership.
number of pages and the school's enrollment.

HON. CHARLES E. BENNETT
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SNUFF AND SAND

Boys receive take-home pay of $225 a
, month for .performing duties which include
such chores as answering phones, placing at
Members' desks copies of bills currently under consideration, notifying Members of the
arrival of visiting constituents, providing
water for speakers, filling snuff boxes and
sand bottles, running errands to the House
and Senate office buildings.
Most appointments are for an indefinite
length of time, and depend on continued
patronage, adequate performance . of duty,
and maintenance of average marks. Some
pages have very brief careers, since their
sponsors wish to offer the experience to several boys each year; others may be with us
for 4 years.
CROSS SECTION, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

The boys represent a cross section of the
United States, as their accents and idioms
indicate-from California to Massachusetts;
from Florida to Michigan. Their loyalty to
their States is intense; and innocently
worded sentences which are interpreted as
disparaging can be worked into heated debates.
School is in session in the "attic" of the
Library of Congress from 6:15 to 10:25 a. m.
on days when the District schools are open,
and 6:15 often finds sleepy students, especially when there has bee!l a late session, for
the boys are on duty until the Congress recesses. On these mornings-after, there is
understandably little preparation, but by
way of compensation for early and late sessions, the small classes permit much individual attention.
. The school quarters include five classrooms, a library (coals to Newcastle) , an
office, and a book room. The blond furniture is largely new, and there are green
"blackboards." The subject fields offered in
this 4-year high school are math and sci. ence, language, business, English, and social studies.
POMP AND CmCUMSTANCE

Because of the limited availability of pupils, extracurricular activities are restricted.
However, they include a student council, National Honor Society, hotly contested elections, yearbook, newspaper, basketball, and
golf teams, as well as social activities. Assemblies are held in the Coolidge Auditorium, the location of the Budapest string
quartette concerts.
An appropriately unusual ending for a
unique school career comes each year for
·from 10 to 20 graduates. Graduation ceremonies are held in the House Ways and
Means Committee room. The principal
speaker, selected by the class, is traditionally
one of the men they serve-this June, Senator MATTHEW NEELY, of West Virginia.
The Botanical Gardens 'provide lavish decorations, and the United States Navy Band
furnishes an orchestra of 25 men. With
Pomp and Circumstance, the Presidential
certificates and ·the coveted diplomas are distributed, and the boys bid farewell to one of
the most unusual experiences they may ever
encounter.

Trumanism and Socialism
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PATRICK J. BILLINGS
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. HllLINGS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I wish to
include an editorial by Mr. Charles Shel-.
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ton, editor of the Azusa (Calif.) Herald.
which appeared in that newspaper . on
Thursday, June 5, 1952. Mr. Shelton has
very aptly described the jeopardy to the
Nation's natural resources as a result of
the President's veto of the tidelands legislation.
Members of the House from the other
47 States should understand, after reading Mr. Shelton's editorial, that the tidelands legislation is not for the sole benefit of California or other coastal States.
The editorial follows:
TRUMANISM AND SOCIALISM

Last week President . Harry S. Truman vetoed legislation which would return the tidelands of California to State title. In amessage to the Senate the President said that
the tidelands bills would turn over to certain states as a free gift very valuable lands
and mineral resources of the United States
as a whole-that is, of all the people of the
country.
In that one sentence Truman lays out,
naked and unashamed, his simple and vicious
policy that the Federal Government-Mr.
Big in Washington, D. C.-should beg, borrow, or steaf all the power and resources that
it can lay its hands on within the borders
of the 48 States. His statement is a direct
blow at the sovereignty of the several States.
Centralization of power is synonymous with
Trumanism.
It so happens that California has oil-bearing strata under its tidelands. The 'mineral
wealth taken from our shorelines has meant
much to California. Now Truman, with
.considerable disregard for the historic facts
of the case, implies that California in the
past has been stealing this oil from the rest
of the )lation. The robbery, if there is any,
is just the reverse. The Fair Deal, through
the new concepts of socialization 4reamed
up by the Attorney General, has stolen a resource that has belonged to California for
millions of years.
·
If California's oil does not belong to this
State merely becau!)e it is overcovered by 30,
50, or 80 feet of tideland water, can it be said
that Michigan's iron ore-covered by 100 feet
of loam, belongs to private interests operating ~n Michigan? Or should Michigan's
iron ore, very valuable lands and mineral
resources, belong to the United States as a
whole? If Truman is going to steal California's oil lands will he also take Michigan's
iron ore? And how about Pennsylvania's
coal beds, which once lay under tidal sweepsf
What right has Pennsylvania to these special
coal resources? Should they not be shared,
even as California's .on, with all the Nation
through the paternal sponsorship of the Department of Interior? ,And the underground
sulfur deposits of Texas should be shared in
like manner through the· take-in-and-handout policies of the Truman doctrine. Reasoning thus, control of. portions of every
State of the Union could be taken over by the
Truman program.
The Trumanism of today, a reign of irresponsibility unparalleled in American history, will leave its mark on the Democratic
Party for years to come. Unfortunately, it
will leave its mark on the Nation even
longer.

Niagara Falls and River Power
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my re-

marks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a resolution which was
adopted by the Beacon Chamber of Commerce, Inc., Beacon, N.Y., in support of
the Capehart-Miller bill <S. 2021, H. R.
3146) providing for the further development of hydroelectric power from the
Niagara Falls and River by private enterprise. The resolution follows·:
Upon motion made and duly seconded at
the board of directors meeting held on Tuesday, February 5, 1952, the following resolution was unanimously adopted:
"Resolved, That the Beacon Chamber of
Commerce, Inc., is in favor of private industry, as represented by the five utility companies in New York State, developing the
additional water power from the Niagara
River. By unanimo~s vote of the board of
directors, they wish to go on record as favoring the passage by the legislature of the
proposed Capehart-M111er bill (S. 2021, H. R.
3146); and it is further
"Resolved, That the secretary be empowered and directed to forward a copy of this
resolution to the appropriate legislative
. officers."

A Toast to the Flag ·
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JAMES T. PATTERSON
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE

0~ REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. :PATTERSON. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
REcoRD, I include the following verse by
John J. Daly:
WASHINGTON NOTES

(By Bill Rosser)
FLAG DAY, JUNE 14, 1952-A TOAST TO THE FLAG

Here's to the Red of itThere's not a thread of it.
No, nor a shred of it
In all the spread of it
From foot to head,
But heroes bled for it,
Faced steel and lead for it,
Precious blood shed for it,
Bathing it Red!
Here's to the White of itThrilled by the sight of it,
Who knows the right of it
But feels the might of it
Through day and night?
Womanhood's care for it
Made manhood dare for it;
Purity's pray'r for it
Keeps it so White!
Here's to the Blue of itBeauteous view of it,
Heavenly hue of it,
Star-spangled dew of it
Constant and true;
Diadems gleam for it,
States stand supreme for it,
Liberty's beam for it
Brightens the Blue I
Here's to the Whole of itStars, stripes and pole of it,
Body and soul of it,
·
0, and the roll of it,
Sun shining through;
Hearts in accord for it
Swear by the sword for it,
Thanking the Lord for it,
Red, White, and Blue!
-John Jay Daly,

Why They Fight Taft-Hartley
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. HARRY McGREGOR
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include
an editorial appearing in the Mount
Vernon News:
WHY

THEY

FIGHT

TAFT-HARTLEY

President Truman has been a bitter critic
of the Taft-Hartley labor relations law ever
since that legislation was enacted.
Thus it was no~ surprising when he objected to its use as a means of handling the
dispute in the steel industry over a working
contract.
But it was somewhat surprising the lengths
to which he went to bypass it.
·He even -ordered seizure of the· entire industry, under claims he had inherent powers for the action, but was slapped down by
the courts.
·
Then he went to Congress with an appeal
for special legislation which would authorize
him to again take over the incJustry, and,
under Government control, change wages
and working conditions.
. He met another reverse ~ Lere, Congress refusing to enact the legislation, and suggesting that he use the law already available .
And Philip Murray, president of the CIO
and likewise of the steelworkers union, has
been just as bitter in his oppos~tion to the
Taft-Hartley Act. He too, opposed its us~ in
the steel case.
Why are those two, along with some others,
· so bitter against this act?
They have branded it as slave labor legislation but never have bee;n able to prove
· their point. Organized labor has been just
as free to bargain over wages and working
conditions under the Taft-Hartley law as it
was under previous legislatiO!l.
And the T-H Act has given the rank and
file of the labor unions freedoms they did
not before enjoy, through clipping the wings
of the powerful union leaders.
Both Mr. Truman and Mr. Murray were
particularly concerned about use of this law
in the steel dispute. They wanted nothing o!
it in this instance.
There must be a reason for that, too. And
there is.
The issue which balked a settlement of the
steel dispute was the union shop. The Wage
. Stabilization Board had recommended incorporation of this feature in a new steel
contract, along with wage benefits.
The wage matter could have been settled,
but not the union shop which the industry
refused to accept. So seizure of the industry
was the only method through which this aim
could be accomplished.
The Taft-Hartley Act, if invoked, contains
one provision of which Mr. Truman and Mr.
Murray seemed to be afraid.
That provision is for a secret vote, super•
vised by the National Labor Relations Board,
on whether employees want to accept or reject the industry's last and best offer . .
In the Steel case, the last and best offer
of the indu~try was for a liberal i:f1crease in
wages.
.
· That, undoubtedly, was the main objective
·of the steelworkers in agreeing to go through
a strike. It is highly improbable they would
consent to go through a long, costly strike,
with considerable suffering to their families,
. 'over the open-shop issue which could be of
no practical benefit to them individually.
· Chief beneficiaries of the union shop, if
'gained, would have been Mr. Murray and Mr.
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Truman. · Mr. Murray's power wbuld have
been increased in furtherance of his ambition which seems to know no. bounds, and
Mr. Truman would have been able to pay a
debt of long standing to Mr. Murray and
other labor· barons for . political support.
Their· hatred for the Taft-Hartley law
seems to have been prompted by entirely
selfish moti:ves and in no degree to have the
welfare of the workers at heart.
This conclusion is the result of their tactics, which were designed to force the union
shop on the steel companies and their employees, whereas procedure under the TaftHartley law would have been the democratic
way, by letting the workers themselves decide under what conditions they wished to
work.

Veto Wanted

EXTENSION OF. REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to caJl the attention of my colleagues to the following editorial which
appeared in the New York Times of
Friday, June 13, 1952:
VETO WANTED
Now on Mr. Truman's desk awaiting-we
hope-his veto, the McCarran-Walter antiimmigration b111 represents congressional rejection of a golden opportunity. It was an
opportunity to do two things that should
have been done together. · One was to codify
and to revise the whole body of American
immigration, nationalization, and nationality law. This the bill concededly does. The
other was to modernize and liberalize our
policy in this s;-here, or at the very least to
avoid adding any new racist and reactionary
features to existing immigration law.
This the bill fails to do. Although it contains some improvements, and although the
conference has brought . out in some (but
not all) respects a better bill than either the
Senate or the House version standing alone,
the measure still is so retrogressive and so
restrictionist that it would be .preferable to
have no new law at all than this sorry product
of more than 3 years' ·work.
This new immigration bill retains virtually
unchanged the old quota provisions, except
, that for the first time small quotas are given
to a number · of Asiatic nations. If the
quotas were to be kept, they might- at least
have been brought up to , date. Instead,
they are still based on the 1920 census figures.
Even so, temporary provision might have been
made for pooling of unused allotments, in
view of the fact that some countries never
approach their quota limits, while others
~ave filled their quotas for decades or even
centuries to come. The bill technically removes racial discrimination, but it still employs the. theory of racial origin so far as
Asiatics are concerned, and it sets up brand.
new barriers against West Indian Negroes.
Some of the wors.t administrative provi-·
sions of the Senate bill have been modified
in conference, but the exclusionist philosophy personified by Senator McCARRAN (except when it comes to his Basque sheepherders) perm~a.tes the bill and gives it its
fundamentally
objectionable
character.
Students of this measure see embedded in it
many grave threats to civil and human· liberties; Senator LEHMAN speaks of the extreme and arbitrary power it places in the
hands of administrative officials. There
have been so many examples in recent years
of unwise use of such powers in immigra-

tion (not to mention passport) cases that.
Congress should lean over backward to insure adequate opportunity for appeal. The
McCarran-Walter bill is unworthy of the
high ideals and high aspirations for which
the United States truly stands; it will help
neither our security, our self-respect, nor
our standing before the world. It should
be scrapped.

More Power From Niagara

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM E. MILLER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to ·extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives an article which appeared in
the March 1952 issue of the Flatbush
magazine, Brooklyn, N. Y. The article
follows:
MORE POWER FROM NIAGARA
The Niagara River has long been recognized as a potential source of electric power
far in excess of present development, but
an agreement with Can·a da had limited the
amount of water available for power purposes. In 1950 a new treaty was ratified with
Canada which provided the development of
three times the amount of power' now produced on the river.
All that remains is to decige what agency
is to develop the power. This decision can
only be made by Congress, which reserved the
right when the treaty was approved.
Three bills have been proposed and they
provide a clear-cut test between regulated
taxpaying private enterprise, on the one
hand, and tax-subsidized State or Federal
socialism, on the other.
The Ives-Cole bill proposes construction
and operation of the project under the jurisdiction of New York State. It would produce little, if any, tax revenues.
The Lehman-Roosevelt bill proposes that
the Federal Government construct the project from public funds. The cost to the taxpayers would be some $350,000,000. Again it
would produce little if any tax revenues.
The Capehart-M1ller bill proposes that the
development be carried on by private enterprise, without cost to the taxpayers. The
power would be distributed at regulated
rates, based on the cost to serve. The utility
companies which would participate paid
$160,000,000 in taxes last year. If they are
permitted to develop the Niagara Power
Project, they will pay an estimated $23,000,000 additional to the Federal, State and local
governments. The utilities interested in this
project are the five principal companies in
New York State now serving, under franchise
over 90 ·percent of the area of the State and
13,000,000 people. These companies are:
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp.;
Consolidated Edison Co. of New York, Inc.;
New York State Electric & Gas Corp.;
Niagara Mohawk Power Corp.; Rochester
Gas & Electric Corp.
No one can argue that Government must
develop this power for lack of any other
agency to do it. Nor are there any collateral
functions involved, such as flood control,
navigation, irrigation, sanitation, or reclamation which the advocates of socialized electricity can use to obscure the issues. Private
enterprise is ready and able to go ahead as
soon as Congress gives the necessary authorization. The five utilities concerned have
splendid records of service and expansion

behind them and their facilities are fully
interconnected. In a word, private, heavily
taxed enterprise can now obtain for the people a great new source of needed electricityand that electricity will be sold at the lowest.
possible price.
We feel the time has arrived when every
American shoul-d realize the dangers to our
free enterprise system whenever the Government goes into any business. Should the
Federal Government bill be passed, a long
step would have been taken toward socializing the entire utility industry.
Should this happen to the utility industry,
what would prevent the Government from
socializing other industries-the banks, the
railroads, the steel industry-or your ln•
dustry?

Use of Income From Undersea Oil
Reserves for Education

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. LISTER HILL
OF ALABAMA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
· Monday;. June 16, 1952 •

Mr. HILL. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
Appendix of the RECORD an excellent
article with reference to the submergedlands legislation .a nd the amendment
which 19 of us in the Senate sponsored
to have the oil revenues from the subinerged lands devoted to education.
. This article was written by Miss Elaine
Exton, Washington correspondent of the
American School Board Journal, and was
published in the May issue of the journal.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
WHAT ABOUT USING THE INCOME FROM THE
NATION'S UNDERSEA OIL RESERVES FOR EDuCATION?
(By Elaine Exton)
Lying beneath the waters of the open ocean
in the Continental Shelf 1 adjacent to the
shores of the United States are oil and gas
deposits of great magnitude. The United
States Geological Survey estimates that these
offshore oil areas-frequently misnamed
"tidelands"-could produce around 15,000,000,000 barrels-an asset worth at least
$40,000,000,000, at current prices.
The ocean bed of the Pacific Ocean and
Gulf of Mexico off the coasts of California,
Louisiana, and Texas is particularly rich in
these resources. According to one leading
geologists, "There may be as many of 10,500,000,000 barrels of oil along the coasts of Texas
and Louisiana alone." Asserting that "un-.
questionably the Gulf of Mexico gas 1s par1 The Continental Shelf underlies the marginal sea and the high sea. ·It commences at
the ordinary low tide and at the seaward
limits of inland navigable waters. Off the
New England coast where its width is greatest the shelf extends seaward about 250 miles.
in the Gulf of Mexico it reaches out as far
as 150 miles in some places, while off the
Pacific coast where ·it is relatively narrow
it varies in width from 5 miles or less to a
maximum of about 40 miles. The portion
along the shores of the United States covers
approximately 290,_000 square miles, with over
90 percent ·of this total located along the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts. The marginal sea
comprises those waters of the open sea over
which the United States and the coastal
States, within their respective powers, exercise the territorial jurisdiction.
"
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ticularly significant and ad~itional discovEaston, Pa.) which passed the House with
eries will further enhance these potentialiamendments on July 30, 1951, by a vote of
ties," a statement published in the proceed265 to 109 and similar measures sponsored
ings of the American Gas Association for 1949
respectively by Senator ToM CONNALLY
declares it "would constitute a total reserve
(Democrat, of Texas) and Senator SPESSARD
of approximately 4,000,000,000,000 cubic feet L. HoLLAND (Democrat, of Florida). They
of gas." This would have a field value of
would give outright title to the marginal sea
approximately $400,000,000 at a wellhead
and all that's in it to the coastal St~tes and
price of 10 cents per 1,000 cubic feet.
in the cas~ of the two first-named even
The United States Department of the Inpermit them to take over p art of the Contiterior reports that, under the present lim·
nental Shelf.
ited authority and special temporary arIN FAVOR OF FEDERAL MANAGEMENT
rangements being exercised in the Gulf of
After thoroughgoing study the Senat'1
Mexico and with California, current revenues
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
being collected by the Federal Government
on February 4, 1952, reported favorably to
from these submerged lands total about $1,the Senate not H . R. 4484 which gives to a
750,000 a month, of which approximately $1,few States the riches of our submerged
000,000 comes from California and $750,000
coastal lands but an interim measure- Senfrom the Gulf where the production is 20,000
ate Joint Resolution 2Q--which recognizes
barrels a day. This income is being held in
in keeping with the United States Supreme
the United States Treasury in a special acCourt decisions that these properties belong
count pending congressional action. If the
to the people of the entire country and prosituation is clarified so as to permit full devides for their administration by the Secrevelopment of this property under Federal
tary of Interior at a time when world condimanagement these earnings would be greatly
tions have made additional development of
increased.
our oil resources vital.
For about 16 years the ownership of these
As described :n the accompanying report
areas has been the subject of controversy beof the Senate Committee on Interior and
tween the Federal Government and the
Insular Affairs the main provisions of Senate
coastal States. The question of public as
Joint Resolution 20, cosponsored by Senators
contrasted with private operation is not at
JosEPH C. O'MAHONEY (Democrat, of Wyoissue since both the Federal Government
ming) and CLINTON P. ANDERSON (Democrat,
and ·the States customarily develop their oilof New Mexico), are as follows:
bearing lands through the issuance of lea~es
1. Good-faith leases issued by the States
to private companies and individuals.
to private operators are accorded Federal
Legislation introduced in the Eighty-secrecognition as promised by the Federal Govond Congress for the first time proposes using
ernment in the Supreme Court, and such
the revenues from these undersea petroleum
leases, providing they meet certain standards
reserves to aid primary, secondary, and
set forth in the measure, may be maintained
higher education in all the States. Its enunder the administrative supervision of the
actment is dependent on the Congress reSecretary of the Interior.
solving complicated problems raised by advocates of State ownership and passing legis2. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to issue new leases by competitive bidlation that will enable the United States Department of the Interior to properly deding on unleased portions of the Continental
velop these resources. Since progress toward
Shelf but, for a period of 5 years, this authority may be exercised within the seaward
these goals can only come if the facts are
fully understood and widely supported,
boundaries of a State only with the prior
school offtcials may want to include the bills
approval of the proper State offtcials. Seareferred to in this article in the list of conward boundaries are defined in the resolugressio~al measures on which they keep intion as a line 3 miles distant from the line
formed.
of mean low tide, in accordance with the
Supreme Court decisions. Lands beneath inTHE SUPREME COURT'S FINDINGS
land navigable waters including bays, harOn three occasions. the Supreme Court of
bors, and inlets are not claimed by the
the United States has ruled that the lands
Federal Government and therefore are left
submerged by the open ocean beyond the · to the States and are not subject to leasing
low-tide Itlark belong not to the States but
J;>y the Secretary.
to the Nation. 2 Its decisions in the Cali3. Thirty-seven and one-half percent of
fornia, Louisiana, and Texas cases held that
the revenues, such as bonus payments, rents,
the Federal Government under the Constiand royalties from operations within the
tution has had "paramount rights and inseaward boundary of a State are granted to
terests" in the mineral resources of this
the State. All other revenues are to be held
area since the beginning of our Nation and
in the Treasury in a special fund for disthat the coastal States do not and had never
position by the Congress.
owned these lands.
Representative EMANUEL CELLER (DemoThe title of the States to the tidelandscrat, New York) has introduced a similar
the lands between the points of high and
measure
in the House (H. J. Res. 274).
low tide 1n the Gulf of Mexico and the AtPROVISIONS OF OIL-FOR-EDUCATION AMENDMENT
lantic and Pacific oceans--and to the lands
under inland navigable waters-for example,
Believing in the need for legislation to
beneath lakes, rivers, harbors, inlets, baysfacilitate increased development of the Nais recognized and not questioned by our
tion's offshore petroleum and gas deposits
Government.
and that "Congress should act simultaneously to make a determination of the use to be
THE ISSUE OF STATE OWNERSHIP
made of the revenues therefrom," Senator
Unwilling to accept the decisions handed
LISTER HILL (Democrat, Alabama) on June
down by America's highest tribunal, the three
7, 1951, introduced an amendment to Senate
States with most at stake-California, LouisiJoint Resolution 20 that stipulat!s that the
ana, and Texas--backed by powerful oil inincome received from leasing resources of
terests are pressing Congress to enact sothe submerged coastal lands to private entercalled quit-claim legislation that would, in
prise
"shall be held in a special account in
effect, overrule the Supreme court's findings.
the Treasury during the present national
The leading quit-claim b•lls in the present
emergency • • • and shall be used only
Congress are H. R. 4484 sponsored by Confor such urgent developments essential to
gressman FaANciS E. WALTER, (Democrat, of
the national defense and national security
as the Congress may determine and there2 U.S. v. California, June 23, 1947 (332 U. S.
after shall be used exclusively as grants in
19); U. S. v. Louisiana, June 5, 1950 (339
aid of primary, secondary, and higher eduU.S. 699); U. S. v. Texas, June 5, 1950 (339
cation."
u.s. '707).

In short, this proposal would make it possible to earmark 62~ percent of the royalties
derived within the s~mile limit and 100 percent beyond for educational purposes in the
48 States when our•defense needs have been
met. In the Senate the oil for education
amendment has 18 sponsors betoides its prime
mover-Senator LISTER HILL. They represent 18 different States and include such Republican legislators at AIKEN~ MoRsE, and
TOBEY as well as such ·Democratic leaders as
DouGLAS, FuLBRIGHT, and KEFAUVER. Representative MIKE MANSFIELD, Democrat, of
Missoula, Mont., introduced the same amendment in the House-House Joint Resolution
296.
• Both amendments sanction the creation of
a National Advisory Council on Grants in Aid
of Education to be composed of 12 persons
with experience in the field of education and
public administration. Following the formula used in the Eightieth Congress for the
appointment of the Hoover Commission, four
of the members are to be appointed by the
President of the United States, four by the
Speaker of the House, and four by the President of the Senate:
As explained by · Congressman MANSFIELD
the main functions of this Council would be
"to study the national education problem,
to make estimates of the minimum and
maximum limits of the amount of money
that may be availa·b le, to recommend how
best this money can be applied to the needs
of education and to report to the Congressthrough the President-by February 1, 1953,
a plan for its equitable allocation to the 48
States."
Pointing out that the amount of money
available for education from these undersea
oil deposits would vary considerably from
year to year depending on the amount of oil
and gas produced annually. Congressman
MANSFIELD told his colleagues that "these
royalties are to be used not as a substitute
for the regular annual grants for aid to education now being considered by the proper
committees of the two Houses, but as a supplement to whatever aid Congress may
eventually authorize."
Calling the proposal embodied in his oil•
for-education amendment "entirely in accordance with our continuing national tradi·
tion of devoting the proceeds of public lands
to the support of education," Senator LISTEa
HILL asserts it "will"go far toward curing the
financial crisis in today's education without
placing a further burden on the taxpayer."
He views its adoption as "a historical action
comparable to the ordinances of 1785 and
1787 and to the Morrill Act of 1862," says
his amendment "offers to education oil
wealth that is the equivalent of an oil well
on the campus of every college, high school.
and grammar school in America," predicts
the revenues involved "would probably in th&
course of time far exceed the sum total of
receipts from all previous Federal grants of
public lands for educational purposes."
· Among the well-known educational, farm,
and labor groups that urged adoption of this
education amendment at a special hearing
before the Senate Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs, February 7, 1952, are the
American Council on Education, · the American Vocational Association, the American
Federation of Teachers, the American Federa·
tion of Labor, the Congress of Industrial Or·
ganizations, the Railroad Brotherhoods, the
Friends Committee on National Legislation.
the National Grange, and the National
Farmers Union.
PRESENT STATUS ()F L~GISLATION
Senate Joint Resolution 20 is being debated in the Senate as this article goes to
press. Efforts are being made to substitute
qUit-claim measures for this legislation that
would in effect defeat it. Senators ToM
CoNNALLY (Democrat, Texas) and .LYNDON
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JoHNSeN (Democrat, Texas), for example,
have offered an amendment that would substitute for Senate Joint Resolution 20 the
provisions of bill H. R. 4484, which, as mentioned earlier, has passed the House. A simllar "give-away" amendment is being sponsored by Senator SPESSARD L. HOLLAND (Democrat, Florida) and 30 others.
Should the Senate pass either of these
quit-claim measures, informed sources believe a Presidential veto can be expected. In
his sta tement vetoing similar legislation (H.
J. Res. 225) of the Seventy-ninth Congress,
before the Supreme Court rendered its decisions, President Truman said in part: "The
own ership of the vast quantity of oil in such
areas presents a vital problem for the Nation
from the st andpoint of national defense and
conservation. If the United States owns
these areas, they should not be given away."
On January 4, 1949, his message to Congress
on the State of the Union asserted: "We
must adopt a program for the planned use
of the petroleum reserves under the sea,
which are-and must remain-vested in the
Federal Government."
If the present Congress should enact a
quit-claim bill, persons who favor allocating
the revenues from the submerged coastal
lands to educational purposes can best
achieve their objectives by urging the President to veto quit-claim legislation and their
representatives in Congress to sustain a Presidential veto. Should the Senate pass the
O'Mahoney resolution (S. J. Res. 20) in an
acceptable form, they can make known their
interest by asking Members of the House of
Representatives to back it. If the O'Mahohey
resolution is enacted into law before Congress adjourns and the Hill amendment is
not adopted, it can be submitted in future
Congresses as an amendment to this statute . .

Money Isn't Everything
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. J. HARRY McGREGOR
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. McGREGOR. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I include an
editorial appearing in the Mount Vernon
News:
MONEY ISN'T EvERYTHING
The Truman administration seems to have
the idea that money will buy anything, peace,
security, friendship, and anything that might
be desired at the moment.
Since 1945 this country has spent $40,000,000,000 abroad.
Most of it has gone to build up resistance
to communism. Some has been appropriated
fur use of other countries in buying arms
and raising, training, and equipping military
forces.
Ot her great sums have been sent abroad
under the theory that to improve economic
conditions of the peoples in lands which are
h ard-pressed financially w . mld make them
immune against the blandishments and
pressure of the Reds.
The ultimate aim has been to attain world
peace and, by so doing, to gain security for
t h e United States.
Eit her t'nc theory is wrong or the amount
of money needed to turn the trick is beyond
the capacity of even the tremendously
wealt hy America, it would seem, for there is
no peace and the United States is not secure.
The Communists are still a threat, as much
as they were when the great spending program started.

And at home, scores of billions more have
been spent on a program designed to make
the United States impregnable to attack.
Money has been poured out like water in
this venture, with the approval of the people.
But, from the best evidence available, we
do not have an impregnable defense or anything that approaches that aim.
Our own military men, and some civilian
authorities, are constantly reminding us
that the work of building our defenses is
lagging, and warning us, at the same time,
of the progress the Communists are making
on building their military power.
There has been too much reliance on
money, it would seem, and not enough on
ability and hard work.

Italy Needs Help Of Allies To
Overcome Reds' Threat
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ABRAHAM J. MULTER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. MULTER. Mr. Speaker, the following column by David Lawrence is
most apropos. It appeared in the New
York Herald Tribun~ of June 13, .1952. I
commend it to the attention of my col·
leagues and urge that they repeat what
we have done several times before in
bringing as much outside help as possible
to the Italian people in their all-out fight
to preserve democracy.
!TAL Y NEEDS HELP OF ALLIES To OVERCOME
REDS' THREAT
(By ·David Lawrence)
RoME, June 12.-communism outside the
"iron curtain" has its greatest strength in
Italy-more than 2,225,000 members-and
poses here its biggest threat in Europe to the
continuance of democracy.
The problem is not one for Italy aloneher government cannot cope with it unless
the other free governments in Europe cooperate. For, while there is today a united
military policy, there is no such solidarity
among the free governments in the matter of
anti-Communist strategy where ideological
intrigue is concerned.
To get at the facts of the situation, this
correspondent talked with Mario Scelba,
Italian Minister of the Interior, who has
done more than anybody else to combat
Communistic activities, and also canvassed
other persons in Italy who can be regarded
as influential and powerful in the anti-Com·
munist battle.
First of all, there is no secret about the
fact that the activities of the Communist
Party in Italy are supervised and directed by
the Soviet Government.
Secondly, the
average member of the Communist Party is
not only aware of the Soviet direction of
party affairs but seeks such sponsorship on
the theory that the issues sought by communism on the domestic side here cannot
be achieved without Russia's help.
NEWSPAPERS RAISE FUNDS
The Italian Communist Party is financed
through Communist newspapers, which collect money from their readers and friends
by a process of intimidation and by exaggerated promises of future benefits, and
through contributions from middlemen or
business concerns engaged in trade with the
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iron-curtain countries. A certain commission on all transactions goes to the party
fund. Millions of lire were spent by the
Communists in the recent election campaign.
The general situation has been made worse
by the peculiar tactics of the nee-Fascists
who, though claiming to be opposed to communism, are now engaged in trying to weaken
the free government of Italy-which is
exactly what the Communists have as their
major objective. It is significant that only
about 10 percent of the activity of the Fascists in the recent campaign was directed at
the Communists.
The Fascist movement is being financed
by groups of industrialists and landowners,
who find ready allies among those elements
which want the return of ~. monarchy so as
to get what ":hey regard as needed-a stronger
government in Rome. There is among them
a yearning for the alleged stability of the
Mussolini era r..nd a selfish desire to get back
into power. None of these businessmen, by
the way, were recipients of Marshall plan
aid and know their Fascist connections will
keep them in the doghouse if the present
regime continues in power.
Nationalistic issues are being used to foment pro-Fascist sentiment. Thus, the controversy over the recovery of Trieste is a big
issue. The allied indifference to Italy's
claims for Trieste is capitalized on the stump.
Italians point to the fact that 600,000 of their
compatriots died for Trieste in the First
World War and to their own military help
to the allies in the last year of World War II,
and say this entitles them to better consideration than a Communist leader in Yugoslavia. Anyway, the issue cannot be allowed
to drift without settlement, as it is making
Fascist votes right along.
Whether to deal more firmly by law with
Fascists and ·communists has been debated
inside the Italian Cabinet. In certain circles, including the Vatican, there is a feeling
that there hasn't been enough firmness exhibited by the De Gasperi government against
the Communists and Fascists. The answer
made to this is that it would have been
politically suicidal to have attempted by
legal measures to outlaw the Communist
Party earlier than now.
What has happened in the last 2 weeks in
France is an inspiration, but as one Italian
official wistfully remarked, they don't hope
to be able to catch any Italian Communist
leader with the goods in the middle of a riot,
as they did Jacques Duclos in France. The
Italian Communist leadership is believed to
be too smart for that. But there are laws
about to be passed which will harass both
Communist and Fascist agitators. The laws
would give the Government discretionary
power to arrest Communist leaders for treason against the state and to prosecute them
for distributing propaganda designed to
overthrow the Italian democracy.
!TAL Y NEEDS OUTSIDE AID
But, above all, there is a recognition of how
helpless Italy is to do the whole job alone.
There is criticism, for example, here against
the British for failing to coordinate their
policy with that of Italy and other countries.
Thus, when the United States announced
that no delegates would be sent to the Moscow economic conference Italy followed
suit-only to be taunted by the Italian Communists, who pointed to the fact that England was sending a delegation. Italy then
had to back down and send some delegates, too.
Britain has been dragging her feet on the
whole anti-Communist business, and if
France and Italy are to do an effective job
in ridding themselves of those who are engaged in an internal conspiracy against their
form of government, it will require coordination and teamwork among the foreign
ofllces of all free countries.
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The Late Archbishop Thomas J. Walsh

The Lion Roars
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Mr. ADDONIZIO. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I wish to include the following eulogy to the Most Reverend Thomas J.
Walsh that appeared in the Italian
Tribune of Newark, Friday, June 13.
This is a splendid expression of the sentiments of the people of New Jersey upon
the death of the beloved Archbishop of
Newark:

Mr. WILSON of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
under leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following article
from the Wall Street Journal of May 15,
1952:

ARCHBISHOP THOMAS

J.

WALSH

With deep sorrow and a heavy heart, the
Italian Tribune joins with the rest of the
world, in mourning the late beloved Archbishop of Newark, Thomas J. Walsh, who died
last week at the age of 78.
Never has there been a leader who accomplished more for his parishioners than Archbishop Walsh. His many accomplishments
include the forming of the Mount Carmel
Guild, his drive for the Sacred Heart Cathe-·
dral homes for the aged and blind, and the
bringing of Itallan nuns to this country to
revive interest in parochial schools.
Archbishop Walsh was deeply loved by all.
who knew and worked with him. His untiring energy, and limitless charitable work,
aided many thousands who were despertely
in need. He was the spiritual shepherd of
more than 1,000,000 Catholics in the Archdiocese of Newark, which is the fifth largest
in the country.
His greatest monument is the Mount Carmel Guild, which provides medical, legal, and
other services to the poor, regardless of race,.
color or creed. Pope Pius XI and XII showered him and his assistants, lay and religious,
with a long list of honors, promotions, and
papal decorations.
His interest in education was high.
Wherever he traveled, new schools and
churches followed in his wake. In Newark,
one of his greatest educational triumphs
was the bringing of Italian teaching nuns
to maintain interest in religious schools
among Italians. For his success in that endeavor he received the acclaim of Pope Pius
XI and Benito Mussolini.
Also among his accomplishments are six
homes for the aged, and one for the blind,
the construction of the Good Shepherd
House in Morristown, St. Ann's Villa, Con-·
vent Station, and the mother house and no-.
vitiate of the Sisters of Christian Charity,
Mendham, and the purchase of an estate in
Morristown for the foundation of the
mother house, novitiate and normal school o!
the Maestre Pie Filippini. When he assumed
the bishopric of Newark he immediately
made plans for the enlargement of Seton
Hall College and Prep School. Under his
guidance, Seton Hall rose rapidly and now
has a university status.
Among his many honors include his position as assistant to the pontificlal throne o!
Pope Plus XI in 1922, and in 1921 the award
by the Italian Government bestowing the
title of Commander in the Order of the Crown ·
of Italy. He was again honored by the
Italian Government in 1926 with the title
of Commander in the Order of Saints Mau- ·
rice and Lazarus.
·
Archbishop Walsh worked long .and diUgently for his people and his church. May
he now receive his just reward from the
Almighty God in heaven.

sale of steel altogether. It has, in fact, the
kind of power an industrial monopolist might
dream of but which none in this country has
ever had; the power which is today the exclusive power of labor unions.
When the lion roars you can know he's
being hit where it hurts.

Liberty Network Out of Business
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. PATRICK J. HILUNGS

THE LION ROARS

OF CALIFORNIA

In any fight you can get a pretty good idea
of the strength of the blows by the violence
of the reaction. The lion only growls at the
poodle dog; he roars when he's hit where
it hurts.
The labor unions habitually growl at any
proposed legislation that touches their power,
as they are growling now at all the pending
labor bills inspired by the steel crisis. But
most of these current bills are pretty wide
of the mark. Some are, indeed, merely vindictive antilabor bills; some, like the Smith
bill, would merely make matters worse. Few
of them can command any intelligent support, and therefore are not real threats to
union power.
What is interesting is the unions have
begun to roar at a proposal that has not
even reached the point of substantial legislative support. The roar suggests the union
leaders are smarter than the legislatorsthey know the suggestion labor monopolies
be treated in law as any other monopoly is
one that hits them in their most vulnerable
spot.
The other day the Machinist, published by
the International Association of Machinists,
started out to discuss editorially the Smith
bill, which would throw strike-threatened
companies into receivership. The editorial
devoted a few paragraphs to this nonsensical
bill, and then swung to the subject that is
really worrisome:
"The smart boys who plan these attacks
on labor for the owners of industry have a
new word for unions. The word is 'monopoly.' Most Americans are opposed to monopolies in business. So, if a majority of Americans are opposed to monopolies, then presumably they will agree that unions should
be broken up, or at least regulated like
business trusts are supposed to be.
"Monopoly, of course, is the exclusive right
or power over the sale of a commodity. In
business, monopoly is used to suppress competition, restrict production, raise prices, and
increase profits.
"The National Association of Manufacturers, which is now plugging this monopoly
theory of labor, argues that unions fix the
price of labor and therefore prevent competition among working people. This argument was thrown out long ago under decisions involving the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act . . • • •
"Any citizen who values his union membership had better keep his eye on this
monopoly attack."
This 1s a far-seeing editorial, for at the
moment there isn't much for anybody to
keep an eye on; congressional attention to
the monopoly power of unions is so slight
it's barely discernible. It's far-seeing, too,
because it anticipates the telling blow at the
vital weak spot.
F'or our part, we will accept the definition
of monopoly: "Monopoly, of course, is the
exclusive right or power over the sale of a
commodity." The CIO union has a monopoly over the labor supply in the steel industry; with this, it has the exclusive power to
shut down -the entire industry and halt the
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Mr. BILLINGS. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks, I wish to
call to the attention of the House a letter I received from Mr. Gordon B. McLendon, president of the Liberty Broadcasting System, which recently went out
of business because of its inability to obtain broadcasting rights to baseball
games.
The letter follows:
LIBERTY BROADCASTING SYSTEM,

Dallas, Tez., May 30, 1952.

Hon.

PATRICK HILLINGS,

Member of Congress,
House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. HILLINGS: Thank you for your
wire which was forwarded to me here in Los
·
Angeles.
I am pleased to know that you are interested in the failure of the Justice Department to act against the conspiracy which has
now deprived the west coast of all network
major-league broadcasts and the rest of the
Nation of Liberty's particular major league
and other broadcasts.
Here are the details which you requested:
The major-league clubs, despite my appeals and those of embattled Liberty stations everywhere to the Justice Department
over a 5-year period, put the Liberty Broadcasting System out of business in order to
protect an absolute economic monopoly.
Liberty insisted upon free competition. Liberty had insisted upon the following competitive privileges which baseball ·would not
permit:
1. The right to put its game-of-the-day
broadcasts' on · Liberty affiliates in the Midwest and Northeast in competition to the
major league club networks, a right which·
was illegally denied us.
·
2! The right to broadcast lts game of the
day and game of the night while the major
league-owned and/or controlled farm clubs
were playing at home, which right was also
illegally denied us and which prevented
nighttime Liberty network broadcasts as
well as many of our daytime broadcasts.
:
These are Liberty's two main demands
upon which major-league baseball, in concert, combine, and conspiracy, throttled the
network to protect its monopoly. There
were also issues related to 1llegal restrictions
upon sponsorship, censorship of announcers,
illegal prevention of competitive world series broadcasts, unlawful prevention of world
series re-creations at night," etc. These
abridgements of the law I would not tolerate;
I fought overseas against dictatorship and
did not come home to submit to the same
thing here.
To take the two major points in detail:
Major-league clubs are opposed to Nationwide game-of-the-day broadcasts because
such broadcasts provoke free competition
and thus destroy the economic advanta1•
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of baseball's absolute monopoly. Each
major-league team has its own local broadcastll and a surrounding network in an approi..lmate radius of 200 miles around its city.
For example, the Detroit Tigers have a network composed of a station in the city of
Detroit and some 30 or 40 stations in a
large a~ea of some 200 miles in radius surrounding Detroit. Each other major-league
team has a similar club network. There is
an agreement between all the teams n?t to
compete with each other in broadcastmgeach team agrees with the other teams not
to permit its games to be broadcast in the
other team's club network territory. For instance, the St. Louis Cardinals agree with
the Philadelphia Phillies that the Cardinals
will not permit any of their games to be
broadcast in t}:le Philadelphia club network
area if Philadelphia wm not allow its games
to be aired in Cardinal club network territory. I am possessed of complete proof of
this agreement. Thus, the major-league
clubs parcel out the Midwest and Northeast areas of the United States, the so-called
major-league area, something like this:
In game-of-day area, major-league clubs
jointly agree not to compete with their
minor-league farms.
The reason for the agreement not to compete is simple:
The Detroit Tigers in Detroit and its network area of some 200 miles in radius are
able to sell- to a sponsor an absolute monopoly on baseball broadcasts, the New York
Yankees similarly in New York and environs,
Wash in gton in and around Washington, etc.
Were there competing broadcasts-that is,
were the game of the day allowed in this
club network area-a major league club
would not be able to charge a sponsor as
much money. To use the Detroit club as
my example, that club exacts over $200,000
per year from the Goebel Brewing Co. for
sponsorship of its games. Detroit is able,
under the present major-league conspiracy,
to promise its sponsor that he will have a
complete monopoly on all broadcasts in his
area-that no other baseball broadcasts will
be heard in the Detroit network area. Thus
the sponsor is sold on a monopoly and can
pay a huge price. Would Goebel still be
willing to pay $200,000 were there competing
J,>roadcasts? Naturally not, since the economic advantage of a monopoly is gone.
Liberty insisted upon the right to bring its
game-of-the-day broadcasts into this "club
network" area, the Midwest and Northeast.
To preserve the monopoly for sponsors,
major league baseball was forced to eliminate
Liberty. Let me point out that the Detroit
club under this conspiratorial agreement has
the right in the tremendous area of its network not only to broadcast or not broadcast its own Detroit games, but the power
to forbid the broadcast of the games of
other clubs. To use another example, the
owner of the St. Louis ·cardinals, Fred Saigh,
blocked the broadcasts of all other National
. League games than the St. Louis Cardinal
games out of the St. Louis network area.
He openly admitted this action, telling
Liberty that as far as he could do so he
would prevent anybody from competing ·with·
his sponsor, the Griesedieck Brewing Corp.
The inability of Liberty to deliver competitive major-league broadcasts in this
populous "club network" (over 50 percent
of the Nation's population) resulted in·
widespread station cancellations and the loss
of all our ad-vertising accounts. No national
network could survive without stations in
the Midwest and Northeast.
The second reason for baseball's elimination of Liberty was that Liberty insisted
upon broadcasting major-league games while
the minor-league teams, as well as the majors, were playing at home. There is a rule
in organized baseball which says that no
team may broadcast a game on any station
XCVIII-App.--236
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within 50 miles of any other baseball club
conferred with baseball and on two occawhen that club is playing a game in its home
sions actually given semiofficial sanction to
an 1llegal baseball rule (the Justice Departpark. This rule, in writing until last Sepment's own written sanction is in my files
tember and now observed verbally, is on its
for proof). I have been told many times
face an agreement not to compete. The reathat the lesser attorneys in the Justice Desons are obvious: the major league teams
partment always wanted to bring suit and
own most of the minor leagues (a restraint
help me and other broadcasters but the
of trade as in the motion picture industry)
action
was always killed at the top. Out of
and are desirous of retaining the advantage
all of the Department's countless inane inof a monopoly in minor league towns. If
vestigations of baseball's broadcast 1llegalbaseball revoked this rule it would mean, for
1ties always arose the same thing: another
example, that major league games might be
compromise agreement with baseball by the
broadcast day or night in Los Angeles while
Justice Department that further sunk the
the Los Angeles and Hollywood clubs were
broadcaster by actually giving some legal
playing at home. As it is, this is not possible
recognition to the continuance of the conunder the rule, and as a direct result many
spiracy. The inescapable conclusion is that
daytime major league broadcasts are denied
the Attorney General, possessed of many
listeners and all nightime broadcasts. The
close friends in baseball, constantly aided
reason no nighttime broadcasts are possithem
and abetted them by refusing to proseble under this rule is that patently either
cute
and so damaging the broadcaster.
the Los Angeles or Hollywood Club is playIf this sort of thing can happen in my
ing at home every night. The same situaAmerica, I am as out of place as the Attion prevails in Dallas and Fort Worth and
torney General in a court of law.
in many other minor league cities. In single
There is available all of this evidence and
team cities like Kansas City, the Kansas
in addition to this several volumes of depOity Club (owned by the New York Yankees)
ositions in Liberty's own antitrust suit
plays at home half the nights. In such cities
(brought in desperation after the apostasy of
a radio station, even if it could buy the
the Justice Department).
rights to broadcast major league games while
I cannot understand !1ow the Congress of
the Kansas City Club were away from home,
the United States can sit idly by and allow
could not afford to disrupt its nighttime prothe second largest network in America to be
graming for a mere 77 nights out of 365,
struck down by a conspiracy and I further
whereas the station could afford to do so for
do not understand how it can sit by and see
154. Thus, the m ajor league clubs protect
hundreds of individual radio stations
their own agreement not to compete with
butchered by the failure of the Justice Deeach other by one rule and their agreement
partment to protect our .citizens.
not to compete with minor league clubs by
I had no luck in my last visit at the Justice
another rule. I would not submit to these
Department 3 months ago. There is no
restraints of trade and was forced to suspend
reason for me to try again. The last time
operations as a result.
I went up to the Justice Department the
The Mutual Broadcasting System has been
situation had gone from bad to worse and
allowed to remain in the field because MuMr. Perry Epes told me that he could not
tual, less dependent upon baseball and also
file an antitrust suit if the baseball clubs
obligated to baseball because of its exclusive
were acting individually. I pointed out to
All Star Game and World Series contracts,
him that the baseball clubs were continuing
submits to these illegalities. Mutual stays
to act in concert in every detail. The susin baseball by not attempting to compete in
pension of the Liberty Network is now
the club network area, not broadcasting
graphic proof. I rather imagine that Mr.
at night, not broadcasting while a game
Epes would now tell me that since we are
within 50 miles is in progress, accepting the
out of business we no longer have anything
dictates of 6 clubs not to broadcast at all
to worry about.
and in general playing a complete patsy and
Until September of 1951, major league
stooge to baseball. Under such illegally reclubs enacted and held to these illegal restrictive circumstances and under heavy
strictions in closed league meetings. The
price-fixing, a network can broadcast . . In an
American League office conducted unlawful
effort to price Liberty out of the field, the
negotiations for all eight American League
two leagues raised the fee to Liberty from
c;:lubs, the National League office for all eight
$1,000 per season in 1949 to over $225,000
National League clubs, an open and brazen
in 1951, and in 1952 the rights fees for the
concert of action in restraint of commerce.
few games available went literally out Of
Then, last September, in a belated effort to.
sight. One National League club asked more
hide the conspiracy, the clubs suddenly ruled
than the whole league got in 1951. I had
that they would henceforth act individually;
rather fight for free competition.
. In effect, they said, "We have been acting
· Under protest by baseball even before I
illegally by being in concert with our rebegan, and in the face of the conspiracy, I . strictions; we now pronounce that we are
originated "Game of the Day" broadcasts
acting individually with the same restric1n the spring of 1948. The response from
tions." Now, proceeding under the new
listeners was ·overwhelming. Over a period
guise '•of individual negotiations, the 16 clubs
of 4 years of constant struggle, I survived
maintain exactly the same illegal restriccountless attempts in baseball to put me out
tions-no broadcasts within 50 miles of any
of business. I furnished the Justice Departclub playing at home, etc. It is an old rule
ment with volumes of documented proof of
of antitrust law that you cannot dissolve a
antitrust violation and appealed to them· conspiracy by agreeing to do individuallf
for aid. I supplied the Department with
what you have been doing in concert. It is
letters, with records of baseball meetings · behind this shield, the feeble excuse that
and the illegal rules in writtng by baseball, . baseball has mended its ways and is not
with recorded telephone conversations, with
acting individually, that the Justice Departletters from stations denied the right to
ment has chosen its latest hiding place.
compete, with hours of testimony. I made
I have shown conclusively here and will
frequent trips to Washington and talked
be glad further to document proof that the
with many officials-to the Attorney General
major league club owners continue to act
and to many others. During most of this
collectively. And even if they were acting
time baseball had a written rule that no
individually now, which they are assuredly
club in organized baseball, major or minor,
not, the embarrasing question remains as to
would broadcast at any time in another
why the Justice D3partment did not proseclub's territory without the permission of
cute during the many past years of open
the other club (since partially amended in
collective conspiracy when so often begged
conference with the Justice Department).
to do so by Liberty and so many individual
The Justice Department has many times
broadcasters. This question, and the ques-
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tion of the sanctions they gave organized
baseball's continuing conspiracy, cannot be
answered. The Justice Department is flatly
and openly guilty of collaborating with conspirators, by ignoring illegal and quasi-crim·
inal restraints. With every minute that
passes and every feeble excuse the Justice
Department uses to delay the action against
its conspiring friends in baseball, the respon!Jibility, guilt and liability of the JUstice Department to the people increases.
Did you know, as the Justice Department
knew so well, that for years minor league
baseball clubs charged radio stations in
minor-league cities for the privilege of carrying major-league games?
I wonder what excuse the Justice Department is using these days? That baseball
should not be prosecuted because it is a great
American pastime? Well, so is radio and the
Justice Department is killing many broadcasters.
Baseball has long boasted of its strong
influence in Washington. We now have confirmation of this influence. A congressional
committee finds baseball to be a monopoly
and thus to exist in violation of the laws of
the land and still the Justice Department
does nothing about it.
I will appreciate your early attention.
The radio industry will appreciate your early
attention. The American listening public
will appreciate your early attention.
Sincerely,
GoRDoN McLENDON.

Albert Lasker
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. ROONEY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Speaker, I take
this means of noting with sincere regret
the passing of Albert Lasker of New York
on May 30, 1952.
I have long admired Albert Lasker for
his self-dedication to the service of humanity and his devotion to the causes
of the sick, a1Hicted, and underprivileged.
He was held in great respect for the
intellectual soundness and moral integrity which he displayed throughout his
long career as a successful businessman,
financier, government executive, and humanitarian. Albert Lasker dedicated
his extraordinary ability, energy, and
fortune toward eradicating dreaded
heart disease, cancer, and mental illnesses which have plagued mankind and
caused so much sadness and suffering to
countless numbers of the people throughout our Nation and the world. In his
unswerving devotion to this humanitarian service he had the able assistance of
his devoted and charming wife with
whom he established the Albert and
Mary Lasker Educational and Research
Foundation.
Albert Lasker's creed throughout his
lifetime was based on faith and hope,
and an -eagerness to unselfishly serve his
fellow man. His tireless efforts to alleviate the distress and suffering of those
overburdened with illness shall leave an
indelible imprint on the history of this
Nation. This world has lost a stalwart
champion of the principles of equality

and justice, and one who through his
example and countless good deeds has
helped to make it a better place in which
to live.
His life was a great inspiration to all
of us. I extend my heartfelt sympathy
to his devoted wife and family in their
sad hour of bereavement.

The General Benefits from Great
Reclamation Projects
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. CLAIR ENGLE
OF CALIFORNIA
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Mr. ENGLE. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to enclose for the RECORD an article written by Mr. Paul C. Bodenhamer,
editor of the Redding <Calif.) RecordSearchlight. The article appeared in
the After Deadline feature in the June
4 issue, and it is a striking example of
the indirect benefits of recreational projects in the West. It points out the incidental recreational benefits that have
been developed because of the construction of Shasta J::'onm.
Shasta Lake, the reservoir behind the
dam, is attracting thousands of visitors,
and the indirect benefits to businessmen
in the locality are a very real benefit
from the construction of the dam.
Commenting on the experience during
the Memorial Day week end, Mr. Bodenhamer says:
Both Friday, which was the holiday, and
Saturday there was heavy traffic in Redding.
Service stations were full. Restaurants were
busy. On Saturday the retail stores had a
busy day. Yet a few years ago they could
have counted on a slow Saturday because so
many people would be away for the holiday
week end. Now people come here for the
holidays.

As chairman of the Subcommittee on
Irrigation and Reclamation I have often
discussed with my colleagues the necessity of a revaluation of the benefits that
fiow from western reclamation development and a consequent reappraisal of
the plans for repaying the costs of the
projects. The water users and the power
users should not continue to bea; such
a terrifically heavy burden when so many
benefits accrue to the general taxpayer. I hope that we soon receive from
the executive department some recommendations as a result of the efforts of
the President's Water Resources Policy
Commission. The article by Mr. Bodenhamer follows:
AFTER DEADLINE

(By Paul C. Bodenhamer)
Don't look now, but Shasta County has
a fabulous new "gold mine" that's going
to outproduce all the gravel deposits that
brought the Forty-niners here. It's Shasta
Lake, and suddenly it's getting famous.
The Memorial Day week end demonstrated
that. · All the resorts and all the public
camp grounds were jammed. Every rental
boat on the lake was snapped up. At O'Brien
they were all taken up for the week end

by 4 p.m., Thursday. Hundreds of campers
and week-enders brought their boats on
trailers. Redding residents returning from
the bay region Sunday afternoon met a
constant stream of towed boats, most of
which had been on the lake.
Both Friday, which was the holiday, and
Saturday there was heavy traffic in Redding.
Service stations were full. Restaurants were
busy. On Saturday the retail stores had a
busy day. Yet a few years ago they could
have counted on a slow Saturday because so
many people would be away for the holiday
week end. Now people come here for the
holidays.
Interest in the lake has been snowballing.
The good bass fishing and the prospects of
good Kamloops trout fishing have spurred
real interest, even as far away p.s Los Angeles,
where Dick Hyland's column in the Los
Angeles Times brought a flood of applications for membership in California Kamloops, Inc.
The Kamloops convention on the lake
later this month will help spread the fame
still more. The best part of all this is that
when people come to see Shasta Lake there's
no disappointment. It's a terrific body of
water. It's surrounded by wooded hills.
(Lake Mead, by contrast, is in barren desert.)
There's the thrilling sight of Mt. Shasta
towering above the lake and being reflected
in it. There's Shasta Dam itself, one of ·
the major engineering wonders of the United
States.
Now the lake isn't our only tourist asset,
not by a whole lot. We have Lassen National
Park, containing the only active volcano in
the country; we have historic, nostalgic Mt.
Shasta with its :memories of gold-rush days
of a century ago; we have the Trinity Alps
primitive area, full of breath-taking scenery
and excellent fishing. The Sacramento River,
which we take tor granted, is quite a sight
and quite a fishing stream itself.
But
Shasta Lake is the spectacular bit that has
attracted attention and that lends itself to
dramatization. It's the bait that will bring
'em here and get 'em interested in some of
the other things we have to offer.

Commencement Address by Governor
McKeldin, of Maryland
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. J. GLENN BEALL
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, June 16, 1952

Mr. BEALL. Mr. Speaker, under leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I
include an excerpt from the commencement address by Governor McKeldin at
the University of Maryland on June 7.
1952. I agree with Governor McKeldin
and commend him for bringing this message to our university graduates.
The excerpt follows:
Men and women who have been afforded
the advantage of a college education owe
a special obligation as citizens, for, to a considerable degree, the task of leadership is
theirs.
In an autocracy the individual is as nothing. If his government takes account of
his welfare this is merely a benign circumstance. If it falls to do so, he is helpless
to change matters by any means short of
revolution. In a democracy the individual
1s in theory, and can be in fact, everything.
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He is master of his government, and so to a
degree he can be master of his own destiny.
The success of the democratic system is to
be measured by the success with which government can be made truly responsive to the
will of the governed.
But even this is not enough if the citizens
of a democracy are not trained and willing
to participate actively in their government.
A college man, no matter how erudite his
studies in other fields, fails his city, State,
and Nation, if he has not learned about the
government under which he lives, its problems, its policies, its aspirations; or if he is
not disposed to give the government the
benefit of his knowledge and training.
The concerns of our Nation today are not
limited to the domestic scene. Our domestic
affairs are inextricably intertwined with foreign affairs. Therefore college men have a
duty to learn about these concerns, so that
they may be adequately prepared to meet
their duty as citizens.
World events reveal America's unfolding
destiny in the family of nations. At last we
have come to realize that anything which
happens anywhere is likely to hold significance for the entire world. Nations can no
longer close their borders and citizens their
minds to events elsewhere. We are, indeed,
a part of one world.
·
The strength with which America is generously blessed must be used to further our
national destiny as stabilizer and peacemaker. Many opportunities lie before us, but
one is uppermost in my mind, for I have just
returned from the Near East. In Israel I was
·thrilled to witness a people in the act of
building the foundations of a free nation.
They have proved their bravery in war;
they are now demonstrating their devotion
to the arts of peace and democracy. Their
example of democracy in ac.tion cannot fail
to have a profound influence upon the entire
Near East area. They are our natural ally
in the strengthening of democracy in their
part of the world.
·
I spoke with officials and others both in
Israel and in the Kingdom of Jordan. Everywhere among the plain people, I found an
intense yearning for early peace to replace
the present uneasy armistice. They recognize that their respective national destinies
have much in common and that both sides
can achieve progress and prosperity by the
establishment of a permanent peace.
America can play a great and beneficent role
which would be more important even than
the financial aid which we are extending,
and which I learned is genuinely appreciated. America would earn a great debt of
gratitude that would be acknowledged ultimately, not only by Israel but by her neighbors as well, if we continue a policy of steady
and friendly pressure for a direct meeting of
representatives of Israel and the Arab states.
Indirect negotiations through intermediaries
are no adequate substitute for face-to-face
meetings. Once these nations are brought
around a common conference table the chief
obstacle to peace will have been removed.
Peace in the Near East can, and I hope,
will, be a happy and useful outcome of
what I deeply believe is America's destiny
as peacemaker. Regional defense of the
Near East cannot be planned and cannot
be integrated in the places of the west so
long as these near neighbors are still in a
state hovering between war and peace and
while their economic strength is wasted in
hostile gestures toward each other. A stable
peace there would be no inconsiderable factor in the calculations of the United States
and the other great powers.
There are other opportunities, too, for a
constructive role for America in the pursuit of peace. This is the chief business of
our Nation today. Everything we do, including our Marshall plan and our economic
foreign aid, even our military budgets and

our domestic economic arrangements, are
all directed to this end. For we clearly reeognize that every disturbance of the peace
anywhere threaten;:; peace everywhere, and
wherever peace is established in one sector
the cause of peace throughout the world is
thereby advanced. There is no antithesis
between American national patriotism and
due recognition of American responsibility
as a member of the world family for the
promotion of harmony and peace.
College men have a challenge and an opportunity in the development of our national opinion and our national policy in
this critical time. Theirs is the task of assuring that the great issues of the day shall
be dealt with wisely in their world context.

Futility of Depending Upon Others
EXTENSION OF

i~EMARKS

OF ·

HON. CLARE E. HOFFMAN
OF MICH:GAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRJ:SENTATIVES
Tuesday, June 10, 1952

Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. Mr.
Speaker, . a statement in the June 15
Washington Times-Herald by Col. Robert R. McCormick shows the necessity
of self-reliance.
The article follows:
Said Jefferson in his first inaugural: "ErI'Or of opinion may be tolerated where reason is left free to combat it."
American public opinion is being wooed by
enormous quantities of purposeful error to
get us to become a member of the North Atlantic Federation. The North Atlantic Federation is a super-government that is proposed shall replace the North Atlantic Organization, which is a military alliance. It
is for us who have the knowledge and the faCilities to spread the truth to combat the
propaganda that would make us a subject
people.
The most deceptive phrase in. current parlance is "the British Commonwealth of nations." A generation ago, th~ British empire had lost the American colonies and had
acquired others-a "proud empire" Lord
Curzon called it to Joseph Patterson, who
suggested the cession of the British West
Indies' to America. Since then the empire
has fallen apart.
Canada obtained her North America act
tn consequence of a number of suppressed
uprisings hardly amounting to rebellions.
New Zealand and Australia were too far
away to be coerced for long. India and Pakistan received their dominion status through
peaceful rebellions called noncooperation.
Wise statesmanship anticipated disorder and
gave Ceylon freedom. In gratitude she
keeps her British governor.
The futility of the commonwealth is shown
by the fact that only Great Britain, northern Ireland, and Canada belong to the North
Atlantic Pact. Australia and New Zealand
have no obligatibns to help them. Only
Australia and New Zealand belong to the
Pacific alliance. Great Britain and Canada
have made no agreement to help them.
South Africa has no agreement to help in
either theater and is likely to declare its
complete independence of the commonwealth.
Of the non-European nations, India, Pakistan, and Ceylon have no agreement to help
anywhere.
The varieties of British colonies and other
dictatorial governments in Africa and
throughout the world are mere ashes of em-
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pire. Aside from a few Africans participating against the Malaya fight for freedom,
they lend no military or financial aid to the
commonwealth countries. Indeed, British
garrisons are maintained tn some of the
crown colonies. These and the troops used
to oppress Egypt and Malaya should be in
Europe to replace Mr. Acheson's six divisions,
over there to furnish another Pearl Harbor.
The commonwealth nations, changed into
a fiock of little countries, apparently regret
their loss of importance as parts of a great
empire. In consequence, Australians, saved
by the United States and the Philippines
from Japan, backbite their benefactors in
their English lower class way.
Elements in Canada are indulging in a
continuous war of words against the United
States and Americans, seeking to stir up
Canada against her great neighbor and to
irritate Americans into angry reply. This
hostile propaganda is carried on by some
private individuals and newspapers. Others
feel and express friendship for us. But official agents of the Government, from radio
commentators to members of the National
Government, lead the anti-American diatribes with, we have every reason to believe,
the hearty approval of our own State Department. The head of our State Department is an Anglo-Canadian at heart, bending
what efforts he has not expended to help
P.1:ssia against us, to putting us at the service of his father and mother countries.
This is strange propaganda to get us into
the Atlantic federation in which our great
dominant Republic is to become 1 of 14 countries of miscellaneous race and principles,
and in which the little states of 'Britain and.
Canada have two votes to our one.
In advocating this connection the word
"democracies" is used, although six of the
members are monarchies, one is Socialist, and
the largest party in two of them is Communist. What Germany is to become as to form
of government and as part of the gang is not
yet clear. The Germans of the Saar are held
in thrall by the French and the fact is covered up through the hypocrisy of the United
States representatives in the United Nations.
Purposeful error is again resorted to in referring to the Atlantic Pact nations as free
peoples. It is a corollary of freedom that free
people let others remain free. In the face of
that Holland is striving to retain a foothold
in Indonesia, which obt _ined its independence in spite of Dutch troops trained by
American Marines; Britain oppresses Egypt
and Malaya; France carries on a reign of
terror in Africa, from Tunis to the Congo
River to Tangier and in China, and demands
that, in addition to furnishing money, we
supply troops to keep down her conquered
people in China; little Belgium owns the
Belgian Congo. Much is claimed for and
charged against the English and Belgian administrations of primitive peoples. The fact
remains that all these nations· dislike their
rulers and want to be free.
We are being bled white to defend countries which either wlll not defend each other
or do not want to be defend~d at all. If they
did want to defend themselves and each
other, our occupation of the Black Sea would
make their defense effective. No Atlantic
supergovernment is called for.
The statement that the Atlantic federation is planned to resist Russia is a fraud.
Canada and the European members are as
much opposed to Americanism as to communism. England, France, Denmark, and a
large part of Italy do not·want a constitution
which will prevent socialism. France and
the Canadian Government at least do not
want the guaranty found in our Bill of
Rights.
These facts are made crystal clear by the
Covenant of Human Rights and the Genocide Convention of the United Nations in
demanding socialism and the eating away of
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o.ur Bill of Rights by treaty. President 'I'nl·
man's sympathy for · this pain~ of view is
shown by his opposition to the proposed
Bricker constitutional amendment to prevent the Oonstitutionfrom being overthrown.
by treaty and his effort to lnvoke the dictatorship of the proletariat wi tb. the aid o:f tha
CIO by his seizure ot the steel companies.
Our commitments in the Pacific are no
less reckless. We are bound. to oome to the
defense of Austratia and New Zealand. of the
Philippines. and of Ja~ but these oountries are not bound to come to the defense of
eaeh uther. If any o.f them gets tn1n trouble.
it can eount on our help. but not tbat ·of <tb.e
other non-Communist Pacific nations.
Our oceu.pa;tton of the strategic .M.arlannas and Manhalllslands is subject 1o that
pernicious institution, the United Nattons.
w.hose members will doublecross us whenever
it suits their convenience.
If we are to support them at BmlS, we
should insist that AustraJ.ta. New Zealand,
the Philippines, J-apan, and Canada also
should join in a Paeific pact; that the mandated islands should be transferred to us
without strings; and that Russia be expelled
from Sakhalin and the Kuriie Islands.
We do not need the assistance of any country or countries to resist Russia or ether
Communist aggression. Statements t.c the
contrary are made by people who wish 'to
subjugate us to other countries. All cf the
other so-called. non-Oommunist :nations 1D.
the world are utterly dependent on 'US.
Therefore, if we are to assume leadership. let
1t be leademhlp and not servility. Let it be
dominance. Let the little countries openly
a~pt ow leadership as in times gone by the
cities of Greece accepted 'that of A1bens.
While seeking 1o make us a minority member of tbe Atlantic federation and follow Europe. our .s tate Department bas betra-yed
the south American Republics.
These nations threw off the shackles of the
foreign Ill&S'ters ln emulation of us. Also In
emula tton of us, they estabU.shed republics
with constitutions modeled .after ours.
In days when patriotism ruled in Washington. we often came to their assistance.
our Monroe Doctrine announced that we
would not au.ow them to be subject tio Euro·
pean coloniaUsm.
During 6Ur Civn War a Spanish Army
reoccupied Peru. We compelled her to remove it. When France conquered Mexico
during the Civil War we forced the French
Army to evacuate jUst as soon as the war
was terminated. We compelled an unwilling
British Government to arbitrate the boun~
ary between British Guiana and Venezueia.
We stopped the German milttary aggression
against tbe same country.
The island of Haiti oo San Domingo o·b ·
talned its independence with the assistance
of our fleet. We took Puerto Rico away from
Spain, and we freed CUba. by waT. We
treed the Virgin Islands by purehase.
Very much against tts will, the patriots
of America 'OOmpeiled the Roosevelt administration ro obtain mmtary bases in the
Brlttsh and Dutch PoSses1Sions in the Western
Hemisphere, bases which Seeretary Ach-eson
recently has disgracefully abandoned.
The Spanish-American nations, unfamiliar
with the doctrine of American freedom which
they adopted in name, have frequently fallen
baek into despotism. It ls -cenainly our duty
by precept, example, and tnstruetion to l-ead
them forward into our way of life. This we
have not only failed to do in the last generation, but we have allowed a traitor named
Lauehlin CUrrie to settle tn Colombia, a.n~
there preach communism, the doctrine to
wblch Mr. Franklin D. Roosevelt was so
devoted.
It is not enough to eombat error With
reason. We must set up patriotism against
treason. Treason has controlled {)ur 'foreign pollcy for 20 years. In the eoming

month, at the national conventions, the
future of our Republic is tO be deelded.
Unless you, my friends, make yourselves
felt by tb.en ln no uncertain terms, it wlll
be lost.

and when It does woTk, it is going to be the
forerunner of a new en, not only in naval
warfa:re, but 1n the history of mankind.
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Mr. YATES. Mr. Speaker, on June 1.,
1952. the Chicago Sun-Times paid a welldeserved tribute to my colleague from .
Illinois, MEL PRICE, for the outstanding

Mr. PRICE. Mr. Speaker, under leave
granted to extend my remarks in the work he has done to push passage of
RECORD, I include the following remarks · much needed mine-safety legislation.
by Gordon . Dean, Chairman, United Congressman PRICE has been a ·hardStates Atomic Energy Commission, at working, able member of the Armed
the U. S. S. Na,utilus keel-plate-laying Services Committee and has contributed
ceremony.. Saturday~ June 14, 1952, at greatly toward solution of the many inGroton, Conn.:
tricate problems with which that comThank you. Mr. President, Secretary Kimmittee is faced in these troubled times.
ball, distinguished guests, on behalf of the
Nevertheless, he has long had a special
Almntc Energy Commission and its contracinterest in the cause of bettering the
tors. I want to say that we are immensely
conditions under which coal miners work
pleased and proud to be engaged with the
to assure that their hazardous oooupaNavy Department in this cooperative enter•
tion shall be a little less hazardous; that
prise that you will see begin to .m aterialise
here today.
when they descend into the earth to send
The propuJ.13\on of this submarine will be
coal to the surface, that they, too, will
the 'first practical utntzatlon of atomic power.
have a. better cha.nee to return to the
To us this will be a truly Blgniiieant and
surface and to their families. as well.
gratify'ing event, for 1.t wtll. mean that atomic
Mr. Speaker, I attach a copy of the
energy has been put to work, not only as an
explosive but as a fuel as well. The lm·
pue·a ttons of thb; a.ecompUshment,. both
fo'I' dcfen'Be and fO'I' human welfare, are
enoTmous.
The construction {)f the Nautilus has been
made possible through many yeaTS of dedicated effort on 'the part of men of vision and
enthusiasm ln the Navy, the Atomic Enm-gy
Commission, and private enterprise. The
roster of outstanding contributo'I's includes
the Navy's Bureau of Ships, the Al'gonne National Laboratory, the Westinghouse Electric
Corp., the electric boat division of the Gtlnerai Dynamles Corp., and the AEc•s Re·
actor Development Division. The atomic
submarine is an important concrete example
of the kind of things that can be accomplished through a cooperative effort by
sclenti'sts, industry, military men, and a civilian Govetnment a<gency.
There are many people who have played
a role in the events which have led to thls
ce'remony. but 1f one were to 'be singled out
for special notice. such an honor should go
to Capt. H. G. Rickover, whose talents we
share with the 'Bmeau of Ships, and whose
en-ergy, drive, ami technical competence
have played such a large paTt in making thia
project possible.
I deeply regret tbat Senator 'BRIEN McMAEoN, chairman of the Joint Congressional
Committee on Atomic Energy. and author of
the McMahon Act under which the atomic
energy program of this country functions,
cannot, 'because of illness, be here 1n his
home State today to participate ln this ceremony. The confidence whicb Senator McMAHoN bas shown ln the future of atomic
eneTgy, the time and effort be has devoted to
the. cause of atomic development. and the
personal interest he has long had .tn this
project have been extremely valuable ill lending impetus to its advancement. ·
'i"h1.s is a great day tor the Navy, .for the
atomic energy pTogra:m, and for the American people. This submarine ls going to work,

editorial:

F'olt GREATER MINE SAPETT

This week, for the firSt ttme since last December 21. the work whistle blew a.t Orient
Mine No. 2 in West Frankfort. Orient No. 2
had been the scene of one of the worst coal
mining tragedies 1n history. in which 120
lives were snWfed out. While nothing could
bring back the dead. the disaster had set into
motion a chain ot events that promised to
benefit the Uvtng who ply a dangerous trade
deep ill the bowels of the earth.
It was largely a:s a. result <>f the southern
Illinois catastrophe that COngress finally appears to be on the verge of passi11g legislation that would empower the Federal Government, for the first time, to enf{)rce mtne
safety standards.
The Senate already has :passed a blll that
would clothe Fedenl mine safety inspectors
With enfoTcement authority. A measure embodying the same prillciple has cleared the
first hurdle in the House and may .soon
reach the House fioor for debate.
In many respects. the fact that such legislation has advanced so far is also a tribute
to the tenacity and persua.stveness of a
young nnnols congressman. Representative
MEL PRICE, Democrat, of East St. Louis. At
the time of the Centralia mine disaster in
1947, PJUCE began an Intensive campaign to
"put teeth" into Federal mine satety regulation~ He has kept at the job ever slnce.
But, ironically, his unstinting devo'tlon to
the cause is apt to go lar:gely unsung.
Price•s bill, the counterpart of the Neely
bUl adopted by the senate, has been shunted
aside, with his consent, 'for a measure sponsored by a ·Republican Representative, McCONNELL of Pennsylvania. While the Price
bill 1s the better of the two. mine owner,a
had been able to exert enough pressur~ 1n
the House to blOCk its approval. When ihat
situation became apparent, PRicE threw his
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support to the McConnell bill-to make sure
that Federal legislation would be enacted,
even if he did not directly share in the glory.
The difference between the Neely and McConnell bills is that the Neely measure is
the more flexible and broader of the two.
The Neely bill gives considerable latit:ude to
the Federal mine inspection service 1n the
setting of safety standards and in the determination of hazards. The McConnell bill
seel{S to spell out the safety standards and
hazards. The latter measure leaves little
leeway for the mine inspection service to
define and cope with new types of hazards
which might arise in the future but which
are not now known to exist.
However, PRICE and other proponents of
Federal enforcement of safety standards decided it would be better to accept the McConnell bill than none at all. And that's
what the choice boiled down to. Any legislation which finally emerges !.com Congress
at this session is likely to follow pretty
closely the outline of the McConnell bill.
Even with its shortcomings, the McConnell bill represents a big improvement on
present mine safety ·laws both in the Federal
and most State statute books. Under present
procedure Federal safety inspectors can only
recommend safety measures; enforcement is
left up to the States.
The catch is that Federal safety regulations are much stricter, as a rule, than State
regulations; and State inspectors customarily
enforce only such Federal recommendations
as coincide with the laws of the State in
question.
If there is a sUp-up of some kind and no
Federal law is passed this year, Illinois and
other mining States could do worse than to
follow the pattern recently set in Colorado.
There the · State adopted the Fe!feral mine
safety code as its own, and, further, it empowered the State inspector of mines to
deputize Federal inspectors so that they
could act as enforcement agents when the
need arose.
But such a course offers real difficulties. It
was the reluctance of State legislatures to
adopt adequate safety legislation that forced
the intervention of the Federal Government
in the first place. Governor Stevenson, who
is strongly opposed to Federal assumption of
State responsib111ties, recognized that fact
long ago when he was compelled reluctantly
to indorse a Federal law with "teeth."
If all mining States were to trail in Colorado's footsteps there would be no need for
Federal legislation.

Development of Niagara Falls and River
by Private Enterprise
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Mr. MILLER of New York. Mr.
Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I would like to call
to the attention of the House of Representatives a resolution which was adopted by the St. Mary's Hospital Auxiliary,
Inc., Amsterdam, N. Y., supporting the
Capehart-Miller bill-S. 2021, H. R.
3146-which provides for the further
development of hydroelectric power

from the Niagara Falls and River by private enterprise. The resolution follows:
At the monthly business meeting of St.
Mary's Hospital Auxiliary, Inc., held March
13, 1952, the follo""ing resolution was
passed:
"Resolved, That St. Mary's Hospital Auxiliary, Inc., of Amsterdam, N.Y., go on record
as favoring the further development of Nia~
ara Falls by private enterprise as shown 1n
the Capehart-Miller bill (S. 2021, H. R. 3146)
and opposes the Lehman-Roosevelt bill (S.
517, H. R. 1642) and the Ives-Cole bill (S.
1963, H. R. 5099) and that the respective
sponsoring Senators of the United States
Senate be duly notified."

Commencement Address Delivered by
Hon. Herve J. L'Heureux
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN J. ROONEY
OF NEW YORK
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Mr. HOONEY.
Mr. Speaker, on
Wednesday of last week, June 11, 1952,
Columbus University, Washington, D. c .•
held commencement exercises and conferring of degrees, upon which occasion
the commencement address was delivered by the Honorable Herve J. L'Heureux Chief of the Visa Division of the
Dep~rtment of State. Mr. L'Heureux is
well known to many of us here on Capitol Hill as a faithful and capable Government servant and the originator of
the idea of a daily prayer for peace that
has received the approbation of all denominations.
Under the permission granted me by
unanimous consent of the House, I include Mr. L'Heureux• address at the
commencement exercises held by Columbus University:
For many of you, today marks the close
of your formal education. Whether you
have studied law or accountancy, you have
equipped yourself for a useful pr~fession.
Today crowns your years of study With success. TOday stamps you with a new maturity.
Today sends you forth with courage and enthusiasm to face the challenge of the future.
You have been blessed with an opportunity
of acquiring this wealth of knowledge. For
this you should be filled with gratitude to
your professors, gratitude to your country,
under whose laws your faith and opportunity
for advancement flourishes without hin·
drance; and gratitude, finally, to God the author and source of all blessing. But gratitude is not all that is expected from you in
your new maturity. As you are going forth
from this college with a rich inheritance,
you have the responsibility of sharing it with
others, of enriching others out of the treasures you possess. And seldom has the world
been so spiritually beggared as it is today,
seldom has it been so destitute and in such
dire need of the riches you can offer. I can
say without fear of challenge that the Christian way of life has never been menaced by
greater danger than that which threatens it
today. For never before have the forces of
evil been marshalled against it with such
strength and such sinister strategy.
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When I speak of this new crisis, I am not
raising false alarms nor appealing to baseless
fears. For generations our spiritual leaders
have seen this conflict growing. Their warning voices went unheeded by the statesmen
of the West. But at last these statesmen are
convinced, awakened by the harsh realities
of the international scene. They may speak
of the conflict as a struggle between western
democracy and eastern despotism; a struggle
for the freedom of the individual or his enslavement. But this is merely a superficial
view. For in reality the struggle is between
the Christian way of life and the apostasy of
communism. It is a conflict between belief
in God and the dignity of men as the sons of
God, as against atheism and the concept of
man as a mere material force, without power
to survive the grave's corruption, without a
supernatural destiny. This denial of the
supernatural is the basic doctrine of those,
who, in the name of the Communist phi·
losophy of government, have subjected millions to their ruthless and cynical domination.
Let me indicate its particular malice.
There have been many grave assaults against
the church in the troubled history of Christianity. For 300 years pagan Rome sought to
stifle the infant church. The mighty and
splendid empire despised the Church of
Christ and held in contempt the folly Of the
cross. But the cross in the end conquered
and pagan Rome was converted to the Christian way of life. The dark ages saw successive waves of barbarians sweep over the western boundaries of Christendom and threaten
to engulf the church. Yet in the end these
fierce but simple pagans bowed to the
Cross of Christ. They too ac.cepted the
Christian way of life, and with their conversion the church was wonderfully strength(med. The Moslem tribesman from the desert of Arabia, with his steel blade and his
ringing battle cry of "God is great" rolled
back the eastern frontiers of the faith and
for centuries menaced the very heart and
center of Christendom. Unlike the pagans
of the west and north, he was not converted
to Christianity.
Yet this should be noted: the fury of his
attack was inspired, not by a hatred of
Christ, but by his own rigid and tenacious
belief in the God of Mohammed. The Protestant Revolution of the sixteenth century,
though it left Christendom sadly divided, was
not of itself an attack on the Christian way
of life; still less was it a deliberate rejection
of Christ.
But the menace that confronts us today is
a planned assault on the Christian way of
life. It is a rejection of Christ Himself, as
it is of God, the Father of us all. For the
first time in history, Christianity is threatened by an enemy that was once himself
Christian; an enemy that once followed
Christ and has repudiated Him. It is this
deliberate apostasy from Christ and Christianity that gives to atheistic communism
and the materialistic philosophy that inspires it their diabolical malice. That is why
it is sinister and satanic as no other attack
on Christianity has ever been.
We in this cc-untry are far from the center
of the storm-geographically. But we feel
its disturbances increasingly. Certain aspects of communism have been made very
appealing and have duped many minds
among our own people. Its alluring materialism has already weakened the truly
Christian inspirations of American life.
Christ's Sermon on the Mount, with its moral,
social, and religious concepts, is no longer
the universally accepted standard of successful living. For increasing numbers, today's
standard of success is wealth and luxury and
the mastery of others that comes with power.
The United States has, undoubtedly, acquired a position of leadership in the world.
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It is perhaps the- only country that can
solidify the peace1ul :nations. But. ill OJ'der
to do this, it must be able to gain the confidence of the wo.:rld. 'Unfortunately. fru: t.oo

many pe11son.s :regard us Americans as essentially mate-rialistic, capita11stic, and addicted
to luxurious Uvmg. We have been labeled a.s
warmongers by our ellemies. ManJ wonder
about. our true motives. Confusion. bewilderment. and a sense of insecurity seem to
prevail among the masses. Will our friends
in Europe stand united with us. in t.h e event,
God forbid, another conflict should erupt in
Europe? Will we be able to tap the JX>tential assistance of the masses. behind the ilion
curtain. who have not yet embraced atheism
and communism? In order to do this, we
must first reestablish our own faith in Goo
and in our destiny as children of God.
The problems that coruront, OW' leaders
are much too complex. to be solved by the
finite mind of man, witbout the aid. of
Almighty God. The world has neve:r been in
greater need of prayer. The free nations
need God's guidance in their efforts t .o s.top
the impending avalanche o! armed conflicts in various areas of the ~abe; they eel'•
tainly should have the benefit of His grace
and His blessing in their common struggle
to eradicate the communi.s,tic-ca.ncerous
growth with which the world is. afilicted, a.nd
to restore natural law and ordei among the
society of nations.
There should be no need far me to stress
the necessity of prayer. .All of us. are aware
of tt when we stop to refiect. We are prone
to criticize our leaders for the mistakes we
belfeve they have made In the conduct of our
foreign relations~ but we seldom stop to
think of the part we have played, 1ndi·
'ridually, 1n the deterioration of world afl.airs.
by our failure to adhere to the bas.ic rules. o!
morality and human beb.av1m:. Do we ever
stop to think what we might do, more th.a.n
anything else, as. individuals, to help s.olve
the cris.is?' Do we exercise sumcten.tly the
means God has made available to us~ prayer?
We have a moral obligation to help our national and world leaders by asking Almighty
God to give them the necessary Wisdom and
courage to discharge their responsibilities.
As American citizens, we should be con•
stantly on the alert to preserve the fundamental rights and principles expressed in
our Declaration of Independence and in ow:
Constitution. We should exercise at every
opportunity and with great care our right
to vote. We should vote for con.scientious.
God-tearing men to assume positions of
leadership. We should improve our individual moral ltfe so as to be worthy o!
God•s graces. And we should pray with increasing fervor and intensity for. His help
and His guidance. To this end our en tire
Nation should be called to. spiritual arms.
Let us proclaim our dependency upon God.
Let us have complete spiritual mobilization.
And, 1n this connection, let me invite your
attention to the Prayers-for-Peace Movement. Briefly, this movement- calls upon
every man, woman, and child, who believes
1n God, to pause daily at 12 o•clock noon and,
each in his own way, and according to his
own faith, ask Almighty God to help us adjust our international differences to enable
the nations of the world to .secure an equitable and abtdtng peace. More than 5.000
groups and organizations have endorsed this:
idea since 1948. The adherents have come
to be known as "'Minute Men of Prayer:~
Let all o! us become Minute Men of Prayer.
Once we have made our peace with Gad,
and fervently asked His divine assistance,
we may in complete confiden ce. with H1s
guidance and 1n union with Him, accept the
challenge of His enemies. Let us not fear,
for in union With God, the tree nations o!
the earth cannot fail!

The- Voice ef Ameriea Has lary~~gitis
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF'

HON. JAMES T. PAnERSON
IN THE' HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, June 16. 1952

Mr. PATTERSON. Mr. Speaker, a
most interesting commentary on the recent International Industrial Fair in
Bombay; India, has come to my attention. The Reverend Dr. Wilbur s. Demingp of the First Congregational Church
of . Washington, Conn., was thoughtful
enough to forward a copy of an article
by Loy L. Long, a congregational missionary, on the omission of United States
participation in the fair at Bombay.
A careful reading of this material will
indicate that the affair served as a tremendousJy successful propaganda medium for the Soviet Union. This was
due to no premeditation on the part of
Indian officials, but rather upon the stupidity of American diplomats.
While the Soviets were extolling the
virtues of benevolent c.ommunism and
damning the imperialist aggressors in
Korea no protest was. uttered by the
Voice of .America~ the expensive and
sometimes useless branch of United
States. information servic.e. The state
Department se.ized upon the :ftimsy excuse. that the fair was not government
sponsored. to cover its failure to participate. Because of this failure the people
of India were led to believe the monstrous lies repeated. without refutation,
by the Soviet hawkers.
When opportunities such as this one
are available for us to give other peoples
of the world direct comparisons· as to
the superiority of our system, the State
Department is ~out in left field'• and the
Voice of America is stricken with paralyzis of the vocal cords. The onJy solution
which ever seems to emanate from our
diplomatic service i,s to appropriate more
billions to counteract the damage already done.
Had there been alertness on the par~
of the appropriate F'oreign Service officials, we might have combated the
Communist propaganda at its source for
only a slight portion of the cost which
will ultimately result from the sleep.
ing sickness with which the State Department is stricken.
The article follows:
I WENT' TO THE IND'USTRIES FAnt

(By Loy L ~ Long)
I went to the industries. fair.
czechs, Chinese. and Russians were there
With tractors and cars. propaganda, Red.
·
stars;
But the Yankees were -not anywhere.
It has no't yet been announced how many
hundred thousands or people attended the
International Industrial Fair which was held
1n Bombay, India for the. 6 weeks ending on
February 24. 19&2. But the Times of India.
reported that t.b.e. Bombay municipality re-

:fused to grant an extension of another 8
weeks to the sponsors on the ground that
''the fair is being utillzed for Communist
propaganda.·~
Everyone With enough money
to pay the 10 annas (14 cents) entl'ance
fee attended the !air. The report could be
:beard en almcst any street cornez that tbe
exhibits were really worth seeing and that
bund'J'eds were queing up In front of the
Russian pav.llion to receive a free copy of
the red bc.und booklet which extols the vir·
tues of the Soviet l'egime.
I have never seen a better ind~strial exhibition. The machinery in the exhibits set
up. by the Russians, Chinese, Czechoslovakians and Hungarians were far superior to any
displayed by; other countries. India"s own
prcduc.ts were better than I have seen dur·
mg the last 15 years; and clearly shows. that
industrially India is on the march.
In the middle of the fai:r grounds stood
the Russian exhibition hall, 200 feet square
and 50 feet bigb, painted red, flaunting their
larg.e hammer and sickle :Hag. In the most
promme:nt place at the end of a long corridor. below the sculptured head of Lenin
and S'talin, were these words in Hindi and
English~ ''Under the leadership of the· party
of Lenin and stalin. the Soviet people have
built a. Socialist society. forever eliminated
exploitation of man by man, liquidated somal and national oppzession and created all
the conditions for a prosperous. and cUltured
life." Mottoes in English and pictures of
smil!ing taces of wen dressed Russian men
and women decorated the walls and pillars
and implicity informed us that all was rosy
in the U. S. S. R. In one wing there were
beautiful fur eoats. silk. tapestries. and
woolen clotb as attractive as could. be. found
on Fifth Avenue.
In the pavilion and outside· were more
t.ban a hwidred exhibits of agricultural and
indus.trial macbinery. Just to read the
names of them would tire the reader, but the
sight o! them would inspire the visitor.
You can skip the list it you wish, but this
1s wbat I saw at the fair: caterpillar tractor
with manure spreader; tractor-d:rawn tworow potato planter; gram separator; grain
cleaner; portable grain separator on wheels;
ootton picker, 22 horsepower, output onehalf acre per hour; s.e l!-propelled multibucket elevating loader; motortr-uck crane;
motortruck loader, 3 tons hoisting capacity;
tractor and scraper with 9-foot blade; motormounted well borer; elevating grader on
motortruck; self-propelled multibucket ex·
cavator for trenches 2 feet wide~ excavator
on caterpillar track, 1 cubic meter dipper, 15
tons hoisting capacity; self-propelled har·
vesting combine, 13-foot width and 5 acres
per hour output~ seed drU1,.24 rows and 12foot width; six-box cotton planter; six-row
seedling planter with watering attachment,
5 furrow tractor plows, 4 furrow tractor
plows, 2 furrow tractor plows, 12 feet culti·
vator, 4 ton truck, 4~ ton dump truck, two
passenger busses-seating accommodation 28
passengers each. dump truck, electric power
station unit, one electric generator-providing light for t.b.e Soviet exhibition, electric centrifugS\1 water pump--1,325 cubic
feet per minute, air compressor untts-735
cubic feet pez minute, Red Cross ambulance
car-ZIS 18 cylinder engine; ZIM 12 sedan30 horsepower, ZIS open sports sedan; ZIS
closed seda.n ; POBEDA sedan, 5 seater-18
horsepower; bicycles, coal cutter-SO cubic
feet per hour; electric mine locomotive; 2
motorcycles, roller and ball bearings, grinding and drilling machines; pneumatic rivet·
1ng, chipping, grinding, and drilling machines; electric drills and planers; circular
saws, microscopes, tool-room Iathes-10
feet and 12 feet long, electric power, six
spindle automatic chucking machine; sur-
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face grinding machine; universal milllng mac:t.ine, universal tool cutter, universal cylindrical grinding machine; universal ,gear
bobbing machine; cold sawing machinecircular blade, 30-inch diameter; double
and tennoner radial drllling machine; vertical drllling machine; band saw, 30-inch,
single spindle shaper; large welding machines, electric motors up to 160 kilowatts:
three Diesel engines; Diesel generator, voltmeters, calvonometer, meghometer, cotton
mill equipment; automatic loom, calculating
and accounting machine, two sewing machines-portable and cabinet; line casting
machine; four magazines; milking machines,
cream separator, surgical instruments, radios, gramaphones, and jewelry.
Over and over I heard the amazed spectators exclaim, as they walked through the
Soviet exhibition, "Isn't it wonderful what
they are doing in Russia." So prominent
were the mottoes on the walls that visitors
could not keep from reading what they said
about the Soviet's persistent struggle to
improve the living standards of the people
and their determined efforts to establish
order and enduring peace in the world.
The Chinese exhibition was almost as impressive. Their pavilion, though not so
large, was constructed in Chinese architectural style and lacquered red. Inside
stood a 12-foot sculptured figure of Mao
Tse-tung. At least 30 exhibits of heavy
machinery were in display, which included
large electric generators, electric motors
with as much as 500 horsepower, sewing machines, automatic weaving looms, telephones,
heavy-duty lathes, herringbone gear generators, slotting and milling machines, and a.
large well-boring machine. Minerals, grains,
fabrics, porcelains, and art work were also on
display.
One of Tata's engineers asked in my hearing, "Do you mean to tell me that they have
done all this in 2 years?" Of course no
one was there to confirm it, but certainly
thousands of those who went to the fair
will believe it.
Czechoslovakia's display of X-ray machines, first-class preci&ion tools, motorcycles, tractors and plows, and power-driven
water pumps was tremendously impressive.
India's own small Diesel engines, electric
fans, motor driven well drill, bicycles and
many other small agricultural and industrial
tools, while better than they have been able
previously to display, nevertheless paled into
insignificance when judged by the Soviet exhibits.
There was absolutely no exhibit of American made goods, way of life, or literature
which might have counteracted at least in
part, the tremendously subtle influence of
the Communists. Well, perhaps I should
mention the one exception. Coca-Cola was
being sold in a number of places from the
little red boxes.
We Americans surely
missed the boat. I understand that United
St ates representatives in Bombay did not
t.aink that the industrial exhibit would
amount to much, and therefore did not secure the cooperation of firms in Bombay
which handle American products, in order
~ participate in the international.
United
States officials state that since the exhibition was not sponsored by the India Government, they could not participate as a Government as the Russians were able to do, and
that they could not have secured the cooperation of Bombay firms without paying the
costs involved. It seems very difficult to
jolt American dollars away from the Delhi
accounts. To put it mildly, they miscalculated the importance of the fair and the
Reds really went to town.
American readers were informed by the
New York Times Book Review on January
6 that the Soviet's literature was being dis-

tributed In India t-hea.ply and more extensively than ever before. Evidence of this
fact was provided by the large book stall in
the middle of the Bombay Industrial Fairgrounds, which handled Communist books,
pamphlets, and magazines. Salesmen were
as busy as peanut peddlers usually are at a
fair, handing out free magazines and selling books and magazines at give-away
prices. Just to give you a clear idea about
this I will tell you what I carried home after
spending an even 3 rupees at the stall.
You will be surprised to learn what I purchased for 65 cents, and you will be amazed
at what I learned from this literature. The
staggering fact is that thousands of readers
in India will believe that this fantastic propaganda is the truth about world affairs.
The November 1951 issue of the Soviet
Union, with two quite frameable colored picture of Lenin and Stalin-12 by 15 inches in
size, was given away free, along with beautiful colored folders portraying the prosperous
life in Russia. In one packet, which sold
for 35 cents, were nine magazines and pamphlets, including Soviet Literature, a
monthly magazine of 192 pages, News for
January 1952, New Times, first issue of a.
weekly journal, People's China for December 1951, Soviet Woman for NovemberDecembe:- 1951, Soviet Land, a fortnightly
journal published by Tass in India, and a.
second copy of Soviet Union-July 1951.
These were all printed on first-class paper
and filled with colored pictures and well
written in English.
The characteristic note of this literature
may be summed up in these quotations:
"The purpose of the Soviet Union's participation in this exhibition is to demonstrate the
peaceful development of the U. S. S. R., the
peaceful pursuits of the multinational land
of the Soviets which is building a new
society-communism-for the happiness of
all the peoples of the Soviet stat e." "The
entire history of the Soviet state, during
these 34 years is witnessed by the peaceful
character c ' its policy which follows logically
from the very nature of the Socialist system." "With 'Peace' as its motto it is now
marching to communism." "When all of us
get together, my heart overflows with joy. I
look at my children and grandchildren and
think what a happy time, what a happy
country they live in. Everything is theirsschools and colleges, theaters and sanitoriums." "The American and British im•
perialists v,rant to plunge mankind into another war, they want to rob mothers of their
sons, and children of their happy childhood,
to reduce homes, towns, villages to ruins.
They are trying to scare the ordinary man
and woman with the atom bomb."
"While closely watching the moves of the
warmongers the Soviet people are busy with
peaceful work. The great victory won, all of
us returned to the labors of peace. I am a
building worker, and I went back to the job
I love, working on the reconstruction of Moscow. It is only 6 years since the patriotic
war ended, but how enormously our capital
has changed in this time. Hundreds of new
buildings, beautiful parks, asphalted roadways, handsome streets, and squares-such
is the face of our Socialist city. We are a
peaceful people. We are working for the
happiness of our children.
"I think of the trucks with a load of death
that are roaring at this same time along the
roads of America. Trucks with ammunition
for the soldiers of the so-called Unhed Nations army, a brigand army that has covered itself with eternal shame by its horrible crimes in Korea. The United States imperialists and their West European vassals
fight against peace, because they stand to
lose it. They need war so that the safes o!
Wall Street and the city may burst with
gold. They fear peace because they fear the
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people of their own countries. As a mother,
I declare: May the curses of mothers everywhere fall on the heads of warmongers."
And here are a few quotations from the
three books I bought for 30 cents which were
titled "Joseph Stalin," a short biography;
"Conspiracy Against Peace," by Ralph Parker, a British journalist; and "The Truth
About American Diplomats," by Annabelle
Bucar, who claims to be a native-born American and pretends to know the truth about
American diplomats. Annabelle Bucar says,
"The United States State Department antiSoviet clique is a glaring example of how the
coincidence of interests between a small but
crucially placed group of bureaucrats in a
. modern capitalist state, on the one hand,
can be made to further destruction while the
peaceful population of that state is completely oblivious to what goes on and why.''
Furthermore, she says that "Loy Henderson is
the senior member of the monopoly of Soviet-American affairs. • • • He possesses
an unusual talent for personal intrigue coupled with an exterior which so belies this
talent as to lead those who do not know him
intimately to consider him an honest and
frank human being. • • • By simple
maneuvering he made himself a key man in
the organization of espionage directed
against the Soviet Union." She proceeds to
name and smear other Americans in foreign
services such as George Kennan, Charles
Bohlen, and Edward Page.
Ralph Parker, who claims to be an English journalist, adds further information in
his Conspiracy Against Peace. He says the
dominant characteristic of Kennan's school
of American diplomatists is a thrustful ruthlessness, ill-concealed behind a facade of
generosity, "Kennan," he says, "was the first
and in some ways the most influential agent
of America's warmongers. They should reward him with a monument in each of the
hundreds of war bases that America maintains in all corners of the world."
And what did I learn from this 12-cent
cloth-bound volume about Joseph Stalin?
"Stalin with boundless faith in Lenin's revolutionary genius took Lenin's path for his
own, from this path he never swerved and
when Lenin died he confidently and courageously carried on his work. • • • · To industrialize in so brief a period of history a
country so backward as was the Soviet
Union at that time, was a task of tremendous
difficulty. It was necessary to build up a.
large number of new industries, industries
that had been unknown in czarist Russia.
It was necessary to create a defense industry, nonexistent in old Russia. It was necessary to build plants for the production of
modern agricultural machinery, such as the
old countryside had never heard of. All of
this demanded enormous funds. In capitalist countries such funds were obtained
by the merciless exploitation of the people.
by wars of aggrandizement, by the bloodthirsty plunder of colonies and dependent
countries, and by foreign loans. But the
Soviet Union could not resort to such infamous means; the only way was to find
these funds at home. • • • Although he
performed his task of leader of the people and
the party with consummate skill and enjoyed the unreserved support of the entire
Soviet people, Stalin never allowed his work
to be marred by the slightest hint of vanity,
conceit or self-adulation.''
The citizens of India will surely be impressed also by such affirmations as these:
"The first 5-year plan was fulfilled by the beginning of 1933-ahead of schedule. • • •
The second Stalin 5-year plan was fulfilled by
April 1937-ahead of schedule. • • • The
experience of the war has proved that the
Soviet system is not only the best system
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for organizing the economic and cultural
development of a country in the period of
peaceful construction, but also the best system for mobilizing all the forces of the people to resist an enemy in wartime. • • •
By their self-sacrificing struggle the Soviet
people saved the civilization of Europe from
the Fascist pogrom-mongers.-"
It is definitely true that this Communist
literature is being widely distributed in India today, not only in cities but in villages
as well. I have read enough of it since I
went to the fair to know that it will make
a deep impression on the minds of many
idealistic nationals who are eager to improve the social and economic conditions of
the people. The articles and stories in the
magazines are well written, and it appears
that the publishers had readers in India in
mind. So interesting was the story Honour,
by G. Bashirov, a Stalin prize novel, that
even I was disappointed after reading 118
pages to discover that it was to be continued
1n the next month's issue of Soviet Literature. Moving pictures from the U. S. S. R.
are regularly shown in Bombay and, contrary
to the prevailing practices of Hollywood,
they profess to present a faithful portrayal
of life and culture of their homeland. The
general verdict of Americans who have seen
them is that they are artistic, wholesome,
with down-to-earth realism, and designed
to influence moviegoers, and win friends for
the country which produced them.

The visit to the fair l..as impressed upon
me the urgent need of vigilance and perseverance if Indo-American relations are to
improve during the next few years. Those
of us who live in India recognize the great
worth of the work of USIS and its publications like the American Reporter and the
unique contributions which are being made
by men like Larry Wilson of the USIS, Clyde
Dunn and Bert Evans of the American Consulate, B.ombay, Horace Holmes, the agricultural specialist, and Dr. Clifford Manshardt,
roving cultural attache of the American Embassy. A recent Times of India editorial
emphasizes the importance of visits by outstanding Americans: "Few have done more
t .... cure old hurts and ease old scars than the
new American Ambassador to India, Mr.
Chester Bowles, and the great and gracious
lady now in our midst. Mrs. Roosevelt 1s
entitled to a welcome on her own selfless
account." The mounting tension was immediately released when Mrs. Roosevelt said,
"I think we have come to understand that
India is now clearly stating where she stands
in principle, and that is all that we have a
right to expect for the present." After calling this real statesmanship, the editor added,
"With India wedded to the democratic way
of life, as her recent general elections have
testifled, with her constitution drawing inspiration from countries such as the United
States, Canada, Britain, and Switzerland,

what other path but that of democracy can
she tread?"
When one observer at the fair commented
that it was regrettable that there was no
American exhibit, · another alert national
answered, "All we have to do is keep our eyes
open to see American cars and trams in the
streets, refrigerators, telephones, sewing machines, and numberless other American products in the homes and offices in Indian cities
and villages." Nevertheless if we are to assist this new democracy during the next 5
years we should do more to prove our friendship to India by criticizing her leaders less,
and by understanding better their basic
struggle to improve agriculture, to expand
industry, to control the population, and to
provide essential education for all school-age
children. We need to be more aggressive
in building for enduring peace in the world
by showing in word and deed that war can
and will be averted. We need to stop sending meaningless and even harmful moving pictures to India, and to start sending
more pictures which will portray the democratic way of life as a goal worth attainment,
no matter how great the struggle. It is clear
to me that India does not want communism
any more than America does, but her people
do want food, clothing, shelter, and e~uca
tion for their children. I believe America
should do more to help India achieve these
ends and keep her freedom. Time may be
running out if we wait another 5 years.

